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PREFACE

The Internal Revenue Code, approved February 10, 1939, and
published in this volume as Public Act No. 1 of the Seventy-sixth
Congress, is the first Federal act of its kind since the Revised Statutes
of the United States, approved June 22, 1874. Title XXXV of the
Revised Statutes embraces the general and permanent statutes relat-
ing exclusively to internal revenue, in force on December 1, 1873.

The internal revenue title, which comprises all of the Code except
the preliminary sections relating to its enactment, is intended to con-
tain all the United States statutes of a general and permanent nature
relating exclusively to internal revenue, in force on January 2, 1939;
also such of the temporary statutes of that description as relate to
taxes the occasion of which may arise after the enactment of the Code.
These statutes are codified without substantive change and with only
such change of form as is required by arrangement and consolidation.
The title contains no provision, except for effective date, not derived
from a law approved prior to January 3, 1939.

The derivation of the title, in its textual sequence, is shown in the
appendix, part I, table A. Conversely, the placement of the statutes
in the title, cited in their chronological order, is shown in table B.
The Revised Statutes of the United States and the Statutes at Large
of the United States are the sources of the law codified. The Revised
Statutes cover the period ended December 1, 1873. The Statutes at
Large codified cover the period following December 1, 1873, and are
published in the 35 volumes numbered 18 to 52, inclusive. The
separate enactments carried into the internal revenue title, wholly or
in part, from the Statutes at Large are 143 in number, exclusive of 93
statutes involving express amendment, reenactment, or repeal. The
277 Revised Statutes sections codified were derived from 21 basic
statutes. The whole body of internal revenue law in effect on January
2, 1939, therefore, has its ultimate origin in 164 separate enactments
of Congress. The earliest of these was approved July 1, 1862; the
latest, June 16, 1938.

The Internal Revenue Code is an enactment without change of the
1939 edition of the Codificatioii of Internal Revenue Laws prepared
by Mr. Colin F. Stam and Mr. L. L. Stratton, of the staff of the Joint
Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation, with the assistance of the
Department of the Treasury and the Department of Justice. The
bill embodying that codification, H. R. 2762, was introduced on
January 18, 1939, by Mr. Doughton, of North Carolina, chairman of
the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives
and vice chairman of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxa-
tion. Mr. Doughton submitted the unanimously favorable report of
the Committee on Ways and Means on January 20. Unanimous con-
sent for consideration of the bill was requested and objected to on
January 23. It was called up on the following Calendar Wednesday,
January 25, and passed on that date by a vote of 350 to 16. On Jan-
uary 27, the bill was messaged to the Senate and referred to the Com-
mittee on Finance, before whom a hearing was held on the 30th.
At the direction of Mr. Harrison, of Mississippi, chairman of the
Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation and of the Committee
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PREFACE

on Finance, Mr. George, of Georgia, a member of both committees,
submitted the unanimously favorable report of the Committee on
Finance on February 1. The bill was considered by the Senate on the
following day and passed without a record vote.

The 1939 codification was the fourth to be published by the staff
of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation. The first,
published in 1930, embraced the general and permanent internal
revenue laws in force on December 1, 1930; the second, published in
1933, the laws in force on July 16, 1932; and the third, published in
1938, the laws in force at the beginning of that year.

In the preparation of these codifications, invaluable assistance was
received from the Department of the Treasury, the Department of
Justice, and the Legislative Reference Service of the Library of
Congress. To the Division of Research and Publication of the
Department of State grateful acknowledgment is made of the index
to this volume and of their expert aid in the revision of the proof
of the appendix.

The appendix, published under the provisions of section 9 of the
Internal Revenue Code, is divided into four parts. Part I consists of
tables of reference to internal revenue statutes. Tables A and B have
been described above. Table C cites the statutes expressly repealed,
in whole or in part, together with the repealing statutes. Table D
cites the statutes expressly amended or reenacted, with the amending
or reenacting statutes. The derivation of the sections of the Revised
Statutes relating to internal revenue is shown in table E. Mr. W. H.
McClenon, of the Legislative Reference Service of the Library of Con-
gress, rendered indispensable aid in the preparation of these tables,
as well as of the Code generally.

Part II of the appendix contains the provisions of the Constitution
of the United States relating to taxation.

Part III of the appendix, prepared by the Department of the Treas-
ury, contains miscellaneous statutory and treaty provisions affecting
the administration of internal revenue laws but omitted from the Code
for the reason that they are of a temporary nature or do not relate
exclusively to internal revenue.

Part IV of the appendix digests several court opinions construing
the repeal provisions of the Revised Statutes. The similarity of the
repeal provisions of the Revised Statutes and those of the Code suggests
the possible applicability of these decisions to questions that may
arise affecting the Code.
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NOTICE

The original of every act and joint resolution printed in this volume has the following heading:

SEVENTY-SIXTH CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA;

AT THE FIRST SESSION

Begun and held at the City of Washington on Tuesday, the third
day of January, one thousand nine hundred and thirty-nine

All bills and joint resolutions presented to the President of the United States bear the

signatures of the Speaker (or of the Speaker pro tempore) of the House of Representatives

and of the Vice President of the United States and President of the Senate (or of the

President of the Senate pro tempore); those signatures accordingly appear on the originals of

all acts and joint resolutions.

The signature of the President of the United States appears on the originals of all

approved acts and joint resolutions.

The original of every act and joint resolution has endorsed thereon a certificate of

origin, signed, as the case may be, by the Clerk of the House of Representatives or by

the Secretary of the Senate and reading "I certify that this Act (or Joint Resolution) orig-

inated in the House of Representatives (or Senate)." The origin of the act contained in

this part of the volume, as indicated by "II. R. 2762" in the headnote on page 1, was in

the HIouse of Representatives.
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FEBRUARY 10, 1939
[H. R. 2762]

[PUBLIC, No. 1]

Chapter 2

INTERNAL REVENUE CODE

Intended to Include All General and Permanent Laws of the United States and Parts

of Such Laws, Relating Exclusively to Internal Revenue, in Force on January 2,

1939, and All Internal Revenue Laws Relating to Temporary Internal Revenue

Taxes the Occasion for Which Arises After the Effective Date of the Code

FIRST SESSION OF THE SEVENTY-SIXTH CONGRESS
OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AN ACT

To consolidate and codify the internal revenue laws of the United States.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the laws of
the United States hereinafter codified and set forth as a part of this
act under the heading "Internal Revenue Title" are hereby enacted
into law.

SEC. 2. CITATION.-This act and the internal revenue title incor-
porated herein shall be known as the Internal Revenue Code and
may be cited as "I. R. C.".

SEC. 3. EFFECTIVE DATE.-Except as otherwise provided herein,
this act shall take effect on the day following the date of its enact-
ment.

SEC. 4. REPEAL AND SAVINGS PROVISIONS.-(a) The Internal Revenue
Title, as hereinafter set forth, is intended to include all general laws
of the United States and parts of such laws, relating exclusively to
internal revenue, in force on the 2d day of January 1939 (1) of a
permanent nature and (2) of a temporary nature if embraced in
said Internal Revenue Title. In furtherance of that purpose, all
such laws and parts of laws codified herein, to the extent they relate
exclusively to internal revenue, are repealed, effective, except as pro-
vided in section 5, on the day following the date of the enactment of
this act.

(b) Such repeal shall not affect any act done or any right accruing
or accrued, or any suit or proceeding had or commenced in any civil
cause before the said repeal, but all rights and liabilities under said
acts shall continue, and may be enforced in the same manner, as if
said repeal had not been made; nor shall any office, position, employ-
ment, board, or committee, be abolished by such repeal, but the same
shall continue under the pertinent provisions of the Internal Revenue
Title.

(c) All offenses committed, and all penalties or forfeitures incurred
under any statute hereby repealed, may be prosecuted and punished
in the same manner and with the same effect as if this act had not been
passed.
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CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS

(d) All acts of limitation, whether applicable to civil causes and
proceedings, or to the prosecution of offenses, or for the recovery of
penalties or forfeitures, hereby repealed shall not be affected thereby,
but all suits, proceedings, or prosecutions, whether civil or criminal,
for causes arising, or acts done or committed, prior to said repeal,
may be commenced and prosecuted within the same time as if this
act had not been passed.

(e) The authority vested in the President of the United States, or
in any officer or officers of the Treasury Department, by the law as it
existed immediately prior to the enactment of this act, hereafter to
give publicity to tax returns required under any internal revenue law
in force immediately prior to the enactment of this act or any informa-
tion therein contained, and to furnish copies thereof and to prescribe
the terms and conditions upon which such publicity may be given
or such copies furnished, and to make rules and regulations with re-
spect to such publicity, is hereby preserved. And the provisions of
law authorizing such publicity and prescribing the terms, conditions,
limitations, and restrictions upon such publicity and upon the use
of the information gained through such publicity and the provisions
of law prescribing penalties for unlawful publicity of such returns
and for unlawful use of such information are hereby preserved and
continued in full force and effect.

SEC. 5. CONTINUANCE OF EXISTING LAw.-Any provision of law
in force on the 2d day of January 1939 corresponding to a provision
contained in the Internal Revenue Title shall remain in force until
the corresponding provision under such Title takes effect.

SEC. 6. ARRANGEMENT, CLASSIFICATION, AND CROSS REFERENCES.-
The arrangement and classification of the several provisions of the
Internal Revenue Title have been made for the purpose of a more
convenient and orderly arrangement of the same, and, therefore,
no inference, implication or presumption of legislative construction
shall be drawn or made by reason of the location or grouping of any
particular section or provision or portion thereof, nor shall any out-
line, analysis, cross reference, or descriptive matter relating to the
contents of said Title be given any legal effect.

SEC. 7. EFFECT UTON SUBSEQUENT LEOISLATION.-The enactment of
this act shall not repeal nor affect any act of Congress passed since
the 2d day of January 1939, and all acts passed since that date shall
have full effect as if passed after the enactment of this act; but, so
far as such acts vary from, or conflict with, any provision contained
in this act, they are to have effect as subsequent statutes, and as
repealing any portion of this act inconsistent therewith.

SEC. 8. COPIES AS EVIDENCE OF ORIGINAL.-Copies of this act
printed at the Government Printing Office and bearing its imprint
shall be conclusive evidence of the original Internal Revenue Code
in the custody of the Secretary of State.

SEC. 9. PUBLICATION.-The said Internal Revenue Code shall be
published as a separate part of a volume of the United States Statutes
at Large, with an appendix and index, but without marginal refer-
ences; the date of enactment, bill number, public and chapter number
shall be printed as a headnote.

SEC. 10. INTERNAL REVENUE TTLE.-The Internal Revenue Title,
heretofore referred to, and hereby and herein enacted into law, is as
follows:

lala CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS 
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CIAPTER 1-INCOME TAX

SUBCHAPTER A-INTRODUCTORY PROVISIONS

SEC. 1. APPLICATION OF CHAPTER.
The provisions of this chapter shall apply only to taxable years

beginning after December 31, 1938. Income, war-profits, and excess-
profits taxes for taxable years beginning prior to January 1, 1939,
shall not be affected by the provisions of this chapter, but shall re-
main subject to the applicable provisions of the Revenue Act of 1938
and prior revenue acts. except as such provisions are modified by
legislation enacted subsequent to the Revenue Act of 1938.
SEC. 2. CROSS REFERENCES.

The cross references in this chapter to other portions of the chap-
ter, where the word "see" is used, are made only for convenience, and
shall be given no legal effect.
SEC. 3. CLASSIFICATION OF PROVISIONS.

The provisions of this chapter are herein classified and designated
as-

Subchapter A-Introductory provisions,
Subchapter B-General provisions, divided into Parts and sec-

tions,
Subchapter C-Supplemental provisions, divided into Supple-

ments and sections.
SEC. 4. SPECIAL CLASSES OF TAXPAYERS.

The application of the General Provisions and of Supplements A
to D, inclusive, to each of the following special classes of taxpayers,
shall be subject to the exceptions and additional provisions found in
the Supplement applicable to such class, as follows:

(a) Estates and trusts and the beneficiaries thereof,-Supple-
ment E.

(b) Members of partnerships,-Supplement F.
(c) Insurance companies,-Supplement G.
d) Nonresident alien individuals,-Supplement H.
e) Foreign corporations,-Supplement I.

(f) Individual citizens of any possession of the United States who
are not otherwise citizens of the United States and who are not
residents of the United States,-Supplement J.

(g) Individual citizens of the United States or domestic corpora-
tions, satisfying the conditions of section 251 by reason of deriving a
large portion of their gross income from sources within a possession
of the United States,-Supplement J.
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(h) China Trade Act corporations,-Supplement K.
(i) Foreign personal holding companies and their shareholders,-

Supplement P.
(j) Mutual investment companies-Supplement.

SUBCHAPTER B-GENERAL PROVISIONS

Part I-Rates of Tax
SEC. 11. NORMAL TAX ON INDIVIDUALS.

There shall be levied, collected, and paid for each taxable year
upon the net income of every individual a normal tax of 4 per centum
of the amount of the net income in excess of the credits against net
income provided in section 25.
SEC. 12. SURTAX ON INDIVIDUALS.

(a) DEFINITION OF "SURTAX NET INCOME".-As used in this section
the term "surtax net income" means the amount of the net income in
excess of the credits against net income provided in section 25 (b).

(b) RATES OF SuRTAx.-There shall be levied, collected, and paid
for each taxable year upon the surtax net income of every individual
a surtax as follows:

Upon a surtax net income of $4,000 there shall be no surtax;
upon surtax net incomes in excess of $4,000 and not in excess of
$6,000, 4 per centum of such excess.

$80 upon surtax net incomes of $6,000; and upon surtax net
incomes in excess of $6,000 and not in excess of $8,000, 5 per
centum in addition of such excess.

$180 upon surtax net incomes of $8,000; and upon surtax net
incomes in excess of $8,000 and not in excess of $10,000, 6 per
centum in addition of such excess.

$300 upon surtax net incomes of $10,000; and upon surtax net
incomes in excess of $10,000 and not in excess of $12,000, 7 per
centum in addition of such excess.

$440 upon surtax net incomes of $12,000; and upon surtax net
incomes in excess of $12,000 and not in excess of $14,000, 8 per
centum in addition of such excess.

$600 upon surtax net incomes of $14,000; and upon surtax net
incomes in excess of $14,000 and not in excess of $16,000, 9 per
centum in addition of such excess.

$780 upon surtax net incomes of $16,000; and upon surtax net
incomes in excess of $16,000 and not in excess of $18,000, 11 per
centum in addition of such excess.

$1,000 upon surtax net incomes of $18,000; and upon surtax net
incomes in excess of $18,000 and not in excess of $20,000, 13 per
centum in addition of such excess.

$1,260 upon surtax net incomes of $20,000; and upon surtax net
incomes in excess of $20,000 and not in excess of $22,000, 15 per
centum in addition of such excess.

$1,560 upon surtax net incomes of $22,000; and upon surtax net
incomes in excess of $22,000 and not in excess of $26,000, 17 per
centum in addition of such excess.

$2,240 upon surtax net incomes of $26,000; and upon surtax net
incomes in excess of $26,000 and not in excess of $32,000, 19 per
centum in addition of such excess.

$3,380 upon surtax net incomes of $32,000; and upon surtax net
incomes in excess of $32,000 and not in excess of $38,000, 21 per
centum in addition of such excess.

$4,640 upon surtax net incomes of $38,000; and upon surtax net
incomes in excess of $38,000 and not in excess of $44,000, 24 per
centum in addition of such excess.

$6,080 upon surtax net incomes of $44,000; and upon surtax
net incomes in excess of $44,000 and not in excess of $50,000, 27 per
centum in addition of such excess
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incomes in excess of $26,000 and not in excess of $32,000, 19 per 
centum in addition of such excess. 

$3,380 upon surtax net incomes of $32,000; and upon surtax net 
incomes in excess of $32,000 and not in excess of $38,000, 21 per 
centum in addition of such excess. 

$4,640 upon surtax net incomes of $38,000; and upon surtax net 
incomes in excess of $38,000 and not in excess of $44,000, 24 per 
centum in addition of such excess. 

$6,080 upon surtax net incomes of $44,000; and upon surtax 
net incomes in excess of $44,000 and not in excess of $50,000, 27 per 
centum in addition of such excess. 
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$7,700 upon surtax net incomes of $50,000; and upon surtax
net incomes in excess of $50,000 and not in excess of $56,000, 31 per
centum in addition of such excess.

$9,560 upon surtax net incomes of $56,000; and upon surtax
net incomes in excess of $56,000 and not in excess of $62,000, 35 per
centum in addition of such excess.

$11,660 upon surtax net incomes of $62,000; and upon surtax
net incomes in excess of $62,000 and not in excess of $68,000, 39 per
centum in addition of such excess.

$14,000 upon surtax net incomes of $68,000; and upon surtax
net incomes in excess of $68,000 and not in excess of $74,000, 43 per
centum in addition of such excess.

$16,580 upon surtax net incomes of $74,000; and upon surtax
net incomes in excess of $74,000 and not in excess of $80,000, 47 per
centum in addition of such excess.

$19,400 upon surtax net incomes of $80,000; and upon surtax
net incomes in excess of $80,000 and not in excess of $90,000, 51 per
centum in addition of such excess.

$24,500 upon surtax net incomes of $90,000; and upon surtax net
incomes in excess of $90,000 and not in excess of $100,000, 55 per
centum in addition of such excess.

$30,000 upon surtax net incomes of $100,000; and upon surtax net
incomes in excess of $100,000 and not in excess of $150,000, 58 per
centum in addition of such excess.

$59,000 upon surtax net incomes of $150,000; and upon surtax
net incomes in excess of $150,000 and not in excess of $200,000, 60
per centum in addition of such excess.

$89,000 upon surtax net incomes of $200,000; and upon surtax
net incomes in excess of $200,000 and not in excess of $250,000, 62
per centum in addition of such excess.

$120,000 upon surtax net incomes of $250,000; and upon surtax
net incomes in excess of $250,000 and not in excess of $300,000, 64
per centum in addition of such excess.

$152,000 upon surtax net incomes of $300,000; and upon surtax
net incomes in excess of $300,000 and not in excess of $400,000, 66
per centum in addition of such excess.

$218,000 upon surtax net incomes of $400,000; and upon surtax
net incomes in excess of $400,000 and not in excess of $500,000, 68
per centum in addition of such excess.

$286,000 upon surtax net incomes of $500,000; and upon surtax
net incomes in excess of $500,000 and not in excess of $750,000, 70
per centum in addition of such excess.

$461,000 upon surtax net incomes of $750,000; and upon surtax
net incomes in excess of $750,000 and not in excess of $1,000,000, 72
per centum in addition of such excess.

$641,000 upon surtax net incomes of $1,000,000; and upon surtax
net incomes in excess of $1,000,000 and not in excess of $2,000,000, 73
per centum in addition of such excess.

$1,371,000 upon surtax net incomes of $2,000,000; and upon surtax
net incomes in excess of $2,000,000 and not in excess of $5,000,000, 74
per centum in addition of such excess.

$3,591,000 upon surtax net incomes of $5,000,000; and upon surtax
net incomes in excess of $5,000,000,75 per centum in addition of such
excess.

(C) TAX IN CASE OF CAPITAL GAiNS OR LOSSES.-

For rate and computation of alternative tax in lieu of normal tax
and surtax in the case of a capital gain or loss from the sale or ex-
change of capital assets held for more than eighteen months, see
section 117 (c).

(d) SAi OF OIL OR GAS PROPERTIE.-
For limitation of surtax attributable to the sale of oil or gas

properties, see section 106.
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(e) TAX ON PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANIES.-

For surtax on personal holding companies, see section 500.

(f) AVOIDANCE OF SURTAXES BY INCORPORATION.-
For surtax on corporations which accumulate surplus to avoid surtax

on shareholders, see section 102.

SEC. 13. TAX ON CORPORATIONS IN GENERAL.
(a) ADJUSTED NET INCOME.-For the purposes of this chapter the

term "adjusted net income" means the net income minus the credit
provided in section 26 (a), relating to interest on certain obligations
of the United States and Government corporations.

(b) IMPOSITION OF TAx.-There shall be levied, collected, and paid
for each taxable year upon the net income of every corporation the
net income of which is more than $25,000 (except a corporation sub-
ject to the tax imposed by section 14, section 231 (a), Supplement G,
or Supplement Q) a tax computed under subsection (c) of this sec-
tion or a tax computed under subsection (d) of this section, which-
ever tax is the lesser.

(c) GENERAL RULE.-The tax computed under this subsection shall
be as follows:

(1) A tentative tax shall first be computed equal to 19 per centum
of the adjusted net income.

(2) The tax shall be the tentative tax reduced by the sum of-
(A) 1612 per centum of the credit for dividends received pro-

vided in section 26 (b); and
(B) 21/2 per centum of the dividends paid credit provided in

section 27, but not to exceed 2/2 per centum of the adjusted net
income.

(d) ALTERNATIVE TAX (CORPORATIONS WrIH NET INCOME SLIGHTLY
MoRE THAN $25,000).-

(1) If no portion of the gross income consists of interest allowed
as a credit by section 26 (a) (relating to interest on certain obli-
gations of the United States and Government corporations), or of
dividends of the class with respect to which credit is allowed by
section 26 (b), then the tax computed under this subsection shall be
equal to $3,525, plus 32 per centum of the amount of the net income
in excess of $25,000.

(2) If any portion of the gross income consists of such interest
or dividends, then the tax computed under this subsection shall
be as follows:

(A) The net income shall be divided into two divisions, the
first division consisting of $25,000, and the second division con-
sisting of the remainder of the net income.

(B) To the first division shall be allocated, until an aggregate
of $25,000 has been so allocated: First, the portion of the gross
income consisting of such interest; second, the portion of the gross
income consisting of such dividends; and third, an amount equal
to the excess, if any, of $25,000 over the amounts already allo-
cated to the first division.

(C) To the second division shall be allocated, until there has
been so allocated an aggregate equal to the excess of the net
income over $25,000: First, the portion of the gross income con-
sisting of such interest which is not already allocated to the
first division; second, the portion of the gross income consisting
of such dividends which is not already allocated to the first
division; and third, an amount equal to the excess, if any, of
the net income over the sum of $25,000 plus the amounts already
allocated to the second division.

(D) The tax shall be equal to the sum of the following:
(i) A tax on the $25,000 allocated to the first division,

computed under section 14 (c), on the basis of the allocation
made to the first division and as if the amount so allocated
constituted the entire net income of the corporation.
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(f) 
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(ii) 12 per centum of the dividends received allocated as
such to the second division.

(iii) 32 per centum of the remainder of the amount allo-
cated to the second division, except interest allowed as a
credit under section 26 (a).

(e) CORPORATIONS IN BANKRUPTCY AND RECEIVERsHIP.-If a domes-
tic corporation is for any portion of the taxable year in bankruptcy
under the laws of the United States, or insolvent and in receivership
in any court of the United States or of any State, Territory, or the
District of Columbia, then, when the tax is computed under subsec-
tion (c), the tentative tax shall be reduced by 21/2 per centum of the
adjusted net income, instead of by 21/2 per centum of the dividends
paid credit.

(f) JOINT-STOCK LAND BANKS.-In the case of a joint-stock land
bank organized under the Federal Farm Loan Act, 39 Stat. 360,
42 Stat. 1454 (U. S. C. Title 12, § 641), as amended, when the tax
is computed under subsection (c), the tentative tax shall be reduced
by 21/2 per centum of the adjusted net income, instead of by 21/
per centum of the dividends paid credit.

(g) RENTAL HOUSING CORPORATIONS.-In the case of a corporation
which at the close of the taxable year is regulated or restricted by
the Federal Housing Administrator under section 207 (b) (2) of
the National Housing Act, as amended, 52 Stat. 17, when the tax is
computed under subsection (c), the tentative tax shall be reduced by
21/2 per centum of the adjusted net income, instead of by 21/2 per
centum of the dividends paid credit; but only if such Administrator
certifies to the Commissioner the fact that such regulation or restric-
tion existed at the close of the taxable year. It shall be the duty of
such Administrator promptly to make such certification to the Com-
missioner after the close of the taxable year of each corporation which
is so regulated or restricted by hinm.

(h) EXEMPT CORPORATIONS.-
For corporations exempt from taxation under this chapter, see

section 101.

(i) TAX ON PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANIES.-

For surtax on personal holding companies, see section 500.

(j) IMPROPER ACCUMULATION rF SURPLUS.-
For surtax on corporations which acculllllate surplus to avoid surtax

on shareholders, see section 102.

SEC. 14. TAX ON SPECIAL CLASSES OF CORPORATIONS.
(a) SPECIAL CLASS NET INCOME.-For the purposes of this chapter

the term "special class net income" means the adjusted net income
minus the credit for dividends received provided in section 26 (b).

(b) IMPOSITION OF TAX.-There shall be levied, collected, and paid
for each taxable year upon the special class net income of the follow-
ing corporations (in lieu of the tax imposed by section 13) the tax
hereinafter in this section specified.

(c) CORPORATIONS WITH NET INCOMES OF NOT MORE THAN
$25,000.-If the net income of the corporation is not more than
$25,000, and if the corporation does not come within one of the
classes specified in subsection (d), (e), (f), or (g) of this section, the
tax shall be as follows:

Upon special class net incomes not in excess of $5,000, 121/2 per
centum.

$625 upon special class net incomes of $5,000, and upon special
class net incomes in excess of $5,000 and not in excess of $20,000,
14 per centum in addition of such excess.

$2,725 upon special class net incomes of $20,000, and upon special
class net incomes in excess of $20,000, 16 per centum in addition
of such excess.
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(d) SPECIAL CLASSES OF CORPORATIONS.-In the case of the following
corporations the tax shall be an amount equal to 161/2 per centum of
the special class net income, regardless of the amount thereof:

(1) Banks, as defined in section 104.
2) Corporations organized under the China Trade Act, 1922,

(42 Stat. 849 (U. S. C., Title 15, c. 4).)
(3) Corporations which, by reason of deriving a large portion

of their gross income from sources within a possession of the
United States, are entitled to the benefits of section 251.

(e) FOREIGN CORPORATIONS.-

(1) In the case of a foreign corporation engaged in trade or
business within the United States or having an office or place of
business therein, the tax shall be an amount equal to 19 per centum
of the special class net income, regardless of the amount thereof.

(2) In the case of a foreign corporation not engaged in trade
or business within the United States and not having an office or
place of business therein, the tax shall be as provided in section
231 (a).
(f) INSURANCE COMPANIES.-In the case of insurance companies,

the tax shall be as provided in Supplement G.
(g) MUTUAL INVESTMENT COMPANIES.-In the case of mutual invest-

ment companies, as defined in Supplement Q, the tax shall be as
provided in such Supplement.

(h) EXEMPT CORPORATIONS.-

For corporations exempt from taxation under this chapter, see
section 101.

(i) TAX ON PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANIES.-

For surtax on personal holding companies, see section 500.

(j) IMPROPER ACCUMULATION OF SURPLUS.-

For surtax on corporations which accumulate surplus to avoid surtax
on stockholders, see section 102.

SEC. 15. CORPORATE TAXES EFFECTIVE FOR TWO TAXABLE YEARS.

The taxes imposed by section 13, section 14 (except subsection (e)
(2)), Supplement G, or Supplement Q, of this chapter, or by section
13, section 14, or Supplement G of the Revenue Act of 1936, shall not
apply to any taxable year beginning after December 31, 1939.

Part II-Computation of Net Income

SEC. 21. NET INCOME.
(a) DEFINITIoN.-"Net income" means the gross income computed

under section 22, less the deductions allowed by section 23.

(b) CRoss REFERENCES.-
For definition of "adjusted net income", see section 13 (a); for defi-

nition of "special class net income", see section 14 (a).

SEC. 22. GROSS INCOME.
(a) GENERAL DEFINITION.-"Gross income" includes gains, profits,

and income derived from salaries, wages, or compensation for per-
sonal service, of whatever kind and in whatever form paid, or from
professions, vocations, trades, businesses, commerce, or sales, or deal-
ings in property, whether real or personal, growing out of the own-
ership or use of or interest in such property; also from interest, rent,
dividends, securities, or the transaction of any business carried on for
gain or profit, or gains or profits and income derived from any source
whatever. In the case of Presidents of the United States and judges
of courts of the United States taking office after June 6, 1932, the
compensation received as such shall be included in gross income; and
all Acts fixing the compensation of such Presidents and judges are
hereby amended accordingly.
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(b) ExcLUsIoNs FROM GROSS INCOME.-The following items shall
not be included in gross income and shall be exempt from taxation
under this chapter:

(1) LIFE INSURANCE.-Amounts received under a life insurance
contract paid by reason of the death of the insured, whether in a
single sum or otherwise (but if such amounts are held by the
insurer under an agreement to pay interest thereon, the interest
payments shall be included in gross income);

(2) ANNUITIES, ETc.-Amounts received (other than amounts
paid by reason of the death of the insured and interest payments
on such amounts and other than amounts received as annuities)
under a life insurance or endowment contract, but if such amounts
(when added to amounts received before the taxable year under
such contract) exceed the aggregate premiums or consideration
paid (whether or not paid during the taxable year) then the
excess shall be included in gross income. Amounts received as an
annuity under an annuity or endowment contract shall be included
in gross income; except that there shall be excluded from gross
income the excess of the amount received in the taxable year over
an amount equal to 3 per centum of the aggregate premiums or
consideration paid for such annuity (whether or not paid during
such year), until the aggregate amount excluded from gross in-
come under this chapter or prior income tax laws in respect of such
annuity equals the aggregate premiums or consideration paid for
such annuity. In the case of a transfer for a valuable considera-
tion, by assignment or otherwise, of a life insurance, endowment,
or annuity contract, or any interest therein, only the actual value
of such consideration and the amount of the premiums and other
sums subsequently paid by the transferee shall be exempt from
taxation under paragraph (1) or this paragraph;

(3) GIFrS, BEQUESTS, AND DEVISES.-The value of property
acquired by gift, bequest, devise, or inheritance (but the income
from such property shall be included in gross income);

(4) TAX-FRE1 INTERESTr.-Interest upon (A) the obligations of
a State, Territory, or any political subdivision thereof, or the
District of Columbia; or (B) obligations of a corporation organ-
ized under Act of Cotngress, if such corporation is an instrunmen-
tality of the United States; or (C) the obligations of the United
States or its possessions. Every person owning any of the obli-
gations enumerated in clause (A), (B), or (C) shall, in the
return required by this chapter, submit a statement showing the
number and amount of such obligations owned by him and the
income received therefrom, in such form and with such informa-
tion as the Commissioner may require. In the case of obligations
of the United States issued after September 1, 1917 (other than
postal savings certificates of deposit) and in the case of obliga-
tions of a corporation organized under Act of Congress, the
interest shall be exempt only if and to the extent provided in the
respective Acts authorizing the issue thereof as amended and
supplemented, and shall be excluded from gross income only if
and to the extent it is wholly exempt from the taxes imposed by
this chapter;

(5) COMPENSATION FOR INJURIES OR SICKNESS.-Amounts re-
ceived, through accident or health insurance or under workmen's
compensation acts, as compensation for personal injuries or sick-
ness, plus the amount of any damages received whether by suit or
agreement on account of such injuries or sickness;

(6) MINISTERS.-The rental value of a dwelling house and ap-
purtenances thereof furnished to a minister of the gospel as part
of his compensation;

(7) INCOME EXEMPT UNDER TREATY.-Income of any kind, to the
extent required by any treaty obligation of the United States;
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(8) MISCELLANEOUS rrEMs.-The following items, to the extent
provided in section 116:

Earned income from sources without the United States;
Salaries of certain Territorial employees;
The income of foreign governments;
Income of States, municipalities, and other political subdivi-

sions;
Receipts of shipowners' mutual protection and indemnity

associations;
Dividends from China Trade Act corporations;
Compensation of employees of foreign governments.

(c) INvENTroREs.-Whenever in the opinion of the Commissioner
the use of inventories is necessary in order clearly to determine the
income of any taxpayer, inventories shall be taken by such taxpayer
upon such basis as the Commissioner, with the approval of the
Secretary, may prescribe as conforming as nearly as may be to the
best accounting practice in the trade or business and as most clearly
reflecting the income.

(d) INVENTORIES IN CERTAIN INDUSTRIES.-
(1) PRODUCERS AND PROCESSORS OF CERTAIN NON-FERROUS

METALS.-A taxpayer shall be entitled to elect the method of tak-
ing inventories provided in paragraph (2) if his principal business
is-

(A) Smelting non-ferrous ores or concentrates, or refining non-
ferrous metals, or both; or

(B) Producing brass, copper products, or brass products, or
any one or more of them, not further advanced than rods, sheets,
tubes, bars, plates, or strips.
(2) INVENTORIES OF RAW MATERIALS.-A taxpayer entitled to

elect, and who has so elected, shall, in taking his inventory as of
the close of any taxable year of raw materials which are-

(A) used in a business described in paragraph (1); and
(B) not yet included in goods in process or finished goods; and
C) so intermingled that they cannot be identified with spe-

cific invoices;
treat such raw materials remaining on hand as being: First, those
included in the inventory as of the beginning of the taxable year
(in the order of acquisition) to the extent thereof, and second,
those acquired in the taxable year, in the order of acquisition.

(3) TANNERS.-A taxpayer whose principal business is tanning
hides or skins, or both, shall be entitled to elect (with respect to
any taxable year) the method provided in paragraph (2) as to the
raw materials (including those included in goods in process and in
finished goods) in the business of tanning hides, or skins, or both,
if so intermingled that they cannot be identified with specific
invoices.

(4) INVENTORIES AT COST.-In the case of the application of the
provisions of paragraph (2) or (3) all inventories of such mate-
rials shall be taken at cost, including the inventory as of the close
of the preceding taxable year even though such preceding taxable
year began prior to January 1, 1939.

(5) ELECTION OF METHOD.-The method provided in paragraph
(2) or (3) shall not be applied unless the taxpayer, at or before
the filing of his return for the preceding taxable year, has filed
with the Commissioner his election to have it apply.

(6) REGULATIONS AS TO CHANGE.-The change to such method
shall be made in accordance with such regulations as the Commis-
sioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may prescribe as neces-
sary to prevent the avoidance of tax.

(7) CHANGE TO DIFFERENT METHo D.-An election made under this
subsection shall be irrevocable and the method so elected shall be
applied in all subsequent taxable years notwithstanding any change
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in the principal business of the taxpayer, unless with the approval
of the Commissioner change to a different method is authorized,
and then upon such terms and conditions and in accordance with
such regulations as the Commissioner, with the approval of the
Secretary, may prescribe.
(e) DISTRIBUTIONS BY CORPORATIONS.-Distributions by corpora-

tions shall be taxable to the shareholders as provided in section 115.
(f) DETERMINATION OF GAIN OR Loss.-In the case of a sale or

other disposition of property, the gain or loss shall be computed as
provided in section 111.

(g) GROSS INCOME FROM SOURCES WITHIN AND WITHOUT UNITED
STATES.-

For computation of gross income from sources within and without
the United States, see section 119.

(h) FOREIGN PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANIES.-
For provisions relating to gross income of foreign personal holding

companies and of their shareholders, see section 334.
(i) CONSENT DIVIDENDS.-

For inclusion in gross income of amounts specified in shareholders'
consents, see section 28.

(j) INCOME FROM MORTGAGES MADE OR OBLIGATIONS ISSUED BY JOINT
STOCK LAND BANKS.-

For taxable status of income derived from mortgages made or
obligations issued by Joint stock land banks, see section 3799.

SEC. 23. DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS INCOME.
In computing net income there shall be allowed as deductions:
(a) EXPENSES.-

(1) IN GENERAL.-All the ordinary and necessary expenses paid or
incurred during the taxable year in carrying on any trade or busi-
ness, including a reasonable allowance for salaries or other com-
pensation for personal services actually rendered; traveling ex-
penses (including the entire amount expended for meals and lodg-
ing) while away from home in the pursuit of a trade or business;
and rentals or other payments required to be made as a condition
to the continued use or possession, for purposes of the trade or
business, of property to which the taxpayer has not taken or is
not taking title or in which he has no equity.

(2) CORPORATE CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIO)NS.-No deduction shall
be allowable under paragraph (1) to a corporation for any con-
tribution or gift which would be allowable as a deduction under
subsection (q) were it not for the 5 per centum limitation therein
contained and for the requirement therein that payment must be
made within the taxable year.
(b) INTEREST.-All interest paid or accrued within the taxable

year on indebtedness, except on indebtedness incurred or continued
to purchase or carry obligations (other than obligations of the
United States issued after September 24, 1917, and originally sub-
scribed for by the taxpayer) the interest upon which is wholly
exempt from the taxes imposed by this chapter.

(c) TAXES GENERALLY.-Taxes paid or accrued within the taxable
year, except-

(1) Federal income, war-profits, and excess-profits taxes (other
than the excess-profits tax imposed by section 106 of the Revenue
Act of 1935, 49 Stat. 1019, or by section 600 of this title);

(2) income, war-profits, and excess-profits taxes imposed by the
authority of any foreign country or possession of the United
States; but this deduction shall be allowed in the case of a tax-
payer who does not signify in his return his desire to have to any
extent the benefits of section 131 (relating to credit for taxes of
foreign countries and possessions of the United States);

(3) estate, inheritance, legacy, succession, and gift taxes; and
(4) taxes assessed against local benefits of a kind tending to

increase the value of the property assessed; but this paragraph
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shall not exclude the allowance as a deduction of so much of such
taxes as is properly allocable to maintenance or interest charges.
(d) TAXES OF SHAREHOLDER PAID BY CORPORATION.-The deduc-

tion for taxes allowed by subsection (c) shall be allowed to a cor-
poration in the case of taxes imposed upon a shareholder of the
corporation upon his interest as shareholder which are paid by the
corporation without reimbursement from the shareholder, but in
such cases no deduction shall be allowed the shareholder for the
amount of such taxes.

(e) LossES BY INDIVIDUALS.-In the case of an individual, losses
sustained during the taxable year and not compensated for by insur-
ance or otherwise-

(1) if incurred in trade or business; or
(2) if incurred in any transaction entered into for profit,

though not connected with the trade or business; or
(3) of property not connected with the trade or business, if the

loss arises from fires, storms, shipwreck, or other casualty, or from
theft. No loss shall be allowed as a deduction under this para-
graph if at the time of the filing of the return such loss has been
claimed as a deduction for estate tax purposes in the estate tax
return.
(f) LossES BY CORPORATIONS.-In the case of a corporation, losses

sustained during the taxable year and not compensated for by insur-
ance or otherwise.

(g) CAPITAL LOSSES.-
(1) LIMITATION.-Losses from sales or exchanges of capital assets

shall be allowed only to the extent provided in section 117.
(2) SECURITIES BECOMING WORTHLESS.-If any securities (as de-

fined in paragraph (3) of this subsection) become worthless during
the taxable year and are capital assets, the loss resulting therefrom
shall, for the purposes of this chapter, be considered as a loss
from the sale or exchange, on the last day of such taxable year, of
capital assets.

(3) DEFINITION OF SECeURITES.-As used in this subsection the
term "securities" means (A) shares of stock in a corporation, and
(B) rights to subscribe for or to receive such shares.
(h) WAGERING LOSsES.-Losses from wagering transactions shall

be allowed only to the extent of the gains from such transactions.
(i) BASIS FOR DETERMINING Loss.-The basis for determining the

amount of deduction for losses sustained, to be allowed under sub-
section (e) or (f), and for bad debts, to be allowed under subsec-
tion (k), shall be the adjusted basis provided in section 113 (b) for
determining the loss from the sale or other disposition of property.

(j) Loss UN WASH SALES OF STOCK OR SECURITIES.-
For disallowance of loss deduction in the case of sales of stock or

securities where within thirty days before or after the date of the
sale the taxpayer has acquired substantially identical property, see
section 118.

(k) BAD DEBTS.-
(1) GENERAL RULE.-Debts ascertained to be worthless and

charged off within the taxable year (or, in the discretion of the
Commissioner, a reasonable addition to a reserve for bad debts);
and when satisfied that a debt is recoverable only in part, the
Commissioner may allow such debt, in an amount not in excess
of the part charged off within the taxable year, as a deduction.
This paragraph shall not apply in the case of a taxpayer, other
than a bank, as defined in section 104, with respect to a debt
evidenced by a security as defined in paragraph (3) of this sub-
section.

(2) SECURITmE BECOMING WORTHLESS.-If any securities (as de-
fined in paragraph (3) of this subsection) are ascertained to be
worthless and charged off within the taxable year and are capital
assets, the loss resulting therefrom shall, in the case of a taxpayer
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other than a bank, as defined in section 104, for the purposes of
this chapter, be considered as a loss from the sale or exchange, on
the last day of such taxable year, of capital assets.

(3) DEFINITION OF SECIRITIES.-AS used in this subsection the
term "securities" means bonds, debentures, notes, or certificates,
or other evidences of indebtedness, issued by any corporation (in-
cluding those issued by a government or political subdivision
thereof), with interest coupons or in registered form.
(1) DEPRECIATION.-A reasonable allowance for the exhaustion,

wear and tear of property used in the trade or business, including
a reasonable allowance for obsolescence. In the case of property
held by one person for life with remainder to another person, the
deduction shall be computed as if the life tenant were the absolute
owner of the property and shall be allowed to the life tenant. In
the case of property held in trust the allowable deduction shall be
apportioned between the income beneficiaries and the trustee in
accordance with the pertinent provisions of the instrument creat-
ing the trust, or, in the absence of such provisions, on the basis
of the trust income allocable to each.

(n) DEPLETION.-In the case of mines, oil and gas wells, other
natural deposits, and timber, a reasonable allowance for depletion
and for depreciation of improvements, according to the peculiar
conditions in each case; such reasonable allowance in all cases to
be made under rules and regulations to be prescribed by the Com-
missioner, with the approval of the Secretary. In any case in which
it is ascertained as a result of operations or of development work
that the recoverable units are greater or less than the prior esti-
mate thereof, then such prior estimate (but not the basis for deple-
tion) shall be revised and the allowance under this subsection for
subsequent taxable years shall be based upon such revised estimate.
In the case of leases the deductions shall be equitably apportioned
between the lessor and lessee. In the case of property held by one
person for life with remainder to another person, the deduction
shall be computed as if the life tenant were the absolute owner of
the property and shall be allowed to the life tenant. In the case
of property held in trust the allowable deduction shall be appor-
tioned between the incomle beneficiaries and the trustee in accord-
alice with the pertinlet p)l'ovisiolls of the iilstrullllet 'reatting the
trust, or, in the absence of such provisions, on the basis of the trust
income allocable to each.

For percentage depletion allowable under this subsection, see sec-
tion 114 (b), (3) and (4).

(n) BASIS FOR DEPRECIATION AND DEPLETION.-The basis upon
which depletion, exhaustion, wear and tear, and obsolescence are
to be allowed in respect of any property shall be as provided in
section 114.

(o) CHARITABLE AND OTHER CONTRIBUTIONs.-In the case of an
individual, contributions or gifts payment of which is made within
the taxable year to or for the use of:

(1) the United States, any State, Territory, or any political
subdivision thereof, or the District of Columbia, for exclusively
public purposes;

(2) a domestic corporation, or domestic trust, or domestic com-
mumty chest, fund, or foundation: organized and operated exclu-
sively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational
purposes, or for the prevention of cruelty to children or animals,
no part of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any
private shareholder or individual, and no substantial part of the
activities of which is carrying on propaganda, or otherwise
attempting, to influence legislation;
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other than a bank, as defined in section 104, for the purposes of 
this chapter, be considered as a loss from the sale or exchange, on 
the last day of such taxable year, of capital assets. 

(3) DEFusTrrioN or SECURITIES.—As used in this subsection the 
term "securities" means bonds, debentures, notes, or certificates, 
or other evidences of indebtedness, issued by any corporation (in-
cluding those issued by a government or political subdivision 
thereof), with interest coupons or in registered form. 
(1) DEPRECIATION.—A reasonable allowance for the exhaustion, 

wear and tear of property used in the trade or business, including 
a reasonable allowance for obsolescence. In the case of property 
held by one person for life with remainder to another person, the 
deduction shall be computed as if the life tenant were the absolute 
owner of the property and shall be allowed to the life tenant. In 
the case of property held in trust the allowable deduction shall be 
apportioned between the income beneficiaries and the trustee in 
accordance with the pertinent provisions of the instrument creat-
ing the trust, or, in the absence of such provisions, on the basis 
of the trust income allocable to each. 

(In) DEPLETION.—In the case of mines, oil and gas wells, other 
natural deposits, and timber, a reasonable allowance for depletion 
and for depreciation of improvements, according to the peculiar 
conditions in each case; such reasonable allowance in all cases to 
be made under rules and regulations to be prescribed by the Com-
missioner, with the approval of the Secretary. In any case in which 
it is ascertained as a result of operations or of development work 
that the recoverable units are greater or less than the prior esti-
mate thereof, then such prior estimate (but not the basis for deple-
tion) shall be revised and the allowance under this subsection for 
subsequent taxable years shall be based upon such revised estimate. 
In the case of leases the deductions shall be equitably apportioned 
between the lessor and lessee. In the case of property held by one 
person for life with remainder to another person, the deduction 
shall be computed as if the life tenant were the absolute owner of 
the property and shall be allowed to the life tenant. In the case 
of property held in trust, the allowable deduction shall be appor-
tioned bet ween the . income beneficiaries and the trustee in accord-
ance with the pertinent provisions of the instrument creating the 
trust, or, in the absence ot such provisions, on the basis of the trust 
income allocable to each. 

For percentage depletion allowable under this subsection, see sec-
tion 114 (b), (3) and (4). 

(11) BASIS FOR DEPRECIATION AND DEPLETION.—The basis upon 
which depletion, exhaustion, wear and tear, and obsolescence are 
to be allowed in respect of any property shall be as provided in 
section 114. 

(0) CHARITABLE AND OTHER CoNTRIBurtoNs.—In the case of an 
individual, contributions or gifts payment of which is made within 
the taxable year to or for the use of: 

(1) the -United States, any State, Territory, or any political 
subdivision thereof, or the District of Columbia, for exclusively 
public purposes; 

(2) a domestic corporation, or domestic trust, or domestic com-
munity, chest, fund, or foundation, organized and operated exclu-
sively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational 
purposes, or for the prevention of cruelty to children or animals, 
no part of the net earnings of w hich inures to the benefit of any 
private shareholder or individual, and no substantial part of the 
activities of which is carrying on propaganda, or otherwise 
attempting, to influence legislation; 
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(3) the special fund for vocational rehabilitation authorized by

section 12 of the World War Veterans' Act, 1924, 43 Stat. 611
(U. S. C., Title 38, § 440);

(4) posts or organizations of war veterans, or auxiliary units
or societies of any such posts or organizations, if such posts,
organizations, units, or societies are organized in the United States
or any of its possessions, and if no part of their net earnings
inures to the benefit of any private shareholder or individual; or

(5) a domestic fraternal society, order, or association, operating
under the lodge system, but only if such contributions or gifts are
to be used exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary,
or educational purposes, or for the prevention of cruelty to chil-
dren or animals;

to an amount which in all the above cases combined does not exceed
15 per centum of the taxpayer's net income as computed without
the benefit of this subsection. Such contributions or gifts shall be
allowable as deductions only if verified under rules and regulations
prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary.

For unlimited deduction if contributions and gifts exceed 90 per
centum of the net income, see section 120.

(p) PENSION TRUSTS.-
(1) GENERAL RULE.-An employer establishing or maintaining

a pension trust to provide for the payment of reasonable pensions
to his employees shall be allowed as a deduction (in-addition to
the contributions to such trust during the taxable year to cover the
pension liability accruing during the year, allowed as a deduction
under subsection (a) of this section) a reasonable amount trans-
ferred or paid into such trust during the taxable year in excess of
such contributions, but only if such amount (1) has not theretofore
been allowable as a deduction, and (2) is apportioned in equal parts
over a period of ten consecutive years beginning with the year in
which the transfer or payment is made.

(2) DEDUCTIONS UNDER PRIOR INCOME TAX ACTs.-Any deduction
allowable under section 23 (q) of the Revenue Act of 1928, 45 Stat.
802, or the Revenue Act of 19322 47 Stat. 182, or the Revenue Act
of 1934, 48 Stat. 691, under section 23 (p) of the Revenue Act of
1936, 49 Stat. 1661, or the Revenue Act of 1938, 52 Stat. 464, which
under such section was apportioned to any taxable year beginning
after December 31, 1937 shall be allowed as a deduction in the years
to which so apportioned to the extent allowable under such section
if it had remained in force with respect to such year.

(3) ExEMPTION OF TRUSTS UNDER SECTION 165.-The provisions of
paragraphs (1) and (2) of this subsection shall be subject to the
qualification that the deduction under either paragraph shall be
allowable only with respect to a taxable year (whether the year of
the transfer or payment or a subsequent year) of the employer
ending within or with a taxable year of the trust with respect to
which the trust is exempt from tax under section 165.
(q) CHARITABLE AND OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS BY CORPORATIONS.--

In the case of a corporation, contributions or gifts payment of which
is made within the taxable year to or for the use of a domestic corpo-
ration, or domestic trust, or domestic community chest, fund, or foun-
dation, organized and operated exclusively for religious, charitable,
scientific, literary, or educational purposes or the prevention of cruelty
to children (but in the case of contributions or gifts to a trust, chest,
fund, or foundation, only if such contributions or gifts are to be used
within the United States exclusively for such purposes), no part of
the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any private share-
holder or individual, and no substantial part of the activities of which
is carrying on propaganda, or otherwise attempting, to influence legis-
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(3) the special fund. for vocational rehabilitation authorized by 
section 12 of the World War Veterans' Act, 1924, 43 Stat. 611 
(U. S. C., Title 38, § 440) ; 

(4) posts or organizations of war veterans, or auxiliary units 
or societies of any such posts or organizations, if such posts, 
organizations, units, or societies are organized in the United States 
or any of its possessions, and if no part of their net earnings 
inures to the benefit of any private shareholder or individual; or 

(5) a domestic fraternal soCiety, order, or association, operating 
under the lodge system, but only if such contributions or gifts are 
to be used exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, 
or educational purposes, or for the prevention of cruelty to chil-
dren or animals; 

to an amount which in all the above cases combined does not exceed 
15 per centum of the taxpayer's net income as computed without 
the benefit of this subsection. Such contributions or gifts shall be 
allowable as deductions only if verified under rules and regulations 
prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary. 

For unlimited deduction if contributions and gifts exceed 90 per 
Centum of the net income, see section 120. 

(p) PENSION TRUSTS.— 
(1) GENERAL RULE.—An employer establishing or maintaining 

a pension trust to provide for the payment of reasonable pensions 
to his employees shall be allowed as a deduction (in - addition to 
the contributions to such trust during the taxable year to cover the 
pension liability accruing during the year, allowed as a deduction 
under subsection (a) of this section) a reasonable amount trans-
ferred or paid into such trust during the taxable year in excess of 
such contributions, but only if such amount (1) has not theretofore 
been allowable as a deduction, and (2) is apportioned in equal parts 
over a period of ten consecutive years beginning with the year in 
which the transfer or payment is made. 

(2) DEDUCTIONS UNDER PRIOR INCOME TAX ACTS.—Any deduction 
allowable under section 23 (q) of the Revenue Act of 1928, 45 Stat. 
802, or the Revenue Act of 19322 47 Stat. 182, or the Revenue Act 
of 1934, 48 Stat. 691, under section 23 (p) of the Revenue Act of 
1936, 49 Stat. 1661, or the Revenue Act of 1938, 52 Stat. 464, which 
under such section was apportioned to any taxable year beginning 
after December 31, 1937, shall be allowed as a deduction in the years 
to which so apportioned to the extent allowable under such section 
if it had remained in force with respect to such year. 

(3) EXEMPTION OF TRUSTS UNDER SECTION 165.—The provisions of 
paragraphs (1) and (2) of this subsection shall be subject to the 
qualification that the deduction under either paragraph shall be 
allowable only with respect to a taxable year (whether the year of 
the transfer or payment or a subsequent year) of the employer 
ending within or with a taxable year of the trust with respect to 
which the trust is exempt from tax under section 165. 
(q) CHARITABLE AND OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS BY CoapoRATioris.— 

In the case of a corporation, contributions or gifts payment of which 
is made within the taxable year to or for the use of a domestic corpo-
ration, or domestic trust, or domestic community chest, fund, or foun-
dation, organized and operated exclusively for religious, charitable, 
scientific, literary, or educational purposes or the prevention of cruelty 
to children (but in the case of contributions or gifts to a trust, chest, 
fund, or foundation, only if such contributions or gifts are to be used 
within the United States exclusively for such purposes), no part of 
the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any private share-
holder or individual, and no substantial part of the activities of which 
is carrying on propaganda, or otherwise attempting, to influence legis-
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lation; to an amount which does not exceed 5 per centum of the tax-
payer's net income as computed without the benefit of this subsection.
Such contributions or gifts shall be allowable as deductions only if
verified under rules and regulations prescribed by the Commissioner,
with the approval of the Secretary.

(r) DIVIDENDS PAID BY BANKING CORPORATIONS.-
For deduction of dividends paid by certain banking corporations,

see section 121.

SEC. 24. ITEMS NOT DEDUCTIBLE.
(a) GENERAL RuLE.-In computing net income no deduction shall

in any case be allowed in respect of-
(1) Personal, living, or family expenses;
(2) Any amount paid out for new buildings or for perma-

nent improvements or betterments made to increase the value
of any property or estate;

(3) Any amount expended in restoring property or in mak-
ing good the exhaustion thereof for which an allowance is or
has been made;

(4) Premiums paid on any life insurance policy covering
the life of any officer or employee, or of any person financially
interested in any trade or business carried on by the taxpayer,
when the taxpayer is directly or indirectly a beneficiary under
such policy; or

(5) Any amount otherwise allowable as a deduction which
is allocable to one or more classes of income other than interest
(whether or not any amount of income of that class or classes
is received or accrued) wholly exempt from the taxes imposed
by this chapter.
(b) LossES FROM SALES OR EXCHANGES OF PROPERTY.-

(1) LOSSES DISALLOWED.-In computing net income no deduc-
tion shall in any case be allowed in respect of losses from sales
or exchanges of property, directly or indirectly-

(A) Between members of a family, as defined in paragraph
(2) (D);

(B) Except in the case of distributions in liquidation, between
an individual and a corporation more than 50 per centum in
value of the outstanding stock of which is owned, directly or
indirectly, by or for such individual;

(C) Except in the case of distributions in liquidation, between
two corporations more than 50 per centum in value of the out-
standing stock of each of which is owned, directly or indirectly,
by or for the same individual, if either one of such corporations,
with respect to the taxable year of the corporation preceding the
date of the sale or exchange was, under the law applicable to
such taxable year, a personal holding company or a foreign
personal holding company;

(D Between a grantor and a fiduciary of any trust;
(E Between the fiduciary of a trust and the fiduciary of

another trust, if the same person is a grantor with respect to
each trust; or

(F) Between a fiduciary of a trust and a beneficiary of
such trust.
(2) STOCK OWNERSHIP, FAMILY, AND PARTNERSHIP RULE.-For

the purposes of determining, in applying paragraph (1), the
ownership of stock-

(A) Stock owned, directly or indirectly, by or for a corpora-
tion, partnership, estate, or trust, shall be considered as being
owned proportionately by or for its shareholders, partners, or
beneficiaries;

(B) An individual shall be considered as owning the stock
owned, directly or indirectly, by or for his family;
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lation; to an amount which does not exceed 5 per centum of the tax-
payer's net income as computed without the benefit of this subsection. 
Such contributions or gifts shall be allowable as deductions only if 
verified under rules and regulations prescribed by the Commissioner, 
with the approval of the Secretary. 

(r) DIVIDENDS PAID BY BANKING CORPORATIONS.— 
For deduction of dividends paid by certain banking corporations, 

see section 121. 

SEC. 24. ITEMS NOT DEDUCTIBLE. 

(a) GENERAL RULE.—In computing net income no deduction shall 
in any case be allowed in respect of— 

(1) Personal, living, or family expenses; 
(2) Any amount paid out for new buildings or for perma-

nent improvements or betterments made to increase the value 
of any property or estate; 

(3) Any amount expended in restoring property or in mak-
ing good the exhaustion thereof for which an allowance is or 
has been made; 

(4) Premiums paid on any life insurance policy covering 
the life of any officer or employee, or of any person financially 
interested in any trade or business carried on by the taxpayer, 
when the taxpayer is directly or indirectly a beneficiary under 
such policy; or 

(5) Any amount otherwise allowable as a deduction which 
is allocable to one or more classes of income other than interest 
(whether or not any amount of income of that class or classes 
is received or accrued) wholly exempt from the taxes imposed 
by this chapter. 
(b) LOSSES FROM SALES OR EXCHANGES OF PROPERTY.— 
( 1) LOSSES DISALLOWED.—In computing net income no deduc-

tion shall in any case be allowed in respect of losses from sales 
or exchanges of property, directly or indirectly— 

(A) Between members of a family, as defined in paragraph 
(2) (D) ; 
(B) Except in the case of distributions in liquidation, between 

an individual and a corporation more than 50 per centum in 
value of the outstanding stock of which is owned, directly or 
indirectly, by or for such individual; 

(C) Except in the case of distributions in liquidation between 
two corporations more than 50 per centum in value of the out-
standing stock of each of which is owned, directly or indirectly, 
by or for the same individual, if either one of such corporations, 
with respect to the taxable year of the corporation preceding the 
date of the sale or exchange was, under the law applicable to 
such taxable year, a personal holding company or a foreign 
personal holding company; 

(D) Between a grantor and a fiduciary of any trust; 
(E) Between the fiduciary of a trust and the fiduciary of 

another trust, if the same person is a grantor with respect to 
each trust; or 

(F) Between a fiduciary of a trust and a beneficiary of 
such trust. 
(2) STOCK OWNERSHIP, FAMILY, AND PARTNERSHIP RULE.—For 

the purposes of determining, in applying paragraph (1), the 
ownership of stock— 

(A) Stock owned, directly or indirectly, by or for a corpora-
tion, partnership, estate, or trust, shall be considered as being 
owned proportionately by or for its shareholders, partners, or 
beneficiaries; 

(B) An individual shall be considered as owning the stock 
owned, directly or indirectly, by or for his family; 



(C) An individual owning (otherwise than by the application
of subparagraph (B)) any stock in a corporation shall be con-
sidered as owning the stock owned, directly or indirectly, by
or for his partner;

(D) The family of an individual shall include only his broth-
ers and sisters (whether by the whole or half blood), spouse,
ancestors, and lineal descendants; and

(E) Constructive Ownership as Actual Ownership.-Stock
constructively owned by a person by reason of the application
of subparagraph (A) shall, for the purpose of applying sub-
paragraph (A), (B), or (C), be treated as actually owned by
such person, but stock constructively owned by an individual
by reason of the application of subparagraph (B) or (C) shall
not be treated as owned by him for the purpose of again applying
either of such subparagraphs in order to make another the con-
structive owner of such stock.

(c) UNPAID EXPENSES AND INTEREST.-In computing net income no
deduction shall be allowed under section 23 (a), relating to expenses
incurred, or under section 23 (b), relating to interest accrued-

(1) If such expenses or interest are not paid within the taxable
year or within two and one half months after the close thereof; and

(2) If, by reason of the method of accounting of the person
to whom the payment is to be made, the amount thereof is not,
unless paid, includible in the gross income of such person for
the taxable year in which or with which the taxable year of the
taxpayer ends; and

(3) If, at the close of the taxable year of the taxpayer or at
any time within two and one half months thereafter, both the
taxpayer and the person to whom the payment is to be made are
persons between whom losses would be disallowed under section
24 (b).
(d) HOLDERS OF LIFE OR TERMINABLE INTEREST.-Amounts paid

under the laws of any State, Territory, District of Columbia, pos-
session of the United States, or foreign country as income to the
holder of a life or terminable interest acquired by gift, bequest, or
inheritance shall not be reduced or diminished by any deduction for
shrinkage (by whatever name called) in the value of such interest
due to the lapse of time, nor by any deduction allowed by this chap-
ter (except the deductions provided for in subsections (1) and (m)
of section 23) for the purpose of computing the net income of an
estate or trust but not allowed under the laws of such State, Terri-
tory, District of Columbia, possession of the United States, or foreign
country for the purpose of computing the income to which such holder
is entitled.

(e) TAX WITHHELD ON TAX-FREE COVENANT BONDS.-
For nondeductibility of tax withheld on tax-free covenant bonds,

see section 143 (a) (3).

SEC. 25. CREDITS OF INDIVIDUAL AGAINST NET INCOME.

(a) CREDrrS FOR NORMAL TAX ONLY.-There shall be allowed for the
purpose of the normal tax, but not for the surtax, the following
credits against the net income:

(1) INTEREST ON UNITED STATES OBLIGATIONS.-The amount re-

ceived as interest upon obligations of the United States which is
included in gross income under section 22.

(2) INTEREST ON OBLIGATIONS OF INSTRUMENTALITIES OF THE UNITED

STATES.-The amount received as interest on obligations of a cor-
poration organized under Act of Congress, if (A) such corpora-
tion is an instrumentality of the United States; and (B) such in-
terest is included in gross income under section 22; and (C) under
the Act authorizing the issue thereof, as amended and supplemented,
such interest is exempt from normal tax.
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(C) An individual owning (otherwise than by the application 
of subparagraph (B) ) any stock in a corporation shall be con-
sidered as owning the stock owned, directly or indirectly, by 
or for his partner; 

(D) The family of an individual shall include only his broth-
ers and sisters (whether by the whole or half blood), spouse, 
ancestors, and lineal descendants; and 

(E) Constructive Ownership as Actual Ownership.—Stock 
constructively owned by a person by reason of the application 
of subparagraph (A) shall, for the purpose of applying sub-
paragraph (A), (B), or (C), be treated as actually owned by 
such person, but stock constructively owned by an individual 
by reason of the application of subparagraph (B) or (C) shall 
not be treated as owned by him for the purpose of again applying 
either of such subparagraphs in order to make another the con-
structive owner of such stock. 

(c) UNPAID EXPENSES AND INTEREST.—Th computing net income no 
deduction shall be allowed under section 23 (a), relating to expenses 
incurred, or under section 23 (b), relating to interest accrued— 

(1) If such expenses or interest are not paid within the taxable 
year or within two and one half months after the close thereof; and 

(2) If, by reason of the method of accounting of the person 
to whom the payment is to be made, the amount thereof is not, 
unless paid, includible in the gross income of such person for 
the taxable year in which or with which the taxable year of the 
taxpayer ends; and 

(3) If, at the close of the taxable year of the taxpayer or at 
any time within two and one half months thereafter, both the 
taxpayer and the person to whom the payment is to be made are 
persons between whom losses would be disallowed under section 
24 (b). 
(d) HOLDERS OF LIFE OR TERMINABLE INTEREST.—Amounts paid 

under the laws of any State, Territory, District of Columbia, pos-
session of the United. States, or foreign country as income to the 
holder of a life or terminable interest acquired by gift, bequest, or 
inheritance shall not be reduced or diminished by any deduction for 
shrinkage (by whatever name called) in the value of such interest 
due to the lapse of time, nor by any deduction allowed by this chap-
ter (except the deductions provided for in subsections (1) and (m) 
of section 23) for the purpose of computing the net income of an 
estate or trust but not allowed under the laws of such State, Terri-
tory, District of Columbia, possession of the United States, or foreign 
country for the purpose of computing the income to which such holder 
is entitled. 

(e) TAX Wrr WIELD ON TAX-FREE COVENANT BONDS.— 
For nondeductibility of tax withheld on tax-free covenant bonds, 

see section 143 (a) (3). 

SEC. 25. CREDITS OF INDIVIDUAL AGAINST NET INCOME. 
(a) Citrprrs FOR NORMAL TAX Ormy.—There shall be allowed for the 

purpose of the normal tax, but not for the surtax, the following 
credits against the net income: 

(1) INTEREST ON UNITED STATES OBLIGATIONS.—The amount re-
ceived as interest upon obligations of the United States which is 
included in gross income under section 22. 

(2) INTEREST ON OBLIGATIONS OF INSTRUMENTALITIES OF THE UNITED 
STATES.—The amount received as interest on obligations of a cor-
poration organized under Act of Congress, if (A) such corpora-
tion is an instrumentality of the United States; and (B) such in-
terest is included in gross income under section 22; and (C) under 
the Act authorizing the issue thereof, as amended and supplemented, 
such interest is exempt from normal tax. 
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(3) EARNED INCOME CREDIT.-10 per centum of the amount of the
earned net income, but not in excess of 10 per centum of the amount
of the net income.

(4) EARNED INCOME DEFINITIONS.-For the purposes of this sec-
tion-

(A) "Earned income" means wages, salaries, professional fees,
and other amounts received as compensation for personal services
actually rendered, but does not include any amount not included
in gross income, nor that part of the compensation derived by the
taxpayer for personal services rendered by him to a corporation
which represents a distribution of earnings or profits rather than
a reasonable allowance as compensation for the personal services
actually rendered. In the case of a taxpayer engaged in a trade
or business in which both personal services and capital are
material income producing factors, a reasonable allowance as
compensation for the personal services actually rendered by the
taxpayer, not in excess of 20 per centum of his share of the
net profits of such trade or business, shall be considered as earned
income.

(B) "Earned income deductions" means such deductions as
are allowed by section 23 for the purpose of computing net in-
come, and are properly allocable to or chargeable against earned
income.

(C) "Earned net income" means the excess of the amount of
the earned income over the sum of the earned income deductions.
If the taxpayer's net income is not more than $3.000, his entire
net income shall be considered to be earned net income, and if
his net income is more than $3,000, his earned net income shall
not be considered to be less than $3,000. In no case shall the
earned net income be considered to be more than $14.000.

(b) CREDITS FOR BOTH NORMAL TAX AND SURTAx.-There shall be
allowed for the purposes of the normal tax and the surtax the follow-
ing credits against net income:

(1) PERSONAL. EXEMPTION.--In the case of a single person or a
marrie(d person not living with husband or wife, a personal exemp-
tion of $1,000; or in the case of the head of a family or a married
person living with husband or wife, a personal exemption of $2,500.
A husband and wile living together shall receive but one personal
exemption. The amount of such personal exemption shall be
$2,500. If such husband and wife make separate returns, the
personal exemption may be taken by either or divided between
them.

(2) CREDIT FOR DEPENDENTS.-$400 for each person (other than
husband or wife) dependent upon and receiving his chief support
from the taxpayer if such dependent person is under eighteen
years of age or is incapable of self-support because mentally or
physically defective.

(3) CHANGE OF STATUS.-If the status of the taxpayer, insofar
as it affects the personal exemption or credit for dependents,
changes during the taxable year, the personal exemption and
credit shall be apportioned, under rules and regulations prescribed
by the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary, in
accordance with the number of months before and after such
change. For the purpose of such apportionment a fractional part
of a month shall be disregarded unless it amounts to more than
half a month in which case it shall be considered as a month.

SEC. 26. CREDITS OF CORPORATIONS.
In the case of a corporation the following credits shall be allowed

to the extent provided in the various sections imposing tax-
(a) INTEREST ON OBLIGATIONS OF THE, UNITED STATES AND ITS

INSTRUMENTALITIES.-The amount received as interest upon obliga-
tions of the United States or of corporations organized under Act
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(3) EARNED INCOME CREDIT.-10 per centum of the amount of the 
earned net income, but not in excess of 10 per centum of the amount 
of the net income. 

(4) EARNED INCOME DEFINITIONS.—For the purposes of this sec-
tion— 

(A) "Earned income" means wages, salaries, professional fees, 
and other amounts received as compensation for personal. services 
actually rendered, but does not include any amount not included 
in gross income, nor that part of the compensation derived by the 
taxpayer for personal services rendered by him to a corporation 
which represents a distribution of earnings or profits rather than 
a reasonable allowance as compensation for the personal services 
actually rendered. In the case of a taxpayer engaged in .a trade 
or business in which both personal services and capital are 
material income producing factors, a reasonable allowance as 
compensation for the personal services actually rendered by the 
taxpayer, not in excess of 20 per centum of his share of the 
net profits of such trade or business, shall be considered as earned 
income. 

(B) "Earned income deductions" means such deductions as 
are allowed by section 23 for the purpose of computing net in-
come, and are properly allocable to or chargeable against earned 
income. 

(C) "Earned net income" means the excess of the amount of 
the earned income over the sum of the earned income deductions. 
If the taxpayer's net income is not more than $3,000, his entire 
net income shall be considered to be earned net income, and if 
his net income is more than $3,000, his earned net income shall 
not be considered to be less than $3,000. In no case shall the 
earned net income be considered to be more than $14,000. 

(b) CREDITS FOR BOTH NORMAL TAX AND SIIRTAX.—There shall be 
allowed for the purposes of the normal tax and the surtax the follow-
ing credits against net income: 

(1) PERSONAL EXEMPTION.—In the case of a single person or a 
married person not living with husband or wife, a personal exemp-
tion of $1,000; or in the case of the head of a family or a married 
person living with husband or wife, a personal exemption of $2,500. 
A husband and wife living together shall receive but one personal 
exemption. The amount of such personal exemption shall be 
$2,500. If such husband and wife make separate returns, the 
personal exemption may be taken by either or divided between 
them. 

(2) CREDIT FOR DEPENDENTS.—$400 for each person (other than 
husband or wife) dependent upon and receiving his chief support 
from the taxpayer if such dependent person is under eighteen 
years of age or is incapable of self-support because mentally or 
physically defective. 

(3) CHANGE OF STATHS.—If the status of the taxpayer, insofar 
as it affects the personal exemption or credit for dependents, 
changes during the taxable year, the personal exemption and 
credit shall be apportioned, under rules and regulations prescribed 
by the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary, in 
accordance with the number of months before and after such 
change. For the purpose of such apportionment a fractional part 
of a month shall be disregarded unless it amounts to more than 
half a month in which case it shall be considered as a month. 

SEC. 26. CREDITS OF CORPORATIONS. 
In the case of a corporation the following credits shall be allowed 

to the extent provided in the various sections imposing tax— 
(a ) INTEREST ON OBLIGATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES AND .ITS 

INSTRUMENTALTTIES.—The amount received as interest upon obliga-
tions of the United States or of corporations organized under Act 
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of Congress which is allowed to an individual as a credit for pur-
poses of normal tax by section 25 (a) (1) or (2).

(b) DIVIDENDS RECEIVED.-85 per centum of the amount received
as dividends from a domestic corporation which is subject to taxa-
tion under this chapter, but not in excess of 85 per centum of the
adjusted net income. The credit allowed by this subsection shall not
be allowed in respect of dividends received from a corporation or-
ganized under the China Trade Act, 1922, 42 Stat. 849 (U. S. C.,
Title 15, c. 4), or from a corporation which under section 251 is
taxable only on its gross income from sources within the United
States by reason of its receiving a large percentage of its gross income
from sources within a possession of the United States.

(c) NET OPERATING Loss OF PRECEDING YEAR.-
(1) AMOUNT OF CREDIT.-The amount of the net operating loss

(as defined in paragraph (2)) of the corporation for the preceding
taxable year (if beginning after December 31, 1937), but not in
excess of the adjusted net income for the taxable year.

(2) DEFrNITION.-As used in this chapter the term "net operat-
ing loss" means the excess of the deductions allowed by this
chapter over the gross income, with the following exceptions and
limitations-

(A) The deduction for depletion shall not exceed the amount
which would be allowable if computed without reference to
discovery value or to percentage depletion under section 114 (b)
(2), (3), or (4);

(B) There shall be included in computing gross income the
amount of interest received which is wholly exempt from the
taxes imposed by this chapter, decreased by the amount of
interest paid or accrued which is not allowed as a deduction by
section 23 (b), relating to interest on indebtedness incurred or
continued to purchase or carry certain tax-exempt obligations.

In the case of a taxable year beginning after December 31, 1937,
and before January 1, 1939, the term "net operating loss" means net
operating loss as defined in section 26 (c) of the Revenue Act of 1938,
52 Stat. 467.

(d) BANK AFFLATES.-In the case of a holding company affiliate
(as defined in section 2 of the Banking Act of 1933), the amount of
the earnings or profits which the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System certifies to the Commissioner has been devoted by
such affiliate during the taxable year to the acquisition of readily
marketable assets other than bank stock in compliance with section
5144 of the Revised Statutes. The aggregate of the credits allowable
under this subsection for all taxable years beginning after December
31, 1935, shall not exceed the amount required to be devoted under
such section 5144 to such purposes, and the amount of the credit
for any taxable year shall not exceed the adjusted net income for
such year.

(e) DIVIDENDS PAID CREDIT.-
For corporation dividends paid credit, see section 27.

(f) CONSENT DIVIDENDS CREDIT.-
For corporation consent dividends credit, see section 28.

SEC. 27. CORPORATION DIVIDENDS PAID CREDIT.
(a) DEFINITION IN GENERAL.-As used in this chapter with respect

to any taxable year the term "dividends paid credit" means the sum
of:

(1) The basic surtax credit for such year, computed as provided
in subsection (b);

(2) The dividend carry-over to such year, computed as provided
in subsection (c);

(3) The amount, if any by which any deficit in the accumulated
earnings and profits, as of the close of the preceding taxable year
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of Congress which is allowed to an individual as a credit for pur-
poses of normal tax by section 25 (a) (1) or (2). 

(b) DIVIDENDS RECEIVED.-85 per centum of the amount received 
as dividends from a domestic corporation which is subject to taxa-
tion under this chapter, but not in excess of 85 per centum of the 
adjusted net income. The credit allowed by this subsection shall not 
be allowed in respect of dividends received from a corporation or-
ganized under the China Trade Act, 1922, 42 Stat. 849 (U. S. C., 
Title 15, c. 4), or from a corporation which under section 251 is 
taxable only on its gross income from sources within the United 
States by reason of its receiving a large percentage of its gross income 
from sources within a possession of the United States. 

(C) NET OPERATING LOSS OF PRECEDING YEAR.— 
(1) AMOUNT OF CREDIT.—The amount of the net operating loss 

(as defined in paragraph (2) ) of the corporation for the preceding 
taxable year (if beginning after December 31, 1937), but not in 
excess of the adjusted net income for the taxable year. 

(2) DEFINITION.—As used in this chapter the term "net operat-
ing loss" means the excess of the deductions allowed by this 
chapter over the gross income, with the following exceptions and 
limitations— 

(A) The deduction for depletion shall not exceed the amount 
which would be allowable if computed without reference to 
discovery value or to percentage depletion under section 114 (b) 
(2), (3), or (4) ; 
(B) There shall be included in computing gross income the 

amount of interest received which is wholly exempt from the 
taxes imposed by this chapter, decreased by the amount of 
interest paid or accrued which is not allowed as a deduction by 
section 23 (b), relating to interest on indebtedness incurred or 
continued to purchase or carry certain tax-exempt obligations. 

In the case of a taxable year beginning after December 31, 1937, 
and before January 1, 1939, the term "net operating loss" means net 
operating loss as defined in section 26 (c) of the Revenue Act of 1938, 
52 Stat. 467. 

(d) BANS AFFILTATES.—In the case of a holding company affiliate 
(as defined in section 2 of the Banking Act of 1933), the amount of 
the earnings or profits which the Board of Governors of the Federal 
Reserve System certifies to the Commissioner has been devoted by 
such affiliate during the taxable year to the acquisition of readily 
marketable assets other than bank stock in compliance with section 
5144 of the Revised Statutes. The aggregate of the credits allowable 
under this subsection for all taxable years beginning after December 
31, 1935, shall not exceed the amount required to be devoted under 
such section 5144 to such purposes, and the amount of the credit 
for any taxable year shall not exceed the adjusted net income for 
such year. 

(e) DIVIDENDS PAID CREDIT.— 
For corporation dividends paid credit, see section Zr. 

(f) CONSENT DIVIDENDS CREDIT.— 
For corporation consent dividends credit, see section 28. 

SEC. 27. CORPORATION DIVIDENDS PAID CREDIT. 

(a) DEFINITION IN GENERAL.—As used in this chapter with respect 
to any taxable year the term "dividends paid credit" means the sum 
of: 

(1) The basic surtax credit for such year, computed as provided 
in subsection (b) ; 

(2) The dividend carry-over to such year, computed as provided 
in subsection (c) ; 

(3) The amount, if any, by which any deficit in the accumulated 
earnings and profits, as a the close of the preceding taxable year 
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(whether beginning on, before, or after January 1, 1939), exceeds
the amount of the credit provided in section 26 (c) (relating to
net operating losses), for such preceding taxable year (if begin-
ning after December 31, 1937); and

(4) Amounts used or irrevocably set aside to pay or to retire
indebtedness of any kind, if such amounts are reasonable with
respect to the size and terms of such indebtedness. As used in
this paragraph the term "indebtedness" means only an indebted-
ness of the corporation existing at the close of business on Decem-
ber 31, 1937, and evidenced by a bond, note, debenture, certificate
of indebtedness, mortgage, or deed of trust, issued by the cor-
poration and in existence at the close of business on December
31, 1937, or by a bill of exchange accepted by the corporation
prior to, and m existence at, the close of business on such date.
Where the indebtedness is for a principal sum, with interest, no
credit shall be allowed under this paragraph for amounts used
or set aside to pay such interest.
(b) BASIC SURTAX CREDIT.-As used in this chapter the term "basic

surtax credit" means the sum of:

(1) The dividends paid during the taxable year, increased by
the consent dividends credit provided in section 28, and reduced
by the amount of the credit provided in section 26 (a), relating
to interest on certain obligations of the United States and Gov-
ernment corporations;

(2) The net operating loss credit provided in section 26 (c)
(1) *

(3) The bank affiliate credit provided in section 26 (d).

The aggregate of the amounts under paragraphs (2) and (3) shall
not exceed the adjusted net income for the taxable year.

(c) DIVIDEND CARRY-OvER.-There shall be computed with respect
to each taxable year of a corporation a dividend carry-over to such
year from the two preceding taxable years, which shall consist of
the sum of-

(1) The amount of the basic surtax credit for the second pre-
ceding taxable year, relduced by the adjusted net income for such
year, and further reduced by the amount, if any, by which the
adjusted net income for the first preceding taxable year exceeds
the sum of-

(A) The basic surtax credit for such year; and
(B) The excess, if any, of the basic surtax credit for the

third preceding taxable year over the adjusted net income for
such year; and
(2) The amount, if any, by which the basic surtax credit for

the first preceding taxable year exceeds the adjusted net income
for such year.

In the case of a preceding taxable year, referred to in this sub-
section, which begins in 1937, the adjusted net income shall be the
adjusted net income as defined in section 14 of the Revenue Act of
1936, and the basic surtax credit shall be only the dividends paid
credit computed under the Revenue Act of 1936 without the benefit
of the dividend carry-over provided in section 27 (b) of such Act.
In the case of a preceding taxable year, referred to in this subsection,
which begins in 1938, the adjusted net income shall be the adjusted net
income as defined in section 13 (a) of the Revenue Act of 1938, 52
Stat. 455, and the basic surtax credit shall be the basic surtax credit
as defined in section 27 of the Revenue Act of 1938, 52 Stat. 468.

(d) DIVIDENDS IN KIND.-If a dividend is paid in property other
than money (including stock of the corporation if held by the cor-
poration as an investment) the amount with respect thereto which
shall be used in computing the basic surtax credit shall be the
adjusted basis of the property in the hands of the corporation at
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(whether beginning on, before, or after January 1, 1939), exceeds 
the amount of the credit provided in section 26 (c) (relating to 
net operating losses), for such preceding taxable year (if begin-
ning after December 31, 1937) ; and 

(4) Amounts used or irrevocably set aside to pay or to retire 
indebtedness of any kind, if such amounts are reasonable with 
respect to the size and terms of such indebtedness. As used in 
this paragraph the term "indebtedness" means only an indebted-
ness of the corporation existing at the close of business on Decem-
ber 31, 1937, and evidenced by a bond, note, debenture, certificate 
of indebtedness, mortgage, or deed of trust, issued by the cor-
poration and in existence at the close of business on December 
311 1937, or by a bill of exchange accepted by the corporation 
prior to, and in existence at, the close of business on such date. 
Where the indebtedness is for a principal sum, with interest, no 
credit shall be allowed under this paragraph for amounts used 
or set aside to pay such interest. 
(b) BASIC SURTAX CREDIT.—As used in this chapter the term "basic 

surtax credit" means the sum of: 
(1) The dividends paid during the taxable year , increased by 

the consent dividends credit provided in section 28, and reduced 
by the amount of the credit provided in section 26 (a), relating 
to interest on certain obligations of the United States and Gov-
ernment corporations; 

(2) The net operating loss credit provided in section 26 (c) 
(1) ; 

(3) The bank affiliate credit provided in section 26 (d). 

The aggregate of the amounts under paragraphs (2) and (3) shall 
not exceed the adjusted net income for the taxable year. 

(c) DIVIDEND CARRY-OVER.—There shall be computed with respect 
to each taxable year of a corporation a dividend carry-over to such 
year from the two preceding taxable years, which shall consist of 
the sum of— 

(1) The amount of the basic surtax credit for the second pre-
ceding taxable year, reduced by the adjusted net income for such 
year, and further reduced by the amount, if any, by which the 
adjusted net income for the first preceding taxable year exceeds 
the SUM Of— 

(A) The basic surtax credit for such year; and 
(B) The excess, if any, of the basic surtax credit for the 

third preceding taxable year over the adjusted net income for 
such year; and 
(2) The amount, if any, by which the basic surtax credit for 

the first preceding taxable year exceeds the adjusted net income 
for such year. 

In the case of a preceding taxable year , referred to in this sub-
section which begins in 1937, the adjusted net income shall be the 
adjusted net income as defined in section 14 of the Revenue Act of 
1936, and the basic surtax credit shall be only the dividends paid 
credit computed under the Revenue Act of 1936 without the benefit 
of the dividend carry-over provided in section 27 (b) of such Act. 
In the case of a preceding taxable year, referred to in this subsection, 
which begins in 1938, the adjusted net income shall be the adjusted net 
income as defined in section 13 (a) of the Revenue Act of 1938, 52 
Stat. 455, and the basic surtax credit shall be the basic surtax credit 
as defined in section 27 of the Revenue Act of 1938, 52, Stat. 468. 

(d) DIVIDENDS IN KIND.—If a dividend is paid in property other 
than money (including stock of the corporation if held by the cor-
poration as an investment) the amount with respect thereto which 
shall be used in computing the basic surtax credit shall be the 
adjusted basis of the property in the hands of the corporation at 



the time of the payment, or the fair market value of the property
at the time of the payment, whichever is the lower.

(e) DIVIDENDS IN OBLIGATIONS OF THE CORPORATION.-If a divi-
dend is paid in obligations of the corporation, the amount with
respect thereto which shall be used in computing the basic surtax
credit shall be the face value of the obligations, or their fair market
value at the time of the payment, whichever is the lower. If the fair
market value of any such dividend paid in any taxable year of the
corporation beginning after December 31, 1935, is lower than the
face value, then when the obligation is redeemed by the corporation
the excess of the amount for which redeemed over the fair market
value at the time of the dividend payment (to the extent not allow-
able as a deduction in computing net income for any taxable year)
shall be treated as a dividend paid in the taxable year in which the
redemption occurs.

(f) TAXABLE STOCK DIVIDENDs.-In case of a stock dividend or
stock right which is a taxable dividend in the hands of shareholders
under section 115 (f), the amount with respect thereto which shall
be used in computing the basic surtax credit shall be the fair market
value of the stock or the stock right at the time of the payment.

(g) DISTRIBUTIONS IN LIQUIDATION.-In the case of amounts dis-
tributed in liquidation the part of such distribution which is prop-
erly chargeable to the earnings or profits accumulated after February
28, 1913, shall, for the purposes of computing the basic surtax credit
under this section, be treated as a taxable dividend paid.

(h) PREFERENTL DIVIDENDs.-The amount of any distribution
(although each portion thereof is received by a shareholder as a tax-
able dividend), not made in connection with a consent distribution
(as defined in section 28 (a) (4)), shall not be considered as divi-
dends paid for the purpose of computing the basic surtax credit,
unless such distribution is pro rata, with no preference to any share
of stock as compared with other shares of the same class, and with
no preference to one class of stock as compared with another class
except to the extent that the former is entitled (without reference
to waivers of their rights by shareholders) to such preference.

For a distribution made in connection with a consent distribution,
see section 28.

(i) NONTAXABLE DISTRIBUTIONS.-If any part of a distribution
(including stock dividends and stock rights) is not a taxable divi-
dend in the hands of such of the shareholders as are subject to tax-
ation under this chapter for the period in which the distribution is
made, such part shall not be included in computing the basic surtax
credit.
SEC. 28. CONSENT DIVIDENDS CREDIT.

(a) DEFINITIONs.-As used in this section-
(1) CONSENT STOCK.-The term "consent stock" means the class

or classes of stock entitled, after the payment of preferred divi-
dends (as defined in paragraph (2)), to a share in the distribution
(other than in complete or partial liquidation) within the taxable
year of all the remaining earnings or profits, which share consti-
tutes the same proportion of such distribution regardless of the
amount of such distribution.

(2) PREFEED DIVIDENDS.-The term "preferred dividends"
means a distribution (other than in complete or partial liquida-
tion), limited in amount, which must be made on any class of stock
before a further distribution (other than in complete or partial
liquidation) of earnings or profits may be made within the taxable
year.

(3) CONSENT DIVIDENDS DAY.-The term "consent dividends day"
means the last day of the taxable year of the corporation, unless
during the last month of such year there have occurred one or more
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the time of the payment, or the fair market value of the property 
at the time of the payment, whichever is the lower. 

(e) DIVIDENDS IN OBLIGATIONS Or TELL CORPORATION.—If a divi-
dend is paid in obligations of the corporation, the amount with 
respect thereto which shall be used in computing the basic surtax 
credit shall be the face value of the obligations, or their fair market 
value at the time of the payment, whichever is the lower. If the fair 
market value of any such dividend paid in any taxable year of the 
corporation beginning after December 31, 1935, is lower than the 
face value, then when the obligation is redeemed by the corporation 
the excess of the amount for which redeemed over the fair market 
value at the time of the dividend payment (to the extent not allow-
able as a deduction in computing net income for any taxable year) 
shall be treated as a dividend paid in the taxable year in which the 
redemption occurs. 

(f) TAXABLE STOCK DIVIDENDS.—In case of a stock dividend or 
stock right which is a taxable dividend in the hands of shareholders 
under section 115 (f), the amount with respect thereto which shall 
be used in computing the basic surtax credit shall be the fair market 
value of the stock or the stock right at the time of the payment. 

(g) DiminoTioNs IN LiQumNrioN.—In the case of amounts dis-
tributed in liquidation the part of such distribution which is prop-
erly chargeable to the earnings or profits accumulated after February 
28, 1913, shall, for the purposes of computing the basic surtax credit 
under this section, be treated as a taxable dividend paid. 

(h) PREFERENTIAL DivmENDs.—The amount of any distribution 
(although each portion thereof is received by a shareholder as a tax-
able dividend), not made in connection with a consent distribution 
(as defined in section 28 (a) (4)), shall not be considered as divi-
dends paid for the purpose of computing the basic surtax credit, 
unless such distribution is pro rata, with no preference to any share 
of stock as compared with other shares of the same class, and with 
no preference to one class of stock as compared with another class 
except to the extent. that the former is entitled (without reference 
to waivers of their rights by shareholders) to such preference. 

For a distribution made in connection with a consent distribution, 
see section 28. 

(i) NONTAXABLE DISTRIBUTIONS.—If any part of a distribution 
(including stock dividends and stock rights) is not a taxable divi-
dend in the hands of such of the shareholders as are subject to tax-
ation under this chapter for the period in which the distribution is 
made, such part shall not be included in computing the basic surtax 
credit. 
SEC. 28. CONSENT DIVIDENDS CREDIT. 

(a) DEFINrrioNs.—As used in this section— 
(1) CONSENT STOCK.—The term "consent stock" means the class 

or classes of stock entitled, after the payment of preferred divi-
dends (as defined in paragraph (2) ), to a share in the distribution 
(other than in complete or partial liquidation) within the taxable 
year of all the remaining earnings or profits, which share consti-
tutes the same proportion of such distribution regardless of the 
amount of such distribution. 

(2) PREFERRED DiviDENDs.—The term "preferred dividends" 
means a distribution (other than in complete or partial liquida-
tion), limited in amount, which must be made on any class of stock 
before a further distribution (other than in complete or partial 
liquidation) of earnings or profits may be made within the taxable 
year. 

(3) CONSENT DIVIDENDS DAY.—The term "consent dividends day" 
means the last day of the taxable year of the corporation, unless 
during the last month of such year there have occurred one or more 
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days on which was payable a partial distribution (as defined in
paragraph (5)), in which case it means the last of such days.

(4) CONSENT DISTRIBUTION.-The term "consent distribution"
means the distribution which would have been made if on the con-
sent dividends day (as defined in paragraph (3)) there had actu-
ally been distributed in cash and received by each shareholder mak-
ing a consent filed by the corporation under subsection (d), the
specific amount stated in such consent.

(5) PARTIAL DISTRIBUTION.-The term "partial distribution"
means such part of an actual distribution, payable during the
last month of the taxable year of the corporation, as constitutes a
distribution on the whole or any part of the consent stock (as
defined in paragraph (1)), which part of the distribution, if con-
sidered by itself and not in connection with a consent distribution
(as defined in paragraph (4)), would be a preferential distribu-
tion, as defined in paragraph (6).

(6) PREFERENTIAL DISTRIBUTION.-The term "preferential dis-
tribution" means a distribution which is not pro rata, or which is
with preference to any share of stock as compared with other
shares of the same class, or to any class of consent stock as com-
pared with any other class of consent stock.
(b) CORPORATIONS NOT ENTITLED TO CREDIT.-A corporation shall

not be entitled to a consent dividends credit with respect to any
taxable year-

(1) Unless, at the close of such year, all preferred dividends
(for the taxable year and, if cumulative, for prior taxable years)
have been paid; or

(2) If, at any time during such year, the corporation has taken
any steps in, or in pursuance of a plan of, complete or partial liqui-
dation of all or any part of the consent stock.
(c) ALLOWANCE OF CREDIT.-There shall be allowed to the corpora-

tion, as a part of its basic surtax credit for the taxable year, a con-
sent dividends credit equal to such portion of the total sum agreed
to be included in the gross income of shareholders by their consents
filed unler subsection (d) as it would have been entitled to include in
computing its basic surtax credit if actual distribution of an amount
equal to such total sum had been made in cash and each shareholder
making such a consent had received, on the consent dividends day,
the amount specified in the consent.

(d) SHAREHOLDERS' CONSENTS.-The corporation shall not be en-
titled to a consent dividends credit with respect to any taxable year-

(1) Unless it files with its return for such year (in accordance
with regulations prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval
of the Secretary) signed consents made under oath by persons who
were shareholders on the last day of the taxable year of the cor-
poration, of any class of consent stock; and

(2) Unless in each such consent the shareholder agrees that he
will include as a taxable dividend, in his return for the taxable
year in which or with which the taxable year of the corporation
ends, a specific amount; and

(3) Unless the consents filed are made by such of the share-
holders and the amount specified in each consent is such, that the
consent distribution would not have been a preferential distribu-
tion-

(A) If there was no partial distribution during the last month
of the taxable year of the corporation, or

(B) If there was such a partial distribution, then when con-
sidered in connection with such partial distribution;

and
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days on which was payable a partial distribution (as defined in 
paragraph (5)), in which case it means the last of such days. 

(4) CONSENT DismiBulioN.—The term "consent distribution" 
means the distribution which would have been made if on the con-
sent dividends day (as defined in paragraph (3) ) there had actu-
ally been distributed in cash and received by each shareholder mak-
ing a consent filed by the corporation under subsection (d), the 
specific amount stated in such consent. 

(5) PARTIAL DISTRIB noN.—The term "partial distribution" 
means such part of an actual distribution, payable during the 
last month of the taxable year of the corporation, as constitutes a 
distribution on the whole or any part of the consent stock (as 
defined in paragraph (1) ), which part of the distribution, if con-
sidered by itself and not in connection with a consent distribution 
(as defined in paragraph (4)), would be a preferential distribu-
tion, as defined in paragraph (6). 

(6) PREFEREIsITIAL DISTRIBTMON.—The term "preferential dis-
tribution" means a distribution which is not pro rata, or which is 
with preference to any share of stock as compared with other 
shares of the same class, or to any class of consent stock as com-
pared with any other class of consent stock. 

(b) CORPORATIONS NOT ENTITLED TO CREDIT.—A corporation shall 
not be entitled to a consent dividends credit with respect to any 
taxable year— 

(1) Unless, at the close of such year, all preferred dividends 
(for the taxable year and, if cumulative, for prior taxable years) 
have been paid; or 

(2) If, at any time during such year, the corporation has taken 
any steps in, or in pursuance of a plan of, complete or partial liqui-
dation of all or any part of the consent stock. 

(c) ALLOWANCE OF CREDIT.—There shall be allowed to the corpora-
tion, as a part of its basic surtax credit for the taxable year, a con-
sent dividends credit equal to such portion of the total sum agreed 
to be included in the gross income of shareholders by their consents 
filed under subsection (d) as it would have been entitled to include in 
computing its basic surtax credit if actual distribution of an amount 
equal to such total sum had been made in cash and each shareholder 
making such a consent had received, on the consent dividends day, 
the amount specified in the consent. 

(d) SHAREHOLDERS' CONSENTS.—The corporation shall not be en-
titled to a consent dividends credit with respect to any taxable year— 

(1) Unless it files with its return for such year (in accordance 
with regulations prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval 
of the Secretary) signed consents made under oath by persons who 
were shareholders, on the last day of the taxable year of the cor-
poration, of any class of consent stock; and 

(2) Unless in each such consent the shareholder agrees that he 
will include as a taxable dividend, in his return for the taxable 
year in which or with which the taxable year of the corporation 
ends, a specific amount; and 

(3) Unless the consents filed are made by such of the share-
holders and the amount specified in each consent is such, that the 
consent distribution would not have been a preferential distribu-
tion— 

(A) If there was no partial distribution during the last month 
of the taxable year of the corporation, or 

(B) If there was such a partial distribution, then when con-
sidered in connection with such partial distribution; 

and 
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(4) Unless in each consent made by a shareholder who is tax-

able with respect to a dividend only if received from sources within
the United States, such shareholder agrees that the specific amount
stated in the consent shall be considered as a dividend received by
him from sources within the United States; and

(5) Unless each consent filed is accompanied by cash, or such
other medium of payment as the Commissioner may by regula-
tions authorize, in an amount equal to the amount that would be
required by section 143 (b) or 144 to be deducted and withheld
by the corporation if the amount specified in the consent had been,
on the last day of the taxable year of the corporation, paid to the
shareholder in cash as a dividend. The amount accompanying the
consent shall be credited against the tax imposed by section 211
(a) or 231 (a) upon the shareholder.
(e) CONSENT DISTRIBUTION AS PART OF ENTIRE DISTRIBUTION.-If

during the last month of the taxable year with respect to which
shareholders' consents are filed by the corporation under subsection
(d) there is made a partial distribution, then, for the purposes of
this chapter, such partial distribution and the consent distribution
shall be considered as having been made in connection with each
other and each shall be considered together with the other as one
entire distribution.

(f) TAXABILITY OF AMOUNTS SPECIFIED IN CONSENTS.-The total
amount specified in a consent filed under subsection (d) shall be
included as a taxable dividend in the gross income of the share-
holder making such consent, and, if the shareholder is taxable with
respect to a dividend only if received from sources within the United
States, shall be included in the computation of his tax as a dividend
received from sources within the United States, regardless of-

1) Whether he actually so includes it in fis return; and
(2) Whether the distribution by the corporation of an amount

equal to the total sum included in all the consents filed, had actual
distribution been made, would have been in whole or in part a
taxable dividend- and

(3) Whether the corporation is entitled to any consent dividends
credit by reason of the filing of such consents, or to a credit less
than the total sum included in all the consents filed.
(g) CORPORATE SHAREHOLDERS.-If the shareholder who makes the

consent is a corporation, the amount specified in the consent shall be
considered as part of its earnings or profits for the taxable year, and
shall be included in the computation of its accumulated earnings and
profits.

(h) BASIS OF STOCK IN HANDS OF SHAREHOLDERS.-The amount
specified in a consent made under subsection (d) shall, for the pur-
pose of adjusting the basis of the consent stock with respect to which
the consent was given, be treated as having been reinvested by the
shareholder as a contribution to the capital of the corporation; but
only in an amount which bears the same ratio to the consent divi-
dends credit of the corporation as the amount of such shareholder's
consent stock bears to the total amount of consent stock with respect
to which consents are made.

(i) EFFECT ON CAPITAL ACCOUNT OF CORPORATION.-The amount of
the consent dividends credit allowed under subsection (c) shall be
considered as paid in surplus or as a contribution to the capital of
the corporation, and the accumulated earnings and profits as of the
close of the taxable year shall be correspondingly reduced.

(j) AMIOUNTS NOT INCLUDED IN SHAREHOLDER'S RETURN.--The
failure of a shareholder of consent stock to include in his gross in-
come for the proper taxable year the amount specified in the consent
made by him and filed by the corporation, shall have the same effect,
with respect to the deficiency resulting therefrom as is provided in
section 272 (f) with respect to a deficiency resulting from a mathe-
matical error appearing on the face of the return.
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Part III-Credits Against Tax

SEC. 31. TAXES OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES AND POSSESSIONS OF
UNITED STATES.

The amount of income, war-profits, and excess-profits taxes im-
posed by foreign countries or possessions of the United States
shall be allowed as a credit against the tax, to the extent provided
in section 131.
SEC. 32. TAXES WITHHELD AT SOURCE.

The amount of tax withheld at the source under section 143 or 144
shall be allowed as a credit against the tax.
SEC. 33. CREDIT FOR OVERPAYMENTS.

For credit against the tax of overpayments of taxes imposed by this
chapter for other taxable years, see section 322.

Part IV-Accounting Periods and Methods of Accounting

SEC. 41. GENERAL RULE.
The net income shall be computed upon the basis of the taxpayer's

annual accounting period (fiscal year or calendar year, as the case
may be) in accordance with the method of accounting regularly
employed in keeping the books of such taxpayer; but if no such
method of accounting has been so employed, or if the method
employed does not clearly reflect the income, the computation shall
be made in accordance with such method as in the opinion of the
Commissioner does clearly reflect the income. If the taxpayer's
annual accounting period is other than a fiscal year as defined in
section 48 or if the taxpayer has no annual accounting period or
does not keep books, the net income shall be computed on the basis
of the calendar year.

For use of inventories, see section 22 (c).
SEC. 42. PERIOD IN WHICH ITEMS OF GROSS INCOME INCLUDED.

The amount of all items of gross income shall be included in the
gross income for the taxable year in which received by the taxpayer,
unless, under methods of accounting permitted under section 41, any
such amounts are to be properly accounted for as of a different
period. In the case of the death of a taxpayer there shall be included
in computing net income for the taxable period in which falls the
date of his death, amounts accrued up to the date of his death if not
otherwise properly includible in respect of such period or a prior
period.

SEC. 43. PERIOD FOR WHICH DEDUCTIONS AND CREDITS TAKEN.
The deductions and credits (other than the corporation dividends

paid credit provided in section 27) provided for in this chapter shall
be taken for the taxable year in which "paid or accrued" or "paid or
incurred", dependent upon the method of accounting upon the basis
of which the net income is computed, unless in order to clearly
reflect the income the deductions or credits should be taken as of
a different period. In the case of the death of a taxpayer there
shall be allowed as deductions and credits for the taxable period
in which falls the date of his death, amounts accrued up to the
date of his death (except deductions under section 23 (o)) if not
otherwise properly allowable in respect of such period or a prior
period.
SEC. 44. INSTALLMENT BASIS.

(a) DEALERS IN PERSONAL PROPERTY.-IUnder regulations pre-
scribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary, a
person who regularly sells or otherwise disposes of personal prop-
erty on the installment plan may return as income therefrom in
any taxable year that proportion of the installment payments
actually received in that year which the gross profit realized or
to be realized when payment is completed, bears to the total con-
tract price.
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(b) SALES OF REALTY AND CASUAL SALES OF PERSONALrTY.-In the
case (1) of a casual sale or other casual disposition of personal
property (other than property of a kind which would properly be
included in the inventory of the taxpayer if on hand at the close
of the taxable year), for a price exceeding $1,000, or (2) of a sale
or other disposition of real property, if in either case the initial
payments do not exceed 30 per centum of the selling price (or,
in case the sale or other disposition was in a taxable year beginning
prior to January 1, 1934, the percentage of the selling price pre-
scribed in the law applicable to such year), the income may, under
regulations prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of
the Secretary, be returned on the basis and in the manner above
prescribed in this section. As used in this section the term "initial
payments" means the payments received in cash or property other
than evidences of indebtedness of the purchaser during the taxable
period in which the sale or other disposition is made.

(c) CHANGE EROM ACCRUAL TO INSTALLIMENT BASIS.-If a taxpayer
entitled to the benefits of subsection (a) elects for any taxable year
to report his net income on the installment basis, then in computing
his income for the year of change or any subsequent year, amounts
actually received during any such year on account of sales or other
dispositions of property made in any prior year shall not be excluded.

(d) GAIN OR Loss UPON DISPOSITION OF INSTALLMENT OBLIGA-
TIONS.-If an installment obligation is satisfied at other than its
face value or distributed, transmitted, sold, or otherwise disposed
of, gain or loss shall result to the extent of the difference between
the basis of the obligation and (1) in the case of satisfaction at
other than face value or a sale or exchange-the amount realized,
or (2) in case of a distribution, transmission, or disposition other-
wise than by sale or exchange-the fair market value of the obliga-
tion at the time of such distribution, transmission, or disposition.
Any gain or loss so resulting shall be considered as resulting from
the sale or exchange of the property in respect of which the install-
ment obligation was received. The basis of the obligation shall be
the excess of the face value of the obligation over an amount equal
to the income which would be returnable were the obligation satis-
fied in full. This subsection shall not apply to the transmission at
death of installment obligations if there is filed with the Commis-
sioner, at such time as he may by regulation prescribe, a bond in
such amount and with such sureties as he may deem necessary, con-
ditioned upon the return as income, by the person receiving any
payment on such obligations, of the same proportion of such pay-
ment as would be returnable as income by the decedent if he had
lived and had received such payment. If an installment obligation
is distributed by one corporation to another corporation in the course
of a liquidation, and under section 112 (b) (6) no gain or loss with
respect to the receipt of such obligation is recognized in the case of
the recipient corporation, then no gain or loss with respect to the
distribution of such obligation shall be recognized in the case of the
distributing corporation.
SEC. 45. ALLOCATION OF INCOME AND DEDUCTIONS.

In any case of two or more organizations, trades, or businesses
(whether or not incorporated, whether or not organized in the
United States, and whether or not affiliated) owned or controlled
directly or indirectly by the same interests, the Commissioner is
authorized to distribute, apportion, or allocate gross income or deduc-
tions between or among such organizations, trades, or businesses,
if he determines that such distribution, apportionment, or allocation
is necessary in order to prevent evasion of taxes or clearly to reflect
the income of any of such organizations, trades, or businesses.
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(b) SAT.ps OF REALTY AND CASUAL SALES OF PERSONALITY.—In the 
case (1) of a casual sale or other casual disposition of personal 
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the sale or exchange of the property in respect of which the install-
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the excess of the face value of the obligation over an amount equal 
to the income which would be returnable were the obligation satis-
fied in full. This subsection shall not apply to the transmission at 
death of installment obligations if there is filed with the Commis-
sioner, at such time as he may by regulation prescribe, a bond in 
such amount and with such sureties as he may deem necessary, con-
ditioned upon the return as income, by the person receiving any 
payment on such obligations, of the same proportion of such pay-
ment as would be returnable as income by the decedent if he had 
lived and had received such payment. If an installment obligation 
is distributed by one corporation to another corporation in the course 
of a liquidation, and under section 112 (b) (6) no gain or loss with 
respect to the receipt of such obligation is recognized in the case of 
the recipient corporation, then no gain or loss with respect to the 
distribution of such obligation shall be recognized in the case of the 
distributing corporation. 
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directly or indirectly by the same interests, the Commissioner is 
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is necessary in order to prevent evasion of taxes or clearly to reflect 
the income of any of such organizations, trades, or businesses. 
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SEC. 46. CHANGE OF ACCOUNTING PERIOD.
If a taxpayer changes his accounting period from fiscal year to cal-

endar year, from calendar year to fiscal year, or from one fiscal year
to another, the net income shall, with the approval of the Commis-
sioner, be computed on the basis of such new accounting period, subject
to the provisions of section 47.

SEC. 47. RETURNS FOR A PERIOD OF LESS THAN TWELVE MONTHS.
(a) RETURNS FOR SHORT PERIOD RESULTING FROM CHANGE OF

ACCOUNTING PERIOD.-If a taxpayer, with the approval of the Com-
missioner, changes the basis of computing net income from fiscal year
to calendar year a separate return shall be made for the period between
the close of the last fiscal year for which return was made and the
following December 31. If the change is from calendar year to fiscal
year, a separate return shall be made for the period between the close
of the last calendar year for which return was made and the date
designated as the close of the fiscal year. If the change is from one
fiscal year to another fiscal year a separate return shall be made for
the period between the close of the former fiscal year and the date
designated as the close of the new fiscal year.

(b) INCOME COMPUTED ON BASIS OF SHORT PERIoD.-Where a sep-
arate return is made under subsection (a) on account of a change m
the accounting period, and in all other cases where a separate return
is required or permitted, by regulations prescribed by the Commis-
sioner with the approval of the Secretary, to be made for a fractional
part of a year, then the income shall be computed on the basis of the
period for which separate return is made.

(c) INCOME PLACED ON ANNUAL BASIS.-If a separate return is
made (except returns of the income of a corporation) under subsec-
tion (a) on account of a change in the accounting period, the net
income, computed on the basis of the period for which separate return
is made, shall be placed on an annual basis by multiplying the amount
thereof by twelve and dividing by the number of months included in
the period for which the separate return is made. The tax shall be
such part of the tax computed on such annual basis as the number of
months in such period is of twelve months.

(d) EARNED INCOME.--'The Commissioner with tlhe approval of the
Secretary shall by regulations prescribe the method of applying the
provisions of subsections (b) and (c) (relating to computing income
on the basis of a short period, and placing such income on an annual
basis) to cases where the taxpayer makes a separate return under sub-
section (a) on account of a change in the accounting period, and it
appears that for the period for which the return is so made he has
received earned income.

(e) REDUCTION OF CREDITS AGAINST NET INCOME.-In the case of
a return made for a fractional part of a year, except a return made
under subsection (a), on account of a change in the accounting period,
the personal exemption and credit for dependents shall be reduced
respectively to amounts which bear the same ratio to the full credits
provided as the number of months in the period for which return is
made bears to twelve months.

(f) CLOSING OF TAXABLE YEAR IN CASE OF JEOPARDY.-
For closing of taxable year in case of jeopardy, see section 146.

SEC. 48. DEFINITIONS.
When used in this chapter-
(a) TAXABLE YEAR.-"Taxable year" means the calendar year, or

the fiscal year ending during such calendar year, upon the basis of
which the net income is computed under this Part. "Taxable year"
includes, in the case of a return made for a fractional part of a
year under the provisions of this chapter or under regulations pre-
scribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary, the
period for which such return is made.
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(b) FISCAL YEAR.-"Fiscal year" means an accounting period of
twelve months ending on the last day of any month other than
December.

(c) "PAID OR INCURRED", "PAID OR ACCRUED".-The terms "paid or
incurred" and "paid or accrued" shall be construed according to the
method of accounting upon the basis of which the net income is
computed under this Part.

(d) TRADE OR BUSINESS.-The term "trade or business" includes
the performance of the functions of a public office.

Part V-Returns and Payment of Tax

SEC. 51. INDIVIDUAL RETURNS.
(a) REQUIREMENT.-The following individuals shall each make

under oath a return stating specifically the items of his gross income
and the deductions and credits allowed under this chapter and such
other information for the purpose of carrying out the provisions
of this chapter as the Commissioner with the approval of the Secre-
tary may by regulations prescribe-

(1) Every individual who is single or who is married but not
living with husband or wife, if-

(A) Having a net income for the taxable year of $1,000 or
over; or

(B) Having a gross income for the taxable year of $5,000 or
over, regardless of the amount of the net income.
(2) Every individual who is married and living with husband

or wife, if no joint return is made under subsection (b) and if-
(A) Such individual has for the taxable year a net income of

$2,500 or over or a gross income of $5,000 or over (regardless of
the amount of the net income), and the other spouse has no gross
income; or

(B) Such individual and his spouse each has for the taxable
year a gross income (regardless of the amount of the net income)
and the aggregate net income of the two is $2,500 or over; or

(C) Such individual and his spouse each has for the taxable
year a gross income (regardless of the amount of the net income)
and the aggregate gross income is $5,000 or over.

(b) HUSBAND AND WIFE.-In the case of a husband and wife living
together the income of each (even though one has no gross income)
may be included in a single return made by them jointly, in which
case the tax shall be computed on the aggregate income, and the
liability with respect to the tax shall be joint and several. No joint
return may be made if either the husband or wife is a nonresident
alien.

(c) PERSONS UNDER DISABILITY.-If the taxpayer is unable to make
his own return, the return shall be made by a duly authorized agent
or by the guardian or other person charged with the care of the person
or property of such taxpayer.

(d) SIGNATURE PRESUMED CORRECT.-The fact that an individual's
name is signed to a filed return shall be prima facie evidence for all
purposes that the return was actually signed by him.

(e) FIDmCIARIES.-
For returns to be made by fiduciaries, see section 142.

SEC. 52. CORPORATION RETURNS.
(a) REQUIREMENT.-Every corporation subject to taxation under

this chapter shall make a return, stating specifically the items of its
gross income and the deductions and credits allowed by this chapter
and such other information for the purpose of carrying out the pro-
visions of this chapter as the Commissioner with the approval of the
Secretary may by regulations prescribe. The return shall be sworn
to by the president, vice president, or other principal officer and by
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SEC. 51. INDIVIDUAL RETURNS. 
(a) REQuncEmENT.—The following individuals shall each make 

under oath a return stating specifically the items of his gross income 
and the deductions and credits allowed under this chapter and such 
other information for the purpose of carrying out the provisions 
of this chapter as the Commissioner with the approval of the Secre-
tary may by regulations prescribe— 

(1) Every individual who is single or who is married but not 
living with husband or wife, if— 

A) Having a net income for the taxable year of $1,000 or 
over; or 

(B) Having a gross income for the taxable year of $5,000 or 
over, regardless of the amount of the net income. 
(2) Every individual who is married and living with husband 

or wife, if no joint return is made under subsection (b) and if— 
(A) Such individual has for the taxable year a net income of 

$2,500 or over or a gross income of $5,000 or over (regardless of 
the amount of the net income), and the other spouse has no gross 
income; or 

(B) Such individual and his spouse each has for the taxable 
year a gross income (regardless of the amount of the net income) 
and the aggregate net income of the two is $2,500 or over; or 

(C) Such individual and his spouse each has for the taxable 
year a gross income (regardless of the amount of the net income) 
and the aggregate gross income is $5,000 or over. 

(b) HUSBAND AND WIFE.—In the case of a husband and wife living 
together the income of each (even though one has no gross income) 
may be included in a single return made by them jointly, in which 
case the tax shall be computed on the aggregate income, and the 
liability with respect to the tax shall be joint and several. No joint 
return may be made if either the husband or wife is a nonresident 
alien. 

(c) PERSONS UNDER DISABILITY.—If the taxpayer is unable to make 
his own return, the return shall be made by a duly authorized agent 
or by the guardian or other person charged with the care of the person 
or property of such taxpayer. 

(d) SIGNATURE PRESUMED CORRECT.—The fact that an individual's 
name is signed to a filed return shall be prima facie evidence for all 
purposes that the return was actually signed by him. 

(e) FIDUCIARIES.— 
For returns to be made by fiduciaries, see section 142. 

SEC 52. CORPORATION RETURNS. 
(a) REQUIREMENT.—Every corporation subject to taxation under 

this chapter shall make a return, stating specifically the items of its 
gross income and the deductions and credits allowed by this chapter 
and such other information for the purpose of carrying out the pro-
visions of this chapter as the Commissioner with the approval of the 
Secretary may by regulations prescribe. The return shall be sworn 
to by the president, vice president, or other principal officer and by 
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the treasurer, assistant treasurer, or chief accounting officer. In
cases where receivers, trustees in bankruptcy, or assignees are oper-
ating the property or business of corporations, such receivers, trust-
ees, or assignees shall make returns for such corporations in the same
manner and form as corporations are required to make returns. Any
tax due on the basis of such returns made by receivers, trustees, or
assignees shall be collected in the same manner as if collected from
the corporations of whose business or property they have custody
and control.

(b) CROSS REFERENCE.
For provisions as to consolidated returns in the case of railroad

corporations, see section 141.

SEC. 53. TIME AND PLACE FOR FILING RETURNS.
(a) TIME FOR FILING.-

(1) GENERAL RiLE.-Returns made on the basis of the calendar
year shall be made on or before the 15th day of March following
the close of the calendar year. Returns made on the basis of a
fiscal year shall be made on or before the 15th day of the third
month following the close of the fiscal year.

(2) EXTENSION or TIME.-The Commissioner may grant a rea-
sonable extension of time for filing returns, under such rules and
regulations as he shall prescribe with the approval of the Secre-
tary. Except in the case of taxpayers who are abroad, no such
extension shall be for more than six months.
(b) To WHOM RETJRN MADE.-

(1) INDIVIDUALS.-Returns (other than corporation returns)
shall be made to the collector for the district in which is located
the legal residence or principal place of business of the person
making the return, or, if he has no legal residence or principal
place of business in the United States, then to the collector at
Baltimore, Maryland.

(2) CoRPORATIONS.-Returns of corporations shall be made to
the collector of the district in which is located the principal place
of business or principal office or agency of the corporation, or, if
it has no principal place of business or principal office or agency
in the United States, then to the collector at Baltimore, Maryland.

SEC. 54. RECORDS AND SPECIAL RETURNS.
(a) BY TAXPAYER.-Every person liable to any tax imposed by

this chapter or for the collection thereof, shall keep such records,
render under oath such statements, make such returns, and comply
with such rules and regulations, as the Commissioner, with the ap-
proval of the Secretary, may from time to time prescribe.

(b) To DETERMINE LIABILITY TO TAx.-Whenever in the judgment
of the Commissioner necessary he may require any person, by notice
served upon him, to make a return, render under oath such state-
ments, or keep such records, as the Commissioner deems sufficient to
show whether or not such person is liable to tax under this chapter.

(c) INFORMATION AT THE SOURCE.-
For requirement of statements and returns by one person to assist

in determining the tax liability of another person, see sections 147 to
150.

(d) COPIES or RETJuNS.-If any person, required by law or regu-
lations made pursuant to law to file a copy of any income return
for any taxable year, fails to file such copy at the time required
there shall be due and assessed against such person $5 in the case of
an individual return or $10 in the case of a fiduciary, partnership, or
corporation return, and the collector with whom the return is
filed shall prepare such copy. Such amount shall be collected and
paid, without interest, in the same manner as the amount of tax due
m excess of that shown by the taxpayer upon a return in the case
of a mathematical error appearing on the face of the return. Copies
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of returns filed or prepared pursuant to this subsection shall remain
on file for a period of not less than two years from the date they
are required to be filed, and may be destroyed at any time thereafter
under the direction of the Commissioner.

(e) FOREIGN PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANIES.-

For information returns by officers, directors, and large shareholders,
with respect to foreign personal holding companies, see sections 338,
339, and 340.

For information returns by attorneys, accountants, and so forth,
as to formation, and so forth, of foreign corporations, see section 3604.

SEC. 55. PUBLICITY OF RETURNS.
(a) PUBLIC RECORD AND INSPECTION.-

(1) Returns made under this chapter upon which the tax has
been determined by the Commissioner shall constitute public
records; but, except as hereinafter provided in this section, they
shall be open to inspection only upon order of the President and
under rules and regulations prescribed by the Secretary and ap-
proved by the President.

(2) And all returns made under this chapter, subchapters A, B,
and D of chapter 2, subchapter B of chapter 3, chapters 4, 7, 12, and
21, subchapter A of chapter 29, and subchapters A and B of chapter
30, shall constitute public records and shall be open to public exam-
ination and inspection to such extent as shall be authorized in rules
and regulations promulgated by the President.

(3) Whenever a return is open to the inspection of any person
a certified copy thereof shall, upon request, be furnished to such
person under rules and regulations prescribed by the Commissioner
with the approval of the Secretary. The Commissioner may pre-
scribe a reasonable fee for furnishing such copy.
(b) INSPECTION BY STATES.-

(1) STATE OFFICERs.-The proper officers of any State may,
upon the request of the governor thereof, have access to the returns
of any corporation, or to an abstract thereof showing the name
and income of the corporation, at such times and in such manner
as the Secretary may prescribe.

(2) STATE BODIES OR COMMISSIONS.-All income returns filed un-
der this chapter (or copies thereof, if so prescribed by regulations
made under this subsection), shall be open to inspection by any
official, body, or commission, lawfully charged with the adminis-
tration of any State tax law, if the inspection is for the purpose
of such administration or for the purpose of obtaining information
to be furnished to local taxing authorities as provided in this
paragraph. The inspection shall be permitted only upon written
request of the governor of such State, designating the representa-
tive of such official, body, or commission to make the inspection
on behalf of such official, body, or commission. The inspection
shall be made in such manner, and at such times and places, as
shall be prescribed by regulations made by the Commissioner with
the approval the he Secretary. Any information thus secured by
any offcial, body, or commission of any State may be used only
for the administration of the tax laws of such State, except that
upon written request of the Governor of such State any such
information may be furnished to any official, body, or commission
of any political subdivision of such State, lawfully charged with
the administration of the tax laws of such political subdivision, but
may be furnished only for the purpose of, and may be used only
for, the administration of such tax laws.
(c) INSPECTION BY SHAREHOLDERS.-All bona fide shareholders of

record owning 1 per centum or more of the outstanding stock of any
corporation shall, upon making request of the Commissioner, be al-
lowed to examine the annual income returns of such corporation and
of its subsidiaries.
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(d) INSPECTION BY COMMITTEES OF CONGRESS.-

(1) COMMITTEES ON WAYS AND MEANS AND FINANCE.-

(A) The Secretary and any officer or employee of the Treasury
Department, upon request from the Committee on Ways and
Means of the House of Representatives, the Committee on Fi-
nance of the Senate, or a select committee of the Senate or House
specially authorized to investigate returns by a resolution of
the Senate or House, or a joint committee so authorized by con-
current resolution, shall furnish such committee sitting in execu-
tive session with any data of any character contained in or shown
by any return.

(B) Any such committee shall have the right, acting directly
as a committee, or by or through such examiners or agents as
it may designate or appoint, to inspect any or all of the returns
at such times and in such manner as it may determine.

(C) Any relevant or useful information thus obtained may
be submitted by the committee obtaining it to the Senate or the
House, or to both the Senate and the House, as the case may be.
(2) JOINT COMMITTEE ON INTERNAL REVENUE TAXATION.-The

Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation shall have the
same right to obtain data and to inspect returns as the Committee
on Ways and Means or the Committee on Finance, and to submit
any relevant or useful information thus obtained to the Senate,
the House of Representatives, the Committee on Ways and Means,
or the Committee on Finance. The Committee on Ways and
Means or the Committee on Finance may submit such information
to the House or to the Senate, or to both the House and the Senate,
as the case may be.
(e) INSPECTION IN COLLECTOR's OFFICE OF LIST OF TAXPAYERS.-The

Commissioner shall as soon as practicable in each year cause to be
prepared and made available to public inspection in such manner as
he may determine, in the office of the collector in each internal
revenue district and in such other places as he may determine, lists
containing the name and the post-office address of each person mak-
ing an income-tax return in such district.

(f) PENALTIES FOR DISCLOSING INFORMATION.-

(1) FEDERAL EMPLOYEES AND OTIIER PERSONS.-It shall be unlaw-
ful for any collector, deputy collector agent, clerk, or other officer
or employee of the United States to divulge or to make known in
any manner whatever not provided by law to any person the
amount or source of income, profits, losses, expenditures, or any
particular thereof, set forth or disclosed in any income return, or
to permit any income return or copy thereof or any book contain-
ing any abstract or particulars thereof to be seen or examined by
any person except as provided by law; and it shall be unlawful for
any person to print or publish in any manner whatever not pro-
vided by law any income return, or any part thereof or source of
income, profits, losses, or expenditures appearing in any income
return; and any offense against the foregoing provision shall be
a misdemeanor and be punished by a fine not exceeding $1,000 or
by imprisonment not exceeding one year, or both, at the discretion
of the court; and if the offender be an officer or employee of the
United States he shall be dismissed from office or discharged from
employment.

(2) STATE EMPLOYEEs.-Any officer, employee, or agent of any
State or political subdivision, who divulges (except as authorized
in paragraph 2 of subsection (b), or when called upon to testify
in any judicial or administrative proceeding to which the State
or political subdivision, or such State or local official, body, or
commission, as such, is a party) any information acquired by him
through an inspection permitted him or another under paragraph
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2 of subsection (b) shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and shall
upon conviction be punished by a fine of not more than $1,000, or
by imprisonment for not more than one year, or both.

(3) SHAREHOLDERS.-Any shareholder who pursuant to the pro-
visions of this section is allowed to examine the return of any cor-
poration, and who makes known in any manner whatever not pro-
vided by law the amount or source of income, profits, losses, ex-
penditures, or any particular thereof, set forth or disclosed in any
such return, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and be punished by a
fine not exceeding $1,000 or by imprisonment not exceeding one
year, or both.

(4) CRoss REFERENCE.-
For penalties for disclosing operations, style of work, or apparatus of

any manufacturer or producer, see section 4047.

SEC. 56. PAYMENT OF TAX.

(a) TIME OF PAYMENT.-The total amount of tax imposed by this
chapter shall be paid on the fifteenth day of March following the
close of the calendar year, or, if the return should be made on the
basis of a fiscal year then on the fifteenth day of the third month
following the close oi the fiscal year.

(b) INSTALLMENT PAYMENTS.-The taxpayer may elect to pay
the tax in four equal installments, in which case the first installment
shall be paid on the date prescribed for the payment of the tax by
the taxpayer, the second installment shall be paid on the fifteenth
day of the third month, the third installment on the fifteenth day of
the sixth month, and the fourth installment on the fifteenth day of
the ninth month, after such date. If any installment is not paid on
or before the date fixed for its payment, the whole amount of the
tax unpaid shall be paid upon notice and demand from the collector.

(c) EXTENSION OF TIME FOR PAYMENT.-
(1) GENERAL RULE.-At the request of the taxpayer, the Com-

missioner may extend the time for payment of the amount deter-
mined as the tax by the taxpayer, or any installment thereof, for a
period not to exceed six months from the date prescribed for the
payment of the tax or an installment thereof. In such case the
amount in respect of which the extension is granted shall be paid
on or before the date of the expiration of the period of the
extension.

(2) LIQUIDATION OF PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANIES.-At the re-

quest of the taxpayer, the Commissioner may (under regulations
prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary)
extend (for a period not to exceed five years from the date pre-
scribed for the payment of the tax) the time for the payment of
such portion of the amount determined as the tax by the taxpayer
as is attributable to the short-term or long-term capital gain derived
by the taxpayer from the receipt by him of property other than
money upon the complete liquidation (as defined in section 115 (c))
of a corporation. This paragraph shall apply only if the corpo-
ration, for its taxable year preceding the year in which occurred
the complete liquidation (or the first of the series of distributions
referred to in such section), was, under the law applicable to such
taxable year, a personal holding company or a foreign personal
holding company. An extension under this paragraph shall be
granted only if it is shown to the satisfaction of the Commissioner
that the failure to grant it will result in undue hardship to the
taxpayer. If an extension is granted the amount with respect to
which the extension is granted shall be paid on or before the date
of the expiration of the extension. If an extension is granted
under this paragraph the Commissioner may require the taxpayer
to furnish a bond in such amount, not exceeding double the amount
with respect to which the extension is granted, and with such
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sureties as the Commissioner deems necessary, conditioned upon
the payment of the amount with respect to which the extension is
granted in accordance with the terms of the extension.
(d) VOLUNTARY ADVANCE PAYMENT.-A tax imposed by this chap-

ter, or any installment thereof, may be paid, at the election of the tax-
payer, prior to the date prescribed for its payment.

(e) ADVANCE PAYMENT IN CASE OF JEOPARDY.-
For advance payment in case of jeopardy, see section 146.

(f) TAX WITHHELD AT SOURCE.-
For requirement of withholding tax at the source in the case of non-

resident aliens and foreign corporations, and in the case of so-called
"tax-free covenant bonds", see sections 143 and 144.

(g) FRACTIONAL PARTS OF CENT.-In the payment of any tax
under this chapter a fractional part of a cent shall be disregarded
unless it amounts to one-half cent or more, in which case it shall be
increased to 1 cent.

(h) RECEIPTS.-Every collector to whom any payment of any
income tax is made shall upon request give to the person making
such payment a full written or printed receipt therefor.

SEC. 57. EXAMINATION OF RETURN AND DETERMINATION OF TAX.
As soon as practicable after the return is filed the Commissioner

shall examine it and shall determine the correct amount of the tax.

SEC. 58. ADDITIONS TO TAX AND PENALTIES.
(a) For additions to the tax in case of negligence or fraud in the

nonpayment of tax or failure to file return therefor, see Supplement M.
(b) For criminal penalties for nonpayment of tax or failure to file

return therefor, see section 145.
SEC. 59. ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDINGS.

For administrative proceedings in respect of the nonpayment or over-
payment of a tax imposed by this chapter, see as follows:

(a) Supplement L, relating to assessment and collection of de-
ficiencies.

(b) Supplement M, relating to interest and additions to tax.
(c) Supplement N, relating to claims against transferees and

fiduciaries.
(d) Supplement 0, relating to overpayments.

SEC. 60. CROSS REFERENCES.
For general provisions relating to-
(a) Information and retiurns, see chapter 34.
(b) Assessment, see chapter 35.
(c) Collection, see chapter 36.

Part VI-Miscellaneous Provisions

SEC. 61. LAWS MADE APPLICABLE.
All administrative, special, or stamp provisions of law, including

the law relating to the assessment of taxes, so far as applicable, shall
be extended to and made a part of this chapter.
SEC. 62. RULES AND REGULATIONS.

The Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, shall pre-
scribe and publish all needful rules and regulations for the enforce-
ment of this chapter.
SEC. 63. PUBLICATION OF STATISTICS.

The Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, shall pre-
pare and publish annually statistics reasonably available with respect
to the operation of the income, war-profits and excess-profits tax laws,
including classifications of taxpayers and of income, the amounts
allowed as deductions, exemptions, and credits, and any other facts
deemed pertinent and valuable.
SEC. 64. DEFINITIONS.

For definitions of a general character, see section 3797.
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SUBCHAPTER C-SUPPLEMENTAL PROVISIONS

Supplement A-Rates of Tax

[Supplementary to Subchapter B, Part I]

SEC. 101. EXEMPTIONS FROM TAX ON CORPORATIONS.
The following organizations shall be exempt from taxation under

this chapter-
(1) Labor, agricultural, or horticultural organizations;
(2) Mutual savings banks not having a capital stock represented

by shares;
(3) Fraternal beneficiary societies, orders, or associations, (A)

operating under the lodge system or for the exclusive benefit of
the members of a fraternity itself operating under the lodge
system; and (B) providing for the payment of life, sick, accident,
or other benefits to the members of such society, order, or
association or their dependents;

(4) Domestic building and loan associations substantially all
the business of which is confined to making loans to members;
and cooperative banks without capital stock organized and operated
for mutual purposes and without profit;

(5) Cemetery companies owned and operated exclusively for
the benefit of their members or which are not operated for profit;
and any corporation chartered solely for burial purposes as a
cemetery corporation and not permitted by its charter to engage
in any business not necessarily incident to that purpose, no part
of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any private
shareholder or individual;

(6) Corporations, and any community chest, fund, or founda-
tion, organized and operated exclusively for religious, charitable,
scientific, literary, or educational purposes, or for the prevention
of cruelty to children or animals, no part of the net earnings of
which inures to the benefit of any private shareholder or individ-
ual, and no substantial part of the activities of which is carrying
on propaganda, or otherwise attempting, to influence legislation;

(7) Business leagues, chambers of commerce, real-estate boards,
or boards of trade, not organized for profit and no part of the net
earnings of which inures to the benefit of any private shareholder
or individual;

(8) Civic leagues or organizations not organized for profit but
operated exclusively for the promotion of social welfare, or local
associations of employees, the membership of which is limited
to the employees of a designated person or persons in a particular
municipality, and the net earnings of which are devoted exclu-
sively to charitable, educational, or recreational purposes;

(9) Clubs organized and operated exclusively for pleasure,
recreation, and other nonprofitable purposes, no part of the net
earnings of which inures to the benefit of any private shareholder;

(10) Benevolent life insurance associations of a purely local
character, mutual ditch or irrigation companies, mutual or coop-
erative telephone companies, or like organizations; but only if
85 per centum or more of the income consists of amounts collected
from members for the sole purpose of meeting losses and expenses;

(11) Farmers' or other mutual hail, cyclone, casualty, or fire
insurance companies or associations (including interinsurers and
reciprocal underwriters) the income of which is used or held for
the purpose of paying losses or expenses;

(12) armers', fruit growers', or like associations organized and
operated on a cooperative basis (a) for the purpose of marketing
the products of members or other producers, and turning back to
them the proceeds of sales, less the necessary marketing expenses,
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on the basis of either the quantity or the value of the products
furnished by them, or (b) for the purpose of purchasing supplies
and equipment for the use of members or other persons, and turn-
ing over such supplies and equipment to them at actual cost, plus
necessary expenses. Exemption shall not be denied any such asso-
ciation because it has capital stock, if the dividend rate of such
stock is fixed at not to exceed the legal rate of interest in the State
of incorporation or 8 per centum per annum, whichever is greater,
on the value of the consideration for which the stock was issued,
and if substantially all such stock (other than nonvoting preferred
stock, the owners of which are not entitled or permitted to partici-
pate, directly or indirectly, in the profits of the association, upon
dissolution or otherwise, beyond the fixed dividends) is owned by
producers who market their products or purchase their supplies
and equipment through the association; nor shall exemption be
denied any such association because there is accumulated and main-
tained by it a reserve required by State law or a reasonable reserve
for any necessary purpose. Such an association may market the
products of nonmembers in an amount the value of which does not
exceed the value of the products marketed for members, and may
purchase supplies and equipment for nonmembers in an amount
the value of which does not exceed the value of the supplies and
equipment purchased for members, provided the value of the pur-
chases made for persons who are neither members nor producers
does not exceed 15 per centum of the value of all its purchases.
Business done for the United States or any of its agencies shall be
disregarded in determining the right to exemption under this
paragraph;

(13) Corporations organized by an association exempt under
the provisions of paragraph (12), or members thereof, for the
purpose of financing the ordinary crop operations of such mem-
bers or other producers, and operated in conjunction with such
association. Exemption shall not be denied any such corpora-
tion because it has capital stock, if the dividend rate of such
stock is fixed at not to exceed the legal rate of interest in the
State of incorporation or 8 per centum per annum, whichever is
greatcr, on the value of the consideration for which the stock
was issued, and if substantially all such stock (other than non-
voting preferred stock, the owners of which are not entitled or
permitted to participate, directly or indirectly, in the profits of
the corporation, upon dissolution or otherwise, beyond the fixed
dividends) is owned by such association, or members thereof; nor
shall exemption be denied any such corporation because there is
accumulated and maintained by it a reserve required by State law
or a reasonable reserve for any necessary purpose;

(14) Corporations organized for the exclusive purpose of hold-
ing title to property, collecting income therefrom, and turning
over the entire amount thereof, less expenses, to an organization
which itself is exempt from the tax imposed by this chapter;

(15) Corporations organized under Act of Congress, if such
corporations are instrumentalities of the United States and if,
under such Act, as amended and supplemented, such corporations
are exempt from Federal income taxes;

(16) Voluntary employees' beneficiary associations providing
for the payment of life, sick, accident, or other benefits to the
members of such association or their dependents, if (A), no part
of their net earnings inures (other than through such payments)
to the benefit of any private shareholder or individual, and (B)
85 per centum or more of the income consists of amounts col-
lected from members for the sole purpose of making such pay-
ments and meeting expenses;
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(17) Teachers' retirement fund associations of a purely local
character, if (A) no part of their net earnings inures (other than
through payment of retirement benefits) to the benefit of any
private shareholder or individual, and (B) the income consists
solely of amounts received from public taxation, amounts received
from assessments upon the teaching salaries of members, and
income in respect of investments;

(18) Religious or apostolic associations or corporations, if such
associations or corporations have a common treasury or community
treasury, even if such associations or corporations engage in busi-
ness for the common benefit of the members, but only if the mem-
bers thereof include (at the time of filing their returns) in their
gross income their entire pro-rata shares, whether distributed or
not, of the net income of the association or corporation for such
year. Any amount so included in the gross income of a member
shall be treated as a dividend received.

SEC. 102. SURTAX ON CORPORATIONS IMPROPERLY ACCUMULATING
SURPLUS.

(a) IMPOSrrIIN OF TAX. There shall be levied, collected, and paid
for each taxable year (in addition to other taxes imposed by this
chapter) upon the net income of every corporation (other than a
personal holding company as defined in section 501 or a foreign per-
sonal holding company as defined in Supplement P) if such corpora-
tion, however created or organized, is formed or availed of for the
purpose of preventing the imposition of the surtax upon its share-
holders or the shareholders of any other corporation, through the
medium of permitting earnings or profits to accumulate instead of
being divided or distributed, a surtax equal to the sum of the
following:

25 per centum of the amount of the undistributed section 102
net income not in excess of $100,000, plus

35 per centum of the undistributed section 102 net income in
excess of $100,000.
(b) PRIMA FACIE EVIDENCE.-The fact that any corporation is a

mere holding or investment company shall be prima facie evidence
of a purpose to avoid surtax upon shareholders.

(c) EVIDENCE DETERMINATIVE OF PURPOSE.-The fact that the earn-
ings or profits of a corporation are permitted to accumulate beyond
the reasonable needs of the business shall be determinative of the
purpose to avoid surtax upon shareholders unless the corporation
by the clear preponderance of the evidence shall prove to the contrary.

(d) DEFINITIONS.-As used in this chapter-
(1) SECTION 102 NET INCOME.-The term "section 102 net income"

means the net income minus the sum of-
(A) TAxES.-Federal income, war-profits, and excess-profits

taxes paid or accrued during the taxable year, to the extent not
allowed as a deduction by section 23, but not including the tax
imposed by this section or a corresponding section of a prior
income-tax law.

(B) DISALLOWED CHARITABLE, ETC., CONTRIBUTIONS.--Contribu-
tions or gifts payment of which is made within the taxable year,
not otherwise allowed as a deduction, to or for the use of donees
described in section 23 (o), for the purposes therein specified.

(C) DISALLOWEw LOssEs.-Losses from sales or exchanges of
capital assets which are disallowed as a deduction by section
117 (d).

(2) UNmDISTUBED SECTION 102 NET INcoME.-The term "undis-
tributed section 102 net income" means the section 102 net income
minus the basic surtax credit provided in section 27 (b), but the
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computation of such credit under section 27 (b) (1) shall be made
without its reduction by the amount of the credit provided in
section 26 (a), relating to interest on certain obligations of the
United States and Government corporations.

(e) TAX ON PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANIES.-
For surtax on personal holding companies, see section 500.

SEC. 103. RATES OF TAX ON CITIZENS AND CORPORATIONS OF CER-
TAIN FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

Whenever the President finds that, under the laws of any foreign
country, citizens or corporations of the United States are being sub-
jected to discriminatory or extraterritorial taxes, the President shall
so proclaim and the rates of tax imposed by sections 11, 12, 13, 14, 201
(b), 204 (a), 207, 211 (a), 231 (a), and 362 shall, for the taxable year
during which such proclamation is made and for each taxable year
thereafter, be doubled in the case of each citizen and corporation of
such foreign country; but the tax at such doubled rate shall be con-
sidered as imposed by sections 11, 12, 13, 14, 201 (b), 204 (a), 207,
211 (a), 231 (a), or 362, as the case may be. In no case shall this
section operate to increase the taxes imposed by such sections (com-
puted without regard to this section) to an amount in excess of 80
per centum of the net income of the taxpayer. Whenever the Presi-
dent finds that the laws of any foreign country with respect to which
the President has made a proclamation under the preceding provisions
of this section have been modified so that discriminatory and extra-
territorial taxes applicable to citizens and corporations of the United
States have been removed, he shall so proclaim, and the provisions of
this section providing for doubled rates of tax shall not apply to any
citizen or corporation of such foreign country with respect to any
taxable year beginning after such proclamation is made.

SEC. 104. BANKS AND TRUST COMPANIES.
(a) DEFINITION.-As used in this section the term "bank" means

a bank or trust company incorporated and doing business under the
laws of the United States (including laws relating to the District
of Columbia), of any State, or of any Territory, a substantial part
of the business of which consists of receiving deposits and making
loans and discounts, or of exercising fiduciary powers similar to
those permitted to national banks under section 11 (k) of the Federal
Reserve Act, 38 Stat. 262 (U. S. C., Title 12, § 248k), as amended,
and which is subject by law to supervision and examination by State,
Territorial or Federal authority having supervision over banking
institutions.

(b) RATE OF TAx.-Banks shall be taxable under section 14 (d).

SEC. 105. SALE OF OIL OR GAS PROPERTIES.
In the case of a bona fide sale of any oil or gas property, or any

interest therein, where the principal value of the property has been
demonstrated by prospecting or exploration or discovery work done
by the taxpayer, the portion of the tax imposed by section 12 attrib-
utable to such sale shall not exceed 30 per centum of the selling price
of such property or interest.
SEC. 106. CLAIMS AGAINST UNITED STATES INVOLVING ACQUISITION

OF PROPERTY.
In the case of amounts (other than interest) received by a taxpayer

from the United States with respect to a claim against the United
States involving the acquisition of property and remaining unpaid
for more than fifteen years, the portion of the tax imposed by sec-
tion 12 attributable to such receipt shall not exceed 30 per centum
of the amount (other than interest) so received.
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puted without regard to this section) to an amount in excess of 80 
per centum of the net income of the taxpayer. Whenever the Presi-
dent finds that the laws of any foreign country with respect to which 
the President has made a proclamation under the preceding provisions 
of this section have been modified so that discriminatory and extra-
territorial taxes applicable to citizens and corporations of the United 
States have been removed, he shall so proclaim, and the provisions of 
this section providing for doubled rates of tax shall not apply to any 
citizen or corporation of such foreign country with respect to any 
taxable year beginning after such proclamation is made. 
SEC. 104. BANKS AND TRUST COMPANIES. 

(a) DEFINITION.—As used in this section the term "bank" means 
a bank or trust company incorporated and doing business under the 
laws of the United States (including laws relating to the District 
of Columbia), of any State, or of any Territory, a substantial part 
of the business of which consists of receiving deposits and making 
loans and discounts, or of exercising fiduciary powers similar to 
those permitted to national banks under section 11 (k) of the Federal 
Reserve Act, 38 Stat. 262 (U. S. C., Title 12, § 248k) as amended, 
and which is subject by law to supervision and examination by State, 
Territorial or Federal authority having supervision over banking 
institutions. 

(b) RATE or TAX.—Banks shall be taxable under section 14 (d). 

SEC. 105. SALE OF OIL OR GAS PROPERTIES. 
In the case of a bona fide sale of any oil or gas property, or any 

interest therein, where the principal value of the property has been 
demonstrated by prospecting or exploration or discovery work done 
by the taxpayer, the portion of the tax imposed by section 12 attrib-
utable to such sale shall not exceed 30 per centum of the selling price 
of such property or interest. 
SEC. 106. CLAIMS AGAINST UNITED STATES INVOLVING ACQUISITION 

OF PROPERTY. 
In the case of amounts (other than interest) received by a taxpayer 

from the United States with respect to a claim against the United 
States involving the acquisition of property and remaining unpaid 
for more than fifteen years, the portion of the tax imposed by sec-
tion 12 attributable to such receipt shall not exceed 30 per centum 
of the amount (other than interest) so received. 



Supplement B-Computation of Net Income

[Supplementary to Subchapter B, Part II]

SEC. 111. DETERMINATION OF AMOUNT OF, AND RECOGNITION OF,
GAIN OR LOSS.

(a) COMPUTATION OF GAIN on Loss.-The gain from the sale or
other disposition of property shall be the excess of the amount
realized therefrom over the adjusted basis provided in section 113 (b)
for determining gain, and the loss shall be the excess of the adjusted
basis provided in such section for determining loss over the amount
realized.

(b) AMOUNT RFALIZED.-The amount realized from the sale or
other disposition of property shall be the sum of any money received
plus the fair market value of the property (other than money)
received.

(c) RECOGNITION OF GAIN OR Loss.-In the case of a sale or ex-
change, the extent to which the gain or loss determined under this
section shall be recognized for the purposes of this chapter, shall be
determined under the provisions of section 112.

(d) INSTALLMENT SALES.-Nothing in this section shall be con-
strued to prevent (in the case of property sold under contract pro-
viding for payment in installments) the taxation of that portion
of any installment payment representing gain or profit in the year
in which such payment is received.
SEC. 112. RECOGNITION OF GAIN OR LOSS.

(a) GENERAL RULE.-Upon the sale or exchange of property the
entire amount of the gain or loss, determined under section 111, shall
be recognized, except as hereinafter provided in this section.

(b) EXCHANGES SOLELY IN KIND.-
(1) PROPERTY HELD FOR PRODUCTIVE USE OR INVESTMENT.--NO

gain or loss shall be recognized if property held for productive
use in trade or business or for investment (not including stock in
trade or other property held primarily for sale, nor stocks, bonds,
notes, choses in action, certificates of trust or beneficial interest,
or other securities or evidences of indebtedness or interest) is
exchanged solely for property of a like kind to be held either for
productive use in trade or business or for investment.

(2) STOCK FOR STOCK OF SAME CORPORATION.-No gain or loss
shall be recognized if common stock in a corporation is exchanged
solely for common stock in the same corporation, or if preferred
stock in a corporation is exchanged solely for preferred stock in
the same corporation.

(3) STOCK FOR STOCK ON REORGANIZATION.-No gain or loss shall
be recognized if stock or securities in a corporation a party to a
reorganization are, in pursuance of the plan of reorganization,
exchanged solely for stock or securities in such corporation or in
another corporation a party to the reorganization.

(4) SAME.-GAIN OF CORPORATION.-No gain or loss shall be
recognized if a corporation a party to a reorganization exchanges
property, in pursuance of the plan of reorganization, solely for
stock or securities in another corporation a party to the reorgani-
zation.

(5) TRANSFER TO CORPORATION CONTROLLED BY TRANSFEROR.-NO
gain or loss shall be recognized if property is transferred to a
corporation by one or more persons solely in exchange for stock or
securities in such corporation, and immediately after the exchange
such person or persons are in control of the corporation; but in
the case of an exchange by two or more persons this paragraph
shall apply only if the amount of the stock and securities received
by each is substantially in proportion to his interest in the property
prior to the exchange.
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(6) PROPERTY RECEIVED BY CORPORATION ON COMPLETE LIQUIDATION

OF ANOTHER.-NO gain or loss shall be recognized upon the receipt
by a corporation of property distributed in complete liquidation
of another corporation. For the purposes of this paragraph a
distribution shall be considered to be in complete liquidation
only if-

(A) the corporation receiving such property was, on the date
of the adoption of the plan of liquidation, and has continued to
be at all times until the receipt of the property, the owner of
stock (in such other corporation) possessing at least 80 per
centum of the total combined voting power of all classes of stock
entitled to vote and the owner of at least 80 per centum of the
total number of shares of all other classes of stock (except non-
voting stock which is limited and preferred as to dividends),
and was at no time on or after the date of the adoption of the
plan of liquidation and until the receipt of the property the
owner of a greater percentage of any class of stock than the per-
centage of such class owned at the time of the receipt of the
property; and

(B) no distribution under the liquidation was made before the
first day of the first taxable year of the corporation beginning
after December 31, 1935; and either

(C) the distribution is by such other corporation in complete
cancellation or redemption of all its stock, and the transfer of
all the property occurs within the taxable year; in such case the
adoption by the shareholders of the resolution under which is
authorized the distribution of all the assets of such corporation
in complete cancellation or redemption of all its stock, shall be
considered an adoption of a plan of liquidation, even though no
time for the completion of the transfer of the property is speci-
fied in such resolution; or

(D) such distribution is one of a series of distributions by
such other corporation in complete cancellation or redemption of
all its stock in accordance with a plan of liquidation under which
the transfer of all the property under the liquidation is to be
completed within three years from the close of the taxable year
during which is made the first of the series of distributions under
the phla, except that if such transfer is not completed within
such period, or if the taxpayer does not continue qualified under
subparagraph (A) until the completion of such transfer, no
distribution under the plan shall be considered a distribution in
complete liquidation.

If such transfer of all the property does not occur within the tax-
able year the Commissioner may require of the taxpayer such bond,
or waiver of the statute of limitations on assessment and collection,
or both, as he may deem necessary to insure, if the transfer of the
property is not completed within such three-year period, or if the
taxpayer does not continue qualified under subparagraph (A) until
the completion of such transfer, the assessment and collection of
all income, war-profits, and excess-profits taxes then imposed by
law for such taxable year or subsequent taxable years, to the extent
attributable to property so received. A distribution otherwise con-
stituting a distribution in complete liquidation within the meaning
of this paragraph shall not be considered as not constituting such
a distribution merely because it does not constitute a distribution
or liquidation within the meaning of the corporate law under
which the distribution is made; and for the purposes of this para-
graph a transfer of property of such other corporation to the tax-
payer shall not be considered as not constituting a distribution (or
one of a series of distributions) in complete cancellation or
redemption of all the stock of such other corporation merely
because the carrying out of the plan involves (i) the transfer under
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because the carrying out of the plan involves (i) the transfer under 



the plan to the taxpayer by such other corporation of property,
not attributable to shares owned by the taxpayer, upon an exchange
described in paragraph (4) of this subsection, and (ii) the com-
plete cancellation or redemption under the plan, as a result of
exchanges described in paragraph (3) of this subsection, of the
shares not owned by the taxpayer.

(8) EXCHANGES AND DISTRIBUTIONS IN OBEDIENCE TO ORDERS OF

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION.-In the case of any ex-
change or distribution described in section 371, no gain or loss shall
be recognized to the extent specified in such section with respect to
such exchange or distribution.
(c) GAIN FROM EXCHANGES NOT SOLELY IN KIND.-

(1) If an exchange would be within the provisions of subsection
(b) (1), (2), (3), or (5) of this section if it were not for the

fact that the property received in exchange consists not only of
property permitted by such paragraph tobe received without the
recognition of gain, but also of other property or money, then the
gain, if any, to the recipient shall be recognized, but in an amount
not in excess of the sum of such money and the fair market value
of such other property.

(2) If a distribution made in pursuance of a plan of reorganiza-
tion is within the provisions of paragraph (1) of this subsection
but has the effect of the distribution of a taxable dividend, then
there shall be taxed as a dividend to each distributee such an
amount of the gain recognized under paragraph (1) as is not in
excess of his ratable share of the undistributed earnings and profits
of the corporation accumulated after February 28, 1913. The
remainder, if any, of the gain recognized under paragraph (1)
shall be taxed as a gain from the exchange of property.
(d) SAME-GAIN OF CoROROATION.-If an exchange would be

within the provisions of subsection (b) (4) of this section if it
were not for the fact that the property received in exchange consists
not only of stock or securities permitted by such paragraph to be
received without the recognition of gain, but also of other property
or money, then-

(1) If the corporation receiving such other property or money
distributes it in pursuance of the plan of reorganization, no gain
to the corporation shall be recognized from the exchange, but

(2) If the corporation receiving such other property or money
does not distribute it in pursuance of the plan of reorganization,
the gain, if any, to the corporation shall be recognized, but in an
amount not in excess of the sum of such money and the fair
market value of such other property so received, which is not so
distributed.
(e) Loss FROM EXCHANGES NOT SOLELY IN KIND.-If an exchange

would be within the provisions of subsection (b) (1) to (5), inclu-
sive, of this section if it were not for the fact that the property
received in exchange consists not only of property permitted by such
paragraph to be received without the recognition of gain or loss,
but also of other property or money, then no loss from the exchange
shall be recognized.

(f) INVOLUNTARY CoNvERSIONS.-If property (as a result of its
destruction in whole or in part, theft or seizure, or an exercise of
the power of requisition or condemnation, or the threat or imminence
thereof) is compulsorily or involuntarily converted into property
similar or related in service or use to the property so converted, or
into money which is forthwith in good faith, under regulations pre-
scribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary,
expended in the acquisition of other property similar or related in
service or use to the property so converted, or in the acquisition of
control of a corporation owning such other property, or in the
establishment of a replacement fund, no gain or loss shall be recog-
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nized. If any part of the money is not so expended, the gain, if
any, shall be recognized, but in an amount not in excess of the money
which is not so expended.

(g) DEFINITION OF REORGANIZATION.-As used in this section and
section 113-

(1) The term "reorganization" means (A) a statutory merger
or consolidation, or (B) the acquisition by one corporation in ex-
change solely for all or a part of its voting stock: of at least 80
per centum of the voting stock and at least 80 per centum of the
total number of shares of all other classes of stock of another cor-
poration; or of substantially all the properties of another corpora-
tion, or (C) a transfer by a corporation of all or a part of its assets
to another corporation if immediately after the transfer the
transferor or its shareholders or both are in control of the corpo-
ration to which the assets are transferred, or (D) a recapitaliza-
tion, or (E) a mere change in identity, form, or place of organi-
zation, however effected.

(2) The term "a party to a reorganization" includes a corpora-
tion resulting from a reorganization and includes both corporations
in the case of a reorganization resulting from the acquisition by
one corporation of stock or properties of another.
(h) DEFINITION OF CONTROL.-As used in this section the term

"control" means the ownership of stock possessing at least 80 per
centum of the total combined voting power of all classes of stock
entitled to vote and at least 80 per centum of the total number of
shares of all other classes of stock of the corporation.

(i) FoREIGN CORPORATIONS.-In determining the extent to which
gain shall be recognized in the case of any of the exchanges described
in subsection (b) (3), (4), (5), or (6), or described in so much of
subsection (c) as refers to subsection (b) (3) or (5), or described
in subsection (d), a foreign corporation shall not be considered as
a corporation unless, prior to such exchange, it has been established
to the satisfaction of the Commissioner that such exchange is not in
pursuance of a plan having as one of its principal purposes the avoid-
ance of Federal income taxes.

(j) INSTALLMENT OBLIGATIONS.-
For nonrecognition of gain or loss in the case of installment obliga-

tions, see section 41 (d).

SEC. 113. ADJUSTED BASIS FOR DETERMINING GAIN OR LOSS.
(a) BASIS (UNADJUSTED) OF PROPERTY.-Tle basis of property

shall be the cost of such property; except that-
(1) INVENTORY VALUE.-If the property should have been

included in the last inventory, the basis shall be the last inventory
value thereof.

(2) GIFTs AFTER DECEMBER 31, 1920.-If the property was
acquired by gift after December 31, 1920, the basis shall be the
same as it would be in the hands of the donor or the last preceding
owner by whom it was not acquired by gift, except that for the
purpose of determining loss the basis shall be the basis so deter-
mined or the fair market value of the property at the time of the
gift, whichever is lower. If the facts necessary to determine the

asis in the hands of the donor or the last preceding owner are
unknown to the donee, the Commissioner shall, if possible, obtain
such facts from such donor or last preceding owner, or any other
person cognizant thereof. If the Commissioner finds it impossible
to obtain such facts, the basis in the hands of such donor or last
preceding owner shall be the fair market value of such property as
found by the Commissioner as of the date or approximate date at
which, according to the best information that the Commissioner is
able to obtain, such property was acquired by such donor or last
preceding owner.
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(3) TRANSFER IN TRUST AFTER DECEMBER 31, 1920.-If the prop-
erty was acquired after December 31, 1920, by a transfer in trust
(other than by a transfer in trust by a bequest or devise) the basis
shall be the same as it would be in the hands of the grantor,
increased in the amount of gain or decreased in the amount of loss
recognized to the grantor upon such transfer under the law appli-
cable to the year in which the transfer was made.

(4) GIFT OR TRANSFER IN TRUST BEFORE JANUARY 1, 1921.--If the

property was acquired by gift or transfer in trust on or before
December 31, 1920, the basis shall be the fair market value of such
property at the time of such acquisition.

(5) PROPERTY TRANSMITTED AT DEATH.-If the property was

acquired by bequest, devise, or inheritance, or by the decedent's
estate from the decedent, the basis shall be the fair market value
of such property at the time of such acquisition. In the case of
property transferred in trust to pay the income for life to or upon
the order or direction of the grantor, with the right reserved to
the grantor at all times prior to his death to revoke the trust, the
basis of such property in the hands of the persons entitled under
the terms of the trust instrument to the property after the grant-
or's death shall, after such death, be the same as if the trust
instrument had been a will executed on the day of the grantor's
death. For the purpose of this paragraph property passing with-
out full and adequate consideration under a general power of
appointment exercised by will shall be deemed to be property
passing from the individual exercising such power by bequest or
devise. If the property was acquired by bequest, devise, or inheri-
tance, or by the decedent's estate from the decedent, and if the
decedent died after August 26, 1937, and if the property consists
of stock or securities of a foreign corporation, which with respect
to its taxable year next preceding the date of the decedent's death
was, under the law applicable to such year, a foreign personal hold-
ing company, then the basis shall be the fair market value of such
property at the time of such acquisition or the basis in the hands
of the decedent, whichever is lower.

(6) TAX-FREE EXCHANGES GENERALLY.-If the property was

acquired, after February 28, 1913, upon an exchange described
in section 112 (b) to (e), inclusive, the basis (except as provided
in paragraphs (15), (17), or (18) of this subsection) shall be the
same as in the case of the property exchanged, decreased in the
amount of any money received by the taxpayer and increased in
the amount of gain or decreased in the amount of loss to the tax-
payer that was recognized upon such exchange under the law ap-
plicable to the year in which the exchange was made. If the prop-
erty so acquired consisted in part of the type of property permitted
by section 112 (b) to be received without the recognition of gain or
loss, and in part of other property, the basis provided in this
paragraph shall be allocated between the properties (other than
money) received, and for the purpose of the allocation there shall
be assigned to such other property an amount equivalent to its
fair market value at the date of the exchange. This paragraph
shall not apply to property acquired by a corporation by the
issuance of its stock or securities as the consideration in whole
or in part for the transfer of the property to it.

(7) TRANSFERS TO CORPORATION.-If the property was acquired-
(A) after December 31, 1917, and in a taxable year beginning

before January 1, 1936, by a corporation in connection with a
reorganization, and immediately after the transfer an interest
or control in such property of 50 per centum or more remained
in the same persons or any of them, or

(B) in a taxable year beginning after December 31, 1935, by
a corporation in connection with a reorganization,
08907°-39--PT. I-4
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(3) TRANSFER IN TRUST AFTER DECEMBER 31, 1920.—If the prop-
erty was acquired after December 31, 1920, by a transfer in trust 
(other than by a transfer in trust by a bequest or devise) the basis 
shall be the same as it would be in the hands of the grantor, 
increased in the amount of gain or decreased in the amount of loss 
recognized to the grantor upon such transfer under the law appli-
cable to the year in which the transfer was made. 

(4) GIFT OR TRANSFER IN TRUST BEFORE JANUARY 1, 1921.-1f the 
property was acquired by gift or transfer in trust on or before 
December 31, 1920, the basis shall be the fair market value of such 
property at the time of such acquisition. 

(5) PROPERTY TRANSMITTED AT DEATH.—If the property was 
acquired by bequest, devise or inheritance, or by the decedent's 
estate from the decedent, the basis shall be the fair market value 
of such property at the time of such acquisition. In the case of  
property transferred in trust to pay the income for life to or upon 
the order or direction of the grantor, with the right reserved to 
the grantor at all times prior to his death to revoke the trust, the 
basis of such property in the hands of the persons entitled under 
the terms of the trust instrument to the property after the grant-
or's death shall, after such death, be the same as if the trust 
instrument had been a will executed on the day of the grantor's 
death. For the purpose of this paragraph property passing with-
out full and adequate consideration under a general power of 
appointment exercised by will shall be deemed to be property 
passing from the individual exercising such power by bequest or 
devise. If the property was acquired by bequest, devise, or inheri-
tance, or by the decedent's estate from the decedent, and if the 
decedent died after August 262 1937, and if the property consists 
of stock or securities of a foreign corporation, which with respect 
to its taxable year next preceding the date of the decedent's death 
was, under the law applicable to such year, a foreign personal hold-
ing company, then the basis shall be the fair market value of such 
property at the time of such acquisition or the basis in the hands 
of the decedent, whichever is lower. 

(6) TAX-FREE EXCHANGES GENERALLY.—If the property was 
acquired, after February 28, 1913, upon an exchange described 
in section 112 (b) to (e), inclusive, the basis (except as provided 
in paragraphs (15), (17), or (18) of this subsection) shall be the 
same as in the case of the property exchanged, decreased in the 
amount of any money received by the taxpayer and increased in 
the amount of gain or decreased in the amount of loss to the tax-
payer that was recognized upon such exchange under the law ap-
plicable to the year in which the exchange was made. If the prop-
erty so acquirec consisted in part of the type of property permitted 
by section 112 (b) to be received without the recognition of gain or 
loss, and in part of other property, the basis provided in this 
paragraph shall be allocated between the properties (other than 
money) received, and for the purpose of the allocation there shall 
be assigned to such other property an amount equivalent to its 
fair market value at the date of the exchange. This paragraph 
shall not apply to property acquired by a corporation by the 
issuance of its stock or securities as the consideration in whole 
or in part for the transfer of the property to it. 

(7) TRANSFERS TO conPosErroN.—If the property was acquired— 
(A) after December 31, 1917, and in a taxable year beginning 

before January 1, 1936, by a corporation in connection with a 
reorganization, and immediately after the transfer an interest 
or control in such property of 50 per centum or more remained 
in the same persons or any of them, or 

(B) in a taxable year beginning after December 31, 1935, by 
a corporation in connection with a reorganization, 
08907°--3O—PT. i-4 
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then the basis shall be the same as it would be in the hands of the
transferor, increased in the amount of gain or decreased in the
amount of loss recognized to the transferor upon such transfer
under the law applicable to the year in which the transfer was
made. This paragraph shall not apply if the property acquired
consists of stock or securities in a corporation a party to the reor-
ganization, unless acquired by the issuance of stock or securities of
the transferee as the consideration in whole or in part for the
transfer.

(8) PROPERTY ACQUIRED BY ISSUANCE OF STOCK OR AS PAID-IN

SURPLUS.-If the property was acquired after December 31, 1920,
by a corporation-

(A) by the issuance of its stock or securities in connection with
a transaction described in section 112 (b) (5) (including, also,
cases where part of the consideration for the transfer of such
property to the corporation was property or money, in addition
to such stock or securities), or

(B) as paid-in surplus or as a contribution to capital,
then the basis shall be the same as it would be in the hands of
the transferor, increased in the amount of gain or decreased in
the amount of loss recognized to the transferor upon such trans-
fer under the law applicable to the year in which the transfer
was made.

(9) INVOLUNTARY CONVERSION.-If the property was acquired,
after February 28, 1913, as the result of a compulsory or invol-
untary conversion described in section 112 (f), the basis shall be
the same as in the case of the property so converted, decreased
in the amount of any money received by the taxpayer which was
not expended in accordance with the provisions of law (applicable
to the year in which such conversion was made) determining the
taxable status of the gain or loss upon such conversion, and in-
creased in the amount of gain or decreased in the amount of loss to
the taxpayer recognized upon such conversion under the law
applicable to the year in which such conversion was made.

(10) WASH SALES OF STOCK.-If the property consists of stock
or securities the acquisition of which (or the contract or option to
acquire which) resulted in the nondeductibility (under section 118
of this chapter or corresponding provisions of prior income tax
laws, relating to wasl sales) of the loss from the sale or other
disposition of substantially identical stock or securities, then the
basis shall be the basis of the stock or securities so sold or dis-
posed of, increased or decreased, as the case may be, by the dif-
ference, if any, between the price at which the property was
acquired and the price at which such substantially identical stock
or securities were sold or otherwise disposed of.

(11) PROPERTY ACQUIRED DURING AFFILIATION.-In the case of
property acquired by a corporation, during a period of affiliation,
from a corporation with which it was affiliated, the basis of such
property, after such period of affiliation, shall be determined, in
accordance with regulations prescribed by the Commissioner with
the approval of the Secretary, without regard to inter-company
transactions in respect of which gain or loss was not recognized.
For the purposes of this paragraph, the term "period of affiliation"
means the period during which such corporations were affiliated
(determined in accordance with the law applicable thereto) but
does not include any taxable year beginning on or after January 1,
1922, unless a consolidated return was made, nor any taxable year
after the taxable year 1928. The basis in case of property acquired
by a corporation during any period, in the taxable year 1929 or
any subsequent taxable year, in respect of which a consolidated
return is made by such corporation under section 141 of this chap-
ter or the Revenue Act of 1928, 45 Stat. 831, or the Revenue Act
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then the basis shall be the same as it would be in the hands of the 
transferor, increased in the amount of gain or decreased in the 
amount of loss recognized to the transferor upon such transfer 
under the law applicable to the year in which the transfer was 

i made. This paragraph shall not apply f the property acquired 
consists of stock or securities in a corporation a party to thereor-
ganization, unless acquired by the issuance of stock or securities of 
the transferee as the consideration in whole or in part for the 
transfer. 

(8) PROPERTY ACQUIRED BY ISSUANCE OF STOCK OR AS PAID-IN 
SURPLUS.—If the property was acquired after December 31, 1920, 
by a corporation— 

(A) by the issuance of its stock or securities in connection with 
a transaction described in section 112 (b) (5) (including, also, 
cases where part of the consideration for the transfer of such 
property to the corporation was property or money, in addition 
to such stock or securities), or 

(B) as paid-in surplus or as a contribution to capital, 
then the basis shall be the same as it would be in the hands of 
the transferor, increased in the amount of gain or decreased in 
the amount of loss recognized to the transferor upon such trans-
fer under the law applicable to the year in which the transfer 
was made. 

(9) INVOLUNTARY cortvERsToN.—If the property was acquired, 
after February 28, 1913, as the result of a compulsory or invol-
untary conversion described in section 112 (f), the basis shall be 
the same as in the case of the property so converted, decreased 
in the amount of any money received by the taxpayer which was 
not expended in accordance with the provisions of law (applicable 
to the year in which such conversion was made) determining the 
taxable status of the gain "or loss upon such conversion, and in-
creased in the amount of gain or decreased in the amount of loss to 
the taxpayer recognized upon such conversion under the law 
applicable to the year in which such conversion was made. 

(10) W ASH SALES OF STOCK.—If the property consists of stock 
or securities the acquisition of which (or the contract or option to 
acquire which) resulted in the nondeductibility (under section 118 
of this chapter or corresponding provisions of prior income tax 
laws, relating to wash sales) of the loss from the sale or other 
disposition of substantially identical stock or securities, then the 
basis shall be the basis of the stock or securities so sold or dis-
posed of, increased or decreased, as the case may be, by the dif-
ference, if any, between the price at which the property was 
acquired and the price at which such substantially identical stock 
or securities were sold or otherwise disposed of. 

(11) PROPERTY ACQUIRED DURING AFFILIATION.—In the case of 
property acquired by a corporation, during a period of affiliation, 
from a corporation with which it was affiliated, the basis of such 
property, after such period of affiliation, shall be determined, in 
accordance with regulations prescribed by the Commissioner with 
the approval. of the Secretary, without regard to inter-company 
transactions in respect of which gain or loss was not recognized. 
For the purposes of this paragraph, the term "period of affiliation" 
means the period during which such corporations were affiliated 
(determined in accordance with the law applicable thereto) but 
does not include any taxable year beginning on or after January 1, 
1922, unless a consolidated return was made, nor any taxable year 
after the taxable year 1928. The basis in case of property acquired 
by a corporation during any period, in the taxable year 1929 or 
any subsequent taxable year, in respect of which a consolidated 
return is made by such corporation under section 141 of this chap-
ter or the Revenue Act of 1928, 45 Stat. 831, or the Revenue Act 



of 1932, 47 Stat. 213, or the Revenue Act of 1934, 48 Stat. 720
or the Revenue Act of 1936, 49 Stat. 1698, shall be determined
in accordance with regulations prescribed under section 141 (b)
of this chapter or the Revenue Act of 1928 or the Revenue
Act of 1932 or the Revenue Act of 1934 or the Revenue Act of
1936. The basis in the case of property held by a corporation dur-
ing any period, in the taxable year 1929 or any subsequent taxable
year, in respect of which a consolidated return is made by such cor-
poration under section 141 of this chapter or the Revenue Act of
1928 or the Revenue Act of 1932 or the Revenue Act of 1934 or the
Revenue Act of 1936, shall be adjusted in respect of any items
relating to such period, in accordance with regulations prescribed
under section 141 (b) of this chapter or the Revenue Act of 1928
or the Revenue Act of 1932 or the Revenue Act of 1934 or the
Revenue Act of 1936, applicable to such period.

(12) BASIS ESTABLISHED BY REVENUE ACT OF 1932.-If the prop-
erty was acquired, after February 28, 1913, in any taxable year
beginning prior to January 1, 1934, and the basis thereof, for the
purposes of the Revenue Act of 1932, 47 Stat. 199, was prescribed
by section 113 (a) (6), (7), or (9) of such Act, then for the pur-
poses of this chapter the basis shall be the same as the basis therein
prescribed in the Revenue Act of 1932.

(13) PARTNERSHIPS.-If the property was acquired, after Feb-
ruary 28, 1913 by a partnership and the basis is not otherwise
determined under any other paragraph of this subsection, then the
basis shall be the same as it would be in the hands of the trans-
feror, increased in the amount of gain or decreased in the amount
of loss recognized to the transferor upon such transfer under the
law applicable to the year in which the transfer was made. If the
property was distributed in kind by a partnership to any partner,
the basis of such property in the hands of the partner shall be such
part of the basis in his hands of his partnership interest as is prop-
erly allocable to such property.

(14) PROPERTY ACQUIRED BEFORE MARCH 1, 1913.-In the case of
property acquired before March 1, 1913, if the basis otherwise
determined under this subsection, adjusted (for the period prior
to March 1, 1913) as provided in subsection (b), is less than the
fair market value of the property as of March 1, 1913, then the
basis for determining gain shall be such fair market value. In
determining the fair market value of stock in a corporation as of
March 1, 1913, due regard shall be given to the fair market value
of the assets of the corporation as of that date.

(15) PROPERTY RECEIVED BY A CORPORATION ON COMPLETE LIQUIDA-

TION OF ANOTHER.-If the property was received by a corporation

upon a distribution in complete liquidation of another corporation
within the meaning of section 112 (b) (6), then the basis shall be
the same as it would be in the hands of the transferor. The basis
of property with respect to which election has been made in pur-
suance of the last sentence of section 113 (a) (15) of the Revenue
Act of 1936, as amended, shall, in the hands of the corporation
making such election, be the basis prescribed in the Revenue Act
of 1934, as amended.

(16) BASIS ESTABLISHED BY REVENUE ACT OF 1 9 34.-If the prop-
erty was acquired, after February 28, 1913, in any taxable year
beginning prior to January 1, 1936, and the basis thereof, for the
purposes of the Revenue Act of 1934 was prescribed by section
113 (a) (6), (7), or (8) of such Act, then for the purposes of this
chapter the basis shall be the same as the basis therein prescribed
in the Revenue Act of 1934.

(17) PROPEITY ACQUIRED IN CONNECTION WITH EXCHANGES AND

DISTRIBUTIONS IN OBEDIENCE TO CERTAIN ORDERS OF SECURITIES AND

EXCHANGE COMMISSION.-If the property was acquired in any
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of 1932, 47 Stat. 213, or the Revenue Act of 1934, 48 Stat. 720, 
or the Revenue Act of 1936, 49 Stat. 1698, shall be determined 
in accordance with regulations prescribed under section 141 (b) 
of this chapter or the Revenue Act of 1928 oir the Revenue 
Act of 1932 or the Revenue Act of 1934 or the Revenue Act of 
1936. The basis in the case of property held by a corporation dur-
ing any period, in the taxable year 1929 or any subsequent taxable 

i year, in respect of which a consolidated return s made by such cor-
poration under section 141 of this chapter or the Revenue Act of 
1928 or the Revenue Act of 1932 or the Revenue Act of 1934 or the 
Revenue Act of 1936, shall be adjusted in respect of any items 
relating to such period, in accordance with regulations prescribed 
under section 141 (b) of this chapter or the Revenue Act of 1928 
or the Revenue Act of 1932 or the Revenue Act of 1934 or the 
Revenue Act of 1936, applicable to such period. 

(12) BASIS ESTABLISHED BY REVENUE ACT or 1932.-If the prop-
erty was acquired, after February 28, 1913, in any taxable year 
beginning prior to January 1, 1934, and the basis thereof, for the 
purposes of the Revenue Act of 1932, 47 Stat. 199, was prescribed 
by section 113 (a) (6), (7), or (9) of such Act, then for the pur-
poses of this chapter the basis shall be the same as the basis therein 
prescribed in the Revenue Act of 1932. 

(13) PARTNERsnres.-If the property was acquired, after Feb-
ruary 28, 1913, by a partnership and the basis is not otherwise 
determined under any other paragraph of this subsection, then the 
basis shall be the same as it would be in the hands of the trans-
feror, increased in the amount of gain or decreased in the amount 
of loss recognized to the transferor upon such transfer under the 
law applicable to the year in which the transfer was made. If the 
property was distributed in kind by a partnership to any partner, 
the basis of such property in the hands of the partner shall be such 
part of the basis in his hands of his partnership interest as is prop-
erly allocable to such property. 

(14) PROPERTY ACQUIRED BEFORE MARCH 12 1913.-In the case of 
property acquired before March 1, 1913, if the basis otherwise 
determined under this subsection, adjusted (for the period prior 
to March 1, 1913) as provided in subsection (b), is less than the 
fair market value of the property as of March 1, 1913, then the 
basis for determining gain shall be such fair market value. In 
determining the fair market value of stock in a corporation as of 
March 1, 1913, due regard shall be given to the fair market value 
of the assets of the corporation as of that date. 

(15) PROPERTY RECEIVED BY A CORPORATION ON COMPLETE LIQUIDA-
TION OF ANOTHER.-If the property was received by a corporation 
upon a distribution in complete liquidation of another corporation 
within the meaning of section 112 (b) (6), then the basis shall be 
the same as it would be in the hands of the transferor. The basis 
of property with respect to which election has been made in pur-
suance of the last sentence of section 113 (a) (15) of the Revenue 
Act of 1936, as amended, shall, .in the hands of the corporation 
making such election, be the basis prescribed in the Revenue Act 
of 1934, as amended. 

(16) BASIS ESTABLISHED BY REVENUE ACT or 1934.-If the prop-
erty was acquired, after February 28, 1913, in any taxable year 
beginning prior to January 1, 1936, and the basis thereof, for the 
purposes of the Revenue Act of 1934 was prescribed by section 
113 (a) (6), (7), or (8) of such Act, then for the purposes of this 
chapter the basis shall be the same as the basis therein prescribed 
in the Revenue Act of 1934. 

(17) PROPERTY ACQUIRED IN CONNECTION WITH EXCHANGES AND 
DISTRIBUTIONS IN OBEDIENCE TO CERTAIN ORDERS OF SECURITIES AND 

EXCHANGE COMMISSION.-If the property was acquired in any 
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manner described in section 372, the basis shall be that prescribed
in such section with respect to such property.

(18) PROPErrT RECEVED IN CERTAIN CORPORATE LIQUIDATIONS.-

If the property was acquired by a shareholder in the liquidation
of a corporation in cancellation or redemption of stock with
respect to which gain was realized, but with respect to which, as
the result of an election made by him under paragraph (7) of
section 112 (b), of the Revenue Act of 1938, 52 Stat. 487, the extent
to which gain was recognized was determined under such para-
graph, then the basis shall be the same as the basis of such stock
cancelled or redeemed in the liquidation, decreased in the amount
of any money received by him, and increased in the amount of
gain recognized to him.
(b) ADTiSTED BAsIs.-The adjusted basis for determining the

gain or loss from the sale or other disposition of property, whenever
acquired, shall be the basis determined under subsection (a), adjusted
as hereinafter provided.

(1) GENERAL RULE.-Proper adjustment in respect of the prop-
erty shall in all cases be made-

(A) For expenditures, receipts, losses, or other items, prop-
erly chargeable to capital account, including taxes and other
carrying charges on unimproved and unproductive real property,
but no such adjustment shall be made for taxes or other carrying
charges for which deductions have been taken by the taxpayer
in determining net income for the taxable year or prior taxable
years;

(B) in respect of any period since February 28, 1913, for
exhaustion, wear and tear, obsolescence, amortization, and deple-
tion, to the extent allowed (but not less than the amount allow-
able) under this chapter or prior income tax laws. Where for
any taxable year prior to the taxable year 1932 the depletion
allowance was based on discovery value or a percentage of income,
then the adjustment for depletion for such year shall be based on
the depletion which would have been allowable for such year if
computed without reference to discovery value or a percentage
of income;

(C) in respect of any period prior to March 1, 1913, for
exhaustion, wear and tear, obsolescence, amortization, and deple-
tion, to the extent sustained;

(D) in the case of stock (to the extent not provided for in
the foregoing subparagraphs) for the amount of distributions
previously made which, under the law applicable to the year in
which the distribution was made, either were tax-free or were
applicable in reduction of basis (not including distributions
made by a corporation, which was classified as a personal service
corporation under the provisions of the Revenue Act of 1918,
Feb. 24, 1919, c. 18, 40 Stat. 1057, or the Revenue Act of 1921,
Nov. 23, 1921, c. 136, 42 Stat. 227, out of its earnings or profits
which were taxable in accordance with the provisions of section
218 of the Revenue Act of 1918 or 1921);

(E) to the extent provided in section 337 (f) in the case of
the stock of United States shareholders in a foreign personal
holding company; and

(F) to the extent provided in section 28 (h) in the case of
amounts specified in a shareholder's consent made under sec-
tion 28.
(2) SUBSTTUrrED BASIS.-The term "substituted basis" as used

in this subsection means a basis determined under any provision
of subsection (a) of this section or under any corresponding pro-
vision of a prior income tax law, providing that the basis shall be
determined-
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manner described in section 372, the basis shall be that prescribed 
in such section with respect to such property. 

(18) PROPERTY RECEIVED IN CERTAIN CORPORATE LIQUIDATIONS.— 
If the property was acquired by a shareholder in the liquidation 
of a corporation in cancellation or redemption of stock with 
respect to which gain was realized, but with respect to which, as 
the result of an election made by him under paragraph (7) of 
section 112 (b), of the Revenue Act of 1938, 52 Stat. 487, the extent 
to which gain was recognized was determined under such para-
graph, then the basis shall be the same as the basis of such stock 
cancelled or redeemed in the liquidation, decreased in the amount 
of any money received by him, and increased in the amount of 
gain recognized to him. 
(b) ADJUSTED BAsis.—The adjusted basis for determining the 

gain or loss from the sale or other disposition of property, whenever 
acquired, shall be the basis determined under subsection (a), adjusted 
as hereinafter provided. 

(1) GENERAL nra.E.—Proper adjustment in respect of the prop-
erty shall in all cases be made— 

(A) For expenditures, receipts, losses, or other items, prop-
erly chargeable to capital account, including taxes and other 
carrying charges on unimproved and unproductive real property, 
but no such adjustment shall be made for taxes or other carrying 
charges for which deductions have been taken by the taxpayer 
in determining net income for the taxable year or prior taxable 
years; 

(B) in respect of any period since February 28, 1913, for 
exhaustion, wear and tear, obsolescence, amortization, and deple-
tion, to the extent allowed (but not less than the amount allow-
able) under this chapter or prior income tax laws. Where for 
any taxable year prior to the taxable year 1932 the depletion 
allowance was based on discovery value or a percentage of income, 
then the adjustment for depletion for such year shall be based on 
the depletion which would have been allowable for such year if 
computed without reference to discovery value or a percentage 
of income; 

(C) in respect of any period prior to March 1, 1913, for 
exhaustion, wear and tear, obsolescence, amortization, and deple-
tion to the extent sustained; 

(11)) in the case of stock (to the extent not provided for in 
the foregoing subparagraphs) for the amount of distributions 
previously made which, under the law applicable to the year in 
which the distribution was made, either were tax-free or were 
applicable in reduction of basis (not including distributions 
made by a corporation, which was classified as a personal service 
corporation under the provisions of the Revenue Act of 1918, 
Feb. 24, 1919, c. 18, 40 Stat. 1057, or the Revenue Act of 1921, 

Nov. 23, 1921, c. 136, 42 Stat. 227, out of its earnings or profits i which were taxable n accordance with the provisions of section 

218 of the Revenue Act of 1918 or 1921) ; 
(E) to the extent provided in section 337 (f) in the case of 

the stock of United States shareholders in a foreign personal 
holding 0. company; and 

(F) to the extent provided in section 28 (h) in the case of 
amounts specified in a shareholder's consent made under sec-
tion 28. 
(2) SUBSTIT u TED BAsis.—The term "substituted basis" as used 

in this subsection means a basis determined under any provision 
of subsection (a) of this section or under any corresponding pro-
vision of a prior income tax law, providing that the basis shall be 
determined— 
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(A) by reference to the basis in the hands of a transferor,
donor, or grantor, or

(B) by reference to other property held at any time by the
person for whom the basis is to be determined.

Whenever it appears that the basis of property in the hands of
the taxpayer is a substituted basis, then the adjustments provided
in paragraph (1) of this subsection shall be made after first mak-
ing in respect of such substituted basis proper adjustments of a
similar nature in respect of the period during which the property
was held by the transferor, donor, or grantor, or during which
the other property was held by the person for whom the basis
is to be determined. A similar rule shall be applied in the case
of a series of substituted bases.

SEC. 114. BASIS FOR DEPRECIATION AND DEPLETION.
(a) BASIS FOR DEPRECIATON.-The basis upon which exhaustion,

wear and tear, and obsolescence are to be allowed in respect of any
property shall be the adjusted basis provided in section 113 (b) for
the purpose of determining the gain upon the sale or other disposi-
tion of such property.

(b) BASIS FOR DEPLETION.-
(1) GENERAL RULE.-The basis upon which depletion is to be

allowed in respect of any property shall be the adjusted basis
provided in section 113 (b) for the purpose of determining the
gain upon the sale or other disposition of such property, except
as provided in paragraphs (2), (3), and (4) of this subsection.

(2) DISCOVERY VALUE IN CASE OF MINES.-In the case of mines
(other than metal, coal, or sulphur mines) discovered by the tax-
paver after February 28, 1913, the basis for depletion shall be
the fair market value of the property at the date of discovery or
within thirty days thereafter, if such mines were not acquired
as the result of purchase of a proven tract or lease, and if the
fair market value of the property is materially disproportionate
to the cost. The depletion allowance under section 23 (m) based
on discovery value provided in this paragraph shall not exceed 50
per centum of the net income of the taxpayer (computed without
allowance for depletion) from the property upon which the dis-
covery was made, except that in no case shall the depletion allow-
ance under section 23 (m) be less than it would be if computed
without reference to discovery value. Discoveries shall include
minerals in commercial quantities contained within a vein or
deposit discovered in an existing mine or mining tract by the
taxpayer after February 28, 1913, if the vein or deposit thus dis-
covered was not merely the uninterrupted extension of a continu-
ing commercial vein or deposit already known to exist, and if the
discovered minerals are of sufficient value and quantity that they
could be separately mined and marketed at a profit.

(3) PERCENTAGE DEPLETION FOR OIL AND GAS WELS.-In the case
of oil and gas wells the allowance for depletion under section
23 (m) shall be 27/2 per centum of the gross income from the
property during the taxable year, excluding from such gross
income an amount equal to any rents or royalties paid or incurred
by the taxpayer in respect of the property. Such allowance shall
not exceed 50 per centum of the net income of the taxpayer (com-
puted without allowance for depletion) from the property, except
that in no case shall the depletion allowance under section 23 (m)
be less than it would be if computed without reference to this
paragraph.

(4) PECENTAGE DEPLETION POR COAL AND METAL MINES AND

suwaui.-The allowance for depletion under section 23 (m) shall
be, in the case of coal mines, 5 per centum, in the case of metal
mines, 15 per centum, and, in the case of sulphur mines or deposits,
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(A) by reference to the basis in the hands of a transferor, 
donor, or grantor, or 
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23 per centum, of the gross income from the property during the
taxable year, excluding from such gross income an amount equal
to any rents or royalties paid or incurred by the taxpayer in respect
of the property. Such allowance shall not exceed 50 per centum
of the net income of the taxpayer (computed without allowance
for depletion) from the property. A taxpayer making his first
return under this chapter in respect of a property shall state
whether he elects to have the depletion allowance for such prop-
erty for the taxable year for which the return is made computed
with or without regard to percentage depletion, and the depletion
allowance in respect of such property for such year shall be com-
puted according to the election thus made. If the taxpayer fails
to make such statement in the return, the depletion allowance for
such property for such year shall be computed without reference
to percentage depletion. The method, determined as above, of
computing the depletion allowance shall be applied in the case
of the property for all taxable years in which it is in the hands
of such taxpayer, or of any other person if the basis of the
property (for determining gain) in his hands is, under section 113,
determined by reference to the basis in the hands of such taxpayer,
either directly or through one or more substituted bases, as defined
in that section. The above right of election shall be subject to
the qualification that this paragraph shall, for the purpose of
determining whether the method of computing the depletion
allowance follows the property, be considered a continuation of
section 114 (b) (4) of the Revenue Act of 1934, 48 Stat. 710, and
the Revenue Act of 1936, 49 Stat. 1686, and the Revenue Act of 1938,
52 Stat. 494, and as giving no new election in cases where either
of such sections would, if applied, give no new election.

SEC. 115. DISTRIBUTIONS BY CORPORATIONS.
(a) DEFINITION OF DIVIDEND.-The term "dividend" when used

in this chapter (except in section 203 (a) (3) and section 207 (c) (1),
relating to insurance companies) means any distribution made by
a corporation to its shareholders, whether in money or in other prop-
erty, (1) out of its earnings or profits accumulated after February
28, 1913, or (2) out of the earnings or profits of the taxable year
(computed as of the close of the taxable year without diminution by
reason of any distributions made during the taxable year), without
regard to the amount of the earnings and profits at the time the
distribution was made.

(b) SouRCE OF DISTRIBUTION.-For the purposes of this chapter
every distribution is made out of earnings or profits to the extent
thereof, and from the most recently accumulated earnings or profits.
Any earnings or profits accumulated, or increase in value of property
accrued, before March 1, 1913, may be distributed exempt from tax,
after the earnings and profits accumulated after February 28, 1913,
have been distributed, but any such tax-free distribution shall be
applied against and reduce the adjusted basis of the stock provided in
section 113.

(c) DISTRIBUTIONS IN LIQIDATION.-Amounts distributed in com-
plete liquidation of a corporation shall be treated as in full payment
in exchange for the stock, and amounts distributed in partial liqui-
dation of a corporation shall be treated as in part or full payment in
exchange for the stock. The gain or loss to the distributee resulting
from such exchange shall be determined under section 111, but shall
be recognized only to the extent provided in section 112. Despite the
provisions of section 117, the gain so recognized shall be considered
as a short-term capital gain, except in the case of amounts distributed
in complete liquidation. For the purpose of the preceding sentence,
"complete liquidation" includes any one of a series of distributions
made by a corporation in complete cancellation or redemption of all
of its stock in accordance with a bona fide plan of liquidation and
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under which the transfer of the property under the liquidation is to
be completed within a time specified in the plan, not exceeding, from
the close of the taxable year during which is made the first of the
series of distributions under the plan, (1) three years, if the first of
such series of distributions is made in a taxable year beginning after
December 31, 1937, or (2) two years, if the first of such series of
distributions was made in a taxable year beginning before Janu-
ary 1, 1938. In the case of amounts distributed (whether before
January 1, 1939, or on or after such date) in partial liquidation
(other than a distribution to which the provisions of subsection (h)
of this section are applicable) the part of such distribution which is
properly chargeable to capital account shall not be considered a dis-
tribution of earnings or profits. If any distribution in complete
liquidation (including any one of a series of distributions made by
the corporation in complete cancellation or redemption of all its
stock) is made by a foreign corporation which with respect to any
taxable year beginning on or before, and ending after, August 26,
1937, was a foreign personal holding company, and with respect to
which a United States group (as defined in section 331 (a) (2))
existed after August 26, 1937, and before January 1, 1938, then,
despite the foregoing provisions of this subsection, the gain recog-
nized resulting from such distribution shall be considered as a short-
term capital gain-

(1) Unless such liquidation is completed before July 1, 1938; or
(2) Unless (if it is established to the satisfaction of the Com-

missioner by evidence submitted before July 1, 1938, that due to
the laws of the foreign country in which such corporation is
incorporated, or for other reason, it is or will be impossible to
complete the liquidation of such company before such date) the
liquidation is completed on or before such date as the Commis-
sioner may find reasonable, but not later than December 31, 1938.
(d) OTHER DISTRIBUTIONS FROM CAPITAL.-If any distribution

(not in partial or complete liquidation) made by a corporation to its
shareholders is not out of increase in value of property accrued
before March 1, 1913, and is not a dividend, then the amount of such
distribution shall be applied against and reduce the adjusted basis of
the stock provided in section 113, and if in excess of such basis, such
excess shall be taxable in the same manner as a gain from the sale
or exchange of property.

(e) DISTRIBUTIONS BY PERSONAL SERVICE CORPORATIONS.-Any dis-
tribution made by a corporation, which was classified as a personal
service corporation under the provisions of the Revenue Act of 1918
or the Revenue Act of 1921, out of its earnings or profits which were
taxable in accordance with the provisions of section 218 of the Reve-
nue Act of 1918, 40 Stat. 1070, or section 218 of the Revenue Act
of 1921, 42 Stat. 245, shall be exempt from tax to the distributees.

(f) STOCK DIVIDENDS.-
(1) GENERAL RULE.-A distribution made by a corporation to

its shareholders in its stock or in rights to acquire its stock shall
not be treated as a dividend to the extent that it does not consti-
tute income to the shareholder within the meaning of the Sixteenth
Amendment to the Constitution.

(2) ELECTION OF SHAREHOLDERS AS TO MEDIUM OF PAYMENT.-
Whenever a distribution by a corporation is, at the election of any
of the shareholders (whether exercised before or after the declara-
tion thereof), payable either (A) in its stock or in rights to
acquire its stock, of a class which if distributed without election
would be exempt from tax under paragraph (1), or (B) in money
or any other property (including its stock or in rights to acquire
its stock, of a class which if distributed without election would
not be exempt from tax under paragraph (1)) then the distribu-
tion shall constitute a taxable dividend in the hands of all share-
holders, regardless of the medium in which paid.
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(g) REDEMPTION OF STOCK.-If a corporation cancels or redeems
its stock (whether or not such stock was issued as a stock dividend)
at such time and in such manner as to make the distribution and
cancellation or redemption in whole or in part essentially equivalent
to the distribution of a taxable dividend, the amount so distributed
in redemption or cancellation of the stock, to the extent that it repre-
sents a distribution of earnings or profits accumulated after Feb-
ruary 28, 1913, shall be treated as a taxable dividend.

(h) EFFECT ON EARNINGS AND PROFITS OF DISTRIBUTIONS OF STOCK.-
The distribution (whether before January 1, 1939, or on or after such
date) to a distributee by or on behalf of a corporation of its stock
or securities, of stock or securities in another corporation, or of prop-
erty or money, shall not be considered a distribution of earnings or
profits of any corporation-

(1) if no gain to such distributee from the receipt of such stock
or securities, property or money, was recognized by law, or

(2) if the distribution was not subject to tax in the hands of
such distributee because it did not constitute income to him within
the meaning of the Sixteenth Amendment to the Constitution or
because exempt to him under section 115 (f) of the Revenue Act
of 1934, 48 Stat. 712, or a corresponding provision of a prior
Revenue Act.

As used in this subsection the term "stock or securities" includes
rights to acquire stock or securities.

(i) DEFINITION OF PARTIAL LIQUIDATION.-As used in this section
the term "amounts distributed in partial liquidation" means a dis-
tribution by a corporation in complete cancellation or redemption
of a part of its stock, or one of a series of distributions in complete
cancellation or redemption of all or a portion of its stock.

(j) VALUATION OF DIVIDEND.-If the whole or any part of a divi-
dend is paid to a shareholder in any medium other than money the
property received other than money shall be included in gross income
at its fair market value at the time as of which it becomes income
to the shareholder.

(k) CONSENT DISTRIBUTIONS.-

For taxability as dividends of amounts agreed to be included in
gross income by shareholders' consents, see section 28.

SEC. 116. EXCLUSIONS FROM GROSS INCOME.
In addition to the items specified in section 22 (b), the following

items shall not be included in gross income and shall be exempt from
taxation under this chapter:

(a) EARNED INCOME FROM SOURCES WITHOUT UNITED STATES.-In
the case of an individual citizen of the United States, a bona fide
nonresident of the United States for more than six months during
the taxable year, amounts received from sources without the United
States (except amounts paid by the United States or any agency
thereof) if such amounts would constitute earned income as defined
in section 25 (a) if received from sources within the United States;
but such individual shall not be allowed as a deduction from his
gross income any deductions properly allocable to or chargeable
against amounts excluded from gross income under this subsection.

(b) TEACHERS IN ALASIK AND HAWAII.-In the case of an indi-
vidual employed by Alaska or Hawaii or any political subdivision
thereof as a teacher in any educational institution, the compensation
received as such. This subsection shall not exempt compensation
paid directly or indirectly by the Government of the United States.

(c) INCOME OF FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS.-The income of foreign
governments received from investments in the United States in
stocks, bonds, or other domestic securities, owned by such foreign
governments, or from interest on deposits in banks in the United
States of moneys belonging to such foreign governments, or from
any other source within the United States.
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(d) INCOME OF STATES, MUNICIPALITIES, ETc.-Income derived
from any public utility or the exercise of any essential govern-
mental function and accruing to any State, Territory, or the Dis-
trict of Columbia, or any political subdivision of a State or Terri-
tory, or income accruing to the government of any possession of the
United States, or any political subdivision thereof.

Whenever any State, Territory, or the District of Columbia, or
any political subdivision of a State or Territory, prior to September
8, 1916, entered in good faith into a contract with any person, the
object and purpose of which is to acquire, construct, operate, or
maintain a public utility-

(1) If by the terms of such contract the tax imposed by this
chapter is to be paid out of the proceeds from the operation of
such public utility, prior to any division of such proceeds between
the person and the State, Territory, political subdivision, or the
District of Columbia, and if, but for the imposition of the tax
imposed by this chapter, a part of such proceeds for the taxable
year would accrue directly to or for the use of such State, Terri-
tory, political subdivision, or the District of Columbia, then a
tax upon the net income from the operation of such public utility
shall be levied, assessed, collected, and paid in the manner and
at the rates prescribed in this chapter, but there shall be refunded
to such State, Territory, political subdivision, or the District of
Columbia (under rules and regulations to be prescribed by the
Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary) an amount
which bears the same relation to the amount of the tax as the
amount which (but for the imposition of the tax imposed by this
chapter) would have accrued directly to or for the use of such
State, Territory, political subdivision, or the District of Columbia,
bears to the amount of the net income from the operation of such
public utility for such taxable year.

(2) If by the terms of such contract no part of the proceeds
from the operation of the public utility for the taxable year
would, irrespective of the tax imposed by this chapter, accrue
directly to or for the use of such State, Territory, political sub-
division, or the District of Columbia, then the tax upon the net
income of such person from the operation of such public utility
shall be levied, assessed, collected, and paid in the manner and at
the rates prescribed in this chapter.
(e) BRIDGES TO BE ACQUIRED BY STATE OR POLITICAL SUBDIVISION.-

Whenever any State or political subdivision thereof, in pursuance
of a contract to which it is not a party entered into before May 29,
1928, is to acquire a bridge-

(1) If by the terms of such contract the tax imposed by this
chapter is to be paid out of the proceeds from the operation of such
bridge prior to any division of such proceeds, and if, but for the
imposition of the tax imposed by this chapter, a part of such pro-
ceeds for the taxable year would accrue directly to or for the use
of or would be applied for the benefit of such State or political
subdivision, then a tax upon the net income from the operation
of such bridge shall be levied, assessed, collected, and paid in the
manner and at the rates prescribed in this chapter, but there shall
be refunded to such State or political subdivision (under rules and
regulations to be prescribed by the Commissioner with the ap-
proval of the Secretary) an amount which bears the same relation
to the amount of the tax as the amount which (but for the imposi-
tion of the tax imposed by this chapter) would have accrued di-
rectly to or for the use of or would be applied for the benefit of
such State or political subdivision, bears to the amount of the net
income from the operation of such bridge for such taxable year.
No such refund shall be made unless the entire amount of the
refund is to be applied in part payment for the acquisition of such
bridge.
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Whenever any State, Territory, or the District of Columbia, or 

any political subdivision of a State or Territory, prior to September 
8, 1916, entered in good faith into a contract with any person, the 
object and purpose of which is to acquire, construct, operate, or 
maintain a public utility— 

(1) If by the terms of such contract the tax imposed by this 
chapter is to be paid out of the proceeds from the operation of 
such public utility, prior to any division of such proceeds between 
the person and the State, Territory, political subdivision, or the 
District of Columbia, ano]. if, but for the imposition of the tax 
imposed by this chapter, a part of such proceeds for the taxable 
year would accrue directly to or for the use of such State, Terri-
tory, political subdivision, or the District of Columbia, then a 
tax upon the net income from the operation of such public utility 
shall be levied, assessed, collected, and paid in the manner and 
at the rates prescribed in this chapter, but there shall be refunded 
to such State, Territory, political subdivision, or the District of 
Columbia (under rules and regulations to be prescribed by the 
Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary) an amount 
which bears the same relation to the amount of the tax as the 
amount which (but for the imposition of the tax imposed by this 
chapter) would have accrued directly to or for the use of such 
State, Territory, political subdivision, or the District of Columbia, 
bears to the amount of the net income from the operation of such 
public utility for such taxable year. 

(2) If by the terms of such contract no part of the proceeds 
from the operation of the public utility for the taxable year 
would, irrespective of the tax imposed by this chapter, accrue 
directly to or for the use of such State, Territory, political sub-
division, or the District of Columbia, then the tax upon the net 
income of such person from the operation of such public utility 
shall be levied, assessed, collected, and paid in the manner and at 
the rates prescribed in this chapter. 
(e) BRIDGES TO BE ACQUIRED BY STATE OR POLITICAL SUBDIVISION.— 

Whenever any State or political subdivision thereof, in pursuance 
of a contract to which it is not a party entered into before May 29, 
1928, is to acquire a bridge— 

(1) If by the terms of such contract the tax imposed by this 
chapter is to be paid out of the proceeds from the operation of such 
bridge prior to any division of such proceeds, and if, but for the 
imposition of the tax imposed by this chapter, a part of such pro-
ceeds for the taxable year would accrue directly to or for the use 
of or would be applied for the benefit of such State or political 
subdivision, then a tax upon the net income from the operation 
of such bridge shall be levied, assessed, collected, and paid in the 
manner and at the rates prescribed in this chapter, but there shall 
be refunded to such State or political subdivision (under rules and 
regulations to be prescribed by the Commissioner with the ap-
proval of the Secretary) an amount which bears the same relation 
to the amount of the tax as the amount which (but for the imposi-
tion of the tax imposed by this chapter) would have accrued di-
rectly to or for the use of or would be applied for the benefit of 
such State or political subdivision, bears to the amount of the net 
income from the operation of such bridge for such taxable year. 
No such refund shall be made unless the entire amount of the 
refund is to be applied in part payment for the acquisition of such 
bridge. 



(2) If by the terms of such contract no part of the proceeds from
the operation of the bridge for the taxable year would, irrespective
of the tax imposed by this chapter, accrue directly to or for the use
of or be applied for the benefit of such State or political subdi-
vision, then the tax upon the net income from the operation of
such bridge shall be levied, assessed, collected, and paid in the
manner and at the rates prescribed in this chapter.
(f) DIVIDEND FROM "CHINA TRADE ACT" CORPORATION.-In the

case of a person, amounts distributed as dividends to or for his
benefit by a corporation organized under the China Trade Act, 1922,
42 Stat. 849 (U. S. C., Title 15, c. 4), if, at the time of such distri-
bution, he is a resident of China, and the equitable right to the
income of the shares of stock of the corporation is in good faith
vested in him.

(g) SHIPOWNERS' PROTECTION AND INDEMNITY ASSOCIATIONS.-
The receipts of shipowners' mutual protection and indemnity asso-
ciations not organized for profit, and no part of the net earnings
of which inures to the benefit of any private shareholder; but such
corporations shall be subject as other persons to the tax upon their
net income from interest, dividends, and rents.

(h) COMPENSATION OF EMPLOYEES OF FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS.-
(1) RULE FOR EXCLUSION.-Wages, fees, or salary of an employee

of a foreign government (including a consular or other officer, or
a nondiplomatic representative) received as compensation for
official services to such government-

(A) If such employee is not a citizen of the United States;
and

(B) If the services are of a character similar to those per-
formed by employees of the Government of the United States
in foreign countries; and

(C) If the foreign government whose employee is claiming
exemption grants an equivalent exemption to employees of the
Government of the United States performing similar services
in such foreign country.
(2) CERTIFICATE BY SECRETARY OF STATE.-The Secretary of

State shall certify to the Secretary of the Treasury the names of
the foreign countries which grant an equivalent exemption to
the employees of the Government of the United States performing
services in such foreign countries, and the character of the services
performed by employees of the Government of the United States
in foreign countries.
(i) TREASURY BILLS.-

For exemption from taxation of gain derived from the sale or other
disposition of Treasury Bills, issued after June 17, 1930, under the sec-
ond Liberty bond act, as amended, see Act of June 17, 1930, c. 512, 46
Stat. 775 (U. S. C., Title 31, § 754).

SEC. 117. CAPITAL GAINS AND LOSSES.
(a) DEFINITIONS.-As used in this chapter-

(1) CAPITAL ASSETS.-The term "capital assets" means property
held by the taxpayer (whether or not connected with his trade or
business), but does not include stock in trade of the taxpayer or
other property of a kind which would properly be included in the
inventory of the taxpayer if on hand at the close of the taxable
year, or property held by the taxpayer primarily for sale to cus-
tomers in the ordinary course of his trade or business, or prop-
erty, used in the trade or business, of a character which is subject
to the allowance for depreciation provided in section 23 (1);

(2) SHORT-TERM CAPITAL GAIN.-The term "short-term capital
gain" means gain from the sale or exchange of a capital asset
held for not more than 18 months, if and to the extent such gain
is taken into account in computing net income;
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(2) If by the terms of such contract no part of the proceeds from 
the operation of the bridge for the taxable year would, irrespective 
of the tax imposed by this chapter, accrue directly to or for the use 
of or be applied for the benefit of such State or political subdi-
vision, then the tax upon the net income from the operation of 
such bridge shall be levied, assessed, collected, and paid in the 
manner and at the rates prescribed in this chapter. 
(f) DIVIDEND FROM "CHINA TRADE ACT" CORPORATION.—In the 

case of a person, amounts distributed as dividends to or for his 
benefit by a corporation organized under the China Trade Act, 1922, 
42 Stat. 849 (U. S. C., Title 15, c. 4), if, at the time of such distri-
bution, he is a resident of China, and the equitable right to the 
income of the shares of stock of the corporation is in good faith 
vested in him. 

(g) SHIPOWNERS' PROTECTION AND INDEMNITY ASSOCIATIONS.— 

The receipts of shipowners' mutual protection and indemnity asso-
ciations not organized for profit, and no part of the net earnings 
of which inures to the benefit of any private shareholder; but such 
corporations shall be subject as other persons to the tax upon their 
net income from interest, dividends, and rents. 

(h) COMPENSATION or EMPLOLLLS OF FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS.— 

(1) RULE FOR ExcLusioN.—Wages, fees, or salary of an employee 
of a foreign government (including a consular or other officer, or 
a nondiplomatic representative) received as compensation for 
official services to such government— 

(A) If such employee is not a citizen of the United States; 
and 

(B) If the services are of a character similar to those per-
formed by employees of the Government of the United States 
in foreign countries; and 

(C) If the foreign government whose employee is claiming 
exemption grants an equivalent exemption to employees of the 
Government of the United States performing similar services 
in such foreign country. 
(2) CERTIFICATE BY SECRETARY OF STATE.—The Secretary of 

State shall certify to the Secretary of the Treasury the names of 
the foreign countries which grant an equivalent exemption to 
the employees of the Government of the United States performing 
services in such foreign countries, and the character of the services 
performed by employees of the Government of the United States 
in foreign countries. 
(i) TREASURY BILLS.— 

For exemption from taxation of gain derived from the sale or other 
disposition of Treasury Bills, issued after June 17, 1930, under the sec-
ond Liberty bond act, as amended, see Act of June 17, 1930, c. 512, 46 
Stat. 775 (U. S. C., Title 31, § 754). 

SEC. 117. CAPITAL GAINS AND LOSSES. 

(a) DEFINITIONS.—As used in this chapter— 
(1) CAPITAL ASSETS.—The term "capital assets" means property 

held by the taxpayer (whether or not connected with his trade or 
business), but does not include stock in trade of the taxpayer or 
other property of a kind which would properly be included in the 
inventory of the taxpayer if on hand at the close of the taxable 
year, or property held by the taxpayer primarily for sale to cus-
tomers in the ordinary course of his trade or business' or prop-
erty, used in the trade or business, of a character which is subject 
to the allowance for depreciation provided in section 23 (1) ; 

(2? SHORT-TERM CAPITAL GAIN.—The term "short-term capital 
gain" means gain from the sale or exchange of a capital asset 
held for not more than 18 months, if and to the extent such gain 
is taken into account in computing net income; 
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(3) SHORT-TEEM CAPITAL Loss.-The term "short-term capital
loss" means loss from the sale or exchange of a capital asset held
for not more than 18 months, if and to the extent such loss is
taken into account in computing net income;

(4) LONG-TERM CAPITAL GAIN.-The term "long-term capital
gain" means gain from the sale or exchange of a capital asset
held for more than 18 months, if and to the extent such gain is
taken into account in computing net income;

(5) LONG-TERM CAPITAL LOss.-The term "long-term capital loss"
means loss from the sale or exchange of a capital asset held for
more than 18 months, if and to the extent such loss is taken into
account in computing net income;

(6) NET SHORT-TERM CAPITAL GAIN.-The term "net short-term
capital gain" means the excess of short-term capital gains for the
taxable year over the sum of (A) short-term capital losses for the
taxable year, plus (B) the net short-term capital loss of the pre-
ceding taxable year (if beginning after December 31, 1937), to the
extent brought forward to the taxable year under subsection (e);

(7) NET SHORT-TERM CAPITAL Loss.-The term "net short-term
capital loss" means the excess of short-term capital losses for the
taxable year over the short-term capital gains for such year;

(8) NET LONG-TERM CAPITAL GAIN.-The term "net long-term
capital gain" means the excess of long-term capital gains for the
taxable year over the long-term capital losses for such year;

(9) NET LONG-TERM CAPITAL LOsS.-The term "net long-term
capital loss" means the excess of long-term capital losses for the
taxable year over the long-term capital gains for such year.
(b) PERCENTAGE TAKEN INTO ACCOImNT.-In the case of a taxpayer,

other than a corporation, only the following percentages of the gain
or loss recognized upon the sale or exchange of a capital asset shall
be taken into account in computing net income:

100 per centum if the capital asset has been held for not more
than 18 months;

662/ per centum if the capital asset has been held for more than
18 months but not for more than 24 months;

50 per centum if the capital asset has been held for more than
24 months.
(c) ALTERNATIVE TAXES.-

(1) IN CASE OF NET LONG-TERM CAPITAL GAIN.-If for any tax-
able year a taxpayer (other than a corporation) derives a net
long-term capital gain, there shall be levied, collected, and paid,
in lieu of the tax imposed by sections 11 and 12, a tax determined
as follows, if and only if such tax is less than the tax imposed by
such sections:

A partial tax shall first be computed upon the net income
reduced by the amount of the net long-term capital gain, at
the rates and in the manner as if this subsection had not been
enacted, and the total tax shall be the partial tax plus 30 per
centum of the net long-term capital gain.
(2) IN CASE OF NET LONG-TERM CAPITAL LOSS.-If for any taxable

year a taxpayer (other than a corporation) sustains a net long-
term capital loss, there shall be levied, collected, and paid, in lieu
of the tax imposed by sections 11 and 12, a tax determined as
follows, if and only if such tax is greater than the tax imposed by
such sections:

A partial tax shall first be computed upon the net income
increased by the amount of the net long-term capital loss, at the
rates and in the manner as if this subsection had not been
enacted, and the total tax shall be the partial tax minus 30
per centum of the net long-term capital loss.
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(3) SHORT-TERM CAPITAL Loss.—The term "short-term capital 
loss" means loss from the sale or exchange of a capital asset held 
for not more than 18 months, if and to the extent such loss is 
taken into account in computing net income; 

(4) LONG-TERM CAPITAL GAIN.—The term "long-term capital 
gain means gain from the sale or exchange of a capital asset 
held for more than 18 months, if and to the extent such gain is 
taken into account in computing net income; 

(5) LONG-TERM CAPITAL poss.—The term "long-term capital loss" 
means loss from the sale or exchange of a capital asset held for 
more than 18 months, if and to the extent such loss is taken into 
account in computing net income; 

(6) NET SHORT-TERM CAPITAL GAIN.—The term "net short-term 
capital gain" means the excess of short-term capital gains for the 
taxable year over the sum of (A) short-term capital losses for the 
taxable year, plus (B) the net short-term capital loss of the pre-
ceding taxable year (if beginning after December 31, 1937), to the 
extent brought forward to the taxable year under subsection (e) ; 

(7) NET SHORT-TERM CAPITAL Loss.—The term "net short-term 
capital loss" means the excess of short-term capital losses for the 
taxable year over the short-term capital gains for such year; 

(8) NET LONG-TERM CAPITAL GAIN.—The term "net long-term 
capital gain" means the excess of long-term capital gains for the 
taxable year over the long-term capital losses for such year; 

(9) NET LONG-TERM CAPITAL Loss.—The term "net long-term 
capital loss" means the excess of long-term capital losses for the 
taxable year over the long-term capital gains for such year. 
(b) PERCENTAGE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT.—IE the case of a taxpayer, 

other than a corporation, only the following percentages of the gain 
or loss recognized upon the sale or exchange of a capital asset shall 
be taken into account in computing net income: 

100 per centum if the capital asset has been held for not more 
than 18 months; 
66% per centum if the capital asset has been held for more than 

18 months but not for more than 24 months; 
50 per centum if the capital asset has been held for more than 

24 months. 
(C) ALTERNATIVE TAXES.— 

(1) IN CASE OF NET LONG-TERM CAPITAL GAIN.—If for any tax-
able year a taxpayer (other than a corporation) derives a net 
long-term capital gain, there shall be levied, collected, and paid, 
in lieu of the tax imposed by sections 11 and 12, a tax determined 
as follows, if and only if such tax is less than the tax imposed by 
such sections: 

A partial tax shall first be computed upon the net income 
reduced by the amount of the net long-term capital gain, at 
the rates and in the manner as if this subsection had not been 
enacted, and the total tax shall be the partial tax plus 30 per 
centum of the net long-term capital gain. 
(2) IN CASE OF NET LONG-TERM CAPITAL LOSS.—If for any taxable 

year a taxpayer (other than a corporation) sustains a net long-
term capital loss, there shall be levied, collected, and paid, in lieu 
of the tax imposed by sections 11 and 12, a tax determined as 
follows, if and only if such tax is greater than the tax imposed by 
such sections: 

A partial tax shall first be computed upon the net income 
increased by the amount of the net long-term capital loss, at the 
rates and in the manner as if this subsection had not been 
enacted, and the total tax shall be the partial tax minus 30 
per centum of the net long-term capital loss. 
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(d) LIMITATION ON CAPITAL LOSSES.-
(1) CORPORATIONS.-In the case of a corporation, losses from

sales or exchanges of capital assets shall be allowed only to the
extent of $2,000 plus the gains from such sales or exchanges. If
a bank or trust company incorporated under the laws of the
United States (including laws relating to the District of Colum-
bia) or of any State or Territory, a substantial part of whose
business is the receipt of deposits, sells any bond, debenture, note,
or certificate or other evidence of indebtedness issued by any
corporation (including one issued by a government or political
subdivision thereof), with interest coupons or in registered form,
any loss resulting from such sale (except such portion of the
loss as does not exceed the amount, if any, by which the adjusted
basis of such instrument exceeds the par or face value thereof)
shall not be subject to the foregoing limitation and shall not be
included in determining the applicability of such limitation to
other losses.

(2) OTrHE TAXPAYERS.-In the case of a taxpayer other than
a corporation, short-term capital losses shall be allowed only to
the extent of short-term capital gains.
(e) NET SHORT-TERM CAPITAL Loss CARRY-OVER.-If any taxpayer

(other than a corporation) sustains in any taxable year begnninng
after December 31, 1937, a net short-term capital loss, such loss (in
an amount not in excess of the net income for such year) shall be
treated in the succeeding taxable year as a short-term capital loss,
except that it shall not be included in computing the net short-term
capital loss for such year.

(f) RETIREMENT OF BONDS, ETC.-For the purposes of this chapter,
amounts received by the holder upon the retirement of bonds, deben-
tures, notes, or certificates or other evidences of indebtedness issued
by any corporation (including those issued by a government or
political subdivision thereof), with interest coupons or in registered
form, shall be considered as amounts received in exchange therefor.

(g) GAINS AND LOSSES FROM SHORT SALES, ETC.-For the purpose
of this chapter-

(1) gains or losses from short sales of property shall be con-
sidered as gains or losses from sales or exchanges of capital assets;
and

(2) gains or losses attributable to the failure to exercise privi-
leges or options to buy or sell property shall be considered as
short-term capital gains or losses.
(h) DETERMINATION OF PERIOD FOR WIIICII HELD.-For the purpose

of this section-
(1) In determining the period for which the taxpayer has

held property received on an exchange there shall be included
the period for which he held the property exchanged, if under
the provisions of section 113, the property received has, for the
purpose of determining gain or loss from a sale or exchange,
the same basis in whole or in part in his hands as the property
exchanged.

(2) In determining the period for which the taxpayer has held
property however acquired there shall be included the period for
which such property was held by any other person, if under the
provisions of section 113, such property has, for the purpose of
determining gain or loss from a sale or exchange, the same basis
in whole or in part in his hands as it would have in the hands
of such other person.

(3) In determining the period for which the taxpayer has held
stock or securities received upon a distribution where no gain was
recognized to the distributee under the provisions of section 112
(g) of the Revenue Act of 1928, 45 Stat. 818, or the Revenue Act
of 1932, 48 Stat. 705, or under the provisions of section 371 (c) of
the Revenue Act of 1938 or this chapter, there shall be included the
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(d) LIMITATION ON CAPITAL LOSSES.— 
(1) CORPORATIONS.—III the case of a corporation, losses from 

sales or exchanges of capital assets shall be allowed only to the 
extent of $2,000 plus the gains from such sales or exchanges. If 
a bank or trust company incorporated under the laws of the 
United States (including laws relating to the District of Colum-
bia) or of any State or Territory, a substantial part of whose 
business is the receipt of deposits, sells any bond, debenture, note, 
or certificate or other evidence of indebtedness issued by any 
corporation (including one issued by a government or political 
subdivision thereof), with interest coupons or in registered form, 
any loss resulting from such sale (except such portion of the 
loss as does not exceed the amount, if any, by which the adjusted 
basis of such instrument exceeds the par or face value thereof) 
shall not be subject to the foregoing limitation and shall not be 
included in determining the applicability of such limitation to 
other losses. 

(2) OTHER TAXPAXEItS.—In the case of a taxpayer other than 
a corporation, short-term capital losses shall be allowed only to 
the extent of short-term capital gains. 
(e) NET SHORT-TERM CAPITAL Loss CARRY-OVER.—If any taxpayer 

(other than a corporation) sustains in any taxable year beginning 
after December 31, 1937, a net short-term capital loss, such loss (in 
an amount not in excess of the net income for such year) shall be 
treated in the succeeding taxable year as a short-term capital loss, 
except that it shall not be included in computing the net short-term 
capital loss for such year. 

(f) RETIREMENT OF BONDS, Errc.—For the purposes of this chapter, 
amounts received by the holder upon the retirement of bonds, deben-
tures, notes, or certificates or other evidences of indebtedness issued 
by any corporation (including those issued by a government or 
political subdivision thereof), with interest coupons or in registered 
form, shall be considered as amounts received in exchange therefor. 

(g) GAINS AND LOSSES FROM SHORT SALES, ETC.—For the purpose 
of this chapter— 

(1) crams or losses from short sales of property shall be con-
sidered'r'as gains or losses from sales or exchanges of capital assets; 
and 

(2) gains or losses attributable to the failure to exercise privi-
leges or options to buy or sell property shall be considered as 
short-term capital gains or losses. 
(II) DETERMINATION OF PERIOD FOR WHICH HELD.—For the purpose 

of this section— 
(1) In determining the period for which the taxpayer has 

held property received on an exchange there shall be included 
the period for which he held the property exchanged, if under 
the provisions of section 113, the property received has, for the 
purpose of determining gain or loss from a sale or exchange, 
the same basis in whore or in part in his hands as the property 
exchanged. 

(2) In determining the period for which the taxpayer has held 
property however acquired there shall be included the period for 
which such property was held by any other person, if under the 
provisions of section 113, such property has, for the purpose of 
determining gain or loss from a sale or exchange, the same basis 
in whole or in part in his hands as it would have in the hands 
of such other person. 

(3) In determining the period for which the taxpayer has held 
stock or securities received upon a distribution where no gain was 
recognized to the distributee under the provisions of section 112 
(g) of the Revenue Act of 1928, 45 Stat. 818, or the Revenue Act 
of 1932, 48 Stat. 705, or under the provisions of section 371 (c) of 
the Revenue Act of 1938 or this chapter, there shall be included the 
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period for which he held the stock or securities in the distributing
corporation prior to the receipt of the stock or securities upon such
distribution.

(4) In determining the period for which the taxpayer has held
stock or securities the acquisition of which (or the contract or
option to acquire which) resulted in the nondeductibility (under
section 118 of this chapter or section 118 of the Revenue Act of
1928, 45 Stat. 826, or the Revenue Act of 1932, 47 Stat. 208, or
the Revenue Act of 1934, 48 Stat. 715, or the Revenue Act of
1936, 49 Stat. 1692, or the Revenue Act of 1938, 52 Stat. 503, relating
to wash sales) of the loss from the sale or other disposition of
substantially identical stock or securities, there shall be included
the period for which he held the stock or securities the loss from
the sale or other disposition of which was not deductible.

SEC. 118. LOSS FROM WASH SALES OF STOCK OR SECURITIES.
(a) In the case of any loss claimed to have been sustained from

any sale or other disposition of shares of stock or securities where
it appears that, within a period beginning 30 days before the date
of such sale or disposition and ending 30 days after such date, the
taxpayer has acquired (by purchase or by an exchange upon which
the entire amount of gain or loss was recognized by law), or has
entered into a contract or option so to acquire, substantially identi-
cal stock or securities, then no deduction for the loss shall be allowed
under section 23 (e) (2); nor shall such deduction be allowed
under section 23 (f) unless the claim is made by a corporation, a
dealer in stocks or securities, and with respect to a transaction made
in the ordinary course of its business.

(b) If the amount of stock or securities acquired (or covered by
the contract or option to acquire) is less than the amount of stock
or securities sold or otherwise disposed of, then the particular shares
of stock or securities the loss from the sale or other disposition of
which is not deductible shall be determined under rules and regula-
tions prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the
Secretary.

(c) If the amount of stock or securities acquired (or covered by
the contract or option to acquire) is not less than the amount of
stock or securities sold or otherwise disposed of, then the particular
shares of stock or securities the acquisition of which (or the contract
or option to acquire which) resulted in the nondeductibility of the
loss shall be determined under rules and regulations prescribed by
the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary.

SEC. 119. INCOME FROM SOURCES WITHIN UNITED STATES.
(a) GRoss INCOME FROM SOURCES IN UNITED STATEs.-The follow-

ing items of gross income shall be treated as income from sources
within the United States:

(1) INTEREST.-Interest from the United States, any Territory,
any political subdivision of a Territory, or the District of Colum-
bia, and interest on bonds, notes, or other interest-bearing obliga-
tions of residents, corporate or otherwise, not including-

(A) interest on deposits with persons carrying on the banking
business paid to persons not engaged in business within the
United States and not having an office or place of business there-
in, or

(B) interest received from a resident alien individual, a resi-
dent foreign corporation, or a domestic corporation, when it is
shown to the satisfaction of the Commissioner that less than 20
per centum of the gross income of such resident payor or domes-
tic corporation has been derived from sources within the United
States, as determined under the provisions of this section, for
the three-year period ending with the close of the taxable year
of such payor preceding the payment of such interest, or for
such part of such period as may be applicable, or
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period for which he held the stock or securities in the distributing 
corporation prior to the receipt of the stock or securities upon such 
distribution. 

(4) In determining the period for which the taxpayer has held 
stock or securities the acquisition of which (or the contract or 
option to acquire which) resulted in the nondeductibility (under 
section 118 of this chapter or section 118 of the Revenue Act of 
1928, 45 Stat. 826, or the Revenue Act of 1932, 47 Stat. 208, or 
the Revenue Act of 1934, 48 Stat. 715, or the Revenue Act of 
1936, 49 Stat. 1692, or the Revenue Act of 1938, 52 Stat. 503, relating 
to wash sales) of the loss from, the sale or other disposition of 
substantially identical stock or securities, there shall be included 
the period for which he held the stock or securities the loss from 
the sale or other disposition of which was not deductible. 

SEC. 118. LOSS FROM WASH SALES OF STOCK OR SECURITIES. 
(a) In the case of any loss claimed to have been sustained from 

any sale or other disposition of shares of stock or securities where 
it appears that, within a period beginning 30 days before the date 
of such sale or disposition and ending 30 days after such date, the 
taxpayer has acquired (by purchase or by an exchange upon which 
the entire amount of gain or loss was recognized by law), or has 
entered into a contract or option so to acquire, substantially identi-
cal stock or securities, then no deduction for the loss shall be allowed 
under section 23 (e) (2); nor shall such deduction be allowed 
under section 23 (f) unless the claim is made by a corporation, a 
dealer in stocks or securities, and with respect to a transaction made 
in the ordinary course of its business. 

(b) If the amount of stock or securities acquired (or covered by 
the contract or option to acquire) is less than the amount of stock 
or securities sold or otherwise disposed of, then the particular shares 
of stock or securities the loss from the sale or other disposition of 
which is not deductible shall be determined under rules and regula-
tions prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the 
Secretary. 

(c) If the amount of stock or securities acquired (or covered by 
the contract or option to acquire) is not less than the amount of 
stock or securities sold or otherwise disposed of, then the particular 
shares of stock or securities the acquisition of which (or the contract 
or option to acquire which) resulted in the nondeductibility of the 
loss shall be determined under rules and regulations prescribed by 
the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary. 
SEC. 119. INCOME FROM SOURCES WITHIN UNITED STATES. 

(a) GROSS INCOME FROM SOURCES IN UNITED STATEs.—The follow-
ing items of gross income shall be treated as income from sources 
within the United States: 

(1) INTEREST.—Interest from the United States, any Territory, 
any political subdivision of a Territory, or the District of Colum-
bia, and interest on bonds, notes, or other interest-bearing obliga-
tions of residents, corporate or otherwise, not including— 

(A) interest on deposits with persons carrying on the banking 
business paid to persons not engaged in business within the 
United States and not having an office or place of business there-
in, or 

(B) interest received from a resident alien individual, a resi-
dent foreign corporation, or a domestic corporation, when it is 
shown to the satisfaction of the Commissioner that less than 20 
per centum of the gross income of such resident parr or domes-
tic corporation has been derived from sources within the United 
States, as determined under the provisions of this section, for 
the three-year period ending with the close of the taxable year 
of such payer preceding the payment of such interest, or for 
such part of such period as may be applicable, or 
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(C) income derived by a foreign central bank of issue from
bankers' acceptances;
(2) DrvIDENDs.-The amount received as dividends-

(A) from a domestic corporation other than a corporation
entitled to the benefits of section 251, and other than a corpora-
tion less than 20 per centum of whose gross income is shown to
the satisfaction of the Commissioner to have been derived from
sources within the United States, as determined under the pro-
visions of this section, for the three-year period ending with the
close of the taxable year of such corporation preceding the
declaration of such dividends (or for such part of such period as
the corporation has been in existence), or

(B) from a foreign corporation unless less than 50 per centum
of the gross income of such foreign corporation for the three-
year period ending with the close of its taxable year preceding
the declaration of such dividends (or for such part of such period
as the corporation has been in existence) was derived from
sources within the United States as determined under the pro-
visions of this section; but only in an amount which bears the
same ratio to such dividends as the gross income of the corpora-
tion for such period derived from sources within the United
States bears to its gross income from all sources; but dividends
from a foreign corporation shall, for the purposes of section 131
(relating to foreign tax credit), be treated as income from
sources without the United States;
(3) PERSONAL SERVICES.-Compensation for labor or personal

services performed in the United States, but in the case of a non-
resident alien individual temporarily present in the United States
for a period or periods not exceeding a total of ninety days during
the taxable year, compensation received by such an individual (if
such compensation does not exceed $3,000 in the aggregate) for
labor or services performed as an employee of or under a contract
with a nonresident alien, foreign partnership, or foreign corpora-
tion, not engaged in trade or business within the United States,
shall not be deemed to be income from sources within the United
States;

(4) RENTALS AND ROYALTIES.-Rentals or royalties from prop-
erty located in the United States or from any interest in such
property, including rentals or royalties for the use of or for the
privilege of using in the United States, patents, copyrights, secret
processes and formulas, good will, trade-marks, trade brands,
franchises, and other like property; and

(5) SALE OF REAL PROPERTY.-Gains, profits, and income from the
sale of real property located in the United States.

(6) SALE OF PERSONAL PROPERTY.-

For gains, profits, and income from the sale of personal property,
see subsection (e).

(b) NET INCOME FROM SOURCES IN UNITED STATES.-From the items
of gross income specified in subsection (a) of this section there shall
be deducted the expenses, losses, and other deductions properly ap-
portioned or allocated thereto and a ratable part of any expenses,
losses, or other deductions which can not definitely be allocated to
some item or class of gross income. The remainder, if any, shall
be included in full as net income from sources within the United
States.

(c) GRoss INCOME FROM SOURCES WITHOUT UNrrED STATES.-The
following items of gross income shall be treated as income from
sources without the United States:

(1) Interest other than that derived from sources within the
United States as provided in subsection (a) (1) of this section;

(2) Dividends other than those derived from sources within the
United States as provided in subsection (a) (2) of this section;
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(C) income derived by a foreign central bank of issue from 
bankers' acceptances; 
(2) DIVIDENDS.—The amount received as dividends— 
(A) from a domestic corporation other than a corporation 

entitled to the benefits of section 251, and other than a corpora-
tion less than 20 per centum of whose gross income is. shown to 
the satisfaction of the Commissioner to have been derived from 
sources within the United States, as determined under the pro-
visions of this section, for the three-year period ending with the 
close of the taxable year of such corporation preceding the 
declaration of such dividends (or for such part of such period as 
the corporation has been in existence), or 

(B) from a foreign corporation unless less than 50 per centum 
of the gross income of such foreign corporation for the three-
year period ending with the close of its taxable year preceding 
the declaration of such dividends (or for such part of such period 
as the corporation has been in existence) was derived from 
sources within the United States as determined under the pro-
visions of this section; but only in an amount which bears the 
same ratio to such dividends as the gross income of the corpora-
tion for such period derived from sources within the United 
States bears to its gross income from all sources; but dividends 
from a foreign corporation shall, for the purposes of section 131 
(relating to foreign tax credit), be treated as income from 
sources without the United States; 
(3) PERSONAL sEavicEs.—Compensation for labor or personal 

services performed in the United States, but in the case of a non-
resident alien individual temporarily present in the United States 
for a period or periods not exceeding a total of ninety days during 
the taxable year, compensation received by such an individual (if 
such compensation does not exceed $3,000 in the aggregate) for 
labor or services performed as an employee of or under a contract 
with a nonresident alien, foreign partnership, or foreign corpora-
tion, not engaged in trade or business within the United States, 
shall not be deemed to be income from sources within the United 
States; 

(4) RENTALS AND ROYALTIES.—Rentals or royalties from prop-
erty located in the United States or from any interest in such 
property, including rentals or royalties for the use of or for the 
privilege of using in the United States, patents, copyrights, secret 
processes and formulas, good will, trade-marks, trade brands, 
franchises, and other like property; and 

(5) SALE OF REAL PROPERTY.—GaiDS, profits, and income from the 
sale of real property located in the United States. 

(6) SALE OF PERSONAL PROPERTY.— 

For gains, profits, and income from the sale of personal property, 
see subsection (e). 

(b) NET INCOME FROM SOURCES IN UNITED STATES.—From the items 
of gross income specified in subsection (a) of this section there shall 
be deducted the expenses, losses, and other deductions properly ap-
portioned or allocated thereto and a ratable part of any expenses, 
losses, or other deductions which can not definitely be allocated to 
some item or class of gross income. The remainder, if any, shall 
be included in full as net income from sources within the United 
States. 

(c) GROSS INCOME FROM SOURCES W ITHOUT UNITED STATES.—The 
following items of gross income shall be treated as income from 
sources without the United States: 

(1) Interest other than that derived from sources within the 
United States as provided in subsection (a) (1) of this section; 

(2) Dividends other than those derived from sources within the 
United States as provided in subsection (a) (2) of this section; 



(3) Compensation for labor or personal services performed
without the United States;

(4) Rentals or royalties from property located without the
United States or from any interest in such property, including
rentals or royalties for the use of or for the privilege of using
without the United States, patents, copyrights, secret processes
and formulas, good will, trade-marks, trade brands, franchises, and
other like properties; and

(5) Gains, profits, and income from the sale of real property
located without the United States.
(d) NET INCOME FROM SOURCES WITHOUT UNITED STATES.-From

the items of gross income specified in subsection (c) of this section
there shall be deducted the expenses, losses, and other deductions
properly apportioned or allocated thereto, and a ratable part of any
expenses, losses, or other deductions which can not definitely be
allocated to some item or class of gross income. The remainder, if
any, shall be treated in full as net income from sources without the
United States.

(e) INCOME FROM SOURCES PARTLY WITHIN AND PARTLY WITHOUT
UNITED STATES.-Items of gross income, expenses, losses and deduc-
tions, other than those specified in subsections (a) and (c) of this
section, shall be allocated or apportioned to sources within or without
the United States, under rules and regulations prescribed by the
Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary. Where items of
gross income are separately allocated to sources within the United
States, there shall be deducted (for the purpose of computing the
net income therefrom) the expenses, losses, and other deductions
properly apportioned or allocated thereto and a ratable part of other
expenses losses or other deductions which can not definitely be
allocated to some item or class of gross income. The remainder, if
any, shall be included in full as net income from sources within the
United States. In the case of gross income derived from sources
partly within and partly without the United States, the net income
may first be computed by deducting the expenses, losses, or other
deductions apportioned or allocated thereto and a ratable part of
any expenses, losses, or other deductions which can not definitely
be allocated to some items or class of gross income; and the portion
of such net income attributable to sources within the United States
may be determined by processes or formulas of general apportion-
ment prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the
Secretary. Gains, profits, and income from-

(1) transportation or other services rendered partly within and
partly without the United States, or

(2) from the sale of personal property produced (in whole or
in part) by the taxpayer within and sold without the United
States, or produced (in whole or in part) by the taxpayer without
and sold within the United States,

shall be treated as derived partly from sources within and partly
from sources without the United States. Gains, profits and income
derived from the purchase of personal property within and its sale
without the United States or from the purchase of personal prop-
erty without and its sale within the United States, shall be treated
as derived entirely from sources within the country in which sold,
except that gains, profits, and income derived from the purchase of
personal property within a possession of the United States and its
sale within the United States shall be treated as derived partly from
sources within and partly from sources without the United States.

(f) DEFINI oNs.-As used in this section the words "sale" or
'sold" include "exchange" or "exchanged"; and the word "produced"
includes "created", "fabricated", "manufactured", "extracted", "proc-
essed", "cured", or "aged".
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(3) Compensation for labor or personal services performed 
without the United States; 

(4) Rentals or royalties from property located without the 
United States or from any interest in such property, including 
rentals or royalties for the use of or for the privilege of using 
without the United States, patents, copyrights, secret processes 
and formulas, good will, trade-marks, trade brands, franchises, and 
other like properties; and 

(5) Gains, profits, and income from the sale of real property 
located without the United States. 
(d) NET INCOME FROM SOURCES W ITHOUT UNITED SrArEs.—From 

the items of gross income specified in subsection (c) of this section 
there shall be deducted the expenses, losses, and other deductions 
properly apportioned or allocated thereto, and a ratable part of any 
expenses, losses, or other deductions which can not definitely be 
allocated to some item or class of gross income. The remainder, if 
any, shall be treated in full as net income from sources without the 
United States. 

(e) INcomE FROM SOURCES PARTLY W ITHIN AND PARTLY W ITHOUT 
UNITED SrArEs.—Items of gross income, expenses, losses and deduc-
tions, other than those specified in subsections (a) and (c) of this 
section, shall be allocated or apportioned to sources within or without 
the United States, under rules and regulations prescribed by the 
Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary. Where items of 
gross income are separately allocated to sources within the United 
States, there shall be deducted (for the purpose of computing the 
net income therefrom) the expenses, losses, and other deductions 
properly apportioned or allocated thereto and a ratable part of other 
expenses, losses or other deductions which can not definitely be 
allocated to some item or class of gross income. The remainder, if 
any, shall be included in full as net income from sources within the 
United States. In the case of gross income derived from sources 
partly within and partly without the United States, the net income 
may first be computed by deducting the expenses, losses, or other 
deductions apportioned or allocated thereto and a ratable part of 
any expenses, losses, or other deductions which can not definitely 
be allocated to some items or class of gross income; and the portion 
of such net income attributable to sources within the United States 
may be determined by processes or formulas of general apportion-
ment prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the 
Secretary. Gains, profits, and income from— 

(1) transportation or other services rendered partly within and 
partly without the United States, or 

(2) from the sale of personal property produced (in whole or 
in part) by the taxpayer within and sold without the United 
States, or produced (in whole or in part) by the taxpayer without 
and sold within the United States, 

shall be treated as derived partly from sources within and partly 
from sources without the United States. Gains, profits and income 
derived from the purchase of personal property within and its sale 
without the United States or from the purchase of personal prop-
erty without and its sale within the Muted States, shall be treated 
as derived entirely from sources within the country in which sold, 
except that gains, profits, and income derived from the purchase of 
personal property within a possession of the United States and its 
sale within the United States shall be treated as derived partly from 
sources within and partly from sources without the United States. 

(f) DrynsirrioNs.—As used in this section the words "sale" or 
"sold" include "exchange" or "exchanged"; and the word "produced" 
includes "created", "fabricated", "manufactured", "extracted", "proc-
essed", "cured", or "aged". 
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SEC. 120. UNLIMITED DEDUCTION FOR CHARITABLE AND OTHER
CONTRIBUTIONS.

In the case of an individual if in the taxable year and in each of
the ten preceding taxable years the amount of the contributions or
gifts described in section 23 (o) (or corresponding provisions of prior
revenue Acts) plus the amount of income, war-profits, or excess-
profits taxes paid during such year in respect of preceding taxable
years, exceeds 90 per centum of the taxpayer's net income for each
such year, as computed without the benefit of the applicable subsec-
tion, then the 15 per centum limit imposed by section 23 (o) shall not
be applicable.
SEC. 121. DEDUCTION OF DIVIDENDS PAID ON CERTAIN PREFERRED

STOCK OF CERTAIN CORPORATIONS.
In computing the net income of any national banking association,

or of any bank or trust company organized under the laws of any
State, Territory, possession of the United States, or the Canal Zone,
or of any other banking corporation engaged in the business of
industrial banking and under the supervision of a State banking
department or of the Comptroller of the Currency, or of any incor-
porated domestic insurance company, there shall be allowed as a
deduction from gross income, in addition to deductions otherwise
provided for in this chapter, any dividend (not including any distri-
bution in liquidation) paid, within the taxable year, to the United
States or to any instrumentality thereof exempt from Federal in-
come taxes, on the preferred stock of the corporation owned by the
United States or such instrumentality. The amount allowable as a
deduction under this section shall be deducted from the basic surtax
credit otherwise computed under section 27 (b).

Supplement C-Credits Against Tax

[Supplementary to Subchapter B, Part III]

SEC. 131. TAXES OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES AND POSSESSIONS OF
UNITED STATES.

(a) ALLOWANCE OF CREDIT.-If the taxpayer signifies in his return
his desire to have the benefits of this section, the tax imposed by this
chapter shall be credited with:

(1) CITIZEN AND DOMESTIC CORPORATION.-In the case of a citizen
of the United States and of a domestic corporation, the amount of
any income, war-profits, and excess-profits taxes paid or accrued
during the taxable year to any foreign country or to any possession
of the United States; and

(2) RESIDENT OF UNITED STATES.-In the case of a resident of
the United States, the amount of any such taxes paid or accrued
during the taxable year to any possession of the United States;
and

(3) ALIEN RESIDENT OF UNITED STATES.-In the case of an alien
resident of the United States, the amount of any such taxes paid
or accrued during the taxable year to any foreign country, if the
foreign country of which such alien resident is a citizen or subject,
in imposing such taxes, allows a similar credit to citizens of the
United States residing in such country; and

(4) PARTNERSHIPS AND ESTATES.-In the case of any such indi-
vidual who is a member of a partnership or a beneficiary of an
estate or trust, his proportionate share of such taxes of the part-
nership or the estate or trust paid or accrued during the taxable
year to a foreign country or to any possession of the United States,
as the case may be.
(b) LIMIT ON CREDrr.-The amount of the credit taken under this

section shall be subject to each of the following limitations:
(1) The amount of the credit in respect of the tax paid or

accrued to any country shall not exceed the same proportion of the
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SEC. 120. UNLIMITED DEDUCTION FOR CHARITABLE AND OTHER 
CONTRIBUTIONS. 

In the case of an individual if in the taxable year and. in each of 
the ten preceding taxable years the amount of the contributions or 
gifts described in section 23 (o) (or corresponding provisions of prior 
revenue Acts) plus the amount of income, war-profits,. or excess-
profits taxes paid during such year in respect of preceding taxable 
years, exceeds 90 per centum of the taxpayer's net income for each 
such year, as computed without the benefit of the applicable subsec-
tion, then the 15 per centum limit imposed by section 23 (o) shall not 
be applicable. 
SEC. 121. DEDUCTION OF DIVIDENDS PAID ON CERTAIN PREFERRED 

STOCK OF CERTAIN CORPORATIONS. 

In computing the net income of any national banking association, 
or of any bank or trust company organized under the laws of any 
State, Territory, possession of the United States, or the Canal Zone, 
or of any other banking corporation engaged in the business of 
industrial banking and under the supervision of a State banking 
department or of the Comptroller of the Currency, or of any incor-
porated domestic insurance company, there shall be allowed as a 
deduction from gross income, in addition to deductions otherwise 
provided for in this chapter, any dividend (not including any distri-
bution in liquidation) paid, within the taxable year, to the United 
States or to any instrumentality thereof exempt from Federal in-
come taxes, on the preferred stock of the corporation owned by the 
United States or such instrumentality. The amount allowable as a 
deduction under this section shall be deducted from the basic surtax 
credit otherwise computed under section 27 (b). 

Supplement C—Credits Against Tax 

[Supplementary to Subchapter B, Part III] 

SEC. 131. TAXES OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES AND POSSESSIONS OF 
UNITED STATES. 

(a) ALLOWANCE OF CREDIT.—If the taxpayer signifies in his return 
his desire to have the benefits of this section, the tax imposed by this 
chapter shall be credited with: 

(1) CITIZEN AND DOMESTIC CORPORATION.—III the case of a citizen 
of the United States and of a domestic corporation, the amount of 
any income, war-profits, and excess-profits taxes paid or accrued 
during the taxable year to any foreign country or to any possession 
of the United States • and 

(2) RESIDENT or States; 
STATES.—III the case of a resident of 

the United States the amount of any such taxes paid or accrued 
during the taxable year to any possession of the United States; 
and 

(3) ALIEN RESIDENT OF UNrrEn STATEs.—In the case of an alien 
resident of the United States, the amount of any such taxes paid 
or accrued during the taxable year to any foreign country, if the 
foreign country of which such alien resident is a citizen or subject, 
in imposing such taxes, allows a similar credit to citizens of the 
United States residing in such country; and 

(4) PAR'TNERSIIIPS AND EsTATEs.—In the case of any such indi-
vidual who is a member of a partnership or a beneficiary of an 
estate or trust, his proportionate share of such taxes of the part-
nership or the estate or trust paid or accrued during the taxable 
year to a foreign country or to any possession of the United States, 
as the case may be. 

(b) LmITT ON CEEDIT.—The amount of the credit taken under this 
section shall be subject to each of the following limitations: 

(1) The amount of the credit in respect of the tax paid or 
accrued to any country shall not exceed the same proportion of the 
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tax against which such credit is taken, which the taxpayer's net
income from sources within such country bears to his entire net
income for the same taxable year; and

(2) The total amount of the credit shall not exceed the same
proportion of the tax against which such credit is taken, which
the taxpayer's net income from sources without the United States
bears to his entire net income for the same taxable year.
(c) ADJUSTMENTS ON PAYMENT OF ACCRUED TAXES.-If accrued

taxes when paid differ from the amounts claimed as credits by the
taxpayer, or if any tax paid is refunded in whole or in part, the
taxpayer shall notify the Commissioner, who shall redetermine the
amount of the tax for the year or years affected, and the amount of
tax due upon such redetermination, if any, shall be paid by the tax-
payer upon notice and demand by the collector, or the amount of tax
overpaid, if any, shall be credited or refunded to the taxpayer in
accordance with the provisions of section 322. In the case of such a
tax accrued but not paid, the Commissioner as a condition precedent
to the allowance of this credit may require the taxpayer to give a
bond with sureties satisfactory to and to be approved by the Commis-
sioner in such sum as the Commissioner may require, conditioned
upon the payment by the taxpayer of any amount of tax found due
upon any such redetermination; and the bond herein prescribed shall
contain such further conditions as the Commissioner may require.

(d) YEAR IN WHICH CREDIT TAKEN.-The credits provided for in
this section may, at the option of the taxpayer and irrespective of the
method of accounting employed in keeping his books, be taken in
the year in which the taxes of the foreign country or the possession of
the United States accrued, subject, however, to the conditions pre-
scribed in subsection (c) of this section. If the taxpayer elects to
take such credits in the year in which the taxes of the foreign country
or the possession of the United States accrued, the credits for all
subsequent years shall be taken upon the same basis, and no portion
of any such taxes shall be allowed as a deduction in the same or any
succeeding year.

(e) PROOF OF CREDITS.-The credits provided in this section shall
be allowed only if the taxpayer establishes to the satisfaction of
the Commissioner (1) the total amount of income derived from
sources without the United States, determined as provided in section
119, (2) the amount of income derived from each country, the tax
paid or accrued to which is claimed as a credit under this section,
such amount to be determined under rules and regulations prescribed
by the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary, and (3)
all other information necessary for the verification and computation
of such credits.

(f) TAXES OF FOREIGN SUBSIDIARY.-For the purposes of this
section a domestic corporation which owns a majority of the voting
stock of a foreign corporation from which it receives dividends in
any taxable year shall be deemed to have paid the same proportion
of any income, war-profits, or excess-profits taxes paid by such
foreign corporation to any foreign country or to any possession of
the United States, upon or with respect to the accumulated profits
of such foreign corporation from which such dividends were paid,
which the amount of such dividends bears to the amount of such
accumulated profits: Provided, That the amount of tax deemed to
have been paid under this subsection shall in no case exceed the
same proportion of the tax against which credit is taken which
the amount of such dividends bears to the amount of the entire net
income of the domestic corporation in which such dividends are
included. The term "accumulated profits" when used in this sub-
section in reference to a foreign corporation, means the amount of
its gains, profits, or income in excess of the income, war-profits,
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tax against which such credit is taken, which the taxpayer's net 
income from sources within such country bears to his entire net 
income for the same taxable year; and 

(2) The total amount of the credit shall not exceed the same 
proportion of the tax against which such credit is taken, which 
the taxpayer's net income from sources without the United States 
bears to his entire net income for the same taxable year. 

(C) ADJUSTMENTS ON PAYMENT OF ACCRUED TAXES.-If accrued 
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subsequent years shall be taken upon the same basis, and no portion 
of any such taxes shall be allowed as a deduction in the same or any 
succeeding year. 

(e) PROOF OF CnEnrrs.—The credits provided in this section shall 
be allowed only if the taxpayer establishes to the satisfaction of 
the Commissioner (1) the total amount of income derived from 
sources without the United States determined as provided in section 
119, (2) the amount of income derived from each country, the tax 
paid or accrued to which is claimed as a credit under this section, 
such amount to be determined under rules and regulations prescribed 
by the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary, and (3) 
all other information necessary for the verification and computation 
of such credits. 

(f) TAXES OF FOREIGN SUBSIDIARY.-FOF the purposes of this 
section a domestic corporation which owns a majority of the voting 
stock of a foreign corporation from which it receives dividends in 
any taxable year shall be deemed to have paid the same proportion 
of any income, war-profits, or excess-profits taxes paid by such 
foreign corporation to any foreign country or to any possession of 
the United States, upon or with respect to the accumulated profits 
of such foreign corporation from which such dividends were paid, 
which the amount of such dividends bears to the amount of such 
accumulated profits: Provided, That the amount of tax deemed to 
have been paid under this subsection shall in no case exceed the 
same proportion of the tax against which credit is taken which 
the amount of such dividends bears to the amount of the entire net 
income of the domestic corporation in which such dividends are 
included. The term "accumulated profits" when used in this sub-
section in reference to a foreign corporation, means the amount of 
its gains, profits, or income in excess of the income, war-profits, 
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and excess-profits taxes imposed upon or with respect to such profits

or income; and the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary

shall have full power to determine from the accumulated profits

of what year or years such dividends were paid; treating dividends

paid in the first sixty days of any year as having been paid from

the accumulated profits of the preceding year or years (unless to

his satisfaction shown otherwise), and in other respects treating

dividends as having been paid from the most recently accumulated

gains, profits, or earnings. In the case of a foreign corporation,
the income, war-profits, and excess-profits taxes of which are deter-

mined on the basis of an accounting period of less than one year,

the word "year" as used in this subsection shall be construed to

mean such accounting period.
(g) CORPORATIONS TREATED AS FOREIGN.-For the purposes of this

section the following corporations shall be treated as foreign cor-
porations:

(1) A corporation entitled to the benefits of section 251, by
reason of receiving a large percentage of its gross income from
sources within a possession of the United States;

(2) A corporation organized under the China Trade Act, 1922,
42 Stat. 849 (U. S. C., Title 15, c. 4), and entitled to the credit
provided for in section 262.

Supplement D-Returns and Payment of Tax

[Supplementary to Subchapter B, Part V]

SEC. 141. CONSOLIDATED RETURNS OF RAILROAD CORPORATIONS.
(a) PRIVILEGE TO FILE CONSOLIDATED RETURNS.-An affiliated

group of corporations shall, subject to the provisions of this section,
have the privilege of making a consolidated return for the taxable
year in lieu of separate returns. The making of a consolidated
return shall be upon the condition that all the corporations which
have been members of the affiliated group at any time during the
taxable year for which the return is made consent to all the regu-
lations under subsection (b) (or, in case such regulations are not
prescribed prior to the making of the return, then the regulations
pres'crild(l ui1der section 14L (1,) of the Revenue Act of 1936, 49 Stat.
1698, insofar as not inconsistent with this chapter) prescribed prior
to tie making of such return; and the making of a consolidated re-
turn shall be considered as such consent. In the case of a corpora-
tion which is a member of the affiliated group for a fractional part
of the year the consolidated return shall include the income of such
corporation for such part of the year as it is a member of the
affiliated group.

(b) REGULATIONs.-The Conmissioner, with the approval of the
Secretary, shall prescribe such regulations as he may deem necessary
in order that the tax liability of any affiliated group of corporations
making a consolidated return and of each corporation in the group,
both during and after the period of affiliation, may be determined,
computed, assessed, collected, and adjusted in such manner as clearly
to reflect the income and to prevent avoidance of tax liability.

(c) COMPUTATION AND PAYMENT OF Tax.-In any case in which

a consolidated return is made the tax shall be determined, computed,
assessed, collected, and adjusted in accordance with the regulations
under subsection (b) (or, in case such regulations are not prescribed
prior to the making of the return, then the regulations prescribed
under section 141 (b) of the Revenue Act of 1936 insofar as not
inconsistent with this chapter) prescribed prior to the date on which
such return is made.
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and excess-profits taxes imposed upon or with respect to such profits 
or income; and the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary 
shall have full power to determine from the accumulated profits 
of what year or years such dividends were paid; treating dividends 
paid in the first sixty days of any year as having been paid from 
the accumulated profits of the preceding year or years (unless to 

i his satisfaction shown otherwise), and n other respects treating 
dividends as having been paid from the most recently accumulated 
gains, profits, or earnings. In the case of a foreign corporation, 
the income, war-profits, and excess-profits taxes of which are deter-
mined on the basis of an accounting period of less than one year, 
the word "year" as used in this subsection shall be construed to 
mean such accounting period. 

CoRpoRATioNs TREATED AS FOREIGN.—FOr the purposes of this 
section the following corporations shall be treated as foreign cor-
porations; 

(1) A corporation entitled to the benefits of section 251, by 
reason of receiving a large percentage of its gross income from 
sources within a possession of the United States; 

(2) A corporation organized under the China Trade Act, 1922, 
42 Stat. 849 (U. S. C., Title 15, c. 4), and entitled to the credit 
provided for in section 262. 
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(C) COMPUTATION AND PAYMENT OF any case in which 
a consolidated return is made the tax shall be determined, computed, 
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(d) DEFINITION OF "AFFILIATED GROUP".-As used in this section

an "affiliated group" means one or more chains of corporations con-
nected through stock ownership with a common parent corporation
if-

(1) At least 95 per centum of the stock of each of the corpora-
tions (except the common parent corporation) is owned directly
by one or more of the other corporations; and

(2) The common parent corporation owns directly at least 95
per centum of the stock of at least one of the other corporations;
and

(3) Each of the corporations is either (A) a corporation whose
principal business is that of a common carrier by railroad or (B)
a corporation the assets of which consist principally of stock in
such corporations and which does not itself operate a business
other than that of a common carrier by railroad. For the pur-
pose of determining whether the principal business of a corpora-
tion is that of a common carrier by railroad, if a common carrier
by railroad has leased its railroad properties and such properties
are operated as such by another common carrier by railroad, the
business of receiving rents for such railroad properties shall be
considered as the business of a common carrier by railroad. As
used in this paragraph, the term "railroad" includes a street,
suburban, or interurban electric railway, or a street or suburban
trackless trolley system of transportation, or a street or suburban
bus system of transportation operated as part of a street or sub-
urban electric railway or trackless trolley system. As used in this
subsection (except in paragraph (3)) the term "stock" does not
include nonvoting stock which is limited and preferred as to
dividends.
(e) FOREIGN CORPORATIONS.-A foreign corporation shall not be

deemed to be affiliated with any other corporation within the meaning
of this section.

(f) CHINA TRADE ACT CORPORATIONS.-A corporation organized
under the China Trade Act, 1922, 42 Stat. 849 (U. S. C., Title 15,
c. 4), shall not be deemed to be affiliated with any other corporation
within the meaning of this section.

(g) CORPOIATIONS DERIVING INCOME FROM POSSESSIONS OF UNITED
STATES.-For the purposes of this section a corporation entitled to
the benefits of section 251, by reason of receiving a large percentage
of its income from possessions of the United States, shall be treated
as a foreign corporation.

(h) SnBSIDIARY FORMED TO COMPLY WITH FOREIGN LAw.-In the
case of a domestic corporation owning or controlling, directly or
indirectly, 100 per centum of the capital stock (exclusive of directors'
qualifying shares) of a corporation organized under the laws of a
contiguous foreign country and maintained solely for the purpose of
complying with the laws of such country as to title and operation
of property, such foreign corporation may, at the option of the
domestic corporation, be treated for the purpose of this chapter as a
domestic corporation.

(i) SUSPENSION OF RUNNING OF STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS.-If a
notice under section 272 (a) in respect of a deficiency for any tax-
able year is mailed to a corporation, the suspension of the running
of the statute of limitations, provided in section 277, shall apply in
the case of corporations with which such corporation made a con-
solidated return for such taxable year.

(j) RECEIVERrsm CASES.-If the common parent corporation of an
affiliated group making a consolidated return would, if filing a sepa-
rate return, be entitled to the benefits of section 13 (e), the affiliated
group shall be entitled to the benefits of such subsection. In all
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other cases the affiliated group making a consolidated return shall not
be entitled to the benefits of such subsection, regardless of the fact
that one or more of the corporations in the group are in bankruptcy
or in receivership.

(k) ALLOCATION OF INCOME AND DEDUCTIONS.-
For allocation of income and deductions of related trades or busi-

nesses, see section 45.
SEC. 142. FIDUCIARY RETURNS.

(a) REQUIREMENT OF RETURN.-Every fiduciary (except a
receiver appointed by authority of law in possession of part only of
the property of an individual) shall make under oath a return for
any of the following individuals, estates, or trusts for which he acts,
stating specifically the items of gross income thereof and the deduc-
tions and credits allowed under this chapter and such other informa-
tion for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this chapter
as the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary may by
regulations prescribe-

(1) Every individual having a net income for the taxable year
of $1,000 or over, if single, or if married and not living with hus-
band or wife;

(2) Every individual having a net income for the taxable year
of $2,500 or over, if married and living with husband or wife;

(3) Every individual having a gross income for the taxable
year of $5,000 or over, regardless of the amount of his net income;

(4) Every estate the net income of which for the taxable year
is $1,000 or over;

(5) Every trust the net income of which for the taxable year is
$100 or over;

(6) Every estate or trust the gross income of which for the
taxable year is $5,000 or over, regardless of the amount of the net
income; and

(7) Every estate or trust of which any beneficiary is a non-
resident alien.

(b) JOINT FIDUCIARIES.-Under such regulations as the Commis-
sioner with the approval of the Secretary may prescribe a return
made by one of two or more joint fiduciaries and filed in the office
of the collector of the district where such fiduciary resides shall be
sufficient compliance with the above requirement. Such fiduciary
shall make oath (1) that he has sufficient knowledge of the affairs of
the individual, estate, or trust for which the return is made to
enable him to make the return, and (2) that the return is, to the best
of his knowledge and belief, true and correct.

(c) LAW APPLICABLE TO FIDUCIARIES.-Any fiduciary required to
make a return under this chapter shall be subject to all the pro-
visions of law which apply to individuals.
SEC. 143. WITHHOLDING OF TAX AT SOURCE.

(a) TAX-FREE COVENANT BONDS.-
(1) REQUIREMENT OF WITHHOLDING.-In any case where bonds,

mortgages, or deeds of trust, or other similar obligations of a
corporation, issued before January 1, 1934, contain a contract or
provision by which the obligor agrees to pay any portion of the
tax imposed by this chapter upon the obligee, or to reimburse the
obligee for any portion of the tax, or to pay the interest without
deduction for any tax which the obligor may be required or per-
mitted to pay thereon, or to retain therefrom under any law of
the United States, the obligor shall deduct and withhold a tax
equal to 2 per centum of the interest upon such bonds, mortgages,
deeds of trust, or other obligations, whether such interest is pay-
able annually or at shorter or longer periods, if payable to an
individual, a partnership, or a foreign corporation not engaged
in trade or business within the United States and not having any
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office or place of business therein: Provided, That if the liability
assumed by the obligor does not exceed 2 per centum of the interest,
then the deduction and withholding shall be at the following rates:
(A) 10 per centum in the case of a nonresident alien individual
except that such rate shall be reduced, in the case of a resident

of a contiguous country, to such rate, not less than 5 per centum,
as may be provided by treaty with such country), or of any part-
nership not engaged in trade or business within the United States
and not having any office or place of business therein and composed
in whole or in part of nonresident aliens, (B) in the case ofsuch
a foreign corporation, 15 per centum, and (C) 2 per centum in the
case of other individuals and partnerships: Provided further, That
if the owners of such obligations are not known to the withholding
agent the Commissioner may authorize such deduction and with-
holding to be at the rate of 2 per centum, or, if the liability
assumed by the obligor does not exceed 2 per centum of the interest,
then at the rate of 10 per centum.

(2) BENEFIT OF CREDITS AGAINST NET INCOME.-Such deduction
and withholding shall not be required in the case of a citizen or
resident entitled to receive such interest, if he files with the with-
holding agent on or before February 1 a signed notice in writing
claiming the benefit of the credits provided in section 25 (b); nor
in the case of a nonresident alien individual if so provided for in
regulations prescribed by the Commissioner under section 215.

(3) INCOME OF OBLIGOR AND OBLIGEE.-The obligor shall not be
allowed a deduction for the payment of the tax imposed by this
chapter, or any other tax paid pursuant to the tax-free covenant
clause, nor shall such tax be included in the gross income of the
obligee.
(b) NONRESIDENT ALmUN.-All persons, in whatever capacity act-

ing, including lessees or mortgagors of real or personal property,
fiduciaries, employers, and all officers and employees of the United
States, having the control, receipt, custody, disposal, or payment of
interest (except interest on deposits with persons carrying on the
banking business paid to persons not engaged in business in the
United States and not having an office or place of business therein),
dividends, rent, salaries, wages, premiums, annuities, compensations,
remunerations, emoluments, or other fixed or determinable annual or
periodical gains, profits, and income (but only to the extent that
any of the above items constitutes gross income from sources within
the United States), of any nonresident alien individual, or of any
partnership not engaged in trade or business within the United
States and not having any office or place of business therein and
composed in whole or in part of nonresident aliens, shall (except in
the cases provided for in subsection (a) of this section and except as
otherwise provided in regulations prescribed by the Commissioner
under section 215) deduct and withhold from such annual or periodi-
cal gains, profits, and income a tax equal to 10 per centum thereof,
except that such rate shall be reduced, in the case of a nonresident alien
individual a resident of a contiguous country, to such rate (not less
than 5 per centum) as may be provided by treaty with such country:
Provided, That no such deduction or withholding shall be required
in the case of dividends paid by a foreign corporation unless (1)
such corporation is engaged in trade or business within the United
States or has an office or place of business therein, and (2) more than
85 per centum of the gross income of such corporation for the three-
year period ending with the close of its taxable year preceding the
declaration of such dividends (or for such part of such period as the
corporation has been in existence) was derived from sources within
the United States as determined under the provisions of section 119:
Provided further, That the Commissioner may authorize such tax
to be deducted and withheld from the interest upon any securities
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the owners of which are not known to the withholding agent. Under
regulations prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval of
the Secretary, there may be exempted from such deduction and
withholding the compensation for personal services of nonresident
alien individuals who enter and leave the United States at frequent
intervals.

(c) RETURN AND PAYMENT.-Every person required to deduct and
withhold any tax under this section shall make return thereof on or
before March 15 of each year and shall on or before June 15, in
lieu of the time prescribed in section 56, pay the tax to the official
of the United States Government authorized to receive it. Every
such person is hereby made liable for such tax and is hereby indem-
nified against the claims and demands of any person for the amount
of any payments made in accordance with the provisions of this
section.

(d) INcorE OF RECIPIENT.-Income upon which any tax is required
to be withheld at the source under this section shall be included in
the return of the recipient of such income, but any amount of tax
so withheld shall be credited against the amount of income tax as
computed in such return.

(e) TAX PAID BY RECIPIENT.-If any tax required under this section
to be deducted and withheld is paid by the recipient of the income, it
shall not be re-collected from the withholding agent; nor in cases
in which the tax is so paid shall any penalty be imposed upon or
collected from the recipient of the income or the withholding agent
for failure to return or pay the same, unless such failure was fraudu-
lent and for the purpose of evading payment.

(f) REFUNDS AND CREDITs.-Where there has been an overpay-
ment of tax under this section any refund or credit made under the
provisions of section 322 shall be made to the withholding agent
unless the amount of such tax was actually withheld by the with-
holding agent.

(g) CROSS REFERENCE.-
For definition of "withholding agent", see section 3797 (a) (16).

SEC. 144. PAYMENT OF CORPORATION INCOME TAX AT SOURCE.
In the case of foreign corporations subject to taxation under this

chapter not engaged in trade or business within the United States and
not having any office or place of business therein, there shall be de-
ducted and withheld at the source in the same manner and upon the
same items of income as is provided in section 143 a tax equal to 15 per
centum thereof, except that in the case of dividends the rate shall
be 10 per centum, and except that in the case of corporations organ-
ized under the laws of a contiguous country such rate of 10 per
centum with respect to dividends shall be reduced to such rate (not
less than 5 per centum) as may be provided by treaty with such
country; and such tax shall be returned and paid in the same manner
and subject to the same conditions as provided in that section:
Provided, That in the case of interest described in subsection (a)
of that section (relating to tax-free covenant bonds) the deduction
and withholding shall be at the rate specified in such subsection.
SEC. 145. PENALTIES.

(a) FAILURE TO FILE RETURNS, SUBMIT INFORMATION, OR PAY
TAx.-Any person required under this chapter to pay any tax, or
required by law or regulations made under authority thereof to
make a return, keep any records, or supply any information, for the
purposes of the computation, assessment, or collection of any tax
imposed by this chapter, who willfully fails to pay such tax, make
such return, keep such records, or supply such information, at the
time or times required by law or regulations, shall, in addition to
other penalties provided by law, be guilty of a misdemeanor and,
upon conviction thereof, be fined not more than $10,000, or imprisoned
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(e) TAX PAID BY RECIPIENT.—If any tax required under this section 
to be deducted and withheld is paid by the recipient of the income, it 
shall not be re-collected from the withholding agent; nor in cases 
in which the tax is so paid shall any penalty be imposed upon or 
collected from the recipient of the income or the withholding agent 
for failure to return or pay the same, unless such failure was fraudu-
lent and for the purpose of evadinc, payment. 

(f) REFUNDS AND CREDITS.—WFICre there has been an overpay-
ment of tax under this section any refund or credit made under the 
provisions of section 322 shall be made to the withholding agent 
unless the amount of such tax was actually withheld by the with-
holding agent. 

(g) CROSS REFERENCE.— 
For definition of "withholding agent", see section 3737 (a) (16). 

SEC. 144. PAYMENT OF CORPORATION INCOME TAX AT SOURCE. 
In the case of foreign corporations subject to taxation under this 

chapter not engaged in trade or business within the United States and 
not having any office or place of business therein, there shall be de-
ducted and withheld at the source in the same manner and upon the 
same items of income as is provided in section 143 a tax equal to 15 per 
centum thereof, except that in the case of dividends the rate shall 
be 10 per centum, and except that in the case of corporations organ-
ized under the laws of a contiguous country such rate of 10 per 
centum with respect to dividends shall be reduced to such rate (not 
less than 5 per centum) as may be provided by treaty with such 
country; and such tax shall be returned and paid in the same manner 
and subject to the same conditions as provided in that section: 
Provided, That in the case of interest described in subsection (a) 
of that section (relating to tax-free covenant bonds) the deduction 
and withholding shall be at the rate specified in such subsection. 
SEC. 145. PENALTIES. 

(a) FAFLURE TO FILE RETURNS, SUBMIT INFORMATION, OR PAY 
TAX.—Any person required under this chapter to pay any tax, or 
required by law or regulations made under authority thereof to 
make a return, keep any records, or supply any information, for the 
purposes of the computation, assessment, or collection of any tax 
imposed by this chapter, who willfully fails to pay such tax, make 
such return, keep such records, or supply such information, at the 
time or times required by law or regulations, shall, in addition to 
other penalties provided by law, be guilty of a misdemeanor and, 
upon conviction thereof, be fined not more than $10,000, or imprisoned 



for not more than one year, or both, together with the costs of
prosecution.

(b) FAILURE TO COLLECT AND PAY OVER TAX, OR ATTEMPT TO DEFEAT

OR EVADE TAx.-Any person required under this chapter to collect,
account for, and pay over any tax imposed by this chapter, who will-
fully fails to collect or truthfully account for and pay over such tax,
and any person who willfully attempts in any manner to evade or
defeat any tax imposed by this chapter or the payment thereof, shall,
in addition to other penalties provided by law, be guilty of a felony
and, upon conviction thereof, be fined not more than $10,000, or
imprisoned for not more than five years, or both, together with the
costs of prosecution.

(c) PERSON DEFINED.-The term "person" as used in this section
includes an officer or employee of a corporation or a member or
employee of a partnership, who as such officer, employee, or member
is under a duty to perform the act in respect of which the violation
occurs.

(d) CRoss REFERENCE.-
For penalties for failure to file information returns with respect to

foreign personal holding companies and foreign corporations, see sec-
tion 340.

SEC. 146. CLOSING BY COMMISSIONER OF TAXABLE YEAR.
(a) TAX IN JEOPARDY.-

(1) DEPARTURE OF TAXPAYER OR REMOVAL OF PROPERTY FROM UNITED

STATES.-If the Commissioner finds that a taxpayer designs quickly
to depart from the United States or to remove his property there-
from, or to conceal himself or his property therein, or to do any
other act tending to prejudice or to render wholly or partly ineffec-
tual proceedings to collect the tax for the taxable year then last
past or the taxable year then current unless such proceedings be
brought without delay, the Commissioner shall declare the taxable
period for such taxpayer immediately terminated and shall cause
notice of such finding and declaration to be given the taxpayer,
together with a demand for immediate payment of the tax for the
taxable period so declared terminated and of the tax for the pre-
ceding taxable year or so much of such tax as is unpaid, whether or
not the time otherwise allowed by law for filing return and paying
the tax has expired; and such taxes shall thereupon become immedi-
ately due and payable. In any proceeding in court brought to
enforce payment of taxes made due and payable by virtue of the
provisions of this section the finding of the Commissioner, made as
herein provided, whether made after notice to the taxpayer or not,
shall be for all purposes presumptive evidence of the taxpayer's
design.

(2) CORPORATION IN LIQUIDATION.-If the Commissioner finds that
the collection of the tax of a corporation for the current or last
preceding taxable year will be jeopardized by the distribution of
all or a portion of the assets of such corporation in the liquidation
of the whole or any part of its capital stock, the Commissioner shall
declare the taxable period for such taxpayer immediately termi-
nated and shall cause notice of such finding and declaration to be
given the taxpayer, together with a demand for immediate payment
of the tax for the taxable period so declared terminated and of the
tax for the last preceding taxable year or so much of such tax as is
unpaid, whether or not the time otherwise allowed by law for
filing return and paying the tax has expired; and such taxes shall
thereupon become immediately due and payable.
(b) SECURTrr FOR PAYENT.--A taxpayer who is not in default in

making any return or paying income, war-profits, or excess-profits
tax under any Act of Congress may furnish to the United States,
under regulations to be prescribed by the Commissioner, with the
approval of the Secretary, security approved by the Commissioner
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that he will duly make the return next thereafter required to be
filed and pay the tax next thereafter required to be paid. The Com-
missioner may approve and accept in like manner security for return
and payment of taxes made due and payable by virtue of the pro-
visions of this section, provided the taxpayer has paid in full all
other income, war-profits, or excess-profits taxes due from him under
any Act of Congress.

(c) SAME-EXEMPTION FROM SECTION.-If security is approved
and accepted pursuant to the provisions of this section and such
further or other security with respect to the tax or taxes covered
thereby is given as the Commissioner shall from time to time find
necessary and require, payment of such taxes shall not be enforced
by any proceedings under the provisions of this section prior to the
expiration of the time otherwise allowed for paying such respective
taxes.

(d) CITIZENS.-In the case of a citizen of the United States or
of a possession of the United States about to depart from the United
States the Commissioner may, at his discretion, waive any or all of
the requirements placed on the taxpayer by this section.

(e) DEPARTURE OF ALIEN.-No alien shall depart from the United
States unless he first procures from the collector or agent in charge
a certificate that he has complied with all the obligations imposed
upon him by the income, war-profits, and excess-profits tax laws.

(f) ADDITION TO TAX.-If a taxpayer violates or attempts to
violate this section there shall, in addition to all other penalties, be
added as part of the tax 25 per centum of the total amount of the
tax or deficiency in the tax, together with interest at the rate of 6
per centum per annum from the time the tax became due.

SEC. 147. INFORMATION AT SOURCE.
(a) PAYMENTS OF $1,000 OR MORE.-All persons, in whatever

capacity acting, including lessees or mortgagors of real or personal
property, fiduciaries, and employers, making payment to another
person, of interest, rent, salaries, wages, premiums, annuities, com-
pensations, remunerations, emoluments, or other fixed or determin-
able gains, profits, and income (other than payments described in
section 148 (a) or 149), of $1,000 or more in any taxable year, or,
in the case of such payments made by the United States, the officers
or employees of the United States having information as to such
paymen'ts and required to make returns in regard thereto by the
regulations hereinafter provided for, shall render a true and accu-
rate return to the Commissioner, under such regulations and in such
form and manner and to such extent as may be prescribed by him
with the approval of the Secretary, setting forth the amount of such
gains, profits, and income, and the name and address of the recipient
of such payment.

(b) RETURNS REGARDLESS OF AMOUNT OF PAYMENT.-Such returns
may be required, regardless of amounts, (1) in the case of payments
of interest upon bonds, mortgages, deeds of trust, or other similar
obligations of corporations, and (2) in the case of collections of
items (not payable in the United States) of interest upon the bonds
of foreign countries and interest upon the bonds of and dividends
from foreign corporations by persons undertaking as a matter of
business or for profit the collection of foreign payments of such
interest or dividends by means of coupons, checks, or bills of
exchange.

(c) RECIPIENT TO FURNISH NAME AND ADDRES.-When necessary
to make effective the provisions of this section the name and address
of the recipient of income shall be furnished upon demand of the
person paying the income.

(d) OBLIGATIONS OF UNITED STATES.-The provisions of this sec-
tion shall not apply to the payment of interest on obligations of the
United States.
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SEC. 148. INFORMATION BY CORPORATIONS.

(a) DIVIDEND PAYMENTS.-Every corporation shall, when required
by the Commissioner, render a correct return, duly verified under
oath, of its payments of dividends, stating the name and address
of each shareholder, the number of shares owned by him, and the
amount of dividends paid to him.

(b) PROFITS DECLARED AS DIVIDENDS.-Every corporation shall
when required by the Commissioner, furnish him a statement of
such facts as will enable him to determine the portion of the earn-
ings or profits of the corporation (including gains, profits, and
income not taxed) accumulated during such periods as the Com-
missioner may specify, which have been distributed or ordered to
be distributed, respectively, to its shareholders during such taxable
years as the Commissioner may specify.

(c) ACCUMULATED EARNINGS AND PROFITS.-When requested by the
Commissioner, or any collector, every corporation shall forward to
him a correct statement of accumulated earnings and profits and
the names and addresses of the individuals or shareholders who
would be entitled to the same if divided or distributed, and of the
amounts that would be payable to each.

(d) CONTEMPLATED DISSOLUTION OR LIQUIDATION.-Every corpora-
tion shall, within thirty days after the adoption by the corporation
of a resolution or plan for the dissolution of the corporation or for
the liquidation of the whole or any part of its capital stock, render a
correct return to the Commissioner, verified under oath, setting forth
the terms of such resolution or plan and such other information as
the Commissioner shall, with the approval of the Secretary, by regu-
lations prescribe.

(e) DISTRIBUTIONS IN LIQUDATION.-Every corporation shall, when
required by the Commissioner, render a correct return, duly verified
under oath, of its distributions in liquidation, stating the name and
address of each shareholder, the number and class of shares owned
by him, and the amount paid to him or, if the distribution is in prop-
erty other than money, the fair market value (as of the date the dis-
tribution is made) of the property distributed to him.

(f) COMPENSATION OF OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES.-Under regula-
tions prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the Sec-
retary, every corporation subject to taxation under this chapter
shall, in its return, submit a list of the names of all officers and
employees of such corporation and the respective amounts paid to
them during the taxable year of the corporation by the corporation
as salary, commission, bonus, or other compensation for personal serv-
ices rendered, if the aggregate amount so paid to the individual is in
excess of $75,000.

The Secretary shall compile from the returns made a list containing
the names of, and the amounts paid to, each such officer and employee
and the name of the paying corporation, and shall make such list
available to the public.
SEC. 149. RETURNS OF BROKERS.

Every person doing business as a broker shall, when required by
the Commissioner, render a correct return duly verified under oath,
under such rules and regulations as the Commissioner, with the
approval of the Secretary, may prescribe, showing the names of cus-
tomers for whom such person has transacted any business, with such
details as to the profits, losses, or other information which the Com-
missioner may require, as to each of such customers, as will enable
the Commissioner to determine whether all income tax due on profits
or gains of such customers has been paid.
SEC. 150. COLLECTION OF FOREIGN ITEMS.

All persons undertaking as a matter of business or for profit the
collection of foreign payments of interest or dividends by means of
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coupons, checks, or bills of exchange shall obtain a license from the
Commissioner and shall be subject to such regulations enabling the
Government to obtain the information required under this chapter
as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, shall pre-
scribe; and whoever knowingly undertakes to collect such payments
without having obtained a license therefor, or without complying
with such regulations, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and shall
be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned for not more than one
year, or both.
SEC. 151. FOREIGN PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANIES.

For information returns by officers, directors, and large share-
holders, with respect to foreign personal holding companies, see sections
338, 339, and 340.

For information returns by attorneys, accountants, and so forth, as to
formation, and so forth, of foreign corporations, see section 3604.

Supplement E-Estates and Trusts

SEC. 161. IMPOSITION OF TAX.
(a) APPLICATION OF TAx.-The taxes imposed by this chapter upon

individuals shall apply to the income of estates or of any kind of
property held in trust, including-

(1) Income accumulated in trust for the benefit of unborn or
unascertained persons or persons with contingent interests, and in-
come accumulated or held for future distribution under the terms
of the will or trust;

(2) Income which is to be distributed currently by the fiduciary
to the beneficiaries, and income collected by a guardian of an in-
fant which is to be held or distributed as the court may direct;

(3) Income received by estates of deceased persons during the
period of administration or settlement of the estate; and

(4) Income which, in the discretion of the fiduciary, may be
either distributed to the beneficiaries or accumulated.
(b) CoMPrTATION AND PAYMENT.-The tax shall be computed

upon the net income of the estate or trust, and shall be paid by the
fiduciary, except as provided in section 166 (relating to revocable
trusts) and section 167 (relating to income for benefit of the gran-
tor).

(c) CRoss REFERENCE.-
For return made by beneficiary, see section 142.

SEC. 162. NET INCOME.
The net income of the estate or trust shall be computed in the same

manner and on the same basis as in the case of an individual, except
that-

(a) There shall be allowed as a deduction (in lieu of the deduc-
tion for charitable, etc., contributions authorized by section 23 (o))
any part of the gross income, without limitation, which pursuant to
the terms of the will or deed creating the trust, is during the taxable
year paid or permanently set aside for the purposes and in the
manner specified in section 23 (o), or is to be used exclusively for
religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational purposes,
or for the prevention of cruelty to children or animals, or for the
establishment, acquisition, maintenance or operation of a public
cemetery not operated for profit;

(b) There shall be allowed as an additional deduction in com-
puting the net income of the estate or trust the amount of the income
of the estate or trust for its taxable year which is to be distributed
currently by the fiduciary to the beneficiaries, and the amount of the
income collected by a guardian of an infant which is to be held or
distributed as the court may direct, but the amount so allowed as a
deduction shall be included in computing the net income of the
beneficiaries whether distributed to them or not. Any amount al-
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lowed as a deduction under this paragraph shall not be allowed as a
deduction under subsection (c) of this section in the same or any
succeeding taxable year;

(c) In the case of income received by estates of deceased persons
during the period of administration or settlement of the estate, and
in the case of income which, in the discretion of the fiduciary, may
be either distributed to the beneficiary or accumulated, there shall
be allowed as an additional deduction in computing the net income
of the estate or trust the amount of the income of the estate or trust
for its taxable year, which is properly paid or credited during such
year to any legatee, heir, or beneficiary, but the amount so allowed
as a deduction shall be included in computing the net income of
the legatee, heir, or beneficiary.
SEC. 163. CREDITS AGAINST NET INCOME.

(a) CREDITS OF ESTATE OR TRUST.-
(1) For the purpose of the normal tax and the surtax an estate

shall be allowed the same personal exemption as is allowed to a
single person under section 25 (b) (1), and a trust shall be allowed
(in lieu of the personal exemption under section 25 (b) (1)) a
credit of $100 against net income.

(2) If no part of the income of the estate or trust is included
in computing the net income of any legatee, heir, or beneficiary,
then the estate or trust shall be allowed the same credits against
net income for interest as are allowed by section 25 (a).
(b) CREDITS OF BENEFIIARY.-If any part of the income of an

estate or trust is included in computing the net income of any legatee,
heir, or beneficiary, such legatee, heir, or beneficiary shall, for the
purpose of the normal tax, be allowed as credits against net income,
in addition to the credits allowed to him under section 25, his pro-
portionate share of such amounts of interest specified in section
25 (a) as are, under this Supplement, required to be included in
computing his net income. Any remaining portion of such amounts
specified in section 25 (a) shall, for the purpose of the normal tax,
be allowed as credits to the estate or trust.
SEC. 164. DIFFERENT TAXABLE YEARS.

If the taxable year of a beneficiary is different from that of the
estate or trust, the amount which he is required, under section 162
(b), to include in computing his net income, shall be based upon
the income of the estate or trust for any taxable year of the estate
or trust (whether beginning on, before, or after January 1, 1939)
ending within or with his taxable year.
SEC. 165. EMPLOYEES' TRUSTS.

A trust forming part of a stock bonus, pension, or profit-sharing
plan of an employer for the exclusive benefit of some or all of his
employees-

(1) if contributions are made to the trust by such employer, or
employees, or both, for the purpose of distributing to such em-
ployees the earnings and principal of the fund accumulated by the
trust in accordance with such plan, and

(2) if under the trust instrument it is impossible, at any time
prior to the satisfaction of all liabilities with respect to employees
under the trust, for any part of the corpus or income to be (within
the taxable year or thereafter) used for, or diverted to, purposes
other than for the exclusive benefit of his employees,

shall not be taxable under section 161, but the amount actually dis-
tributed or made available to any distributee shall be taxable to him
in the year in which so distributed or made available to the extent that
it exceeds the amounts paid in by him. Such distributees shall for
the purpose of the normal tax be allowed as credits against net
income such part of the amount so distributed or made available as
represents the items of interest specified in section 25 (a).
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(2) if under the trust instrument it is impossible, at any time 
prior to the satisfaction of all liabilities with respect to employees 
under the trust, for any part of the corpus or income to be (within 
the taxable year or thereafter) used for, or diverted to, purposes 
other than for the exclusive benefit of his employees, 

shall not be taxable under section 161, but the amount actually dis-
tributed or made available to any distributee shall be taxable to him 
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it exceeds the amounts paid in by him. Such distributees shall for 
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SEC. 166. REVOCABLE TRUSTS.

Where at any time the power to revest in the grantor title to any
part of the corpus of the trust is vested-

(1) in the grantor, either alone or in conjunction with any per-
son not having a substantial adverse interest in the disposition of
such part of the corpus or the income therefrom, or

(2) in any person not having a substantial adverse interest in
the disposition of such part of the corpus or the income therefrom,

then the income of such part of the trust shall be included in com-
puting the net income of the grantor.
SEC. 167. INCOME FOR BENEFIT OF GRANTOR.

(a) Where any part of the income of a trust-
(1) is, or in the discretion of the grantor or of any person not

having a substantial adverse interest in the disposition of such part
of the income may be, held or accumulated for future distribution
to the grantor; or

(2) may, in the discretion of the grantor or of any person not
having a substantial adverse interest in the disposition of such
part of the income, be distributed to the grantor; or

(3) is, or in the discretion of the grantor or of any person not
having a substantial adverse interest in the disposition of such
part of the income may be, applied to the payment of premiums
upon policies of insurance on the life of the grantor (except poli-
cies of insurance irrevocably payable for the purposes and in the
manner specified in section 23 (o), relating to the so-called "chari-
table contribution" deduction);

then such part of the income of the trust shall be included in com-
puting the net income of the grantor.

(b) As used in this section the term "in the discretion of the
grantor" means "in the discretion of the grantor, either alone or in
conjunction with any person not having a substantial adverse interest
in the disposition of the part of the income in question."

SEC. 168. TAXES OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES AND POSSESSIONS OF
UNITED STATES.

The amount of income, war-profits, and excess-profits taxes imposed
by foreign countries or possessions of the United States shall be
allowed as credit against the tax of the beneficiary of an estate or
trust to the extent plovided in section 131.

SEC. 169. COMMON TRUST FUNDS.
(a) DEFINITIONS.-The term "common trust fund" means a fund

maintained by a bank (as defined in section 104)-
(1) exclusively for the collective investment and reinvestment

of moneys contributed thereto by the bank in its capacity as a
trustee, executor, administrator, or guardian; and

(2) in conformity with the rules and regulations, prevailing
from time to time, of the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System pertaining to the collective investment of trust
funds by national banks.
(b) TAXATION OF COMMON TRUST FUNDS.-A common trust fund

shall not be subject to taxation under this chapter, subchapters A or B
of chapter 2, or section 105 or 106 of the Revenue Act of 1935, 49 Stat.
1017, 1019, or chapter 6 and for the purposes of such chapters and
subchapters shall not be considered a corporation.

(c) INCOME OF PARTICIPANTS IN FUND.-
(1) INCLUSIONS IN NET INCOME.-Each participant in the com-

mon trust fund in computing its net income shall include, whether
or not distributed and whether or not distributable-

(A) As a part of its short-term capital gains or losses, its
proportionate share of the net short-term capital gain or loss of
the common trust fund;
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(B) As a part of its long-term capital gains or losses, its
proportionate share of the net long-term capital gain or loss
of the common trust fund;

(C) Its proportionate share of the ordinary net income or
the ordinary net loss of the common trust fund, computed as
provided in subsection (d).
(2) CREDIT FOR PARTIALLY EXEMPT INTEREST.-The proportion-

ate share of each participant in the amount of interest specified
in section 25 (a) received by the common trust fund shall for
the purposes of this Supplement be considered as having been
received by such participant as such interest.
(d) COMPUTATION OF COMMON TRUST FUND INcoME.-The net

income of the common trust fund shall be computed in the same
manner and on the same basis as in the case of an individual, except
that-

(1) There shall be segregated the short-term capital gains and
losses and the long-term capital gains and losses, and the net
short-term capital gain or loss and the net long-term capital gain
or loss shall be computed;

(2) After excluding all items of either short-term or long-
term capital gain or loss, there shall be computed-

(A) An ordinary net income which shall consist of the excess
of the gross income over the deductions; or

(B) An ordinary net loss which shall consist of the excess of
the deductions over the gross income;
(3) The so-called "charitable contribution" deduction allowed

by section 23 (o) shall not be allowed.
(e) ADMISSION AND WITHDRAWAL-NO gain or loss shall be realized

by the common trust fund by the admission or withdrawal of a
participant. The withdrawal of any participating interest by a par-
ticipant shall be treated as a sale or exchange of such interest by the
participant.

(f) RETURNS BY BANK.-Every bank (as defined in section 104)
maintaining a common trust fund shall make a return under oath for
each taxable year, stating specifically, with respect to such fund, the
items of gross income and the deductions allowed by this chapter, and
shall include in the return the names and addresses of the participants
who would be entitled to share in the net income if distributed and
the amount of the proportionate share of each participant. The
return shall be sworn to as in the case of a return filed by the bank
under section 52.

(g) DIFFERENT TAXABLE YEARS OF COMMON TRUST FUND AND

PARTICIPANT.-If the taxable year of the common trust fund is differ-
ent from that of a participant, the inclusions with respect to the net
income of the common trust fund, in computing the net income of the
participant for its taxable year shall be based upon the net income
of the common trust fund for any taxable year of the common trust
fund (whether beginning on, before, or after January 1, 1939) ending
within or with the taxable year of the participant.

Supplement F-Partnerships

SEC. 181. PARTNERSHIP NOT TAXABLE.
Individuals carrying on business in partnership shall be liable for

income tax only in their individual capacity.
SEC. 182. TAX OF PARTNERS.

In computing the net income of each partner, he shall include,
whether or not distribution is made to him-

(a) As a part of his short-term capital gains or losses, his dis-
tributive share of the net short-term capital gain or loss of the
partnership.
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(b) As a part of his long-term capital gains or losses, his distribu-

tive share of the net long-term capital gain or loss of the partnership.
(c) His distributive share of the ordinary net income or the ordi-

nary net loss of the partnership, computed as provided in section
183 (b).

SEC. 183. COMPUTATION OF PARTNERSHIP INCOME.
(a) GENERAL RuLE.-The net income of the partnership shall be

computed in the same manner and on the same basis as in the case of

an individual, except as provided in subsections (b) and (c).
(b) SEGREGATION OF ITEMS.-

(1) CAPITAL GAINS AND LossEs.-There shall be segregated the

short-term capital gains and losses and the long-term capital gains
and losses, and the net short-term capital gain or loss and the net
long-term capital gain or loss shall be computed.

(2) ORDINARY NET INCOME OR Loss.-After excluding all items

of either short-term or long-term capital gain or loss, there shall be
computed-

(A) An ordinary net income which shall consist of the excess
of the gross income over the deductions; or

(B) An ordinary net loss which shall consist of the excess of
the deductions over the gross income.

(c) CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS.-In computing the net income of

the partnership the so-called "charitable contribution" deduction
allowed by section 23 (o) shall not be allowed; but each partner

shall be considered as having made payment, within his taxable
year, of his distributive portion of any contribution or gift, pay-
ment of which was made by the partnership within its taxable year,
of the character which would be allowed to the partnership as a
deduction under such section if this subsection had not been enacted.

SEC. 184. CREDITS AGAINST NET INCOME.
The partner shall, for the purpose of the normal tax, be allowed

as a credit against his net income, in addition to the credits allowed
to him under section 25, his proportionate share of such amounts
(not in excess of the net income of the partnership) of interest
specified in section 25 (a) as are received by the partnership.

SEC. 185. EARNED INCOME.
In the case of the members of a partnership the proper part of

each share of the net income which consists of earned income shall
be determined under rules and regulations to be prescribed by the
Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary and shall be sepa-
rately shown in the return of the partnership.

SEC. 186. TAXES OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES AND POSSESSIONS OF
UNITED STATES.

The amount of income, war-profits, and excess-profits taxes imposed
by foreign countries or possessions of the United States shall be
allowed as a credit against the tax of the member of a partnership
to the extent provided in section 131.

SEC. 187. PARTNERSHIP RETURNS.
Every partnership shall make a return for each taxable year, stat-

ing specifically the items of its gross income and the deductions
allowed by this chapter and such other information for the purpose
of carrying out the provisions of this chapter as the Commissioner
with the approval of the Secretary may by regulations prescribe, and
shall include in the return the names and addresses of the individuals
who would be entitled to share in the net income if distributed and
the amount of the distributive share of each individual. The return
shall be sworn to by any one of the partners.
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SEC. 188. DIFFERENT TAXABLE YEARS OF PARTNER AND PARTNER-

SHIP.
If the taxable year of a partner is different from that of the part-

nership, the inclusions with respect to the net income of the partner-
ship, in computing the net income of the partner for his taxable year,
shall be based upon the net income of the partnership for any taxable
year of the partnership (whether beginning on, before, or after
January 1, 1939) ending within or with the taxable year of the
partner.

Supplement G-Insurance Companies

SEC. 201. TAX ON LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES.
(a) DEINr moN.-When used in this chapter the term "life insur-

ance company" means an insurance company engaged in the business
of issuing life insurance and annuity contracts (including contracts of
combined life, health, and accident insurance), the reserve funds
of which held for the fulfillment of such contracts comprise more
than 50 per centum of its total reserve funds.

(b) IMPOSITION OF TAX.-
(1) IN GENERAL.-In lieu of the tax imposed by sections 13 and

14, there shall be levied, collected, and paid for each taxable year
upon the special class net income of every life insurance company
a tax of 161/2 per centum of the amount thereof.

(2) SPECIAL CLASS NET INCOME OF FOREIGN LI INSURANCE COM-
PANIEs.-In the case of a foreign life insurance company, the special
class net income shall be an amount which bears the same ratio to
the special class net income, computed without regard to this para-
graph, as the reserve funds required by law and held by it at the
end of the taxable year upon business transacted within the United
States bear to the reserve funds held by it at the end of the taxable
year upon all business transacted.

(3) No UNITED STATES INSURANCE BUSINESS.-Foreign life insur-
ance companies not carrying on an insurance business within the
United States and holding no reserve funds upon business trans-
acted witithi e United States, shall not be taxable under this
section but shall be taxable as other foreign corporations.

SEC. 202. GROSS INCOME OF LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES.
(a) GRoss INCOME DEFINJ).-

(1) IN GENERAL.-In the case of a life insurance company the
term "gross income" means the gross amount of income received
during the taxable year from interest, dividends, and rents.

(2) CRoss REFERENCE.-

For inclusion in computation of tax of amount specified in share-
holder's consent, see section 28.

(b) RESERVE FUNDS REQUIRED BY LAW, DEFINED.-The term "reserve
funds required by law" includes, in the case of assessment insurance,
sums actually deposited by any company or association with State or
Territorial officers pursuant to law as guaranty or reserve funds, aid
any funds maintained under the charter or articles of incorporation of
the company or association exclusively for the payment of claims
arising under certificates of membership or policies issued upon the
assessment plan and not subject to any other use.
SEC. 203. NET INCOME OF LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES.

(a) GENERAL RULE.-In the case of a life insurance company the
term "net income" means the gross income less-

(1) TAX-FREE INTEREr.-The amount of interest received during
the taxable year which under section 22 (b) (4) is excluded from
gross income;
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(b) IMPOSITION OF TAX.— 
(1) IN GENERAL.—In lieu of the tax imposed by sections 13 and 

14, there shall be levied, collected, and paid for each taxable year 
upon the special class net income of every life insurance company 
a tax of 161/2 per centtim of the amount thereof. 

(2) SPECIAL CLASS NET INCOME OF FOREIGN LIFE INSURANCE COM-
PANIES.—In the case of a foreign life insurance company, the special 
class net income shall be an amount which bears the same ratio to 
the special class net income, computed without regard to this para-
graph, as the reserve funds required by law and held by it at the 
end of the taxable year upon business transacted within the United 
States bear to the reserve funds held by it at the end of the taxable 
year upon all business transacted. 

(3) No UNITED STATES INSURANCE nusiNEss.—Foreign life insur-
ance companies not carrying on an insurance business within the 
United States and holding: no reserve funds upon business trans-
acted within the United States, shall not be taxable under this 
section but shall be taxable as other foreign corporations. 

SEC. 202. GROSS INCOME OF LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES. 
(a) GROSS INCOME DEFINED.— 

(1) IN GENERAL.—In the case of a life insurance company the 
term "gross income" means the gross amount of income received 
during the taxable year from interest, dividends, and rents. 

(2) CROSS REFERENCE.— 
For inclusion in computation of tax of amount specified in share-

holder's consent, see section 28. 

(b) RESERVE FUNDS REQITIRED BY LAW, DEFINED.--The term "reserve 
funds required by law" includes, in the case of assessment insurance, 
sums actually deposited by any company or association with State or 
Territorial officers pursuant to law as guaranty or reserve funds, arid 
any funds maintained under the charter or articles of incorporation of 
the company or association exclusively for the payment of claims 
arising under certificates of membership or policies issued upon the 
assessment plan and not subject to any other use. 

SEC. 203. NET INCOME OF LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES. 

(a) GENERAL RULE.—In the case of a life insurance company the 
term "net income" means the gross income less— 

(1) TAX-FREE nrrEuEsr.—The amount of interest received during 
the taxable year which under section 22 (b) (4) is excluded from 
gross income; 
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(2) RESERVE FUNDs.-An amount equal to 4 per centum of the
mean of the reserve funds required by law and held at the be-
ginning and end of the taxable year, except that in the case
of any such reserve fund which is computed at a lower interest
assumption rate, the rate of 33/4 per centum shall be substituted
for 4 per centum. Life insurance companies issuing policies
covering life, health, and accident insurance combined in one policy
issued on the weekly premium payment plan, continuing for life
and not subject to cancellation, shall be allowed, in addition to the
above, a deduction of 3/4 per centum of the mean of such reserve
funds (not required by law) held at the beginning and end of the
taxable year, as the Commissioner finds to be necessary for the
protection of the holders of such policies only;

(3) RESERVE FOR DIVIDENDS.-An amount equal to 2 per centum

of any sums held at the end of the taxable year as a reserve for
dividends (other than dividends payable during the year follow-
ing the taxable year) the payment of which is deferred for a
period of not less than five years from the date of the policy
contract;

(4) INVESTMENT ExPENSES.-Investment expenses paid during

the taxable year: Provided, That if any general expenses are in
part assigned to or included in the investment expenses, the total
deduction under this paragraph shall not exceed one-fourth of 1
per centum of the book value of the mean of the invested assets
held at the beginning and end of the taxable year;

(5) REAL ESTATE EXPENSES.-Taxes and other expenses paid dur-
ing the taxable year exclusively upon or with respect to the real
estate owned by the company, not including taxes assessed against
local benefits of a kind tending to increase the value of the prop-
erty assessed, and not including any amount paid out for new
buildings, or for permanent improvements or betterments made to
increase the value of any property. The deduction allowed by this
paragraph shall be allowed in the case of taxes imposed upon a
shareholder of a company upon his interest as shareholder, which
are paid by the company without reimbursement from the share-
holder, but in such cases no deduction shall be allowed the share-
holder for the amount of such taxes;

(6) DEPRECIATION.-A reasonable allowance, as provided in sec-
tion 23 (1), for the exhaustion, wear and tear of property, including
a reasonable allowance for obsolescence; and

(7) INTE}lEST.-All interest paid within the taxable year on its
indebtedness, except on indebtedness incurred or continued to pur-
chase or carry obligations (other than obligations of the United
States issued after September 24, 1917, and originally subscribed
for by the taxpayer) the interest upon which is wholly exempt
from taxation under this chapter.
(b) RENTAL VALUE OF REAL ESTATE.-The deduction under sub-

section (a) (5) or (6) of this section on account of any real estate
owned and occupied in whole or in part by a life insurance company,
shall be limited to an amount which bears the same ratio to such
deduction (computed without regard to this subsection) as the rental
value of the space not so occupied bears to the rental value of the
entire property.
SEC. 204. INSURANCE COMPANIES OTHER THAN LIFE OR MUTUAL

(a) IMPOSITION oF TAX.-
(1) IN GENERAL.-In lieu of the tax imposed by sections 13 and

14, there shall be levied, collected, and paid for each taxable year
upon the special class net income of every insurance company
(other than a life or mutual insurance company) a tax of 161/2 per
centum of the amount thereof.

(2) SPECIAL CLASS NET INCOME OF FOREIGN COMPANIES.-In the case

of a foreign insurance company (other than a life or mutual in-
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(2) RESERVE FUNDS.—An amount equal to 4 per centum of the 
mean of the reserve funds required by law and held. at the be-
ginning and end of the taxable. year, except that in the case 
of any such reserve fund which is computed at a lower interest 
assumption rate, the rate of 33/4 per centum shall be. substituted 
for 4 per centum. Life insurance companies issuing policies 
covering life, health, and accident insurance combined in one policy 
issued on the weekly premium payment plan, continuing for life 
and not subject to cancellation, shall be allowed, in addition to the 
above, a deduction of 33/4 per centum of the mean of such reserve 
funds (not required by law) held at the beginning and end of the 
taxable year, as the Commissioner finds to be necessary for the 
protection of the holders of such policies only; 

(3) RESERVE FOR DIVIDENDS.—An amount equal to 2 per centum 
of any sums held at the end of the taxable year as a reserve for 
dividends (other than dividends payable during the year follow-
ing the taxable year) the payment of which is deferred for a 
period of not less than five years from the date of the policy 
contract; 

(4) INVESTMENT EXPENSES.—Investment expenses paid during 
the taxable year: Provided, That if any general expenses are in 
part assigned to or included in the investment expenses, the total 
deduction under this paragraph shall not exceed one-fourth of 1 
per centum of the book value of the mean of the invested assets 
held at the beginning and end of the taxable year; 

(5) REAL ESTATE EXPENSES.—Taxes and other expenses paid dur-
ing the taxable year exclusively upon or with respect to the real 
estate owned by the company, not including taxes assessed against 
local benefits of a kind tending to increase the value of the prop-
erty assessed, and not including any amount paid out for new 
buildings, or for permanent improvements or betterments made to 
increase the value of any property. The deduction allowed by this 
paragraph shall be allowed in the case of taxes imposed upon a 
shareholder of a company upon his interest as shareholder, which 
are paid by the company without reimbursement from the share-
holder, but in such cases no deduction shall be allowed the share-
holder for the amount of such taxes; 

(6) DEritEciATiox.—A reasonable allowance? as provided in sec-
tion 23 (1), for the exhaustion, wear and tear of property, including 
a reasonable allowance for obsolescence; and 

(7) INTEREgr.—All interest paid within the taxable year on its 
indebtedness, except on indebtedness incurred or continued to pur-
chase or carry obligations (other than obligations of the United 
States issued after September 24, 1917, and originally subscribed 
for by the taxpayer) the interest upon which is wholly exempt 
from taxation under this chapter. 
(b) RENTAL VALUE OF REAL ESTATE.—The deduction under sub-

section (a) (5) or (6) of this section on account of any real estate 
owned and occupied in whole or in part by a life insurance company, 
shall be limited to an amount which bears the same ratio to such 
deduction (computed without regard to this subsection) as the rental 
value of the space not so occupied bears to the rental value of the 
entire property. 
SEC. 204. INSURANCE COMPANIES OTHER THAN LIFE OR MUTUAL 

(a) IMPOSITION OF TAX.— 
(1) IN GENERAL.—In lieu of the tax imposed by sections 13 and 

14, there shall be levied, collected, and paid for each taxable year 
upon the special class net income of every insurance company 
(other than a life or mutual insurance company) a tax of 161/2 per 
centum of the amount thereof. 

(2) SPECIAL CLASS NET INCOME OF FOREIGN COMPANIES.—In the case 
of a foreign insurance company (other than a life or mutual in-
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surance company), the special class net income shall be the net
income from sources within the United States minus the sum of-

(A) INTEREST ON OBLIGATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES AND ITS

INSTRUMENTALTmES.-The credit provided in section 26 (a).
(B) DIVIDENDs RECErIED.-The credit provided in section

26 (b).
(3) No UNITED STATES INSURANCE BUSINESS.-Foreign insurance

companies not carrying on an insurance business within the United
States shall not be taxable under this section but shall be taxable
as other foreign corporations.
(b) DEFINITION OF INCOME, ETC.-In the case of an insurance com-

pany subject to the tax imposed by this section-
(1) GROSS INCOME.-"Gross income" means the sum of (A) the

combined gross amount earned during the taxable year, from
investment income and from underwriting income as provided
in this subsection, computed on the basis of the underwriting and
investment exhibit of the annual statement approved by the
National Convention of Insurance Commissioners, and (B) gain
during the taxable year from the sale or other disposition of
property, and (C) all other items constituting gross income under
section 22;

(2) NET INCOME.-"Net income" means the gross income as
defined in paragraph (1) of this subsection less the deductions
allowed by subsection (c) of this section;

(3) INVESTMrENT INcoME.-"Investment income" means the gross
amount of income earned during the taxable year from interest,
dividends, and rents, computed as follows:

To all interest, dividends and rents received during the taxable
year, add interest, dividends and rents due and accrued at the
end of the taxable year, and deduct all interest, dividends and
rents due and accrued at the end of the preceding taxable year;

(4) UNDERWRITING INCOME.-"Underwriting income" means the
premiums earned on insurance contracts during the taxable year
less losses incurred and expenses incurred;

(5) PREMIUMS EARNrD.--"Premiums earned on insurance con-
tracts during the taxable year" means an amount computed as
follows:

From the amount of gross premiums written on insurance con-
tracts during the taxable year, deduct return premiums and
premiums paid for reinsurance. To the result so obtained add
unearned premiums on outstanding business at the end of the
preceding taxable year and deduct unearned premiums on out-
standing business at the end of the taxable year;

(6) LOSSES INCUoRED.--"Losses incurred" means losses incurred
during the taxable year on insurance contracts, computed as fol-
lows:

To losses paid during the taxable year, add salvage and reinsur-
ance recoverable outstanding at the end of the preceding taxable
year, and deduct salvage and reinsurance recoverable outstanding
at the end of the taxable year. To the result so obtained add all
unpaid losses outstanding at the end of the taxable year and
deduct unpaid losses outstanding at the end of the preceding
taxable year;

(7) EXPENSES INCURRED.-"Expenses incurred" means all ex-
penses shown on the annual statement approved by the National
Convention of Insurance Commissioners, and shall be computed
as follows:

To all expenses paid during the taxable year add expenses
unpaid at the end of the taxable year and deduct expenses unpaid
at the end of the preceding taxable year. For the purpose of
computing the net income subject to the tax imposed by this
section there shall be deducted from expenses incurred as defined
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surance company), the special class net income shall be the net 
income from sources within the United States minus the sum of— 

(A) INTEREST ON OBLIGATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES AND ITS 
INsmumENTALrues.—The credit provided in section 26 (a). 

(B) DIVIDENDS REcErvEn.—The credit provided in section 
26 (b). 
(3) BO UNITED STATES INSURANCE nusixEss.—Foreign insurance 

companies not carrying on an insurance business within the United 
States shall not be taxable under this section but shall be taxable 
as other foreign corporations. 
(b) DEFINITION OF INCOME, Em—In the case of an insurance com-

pany subject to the tax imposed by this section— 
(1) GROSS mcomi-E.—"Gross income" means the sum of (A) the 

combined gross amount earned during the taxable year, from 
investment income and from underwriting income as provided 
in this subsection, computed on the basis of the underwriting and 
investment exhibit of the annual statement approved by the 
National Convention of Insurance Commissioners, and (B) gain 
during the taxable year from the sale or other disposition of 
property, and (C) all other items constituting gross income under 
section 22; 

(2) NET iNcom-E.—"Net income" means the gross income as 
defined in paragraph (1) of this subsection less the deductions 
allowed by subsection (c) of this section; 

(3) INVESTMENT rivconi-E.—"Investment income" means the gross 
amount of income earned during the taxable year from interest, 
dividends., and rents, computed as follows: 
To all interest, dividends and rents received during the taxable 

year, add interest, dividends and rents due and accrued at the 
end of the taxable year, and deduct all interest, dividends and 
rents due and accrued at the end of the preceding taxable year; 

(4) UNDERWRITING nrcomE.—"Underwriting income" means the 
premiums earned on insurance contracts during the taxable year 
less losses incurred and expenses incurred; 

(5) PREMIUMS EARNED.—"Premiums earned on insurance con-
tracts during the taxable year" means an amount computed as 
follows: 
From the amount of gross premiums written on insurance con-

tracts during the taxable year, deduct return premiums and 
premiums paid for reinsurance. To the result so obtained add 
unearned premiums on outstanding business at the end of the 
preceding taxable year and deduct unearned premiums on out-
standing business at the end of the taxable year; 

(6) LOSSES mcunam.—"Losses incurred" means losses incurred 
during the taxable year on insurance contracts, computed as fol-
lows: 
To losses paid during the taxable year, add salvage and reinsur-

ance recoverable outstanding at the end of the preceding taxable 
year, and deduct salvage and reinsurance recoverable outstanding 
at the end of the taxable year. To the result so obtained add all 
unpaid losses outstanding at the end of the taxable year and 
deduct unpaid losses outstanding at the end of the preceding 
taxable year; 

(7) EXPENSES rticumme.—"Expenses incurred" means all ex-
penses shown on the annual statement approved by the National 
Convention of Tnsurance Commissioners, and shall be computed 
as follows: 
To all expenses paid during the taxable year add expenses 

unpaid at the end of the taxable year and deduct expenses unpaid 
at the end of the preceding taxable year. For the purpose of 
computing the net income subject to the tax imposed by this 
section there shall be deducted from expenses incurred as defined 
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in this paragraph all expenses incurred which are not allowed as
deductions by subsection (c) of this section.
(c) DEDUCTIONS ALLowED.-In computing the net income of an

insurance company subject to the tax imposed by this section there
shall be allowed as deductions:

(1) All ordinary and necessary expenses incurred, as provided
in section 23 (a);

(2) All interest as provided in section 23 (b);
(3) Taxes as provided in section 23 (c);
(4) Losses incurred as defined in subsection (b) (6) of this

section;
(5) Subject to the limitation contained in section 117 (d),

losses sustained during the taxable year from the sale or other
disposition of property;

(6) Bad debts in the nature of agency balances and bills receiv-
able ascertained to be worthless and charged off within the taxable
year;

(7) The amount of interest earned during the taxable year
which under section 22 (b) (4) is excluded from gross income;

(8) A reasonable allowance for the exhaustion, wear and tear
of property, as provided in section 23 (1);

(9) Charitable, and so forth, contributions, as provided in sec-
tion 23 (q);

(10) Deductions (other than those specified in this subsection)
as provided in section 23, but not in excess of the amount of the
gross income included under subsection (b) (1) (C) of this section.
(d) DEDUCTIONS OF FOREIGN CORPORATIONS.-In the case of a for-

eign corporation the deductions allowed in this section shall be
allowed to the extent provided in Supplement I in the case of a
foreign corporation engaged in trade or business within the United
States or having an office or place of business therein.

(e) DOBLE DEDUCTIONS.-Nothing in this section shall be con-
strued to permit the same item to be twice deducted.
SEC. 205. TAXES OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES AND POSSESSIONS OF

UNITED STATES.
The amount of income, war-profits, and excess-profits taxes imposed

by foreign countries or possessions of the United States shall be
allowed as a credit against the tax of a domestic insurance company
subject to the tax imposed by section 201, 204, or 207, to the extent
provided in the case of a domestic corporation in section 131, and in
the case of the tax imposed by section 201 or 204 "net income" as used
in section 131 means the net income as defined in this Supplement.
SEC. 206. COMPUTATION OF GROSS INCOME.

The gross income of insurance companies subject to the tax im-
posed by section 201 or 204 shall not be determined in the manner
provided in section 119.
SEC. 207. MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANIES OTHER THAN LIFE.

(a) IMPOSITION OF TAX.-
(1) IN GENERAL.-There shall be levied, collected, and paid for

each taxable year upon the special class net income of every mutual
insurance company (other than a life insurance company) a tax
equal to 161/i per centum thereof.

(2) FOREIGN CORPORATIONS.-The tax imposed by paragraph (1)
shall apply to foreign corporations as well as domestic corporations;
but foreign insurance companies not carrying on an insurance busi-
ness within the United States shall be taxable as other foreign
corporations.
(b) GRoss INCO3ME.-Mutual marine-insurance companies shall

include in gross income the gross premiums collected and received
by them less amounts paid for reinsurance.
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in this paragraph all expenses incurred. which are not allowed as 
deductions by subsection (c) of this section. 
(c) DEDUCTIONS ALLOWED.—In computing the net. income of an 

insurance company subject to the tax imposed by this section there 
shall be allowed as deductions: 

(1) All ordinary and necessary expenses incurred, as provided 
in section 23 (a) ; 

(2) All interest as provided in section 23 (b) ; 
(3) Taxes as provided in section 23 (c) ; 
(4) Losses incurred as defined in subsection (b) (6) of this 

section; 
(5) Subject to the limitation contained in section 117 (d), 

losses sustained during the taxable year from the sale or other 
disposition of property; 

(6) Bad debts in the nature of agency balances and bills receiv-
able ascertained to be worthless and charged off within the taxable 
year; 

(7) The amount of interest earned during the taxable year 
which under section 22 (b) (4) is excluded from gross income; 

(8) A reasonable allowance for the exhaustion, wear and tear 
of property, as provided in section 23 (1) ; 

(9) Charitable, and so forth, contributions, as provided in sec-
tion 23 (q) ; 

(10) Deductions (other than those specified in this subsection) 
as provided in section 23, but not in excess of the amount of the 
crross income included under subsection (b) (1) (C) of this section. Td) DEDUCTIONS or FOREIGN CORPORATIONS.—ID the case of a for-

eign corporation the deductions allowed in this section shall be 
allowed to the extent provided in Supplement I in the case of a 
foreign corporation engaged in trade or business within the United 
States or having an office or place of business therein. 

(e) DOUBLE DEDucrioNs.—Nothing in this section shall be con-
strued to permit the same item to be twice deducted. 
SEC. 205. TAXES OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES AND POSSESSIONS OF 

UNITED STATES. 
The amount of income, war-profits, and excess-profits taxes imposed 

by foreign countries or possessions of the United States shall be 
allowed as a credit against the tax of a domestic insurance company 
subject to the tax imposed by section 201, 204, or 207, to the extent 
provided in the case of a domestic corporation in section 131, and in 
the case of the tax imposed by section 201 or 204 "net income" as used 
in section 131 means the net income as defined in this Supplement. 
SEC. 206. COMPUTATION OF GROSS INCOME. 
The gross income of insurance companies subject to the tax im-

posed by section 201 or 204 shall not be determined in the manner 
provided in section 119. 

SEC. 207. MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANIES OTHER THAN LIFE. 
(a) IMPOSITION or TAX.— 

(1) IN GENERAL.—There shall be levied, collected, and paid for 
each taxable year upon the special class net income of every mutual 
insurance company (other than a life insurance company) a tax 
equal to 161/2 per centum thereof. 

(2) FOREIGN CORPORATIONS.—The tax imposed by paragraph (1) 
shall apply to foreign corporations as well as domestic corporations; 
but foreign insurance companies not carrying on an insurance busi-
ness within the United States shall be taxable as other foreign 
corporations. 
(b) G .ROSS INC031E.—Mutual marine-insurance companies shall 

include in gross income the gross premiums collected and received 
by them less amounts paid for reinsurance. 
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(c) DEDUCTIONS.-In addition to the deductions allowed to cor-

porations by section 23 the following deductions to insurance com-
panies shall also be allowed, unless otherwise allowed-

(1) MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANIES OTHER THAN LIFE INSUR-

ANCE.-In the case of mutual insurance companies other than life
insurance companies-

(A) the net addition required by law to be made within the
taxable year to reserve funds (including in the case of assess-
ment insurance companies the actual deposit of sums with State
or Territorial officers pursuant to law as additions to guarantee
or reserve funds); and

(B) the sums other than dividends paid within the taxable
year on policy and annuity contracts.
(2) MUTUAL MlARINE INSURANCE COMPANIES.-In the case of

mutual marine insurance companies, in addition to the deductions
allowed in paragraph (1) of this subsection, unless otherwise
allowed, amounts repaid to policyholders on account of premiums
previously paid by them, and interest paid upon such amounts
between the ascertainment and the payment thereof;

(3) MrUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANIES OTHER THAN LIFE AND
MARINE-In the case of mutual insurance companies (including
interinsurers and reciprocal underwriters, but not including mutual
life or mutual marine insurance companies) requiring their mem-
bers to make premium deposits to provide for losses and expenses,
the amount of premium deposits returned to their policyholders
and the amount of premium deposits retained for the payment
of losses, expenses, and reinsurance reserves.

Supplement H-Nonresident Alien Individuals

SEC. 211. TAX ON NONRESIDENT ALIEN INDIVIDUALS.

(a) No UNITED STATES BUSINESS O F OFICE.-
(1) GENERAL RULE.-

(A) IMPOSITION OF TAX.-There shall be levied, collected, and
paid for each taxable year, in lieu of the tax imposed by sections
11 and 12, upon the amount received, by every nonresident alien
individual not engaged in trade or business within the United
States and not having an office or place of business therein, from
sources within the United States as interest (except interest on
deposits with persons carrying on the banking business), divi-
dends, rents, salaries, wages, premiums, annuities, compensations,
remunerations, emoluments, or other fixed or determinable annual
or periodical gains, profits, and income, a tax of 10 per centum of
such amount, except that such rate shall be reduced, in the case
of a resident of a contiguous country, to such rate (not less than
5 per centum) as may be provided by treaty with such country.

(B) CRoss REFERENCE.-

For inclusion in computation of tax of amount specified in share-
holder's consent, see section 28.

(2) AGGREGATE MORE THAN $21,600.-The tax imposed by para-
graph (1) shall not apply to any individual if the aggregate amount
received during the taxable year from the sources therein specified
is more than $21,600.

(3) RESIDENTS OF CONTIGUOUS COUNTRIES.-Despite the provisions
of paragraph (2), the provisions of paragraph (1) shall apply to
a resident of a contiguous country so long as there is in effect a
treaty with such country (ratified prior to August 26, 1937) under
which the rate of tax under section 211 (a) of the Revenue Act of
1936, 49 Stat. 1714, prior to its amendment by section 501 (a) of the
Revenue Act of 1937, 50 Stat. 830, was reduced.
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(c) DEnucTioNs.—In addition to the deductions allowed to cor-
porations by section 23 the following deductions to insurance com-
panies shall also be allowed, unless otherwise allowed— 

(1) MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANIES OTHER THAN LIFE INSUR-
ANCE.—In the case of mutual insurance companies other than life 
iasurance companies— 

(A) the net addition required by law to be made within the 
taxable year to reserve funds (including in the case of assess-
ment insurance companies the actual deposit of sums with State 
or Territorial officers pursuant to law as additions to guarantee 
or reserve funds) ; and. 

(B) the sums other than dividends paid within the taxable 
year on policy and annuity contracts. 
(2) M UTUAL MARINE INSURANCE COMPANIES.—In the case of 

mutual marine insurance companies, in addition to the deductions 
allowed in paragraph (1) of this subsection, unless otherwise 
allowed, amounts repaid to policyholders on account of premiums 
previously paid by them, and interest paid upon such amounts 
between the ascertainment and the payment thereof; 

(3) MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANIES OTHER THAN LIFE AND 
MARINE.—In the case of mutual insurance companies (including 
interinsurers and reciprocal underwriters, but not including mutual 
life or mutual marine insurance companies) requiring their mem-
bers to make premium deposits to provide for losses and expenses, 
the amount of premium deposits returned to their policyholders 
and the amount of premium deposits retained for the payment 
of losses, expenses, and reinsurance reserves. 

Supplement II—Nonresident Alien Individuals 

SEC. 211. TAX ON NONRESIDENT ALIEN INDIVIDUALS. 

(a) No UNITED STATES BUSINESS OR (1) GENERAL GENERAL RULE.— 

(A) IMPOSITION or TAX.—There shall be levied, collected, and 
paid for each taxable year, in lieu of the tax imposed by sections 
11 and 12, upon the amount received, by every nonresident alien 
individual not engaged in trade or business within the United 
States and not havi 0- an office or place of business therein, from 
sources within the United States as interest (except interest on 
deposits with persons carrying on the banking business), divi-
dends, rents, salaries, wages, premiums, annuities, compensations, 
remunerations, emoluments, or other fixed or determinable annual 
or periodical gains, profits, and income, a tax of 10 per centum of 
such amount, except that such rate shall be reduced, in the case 
of a resident of a contiguous country, to such rate (not less than 
5 per centum) as may be provided by treaty with such country. 
(B) CROSS REFERENCE.— 

For inclusion in computation of tax of amount specified in share-
holder's consent, see section 28. 

(2) AGGREGATE MORE THAN $21,600.—The tax imposed by para-
graph (1) shall not apply to any individual if the aggregate amount 
received during the taxable year from the sources therein specified 
is more than $21,600. 

(3) RESIDENTS OF CONTIGUOUS couNTairs.—Despite the provisions 
of paragraph (2), the provisions of paragraph (1) shall apply to 
a resident of a contiguous country so long as there is in effect a 
treaty with such country (ratified prior to August 26, 1937) under 
which the rate of tax under section 211 (a) of the Revenue Act of 
1936, 49 Stat. 1714, prior to its amendment by section 501 (a) of the 
Revenue Act of 1937, 50 Stat. 830, was reduced. 
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(b) UNITED STATES BUSINESS OR OFFICE.-A nonresident alien

individual engaged in trade or business in the United States or
having an office or place of business therein shall be taxable without
regard to the provisions of subsection (a). As used in this section,
section 119, section 143, section 144, and section 231, the phrase
"engaged in trade or business within the United States" includes the
performance of personal services within the United States at
any time within the taxable year, but does not include the per-
formance of personal services for a nonresident alien individual,
foreign partnership, or foreign corporation, not engaged in trade
or business within the United States, by a nonresident alien individ-
ual temporarily present in the United States for a period or periods
not exceeding a total of ninety days during the taxable year and
whose compensation for such services does not exceed in the aggre-
gate $3,000. Such phrase does not include the effecting of trans-
actions in the United States in stocks, securities, or commodities
through a resident broker, commission agent, or custodian.

(C) NO UNITED STATES BUSINESS OR OFFICE AND GROSS INCOME OF

MORE THAN $21,600.-A nonresident alien individual not engaged in
trade or business within the United States and not having an office
or place of business therein who has a gross income for any taxable
year of more than $21,600 from the sources specified in subsection
(a) (1), shall be taxable without regard to the provisions of subsec-
tion (a) (1), except that-

(1) The gross income shall include only income from the
sources specified in subsection (a) (1);

(2) The deductions (other than the so-called "charitable deduc-
tion" provided in section 213 (c)) shall be allowed only if and
to the extent that they are properly allocable to the gross income
from the sources specified in subsection (a) (1);

(3) The aggregate of the normal and surtax under sections
11 and 12 shall, in no case, be less than 10 per centum of the
gross income from the sources specified in subsection (a) (1); and

(4) This subsection shall not apply to a resident of a contiguous
country so long as there is in effect a treaty with such country
(ratified prior to August 26, 1937) under which the rate of tax
under section 211 (a) of the Revenue Act of 1936, prior to its
amendment by section 501 (a) of the Revenue Act of 1937, was
reduced.

SEC. 212. GROSS INCOME.
(a) GENERAL RULE.-In the case of a nonresident alien individual

gross income includes only the gross income from sources within
the United States.

(b) SHIPS UNDER FOREIGN FLAG.-The income of a nonresident
alien individual which consists exclusively of earnings derived from
the operation of a ship or ships documented under the laws of a
foreign country which grants an equivalent exemption to citizens of
the United States and to corporations organized in the United States
shall not be included in gross income and shall be exempt from
taxation under this chapter.
SEC. 213. DEDUCTIONS.

(a) GENERAL RULE.-In the case of a nonresident alien individual
the deductions shall be allowed only if and to the extent that they
are connected with income from sources within the United States;
and the proper apportionment and allocation of the deductions with
respect to sources of income within and without the United States
shall be determined as provided in section 119, under rules and regu-
lations prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the
Secretary.
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(b) LossES.-
(1) The deduction, for losses not connected with the trade or

business if incurred in transactions entered into for profit, allowed
by section 23 (e) (2) shall be allowed whether or not connected
with income from sources within the United States, but only if
the profit, if such transaction had resulted in a profit, would be
taxable under this chapter.

(2) The deduction for losses of property not connected with
the trade or business if arising from certain casualties or theft,
allowed by section 23 (e) (3), shall be allowed whether or not
connected with income from sources within the United States, but
only if the loss is of property within the United States.
(c) CHARITABLE, ETC., CONTRIBUTIONS.-The so-called "charitable

contribution" deduction allowed by section 23 (o) shall be allowed
whether or not connected with income from sources within the
United States, but only as to contributions or gifts made to domestic
corporations, or to community chests, funds, or foundations, created
in the United States, or to the vocational rehabilitation fund.

SEC. 214. CREDITS AGAINST NET INCOME.
In the case of a nonresident alien individual the personal exemp-

tion allowed by section 25 (b) (1) of this chapter shall be only $1,000.
The credit for dependents allowed by section 25 (b) (2) shall not be
allowed in the case of a nonresident alien individual unless he is a
resident of a contiguous country.
SEC. 215. ALLOWANCE OF DEDUCTIONS AND CREDITS.

(a) RETURN TO CONTAIN INFORMATION.--A nonresident alien indi-
vidual shall receive the benefit of the deductions and credits allowed
to him in this chapter only by filing or causing to be filed with the col-
lector a true and accurate return of his total income received from
all sources in the United States, in the manner prescribed in this
chapter; including therein all the information which the Commis-
sioner may deem necessary for the calculation of such deductions and
credits.

(b) TAX WITHHELD AT SOURCE.-The benefit of the personal ex-
emption and credit for dependents may, in the discretion of the
Commissioner and under regulations prescribed by him with the ap-
proval of the Secretary, be received by a nonresident alien individual
entitled thereto, by filing a claim therefor with the withholding agent.

SEC. 216. CREDITS AGAINST TAX.
A nonresident alien individual shall not be allowed the credits

against the tax for taxes of foreign countries and possessions of the
United States allowed by section 131.
SEC. 217. RETURNS.

(a) REQUIREMENT.-In the case of a nonresident alien individual
the return, in lieu of the time prescribed in section 53 (a) (1), shall
be made on or before the fifteenth day of the sixth month follow-
ing the close of the fiscal year, or, if the return is made on the basis
of the calendar year, then on or before the fifteenth day of June.

(b) EXErMTION FROM REQUIREMENT.-Subject to such conditions,
limitations, and exceptions and under such regulations as may be
prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary,
nonresident alien individuals subject to the tax imposed by section
211 (a) may be exempted from the requirement of filing returns of
such tax.
SEC. 218. PAYMENT OF TAX.

(a) TIME OF PAYMENT.-In the case of a nonresident alien indi-
vidual the total amount of tax imposed by this chapter shall be paid,
in lieu of the time prescribed in section 56 (a), on the fifteenth day
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of June following the close of the calendar year, or, if the return
should be made on the basis of a fiscal year, then on the fifteenth
day of the sixth month following the close of the fiscal year.

(b) WITHHOLDING AT SOURCE.-
For withholding at source of tax on income of nonresident aliens,

see section 143.

SEC. 219. PARTNERSHIPS.
For the purpose of this chapter, a nonresident alien individual

shall be considered as being engaged in a trade or business within
the United States if the partnership of which he is a member is so
engaged and as having an office or place of business within the
United States if the partnership of which he is a member has such
an office or place of business.

Supplement I-Foreign Corporations

SEC. 231. TAX ON FOREIGN CORPORATIONS.
(a) NoNrESIDENT CORPORATIONS.-

(1) ILPOSITION OF TAX.-There shall be levied, collected, and paid
for each taxable year, in lieu of the tax imposed by sections 13 and
14, upon the amount received by every foreign corporation not
engaged in trade or business within the United States and not
having an office or place of business therein, from sources within
the United States as interest (except interest on deposits with
persons carrying on the banking business), dividends, rents, sala-
ries, wages, premiums, annuities, compensations, remunerations,
emoluments, or other fixed or determinable annual or periodical
gains, profits, and income, a tax of 15 per centum of such amount,
except that in the case of dividends the rate shall be 10 per centum,
and except that in the case of corporations organized under the
laws of a contiguous couAtry such rate of 10 per centum with
respect to dividends shall be reduced to such rate (not less than 5
per centum) as may be provided by treaty with such country.

(2) CRoss REFERENCE.-

For inclusion in computation of tax of amount specified in share-
holder's consent, see section 28.

(b) RESIDENT CORIORA\IONS.-A foreign corporation engaged in
trade or business within the United States or having an office or place
of business therein shall be taxable as provided in section 14 (e) (1).

(c) GRoss INCOME.-In the case of a foreign corporation gross
income includes only the gross income from sources within the
United States.

(d) SHIPS UNDER FOREIGN FLAo.--The income of a foreign cor-
poration, which consists exclusively of earnings derived from the
operation of a ship or ships documented under the laws of a foreign
country which grants an equivalent exemption to citizens of the
United States and to corporations organized in the United States,
shall not be included in gross income and shall be exempt from taxa-
tion under this chapter.
SEC. 232. DEDUCTIONS.

(a) IN GENERAL.-In the case of a foreign corporation the deduc-
tions shall be allowed only if and to the extent that they are con-
nected with income from sources within the United States; and the
proper apportionment and allocation of the deductions with respect
to sources within and without the United States shall be determined
as provided in section 119, under rules and regulations prescribed by
the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary.

(b) CHARITABLE, AND SO FORTH, CONTRIBUTIONS.-The so-called
"charitable contribution" deduction allowed by section 23 (q) shall
be allowed whether or not connected with income from sources within
the United States.
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SEC. 233. ALLOWANCE OF DEDUCTIONS AND CREDITS.

A foreign corporation shall receive the benefit of the deductions
and credits allowed to it in this chapter only by filing or causing to be
filed with the collector a true and accurate return of its total income
received from all sources in the United States, in the manner pre-
scribed in this chapter; including therein all the information which
the Commissioner may deem necessary for the calculation of such
deductions and credits.
SEC. 234. CREDITS AGAINST TAX.

Foreign corporations shall not be allowed the credits against the
tax for taxes of foreign countries and possessions of the United States
allowed by section 131.
SEC. 235. RETURNS.

(a) TIME OF FILING.-In the case of a foreign corporation not
having any office or place of business in the United States the return,
in lieu of the time prescribed in section 53 (a) (1), shall be made on
or before the fifteenth day of the sixth month following the close
of the fiscal year, or if the return is made on the basis of the calen-
dar year then on or before the fifteenth day of June. If any foreign
corporation has no office or place of business in the United States
but has an agent in the United States, the return shall be made by
the agent.

(b) EXEMPTION FROM REQUIREMENT.-Subject to such conditions,
limitations, and exceptions and under such regulations as may be
prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary,
corporations subject to the tax imposed by section 231 (a) may be
exempted from the requirement of filing returns of such tax.
SEC. 236. PAYMENT OF TAX.

(a) TIMrE OF PAYMENT.-In the case of a foreign corporation not
having any office or place of business in the United States the total
amount of tax imposed by this chapter shall be paid, in lieu of the
time prescribed in section 56 (a), on the fifteenth day of June
following the close of the calendar year, or, if the return should be
made on the basis of a fiscal year, then on the fifteenth day of the
sixth Illontlh following the close of the fiscal year.

(b) WITHHOLDING AT SOURCE.-
For withholding at source of tax on income of foreign corporations,

see section 144.

SEC. 237. FOREIGN INSURANCE COMPANIES.
For special provisions relating to foreign insurance companies, see

Supplement G.

SEC. 238. AFFILIATION.
A foreign corporation shall not be deemed to be affiliated with

any other corporation within the meaning of section 141.

Supplement J-Possessions of the United States

SEC. 251. INCOME FROM SOURCES WITHIN POSSESSIONS OF UNITED
STATES.

(a) GENERAL RULE.-In the case of citizens of the United States
or domestic corporations, satisfying the following conditions, gross
income means only gross income from sources within the United
States-

(1) If 80 per centum or more of the gross income of such citizen
or domestic corporation (computed without the benefit of this
section), for the three-year period immediately preceding the close
of the taxable year (or for such part of such period immediately
preceding the close of such taxable year as may be applicable)
was derived from sources within a possession of the United States;
and
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(2) If, in the case of such corporation, 50 per centum or more
of its gross income (computed without the benefit of this section)
for such period or such part thereof was derived from the active
conduct of a trade or business within a possession of the United
States; or

(3) If, in case of such citizen, 50 per centum or more of his
gross income (computed without the benefit of this section) for
such period or such part thereof was derived from the active con-
duct of a trade or business within a possession of the United States
either on his own account or as an employee or agent of another.
(b) AM3oUNTS RECEIVED IN UNITED STATES.-Notwithstanding the

provisions of subsection (a) there shall be included in gross income
all amounts received by such citizens or corporations within the
United States, whether derived from sources within or without the
United States.

(c) TAX IN CASE OF CORPORATIONS.-
(1) SECTION IMPOSING TAX.-A domestic corporation entitled to

the benefits of this section shall be taxable as provided in section
14 (d).

(2) CROss REFERENCE.-

For inclusion in computation of tax of amount specified in share-
holder's consent, see section 28.

(d) DEFINITION.-As used in this section the term "possession of
the United States" does not include the Virgin Islands of the United
States.

(e) DEDUCrTINS.-
(1) Citizens of the United States entitled to the benefits of this

section shall have the same deductions as are allowed by Supple-
ment H in the case of a nonresident alien individual engaged in
trade or business within the United States or having an office or
place of business therein.

(2) Domestic corporations entitled to the benefits of this section
shall have the same deductions as are allowed by Supplement I in
the case of a foreign corporation engaged in trade or business
within the United States or having an office or place of business
therein.
(f) CREDITS AGAINST NET INCOME.-A citizen of the United States

entitled to the benefits of this section shall be allowed a personal
exemption of only $1,000 and shall not be allowed the credit for
dependents provided in section 25 (b) (2).

(g) ALLOWANCE OF DEDUcrIONS AND CREDrrS.-Citizens of the
United States and domestic corporations entitled to the benefits of
this section shall receive the benefit of the deductions and credits
allowed to them in this chapter only by filing or causing to be filed
with the collector a true and accurate return of their total income
received from all sources in the United States, in the manner pre-
scribed in this chapter; including therein all the information which
the Commissioner may deem necessary for the calculation of such
deductions and credits.

(h) CREDrrs AGAINST TAx.-Persons entitled to the benefits of this
section shall not be allowed the credits against the tax for taxes of
foreign countries and possessions of the United States allowed by
section 131.

(i) AFFILIATION.-A corporation entitled to the benefits of this
section shall not be deemed to be affiliated with any other corporation
within the meaning of section 141.
SEC. 252. CITIZENS OF POSSESSIONS OF UNITED STATES.

(a) Any individual who is a citizen of any possession of the United
States (but not otherwise a citizen of the United States) and who is
not a resident of the United States, shall be subject to taxation under
this chapter only as to income derived from sources within the United
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allowed to them in this chapter only by filing or causing to be filed 

with the collector a true and accurate return of their total income 

received from all sources in the United States, in the manner pre-
scribed in this chapter; including therein all the information which 

the Commissioner may deem necessary for the calculation of such 

deductions and credits. 

(h) CREDITS AGAINST TAX.—Persons entitled to the benefits of this 

section shall not be allowed the credits against the tax for taxes of 

foreign countries and possessions of the United States allowed by 
section 131. 

(i) AFFILIATION.—A corporation entitled to the benefits of this 

section shall not be deemed to be affiliated with any other corporation 
within the meaning of section 141. 

SEC. 252. CITIZENS OF POSSESSIONS OF UNITED STATES. 

(a) Any individual who is a citizen of any possession of the United 
States (but not otherwise a citizen of the United States) and who is 
not a resident of the United States, shall be subject to taxation under 
this chapter only as to income derived from sources within the United 



States, and in such case the tax shall be computed and paid in the
same manner and subject to the same conditions as in the case of
other persons who are taxable only as to income derived from such
sources.

(b) Nothing in this section shall be construed to alter or amend
the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act making appropriations
for the naval service for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1922, and for
other purposes", approved July 12, 1921, c. 44, 42 Stat. 123 (U. S. C.,
Title 48, § 1397), relating to the imposition of income taxes in the
Virgin Islands of the United States.

Supplement K-China Trade Act Corporations

SEC. 261. TAXATION IN GENERAL.
(a) ImrosrrIoN OF TAx.-
A corporation organized under the China Trade Act, 1922, 42 Stat.

849 (U. S. C., Title 15, c. 4), shall be taxable as provided in section
14 (d).

(b) CRoss REFERENCE.-
For inclusion in computation of tax of amount specified in share-

holder's consent, see section 28.
SEC. 262. CREDIT AGAINST NET INCOME.

(a) ALUO)WANCE OF CREDrr.-For the purpose only of the taxes
imposed by sections 14 and 600 of this title and section 106 of the
Revenue Act of 1935 there shall be allowed, in the case of a corpora-
tion organized under the China Trade Act, 1922, in addition to the
credits against net income otherwise allowed such corporation, a
credit against the net income of an amount equal to the proportion
of the net income derived from sources within China (determined in
a similar manner to that provided in section 119) which the par value
of the shares of stock of the corporation owned on the last day of the
taxable year by (1) persons resident in China, the United States, or
possessions of the United States, and (2) individual citizens of the
United States or China wherever resident, bears to the par value of
the whole number of shares of stock of the corporation outstanding
on such date: Provided That in no case shall the diminution, by
reason of such credit, of the tax imposed by such section 14 (com-
puted without regard to this section) exceed the amount of the special
dividend certified under subsection (b) of this section; and in no case
shall the diminution, by reason of such credit, of the tax imposed by
such section 106 or 600 (computed without regard to this section)
exceed the amount by which such special dividend exceeds the diminu-
tion permitted by this section in the tax imposed by such section 14.

(b) SPECIAL DIVIDEND.-Such credit shall not be allowed unless the
Secretary of Commerce has certified to the Commissioner-

(1) The amount which, during the year ending on the date fixed
by law for filing the return, the corporation has distributed as a
special dividend to or for the benefit of such persons as on the last
day of the taxable year were resident in China, the United States,
or possessions of the United States, or were individual citizens of
the United States or China, and owned shares of stock of the
corporation;

(2) That such special dividend was in addition to all other
amounts, payable or to be payable to such persons or for their
benefit, by reason of their interest in the corporation; and

(3) That such distribution has been made to or for the benefit
of such persons in proportion to the par value of the shares of
stock of the corporation owned by each; except that if the cor-
poration has more than one class of stock, the certificates shall
contain a statement that the articles of incorporation provide a
method for the apportionment of such special dividend among
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such persons, and that the amount certified has been distributed
in accordance with the method so provided.
(c) OWNERSHIP or STOCK.-For the purposes of this section shares

of stock of a corporation shall be considered to be owned by the
person in whom the equitable right to the income from such shares
is in good faith vested.

(d) DEFINITION OF CHINA.-As used in this section the term
"China" shall have the same meaning as when used in the China
Trade Act, 1922.

SEC. 263. CREDITS AGAINST THE TAX.
A corporation organized under the China Trade Act, 1922, shall

not be allowed the credits against the tax for taxes of foreign coun-
tries and possessions of the United States allowed by section 131.

SEC. 264. AFFILIATION.
A corporation organized under the China Trade Act, 1922, shall

not be deemed to be affiliated with any other corporation within the
meaning of section 141.
SEC. 265. INCOME OF SHAREHOLDERS.

For exclusion of dividends from gross income, see section 116.

Supplement L-Assessment and Collection of Deficiencies

SEC. 271. DEFINITION OF DEFICIENCY.
As used in this chapter in respect of a tax imposed by this chapter

"deficiency" means-
(a) The amount by which the tax imposed by this chapter exceeds

the amount shown as the tax by the taxpayer upon his return; but
the amount so shown on the return shall first be increased by the
amounts previously assessed (or collected without assessment) as a
deficiency, and decreased by the amounts previously abated, credited,
refunded, or otherwise repaid in respect of such tax; or

(b) If no amount is shown as the tax by the taxpayer upon his
return, or if no return is made by the taxpayer, then the amount by
which the tax exceeds the amounts previously assessed (or collected
without assessment) as a deficiency; but such amounts previously
assessed, or collected without assessment, shall first be decreased by
the amounts previously abated, credited, refunded, or otherwise re-
paid in respect of such tax.
SEC. 272. PROCEDURE IN GENERAL

(a) (1) PETITION TO BOARD OF TAX APPEALS.-If in the case of any
taxpayer, the Commissioner determines that there is a deficiency in
respect of the tax imposed by this chapter, the Commissioner is author-
ized to send notice of such deficiency to the taxpayer by registered
mail. Within ninety days after such notice is mailed (not counting
Sunday or a legal holiday in the District of Columbia as the nine-
tieth day), the taxpayer may file a petition with the Board of Tax
Appeals for a redetermination of the deficiency. No assessment of
a deficiency in respect of the tax imposed by this chapter and no dis-
traint or proceeding in court for its collection shall be made, begun,
or prosecuted until such notice has been mailed to the taxpayer, nor
until the expiration of such ninety-day period, nor, if a petition
has been filed with the Board, until the decision of the Board has
become final. Notwithstanding the provisions of section 3653 (a) the
making of such assessment or the beginning of such proceeding or
distraint during the time such prohibition is in force may be enjoined
by a proceeding in the proper court. In the case of a joint return filed
by husband and wife such notice of deficiency may be a single joint
notice, except that if the Commissioner has been notified by either
spouse that separate residences have been established, then, in lieu
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traint or proceeding in court for its collection shall be made, begun, 
or prosecuted until such notice has been mailed to the taxpayer, nor 
until the expiration of such ninety-day period, nor, if a petition 
has been filed with the Board, until the decision of the Board has 
become final. Notwithstanding the provisions of section 3653 (a) the 
making of such assessment or the beginning of such proceeding or 
distraint during the time such prohibition is in force may be enjoined 
by a proceeding in the proper court. In the case of a joint return filed 
by husband and wife such notice of deficiency may be a single joint 
notice, except that if the Commissioner has been notified by either 
spouse that separate residences have been established, then, in lieu 



of the single joint notice, duplicate originals of the joint notice must
be sent by registered mail to each spouse at his last known address.

(2) CRoss REFERENCES.-
For exceptions to the restrictions imposed by this subsection, see-
Subsection (d) of this section, relating to waivers by the taxpayer;
Subsection (f) of this section, relating to notifications of mathematical

errors appearing upon the face of the return;
Section 273, relating to jeopardy assessments;
Section 274, relating to bankruptcy and receiverships; and
Section 1145, relating to assessment or collection of the amount of the

deficiency determined by the Board pending court review.

(b) COLLEcITON OF DEFICIENCY FOUND BY BOARD.-If the taxpayer
files a petition with the Board, the entire amount redetermined as the
deficiency by the decision of the Board which has become final shall
be assessed and shall be paid upon notice and demand from the col-
lector. No part of the amount determined as a deficiency by the
Commissioner but disallowed as such by the decision of the Board
which has become final shall be assessed or be collected by distraint
or by proceeding in court with or without assessment.

(c) FAILURE TO FILE PETITION.-If the taxpayer does not file a
petition with the Board within the time prescribed in subsection
(a) of this section, the deficiency, notice of which has been mailed
to the taxpayer, shall be assessed, and shall be paid upon notice and
demand from the collector.

(d) WAIVER OF RESTRICTIONS.-The taxpayer shall at any time
have the right, by a signed notice in writing filed with the Commis-
sioner, to waive the restrictions provided in subsection (a) of this
section on the assessment and collection of the whole or any part of
the deficiency.

(e) INCREASE OF DEFICIENCY AFTER NOTICE MAmLED.-The Board
shall have jurisdiction to redetermine the correct amount of the
deficiency even if the amount so redetermined is greater than the
amount of the deficiency, notice of which has been mailed to the
taxpayer, and to determine whether any penalty, additional amount
or addition to the tax should be assessed-if claim therefor is
asserted by the Commissioner at or before the hearing or a rehearing.

(f) FURTHER DEFICIENCY LETTERS RESTRICTED.-If the Commis-
sioner has mailed to the taxpayer notice of a deficiency as provided
in subsection (a) of this section, and the taxpayer files a petition with
the Board within the time prescribed in such subsection the Com-
missioner shall have no right to determine any additionai deficiency
in respect of the same taxable vear, except in the case of fraud, and
except as provided in subsection (e) of this section, relating to
assertion of greater deficiencies before the Board, or in section 273
(c), relating to the making of jeopardy assessments. If the tax-
payer is notified that, on account of a mathematical error appearing
upon the face of the return, an amount of tax in excess of that shown
upon the return is due, and that an assessment of the tax has been
or will be made on the basis of what would have been the correct
amount of tax but for the mathematical error, such notice shall not
be considered (for the purposes of this subsection, or of subsection
(a) of this section, prohibiting assessment and collection until notice
of deficiency has been mailed, or of section 322 (c), prohibiting
credits or refunds after petition to the Board of Tax Appeals) as a
notice of a deficiency, and the taxpayer shall have no right to file a
petition with the Board based on such notice, nor shall such assess-
ment or collection be prohibited by the provisions of subsection (a)
of this section.

(g) JURISDICTION OVER OTHER TAXABLE YEARS.-The Board in
redetermining a deficiency in respect of any taxable year shall con-
sider such facts with relation to the taxes for other taxable years as
may be necessary correctly to redetermine the amount of such de-
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ficiency, but in so doing shall have no jurisdiction to determine
whether or not the tax for any other taxable year has been overpaid
or underpaid.

(h) FINAL DECISIONS OF BOARD.-For the purposes of this chapter
the date on which a decision of the Board becomes final shall be
determined according to the provisions of section 1140.

(i) PRORATING or DEFICIENCY TO INSTALLMENTS.-If the taxpayer
has elected to pay the tax in installments and a deficiency has been
assessed, the deficiency shall be prorated to the four installments.
Except as provided in section 273 (relating to jeopardy assessments),
that part of the deficiency so prorated to any installment the date
for payment of which has not arrived, shall be collected at the
same time as and as part of such installment. That part of the
deficiency so prorated to any installment the date for payment of
which has arrived, shall be paid upon notice and demand from the
collector.

(j) EXTENSION OF TIME FOR PAYMENT OF DEFICIENCIES.-Where it
is shown to the satisfaction of the Commissioner that the payment of
a deficiency upon the date prescribed for the payment thereof will
result in undue hardship to the taxpayer the Commissioner, under
regulations prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval of the
Secretary, may grant an extension for the payment of such deficiency
for a period not in excess of eighteen months, and, in exceptional
cases, for a further period not in excess of twelve months. If an
extension is granted, the Commissioner may require the taxpayer to
furnish a bond in such amount, not exceeding double the amount of
the deficiency, and with such sureties, as the Commissioner deems
necessary, conditioned upon the payment of the deficiency in accord-
ance with the terms of the extension. No extension shall be granted
if the deficiency is due to negligence, to intentional disregard of
rules and regulations, or to fraud with intent to evade tax.

(k) ADDRESS FOR NOTICE OF DEFICIENCY.-In the absence of notice
to the Commissioner under section 312 (a) of the existence of a
fiduciary relationship, notice of a deficiency in respect of a tax im-
posed by this chapter, if mailed to the taxpayer at his last known
address, shall be sufficient for the purposes of this chapter even if
such taxpayer is deceased, or is under a legal disability, or, in the
case of a corporation, has terminated its existence.
SEC. 273. JEOPARDY ASSESSMENTS.

(a) AUTTIORITY FOR MAKINO.-If the Commissioner believes that
the assessment or collection of a deficiency will be jeopardized by
delay, he shall immediately assess such deficiency (together with all
interest, additional amounts, or additions to the tax provided for by
law) and notice and demand shall be made by the collector for the
payment thereof.

(b) DEFICIENCY LETrERs.-If the jeopardy assessment is made be-
fore any notice in respect of the tax to which the jeopardy assessment
relates has been mailed under section 272 (a), then the Commissioner
shall mail a notice under such subsection within sixty days after the
making of the assessment.

(c) AMOUNT ASSESSABLE BEFORE DECISION OF BOARD.-The jeop-
ardy assessment may be made in respect of a deficiency greater or
less than that notice of which has been mailed to the taxpayer, despite
the provisions of section 272 (f) prohibiting the determination of
additional deficiencies, and whether or not the taxpayer has thereto-
fore filed a petition with the Board of Tax Appeals. The Commis-
sioner may, at any time before the decision of the Board is rendered,
abate such assessment, or any unpaid portion thereof, to the extent
that he believes the assessment to be excessive in amount. The Com-
missioner shall notify the Board of the amount of such assessment,
or abatement, if the petition is filed with the Board before the making
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of the assessment or is subsequently filed, and the Board shall have
jurisdiction to redetermine the entire amount of the deficiency and
of all amounts assessed at the same time in connection therewith.

(d) AMOUNT ASSESSABLE AmFER DECISION OF BOARD.-If the jeop-
ardy assessment is made after the decision of the Board is rendered
such assessment may be made only in respect of the deficiency deter-
mined by the Board in its decision.

(e) EXPIRATION OF RIGHT TO AssESs.-A jeopardy assessment may
not be made after the decision of the Board has become final or after
the taxpayer has filed a petition for review of the decision of the
Board.

(f) BOND TO STAY CoLLETrIoN.-When a jeopardy assessment has
been made the taxpayer, within 10 days after notice and demand
from the collector for the payment of the amount of the assessment,
may obtain a stay of collection of the whole or any part of the
amount of the assessment by filing with the collector a bond in such
amount, not exceeding double the amount as to which the stay is
desired, and with such sureties, as the collector deems necessary, con-
ditioned upon the payment of so much of the amount, the collection
of which is stayed by the bond, as is not abated by a decision of the
Board which has become final, together with interest thereon as
provided in section 297. If any portion of the jeopardy assessment
is abated by the Commissioner before the decision of the Board is
rendered, the bond shall, at the request of the taxpayer, be propor-
tionately reduced.

(g) SAME-FURTHER CoNDmToNs.-If the bond is given before the
taxpayer has filed his petition with the Board under section 272 (a),
the bond shall contain a further condition that if a petition is not
filed within the period provided in such subsection, then the amount
the collection of which is stayed by the bond will be paid on notice
and demand at any time after the expiration of such period, together
with interest thereon at the rate of 6 per centum per annum from
the date of the jeopardy notice and demand to the date of notice
and demand under this subsection.

(h) WAIVER OF STAY.-Upon the filing of the bond the collection
of so much of the amount assessed as is covered by the bond shall
be stayed. The taxpayer shall have the right to waive such stay
at any time in respect of the whole or any part of the amount cov-
ered by the bond and if as a result of such waiver any part of the
amount covered by the bond is paid, then the bond shall, at the
request of the taxpayer, be proportionately reduced. If the Board
determines that the amount assessed is greater than the amount
which should have been assessed, then when the decision of the
Board is rendered the bond shall, at the request of the taxpayer,
be proportionately reduced.

(i) COLLECTION OF UNPAID AroUNTs.-When the petition has been
filed with the Board and when the amount which should have been
assessed has been determined by a decision of the Board which has
become final, then any unpaid portion, the collection of which has
been stayed by the bond, shall be collected as part of the tax upon
notice and demand from the collector, and any remaining portion of
the assessment shall be abated. If the amount already collected
exceeds the amount determined as the amount which should have
been assessed, such excess shall be credited or refunded to the taxpayer
as provided in section 322, without the filing of claim therefor. If
the amount determined as the amount which should have been assessed
is greater than the amount actually assessed, then the difference
shall be assessed and shall be collected as part of the tax upon notice
and demand from the collector.

(j) CLarIs IN ABATEMENT.-No claim in abatement shall be filed
in respect of any assessment in respect of any tax imposed by this
chapter.
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SEC. 274. BANKRUPTCY AND RECEIVERSHIPS.
(a) IMMEDIATE ASSESSMENT.-Upon the adjudication of bank-

ruptcy of any taxpayer in any bankruptcy proceeding or the appoint-
ment of a receiver for any taxpayer in any receivership proceeding
before any court of the United States or of any State or Territory
or of the District of Columbia, any deficiency (together with all
interest, additional amounts, or additions to the tax provided for
by law) determined by the Commissioner in respect of a tax imposed
by this chapter upon such taxpayer shall, despite the restrictions
imposed by section 272 (a) upon assessments be immediately assessed
if such deficiency has not theretofore been assessed in accordance with
law. In such cases the trustee in bankruptcy or receiver shall give
notice in writing to the Commissioner of the adjudication of bank-
ruptcy or the appointment of the receiver, and the running of the
statute of limitations on the making of assessments shall be suspended
for the period from the date of adjudication in bankruptcy or the
appointment of the receiver to a date 30 days after the date upon
which the notice from the trustee or receiver is received by the
Commissioner; but the suspension under this sentence shall in no
case be for a period in excess of two years. Claims for the deficiency
and such interest, additional amounts and additions to the tax may
be presented, for adjudication in accordance with law, to the court
before which the bankruptcy or receivership proceeding is pending,
despite the pendency of proceedings for the redetermination of the
deficiency in pursuance of a petition to the Board; but no petition
for any such redetermination shall be filed with the Board after
the adjudication of bankruptcy or the appointment of the receiver.

(b) UNPAID CLAIMS.-Any portion of the claim allowed in such
bankruptcy or receivership proceeding which is unpaid shall be paid
by the taxpayer upon notice and demand from the collector after the
termination of such proceeding, and may be collected by distraint or
proceeding in court within 6 years after termination of such proceed-
ing. Extensions of time for such payment may be had in the same
manner and subject to the same provisions and limitations as are
provided in section 272 (j) and section 296 in the case of a deficiency
in a tax imposed by this chapter.
SEC. 275. PERIOD OF LIMITATION UPON ASSESSMENT AND COLLEC-

TION.
Except as provided in section 276-
(a) GENERAL RULE.-The amount of income taxes imposed by

this chapter shall be assessed within three years after the return was
filed, and no proceeding in court without assessment for the collec-
tion of such taxes shall be begun after the expiration of such period.

(b) REQUEST FOR PROMPT ASSESSMENT.-In the case of income
received during the lifetime of a decedent, or by his estate during
the period of administration, or by a corporation, the tax shall be
assessed, and any proceeding in court without assessment for the
collection of such tax shall be begun, within eighteen months after
written request therefor (filed after the return is made) by the
executor, administrator, or other fiduciary representing the estate of
such decedent, or by the corporation, but not after the expiration of
three years after the return was filed. This subsection shall not
apply in the case of a corporation unless-

(.1) Such written request notifies the Commissioner that the
corporation contemplates dissolution at or before the expiration
of such 18 months' period; and

(2) The dissolution is in good faith begun before the expiration
of such 18 months' period; and

(3) The dissolution is completed.
(c) OMISSION FROM GRoss INcoME.-If the taxpayer omits from

gross income an amount properly includible therein which is in excess
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of 25 per centum of the amount of gross income stated in the return,
the tax may be assessed, or a proceeding in court for the collection
of such tax may be begun without assessment, at any time within 5
years after the return was filed.

(d) SHAREHOLDERS OF FOREIGN PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANIES.-
If the taxpayer omits from gross income an amount properly includ-
ible therein under section 337 (b) (relating to the inclusion in the
gross income of United States shareholders of their distributive
shares of the undistributed Supplement P net income of a foreign
personal holding company) the tax may be assessed, or a proceed-
ing in court for the collection of such tax may be begun without
assessment, at any time within seven years after the return was filed.

(e) DISTRIBTIONS IN LIQUDATION TO SHAREHOLDERS.-If the tax-
payer omits from gross income an amount properly includible therein
under section 115 (c) as an amount distributed in liquidation of a
corporation, other than a foreign personal holding company, the
tax may be assessed, or a proceeding in court for the collection of
such tax may be begun without assessment, at any time within four
years after the return was filed.

(f) For the purposes of subsections (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e), a
return filed before the last day prescribed by law for the filing thereof
shall be considered as filed on such last day.

(g) CORPORATION AND SHAREHOLDER.-If a corporation makes no
return of the tax imposed by this chapter, but each of the share-
holders includes in his return his distributive share of the net income
of the corporation, then the tax of the corporation shall be assessed
within four years after the last date on which any such shareholder's
return was filed.
SEC. 276. SAME-EXCEPTIONS.

(a) FALSE RETURN OR No REmuRN.-In the case of a false or fraud-
ulent return with intent to evade tax or of a failure to file a return
the tax may be assessed, or a proceeding in court for the collection
of such tax may be begun without assessment, at any time.

(b) WAIvER.-Where before the expiration of the time prescribed
in section 275 for the assessment of the tax, both the Commissioner
and the taxpayer have consented in writing to its assessment after
such time, the tax may be assessed at any time prior to the expiration
of the period agreed upon. The period so agreed upon may be
extended by subsequent agreements in writing made before the
expiration of the period previously agreed upon.

(c) COLLECTION AFTER ASSESSMENT.-Where the assessment of any
income tax imposed by this chapter has been made within the period
of limitation properly applicable thereto, such tax may be collected
by distraint or by a proceeding in court, but only if begun (1) within
six years after the assessment of the tax, or (2) prior to the expira-
tion of any period for collection agreed upon m writing by the Com-
missioner and the taxpayer before the expiration of such six-year
period. The period so agreed upon may be extended by subsequent
agreements in writing made before the expiration of the period pre-
viously agreed upon.
SEC. 277. SUSPENSION OF RUNNING OF STATUTE.

The running of the statute of limitations provided in section 275
or 276 on the making of assessments and the beginning of distraint
or a proceeding in court for collection, in respect of any deficiency,
shall (after the mailing of a notice under section 272 (a)) be sus-
pended for the period during which the Commissioner is prohibited
from making the assessment or beginning distraint or a proceeding
in court (and in any event, if a proceeding in respect of the defi-
ciency is placed on the docket of the Board, until the decision of the
Board becomes final), and for sixty days thereafter.
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Supplement M-Interest and Additions to the Tax

SEC. 291. FAILURE TO FILE RETURN.
In case of any failure to make and file return required by this chap-

ter, within the time prescribed by law or prescribed by the Commis-
sioner in pursuance of law, unless it is shown that such failure is due to
reasonable cause and not due to willful neglect, there shall be added
to the tax: 5 per centum if the failure is for not more than thirty
days with an additional 5 per centum for each additional thirty
days or fraction thereof during which such failure continues, not
exceeding 25 per centum in the aggregate. The amount so added
to any tax shall be collected at the same time and in the same man-
ner and as a part of the tax unless the tax has been paid before the
discovery of the neglect, in which case the amount so added shall be
collected in the same manner as the tax. The amount added to the
tax under this section shall be in lieu of the 25 per centum addition
to the tax provided in section 3612 (d) (1).
SEC. 292. INTEREST ON DEFICIENCIES.

Interest upon the amount determined as a deficiency shall be
assessed at the same time as the deficiency, shall be paid upon notice
and demand from the collector, and shall be collected as a part of
the tax, at the rate of 6 per centum per annum from the date pre-
scribed for the payment of the tax (or, if the tax is paid in install-
ments, from the date prescribed for the payment of the first install-
ment) to the date the deficiency is assessed, or, in the case of a waiver
under section 272 (d), to the thirtieth day after the filing of such
waiver or to the date the deficiency is assessed whichever is the
earlier.
SEC. 293. ADDITIONS TO THE TAX IN CASE OF DEFICIENCY.

(a) NEGLIGENCE.-If any part of any deficiency is due to negligence,
or intentional disregard of rules and regulations but without intent to
defraud, 5 per centum of the total amount of the deficiency (in addi-
tion to such deficiency) shall be assessed, collected, and paid in the
same manner as if it were a deficiency, except that the provisions of
section 272 (i), relating to the prorating of a deficiency, and of section
292, relating to interest on deficiencies, shall not be applicable.

(b) FRAUD.-If any part of any deficiency is due to fraud with in-
tent to evade tax, then 50 per centum of the total amount of the de-
ficiency (in addition to such deficiency) shall be so assessed, collected,
and paid, in lieu of the 50 per centum addition to the tax provided in
section 3612 (d) (2).
SEC. 294. ADDITIONS TO THE TAX IN CASE OF NONPAYMENT.

(a) TAX SHOWN ON RETURN.-
(1) GENERAL RULE.-Where the amount determined by the tax-

payer as the tax imposed by this chapter, or any installment
thereof, or any part of such amount or installment, is not paid on
or before the date prescribed for its payment, there shall be col-
lected as a part of the tax, interest upon such unpaid amount at the
rate of 6 per centum per annum from the date prescribed for its
payment until it is paid.

(2) IF EXTENSION GRANTED.-Where an extension of time for pay-
ment of the amount so determined as the tax by the taxpayer, or any
installment thereof, has been granted, and the amount the time for
payment of which has been extended, and the interest thereon deter-
mined under section 295, is not paid in full prior to the expiration of
the period of the extension, then, in lieu of the interest provided for
in paragraph (1) of this subsection, interest at the rate of 6 per
centum per annum shall be collected on such unpaid amount from
the date of the expiration of the period of the extension until it is
paid.
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(b) DEFICIENCY.-Where a deficiency, or any interest or additional
amounts assessed in connection therewith under section 292, or under
section 293, or any addition to the tax in case of delinquency provided
for in section 291, is not paid in full within ten days from the date of
notice and demand from the collector, there shall be collected as part
of the tax, interest upon the unpaid amount at the rate of 6 per centum
per annum from the date of such notice and demand until it is paid.
If any part of a deficiency prorated to any unpaid installment under
section 272 (i) is not paid in full on or before the date prescribed for
the payment of such installment, there shall be collected as part of the
tax interest upon the unpaid amount at the rate of 6 per centum per
annum from such date until it is paid.

(c) FILING OF JEOPARDY BOND.-If a bond is filed, as provided in
section 273, the provisions of subsection (b) of this section shall not
apply to the amount covered by the bond.
SEC. 295. TIME EXTENDED FOR PAYMENT OF TAX SHOWN ON

RETURN.
If the time for payment of the amount determined as the tax by

the taxpayer, or any installment thereof, is extended under the
authority of section 56 (c), there shall be collected as a part of
such amount, interest thereon at the rate of 6 per centum per annum
from the date when such payment should have been made if no
extension had been granted, until the expiration of the period of
the extension.
SEC. 296. TIME EXTENDED FOR PAYMENT OF DEFICIENCY.

If the time for the payment of any part of a deficiency is extended,
there shall be collected, as a part of the tax, interest on the part
of the deficiency the time for payment of which is so extended, at
the rate of 6 per centum per annum for the period of the extension,
and no other interest shall be collected on such part of the deficiency
for such period. If the part of the deficiency the time for payment
of which is so extended is not paid in accordance with the terms of
the extension, there shall be collected, as a part of the tax, interest
on such unpaid amount at the rate of 6 per centum per annum for
the period from the time fixed by the terms of the extension for its
payment until it is paid, and no other interest shall be collected
on such unpaid amount for such period.
SEC. 297. INTEREST IN CASE OF JEOPARDY ASSESSMENTS.

In the case of the amount collected under section 273 (i) there
shall be collected at the same time as such amount, and as a part
of the tax, interest at the rate of 6 per centum per annum upon
such amount from the date of the jeopardy notice and demand to
the date of notice and demand under section 273 (i), or, in the case
of the amount collected in excess of the amount of the jeopardy
assessment, interest as provided in section 292. If the amount in-
cluded in the notice and demand from the collector under section
273 (i) is not paid in full within ten days after such notice and
demand, then there shall be collected, as part of the tax, interest
upon the unpaid amount at the rate of 6 per centum per annum
from the date of such notice and demand until it is paid.
SEC. 298. BANKRUPTCY AND RECEIVERSHIPS.

If the unpaid portion of the claim allowed in a bankruptcy or
receivership proceeding, as provided in section 274, is not paid in
full within ten days from the date of notice and demand from the
collector, then there shall be collected as a part of such amount
interest upon the unpaid portion thereof at the rate of 6 per centum
per annum from the date of such notice and demand until payment.
SEC. 299. REMOVAL OF PROPERTY OR DEPARTURE FROM UNITED

STATES.
For additions to tax in case of leaving the United States or conceal-

ing property in such manner as to hinder collection of the tax, see
section 146.
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per annum from the date of such notice and demand until it is paid. 
If any part of a deficiency prorated to any unpaid installment under 
section 272 (i) is not paid in full on or before the date prescribed for 
the payment of such installment, there shall be collected as part of the 
tax interest upon the unpaid amount at the rate of 6 per centum per 
annum from such date until it is paid. 

(c) FILING OF JEOPARDY BOND.—If a bond is filed, as provided in 
section 273, the provisions of subsection (b) of this section shall not 
apply to the amount covered by the bond. 
SEC. 295. TIME EXTENDED FOR PAYMENT OF TAX SHOWN ON 

RETURN. 
If the time for payment of the amount determined as the tax by 

the taxpayer, or any installment thereof, is extended under the 
authority of section 66 (c), there shall be collected as a part of 
such amount, interest thereon at the rate of 6 per centum per annum 
from the date when such payment should have been made if no 
extension had been granted., until the expiration of the period of 
the extension. 
SEC. 296. TIME EXTENDED FOR PAYMENT OF DEFICIENCY. 

If the time for the payment of any part of a deficiency is extended, 
there shall be collected, as a part of the tax, interest on the part 
of the deficiency the time for payment of which is so extended2 at 
the rate of 6 per centum per annum for the period of the extension, 
and no other interest shall be collected on such part of the deficiency 
for such period. If the part of the deficiency the time for payment 
of which is so extended is not paid in accordance with the terms of 
the extension, there shall be collected, as a part of the tax, interest 
on such unpaid amount at the rate of 6 per centum per annum for 
the period from the time fixed by the terms of the extension for its 
payment until it is paid, and no other interest shall be collected 
on such unpaid amount for such period. 
SEC. 297. INTEREST IN CASE OF JEOPARDY ASSESSMENTS. 

In the case of the amount collected under section 273 (i) there 
shall be collected at the same time as such amount, and as a part 
of the tax, interest at the rate of 6 per centum per annum upon 
such amount from the date of the jeopardy notice and demand to 
the date of notice and demand under section 273 (i), or, in the case 
of the amount collected in excess of the amount of the jeopardy 
assessment, interest as provided in section 292. If the amount in-
cluded in the notice and demand from the collector under section 
273 (i) is not paid in full within ten days after such notice and 
demand, then there shall be collected, as part of the tax, interest 
upon the unpaid amount at the rate of 6 per centum per annum 
from the date of such notice and demand until it is paid. 
SEC. 298. BANKRUPTCY AND RECEIVERSHIPS. 

If the unpaid portion of the claim allowed in a bankruptcy or 
receivership proceeding, as provided in section 274, is not paid in 
full within ten days from the date of notice and demand from the 
collector, then there shall be collected as a part of such amount 
interest upon the unpaid portion thereof at the rate of 6 per centum 
per annum from the date of such notice and demand until payment. 
SEC. 299. REMOVAL OF PROPERTY OR DEPARTURE FROM UNITED 

STATES. 
For additions to tax in case of leaving the United States or conceal-

ing property in such manner as to hinder collection of the tax, see 
section 146. 
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Supplement N-Claims against Transferees and Fiduciaries

SEC. 311. TRANSFERRED ASSETS.

(a) METHOD OF COLLECTIN.-The amounts of the following lia-
bilities shall, except as hereinafter in this section provided, be
assessed, collected, and paid in the same manner and subject to the
same provisions and limitations as in the case of a deficiency in a
tax imposed by this chapter (including the provisions in case of delin-
quency in payment after notice and demand, the provisions author-
izing distraint and proceedings in court for collection, and the
provisions prohibiting claims and suits for refunds):

(1) TRANSFEREES.-The liability, at law or in equity, of a trans-
feree of property of a taxpayer, in respect of the tax (including
interest, additional amounts, and additions to the tax provided by
law) imposed upon the taxpayer by this chapter.

(2) FIDucIARIES.-The liability of a fiduciary under section
3467 of the Revised Statutes, as amended, (U. S. C., Title 31, § 192)
in respect of the payment of any such tax from the estate of the
taxpayer.

Any such liability may be either as to the amount of tax shown on
the return or as to any deficiency in tax.

(b) PERIOD OF LIMITATION.-The period of limitation for assess-
ment of any such liability of a transferee or fiduciary shall be as
follows:

(1) In the case of the liability of an initial transferee of the
property of the taxpayer,-within one year after the expiration
of the period of limitation for assessment against the taxpayer;

(2) In the case of the liability of a transferee of a transferee
of the property of the taxpayer,-within one year after the expira-
tion of the period of limitation for assessment against the preced-
ing transferee, but only if within three years after the expiration
of the period of limitation for assessment against the taxpayer;-

except that if before the expiration of the period of limitation for
the assessment of the liability of the transferee, a court proceeding
for the collection of the tax or liability in respect thereof has been
begun against the taxpayer or last preceding transferee, respec-
tively,-then the period of limitation for assessment of the liability
of the transferee shall expire one year after the return of execution
in the court proceeding.

(3) In the case of the liability of a fiduciary,-not later than
one year after the liability arises or not later than the expiration
of the period for collection of the tax in respect of which such
liability arises, whichever is the later;

(4) Where before the expiration of the time prescribed in para-
graph (1), (2), or (3) for the assessment of the liability, both the
Commissioner and the transferee or fiduciary have consented in
writing to its assessment after such time, the liability may be
assessed at any time prior to the expiration of the period agreed
upon. The period so agreed upon may be extended by subsequent
agreements in writing made before the expiration of the period
previously agreed upon.
(c) PERIOD FOR ASSESSMIENT AGAINST TAXPAYER.-For the purposes

of this section, if the taxpayer is deceased, or in the case of a corpo-
ration, has terminated its existence, the period of limitation for
assessment against the taxpayer shall be the period that would be
in effect had death or termination of existence not occurred.

(d) SUSPENSION OF RUNNING OF STATUTE OF LIMrIATIONS.-The
running of the statute of limitations upon the assessment of the
liability of a transferee or fiduciary shall, after the mailing to the
transferee or fiduciary of the notice provided for in section 272 (a),
be suspended for the period during which the Commissioner is pro-
hibited from making the assessment in respect of the liability of the
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SEC. 311. TRANSFERRED ASSETS. 
(a) METHOD or eau:Pc-rim—The amounts of the following lia-

bilities shall, except as hereinafter in this section provided, be 
assessed, collected, and paid in the same manner and subject to. the 
same provisions and limitations as in the case of a .deficiency in. a 
tax imposed by this chapter (including the provisions in case of delin-
quency in payment after notice and demand, the provisions author-
izing distraint and proceedings in court for collection, and the 
provisions prohibiting claims and suits for refunds) : 

(1) TRANSFEREES.—The liability, at law or in equity, of a trans-
feree of property of a taxpayer, in respect of the tax (including 
interest, additional amounts, and additions to the tax provided by 
law) imposed upon the taxpayer by this chapter. 

(2) FinuctAmEs.—The liability of a fiduciary under section 
3467 of the Revised Statutes, as amended, (U. S. C., Title 31, § 192) 
in respect of the payment of any such tax from the estate of the 
taxpayer. 

Any such liability may be either as to the amount of tax shown on 
the return or as to any deficiency in tax. 

(b) PERIOD OF LimirxrioN.—The period of limitation for assess-
ment of any such liability of a transferee or fiduciary shall be as 
follows: 

(1) In the case of the liability of an initial transferee of the 
property of the taxpayer,—within one year after the expiration 
of the period of limitation for assessment against the taxpayer; 

(2) In the case of the liability of a transferee of a transferee 
of the property of the taxpayer,—within one year after the expira-
tion of the period of limitation for assessment against the )i-eced-
ing transferee, but only if within three years after the expiration 
of the period of limitation for assessment against the taxpayer;— 

except that if before the expiration of the period of limitation for 
the assessment of the liability of the transferee, a court proceeding 
for the collection of the tax or liability in respect thereof has been 
begun against the taxpayer or last preceding transferee, respec-
tively,—then the period of. limitation for assessment of the liability 
of the transferee shall expire one year after the return of execution 
in the court proceeding. 

(3) In the case of the liability of a fiduciary,—not later than 
one year after the liability arises or not later than the expiration 
of the period for collection of the tax in respect of which such 
liability arises, whichever is the later; 

(4) Where before the expiration of the time prescribed in para-
graph (1), (2), or (3) for the assessment of the liability, both the 
Commissioner and the transferee or fiduciary have consented in 
writing to its assessment after such time, the liability may be 
assessed at anytime prior to the expiration of the period agreed 
upon. The period so agreed upon may be extended by subsequent 
agreements in writing made before the expiration of the period 
previously agreed upon. 
(C) PERIOD FOR ASSESSMENT AGAINST TAXPAYER.—For the purposes 

of this section, if the taxpayer is deceased, or in the case of a corpo-
ration, has terminated its existence, the period of limitation for 
assessment against the taxpayer shall be the period that would be 
in effect had death or termination of existence not occurred. 

(d) SUSPENSION OF RUNNING OF STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS.—The 
running of the statute of limitations upon the assessment of the 
liability of a transferee or fiduciary shall, after the mailing to the 
transferee or fiduciary of the notice provided for in section 272 (a), 
be suspended for the period during which the Commissioner is pro-
hibited from making the assessment in respect of the liability of the 
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transferee or fiduciary (and in any event, if a proceeding in respect
of the liability is placed on the docket of the Board, until the decision
of the Board becomes final), and for sixty days thereafter.

(e) ADDRESS FOR NOTICE OF LIABILTT .-In the absence of notice
to the Commissioner under section 312 (b) of the existence of a
fiduciary relationship, notice of liability enforceable under this sec-
tion in respect of a tax imposed by this chapter, if mailed to the person
subject to the liability at his last known address, shall be sufficient
for the purposes of this chapter even if such person is deceased, or is
under a legal disability, or, in the case of a corporation, has termi-
nated its existence.

(f) DEFINITION OF "TRANsFEREE".-As used in this section, the
term "transferee" includes heir, legatee, devisee, and distributee.
SEC. 312. NOTICE OF FIDUCIARY RELATIONSHIP.

(a) FmIDucIAR OF TAXPAYER.-Upon notice to the Commissioner
that any person is acting in a fiduciary capacity such fiduciary shall
assume the powers, rights, duties, and privileges of the taxpayer
in respect of a tax imposed by this chapter (except as otherwise specifi-
cally provided and except that the tax shall be collected from the
estate of the taxpayer), until notice is given that the fiduciary capac-
ity has terminated.

(b) FIDmuoIAR OF TRANSFEREE.-Upon notice to the Commissioner
that any person is acting in a fiduciary capacity for a person subject
to the liability specified in section 311, the fiduciary shall assume, on
behalf of such person, the powers, rights, duties, and privileges of
such person under such section (except that the liability shall be
collected from the estate of such person), until notice is given that
the fiduciary capacity has terminated.

(c) MANNER OF NOTICE.-Notice under subsection (a) or (b) shall
be given in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Commis-
sioner with the approval of the Secretary.
SEC. 313. CROSS REFERENCE.

For prohibition of suits to restrain enforcement of liability of trans-
feree or fiduciary, see section 3653 (b).

Supplement O-Overpayments

SEC. 321. OVERPAYMENT OF INSTALLMENT.
If the taxpayer has paid as an installment of the tax more than

the amount determined to be the correct amount of such installment,
the overpayment shall be credited against the unpaid installments,
if any. If the amount already paid, whether or not on the basis
of installments, exceeds the amount determined to be the correct
amount of the tax, the overpayment shall be credited or refunded as
provided in section 322.
SEC. 322. REFUNDS AND CREDITS.

(a) AuTroRIZATION.-Where there has been an overpayment of
any tax imposed by this chapter, the amount of such overpayment
shall be credited against any income, war-profits, or excess-profits tax
or installment thereof then due from the taxpayer, and any balance
shall be refunded immediately to the taxpayer.

(b) LIMITATION ON ALLOWANCE.-
(1) PERIOD OF LIMITATIN.-Unless a claim for credit or refund

is filed by the taxpayer within three years from the time the return
was filed by the taxpayer or within two years from the time the tax
was paid, no credit or refund shall be allowed or made after the
expiration of whichever of such periods expires the later. If no
return is filed by the taxpayer, then no credit or refund shall be
allowed or made after two years from the time the tax was paid
unless before the expiration of such period a claim therefor is filed
by the taxpayer.
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transferee or fiduciary (and in any event, if a proceeding in respect 
of the liability is placed on the docket of the Board, until the decision 
of the Board becomes final), and for sixty days thereafter. 

(e) ADDRESS FOR NOIICE or 'Atom,'Ty.—In the absence of notice 
to the Commissioner under section 312 (b) of the existence of a 
fiduciary relationship, notice of liability enforceable under this sec-
tion in respect of a tax imposed by this chapter, if mailed to the person 
subject to the liability at his last known address, shall be sufficient 
for the purposes of this chapter even if such person is deceased, or is 
under a legal disability, or, in the case of a corporation, has termi-
nated its existence. 

(f) DErrNrriox OF "TRANSPEREE".—AS used in this section, the 
term "transferee" includes heir, legatee, devisee, and distributee. 
SEC. 312. NOTICE OF FIDUCIARY RELATIONSHIP. 

(a) FIDUCIARY or TAXPAYER.—Upon notice to the Commissioner 
that any person is acting in a fiduciary capacity such fiduciary shall 
assiune the powers, rights, duties, and privileges of the taxpayer 
in respect of a tax imposed by this chapter (except as otherwise specifi-
cally provided and except that the tax shall be collected from the 
estate of the taxpayer), until notice is given that the fiduciary capac-
ity has terminated. 

(b) FIDUCIARY or TuArtsrEurr.—Upon notice to the Commissioner 
that any person is acting in a fiduciary capacity for a person subject 
to the liability specified in section 311, the fiduciary shall assume, on 
behalf of such person, the powers, rights, duties, and privileges of 
such person under such section (except that the liability shall be 
collected from the estate of such person), until notice is given that 
the fiduciary capacity has terminated. 

(C) MANNER or NOIICE.—Notice under subsection (a) or (b) shall 
be given in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Commis-
sioner with the approval of the Secretary. 
SEC. 313. CROSS REFERENCE. 

For prohibition of suits to restrain enforcement of liability of trans-
feree or fiduciary, see section 3653 (h). 

Supplement 0—Overpaym en ts 

SEC. 321. OVERPAYMENT OF INSTALLMENT. 

If the taxpayer has paid as an installment of the tax more than 
the amount determined to be the correct amount of such installment, 
the overpayment shall be credited against the unpaid installments, 
if any. If the amount already paid, whether or not on the basis 
of installments, exceeds the amount determined to be the correct 
amount of the tax, the overpayment shall be credited or refunded as 
provided in section 322. 
SEC. 322. REFUNDS AND CREDITS. 

(a) AuThouizATiox.—Where there has been an overpayment of 
any tax imposed by this chapter, the amount of such overpayment 
shall be credited against any income, war-profits, or excess-profits tax 
or installment thereof then due from the taxpayer, and any balance 
shall be refunded immediately to the taxpayer. 

(b) LIMITATION ON ALLOWANCE.— 
(1) PERIOD or LIMITAIION.—Ulliess a claim for credit or refund 

is filed by the taxpayer within three years from the time the return 
was filed by the taxpayer or within two years from the time the tax 
was paid, no credit or refund shall be allowed or made after the 
expiration of whichever of such periods expires the later. If no 
return is filed by the taxpayer, then no credit or refund shall be 
allowed or made after two years from the time the tax was paid, 
unless before the expiration of such period a claim  therefor is filed 
by the taxpayer. 
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(2) LIMIT ON AMOUNT OF CREDIT OR REFUND.-The amount of

the credit or refund shall not exceed the portion of the tax paid
during the three years immediately preceding the filing of the
claim, or, if no claim was filed, then during the three years imme-
diately preceding the allowance of the credit or refund.
(c) EFCT OF PETITION TO BOARD.-If the Commissioner has

mailed to the taxpayer a notice of deficiency under section 272 (a)
and if the taxpayer files a petition with the Board of Tax Appeals
within the time prescribed in such subsection, no credit or refund in
respect of the tax for the taxable year in respect of which the Com-
missioner has determined the deficiency shall be allowed or made and
no suit by the taxpayer for the recovery of any part of such tax shall
be instituted in any court except-

(1) As to overpayments determined by a decision of the Board
which has become final; and

(2) As to any amount collected in excess of an amount com-
puted in accordance with the decision of the Board which has
become final; and

(3) As to any amount collected after the period of limitation
upon the beginning of distraint or a proceeding in court for col-
lection has expired; but in any such claim for credit or refund
or in any such suit for refund the decision of the Board which has
become final, as to whether such period has expired before the
notice of deficiency was mailed, shall be conclusive.
(d) OVERPAYMENT FOUND BY BOARD.-If the Board finds that

there is no deficiency and further finds that the taxpayer has made
an overpayment of tax in respect of the taxable year in respect of
which the Commissioner determined the deficiency, the Board shall
have jurisdiction to determine the amount of such overpayment, and
such amount shall, when the decision of the Board has become final,
be credited or refunded to the taxpayer. No such credit or refund
shall be made of any portion of the tax unless the Board determines
as part of its decision that such portion was paid (1) within three
years before the filing of the claim or the filing of the petition,
whichever is earlier, or (2) after the mailing of the notice of
deficiency.

(e) TAX WITHHELD AT SOURCE.-
For refund or credit in case of excessive withholding at the source,

see section 143 (f).

Supplement P-Foreign Personal Holding Companies

SEC. 331. DEFINITION OF FOREIGN PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANY.
(a) GENERAL RULE.-For the purposes of this chapter the term

"foreign personal holding company" means any foreign corpora-
tion i--

(1) GRoss INCOME REQUIREMENT.-At least 60 per centum of its
gross income (as defined in section 334 (a)) for the taxable year
is foreign personal holding company income as defined in section
332; but if the corporation is a foreign personal holding company
with respect to any taxable year ending after August 26, 1937,
then, for each subsequent taxable year, the minimum percentage
shall be 50 per centum in lieu of 60 per centum, until a taxable
year during the whole of which the stock ownership required by
paragraph (2) does not exist, or until the expiration of three con-
secutive taxable years in each of which less than 50 per centum of
the gross income is foreign personal holding company income.
For the purposes of this paragraph there shall be included in the
gross income the amount includible therein as a dividend by reason
of the application of section 334 (c) (2); and

(2) STOCK OwNERSIP REQUIREmENT.-At any time during the
taxable year more than 50 per centum in value of its outstanding
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(2) LIMIT ON AMOUNT OF CREDIT OR REFUND.—The amount of 
the credit or refund shall not exceed the portion of the tax paid 
during the three years immediately preceding the filing of the 
claim, or, if no claim was filed, then during the three years imme-
diately preceding the allowance of the credit or refund. . 
(c) Emar or PETITION TO BOARD.— If the Commissioner has 

mailed to the taxpayer a notice of deficiency under section 272 (a) 
and if the taxpayer files a petition with the Board of Tax Appeals 
within the time prescribed in such subsection, no credit .or refund in 
respect of the tax for the taxable year in respect of which the Com-
missioner has determined the deficiency shall be allowed or made and 
no suit by the taxpayer for the recovery of any part of such tax shall 
be instituted in any court except— 

(1) As to overpayments determined by a decision of the Board 
which has become final; and 

(2) As to any amount collected in excess of an amount com-
puted in accordance with the decision of the Board which has 
become final; and 

(3) As to any amount collected after the period of limitation 
upon the beginning of distraint or a proceeding in court for col-
lection has expired; but in any such claim for credit or refund 
or in any such suit for refund the decision of the Board which has 
become final, as to whether such period has expired before the 
notice of deficiency was mailed, shall be conclusive. 
(d) OVERPAYMENT FOUND BY BoARD.—If the Board finds that 

there is no deficiency and further finds that the taxpayer has made 
an overpayment of tax in respect of the taxable year in respect of 
which the Commissioner determined the deficiency, the Board shall 
have jurisdiction to determine the amount of such overpayment, and 
such amount shall, when the decision of the Board has become final, 
be credited or refunded to the taxpayer. No such credit or refund 
shall be made of any portion of the tax unless the Board determines 
as part of its decision that such portion was paid (1) within three 
years before the filing of the claim or the filing of the petition, 
whichever is earlier, or (2) after the mailing of the notice of 
deficiency. 

(e) TAX WITHHELD AT SOURCE.— 
For refund or credit in case of excessive withholding at the source, 

see section 143 (1). 
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SEC. 331. DEFINITION OF FOREIGN PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANY. 
(a) GENERAL BULE.—For the purposes of this chapter the term 

"foreign personal holding company" means any foreign corpora-
tion if— 

(1) GROSS INCOME REQUIREMENT.—At least 60 per centum of its 
gross income (as defined in section 334 (a)) for the taxable year 
is foreign personal holding company income as defined in section 
332; but if the corporation is a foreign personal holding company 
with respect to any taxable year ending after August 26, 1937, 
then, for each subsequent taxable year, the minimum percentage 
shall be 50 per centum in lieu of 60 per centum, until a taxable 
year during the whole of which the stock ownership required by 
paragraph (2) does not exist, or until the expiration of three con-
secutive taxable years in each of which less than 50 per centum of 
the gross income is foreign personal holding company income. 
For the purposes of this paragraph there shall be included in the 
gross income the amount inducible therein as a dividend by reason 
of the application of section 334 (c) (2) ; and 

(2) &mit OWNERSHIP REQUIREmENE—At any time during the 
taxable year more than 50 per centum in value of its outstanding 



stock is owned, directly or indirectly, by or for not more than five
individuals who are citizens or residents of the United States,
hereinafter called "United States group".
(b) ExcEPrToNs.-The term "foreign personal holding company"

does not include a corporation exempt from taxation under section
101.

SEC. 332. FOREIGN PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANY INCOME.
For the purposes of this chapter the term "foreign personal holding

company income" means the portion, of the gross income determined
for the purposes of section 331 (a) (1), which consists of:

(a) Dividends, interest, royalties, annuities.
(b) STOCK AND SECURITIES TRANSACTrONS.-Except in the case of

regular dealers in stock or securities, gains from the sale or exchange
of stock or securities.

(c) CoMMoDITIEs TRANSACTIONs.-Gains from futures transactions
in any commodity on or subject to the rules of a board of trade or
commodity exchange. This subsection shall not apply to gains by
a producer, processor, merchant, or handler of the commodity which
arise out of bona fide hedging transactions reasonably necessary to
the conduct of its business in the manner in which such business is
customarily and usually conducted by others.

(d) ESTATES AND TBJSTS.-Amounts includible in computing the
net income of the corporation under Supplement E; and gains from
the sale or other disposition of any interest in an estate or trust.

(e) PERSONAL SERVICE CONTRACTS.-(1) Amounts received under
a contract under which the corporation is to furnish personal services;
if some person other than the corporation has the right to designate
(by name or by description) the individual who is to perform the
services, or if the individual who is to perform the services is desig-
nated (by name or by description) in the contract; and (2) amounts
received from the sale or other disposition of such a contract. This
subsection shall apply with respect to amounts received for services
under a particular contract only if at some time during the taxable
year 25 per centurn or more in value of the outstanding stock of the
corporation is owned, directly or indirectly, by or for the individual
who has performed, is to perform, or may be designated (by name
or by description) as the one to perform, such services.

(f) USE OF CORPORATION PROPERTY BY SHARuEOLDER.-Amounts
received as compensation (however designated and from whomsoever
received) for the use of, or right to use, property of the corporation
in any case where, at any time during the taxable year, 25 per centum
or more in value of the outstanding stock of the corporation is owned,
directly or indirectly, by or for an individual entitled to the use of
the property; whether such right is obtained directly from the cor-
poration or by means of a sublease or other arrangement.

(g) RENTS.-Rents, unless constituting 50 per centum or more of
the gross income. For the purposes of this subsection the term "rents"
means compensation, however designated, for the use of, or right to
use, property; but does not include amounts constituting foreign
personal holding company income under subsection (f).

SEC. 333. STOCK OWNERSHIP.
(a) CONSTRUCrIVE OWNERSHIP.-For the purpose of determining

whether a foreign corporation is a foreign personal holding company,
insofar as such determination is based on stock ownership under sec-
tion 331 (a) (2), section 332 (e), or section 332 (f)-

(1) STOCK NOT OWNED BY INDIIDmuA.--Stock owned, directly
or indirectly, by or for a corporation, partnership estate, or trust
shall be considered as being owned proportionately by its share-
holders, partners, or beneficiaries.

(2) FAMILY AND PATNhEZP OWNmRSHIP.-An individual shall be
considered as owning the stock owned, directly or indirectly, by or
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stock is owned, directly or indirectly, by or for not more than five 
individuals who are citizens or residents of the United States, 
hereinafter called "United States group". 
(b) ExcErTioNs.—The term "foreign personal holding company" 

does not include a corporation exempt from taxation under section 
101. 

SEC. 332. FOREIGN PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANY INCOME. 
For the purposes of this chapter the term "foreign personal holding 

company income" means the portion, of the gross income determined 
for the purposes of section 331 (a) (1), which consists of: 

(a) Dividends, interest, royalties, annuities. 
(b) STOCK AND SECURITIES TRANsAcTioNs.—Except in the case of 

regular dealers in stock or securities, gains from the sale or exchange 
of stock or securities. 

(c) COMMODITIES TRANsAarioNs.—Gains from futures transactions 
in any commodity on or subject to the rules of a board of trade or 
commodity exchange. This subsection shall not apply to gains .by 
a producer, processor, merchant, or handler of the commodity which 
arise out of bona fide hedging transactions reasonably necessary to 
the conduct of its business in the manner in which such business is 
customarily and usually conducted by others. 

(d) ESTATES AND num.—Amounts includible in computing the 
net income of the corporation under Supplement E; and gains from 
the sale or other disposition of any interest in an estate or trust. 

(e) PERSONAL SERVICE Corrrawrs.—(1) Amounts received under 
a contract under which the corporation is to furnish personal services; 
if some person other than the corporation has the right to designate 
(by name or by description) the individual who is to perform the 
services, or if the individual who is to perform the services is desig-
nated (by name or by description) in the contract; and (2) amounts 
received from the sale or other disposition of such a contract. This 
subsection shall apply with respect to amounts received for services 
under a particular contract only if at some time during the taxable 
year 25 per centum or more in value of the outstanding stock of the 
corporation is owned, directly or indirectly, by or for the individual 
who has performed, is to perform, or may be designated (by name 
or by description) as the one to perform, such services. 

(I) USE OF CORPORATION PROPERTY BY SHAREHOLDER.--411101Ints 
received as compensation (however designated and from whomsoever 
received) for the use of, or right to use, property of the corporation 
in any case where, at any time during the taxable year, 25 per centum 
or more in value of the outstanding stock of the corporation is owned, 
directly or indirectly, by or for an individual entitled to the use of 
the property; whether such right is obtained directly from the cor-
poration or by means of a sublease or other arrangement. 

(g) RENTs.—Rents, unless constituting 50 per c,entuna or more of 
the gross income. For the purposes of this subsection the term "rents" 
means compensation, however designated, for the use of, or right to 
use, property; but does not include amounts constituting foreign 
personal holding company income under subsection (f). 

SEC. 333. STOCK OWNERSHIP. 
(a) Colisrauurivri Owmaisine.—For the purpose of determining 

whether a foreign corporation is a foreign personal holding company, 
insofar as such determination is based on stock ownership under sec-
tion 331 (a) (2), section 332 (e), or section 332 (f)— 

(1) STOCK Nur owNED BY INDIVIDUAL.--Stock owned, directly orindirectly, by or for a corporation, partnership, estate; or trust 

shall be considered as being owned proportionately by its share-
holders, partners, or beneficiaries. 

(2) FAMILY AND perm-gam-1p owmizsrap.—An individual shall be 
considered as owning the stock owned, directly or indirectly, by or 
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for his family or by or for his partner. For the purposes of this
paragraph the family of an individual includes only his brothers
and sisters (whether by the whole or half blood), spouse, ancestors,
and lineal descendants.

(3) OPIIoNs.-If any person has an option to acquire stock such
stock shall be considered as owned by such person. For the pur-
poses of this paragraph an option to acquire such an option, and
each one of a series of such options, shall be considered as an option
to acquire such stock.

(4) APPLICATION OF FAMILY-PARTNERSHIP AND OPTION RULES.-
Paragraphs (2) and (3) shall be applied-

(A) For the purposes of the stock ownership requirement pro-
vided in section 331 (a) (2), if, but only if, the effect is to make
the corporation a foreign personal holding company;

(B) For the purposes of section 332 (e) (relating to personal
service contracts), or of section 332 (f) (relating to the use of
property by shareholders), if, but only if, the effect is to make
the amounts therein referred to includible under such subsection
as foreign personal holding company income.
(5) CONSTRUCTIVE OWNERSHIP AS ACTUAL OWNERSHIP.-Stock con-

structively owned by a person by reason of the application of
paragraph (1) or (3) shall, for the purpose of applying paragraph
(1) or (2), be treated as actually owned by such person; but stock
constructively owned by an individual by reason of the application
of paragraph (2) shall not be treated as owned by him for the pur-
pose of again applying such paragraph in order to make another
the constructive owner of such stock.

(6) OPTION RULE IN LIEU OF FAMILY AND PARTNERSHIP RULE.-If
stock may be considered as owned by an individual under either
paragraph (2) or (3) it shall be considered as owned by him under
paragraph (3).
(b) CONVERTIBLE SECuRITIES.-Outstanding securities convertible

into stock (whether or not convertible during the taxable year) shall
be considered as outstanding stock-

(1) For the purpose of the stock ownership requirement provided
in section 331 (a) (2), but only if the effect of the inclusion of all
such securities is to make the corporation a foreign personal hold-
ing company;

(2) For the purpose of section 332 (e) (relating to personal serv-
ice contracts), but only if the effect of the inclusion of all such
securities is to make the amounts therein referred to includible
under such subsection as foreign personal holding company income;
and

(3) For the purpose of section 332 (f) (relating to the use of
property by shareholders), but only if the effect of the inclusion of
all such securities is to make the amounts therein referred to includ-
ible under such subsection as foreign personal holding company
income.

The requirement in paragraphs (1), (2), and (3) that all convertible
securities must be included if any are to be included shall be subject
to the exception that, where some of the outstanding securities are
convertible only after a later date than in the case of others, the class
having the earlier conversion date may be included although the others
are not included, but no convertible securities shall be included unless
all outstanding securities having a prior conversion date are also
included.
SEC. 334. GROSS INCOME OF FOREIGN PERSONAL HOLDING COM-

PANIES.
(a) GENERAL RULE.-As used in this Supplement with respect to

a foreign corporation the term "gross income" means gross income
computed (without regard to the provisions of Supplement I) as if
the foreign corporation were a domestic corporation.
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for his family or by or for his partner. For the purposes of this 
paragraph the family of an individual includes only his brothers 
and sisters (whether by the whole or half blood), spouse, ancestors, 
and lineal descendants. 

(3) OrrioNs.—If any person has an option to acquire stock such 
stock shall be considered as owned by such person. For the pur-
poses of this paragraph an option to acquire such an option, and 
each one of a series of such options, shall be considered as an option 
to acquire such stock. 

(4) APPLICATION OF FAMILY-PARTNERSHIP AND OPTION RULES.— 
Paragraphs (2) and (3) shall be applied— 

(A) For the purposes of the stock ownership requirement pro-
vided in section 331 (a) (2), if, but only if, the effect is to make 
the corporation a foreign personal holding company; 

(B) For the purposes of section 332 (e) (relating to personal 
service contracts), or of section 332 (f) (relating to the use of 
property by shareholders), if, but only if, the effect is to make 
the amounts therein referred to includible under such subsection 
as foreign personal holding company income. 
(5) CONSTRUCTIVE OWNERSHIP AS ACTUAL OWNERSEHP.—Stock con-

structively owned by a person by reason of the application of 
paragraph (1) or (3) shall, for the purpose of applying paragraph 
(1) or (2), be treated as actually owned by such person; but stock 
constructively owned by an individual by reason of the application 
of paragraph (2) shall not be treated as owned by him for the pur-
pose of again applying such paragraph in order to make another 
the constructive owner of such stock. 

(6) OPTION RULE IN LIEU OF FAMILY AND PARTNERSHIP RULE.—If 
stock may be considered as owned by an individual under either 
paragraph (2) or (3) it shall be considered as owned by him under 
paragraph (3). 
(b) CONVERTIBLE SECIIRITIES.—Outstanding securities convertible 

into stock (whether or not convertible during the taxable year) shall 
be considered as outstanding stock— 

(1) For the purpose of the stock ownership requirement provided 
in section 331 (a) (2), but only if the effect of the inclusion of all 
such securities is to make the corporation a foreign personal hold-
ing company; 

(2) For the purpose of section 332 (e) (relating to personal serv-
ice contracts), but only if the effect of the inclusion of all such 
securities is to make the amounts therein referred to includible 
under such subsection as foreign personal holding company income; 
and 

(3) For the purpose of section 332 (f) (relating to the use of 
property by shareholders), but only if the effect of the inclusion of 
all such securities is to make the amounts therein referred to includ-
ible under such subsection as foreign personal holding company 
income. 

The requirement in paragraphs (1), (2), and (3) that all convertible 
securities must be included if any are to be included shall be subject 
to the exception that, where some of the outstanding securities are 
convertible only after a later date than in the case of others, the class 
having the earlier conversion date may be included although the others 
are not included, but no convertible securities shall be included unless 
all outstanding securities having a prior conversion date are also 
included. 

SEC. 334. GROSS INCOME OF FOREIGN PERSONAL HOLDING COM-
PANIES. 

(a) GENERAL RuLE.—As used in this Supplement with respect to 
a foreign corporation the term "gross income" means gross income 
computed (without regard to the provisions of Supplement I) as if 
the foreign corporation were a domestic corporation. 
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(b) ADDITIONS TO GROSS INCOME.-In the case of a foreign personal

holding company (whether or not a United States group, as defined
in section 331 (a) (2), existed with respect to such company on the
last day of its taxable year) which was a shareholder in another
foreign personal holding company on the day in the taxable year
(whether beginning before, on, or after January 1, 1939) of the
second company which was the last day on which a United States
group existed with respect to the second company, there shall be
included, as a dividend, in the gross income of the first company, for
the taxable year in which or with which the taxable year of the
second company ends, the amount the first company would have
received as a dividend if on such last day there had been distributed
by the second company, and received by the shareholders, an amount
which bears the same ratio to the undistributed Supplement P net
income of the second company for its taxable year as the portion of
such taxable year up to and including such last day bears to the
entire taxable year.

(c) APPLCATION OF SUBSECTON (b).-The rule provided in sub-
section (b)-

(1) shall be applied in the case of a foreign personal holding
company for the purpose of determining its undistributed Sup-
plement P net income which, or a part of which, is to be included
in the gross income of its shareholders, whether United States
shareholders or other foreign personal holding companies;

(2) shall be applied in the case of every foreign corporation
with respect to which a United States group exists on some day
of its taxable year, for the purpose of determining whether such
corporation meets the gross income requirements of section 331
(a) (1).

SEC. 335. UNDISTRIBUTED SUPPLEMENT P NET INCOME.
For the purposes of this chapter the term "undistributed Supple-

ment P net income" means the Supplement P net income (as defined
in section 336) minus the amount of the basic surtax credit provided
in section 27 (b) (computed without its reduction, under section
27 (b) (1), by the amount of the credit provided in section 26 (a),
relating to interest on certain obligations of the United States and
Government corporations).
SEC. 336. SUPPLEMENT P NET INCOME.

For the purposes of this chapter the term "Supplement P net
income" means the net income with the following adjustments:

(a) ADDITIONAL DEDInTIONS.-There shall be allowed as deduc-
tions-

(1) Federal income, war-profits, and excess-profits taxes paid
or accrued during the taxable year to the extent not allowed as
a deduction under section 23; but not including the tax imposed
by section 102, section 500, or a section of a prior income-tax law
corresponding to either of such sections.

(2) In lieu of the deduction allowed by section 23 (q), con-
tributions or gifts payment of which is made within the taxable
year to or for the use of donees described in section 23 (q) for the
purposes therein specified, to an amount which does not exceed
15 per centum of the company's net income, computed without the
benefit of this paragraph and section 23 (q), and without the de-
duction of the amount disallowed under subsection (b) of this sec-
tion, and without the inclusion in gross income of the amounts
includible therein as dividends by reason of the application of the
provisions of section 334 (b) (relating to the inclusion in the gross
income of a foreign personal holding company of its distributive
share of the undistributed Supplement P net income of another
foreign personal holding company in which it is a shareholder).
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(b) AnniProws To GROSS INcomE.—In the case of a foreign personal 
holding company (whether or not a United States group, as defined 
in section 331 (a) (2), existed with respect to such company on the 
last day of its taxable year) which was a shareholder in another 
foreign personal holding company on the day in the taxable year 
(whether beginning before, on, or after January 1, 1939) of the 
second company which was the last day on which a United States 
group existed with respect to the second company, there shall be 
included, as a dividend, in the gross income of the first company, for 
the taxable year in which or with which the taxable year of the 
second company ends, the amount the first company would have 
received as a dividend if on such last day there had been distributed 
by the second company, and received by the shareholders, an amount 
which bears the same ratio to the undistributed Supplement P net 
income of the second company for its taxable year as the portion of 
such taxable year up to and including such last day bears to the 
entire taxable year. 

(c) APPLICATION or Suaszonorr (b).—The rule provided in sub-
section (b)— 

(1) shall be applied in the case of a foreign personal holding 
company for the purpose of determining its undistributed Sup-
plement P net income which, or apart of which, is to be included 
in the gross income of its shareholders, whether United States 
shareholders or other foreign personal holding companies; 

(2) shall be applied in the case of every foreign corporation 
with respect to which a United States group exists on some day 
of its taxable year, for the purpose of determining whether such 
corporation meets the gross income requirements of section 331 
(a) (1). 

SEC. 335. UNDISTRIBUTED SUPPLEMENT P NET INCOME. 
For the purposes of this chapter the term "undistributed Supple-

ment P net income" means the Supplement P net income (as defined 
in section 336) minus the amount of the basic surtax credit provided. 
in section 27 (b) (computed without its reduction, under section 
27 (b) (1), by the amount of the credit provided in section 26 (a), 
relating to interest on certain obligations of the United States and 
Government corporations). 
SEC. 336. SUPPLEMENT P NET INCOME. 
For the purposes of this chapter the term "Supplement P net 

income" means the net income with the following adjustments: 
(a) ADDITIONAL DEDUCrIONS.—There shall be allowed as deduc-

tions— 
(1) Federal income, war-profits, and excess-profits taxes paid 

or accrued during the taxable year to the extent not allowed as 
a deduction under section 23; but not including the tax imposed 
by section 102, section 500, or a section of a prior income-tax law 
corresponding to either of such sections. 

(2) In lieu of the deduction allowed by section 23 (q), con-
tributions or gifts payment of which is made within the taxable 
year to or for the use of donees described in section 23 (q) for the 
purposes therein specified, to an amount which does not exceed 
15 per centum of the company's net income, computed without the 
benefit of this paragraph and section 23 (q), and without the de-
duction of the amount disallowed under subsection (b) of this sec-
tion, and without the inclusion in gross income of the amounts 
includible therein as dividends by reason of the application of the 
provisions of section 334 (b) (relating to the inclusion in the gross 
income of a foreign personal holding company of its distributive 
share of the undistributed Supplement P net income of another 
foreign personal holding company in which it is a shareholder). 
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(b) DEDUCTIONS NOT ALLOWED.-
(1) TAXES AND PENSION TRUSTS.-The deductions provided in

section 23 (d), relating to taxes of a shareholder paid by the
corporation, and in section 23 (p), relating to pension trusts,
shall not be allowed.

(2) EXPENSES AND DEPRECIATION.-The aggregate of the deduc-
tions allowed under section 23 (a), relating to expenses, and
section 23 (1), relating to depreciation, which are allocable to the
operation and maintenance of property owned or operated by the
company, shall be allowed only in an amount equal to the rent or
other compensation received for the use or right to use the prop-
erty, unless it is established (under regulations prescribed by the
Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary) to the satisfac-
tion of the Commissioner:

(A) That the rent or other compensation received was the
highest obtainable, or, if none was received, that none was ob-
tainable;

(B) That the property was held in the course of a business
carried on bona fide for profit; and

(C) Either that there was reasonable expectation that the
operation of the property would result in a profit, or that the
property was necessary to the conduct of the business.

SEC. 337. CORPORATION INCOME TAXED TO UNITED STATES SHARE-
HOLDERS.

(a) GENERAL RULE.-The undistributed Supplement P net income
of a foreign personal holding company shall be included in the gross
income of the citizens or residents of the United States, domestic
corporations, domestic partnerships, and estates or trusts (other than
estates or trusts the gross income of which under this chapter in-
cludes only income from sources within the United States), who are
shareholders in such foreign personal holding company (hereinafter
called "United States shareholders") in the manner and to the extent
set forth in this Supplement.

(b) AMOUNT INCLUDED IN GROSS INCOME.-Each United States
shareholder, who was a shareholder on the day in the taxable year
of the company which was the last day on which a United States
group (as defined in section 331 (a) (2)) existed with respect to
the company, shall include in his gross income, as a dividend, for
the taxable year in which or with which the taxable year of the
company ends, the amount he would have received as a dividend
if on such last day there had been distributed by the company, and
received by the shareholders, an amount which bears the same ratio
to the undistributed Supplement P net income of the company for
the taxable year as the portion of such taxable year up to and includ-
ing such last day bears to the entire taxable year.

(c) CREDIT FOR OBLIGATIONS OF UNITED STATES AND ITS INSTRUMEN-
TALTIES.-Each United States shareholder shall be allowed a credit
against net income, for the purpose of the tax imposed by section 11,
13, 14, 201, 204, 207, or 362, of his proportionate share of the interest
specified in section 25 (a) (1) or (2) which is included in the gross
income of the company otherwise than by the application of the pro-
visions of section 334 (b) (relating to the inclusion in the gross income
of a foreign personal holding company of its distributive share of the
undistributed Supplement P net income of another foreign personal
holding company in which it is a shareholder).

(d) INFORMATION IN RETURN.-Every United States shareholder
who is required under subsection (b) to include in his gross income
any amount with respect to the undistributed Supplement P net
income of a foreign personal holding company and who, on the last
day on which a United States group existed with respect to the
company, owned 5 per centum or more in value of the outstanding
stock of such company, shall set forth in his return in complete
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(b) DEDUCTIONS NOT ALLOWED.— 
(1) TAXES AND PENSION TRUSTS.—The deductions provided in 

section 23 (d), relating to taxes of a shareholder paid by the 
corporation, and in section 23 (p), relating to pension trusts, 
- shall not be allowed. 

(2) EXPENSES AND DEPRECIATION.—The aggregate of the deduc-
tions allowed under section 23 (a), relating to expenses, and 
section 23 (1), relating to depreciation, which are allocable to the 
operation and maintenance of property owned or operated by the 
company, shall be allowed only in an amount equal to the rent or 
other compensation received for the use or right to use the prop-
erty, unless it is established (under regulations prescribed by the 
Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary) to the satisfac-
tion of the Commissioner: 

(A) That the rent or other compensation received was the 
highest obtainable, or, if none was received, that none was ob-
tainable • 

(B) That the property was held in the course of a business 
carried on bona fide for profit; and 

(C) Either that there was reasonable expectation that the 
operation of the property would result in a profit, or that the 
property was necessary to the conduct of the business. 

SEC. 337. CORPORATION INCOME TAXED TO UNITED STATES SHARE-
HOLDERS. 

(a) GENERAL RULE.—The undistributed Supplement P net income 
of a foreign personal holding company shall be included in the gross 
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corporations, domestic partnerships, and estates or trusts (other than 
estates or trusts the gross income of which under this chapter in-
cludes only income from sources within the United States), who are 
shareholders in such foreign personal holding company (hereinafter 
called "United States shareholders") in the manner and to the extent 
set forth in this Supplement. 

(b) AMOUNT INCLUDED IN GROSS INCOME.—Each United States 
shareholder, who was a shareholder on the day in the taxable year 
of the company which was the last day on which a United States 
group (as defined in section 331 (a) (2)) existed with respect to 
the company, shall include in his gross income, as a dividend, for 
the taxable year in which or with which the taxable year of the 
company ends the amount he would have received as a dividend 
if on such lase day there had been distributed by the company, and 
received by the shareholders, an amount which bears the same ratio 
to the undistributed Supplement P net income of the company for 
the taxable year as the portion of such taxable year up to and includ-
ing such last day bears to the entire taxable year. 

(C) CREDIT FOR OBLIGATIONS or UNITED STATES AND ITS INSTRUMEN-
TALmEs.—Each United States shareholder shall be allowed a credit 
against net income, for the purpose of the tax imposed by section 11, 
13, 14, 201, 204, 207, or 362, of his proportionate share of the interest 
specified in section 25 (a) (1) or (2) which is included in the gross 
income of the company otherwise than by: the application of the pro-
visions of section 334 (b) (relating to the inclusion in the gross income 
of a foreign personal holding company of its distributive share of the 
undistributed Supplement P net income of another foreign personal 
holding company in which it is a shareholder). 

(d) INFORMATION IN Rmanc.—Every United States shareholder 
who is required under subsection (b) to include in his gross income 
any amount with respect to the undistributed Supplement P net 
income of a foreign personal holding company and who, on the last 
day on which a United States group existed with respect to the 
company, owned 5 per centum or more in value of the outstanding 
stock of such company, shall set forth in his return in complete 



detail the gross income, deductions and credits, net income, Supple-
ment P net income, and undistributed Supplement P net income of
such company.

(e) EFFECT ON CAPITAL ACCOUNT OF FOREIGN PERSONAL HOLDING
COMPANY.-An amount which bears the same ratio to the undis-
tributed Supplement P net income of the foreign personal holding
company for its taxable year as the portion of such taxable year up
to and including the last day on which a United States group existed
with respect to the company bears to the entire taxable year, shall,
for the purpose of determining the effect of distributions in subse-
quent taxable years by the corporation, be considered as paid-in sur-
plus or as a contribution to capital and the accumulated earnings and
profits as of the close of the taxable year shall be correspondingly
reduced, if such amount or any portion thereof is required to be
included as a dividend, directly or indirectly, in the gross income of
United States shareholders.

(f) BASIS OF STOCK IN HANDS OF SHAREHOLDERS.-The amount
required to be included in the gross income of a United States
shareholder under subsection (b) shall, for the purpose of adjusting
the basis of his stock with respect to which the distribution would
have been made (if it had been made), be treated as having been
reinvested by the shareholder as a contribution to the capital of the
corporation; but only to the extent to which such amount is included
in his gross income in his return, increased or decreased by any
adjustment of such amount in the last determination of the share-
holder's tax liability, made before the expiration of seven years after
the date prescribed by law for filing the return.

(g) BASIS OF STOCK IN CASE OF DEATH.-
For basis of stock or securities in a foreign personal holding com-

pany acquired from a decedent, see section 113 (a) (5).
(h) LIQUIDATION.-

For amount of gain taken into account on liquidation of foreign
personal holding company, see section 115 (c).

(i) PERIOD OF LIMITATION ON ASSESSMENT AND COLLECTION.-
For period of limitation on assessment and collection without assess-

ment, in case of failure to include in gross income the amount properly
includible therein under subsection (b), see section 275 (d).

SEC. 338. INFORMATION RETURNS BY OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.
(a) MONTILY RETURNs.-On the fifteenth day of each month each

individual who on such day is an officer or a director of a foreign
corporation which, with respect to its taxable year preceding the tax-
able year (whether beginning on, before, or after January 1, 1939) in
which such month occurs, was a foreign personal holding company,
shall file with the Commissioner a return setting forth with respect to
the preceding calendar month the name and address of each share-
holder, the class and number of shares held by each, together with
any changes in stockholdings during such period, the name and ad-
dress of any holder of securities convertible into stock of such cor-
poration, and such other information with respect to the stock and se-
curities of the corporation as the Commissioner with the approval of
the Secretary shall by regulations prescribe as necessary for carrying
out the provisions of this title. The Commissioner, with the ap-
proval of the Secretary, may by regulations prescribe, as the period
with respect to which returns shall be filed, a longer period than a
month. In such case the return shall be due on the fifteenth day of
the succeeding period, and shall be filed by the individuals who on
such day are officers and directors of the corporation.

(b) ANNUAL RETURNSs.-On the sixtieth day after the close of the
taxable year of a foreign personal holding company each individual
who on such sixtieth day is an officer or director of the corporation
shall file with the Commissioner a return setting forth-
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detail the gross income, deductions and credits, net income, Supple-
ment P net income, and undistributed Supplement P net income of 
such company. 

(e) EEPECT ON CAPITAL A_CCOUNT OF FOREIGN PERSONAL HOLDING 
COMPANY.—An amount which bears the same ratio to the undis-
tributed Supplement P net income of the foreign personal holding 
company for its taxable year as the portion of such taxable year up 
to and including the last day on which a United States group existed 
with respect to the company bears to the entire taxable year, shall, 
for the purpose of determining the effect of distributions in subse-
quent taxable years by the corporation, be considered as paid-in sur-
plus or as a contribution to capital and the accumulated earnings and 
profits as of the close of the taxable year shall be correspondingly 

reduced, if such amount or any portion thereof is required to be  included as a dividend, directly or indirectly, in the gross income of 

United States shareholders. 
(f) BASIS OF STOCK IN HANDS OF SHAREHOLDERS.—The amount 

required to be included in the gross income of a United States 
shareholder under subsection (b) shall, for the purpose of adjusting 
the basis of his stock with respect to which the distribution would 
have been made (if it had been made), be treated as having been 
reinvested by the shareholder as a contribution to the capital of the 
corporation; but only to the extent to which such amount is included 
in his gross income in his return, increased or decreased by any 
adjustment of such amount in the last determination of the share-
holder's tax liability, made before the expiration of seven years after 
the date prescribed by law for filing the return. 

(g) BASIS OF STOCK IN CASE OF DEATH.— 
For basis of stock or securities in a foreign personal holding com-

pany acquired from a decedent, see section 113 (a) (5). 

(h) LIQUIDATION.— 
For amount of gain taken into account on liquidation of foreign 

personal holding company, see section 115 (c). 

(i) PERIOD OF LIMITATION ON ASSESSMENT AND COLLECTION.— 
For period of limitation on assessment and collection without assess-

ment, in case of failure to include in gross income the amount properly 
includible therein under subsection (b), see section 275 (d). 

SEC. 338. INFORMATION RETURNS BY OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS. 
(a) MONTHLY Ittrruithrs.—On the fifteenth day of each month each 

individual who on such day is an officer or a director of a foreign 
corporation which, with respect to its taxable year precedinc, the tax-
able year (whether beginning on, before, or after January 171939) in 
which such month occurs, was a foreign personal holding company, 
shall file with the Commissioner a return setting forth with respect to 
the preceding calendar month the name and address of each share-
holder, the class and number of shares held by each, together with 
any changes in stockholdings during such period, the name and ad-
dress of any holder of securities convertible into stock of such cor-
poration, and such other information with respect to the stock and se-
curities of the corporation as the Commissioner with the approval of 
the Secretary shall by regulations prescribe as necessary for carrying 
out the provisions of this title. The Commissioner , with the ap-
proval of the Secretary, may by regulations prescribe, as the period 
with respect to which returns shall be filed, a longer period than a 
month. In such case the return shall be due on the fifteenth day of 
the succeeding period, and shall be filed by the individuals who on 
such day are officers and directors of the corporation. 

(b) ANNUAL RETuRNs.—On the sixtieth day after the close of the 
taxable year of a foreign personali holding company each individual 
who on such sixtieth day is an officer or director of the corporation 
shall file with the Commissioner a return setting forth— 
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(1) In complete detail the gross income, deductions and credits,
net income, Supplement P net income, and undistributed Supple-
ment P net income of such foreign personal holding company
for such taxable year; and

(2) The same information with respect to such taxable year as
is required in subsection (a); except that if all the required returns
with respect to such year have been filed under subsection (a) no
information under this paragraph need be set forth in the return
filed under this subsection.

SEC. 339. INFORMATION RETURNS BY SHAREHOLDERS.
(a) MONTHLY RETURNs.-On the fifteenth day of each month

each United States shareholder, by or for whom 50 per centum or
more in value of the outstanding stock of a foreign corporation is
owned directly or indirectly (including in the case of an individual,
stock owned by the members of his family as defined in section 333
(a) (2)), if such foreign corporation with respect to its taxable year
preceding the taxable year (whether beginning on, before, or after
January 1, 1939) in which such month occurs was a foreign per-
sonal holding company, shall file with the Commissioner a return
setting forth with respect to the preceding calendar month the name
and address of each shareholder, the class and number of shares held
by each, together with any changes in stockholdings during such
period, the name and address of any holder of securities convertible
into stock of such corporation, and such other information with re-
spect to the stock and securities of the corporation as the Commis-
sioner with the approval of the Secretary shall by regulations pre-
scribe as necessary for carrying out the provisions of this title.
The Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may by regu-
lations prescribe, as the period with respect to which returns shall
be filed, a longer period than a month. In such case the return shall
be due on the fifteenth day of the succeeding period, and shall be
filed by the persons who on such day are United States shareholders.

(b) ANNUAL RETURNS.-On the sixtieth day after the close of the
taxable year of a foreign personal holding company each United
States shareholder by or for whom on such sixtieth day 50 per centum
or more in value of the outstanding stock of such company is owned
directly or indirectly (including in the case of an individual, stock
owned by members of his family as defined in section 333 (a) (2)),
shall file with the Commissioner a return setting forth the same
information with respect to such taxable year as is required in sub-
section (a); except that if all the required returns with respect to
such year have been filed under subsection (a) no return shall be
required under this subsection.
SEC. 340. PENALTIES.

Any person required under section 338 or 339 to file a return, or
to supply any information, who willfully fails to file such return,
or supply such information, at the time or times required by law or
regulations, shall, in lieu of the penalties provided in section 145 (a)
for such offense, be guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction
thereof, be fined not more than $2,000, or imprisoned for not more
than one year, or both.

Supplement Q-Mutual Investment Companies
SEC. 361. DEFINITION.

(a) IN GENERIL.-For the purposes of this chapter the term "mu-
tual investment company" means any domestic corporation (whether
chartered or created as an investment trust, or otherwise), other than
a personal holding company as defined in section 501, if-

(1) It is organized for the purpose of, and substanti ally all
its business consists of, holding, investing, or reinvesting in stock
or securities; and
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(1) In complete detail the gross income, deductions and credits, 
net income, Supplement P net income, and undistributed Supple-
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or more in value of the outstanding stock of such company is owned 
directly or indirectly (including in the case of an individual, stock 
owned by members of his family as defined in section 333 (a) (2)), 
shall file with the Commissioner a return setting forth the same 
information with respect to such taxable year as is required in sub-
section (a) ; except that if all the required returns with respect to 
such year have been filed under subsection (a) no return shall be 
required under this subsection. 
SEC. 340. PENALTIES. 

Any person required under section 338 or 339 to file a return, or 
to supply any information, who willfully fails to file such return, 
or supply such information, at the time or times required by law or 
regulations, shall, in lieu of the penalties provided in section 145 (a) 
for such offense, be guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction 
thereof, be fined not more than $2,000, or imprisoned for not more 
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SEC. 361. DEFINITION. 
(a) IN GENERAL.—For the purposes of this chapter the term "mu-

tual investment company" means any domestic corporation (whether 
chartered or created as an investment trust, or otherwise), other than 
a personal holding company as defined in section 501, if— 

(1) It is organized for the purpose of, and substantially all 
its business consists of, holding, investing, or reinvesting in stock 
or securities; and 
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(2) At least 95 per centum of its gross income is derived from
dividends, interest, and gains from sales or other disposition of
stock or securities; and

(3) Less than 30 per centum of its gross income is derived from
the sale or other disposition of stock or securities held for less than
six months; and

(4) An amount not less than 90 per centum of its net income
is distributed to its shareholders as taxable dividends during the
taxable year; and

(5) Its shareholders are, upon reasonable notice, entitled to
redemption of their stock for their proportionate interests in the
corporation's properties, or the cash equivalent thereof less a dis-
count not in excess of 3 per centum thereof.
(b) LIMITATIONs.-Despite the provisions of paragraph (1) a cor-

poration shall not be considered as a mutual investment company
if at any time during the taxable year-

(1) More than 5 per centum of the gross assets of the corpo-
ration, taken at cost, was invested in stock or securities, or both,
of any one corporation, government, or political subdivision there-
of, but this limitation shall not apply to investments in obligations
of the United States or in obligations of any corporation organized
under general Act of Congress if such corporation is an instru-
mentality of the United States; or

(2) It owned more than 10 per centum of the outstanding stock
or securities, or both, of any one corporation; or

(3) It had any outstanding bonds or indebtedness in excess of
10 per centum of its gross assets taken at cost; or

(4) It fails to comply with any rule or regulation prescribed
by the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, for the
purpose of ascertaining the actual ownership of its outstanding
stock.

SEC. 362. TAX ON MUTUAL INVESTMENT COMPANIES.
(a) SUPPLEMENT Q NET INCOME.-For the purposes of this chapter

the term "Supplement Q net income" means the adjusted net income
minus the basic surtax credit computed under section 27 (b) without
the application of paragraphs (2) and (3).

(b) IMPOSITION OF TAX.-There shall be levied, collected, and paid
for each taxable year upon the Supplement Q net income of every
mutual investment company a tax equal to 16/2 per centum of the
amount thereof.

Supplement R-Exchanges and Distributions in Obedience to
Orders of Securities and Exchange Commission

SEC. 371. NONRECOGNITION OF GAIN OR LOSS.
(a) EXCHANGES OF STOCK OR SECURITIES ONLY.-No gain or loss

shall be recognized to the transferor if stock or securities in a cor-
poration which is a registered holding company or a majority-owned
subsidiary company are transferred to such corporation or to an
associate company thereof which is a registered holding company or
a majority-owned subsidiary company solely in exchange for stock
or securities (other than stock or securities which are nonexempt
property), and the exchange is made by the transferee corporation in
obedience to an order of the Securities and Exchange Commission.

(b) EXCHANGES OF PROPERTY FOR PROPERTY BY CPOPORATIONS.-No
gain or loss shall be recognized to a transferor corporation which is
a registered holding companya registered hodin company or an associate company of a registered
holding company, if such corporation, in obedience to an order of
the Securities and Exchange Commission transfers property solely
in exchange for property (otherproperty (other than nonexempt property), and
such order recites that such exchange by the transferor corpora-
tion is necessary or appropriate to the integration or simplification
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of the holding company system of which the transferor corporation
is a member.

(c) DISTRIBrrION OF STOCK OR SECURITIES ONLY.-If there is dis-
tributed, in obedience to an order of the Securities and Exchange
Commission, to a shareholder in a corporation which is a registered
holding company or a majority-owned subsidiary company, stock or
securities (other than stock or securities which are nonexempt prop-
erty), without the surrender by such shareholder of stock or securities
in such corporation, no gain to the distributee from the receipt of the
stock or securities so distributed shall be recognized.

(d) TRANSFERS WITHIN SYSTEM GROUP.-(1) No gain or loss shall
be recognized to a corporation which is a member of a system group
(A) if such corporation transfers property to another corporation
which is a member of the same system group in exchange for other
property, and the exchange by each corporation is made in obedience
to an order of the Securities and Exchange Commission, or (B) if
there is distributed to such corporation as a shareholder in a corpora-
tion which is a member of the same system group, property, without
the surrender by such shareholder of stock or securities in the cor-
poration making the distribution, and the distribution is made and
received in obedience to an order of the Securities and Exchange
Commission. If an exchange by or a distribution to a corporation
with respect to which no gain or loss is recognized under any of the
provisions of this paragraph may also be considered to be within
the provisions of subsection (a), (b), or (c), then the provisions
of this paragraph only shall apply.

(2) If the property received upon an exchange which is within any
of the provisions of paragraph (1) of this subsection consists in
whole or in part of stock or securities issued by the corporation from
which such property was received, and if in obedience to an order
of the Securities and Exchange Commission such stock or securities
(other than stock which is not preferred as to both dividends and
assets) are sold and the proceeds derived therefrom are applied in
whole or in part in the retirement or cancellation of stock or of secu-
rities of the recipient corporation outstanding at the time of such
exchange, no gain or loss shall be recognized to the recipient corpora-
tion uplon the sale of the stock or securities with respect to which
such order was made; except that if any part of the proceeds derived
from the sale of such stock or securities is not so aplplied, or if
the anmount of such proceeds is in excess of the fair market value of
such stock or securities at the time of such exchange, the gain, if any,
shall be recognized, but in an amount not in excess of the proceeds
which are not so applied, or in an amount not more than the amount
by which the proceeds derived from such sale exceed such fair market
value, whichever is the greater.

(e) EXCHANGES NOT SOLELY IN KIND.-(1) If an exchange (not
within any of the provisions of subsection (d) would be within the
provisions of subsection (a) or (b) if it were not for the fact that
property received in exchange consists not only of property per-
mitted by such subsection to be received without the recognition of
gain or loss, but also of other property or money, then the gain, if
any, to the recipient shall be recognized, but in an amount not in
excess of the sum of such money and the fair market value of such
other property, and the loss, if any, to the recipient shall not be
recognized.

(2) If an exchange is within the provisions of paragraph (1) of
this subsection and if it includes a distribution which has the effect
of the distribution of a taxable dividend, then there shall be taxed as
a dividend to each distributee such an amount of the gain recognized
under such paragraph (1) as is not in excess of his ratable share of
the undistributed earnings and profits of the corporation accumulated
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of the holding company system of which the transferor corporation 
is a member. 

(C) DISTRIBUTION OF STOCK OR SECURITIES ONLY.—If there is dis-
tributed, in obedience to an order of the Securities and Exchange 
Commission, to a shareholder in a corporation which is a registered 
holding company or a majority-owned subsidiary company, stock or 
securities (other than stock or securities which are nonexempt prop-
erty), without the surrender by such shareholder of stock or securities 
in such corporation, no gain to the distributee from the receipt of the 
stock or securities so distributed shall be recognized. . 

(d) TRANSFERS WITHIN SYSTEM GROUP.— (1) No gain or lOSS shall 
be recognized to a corporation which is a member of a system group 
(A) if such corporation transfers property to another corporation 
which is a member of the same system group in exchange for other 
property, and the exchange by each corporation is made in obedience 
to an order of the Securities and Exchange Commission, or (B) if 
there is distributed to such corporation as a shareholder in a corpora-
tion which is a member of the same system group, property, without 
the surrender by such shareholder of stock or securities in the cor-
poration making the distribution, and the distribution is made and 
received in obedience to an order of the Securities and Exchange 
Commission. If an exchange by or a distribution to a corporation 
with respect to which no gain or loss is recognized under any of the 
provisions of this paragraph may also be considered to be within 
the provisions of subsection (a), (b), or (c), then the provisions 
of this paragraph only shall apply. 

(2) If the property received upon an exchange which is within any 
of the provisions of paragraph .(1) of this subsection consists in 
whole or in part of stock or securities issued by the corporation from 
which such property was received, and if in obedience to an order 
of the Securities and Exchange Commission such stock or securities 
(other than stock which is not preferred as to both dividends and 
assets) are sold and the proceeds derived therefrom are applied in 
whole or in part in the retirement or cancellation of stock or of secu-
rities of the recipient corporation outstanding at the time of such 
exchange, no gain or loss shall be recognized to the recipient corpora-
tion upon the sale of the stock or securities with respect to which 
such order was made; except that. if any part of the proceeds derived 
from the sale of such stock or securities is not so applied, or if 
the amount of 51101 proceeds is in excess of the fair market value of 
such stock or securit les at the. time of such exchange, the gain, if any, 
shall be recognized, but in an amount not in excess of the proceeds 
which are not so applied, or in an amount not more than the amount 
by which the proceeds derived from such sale exceed such fair market 
value, whichever is the greater. 

(e) EXCHANGES NOT SOLELY IN KIND.—(1) If an exchange (not 
within any of the provisions of subsection (d) would be within the 
provisions of subsection (a) or (b) if it were not for the fact that 
property received in exchange consists not only of property per-
mitted by such subsection to be received without the recognition of 
gain or loss, but also of other property or money, then the gain, if 
any, to the recipient shall be recognized, but in an amount not in 
excess of the sum of such money and the fair market value of such 
other property, and the loss, if any, to the recipient shall not be 
recognized.. 

.(2) If an. exchange is within the provisions of paragraph (1) of 
this subsection and if it includes a distribution which has the effect 
of the distribution of a taxable dividend, then there shall be taxed as 
a dividend to each distributee such an amount of the gain recognized 
under such. paragraph (1) as is not in excess of his ratable share of 
the undistributed earnings and profits of the corporation accumulated 



after February 28, 1913. The remainder, if any, of the gain recog-
nized under such paragraph (1) shall be taxed as a gain from the
exchange of property.

(f) APPLICATION OF SECTION.-The provisions of this section shall
not apply to an exchange or distribution unless (1) the order of the
Securities and Exchange Commission in obedience to which such
exchange or distribution was made recites that such exchange or dis-
tribution is necessary or appropriate to effectuate the provisions of
section 11 (b) of the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935,
49 Stat. 820, (U. S. C., Sup. III, Title 15, § 79 (b)), (2) such order
specifies and itemizes the stock and securities and other property
which are ordered to be transferred and received upon such exchange
or distribution, and (3) such exchange or distribution was made in
obedience to such order and was completed within the time prescribed
therefor in such order.

(g) NON-APPLICATION OF OTmER PROVISIONS.-If an exchange or
distribution made in obedience to an order of the Securities and
Exchange Commission is within any of the provisions of this section
and may also be considered to be within any of the provisions of
section 112 (other than the provisions of paragraph (8) of subsection
(b)), then the provisions of this section only shall apply.
SEC. 372. BASIS FOR DETERMINING GAIN OR LOSS.

(a) ExcHANGES GENERALLY.-If the property was acquired upon
an exchange subject to the provisions of section 371 (a), (b), or (e),
the basis shall be the same as in the case of the property exchanged,
decreased in the amount of any money received by the taxpayer and
increased in the amount of gain or decreased in the amount of loss
to the taxpayer that was recognized upon such exchange under the
law applicable to the year in which the exchange was made. If the
property so acquired consisted in part of the type of property per-
mitted by section 371 (a) or (b) to be received without the recogni-
tion of gain or loss, and in part of nonexempt property, the basis
provided in this subsection shall be allocated between the properties
(other than money) received, and for the purpose of the allocation
there shall be assigned to such nonexempt property (other than
money) an amount equivalent to its fair market value at the date of
the exchange. This subsection shall not apply to property acquired
by a corporation by the issuance of its stock or securities as the con-
sideration in whole or in part for the transfer of the property to it.

(b) TRANSFEKS TO CORPORATIONS.-If, in connection with a transfer
subject to the provisions of section 371 (a), (b), or (e), the property
was acquired by a corporation, either as paid-in surplus or as a con-
tribution to capital, or in consideration for stock or securities issued
by the corporation receiving the property (including cases where
part of the consideration for the transfer of such property to the
corporation consisted of property or money in addition to such stock
or securities), then the basis shall be the same as it would be in the
hands of the transferor, increased in the amount of gain or decreased
in the amount of loss recognized to the transferor upon such transfer
under the law applicable to the year in which the transfer was made.

(c) DISTRIBUTIONS OF STOCK OR SECURITIES.-If the stock or securi-
ties were received in a distribution subject to the provisions of sec-
tion 371 (c), then the basis in the case of the stock in respect of which
the distribution was made shall be apportioned, under rules and reg-
ulations prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the
Secretary, between such stock and the stock or securities distributed.

(d) TRANSFERS WIrrTH SYSTEM GROUP.-If the property was ac-
quired by a corporation which is a member of a system group upon
a transfer or distribution described in section 371 (d) (1), then the
basis shall be the same as it would be in the hands of the transferor;
except that if such property is stock or securities issued by the cor-
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poration from which such stock or securities were received and they
were issued (1) as the sole consideration for the property transferred
to such corporation, then the basis of such stock or securities shall
be either (A) the same as in the case of the property transferred
therefor, or (B) the fair market value of such stock or securities at
the time of their receipt, whichever is the lower; or (2) as part con-
sideration for the property transferred to such corporation, then the
basis of such stock or securities shall be either (A) an amount which
bears the same ratio to the basis of the property transferred as the
fair market value of such stock or securities at the time of their
receipt bears to the total fair market value of the entire consideration
received, or (B) the fair market value of such stock or securities
at the time of their receipt, whichever is the lower.
SEC. 373. DEFINITIONS.

As used in this supplement-
(a) The term "order of the Securities and Exchange Commission"

means an order (1) issued after May 28, 1938, and prior to January
1, 1940, by the Securities and Exchange Commission to effectuate
the provisions of section 11 (b) of the Public Utility Holding Com-
pany Act of 1935, 49 Stat. 820 (U. S. C., Supp. III, Title 15, § 79 (b)),
or (2) issued by the Commission subsequent to December 31, 1939 in
which it is expressly stated that an order of the character specified
in clause (1) is amended or supplemented, and (3) which has become
final in accordance with law.

(b) The terms "registered holding company", "holding-company
system", and "associate company" shall have the meanings assigned
to them by section 2 of the Public Utility Holding Company Act of
1935, 49 Stat. 804 (U. S. C., Supp. III, Title 15, § 79 (b), (c)).

(c) The term "majority-owned subsidiary company" of a regis-
tered holding company means a corporation, stock of which, repre-
senting in the aggregate more than 50 per centum of the total
combined voting power of all classes of stock of such corporation
entitled to vote (not including stock which is entitled to vote only
upon default or nonpayment of dividends or other special circum-
stances) is owned wholly by such registered holding company, or
partly by such registered holding company and partly by one or
more majority-owned subsidiary companies thereof, or by one or
more majority-owned subsidiary companies of such registered holding
company.

(d) The term "system group" means one or more chains of corpo-
rations connected through stock ownership with a common parent
corporation if-

(1) At least 90 per centum of each class of the stock (other
than stock which is preferred as to both dividends and assets) of
each of the corporations (except the common parent corporation)
is owned directly by one or more of the other corporations; and

(2) The common parent corporation owns directly at least 90
per centum of each class of the stock (other than stock which is
preferred as to both dividends and assets) of at least one of the
other corporations; and

(3) Each of the corporations is either a registered holding com-
pany or a majority-owned subsidiary company.
(e) The term "nonexempt property" means-

(1) Any consideration in the form of a cancellation or assump-
tion of debts or other liabilities (including a continuance of en-
cumbrances subject to which the property was transferred);

(2) Short-term obligations (including notes, drafts, bills of
exchange, and bankers' acceptances) having a maturity at the time
of issuance of not exceeding twenty-four months, exclusive of days
of grace;
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therefor, or (B) the fair market value of such stock or securities at 
the time of their receipt, whichever is the lower; or (2) as part con-
sideration for the property transferred to such corporation, then the 
basis of such stock or securities shall be either (A) an amount which 
bears the same ratio to the basis of the property transferred as the 
fair market value of such stock or securities at the time of their 
receipt bears to the total fair market value of the entire consideration 
received, or (B) the fair market value of such stock or securities 
at the time of their receipt, whichever is the lower. 

SEC. 373. DEFINITIONS. 
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(a) The term "order of the Securities and Exchange Commission" 

means an order (1) issued after May 28, 1938, and prior to January 
1, 1940, by the Securities and Exchange Commission to effectuate 
the provisions of section 11 (b) of the Public Utility Holding Com-
pany Act of 1935, 49 Stat. 820 (U. S. C., Supp. III, Title 15, § 79 (b) ) , 
or (2) issued by the Commission subsequent to December 31, 1939, in 
which it is expressly stated that an order of the character specified 
in clause (1) is amended or supplemented, and (3) which has become 
final in accordance with law. 

(b) The terms "registered holding company", "holding-company 
system", and "associate company" shall have the meanings assigned 
to them by section 2 of the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 
1935, 49 Stat. 804 (U. S. C., Supp. III, Title 15, § 79 (b), (c)). 

(c) The term "majority-owned subsidiary company" of a regis-
tered holding company means a corporation, stock of which, repre-
senting in the aggregate more than 50 per centum of the total 
combined voting power of all classes of stock of such corporation 
entitled to vote (not including stock which is entitled to vote only 
upon default or nonpayment of dividends or other special circum-
stances) is owned wholly by such registered holding company, or 
partly by such registered holding company and partly by one or 
more majority-owned subsidiary companies thereof, or by one or 
more majority-owned subsidiary companies of such registered holding 
company. 

(d) The term "system group" means one or more chains of corpo-
rations connected through stock ownership with a common parent 
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(1) At least. i 90 per centum of each class of the stock (other 
than stock which s preferred as to both dividends and assets) of 
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is owned directly by one or more of the other corporations; and 
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. (1) Any consideration in the form of a cancellation or assump-

tion of debts or other liabilities (including a continuance of en-
cumbrances subject to which the property was transferred) ; 

(2) Short-term obligations (including notes, drafts, bills of 
exchange, and bankers' acceptances) having a maturity at the time 
of issuance of not exceeding twenty-four months, exclusive of days 
of grace; 
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(3) Securities issued or guaranteed as to principal or interest
by a government or subdivision thereof (including those issued
by a corporation which is an instrumentality of a government or
subdivision thereof);

(4) Stock or securities which were acquired after February 28,
1938, unless such stock or securities (other than obligations de-
scribed as nonexempt property in paragraph (2) or (3)) were
acquired in obedience to an order of the Securities and Exchange
Commission;

(5) Money, and the right to receive money not evidenced by a
security other than an obligation described as nonexempt property
in paragraph (2) or (3).
(f) The term "stock or securities" means shares of stock in any

corporation, certificates of stock or interest in any corporation, notes,
bonds, debentures, and evidences of indebtedness (including any
evidence of an interest in or right to subscribe to or purchase any
of the foregoing).
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SUBCHAPTER A-PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANIES

SEC. 500. SURTAX ON PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANIES.
There shall be levied, collected, and paid, for each taxable year

beginning after December 31, 1938, upon the undistributed subchapter
A net income of every personal holding company (in addition to the
taxes imposed by chapter 1) a surtax equal to the sum of the following:

(1) 65 per centum of the amount thereof not in excess of $2,000;
plus

(2) 75 per centum of the amount thereof in excess of $2,000.
SEC. 501. DEFINITION OF PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANY.

(a) GENERAL RuLE.-For the purposes of this subchapter and
chapter 1, the term "personal holding company" means any corpora-
tion if-

(1) GRoss INCOME REQUIREMENT.-At least 80 per centum of its
gross income for the taxable year is personal holding company
income as defined in section 502; but if the corporation is a per-
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sonal holding company with respect to any taxable year beginning
after December 31, 1936, then, for each subsequent taxable year,
the minimum percentage shall be 70 per centum in lieu of 80
per centum, until a taxable year during the whole of the last
half of which the stock ownership required by paragraph (2) does
not exist, or until the expiration of three consecutive taxable years
in each of which less than 70 per centum of the gross income is
personal holding company income; and

(2) STOCK OWNERSHIP REQUIREMENT.-At any time during the
last half of the taxable year more than 50 per centum in value of
its outstanding stock is owned, directly or indirectly, by or for
not more than five individuals.
(b) EXCEPrIONs.-The term "personal holding company" does not

include a corporation exempt from taxation under section 101, a
bank as defined in section 104, a life insurance company, a surety
company, or a foreign personal holding company as defined in sec-
tion 331, or a licensed personal finance company, under State super-
vision, at least 80 per centum of the gross income of which is lawful
interest received from individuals each of whose indebtedness to such
company did not at any time during the taxable year exceed $300 in
principal amount, if such interest is not payable in advance or com-
pounded and is computed only on unpaid balances.

(c) CORPORATIONS MAKING CONSOLIDATED RETrRNNs.-If the common
parent corporation of an affiliated group of corporations making a
consolidated return under the provisions of section 141 satisfies the
stock ownership requirement provided in section 501 (a) (2), and
the income of such affiliated group, determined as provided in section
141, satisfies the gross income requirement provided in section 501
(a) (1), such affiliated group shall be subject to the surtax imposed
by this subchapter.
SEC. 502. PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANY INCOME.

For the purposes of this subchapter the term "personal holding
company income" means the portion of the gross income which con-
sists of:

(a) Dividends, interest (other than interest constituting rent as
defined in subsection (g)), royalties (other than mineral, oil, or gas
royalties), annuities.

(b) STOCK AND SECURITIES TRANSACTmONS.-Except in the case of
regular dealers in stock or securities, gains from the sale or exchange
of stock or securities.

(c) COMMODITIES TRANSACrIONS.-Gains from futures transactions
in any commodity on or subject to the rules of a board of trade or
commodity exchange. This subsection shall not apply to gains by a
producer, processor, merchant, or handler of the commodity which
arise out of bona fide hedging transactions reasonably necessary to
the conduct of its business in the manner in which such business is
customarily and usually conducted by others.

(d) ESTATES AND TRUSTS.-Amounts includible in computing the
net income of the corporation under Supplement E of chapter 1; and
gains from the sale or other disposition of any interest in an estate
or trust.

(e) PERSONAL SERVICE CONTRAcrTS.-(1) Amounts received under a
contract under which the corporation is to furnish personal services;
if some person other than the corporation has the right to designate
(by name or by description) the individual who is to perform the
services or if the individual who is to perform the services is desig-
nated (by name or by description) in the contract; and (2) amounts
received from the sale or other disposition of such a contract. This
subsection shall apply with respect to amounts received for services
under a particular contract only if at some time during the taxable
year 25 per centum or more in value of the outstanding stock of the
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corporation is owned, directly or indirectly, by or for the individual
who has performed, is to perform, or may be designated (by name or
by description) as the one to perform, such services.

(f) USE OF CORPORATION PROPERTY BY SHAREHOLDER.-Amounts re-
ceived as compensation (however designated and from whomsoever
received) for the use of, or right to use, property of the corporation
in any case where, at any time during the taxable year, 25 per centum
or more in value of the outstanding stock of the corporation is owned,
directly or indirectly, by or for an individual entitled to the use of
the property; whether such right is obtained directly from the cor-
poration or by means of a sublease or other arrangement.

(g) RENTS.-Rents, unless constituting 50 per centum or more of
the gross income. For the purposes of this subsection the term "rents"
means compensation, however designated, for the use of, or right to
use, property, and the interest on debts owed to the corporation, to
the extent such debts represent the price for which real property
held primarily for sale to customers in the ordinary course of its
trade or business was sold or exchanged by the corporation; but does
not include amounts constituting personal holding company income
under subsection (f).

(h) MINERAL, OIL, OR GAS ROYALTIES.-Mineral, oil, or gas royal-
ties, unless (1) constituting 50 per centum or more of the gross
income, and (2) the deductions allowable under section 23 (a) (relat-
ing to expenses) other than compensation for personal services
rendered by shareholders, constitute 15 per centum or more of the
gross income.
SEC. 503. STOCK OWNERSHIP.

(a) CONSTRUCTIVE OwNERHIP.-For the purpose of determining
whether a corporation is a personal holding company, insofar as such
determination is based on stock ownership under section 501 (a) (2),
section 502 (e), or section 502 (f)-

(1) STOCK NOT OWNED BY INDIIDUAL.-Stock owned, directly or
indirectly, by or for a corporation, partnership, estate, or trust shall
be considered as being owned proportionately by its shareholders,
partners, or beneficiaries.

(2) FAMILY AND PARTNERSHIP OWNERSHIP.-An individual shall be
considered as owning the stock owned, directly or indirectly, by or
for his family or by or for his partner. For the purposes of this
paragraph the family of an individual includes only his brothers
and sisters (whether by the whole or half blood), spouse, ancestors,
and lineal descendants.

(3) OPTIoNs.-If any person has an option to acquire stock such
stock shall be considered as owned by such person. For the pur-
poses of this paragraph an option to acquire such an option, and
each one of a series of such options, shall be considered as an option
to acquire such stock.

(4) APPLICATION OF FAMILY-PARTNERSHIP AND OPTION RULES.-

Paragraphs (2) and (3) shall be applied-

(A) For the purposes of the stock ownership requirement pro-
vided in section 501 (a) (2), if, but only if, the effect is to make
the corporation a personal holding company;

(B) For the purposes of section 502 (e) (relating to personal
service contracts), or of section 502 (f) (relating to the use of
property by shareholders), if, but only if, the effect is to make
the amounts therein referred to includible under such subsection
as personal holding company income.

(5) CONSTRUCTIVE OWNERSHIP AS ACTUAL OWNERSHIP.-Stock con-
structively owned by a person by reason of the application of para-
graph (1) or (3) shall, for the purpose of applying paragraph (1)
or (2), be treated as actually owned by such person; but stock con-
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structively owned by an individual by reason of the application of
paragraph (2) shall not be treated as owned by him for the purpose
of again applying such paragraph in order to make another the
constructive owner of such stock.

(6) OPTION RULE IN LIEU OF FAMILY AND PARTNERSHIP RULE.-If
stock may be considered as owned by an individual under either
paragraph (2) or (3) it shall be considered as owned by him under
paragraph (3).
(b) CONERTIBmLE SECunrTiEs.-Outstanding securities convertible

into stock (whether or not convertible during the taxable year) shall
be considered as outstanding stock-

(1) For the purpose of the stock ownership requirement pro-
vided in section 501 (a) (2), but only if the effect of the inclusion
of all such securities is to make the corporation a personal holding
company;

(2) For the purpose of section 502 (e) (relating to personal serv-
ice contracts), but only if the effect of the inclusion of all such
securities is to make the amounts therein referred to includible under
such subsection as personal holding company income; and

(3) For the purpose of section 502 (f) (relating to the use of
property by shareholders), but only if the effect of the inclusion of
all such securities is to make the amounts therein referred to includ-
ible under such subsection as personal holding company income.
The requirement in paragraphs (1), (2) and (3) that all convertible

securities must be included if any are to be included shall be subject
to the exception that, where some of the outstanding securities are
convertible only after a later date than in the case of others, the class
having the earlier conversion date may be included although the others
are not included, but no convertible securities shall be included unless
all outstanding securities having a prior conversion date are also in-
cluded.
SEC. 504. UNDISTRIBUTED SUBCHAPTER A NET INCOME.

For the purposes of this subchapter the term "undistributed sub-
chapter A net income" means the subchapter A net income (as de-
fined in section 505) minus-

(a) The amount of the dividends paid credit provided in section
27 (a) without the benefit of paragraphs (3) and (4) thereof (com-
puted without its reduction, under section 27 (b) (1), by the amount
of the credit provided in section 26 (a), relating to interest on cer-
tain obligations of the United States and Government corporations);
but, in the computation of the dividends paid credit for the purposes
of this subchapter, the amount allowed under subsection (c) of this
section in the computation of the tax under this subchapter for any
preceding taxable year shall be considered as a dividend paid in
such preceding taxable year and not in the year of distribution;

(b) Amounts used or irrevocably set aside to pay or to retire in-
debtedness of any kind incurred prior to January 1, 1934, if such
amounts are reasonable with reference to the size and terms of such
indebtedness.

(c) Dividends paid after the close of the taxable year and before
the 15th day of the third month following the close of the taxable
year, if claimed under this subsection in the return, but only to the
extent to which such dividends are includible, for the purposes of
chapter 1, in the computation of the basic surtax credit for the year
of distribution; but the amount allowed under this subsection shall
not exceed either:

(1) The accumulated earnings and profits as of the close of the
taxable year; or

(2) The undistributed subchapter A net income for the taxable
year computed without regard to this subsection; or
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extent to which such dividends are includible, for the purposes of 
chapter 1, in the computation of the basic surtax credit for the year 
of distribution; but the amount allowed under this subsection shall 
not exceed either: 
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(3) 10 per centum of the sum of-
(A) The dividends paid during the taxable year (reduced

by the amount allowed under this subsection in the computation
of the tax under this subchapter for the taxable year preceding
the taxable year); and

(B) The consent dividends credit for the taxable year.

SEC. 505. SUBCHAPTER A NET INCOME.
For the purposes of this subchapter the term "Subchapter A Net

Income" means the net income with the following adjustments:
(a) ADDITIONAL DEDucTIONS.-There shall be allowed as deduc-

tions-
(1) Federal income, war-profits, and excess-profits taxes paid or

accrued during the taxable year to the extent not allowed as a
deduction under section 23; but not including the tax imposed by
section 102, section 500, or a section of a prior income-tax law corre-
sponding to either of such sections.

(2) In lieu of the deduction allowed by section 23 (q), contribu-
tions or gifts, payment of which is made within the taxable year
to or for the use of donees described in section 23 (q) for the pur-
poses therein specified, to an amount which does not exceed 15 per
centum of the taxpayer's net income, computed without the benefit
of this paragraph and section 23 (q), and without the deduction of
the amount disallowed under subsection (b) of this section.

(3) In the case of a corporation organized prior to January
1, 1936, to take over the assets and liabilities of the; estate of a
decedent, amounts paid in liquidation of any liability of the cor-
poration based on the liability of the decedent to make contribu-
tions or gifts to or for the use of donees described in section 23 (o)
for the purposes therein specified, to the extent such liability of the
decedent existed prior to January 1, 1934. No deduction shall be
allowed under paragraph (2) of this subsection for a taxable year
for which a deduction is allowed under this paragraph.
(b) DEDUCTIONS NOT ALLOWED.-The aggregate of the deductions

allowed under section 23 (a), relating to expenses, and section 23 (1),
relating to depreciation, which are allocable to the operation and
maintenance of property owned or operated by the corporation, shall
be allowed only in an amount equal to the rent or other compensation
received for the use of, or the right to use, the property, unless it is
established (under regulations prescribed by the Commissioner with
the approval of the Secretary) to the satisfaction of the Commis-
sioner:

(1) That the rent or other compensation received was the highest
obtainable, or if none was received, that none was obtainable;

(2) That the property was held in the course of a business
carried on bona fide for profit; and

(3) Either that there was reasonable expectation that the opera-
tion of the property would result in a profit, or that the property
was necessary to the conduct of the business.

SEC. 506. DEFICIENCY DIVIDENDS-CREDITS AND REFUNDS.
(a) CREDIT AGAINST UNPAID DEFICIENCY.-If the amount of a defi-

ciency with respect to the tax imposed by this subchapter for any
taxable year has been established-

(1) by a decision of the Board of Tax Appeals which has become
final; or

(2) by a closing agreement made under section 3760; or
(3) by a final judgment in a suit to which the United States is

a party;
then a deficiency dividend credit shall be allowed against the amount
of the deficiency so established and all interest, additional amounts,
and additions to the tax provided by law not paid on or before the
date when claim for a deficiency dividend credit is filed under sub-
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section (d). The amount of such credit shall be 65 per centum of
the amount of deficiency dividends, as defined in subsection (c), not
in excess of $2,000 plus 75 per centum of the amount of such divi-
dends in excess of $2,000; but such credit shall not exceed the portion
of the deficiency so established which is not paid on or before the
date of the closing agreement, or the date the decision of the Board
or the judgment becomes final, as the case may be. Such credit shall
be allowed as of the date the claim for deficiency dividend credit is
filed.

(b) CREDIT OR REFUND OF DEFICIENCY PAID.-When the Commis-
sioner has determined that there is a deficiency with respect to the
tax imposed by this subchapter and the corporation has paid any
portion of such asserted deficiency and it has been established-

(1) by a decision of the Board of Tax Appeals which has become
final; or

(2) by a closing agreement made under section 3760; or
(3) by a final judgment in a suit against the United States for

refund-
(A) if such suit is brought within six months after the corpo-

ration became entitled to bring suit and
(B) if claim for refund was filed within six months after the

payment of such amount;
that any portion of the amount so paid was the whole or a part of
a deficiency at the time when paid, then there shall be credited or
refunded to the corporation an amount equal to 65 per centum of
the amount of deficiency dividends not in excess of $2,000, plus 75
per centum of the amount of such dividends in excess of $2,000, but
such credit or refund shall not exceed the portion so paid by the
corporation. Such credit or refund shall be made as provided in
section 322 but without regard to subsection (b) or subsection (c)
thereof. No interest shall be allowed on such credit or refund. No
credit or refund shall be made under this subsection with respect
to any amount of tax paid after the date of the closing agreement,
or the date the decision of the Board or the judgment becomes final,
as the case may be.

(c) DEFICIENCY DIVIDENDS.-
(1) DFIrNrrION.-For the purpose of this subchapter, the term

"deficiency dividends" means the amount of the dividends paid,
on or after the date of the closing agreement or on or after the
date the decision of the Board or the judgment becomes final,
as the case may be, and prior to filing claim under subsection
(d), which are includible, for the purposes of chapter 1 in the
computation of the basic surtax credit for the year of distribu-
tion. No dividends shall be considered as deficiency dividends
for the purposes of allowance of credit under subsection (a) unless
(under regulations prescribed by the Commissioner with the ap-
proval of the Secretary) the corporation files, within thirty days
after the date of the closing agreement, or the date upon which the
decision of the Board or judgment becomes final, as the case may
be, notification (which specifies the amount of the credit intended
to be claimed) of its intention to have the dividends so considered.

(2) EFFECT ON DIVIDENDS PAID CREDIT.-
(A) FOR TAXABLE YEAR IN WHICH PAID.-Deficiency dividends

paid in any taxable year (to the extent of the portion thereof
with respect to which the credit under subsection (a), or the
credit or refund under subsection (b), or both, are allowed) shall
be subtracted from the basic surtax credit for such year, but only
for the purpose of computing the tax under this subchapter for
such year and succeeding years.

(B) FOR PRIOR TAXABLE EAR.--Deficiency dividends paid in
any taxable year (to the extent of the portion thereof with
respect to which the credit under subsection (a), or the credit
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or refund under subsection (b), or both are allowed) shall
not be allowed under section 504 (c) in the computation of the
tax under this subchapter for any taxable year preceding the
taxable year in which paid.

(d) CLAIM REQURED.-No deficiency dividends credit shall be
allowed under subsection (a) and no credit or refund shall be made
under subsection (b) unless (under regulations prescribed by the
Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary) claim therefor
is filed within sixty days after the date of the closing agreement,
or the date upon which the decision of the Board or judgment
becomes final, as the case may be.

(e) SUSPENSION OF STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS AND STAY OF
COLLECTION.-

(1) SUSPENSION OF RUNNING OF STATUTE.-If the corporation
files a notification, as provided in subsection (c), to have divi-
dends considered as deficiency dividends, the running of the stat-
ute of limitations provided in section 275 or 276 on the making
of assessments and the bringing of distraint or a proceeding in
court for collection, in respect of the deficiency and all interest,
additional amounts, and additions to the tax provided by law
shall be suspended for a period of two years after the date of
the filing of such notification.

(2) STAY OF COLLECTION.-In the case of any deficiency with
respect to the tax imposed by this subchapter established as pro-
vided in subsection (a)-

(A) The collection of the deficiency and all interest addi-
tional amounts, and additions to the tax provided for by law
shall, except in cases of jeopardy, be stayed until the expiration
of thirty days after the date of the closing agreement or the
date upon which the decision of the Board or judgment becomes
final, as the case may be.

(B) If notification has been filed, as provided in subsec-
tion (c), the collection of such part of the deficiency as is not
in excess of either the credit allowable under subsection (a)
or the amount which, in the notification, is specified as intended
to be claimed as credit, shall, except in cases of jeopardy, be
stayed until the expiration of sixty days after the date of the
closing agreement, or the date upon which the decision of the
Board or judgment becomes final, as the case may be.

(C) If claim for deficiency dividend credit is filed under
subsection (d), the collection of such part of the deficiency
as is not in excess of either the credit allowable under subsection
(a) or the amount claimed, shall be stayed until the date the
claim for credit is disallowed (in whole or in part), and if
disallowed in part collection shall be made only of the part
disallowed.

No distraint or proceeding in court shall be begun for the collection
of an amount the collection of which is staved under subparagraph
(A), (B), or (C) during the period for which the collection of such
amount is stayed.

(f) CREDIT OR REFUND DENIED IF FRAUD, ETC.-No deficiency divi-
dend credit shall be allowed under subsection (a) and no credit
or refund shall be made under subsection (b) if the closing agree-
ment, decision of the Board, or judgment contains a finding that
any part of the deficiency is due to fraud with intent to evade tax,
or to failure to file the return under this subchapter within the time
prescribed by law or prescribed by the Commissioner in pursuance
of law, unless it is shown that such failure to file is due to reasonable
cause and not due to willful neglect.
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SEC. 507. MEANING OF TERMS USED.
The terms used in this subchapter shall have the same meaning as

when used in chapter 1.
SEC. 508. ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS.

All provisions of law (including penalties) applicable in respect
of the taxes imposed by chapter 1, shall insofar as not inconsistent
with this subchapter, be applicable in respect of the tax imposed by
this subchapter, except that the provisions of section 131 shall not be
applicable.
SEC. 509. IMPROPER ACCUMULATION OF SURPLUS.

For surtax on corporations which accumulate surplus to avoid surtax
on shareholders, see section 102.

SEC. 510. FOREIGN PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANIES.
For provisions relating to foreign personal holding companies and

their shareholders, see Supplement P of chapter 1.
SEC. 511. PUBLICITY OF RETURNS.

For provisions with respect to publicity of returns under this sub-
chapter, see subsection (a) (2) of section 55.

SUBCHAPTER B-EXCESS-PROFITS TAX

SEC. 600. RATE OF TAX.
If any corporation is taxable under section 1200 with respect to any

year ending June 30, there shall be imposed upon its net income for
the income-tax taxable year ending after the close of such year, an
excess-profits tax equal to the sum of the following:

6 per centum of such portion of its net income for such income-tax
taxable year as is in excess of 10 per centum and not in excess of 15
per centum of the adjusted declared value;

12 per centum of such portion of its net income for such income-
tax taxable year as is in excess of 15 per centum of the adjusted
declared value.
SEC. 601. ADJUSTED DECLARED VALUE.

The adjusted declared value shall be determined as provided in
section 1202 as of the close of the preceding income-tax taxable year
(or as of the date of organization if it had no preceding income-
tax taxable year). If the income-tax taxable year in respect of
which the tax under section 600 is imposed is a period of less than
12 months, such adjusted declared value shall be reduced to an amount
which bears the same ratio thereto as the number of months in the
period bears to 12 months.
SEC. 602. NET INCOME.

For the purposes of this subchapter the net income shall be the
same as the net income for income-tax purposes for the year in respect
of which the tax under section 600 is imposed, computed without the
deduction of the tax imposed by section 600, but with a credit against
net income equal to the credit for dividends received provided in
section 26 (b) of chapter 1.

SEC. 603. OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE.

All provisions of law (including penalties) applicable in respect of
the taxes imposed by chapter 1, shall, insofar as not inconsistent with
this subchapter, be applicable in respect of the tax imposed by section
600, except that the provisions of section 131 of that chapter shall not
be applicable.
SEC. 604. PUBLICITY OF RETURNS.

For provisions with respect to publicity of returns under this sub-
chapter, see subsection (a) (2) of section 55.
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SUBCHAPTER C-EXCESS PROFITS ON NAVY
CONTRACTS

SEC. 650. METHOD OF COLLECTION.
If the amount of profit required to be paid into the Treasury under

section 3 of the Act of March 27, 1934, c. 95, 48 Stat. 505, as amended
by the Act of June 25, 1936, c. 812, 49 Stat. 1926 (U. S. C., Supp. III,
Title 34, § 496), with respect to contracts completed within income-
tax taxable years beginning after December 31, 1938, is not voluntarily
paid, the Secretary shall collect the same under the usual methods
employed under the internal revenue laws to collect federal income
taxes.
SEC. 651. LAWS APPLICABLE.

All provisions of law (including penalties) applicable with respect
to the taxes imposed by Title I of the Revenue Act of 1934, 48 Stat.
683, and not inconsistent with section 3 of said act of March 27, 1934,
shall be applicable with respect to the assessment, collection, or pay-
ment of excess profits to the Treasury as provided by section 650, and
to refunds by the Treasury of overpayments of excess profits into the
Treasury.

SUBCHAPTER D-UNJUST ENRICHMENT

SEC. 700. TAX ON NET INCOME FROM CERTAIN SOURCES.
(a) The following taxes shall be levied, collected, and paid for

each taxable year (in addition to any other tax on net income), upon
the net income of every person which arises from the sources specified
below:

(1) A tax equal to 80 per centum of that portion of the net
income from the sale of articles with respect to which a Federal
excise tax was imposed on such person but not paid which is
attributable to shifting to others to any extent the burden of such
Federal excise tax and which does not exceed such person's net
income for the entire taxable year from the sale of articles with
respect to which such Federal excise tax was imposed.

(2) A tax equal to 80 per centum of the net income from reim-
bursement received by such person from his vendors of amounts
representing Federal excise-tax burdens included in prices paid by
such person to such vendors, to the extent that such net income
does not exceed the amount of such Federal excise-tax burden
which such person in turn shifted to his vendees.

(3) A tax equal to 80 per centum of the net income from refunds
or credits to such person from the United States of Federal excise
taxes erroneously or illegally collected with respect to any articles,
to the extent that such net income does not exceed the amount
of the burden of such Federal excise taxes with respect to such
articles which such person shifted to others.
(b) The net income (specified in subsection (a) (1)) from the

sale of articles with respect to which the Federal excise tax was not
paid, and the net income specified in subsection (a) (2) or (3), shall
not include the net income from the sale of any article, from reim-
bursement with respect to any article, or from refund or credit of
Federal excise tax with respect to any article (1) if such article
(or the articles processed therefrom) were not sold by the taxpayer
on or before the date of the termination of the Federal excise tax;
(2) if the taxpayer made a tax adjustment with respect to such
article (or the articles processed therefrom) with his vendee; or (3)
if under the terms of any statute the taxpayer would have been
entitled to a refund from the United States of the Federal excise tax
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SEC. 650. METHOD OF COLLECTION. 
If the amount of profit required to be paid into the Treasury under 

section 3 of the Act of March 27, 1934, c. 95, 48 Stat. 505, as amended 
by the Act of June 25, 1936, c. 812, 49 Stat. 1926 (U. S. C., Supp. III, 
Title 34, § 496), with respect to contracts completed within income-
tax taxable years beginning after December 31, 1938, is not voluntarily 
paid, the Secretary shall collect the same under the usual methods 
employed under the internal revenue laws to collect federal income 
taxes. 
SEC. 651. LAWS APPLICABLE. 

All provisions of law (including penalties) applicable with respect 
to the taxes imposed by Title I of the Revenue Act of 1934, 48 Stat. 
683, and not inconsistent with section 3 of said act of March 27, 1934, 
shall be applicable with respect to the assessment, collection, or pay-
ment of excess profits to the Treasury as provided by section 650, and 
to refunds by the Treasury of overpayments of excess profits into the 
Treasury. 

SUBCHAPTER D—UNJUST ENRICHMENT 

SEC. 700. TAX ON NET INCOME FROM CERTAIN SOURCES. 
(a) The following taxes shall be levied, collected, and paid for 

each taxable year (in addition to any other tax on net income), upon 
the net income of every person which arises from the sources specified 
below: 

(1) A tax equal to 80 per centum of that portion of the net 
income from the sale of articles with respect to which a Federal 
excise tax was imposed on such person but not paid which is 
attributable to shifting to others to any extent the burden of such 
Federal excise tax and which does not exceed such person's net 
income for the entire taxable year from the sale of articles with 
respect to which such Federal excise tax was imposed. 

(2) A tax equal to 80 per centum of the net income from reim-
bursement received by such person from his vendors of amounts 
representing Federal excise-tax burdens included in prices paid by 
such person to such vendors, to the extent that such net income 
does not exceed the amount of such Federal excise-tax burden 
which such person in turn shifted to his vendees. 

(3) A tax equal to 80 per centum of the net income from refunds 
or credits to such person from the United States of Federal excise 
taxes erroneously or illegally collected with respect to any articles, 
to the extent that such net income does not exceed the amount 
of the burden of such Federal excise taxes with respect to such 
articles which such person shifted to others. 
(b) The net income (specified in subsection (a) (1)) from the 

sale of articles with respect to which the Federal excise tax was not 
paid., and the net income specified in subsection (a) (2) or (3), shall 
not include the net income from the sale of any article, from reim-
bursement with respect to any article, or from refund or credit of 
Federal excise tax with respect to any article (1) if such article 
(or the articles processed therefrom) were not sold by the taxpayer 
on or before the date of the termination of the Federal excise tax; 
(2) if the taxpayer made a tax adjustment with respect to such 
article (or the articles processed therefrom) with his vendee; or (3) 
if under the terms of any statute the taxpayer would have been 
entitled to a refund from the United States of the Federal excise tax 
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with respect to the article otherwise than as an erroneous or illegal
collection (assuming, in case the tax was not paid, that it had been
paid).

(c) The net income from the sales specified in subsection (a) (1)
shall be computed as follows:

(1) From the gross income from such sales there shall be de-
ducted the allocable portion of the deductions from gross income
for the taxable year which are allowable under the applicable
Revenue Act; or

(2) If the taxpayer so elects by filing his return on such basis,
the total net income for the taxable year from the sale of all
articles with respect to which each Federal excise tax was imposed
(computed by deducting from the gross income from such sales
the allocable portion of the deductions from gross income which
are allowable under the applicable Revenue Act, but without
deduction of the amount of such Federal excise tax which was
paid or of the amount of reimbursement to purchasers with respect
to such Federal excise tax) shall be divided by the total quantity'
of such articles sold during the taxable year and the quotient shall
be multiplied by the quantity of such articles involved in the sales
specified in subsection (a) (1). Such quantities shall be expressed
in terms of the unit on the basis of which the Federal excise tax
was imposed.

For the purposes of this section the proper apportionment and allo-
cation of deductions with respect to gross income shall be determined
under rules and regulations prescribed by the Commissioner with the
approval of the Secretary.

(d) The net income from reimbursement or refunds specified in
subsection (a) (2) or (3) shall be computed as follows: From the
total payment or accrual (1) of reimbursement to the taxpayer from
vendors for amounts representing Federal excise tax burdens included
in prices paid by the taxpayer to such vendors or (2) of refunds or
credits to the taxpayer of Federal excise taxes erroneously or illegally
collected, there shall be deducted the expenses and fees reasonably
incurred in obtaining such reimbursement or refunds.

(e) For the purposes of subsection (a) (1), (2), and (3) the extent
to which the taxpayer shifted to others the burden of a Federal excise
tax shall be presumed to be an amount computed as follows:

(1) From the selling price of the articles there shall be deducted
the sum of (A) the cost of such articles plus (B) the average
margin with respect to the quantity involved; or

(2) If the taxpayer so elects by filing his return on such basis,
from the aggregate selling price of all articles with respect to which
such Federal excise tax was imposed and which were sold by him
during the taxable year (computed without deduction of reimburse-
ment to purchasers with respect to such Federal excise tax) there
shall be deducted the aggregate cost of such articles, and the differ-
ence shall be reduced to a margin per unit in terms of the basis on
which the Federal excise tax was imposed. The excess of such
margin per unit over the average margin (computed for the same
unit) shall be multiplied by the number of such units represented
by the articles with respect to which the computation is being
made; but

(3) In no case shall the extent to which the taxpayer shifted to
others the burden of the Federal excise tax with respect to the
articles be deemed to exceed the amount of such tax with respect
to such articles minus (A) the portion of the amount of the Federal
excise tax (or of the reimbursement specified in subsection (a) (2))
with respect to the articles which is paid or credited by the, tax-
payer to any purchasers as specified in subsection (f) (3) and
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minus (B) the amount of any increase in the tax under section 3400
for which the taxpayer under this section became liable as the
result of the nonpayment or refund of the Federal excise tax with
respect to the articles.
(f) As used in this section-

(1) The term "margin" means the difference between the selling
price of articles and the cost thereof, and the term "average
margin" means the average difference between the selling price
and the cost of similar articles sold by the taxpayer during his six
taxable years preceding the initial imposition of the Federal excise
tax in question, except that if during any part of such six-year
period the taxpayer was not in business, or if his records for any
part of such period are so inadequate as not to furnish satisfactory
data, the average margin of the taxpayer for such part of such
period shall, when necessary for a fair comparison, be deemed to
be the average margin, as determined by the Commissioner, of
representative concerns engaged in a similar business and similarly
circumstanced.

(2) The term "cost" means, in the case of articles manufactured
or produced by the taxpayer, the cost to the taxpayer of materials
entering into the articles; or, in the case of articles purchased by
the taxpayer for resale, the price paid by him for such articles
(reduced in both cases by the amount for which he is reimbursed
by his vendor).

(3) The term "selling price" means selling price minus (A)
amounts subsequently paid or credited to the purchaser on or
before June 1, 1936, or thereafter in the bona fide settlement of a
written agreement entered into on or before March 3, 1936, as
reimbursement for the amount included in such price on account
of a Federal excise tax; and minus (B) the allocable portion of
any professional fees and expenses of litigation incurred in secur-
ing the refund or preventing the collection of the Federal excise
tax, not to exceed 10 per centum of the amount of such tax.
(g) In determining costs, selling prices, and net income, the tax-

payer shall, unless otherwise shown, be deemed to have sold articles
in the order in which they were manufactured, produced, or acquired.
Where the taxpayer's records do not adequately establish the quan-
tity of a commodity taxable under the Agricultural Adjustment Act,
48 Stat. 31, as amended, entering into articles sold by him, such
quantities shall be computed by the use of the conversion factors
prescribed in regulations under such Act, as amended.

(h) If the taxpayer made any purchase or sale otherwise than
through an arm's-length transaction, and at a price other than the
fair market price, the Commissioner may determine the purchase
or sale price to be that for which such purchases or sales were at
that time made in the ordinary course of trade.

(i) Either the taxpayer or the Commissioner may rebut the pre-
sumption established by subsection (e) by proof of the actual extent
to which the taxpayer shifted to others the burden of the Federal
excise tax. Such proof may include, but shall not be limited to:

(1) Proof that the change or lack of change in the margin
was due to changes in factors other than the tax. Such factors
shall include any clearly shown change (A) in the type or grade
of article or materials, or (B) in costs of production. If the
taxpayer asserts that the burden of the tax was borne by him
while the burden of any other increased cost was shifted to
others, the Commissioner shall determine, from the respective
effective dates of the tax and of the other increase in cost as
compared with the date of the change in margin, and from the
general experience of the industry, whether the tax or the increase
m other cost was shifted to others. If the Commissioner deter-
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mines that the change in margin was due in part to the tax and
in part to the increase in other cost, he shall apportion the change
in margin between them.

(2) Proof that the taxpayer modified contracts of sale, or
adopted a new contract of sale, to reflect the initiation, termina-
tion, or change in amount of the Federal excise tax, or at any
such time changed the sale price of the article (including the
effect of a change in size, package, discount terms, or any other
merchandising practice) by substantially the amount of the tax
or change therein, or at any time billed the tax as a separate
item to any vendee or indicated by any writing that the sale price
included the amount of the tax, or contracted to refund any part
of the sale price in the event of recovery of the tax or decision of
its invalidity; but the taxpayer may establish that such acts were
caused by factors other than the tax, or that they do not represent
his practice during the period in which the articles in question
were sold.
(j) As used in this section-

(1) The term "Federal excise tax" means a tax or exaction with
respect to the sale, lease, manufacture, production, processing, gin-
ning, importation, transportation, refining, recovery, or holding
for sale or other disposition, of commodities or articles, provided
for by any Federal statute, whether valid or invalid, if denominated
a "tax" by such statute. A Federal excise tax shall be deemed to
have been imposed with respect to an article if it was imposed with
respect to (or with respect to the processing of) any commodity or
other article, from which such article was processed.

(2) The term "date of the termination of the Federal excise tax"
means, in the case of a Federal excise tax held invalid by a decision
of the Supreme Court, the date of such decision.

(3) The term "refund or credit" does not include a refund or
credit made in accordance with the provisions and limitations set
forth in Title VII of the Revenue Act of 1936, 49 Stat. 1747, or in
section 3443 (d).

(4) The term "tax adjustment" means a repayment or credit by
the taxpayer to his vendee of an amount equal to the Federal excise
tax with respect to an article (less reasonable expense to the vendor
in connection with the nonpayment or recovery by him of the
amount of such tax and in connection with the making of such
repayment or credit) if such repayment or credit is made on or
before June 1, 1936, or thereafter in the bona fide settlement of a
written agreement entered into on or before March 3, 1936.

(5) The term "taxpayer" means a person subject to a tax im-
posed by this section.
(k) All references in this section to the purchase or sale (or to

parties to the sale) of articles with respect to which a Federal
excise tax was imposed shall be deemed to include the purchase or
sale (or parties to the sale) of services with respect to which a Fed-
eral excise tax was imposed, and for the purposes of subsection (a)
the extent to which the taxpayer shifted to others the burden of
such Federal excise tax with respect to such services shall be pre-
sumed to be an amount computed as follows: From the selling price
of the services there shall be deducted the average price received
by the taxpayer for performing similar services during the six tax-
able years preceding the initial imposition of the Federal excise tax
in question. The balance (to the extent that it does not exceed the
amount of such Federal excise tax with respect to such services
minus any payments or credits with respect to the services made to
purchasers as specified in subsection (f) (3)) shall be the extent to
which the taxpayer shifted the burden of such Federal excise tax
to others. If during any part of such six-year period the taxpayer
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was not in business, or if his records for any part of such period
are so inadequate as not to furnish satisfactory data, the average
price of the taxpayer for such part of such period shall, when nec-
essary for a fair comparison, be deemed to be the average price, as
determined by the Commissioner, of representative concerns engaged
in a similar business and similarly circumstanced. The presump-
tion established by this subsection may be rebutted by proof of the
character described in subsection (i).

(1) The taxes imposed by subsection (a) shall be imposed on the
net income from the sources specified therein, regardless of any
loss arising from the other transactions of the taxpayer, and regard-
less of whether the taxpayer had a taxable net income (under the
income-tax provisions of the applicable Revenue Act) for the taxable
year as a whole; except that if such application of the tax imposed
by subsection (a) is held invalid, the tax under subsection (a) shall
apply to that portion of the taxpayer's entire net income for the
taxable year which is attributable to the net income from the sources
specified in such subsection.
SEC. 701. CREDIT FOR OTHER TAXES ON INCOME.

There shall be credited against the total amount of the taxes
imposed by this subchapter an amount equivalent to the excess of-

(a) The amount of the other Federal income and excess-profits
taxes payable by the taxpayer for the taxable year, over

(b) The amount of the other Federal income and excess-profits
taxes which would have been payable by the taxpayer for the tax-
able year if his net income were decreased by the amount of net
income taxable under this subchapter.
SEC. 702. ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS.

(a) All provisions of law (including penalties) applicable with
respect to taxes imposed by chapter 1, shall, insofar as not inconsistent
with this subchapter, be applicable with respect to the taxes imposed
by this subchapter, except that the provisions of sections 101, 131, 251,
and 252 shall not be applicable.

(b) Every person (1) upon whom a Federal excise tax was im-
posed but not paid, or (2) who received any reimbursement speci-
fied in section 700 (a) (2), or (3) who received a refund or credit
of Federal excise tax, shall make a return under this subchapter,
which return shall contain such information and be made in such
manner as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary,
shall prescribe.

(c) If the Commissioner finds that the payment, on the date pre-
scribed for the payment thereof, of any part of the amount deter-
mined by the taxpayer as the tax under this subchapter, or of any
deficiency with respect thereto, would impose undue hardship upon
the taxpayer, the Commissioner may grant an extension for the pay-
ment of any such part for a period not in excess of three years. In
such case the amount with respect to which the extension is granted
shall be paid on or before the date of the expiration of the period of
the extension, and the running of the statute of limitations for assess-
ment and collection shall be suspended for the period of any such
extension. If an extension is granted, the Commissioner may require
the taxpayer to furnish a bond in such amount, not exceeding double
the amount with respect to which the extension is granted, and with
such sureties as the Commissioner deems necessary, conditioned upon
the payment of the amount with respect to which the extension is
granted in accordance with the terms of the extension. There shall
be collected, as a part of any amount with respect to which an exten-
sion is granted, interest thereon at the rate of 6 per centum per
annum from the expiration of six months after the due date thereof
to the expiration of the period of the extension.
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the payment of the amount with respect to which the extension is 
granted in accordance with the terms of the extension. There shall 
be collected, as a part of any amount with respect to which an exten-
sion is granted, interest thereon at the rate of 6 per centum per 
annum from the expiration of six months after the due date thereof 
to the expiration of the period of the extension. 
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SEC. 703. TAXABLE YEARS TO WHICH SUBCHAPTER IS APPLICABLE.
The taxes imposed by this subchapter shall apply only with respect

to taxable years ending during the calendar year 1939 and to subse-
quent taxable years.
SEC. 704. APPLICATION OF SUBCHAPTER TO POSSESSIONS.

With respect to the following income, the tax under this subchapter
shall be in force in any possession of the United States (including the
Philippine Islands); such tax shall (without regard to the residence
or citizenship or place of organization of the taxpayer) be collected
by the appropriate internal-revenue officers of such possession; and
the proceeds thereof shall accrue to the general government of such
possession: (a) Any income specified in subsection (a) (1) or (3) of
section 700 if the Federal excise tax with respect to the articles in
question accrued in such possession; and (b) any income specified
in subsection (a) (2) of section 700 if the reimbursement specified
therein relates to articles sold in such possession by the taxpayer
under this subchapter and if the geographical scope of the Federal
excise tax in question extended to such possession. Income taxable as
provided in this section shall not be otherwise taxable under this
subchapter. In applying section 700 to such income, the gross income
and deductions shall be determined in accordance with the Federal
Revenue Act applicable to the taxable year. In applying section 701 to
such income, income taxes paid to such possession shall be deemed
to be Federal income taxes.
SEC. 705. CLOSING AGREEMENTS.

Any person who is liable for the tax imposed by this subchapter
and who has filed any claim or claims for refund of any amount paid
or collected as tax under the Agricultural Adjustment Act, 48 Stat.
31, as amended, may apply to the Commissioner for an adjustment
of such liability for tax in conjunction with such claim or claims for
refund, and thereafter, the Commissioner, for such purposes, may, in
his discretion, consider such liability and such claim or claims as one
case and, in his discretion, may enter into a written agreement with
such person for the settlement of such case by such payment by, or
refund to, such person as may be specified in such agreement. Such
agreement shall be a final settlement of the liability for tax and the
claim or claims for refund covered by such agreement, except in case
of fraud, malfeasance, or misrepresentation of a material fact. In
the absence of fraud or mistake in mathematical calculation, any
action taken or any consideration given by the Commissioner pursuant
to this section shall not be subject to review by any court, or any
administrative, or accounting officer, employee, or agent of the United
States.
SEC. 706. PUBLICITY OF RETURNS.

For provisions with respect to publicity of returns under this sub-
chapter, see subsection (a) (2) of section 55.
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SUBCHAPTER A-BASIC ESTATE TAX

Part I-Introductory Provisions

SEC. 800. APPLICATION OF SUBCHAPTER.
The provisions of this subchapter shall apply only to estates of

decedents dying after the date of the enactment of this title. Estate
taxes in the case of decedents dying on or prior to the date of the
enactment of this title shall not be affected by the provisions of this
subchapter, but shall remain subject to the applicable provisions of
the Revenue Act of 1926 and prior revenue acts, except as such provi-
sions are modified by legislation enacted subsequent to the Revenue
Act of 1926.

SEC. 801. CLASSIFICATION OF PROVISIONS.
The provisions of this subchapter are herein classified and desig-

nated as-
Part I-Introductory provisions.
Part II-Citizens or residents of the United States.
Part III-Nonresidents not citizens of the United States.
Part IV-Supplemental provisions.

SEC. 802. APPLICATION OF PARTS.

Part II shall apply to the estates of citizens or residents of the
United States and, except as otherwise provided, to the estates of non-
residents not citizens of the United States, subject to the exceptions
and additional provisions contained in Part Im. Part IV shall apply
to the estates both of citizens or residents of the United States and
nonresidents not citizens of the United States.
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Part II-Estates of Citizens or Residents of the United States

SUBPART I--COMPUTATION OF TAX

SEC. 810. RATE OF TAX.
A tax equal to the sum of the following percentages of the value of

the net estate (determined as provided in section 812) shall be
imposed upon the transfer of the net estate of every decedent, citizen
or resident of the United States, dying after the date of the enactment
of this title.

1 per centum of the amount of the net estate not in excess of
$50,000;

2 per centum of the amount by which the net estate exceeds
$50,000 and does not exceed $100,000;

3 per centum of the amount by which the net estate exceeds
$100,000 and does not exceed $200,000;

4 per centum of the amount by which the net estate exceeds
$200,000 and does not exceed $400,000;

5 per centum of the amount by which the net estate exceeds
$400,000 and does not exceed $600,000;

6 per centum of the amount by which the net estate exceeds
$600,000 and does not exceed $800,000;

7 per centum of the amount by which the net estate exceeds
$800,000 and does not exceed $1,000,000;

8 per centum of the amount by which the net estate exceeds
$1,000,000 and does not exceed $1,500,000;

9 per centum of the amount by which the net estate exceeds
$1,500,000 and does not exceed $2,000,000;

10 per centum of the amount by which the net estate exceeds
$2,000,000 and does not exceed $2,500,000;

11 per centum of the amount by which the net estate exceeds
$2,500,000 and does not exceed $3,000,000;

12 per centum of the amount by which the net estate exceeds
$3,000,000 and does not exceed $3,500,000;

13 per centum of the amount by which the net estate exceeds
$3,500,000 and does not exceed $4,000,000;

14 per centum of the amount by which the net estate exceeds
$4,000,000 and does not exceed $5,000,000;

15 per centum of the amount by which the net estate exceeds
$5,000,000 and does not exceed $6,000,000;

16 per centum of the amount by which the net estate exceeds
$6,000,000 and does not exceed $7,000,000;

17 per centum of the amount by which the net estate exceeds
$7,000,000 and does not exceed $8,000,000;

18 per centum of the amount by which the net estate exceeds
$8,000,000 and does not exceed $9,000,000;

19 per centum of the amount by which the net estate exceeds
$9,000,000 and does not exceed $10,000,000;

20 per centum of the amount by which the net estate exceeds
$10,000,000.

SEC. 811. GROSS ESTATE.
The value of the gross estate of the decedent shall be determined

by including the value at the time of his death of all property, real
or personal, tangible or intangible, wherever situated, except real
property situated outside of the United States-

(a) DECEDENTr'S INTEREST.-TO the extent of the interest therein
of the decedent at the time of his death;

(b) DOWER OR CURTESY INTERESTS.-To the extent of any interest
therein of the surviving spouse, existing at the time of the decedent's
death as dower, curtesy, or by virtue of a statute creating an estate
in lieu of dower or curtesy;
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(c) TRANSFERS IN CONTEMPLATION OF, OR TAKING EFFECT AT
DEATH.-To the extent of any interest therein of which the decedent
has at any time made a transfer, by trust or otherwise, in contempla-
tion of or intended to take effect in possession or enjoyment at or after
his death, or of which he has at any time made a transfer, by trust
or otherwise, under which he has retained for his life or for any pe-
riod not ascertainable without reference to his death or for any period
which does not in fact end before his death (1) the possession or enjoy-
ment of, or the right to the income from, the property, or (2) the right,
either alone or in conjunction with any person, to designate the per-
sons who shall possess or enjoy the property or the income therefrom;
except in case of a bona fide sale for an adequate and full consideration
in money or money's worth. Any transfer of a material part of his
property in the nature of a final disposition or distribution thereof,
made by the decedent within two years prior to his death without
such consideration, shall, unless shown to the contrary, be deemed to
have been made in contemplation of death within the meaning of this
subchapter;

(d) REVOCABLE TRANSFERS-
(1) TRANSFERS AFTER JUNE 22, 1936.-To the extent of any in-

terest therein of which the decedent has at any time made a
transfer (except in case of a bona-fide sale for an adequate and
full consideration in money or money's worth), by trust or other-
wise, where the enjoyment thereof was subject at the date of his
death to any change through the exercise of a power (in whatever
capacity exercisable) by the decedent alone or by the decedent in
conjunction with any other person (without regard to when or
from what source the decedent acquired such power), to alter,
amend, revoke, or terminate, or where any such power is relin-
quished in contemplation of decedent's death;

(2) TRANSFERS ON OR PRIOR TO JUNE 22, 1936.-To the extent
of any interest therein of which the decedent has at any time made
a transfer, by trust or otherwise, where the enjoyment thereof was
subject at the date of his death to any change through the exer-
cise of a power, either by the decedent alone or in conjunction with
any person to alter, amend, or revoke, or where the decedent
relinquished any such power in contemplation of his death, except
in case of a bona fide sale for an adequate and full consideration
in money or money's worth. Except in the case of transfers made
after June 22 1936, no interest of the decedent of which he has
made a transfer shall be included in the gross estate under para-
graph (1) unless it is includible under this paragraph;

(3) DATE OF EXISTENCE OF POWER.-For the purposes of this sub-
section the power to alter, amend, or revoke shall be considered to
exist on the date of the decedent's death even though the exercise
of the power is subject to a precedent giving of notice or even
though the alteration, amendment, or revocation takes effect only
on the expiration of a stated period after the exercise of the power,
whether or not on or before the date of the decedent's death notice
has been given or the power has been exercised. In such cases
proper adjustment shall be made representing the interests which
would have been excluded from the power if the decedent had lived,
and for such purpose if the notice has not been given or the power
has not been exercised on or before the date of his death, such
notice shall be considered to have been given, or the power exer-
cised, on the date of his death.

(4) RELINQUISBMENT OF POWER IN CONTEMPLATION OF DEATH.-
The relinquishment of any such power, not admitted or shown to
have been in contemplation of the decedent's death, made within
two years prior to his death without such a consideration and
affecting the interest or interests (whether arising from one or
more transfers or the creation of one or more trusts) of any one
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beneficiary of a value or aggregate value, at the time of such death,
in excess of $5,000, then, to the extent of such excess, such relin-
quishment or relinquishments shall, unless shown to the contrary,
be deemed to have been made in contemplation of death within the
meaning of this subchapter.
(e) JOTINT ERESTS.-To the extent of the interest therein held as

joint tenants by the decedent and any other person, or as tenants
by the entirety by the decedent and spouse, or deposited, with any
person carrying on the banking business, in their joint names and
payable to either or the survivor, except such part thereof as may
be shown to have originally belonged to such other person and never
to have been received or acquired by the latter from the decedent for
less than an adequate and full consideration in money or money's
worth: Provided, That where such property or any part thereof, or
part of the consideration with which such property was acquired, is
shown to have been at any time acquired by such other person from
the decedent for less than an adequate and full consideration in
money or money's worth, there shall be excepted only such part of
the value of such property as is proportionate to the consideration
furnished by such other person: Provided further, That where any
property has been acquired by gift, bequest, devise, or inheritance, as a
tenancy by the entirety by the decedent and spouse, then to the extent
of one-half of the value thereof, or, where so acquired by the decedent
and any other person as joint tenants and their interests are not
otherwise specified or fixed by law, then to the extent of the value
of a fractional part to be determined by dividing the value of the
property by the number of joint tenants.

(f) PROPERTY PASSING UNDER GENERAL POWER OF APPOINTMENT.-
To the extent of any property passing under a general power of ap-
pointment exercised by the decedent (1) by will, or (2) by deed exe-
cuted in contemplation of or intended to take effect in possession or
enjoyment at or after his death, or (3) by deed under which he has re-
tained for his life or any period not ascertainable without reference
to his death or for any period which does not in fact end before
his death (A) the possession or enjoyment of, or the right to the in-
come from, the property, or (B) the right, either alone or in con-
junction with any person, to designate the persons who shall possess
or enjoy the ,rop)ertv or the income therefrom; except in case of
a boIn fide sale for an adequate and full consideration in money or
money's worth; and

(g) PROCEEDS OF LI'E INSURANCE.-TO the extent of the amount
receivable by the executor as insurance under policies taken out by
the decedent upon his own life; and to the extent of the excess over
$40,000 of the amount receivable by all other beneficiaries as insur-
ance under policies taken out by the decedent upon his own life.

(h) PRIOR INTERESTS.-Except as otherwise specifically provided
therein, subsections (b), (c), (, ( (e), (f), and (g) shall apply to
the transfers, trusts, estates, interests, rights, powers, and relinquish-
ment of powers, as severally enumerated and described therein,
whether made, created, arising, existing, exercised, or relinquished
before or after February 26, 1926.

(i) TRANsFERS FOR INSUFFICIENT CONSIDERATION.-If any one of the
transfers, trusts, interests, rights, or powers, enumerated and de-
scribed in subsections (c), (d), and (f) is made, created, exercised,
or relinquished for a consideration in money or money's worth, but
is not a bona fide sale for an adequate and full consideration in money
or money's worth, there shall be included in the gross estate only the
excess of the fair market value at the time of death of the property
otherwise to be included on account of such transaction, over the
value of the consideration received therefor by the decedent.

(j) OPTIONAL VALUATION.-If the executor so elects upon his return
(if filed within the time prescribed by law or prescribed by the Com-
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beneficiary of a value or aggregate value, at the time of such death, 
in excess of $5,000, then, to the extent of such excess, such relin-
quishment or relinquishments shall, unless shown to the contrary, 
be deemed to have been made in contemplation of death within the 
meaning of this subchapter. 
(e) JOINT INTERESTS.—To the extent of the interest therein held as 

joint tenants by the decedent and any other person, or as tenants 
by the entirety by the decedent and spouse, or deposited, with any 
person carrying on the banking business, in their joint names and 
payable to either or the survivor, except such part thereof as may 
be shown to have originally belonged to such other person and never 
to have been received or acquired by the latter from the decedent for 
less than an adequate and full consideration in money or money's 
worth: Provided, That where such property or any part thereof, or 
part of the consideration with which such property was acquired, is 
shown to have been at any time acquired by such other person from 
the decedent for less than an adequate and full consideration in 
money or money's worth, there shall be excepted only such part of 
the value of such property as is proportionate to the consideration 
furnished by such other person: Provided further, That where any 
property has been acquired by gift, bequest, devise, or inheritance, as a 
tenancy by the entirety by the decedent and spouse, then to the extent 
of one-half of the value thereof, or, where so acquired by the decedent 
and any other person as joint tenants and their interests are not 
otherwise specified or fixed by law, then to the extent of the value 
of a fractional part to be determined by dividing the value of the 
property by the number of joint tenants. 

(f) PROPERTY PASSING UNDER GENERAL POWER or APPOINTMENT.— 
To the extent of any property passing under a general power of ap-
pointment exercised by the decedent .1.) by will, or (2) by deed exe-
cuted in contemplation of or intended to take effect in possession or 
enjoyment at or after his death, or (3) by deed under which he has re-
tained for his life or any period not ascertainable without reference 
to his death or for any period which does not in fact end before 
his death (A.) the possession or enjoyment of, or the right to the in-
come from, the property, or (B) the right, either alone or in con-
junction with any person, to designate the persons who shall possess 
or enjoy the property or the income therefrom; except in case of 
a bona fide sale for an adequate and full consideration in money or 
money's worth ; and 

(g) PROCEEDS or LIFE INSURANCE.—To the extent of the amount 
receivable by the executor as insurance under policies taken out by 
the decedent upon his own life; and to the extent of the excess over 
$40,000 of the amount receivable by all other beneficiaries as insur-
ance under policies taken out by the decedent upon his own life. 

(h) Plum INTEREsTs.—Except as otherwise specifically provided 
therein, subsections (b), (c), (d), (e), (f), and (g) shall apply to 
the transfers, trusts, estates, interests, rights, powers, and relinquish-
ment of powers, as severally enumerated and described therein, 
whether made, created, arising, existing, exercised, or relinquished 
before or after February 26, 1926. 

(i) TRANSFERS FOR INSUFFICIENT CONSIDERA'TION.—If any one of the 
transfers, trusts, interests, rights, or powers, enumerated and de-
scribed in subsections (c), (d), and (f) is made, created, exercised, 
or relinquished for a consideration in money or money's worth, but 
is not a bona fide sale for an adequate and full consideration in money 
or money's worth, there shall be included in the gross estate only the 
excess of the fair market value at the time of death of the property 
otherwise to be included on account of such transaction, over the 
value of the consideration received therefor by the decedent. 

(j) OPTIONAL VALUATION.—If the executor so elects upon his return 
(if filed within the time prescribed by law or prescribed by the Corn-



missioner in pursuance of law), the value of the gross estate shall be
determined by valuing all the property included therein on the date of
the decedent's death as of the date one year after the decedent's death,
except that (1) property included in the gross estate on the date
of death and, within one year after the decedent's death, distributed
by the executor (or, in the case of property included in the gross
estate under subsection (c), (d), or (f) of this section, distributed
by the trustee under the instrument of transfer), or sold, exchanged,
or otherwise disposed of, shall be included at its value as of the
time of such distribution, sale, exchange, or other disposition, which-
ever first occurs, instead of its value as of the date one year after
the decedent's death, and (2) any interest or estate which is affected
by mere lapse of time shall be included at its value as of the time
of death (instead of the later date) with adjustment for any differ-
ence in its value as of the later date not due to mere lapse of time.
No deduction under this subchapter of any item shall be allowed if
allowance for such item is in effect given by the valuation under this
subsection. Wherever in any other subsection or section of this
chapter, reference is made to the value of property at the time of the
decedent's death, such reference shall be deemed to refer to the value
of such property used in determining the value of the gross estate.
In case of an election made by the executor under this subsection,
then for the purposes of the deduction under section 812 (d) or sec-
tion 861 (a) (3), any bequest, legacy, devise, or transfer enumer-
ated therein shall be valued as of the date of decedent's death with
adjustment for any difference in value (not due to mere lapse of
time or the occurrence or nonoccurrence of a contingency) of the
property as of the date one year after the decedent's death (sub-
stituting the date of sale or exchange in the case of property sold
or exchanged during such one-year period).

(k) CRoss REFERENCE.-
For provision that relinquishment of marital estates shall not be

deemed a consideration "in money or money's worth", see section 812 (b).

SEC. 812. NET ESTATE.

For the purpose of the tax the value of the net estate shall be deter-
mined, in the case of a citizen or resident of the United States by
deducting from the value of the gross estate-

(a) EXEMPrION.-An exemption of $100,000;
(b) EXPENSES, LOSSES, INDEBTEDNESS, AND TAXES.-Suchl amounts-

1) for funeral expenses,
2) for administration expenses,
(3) for claims against the estate,
(4) for unpaid mortgages upon, or any indebtednes in respect to,

property where the value of decedent's interest therein, undimin-
ished by such mortgage or indebtedness, is included in the value of
the gross estate, and

(5) reasonably required and actually expended for the support
during the settlement of the estate of those dependent upon the
decedent,

as are allowed by the laws of the jurisdiction, whether within or with-
out the United States, under which the estate is being administered,
but not including any income taxes upon income received after the
death of the decedent, or property taxes not accrued before his death,
or any estate, succession, legacy, or inheritance taxes. The deduction
herein allowed in the case of claims against the estate, unpaid mort-
gages, or any indebtedness shall, when founded upon a promise or
agreement, be limited to the extent that they were contracted bona fide
and for an adequate and full consideration in money or money's worth.
There shall also be deducted losses incurred during the settlement of
estates arising from fires, storms, shipwrecks, or other casualties, or
from theft, when such losses are not compensated for by insurance or
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missioner in pursuance of law), the value of the gross estate shall be 
determined by valuing all the property included therein on the date of 
the decedent's death as of the date one year after the decedent's death, 
except that (1) property included in the gross estate on the date 
of death and, within one year after the decedent's death, distributed 
by the executor (or, in the case of property included in the gross 
estate under subsection (c), (d), or (f) of this section, distributed 
by the trustee under the instrument of transfer), or sold, exchanged, 
or otherwise disposed of, shall be included at its value as of the 
time of such distribution, sale, exchange, or other disposition, which-
ever first occurs, instead of its value as of the date one year after 
the decedent's death, and (2) any interest or estate which is affected 
by mere lapse of time shall be included at its value as of the time 
of death (instead of the later date) with adjustment for any differ-
ence in its value as of the later date not due to mere lapse of time. 
No deduction under this subchapter of any item shall be allowed if 
allowance for such item is in effect given by the valuation under this 
subsection. Wherever in any other subsection or section of this 
chapter, reference is made to the value of property at the time of the 
decedent's death, such reference shall be deemed to refer to the value 
of such property used in determining the value of the gross estate. 
In case of an election made by the executor under this subsection, 
then for the purposes of the deduction under section 812 (d) or sec-
tion 861 (a) (3), any bequest, legacy, devise, or transfer enumer-
ated therein shall be valued as of the date of decedent's death with 
adjustment for any difference in value (not due to mere lapse of 
time or the occurrence or nonoccurrence of a contingency) of the 
property as of the date one year after the decedent's death (sub-
stituting the date of sale or exchange in the case of property sold 
or exchanged during such one-year period). 

(k) CROSS REFERENCE.— 
For provision that relinquishment of marital estates shall not be 

deemed a consideration "in money or money's worth", see section 812 (b). 

SEC. 812. NET ESTATE. 

For the purpose of the tax the value of the net estate shall be deter-
mined, in the case of a citizen or resident of the United States by 
deducting from the value of the gross estate— 

(a) EXEMDTION.—An exemption of $100,000; 
(b) EXPENSES, LOSSES, INDEBTEDNESS, AND TAxFs.—Such amounts-

1) for funeral expenses, 
2) for administration expenses, 
3) for claims against the estate, 
4) for unpaid mortgages upon, or any indebtednes in respect to, 

property where the value of decedent's interest therein, undimin-
ished by such mortgage or indebtedness, is included in the value of 
the gross estate, and 

(5) reasonably required and actually expended for the support 
during the settlement of the estate of those dependent upon the 
decedent, 

as are allowed by the laws of the jurisdiction, whether within or with-
out the United States, under which the estate is being administered, 
but not including any income taxes upon income received after the 
death of the decedent., or property taxes not accrued before his death, 
or any estate, succession, legacy, or inheritance taxes. The deduction 
herein allowed in the case of claims against the estate, unpaid mort-
gages, or any indebtedness shall, when founded upon a promise or 
agreement, be limited to the extent that they were contracted bona fide 
and for an adequate and full consideration in money or money's worth. 
There shall also be deducted losses incurred during the settlement of 
estates arising from fires, storms, shipwrecks, or other casualties, or 
from theft, when such losses are not compensated for by insurance or 
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otherwise, and if at the time of the filing of the return such losses
have not been claimed as a deduction for income tax purposes in an
income tax return.

For the purposes of this subchapter, a relinquishment or promised
relinquishment of dower, curtesy, or of a statutory estate created in
lieu of dower or curtesy, or of other marital rights in the decedent's
property or estate, shall not be considered to any extent a considera-
tion "in money or money's worth."

(c) PROPERTY PREVIOUSLY TAXED.-An amount equal to the value of
any property (A) forming a part of the gross estate situated in the
United States of any person who died within five years prior to the
death of the decedent, or (B) transferred to the decedent by gift
within five years prior to his death, where such property can be iden-
tified as having been received by the decedent from the donor by gift,
or from such prior decedent by gift, bequest, devise, or inheritance,
or which can be identified as having been acquired in exchange for
property so received. This deduction shall be allowed only where a
gift tax imposed under chapter 4, or an estate tax imposed under
this subchapter, the Revenue Act of 1926, 44 Stat. 69, or any prior
Act of Congress, was finally determined and paid by or on behalf
of such donor, or the estate of such prior decedent, as the case may be,
and only in the amount finally determined as the value of such
property in determining the value of the gift, or the gross estate
of such prior decedent, and only to the extent that the value of such
property is included in the decedent's gross estate, and onlyi if n
determining the value of the net estate of the prior decedent no
deduction was allowable under this paragraph in respect of the
property or property given in exchange therefor.

Where a deduction was allowed of any mortgage or other lien in
determining the gift tax, or the estate tax of the prior decedent,
which was paid in whole or in part prior to the decedent's death, then
the deduction allowable under this paragraph shall be reduced by the
amount so paid. The deduction allowable under this subsection shall
be reduced by an amount which bears the same ratio to the amounts
allowed as deductions under subsections (a), (b) and (d) as the
amount otherwise deductible under this subsection bears to the value
of the decedent's gross estate. Where the property referred to in
this subsection consists of two or more items the aggregate value of
such items shall be used for the purpose of computing the deduction.

(d) TRmANSFERS FOR I)UBLIC, CHARITABLE, AND RELIGIOUS USEs.-Thio
amount of all bequests, legacies, devises, or transfers, to or for the
use of the United States, any State, Territory, any political subdivi-
sion thereof, or the District of Columbia, for exclusively public pur-
poses, or to or for the use of any corporation organized and operated
exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational
purposes, including the encouragement of art and the prevention of
cruelty to children or animals, no part of the net earnings of which
inures to the benefit of any private stockholder or individual, and no
substantial part of the activities of which is carrying on propaganda,
or otherwise attempting, to influence legislation, or to a trustee or
trustees, or a fraternal society, order, or association operating under
the lodge system, but only if such contributions or gifts are to be
used by such trustee or trustees, or by such fraternal society, order,
or association, exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, lit-
erary, or educational purposes, or for the prevention of cruelty
to children or animals. If the tax imposed by section 810, or any
estate, succession, legacy, or inheritance taxes, are, either by the terms
of the will, by the law of the jurisdiction under which the estate is
administered, or by the law of the jurisdiction imposing the particu-
lar tax, payable in whole or in part out of the bequests, legacies, or
devises otherwise deductible under this paragraph, then the amount
deductible, under this paragraph shall be the amount of such be-
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otherwise, and if at the time of the filing of the return such losses 
have not been claimed as a deduction for income tax purposes in an 
income tax return. 
For the purposes of this subchapter, a relinquishment or promised 

relinquishment of dower, curtesy, or of a statutory estate created in 
lieu of dower or curtesy, or of other marital rights in the decedent's 
property or estate, shall not be considered to any extent a considera-
tion "in money or money's worth." 

(c) PROPERTY PREVIOUSLY TAXED.—An amount equal to the value of 
any property (A) forming a part of the gross estate situated in the 
United States of any person who died within five years prior to the 
death of the decedent, or (B) transferred to the decedent by gift 
within five years prior to his death, where such property can be iden-
tified as having been received by the decedent from the donor by gift, 
or from such prior decedent by gift, bequest, devise, or inheritance, 
or which can be identified as having been acquired in exchange for 
property so received. This deduction shall be allowed only where a 
gift tax imposed under chapter 4, or an estate tax imposed under 
this subchapter, the Revenue Act of 1926, 44 Stat. 69, or any prior 
Act of Congress, was finally determined and paid by or on behalf 
of such donor' or the estate of such prior decedent, as the case may be, 
and only in the amount finally determined as the value of such 
property in determining the value of the gift, or the gross estate 
of such prior decedent, and only to the extent that the value of such i 
property is included n the decedent's gross estate, and only if in 
determining the value of the net estate of the prior decedent no 
deduction was allowable under this paragraph in respect of the 
property or property given in exchange therefor. 
Where a deduction was allowed of any mortgage or other lien in 

determining the gift tax, or the estate tax of the prior decedent, 
which was paid in whole or in part prior to the decedent's death, then 
the deduction allowable under this paragraph shall be reduced by the 
amount so paid. The deduction allowable under this subsection shall 
be reduced by an amount which bears the same ratio to the amounts 
allowed as deductions under subsections (a), (b) and (d) as the 
amount otherwise deductible under this subsection bears to the value 
of the decedent's gross estate. Where the property referred to in 
this subsection consists of two or more items the aggregate value of 
such items shall be used for the purpose of computing the deduction. 

(d) TRANSFERS FOR PUBLIC, CHARITABLE, AND RELIGIOUS USES.—The 
amount of all bequests, legacies, devises, or transfers, to or for the 
use of the United States, any State, Territory, any political subdivi-
sion thereof, or the District of Columbia, for exclusively public pur-
poses, or to or for the use of any corporation organized and operated 
exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational 
purposes,including the encouragement of art and the prevention of 
cruelty to children or animals, no part of the net earnings of which 
inures to the benefit of any private stockholder or individual, and no 
substantial part of the activities of which is carrying on propaganda, 
or otherwise attempting, to influence legislation, or to a trustee or 
trustees, or a fraternal society, order, or association operating under 
the lodge system, but only if such contributions or gifts are to be 
used by such trustee or trustees, or by such fraternal society, order, 
or association, exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, lit-
erary, or educational purposes, or for the prevention of cruelty 
to children or animals. If the tax imposed by section 810, or any 
estate, succession, legacy, or inheritance taxes, are, either by the terms 
of the will, by the raw of the jurisdiction under which the estate is 
administered, or by the law of the jurisdiction imposing the particu-
lar tax, payable in whole or in part out of the bequests, legacies, or 
devises otherwise deductible under this paragraph, then the amount 
deductible, under this paragraph shall be the amount of such be-



quests, legacies, or devises reduced by the amount of such taxes. The
amount of the deduction under this subsection for any transfer shall
not exceed the value of the transferred property required to be
included in the gross estate.
SEC. 813. CREDITS AGAINST TAX.

(a) GrFT TAX.-
(1) REVENUE ACT OF 1924.-In case a tax has been imposed

under section 319 of the Revenue Act of 1924, 43 Stat. 313,
as amended by section 324 of the Revenue Act of 1926, 44
Stat. 86, upon any gift, and thereafter upon the death of the
donor the amount thereof is required by any provision of this
subchapter to be included in the gross estate of the decedent
then there shall be credited against and applied in reduction
of the estate tax, which would otherwise be chargeable against
the estate of the decedent under the provisions of this sub-
chapter, an amount equal to the tax paid with respect to such
gift; and in the event the donor has in any year paid the tax
imposed by said section 319 with respect to a gift or gifts which
upon the death of the donor must be included in his gross estate
and a gift or gifts not required to be so included, then the amount
of the tax which shall be deemed to have been paid with respect
to the gift or gifts required to be so included shall be that pro-
portion of the entire tax paid on account of all such gifts which
the amount of the gift or gifts required to be so included bears to
the total amount of gifts in that year.

(2) RLVENUE ACT OF 1932.-
(A) If a tax has been paid under chapter 4 on a gift, and

thereafter upon the death of the donor any amount in respect
of such gift is required to be included in the value of the gross
estate of the decedent for the purposes of chapter 3, then there
shall be credited against the tax imposed by section 810 the
amount of the tax paid under chapter 4 with respect to so much
of the property which constituted the gift as is included in the
gross estate, except that the amount of such credit shall not
exceed an amount which bears the same ratio to the tax imposed
by section 810 as the value (at the time of the gift or at the time
of the death, whichever is lower) of so much of the property
which constituted the gift as is included in the gross estate, bears
to the value of the entire gross estate.

(B) For the purposes of paragraph (A), the amount of tax
paid for any year under chapter 4 with respect to any property
shall be an amount which bears the same ratio to the total tax
paid for such year as the value of such property bears to the
total amount of net gifts (computed without deduction of the
specific exemption) for such year.

(b) ESTATE, SUCCESSION, LEGACY, AND INHERITANCE TAxEs.-The
tax imposed by section 810 shall be credited with the amount of any
estate, inheritance, legacy, or succession taxes actually paid to any
State or Territory or the District of Columbia, in respect of any
property included in the gross estate (not including any such taxes
paid with respect to the estate of a person other than the decedent).
The credit allowed by this subsection shall not exceed 80 per centum
of the tax imposed by section 810 (after deducting from such tax the
credits provided by section 813 (a) (2)), and shall include only such
taxes as were actually paid and credit therefor claimed within four
years after the filing of the return required by section 821 or 864,
except that-

(1) If a petition for redetermination of a deficiency has been
filed with the Board of Tax Appeals within the time prescribed
in section 871, then within such four-year period or before the
expiration of 60 days after the decision of the Board becomes final.
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quests, legacies, or devises reduced by the amount of such taxes. The 
amount of the deduction under this subsection for any transfer shall 
not exceed the value of the transferred property required to be 
included in the gross estate. 
SEC. 813. CREDITS AGAINST TAX. 

(a) Girr TAX.— 
( 1) REVENUE ACT or 1924.—In case a tax has been imposed 

under section 319 of the Revenue Act of 1924, 43 Stat. 313, 
as amended by section 324 of the Revenue Act of 1926, 44 
Stat. 86, upon any gift, and thereafter upon the death of the 
donor the amount thereof is required by any provision of this 
subchapter to be included in the gross estate of the decedent 
then there shall be credited against and applied in reduction 
of the estate tax, which would otherwise be chargeable against 
the estate of the decedent under the provisions of this sub-
chapter, an amount equal to the tax paid with respect to such 
gift; and in the event the donor has m any year paid the tax 
unposed by said section 319 with respect to a gift or gifts which 
upon the death of the donor must be included in his gross estate 
and a gift or gifts not required to be so included, then the amount 
of the tax which shall be deemed to have been paid with respect 
to the gift or gifts required to be so included shall be that pro-
portion of the entire tax paid on account of all such gifts which 
the amount of the gift or gifts required to be so included bears to 
the total amount of gifts in that year. 

(2) RE-v-ExtrE ACT or 1932.— 
(A) If a tax has been paid under chapter 4 on a gift, and 

i thereafter upon the death of the donor any amount n respect 
of such gift is required to be included in the value of the gross 
estate of the decedent for the purposes of chapter 32 then there 
shall be credited against the tax imposed by section 810 the 
amount of the tax paid under chapter 4 with respect to so much 
of the property which constituted the gift as is included in the 
gross estate, except that the amount of such credit shall not 
exceed an amount which bears the same ratio to the tax imposed 
by section 810 as the value (at the time of the gift or at the time 
of the death, whichever is lower) of so much of the property 
which constituted the gift as is included in the gross estate, bears 
to the value of the entire gross estate. 

(B) For the purposes of paragraph (A), the amount of tax 
paid for any year under chapter 4 with respect to any property 
shall be an amount which bears the same ratio to the total tax 
paid for such year as the value of such property bears to the 
total amount of net gifts (computed without deduction of the 
specific exemption) for such year. 

(b) ESTATE SUCCESSION' LEGACY, AND INHERITANCE TAXES.—The 
tax imposed by section 810 shall be credited with the amount of any 
estate, inheritance, legacy, or succession taxes actually paid to any 
State or Territory or the District of Columbia, in respect of any 
property included in the gross estate (not including any such taxes 
paid with respect to the estate of a person other than the decedent). 
The credit allowed by this subsection shall not exceed 80 per centum 
of the tax imposed by section 810 (after deducting from such tax the 
credits provided by section 813 (a) (2)), and shall include only such 
taxes as were actually paid and credit therefor claimed within four 
years after the filing of the return required by section 821 or 864, 
except that— 

(1) If a petition for redetermination of a deficiency has been 
filed with the Board of Tax Appeals within the time prescribed 
in section 871, then within such four-year period or before the 
expiration of 60 days after the decision of the Board becomes final. 
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(2) If, under section 822 (a) (2) or section 871 (h), an extension
of time has been granted for payment of the tax shown on the re-
turn, or of a deficiency, then within such four-year period or
before the date of the expiration of the period of the extension.

Refund based on the credit may (despite the provisions of sections
910 to 912, inclusive), be made if claim therefor is filed within the
period above provided. Any such refund shall be made without
interest.

SUBPART II-RETURNS AND PAYMENT OF TAX

SEC. 820. EXECUTOR'S NOTICE.
The executor, within two months after the decedent's death, or

within a like period after qualifying as such, shall give written notice
thereof to the collector.
SEC. 821. RETURNS.

(a) REQUIREMENT.-
(1) RETURNS BY EXECUTOR.-In all cases where the gross estate

at the death of a citizen or resident exceeds the amount of the spe-
cific exemption provided in section 812 (a), the executor shall make
a return under oath in duplicate, setting forth (1) the value of the
gross estate of the decedent at the time of his death; (2) the deduc-
tions allowed under section 812; (3) the value of the net estate of
the decedent as defined in section 812; and (4) the tax paid or pay-
able thereon; or such part of such information as may at the time
be ascertainable and such supplemental data as may be necessary to
establish the correct tax.

(2) RETURNS BY BENEFICIARIES.-If the executor is unable to make
a complete return as to any part of the gross estate of the dece-
dent, he shall include in his return a description of such part and
the name of every person holding a legal or beneficial interest
therein, and upon notice from the collector such person shall in like
manner make a return as to such part of the gross estate.

(3) CRoss REFERENCE.-

For provision requiring a return where the gross estate exceeds
$40,000, see section 937.

(b) TIME FOR FILING.-The return required of the executor under
subsection (a) shall be filed at such times and in such manner as may
be required by regulations made pursuant to law.

(c) PLACE FOR FIIANO.-The return required of the executor under
subsection (a) shall be filed with the collector of the district in which
was the domicile of the decedent at the time of his death, or, if there
was no such domicile in the United States, then the collector of the
district in which is situated the part of the gross estate of the decedent
in the United States, or, if such part of the gross estate is situated in
more than one district, then the collector of internal revenue of such
district as may be designated by the Commissioner.

(d) RECORDS, STATEMENTS, AND RETURNS.-Every person liable to
any tax imposed by this subchapter, or for the collection thereof,
shall keep such records, render under oath such statements, make such
returns, and comply with such rules and regulations, as the Commis-
sioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may from time to time
prescribe.

(e) CROss REFERENCES.-
For general provisions relating to returns, see the following-

Section 3603. Notice requiring records, statements, and special returns.
Section 3611. Returns executed by taxpayer.
Section 3612. Returns executed by Commissioner or collector.
Section 3614. Verification and making of returns by Commissioner.
Section 3615. Summons from collector to produce books and give

testimony.
Section 3631. Restrictions on examination of taxpayers.
Section 3632. Authority to administer oaths, take testimony, and

certify.
Section 3634. Extension of time for filing returns.
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(2) If, under section 822 (a) (2) or section 871 (h), an extension 
of time has been granted for payment of the tax shown on the re-
turn, or of a deficiency, then within such four-year period or 
before the date of the expiration of the period of the extension. 

Refund based on the credit may (despite the provisions of sections 
910 to 912, inclusive), be made if claim therefor is filed within the 
period above provided. Any such refund shall be made without 
interest. 

SUBPART II—RETURNS AND PAYMENT OF TAX 
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(b) TIME FOR FILING.—The return required of the executor under 
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be required by regulations made pursuant to law. 
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district in which is situated the part of the gross estate of the decedent 
in the United States, or, if such part of the gross estate is situated in 
more than one district, then the collector of internal revenue of such 
district as may be designated by the Commissioner. 

(d) RECORDS, STATEMENTS, AND RETuRNS.—Every person liable to 
any tax imposed by this subchapter, or for the collection thereof, 
shall keep such records, render under oath such statements, make such 
returns, and comply with such rules and regulations, as the Commis-
sioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may from time to time 
prescribe. 
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For general provisions relating to returns, see the following— 

Section 3603. Notice requiring records, statements, and special returns. 
Section 3611. Returns executed by taxpayer. 
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certify. 
Section 3634. Extension of time for filing returns. 
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SEC. 822. PAYMENT OF TAX.
(a) TIME OF PAYMENT.-

(1) GENERAL RULE.-The tax imposed by this subchapter shall
be due and payable fifteen months after the decedent's death.

(2) EXTENSION OF TIME.-Where the Commissioner finds that
the payment on the due date of any part of the amount deter-
mined by the executor as the tax would impose undue hardship
upon the estate, the Commissioner may extend the time for pay-
ment of any such part not to exceed ten years from the due date.
In such case the amount in respect of which the extension
is granted shall be paid on or before the date of the expiration
of the period of the extension, and the running of the statute of
limitations for assessment and collection, as provided in section
874, shall be suspended for the period of any such extension. If
an extension is granted, the Commissioner may, if he deems it neces-
sary, require the executor to furnish security for the payment of the
amount in respect of which the extension is granted in accordance
with the terms of the extension.

(3) CROSS RIFERENCE--
For extension of time in case of future interests, see Supplement F.

(b) LIABILrT FOR PAYENTr.-The tax imposed by this subchapter
shall be paid by the executor to the collector.
SEC. 823. DUPLICATE RECEIPTS.

The collector shall grant to the person paying the tax duplicate
receipts, either of which shall be sufficient evidence of such payment,
and shall entitle the executor to be credited and allowed the amount
thereof by any court having jurisdiction to audit or settle his
accounts.

SEC. 824. EXAMINATION OF RETURN AND DETERMINATION OF TAX.
As soon as practicable after the return is filed the Commissioner

shall examine it and shall determine the correct amount of the tax.
SEC. 825. DISCHARGE OF EXECUTOR FROM PERSONAL LIABILITY.

(a) APPLICATION FOR DISCHARGE.-If the executor makes written
application to the Commissioner for determination of the amount of
the tax and discharge from personal liability therefor, the Commis-
sioner (as soon as possible, and in any event within one year after
the making of such application, or, if the application is made before
the return is filed, then within one year after the return is filed, but
not after the expiration of the period prescribed for the assessment
of the tax in sections 874 and 875) shall notify the executor of the
amount of the tax. The executor, upon payment of the amount of
which he is notified, shall be discharged from personal liability for
any deficiency in tax thereafter found to be due and shall be entitled
to a receipt or writing showing such discharge.

(b) CRoss REFERENCE.-
For continuance of lien upon the gross estate after discharge of

executor, see section 827 (c).
SEC. 826. COLLECTION OF UNPAID TAX.

(a) SALE OF PROPERTY.-If the tax herein imposed is not paid on
or before the due date thereof the collector shall, upon instruction
from the Commissioner, proceed to collect the tax under the provi-
sions of general law; or appropriate proceedings may be commenced
in any court of the United States having jurisdiction, in the name of
the United States, to subject the property of the decedent to be sold
under the judgment or decree of the court. From the proceeds of
such sale the amount of the tax, together with the costs and expenses
of every description to be allowed by the court, shall be first paid, and
the balance shall be deposited according to the order of the court, to
be paid under its direction to the person entitled thereto. This sub-
section in so far as it applies to the collection of a deficiency shall be
subject to the provisions of sections 871 and 891.
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subject to the provisions of sections 871 and 891. 
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(b) REIMBURSEMENT OUT OF ESTATE.-If the tax or any part
thereof is paid by, or collected out of that part of the estate passing
to or in the possession of, any person other than the executor in his
capacity as such, such person shall be entitled to reimbursement out
of any part of the estate still undistributed or by a just and equitable
contribution by the persons whose interest in the estate of the dece-
dent would have been reduced if the tax had been paid before the
distribution of the estate or whose interest is subject to equal or prior
liability for the payment of taxes, debts, or other charges against the
estate, it being the purpose and intent of this subchapter that so far
as is practicable and unless otherwise directed by the will of the
decedent the tax shall be paid out of the estate before its distribution.

(c) LIABILITY OF LIFE INSURANCE BENEFICIARIES.-If any part of
the gross estate consists of proceeds of policies of insurance upon the
life of the decedent receivable by a beneficiary other than the execu-
tor, the executor shall be entitled to recover from such beneficiary
such portion of the total tax paid as the proceeds, in excess of $40,000,
of such policies bear to the net estate. If there is more than one
such beneficiary the executor shall be entitled to recover from such
beneficiaries in the same ratio.
SEC. 827. LIEN FOR TAX.

(a) UPON GROSS ESTATE.-Unless the tax is sooner paid in full,
it shall be a lien for ten years upon the gross estate of the decedent,
except that such part of the gross estate as is used for the payment
of charges against the estate and expenses of its administration,
allowed by any court having jurisdiction thereof, shall be divested
of such lien. If the Commissioner is satisfied that the tax liability
of an estate has been fully discharged or provided for, he may, under
regulations prescribed by him with the approval of the Secretary,
issue his certificate, releasing any or all property of such estate from
the lien herein imposed.

(b) UPON PROPERTY OF TRANSFEREE.-If (1) except in the case of
a bona fide sale for an adequate and full consideration in money
or money's worth, the decedent makes a transfer, by trust or other-
wise, of any property in contemplation of or intended to take effect
in possession or enjoyment at or after his death, or makes a transfer,
by trust or otherwise, under which he has retained for his life or for
any period not ascertainable without reference to his death or for
any period which does not in fact end before his death (A) the pos-
session or enjoyment of, or the right to the income from, the prop-
erty, or (B) the right, either alone or in conjunction with any
person, to designate the persons who shall possess or enjoy the
property or the income therefrom, or (2) if insurance passes under a
contract executed by the decedent in favor of a specific beneficiary,
and if in either case the tax in respect thereto is not paid when due,
then the transferee, trustee, or beneficiary shall be personally liable
for such tax, and such property, to the extent of the decedent s inter-
est therein at the time of such transfer, or to the extent of such bene-
ficiary's interest under such contract of insurance, shall be subject to
a like lien equal to the amount of such tax. Any part of such prop-
erty sold by such transferee or trustee to a bona fide purchaser for
an adequate and full consideration in money or money s worth shall
be divested of the lien and a like lien shall then attach to all the
property of such transferee or trustee, except any part sold to a bona
fide purchaser for an adequate and full consideration in money or
money's worth.

(c) CONTINUANCE AFTER DISCHARGE OF ExECUTOR.-The provisions
of section 825 shall not operate as a release of any part of the gross
estate from the lien for any deficiency that may thereafter be deter-
mined to be due, unless the title to such part of the gross estate has
passed to a bona fide purchaser for value, in which case such part
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(b) REIMBURSEMENT OUT OF ESTATE.—If the tax or any part 
thereof is paid by, or collected out of that part of the estate passing 
to or in the possession of, any person other than the executor in his 
capacity as such, such person shall be entitled to reimbursement out 
of any part of the estate still undistributed or by a just and equitable 
contribution by the persons whose interest in the estate of the dece-
dent would have been reduced if the tax had been paid before the 
distribution of the estate or whose interest is subject to equal or prior 
liability for the payment of taxes, debts, or other charges against the 
estate, it being the purpose and intent of this subchapter that so far 
as is practicable and unless otherwise directed by the will of the 
decedent the tax shall be paid out of the estate before its distribution. 

(c) LIABILITY OF LIFE INSURANCE BENEFICIARIES.—If any part of 
the gross estate consists of proceeds of policies of insurance upon the 
life of the decedent receivable by a beneficiary other than the execu-
tor, the executor shall be entitled to recover from such beneficiary 
such portion of the total tax paid as the proceeds, in excess of $40,000, 
of such policies bear to the net estate. If there is more than one 
such beneficiary the executor shall be entitled to recover from such 
beneficiaries in the same ratio. 
SEC. 827. LIEN FOR TAX. 

(a) UPON GROSS ESTATE.—Unless the tax is sooner paid in full, 
it shall be a lien for ten years upon the gross estate of the decedent, 
except that such part of the gross estate as is used for the payment 
of charges against the estate and expenses of its administration, 
allowed by any court having jurisdiction thereof, shall be divested 
of such lien. If the Commissioner is satisfied that the tax liability 
of an estate has been fully discharged or provided for, he may, under 
regulations prescribed by him with the approval of the Secretary, 
issue his certificate, releasing any or all property of such estate from 
the lien herein imposed. 

(b) UPON PROPERTY OF TRANSFEREE.—If (1) except in the case of 
a bona fide sale for an adequate and full consideration in money 
or money's worth, the decedent makes a transfer, by trust or other-
wise, of any property in contemplation of or intended to take effect 
in possession or enjoyment at or after his death, or makes a transfer, 
by trust or otherwise, under which he has retained for his life or for 
any period not ascertainable without reference to his death or for 
any period which does not in fact end before his death (A) the pos-
session or enjoyment of, or the right to the income from, the prop-
erty, or (B) the right, either alone or in conjunction with any 
person, to desipate the persons who shall possess or enjoy the 
property or the income therefrom, or (2) if insurance passes under a 
contract executed by the decedent in favor of a specific beneficiary, 
and if in either case the tax in respect thereto is not paid when due, 
then the transferee, trustee, or beneficiary shall be personally liable 
for such tax, and such property, to the extent of the decedent's inter-
est therein at the time of such transfer, or to the extent of such bene-
ficiary's interest under such contract of insurance, shall be subject to 
a like lien equal to the amount of such tax. Any part of such prop-
erty sold by such transferee or trustee to a bona fide purchaser for 
an adequate and full consideration in money or money's worth shall 
be divested of the lien and a like lien shall then attach to all the 
property of such transferee or trustee, except any part sold to a bona 
fide purchaser for an adequate and full consideration in money or 
money's worth. 

(C) CONTINUANCE AFTER DISCHARGE OF EXECUTOR.—The provisions 
of section 825 shall not operate as a release of any part of the gross 
estate from the lien for any deficiency that may thereafter be deter-
mined to be due, unless the title to such part of the gross estate has 
passed to a bona fide purchaser for value, in which case such part 
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shall not be subject to a lien or to any claim or demand for any such
deficiency, but the lien shall attach to the consideration received from
such purchaser by the heirs, legatees, devisees, or distributees.

(d) CRoss REFERENCR.-
For authority of collector to release lien, see sections 3673 and 3674.

SEC. 828. CROSS REFERENCES.
For payment of tax in case of estates in China, see supplement E

of Part IV.
For interest, additions to tax, and penalties, see Supplement B of

Part IV.
For general provisions relating to assessment, collection, closing

agreements, compromises, and refunds, see chapters 35, 36, and 37 of
subtitle D.

SUBPART III-MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

SEC. 840. OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE.
All administrative, special, or stamp provisions of law, including

the law relating to the assessment of taxes, so far as applicable,
shall be extended to and made a part of this subchapter.
SEC. 841. CROSS REFERENCES.

For authority of the Commissioner, with the approval of the Sec-
retary, to prescribe and publish all needful rules and regulations for
the enforcement of this subchapter, see section 3791.

For other administrative provisions of a general character, see
subtitle D.

SUBPART IV-SPECIAL CLASSES OF RESIDENTS

SEC. 850. MISSIONARIES IN FOREIGN SERVICE.
Missionaries duly commissioned and serving under boards of for-

eign missions of the various religious denominations in the United
States, dying while in the foreign missionary service of such boards,
shall not, by reason merely of their intention to permanently remain
in such foreign service, be deemed nonresidents of the United States,
but shall be presumed to be residents of the State, the District of
Columbia, or the Territories of Alaska or Hawaii wherein they re-
spectively resided at the time of their commission and their departure
for such foreign service.
SEC. 851. CITIZENS WITH ESTATES IN CHINA.

The term "resident" as used in this subchapter includes a citizen of
the United States with respect to whose property any probate or ad-
ministration proceedings are had in the United States Court for China.

Part III-Estates of Nonresidents Not Citizens of the United
States

SEC. 860. RATE OF TAX.
A tax equal to the sum of the percentages set forth in section 810

of the value of the net estate (determined as provided in section 861)
shall be imposed upon the transfer of the net estate of every decedent
nonresident not a citizen of the United States dying after the date
of the enactment of this title.
SEC. 861. NET ESTATE.

(a) DEDcrTIONS ALLOWED.-For the purpose of the tax the value
of the net estate shall be determined, in the case of a nonresident not
a citizen of the United States, by deducting from the value of that
part of his gross estate (determined as provided in section 811), which
at the time of his death is situated in the United States.-

(1) EXPENSES, LoSSES, INDEBTEDNESS, AND TAXES.-That proportion
of the deductions specified in subsection (b) of section 812 which the
value of such part bears to the value of his entire gross estate,
wherever situated.
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of the enactment of this title. 
SEC. 861. NET ESTATE. 

(a) DEDUCTIONS ALLOWED.—For the purpose of the tax the value 
of the net estate shall be determined, in the case of a nonresident not 
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(2) PROPERTY PREVIOUSLY TAXED.-An amount equal to the value

of any property (A) forming a part of the gross estate situated in
the United States of any person who died within five years prior to
the death of the decedent, or (B) transferred to the decedent by gift
within five years prior to his death, where such property can be
identified as having been received by the decedent from the donor
by gift, or from such prior decedent by gift, bequest, devise, or
inheritance, or which can be identified as having been acquired in
exchange for property so received. This deduction shall be allowed
only where a gift tax imposed under chapter 4, or an estate tax
imposed under this subchapter, the Revenue Act of 1926, 44
Stat. 69, or any prior Act of Congress, was finally determined
and paid by or on behalf of such donor, or the estate of
such prior decedent, as the case may be, and only in the amount
finally determined as the value of such property in determining the
value of the gift, or the gross estate of such prior decedent, and only
to the extent that the value of such property is included in that part
of the decedent's gross estate which at the time of his death is sit-
uated in the United States, and only if in determining the value of
the net estate of the prior decedent no deduction was allowable
under this paragraph in respect of the property or property given
in exchange therefor. Where a deduction was allowed of any mort-
gage or other lien in determining the gift tax, or the estate tax of
the prior decedent, which was paid in whole or in part prior to the
decedent's death, then the deduction allowable under this paragraph
shall be reduced by the amount so paid. The deduction allowable
under this paragraph shall be reduced by an amount which bears
the same ratio to the amounts allowed as deductions under para-
graphs (1) and (3) of this subsection as the amount otherwise
deductible under this paragraph bears to the value of that part of
the decedent's gross estate which at the time of his death is situated
in the United States. Where the property referred to in this para-
graph consists of two or more items the aggregate value of such
items shall be used for the purpose of computing the deduction.

(3) TRANSFERS FOR PUBLTC, CHARITABLE, AND RELIGIOUS USES.-The

amount of all bequests, legacies, devises, or transfers, to or for
the use of the United States, any State Territory, any political
subdivision thereof, or the District of Columbia, for exclusively
public purposes, or to or for the use of any domestic corporation
organized and operated exclusively for religious, charitable,
scientific, literary, or educational purposes, including the en-
couragement of art and the prevention of cruelty to children or
animals, no part of the net earnings of which inures to the
benefit of any private stockholder or individual, and no substantial
part of the activities of which is carrying on propaganda, or
otherwise attempting, to influence legislation, or to a trustee or
trustees, or a fraternal society, order, or association operating
under the lodge system, but only if such contributions or gifts
are to be used within the United States by such trustee or trustees,
or by such fraternal society, order, or association, exclusively
for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational pur-
poses, or for the prevention of cruelty to children or animals.
f the tax imposed by section 860 or any estate, succession, legacy,

or inheritance taxes, are, either by the terms of the will, by the
law of the jurisdiction under which the estate is administered,
or by the law of the jurisdiction imposing the particular tax,
payable in whole or in part out of the bequests, legacies, or de-
vises otherwise deductible under this paragraph, then the amount
deductible under this paragraph shall be the amount of such be-
quests, legacies, or devises reduced by the amount of such taxes.
The amount of the deduction under this paragraph for any trans-
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(2) PROPERTY PREVIOUSLY TAXED.—An amount equal to :the value 
of any property (A) forming a part of the gross estate situated in 
the United States of any person who died within five years prior to 
the death of the decedent, or (B) transferred to the decedent by gift 
within five years prior to his death, where such property can be 
identified as having been received by the decedent from the .donor 
by gift, or from such prior decedent by gift, bequest, devise, i or 
inheritance, or which can be identified as having been acquired n 
exchange for property so received. This deduction shall be allowed 
only where a gift tax imposed under chapter 4, or an estate tax 
imposed under this subchapter, the Revenue Act of 1926, 44 
Stat. 69, or any prior Act of Congress, was finally determined 
and paid by or on behalf of such donor, or the estate of 
such prior decedent, as the case may be, and only in the amount 
finally determined as the value of such property in determining the 
value of the gift, or the gross estate of such prior decedent, and only 
to the extent that the value of such property is included in that part 
of the decedent's gross estate which at the time of his death is sit-
uated in the United States, and only if in determining the value of 
the net estate of the prior decedent no deduction was allowable 
under this paragraph in respect of the property or property given 
in exchange therefor. Where a deduction was allowed of any mort-
gage or other lien in determining the gift tax, or the estate tax of 
the prior decedent, which was paid in whole or in part prior to the 
decedent's death, then the deduction allowable under this paragraph 
shall be reduced by the amount so paid. The deduction allowable 
under this paragraph shall be reduced by an amount which bears 
the same ratio to the amounts allowed as deductions under para-
graphs (1) and (3) of this subsection as the amount otherwise 
deductible under this paragraph bears to the value of that part of 
the decedent's gross estate which at the time of his death is situated 
in the United States. Where the property referred to in this para-
graph consists of two or more items the aggregate value of such 
items shall be used for the purpose of computing the deduction. 

(3) TRANSITES FOR PUBLIC, CHARITABLE, AND RELIGIOUS TJSES.—The 
amount of all bequests, legacies, devises, or transfers, to or for 
the use of the United States, any State, Territory, any political 
subdivision thereof, or the District of Columbia, for exclusively 
public purposes, or to or for the use of any domestic corporation 
organized and operated exclusively for religious, charitable, 
scientific, literary, or educational purposes, including the en-
couragement of art and the prevention of cruelty to children or 
animals, no part of the net earnings of which inures to the 
benefit of any private stockholder or individual, and no substantial 
part of the activities of which is carrying on propaganda, or 
otherwise attempting, to influence legislation, or to a trustee or 
trustees, or a fraternal society, order, or association operating 
under the lodge system, but only if such contributions or gifts 
are to be used within the United States by such trustee or trustees, 
or by such fraternal society, order, or association, exclusively 
for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational pur-
poses, or for the prevention of cruelty to children or animals. 
If the tax imposed by section 860, or any estate, succession, legacy, 
or inheritance taxes, are, either by the terms of the will, by the 
law of the jurisdiction under which the estate is administered, 
or by the law of the jurisdiction imposing the particular tax, 
payable in whole or in part out of the bequests, legacies, or de-
vises otherwise deductible under this paragraph, then the amount 
deductible under this paragraph shall be the amount of such be-
quests, legacies, or devises reduced by the amount of such taxes. 
The amount of the deduction under this paragraph for any trans-



fer shall not exceed the value of the transferred property required
to be included in the gross estate.
(b) CONDITION OF ALLOWANCE OF DEDUCTIONS.-NO deduction shall

be allowed in the case of a nonresident not a citizen of the United
States unless the executor includes in the return required to be
filed under section 864 the value at the time of his death of that
part of the gross estate of such nonresident not situated in the United
States.
SEC. 862. PROPERTY WITHIN THE UNITED STATES.

For the purpose of this subchapter-
(a) STOCK IN DOMESTIC CORPORATION.-Stock in a domestic cor-

poration owned and held by a nonresident not a citizen of the United
States shall be deemed property within the United States; and

(b) REVOCABLE TRANSFERS AND TRANSFERS IN CONTEMPLATION OF
DEATH.-Any property of which the decedent has made a transfer,
by trust or otherwise, within the meaning of section 811 (c) or (d),
shall be deemed to be situated in the United States, if so situated
either at the time of the transfer, or at the time of the decedent's
death.
SEC. 863. PROPERTY WITHOUT THE UNITED STATES.

The following items shall not, for the purpose of this subchapter,
be deemed property within the United States:

(a) PROCEEDS OF LIFE INSURANCE.-The amount receivable as in-
surance upon the life of a nonresident not a citizen of the United
States; and

(b) BANK DEPOSITS.-Any moneys deposited with any person
carrying on the banking business, by or for a nonresident not a
citizen of the United States who was not engaged in business in the
United States at the time of his death.
SEC. 864. RETURNS.

(a) REQUIREMENT.-
(1) RETURNS BY EXECUTOR.-In the case of the estate of every

nonresident not a citizen of the United States any part of whose
gross estate is situated in the United States, the executor shall make
a return under oath in duplicate, setting forth (1) the value of
that part of the gross estate of the decedent situated in the
United States at the time of his death; (2) the deductions al-
lowed under section 861; (3) the value of the net estate of the
decedent as defined in section 861; (4) the tax paid or payable
thereon; or such part of such information as may at the time
be ascertainable and such supplemental data as may be necessary
to establish the correct tax.

(2) RETURNS BY BENEFICIARIES.-If the executor is unable to
make a complete return as to any part of the gross estate of the
decedent, he shall include in his return a description of such part
and the name of every person holding a legal or beneficial interest
therein, and upon notice from the collector such person shall in like
manner make a return as to such part of the gross estate.
(b) TIME FOR FILIN.-The return required of the executor under

subsection (a) shall be filed at such times and in such manner as may
be required by regulations made pursuant to law.

(c) PLACE FOR FILING.-The return required of the executor under
subsection (a) shall be filed with the collector of the district in which
is situated the part of the gross estate of the decedent in the United
States, or if such part of the gross estate is situated in more than one
district, then the collector of such district as may be designated by
the Commissioner.
SEC. 865. CROSS REFERENCE.

For missionaries in foreign service, see section 860.
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Part IV-Supplemental Provisions

SUPPLEMENT A-ASSESSMENT AND COLLECTION OF DEFICIENCIES

SEC. 870. DEFINITION OF DEFICIENCY.
As used in this subchapter in respect of the tax imposed by this

subchapter the term "deficiency" means-
(1) The amount by which the tax imposed by this subchapter

exceeds the amount shown as the tax by the executor upon his return;
but the amount so shown on the return shall first be increased by the
amounts previously assessed (or collected without assessment) as a
deficiency, and decreased by the amounts previously abated, refunded,
or otherwise repaid in respect of such tax; or

(2) If no amount is shown as the tax by the executor upon his
return, or if no return is made by the executor, then the amount by
which the tax exceeds the amounts previously assessed (or collected
without assessment) as a deficiency; but such amounts previously
assessed, or collected without assessment, shall first be decreased by
the amounts previously abated, refunded, or otherwise repaid in
respect of such tax.
SEC. 871. PROCEDURE IN GENERAL.

(a) (1) PETITION TO BOARD OF TAX APPEALS.-If the Commissioner
determines that there is a deficiency in respect of the tax imposed by
this subchapter, the Commissioner is authorized to send notice of such
deficiency to the executor by registered mail. Within 90 days after
such notice is mailed (not counting Sunday or a legal holiday in the
District of Columbia as the ninetieth day), the executor may file a
petition with the Board of Tax Appeals for a redetermination of the
deficiency. No assessment of a deficiency in respect of the tax im-
posed by this subchapter and no distraint or proceeding in court for
its collection shall be made, begun, or prosecuted until such notice has
been mailed to the executor, nor until the expiration of such 90-day
period, nor, if a petition has been filed with the Board, until the
decision of the Board has become final. Notwithstanding the provi-
sions of section 3653 (a) the making of such assessment or the begin-
ning of such proceeding or distraint during the time such prohibition
is in force may be enjoined by a proceeding in the proper court.

(2) CROSS REFERENCES.-
For exceptions to the restrictions imposed by this subsection see-
Subsection (d) of this section, relating to waivers by the executor;
Subsection (f) of this section, relating to notifications of mathematical

errors appearing upon the face of the return.
Section 872, relating to jeopardy assessments; and
Section 1145, relating to assessment or collection of the amount of the

deficiency determined by the Board pending court review.

(b) COLLECTION OF DEFICIENCY FOUND BY BOARD.-If the executor
files a petition with the Board, the entire amount redetermined as
the deficiency by the decision of the Board which has become final
shall be assessed and shall be paid upon notice and demand from the
collector. No part of the amount determined as a deficiency by the
Commissioner but disallowed as such by the decision of the Board
which has become final shall be assessed or be collected by distraint
or by proceeding in court with or without assessment.

(c) FAILURE TO FILE PEr'TION.-If the executor does not file a
petition with the Board within the time prescribed in subsection (a)
the deficiency, notice of which has been mailed to the executor, shall
be assessed, and shall be paid upon notice and demand from the
collector.

(d) WAIVER OF RESTRICTIONS.-The executor shall at any time have
the right, by a signed notice in writing filed with the Commissioner,
to waive the restrictions provided in subsection (a) on the assessment
and collection of the whole or any part of the deficiency.
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Part IV—Supplemental Provisions 

SUPPLEMENT A—ASSESSMENT AND COLLECTION or DEFICIENCIES 

SEC. 870. DEFINITION OF DEFICIENCY. 
As used in this subchapter in respect of the tax imposed by this 

subchapter the term "deficiency" means— 
(1) The amount by which the tax imposed by this subchapter 

exceeds the amount shown as the tax by the executor upon his return; 
but the amount so shown on the return shall first be increased by the 
amounts previously assessed (or collected without assessment) as a 
deficiency, and decreased by the amounts previously abated, refunded, 
or otherwise repaid in respect of such tax; or 

(2) If no amount is shown as the tax by the executor upon his 
return, or if no return is made by the executor, then the amount by 
which the tax exceeds the amounts previously assessed (or collected 
without assessment) as a deficiency; but such amounts previously 
assessed, or collected without assessment, shall first be decreased by 
the amounts previously abated, refunded, or otherwise repaid in 
respect of such tax. 
SEC. 871. PROCEDURE IN GENERAL. 

(a) (1) PETITION TO BOARD OF TAX APPEALS.—If the Commissioner 
determines that there is a deficiency in respect of the tax imposed by 
this subchapter, the Commissioner is authorized to send notice of such 
deficiency to the executor by registered mail. Within 90 days after 
such notice is mailed (not counting Sunday or a legal holiday in the 
District of Columbia as the ninetieth day), the executor may file a 
petition with the Board of Tax Appeals for a redetermination of the 
deficiency. No assessment of a deficiency in respect of the tax im-
posed by this subchapter and no distraint or proceeding in court for 
its collection shall be made, begun, or prosecuted until such notice has 
been mailed to the executor, nor until the expiration of such 90-day 
period, nor, if a petition has been filed with the Board, until the 
decision of the Board has become final. Notwithstanding the provi-
sions of section 3653 (a) the making of such assessment or the begin-
ning of such proceeding or distraint during the time such prohibition 
is in force may be enjoined by a proceeding in the proper court. 

(2) CROSS REFERENCES.— 
For exceptions to the restrictions imposed by this subsection see— 
Subsection (d) of this section, relating to waivers by the executor; 
Subsection (f) of this section, relating to notifications of mathematical 

errors appearing upon the face of the return. 
Section 872, relating to Jeopardy assessments; and 
Section 1145, relating to assessment or collection of the amount of the 

deficiency determined by the Board pending court review. 

(b) COLLECTION OF DEFICIENCY FOUND BY BOARD.—If the executor 
files a petition with the Board, the entire amount redetermined as 
the deficiency by the decision of the Board which has become final 
shall be assessed and shall be paid upon notice and demand from the 
collector. No part of the amount determined as a deficiency by the 
Commissioner but disallowed as such by the decision of the Board 
which has become final shall be assessed or be collected by distraint 
or by proceeding in court with or without assessment. 

(c) FAILURE TO FILE PETmoic—If the executor does not file a 
petition with the Board within the time prescribed in subsection (a) 
the deficiency, notice of which has been mailed to the executor, shall 
be assessed, and shall be paid upon notice and demand from the 
collector. 

(d) WAIVER OF ResTincrioNs.—The executor shall at any time have 
the right, by a signed notice in writing filed with the Commissioner, 
to waive the restrictions provided in subsection (a) on the assessment 
and collection of the whole or any part of the deficiency. 
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(e) INCREASE OF DEFICIENCY AFTER NOTICE MALED.-The Board
shall have jurisdiction to redetermine the correct amount of the
deficiency even if the amount so redetermined is greater than the
amount of the deficiency, notice of which has been mailed to the
executor, and to determine whether any additional amount or addi-
tion to the tax should be assessed, if claim therefor is asserted by
the Commissioner at or before the hearing or a rehearing.

(f) FURTHER DEFICIENCY LETTERS RESTRICTED.-If the Commis-
sioner has mailed to the executor notice of a deficiency as provided
in subsection (a), and the executor files a petition with the Board
within the time prescribed in such subsection, the Commissioner shall
have no right to determine any additional deficiency, except in the
case of fraud, and except as provided in subsection (e) or section
872 (c). If the executor is notified that, on account of a mathe-
matical error appearing upon the face of the return, an amount of
tax in excess of that shown upon the return is due, and that an as-
sessment of the tax has been or will be made on the basis of what
would have been the correct amount of tax but for the mathematical
error, such notice shall not be considered, for the purposes of this
subsection or of subsection (a), or of section 911, as a notice of a
deficiency, and the executor shall have no right to fle a petition with
the Board of Tax Appeals based on such notice, nor shall such assess-
ment or collection be prohibited by the provisions of subsection (a).

(g) FINAL DECISIONS OF BOARD.-For the purposes of this sub-
chapter the date on which a decision of the Board becomes final
shall be determined according to the provisions of section 1140.

(h) EXTENSION OF TIME FOR PAYMENT OF DEFICIENCY.-Where it is
shown to the satisfaction of the Commissioner that the payment of
a deficiency upon the date prescribed for the payment thereof will
result in undue hardship to the estate, the Commissioner, under regu-
lations prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval of the
Secretary (except where the deficiency is due to negligence, to inten-
tional disregard of rules and regulations, or to fraud with intent to
evade tax), may grant an extension for the payment of such deficiency
or any part thereof for a period not in excess of four years. If an
extension is granted, the Commissioner may require the executor to
furnish a bond in such amount, not exceeding double the amount of
the deficiency, and with such sureties as the Commissioner deems
necessary, conditioned upon the payment of the deficiency in accord-
ance with the terms of the extension. In such case the running of
the statute of limitations for assessment and collection, as provided in
section 874, shall be suspended for the period of any such extension.

(i) 50 PER CENT ADDITION TREATED AS DEFICIENCY.-The 50 per
centum addition to the tax provided by section 3612 (d) (2) shall,
when assessed in connection with an estate tax, be assessed, collected,
and paid in the same manner as if it were a deficiency, except that
the provisions of section 891 shall not be applicable.
SEC. 872. JEOPARDY ASSESSMENTS.

(a) AUTHORITY FOR MAKIsG.-If the Commissioner believes that
the assessment or collection of a deficiency will be jeopardized by
delay, he shall immediately assess such deficiency (together with all
interest, additional amounts, or additions to the tax provided for by
law) and notice and demand shall be made by the collector for the
payment thereof.

(b) DEFICIENCY LETESRS.-If the jeopardy assessment is made be-
fore any notice in respect of the tax to which the jeopardy assess-
ment relates has been mailed under section 871 (a), then the Com-
missioner shall mail a notice under such subsection within 60 days
after the making of the assessment.

(c) AMOUNT ASSREABLE BEroRE DECISION Or BOARD.-The jeop-
ardy assessment may be made in respect of a deficiency greater or
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less than that notice of which has been mailed to the executor, despite
the provisions of section 871 (f) and whether or not the executor
has theretofore filed a petition with the Board of Tax Appeals. The
Commissioner may, at any time before the decision of the Board is
rendered, abate such assessment, or any unpaid portion thereof, to the
extent that he believes the assessment to be excessive in amount. The
Commissioner shall notify the Board of the amount of such assess-
ment, or abatement, if the petition is filed with the Board before the
making of the assessment or is subsequently filed, and the Board shall
have jurisdiction to redetermine the entire amount of the deficiency
and of all amounts assessed at the same time in connection therewith.

(d) AMOUNT ASSESSABrL AFTER DECISION OF BOARD.-If the jeop-

ardy assessment is made after the decision of the Board is rendered
such assessment may be made only in respect of the deficiency deter-
mined by the Board in its decision.

(e) EXPIRATION OF RIGHT TO AsSESS.-A jeopardy assessment may

not be made after the decision of the Board has become final or after
the executor has filed a petition for review of the decision of the
Board.

(f) BOND TO STAY CoLLEcTION.-When a jeopardy assessment has

been made the executor, within 30 days after notice and demand from
the collector for the payment of the amount of the assessment, may
obtain a stay of collection of the whole or any part of the amount
of the assessment by filing with the collector a bond in such amount,
not exceeding double the amount as to which the stay is desired, and
with such sureties, as the collector deems necessary, conditioned upon
the payment of so much of the amount, the collection of which is
stayed by the bond, as is not abated by a decision of the Board which
has become final, together with interest thereon as provided in section
892 or 893 (b) (4). If any portion of the jeopardy assessment is
abated by the Commissioner before the decision of the Board is
rendered, the bond shall, at the request of the taxpayer, be propor-
tionately reduced.

(g) SAME-FURTHER CONDITIONS.-If the bond is given before the
executor has filed his petition with the Board under subsection (a)
of section 871, the bond shall contain a further condition that if a
petition is not filed within the period provided in such subsection,
then the amount the collection of which is stayed by the bond will
be paid on notice and demand at any time after the expiration of
slclh period, together with interest thereon at the rate of 6 per centum
per annum from the date of the jeopardy notice and demand to the
date of notice and demand under this subsection.

(h) WAIVER OF STAY.-Upon the filing of the bond the collection
of so much of the amount assessed as is covered by the bond shall be
stayed. The executor shall have the right to waive such stay at any
time in respect of the whole or any part of the amount covered by
the bond, and if as a result of such waiver any part of the amount
covered by the bond is paid, then the bond shall, at the request of
the executor, be proportionately reduced. If the Board determines
that the amount assessed is greater than the amount which should
have been assessed, then when the decision of the Board is rendered
the bond shall, at the request of the executor, be proportionately
reduced.

(i) COLLECTION OF UNPAID AMoUNTS.-When the petition has been
filed with the Board and when the amount which should have been
assessed has been determined by a decision of the Board which has
become final, then any unpaid portion, the collection of which has
been stayed by the bond, shall be collected as part of the tax upon
notice and demand from the collector, and any remaining portion
of the assessment shall be abated. If the amount already collected
exceeds the amount determined as the amount which should have
been assessed, such excess shall be refunded. If the amount deter-
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with such sureties, as the collector deems necessary, conditioned upon 
the payment of so much of the amount, the collection of which is 
stayed by the bond, as is not abated by a decision of the Board which 
has become final, together with interest thereon as provided in section 
892 or 893 (b) (4). If any portion of the jeopardy assessment is 
abated by the Commissioner before the decision of the Board is 
rendered, the bond shall, at the request of the taxpayer, be propor-
tionately reduced. 

(g) SAME—FURTHER CONDITIONS.—If the bond is given before the 
executor has filed his petition with the Board under subsection (a) 
of section 871, the bond shall contain a further condition that if a 
petition is not filed within the period provided in such subsection, 
then the amount the collection of which is stayed by the bond will 
be paid on notice and .demand at any time after the expiration of 
such period, together with interest thereon at the rate of 6 per centunt 
per annum from the date of the jeopardy notice and demand to the 
date of notice and demand under this subsection. 

(I1) WAIVER OF STAY.—Upon the filing of the bond the collection 
of so much of the amount assessed as is covered by the bond shall be 
stayed. The executor shall have the right to waive such stay at any 
time in respect of the whole or any part of the amount covered by 
the bond, and if as a result of such waiver any part of the amount 

i covered by the bond s paid, then the bond shall, at the request of 
the executor, be proportionately reduced. If the Board determines 
that the amount assessed is greater than the amount which should 
have been assessed, then when the decision of the Board is rendered 
the bond shall, at the request of the executor, be proportionately 
reduced. 

(i) CoLLEcTioN OF UNPAID AMOUNTS.—When the petition has been 
filed with the Board and when the amount which should have been 
assessed has been determined by a decision of the Board which has 
become final, then any unpaid portion, the collection of which has 
been stayed by the bond, shall be collected as part of the tax upon 
notice and demand from the collector, and any remaining portion 
of the assessment shall be abated. If the amount already collected 
exceeds the amount determined as the amount which should have 
been assessed, such excess shall be refunded. If the amount deter-
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mined as the amount which should have been assessed is greater than
the amount actually assessed, then the difference shall be assessed and
shall be collected as part of the tax upon notice and demand from
the collector.
SEC. 873. CLAIMS IN ABATEMENT.

No claim in abatement shall be filed in respect of the assessment
of any estate tax imposed by this subchapter.
SEC. 874. PERIOD OF LIMITATION UPON ASSESSMENT AND COLLEC-

TION.
(a) GENERAL RULE.-Except as provided in subsection (b) the

amount of estate taxes imposed by this subchapter shall be assessed
within three years after the return was filed, and no proceeding in
court without assessment for the collection of such taxes shall be
begun after the expiration of three years after the return was filed.

(b) EXCEPTIONs.-
(1) FALSE RETURN OR NO RETUS-N.-In the case of a false or fraud-

ulent return with intent to evade tax or of a failure to file a return
the tax may be assessed, or a proceeding in court for the collection
of such tax may be begun without assessment, at any time.

(2) COLLECTION AFTER ASSESSMENT.-Where the assessment of any
tax imposed by this subchapter has been made within the statutory
period of limitation properly applicable thereto, such tax may be
collected by distraint or by a proceeding in court, but only if begun
(1) within six years after the assessment of the tax, or (2) prior to
the expiration of any period for collection agreed upon in writing
by the Commissioner and the executor.

SEC. 875. SUSPENSION OF RUNNING OF STATUTE.
The running of the statute of limitations provided in section 874
on the making of assessments and the beginning of distraint or a
proceeding in court for collection, in respect of any deficiency,
shall (after the mailing of a notice under section 871 (a)) be sus-
pended for the period during which the Commissioner is prohibited
from making the assessment or beginning distraint or a proceeding
in court (and in any event, if a proceeding in respect of the de-
ficiency is placed on the docket of the Board, until the decision of
the Board becomes final), and for GO days thereafter.

SEC. 876. CROSS REFERENCE.
For collection of unpaid deficiencies under provisions of general law

and sale of property under judgment, see section 826 (a).

SUPPLEMENT B--INTEREST, ADDITIONS TO THE TAX, AND PENALTIES

SEC. 890. INTEREST ON EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
(a) TAX SHOWN ON RETURN.-If the time for the payment is ex-

tended as provided in section 822 (a) (2) there shallbe collected, as
a part of such amount, interest thereon from the expiration of three
months after the due date of the tax to the expiration of the period of
the extension. In the case of any such extension, the rate of interest
shall be 4 per centum per annum.

(b) DEFICIENCY.-In case an extension for the payment of a defi-
ciency is granted, as provided in section 871 (h), there shall be
collected, as a part of the tax, interest on the part of the deficiency
the time for payment of which is so extended, at the rate of 6 per
centum per annum for the period of the extension, and no other in-
terest shall be collected on such part of the deficiency for such period.
SEC. 891. INTEREST ON DEFICIENCIES.

Interest upon the amount determined as a deficiency shall be as-
sessed at the same time as the deficiency shall be paid upon notice
and demand from the collector, and shall be collected as a part of the
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tax, at the rate of 6 per centum per annum from the due date of the
tax to the date the deficiency is assessed, or, in the case of a waiver
under section 871 (d), to the thirtieth day after the filing of such
waiver or to the date the deficiency is assessed whichever is the
earlier.
SEC. 892. INTEREST ON JEOPARDY ASSESSMENTS.

In the case of the amount collected under section 872 (i) there
shall be collected at the same time as such amount, and as a part of
the tax, interest at the rate of 6 per centum per annum upon such
amount from the date of the jeopardy notice and demand to the date
of notice and demand under section 872 (i), or, in the case of the
amount collected in excess of the amount of the jeopardy assessment,
interest as provided in section 891.
SEC. 893. ADDITIONS TO THE TAX IN CASE OF NONPAYMENT.

(a) TAX SHOWN ON RETJERN.-
(1) PAYMENT NOT EXTENDED.-Where the amount determined by

the executor as the tax imposed by this subchapter, or any part of
such amount, is not paid on the due date of the tax, there shall be
collected as a part of the tax, interest upon such unpaid amount at
the rate of 6 per centum per annum from the due date until it is
paid.

(2) PAYMENT EXTENDED.-Where an extension of time for pay-
ment of the amount so determined as the tax by the executor has
been granted, and the amount the time for payment of which has
been extended, and the interest thereon determined under section
890 (a), is not paid in full prior to the expiration of the period of
the extension, then, in lieu of the interest provided for in para-
graph (1) of this subsection, interest at the rate of 6 per centum
per annum shall be collected on such unpaid amount from the date
of the expiration of the period of the extension until it is paid.
(b) DEFICIENCY.-

(1) PAYMENT NOT EXTENDED.-Where a deficiency, or any inter-
est assessed in connection therewith under section 891, or any addi-
tion to the tax provided for in section 3612 (d), is not paid in full
within 30 days from the date of notice and demand from the col-
lector, there shall be collected as part of the tax, interest upon the
unpaid amount at the rate of 6 per centum per annum from the
date of such notice and demand until it is paid.

(2) FILING OF JEOPARDY BOND.-If a bond is filed, as provided in
section 872, the provisions of paragraph (1) of this subsection shall
not apply to the amount covered by the bond.

(3) PAYMENT EXTENDED.-If the part of the deficiency the time
for payment of which is extended as provided in section 871 (h)
is not paid in accordance with the terms of the extension, there
shall be collected, as a part of the tax, interest on such unpaid
amount at the rate of 6 per centum per annum for the period from
the time fixed by the terms of the extension for its payment until
it is paid, and no other interest shall be collected on such unpaid
amount for such period.

(4) JEOPARDY ASSESSMENT-PAYMENT STAYED BY BOND.-If the
amount included in the notice and demand from the collector under
section 872 (i) is not paid in full within 30 days after such notice
and demand, then there shall be collected, as part of the tax, inter-
est upon the unpaid amount at the rate of 6 per centum per
annum from the date of such notice and demand until it is paid.

SEC. 894. PENALTIES.
(a) AD VALOEM.-

FALMURE TO FILE sruA-N.-For addition to the tax for failure to file
return, see section 3612 (d) (1).

FALSE OB FRAUDULENT RETUBN.-For 50 per centum addition to the
tax in case of a false or fraudulent return, see section 3612 (d) (2).
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(b) SPECIFIC.-
(1) CIVIL.-Whoever fails to comply with any duty imposed

upon him by section 820, 821, or 864, or, having in his possession or
control any record, file, or paper, containing or supposed to contain
any information concerning the estate of the decedent, or, having
in his possession or control any property comprised in the gross
estate of the decedent, fails to exhibit the same upon request to the
Commissioner or any collector or law officer of the United States
or his duly authorized deputy or agent, who desires to examine the
same in the performance of his duties under this subchapter, shall
be liable to a penalty of not exceeding $500, to be recovered, with
costs of suit, in a civil action in the name of the United States.

(2) CRIMINAL.-
(A) Whoever knowingly makes any false statement in any

notice or return required to be filed under this subchapter shall
be liable to a penalty of not exceeding $5,000, or imprisonment
not exceeding one year, or both.

(B) Any person required under this subchapter to pay any
tax, or required by law or regulations made under authority
thereof to make a return, keep any records, or supply any infor-
mation, for the purposes of the computation, assessment, or
collection of any tax imposed by this subchapter, who willfully
fails to pay such tax, make such return, keep such records, or
supply such information, at the time or times required by law or
regulations, shall, in addition to other penalties provided by law,
be guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction thereof, be
fined not more than $10,000, or imprisoned for not more than
one year, or both, together with the costs of prosecution.

(C) Any person required under this subchapter to collect,
account for and pay over any tax imposed by this subchapter,
who willfully fails to collect or truthfully account for and pay
over such tax, and any person who willfully attempts in any
manner to evade or defeat any tax imposed by this subchapter or
the payment thereof, shall, in addition to other penalties pro-
vided by law, be guilty of a felony and, upon conviction thereof,
be fined not more than $10,000, or imprisoned for not more than
five years, or both, together with the costs of prosecution.

(D) The term "person" as used in paragraphs (B) and (C)
includes an officer or employee of a corporation or a member or
employee of a partnership, who as such officer, employee, or
member is under a duty to perform the act in respect of which
the violation occurs.
(3) CRoss REFERENCE.-

For other penalties of a general character, see section 3793.

SEC. 895. CROSS REFERENCE.
For interest on refunds, see section 3771.

SUPPLEMENT C-CLAIMS AGAINST TRANSFEREES AND FIDUCIAmRI

SEC. 900. TRANSFERRED ASSETS.

(a) METHOD OF COLLECTION.-The amounts of the following liabil-
ities shall, except as hereinafter in this section provided, be assessed,
collected, and paid in the same manner and subject to the same pro-
visions and limitations as in the case of a deficiency in a tax imposed
by this subchapter (including the provisions in case of delinquency
in payment after notice and demand, the provisions authorizing dis-
traint and proceedings in court for collection, and the provisions pro-
hibiting claims and suits for refunds):

(1) TBANSfEEES.-The liability, at law or in equity, of a trans-
feree of property of a decedent, in respect of the tax (including
interest, additional amounts, and additions to the tax provided by
law) imposed by this subchapter.
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SEC. 900. TRANSFERRED ASSETS. 
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ities shall, except as hereinafter in this section provided, be assessed, 
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(2) FIDUCIARIEs.-The liability of a fiduciary under section 3467
of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., Title 31, §192) in respect of the
payment of any such tax from the estate of the decedent.

Any such liability may be either as to the amount of tax shown
on the return or as to any deficiency in tax.
(b) PERIOD or LIMITATION.-The period of limitation for assess-

ment of any such liability of a transferee or fiduciary shall be as
follows:

(1) Within one year after the expiration of the period of limi-
tation for assessment against the executor.

(2) If a court proceeding against the executor for the collection
of the tax has been begun within the period provided in para-
graph (1)-then within one year after return of execution in such
proceeding.
(c) SUSPENSION or RUNNING OF STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS.-The

running of the statute of limitations, upon the assessment of the lia-
bility of a transferee or fiduciary shall, after the mailing of the
notice under section 871 (a) to the transferee or fiduciary, be sus-
pended for the period during which the Commissioner is prohibited
from making the assessment in respect of the liability of the trans-
feree or fiduciary (and in any event, if a proceeding in respect of
the liability is placed on the docket of the Board, until the decision
of the Board becomes final), and for 60 days thereafter.

(d) PROHIBITION OF SUITS TO RESTRAIN ENFORCEMENT OF LIABILITY
OF TRANSFEREE OR FIDUCIARY.-NO suit shall be maintained in any
court for the purpose of restraining the assessment or collection of
(1) the amount of the liability, at law or in equity, of a transferee
of property of a taxpayer in respect of any estate tax, or (2) the
amount of the liability of a fiduciary under section 3467 of the Re-
vised Statutes (U. S. C., Title 31, § 192) in respect of any such tax.

(e) DEFINITION OF "TRANSFEREE".-As used in this section, the
term "transferee" includes heir, legatee, devisee, and distributee.
SEC. 901. NOTICE OF FIDUCIARY RELATIONSHIP.

(a) FIDUCIARY OF DECEDENT.-Upon notice to the Commissioner
that any person is acting as executor, such person shall assume the
powers, rights, duties, and privileges of an executor in respect of the
tax imposed by this subcllapter until notice is given that such person
is no longer acting as executor.

(b) FIDUCIARY OF T'RANSFi:itEE.-Ul)on notice to the Commissioner
that any perlson is acling in a fiduciary capacity for a person subject
to the liability specified in section 900, the fiduciary shall assume on
behalf of such person the powers, rights, duties, and privileges of
such person under such section (except that the liability shall be
collected from the estate of such person), until notice is given that
the fiduciary capacity has terminated.

(C) MANNER OF NOTICE.-Notice under subsection (a) or (b) shall
be given in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Commis-
sioner with the approval of the Secretary.

(d) ADDRESS FOR NOTICE OF LIABILITY.--In the absence of any notice
to the Commissioner under subsection (a) or (b), notice under this
subchapter of a deficiency or other liability, if addressed in the name
of the decedent or other person subject to liability and mailed to his
last known address, shall be sufficient for the purposes of this sub-
chapter.

SUPPLEMENT D-REFUNDS

SEC. 910. PERIOD OF LIMITATION FOR FILING CLAIMS.
All claims for the refunding of the tax imposed by this subchapter

alleged to have been erroneously or illegally assessed or collected must
be presented to the Commissioner within three years next after the
payment of such tax. The amount of the refund shall not exceed the
portion of the tax paid during the three years immediately preceding
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collected from the estate of such person), until notice is given that 
the fiduciary capacity has terminated. 

(c) MANNER OF NOTICE.—Notice under subsection (a) or (b) shall 
be given in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Commis-
sioner with the approval of the Secretary. 

(d) ADDRESS FOR NOTICE or LIABILITY.----ID the absence of any notice 
to the Commissioner under subsection (a) or (b), notice under this 
subchapter of a deficiency or other liability, if addressed in the name 
of the decedent or other person subject to liability and mailed to his 
last known address, shall be sufficient for the purposes of this sub-
chapter. 

SUPPLEMENT D—REFUNDS 

SEC. 910. PERIOD OF LIMITATION FOR FILING CLAIMS. 

All claims for the refunding of the tax imposed by this subchapter 
alleged to have been erroneously or illegally assessed or collected must 
be presented to the Commissioner within three years next after the 
payment of such tax. The amount of the refund shall not exceed the 
portion of the tax paid during the three years immediately preceding 
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the filing of the claim, or if no claim was filed, then during the three
years immediately preceding the allowance of the refund.
SEC. 911. EFFECT OF PETITION TO BOARD.

If the Commissioner has mailed to the executor a notice of de-
ficiency under section 871 (a) and if the executor files a petition with
the Board of Tax Appeals within the time prescribed in such subsec-
tion, no refund in respect of the tax shall be allowed or made and no
suit for the recovery of any part of such tax shall be instituted in any
court, except-

(a) As to overpayments determined by a decision of the Board
which has become final; and

(b) As to any amount collected in excess of an amount computed
in accordance with the decision of the Board which has become final;
and

(c) As to any amount collected after the statutory period of limi-
tations upon the beginning of distraint or a proceeding in court for
collection has expired; but in any such claim for refund or in any
such suit for refund the decision of the Board which has become
final, as to whether such period had expired before the notice of
deficiency was mailed, shall be conclusive.
SEC. 912. OVERPAYMENT FOUND BY BOARD.

If the Board finds that there is no deficiency and further finds
that the executor has made an overpayment of tax, the Board shall
have jurisdiction to determine the amount of such overpayment,
and such amount shall, when the decision of the Board has become
final, be credited or refunded to the executor as provided in section
3770 (a). No such refund shall be made of any portion of the tax un-
less the Board determines as part of its decision that such portion was
paid within three years before the filing of the claim or the filing of
the petition, whichever is earlier, or that such portion was paid after
the mailing of the notice of deficiency.
SEC. 913. CROSS REFERENCES.

For other provisions affecting refunds of estate taxes, see-
Section 3770 (a) (1), Authority of Commissioner to make refunds.
Section 3772, Limitations on suits for refunds.
Section 3770 (a) (2), Refund of amounts collected after period of

limitation.
Section 3746, Recovery of amounts erroneously refunded.
Section 3760, Closing agreements.
Section 3771, Interest on refunds.

SUPPLEMENT E-ESTATES IN CHINA

SEC. 920. PAYMENT OF TAX.
In the case of a resident within the meaning of section 851-
(a) To CLERK OF UNITED STATES COURT FOR CHINA.-Where no

part of the gross estate of the decedent is situated in the United
States at the time of his death, the total amount of tax due under
this subchapter shall be paid to or collected by the clerk of the
United States Court for China;

(b) To COLLECTOR.-Where any part of the gross estate of the
decedent is situated in the United States at the time of his death,
the tax due under this subchapter shall be paid to or collected by
the collector of the district in which is situated the part of the gross
estate in the United States, or, if such part is situated in more than
one district, then the collector of such district as may be designated
by the Commissioner.
SEC. 921. AUTHORITY OF CLERK OF UNITED STATES COURT FOR

CHINA TO ACT AS COLLECTOR.
For the purpose of section 920 the clerk of the United States

Court for China shall be a collector for the territorial jurisdiction
of such court, and taxes shall be collected by and paid to him in
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the same manner and subject to the same provisions of law, includ-
ing penalties, as the taxes collected by and paid to a collector in
the United States.

SUPPLEMENT F-EXTENSION OF PAYMENT IN CASE OF FUTURE
INTERESTS

SEC. 925. PERIOD OF EXTENSION.
Where there is included in the value of the gross estate the value

of a reversionary or remainder interest in property, the payment of
the part of the tax imposed by this subchapter attributable to such
interest may, at the election of the executor, be postponed until six
months after the termination of the precedent interest or interests in
the property, and the amount the payment of which is so postponed
shall then be payable, together with interest thereon at the rate of 4
per centum per annum from eighteen months after the date of the
decedent's death until such amount is paid.
SEC. 926. REQUIREMENTS FOR EXTENSION.

The postponement of payment of such amount shall be under such
regulations as the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary
may prescribe, and shall be upon condition that the executor, or any
other person liable for the tax, shall furnish a bond in such an
amount, and with such sureties, as the Commissioner deems neces-
sary, conditioned upon the payment within six months after the ter-
mination of such precedent interest or interests of the amount the
payment of which is so postponed, together with interest thereon, as
provided in section 925.
SEC. 927. CREDIT FOR STATE DEATH TAXES.

Such part of any estate, inheritance, legacy, or succession taxes
allowable as a credit against the tax imposed by this subchapter as
is attributable to such reversionary or remainder interest may be
allowed as a credit against the tax attributable to such interest, sub-
ject to the percentage limitation contained in section 813 (b), if such
part is paid, and credit therefor claimed, at any time prior to the
expiration of 60 days after the termination of the precedent interest
or interests in the property.

SUPPLEMENT G-DEFINIToNs

SEC. 930. "EXECUTOR," "NET ESTATE," "MONTH," "COLLECTOR."
When used in this subchapter-
(a) The term "executor" means the executor or administrator of

the decedent, or, if there is no executor or administrator appointed,
qualified, and acting within the United States, then any person in
actual or constructive possession of any property of the decedent;

(b) The term "net estate" means the net estate as determined under
the provisions of section 812 or 861;

(c) The term "month" means calendar month; and
d) The term "collector" means the collector of internal revenue

of the district in which was the domicile of the decedent at the time
of his death, or, if there was no such domicile in the United States,
then the collector of the district in which is situated the part of the
gross estate of the decedent in the United States, or, if such part of
the gross estate is situated in more than one district, then the collector
of internal revenue of such district as may be designated by the
Commissioner.

SEC. 931. CROSS REFERENCES.
(a) "TRANSFERsEE"-

For definition of "transferee," see section 900 (e).

(b) "RESIDENT."-
For "resident" as including citizen with estate in China, see section

851.
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the same manner and subject to the same provisions of law, includ-
ing penalties, as the taxes collected by and paid to a collector in 
the United States. 
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SEC. 925. PERIOD OF EXTENSION. 
Where there is included in the value of the gross estate the value 

of a reversionary or remainder interest in property, the payment of 
the part of the tax imposed by this subchapter attributable to such 
interest may, at the election of the executor, be postponed until six 
months after the termination of the precedent interest or interests in 
the property, and the amount the payment of which is so postponed 
shall then be payable, together with interest thereon at the rate of 4 
per centum per annum from eighteen months after the date of the 
decedent's death until such amount is paid. 
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The postponement of payment of such amount shall be under such 

regulations as the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary 
may prescribe, and shall be upon condition that the executor, or any 
other person liable for the tax, shall furnish a bond in such an 
amount, and with such sureties, as the Commissioner deems neces-
sary, conditioned upon the payment within six months after the ter-
mination of such precedent interest or interests of the amount the 
payment of which is so postponed, together with interest thereon, as 
provided in section 925. 
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allowable as a credit against the tax imposed by this subchapter as 
is attributable to such reversionary or remainder interest may be 
allowed as a credit against the tax attributable to such interest, sub-
ject to the percentage limitation contained in section 813 (b), if such 
part is paid, and credit therefor claimed, at any time prior to the 
expiration of 60 days after the termination of the precedent interest 
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SEC. 930. "EXECUTOR," "NET ESTATE," "MONTH," "COLLECTOR." 

When used in this subchapter— 
(a) The term "executor" means the executor or administrator of 

the decedent, or, if there is no executor or administrator appointed, 
Qualified, and acting within the United States, then any person in 
actual or constructive possession of any property of the decedent; 

(b) The term "net estate" means the net estate as determined under 
the provisions of section 812 or 861; 

(c) The term "month" means calendar month; and 
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gross estate of the decedent in the United States, or, if such part of 
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of internal revenue of such district as may be designated by the 
Commissioner. 
SEC. 931. CROSS REFERENCES. 

(a) "TRANSFEREE."---
For definition of "transferee," see section 900 (e). 

(b) "RESIDENT."--. 
For "resident" as including citizen with estate in China, see section 

851. 
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SUBCHAPTER B-ADDITIONAL ESTATE TAX

SEC. 935. RATE OF TAX.
(a) In addition to the estate tax imposed by section 810 or 860,

there shall be imposed upon the transfer of the net estate of every
decedent dying after the date of the enactment of this title, whether
a citizen or resident of the United States or a nonresident not a citizen
of the United States, a tax equal to the excess of-

(1) the amount of a tentative tax computed under subsection
(b) of this section, over

(2) the amount of the tax imposed by section 810, in the case
of a citizen or resident of the United States, or 860, in the case of a
nonresident not a citizen of the United States, computed with-
out regard to the provisions of this subchapter.
(b) The tentative tax referred to in subsection (a) (1) of this

section shall equal the sum of the following percentages of the value
of the net estate:

Upon net estates not in excess of $10,000, 2 per centum.
$200 upon net estates of $10,000; and upon net estates in excess

of $10,000 and not in excess of $20,000, 4 per centum in addition
of such excess.

$600 upon net estates of $20,000; and upon net estates in excess
of $20,000 and not in excess of $30,000, 6 per centum in addition
of such excess.

$1,200 upon net estates of $30,000; and upon net estates in excess
of $30,000 and not in excess of $40,000, 8 per centum in addition of
such excess.

$2,000 upon net estates of $40,000; and upon net estates in excess
of $40,000 and not in excess of $50,000, 10 per centum in addition
of such excess.

$3,000 upon net estates of $50,000; and upon net estates in excess
of $50,000 and not in excess of $70,000, 12 per centum in addition
of such excess.

$5,400 upon net estates of $70,000; and upon net estates in excess
of $70,000 and not in excess of $100,000, 14 per centum in addition
of such excess.

$9,600 upon net estates of $100,000; and upon net estates in excess
of $100,000 and not in excess of $200,000, 17 per centum in addition
of such excess.

$26,600 upon net estates of $200,000; and upon net estates in
excess of $200,000 and not in excess of $400,000, 20 per centum in
addition of such excess.

$66,600 upon net estates of $400,000; and upon net estates in
excess of $400,000 and not in excess of $600,000, 23 per centum in
addition of such excess.

$112,600 upon net estates of $600,000; and upon net estates in
excess of $600,000 and not in excess of $800,000, 26 per centum in
addition of such excess.

$164,600 upon net estates of $800,000; and upon net estates in
excess of $800,000 and not in excess of $1,000,000, 29 per centum in
addition of such excess.

$222,600 upon net estates of $1,000,000; and upon net estates in
excess of $1,000,000 and not in excess of $1,500,000, 32 per centum
in addition of such excess.

$382,600 upon net estates of $1,500,000- and upon net estates in
excess of $1,500,000 and not in excess of $2,000,000, 35 per centum
in addition of such excess.

$557,600 upon net estates of $2,000,000; and upon net estates in
excess of $2,000,000 and not in excess of $2,500,000, 38 per centum
in addition of such excess.
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SUBCHAPTER B—ADDITIONAL ESTATE TAX 

SEC. 935. RATE OF TAX. 

(a) In addition to the estate tax imposed by section 810 or 860, 
there shall be imposed upon the transfer of the net estate of every 
decedent dying after the date of the enactment of this title, whether 
a citizen or resident of the United States or a nonresident not a citizen 
of the United States, a tax equal to the excess of— 

(1) the amount of a tentative tax computed under subsection 
(b) of this section, over 

(2) the amount of the tax imposed by section 810, in the case 
of a citizen or resident of the United States, or 860, in the case of a 
nonresident not a citizen of the United States, computed with-
out regard to the provisions of this subchapter. 
(b) The tentative tax referred to in subsection (a) (1) of this 
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excess of $800,000 and not in excess of $1,000,000, 29 per centum in 
addition of such excess. 

$222,600 upon net estates of $1,000,000; and upon net estates in 
excess of $1,000,000 and not in excess of $1,500,000, 32 per centum 
in addition of such excess. 

$382,600 upon net estates of $1,500,000; and upon net estates in 
excess of $1,500,000 and not in excess of $2,000,000, 35 per centum 
in addition of such excess. 

$557,600 upon net estates of $2,000,000; and upon net estates in 
excess of $2,000,000 and not in excess of $2,500,000, 38 per centum 
in addition of such excess. 
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$747,600 upon net estates of $2,500,000; and upon net estates in
excess of $2,500,000 and not in excess of $3,000,000, 41 per centum
in addition of such excess.

$952,600 upon net estates of $3,000,000; and upon net estates in

excess of $3,000,000 and not in excess of $3,500,000, 44 per centum
in addition of such excess.

$1,172,600 upon net estates of $3,500,000; and upon net estates
in excess of $3,500,000 and not in excess of $4,000,000, 47 per
centum in addition of such excess.

$1,407,600 upon net estates of $4,000,000; and upon net estates in
excess of $4,000,000 and not in excess of $4,500,000, 50 per centum
in addition of such excess.

$1,657,600 upon net estates of $4,500,000; and upon net estates in
excess of $4,500,000 and not in excess of $5,000,000, 53 per centum
in addition of such excess.

$1,922,600 upon net estates of $5,000,000; and upon net estates in
excess of $5,000,000 and not in excess of $6,000,000, 56 per centum
in addition of such excess.

$2,482,600 upon net estates of $6,000,000; and upon net estates
in excess of $6,000.000 and not in excess of $7,000,000, 59 per
centum in addition of such excess.

$3,072,600 upon net estates of $7,000,000; and upon net estates
in excess of $7,000,000 and not in excess of $8,000,000, 61 per centum
in addition of such excess.

$3,682,600 upon net estates of $8,000,000; and upon net estates in
excess of $8,000,000 and not in excess of $9,000,000, 63 per centum
in addition of such excess.

$4,312,600 upon net estates of $9,000,000; and upon net estates in
excess of $9,000,000 and not in excess of $10,000,000, 65 per
centum in addition of such excess.

$4,962,600 upon net estates of $10,000,000; and upon net estates
in excess of $10,000,000 and not in excess of $20,000,000, 67 per
centum in addition of such excess.

$11,662,600 upon net estates of $20,000,000; and upon net estates
in excess of $20,000,000 and not in excess of $50.000,000, 69 per
centuln in addition of such excess.

$32,362,600 upon net estates of $50,000,000; and upon net estates
in excess of $50,000,000, 70 per centum in addition of such excess.
(c) For the pulrposes of this section the value of the net estate

shall be determined as provided in subchapter A, except that in lieu
of the exemption of $100,000 provided in section 812 (a), the exemp-
tion shall be $40,000.
SEC. 936. CREDITS AGAINST TAX.

(a) The credit provided in section 813 (b) (80 per centum credit),
shall not be allowed in respect of such additional tax.

(b) (1) If a tax has been paid under chapter 4 on a gift, and there-
after upon the death of the donor any amount in respect of such gift
is required to be included in the value of the gross estate of the
decedent for the purposes of this subchapter, then there shall be
credited against the tax imposed by section 935 the amount of the
tax paid under chapter 4 with respect to so much of the property
which constituted the gift as is included in the gross estate, except
that the amount of such credit (A) shall not exceed an amount which
bears the same ratio to the tax imposed by section 935 as the value
(at the time of the gift or at the time of the death, whichever is
lower) of so much of the property which constituted the gift as is
included in the gross estate, bears to the value of the entire gross
estate, and (B) shall not exceed the amount by which the gift tax
paid under chapter 4 with respect to so much of the property as con-
stituted the gift as is included in the gross estate, exceeds the amount
of the credit under section 813 (b).
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$747,600 upon net estates of $2,500,000; and upon net estates in 
excess of $2,500,000 and not in excess of $3,000,000, 41 per centum 
in addition of such excess. 

$952,600 upon net estates of $3,000,000; and upon net estates in 
excess of $3,000,000 and not in excess of $3,500,000, 44 per centum 
in addition of such excess. 

$1,172,600 upon net estates of $3,500,000; and upon net estates 
in excess of $3,500,000 and not in excess of $4,000,000, 47 per 
centum in addition of such excess. 
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in addition of such excess. 

$1,657,600 upon net estates of $4,500,000; and upon net estates in 
excess of $4,500,000 and not in excess of $5,000,000, 53 per centum 
in addition of such excess. 

$1,922,600 upon net estates of $5,000,000; and upon net estates in 
excess of $5,000,000 and not in excess of $6,000,000, 56 per centum 
in addition of such excess. 

$2,482,600 upon net estates of $6,000,000; and upon net estates 
in excess of $6,000,000 and not in excess of $7,000,000, 59 per 
centum in addition of such excess. 

$3,072,600 upon net estates of $7,000,000; and upon net estates 
in excess of $7,000,000 and not in excess of $8,000,000, 61 per centum 
in addition of such excess. 

$3,682,600 upon net estates of $8,000,000; and upon net estates in 
excess of $8,000,000 and not in excess of $9,000,000, 63 per centum 
in addition of such excess. 

$4,312,600 upon net estates of $9,000,000; and upon net estates in 
excess of $9,000,000 and not in excess of $10,000,000, 65 per 
centum in addition of such excess. 

$4,962,600 upon net estates of $10,000,000; and upon net estates 
in excess of $10,000,000 and not in excess of $20,000,000, 67 per 
centum in addition of such excess. 

$11,662,600 upon net estates of $20,000,000; and upon net estates 
in excess of $20,000,000 and not in excess of $50,000,000, 69 per 
centum in addition of such excess. 

$32,362,600 upon net estates of $50,000,000; and upon net estates 
in excess of $50,000,000, 70 per centiun in addition of such excess. 
(c) For the purposes of this section the value of the net estate 

shall be determined as provided in subchapter A, except that in lieu 
of the exemption of $100,000 provided in section 812 (a), the exemp-
tion shall be $40,000. 
SEC. 936. CREDITS AGAINST TAX. 

(a) The credit provided in section 813 (b) (80 per centum credit), 
shall not be allowed in respect of such additional tax. 

(b) (1) If a tax has been paid under chapter 4 on a gift, and there-
after upon the death of the donor any amount in respect of such gift 
is required to be included in the value of the gross estate of the 
decedent for the purposes of this subchapter, then there shall be 
credited against the tax imposed by section 935 the amount of the 
tax paid under chapter . 4 with respect to so much of the property 
which constituted the gift as is included in the gross estate, except 
that the amount of such credit (A) shall not exceed an amount which 
bears the same ratio to the tax imposed by section 935 as the value 
(at the time of the gift or at the time of the death, whichever is 
lower) of so much of the property which constituted the gift as is 

i included n the gross estate, bears to the value of the entire gross 
estate, and (B) shall not exceed the amount by which the gift tax 
paid under chapter 4 with respect to so much of the property as con-
stituted the gift as is included in the gross estate, exceeds the amount 
of the credit under section 813 (b). 
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(2) For the purposes of paragraph (1), the amount of tax paid for
any year under chapter 4 with respect to any property shall be an
amount which bears the same ratio to the total tax paid for such year
as the value of such property bears to the total amount of net gifts
(computed without deduction of the specific exemption) for such
year.
SEC. 937. ASSESSMENT, COLLECTION, AND PAYMENT OF TAX.

Except as provided in section 936, the tax imposed by section 935
shall be assessed, collected, and paid, in the same manner, and
shall be subject to the same provisions of law (including penal-
ties), as the tax imposed by subchapter A, except that in the case of a
citizen or resident of the United States a return shall be required if
the value of the gross estate at the time of decedent's death exceeds
the amount of the specific exemption provided in section 935 (c).
SEC. 938. PUBLICITY OF RETURNS.

For provisions with respect to publicity of returns under this chapter,
see subsection (a) (2) of section 55.
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CHAPTER 4-GIFT TAX

SEC. 1000. IMPOSITION OF TAX.

(a) For the calendar year 1940 and each calendar year thereafter
a tax, computed as provided in section 1001, shall be imposed upon the
transfer during such calendar year by any individual, resident or non-
resident, of property by gift. Gift taxes for the calendar years 1932-
1939, inclusive, shall not be affected by the provisions of this chapter,
but shall remain subject to the applicable provisions of the Revenue
Act of 1932, except as such provisions are modified by legislation
enacted subsequent to the Revenue Act of 1932.

(b) The tax shall apply whether the transfer is in trust or other-
wise, whether the gift is direct or indirect, and whether the property
is real or personal, tangible or intangible; but, in the case of a non-
resident not a citizen of the United States, shall apply to a transfer
only if the property is situated within the United States.

SEC. 1001. COMPUTATION OF TAX.

(a) The tax for each calendar year shall be an amount equal to the
excess of-

(1) a tax, computed in accordance with the Rate Schedule here-
inafter set forth, on the aggregate sum of the net gifts for such
calendar year and for each of the preceding calendar years, over

(2) a tax, computed in accordance with the said Rate Schedule,
on the aggregate sum of the net gifts for each of the preceding
calendar years.
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RATE SCHEDULE

Upon net gifts not in excess of $10,000, 1/ per centum.
$150 upon net gifts of $10,000; and upon net gifts in excess of

$10,000 and not in excess of $20,000, 3 per centum in addition of such
excess.

$450 upon net gifts of $20,000; and upon net gifts in excess of
$20,000 and not in excess of $30,000, 4/2 per centum in addition of
such excess.

$900 upon net gifts of $30,000; and upon net gifts in excess of
$30,000 and not in excess of $40,000, 6 per centum in addition of
such excess.

$1,500 upon net gifts of $40,000; and upon net gifts in excess of
$40,000 and not in excess of $50,000, 71/2 per centum in addition of
such excess.

$2,250 upon net gifts of $50,000; and upon net gifts in excess of
$50,000 and not in excess of $70,000, 9 per centum in addition of
such excess.

$4,050 upon net gifts of $70,000; and upon net gifts in excess
of $70,000 and not in excess of $100,00, 10Y per centum in addition
of such excess.

$7,200 upon net gifts of $100,000; and upon net gifts in excess of
$100,000 and not in excess of $200,000, 123/4 per centum in addition
of such excess.

$19,950 upon net gifts of $200,000; and upon net gifts in excess of
$200,000 and not in excess of $400,000, 15 per centum in addition of
such excess.

$49,950 upon net gifts of $400,000; and upon net gifts in excess
of $400,000 and not in excess of 00,0,000, 1714 per centum in addition
of such excess.

$84,450 upon net gifts of $600,000; and upon net gifts in excess of
$600,000 and not in excess of $800,000, 19/2 per centum in addition
of such excess.

$123,450 upon net gifts of $800,000; and upon net gifts in excess
of $800,000 and not in excess of $1,000,000, 213/4 per centum in addi-
tion of such excess.

$166,950 upon net gifts of $1,000,000; and upon net gifts in excess
of $1,000,000 and not in excess of $1,500,000, 24 per centum in addition
of such excess.

$286,950 upon net gifts of $1,500,000; and upon net gifts in excess
of $1,500,000 and not in excess of $2,000,000, 261/ per centum in
addition of such excess.

$418,200 upon net gifts of $2,000,000; and upon net gifts in excess
of $2,000,000 and not in excess of $2,500,000, 282 per centum in
addition of such excess.

$560,700 upon net gifts of $2,500,000; and upon net gifts in excess
of $2,500,000 and not in excess of $3,000,000; 303/4 per centum in
addition of such excess.

$714,450 upon net gifts of $3,000,000; and upon net gifts in excess
of $3,000,000 and not in excess of $3,500,000, 33 per centum in addition
of such excess.

$879,450 upon net gifts of $3,500,000; and upon net gifts in excess
of $3,500,000 and not in excess of $4,000,000, 35/4 per centum in
addition of such excess.

$1,055,700 upon net gifts of $4,000,000; and upon net gifts in
excess of $4,000,000 and not in excess of $4,500,000, 37Y per centum
in addition of such excess.

$1,243,200 upon net gifts of $4,500,000; and upon net gifts in excess
of $4,500,000 and not in excess of $5,000,000, 39%/ per centum in addi-
tion of such excess.

$1,441,950 upon net gifts of $5,000,000; and upon net gifts in excess
of $5,000,000 and not in excess of $6,000,000, 42 per centum in addi-
tion of such excess.
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$1.861,950 upon net gifts of $6,000,000; and upon net gifts in excess
of $6,000,000 and not in excess of $7,000,000, 441/4 per centum in
addition of such excess.

$2,304,450 upon net gifts of $7,000,000; and upon net gifts in excess
of $7,000,000 and not in excess of $8,000,000, 453/4 per centum in
addition of such excess.

$2,761,950 upon net gifts of $8,000,000; and upon net gifts in excess
of $8,000,000 and not in excess of $9,000,000, 471/ per centum in
addition of such excess.

$3,234,450 upon net gifts of $9,000,000; and upon net gifts in excess
of $9,000,000 and not in excess of $10,000,000, 483/4 per centum in
addition of such excess.

$3,721,950 upon net gifts of $10,000,000; and upon net gifts in ex-
cess of $10,000,000 and not in excess of $20,000,000, 501/4 per centum
in addition of such excess.

$8,746,950 upon net gifts of $20,000,000; and upon net gifts in ex-
cess of $20,000,000 and not in excess of $50,000,000, 513/ per centum
in addition of such excess.

$24,271,950 upon net gifts of $50,000,000; and upon net gifts in ex-
cess of $50,000,000, 521/2 per centum in addition of such excess.

(b) For the purpose of this section the term "preceding calendar
years" means the calendar year 1932 and all calendar years inter-
vening between the calendar year 1932 and the calendar year for
which the tax is being computed.

(c) CROSS REFERENCE.-

For definition of "calendar year", see section 1030 (a).

SEC. 1002. TRANSFER FOR LESS THAN ADEQUATE AND FULL CONSID-
ERATION.

Where property is transferred for less than an adequate and full
consideration in money or money's worth, then the amount by which
the value of the property exceeded the value of the consideration
shall, for the purpose of the tax imposed by this chapter, be deemed
a gift, and shall be included in computing the amount of gifts made
during the calendar year.
SEC. 1003. NET GIFTS.

(a) GENERAL DEFINITION.-Thle term "net gifts" means the total
amouint of gifts made during the calendar year, less the deductions
provided in section 1004.

(b) EXCLUSIONS 'FROM GIFTS.

(1) (IFTS PIIOR TO ji):).--In the case of gifts (other than of
future interests in property) made to any person by the donor
during the calendar year 1938 and previous calendar years, the
first $5.000 of such gifts to such person shall not, for the purposes
of subsection (a), be included in the total amount of gifts made
during such year.

(2) GIFTS AFTER 19.3s.-In the case of gifts (other than gifts in
trust or of future interests in property) made to any person by
the donor during the calendar year 1939 and subsequent calendar
years, the first $4.000 of such gifts to such person shall not, for the
purposes of subsection (a), be included in the total amount of
gifts made during such year.

SEC. 1004. DEDUCTIONS.
In computing net gifts for the calendar year 1939 and preceding

calendar years, there shall be allowed (except as otherwise provided
in paragraph (1) of subsection (a)) such deductions as are pro-
vided for under the gift tax laws applicable to the years in which
the gifts were made.

In computing net gifts for the calendar year 1940 and subsequent
calendar years, there shall be allowed as deductions:
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(a) RESIDENTS.-In the case of a citizen or resident-
(1) SPECIFIC EXEMPTION.-An exemption of $40,000, less the

aggregate of the amounts claimed and allowed as specific exemp-
tion in the computation of gift taxes for the calendar year 1932
and all calendar years intervening between that calendar year and
the calendar year for which the tax is being computed under the
laws applicable to such years. This exemption shall be applied in
all computations in respect of the calendar year 1939 and previous
calendar years for the purpose of computing the tax for the calendar
year 1940 or any calendar year thereafter.

(2) CHARITABLE, ETC., GIFrs.-The amount of all gifts made dur-
ing such year to or for the use of-

(A) the United States, any State, Territory, or any political
subdivision thereof, or the District of Columbia, for exclusively
public purposes;

(B) a corporation, or trust, or community chest, fund, or
foundation, organized and operated exclusively for religious,
charitable, scientific, literary, or educational purposes, including
the encouragement of art and the prevention of cruelty to chil-
dren or animals; no part of the net earnings of which inures
to the benefit of any private shareholder or individual, and no
substantial part of the activities of which is carrying on propa-
ganda, or otherwise attempting, to influence legislation;

(C) a fraternal society, order, or association, operating under
the lodge system, but only if such gifts are to be used exclusively
for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational pur-
poses, including the encouragement of art and the prevention of
cruelty to children or animals;

(D) posts or organizations of war veterans, or auxiliary units
or societies of any such posts or organizations, if such posts,
organizations, units, or societies are organized in the United
States or any of its possessions, and if no part of their net earn-
ings inures to the benefit of any private shareholder or individual;

(E) the special fund for vocational rehabilitation authorized
by section 12 of the World War Veterans' Act, 1924, 43 Stat. 611
(U. S. C., title 38 § 440).

(b) NONIESIDENTS.-In the case of a nonresident not a citizen of the
ITnited States, the amount of all gifts made during such year to or
for the use of-

(1) the United States, any State, Territory, or any political sub-
division thereof, or the District of Columbia, for exclusively public
purposes;

(2) a domestic corporation organized and operated exclusively
for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational purposes,
including the encouragement of art and the prevention of cruelty
to children or animals; no part of the net earnings of which inures
to the benefit of any private shareholder or individual, and no sub-
stantial part of the activities of which is carrying on propaganda,
or otherwise attempting, to influence legislation;

(3) a trust, or community chest, fund, or foundation, organized
and operated exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary,
or educational purposes; including the encouragement of art and
the prevention of cruelty to children or animals, no substantial part
of the activities of which is carrying on propaganda, or otherwise
attempting, to influence legislation; but only if such gifts are to be
used within the United States exclusively for such purposes;

(4) a fraternal society, order, or association, operating under the
lodge system, but only if such gifts are to be used within the United
States exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or
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educational purposes, including the encouragement of art and the
prevention of cruelty to children or animals;

(5) posts or organizations of war veterans, or auxiliary units or
societies of any such posts or organizations if such posts, organiza-
tions, units, or societies are organized in the United States or any
of its possessions, and if no part of their net earnings inures to the
benefit of any private shareholder or individual;

(6) the special fund for vocational rehabilitation authorized by
section 12 of the World War Veterans' Act, 1924, 43 Stat. 611
(U. S. C., Title 38, § 440).
(c) EXTENT or DEDUCTIoNs.-The deductions provided in subsec-

tion (a) (2) or (b) shall be allowed only to the extent that the gifts
therein specified are included in the amount of gifts against which
such deductions are applied.
SEC. 1005. GIFTS MADE IN PROPERTY.

If the gift is made in property, the value thereof at the date of the
gift shall be considered the amount of the gift.

SEC. 1006. RETURNS.
(a) REQUmREMENT.-Any individual who within the calendar year

1940 or any calendar year thereafter makes any transfers by gift
(except those which under section 1003 are not to be included in the
total amount of gifts for such year) shall make a return under oath
in duplicate. The return shall set forth (1) each gift made during
the calendar year which under section 1003 is to be included in com-
puting net gifts; (2) the deductions claimed and allowable under sec-
tion 1004; (3) the net gifts for each of the preceding calendar years;
and (4) such further information as may be required by regulations
made pursuant to law.

(b) TIME AND PLACE FOR FILING.-The return shall be filed on or
before the 15th day of March following the close of the calendar year
with the collector for the district in which is located the legal resi-
dence of the donor, or if he has no legal residence in the United States,
then (unless the Commissioner designates another district) with the
collector at Baltimore, Maryland.
SEC. 1007. RECORDS AND SPECIAL RETURNS.

(a) BY DONoR.-Every person liable to any tax imposed by this
chapter or for the collection thereof, shall keep such records, render
under oath such statements, make such returns, and comply with such
rules and regulations, as the Commissioner, with the approval of the
Secretary, may from time to time prescribe.

(b) To DETERMINE LIABILITY T TAX.-Whenever in the judgment
of the Commissioner necessary he may require any person, by notice
served upon him, to make a return, render under oath such statements,
or keep such records, as the Commissioner deems sufficient to show
whether or not such person is liable to tax under this chapter.
SEC. 1008. PAYMENT OF TAX.

(a) TinE or PAYMENT.-The tax imposed by this chapter shall be
paid by the donor on or before the 15th day of March following the
close of the calendar year.

(b) EXTENSION OF TIME FOR PAYMENT. At the request of the donor,
the Commissioner may extend the time for payment of the amount
determined as the tax by the donor, for a period not to exceed six
months from the date prescribed for the payment of the tax. In such
case the amount in respect of which the extension is granted shall be
paid on or before the date of the expiration of the period of the
extension.

(c) VOLUNTARY ADVANCE PAYMENT.-A tax imposed by this chapter,
may be paid, at the election of the donor, prior to the date prescribed
for its payment.
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(d) FRACTIONAL PARTS OF CETT.-In the payment of any tax under
this chapter a fractional part of a cent shall be disregarded unless it
amounts to one-half cent or more, in which case it shall be increased
to 1 cent.

(e) RECEIPTS.-The collector to whom any payment of any gift tax
is made shall, upon request, grant to the person making such pay-
ment a receipt therefor.
SEC. 1009. LIEN FOR TAX.

The tax imposed by this chapter shall be a lien upon all gifts made
during the calendar year, for ten years from the time the gifts are
made. If the tax is not paid when due, the donee of any gift shall
be personally liable for such tax to the extent of the value of such
gift. Any part of the property comprised in the gift sold by the
donee to a bona fide purchaser for an adequate and full consideration
in money or money's worth shall be divested of the lien herein im-
posed and the lien, to the extent of the value of such gift, shall attach
to all the property of the donee (including after-acquired property)
except any part sold to a bona fide purchaser for an adequate and
full consideration in money or money's worth. If the Commissioner
is satisfied that the tax liability has been fully discharged or pro-
vided for, he may, under regulations prescribed by him with the
approval of the Secretary, issue his certificate, releasing any or all
of the property from the lien herein imposed.
SEC. 1010. EXAMINATION OF RETURN AND DETERMINATION OF TAX.

As soon as practicable after the return is filed the Commissioner
shall examine it and shall determine the correct amount of the tax.
SEC. 1011. DEFINITION OF DEFICIENCY.

As used in this chapter in respect of the tax imposed by this chapter
the term "deficiency" means-

(1) The amount by which the tax imposed by this chapter ex-
ceeds the amount shown as the tax by the donor upon his return;
but the amount so shown on the return shall first be increased by
the amounts previously assessed (or collected without assessment)
as a deficiency, and decreased by the amounts previously abated,
refunded, or otherwise repaid in respect of such tax; or

(2) If no amount is shown as the tax by the donor upon his
return, or if no return is made by the donor, then the amount by
which the tax exceeds the amounts previously assessed (or collected
without assessment) as a deficiency; but such amounts previously
assessed, or collected without assessment, shall first be decreased by
the amounts previously abated, refunded. or otherwise repaid in
respect of such tax.

SEC. 1012. ASSESSMENT AND COLLECTION OF DEFICIENCIES.
(a) (1) PETITION TO BOARD OF TAX APPEALS.-If the Commissioner

determines that there is a deficiency in respect of the tax imposed by
this chapter, the Commissioner is authorized to send notice of such
deficiency to the donor by registered mail. Within 90 days after
such notice is mailed (not counting Sunday or a legal holiday in
the District of Columbia as the ninetieth day), the donor may file
a petition with the Board of Tax Appeals for a redetermination of
the deficiency. No assessment of a deficiency in respect of the tax
imposed by this chapter and no distraint or proceeding in court for
its collection shall be made, begun, or prosecuted until such notice
has been mailed to the donor, nor until the expiration of such 90-day
period, nor, if a petition has been filed with the Board, until the
decision of the Board has become final. Notwithstanding the provi-
sions of section 3653 (a) the making of such assessment or the begin-
ning of such proceeding or distraint during the time such prohibition
is in force may be enjoined by a proceeding in the proper court.
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(2) CROSS REFERENCES.-
For exceptions to the restrictions imposed by this subsection see-

Subsection (d) of this section, relating to waivers by the donor;

Subsection (f) of this section, relating to notifications of mathe-

matical errors appearing upon the face of the return;
Section 1013, relating to jeopardy assessments;
Section 1015, relating to bankruptcy and receiverships; and

Section 1145, relating to assessment or collection of the amount of

the deficiency determined by the Board pending court review.

(b) COLLECTION OF DEFICIENCY FOUND BY BOARD.-If the donor

files a petition with the Board, the entire amount redetermined as the

deficiency by the decision of the Board which has become final shall

be assessed and shall be paid upon notice and demand from the col-

lector. No part of the amount determined as a deficiency by the

Commissioner but disallowed as such by the decision of the Board

which has become final shall be assessed or be collected by distraint or

by proceeding in court with or without assessment.
(c) FAILURE TO FILE PETITION.-If the donor does not file a peti-

tion with the Board within the time prescribed in subsection (a) the
deficiency, notice of which has been mailed to the donor, shall be

assessed, and shall be paid upon notice and demand from the

collector.
(d) WAIvER OF RESTRICTIONS.-The donor shall at any time have

the right, by a signed notice in writing filed with the Commissioner,
to waive the restrictions provided in subsection (a) on the assess-

ment and collection of the whole or any part of the deficiency.
(e) INCREASE OF DEFICIENCY AFTER NOTICE MAILED.-The Board

shall have jurisdiction to redetermine the correct amount of the de-

ficiency even if the amount so redetermined is greater than the
amount of the deficiency, notice of which has been mailed to the

donor, and to determine whether any additional amount or addition
to the tax should be assessed, if claim therefor is asserted by the

Commissioner at or before the hearing or a rehearing.
(f) FURTHER DEFICIENCY LETTERS RESTRICTED.-If the Commis-

sioner has mailed to the donor notice of a deficiency as provided in
subsection (a) of this section, and the donor files a petition with the
Board within the time prescribed in such subsection, the Commis-
sioner shall have no right to determine any additional deficiency in
respect of the same calendar year, except in the case of fraud, and
except as provided in subsection (e) of this section, relating to asser-
tion of greater deficiencies before the Board, or in section 1013 (c),
relating to the making of jeolardy assessments. If the donor is

notified that, on account of a mathematical error appearing upon the
face of the return, an amount of tax in excess of that shown upon the

return is due, and that an assessment of the tax has been or will be
made on the basis of what would have been the correct amount of tax

but for the mathematical error, such notice shall not be considered
(for the purposes of this subsection, or of subsection (a) of this sec-

tion, prohibiting assessment and collection until notice of deficiency
has been mailed, or of section 1027 (c), prohibiting credits or refunds
after petition to the Board of Tax Appeals) as a notice of a deficiency,
and the donor shall have no right to file a petition with the Board
based on such notice, nor shall such assessment or collection be pro-

hibited by the provisions of subsection (a) of this section.
(g) JURISDICTION OVER OTHER CALENDAR YEARS.-The Board in

redetermining a deficiency in respect of any calendar year shall con-

sider such facts with relation to the taxes for other calendar years
as may be necessary correctly to redetermine the amount of such

deficiency, but in so doing shall have no jurisdiction to determine
whether or not the tax for any other calendar year has been overpaid
or underpaid.
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(h) FINAL DECISIONS OF BOARD.-For the purposes of this chapter
the date on which a decision of the Board becomes final shall be
determined according to the provisions of section 1140.

(i) EXTENSION OF TIME FOR PAYMENT OF DEFICIENCIES.-Where it
is shown to the satisfaction of the Commissioner that the payment of
a deficiency upon the date prescribed for the payment thereof will
result in undue hardship to the donor the Commissioner, under regu-
lations prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval of the
Secretary (except where the deficiency is due to negligence, to inten-
tional disregard of rules and regulations, or to fraud with intent to
evade tax), may grant an extension for the payment of such deficiency
or any part thereof for a period not in excess of eighteen months, and,
in exceptional cases, for a further period not in excess of twelve
months. If an extension is granted, the Commissioner may require
the donor to furnish a bond in such amount, not exceeding double the
amount of the deficiency, and with such sureties, as the Commissioner
deems necessary, conditioned upon the payment of the deficiency in
accordance with the terms of the extension.

(j) ADDRESS FOR NOTICE OF DEFICIENCY.-In the absence of notice
to the Commissioner under section 1026 (a) of the existence of a fidu-
ciary relationship, notice of a deficiency in respect of a tax imposed
by this chapter, if mailed to the donor at his last known address,
shall be sufficient for the purposes of this chapter even if such donor
is deceased, or is under a legal disability.
SEC. 1013. JEOPARDY ASSESSMENTS.

(a) AUTHORITY FOR MAKING.--If the Commissioner believes that
the assessment or collection of a deficiency will be jeopardized by
delay, he shall immediately assess such deficiency (together with all
interest, additional amounts, or additions to the tax provided for by
law) and notice and demand shall be made by the collector for the
payment thereof.

(b) DEFICIENCY LETTERS.-If the jeopardy assessment is made be-
fore any notice in respect of the tax to which the jeopardy assessment
relates has been mailed under section 1012 (a), then the Commissioner
shall mail a notice under such subsection within 60 days after the
making of the assessment.

(c) AMOUNT ASSESSABLE BEFORE DECISION OF BOARD.-The jeopardy
assessment may be made in respect of a deficiency greater or less
than that notice of which has been mailed to the donor, despite the
provisions of section 1012 (f) prohibiting the determination of addi-
tional deficiencies, and whether or not the donor has theretofore
filed a petition with the Board of Tax Appeals. The Commissioner
may, at any time before the decision of the Board is rendered, abate
such assessment, or any unpaid portion thereof, to the extent that he
believes the assessment to be excessive in amount. The Commissioner
shall notify the Board of the amount of such assessment, or abate-
ment, if the petition is filed with the Board before the making of the
assessment or is subsequently filed, and the Board shall have jurisdic-
tion to redetermine the entire amount of the deficiency and of all
amounts assessed at the same time in connection therewith.

(d) AMOUNT ASSESSABLE AFTER DECISION OF BOARD.-If the jeop-
ardy assessment is made after the decision of the Board is rendered
such assessment may be made only in respect of the deficiency deter-
mined by the Board in its decision.

(e) EXPIRATION OF RIGHT TO ASSESS.-A jeopardy assessment may
not be made after the decision of the Board has become final or after
the donor has filed a petition for review of the decision of the Board.

(f) BOND TO STAY COLLECTION.-When a jeopardy assessment has
been made the donor, within 10 days after notice and demand from
the collector for the payment of the amount of the assessment, may
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obtain a stay of collection of the whole or any part of the amount
of the assessment by filing with the collector a bond in such amount,
not exceeding double the amount as to which the stay is desired, and
with such sureties, as the collector deems necessary, conditioned
upon the payment of so much of the amount, the collection of which
is stayed by the bond, as is not abated by a decision of the Board
which has become final, together with interest thereon as provided
in section 1022 or 1023 (b) (4). If any portion of the jeopardy assess-
ment is abated by the Commissioner before the decision of the Board
is rendered, the bond shall, at the request of the taxpayer, be pro-
portionately reduced.

(g) SAME--FURTHER CONDITIONS.-If the bond is given before

the donor has filed his petition with the Board under section 1012
(a), the bond shall contain a further condition that if a petition
is not filed within the period provided in such subsection, then the
amount the collection of which is stayed by the bond will be paid
on notice and demand at any time after the expiration of such period,
together with interest thereon at the rate of 6 per centum per annum
from the date of the jeopardy notice and demand to the date of
notice and demand under this subsection.

(h) WAIVER OF STAY.-Upon the filing of the bond the collection
of so much of the amount assessed as is covered by the bond shall
be stayed. The donor shall have the right to waive such stay at
any time in respect of the whole or any part of the amount covered
by the bond, and if as a result of such waiver any part of the amount
covered by the bond is paid, then the bond shall, at the request of the
donor, be proportionately reduced. If the Board determines that
the amount assessed is greater than the amount which should have
been assessed, then when the decision of the Board is rendered
the bond shall, at the request of the donor, be proportionately
reduced.

(i) COLLECTION OF UNPAID AMOUNTS.-When the petition has been

filed with the Board and when the amount which should have been
assessed has been determined by a decision of the Board which has
become final, then any unpaid portion, the collection of which has
been stayed by the bond, shall be collected as part of the tax upon
notice and demand from the collector, and any remaining portion
of the assessment shall be abated. If the amount already collected
exceeds the amount determined as the amount which should have
been assessed, such excess shall be credited or refunded as provided
in section 1027, without the filing of claim therefor. If the amount
determined as the amount which should have been assessed is greater
than the amount actually assessed, then the difference shall be
assessed and shall be collected as part of the tax upon notice and
demand from the collector.
SEC. 1014. CLAIMS IN ABATEMENT.

No claim in abatement shall be filed in respect of any assessment
in respect of any tax imposed by this chapter.
SEC. 1015. BANKRUPTCY AND RECEIVERSHIPS.

(a) IMMEDIATE ASSESSMENT.-Upon the adjudication of bank-

ruptcy of any donor in any bankruptcy proceeding or the appoint-
ment of a receiver for any donor in any receivership proceeding
before any court of the United States or of any State or Territory
or of the District of Columbia, any deficiency (together with all
interest, additional amounts, or additions to the tax provided for by
law) determined by the Commissioner in respect of a tax imposed by
this chapter upon such donor shall, despite the restrictions imposed
by section 1012 (a) upon assessments be immediately assessed if
such deficiency has not theretofore been assessed in accordance with
law. Claims for the deficiency and such interest, additional amounts
and additions to the tax may be presented, for adjudication in ac-
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obtain a stay of collection of the whole or any part of the amount 
of the assessment by filing with the collector a bond in such amount, 
not exceeding double the amount as to which the stay is desired, and 
with such sureties, as the collector deems necessary, conditioned 
upon the payment of so much of the amount, the collection of which 
is stayed by the bond, as is not abated by a decision of the Board 
which has become final, together with interest thereon as provided 
in section 1022 or 1023 (b) (4). If any portion of the jeopardy assess-
ment is abated by the Commissioner before the decision of the Board 
is rendered, the bond shall, at the request of the taxpayer, be pro-
portionately reduced. 

(g) SAME—FURTHER CONDITIONS.—If the bond iS given before 
the donor has filed his petition with the Board under section 1012 
(a), the bond shall contain a further condition that if a petition 
is not filed within the period provided in such subsection, then the 
amount the collection of which is stayed by the bond will be paid 
on notice and demand at any time after the expiration of such period, 
together with interest thereon at the rate of 6 per centum per annum 
from the date of the jeopardy notice and demand to the date of 
notice and demand under this subsection. 

(h) W AIVER or STAY.—Upon the filing of the bond the collection 
of so much of the amount assessed as is covered by the bond shall 
be stayed. The donor shall have the right to waive such stay at 
any time in respect of the whole or any part of the amount covered 
by the bond, and if as a result of such waiver any part of the amount 
covered by the bond is paid, then the bond shall, at the request of the 
donor, be proportionately reduced. If the Board determines that 
the amount assessed is greater than the amount which should have 
been assessed, then when the decision of the Board is rendered 
the bond shall, at the request of the donor, be proportionately 
reduced. 

(i) COLLECTION or UNPAID AMOUNTS.—When the petition has been 
filed with the Board and when the amount which should have been 
assessed has been determined by a decision of the Board which has 
become final, then any unpaid portion, the collection of which has 
been stayed by the bond, shall be collected as part of the tax upon 
notice and demand from the collector, and any remaining portion 
of the assessment shall be abated. If the amount already collected 
exceeds the amount determined as the amount which should have 
been assessed, such excess shall be credited or refunded as provided 
in section 1027, without the filing of claim therefor. If the amount 
determined as the amount which should have been assessed is greater 
than the amount actually assessed, then the difference shall be 
assessed and shall be collected as part of the tax upon notice and 
demand from the collector. 
SEC. 1014. CLAIMS IN ABATEMENT. 
No claim in abatement shall be filed in respect of any assessment 

in respect of any tax imposed by this chapter. 
SEC. 1015. BANKRUPTCY AND RECEIVERSHIPS. 

(a) ImmEmATE ASSESSMENT.—Upon the adjudication of bank-
ruptcy of any donor in any bankruptcy proceeding or the appoint-
ment of a receiver for any donor in any receivership proceeding 
before any court of the United States or of any State or Territory 
or of the District of Columbia, any deficiency (together with all 
interest, additional amounts, or additions to the tax provided for by 
law) determined by the Commissioner in respect of a tax imposed by 
this chapter upon such donor shall, despite the restrictions imposed 
by section 1012 (a) upon assessments be immediately assessed if 
such deficiency has not theretofore been assessed in accordance with 
law. Claims for the deficiency and such interest, additional amounts 
and additions to the tax may be presented, for adjudication in ac-



cordance with law, to the court before which the bankruptcy or
receivership proceeding is pending, despite the pendency of proceed-
ings for the redetermination of the deficiency in pursuance of a
petition to the Board; but no petition for any such redetermination
shall be filed with the Board after the adjudication of bankruptcy or
the appointment of the receiver.

(b) UNPAID CLAIMs.-Any portion of the claim allowed in such
bankruptcy or receivership proceeding which is unpaid shall be
paid by the donor upon notice and demand from the collector after
the termination of such proceeding, and may be collected by distraint
or proceeding in court within six years after termination of such
proceeding. Extensions of time for such payment may be had in
the same manner and subject to the same provisions and limitations
as are provided in sections 1012 (i), 1020 (b), and 1023 (b) (3) in
the case of a deficiency in a tax imposed by this chapter.
SEC. 1016. PERIOD OF LIMITATION UPON ASSESSMENT AND COLLEC-

TION.
(a) GENERAL RJLE.-Except as provided in subsection (b), the

amount of taxes imposed by this chapter shall be assessed within
three years after the return was filed, and no proceeding in court
without assessment for the collection of such taxes shall be begun
after the expiration of three years after the return was filed.

(b) EXCEPTIONS.-
(1) FALSE RETURN OR NO RETURN.-In the case of a false or fraudu-

lent return with intent to evade tax or of a failure to file a return the
tax may be assessed, or a proceeding in court for the collection of
such tax may be begun without assessment, at any time.

(2) COLLECTION AFTER ASSESSMENT.-Where the assessment of any
tax imposed by this chapter has been made within the statutory
period of limitation properly applicable thereto, such tax may be
collected by distraint or by a proceeding in court, but only if begun
(1) within six years after the assessment of the tax, or (2) prior to
the expiration of any period for collection agreed upon in writing
by the Commissioner and the donor.

SEC. 1017. SUSPENSION OF RUNNING OF STATUTE.
The running of the statute of limitations provided in section 1016

on the making of assessments and the beginning of distraint or a
proceeding in court for collection, in respect of any deficiency, shall
(after the mailing of a notice under section 1012 (a)) be suspended
for the period during which the Commissioner is prohibited from
making the assessment or beginning distraint or a proceeding in court
(and in any event, if a proceeding in respect of the deficiency is placed
on the docket of the Board, until the decision of the Board becomes
final), and for 60 days thereafter.
SEC. 1018. ADDITION TO THE TAX IN CASE OF DELINQUENT RETURN.

For addition to the tax in case of failure to make and file a return
required by this chapter within the time prescribed by law or prescribed
by the Commissioner in pursuance of the law, see section 3612 (d) (1).

SEC. 1019. ADDITIONS TO THE TAX IN CASE OF DEFICIENCY.
(a) NEOLIGENCE.-If any part of any deficiency is due to negli-

gence, or intentional disregard of rules and regulations but without
intent to defraud, 5 per centum of the total amount of the deficiency
(in addition to such deficiency) shall be assessed, collected, and paid
in the same manner as if it were a deficiency, except that the provi-
sions of section 1021, relating to interest on deficiencies, shall not be
applicable.

(b) FRAUD.-If any part of any deficiency is due to fraud with
intent to evade tax, then 50 per centum of the total amount of the
deficiency (in addition to such deficiency) shall be so assessed, col-
lected, and paid, in lieu of the 50 per centum addition to the tax pro-
vided in section 3612 (d) (2).
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cordance with law, to the court before which the bankruptcy or 
receivership proceeding; is pending, despite the pendency of proceed-
ings for the redetermination of the deficiency in pursuance of a 
petition to the Board; but no petition for any such redetermination 
shall be filed with the Board after the adjudication of bankruptcy or 
the appointment of the receiver. 

(b) UNPAID CLAIMS.—Any portion of the claim allowed in such 
bankruptcy or receivership proceeding which is unpaid shall be 
paid by the donor upon notice and demand from the collector after 
the termination of such proceeding, and may be collected by distraint 
or proceeding in court within six years after termination of such 
proceeding. Extensions of time for such payment may be had in 
the same manner and, subject to the same provisions and limitations 
as are provided in sections 1012 (i), 1020 (b), and 1023 (b) (3) in 
the case of a deficiency in a tax imposed by this chapter. 
SEC. 1016. PERIOD OF LIMITATION UPON ASSESSMENT AND COLLEC-

TION. 
(a) GENERAL RuLE.—Except as provided in subsection (b), the 

amount of taxes imposed by this chapter shall be assessed within 
three years after the return was filed, and no proceeding in court 
without assessment for the collection of such taxes shall be begun 
after the expiration of three years after the return was filed. 

(b) EXCEPTIONS.— 
(1) FALSE RETURN OR NO RETURN.—In the case of a false or fraudu-

lent return with intent to evade tax or of a failure to file a return the 
tax may be assessed, or a proceeding in court for the collection of 
such tax may be begun without assessment, at any time. 

(2) COITYCIION AFTER ASSESSMENT.—Where the assessment of any 
tax imposed by this chapter has been made within the statutory 
period of limitation properly applicable thereto, such tax may be 
collected by distraint or by a proceeding in court, but only if begun 
(1) within six years after the assessment of the tax, or (2) prior to 
the expiration of any period for collection agreed upon in writing 
by the Commissioner and the donor. 

SEC. 1017. SUSPENSION OF RUNNING OF STATUTE. 
The running of the statute of limitations provided in section 1016 

on the making of assessments and the beginning of distraint or a 
proceeding in court for collection, in respect of any deficiency, shall 
(after the mailing of a notice under section 1012 (a)) be suspended 
for the period during which the Commissioner is prohibited from 
making the assessment or beginning distraint or a proceeding in court 
(and in any event, if a proceeding i  in respect of the deficiency s placed 
on the docket of the Board, until the decision of the Board becomes 
final), and for 60 days thereafter. 
SEC. 1018. ADDITION TO THE TAX IN CASE OF DELINQUENT RETURN. 

For addition to the tax in case of failure to make and file a return 
required by this chapter within the time prescribed by law or prescribed 
by the Commissioner in pursuance of the law, see section 3612 (d) (1). 

SEC. 1019. ADDITIONS TO THE TAX IN CASE OF DEFICIENCY. 
(a) NEGLIGENCE.— If any part of any deficiency is due to negli-

gence, or intentional disregard of rules and regulations but without 
intent to defraud, 5 per centum of the total amount of the deficiency 
(in addition to such deficiency) shall be assessed, collected, and paid 
in the same manner as if it were a deficiency, except that the provi-
sions of section 1021, relating to interest on deficiencies, shall not be 
applicable. 

(b) FRAun.—If any part of any deficiency is due to fraud with 
intent to evade tax, then 50 per centum of the total amount of the 
deficiency- (in addition to such deficiency) shall be so assessed, col-
lected, and paid, in lieu of the 50 per centum addition to the tax pro-
vided in section 3612 (d) (2). 
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SEC. 1020. INTEREST ON EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

(a) TAX SHOWN ON RETURN.-If the time for payment of the
amount determined as the tax by the donor is extended under the
authority of section 1008 (b), there shall be collected as a part of such
amount, interest thereon at the rate of 6 per centum per annum from
the date when such payment should have been made if no extension
had been granted, until the expiration of the period of the extension.

(b) DEFICIENCY.-In case an extension for the payment of a de-
ficiency is granted, as provided in section 1012 (i), there shall be
collected, as a part of the tax, interest on the part of the deficiency the
time for pavment of which is so extended, at the rate of 6 per centum
per annum for the period of the extension, and no other interest shall
be collected on such part of the deficiency for such period.

SEC. 1021. INTEREST ON DEFICIENCIES.
Interest upon the amount determined as a deficiency shall be

assessed at the same time as the deficiency, shall be paid upon notice
and demand from the collector, and shall be collected as a part of the
tax, at the rate of 6 per centum per annum from the due date of the
tax to the date the deficiency is assessed, or, in the case of a waiver
under section 1012 (d), to the thirtieth day after the filing of such
waiver or to the date the deficiency is assessed whichever is the
earlier.
SEC. 1022. INTEREST ON JEOPARDY ASSESSMENTS.

In the case of the amount collected under section 1013 (f) there
shall be collected at the same time as such amount, and as a part of
the tax, interest at the rate of 6 per centum per annum upon such
amount from the date of the jeopardy notice and demand to the date
of notice and demand under section 1013 (i), or, in the case of the
amount collected in excess of the amount of the jeopardy assessment,
interest as provided in section 1021.
SEC. 1023. ADDITIONS TO THE TAX IN CASE OF NONPAYMENT.

(a) TAX SHOWN ON RETLRN.-
(1) PAYMENT NOT EXTENDED.-Where the amount determined by

the donor as the tax imposed by this chapter, or any part of such
amount, is not paid on the due date of the tax, there shall be
collected as a part of the tax, interest upon such unpaid amount
at the rate of 6 per centum per annum from the due date until
it is paid.

(2) PAYMENT EXTENDED.-Where an extension of time for pay-
ment of the amount so determined as the tax by the donor has
been granted, and the amount the time for payment of which has
been extended, and the interest thereon determined under section
1020 (a), is not paid in full prior to the expiration of the period
of the extension, then, in lieu of the interest provided for in para-
graph (1) of this subsection, interest at the rate of 6 per centum per
annum shall be collected on such unpaid amount from the date of
the expiration of the period of the extension until it is paid.
(b) DEFICIENCY.-

(1) PAYMENT NOT EXTENDED.-Where a deficiency, or any interest
assessed in connection therewith under section 1021, or any addition
to the tax provided for in section 3612 (d), is not paid in full
within 10 days from the date of notice and demand from the col-
lector, there shall be collected as part of the tax, interest upon the
unpaid amount at the rate of 6 per centum per annum from the
date of such notice and demand until it is paid.

(2) FILING OF JEOPARDY BOND.-If a bond is filed, as provided in
section 1013, the provisions of paragraph (1) of this subsection
shall not apply to the amount covered by the bond.

(3) PAYMENT EXTENDED.-If the part of the deficiency the time
for payment of which is extended as provided in section 1012 (i)
is not paid in accordance with the terms of the extension, there
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SEC. 1020. INTEREST ON EXTENDED PAYMENTS. 
(a) TAX SHOWN ON RETuRN.—If the time for payment of the 

amount determined as the tax by the donor is extended under the 
authority of section 1008 (b), there shall be collected as a part of such 
amount, interest thereon at the rate of 6 per centum per annum from 
the date when such payment should have been made if no extension 
had been granted, until the expiration of the period of the extension. 

(b) DEFICIENCY.—In case an extension for the payment of a de-
ficiency is granted, as provided in section 1012 (i), there shall be 
collected, as a part of the tax, interest on the part of the deficiency the 
time for payment of which is so extended, at the rate of 6 per centum 
per annum for the period of the extension, and no other interest shall 
be collected on such part of the deficiency for such period. 

SEC. 1021. INTEREST ON DEFICIENCIES. 
Interest upon the amount determined as a deficiency shall be 

assessed at the same time as the deficiency, shall be paid upon notice 
and demand from the collector, and shall be collected as a part of the 
tax, at the rate of 6 per centum per annum from the due date of the 
tax to the date the deficiency is assessed, or, in the case of a waiver 
under section 1012 (d), to the thirtieth day after the filing of such 
waiver or to the date the deficiency is assessed whichever is the 
earlier. 
SEC. 1022. INTEREST ON JEOPARDY ASSESSMENTS. 
In the case of the amount collected under section 1013 (f) there 

shall be collected at the same time as such amount, and as a part of 
the tax, interest at the rate of 6 per centum per annum upon such 
amount from the date of the jeopardy notice and demand to the date 
of notice and demand under section 1013 (i), or, in the case of the 
amount collected in excess of the amount of the jeopardy assessment, 
interest as provided in section 1021. 
SEC. 1023. ADDITIONS TO THE TAX IN CASE OF NONPAYMENT. 

(a) TAX SHOWN ON RETURN.— 
(1) PAYMENT NOT EXTENDED.—Where the amount determined by 

the donor as the tax imposed by this chapter, or any part of such 
amount, is not paid on the due date of the tax, there shall be 
collected as a part of the tax, interest upon such unpaid amount 
at the rate of 6 per centum per annum from the due date until 
it is paid. 

(2) PAYMENT EXTENDED.—Where an extension of time for pay-
ment of the amount so determined as the tax by the donor has 
been granted, and the amount the time for payment of which has 
been extended, and the interest thereon determined under section 
1020 (a), is not paid in full prior to the expiration of the period 
of the extension, then, in lieu of the interest provided for in para-
graph (1) of this subsection, interest at the rate of 6 per centum per 
annum shall be collected on such unpaid amount from the date of 
the expiration of the period of the extension until it is paid. 
(b) DKFiciErtcy.— 

(1) PAYMENT NOT EXTENDED.—Where a deficiency, or any interest 
assessed in connection therewith under section 1021, or any addition 
to the tax provided for in section 3612 (d), is not paid in full 
within 10 days from the date of notice and demand from the col-
lector, there shall be collected as part of the tax, interest upon the 
unpaid amount at the rate of 6 per centum per annum from the 
date of such notice and demand until it is paid. 

(2) FILING OF JEOPARDY BoNn.—If a bond is filed, as provided in 
section 1013, the provisions of paragraph (1) of this subsection 
shall not apply to the amount covered by the bond. 

(3) PAYMENT EXTENDED.—If the part of the deficiency the time 
for payment of which is extended as provided in section 1012 (i) 
is not paid in accordance with the terms of the extension, there 



shall be collected, as a part of the tax, interest on such unpaid
amount at the rate of 6 per centum per annum for the period from
the time fixed by the terms of the extension for its payment until
it is paid, and no other interest shall be collected on such unpaid
amount for such period.

(4) JEOPARDY ASSESSMENT-PAYMENT STATED BY BOND.-If the
amount included in the notice and demand from the collector
under section 1013 (i) is not paid in full within 10 days after such
notice and demand, then there shall be collected, as part of the tax,
interest upon the unpaid amount at the rate of 6 per centum per
annum from the date of such notice and demand until it is paid.

(5) INTEREST IN CASE OF BANKRUPTCY AND RECEIVERSHIPS.-If the

unpaid portion of the claim allowed in a bankruptcy or receiver-
ship proceeding as provided in section 1015, is not paid in full
within 10 days from the date of notice and demand from the col-
lector, then there shall be collected as a part of such amount in-
terest upon the unpaid portion thereof at the rate of 6 per centum
per annum from the date of such notice and demand until payment.

SEC. 1024. PENALTIES.
(a) Any person required under this chapter to pay any tax, or

required by law or regulations made under authority thereof to make
a return, keep any records, or supply any information, for the pur-
poses of the computation, assessment, or collection of any tax im-
posed by this chapter, who willfully fails to pay such tax, make
such return, keep such records, or supply such information, at the
time or times required by law or regulations, shall, in addition to
other penalties provided by law, be guilty of a misdemeanor and,
upon conviction thereof, be fined not more than $10,000, or impris-
oned for not more than one year, or both, together with the costs
of prosecution.

(b) Any person who willfully attempts in any manner to evade
or defeat any tax imposed by this chapter or the payment thereof,
shall, in addition to other penalties provided by law, be guilty of a
felony and, on conviction thereof, be fined not more than $10,000, or
imprisoned for not more than five years, or both, together with the
costs of prosecution.
SEC. 1025. TRANSFERRED ASSETS.

(a) METHOD OF COLLEOTION.-The amounts of the following liabil-
ities shall, except as hereinafter in this section provided, be assessed,
collected, and paid in the same manner and subject to the same pro-
visions and limitations as in the case of a deficiency in the tax im-
posed by this chapter (including the provisions in case of delin-
quency in payment after notice and demand, the provisions author-
izing distraint and proceedings in court for collection, and the
provisions prohibiting claims and suits for refunds):

(1) TRANSFEREES.-The liability, at law or in equity, of a trans-
feree of property of a donor, in respect of the tax (including
interest, additional amounts, and additions to the tax provided by
law) imposed by this chapter.

(2) FmIDUr ARIE--The liability of a fiduciary under section 3467
of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., Title 31, 192) in respect of
the payment of any such tax from the estate of the donor.

Any such liability may be either as to the amount of tax shown on
the return or as to any deficiency in tax.

(b) PERIOD OF LIMTrrATIN.-The period of limitation for assess-
ment of any such liability of a transferee or fiduciary shall be as
follows:

(1) Within one year after the expiration of the period of limi-
tation for assessment against the donor.

(2) If a court proceeding against the donor for the collection
of the tax has been begun within the period provided in para-
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shall be collected, as a part of the tax, interest on such unpaid 
amount at the rate of 6 per centum per annum for the period from 
the time fixed by the terms of the extension for its payment until 
it is paid, and no other interest shall be collected on such unpaid 
amount for such period. 

(4) JEOPARDY ASSESSMENT-PAYMENT STAYED BY BOND.-If the 
amount included in the notice and demand from the collector 
under section 1013 (i) is not paid in full within 10 days after such 
notice and demand, then there shall be collected, as part of the tax, 
interest upon the unpaid amount at the rate of 6 per centum per 
annum from the date of such notice and demand until it is paid. 

(5) INTEREST IN CASE OF BANKRUPTCY AND RECEIVERSECIPS.-If the 
unpaid portion of the claim allowed in a bankruptcy or receiver-
ship proceeding, as provided in section 1015, is not paid in full 
within 10 days from the date of notice and demand from the col-
lector, then there shall be collected as a part of such amount in-
terest upon the unpaid portion thereof at the rate of 6 per centum 
per annum from the date of such notice and demand until payment. 

SEC. 1024. PENALTIES. 
(a) Any person required under this chapter to pay any tax, or 

required by law or regulations made under authority thereof to make 
a return, keep any records, or supply any information, for the pur-
poses of the computation, assessment, or collection of any tax im -
posed by this chapter, who willfully fails to pay such tax, make 
such return, keep such records, or supply such informationz at the 
time or times required by law or regulations, shall, in addition to 
other penalties provided by law, be guilty of a misdemeanor and, 
upon conviction thereof, be fined not more than $10,000, or impris-
oned for not more than one year, or both, together with the costs 
of prosecution. 

(b) Any person who willfully. attempts in any manner to evade 
or defeat any tax imposed by this chapter or the payment thereof, 
shall, in addition to other penalties provided by law, be guilty of a 
felony and, on conviction thereof, be fined not more than $10,000, or 
imprisoned for not more than five years, or both, together with the 
costs of prosecution. 
SEC. 1025. TRANSFERRED ASSETS. 

(a) MErnon or Corzrermic.—The amounts of the following liabil-
ities shall, except as hereinafter in this section provided, be assessed, 
collected, and paid in the same manner and subject to the same pro-
visions and limitations as in the case of a deficiency in the tax im-
posed by this chapter (including the provisions in case of delin-
quency in payment after notice and demand, the provisions author-
izing distraint and proceedings in court for collection, and the 
provisions prohibiting claims. and suits for refunds) : 

(1) TRANsrEsrrs.—The liability, at law or in equity, of a trans-
feree of property of a donor, in respect of the tax (including 
interest, additional amounts, and additions to the tax provided by 
law) imposed by this chapter. 

(2) FinuciAraE,s—The liability of a fiduciary under section 3467 
of the Revised Statutes (II. S. C., Title 31, § 192) in respect of 
the payment of any such tax from the estate of the donor. 

Any such liability may be either as to the amount of tax shown on 
the return or as to any deficiency in tax. 

(b) PERIOD OF LixtrrATiort.—The period of limitation for assess-
ment of any such liability of a transferee or fiduciary shall be as 
follows: 

(1) Within one year after the expiration of the period of limi-
tation for assessment against the donor. 

(2) If a court proceeding against the donor for the collection 
of the tax has been begun within the period provided in para-
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graph (1),-then within one year after return of execution in
such proceeding.
(c) PERIOD FOR ASSESSMENT AGAINST DONOR.-For the purposes of

this section, if the donor is deceased, the period of limitation for
assessment against the donor shall be the period that would be in
effect had the death not occurred.

(d) SUSPENSION OF RUNNING OF STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS.-The
running of the statute of limitations upon the assessment of the
liability of a transferee or fiduciary shall, after the mailing of the
notice under section 1012 (a) to the transferee or fiduciary, be
suspended for the period during which the Commissioner is pro-
hibited from making the assessment in respect of the liability of
the transferee or fiduciary (and in any event, if a proceeding in
respect of the liability is placed on the docket of the Board, until
the decision of the Board becomes final), and for 60 days thereafter.

(e) PROHIBITION OF SuTS TO RESTRAIN ENFORCEMENT OF LIABILITY

OF TRANSFEREE OR FIDUCIARY.-NO suit shall be maintained in any
court for the purpose of restraining the assessment or collection of
(1) the amount of the liability, at law or in equity, of a transferee
of property of a donor in respect of any gift tax, or (2) the amount
of the liability of a fiduciary under section 3467 of the Revised
Statutes (U. S. C., Title 31, § 192) in respect of any such tax.

(f) DEFINITION OF "TRANSFEREE".-As used in this section the
term "transferee' includes donee, heir, legatee, devisee, and dis-
tributee.

(g) ADDRESS FOR NOTICE OF LIABIITY.-In the absence of notice
to the Commissioner under section 1026 (b) of the existence of a
fiduciary relationship, notice of liability enforceable under this
section in respect of a tax imposed by this chapter, if mailed to the
person subject to the liability at his last known address, shall be
sufficient for the purposes of this chapter even if such person is
deceased, or is under a legal disability, or, in the case of a corpora-
tion, has terminated its existence.
SEC. 1026. NOTICE OF FIDUCIARY RELATIONSHIP.

(a) FIDUCIARY OF DONOR.-Upon notice to the Commissioner that
any person is acting in a fiduciary capacity such fiduciary shall
assume the powers, rights, duties, and privileges of the donor in
respect of a tax imposed by this chapter (except as otherwise specifi-
cally provided and except that the tax shall be collected from the
estate of the donor), until notice is given that the fiduciary capacity
has terminated.

(b) FIDUCIARY OF TRANSFEREE.-Upon notice to the Commis-
sioner that any person is acting in a fiduciary capacity for a person
subject to the liability specified in section 1025, the fiduciary shall
assume, on behalf of such person, the powers, rights, duties, and
privileges of such person under such section (except that the lia-
bility shall be collected from the estate of such person), until notice
is given that the fiduciary capacity has terminated.

(c) MANNER OF NOTICE.-Notice under subsection (a) or (b)
shall be given in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Com-
missioner with the approval of the Secretary.
SEC. 1027. REFUNDS AND CREDITS.

(a) ArrrHoRzATIoN.-Where there has been an overpayment of
any tax imposed by this chapter, the amount of such overpayment
shall be credited against any gift tax then due from the taxpayer,
and any balance shall be refunded immediately to the taxpayer.

(b) LIMITATION ON ALLOWANCE.-
(1) PERIOD OF LIMITATION.-No such credit or refund shall be

allowed or made after three years from the time the tax was paid,
unless before the expiration of such period a claim therefor is
filed by the taxpayer.
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(2) LIMIT ON AMOUNT OF CREDIT OR REFUND.-The amount of the
credit or refund shall not exceed the portion of the tax paid during
the three years immediately preceding the filing of the claim, or
if no claim was filed, then during the three years immediately pre-
ceding the allowance of the credit or refund.
(c) EFFECT OF PETITION TO BOARD.-If the Commissioner has

mailed to the taxpayer a notice of deficiency under section 1012 (a)
and if the taxpayer files a petition with the Board of Tax Appeals
within the time prescribed in such subsection, no credit or refund in
respect of the tax for the calendar year in respect of which the Com-
missioner has determined the deficiency shall be allowed or made
and no suit by the taxpayer for the recovery of any part of such tax
shall be instituted in any court except-

(1) As to overpayments determined by a decision of the Board
which has become final; and

(2) As to any amount collected in excess of an amount computed
in accordance with the decision of the Board which has become
final; and

(3) As to any amount collected after the period of limitation
upon the beginning of distraint or a proceeding in court for col-
lection has expired; but in any such claim for credit or refund or
in any such suit for refund, the decision of the Board which has
become final, as to whether such period has expired before the
notice of deficiency was mailed, shall be conclusive.
(d) OVERPAYMENT FOUND B BOARD.-If the Board finds that there

is no deficiency and further finds that the taxpayer has made an over-
payment of tax in respect of the taxable year in respect of which the
Commissioner determined the deficiency, the Board shall have juris-
diction to determine the amount of such overpayment, and such
amount shall, when the decision of the Board has become final, be
credited or refunded to the taxpayer. No such credit or refund shall
be made of any portion of the tax unless the Board determines as
part of its decision that such portion was paid within three years
before the filing of the claim or the filing of the petition, whichever
is earlier, or that such portion was paid after the mailing of the
notice of deficiency.
SEC. 1028. LAWS MADE APPLICABLE.

All administrative special, or stamp provisions of law, including
the law relating to the assessment of taxes, so far as applicable, are
hereby extended to and made a part of this chapter.
SEC. 1029. RULES AND REGULATIONS.

The Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, shall pre-
scribe and publish all needful rules and regulations for the enforce-
ment of this chapter.
SEC. 1030. DEFINITIONS.

For the purposes of this chapter-
(a) CALENDAR YEAR.-The term "calendar year" includes only the

calendar year 1932 and succeeding calendar years, and, in the case
of the calendar year 1932, includes only the portion of such year after
June 6, 1932.

(b) PROPERTY WITHIN THE UNITED STATES.-Stock in a domestic
corporation owned and held by a nonresident shall be deemed property
situated within the United States.
SEC. 1031. PUBLICITY OF RETURNS.

For provisions with respect to publicity of returns under this chapter,
see subsection (a) (2) of section 55.
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SEC. 1102. MEMBERSHIP.

(a) NUMBER.-The Board shall be composed of 16 members.
(b) APPOINTMENT.-Members of the Board shall be appointed by

the President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, solely
on the grounds of fitness to perform the duties of the office.

(c) SALARY.-Each member shall receive salary at the rate of
$10,000 per annum.

(d) EXPENSES FOR TRAVEL AND SUBSISTENCE.-The members of the
Board shall receive necessary traveling expenses, and expenses actually
incurred for subsistence while traveling on duty and away from their
designated stations, subject to the same limitations in amount as are
now or may hereafter be applicable to the United States Customs
Court.

(e) TERM OF OFFICE.-The terms of office of the sixteen members
first taking office after June 1, 1926, shall expire, as designated by the
President at the time of nomination, four at the end of the sixth year,
four at the end of the eighth year, four at the end of the tenth year,
and four at the end of the twelfth year, after June 2 1926. The terms
of office of all successors shall expire twelve years after the expiration
of the terms for which their predecessors were appointed; but any
member appointed to fill a vacancy occurring prior to the expiration
of the term for which his predecessor was appointed shall be appointed
only for the unexpired term of his predecessor.

(f) REM1OVAL FROM OFFICE.-Members of the Board may be removed
by the President, after notice and opportunity for public hearing, for
inefficiency, neglect of duty, or malfeasance in office, but for no other
cause.

(g) DISBARMENT OF REMOVED MEMBERS.-A member of the Board
removed from office in accordance with subsection (f) shall not be
permitted at any time to practice before the Board.
SEC. 1103. ORGANIZATION.

(a) SEAL.-The Board shall have a seal which shall be judicially
noticed.

(b) DESIGNATION OF CHAIRMAN.-The Board shall at least biennially
designate a member to act as chairman.

(c) DIVISIONs.-The chairman may from time to time divide the
Board into divisions of one or more members, assign the members of
the Board thereto, and in case of a division of more than one member,
designate the chief thereof. If a division, as a result of a vacancy or
the absence or inability of a member assigned thereto to serve thereon,
is composed of less than the number of members designated for the
division, the chairman may assign other members to the division or
direct the division to proceed with the transaction of business without
awaiting any additional assignment of members thereto.

(d) QUORUM.-A majority of the members of the Board or of any
division thereof shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of the
business of the Board or of the division, respectively. A vacancy in
the Board or in any division thereof shall not impair the powers nor
affect the duties of the Board or division nor of the remaining members
of the Board or division, respectively.
SEC. 1104. OFFICES.

The principal office of the Board shall be in the District of Columbia,
but the Board or any of its divisions may sit at any place within the
United States. The Secretary of the Treasury shall provide the Board
with suitable rooms in courthouses or other buildings when necessary
for hearings by the Board, or any division thereof, outside the District
of Columbia.
SEC. 1105. TIMES AND PLACES OF MEETINGS.

The times and places of the meetings of the Board and of its divi-
sions shall be prescribed by the chairman with a view to securing rea-
sonable opportunity to taxpayers to appear before the Board or any
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of its divisions, with as little inconvenience and expense to taxpayers
as is practicable.

Part II-Procedure

SEC. 1110. FEE FOR FILING PETITION.
The Board is authorized to impose a fee in an amount not in excess

of $10 to be fixed by the Board for the filing of any petition for the
redetermination of a deficiency.
SEC. 1111. RULES OF PRACTICE, PROCEDURE, AND EVIDENCE.

The proceedings of the Board and its divisions shall be conducted
in accordance with such rules of practice and procedure (other than
rules of evidence) as the Board may prescribe and in accordance with
the rules of evidence applicable in the courts of the District of
Columbia in the type of proceedings which prior to September 16,
1938, were within the jurisdiction of the courts of equity of said
District.
SEC. 1112. BURDEN OF PROOF IN FRAUD CASES.

In any proceeding involving the issue whether the petitioner has
been guilty of fraud with intent to evade tax, the burden of proof
in respect of such issue shall be upon the Commissioner.
SEC. 1113. SERVICE OF PROCESS.

The mailing by registered mail of any pleading, decision, order,
notice, or process in respect of proceedings before the Board shall be
held sufficient service of such pleading, decision, order, notice, or
process.
SEC. 1114. ADMINISTRATION OF OATHS AND PROCUREMENT OF TES-

TIMONY.
For the efficient administration of the functions vested in the Board

or any division thereof, any member of the Board, or any employee
of the Board designated in writing for the purpose by the chairman,
may administer oaths, and any member of the Board may examine
witnesses and require, by subpoena ordered by the Board or any divi-
sion thereof and signed by the member, (1) the attendance and
testimony of witnesses, and the production of all necessary returns,
books, papers documents, correspondence, and other evidence, from
any place in the United States at any designated place of hearing, or
(2) the taking of a deposition before any designated individual com-
petent to administer oaths under this title. In the case of a deposition
the testimony shall be reduced to writing by the individual taking
the deposition or under his direction and shall then be subscribed by
the deponent.
SEC. 1115. WITNESS FEES.

(a) AMOUNT.-Any witness summoned or whose deposition is
taken under section 1114 shall receive the same fees and mileage as
witnesses in courts of the United States.

(b) PAYMENT.-Such fees and mileage and the expenses of taking
any such deposition shall be paid as follows:

(1) WITNESSES FOR COMMISSIONER.-In the case of witnesses for
the Commissioner, such payments shall be made by the Secretary
out of any moneys appropriated for the collection of internal-
revenue taxes, and may be made in advance.

(2) OTHER wITNESSES.-In the case of any other witnesses such
payments shall be made, subject to rules prescribed by the hoard,
by the party at whose instance the witness appears or the deposi-
tion is taken.

SEC. 1116. HEARINGS.
Notice and opportunity to be heard upon any proceeding instituted

before the Board shall be given to the taxpayer and the Commis-
sioner. If an opportunity to be heard upon thle proceeding is given
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before a division of the Board, neither the taxpayer nor the Commis-
sioner shall be entitled to notice and opportunity to be heard before
the Board upon review, except upon a specific order of the chairman.
Hearings before the Board and its divisions shall be open to the
public, and the testimony, and, if the Board so requires, the argument
shall be stenographically reported. The Board is authorized to con-
tract (by renewal of contract or otherwise) for the reporting of such
hearings, and in such contract to fix the terms and conditions under
which transcripts will be supplied by the contractor to the Board and
to other persons and agencies.
SEC. 1117. REPORTS AND DECISIONS.

(a) REQUIREMENT.-A report upon any proceeding instituted be-
fore the Board and a decision thereon shall be made as quickly as
practicable. The decision shall be made by a member in accordance
with the report of the Board, and such decision so made shall, when
entered, be the decision of the Board.

(b) INCLUSION OF FINDINGS OF FACT OR OPINIONS IN REPORT.-It
shall be the duty of the Board and of each division to include in its
report upon any proceeding its findings of fact or opinion or memo-
randum opinion. The Board shall report in writing all its findings
of fact, opinions and memorandum opinions.

(c) DATE or DECISION.-A decision of the Board (except a decision
dismissing a proceeding for lack of jurisdiction) shall be held to be
rendered upon the date that an order specifying the amount of the
deficiency is entered in the records of the Board. If the Board dis-
misses a proceeding for reasons other than lack of jurisdiction and is
unable from the record to determine the amount of the deficiency
determined by the Commissioner, or if the Board dismisses a pro-
ceeding for lack of jurisdiction, an order to that effect shall be
entered in the records of the Board, and the decision of the Board
shall be held to be rendered upon the date of such entry.

(d) EFFECT OF DECISION DISMISSING PETITION.-If a petition for a
redetermination of a deficiency has been filed by the taxpayer, a deci-
sion of the Board dismissing the proceeding shall be considered as its
decision that the deficiency is the amount determined by the Commis-
sioner. An order specifying such amount shall be entered in the
records of the Board unless the Board can not determine such amount
from the record in the proceeding, or unless the dismissal is for lack
of jurisdiction.

(e) EFFECT OF DECISION THAT TAX Is BARRED BY LIMITATION.-If
the assessment or collection of any tax is barred by any statute of
limitations, the decision of the Board to that effect shall be considered
as its decision that there is no deficiency in respect of such tax.

(f) FINDINGS OF FACT AS EVIDENCE.-The findings of the Board
made in connection with any decision prior to February 26, 1926 shall,
notwithstanding the enactment of the Revenue Act of 1926, 44 Stat. 9,
continue to be prima facie evidence of the facts therein stated.

(g) PROCEEDING FRIVOLOus.-Whenever it appears to the Board that
proceedings before it have been instituted by the taxpayer merely for
delay, damages in an amount not in excess of $500 shall be awarded
to the United States by the Board in its decision. Damages so
awarded shall be assessed at the same time as the deficiency and shall
be paid upon notice and demand from the collector, and shall be
collected as a part of the tax.

(h) CRoss REFRENCES.-
(1) For special provisions relating to reports of divisions, see section

1118.
(2) For publication of reports, see section 1121.

SEC. 1118. PROVISIONS OF SPECIAL APPLICATION TO DIVISIONS.
(a) HEARINGS, DETERMINATIONS, AND REPORTS.-A division shall

hear, and make a determination upon, any proceeding instituted be-
fore the Board and any motion in connection therewith, assigned to
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before a division of the Board, neither the taxpayer nor the Commis-
sioner shall be entitled to notice and opportunity to be heard before 
the Board upon review, except upon a specific order of the chairman. 
Hearings before the Board and its divisions shall be open to the 
public, and the testimony, and, if the Board so requires, the argument 
shall be stenographically reported. The Board is authorized to con-
tract (by renewal of contract or otherwise) for the reporting of such 
hearings, and in such contract to fix the terms and conditions under 
which transcripts will be supplied by the contractor to the Board and 
to other persons and agencies. 
SEC. 1117. REPORTS AND DECISIONS. 

(a) BEQUIREMENT.—A report upon any proceeding instituted be-
fore the Board and a decision thereon shall be made as quickly as 
practicable. The decision shall be made by a member in accordance 
with the report of the Board, and such decision so made shall, when 
entered, be the decision of the Board. 

(b) INCLUSION OF FINDINGS OF FACT OR OPINIONS IN REPORT.—It 
shall be the duty of the Board and of each division to include in its 
report upon any proceeding its findings of fact or opinion or memo-
randum opinion. The Board shall report in writing all its findings 
of fact, opinions and memorandum opinions. 

(c) DATE or DECISION.—A decision of the Board (except a decision 
dismissing a proceeding for lack of jurisdiction) shall be held to be 
rendered upon the date that an order specifying the amount of the 
deficiency is entered in the records of the Board. If the Board dis-
misses a proceeding for reasons other than lack of jurisdiction and is 
unable from the record to determine the amount of the deficiency 
determined by the Commissioner, or if the Board dismisses a pro-
ceeding for lack of jurisdiction, an order to that effect shall be 
entered in the records of the Board, and the decision of the Board 
shall be held to be rendered upon the date of such entry. 

(d) EFFECT or DECISION Dismissixo Prrinoic.—If a petition for a 
redetermination of a deficiency has been filed by the taxpayer, a deci-
sion of the Board dismissing the proceeding shall be considered as its 
decision that the deficiency is the amount determined by the Commis-
sioner. An order specifying such amount shall be entered in the 
records of the Board unless the Board can not determine such amount 
from the record in the proceeding, or unless the dismissal is for lack 
of jurisdiction. 

(e) EFFECT OF DECISION THAT TAX IS BARRED BY LIMITATION.—If 
the assessment or collection of any tax is barred by any statute of 
limitations, the decision of the Board to that effect shall be considered 
as its decision that there is no deficiency in respect of such tax. 

(f) FINDINGS OF FACT AS EVIDENCE.—The findings of the Board 
made in connection with any decision prior to February 26, 1926 shall, 
notwithstanding the enactment of the Revenue Act of 1926, 44 Stat. 9, 
continue to be prima facie evidence of the facts therein stated. 

(g) PROCEEDING FmvoLous.—Whenever it appears to the Board that 
proceedings before it have been instituted by the taxpayer merely for 
delay, damages in an amount not in excess of $500 shall be awarded 
to the United States by the Board in its decision. Damages so 
awarded shall be assessed at the same time as the deficiency and shall 
be paid upon notice and demand from the collector, and shall be 
collected as a part of the tax. 

(h) CROSS REFERENCES.— 
(1) For special provisions relating to reports of divisions, see section 

1118. 
(2) For publication of reports, see section 1121. 

SEC. 1118. PROVISIONS OF SPECIAL APPLICATION TO DIVISIONS. 
(a) HEARINGS, DETERMINATIONS, AND REPORTS.—A division shall 

hear, and make a determination upon, any proceeding instituted be-
fore the Board and any motion in connection therewith, assigned to 
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such division by the chairman, and shall make a report of any such
determination which constitutes its final disposition of the proceeding.

(b) EFFECT OF ACTION BY A DIVISION.-The report of the division
shall become the report of the Board within 30 days after such report
by the division, unless within such period the chairman has directed
that such report shall be reviewed by the Board. Any preliminary
action by a division which does not form the basis for the entry of the
final decision shall not be subject to review by the Board except in
accordance with such rules as the Board may prescribe. The report
of a division shall not be a part of the record in any case in which
the chairman directs that such report shall be reviewed by the Board.
SEC. 1119. PROVISIONS OF SPECIAL APPLICATION TO TRANSFEREES.

(a) BuRiDEN OF PRooF.-In proceedings before the Board the bur-
den of proof shall be upon the Commissioner to show that a petitioner
is liable as a transferee of property of a taxpayer, but not to show that
the taxpayer was liable for the tax.

(b) EVIDENCE.-Upon application to the Board, a transferee of
property of a taxpayer shall be entitled, under rules prescribed by the
Board, to a preliminary examination of books, papers, documents,
correspondence, and other evidence of the taxpayer or a preceding
transferee of the taxpayer's property, if the transferee making the
application is a petitioner before the Board for the redetermination of
his liability in respect of the tax (including interest, penalties, addi-
tional amounts, and additions to the tax provided by law) imposed
upon the taxpayer. Upon such application the Board may require
by subpoena, ordered by the Board or any division thereof and signed
by a member, the production of all such books, papers, documents,
correspondence, and other evidence within the United States the pro-
duction of which, in the opinion of the Board or division thereof, is
necessary to enable the transferee to ascertain the liability of the tax-
payer or preceding transferee and will not result in undue hardship
to the taxpayer or preceding transferee. Such examination shall be
had at such time and place as may be designated in the subpoena.
SEC. 1120. PUBLICITY OF PROCEEDINGS.

All reports of the Board and all evidence received by the Board and
its divisions, including a transcript of the stenographic report of the
hearings, shall be public records open to the inspection of the public;
except that after the decision of the Board in any proceeding has be-
come final the Board may, upon motion of the taxpayer or the Com-
missioner, permit the withdrawal by the party entitled thereto of
originals of books, documents, and records, and of models, diagrams,
and other exhibits, introduced in evidence before the Board or any
division; or the Board may, on its own motion, make such other dis-
position thereof as it deems advisable.
SEC 1121. PUBLICATION OF REPORTS.

The Board shall provide for the publication of its reports at the
Government Printing Office in such form and manner as may be best
adapted for public information and use, and such authorized publica-
tion shall be competent evidence of the reports of the Board therein
contained in all courts of the United States and of the several States
without any further proof or authentication thereof. Such reports
shall be subject to sale in the same manner and upon the same terms
as other public documents.

Part III-Miscellaneous Provisions

SEC. 1130. EMPLOYEES.
(a) APPorNTMENT AND COMPEN'SATON.-The Board is authorized

in accordance with the civil service laws to appoint, and in accord-
ance with the Classification Act of 1923, 42 Stat. 1488 (U. S. C.,
Title 5, § 13) as amended to fix the compensation of, such employees
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such division by the chairman, and shall make a report of any such 
determination which constitutes its final disposition of the proceeding. 

(b) ErrEar OF AcrioN BY A DIVISION.—The report of the division 
shall become the report of the Board within 30 days after such report 
by the division, unless within such period the chairman has directed 
that such report shall be reviewed by the Board. Any preliminary 
action by a division which does not form the basis for the entry of the 
final decision shall not be subject to review by the Board except in 
accordance with such rules as the Board may prescribe. The report 
of a division shall not be a part of the record in any case in which 
the chairman directs that such report shall be reviewed by the Board. 
SEC. 1119. PROVISIONS OF SPECIAL APPLICATION TO TRANSFEREES. 

(a) BURDEN or PROOF.—In proceedings before the Board the bur-
den of proof shall be upon the Commissioner to show that a petitioner 
is liable as a transferee of property of a taxpayer, but not to show that 
the taxpayer was liable for the tax. 

(b) EVIDENCE.—Upon application to the Board, a transferee of 
property of a taxpayer shall be entitled, under rules prescribed by the 
Board, to a preliminary examination of books, papers, documents, 
correspondence, and other evidence of the taxpayer or a preceding 
transferee of the taxpayer's property, if the transferee making the 
application is a petitioner before the Board for the redetermination of 
his liability in respect of the tax (including interest, penalties, addi-
tional amounts, and additions to the tax provided by law) imposed 
upon the taxpayer. Upon such application the Board may require 
by subpcena, ordered by the Board or any division thereof and signed 
by a member, the production of all such books, papers, documents, 
correspondence, and other evidence within the United States the pro-
duction of which, in the opinion of the Board or division thereof, is 
necessary to enable the transferee to ascertain the liability of the tax-
payer or preceding transferee and will not result in undue hardship 
to the taxpayer or preceding transferee. Such examination shall be 
had at such time and place as may be designated in the subpcena. 
SEC. 1120. PUBLICITY OF PROCEEDINGS. 

All reports of the Board and all evidence received by the Board and 
its divisions, including a transcript of the stenographic report of the 
hearings, shall be public records open to the inspection of the public; 
except that after the decision of the Board in any proceeding has be-
come final the Board may, upon motion of the taxpayer or the Com-
missioner, permit the withdrawal by the party entitled thereto of 
originals of books, documents, and records, and of models, diagrams, 
and other exhibits, introduced in evidence before the Board or any 
division; or the Board may, on its own motion, make such other dis-
position thereof as it deems advisable. 
SEC. 1121. PUBLICATION OF REPORTS. 

The Board shall provide for the publication of its reports at the 
Government Printing Office in such form and manner as may be best 
adapted for public information and use, and such authorized publica-
tion shall be competent evidence of the reports of the Board therein 
contained in all courts of the United States and of the several States 
without any further proof or authentication thereof. Such reports 
shall be subject to sale in the same manner and upon the same terms 
as other public documents. 

Part III—Miscellaneous Provisions 

SEC. 1130. EMPLOYEES. 

(a) ArPonTrAtExT AND ComrENsivriox.—The Board is authorized 
in accordance with the civil service laws to appoint, and in accord-
ance with the Classification Act of 1923, 42 Stat. 1488 (U. S. C., 
Title 5, § 13) as amended to fix the compensation of, such employees 
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as may be necessary efficiently to execute the functions vested in the
Board.

(b) EXPENSES FOR TRAVEL AND SBSISTENCE.-The employees of the
Board shall receive their necessary traveling expenses, and expenses
for subsistence while traveling on duty and away from their desig-
nated stations, as provided in the Subsistence Expense Act of 1926,
44 Sat. 688 (U. S. C., Title 5, c. 16).
SEC. 1131. EXPENDITURES.

The Board is authorized to make such expenditures (including ex-
penditures for personal services and rent at the seat of Government
and elsewhere, and for law books, books of reference, and periodicals),
as may be necessary efficiently to execute the functions vested in the
Board. All expenditures of the Board shall be allowed and paid,
out of any moneys appropriated for the purposes of the Board, upon
presentation of itemized vouchers therefor signed by the chairman.
SEC. 1132. DISPOSITION OF FEES.

All fees received by the Board shall be covered into the Treasury as
miscellaneous receipts. Section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C.,
Title 41, § 5) shall not be construed to apply to any purchase or service
rendered for the Board when the aggregate amount involved does not
exceed the sum of $25.
SEC. 1133. FEE FOR TRANSCRIPT OF RECORD.

The Board is authorized to fix a fee, not in excess of the fee fixed
by law to be charged and collected therefor by the clerks of the
district courts, for comparing, or for preparing and comparing, a
transcript of the record, or for copying any record, entry, or other
paper and the comparison and certification thereof.

SUBCHAPTER B-COURT REVIEW OF BOARD DECISIONS

SEC. 1140. DATE WHEN BOARD DECISION BECOMES FINAL
The decision of the Board shall become final-
(a) PETITION FOR REVIEW NOT FILED ON TIME.-Upon the expiration

of the time allowed for filing a petition for review, if no such petition
has been duly filed within such time; or

(b) DECISION AFFIRMED OR PETITION FOR REVIEW DISMISSED.-
(1) PETITION FOR CERTIORARI NOT FILED ON TIME.-Upon the ex-

piration of the time allowed for filing a petition for certiorari, if
the decision of the Board has been affirmed or the petition for
review dismissed by the Circuit Court of Appeals and no petition
for certiorari has been duly filed; or

(2) PETITION FOR CERTIORARI DENIED.-Upon the denial of a peti-
tion for certiorari, if the decision of the Board has been affirmed
or the petition for review dismissed by the Circuit Court of
Appeals; or

(3) AFTER MANDATE OF SUPREME COURT.-Upon the expiration of
30 days from the date of issuance of the mandate of the Supreme
Court, if such Court directs that the decision of the Board be
affirmed or the petition for review dismissed.
(c) DECISION MODIFIED OR REVERSED.-

(1) UPON MANDATE OF SUPREME ComRT.-If the Supreme Court
directs that the decision of the Board be modified or reversed, the
decision of the Board rendered in accordance with the mandate of
the Supreme Court shall become final upon the expiration of 30
days from the time it was rendered, unless within such 30 days either
the Commissioner or the taxpayer has instituted proceedings to
have such decision corrected to accord with the mandate, in which
event the decision of the Board shall become final when so corrected.

(2) UPON MANDATE OF THE CIBCur COURT OF APPEAIS.-If the
decision of the Board is modified or reversed by the Circuit Court
of Appeals, and if (1) the time allowed for filing a petition for
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as may be necessary efficiently to execute the functions vested in the 
Board. 

(b) EXPENSES FOR TRAvEL AND SUBSIsTENCE.—The employees of the 
Board shall receive their necessary traveling expenses, and expenses 
for subsistence while traveling on duty and away from their desig-
nated stations as provided in the Subsistence Expense Act of 1926, 
44 Sat. 688 (11. S. C., Title 5, c. 16). 
SEC. 1131. EXPENDITURES. 
The Board is authorized to make such expenditures (including ex-

penditures for personal services and rent at the seat of Government 
and elsewhere, and for law books, books of reference, and periodicals), 
as may be necessary efficiently to execute the functions vested in the 
Board. All expenditures of the Board shall be allowed and paid, 
out of any moneys appropriated for the purposes of the Board, upon 
presentation of itemized vouchers therefor signed by the chairman. 
SEC. 1132. DISPOSITION OF FEES. 
All fees received by the Board shall be covered into the Treasury as 

miscellaneous receipts. Section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., 
Title 41, § 5) shall not be construed to apply to any purchase or service 
rendered for the Board when the aggregate amount involved does not 
exceed the sum of $25. 
SEC. 1133. FEE FOR TRANSCRIPT OF RECORD. 
The Board is authorized to fix a fee, not in excess of the fee fixed 

by law to be charged and collected therefor by the clerks of the 
district courts for comparing, or for preparing and comparing, a 
transcript of ale record, or for copying any record, entry, or other 
paper and the comparison and certification thereof. 

SUBCHAPTER B—COURT REVIEW OF BOARD DECISIONS 

SEC. 1140. DATE WHEN BOARD DECISION BECOMES FINAL 
The decision of the Board shall become final— 
(a) PETITION FOR REVIEW NOT FILED ON TIME.—Upon the expiration 

of the time allowed for filing a petition for review, if no such petition 
has been duly filed within such time; or 

(b) DECIsiON AFFIRMED on PETITION FOR REVIEW DISMISSED.— 
(1) PETITION FOR chwilORARI NOT FILED ON TIME.—Upon the ex-

Oration of the time allowed for filing a petition for certiorari, if 
the decision of the Board has been affirmed or the petition for 
review dismissed by the Circuit Court of Appeals and no petition 
for certiorari has been duly filed; or 

(2) PETITION FOR CERTIORARI DENIED.—Upon the denial of a peti-
tion for certiorari, if the decision of the Board has been affirmed 
or the petition for review dismissed by the Circuit Court of 
Appeals; or 

(3) AFilat MANDATE OF SUPREME Comm—Upon the expiration of 
30 days from the date of issuance of the mandate of the Supreme 
Court, if such Court directs that the decision of the Board be 
affirmed or the petition for review dismiqsed. 
(C) DECISION MODIFIED OR REVERSED.— 

(1) UPON MANDATE OF SITITEME COURT.—If the Supreme Court 
directs that the decision of the Board be modified or reversed, the 
decision of the Board rendered in accordance with the mandate of 
the Supreme Court shall become final upon the expiration of 30 
days from the time it was rendered, unless within such 30 days either 
the Commissioner or the taxpayer has instituted proceedings to 
have such decision corrected to accord with the mandate, in which 
event the decision of the Board shall become final when so corrected. 

(2) UPON MANDATE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT or ArrEALs.—If the 
decision of the Board is modified or reversed by the Circuit Court 
of Appeals, and if (1) the time allowed for filing a petition for 
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certiorari has expired and no such petition has been duly filed, or (2)
the petition for certiorari has been denied, or (3) the decision of the
Court has been affirmed by the Supreme Court, then the decision of
the Board rendered in accordance with the mandate of the Circuit
Court of Appeals shall become final on the expiration of 30 days
from the time such decision of the Board was rendered, unless within
such 30 days either the Commissioner or the taxpayer has instituted
proceedings to have such decision corrected so that it will accord
with the mandate, in which event the decision of the Board shall
become final when so corrected.
(d) RETHFRING.-If the Supreme Court orders a rehearing; or if

the case is remanded by the Circuit Court of Appeals to the Board
for a rehearing, and if (1) the time allowed for filing a petition for
certiorari has expired, and no such petition has been duly filed, or
(2) the petition for certiorari has been denied, or (3) the decision
of the Court has been affirmed by the Supreme Court, then the de-
cision of the Board rendered upon such rehearing shall become final
in the same manner as though no prior decision of the Board had been
rendered.

(e) DEINITIONS.-As used in this section-
(1) CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALs-The term "Circuit Court of

Appeals" includes the United States Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia;

(2) MANDATE.-The term "mandate," in case a mandate has been
recalled prior to the expiration of 30 days from the date of issuance
thereof, means the final mandate.

SEC. 1141. COURTS OF REVIEW.
(a) JURISDIcTIoN.-The Circuit Courts of Appeals and the United

States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia shall have ex-
clusive jurisdiction to review the decisions of the Board, except as
provided in section 239 of the Judicial Code, as amended, 43 Stat.
938 (U. S. C., Title 28, § 346); and the judgment of any such
court shall be final, except that it shall be subject to review by
the Supreme Court of the United States upon certiorari, in the man-
ner provided in section 240 of the Judicial Code, as amended, 43 Stat.
938 (U. S. C., Title 28, § 347).

(b) VENUE.-
(1) IN GENERAL.-Except as provided in paragraph 2, such de-

cisions may be reviewed by the Circuit Court of Appeals for the
circuit in which is located the collector's office to which was made
the return of the tax in respect of which the liability arises or, if
no return was made, then by the United States Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia.

(2) BY AGREEMENT.-Notwithstanding the provisions of para-
graph 1, such decisions may be reviewed by any circuit court of
appeals, or the United States Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia which may be designated by the Commissioner and the
taxpayer by stipulation in writing.

(3) APPLICATION OF SUBSECTION.-This subsection shall be ap-
plicable to all decisions of the Board rendered on and after May 10,
1934, and section 1002 of the Revenue Act of 1926, 44 Stat. 110,
as in force prior to May 10, 1934, shall be applicable to such deci-
sions rendered prior thereto, except that paragraph 2 of this sub-
section may be applied to any such decision rendered prior to May
10, 1934.
(c) POWERS.-

(1) To AFFIRM, MODIFY, OR REVERSE.-Upon such review, such
courts shall have power to affirm or, if the decision of the Board is
not in accordance with law, to modify or to reverse the decision of
the Board, with or without remanding the case for a rehearing, as
justice may require.
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certiorari has expired and no such petition has been duly filed, or (2) 
the petition for certiorari has been denied, or (3) the decision of the 
Court has been affirmed by the Supreme Court, then the decision of 
the Board rendered in accordance with the mandate of the Circuit 
Court of Appeals shall become final on the expiration of 30 days 
from the time such decision of the Board was rendered, unless within 
such 30 days either the Commissioner or the taxpayer has instituted 
proceedings to have such decision corrected so that it will accord 
with the mandate, in which event the decision of the Board shall 
become final when so corrected. 
(d) REHEARING.— If the Supreme Court orders a rehearing; or if 

the case is remanded by the Circuit Court of Appeals to the Board 
for a rehearing, and if (1) the time allowed for filing a petition for 
certiorari has expired, and no such petition has been duly filed, or 
(2) the petition for certiorari has been denied, or (3) the decision 
of the Court has been affirmed by the Supreme Court, then the de-
cision of the Board rendered upon such rehearing shall become final 
in the same manner as though no prior decision of the Board had been 
rendered. 

(e) DEriNmoNs.—As used in this section— 
(1) CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS—The term "Circuit Court of 

Appeals" includes the United States Court of Appeals for the 
District of Columbia; 

(2) MANDA'EE.—The term "mandate" in case a mandate has been 
recalled prior to the expiration of 30 days from the date of issuance 
thereof, means the final mandate. 

SEC. 1141. COURTS OF REVIEW. 
(a) JumsmerioN.—The Circuit Courts of Appeals and the United 

States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia shall have ex-
clusive jurisdiction to review the decisions of the Board, except as 
provided in section 239 of the Judicial Code, as amended, 43 Stat. 
938 (U. S. C., Title 28, § 346) ; and the judgment of any such 
court shall be final, except that it shall be subject to review by 
the Supreme Court of the United States upon certiorari, in the man-
lier provided in section 240 of the Judicial Code, as amended, 43 Stat. 
938 (U. S. C., Title 28, § 347). 

(b) VENUE.— 
(1) IN GENERAL— Except as provided in paragraph 2, such de-

cisions may be reviewed by the Circuit Court of Appeals for the 
circuit in which is located the collector's office to which was made 
the return of the tax in respect of which the liability arises or, if 
no return was made, then by the United States Court of Appeals for 
the District of Columbia. 

(2) BY AGREEMENT.— Notwithstanding the provisions of para-
graph 1, such decisions may be reviewed by any circuit court of 
appeals, or the United States Court of Appeals for the District of 
Columbia, which may be designated by the Commissioner and the 
taxpayer by stipulation in writing. 

(3) APPLICATION or SUBSECTION.— This subsection shall be ap-
plicable to all decisions of the Board rendered on and after May 10, 
1934, and section 1002 of the Revenue Act of 1926, 44 Stat. 110, 
as in force prior to May 10, 1934, shall be applicable to such deci-
sions rendered prior thereto, except that paragraph 2 of this sub-
section may be applied to any such decision rendered prior to May 
10, 1934. 
(c) POWERS.— 

(1) To A} runr, monr7r, on REvBasE.—Upon such review, such 
courts shall have power to affirm or, if the decision of the Board is 
not in accordance with law' to modify or to reverse the decision of 
the Board, with or without remanding the case for a rehearing, as 
justice may require. 
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(2) To MAKE RnLES.-Such courts are authorized to adopt rules
for the filing of the petition for review, the preparation of the
record for review, and the conduct of proceedings upon such review.

(3) To REQUIRE ADDITIONAL SECTRITT.-Nothing in section 1145
shall be construed as relieving the petitioner from making or filing
such undertakings as the court may require as a condition of or in
connection with the review.

(4) To IMPOSE DAMAGES.-The Circuit Court of Appeals, the
United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia, and
the Supreme Court shall have power to impose damages in any case
where the decision of the Board is affirmed and it appears that the
petition was filed merely for delay.

SEC. 1142. PETITION FOR REVIEW.
The decision of the Board rendered after February 26, 1926 (except

as provided in subdivision (j) of section 283 and in subdivision (h) of
section 318 of the Revenue Act of 1926, 44 Stat. 65, 83, relating to
hearings before the Board prior to February 26, 1926) may be re-
viewed by a Circuit Court of Appeals, or the United States Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia, as provided in section 1141, if
a petition for such review is filed by either the Commissioner or the
taxpayer within three months after the decision is rendered, or, in the
case of a decision rendered on or before June 6, 1932, within six
months after the decision is rendered.
SEC. 1143. CHANGE OF COMMISSIONER.

When the incumbent of the office of Commissioner changes, no sub-
stitution of the name of his successor shall be required in proceedings
pending after May 10, 1934, before any appellate court reviewing the
action of the Board.
SEC. 1144. CROSS REFERENCE.

For authority of the Board to fix fees for transcripts of records, see
section 1133.

SEC. 1145. BOND TO STAY ASSESSMENT AND COLLECTION.
Notwithstanding any provision of law imposing restrictions on the

assessment and collection of deficiencies, the review under section 1142
shall not operate as a stay of assessment or collection of any portion
of the amount of the deficiency determined by the Board unless a peti-
tion for review in respect of such portion is duly filed by the taxpayer,
and then only if the taxpayer (1) on or before the time his petition for
review is filed has filed with the Board a bond in a sum fixed by the
Board not exceeding double the amount of the portion of the deficiency
in respect of which the petition for review is filed, and with surety
approved by the Board, conditioned upon the payment of the defi-
ciency as finally determined, together with any interest additional
amounts, or additions to the tax provided for by law, or (2) has filed
a jeopardy bond under the income or estate tax laws. If as a result
of a waiver of the restrictions on the assessment and collection of a
deficiency any part of the amount determined by the Board is paid
after the filing of the review bond, such bond shall, at the request of
the taxpayer, be proportionately reduced.
SEC. 1146. REFUND, CREDIT, OR ABATEMENT OF AMOUNTS DISAL.

LOWED.
In cases where assessment or collection has not been stayed by the

filing of a bond, then if the amount of the deficiency determined by
the Board is disallowed in whole or in part by the court, the amount
so disallowed shall be credited or refunded to the taxpayer, without
the making of claim therefor, or, if collection has not been made, shall
be abated.
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(2) To atAicr, maLEs.—Such courts are authorized to adopt rules 
for the filing of the petition for review, the preparation of the 
record for review, and the conduct of proceedings upon such review. 

(3) To REQUIRE ADDITIONAL SECURITY.—Nothing in section 1145 
shall be construed as relieving the petitioner from making or filing 
such undertakings as the court may require as a condition of or in 
connection with the review. 

(4) To IMPOSE DAMAGES.—The Circuit Court of Appeals, the 
United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia, and 
the Supreme Court shall have power to impose damages in any case 
where the decision of the Board is affirmed and it appears that the 
petition was filed merely for delay. 

SEC. 1142. PETITION FOR REVIEW. 

The decision of the Board rendered after February 26, 1926 (except 
as provided in subdivision (j) of section 283 and in subdivision (h) of 
section 318 of the Revenue Act of 1926, 44 Stat. 65, 83, relating to 
hearings before the Board prior to February 26, 1926) may be re-
viewed by a Circuit Court of Appeals, or the United States Court of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia, as provided in section 1141, if 
a petition for such review is filed by either the Commissioner or the 
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CHAPTER 6.-CAPITAL STOCK

SEC. 1200. TAX.
(a) DOMESTIC CORPORATIONs.-For each year ending June 30, be-

ginning with the year ending June 30, 1939, there shall be imposed
upon every domestic corporation with respect to carrying on or doing
business for any part of such year an excise tax of $1 for each $1,000
of the adjusted declared value of its capital stock.

(b) FOREIGN CORPORATIONS.-For each year ending June 30, begin-
ning with the year ending June 30, 1939, there shall be imposed upon
every foreign corporation with respect to carrying on or doing business
in the United States for any part of such year an excise tax equivalent
to $1 for each $1,000 of the adjusted declared value of capital employed
in the transaction of its business in the United States.
SEC. 1201. EXEMPTIONS.

(a) The taxes imposed by section 1200 shall not apply-
(1) CORPORATIONS EXEMPT FROM INCOME TAX.--T any corpora-

tion enumerated in section 101;
(2) INSURANCE COMPANIES.-To any insurance company subject

to the tax imposed by section 201, 204, or 207.
(b) COMMON TRUST FUNDS.-

For exemption of common trust funds from the capital stock tax, see
section 169 (b) of chapter 1.

SEC. 1202. ADJUSTED DECLARED VALUE.

(a) DECLARATION YEAR.-
(1) The adjusted declared value shall be determined with respect

to three-year periods beginning with the year ending June 30, 1938,
and each third year thereafter. The first year of each such three-
year period, or, in case of a corporation not subject to the tax
imposed for such year, the first year of such three-year period for
which the corporation is subject to such tax, shall constitute a
"declaration year."

(2) For the declaration year of the first three-year period the
adjusted declared value shall be the value as declared by the cor-
poration in its return under section 601 of the Revenue Act of
1938, 52 Stat. 565, for the year ended June 30, 1938, or in the case
of a corporation not subject to the tax imposed for such year, the
value as declared in its return filed under this chapter for the
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first year with respect to which it is subject to the tax. For each
subsequent three-year period, the adjusted declared value for a
declaration year shall be the value as declared by the corporation
in its return for such declaration year. The value declared by a
corporation in its return for a declaration year (which declaration
of value cannot be amended) shall be as of the close of its last
income-tax taxable year ending with or prior to the close of such
declaration year (or as of the date of organization in the case of
a corporation having no income-tax taxable year ending with or
prior to the close of such declaration year).
(b) SUBSEQUENT YEARS.--

(1) DOMESTIC CORPORATIONS.-For each year of any three-year
period subsequent to the declaration year, the adjusted declared
value in the case of a domestic corporation shall be the value de-
clared in the return for the declaration year plus-

(A) the cash, and the fair market value of property, paid in
for stock or shares,

(B) paid-in surplus and contributions to capital,
(C) its net income,
(D) its income wholly exempt from Federal income tax, and
E) the amount, if any, by which the deduction for depletion

exceeds the amount which would be allowable if computed with-
out regard to discovery value or to percentage depletion, under
section 114 (b) (2), (3), or (4) of chapter 1 or a corresponding
section of a later Revenue Act;

and minus-
(i) the cash, and the fair market value of property, distrib-

uted to shareholders,
(ii) the amount disallowed as a deduction by section 24 (a) (5)

of chapter 1 or a corresponding provision of a later Revenue
Act, and

(iii) the excess of the deductions allowable for income tax
purposes over its gross income.

The adjustments provided in this paragraph shall be made for
each income-tax taxable year included in the three-year period
from the date as of which the value was declared in the return
for the declaration year to the close of the last income-tax taxable
year endling with or prior to the close of the year for which
the tax is imposed by this section. The amount of such adjust-
ment for each such year shall be computed (on the basis of a
separate return) according to the income tax law applicable to
such year.
(2) FoREIGN CORPORATIONS.-For each year of any three-year

period subsequent to the declaration year, the adjusted declared
value in the case of a foreign corporation shall be the value
declared in the return for the declaration year adjusted (for the
same income-tax taxable years as in the case of a domestic cor-
poration), in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Com-
missioner with the approval of the Secretary, to reflect increases
or decreases in the capital employed in the transaction of its busi-
ness in the United States.
(c) CORIORALTIONS IN BANKRUPTCY OR RECEnERsVHIP.-The capital-

stock tax year beginning with or within an income-tax taxable year
within which bankruptcy or receivership, due to insolvency, of a
domestic corporation, is terminated shall constitute a declaration
year. In such case the adjusted declared value for any subsequent
year of the three-year period shall be determined on the basis of the
value declared in the return for such declaration year.

(d) CaEIrr FOR CHINA TXIAD ACT CORPORaTIONS.-For the purpose
of the tax imposed by section 1200 there shall be allowed in the case
of a corporation organized under the China Trade Act, 1922, 42 Stat.
849 (U. S. C., Title 15, c. 4), as a credit against the adjusted declared
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value of its capital stock, an amount equal to the proportion of such
adjusted declared value which the par value of the shares of stock
of the corporation, owned on the last day of the taxable year by (1)
persons resident in China, the United States, or possessions of the
United States, and (2) individual citizens of the United States or
China wherever resident, bears to the par value of the whole number
of shares of stock of the corporation outstanding on such date. For
the purposes of this subsection shares of stock of a corporation shall
be considered to be owned by the person in whom the equitable right
to the income from such shares is in good faith vested; and as used
in this subsection the term "China" shall have the same meaning as
when used in the China Trade Act, 1922.
SEC. 1203. RETURNS.

(a) REQUIREMENT.-Every corporation liable for tax under section
1200 shall make a return under oath. Such return shall contain such
information and be made in such manner as the Commissioner with
the approval of the Secretary may by regulations prescribe.

(b) TIME FOR FILING.
(1) GENERAL RULE.-Such return shall be made within one

month after the close of the year with respect to which such tax is
imposed.

(2) ExTNsIoN or TME.-The Commissioner may extend the time
for making the returns, under such rules and regulations as he may
prescribe with the approval of the Secretary, but no such exten-
sion shall be for more than sixty days.
(c) PLACE FOR FIINo.-The return shall be made to the collector

for the district in which is located the principal place of business of
the corporation, or, if it has no principal place of business in the
United States, then to the collector at Baltimore, Maryland.
SEC. 1204. PUBLICITY OF RETURNS.

Returns required to be filed for the purpose of the tax imposed by
section 1200 shall be open to inspection in the same manner, to the
same extent, and subject to the same provisions of law, including
penalties, as returns made under chapter 1, except that paragraph
(2) of subsections (b) and (f) of section 55 shall not apply.
SEC. 1205. PAYMENT OF TAX.

(a) TINE OF PAYMENT.-Thle tax shall, without assessment by the
Commissioner or notice from the collector, be due and payable to
the collector before the expiration of the period for filing the return.

(b) ExTENSION OF TIME.-The Commissioner may extend the time
for paying the taxes imposed by section 1200, under such rules and
regulations as he may prescribe with the approval of the Secretary,
but no such extension shall be for more than sixty days.
SEC. 1206. ADDITION TO THE TAX IN CASE OF DELINQUENCY.

If the tax is not paid when due, there shall be added as part of
the tax interest at the rate of 6 per centum per annum from the time
when the tax became due until paid.
SEC. 1207. OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE.

All provisions of law (including penalties) applicable in respect
of the taxes imposed by section 2700 shall, insofar as not inconsistent
with this chapter, be applicable in respect of the taxes imposed by
section 1200.
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CHAPTER 7-TAX ON TRANSFERS TO AVOID
INCOME TAX

SEC. 1250. IMPOSITION OF TAX.
There shall be imposed upon the transfer of stock or securities by a

citizen or resident of the United States, or by a domestic corporation
or partnership, or by a trust which is not a foreign trust, to a foreign
corporation as paid-in surplus or as a contribution to capital, or to a
foreign trust, or to a foreign partnership, an excise tax equal to 25
per centum of the excess of (1) the value of the stock or securities
so transferred over (2) its adjusted basis in the hands of the trans-
feror as determined under section 113 of the Revenue Act of 1932,
47 Stat. 198.
SEC. 1251. NONTAXABLE TRANSFERS.

The tax imposed by section 1250 shall not apply-
(a) if the transferee is an organization exempt from income tax

under section 103 of the Revenue Act of 1932; or
(b) if prior to the transfer it has been established to the satisfac-

tion of the Commissioner that such transfer is not in pursuance of a
plan having as one of its principal purposes the avoidance of Fed-
eral income taxes.
SEC. 1252. DEFINITION OF "FOREIGN TRUST."

A trust shall lbe considered a foreign trust within the meaning of
this chapter if, assuming a subsequent sale by the trustee, outside the
United States and for cash, of the property so transferred, the profit,
if any, from such sale would not be included in the gross income of
the trust under Title I of the Revenue Act of 1932.
SEC. 1253. PAYMENT AND COLLECTION.

(a) The tax imposed by section 1250 shall, without assessment or
notice and demand, be due and payable by the transferor at the time
of the transfer, and shall be assessed, collected, and paid under regu-
lations prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the
Secretary.

(b) Under regulations prescribed by the Commissioner with the
approval of the Secretary the tax may be abated, remitted, or re-
funded if after the transfer it has been established to the satisfaction
of the Commissioner that such transfer was not in pursuance of a
plan having as one of its principal purposes the avoidance of Federal
income taxes.

(c) All administrative, special, or stamp provisions of law, includ-
ing penalties and including the law relating to the assessment of
taxes, so far as applicable, shall be extended to and made a part of
this chapter.
SEC. 1254. PUBLICITY OF RETURNS.

For provisions with respect to publicity of returns under this chap-
ter, see subsection (a) (2) of section 55.
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CHAPTER 8-ALASKAN RAILROADS TAX
SEC. 1300. RATE OF TAX.

There shall be levied and collected, for each taxable year beginning
after December 31, 1938, a tax of one per centum on the gross annual
income of all railroad corporations doing business in Alaska, on
business done in Alaska.
SEC. 1301. ASSESSMENT AND COLLECTION OF TAX.

The tax imposed by section 1300 shall be computed and collected
in the manner provided in section II of the act of October 3 1913,
c. 16, 38 Stat. 114, 174. The proceeds of such tax when collected
shall be deposited into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts, and
amounts equal thereto are (1) authorized to be appropriated annually
from the general fund of the Treasury, (2) paid to the treasurer of
Alaska, and (3) made applicable to general Territorial purposes. If
the total of receipts for any fiscal year is greater than the amount
appropriated for the payment of such receipts to the Alaskan gov-
ernment, such excess is authorized to be appropriated for the follow-
ing fiscal year.
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CHAPTER 9-EMPLOYMENT TAXES

SUBCHAPTER A-EMPLOYMENT BY OTHERS THAN
CARRIERS

Part I-Tax on Employees

SEC. 1400. RATE OF TAX.
In addition to other taxes, there shall be levied, collected, and paid

upon the income of every individual a tax equal to the following per-
centages of the wages (as defined in section 1426 (a)) received by him
after December 31, 1936, with respect to employment (as defined in
section 1426 (b)) after such date:

(1) With respect to employment during the calendar year 1939,
the rate shall be 1 per centum.

(2) With respect to employment during the calendar years 1940,
1941, and 1942, the rate shall be 11/2 per centum.

(3) With respect to employment during the calendar years 1943,
1944, and 1945, the rate shall be 2 per centum.

(4) With respect to employment during the calendar years 1946,
1947, and 1948, the rate shall be 21/2 per centum.

(5) With respect to employment after December 31, 1948, the
rate shall be 3 per centum.

SEC. 1401. DEDUCTION OF TAX FROM WAGES.
(a) REQUIREMENT.-The tax imposed by section 1400 shall be col-

lected by the employer of the taxpayer, by deducting the amount of
the tax from the wages as and when paid.

(b) INDEMNIFICATION OF EMPLOYER.-Every employer required so
to deduct the tax shall be liable for the payment of such tax, and
shall be indemnified against the claims and demands of any person
for the amount of any such payment made by such employer.

(c) ADJUSTMENTS.-If more or less than the correct amount of tax
imposed by section 1400 is paid with respect to any wage payment,
then, under regulations made under this subchapter, proper adjust-
ments with respect both to the tax and the amount to be deducted,
shall be made, without interest, in connection with subsequent wage
payments to the same individual by the same employer.
SEC. 1402. NON-DEDUCTIBILITY OF TAX FROM NET INCOME.

For the purposes of the income tax imposed by chapter 1 or by any
act of Congress in substitution therefor, the tax imposed by section
1400 shall not be allowed as a deduction to the taxpayer in computing
his net income for the year in which such tax is deducted from his
wages.

Part II-Tax on Employers

SEC. 1410. RATE OF TAX.
In addition to other taxes, every employer shall pay an excise tax,

with respect to having individuals in his employ, equal to the follow-
ing percentages of the wages (as defined in section 1426 (a)) paid
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by him after December 31, 1936, with respect to employment (as
defined in section 1426 (b)) after such date:

(1) With respect to employment during the calendar year 1939,
the rate shall be 1 per centum.

(2) With respect to employment during the calendar years 1940,
1941, and 1942, the rate shall be 11/2 per centum.

(3) With respect to employment during the calendar years 1943,
1944, and 1945, the rate shall be 2 per centum.

(4) With respect to employment during the calendar years 1946,
1947, and 1948, the rate shall be 21/2 per centum.

(5) With respect to employment after December 31, 1948, the
rate shall be 3 per centum.

SEC. 1411. ADJUSTMENT OF TAX.
If more or less than the correct amount of tax imposed by section

1410 is paid with respect to any wage payment, then, under regula-
tions made under this subchapter, proper adjustments with respect
to the tax shall be made, without interest, in connection with subse-
quent wage payments to the same individual by the same employer.

Part III-General Provisions

SEC. 1420. COLLECTION AND PAYMENT OF TAXES.
(a) ADMINISTRATION.-The taxes imposed by this subchapter shall

be collected by the Bureau of Internal Revenue under the direction
of the Secretary and shall be paid into the Treasury of the United
States as internal-revenue collections.

(b) ADDITION TO TAX IN CASE OF DELINQUENCY.-If the tax is not
paid when due, there shall be added as part of the tax interest (except
in the case of adjustments made in accordance with the provisions of
sections 1401 (c) and 1411) at the rate of 6 per centum per annum
from the date the tax became due until paid.

(c) METHOD OF COLLECTION AND PAYMENT.-Such taxes shall be
collected and paid in such manner, at such times, and under such
conditions, not inconsistent with this subchapter (either by making
and filing returns, or by stamps, coupons, tickets, books, or other
reasonable devices or methods necessary or helpful in securing a com-
plete and proper collection and payment of the tax or in securing
proper identification of the taxpayer), as may be prescribed by the
Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary.

(d) FRACTIONAL PARTS OF A CENT.-In the payment of any tax
under this subchapter a fractional part of a cent shall be disregarded
unless it amounts to one-half cent or more, in which case it shall be
increased to 1 cent.

SEC. 1421. OVERPAYMENTS AND UNDERPAYMENTS.

If more or less than the correct amount of tax imposed by section
1400 or 1410 is paid or deducted with respect to any wage payment
and the overpayment or underpayment of tax cannot be adjusted
under section 1401 (c) or 1411 the amount of the overpayment shall
be refunded and the amount of the underpayment shall be collected,
in such manner and at such times (subject to the statutes of limitations
properly applicable thereto) as may be prescribed by regulations made
under this subchapter.

SEC. 1422. ERRONEOUS PAYMENTS.
Any tax paid under this subchapter by a taxpayer with respect

to any period with respect to which he is not liable to tax under
this subchapter shall be credited against the tax, if any, imposed by
subchapter B upon such taxpayer, and the balance, if any, shall be
refunded.
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SEC. 1423. SALE OF STAMPS BY POSTMASTERS.
(a) SUPPLY.-The Commissioner shall furnish to the Postmaster

General without prepayment a suitable quantity of stamps, coupons,
tickets, books, or other devices prescribed by the Commissioner under
section 1420 (c) for the collection or payment of any tax imposed by
this subchapter, to be distributed to, and kept on sale by, all post
offices of the first and second classes, and such post offices of the
third and fourth classes as (1) are located in county seats, or (2)
are certified by the Secretary to the Postmaster General as necessary
to the proper administration of this subchapter.

(b) BOND AND ACCOUNTING.-The Postmaster General may require
each such postmaster to furnish bond in such increased amount as he
may from time to time determine, and each such postmaster shall de-
posit the receipts from the sale of such stamps, coupons, tickets, books,
or other devices, to the credit of, and render accounts to, the Post-
master General at such times and in such form as the Postmaster
General may by regulations prescribe.

(c) DEPosrr OF RECEIPTs.-The Postmaster General shall at least
once a month transfer to the Treasury as internal-revenue collections
all receipts so deposited.

SEC. 1424. EXPENDITURES INCURRED BY THE POST OFFICE DEPART-
MENT.

The Postmaster General shall at least once a month transfer to the
Treasury, together with the receipts required to be deposited under
section 1423, a statement of the additional expenditures in the
District of Columbia and elsewhere incurred by the Post Office De-
partment in performing the duties imposed upon said Department by
this subchapter, and the Secretary shall be authorized and directed to
advance from time to time to the credit of the Post Office Department
from appropriations made for the collection of the taxes imposed by
this subchapter, such sums as may be required for such additional
expenditures incurred by the Post Office Department.

SEC. 1425. PENALTIES RELATING TO STAMPS AND OTHER COLLECTION
DEVICES.

(a) UNAUTHORIZED USE, SALE, ETc.-Whoever buys, sells, offers for
sale, uses, transfers, takes or gives in exchange, or pledges or gives
in pledge, except as authorized in this subchapter or in regulations
made pursuant thereto, any stamp, coupon, ticket, book, or other de-
vice, prescribed by the Commissioner under section 1420 (c) for the
collection or payment of any tax imposed by this subchapter, shall be
fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than six
months, or both.

(b) CouNTERFEITING, ETC.-Whoever, with intent to defraud,
alters, forges, makes, or counterfeits any stamp, coupon, ticket, book,
or other device prescribed by the Commissioner under section
1420 (c) for the collection or payment of any tax imposed by this
subchapter, or uses, sells, lends, or has in his possession any such
altered, forged, or counterfeited stamp, coupon, ticket, book, or other
device, or makes, uses, sells, or has in his possession any material in
imitation of the material used in the manufacture of such stamp,
coupon, ticket, book, or other device, shall be fined not more than
$5,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or both.

SEC. 1426. DEFINITIONS.
When used in this subchapter-
(a) WAGES.-The term "wages" means all remuneration for em-

ployment, including the cash value of all remuneration paid in any
medium other than cash; except that such term shall not include
that part of the remuneration which, after remuneration equal to
$3,000 has been paid to an individual by an employer with respect to
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employment during any calendar year, is paid to such individual by
such employer with respect to employment during such calendar year.

(b) EMPLOYMENT.-The term "employment" means any service of
whatever nature, performed within the United States by an employee
for his employer, except-

(1) Agricultural labor;
(2) Domestic service in a private home;
(3) Casual labor not in the course of the employer's trade or

business;
(4) Service performed by an individual who has attained the

age of sixty-five;
(5) Service performed as an officer or member of the crew of a

vessel documented under the laws of the United States or of any
foreign country;

(6) Service performed in the employ of the United States
Government or of an instrumentality of the United States;

(7) Service performed in the employ of a State, a political
subdivision thereof, or an instrumentality of one or more States or
political subdivisions;

(8) Service performed in the employ of a corporation, com-
munity chest, fund, or foundation, organized and operated exclu-
sively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational
purposes, or for the prevention of cruelty to children or animals, no
part of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any pri-
vate shareholder or individual;

(9) Service performed by an individual as an employee as de-
fined in section 1532 (b); or

(10) Service performed as an employee representative as de-
fined in section 1532 (c).
(c) EMPLOYEE.-The term "employee" includes an officer of a cor-

poration.
(d) STATE.-The term "State" includes Alaska, Hawaii, and the

District of Columbia.
(e) PEnSON.-The term "person" means an individual, a trust or

estate, a partnership, or a corporation.
SEC. 1427. DEDUCTIONS AS CONSTRUCTIVE PAYMENTS.

Whenever under this subchapter or any Act of Congress, or under
the law of any State, an employer is required or permitted to deduct
any amount from the remuneration of an employee and to pay the
amount deducted to the United States, a State, or any political
subdivision thereof, then for the purposes of this subchapter the
amount so deducted shall be considered to have been paid to the
employee at the time of such deduction.
SEC. 1428. ESTIMATE OF REVENUE REDUCTION.

The Secretary at intervals of not longer than three years shall
estimate the reduction in the amount of taxes collected under this
subchapter by reason of the operation of paragraphs (9) and (10)
of subsection (b) of section 1426 and shall include such estimate in
his anual report.
SEC. 1429. RULES AND REGULATIONS.

The Secretary shall make and publish such rules and regulations,
not inconsistent with this subchapter, as may be necessary to the
efficient administration of the functions with which he is charged
under this subchapter. The Commissioner, with the approval of the
Secretary, shall make and publish rules and regulations for the
enforcement of this subchapter.
SEC. 1430. OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE.

All provisions of law, including penalties, applicable with respect
to any tax imposed by section 2700 or section 1800, and the provisions
of section 3762, shall, insofar as applicable and not inconsistent
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with the provisions of this subchapter, be applicable with respect to
the taxes imposed by this subchapter.
SEC. 1431. EFFECTIVE DATE OF SUBCHAPTER.

This subchapter shall take effect on the first day of that quarter of
the calendar year occurring next after the enactment of this title.

SUBCHAPTER B-EMPLOYMENT BY CARRIERS

Part I-Tax on Employees

SEC. 1500. RATE OF TAX.
In addition to other taxes, there shall be levied, collected, and paid

upon the income of every employee a tax equal to the following per-
centages of so much of the compensation of such employee as is not
in excess of $300 for any calendar month, earned by him after the
effective date of this subchapter-

1. With respect to compensation earned during the calendar year
1939, the rate shall be 23/4 per centum;

2. With respect to compensation earned during the calendar years
1940, 1941, and 1942, the rate shall be 3 per centum;

3. With respect to compensation earned during the calendar years
1943, 1944, and 1945, the rate shall be 3/4 per centum;

4. With respect to compensation earned during the calendar years
1946, 1947, and 1948, the rate shall be 3/2 per centum;

5. With respect to compensation earned after December 31, 1948,
the rate shall be 33/4 per centum.

SEC. 1501. DEDUCTION OF TAX FROM COMPENSATION.
(a) REQmREM1mNT.-The tax imposed by section 1500 shall be col-

lected by the employer of the taxpayer by deducting the amount of
the tax from the compensation of the employee as and when paid. If
an employee is paid compensation by more than one employer with
respect to any calendar month, then, under regulations made under
this subchapter, the Commissioner may prescribe the proportion of
the tax to be deducted by each employer from the compensation
paid by him to the employee with respect to such month.

(b) INDEMNIFICATION OF EMPLoYER.-Every employer required un-
der subsection (a) to deduct the tax shall be made liable for the
payment of such tax and shall not be liable to any person for the
amount of any such payment.

(c) ADJUSTMENTS.-If more or less than the correct amount of tax
imposed by section 1500 is paid with respect to any compensation
payment, then, under regulations made under this subchapter by the
Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, proper adjust-
ments, with respect both to the tax and the amount to be deducted,
shall be made, without interest, in connection with subsequent com-
pensation payments to the same employee by the same employer.

SEC. 1502. OVERPAYMENTS AND UNDERPAYMENTS.
If more or less than the correct amount of the tax imposed by sec-

tion 1500 is paid or deducted with respect to any compensation pay-
ment and the overpayment or underpayment of the tax cannot be
adjusted under section 1501 (c), the amount of the overpayment shall
be refunded, or the amount of the underpayment shall be collected
in such manner and at such times (subject to the statute of limitations
properly applicable thereto) as may be prescribed by regulations
under this subchapter as made by the Commissioner, with the
approval of the Secretary.
SEC. 1503. NON-DEDUCTIBIUTY OF TAX FROM NET INCOME.

For the purposes of the income tax imposed by chapter 1 or by any
Act of Congress in substitution therefor, the tax imposed by section
1500 shall not be allowed as a deduction to the taxpayer in computing
his net income.
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Part II-Tax on Employee Representatives

SEC. 1510. RATE OF TAX.
In addition to other taxes, there shall be levied, collected, and

paid upon the income of each employee representative a tax equal
to the following percentages of so much of the compensation of such
employee representative as is not in excess of $300 for any calendar
month earned by him after the effective date of this subchapter:

1. With respect to compensation earned during the calendar year
1939, the rate shall be 51/2 per centum;

2. With respect to compensation earned during the calendar years
1940, 1941, and 1942, the rate shall be 6 per centum;

3. With respect to compensation earned during the calendar years
1943, 1944, and 1945, the rate shall be 61/2 per centum;

4. With respect to compensation earned during the calendar years
1946, 1947, and 1948, the rate shall be 7 per centum;

5. With respect to compensation earned after December 31, 1948,
the rate shall be 71/2 per centum.

SEC. 1511. DETERMINATION OF COMPENSATION.
The compensation of an employee representative for the purpose of

ascertaining the tax thereon shall be determined in the same manner
and with the same effect as if the employee organization by which
such employee representative is employed were an employer as defined
in section 1532 (a).
SEC. 1512. NON-DEDUCTIBILITY OF TAX FROM NET INCOME.

For the purposes of the income tax imposed by chapter 1 or by any
Act of Congress in substitution therefor, the taxes imposed by section
1510 shall not be allowed as a deduction to the taxpayer in computing
his net income.

Part III-Tax on Employers

SEC. 1520. RATE OF TAX.
In addition to other taxes, every employer shall pay an excise tax,

with respect to having individuals in his employ, equal to the follow-
ing percentages of so much of the compensation as is not in excess of
$300 for any calendar month paid by him to any employee for services
rendered to him after December 31, 1936: Provided, however, That if
an employee is paid compensation by more than one employer with
respect to any such calendar month, the tax imposed by this section
shall apply to not more than $300 of the aggregate compensation paid
to said employee by all said employers with respect to such calendar
month, and each such employer shall be liable for that proportion of
the tax with respect to such compensation which his payment to the
employee with respect to such calendar month bears to the aggregate
compensation paid to such employee by all employers with respect to
such calendar month:

1. With respect to compensation paid to employees for services
rendered during the calendar year 1939, the rate shall be 23/
per centum;

2. With respect to compensation paid to employees for services
rendered during the calendar years 1940, 1941, and 1942, the rate
shall be 3 per centum;

3. With respect to compensation paid to employees for services
rendered during the calendar years 1943, 1944, and 1945, the rate
shall be 31/4 per centum;

4. With respect to compensation paid to employees for services
rendered during the calendar years 1946, 1947, and 1948, the rate
shall be 3/2 per centum;

5. With respect to compensation paid to employees for services
rendered after December 31, 1948, the rate shall be 3:/4 per centum.
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SEC. 1521. ADJUSTMENTS.
If more or less than the correct amount of the tax imposed by

section 1520 is paid with respect to any compensation payment, then,
under regulations made by the Commissioner, with the approval of
the Secretary, proper adjustments with respect to the tax shall be
made, without interest, in connection with subsequent excise-tax pay-
ments made by the same employer.
SEC. 1522. OVERPAYMENTS AND UNDERPAYMENTS.

If more or less than the correct amount of the tax imposed by
section 1520 is paid or deducted with respect to any compensation
payment and the overpayment or underpayment of the tax cannot be
adjusted under section 1521 the amount of the overpayment shall be
refunded, or the amount of the underpayment shall be collected in
such manner and at such times (subject to the statute of limitations
properly applicable thereto) as may be prescribed by regulations
under this subchapter as made by the Commissioner, with the ap-
proval of the Secretary.

Part IV-General Provisions

SEC. 1530. COLLECTION AND PAYMENT OF TAXES.

(a) ADMINISTRATIN.-The taxes imposed by this subchapter shall
be collected by the Bureau of Internal Revenue and shall be paid
into the Treasury of the United States as internal-revenue collections.

(b) TIME AND MANNER OF PAYMENT.-The taxes imposed by this
subchapter shall be collected and paid quarterly or at such other times
and in such manner and under such conditions not inconsistent with
this subchapter as may be prescribed by the Commissioner with the
approval of the Secretary.

(c) ADDITION TO TAX IN CASE OF DELINQUENCY.-If a tax imposed
by this subchapter is not paid when due, there shall be added as part
of the tax (except in the case of adjustments made in accordance
with the provisions of this subchapter) interest at the rate of 6 per
centum per annum from the date the tax became due until paid.

(d) FRACTIONAL PARTS OF A CENT.-In the payment of any tax
under this subchapter, a fractional part of a cent shall be disregarded
unless it amounts to one-half cent or more, in which case it shiall be
increased to 1 cent.
SEC. 1531. ERRONEOUS PAYMENTS.

Any tax paid under this subchapter by a taxpayer with respect to
any period with respect to which he is not liable to tax under this
subchapter shall be credited against the tax, if any, imposed by sub-
chapter A upon such taxpayer, and the balance, if any, shall be
refunded.
SEC. 1532. DEFINITIONS.

As used in this subchapter-
(a) EMPLOYER.-The term "employer" means any carrier (as de-

fined in subsection (h) of this section), and any company which is
directly or indirectly owned or controlled by one or more such car-
riers or under common control therewith, and which operates any
equipment or facility or performs any service (except trucking serv-
ice, casual service, and the casual operation of equipment or facili-
ties) in connection with the transportation of passengers or property
by railroad, or the receipt, delivery, elevation, transfer in transit,
refrigeration or icing, storage, or handling of property transported
by railroad, and any receiver, trustee, or other individual or body,
judicial or otherwise, when in the possession of the property or
operating all or any part of the business of any such employer:
Provided, however, That the term "employer" shall not include any
street, interurban, or suburban electric railway, unless such railway
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is operating as a part of a general steam-railroad system of trans-
portation, but shall not exclude any part of the general steam-
railroad system of transportation now or hereafter operated by any
other motive power. The Interstate Commerce Commission is hereby
authorized and directed upon request of the Commissioner of In-
ternal Revenue, or upon complaint of any party interested, to deter-
mine after hearing whether any line operated by electric power falls
within the terms of this proviso. The term "employer" shall also
include railroad associations, traffic associations, tariff bureaus, de-
murrage bureaus, weighing and inspection bureaus, collection
agencies and other associations, bureaus, agencies, or organizations
controlled and maintained wholly or principally by two or more
employers as hereinbefore defined and engaged in the performance
of services in connection with or incidental to railroad transporta-
tion; and railway labor organizations, national in scope, which have
been or may be organized in accordance with the provisions of the
Railway Labor Act, as amended, and their State and National legis-
lative committees and their general committees and their insurance
departments and their local lodges and divisions, established pur-
suant to the constitution and bylaws of such organizations.

(b) EMPLOYEE.-The term "employee" means any person in the
service of one or more employers for compensation: Provided, how-
ever, That the term "employee" shall include an employee of a local
lodge or division defined as an employer in subsection (a) only if he
was in the service of or in the employment relation to a carrier on or
after August 29, 1935. An individual is in the employment relation
to a carrier if he is on furlough, subject to call for service within or
outside the United States and ready and willing to serve, or on leave
of absence, or absent on account of sickness or disability; all in
accordance with the established rules and practices in effect on the
carrier: Provided further, That an individual shall not be deemed
to have been on August 29, 1935, in the employment relation to a
carrier not conducting the principal part of its business in the United
States unless during the last pay-roll period in which he rendered
service to it prior to said date, he rendered service to it in the United
States.

The term "employee" includes an officer of an employer.
(c) EMrrLYEE REPRESENTATnvE.-The term "employee representa-

tive" means any officer or official representative of a railway labor
organization other than a labor organization included in the term
"employer" as defined in subsection (a), who before or after June
29, 1937, was in the service of an employer as defined in subsection
(a) and who is duly authorized and designated to represent em-
ployees in accordance with the Railway Labor Act, 44 Stat. 577
(U. S. C., Title 45, c. 18), as amended, and any individual who is
regularly assigned to or regularly employed by such officer or official
representative in connection with the duties of his office.

(d) SERVICE.-An individual is in the service of an employer
whether his service is rendered within or without the United States if
he is subject to the continuing authority of the employer to supervise
and direct the manner of rendition of his service, which service he
renders for compensation: Provided, however, That an individual
shall be deemed to be in the service of an employer not conducting
the principal part of its business in the United States only when he
is rendering service to it in the United States.

(e) COMPrENSATIO.-The term "compensation" means any form of
money remuneration earned by an individual for services rendered as
an employee to one or more employers, or as an employee representa-
tive, including remuneration paid for time lost as an employee, but
remuneration paid for time lost shall be deemed earned in the month
in which such time is lost. Such term does not include tips, or the
voluntary payment by an employer, without deduction from the re-
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muneration of the employee, of the tax imposed on such employee by
section 1500. Compensation which is earned during the period for
which the Commissioner shall require a return of taxes under this
subchapter to be made and which is payable during the calendar
month following such period shall be deemed to have been paid dur-
ing such period only.

(f) UNITED STATES.-The term "United States" when used in a geo-
graphical sense means the States, Alaska, Hawaii, and the District of
Columbia.

(g) COMPANY.-The term "company" includes corporations, asso-
ciations and joint-stock companies.

(h) CARBxR .- The term "carrier" means an express company, sleep-
ing-car company, or carrier by railroad, subject to part I of the
Interstate Commerce Act.

(i) PERsoN.-The term "person" means an individual, a partner-
ship, an association, a joint-stock company, or a corporation.
SEC. 1534. COURT JURISDICTION.

The several district courts of the United States and the District
Court of the United States for the District of Columbia, respectively,
shall have jurisdiction to entertain an application by the Attorney
General on behalf of the Commissioner to compel an employee or
other person residing within the jurisdiction of the court or an em-
ployer subject to service of process within its jurisdiction to comply
with any obligations imposed on such employee, employer, or other
person under the provisions of this subchapter. The jurisdiction
herein specifically conferred upon such Federal courts shall not be
held exclusive of any jurisdiction otherwise possessed by such courts
to entertain actions at law or suits in equity in aid of the enforce-
ment of rights or obligations arising under the provisions of this
subchapter.
SEC. 1535. RULES AND REGULATIONS.

The Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, shall make
and publish such rules and regulations as may be necessary for the
enforcement of this subchapter.
SEC. 1536. OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE.

All provisions of law, including penalties, applicable with respect
to any tax imposed by section 2700 or section 1800, and the provisions
of section 3762, insofar as applicable and not inconsistent with the
provisions of this subchapter, shall be applicable with respect to the
taxes imposed by this subchapter.
SEC. 1537. EFFECTIVE DATE OF SUBCHAPTER.

This subchapter shall take effect on the first day of that quarter
of the calendar year occurring next after the enactment of this title.

SUBCHAPTER C-TAX ON EMPLOYERS OF EIGHT OR
MORE

SEC. 1600. RATE OF TAX.
On and after January 1,1939, every employer (as defined in section

1607 (a)) shall pay for each calendar year an excise tax, with respect
to having individuals in his employ, equal to 3 per centum of the
total wages (as defined in section 1607 (b)) payable by him (regard-
less of the time of payment) with respect to employment (as defined
in section 1607 (c)) during the calendar year 1939 and subsequent
calendar years.

SEC. 1601. CREDITS AGAINST TAX.
(a) CONTRIBUTIONS TO STATE UNEMPLOYMENT FUNDS.-
The taxpayer may credit against the tax imposed by section 1600

the amount of contributions, with respect to employment during the
taxable year, paid by him (before the date of filing his return for
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Court of the United States for the District of Columbia' respectively, 
shall have jurisdiction to entertain an application by the Attorney 
General on behalf of the Commissioner to compel an employee or 
other person residing within the jurisdiction of the court or an em-
ployer subject to service of process within its jurisdiction to comply 
with any obligations imposed on such employee, employer, or other 
person under the provisions of this subchapter. The jurisdiction 
herein specifically conferred upon such Federal courts shall not be 
held exclusive of any jurisdiction otherwise possessed by such courts 
to entertain actions at law or suits in equity in aid of the enforce-
ment of rights or obligations arising under the provisions of this 
subchapter. 
SEC. 1535. RULES AND REGULATIONS. 
The Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, shall make 

and publish such rules and regulations as may be necessary for the 
enforcement of this subchapter. 
SEC. 1536. OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE. 

All provisions of law, including penalties, applicable with respect 
to any tax imposed by section 270 or section 1800, and the provisions 
of section 3762, insofar as applicable and not inconsistent with the 
provisions of this subchapter, shall be applicable with respect to the 
taxes imposed by this subchapter. 
SEC. 1537. EFFECTIVE DATE OF SUBCHAPTER. 
This subchapter shall take effect on the first day of that quarter 

of the calendar year occurring next after the enactment of this title. 

SUBCHAPTER C—TAX ON EMPLOYERS OF EIGHT OR 
MORE 

SEC. 1600. RATE OF TAX. 
On and after January 1, 1939, every employer (as defined in section 

1607 (a) ) shall pay for each calendar year an excise tax, with respect 
to having individuals in his employ, equal to 3 per centum of the 
total wages (as defined in section 1607 (b)) payable by him (regard-
less of the time of payment) with respect to employment (as defined 
in section 1607 (c)) during the calendar year 1939 and subsequent 
calendar years. 

SEC. 1601. CREDITS AGAINST TAX. 
(a) CONTRIBUTIONS TO STATE UNEMPLOYMENT FUNDS.-
The taxpayer may credit against the tax imposed by section 1600 

the amount of contributions, with respect to employment during the 
taxable year, paid by him (before the date of filing his return for 
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the taxable year) into an unemployment fund under a State law.
Credit shall be allowed only for contributions made under the laws
of States certified for the taxable year as provided in section 1603.
The total credit allowed to a taxpayer under this subsection for all
contributions paid into unemployment funds with respect to employ-
ment during such taxable year shall not exceed 90 per centum of the
tax against which it is credited.

(b) ADDITIONAL CREDIT.-
(1) ALLOWANCE.-In addition to the credit allowed under sub-

section (a), a taxpayer may, subject to the conditions imposed by
section 1602, credit against the tax imposed by section 1600 for
any taxable year, an amount, with respect to each State law,
equal to the amount, if any, by which the contributions, with
respect to employment in such taxable year, actually paid by the
taxpayer under such law before the date of filing his return for
such taxable year, is exceeded by whichever of the following is
the lesser-

(A) The amount of contributions which he would have been
required to pay under such law for such taxable year if he had
been subject to the highest rate applicable from time to time
throughout such year to any employer under such law; or

(B) Two and seven-tenths per centum of the wages payable
by him with respect to employment with respect to which contri-
butions for such year were required under such law.
(2) REDuCTION.-If the amount of the contributions actually so

paid by the taxpayer is less than the amount which he should
have paid under the State law, the additional credit under sub-
section (b) shall be reduced proportionately.
(c) LIMIT ON TOTAL CREDITS.-The total credits allowed to a tax-

payer under this subchapter shall not exceed 90 per centum of the
tax against which such credits are taken.

SEC. 1602. CONDITIONS OF ADDITIONAL CREDIT ALLOWANCE.
(a) CONTRIBUTIONS WITHIN RECOGNIZED STATE LAW REQUIRE-

MENTS.-A taxpayer shall be allowed the additional credit under sec-
tion 1601 (b) and (c), with respect to his contribution rate under a
State law being lower, for any taxable year, than that of another em-
ployer subject to such law, only if the Board finds that under such
law-

(1) Such lower rate, with respect to contributions to a pooled
fund, is permitted on the basis of not less than three years of com-
pensation experience;

(2) Such lower rate, with respect to contributions to a guaran-
teed employment account, is permitted only when his guaranty of
employment was fulfilled in the preceding calendar year, and such
guaranteed employment account amounts to not less than 71/2 per
centum of the total wages payable by him, in accordance with such
guaranty, with respect to employment in such State in the preced-
ing calendar year;

(3) Such lower rate, with respect to contributions to a separate
reserve account, is permitted only when (A) compensation has been
payable from such account throughout the preceding calendar year,
and (B) such account amounts to not less than five times the
largest amount of compensation paid from such account within any
one of the three preceding calendar years, and (C) such account
amounts to not less than 71/2 per centum of the total wages payable
by him (plus the total wages payable by any other employers who
may be contributing to such account) with respect to employment
in such State in the preceding calendar year.
(b) OTIER CoNTRIBUTIONS.-Such additional credit shall be re-

duced, if any contributions under such law are made by such taxpayer
at a lower rate under conditions not fulfilling the requirements of sub-
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the taxable year) into an unemployment fund under a State law. 
Credit shall be allowed only for contributions made under the laws 
of States certified for the taxable year as provided in section 1603. 
The total credit allowed to a taxpayer under this subsection for all 
contributions paid into unemployment funds with respect to employ-
ment during such taxable year shall not exceed 90 per centum of the 
tax against which it is credited. 

(b) ADDITIONAL CREDIT.— 
(1) ALLOWANCE.—In addition to the credit allowed under sub-

section (a), a taxpayer may, subject to the conditions imposed by 
section 1602, credit against the tax imposed by section 1600 for 
any taxable year, an amount, with respect to each State law, 
equal to the amount, if any, by which the contributions, with 
respect to employment in such taxable year, actually paid by the 
taxpayer under such law before the date of filing his return for 
such taxable year, is exceeded by whichever of the following is 
the lesser— 

(A) The amount of contributions which he would have been 
required to pay under such law for such taxable year if he had 
been subject to the highest rate applicable from time to time 
throughout such year to any employer under such law; or 

(B) Two and seven-tenths per centum of the wages payable 
by him with respect to employment with respect to which contri-
butions for such year were required under such law. 
(2) REDUCTION.—If the amount of the contributions actually so 

paid by the taxpayer is less than the amount which he should 
have paid under the State law, the additional credit under sub-
section (b) shall be reduced proportionately. 
(C) LIMIT ON TOTAL CREDITS.—The total credits allowed to a tax-

payer under this subchapter shall not exceed 90 per centum of the 
tax against which such credits are taken. 
SEC. 1602. CONDITIONS OF ADDITIONAL CREDIT ALLOWANCE. 

(a) CONTRIBUTIONS WITHIN RECOGNIZED STATE LAW REQUIRE-
MENTS.-A taxpayer shall be allowed the additional credit under sec-
tion 1601 (b) and (c), with respect to his contribution rate under a 
State law being lower, for any taxable year, than that of another em-
ployer subject to such law, only if the Board finds that under such 
law— 

(1) Such lower rate with respect to contributions to a pooled 
fund, is permitted on die basis of not less than three years of com-
pensation experience; 

(2) Such lower rate, with respect to contributions to a guaran-
teed employment account, is permitted only when his guaranty of 
employment was fulfilled in the preceding calendar year, and such 
guaranteed employment account amounts to not less than 71/2 per 
centum of the total wages payable by him, in accordance with such 
guaranty, with respect to employment in such State in the preced-
ing calendar year; 

(3) Such lower rate, with respect to contributions to a separate 
reserve account, is permitted only when (A) compensation has been 
payable from such account throughout the preceding calendar year, 
and (B) such account amounts to not less than five times the 
largest amount of compensation paid from such account within any 
one of the three preceding calendar years, and (C) such account 
amounts to not less than 71/2 per centum of the total wages payable 
by him (plus the total wages payable by any other employers who 
may be contributing to such account) with respect to employment 
in such State in the preceding calendar year. 
(b) OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS.—Such additional credit shall be re-

duced, if any contributions under such law are made by such taxpayer 
at a lower rate under conditions not fulfilling the requirements of sub-
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section (a), by the amount bearing the same ratio to such additional
credit as the amount of contributions made at such lower rate bears to
the total of his contributions paid for such year under such law.

(c) DErINrNONs.-As used in this section-
(1) RESERVE ACCOUNT.-The term "reserve account" means a

separate account in an unemployment fund, with respect to an em-
ployer or group of employers, from which compensation is payable
only with respect to the unemployment of individuals who were
in the employ of such employer, or of one of the employers com-
prising the group.

(2) POOLE FUND.-The term "pooled fund" means an unemploy-
ment fund or any part thereof in which all contributions are
mingled and undivided, and from which compensation is payable
to all eligible individuals, except that to individuals last employed
by employers with respect to whom reserve accounts are main-
tained by the State agency, it is payable only when such accounts
are exhausted.

(3) GUARANTEED EMPLOYMENT ACCOUNT.-The term "guaranteed
employment account" means a separate account, in an unemploy-
ment fund, of contributions paid by an employer (or group of em-
ployers) who

(A) guarantees in advance thirty hours of wages for each of
forty calendar weeks (or more, with one weekly hour deducted
for each added week guaranteed) in twelve months, to all the
individuals in his employ in one or more distinct establishments,
except that any such individual's guaranty may commence after
a probationary period (included within twelve or less consecutive
calendar weeks), and

(B) gives security or assurance, satisfactory to the State
agency, for the fulfillment of such guaranties,

from which account compensation shall be payable with respect to
the unemployment of any such individual whose guaranty is not
fulfilled or renewed and who is otherwise eligible for compensation
under the State law.

(4) YEAR OF COMPENSATION EXPERIENCE.-The term "year of com-
pensation experience", as applied to an employer, means any calen-
dar year throughout which compensation was payable with respect
to any individual in his employ who became unemployed and was
eligible for compensation.

SEC. 1603. APPROVAL OF STATE LAWS.
(a) REQUIREMENTS.-The Social Security Board shall approve any

State law submitted to it, within thirty days of such submission, which
it finds provides that-

(1) All compensation is to be paid through public employment
offices in the State or such other agencies as the Board may
approve;

(2) No compensation shall be payable with respect to any day
of unemployment occurring within two years after the first day
of the first period with respect to which contributions are required;

(3) All money received in the unemployment fund shall imme-
diately upon such receipt be paid over to the Secretary of the
Treasury to the credit of the Unemployment Trust Fund established
by section 904 of the Social Security Act, 49 Stat. 640 (U. S. C.,
Title 42, § 1104);

(4) All money withdrawn from the Unemployment Trust Fund
by the State agency shall be used solely in the payment of compen-
sation, exclusive of expenses of administration;

(5) Compensation shall not be denied in such State to any other-
wise eligible individual for refusing to accept new work under any
of the following conditions: (A) If the position offered is vacant
due directly to a strike, lockout, or other labor dispute; (B) if the
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section (a), by the amount bearing the same ratio to such additional 
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ment fund, of contributions paid by an employer (or group of em-
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(A) guarantees in advance thirty hours of wages for each of 
forty calendar weeks (or more, with one weekly hour deducted 
for each added week guaranteed) in twelve months, to all the 
individuals in his employ in one or more distinct establishments, 
except that any such individual's guaranty may commence after 
a probationary period (included within twelve or less consecutive 
calendar weeks), and 

(B) gives security or assurance, satisfactory to the State 
agency; for the fulfillment of such guaranties, 

from which account compensation shall be payable with respect to 
the unemployment of any such individual whose guaranty is not 
fulfilled or renewed and who is otherwise eligible for compensation 
under the State law. 

(4) YEAR OF COMPENSATION EXPERIENCE.—The term "year of com-
pensation experience", as applied to an employer, means any calen-
dar year throughout which compensation was payable with respect 
to any individual in his employ who became unemployed and was 
eligible for compensation. 

SEC. 1603. APPROVAL OF STATE LAWS. 
(a) REQUIREMENTS.—The Social Security Board shall approve any 

State law submitted to it, within thirty days of such submission, which 
it finds provides that— 

(1) All compensation is to be paid through public employment 
offices in the State or such other agencies as the Board may 
approve; 

(2) No compensation shall be payable with respect to any day 
of unemployment occurring within two years after the first day 
of the first period with respect to which contributions are required; 

(3) All money received in the unemployment fund shall imme-
diately upon such receipt be paid over to the Secretary of the 
Treasury to the credit of the Unemployment Trust Fund established 
by section 904 of the Social Security Act, 49 Stat. 640 (U. S. C., 
Title 42, § 1104) ; 

(4) All money withdrawn from the Unemployment Trust Fund 
by the State agency shall be used solely in the payment of compen-
sation, exclusive of expenses of administration ' - 

(5) Compensation shall not be denied in such State to any other-
wise eligible individual for refusing to accept new work under any 
of the following conditions: (A) If the position offered is vacant 
due directly to a strike, lockout, or other labor dispute; (B) if the 
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wages, hours, or other conditions of the work offered are substan-
tially less favorable to the individual than those prevailing for sim-
ilar work in the locality; (C) if as a condition of being employed
the individual would be required to join a company union or to
resign from or refrain from joining any bona fide labor organiza-
tion;

(6) All the rights, privileges, or immunities conferred by such
law or by acts done pursuant thereto shall exist subject to the
power of the legislature to amend or repeal such law at any time.
(b) NOTIFICATION.-The Board shall, upon approving such law,

notify the Governor of the State of its approval.
(c) CERTIICATION.-On December 31 of each taxable year the Board

shall certify to the Secretary each State whose law it has previously
approved, except that it shall not certify any State which, after rea-
sonable notice and opportunity for hearing to the State agency, the
Board finds has changed its law so that it no longer contains the
provisions specified in subsection (a) or has with respect to such
taxable year failed to comply substantially with any such provision.

(d) NOTICE OF NON-CERTFICATION.-If, at any time during the tax-
able year, the Board has reason to believe that a State whose law it
has previously approved, may not be certified under subsection (c),
it shall promptly so notify the Governor of such State.
SEC. 1604. RETURNS.

(a) REQUIRMENT.-NOt later than January 31, next following the
close of the taxable year, each employer shall make a return of the
tax under this subchapter for such taxable year. Each such return
shall be made under oath, shall be filed with the collector for the dis-
trict in which is located the principal place of business of the em-
ployer, or, if he has no principal place of business in the United
States, then with the collector at Baltimore, Maryland, and shall
contain such information and be made in such manner as the Com-
missioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may by regulations
prescribe.

(b) EXTENSION OF TIME FOR FILING.-The Commissioner may ex-
tend the time for filing the return of the tax imposed by this sub-
chapter, under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe with
the approval of the Secretary, but no such extension shall be for
more than sixty days.

(c) PUBLIIT.--Returns filed under this subchapter shall be open
to inspection in the same manner to the same extent, and subject to
the same provisions of law, including penalties, as returns made
under chapter 1, except that paragraph (2) of subsections (a), (b)
and (f) of section 55 shall not apply.
SEC. 1605. PAYMENT OF TAXES.

(a) ADMINISTRATION.-The tax imposed by this subchapter shall be
collected by the Bureau of Internal Revenue under the direction of
the Secretary and shall be paid into the Treasury as internal-revenue
collections.

(b) ADDITION TO TAX IN CASE OF DELINQUENCY.-If the tax is not
paid when due, there shall be added as part of the tax interest at the
rate of 6 per centum per annum from the date the tax became due
until paid.

(c) INSTALLMENT PAYMENTS.-The taxpayer may elect to pay the
tax m four equal installments instead of in a single payment, in
which case the first installment shall be paid not later than the last
day prescribed for the filing of returns, the second installment shall
be paid on or before the last day of the third month, the third in-
stallment on or before the last day of the sixth month, and the fourth
installment on or before the last day of the ninth month, after such
last day. If the tax or any installment thereof is not paid on or
before the last day of the period fixed for its payment, the whole
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wages, hours, or other conditions of the work offered. are substan-
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the individual would be required to join a company union or to 
resign from or refrain from joining any bona fide labor organiza-
tion; 

(6) All the rights, privileges, or immunities conferred by such 
law or by acts done pursuant thereto shall exist subject to the 
power of the legislature to amend or repeal such law at any time. 
(b) NOTIFICATION.—The Board shall, upon approving such law, 
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close of the taxable year, each employer shall make a return of the 
tax under this subchapter for such taxable year. Each such return 
shall be made under oath, shall be filed with the collector for the dis-
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amount of the tax unpaid shall be paid upon notice and demand
from the collector.

(d) EXTENSION OF TIME FOR PAYMENT.-At the request of the tax-
payer the time for payment of the tax or any installment thereof may
be extended under regulations prescribed by the Commissioner with
the approval of the Secretary, for a period not to exceed six months
from the last day of the period prescribed for the payment of the
tax or any installment thereof. The amount of the tax in respect
of which any extension is granted shall be paid (with interest at
the rate of one-half of 1 per centum per month) on or before the
date of the expiration of the period of the extension.

(e) FRACTIONAL PARTS OF A CENT.-In the payment of any tax
under this subchapter a fractional part of a cent shall be disre-
garded unless it amounts to one-half cent or more, in which case it
shall be increased to 1 cent.

SEC. 1606. INTERSTATE COMMERCE.
No person required under a State law to make payments to an

unemployment fund shall be relieved from compliance therewith on
the ground that he is engaged in interstate commerce, or that the
State law does not distinguish between employees engaged in inter-
state commerce and those engaged in intrastate commerce.

SEC. 1607. DEFINITIONS.
When used in this subchapter-
(a) EMPLOYER.-The term "employer" does not include any per-

son unless on each of some twenty days during the taxable year,
each day being in a different calendar week, the total number of
individuals who were in his employ for some portion of the day
(whether or not at the same moment of time) was eight or more.

(b) WAGES.-The term "wages" means all remuneration for em-
ployment, including the cash value of all remuneration paid in any
nledium other than cash.

(c) EMPLOYMENT.-The term "employment" means any service,
of whatever nature, performed within the United States by an em-
ployee for his employer, except-

(1) Agricultural labor;
(2) Domestic service in a private home;
(3) Service performed as an officer or member of the crew of

a vessel on the navigable waters of the United States;
(4) Service performed by an individual in the employ of his

son, daughter, or spouse, and service performed by a child under
the age of twenty-one in the employ of his father or mother;

(5) Service performed in the employ of the United States Gov-
ernment or of an instrumentality of the United States;

(6) Service performed in the employ of a State, a political sub-
division thereof, or an instrumentality of one or more States or
political subdivisions;

(7) Service performed in the employ of a corporation, com-
munity chest, fund, or foundation, organized and operated exclu-
sively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational
purposes, or for the prevention of cruelty to children or animals,
no part of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any
private shareholder or individual.
(d) STATE AGENCY.-The term "State agency" means any State

officer, board, or other authority, designated under a State law to ad-
minister the unemployment fund in such State.

(e) UNEMPLOYMENT FUND.-The term "unemployment fund"
means a special fund, established under a State law and admin-
istered by a State agency, for the payment of compensation.

(f) CONxTRIBUImON.-The term "contributions" means payments
requred by a State law to be made by an employer into an unem-
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ployment fund, to the extent that such payments are made by him
without any part thereof being deducted or deductible from the
wages of individuals in his employ.

(g) COMPENSATION.-The term "compensation" means cash bene-
fits payable to individuals with respect to their unemployment.

(h) ExPLOYWE.-The term "employee" includes an officer of a cor-
poration.

(i) STATE.-The term "State" includes Alaska, Hawaii, and the
District of Columbia.

(j) PEBmsN.-The term "person" means an individual, a trust or
estate, a partnership, or a corporation.
SEC. 1608. DEDUCTIONS AS CONSTRUCTIVE PAYMENTS.

Whenever under this subchapter or any Act of Congress, or under
the law of any State, an employer is required or permitted to deduct
any amount from the remuneration of an employee and to pay the
amount deducted to the United States, a State, or any political sub-
division thereof, then for the purposes of this subchapter the amount
so deducted shall be considered to have been paid to the employee at
the time of such deduction.
SEC. 1609. RULES AND REGULATIONS.

The Secretary and the Social Security Board, respectively, shall
make and publish such rules and regulations, not inconsistent with
this subchapter, as may be necessary to the efficient administration of
the functions with which each is charged under this subchapter. The
Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, shall make and
publish rules and regulations for the enforcement of this subchapter,
except sections 1602 and 1603.
SEC. 1610. OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE.

All provisions of law (including penalties) applicable in respect
of the taxes imposed by section 2700, shall, insofar as not inconsistent
with this subchapter, be applicable in respect of the tax imposed by
this subchapter.
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ployment fund, to the extent that such payments are made by him 
without any part thereof being deducted or deductible from the 
wages of individuals in his employ. 

(g) ComrricsArioN.—The term "compensation" means cash bene-
fits payable to individuals with respect to their unemployment. 

(h) EmpLoyEE.—The term "employee" includes an officer of a cor-
poration. 

(i) STATE.—The term "State" includes Alaska, Hawaii, and the 
District of Columbia. 

(j) PERsow.—The term "person" means an individual, a trust or 
estate, a partnership, or a corporation. 
SEC.  1608. DEDUCTIONS AS CONSTRUCTIVE PAYMENTS. 
Whenever under this subchapter or any Act of Congress, or under 

the law of any State, an employer is required or permitted to deduct 
any amount from the remuneration of an employee and to pay the 
amount deducted to the United States, a State, or any political sub-
division thereof, then for the purposes of this subchapter the amount 
so deducted shall be considered to have been paid to the employee at 
the time of such deduction. 
SEC 1609. RULES AND REGULATIONS. 
The Secretary and the Social Security Board, respectively, shall 

make and publish such rules and regulations, not inconsistent with 
this subchapter, as may be necessary to the efficient administration of 
the functions with which each is charged under this subchapter. The 
Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, shall make and 
publish rules and regulations for the enforcement of this subchapter, 
except sections 1602 and 1603. 
SEC 1610. OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE. 

All provisions of law (including penalties) applicable in respect 
of the taxes imposed by section 2700, shall, insofar as not inconsistent 
with this subchapter, be applicable in respect of the tax imposed by 
this subchapter. 
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SUBCHAPTER A-ADMISSIONS

SEC. 1700. TAX.
There shall be levied, assessed, collected, and paid-
(a) SINGLE OR SEASON TICKET; SUBSCRIPTION.-

(1) RATE.-A tax of 1 cent for each 10 cents or fraction thereof
of the amount paid for admission to any place, including admission
by season ticket or subscription; except that in case the amount paid
for admission, until July 1, 1939, is less than 41 cents, and there-
after is $3 or less, no tax shall be imposed. In the case of persons
(except bona fide employees, municipal officers on official business
and children under 12 years of age) admitted free or at reduced
rates to any place at a time when and under circumstances under
which an admission charge is made to other persons, an equivalent
tax shall be collected based on the price so charged to such other
persons for the same or similar accommodations, to be paid by the
person so admitted, except that no tax shall be imposed in the case
of persons admitted free to any spoken play (not a mechanical
reproduction), whether or not set to music or with musical parts
or accompaniments, which is a consecutive narrative interpreted
by a single set of characters, all necessary to the development of
the plot, in two or more acts, the performance consuming more than
1 hour and 45 minutes of time, and except that in the case of
tickets or cards of admission to any such spoken play sold at the
ticket office of theaters at reduced rates the tax shall be based
upon the price for which sold. Amounts paid for admission by
season ticket or subscription shall be exempt only if the amount
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CHAPTER 10—ADMISSIONS AND DUES 

SUBCHAPTER A—ADMISSIONS 

SEC. 1700. TAX. 

There shall be levied, assessed, collected, and paid— 
(a) SINGLE OR SEASON TICKET; SUBSCRIPTION.— 
( 1 ) RATE.—A tax of 1 cent for each 10 cents or fraction thereof 

of the amount paid for admission to any place, including admission 
by season ticket or subscription; except that in case the amount paid 
for admission, until July 1, 1939, is less than 41 cents, and there-
after is $3 or less, no tax shall be imposed. In the case of persons 
(except bona fide employees, municipal officers on official business, 
and children under 12 years of age) admitted free or at reduced 
rates to any place at a time when and under circumstances under 
which an admission charge is made to other persons, an equivalent 
tax shall be collected based on the price so charged to such other 
persons for the same or similar accommodations, to be paid by the 
person so admitted, except that no tax shall be imposed in the case 
of persons admitted free to any spoken play (oat a mechanical 
reproduction), whether or not set to music or with musical parts 
or accompaniments, which is a consecutive narrative interpreted 
by a single set of characters, all necessary to the development of 
the plot, in two or more acts, the performance consuming more than 
1 hour and 45 minutes of time, and except that in the case of 
tickets or cards of admission to any such spoken play sold at the 
ticket office of theaters at reduced rates the tax shall be based 
upon the price for which sold. Amounts paid for admission by 
season ticket or subscription shall be exempt only if the amount 
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which would be charged to the holder or subscriber for a single
admission is less than 41 cents, until July 1, 1939, and thereafter
$3 or less.

(2) BY WHOM pAID.-The tax imposed under paragraph (1) shall
be paid by the person paying for such admission.
(b) PERMANENT USE OR LEASE OF BOXES OR SEATS.-

(1) RATE.-In the case of persons having the permanent use of
boxes or seats in an opera house or any place of amusement or a
lease for the use of such box or seat in such opera house or place
of amusement (in lieu of the tax imposed under paragraph (1) of
subsection (a)), a tax equivalent to 10 per centum of the amount
for which a similar box or seat is sold for each performance or
exhibition at which the box or seat is used or reserved by or for
the lessee or holder.

(2) BY WHOM PAID.-The tax imposed under paragraph (1) shall
be paid by the lessee or holder.
(c) SALES OUTSIDE Box OFEICE.-

(1) RATE.-Upon tickets or cards of admission to theaters, operas,
and other places of amusement, sold at news stands, hotels, and
places other than the ticket offices of such theaters, operas, or other
places of amusement, at a price in excess of the sum of the estab-
lished price therefor at such ticket offices plus the amount of any
tax imposed under paragraph (1) of subsection (a), a tax equiva-
lent to 10 per centum of the amount of such excess.

(2) BY WHOM PAID.-The taxes imposed under paragraph (1)
shall be returned and paid by the person selling such tickets.

(3) How PAID.-The taxes imposed under paragraph (1) shall
be returned and paid in the manner and subject to the interest pro-
vided in sections 1715, 1716, and 1717.
(d) SALES BY PROPRIETORS IN EXCESS OF REGULAR PRICE.-

(1) RATE.-A tax equivalent to 50 per centum of the amount for
which the proprietors, managers, or employees of any opera house,
theater, or other place of amusement sell or dispose of tickets or
cards of admission in excess of the regular or established price or
charge therefor.

(2) BY WHOM PAID.-The tax imposed under paragraph (1) shall
be returned and paid by the persons selling such tickets.

(3) How PAID.-The tax imposed under paragraph (1) shall be
returned and paid in the manner and subject to the interest pro-
vided in sections 1715, 1716, and 1717.
(e) SALES WHERE PRICE INCLUDES REFRESHMENTS, SERVICE, OR MER-

CHANDISE.-
(1) RATE.-A tax of 11/2 cents for each 10 cents or fraction there-

of of the amount paid for admission to any public performance for
profit at any roof garden, cabaret, or other similar entertainment,
to which the charge for admission is wholly or in part included in
the price paid for refreshment, service, or merchandise; the amount
paid for such admission to be deemed to be 20 per centum of the
amount paid for refreshment, service, and merchandise. Where
the amount paid for admission is 50 cents or less, no tax shall be
imposed.

(2) BY WHOM PAID.-The tax imposed under paragraph (1) shall
be paid by the person paying for such refreshment, service, or
merchandise.
(f) CRoss REFERENCE.

For provisions requiring the tax so collected to be held as a special
fund in trust for the United States, see section 3661.

SEC. 170L EXEMPTIONS FROM TAX

No tax shall be levied under this subchapter in respect of-
(a) RELIGIOUS, EDUCATIONAL, OR CHARITABLE ENTErrIAIENrT.-

Except in the case of admissions to any athletic game or exhibition
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which would be charged to the holder or subscriber for a single 
admission is less than 41 cents, until July 1, 1939, and thereafter 
$3 or less. 

(2) BY WHOM pAm.—The tax imposed under paragraph (1) shall 
be paid by the person paying for such admission. 
(b) PERMANENT USE OR LEASE OF BOXES 011 SEATS.— 

(1) RATE.—In the case of persons having the permanent use of 
boxes or seats in an opera house or any place of amusement or a 
lease for the use of such box or seat in such opera house or place 
of amusement (in lieu of the tax imposed under paragraph (1) of 
subsection (a)), a tax equivalent to 10 per centum of the amount 
for which a similar box or seat is sold for each performance or 
exhibition at which the box or seat is used or reserved by or for 
the lessee or holder. 

(2) BY WHOM pAm.—The tax imposed under paragraph (1) shall 
be paid by the lessee or holder. 
(C) SALES OUTSIDE Box OrricE.— 

(1) RATE.—Upon tickets or cards of admission to theaters, operas, 
and other places of amusement, sold at news stands, hotels, and 
places other than the ticket offices of such theaters, operas, or other 
places of amusement, at a price in excess of the sum of the estab-
lished price therefor at such ticket offices plus the amount of any 
tax imposed under paragraph (1) of subsection (a), a tax equiva-
lent to 10 per centum of the amount of such excess. 

(2) BY WHOM PAID.—The taxes imposed under paragraph (1) 
shall be returned and paid by the person selling such tickets. 

(3) How pAm.—The taxes imposed under paragraph (1) shall 
be returned and paid in the manner and subject to the interest pro-
vided in sections 1715, 1716, and 1717. 
(d) SALES BY PROPRIETORS IN EXCESS OF REGULAR PBSCE.— 

(1) RATE.—A tax equivalent to 50 per centum of the amount for 
which the proprietors, managers, or employees of any opera house, 
theater, or other place of amusement sell or dispose of tickets or 
cards of admission in excess of the regular or established price or 
charge therefor. 

(2) BY WHOM PAID.—The tax imposed under paragraph (1) shall 
be returned and paid by the persons selling such tickets. 

(3) How PAID.—The tax imposed under paragraph (1) shall be 
returned and paid in the manner and subject to the interest pro-
vided in sections 1715, 1716, and 1717. 
(e) SALES WHERE PRICE INCLUDES REFRESHMENTS, SERVICE, OR MER-

CHANDISE.— 
(1) RATE.—A tax of 11/2 cents for each 10 cents or fraction there-

of of the amount paid for admission to any public performance for 
profit at any roof garden, cabaret, or other similar entertainment, 
to which the charge for admission is wholly or in part included in 
the price paid for refreshment, service, or merchandise ; the amount 
paid for such admission to be deemed to be 20 per centum of the 
amount paid for refreshment, service, and merchandise. Where 
the amount paid for admission is 50 cents or less, no tax shall be 
imposed. 

(2) BY WHOM PAID.—The tax imposed under paragraph (1) shall 
be paid by the person paying for such refreshment, service, or 
merchandise. 
(f) CROSS REFERENCE. 

For provisions requiring the tax so collected to be held as a special 
fund in trust for the United States, see section 3661. 

SEC. 1701. EXEMPTIONS FROM TAX 

No tax shall be levied under this subchapter in respect of— 
(a) RELIGIOUS, EDUCATIONAL, OR CHARITABLE ENTERTAINMENTS.— 

Except in the case of admissions to any athletic game or exhibition 
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the proceeds of which inure wholly or partly to the benefit of any

college or university (including any academy of the military or naval
forces of the United States), any admissions all the proceeds of which

inure (1) exclusively to the benefit of religious, educational, or chari-

table institutions, societies, or organizations, societies for the preven-
tion of cruelty to children or animals, or societies or organizations
conducted for the sole purpose of maintaining symphony orchestras
and receiving substantial support from voluntary contributions, or

of improving any city, town, village, or other municipality, or of
maintaining a cooperative or community center moving-picture thea-

ter-if such admissions are not to wrestling matches, prize fights, or

boxing, sparring, or other pugilistic matches or exhibitions and no

part of the net earnings thereof inures to the benefit of any private

stockholder or individual; or (2) exclusively to the benefit of per-
sons in the military or naval forces of the United States; or (3)

exclusively to the benefit of persons who have served in such forces
and are in need; or (4) exclusively to the benefit of National Guard

organizations, Reserve Officers' associations or organizations, posts
or organizations of war veterans, or auxiliary units or societies of

any such posts or organizations, if such posts, organizations, units,
or societies are organized in the United States or any of its posses-
sions, and if no part of their net earnings inures to the benefit of any
private stockholder or individual; or (5) exclusively to the benefit
of members of the police or fire department of any city, town, vil-
lage, or other municipality, or the dependents or heirs of such
members; or

(b) AGRICULTURAL FAIRs.-Any admissions to agricultural fairs

if no part of the net earnings thereof inures to the benefit of any
stockholders or members of the association conducting the same, or
admissions to any exhibit, entertainment, or other pay feature con-

ducted by such association as part of any such fair-if the proceeds
therefrom are used exclusively for the improvement, maintenance,
and operation of such agricultural fairs; or

(c) CERTAIN CONCERTS.-Any admissions to concerts conducted by
a civic or community membership association if no part of the net
earnings thereof inures to the benefit of any stockholders or members
of such association.

SEC. 1702. PRINTING OF PRICE ON TICKET.

The price (exclusive of the tax to be paid by the person paying
for admission) at which every admission ticket or card is sold shall

be conspicuously and indelibly printed, stamped, or written on the

face or back of that part of the ticket which is to be taken up by the
management of the theater, opera, or other place of amusement,
together with the name of the vendor if sold other than at the ticket

office of the theater, opera, or other place of amusement.

SEC. 1703. PENALTIES.

(a) FAILURE TO PRINT CORRECT PRICE ON TICKET.-Whoever sells

an admission ticket or card on which the name of the vendor and

price is not printed, stamped, or written, as provided in section 1702,

or at a price in excess of the price so printed, stamped, or written
thereon, is guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined not more than $100.

(b) CRoss REFERENCE.-
For other penalties relating to admissions, see section 1718.

SEC. 1704. ADMISSION DEFINED.

The term "admission" as used in this chapter includes seats and

tables, reserved or otherwise and other similar accommodations, and
the charges made therefor.
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the proceeds of which inure wholly or partly to the benefit of any 
college or university (including any academy of the military or naval 
forces of the United States), any admissions all the proceeds of which 
inure (1) exclusively to the benefit of religious, educational, or chari-
table institutions, societies, or organizations, societies for the preven-
tion of cruelty to children or animals, or societies or organizations 
conducted for the sole purpose of maintaining symphony orchestras 
and receiving substantial support from voluntary contributions, or 
of improving any city, town, village, or other municipality, or of 
maintaining a cooperative or community center moving-picture thea-
ter—if such admissions are not to wrestling matches, prize fights, or 
boxing, sparring, or other pugilistic matches or exhibitions and no 
part of the net earnings thereof inures to the benefit of any private 
stockholder or individual; or (2) exclusively to the benefit of per-
sons in the military or naval forces of the United States; or (3) 
exclusively to the benefit of persons who have served in such forces 
and are in need; or (4) exclusively to the benefit of National Guard 
organizations, Reserve Officers' associations or organizations, posts 
or organizations of war veterans, or auxiliary units or societies of 
any such posts or organizations, if such posts, organizations, units, 
or societies are organized in the United States or any of its posses-
sions, and if no part of their net earnings inures to the benefit of any 
private stockholder or individual; or (5) exclusively to the benefit 
of members of the police or fire department of any city, town, vil-
lage, or other municipality, or the dependents or heirs of such 
members; or 

(b) AomutivruRAL FAIRS.—Any admissions to agricultural fairs 
if no part of the net earnings thereof inures to the benefit of any 
stockholders or members of the association conducting the same, or 
admissions to any exhibit, entertainment, or other pay feature con-
ducted by such association as part of any such fair—if the proceeds 
therefrom are used exclusively for the improvement, maintenance, 
and operation of such agricultural fairs; or 

(c) CERTAIN Correarrs.—Any admissions to concerts conducted by 
a civic or community membership association if no part of the net 
earnings thereof inures to the benefit of any stockholders or members 
of such association. 

SEC. 1702. PRINTING OF PRICE ON TICKET. 
The price (exclusive of the tax to be paid by the person paying 

for admission) at which every admission ticket or card is sold shall 
be conspicuously and indelibly printed, stamped, or written on the 
face or back of that part of the ticket which is to be taken up by the 
management of the theater, opera, or other place of amusement, 
together with the name of the vendor if sold other than at the ticket 
office of the theater, opera, or other place of amusement. 

SEC. 1703. PENALTIES. 
(a) FAILURE TO PRINT CORRECT PRICE ON TICKET.—Whoever sells 

an admission ticket or card on which the name of the vendor and 
price is not printed, stamped, or written, as provided in section 1702, 
or at a price in excess of the price so printed, stamped, or written 
thereon, is guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined not more than $100. 

(b) CROSS REFERENCE.— 
For other penalties relating to admissions, see section 1718. 

SEC. 1704. ADMISSION DEFINED. 

The term "admission" as used in this chapter includes seats and 
tables, reserved or otherwise and other similar accommodations, and 
the charges made therefor. 
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SUBCHAPTER B-DUES
SEC 1710. TAX.

(a) RATE.-There shall be levied, assessed, collected, and paid-
(1) DUEs OR MEMBERSHIP FEEs.-A tax equivalent to 10 per

centum of any amount paid as dues or membership fees to any
social, athletic, or sporting club or organization, if the dues or
fees of an active resident annual member are in excess of $25
per year.

(2) INITIATION rEE.-A tax equivalent to 10 per centum of any
amount paid as initiation fees to such a club or organization, if
such fees amount to more than $10, or if the dues or membership
fees, not including initiation fees, of an active resident annual
member are in excess of $25 per year.

(3) LIE MEMBERSHIPS.-In the case of life memberships, a tax
equivalent to the tax upon the amount paid by active resident
annual members for dues or membership fees other than assess-
ments, but no tax shall be paid upon the amount paid for life
membership. In such a case, the tax shall be paid annually at the
time for the payment of dues by active resident annual members.
(b) BY WHOM PAI.-The taxes imposed by subdivision (a) shall

be paid by the person paying such dues or fees, or holding such life
membership.
SEC. 1711. EXEMPTIONS FROM TAX.

There shall be exempted from the provisions of section 1710 all
amounts paid as dues or fees to a fraternal society, order, or associa-
tion, operating under the lodge system, or to any local fraternal
organization among the students of a college or university.
SEC. 1712. DEFINITIONS.

As used in this subchapter-
(a) DUES.-The term "dues" includes any assessment irrespective

of the purpose for which made; and
(b) INITIATION FEEs.-The term "initiation fees" includes any pay-

ment, contribution, or loan, required as a condition precedent to
membership, whether or not any such payment, contribution or loan
is evidenced by a certificate of interest or indebtedness or share of
stock, and irrespective of the person or organization to whom paid,
contributed, or loaned.

SUBCHAPTER C-PROVISIONS COMMON TO ADMISSIONS
AND DUES

SEC. 1715. PAYMENT OF TAX.
(a) COLLECTION BY RECIPIENT OF ADMISSIONS, DUES, AND FEES.-

Every person receiving any payments for admission, dues, or fees,
subject to the tax imposed by section 1700 or 1710 shall collect the
amount thereof from the person making such payments. Every club
or organization having life members shall collect from such members
the amount of the tax imposed by section 1710.

(b) PLACE FOR PAYMENT.-The taxes collected under subsection (a)
shall be paid to the collector of the district in which the principal
office or place of business is located.

(c) TIME FOR PAYMENT.-The tax shall, without assessment by the
Commissioner or notice from the collector, be due and payable to the
collector at the time fixed for filing the return.

(d) EXCESS PAYMEWTS.-
(1) Any person making a refund of any payment upon which

tax is collected under this section may repay therewith the amount
of the tax collected on such payment; and the amount so repaid
may be credited against amounts included in any subsequent re-
turn.
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SUBCHAPTER B—DUES 
SEC. 1710. TAX. 

(a) RATE.—There shall be levied, assessed, collected, and paid— 

(1) DuEs OR MEMBERSHIP FEES.—A tax equivalent to 10 per 
centum of any amount paid as dues or membership fees to any 

social, athletic, or sporting club or organization, if the dues or 

fees of an active resident annual member are in excess of $25 

per year. 

(2) INmAriorr rEEs.—A tax equivalent to 10 per centum of any 

amount paid as initiation fees to such a club or organization, if 

such fees amount to more than $10, or if the dues or membership 

fees not including initiation fees, of an active resident annual 

member are in excess of $25 per year. 

(3) LIFE MEMBEssEars.—In the case of life memberships, a tax 
equivalent to the tax upon the amount paid by active resident 

annual members for dues or membership fees other than assess-

ments, but no tax shall be paid upon the amount paid for life 

membership. In such a case, the tax shall be paid annually at the 

time for the payment of dues by active resident annual members. 

(b) BY WHOM l'Am.—The taxes imposed by subdivision (a) shall 
be paid by the person paying such dues or fees, or holding such life 

membership. 
SEC. 1711. EXEMPTIONS FROM TAX. 
There shall be exempted from the provisions of section 1710 all 

amounts paid as dues or fees to a fraternal society, order, or associa-

tion, operating under the lodge system, _ or to any local fraternal 

organization among the students of a college or university. 

SEC. 1712. DEFINMONS. 
As used in this subchapter— 
(a) Dors.—The term "dues" includes any assessment irrespective 

of the purpose for which made; and 
(b) hirrikriori FEEs.—The term "initiation fees" includes any pay-

ment, contribution, or loan, required as a condition precedent to 
membership, whether or not any such payment, contribution or loan 
is evidenced by a certificate of interest or indebtedness or share of 

stockt and irrespective of the person or organization to whom paid, 

contributed, or loaned. 

SUBCHAPTER C—PROVISIONS COMMON TO ADMISSIONS 
AND DUES 

SEC. 1715. PAYMENT OF TAX. 
(a) COLLEMON BY RECIPIENT OF ADMISSIONS? DUES, AND FEES.— 

Every person receiving any payments for admission, dues, or fees, 
subject to the tax imposed by section 1700 or 1710 shall collect the 
amount thereof from the person making such payments. Every club 
or organization having life members shall collect from such members 
the amount of the tax imposed by section 1710. 

(b) PLACE FOR PArmErrr.—The taxes collected under subsection (a) 
shall be paid to the collector of the district in which the principal 

office or place of business is located. 

(c) TIME FOR PAYMENT.—The tax shall, without assessment by the 
Commissioner or notice from the collector, be due and payable to the 
collector at the time fixed for filing the return. 

(d) EXCESS PAYMENTS.— 
(1) Any person making a refund of any payment upon which 

tax is collected under this section may repay therewith the amount 
of the tax collected on such payment; and the amount so repaid 
may be credited against amounts included in any subsequent re-
turn. 
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(2) In the case of any overpayment or overcollection of any
tax imposed by this chapter, the person making such overpayment
or overcollection may take credit therefor against taxes due upon
any return, and shall make refund of any excessive amount col-
lected by him upon proper application by the person entitled
thereto.
(e) CROSS REFERENCE.

For provisions requiring the tax so collected to be held as a special
fund in trust for the United States, see section 3661.

SEC. 1716. RETURNS.

(a) REQUIREMENT.-Every person required under subsection (a)
of section 1715 to collect the taxes imposed by this chapter shall make
returns under oath, in duplicate, in such manner and containing such
information as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary,
may, by regulation, prescribe.

(b) TIME FOR FILING.-The returns required under this section
shall be made at such times as the Commissioner, with the approval
of the Secretary, may, by regulation, prescribe.

(c) PLACE FOR FILING.-The returns provided for in this section
shall be filed with the collector of the district in which the principal
office or place of business is located.

SEC. 1717. ADDITION TO TAX IN CASE OF NONPAYMENT.

If the tax is not paid when due, there shall be added as part of the
tax interest at the rate of 6 per centum per annum from the time when
the tax became due until paid.

SEC. 1718. PENALTIES.

(a) Any person required under this chapter to pay any tax, or
required by law or regulations made under authority thereof to make
a return, keep any records, or supply any information, for the pur-
poses of the computation, assessment, or collection of any tax imposed
by this chapter, who willfully fails to pay such tax, make such return,
keep such records, or supply such information, at the time or times
required by law or regulations, shall in addition to other penalties
provided by law, be guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction
thereof, be fined not more than $10,000, or imprisoned for not more
than one year, or both, together with the costs of prosecution.

(b) Any person required under this chapter to collect, account for
and pay over any tax imposed by this chapter who willfully fails to
collect or truthfully account for and pay over such tax, and any per-
son who willfully attempts in any manner to evade or defeat any tax
imposed by this chapter or the payment thereof, shall, in addition to
other penalties provided by law, be guilty of a felony and, upon
conviction thereof, be fined not more than $10,000, or imprisoned for
not more than five years, or both, together with the costs of
prosecution.

(c) Any person who willfully fails to pay, collect, or truthfully
account for and pay over, any tax imposed by this chapter, or will-
fully attempts in any manner to evade or defeat any such tax or the
payment thereof, shall, in addition to other penalties provided by
law, be liable to a penalty of the amount of the tax evaded, or not
paid, collected, or accounted for and paid over, to be assessed and
collected in the same manner as taxes are assessed and collected. No
penalty shall be assessed under this subsection for any offense for
which a penalty may be assessed under authority of section 3612.

(d) The term "person" as used in this section includes an officer or
employee of a corporation, or a member or employee of a partnership,
who as such officer, employee, or member is under a duty to perform
the act in respect of which the violation occurs.
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(2) In the case of any overpayment or overcollection of any 
tax imposed by this chapter, the person making such overpayment 
or overcollection may take credit therefor against taxes due upon 
any return, and shall make refund of any excessive amount col-
lected by him upon proper application by the person entitled 
thereto. 
(e) CROSS REFERENCE. 

For provisions requiring the tax so collected to be held as a special 
fund in trust for the United States, see section 3661. 

SEC. 1716. RETURNS. 

(a) REQUIREMENT.—Every person required under subsection (a) 
of section 1715 to collect the taxes imposed by this chapter shall make 
returns under oath, in duplicate, in such manner and containing such 
information as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, 
may, by regulation, prescribe. 

(b) TIME FOR FILING.—The returns required under this section 
shall be made at such times as the Commissioner, with the approval 
of the Secretary, may, by regulation, prescribe. 

(c) PLACE FOR FILING.—The returns provided for in this section 
shall be filed with the collector of the district in which the principal 
office or place of business is located. 

SEC. 1717. ADDITION TO TAX IN CASE OF NONPAYMENT. 

If the tax is not paid when due, there shall be added as part of the 
tax interest at the rate of 6 per centum per annum from the time when 
the tax became due until paid. 

SEC. 1718. PENALTIES. 

(a) Any person required under this chapter to pay any tax, or 
required by law or regulations made under authority- thereof to make 
a return, keep any records, or supply any information, for the pur-
poses of the computation, assessment, or collection of any tax imposed 
by this chapter, who willfully fails to pay such tax, make such return, 
keep such records, or supply such informationt at the time or times 
required by law or regulations, shall, in addition to other penalties 
provided by law, be guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction 
thereof, be fined not more than $10,000, or imprisoned for not more 
than one year, or both, together with the costs of prosecution. 

(b) Any person required under this chapter to collect, account for 
and pay over any tax imposed by this chapter who willfully fails to 
collect or truthfully account for and pay over such tax, and any per-
son who willfully attempts in any manner to evade or defeat any tax 
imposed by this chapter or the payment thereof, shall, in addition to 
other penalties provided by law, be guilty of a felony and, upon 
conviction thereof, be fined not more than $10,000, or imprisoned for 
not more than five years, or both, together with the costs of 
prosecution. 

(c) Any person who willfully fails to pay, collect, or truthfully. 
account for and pay over, any tax imposed by this chapter, or will-
fully attempts in any manner to evade or defeat any such tax or the 
payment thereof, shall, in addition to other penalties provided by 
law, be liable to a penalty of the amount of the tax evaded, or not 
paid, collected, or accounted for and paid over, to be assessed and 
collected in the same manner as taxes are assessed and collected. No 
penalty shall be assessed under this subsection for any offense for 
which a penalty may be assessed under authority of section 3612. 

(d) The term "person" as used in this section includes an officer or 
employee of a corporation, or a member or employee of a partnership, 
who as such officer, employee, or member is under a duty to perform 
the act in respect of which the violation occurs. 
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SEC 1719. DISCRETIONARY METHOD ALLOWED COMMISSIONER FOR
COLLECTING TAX.

Whether or not the method of collecting any tax imposed by this
chapter is specifically provided herein, any such tax may, under regu-
lations prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval of the
Secretary, be collected by stamp, coupon, serial-numbered ticket, or
such other reasonable device or method as may be necessary or help-
ful in securing a complete and prompt collection of the tax. All
administrative and penalty provisions of subchapters A, B, and C of
chapter 11, in so far as applicable, shall apply to the collection of any
tax which the Commissioner determines or prescribes shall be col-
lected in such manner.
SEC. 1720. RECORDS, STATEMENTS, AND RETURNS.

Every person liable to any tax imposed by this chapter, or for the
collection thereof, shall keep such records, render under oath such
statements, make such returns, and comply with such rules and regu-
lations, as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may
from time to time prescribe.
SEC. 1721. RULES AND REGULATIONS.

For authority of the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secre-
tary, to prescribe and publish all needful rules and regulations for
the enforcement of this chapter, see section 3791.

SEC. 1722. OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE.
All administrative, special, or stamp provisions of law, including

the law relating to the assessment of taxes, so far as applicable, shall
be extended to and made a part of this chapter.
SEC. 1723. EFFECTIVE DATE OF CHAPTER.

This chapter shall take effect on the first day of that calendar
month occurring next after the enactment of this title.
SEC. 1724. CROSS REFERENCES.

For general provisions relating to stamps, information and returns,
assessment, collection, and refund, see sections 3310 to 3313, and
chapters 34 to 37, inclusive.
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For authority of the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secre-
tary, to prescribe and publish all needful rules and regulations for 
the enforcement of this chapter, see section 3791. 

SEC. 1722. OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE. 
All administrative, special, or stamp provisions of law, including 

the law relating to the assessment of taxes, so far as applicable, shall 
be extended to and made a part of this chapter. 
SEC. 1723. EFFECTIVE DATE OF CHAPTER. 

This chapter shall take effect on the first day of that calendar 
month occurring next after the enactment of this title. 
SEC. 1724. CROSS REFERENCES. 

For general provisions relating to stamps, information and returns, 
assessment, collection, and refund, see sections 3310 to 3313, and 
chapters 34 to 37, inclusive. 
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CHAPTER 11-DOCUMENTS, OTHER INSTRU-
MENTS, AND PLAYING CARDS

SUBCHAPTER A-RATE AND PAYMENT OF TAX

SEC. 1800. IMPOSITION OF TAX.
There shall be levied, collected, and paid, for and in respect of the

several bonds, debentures, or certificates of stock and of indebtedness,
and other documents, instruments, matters, and things mentioned and
described in sections 1801 to 1807, inclusive, or for or in respect of the
vellum, parchment, or paper upon which such instruments, matters,
or things, or any of them, are written or printed, the several taxes
specified in such sections.
SEC. 1801. CORPORATE SECURITIES.

On all bonds, debentures, or certificates of indebtedness issued by
any corporation, and all instruments, however termed, issued by any
corporation with interest coupons or in registered form, known gen-
erally as corporate securities, on each $100 of face value or fraction
thereof, 10 cents until July 1, 1939, and 5 cents thereafter: Provided,
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SEC. 1800. IMPOSITION OF TAX. 
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That every renewal of the foregoing shall be taxed as a new issue:
Provided further, That when a bond conditioned for the repayment
or payment of money is given in a penal sum greater than the debt
secured, the tax shall be based upon the amount secured. The tax
under this section shall not apply to any instrument under the terms
of which the obligee is required to make payment therefor in install-
ments and is not permitted to make in any year a payment of more
than 20 per centum of the cash amount to which entitled upon
maturity of the instrument.
SEC. 1802. CAPITAL STOCK (AND SIMILAR INTERESTS).

(a) ORIGINAL IssUE.-On each original issue, whether on organiza-
tion or reorganization, of shares or certificates of stock, or of profits,
or of interest in property or accumulations, by any corporation, or
by any investment trust or similar organization (or by any person
on behalf of such investment trust or similar organization) holding or
dealing in any of the instruments mentioned or described in this
subsection or section 1801 (whether or not such investment trust or
similar organization constitutes a corporation within the meaning
of this title), on each $100 of par or face value or fraction thereof
of the certificates issued by such corporation or by such investment
trust or similar organization (or of the shares where no certificates
were issued), 10 cents until July 1, 1939, and 5 cents thereafter:
Provided, That where such shares or certificates are issued without
par or face value, the tax shall be 10 cents until July 1, 1939, and 5
cents thereafter, per share (corporate share, or investment trust or
other organization share, as the case may be), unless the actual
value is in excess of $100 per share; in which case the tax shall be
10 cents until July 1, 1939, and 5 cents thereafter, on each $100 of
actual value or fraction thereof of such certificates (or of the shares
where no certificates were issued), or unless the actual value is less
than $100 per share, in which case the tax shall be 2 cents until July
1, 1939, and 1 cent thereafter, on each $20 of actual value, or fraction
thereof, of such certificates (or of the shares where no certificates
were issued). The stamps representing the tax imposed by this
subsection shall be attached to the stock books or corresponding
records of the organization and not to the certificates issued.

(b) SALES AND TRANsFERS.-On all sales, or agreements to sell, or
memoranda of sales or deliveries of, or transfers of legal title to any
of the shares or certificates mentioned or described in subsection (a),
or to rights to subscribe for or to receive such shares or certificates,
whether made upon or shown by the books of the corporation or other
organization, or by any assignment in blank, or by any delivery, or
by any paper or agreement or memorandum or other evidence of
transfer or sale (whether entitling the holder in any manner to the
benefit of such share, certificate, interest, or rights, or not), on each
$100 of par or face value or fraction thereof of the certificates of such
corporation or other organization (or of the shares where no certifi-
cates were issued) 4 cents until July 1, 1939, and 2 cents thereafter,
and where such shares or certificates are without par or face value,
the tax shall be 4 cents until July 1, 1939, and 2 cents thereafter, on
the transfer or sale or agreement to sell on each share (corporate
share, or investment trust or other organization share as the case may
be): Provided, That in case the selling price, if any, is $20 or more
per share the above rate shall be 5 cents instead of 4 cents until July
1, 1939: Provided further, That it is not intended by this chapter to
impose a tax upon an agreement evidencing a deposit of certificates
as collateral security for money loaned thereon, which certificates are
not actually sold, nor upon the delivery or transfer for such purpose
of certificates so deposited nor upon the return of stock loaned: Pro-
vided further. That the tax shall not be imposed upon deliveries or
transfers to a broker or his registered nominee for sale, nor upon de-
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the tax shall be 4 cents until July 1, 1939, and 2 cents thereafter, on 
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share, or investment trust or other organization share as the case may 
be) : Provided, That in case the selling price if any, is $20 or more 
per share the above rate shall be 5 cents instead of 4 cents until July 
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added further, That the tax shall not be imposed upon deliveries or 
transfers to a broker or his registered nominee for sale, nor upon de-
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liveries or transfers by a broker or his registered nominee to a cus-
tomer for whom and upon whose order the broker has purchased
same, nor upon deliveries or transfers by a purchasing broker to his
registered nominee if the shares or certificates so delivered or trans-
ferred are to be held by such nominee for the same purpose as if held
by the broker, but such deliveries or transfers shall be accompanied
by a certificate setting forth the facts: Provided further, That the
tax shall not be imposed upon deliveries or transfers from a fiduciary
to a nominee of such fiduciary, or from one nominee of such fiduciary
to another, if such shares or certificates continue to be held by such
nominee for the same purpose for which they would be held if re-
tained by such fiduciary, or from the nominee to such fiduciary, but
such deliveries or transfers shall be accompanied by a certificate set-
ting forth the facts: Provided further, That in case of sale where
the evidence of transfer is shown only by the books of the corpora-
tion or other organization the stamp shall be placed upon such books;
and where the change of ownership is by transfer of the certificate
the stamp shall be placed upon the certificate; and in cases of an
agreement to sell or where the transfer is by delivery of the certifi-
cate assigned in blank there shall be made and delivered by the seller
to the buyer a bill or memorandum of such sale, to which the stamp
shall be affixed; and every bill or memorandum of sale or agreement
to sell before mentioned shall show the date thereof, the name of the
seller, the amount of the sale, and the matter or thing to which it
refers: Provided further, That as used in this section the term "regis-
tered nominee" shall mean any person registered with the collector in
accordance with such rules and regulations as the Commissioner with
the approval of the Secretary shall prescribe. The tax shall not be
imposed 'upon deliveries or transfers of shares or certificates-

(1) From the owner to a custodian if under a written agreement
between the parties the shares or certificates are to be held or dis-
posed of by such custodian for, and subject at all times to the
instructions of, the owner; or from such custodian to such owner;

(2) From such custodian to a registered nominee of such cus-
todian, or from one such nominee to another such nominee, if in
either case the shares or certificates continue to be held by such
nominee for the same purpose for which they would be held if
retained by such custodian; or from such nominee to such custodian.

No exemption shall be granted under this paragraph unless the deliv-
eries or transfers are accompanied by a certificate setting forth such
facts as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may
by regulation prescribe as necessary for the evidencing of the right to
such exemption. No delivery or transfer to a nominee shall be exempt
under this paragraph unless such nominee, in accordance with regula-
tions prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval of the Sec-
retary, is registered with the Commissioner.
SEC. 1804. INSURANCE POLICIES.

On each policy of insurance, or certificate, binder, covering note,
memorandum, cablegram, letter, or other instrument by whatever
name called whereby insurance is made or renewed upon property
within the United States (including rents and profits) against peril
by sea or on inland waters or in transit on land (including trans-
shipments and storage at termini or way points) or by fire, light-
ning, tornado, windstorm, bombardment, invasion, insurrection or
riot, issued to or for or in the name of a domestic corporation or
partnership or an individual resident of the United States by any
foreign corporation or partnership or any individual not a resident
of the United States, when such policy or other instrument is not
signed or countersigned by an officer or agent of the insurer in a
State, Territory, or District of the United States within which such
insurer is authorized to do business, a tax of 3 cents on each dollar,
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or fractional part thereof of the premium charged: Provided, That

policies of reinsurance shall be exempt from the tax imposed by this
section.
SEC 1805. SILVER BULLION.

On all transfers of any interest in silver bullion, if the price for

which such interest is or is to be transferred exceeds the total of the

cost thereof and allowed expenses, 50 per centum of the amount of

such excess. On every such transfer there shall be made and de-
livered by the transferor to the transferee a memorandum to which

there shall be affixed lawful stamps in value equal to the tax thereon.

Every such memorandum shall show the date thereof, the names and

addresses of the transferor and transferee, the interest in silver bul-
lion to which it refers, the price for which such interest is or is to

be transferred and the cost thereof and the allowed expenses. Stamps

affixed under this section shall be canceled (in lieu of the manner
provided in section 1816) by such officers and in such manner as regu-

lations under this section shall prescribe. Such officers shall cancel
such stamps only if it appears that the proper tax is being paid, and
when stamps with respect to any transfer are so canceled, the trans-
feror and not the transferee shall be liable for any additional tax

found due or penalty with respect to such transfer. The Commis-
sioner shall abate or refund, in accordance with regulations issued
hereunder, such portion of any tax hereunder as he finds to be at-
tributable to profits (1) realized in the course of the transferor's
regular business of furnishing silver bullion for industrial, profes-
sional, or artistic use and (a) not resulting from a change in the
market price of silver bullion, or (b) offset by contemporaneous
losses incurred in transactions in interests in silver bullion deter-

mined, in accordance with such regulations, to have been specifically
related hedging transactions; or (2) offset by contemporaneous losses
attributable to changes in the market price of silver bullion and in-
curred in transactions in silver foreign exchange determined, in ac-
cordance with such regulations, to have been hedged specifically by
the interest in silver bullion transferred. The provisions of this
section shall extend to all transfers in the United States of any inter-
est in silver bullion, and to all such transfers outside the United
States if either party thereto is a resident of the United States or is
a citizen of the United States who has been a resident thereof within
three months before the date of the transfer or if such silver bullion
or interest therein is situated in the United States; and shall extend
to transfers to the United States Government (the tax in such cases
to be payable by the transferor), but shall not extend to transfers of
silver bullion by deposit or delivery at a United States mint under
proclamation by the President or in compliance with any Executive
order issued pursuant to section 7 of the Silver Purchase Act of 1934.
48 Stat. 1179 (U. S. C., Title 31, § 316 (a)).

As used in this section-
The term "cost" means the cost of the interest in silver bullion

to the transferor, except that (a) in case of silver bullion produced
from materials containing silver which has not previously entered
into industrial, commercial, or monetary use, the cost to a trans-
feror who is the producer shall be deemed to be the market price
at the time of production determined in accordance with regulations
issued hereunder; (b) in the case of an interest in silver bullion
acquired by the transferor otherwise than for valuable consideration,
the cost shall be deemed to be the cost thereof to the last previous
transferor by whom it was acquired for a valuable consideration;
and (c) in the case of any interest in silver bullion acquired by the
transferor in a wash sale, the cost shall be deemed to be the cost to
him of the interest transferred by him in such wash sale, but with
proper adjustment, in accordance with regulations under this section,
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or fractional part thereof of the premium charged: Provided, That 
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from materials containing silver which has not previously entered 
into industrial, commercial, or monetary use, the cost to a trans-
feror who is the producer shall be deemed to be the market price 
at the time of production determined in accordance with regulations 
issued hereunder; (b) in the case of an interest in silver bullion 
acquired by the transferor otherwise than for valuable consideration, 
the cost shall be deemed to be the cost thereof to the last previous 
transferor by whom it was acquired for a valuable consideration; 
and (c) in the case of any interest in silver bullion acquired by the 
transferor in a wash sale, the cost shall be deemed to be the cost to 
him of the interest transferred by him in such wash sale, but with 
proper adjustment, in accordance with regulations under this section, 
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when such interests are in silver bullion for delivery at different
times.

The term "transfer" means a sale, agreement of sale, agreement
to sell, memorandum of sale or delivery of, or transfer, whether
made by assignment in blank or by any delivery, or by any paper
or agreement or memorandum or any other evidence of transfer or
sale; or means to make a transfer as so defined.

The term "interest in silver bullion" means any title or claim to,
or interest in, any silver bullion or contract therefor.

The term "allowed expenses" means usual and necessary expenses
actually incurred in holding, processing, or transporting the interest
in silver bullion as to which an interest is transferred (including
storage, insurance, and transportation charges but not including in-
terest, taxes, or charges in the nature of overhead), determined in
accordance with regulations issued hereunder.

The term "memorandum" means a bill, memorandum, agreement,
or other evidence of a transfer.

The term "wash sale" means a transaction involving the transfer
of an interest in silver bullion and, within thirty days before or
after such transfer, the acquisition by the same person of an interest
in silver bullion. Only so much of the interest so acquired as does
not exceed the interest so transferred, and only so much of the inter-
est so transferred as does not exceed the interest so acquired, shall
be deemed to be included in the wash sale.

The term "silver bullion" means silver which has been melted,
smelted, or refined and is in such state or condition that its value
depends primarily upon the silver content and not upon its form.

The Secretary is authorized to issue, with the approval of the
President, such rules and regulations as the Secretary may deem nec-
essary or proper to carry out the purposes of this section, or of any
order issued hereunder.

As used in this section-
The term "person" means an individual, partnership, association,

or corporation;
The term "the continental United States" means the States of the

United States, the District of Columbia, and the Territory of
Alaska.
SEC. 1806. PASSAGE TICKETS.

Passage ticket, one way or round trip, for each passenger, sold or
issued in the United States for passage by any vessel to a port or
place not in the United States, Canada, Mexico, Cuba, or Puerto Rico,
if costing not exceeding $30, $1; costing more than $30 and not ex-
ceeding $60, $3; costing more than $60, $5. This section shall not
apply to passage tickets costing $10 or less.

SEC. 1807. PLAYING CARDS.
Upon every pack of playing cards containing not more than fifty-

four cards, manufactured or imported, and sold, or removed for con-
sumption or sale, a tax of 10 cents per pack. This tax shall be in
addition to any import duties imposed on such articles of foreign
manufacture.
SEC. 1808. EXEMPTIONS.

There shall not be taxed under this chapter-
(a) GOVERNMENT AND STATE OBLIGATIONS.-Any bond, note, or

other instrument, issued by the United States, or by any foreign Gov-
ernment, or by any State, Territory, or the District of Columbia, or
local subdivision thereof, or municipal or other corporation exercising
the taxing power; or

(b) BoNDs OF IN-DEMNI-r.-Any bond of indemnity required to be
filed by any person to secure payment of any pension, allowance,
allotment, relief, or insurance by the United States, or to secure a
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duplicate for, or the payment of, any bond, note, certificate of in-
debtedness, war-savings certificate, warrant or check, issued by the
United States; or

(c) STOCKS AND BONDS OF DOMESTIC BUILDING AND LOAN ASSOCIA-
TIONS AND MUTUAL DrITCH OR IRRIGATION COMPANIES.-Stocks and
bonds issued by domestic building and loan associations substantially
all the business of which is confined to making loans to members, or by
mutual ditch or irrigation companies; or

(d) STOCKS AND BONDS OF FARMERS', FRUIT GROWERS' OR COOPER-

ATIVE ASSOCIATIONS.-Stocks and bonds and other certificates of in-
debtedness issued by any farmers' or fruit growers' or like associa-
tions organized and operated on a cooperative basis for the purposes,
and subject to the conditions, prescribed in paragraph (12) of sec-
tion 101.

(e) REORGANIZATION OF RAILROADS ENGAGED IN INTERSTATE COM-
MERCE.-The provisions of sections 1801, 1802, and 1821 (b) of this
chapter and sections 3481 and 3482 of chapter 31 shall not apply to
the issuance, transfers, or exchanges of securities or filing of con-
veyances to make effective any plan of reorganization confirmed
under the provisions of section 77 of the National Bankruptcy Act,
as amended by section 1 of the Act of March 3, 1933, c. 204, 47 Stat.
1474 (U. S. C., Title 11 § 205).

(f) CORPORATE REORGANIZATIONs.-The provisions of sections 1801,
1802, and 1821 (b) of this chapter and the provisions of sections 3481
and 3482 of chapter 31 shall not apply to the issuance, transfers, or
exchange of securities or making or delivery of conveyances to make
effective any plan of reorganization confirmed under section 77B
of the National Bankruptcy Act, as amended by the Act of June 7,
1934 c. 424, 48 Stat. 919 (U. S. C., Title 11, § 207).

(g) CRoss REFERENCE.-
For exemption in case of playing cards exported to a foreign country,

see section 1830.

SEC. 1809. PAYMENT OF TAX.
(a) BY WHOM PAID.-The tax imposed by this chapter shall be

paid by any person who makes, signs, issues, sells, removes, consigns,
or ships any of the documents, instruments, matters, and things
mentioned and described in sections 1801 to 1807, inclusive, or for
whose use or benefit the same are made, signed, issued, sold, removed,
consigned, or shipped.

(b) METHOD OF PAYMENT.-
(1) STAMPS.-The Commissioner shall cause to be prepared and

distributed for the payment of the taxes prescribed in this chapter
suitable stamps denoting the tax on the documents, articles, or
things to which the same may be affixed.

(2) AssESSMENT.-All internal revenue laws relating to the as-
sessment and collection of taxes shall be extended to and made a
part of this chapter, so far as applicable, for the purpose of collect-
ing stamp taxes omitted through mistake or fraud from any instru-
ment, document, paper, writing, parcel, package, or article named
herein.

(3) CRoss REFERENCE.-
For general provisions relating to assessment and collection, see

part II of subchapter A of chapter 28, and chapters 34, 35, and 36.

SUBCHAPTER B-STAMPS

SEC. 1815. AFFIXING.
The Commissioner shall prescribe such method for the affixing

of the stamps prescribed in section 1809 (b) (1) in substitution for,
or in addition to the method provided in this chapter, as he may deem
expedient.
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SEC. 1816. CANCELLATION.
(a) GENERAL RULE.-Whenever an adhesive stamp is used for

denoting any tax imposed by this chapter, except as hereinafter pro-
vided, the person using or affixing the same shall write or stamp or
cause to be written or stamped thereupon the initials of his or its
name and the date upon which the same is attached or used, so that
the same may not again be used: Provided, That the Commissioner
may prescribe such other method for the cancellation of such stamps
as he may deem expedient.

(b) CRoss REFERENCE.-
For method of canceling stamps in the case of silver sales and

transfers, see section 1805.
SEC. 1817. SUPPLY.

(a) POST OFFICE.-The Commissioner shall furnish to the Post-
master General without prepayment a suitable quantity of adhesive
stamps to be distributed to and kept on sale by the various postmasters
in the United States in all postoffices of the first and second classes
and such post offices of the third and fourth classes as are located in
county seats. The Postmaster General may require each such post-
master to give additional or increased bond as postmaster for the
value of the stamps so furnished, and each such postmaster shall
deposit the receipts from the sale of such stamps to the credit of
and render accounts to the Postmaster General at such times and
in such form as he may by regulations prescribe. The Postmaster
General shall at least once monthly transfer all collections from this
source to the Treasury as internal-revenue collections.

(b) DESIGNATED DEPOSITARY OF THE UNITED STATES.-Each collector
shall furnish, without prepayment, to any designated depositary of
the United States, located in the district of such collector, a suitable
quantity of adhesive stamps to be kept on sale by such designated
depositary.

(c) STATE AGENTS.-Each collector shall furnish, without prepay-
ment, to any person who is (1) located in the district of such collector,
(2) duly appointed and acting as agent of any State for the sale of
stock transfer stamps of such State, and (3) designated by the Com-
missioner for the purpose, a suitable quantity of such adhesive stamps
as are required by section 1802, to be kept on sale by such person.

SEC. 1818. METHODS OF SAFEGUARDING.
(a) BoND.-In cases coming within the provisions of subsections

(b) and (c) of section 1817 the collector may require a bond, with
sufficient sureties, in a sum to be fixed by the Commissioner, condi-
tioned for the faithful return, whenever so required, of all quantities
or amounts undisposed of, and for the payment monthly of all quan-
tities or amounts sold or not remaining on hand.

(b) REGULATIONS.-The Secretary may from time to time make
such regulations as he may find necessary to insure the safe-keeping
or prevent the illegal use of all the adhesive stamps referred to in
section 1817 (b) and (c).

SEC. 1819. CROSS REFERENCE.
For general provisions relating to stamps, see part I of subchapter A

of chapter 28.

SUBCHAPTER C-PENALTIES AND FORFEITURES

SEC. 1820. UNDERPAYMENT OF TAX
Whoever-
(a) INsTRuMENrs.-Makes, signs, issues, or accepts, or causes to be

made, signed, issued, or accepted, any instrument, document, or paper
of any kind or description whatsoever without the full amount of tax
thereon being duly paid; or
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(b) MERcHANDISE.-Manufactures or imports and sells, or offers for
sale, or causes to be manufactured or imported and sold, or offered for
sale, any playing cards, package, or other article without the full
amount of tax being duly paid;
is guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall pay
a fine of not more than $100 for each offense.
SEC. 1821. NONPAYMENT OR EVASION OF TAX.

(a) IN GENERAL.-
(1) Any person required under this chapter to pay any tax, or

required by law or regulations made under authority thereof to
make a return, keep any records, or supply any information, for
the purposes of the computation, assessment, or collection of any tax
imposed by this chapter, who willfully fails to pay such tax, make
such return, keep such records, or supply such information, at the
time or times required by law or regulations, shall, in addition to
other penalties provided by law, be guilty of a misdemeanor and,
upon conviction thereof, be fined not more than $10,000, or im-
prisoned for not more than one year, or both, together with the
costs of prosecution.

(2) Any person required under this chapter to collect, account
for and pay over any tax imposed by this chapter, who willfully
fails to collect or truthfully account for and pay over such tax, and
any person who willfully attempts in any manner to evade or defeat
any tax imposed by this chapter or the payment thereof, shall, in
addition to other penalties provided by law, be guilty of a felony
and, upon conviction thereof, be fined not more than $10,000, or
imprisoned for not more than five years, or both, together with
the costs of prosecution.

(3) Any person who willfully fails to pay, collect, or truthfully
account for and pay over, any tax imposed by this chapter, or will-
fully attempts in any manner to evade or defeat any such tax or the
payment thereof, shall, in addition to other penalties provided by
law be liable to a penalty of the amount of the tax evaded, or not
paid, collected or accounted for and paid over, to be assessed and
collected in the same manner as taxes are assessed and collected.
No penalty shall be assessed under this paragraph for any offense
for which a penalty may be assessed under authority of section
3612.

(4) The term "person" as used in this subsection includes an
officer or employee of a corporation or a member or employee of a
partnership, who as such officer, employee, or member is under a
duty to perform the act in respect of which the violation occurs.
(b) IN PARTICULAR.-

(1) CAPTrAL STOCK SALES OR TRANSFERS.-Any person liable to pay
the tax as provided in subsection (b) of section 1802, or anyone who
acts in the matter as agent or broker for such person, who makes
any such sale, or who in pursuance of any such sale delivers any
certificate or evidence of the sale of any stock, share, interest or
right, or bill or memorandum thereof, as required in that subsec-
tion, without having the proper stamps affixed thereto, with intent
to evade the provisions of such subsection, shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall pay a fine of
not exceeding $1,000, or be imprisoned not more than six months,
or both.

(2) Any person who, with intent to evade the tax provided in
subsection (b) of section 1802, falsely makes a certificate accom-
panying any delivery or transfer shall be deemed guilty of a misde-
meanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be fined not more than
$1,000, or imprisoned not more than six months, or both.

(3) INSUrANCE POLICIES.-Any person to or for whom or in
whose name any insurance policy or other instrument referred to
in section 1804 is issued, or any solicitor or broker acting for or on
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the costs of prosecution. 
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(b) IN ARTICULAR.— 
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the tax as provided in subsection (b) of section 1802, or anyone who 
acts in the matter as agent or broker for such person, who makes 
any such sale, or who in pursuance of any such sale delivers any 
certificate or evidence of the sale of any stock, share, interest or 
right, or bill or memorandum thereof, as required in that subsec-
tion, without having the proper stamps affixed thereto, with intent 
to evade the provisions of such subsection, shall be deemed guilty 
of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall pay a fine of 
not exceeding $1,000, or be imprisoned not more than six months, 
or both. 

(2) .Any person who, with intent to evade the tax provided in 
subsection (b) of section 1802, falsely makes a certificate accom-
panying any delivery or transfer shall be deem ed guilty of a m isde-
meanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be fined not more than 
$1,000, or imprisoned not more than six months, or both. 

(3) INSURANCE. rouciEs.—Any person to or for whom or in 
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behalf of such person in the procurement of any such policy or
other instrument, shall affix the proper stamps to such policy or
other instrument, and for failure to affix such stamps with intent
to evade the tax shall, in addition to other penalties provided
therefor, pay a fine of double the amount of the tax.

(4) SILVER BULLION SALES OR TRANSFERS.-Any person liable for

payment of tax under section 1805 (or anyone who acts in the mat-
ter as agent or broker for any such person) who is a party to any
such transfer, or who in pursuance of any such transfer delivers
any silver bullion or interest therein, without a memorandum stat-
ing truly and completely the information herein required, or who
delivers any such memorandum without having the proper stamps
affixed thereto, with intent to evade the provisions of section 1805,
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction
thereof shall pay a fine of not exceeding $1,000 or be imprisoned
not more than six months, or both.

(5) PLAYING CARDS.-

For penalty imposed for failure of manufacturers of playing cards
to register, see subsection (c) of section 1831.

SEC. 1822. USE OF UNCANCELED STAMPS.

Whoever makes use of any adhesive stamp to denote any tax im-
posed by this chapter without cancelling or obliterating such stamp
as prescribed in section 1816, is guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereof shall pay a fine of not more than $100 for each
offense.

SEC. 1823. FRAUDS RELATING TO STAMPS.
Whoever-
(a) MUTILATION OR REMOVAL.-Fraudulently cuts, tears, or removes

from any vellum, parchment, paper, instrument, writing, package, or
article, upon which any tax is imposed by this chapter, any adhesive
stamp or the impression of any stamp, die, plate, or other article
provided, made, or used in pursuance of this chapter;

(b) USE OF MUTILATED, INSUFFICIENT, AND COUNTERFEIT STAMPS.-

Fraudulently uses, joins, fixes, or places to, with, or upon any vellum,
parchment, paper, instrument, writing, package, or article, upon
which any tax is imposed by this chapter, (1) any adhesive stamp,
or the impression of any stamp, die, plate, or other article, which
has been cut, torn, or removed from any other vellum, parchment,
paper, instrument, writing, package, or article, upon which any tax
is imposed by this chapter; or (2) any adhesive stamp or the impres-
sion of any stamp, die, plate, or other article of insufficient value;
or (3) any forged or counterfeited stamp, or the impression of any
forged or counterfeited stamp, die, plate, or other article;

(c) REUSE OF STAMPS.-
(1) PREPARATION FOR REUSE.-Willfully removes, or alters the

cancellation or defacing marks of, or otherwise prepares, any ad-
hesive stamp, with intent to use, or cause the same to be used, after
it has already been used;

(2) TRAFFICKING.-Knowingly or willfully buys, sells, offers for
sale, or gives away, any such washed or restored stamp to any
person for use, or knowingly uses the same; or

(3) POSSESSION.-Knowingly and without lawful excuse (the
burden of proof of such excuse being on the accused) has in posses-
sion any washed, restored, or altered stamp, which has been re-
moved from any vellum, parchment, paper, instrument, writing,
package, or article;

shall, upon conviction, be punished by a fine of not more than $1,000,
or by imprisonment for not more than five years, or both, and any
such reused, canceled, or counterfeit stamp and the vellum, parch-
ment, document, paper, package, or article upon which it is placed or
impressed shall be forfeited to the United States.
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SUBCHAPTER D-SPECIAL PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO
PLAYING CARDS

SEC. 1830. EXEMPTION IN CASE OF EXPORTATION.
Playing cards may be removed from the place of manufacture for

export to a foreign country, without payment of tax, or affixing
stamps thereto, under such regulations and the filing of such bonds as
the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may prescribe.
SEC. 1831. MANUFACTURERS.

(a) DEFINITION.-Every person who offers or exposes for sale play-
ing cards, whether the articles so offered or exposed are of foreign
manufacture and imported or are of domestic manufacture, shall be
deemed the manufacturer thereof, and subject to all the duties,
liabilities, and penalties imposed by law in regard to the sale of do-
mestic articles without the use of the proper stamps denoting the tax
paid thereon.

(b) REGISTRATION.-Every manufacturer of playing cards shall
register with the collector of the district his name or style, place of
residence, trade, or business, and the place where such business is to
be carried on.

(c) PENALTY FOR FAILURE TO REGISTER.-Every manufacturer of
playing cards who fails to register as provided and required in sub-
section (b) shall be subject to a penalty of $50.
SEC. 1832. STAMPS.

(a) SUPPLY.-The stamps on playing cards shall be furnished to
the collectors requiring them, and collectors shall, if there be any
manufacturers of playing cards within their respective districts, keep
on hand at all times a supply equal in amount to two months' sales
thereof, and shall sell the same only to such manufacturers as have
registered as required by law and to importers of playing cards, who
are required to affix the same to imported playing cards.

(b) COLLECTOR'S ACCOUNT.-Every collector shall keep an account
of the number and denominate values of the stamps sold by him to
each manufacturer and importer.

SUBCHAPTER E-MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

SEC. 1835. RECORDS, STATEMENTS, AND RETURNS.
Every person liable to any tax imposed by this chapter or for the

collection thereof, shall keep such records, render under oath such
statements, make such returns, and comply with such rules and regu-
lations as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary,
may from time to time prescribe.
SEC. 1836. RULES AND REGULATIONS.

For authority of the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secre-
tary, to prescribe and publish all needful rules and regulations for the
enforcement of this chapter see section 3791.

SEC. 1837. OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE
All administrative, special, or stamp provisions of law, including

the law relating to the assessment of taxes, so far as applicable, shall
be extended to and made a part of this chapter.
SEC. 1838. CROSS REFERENCES.

For general provisions relating to stamps, information and returns,
assessment, collection, and refund, see chapters 28 and 34 to 37,
inclusive.
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CHAPTER 12-SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES

SEC. 1850. TAX.

(a) RATE.-There shall be imposed a tax equivalent to 10 per
centum of the amount collected for the use of any safe deposit box.

(b) BY WHOM PAID.-The tax imposed by subsection (a) shall
be paid by the person paying for the use of the safe deposit box.

SEC. 1851. COLLECTION OF TAX BY LESSOR.
(a) REQUIREMENT.-Every person making any collections speci-

fied in subsection (a) of section 1850 shall collect the amount of tax
imposed by such subsection from the person paying for the use of
the safe deposit box.

(b) CRoss REFERENCE.-
For provision requiring the amount of tax so collected to be held

in a special fund in trust for the United States, see section 3762.

SEC. 1852. RETURNS.

(a) REQUIREMENT.-Every person making any collections specified
in subsection (a) of section 1850 shall on or before the last day of
each month make a return, under oath, for the preceding month.
Such returns shall contain such information and be made in such
manner as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary,
may by regulations prescribe.

(b) PLACE FOR FILING.-The return shall be made to the collector
for the district in which is located the principal place of business of
the person making any collections specified in subsection (a) of
section 1850, or, if he has no principal place of business in the
United States, then to the collector at Baltimore, Maryland.
SEC. 1853. PAYMENT OF TAX.

(a) TIME FOR PAYMENT.-The tax imposed by section 1850 shall,
without assessment by the Commissioner or notice from the collector,
be due and payable to the collector at the time fixed for filing the
return.

(b) PLACE FOR PAYMENT.-The tax shall be paid to the collector
for the district in which is located the principal place of business
of the person making any collections specified in subsection (a) of
section 1850, or, if he has no principal place of business in the United
States, then to the collector at Baltimore, Maryland.'

(c) ADDTION TO THE TAX IN CASE OF DELINQUENCY.-If the tax is
not paid when due, there shall be added as part of the tax interest
at the rate of 6 per centum per annum from the time the tax became
due until paid.
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SEC. 1854. REFUNDS AND CREDITS.
(a) ALLowANcE.-Credit or refund of any overpayment of tax im-

posed by section 1850 may be allowed to the person who collected
the tax and paid it to the United States if such person establishes,
to the satisfaction of the Commissioner, under such regulations as
the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary may prescribe,
that he has repaid the amount of such tax to the person from whom
he collected it, or obtained the consent of such person to the allow-
ance of such credit or refund.

(b) CREDIT ON MONTHLY RETURNS.-Any person entitled to re-
fund of tax under section 1850 paid, or collected and paid, to the
United States by him may take credit therefor against taxes due
upon any monthly return.

(c) ADJUSTMENTS FOR REFUNDED PAYMENTS.-Any person making
a refund of any payment on which tax under section 1850 has been
collected, may repay therewith the amount of tax collected on such
payment, and the amount of tax so repaid may be credited against
the tax under any subsequent return.
SEC. 1855. REGULATIONS.

The Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, shall pre-
scribe and publish all needful rules and regulations for the enforce-
ment of this chapter.
SEC. 1856. APPLICABILITY OF ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS.

All provisions of law (including penalties) applicable in respect
of the taxes imposed by section 1700 shall, m so far as applicable
and not inconsistent with this chapter, be applicable in respect of
the tax imposed by section 1850.
SEC. 1857. DEFINITION OF SAFE DEPOSIT BOX.

For the purposes of this chapter any vault, safe, box, or other
receptacle, of not more than 40 cubic feet capacity, used for the safe-
keeping or storage of jewelry, plate, money, specie, bullion, stocks,
bonds, securities, valuable papers of any kind, or other valuable
personal property, shall be regarded as a safe deposit box.
SEC. 1858. PUBLICITY OF RETURNS.

For provisions with respect to publicity of returns under this chap-
ter, see subsection (a) (2) of section 55.

SEC. 1859. EFFECTIVE DATE OF CHAPTER.
This chapter shall take effect on the first day of that calendar month

occurring next after the enactment of this title.
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CHAPTER 13-CIRCULATION OTHER THAN OF
NATIONAL BANKS

SEC. 1900. RATE OF TAX.
(a) AVERAGE CIRCULATION OUTSTANDING.-There shall be levied, col-

lected, and paid-
(1) ENTIRE CIRCULATION.-A tax of one-twelfth of 1 per centum

each month upon the average amount of circulation issued by any
bank, association, corporation, company, or person, including as cir-
culation all certified checks and all notes and other obligations cal-
culated or intended to circulate or to be used as money, but not in-
cluding that in the vault of the bank, or redeemed and on deposit
for said bank; and

(2) CIRCULATION EXCEEDING NINETY PER CENTUM OF CAPITAL.-

An additional tax of one-sixth of 1 per centum each month upon
the average amount of such circulation, issued as aforesaid, beyond
the amount of 90 per centum of the capital of any such bank,
association, corporation, company, or person.
In the case of banks with branches, the tax herein provided shall

be assessed upon the circulation of each branch severally, and the
amount of capital of each branch shall be considered to be the amount
allotted to it.

(b) CIRCULATION PAID OUT.-
(1) OWN CIRCULATION.-Every person, firm, association other

than national bank associations, and every corporation, State bank,
or State banking association, shall pay a tax of 10 per centum on
the amount of their own notes used for circulation and paid out
by them.

(2) OTHER CIRCULATION.-Every such person, firm, association,

corporation, State bank, or State banking association, and also
every national banking association, shall pay a like tax of 10 per
centum on the amount of notes of any person, firm, association other

than a national banking association, or of any corporation, State

bank, or State banking association, or of any town, city, or munici-

pal corporation, used for circulation and paid out by them.

SEC. 1901. EXEMPTION FROM TAX.
(a) CIRCULATION REDUCED TO NOT OVER FIvE PER CENTUM OF CAPI-

TAL.-Whenever the outstanding circulation of any bank, association,

corporation. company, or person is reduced to an amount not exceed-

ing 5 per centum of the chartered or declared capital existing at the

time the same was issued, said circulation shall be free from taxation;
and
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corporation, State bank, or State banking association, and also 
every national banking association, shall pay a like tax of 10 per 
centum on the amount of notes of any person, firm, association other 
than a national banking association, or of any corporation, State 
bank, or State banking association, or of any town, city, or munici-
pal corporation, used for circulation and paid out by them. 

SEC. 1901. EXEMPTION FROM TAX. 

(a) CIRCULATION REDUCED TO NOT OvER FIVE PER CENTUM OF CAPI-
TAL.—Whenever the outstanding circulation of any bank, association, 
corporation, company, or person is reduced to an amount not exceed-
ing 5 per centum of the chartered or declared capital existing at the 
time the same was issued, said circulation shall be free from taxation; 
and 
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(b) CIRCULATION UNDER REDEMPTION IN WHOLE.--Whenever anybank which has ceased to issue notes for circulation deposits in theTreasury of the United States, in lawful money, the amount of itsoutstanding circulation, to be redeemed at par, under such regula-tions as the Secretary shall prescribe, it shall be exempt from any tax
upon such circulation.

(c) CIRCULATION OF INSOLVENT BANKS.-
For exemption in case of insolvent banks, see section 3798.

SEC. 1902. RETURNS AND PAYMENT OF TAX.
(a) CIRCULATION OUTSTANDING.-

(1) TIME FOR MAKING RETURN.-A true and complete return ofthe monthly amount of circulation as aforesaid for the previous
six months shall be made and rendered in duplicate on the 1st dayof December, and the 1st day of June, by each of such banks. asso-ciations, corporations, companies, or persons, with a declaration an-nexed thereto, under the oath of such person, or of the president orcashier of such bank, association, corporation, or company, in suchform and manner as may be prescribed by the Commissioner, thatthe same contains a true and faithful statement of the amounts sub-ject to tax, as aforesaid; and

(2) To WHOM RETURN MADE.-One copy shall be transmitted tothe collector of the district in which any such bank, association,
corporation, or company is situated, or in which such person has hisplace of business, and one copy to the Commissioner.

(3) CALCULATION AND TIME FOR PAYMENT OF TAX.-The taxes pro-vided in section 1900 (a) shall be paid semi-annually, on the 1stday of January and the 1st day of July; but the same shall be cal-culated at the rate per month as prescribed by said section, so thatthe tax for six months shall not be less than the aggregate would beif such taxes were collected monthly.
(4) RETURN AND PAYMENT WHEN STATE BANK CONVERTED INTONATIONAL BANK.-Whenever any State bank or banking associationhas been converted into a national banking association, and such na-tional banking association has assumed the liabilities of such Statebank or banking association, including the redemption of its bills,by any agreement or understanding whatever with the representa-

tives of such State bank or banking association, such national bank-ing association shall be held to make the required return and pay-ment on the circulation outstanding, so long as such circulation
shall exceed 5 per centum of the capital before such conversion ofsuch State bank or banking association.
(b) CIRCULATION PAID Ourr.-The amount of circulating notes re-ferred to in section 1900 (b), and of the tax due thereon, shall be re-turned, and the tax paid at the same time, and in the same manner,and with like penalties for failure to return and pay the same, asprovided by law for the return and payment of taxes on circulationImposed by subsection (a) of that section.

SEC. 1903. ESTIMATION OF OUTSTANDING CIRCULATION IN DEFAULT
OF RETURN.

In default of the returns provided in section 1902, the amount ofcirculation and notes of persons, town, city, and municipal corpora-tions, State banks, and State banking associations paid out, as afore-said, shall be estimated by the Commissioner, upon the best informa-tion he can obtain.
SEC. 1904. PENALTY FOR REFUSAL OR NEGLECT TO MAKE RETURN OR

PAYMENT.
For any refusal or neglect to make return and payment, any bank,association, corporation, company, or person in default as describedin the preceding section, shall pay a penalty of $200, besides the addi-tional penalty and forfeitures provided in other casea
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(b) CisciaLATioN UNDER REDEMPTION IN WHoLE.—Whenever any 
bank which has ceased to issue notes for circulation deposits in the 
Treasury of the United States, in lawful money, the amount of its 
outstanding circulation, to be redeemed at par, under such regula-
tions as the Secretary shall prescribe, it shall be exempt from any tax 
upon such circulation. 

(C) CIRCULATION or INSOLVENT BANKS.— 

For exemption in case of insolvent banks, see section 3798. 

SEC. 1902. RETURNS AND PAYMENT OF TAX. 
(a) CIRCULATION OUTSTANDING.— 

(1) TIME FOR MAKING RETURN.—A true and complete return of 
the monthly amount of circulation as aforesaid for the previous 
six months shall be made and rendered in duplicate on the 1st day 
of December, and the 1st day of June, by each of such banks, asso-
ciations, corporations, companies, or persons, with a declaration an-
nexed thereto, under the oath of such person, or of the president or 
cashier of such bank, association, corporation, or company, m such 
form and manner as may be prescribed by the Commissioner, that 
the same contains a true and faithful statement of the amounts sub-
ject to tax, as aforesaid; and 

(2) To WHOM RETuRN MADE.—One copy shall be transmitted to 
the collector of the district in which any such bank, association, 
corporation, or company is situated, or in which such person has his 
place of business, and one copy to the Commissioner. 

(3A CALCULATION AND TIME FOR PAYMENT OF TAx.—The taxes pro-
vide in section 1900 (a) shall be paid semi-annually, on the 1st 
day of January and the 1st day of July; but the same shall be cal-
culated at the rate per month as prescribed by, said section, so that 
the tax for six months shall not be less than the aggregate would be 
if such taxes were collected monthly. 

(4) RETuRN AND PAYMENT WHEN STATE BANK CONVERTED INTO 
NATIONAL BANK.—Whenever any State bank or banking association 
has been converted into a national banking association, and such na-
tional banking association has assumed the liabilities of such State 
bank or banking association, including the redemption of its bills, 
by any agreement or understanding whatever with the representa-
tives of such State bank or banking association: such national bank-
ing association shall be held to make the required return and pay-
ment on the circulation outstanding, so long as such circulation 
shall exceed 5 per centum of the capital before such conversion of 
such State bank or banking association. 
(b) CIRCULATION PAID Oirr.—The amount of circulating notes re-

ferred to in section 1900 (b), and of the tax due thereon, shall be re-
turned2 and the tax paid at the same time, and in the same manner, 
and with like penalties for failure to return and pay the same, as 
provided by law for the return and payment of taxes on circulation 
imposed by subsection (a) of that section. 
SEC. 1903. ESTIMATION OF OUTSTANDING CIRCULATION IN DEFAULT 

OF RETURN. 

In default of the returns provided in section 1902, the amount of 
circulation and notes of persons, town, city, and municipal corpora-
tions, State banks, and State banking associations paid out, as afore-
said, shall be estimated by the Commissioner, upon the best informa-
tion he can obtain. 

SEC. 1904. PENALTY FOR REFUSAL OR NEGLECT TO MAKE RETURN OR 
PAYMENT. 

For any refusal or. neglect to make return and 'Payment, any bank, 
association, corporation, company, or person in default as described 
in the preceding section, shall pay a penalty of $200, besides the addi-
tional penalty and forfeitures provided in other cases. 
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SEC. 1905. DEFINITION OF BANK OR BANKER.
Every incorporated or other bank, and every person, firm, or com-

pany having a place of business where credits are opened by the
deposit or collection of money or currency, subject to be paid or
remitted upon draft, check, or order, or where money is advanced or
loaned on stocks, bonds, bullion, bills of exchange, or promissory
notes, or where stocks, bonds, bullion, bills of exchange, or promissory
notes are received for discount or for sale, shall be regarded as a
bank or as a banker.
SEC. 1906. APPLICATION OF CHAPTER TO NATIONAL BANKS.

The provisions of this chapter, relating to the tax on the circulation
of banks, and to their returns, except as contained in sections 1900
(b) (2), 1901 (a) and (b), 1902 (a) (4), and such parts of sections
1902 (a) (1) and (2) and (b), 1903, and 1904 as relate to the tax of
10 per centum on certain notes, shall not apply to associations which
are taxed as national banks.
SEC. 1907. EFFECTIVE DATE OF CHAPTER.

This chapter shall take effect on the first day of June or the first
day of December, whichever occurs first, next after the enactment of
this title.
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CHAPTER 14-COTTON FUTURES
SEC. 1920. TAX.

(a) RATE.-Upon each contract of sale of any cotton for future de-
livery made at, on, or in any exchange, board of trade, or similar
institution or place of business, there shall be levied a tax in the
nature of an excise of 2 cents for each pound of the cotton involved in
any such contract.

(b) By WHOM PAID.-The tax imposed by subsection (a) shall be
paid by the seller of the cotton involved in the contract of sale.

(c) How PAID.-The tax imposed by subsection (a) shall be paid
by means of stamps which shall be affixed to such contracts, or to the
memoranda evidencing the same, and canceled in compliance with
rules and regulations which shall be prescribed by the Secretary of
the Treasury.

(d) CRoss REFERENCE.-
For authority of the Secretary of the Treasury to promulgate rules

and regulations for the collection of the tax, see section 1928 (a).
SEC. 1921. EXEMPTION OF SPOT COTTON.

This chapter shall not be construed to impose a tax on any sale of
spot cotton.
SEC. 1922. EXEMPTION OF BASIS GRADE CONTRACTS.

(a) CONDrrIONS.-No tax shall be levied under this chapter on any
contract of sale mentioned in section 1920 (a) if the contract comply
with each of the following conditions:

(1) CONFORMITY WITH SECTION 1925 (A) AND REGULATIONS.-Con-
form to the requirements in section 1925 (a) of, and the rules and
regulations made pursuant to, this chapter.

(2) SPECIFICATION OF GRADE, PRICE, DATES OF SALE AND SETTLE-
MENT.-Specify the basis grade for the cotton involved in the
contract, which shall be one of the grades for which standards are
established by the Secretary of Agriculture, except grades prohib-
ited from being delivered on a contract made under this section by
the fifth paragraph of this subsection, the price per pound at which
the cotton of such basis grade is contracted to be bought or sold,
the date when the purchase or sale was made, and the month or
months in which the contract is to be fulfilled or settled: Provided,
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CHAPTER 14—COTTON FUTURES 
SEC. 1920. TAX. 

(a) RATE.—Upon each contract of sale of any cotton for future de-
livery made at, on, or in any exchange, board of trade, or similar 
institution or place of business, there shall be levied a tax in the 
nature of an excise of 2 cents for each pound of the cotton involved in 
any such contract. 

(b) BY W HOM PAID.—The tax imposed by subsection (a) shall be 
paid by the seller of the cotton involved in the contract of sale. 

(c) How PAID.—The tax imposed by subsection (a) shall be paid 
by means of stamps which shall be affixed to such contracts, or to the 
memoranda evidencing the same, and canceled in compliance with 
rules and regulations which shall be prescribed by the Secretary of 
the Treasury. 

(d) CROSS REFERENCE.— 
For authority of the Secretary of the Treasury to promulgate rules 

and regulations for the collection of the tax, see section 1928 (a). 

SEC. 1921. EXEMPTION OF SPOT COTTON. 
This chapter shall not be construed to impose a tax on any sale of 

spot cotton. 
SEC. 1922. EXEMPTION OF BASIS GRADE CONTRACTS. 

(a) CorrorrioNs.—No tax shall be levied under this chapter on any 
contract of sale mentioned in section 1920 (a) if the contract comply 
with each of the following conditions: 

(1) CONFORMITY WITH SECTION 1925 (A) AND REGULATIONS.—Con-
form to the requirements in section 1925 (a) of, and the rules and 
regulations made pursuant to, this chapter. 

(2) SPECIFICATION OF GRADE, PRICE, DATES OF SALE AND SETTLE-
MENT.—Specify the basis grade for the cotton involved in the 
contract, which shall be one of the grades for which standards are 
established by the Secretary of Agriculture, except grades prohib-
ited from being delivered on a contract made under this section by 
the fifth paragraph of this subsection, the price per pound at which 
the cotton of such basis grade is contracted to be bought or sold, 
the date when the purchase or sale was made, and the month or 
months in which the contract is to be fulfilled or settled: Provided, 
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That middling shall be deemed the basis grade incorporated into
the contract if no other basis grade be specified either in the con-
tract or in the memorandum evidencing the same.

(3) PROVISION FOR DELIVERY OF STANDARD GRADES ONLY.-Provide
that the cotton dealt with therein or delivered thereunder shall be
of or within the grades for which standards are established by the
Secretary of Agriculture except grades prohibited from being
delivered on a contract made under this section by the fifth para-
graph of this subsection and no other grade or grades.

(4) PROVISION FOR SETTLEMENT ON BASIS OF ACTUAL COMMERCIAL
DIFFERENCES.-Provide that in case cotton of grade other than the
basis grade be tendered or delivered in settlement of such contract,
the differences above or below the contract price which the receiver
shall pay for such grades other than the basis grade shall be the
actual commercial differences, determined as hereinafter provided.

(5) PROHIBITION OF DELIVERY OF INFERIOR COTTON.-Provide that
cotton that, because of the presence of extraneous matter of any
character, or irregularities or defects, is reduced in value below
that of low middling, or cotton that is below the grade of low mid-
dling, or, if tinged, cotton that is below the grade of strict mid-
dling, or, if yellow stained, cotton that is below the grade of good
middling, the grades mentioned being of the official cotton stand-
ards of the United States, or cotton that is less than seven-eighths
of an inch in length of staple, or cotton of perished staple, or of
immature staple, or cotton that is "gin cut" or reginned, or cotton
that is "repacked" or "false packed" or "mixed packed" or "water
packed," shall not be delivered on, under, or in settlement of such
contract.

(6) PROVISIONS FOR TENDER IN FULL, NOTICE OF DELIVERY DATE, AND

CERTIFICATE OF GRADE.-Provide that all tenders of cotton under
such contract shall be the full number of bales involved therein,
except that such variations of the number of bales may be per-
mitted as is necessary to bring the total weight of the cotton
tendered within the provisions of the contract as to weight; that,
on the fifth business day prior to delivery, the person making the
tender shall give to the person receiving the same written notice of
the date of delivery, and that, on or prior to the date so fixed for
delivery, and in advance of final settlement of the contract, the
person making the tender shall furnish to the person receiving the
same a written notice or certificate stating the grade of each indi-
vidual bale to be delivered and, by means of marks or numbers,
identifying each bale with its grade.

(7) PROVIsIoN FOR TENDER AND SETTLEMENT IN ACCORDANCE WITr

GOVERNMENT CLASSIFICATION.-Provide that all tenders of cotton
and settlements therefor under such contract shall be in accordance
with the classification thereof made under the regulations of the
Secretary of Agriculture by such officer or officers of the Govern-
ment as shall be designated for the purpose, and the costs of such
classification shall be fixed, assessed, collected, and paid as provided
in such regulations. All moneys collected as such costs may be
used as a revolving fund for carrying out the purposes of this
paragraph. The Secretary of Agriculture is authorized to pre-
scribe regulations for carrying out the purposes of this paragraph,
and the certificates of the officers of the Government as to the
classification of any cotton for the purposes of this paragraph
shall be accepted in the courts of the United States in all suits
between the parties to such contract, or their privies, as prima facie
evidence of the true classification of the cotton involved.
(b) INCORPORATION OF CONDITIONS IN CONTRACTS.-The provisions

of the third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh paragraphs of subsection
(a) shall be deemed fully incorporated into any such contract if there
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That middling- shall be deemed the basis grade incorporated into 
the contract if no other basis grade be specified either in the con-
tract or in the memorandum evidencing the same. 

(3) Pnovismx FOR DELIVERY OF STANDARD GRADES ONLY.—Provide 
that the cotton dealt with therein or delivered thereunder shall be 
of or within the grades for which standards are established by the 
Secretary of Agriculture except grades prohibited from being 
delivered on a contract made under this section by the fifth para-
graph of this subsection and no other grade or grades. 

(4) PROVISION FOR SETTLEMENT ON BASIS OF ACTUAL COMMERCIAL 

nurzaziccEs.—Provide that in case cotton of grade other than the 
basis grade be tendered or delivered in settlement of such contract, 
the differences above or below the contract price which the receiver 
shall pay for such grades other than the basis grade shall be the 
actual commercial differences, determined as hereinafter provided. 

(5) PROHIBITION OF DELIVERY OF INFERIOR coaaux.—Provide that 
cotton that, because of the presence of extraneous matter of any 
character, or irregularities or defects, is reduced in value below 
that of low middling, or cotton that is below the grade of low mid-
dling, or, if tinged, cotton that is below the grade of strict mid-
dling, or, if yellow stained, cotton that is below the grade of good 
middling, the grades mentioned being of the official cotton stand-
ards of the United States, or cotton that is less than seven-eighths 
of an inch in length of staple, or cotton of perished staple, or of 
immature staple, or cotton that is "gin cut" or reginned, or cotton 
that is "repacked" or "false packed" or "mixed packed" or "water 
packed," shall not be delivered on, under, or in settlement of such 
contract. 

(6) PROVISIONS FOR TENDER IN FULL, NOTICE OF DELIVERY DATE, AND 

CERD.FICATE OF GRADE.—Provide that all tenders of cotton under 
such contract shall be the full number of bales involved therein, 
except that such variations of the number of bales may be per-
mitted as is necessary to bring the total weight of the cotton 
tendered within the provisions of the contract as to weight; that, 
on the fifth business day prior to delivery, the person making the 
tender shall give to the person receiving the same written notice of 
the date of delivery, and that, on or prior to the date so fixed for 
delivery, and in advance of final settlement of the contract, the 
person making the tender shall furnish to the person receiving the 
same a written notice or certificate stating the grade of each indi-
vidual bale to be delivered and, by means of marks or numbers, 
identifying each bale with its grade. 

(7) PROVISION FOR TENDER AND SETTLEMENT IN ACCORDANCE WITH 
GOVERNMENT CLASSIFICATION.—Provide that all tenders of cotton 
and settlements therefor under such contract shall be in accordance 
with the classification thereof made under the regulations of the 
Secretary of Agriculture by such officer or officers of the Govern-
ment as shall be designated for the purpose, and the costs of such 
classification shall be fixed, assessed, collected, and paid as provided 
in such regulations. All moneys collected as such costs may be 
used as a revolving fund for carrying out the purposes of this 
paragraph. The Secretary of Agriculture is authorized to pre-
scribe regulations for carrying out the purposes of this paragraph, 
and the certificates of the officers of the Government as to the 
classification of any cotton for the purposes of this paragraph 
shall be accepted in the courts of the United States in all suits 
between the parties to such contract, or their privies, as prima facie 
evidence of the true classification of the cotton involved. 
(b) INCORPORATION OF CONDITIONS IN CONTRACTS.—The provisions 

of the third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh paragraphs of subsection 
(a) shall be deemed fully incorporated into any such contract if there 
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be written or printed thereon, or on the memoranda evidencing the
same, at or prior to the time the same is signed, the phrase "subject
to Internal Revenue Code, section 1922."

(c) DELIVERY ALLOWANCES.-For the purposes of this section the
differences above or below the contract price which the receiver shall
pay for cotton of grades above or below the basis grade in the settle-
ment of a contract of sale for the future delivery of cotton shall be
determined by the actual commercial differences in value thereof upon
the sixth business day prior to the day fixed, in accordance with the
sixth paragraph of subsection (a), for the delivery of cotton on the
contract, established by the sale of spot cotton in the spot markets of
not less than five places designated for the purpose from time to time
by the Secretary of Agriculture, as such values were established by
the sales of spot cotton, in such designated five or more markets:
Provided, That for the purpose of this subsection such values in the
said spot markets be based upon the standards for grades of cotton
established by the Secretary of Agriculture: And provided further,
That whenever the value of one grade is to be determined from the
sale or sales of spot cotton of another grade or grades, such value
shall be fixed in accordance with rules and regulations which shall
be prescribed for the purpose by the Secretary of Agriculture.
SEC. 1923. EXEMPTION OF TENDERED GRADE CONTRACTS.

(a) CONDmIoNs.-No tax shall be levied under this chapter on any
contract of sale mentioned in section 1920 (a) if the contract-

(1) COMPLANCE WITH SECTION 1922.-Comply with all the terms
and conditions of section 1922 not inconsistent with this section;
and

(2) PRoVISION FOR CONTINGENT SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE.-Provide
that, in case of cotton of grade or grades other than the basis grade
specified in the contract shall be tendered in performance of the
contract, the parties to such contract may agree, at the time of the
tender, as to the price of the grade or grades so tendered, and that
if they shall not then agree as to such price, then, and in that event,
the buyer of said contract shall have the right to demand the specific
fulfillment of such contract by the actual delivery of cotton of the
basis grade named therein and at the price specified for such basis
grade in said contract.
(b) INCORPORATION OF CONDITIONS IN CONTRACT.-Contracts made

in compliance with this section shall be known as "Section 1923 Con-
tracts. The provisions of this section shall be deemed fully incor-
porated into any such contract if there be written or printed thereon,
or on the memorandum evidencing the same, at or prior to the time
the same is signed, the phrase "Subject to Internal Revenue Code,
section 1923."

(c) APPLICATION OF SEcTION.-Nothing in this section shall be so
construed as to relieve from the tax levied by section 1920 (a) of this
chapter any contract in which, or in the settlement of or in respect to
which, any device or arrangement whatever is resorted to, or any
agreement is made, for the determination or adjustment of the price
of the grade or grades tendered other than the basis grade specified in
the contract by any "fixed difference" system, or by arbitration, or by
any other method not provided for by this chapter.
SEC. 1924. EXEMPTION OF SPECIFIC GRADE CONTRACTS.

(a) CONDrrIONs.-No tax shall be levied under this chapter on any
contract of sale mentioned in section 1920 (a) if the contract comply
with each of the following conditions:

(1) CONFORMITY WITH RULES AND REGULATIONS.-Conform to the
rules and regulations made pursuant to this chapter.

(2) SPECIFICATION OF GRADE, PRICE, DATES OF SALE AND DELIVERY.-
Specify the grade, type, sample, or description of the cotton in-
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Specify the grade, type, sample, or description of the cotton in-
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volved in the contract, the price per pound at which such cotton
is contracted to be bought or sold, the date of the purchase or sale,
and the time when shipment or delivery of such cotton is to be made.

(3) PROHIBITION OF DELIVERY OF OTHER THAN SPECIFIED GRADE.-

Provide that cotton of or within the grade or of the type, or accord-
ing to the sample or description, specified in the contract shall be
delivered thereunder, and that no cotton which does not conform
to the type, sample, or description, or which is not of or within the
grade specified in the contract shall be tendered or delivered
thereunder.

(4) PROVISION FOR SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE.-Provide that the de-
livery of cotton under the contract shall not be effected by means
of "set-off" or "ring" settlement, but only by the actual transfer
of the specified cotton mentioned in the contract.
(b) INCORPORATION OF CONDITIONS IN CONTRACT.-The provisions

of the first, third, and fourth paragraphs of subsection (a) shall
be deemed fully incorporated into any such contract if there be
written or printed thereon, or on the document or memorandum evi-
dencing the same, at or prior to the time the same is entered into, the
words "subject to Internal Revenue Code, section 1924."

(c) APPLICATION OF SECTION.-This section shall not be construed
to apply to any contract of sale made in compliance with section 1922
or section 1923.

SEC. 1925. FORM AND VALIDITY OF CONTRACTS.
(a) FORiM.-Each contract of sale of cotton for future delivery

mentioned in section 1920 (a) of this chapter shall be in writing
plainly stating, or evidenced by written memorandum showing, the
terms of such contract, including the quantity of the cotton involved
and the names and addresses of the seller and buyer in such contract,
and shall be signed by the party to be charged, or by his agent in his
behalf. If the contract or memorandum specify in bales the quantity
of the cotton involved, without giving the weight each bale shall, for
the purposes of this chapter, be deemed to weigh five hundred pounds.

(b) VALIDITY.-No contract of sale of cotton for future delivery
mentioned in section 1920 (a) of this chapter, which does not con-
form to the requirements of subsection (a) and has not the neces-
sary stamps affixed thereto as required by section 1920 (c) shall be
enforceable in any court of the United States by, or on behalf of, any
party to such contract or his privies.

SEC. 1926. COTTON STANDARDS.
(a) SOURCE AND DESCRIPTION.-Subject to the provisions of section

6 of the Act of March 4, 1923, 42 Stat. 1518 (U. S. C., Title 7, § 56),
the Secretary of Agriculture is authorized, from time to time, to
establish and promulgate standards of cotton by which its quality or
value may be judged or determined, including its grade, length of
staple, strength of staple, color, and such other qualities, properties,
and conditions as may be standardized in practical form, which, for
the purposes of this chapter shall be known as the "Official cotton
standards of the United States": Provided, That any standard of any
cotton established and promulgated under this chapter by the Secre-
tary of Agriculture shall not be changed or replaced within a period
less than one year from and after the date of the promulgation
thereof by the Secretary of Agriculture: Provided further, That no
change or replacement of any standard of any cotton established and
promulgated under this chapter by the Secretary of Agriculture shall
become effective until after one year's public notice thereof, which
notice shall specify the date when same is to become effective.

(b) PRACTICAL FORMS.-
(1) PREPARATION, CERTIFICATION, AND DISTRIBUTION.-The Secre-

tary of Agriculture is authorized and directed to prepare practical
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volved in the contract, the price per pound at which such cotton 
is contracted to be bought or sold, the date of the purchase or sale, 
and the time when shipment or delivery of such cotton is to be made. 

(3) PRornsmoN OF DELIVERY OF OTHER THAN SPECIFIED GRADE.— 
Provide that cotton of or within the grade or of the type, or accord-
ing to the sample or description, specified in the contract shall be 
delivered thereunder, and that no cotton which does not conform 
to the type, sample, or description, or which is not of or within the 
grade specified in the contract shall be tendered or delivered 
thereunder. 

(4) PROVISION FOR SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE.—Provide that the de-
livery of cotton under the contract shall not be effected by means 
of "set-off" or "ring" settlement, but only by the actual transfer 
of the specified cotton mentioned in the contract. 
(b) INCORPORATION OF CONDMONS IN CONTRACT.—The provisions 

of the first, third, and fourth paragraphs of subsection (a) shall 
be deemed fully incorporated into any such contract if there be 
written or printed thereon, or on the document or memorandum evi-
dencing the same, at or prior to the time the same is entered into, the 
words "subject to Internal Revenue Code, section 1924." 

(c) APPLICATION OF SEMON.—This section shall not be construed 
to apply to any contract of sale made in compliance with section 1922 
or section 1923. 

SEC. 1925. FORM AND VALIDITY OF CONTRACTS. 
(a) Fonx.—Each contract of sale of cotton for future delivery 

mentioned in section 1920 (a) of this chapter shall be in writing 
plainly stating, or evidenced by written memorandum showing, the 
terms of such contract, including the quantity of the cotton involved 
and the names and addresses of the seller and buyer in such contract, 
and shall be signed by the party to be charged, or by his agent in his 
behalf. If the contract or memorandum specify in bales the quantity 
of the cotton involved, without giving the weig\t, each bale shall, for 
the purposes of this chapter, be deemed to weigh five hundred pounds. 

(b) VALIDITY.—No contract of sale of cotton for future delivery 
mentioned in section 1920 (a) of this chapter, which does not con-
form to the requirements of subsection (a) and has not the neces-
sary stamps affixed thereto as required by section 1920 (c) shall be 
enforceable in any court of the United States by, or on behalf of, any 
party to such contract or his privies. 

SEC. 1926. COTTON STANDARDS. 
(a) SOURCE AND DESCRIPTION.—Subject to the provisions of section 

6 of the Act of March 4, 1923, 42 Stat. 1518 (U. S. C., Title 72 § 56), 
the Secretary , of Agriculture is authorized, from time to time, to 
establish and promulgate standards of cotton by which its quality or 
value may be judged or determined, including its grade, length of 
staple, strength of staple, color, and such other qualities, properties, 
and conditions as may be standardized in practical form, which, for 
the purposes of this chapter shall be known as the "Official cotton 
standards of the United States": Provided, That any standard of any 
cotton established and promulgated under this chapter by. the Secre-
tary of Agriculture shall not be changed or replaced within a period 
less than one year from and after the date of the promulgation 
thereof by the Secretary of Agriculture: Provided further, That no 
change or replacement of any standard of any cotton established and 
promulgated under this chapter by the Secretary of Agriculture shall 
become effective until after one year's public notice thereof, which 
notice shall specify the date when same is to become effective. 

(b) PRACTICAL FORMS.— 
(1) PREPARATION, CERTIFICATION, AND DISTRIBUTION.—The Secre-

tary of Agriculture is authorized and directed to prepare practical 
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forms of the official cotton standards which shall be established by
him, and to furnish such practical forms from time to time, upon
request, to any person, the cost thereof, as determined by the Secre-
tary of Agriculture, to be paid by the person requesting the same,
and to certify such practical forms under the seal of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture and under the signature of the said Secretary,
thereto affixed by himself or by some official or employee of the
Department of Agriculture thereunto duly authorized by the said
Secretary.

(2) DIsPosImoN OF nECEIPTS FROM SALES.-All sums collected by
the Secretary of Agriculture for furnishing practical forms under
paragraph (1) shall be deposited and covered into the Treasury as
miscellaneous receipts.

SEC. 1927. BONA FIDE SPOT MARKETS.
(a) DEFINITION.-For the purposes of this chapter the only mar-

kets which shall be considered bona fide spot markets shall be those
which the Secretary of Agriculture shall, from time to time, after
investigation, determine and designate to be such, and of which he
shall give public notice.

(b) DETERMINATION.-In determining, pursuant to the provisions
of this chapter, what markets are bona fide spot markets, the Secre-
tary of Agriculture is directed to consider only markets in which spot
cotton is sold in such volume and under such conditions as custom-
arily to reflect accurately the value of middling cotton and the dif-
ferences between the prices or values of middling cotton and of other
grades of cotton for which standards shall have been established by
the Secretary of Agriculture: Provided, That if there be not sufficient
places, in the markets of which are made bona fide sales of spot cotton
of grades for which standards are established by the Secretary of
Agriculture, to enable him to designate at least five spot markets in
accordance with section 1922 (c) of this chapter, he shall, from data
as to spot sales collected by him, make rules and regulations for
determining the actual commercial differences in the value of spot
cotton of the grades established by him as reflected by bona fide sales
of spot cotton, of the same or different grades, in the markets selected
and designated by him, from time to time, for that purpose, and in
that event, differences in value of cotton of various grades involved in
contracts made pursuant to section 1922 (a) and (b) shall be deter-
mined in compliance with such rules and regulations: Provided fur-
ther, That it shall be the duty of any person engaged in the business
of dealing in cotton, when requested by the Secretary of Agriculture
or any agent acting under his instructions, to answer correctly to the
best of his knowledge, under oath or otherwise, all questions touching
his knowledge of the number of bales, the classification, the price or
bona fide price offered, and other terms of purchase or sale of any
cotton involved in any transaction participated in by him, or to pro-
duce all books, letters, papers, or documents in his possession or under
his control relating to such matter.
SEC. 1928. COLLECTION AND ENFORCEMENT.

(a) RrUES AND REGULATIONs.-The Secretary of the Treasury isauthorized to make and promulgate such rules and regulations as he
may deem necessary to collect the tax imposed by this chapter and
otherwise to enforce its provisions.

(b) RECORDS AND RETU'rNS.-Further to effect the purpose of sub-
section (a), the Secretary shall require all persons coming within its
provisions to keep such records and statements of account, and may
require such persons to make such returns verified under oath or
otherwise, as will fully and correctly disclose all transactions men-
tioned in section 1920 (a) of this chapter, including the making,
execution, settlement, and fulfillment thereof; he may require all per-
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forms of the official cotton standards which shall be established by 
him, and to furnish such practical forms from time to time, upon 
request, to any person, the cost thereof, as determined by the Secre-
tary of Agriculture, to be paid by the person requesting the same, 
and to certify such practical forms under the seal of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture and under the signature of the said Secretary, 
thereto affixed by himself or by some official or employee of the 
Department of Agriculture thereunto duly authorized by the said 
Secretary. 

(2) DISPOSITION OF RECEIPTS FROM SALES.—All SUMS collected by 
the Secretary of Agriculture for furnishing practical forms under 
paragraph (1) shall be deposited and covered into the Treasury as 
miscellaneous receipts. 

SEC. 1927. BONA FIDE SPOT MARKETS. 
(a) DEFINITION.—For the purposes of this chapter the only mar-

kets which shall be considered bona fide spot markets shall be those 
which the Secretary of Agriculture shall, from time to time,. after 
investigation, determine and designate to be such, and of which he 
shall give public notice. 

(b) DErramnrATioN.—In determining, pursuant to the provisions 
of this chapter, what markets are bona fide spot markets, the Secre-
tary of Agriculture is directed to consider only markets in which spot 
cotton is sold in such volume and under such conditions as custom-
arily to reflect accurately the value of middling cotton and the dif-
ferences between the prices or values of middling cotton and of other 
grades of cotton for which standards shall have been established by 
the Secretary of Agriculture: Provided, That if there be not sufficient 
places, in the markets of which are made bona fide sales of spot cotton 
of grades for which standards are established by the Secretary of 
Agriculture, to enable him to designate at least five spot markets in 
accordance with section 1922 (c) of this chapter, he shall, from data 
as to spot sales collected by him, make rules and regulations for 
determining the actual commercial differences in the value of spot 
cotton of the grades established by him as reflected by bona fide sales 
of spot cotton, of the same or different grades, in the markets selected 
and designated by him, from time to time, for that purpose, and in 
that event, differences in value of cotton of various grades involved in 
contracts made pursuant to section 1922 (a) and (b) shall be deter-
mined in compliance with such rules and regulations: Provided fur-
ther, That it shall be the duty of any person engaged in the business 
of dealing in cotton, when requested by the Secretary of Agriculture 
or any agent acting under his instructions, to answer correctly to the 
best of his knowledge, under oath or otherwise, all questions touching 
his knowledge of the number of bales, the classification, the price or 
bona fide price offered, and other terms of purchase or sale, of any 
cotton involved in any transaction participated in by him, or to pro-
duce all books, letters, papers, or documents in his possession or under 
his control relating to such matter. 

SEC. 1928. COLLECTION AND ENFORCEMENT. 
(a) RULES AND REGULATIONS.—The Secretary of the Treasury is 

authorized to make and promulgate such rules and regulations as he 
may deem necessary to collect the tax imposed by this chapter and 
otherwise to enforce its provisions. 

(b) RECORDS AND RETuENS.—Further to effect the purpose of sub-
section (a), the Secretary shall require all persons coming within its 
provisions to keep such records and statements of account, and may 
require such persons to make such returns verified under oath or 
otherwise, as will fully and correctly disclose all transactions men-
tioned in section 1920 (a) of this chapter, including the making, 
execution, settlement, and fulfillment thereof; he may require all per-
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sons who act in the capacity of a clearing house, clearing association,
or similar institution for the purpose of clearing, settling, or adiust-
ing transactions mentioned in section 1920 (a) of this chapter to keep
such records and to make such returns as will fully and correctly dis-
close all facts in their possession relating to such transactions; and

(c) EMPLOYMENT OF AGENTS.-He may appoint agents to conduct
the inspection necessary to collect said tax and otherwise to enforce
this chapter and all rules and regulations made by him in pursuance
hereof, and may fix the compensation of such agents.
SEC. 1929. PENALTIES.

(a) IN GENERAL.-
(1) NONPAYMENT OR EVASION OF TAx.-Any person liable to the

payment of any tax imposed by this chapter who fails to pay, or
evades, or attempts to evade the payment of such tax; and

(2) OTHER VIOLATIONS.-Any person who otherwise violates any
provision of this chapter, or any rule or regulation made in pur-
suance hereof, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined not less than
$100 nor more than $20,000, in the discretion of the court; and, in
case of natural persons, may, in addition, be punished by imprison-
ment for not less than sixty days nor more than three years, in the
discretion of the court.
(b) ADDITIONAL.-In addition to the foregoing punishment there

shall be imposed, on account of each violation of this chapter, a
penalty of $2,000, to be recovered in an action founded on this chapter
in the name of the United States as plaintiff, and when so recovered
one-half of said amount shall be paid over to the person giving the
information upon which such recovery was based. It shall be the
duty of United States attorneys, to whom satisfactory evidence of
violations of this chapter is furnished, to institute and prosecute
actions for the recovery of the penalties prescribed by this subsection.

(c) WITHHOLDING INFORMATION.-Any person engaged in the busi-
ness of dealing in cotton who shall, within a reasonable time pre-
scribed by the Secretary of Agriculture or any agent acting under his
instructions, willfully fail or refuse to answer questions or to pro-
duce books, letters, papers, or documents, as required under section
1927 (I)), or who shall willfully give any answer that is false or mis-
leading, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction there-
of shall be punished by a fine not exceeding $500.

SEC. 1930. IMMUNITY OF WITNESSES.
No person whose evidence is deemed material by the officer prose-

cuting on behalf of the United States in any case brought under any
provision of this chapter shall withhold his testimony because of com-
plicity by him in any violation of this chapter or of any regulation
made pursuant to this chapter, but any such person called by such
officer who testifies in such case shall be exempt from prosecution for
any offense to which his testimony relates.

SEC. 1931. DEFINITIONS.
(a) CONTRACT OF SALE.-For the purposes of this chapter the term

"contract of sale" shall be held to include sales, agreements of sale,
and agreements to sell.

(b) PERSON.-The word "person," wherever used in this chapter,
shall be construed to import the plural or singular, as the case
demands, and shall include individuals, associations, partnerships, and
corporations.

SEC. 1932. LIABILITY OF PRINCIPAL FOR ACTS OF AGENT.
When construing and enforcing the provisions of this chapter, the

act, omission, or failure of any official, agent, or other person acting
for or employed by any association, partnership, or corporation within
the scope of his employment or office, shall, in every case, also be
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sons who act in the capacity of a clearing house, clearing association, 
or similar institution for the purpose of clearing, settling, or adjust-
ing transactions mentioned in section 1920 (a) of this chapter to keep 
such records and to make such returns as will fully and correctly dis-
close all facts in their possession relating to such transactions; and 

(c) EMPLOYMENT OF AGENTS.—He may appoint agents to conduct 
the inspection necessary to collect said tax and otherwise to enforce 
this chapter and all rules and regulations made by him in pursuance 
hereof, and may fix the compensation of such agents. 

SEC. 1929. PENALTIES. 
(a) IN GENERAL.— 

(1) NONPAYMENT OR EVASION OF mx.—Any person liable to the 
payment of any tax imposed by this chapter who fails to pay, or 
evades, or attempts to evade the payment of such tax; and 

(2) OTHER vioLATioNs.—Any person who otherwise violates any 
provision of this chapter, or any rule or regulation made in pur-
suance hereof, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined not less than 
$100 nor more than $20,000, in the discretion of the court; and, in 
case of natural persons, may, in addition, be punished by imprison-
ment for not less than sixty days nor more than three years, in the 
discretion of the court. 
(b) ADDITIONAL.—In addition to the foregoing punishment there 

shall be imposed, on account of each violation of this chapter, a 
penalty of $2,000, to be recovered in an action founded on this chapter 
in the name of the United States as plaintiff, and when so recovered 
one-half of said amount shall be paid over to the person giving the 
information upon which such recovery was based. It shall be the 
duty of United States attorneys, to whom satisfactory evidence of 
violations of this chapter is furnished, to institute and prosecute 
actions for the recovery of the penalties prescribed by this subsection. 

(c) WITHHOLDING INFORMATION.—Any person engaged in the busi-
ness of dealing in cotton who shall, within a reasonable time pre-
scribed by the Secretary of Agriculture or any agent acting under his 
instructions, willfully fail or refuse to answer questions or to pro-
duce books, letters, papers, or documents, as required under section 
1927 (b), or who shall willfully give any answer that is false or mis-
leading, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction there-
of shall be punished by a fine not exceeding $500. 

SEC. 1930. IMMUNITY OF WITNESSES. 
No person whose evidence is deemed material by the officer prose-

cuting on behalf of the United States in any case brought under any 
provision of this chapter shall withhold his testimony because of com-
plicity by him in any violation of this chapter or of any regulation 
made pursuant to this chapter, but any such person called by such 
officer who testifies in such case shall be exempt from prosecution for 
any offense to which his testimony relates. 

SEC. 1931. DEFINITIONS. 
(a) CONTRACT or SALE.—For the purposes of this chapter the term 

"contract of sale" shall be held to include sales, agreements of sale, 
and agreements to sell. 

(b) PERsoN.—The word "person," wherever used in this chapter, 
shall be construed to import the plural or singular, as the case 
demands, and shall include individuals, associations, partnerships, and 
corporations. 

SEC. 1932. LIABILITY OF PRINCIPAL FOR AS OF AGENT. 
When construing and enforcing the provisions of this chapter, the 

act, omission, or failure of any official, agent, or other person acting 
for or employed by any association, partnership, or corporation within 
the scope of his employment or office, shall, in every case, also be 
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deemed the act, omission, or failure of such association, partnership,
or corporation as well as that of the person.
SEC. 1933. REPORTS OF SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE.

The Secretary of Agriculture is directed to publish from time to
time the results of investigations made in pursuance of this chapter.
SEC. 1934. OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE.

The provisions of the internal revenue laws of the United States,
so far as applicable, including section 3615 of this title, shall be
extended, and made to ato apply, to this chapter.
SEC. 1935. OPERATION OF STATE LAWS.

The payment of any tax levied by this chapter shall not exempt any
person from any penalty or punishment now or hereafter provided by
the laws of any State for entering into contracts of sale of cotton for
future delivery, nor shall the payment of any tax imposed by this
chapter be held to prohibit any State or municipality from imposing
a tax on the same transaction.
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SEC. 1935. OPERATION OF STATE LAWS. 
The payment of any tax levied by this chapter shall not exempt any 

person from any penalty or punishment now or hereafter provided by 
the laws of any State for entering into contracts of sale of cotton for 
future delivery, nor shall the payment of any tax imposed by this 
chapter be held to prohibit any State or municipality from imposing 
a tax on the same transaction. 
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SUBPART B-MANUIFACTUREBS AND CUSTOMS OFFICERS

Sec. 2180. Manufacturers.
Sec. 2181. Customs officers.

SUBCHAPTER F-MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

Sec. 2190. Disposal of forfeited tobacco, snuff, cigars, and cigarettes.
Sec. 2191. Inspection of cigars and cigarettes.
Sec. 2192. Inspection of peddler's certificate.
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SUBCHAPTER C-PACKING, STAMPING, AND SELLING REQUIREMENTS 

PART I- TOBACCO AND SNUFF 

Sec. 2100. Packages. 
Sec. 2101. Tobacco in bulk. 
Sec. 2102. Snuff flour. 
Sec. 2103. Stamps. 
Sec. 2104. Sales of tobacco. 

PART II- CIGARS AND CIGARETTES 

Sec. 2110. Classification. 
Sec. 2111. Packages. 
Sec. 2112. Stamps. 
Sec. 2113. Sales of cigars and cigarettes. 
Sec. 2114. Cross references. 

SUBCHAPTER D-IMPORTATION AND EXPORTATION 

PART I- IMPORTATION 

Sec. 2130. Packing and stamping. 

PART II- EXPORTATION 

Sec. 2135. Exemption from tax. 
Sec. 2136. Drawback. 
Sec. 2137. Refund to exporter instead of manufacturer. 

SUBCHAPTER E-PENALTIES AND FORFEITURES 

PART I- PENALTIES AND FORFEITURES COMMON TO TOBACCO, SNUFF, CIGARS, AND 
CIGARETTES 

Sec. 2150. Failure to register, penalty. 
Sec. 2151. Fraudulently stamped packages, possession, sale of, or from, penalty. 
Sec. 2152. Peddling unlawfully, penalty. 
Sec. 2153. Peddler's certificate, refusal to permit inspection, penalty. 
Sec. 2154. Peddlers, forfeitures relating to. 
Sec. 2155. Relanding unlawfully when shipped for export, penalty and for-

feiture. 
Sec. 2156. Information, returns, and payment of tax, violations relating to; 

penalties. 

PART II- PENALTIES AND FORFEITURES or SPECIAL APPLICATION TO TOBACCO AND 
SNUFF 

Sec. 2160. Persons in general. 
Sec. 2161. Manufacturers. 
Sec. 2162. Dealers in leaf tobacco. 
Sec. 2163. Customs officers. 

PART III- PENALTIES AND FORFEITURES OF SPECIAL APPLICATION TO CIGARS AND 
CIGARETTES 

SUBPART A-PERSONS IN GENERAL 

Sec. 2170. Unlawful boxing, penalty and forfeiture. 
Sec. 2171. Unlawful removal from manufactory, forfeiture and penalty. 
Sec. 2172. Fraudulent use of stamps, penalty. 
Sec. 2173. Unlawful purchase, receipt, possession, or sale, penalties. 
Sec. 2174. Sale of imported cigars improperly packed and stamped, penalty. 
Sec. 2175. Absence of stamp, forfeiture. 
Sec. 2176. Empty boxes. 
Sec. 2177. Fraudulent claim for drawback, penalty. 

SUBPART B--MANUFACTURERS AND CUSTOMS OFFICIBIS 

Sec. 2180. Manufacturers. 
Sec. 2181. Customs officers. 

SUBCHAPTER F-MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 

Sec. 2190. Disposal of forfeited tobacco, snuff, cigars, and cigarettes. 
Sec. 2191. Inspection of cigars and cigarettes. 
Sec. 2192. Inspection of peddler's certificate. 
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Sec. 2193. Record of manufacturers.
Sec. 2194. Records, statements, and returns.
Sec. 2195. Rules and regulations.
Sec. 2196. Other laws applicable.
Sec. 2197. Territorial extent of law.
Sec. 2198. Redemption of stamps on packages withdrawn from market.
Sec. 2199. Cross references.

CHAPTER 15-TOBACCO, SNUFF, CIGARS, AND
CIGARETTES

SUBCHAPTER A-RATE AND PAYMENT OF TAX

SEC. 2000. RATE OF TAX.
(a) TOBACCO AND SNuFF.-Upon all tobacco and snuff manufac-

tured in or imported into the United States, and sold by the manu-
facturer or importer, or removed for consumption or sale, there shall
be levied, collected, and paid the following taxes:

(1) SNuri.-On snuff, manufactured of tobacco or any substi-
tute for tobacco, ground, dry, damp, pickled, scented, or otherwise,
of all descriptions, when prepared for use, a tax of 18 cents per
pound.

(2) TOBACCO.-On all chewing and smoking tobacco, fine-cut,
cavendish, plug or twist, cut or granulated, of every description;
on tobacco twisted by hand or reduced into a condition to be con-
sumed, or in any manner other than the ordinary mode of drying
and curing, prepared for sale or consumption, even if prepared
without the use of any machine or instrument, and without being
pressed or sweetened; and on all fine-cut shorts and refuse scraps,
clippings, cuttings, and sweepings of tobacco, a tax of 18 cents per
pound.
The tax imposed by this subsection shall be in addition to any im-

port duties imposed upon imported tobacco and snuff.
(b) SNmuF FLouR.--Snuff flour, when sold, or removed for use or

consumption, shall be taxed as snuff.
(c) CIGARS AND CIGARETTrr.-Upon cigars and cigarettes manufac-

tured in or imported into the United States, which are sold by the
manufacturer or importer, or removed for consumption or sale, there
shall be levied, collected, and paid the following taxes:

(1) CIaRns.-On cigars of all descriptions made of tobacco, or
any substitute therefor, and weighing not more than three pounds
per thousand, 75 cents per thousand;

On cigars made of tobacco, or any substitute therefor, and weigh-
ing more than three pounds per thousand, if manufactured or im-
ported to retail at not more than 5 cents each, $2 per thousand;

If manufactured or imported to retail at more than 5 cents each
and not more than 8 cents each, $3 per thousand;

If manufactured or imported to retail at more than 8 cents each
and not more than 15 cents each, $5 per thousand;

If manufactured or imported to retail at more than 15 cents each
and not more than 20 cents each, $10.50 per thousand;

If manufactured or imported to retail at more than 20 cents each,
$13.50 per thousand;

Whenever in this paragraph reference is made to cigars manu-
factured or imported to retail at not over a certain price each, then
in determining the tax to be paid regard shall be had to the ordi-
nary retail price of a single cigar in its principal market.

(2) CIaARETrEs.-On cigarettes made of tobacco, or any substi-
tute therefor, and weighing not more than three pounds per thou-
sand, $3 per thousand;
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facturer or importer, or removed for consumption or sale, there shall 
be levied, collected, and paid the following taxes: 

(1) Sicurv.—On snuff, manufactured of tobacco or any substi-
tute for tobacco, ground, dry, damp, pickled, scented, or otherwise, 
of all descriptions, when prepared for use, a tax of 18 cents per 
pound. 

(2) TonAcco.—On all chewing and smoking tobacco, fine-cut, 
cavendish, plug or twist, cut or granulated, of every description; 
on tobacco twisted by hand or reduced into a condition to be con-
sumed, or in any manner other than the ordinary mode of drying 
and curing, prepared for sale or consumption, even if prepared 
without the use of any machine or instrument, and without being 
pressed or sweetened; and on all fine-cut shorts and refuse scraps, 
clippings, cuttings, and sweepings of tobacco, a tax of 18 cents per 
pound. 

The tax imposed by this subsection shall be in addition to any im-
port duties imposed upon imported tobacco and snuff. 

(b) SNI_LNV FLOUR.—Snuff flour, when sold, or removed for use or 
consumption, shall be taxed as snuff. 

(c) CIGARS AND CioAnrrrEs.—Upon cigars and cigarettes manufac-
tured in or imported into the United States, which are sold by the 
manufacturer or importer, or removed for consumption or sale, there 
shall be levied, collected, and paid the following taxes: 

(1) CioAns.—On cigars of all descriptions made of tobacco, or 
any substitute therefor, and weighing not more than three pounds 
per thousand, 75 cents per thousand; 
On cigars made of tobacco, or any substitute therefor, and weigh-

ing more than three pounds per thousand, if manufactured or im-
ported to retail at not more than 5 cents each, $2 per thousand; 

If manufactured or imported to retail at more than 5 cents each 
and not more than 8 cents each, $3 per thousand; 

If manufactured or imported to retail at more than 8 cents each 
and not more than 15 cents each, $5 per thousand; 

If manufactured or imported to retail at more than 15 cents each 
and not more than 20 cents each, $10.50 per thousand; 

If manufactured or imported to retail at more than 20 cents each, 
$13.50 per thousand; 

Whenever in this paragraph reference is made to cigars manu-
factured or imported to retail at not over a certain price each, then 
in determining the tax to be paid regard shall be had to the ordi-
nary retail price of a single cigar in its principal market. 
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Weighing more than three pounds per thousand, $7.20 per thou-
sand; except that if more than 61/2 inches in length they shall be
taxable at the rate provided in the preceding paragraph, counting
each 23/4 inches (or fraction thereof) of the length of each as one
cigarette.

The tax imposed by this subsection shall be in addition to any
import duties imposed upon imported cigars and cigarettes.
(d) CIGAmETE PAPER.-There shall be levied, collected, and paid

upon cigarette paper made up into packages, books, sets, or tubes,
made up in or imported into the United States and sold by the manu-
facturer or importer to any person (other than to a manufacturer of
cigarettes for use by him in the manufacture of cigarettes), the fol-
lowing taxes:

On each package, book, or set containing more than twenty-five
but not more than fifty papers, /2 cent;

Containing more than fifty but not more than one hundred papers,
1 cent;

Containing more than one hundred papers, Y2 cent for each fifty
papers or fractional part thereof- and

Upon tubes, 1 cent for each fifty tubes or fractional part thereof.
SEC. 2001. TAXPAYER.

(a) MANUFACTURER OR IMPORTER.-The taxes imposed by section
2000 shall be paid by the manufacturer or importer.

(b) MANUFACTURER ON COMMISSION, SHARES, OR CONTRACT.
(1) TOBACCO AND SNUF.-Whenever tobacco or snuff of any de-

scription is manufactured, in whole or in part, upon commission
or shares, or the material from which any such articles are made,
or are to be made, is furnished by one person and made and manu-
factured by another, or the material is furnished or sold by one
person with an understanding or agreement with another that the
manufactured article is to be received in payment therefor or for
any part thereof, the stamps required by law shall be affixed by the
actual maker or manufacturer before the article passes from the
place of making or manufacturing.

(2) CIGARs AND IGARETTE.-Whenever cigars cicigarettes of any
description are manufactured, in whole or in part, upon commis-
sion or shares, or the material is furnished by one party and manu-
factured by another, or the material is furnished or sold by one
party with an understanding or agreement with another that the
cigars or cigarettes are to be received in payment therefor or for
any part thereof, the stamps required by law shall be affixed by the
actual maker before the cigars or cigarettes are removed from the
place of manufacturing.

SEC. 2002. PAYMENT OF TAX.
(a) STAMP.-

(1) TOBACCO AND sNUFr.-The Commissioner shall cause to be
prepared suitable and special stamps for the payment of the tax
on tobacco and snuff, which shall indicate the weight and class of
the article on which payment is to be made.

(2) SNUFF FTSR.-Snuff flour, when sold or removed for use or
consumption, shall be stamped in the same manner as snuff.

(3) CIGARS AND CIGARETTES.-The Commissioner shall cause to be
prepared, for payment of the tax upon cigars and cigarettes, suit-
able stamps denoting the tax thereon.
(b) AssSsmENT.-

(1) TOBACCO, SNUFF, CIGARS, AND CIGARETTE.-Whenever any
manufacturer of tobacco, snuff, cigars, or cigarettes sells, or re-
moves for sale or consumption, any tobacco, snuff, cigars, or cigar-
ettes, upon which a tax is required to be paid by stamps, without
the use of the proper stamps, it shall be the duty of the Commis-
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sioner, subject to the limitations prescribed in section 3312, upon
satisfactory proof, to estimate the amount of tax which has been
omitted to be paid, and to make an assessment therefor, and cer-
tify the same to the collector. The tax so assessed shall be in addi-
tion to the penalties imposed by law for such sale or removal:
Provided, however, That no such assessment shall be made until
and after notice to the manufacturer of the alleged sale and re-
moval to show cause against said assessment; and the Commis-
sioner shall, upon a full hearing of all the evidence, determine what
assessment, if any, should be made.

(2) SNUFF FLOUR.-
For provision taxing snuff flour as snuff, see section 2000 (b).

(c) OTHEr METHODS.-Whether or not the method of collecting
any tax imposed by section 2000 is specifically provided herein, any
such tax may, under regulations prescribed by the Commissioner
with the approval of the Secretary, be collected by stamp, coupon,
serial-numbered ticket, or such other reasonable device or method as
may be necessary or helpful in securing a complete and prompt col-
lection of the tax. All administrative and penalty provisions of
subchapters A, B, and C of chapter 11, in so far as applicable, shall
apply to the collection of any tax which the Commissioner deter-
mines or prescribes shall be collected in such manner.
SEC. 2003. CROSS REFERENCES.

(a) TAX ON LEAF TOBACCO.-
For tax on leaf tobacco unlawfully sold, removed, or shipped, see

section 2060.

(b) EXEMPTION AND DRAWBACK.-
For exemption and drawback in case of exportation, see sections

2135 and 2136.

SUBCHAPTER B-MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS, AND
PEDDLERS

Part I-Definition and Requirements of Tobacco and Snuff
Manufacturers

SEC. 2010. DEFINITION.
(a) "MANUFACTURER OF TOBACCO."-

(1) MANUFACTURER OF TOBACCO OR SNUFF.-Every person whose
business it is to manufacture tobacco or snuff for himself, or who
employs others to manufacture tobacco or snuff, whether such
manufacture be by cutting, pressing, grinding, crushing, or rub-
bing of any raw or leaf tobacco, or otherwise preparing raw or
leaf tobacco, or manufactured or partially manufactured tobacco
or snuff, or the putting up for use or consumption of scraps, waste,
clippings, stems, or deposits of tobacco resulting from any process
of handling tobacco, or by the working or preparation of leaf
tobacco, tobacco stems, scraps, clippings, or waste, by sifting, twist-
ing, screening or any other process, shall be regarded as a manu-
facturer of tobacco.

(2) SELLERs OF LEAF TOBACCO.-Every person shall also be re-
garded as a manufacturer of tobacco whose business it is to sell
leaf tobacco in quantities less than a hogshead, case, or bale; or
who sells directly to consumers, or to persons other than duly
registered dealers in leaf tobacco, or duly registered manufacturers
of tobacco, snuff, cigars, or cigarettes, or to persons who purchase
in packages for export.
(b) FARMErS AND GROWEza.-Farmers and growers of tobacco who

sell leaf tobacco of their own growth and raising shall not be
regarded as manufacturers of tobacco.
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SEC. 2011. REGISTRATION.
Every manufacturer of tobacco shall register with the collector of

the district his name, or style, place of residence, trade, or business,
and the place where such trade or business is to be carried on.
SEC. 2012. STATEMENT.

Every person before commencing the manufacture of tobacco or
snuff, shall furnish, without previous demand therefor, to the col-
lector of the district where the manufacture is to be carried on, a
statement in duplicate, subscribed under oath, setting forth the place,
and if in a city, the street and number of the street, where the manu-
facture is to be carried on; the number of cutting-machines, presses,
snuff-mills, hand-mills, or other machines; the name, kind, and qual-
ity of the article manufactured or proposed to be manufactured; and
when the same is manufactured by him as agent for any other person,
or to be sold and delivered to any other person under a special con-
tract, the name and residence and business or occupation of the
person for whom the said article is to be manufactured, or to whom
it is to be delivered.
SEC. 2013. BOND.

Every person, before commencing the manufacture of tobacco or
snuff, shall give a bond, to be approved by the collector of the dis-
trict, in the sum of not less than $2,000 nor more than $20,000, to
be fixed by the collector of the district, according to the quantum of
business proposed to be done by the manufacturer, with right of
appeal by the manufacturer to the Commissioner in respect to the
amount of said bond, conditioned that he shall not engage in any
attempt, by himself or by collusion with others, to defraud the Gov-
ernment of any tax on his manufactures; that he shall render truly
and completely all the returns, statements, and inventories prescribed
by law or regulations; that whenever he adds to the number of
cutting-machines, presses, snuff-mills, hand-mills, or other mills or
machines enumerated in the statement required under section 2012,
he shall immediately give notice thereof to the collector of the dis-
trict; that he shall stamp, in accordance with law, all tobacco and
snuff manufactured by him before he removes any part thereof from
the place of manufacture; that he shall not knowingly sell, purchase,
expose, or receive for sale, any manufactured tobacco or snuff which
has not been stamped as required by law; and that he shall comply
with all the requirements of law relating to the manufacture of
tobacco or snuff. Additional sureties may be required by the col-
lector from time to time.
SEC. 2014. CERTIFICATE.

Every manufacturer of tobacco shall obtain a certificate from the
collector of the district, who is directed to issue the same, setting
forth the kind and number of machines, presses, snuff-mills, hand-
mills, or other mills and machines enumerated in the statement re-
quired under section 2012; which certificate shall be posted in a con-
spicuous place within the manufactory.
SEC. 2015. SIGN.

Every manufacturer of tobacco shall place and keep on the side
or end of the building wherein his business is carried on, so that it
can be distinctly seen, a sign, with letters thereon not less than three
inches in length, painted in oil-colors or gilded, giving his full name
and business.
SEC. 2016. FACTORY NUMBER.

Every collector shall cause the several manufactories of tobacco or
snuff in his district to be numbered consecutively, which numbers
shall not be thereafter changed, except for reasons satisfactory to
himself and approved by the Commissioner.
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shall not be thereafter changed, except for reasons satisfactory to 
hilmelf and approved by the Commissioner. 
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SEC. 2017. INVENTORY.
Every person engaged in the manufacture of tobacco or snuff shall

make and deliver to the collector of the district a true inventory, in
such form as may be prescribed by the Commissioner, and verified
by his own oath, of the quantity of each of the different kinds of
tobacco, snuff-flour, snuff, stems, scraps, clippings, waste, tin-foil,
licorice, sugar, gum, and other materials held or owned by him on
the first day of January of each year, or at the time of commencing
and at the time of concluding business, if before or after the 1st of
January; setting forth what portion of said goods and materials,
and what kinds were manufactured and produced by him and what
was purchased from others. The collector shall make personal ex-
amination of the stock sufficient to satisfy himself as to the correct-
ness of the inventory, and shall verify the fact of such examination
by oath, to be indorsed on or affixed to the inventory.
SEC. 2018. BOOKS.

Every person engaged in the manufacture of tobacco or snuff
shall keep a book or books, the forms of which shall be prescribed by
the Commissioner, and enter therein daily an accurate account of all
the articles referred to in section 2017 purchased by him, the quantity
of tobacco, snuff, and snuff-flour, stems, scraps, clippings, waste, tin-
foil, licorice, sugar, gum, and other material, of whatever description,
manufactured, sold, consumed, or removed for consumption or sale,
or removed from the place of manufacture in bond, and to what dis-
trict removed; also the number of net pounds of lumps of plug to-
bacco made in the lump-room, and the number of packages and
pounds thereof produced in the pressroom each day.
SEC. 2019. MONTHLY ABSTRACTS.

Every person engaged in the manufacture of tobacco or snuff, shall
on or before the 10th day of each month, furnish to the collector a
true and complete abstract from the book required under section 2018
to be kept, verifying the same by his oath, of all such purchases, sales,
and removals made during the month next preceding.
SEC. 2020. CROSS REFERENCE.

For packing and selling requirements, see subchapter C.

Part II-Definition and Requirements of Cigar and Cigarette
Manufacturers

SEC. 2030. DEFINITION.
Every person whose business it is to make or manufacture cigars

or cigarettes for himself, or who employs others to make or manu-
facture cigars or cigarettes, shall be regarded as a manufacturer of
cigars or cigarettes, respectively.
SEC. 2031. REGISTRATION.

Every manufacturer of cigars or cigarettes shall register with the
collector of the district his name, or style, place of residence, trade, or
business, and the place where such trade or business is to be carried
on.
SEC. 2032. STATEMENT.

Every person before commencing the manufacture of cigars or
cigarettes, shall furnish, without previous demand therefor, to the
collector of the district a statement in duplicate, under oath, setting
forth the place, and, if in a city, the street and number of the street,
where the manufacture is to be carried on; and when the same are to
be manufactured for, or to be sold and delivered to, any other person,
the name and residence and business or occupation of the person for
whom they are to be manufactured, or to whom they are to be
delivered.
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SEC. 2017. INVENTORY. 

Every person engaged in the manufacture of tobacco or snuff shall 
make and deliver to the collector of the district a true inventory, in 
such form as may be prescribed by the Commissioner, and verified 
by his own oath, of the quantity of each of the different kinds of 
tobacco, snuff-flour, snuff, stems, scraps, clippings, waste, tin-foil, 
licorice, sugar, gum, and other materials held or owned by him on 
the first day of January of each year, or at the time of commencing 
and at the time of concluding business, if before or after the 1st of 
January; setting forth what portion of said goods and materials, 
and what kinds were manufactured and produced by him and what 
was purchased from others. The collector shall make personal ex-
amination of the stock sufficient to satisfy himself as to the correct-
ness of the inventory, and shall verify the fact of such examination 
by oath, to be indorsed on or affixed to the inventory. 
SEC. 2018. BOOKS. 
Every person engaged in the manufacture of tobacco or snuff 

shall keep a book or books, the forms of which shall be prescribed by 
the Commissioner, and enter therein daily an accurate account of all 
the articles referred to in section 2017 purchased by him, the quantity 
of tobacco, snuff, and snuff-flour, stems, scraps, clippings, waste, tin-
foil, licorice, sugar, gum, and other material, of whatever description, 
manufactured, sold, consumed, or removed for consumption or sale, 
or removed from the place of manufacture in bond, and to what dis-
trict removed; also the number of net pounds of lumps of plug to-
bacco made in the lump-room, and the number of packages and 
pounds thereof produced in the pressroom each day. 
SEC. 2019. MONTHLY ABSTRACTS. 
Every person engaged in the manufacture of tobacco or snuff, shall 

on or before the 10th day of each month, furnish to the collector a 
true and complete abstract from the book required under section 2018 
to be kept, verifying the same by his oath, of all such purchases, sales, 
and removals made during the month next preceding. 
SEC. 2020. CROSS REFERENCE. 

For packing and selling requirements, see subchapter C. 

Part If—Definition and Requirements of Cigar and Cigarette 
Manufacturers 

SEC. 2030. DEFINITION. 
Every person whose business it is to make or manufacture cigars 

or cigarettes for himself, or who employs others to make or manu-
facture cigars or cigarettes, shall be regarded as a manufacturer of 
cigars or cigarettes, respectively. 
SEC. 2031. REGISTRATION. 
Every manufacturer of cigars or cigarettes shall register with the 

collector of the district his name, or style, place of residence, trade, or 
business, and the place where such trade or business is to be carried 
on. 
SEC. 2032. STATEMENT. 
Every person before commencing the manufacture of cigars or 

cigarettes, shall furnish, without previous demand therefor, to the 
collector of the district a statement in duplicate, under oath, setting 
forth the place, and, if in a city, the street and number of the street, 
where the manufacture is to be carried on; and when the same are to 
be manufactured for, or to be sold and delivered to, any other person, 
the name and residence and business or occupation of the person for 
whom they are to be manufactured, or to whom they are to be 
delivered. 
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SEC. 2033. BOND.
Every person before commencing the manufacture of cigars or

cigarettes, shall give bond, in conformity with the provisions of this
chapter, in such penal sum as the collector may require, not less than
$100, and the sum of said bond may be increased from time to time
and additional sureties required, at the discretion of the collector, or
under the instructions of the Commissioner. Said bond shall be con-
ditioned that he shall not engage in any attempt, by himself or by
collusion with others, to defraud the Government of any tax on his
manufactures; that he shall render correctly all the returns, state-
ments, and inventories prescribed; that he shall stamp in accordance
with law, all cigars or cigarettes manufactured by him before he
offers the same or any part thereof for sale, and before he removes
any part thereof from the place of manufacture; that he shall not
knowingly sell, purchase, expose, or receive for sale, any cigars or
cigarettes which have not been stamped as required by law; and that
he shall comply with all the requirements of law relating to the
manufacture of cigars or cigarettes.
SEC. 2034. SIGN.

Every cigar or cigarette manufacturer shall place and keep on the
side or end of the building within which his business is carried on, so
that it can be distinctly seen, a sign, with letters thereon not less than
three inches in length, painted in oil-colors or gilded, giving his full
name and business.
SEC. 2035. FACTORY NUMBER.

Every collector shall cause the several manufactories of cigars or
cigarettes in his district to be numbered consecutively, which number
shall not thereafter be changed.
SEC. 2036. INVENTORY.

Every person engaged in the manufacture of cigars or cigarettes
shall make and deliver to the collector of the district a true inventory,
in such form as may be prescribed by the Commissioner, of the quantity
of leaf tobacco, cigars, cigarettes, stems, scraps, clippings, and waste
and of the number of cigar and cigarette boxes and the capacity of
each box, held or owned by him on the first day of January of each
year, or at the time of commencing and at the time of concluding busi-
ness, if before or after the 1st of January; setting forth what portion
and kinds of said goods were manufactured or produced by him, and
what were purchased from others and shall verify said inventory by
his oath indorsed thereon. The collector shall make personal examina-
tion of the stock sufficient to satisfy himself as to the correctness of the
inventory; and shall verify the fact of such examination by oath to be
indorsed on the inventory.
SEC. 2037. BOOKS.

Every person engaged in the manufacture of cigars or cigarettes
shall enter daily in a book, the form of which shall be prescribed by
the Commissioner, an accurate account of all the articles enumerated
in section 2036 purchased by him, the quantity of leaf-tobacco, cigars,
cigarettes, stems, cigar or cigarette boxes, of whatever description,
manufactured, sold, consumed or removed for consumption or sale, or
removed from the place of manufacture.
SEC. 2038. MONTHLY ABSTRACTS.

Every person engaged in the manufacture of cigars or cigarettes
shall, on or before the tenth day of each and every month, furnish to
the collector of the district a true and accurate abstract from the book
required under section 2037 verified by his oath, of all such purchases,
sales, and removals made during the month next preceding.
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SEC. 2033. BOND. 
Every person before commencing the manufacture of cigars or 

cigarettes, shall give bond, in conformity with the provisions of this 
chapter, in such penal sum as the collector may require, not less than 
$100, and the sum of said bond may be increased from time to time 
and additional sureties required, at the discretion of the collector, or 
under the instructions of the Commissioner. Said bond shall be con-
ditioned that he shall not engage in any attempt, by himself or by 
collusion with others, to defraud. the Government of any tax on his 
manufactures; that he shall render correctly all the returns, state-
ments, and inventories prescribed; that he shall stamp, in accordance 
with law, all cigars or cigarettes manufactured by him before he 
offers the same or any part thereof for sale, and before he removes 
any part thereof from the place of manufacture; that he shall not 
knowingly sell, purchase, expose, or receive for sale, any cigars or 
cigarettes which have not been stamped as required by law; and that 
he shall comply with all the requirements of law relating to the 
manufacture of cigars or cigarettes. 

SEC. 2034. SIGN. 

Every cigar or cigarette manufacturer shall place and keep on the 
side or end of the building within which his business is carried on, so 
that it can be distinctly seen, a sign, with letters thereon not less than 
three inches in length, painted in oil-colors or gilded, giving his full 
name and business. 

SEC. 2035. FACTORY NUMBER. 
Every collector shall cause the several manufactories of cigars or 

cigarettes in his district to be numbered consecutively, which number 
shall not thereafter be changed. 

SEC. 2036. INVENTORY. 
Every person engaged in the manufacture of cigars or cigarettes 

shall make and deliver to the collector of the district a true inventory, 
in such form as may be prescribed by the Commissioner, of the quantity 
of leaf tobacco, cigars, cigarettes, stems, scraps, clippings, and waste, 
and of the number of cigar and cigarette boxes and the capacity of 
each box, held or owned by him on the first day of January of each 
year, or at the time of commencing and at the time of concluding busi-
ness, if before or after the 1st of January; setting forth what portion 
and kinds of said goods were manufactured or produced by him, and 
what were purchased from others, and shall verify said inventory by 
his oath indorsed thereon. The collector shall make personal examina-
tion of the stock sufficient to satisfy himself as to the correctness of the 
inventory; and shall verify the fact of such examination by oath to be 
indorsed on the inventory. 

SEC. 2037. BOOKS. 

Every person engaged in the manufacture of cigars or cigarettes 
shall enter daily in a book, the form of which shall be prescribed by 
the Commissioner, an accurate account of all the articles enumerated 
in section 2036 purchased by him, the quantity of leaf-tobacco, cigars, 
cigarettes, stems, cigar or cigarette boxes, of whatever description, 
manufactured, sold, consumed or removed for consumption or sale, or 
removed from the place of manufacture. 

SEC. 2038. MONTHLY ABSTRACTS. 

Every person engaged in the manufacture of cigars or cigarettes 
shall, on or before the tenth day of each and every month, furnish to 
the collector of the district a true and accurate abstract from the book 
required under section 2037 verified by his oath, of all such purchases, 
sales, and removals made during the month next preceding. 
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SEC. 2039. ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS ON CIGARETTE MANUFAC-
TURERS PURCHASING CIGARETTE TUBES.

Every manufacturer of cigarettes purchasing any cigarette paper
made up into tubes shall-

(a) BoND.-Give bond in an amount and with sureties satisfactory
to the Commissioner that he will use such tubes in the manufacture of
cigarettes or pay thereon a tax equivalent to the tax imposed by
section 2000 (d); and

(b) RECORDS AND RETuRuNS.-Keep such records and render under
oath such returns as the Commissioner finds necessary to show the dis-
position of all tubes purchased or imported by such manufacturer of
cigarettes.
SEC. 2040. PURCHASES OF LEAF TOBACCO FROM OTHER MANUFACTUR-

ERS OR DEALERS.
It shall be lawful for any licensed manufacturer of cigars or cigar-

ettes to purchase leaf tobacco of any other licensed manufacturer or
dealer in quantities less than the original package, for use in his own
manufactory exclusively.

Part III-Definition and Requirements of Dealers in Leaf
Tobacco

SEC. 2050. DEFINITION.
(a) GENERAL.-Every person shall be regarded as a dealer in leaf

tobacco, whose business it is, for himself or on commission, to sell,
or offer for sale, or consign for sale on commission, leaf tobacco.

(b) FARMERs, GRowERS, AND COOPERATIVE ASOCIATIAONS.-A farmer
or grower of tobacco or a tobacco growers' cooperative association
shall not be regarded as a dealer in leaf tobacco in respect to the leaf
tobacco produced by him or handled by-such association: Provided,
That such cooperative associations shall be required to keep available
records of all purchases and sales of tobacco, such records to be open
to inspection by the agents of the Government. As used in this sub-
section the term "tobacco growers' cooperative association" means
an association of farmers or growers of tobacco organized and oper-
ated as sales agent for the purpose of marketing the tobacco pro-
duced by its members and turning back to them the proceeds of
sales, less the necessary selling expenses, on the basis of the quantity
and quality of tobacco furnished by them.
SEC. 2051. REGISTRATION.

Every dealer in leaf tobacco shall register with the collector of the
district his name, or style, place of residence, trade, or business, and
the place where such trade or business is to be carried on.
SEC. 2052. STATEMENT OF LOCATION OF BUSINESS AND PLACES OF

STORAGE.
Every dealer in leaf tobacco shall file with the collector of the

district in which his business is carried on a statement in duplicate,
subscribed under oath, setting forth the place, and, if in a city, the
street and number of the street where his business is to be carried
on, and the exact location of each place where leaf tobacco is held by
him on storage, and, whenever he adds to or discontinues any of his
leaf tobacco storage places, he shall give immediate notice to the
collector of the district in which he is registered.
SEC. 2053. BOND.

Every dealer in leaf tobacco shall give a bond with surety, satis-
factory to, and to be approved by, the collector of the district, in
such penal sum as the collector may require, not less than $500; and
a new bond may be required in the discretion of the collector, or
under instructions of the Commissioner.
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SEC. 2039. ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS ON CIGARETTE MANUFAC-
TURERS PURCHASING CIGARETTE TUBES. 

Every manufacturer of cigarettes purchasing any cigarette paper 
made up into tubes shall— 

(a) BOND.—Give bond in an amount and with sureties satisfactory 
to the Commissioner that he will use such tubes in the manufacture of 
cigarettes or pay thereon a tax equivalent to the tax imposed by 
section 2000 (d) ; and 

(b) RECORDS AND RErunigs.—Keep such records and render under 
oath such returns as the Commissioner finds necessary to show the dis-
position of all tubes purchased or imported by such manufacturer of 
cigarettes. 
SEC. 2040. PURCHASES OF LEAF TOBACCO FROM OTHER MANUFACTUR-

ERS OR DEALERS. 
It shall be lawful for any licensed manufacturer of cigars or cigar-

ettes to purchase leaf tobacco of any other licensed manufacturer or 
dealer in quantities less than the original package, for use in his own 
manufactory exclusively. 

Part III—Definition and Requirements of Dealers in Leaf 
Tobacco 

SEC. 2050. DEFINITION. 
(a) GENERAL.—Every person shall be regarded as a dealer in leaf 

tobacco, whose business it is for himself or on commission, to sell, 
or offer for sale, or consign for sale on commission, leaf tobacco. 

(b) FARMERS, GROWERS, AND COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATIONS.—A farmer 
or grower of tobacco or a tobacco growers' cooperative association 
shall not be regarded as a dealer in leaf tobacco in respect to the leaf 
tobacco produced by him or handled by-such association: Provided, 
That such cooperative associations shall be required to keep available 
records of all purchases and sales of tobacco, such records to be open 
to inspection by the agents of the Government. As used in this sub-
section the term "tobacco growers' cooperative association" means 
an association of farmers or growers of tobacco organized and oper-
ated as sales agent for the purpose of marketing the tobacco pro-
duced by its members and turning back to them the proceeds of 
sales, less the necessary selling expenses, on the basis of the quantity 
and quality of tobacco furnished by them. 
SEC. 2051. REGISTRATION. 
Every dealer in leaf tobacco shall register with the collector of the 

district his name, or style, place of residence, trade, or business, and 
the place where such trade or business is to be carried on. 
SEC. 2052. STATEMENT OF LOCATION OF BUSINESS AND PLACES OF 

STORAGE. 
Every dealer in leaf tobacco shall file with the collector of the 

district in which his business is carried on a statement in duplicate, 
subscribed under oath, setting forth the place, and, if in a city, the 
street and number of the street, where his business is to be carried 
on, and the exact location of each place where leaf tobacco is held by 
him on storage, and, whenever he adds to or discontinues any of his 
leaf tobacco storage places he shall give immediate notice to the 
collector of the district in which he is registered. 
SEC. 2053. BOND. 
Every dealer in leaf tobacco shall give a bond with surety, satis-

factory to, and to be approved by, the collector of the district, in 
such penal sum as the collector may require not less than $500; and 
a new bond may be required in the discretion of the collector, or 
under instructions of the Commissioner. 
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SEC. 2054. CERTIFICATE AND NUMBER.
Every dealer in leaf tobacco shall be assigned a number by the

collector of the district, which number shall appear in every inventory,
invoice and report rendered by the dealer, who shall also obtain cer-
tificates from the collector of the district setting forth the place
where his business is carried on and the places designated by the
dealer as the places of storage of his tobacco, which certificates shall
be posted conspicuously within the dealer's registered place of busi-
ness, and within each designated place of storage.
SEC. 2055. INVENTORY.

Every dealer in leaf tobacco shall make and deliver to the collector
of the district a true inventory of the quantity of the different kinds of
tobacco held or owned, and where stored by him, on the first day of
January of each year, or at the time of commencing and at the time
of concluding business, if before or after the first day of January,
such inventory to be made under oath and rendered in such form
as may be prescribed by the Commissioner.
SEC. 2056. RECORDS AND INVOICES.

Every dealer in leaf tobacco shall render such invoices and keep
such records as shall be prescribed by the Commissioner, and shall
enter therein, day by day, and upon the same day on which the cir-
cumstance, thing or act to be recorded is done or occurs, an accurate
account of the number of hogsheads, tierces, cases and bales, and
quantity of leaf tobacco contained therein, purchased or received by
him, on assignment, consignment, for storage, by transfer or other-
wise, and of whom purchased or received, and the number of hogs-
heads, tierces, cases and bales, and the quantity of leaf tobacco
contained therein, sold by him, with the name and residence in each
instance of the person to whom sold, and if shipped, to whom shipped,
and to what district; such records shall be kept at his place of busi-
ness at all times and preserved for a period of two years, and the same
shall be open at all hours for the inspection of any internal revenue
officer or agent.
SEC. 2057. MONTHLY REPORTS.

Every dealer in leaf tobacco on or before the tenth day of each
month, shall furnish to the collector of the district a true and com-
plete report of all purchases, receipts, sales and shipments of leaf
tobacco made by him during the month next preceding, which report
shall be verified and rendered in such form as the Commissioner, with
the approval of the Secretary, shall prescribe.
SEC. 2058. DEMAND STATEMENT OF SALES.

It shall be the duty of any dealer in leaf tobacco, or in any material
used in manufacturing tobacco, snuff, cigars, or cigarettes, on demand
of any officer of internal revenue, to render a true and complete state-
ment, under oath, of the quantity and amount of such leaf tobacco
or materials sold or delivered to any person named in such demand,
and in case of refusal or neglect to render such statement, or if there
is cause to believe such statement to be incorrect or fraudulent, the
collector shall make an examination of persons, books, and papers,
in the manner provided in relation to frauds and evasions.
SEC. 2059. RESTRICTIONS ON SALES OR SHIPMENTS.

Sales or shipments of leaf tobacco by a dealer in leaf tobacco shall
be in quantities of not less than a hogshead, tierce, case, or bale, except
loose leaf tobacco comprising the breaks on warehouse floors, and
except to a duly registered manufacturer of cigars for use in his own
manufactory exclusively.

Dealers in leaf tobacco shall make shipments of leaf tobacco only
to other dealers in leaf tobacco, to registered manufacturers of tobacco,
snuff, cigars, or cigarettes, or for export.
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SEC. 2054. CERTIFICATE AND NUMBER. 
Every dealer in leaf tobacco shall be a.ssigned. a number by the 

collector of the district, which number shall appear in every inventory, 
invoice and report rendered by the dealer, who shall also obtain cer-
tificates from the collector of the district setting forth the place 
where his business is carried on and the places designated by the 
dealer as the places of storage of his tobacco, which certificates shall 
be posted conspicuously within the dealer's registered place of busi-
ness, and within each designated place of storage. 
SEC. 2055. INVENTORY. 
Every dealer in leaf tobacco shall make and deliver to the collector 

of the district a true inventory of the quantity of the different kinds of 
tobacco held or owned, and where stored by him, on the first day of 
January of each year, or at the time of commencing and at the time 
of concluding business, if before or after the first day of January, 
such inventory to be made under oath and rendered in such form 
as may be prescribed by the Commissioner. 
SEC. 2056. RECORDS AND INVOICES. 
Every dealer in leaf tobacco shall render such invoices and keep 

such records as shall be prescribed by the Commissioner, and shall 
enter therein, day by day, and upon the same day on which the cir-
cumstance, thing or act to be recorded is done or occurs, an accurate 
account of the number of hogsheads, tierces, cases and bales, and 
quantity of leaf tobacco contained therein, purchased or received by 
him, on assignment, consignment, for storage, by transfer or other-
wise, and of whom purchased or received, and the number of hogs-
heads: tierces, cases and bales, and the quantity of leaf tobacco 
contained therein, sold by him, with the name and residence in each 
instance of the person to whom sold, and if shipped, to whom shipped, 
and to what district; such records shall be kept at his place of busi-
ness at all times and preserved for a period of two years, and the same 
shall be open at all hours for the inspection of any internal revenue 
officer or agent. 
SEC. 2057. MONTHLY REPORTS. 
Every dealer in leaf tobacco on or before the tenth day of each 

month, shall furnish to the collector of the district a true and com-
plete report of all purchases, receipts, sales and shipments of leaf 
tobacco made by him during the month next preceding, which report 
shall be verified and rendered in such form as the Commissioner, with 
the approval of the Secretary, shall prescribe. 
SEC. 2058. DEMAND STATEMENT OF SALES. 

It shall be the duty of any dealer in leaf tobacco, or in any material 
used in manufacturing tobacco, snuff, cigars, or cigarettes, on demand 
of any officer of internal revenue, to render a true and complete state-
ment, under oath, of the quantity and amount of such leaf tobacco 
or materials sold or delivered to any person named in such demand, 
and in case of refusal or neglect to render such statement, or if there 
is cause to believe such statement to be incorrect or fraudulent, the 
collector shall make an examination of persons, books, and papers, 
in the manner provided in relation to frauds and evasions. 
SEC. 2059. RESTRICTIONS ON SALES OR SHIPMENTS. 

Sales or shipments of leaf tobacco by a dealer in leaf tobacco shall 
be in quantities of not less than a hogshead, tierce, case, or bale, except 
loose leaf tobacco comprising the breaks on warehouse floors, and 
except to a duly registered manufacturer of cigars for use in his own 
manufactory exclusively. 

Dealers in leaf tobacco shall make shipments of leaf tobacco only 
to other dealers in leaf tobacco, to registered manufacturers of tobacco, 
snuff, cigars, or cigarettes, or for export. 
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SEC. 2060. TAX FOR VIOLATING SECTIONS 2057 AND 2059.
Upon all leaf tobacco sold, removed or shipped by any dealer in

leaf tobacco in violation of the provisions of section 2059 or in respect
to which no report has been made by such dealer in accordance with
the provisions of section 2057, there shall be levied, assessed, collected
and paid a tax equal to the tax then in force upon manufactured
tobacco, such tax to be assessed and collected in the same manner as
the tax on manufactured tobacco.

Part IV-Definition and Requirements of Peddlers of Tobacco

SEC. 2070. DEFINITION.
Any person who sells or offers to sell and deliver manufactured

tobacco, snuff, cigars, or cigarettes, traveling from place to place, in
the town or through the country, shall be regarded as a peddler of
tobacco: Provided, That manufacturers of, jobbers, and wholesale
dealers in, manufactured tobacco, snuff, cigars, and cigarettes, and
the agents or salesmen of such manufacturers, jobbers, and wholesale
dealers, traveling from place to place, in the town or through the
country, and selling and delivering or offering to sell and deliver
such products only to dealers, shall not be construed to be peddlers.
SEC. 2071. REGISTRATION.

Every peddler of tobacco shall register with the collector of the
district his name, or style, place of residence, trade, or business, and
the place where such trade or business is to be carried on.
SEC. 2072. STATEMENT.

Every peddler of tobacco, before commencing to peddle tobacco,
snuff, cigars, or cigarettes, shall furnish to the collector of his district
a statement accurately setting forth the place of his residence, and,
if in a city, the street and number of the street where he resides; the
State or States through which he proposes to travel; also whether he
proposes to sell his own manufactures or the manufactures of others,
and, if he sells for other parties, the person for whom he sells.
SEC. 2073. BOND.

Every peddler of tobacco shall give a bond in the sum of $500, to
be approved by the collector of the district, conditioned that he shall
not engage in any attempt, by himself or by collusion with others, to
defraud the Government of any tax on tobacco, snuff, cigars, or
cigarettes; that he shall neither sell, nor offer for sale, any tobacco,
snuff, cigars, or cigarettes, except in original and full packages, as
the law requires the same to be put up and prepared by the manu-
facturer for sale, or for removal for sale or consumption, and except
such packages of tobacco, snuff, cigars, or cigarettes, as bear the
manufacturer's label or caution notice, and his legal marks and
brands, and genuine internal revenue stamps which have never before
been used.
SEC. 2074. CERTIFICATE.

Every peddler of tobacco shall obtain a certificate from the col-
lector of his collection district, who is authorized and directed to
issue the same, giving the name of the peddler, his residence, and the
fact of his having filed the required bond; and shall on demand of
any officer of internal revenue produce and exhibit his certificate.
SEC. 2075. SIGN.

Every peddler of tobacco traveling with a wagon, shall affix and
keep on the same, in a conspicuous place, a sign painted in oil-colors,
or gilded, giving his full name, business, and collection district.
SEC. 2076. RESTRICTIONS ON SALES.

For restrictions on sales, see sections 2104 and 2170 (a) (2).
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SEC. 2060. TAX FOR VIOLATING SECTIONS 2057 AND 2059. 

Upon all leaf tobacco sold, removed or shipped by any dealer in 
leaf tobacco in violation of the provisions of section 2059 or in respect 
to which no report has been made by such dealer in accordance with 
the provisions of section 2057, there shall be levied, assessed, collected., 
and paid a tax equal to the tax then in force upon manufactured 
tobacco, such tax to be assessed and collected in the same manner as 
the tax on manufactured tobacco. 

Part IV—Definition and Requirements of Peddlers of Tobacco 

SEC. 2070. DEFINITION. 
Any person who sells or offers to sell and deliver manufactured 

tobacco, snuff, cigars' or cigarettes, traveling from place to place, in 
the town or through the country, shall be regarded as a peddler of 
tobacco: Provided, That manufacturers of, jobbers and wholesale 
dealers in, manufactured tobacco, snuff, cigars, and cigarettes, and 
the agents or salesmen of such manufacturers, jobbers, and wholesale 
dealers, traveling from place to place, in the town or through the 
country, and selling and delivering or offering to sell and deliver 
such products only to dealers, shall not be construed to be peddlers. 
SEC. 2071. REGISTRATION. 
Every peddler of tobacco shall register with the collector of the 

district his name, or style, place of residence, trade, or business, and 
the place where such trade or business is to be carried on. 
SEC. 2072. STATEMENT. 

Every peddler of tobacco before commencing to peddle tobacco, 
snuff, cigars, or cigarettes, shall furnish to the collector of his district 
a statement accurately setting forth the place of his residence, and, 
if in a city, the street and number of the street where he resides; the 
State or States through which he proposes to travel; also whether he 
proposes to sell his own manufactures or the manufactures of others, 
and, if he sells for other parties, the person for whom he sells. 
SEC. 2073. BOND. 
Every peddler of tobacco shall give a bond in the sum of $500, to 

be approved by the collector of the district, conditioned that he shall 
not engage in any attempt, by himself or by collusion with others, to 
defraud the Government of any tax on tobacco, snuff, cigars, or 
cigarettes; that he shall neither sell, nor offer for sale, any tobacco, 
snuff, cigars, or cigarettes, except in original and full packages, as 
the law requires the same to be put up and prepared by the manu-
facturer for sale, or for removal for sale or consumption, and except 
such packages of tobacco, snuff, cigars, or cigarettes as bear the 
manufacturer's label or caution notice, and his legal marks and 
brands, and genuine internal revenue stamps which have never before 
been used. 
SEC. 2074. CERTIFICATE. 
Every peddler of tobacco shall obtain a certificate from the col-

lector of his collection district, who is authorized and directed to 
issue the same, giving the name of the peddler, his residence, and the 
fact of his having filed the required bond; and shall on demand of 
any officer of internal revenue produce and exhibit his certificate. 
SEC. 2075. SIGN. 
Every peddler of tobacco traveling with a wagon, shall affix and 

keep on the same, in a conspicuous place, a sign painted in oil-colors, 
or gilded, giving his full name, business, and collection district. 
SEC. 2076. RESTRICTIONS ON SALES. 

For restrictions on sales, see sections 2104 and 2170 (a) (2). 
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SUBCHAPTER C-PACKING, STAMPING, AND SELLING
REQUIREMENTS

Part I-Tobacco and Snuff

SEC. 2100. PACKAGES.
All manufactured tobacco shall be put up and prepared by the

manufacturer for sale, or removal for sale or consumption, in pack-
ages of the following description and in no other manner:

(a) SIZE.-
(1) SMOKING AND CHEWING TOBACCO AND SNUF'.-All smoking

tobacco, snuff, fine-cut chewing tobacco, all cut and granulated to-
bacco, all shorts, the refuse of fine-cut chewing, which has passed
through a riddle of thirty-six meshes to the square inch, and all
refuse, scraps, clippings, cuttings, and sweepings of tobacco, and
all other kinds of tobacco not otherwise provided for, in pack-
ages containing one-eighth of an ounce, three-eighths of an ounce,
and further packages with a difference between each package and
the one next smaller of one-eighth of an ounce up to and including
two ounces, and further packages with a difference between each
package and the one next smaller of one-fourth of an ounce up to
and including four ounces, and further packages with a difference
between each package and the one next smaller of one ounce up to
and including sixteen ounces: Provided, That snuff may, at the
option of the manufacturer, be put up in bladders and in jars con-
taining not exceeding twenty pounds.

(2) CAVENDISH, PLUG, AND TWIST TOBACCO.-All cavendish, plug
and twist tobacco, in wooden packages not exceeding two hundred
pounds net weight. And every such wooden package shall have
printed or marked thereon the manufacturer's name and place of
manufacture, the registered number of the manufactory, and the
gross weight, the tare and the net weight of the tobacco in each
package.
(b) MATERIAL.-Wood, metal, paper, or other materials may be

used separately or in combination for packing tobacco and snuff
under such regulations as the Commissioner may establish.

(c) EXCEPTIONS.-
(1) EXPORT PACKAGES.-The limitations and descriptions of

packages contained in subsection (a) shall not apply to tobacco
and snuff transported in bond for exportation and actually
exported.

(2) LEAF TOBACCO SOLD BY PERSONS REGARDED AS MANUTFArITUERS.-
All tobacco sold in the manner described in section 2010 (a) (2) by
persons defined as manufacturers of tobacco thereunder shall be
regarded as manufactured tobacco and shall be put up and pre-
pared by such manufacturer in such packages only as the Com-
missioner, with the approval of the Secretary, shall prescribe.
(d) ENCLOSURES AND DESIGNS.-No packages of manufactured to-

bacco or snuff, prescribed by law, shall be permitted to have packed
in, or attached to, or connected with them, nor affixed to, branded,
stamped, marked, written, or printed upon them, any paper, certifi-
cate, or instrument purporting to be or represent a ticket, chance,
share or interest in, or dependent upon, the event of a lottery, nor
any indecent or immoral picture, representation, print, or words; and
any violation of the provisions of this subsection shall subject the
offender to the penalties and punishment provided by section
2161 (m).

(e) LABEL-Every manufacturer of tobacco or snuff shall, in addi-
tion to all other requirements of this title relating to tobacco, print
on each package, or securely affix by pasting on each package con-
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SUBCHAPTER C—PACKING, STAMPING, AND SELLING 
REQUIREMENTS 

Part I—Tobacco and Snuff 

SEC. 2100. PACKAGES. 
All manufactured tobacco shall be put up and prepared by the 

manufacturer for sale, or removal for sale or consumption, in pack-
ages of the following description and in no other manner: 

(a) SizE.— 
(1) SMOKING AND CHEWING TOBACCO AND SNUFF.—All smoking 

tobacco, snuff, fine-cut chewing tobacco, all cut and granulated to-
bacco, all shorts, the refuse of fine-cut chewing, which has passed 
through a riddle of thirty-six meshes to the square inch, and all 
refuse, scraps, clippings, cuttings, and sweepings of tobacco, and 
all other kinds of tobacco not otherwise provided for, in pack-
ages containing one-eighth of an ounce, three-eighths of an ounce, 
and further packages with a difference between each package and 
the one next smaller of one-eighth of an ounce up to and including 
two ounces, and further packages with a difference between each 
package and the one next smaller of one-fourth of an ounce up to 
and including four ounces, and further packages with a difference 
between each package and the one next smaller of one ounce up to 
and including sixteen ounces: Provided, That snuff may, at the 
option of the manufacturer, be put up in bladders and in jars con-
taining not exceeding twenty pounds. 

(2) CAVENDISH, Euro, AND TWIST ToRAcco.—All cavendish, plug, 
and twist tobacco, in wooden packages not exceeding two hundred 
pounds net weight. And every such wooden package shall have 
printed or marked thereon the manufacturer's name and place of 
manufacture' the registered number of the manufactory, and the 
gross weight, the tare and the net weight of the tobacco in each 
package. 

(b) MATERIAL—Wood, metal, paper, or other materials may be 
used separately or in combination for packing tobacco and snuff 
under such regulations as the Commissioner may establish. 

(C) EXCEPTIONS.— 
(1) EXPORT PACKAGES.—The limitations and descriptions of 

packages contained in subsection (a) shall not apply to tobacco 
and snuff transported in bond for exportation and actually 
exported. 

(2) LEAF TOBACCO SOLD BY PERSONS REGARDED AS MANUFACFURERS.— 
All tobacco sold in the manner described in section 2010 (a) (2) by 
persons defined as manufacturers of tobacco thereunder shall be 
regarded as manufactured tobacco and shall be put up and pre-
pared by such manufacturer in such packages only as the Com-
missioner, with the approval of the Secretary, shall prescribe. 
(d) ENCLOSURES AND DESIGNS.—No packages of manufactured to-

bacco or snuff, prescribed by law, shall be permitted to have packed 
in, or attached to, or connected with them, nor affixed to, branded, 
stamped, marked, written, or printed upon them, any paper, certifi-
cate, or instrument purporting, to be or represent a ticket, chance, 
share or interest in, or dependent upon, the event of a lottery, nor 
any indecent or immoral picture, representation, print, or words; and 
any violation of the provisions of this subsection shall subject the 
offender to the penalties and punishment provided by section 
2161 (m). 

(e) LABEL—Every manufacturer of tobacco or snuff shall, in addi-
tion to all other requirements of this title relating to tobacco, print 
on each package, or securely affix by pasting on each package con-
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taining tobacco or snuff manufactured by or for him, a label on which
shall be printed the number of the manufactory, the district and
State in which it is situated, and these words:

"NOTICE.-The manufacturer of this tobacco has complied with all
requirements of law. Every person is cautioned, under penalties of
law, not to use this package for tobacco again."

This subsection shall not apply to tobacco or snuff transported in
bond for exportation and actually exported.
SEC. 2101. TOBACCO IN BULK.

Perique tobacco, snuff flour, fine-cut shorts, the refuse of fine-cut
chewing tobacco, refuse scraps, clippings, cuttings, and sweepings
of tobacco, may be sold in bulk as material, and without the payment
of tax, by one manufacturer directly to another manufacturer, or for
export, under such restrictions, rules, and regulations as the Com-
missioner may prescribe.
SEC. 2102. SNUFF FLOUR.

Snuff flour, when sold, or removed for use or consumption, shall
be put up in packages in the same manner as snuff.
SEC. 2103. STAMPS.

(a) AFIXING AND CANCELING.-
(1) MODE.-The stamps provided for in section 2002 (a) (1)

shall be affixed and canceled in the mode prescribed by the Com-
missioner, and stamps when used on any wooden package shall be
canceled by sinking a portion of the same into the wood with a
steel die.

(2) FURNISHINX OF INSTRUMENTS.-The instruments or other
means prescribed under section 3301 (a) for attaching, protecting,
and canceling stamps for tobacco and snuff shall be furnished by
the United States to the persons using the stamps to be affixed
therewith, under such regulations as the Commissioner may
prescribe.

(3) CRoss REFERENCE.-
For general provisions relating to the attachment and cancellation

of stamps, see sections 3301 and 3303.

(b) IssUE FOR RESTAMPING.-The Commissioner may, under regu-
lations prescribed by him with the approval of the Secretary, issue
stamps for restamping packages of tobacco and snuff which have
been duly stamped but from which the stamps have been lost or
destroyed by unavoidable accident.

(c) SUPPLY.-The stamps provided for under section 2002 (a) (1)
shall be furnished to the collectors requiring them, and each collector
shall keep at all times a supply equal in amount to three months'
sale thereof, and shall sell the same only to the manufacturers of
tobacco and snuff in their respective districts who have given bonds
as required by law, and to owners or consignees of tobacco or snuff,
upon the requisition of the proper customhouse officer having the
custody of such tobacco or snuff.

(d) COLLrCTOR's ACCOUNT.-
(1) REQUIREMENT.-Every collector shall keep an account of

the number, amount, and denominate values of stamps sold by him
to each manufacturer or other person aforesaid.

(2) CREDIT IN CASE OF SALE UNTDER DISTRAINT OR FORFEIURE.--
Such stamps as may be required to stamp tobacco or snuff, sold
under distraint by any collector, or for stamping any tobacco or
snuff, which may have been abandoned condemned, or forfeited,
and sold by order of court or of any Government officer for the
benefit of the United States, may, under such rules and regula-
tions as the Commissioner shall prescribe, be used by the col-
lector making such sale, or furnished by a collector to a United
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taming tobacco or snuff manufactured by or for him, a label on which 
shall be printed the number of the manufactory, the district and 
State in which it is situated, and these words: 
"NoncE.—The manufacturer of this tobacco has complied with all 

requirements of law. Every person is cautioned, under penalties of 
law, not to use this package for tobacco again." 
This subsection shall not apply to tobacco or snuff transported in 

bond for exportation and actually exported. 
SEC. 2101. TOBACCO IN BULK. 

Perique tobacco, snuff flour, fine-cut shorts, the refuse of fine-cut 
chewing tobacco, refuse scraps, clippings, cuttings, and sweepings 
of tobacco, may be sold in bulk as material, and without the payment 
of tax, by one manufacturer directly to another manufacturer, or for 
export, under such restrictions, rules, and regulations as the Com-
missioner may prescribe. 
SEC. 2102. SNUFF FLOUR. 

Snuff flour, when sold, or removed for use or consumption, shall 
be put up in packages in the same manner as snuff. 
SEC. 2103. STAMPS. 

(a) AFFIXING AND CANCELING.— 
(1) MonE.—The stamps provided for in section 2002 (a) (1) 

shall be affixed and canceled in the mode prescribed by the Com-
missioner, and stamps when used on any wooden package shall be 
canceled by sinking a portion of the same into the wood with a 
steel die. 

(2) FuENisErmo or INSTRUMENTS.—The instruments or other 
means prescribed under section 3301 (a) for attaching, protecting, 
and canceling stamps for tobacco and snuff shall be furnished by 
the United States to the persons using the stamps to be affixed 
therewith, under such regulations as the Commissioner may 
prescribe. 

(3) CROSS REFERENCE.— 
For general provisions relating to the attachment and cancellation 

of stamps, see sections 3301 and 3303. 

(b) ISSUE FOR RESTAMPING.—The Commissioner may, under regu-
lations prescribed by him with the approval of the Secretary, issue 
stamps for restamping packages of tobacco and snuff which have 
been duly stamped but from which the stamps have been lost or 
destroyed by unavoidable accident. 

(c) SUPPLY.—The stamps provided for under section 2002 (a) (1) 
shall be furnished to the collectors requiring them, and each collector 
shall keep at all times a supply equal in amount to three months' 
sale thereof, and shall sell the same only to the manufacturers of 
tobacco and snuff in. their respective districts who have given bonds 
as required by law, and to owners or consignees of tobacco or snuff, 
upon the requisition of the proper customhouse officer having the 
custody of such tobacco or snuff. 

(d) Cou....m...-roE's ACCOUNT.— 
(1) REQUIREMENT.—Every collector shall keep an account of 

the number, amount, and denominate values of stamps sold by him 
to each manufacturer or other person aforesaid. 

(2) CREDIT IN CASE OF SALE UNDER DISTRAINT OR FORFEITURE.— 
Such stamps as may be required to stamp tobacco or snuff, sold 
under distraint by any collector, or for stamping any tobacco or 
snuff, which may have been abandoned, condemned, or forfeited, 
and sold by order of court or of any Government officer for the 
benefit of the United States, may, under such rules and regula-
tions as the Commissioner sirescribe, be used by the col-
lector making such sale, or furnished by a collector to a United 
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States marshal, or to any other Government officer making such
sale for the benefit of the United States, without making pay-
ment for said stamps so used or delivered; and any revenue col-
lector using or furnishing stamps in manner as aforesaid, on pre-
senting vouchers satisfactory to the Commissioner shall be allowed
credit for the same in settling his stamp account with the De-
partment.
(e) ErrPTim PAcKAGEs.-Whenever any stamped box, bag, vessel,

wrapper, or envelope of any kind, containing tobacco or snuff, is
emptied, the stamp or stamps thereon shall be destroyed by the
person in whose hands the same may be.

(f) ABSENCE OF STAMPS.-The absence of the proper stamp on
any package of manufactured tobacco or snuff shall be notice to
all persons that the tax has not been paid thereon, and shall be prima
facie evidence of the nonpayment thereof.

(g) CRoss REFERENCES.-
IMPORTED TOBACCO AND SNUFT.-For stamps in case of imported to-

bacco or snuff, see section 2130 (a).
REDEMPTION OF STAMPS.-For redemption of stamps, see sections 2198

and 3304.
GENERAT STAMP PBoVISIoNs.-For general provisions relating to

stamps, see subchapter A of chapter 28.

SEC. 21046 SALES OF TOBACCO.
(a) LIMITATION AS TO PACKAGES.-No manufactured tobacco shall

be sold or offered for sale unless put up in packages and stamped as
prescribed in this chapter, except at retail by retail dealers from the
packages authorized by section 2100.

(b) LIMITATION ON DEALERS IN LEAP TOBACCO.-
For restrictions on sales and shipments by dealers in leaf tobacco

to manufacturers of tobacco, see section 2059.
(c) SALES OF LEAF TOBACCO TO CIGAR MANUFACTURERS.-

For authority of licensed manufacturers of cigars and cigarettes
to purchase leaf tobacco from other registered manufacturers or reg-
istered dealers in small quantities, see section 2040.

Part II-Cigars and Cigarettes

SEC. 2110. CLASSIFICATION.
(a) CIaARs.-All rolls of tobacco, or any substitute therefor,

wrapped with tobacco shall be classed as cigars.
(b) CIGARETrEs.-All rolls of tobacco, or any substitute therefor,

wrapped in paper or any substance other than tobacco, shall be
classed as cigarettes.
SEC. 2111. PACKAGES.

(a) SIZE.-
(1) CIGAAR.-All cigars weighing more than three pounds per

thousand shall be packed in boxes not before used for that pur-
pose containing, respectively, three, five, seven, ten, twelve, thirteen,
twenty, twenty-five, fifty, one hundred, two hundred, two hundred
fifty, or five hundred cigars each.

(2) CIGARETrES AND SMALL CIGARS.-Every manufacturer of cig-
arettes (including small cigars weighing not more than three
pounds per thousand) shall put up all the cigarettes and such small
cigars that he manufactures or has manufactured for him, and sells
or removes for consumption or sale, in packages or parcels contain-
ing five, eight, ten, twelve, fifteen, sixteen, twenty, twenty-four,
forty, fifty, eighty, or one hundred cigarettes each.

(3) EXCEPTION IN CASE OF CIGARS OR CIGARETTES FOR EXPORT.-
Cigars or cigarettes packed expressly for export, and which shall
be exported to a foreign country under the restrictions and regula-
tions prescribed by the Commissioner, and approved by the Secre-
tary, shall be exempt from the provisions of this subsection.
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States marshal, or to any other Government officer making such 
sale for the benefit of the United States, without making pay-
ment for said stamps so used or delivered; and any revenue col-
lector using or furnishing stamps in manner as aforesaid, on pre-
senting vouchers satisfactory to the Commissioner shall be allowed 
credit for the same in settling his stamp account with the De-
partment. 
(e) EMPTIED PAcsAGEs.—Whenever any stamped box, bag, vessel, 

wrapper, or envelope of any kind, containing tobacco or snuff, is 
emptied, the stamp or stamps thereon shall be destroyed by the 
person in whose hands the same may be. 

(f) ABSENCE OF STAMPS.—Th8 absence of the proper stamp on 
any package of manufactured tobacco or snuff shall be notice to 
all persons that the tax has not been paid thereon, and shall be prima 
facie evidence of the nonpayment thereof. 

(g) CROSS REFERENCES.— 
IMPORTED TOBACCO AND szrusr.—For stamps in case of imported to-

bacco or snuff, see section 2130 (a). 

REnEmPrioN OF sTAmps.—For redemption of stamps, see sections 2199 
and 3304. 

GENERAL STAMP PROVISIONS.— FOP general provisions relating to 
stamps, see subchapter A of chapter 28. 

SEC. 210L SALES OF TOBACCO. 
(a) LIMITATION AS TO PACKAGES.—NO manufactured tobacco shall 

be sold or offered for sale unless put up in packages and stamped as 
prescribed in this chapter, except at retail by retail dealers from the 
packages authorized by section 2100. 

(b) LIMITATION ON DEALERS IN 'mu. TOBACCO.— 
For restrictions on sales and shipments by dealers in leaf tobacco 

to manufacturers of tobacco, see section 2059. 

(c) SALES OF LEAF TOBACCO TO CIGAR MANUFACTURERS.— 

For authority of licensed manufacturers of cigars and cigarettes 
to purchase leaf tobacco from other registered manufacturers or reg-
istered dealers in small quantities, see section 2040. 

Part II—Cigars and Cigarettes 

SEC. 2110. CLASSIFICATION. 
(a) CioARs.—All rolls of tobacco, or any substitute therefor, 

wrapped with tobacco, shall be classed as cigars. 
(b) CIGARETTES.—All rolls of tobacco, or any substitute therefor, 

wrapped in paper or any substance other than tobacco, shall be 
classed as cigarettes. 
SEC. 2111. PACKAGES. 

(a) Sizz.— 
(1) CIGARS.—All cigars weighing more than three pounds per 

thousand shall be packed in boxes not before used for that pur-
pose containing, respectively, three, five, seven, ten, twelve, thirteen, 
twenty, twenty-five, fifty, one hundred, two hundred, two hundred 
fifty, or five hundred cigars each. 

(2) CIGARETTES AND SMALL cromas.—Every manufacturer of cig-
arettes (including small cigars weighing not more than tkree 
pounds per thousand) shall put up all the cigarettes and such small 
cigars that he manufactures or has manufactured for him, and sells 
or removes for consumption or sale, in packages or parcels contain-
ing five, eight, ten, twelve, fifteen, sixteen, twenty, twenty-four, 
forty, fifty, eighty, or one hundred cigarettes each. 

(3) Excv.,,moN IN CASE OF CIGARS OR CIGARETTES FOR EXPORT.— 
Cigars or cigarettes packed expressly for export, and which shall 
be exported to a foreign country under the restrictions and regula-
tions prescribed by the Commissioner, and approved by the Sècre 
tary, shall be exempt from the provisions of this subsection. 
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(b) MATERIAL.-Wood, metal, paper, or other materials may be

used separately or in combination for packing cigars or cigarettes,
under such regulations as the Commissioner may establish.

(c) ENCLOSURES AND DESIGNS.-No package of cigars or cigarettes
prescribed by law, shall be permitted to have packed in, or attached
to, or connected with, them, nor affixed to, branded, stamped, marked,
written, or printed upon them, any paper, certificate, or instrument
purporting to be or represent a ticket, chance, share or interest in, or
dependent upon, the event of a lottery, nor any indecent or immoral
picture, representation, print, or words; and any violation of the pro-
visions of this subsection shall subject the offender to the penalties
and punishments provided by section 2180 (1).

(d) LABELS.-
(1) INDICATING COMPLIANCE WITH LAW.-Every manufacturer of

cigars shall securely affix, by pasting on each box containing cigars
manufactured by or for him, a label, on which shall be printed, be-
sides the number of the manufactory and the district and State in
which it is situated, these words:

"NOTICE.-The manufacturer of the cigars herein contained has
complied with all the requirements of law. Every person is cau-
tioned not to use either this box for cigars again, or the stamp there-
on again, nor to remove the contents of this box without destroy-
ingsaid stamp, under the penalties provided by law in such cases."

Cigars packed expressly for export, and which shall be exported
to a foreign country under the restrictions and regulations pre-
scribed by the Commissioner, and approved by the Secretary, shall
be exempt from the provisions of this subsection. Cigarettes shall
be held to be cigars under the meaning of paragraph (1) of this
subsection.

(2) INDICATING CLAUSE UNDER WHICH TAX PAID.-The Commis-
sioner may, by regulation, require the manufacturer or importer
to affix to each box, package, or container a conspicuous label in-
dicating the clause of section 2000, under which the cigars therein
contained have been tax-paid, which must correspond with the tax-
paid stamp on such box or container.
(e) FACTORY BRAND.-

(1) REQUIREMENT.-Every box of cigars or cigarettes shall be-
fore removal from any manufactory or place where cigars or cig-
arettes are made have stamped, indented, burned, or impressed into
each box, in a legible and durable manner, the number of the cigars
or cigarettes contained therein, the number of the manufactory, and
the number of the district and the State.

(2) EXCEPTION IN CASE OF EXPORT PACKAGES.-Cigars or ciga-
rettes packed expressly for export, and which shall be exported to
a foreign country under the restrictions and regulations prescribed
by the Commissioner, and approved by the Secretary, shall be ex-
empt from the provisions of this subsection.
(f) EXEMPTION IN CASE OF CIGARS OR CIGARETTES USED BY EM-

PLOYEES.-Each employee of a manufacturer of cigars or cigarettes
shall be permitted to use, for personal consumption and for experi-
mental purposes, not to exceed twenty-one cigars or cigarettes per
week without the manufacturer of cigars or cigarettes being required
to pack the same in boxes or to stamp or pay any internal revenue tax
thereon, such exemption to be allowed under such rules and regula-
tions as the Secretary may prescribe.
SEC. 2112. STAMPS.

(a) AFFIxING AND CANCELNG.-
(1) MODE.-

(A) CIGARErrTE AND SMALL CIGARS.-Every manufacturer of
cigarettes (including small cigars weighing not more than three
pounds per thousand) shall securely affix to each of the pack-
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(b) MATERIAL—Wood, metal, paper, or other materials may be 
used separately or in combination for packing cigars or cigarettes, 
under such regulations as the Commissioner may establish. 

(C) ENCLOSURES AND DESIGNS.—No package of cigars or cigarettes 
prescribed by law, shall be permitted to have packed in, or attached 
to. or connected with, them, nor affixed to, branded, stamped, marked, 
written, or printed upon them, any paper, certificate, or instrument 
purporting to be or represent a ticket, chance, share or interest in, or 
dependent upon, the event of a lottery, nor any indecent or immoral 
picture, representation, print, or words; and any violation of the pro-
visions of this subsection shall subject the offender to the penalties 
and punishments provided by section 2180 (1). 

(d) EADPL,S.— 
( 1) INDICATING COMPLIANCE WITH LAw.—Every manufacturer of 

cigars shall securely affix, by pasting on each box containing cigars 
manufactured by or for him, a label, on which shall be printed, be-
sides the number of the manufactory and the district and State in 
which it is situated, these words: 
"NoncE.—The manufacturer of the cigars herein contained has 

complied with all the requirements of law. Every person is cau-
tioned not to use either this box for cigars again, or the stamp there-
on again, nor to remove the contents of this box without destroy-
ing said stamp, under the penalties provided by law in such cases." 

'gars packed expressly for export, and which shall be exported 
to a foreign country under the restrictions and regulations pre-
scribed by the Commissioner, and approved by the Secretary, shall 
be exempt from the provisions of this subsection. Cigarettes shall 
be held to be cigars under the meaning of paragraph (1) of this 
subsection. 

(2) INDICATING CLAUSE UNDER WHICH TAX mm.—The Commis-
sioner may, by regulation, require the manufacturer or importer 
to affix to each box, package, or container a conspicuous label in-
dicating the clause of section 2000, under which the cigars therein 
contained have been tax-paid, which must correspond with the tax-
paid stamp on such box or container. 
(e) FACTORY BRAND.— 
( 1) REQUIREMENT.—Every box of cigars or cigarettes shall be-

fore removal from any manufactory or place where cigars or cig-
arettes are made have stamped, indented, burned, or impressed into 
each box, in a legible and durable manner, the number of the cigars 
or cigarettes contained therein, the number of the manufactory, and 
the number of the district and the State. 

(2) EXCEPTION IN CASE OF EXPORT PACKAGES.—Cigars or ciga-
rettes packed expressly for export, and which shall be exported to 
a foreign country under the restrictions and regulations prescribed 
by the Commissioner, and approved by the Secretary, shall be ex-
empt from the provisions of this subsection. 
(f) EXEMPTION IN CASE OF CIGARS OR CIGARETPLS USED BY Em-

PLOYEES.—Each employee of a manufacturer of cigars or cigarettes 
shall be permitted to use, for personal consumption and for experi-
mental purposes, not to exceed twenty-one cigars or cigarettes .per 
week without the manufacturer of cigars or cigarettes being required 
to pack the same in boxes or to stamp or pay any internal revenue tax 
thereon, such exemption to be allowed under such rules and regula-
tions as the Secretary may prescribe. 
SEC. 2112. STAMPS. 

(a) AFFIXING AND CANCELING.— 
( 1) MODE.— 
(A) CIGARETTES AND SMALL CIGARS.—Every manufacturer of 

cigarettes (including small cigars weighing not more than three 
pounds per thousand) shall securely affix to each of the pack-
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ages or parcels described in section 2111 (a) (2) a suitable stamp
denoting the tax thereon and shall properly cancel the same prior
to sale or removal for consumption or sale under such regulations
as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, shall
prescribe.

(B) CIGARS.-
For authority of Commissioner to prescribe the method for affixing

and canceling cigar stamps, see sections 3301 and 3303.

(2) FURNIsmxIN OF INSTRUMENTS.-The instruments or other
means prescribed under section 3301 (a) for attaching, protecting,
and cancelling stamps for cigars and cigarettes shall be furnished
by the United States to the persons using the stamps to be affixed
therewith under such regulations as the Commissioner may
prescribe.
(b) IssUE FOR RESTAMPING.-The Commissioner may, under regu-

lations prescribed by him with the approval of the Secretary, issue
stamps for restamping packages of cigars and cigarettes which have
been duly stamped but from which the stamps have been lost or de-
stroyed by unavoidable accident.

(c) SUPPLY.-Tlhe stamps provided for under section 2002 (a) (3)
shall be furnished to collectors requiring them, and collectors shall, if
there be any cigar or cigarette manufacturers within their respective
districts, keep on hand at all times a supply equal in amount to two
months' sales thereof, and shall sell the same only to the cigar or cigar-
ette manufacturers who have given bonds, as required by law, in their
districts respectively, and to importers of cigars or cigarettes who are
required to affix the same to imported cigars or cigarettes in the custody
of customs officers.

(d) COLLECTOR'S ACCOUNT.-
(1) REQUIREMENT.-Every collector shall keep an account of the

number, amount, and denominate values of the stamps sold by him
to each cigar or cigarette manufacturer, and to the importers
described in subsection (c).

(2) CREDIT IN CASE OF SALE UNDER DISTRAINT OR FORFEITURE.-
Such stamps as may be required to stamp cigars or cigarettes sold
under distraint by any collector, or for stamping any cigars or
cigarettes which may have been abandoned condemned, or for-
feited, and sold by order of court or of any Government officer for
the benefit of the United States, may, under such rules and regula-
tions as the Commissioner shall prescribe, be used by the collector
making such sale, or furnished by a collector to a United States
marshal, or to any other Government officer making such sale for
the benefit of the United States, without making payment for said
stamps so used or delivered; and any revenue collector using or
furnishing stamps in manner as aforesaid, on presenting vouchers
satisfactory to the Commissioner, shall be allowed credit for the
same in settling his stamp account with the Department.
(e) DESTRUCTION ON EMPTIED PAcKAGES.-Whenever any stamped

box containing cigars or cigarettes is emptied, it shall be the duty of
the persons in whose hands the same is to destroy utterly the stamps
thereon.

(f) ABSENCE OF STAMPS.-The absence of the proper revenue stamp
on any box of cigars or cigarettes sold, or offered for sale, or kept for
sale, shall be notice to all persons that the tax has not been paid thereon,
and shall be prima facie evidence of the nonpayment thereof.

(g) REDEMPTION OF STAMPS.-
For redemption of stamps, see sections 2198 and 3304.

SEC 2113. SALES OF CIGARS AND CIGARETTES.
For limitation on sales of cigars and cigarettes, see section 2170.
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SEC. 2114. CROSS REFERENCES.
(a) IMPORTED CIGARS AND CIGARETTES.-

For stamps in case of imported cigars and cigarettes, see subsections
(b) and (c) of section 2130.

(b) GENERAL STAMP PROVISIONS.-
For general provisions relating to stamps, see subchapter A of

chapter 28.

SUBCHAPTER D-IMPORTATION AND EXPORTATION

Part I-Importation

SEC. 2130. PACKING AND STAMPING.
(a) ToBAcco AND SNUTFT.-All manufactured tobacco and snuff im-

ported from foreign countries shall have the same stamps respectively
affixed as in the case of like kinds of tobacco and snuff manufactured
in the United States. Such stamps shall be affixed and canceled on all
such articles so imported by the owner or importer thereof, while they
are in the custody of the proper custom-house officers, and such articles
shall not pass out of the custody of said officers until the stamps have
been affixed and canceled. Such tobacco and snuff shall be put up in
packages, as prescribed by law for like articles manufactured in the
United States before the stamps are affixed; and the owner or importer
shall be liable to all the penal provisions prescribed for manufacturers
of tobacco and snuff manufactured in the United States. Whenever
it is necessary to take any such articles, so imported, to any place
for the purpose of repacking, affixing, and canceling such stamps,
other than the public stores of the United States, the collector of cus-
toms of the port where they are entered shall designate a bonded ware-
house to which they shall be taken, under the control of such customs
officer as he may direct.

(b) CIGARs.-All cigars imported from foreign countries shall have
the same stamps affixed as prescribed by law for cigars manufactured
in the United States. The stamps shall be affixed and canceled by the
owner or importer of the cigars while they are in the custody of the
proper custom-house officers, and the cigars shall not pass out of the
custody of such officers until the stamps have been so affixed and can-
celed, but shall be put up in boxes containing quantities as prescribed
in this chapter for cigars manufactured in the United States, before
the stamps are affixed. And the owner or importer of such cigars shall
be liable to all the penal provisions of this title prescribed for manu-
facturers of cigars manufactured in the United States. Whenever it
is necessary to take any cigars so imported to any place other than the
public stores of the United States, for the purpose of affixing and can-
celing such stamps, the collector of customs of the port where such
cigars are entered shall designate a bonded warehouse to which they
shall be taken, under the control of such customs officer as such
collector may direct.

(c) CIGARETTEs.-All cigarettes imported from a foreign country
shall be packed, stamped, and the stamps canceled in a like manner as
in the case of cigarettes manufactured in the United States, in addi-
tion to the import stamp indicating inspection of the customhouse
before they are withdrawn therefrom.

(d) SCRAPS, CUTTINGS, AND CLIPPINGS OF TOBACCO.-Scraps, cut-
tings, and clippings of tobacco imported from any foreign country
may, after the proper customs duty has been paid thereon, be with-
drawn in bulk without the payment of the internal revenue tax, and
transferred as material directly to the factory of a manufacturer of
tobacco or snuff, or of a cigar manufacturer, under such restrictions
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and regulations as shall be prescribed by the Commissioner and
approved by the Secretary.

(e) CRoss REFERENE--
For duty upon reimportation of tax-free exports, see act of June 17,

1930, c. 497, § 314, 46 Stat. 695 (U. S. C., Title 19, § 1314).

Part II-Exportation
SEC. 2135. EXEMPTION FROM TAX.

(a) SHIPMENTS TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES AND POSSESSIONS OF THE
UNITED STATES.-

(1) MANUrFACTURES.-Manufactured tobacco, snuff, cigars or
cigarettes may be removed for export to a foreign country or for
shipment to a possession of the United States without payment
of tax under such rules and regulations and the making of such
entries, and the filing of such bonds and bills of lading as the Com-
missioner, with the approval of the Secretary, shall prescribe.

(2) MATERIALS.-Perique tobacco, snuff flour, fine-cut shorts, the
refuse of fine-cut chewing tobacco, refuse scraps, clippings, cut-
tings, and sweepings of tobacco, may be sold in bulk as material,
and without the payment of tax, for export under such restrictions,
rules, and regulations as the Commissioner may prescribe.

(3) CIGARErrE PAPERS AND TuBEs.-Under such rules and regula-
tions as the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary
may prescribe, the taxes imposed by subsection (d) of section
2000 shall not apply in respect of cigarette papers or tubes sold
for export or for shipment to a possession of the United States
and in due course so exported or shipped.
(b) CRoss REFEENCES.-

For provisions relating to the exemption from any internal revenue
tax of articles shipped from the United States to Puerto Rico, the
Philippines, or the Virgin Islands, see sections 3341, 3351, and 3361.

For definition of exportation, see section 2197 (b).
For exportation free of internal revenue tax, see act of June 17,

1930, c. 497, § 317, 46 Stat. 696 (U. S. C., Title 19, § 1317).
SEC. 2136. DRAWBACK.

(a) IN GENERAL.-There shall be an allowance of drawback on
tobacco, snuff, cigars, or cigarettes on which the tax has been paid
by suitable stamps affixed thereto before removal from the place of
manufacture, when the same are exported, equal in amount to the
value of the stamps found to have been so affixed; the evidence that
the stamps were so affixed, and the amount of tax so paid, and of the
subsequent exportation of the said tobacco, snuff, cigars, or cigarettes,
to be ascertained under such regulations as shall be prescribed by the
Commissioner and approved by the Secretary. Any sums found to
be due under the provisions of this section shall be paid out of
annual appropriations from the general fund of the Treasury: Pro-
vided, That no claim for an allowance of drawback shall be enter-
tained or allowed until a certificate from the collector of customs
at the port from which the goods have been exported, or other evi-
dence satisfactory to the Commissioner, has been furnished, that the
stamps affixed to the tobacco, snuff, cigars, or cigarettes entered and
cleared for export to a foreign country were totally destroyed before
such clearance; nor until the claimant has filed a bond, with good
and sufficient sureties, to be approved by the collector of the district
from which the goods are shipped, in a penal sum double the amount
of the tax for which said claim is made, that he will procure, within
a reasonable time, evidence satisfactory to the Commissioner that
said tobacco, snuff cigars, or cigarettes have been landed at any
port without the jurisdiction of the United States, or that after
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shipment the same were lost at sea, and have not been relanded
within the limits of the United States.

(b) SHIPMENTS TO PUERTO RICO AND PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.-
For provisions relating to the allowance of drawback of internal

revenue tax on articles shipped to Puerto Rico or the Philippine Islands,
see sections 3361 and 3341, respectively.

SEC. 2137. REFUND TO EXPORTER INSTEAD OF MANUFACTURER.
Under such rules and regulations as the Commissioner with the

approval of the Secretary may prescribe, the amount of any internal
revenue tax erroneously or illegally collected in respect of articles
exported or shipped under section 2135 (a) (1) and (3) may be re-
funded to the exporter or shipper of the articles, instead of to the
manufacturer, if the manufacturer waives any claim for the amount
so to be refunded.

SUBCHAPTER E-PENALTIES AND FORFEITURES

Part I-Penalties and Forfeitures Common to Tobacco, Snuff,
Cigars, and Cigarettes

SEC. 2150. FAILURE TO REGISTER, PENALTY.
Every dealer in leaf tobacco, manufacturer of tobacco, manufac-

turer of cigars or cigarettes, or peddler of tobacco who fails to regis-
ter with the collector as required under sections 2051, 2011, 2031,
and 2071, respectively, shall be subject to a penalty of $50.
SEC. 2151. FRAUDULENTLY STAMPED PACKAGES, POSSESSION, SALE

OF, OR FROM, PENALTY.
Every manufacturer or other person who-

(a) Sells or offers for sale any box or other package of tobacco,
snuff, cigars, or cigarettes, having affixed thereto any fraudulent,
spurious, imitation, or counterfeit stamp, or stamp that has been
previously used; or

(b) Sells from any such fraudulently stamped box or package;
or

(c) Has in his possession any box or package as aforesaid, know-
ing the same to be fraudulently stamped;

shall, for each such offense, be fined not less than $100 nor more than
$500, and imprisoned for not less than one year nor more than three
years.
SEC. 2152. PEDDLING UNLAWFULLY, PENALTY.

Every person who-
(a) FAILURE TO OBTAIN CERTIFICATE.-Is found peddling tobacco,

snuff, cigars, or cigarettes, without having previously obtained the
collector s certificate as provided for in section 2074; or

(b) FAILURE TO GIVE BOND.-Is found peddling tobacco, snuff,
cigars, or cigarettes, without having given the bond required under
section 2073; or

(c) FAILURE To AFFIX SIGN.-Fails to have affixed to his wagon,
in a conspicuous place, a sign, painted in oil-colors, or gilded, giving
his full name, business, and collection district; or

(d) SELLING IN UNAUTHORIZED PACKAGEs.-Sells tobacco, snuff,
cigars, or cigarettes otherwise than in full and original packages
as put up by the manufacturer; or

(e) POSSESSION OF USED STAMPS.-Has in his possession any in-
ternal revenue stamp which has been removed from any box or
other package of tobacco, snuff, cigars, or cigarettes; or

(f) PossEssION OF BROKEN PACKAGES WrrH UNDESTROYED
STAMPS.-Has in his possession any empty or partially emptied box
or other package which has been used for tobacco, snuff, cigars, or
cigarettes, the stamp or stamps on which have not been destroyed;
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shall for each such offense, be fined not less than $100 nor more than
$500, or imprisoned not less than six months nor more than one year,
or both, at the discretion of the court.
SEC. 2153. PEDDLER'S CERTIFICATE, REFUSAL TO PERMIT INSPEC-

TION, PENALTY.
Refusal or failure to produce for inspection the collector's certifi-

cate for peddlers, when demanded by any internal revenue agent,
shall subject the party guilty thereof to a fine of not more than $500
and to imprisonment not more than twelve months.
SEC. 2154. PEDDLERS, FORFEITURES RELATING TO.

(a) OrTENSES MENTIONED IN SECTION 2152.-Any collector or
deputy collector finding any person peddling tobacco, snuff, cigars,
or cigarettes, in the act of offending as to any of the offenses men-
tioned in section 2152, may seize the horse or horses, mule or mules,
wagon and contents, or pack, bundle, or basket, of any such person;
and the collector shall thereupon proceed upon such seizure as pro-
vided in subsection fb).

(b) REFrUAL TO PERMrr INSPECTION OF CERTIFICATE.-Whenever
any peddler refuses to exhibit the collector's certificate for peddlers
on demand of any officer of internal revenue, said officer may seize
the horse or mule, wagon, and contents, or pack, bundle, or basket,
of any person so refusing; and the collector of the district in which
the seizure occurs may, on ten days' notice, published in any news-
paper in the district, or served personally on the peddler, or at his
dwelling house, require such peddler to show cause, if any he has,
why the horses or mules, wagons, and contents, pack, bundle, or
basket so seized shall not be forfeited. In case no sufficient cause
is shown, proceedings for the forfeiture of the property seized shall
be taken under the general provisions of the internal revenue laws
relating to forfeitures.
SEC. 2155. RELANDING UNLAWFULLY WHEN SHIPPED FOR EXPORT,

PENALTY AND FORFEITURE.
(a) PENAIrr.-Every person who, with the intent to defraud the

revenue laws of the United States, relands or causes to be relanded,
within the jurisdiction of the United States, any manufactured to-
bacco, snuff, cigars, or cigarettes, which have been shipped for expor-
tation under the provisions of section 2135, without properly entering
such tobacco, snuff, cigars, or cigarettes at a customhouse, and paying
the proper customs and internal revenue tax thereon, or who receives
such relanded tobacco, snuff, cigars, or cigarettes, and every person
who aids or abets in such relanding or receiving such tobacco, snuff,
cigars, or cigarettes shall, on conviction, be fined not exceeding
$5,000, or imprisoned not more than three years; and

(b) FoirzrruIE.-All tobacco, snuff, cigars, cigarettes so relanded
shall be forfeited to the United States.
SEC 2156. INFORMATION, RETURNS, AND PAYMENT OF TAX, VIOLA-

TIONS RELATING TO; PENALTIES
(a) Any person required under this chapter to pay any tax or

required by law or regulations made under authority thereof to
make a return, keep any records, or supply any information, for the
purposes of the computation, assessment, or collection of any tax
imposed by this chapter who willfully fails to pay such tax, make
such return, keep such records, or supply such information, at the
time or times required by law or regulations, shall, in addition to
other penalties provided by law be guilty of a misdemeanor and,
upon conviction thereof, be fined not more than $10,000, or impris-
oned for not more than one year, or both, together with the costs
of prosecution.

b) Any person required under this chapter to collect, account for
and pay over any tax imposed by this chapter, who willfully fails
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shall for each such offense, be fined not less than $100 nor more than 
$500, or imprisoned not less than six months nor more than one year, 
or both, at the discretion of the court. 
SEC. 2153. PEDDLER'S CERTIFICATE, REFUSAL TO PERMIT INSPEC-

TION, PENALTY. 
Refusal or failure to produce for inspection the collector's certifi-

cate for peddlers, when demanded by any internal revenue agent, 
shall subject the party guilty thereof to a fine of not more than $500 
and to imprisonment not more than twelve months. 
SEC. 2154. PEDDLERS, FORFEITURES RELATING TO. 

(a) OFFENSES MENTIONED IN SEcTiox 2152.—Any collector or 
deputy collector finding any person peddling tobacco, snuff, cigars, 
or cigarettes, in the act of offending as to any of the offenses men-
tioned in section 2152, may seize the horse or horses, mule or mules, 
wagon and contents or pack, bundle, or basket, of any such person; 
and the collector shall thereupon proceed upon such seizure as pro-
vided in subsection (b). 

(b) REFUSAL TO rERMIT INSPECTION OF CERTIFICATE.—Whenever 
any peddler refuses to exhibit the collector's certificate for peddlers 
on demand of any officer of internal revenue, said officer may seize 
the horse or mule, wagon, and contents, or pack, bundle, or basket, 
of any: person so refusing; and the collector of the district in which 
the seizure occurs may, on ten days' notice, published in any news-
paper in the district, or served personally on the peddler, or at his 
dwelling house, require such peddler to show cause, if any he has, 
why the horses or mules wagons, and contents, pack, bundle, or 
basket so seized shall not, be forfeited. In case no sufficient wise 
is shown, proceedings for the forfeiture of the property seized shall 
be taken under the general provisions of the internal revenue laws 
relating to forfeitures. 
SEC. 2155. RELANDING UNLAWFULLY WHEN SHIPPED FOR EXPORT, 

PENALTY AND FORFEITURE. 
(a) PErrAvry.—Every person who, with the intent to defraud the 

revenue laws of the United States7 relands or causes to be relanded, 
within the jurisdiction of the United States, any manufactured to-
bacco, snuff, cigars, or cigarettes, which have been shipped for expor-
tation under the provisions of section 2135, without properly entering 
such tobacco, snuff, cigars, or cigarettes at a customhouse, and paying 
the proper customs and internal revenue tax thereon, or who receives 
such relanded tobacco, snuff, cigars, or cigarettes, and every person 
who aids or abets in such relanding or receiving such tobacco, snuff, 
cigars, or cigarettes, shall, on conviction, be fined not exceeding 
$5,000, or imprisoned not more than three years; and 

(b) FoRrErruirE.—All tobacco snuff, cigars, cigarettes so relanded 
shall be forfeited to the United 'States. 

SEC 2156. INFORMATION, RETURNS, AND PAYMENT OF TAX, VIOLA-
TIONS RELATING TO; PENALTIES 

(a) Any person required under this chapter to pay any tax, or 
required by law or regulations made under authority thereof to 
make a return, keep any records, or supply any information, for the 
purposes of the computation, assessment, or collection of any tax 
imposed by this chapter who willfully fails to pay such tax, make 
such return, keep such records, or supply such information2 at the 
time or times required by law or regulations, shall, in addition to 
other penalties provided by law., be guilty of a misdemeanor and, 
upon conviction thereof, be fined not more than $10,000, or impris-
oned for not more than one year, or both, together with the costs 
of prosecution. 

(b) Any person required under this chapter to collect, account for 
and pay over any tax imposed by this chapter, who willfully fails 
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to collect or truthfully account for and pay over such tax, and any
person who willfully attempts in any manner to evade or defeat
any tax imposed by this chapter or the payment thereof, shall, in
addition to other penalties provided by law, be guilty of a felony,
and, upon conviction thereof, be fined not more than $10,000, or
imprisoned for not more than five years, or both, together with the
costs of prosecution.

(c) Any person who willfully fails to pay, collect, or truthfully
account for and pay over, any tax imposed by this chapter, or will-
fully attempts in any manner to evade or defeat any such tax or the
payment thereof, shall, in addition to other penalties provided by
law, be liable to a penalty of the amount of the tax evaded, or not
paid, collected or accounted for and paid over, to be assessed and
collected in the same manner as taxes are assessed and collected.
No penalty shall be assessed under this subsection for any offense
for which a penalty may be assessed under authority of section 3612.

(d) The term "person" as used in this section includes an officer
or employee of a corporation or a member or employee of a partner-
ship, who as such officer, employee, or member is under a duty to
perform the act in respect of which the violation occurs.

Part II-Penalties and Forfeitures of Special Application to
Tobacco and Snuff

SEC. 2160. PERSONS IN GENERAL.
(a) REMOVAL FROM FACTORY IMPROPERLY PACED OR STAMPED,

PENALTY.-Every person who removes from any manufactory, or
from any place where tobacco or snuff is made, any manufactured
tobacco or snuff without the same being put up in proper packages,
or without the proper stamp for the amount of tax thereon being
affixed and canceled, as required by law, except for export as provided
in section 2135, shall for each such offense, respectively, be fined not
less than $1,000 nor more than $5,000, and be imprisoned not less
than six months nor more than two years.

(b) USE, SALE, OR POSSESSION WITHOUT PROPER STAMPS, PENALTY.-
Every person who-

(1) Uses, sells, or offers for sale, or has in possession, except in
the manufactory, or while in transfer under bond from any manu-
factory for exportation to a foreign country, any manufactured
tobacco or snuff without proper stamps for the amount of tax
thereon being affixed and canceled; or

(2) Sells, or offers for sale, for consumption in the United
States, any manufactured tobacco or snuff, or uses, or has in
possession, except in the manufactory, or while in transfer under
bond from any manufactory for exportation to a foreign country,
any manufactured tobacco or snuff which has been inspected and
removed for export;

shall for each such offense, respectively, be fined not less than $1,000
nor more than $5,000, and be imprisoned not less than six months
nor more than two years.

(c) SALE WHEN IMPROPERLY PACKED OR STAMPED, PENALTY.-
Every person who sells or offers for sale any snuff or any kind of
manufactured tobacco not put up in packages and stamped as pre-
scribed in this chapter, except at retail as provided in section 2104,
shall be fined not less than $500 nor more than $5,000, and imprisoned
not less than six months nor more than two years.

(d) PURCHASE OR RECEIPT FOR SALE WITHOUT PROPER BRANDS OR
STAMPS, PENALTY.-Every person who purchases, or receives for sale,
any manufactured tobacco or snuff which has not been branded or
stamped according to law shall be liable to a penalty of $50 for each
offense.
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to collect or truthfully account for and pay over such tax, and any 
person who willfully attempts in any manner to evade or defeat 
any tax imposed by this chapter or the payment thereof, shall, in 
addition to other penalties provided by law, be guilty of a felony, 
and, upon conviction thereof, be fined not more than $10,000, or 
imprisoned for not more than five years, or both, together with the 
costs of prosecution. 

(c) Any person who willfully fails to pay, collect, or truthfully 
account for and pay over, any tax imposed by this chapter, or will-
fully attempts in any manner to evade or defeat any such tax or the 
payment thereof, shall, in addition to other penalties provided by 
law, be liable to a penalty of the amount of the tax evaded, or not 
paid, collected or accounted for and paid over, to be assessed and 
collected in the same manner as taxes are assessed and collected. 
No penalty shall be assessed under this subsection for any offense 
for which a penalty may be assessed under authority of section 3612. 

(d) The term "person" as used in this section includes an officer 
or employee of a corporation or a member or employee of a partner-
ship, who as such officer, employee, or member is under a duty to 
perform the act in respect of which the violation occurs. 

Part II—Penalties and Forfeitures of Special Application to 
Tobacco and Snuff 

SEC. 2160. PERSONS IN GENERAL. 
(a) REMOVAL FROM FACTORY IMPROPERLY PACKED OR STAMPED, 

PENALTY.—Every _person who removes from any manufactory, or 
from any place where tobacco or snuff is made, any manufactured 

i tobacco or snuff without the same being put up n proper packages, 
or without the proper stamp for the amount of tax thereon being 
affixed and canceled, as required by law, except for export as provided 
in section 2135, shall for each such offense, respectively, be fined not 
less than $1,000 nor more than $5,000, and be imprisoned not less 
than six months nor more than two years. 

(b) USE, SALE, OR POSSESSION W ITHOUT PROPER STAMPS, PENALTY.— 
Every person who— 

(1) Uses, sells, or offers for sale, or has in possession, except in 
the manufactory, or while in transfer under bond from any manu-
factory for exportation to a foreign country, any manufactured 
tobacco or snuff, without proper stamps for the amount of tax 
thereon being affixed and canceled; or 

(2) Sells, or offers for sale, for consumption in the United 
States, any manufactured tobacco or snuff, or uses, or has in 
possession, except in the manufactory, or while in transfer under 
bond from any manufactory for exportation to a foreign country, 
any manufactured tobacco or snuff which has been inspected and 
removed for export; 

shall for each such offense, respectively, be fined not less than $1,000 
nor more than $5,000, and be imprisoned not less than six months 
nor more than two years. 

(c) SALE WHEN IMPROPERLY PACKED OR STAMPED, PENALTY.— 
Every person who sells or offers for sale any snuff or any kind of 
manufactured tobacco not put up in packages and stamped as pre-
scribed in this chapter, except at retail as provided in section 2104, 
shall be fined not less than $500 nor more than $5,000, and imprisoned 
not less than six months nor more than two years. 

(d) PURCHASE OR RECEIPT FOR SALE W ITHOUT PROPER BRANDS OR 
STAMPS, PENALYY.—Every person who purchases, or receives for sale, 
any manufactured tobacco or snuff which has not been branded or 
stamped according to law shall be liable to a penalty of $50 for each 
offense. 
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(e) AFFIING FALSE OR USED STAMPS, PENALTY.-Every person who
affixes to any package containing tobacco or snuff, any false, forged,
fraudulent spurious, or counterfeit stamp, or a stamp which has been
before used, shall be deemed guilty of a felony, and shall be fined not
less than $1,000 nor more than $5,000, and imprisoned not less than
two years nor more than five years.

(f) WILLFUL NEGLECT OR REFUSAL TO DESTROY STAMPS ON EMPTIED
PACKAGES, PENALTr.-Every person who willfully neglects or refuses
to destroy the stamp or stamps on any empty box, bag, vessel, wrap-
per, or envelope of any kind which contained tobacco or snuff, as
required in section 2103 (e), shall for each such offense be fined $50
and imprisoned not less than ten days nor more than six months.

(g) REUSE OF STAMPS OR EMPTIED STAMPED PACKAGES, PENALTY.-
Every manufacturer or other person who-

(1) Puts tobacco or snuff into any box, bag, vessel, wrapper, or
envelope which contained tobacco or snuff, the same having been
either emptied or partially emptied; or

(2) Has in his possession any stamp which has been previously
used; or

(3) Affixes to any box or other package any stamp which has
been previously used;

shall for each offense be fined not less than $100 nor more than $500
and imprisoned for not less than one year nor more than three years.

(h) ABSENCE OF STAMP, FORIrUxREu.-Manufactured tobacco or
snuff contained in any package from which the proper stamp is absent
shall be forfeited to the United States.

(i) TRAFFICKING IN USED STAMPS OR EMPTIED STAMPED PACKAGES,
PENALTY.-Every person who sells or gives away, or who buys or
accepts from another any empty stamped box, bag, vessel, wrapper,
or envelope of any kind, which contained tobacco or snuff or the
stamp or stamps taken from any such empty box, bag, vessel, wrap-
per, or envelope of any kind, shall, for each such offense, be fined
$100 and imprisoned for not less than twenty days, and not more than
one year.

(j) FRAUDULENT CLAIM FOR DRAWBACK, PENALTY.-If any person
or persons shall fraudulently claim or seek to obtain an allowance or
drawback of taxes on any manufactured tobacco, or shall fraudu-
lently claim any greater allowance or drawback thereon than the tax
actually paid, such person or persons shall forfeit triple the amount
wrongfully or fraudulently claimed or sought to be obtained, or the
sum of $500, at the election of the Secretary, to be recovered as in
other cases of forfeiture provided for in the internal revenue laws.
SEC. 2161. MANUFACTURERS.

(a) MANUFACTURING WITHOUT BOND, PENALTY.-Every person who
manufactures tobacco or snuff of any description without first giving
bond as required under section 2013, shall be fined not less than $1,000
nor more than $5,000, and imprisoned for not less than one nor more
than five years.

(b) SELLING OR REMOVING WrITHOT BOND, FORrFEITRE.-Every
manufacturer of tobacco who removes, otherwise than as provided by
law, or sells any tobacco or snuff, without having given bond as re-
quired by law, shall, in addition to the penalties elsewhere provided
by law for such offenses forfeit to the United States all the raw ma-
terial and manufactured or partly manufactured tobacco and snuff,
and all machinery, tools, implements, apparatus, fixtures, boxes, and
barrels, and all other materials which may be found in his possession,
in his manufactory, or elsewhere.

(c) NEGLECT OR REFUSAL TO OBTAIN CERTLFICATE, PENALTY.-Every
manufacturer of tobacco who neglects or refuses to obtain the certifi-
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(3) AFFIXING FALSE OR USED STAMPS, FENALTY.—Every person who 
affixes to any package containing tobacco or snuff, any false, forged, 
fraudulent, spurious, or counterfeit stamp, or a stamp which has been 
before used, shall be deemed guilty of a felony, and shall be fined not 
less than $1,000 nor more than $5,000, and imprisoned not less than 
two years nor more than five years. 

(f) W ILLFUL NEGLECT OR RLFUSAL TO DESTROY STAMPS ON EMPTIED 
PACKAGES, PENAury.—Every person who willfully neglects or refuses 
to destroy the stamp or stamps on any empty box, bag, vessel, wrap-
per, or envelope of any kind which contained tobacco or snuff, as 
required in section 2103 (e), shall for each such offense be fined $50 
and imprisoned not less than ten days nor more than six months. 

(g) REUSE OF STAMPS OR EMPTIED STAMPED PACKAGES, PENALTY.— 
Every manufacturer or other person who— 

(1) Puts tobacco or snuff into any box, bag, vessel, wrapper, or 
envelope which contained tobacco or snuff, the same having been 
either emptied or partially emptied; or 

(2) Has in his possession any stamp which has been previously 
used; or 

(3) Affixes to any box or other package any stamp which has 
been previously used; 

shall for each offense be fined not less than $100 nor more than $500 
and imprisoned for not less than one year nor more than three years. 

(h) ABSENCE OF STAMP, FORFEITURE.—Manufactured tobacco or 
snuff contained in any package from which the proper stamp is absent 
shall be forfeited to the United States. 

(i) TRAFFICKING IN USED STAMPS OR EMPTIED STAMPED PACKAGES, 
PENALTr.—Every person who sells or gives away, or who buys or 
accepts from another any empty stamped box, bag, vessel, wrapper, 
or envelope of any kind, which. contained tobac,co or snuff, or the 
stamp or stamps taken from any such empty box, bag, vessel, wrap-
per, or envelope of any kind, shall, for each such offense, be fined 
$100 and imprisoned for not less than twenty days, and not more than 
one year. 

) FRAUDULENT CLAIM FOR DRAWBACK, PENALTY.—If any person 
or persons shall fraudulently claim or seek to obtain an allowance or 
drawback of taxes on any manufactured tobacco, or shall fraudu-
lently claim any greater allowance or drawback thereon than the tax 
actually paid, such person or persons shall forfeit triple the amount 
wrongfully or fraudulently claimed or sought to be obtained, or the 
sum of $500, at the election of the Secretary, to be recovered as in 
other cases of forfeiture provided for in the internal revenue laws. 
SEC. 2161. MANUFACTURERS. 

(a) MANUFACTURING W ITHOUT BOND, PENALTY.—Every person who 
manufactures tobacco or snuff of any description without first giving 
bond as required under section 2013, shall be fined not less than $1,000 
nor more than $5,000, and imprisoned for not less than one nor more 
than five years. 

(b) SPY:LING OR REMOVING Wrimour BOND, Fora.ErrusE.—EveiT 
manufacturer of tobacco who removes, otherwise than as provided by 
law, or sells any tobacco or snuff, without having given bond as re-
quired by law , shall, in addition to the penalties elsewhere provided 
by law for such offenses forfeit to the United States all the raw ma-
terial and manufactured or partly manufactured tobacco and snuff, 
and all machinery, tools, implements, apparatus, fixtures, boxes, and 
barrels, and all other materials which may be found in his possession, 
in his manufactory, or elsewhere. 

(C) NEGLECT OR REFUSAL TO OBTAIN CracuriCATE, PENALTY.—Every 
manufacturer of tobacco who neglects or refuses to obtain the certifi-
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cate required under section 2014, or to keep the same posted as pro-
vided in that section, shall be fined not less than $100 nor more than
$500.

(d) NEGLECT TO PUTr JP SIGN, PENALTY.-Every manufacturer of
tobacco who neglects to place and keep on the side or end of the
building wherein his business is carried on, so that it can be dis-
tinctly seen, the sign required under section 2015 shall be fined not
less than $100 or more than $500.

(e) REFUSAL OR WILLFUL NEGLECT TO DELIVER INVENTORY, PEN-
ALTY.-Whenever any person engaged in the manufacture of tobacco
or snuff refuses or willfully neglects to deliver the inventory required
under section 2017, he shall be fined not less than $500 nor more than
$5,000, and imprisoned not less than 6 months nor more than 3 years.

(f) REFUSAL OR WILLFL NEGLECT TO KEEP BOOKS, PENALTY.-
Whenever any person engaged in the manufacture of tobacco or snuff
refuses or willfully neglects to keep the accounts required in section
2018, he shall be fined not less than $500 nor more than $5,000, and
imprisoned not less than six months nor more than three years.

(g) REFUSAL OR WILLFUL NEGLECT TO FURNISH MONTHLY ABSTRACT
PENALTY.-Whenever any person engaged in the manufacture of
tobacco or snuff refuses or willfully neglects to furnish the abstract
required under section 20192 he shall be fined not less than $500 nor
more than $5,000, and imprisoned not less than six months nor more
than three years.

(h) FALSE OR FRAUDULENT ENTRIES OF MANUFACTURES, SALES OR
PURCHASES, FORFEITURE.-Every manufacturer of tobacco who makes
false or fraudulent entries of manufactures or sales of tobacco or snuff,
or makes false or fraudulent entries of the purchase or sales of leaf-
tobacco, tobacco stems, or other material, shall in addition to the
penalties provided by law for such offenses, forfeit to the United
States all the raw material and manufactured or partly manufac-
tured tobacco and snuff, and all machinery, tools, implements, appa-
ratus, fixtures, boxes, and barrels, and all other materials which may
be found in his possession, in his manufactory, or elsewhere.

(i) REMOVAL UNLAWFULLY OR SALE WITHOUT PROPER STAMPS.-
(1) FORFEITURE.-Every manufacturer of tobacco who removes,

otherwise than as provided by law, or sells, without the proper
stamps denoting the tax thereon, any tobacco or snuff, shall, in
addition to the penalties elsewhere provided by law for such of-
fenses, forfeit to the United States all the raw material and
manufactured or partly manufactured tobacco and snuff, and all
machinery, tools, implements, apparatus, fixtures, boxes and bar-
rels, and all other materials which may be found in his possession,
in his manufactory, or elsewhere.
(2) PENALTY.-

For penalties for such offenses, see section 2160.

(j) AFFIXING FALSE OR USED STAMPS.-
(1) FORFEITURE.-Every manufacturer of tobacco who affixes any

false, forged, fraudulent, spurious, or counterfeit stamp, or imita-
tion of any stamp required by law, or any stamp required by law
which has been previously used, to any box or package containing
any tobacco or snuff, shall, in addition to the penalties elsewhere
provided by law for such offenses, forfeit to the United States all
the raw material and manufactured or partly manufactured to-
bacco and snuff, and all machinery, tools, implements, apparatus,
fixtures, boxes, and barrels, and all other materials which may be
found in his possession, in his manufactory, or elsewhere.

(2) PENALTY.-
For penalties for such offenses, see section 2160 (e).
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cate required under section 2014, or to keep the same posted as pro-
vided in that section, shall be fined not less than $100 nor more than 
$500. 

(d) NEGLECT TO PUT UP SIGN, PENALTY.—Every manufacturer of 
tobacco who neglects to place and keep on the side or end of the 
building wherein his business is carried on, so that it can be dis-
tinctly seen, the sign required under section 2015 shall be fined not 
less than $100 or more than $500. 

(e) REFUSAL OR WILLFUL NEGLECT TO DELIVER INVENTORY, PEN-
ALTY.—Whenever any person engaged in the manufacture of tobacco 
or snuff refuses or willfully neglects to deliver the inventory required 
under section 2017, he shall be fined not less than $500 nor more than 
$5,000, and imprisoned not less than 6 months nor more than 3 years. 

(f) REFUSAL OR WILLFUL NEGLECT TO KEEP BOOKS, PENALTY.— 
Whenever any person engaged in the manufacture of tobacco or snuff 
refuses or willfully neglects to keep the accounts required in section 
2018, he shall be fined not less than $500 nor more than $5,000, and 
imprisoned not less than six months nor more than three years. 

(g) RELru SAL on WILLFUL NEGLECT TO FURNISH MONTHLY ABSTRACT, 
PENALTY.—Whenever any person engaged in the manufacture of 
tobacco or snuff refuses or willfully neglects to furnish the abstract 
required under section 20192 he shall be fined not less than $500 nor 
more than $5,000, and imprisoned not less than six months nor more 
than three years. 

(h) FALSE OR FRAUDULENT ENTRIES OF MANUFACT1TRES, SALES OR 
PURCHASES, FORFEITURE.—Every manufacturer of tobacco who makes 
false or fraudulent entries of manufactures or sales of tobacco or snuff, 
or makes false or fraudulent entries of the purchase or sales of leaf-
tobacco, tobacco stems, or other material, shall in addition to the 
penalties provided by law for such offenses, forfeit to the United 
States all the raw material and manufactured or partly manufac-
tured tobacco and snuff, and all machinery, tools, implements, appa-
ratus, fixtures, boxes, and barrels, and all other materials which may 
be found in his possession, in his manufactory, or elsewhere. 

(i) REMOVAL UNLAWFULLY OR SALE W ITHOUT PROPER STAMPS.— 
(1) FORFEITURE.—Every manufacturer of tobacco who removes, 

otherwise than as provided by law, or sells, without the proper 
stamps denoting the tax thereon, any tobacco or snuff, shall, in 
addition to the penalties elsewhere provided by law for such of-
fenses, forfeit to the United States all the raw material and 
manufactured or partly manufactured tobacco and snuff, and all 
machinery, tools, implements, apparatus fixtures: boxes and bar-
rels, and all other materials which may be found in his possession, 
in his manufactory, or elsewhere. 
(2) PENALTY.— 

For penalties for such offenses, see section 2160. 

(j) AFFIxING FALSE OR USED STAMPS.— 
(1) FouFEiTuRE.—Every manufacturer of tobacco who affixes any 

false, forged, fraudulent, spurious, or counterfeit stamp, or imita-
tion of any stamp required by law, or any stamp required by: law 
which has been previously used, to any box or package containing 
any tobacco or snuff, shall, in addition to the penalties elsewhere 
provided by law for such offenses, forfeit to the United States all 
the raw material and manufactured or partly manufactured to-
bacco and snuff, and all machinery, tools, implements, apparatus, 
fixtures, boxes, and barrels, and all other materials which may bt; 

i found n his possession, in his manufactory, or elsewhere. 
(2) PENALTY.— 

For penalties for such offenses, see section 2160 (e). 
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(k) OMISSION OR REMOVAL OF LABEL, PENALTY.-Every manufac-
turer of tobacco who neglects to print on or affix the label required
under section 2100 (e) to any package containing tobacco or snuff
manufactured by or for him, or sold or offered for sale by or for him,
and every person who removes any such label so affixed from any such
package, shall be fined $50 for each package in respect to which such
offense shall be committed.

(1) COLLUSION IN CASE OF MANUFACTURE ON COMMISSION, SHARES,
OR CONTRACT.-In case of fraud on the part of either of the persons
referred to in section 2001 (b) (1) or of any collusion on their part
with intent to defraud the revenue-

(1) FORFErruRE.-Such material and manufactured articles shall
be forfeited to the United States; and

(2) PENALTY.-Each party to such fraud or collusion shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and be fined not less than $100
nor more than $5,000, and imprisoned for not less than six months
nor more than three years.
(m) OFFENSES NOT SPECIFICALLY COVERED.-If any manufacturer

of tobacco shall knowingly or willfully omit, neglect, or refuse to do
or cause to be done any of the things required by law in the carrying
on or conducting of his business, or shall do anything by this chapter
prohibited, if there be no specific penalty or punishment imposed by
any other section of this chapter for the neglecting, omitting, or
refusing to do, or for the doing, or causing to be done the thing
required or prohibited-

(1) PENALTY.-He shall pay a penalty of $1,000; and
(2) FORFITURE.-All tobacco found in his manufactory shall be

forfeited to the United States.
SEC. 2162 DEALERS IN LEAF TOBACCO, PENALTIES.

(a) Every dealer in leaf tobacco who neglects or refuses to-
(1) STATEMENT.-Furnish the statement required under section

2052; or
2) BoND.-Give the bond required under section 2053; or
3) INVENToRY.-File the inventory required under section 2055;

or
(4) RECORDS AND INVOICES.-Keep the records and render the in-

voices required under section 2056; or
(5) MONTHLY REPORTS.-Render the returns or reports required

under section 2057; or
(6) STORAGE NOTICE.-Notify the collector of the district of

additions to his places of storage as required under section 2052-
shall be fined not less than $100 or more than $500, or imprisoned
not more than one year, or both.

(b) Every dealer in leaf tobacco who-
(1) UNLAWFUL SHIPMENT OR DELIVERY.-Ships or delivers leaf

tobacco, except as provided in section 2059; or
(2) FRAUDULENT OMISSION TO ACCOUNT.-Fraudulently omits to

account for tobacco purchased, received, sold or shipped,
shall be fined not less than $100 nor more than $500 or imprisoned not
more than one year, or both.
SEC. 2163. CUSTOMS OFFICERS.

Every officer of customs who permits any manufactured tobacco
or snuff imported from foreign countries to pass out of his custody
or control without compliance by the owner or importer thereof with
the provisions of section 2130 (a), shall be fined not less than $1,000
nor more than $5,000, and imprisoned not less than six months nor
more than three years.
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(k) 03ilsmoN OR REMOVAL OF LABEL, PENALTY.—Every manufac-
turer of tobacco who neglects to print on or affix the label required 
under section 2100 (e) to any package containing tobacco or snuff 
manufactured by or for him, or sold or offered for sale by or for him, 
and every person who removes any such label so affixed from any such 
package, shall be fined $50 for each package in respect to which such 
offense shall be committed. 

() COLLUSION IN CASE OF MANUFACTURE ON COMMISSION' SHARES, 
OR casrraAcT.—In case of fraud on the part of either of the persons 
referred to in section 2001 (b) (1) or of any collusion on their part 
with intent to defraud the revenue— 

(1) FORFEITURE.—SUCh material and manufactured articles shall 
be forfeited to the United States; and 

(2) PENALTY.—Each party to such fraud or collusion shall be 
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and be fined not less than $100 
nor more than $5,000, and imprisoned for not less than six months 
nor more than three years. 
(m) tarrtffsEs No", SPECIFICALLY CovERED.—If any manufacturer 

of tobacco shall knowingly or willfully omit, neglect, or refuse to do 
or cause to be done any of the things required by law in the carrying 
on or conducting of his business, or shall do anything by this chapter 
prohibited, if there be no specific penalty or punishment imposed by 
any other section of this chapter for the neglecting, omitting, or 
refusing to do, or for the doing, or causing to be done the thing 
required or prohibited— 

(1) PENALTY.—He shall pay a penalty of $1,000; and 
(2) FoRrErrunE.—All tobacco found in his manufactory shall be 

forfeited to the United States. 
SEC. 2162. DEALERS IN LEAF TOBACCO, PENALTIES. 

(a) Every dealer in leaf tobacco who neglects or refuses to— 
(1) STATEmENT.—Furnish the statement required under section 

2052; or 
(2) Box.—Give the bond required under section 2053; or 
(3) INvENTonir.—File the inventory required under section 2055; 

or 
(4) RECORDS AND mrvoicEs.—Keep the records and render the in-

voices required under section 2056; or 
(5) MONTHLY REPoRTs.—Render the returns or reports required 

under section 2057; or 
(6) STORAGE xoncz.—Notify the collector of the district of 

additions to his places of storage as required under section 2052; 
shall be fined not less than $100 or more than $500, or imprisoned 
not more than one year, or both. 

(b) Every dealer in leaf tobacco who— 
(1) UNLAWFUL SHIPMENT OR DELIVERY.—Ships or delivers leaf 

tobaccoj.except as provided in section 2059; or 
(2) FRAUDULENT OMISSION TO AccouNT.—Fraudulently omits to 

account for tobacco purchased, received, sold or shipped 
shall be fined not less than $100 nor more than $500 or imprisoned not 
more than one year, or both. 
SEC. 2163. CUSTOMS OFFICERS. 
Every officer of customs who permits any manufactured tobacco 

or snuff imported from foreign countries to ps.ss out of his custody 
or control without compliance by the owner or importer thereof with 
the provisions of section 2130 (a), shall be fined not less than $1,000 
nor more than $5,000, and imprisoned not less than six months nor 
more than three years. 
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Part III-Penalties and Forfeitures of Special Application to
Cigars or Cigarettes

SUBPART A-PERSONS IN GENERAL

SEC. 2170. UNLAWFUL BOXING, PENALTY AND FORFEITURE.
(a) PENALTY.-Every person who-

(1) PACKING INCORRECT NUMBER.-Packs in any box any cigars
or cigarettes in excess of or less than the number provided by law
to be put in each box respectively; or

(2) SALE OR DELIVERY IN UNAUTHORIZED BOXES.-Sells, or offers
for sale, delivers or offers to deliver, any cigars or cigarettes in any
other form than in new boxes as described in section 2111 (a),
except at retail by retail dealers from boxes packed, stamped, and
branded in the manner prescribed by law; or

(3) FALSE BRANDING.-Falsely brands any box; or
(4) STAMPS SHOWING INCORRECT TAX.-Affixes a stamp on any

box denoting a less amount of tax than that required by law;
shall be fined for each offense not more than $1,000 and be im-
prisoned not more than two years.

(b) FoRFErTURE.-Whenever any cigars or cigarettes are sold, or
offered for sale, not properly boxed and stampede they shall be for-
feited to the United States: Provided, That cigars or cigarettes
packed expressly for export, and which shall be exported to a foreign
country under the restrictions and regulations prescribed by the Com-
missioner, and approved by the Secretary, shall be exempt from the
provisions of this subsection.

SEC. 2171. UNLAWFUL REMOVAL FROM MANUFACTORY, FORFEITURE
AND PENALTY.

(a) FoRFEITURE.-Whenever any cigars or cigarettes are removed
from any manufactory, or place where cigars or cigarettes are made,
without-

(1) PACKING.-Being packed in boxes as required by the pro-
visions of this chapter; or

2) STAMPING.-The proper stamp thereon denoting the tax; or
3) BRANDING.-Stamping, indenting, burning, or impressing,

into each box, in a legible and durable manner, the number of the
cigars or cigarettes contained therein, the number of the manufac-
tory, and the number of the district and the State; or

(4) AFFIXING AND CANCELING STAMP.-Properly affixing to the
box and canceling the stamp denoting the tax;

they shall be forfeited to the United States.
(b) PENALTY.-

(1) BOXING AND STAMPING.-Every person who removes from the
place of manufacture any cigars or cigarettes not properly boxed
and stamped as required by law, shall be deemed guilty of a felony,
and shall be fined not less than $100 nor more than $1,000, and im-
prisoned not less than six months nor more than three years.

(2) OTHER ACTS.-Every person who commits any of the offenses
described in subsection (a) of this section or subsection (b) of sec-
tion 2170 shall be fined for each such offense not less than $100 nor
more than $1,000, and imprisoned not less than six months nor more
than two years.
(c) EXEMPTION IN CASE OF EXPORTATIO.--Cigars or cigarettes

packed expressly for export and which shall be exported to a foreign
country under the restrictions and regulations prescribed by the Com-
missioner, and approved by the Secretary, shall be exempt from
the provisions of this section.
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Part III—Penalties and Forfeitures of Special Application to 
Cigars or Cigarettes 

SUBPART A—PERSONS IN GENERAL 

SEC. 2170. UNLAWFUL BOXING, PENALTY AND FORFEITURE. 
(a) PENALTY.—Every person who— 

(1) PACKING INCORRECT NUMBER.—Packs in any box any cigars 
or cigarettes in excess of or less than the number provided by law 
to be put in each box respectively; or 

(2) SALE OR DELIVERY IN UNAUTHORIZED BOXES.—Sells, or offers 
for sale, delivers or offers to deliver, any cigars or cigarettes in any 
other form than in new boxes as described in section 2111 (a), 
except at retail by retail dealers from boxes packed, stamped, and 
branded in the manner prescribed by law; or 

(3) FALSE BRANDING.—Falsely brands any box; or 
(4) STAMPS SHOWING INCORRECT TAx.—Affixes a Stamp on any 

box denoting a less amount of tax than that recuired by law ' • 
shall be fined for each offense not more than S1,000 and be im-
prisoned not more than two years. 

(b) FoRrErruRE.—Whenever any cigars or cigarettes are sold, or 
offered for sale not properly boxed and stamped, they shall be for-
feited to the sale, States: Provided, That cigars or cigarettes 
packed expressly for export, and which shall be exported to a foreign 
country under the restrictions and regulations prescribed by the Com-
missioner, and approved by the Secretary, shall be exempt from the 
provisions of this subsection. 

SEC. 2171. UNLAWFUL REMOVAL FROM MANUFACTORY, FORFEITURE 
AND PENALTY. 

(a) FoRrErrcrRE.—Whenever any cigars or cigarettes are removed 
from any manufactory, or place where cigars or cigarettes are made, 
without— 

(1) PACKING.—Being packed in boxes as required by the pro-
visions of this chapter; or 

(2) STAMPING.—The proper stamp thereon denoting the tax; or 
(3) BRANDING.—Stamping, indenting, burning, or impressing, 

into each box, in a legible and durable manner, the number of the 
cigars or cigarettes contained therein, the number of the manufac-
tory, and the number of the district and the State; or 

(4) AFFIXING AND CANCELING STAMP.—Properly affixing to the 
box and canceling the stamp denoting the tax; 

they shall be forfeited to the United States. 
(b) PENALTY.— 

(1) BOXING AND STAMPING.—Every person who removes from the 
place of manufacture any cigars or cigarettes not properly boxed 
and stamped as required by law, shall be deemed guilty of a felony, 
and shall be fined not less than $100 nor more than $1,000, and im-
prisoned not less than six months nor more than three years. 

(2) OTHER AcTs.—Every person who commits any of the offenses 
described in subsection (a) of this section or subsection (b) of sec-
tion 2170 shall be fined for each such offense not less than $100 nor 
more than $1,000, and imprisoned not less than six months nor more 
than two years. 
(c) EXEMPTION IN CASE or ExPoRTATioN.—Cigars or cigarettes 

packed expressly for export and which shall be exported to a foreign 
country under the restrictions and regulations prescribed by the Com-
missioner, and approved by the Secretary, shall be exempt from 
the provisions of this section. 
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SEC. 2172. FRAUDULENT USE OF STAMPS, PENALTY.
Every person who-

(a) PACKING IN BOXES BEARING FALSE STAMPs.-Packs cigars or
cigarettes in any box bearing a false or fraudulent or counterfeit
stamp; or

(b) AFFIXING FALSE STAMPS.-Affixes to any box containing
cigars or cigarettes a stamp in the similitude or likeness of any
stamp required to be used by the laws of the United States, whether
the same be a customs or internal revenue stamp; or

(c) REMOVAL OF STAMPs.-Removes, or causes to be removed,
from any box any stamp denoting the tax on cigars, or cigarettes,
with intent to use the same; or

(d) REUSE OF STAMPS.-Uses or permits any other person to use
any stamp so removed; or

(e) TRAFFICKING IN USED STAMPs.-Receives, buys, sells, gives
away, or has in his possession any stamp so removed; or

(f) OTHER FRAUDULENT UsEs.-Makes any other fraudulent use
of any stamp intended for cigars or cigarettes,

shall be deemed guilty of a felony, and shall be fined not less than
$100 nor more than $1,000, and imprisoned not less than six months
nor more than three years.
SEC. 2173 UNLAWFUL PURCHASE, RECEIPT, POSSESSION, OR SALE,

PENALTIES.
(a) CIGARS NOT TAX-PAm.-Every person who buys, receives, or has

in his possession any cigars or cigarettes on which the tax to which
they are liable has not been paid, shall be deemed guilty of a felony
and shall be fined not less than $100 nor more than $1,000, and im-
prisoned not less than six months nor more than three years.

(b) CIGARS NOT PROPERLY BRANDED OR STAMPED.-Every person who
purchases or receives for sale any cigars or cigarettes which have not
been branded or stamped according to law, shall be liable to a penalty
of $50 for each such offense.
SEC. 2174. SALE OF IMPORTED CIGARS IMPROPERLY PACKED AND

STAMPED, PENALTY.
Every person who sells or offers for sale any imported cigars or

cigarettes, or cigars or cigarettes purporting or claimed to have been
imported, not put in packages and stamped as provided by this chap-
ter, shall be fined not less than $500 nor more than $5,000, and be
imprisoned not less than six months nor more than two years.
SEC. 2175. ABSENCE OF STAMP, FORFEITURE.

In case of the absence of the proper revenue stamp on any box of
cigars or cigarettes sold, or offered for sale, or kept for sale, such
cigars or cigarettes shall be forfeited to the United States.
SEC. 2176. EMPTY BOXES.

(a) PENALTIES.-
(1) DESTRUCTION OF STAMPs.-Any person who willfully neglects

or refuses to destroy, as required in section 2112 (e), the stamps
on any empty stamped box which contained cigars or cigarettes,
shall, for each such offense, be fined not exceeding $50 and impris-
oned not less than ten days nor more than six months.

(2) TRAFFICKNG.-Any person who fraudulently gives away or
accepts from another, or who sells or buys for packing cigars or
cigarettes, any empty stamped box which contained cigars or
cigarettes, shall, for each such offense, be fined not exceeding $100
and be imprisoned not more than one year.

(3) REFILLING.-Any person who uses for packing cigars or
cigarettes any empty stamped box which contained cigars or ciga-
rettes, shall, for each such offense, be fined not exceeding $100 and
be imprisoned not more than one year.
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SEC 2172. FRAUDULENT USE OF STAMPS, PENALTY. 
Every person who— 

(a) PACKING IN BOXES BEARING FALSE STAMPS.—Packs cigars or 
cigarettes in any box bearing a false or fraudulent or counterfeit 
stamp; or 

(b) AFFiximi FALSE STAMM—Affixes to any box containing 
cigars or cigarettes a stamp in the similitude or likeness of any 
stamp required to be used by the laws of the United States, whether 
the same be a customs or internal revenue stamp; or 

(c) REMOVAL OF STAMPS.—Removes, or causes to be removed, 
from any box any stamp denoting the tax on cigars, or cigarettes, 
with intent to use the same; or 

(d) REUSE OF STAMPs.—Uses or permits any other person to use 
any stamp so removed; or 

(e) TRAFFICKING IN USED STAMPS.—Receives, buys, sells, gives 
away, or has in his possession any stamp so removed; or 

(f) OTHER FRAUDULENT USES.—Makes any other fraudulent use 
of any stamp intended for cigars or cigarettes, 

shall be deemed guilty of a felony, and shall be fined not less than 
$100 nor more than $1,000, and imprisoned not less than six months 
nor more than three years. 
SEC. 2173. UNLAWFUL PURCHASE, RECEIPT, POSSESSION, OR SALE, 

PENALTIES. 
(a) CIGARS NOT TAR-mm.—Every person who buys, receives, or has 

in his possession any cigars or cigarettes on which the tax to which 
they are liable has not been paid, shall be deemed guilty of a felony 
and shall be fined not less than $100 nor more than $1,000, and im-
prisoned not less than six months nor more than three years. 

(13) CIGARS NOT PROPERLY BRANDED OR STAMPED.—Every person who 
purchases or receives for sale any cigars or cigarettes which have not 
been branded or stamped according to law, shall be liable to a penalty 
of $50 for each such offense. 
SEC 2174. SALE OF IMPORTED CIGARS IMPROPERLY PACKED AND 

STAMPED, PENALTY. 
Every person who sells or offers for sale any imported cigars or 

cigarettes, or cigars or cigarettes purporting or claimed to have been 
imported, not put in packages and stamped as provided by this chap-
ter, shall be fined not less than $500 nor more than $5,000, and be 
imprisoned not less than six months nor more than two years. 
SEC 2175. ABSENCE OF STAMP, FORFEITURE. 
In case of the absence of the proper revenue stamp on any box of 

cigars or cigarettes sold, or offered for sale, or kept for sale, such 
cigars or cigarettes shall be forfeited to the United States. 
SEC. 2176. EMPTY BOXES. 

(a) PENALTIES.— 
(1) DESTRUCTION OF STAMPS.—Any person who willfully neglects 

or refuses to destroy, as required in section 2112 (e), the stamps 
on any empty stamped box which contained cigars or cigarettes, 
shall, for each such offense, be fined not exceeding $50 and impris-
oned not less than ten days nor more than six months. 

(2) TRAFFICKING.—Any person who fraudulently gives away or 
accepts from another, or who sells or buys for packing cigars or 
cigarettes, any empty stamped box which contained cigars or 
cigarettes, shall, for each such offense, be fined not exceeding $100 
and be imprisoned not more than one year. 

(3) REFILLING.—Any person who uses for packing cigars or 
cigarettes any empty stamped box which contained cigars or ciga-
rettes, shall, for each such offense, be fined not exceeding $100 and 
be imprisoned not more than one year. 
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(b) DESTRUCTION.-Any revenue officer may destroy any emptied
cigar or cigarette box upon which a cigar or cigarette stamp is
found.
SEC. 2177. FRAUDULENT CLAIM FOR DRAWBACK, PENALTY.

For penalty imposed in the case of fraudulent claims for drawback,
see section 3326.

SUBPART B--MANUFACTURERS AND CUSTOMS OFFICERS

SEC. 2180. MANUFACTURERS.
(a) MANUFACTURING WITHOUT BOND, PENALTY.-Every person who

manufactures cigars or cigarettes of any description without first giv-
ing bond as required in section 2033, shall be fined not less than $100
nor more than $5,000, and imprisoned not less than three months
nor more than five years.

(b) SE.TTTN OR REMOVING WITHOUT BOND, FORFEITURE.-Every
manufacturer of cigars or cigarettes who removes or sells any cigars
or cigarettes without having given bond as such manufacturer, shall,
in addition to the penalties elsewhere provided in this chapter for
such offenses, forfeit to the United States all raw material and manu-
factured or partly manufactured tobacco, cigars, and cigarettes, and
all machinery, tools, implements, apparatus, fixtures, boxes, barrels,
and all other materials which shall be found in his possession, or in
his manufactory, and used in his business as such manufacturer, to-
gether with his estate or interest in the building or factory, and the
lot or tract of ground on which such building or factory is located,
and all appurtenances thereunto belonging.

(c) NEGLECT TO PUT UP SIGN, PENALTY.-Any manufacturer of
cigars or cigarettes neglecting to place and keep on the side or end of
the building within which his business is carried on, so that it can be
distinctly seen, the sign required under section 2034 shall, on convic-
tion, be fined not less than $100 nor more than $500.

(d) REFrUSAL OR WILLFUL NEGLECT TO DELIVER INVENTORY, PEN-
ALTY.-In case any person engaged in the manufacture of cigars or
cigarettes refuses or willfully neglects to deliver the inventory re-
quired under section 2036, he shall be fined not less than $500 nor
more than $5,000, and imprisoned not less than six months nor more
than three years.

(e) REFUSAL OR WILLFUL NEGLECT TO KEEP BooKs, PENALTY.-In
case any person engaged in the manufacture of cigars or cigarettes
refuses or willfully neglects to keep the account required under sec-
tion 2037. he shall be fined not less than $500 nor more than $5,000,
and imprisoned not less than six months nor more than three years.

(f) REFUSAL OR WILLFUL NEGLECT TO FURNISH A MONTHLY AB-
STRACT, PENALTY.-In case any person engaged in the manufacture of
cigars or cigarettes refuses or willfully neglects to furnish the abstract
required under section 2038, he shall be fined not less than $500 nor
more than $5,000, and imprisoned not less than six months nor more
than three years.

(g) SALE OR REMOVAL WITHOUT PROPER STAMPS.-
(1) FORFETITRE.-Every manufacturer of cigars or cigarettes who

removes or sells any cigars or cigarettes without the proper stamps
denoting the tax thereon shall, in addition to the penalties elsewhere
provided in this chapter for such offenses, forfeit to the United
States all raw material and manufactured or partly manufactured
tobacco, cigars and cigarettes, and all machinery, tools, implements,
apparatus, fixtures, boxes, barrels, and all other materials which
shall be found in his possession or in his manufactory, and used in
his business as such manufacturer, together with his estate or in-
terest in the building or factory, and the lot or tract of ground on
which such building or factory is located, and all appurtenances
thereunto belonging.
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(b) DESTRUCTION.—Any revenue officer may destroy any emptied 
cigar or cigarette box upon which a cigar or cigarette stamp is 
found. 
SEC. 2177. FRAUDULENT CLAIM FOR DRAWBACK, PENALTY. 

For penalty imposed in the case of fraudulent claims for drawback, 
see section 3326. 

SUBPART B—MANUFACTURERS AND CUSTOMS OFFICERS 

SEC. 2180. MANUFACTURERS. 
(a) MANUFACTURING W ITHOUT BOND, PENALTY.—Every person who 

manufactures cigars or cigarettes of any description without first giv-
ing bond as required in section 2033, shall be fined not less than $100 
nor more than $5,000, and imprisoned not less than three months 
nor more than five years. 

(b) SELT,Tive OR REMOVING W ITHOUT BOND, FoREErruRE.—Every 
manufacturer of cigars or cigarettes who removes or sells any cigars 
or cigarettes without having given bond as such manufacturer, shall, 
in addition to the penalties elsewhere provided in this chapter for 
such offenses, forfeit to the United States all raw material and manu-
factured or partly manufactured tobacco, cigars, and cigarettes, and 
all machinery, tools, implements, apparatus, fixtures, boxes, barrels, 
and all other materials which shall be found in his possession, or in 
his manufactory, and used in his business as such manufacturer, to-
gether with his estate or interest in the building or factory, and the 
lot or tract of ground on which such building or factory is located, 
and all appurtenances thereunto belonging. 

(c) NEGLECT TO PUT UP SIGN, PENALTY.—A_Tly manufacturer of 
cigars or cigarettes neglecting to place and keep on the side or end of 
the building within which his business is carried on, so that it can be 
distinctly seen, the sign required under section 2034 shall, on convic-
tion, be fined not less than $100 nor more than $500. 

(d) REFUSAL OR WILLFUL NEGLECT TO DELIVER INVENTORY, PEN-
ALTY.—ID case any person engaged in the manufacture of cigars or 
cigarettes refuses or willfully neglects to deliver the inventory re-
quired under section 2036, he shall be fined not less than $500 nor 
more than $5,000, and imprisoned not less than six months nor more 
than three years. 

(e) REFUSAL OR WILLFUL NEGLECT TO K EEP BOOKS, PENALTY.—Ill 
case any person engaged in the manufacture of cigars or cigarettes 
refuses or willfully neglects to keep the account required under sec-
tion 2037, he shall be fined not less than $500 nor more than $5,000, 
and imprisoned not less than six months nor more than three years. 

(f) REFUSAL OR WILLFUL NEGLECT TO FURNISH A MONTHLY AB-
STRACT, PENALTY.—In case any person engaged in the manufacture of 
cigars or cigarettes refuses or willfully neglects to furnish the abstract 
required under section 2038, he shall be fined not less than $500 nor 
more than $5,000, and imprisoned not less than six months nor more 
than three years. 

(g) SALE OR REMOVAL W ITHOUT PROPER STAMPS.— 
(1) FORFEITURE.—Every manufacturer of cigars or cigarettes who 

removes or sells any cigars or cigarettes without the proper stamps 
denoting the tax thereon shall, in addition to the penalties elsewhere 
provided in this chapter for such offenses, forfeit to the United 
States all raw material and manufactured or partly manufactured 
tobacco, cigars and cigarettes, and all machinery, tools, implements, 
apparatus, fixtures, boxes, barrels, and all other materials which 
shall be found in his possession or in his manufactory, and used in 
his business as such manufacturer, together with his estate or in-
terest in the building or factory, and the lot or tract of ground on 
which such building or factory is located, and all appurtenances 
thereunto belonging. 
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(2) PENALTY.-
For penalties for such offenses, see section 2171 (b).

(h) FALSE ENTRIES, FORFEITURE.-Every manufacturer of cigars or
cigarettes who makes false or fraudulent entries of the manufacture
or sale of any cigars or cigarettes, or makes false or fraudulent en-
tries of the purchase or sale of leaf tobacco, tobacco stems, or other
material used in the manufacture of cigars or cigarettes, shall, in
addition to the penalties elsewhere provided in this title for such of-
fenses, forfeit to the United States all raw material and manufactured
or partly manufactured tobacco, cigars and cigarettes, and all ma-
chinery, tools, implements, apparatus, fixtures, boxes, barrels, and all
other materials which shall be found in his possession, or in his manu-
factory, and used in his business as such manufacturer, together with
his estate or interest in the building or factory, and the lot or tract
of ground on which such building or factory is located, and all ap-
purtenances thereunto belonging.

(i) ArrXINm FALSE OR FRAUDULENT STAMPS.-
(1) FOR'EI uRE.-Every manufacturer of cigars or cigarettes

who affixes any false, forged, spurious, fraudulent, or counterfeit
stamp, or imitation of any stamp, required by law to any box con-
taining any cigars or cigarettes, shall, in addition to the penalties
elsewhere provided for such offenses, forfeit to the United States
all raw material and manufactured or partly manufactured to-
bacco, cigars, and cigarettes, and all machinery, tools, implements,
apparatus, fixtures, boxes, barrels, and all other materials which
shall be found in his possession, or in his manufactory, and used
in his business as such manufacturer, together with his estate or
interest in the building or factory, and the lot or tract of ground
on which such building or factory is located, and all appurtenances
thereunto belonging.

(2) PENALTY.-
For penalty for such offense, see section 2172 (b).

(j) OMISSION OR REMOVAL OF LABEL, PENALTY.-Every manufac-
turer of cigars or cigarettes who neglects to affix the label required
under section 2111 (d) (1) to any box containing cigars or cigarettes
made by or for him, or sold or offered for sale by or for him, and
every person who removes any such label, so affixed, from any such
box, shall be fined $50 for each box in respect to which such offense
is committed.

(k) COLLUSION IN CASE OF MANUFACTURE ON COMMISSION, SHARES,
OR CONTRACT.-In case of fraud on the part of either of the persons
referred to in section 2001 (b) (2), or of any collusion on their part
with intent to defraud the revenue-

(1) FORFEITORE.-Such material, cigars, or cigarettes shall be
forfeited to the United States; and

(2) PENALTY.-Every person engaged in such fraud or collusion
shall be fined not less than $100 nor more than $5,000, and im-
prisoned for not less than six months nor more than three years.
(1) OFFENSES NOT SPECIFICALLY COVEmED.-If any manufacturer of

cigars or cigarettes shall knowingly or willfully omit, neglect, or re-
fuse to do or cause to be done any of the things required by law in
the carrying on or conducting of his business, or shall do anything
by this title prohibited, if there be no specific penalty or punishment
imposed by any other section of this chapter for the neglecting,
omitting, or refusing to do, or for the doing or causing to be done the
thing required or prohibited-

(1) PENALTY.-He shall pay a penalty of $1,000; and
(2) F-oBEerr .- A11 tobacco, cigars, or cigarettes found in his

manufactory shall be forfeited to the United States.
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(2) PENALTY.— 

For penalties for such offenses, see section 2171 (b). 

(h) FALSE ENTRIES, FORFEITURE.—Every manufacturer of cigars or 
cigarettes who makes false or fraudulent entries of the manufacture 
or sale of any cigars or cigarettes, or makes false or fraudulent en-
tries of the purchase or sale of leaf tobacco, tobacco stems, or other 
material used in the manufacture of cigars or cigarettes, shall, in 
addition to the penalties elsewhere provided in this title for such of-
fenses, forfeit to the United States all raw material and manufactured 
or partly manufactured tobacco, cigars and cigarettes, and all ma-

chinery, tools, implements, apparatus, fixtures, boxes, barrels, and all i other materials which shall be found n his possession, or in his manu-

factory, and used in his business as such manufacturer, together with 
his estate or interest in the building or factory, and the lot or tract 
of ground on which such building or factory is located, and all ap-
purtenances thereunto belonging. 

(i) AFFIXING FALSE OR FRAUDULENT STAMPS.— 
(1) FoarimiTuaE.—Every manufacturer of cigars or cigarettes 

who affixes any false, forged, spurious, fraudulent, or counterfeit 
stamp, or imitation of any stamp, required by law to any box con-
taining any cigars or cigarettes, shall, in addition to the penalties 
elsewhere provided for such offenses, forfeit to the United States 
all raw material and manufactured or partly manufactured to-
bacco, cigars and cigarettes, and all machinery, tools, implements, 
apparatus, fixtures, boxes, barrels, and all other materials which 
shall be found in his possession, or in his manufactory, and used 
in his business as such manufacturer, together with his estate or 
interest in the building or factory, and the lot or tract of ground 
on which such building or factory is located, and all appurtenances 
thereunto belonging. 

(2) PENALTY.— 
For penalty for such offense, see section 2172 (b). 

(j) OMISSION OR REMOVAL or LABEL, PENALTY.—Every manufac-
turer of cigars or cigarettes who neglects to affix the label required 
under section 2111 (d) (1) to any box containing cigars or cigarettes 
made by or for him, or sold or offered for sale by or for him, and 
every person who removes any such label, so affixed, from any such 
box, shall be fined $50 for each box in respect to which such offense 
is committed. 

(k) COLLUSION IN CASE OF MANUFACTURE ON COMMISSION, SHARES, 
OR CommAcr.—In case of fraud on the part of either of the persons 
referred to in section 2001 (b) (2), or of any collusion on their part 
with intent to defraud the revenue— 

(1) FORFEITURE.--SUCh material, cigars, or cigarettes shall be 
forfeited to the United States; and 

(2) PErimmir.—Every person engaged in such fraud or collusion 
shall be fined not less than $100 nor more than $5,000, and im-
prisoned for not less than six months nor more than three years. 
(1) OFFENSES NOT SPECIFICALLY COVERED.—If any manufacturer of 

cigars or cigarettes shall knowingly or willfully omit, neglect, or re-
fuse to do or cause to be done any of the things required by law in 
the carrying on or conducting of his business, or shall do anything 
by this title prohibited, if there be no specific penalty or punishment 
imposed by any other section of this chapter for the neglecting, 
omitting, or refusing to do, or for the doing or causing to be done the 
thing required or prohibited— 

(1) Pnreurr.—He shall pay a penalty of $1,000; and 
(2) Fourmum—All tobacco cigars, or cigarettes found in his 

manufactory shall be forfeited to the United States. 
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SEC. 2181. CUSTOMS OFFICERS.
Every officer of customs who permits any cigars or cigarettes im-

ported into the United States from foreign countries to pass out
of his custody or control, without compliance by the owner or im-
porter thereof with the provisions of section 2130 (b), shall be fined
not less than $1,000 nor more than $5,000, and imprisoned not less
than six months nor more than three years.

SUBCHAPTER F-MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

SEC. 2190. DISPOSAL OF FORFEITED TOBACCO, SNUFF, CIGARS, AND
CIGARETTES.

In case it shall appear that any abandoned, condemned, or forfeited
tobacco, snuff, cigars, or cigarettes, when offered for sale, will not
bring a price equal to the tax due and payable thereon, such goods
shall not be sold for consumption in the United States; and upon
application made to the Commissioner, he is authorized to order the
destruction of such tobacco, snuff, cigars, or cigarettes by the officer in
whose custody and control the same may be at the time, and in such
manner and under such regulations as the Commissioner may pre-
scribe, or he may, under such regulations, order delivery of such
tobacco, snuff, cigars, or cigarettes, without payment of any tax, to
any hospital maintained by the United States for the use of present
or former members of the military or naval forces of the United
States.
SEC. 2191. INSPECTION OF CIGARS AND CIGARETTES.

The Commissioner may prescribe such regulations for the inspection
of cigars and cigarettes and the collection of the tax thereon, as he
may deem most effective for the prevention of frauds in the payment
of such tax.
SEC. 2192. INSPECTION OF PEDDLER'S CERTIFICATE.

Any internal revenue agent may demand production of and inspect
the collector's certificate for peddlers.
SEC. 2193. RECORD OF MANUFACTURERS.

(a) TOBACCO AND SNUFF.-Every collector shall keep a record, in a
book or books provided for that purpose, to be open to the inspection
of only the proper officers of internal revenue, including deputy col-
lectors and internal revenue agents, of the name and residence of
every person engaged in the manufacture of tobacco or snuff in his
district, the place where such manufacture is carried on, and the
number of the manufactory; and he shall enter in said record, under
the name of each manufacturer, a copy of every inventory required by
law to be made by such manufacturer, and an abstract of his monthly
returns.

(b) CIOARS AND CIGARETTES.-Every collector shall keep a record,
in a book provided for that purpose, to be open to the inspection of
only the proper officers of internal revenue, including deputy col-
lectors and internal revenue agents, of the name and residence of
every person engaged in the manufacture of cigars or cigarettes in
his district, the place where such manufacture is carried on, and the
number of the manufactory; and he shall enter in said record, under
the name of each manufacturer an abstract of his inventory and
monthly returns.
SEC. 2194. RECORDS, STATEMENTS, AND RETURNS.

Every person liable to any tax imposed by this chapter, or for the
collection thereof, shall keep such records, render under oath such
statements, make such returns, and comply with such rules and regu-
lations, as the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary, may
from time to time prescribe.
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SEC. 2195. RULES AND REGULATIONS.
For authority of the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secre-

tary, to prescribe and publish all needful rules and regulations for the
enforcement of this chapter, see section 3791

SEC. 2196. OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE.
All administrative, special, or stamp provisions of law, including

the law relating to the assessment of taxes, so far as applicable, shall
be extended to and made a part of this chapter.
SEC. 2197. TERRITORIAL EXTENT OF LAW.

(a) IN GEmNAL.w-The internal revenue laws imposing taxes on
tobacco, snuff, cigars, or cigarettes shall be held to extend to such
articles produced anywhere within the exterior boundaries of the
United States, whether the same be within a collection district or not.

(b) EXPORTATION FEE OF INTERNAL REVENUE TAX.-The shipment
or delivery of manufactured tobacco, snuff, cigars, or cigarettes, for
consumption beyond the jurisdiction of the internal revenue laws of
the United States, as defined by subsection (a), shall be deemed ex-
portation within the meaning of the internal revenue laws applicable
to the exportation of such articles without payment of internal rev-
enue tax.
SEC. 2198. REDEMPTION OF STAMPS ON PACKAGES WITHDRAWN FROM

MARKET.
Internal-revenue stamps affixed to packages of tobacco, snuff, cigars,

or cigarettes which, after removal from factory or customhouse for
consumption or sale, the manufacturer or importer withdraws from
the market, may, under regulations prescribed by the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue with the approval of the Secretary of the Treas-
ury, be redeemed if issued afterDecember 31, 1931, and if claim for
their redemption is presented by the manufacturer or importer within
three years after the year of issue as indicated by the number or
symbol printed thereon by the Government, irrespective of the date
of their purchase. Stamps of any issue shall not be sold until those
of the previous year's issue have been disposed of or later than one
year after the year of issue.
SEC. 2199. CROSS REFERENCES.

For general provisions relating to stamps, information and returns,
assessment, collection, and refunds, see sections 3300 to 3313 and
chapters 34 to 37, Inclusive.
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SUBCHAPTER A-OLEOMARGARINE

SEC. 2300. OLEOMARGARINE DEFINED.
For the purposes of this chapter, and of sections 3200 and 3201,

certain manufactured substances, certain extracts, and certain mix-
tures and compounds, including such mixtures and compounds with
butter, shall be known and designated as "oleomargarine," namely:
All substances known prior to August 2, 1886, as oleomargarine, oleo,
oleomargarine oil, butterine, lardine, suine, and neutral; all mixtures
and compounds of oleomargarine, oleo, oleomargarine oil, butterine,
lardine, suine, and neutral; all lard extracts and tallow extracts; and
all mixtures and compounds of tallow, beef fat, suet, lard, lard oil, fish
oil or fish fat, vegetable oil, annatto, and other coloring matter, intesti-
nal fat, and offal fat;-if (1) made in imitation or semblance of but-
ter, or (2) calculated or intended to be sold as butter or for butter or
(3) churned, emulsified, or mixed in cream, milk, water, or other
liquid, and containing moisture in excess of 1 per centum or common
salt. This section shall not apply to puff-pastry shortening not
churned or emulsified in milk or cream, and having a melting point
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of one hundred and eighteen degrees Fahrenheit or more, nor to any
of the following containing condiments and spices: salad dressings,
mayonnaise dresmayonnaise ayonnaise products nor to liquid emulsion,
pharmaceutical preparations, oil meals, liquid preservatives, illumi-
nating oils, cleansing compounds, or flavoring compounds.
SEC. 2301. TAX.

(a) RATE-
(1) Upon oleomargarine which shall be manufactured and sold,

or removed for consumption or use, there shall be assessed and col-
lected a tax at the rate of one-fourth of 1 cent per pound; except
that such tax shall be at the rate of 10 cents per pound in the case
of oleomargarine which is yellow in color.

(2) For the purposes of paragraph (1), oleomargarine shall
be held to be yellow in color when it has a tint or shade con-
taining more than one and six-tenths degrees of yellow, or of
yellow and red collectively, but with an excess of yellow over red,
measured in the terms of the Lovibond tintometer scale or its
equivalent. Such measurements shall be made under regulations
prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secre-
tary, and such regulations shall provide that the measurements
shall be applied in such manner and under such conditions as
will, in the opinion of the Commissioner, insure as nearly as prac-
ticable that the result of the measurement will show the color of
the oleomargarine under the conditions under which it is cus-
tomarily offered for sale to the consumer.
(b) BY WHOM PAID.-The tax levied by subsection (a) shall be

paid by the manufacturer.
(c) How PAID.-

(1) STAPS.-The tax levied by subsection (a) shall be repre-
sented by coupon stamps.

(2) AssESaENT.-Whenever any manufacturer of oleomargarine
sells, or removes for sale or consumption, any oleomargarine upon
which the tax is required to be paid by stamps, without the use of
the proper stamps, it shall be the duty of the Commissioner, subject
to the limitations prescribed in section 3312, upon satisfactory
proof, to estimate the amount of tax which has been omitted to be
paid, and to make an assessment therefor and certify the same to
the collector. The tax so assessed shall be in addition to the penal-
ties imposed by law for such sale or removal.
(d) SPECIAL TAX.-

For special tax on manufacturers, wholesale and retail dealers, see
section 8200.

(e) IMPoRTED OLEOMARGARINE.-
For tax on imported oleomargarine, see section 2306.

SEC. 2302. MANUFACTURERS.
(a) DrEFIrrIoN.-Every person who manufactures oleomargarine

for sale shall be deemed a manufacturer of oleomargarine. And any
person that sells, vends, or furnishes oleomargarine for the use and
consumption of others, except to his own family table without com-
pensation, who shall add to or mix with such oleomargarine any sub-
stance which causes such oleomargarine to be yellow in color, deter-
mined as provided in paragraph 2 of section 2301 (a), shall also
be held to be a manufacturer of oleomargarine within the meaning
of this chapter or section 8200 or 3201 of chapter 27, and subject to
the provisions thereof.

(b) PACKING REQUIREMENTS.-
(1) KIND AND WEIGHT OF PACKAGES.-All oleomargarine shall be

packed by the manufacturer thereof in firkins, tubs or other
wooden, tin-plate, or paper packages, not before used for that
purpose, containing, or encased in a manufacturer's package made
from any of such materials of, not less than ten pounds.
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(2) MARKS AND sTAMPS.-The packages described in paragraph
(1) shall be marked, stamped, and branded as the Commissioner,
with the approval of the Secretary, shall prescribe; and all sales
made by manufacturers of oleomargarine shall be in original
stamped packages.

(3) CAUTION LABEL.-Every manufacturer of oleomargarine shall
securely affix, by pasting, on each package containing oleomarga-
rine manufactured by him, a label on which shall be printed, besides
the number of the manufactory and the district and State in which
it is situated, these words: "NTICE.-The manufacturer of the oleo-
margarine herein contained has complied with all the requirements
of law. Every person is cautioned not to use either this package
again or the stamp thereon again, nor to remove the contents of this
package without destroying said stamp, under the penalty provided
by law in such cases."
(c) BooKS AND RrETRNS.-Every manufacturer of oleomargarine

shall file with the collector of the district in which his manufactory
is located such notices, inventories, shall keep such books, and render
such returns of materials and products, and conduct his business
under such surveillance of officers and agents as the Commissioner,
with the approval of the Secretary, may, by regulation, require.

(d) FACTORY NUMBER AND SIGNs.-Every manufacturer of oleo-
margarine shall put up such signs and affix such number to his factory
as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may, by
regulation, require.

(e) BoNDs.-Every manufacturer of oleomargarine shall file with
the collector of the district in which his manufactory is located such
bonds as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may,
by regulation, require. But the bond required of such manufacturer
shall be with sureties satisfactory to the collector, and in a penal sum
of not less than $5,000; and the sum of said bond may be increased
from time to time, and additional sureties required at the discretion
of the collector, or under instructions of the Commissioner.

SEC. 2303. WHOLESALE DEALERS.
(a) DEFINMIION.-Every person who sells or offers for sale oleo-

margarine in the original manufacturer's packages shall be deemed a
wholesale dealer in oleomargarine.

(b) SELLING REQUIREMENTs.-All sales made by wholesale dealers
in oleomargarine shall be in original stamped packages.

(c) BOOKS AND RmEURNS.-Wholesale dealers in oleomargarine shall
keep such books and render such returns in relation thereto as the
Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may, by regula-
tion, require; and such books shall be open at all times to the inspec-
tion of any internal revenue officer or agent.

SEC. 2304. RETAIL DEALERS.
(a) DEFINITION.-Every person who sells oleomargarine in less

quantities than ten pounds at one time shall be regarded as a retail
dealer in oleomargarine.

(b) PACKING AND SELLING REQUIREMENTS.-Retail dealers in oleo-
margarine must sell only from original stamped packages, in quan-
tities not exceeding ten pounds, and shall pack, or cause to be packed,
the oleomargarine sold by them in suitable wooden, tin-plate, or paper
packages which shall be marked and branded as the Commissioner,
with the approval of the Secretary, shall prescribe.

SEC. 2305. STAMPS ON EMPTIED PACKAGES.
Whenever any stamped package containing oleomargarine is

emptied, it shall be the duty of the person in whose hands the same
is to destroy utterly the stamps thereon. Any revenue officer may
destroy any emptied oleomargarine package upon which the tax-
paid stamp is found.
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(2) MARKS AND STAMPS.—The packages described in paragraph 
(1) shall be marked, stamped, and branded as the Commissioner, 
with the approval of the Secretary, shall prescribe; and all sales 
made by manufacturers of oleomargarine shall be in original 
stamped packages. 

(3) CAUTION LABEL.—Every manufacturer of oleomargarine shall 
securely affix, by pasting, on each package containing oleomarga-
rine manufactured by him, a label on which shall be printed, besides 
the number of the manufactory and the district and State in which 
it is situated, these words: "NoncE.—The manufacturer of the oleo-
margarine herein contained has complied with all the requirements 
of law. Every person is cautioned not to use either this package 
again or the stamp thereon again, nor to remove the contents of this 
package without destroying said stamp, under the penalty provided 
by law in such cases." 
(c) BOOKS AND RETCHNS.—Every manufacturer of oleomargarine 

shall file with the collector of the district in which his manufactory 
is located such notices, inventories, shall keep such books, and render 
such returns of materials and products, and conduct his business 
under such surveillance of officers and agents as the Commissioner, 
with the approval of the Secretary, may, .by regulation, require. 

(d) FACTORY NUMBER AND SicasTs.—Every manufacturer of oleo-
margarine shall put up such signs and affix such number to his factory 
as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may, by 
regulation, require. 

(e) BONDS.—Every manufacturer of oleomargarine shall file with 
the collector of the district in which his manufactory is located such 
bonds as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may, 
by reg-ulation, require. But the bond required of such manufacturer 
shall be with sureties satisfactory to the collector, and in a penal sum 
of not less than $5,000; and the sum of said bond may be increased 
from time to time, and additional sureties required at the discretion 
of the collector, or under instructions of the Commissioner. 

SEC. 2303. WHOLESALE DEALERS. 
(a) DErmrriox.—Every person who sells or offers for sale oleo-

margarine in the original manufacturer's packages shall be deemed a 
wholesale dealer in oleomargarine. 

(b) SEturro REQUIREMENTS.—All sales made by wholesale dealers 
in oleomargarine shall be in original stamped packages. 

(c) BOOKS AND IturtmNs.—Wholesale dealers in oleomargarine shall 
keep such books and render such returns in relation thereto as the 
Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may, by regula-
tion, require; and such books shall be open at all times to the inspec-
tion of any internal revenue officer or agent. 

SEC. 2301. RETAIL DEALERS. 
(a) DEriNrrioN.—Every person who sells oleomargarine in less 

quantities than ten pounds at one time shall be regarded as a retail 
dealer in oleomargarine. 

(b) PACKING AND SELLING REQUIREMENTS.—Retail dealers in oleo-
margarine must sell only from original stamped packages, in quan-
tities not exceeding ten pounds, and shall pack, or cause to be packed, 
the oleomargarine sold by them in suitable wooden, tin-plate, or paper 
packages which shall be marked and branded as the Commissioner, 
with the approval of the Secretary, shall prescribe. 
SEC.  2305. STAMPS ON EMPTIED PACKAGES. 

Whenever any stamped package containing oleomargarine is 
emptied, it shall be the duty of the person in whose hands the same 
is to destroy utterly the stamps thereon. Any revenue officer may 
destroy any emptied oleomargarine package upon which the tax-
paid stamp is found. 
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SEC. 2306. IMPORTATION.
All oleomargarine imported from foreign countries shall, in addi-

tion to any import duty imposed on the same, pay an internal rev-
enue tax of 15 cents per pound, such tax to be represented by coupon
stamps as in the case of oleomargarine manufactured in the United
States. The stamps shall be affixed and canceled by the owner or
importer of the oleomargarine while it is in the custody of the
proper customhouse officers; and the oleomargarine shall not pass
out of the custody of said officers until the stamps have been so
affixed and canceled, but shall be put up in wooden packages, each
containing not less than ten pounds, as prescribed in this chapter
for oleomargarine manufactured in the United States, before the
stamps are affixed; and the owner or importer of such oleomargarine
shall be liable to all the penal provisions of this chapter prescribed
for manufacturers of oleomargarine manufactured in the United
States. Whenever it is necessary to take any oleomargarine so
imported to any place other than the public stores of the United
States for the purpose of affixing and canceling such stamps, the
collector of customs of the port where such oleomargarine is entered
shall designate a bonded warehouse to which it shall be taken, under
the control of such customs officer as such collector may direct.
SEC. 2307. EXPORTATION.

Oleomargarine may be removed from the place of manufacture
for export to a foreign country without payment of tax or affixing
stamps thereto, under such regulations and the filing of such bonds
and other security as the Commissioner, with the approval of the
Secretary, may prescribe. Every person who shall export oleo-
margarine shall brand upon every tub, firkin, or other package
containing such article the word "Oleomargarine", in plain Roman
letters not less than one-half inch square.
SEC. 2308. PENALTIES.

(a) FALSE BRANDING; SELLING, PACKING, OR STAMPING IN VIOLA-
TION OF LAw.-Every person who knowingly sells or offers for sale,
or delivers or offers to deliver, any oleomargarine in any other form
than in new wooden, tin-plate, or paper packages as described in
section 2302 (b) (1) and (2) or who packs in any package any
oleomargarine in any manner contrary to law, or who falsely brands
any package or affixes a stamp on any package denoting a less
amount of tax than that required by law shall be fined for each
offense not more than $1,000, and be imprisoned not more than two
years.

(b) OMISSION OR REMOVAL OF LABEL.-Every manufacturer of oleo-
margarine who neglects to affix the label described in section 2302 (b)
(3) to any package containing oleomargarine made by him, or sold
or offered for sale by or for him, and every person who removes
any such label so affixed from any such package, shall be fined $50
for each package in respect to which such offense is committed.

(c) REMOVAL OR DEFACEMENT OF STAMPS, MARKS, OR BRANDS.-
Any person who shall willfully remove or deface the stamps, marks,
or brands on a package containing oleomargarine taxed as provided
in this subchapter shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be
punished by a fine of not less than $100 nor more than $2,000, and
by imprisonment for not less than thirty days nor more than six
months.

(d) FRAiUD BY MANI.FACTURERS.-Whenever any person engagedin carrying on the business of manufacturing oleomargarine de-
frauds, or attempts to defraud, the United States of the tax on the
oleomargarine produced by him, or any part thereof, he shall be
fined not less than $500 nor more than $5,000, and be imprisoned not
less than six months nor more than three years.

(e) PURCHASIN WHEN NOT PROPERL Y BRANDED OR STAMPE.-Every person who knowingly purchases or receives for sale any
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SEC. 2306. IMPORTATION. 
All oleomargarine imported from foreign countries shall, in addi-

tion to any import duty imposed on the same, pay an internal rev-
enue tax of 15 cents per pound, such tax to be represented by coupon 
stamps as in the case of oleomargarine manufactured in the United 
States. The stamps shall be affixed and canceled by the owner or 
importer of the oleomargarine while it is in the custody of the 
proper customhouse officers; and the oleomargarine shall not pass 
out of the custody of said officers until the stamps have been so 
affixed and canceled, but shall be put up in wooden packages, each 

i containing not less than ten pounds, as prescribed n this chapter 
for oleomargarine manufactured in the United States, before the 
stamps are affixed; and the owner or importer of such oleomargarine 
shall be liable to all the penal provisions of this chapter prescribed 
for manufacturers of oleomargarine manufactured in the United 
States. Whenever it is necessary to take any oleomargarine so 
imported to any place other than the public stores of the United 
States for the purpose of affixing and canceling such stamps, the 
collector of customs of the port where such oleomargarine is entered 
shall designate a bonded warehouse to which it shall be taken, under 
the control of such customs officer as such collector may direct. 
SEC. 2307. EXPORTATION. 

Oleomargarine may be removed from the place of manufacture 
for export to a foreign country without payment of tax or affixing 
stamps thereto, under such regulations and the filing of such bonds 
and other security as the Commissioner, with the approval of the 
Secretary, may prescribe. Every person who shall export oleo-
margarine shall brand upon every tub, firkin, or other package 
containing such article the word "Oleomargarine", in plain Roman 
letters not less than one-half inch square. 
SEC. 2308. PENALTIES. 

(a) FALSE BRANDING; SELLING, PACKING, OR STAMPING IN VIOLA-
TION OF LAW.—Every person who knowingly sells or offers for sale, 
or delivers or offers to deliver, any oleomargarine in any other form 
than in new wooden, tin-plate, or paper packages as described in 
section 2302 (b) (1) and (2) or who packs in any package any 
oleomargarine in any manner contrary to law, or who falsely brands 
any package or affixes a stamp on any package denoting a less 
amount of tax than that required by law shall be fined for each 
offense not more than $1,000, and be imprisoned not more than two 
years. 

(b) OMISSION OR REMOVAL or LABEL.—Every manufacturer of oleo-
margarine who neglects to affix the label described in section 2302 (b) 
(3) to any package containing oleomargarine made by him, or sold 
or offered for sale by or for him, and every person who removes 
any such label so affixed from any such package, shall be fined $50 
for each package in respect to which such offense is committed. 

(c) REMOVAL OR DEFACEMENT OF STAMPS, MARKS, OR BRANDS.— 
Any person who shall willfully remove or deface the stamps, marks, 
or brands on a package containing oleomargarine taxed as provided 
in this subchapter shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be 
punished by a fine of not less than $100 nor more than $2,000, and 
by imprisonment for not less than thirty days nor more than six 
months. 

(d) FRAUD BY MANITFACIVRERS.—Whenever any person engaged 
in carrying on the business of manufacturing oleomargarine de-
frauds, or attempts to defraud, the United States of the tax on the 
oleomargarine produced by him, or any part thereof, he shall be 
fined not less than $500 nor more than $5,000, and be imprisoned not 
less than six months nor more than three years. 

(e) PURCH W ASING HEN NOT PROPERLY BRANDED OR STAMPED.— 
Every person who knowingly purchases or receives for sale any 
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oleomargarine which has not been branded or stamped according
to law shall be liable to a penalty of $50 for each such offense.

(f) PURCHASING FROM MANUFACTURER WHO HAS NOT PAID
SPECIAL TAx.-Every person who knowingly purchases or receives
for sale any oleomargarine from any manufacturer who has not
paid the special tax required under subsection (a) of section 3200
of chapter 27 shall be liable for each offense to a penalty of $100.

(g) EMPTY PACKAGES.-
(1) FAILURE TO DESTROY STAMPS.-Any person who willfully

neglects or refuses to destroy utterly the stamps on any empty
package which contained oleomargarine shall for each such offense
be fined not exceeding $50, and imprisoned not less than ten days
nor more than six months; and

(2) TRAFFICKING.-Any person who fraudulently gives away
or accepts from another, or who sells, buys, or uses for packing
oleomargarine, any such stamped package, shall for each such
offense be fined not exceeding $100, and be imprisoned not more
than one year.
(h) FAILuRE OF WHOLESALE DEALERS TO KEEP OR PERMIT INSPEC-

TION OF BooKS, OR TO RENDER RETURNs.-Any person who willfully
violates any of the provisions of subsection (c) of section 2303
shall for each such offense be fined not less than $50 and not exceed-
ing $500, and imprisoned not less than thirty days nor more than six
months.

(i) IMPrRTED OLEOMARGARINE.-
(1) FAILURE OF CUSTOMS OFFIER TO COMFLY wrrn LAw.-Every

officer of customs who permits any imported oleomargaraine to pass
out of his custody or control without compliance by the owner or
importer thereof with the provisions of section 2306 relating thereto,
shall be fined not less than $1,000 nor more than $5,000, and impris-
oned not less than six months nor more than three years.

(2) SALE WHEN IMPROPERLY PACKED OR STAMPED.-Every person
who sells or offers for sale any imported oleomargarine, or oleo-
margarine purporting or claimed to have been imported, not put up
in packages and stamped as provided by this subchapter, shall be
fined not less than $500 nor more than $5,000, and be imprisoned
not less than six months nor more than two years.
(j) OFFENSES NOT SPECIFICALLY COVERED.-If any manufacturer of

oleomargarine, any dealer therein or any importer or exporter thereof
shall knowingly or willfully omit, neglect, or refuse to do, or cause
to be done, any of the things required by law in the carrying on or con-
ducting of his business, or shall do anything by this subchapter or
chapter 27 prohibited, if there be no specific penalty or punishment
imposed by any other provision of this subchapter or chapter 27 for
the neglecting, omitting, or refusing to do2 or for the doing or causing
to be done, the things required or prohibited, he shall pay a penalty
of $1,000.
SEC. 2309. FORFEITURES.

(a) SPECIAL TAX ON MANUFACTURER UNPAID.-Every person who
knowingly purchases or receives for sale any oleomargarine from any
manufacturer who has not paid the special tax required under sub-
section (a) of section 3200 shall be liable for each offense to a
forfeiture of all articles so purchased or received, or of the full
value thereof.

(b) PACKAGES UNSTAMPED, UNMARKED, OR DELETEROUS.-All pack-
ages of oleomargarine subject to tax under this subchapter, that shall
be found without stamps or marks as herein provided, and all oleo-
margarine intended for human consumption which contains ingredi-
ents adjudged, as provided in section 2311, to be deleterious to the
public health, shall be forfeited to the United States.

(c) FRArUD BY MANUJFArCTUB--Whenever any person engaged in
carrying on the business of manufacturing oleomargarine defrauds, or
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oleomargarine which has not been branded or stamped according 
to law shall be liable to a penalty of $50 for each such offense. 

(f) PURCHASING FROM MANUFACT U RER W HO HAS NOT PAID 
SPECIAL TA X.—Every person who knowingly purchases or receives 
for sale any oleomargarine from any manufacturer who has not 
paid the special tax required under subsection (a) of section 3200 
of chapter 27 shall be liable for each offense to a penalty of $100. 

(g) EMPTY PACKAGES.— 
( 1) FAILURE TO DESTROY STAMPS.---Ally person who willfully 

neglects or refuses to destroy utterly the stamps on any empty 
package which contained oleomargarine shall for each such offense 
be fined not exceeding $50, and imprisoned not less than ten days 
nor more than six months; and 

(2) TRArriciuNG.—Any person who fraudulently gives away 
or accepts from another, or who sells, buys, or uses for packing 
oleomargarine, any such stamped package, shall for each such 
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(2) SALE WHEN IMPROPERLY PACKED OR STAMPED.—Every person 
who sells or offers for sale any imported oleomargarine, or oleo-
margarine purporting or claimed to have been imported, not put up 
in packages and stamped as provided by this subchapter, shall be 
fined not less than $500 nor more than $5,000, and be imprisoned 
not less than six months nor more than two years. 
(i) OFFENSES Nor SPECIFICALLY COVERED.--If any manufacturer of 

oleomargarine, any dealer therein or any importer or exporter thereof 
shall knowingly or willfully omit, neglect, or refuse to do, or cause 
to be done, any of the things required by law in the carrying on or con-
ducting of his business: or shall do anything by this subchapter or 
chapter 27 prohibited, if there be no specific penalty or punishment 
imposed by any other provision of this subchapter or chapter 27 for 
the neglecting, omitting, or refusing to do: or for the doing or causing 
to be done, the things required or prohibited, he shall pay a penalty 
of $1,000. 
SEC. 2309. FORFEITURES. 

(a) SPECIAL. TAX ON MANUFACTURER UNPAID.—Every person who 
knowingly purchases or receives for sale any oleomargarine from any 
manufacturer who has not paid the special tax required under sub-
section (a) of section 3200 shall be liable for each offense to a 
forfeiture of all articles so purchased or received, or of the full 
value thereof. 

(b) PACKAGES UNSTAMPED, UNMARKED, OR DELETERIOUS.--AR pack-
ages of oleomargarine subject to tax under this subchapter, that shall 
be found without stamps or marks as herein provided., and all oleo-
margarine intended for human consumption which contains ingredi-
ents adjudged, as provided in section 2311, to be deleterious to the 
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(C) FRAUD BY MANurecTuRra.—Whenever any person engaged in 
carrying on the business of manufacturing oleomargarine defrauds, or 
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attempts to defraud, the United States of the tax on the oleomargarine
produced by him, or any part thereof, he shall forfeit the factory and
manufacturing apparatus used by him, and all oleomargarine and all
raw material for the production of oleomargarine found in the factory
and on the factory premises.

(d) OEmNSES NOT SPECIFICALLY COVERED.-If any manufacturer of
or wholesale dealer in oleomargarine shall knowingly or willfully
omit, neglect, or refuse to do, or cause to be done, any of the things
required by law in the carrying on or conducting of his business, or
shall do anything by this subchapter or chapter 27 prohibited, all
the oleomargarine owned by him, or in which he has any interest as
owner, shall be forfeited to the United States.
SEC. 2310. RECOVERY OF PENALTIES AND FORFEITURES.

All fines, penalties, and forfeitures imposed by this subchapter or
section 3201 may be recovered in any court of competent jurisdiction.
SEC. 2311. COMMISSIONER'S DECISIONS.

(a) TAXABIrrJT.-The Commissioner is authorized to decide what
substances, extracts, mixtures, or compounds which may be submitted
for his inspection in contested cases are to be taxed under this sub-
chapter; and his decision in matters of taxation under this subchapter
shall be final.

(b) DELTERIOUS INGREDIENTS.-The Commissioner may also de-
cide whether any substance made in imitation or semblance of butter,
and intended for human consumption, contains ingredients dele-
terious to the public health.

(c) APPrEA.-In case of doubt or contest the decisions of the Com-
missioner in the class of cases under subsection (b) may be appealed
from to a board constituted for the purpose, and composed of the
Surgeon General of the Army, the Surgeon General of the Navy, and
the Secretary of Agriculture; and the decisions of this board shall be
final in the premises.
SEC. 2312. CHEMISTS AND MICROSCOPISTS.

For the appointment and employment of chemists and miscroscopists,
see subchapter E of chapter 39.

SEC 2313. TOBACCO STAMP LAWS APPLICABLE.
The provisions of law governing the engraving, issue, sale, accounta-

bility, effacement, and destruction of stamps relating to tobacco and
snuff, as far as applicable, shall apply to stamps provided for by
section 2301 (c) (1).
SEC. 2314. REGULATIONS.

For authority of the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary,
to make all needful regulations for the carrying into effect of this sub-
chapter and sections 3200 and 3201, see section 8791.

SUBCHAPTER B-ADULTERATED AND PROCESS OR
RENOVATED BUTTER

SEC. 2320. DEFINITIONS.
(a) BuTrER.-For the purpose of this chapter and sections 3206,

and 3207, the word "butter" shall be understood to mean the
food product usually known as butter, and which is made exclusively
from milk or cream, or both, with or without common salt, and with
or without additional coloring matter.

(b) ADULTERATED BUTrrT.-"Adulterated butter" is defined to mean
a grade of butter produced by mixing, reworking, rechurning in milk
or cream, refining, or in any way producing a uniform, purified, or
improved product from different lots or parcels of melted or unmelted
butter or butter fat, in which any acid, alkali, chemical, or any sub-
stance whatever is introduced or used for the purpose or with the
effect of deodorizing or removing therefrom rancidity, or any butter
or butter fat with which there is mixed any substance foreign to
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and 3207, the word "butter" shall be understood to mean the 
food product usually known as butter, and which is made exclusively 
from milk or cream, or both, with or without common salt, and with 
or without additional coloring matter. 

(b) ADULTERATED BuTTER.—"Adulterated butter" is defined to mean 
a grade of butter produced by mixing, reworking, rechurning in milk 
or cream, refining, or in any way producing a uniform, purified, or 
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butter as defined in subsection (a), with intent or effect of cheapen-
ing in cost the product or any butter in the manufacture or manipula-
tion of which any process or material is used with intent or effect of
causing the absorption of abnormal quantities of water, milk, or
cream.

(c) PRocEss OR RENOVATED BUTTER.-"Process butter" or "renovated
butter" is defined to mean butter which has been subjected to any
process by which it is melted, clarified or refined and made to resem-
ble genuine butter, always excepting "adulterated butter" as defined
by subsection (b).
SEC. 2321. TAX.

(a) RATE.-
(1) ADULTERATED BuTTER.--Upon adulterated butter, when man-

ufactured or sold or removed for consumption or use, there shall
be assessed and collected a tax of 10 cents per pound, and any
fractional part of a pound shall be taxed as a pound.

(2) PRoCEss OR RENOVATED BUTTER.-Upon process or renovated
butter, when manufactured or sold or removed for consumption
or use, there shall be assessed and collected a tax of one-fourth of
1 cent per pound, and any fractional part of a pound shall be taxed
as a pound.
(b) BY WHOM PAID.-The tax to be levied by subsection (a) shall

be paid by the manufacturer.
(c) How PAID.-

(1) STAMPs.-The tax to be levied by subsection (a) shall be
represented by coupon stamps.

(2) ASSESSMENT.-
For assessment in case of omitted taxes, see section 3311.

(d) SPECIAL TAX.-
(1) MANUFACTURERS OF ADULTERATED AND PROCESS OR RENOVATED

BUTTER.-
For special tax on manufacturers of adulterated and process or

renovated butter, see subsection (a) of section 3206.

(2) WHOLESALE DEALERS AND RETAIL DEALERS IN ADULTERATED
BUTTER.-

For special tax on wholesale dealers and retail dealers in adulterated
butter, see subsections (b) and (c) of section 3206.

SEC. 2322. MANUFACTURERS.
(a) DEFINITION.-Every person who engages in the production

of process or renovated butter or adulterated butter as a business
shall be considered to be a manufacturer thereof.

(b) PACKING, STAMPING, AND SELLING REQUIREMENTS.-
(1) ADULTERATED BUT'ER.-All adulterated butter shall be packed

by the manufacturer thereof in firkins, tubs, or other wooden, tin-
plate, or paper packages not before used for that purpose, con-
taining, or encased in a manufacturer's package made from any
of such materials of, not less than ten pounds, and marked, stamped,
and branded as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secre-
tary, shall prescribe, and all sales made by manufacturers of
adulterated butter shall be in original, stamped packages. Every
manufacturer of adulterated butter shall securely affix, by pasting,
on each package containing adulterated butter manufactured by
him a label on which shall be printed, besides the number of the
manufactory and the district and State in which it is situated,
these words: "Notice.-That the manufacturer of the adulterated
butter herein contained has complied with all the requirements of
law. Every person is cautioned not to use either this package
again or the stamp thereon, nor to remove the contents of this
package without destroying said stamp, under the penalty pro-
vided by law in such cases."

(2) PROCESS OR RENOVATED BUTTER.-
For marking process or renovated butter, see section 2325.
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(c) PROCESS OR RENOVATED BurrEn.—"Process butter" or "renovated 
butter" is defined to mean butter which has been subjected to any 
process by which it is melted, clarified or refined and made to resem-
ble genuine butter, always excepting "adulterated butter" as defined 
by subsection (b). 
SEC. 2321. TAX. 

(a) RATE.— 
(1) AnuLTERAIED Burr.—Upon adulterated butter, when man-

ufactured or sold or removed for consumption or use, there shall 
be assessed and collected a tax of 10 cents per pound, and any. 
fractional part of a pound shall be taxed as a pound. 

(2) PROCESS OR RENOVATED nurrEn.—Upon process or renovated 
butter, when manufactured or sold or removed for consumption 
or use, there shall be assessed and collected a tax of one-fourth of 
1 cent per pound, and any fractional part of a pound shall be taxed 
as a pound. 
(b) Br Wixom PAro.—The tax to be levied by subsection (a) shall 

be paid by the manufacturer. 
(c) HOW PAID.— 

(1) STAMPS.—The tax to be levied by subsection (a) shall be 
represented by coupon stamps. 

(2) ASSESSMENT.— 
For assessment in case of omitted taxes, see section 3311. 

(d) SPECIAL TAX.— 
(1) MANUFACTURERS OF ADULTERAIKE) AND PROCESS OR RENOVATED 

BUTTER.— 
For special tax on manufacturers of adulterated and process or 

renovated butter, see subsection (a) of section 3206. 

(2) WHOLFSALE DEALERS AND RETAIL DEALERS IN ADULTERATED 

BUTTER.— 
For special tax on wholesale dealers and retail dealers in adulterated 

butter, see subsections (b) and (c) of section 3206. 

SEC. 2322. MANUFACTURERS. 

(a) DErrwmoN.—Every person who engages in the production 
of process or renovated butter or adulterated butter as a business 
shall be considered to be a manufacturer thereof. 

(b) PACKING, STAMPING, AND SELLING REQUIREMENTS.— 
(1) ADULTERATED uurrER.—All adulterated butter shall be packed 

by the manufacturer thereof in firkins, tubs, or other wooden, tin-
plate, or paper packages not before used for that purpose, con-
taining, or encased in a manufacturer's package made from any 
of such materials of, not less than ten pounds, and marked, stamped, 
and branded as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secre-
tary, shall prescribe, and all sales made by manufacturers of i 
adulterated butter shall be n original, stamped packages. Every 
manufacturer of adulterated butter shall securely affix, by pasting, 
on each package containing adulterated butter manufactured by 
him a label on which shall be printed, besides the number of the 
manufactory and the district and State in which it is situated, 
these words: "Notice.—That the manufacturer of the adulterated 
butter herein contained has complied with all the requirements of 
law. Every person is cautioned not to use either this package 
again or the stamp thereon, nor to remove the contents of this 
package without destroying said stamp, under the penalty pro-
vided by law in such cases." 

(2) ritocEss OR RENOVATED BUTTER.— 
For marking process or renovated butter, see section 2325. 
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(c) BooKs AND REruRNs.-Every manufacturer of process or ren-
ovated butter or adulterated butter shall file with the collector of
the district in which his manufactory is located such notices and
inventories, shall keep such books and render such returns of ma-
terial and products, and conduct his business under such surveillance
of officers and agents as the Commissioner, with the approval of the
Secretary, may by regulation require.

(d) FACTORY NUMBER AND SIGNS.-Every manufacturer of process
or renovated butter or adulterated butter shall put up such signs and
affix such number to his factory as the Commissioner, with the ap-
proval of the Secretary, may by regulation require.

(e) BoNDs.-Every manufacturer of process or renovated butter
or adulterated butter shall file with the collector of the district in
which his manufactory is located such bonds as the Commissioner,
with the approval of the Secretary, may by regulation require. But
the bond required of such manufacturer shall be with sureties satis-
factory to the collector, and in a penal sum of not less than $500;
and the sum of said bond may be increased from time to time and
additional sureties required at the discretion of the collector or under
instructions of the Commissioner.
SEC. 2323. DEALERS IN ADULTERATED BUTTER.

(a) DEALET DEFINED.-Every person who sells adulterated butter
shall be regarded as a dealer in adulterated butter.

(b) RmAIL DEALER DEFINED.-Every person who sells adulterated
butter in less quantities than ten pounds at one time shall be re-
garded as a retail dealer in adulterated butter.

(c) STELTNG REQUIBEMETS.-Dealers in adulterated butter must
sell only original or from original stamped packages, and when such
original stamped packages are broken the adulterated butter sold
from same shall be placed in suitable wooden, tin-plate, or paper
packages, which shall be marked and branded as the Commissioner,
with the approval of the Secretary, shall prescribe.
SEC. 2324. BOOKS AND RETURNS OF WHOLESALE DEALERS IN ADUL-

TERATED AND PROCESS OR RENOVATED BUTTER.
Wholesale dealers in process, renovated, or adulterated butter shall

keep such books and render such returns in relation thereto as the
Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may, by regula-
tion, require; and such books shall be open at all times to the inspec-
tion of any internal revenue officer or agent.
SEC. 2325. INSPECTION, MANUFACTURE, STORAGE, AND MARKING OF

PROCESS OR RENOVATED BUTTER.
The Secretary of Agriculture is authorized and required to cause

a rigid sanitary inspection to be made, at such times as he may deem
proper or necessary, of all factories and storehouses where process or
renovated butter is manufactured, packed, or prepared for market, and
of the products thereof and materials going into the manufacture of
the same. All process or renovated butter and the packages contain-
ing the same shall be marked with the words "Renovated Butter" or
"Process Butter" and by such other marks, labels, or brands and in
such manner as may be prescribed by the Secretary of Agriculture
and no process or renovated butter shall be shipped or transported
from its place of manufacture into any other State or Territory or the
District of Columbia: or to any foreign country, until it has been
marked as provided m this section. The Secretary of Agriculture
shall make all needful regulations for carrying this section and sec-
tions 2326 (c) and 2327 (b) into effect and shall cause to be ascertained
and reported from time to time the quantity and quality of process
or renovated butter manufactured, and the character and the condi-
tion of the material from which it is made. And he shall also have
power to ascertain whether or not materials used in the manufacture
of said process or renovated butter are deleterious to health or un-
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renovated butter is manufactured, packed, or prepared for market, and 
of the products thereof and materials going into the manufacture of 
the same. All process or renovated butter and the packages contain-
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"Process Butter" and by such other marks, labels, or brands and in 
such manner as may be prescribed by the Secretary of Agriculture, 
and no process or renovated butter shall be shipped or transported 
from its place of manufacture into any other State or Territory or the 
District of Columbia2 or to any foreign country, until it has been 
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shall make all needful regulations for carrying this section and sec-
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of said process or renovated butter are deleterious to health or 
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wholesome in the finished product, and in case such deleterious or un-
wholesome materials are found to be used in product intended for
exportation or shipment into other States or in course of exportation
or shipment he shall have power to confiscate the same.
SEC. 2326. PENALTIES.

(a) ADULTERATED BUTTER.-
(1) FALSE BRANDING; SALE, PACKING, OR STAMPING IN VIOLATION OF

LAw.-Every person who knowingly sells or offers for sale, or de-
livers or offers to deliver, any adulterated butter in any other form
than in new wooden, tin-plate, or paper packages as described in
subsection (c) of section 2323, or who packs in any package any
adulterated butter in any manner contrary to law, or who falsely
brands any package or affixes a stamp on any package denoting a
less amount of tax than that required by law, shall be fined for
each offense not more than $1,000 and be imprisoned not more than
two years.

(2) OMISSION OR REMOVAL OF LABEL.-Every manufacturer of
adulterated butter who neglects to affix the label required under
paragraph (1) of subsection (b) of section 2322 to any package
containing adulterated butter made by him, or sold or offered for
sale for or by him, and every person who removes any such label
so affixed from any such package shall be fined $50 for each package
in respect to which such offense is committed.
(b) FAILURE OF WHOLESALE DEALERS TO KEEP OR PERMIT INSPECTION

OF BOOKS, OR TO RENDER RETURNS.-Any person who willfully violates
any of the provisions of section 2324 shall for each such offense be
fined not less than $50 and not exceeding $500, and imprisoned not
less than thirty days nor more than six months.

(c) FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH PROVISIONS RELATING TO THE MANU-
FACTURE, STORAGE, AND MARKING OF PROCESS OR RENOVATED BUTTER.-
Any person, firm, or corporation violating any of the provisions of
section 2325 shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and on convic-
tion thereof shall be punished by a fine of not less than $50 nor more
than $500 or by imprisonment not less than one month nor more than
six months, or by both said punishments, in the discretion of the court.
SEC. 2327. OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE.

(a) OLEOMARGARINE.-The provisions of sections 2301 (c) (2), 2305
to 2311 inclusive (except subsections (a), (b), and (h) of section
2308),and section 3791 (a) (1),shall apply to manufacturers of adul-
terated butter to an extent necessary to enforce the marking, branding,
identification, and regulation of the exportation and importation of
adulterated butter.

(b) INSPECTION OF LIVE CATTLE AND MEAT.-All parts of an act
providing for an inspection of meats for exportation, approved
August 30, 1890, c. 839, 26 Stat. 414, and of an Act to provide for
the inspection of live cattle, hogs, and the carcasses and products
thereof which are the subjects of interstate commerce, approved
March 3, 1891, c. 555, 26 Stat. 1089 and of amendment thereto
approved March 2, 1895, c. 169, § 1, 28 Stat. 732, which are applicable
to the subjects and purposes described in section 2325 shall apply to
process or renovated butter.

(c) SLAUGHTERING AND MEAT CANNING.-The sanitary provisions
for slaughtering, meat canning, or similar establishments as set forth
in the act of June 30, 1906, c. 3913, 34 Stat. 676, shall be extended to
cover renovated butter factories as defined in this subchapter, under
such regulations as the Secretary of Agriculture may prescribe.

(d) TOBACCO AND SNUFF.-The provisions of law governing the
engraving, issuing, sale, accountability, effacement, and destruction
of stamps relating to tobacco and snuff, as far as applicable, shall
apply to the stamps provided in section 2321 (c) (1).
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CHAPTER 17-FIILLED CHEESE

SEC. 2350. DEFINITIONS.
For the purpose of this chapter and sections 3210 and 3211-
(a) CaHESE-The word "cheese" shall be understood to mean the

food product known as cheese, and which is made from milk or cream
and without the addition of butter, or any animal, vegetable, or other
oils or fats foreign to such milk or cream, with or without additional
coloring matter.

(b) FLLED. CHEES .- Certain substances and compounds shall be
known and designated as "filled cheese," namely: All substances made
of milk or skimmed milk, with the admixture of butter, animal oils
or fats, vegetable or any other oils, or compounds foreign to such milk,
and made in imitation or semblance of cheese. Substances and com-
pounds, consisting principally of cheese with added edible oils, which
are not sold as cheese or as substitutes for cheese but are primarily
useful for imparting a natural cheese flavor to other foods shall not
be considered "filled cheese" within the meaning of this chapter.
SEC. 2351. TAX.

(a) RATE.-Upon all filled cheese which shall be manufactured
there shall be assessed and collected a tax of 1 cent per pound; and
any fractional part of a pound in a package shall be taxed as a pound.

(b) Br WHOM PAID.-The tax levied by subsection (a) shall be paid
by the manufacturer.

(c) How PAID.-
(1) STAMPs.-The tax levied by subsection (a) shall be repre-

sented by coupon stamps.
(2) AssEssEENT.-Whenever any manufacturer of filled cheese

sells or removes for sale or consumption any filled cheese upon
which the tax is required to be paid by stamps, without paying such
tax, it shall be the duty of the Commissioner, subject to the limi-
tations prescribed in section 3312, upon satisfactory proof, to esti-
mate the amount of tax which has been omitted to be paid and to
make an assessment therefor and certify the same to the collector.
The tax so assessed shall be in addition to the penalties imposed by
law for such sale or removal.
(d) SrPECIL TAX.-

For special tax on manufacturers and dealers, see section 3210.

(e) I PORTED FI.ED CHEEI.--
For tax on imported filled cheese, see section 2356
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SEC. 2352. MANUFACTURERS.
(a) DEFINr moN.-Every person, firm, or corporation who manu-

factures filled cheese for sale shall be deemed a manufacturer of
filled cheese.

(b) PACKING REQUIREMENTS.-
(1) MARKS, STAMPS, AND PACKAGES.-Filled cheese shall be packed

by the manufacturers in wooden packages only, not before used
for that purpose, and marked, stamped, and branded with the
words "filled cheese" in black-faced letters not less than two inches
in length, in a circle in the center of the top and bottom of the
cheese; and in black-faced letters of not less than two inches in
length in line from the top to the bottom of the cheese, on the side
in four places equidistant from each other; and the package con-
taining such cheese shall be marked in the same manner, and in the
same number of places, and in the same description of letters as
above provided for the marking of the cheese; and all sales or
consignments made by manufacturers of filled cheese to wholesale
dealers in filled cheese or to exporters of filled cheese shall be in
original stamped packages.

(2) LABEnL.-Every manufacturer of filled cheese shall securely
affix, by pasting on each package containing filled cheese manu-
factured by him, a label on which shall be printed, besides the
number of the manufactory and the district and State in which it
is situated, these words: "NoTE.-The manufacturer of the filled
cheese herein contained has complied with all the requirements of
the law. Every person is cautioned not to use either this package
again or the stamp thereon again, nor to remove the contents of
this package without destroying said stamp, under the penalty
provided by law in such cases."
(c) BooKS AND RETrRNs.-Every manufacturer of filled cheese shall

file with the collector of the district in which his manufactory is
located such notices and inventories, shall keep such books and render
such returns of materials and products, and conduct his business under
such surveillance of officers and agents as the Commissioner, with the
approval of the Secretary, may by regulation require.

(d) FACTORY NUMBER AND SIGNs.-Every manufacturer of filled
cheese shall put up such signs and affix such number to his factory
as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may by
regulation require.

(e) BONDS.-Every manufacturer of filled cheese shall file with the
collector of the district in which his manufactory is located such
bonds as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may
by regulation require. But the bond required of such manufacturer
shall be with sureties satisfactory to the collector, and in a penal
sum of not less than $5,000; and the amount of said bond may be
increased from time to time, and additional sureties required, at the
discretion of the collector or under instructions of the Commissioner.
SEC. 2353. WHOLESALE DEALERS.

(a) DFINITION.-Every person, firm, or corporation who sells or
offers for sale filled cheese, in the original manufacturer's packages
for resale, or to retail dealers as defined in section 2354 (a), shall be
deemed a wholesale dealer in filled cheese.

(b) SIGNS.-All wholesale dealers in filled cheese shall display in
a conspicuous place in his or their salesroom a sign bearing the words
"Filled cheese sold here" in black-faced letters not less than six inches
in length, upon a white ground, with the name and number of the
revenue district in which his or their business is conducted.
SEC. 2354. RETAIL DEALERS.

(a) DErNmrroN.-Every person who sells filled cheese at retail, not
for resale, and for actual consumption, shall be regarded as a retail
dealer in filled cheese.
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offers for sale filled cheese, in the original manufacturer's packages 
for resale, or to retail dealers as defined in section 2354 (a), shall be 
deemed a wholesale dealer in filled cheese. 

(b) SIGNs.—All wholesale dealers in filled cheese shall display in 
a conspicuous place in his or their salesroom a sign bearing the words 
"Filled cheese sold here" in black-faced letters not less than six inches 
in length, upon a white ground, with the name and number of the 
revenue district in which his or their business is conducted. 
SEC. 2354. RETAIL DEALERS. 

(a) DEnNrrioN.—Every person who sells filled cheese at retail, not 
for resale, and for actual consumption, shall be regarded as a retail 
dealer in filled cheese. 
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(b) SELLING REQUIREMENTS.-Retail dealers in filled cheese shall
sell only from original stamped packages, and shall pack the filled
cheese when sold in suitable wooden or paper packages, which shall
be marked and branded in accordance with rules and regulations to be
prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary.

(c) SIGNs.-All retail dealers in filled cheese shall display in a con-
spicuous place in his or their salesroom, a sign bearing the words
"Filled cheese sold here" in black-faced letters not less than six inches
in length, upon a white ground, with the name and number of the reve-
nue district in which his or their business is conducted.
SEC. 2355. STAMPS ON EMPTIED PACKAGES.

Whenever any stamped package containing filled cheese is emptied
it shall be the duty of the person in whose hands the same is to
destroy the stamps thereon.
SEC. 2356. IMPORTATION.

All filled cheese as defined in section 2350 (b) imported from for-
eign countries shall, in addition to any import duty imposed on the
same, pay an internal revenue tax of 8 cents per pound, such tax to be
represented by coupon stamps; and such imported filled cheese and
the packages containing the same shall be stamped, marked, and
branded, as in the case of filled cheese manufactured in the United
States.
SEC. 2357. PENALTIES.

(a) FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH SECTION 2352 (c) TO (e).-Any man-
ufacturer of filled cheese who fails to comply with the provisions of
subsections (c), (d), and (e) of section 2352, or with the regulations
therein authorized, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereof shall be fined not less than $500 nor more than
$1,000.

(b) FALSE BRANDING; SALE, PACKING, OR STAMPING IN VIOLATION
OF LAw.-Every person who knowingly sells or offers to sell, or de-
livers or offers to deliver, filled cheese m any other form than in new
wooden or paper packages, marked and branded as provided for and
described in subsection (b) of section 2354, or who packs in any pack-
age or packages filled cheese in any manner contrary to law, or who
falsely brands any package or affixes a stamp on any package denoting
a less amount of tax than that required by law, shall upon conviction
thereof be fined for each and every offense not less than $50 and not
more than $500 or be imprisoned not less than thirty days nor more
than one year.

(c) FAILURE OF WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS TO DISPLAY SIGNS.-
Any wholesale or retail dealer in filled cheese who fails or neglects to
comply with the provisions of sections 2353 (b) and 2354 Cc) shall
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall on conviction thereof
be fined for each and every offense not less than $50 and not more
than $200.

(d) OMISSION OR REMovAL OF LABEL.-Every manufacturer of filled
cheese who neglects to affix the label provided for in paragraph (2)
of section 2352 (b) to any package containing filled cheese made by
him or sold or offered for sale by or for him, and every person who
removes any such label so affixed from any such package, shall be fined
$50 for each package in respect to which such offense is committed.

(e) PURCHASING WHEN SPECIAL TAX Nor PAID.-Every person who
knowingly purchases or receives for sale any filled cheese from any
manufacturer or importer who has not paid the special tax provided
for in section 3210 of chapter 27 shall be liable, for each offense, to a
penalty of $100.

(f) PURCHASING WHEN NOT STAMPED, BRANDED, R O MARsKE Ao-
ORBDING TO Law.-Any person who knowingly purchases or receives

for sale any filled cheese which has not been branded or stamped ac-
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(b) SFT.T.Two REQUIREMRNTS.—Retail dealers in filled cheese shall 
sell only from original stamped packages, and shall pack the filled 
cheese when sold in suitable wooden or paper packages, which shall 
be marked and branded in accordance with rules and regulations to be 
prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary. 
(c)Ns.—All retail dealers in filled cheese shall display in a con-

spicuous place in his or their salesroom, a sign bearing the words 
"Filled cheese sold here" in black-faced letters not less than six inches 
in length, upon a white ground, with the name and number of the reve-
nue district in which his or their business is conducted. 
SEC. 2355. STAMPS ON EMPTIED PACKAGES. 
Whenever any stamped package containing filled cheese is emptied 

it shall be the duty of the person in whose hands the same is to 
destroy the stamps thereon. 
SEC. 2356. IMPORTATION. 
All filled cheese as defined in section 2350 (b) imported from for-

eign countries shall, in addition to any import duty imposed on the 
same, pay an internal revenue tax of 8 cents per pound, such tax to be 
represented by coupon stamps; and such imported filled cheese and 
the packages containing the same shall be stamped, marked, and 
branded, as in the case of filled cheese manufactured in the United 
States. 
SEC. 2357. PENALTIES. 

(a) FAILURE TO COMPLY Wrrn SECTION 2352 (c) To (e).—Any man-
ufacturer of filled cheese who fails to comply with the provisions of 
subsections (c), (d), and (e) of section 2352, or with the regulations 
therein authorized, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon 
conviction thereof shall be fined not less than $500 nor more than 
$1,000. 

(b) FALSE BRANDING; SALE, PACKING, OR STAMPING IN VIOLATION 
or LAw.—Every person who knowingly sells or offers to sell, in de-
livers or offers to deliver, filled cheese in any other form than n new 
wooden or paper packages marked and branded as provided for and 
described in subsection (13) of section 2354, or who packs in any pack-
age or packages filled cheese in any manner contrary to law, or who 
falsely brands any package or affixes a stamp on any package denoting 
a less amount of tax than that required by law, shall upon conviction 
thereof be fined for each and every offense not less than $50 and not 
more than $500 or be imprisoned not less than thirty days nor more 
than one year. 

(C) FAILURE OF WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS TO DISPLAY SIGNS.— 
Any wholesale or retail dealer in filled cheese who fails or neglects to 
comply with the provisions of sections 2353 (b) and 2354 (c) shall 
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall on conviction thereof 
be fined for each and every offense not less than $50 and not more 
than $200. 

(d) Omissiox OR REMOVAL or LABEL.—Every manufacturer of filled 
cheese who neglects to affix the label provided for in paragraph (2) 
of section 2352 (b) to any package containing filled cheese made by 
him or sold or offered for sale by or for him, and every person who 
removes any such label so affixed from any such package, shall be fined 
$50 for each package in respect to which such offense is committed. 

(e). PURCHASING WHEN SPECIAL TAX Nor PAID.—Every person who 
knownigly purchases or receives for sale any filled cheese from any 
manufacturer or importer who has not paid the special tax provided 
for in section 3210 of chapter 27 shall be liable, for each offense, to a 
penalty of $100. 

(f) PURCHASING WHEN NOT STAMPED, BRANDED, OR MARKED AO-
CORDING TO LAw.—Any person who knowingly purchases or receives 
for sale any filled cheese which has not been branded or stamped ac-
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cording to law, or which is contained in packages not branded or
marked according to law, shall be liable to a penalty of $50 for each
such offense.

(g) FAILURE TO DESTROY STAMPS ON EMPTIED PACKAGES.-Any per-
son who willfully neglects or refuses to destroy the stamps on any
empty package which contained filled cheese shall, for each such of-
fense, be fined not exceeding $50 or imprisoned not less than ten days
nor more than six months.
SEC. 2358. FORFEITURES.

(a) PURCHAsING WHEN SPECIAL TAX NOT PAID.-Every person
who knowingly purchases or receives for sale any filled cheese from
any manufacturer or importer who has not paid the special tax pro-
vided for in section 3210 of chapter 27 shall be liable, for each offense,
to a forfeiture of all articles so purchased or received, or of the full
value thereof.

(b) PACKAGES UNSTAMPED, UNMARKIED, OR DELETERIOUS.-All pack-
ages of filled cheese subject to tax under this chapter that shall be
found without stamps or marks as herein provided, and all filled
cheese intended for human consumption which contains ingredients
adjudged as hereinafter provided to be deleterious to the public
health, shall be forfeited to the United States.
SEC. 2359. RECOVERY OF PENALTIES AND FORFEITURES.

All fines, penalties, and forfeitures imposed by this chapter or sec-
tion 3211 may be recovered in any court of competent jurisdiction.
SEC. 2360. COMMISSIONER'S DECISIONS.

(a) DELEERIOUS INGREDIENTs.-The Commissioner is authorized
to have applied scientific tests, and to decide whether any substances
used in the manufacture of filled cheese contain ingredients deleteri-
ous to health.

(b) APPEAL.-In case of doubt or contest the decision of the Com-
missioner in the class of cases referred to in subsection (a) may be
appealed from to a board constituted for the purpose, and composed
of the Surgeon General of the Army, the Surgeon General of the
Navy, and the Secretary of Agriculture, and the decision of this
board shall be final in the premises.
SEC. 2361. TOBACCO STAMP LAWS APPLICABLE.

The provisions of law governing the engraving, issue, sale, account-
ability, effacement, and destruction of stamps relating to tobacco and
snuff, as far as applicable, shall apply to stamps provided for by
paragraph (1) of subsection (c) of section 2351.
SEC. 2362. REGULATIONS.

For authority of the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secre-
tary, to make all needful regulations for the carrying into effect of the
provisions of this chapter and sections 3210 and 3211, see section 3791
(a) (1).
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cording to law, or which is contained in packages not branded or 
marked according to law, shall be liable to a penalty of $50 for each 
such offense. 

(g) FAILURE TO DESTROY STAMPS ON EMPTIED PACKAGES.—Ally per-
son who willfully neglects or refuses to destroy the stamps on any 
empty package which contained filled cheese shall, for each such of-
fense, be fined not exceeding $50 or imprisoned not less than ten days 
nor more than six months. 
SEC. 2358. FORFEITURES. 

(a) PoacnAsixo WHEN SPECIAL TAX NOT PATD.—Every person 
who knowingly purchases or receives for sale any filled cheese from 
any manufacturer or importer who has not paid the special tax pro-
vided for in section 3210 of chapter 27 shall be liable, for each offense, 
to a forfeiture of all articles so purchased or received, or of the full 
value thereof. 

(b) PACKAGES UNSTAMPED, UNMARKED, OR DELETERI0178.--all pack-
ages of filled cheese subject to tax under this chapter that shall be 
found without stamps or marks as herein provided, and all filled 
cheese intended for human consumption which contains ingredients 
adjudged as hereinafter provided to be deleterious to the public 
health, shall be forfeited to the United States. 
SEC. 2359. RECOVERY OF PENALTIES AND FORFEITURES. 

All fines, penalties, and forfeitures imposed by this chapter or sec-
tion 3211 may be recovered in any court of competent jurisdiction. 
SEC. 2360. COMMISSIONER'S DECISIONS. 

(a) DELETERIOUS INGREDrurrs.—The Commissioner is authorized 
to have applied scientific tests, and to decide whether any substances 
used in the manufacture of filled cheese contain ingredients deleteri-
ous to health. 

(b) case of doubt or contest the decision of the Com-
missioner in the class of cases referred to in subsection (a) may be 
appealed from to a board constituted for the purpose, and composed 
of the Surgeon General of the Army, the Surgeon General of the 
Navy, and the Secretary of Agriculture, and the decision of this 
board shall be final in the premises. 
SEC. 2361. TOBACCO STAMP LAWS APPLICABLE. 
The provisions of law governing the engraving, issue, sale, account-

ability, effacement, and destruction of stamps relating to tobacco and 
snuff, as far as applicable, shall apply to stamps provided for by 
paragraph (1) of subsection (c) of section 2351. 
SEC. 2362. REGULATIONS. 

For authority of the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secre-
tary, to make all needful regulations for the carrying into effect of the 
provisions of this chapter and sections 3210 and 3211, see section 3791 
(a) (1). 
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CHAPTER 18-MIXED FLOUR
SEC. 2380. MIXED FLOUR DEFINED.

For the purposes of this chapter and section 3215, the words
"mixed flour" shall be taken and construed to mean the food product
resulting from the grinding or mixing together of wheat, or wheat
flour, as the principal constituent in quantity, with any other grain,
or the product of any other grain, or other material, except such
material, and not the product of any grain, as is commonly used for
baking purposes: Provided, That when the product resulting from
the grinding or mixing together of wheat or wheat flour with any
other grain, or the product of any other grain, of which wheat or
wheat flour is not the principal constituent as specified in the fore-
going definition, is intended for sale, or is sold, or offered for sale as
wheat flour, such product shall be held to be mixed flour within the
meaning of this chapter and section 3215.
SEC. 2381. TAX.

(a) RATE.-Upon the manufacture and sale of mixed flour there
shall be levied a tax of 4 cents per barrel or other package containing
one hundred and ninety-six pounds or more than ninety-eight
pounds; 2 cents on every half barrel or other package containing
ninety-eight pounds or more than forty-nine pounds; 1 cent on every
quarter barrel or other package containing forty-nine pounds or more
than twenty-four and one-half pounds; and one-half cent on every
one-eighth barrel or other package containing twenty-four and a half
pounds or less.

(b) BY WHOM PAID.-The tax levied by subsection (a) shall be
paid by the person, firm, or corporation making or packing mixed
flour.

(c) How PAID.-
(1) STAMPs.-The tax levied by subsection (a) shall be repre-

sented by coupon stamps.
(2) AssEssMENT.-Whenever any person, firm, or corporation

sells, consigns, or removes for sale, consignment, or consumption
any mixed flour upon which the tax required by this chapter has
not been paid, it shall be the duty of the Commissioner, subject to
the limitations prescribed in section 3312, upon satisfactory proof
to estimate the amount of tax which should have been paid, and
to make an assessment therefor and certify the same to the collector
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CHAPTER 18-MIXED FLOUR 

SEC. 2380. MIXED FLOUR DEFINED. 

For the purposes of this chapter and section 3215, the words 
"mixed flour" shall be taken and construed to mean the food product 
resulting from the grinding or mixing together of wheat, or wheat 
flour, as the principal constituent .in quantity, with any other grain, 
or the product of any other gram, or other material, except such 
material, and not the product of any grain, as is commonly used for 
baking purposes: Provided, That when the product resulting from 
the grinding or mixing together of wheat or wheat flour with any 
other grain, or the product of any other grain, of which wheat or 
wheat flour is not the principal constituent as specified in the fore-
going definition, is intended for sale, or is sold, or offered for sale as 
wheat flour, such product shall be held to be mixed flour within the 
meaning of this chapter and section 3215. 
SEC. 2381. TAX. 

(a) RATE.—Upon the manufacture and sale of mixed flour there 
shall be levied a tax of 4 cents per barrel or other package containing 
one hundred and ninety-six pounds or more than ninety-eight 
pounds; 2 cents on every half barrel or other package containing 
ninety-eight pounds or more than forty-nine pounds; 1 cent on every 
quarter barrel or other package containing forty-nine pounds or more 
than twenty-four and one-half pounds; and one-half cent on every 
one-eighth barrel or other package containing twenty-four and a half 
pounds or less. 

(b) BY WROM PAm.—The tax levied by subsection (a) shall be 
paid by the person, firm, or corporation making or packing mixed 
flour. 

(c) How PAID.— 
(1) STAMPS.—The tax levied by subsection (a) shall be repre-

sented by coupon stamps. 
(2) ASSESSMENT.—Whenever any person, firm, or corporation 

sells, consigns, or removes for sale, consignment, or consumption 
any mixed flour upon which the tax required by this chapter has 
not been paid, it shall be the duty of the Commissioner, subject to 
the limitations prescribed in section 3312, upon satisfactory poroof, 
to !estimate the amount of tax which should have been paid, and 
to make an assessment therefor and certify the same to the collector 
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of the proper district. The tax so assessed shall be in addition to
the penalties imposed by this chapter for an unauthorized sale or
removal.
(d) IMPORTED MIXED FLOtiR.-

For tax on imported mixed flour, see section 2384.
(e) EXEMPTION, REPACKED FLOUR.-

For exemption of repacked flour from tax, see section 2382 (b) (1).
(f) SPECIAL TAX.-

For special tax on manufacturers and packers, see section 3215.
SEC. 2382. REQUIREMENTS ON MANUFACTURERS OR PACKERS.

(a) PACKAGES.-
(1) WEIGHT.-Barrels or other packages in which mixed flour

may be packed shall contain not to exceed one hundred and ninety-
six pounds.

(2) REUsE.-All sales and consignments of mixed flour shall be
in packages not before used for that purpose.

(3) MARKS AND BRANDS.-Every person, firm, or corporation
making, packing, or repacking mixed flour shall plainly mark or
brand each package containing the same with the words "mixed
flour" in plain black letters not less than two inches in length,
together with the true weight of such package, the names of the
ingredients composing the same, the name of the maker or packer,
and the place where made or packed.

(4) CONTENTS CARD.-In addition to the requirements under par-
agraph (3), the maker or packer shall place in each package a card
not smaller than two inches in width by three inches in length,
upon which shall be printed the words "mixed flour," together with
the names of the ingredients composing the same, and the name of
the maker or packer, and the place where made or packed.

(5) LABEL.-In addition to the branding and marking of mixed
flour as provided in this chapter, there shall be affixed to the pack-
ages containing the same a label in the following words: "NOTICE.-
The (manufacturer or packer, as the case may be) of the mixed
flour herein contained has complied with all the requirements of
law. Every person is cautioned not to use this package or label
again or to remove the contents without destroying the revenue
stamp thereon, under the penalty prescribed by law in such cases."
(b) REPACKING.-

(1) ExErrMPTIN FRoMr TAx.-When mixed flour, on the manufac-
ture and sale of whicl the tax imposed by this chapter has been
paid, is sold and then repacked without the addition of any other
material, such repacked flour shall not be liable to any additional
tax.

(2) MARKS, BRANDS, AND CONTENTS CARDS.-The packages contain-
ing the repacked flour referred to in paragraph (1) of this sub-
section shall be branded and marked as required by paragraph (3)
of subsection (a), and shall contain the card provided for in para-
graph (4) of subsection (a).

(3) NoTIcE.-In addition to the requirements under paragraphs
(1) and (2), the person, firm, or corporation repacking mixed flour
shall place on the packages containing the same a label in the fol-
lowing words: "NTICE.--The contents of this package have been
taken from a regular statutory package, upon which the tax has
been duly paid."

SEC. 2383. STAMPS ON EMPTIED PACKAGES.
Whenever any package containing mixed flour is emptied it shall

be the duty of the person in whose possession it is to destroy the
stamp thereon.
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of the proper district. The tax so assessed shall be in addition to 
the penalties imposed by this chapter for an unauthorized sale or 
removal. 
(d) IMPORTED MIXED FLOUR.— 

For tax on imported mixed flour, see section 2384. 

(e) EXEMPTION, REPACKED FLOUR.— 
For exemption of repacked flour from tax, see section 2382 (b) (1). 

(f) SPECIAL TAX.— 
For special tax on manufacturers and packers, see section 3215. 

SEC. 2382. REQUIREMENTS ON MANUFACTURERS OR PACKERS. 

(a) PACKAGES.— 
(1) WEIGHT.—Barrels or other packages in which mixed flour 

may be packed shall contain not to exceed one hundred and ninety-
six pounds. 

(2) REtisE.—All sales and consignments of mixed flour shall be 
in packages not before used for that purpose. 

(3) MARKS AND BRANDS.—Every person, firm, or corporation 
making, packing, or repacking mixed flour shall plainly mark or 
brand each package containing the same with the words "mixed 
flour" in plain black letters not less than two inches in length, 
together with the true weight of such package, the names of the 
, ingredients composing the same, the name of the maker or packer, 
and the place where made or packed. 

(4) CONTENTS CARD.—In addition to the requirements under par-
agraph (3), the maker or packer shall place in each package a card 
not smaller than two inches in width by three inches in length, 
upon which shall be printed the words "mixed flour," together with 
the names of the ingredients composing the same, and the name of 
the maker or packer, and the place where made or packed. 

(5) LABEL.—In addition to the branding and marking of mixed 
flour as provided in this chapter, there shall be affixed to the pack-
ages containing the same a label in the following words: "NoTicE.— 
The (manufacturer or packer, as the case may be) of the mixed 
flour herein contained has complied with all the requirements of 
law. Every person is cautioned not to use this package or label 
again or to remove the contents without destroying the revenue 
stamp thereon, under the penalty prescribed by law in such cases." 
(b) REPACKING.— 

(1) ExEmyrioN moist TA X.—When mixed flour, on the manufac-
ture and sale of which the tax imposed by this chapter has been 
paid, is sold and then repacked without the addition of any other 
material, such repacked flour shall not be liable to any additional 
tax. 

(2) MARKS, BRANDS, AND CONTENTS emu:A.—The packages contain-
ing the repacked flour referred to in paragraph (1) of this sub-
section shall be branded and marked as required by paragraph (3) 
of subsection (a), and shall contain the card provided for in para-
graph (4) of subsection (a). 

(3) Nonc-E.—In addition to the requirements under paragraphs 
(1) and (2), the person, firm, or corporation repacking mixed flour 
shall place on the packages containing the same a label in the fol-
lowing words: "Nonc-E.—The contents of this package have been 
taken from a regular statutory package, upon which the tax has 
been duly paid." 

SEC. 2383. STAMPS ON EMPTIED PACKAGES. 

Whenever any package containing mixed flour is emptied it shall 
be the duty of the person in whose possession it is to destroy the 
stamp thereon. 
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SEC. 2384. IMPORTATION.
All mixed flours, imported from foreign countries, shall, in addi-

tion to any import duties imposed thereon, pay an internal revenue
tax equal in amount to the tax imposed under subsection (a) of sec-
tion 2381, such tax to be represented by coupon stamps, and the pack-
ages containing such imported mixed flour shall be marked, branded,
labeled, and stamped as in the case of mixed flour made or packed in
the United States.
SEC. 2385. EXPORTATION.

Mixed flour may be removed from the place of manufacture or
from the place where packed for export to a foreign country without
payment of tax or affixing stamps or label thereto, under such regu-
lation and the filing of such bond and other security as the Commis-
sioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may prescribe. Every
person, firm, or corporation who shall export mixed flour shall plainly
mark on each package containing the same the words "mixed flour,"
and the names of the ingredients composing the same, the name of
the maker or packer, and the place where made or packed, in accord-
ance with the provisions of this chapter.
SEC. 2386. PENALTIES.

(a) OMIssIoN OF MARKs, BRANDS, OR CONTENTS CARDs.-Any per-
son, firm, or corporation making, packing, or repacking mixed flour
failing to comply with the provisions of paragraphs (3) and (4) of
subsection (a) of section 2382, shall be deemed guilty of a misde-
meanor, and upon conviction shall be punished by a fine of not less
than $250 and not more than $500, or be imprisoned not less than
sixty days nor more than one year.

(b) OMssION OR REMOVAL OF LABELS.-Every person, firm, or cor-
poration failing or neglecting to affix the label required by paragraph
(5) of subsection (a) of section 2382 to any package containing
mixed flour made or packed by him or them, or who removes from
any such package any label so affixed, shall, upon conviction thereof,
be fined not less than $50 for each label so removed.

(c) SALE OR PACKING IN VIOLATION OF LAW; FALSIFICATION OR UN-
LAWFUL REMOVAL OF BRANDS.-Every person, firm, or corporation
knowingly selling or offering for sale any mixed flour in other than
marked and branded packages, as required by the provisions of this
chapter, or who packs in any package or packages any mixed flour
in any manner contrary to the provisions of this chapter, or who
falsely marks or brands any package or packages containing mixed
flour, or unlawfully removes such marks or brands, shall, for each
such offense, be punished by a fine of not less than $250 and not
more than $500, or by imprisonment not less than thirty days nor
more than one year.

(d) FAILURE TO PAT TAX; EXCEssIVE WEIGHT; IMPROPER MARKINO
OR BRANDING ON REPACKING.-Any person violating the provisions of
section 2381 (b) and (c) (1) or section 2382 (a) (1) and (b), shall,
upon conviction thereof, be punished by a fine of not less than $250
and not more than $500, or by imprisonment not to exceed one year.

(e) PURCHASING WHEN TAX NOT PAID.-Any person, firm, or cor-
poration knowingly purchasing or receiving for sale or for repack-
ing and resale any mixed flour from any maker, packer, or importer,
who has not paid the tax provided in this chapter, or section 3215
(a), shall, for each offense, be fined not less than $50, and forfeit to
the United States all the articles so purchased or received, or the
full value thereof.

(f) PURCHASING IMPORTED FLOUR WrrITHOUT BRANDS, LABELS, OR
STAMPS.-Any person, firm, or corporation purchasing or receiving
for sale or repacking any mixed flour imported from foreign coun-
tries, which has not been branded, labeled, or stamped, as required
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SEC. 2384. IMPORTATION. 
All mixed flours, imported from foreign countries, shall, in addi-

tion to any import duties imposed thereon, pay an internal revenue 
tax equal in amount to the tax imposed under subsection (a) of sec-
tion 2381, such tax to be represented by coupon stamps, and the pack-
ages containing such imported mixed flour shall be marked, branded, 
labeled, and stamped as in the case of mixed flour made or packed m 
the United States. 
SEC. 2385. EXPORTATION. 
Mixed flour may be removed from the place of manufacture or 

from the place where packed for export to a foreign country without 
payment of tax or affixing stamps or label thereto, under such regu-
lation and the filing of such bond and other security as the Commis-
sioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may prescribe. Every 
person, firm, or corporation who shall export mixed flour shall plainly 
mark on each package containing the same the words "mixed flour," 
and the names of the ingredients composing the same, the name of 
the maker or packer, and the place where made or packed, in accord-
ance with the provisions of this chapter. 
SEC. 2386. PENALTIES. 

(a) OmissioN OF MARKS, BRANDS, OR CONTENTS CARDS.—Any per-
son, firm, or corporation making, packing, or repacking mixed flour, 
failing to comply with the provisions of paragraphs (3) and (4) of 
subsection (a) of section 2382, shall be deemed guilty of a misde-
meanor, and upon conviction shall be punished by a fine of not less 
than $250 and not more than $500, or be imprisoned not less than 
sixty days nor more than one year. 

(b) OMISSION OR REMOVAL OF LABELs.—Every person, firm, or cor-
poration failing or neglecting to affix the label required by paragraph 
(5) of subsection (a) of section 2382 to any package containing 
mixed flour made or packed by him or them, or who removes from 
any such package any label so affixed, shall, upon conviction thereof, 
be fined not less than $50 for each label so removed. 

(C) SALE OR PACKING IN VIOLATION OF LAW; FALSIFICATION OR UN-
LAWFUL REMOVAL OF BRANDS.—Every person, firm, or corporation 
knowingly selling or offering for sale any mixed flour in other than 
marked and branded packages, as required by the provisions of this 
chapter, or who packs in any package or packages any mixed flour 
in any manner contrary to the provisions of this chapter, or who 
falsely marks or brands any package or packages containing mixed 
flour, or unlawfully removes such marks or brands, shall, for each 
such offense, be punished by a fine of not less than $250 and not 
more than $500, or by imprisonment not less than thirty days nor 
more than one year. 

(iit) FAILURE TO PAT TAX; EXCESSIVE WEIGHT; IMPROPER MARRING 
OR BANDING ON REPACRING.—Any person violating the provisions of 
section 2381 b) and (c) (1) or section 2382 (a) (1) and (b), shall, 
upon conviction thereof, be punished by a fine of not less than $250 
and not more than $500, or by imprisonment not to exceed one year. 

(e) PURCHASING WHEN TAX NOT PAID.—Any person, firm, or cor-
poration knowingly purchasing or receiving for sale or for repack-
mg and resale any.  mixed flour from any maker, packer, or importer, 
who has not paid the tax provided in this chapter, or section 3215 
(a), shall, for each offense, be fined not less than $50, and forfeit to 
the United States all the articles so purchased or received, or the 
full value thereof. 

(f) PURCHASING IMPORITD FLOUR WITHOUT BRANDS, LABELS, OR 
STAMPS.—Any person, firm, or corporation purchasing or receiving 
for sale or repacking any mixed flour imported from foreign coun-
tries, which has not been branded, labeled, or stamped, as required 
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by this chapter, or which is contained in packages which have not
been marked, branded, labeled, or stamped, as required by this
chapter shall, upon conviction, be fined not less than $50 nor more
than $500.

(g) FAILURE TO DESTROY STAMPS OR MARKS ON EMPTY PACKAGES.-
Any person disposing of an empty package which contained mixed
flour without first having destroyed the stamp or mark or marks
thereon, shall, upon conviction, be punished by a fine not exceeding
the sum of $25.

(h) SECOND OFFENSE.-Any person, firm, or corporation found
guilty of a second or any subsequent violation of any of the provi-
sions of this chapter or of section 3215, shall, in addition to the
penalties imposed by this chapter, be imprisoned not less than thirty
days nor more than ninety days.
SEC. 2387. RECOVERY OF PENALTIES AND FORFEITURES.

All fines, penalties, and forfeitures imposed by section 2386 or
3215 may be recovered in any court of competent jurisdiction.
SEC. 2388. TOBACCO STAMP LAWS APPLICABLE.

(a) The provisions of law governing the engraving, issue, sale,
accountability, effacement, and destruction of stamps relating totobacco and snuff shall, so far as applicable, be made to apply to
stamps provided in section 2381 (c) (1).

(b) All administrative, special, or stamp provisions of law, includ-
ing the laws in relation to assessment of taxes, not specifically re-
pealed, shall be applicable to this chapter and to section 3215.
SEC. 2389. REGULATIONS.

For authority of the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secre-
tary, to make all needful rules and regulations for carrying into effect
the provisions of this chapter and of section 3215, see section 3791
(a) (1).

SEC. 2390. CONTRACTS FOR STAMPS.
The Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary is author-

ized to procure any of the stamps provided in this chapter by contract
whenever such stamps can not be speedily prepared by the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing, and said contracts shall be awarded under
such terms, restrictions, and regulations as may be prescribed by
the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary.
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CHAPTER 21-COCONUT AND OTHER VEGE-
TABLE OILS

SEC. 2470. TAX.
(a) RATE.-

(1) IN GENERAL.-There shall be imposed upon the first domes-
tic processing of coconut oil, palm oil, palm-kernel oil, fatty acids
derived from any of the foregoing oils, salts of any of the forego-
ing (whether or not such oils, fatty acids, or salts have been refined,
suiphonated, sulphated, hydrogenated, or otherwise processed), or
any combination or mixture containing a substantial quantity of
any one or more of such oils, fatty acids, or salts, a tax of 3 cents
per pound to be paid by the processor.

(2) ADDITIONAL RATE ON COCONUT oIL.-There shall be imposed
(in addition to the tax imposed by the preceding paragraph) a
tax of 2 cents per pound, to be paid by the processor, upon the
first domestic processing of coconut oil or of any combination or
mixture containing a substantial quantity of coconut oil with respect
to which oil there has been no previous first domestic processing,
except that the tax imposed by this sentence shall not apply when
it is established, in accordance with regulations prescribed by the
Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary, that such coconut
oil (whether or not contained in such a combination or mixture),
(A) is wholly the production of the Philippine Islands or any
other possession of the United States, or (B) was produced wholly
from materials the growth or production of the Philippine Islands
or any other possession of the United States, or (C) was brought
into the United States on or before June 9, 1934, or produced from
materials brought into the United States on or before June 9
1934, or (D) was purchased under a bona fide contract entered
into prior to April 26, 1934, or produced from materials purchased
under a bona fide contract entered into prior to April 26, 1934.
(b) EXEInPTION.-The tax under subsection (a) shall not apply

(1) with respect to any fatty acid or salt resulting from a previous
first domestic processing taxed under this section or upon which an
import tax has been paid under chapter 22, or (2) with respect
to any combination or mixture by reason of its containing an oil,
fatty acid, or salt with respect to which there has been a previous
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first domestic processing or upon which an import tax has been paid
under chapter 22.

(c) IMPORTATIONS PRIOR TO AUGUST 21, 1936.-Notwithstanding the

provisions of subsections (a) and (b) of this section, the first do-
mestic processing of sunflower oil or sesame oil (or any combination
or mixture containing a substantial quantity of sunflower oil or
sesame oil), if such oil or such combination or mixture or such oil
contained therein was imported prior to August 21, 1936, shall be taxed
in accordance with the provisions of section 6021/2 of the Revenue
Act of 1934, 48 Stat. 763, in force on June 22, 1936.

SEC. 2471. RETURNS.
Each processor required to pay the tax imposed by section 2470

shall make monthly returns under oath in duplicate and pay the tax
to the collector for the district in which is located his principal place
of business, or if he has no principal place of business in the United
States, then to the collector at Baltimore, Maryland. Such returns
shall contain such information and be made at such times and in such
manner as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary,
may by regulations prescribe.
SEC. 2472. PAYMENT OF TAX.

The tax shall, without assessment by the Commissioner or notice
from the collector, be due and payable by the processor to the col-
lector for the district in which is located his principal place of

business, or if he has no principal place of business in the United
States, then to the collector at Baltimore, Maryland, at the time so
fixed for filing the return.
SEC. 2473. SALES TO STATES OR POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS.

Subject to such rules and regulations as the Commissioner, with
the approval of the Secretary, may prescribe, any person who has sold
to a State, or a political subdivision thereof, for use in the exercise
of an essential governmental function any article containing any
such oil, combination, or mixture, upon the processing of which a tax
hias been paid under section 2470 shall be entitled to a credit or re-
fund of the tax paid with respect to the quantity of such oil, combi-
nation, or mixture contained in such article.

SEC. 2474. EXPORTATION.
Upon the exportation to any foreign country or to a possession

of the United States of any article wholly or in chief value of an
article with respect to the processing of which a tax has been paid
under this chapter, the exporter thereof shall be entitled to a refund
of the amount of such tax. Upon the giving of bond satisfactory
to the Secretary for faithful observance of the provisions of this
chapter requiring the payment of taxes, any person shall be entitled,
without payment of the tax, to process for such exportation any
article with respect to which a tax is imposed by section 2470.

SEC. 2475. ADDITION TO THE TAX IN CASE OF NONPAYMENT.

If the tax is not paid when due, there shall be added as part of
the tax interest at the rate of 6 per centum per annum from the time
the tax became due until paid.

SEC. 2476. COLLECTIONS COVERED INTO THE PHILIPPINE TREASURY.

All taxes collected under this chapter with respect to coconut oil
wholly of Philippine production or produced from materials wholly
of Philippine growth or production, shall be held as a separate fund
and paid to the Treasury of the Philippine Islands, but if at any
time the Philippine Government provides by any law for any subsidy
to be paid to the producers of copra, coconut oil, or allied products,
no further payments to the Philippine Treasury shall be made under
this section.
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SEC 2477. FIRST DOMESTIC PROCESSING DEFINED.
For the purposes of this chapter the term "first domestic process-

ing" means the first use in the United States, in the manufacture
or production of an article intended for sale, of the article with
respect to which the tax is imposed, but does not include the use
of palm oil in the manufacture of tin plate or terne plate, or any
subsequent use of palm oil residue resultig from the manufacture of
tin plate or terne plate.
SEC. 2478. CONTRACTS PRIOR TO JANUARY 26, 1934.

If (1) any person has, prior to January 26, 1934, made a bona
fide contract for the sale on or after May 10, 1934, of any article
wholly or in chief value of an article with respect to which a tax is
imposed by this chapter or of any article with respect to which a tax
is imposed by this section, and if (2) such contract does not permit
the addition to the amount to be paid thereunder of the whole of such
tax, then (unless the contract expressly prohibits such addition) the
vendee shall pay so much of the tax as is not permitted to be added
to the contract price. Taxes payable by the vendee shall be paid
to the vendor at the time the sale is consummated and shall be re-
turned and paid to the United States by the vendor in the same
manner as other taxes under this chapter. In case of failure or
refusal by the vendee to pay such taxes to the vendor, the vendor
shall report the facts to the Commissioner, who shall cause collection
of such taxes to be made from the vendee.
SEC. 2479. OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE.

All provisions of law (including penalties) applicable in respect
of taxes imposed by section 2700, shall insofar as applicable and not
inconsistent with this chapter, be applicable in respect of the taxes
imposed by this chapter.
SEC. 2480. COVERING OF COLLECTIONS INTO THE TREASURY.

All collections except as provided in section 2470 shall, notwith-
standing any other provisions of law, be covered into the general
fund of the Treasury of the United States.
SEC. 2481. EFFECTIVE DATE OF CHAPTER.

This chapter shall take effect on the first day of that calendar month
occurring next after the enactment of this title.
SEC. 2482. PUBLICITY OF RETURNS.

For provisions with respect to publicity of returns under this chap-
ter, see subsection (a) (2) of section 55.
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CHAPTER 22-FISH, ANIMAL, AND VEGETABLE
OILS

SEC. 2490. IMPOSITION OF TAX.
In addition to any other tax or duty imposed by law, there shall

be imposed upon the following articles imported into the United
States, unless treaty provisions of the United States otherwise pro-
vide, a tax at the rates set forth in section 2491, to be paid by the
importer.

SEC. 2491. RATE OF TAX.
(a) Whale oil (except sperm oil), fish oil (except cod oil, cod-

liver oil, and halibut-liver oil), marine-animal oil, tallow, inedible
animal oils, inedible animal fats, inedible animal greases, fatty acids
derived from any of the foregoing, and salts of any of the fore-
going; all the foregoing, whether or not refined, sulphonated, sul-
phated hydrogenated, or otherwise processed 3 cents per pound:
Provided, That no whale oil (except sperm oil), fish oil, or marine
animal oil of any kind (whether or not refined, sulphonated, sul-
phated, hydrogenated or otherwise processed), or fatty acids derived
therefrom, shall be admitted to entry, after June 30, 1939, free from
the tax herein provided unless such oil was produced on vessels of
the United States or in the United States or its possessions, from
whales, fish, or marine animals or parts thereof taken and captured
by vessels of the United States;

(b) Sesamle oil provided for in paragraph 1732 of the Tariff Act
of 1930, sunflower oil, rapeseed oil, kapok oil, hempseed oil, perilla
oil, fatty acids derived from any of the foregoing or from linseed
oil, and salts of any of the foregoing; all the foregoing, whether
or not refined, sulphonated, sulphated, hydrogenated, or otherwise
processed, 41/2 cents per pound;

(c) Any article, merchandise, or combination (except oils specified
in section 2470), 10 per centum or more of the quantity by weight
of which consists of, or is derived directly or indirectly from, one
or more of the products specified above in this paragraph or of
the oils, fatty acids, or salts specified in section 2470, a tax at the
rate or rates per pound equal to that proportion of the rate or rates
prescribed in this paragraph or such section 2470 in respect of such
product or products which the quantity by weight of the imported
article, merchandise, or combination, consisting of or derived from
such product or products, bears to the total weight of the imported
article, merchandise, or combination; but there shall not be taxable
under this subparagraph any article, merchandise, or combination
(other than an oil, fat, or grease, and other than products resulting
from processing seeds without full commercial extraction of the oil
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content), by reason of the presence therein of an oil, fat, or grease
which is a natural component of such article, merchandise, or com-
bination and has never had a separate existence as an oil, fat, or
grease;

(d) Hempseed, 1.24 cents per pound; perilla seed, 1.38 cents
per pound; kapok seed, 2 cents per pound; rapeseed, 2 cents per
pound; and sesame seed, 1.18 cents per pound;

(e) The tax on the articles described in this section shall apply
only with respect to the importation of such articles after May 10,
1934.

(f) The tax imposed under subsection (b) shall not apply to rape-
seed oil imported to be used in the manufacture of rubber substitutes
or lubricating oil, and the Commissioner of Customs shall, with
the approval of the Secretary, prescribe methods and regulations
to carry out this subsection.

(g) The taxes imposed by section 2490 shall not apply to any
article, merchandise, or combination, by reason of the presence
therein of any coconut oil producein n Guam or American Samoa,
or any direct or indirect derivative of such oil.
SEC. 2492. CONSTRUCTION OF TAXING PROVISION.

Nothing in section 2491 shall be construed as imposing a tax in con-
travention of an obligation undertaken in any trade agreement entered
into prior to August 21, 1936, under the authority of section 350 of the
Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, c. 474, 48 Stat. 943 (U. S. C., Title 19,
§ 1351), or as imposing a tax on the importation of glycerin or stearine
pitch or on the importation of any article by reason of any component
of such article derived directly or indirectly from a waste not named
in section 2491.
SEC. 2493. ASSESSMENT AND PAYMENT.

The tax imposed under section 2490 shall be levied, assessed, col-
lected, and paid in the same manner as a duty imposed by the Tariff
Act of 1930, and shall be treated for the purposes of all provisions
of law relating to the customs revenue as a duty imposed by such Act,
except that-

(1) the value on which such tax shall be based shall be the sum
of (A) the dutiable value (under section 503 of such Act) of the
article, plus (B) the customs duties, if any, imposed thereon under
any provision of law;

(2) for the purposes of section 489 of such Act (relating to addi-
tional duties in certain cases of undervaluation) such tax shall not
be considered an ad valorem rate of duty or a duty based upon or
regulated in any manner by the value of the article and for the
purposes of section 336 of such Act (the so-called flexible tariff pro-
vision) such tax shall not be considered a duty;

(3) such tax (except as specifically provided in section 2491 (g)
with reference to certain products of Guam and American Samoa)
shall be imposed in full notwithstanding any provision of law
granting exemption from or reduction of duties to products of any
possession of the United States.

SEC. 2494. REGULATIONS.
The Secretary shall prescribe and publish all needful rules and regu-

lations for the enforcement of this chapter.
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shall be taxed as an ounce. The tax imposed by this subsection shall
be in addition to any import duty imposed on the aforesaid drugs.

(b) BY WHOM PAID.-The tax imposed by subsection (a) shall
be paid by the importer manufacturer, producer, or compounder.

(c) How PAID.-
(1) STAMPS.-The tax imposed by subsection (a) shall be repre-

sented by appropriate stamps, to be provided by the Secretary.
(2) ASSESSMENT.-

For assessment in case of omitted taxes payable by stamp, see section
3311 and section 3640.

(3) OTHER rETHODS.-Whether or not the method of collecting
any tax imposed by this section or by section 3220 is specifically
provided therein, any such tax may, under regulations prescribed
by the Secretary be collected by stamp, coupon, serial-numbered
ticket, or such other reasonable device or method as may be neces-
sary or helpful in securing a complete and prompt collection of the
tax. All administrative and penalty provisions of subchapters A,
B and C of chapter 11, in so far as applicable, shall apply to the
collection of any tax which the Secretary determines or prescribes
shall be collected in such manner.

(4) CRoss REFERENCE.-
For authority of the Secretary to delegate such powers and duties,

see subchapter D.

(d) REIsTRATION AND SPECIAL TAX.-
For requirements on importers, manufacturers, producers, dealers

and practitioners to register and pay special tax, see part V of sub-
chapter A of chapter 21.

SEC. 2551. EXEMPTIONS.
(a) PREPARATIONS Or LIMTED NARCOTIC CONTENT.-The provisions

of this subchapter and part V of subchapter A of chapter 27
shall not be construed to apply to the manufacture, sale, distribu-
tion, giving away, dispensing, or possession of preparations and
remedies which do not contain more than two grains of opium, or
more than one-fourth of a grain of morphine, or more than one-
eighth of a grain of heroin, or more than one grain of codeine, or
any salt or derivative of any of them in one fluid ounce, or, if a
solid or semisolid preparation, in one avoirdupois ounce; or to lini-
ments, ointments, or other preparations which are prepared for
external use, only, except liniments, ointments and other prepara-
tions which contain cocaine or any of its salts or alpha or beta
eucaine or any of their salts or any synthetic substitute for them:
Provided, That such remedies and preparations are manufactured,
sold, distributed, given away, dispensed, or possessed as medicines
and not for the purpose of evading the intentions and provisions
of this subchapter and said part V: Provided further That any man-
ufacturer, producer, compounder, or vendor (including dispensing
physicians) of the preparations and remedies mentioned in this
section lawfully entitled to manufacture, produce, compound, or
vend such preparations and remedies, shall keep a record of all sales,
exchanges, or gifts of such preparations and remedies in such manner
as the Secretary shall direct. Such record shall be preserved for a
period of two years in such a way as to be readily accessible to inspec-
tion by any officer, agent or employee of the Treasury Department
duly authorized for that purpose, and the State, Territorial, District,
municipal, and insular officers named in section 2556, and every such
person so possessing or disposing of such preparations and remedies
shall register as required in section 3221 and, if he is not paying a tax
under section 3220, he shall pay a special tax of $1 for each year, or
fractional part thereof, in which he is engaged in such occupation, to
the collector of the district in which he carries on such occupation as
provided in part V of subchapter A of chapter 27.
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(b) DECOCAINIZED COCA LEAVEs.-The provisions of this subchapter
and part V of subchapter A of chapter 27 shall not apply to de-
cocainized coca leaves or preparations made therefrom, or to other
preparations of coca leaves which do not contain cocaine.

(c) GOVERNMENT AND STATE OFFICIALS.-
(1) STAMPING DRUGS.-Officials of the United States, Territorial,

District of Columbia, or insular possessions, State or municipal
governments, who in the exercise of their official duties engage in
any of the business described in part V of subchapter A of
chapter 27, shall not be required to stamp the drugs mentioned
in section 2550 (a), as hereinafter prescribed, but their right to
this exemption shall be evidenced in such manner as the Secretary
may by regulations prescribe.

(2) REGISTRATIoN AND PAYMENT OF TAX.-
For exemption of officials of the United States, Territorial, District

of Columbia, or insular possessions, State or municipal governments
from the requirements as to registration and the payment of special
taxes, see subsection (b) of section 3222.

(3) CRoss REFERENCE.-
For authority of the Secretary to delegate such powers and duties,

see subchapter D.

SEC. 2552. STAMPS.
(a) AFFIXING.-The stamps provided in subsection (c) (1) of sec-

tion 2550 shall be so affixed to the bottle or other container as to se-
curely seal the stopper, covering, or wrapper thereof.

(b) OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE.-All the provisions of law relating
to the engraving, issuance, sale, accountability, cancellation, and de-
struction of tax-paid stamps provided for in the internal revenue
laws shall, in so far as necessary, be extended and made to apply to
the stamps provided in subsection (c) (1) of section 2550.

(c) CRoss REFERENCE.-
For general provisions relating to stamps, see part I of subchapter A

of chapter 28.

SEC. 2553. PACKAGES.
(a) GENERAL REQUIREMENT.-It shall be unlawful for any person

to purchase, sell, dispense, or distribute any of the drugs mentioned
in section 2550 (a) except in the original stamped package or from
the original stamped package; and the absence of apopopriate tax-
paid stamps for any of the aforesaid drugs shall be prima facie
evidence of a violation of this subsection by the person in whose pos-
session same may be found; and the possession of any original
stamped package containing any of the aforesaid drugs by any per-
son who has not registered and paid special taxes as required by
sections 3221 and 3220 shall be prima facie evidence of liability to
such special tax.

(b) ExcEPTroNs IN CASE OF REGISTERED PRACTTIONEIR.-The pro-
visions of subsection (a) shall not apply-

(1) PREscRIPTIoNs.-To any person having in his or her posses-
sion any of the drugs mentioned in section 2550 (a) which have
been obtained from a registered dealer in pursuance of a pre-
scription, written for legitimate medical uses, issued by a physician,
dentist, veterinary surgeon, or other practitioner registered under
section 3221; and where the bottle or other container in which
such drug may be put up by the dealer upon said prescription bears
the name and registry number of the druggist, serial number of
prescription, name and address of the patient, and name, address,
and registry number of the person writing said prescription; or

(2) DISPENSATIONS DIRECT TO PATIENTS.-To the dispensing, or
administration, or giving away of any of the aforesaid drugs to
a patient by a registered physician, dentist, veterinary surgeon,
or other practitioner in the course of his professional practice,
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and where said drugs are dispensed or administered to the patient
for legitimate medical purposes, and the record kept as required
by this subchapter of the drugs so dispensed, administered, dis-
tributed, or given away.

SEC. 2554. ORDER FORMS.
(a) GENERAL REQUIREMENT.-It shall be unlawful for any person

to sell, barter, exchange, or give away any of the drugs mentioned
in section 2550 (a) except in pursuance of a written order of the
person to whom such article is sold, bartered, exchanged, or given,
on a form to be issued in blank for that purpose by the Secretary.

(b) ExcEPTION IN CASE OF VIRGIN IsLANDs.-The President is au-
thorized and directed to issue such Executive orders as will permit
those persons in the Virgin Islands of the United States lawfully
entitled to sell, deal in, dispense, prescribe, and distribute the drugs
mentioned in section 2550 (a), to obtain said drugs from persons
registered under section 3221 within the continental United States
for legitimate medical purposes, without regard to the order forms
described in this section.

(c) OrTER EXCEPrIoNS.-Nothing contained in this section, section
2563, or section 2564 shall apply-

(1) USE OF DRUGS IN PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE.-To the dispensing
or distribution of any of the drugs mentioned in section 2550 (a)
to a patient by a physician, dentist, or veterinary surgeon regis-
tered under section 3221 in the course of his professional prac-
tice only: Provided, That such physician, dentist, or veterinary
surgeon shall keep a record of all such drugs dispensed or dis-
tributed, showing the amount dispensed or distributed, the date,
and the name and address of the patient to whom such drugs are
dispensed or distributed, except such as may be dispensed or dis-
tributed to a patient upon whom such physician, dentist, or veter-
inary surgeon shall personally attend; and such record shall be
kept for a period of two years from the date of dispensing or dis-
tributing such drugs, subject to inspection, as provided in sec-
tion 2556.

(2) PRESCRIPTIONs.-To the sale, dispensing, or distribution of
any of the drugs mentioned in section 2550 (a) by a dealer to
a consumer under and in pursuance of a written prescription
issued by a physician, dentist, or veterinary surgeon registered
under section 3221: Provided, however, That such prescription
shall be dated as of the day on which signed and shall be signed
by the physician, dentist, or veterinary surgeon who shall have
issued the same: And provided further That such dealer shall pre-
serve such prescription for a period of two years from the day on
which such prescription is filled in such a way as to be readily
accessible to inspection by the officers, agents, employees, and offi-
cials mentioned in section 2556.

(3) EXPORTATION.-To the sale, exportation, shipment, or deliv-
ery of any of the drugs mentioned in section 2550 (a) by any
person within the United States or any Territory or the District
of Columbia or any of the insular possessions of the United States
to any person in any foreign country, regulating their entry in
accordance with such regulations for importation thereof into
such foreign country as are prescribed by said country, such regu-
lations to be promulgated from time to time by the Secretary of
State of the United States.

(4) GovERNMENT AND STATE orFCIALS.-To the sale, barter, ex-
change, or giving away of any of the drugs mentioned in section
2550 (a) to any officer of the United States Government or of any
State, Territorial, district, county, or municipal or insular govern-
ment lawfully engaged in making purchases thereof for the vari-
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cials mentioned in section 2556. 

(3) ExPonTATIoN.—To the sale, exportation, shipment, or deliv-
ery of any of the drugs mentioned in section 2550 (a) by any 
person within the United States or any Territory or the District 
of Columbia or any of the insular possessions of the United States 
to any person in any foreign country, regulating their entry in 
accordance with such regulations for importation thereof into 
such foreign country as are prescribed by said country, such regu-
lations to be promulgated from time to time by the Secretary of 
State of the United States. 

(4) GOVERNMENT AND STATE orrici.u.s.—To the sale, barter, ex-
change, or giving away of any of the drugs mentioned in section 
2550 (a) to any officer of the United States Government or of any 
State, Territorial, district, county, or municipal or insular govern-
ment lawfully engaged in making purchases thereof for the vari-



ous departments of the Army and Navy, the Public Health Service,
and for Government, State, Territorial, district, county, or mu-
nicipal or insular hospitals or prisons.
(d) PREsERVATION.-Every person who shall accept any order re-

quired under subsection (a), and in pursuance thereof shall sell,
barter, exchange, or give away any of the drugs mentioned in sec-
tion 2550 (a), shall preserve such order for a period of two years in
such a way as to be readily accessible to inspection by any officer,
agent, or employee of the Treasury Department duly authorized for
that purpose, and the State, Territorial, District, municipal, and
insular officials named in section 2556.

(e) DUPLICATES.-Every person who shall give an order as pro-
vided in this section to any other person for any of the drugs men-
tioned in section 2550 (a) shall, at or before the time of giving such
order, make or cause to be made a duplicate thereof on a form to be
issued in blank for that purpose by the Secretary, and in case of
the acceptance of such order, shall preserve such duplicate for said
period of two years in such a way as to be readily accessible to in-
spection by the officers, agents, employees, and officials mentioned in
section 2556.

(f) SrrPLY.-The Secretary shall cause suitable forms to be pre-
pared for the purposes above mentioned, and shall cause the same
to be distributed to collectors for sale by them to those persons who
shall have registered and paid the special tax as required by sections
3221 and 3220 in their districts, respectively; and no collector shall
sell any of such forms to any persons other than a person who has
registered and paid the special tax as required by said sections in his
district. The price at which such forms shall be sold by said collec-
tors shall be fixed by the Secretary but shall not exceed the sum
of $1 per hundred. Every collector shall keep an account of the num-
ber of such forms sold by him, the names of the purchasers, and the
number of such forms sold to each of such purchasers. Whenever any
collector shall sell any of such forms, he shall cause the name of the
purchaser thereof to be plainly written or stamped thereon before
delivering the same; and no person other than such purchaser shall use
any of said forms bearing the name of such purchaser for the purpose
of procuring any of the aforesaid drugs, or furnish any of the forms
bearing the name of such purchaser to any person with intent thereby
to procure the shipment or delivery of any of the aforesaid drugs.

(g) UNLAWFrUL USE.-It shall be unlawful for any person to obtain
by means of said order forms any of the aforesaid drugs for any pur-
pose other than the use, sale, or distribution thereof by him in the
conduct of a lawful business in said drugs or in the legitimate practice
of his profession.

(h) CROSS REFERENCES.-
(1) ISSUANCE IN PUERTO RICO AND THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.-

For issuance of order forms in Puerto Rico and the Philippine Islands,
see subsection (a) of section 2564.

(2) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For the authority of the Secretary to delegate such powers and duties,

see subchapter D.

SEC. 2555. RECORDS, STATEMENTS, AND RETURNS.
(a) GENERAL REQUIREMENT.-Every person liable to any tax im-

posed by this subchapter or section 3220, or for the collection thereof,
shall keep such records, render under oath such statements, make such
returns, and comply with such rules and regulations, as the Sec-
retary may from time to time prescribe.

(b) BooKS AND iMONTHLY RETrRNS OF IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS,

AND WHOLESALE DiEALERS.-Importers, manufacturers, and wholesale
dealers shall keep such books and records and render such monthly
returns in relation to the transactions in the aforesaid drugs as the
Secretary may by regulations require.
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(c) RETrRNs BY REGISTRANTS OF DRUGs RECEIVED.-
(1) REQuIRn MENT.-Any person who shall be registered in any

internal revenue district under the provisions of section 3221 shall,
whenever required so to do by the collector of the district, render to
the said collector a true and correct statement or return, verified by
affidavit, setting forth the quantity of the aforesaid drugs received
by him In said internal revenue district during such period imme-
diately preceding the demand of the collector, not exceeding three
months, as the said collector may fix and determine; the names of the
persons from whom the said drugs were received; the quantity in
each instance received from each of such persons, and the date when
received.

(2) CRoss REFERENCE.-
For authority of the Secretary to delegate such powers and duties,

see subchapter D.
SEC. 2556. INSPECTION AND COPIES OF RETURNS, DUPLICATE ORDER

FORMS, AND PRESCRIPTIONS.
(a) REQUIREENTS.-The duplicate order forms and the prescrip-

tions required to be preserved under the provisions of section 2554 (c)
(2) and (e), and the statements or returns filed in the office of the
collector of the district, under the provisions of section 2555 (c),
shall be open to inspection by officers, agents, and employees of the
Treasury Department duly authorized for that purpose; and such
officials of any State or Territory, or of any organized municipality
therein, or of the District of Columbia, or any insular possession of
the United States, as shall be charged with the enforcement of any
law or municipal ordinance regulating the sale, prescribing, dispens-
ing, dealing in, or distribution of the aforesaid drugs. Each collector
is authorized to furnish, upon written request, certified copies of any
of the said statements or returns filed in his office to any of such
officials of'any State or Territory or organized municipality therein,
or the District of Columbia, or any insular possession of the United
States, as shall be entitled to inspect the said statements or returns
filed in the office of the said collector, upon the payment of a fee
of $1 for each one hundred words or fraction thereof in the copy or
copies so requested.

(b) CRoss REFERENCE.-
For authority of the Secretary to delegate such powers and duties,see subchapter D.

SEC. 2557. PENALTIES.
(a) UNLAWFUL DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION ON RErTRNs OR ORDER

FORMs.-Any person who shall disclose the information contained in
the statements or returns required under subsection (c) of section 2555
or in the duplicate order forms required in subsection (e) of section
2554, except as expressly provided m section 2556, and except for the
purpose of enforcing the provisions of this subchapter or part V of
subchapter A of chapter 27, or for the purpose of enforcing any law
of any State or Territory or the District of Columbia, or any insular
possession of the United States, or ordinance of any organized munici-
pality therein, regulating the sale, prescribing, dispensing, dealing in,
or distribution of the drugs mentioned in section 2550 (a), shall on
conviction, be fined or imprisoned as provided by subsection (b) (1).

(b) VILATIONs IN GENERAL-
(1) Any person who violates or fails to comply with any of the

requirements of this subchapter or part V of subchapter A of chap-
ter 27, shall, on conviction, be fined not more than $2,000 or be
imprisoned not more than five years, or both, in the discretion of
the court.

(2) Any person required under this subchapter or section 3220 to
pay any tax, or required by law or regulations made under authority
thereof to make a return, keep any records, or supply any informa-
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thereof to make a return, keep any records, or supply any informs-



tion, for the purposes of the computation, assessment, or collection
of any tax imposed by this subchapter or section 3220, who willfully
fails to pay such tax, make such return, keep such records, or sup-
ply such information, at the time or times required by law or
regulations, shall, in addition to other penalties provided by law,
be guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction thereof, be fined
not more than $10,000, or imprisoned for not more than one year,
or both, together with the costs of prosecution.

(3) Any person required under this subchapter or section 3220
of chapter 27 to collect, account for and pay over any tax im-
posed by this subchapter or said section 3220, who willfully fails
to collect or truthfully account for and pay over such tax, and any
person who willfully attempts in any manner to evade or defeat
any tax imposed by this subchapter or section 3220 or the pay-
ment thereof, shall, in addition to other penalties provided by law,
be guilty of a felony and, upon conviction thereof, be fined not more
than $10,000, or imprisoned for not more than five years, or both,
together with the costs of prosecution.

(4) Any person who willfully fails to pay, collect, or truthfully
account for and pay over, any tax imposed by this subchapter or
section 3220 or willfully attempts in any manner to evade or
defeat any such tax or the payment thereof, shall, in addition to
other penalties provided by law, be liable to a penalty of the amount
of the tax evaded, or not paid, collected or accounted for and paid
over, to be assessed and collected in the same manner as taxes are
assessed and collected. No penalty shall be assessed under this
paragraph for any offense for which a penalty may be assessed
under authority of section 3612.

(5) A person who, after having been convicted of selling, im-
porting, or exporting, or conspiring to sell, import, or export,
opium, coca leaves, cocaine, or any salt, derivative, or preparation
of opium, coca leaves, or cocaine, again sells, imports, or exports,
or conspires to sell, import, or export, any of the said narcotic
drugs, in violation of the laws of the United States, shall, upon
conviction of such second offense, be fined not more than $5,000 or
imprisoned in a Federal penitentiary for not more than ten years,
or both, in the discretion of the court, whenever the fact of such
previous conviction is established in the manner prescribed in
paragraph 7 of this subsection.

(6) A person who, after having been two times convicted of
selling, importing, or exporting, or conspiring to sell, import, or
export, opium, coca leaves, cocaine, or any salt, derivative, or
preparation of opium, coca leaves, or cocaine, again sells imports,
or exports or conspires to sell, import, or export, any of the said
narcotic drugs, in violation of the laws of the United States, shall,
upon conviction of such third offense, or any offense subsequent
thereto, be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned in a Federal
penitentiary for not more than twenty years, or both, in the discre-
tion of the court, whenever the fact of such previous convictions
is established in the manner prescribed in paragraph 7 of this
subsection.

(7) Whenever it shall appear, after conviction and before or
after sentence, that a person convicted of unlawfully selling, import-
ing, or exporting, or conspiring unlawfully to sell, import, or ex-
port, any of the narcotic drugs enumerated in paragraph (5) has
previously been convicted of unlawfully selling, importing, or ex-
porting, or conspiring unlawfully to sell, import, or export any of
said narcotic drugs, in violation of the laws of the United States it
shall be the duty of the United States district attorney for the dis-
trict in which such subsequent conviction was had to file an infor-
mation alleging that the defendant has previously been so convicted,
and further alleging the number of such previous convictions. The
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tion, for the purposes of the computation, assessment, or collection 
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other penalties provided by law, be liable to a penalty of the amount 
of the tax evaded, or not paid, collected or accounted for and paid 
over, to be assessed and collected in the same manner as taxes are 
assessed and collected. No penalty shall be assessed under this 
paragraph for any offense for which a penalty may be assessed 
under authority of section 3612. 

(5) A person who, after having been convicted of selling, im-
porting, or exporting, or conspiring to sell, import, or export, 
opium, coca leaves, cocaine, or any salt, derivative, or preparation 
of opium, coca leaves, or cocaine, again sells, imports, or exports, 
or conspires to sell, import, or export, any of the said narcotic 
drugs, in violation of the laws of the United States, shall, upon 
conviction of such second offense, be fined not more than $5,000 or 
imprisoned in a Federal penitentiary for not more than ten years, 
or both, in the discretion of the court, whenever the fact of such 
previous conviction is established in the manner prescribed in 
paragraph 7 of this subsection. 

(6) A person who, after having been two times convicted of 
selling, importing, or exporting, or conspiring to sell, import, or 
export, opium, coca leaves' cocaine, or any salt, derivative, or 
preparation of opium, coca leaves, or cocaine, again sells, imports, 
or exports or conspires to sell, import, or export, any of the said 
narcotic drugs, in violation of the laws of the United States, shall, 
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thereto be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned in a Federal 
penitentiary for not more than twenty years, or both, in the discre-
tion of the court, whenever the fact of such previous convictions 
is established in the manner prescribed in paragraph 7 of this 
subsection. 

(7) Whenever it shall appear, after conviction and before or 
after sentence, that a person convicted of unlawfully selling, import-
ing, or exporting, or conspiring unlawfully to sell, import, or ex-
port, any of the narcotic drugs enumerated in paragraph (5) has 
previously been convicted of unlawfully selling, importing, or ex-
porting, or conspiring unlawfully to sell, import, or export, any of 
said narcotic drugs, in violation of the laws of the United States, it 
shall be the duty of the United States district attorney for the dis-
trict in which such subsequent conviction was had to file an infor-
mation alleging that the defendant has previously been so convicted, 
and further alleging the number of such previous convictions. The 
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court in which the defendant was convicted shall cause the said
defendant, whether confined in prison or otherwise, to appear be-
fore it and shall apprise him of the allegations of the information
and of his right to a trial by jury as to the truth thereof. The court
shall inquire of the defendant whether he is the person who has
previously been convicted. If the defendant states he is not such
person, or if he refuses to answer or remains silent, a plea of not
guilty shall be entered by the court, and a jury shall be empaneled
to determine whether the defendant is the person alleged in the
information to have previously been convicted, and the number of
such previous convictions. If after a trial on the sole issue of the
truth of such allegations the jury determines that the defendant
is in fact the person previously convicted as charged in the in-
formation, or if he acknowledges in open court, after being duly
cautioned as to his rights, that he is such person, he shall be
punished as prescribed in paragraphs 5 or 6 of this subsection, as
the case may be, and the previous sentence of the court, if any, shall
be vacated and there shall be deducted from the new sentence the
amount of time actually served under the sentence so vacated.

(8) The term "person" as used in paragraphs (2) (3) and (4)
includes an officer or employee of a corporation or a member or
employee of a partnership, who as such officer, employee, or mem-
ber is under a duty to perform the act in respect of which the
violation occurs.
(c) CRoss REEMENCES.-

For definition of "person" as used generally in this subchapter, see
subsection (a) of section 3228.

For general penalty provisions, see part III of subchapter A of
chapter 28 and section 3793 of chapter 38.

SEC. 2558. FORFEITURES.
(a) UNSTAMPED PACKAGES.-All unstamped packages of the drugs

mentioned in section 2550 (a) found in the possession of any person,
except as provided in this subchapter, shall be subject to seizure and
forfeiture, and all the provisions of internal revenue laws relating to
searches, seizures, and forfeiture of unstamped articles shall be ex-
tended to and made to apply to the articles taxed under this sub-
chapter and the persons upon whom the taxes under this subchapter
or part V of subchapter A of chapter 27 are imposed.

(b) SEIZED OPIUM-CONFISCATION AND DISPOSAL.-
(1) PROCEDURE.-All opium, its salts, derivatives, and compounds,

and coca leaves, salts, derivatives, and compounds thereof, seized by
the United States Government from any person or persons charged
with any violation of this chapter or part V of subchapter A of
chapter 27, or the Act of February 9, 1909, c. 100, 35 Stat. 614 as
amended by the act of Jan. 17, 1914, c. 9, 38 Stat. 275 (U. S. C.,
Title 21, §§ 171-184), shall upon conviction of the person or persons
from whom seized be confiscated by and forfeited to the United
States; and the Secretary is authorized to deliver for medical or
scientific purposes to any department, bureau, or other agency of
the United States Government, upon proper application therefor
under such regulation as may be prescribed by the Secretary, any
of the drugs so seized, confiscated, and forfeited to the United
States. The provisions of this paragraph shall also apply to any
of the aforesaid drugs seized or coming into the possesion of the
United States in the enforcement of this chapter, part V of sub-
chapter A of chapter 27, or any of the above mentioned acts where
the owner or owners thereof are unknown. None of the aforesaid
drugs coming into possesion of the United States under the opera-
tion of said chapter, part, or acts, or the provisions of this para-
graph, shall be destroyed without certification by a committee
appointed by the Secretary that they are of no value for medical
or scientific purposes.
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or scientific purposes. 
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(2) CROSS REFERENCE.-

For authority of the Secretary to delegate such powers and duties,
see subchapter D.

(c) CROSS REFERENCE.-
For general forfeiture provisions, see part III of subchapter A of

chapter 28 and section 3793 of chapter 38.
SEC. 2559. REGULATIONS.

(a) MAKING AND PuBrSHING.-The Secretary shall make, pre-
scribe, and publish all needful rules and regulations for carrying
the provisions of this subchapter and part V of subchapter A of
chapter 27 into effect.

(b) CRoss REFERENCE.-
For authority of the Secretary to delegate such powers and duties,

see subchapter D.
SEC. 2560. PERSONNEL.

(a) APPOINTMENT.-The Secretary is authorized to appoint such
agents, deputy collectors, inspectors, chemists, assistant chemists,
clerks, and messengers in the field and in the Bureau of Internal
Revenue in the District of Columbia as may be necessary to enforce
the provisions of this subchapter and part V of subchapter A of
chapter 27.

(b) CRoss REFERENCE.-
For authority of the Secretary to delegate such powers and duties,

see subchapter D.
SEC. 2561. LAWS UNAFFECTED.

Nothing contained in this subchapter or part V of subchapter A of
chapter 27 shall be construed to impair, alter, amend, or repeal any
of the provisions of the Act of Congress approved June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred and six, entitled "An Act for preventing the manu-
facture, sale, or transportation of adulterated or misbranded, or
poisonous, or deleterious foods, drugs, medicines, and liquors, and for
regulating traffic therein, and for other purposes," c. 3915, 34 Stat.
768 (U. S. C., Title 21, §§ 1-15), and any amendment thereof, or of
the Act approved February ninth, nineteen hundred and nine, en-
titled "An Act to prohibit the importation and use of opium for other
than medicinal purposes," c. 100, 35 Stat. 614 (U. S. C., Title 21; §§
171-185), and any amendment thereof.
SEC. 2562. OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE.

(a) GENERAL.-All administrative, special, or stamp provisions of
law, including the law relating to the assessment of taxes, so far as
applicable, shall be extended to and made a part of this subchapter
and sections 3220, 3221, 3222, and subsection (a) of section 3224 of
chapter 27.

(b) CRoss REFERENCE.-
For provisions making applicable the internal revenue laws relating

to the engraving, issuance, sale, accountability, cancellation, and de-
struction of tax-paid stamps, see subsection (b) of section 2552.

SEC. 2563. TERRITORIAL EXTENT OF LAW.
The provisions of this subchapter and part V of subchapter A of

chapter 27 shall apply to the United States, the District of Colum-
bia, the Territory of Alaska, the Territory of Hawaii, the insular pos-
sessions of the United States, and the Canal Zone.
SEC. 2564. ADMINISTRATION IN INSULAR POSSESSIONS AND CANAL

ZONE.
(a) PUERTO Rico AND THE PHILIPPINE IsLANDs.-In Puerto Rico

and the Philippine Islands the administration of this subchapter and
part V of subchapter A of chapter 27, the collection of the special tax
imposed by section 3220 of chapter 27, and the issuance of the order
forms specified in section 2554 shall be performed by the appropriate
internal revenue officers of those governments, and all revenues col-
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lected thereunder in Puerto Rico and the Philippine Islands shall
accrue intact to the general governments thereof, respectively. The
courts of first instance in the Philippine Islands shall possess and ex-
ercise jurisdiction in all cases arising in said islands under this sub-
chapter and said part V of chapter 27.

(b) CANAL ZoNE.-The President is authorized and directed to
issue such Executive orders as will carry into effect in the Canal Zone
the intent and purpose of this subchapter and part V of subchapter A
of chapter 27 by providing for the registration and the imposition of
a special tax upon all persons in the Canal Zone who produce, import,
compound, deal in, dispense, sell, distribute, or give away opium or
coca leaves, their salts, derivatives, or preparations.

(c) VIRGIN ISLANDS.-
For authority of the President to exempt persons in the Virgin Islands

from the order form requirements, see subsection (b) of section 2554.
SEC. 2565. DEFINITIONS.

For definitions of the following, see the subsections of section 3228
indicated below:

PERSON.-
Subsection (a).

IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER, OR PRODUCER.-
Subsection (b).

WHOLSALES DEALER.-
Subsection (c).

RETAIL DEALER.-
Subsection (d).

SUBCHAPTER B-OPIUM FOR SMOKING

SEC. 2567. TAX.
(a) RATE.-An internal revenue tax of $300 per pound shall be

levied and collected upon all opium manufactured in the United States
for smoking purposes.

(b) How PAm.-
(1) STAMPS.-AIl opium prepared for smoking manufactured in

the United States shall be duly stamped in such a permanent man-
ner as to denote the payment of the internal revenue tax thereon.

(2) ASSESSMENT.-
For assessment in case of omitted taxes payable by stamp, see section

8311 of chapter 28 and section 8640 of chapter 35.
SEC. 2568 STAMPS.

The provisions of law covering the engraving, issue, sale, accounta-
bility, effacement, cancellation, and the destruction of stamps relating
to tobacco and snuff, as far as applicable, shall apply to stamps pro-
vided for by paragraph (1) of subsection (b) of the preceding
section.
SEC. 2569. MANUFACTURERS.

(a) DEFINITON.-Every person who prepares opium suitable for
smoking purposes from crude gum opium, or from any preparation
thereof, or from the residue of smoked or partially smoked opium,
commonly known as yen shee, or from any mixture of the above, or any
of them, shall be regarded as a manufacturer of smoking opium within
the meaning of this subchapter.

(b) BoND.-Every manufacturer of opium suitable for smoking
purposes shall file with the collector of the district in which his manu-
factory is located such bonds as the Secretary may by regulation
require. But the bond required of such manufacturer shall be with
sureties satisfactory to the collector, and in a penal sum of not less
than $100,000; and the sum of said bond may be increased from time
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to time and additional sureties required, at the discretion of the col-
lector or under instructions of the Secretary. No person shall engage
in such manufacture who has not given the bond required by the
Secretary.

(c) CITIzENsHIP.-No person shall engage in the manufacture of
opium suitable for smoking purposes who is not a citizen of the United
States.

(d) OTHER REQUREMENTS.-Every manufacturer of opium suitable
for smoking purposes shall-

(1) NOTICES AND INVENTORIES.-File with the collector of the dis-
trict in which his manufactory is located such notices and inven-
tories,

(2) BooKS AND RETURNS.-Keep such books and render such re-
turns of material and products,

(3) SIGNS AND FACTORY NUMBER.-Put up such signs and affix such
number to his factory, and

(4) CONDUCT OF BUSINESS.-Conduct his business under such sur-
veillance of officers and agents as the Secretary may by regulation
require.

(5) CRoss REERENCE.--
For authority of the Secretary to delegate such powers and duties,

see subchapter D.
SEC. 2570. PENALTY.

A penalty of not less than $10,000 or imprisonment for not less than
five years, or both, in the discretion of the court, shall be imposed for
each and every violation of this subchapter relating to opium by any
person or persons.
SEC. 2571. FORFEITURE.

All opium prepared for smoking wherever found within the United
States without the stamps required by this subchapter shall be for-
feited and destroyed.

SUBCHAPTER C-MARIHUANA

SEC. 2590. TAX.
(a) RATE.-There shall be levied, collected, and paid upon all trans-

fers of marihuana which are required by section 2591 to be carried out
in pursuance of written order forms taxes at the following rates:

(1) TRANSFERS TO SPECIAL TAXPAYERS.-Upon each transfer to
any person who has paid the special tax and registered under
sections 3230 and 3231, $1 per ounce of marihuana or fraction
thereof.

(2) TRANSFERS TO OTHERS.-Upon each transfer to any person
who has not paid the special tax and registered under sections
3230 and 3231, $100 per ounce of marihuana or fraction thereof.
(b) BY WHOM PAID.-Such tax shall be paid by the transferee at

the time of securing each order form and shall be in addition to the
price of such form. Such transferee shall be liable for the tax im-
posed by this section but in the event that the transfer is made in
violation of section 2591 without an order form and without
payment of the transfer tax imposed by this section, the transferor
shall also be liable for such tax.

(c) How PAID.-
(1) STAMPS.-Payment of the tax herein provided shall be rep-

resented by appropriate stamps to be provided by the Secretary.
(2) AssESSMENT.-

For assessment in case of omitted taxes payable by stamp, see sec-
tion 3311 and section 3640.

(d) REGISTRATION AND SPECIAL TAX.-
For requirements as to registration and special tax, see part VI of

subchapter A of chapter 27.
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SEC. 2591. ORDER FORMS.
(a) GENERAL REQUIREMENT.-It shall be unlawful for any person,

whether or not required to pay a special tax and register under sec-
tions 3230 and 3231, to transfer marihuana, except in pursuance of a
written order of the person to whom such marihuana is transferred,
on a form to be issued in blank for that purpose by the Secretary.

(b) ExcEPTIoNS.-Subject to such regulations as the Secretary may
prescribe, nothing contained in this section shall apply-

(1) PROFESIONAL PRACrICE.-To a transfer of marihuana to a
patient by a physician, dentist, veterinary surgeon, or other practi-
tioner registered under section 3231, in the course of his profes-
sional practice only: Provided, That such physician, dentist
veterinary surgeon, or other practitioner shall keep a record of
all such marihuana transferred, showing the amount transferred
and the name and address of the patient to whom such marihuana
is transferred, and such record shall be kept for a period of two
years from the date of the transfer of such marihuana, and subject
to inspection as provided in section 2595.

(2) PRESCIrrPONs.-To a transfer of marihuana, made in good
faith by a dealer to a consumer under and in pursuance of a writ-
ten prescription issued by a physician, dentist, veterinary surgeon,
or other practitioner registered under section 3231: Provided, That
such prescription shall be dated as of the day on which signed
and shall be signed by the physician, dentist, veterinary surgeon,
or other practitioner who issues the same: Provided further, That
such dealer shall preserve such prescription for a period of two
years from the day on which such prescription is filled so as to be
readily accessible for inspection by the officers, agents, employees,
and officials mentioned in section 2595.

(3) EXPORTATION.-To the sale, exportation, shipment, or deliv-
ery of marihuana by any person within the United States, any
Territory the District of Columbia, or any of the insular posses-
sions of the United States, to any person in any foreign country
regulating the entry of marihuana, if such sale, shipment, or deliv-
ery of marihuana is made in accordance with such regulations for
importation into such foreign country as are prescribed by such
foreign country, such regulations to be promulgated from time to
time by the Secretary of State of the United States.

(4) GOVERNMENT AND STATE OFFICIALS.-To a transfer of mari-
huana to any officer or employee of the United States Government
or of any State, Territorial, District, county, or municipal or in-
sular government lawfully engaged in making purchases thereof
for the various departments of the Army and Navy the Public
Health Service, and for Government, State, Territorial, District,
county, or municipal or insular hospitals or prisons.

(5) CERTAIN SEEDs.-To a transfer of any seeds of the plant
Cannabis sativa L. to any person registered under section 3231.
(c) SUPPLY.-The Secretary shall cause suitable forms to be pre-

pared for the purposes before mentioned and shall cause them to be
distributed to collectors for sale. The price at which such forms
shall be sold by said collectors shall be fixed by the Secretary, but
shall not exceed 2 cents each. Whenever any collector shall sell any
of such forms he shall cause the date of sale, the name and address
of the proposed vendor, the name and address of the purchaser, and
the amount of marihuana ordered to be plainly written or stamped
thereon before delivering the same.

(d) PRESERVATION.-Each such order form sold by a collector shall
be prepared by him and shall include an original and two copies,
any one of which shall be admissible in evidence as an original.
The original and one copy shall be given by the collector to the
purchaser thereof. The original shall in turn be given by the pur-
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chaser thereof to any person who shall, in pursuance thereof, transfer
marihuana to him and shall be preserved by such person for a
period of two years so as to be readily accessible for inspection by
any officer, agent, or employee mentioned in section 2595. The copy
given to the purchaser by the collector shall be retained by the pur-
chaser and preserved for a period of two years so as to be readily
accessible to inspection by any officer, agent, or employee mentioned
in section 2595. The second copy shall be preserved in the records
of the collector.
SEC. 2592. STAMPS.

(a) ARFIxING.-The stamps provided in section 2590 (c) (1) shall
be affixed by the collector or his representative to the original order
form.

(b) OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE.-All provisions of law relating to
the engraving, issuance, sale, accountability, cancelation, and destruc-
tion of tax-paid stamps provided for in the internal-revenue laws
shall, insofar as applicable and not inconsistent with this subchapter,
be extended and made to apply to stamps provided for in section 2590
(C) (1).

(c) CRoss REFERENCE-
For general provisions relating to stamps, see part I of subchapter

A of chapter 28.
SEC. 2593. UNLAWFUL POSSESSION.

(a) PERsONs IN GENERAL.-It shall be unlawful for any person
who is a transferee required to pay the transfer tax imposed by sec-
tion 2590 (a) to acquire or otherwise obtain any marihuana without
having paid such tax; and proof that any person shall have had in
his possession any marihuana and shall have failed, after reasonable
notice and demand by the collector, to produce the order form re-
quired by section 2591 to be retained by him, shall be presumptive
evidence of guilt under this section and of liability for the tax im-
posed by section 2590 (a).

(b) GOVERNMENT AND STATE OFFICIALS.-No liability shall be im-
posed by virtue of this section upon any duly authorized officer of
the Treasury Department engaged in the enforcement of this sub-
chapter and part VI of subchapter A of chapter 27 or upon any
duly authorized officer of any State, or Territory, or of any political
subdivision thereof, or the District of Columbia, or of any insular
possession of the United States, who shall be engaged in the enforce-
ment of any law or municipal ordinance dealing with the production,
sale, prescribing, dispensing, dealing in, or distributing of marihuana.
SEC. 2594. RECORDS, STATEMENTS AND RETURNS.

(a) GENERAL REQUIREMENT.-Every person liable to any tax im-
posed by this subchapter or part VI of subchapter A of chapter 27
shall keep such books and records, render under oath such statements,
make such returns, and comply with such rules and regulations as the
Secretary may from time to time prescribe.

(b) RETURN BY REGISTRANTS OF MARIHIANA.-
For returns by registrants of marihuana, see section 3233 (a) of

chapter 27.
SEC. 2595. INSPECTION OF RETURNS, ORDER FORMS AND PRESCRIP-

TIONS.
The order forms and copies thereof and the prescriptions and

records required to be preserved under the provisions of section
2591, and the statements or returns filed in the office of the collector
of the district under the provisions of section 3233 shall be open
to inspection by officers, agents, and employees of the Treasury De-
partment duly authorized for that purpose, and such officers of any
State, or Territory, or of any political subdivision thereof, or the
District of Columbia, or of any insular possession of the United
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(a) ArTixirm.—The stamps provided in section 2590 (c) (1) shall 
be affixed by the collector or his representative to the original order 
form. 

(b) OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE.—All provisions of law relating to 
the engraving, issuance, sale, accountability, cancelation, and destruc-
tion of tax-paid stamps provided for in the internal-revenue laws 
shall, insofar as applicable and not inconsistent with this subchapter, 
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(c) (1)-

(c) Caoss REFERENCE.— 
For general provisions relating to stamps, see part I of subchapter 

A of chapter 28. 

SEC. 2593. UNLAWFUL POSSESSION. 

(a) PERSONS IN GENERAL.—It shall be unlawful for any person 
who is a transferee required to pay the transfer tax imposed by sec-
tion 2590 (a) to acquire or otherwise obtain any marihuana without 
having paid such tax; and proof that any person shall have had in 
his possession any marihuana and shall have failed, after reasonable 
notice and demand by the collector, to produce the order form re-
quired by section 2591 to be retained by him, shall be presumptive 
evidence of guilt under this section and of liability for the tax im-
posed by section 2'590 (a). 

(b) GOVERNMENT AND STATE OFFICIALS.—No liability shall be im-
posed by virtue of this section upon any duly authorized officer of 
the Treasury Department engaged in the enforcement of this sub-
chapter and part VI of subchapter A of chapter 27 or upon any 
duly authorized officer of any State, or Territory, or of any political 
subdivision thereof, or the District of Columbia, or of any insular 
possession of the United. States, who shall be engaged in the enforce-
ment of any law or municipal ordinance dealing with the production, 
sale, prescribing, dispensing, dealing in, or distributing of marihuana. 
SEC. 2594. RECORDS, STATEMENTS AND RETURNS. 

(a) GENERAL REQUIREMENT.—Every person liable to any tax im-
posed by this subchapter or part VI of subchapter A of chapter 27 
shall keep such books and records, render under oath such statements, 
make such returns, and comply with such rules and regulations as the 
Secretary may from time to time prescribe. 

(b) RETuBN BY REGISTRANTS OF MARIHUANA.— 
For returns by registrants of marihuana, see section 3233 (a) of 

chapter 27. 

SEC. 2595. INSPECTION OF RETURNS, ORDER FORMS AND PRESCRIP-
TIONS. 

The order forms and copies thereof and the prescriptions and 
records required to be preserved under the provisions of section 
2591, and the statements or returns filed in the office of the collector 
of the district under the provisions of section 3233 shall be open 
to inspection by officers, agents, and employees of the Treasury De-
partment duly authorized for that purpose, and such officers of any 
State, or Territory, or of any political subdivision thereof, or the 
District of Columbia, or of any insular possession of the United 
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States as shall be charged with the enforcement of any law or mu-
nicipal ordinance regulating the production, sale, prescribing, dis-
pensing, dealing in, or distributing of marihuana. Each collector
shall be authorized to furnish, upon written request, copies of any of
the said statements or returns filed in his office to any of such officials
of any State or Territory, or political subdivision thereof, or the
District of Columbia, or any insular possession of the United States
as shall be entitled to inspect the said statements or returns filed in
the office of the said collector, upon the payment of a fee of $1 for
each 100 words or fraction thereof in the copy or copies so requested.

SEC. 2596. PENALTIES.
Any person who is convicted of a violation of any provision of

this subchapter or part VI of subchapter A of chapter 27 shall
be fined not more than $2,000 or imprisoned not more than five years,
or both, in the discretion of the court.
SEC. 2597. BURDEN OF PROOF.

It shall not be necessary to negative any exemptions set forth in
this subchapter or part VI of subchapter A of chapter 27 in any
complaint, information, indictment, or other writ or proceeding laid
or brought under this subchapter or part VI of subchapter A of
chapter 27 and the burden of proof of any such exemption shall be
upon the defendant. In the absence of the production of evidence by
the defendant that he has complied with the provisions of section
3231 relating to registration or that he has complied with the provi-
sions of section 2591 relating to order forms, he shall be presumed
not to have complied with such provisions of such sections, as the
case may be.
SEC. 2598 FORFEITURES.

(a) UNLAWFUL IMPORTATION, MANUFACTURE, OR TIANSFER.-Any
marihuana which has been imported, manufactured, compounded,
transferred, or produced in violation of any of the provisions of this
subchapter or part VI of subchapter A of chapter 27 shall be subject
to seizure and forfeiture and, except as inconsistent with the provi-
sions of such subchapter and part, all the provisions of internal-
revenue laws relating to searches, seizures, and forfeitures are
extended to include marihuana.

(b) OWNERSHIP BY VIOLATORS.-Any marihuana which may be
seized by the United States Government from any person or persons
charged with any violation of this subchapter or part VI of sub-
chapter A of chapter 27 shall upon conviction of the person or persons
from whom seized be confiscated by and forfeited to the United
States.

(C) UNKNOWN OWNERSHIP.-Any marihuana seized or coming into
the possession of the United States in the enforcement of this sub-
chapter or part VI of subchapter A of chapter 27, the owner or
owners of which are unknown, shall be confiscated by and forfeited
to the United States.

(d) DISPOSAL.-The Secretary is hereby directed to destroy any
marihuana confiscated by and forfeited to the United States under
this section or to deliver such marihuana to any department, bureau,
or other agency of the United States Government, upon proper ap-
plication therefor under such regulations as may be prescribed by
the Secretary.
SEC. 2599. REGULATIONS.

The Secretary is authorized to make, prescribe, and publish all
necessary rules and regulations for carrying out the provisions of
this subchapter and part VI of subchapter A of chapter 27.

SEC 2600. DELEGATION OF POWERS.
The Secretary is authorized to confer or impose any of the rights,

privileges, powers, and duties conferred or imposed upon him by
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this subchapter or part VI of subchapter A of chapter 27 upon such
officers or employees of the Treasury Department as he shall desig-
nate or appoint.
SEC. 2601. OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE.

All provisions of law (including penalties) applicable in respect
of the taxes imposed by section 2550 of this chapter and section 3220
of chapter 27, shall, insofar as not inconsistent with this subchapter
and part VI of subchapter A of chapter 27, be applicable in respect
of the taxes imposed by such subchapter and part.
SEC 2602. TERRITORIAL EXTENT OF LAW.

The provisions of this subchapter and part VI of subchapter A
of chapter 27 shall apply to the several States, the District of
Columbia, the Territory of Alaska, the Territory of Hawaii, and
the insular possessions of the United States, except the Philippine
Islands.
SEC. 2603. ADMINISTRATION IN INSULAR POSSESSIONS.

(a) PUETro RIco.-In Puerto Rico the administration of this sub-
chapter and part VI of subchapter A of chapter 27, the collec-
tion of the special taxes and transfer taxes, and the issuance of the
order forms provided for in section 2591 shall be performed by the
appropriate internal-revenue officers of that government, and all
revenues collected under this subchapter and part VI of subchapter
A of chapter 27 in Puerto Rico shall accrue intact to the general
government thereof.

(b) VIRGIN ISLANDS.-The President shall be authorized and di-
rected to issue such Executive orders as will carry into effect in the
Virgin Islands the intent and purpose of this subchapter and part
VI of subchapter A of chapter 27 by providing for the registra-
tion with appropriate officers and the imposition of the special and
transfer taxes upon all persons in the Virgin Islands who import,
manufacture, produce, compound, sell, deal in, dispense, prescribe,
administer, or give away marihuana.
SEC. 2604. DEFINITIONS.

For definitions of the following, see the subsections of section
3238 indicated below:

PERSON.-
Subsection (a).

PRODUCER.-
Subsection (c).

MARIHIUANA.-
Subsection (b).

TRANSFER OR TRANSFERRED.-
Subsection (d).

SUBCHAPTER D-DELEGATION OF POWERS AND DUTIES
BY THE SECRETARY

SEC. 2606. AUTHORIZATION.
The Secretary is authorized to confer or impose any of the rights,

privileges, powers, and duties in respect of narcotic drugs conferred
upon him by subchapters A and B of this chapter and part V of sub-
chapter A of chapter 27 upon the Commissioner of Narcotics, or any
officer or employee of the Bureau of Narcotics, and to confer or impose
upon the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, or any of the officers or
employees of the Bureau of Internal Revenue, any of such rights,
privileges, powers, and duties which, in the opinion of the Secretary,
may be necessary in connection with internal revenue taxes.
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CHAPTER 24-WHITE PHOSPHORUS MATCHES

SEC. 2650. WHITE PHOSPHORUS DEFINED.
For the purposes of this chapter the words "white phosphorus"

shall be understood to mean the common poisonous white or yellow
phosphorus used in the manufacture of matches and not to include
the nonpoisonous forms or the nonpoisonous compounds of white or
yellow phosphorus.
SEC. 2651. TAX.

(a) RATE.-Upon white phosphorus matches manufactured, sold,
or removed there shall be levied and collected a tax at the rate of 2
cents per one hundred matches.

(b) BY WHOM PAD.-The tax imposed by subsection (a) shall be
paid by the manufacturer.

(c) How PAD.-
(1) STAMPS.-The tax imposed by subsection (a) shall be repre-

sented by adhesive stamps.
(2) ASSESSMENT.-Whenever any manufacturer of white phos-

phorus matches sells or removes any such matches without the use
of the stamps required by this chapter, it shall be the duty of the
Commissioner, subject to the limitations prescribed in section 3312,
upon satisfactory proof, to estimate the amount of tax which has
been omitted to be paid, and to make an assessment therefor and
certify the same to the collector, who shall collect the same accord-
ing to law. The tax so assessed shall be in addition to the penalties
imposed by law for such sale or removal.

SEC. 2652. STAMPS.
(a) PREPARED BY COMMIssIONER.-The Commissioner shall cause to

be prepared suitable and special stamps for payment of the tax on
white phosphorus matches provided for by this chapter.

(b) FuRNISHED BY CoLLECro-Such stamps shall be furnished to
collectors, who shall sell the same only to duly qualified manufac-
turers.

(c) ACCOUNT KEPT BY CoLLECroR.-Every collector shall keep an
account of the number and denominate values of the stamps sold by
him to each manufacturer.

(d) OTH R, LAws APPLICABLE.-For provision making other laws
relating to stamps apply to the stamps provided by this section, see
section 2659.
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SEC. 2653. REQUIREMENTS ON MANUFACTURERS.
(a) PACKING.-

(1) NUMBER IN PACKAGES.-All white phosphorus matches shall
be packed by the manufacturer thereof in packages containing one
hundred, two hundred, five hundred, one thousand, or one thousand
five hundred matches each, which shall then be packed by the man-
ufacturer in packages containing not less than fourteen thousand
four hundred matches.

(2) STAMPING.-The manufacturer shall affix to every package
containing one hundred, two hundred, five hundred, one thousand,
or one thousand five hundred matches an adhesive stamp of the re-
quired value and shall place thereon the initials of his name and
the date on which such stamp is affixed, so that the same may not
again be used.

(3) FACTORY NUMBER.-Every manufacturer of matches shall
mark, brand, affix, stamp, or print, in such manner as the Commis-
sioner shall prescribe, on every package of white phosphorous
matches manufactured, sold, or removed by him, the factory num-
ber required under subsection (c).

(4) LABEL.-Every manufacturer of white phosphorus matches
shall securely affix by pasting on each original package containing
stamped packages of white phosphorus matches manufactured by
him a label, on which shall be printed, besides the number of the
manufactory and the district in which it is situated, these words:
"NoTICE.-The manufacturer of the white phosphorus matches
herein contained has complied with all the requirements of law.
Every person is cautioned not to use again the stamps on the pack-
ages herein contained under the penalty provided by law in such
cases."
(b) BooKs AND RETURNS.-Every manufacturer of white phos-

phorus matches shall file with the collector of the district in which
his manufactory is located such notices and inventories, keep such
books and render such returns in relation to the business, and conduct
his business under such surveillance of officers and agents as the Com-
missioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may, by regulation,
require.

(c) FACTORY NUMBER AND SIlNs.-Every manufacturer of white
phosphorus matches shall put up such signs and affix such number to
his factory as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary,
may, by regulation, require.

(d) BONDS.-Every manufacturer of white phosphorus matches
shall file with the collector of the district in which his manufactory
is located such bonds as the Commissioner, with the approval of the
Secretary, may, by regulation, require. The bond required of such
manufacturer shall be with sureties satisfactory to the collector and
in the penal sum of not less than $1,000; and the sum of said bond may
be increased from time to time and additional sureties required at the
discretion of the collector or under instructions of the Commissioner.

(e) REGISTRATION.-Every manufacturer of white phosphorus
matches shall register with the collector of the district his name or
style, place of manufactory, and the place where such business is to
be carried on.
SEC. 2654. IMPORTATION.

White phosphorus matches, manufactured wholly or in part in any
foreign country, shall not be entitled to entry at any of the ports of the
United States, and the importation thereof is prohibited. All matches
imported into the United States shall be accompanied by such certifi-
cate of official inspection by the government of the country in which
such matches were manufactured as shall satisfy the Secretary that
they are not white phosphorus matches. The Secretary is authorized
and directed to prescribe such regulations as may be necessary for the
enforcement of the provisions of this section.
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SEC. 2655. EXPORTATION.
It shall be unlawful to export from the United States any white

phosphorus matches. The Secretary shall have power to issue such
regulations to customs officers as are necessary to the enforcement of
this section.
SEC. 2656. PENALTIES.

(a) CONCEATMENT.-Every manufacturer of matches who, to evade
the tax chargeable thereon or any part thereof, hides or conceals, or
causes to be hidden or concealed, or removes or conveys away, or de-
posits or causes to be removed or conveyed away from or deposited in
any place any white phosphorus matches, shall for each offense be fined
not more than $1,000 and be imprisoned not more than two years, or
both.

(b) SELI.NG UNSTAMPED MATCHES.-Every manufacturer of matches
who manufactures, sells, removes, distributes, or offers to sell or dis-
tribute white phosphorus matches without there being affixed thereto
an adhesive stamp, denoting the tax required by this chapter, effec-
tually canceled as provided by subsection (a) (2) of section 2653, shall
for each offense be fined not more than $1,000 and be imprisoned not
more than two years.

(c) FAILURE TO CANCEL STAMPS.-Every person who fraudulently
makes use of an adhesive stamp to denote any tax imposed by section
2651 (a) without effectually canceling such stamp as provided in
section 2653 (a) (2) shall forfeit the sum of $50 for every stamp in
respect to which such offense is committed.

(d) USE OF INSUFFICIENT STAMPS.-Every person who affixes a stamp
on any package of white phosphorus matches denoting a less amount
of tax than that required by law shall for each offense be fined not
more than $1,000 or be imprisoned not more than two years, or both.

(e) REUSING STAMPS.-Every person who removes, defaces, or causes
or permits or suffers the removal or defacement of any such stamp, or
who uses any stamp or any package to which any stamp is affixed
to cover any other white phosphorus matches than those originally
contained in such package with such stamp when first used, to evade
the tax imposed by this chapter, shall for every such package in
respect to which any such offense is committed be fined $50.

(f) FRAUD.-Every manufacturer of white phosphorus matches who
defrauds or attempts to defraud the United States of the tax imposed
by this chapter, or any part thereof, shall be fined not more than $5,000
or be imprisoned not more than three years, or both.

(g) FAILiRE TO REGIsTR.-Every manufacturer of white phos-
phorus matches who fails to register as provided and required in sub-
section (e) of section 2653 shall be subject to a penalty of not more
than $500.

(h) OMISSION OF FACTORY NUMBER FROM PACKAGES.-Every manu-
facturer of white phosphorus matches who omits to mark, brand, affix,
stamp, or print the factory number required under section 2653 (c)
on every package of white phosphorus matches manufactured, sold,
or removed by him shall be fined not more than $50 for each package
in respect of which such offense is committed.

(i) OMISSION OF LABEL FROM PACKAGES.-Every manufacturer of
white phosphorus matches who neglects to affix the label required by
section 2653 (a) (4) to any original package containing stamped pack-
ages of white phosphorus matches made by him or sold or removed by
or for him, and every person who removes any such label so affixed
from any such original package, shall be fined not more than $50 for
each package in respect of which such offense is committed.

(j) EXPORTATION OF MATCHES.-Any person guilty of violation of
section 2655 shall be fined not less than $1,000 and not more than $5,000.

(k) OFFENSES NOT SPECIFICALLY COVERED.-If any manufacturer of
white phosphorus matches, or any importer or exporter of matches,
shall omit, neglect, or refuse to do or cause to be done any of the
things required by law in carrying on or conducting his business, or
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shall do anything by this chapter prohibited, if there be no specific
penalty or punishment imposed by any other provision of this chap-
ter for the neglecting, omitting, or refusing to do, or for the doing or
causing to be done, the thing required or prohibited, he shall be fined
$1,000 for each offense.

(1) COUNTERFEITING AND SIMILAR OFFENSES.
For counterfeiting and similar offenses, see section 2659 (a).

SEC. 2657. FORFEITURES.
(a) CONCEALMENT.-If any manufacturer of matches, to evade

the tax chargeable thereon or any part thereof, hides or conceals, or
causes to be hidden or concealed, or removes or conveys away, or de-
posits or causes to be removed or conveyed away from or deposited in
any place any white phosphorus matches, all such matches shall be
forfeited.

(b) REMovAL OR DEFACEMENT OF STAMPS.-If any person removes,
defaces, or causes or permits or suffers the removal or defacement of
any stamp affixed to any package of white phosphorus matches, or
uses any stamp or any package to which any stamp is affixed to cover
any other white phosphorus matches than those originally contained
in such package with such stamp when first used, to evade the tax im-
posed by this chapter, all such matches shall be forfeited.

(c) UNSTAMPED MArTCHES.-All packages of white phosphorus
matches subject to tax under this chapter that shall be found without
stamps as herein provided shall be forfeited to the United States.

(d) MATCHES EXPORTED.-Any white phosphorus matches exported
or attempted to be exported shall be confiscated to the United States
and destroyed in such manner as may be prescribed by the Secretary,
who shall have power to issue such regulations to customs officers as
are necessary to the enforcement of this subsection.

(e) FRAUD.-Every manufacturer of white phosphorus matches
who defrauds or attempts to defraud the United States of the tax im-
posed by this chapter, or any part thereof, shall forfeit the factory
and manufacturing apparatus used by him and all the white phos-
phorus matches and all raw material for the production of white
phosphorus matches found in the factory and on the factory premises,
or owned by him.

(f) OFFENSES NOT SPECIFICALLY CovEnFD.-If any manufacturer of
white phosphorus matches, or any importer or exporter of matches,
shall omit, neglect, or refuse to do or cause to be done any of the
things required by law in carrying on or conducting his business, or
shall do anything by this chapter prohibited, if there be no specific
penalty or punishment imposed by any other provision of this chap-
ter for the neglecting, omitting, or refusing to do, or for the doing
or causing to be done, the thing required or prohibited, all the white
phosphorus matches owned by him or in which he has any interest
as owner shall be forfeited to the United States.
SEC. 2658. RECOVERY OF PENALTIES AND FORFEITURES.

All fines, penalties, and forfeitures imposed by this chapter may
be recovered in any court of competent jurisdiction.
SEC. 2659. OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE.

(a) All the provisions and penalties of law governing the engrav-
ing, issuing, sale, affixing, cancellation, accountability, effacement,
destruction, and forgery of stamps provided for internal revenue
shall apply to stamps provided for by this chapter.

(b) All provisions and penalties of law relating to internal reve-
nue so far as applicable shall extend to and include and apply to the
taxes imposed by this chapter and to the articles upon which and to
the persons upon whom they are imposed.
SEC. 2660. REGULATIONS.

For authority of the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secre-
tary, to make all needful regulations for the carrying into effect of
this chapter, see section 3791 (a) (1).
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SUBCHAPTER A-PISTOLS AND REVOLVERS

SEC. 2700. TAX.
(a) RATE.-There shall be levied, assessed, collected, and paid upon

pistols and revolvers sold or leased by the manufacturer, producer
or importer, a tax equivalent to 10 of the price for which so sold
or leased.

(b) EXErrTIONs.
(1) SALES FOR USE OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OR STATES.--Pistols

and revolvers sold for the use of the United States, any State, Ter-
ritory, or possession of the United States, any political subdivision
thereof, or the District of Columbia, shall be exempt from the tax
imposed by subsection (a).

(2) TAXABLE UNDER SUBCHAPTER B.-The tax imposed by subsec-
tion (a) shall not apply to any firearm on which the tax provided
by section 2720 of this chapter has been paid.

(3) CRoss REFERENCE
For exemption from tax in case of exportation, see section 2705.

(c) CoMPTrATIoN IN SPECIAL CASES.-For computation of tax in
case of retail sales by wholesalers and in case of colorable sales, see
section 2704.
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SEC. 2701. RETURNS.
Every person liable for the tax imposed by section 2700 (a) shall

make monthly returns under oath in duplicate to the collector for the
district in which is located the principal place of business. Such re-
turns shall contain such information and be made at such times and in
such manner as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary,
may by regulations prescribe.
SEC. 2702. PAYMENT OF TAX.

(a) DATE OF PAYMENT.-The tax shall, without assessment by the
Commissioner or notice from the collector, be due and payable to the
collector for the district in which is located the principal place of
business, at the time fixed in section 2701 for filing the return.

(b) DISCRETIONARY METHOD OF COLLECTION.
For discretionary method of collection, see section 2708.

SEC. 2703. ERRONEOUS PAYMENTS.
(a) IN GENERAL.-In the case of any overpayment or overcollection

of the tax imposed by section 2700, the person making such overpay-
ment or overcollection may take credit therefor against taxes due upon
any monthly return, and shall make refund of any excessive amount
collected by him upon proper application by the person entitled
thereto.

(b) EXPORTs.
For refund of tax on pistols and revolvers exported, see section 2705.

SEC. 2704. COMPUTATION OF TAX IN SPECIAL CASES.
(a) RETAIL SALES BY WHOLESALERS.-If any manufacturer, pro-

ducer, or importer of pistols or revolvers customarily sells such
articles both at wholesale and at retail, the tax in the case of any
articles sold by him at retail shall be computed on the price for which
like articles are sold by him at wholesale.

(b) COLORABLE SALES AND LEASES.-
(1) To AFFILIATED CORPORATIONS.-If any corporation, which

manufactures, produces, or imports, pistols or revolvers, sells or
leases such articles to a corporation affiliated with it within the
meaning of this paragraph, at less than the fair market price ob-
tainable therefor, the tax thereon shall be computed on the basis of
the price at which such articles are sold or leased by the corpora-
tion with which it is affiliated. For the purpose of this paragraph
two or more domestic corporations shall be deemed to be affiliated
(1) if one corporation owns at least 95 per centum of the stock of
the other or others, or (2) if at least 95 per centum of the stock of
two or more corporations is owned by the same interests. As used
in this paragraph, the term "stock' does not include nonvoting
stock which is limited and preferred as to dividends.

(2) To OTHERS.-If any person who manufactures, produces, or
imports pistols or revolvers, sells or leases such articles whether
through any agreement, arrangement, or understanding, or other-
wise, at less than the fair market price obtainable therefor, either
(1) in such manner as directly or indirectly to benefit such person
or any person directly or indirectly interested in the business of
such person, or (2) with intent to cause such benefit, the amount
for which such articles are sold or leased shall be taken to be the
amount which would have been received from the sale or lease of
such articles if sold or leased at the fair market price.

SEC. 2705. EXPORTATION.
Under such rules and regulations as the Commissioner with the ap-

proval of the Secretary may prescribe, the fax imposed under section
2700 (a) shall not apply in respect of articles sold or leased for
export or for shipment to a possession of the United States and in
due course so exported or shipped. Under such rules and regulations
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the amount of any internal revenue tax erroneously or illegally col-
lected in respect of such articles so exported or shipped may be re-
funded to the exporter or shipper of the articles, instead of to the
manufacturer, if the manufacturer waives any claim for the amount
so to be refunded.
SEC. 2706. ADDITION TO TAX IN CASE OF NONPAYMENT.

If the tax is not paid when due, there shall be added as part of the
tax interest at the rate of 6 per centum per annum from the time
when the tax became due until paid.
SEC. 2707. PENALTIES.

(a) Any person who willfully fails to pay, collect, or truthfully
account for and pay over the tax imposed by section 2700 (a), or
willfully attempts in any manner to evade or defeat any such tax or
the payment thereof, shall, in addition to other penalties provided by
law be liable to a penalty of the amount of the tax evaded, or not
paid, collected, or accounted for and paid over, to be assessed and
collected in the same manner as taxes are assessed and collected. No
penalty shall be assessed under this subsection for any offense for
which a penalty may be assessed under authority of section 3612.

(b) Any person required under this subchapter to pay any tax, or
required by law or regulations made under authority thereof to make
a return, keep any records, or supply any information, for the pur-
poses of the computation, assessment, or collection of any tax imposed
by this subchapter who willfully fails to pay such tax, make such re-
turns, keep such records, or supply such information, at the time or
times required by law or regulations, shall, in addition to other penal-
ties provided by law, be guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon convic-
tion thereof, be fined not more than $10,000, or imprisoned for not
more than one year, or both, together with the costs of prosecution.

(c) Any person required under this subchapter to collect, account
for and pay over any tax imposed by this subchapter, who willfully
fails to collect or truthfully account for and pay over such tax, and
any person who willfully attempts in any manner to evade or defeat
any tax imposed by this subchapter or the payment thereof, shall, in
addition to other penalties provided by law, be guilty of a felony and,
upon conviction thereof, be fined not more than $10,000, or impris-
oned for not more than five years, or both, together with the costs
of prosecution.

(d) The term "person" as used in this section includes an officer or
employee of a corporation, or a member or employee of a partnership,
who as such officer, employee, or member is under a duty to perform
the act in respect of which the violation occurs.
SEC. 2708. DISCRETIONARY METHOD ALLOWED COMMISSIONER FOR

COLLECTING TAX.
Whether or not the method of collecting the tax imposed by section

2700 (a) is specifically provided in this subchapter, such tax may, un-
der regulations prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval of
the Secretary, be collected by stamp, coupon, serial-numbered ticket, or
such other reasonable device or method as may be necessary or helpful
in securing a complete and prompt collection of the tax. All admin-
istrative and penalty provisions of subchapters A, B, and C of chap-
ter 11, insofar as applicable, shall apply to the collection of any tax
which the Commissioner determines or prescribes shall be collected
in such manner.
SEC. 2709. RECORDS, STATEMENTS, AND RETURNS.

Every person liable to any tax imposed by this subchapter, or for
the collection thereof, shall keep such records, render under oath such
statements, make such returns, and comply with such rules and regu-
lations, as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may
from time to time prescribe.
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SEC. 2710. RULES AND REGULATIONS.

For authority of the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secre-
tary, to prescribe and publish all needful rules and regulations for the
enforcement of this chapter, see section 3791 (a) (1).

SEC. 2711. OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE.
All administrative, special, or stamp provisions of law, including

the law relating to the assessment of taxes, so far as applicable, shall
be extended to and made a part of this subchapter.
SEC. 2712. EFFECTIVE DATE OF SUBCHAPTER.

This subchapter shall take effect on the first day of that calendar
month occurring next after the enactment of this title.
SEC. 2713. CROSS REFERENCES.

For general provisions relating to stamps, information and returns,
assessment, collection, and refund, see chapters 28 and 34 to 37,
inclusive.

SUBCHAPTER B.-MACHINE GUNS AND SHORT-
BARRELLED FIREARMS

SEC. 2720. TAX.

(a) RATE.-There shall be levied, collected, and paid upon firearms
transferred in the continental United States a tax at the rate of $200
for each firearm: Provided, That the transfer tax on any gun with
two attached barrels, twelve inches or more in length, from which
only a single discharge can be made from either barrel without man-
ual reloading, shall be at the rate of $1. The tax imposed by this
section shall be in addition to any import duty imposed on such
firearm.

(b) BY WHOM PAID.-Such tax shall be paid by the transferor.
(c) How PAID.-

(1) STAMPS.-Payment of the tax herein provided shall be rep-
resented by appropriate stamps to be provided by the Commis-
sioner, with the approval of the Secretary.

(2) CRoss REFERENCE.-
For assessment in case of omitted taxes payable by stamp, see sec-

tions 3311 and 3640.

(d) REGISTRATION AND SPECIAL TAX.-
For requirements as to registration and special tax, see part VIII of

subchapter A of chapter 27.

SEC. 2721. EXEMPTIONS.

(a) TRANSFERS ExEMPT.-This subchapter and Part VIII of sub-
chapter A of chapter 27 shall not apply to the transfer of firearms
(1) to the United States Government, any State, Territory, or pos-
session of the United States, or to any political subdivision thereof,
or to the District of Columbia; (2) to any peace officer or any Fed-
eral officer designated by regulations of the Commissioner; (3) to the
transfer of any firearm which is unserviceable and which is trans-
ferred as a curiosity or ornament.

(b) NOTICE OF ExEMPrIoN.-If the transfer of a firearm is ex-
empted as provided in subsection (a), the person transferring such
firearm shall notify the Commissioner of the name and address of
the applicant, the number or other mark identifying such firearm,
and the date of its transfer, and shall file with the Commissioner such
documents in proof thereof as the Commissioner may by regulations
prescribe.

(c) OTHEB TAXES.-
For exemption from the tax on pistols and revolvers, see section

2700 (b) (2), and for exemption from the manufacturer's sales tax
on firearms, see section 3407 of chapter 29.
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SEC. 2722. STAMPS.
(a) AFFrxING.-The stamps provided for in section 2720 (c) (1)

shall be affixed to the order for such firearm, hereinafter provided
for.

(b) OTHER LAws APPLICABLE.-
For provisions relating to the engraving, issuance, sale, accountabili-

ity, cancelation, and distribution of tax-paid stamps, see section 2731.

SEC. 2723. ORDER FORMS.
(a) GENERAL REQUmREENTS.-It shall be unlawful for any person

to transfer a firearm except in pursuance of a written order from the
person seeking to obtain such article, on an application form issued
in blank in duplicate for that purpose by the Commissioner. Such
order shall identify the applicant by such means of identification as
may be prescribed by regulations under this subchapter and Part
VIII of subchapter A of chapter 27: Provided, That, if the appli-
cant is an individual, such identification shall include fingerprints
and a photograph thereof.

(b) CONTENTS or ORDER FORM.-Every person so transferring a
firearm shall set forth in each copy of such order the manufacturer's
number or other mark identifying such firearm, and shall forward a
copy of such order to the Commissioner. The original thereof with
stamps affixed, shall be returned to the applicant.

(c) PRIOR TRANSFERS.-No person shall transfer a firearm which
has previously been transferred on or after July 26, 1934, unless such
person, in addition to complying with subsection (b), transfers there-
with the stamp-affixed order provided for in this section for each such
prior transfer, in compliance with such regulations as may be pre-
scribed under this subchapter for proof of payment of all taxes on
such firearms.

(d) EXEMPTION IN CASE OF REGISTERED IMPORTERS, MANUFAYTUBERS,
AND DEALERs.-Importers, manufacturers, and dealers who have reg-
istered and paid the tax as provided for in Part VIII of subchapter
A of chapter 27 shall not be required to conform to the provisions of
this section with respect to transactions in firearms with dealers or
manufacturers if such dealers or manufacturers have registered and
have paid such tax, but shall keep such records and make such reports
regarding such transactions as may be prescribed by regulations un-
der this subchapter and Part VIII of subchapter A of chapter 27.

(e) SUPPLY.-The Commissioner, with the approval of the Secre-
tary, shall cause suitable forms to be prepared for the purposes of
subsection (a), and shall cause the same to be distributed to collectors
of internal revenue.
SEC. 2724. BOOKS, RECORDS, AND RETURNS.

Importers, manufacturers, and dealers shall keep such books and
records and render such returns in relation to the transactions in fire-
arms specified in this subchapter and Part VIII of subchapter A of
chapter 27 as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary,
may by regulations require.
SEC. 2725. IDENTIFICATION OF FIREARMS.

Each manufacturer and importer of a firearm shall identify it with
a number or other identification mark approved by the Commissioner,
such number or mark to be stamped or otherwise placed thereon in a
manner approved by the Commissioner.
SEC. 2726. UNLAWFUL ACTS.

(a) POssESSING FIREARMS UNLAWFULLY TRANSFERRED.-It shall be
uawful for any person to receive or possess any firearm which has at

any time been transferred in violation of sections 2720, 2721 (b),
2722, 2723, 2727, and 2731 of this subchapter.

(b) REMOVINa OR CHANGING IDENTIFICATION MARKs.-It shall be
unlawful for anyone to obliterate, remove, change, or alter the num-
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ber or other identification mark required by section 2725. Whenever
on trial for a violation of this subsection the defendant is shown to
have or to have had possession of any firearm upon which such num-
ber or mark shall have been obliterated, removed, changed, or altered,
such possession shall be deemed sufficient evidence to authorize con-
viction, unless the defendant explains such possession to the satisfac-
tion of the jury.

(c) IMPORTING FIREARMS ILLEGALLY.-It shall be unlawful (1)
fraudulently or knowingly to import or bring any firearm into the
United States or any territory under its control or jurisdiction (in-
cluding the Philippine Islands), in violation of the provisions of this
subchapter and Part VIII of subchapter A of chapter 27; or (2)
knowingly to assist in so doing; or (3) to receive, conceal, buy, sell
or in any manner facilitate the transportation, concealment, or sale of
any such firearm after being imported or brought in, knowing the
same to have been imported or brought in contrary to law. When-
ever on trial for a violation of this section the defendant is shown to
have or to have had possession of such firearm, such possession shall
be deemed sufficient evidence to authorize conviction unless the defend-
ant explains such possession to the satisfaction of the jury.
SEC. 2727. EXPORTATION.

Under such rules and regulations as the Commissioner, with the ap-
proval of the Secretary, may prescribe, and upon proof of the expor-
tation of any firearm to any foreign country (whether exported as
part of another article or not) with respect to which the transfer tax
under section 2720 has been paid by the manufacturer, the Commis-
sioner shall refund to the manufacturer the amount of the tax so paid,
or, if the manufacturer waives all claim for the amount to be re-
funded, the refund shall be made to the exporter.
SEC. 2728. IMPORTATION.

No firearm shall be imported or brought into the United States or
any territory under its control or jurisdiction (including the Philip-
pine Islands), except that, under regulations prescribed by the Secre-
tary, any firearm may be so imported or brought in when (1) the pur-
pose thereof is shown to be lawful and (2) such firearm is unique or
of a type which cannot be obtained within the United States or such
territory.
SEC. 2729. PENALTIES.

Any person who violates or fails to comply with any of the require-
ments of this subchapter and Part VIII of subchapter A of chapter
27 shall upon conviction, be fined not more than $2,000 or be im-
prisoned for not more than five years, or both, in the discretion of the
court.
SEC. 2730. FORFEITURES.

(a) LAWS APPLICABLE.-Any firearm which has at any time been
transferred in violation of the provisions of this subchapter and Part
VIII of subchapter A of chapter 27 shall be subject to seizure and for-
feiture, and (except as provided in subsection (b)) all the provisions
of internal-revenue laws relating to searches, seizures, and forfeiture
of unstamped articles are extended to and made to apply to the
articles taxed under this subchapter, and the persons to whom this
subchapter and Part VIII of subchapter A of chapter 27 applies.

(b) DISPOSAL.-In the case of the forfeiture of any firearm by rea-
son of a violation of this subchapter and Part VIII of subchapter A
of chapter 27: No notice of public sale shall be required; no such fire-
arm shall be sold at public sale; if such firearm is in the possession of
any officer of the United States except the Secretary, such officer shall
deliver the firearm to the Secretary; and the Secretary may order
such firearm destroyed or may sell such firearm to any State, Terri-
tory, or possession (including the Philippine Islands), or political
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subdivision thereof, or the District of Columbia, or retain it for the
use of the Treasury Department or transfer it without charge to any
Executive department or independent establishment of the Govern-
ment for use by it.
SEC. 2731. OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE.

All provisions of law (including those relating to special taxes, to
the assessment, collection, remission, and refund of internal revenue
taxes, to the engraving, issuance, sale, accountability, cancelation,
and distribution of tax-paid stamps provided for in the internal-
revenue laws, and to penalties) applicable with respect to the taxes
imposed by sections 2550 of subchapter A of chapter 23 and 3220
of subchapter A of chapter 27, and all other provisions of the inter-
nal-revenue laws shall, insofar as not inconsistent with the provisions
of this subchapter and Part VIII of subchapter A of chapter 27, be
applicable with respect to the taxes imposed by section 2720 (a) of
subchapter B of this chapter and section 3260 of subchapter A of
chapter 27.
SEC. 2732. REGULATIONS.

The Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, shall pre-
scribe such rules and regulations as may be necessary for carrying the
provisions of this subchapter and Part VIII of subchapter A of
chapter 27 into effect.
SEC. 2733. DEFINITIONS.

That for the purposes of this subchapter and Part VIII of sub-
chapter A of chapter 27-

(a) FIREA .- The term "firearm" means a shotgun or rifle having
a barrel of less than eighteen inches in length, or any other weapon,
except a pistol or revolver, from which a shot is discharged by an
explosive if such weapon is capable of being concealed on the person,
or a machine gun, and includes a muffler or silencer for any firearm
whether or not such firearm is included within the foregoing definition,
but does not include any rifle which is within the foregoing provisions
solely by reason of the length of its barrel if the caliber of such rifle
is .22 or smaller and if its barrel is sixteen inches or more in length.

(b) MACHINE GUN.-The term "machine gun" means any weapon
which shoots, or is designed to shoot, automatically or semiautomati-
cally, more than one shot, without manual reloading, by a single func-
tion of the trigger.

(c) CONTINENTAL UNrrED STATES.-The term "continental United
States" means the States of the United States and the District of
Columbia.

(d) IMPORTER.-The term "importer" means any person who im-
ports or brings firearms into the continental United States for sale.

(e) MANUFACTUrRER.-The term "manufacturer" means any person
who is engaged within the continental United States in the manufac-
ture of firearms, or who otherwise produces therein any firearm for
sale or disposition.

(f) DEALER.-The term "dealer" means any person not a manufac-
turer or importer engaged within the continental United States in the
business of selling firearms. The term "dealer" shall include whole-
salers, pawnbrokers, and dealers in used firearms.

(g) INTERSTATE COMMERCE.-The term "interstate commerce" means
transportation from any State or Territory or District, or any insular
possession of the United States (including the Philippine Islands), to
any other State or to the District of Columbia.

(h) To TRANSFER OR TRANSFERRED.-The term "to transfer" or
"transferred" shall include to sell, assign, pledge, lease, loan, give
away, or otherwise dispose of.

(i) PEsON.-The term "person" includes a partnership, company,
association, or corporation, as well as a natural person.
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CHAPTER 26-LIQUOR

SUBCHAPTER A-DISTILLED SPIRITS

Part I-Provisions Relating to Tax
SEC. 2800. TAX.

(a) RATE--
(1) DImTLLED SPIRITS GENERALLY.-There shall be levied and

collected on all distilled spirits (except brandy) in bond or pro-
duced in or imported into the United States an internal revenue
tax at the rate of $2.25 (and on brandy at the rate of $2.00)
on each proof gallon or wine gallon when below proof and a pro-
portionate tax at a like rate on all fractional parts of such proof
or wine gallon, to be paid by the distiller or importer when with-
drawn from bond.

(2) PRODUCTS OF DISTILLATION CONTAINING DISTILLED SPIRITS.--
All products of distillation, by whatever name known, which con-
tain distilled spirits or alcohol, on which the tax imposed by law
has not been paid, shall be considered and taxed as distilled spirits.

(3) IMPORTED PERFUMES CONTAININ DISTILLED SPIRITS.--There
shall be levied and collected upon all perfumes imported into the
United States containing distilled spirits, a tax of $2.25 per wine
gallon, and a proportionate tax at a like rate on all fractional parts
of such wine gallon. Such tax shall be collected by the collector
of customs and deposited as internal revenue collections, under such
rules and regulations as the Commissioner, with the approval of
the Secretary, may prescribe.

(4) ALCOHOLIC COMxPOUNDs FRO PUERTO RIco, VIRGIN ISLANDS,
AN PHILIPPINES.-

(A) PUERTO Rico.-Except as provided in section 3123, upon
bay rum, or any article containing alcohol, brought from Puerto
Rico into the United States for consumption or sale there shall
be paid a tax on the spirits contained therein at the rate im-
posed on distilled spirits produced in the United States, to be
collected at the port of entry by the collector of internal revenue
of the district in which the port is located. The Commissioner,
with the approval of the Secretary, is authorized to make such
rules and regulations as may be necessary to carry this para-
graph into effect.

(B) VIRGIN ISLANDS AND PmHILPPINES.-For provisions relat-
ing to tax on alcoholic compounds from Virgin Islands and
Philippines, see sections 3350 and 3340.
(5) RECTIFIED SPIRITS AND WINES.-In addition to the tax im-

posed by this chapter on distilled spirits and wines, there shall be
levied, assessed, collected, and paid, a tax of 30 cents on each proof
gallon and a proportionate tax at a like rate on all fractional parts
of such proof gallon on all distilled spirits or wines rectified
purified, or refined in such manner, and on all mixtures produced
in such manner, that the person so rectifying, purifying, refining,
or mixing the same is a rectifier within the meaning of section
3254 (g): Provided, That this tax shall not apply to gn produced
by the redistillation of a pure spirit over juniper berries and other
aromatics.
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(6) WINES CONTAINING MORE THAN 24 PERCENT OF ABSOLUTE
ALCOHOL.-

For taxation as distilled spirits of wines containing more than 24
per centum of absolute alcohol by volume, see section 3030 (a) (1).

(7) SPECIAL TAXES.-
For special taxes, see section 3250.

(8) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.

(b) TIME FOR PAYMENT.-

(1) BONDED DISTILLED SPIRITS.-For time for payment of tax on

bonded distilled spirits, see paragraph (1) of subsection (a).
(2) DISTILLED PIRITs NOT BONDED.-The tax upon any distilled

spirits, removed from the place where they were distilled and not
deposited in bonded warehouse as required by law, shall, at any
time within the period of limitation provided in section 3312, when
knowledge of such fact is obtained by the Commissioner, be
assessed by him upon the distiller of the same, and returned to the
collector, who shall immediately demand payment of such tax, and,
upon the neglect or refusal of payment by the distiller, shall pro-
ceed to collect the same by distraint. But this provision shall not
exclude any other remedy or proceeding provided by law.

(3) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-

For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,
see section 3170.

(c) TIME OF ATTACHMENT.-The tax shall attach to distilled spirits,

spirits, alcohol or alcoholic spirit, within the meaning of subsection
(b) of section 2809 as soon as this substance is in existence as such,
whether it be subsequently separated as pure or impure spirit, or be
immediately, or at any subsequent time, transferred into any other
substance, either in the process of original production or by any
subsequent process.

(d) PERSONS LIABLE.-Every proprietor or possessor of, and every

person in any manner interested in the use of, any still, distillery,
or distilling apparatus, shall be jointly and severally liable for the
taxes imposed by law on the distilled spirits produced therefrom.

(e) LIEN.-
(1) PROPETY SUBJECT TO.-The tax shall be a first lien on the

spirits distilled, the distillery used for distilling the same, the stills,
vessels, fixtures, and tools therein, the lot or tract of land whereon
the said distillery is situated, and on any building thereon from
the time said spirits are in existence as such until (except as pro-
vided in paragraph (3), the said tax is paid.

(2) EXCEPTION DURING TERM OF BONDS.-No lien shall attach to

any lot or tract of land, distillery building, or distilling appa-
ratus, under the provisions of this subsection, by reason of distilling
done during any period included within the term of any bond
taken under the provisions of section 2815 (b) (1) (C).

(3) ExTINGUIsHmENT.-Any lien under paragraph (1) on any

land or any building thereon shall be held to be extinguished, if

(1) such land and building are no longer used for distillery pur-
poses, and (2) there is no outstanding liability for taxes or pen-
alties imposed by law on the distilled spirits produced therein, and
(3) no htigation is pending in respect of any such tax or penalty.

(4) CERTIICATE OF DISCHARGE.-Any person claiming any inter-

est in any such land or building may apply to the collector for a
duly acknowledged certificate to the effect that such lien is dis-

charged and, if the Commissioner determines that any such lien is
extinguished, the collector shall issue such certificate, and any such
certificate may be recorded.
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For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 

(b) TIME FOR PAYMENT.— 
(1) BONDED DisTmtvn srnuTs.—For time for payment of tax on 

bonded distilled spirits, see paragraph (1) of subsection (a). 
(2) DisTILLED SPIRITS NOT normED.—The tax upon any distilled 

spirits, removed from the place where they were distilled and. not 
deposited in bonded warehouse as required by law, shall, at any 
time within the period of limitation provided in section 3312, when 
knowledge of such fact is obtained by the Commissioner, be 
assessed by him upon the distiller of the same, and returned to the 
collector, who shall immediately demand payment of such tax, and, 
upon the neglect or refusal of payment by the distiller, shall pro-
ceed to collect the same by distraint. But this provision shall not 
exclude any other remedy or proceeding provided by law. 

(3) TRANSEER OF D  

For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 
see section 3170. 

(C) TIME OF ArrActotENT.—The tax shall attach to distilled spirits, 
spirits, alcohol or alcoholic spirit, within the meaning of subsection 
(b) of section 2809 as soon as this substance is in existence as such, 
whether it be subsequently separated as pure or impure spirit, or be 
immediately, or at any subsequent time, transferred into any other 
substance, either in the process of original production or by any 
subsequent process. 

(d) Prusorts LiArir.v.—Every proprietor or possessor of, and every 
person in any manner interested in the use of, any still, distillery, 
or distilling apparatus, shall be jointly and severally liable for the 
taxes imposed by law on the distilled spirits produced therefrom. 

(e) 
(1) PROPERTY SUBJECT To.—The tax shall be a first lien on the 

spirits distilled, the distillery used for distilling the same, the stills, 
vessels, fixtures, and tools therein, the lot or tract of land whereon 
the said distillery is situated, and on any building thereon from 
the time said spirits are in existence as such until (except as pro-
vided in paragraph (3), the said tax is paid. 

(2) EXCEPTION DURING TERM OF BONDS.—No lien shall attach to 
any lot or tract of land, distillery, building, or distilling appa-
ratus, under the provisions of this subsection, by reason of distilling 
done during any period included within the term of any bond 
taken under the provisions of section 2815 (b) (1) (C). 

(3) ErrixouisnmENT.—Any lien under paragraph (1) on any 
land or any building thereon shall be held to be extinguished, if 
(1) such land and building are no longer used for distillery pur-
poses, and (2) there is no outstanding liability for taxes or pen-
alties imposed by law on the distilled spirits produced therein, and 
(3) no litigation is pending in respect of any such tax or penalty. 

(4) CERTIFICATE OF DISCHARGE.—Any person claiming any inter-
est in any such land or building may apply to the collector for a 
duly acknowledged certificate to the effect that such lien is dis-
charged and, if the Commissioner determines that any such lien is 
extinguished, the collector shall issue such certificate, and any such 
certificate may be recorded. 
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(f) CoLLECTION OF TAX ON IMPORTED DISTILLED SPIBITS.-The in-
ternal revenue tax imposed by paragraphs (1) and (2) of subsection
(a) upon distilled spirits imported into the United States shall, under
regulations prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval of
the Secretary, be collected and deposited in the same manner as other
internal revenue taxes, except that such collection and depositing
shall be by the collector of customs instead of by the collector of
internal revenue. Such tax shall be in addition to any customs duty
imposed under the Tariff Act of 1930, 46 Stat. 590, or any subsequent
Act. Distilled spirits smuggled or brought into the United States
unlawfully shall, for the purpose of this subsection and paragraphs
(1) and (2) of subsection (a), be held to be imported into the United
States. Section 2805 shall be applicable to the disposition of im-
ported spirits.
SEC. 2801. RECTIFIED SPIRITS.

(a) RATE OF TAX.-
For rate of tax, see section 2800 (a) (5).

(b) PROOF AND VOLUME.-When the process of rectification is com-
pleted and the taxes prescribed by section 2800 (a) (5) have been
paid, it shall be unlawful for the rectifier or other dealer to reduce
m proof or increase in volume such spirits or wine by the addition of
water or other substance; nothing herein contained shall, however,
prevent a rectifier from using again in the process of rectification
spirits already rectified and upon which the taxes have theretofore
been paid.

(c) EXEPTION FROM TAX.-
(1) CORDIALS AND LIQUEBRs.-The taxes imposed by section 2800

(a) (5) shall not attach to cordials or liqueurs on which a tax is
imposed and paid under paragraph (1) or (2) of section 3030
(a), nor to the mixing and blending of wines, where such blending
is for the sole purpose of perfecting such wines according to com-
mercial standards, nor to blends made exclusively of two or more
pure straight whiskies aged in wood for a period not less than four
years and without the addition of coloring or flavoring matter or
any other substance than pure water and if not reduced below
ninety proof; nor to blends made exclusively of two or more pure
fruit brandies distilled from the same kind of fruit aged in wood
for a period not less than two years and without the addition of
coloring or flavoring matter or any other substance than pure
water and if not reduced below ninety proof: Provided, That such
blended whiskies and blended fruit brandies shall be exempt from
tax under section 2800 (a) (5) only when compounded under the
immediate supervision of a revenue officer, in such tanks and under
such conditions and supervision as the Commissioner, with the
approval of the Secretary, may prescribe.

(2) ABSOLUrTE ALCOHOL.-The process of extraction of water from
high-proof spirits for the production of absolute alcohol shall not
be deemed to be rectification within the meaning of section 3254
(g), and absolute alcohol shall not be subject to the tax imposed
by section 2800 (a) (5), but the production of such absolute al-
cohol shall be under such regulations as the Commissioner, with
the approval of the Secretary, may prescribe.
(d) REGULATIONS.-USE OF DISTED SPIRITS OR WINES.-All dis-

tilled spirits or wines taxable under section 2800 (a) (5) shall be
subject to uniform regulations concerning the use thereof in the
manufacture, blending, compounding, mixing, marking, branding,
and sale of whisky and rectified spirits, and no discrimination what-
soever shall be made by reason of a difference in the character of the
material from which same may have been produced.
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(f) COLLECTION OF TAX ON IMPORTED DISTILLED SPums.—The :in-
ternal revenue tax imposed by paragraphs (1). and (2) of subsection 
(a) upon distilled spirits imported into the United States shall, under 
regulations prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval of 
the Secretary, be collected and deposited in the same manner as other 
internal revenue taxes, except that such collection and depositing 
shall be by the collector of customs instead of by the collector a 
internal revenue. Such tax shall be in addition to any customs duty 
imposed under the Tariff Act of 1930, 46 Stat. 590, or any .subsequent 
Act. Distilled spirits smuggled or brought into the United States 
unlawfully shall, for the purpose of this subsection and paragraphs 
(1) and (2) of subsection (a), be held to be imported into the United 
States. Section 2805 shall be applicable to the disposition of im-
ported spirits. 
SEC. 2801. RECTIFIED SPIRITS. 

(a) RATE OF TAX.— 
For rate of tax, see section 2800 (a) (5). 

(b) loop AND VouniE.—When the process of rectification is com-
pleted and the taxes prescribed by section 2800 (a) (5) have been 
paid, it shall be unlawful for the rectifier or other dealer to reduce 
in proof or increase in volume such spirits or wine by the addition of 
water or other substance; nothing herein contained shall, however, 
prevent a rectifier from using again in the process of rectification 
spirits already rectified and upon which the taxes have theretofore 
been paid. 

(C) EXEMPTION FROM TAX:— 
(1) CORDIALS Arm riQugurts.—The taxes imposed by section 2800 

(a) (5) shall not attach to cordials or liqueurs on which a tax is 
imposed and paid under paragraph (1) or (2) of section 3030 
(a), nor to the mixing and blending of wines, where such blending 
is for the sole purpose of perfecting such wines according to com-
mercial standards, nor to blends made exclusively of two or more 
pure straight whiskies aged in wood for a period not less than four 
years and without the addition of coloring or flavoring matter or 
any other substance than pure water and if not reduced below 
ninety proof; nor to blends made exclusively of two or more pure 
fruit brandies distilled from the same kind of fruit, aged in wood 
for a period not less than two years and without the addition of 
coloring or flavoring matter or any other substance than pure 
water and if not reduced below ninety proof: Provided, That such 
blended whiskies and blended fruit brandies shall be exempt from 
tax under section 2800 (a) (5) only when compounded under the 
immediate supervision of a revenue officer, in such tanks and under 
such conditions and supervision as the Commissioner, with the 
approval of the Secretary, may prescribe. 

(2) ABSOLUTE ALconot.—The process of extraction of water from 
high-proof spirits for the production of absolute alcohol shall not 
be deemed to be rectification within the meaning of section 3254 
(g), and absolute alcohol shall not be subject to the tax imposed 
by section 2800 (a) (5), but the production of such absolute al-
cohol shall be under such regulations as the Commissioner, with 
the approval of the Secretary, may prescribe. 
(d RFFLATiox.s.—USE or Thorium) SPIRITS OR   dis-

tilledspirits or wines taxable under section 2800 (a) (5) shall be 
subject to uniform regulations concerning the use thereof in the 
manufacture, blending, compounding, mixing, marking, branding, 
and sale of whisky- and rectified spirits, and no discrimination what-
soever. shall be made by reason of a difference in the character of the 
material from which same may have been produced. 



(e) REcT'IFnYN.-
(1) REGULATIONs.-The business of a rectifier of spirits shall be

carried on, and the tax on rectified spirits shall be paid, under such
rules, regulations, and bonds as may be prescribed by the Com-
missioner, with the approval of the Secretary. The Commissioner,
with the approval of the Secretary, shall prescribe such regulations
under this section and paragraph (5) of section 2800 (a) as he
deems necessary.

(2) PREMISES OF RECTIFIER.-The premises of a rectifier shall be
as described in his notice and, whether they consist of an entire
building or of rooms in a building, shall have means of ingress
from and egress into a public street or yard, or into a public hall
or elevator shaft leading into a public street or yard, and shall be
used exclusively for the business of rectification and the bottling of
liquors rectified by him thereon, and the bottling of wines and
spirits without rectification. Any rectifier who uses his rectifying
premises contrary to the provisions of this paragraph shall be
fined not more than $50 with respect to each day upon which any
such use occurs, but shall not, on account of such use, be subject
to the penalties otherwise prescribed in this section.

(3) FILTERING AND PURIFYING WINES.-The filtering, clarifying,
or purifying of wines on bonded winery premises or bonded store-
room premises shall not be deemed to be rectification within the
meaning of section 3254 (g).

(4) VERMOuTH MANUFACTURED WIrH FORTIIED WINES.-The
manufacture of vermouth with fortified sweet wine on bonded
winery premises shall not be deemed to be rectification within
the meaning of section 3254 (g), if distilled spirits other than
necessary in the production of approved essences, used in the manu-
facture of vermouth, whether or not such essences are produced on
the bonded winery premises, are not added to the fortified sweet
wine used in the manufacture thereof or to such vermouth during
or after its manufacture. Such vermouth may be manufactured
on bonded winery premises, but only in a separate department
thereof having no interior communication with any other depart-
ment or part of such premises, under such supervision and in ac-
cordance with such regulations as the Commissioner, with the
approval of the Secretary, shall prescribe.
(l) PENALTIES.-Except as provided in subsection (e) (2), who-

ever violates any of the provisions of this section or section 2800
(a) (5) shall be deemed to be guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon
conviction, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more
than two years, and shall, in addition, be liable to double the tax
evaded, together with the tax, to be collected by assessment or on any
bond given.
SEC. 2802. STAMPS FOR DISTILLED SPIRITS.

(a) FORM, ISSUE AND USE.-
(1) STAMPS OENERALLT.-All stamps required for distilled spirits

shall be engraved in their several kinds in book form, and shall
be issued by the Commissioner to any collector, upon his requisi-
tion, in such numbers as may be necessary in the several districts.
Each stamp shall have an engraved stub attached thereto, with
a number thereon corresponding with an engraved number on
the stamp, and the stub shall not be removed from the book.
And there shall be entered on each stub such memoranda of the
contents of its corresponding stamp as shall be necessary to pre-
serve a perfect record of the use of such stamp when detached.

(2) TAX-PAID STAMPS.-The Commissioner, with the approval
of the Secretary, shall prescribe and furnish suitable stamps de-
noting the payment of the internal-revenue tax imposed on dis-
tilled spirits. On every stamp for the payment of tax on distilled
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(e) REcrue NG.— 
(1;) REGULATIONS.—The business of a rectifier of spirits shall be 

carried on, and the tax on rectified spirits shall be paid, under such 
rules, regulations, and bonds as may be prescribed by the Com-
missioner, with the approval of the Secretary. The Commissioner, 
with the approval of the Secretary, shall prescribe such regulations 
under this section and paragraph. (5) of section 2800 (a) as he 
deems necessary. 

(2) PuransEs or RECTIFLN.H.—The premises of a rectifier shall be 
as described in his notice and, whether they consist of an entire 
building or of rooms in a building, shall have means of ingress 
from and egress into a public street or yard, or into a public hall 
or elevator shaft leading into a public street or yard, and shall be 
used exclusively for the business of rectification and the bottling of 
liquors rectified by him thereon, and the bottling of wines and 
spirits without rectification. Any rectifier who uses his rectifying 
premises contrary to the provisions of this paragraph shall be 
fined not more than $50 with respect to each day upon which any 
such use occurs, but shall not, on account of such use, be subject 
to the penalties otherwise prescribed in this section. 

(3) FILTERING AND PURIFYING WINES.—The filtering, clarifying, 
or purifying of wines on bonded winery premises or bonded store-
room premises shall not be deemed to be rectification within the 
meaning of section 3254 (g). 

(4) VERMOUTH MANUFACTURED WITH FORTIFIED WINES.—The 
manufacture of vermouth with fortified sweet wine on bonded 
winery premises shall not be deemed to be rectification within 
the meaning of section 3254 (g), if distilled spirits other than 
necessary in the production of approved essences, used in the manu-
facture of vermouth, whether or not such essences are produced on 
the bonded winery premises, are not added to the fortified sweet 
wine used in the manufacture thereof or to such vermouth during 
or after its manufacture. Such vermouth may be manufactured 
on bonded winery premises, but only in a separate department 
thereof having no interior communication with any other depart-
ment or part of such premises, under such supervision and in ac-
cordance with such regulations as the Commissioner, with the 
approval of the Secretary, shall prescribe. 
(f) PENALTIES.—Except as provided in subsection (e) (2), who-

ever violates any of the provisions of this section or section 2800 
(a) (5) shall be deemed to be guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon 
conviction, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more 
than two years, and shall, in addition, be liable to double the tax 
evaded, together with the tax, to be collected by assessment or on any 
bond given. 
SEC. 2802. STAMPS FOR DISTILLED SPIRITS. 

(a) FORM, ISSUE AND USE.— 
(1) STAMPS GENERALLY.—All stamps required for distilled spirits 

shall be engraved in their several kinds in book form, and shall 
be issued by the Commissioner to any collector, upon his requisi-
tion, in such numbers as may be necessary in the several districts. 
Each stamp shall have an engraved stub attached thereto, with 
a number thereon corresponding with an engraved number on 
the stamp, and the stub shall not be removed from the book. 
And there shall be entered on each stub such memoranda of the 
contents of its corresponding stamp as shall be necessary to pre-
serve a perfect record of the use of such stamp when detached. 

(2) TAX-PAID STAMPS.—The Commissioner, with the approval 
of the Secretary, shall prescribe and furnish suitable stamps de-
noting the payment of the internal-revenue tax imposed on dis-
tilled spirits. On every stamp for the payment of tax on distilled 
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spirits there shall be engraved words and figures representing
a decimal number of gallons, and on the stub corresponding to
such stamp there shall be engraved a similar number of gallons,
and between the stamp and the stub, and connecting them, shall
be engraved nine coupons, which, beginning next to the stamp, shall
indicate in succession the several numbers of gallons between the
number named in the stamp and the decimal number next above.
And whenever any collector receives the tax on the distilled spirits
contained in any cask, he shall detach from the book a stamp rep-
resenting the denominate quantity nearest to the quantity of
proof spirits in such cask, as shown by the storekeeper-gauger's
return, with such number of the coupons attached thereto as shall
be necessary to make up the whole number of proof gallons in said
cask. All unused coupons shall remain attached to the marginal
stub, and no coupon shall have any value or significance when de-
tached from the stamp and stub. And the tax-paid stamps with
the coupons may denote such number of gallons, not less than ten,
as the Commissioner may deem advisable.

(3) Transfer of duties:
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.

(b) Issue FOR REPTAMpIN.-The Commissioner may, under regu-
lations prescribed by him with the approval of the Secretary, issue
stamps for restamping packages of distilled spirits, which have been
duly stamped but from which the stamps have been lost or destroyed
by unavoidable accident.

(c) INSTRUMENT5 FOR ATACHING, PROTECTING, AND CANCEUNG.-
The Instruments or other means prescribed under section 3301 (a) for
attaching, protecting, and canceling stamps for distilled spirits shall
be furnished by theUnited States to the persons using the stamps to
be affixed therewith, under such regulations as the Commissioner may
prescribe.

(d) ACCOUNTABILITY.-
(1) TAX-PAID STAMPS.-The books of tax-paid stamps issued to

any collector shall be charged to his account at the full value of
the tax on the number of gallons represented on the stamps and
coupons contained in said books; and every collector shall make a
monthly return to the Commissioner of all tax-paid stamps issued
by him to be affixed to any cask or package containing distilled
spirits on which the tax has been paid and account for the amount
of the tax collected; and it shall be the duty of the said collector
to return to the Commissioner any book of marginal stubs as soon
as all the stamps contained in the book when issued to him have
been used.

(2) OTHE sTAMPS.-All stamps relating to distilled spirits,
other than the tax-paid stamps, shall be charged to collectors;
and the books containing such stamps may be intrusted by any
collector to the storekeeper-gauger of the district, who shall
make a daily report to the collector of all such stamps used by
him and for whom used; and when all the stamps contained in
any such book have been issued, the storekeeper-gauger of the
district shall return the book to the collector, with all the marginal
stubs therein. Except as provided in section 2878 (b), all export
stamps issued to collectors shall be charged to them as represent-
ing the value of 10 cents for each stamp, and they shall collect
the amount due for such stamps at the rate of 10 cents for each
stamp issued in such manner and at such time as the Commissioner
may prescribe, and the Commissioner may, in his discretion, make
assessment therefor.

(3) TRANmFE OF DUTIE8.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
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spirits there shall be engraved words and figures representing 
a decimal number of gallons, and on the stub corresponding to 
such stamp there shall be engraved a similar number of gallons, 
and between the stamp and the stub, and connecting them, shall 
be engraved nine coupons, which, beginning next to the stamp, shall 
indicate in succession the several numbers of gallons between the 
number named in the stamp and the decimal number next above. 
And whenever any collector receives the tax on the distilled spirits 
contained in any cask, he shall detach from the book a stamp rep-
resenting the denominate quantity nearest to the quantity of 
proof spirits in such cask, as shown by the storekeeper-gauger's 
return, with such number of the coupons attached thereto as shall 
be necessary to make up the whole number of proof gallons in said 
cask. All unused coupons shall remain attached to the marginal 
stub, and no coupon shall have any value or significance when de-
tached from the stamp and stub. And the tax-paid stamps with 
the coupons may denote such number of gallons, not less than ten, 
as the Commissioner may deem advisable. 

(3) Transfer of duties: 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 

(b) IssuE FOR REsrAispnvo.—The Commissioner may, under regu-
lations prescribed by him with the approval of the Secretary, issue 
stamps for restamping packages of distilled spirits, which have been 
duly stamped but from which the stamps have been lost or destroyed 
by unavoidable accident. 

(C) INSTRUMENTS FOR ATTACHING, PROTECTING, AND CANCELING.— 
The instruments or other means prescribed under section 3301 (a) for 
attaching, protecting, and canceling stamps for distilled spirits shall 
be furnished by the United States to the persons using the stamps to 
be affixed therewith, under such regulations as the Commissioner may 
prescribe. 

(d) AccorrwrArauTy.— 
(1) TAX-PAID STAMPS.—The books of tax-paid stamps issued to 

any collector shall be charged to his account at the full value of 
the tax on the number of gallons represented on the stamps and 
coupons contained in said books; and every collector shall make a 
monthly return to the Commissioner of all tax-paid stamps issued 
by him to be affixed to any cask or package containing distilled 
spirits on which the tax has been paid, and account for the amount 
of the tax collected; and it shall be the duty of the said collector 
to return to the Commissioner any book of marginal stubs as soon 
as all the stamps contained in the book when issued to him have 
been used. 

(2) OTHER sTAmrs.—All stamps relating to distilled spirits, 
other than the tax-paid stamps, shall be charged to collectors; 
and the books containing such stamps may be intrusted by any 
collector to the storekeeper-gauger of the district, who shall 
make a daily report to the collector of all such stamps used by 
him and for whom used; and when all the stamps contained in 
any such book have been issued, the storekeeper-gauger of the 
district shall return the book to the collector, with all the marginal 
stubs therein. Except as provided in section 2878 (b), all export 
stamps issued to collectors shall be charged to them as represent-
ing the value of 10 cents for each stamp, and they shall collect 
the amount due for such stamps at the rate of 10 cents for each 
stamp issued in such manner and at such time as the Commissioner 
may prescribe, and the Commissioner may, in his discretion, make 
assessment therefor. 

(3) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 



(e) EXCHANGE OF WHOLESALE LIQUOR DEALERS' STAMPS FOR RECTI-
FIED SPIRITS STAMPS.-Collectors shall not furnish wholesale liquor
dealers' stamps in lieu of and in exchange for stamps for rectified
spirits unless the package covered by stamp for rectified spirits is
to be broken into smaller packages.
SEC. 2803. STAMPS FOR CONTAINERS OF DISTILLED SPIRITS.

(a) REQUIREMENT.-NO person shall transport, possess, buy, sell,
or transfer any distilled spirits, unless the immediate container
thereof has affixed thereto a stamp denoting the quantity of distilled
spirits contained therein and evidencing payment of all internal-
revenue taxes imposed on such spirits. The provisions of this sec-
tion shall not apply to-

(1) Distilled spirits placed in a container for immediate con-
sumption on the premises or for preparation for such consump-
tion;

(2) Distilled spirits in bond or in customs custody;
(3) Distilled spirits in immediate containers required to be

stamped under existing law;
(4) Distilled spirits in actual process of rectification, blending,

or bottling, or in actual use in processes of manufacture;
(5) Distilled spirits on which no internal-revenue tax is required

to be paid;
(6) Distilled spirits not intended for sale or for use in the man-

ufacture or production of any article intended for sale; or
(7) Any regularly established common carrier receiving, trans-

porting, delivering, or holding for transportation or delivery dis-
tilled spirits in the ordinary course of its business as a common
carrier.
(b) PURCHASE AND SUPPLY.-Any person placing or intending to

place any distilled spirits upon which all internal-revenue taxes have
been paid into any container upon which a stamp is required by this
section, or withdrawing or intending to withdraw any imported
spirits in such containers from customs custody shall be entitled to
purchase sufficient stamps for stamping such containers. Such
stamps shall be issued by the Commissioner to each Collector, upon
his requisition, in such numbers as may be necessary in his district,
and shall be sold by the Collectors to persons entitled thereto upon
application therefor and compliance with regulations under this sec-
tion, at a price of 1 cent for each stamp, except that in the case of
stamps for containers of less than one half pint the price shall be
one quarter of 1 cent for each stamp. When in his judgment there
is no danger to the revenue, and upon the giving of such bonds or
other security as he may deem necessary, the Commissioner may
authorize the sale of such stamps to importers for stamping con-
tainers in the country from which imported.

(c) UNUSED OR SPOILED STAMPs.-The Commissioner, under regu-
lations approved by the Secretary, may issue new stamps in ex-
change for any unused stamps issued under this section that have
been spoiled by fire or water, or rendered useless by erroneous over-
printing or cutting; or may refund the value of any unused stamps
for which the lawful owner has no use due to the discontinuance or
transfer of his business: Provided, That stamps may be exchanged,
or the value thereof refunded, only in quantities of the value of $5
or more: And provided further, That no claim for the exchange of
such stamps or refund therefor shall be allowed unless presented
within one year after the date on which such stamps were purchased.
There are authorized to be appropriated annually, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such sums as may be
necessary to carry out the provisions of this paragraph.

(d) REGULATIONS FOR ISSUIN, AFFIXING, AND CANCELING STAMBP--
The Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, shall pre-
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(a) REQUIREMENT.—No person shall transport, possess, buy, sell, 
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lations approved by the Secretary, may issue new stamps in ex-
change for any unused stamps issued under this section that have 
been spoiled by fire or water, or rendered useless by erroneous over-
printing or cutting; or may refund the value of any unused stamps 
for which the lawful owner has no use due to the discontinuance or 
transfer of his business: Provided, That stamps may be exchanged, 
or the value thereof refunded, only in quantities of the value of $5 
or more: And provided further, That no claim for the exchange of 
such stamps or refund therefor shall be allowed unless presented 
within one year after the date on which such stamps were purchased. 
There are authorized to be appropriated annually, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such sums as may be 
necessary to carry out the provisions of this paragraph. 

(d) REGULATIONS FOR ISSUING, AFFIXING, AND CANCELING STAMPS.— 
The Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, shall pre-
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scribe (a) regulations with respect to the time and manner of ap-
plying for, issuing, affixing, and destroying stamps required by
this section, the form and denominations of such stamps proof that
applicants are entitled to such stamps, and the method of accounting
for receipts from the sale of such stamps, and (b) such other regula-
tions as he shall deem necessary for the enforcement of this section.

(e) DESTRUCTION or STAMPS.-Every person emptying any con-
tainer stamped under the provisions of this section shall at the
time of emptying such container destroy the stamp thereon.

(f) FORFEITURE OF SPIRITr.-All distilled spirits found in any con-
tainer required to bear a stamp by this section, which container is not
stamped in compliance with this section and regulations issued there-
under, shall be forfeited to the United States.

(g) PENALTIES.-Any person who violates any provision of this
section, or who, with intent to defraud, falsely makes, forges, alters,
or counterfeits any stamp made or used under this section, or who
uses, sells, or has in his possession any such forged, altered, or coun-
terfeited stamp, or any plate or die used or which may be used in the
manufacture thereof, or any stamp required to be destroyed by this
section, or who makes, uses, sells, or has in his possession any paper
in imitation of the paper used in the manufacture of any such stamp,
or who reuses any stamp required to be destroyed by this section, or
who places any distilled spirits in any bottle which has been filled and
stamped under this section without destroying the stamp previously
affixed to such bottle, or who affixes any stamp issued under this sec-
tion to any container of distilled spirits on which any tax due is un-
paid, or who makes any false statement in any application for stamps
under this section, or who has in his possession any such stamps ob-
tained by him otherwise than as provided in subsection (b), shall
on conviction be punished by a fine not exceeding $1,000, or by im-
prisonment at hard labor not exceeding five years, or by both. Any
officer authorized to enforce any provisions of law relating to internal
revenue stamps is authorized to enforce the provisions of this sec-
tion and the provisions of section 2909 relating to the bottling of
distilled spirits in bond.

(h) TRANSFER OF DTIEs.-
For transfer of duties and powers of the Commissioner and his

agents, see section 3170.
SEC. 2804. DETENTION OF CASKS OR PACKAGES ON SUSPICION.

(a) PWER OF REVENUE OFFICER.-It shall be lawful for any inter-
nal revenue officer to detain any cask or package containing, or
supposed to contain, distilled spirits, when he has reason to believe
that the tax imposed by law upon the same has not been paid, or that
the same is being removed in violation of law; and every such cask or
package may be held by him at a safe place until it shall be deter-
mined whether the property so detained is liable by law to be pro-
ceeded against for forfeiture; but such summary detention shall not
continue in any case longer than forty-eight hours without process of
law or intervention of the officer to whom such detention is to be
reported.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIEs.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2805. DISTILLED SPIRITS SUBJECT TO FORFEITURE, DISTRAINT,

OR JUDICIAL PROCESS.
(a) FORFErITRE.-

(1) DELIVERY TO THE SECRErARY.-All distilled spirits, wine, and
malt beverages forfeited, summarily or by order of court, under
any law of the United States, shall be delivered to the Secretary
to be disposed of as hereinafter provided.
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(2) DISPOSAL BY THE SECRETARY.-The Secretary shall dispose of
all distilled spirits, wine, and malt beverages which have been
delivered to him pursuant to subsection (a)-

(A) By delivery to such Government agencies as, in his opin-
ion, have a need for such distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages
for medicinal, scientific, or mechanical purposes; or

(B) By gift to such eleemosynary institutions as, in his opin-
ion, have a need for such distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages
for medicinal purposes; or

(C) By destruction.
(3) LIMITATION ON DISPOSAL.-No distilled spirits, wine, or malt

beverages which have been seized under any law of the United
States, may be disposed of in any manner whatsover except after
forfeiture and as provided in this section.

(4) REGULATIONs.-The Secretary is authorized to make all rules
and regulations necessary to carry out the provisions of this
section.

(5) REMISSION, OR MITIGATION OF FORFEITUREs.-Nothing in this
section shall affect the authority of the Secretary, under the cus-
toms or internal-revenue laws, to remit or mitigate the forfeiture,
or alleged forfeiture, of such distilled spirits, wines, or malt bev-
erages, or the authority of the Commissioner, with the approval
of the Secretary, to compromise any civil or criminal case in re-
spect of such distilled spirits, wines, or malt beverages prior to
commencement of suit thereon, or the authority of the Secretary
to compromise any claim under the customs laws in respect of
such distilled spirits, wines, or malt beverages.
(b) DISTRAINT OR JUDICIAL PROCEss.-Except as provided in sec-

tion 3074, all distilled spirits sold by order of court, or under process
of distraint, shall be sold subject to tax; and the purchaser shall
immediately, and before he takes possession of said spirits, pay the
tax thereon. If any tax-paid stamps are affixed to any such cask or
package, such stamps shall be obliterated and destroyed by the col-
lector or marshal before such sale: Provided, That in all cases
wherein it shall appear that any distilled spirits offered for sale on
distraint for taxes, where the taxes on such spirits have not been
paid, or offered for sale for the benefit of the United States under
order of court, will not, by reason of such spirits being below proof,
bring a price equal to the tax due and payable thereon, but will
bring a price equal to, or greater than, the tax on said spirits, com-
puted only upon the proof gallons contained in the packages, with-
out regard to the greater number of wine gallons contained therein,
then, and in such case, upon sale being so made, tax-paid stamps to the
amount required to stamp such spirits as if the tax thereon were
only on the proof gallons thereof, may, under such rules and regu-
lations as the Commissioner shall prescribe, be used by the collector
making such sale, or furnished by a collector to a United States
marshal, or to any other government officer making such sale for
the benefit of the United States, without making payment for said
stamps so used or delivered. Any collector using or furnishing
stamps in manner aforesaid, on presenting vouchers satisfactory to
the Commissioner, shall be allowed credit for the same in settling his
stamp account with the department. In such cases, the officer selling
the distilled spirits shall affix, or cause to be affixed, to the same the
tax-paid stamps so provided, and shall write across the face of such
stamps the true number of proof and wine gallons contained in the
package, the amount of tax actually paid thereon, and also the words
"Affixed under provisions of Internal Revenue Code, section
2805 (b)."
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(c) CROSS REFERENCES.-
(1) MARKS, BRANDS, AND STAMPI.-For other provisions relating to

stamping, marking, and branding distilled spirits sold under distraint
or judicial process, see section 3725.

(2) TBANSFEB OF DuToIB.-For transfer of power and duties of Com-
missioner and his agents, see section 3170.

SEC. 2806. PENALTIES AND FORFEITURES.
(a) CREATION OF FICTrrmOUS PROOF.-

(1) PENALTY.-Every person who adds or causes to be added
any ingredient or substance to any distilled spirits before the
tax is paid thereon, for the purpose of creating a fictitious proof,
shall be fined not less than $100 nor more than $1,000 for each
cask or package so adulterated, and imprisoned not less than three
months nor more than two years; and

(2) FoRFErrIRE.-Every such cask or package, with its contents,
shall be forfeited to the United States.
(b) UNLmAWFU AFFIXING, CANCELING, OR IssUE OF STAMPS Br

OFFICER.-
(1) PENALTY.-Whenever any revenue officer affixes or cancels,

or causes or permits to be affixed or canceled, any stamp relating
to distilled spirits provided for by law, in any other manner or in
any other place, or issues the same to any other person than as
provided by law, or by regulation made in pursuance thereof, or
knowingly affixes, or permits to be affixed, any such stamp to any
cask or package of spirits of which the whole or any part has been
distilled, rectified, compounded, removed, or sold, in violation of
law, or which has in any manner escaped payment of tax due
thereon, he shall, for every such offense, be fined not less than $500
nor more than $3,000, and be imprisoned for not less than six
months nor more than three years.

(2) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.

(c) FORFEITURE OF TAx-PAID DISTILLED SPIRIT REMAININO ON
DISTILLERY PREMISES.-No distilled spirits on which the tax has been
paid shall be stored or allowed to remain on any distillery premises,
under the penalty of a forfeiture of all spirits so found.

(d) FORFErrTRE OF DISTILLED SPIRITS IN UNSTAMPED CASKS OR
PACKAGES.-All distilled spirits found in any cask or package con-
taining five gallons or more, without having thereon each mark and
stamp required therefor by law, shall be forfeited to the United
States.

(e) EVASION OF TAX, PENALTY.-Whenever any person evades, or
attempts to evade, the payment of the tax on any distilled spirits, in
any manner whatever, he shall forfeit and pay double the amount of
the tax so evaded or attempted to be evaded.

(f) TAX FRAUD BY DISTIILER.-Whenever any person engaged in
carrying on the business of a distiller defrauds or attempts to defraud
the United States of the tax on the spirits distilled by him, or of any
part thereof, he-

(1) FoRFEIrRE.-Shall forfeit the distillery and distilling ap-
paratus used by him, and all distilled spirits and all raw materials
for the production of distilled spirits found in the distillery and on
the distillery premises, and-

(2) PENALTY.-Shall be fined not less than $500 nor more than
$5,000, and be imprisoned not less than six months nor more than
three years.

No discontinuance or nolle prosequi of any prosecution under
this subsection shall be allowed without the permission in writing
of the Attorney General.
(g) OFFENSES NOT SPECIFICALLY CovERED.-If any distiller, recti-

fier, or wholesale liquor dealer, shall knowingly or willfully omit,
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neglect or refuse to do or cause to be done any of the things required
by law in the carrying on or conducting of his business, or shall do
anything by this title prohibited, if there be no specific penalty or
punishment imposed by any other section of this title for the neglect-
ing, omitting or refusing to do, or for the doing or causing to be done
the thing required or prohibited, he shall pay a penalty of $1,000; and
all distilled spirits or liquors owned by him or in which he has any
interest as owner, shall be forfeited to the United States.

(h) CRosS REFERENCES.-
For penalties and forfeitures relating to the following offenses, see

the sections enumerated below:
(1) Removal or transportation under improper brands, section

3173 (a).
(2) Possession with intent to sell in fraud of law or to evade tax,

section 3320.
(3) Removal or concealment with intent to defraud the revenue,

section 3321.
(4) Forfeiture of packages containing forfeited goods, section 3322.
(5) Provisions relating to emptied stamped packages, section 3323.
(6) Sales to evade tax, section 3324.
(7) False statements to purchasers regarding tax, section 3325.
(8) Fraudulently claiming drawback, section 3326.
(9) Fraudulent bonds, permits, and entries, section 3793 (a).
(10) Fraudulent returns, affidavits, and claims, section 3793 (b).
(11) Refusal to permit entry or examination, section 3601 (b).
(12) Forcibly obstructing officers, section 3601 (c) (1).
(13) Forcibly rescuing property, section 3601 (c) (2).
(14) Failure to file return, section 3612 (d) (1).
(15) False or fraudulent return, section 3612 (d) (2).
(16) Other offenses, section 3793 (c).

SEC. 2807. DISPOSAL OF FORFEITED EQUIPMENT AND MATERIAL FOR
DISTILLING.

All boilers, stills, or other vessels, tools and implements, used in
distilling or rectifying, and forfeited under any of the provisions of
this chapter, and all condemned material, together with any engine
or other machinery connected therewith, and all empty barrels, and all
grain or other material suitable for distillation, shall, under the direc-
tion of the court in which the forfeiture is recovered, be sold at public
auction, and the proceeds thereof, after deducting the expenses of
sale, shall be disposed of according to law.
SEC. 2808. INSTRUMENTS TO PREVENT AND DETECT FRAUD.

(a) POWER OF TrE COMMISSIONER.-For the prevention and detec-
tion of frauds by distillers of spirits, the Commissioner may prescribe
for use such hydrometers, saccharometers, weighing and gauging in-
struments, or other means for ascertaining the quantity, gravity, and
producing capacity of any mash, wort, or beer used, or to be used, in
the production of distilled spirits, and the strength and quantity of
Spirits subject to tax, as he may deem necessary; and he may prescribe
rules and regulations to secure a uniform and correct system of inspec-
tion, weighing, marking, and gauging of spirits.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.

SEC. 2809. DEFINITIONS.
(a) DISTILLER.-Every person who produces distilled spirits, or

who brews or makes mash, wort, or wash, fit for distillation or for the
production of spirits, or who, by any process of evaporization, sepa-
rates alcoholic spirit from any fermented substance, or who, making
or keeping mash, wort, or wash, has also in his possession or use a
still, shall be regarded as a distiller.

(b) DISrTLLED SPIRITs.-
(1) GENERAL DEFINrrION.-Distilled spirits, spirits, alcohol, and

alcoholic spirits, within the true intent and meaning of this chapter,
is that substance known as ethyl alcohol, hydrated oxide of ethyl,
or spirit of wine, which is commonly produced by the fermentation
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of grain, starch, molasses, or sugar, including all dilutions and
mixtures of this substance.

(2) PRODUCTS OF RECTIFICATION.-As used in section 2803, the
term "distilled spirits" includes products produced in such manner
that the person producing them is a rectifier within the meaning of
section 3254 (g).
(c) PROOF SPIRITs.-Proof spirits shall be held to be that alcoholic

liquor which contains one-half its volume of alcohol of a specific
gravity of seven thousand nine hundred and thirty-nine ten-thou-
sandths (.7939) at sixty degrees Fahrenheit.

(d) GALLON.-In all sales of spirits a gallon shall be held to be a
gallon of proof spirit, according to the standard prescribed in the
preceding subsection, set forth and declared for the inspection and
gauging of spirits throughout the United States.

(e) PERSON.-As used in section 2803, the term "person" includes
an individual, a partnership, an association, and a corporation.

Part II-Distilling and Rectifying

SEC. 2810. REGISTRY OF STILLS.
(a) REQUIREMENT.-Every person having in his possession or cus-

tody, or under his control, any still or distilling apparatus set up,
shall register the same with the collector of the district in which it is,
by subscribing and filing with him duplicate statements, in writing,
setting forth the particular place where such still or distilling ap-
paratus is set up, the kind of still and its cubic contents, the owner
thereof, his place of residence, and the purpose for which said still
or distilling apparatus has been or is intended to be used; one of
which statements shall be retained and preserved by the collector,
and the other transmitted by him to the Commissioner. Stills and
distilling apparatus shall be registered immediately upon their being
set up.

Every still or distilling apparatus not so registered, together with
all personal property in the possession or custody, or under the con-
trol of such person, and found in the building, or in any yard or
inclosure connected with the building in which the same may be set
up, shall be forfeited.

And every person having in his possession or custody, or under his
control, any still or distilling apparatus set up which is not so regis-
tered, shall pay a penalty of $500, and shalf be fined not less than
$100, nor more than $1,000, and imprisoned for not less than one
month, nor more than two years.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.

SEC. 2811. RETURN OF MATERIALS USED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF
DISTILLED SPIRITS.

Every person disposing of any substance of the character used in
the manufacture of distilled spirits shall, when required by the Com-
missioner, render a correct return in such form and manner as the
Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may by rules and
regulations prescribe, showing the names and addresses of the per-
sons to whom such disposition was made, with such details, as to
the quantity so disposed of or other information which the Com-
missioner may require as to each such disposition, as will enable the
Commissioner to determine whether all taxes due with respect to
any distilled spirits manufactured from such substances have been
paid. Any person who willfully violates any provision hereof, or of
any such rules or regulations, and any officer, director, or agent of
any such person who knowingly participates in such violation, shall
upon conviction be fined not more than $500 or be imprisoned for
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not more than one year, or both. As used in this section, (a) the
term "distilled spirits" has the same meaning as that in which it is
used in section 2803; (b) the term "person" includes individuals,
corporations, partnerships, associations, trusts, and other incorpo-
rated and unincorporated organizations; and (c) the term "substance
of the character used in the manufacture of distilled spirits" includes,
but not by way of limitation, molasses, corn sugar, cane sugar, and
malt sugar.
SEC. 2812. NOTICE OF BUSINESS OF DISTILLER OR RECTIFIER.

(a) REQUIREMENTS.-Every person engaged in, or intending to be
engaged in, the business of a distiller or rectifier, shall give notice in
writing, subscribed by him, to the collector of the district wherein
such business is to be carried on, stating his name and residence, and
if a company or firm, the name and residence of each member thereof,
the name and residence of every person interested or to be interested
in the business, the precise place where said business is to be carried
on, and whether of distilling or rectifying; and if such business is
carried on in a city, the residence and place of business shall be indi-
cated by the name of the street and number of the building. In case
of a distiller, the notice shall also state the kind of stills and the
cubic contents thereof, the number and kind of boilers, the number
of mash tubs and fermenting tubs, the cubic contents of each tub,
the number of receiving cisterns, the cubic contents of each cistern,
the number of hours in which the distillery will ferment each tub of
mash or beer, the estimated quantity of distilled spirits which the
apparatus is capable of distilling every twenty-four hours, a particu-
lar description of the lot or tract of land on which the distillery
is situated, and of the buildings thereon, including their size, ma-
terial, and construction; and that said distillery premises are not
within six hundred feet (or the distance permitted by the Secretary
pursuant to law), in a direct line, of any premises authorized
to be used for rectifying or refining distilled spirits by any process.

In case of a rectifier, the notice shall state the precise place where
such business is to be carried on, the name and residence of every
person interested or to be interested in the business, the process by
which the applicant intends to rectify, purify, or refine distilled
spirits, the kind and cubic contents of any still used or to be used'
for such purpose, the estimated quantity of spirits which can be
rectified, purified, or refined every twenty-four hours in such estab-
lishment, and that said rectifying establishment is not within six
hundred feet (or the distance permitted by the Secretary pursuant to
law) in a direct line, of the premises of any distillery registered for
the distillation of spirits.

In case of any change in the location, form, capacity, ownership,
agency, superintendency, or in the persons interested in the business
of such distillery or rectifying establishment, or in the time of fer-
menting the mash or beer, notice thereof, in writing, shall be given
to the said collector or proper deputy collector, of the district within
twenty-four hours after such change; and any deputy collector
receiving such notice shall immediately transmit the same to the
collector of the district. Every notice required by this section shall
be in such form, and shall contain such additional particulars, as the
Commissioner may, from time to time, prescribe.

Every person who fails or refuses to give such notice shall pay a
penalty of $1,000, and shall be fined not less than $100 nor more than
$2,000; and every person who gives a false or fraudulent notice shall,
in addition to such penalty or fine, be imprisoned not less than six
months nor more than two years.

(b) TRANSFER or DUTIEs.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
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SEC. 2813. NOTICE OF INTENTION TO RECTIFY.
(a) REQuiENTS.-When any rectifier intends to rectify or com-

pound any distilled spirits he shall, before emptying any package of
distilled spirits for that purpose, give notice in duplicate to the
collector for the district of his intention so to rectify and, except
as provided in section 2861, submit such package for the inspection
of a storekeeper-gauger, who shall duly weigh or gauge such package
and its contents and make due return thereof, and such spirits shall
not be emptied for rectification, nor rectified or compounded in the
package, until gauged or weighed as hereinabove provided. And
such notice and return shall be made in such form and contain such
particulars as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary,
may from time to time prescribe.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIE.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents

see section 3170.
SEC. 2814 DISTILLER'S BOND.

(a) FoRM AND APPROVAL.-
(1) IN GENERAL-Every person intending to commence or to

continue the business of a distiller shall, on filing with the collector
his notice of such intention, and before proceeding with such
business, and on the 1st day of May of each succeeding year,
execute a bond in the form prescribed by the Commissioner con-
ditioned that he shall faithfully comply with all the provisions
of law relating to the duties and business of distillers, and shall
pay all penalties incurred or fines imposed on him for a violation
of any of the said provisions; and that he shall not suffer the lot
or tract of land on which the distillery stands, or any part thereof,
or any of the distilling apparatus, to be incumbered by mortgage,
judgment, or other lien, during the time in which he shall carry
on said business. Said bond shall be with at least two sureties,
approved by the collector of the district, and for a penal sum not
less than the amount of tax on the spirits that can be distilled in
his distillery during a period of fifteen days. But in no case shall
the bond exceed the sum of $100,000.

The collector may refuse to approve said bond when, in his
* judgment, the situation of the distillery is such as would enable

the distiller to defraud the United States; and in case of such
refusal the distiller may appeal to the Commissioner, whose de-
cision in the matter shall be final. A new bond shall be required
in case of the death, insolvency, or removal of either of the sureties,
and may be required in any other contingency at the discretion
of the collector or Commissioner.

Every person who fails or refuses to give the bond hereinbe-
fore required, or to renew the same, or who gives any false, forged,
or fraudulent bond, shall forfeit the distillery, distilling appara-
tus, and all real estate and premises connected therewith, and shall
be fined not less than $500 nor more than $5,000, and imprisoned
not less than six months nor more than two years.

(2) WHEN EXEMPT FROM suRVEY REQUIREMENTS.-Whenever, un-
der authority of law, the Secretary shall relieve a distiller from
the survey requirements of section 2817, he may likewise by regu-
lation fix the penal sum of the distiller's bond, but in no case shall
the amount of the minimum bond be less than $5,000 nor the
amount of the maximum bond greater than $100,000.
(b) CRoss REFEERNCE.-

(1) ETHYL ALCOHOL DISTILLERS EXEMPT FROM CERTAIN REQUIE-
MENTS.-

For bond of ethyl alcohol distillers exempted from certain require-
ments, see section 2848.

(2) TRANsFE OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
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SEC 2815. CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL OF DISTILLER'S BOND.
(a) GENERAL.-No collector shall approve the bond of any dis-

tiller until all the requirements of the law and all regulations made
by the Commissioner in relation to distilleries, in pursuance thereof,
have been complied with.

Every collector who violates this provision shall forfeit and pay
$2,000, and be dismissed from office.

(b) OWNERSHIP OF LAND OR CONSENT OF OWNER.-
(1) REQUIREMENTS.-NO bond of a distiller shall be approved

unless-
(A) The distiller is the owner in fee, unencumbered by any

mortgage, judgment, or other lien, of the lot or tract of land on
which the distillery is situated; or

(B) The distiller files with the officer designated for the pur-
pose by the Commissioner, in connection with his notice, the
written consent of the owner of the fee, and of any mortgagee,
judgment-creditor, or other person having a lien thereon, duly
acknowledged , that the premises may be used for the purpose of
distilling spirits, subject to the provisions of law, and expressly
stipulating that the lien of the United States for taxes and
penalties shall have priority of such mortgage, judgment, or
other encumbrance, and that in the case of the forfeiture of
the distillery premises, or any part thereof, the title to the
same shall vest in the United States, discharged from such
mortgage, judgment, or other encumbrance; or, if consent as
required under this paragraph cannot be obtained,

(C) The distiller, with the approval of the Commissioner,
files with the officer designated by the Commissioner a bond,
approved by the Commissioner, in the penal sum equal to the
appraised value of the lot or tract of land on which the distil-
lery is situated, the distillery, the buildings, and the distilling
apparatus. Such value shall be determined, and such bond shall
be executed, in such form and with such sureties, and filed with
the officer designated by the Commissioner, under such regula-
tions as the Secretary shall prescribe.

(D) In case of any distillery sold at judicial or other sale in
favor of the United States, a bond may be taken at the discre-
tion of the Commissioner, in lieu of the written consent required
by this section, and the person giving such bond may be allowed
to operate such distillery during the existence of the right of
redemption from such sale, on complying with all the other
provisions of law.
(2) CRoss REFERENCES.-

(A) DISTILLrRIES ERECTED PRIOR TO JULY 20, 1868.-
For distilleries erected prior to July 20, 1868, see section 3180.

(B) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.

(c) APPROVAL AS CONDITION TO COMMENCING BUSINESS.-No in-
dividual, firm, partnership, corporation, or association, intending to
commence or to continue the business of a distiller, rectifier, brewer,
or winemaker, shall commence or continue the business of a distiller,
rectifier, brewer, or winemaker until all bonds in respect of such a
business, required by any provision of law, have been approved by
the Commissioner or such other officer of the Bureau of Internal
Revenue as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary,
may designate.

(d) DISAPPROVAL.-The Commissioner or the designated officer may
disapprove any such bond or bonds if the individual, firm, partner-
ship, corporation, or association giving the same, or owning, con-
trolling, or actively participating in the management of the business
of the individual or firm, partnership, corporation, or association
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giving the same, shall have been previously convicted, in a court of
competent jurisdiction, of (1) any fraudulent noncompliance with
any provision of any law of the United States if such provision re-
lated to internal-revenue or customs taxation of distilled spirits,
wines, or fermented malt liquors, or if such an offense shall have been
compromised with the individual, firm, partnership, corporation, or
association upon payment of penalties or otherwise, or (2) any felony
under a law of any State, Territory, or the District of Columbia, or
the United States, prohibiting the manufacture, sale, importation,
or transportation of distilled spirits, wine, fermented malt liquor, or
other intoxicating liquor.

(e) APPEAL FROM DISAPPROVAL.-In case the disapproval is by any
officer other than the Commissioner, the individual, firm, partner-
ship, corporation, or association giving the bond may appeal from
such disapproval to the Commissioner.

The disapproval of the Commissioner in any matter under this
section shall be final.

(f) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2816. PLAN OF DISTILLERY.

(a) REQUIREMENTS.-Except as provided in section 2824 (a), every
distiller and person intending to engage in the business of a distiller
shall, previous to the approval of his bond, cause to be made, under
the direction of the collector of the district, an accurate plan and
description, in triplicate, of the distillery and distilling apparatus,
distinctly showing the location of every still, boiler, doubler worm
tub, and receiving cistern, the course and construction of ail fixed
pipes used or to be used in the distillery, and of every branch and
every cock or joint thereof, and of every valve therein, together with
every place, vessel, tub, or utensil from and to which any such pipe
leads, or with which it communicates; also the number and location
and cubic contents of every still, mash tub, and fermenting tub, the
cubic contents of every receiving cistern, and the color of each fixed
pipe, as required in this chapter. One copy of said plan and descrip-
tion shall be kept displayed in some conspicuous place in the distil-
lery, and two copies shall be furnished to the collector of the district,
one of which shall be kept by him, and the other transmitted to the
Commissioner. The accuracy of every such plan and description
shall be verified by the collector, the draughtsman, and the distiller;
and no alteration shall be made in such distillery without the con-
sent, in writing, of the collector. Any alteration so made shall be
shown on the original, or by a supplemental plan and description,
and a reference thereto noted on the original, as the collector may
direct; and any supplemental plan and description shall be executed
and preserved in the same manner as the original.

(b) TRANSFER OF DTrIEr.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2817. SURVEY OF DISTILLERY.

(a) REQUIREMENTS.-On receipt of notice that any person, firm, or
corporation wishes to commence the business of distilling, the col-
lector, or a deputy collector, to be designated by him, shall proceed in
person, at the expense of the United States, with the aid of an assist-
ant designated by the Commissioner for the purpose of making sur-
veys of distilleries in that district, to make a survey of such distillery
for the purpose of estimating and determining its true spirit produc-
ing capacity for a day of twenty-four hours.

In all surveys forty-five gallons of mash or beer brewed or fer-
mented from grain shall represent not less than one bushel of grain,
and seven gallons of mash or beer brewed or fermented from molasses
shall represent not less than one gallon of molasses, except in distil-
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giving the same, shall have been previously convicted, in a court of 
competent jurisdiction, of (1) any fraudulent noncompliance with 
any provision of any law of the United States if such provision re-
lated to internal-revenue or customs taxation of distilled spirits, 
wines, or fermented malt liquors, or if such an offense shall have been 
compromised with the individual, firm, partnership, corporation, or 
association upon payment of penalties or otherwise, or (2) any felony 
under a law of any State, Territory, or the District of Columbia, or 
the United States, prohibiting the manufacture, sale, importation, 
or transportation of distilled spirits, wine, fermented malt liquor, or 
other intoxicating liquor. 

(e) APPEAL FROM DISAPPROVAL.—In case the disapproval is by any 
officer other than the Commissioner, the individual, firm, partner-
ship, corporation, or association giving the bond may appeal from 
such disapproval to the Commissioner. 
The disapproval of the Commissioner in any matter under this 

section shall be final. 
(f) TRANSFER or D UTIES.— 

For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 
see section 3170. 

SEC. 2816. PLAN OF DISTILLERY. 

(a) REQUIREMENTS.—Except as provided in section 2824 (a) 1 every 
distiller and person intending to engage in the business of a distiller 
shall, previous to the approval of his bond, cause to be made, under 
the direction of the collector of the district, an accurate plan and 
description, in triplicate, of the distillery and distilling apparatus, 
distinctly showing the location of every still, boiler, doubler, worm 
tub, and receiving cistern, the course and construction of all fixed 
pipes used or to be used in the distillery, and of every branch and 
every cock or joint thereof, and of every valve therein, together with 
every place, vessel, tub, or utensil from and to which any such pipe 
leads, or with which it communicates; also the number and location 
and cubic contents of every still, mash tub, and fermenting tub, the 
cubic contents of every receiving cistern, and the color of each fixed 
pipe, as required in this chapter. One copy of said plan and descrip-
tion shall be kept displayed in some conspicuous place in the distil-
lery, and two copies shall be furnished to the collector of the district, 
one of which shall be kept by him, and the other transmitted to the 
Commissioner. The accuracy of every such plan and description 
shall be verified by the collector, the draughtsman, and the distiller; 
and no alteration shall be made in such distillery without the con-
sent, in writing, of the collector. Any alteration so made shall be 
shown on the original, or by a supplemental plan and description, 
and a reference thereto noted on the original, as the collector may 
direct; and any supplemental plan and description shall be executed 
and preserved in the same manner as the original. 

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 

SEC. 2817. SURVEY OF DISTILLERY. 

(a) REQUIREMENTS.—OR receipt of notice that any person, firm, or 
corporation wishes to commence the business of distilling, the col-
lector, or a deputy collector, to be designated by him, shall proceed in 
person, at the expense of the United States, with the aid of an assist-
ant designated by the Commissioner for the purpose of making sur-
veys of distilleries in that district, to make a survey of such distillery 
for the purpose of estimating and determining its true spirit produc-
ing capacity for a day of twenty-four hours. 
In all surveys forty-five gallons of mash or beer brewed or fer-

mented from grain shall represent not less than one bushel of 
and seven gallons of mash or beer brewed or fermented from molasses 
shall represent not less than one gallon of molasses, except in distil-



leries operated on the sour-mash principle, in which distilleries sixty
gallons of beer brewed or fermented from grain shall represent not
less than one bushel of grain, and except that in distilleries where the
filtration-aeration process is used, with the approval of the Commis-
sioner; that is, where the mash after it leaves the mash tub is passed
through a filtering machine before it is run into the fermenting tub,
and only the filtered liquor passes into the fermenting tub, there shall
be no limitation upon the number of gallons of water which may be
used in the process of mashing or filtration for fermentation; but the
Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, in order to protect
the revenue, shall be authorized to prescribe by regulation, to be made
by him, such character of survey as he may find suitable for distil-
leries using such filtration-aeration process. The provisions hereof
relating to filtration-aeration process shall apply only to sweet-mash
distilleries.

A written report of such survey shall be made in triplicate, of
which one copy shall be delivered to the distiller, one copy shall be
retained by the collector, and one copy shall be transmitted to the
Commissioner and the survey shall take effect upon the delivery of
such copy to the distiller.

Whenever the Commissioner is satisfied that any report of the
capacity of a distillery is incorrect or needs revision, he shall direct
the collector to make in like manner another survey of said distillery,
and the report thereof shall be made and deposited as hereinbefore
required:

Provided, That the survey of any distillery estimated and stated
by the distiller, in his notice of intention to distill, as capable of dis-
tilling not more than one hundred and fifty proof gallons of distilled
spirits every twenty-four hours may be made by the collector or by a
deputy collector without the aid of an assistant; and that all surveys
made for the purpose of correcting clerical errors or errors of compu-
tation existing in the report of a previous survey, and all surveys
made for the purpose of changing the true spirit producing capacity
of any distillery for a day of twenty-four hours as estimated and
determined by a previous survey, but which surveys do not require
the remeasuring of the fermenting tubs in a grain or molasses dis-
tillery, or the still or stills in a distillery of apples, peaches, or grapes
exclusively, may be made without taking the measurements of the
fermenting tubs or stills, as the case may be, and without revisiting
the distillery:

And prorided further, That the Commissioner may, whenever he
shall deem it proper, designate an officer, agent, or person other than
the collector or deputy collector, to make, with or without the aid of
a designated assistant, the surveys and resurveys hereinabove pro-
vided for.

(b) WAIVER OF REQUIREMENTS.-The Secretary in the case of any
distillery may, under regulations, waive such of the requirements of
this section as he determines may be waived without danger to the
revenue. Whenever the Secretary, by authority of this subsection,
waives any or all of the requirements of this section, he may, by
regulation, relieve the distiller from such requirements of sections
2840 (a), 2846 (a), 2847 (a), 2'849, 2850 (a), and 2851 (a), and of such
other provisions of law relating or incidental to survey requirements,
as the Secretary determines may be waived without danger to the
revenue.

(c) CROSS RE-ERENCEs.-
(1) EXEMPTI1 OF EIHYL ALCOHOL DISTIl.EB.--

For exemption, in certain cases, of ethyl alcohol distillers from the
provisions of this section, see section 2848

(2) TRNSFER OF DUTIEs.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commiailoner and his agents,

see section 3170.
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leries operated on the sour-mash principle, in which distilleries sixty 
gallons of beer brewed or fermented from grain shall represent not 
less than one bushel of grain, and except that in distilleries where the 
filtration-aeration process is used, with the approval of the Commis-
sioner; that is, where the mash after it leaves the mash tub is passed 
through a filtering machine before it is run into the fermenting tub, 
and only the filtered liquor passes into the fermenting tub, there shall 
be no limitation upon the number of gallons of water which may be 
used in the process of mashing or filtration for fermentation; but the 
Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, in order to protect 
the revenue' shall be authorized to prescribe by regulation, to be made 
by him, such character of survey as he may find suitable for distil-
leries using such filtration-aeration process. The provisions hereof 
relating to filtration-aeration process shall apply only to sweet-mash 
distilleries. 
A written report of such survey shall be made in triplicate, of 

which one copy shall be delivered to the distiller, one copy shall be 
retained by the collector, and one copy shall be transmitted to the 
Commissioner, and the survey shall take effect upon the delivery of 
such  copy to the distiller. 
Whenever the Commissioner is satisfied that any report of the 

capacity of a distillery is incorrect or needs revision, he shall direct 
the collector to make in like manner another survey of said distillery, 
and the report thereof shall be made and deposited as hereinbefore 
required: 
Provided, That the survey of any distillery estimated and stated 

by the distiller, in his notice of intention to distill, as capable of dis-
tilling not more than one hundred and fifty proof gallons of distilled 
spirits every twenty-four hours may be made by the collector or by a 
deputy collector without the aid of an assistant; and that all surveys 
made for the purpose of correcting clerical errors or errors of compu-
tation existing in the report of a previous survey, and all surveys 
made for the purpose of changing the true spirit producing capacity 
of any distillery for a day of twenty-four hours as estimated and 
determined by a previous survey, but which surveys do not require 
the remeasuring• of the fermenting tubs in a grain or molasses dis-
tillery, or the still or stills in a distillery of apples, peaches, or grapes 
exclusively, may be made without taking the measurements of the 
fermenting tubs or stills, as the case may be, and without revisiting 
the distillery: 
And pro pided fur/ter, That the Commissioner may, whenever he 

shall deem it proper , designate an officer, agent, or person other than 
the collector or deputy collector, to make, with or without the aid of 
a designated assistant, the surveys and resurveys hereinabove pro-
vided for. 

(b) W AIVER OF REountEmErrrs.—The Secretary in the case of any 
distillery may, under regulations, waive such of the requirements of 
this section as he determines may be waived without danger to the 
revenue. Whenever the Secretary, by authority of this subsection, 
waives any or all of the requirements of this section, he may, by 
regulation, relieve the distiller from such requirements of sections 
2840 (a), 2846 (a), 2847 (a), 2849, 2850 (a), and 2851 (a), and of such 
other provisions of law relating or incidental to survey requirements, 
as the Secretary determines may be waived without danger to the 
revenue. 

(c) CROSS ItErEazNcEs.— 
(1) EXE1S1PTION OF maixt. ALCOHOL DISTILLERS.— 

For exemption, in certain cases, of ethyl alcohol distillers from the 
provisions of this section, see section 2848. 

(2) TRANSFER OF Dtylve.S.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commoner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 
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SEC. 2818. NOTICE OF MANUFACTURE OF AND PERMIT TO SET UP
STILL.

(a) RErmQUmI rME.-Any person who manufactures any still, boiler,
or other vessel to be used for the purpose of distilling, shall, before
the same is removed from the place of manufacture, notify in writing
the collector of the district in which such still, boiler, or other vessel
is to be used or set up, by whom it is to be used, its capacity, and the
time when the same is to be removed from the place of manufacture;
and no such still, boiler, or other vessel shall be set up without the
permit in writing of the said collector for that purpose; and

(b) PENALTY FOR SErTING UP STILY WrrHOUT PERMrr.-Any per-
son who sets up any such still, boiler, or other vessel, without first
obtaining a permit from the said collector of the district in which
such still, boiler, or other vessel is intended to be used, or who fails to
give such notice, shall pay in either case the sum of $500, and shall
forfeit the distilling apparatus thus removed or set up in violation
of law.

(c) TRANSFER or DUTIE.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2819. PREMISES PROHIBITED FOR DISTILLING.

No person shall use any still, boiler, or other vessel, for the pur-
pose of distilling, in any dwelling house, or in any shed, yard, or
inclosure connected with any dwelling house, or on board of any
vessel or boat, or in any building, or on any premises where beer,
lager beer, ale, porter, or other fermented liquors, vinegar, or ether,
are manufactured or produced, or where sugars or sirups are re-
fined, or where liquors of any description are retailed, or where any
other business is carried on; or within six hundred feet in a direct
line of any premises authorized to be used for rectifying, except that
the Secretary is authorized to permit such use for distilling on prem-
ises at such lesser distance than six hundred feet as he prescribes, in
any case in which he deems that such permission may be granted
without danger to the revenue; and every person who does any of the
acts prohibited by this section oi or ther, or aids or assists therein, or causes or
procures the same to be done, shall be fined $1,000 and imprisond for
not less thn nthaan six months nor more an two ears in the iscretion of
the court, for each such offense: Provided, That saleratus may be
manufactured, or meal or flour ground from grain, in any building
or on any premises where spirits are distilled; but such meal or flour
shall be used only for distillation on the premises: Provided further
That any boiler used in generating steam or heating water to be used
in any distillery, may be located in any other building or on any
other premises to be connected with such still or boiling tubs, by suit-
able pipes or other apparatus, or the steam from such boiler in the
distillery may be conveyed to other premises to be used for manufac-
turing or other purposes.
SEC. 2820. RECEIVING CISTERNS IN DISTILLERIES.

(a) REQrumEb Ts.-Except as provided in section 2824, the owner,
agent, or superintendent of any distillery established as hereinbe-
ore provided, shall erect, in a room or building to be provided and

used for that purpose, and for no other, and to be constructed in the
manner to be prescribed by the Commissioner, two or more re-
ceiving cisterns, each to be at least of sufficient capacity to hold all
the spirits distilled during the day of twenty-four hours, into which
shall be conveyed all the spirits produced in said distillery; and each
of said cisterns shall be so constructed as to leave an open space
of at least three feet between the top thereof and the floor or roof
above, and of not less than eighteen inches between the bottom
thereof and the floor below, and shall be so situated that the officer
can pass around the same, and shall be connected with the outlet
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SEC 281& NOTICE OF MANUFACTURE OF AND PERMIT TO SET UP 
STILL 

(a) REQuatormENT.—Any person who manufactures any still, boiler, 
or other vessel to be used for the purpose of distilling, shall, before 
the same is removed from the place of manufacture, notify in writing 
the collector of the district in which such still, boiler, or other vessel 
is to be used or set up, by whom it is to be used, its capacity, and the 
time when the same is to be removed from the place of manufacture; 
and no such still, boiler, or other vessel shall be set up without the 
permit in writing of the said collector for that purpose; and 

(b) PENALTY FOR SPITING [Jr Swim WITHOUT PERMIT.—Any per-
son who sets up any such still, boiler, or other vessel, without first 
obtaining a permit from the said collector of the district in which 
such still, boiler, or other vessel is intended to be used, or who fails to 
give such notice shall pay in either case the sum of $500, and shall 
forfeit the distilling apparatus thus removed or set up in violation 
of law. 

(C) TRANSFER or DUTIES.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 

SEC. 2819. PREMISES PROHIBITED FOR DISTILLING. 
No person shall use any still, boiler, or other vessel, for the pur-

pose of distilling, in any dwelling house, or in any shed, yard, or 
inclosure connected with any dwelling house or on board of any 
vessel or boat, or in any building, or on any' premises where beer, 
lager beer, ale, porter, or other fermented liquors, vinegar, or ether, 
are manufactured or produced, or where sugars or sirups are re-
fined, or where liquors of any description are retailed, or where any 
other business is carried on; or within six hundred feet in a direct 
line of any premises authorized to be used for rectifying, except that 
the Secretary is authorized to permit such use for distilling on prem-
ises at such lesser distance than six hundred feet as he prescribes, in 
any case in which he deems that such permission may be granted 
-without danger to the revenue; and every person who does any of the 
acts prohibited by this section or aids or assists therein, or causes or 
procures the same to be done, shall be fined $1,000 and imprisoned for 
not less than six months nor more than two years, in the discretion of 
the court, for each such offense: Provided, That saleratus may be 
manufactured, or meal or flour ground from grain, in any building 
or on any premises where spirits are distilled; but such meal or flour 
shall be used only for distillation on the premises: Provided further, 
That any boiler used in generating steam or heating water to be used 
in any distillery, may be located in any other building or on any 
other premises to be connected with such still or boiling tubs, by suit-
able pipes or other apparatus, or the steam from such boiler in the 
distillery may be conveyed to other premises to be used for manufac-
turing or other purposes. 
SEC. 2820. RECEIVING CISTERNS IN DISTILLERIES. 

(a) REQTJimEmENTs.—Except as provided in section 2824, the owner, 
agent, or superintendent of any distillery established as hereinbe-
fore provided, shall erect, in a room or building to be provided and 
used for that purpose,. and for no other, and to be constructed in the 
manner to be prescribed by the Commissioner, two or more re-
ceiving cisterns, each to be at least of sufficient capacity to hold all 
the spirits distilled during the day of twenty-four hours, into which 
shall be conveyed all the spirits produced in said distillery; and each 
of said cisterns shall be so constructed as to leave an open space 
of at least three feet between the top thereof and the floor or roof 
above, and of not less than eighteen inches between the bottom 
thereof and the floor below, and shall be so situated that the officer 
can pass around the same, and shall be connected with the outlet 



of the worm or condenser by suitable pipes or other apparatus, so
constructed as always to be exposed to the view of the officer, and so
connected and constructed as to prevent the abstraction of spirits
while passing from the outlet of the worm or condenser back to the
still or doubler, or forward to the receiving cistern. Such cisterns
and the room in which they are contained shall be in charge and
under the lock and seal of the storekeeper-gauger designated for that
duty; and all locks and seals required by law shall be provided by
the Commissioner, at the expense of the United States; and the keys
shall be in charge of the collector or such storekeeper-gauger as
he may designate. On the third day after the spirits are conveyed
into such cistern they shall be drawn off into casks, under the super-
vision of such storekeeper-gauger and be removed directly to the
distillery warehouse; but on special application to the collector by
the owner, agent, or superintendent of any distillery, the spirits may
be drawn off from said cisterns, under the supervision of the store-
keeper-gauger, at any time previous to the third day.

Whenever, under authority of law, the Secretary shall relieve a
distiller from the survey requirements, he may, by regulation, re-
quire the distiller to provide such receiving cisterns, tanks, or such
other equipment as the Secretary shall deem proper in order to
protect the revenue.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2821. PENALTY FOR BREAKING LOCKS OR GAINING ACCESS TO

CISTERN ROOM OR BUILDING.
Every person who destroys, breaks, injures, or tampers with any

lock or seal which may be placed on any cistern room or building
by the duly authorized officers of the revenue, or opens said lock
or seal, or the door to said cistern room or building, or in any man-
ner gains access to the contents therein, in the absence of the proper
officer, shall be fined not less than $500 nor more than $5,000, and
imprisoned not less than one year nor more than three years.

SEC. 2822. REQUIREMENTS AS TO FURNACES, TUBS, DOUBLERS, WORM
TANKS, AND FIXED PIPES.

(a) REQUIEMENTS.-The door of the furnace of every still or
boiler used in any distillery shall be so constructed that it may be
securely fastened and locked. The fermenting tubs shall be so placed
as to be easily accessible to any revenue officer, and each tub shall
have distinctly painted thereon in oil colors its cubic contents in
gallons and the number of the tub. There shall be a clear space of
not less than one foot around every wood still and not less than two
feet around every doubler and worm tank. The doubler and worm
tanks shall be elevated not less than one foot from the floor; and
every fixed pipe to be used by the distiller except for conveyance
of water, or of spent mash or beer only, shall be so fixed and placed
as to be capable of being examined by the officer for the whole of its
length or course, and shall be painted, and kept painted, as fol-
lows, that is to say: every pipe for the conveyance of mash or beer
shall be painted of a red color; every pipe for the conveyance of
low-wines back into the still or doubler shall be painted blue; every
pipe for the conveyance of spirits shall be painted black, and every
pipe for the conveyance of water shall be painted white. Whenever
any fixed pipe is used by any distiller which is not painted or kept
painted as herein directed, or which is painted otherwise than as
herein directed, he shall forfeit the sum of $1,000.

(b) TRANsrE OF Dr s.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 8170.
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of the worm or condenser by suitable pipes or other apparatus, so 
constructed as always to be exposed to the view of the officer, and so 
connected and constructed as to prevent the abstraction of spirits 
while passing from the outlet of the worm or condenser back to the 
still or doubler, or forward to the receiving cistern. Such cisterns 
and the room in which they are contained shall be in charge and 
under the lock and seal of the storekeeper-gauger designated for that 
duty; and all locks and seals required by law shall be provided by 
the Commissioner, at the expense of the United States; and the keys 
shall be in charge of the collector or such storekeeper-gauger as 
he may designate. On the third day after the spirits are conveyed 
into such cistern they shall be drawn off into casks, under the super-
vision of such storekeeper-gauger and be removed directly to the 
distillery warehouse; but on special application to the collector by 
the owner, agent, or superintendent of any distillery, the spirits may 
be drawn off from said cisterns, under the supervision of the store-
keeper-gauger, at any time previous to the third day. 

Whenever, under authority of law, the Secretary shall relieve a 
distiller from the survey requirements, he may, by regulation, re-
quire the distiller to provide such receiving cisterns, tanks, or such 
other equipment as the Secretary shall deem proper in order to 
protect the revenue. 

(b) TRANSFER or DUTIES.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 

SEC. 2821. PENALTY FOR BREAKING LOCKS OR GAINING ACCESS TO 
CISTERN ROOM OR BUILDING. 

Every person who destroys, breaks, injures, or tampers with any 
lock or seal which may be placed on any cistern room or building 
by the duly authorized officers of the revenue, or opens said lock 
or seal, or the door to said cistern room or building, or in any man-
ner gains access to the contents therein, in the absence of the proper 
officer, shall be fined not less than $500 nor more than $5,000, and 
imprisoned not less than one year nor more than three years. 

SEC. 2822. REQUIREMENTS AS TO FURNACES, TUBS, DOUBLERS, WORM 
TANKS, AND FIXED PIPES. 

(a) REQUIREMENTS.—The door of the furnace of every still or 
boiler used in any distillery shall be so constructed that it may be 
securely fastened and locked. The fermenting tubs shall be so placed 
as to be easily accessible to any revenue officer, and each tub shall 
have distinctly painted thereon in oil colors its cubic contents in 
gallons and the number of the tub. There shall be a clear space of 
not less than one foot around every wood still and not less than two 
feet around every doubler and worm tank. The doubler and worm 
tanks shall be elevated not less than one foot from the floor; and 
every fixed pipe to be used by the distiller, except for conveyance 
of water, or of spent mash or beer only, shall be so fixed and placed 
as to be capable of being examined by the officer for the whole of its 
length or course, and shall be painted, and kept painted, as fol-
lows, that is to say: every pipe for the conveyance of mash or beer 
shall be painted of a red color; every pipe for the conveyance of 
low-wines back into the still or doubler shall be painted blue; every 
pipe for the conveyance of spirits shall be painted black, and every 
pipe for the conveyance of water shall be painted white. Whenever 
any fixed pipe is used by any distiller which is not painted or kept 
painted as herein directed, or which is painted otherwise than as 
herein directed, he shall forfeit the sum of $1,000. 

(b) TRANSFER or For transfer transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 
see section MO. 
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SEC. 2823. CHANGES IN APPARATUS AND FASTENINGS.
(a) PowE OF COMMIssIONER-The Commissioner is authorized to

order and require such changes of or additions to distilling appa-
ratus, connecting pipes, pumps, or cisterns, or any machinery con-
nected with or used in or on the distillery premises, or may require to
be put on any of the stills, tubs, cisterns, pipes, or other vessels, such
fastenings, locks, or seals as he may deem necessary.

(b) TRANSFER OF DTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2824. EXEMPTIONS OF SMALL DISTILLERIES FROM CERTAIN RE-

QUIREMENTS.
(a) PowER OF COMMISSIONER.-The Commissioner, with the ap-

proval of the Secretary, may exempt distillers whose distilleries have
a daily spirit producing capacity of thirty gallons of proof spirits, or
less, from such of the provisions of law in regard to grain distilleries
which require the processes of distillation to be carried on through
continuous closed vessels and pipes, or which require the cisterns to
be connected with the outlet of the worm or condenser by suitable
pipes or other apparatus or which require certain clear spaces about
the cisterns and other vessels of the distillery, or which require the
distillers to have or furnish a plan of the distillery, as he may deem
proper.

(b) TRANSER OF DurrTE.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2825. EXEMPTION OF DISTILLERS OF FRUIT BRANDY FROM CER-

TAIN REQUIREMENTS.
The Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may

exempt distillers of brandy made exclusively from apples, peaches,
grapes, oranges, pears, pineapples, apricots, berries, plums, pawpaws,
persimmons, prunes, figs, cherries, dates, or citrus fruits (except
lemons and limes) from any provision of the internal-revenue laws
relating to the manufacture of spirits, except as to the tax thereon,
when in his judgment it may seem expedient to do so: Provided, That
where, in the manufacture of wine or citrus-fruit wine, peach wine,
cherry wine, berry wine, apricot wine, prune wine, plum wine, pear
wine, or apple wine, artificial sweetening has been used, the wine, or
the fruit pomace residuum thereof, or the citrus-fruit wine, peach
wine, cherry wine, berry wine, apricot wine, prune wine, plum wine,
pear wine, or apple wine, may be used in the distillation of brandy or
citrus-fruit brandy, peach brandy, cherry brandy, berry brandy,
apricot brandy, prune brandy, plum brandy, pear brandy, or apple
brandy, as the case may be, and such use shall not prevent the
Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, from exempting
such distiller from any provision of the internal-revenue laws relat-
ing to the manufacture of spirits, except as to the tax thereon, when
in his judgment it may seem expedient to do so: And provided
further, That the distillers mentioned in this section may add to not
less than five hundred gallons (ten barrels) of grape cheese not
more than five hundred gallons of a sugar solution made from cane,
beet, starch, or corn sugar, 95 per centum pure, such solution to have
a saccharine strength of not to exceed 10 per centum, and may fer-
ment the resultant mixture on a winery or distillery premises, and
such fermented product shall be regarded as distilling material.
SEC. 2826. KEEPING DISTILLERY ACCESSIBLE

(a) REQUIuREMNTS.-No fence or wall of a height greater than five
feet shall be erected or maintained around the premises of any dis-
tillery, so as to prevent easy and immediate access to such distillery
but the Secretary may authorize the construction and maintenance of
a fence or wall of such greater height than five feet as he shall pre-
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SEC. 2823. CHANGES IN APPARATUS AND FASTENINGS. 
(a) Pow= OF COMMissioNER.—The Commissioner is authorized to 

order and require such changes of or additions to distilling appa-
ratus, connecting pipes, pumps, or cisterns, or any machinery con-
nected with or used in or on the distillery premises, or may require to 
be put on any of the stills, tubs, cisterns, pipes, or other vessels, such 
fastenings, locks, or seals as he may deem necessary. 

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 
SEC. 2824. EXEMPTIONS OF SMALL DISTILLERIES FROM CERTAIN RE-

QUIREMENTS. 
(a) POWER OF CommissioNFit.—The Commissioner, with the ap-

proval of the Secretary, may exempt distillers whose distilleries have 
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the cisterns and other vessels of the distillery, or which require the 
distillers to have or furnish a plan of the distillery, as he may deem 
proper. 

(b) TRANSFER OF Durres.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 
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more than five hundred gallons of a sugar solution made from cane, 
beet, starch, or corn sugar, 95 per centum pure, such solution to have 
a saccharine strength of not to exceed 10 per centum, and may fer-
ment the resultant mixture on a winery or distillery premises and 
such fermented product shall be regarded as distilling material. 
SEC. 2826. KEEPING DISTILLERY ACCESSIBLE 

(a) REQUIRKKENTS.—NO fence or wall of a height greater than five 
feet shall be erected or maintained around the premises of any dis-
tillery, so as to prevent easy and immediate access to such distillery, 
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a fence or wall of such greater height than five feet as he shall pre-
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scribe in any case in which in his opinion such higher fence or wall is
necessary to give adequate protection from trespassers. And every
distiller shall furnish to the collector of the district as many keys of
the gates and doors of the distillery as may be required by the col-
lector, from time to time, for any revenue officer or other person who
may be authorized to make survey or inspection of the premises, or of
the contents thereof; and said distillery shall be kept always acces-
sible to any officer or other person having any such key. Every
person who violates any of the provisions of this subsection by negli-
gence or refusal, or otherwise, shall pay a penalty of $500.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIFs.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2827. ENTRY AND EXAMINATION OF DISTILLERY.

(a) POWER OF REVENUE OFFICERS.-It shall be lawful for any reve-
nue officer at all times, as well by night as by day, to enter into any
distillery or building or place used for the business of distilling or
used in connection therewith for storage or other purposes, and to
examine, gauge, measure, and take an account of every still or other
vessel or utensil of any kind, and of all low-wines, and of the quantity
and gravity of all mash, wort, or beer, and of all yeast, or other
compositions for exciting or producing fermentation in any mash or
beer, of all spirits and of all materials for making or distilling spirits,
which may be in any such distillery or premises, or in possession of
the distiller.

And whenever any internal revenue officer, or any person called by
him to his aid, is hindered, obstructed, or prevented by any distiller
or by any workman, or other person acting for such distiller, or in his
employ, from entering into any such distillery or building or place as
aforesaid; or any such officer is by the distiller, or his workman, or
any person in his employ, prevented or hindered from, or opposed, or
obstructed, or molested in the performance of his duty under the
internal revenue laws, in any respect, the distiller shall forfeit the
sum of not exceeding $1,000.

And whenever any officer, having demanded admittance into a
distillery or distillery premises, and having declared his name and
office, is not admitted into such distillery or premises by the distiller
or other person having charge thereof, it shall be lawful for such
officer at all times, as well by night as by day, to break open by force
any of the doors or windows, or to break through any of the walls of
such distillery or premises necessary to be broken open or through,
to enable him to enter the said distillery or premises; and the distiller
shall forfeit the sum of not exceeding $1,000.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.

SEC. 2828. DISTILLERS AND RECTIFIERS TO FURNISH FACILITIES AND
GIVE ASSISTANCE FOR EXAMINATION OF PREMISES.

(a) POWER OF REVENUE OFFcERs.-On the demand of any internal
revenue officer or agent, every distiller or rectifier shall furnish
strong, safe, and convenient ladders of sufficient length to enable the
officer or agent to examine and gauge any vessel or utensil in such
distillery or premises; and shall, at all times when required, supply
all assistance, lights, ladders, tools, staging, or other things necessary
for inspecting the premises, stock, tools, and apparatus belonging to
such person, and shall open all doors, and open for examination all
boxes, packages, and all casks, barrels, and other vessels not under
the control of the revenue officer in charge, under a penalty of $500
for every refusal or neglect so to do.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTEs.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
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SEC. 2829. INSTALLATION OF METERS, TANKS, AND OTHER APPARATUS.
(a) POWER OF THE COMMIssIONER.-The Commissioner, with the

approval of the Secretary, is authorized to require at distilleries,
breweries, rectifying houses, and wherever else in his judgment such
action may be deemed advisable, the installation of meters, tanks,
pipes, or any other apparatus for the purpose of protecting the rev-
enue, and such meters, tanks, and pipes and all necessary labor inci-
dent thereto shall be at the expense of the person on whose premises
the installation is required. Any such person refusing or neglecting
to install such apparatus when so required by the Commissioner shall
not be permitted to conduct business on such premises.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2830 OFFICER'S AUTHORITY TO BREAK UP GROUNDS OR WALLS.

(a) POWER OF REVENUE AGENT.-It shall be lawful for any rev-
enue officer, and any person acting in his aid, to break up the ground
on any part of a distillery, or premises of a distiller or rectifier, or
any ground adjoining or near to such distillery or premises, or any
wall or partition thereof, or belonging thereto, or other place, to
search for any pipe, cock, private conveyance, or utensil; and, upon
finding any such pipe or conveyance leading therefrom or thereto, to
break up any ground, house, wall, or other place through or into
which such pipe or other conveyance leads, and to break or cut away
such pipe or other conveyance, and turn any cock, or to examine
whether such pipe or other conveyance conveys or conceals any mash,
wort, or beer, or other liquor, which may be used for the distillation
of low-wines or spirits, from the sight or view of the officer, so as to
prevent or hinder him from taking a true account thereof.

(b) TRANSEBR OF DurTis.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 8170.
SEC. 2831. SIGNS OF DISTILLERS, RECTIFIERS, AND WHOLESALE

LIQUOR DEALERS.
Every person engaged in distilling or rectifying spirits, and every

wholesale liquor dealer, shall place and keep conspicuously on the
outside of the place of such business a sign, exhibiting in plain and
legible letters, not less than three inches in length, painted in oil-
colors or gilded, and of a proper and proportionate width, the name
or firm of the distiller, rectifier, or wholesale dealer with the words:
"Registered distillery,' "rectifier of spirits," or "wholesale liquor
dealer," as the case may be. Every person who violates the foregoing
provision by negligence or refusal, or otherwise, shall pay a penalty
of $500.

And every person, other than a rectifier or wholesale liquor dealer
who has paid the special tax, or a distiller who has given bond as
required by law, who puts up or keeps up the sign required by this
section, or any sign indicating that he may lawfully carry on the
business of a distiller, rectifier, or wholesale liquor dealer, shall forfeit
and pay $1,000, and shall be imprisoned not less than one month nor
more than six months. And every person who works in any distillery,
rectifying establishment, or wholesale liquor store, on which no sign
is placed and kept, as hereinbefore provided; and every person who
knowingly receives at, carries or conveys any distilled spirits to or
from, any such distillery, rectifying establishment, warehouse, or
store, or who knowingly carries and delivers any grain, molasses, or
other raw material to any distillery on which such sign is not placed
and kept, shall forfeit all horses, carts, drays, wagons, or other vehicle
or animal used in carrying or conveying such property aforesaid, and
shall be fined not less than $100 nor more than $1 000, or be imprisoned
not lees than one month nor more than six months.
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SEC. 2832. CONDITIONS PRECEDENT TO CARRYING ON BUSINESS OF
DISTILLING.

It shall not be lawful for any distiller to commence the business
of distilling, until he has given the bond required by law, and com-
plied with the provisions of law relating to the registration and sur-
vey of distilleries, and the arrangement and construction of distil-
leries and the premises connected therewith; nor shall it be lawful
for any person to engage in the business of distilling on any prem-
ises distant less than six hundred feet in a direct line from any
premises used for rectifying; nor shall the processes of distillation
and rectification both be carried on within the distance of six hundred
feet in a direct line; except that the Secretary is authorized to per-
mit such business of distilling or process of distillation to be carried
on at such lesser distance than six hundred feet as he prescribes, in
any case in which he deems that such permission may be granted
without danger to the revenue.
SEC. 2833. DISTILLING WITHOUT GIVING BOND.

(a) PENALTY AND FonEErruR .- Any person who shall carry on the
business of a distiller without having given bond as required by law,
or who shall engage in or carry on the business of a distiller with in-
tent to defraud the United States of the tax on the spirits distilled by
him, or any part thereof, shall, for every such offense, be fined not less
than $100 nor more than $5,000 and imprisoned for not less than
thirty days nor more than two years. And all distilled spirits or
wines, and all stills or other apparatus, fit or intended to be used for
the distillation or rectification of spirits, or for the compounding of
liquors, owned by such person, wherever found, and all distilled
spirits or wines and personal property found in the distillery or in
any building, room, yard, or inclosure connected therewith, and used
with or constituting a part of the premises, and all the right, title,
and interest of such person in the lot or tract of land on which such
distillery is situated, and all right, title, and interest therein of every
person, who knowingly has suffered or permitted the business of a dis-
tiller to be there carried on, or has connived at the same; and all per-
sonal property owned by or in possession of any person who has per-
mitted or suffered any building, yard, or inclosure, or any part thereof,
to be used for purposes of ingress or egress to or from such distillery,
which shall be found in any such building, yard, or inclosure, and all
the right, title, and interest of every person in any premises used for
ingress or egress to or from such distillery, who has knowingly suf-
fered or permitted such premises to be used for such ingress or egress,
shall be forfeited to the United States.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2834. MASH, WORT, AND VINEGAR; VINEGAR FACTORIES.

No mash, wort, or wash, fit for distillation or for the production of
spirits or alcohol, shall be made or fermented in any building or on
any premises other than a distillery duly authorized according to law;
and no mash, wort, or wash so made and fermented shall be sold or
removed from any distillery before being distilled; and no person,
other than an authorized distiller, shall, by distillation, or by any
other process, separate the alcoholic spirits from any fermented mash,
wort, or wash; and no person shall use spirits or alcohol in manufac-
turing vinegar or any other article, or in any process of manufacture
whatever, unless the spirits or alcohol so used shall have been pro-
duced in an authorized distillery and (except in the case of vinegar)
the tax thereon paid. Every person who violates any provision of
this section shall be fined for each offense not less than $500 nor more
than $5,000. and be imprisoned not less than six months nor more than
two years. Nothing in this section shall be construed to apply to fer-
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mented liquors, or to fermented liquids used for the manufacture of
vinegar exclusively. But no worm, goose-neck, pipe, conductor, or
contrivance of any description whatsoever whereby vapor might in
any manner be conveyed away and converted into distilled spirits,
shall be used or employed or be fastened to or connected with any
vaporizing apparatus used for the manufacture of vinegar; nor shall
any worm be permitted on or near the premises where such vaporizing
process is carried on.

Nor shall any vinegar factory, for the manufacture of vinegar as
aforesaid, be permitted, except as provided in section 2835, within six
hundred feet of any distillery or rectifying house. But it shall be
lawful for manufacturers of vinegar to separate, by a vaporizing
process, the alcoholic property from the mash produced by them, and
condense the same by introducing it into the water or other liquid
used in making vinegar.

No person, however, shall remove, or cause to be removed, from any
vinegar factory or place where vinegar is made, any vinegar or other
fluid or material containing a greater proportion than 2 per centum
of proof spirits. Any violation of this provision shall incur a for-
feiture of the vinegar, fluid, or material containing such proof spirits,
and shall subject the person or persons guilty of removing the same to
the punishment provided for any violation of this section.

And sections 2827, 2828, and 2830 shall apply to all premises
whereon vinegar is manufactured, to all manufacturers of vinegar and
their workmen or other persons employed by them.
SEC. 2835. VINEGAR FACTORIES OPERATED PRIOR TO MARCH 1, 1879.

(a) REGLATmoNs.-Any vinegar factory for the manufacture of
vinegar, established and operated vinegainegar factory prior to March
1, 1879, may be operated for the manufacture of vinegar by the use
of alcoholic vapor within such distance less than six hundred feet of
any distillery or rectifying house under such regulations as the Com-
missioner may prescribe with the approval of the Secretary.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIS.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2836 PROHIBITED HOURS FOR DISTILLING.

Except as provided in section 2837, no malt, corn, grain, or other
material shall be mashed, nor any mash, wort, or beer brewed or made,
nor any still used by a distiller, at any time between the hour of eleven
in the afternoon of any Saturday and the hour of one in the forenoon
of the next succeeding Monday; and every person who violates the
provisions of this section shall be liable to a penalty of $1,000.
SEC. 2837. EXEMPTION OF ALCOHOL FROM RESTRICTIONS OF SECTION

2836
.(a) POWER OF CoMMISSIONER.-Under such regulations as the Com-

missioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may prescribe, the
manufacture, warehousing, withdrawal, and shipment of ethyl alcohol
for other than (1) beverage purposes or (2) use in the manufacture
or production of any article used or intended for use as a beverage,
and denatured alcohol, may be exempted from the provisions of
section 2836.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2838. PENALTY FOR USING MATERIAL OR REMOVING SPIRITS IN

ABSENCE OF STOREKEEPER-GAUGER.
Every distiller or person employed in any distillery who, in the

absence of the storekeeper-gauger, or person designated to act as
storekeeper-gauger, uses, or causes or permits to be used, any material
for the purpose of making mash, wort, or beer, or for the production
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mented liquors, or to fermented liquids used for the manufacture of 
vinegar exclusively. But no worm, goose-neck, pipe, conductor, or 
contrivance of any description whatsoever whereby vapor might in 
any manner be conveyed away and converted into distilled spirits, 
shall be used or employed or be fastened to or connected with any 
vaporizing apparatus used for the manufacture of vinegar; nor shall 
any worm be permitted on or near the premises where such vaporizing 
process is carried on. 
Nor shall any vinegar factory, for the manufacture of vinegar as 

aforesaid, be permitted, except as provided in section 2835, within six 
hundred feet of any distillery or rectifying house. But it shall be 
lawful for manufacturers of vinegar to separate, by a vaporizing 
process, the alcoholic property from. the mash produced by them, and 
condense the same by introducing it into the water or other liquid 
used in making vinegar. 
No person, however, shall remove, or cause to be removed, from any 

vinegar factory or place where vinegar is made, any vinegar or other 
fluid or material containing a greater proportion than 2 per centum 
of proof spirits. Any violation of this provision shall incur a for-
feiture of the vinegar, fluid, or material containing such proof spirits, 
and shall subject the person or persons guilty of removing the same to 
the punishment provided for any violation of this section. 
And sections 2827, 2828, and 2830 shall apply to all premises 

whereon vinegar is manufactured, to all manufacturers of vinegar and 
their workmen or other persons employed by them. 
SEC. 2835. VINEGAR FACTORIES OPERATED PRIOR TO MARCH 1, 1879. 

(a) REGULATIONS.—Any vinegar factory for the manufacture of 
vinegar, established and operated as a vinegar factory prior to March 
1, 1879, may be operated for the manufacture of vinegar by the use 
of alcoholic vapor within such distance less than six hundred feet of 
any distillery or rectifying house under such regulations as the Com-
missioner may prescribe with the approval of the Secretary. 

(b) TRANSFER or DIITIZ9.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 
SEC. 2836. PROHIBITED HOURS FOR DISTILLING. 
Except as provided in section 2837, no malt, corn, grain, or other 

material shall be mashed, nor any mash, wort, or beer brewed or made, 
nor any still used by a distiller, at any time between the hour of eleven 
in the afternoon of any Saturday and the hour of one in the forenoon 
of the next succeeding Monday; and every person who violates the 
provisions of this section shall be liable to a penalty of $1,000. 

SEC. 2837. EXEMPTION OF ALCOHOL FROM RESTRICTIONS OF SECTION 
2836. 

(a) POWER .OF Commissiorazt.—Under such regulations as the Com-
missioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may prescribe, the 
manufacture, warehousing, withdrawal, and shipment of ethyl alcohol 
for other than (1) beverage purposes or (2) use in the manufacture 
or production of any article used or intended for use as a beverage, 
and denatured alcohol, may be exempted from the provisions of 
section 2836. 

(b) TRANSFER or DUTIES.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 
SEC. 2838. PENALTY FOR USING MATERIAL OR REMOVING SPIRITS IN 

ABSENCE OF STOREKEEPER-GAUGER. 
Every distiller or person employed in any distillery who, in the 

absence of the storekeeper-gauger, or person designated to act as 
storekeeper-gauger, uses, or causes or permits to be used, any material 
for the purpose of making mash, wort, or beer, or for the production 



of spirits, or removes any spirits, shall forfeit and pay double the
amount of taxes on the spirits so produced, distilled, or removed, and
in addition thereto be liable to a penalty of $1,000.
SEC. 2839. DRAWING OFF WATER AND CLEANSING WORM TUBS.

(a) REQUIREMENTs.-Whenever any officer or internal revenue
agent requires the water contained in any worm tub in a distillery,
at any time when the still is not at work, to be drawn off, and the tub
and worm cleansed, the water shall forthwith be drawn off, and the
tub and worm cleansed by the distiller, or his workmen, accordingly;
and the water shall be kept and continued out of such worm tub for
the period of two hours, or until the officer or agent has finished his
examination thereof. For any refusal or neglect to comply with any
provision of this section, the distiller shall forfeit the sum of not
exceeding $1,000; and it shall be lawful for the officer or agent to
draw off such water, or any portion of it, and to keep the same drawn
off for so long a time as he shall think necessary.

(b) TRANSFER or DTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2840. FERMENTING TUBS.

(a) REQUIREMENTS.-Every fermenting tub shall be emptied at or
before the end of the fermenting period; no fermenting tub in a
sweet-mash distillery shall be filled oftener than once in seventy-two
hours, nor in a sour-mash distillery oftener than once in ninety-six
hours, nor in a rum distillery oftener than once in one hundred and
forty-four hours, nor in a distillery where the filtration-aeration
process is employed, that is, where the mash after it leaves the mash
tub is passed through a filtering machine, before it is run into the
fermenting tub, and only the filtered liquor passes into the fermenting
tub, and the approval of the Commissioner being secured, oftener
than once in twenty-four hours. The provisions hereof relating to
filtration-aeration process shall apply only to sweet-mash distilleries.

(b) CROSS REFERENCES.-
(1) ExEMPTION OF ETHYL ALCOHOL DISTILLERS.-

For exemption, in certain cases, of ethyl alcohol distillers from the
provisions of this section, see section 2848.

(2) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.

SEC. 2841. DISTILLER'S BOOKS.
(a) ENTRIES.-

(1) REQuiREMENTS.-Every person who makes or distills spirits,
or owns any still, boiler, or other vessel used for the purpose of
distilling spirits, or who has such still, boiler, or other vessel so
used under his superintendence, either as agent or owner, or who
uses any such still, boiler, or other vessel, shall keep a record, in
the form and manner prescribed by the Commissioner, of the
receipt on the distillery premises, and the use thereon, of materials
intended for use in the distillation of spirits, and of the number
of gallons of spirits distilled, the number of gallons placed in the
warehouse, and the proof thereof, the number of gallons sold or
removed, with the proof thereof and the name, place of business,
and residence of the person to whom sold.

(2) TRANSFER OF DUTIEs.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
(b) PRESERVATION AND INSPECTIoN.-The books of every distiller

hereinbefore required shall always be kept at the distillery and be
always open to the inspection of any revenue officer, and, when filled
up, shall be preserved by the distiller for a period of not less than
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of spirits, or removes any spirits, shall forfeit and pay double the 
amount of taxes on the spirits so produced, distilled, or removed, and 
in addition thereto be liable to a penalty of $1,000. 
SEC. 2839. DRAWING OFF WATER AND CLEANSING WORM TUBS. 

(a) REQUIREmENTS.—Whenever any officer or internal revenue 
agent requires the water contained in any worm tub in a distillery, 
at any time when the still is not at work, to be drawn off, and the tub 
and worm cleansed, the water shall forthwith be drawn off, and the 
tub and worm cleansed by the distiller, or his workmen, accordingly; 
and the water shall be kept and continued out of such worm tub for 
the period of two hours, or until the officer or agent has finished his 
examination thereof. For any refusal or neglect to comply with any 
provision of this section, the distiller shall forfeit the sum of not 
exceeding $1,000; and it shall be lawful for the officer or agent to 
draw off such water, or any portion of it, and to keep the same drawn 
off for so long a time as he shall think necessary. 

(b) TRANSFER or DUTIES.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 
SEC. 2840. FERMENTING TUBS. 

(a) REQuinintENTs.—Every fermenting tub shall be emptied at or 
before the end of the fermenting period; no fermenting tub in a 
sweet-mash distillery shall be filled oftener than once in seventy-two 
hours, nor in a sour-mash distillery oftener than once in ninety-six 
hours, nor in a rum distillery oftener than once in one hundred and 
forty-four hours, nor in a distillery where the filtration-aeration 
process is employed, that is, where the mash after it leaves the mash 
tub is passed through a filtering machine, before it is run into the 
fermenting tub, and only the filtered liquor pas.ses into the fermenting 
tub, and the approval of the Commissioner being secured, oftener 
than once in twenty-four hours. The provisions hereof relating to 
filtration-aeration process shall apply only to sweet-mash distilleries. 

(b) CROSS REFERENCES.— 
(1) EXEMPTION OF ETHYL ALCOHOL DISTILLERS.— 

For exemption, in certain cases, of ethyl alcohol distillers from the 
provisions of this section, see section 2848. 

(2) TRANSFER or Lynes.--
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 
SEC. 2841. DISTILLER'S BOOKS. 

(a) ENTRIES.— 
(1) REQ CTIREMENTS.—Every person who makes or distills spirits, 

or owns any still, boiler, or other vessel used for the purpose of 
distilling spirits, or who has such still, boiler, or other vessel so 
used under his superintendence, either as agent or owner, or who 
uses any such still, boiler, or other vessel, shall keep a record, in 
the form and manner prescribed by the Commissioner, of the 
receipt on the distillery premises, and the use thereon, of materials 
intended for use in the distillation of spirits, and of the number 
of gallons of spirits distilled, the number of gallons placed in the 
warehouse, and the proof thereof, the number of gallons sold or 
removed, with the proof thereof, and the name, place of business, 
and residence of the person to whom sold. 

(2) TRANSFER OF DuTLES.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 
(h) PRESERVATION AND INsrEcriox.—The books of every distiller 

hereinbefore required shall always be kept at the distillery and be 
always open to the inspection of any revenue office r, and, when filled 
up, shall be preserved by the distiller for a period of not less than 
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two years thereafter, and whenever required shall be produced for
the inspection of any revenue officer.

(c) PENALTY AND FORFEIrUBE.-
(1) OMmING ENTRIES OR MAKING FALSE ENTiIIES.-Whenever

any false entry is made in, or any entry required to be made is
omitted from, either of the said books mentioned in the two pre-
ceding subsections, with intent to defraud or to conceal from the
revenue officers any fact or particular required to be stated and
entered in either of said books, or to mislead in reference thereto;
or any distiller as aforesaid omits or refuses to provide either of
said books, or cancels, obliterates, or destroys any part of either
of such books, or any entry therein, with intent to defraud, or
permits the same to be done, or such books, or either of them,
are not produced when required by any revenue officer, the dis-
tillery, distilling apparatus, and the lot or tract of land on which
it stands, and all personal property on said premises used in the
business there carried on, shall be forfeited to the United States.
And every person who makes such false entry, or omits to make
any entry hereinbefore required to be made, with intent aforesaid,
or who causes or procures the same to be done, or fraudulently
cancels obliterates, or destroys any part of said books, or any
entry therein or willfully fails to produce such books, or either
of them, shall be fined not less than $500, nor more than $5,000,
and imprisoned not less than six months, nor more than two years.

(2) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2842. PENALTY FOR USING FALSE WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

Every person who knowingly uses any false weights or measures
in ascertaining, weighing, or measuring the quantities of grain,
meal, or vegetable materials, molasses, beer, or other substances to
be used for distillation, shall be fined not less than $500 nor more
than $5,000, and imprisoned not less than one year nor more than
three years.
SEC. 2843. PENALTY FOR USING UNREGISTERED MATERIALS.

Any person who uses any molasses beer, or other substance
whether fermented on the premises or elsewhere, for the purpose of
producing spirits, before an account of the same is registeredin the
proper book provided for that purpose, shall forfeit and pay the
sum of $1,000 for each offense so committed.
SEC. 2844. MONTHLY PRODUCTION RETURN OF DISTILLER.

(a) REQUREMENT.-On the 1st day of each month, or within five
days thereafter, every distiller shall render to the collector of the
district an account in duplicate, taken from his books, stating the
quantity and kind of materials used for the production of spirits
each day, and the number of wine gallons and of proof gallons of
spirits produced and placed in warehouse. And the distiller or the
principal manager of the distillery shall make and subscribe the
following oath, to be attached to said return:

"I, - , distiller (or principal manager, as the case may
be) of the distillery at , do solemnly swear that, since the date
of the last return of the business of said distillery, dated - day
of - to day of - , both inclusive, there was produced
in said distillery, and withdrawn and placed in warehouse, the num-
ber of wine gallons and proof gallons of spirits; and there were
actually mashed and used in said distillery, and consumed in the
production of spirits therein, the several quantities of grain, sugar
molasses, and other materials respectively hereinbefore specified, and
no more."

One of the said duplicate returns shall be transmitted by the col-
lector to the Commissioner.
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two years thereafter, and whenever required shall be produced for 
the inspection of any revenue officer. 

(c) PENAvry Amp FORFEITURE.— 
(1) OMITTING ENTRIES OR MAILING FALSE ENTRIES.—Whenever 

any false entry is made in, or any entry required to be made is 
omitted from, either of the said books mentioned in the two pre-
ceding subsections, with intent to defraud or to conceal from the 
revenue officers any fact or particular required to be stated and 
entered in either of said books, or to mislead in reference thereto ,• 
or any distiller as aforesaid omits or refuses to provide either of 
said books, or cancels, obliterates, or destroys any part of either 
of such books, or any entry therein, with intent to defraud, or 
permits the same to be done, or such books, or either of them, 
are not produced when required by any revenue officer, the dis-
tillery, distilling apparatus, and the lot or tract of land on which 
it stands, and all personal property, on said premises used in the 
business there carried on, shall be -forfeited to the United States. 
And every person who makes such false entry, or omits to make 
any entry hereinbefore required to be made, with intent aforesaid, 
or who causes or procures the same to be done, or fraudulently 
cancels, obliterates, or destroys any part of said books, or any 
entry therein, or willfully fails to produce such books, or either 
of them, shall be fined not less than $500, nor more than $5,000, 
and imprisoned not less than six months, nor more than two years. 

(2) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 

SEC. 2842. PENALTY FOR USING FALSE WEIGHTS AND MEASURES. 
Every person who knowingly uses any false weights or measures 

in ascertaining, weighing, or measuring the quantities of grain, 
meal, or vegetable materials, molasses, beer, or other substances to 
be used for distillation, shall be fined not less than $500 nor more 
than $5,000, and imprisoned not less than one year nor more than 
three years. 
SEC. 2843. PENALTY FOR USING UNREGISTERED MATERIALS. 
Any person who uses any molasses, beer, or other substance, 

whether fermented on the premises or elsewhere, for the purpose of 
producing spirits, before an account of the same is registered in the 
proper book provided for that purpose, shall forfeit and pay the 
sum of $1,000 for each offense so committed. 
SEC. 2844. MONTHLY PRODUCTION RETURN OF DISTILLER. 

(a) REQUIREMENT.—On the 1st day of each month, or within five 
days thereafter, every distiller shall render to the collector of the 
district an account in duplicate, taken from his books, stating the 
quantity and kind of materials used for the production of spirits 
each day, and the number of wine gallons and of proof gallons of 
spirits produced and placed in warehouse. And the distiller or the 
principal manager of the distillery shall make and subscribe the 
following oath, to be attached to said return: 

"I,   , distiller (or principal manager, as the case may 
be) of the distillery at , do solemnly swear that, since the date 
of the last return of the business of said distillery, dated day 
of to day of , both inclusive, there was produced 
in said distillery, and withdrawn and placed in warehouse, the num-
ber of wine gallons and proof gallons of spirits; and there were 
actually mashed and used in said distillery, and consumed in the 
production of spirits therein, the several quantities of grain, sugar, 
molasses, and other materials respectively hereinbefore specified, and 
no more." 
One of the said duplicate returns shall be transmitted by the col-

lector to the Commissioner. 



(b) TRANSFER OF DuTrEs.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2845. SPECIAL RETURNS OF NUMBER OF BARRELS DISTILLED.

(a) REQUIREMENT.-Every distiller shall make a return of the
number of barrels of spirits distilled by him, counting forty gallons
of proof spirits to the barrel, whenever such return is demanded by
the collector of the district.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2846. ASSESSMENT FOR DEFICIENCIES IN PRODUCTION AND

EXCESS OF MATERIAL USED.
(a) PowER OF COMMISSIONER.-On the receipt of the distiller's re-

turn in each month, the Commissioner shall inquire and determine
whether the distiller has accounted for all the grain or molasses used,
and all the spirits produced by him in the preceding month. If he
is satisfied that the distiller has reported all the spirits produced by
him, and the quantity so reported is found to be less than 80 per
centum of the producing capacity of the distillery as estimated ac-
cording to law, he shall make an assessment for such deficiency at the
rate of tax imposed by law for every proof gallon. In determining
the quantity of grain used, fifty-six pounds shall be accounted as a
bushel; and if the Commissioner finds that the distiller has used any
grain or molasses in excess of the capacity of his distillery as esti-
mated according to law, he shall make an assessment against the dis-
tiller at the rate imposed by law for every proof gallon of spirits that
should have been produced from the grain or molasses so used in
excess, which assessment shall be made whether the quantity of
spirits reported is equal to or exceeds 80 per centum of the producing
capacity of the distillery. If the Commissioner finds that the distiller
has not accounted for all the spirits produced by him, he shall, from
all the evidence he can obtain, determine what quantity of spirits was
actually produced by such distiller, and an assessment shall be made
for the difference between the quantity reported and the quantity
shown to have been actually produced, at the rate of tax imposed by
law for every proof gallon: Pronided, That the actual product shall
be assumed to be in no case less than 80 per centum of the producing
capacity of the distillery as estimated according to law. All assess-
ments made under this section shall be a lien on all distilled spirits
on the distillery premises, the distillery used for distilling the same,
the stills, vessels, fixtures, and tools therein the tract of land whereon
the said distillery is located, and any building thereon, from the time
such assessment is made until the same shall have been paid.

(b) CROss REFERENCES.-
(1) EXEIPTION OF ETHYL ALCOHOL DISTILLRS.--

For exemption, in certain cases, of ethyl alcohol distillers from the
provisions of this section, see section 2848.

(2) TBANSFER OF DUTIES.--

For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,
see section 3170.

SEC. 2847. RELIEF FROM ASSESSMENTS UNDER SECTION 2846.
(a) POWER OF COMMIssIONER.-Whenever, under the provisions of

section 2846, an assessment shall have been made against a distiller
for a deficiency in not producing 80 per centum of the producing
capacity of his distillery as established by law, or for the tax upon
the spirits that should have been produced from the grain, or fruit,
or molasses found to have been used in excess of the capacity of his
distillery for any month, as estimated according to law, such excessive
use of grain, or fruit, or molasses having arisen from a failure on
the part of the distiller to maintain the capacity required by law to
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(b) TRANSFER or DuTIES.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 

SEC. 2845. SPECIAL RETURNS OF NUMBER OF BARRELS DISTILLED. 
(a) REQuitirmricr.—Every distiller shall make a return of the 

number of barrels of spirits distilled by him, counting forty gallons 
of proof spirits to the barrel, whenever such return is demanded by 
the collector of the district. 

(b) TRANSFER or Dirrirs.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 

SEC. 2846. ASSESSMENT FOR DEFICIENCIES IN PRODUCTION AND 
EXCESS OF MATERIAL USED. 

(a) POWER or Commissmicrit.—On the receipt of the distiller's re-
turn in each month, the Commissioner shall inquire and determine 
whether the distiller has accounted for all the grain or molasses used, 
and all the spirits produced by him in the preceding month. If he 
is satisfied that the .distiller has reported all the spirits produced by 
him, and the quantity so reported is found to be less than 80 per 
centum of the producing capacity of the distillery as estimated ac-
cording to law, he shall make an assessment for such deficiency at the 
rate of tax imposed by law for every proof gallon. In determining 
the quantity of grain used, fifty-six pounds shall be accounted as a 
bushel; and if the Commissioner finds that the distiller has used any 
grain or molasses in excess of the capacity of his distillery as esti-
mated according to law, he shall make an assessment against the dis-
tiller at the rate imposed by law for every proof gallon of spirits that 
should have been produced from the gram or molasses so used in 
excess, which assessment shall be made whether the quantity of 
spirits reported is equal to or exceeds 80 per centum of the producing 
capacity of the distillery. If the Commissioner finds that the distiller 
has not accounted for all the spirits produced by him, he shall, from 
all the evidence lie can obtain, determine what quantity of spirits was 
actually produced by such distiller, and an assessment shall be made 
for the difference between the quantity reported and the quantity 
shown to have been actually produced, at the rate of tax imposed by 
law for every proof gallon: Provided, That the actual product shall 
be assumed to be in no case less .than 80 per centum of the producing 
capacity of the distillery as estimated according to law. •All assess-
ments made under this section shall be a lien on all distilled spirits 
on the distillery premises, the distillery used for distilling the same, 
the stills, vessels, fixtures, and tools thereinl the tract of land whereon 
the said distillery is located, and any building thereon, from the time 
such assessment is made until the same shall have been paid. 

(b) CROSS REFERENCES.— 
(1) EXEMPTION or ETHYL ALCOHOL DISTILLERS.— 

For exemption, in certain cases, of ethyl alcohol distillers from the 
provisions of this section, see section 2848. 

(2) TRANSFER OF DIMES.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 

SEC. 2847. RELIEF FROM ASSESSMENTS UNDER SECTION 2846. 

(a) Powru or COMMISSIONER.—Whenever, under the provisions of 
section 2846, an assessment shall have been made against a distiller 
for a deficiency in not producing 80 per centum of the producing 
capacity of his distillery as established by law, or for the tax upon 
the spirits that should have been produced from the grain, or fruit, 
or molasses found to have been used in exePas of the capacity of his 
distillery for any month, as estimated according to law, such excessive 
use of grain, or fruit, or molasses having arisen from a failure on 
the part of the distiller to maintain the capacity required by law to 
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enable him to use such grain, or fruit, or molasses without incurring
liability to such assessment, and it shall be made to appear to the
satisfaction of the Commissioner that said deficiency, or that said
failure, whereby such excessive use of grain, molasses, or fruit arose,
was not occasioned by any want of diligence or by any fraudulent
purpose on the part of the distiller, but from misunderstanding as
to the requirements of the law and regulations in that respect or by
reason of unavoidable accidents, then, and in such case, the Commis-
sioner, subject to regulations prescribed by the Secretary is author-
ized, on appeal made to him, to remit or refund such tax, or such
part thereof as shall appear to him to be equitable and just in the
premises.

And the Commissioner upon the production to him of satisfactory
proof of the actual destruction, by accidental fire or other casualty,
and without any fraud, collusion, or negligence of the distiller of any
spirits in process of manufacture or distillation, or before removal to
the distillery warehouse, shall not assess the distiller for a deficiency
in not producing 80 per centam of the producing capacity of his dis-
tillery as established by law when the deficiency is occasioned by such
destruction, nor shall he, in such case, assess the tax on the spirits so
destroyed:

Provided, That no assessment shall be charged against any distiller
of fruit for any failure to maintain the required capacity, unless the
Commissioner shall, within six months after his receipt of each
monthly report notify such distiller of such failure so to maintain
the required capacity.

(b) RANSFER OF DUimE.-
For transfer of power and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2848. EXEMPTION OF DISTILLERS OF ETHYL ALCOHOL FROM

CERTAIN PROVISIONS.
(a) POWER OF COMMIssioNER.-The Commissioner, with the ap-

proval of the Secretary, may by regulations exempt distillers of
ethyl alcohol, for use in the production of munitions of war, or for
other nonbeverage purposes, from so much of the provisions of sec-
tions 2817, 2840, or 2846, respecting the survey of distilleries, the
period of fermentation, the filling and emptying of fermenting tubs,
and assessments, as, in his judgment, may be expedient: Provided,
That the bond prescribed in section 2814 shall, in the cases herein
provided, be in such sum and contain such further conditions as the
Commissioner may require.

(b) TRANSFER OF DuTES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2849. FIRST FERMENTING PERIOD.

The first fermenting period of every distiller shall be taken to
begin on the day the distiller's bond is approved; and every distiller at
the hour of twelve meridian on the last day of such first fermenting
period, or at the same hour on any previous day of such fermenting
period on which spirits are distilled, shall be deemed to have com-
menced, and thereafter to be continuously engaged in, the production
of distilled spirits in his distillery, except in the intervats when he
shall suspend work as provided in section 2850.
SEC. 2850. SUSPENSION AND RESUMPTION OF DISTILLING.

(a) REQUREMENTS.-Any distiller desiring to suspend work in his
distillery may give notice in writing to the collector of the district
stating when he will suspend work; and on the day mentioned in said
notice said collector or one of his deputies shall, at the expense of
the distiller, proceed to fasten securely the door of every furnace of
every still or boiler in said distillery by locks and otherwise, and
shall adopt such other means as the Commissioner may prescribe to
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enable him to use such grain, or fruit, or molasses without incurring 
liability to such assessment, and it shall be made to appear to the 
satisfaction of the Commissioner that said deficiency, or that said 
failure, whereby such excessive use of grain, molasses, or fruit arose, 
was not occasioned by any want of diligence or by any fraudulent 
purpose on the part of the distiller, but from misunderstanding as 
to the requirements of the law and regulations in that respect or by 
reason of unavoidable accidents, then and in such case, the Commis-
sioner, subject to regulations prescribed by the Secretary is author-
ized, on appeal made to him, to remit or refund such tax, or such 
part thereof as shall appear to him to be equitable and just in the 
premises. 
And the Commissioner upon the production to him of satisfactory 

proof of the actual destruction, by accidental fire or other casualty, 
and without any fraud, collusion, or negligence of the distiller of any 
spirits in process of manufacture or distillation, or before removal to 
the distillery warehouse, shall not assess the distiller for a deficiency 
in not producing 80 per centtun of the producing capacity of his dis-
tillery as established by law when the deficiency is occasioned by such 
destruction, nor shall he, in such case, assess the tax on the spirits so 
destroyed: 
Provided, That no assessment shall be charged against any distiller 

of fruit for any failure to maintain the required capacity, unless the 
Commissioner shall, within six months after his receipt of each 
monthly report notify such distiller of such failure so to maintain 
the required capacity. 

(b) TRANSFER OF DIMES.— 
For transfer of power and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 

SEC. 2848. EXEMPTION OF DISTILLERS OF ETHYL ALCOHOL FROM 
CERTAIN PROVISIONS. 

(a) POWER OF Commissiorm.—The Commissioner, with the ap-
proval of the Secretary, may by regulations exempt distillers of 
ethyl alcohol, for use in the production of munitions of war, or for 
other nonbeverage purposes, from so much of the provisions of sec-
tions 2817, 2840, or 2846, respecting the survey of distilleries, the 
period of fermentation, the filling and emptying of fermenting tubs, 
and assessments, as, in his judgment, may be expedient: Provided, 

i That the bond prescribed n section 2814 shall, in the cases herein 
provided2 be in such sum and contain such further conditions as the 
Commissioner may require. 

(b) TRANSF'ER or M MES.--
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 

SEC. 2849. FIRST FERMENTING PERIOD. 
The first fermenting period of every distiller shall be taken to 

begin on the day the distiller's bond is approved; and every distiller at 
the hour of twelve meridian on the last day of such first fermenting 
period, or at the same hour on any previous day of such fermenting 
period on which spirits are distilled, shall be deemed to have com-
menced, and thereafter to be continuously engaged in, the production 
of distilled spirits in his distillery, except in the intervals when he 
shall suspend work as provided in section 2850. 
SEC. 2850. SUSPENSION AND RESUMPTION OF DISTILLING. 

REQEIREMENTs.—Any distiller desiring to suspend work in his 
distillery may give notice in writing to the collector of the district, 
stating when he will suspend work; and on the day mentioned in said 
notice said collector or one of his deputies shall, at the expense of 
the distiller, proceed to fasten securely the door of every furnace of 
every still or boiler in said distillery_, by locks and otherwise and 
shall adopt such other means as the Commissioner may prescribe to 



prevent the lighting of any fire in such furnace or under such stills
or boilers. The locks and seals, and other materials required for
such purpose, shall be furnished to the collector by the Commissioner,
to be duly accounted for by said collector. Such notice by any dis-
tiller, and the action taken by the collector in pursuance thereof, shall
be immediately transmitted to the Commissioner. No distiller, after
having given such notice, shall, after the time stated therein, carry
on the business of a distiller on said premises until he gives another
notice in writing to said collector, stating the time when he will
resume work; and at the time so stated for resuming work the col-
lector or one of his deputies shall attend at the distillery to remove
said locks and other fastenings; and thereupon, and not before, work
may be resumed in said distillery, which fact shall be immediately
reported to the collector of the district, and by him transmitted to
the Commissioner.

Every distiller who, after the time fixed in said notice declaring his
intention to suspend work, carries on the business of a distiller on
said premises, or has mash, wort, or beer in his distillery, or on any
premises connected therewith, or has in his possession or under his
control any mash, wort, or beer, with intent to distill the same on
said premises, shall incur the forfeitures and be subject to the same
punishment as provided for persons who carry on the business of a
distiller without having given the bonds required by law.

But nothing in this section shall be held to apply to suspensions
caused by unavoidable accident; and the Commissioner shall pre-
scribe regulations to govern such cases of involuntary suspension.

(b) TRANSFr OF DurTIE.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2851. REDUCTION OF PRODUCING CAPACITY OF DISTILLERY.

(a) REQmREMEiNTs.-Whenever any distiller desires to reduce the
producing capacity of his distillery, he shall give notice of such inten-
tion in writing, to the collector, stating the quantity of spirits which
he desires thereafter to manufacture or produce every twenty-four
hours, and thereupon said collector shall proceed, at the expense of
the distiller, to reduce and limit the producing capacity of the dis-
tillery to the quantity stated in said notice, by placing upon a sufficient
number of the fermenting tubs close-fitting covers, which shall be
securely fastened by nails, seals, and otherwise, and in such manner
as to prevent the use of such tubs without removing said covers or
breaking said seals, and shall adopt such other precautions as may be
prescribed by the Commissioner to reduce the capacity of said
distillery.

And every person who breaks, injures, or in any manner tampers
with any lock, seal, or other fastening applied to any furnace, still,
or fermenting tub, or other vessel, in pursuance of the provisions of
law, or who opens or attempts to open any door, tub, or other vessel,
which is locked or sealed, or otherwise closed or fastened as herein
provided, or who uses any furnace, still, or fermenting tub, or other
vessel, which is so locked, sealed, or fastened, shall be deemed guilty
of a felony, and shall be fined not less than $1,000 nor more than
$5,000, and imprisoned for not less than one year nor more than three
years.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUT't.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2852. RELEASE OF DISTILLERY BEFORE JUDGMENT.

Any distillery or distilling apparatus seized for any violation of
law may, in the discretion of the court, be released before final judg-
ment to a receiver appointed by the court to operate such distillery
or apparatus. Such receiver shall give bond, which shall be ap-
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prevent the lighting of any fire in such furnace or under such stills 
or boilers. The locks and seals, and other materials required for 
such purpose, shall be furnished to the collector by the Commissioner, 
to be duly accounted for by said collector. Such notice by any dis-
tiller, and the action taken by the collector in pursuance thereof, shall 
be immediately transmitted to the Commissioner. No distiller, after 
having given such notice, shall, after the time stated therein, carry 
on the business of a distiller on said premises until he gives another 
notice in writing to said collector, stating the time when he will 
resume work; and at the time so stated for resuming work the col-
lector or one of his deputies shall attend at the distillery to remove 
said locks and other fastenings; and thereupon, and not before, work 
may be resumed in said distillery, which fact shall be immediately 
reported to the collector of the district, and by him transmitted to 
the Commissioner. 
Every distiller who, after the time fixed in said notice declaring his 

intention to suspend work, carries on the business of a distiller on 
said premises, or has mash, wort, or beer in his distillery, or on any 
premises connected therewith, or has in his possession or under his 
control any mash, wort, or beer, with intent to distill the same on 
said premises, shall incur the forfeitures and be subject to the same 
punishment as provided for persons who carry on the business of a 
distiller without having given the bonds required by law. 
But nothing in this section shall be held to apply to suspensions 

caused by unavoidable accident; and the Commissioner shall pre-
scribe regulations to govern such cases of involuntary suspension. 

(b) TRANSFER OF Dums.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 

SEC. 2851. REDUCTION OF PRODUCING CAPACITY OF DISTILLERY. 

(a) REQUIREMENTS.—Whenever any distiller desires to reduce the 
producing capacity of his distillery, he shall give notice of such inten-
tion., in writing, to the collector, stating the quantity of spirits which 
he desires thereafter to manufacture or produce every twenty-four 
hours, and thereupon said collector shall proceed, at the expense of 
the distiller, to reduce and limit the producing capacity of the dis-
tillery to the quantity stated in said notice, by placing upon a sufficient 
number of the fermenting tubs close-fitting covers, which shall be 
securely fastened by nails, seals, and otherwise, and in such manner 
as to prevent the use of such tubs without removing said covers or 
breaking said seals, and shall .adopt such other precautions as may be 
prescribed by the Commissioner to reduce the capacity of said 
distillery. 
And every person who breaks, injures, or in any manner tampers 

with any lock, seal, or other fastening applied to any furnace, still, 
or fermenting tub, or other vessel, in pursuance of the provisions of 
law, or who opens or attempts to open any door, tub, or other vessel, 
which is locked or sealed, or otherwise closed or fastened as herein 
provided, or who uses any furnace, still, or fermenting tub, or other 
vessel, which is so locked, sealed, or fastened, shall be deemed guilty 
of a felony, and shall be fined not leas than $1,000 nor more than 
$5,000, and imprisoned for not less than one year nor more than three 
years. 

(b) TRANSFER or For transfer transfer of powers and duties of Comminctioner and his agents, 
see section 3170. 

SEC. 2852. RELEASE OF DISTILLERY BEFORE JUDGMENT. 
Any distillery or distilling apparatus seized for any violation of 

law may, in the discretion of the court, be released before final judg-
ment to a receiver appointed by the court to operate such distillery 
or apparatus. Such receiver shall give bond, which shall be ap-
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proved in open court, with two or more competent personal sureties,
or one approved corporate surety, for the full appraised value of all
the property seized, to be ascertained by three competent appraisers
designated and appointed by the court. Funds obtained from such
operation shall be impounded as the court shall direct pending such
final judgment.
SEC. 2853. DESTRUCTION OF DISTILLING APPARATUS IN FORFEITURE

PROCEEDINGS.
(a) PROCEDURE.-When a judgment of forfeiture, in any case of

seizure, is recovered against any distillery used or fit for use in the
production of distilled spirits, because no bond has been given, or
against any distillery used or fit for use in the production of spirits,
having a registered producing capacity of less than one hundred and
fifty gallons a day, for any violation of law, of whatever nature, every
still doubler, worm, worm tub, mash tub, and fermenting tub therein
shall be so destroyed as to prevent the use of the same or of any part
thereof for the purpose of distilling; and the materials shall be sold
as in case of other forfeited property.

And in case of seizure of a still, doubler, worm, worm tub, mash
tub, fermenting tub, or other distilling apparatus, having a less pro-
ducing capacity than one hundred and fifty gallons per day, for any
offense involving forfeiture of the same, where said apparatus shall be
of less than $500 value, and where it shall be impracticable to remove
the same to a place of safe storage from the place where seized, the
seizing officer is authorized to destroy the same only so far as to
prevent the use thereof, or any part thereof, for the purpose of dis-
tilling. Such destruction shall be in the presence of at least one
credible witness, and such witness shall unite with the said officer
in a duly sworn report of said seizure and destruction, to be made to
the Commissioner, in which report they shall set forth the grounds
of the claim of forfeiture, the reasons for such seizure and destruction,
their estimate of the fair cash value of the apparatus destroyed, and
also of the materials remaining after such destruction, and a statement
that, from facts within their own knowledge, they have no doubt
whatever that said distilling apparatus was set up for use and not
registered, or had been used in the unlawful distillation of spirits,
and that it was impracticable to remove the same to a place of safe
storage.

Within one year after such destruction the owner of the apparatus
so destroyed may make application to the Secretary through the
Commissioner for reimbursement of the value of the same; and unless
it shall be made to appear to the satisfaction of the Secretary and the
Commissioner that said apparatus had been used in the unlawful
distillation of spirits, the Secretary shall make an allowance to said
owner, not exceeding the value of said apparatus, less the value of
said materials as estimated in said report; and if the claimant shall
thereupon satisfy said Secretary and Commissioner that said unlawful
use of the apparatus had been without his consent or knowledge he
shall still be entitled to such compensation, but not otherwise. And
in case of a wrongful seizure and destruction of property under the
foregoing provisions, the owner thereof shall have right of action on
the official bond of the officer who occasioned the destruction for all
damages caused thereby.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUT'Es.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2854. BURDEN OF PROOF IN CASES OF SEIZURE OF SPIRITS.

Whenever seizure is made of any distilled spirits found elsewhere
than in a distillery or distillery warehouse, or other warehouse for
distilled spirits authorized by law or than in the store or place of
business of a rectifier, or of a wholesale liquor dealer, or than in
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proved in open court, with two or more competent personal sureties, 
or one approved corporate surety, for the full appraised value of all 
the property seized, to be ascertained by three competent appraisers 
designated and appointed by the court. Funds obtained from such 
operation shall be impounded as the court shall direct pending such 
final judgment. 
SEC. 2853. DESTRUCTION OF DISTILLING APPARATUS IN FORFEITURE 

PROCEEDINGS. 
(a) PROCEDURE.—When a judgment of forfeiture, in any case of 

seizure, is recovered against any distillery used or fit for use in the 
production of distilled spirits, because no bond has been given, or 
against any distillery used or fit for use in the production of spirits, 
having a registered producing capacity of less than one hundred and 
fifty gallons a day, for any violation of law, of whatever nature every 
still, doubler , worm, worm tub, mash tub, and fermenting tub eierem 
shall be so destroyed as to prevent the use of the same or of any part 
thereof for the purpose of distilling; and the materials shall be sold 
as in case of other forfeited property. 
And in case of seizure of a still, doubler, worm, worm tub, mash 

tub,. fermenting tub, or other distilling apparatus, having a less pro-
ducing capacity than one hundred and fifty gallons per day, for any 
offense involving forfeiture of the same, where said apparatus shall be 
of less than $500 value and where it shall be impracticable to remove 
the same to a place of safe storage from the place where seized, the 
seizing officer is authorized to destroy the same only so far as to 
prevent the use thereof, or any part thereof, for the purpose of dis-
tilling. Such destruction shall be in the presence of at least one 
credible witness, and such witness shall unite with the said officer 
in a duly sworn report of said seizure and destruction, to be made to 
the Commissioner, in which report they shall set forth the grounds 
of the claim of forfeiture, the reasons for such seizure and destruction, 
their estimate of the fair cash value of the apparatus destroyed, and 
also of the materials remaining after such destruction, and a statement 
that, from facts within their own knowledge, they have no doubt 
whatever that said distilling apparatus was set up for use and not 
registered, or had been used in the unlawful distillation of spirits, 

i and that t was impracticable to remove the same to a place of safe 
storage. 
Within one year after such destruction the owner of the apparatus 

so destroyed may make application to the Secretary through the 
Commissioner, for reimbursement of the value of the same; and unless 
it shall be made to appear to the satisfaction of the Secretary and the 
Commissioner that said apparatus had been used in the unlawful 
distillation of spirits, the Secretary shall make an allowance to said 
owner, not exceeding the value of said apparatus, less the value of 
said materials as estimated in said report; and if the claimant shall 
thereupon satisfy said Secretary and Commissioner that said unlawful 
use of the apparatus had been without his consent or knowledge, he 
shall still be entitled to such compensation, but not otherwise. And 
in case of a wrongful seizure and destruction of property under the 
foregoing provisions, the owner thereof shall have right of action on 
the official bond of the officer who occasioned the destruction for all 
damages caused thereby. 

(b) TRANS.rtat or DUTIES.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 
SEC. 2854. BURDEN OF PROOF IN CASES OF SEIZURE OF SPIRITS. 
Whenever seizure is made of any distilled spirits found elsewhere 

than in a distillery or distillery warehouse, or other warehouse for 
distilled spirits authorized by law, or than in the store or place of 
business of a rectifier, or of a wholesale liquor dealer, or than in 



transit from any one of said places; or of any distilled spirits found in
any one of the places aforesaid, or in transit therefrom, which have
not been received into or sent out therefrom in conformity to law, or
in regard to which any of the entries required by law to be made in
the books of the owner of such spirits, or of the storekeeper-gauger,
wholesale dealer, or rectifier, have not been made at the time or in the
manner required, or in respect to which the owner or person having
possession, control, or charge of said spirits, has omitted to do any
act required to be done, or has done or committed any act prohibited
in regard to said spirits, the burden of proof shall be upon the claim-
ant of said spirits to show that no fraud has been committed, and
that all the requirements of the law in relation to the payment of the
tax have been complied with.
SEC. 2855. MONTHLY RETURNS OF RECTIFIERS.

(a) REQUIREMENT.-On or before the 10th day of each month every
person engaged in rectifying or compounding distilled spirits shall
make, in such form as may be prescribed by the Commissioner, a
return to the collector of the district, showing the quantity of spirits
received for rectification, and from whom received, the quantity
dumped for rectification, the quantity rectified, the quantity removed
after rectification during the preceeding month, and giving such
other information as may be required by the Commissioner, such re-
turn to be made in duplicate and sworn to by the rectifier; and the
collector shall forward one of such returns to the Commissioner.

(b) TRANsFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.

SEC. 2856. PENALTY FOR UNLAWFUL RECTIFYING.
Every person who engages in, or carries on, the business of a recti-

fier with intent to defraud the United States of the tax on the spirits
rectified by him, or any part thereof, or with intent to aid, abet, or
assist any person or persons in defrauding the United States of the
tax on any distilled spirits, or who shall purchase or receive or
rectify any distilled spirits which have been removed from a distillery
to a place other than the distillery warehouse provided by law, know-
ing or having reasonable grounds to believe that the tax on said
spirits, required by law, has not been paid, shall, for every such
offense, be fined not less than $1,000 nor more than $5,000, and im-
prisoned not less than six months nor more than two years.
SEC. 2857. BOOKS OF RECTIFIERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS.

(a) REQUIREMaENTS.-Every rectifier and wholesale liquor dealer
shall keep daily, at his place of business covered by his special tax
stamp, a record of distilled spirits received and disposed of by him,
and shall render under oath correct transcripts and summaries of
such records: Provided, That the Commissioner may in his discre-
tion require such record to be kept at the place where the spirits are
actually received and sent out. The records shall be kept and the
transcripts shall be rendered in such form, and under such rules and
regulations as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary,
may prescribe.

The records required to be kept under the provisions of this section
and regulations issued pursuant thereto, shall be preserved for a
period of four years, and during such period shall be available during
business hours for inspection and the taking of abstracts therefrom
by the Commissioner or any internal revenue officer.

Every rectifier and wholesale liquor dealer who refuses or neglects
to keep such records in the form prescribed by the Commissioner,
with the approval of the Secretary, or to make entries therein, or
cancels, alters, or obliterates any entry therein (except for the pur-
pose of correcting errors) or destroys any part of such records, or
any entry therein, or makes any false entry therein, or hinders or
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transit from any one of said places; or of any distilled spirits found in 
any one of the places aforesaid, or in transit therefrom, which have 
not been received into or sent out therefrom in conformity to law, or 
in regard to which any of the entries required by law to be made in 
the books of the owner of such spirits, or of the storekeeper-gauger, 
wholesale dealer, or rectifier, have not been made at the time or in the 
manner required, or in respect to which the owner or person having 
possession, control, or charge of said spirits, has omitted to do any 
act required to be done, or has done or committed any act prohibited 
in regard to said spirits, the burden of proof shall be upon the claim-
ant of said spirits to show that no fraud has been committed, and 
that all the requirements of the law in relation to the payment of the 
tax have been complied with. 
SEC. 2855. MONTHLY RETURNS OF RECTIFIERS. 

(a) REQUIREMENT.-011 or before the 10th day of each month every 
person engaged in rectifying or compounding distilled spirits shall  
make, in such form as may be prescribed by the Commissioner, a 
return to the collector of the district, showing the quantity of spirits 
received for rectification, and from whom received, the quantity 
dumped for rectification, the quantity rectified, the quantity removed 
after rectification during the preceeding month, and giving such 
other information as may be required by the Commissioner, such re-
turn to be made in duplicate and sworn to by the rectifier; and the 
collector shall forward one of such returns to the Commissioner. 

(b) TRANSFER OF For transfer transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 

SEC. 2856. PENALTY FOR UNLAWFUL RECTIFYING. 
Every person who engages in or carries on, the business of a recti-

fier with intent to defraud the United States of the tax on the spirits 
rectified by him, or any part thereof, or with intent to aid, abet, or 
assist any person or persons in defrauding the United States of the 
tax on any distilled spirits, or who shall purchase or receive or 
rectify any distilled spirits which have been removed from a distillery 
to a place other than the distillery warehouse provided by law, know-
ing or having reasonable grounds to believe that the tax on said 
spirits, required by law, has not been paid, shall, for every such 
offense, be fined not less than $1,000 nor more than $5,000, and im-
prisoned not less than six months nor more than two years. 
SEC. 2857. BOOKS OF RECTIFIERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS. 

(a) REQUIREMENTS.—Every rectifier and wholesale liquor dealer 
shall keep daily, at his place of business covered by his special tax 
stamp, a record of distilled spirits received and disposed of by him, 
and shall render under oath correct transcripts and summaries of 
such records: Provided, That the Commissioner may in his discre-
tion require such record to be kept at the place where the spirits are 
actually received and sent out. The records shall be kept and the 
transcripts shall be rendered in such form, and under such rules and 
regulations as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, 
may prescribe. 
The records required to be kept under the provisions of this section 

and regulations issued pursuant thereto, shall be preserved for a 
period of four years, and during such period shall be available during 
business hours for inspection and the taking of abstracts therefrom 
by the Commissioner or any internal revenue officer. 
Every rectifier and wholesale liquor dealer who refuses or neglects 

to keep such records in the form prescribed by the Commissioner, 
with the approval of the Secretary, or to make entries therein, or 
cancels, alters or obliterates any entry therein (except for the pur-
pose of correcting errors) or destroys any part of such records, or 
any entry therein, or makes any false entry therein, or hinders or 
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obstructs any internal revenue officer from inspecting such records
or taking any abstracts therefrom, or neglects or refuses to preserve
or produce such records as required by this chapter or by regulations
issued pursuant thereto, shall pay a penalty of $100 and, on convic-
tion, shall be fined not less than $100 nor more than $5,000, and be
imprisoned not less than three months nor more than three years.

Every rectifier and wholesale liquor dealer who refuses or neglects
to render transcripts or summaries in the form required by the Com-
missioner, with the approval of the Secretary, shall, upon conviction,
be fined not more than $100 for each such neglect or refusal.

(b) TENsrER OF DUTIE.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2858. EXEMPTION OF STATES FROM PROVISIONS OF SECTION 2857.

The provisions of section 2857 shall not apply to States and Com-
monwealths and liquor stores operated by such States and Common-
wealths that maintain and make available to inspection by internal-
revenue officers such records as will enable such officers to readily
trace all distilled spirits received and disposed of by them: Provided
That such States and Commonwealths, and the liquor stores operated
by them, shall, upon the request of the Commissioner, furnish to
the Commissioner such transcripts, summaries, and copies of their
records as he shall require.
SEC. 2859. BOOKS OF DISTILLERS AS WHOLESALE DEALERS.

(a) REQunIxEENT.-Every distiller shall keep daily a record of
distilled spirits of his own production disposed of by him, and shall
render under oath correct transcripts and summaries of such records.
The records shall be kept and the transcripts shall be rendered in
such form, and under such rules and regulations as the Commissioner,
with the approval of the Secretary, may prescribe.

The records required to be kept under the provisions of this section
and regulations issued pursuant thereto, shall be preserved for a
period of four years, and during such period shall at all times be
available, during business hours, for inspection and the taking of
abstracts therefrom by the Commissioner or any internal revenue
officer.

Every distiller who refuses or neglects to keep such records in the
form prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval of the
Secretary, or to make entries therein, or cancels, alters, or obliterates
any entry therein (except for the purpose of correcting errors) or
destroys any part of such records, or any entry therein, or makes any
false entry therein, or hinders or obstructs any internal revenue officer
from inspecting such records or taking any abstracts therefrom, or
neglects or refuses to preserve or produce such records as required
by this chapter or by regulations issued pursuant thereto, shall pay a
penalty of $100 and, on conviction, shall be fined not less than $100
nor more than $5,000, and be imprisoned not less than three months
nor more than three years.

Every distiller who refuses or neglects to render the transcripts or
summaries in the form as required by the Commissioner, with the
approval of the Secretary, shall, upon conviction, be fined not more
than $100 for each such neglect or refusal.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIEm.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2860. LIMITATION ON PURCHASES BY RECTIFIERS AND DEALERS

It shall not be lawful for any rectifier of distilled spirits, or whole-
sale or retail liquor dealer, to purchase or receive any distilled spirits
in quantities greater than twenty gallons from any person other than
an authorized rectifier of distilled spirits, distiller, or wholesale liquor
dealer. Every person who violates this section shall forfeit and pay
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obstructs any internal revenue officer from inspecting such records 
or taking any abstracts therefrom, or neglects or refuses to preserve 
or produce such records as required by this chapter or by regulations 
issued pursuant thereto, shall pay a penalty of $100 and, on convic-
tion, shall be fined not less than $100 nor more than $5,000, and be 
imprisoned not less than three months nor more than three years. 
Every rectifier and wholesale liquor dealer who refuses or neglects 

to render transcripts or summaries in the form required by the Com-
missioner, with the approval of the Secretary, shall, upon conviction, 
be fined not more than $100 for each such neglect or refusal. 

(b) TRANSFER oF DUTIES.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 
SEC. 2858. EXEMPTION OF STATES FROM PROVISIONS OF SECTION 2857. 
The provisions of section 2857 shall not apply to States and Com-

monwealths and liquor stores operated by such States and Common-
wealths that maintain and make available to inspection by internal-
revenue officers such records as will enable such officers to readily 
trace all distilled spirits received and disposed of by them: Provided, 
That such States and Commonwealths, and the liquor stores operated 
by them, shall, upon the request of the Commissioner, furmsh to 
the Commissioner such transcripts, summaries, and copies of their 
records as he shall require. 
SEC. 2859. BOOKS OF DISTILLERS AS WHOLESALE DEALERS. 

(a) REountExENT.—Every distiller shall keep daily a record of 
distilled spirits of his own production disposed of by him, and shall 
render under oath correct transcripts and summaries of such records. 
The records shall be kept and the transcripts shall be rendered in 
such form, and under such rules and regulations as the Commissioner, 
with the approval of the Secretary, may prescribe. 
The records required to be kept under the provisions of this section 

is and regulations sued pursuant thereto, shall be preserved for a 
period of four years, and during such period shall at all times be 
available, during business hours, for inspection and the taking of 
abstracts therefrom by the Commissioner or any internal revenue 
officer. 
Every distiller who refuses or neglects to keep such records in the 

form prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval of the 
Secretary, or to make entries therein, or cancels, alters, or obliterates 
any entry therein (except for the purpose of correcting errors) or 
destroys any part of such records, or any entry therein, or makes any 
false entry therein, or hinders or obstructs any internal revenue officer 
from inspecting such records or taking any abstracts therefrom2 or 
neglects or refuses to preserve or produce such records as required 
by this chapter or by regulations issued pursuant thereto, shall pay a 
penalty of $100 and on conviction2 shall be fined not less than $100 
nor more than $5,000, and be imprisoned not less than three months 
nor more than three years. 
Every distiller who refuses or neglects to render the transcripts or 

summaries in the form as required by the Commissioner, with the 
approval of the Secretary, shall, upon conviction, be fined not more 
than $100 for each such neglect or refusal. 

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 

SEC 2860. LIMITATION ON PURCHASES BY RECTIFIERS AND DEALERS. 

It shall not be lawful for any rectifier of distilled spirits, or whole-
sale or retail liquor dealer, to purchase or receive any distilled spirits 
in quantities greater than twenty gallons from any person other than 
an authorized rectifier of distilled spirits, distiller, or wholesale liquor 
dealer. Every person who violates this section shall forfeit and pay 
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$1,000: Provided, That this provision shall not be held to apply to
judicial sales, or to sales at public auction made by an auctioneer, or
to sales upon which no special tax accrues as enumerated and pro-
vided for in section 3251. This section shall not be held to prohibit
a rectifier or liquor dealer from purchasing, in quantities greater than
twenty wine-gallons, the distilled spirits sold in one parcelas provided
in section 3251 (c).
SEC. 2861. GAUGING, BRANDING, AND STAMPING RECTIFIED SPIRITS.

(a) REQUREnMENT.-Whenever any cask or package of distilled
spirits containing five wine gallons or more is umped by a rectifier
for rectification or filled and received from rectification for sale,
shipment, or delivery the same shall be gauged, marked, branded
and stamped by a storekeeper-gauger, whose duty it shall be to
mark and brand the same and place thereon an engraved stamp, which
shall state the date when affixed and the number of proof gal-
lons, and shall be in such form as shall be prescribed by the Com-
missioner with the approval of the Secretary; but the Commissioner
may by regulations, approved by the Secretary, provide that the
gauging, marking, stamping and branding of such packages so
dumped for rectification, or received therefrom, be done by the rec-
tifier instead of by a storekeeper-gauger.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2862. STAMPING.

(a) REQUIREMENTS.-All blanks in any of the forms prescribed in
section 2861 shall be duly filled in accordance with the facts in
each case. And the stamps therein designated shall in every case
be affixed to a smooth surface of the cask or other package, which
surface shall not have been previously painted or covered with any
substance, and so as to fasten the same securely to the cask or pack-
age, and shall be duly canceled, and shall then be immediately cov-
ered with a coating of transparent varnish or other substance, so as
to protect them from removal or damage by exposure; and such affix-
ing, cancellation, and covering shall be done in such manner as
the Commissioner may by regulation prescribe.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2863. MARKING AND STAMPING PACKAGES FILLED ON PREMISES

OF WHOLESALE DEALERS.
(a) REpUImEMENTS.-Every package of distilled spirits containing

five wine gallons or more, filled on the premises of a wholesale liquor
dealer, who has paid the special tax required by law, shall be marked,
branded, and stamped by such wholesale liquor dealer in such man-
ner and under such rules and regulations as the Commissioner, with
the approval of the Secretary, may prescribe.

(b) TRANsFER OF DUTIE.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2864. RETURNS OF WHOLESALE DEALERS.

For requirements as to rendering under oath correct transcripts and
summaries of records in the case of wholesale liquor dealers, see section
2857 (a).

SEC. 2865. NONCOMPLIANCE BY RECTIFIERS AND WHOLESALE DEAL-
ERS WITH CERTAIN PROVISIONS, PENALTIES.

(a) IMPosrroN.-Every rectifier or wholesale liquor dealer who
refuses or willfully neglects to comply with the requirements of sec-
tions 2813, 2861, and 2863 as to giving the said notice or the
said return, and as to marking, branding, and stamping, in accord-
ance with the law and the regulations made in pursuance thereof, the
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$1,000: Provided, That this provision shall not be held to apply to 
judicial sales, or to sales at public auction made by an auctioneer, or 
to sales upon which no special tax accrues as enumerated and pro-
vided for in section 3251. This section shall not be held to prohibit 
a rectifier or liquor dealer from purchasing, in quantities greater than 
twenty wine-gallons, the distilled spirits sold in one parcel as provided 
in section 3251 (c). 
SEC. 2861. GAUGING, BRANDING, AND STAMPING RECTIFIED SPIRITS. 

(a) REQUIREMENT.—Whenever any cask or package of distilled 
spirits containing five wine gallons or more is dumped by a rectifier 
for rectification or filled and received from rectification for sale 
shipment, or delivery the same shall be gauged, marked, branded 
and stamped by a storekeeper-gauger, whose duty it shall be to 
mark and brand the same and place thereon an engraved stamp, which 
shall state the date when affixed and the number of proof gal-
lons, and shall be in such form as shall be prescribed by the Com-
missioner with the approval of the Secretary; but the Commissioner 
may by regulations, approved by the Secretary, provide that the 
gauging marking, stamping and branding of such packages so 
dumped for rectification, or received therefrom, be done by the rec-
tifier instead of by a storekeeper-gauger. 

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 
SEC. 2862. STAMPING. 

(a) REQUIREMENTS.—All blanks in any of the forms prescribed in 
section 2861 shall be duly filled in accordance with the facts in 
each case. And the stamps therein designated shall in every case 
be affixed to a smooth surface of the cask or other package, which 
surface shall not have been previously painted or covered with any 
substance, and so as to fasten the same securely to the cask or pack-
age, and shall be duly canceled, and shall then be immediately cov-
ered with a coating of transparent varnish or other substance, so as 
to protect them from removal or damage by exposure; and such affix-
ing, cancellation, and covering shall be done in such manner as 
the Commissioner may by regulation prescribe. 

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 
SEC. 2863. MARKING AND STAMPING PACKAGES FILLED ON PREMISES 

OF WHOLESALE DEALERS. 
(a) REQUIREMENTS.—Every package of distilled spirits containing 

five wine gallons or more, filled on the premises of a wholesale liquor 
dealer, who has paid the special tax required by law, shall be marked, 
branded, and stamped by such wholesale liquor dealer in such man-
ner and under such rules and regulations as the Commissioner, with 
the approval of the Secretary, may prescribe. 

(b) TRANSEER OF DUTIES.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commi..crioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 
SEC. 2864. RETURNS OF WHOLESALE DEALERS. 

For requirements as to rendering under oath correct transcripts and 
summaries of records in the case of wholesale liquor dealers, see section 
2857 (a). 

SEC. 2865. NONCOMPLIANCE BY RECTIFIERS AND WHOLESALE DEAL-
ERS WITH CERTAIN PROVISIONS, PENALTIES. 

(a) litrosrrioN.—Every rectifier or wholesale liquor dealer who 
refuses or willfully neglects to comply with the requirements of sec-
tions 2813, 2861, and 2863 as to giving the said notice or the 
said return, and as to markin, branding, and stamping, in accord-
ance with the law and the regulations made in pursuance thereof, the 
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packages of spirits filled on his premises as aforesaid, shall, for each
such offense, be fined not less than $200 nor more than $1,000.

(b) TRANSFER or DTIEs.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2866. EFFACEMENT OF STAMPS AND BRANDS ON EMPTIED

PACKAGES.
Every person who empties or draws off, or causes to be emptied

or drawn off, any distilled spirits from a cask or package bearing
any mark, brand, or stamp, required by law, shall at the time of
emptying such cask or package, efface and obliterate said mark, stamp,
or brand. Every such cask or package from which said mark,
brand, or stamp is not effaced and obliterated as herein required,
shall be forfeited to the United States, and may be seized by any
officer of internal revenue, wherever found. And every railroad com-
pany or other transportation company, or person who receives or
transports, or has in possession with intent to transport, or with
intent to cause or procure to be transported, any such empty cask
or package, or any part thereof, having thereon any brand, mark,
or stamp, required by law to be placed on any cask or package con-
taining distilled spirits, shall forfeit $300 for each such cask or pack-
age, or any part thereof, so received or transported, or had in posses-
sion with the intent aforesaid; and every boat, railroad car cart
dray, wagon, or other vehicle, and all horses and other animals use
in carrying or transporting the same, shall be forfeited to the United
States. Every person who fails to efface and obliterate said mark,
stamp, or brand, at the time of emptying such cask or package, or
who receives any such cask or package, or any part thereof, with the
intent aforesaid, or who transports the same, or knowingly aids
or assists therein or who removes any stamp provided by law from
any cask or package containing, or which had contained, distilled
spirits, without defacin and destroying the same at the time of
such removal, or who aids or assists therein, or who has in his pos-
session any such stamp so removed as aforesaid, or has in his
possession any canceled stamp, or any stamp which has been used
or which purports to have been used, upon any cask or package of
distilled spirits, shall ea felony, and shall e deemed uity be
fin n l thn $ n m t 00 and imprisoned or not
less than one year nor more than five years.
SEC 2867. BUYING OR SELLING USED CASKS BEARING INSPECTION

MARKS.
Whenever any person knowingly purchases or sells, with inspection

marks thereon, any cask or package, after the same has been used for
distilled spirits, he shall forfeit and pay the sum of $200 for every
such cask so purchased or sold.
SEC. 2868. CHANGING STAMPS OR SHIFTING SPIRITS.

Whenever any person changes or alters any stamp, mark, or brand
on any cask or package containing distilled spirits, or puts into any
cask or package spirits of greater strength than is indicated by the
inspection-mark thereon, or fraudulently uses any cask or package
having any inspection-mark or stamp thereon, for the purpose of
selling other spirits, or spirits of quantity or quality different from
the spirits previously inspected therein, he shall forfeit and pay the
sum of $200 for every cask or package on which the stamp or mark is
so changed or altered, or which is so fraudulently used, and shall be
fined for each such offense not less than $100 nor more than $1,000,
and imprisoned not less than one month nor more than one year.
SEC 2869. AFFIXING IMITATION STAMPS ON PACKAGES OF DISTILLED

SPIRITS
If any person shall affix, or cause to be affixed, to or upon any cask

or package containing, or intended to contain, distilled spirits, any
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packages of spirits filled on his premises as aforesaid, shall, for each 
such offense, be fined not less than $200 nor more than $1,000. 

(by TRANSFER or Diarms.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 

SEC. 2866. EFFACEMENT OF STAMPS AND BRANDS ON EMPTIED 
PACKAGES. 

Every person who empties or draws off, or causes to be emptied 
or drawn off, any distilled spirits from a cask or package bearing 
any mark, brand, or stamp, required by law, shall at the time of 
emptying such cask or package, efface and obliteiate said mark, stamp, 
or brand. Every such cask or package from which said mark, 
brand, or stamp is not effaced and obliterated as herein required, 
shall be forfeited to the United States, and may be seized by any 
officer of internal revenue, wherever found. And every railroad com-
pany or other transportation company, or person who receives or 
transports, or has in possession with intent to transport, or with 
intent to cause or procure to be transported, any such empty cask 
or package, or any part thereof, having thereon any brand, mark, 
or stamp, required by law to be placed on any cask or package con-
taining distilled spirits, shall forfeit $300 for each such cask or pack-
age, or any part thereof, so received or transported, or had in posses-
sion with the intent aforesaid; and every boat, railroad car, cart, 
dray, wagon, or other vehicle and all horses and other animals used 
in carrying or transporting die same, shall be forfeited to the United 
States. Every person who fails to efface and obliterate said mark, 
stamp, or brand, at the time of emptying such cask or package, or 
who receives any such cask or package, or any part thereof, with the 
intent aforesaid, or who transports the same, or knowingly aids 
or assists therein, or who removes any stamp provided by law from 
any cask or package containing, or which had contained, distilled 
spirits, without defacing and destroying the same at the time of 
such removal, or who aids or assists therein, or who has in his pos-
session any such stamp so removed as aforesaid, or has in his 
possession any canceled stamp, or any stamp which has been used, 
or which purports to have been used, upon any cask or package of 
distilled spirits, shall be deemed guilty of a felony, and shall be  
fined not less than $500 nor more than $10,000, and imprisoned not 
less than one year nor more than five years. 

SEC. 2867. BUYING OR SELLING USED CASKS BEARING INSPECTION 
MARKS. 

Whenever any person knowingly purchases or sells, with inspection 
marks thereon' any cask or package, after the same has been used for 
distilled spirits, he shall forfeit and pay the sum of $200 for every 
such cask so purchased or sold. 
SEC. 2868. CHANGING STAMPS OR SHIFTING SPIRITS. 
Whenever any person changes or alters any stamp, mark, or brand 

on any cask or package containing distilled spirits, or puts into any 
cask or package spirits of greater strength than is indicated by the 
inspection-mark thereon, or fraudulently uses any cask or package 
having any inspection-mark or stamp thereon, for the purpose of 
selling other spirits, or spirits of quantity or quality different from 
the spirits previously inspected therein, he shall forfeit and pay the 
sum of $200 for every cask or package on which the stamp or mark is 
so changed or altered, or which is so fraudulently used, and shall be 
fined for each such offense not less than $100 nor more than $1,000, 
and imprisoned not less than one month nor more than one year. 
SEC. 2869. AFFIXING IMITATION STAMPS ON PACKAGES OF DISTILLED 

SPIRITS. 
If any person shall affix, or cause to be affixed, to or upon any cask 

or package containing, or intended to contain, distilled spirits, any 



imitation stamp or other engraved, printed, stamped, or photo-
graphed label, device, or token, whether the same be designed as a
trade mark, caution notice, caution, or otherwise, and which shall be
in the similitude or likeness of, or shall have the resemblance or gen-
eral appearance of, any internal revenue stamp required by law to
be affixed to or upon any cask or package containing distilled spirits,
he shall, for each offense, be liable to a penalty of $100, and, on con-
viction, shall be fined not more than $1,000, and imprisoned not more
than three years, and the cask or package with its contents shall be
forfeited to the United States.
SEC. 2870. PROHIBITED HOURS FOR REMOVAL OF SPIRITS.

No person shall remove any distilled spirits at any other time than
after sun-rising and before sun-setting in any cask or package con-
taining more than ten gallons from any premises or building in
which the same may have been distilled, redistilled, rectified, com-
pounded, manufactured, or stored; and every person who violates
this provision shall be liable to a penalty of $100 for each cask, barrel,
or package of spirits so removed; and said spirits, together with any
vessel containing the same, and any horse, cart, boat, or other con-
veyance used in the removal thereof, shall be forfeited to the United
States.
SEC. 2871. REGULATION OF TRAFFIC IN CONTAINERS OF DISTILLED

SPIRITS.
Whenever in his judgment such action is necessary to protect the

revenue, the Secretary is authorized, by the regulations prescribed by
him, and permits issued thereunder if required by him (1) to regulate
the size, branding, marking, sale, resale possession, use, and re-use of
containers (of a capacity of less than five wine-gallons) designed or
intended for use for the sale at retail of distilled spirits (within the
meaning of such term as it is used in section 2803) for other than
industrial use, and (2) to require, of persons manufacturing, dealing
in, or using any such containers, the submission to such inspection,
the keeping of such records, and the filing of such reports as may be
deemed by him reasonably necessary in connection therewith. Who-
ever willfully violates the provisions of any regulation prescribed, or
the terms or conditions of any permit issued, pursuant to the au-
thorization contained in this section, and any officer, director, or
agent of any corporation who knowingly participates in such viola-
tion, shall, upon conviction, be fined not more than $1,000 or be
imprisoned for not more than two years, or both; and, notwithstand-
ing any criminal conviction, the containers involved in such violation
shall be forfeited to the United States, and may be seized and con-
demned by like proceedings as those provided by law for forfeitures,
seizures, and condemnations for violations of the internal-revenue
laws, and any such containers so seized and condemned shall be de-
stroyed and not sold. Any requirements imposed under this section
shall be in addition to any other requirements imposed by, or pur-
suant to, law, and shall apply as well to persons not liable for tax
under the internal-revenue laws as to persons so liable.

Part III-Internal Revenue Bonded Warehouses

SEC. 2872. ESTABLISHMENT AND CONTROL.
The Commissioner is authorized, in his discretion, and upon

the execution of such bonds as he may prescribe, to establish ware-
houses, to be known and designated as internal revenue bonded
warehouses, to be used exclusively for the storage of spirits distilled
at a registered distillery, each of which warehouses shall be in charge
of a storekeeper-gauger. Every such warehouse shall be under the
control of the District Supervisor of the Alcohol Tax Unit district
in which such warehouse is located, and shall be in the joint custody
of the storekeeper-gauger and proprietor thereof, and kept securely
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imitation stamp or other engraved, printed, stamped, or photo-
graphed label, device, or token' whether the same be designed as a 
trade mark, caution notice, caution or otherwise, and which shall be 
in the similitude or likeness of, or shall have the resemblance or gen-
eral appearance of, any internal revenue, stamp required by law to 
be affixed to or upon any cask or package containing distilled spirits, 
he shall, for each offense, be liable to a penalty of $100, and, on con-
viction, shall be fined not more than $1,000, and imprisoned not more 
than three years and the cask or package with its contents shall be 
forfeited to the United States. 
SEC. 2870. PROHIBITED HOURS FOR REMOVAL OF SPIRITS. 
No person shall remove any distilled spirits at any other time than 

after sun-rising and before sun-setting in any cask or package con-
taining more than ten gallons from any premises or building in 
which the same may have been distilled, redistilled, rectified, com-
pounded, manufactured, or stored; and every person who violates 
this provision shall be liable to a penalty of $100 for each cask, barrel, 
or package of spirits so removed; and said spirits, together with any 
vessel containing the same, and any horse, cart, boat, or other con-
veyance used in the removal thereof, shall loe forfeited to the United 
States. 
SEC. 2871. REGULATION OF TRAFFIC IN CONTAINERS OF DISTILLED 

SPIRITS. 
Whenever in his judgment such action is necessary to protect the 

revenue, the Secretary is authorized, by the regulations prescribed by 
him, and permits issued thereunder if required by him (1) to regulate 
the size, branding, marking, sale, resale, possession use, and re-use of 
containers (of a capacity of less than five wine-gallons) designed or 
intended for use for the sale at retail of distilled. spirits (within the 
meaning of such term as it is used in section 2803) for other than 
industrial use, and (2) to require, of persons manufacturing, dealing 
in, or using any such containers, the submission to such inspection, 
the keeping of such records, and the filing of such reports as may be 
deemed by reasonably necessary in connection therewith. Who-
ever willfully violates the provisions of any regulation prescribed, or 
the terms or conditions of any permit issued, pursuant to the au-
thorization contained in this section, and any officer, director, or 
agent of any corporation who knowingly participates in such viola-
tion, shall, upon conviction, be fined not more than $1,000 or be 
imprisoned for not more than two years, or both; and, notwithstand-
ing any criminal conviction, the containers involved in such violation 
shall be forfeited to the United States, and may be seized and con-
demned by like proceedings as those provided by law for forfeitures, 
seizures, and condemnations for violations of the internal-revenue 
laws, and any such containers so seized and condemned shall be de-
stroyed and not sold. Any requirements imposed under this section 
shall be in addition to any other requirements imposed by, or pur-
suant to, law, and shall apply as well to persons not liable for tax 
under the internal-revenue laws as to persons so liable. 

Part III—Internal Revenue Bonded Warehouses 

SEC. 2872. ESTABLISHMENT AND CONTROL 
The Commissioner is authorized, in his discretion, and upon 

the execution of such bonds as he may prescribe, to establish ware-
houses, to be known and designated as internal revenue bonded 
warehouses, to be used exclusively for the storage of spirits distilled 
at a registered distillery, each of which warehouses shall be in charge 
of a storekeeper-gauger. Every such warehouse shall be under the 
control of the District Supervisor of the Alcohol Tax Unit district 
in which such warehouse is located, and shall be in the joint custody 
of the storekeeper-gauger and proprietor thereof, and kept securely 
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locked, and shall at no time be unlocked or opened or remain open
except in the presence of such storekeeper-gauger or other person who
may be designated to act for him. No dwelling house shall be used
for such a warehouse, and no door, window, or other opening shall be
made or permitted in the walls of such warehouse leading into a dis-
tillery. Such warehouses shall be under such further regulations as
the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may prescribe.
SEC. 2873 REGULATIONS FOR ESTABLISHMENT, MAINTENANCE, AND

SUPERVISION.
The establishment, construction, maintenance, and supervision of

internal revenue bonded warehouses shall be under such regulations
as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, shall
prescribe.
SEC. 2874. DISCONTINUANCE OF WAREHOUSE AND TRANSFER OF

MERCHANDISE.
{a) AuTHozoIATION.-Whenever, in the opinion of the Commis-

sioner, any internal revenue bonded warehouse is unsafe or unfit
for use, or the merchandise therein is liable to loss or great
wastage, he may in either such case discontinue such warehouse
and require the merchandise therein to be transferred to such other
warehouse as he may designate, and within such time as he may pre-
scribe. Such transfer shall be made under the supervision of the col-
lector, or of such other officer as may be designated by the Commis-
sioner, and the expense thereof shall be paid by the owner of the
merchandise. Whenever the owner of such merchandise fails to make
such transfer within the time prescribed, or to pay the just and proper
expense of such transfer, as ascertained and determined by the Com-
missioner, such merchandise may be seized and sold by the collector
in the same manner as goods are sold upon distraint for taxes, and
the proceeds of such sale shall be applied to the payment of the taxes
due thereon and the cost and expenses of such sale and removal, and
the balance paid over to the owner of such merchandise.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2875. EXEMPTION FROM PROVISIONS OF LAW DISTINGUISHING

BETWEEN CLASSES OF WAREHOUSES.
Internal revenue bonded warehouses established under authority

of law shall be exempt from the provisions of those sections of law
which, prior to June 26, 1936, have made distinctions between dis-
tillery bonded warehouses, general bonded warehouses, and special
bonded warehouses as to (1) kind of spirits to be stored therein; (2)
ownership or production of distilled spirits to be stored therein;
(3) ownership or proprietorship of such warehouses; (4) location
and construction of such bonded warehouses; (5) entry of distilled
spirits therein; (6) withdrawal of distilled spirits therefrom; (7)
transfers of distilled spirits to or from one or more of such classes of
bonded warehouses; or (8) any other matter; it being hereby de-
clared to be the purpose to establish the internal revenue bonded
warehouse as the sole type and kind of bonded warehouse under the
internal revenue laws for the storage of spirits distilled at a regis-
tered distillery on which the tax has not been paid.
SEC. 2876. FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH WAREHOUSING AND REMOVAL

REQUIREMENTS.
In case any distilled spirits removed from an internal revenue

bonded warehouse for deposit in another internal revenue bonded
warehouse shall fail to be so deposited or if any distilled spirits de-
posited in any internal revenue bonded warehouse shall be taken
therefrom, for export or otherwise, without full compliance with the
provisions of this part, and with the requirements of any regulations
made thereunder, and with the terms of any bond given on such re-
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locked, and shall at no time be unlocked or opened or remain open 
except in the presence of such storekeeper-gauger or other person who 
may be designated to act for him No dwelling house shall be used 
for such a warehouse, and no door, window, or other opening shall be 
made or permitted in the walls of such warehouse leading into a dis-
tillery. Such warehouses shall be under such further regulations as 
the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may prescribe. 
SEC. 2873. REGULATIONS FOR ESTABLISHMENT, MAINTENANCE, AND 

SUPERVISION. 
The establishment, construction, maintenance and supervision of 

internal revenue bonded warehouses shall be under such regulations 
as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, shall 
prescribe. 
SEC. 2874. DISCONTINUANCE OF WAREHOUSE AND TRANSFER OF 

MERCHANDISE. 
(a) AUTHORIZATION.—Whenever, in the opinion of the Commis-

sioner, any internal revenue bonded warehouse is unsafe or unfit 
for use, or the merchandise therein is liable to loss or great 
wastage, he may in either such case discontinue such warehouse 
and require the merchandise therein to be transferred to such other 
warehouse as he may designate, and within such time as he may pre-
scribe. Such transfer shall be made under the supervision of the col-
lector, or of such other officer as may be designated by the Commis-
sioner, and the expense thereof shall be paid by the owner of the 
merchandise. Whenever the owner of such merchandise fails to make 
such transfer within the time prescribed, or to pay the just and proper 
expense of such transfer, as ascertained and determined by the Com-
missioner, such merchandise may be seized and sold by the collector 
in the same manner as goods are sold upon distraint for taxes, and 
the proceeds of such sale shall be applied to the payment of the taxes 
due thereon and the cost and expenses of such sale and removal, and 
the balance paid over to the owner of such merchandise. 

(b) TRANSFER or Dram.— 
. For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 
see section 3170. 

SEC. 2875. EXEMPTION FROM PROVISIONS OF LAW DISTINGUISHING 
BETWEEN CLASSES OF WAREHOUSES. 

Internal revenue bonded warehouw established under authority 
of law shall be exempt from the provisions of those sections of law 
which, prior to June 26, 1936, have made distinctions between dis-
tillery bonded warehouses, general bonded warehouses' and special 
bonded warehouses, as to (1) kind of spirits to be stored therein; (2) 
ownership or production of distilled spirits to be stored therein; 
(3) ownership or proprietorship of such warehouses; (4) location 
and construction of such bonded warehouses; (5) entry of distilled 
spirits therein; (6) withdrawal of distilled spirits therefrom; (7) 
transfers of distilled spirits to or from one or more of such classes of 
bonded warehouses; or (8) any other matter; it being hereby de-
clared to be the purpose to establish the internal revenue bonded 
warehouse as the sole type and kind of bonded warehouse under the 
internal revenue laws for the storage of spirits distilled at a regis-
tered distillery on which the tax has not been paid. 
SEC. 2876. FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH WAREHOUSING AND REMOVAL 

REQUIREMENTS. 

In case any distilled spirits removed from an internal revenue 
bonded warehouse for deposit in another internal revenue bonded 
warehouse chall fail to be so deposited or if any distilled spirits de-
posited in any internal revenue bonded warehouse shall be taken 
therefrom, for export or otherwise without full compliance with the 
provisions of this part, and with the requirements of any regulations 
made thereunder, and with the terms of any bond given on such re-
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moval, or if any distilled spirits which have been deposited in an
internal revenue bonded warehouse shall be found elsewhere, not
having been removed therefrom according to law, any person who
shall be guilty of such failure, or any person who shall in any man-
ner violate any provision of this part shall be subject, on conviction,
to a fine of not less than $100 nor more than $5,000, or to imprison-
ment for not less than three months nor more than three years for
every such failure or violation; and the spirits as to which such
failure or violation, or unlawful removal shall take place shall be
forfeited to the United States.
SEC. 2877. STOREKEEPER-GAUGER'S RECORDS.

(a) REQUIREMENT.-The storekeeper-gauger assigned to any dis-
tillery shall, in addition to all other duties required to be performed
by him, keep records of the receipt and use of substances brought
into said distillery, or on said premises, to be used for the purpose of
producing spirits, and of all spirits drawn off from the receiving
cistern, and the time when the same were drawn off, in such form as
the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, shall, by regu-
lations, prescribe.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2878. DRAWING, GAUGING, AND MARKING OF DISTILLED SPIRITS.

(a) GENERAL RULE.-Except as provided in section 2883, all dis-
tilled spirits shall be drawn from receiving cisterns into casks or
packages and thereupon shall be gauged, proved, and marked by a
storekeeper-gauger, and immediately removed into an internal rev-
enue bonded warehouse. The Commissioner, with the approval of
the Secretary, is hereby empowered to prescribe all necessary regu-
lations relating to the drawing off, gauging, and packaging of dis-
tilled spirits; the marking, branding, numbering, and stamping of
such packages; and the transfer and transportation to, and the stor-
age of such spirits in, internal revenue bonded warehouses.

(b) IN WOODEN PACKAGES CONTAINING METALLIC CANS FOR EX-
roRT.-Upon the application of the distiller and under such regula-
tions as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may
prescrile, distilled spirits may be drawn into wooden packages, each
containing two or more metallic cans, which cans shall each have a
capacity of not less than five gallons, wine measure. Such packages
shall be filled and used only for exportation from the United States.
And there shall be charged for each of said packages or cases for the
expense of providing and affixing stamps, 5 cents.

(c) STANDARDS OF FILL.-The Commissioner, with the approval of
the Secretary, may, by regulations, prescribe the standards of fill of
casks or packages of distilled spirits at each distillery.

(d) MARKING AND BRANDING BY DISTmLLER.-The Commissioner,
with the approval of the Secretary, may, by regulations, from time to
time, require a distiller, at his expense and under the immediate per-
sonal supervision of a storekeeper-gauger, to do such marking and
branding and such mechanical labor pertaining to gauging required
under this section as the Commissioner deems proper and determines
may be done without danger to the revenue.

(e) TRANSFER OF DUnTES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2879. DEPOSITS OF SPIRITS IN WAREHOUSES.

(a) ENTRY FOR DEPosrr.-The distillers of all spirits removed to
an internal revenue bonded warehouse shall enter the same for
deposit in such warehouse under such regulations as the Commis-
sioner may prescribe. Said entry shall be in such form as the Com-
missioner shall prescribe.
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(b) TIMn FOR PAYMENT or TE TAX.-The tax on all distilled
spirits hereafter entered for deposit in internal revenue bonded
warehouses shall be due and payable before and at the time the
same are withdrawn therefrom and within eight years from the date
of the original entry for deposit therein; and warehousing bonds here-
after taken under the provisions of the internal revenue laws shall
be conditioned for the payment of the tax on the spirits as specified
in the entry before withdrawal from the internal revenue bonded
warehouse, and within eight years from the date of said entry.

(c) BoNDi REQUIRD.-The Commissioner shall prescribe the form
and penal sums of bonds covering distilled spirits in internal revenue
bonded warehouses and in transit to and between such warehouses:
Provided, That the penal sums of such bonds covering distilled spirits
shall not exceed in the aggregate $200,000 for each such warehouse.

(d) RENEWAL OF BoND.-A new bond shall be required in case of
the death, insolvency, or removal of the surety or sureties, and may
be required in any other contingency affecting its validity or impair-
ing its efficiency, at the discretion of the Commissioner. And in
case the warehouseman fails or refuses to give the bond required, or
to renew the same, or neglects to immediately withdraw the spirits
and pay the tax thereon, or if he neglects to withdraw any bonded
spirits and pay the tax thereon before the expiration of the time
limited in the bond, the collector shall proceed to collect the tax by
distraint, issuing his warrant of distraint for the amount of tax
found to be due, as ascertained by him from the report of the
storekeeper-gauger if no bond was given, or from the terms of the
bond if a bond was given. But this provision shall not exclude any
other remedy or proceeding provided by law.

(e) TANSFER or DurTIE.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents.

see section 3170.

SEC. 2880. WITHDRAWAL FROM WAREHOUSE AND COLLECTION OF
TAX ON SPIRITS SUBJECT TO EXCESSIVE LEAKAGE.

(a) PowER OF TnE COMMISSIONER.-If it shall appear at any time
that there has been a loss of distilled spirits from any cask or other
package deposited in an internal revenue bonded warehouse, other than
the loss provided for in section 2901 (b), which, in the opinion of the
Commissioner, is excessive, he may instruct the District Supervisor of
the district in which the loss has occurred to require the withdrawal
from warehouse of such distilled spirits, and direct the collector to
collect the tax accrued upon the original quantity of distilled spirits
entered into the warehouse in such cask or package, notwithstanding
that the time specified in any bond given for the withdrawal of the
spirits entered into warehouse in such cask or package has not expired.
If the said tax is not paid on demand, the collector shall report the
amount due upon his next monthly list, and it shall be assessed and
collected as other taxes are assessed and collected.

(b) TRANSFER OF DuTiEs.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2881. WITHDRAWAL OF SPIRITS FROM WAREHOUSE ON ORIGINAL

GAUGE.
(a) REGUATIONS.--Under such regulations as the Commissioner,

with the approval of the Secretary, may prescribe, packages of dis-
tilled spirits drawn from receiving cisterns and deposited in internal
revenue bonded warehouses may be withdrawn therefrom on the orig-
inal gauge where the same have remained in such warehouse for a
period not exceeding thirty days from the date of deposit.

(b) TRANSmFE OF DuTIEs.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
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SEC. 2882. ENTRY FOR WITHDRAWAL FROM WAREHOUSE.
(a) ATwroRIzATIoN.-Any distilled spirits may, on payment of the

tax thereon, be withdrawn from warehouse on application to the col-
lector of the district in charge of such warehouse, on making a with-
drawal entry in duplicate and in the following form:

ENTRY FOR WITHDRAWAL OF DISTITLED SPIRITS FROM WAREHOUSE

TAX PAID

Entry of distilled spirits to be withdrawn, on payment of the tax,
from internal revenue bonded warehouse number , situated in
the - district of - , by - , deposited on the -- day
of - , anno Domini -- , by , in said warehouse.

And the entry shall specify the whole number of casks or packages,
with the marks and serial numbers thereon the number of gauge or
wine gallons, and of proof gallons and taxable gallons, and the amount
of the tax on the distilled spirits contained in them at the time they
were deposited in the internal revenue bonded warehouse; and said
entry shall also specify the number of gauge or wine gallons, and of
proof gallons, and taxable gallons contained in said casks or packages
at the time application shall be made for the withdrawal thereof; and
on payment of the tax the collector shall issue his order to the store-
keeper-gauger in charge of the warehouse for the delivery. One of
said entries shall be filed in the office of the collector, and the other
transmitted by him to the Commissioner.

(b) TRANSFER OB DUIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2883. TRANSFER OF SPIRITS AT REGISTERED DISTILLERIES.

(a) REQunEMENTs.-Subject to the provisions of existing law,
spirits produced at registered distilleries and reduced in the receiving
cisterns in such distilleries to not more than one hundred and fifty-
nine degrees of proof and not less than one hundred degrees of proof,
may be transferred, by means of pipe lines, direct to storage tanks
in the internal revenue bonded warehouse located on the bonded
premises where produced and be warehoused in such storage tanks,
or they may be drawn into approved containers and transferred to
any internal revenue bonded warehouse for storage therein, or they
may be taxpaid in such approved containers in such cistern rooms,
without being entered into an internal revenue bonded warehouse.
Such spirits may be drawn into approved containers from storage
tanks in internal revenue bonded warehouse located on the bonded
premises of the distillery either for storage in bond or tax payment.
Such spirits, upon tax payment, may be transported in approved
containers for use for beverage purposes only. The Commissioner,
with the approval of the Secretary, is hereby empowered to prescribe
all necessary regulations relating to the drawing off, transferring,
gauging, storing, and transportation of such spirits; the records to
be kept and returns to be made; the size and kind of containers to
be used; the marking, branding, numbering, and stamping of such
containers; the kind of stamps, if any, to be used; and the kind of
bond and the penal sum thereof: Provided, That under the provisions
of this section insofar as applicable, the Commissioner may, under
rules and regulations to be by him prescribed, subject to the approval
of the Secretary, permit the transfer of fortifying spirits containing
more than one hundred and fifty-nine degrees proof up to and includ-
ing one hundred and ninety-two degrees proof by pipe line from
registered fruit distilleries and receiving cisterns in such distilleries
to storage tanks in the internal-revenue bonded warehouse located on
the distillery premises to be warehoused in such storage tanks and
transferred by pipe line to the fortification rooms of contiguous
wineries when required.
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(b) TRANSFER OF DuTmES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2884. GAUGING, STAMPING, AND BRANDING SPIRITS REMOVED

FROM WAREHOUSE.
(a) REQmnIMENT.-Whenever an application is received for the

removal from any internal revenue bonded warehouse of any cask
or package of distilled spirits on which the tax has been paid, the
storekeeper-gauger shall gauge and inspect the same, and shall, be-
fore such cask or package has left the warehouse, place upon such
package such marks, brands, and stamps as the Commissioner, with
the approval of the Secretary, shall by regulations prescribe, which
marks, brands, and stamps shall be erased when such cask or package
is emptied.

The Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may, by
regulations, from time to time, require any distiller, at his expense
and under the immediate personal supervision of a storekeeper-
gauger, to do such marking and branding and such mechanical labor
pertaining to gauging required under this section as the Commis-
sioner deems proper and determines may be done without danger to
the revenue.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 317.
SEC. 2885. EXPORTATION OF SPIRITS WITHDRAWN FROM WARE-

HOUSES.
(a) ENTDIES, BoNDs, AND BrLLS OF LADING.-Distilled spirits may

be withdrawn from internal revenue bonded warehouses, at the in-
stance of the owner of the spirits, for exportation in the original
casks or packages, without the payment of tax, under such regula-
tions, and after making such entries and executing and filing with
the collector of the district from which the removal is to be made
such bonds and bills of lading, and giving such other additional se-
curity as may be prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval
of the Secretary, and bonds given under this section shall be can-
celed under such regulations as the Secretary shall prescribe. The
bonds required to be given for the exportation of distilled spirits
shall be canceled upon the presentation of satisfactory proof and
certificates that said distilled spirits have been landed at the port
of destination named in the bill of lading, or upon satisfactory proof
that after shipment the same were lost at sea without fault or neglect
of the owner or shipper thereof.

(b) MARKS, STAMPS, AND PEMTrrs.-All distilled spirits intended
for export, as aforesaid, before being removed from the internal
revenue bonded warehouse, shall be marked as the Commissioner
may prescribe, and shall have affixed to each cask an engraved stamp
indicative of such intention, to be provided and furnished by the
several collectors as in the case of other stamps, and to be charged
to them and accounted for in the same manner, and for the expense
attending the providing and affixing such stamps 10 cents for each
package so stamped shall be paid to the collector on making the
entry for such transportation. When the owner of the spirits shall
have made the proper entries, filed the bonds, and otherwise complied
with all the requirements of the law and regulations as herein pro-
vided, the collector shall issue to him a permit for the removal and
transportation of said spirits to the collector of the port from which
the same are to be exported, accurately describing the spirits to be
shipped, the amount of tax thereon, the State and district from
which the same is to be shipped, the name of the distiller by whom
distilled, the port to which the same are to be transported, the name
of the collector of the port to whom the spirits are to be consigned,
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(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 
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gauger, to do such marking and branding and such mechanical labor 
pertaining to gauging required under this section as the Commis-
sioner deems proper and determines may be done without danger to 
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bonds required to be given for the exportation of distilled spirits 
shall be canceled upon the presentation of satisfactory proof and 
certificates that said distilled spirits have been landed at the port 
of destination named in the bill of lading, or upon satisfactory proof 
that after shipment the same were lost at sea without fault or neglect 
of the owner or shipper thereof. 
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for export, as aforesaid, before being removed from the internal 
revenue bonded warehouse, shall be marked as the Commissioner 
may prescribe, and shall have affixed to each cask an engraved stamp 
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several collectors as in the case of other stamps, and to be charged 
to them and accounted for in the same manner, and for the expense 
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transportation of said spirits to the collector of the port from which 
the same are to be exported, accurately describing the spirits to be 
shipped, the amount of tax thereon, the State and district from 
which the same is to be shipped, the name of the distiller by whom 
distilled, the port to which the same are to be transported, the name 
of the collector of the port to whom the spirits are to be consigned, 



and the routes over which they are to be sent to the port of ship-
ment. Such shipments shall be made over bonded routes whenever
practicable. The collector of the port shall receive such spirits, and
permit the exportation thereof, under the same rules and regulations
as are prescribed for the exportation of spirits upon which the tax
has been paid.

(c) METALLIC CANS IN WOODEN PACKAGES.-
For authority of distiller to draw distilled spirits into wooden pack-

ages, each containing two or more metallic cans, for exportation only,
see section 2878 (b).

(d) PENALTIES AND FORFEITURES.-
(1) FRAUDULFENT CLAIM FOR DRAWBACK.-And every person who

fraudulently claims, or seeks, or obtains an allowance of drawback
on any distilled spirits, or fraudulently claims any greater allow-
ance or drawback than the tax actually paid thereon, shall forfeit
and pay to the Government of the United States triple the amount
wrongfully and fraudulently sought to be obtained, and shall be
imprisoned not more than ten years; and every owner, agent, or
master of any vessel or other person who knowingly aids or abets in
the fraudulent collection or fraudulent attempts to collect any
drawback upon, or knowingly aids or permits any fraudulent
change in the spirits so shipped, shall be fined not exceeding $5,000
and imprisoned not more than one year, and the ship or vessel on
board of which such shipment was made or pretended to be made
shall be forfeited to the United States, whether a conviction of the
master or owner be had or otherwise, and proceedings may be had
in admiralty by libel for such forfeiture.

(2) UNLAWFUL RELANDING.-Every person who intentionally
relands within the jurisdiction of the United States any distilled
spirits which have been shipped for exportation under the provi-
sions of this chapter, or who receives such relanded distilled spirits,
and every person who aids or abets in such relanding or receiving
of such spirits, shall be fined not exceeding $5,000 and imprisoned
not more than three years; and all distilled spirits so relanded,
together with the vessel from which the same were relanded within
the jurisdiction of the United States, and all boats, vehicles, horses,
or other animals used in relanding and removing such distilled
spirits, shall be forfeited to the United States.
(e) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.

For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,
see section 3170.

SEC. 2886. TRANSPORTATION BOND ON WITHDRAWAL OF SPIRITS FOR
EXPORT.

(a) REQUIREMENTS.-Whenever the owner or owners of distilled
spirits shall desire to withdraw the same from any internal revenue
bonded warehouse for exportation, such owner or owners may at their
option, in lieu of executing an export bond as provided by law, give
a transportation bond with sureties satisfactory to the collector of
internal revenue and under such rules and regulations as the Secretary
may prescribe, conditioned for the due delivery thereof on board ship
at a port of exportation to be named therein, and for the due perform-
ance on the part of the exporter or owner at the port of export of all
the requirements in regard to notice of export, entry, and the giving
of bond hereinafter specified; and in such case, on arrival of the
spirits at the port of export, the exporter or owner at that port shall
immediately notify the collector of the port of the fact, setting forth
his intention to export the same, and the name of the vessel upon which
the same are to be laden, and the port to which they are intended to
be exported. He shall, after the quantity of spirits has been deter-
mined by the gauger and inspector, file with the collector of the port
an export-entry verified by his oath or affirmation. He shall also
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and the routes over which they are to be sent to the port of ship-
ment. Such shipments shall be made over bonded routes whenever 
practicable. The collector of the port shall receive such spirits, and 
permit the exportation thereof, under the same rules and regulations 
as are prescribed for the exportation of spirits upon which the tax 
has been paid. 
( C ) METALLIC CANS IN WOODEN PACKAGES.— 

For authority of distiller to draw distilled spirits into wooden pack-
ages, each containing two or more metallic cans, for exportation only, 
see section 2878 (b). 

(d) PENALLMS AND FORFEITURES.— 
( 1) FRAUDULENT CLAIM FOR DRAWBACK.—AUCT every person who 

fraudulently claims, or seeks, or obtains an allowance of drawback 
on any distilled spirits, or fraudulently claims any greater allow-
ance or drawback than the tax actually paid thereon, shall forfeit 
and pay to the Government of the United States triple the amount 
wrongfully and fraudulently sought to be obtained, and shall be 
imprisoned not more than ten years; and every owner, agent, or 
master of any vessel or other person who knowingly aids or abets in 
the fraudulent collection or fraudulent attempts to collect any 
drawback upon, or knowingly aids or permits any fraudulent 
change in the spirits so shipped, shall be fined not exceeding $5,000 
and imprisoned not more than one year, and the ship or vessel on 
board of which such shipment was made or pretended to be made 
shall be forfeited to the United States, whether a conviction of the 
master or owner be had or otherwise, and proceedings may be had 
in admiralty by libel for such forfeiture. 

(2) UNLAwrur, itELANDING.—Every person who intentionally 
relands within the jurisdiction of the United States any distilled 
spirits which have been shipped for exportation under the provi-
sions of this chapter, or who receives such relanded distilled spirits, 
and every person who aids or abets in such relanding or receiving 
of such spirits, shall be fined not exceeding $5,000 and imprisoned 
not more than three years; and all distilled spirits so relanded, 
together with the vessel from which the same were relanded within 
the jurisdiction of the United States, and all boats, vehicles, horses, 
or other animals used in relanding and removing such distilled 
spirits, shall be forfeited to the United States. 
(e) TRANSFER OF DUTIES. 

For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 
see section 3170. 

SEC. 2886. TRANSPORTATION BOND ON WITHDRAWAL OF SPIRITS FOR 
EXPORT. 

(a) REQUIREMENTS.—Whenever the owner or owners of distilled 
spirits shall desire to withdraw the same from any internal revenue 
bonded warehouse for exportation, such owner or owners may at their 
option, in lieu of executing an export bond as provided by law, give 
a transportation bond with sureties satisfactory to the collector of 
internal revenue and under such rules and regulations as the Secretary 
may prescribe, conditioned for the due delivery thereof on board ship 
at a port of exportation to be named therein, and for the due perform-
ance on the part of the exporter or owner at the port of export of all 
the requirements in regard to notice of export, entry, and the giving 
of bond hereinafter specified; and in such case, on arrival of the 
spirits at the port of export, the exporter or owner at that port shall 
immediately notify the collector of the port of the fact, setting forth 
his intention to export the same, and the name of the vessel upon which 
the same are to be laden, and the port to which they are intended to 
be exported. He shall, after the quantity of spirits has been deter-
mined by the gauger and inspector, file with the collector of the port 
an export-entry verified by his oath or affirmation. He shall also 
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give bond to the United States, with at least two sureties, satisfactory
to the collector of customs, conditioned that the principal named in
said bond will export the spirits as specified in said entry to the port
designated in said entry, or to some other port without the jurisdic-
tion of the United States.

And upon the lading of such spirits, the collector of the port, after
proper bonds for the exportation of the same have been completed
by the exporter or owner at the port of shipment thereof, shall trans-
mit to the collector of internal revenue of the district from which
the said spirits were withdrawn for exportation, a clearance certifi-
cate and a detailed report of the gauger, which report shall show the
capacity of each cask in wine gallons, and the contents thereof in
wine gallons, proof gallons, and taxable gallons. Upon receipt of the
certificate and report, and upon payment of tax on deficiency, if any,
the collector of internal revenue shall cancel the transportation bond.
The bond required to be given for the landing at a foreign port of dis-
tilled spirits shall be canceled upon the presentation of satisfactory
proof and certificates that said distilled spirits have been landed at
the port of destination named in the bill of lading or any other port
without the jurisdiction of the United States or upon satisfactory
proof that after shipment the same were lost at sea without fault or
neglect of the owner or shipper thereof. And whenever a distiller of
spirits in bond shall desire to change the packages in which the same
is contained, in order to export them, the Commissioner shall be au-thorized, under regulations to be prescribed by him, and upon the
execution of proper bonds with sufficient sureties, to permit the with-
drawal of so much spirits from bond and in new packages as the
distiller shall desire to export as aforesaid.

(b) TRANSFm OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC 2887. DRAWBACK ON SPIRITS

Distilled spirits upon which all taxes have been paid may be ex-
ported, with the privilege of drawback, and in distillers' original
casks or packages, containing not less than twenty wine gallons each,
on application of the owner thereof to the collector of customs at
any port of entry, and under such rules and regulations, and after
making such entry as may be prescribed by law and by the Secre-
tary. The entry for such exportation shall be in triplicate, and shall
contain the name of the person applying to export, the name of the
distiller, the name of the district in which the spirits were distilled,
the name of the vessel by which, and the name of the port to which,
they are to be exported; and the form of the entry shall be as follows:

EXPORT ENTRY OF DISTILLED SPIRIT ENTITLED TO DRAWBACK

Entry of spirits distilled by --- --- , in - district Stateof - , to be exported by -- , in the , whereof
--- - is master, bound to

And the entry shall specify the whole number of casks or packages,
the marks and serial numbers thereon, the quality or kind of spirits
as known in commerce, the number of gauge or wine gallons and of
proof gallons; and the amount of the tax on such spirits shall be
verified by the oath of the owner of the spirits, and that the tax has
been paid thereon, and that they are truly intended to be exported
to the port of - and not to be relanded within the limits of the
United States. One bill of lading, duly signed by the master of the
vessel, shall be deposited with said collector, to be filed at his office
with the entry retained by him. One of said entries shall be, when
the shipment is completed, transmitted to the Secretary, to be re-
corded and filed in hs office. The lading on board said vessel shall
be only after the receipt of an order or permit signed by the collector
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give bond to the United States, with at least two sureties, satisfactory 
to the collector of customs, conditioned that the principal named in 
said bond will export the spirits as specified in said entry to the port 
designated in said entry, or to some other port without the jurisdic-
tion of the United States. 
And upon the lading of such spirits, the collector of the port, after 

proper bonds for the exportation of the same have been completed 
by the exporter or owner at the port of shipment thereof, shall trans-
mit to the collector of internal revenue of the district from which 
the said spirits were withdrawn for exportation, a clearance certifi-
cate and a detailed report of the gauger, which report shall show the 
capacity of each cask in wine gallons, and the contents thereof in 
wine gallons, proof gallons, and taxable gallons. Upon receipt of the 
certificate andy report, and upon payment of tax on deficiency, if any, 
the collector of internal revenue shall cancel the transportation bond. 
The bond required to be given for the landing at a foreign port of dis-
tilled spirits shall be canceled upon the presentation of satisfactory 
proof and certificates that said distilled spirits have been landed at 
the port of destination named in the bill of lading or any other port 
without the jurisdiction of the United States or upon satisfactory 
proof that after shipment the same were lost at sea without fault or 
neglect of the owner or shipper thereof. And whenever a distiller of 
spirits in bond shall desire to change the packages in which the same 
is contained, in order to export them, the Commissioner shall be au-
thorized, under regulations to be prescribed by him, and upon the 
execution of proper bonds with sufficient sureties, to permit the with-
drawal of so much spirits from bond and in new packages as the 
distiller shall desire to export as aforesaid. 

(b) TRAMP= or DUTIES.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 

SEC. 2887. DRAWBACK ON SPIRITS. 

Distilled spirits upon which all taxes have been paid may be ex-
ported, with the privilege of drawback, and in distillers' original 
casks or packages, containing not less than twenty wine gallons each, 
on application of the owner thereof to the collector of customs at 
any port of entry, and under such rules and regulations, and after 
making such entry as may be prescribed by law and by the Secre-
tary. The entry for such exportation shall be in triplicate, and shall 
contain the name of the person applying to exportt the name of the 
distiller, the name of the district in which the spirits were distilled, 
the name of the vessel by which, and the name of the port to which, 
they are to be exported; and the form of the entry shall be as follows: 

EXPORT ENTRY or DISTILLED SPIRITS ENTITLED TO DRAWBACK 

Entry of spirits distilled by  I in district, State 
of  , to be exported by  , in the  , whereof 

is master, bound to 

And the entry shall specify the whole number of casks or  packages,marks and serial numbers thereon, the quality or kind of spirits 

as known in commerce, the number of gauge or wine gallons and of 
proof gallons; and the amount of the tax on such spirits shall be 
verified by the oath of the owner of the spirits, and that the tax has 
been paid thereon, and that they are truly intended to be exported 
to the port of , and not to be relanded within the limits of the 
United States. One bill of lading, duly signed by the master of the 
vessel, shall be deposited with said collector, to be filed at his office 
with the entry retained by him. One of said entries shall be, when 
the shipment is completed, transmitted to the Secretary, to be re-
corded and filed in his office. The lading on board said vessel shall 
be only after the receipt of an order or permit signed by the collector 



of customs and directed to a customs gauger, and after each cask or
package shall have been distinctly marked or branded by said gauger
as follows: "For export from U. S. A.," and the tax-paid stamps
thereon obliterated. The casks or packages shall be inspected and
gauged alongside of or on the vessel by the gauger designated by said
collector, under such rules and regulations as the Secretary may pre-
scribe; and on application of the said collector it shall be the duty
of the surof the f the port to designate and direct one of the custom-
house inspectors to superintend such shipment. And the gauger
aforesaid shall make a full return of such inspection and gauging in
such form as may be prescribed by the Secretary, showing by whom
each cask of such spirits was distilled, the serial number of the cask,
and by the tax-paid stamp attached thereto, the proof and quantity
of such spirits as per the original gauge-mark on each cask, and the
quantity in proof and wine gallons as per the gauge then made by
him. And said gauger shall certify on such return that the ship-
ment has been made, in his presence, on board the vessel named in
the entry for export, which return shall be indorsed by said custom-
house inspector certifying that the casks or packages have been
shipped under his supervision on board said vessel, and the tax-paid
stamps obliterated; and the said inspector shall make a similar cer-
tificate to the surveyor of the port, indorsed on or to be attached to
the entry in possession of the customhouse.

A drawback shall be allowed upon distilled spirits on which the
tax has been paid and exported to foreign countries, under the pro-
visions of this section, when exported as herein provided for. The
drawback allowed shall include the taxes levied and paid upon the
distilled spirits exported, and the rate of drawback shall be equal
to the rate of the internal tax paid in respect of the distilled spirits
exported, but shall not exceed a rate of $2.25 (or, in the case of brandy,
$2) per proof gallon, as per last gauge of said spirits prior to exporta-
tion, and shall be due and payable only after the proper entries have
been made and filed and all other conditions complied with as herein-
before required, and on filing with the Secretary the proper claim,
accompanied by the certificate of the collector of customs at the port
of entry where the spirits are entered for export that such spirits
have been received into his custody and the tax-paid stamps thereon
obliterated; and the Secretary shall prescribe such rules and regula-
tions in relation thereto as may be necessary to secure the Treasury
of the United States against frauds.
SEC. 2888. TRANSFER OF SPIRITS INTO TANK CARS FOR EXPORT.

(a) REQUIREMENT.-Under such regulations as the Commissioner,
with the approval of the Secretary, may prescribe, alcohol or other
distilled spirits of a proof strength of not less than one hundred and
eighty degrees intended for export free of tax may be drawn from
receiving cisterns at any distillery, or from storage tanks in any in-
ternal revenue bonded warehouse, for transfer to tanks or tank cars
for export from the United States, and all provisions of law relating
to the exportation of distilled spirits not inconsistent herewith shall
apply to spirits removed for export under the provisions of this
section.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIEs.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2889. ALLOWANCE FOR ACCIDENTAL LOSS OR LEAKAGE DURING

TRANSPORTATION FROM WAREHOUSE TO PORT OF EX-
PORT.

(a) POWER OF COMMISSIONER.-Where spirits are withdrawn from
internal revenue bonded warehouses for exportation according to
law, it shall be lawful, under such rules and regulations and limita-
tions as shall be prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval
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of customs and directed to a customs gauger, and after each cask or 
package shall have been distinctly marked or branded by said gauger 
as follows: "For export from U. S. A.," and the tax-paid stamps 
thereon obliterated. The casks or packages shall be inspected and 
gauged alongside of or on the vessel by the gauger designated by said 
collector, under such rules and regulations as the Secretary may pre-
scribe; and on application of the said collector it shall be the duty 
of the surveyor of the port to designate and direct one of the custom-
house inspectors to superintend such shipment. And the gauger 
aforesaid shall make a full return of such inspection and gauging in 
such form as may be prescribed by the Secretary, showing by whom 
each cask of such spirits was distilled, the serial number of the cask, 
and by the tax-paid stamp attached thereto, the proof and quantity 
of such spirits as per the original gauge-mark on each cask, and the 
quantity in proof and wine gallons as per the gauge then made by 
him. And said gauger shall certify on such return that the ship-
ment has been made, in his presence, on board the vessel named in 
the entry for export, which return shall be indorsed by said custom-
house inspector certifying that the casks or packages have been 
shipped under his supervision on board said vessel, and the tax-paid 
stamps obliterated; and the said inspector shall make a similar cer-
tificate to the surveyor of the port, indorsed on or to be attached to 
the entry in possession of the customhouse. 
A drawback shall be allowed upon distilled spirits on which the 

tax has been paid and exported to foreign countries, under the pro-
visions of this section, when exported as herein provided for. The 
drawback allowed shall include the taxes levied and paid upon the 
distilled spirits exported, and the rate of drawback shall be equal 
to the rate of the internal tax paid in respect of the distilled spirits 
exported, but shall not exceed a rate of $2.25 (or, in the case of brandy, 
$2) per proof gallon, as per last gauge of said spirits prior to exporta-
tion, and shall be due and payable only after the proper entries have 
been made and filed and all other conditions complied with as herein-
before required, and on filing with the Secretary the proper claim, 
accompanied by the certificate of the collector of customs at the port 
of entry where the spirits are entered for export that such spirits 
have been received into his custody and the tax-paid stamps thereon 
obliterated; and the Secretary shall prescribe such rules and regula-
tions in relation thereto as may be necessary to secure the Treasury 
of the United States against frauds. 
SEC. 2888. TRANSFER OF SPIRITS INTO TANK CARS FOR EXPORT. 

(a) REQUIREIVIENT.—Under such regulations as the Commissioner, 
with the approval of the Secretary, may prescribe, alcohol or other 
distilled spirits of a proof strength of not less than one hundred and 
eighty degrees intended for export free of tax may be drawn from 
receiving cisterns at any distillery, or from storage tanks in any in-
ternal revenue bonded warehouse, for transfer to tanks or tank cars 
for export from the United States, and all provisions of law relating 
to the exportation of distilled spirits not inconsistent herewith shall 
apply to spirits removed for export under the provisions of this 
section. 

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTLE.S.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 

SEC. 2889. ALLOWANCE FOR ACCIDENTAL LOSS OR LEAKAGE DURING 
TRANSPORTATION FROM WAREHOUSE TO PORT OF EX-
PORT. 

(a) POWER or Comtism:NEIL—Where spirits are withdrawn from 
internal revenue bonded warehouses for exportation according to 
law, it shall be lawful, under such rules and regulations and limita-
tions as shall be prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval 
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of the Secretary, for an allowance to be made for leakage or loss
by an unavoidable accident, and without any fraud or negligence of
the distiller, owner, exporter, carrier, or their agents or employees,
occuring during transportation from an internal revenue bonded
warehouse to the port of export, nor shall any assessment be collected
for such loss or leakage.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.

SEC. 2890. REMISSION OF TAX ON SPIRITS ACCIDENTALLY LOST.
Where the spirits provided for in the preceding section are covered

by a valid claim of insurance in excess of the market value thereof,
exclusive of the tax, the tax upon such spirits shall not be remitted
to the extent of such excessive insurance.
SEC. 2891. WITHDRAWAL OF DISTILLED SPIRITS TO MANUFACTURING

BONDED WAREHOUSE.
(a) AUTHORIZATION.-Under such regulations and requirements as

to stamps, bonds, and other security as shall be prescribed by the
Commissioner, any manufacturer of medicines, preparations, com-
positions, perfumeries, cosmetics, cordials, and other liquors, for ex-
port, manufacturing the same in a duly constituted manufacturing
warehouse, shall be authorized to withdraw, in original packages,
from any internal revenue bonded warehouse, so much distilled spirits
as he may require for the said purpose, without the payment of the
internal revenue tax thereon.

(b) ALLOWANCE FOR Loss OR LEAAOGE.-Where spirits are with-
drawn from internal revenue bonded warehouses for transfer to
manufacturing warehouses, under the provisions of this chapter, it
shall be lawful, under such rules and regulations and limitations as
shall be prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval of the
Secretary, for an allowance to be made for leakage or loss by any
unavoidable accident, and without any fraud or negligence of the dis-
tiller, owner, exporter, carrier, or their agents or employees, occur-
ring during transportation from an internal revenue bonded ware-
house to a manufacturing warehouse.

(c) TRANSFER OF DTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.

PART IV-MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS RELATING TO
DISTILLED SPIRITS

SEC. 2900. DATE OF WITHDRAWAL
(a) GENERAL RULE.-All distilled spirits entered prior to July 26,

1936, for deposit in a distillery, general, or special bonded warehouse
or after such date entered for deposit in an internal revenue bonded
warehouse, shall be withdrawn therefrom within eight years from
the date of original entry therein, except as provided in subsection
(b) of this section.

(b) EXCEPTION.-Distilled spirits which on July 26, 1936, are eight
years of age, or older, and which are in bonded warehouses, may re-
main therein after such date; but no allowance for loss by leakage or
evaporation shall be made in the case of such spirits with respect to
any period after such date: Provided, That loss allowances for such
spirits for the period prior to July 26, 1936, shall be made pursuant
to the provisions of the Act of February 6, 1925, c. 143, 43 Stat. 808.
SEC. 2901. LOSS ALLOWANCES.

(a) LEAEAGE OR EVAPORATION.-Any distilled spirits deposited be-
fore June 26, 1936, in any distillery, general, or special bonded ware-
house, or thereafter deposited in any internal revenue bonded ware-
house, may, at the time of withdrawal of the spirits from such
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of the Secretary, for an allowance to be made for leakage or loss 
by an unavoidable accident, and without any fraud or negligence of 
the distiller, owner, exporter, carrier, or their agents or employees 
occuring during transportation from an internal revenue bonded 
warehouse to the port of export, nor shall any assessment be collected 
for such loss or leakage. 

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 

SEC. 2890. REMISSION OF TAX ON SPIRITS ACCIDENTALLY LOST. 

Where the spirits provided for in the preceding section are covered 
by a valid claim of insurance in excess of the market value thereof, 
exclusive of the tax, the tax upon such spirits shall not be remitted 
to the extent of such excessive insurance. 

SEC. 2891. WITHDRAWAL OF DISTILLED SPIRITS TO MANUFACTURING 
BONDED WAREHOUSE. 

(a) AunimazAnow.—Under such regulations and requirements as 
to stamps, bonds, and other security as shall be prescribed by the 
Commissioner , any manufacturer of medicines preparations, com-
positions, perfumeries, cosmetics, cordials, and medicines, for ex-
port, manufacturing the same in a duly constituted manufacturing 
warehouse, shall be authorized to withdraw, in original packages, 
from any internal revenue bonded warehouse, so much distilled spirits 
as he may require for the said purpose, without the payment of the 
internal revenue tax thereon. 

(b) ALLOWANCE FOR LOSS OR LEAKAGE.—Where spirits are with-
drawn from internal revenue bonded warehouses for transfer to 
manufacturing warehouses, under the provisions of this chapter, it 
shall be lawful, under such rules and regulations and limitations as 
shall be prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval of the 
Secretary, for an allowance to be made for leakage or loss by any 
unavoidable accident, and without any fraud or negligence of the dis-
tiller' owner, exporter, carrier, or their agents or employees, occur-
ring during transportation from an internal revenue bonded ware-
house to a manufacturing warehouse. 

(C) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 

PART IV—MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS RELATING TO 
DISTILLED SPIRITS 

SEC. 2900. DATE OF WITHDRAWAL 

(a) GENERAL EIILE.--All distilled spirits entered prior to July 28, 
1936, for deposit in a distillery, general, or special bonded warehouse, 
or after such date entered for deposit in an internal revenue bonded 
warehouse, shall be withdrawn therefrom within eight years from 
the date of original entry therein, except as provided in subsection 
(b) of this section. 

(b) EXCEPTION.—Distilled spirits which on July 26, 1936, are eight 
years of age, or older, and which are in bonded warehouses, may re-
main therein after such date; but no allowance for loss by leakage or 
evaporation shall be made in the case of such spirits with respect to 
any period after such date: Provided, That loss allowances for such 
spirits for the period prior to July 26, 1936, shall be made pursuant 
to the provisions of the Act of February 6, 1925, c. 143, 43 Stat. 808. 
SEC. 2901. LOSS ALLOWANCES. 

(a) LEAKAGE OR EVAPORATION.—Any distilled spirits deposited be-
fore June 26, 1936, in any distillery, general, or special bonded ware-
house, or thereafter deposited in any internal revenue bonded ware-
house, may, at the time of withdrawal of the spirits from such 
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warehouse, upon the filing of an application for the regauge of such
spirits, giving a description of the package containing the spirits, be
regauged by a storekeeper-gauger who shall place upon each such
package such marks and brands as the Commissioner, with the ap-
proval of the Secretary, shall by regulations prescribe. If upon such
regauging it shall appear that there has been a loss by leakage or
evaporation of distilled spirits from any cask or package, without
the fault or negligence of the distiller or warehouseman, taxes shall
be collected only on the quantity of distilled spirits contained in such
cask or package at the time of such withdrawal. The allowance
which shall be made for such loss of spirits shall not exceed-

1 proof-gallon for 2 months or part thereof;
11/2 gallons for more than 2 months and not more than 4 months;
2 gallons for more than 4 months and not more than 6 months;
21/2 gallons for more than 6 months and not more than 8 months;
3 gallons for more than 8 months and not more than 10 months;
31/2 gallons for more than 10 months and not more than 12

months;
4 gallons for more than 12 months and not more than 15 months;
41/2 gallons for more than 15 months and not more than 18

months;
5 gallons for more than 18 months and not more than 21 months;
51/2 gallons for more than 21 months and not more than 24

months;
6 gallons for more than 24 months and not more than 27 months;
61/2 gallons for more than 27 months and not more than 30

months;
7 gallons for more than 30 months and not more than 33 months;
71/2 gallons for more than 33 months and not more than 36

months;
8 gallons for more than 36 months and not more than 40 months;
81/2 gallons for more than 40 months and not more than 44

months;
9 gallons for more than 44 months and not more than 48 months;
91/ gallons for more than 48 months and not more than 52

months;
10 gallons for more than 52 months and not more than 56 months;
101/2 gallons for more than 56 months and not more than 60

months;
11 gallons for more than 60 months and not more than 64 months;
111/2 gallons for more than 64 months and not more than 68

months;
12 gallons for more than 68 months and not more than 72 months;
121/2 gallons for more than 72 months and not more than 76

months
13 gallons for more than 76 months and not more than 80 months;
13/2 gallons for more than 80 months from the date of original

gauge as to fruit brandy, or original entry as to all other spirits;
and no further allowances shall be made for loss by leakage or
evaporation.

The foregoing allowance for loss shall apply only to casks or
packages of a capacity of forty or more wine-gallons, and the al-
lowance for loss on casks or packages of less capacity than forty
gallons shall not exceed one-half the amount allowed on said forty-
gallon cask or package; but no allowance shall be made on casks or
packages of less capacity than twenty gallons. The proof of such
distilled spirits shall not in any case be computed at the time of
withdrawal at less than 100 per centum.
(b) ACCIDENTAL FIRe OR OrnER CASUALTY.-The Secretary, upon

the production to him of satisfactory proof of the actual destruction
by accidental fire or other casualty, and without any fraud, collusion,
or negligence of the owner thereof, of any distilled spirits, while the
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warehouse, upon the filing of an application for the regauge of such 
spirits, giving a description of the package containing the spirits, be 
regauged by a storekeeper-gauger who shall place upon each such 
package such marks and brands as the Commissioner, with the ap-
proval of the Secretary, shall by regulations prescribe. If upon such 
regauging it shall appear that there has been a loss by leakage or 
evaporation of distilled spirits from any cask or package, without 
the fault or negligence of the distiller or warehouseman, taxes shall 
be collected only on the quantity of distilled spirits contained in such 
cask or package at the time of such withdrawal. The allowance 
which shall be made for such loss of spirits shall not exceed-

1 proof-gallon for 2 months or part thereof; 
11/2  gallons for more than 2 months and not more than 4 months; 
2 gallons for more than 4 months and not more than 6 months; 
2% gallons for more than 6 months and not more than 8 months; 
3 gallons for more than 8 months and not more than 10 months; 
3% gallons for more than 10 months and not more than 12 

months; 
4 gallons for more than 12 months and not more than 15 months; 
41/2 gallons for more than 15 months and not more than 18 

months; 
5 gallons for more than 18 months and not more than 21 months; 
51/2  gallons for more than 21 months and not more than 24 

months; 
6 gallons for more than 24 months and not more than 27 months; 
6% gallons for more than 27 months and not more than 30 

months; 
7 gallons for more than 30 months and not more than 33 months; 
71/2 gallons for more than 33 months and not more than 36 

months; 
8 gallons for more than 36 months and not more than 40 months; 
81/2  gallons for more than 40 months and not more than 44 

months; 
9 gallons for more than 44 months and not more than 48 months; 
91A gallons for more than 48 months and not more than 52 

months; 
10 gallons for more than 52 months and not more than 56 months; 
10% gallons for more than 56 months and not more than 60 

months; 
11 gallons for more than 60 months and not more than 64 months; 
111/2  gallons for more than 64 months and not more than 68 

months; 
12 gallons for more than 68 months and not more than 72 months; 
121/2 gallons for more than 72 months and not more than 76 

months •, 
13 gallons for more than 76 months and not more than 80 months; 
13% gallons for more than 80 months from the date of original 

gauge as to fruit brandy, or original entry as to all other spirits; 
and no further allowances shall be made for loss by leakage or 
evaporation. 
The foregoing allowance for loss shall apply only to casks or 

packages of a capacity of forty or more wine-gallons, and the al-
lowance for loss on casks or packages of less capacity than forty 
gallons shall not exceed one-half the amount allowed on said forty-
gallon cask or package; but no allowance shall be made on casks or 
packages of less capacity than twenty gallons. The proof of such 
distilled spirits shall not in any case be computed at the time of 
withdrawal at less than 100 per centum. 
(b) ACCIDENTAL FIRE on OTIntat CAsummy.—The Secretary, upon 

the production to him of satisfactory proof of the actual destruction 
by accidental fire or other casualty, and without any fraud, collusion, 
or negligence of the owner thereof, of any distilled spirits, while the 
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same remained in the custody of any officer of internal revenue in
any internal revenue bonded warehouse or of any grape brandy
withdrawn for use in the fortification of sweet wines and destroyed
prior to such use while stored in the fortifying room on the winery
premises, and before the tax thereon has been paid, may abate the
amount of internal revenue taxes accruing thereon, and may cancel
any warehouse bond, or enter satisfaction thereon, in whole or in part,
as the case may be. And if such taxes have been collected since the
destruction of said spirits or grape brandy, the said Secretary shall
refund the same to the owners thereof out of any moneys in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated. And when any distilled spirits
are destroyed by accidental fire or other casualty, without any fraud,
collusion, or negligence of the owner thereof, after the time when the
same should have been drawn off by the storekeeper-gauger and
placed in the internal revenue bonded warehouse provided by law,
no tax shall be collected on such spirits so destroyed, or, if collected,
it shall be refunded upon the production of satisfactory proof that
the spirits were destroyed as herein specified. When the owners of
distilled spirits or grape brandy in the cases provided for by this
section may be indemnified against such tax by a valid claim of
insurance, for a sum greater than the actual value of the distilled
spirits or grape brandy before and without the tax being paid, the
tax shall not be remitted to the extent of such insurance.

(c) SPIrrTS LosT BY TnHEr.-If distilled spirits upon which the
internal-revenue tax has not been paid are lost by theft, accidental
fire, or other casualty while in possession of a common carrier sub-
ject to the Transportation Act of 1920, February 28, 1920, c. 91, 41
Stat. 474 (U. S. C. Title 49, c. 1), or the Merchant Marine Act, 1920,
June 5, 1920, c. 250, 41 Stat. 988 (U. S. C. Title 46, c. 24), or if lost
by theft from an internal revenue bonded warehouse, and it shall be
made to appear to the Commissioner that such losses did not occur
as the result of negligence, connivance, collusion, or fraud on the part
of the owner or person legally accountable for such distilled spirits,
no tax shall be assessed or collected upon the distilled spirits so lost,
nor shall any tax penalty be imposed or collected by reason of such
loss, but the exemption from the tax and penalty shall only be
allowed to the extent that the claimant is not indemnified against
or recompensed for such loss. This provision shall apply to any
claim for taxes or tax penalties that may have accrued since October
28, 1919, or that may accrue hereafter. Nothing in this section shall
be construed as in any manner limiting or restricting the provisions
of Part II of Subchapter C.

(d) TRANSFER or DUTIE.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2902. OTHER LOSS ALLOWANCES.

For other loss allowances, see the following-
Spirits destroyed in process of manufacture, section 2847.
Spirits destroyed during transportation from a warehouse to a port

of export, section 2889.
Spirits destroyed during transportation from a warehouse to amanufacturing warehouse, section 2891 (b).

SEC. 2903. BOTTLING OF DISTILLED SPIRITS IN BOND.
(a) REQuIEMENTS.-Whenever any distilled spirits deposited in

the internal revenue bonded warehouse have been duly entered for
withdrawal, before or after tax-payment, or for export in bond, and
have been duly gauged and the required marks, brands, and tax-paid
stamps (if required) or export stamps, as the case may be, have been
affixed to the package or packages containing the same, the distiller
or owner of said distilled spirits, if he has declared his purpose so to
do in the entry for withdrawal, which entry for bottling purposes
may be made by the owner as well as the distiller, may remove such
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same remained in the custody of any officer of internal revenue in 
any internal revenue bonded warehouse or of any grape brandy 
withdrawn for use in the fortification of sweet wines and destroyed 
prior to such use while stored in the fortifying room on the winery 
premises, and before the tax thereon has been paid, may abate the 
amount of internal revenue taxes accruing thereon, and may cancel 
any warehouse bond, or enter satisfaction thereon, in whole or in part, 
as the case may be. And if such taxes have been collected since the 
destruction of said spirits or grape brandy, the said Secretary shall 

i refund the same to the owners thereof out of any moneys n the 
Treasury not otherwise appropriated. And when any distilled spirits 
are destroyed by accidental fire or other casualty, without any fraud, 
collusion, or negligence of the owner thereof, after the time when the 
same should have been drawn off by the storekeeper-gauger and 
placed in the internal revenue bonded warehouse provided by law, 
no tax shall be collected on such spirits so destroyed, or, if collected, 
it shall be refunded upon the production of satisfactory proof that 
the spirits were destroyed as herein specified. When the owners of 
distilled spirits or grape brandy in the cases provided for by this 
section may be indemnified against such tax by a valid claim of 
insurance, for a sum greater than the actual value of the distilled 
spirits or grape brandy before and without the tax being paid, the 
tax shall not be remitted to the extent of such insurance. 

(c) SPIRITS LOST By T.a.r..rr.—If distilled spirits upon which the 
internal-revenue tax has not been paid are lost by theft, accidental 
fire' or other casualty while in possession of a common carrier sub-
ject to the Transportation Act of 1920, February 28, 1920, c. 91, 41 
Stat. 474 (U. S. C. Title 49, c. 1), or the Merchant Marine Act, 1920, 
June 5, 1920, c. 250, 41 Stat. 988 (U. S. C. Title 46, c. 24), or if lost 
by theft from an internal revenue bonded warehouse, and it shall be 
made to appear to the Commissioner that such losses did not occur 
as the result of negligence, connivance, collusion, or fraud on the part 
of the owner or person legally accountable for such distilled spirits, 
no tax shall be assessed or collected upon the distilled spirits so lost, 
nor shall any tax penalty be imposed or collected by reason of such 
loss, but the exemption from the tax and penalty shall only be 
allowed to the extent that the claimant is not indemnified against 
or recompensed for such loss. This provision shall apply to any 
claim for taxes or tax penalties that may have accrued since October 
28, 1919, or that may accrue hereafter. Nothing in this section shall 
be construed as in any manner limiting or restricting the provisions 
of Part II of Subchapter C. 

(d) TRANSFER or DUTIES.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 

SEC. 2902. OTHER LOSS ALLOWANCES. 
For other loss allowances, see the following— 
Spirits destroyed in process of manufacture, section 2847. 
Spirits destroyed during transportation from a warehouse to a port 

of export, section 2889. 
Spirits destroyed during transportation from a warehouse to a 

manufacturing warehouse, section 2891 (b). 

SEC. 2903. BOTTLING OF DISTILLED SPIRITS IN BOND. 

(a.) RunlinEmENTs.—Whenever any distilled spirits deposited in 
the internal revenue bonded warehouse have been duly entered for 
withdrawal, before or after tax-payment, or for export in bond, and 
have been duly gauged and the required marks, brands, and tax-paid 
stamps (if required) or export stamps, as the case may be, have been 
affixed to the package or packages containing the same, the distiller 
or owner of said distilled spirits' if he has declared his purpose so to 
do in the entry for withdrawal, which entry for bottling purposes 
may be made by the owner as well as the distiller, may remove such 
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spirits to a separate portion of said warehouse which shall be set
apart and used exclusively for that purpose, and there, under the
supervision of a United States storekeeper-gauger in charge of such
warehouse, may immediately draw off such spirits, bottle, pack, and
case the same. For convenience in such process any number of pack-
ages of spirits of the same kind, differing only in proof, but produced
at the same distillery by the same distiller, may be mingled together
in a cistern provided for that purpose, but nothing herein shall au-
thorize or permit any mingling of different products, or of the same
products of different distilling seasons, or the addition or subtraction
of any substance or material or the application of any method or
process to alter or change in any way the original condition or char-
acter of the product except as herein authorized; nor shall there be
at the same time in the bottling room of any internal revenue
bonded warehouse any spirits entered for withdrawal upon pay-
ment of the tax and any spirits entered for export.

(b) STAMPS FOR BTTLErs.-Every bottle when filled shall have
affixed thereto and passing over the mouth of the same a stamp de-
noting the quantity of distilled spirits contained therein and evidenc-
ing the bottling in bond of such spirits under the provisions of this
section and sections 2904 to 2909, inclusive, and of regulations pre-
scribed hereunder.

(c) STAMP REGULATIONS.-The Commissioner, with the approval of
the Secretary, shall prescribe (a) regulations with respect to the time
and manner of applying for, issuing, affixing, and destroying stamps
required by this section, the form and denominations of such stamps,
applications for purchase of the stamps, proof that applicants are
entitled to such stamps, and the method of accounting for receipts
from the sale of such stamps, and (b) such other regulations as the
Commissioner shall deem necessary for the enforcement of this sec-
tion and sections 2904 to 2909, inclusive.

(d) STAMP SUPPLY.-Such stamps shall be issued by the Commis-
sioner to each collector, upon his requisition in such numbers as may
be necessary in his district, and, upon compliance with the provisions
of this section and sections 2904 to 2909, inclusive, and regulations
issued hereunder shall be sold by collectors to persons entitled thereto,
at a price of 1 cent for each stamp, except that in the case of stamps
for containers of less than one-half pint, the price shall be one-quarter
of 1 cent for each stamp.

(e) MARKS, BRANDS, AND STAMPS FOR CASES.-And there shall be
plainly burned, embossed, or printed on the side of each case, to be
known as the Government side, such marks, brands, and stamps to
denote the bottling in bond of the whisky packed therein as the
Commissioner may by regulations prescribe.

(f) TRADE MARKS.-And no trade-marks shall be put upon any
bottle unless the real name of the actual bona fide distiller, or the
name of the individual, firm, partnership, corporation, or association
in whose name the spirits were produced and warehoused, shall also
be placed conspicuously on said bottle.

(g) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2904. REGULATIONS GOVERNING BOTTLING IN BOND.

(a) REQUIREMENTs.-The Commissioner, with the approval of the
Secretary, may, by regulations, prescribe the mode of separating and
securing the additional warehouse, or portion of the warehouse re-
quired in section 2903 to be set apart, the manner in which the busi-
ness of bottling spirits in bond shall be carried on, the notices, bonds,
and returns to be given and accounts and records to be kept by the
persons conducting such business, the mode and time of inspection
of such spirits, the accounts and records to be kept and returns made
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spirits to a separate portion of said warehouse which shall be set 
apart and used exclusively for that purpose, and there, under the 
supervision of a United States storekeeper-gauger in charge of such 
warehouse, may immediately draw off such spirits, bottle, pack, and 
case the same. For convenience in such process any number of pack-
ages of spirits of the same kind, differing only in proof, but produced 
at the same distillery by the same distiller, may be mingled together 
in a cistern provided for that purpose, but nothing herein shall au-
thorize or permit any mingling of different products, or of the same 
products of different distilling seasons, or the addition or subtraction 
of any substance or material or the application of any method or 
process to alter or change in any way the original condition or char-
acter of the product except as herein authorized; nor shall there be 
at the same time in the bottling room of any internal revenue 
bonded warehouse any spirits entered for withdrawal upon pay-
ment of the tax and any spirits entered for export. 

(b) STAMPS FOR BoTTLEs.—Every bottle when filled shall have 
affixed thereto and passing over the mouth of the same a stamp de-
noting the quantity of distilled spirits contained therein and evidenc-
ing the bottling in bond of such spirits under the provisions of this 
section and sections 2904 to 2909, inclusive, and of regulations pre-
scribed hereunder. 

(c) STAMP REGULATIONS.—The Commissioner, with the approval of 
the Secretary, shall prescribe (a) regulations with respect to the time 
and manner of applying for, issuing, affixing, and destroying stamps 
required by this section, the form and denominations of such stamps, 
applications for purchase of the stamps, proof that applicants are 
entitled to such stamps, and the method of accounting for receipts 
from the sale of such stamps, and (b) such other regulations as the 
Commissioner shall deem necessary for the enforcement of this sec-
tion and sections 2904 to 2909, inclusive. 

(d) STAMP SUPPLY.—SUCh stamps shall be issued by the Commis-
sioner to each collector, upon his requisition in such numbers as may 
be necessary in his district, and, upon compliance with the provisions 
of this section and sections 2904 to 2909, inclusive, and regulations 
issued hereunder shall be sold by collectors to persons entitled thereto, 
at a price of 1 cent for each stamp, except that in the case of stamps 
for containers of less than one-half pint, the price shall be one-quarter 
of 1 cent for each stamp. 

(e) MARKS, BRANDS, AND STAMPS FOR CASES.—And there shall be 
plainly burned, embossed, or printed on the side of each case, to be 
known as the Government side, such marks, brands, and stamps to 
denote the bottling in bond of the whisky packed therein as the 
Commissioner may by regulations prescribe. 

(f) TRADE MARKS.—And no trade-marks shall be put upon any 
bottle unless the real name of the actual bona fide distiller, or the 
name of the individual, firm, partnership, corporation, or association 
in whose name the spirits were produced and warehoused, shall also 
be placed conspicuously on said bottle. 

(g) TRANSFER or Dun-Es.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 

SEC 2904. REGULATIONS GOVERNING BOTTLING IN BOND. 
(a) REQUIREMENTS.—The Commissioner, with the approval of the 

Secretary, may, by regulations, prescribe the mode of separating and 
securing the additional warehouse, or portion of the warehouse re-
quired in section 2903 to be set apart, the manner in which the busi-
ness of bottling spirits in bond shall be carried on, the notices, bonds, 
and returns to be given and accounts and records to be kept by the 
persons conducting such business, the mode and time of inspection 
of such spirits, the accounts and records to be kept and returns made 
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by the Government officers, and all such other matters and things, as
in his discretion, he may deem requisite for a secure and orderly
supervision of said business; and he may also, with the approval of
the Secretary, prescribe and issue the stamps required.

The distiller may, in the presence of the storekeeper-gauger, remove
by straining through cloth, felt, or other like material any charcoal,
sediment, or other like substance found therein, and may whenever
necessary reduce such spirits as are withdrawn for bottling purposes
by the addition of pure water only to 100 per centum proof for spirits
for domestic use, or to not less than 80 per centum proof for spirits
for export purposes, under such rules and regulations as may be pre-
scribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary; but
no spirits (except gin for export) shall be bottled in bond until they
have remained in bond in wooden containers for at least four years
from the date of original gauge as to fruit brandy, or original entry
as to all other spirits: Provided2 That nothing in this subchapter
shall authorize the labeling of spirits in bottles contrary to the pro-
visions of regulations issued pursuant to the Federal Alcohol Admin-
istration Act, 49 Stat. 977 (U. S. C., Title 27, c. 8), or any amendment
thereof.

(b) TBANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2905. EXPORTATION OF SPIRITS BOTTLED IN BOND.

All distilled spirits intended for export under the provisions of
sections 2903 to 2909, inclusive, shall be inspected, bottled, cased,
weighed, marked, labeled, stamped, or sealed in such manner and at
such time as the Commissioner may prescribe; and the said Commis-
sioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may provide such regula-
tions for the transportation, entry, reinspection, and lading of such
spirits for export as may froir time to time be deemed necessary; and
all provisions of law relating to the exportation of distilled spirits
in bond, so far as applicable, and all penalties therein imposed, are
extended and made applicable to distilled spirits bottled for export
under the provisions of said' sections, but no drawback shall be
allowed or paid upon any spirits bottled under the provisions of said
sections.
SEC 2906. PAYMENT OF TAX ON DEFICIENCY IN QUANTITY FOR

EXPORT.
(a) REQUIREMNTS.-Where, upon inspection at the bonded ware-

house in which the spirits are bottled as aforesaid, the quantity so
bottled and cased for export is less than the quantity actually con-
tained in the distiller's original casks or packages at the time of
withdrawal for that purpose the tax on the loss or deficiency so
ascertained shall be paid before the removal of the spirits from such
warehouse, and the tax so paid shall be receipted and accounted for
by the collector in such manner as the Commissioner may prescribe.

(b) TRANSFR OF DUTES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.

SEC. 2907. COLLECTION OF TAX IF EXPORT CASES ARE TAMPERED
WITH

Where, upon reinspection at the port of entry, any case containing
or purporting to contain distilled spirits for export is found to have
been opened or tampered with, or where any mark, brand, stamp,
label, or seal placed thereon or upon any bottle contained therein has
been removed, changed, or willfully defaced, or where upon such
reinspection any loss or discrepancy is found to exist as to the con-
tents of any case so entered for export, the tax on the spirits con-
tained in each such case at the time of its removal from warehouse
shall be collected and paid.
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by the Government officers, and all such other matters and things, as 
in his discretion, he may deem requisite for a secure and orderly 
supervision of said business; and he may also, with the approval of 
the Secretary, prescribe and issue the stamps required. 
The distiller may, in the presence of the storekeeper-gauger, remove 

by straining through cloth, felt, or other like material any charcoal, 
sediment, or other like substance found therein, and may whenever 
necessary reduce such spirits as are withdrawn for bottling purposes 
by the addition of pure water only to 100 per centum proof for spirits 
for domestic use, or to not less than 80 per centum proof for spirits 
for export purposes, under such rules and regulations as may be pre-
scribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary; but 
no spirits (except gin for export) shall be bottled in bond until they 
have remained in bond in wooden containers for at least four years 
from the date of original gauge as to fruit brandy, or original entry 
as to all other spirits: Provided2 That nothing in this subchapter 
shall authorize the labeling of spirits in bottles contrary to the pro-
visions of regulations issued pursuant to the Federal Alcohol Admin-
istration Act, 49 Stat. 977 (U. S. C., Title 27, c. 8), or any amendment 
thereof. 

(b) TRANSFER or DIMES.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 8170. 

SEC 2905. EXPORTATION OF SPIRITS BOTTLED IN BOND. 
All distilled spirits intended for export wider the provisions of 

sections 2903 to 2909, inclusive, shall be inspected, bottled, cased, 
weighed, marked, labeled, stamped, or sealed in such manner and at 
such time as the Commissioner may prescribe; and the said Commis-
sioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may provide such regula-
tions for the transportation, entry, reinspection, and lading of such 
spirits for export as may froin: time to time be deemed necessary; and 
all provisions of law relating to the exportation of distilled spirits 
in bond, so far as applicable, and all penalties therein imposed, are 
extended and made applicable to distilled spirits bottled for export 
under the provisions of said sections, but no drawback shall be 
allowed or paid upon any spirits bottled under the provisions of said 
sections. 
SEC 2906. PAYMENT OF TAX ON DEFICIENCY IN QUANTITY FOR 

EXPORT. 

(a) REQuntEmENTs.—Where, upon inspection at the bonded ware-
house in which the spirits are bottled as aforesaid, the quantity so 
bottled and cased for export is less than the quantity actually con-
tained in the distiller's original casks or packages at the time of 
withdrawal for that purpose the tax on the loss or deficiency so 
ascertained shall be paid before the removal of the spirits from such 
warehouse, and the tax so paid shall be receipted and accounted for 
by the collector in such manner as the Commissioner may prescribe. 

(b) TRANSFER or DUTIES.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 

SEC 2907. COLLECTION OF TAX IF EXPORT CASES ARE TAMPERED 
WITH. 

Where, upon reinspetion. at the port of entry, any case containing 
or purporting to contain distilled spirits for export is found to have 
been opened or tampered with, or where any mark, brand, stamp, 
label, or seal placed thereon or upon any bottle contained therein has 
been removed, changed, or willfully defaced, or where upon such 
remspection any loss or discrepancy is found to exist as to the con-
tents of any case so entered for export, the tax on the spirits con-
tamed in each such case at the time of its removal from warehouse 
shall be collected and paid. 
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SEC. 2908. REUSE OF STAMPS OR BOTTLES, TAMPERING, AND UNLAW-

FUL REMOVAL.
Any person who shall reuse any stamp provided under sections

2903 to 2909, inclusive, after the same shall have been once affixed to
a bottle as provided therein, or who shall reuse a bottle for the pur-
pose of containing distilled spirits which has once been filled and
stamped under the provisions of said sections without removing and
destroying the stamp so previously affixed to such bottle, or who shall,
contrary to the provisions of said sections or of the regulations issued
thereunder remove or cause to be removed from any bonded ware-
house any distilled spirits inspected or bottled under the provisions
of said sections or who shall bottle or case any such spirits in viola-
tion of said sections or of any regulation issued thereunder, or who
shall, during the transportation and before the exportation of any
such spirits, open or cause to be opened any case or bottle containing
such spirits, or who shall willfully remove, change, or deface any
stamp, brand, label, or seal affixed to any such case or to any bottle
contained therein, shall for each such offense be fined not less than
$100 nor more than $1,000, and be imprisoned not more than two
years, in the discretion of the court, and such spirits shall be forfeited
to the United States.
SEC. 2909. PUNISHMENT FOR COUNTERFEITING STAMPS.

Every person who, with intent to defraud, falsely makes, forges,
alters, or counterfeits any stamp made or used under any provision
of sections 2903 to 2909, inclusive, or who uses, sells, or has in his
possession any such forged, altered, or counterfeited stamp, or any
plate or die used or which may be used in the manufacture thereof
or who shall make, use, sell, or have in his possession any paper in
imitation of the paper used in the manufacture of any stamp required
by said sections, shall on conviction be punished by a fine not exceed-
ing $1,000 and by imprisonment at hard labor not exceeding five
years.
SEC. 2910. BOTTLING GIN IN BOND FOR EXPORT.

(a) REQUJIEMENT.-Distilled spirits known commercially as inl
of not less than 80 per centum proof may at any time within eight
years after entry in bond at any distillery be bottled in bond at such
distillery for export without the payment of tax, under such rules
and regulations as the Conmmissioner, with the approval of the Sec-
retary, may prescribe.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2911. EFFECT ON STATE LAWS.

Nothing in sections 2903 to 2909, inclusive, shall be construed to
exempt spirits bottled under the provisions of said sections from the
operation of chapter 728 of the Act of August 8, 1890, 26 Stat. 313,
U. S. C., Title 27, § 121.
SEC. 2912. FORFEITURE OF SPIRITS UNLAWFULLY REMOVED FROM

DISTILLERY OR WAREHOUSE.
All distilled spirits found elsewhere than in a distillery or internal

revenue bonded warehouse, not having been removed therefrom
according to law, shall be forfeited to the United States.
SEC. 2913. PENALTY FOR UNLAWFUL REMOVAL OR CONCEALMENT OF

SPIRITS.
Whenever any person removes, or aids or abets in the removal of,

any distilled spirits on which the tax has not been paid, to a place
other than the internal revenue bonded warehouse provided by law,
or conceals or aids in the concealment of any spirits so removed, or
removes, or aids or abets in the removal of, any distilled spirits from
any such warehouse authorized by law, in any manner other than is
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SEC. 2908. REUSE OF STAMPS OR BOTTLES, TAMPERING, AND UNLAW-
FUL REMOVAL 

Any person who shall reuse any stamp provided under sections 
2903 to 2909, inclusive, after the same shall have been once affixed to 
a bottle as provided therein, or who shall reuse a bottle for the pur-
pose of containing distilled spirits which has once been filled and 
stamped under the provisions of said sections without removing and 
destroying the stamp so previously affixed to such bottle, or who shall, 
contrary to the provisions of said sections or of the regulations issued 
thereunder remove or. cause to be removed from any bonded ware-
house any distilled spirits inspected or bottled under the provisions 
of said sections or who shall bottle or case any such spirits in viola-
tion of said sections or of any regulation issued thereunder, or who 
shall, during the transportation and before the exportation of any 
such spirits, open or cause to be opened any case or bottle containing 
such spirits, or who shall willfully remove, change, or deface any 
stamp, brand, label, or seal affixed to any such case or to any bottle 
contained therein, shall for each such offense be fined not less than 
$100 nor more than $1,000, and be imprisoned not more than two 
years, in the discretion of the court, and such spirits shall be forfeited 
to the United States. 
SEC. 2909. PUNISHMENT FOR COUNTERFEITING STAMPS. 
Every person who, with intent to defraud, falsely makes, forges, 

alters, or counterfeits any stamp made or used under any provision 
of sections 2903 to 2909, inclusive, or who uses, sells, or has in his 
possession any such forged, altered, or counterfeited stamp, or any 
plate or die used or which may be used in the manufacture thereof, 
or who shall make, use, sell, or have in his possession any paper in 
imitation of the paper used in the manufacture of any stamp required 
by said sections, shall on conviction be punished by a fine not exceed-
ing $1,000 and by imprisonment at hard labor not exceeding five 
years. 
SEC. 2910. BOTTLING GIN IN BOND FOR EXPORT. 

(a) REQuntEmENT.—Distilled spirits known commercially as gin 
of not less than 80 per centum proof may at any time within eight 
years after entry in bond at any distillery be bottled in bond at such 
distillery for export without the payment of tax, under such rules 
and regulations as. the Commissioner, with the approval of the Sec-
retary, may prescribe. 

(b) TRANSFER OF D 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 

SEC. 2911. EFFECT ON STATE LAWS. 

Nothing in sections 2903 to 2909, inclusive, shall be construed to 
exempt spirits bottled under the provisions of said sections from the 
o-Deration of chapter 728 of the Act of August 8, 1890, 26 Stat. 313, 
C. S. C., Title 27, § 121. 
SEC. 2912. FORFEITURE OF SPIRITS UNLAWFULLY REMOVED FROM 

DISTILLERY OR WAREHOUSE. 

All distilled spirits found elsewhere than in a distillery or internal 
revenue bonded warehouse, not having been removed therefrom 
according to law, shall be forfeited to the United States. 
SEC. 2913. PENALTY FOR UNLAWFUL REMOVAL OR CONCEALMENT OF 

SPIRITS. 
Whenever any person removes, or aids or abets in the removal of, 

any distilled spirits on which the tax has not been paid, to a place 
other than the internal revenue bonded warehouse provided by law, 
or conceals or aids in the concealment of any spirits so removed, or 
removes, or aids or abets in the removal of, any distilled spirits from 
any such warehouse authorized by law, in any manner other than is 
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provided by law, or conceals or aids in the concealment of any spirits
so removed, he shall be liable to a penalty of double the tax imposed
on such distilled spirits so removed or concealed, and shall be fined
not less than $200 nor more than $5,000, and imprisoned not less than
three months nor more than three years.
SEC. 2914. PENALTY ON OFFICER IN CHARGE OF WAREHOUSE FOR UN-

LAWFUL REMOVAL OF SPIRITS.
(a) OFFENSE.-Whenever any storekeeper-gauger or other person

in the employment of the United States, having charge of a bonded
warehouse, removes or allows to be removed therefrom any cask or
other package, or removes or allows to be removed any part of the
contents of any cask or package deposited therein, otherwise than as
provided by law, he shall be immediately dismissed from office or
employment, and be fined not less than $500 nor more than $2,000,
and imprisoned not less than three months nor more than two years.

(b) TRANSFER or DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2915. STOREKEEPER-GAUGER'S WAREHOUSE BOOK.

(a) REQUIREMENTS.-Every storekeeper-gauger shall keep a ware-
house book, which shall at all times be open to the examination of any
revenue officer, and shall enter therein an account of all articles de-
posited in the warehouse to which he is assigned, indicating in each
case the date of deposit, by whom manufactured or produced, the num-
ber and description of the packages and contents, the quantities
therein, the marks and serial numbers thereon, and by whom gauged,
inspected, or weighed, and if distilled spirits, the number of gauge
or wine gallons, of proof gallons, and of taxable gallons; and before
delivering any article from the warehouse he shall enter in said book
the date of the permit or order of the collector for the delivery of such
articles, the number and description of the packages, the marks and
serial numbers thereon, the date of delivery, to whom delivered, and
for what purpose, which purpose shall be specified in the permit or
order for delivery; and in case of delivery of any distilled spirits the
number of gauge or wine gallons, or proof gallons, and of taxable
gallons, shall also be stated: and such further particulars shall be
entered in the warehouse books as may be prescribed or found neces-
sary for the identification of the packages, to insure the correct deliv-
ery thereof and proper accountability therefor.

And every storekeeper-gauger shall furnish daily to the collector of
the district a return of all articles received in and delivered from the
warehouse during the day preceding that on which the return is made
and mail at the same time a copy thereof to the Commissioner, and
shall, on the first Monday of every month, make a report in duplicate
of the number of packages of all articles, with the respective descrip-
tions thereof, as above provided, which remained in the warehouse at
the date of his last report, of all articles received therein and delivered
therefrom during the preceding month and of articles remaining
therein at the end of said month. He shall deliver one of these re-
ports to the collector having control of the warehouse, to be recorded
and filed in his office, and transmit one to the Commissioner, to be
recorded and filed in his office.

(b) TRANFER OF DuTIE.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 2916. REMOVAL FOR DENATURATION OR DESTRUCTION OF DIS-

TILLATES CONTAINING ALDEHYDES OR FUSEL OIL
(a) POWEr OF COMMxISSIONER.-Under rules and regulations to be

prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary
distillers may collect, in locked tanks, distillates containing one-half
of 1 per centum or more of aldehydes or 1 per centum or more of
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provided by law, or conceals or aids in the concealment of any spirits 
so removed, he shall be liable to a penalty of double the tax imposed 
on such distilled spirits so removed or concealed, and shall be fined 
not less than $200 nor more than $5,000, and imprisoned not less than 
three months nor more than three years. 
SEC. 2914. PENALTY ON OFFICER IN CHARGE OF WAREHOUSE FOR UN-

LAWFUL REMOVAL OF SPIRITS. 
(a) OritaysE.—Whenever any storekeeper-gauger or other 'Jerson 

in the employment of the United States, having charge of a bonded 
warehouse, removes or allows to be removed therefrom any cask or 
other package, or removes or allows to be removed any part of the 
contents of any cask or package deposited therein, otherwise than as 
provided by law, he shall be immediately dismissed from office or 
employment, and be fined not less than $500 nor more than $2,000, 
and imprisoned not less than three months nor more than two years. 

(b) TRANSFER OF DUMB.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 

SEC. 2915. STOREKEEPER-GAUGER'S WAREHOUSE BOOK. 
(a) REginitEmErrrs.—Every storekeeper-gauger shall keep a ware-

house book, which shall at all times be open to the examination of any 
revenue officer, and shall enter therein an account of all articles de-
posited in the warehouse to which he is assigned, indicating in each 
case the date of deposit, by whom manufactured or produced, the num-
ber and description of the packages and contents, the quantities 
therein, the marks and serial numbers thereon, and by whom gauged, 
inspected, or weighed, and if distilled spirits, the number of gauge 
or wine gallons, of proof gallons, and of taxable gallons; and before 
delivering any article from the warehouse he shall enter in said book 
the date of the permit or order of the collector for the delivery of such 
articles, the number and description of the packages, the marks and 
serial numbers thereon, the date of delivery, to whom delivered, and 
for what purpose, which purpose shall be specified in the permit or 
order for delivery; and in case of delivery of any distilled spirits the 
number of gauge or wine gallons, or proof gallons, and of taxable 
gallons, shall also be stated; and such further particulars shall be 
entered in the warehouse books as may be prescribed or found neces-
sary for the identification of the packages, to insure the correct deliv-
ery thereof and proper accountability therefor. 
And every storekeeper-gauger shall furnish daily to the collector of 

the district a return of all articles received in and delivered from the 
warehouse during the day preceding that on which the return is made, 
and mail at the same time a copy thereof to the Commissioner, and 
shall, on the first Monday of every month, make a report in duplicate 
of the number of packages of all articles, with the respective descrip-
tions thereof, as above provided, which remained in the warehouse at 
the date of his last report, of all articles received therein and delivered 
therefrom during the preceding month, and of articles remaining 
therein at the end of said month. He shall deliver one of these re-
ports to the collector having control of the warehouse, to be recorded 
and filed in his office and transmit one to the Commissioner, to be 
recorded and filed in his office. 

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 

SEC. 2916. REMOVAL FOR DENATURATION OR DESTRUCTION OF DIS-
TILLATES CONTAINING ALDEHYDES OR FUSEL OIL 

(a) POWER OF CommssioNER.—Under rules and regulations to be 
prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, 
distillers may collect, in locked tanks, distillates containing one-half 
of 1 per eentum or more of aldehydes or 1 per eentum or more of 
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fusel oil (heads and tails) removed in the course of distillation.
The distillates so collected may, under regulations prescribed by the
Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, be removed from
such distillery for denaturation or be destroyed in the manner pre-
scribed by the Commissioner, under the supervision of an internal
revenue officer to be designated by the Commissioner, and when so
denatured or destroyed shall not be subject to the tax imposed by law
upon distilled spirits. Such distillates so collected in fruit brandy
distilleries may, under regulations to be prescribed by the Commis-
sioner, with the approval of the Secretary, be drawn into approved
casks, barrels, or other containers and stored in the brandy deposit
room of the fruit brandy distillery where produced pending removal
for denaturation or destruction.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIE.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.

SUBCHAPTER B-WINES
SEC. 3030. TAX.

(a) RATE.-
(1) STILL WINES.-

(A) IMPosITION.-Upon all still wines, including vermouth, and
all artificial or imitation wines or compounds sold as still wine,
produced in or imported into the United States after February
24, 1919, or which on February 25, 1919, were on any winery
premises or other bonded premises or in transit thereto or at any
customhouse, there shall be levied, collected, and paid taxes at
rates as follows, when sold, or removed for consumption or sale:

On wines containing not more than 14 per centum of absolute
alcohol, 5 cents per wine gallon, the per centum of alcohol under
this section to be reckoned by volume and not by weight;

On wines containing more than 14 per centum and not exceed-
ing 21 per centum of absolute alcohol, 10 cents per wine-gallon;

On wines containing more than 21 per centum and not exceed-
ing 24 per centum of absolute alcohol, 20 cents per wine-gallon;

All such wines containing more than 24 per centum of absolute
alcohol by volume shall be classed as distilled spirits and shall
pay tax accordingly.

Any such wines may, under such regulations as the Secretary
may prescribe, be sold or removed tax free for the manufacture
of vinegar, or for the production of dealcoholized wines contain-
ing less than one-half of 1 per centum of alcohol by volume.

The taxes imposed by this subparagraph (A) of this para-
graph shall not apply to dealcoholized wines containing less than
one-half of 1 per centum of alcohol by volume; nor, subject to
regulations prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval
of the Secretary, to wines produced for the family use of the
duly registered producer thereof and not sold or otherwise
removed from the place of manufacture and not exceeding in
any case two hundred gallons per year.

(B) CRoss REFERENCE.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see Section 3170.

(2) SPARKLING WINES, LIQUEUPS, AND CORDIALS.-Upon the fol-
lowing articles which are produced in or imported into the United
States, after June 26,1936, or which on the day after such date are
on any winery premises or other bonded premises or in transit
thereto or at any customhouse, there shall be levied, collected, and
paid, in lieu of the internal-revenue taxes imposed thereon by law
prior to such date, taxes at rates as follows, when sold, or removed
for consumption or sale:
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fusel oil (heads and tails) removed in the course of distillation. 
The distillates so collected may, under regulations prescribed by the 
Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, be removed from 
such distillery for denaturation or be destroyed in the manner pre-
scribed by the Commissioner, under the supervision of an internal 
revenue officer to be designated by the Commissioner, and when so 
denatured or destroyed shall not be subject to the tax imposed by law 
upon distilled spirits. Such distillates so collected in fruit brandy 
distilleries may, under regulations to be prescribed by the Commis-
sioner, with the approval of the Secretary, be drawn into approved 
casks, barrels, or other containers and stored in the brandy deposit 
room of the fruit brandy distillery where produced pending removal 
for denaturation or destruction. 

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 

SUBCHAPTER B—WINES 
SEC. 3030. TAX. 

(a) RATE.— 
(1.) STILL WINES.— 
(A) Imrosrriox.—Upon all still wines, including vermouth, and 

all artificial or imitation wines or compounds sold as still wine, 
produced in or imported into the United States after February 
24, 1919, or which on February 25, 1919, were on any winery 
premises or other bonded premises or in transit thereto or at any 
customhouse, there shall be levied, collected, and paid taxes at 
rates as follows, when sold, or removed for consumption or sale: 
On wines containing not more than 14 per centum of absolute 

alcohol, 5 cents per wine gallon, the per centum of alcohol under 
this section to be reckoned by volume and not by weight; 
On wines containing more than 14 per centum and not exceed-

ing 21 per centum of absolute alcohol, 10 cents per wine-gallon; 
On wines containing more than 21 per centum and not exceed-

ing 24 per centum of absolute alcohol, 20 cents per wine-gallon; 
All such wines containing more than 24 per centum of absolute 

alcohol by volume shall be classed as distilled spirits and shall 
pay tax accordingly. 
Any such wines may, under such regulations as the Secretary 

may prescribe, be sold or removed tax free for the manufacture 
of vinegar, or for the production of dealcoholized wines contain-
ing less than one-half of 1 per centum of alcohol by volume. 
The taxes imposed by this subparagraph (A) of this para-

graph shall not apply to dealcoholized wines containing less than 
one-half of 1 per centum of alcohol by volume; nor, subject to 
regulations prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval 
of the Secretary, to wines produced for the family use of the 
duly registered producer thereof and not sold or otherwise 
removed from the place of manufacture and not exceeding in 
any case two hundred gallons per year. 

(B) CROSS REFERENCE.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see Section 3170. 
(2) SPARKLING WINES, LIQUEURS, AND CORDIALS.—Upon the fol-

lowing articles which are produced in or imported into the United 
States, after June 26, 1936, or which on the day after such date are 
on any winery premises or other bonded premises or in transit 
thereto or at any customhouse, there shall be levied, collected, and 
paid, in lieu of the internal-revenue taxes imposed thereon by law' 
prior to such date, taxes at rates as follows, when sold, or removed 
for consumption or sale: 
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On each bottle or other container of champagne or sparkling
wine, 2½2 cents on each one-half pint or fraction thereof;

On each bottle or other container of artificially carbonated wine,
11/4 cents on each one-pint or fraction thereof;

On each bottle or other container of liqueurs, cordials, or sim-
ilar compounds, by whatever name sold or offered for sale, con-
taining sweet wine, citrus-fruit wine, peach wine, cherry wine,
berry wine, apricot wine, prune wine, plum wine, pear wine, or
apple wine, fortified, respectively, with grape brandy, citrus-fruit
brandy, peach brandy, cherry brandy, berry brandy, apricot
brandy, prune brandy plum brandy, pebrandyrandy, or apple brandy,
11/4 cents on each one-half pint or fraction thereof;

Any of the foregoing articles containing more than 24 per
centum of absolute alcohol by volume (except vermouth, liqueurs,
cordials, and similar compounds made in rectifying plants and
containing tax-paid sweet wine, citrus-fruit wine, peach wine,
cherry wine, berry wine, apricot wine, prune wine, plum wine, pear
wine, or apple wine, fortified, respectively, with grape brandy,
citrus-fruit brandy, peach brandy, cherry brandy, berry brandy,
apricot brandy, prune brandy, plum brandy, pear brandy, or apple
brandy) shall be classed as distilled spirits and shall be taxed
accordingly.

The Commissioner, subject to regulations prescribed by the
Secretary, is authorized to remit, refund, and pay back the amount
of all taxes on such liqueurs, cordials, and similar compounds paid
by or assessed against rectifiers at the distilled spirits rate prior to
June 26, 1936.

(3) CRoss iEERENCES.-
For tax on the following see the sections enumerated below;
Rectified wines, section 2800 (a) (5);
Wine spirits or grape brandy used in fortifying, section 3031;
Withdrawal of wine spirits for fortification, section 3033.

(b) PAYMENT.-
(1) STAMP.-The taxes imposed by paragraphs (1) and (2) of

subsection (a) shall be paid by stamp on removal of the wines
from the customhouse, winery, or other bonded place of storage
for consumption or sale.

The Commissioner may, under regulations prescribed by him
with the approval of the Secretary, issue stamps for restamping
packages of wines which have been duly stamped but from which
the stamps have been lost or destroyed by unavoidable accident.

(2) AssESSMENT.-The collection of the tax on imported still
wines, including vermouth, and sparkling wines, including cham-
pagne, and on imported liqueurs, cordials, and similar compounds,
may be made within the discretion of the Commissioner, with the
approval of the Secretary, by assessment instead of by stamps.

(3) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.

SEC. 3031. TAX ON BRANDY OR SPIRITS USED IN FORTIFICATION.
(a) RATE AD APPLICATION OF TAx.-Under such regulations and

official supervision and upon the giving of such notices and entries
as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may pre-
scribe, any producer of wines defined under the provisions of this
subchapter may withdraw from any fruit distillery or internal
revenue bonded warehouse grape brandy, or wine spirits, for the
fortification of such wines on the premises where actually made, and
any producer of citrus-fruit wines, peach wines, cherry wines, berry
wines, apricot wines, prune wines, plum wines, pear wines, or apple
wines may similarly withdraw citrus-fruit brandy, peach brandy,
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On each bottle or other container of champagne or sparkling 
wine, 2172 cents on each one-half pint or fraction thereof; 
On each bottle or other container of artificially carbonated wine, 

11/4 cents on each one-pint or fraction thereof; 
On each bottle or other container of liqueurs, cordials, or sim-

ilar compounds, by whatever name sold or offered for sale, con-
taining sweet wine, citrus-fruit wine, peach wine, cherry wine, 
berry wine, apricot wine, prune wine, plum wine, pear wine, or 
apple wine, fortified, respectively, with grape brandy, citrus-fruit 
brandy, peach brandy, cherry brandy, berry brandy, apricot 
brandy, prune brandy, plum brandy, pear brandy, or apple brandy, 
11/4  cents on each one-half pint or fraction thereof; 
Any of the foregoing articles containing more than 24 per 

centum of absolute alcohol by volume (except vermouth, liqueurs, 
cordials, and similar compounds made in rectifying plants and 
containing tax-paid sweet wine, citrus-fruit wine, peach wine, 
cherry wine, berry wine, apricot wine, prune wine, plum wine, pear 
wine, or apple wine, fortified, respectively, with grape brandy, 
citrus-fruit brandy, peach brandy, cherry brandy, berry brandy, 
apricot brandy, prune brandy, plum brandy, pear brandy, or apple 
brandy) shall be classed as distilled spirits and shall be taxed 
accordingly. 
The Commissioner, subject to regulations prescribed by the 

Secretary, is authorized to remit, refund, and pay back the amount 
of all taxes on such liqueurs, cordials, and similar compounds paid 
by or assessed against rectifiers at the distilled spirits rate prior to 
June 26, 1936. 

(3) CRoss REFERENCES.— 
For tax on the following see the sections enumerated below; 
Rectified wines, section 2800 (a) (5) ; 
Wine spirits or grape brandy used in fortifying, section 3031; 
Withdrawal of wine spirits for fortification, section 3033. 

(b) PAYMENT.— 
(1) STAme.—The taxes imposed by paragraphs (1) and (2) of 

subsection (a) shall be paid by stamp on removal of the wines 
from the customhouse, winery, or other bonded place of storage 
for consumption or sale. 
The Commissioner may, under regulations prescribed by him 

with the approval of the Secretary, issue stamps for restamping 
packages of wines which have been duly stamped but from which 
the stamps have been lost or destroyed by unavoidable accident. 

(2) ASSESSMENT.—The collection of the tax on imported still 
wines, including vermouth, and sparkling wines, including cham-
pagne, and on imported liqueurs, cordials, and similar compounds, 
may be made within the discretion of the Commissioner, with the 
approval of the Secretary, by assessment instead of by stamps. 

(3) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 

SEC. 3031. TAX ON BRANDY OR SPIRITS USED IN FORTIFICATION. 
(a) RATE AND APPLICATION OF TAx.—Under such regulations and 

official supervision and upon the giving of such notices and entries 
as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may pre-
scribe, any producer of wines defined under the provisions of this 
subchapter may withdraw from any fruit distillery or internal 
revenue bonded warehouse grape brandy, or wine spirits, for the 
fortification of such wines on the premises where actually made, and 
any producer of citrus-fruit wines, peach wines, cherry wines, berry 
wines, apricot wines, prune wines, plum wines, pear wines, or apple 
wines may similarly withdraw citrus-fruit brandy, peach brandy, 



cherry brandy, berry brandy, apricot brandy, prune brandy, plum
brandy, pear brandy, or apple brandy for the fortification, respec-
tively, of citrus-fruit wines, peach wines, cherry wines, berry wines,
apricot wines, prune wines, plum wines, pear wines, or apple wines,
on the premises where actually made: Provided, That after June 26,
1936, there shall be levied and assessed against the producer of such
wines or citrus-fruit wines, peach wines, cherry wines, berry wines,
apricot wines, prune wines, plum wines, pear wines, or apple wines
(in lieu of the internal-revenue tax now imposed thereon by law) a
tax of 10 cents per proof-gallon of grape brandy, citrus-fruit brandy,
peach brandy, cherry brandy, berry brandy, apricot brandy, prune
brandy, plum brandy, pear brandy, apple brandy, or wine spirits,
whenever withdrawn and so used by him after such date in the forti-
fication of such wines or citrus-fruit wines or peach wines, cherry
wines, berry wines, apricot wines, prune wines, plum wines, pear
wines, or apple wines during the preceding month, which assessment
shall be paid by him within eighteen months from the date of notice
thereof: Provided, That every producer of wine who withdraws such
brandy, citrus-fruit brandy, peach brandy, cherry brandy, berry
brandy, apricot brandy, prune brandy, plum brandy, pear brandy,
apple brandy, or wine spirits shall give bond to fully cover at all
times prior to payment of the assessment the amount of tax due on
such brandy, citrus-fruit brandy, peach brandy, cherry brandy, berry
brandy, apricot brandy, prune brandy, plum brandy, pear brandy,
apple brandy, or wine spirits, which bond shall be in such form as the
Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, shall, by regula-
tions, prescribe. When such wines are destroyed or sold or removed
for the manufacture of vinegar, or the production of dealcoholized
wines containing less than one-half of 1 per centum of alcohol by
volume, the tax under this section on such grape brandy, citrus-fruit
brandy, peach brandy cherry brandy, berry brandy apricot brandy,
prune brandy, plum brandy, pear brandy, apple brandy, or wine
spirits shall, under such regulations as the Secretary may prescribe,
be abated or refunded.

Nothing contained in this section shall be construed as exempting
any wines, citrus-fruit wines, peach wines, cherry wines, berry wines,
apricot wines, prune wines, plum wines, pear wines, apple wines, cor-
dials, liqueurs, or similar compounds from the payment of any tax
provided for in this subchapter.

Any such wines, or citrus-fruit wines, or peach wines, cherry wines,
berry wines, apricot wines, prune wines, plum wines, pear wines,
apple wines, may, under such regulations as the Secretary may pre-
scribe, be sold or removed tax free for the manufacture of vinegar, or
for the production of dealcoholized wines containing less than one-
half of 1 per centum of alcohol by volume.

The taxes imposed by this section shall not apply to dealcoholized
wines containing less than one-half of 1 per centum of alcohol by
volume.

(b) Loss ALLOWANCES.-
(1) LEAKAGE, EVAPORATION, ETc.-The Commissioner, under rules

and regulations to be by him prescribed with the approval of the
Secretary, upon the presentation of proof to his satisfaction of the
loss by leakage, evaporation, theft, or otherwise of brandy or fruit
spirits, intended for the fortification of wine, from storage tanks in
bonded warehouses or from steel drums filled therefrom while such
drums are in such warehouse, and in the fortification room of a
bonded winery, not occurring as the result of any negligence, con-
nivance, collusion, or fraud on the part of the winemaker or his
agents, is hereby authorized to remit or refund the taxes assessed
or paid upon such lost brandy or fruit spirits: Provided, however,
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cherry brandy, berry brandy, apricot brandy, prune brandy, plum 
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dials2 liqueurs, or similar compounds from the payment of any tax 
provided for in this subchapter. 
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wines containing less than one-half of 1 per centum of alcohol by 
volume. 

(b) Loss ALLOWANCES.— 
(1) LEAKAGE, EVAPORATION, ETC.—The Commissioner, under rules 

and regulations to be by him prescribed with the approval of the 
Secretary, upon the presentation of proof to his satisfaction of the 
loss by leakage, evaporation, theft, or otherwise of brandy or fruit 
spirits, intended for the fortification of wine, from storage tanks in 
bonded warehouses or from steel drums filled therefrom while such 
drums are in such warehouse, and in the fortification room of a 
bonded winery, not occurring as the result of any negligence, con-
nivance, collusion, or fraud on the part of the wmemaker or his 
agents, is hereby authorized to remit or refund the taxes assessed 
or paid upon such lost brandy or fruit spirits: Provided, however, 
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That such remission or refund shall be allowed only to the extent
that the distiller or winemaker is not indemnified or recompensed
for such loss.

(2) CRoss RFERENCES.-
For loss allowance in case of grape brandy withdrawn for use in the

fortification of sweet wines, and which, prior to such use, is accidentally
destroyed by fire or other casualty, while stored in the fortifying room
on the winery premises, see section 2901 (b).

For loss allowance in case of spirits in possession of common carriers,
see section 2901 (c).

SEC. 3032. FORTIFICATION OF WINES.
(a) PURE SwEEr WINEs.-Any producer of pure sweet wines may

use in the preparation of such sweet wines, under such regulations and
after the filing of such notices and bonds, together with the keeping of
such records and the rendition of such reports as to materials and
products as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary,
may prescribe, wine spirits produced by any duly authorized distiller,
and the Commissioner, in determining the liability of any distiller of
wine spirits to assessment under section 2846, is authorized to allow
such distiller credit in his computations for the wine spirits withdrawn
to be used in fortifying sweet wines under this chapter.

(b) CITRrR-FRUIT WINEs.-The provisions of this section shall
apply to the use of citrus-fruit brandy in the preparation of fortified
citrus-fruit wines in the same manner and to the same extent as such
provisions apply to the use of wine spirits in the fortification of sweet
wines, except that no brandy (other than a citrus-fruit brandy) may
be used in the fortification of citrus-fruit wine and a citrus-fruit
brandy prepared from one kind of citrus fruit may not be used for
the fortification of a citrus-fruit wine prepared from another kind of
citrus fruit or for the fortification of a wine prepared from any fruit
other than citrus fruit.

(c) FRTrr WINES.-The provisions of this section shall apply to the
use of peach brandy, cherry brandy, berry brandy apricot brandy,
prune brandy, plum brandy, pear brandy, and apple brandy, in the
preparation, respectively, of fortified peach wines, cherry wines, berry
wines, apricot wines, prune wines, plum wines, pear wines, and apple
wines, in the same manner and to the same extent as such provisions
apply to the use of wine spirits in the fortification of sweet wines;
except that (1) no brandy other than peach brandy may be used in
the fortification of peach wine and peach brandy may not be used for
the fortification of any wine other than peach wine, (2) no brandy
other than cherry brandy may be used in the fortification of cherry
wine and cherry brandy may not be used for the fortification of any
wine other than cherry wine, (3) no brandy other than berry brandy
may be used in the fortification of berry wine and a berry brandy
prepared from one kind of berry may not be used for the fortification
of a berry wine prepared from another kind of berry or for the fortifi-
cation of any wine other than berry wine, (4) no brandy other than
apricot brandy may be used in the fortification of apricot wine and
apricot brandy may not be used for the fortification of any wine other
than apricot wine, (5) no brandy other than prune brandy may be
used in the fortification of prune wine and prune brandy may not be
used for the fortification of any wine other than prune wine, (6) no
brandy other than pear brandy may be used in the fortification of pear
wine and pear brandy may not be used for the fortification of any wine
other than pear wine, and (7) no brandy other than plum brandy
may be used in the fortification of plum wine and plum brandy may
not be used for the fortification of any wine other than plum wine
and (8) no brandy other than apple brandy may be used in the
fortification of apple wine and apple brandy may not be used for the
fortification of any wine other than apple wine.
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That such remission or refund shall be allowed only to the extent 
that the distiller or winemaker is not indemnified or recompensed 
for such loss. 

(2) CROSS RRFERENCES.— 
For loss allowance in case of grape brandy withdrawn for use in the 

fortification of sweet wines, and which, prior to such use, is accidentally 
destroyed by fire or other casualty, while stored in the fortifying room 
on the winery premises, see section 2901 (b). 
For loss allowance in case of spirits in possession of common carriers, 

see section 2901 (c). 

SEC. 3032. FORTIFICATION OF WINES. 

(a) PURE SWEET WIrms.—Any producer of pure sweet wines may 
use in the preparation of such sweet wines, under such regulations and 
after the filing of such notices and bonds, together with the keeping of 
such records and the rendition of such reports as to materials and 
products as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, 
may prescribe, wine spirits produced by any duly authorized distiller, 
and the Commissioner, in determining the liability of any distiller of 
wine spirits to assessment under section 2846, is authorized to allow 
such distiller credit in his computations for the wine spirits withdrawn 
to be used in fortifying sweet wines under this chapter. 

(b) CITRUS-FRUIT WINEs.—The provisions of this section shall 
apply to the use of citrus-fruit brandy in the preparation of fortified 
citrus-fruit wines in the same manner and to the same extent as such 
provisions apply to the use of wine spirits in the fortification of sweet 
wines, except that no brandy (other than a citrus-fruit brandy) may 
be used in the fortification of citrus-fruit wine and a citrus-fruit 
brandy prepared from one kind of citrus fruit may not be used for 
the fortification of a citrus-fruit wine prepared from another kind of 
citrus fruit or for the fortification of a wine prepared from any fruit 
other than citrus fruit. 

(c) FRUIT WINES.—The provisions of this section shall apply to the 
use of peach brandy, cherry brandy, berry brandy, apricot brandy, 
prune brandy, plum brandy, pear brandy, and apple brandy, in the 
preparation, respectively, of fortified peach wines, cherry wines, berry 
wines, apricot wines, prune wines, plum wines, pear wines, and apple 
wines, in the same manner and to the same extent as such provisions 
apply to the use of wine spirits in the fortification of sweet wines; 
except that (1) no brandy other than peach brandy may be used in 
the fortification of peach wine and peach brandy may not be used for 
the fortification of any wine other than peach wine, (2) no brandy 
other than cherry brandy may be used in the fortification of cherry 
wine and cherry brandy may not be used for the fortification of any 
wine other than cherry wine, (3) no brandy other than berry brandy 
may be used in the fortification of berry wine and a berry brandy 
prepared from one kind of berry may not be used for the fortification 
of a berry wine prepared from another kind of berry or for the fortifi-
cation of any wine other than berry wine, (4) no brandy other than 
apricot brandy may be used in the fortification of apricot wine and 
apricot brandy may not be used for the fortification of any wine other 
an apricot wine, (5) no brandy other than prune brandy may be 

used in the fortification of prune wine and prune brandy may not be 
used for the fortification of any wine other than prune wine, (6) no 
brandy other than pear brandy may be used in the fortification of pear 
wine and pear brandy may not be used for the fortification of any wine 
other than pear wine, and (7) no brandy other than plum brandy 
may be used in the fortification of plum wine and plum brandy may 
not be used for the fortification of any wine other than plum wine 
and . (8) no brandy other than apple brandy may be used in the 
fortification of apple wine and apple brandy may not be used for the 
fortification of any wine other than apple wine. 



(d) TRANSFER OF DTIEs.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.

SEC. 3033. WITHDRAWAL OF WINE SPIRITS.
(a) REGULATIONS.-Under such regulations and official supervision,

and upon the execution of such entries and the giving of such bonds,
bills of lading, and other security as the Commissioner, with the ap-
proval of the Secretary, shall prescribe, any producer of pure sweet
wines as defined by section 3036 (a) may withdraw wine spirits from
any internal revenue bonded warehouse in original packages or from
any registered distillery in any quantity not less than eighty wine
gallons, and may use so much of the same as may be required by him
under such regulations, and after the filing of such notices and bonds
and the keeping of such records and the rendition of such reports as to
materials and products and the disposition of the same as the Com-
missioner, with the approval of the Secretary, shall prescribe in
fortifying the pure sweet wines made by him and for no other
purpose, in accordance with the limitations and provisions of this
section; and the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary,
is authorized whenever he shall deem it to be necessary for the
prevention of violations of this law to prescribe that wine spirits
withdrawn under this section shall not be used to fortify wines except
at a certain distance prescribed by him from any distillery, rectifying
house, winery, or other establishment used for producing or storing
distilled spirits, or for making or storing wines other than wines
which are so fortified, and that in the building in which such fortifica-
tion of wines is practiced no wines or spirits other than those per-
mitted by this regulation shall be stored in any room or part of the
building in which fortification of wines is practiced.

(b) CROSS REFEENCES.-
For loss allowance in case of grape brandy withdrawn for use and

fortification of sweet wines and accidentally destroyed prior to such use,
while stored in the fortifying room on the winery premises, see section
2901 (b).

For loss allowance in case of spirits in possession of common carriers,
see section 2901 (c).

(c) TmRNSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, see

section 3170.
SEC. 3034. SUPERVISION OF FORTIFICATION OF SWEET WINE.

(a) UsE.-The use of wine spirits for the fortification of sweet
wines under this subchapter shall be under the immediate supervision
of an officer of internal revenue, who shall make returns describing the
kinds and quantities of wine so fortified, and shall affix such stamps
and seals to the packages containing such wines as may be prescribed
by the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary; and the
Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, shall provide by
regulations the time within which wines so fortified with the wine
spirits so withdrawn may be subject to inspection, and for final
accounting for the use of such wine spirits and for rewarehousing or
for payment of the tax on any portion of such wine spirits which
remain not used in fortifying pure sweet wines.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIEs.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.

SEC. 3035. POWER OF SECRETARY TO AUTHORIZE AMELIORATION AND
FORTIFICATION OF WINE WITHOUT SUPERVISION.

The Secretary may, by regulations, authorize the amelioration of
wine by the winemaker and the fortification of wine, without supervi-
sion by any officer of the United States, whenever he determines that
such authorization may be made without danger to the revenue.
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(d) TRANsFEn OF DUTIES.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 
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(a) REGULATIONS.—Under such regulations and official supervision, 

and upon the execution of such entries and the giving of such bonds, 
bills of lading, and other security as the Commissioner, with the ap-
proval of the Secretary, shall prescribe, any producer of pure sweet 
wines as defined by section 3036 (a) may withdraw wine spirits from. 
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see section 2901 (c). 
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For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, see 

section 3170. 
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wine by the winemaker and the fortification of wine, without supervi-
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such authorization may be made without danger to the revenue. 
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SEC. 3036. WINE SPIRITS AND PURE SWEET WINE.
(a) DEINITONs.-The wine spirits mentioned in section 3032 (a)

is the product resulting from the distillation of fermented grape juice,
to which water may have been added prior to, during, or after fer-
mentation, for the sole purpose of facilitating the fermentation and
economical distillation thereof, and shall be held to include the product
from grapes or their residues commonly known as grape brandy and
shall include commercial grape brandy which may have been colored
with burnt sugar or caramel; and the pure sweet wine which may be
fortified with wine spirits under the provisions of this chapter is fer-
mented or partially fermented grape juice only, with the usual cellar
treatment, and shall contain no other substance whatever introduced
before, at the time of, or after fermentation, except as herein expressly
provided: Provided, That the addition of pure boiled or condensed
grape must or pure crystallized cane or beet sugar, or pure dextrose
sugar containing, respectively, not less than 95 per centum of actual
sugar, calculated on a dry basis, or water, or any or all of them, to the
pure grape juice before fermentation, or to the fermented product of
such grape juice, or to both, prior to the fortification herein provided
for, either for the purpose of perfecting sweet wines according to com-
mercial standards or for mechanical purposes, shall not be excluded
by the definition of pure sweet wine aforesaid: Provided, however,
That the cane or beet sugar, or pure dextrose sugar added for sweeten-
ing purposes shall not be in excess of 11 per centum of the weight of
the wine to be fortified: And provided further, That the addition of
water herein authorized shall be under such regulations as the Com-
missioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may from time to time
prescribe: Provided, however, That records kept in accordance with
such regulations as to the percentage of saccharine, acid, alcoholic, and
added water content of the wine offered for fortification shall be open
to inspection by any official of the Department of Agriculture thereto
duly authorized by the Secretary of Agriculture; but in no case shall
such wines to which water has been added be eligible for fortification
under the provisions of this chapter, where the same, after fermenta-
tion and before fortification, have an alcoholic strength of less than 5
per centum of their volume.

(b) APPLICATION TO CITRUS-FRUIT WINES.-The provisions of this
section shall apply to the use of citrus-fruit brandy in the preparation
of fortified citrus-fruit wines in the same manner and to the same
extent as such provisions apply to the use of wine spirits in the forti-
fication of sweet wines, except that no brandy (other than a citrus-
fruit brandy) may be used in the fortification of citrus-fruit wine
and a citrus-fruit brandy prepared from one kind of citrus fruit
may not be used for the fortification of a citrus-fruit wine prepared
from another kind of citrus fruit or for the fortification of a wine
prepared from any fruit other than citrus fruit.

(c) APPLICATION TO FRurT WINEs.-The provisions of this section
shall apply to the use of peach brandy, cherry brandy, berry brandy,
apricot brandy, prune brandy, plum brandy, pear brandy, and apple
brandy, in the preparation, respectively, of fortified peach wines,
cherry wines, berry wines, apricot wines, prune wines, plum wines,
pear wines, and apple wines, in the same manner and to the same
extent as such provisions apply to the use of wine spirits in the
fortification of sweet wines; except that (1) no brandy other than
peach brandy may be used in the fortification of peach wine and
peach brandy may not be used for the fortification of any wine
other than peach wine, (2) no brandy other than cherry brandy
may be used in the fortification of cherry wine and cherry brandy
may not be used for the fortification of any wine other than cherry
wine, (3) no brandy other than berry brandy may be used in
the fortification of berry wine and a berry brandy prepared from one
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SEC. 3036. WINE SPIRITS AND PURE SWEET WINE. 
(a) DEFINITIONS.—The wine spirits mentioned in section 3032 (a) 

is the product resulting from the distillation of fermented grape juice, 
to which water may have been added prior to, during, or after fer-
mentation, for the sole purpose of facilitating the fermentation and 
economical distillation thereof, and shall be held to include the product 
from grapes or their residues commonly known as grape brandy, and 
shall include commercial grape brandy which may have been colored 
with burnt sugar or caramel; and the pure sweet wine which may be 
fortified with wine spirits under the provisions of this chapter is fer-
mented or partially fermented grape juice only, with the usual cellar 
treatment, and shall contain no other substance whatever introduced 
before, at the time of, or after fermentation, except as herein expressly 
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grape must or pure crystallized cane or beet sugar, or pure dextrose 
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under the provisions of this chapter, where the same, after fermenta-
tion and before fortification, have an alcoholic strength of less than 5 
per centum of their volume. 
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section shall apply to the use of citrus-fruit brandy in the preparation 
of fortified citrus-fruit wines in the same manner and to the same 
extent as such provisions apply to the use of wine spirits in the forti-
fication of sweet wines, except that no brandy (other than a citrus-
fruit brandy) may be used in the fortification of citrus-fruit wine 
and a citrus-fruit brandy prepared from one kind of citrus fruit 
may not be used for the fortification of a citrus-fruit wine prepared 
from another kind of citrus fruit or for the fortification of a wine 
prepared from any fruit other than citrus fruit. 

(c) APPLICATION TO FRUIT Wmi-Es.—The provisions of this section 
shall apply to the use of peach brandy, cherry brandy, berry brandy, 
apricot brandy, prune brandy, plum brandy, pear brandy, and apple 
brandy, in the preparation, respectively, of fortified peach wines, 
cherry wines, berry wines, apricot wines, prune wines, plum wines, 
pear wines, and apple wines, in the same manner and to the same 
extent as such provisions apply to the use of wine spirits in the 
fortification of sweet wines; except that (1) no brandy other than 
peach brandy may be used in the fortification of peach wine and 
peach brandy may not be used for the fortification of any wine 
other than peach wine, (2) no brandy other than cherry brandy 
may be used in the fortification of cherry wine and cherry brandy 
may not be used for the fortification of any wine other than cherry 
wine, (3) no brandy other than berry brandy may be used in 
the fortification of berry wine and a berry brandy prepared from one 
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kind of berry may not be used for the fortification of a berry wine
prepared from another kind of berry or for the fortification of any
wine other than berry wine, (4) no brandy other than apricot brandy
may be used in the fortification of apricot wine and apricot brandy
may not be used for the fortification of any wine other than apricot
wine, (5) no brandy other than prune brandy may be used in the
fortification of prune wine and prune brandy may not be used for
the fortification of any wine other than prune wine, (6) no brandy
other than pear brandy may be used in the fortification of pear wine
and pear brandy may not be used for the fortification of any wine
other than pear wine, and (7) no brandy other than plum brandy
may be used in the fortification of plum wine and plum brandy may
not be used for the fortification of any wine other than plum wine,
and (8) no brandy other than apple brandy may be used in the
fortification of apple wine and apple brandy may not be used for the
fortification of any wine other than apple wine.
SEC. 3037. REMOVAL OF DOMESTIC WINES FREE OF TAX.

(a) REGULATIONS.-- Under such regulations and upon the execution
of such notices, entries, bonds and other security as the Commis-
sioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may prescribe, domestic
wines subject to the taxes imposed by section 3030(a), may be re-
moved from the winery where produced, free of tax, for storage on
other bonded winery or bonded storeroom premises, or from such
premises to other such bonded premises, or for exportation from the
United States or for use as distilling material at any regularly reg-
istered distillery or industrial alcohol plant: Provided, however,
That the distiller using any such wine as distilling material shall,
subject to the provisions of section 2846, be held to pay the tax on
the product of such wines as will include both the alcoholic strength
therein produced by fermentation and that obtained from the brandy
or wine spirits added to such wines at the time of fortification: Pro-
vided further, That suitable samples of brandy or fruit spirits may
be withdrawn under rules and regulations to be prescribed by the
Commissioner, subject to the approval of the Secretary, which
samples shall be tax-free if for laboratory analysis and tax-paid if
for any other use: Provided further, That the Commissioner, under
rules and regulations to be by him prescribed subject to the approval
of the Secretary, shall remit or refund all fortification taxes assessed
or paid upon the quantity of fortifying spirits contained in wines
exported, or which have become unfit for use as wine and are used
as distilling material.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 3038. GRAPE AND LIKE WINES FOR INDUSTRIAL USE.

(a) REGULATIONs.-Under regulations prescribed by the Commis-
sioner with the approval of the Secretary, it shall be lawful to pro-
duce grape wines, citrus-fruit wines, peach wines, cherry wines, berry
wines, apricot wines, prune wines, plum wines, pear wines, and apple
wines on bonded winery premises by the usual method, and to trans-
port and use the same, and like wines heretofore produced and now
stored on bonded winery premises, as distilling material in any fruit-
brandy distillery or industrial-alcohol plant.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUT'ES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 3039. ALLOWANCE FOR LOSS DURING STORAGE OR CELLAR

TREATMENT.
(a) POWER OF COMMIssIONEuR.-The Commissioner, with the ap-

proval of the Secretary, is authorized to make such allowances for
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(a) REGuLATioNs.—Under such regulations and upon the execution 
of such notices, entries, bonds, and other security as the Commis-
sioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may prescribe, domestic 
wines subject to the taxes imposed by section 3030(a), may be re-
moved from the winery where produced, free of tax, for storage on 
other bonded winery or bonded storeroom premises, or from such 
premises to other such bonded premises, or for exportation from the 
United States or for use as distilling material at any regularly reg-
istered distillery or industrial alcohol plant: Provided, however, 
That the distiller using any such wine as distilling material shall, 
subject to the provisions of section 2846, be held to pay the tax on 
the product of such wines as will include both the alcoholic strength 
therein produced by fermentation and that obtained from the brandy 
or wine spirits added to such wines at the time of fortification: Pro-
vided further, That suitable samples of brandy or fruit spirits may 
be withdrawn under rules and regulations to be prescribed by the 
Commissioner, subject to the approval of the Secretary, which 
samples shall be tax-free if for laboratory analysis and tax-paid if 
for any other use: Provided further, That the Commissioner, under 
rules and regulations to be by him prescribed subject to the approval 
of the Secretary, shall remit or refund all fortification taxes assessed 
or paid upon the quantity of fortifying spirits contained in wines 
exported, or which have become unfit for use as wine and are used 
as distilling material. 

(b) TRANSFER or DUTIES.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 

SEC. 3038. GRAPE AND LIKE WINES FOR INDUSTRIAL USE. 
(a) REGITLATIONS.—Under regulations prescribed by the Commis-

sioner with the approval of the Secretary, it shall be lawful to pro-
duce grape wines, citrus-fruit wines, peach wines, cherry wines, berry 
wines, apricot wines, prune wines, plum wines, pear wines, and apple 
wines on bonded winery premises by the usual method, and to trans-
port and use the same, and like wines heretofore produced and now 
stored on bonded winery premises, as distilling material in any fruit-
brandy distillery or industrial-alcohol plant. 

(b) TRANSFER OF Dunks.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 

SEC. 3039. ALLOWANCE FOR LOSS DURING STORAGE OR CELLAR 
TREATMENT. 

(a) POWER or Commis,stoNEL—The Commissioner, with the ap-
proval of the Secretary, is authorized to make such allowances for 
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unavoidable loss of wines while on storage or during cellar treatment
as in his judgment may be just and proper.

(b) TRANSFER or DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 3040. REQUIREMENTS ON PRODUCERS.

(a) NOTICE, BONDS, AND STAMPS.-Every person producing after
February 24, 1919, or having in his possession or under his control
on February 24, 1919, any wines subject to the tax imposed in para-
graphs (1) and (2) of section 3030(a) shall file such notice, describ-
ing the premises on which such wines are produced or stored; shall
execute a bond in such form; shall make such inventories under oath;
and shall, prior to sale or removal for consumption, affix to each cask,
barrel, bottle, or other immediate container, and to each case or other
shipping container, of such wine, such marks, labels, or stamps as
the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may from
time to time prescribe as to each; and the premises described in such
notice shall, for the purpose of this chapter, be regarded as bonded
premises.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 3041. SPIRIT METERS, LOCKS, AND SEALS.

(a) REGULATIONS.-The Commissioner, by regulations to be ap-
proved by the Secretary, may require the use at each fruit distillery
of such spirit meters, and such locks and seals to be affixed to fer-
menters, tanks, or other vessels and to such pipe connections as may
in his judgment be necessary or expedient.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 3042. ASSIGNMENT OF STOREKEEPER-GAUGERS TO FRUIT DIS-

TILLERIES AND WINERIES.
(a) POWER OF COMMISSIONER.-The Commissioner is authorized to

assign to any fruit distillery and to each winery where wines are
to be fortified such number of storekeeper-gaugers as may be neces-
sary for the proper supervision of the manufacture of brandy or the
making or fortifying of wines subject to tax imposed by this chapter.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 3043. PENALTIES AND FORFEITURES.

(a) OrrENSES.-Whoever evades or attempts to evade any tax im-
posed by sections 3030 or 3031, or any requirement of this sub-
chapter, or regulation issued pursuant thereto, or whoever, otherwise
than as provided in this subchapter, recovers or attempts to recover
any spirits from domestic or imported wine, shall, on conviction,
be punished for each such offense by a fine of not exceeding $5,000,
or imprisonment for not more than five years, or both, and in addi-
tion thereto by a penalty of double the tax evaded, or attempted to
be evaded, to be assessed and collected in the same manner as taxes
are assessed and collected, and all wines, spirits, liqueurs, cordials,
or similar compounds as to which such violation occurs shall be for-
feited to the United States. But the provisions of this section and
of section 3254 (g) relating to rectification, or other internal reve-
nue laws of the United States, shall not be held to apply to or pro-
hibit the mixing or blending of wines subject to tax under the pro-
visions of sections 3030 or 3031, with each other or with other wines
for the sole purpose of perfecting such wines according to commercial
standards: Provided, That nothing herein contained shall be con-
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strued as prohibiting the use of tax-paid grain or other ethyl alcohol
in the fortification of sweet wines as defined in sections 3036 and 3044.

(b) CRoss REFERENCES.-
For forfeiture of wines in case special tax has not been paid or busi-

ness of distiller is carried on without bond or with intent to defraud
the Government of tax, see sections 2833 and 3253.

For penalty and forfeiture imposed upon rectifiers and wholesale
liquor dealers for committing offenses not specifically covered by law,
see section 2806 (g).

For penalties and forfeitures for other violations, see section 3173.

SEC. 3044. DEFINITIONS.
(a) NATURAL WINE.-Natural wine within the meaning of this

subchapter shall be deemed to be the product made from the normal
alcoholic fermentation of the juice of sound, ripe grapes, without
addition or abstraction, except such as may occur in the usual cellar
treatment of clarifying and aging.

(b) WINE.-The product made from the juice of sound, ripe
grapes by complete fermentation of the must under proper cellar
treatment and corrected by the addition (under the supervision of
a storekeeper-gauger) of a solution of water and pure cane, beet, or
dextrose sugar (containing, respectively, not less than 95 per centum
of actual sugar, calculated on a dry basis) to the must or to the wine,
to correct natural deficiencies, when such addition shall not increase
the volume of the resultant product more than 35 per centum, and the
resultant product does not contain less than five parts per thousand
of acid before fermentation and not more than 13 per centum of
alcohol after complete fermentation, shall be deemed to be wine
within the meaning of this subchapter, and may be labeled, trans-
ported, and sold as "wine," qualified by the name of the locality
where produced, and may be further qualified by the name of its
own particular type or variety.

(c) SWEET WINE.-Wine as defined in this section may be sweetened
with cane sugar or beet sugar or pure condensed grape must and
fortified under the provisions of this subchapter, and wines so sweet-
ened or fortified shall be considered sweet wine within the meaning
of this subchapter.

(d) PURE SWEET WINE.-
For definition of pure sweet wine, see section 3036 (a).

SEC. 3045. APPLICATION OF NATURAL WINE PROVISIONS TO CITRUS-
FRUIT WINES AND OTHER LIKE WINES.

The provisions of the internal revenue laws applicable to natural
wine shall apply in the same manner and to the same extent to citrus-
fruit wines, peach wines, cherry wines, berry wines, apricot wines,
prune wines, plum wines, pear wines, and apple wines, which are the
products, respectively, of normal alcoholic fermentation of the juice
of sound ripe (1) citrus-fruit (except lemons and limes), (2) peaches,
(3) cherries, (4) berries, (5) apricots, (6) prunes, (7) plums,
(8) pears, (9) apples, with or without the addition of dry cane,
beet, or dextrose sugar (containing, respectively, not less than
95 per centum of actual sugar, calculated on a dry basis) for the
purpose of perfecting the product according to standards, but with-
out the addition or abstraction of other substances, except as may
occur in the usual cellar treatment of clarifying or aging.

SUBCHAPTER C-INDUSTRIAL ALCOHOL

Part I-Denaturation

SEC. 3070. WITHDRAWAL FROM BOND TAX FREE
(a) FOR INDUSTRIAL USE.-Domestic alcohol of such degree of proof

as may be prescribed by the Commissioner, and approved by the Sec-
retary, may be withdrawn from bond without the payment of internal
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revenue tax, for use in the arts and industries, and for fuel, light,
and power, provided said alcohol shall have been mixed in the pres-
ence and under the direction of an authorized Government officer,
after withdrawal from the distillery warehouse, with methyl alcohol
or other denaturing material or materials, or admixture of the same,
suitable to the use for which the alcohol is withdrawn, but which
destroys its character as a beverage and renders it unfit for liquid
medicinal purposes; such denaturing to be done upon the application
of any registered distillery in denaturing bonded warehouses specially
designated or set apart for denaturing purposes only, and under con-
ditions prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the
Secretary.

The character and quantity of the said denaturing material and
the conditions upon which said alcohol may be withdrawn free of
tax shall be prescribed by the Commissioner, who shall, with the ap-
proval of the Secretary, make all necessary regulations for carrying
into effect the provisions of this subsection.

Distillers, manufacturers, dealers and all other persons furnishing,
handling or using alcohol withdrawn from bond under the provisions
of this section shall keep such books and records, execute such bonds
and render such returns as the Commissioner, with the approval of
the Secretary, may by regulation require. Such books and records
shall be open at all times to the inspection of any internal revenue
officer or agent.

(b) FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE OF CmEICALS.-Notwithstanding
anything contained in subsection (a), domestic alcohol when suitably
denatured may be withdrawn from bond without the payment of
internal revenue tax and used in the manufacture of ether and chlo-
roform and other definite chemical substances where said alcohol is
changed into some other chemical substance and does not appear in
the finished product as alcohol. Rum of not less than one hundred
and fifty degrees proof may be withdrawn, for denaturation only, in
accordance with the provisions of subsection (a).

(c) TRANsFEr or DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.

SEC 3071. DRAWING OFF AND TRANSFER OF ALCOHOL FOR DE-
NATURATION.

For provisions relating to the drawing off and transfer of alcohol
for denaturation, see section 3108 (a).

SEC. 3072. UNLAWFUL USE OR CONCEALMENT OF DENATURED
ALCOHOL.

Any person who withdraws alcohol free of tax under the provisions
of section 3070 (a) and regulations made in pursuance thereof, and
who removes or conceals same, or is concerned in removing, deposit-
ing or concealing same for the purpose of preventing the same from
being denatured under governmental supervision, and any person who
uses alcohol withdrawn from bond under the provisions of said sec-
tion for manuacturing any beverage or liquid medicinal preparation,
or knowingly sells any beverage or liquid medicinal preparation
made in whole or in part from such alcohol, or knowingly violates
any of the provisions of section 3070 (a) or 3073, or (except as
provided in section 3073) who shall recover or attempt to recover by
redistillation or by any other process or means, any alcohol rendered
unfit for beverage or liquid medicinal purposes under the provisions
of section 3070 (a), or who knowingly uses, sells, conceals, or other-
wise disposes of alcohol so recovered or redistilled, shall on convic-
tion of each offense be fined not more than $5,000, or be imprisoned
not more than five years, or both, and shall, m addition, forfeit to
the United States all personal property used in connection with his
business, together with the buildings and lots or parcels of ground
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constituting the premises on which said unlawful acts are performed
or permitted to be performed.
SEC. 3073. RECOVERY OF SPIRITS FOR REUSE IN MANUFACTURE.

(a) REGULATIONs.-Manufacturers employing processes in which
alcohol, used free of tax under the provisions of section 3070 (a), is
expressed or evaporated from the articles manufactured, shall be per-
mitted to recover such alcohol and to have such alcohol restored to a
condition suitable solely for reuse in manufacturing processes under
such regulations as the Commissioner, with the approval of the
Secretary, shall prescribe.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIE.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 3074. SALE OF ABANDONED SPIRITS FOR DENATURATION WITH-

OUT COLLECTION OF TAX.
(a) REGULATIONS.-Notwithstanding the provisions of section 2805

(b) of this chapter, any distilled spirits abandoned to the United
States may be sold, in such cases as the Commissioner may by regula-
tion provide, to the proprietor of any industrial alcohol plant for
denaturation, or redistillation and denaturation, without the payment
of the internal-revenue tax thereon.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIE.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.

Part II-Industrial Alcohol Plants

SEC. 3100. ESTABLISHMENT OF INDUSTRIAL ALCOHOL PLANTS.
(a) REQUIREMENTS.-Any person establishing a plant for the pro-

duction of industrial alcohol shall, before operation, make applica-
tion to the commissioner for registration of his plant, file bond, and
receive permit for the operation of such plant.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTEs.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 3101. ESTABLISHMENT OF INDUSTRIAL ALCOHOL WAREHOUSES.

(a) REQUIREMENTS.-Warehouses for the storage and distribution
of alcohol may be established upon filing of application and bond,
and issuance of permit at such places, either in connection with tle
manufacturing plant or elsewhere, as the Commissioner may deter-
mine; and the entry and storage of alcohol therein, and the with-
drawals of alcohol therefrom shall be made in such containers and
by such means as the Commissioner by regulation may prescribe.
Permanent tanks and other structures located on the industrial alco-
hol plant premises and approved by the Commissioner, shall be
deemed to be warehouses within the meaning of this section.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIE.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 3102. ESTABLISHMENT OF DENATURING PLANTS.

Upon the filing of application and bond and issuance of permit
denaturing plants may be established upon the premises of any in-
dustrial alcohol plant, or elsewhere, and shall be used exclusively
for the denaturation of alcohol by the admixture of such denaturing
materials as shall render the alcohol, or any compound in which it
is authorized to be used, unfit for use as an intoxicating beverage.
SEC. 3103. EXEMPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ALCOHOL PLANTS AND WARE-

HOUSES FROM CERTAIN LAWS.
Industrial alcohol plants and bonded warehouses established un-

der the provisions of this part shall be exempt from the pro-
visions of sections 3154, 3244, 3258, 3259, 3260, 3263, 3264, 8266, 3267,
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3268, 3269, 3271, 3273, 3274, 3275, 3279, 3280, 3283, 3284, 3285, 3286,
3287, 3288, 3289, 3290, 3291, 3292, 3293, 3294, 3295, 3302, 3303, 3307,
3308, 3309, 3310, 3311, 3312, 3313, 3314, and 3327 of the Revised
Statutes; sections 48 to 60 inclusive, and sections 62 and 67 of the
Act of August 27, 1894 (Twenty-eighth Statutes, pages 563 to 568),
as such sections existed on October 28, 1919, and from such other
provisions of laws existing on October 28, 1919, relating to distilleries
and bonded warehouses as may, by regulations, be declared inapplic-
able to industrial alcohol plants and bonded warehouses established
under this subchapter.

Regulations may be made embodying any provision of the sec-
tions above enumerated.

SEC. 3104. WITHDRAWAL OF FERMENTED LIQUORS TO INDUSTRIAL
ALCOHOL PLANTS.

(a) REQUmREMENTS.-Fermented liquors may be conveyed with-
out payment of tax from the brewery premises where produced to
a contiguous industrial alcohol plant, to be used as distilling material,
and the residue from such distillation, containing less than one-half
of 1 per centum of alcohol by volume, which is to be used in making
beverages, may be manipulated by cooling, flavoring, carbonating,
settling, and filtering on the distillery premises or elsewhere.

The removal of the taxable fermented liquor from the brewery to
the distillery and the operation of the distillery and removal of the
residue therefrom shall be under the supervision of such officer or
officers as the Commissioner shall deem proper, and the Commis-
sioner, with the approval of the Secretary, is hereby authorized to
make such regulations from time to time as may be necessary to
give force and effect to this section and to safeguard the revenue.

(b) TRINSFER OF DUTES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.

SEC. 3105. REGULATIONS FOR ESTABLISHING, BONDING, AND OPERA-
TION OF PLANTS AND WAREHOUSES.

(a) REQUIREMENTS.-The Commissioner shall from time to time
issue regulations respecting the establishment, bonding, and opera-
tion of industrial alcohol plants, denaturing plants, and bonded
warehouses authorized herein, and the distribution, sale, export, and
use of alcohol which may be necessary, advisable, or proper, to se-
cure the revenue, to prevent diversion of the alcohol to illegal uses,
and to place the nonbeverage alcohol industry and other industries
using such alcohol as a chemical raw material or for other lawful
purpose upon the highest possible plane of scientific and commercial
efficiency consistent with the interests of the Government, and which
shall insure an ample supply of such alcohol and promote its use in
scientific research and the development of fuels, dyes, and other
lawful products.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIEm.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.

SEC. 3106. PRODUCTION, USE, OR SALE OF ALCOHOL.
(a) REQUIREMENT.-Alcohol may be produced at any industrial

alcohol plant established under the provisions of this part, from any
raw materials or by any processes suitable for the production of
alcohol, and, under regulations, may be used at any industrial alcohol
plant or bonded warehouse or sold or disposed of for any lawful
purpose as in this part provided.

(6) TNSFER OF DUTIEs.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
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Statutes; sections 48 to 60, inclusive, and sections 62 and 67 of the 
Act of August 27, 1894 (Tvventy-eighth Statutes, pages 563 to 568), 
as such sections existed on October 28, 1919, and from such other 
provisions of laws existing on October 28, 1919, relating to distilleries 
and bonded warehouses as may, by regulations, be declared inapplic-
able to industrial alcohol plants and bonded warehouses established 
under this subchapter. 

Regulations may be made embodying any provision of the sec-
tions above enumerated. 
SEC. 3104. WITHDRAWAL OF FERMENTED LIQUORS TO INDUSTRIAL 

ALCOHOL PLANTS. 
(a) REQutaxAtExTs.-Fermented liquors may be conveyed with-

out payment of tax from the brewery premises where produced to 
a contiguous industrial alcohol plant, to be used as distilling material, 
and the residue from such distillation, containing less than one-half 
of 1 per centum of alcohol by volume, which is to be used in making 
beverages, may be manipulated by cooling, flavoring, carbonating, 
settling, and filtering on the distillery premises or elsewhere. 
The removal of the taxable fermented liquor from the brewery to 

the distillery and the operation of the distillery and removal of the 
residue therefrom shall be under the supervision of such officer or 
officers as the Commissioner shall deem proper, and the Commis-
sioner, with the approval of the Secretary, is hereby authorized to 
make such regulations from time to time as may be necessary to 
give force and effect to this section and to safeguard the revenue. 

(b) TRANSFER OF DI:71TM-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 

SEC. 3105. REGULATIONS FOR ESTABLISHING, BONDING, AND OPERA-
TION OF PLANTS AND WAREHOUSES. 

(a) REQummervrs.-The Commissioner shall from time to time 
issue regulations respecting the establishment, bonding, and opera-
tion of industrial alcohol plants, denaturing plants, and bonded 
warehouses authorized herein, and the distribution, sale, export, and 
use of alcohol which may be necessary, advisable, or proper, to se-
cure the revenue, to prevent diversion of the alcohol to illegal uses, 
and to place the nonloeverage alcohol industry and other industries 
using such alcohol as a chemical raw material or for other lawful 
purpose upon the highest possible plane of scientific and commercial 
efficiency consistent with the interests of the Government, and which 
shall insure an ample supply- of such alcohol and promote its use in 
scientific research and the development of fuels, dyes, and other 
lawful products. 

(b) TRANSFER or DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 

SEC. 3106. PRODUCTION, USE, OR SALE OF ALCOHOL 
(a) REQuiREMENTs.-Alcohol may be produced at any industrial 

alcohol plant established under the provisions of this part, from any 
raw materials or by any processes suitable for the production of 
alcohol, and, under regulations, may be used at any industrial alcohol 
plant or bonded warehouse or sold or disposed of for any lawful 
purpose, as in this part provided. 

(b) TRANSFER or Durres.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 



SEC. 3107. TRANSFER OF ALCOHOL TO OTHER PLANTS OR WARE-
HOUSES.

Alcohol produced at any registered industrial alcohol plant or
stored in any bonded warehouse may be transferred under regulations
to any other registered industrial alcohol plant or bonded warehouse
for any lawful purpose.

SEC. 3108. WITHDRAWAL OF ALCOHOL TAX-FREE.
(a) FOR DENRAURATION.-Alcohol produced at any industrial

alcohol plant or stored in any bonded warehouse may, under regula-
tions, be withdrawn tax free as provided by existing law from such
plant or warehouse for transfer to any denaturing plant for denatura-
tion, or may, under regulations, before or after denaturation, be
removed from any such plant or warehouse for any lawful tax-free
purpose.

(b) FOR USE BY FEDERAL OR STATE AGENCIES.-Alcohol may be
withdrawn, under regulations, from any industrial plant or bonded
warehouse tax free by the United States or any governmental agency
thereof, or by the several States and Territories or any municipal sub-
division thereof or by the District of Columbia.

(c) FOR USE IN RESEARCH, HOSPITALS, OR CHARITABLE CLINICS.-
Alcohol may be withdrawn, under regulations, from any industrial
plant or bonded warehouse tax free for the use of any scientific
university or college of learning, any laboratory for use exclusively
in scientific research, or for use in any hospital or sanitarium, or for
the use of any clinic operated for charity and not for profit, including
use in the compounding of bona fide medicines for treatment outside
of such clinics of patients thereof, but not for sale.

(d) CONDITIONS OF EXEMIPIONS.-But any person permitted to
obtain alcohol tax free, except the United States and the several States
and Territories and subdivisions thereof, and the District of Colun-
bia, shall first apply for and secure a permit to purchase the same and
give the bonds prescribed under section 3114, but alcohol withdrawn
for nonbeverage purposes for use of the United States and the several
States, Territories and subdivisions thereof, and the District of
Columbia may be purchased and withdrawn subject only to such
regulations as may be prescribed.

(e) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.

SEC. 3109. SALE OF DENATURED ALCOHOL TAX-FREE.
Alcohol lawfully denatured may, under regulations, be sold free of

tax either for domestic use or for export.

SEC. 3110. DISTILLED VINEGAR.
Nothing in this part shall be construed to require manufacturers

of distilled vinegar to raise the proof of any alcohol used in such
manufacture or to denature the same.

SEC. 3111. TAXABILITY OF DENATURED ALCOHOL OR ARTICLES PRO-
DUCED, TRANSFERRED, USED, OR SOLD IN VIOLATION OF
LAW OR REGULATIONS.

Any person who shall produce, withdraw, sell, transport, or use
denatured alcohol, denatured rum, or articles in violation of laws or
regulations now or hereafter in force pertaining thereto, and all such
denatured alcohol, denatured rum, or articles shall be subject to all
provisions of law pertaining to alcohol that is not denatured, includ-
ing those requiring the payment of tax thereon; and the person so
producing, withdrawing, selling, transporting, or using the dena-
tured alcohol, denatured rum, or articles shall be required to pay such
tax.
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SEC. 3107. TRANSFER OF ALCOHOL TO OTHER PLANTS OR WARE-
HOUSES. 

Alcohol produced at any registered industrial alcohol plant or 
stored in any bonded warehouse may be transferred under regulations 
to any other registered industrial alcohol plant or bonded warehouse 
for any lawful purpose. 

SEC. 3108. WITHDRAWAL OF ALCOHOL TAX-FREE. 
(a) FOR DENArtawriox.—Alcohol produced at any industrial 

alcohol plant or stored in any bonded warehouse may, under regula-
tions, be withdrawn tax free as provided by existing law from such 
plant or warehouse for transfer to any denaturing plant for denatura-
tion, or may, under regulations, before or after denaturation, be 
removed from any such plant or warehouse for any lawful tax-free 
purpose. 

(b) FOR USE BY FEDERAL OR STATE AGENCIES.—Alcohol may be 
withdrawn, under regulations, from any industrial plant or bonded 
warehouse tax free by the United States or any governmental agency 
thereof, or by the several States and Territories or any municipal sub-
division thereof or by the District of Columbia. 

(C FOR USE IN RESEARCH, HOSPITALS OR CHARITABLE CLINICS.— 
Alcohol may be withdrawn, under regulations, from any industrial 
plant or bonded warehouse tax free for the use of any scientific 
university or college of learning, any laboratory for use exclusively 
in scientific research, or for use in any hospital or sanitarium, or for 
the use of any clinic operated for charity and not for profit, including 
use in the compounding of bona fide medicines for treatment outside 
of such clinics of patients thereof, but not for sale. 

(d) CONDITIONS or EXEMPTIONS.—But any person permitted to 
obtain alcohol tax free, except the United States and the several States 
and Territories and subdivisions thereof, and the District of Colum-
bia, shall first apply for and secure a permit to purchase the same and 
give the bonds prescribed under section 3114, but alcohol withdrawn 
for nonbeverage purposes for use of the United States and the several 
States, Territories and subdivisions thereof, and the District of 
Columbia may be purchased and withdrawn subject only to such 
regulations as may be prescribed. 

(0) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 

SEC. 3109. SALE OF DENATURED ALCOHOL TAX-FREE. 
Alcohol lawfully denatured may, under regulations, be sold free of 

tax either for domestic use or for export. 

SEC. 3110. DISTILLED VINEGAR. 
Nothing in this part shall be construed to require manufacturers 

of distilled vinegar to raise the proof of any alcohol used in such 
manufacture or to denature the same. 

SEC. 3111. TAXABILITY OF DENATURED ALCOHOL OR ARTICLES PRO-
DUCED, TRANSFERRED, USED, OR SOLD IN VIOLATION OF 
LAW OR REGULATIONS. 

Any person who shall produce, withdraw, in transport, or use 
denatured alcohol, denatured rum, or articles in violation of laws or 
regulations now or hereafter in force pertaining thereto, and all such 
denatured alcohol, denatured rum, or articles shall be subject to all 
provisions of law pertaining to alcohol that is not denatured, includ-
ing those requiring the payment of tax thereon; and the person so 
producing, withdrawing, selling, transporting, or using the dena-
tured alcohol, denatured rum, or articles shall be required to pay such 
tax. 
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SEC. 3112. TAX ON ALCOHOL.
(a) TIME OF ATTACHMENT AND LIEN.-Any tax imposed by law

upon alcohol shall attach to such alcohol as soon as it is in existence as
such, and all proprietors of industrial alcohol plants and bonded
warehouses shall be jointly and severally liable for any and all taxes
on any and all alcohol produced thereat or stored therein. Such
taxes shall be a first lien on such alcohol and the premises and plant
in which such alcohol is produced or stored, together with all im-
provements and appurtenances thereunto belonging or in any wise
appertaining.

(b) CoLLt CTION.-Any tax payable upon alcohol under existing
law may be collected either by assessment or by stamp as regulations
shall provide; and if by stamp, regulations shall issue prescribing the
kind of stamp to be used and the manner of affixing and canceling the
same.
SEC. 3113. REFUND OF TAX ON ALCOHOL FOR LOSS OR LEAKAGE.

(a) REQUIEMENTS.-Whenever any alcohol is lost by evaporation
or other shrinkage leakage casualty, or unavoidable cause during
distillation, redistillation, denaturation, withdrawal, piping, ship-
ment, warehousing, storage, packing, transfer, or recovery, of any
such alcohol the Commissioner may remit or refund any tax incurred
under existing law upon such alcohol, provided he is satisfied that the
alcohol has not been diverted to any illegal use: Provided, also, That
such allowance shall not be granted if the person claiming same is
indemnified against such loss by a valid claim of insurance.

(b) TANSFE OFr DTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 3114. ALCOHOL PERMITS.

(a) REQTIBMENTi.-No one shall manufacture alcohol, procure it
tax free, denature it, deal in or use specially denatured alcohol,
recover completely or specially denatured alcohol, or transport
specially denatured or tax-free alcohol, without first obtaining a per-
mit from the Commissioner so to do. All such permits may be issued
for one year, and shall expire on the 31st day of December next suc-
ceeding the issuance thereof: Provided, That the Commissioner may
without formal application or new bond extend any permit granted
under this part after August 31 in any year to December 31 of the
succeeding year.

Permits to purchase or procure specially denatured alcohol and tax-
free alcohol shall be issued in such terms and under such conditions
as the Commissioner shall by regulation prescribe.

No permit shall be issued to any person who, within one year prior
to the application therefor or issuance thereof, shall not in good
faith have conformed to the provisions of this part, or shall
have violated the terms of any permit issued under this part,
or made any false statement in the application therefor, or willfully
failed to disclose any information required by regulation to be
furnished, or violated any law of the United States relating to
intoxicating liquor, or willfully violated any law of any State, Terri-
tory, or possession of the United States or of the District of Columbia
relating to intoxicating liquor.

Every permit shall be in writing, dated when issued, and signed
by the Commissioner or his authorized agent. It shall give the name
and address of the person to whom it is issued and shall designate
and limit the acts that are permitted and the time when and place
where such acts may be performed. No permit shall be issued until a
verified, written application shall have been made therefor, setting
forth the qualification of the applicant and the purpose for which
the alcohol or denatured alcohol is to be used.
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SEC 3112. TAX ON ALCOHOL 
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such, and all proprietors of industrial alcohol plants and bonded 
warehouses shall be jointly and severally liable for any and all taxes 
on any and all alcohol produced thereat or stored therein. Such 
taxes shall be a first lien on such alcohol and the premises and plant 
in which such alcohol is produced or stored, together with all im-
provements and appurtenances thereunto belonging or in any wise 
appertaining. 

(b) COLLECTION.—Any tax payable upon alcohol under existing 
law may be collected either by assessment or by stamp as regulations 
shall provide; and if by stamp, regulations shall issue prescribing the 
kind of stamp to be used and the manner of affixing and canceling the 
same. 
SEC. 3113. REFUND OF TAX ON ALCOHOL FOR LOSS OR LEAKAGE. 

(a) REcansEmnbas.—Whenever any alcohol is lost by evaporation 
or other shrinkage, leakage, casualty, or unavoidable cause during 
distillation, redistillation, denaturation, withdrawal, piping, ship-
ment, warehousing, storage, packing, transfer, or recovery, of any 
such alcohol the Commissioner may renait or refund any tax incurred 
under existing law upon such alcohol, provided he is satisfied that the 
alcohol has not been diverted to any, illegal use: Provided., also, That 
such allowance shall not be granted if the person claiming same is 
indemnified against such loss by a valid claim of insurance. 

(b) TRANSFER or Dawns.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 

SEC. 3114. ALCOHOL PERMITS. 
(a) REQVIREMENTS.—NO one shall manufacture alcohol, procure it 

tax free, denature it, deal in or use specially denatured alcohol, 
recover completely or specially denatured alcohol, or transport 
specially denatured or tax-free alcohol, without first obtaining a per-
mit from the Commissioner so to do. All such permits may be issued 
for one year, and shall expire on the 31st day of December next suc-
ceeding the issuance thereof: Provided, That the Commissioner may 
without formal application or new bond extend any permit granted 
under this part after August 31 in any year to December 31 of the 
succeeding year. 
Permits to purchase or procure specially denatured alcohol and tax-

free alcohol shall be issued in such terms and under such conditions 
as the Commissioner shall by regulation prescribe. 
No permit shall be issued to any person who, within one year prior 

to the application therefor or issuance thereof, shall not in good 
faith have conformed to the provisions of this part, or shall 
have violated the terms of any permit issued under this part, 
or made any false statement in the application therefor, or willfully 
failed to disclose any information required by regulation to be 
furnished, or violated any law of the United States relating to 
intoxicating liquor, or willfully, violated any law of any State, Terri-
tory, or possession of the United States or of the District of Columbia 
relating to intoxicating liquor. 
Every permit shall be in writing, dated when issued, and signed 

by the Commissioner or his authorized agent. It shall give the name 
and address of the person to whom it is issued and shall designate 
and limit the acts that are permitted and the time when and place 
where such acts may be performed. No permit shall be issued until a 
verified, written application shall have been made therefor, setting 
forth the qualification of the applicant and the purpose for which 
the alcohol or denatured alcohol is to be used. 



The Commissioner may prescribe the form of all permits and appli-
cations and the facts to be set forth therein. Before any permit is
granted, the Commissioner may require a bond in such form and
amount as he may prescribe to insure compliance with the terms of
the permit and the provisions of this part. In the event of
the refusal by the Commissioner of any application for a permit, the
applicant may have a review of his decision before a court of equity
in the manner provided in subsection (c).

(b) VIOLAxTON.-If at any time there shall be filed with the Com-
missioner a complaint under oath setting forth facts showing, or
if the Commissioner has reason to believe, that any person who has
a permit is not in good faith conforming to the provisions of
this part, or has violated the terms of such permit, or has made
any false statement in the application therefor, or has willfully failed
to disclose any information required by regulation to be furnished,
or has violated any law of the United States or of any State, Territory,
or possession of the United States or of the District of Columbia re-
lating to intoxicating liquor, the Commissioner or his agent shall
immediately issue an order citing such person to appear before him
on a day named not more than thirty and not less than fifteen days
from the date of service upon such permittee of a copy of the citation,
which citation shall be accompanied by a copy of such complaint, or
in the event that the proceedings be initiated by the Commissioner,
with a statement of the facts constituting the violation charged, at
which time a hearing shall be had unless continued for cause. Such
hearings shall be held within the judicial district and within fifty
miles of the place where the offense is alleged to have occurred, unless
the parties agree on another place. If it be found that such person
is not in good faith conforming to the provisions of this part
or has violated the terms of his permit, or made any false statement
in the application therefor, or willfully failed to disclose any infor-
mation required by regulation to be furnished, or violated any law
of the United States relating to intoxicating liquor, or willfully vio-
lated any law of any State, Territory, or possession of the United
States or of the District of Columbia relating to intoxicating liquor,
such permit shall be revoked, and no permit shall be granted to such
person within one year thereafter. Should the permit be revoked by
the Commissioner, the permittee may have a review of his decision
before a court of equity in the manner provided in subsection (c).
During the pendency of such action such permit shall be temporarily
revoked.

(c) INACCUAL&TE DESCRIPTION OF DENATURED ARTICLEs.-Whenever
the Commissioner has reason to believe that denatured alcohol, de-
natured rum, or articles do not correspond with the descriptions and
limitations as to such alcohol, rum, or articles provided by law and
regulations, he shall cause an analysis of said alcohol, rum, or articles
to be made, and if upon such analysis the Commissioner shall find
that said alcohol, rum, or articles do not so correspond, he shall give
not less than fifteen days' notice in writing to the person who is the
manufacturer thereof to show cause why said alcohol, rum, or articles
should not be dealt with as other distilled spirits, such notice to be
served personally or by registered mail, as the Commissioner may
determine, and shall specify the time when, the place where, and the
name of the agent or official before whom such person is required to
appear.

If the manufacturer of said alcohol, rum, or articles fails to show to
the satisfaction of the Commissioner that the alcohol, rum, or articles
manufactured by him correspond to the descriptions and limitations
as to such alcohol, rum, or articles provided by law and regulations,
his permit to manufacture and sell the same shall be revoked. The
manufacturer may by appropriate proceeding in a court of equity
have the action of the Commissioner reviewed, and the court may
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The Commissioner may prescribe the form of all permits and appli-
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granted, the Commissioner may require a bond in such form and 
amount as he may prescribe to insure compliance with the terms of 
the permit and the provisions of this part. In the event of 
the refusal by the Commissioner of any application for a permit, the 
applicant may have a review of his decision before a court of equity 
in the manner provided in subsection (c). 
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if the Commissioner has reason to believe, that any person who has 
a permit is not in good faith conforming to the provisions of 
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affirm, modify, or reverse the finding of the Commissioner as the facts
and law of the case may warrant, and during the pendency of such
proceedings may restrain the manufacture, sale, or other disposition
of such alcohol, rum, or articles.

(d) DELIVERY TO AGENT IN CASE OF PRosEECrION OR REVOCATION.-
In case of a sale of liquor or denatured alcohol or denatured rum
where the delivery thereof was made by a common or other carrier
the sale and delivery for purposes of prosecution or revocation of any
permit shall be deemed to be made in the county or district wherein
the delivery was made by such carrier to the consignee, his agent or
employee, or in the county or district wherein the sale was made, or
from which the shipment was made, and prosecution for such sale or
delivery may be had in any such county or district.

(e) TRANSFER OF DTmES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 3115. PENALTIES.

(a) VIOLATIONS AS TO OPERATION OF PLANTS OR UNLAWFUL WITH-
DRAWAL OF TAXABLE ALCOHoL.-Whoever operates an industrial alco-
hol plant or a denaturing plant without complying with the pro-
visions of this part and lawful regulations made thereunder,
or whoever withdraws or attempts to withdraw or secure tax free
any alcohol subject to tax, or whoever otherwise violates any of the
provisions of this part or of regulations lawfully made there-
under shall be liable, for the first offense, to a penalty of not exceed-
ing $1,000, or imprisonment not exceeding thirty days, or both, and
for a second or cognate offense to a penalty of not less than $100 nor
more than $10,000, and to imprisonment of not less than thirty days
nor more than one year. It shall be lawful for the Commissioner in
all cases of second or cognate offense to refuse to issue for a period
of one year a permit for the manufacture or use of alcohol upon the
premises of any person responsible in any degree for the violation.

(b) VIOLATIONS IN GENEBAL.-Any person violating the provisions
of this part or of any regulations issued thereunder, for which
offense a special penalty is not prescribed, shall be liable to the pen-
alty or penalties prescribed in subsection (a). It shall be the duty
of the prosecuting officer to ascertain, in the case of every violation
of this part or the regulations made thereunder, for which offense a
special penalty is not prescribed, whether the defendant has been
previously convicted and to plead the prior conviction in the affidavit,
information, or indictment.

(c) PREVIOUS CONVICTION.-If any act or offense is a violation of
this part, and also of any other law in regard to the manufacture or
taxation of, or traffic in, intoxicating liquor, a conviction for such act
or offense under the one shall be a bar to prosecution therefor under
the other.
SEC. 3116. FORFEITURES AND SEIZURES.

It shall be unlawful to have or possess any liquor or property in-
tended for use in violating the provisions of this part, or the internal-
revenue laws, or regulations prescribed under such part or laws,
or which has been so used, and no property rights shall exist in
any such liquor or property. A search warrant may issue as provided
in title XI of the Act of June 15, 1917, 40 Stat. 228 (U. S. C., Title
18, §§ 611-633), for the seizure of such liquor or property. Nothing
in this section shall in any manner limit or affect any criminal or
forfeiture provision of the internal-revenue laws, or of any other law.
The seizure and forfeiture of any liquor or property under the pro-
visions of this part, and the disposition of such liquor or prop-
erty subsequent to seizure and forfeiture, or the disposition of the
proceeds from the sale of such liquor or property, shall be in accord-
ance with existing laws or those hereafter in existence relating to
seizures, forfeitures, and disposition of property or proceeds, for
violation of the internal-revenue laws.
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It shall be unlawful to have or possess any liquor or property in-
tended for use in violating the provisions of this part, or the internal-
revenue laws, or regulations prescribed under such part or laws, 
or which has been so used, and no property rights shall exist in 
any such liquor or property. A search warrant may issue as provided 
in title XI of the Act of June 15, 1917, 40 Stat. 228 (U. S. C., Title 
18, §§ 611-633), for the seizure of such liquor or property. Nothing 
in this section shall in any manner limit or affect any criminal or 
forfeiture provision of the internal-revenue laws, or of any other law. 
The seizure and forfeiture of any liquor or property under the pro-
visions of this part, .and the disposition of such liquor or prop-
erty subsequent to seizure and .forfeiture, or the disposition of the 
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seizures, forfeitures, and disposition of property or proceeds, for 
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SEC. 3117. OFFICERS AND AGENTS AUTHORIZED TO INVESTIGATE,

ISSUE SEARCH WARRANTS, AND PROSECUTE FOR VIOLA-
TIONS.

(a) DurTms.-The Commissioner, his assistants, agents, and inspec-
tors, shall investigate and report violations of this part to the
United States attorney for the district in which committed, who is
hereby charged with the duty of prosecuting the offenders, subject
to the direction of the Attorney General, as in the case of other
offenses against the laws of the United States; and the Commissioner,
his assistants, agents, and inspectors, may swear out warrants before
United States commissioners or other officers or courts authorized to
issue the same for the apprehension of such offenders, and may, sub-
ject to the control of the said United States attorney, conduct the
prosecution at the committing trial for the purpose of having the
offenders held for the action of a grand jury. Section 1014 of the
Revised Statutes (U. S. C., Title 18, § 591) is hereby made appli-
cable in the enforcement of this part. Officers mentioned in said
section 1014 are authorized to issue search warrants under the
limitations provided in title XI of the Act of June 15, 1917, 40 Stat.
228 (U. S. C., Title 18, §§ 611-633).

(b) TRANSFER OF Durms.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 3118. RELEASE OF SEIZED PROPERTY UPON EXECUTION OF

BOND.
When any property is seized for violation of this part it may be

released to the claimant or to any intervening party, in the discretion
of the Commissioner, on a bond given and approved.

SEC. 3119. COMPLIANCE WITH COURT SUBPOENA AS TO TESTIFYING
OR PRODUCING RECORDS.

No person shall be excused, on the ground that it may tend to
incriminate him or subject him to a penalty or forfeiture, from at-
tending and testifying, or producing books, papers, documents, and
other evidence in obedience to a subpena of any court in any suit or
proceeding based upon or growing out of any alleged violation of
this part; but no natural person shall be prosecuted or subjected
to any penalty or forfeiture for or on account of any transaction,
matter, or thing as to which, in obedience to a subpena and under
oath, he may so testify or produce evidence, but no person shall be
exempt from prosecution and punishment for perjury committed in
so testifying.
SEC. 3120. FORM OF AFFIDAVIT, INFORMATION, OR INDICTMENT.

In any affidavit, information, or indictment for the violation of this
subchapter, separate offenses may be united in separate counts
and the defendant may be tried on all at one trial and the penalty
for all offenses may be imposed. It shall not be necessary in any
affidavit, information, or indictment to give the name of the pur-
chaser or to include any defensive negative averments, but it shall
be sufficient to state that the act complained of was then and there
prohibited and unlawful, but this provision shall not be construed to
preclude the trial court from directing the furnishing the defendant
a bill of particulars when it deems it proper to do so.

SEC. 3121. POWERS AND DUTIES OF PERSONS ENFORCING THIS PART.

(a) COMMISSIONER AND OTHER PERsoNs.-The Commissioner, his

assistants, agents, and inspectors, and all other officers, employees, or
agents of the United States, whose duty it is to enforce criminal
laws, shall have all the rights, privileges, powers and protection in
the enforcement of the provisions of this part which are conferred
by law for the enforcement of any laws in respect of the taxation,
importation, exportation, transportation, manufacture, possession, or
use of, or traffic in, intoxicating liquors.
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(b) DELMATION OF DUTIES TO AssISTANTs.-Any Act authorized by
this subchapter to be done by the Commissioner may be performed by
any assistant or agents designated by him for that purpose. Rec-
ords, reports, or returns required to be filed with the Commissioner
may be filed with an Assistant Commissioner or other person desig-
nated by the Commissioner to receive such records, reports, or returns.

(c) PowER TO SEcuRE RECORDS.-All records and reports kept or
filed under the provisions of this part, and all liquor or property to
which such records or reports relate, shall be subject to inspection
at any reasonable hour by the Commissioner or any of his agents
or by any public prosecutor or by any person designated by him,
or by any peace officer in the State where the records or reports are
kept, and copies of such records and reports duly certified by the per-
son with whom kept or filed may be introduced in evidence with like
effect as the originals thereof, and verified copies of such records shall
be furnished to the Commissioner when called for.

(d) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 3122. OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE.

All administrative provisions of internal-revenue law, including
those relating to assessment, collection, abatement, and refund of
taxes and penalties, and the seizure and forfeiture of property, are
made applicable to this part in so far as they are not inconsistent
with the provisions thereof.
SEC. 3123. APPLICATION OF PART TO PUERTO RICO AND VIRGIN

ISLANDS.
This part, and all provisions of the internal revenue laws relating

to the enforcement thereof, are hereby extended to and made appli-
cable to Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands, from and after August
27, 1935. The respective Insular Governments shall advance to the
Treasury of the United States such funds as may be required from
time to time by the Secretary of the Treasury for the purpose
of defraying all expenses incurred by the Treasury Department in
connection with the enforcement in Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Islands of this part and regulations promulgated thereunder. The
funds so advanced shall be deposited in a separate trust fund in the
Treasury of the United States and shall be available to the Treasury
Department for the purposes of this subsection.
SEC. 3124. DEFINITIONS.

(a) WHEN USED IN THIS PART.-
(1) The term "alcohol" means that substance known as ethyl

alcohol, hydrated oxide of ethyl, or spirit of wine, from whatever
source or whatever processes produced.

Spirits of less proof than one hundred and sixty degrees may
under regulations, be deemed to be alcohol for the purpose of
denaturation, under the provisions of this title.

(2) The term "container" includes any receptacle, vessel, or form
of package, tank, or conduit used or capable of use for holding,
storing, transferring, or shipment of alcohol.

(3) The term "application" shall mean a formal written request
supported by a verified statement of facts showing that the Com-
missioner may grant the request;

(4) The term "permit" shall mean a formal written authoriza-
tion by the Commissioner setting forth specifically therein the
things that are authorized;

(5) The term "bond" shall mean an obligation authorized or
requred by or under this part, Title I of the Liquor Law Repeal
and Enforcement Act, 49 Stat. 872, or Title mI of the National
Prohibition Act, 41 Stat. 319, or any regulation thereunder, executed
in such form and for such penal sum as may be required by the
Commissioner or prescribed by regulation;
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(6) The term "regulation" shall mean any regulation prescribed
by the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary of the
Treasury for carrying out the provisions of this part, and the
Commissioner is authorized to make such regulations.

(7) The term "articles" shall mean any substance or preparation
in the manufacture of which denatured alcohol or denatured rum is
used.

(8) The term "person" shall mean and include natural persons,
firms, partnerships, corporations, and associations.
(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-

For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.

SUBCHAPTER D-FERMENTED LIQUORS

SEC. 3150. TAX.
(a) RATE.-There shall be levied and collected on all beer, lager

beer, ale, porter, and other similar fermented liquor, containing one-
half of 1 per centum, or more, of alcohol, brewed or manufactured
and sold, or removed for consumption or sale, within the United
States, by whatever name such liquors may be called, a tax of $5 for
every barrel containing not more than thirty-one gallons, and at a
like rate for any other quantity or for the fractional parts of a barrel

authorized and defined by law. In estimating and computing such
tax, the fractional parts of a barrel shall be halves, thirds, quarters,
sixths, and eighths; and any fractional part of a barrel, containing
less than one-eighth, shall be accounted one-eighth; more than one-
eighth, and not more than one-sixth, shall be accounted one-sixth;

more than one-sixth, and not more than one-fourth, shall be accounted
one-fourth; more than one-fourth, and not more than one-third, shall
be accounted one-third; more than one-third, and not more than
one-half, shall be accounted one-half; more than one-half, and not

more than one barrel, shall be accounted one barrel; and more than
one barrel, and not more than sixty-three gallons, shall be accounted
two barrels, or a hogshead.

The provisions of this section requiring the accounting of hogs-
heads, barrels, and fractional parts of barrels at the next higher
quantity shall not apply where the contents of such hogsheads,
barrels, or fractional parts of barrels are within the limits of toler-
ance established by the Commissioner by regulations which he is

hereby authorized to prescribe with the approval of the Secretary;
and no assessment shall be made and no tax shall be collected for any

excess in any case where the contents of the hogsheads, barrels, or
fractional parts of barrels heretofore or hereafter used are within the
limits of the tolerance so prescribed.

(b) PAYMENT.-
(1) IN GENERAL-The said tax shall be paid by the owner,

agent, or superintendent of the brewery or premises in which such
fermented liquors are made, and in the manner and at the time
hereinafter specified.

(2) UNFERMENTED WORTS SOLD BY ONE BREWER TO ANOTHER.-

When malt liquor or tun liquor, in the first stages of fermentation,
known as unfermented worts, of whatever kind, is sold by one
brewer to another for the purpose of producing fermentation or
enlivening old or stale ale, porter, lager beer, or other fermented
liquors, it shall not be liable to a tax to be paid by the seller thereof,
but the tax on the same shall be paid by the purchaser thereof, when
the same, having been mixed with the old or stale beer, is sold by
him as provided by law, and such sale or transfer shall be subject
to such restrictions and regulations as the Commissioner may
prescribe.
(c) EXEPrrION OF MATERAS USED IN PRODUCING FERMENTED O

MAr IJQIQORs.-Nothing contained in section 3155 (c) shall be so con-
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strued as to authorize an assessment upon the quantity of materials
used in producing or purchased for the purpose of producing, fer-
mented or malt liquors, nor shall the quantity of materials so used or
purchased be evidence, for the purpose of taxation, of the quantity of
liquor produced; but the tax on all beer, lager beer, ale, porter, or
other similar fermented liquor, brewed or manufactured, and sold or
removed for consumption or sale, shall be paid as provided in para-
graph (1) of subsection (b), and not otherwise: Provided, That this
subsection shall not apply to cases of fraud: And provided further,
That nothing in this subsection shall have the effect to change the
rules of law respecting evidence in any prosecution or suit.

(d) TRANSFER OF DuTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 3151. TAX-PAID STAMPS AND PERMITS.

(a) SUPrPY.-The Commissioner shall cause to be prepared for
the payment of such tax, suitable stamps denoting the amount of tax
required to be paid on the hogsheads, barrels, and halves, thirds, quar-
ters, sixths, and eighths of a barrel of such fermented liquors (and
shall also cause to be prepared suitable permits for the purpose here-
inafter mentioned), and shall furnish the same to the collectors, who
shall each be required to keep on hand at all times a sufficient supply
of permits and a supply of stamps equal in amount to two months'
sales thereof, if there be any brewery or brewery warehouse in his dis-
trict; and such stamps shall be sold, and permits granted and de-
livered by such collectors, only to the brewers of their district, respec-
tively.

(b) CoLLETroR's AccoiNT.-Such collectors shall keep an account
of the number of permits delivered and of the number and value of
the stamps sold by them to each brewer.

(c) TRANSFER or DuTIEs.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 3152. OTHER PROVISIONS RELATING TO STAMPS.

(a) PROCUREMENT BY BREWER.-Every brewer shall obtain, from
the collector of the district in which his brewery or brewery-ware-
house is situated, and not otherwise unless such collector shall fail to
furnish the same upon application to him, the proper stamps.

(b) ArFIXING AND CANCELING TAX-PAID STAMPs.-Every brewer
shall affix, upon the spigot-hole in the head of every hogshead, barrel,
or keg in which any fermented liquor is contained, when sold or re-
moved from such brewery or warehouse (except in case of removal
under permit, as hereinafter provided), a stamp denoting the amount
of the tax required upon such fermented liquor, which stamp shall be
destroyed by driving through the same the faucet through which the
liquor is to be withdrawn, or an air-faucet of equal size, at the time the
hogshead, barrel, or keg is tapped, in case it is tapped through the
other spigot-hole (of which there shall be but two, one in the head and
one in the side), and shall also, at the time of affixing such stamp, can-
cel the same by writing or imprinting thereon the name of the person,
firm, or corporation by whom such liquor was made, or the intitial
letters thereof, and the date when canceled: Provided, however, That
the Commissioner may, in his discretion. authorize the use of such
other tapping devices or faucets as will permit the affixing and de-
struction of stamps in a manner consistent with the protection of the
revenue.

(c) INSTRUMENTS FOR ATTACHING, PROTECTING, AND CANCELING
STAMPS.-The instruments or other means prescribed under section
3301 (a) for attaching, protecting, and canceling stamps for fer-
mented liquors shall be furnished by the United States to the persons
using the stamps to be affixed therewith, under such regulations as
the Commissioner may prescribe.
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(d) IssUE FOR RESTAMPING.-The Commissioner may, under regu-
lations prescribed by him with the approval of the Secretary, issue
stamps for restamping packages of fermented liquors which have
been duly stamped but from which the stamps have been lost or
destroyed by unavoidable accident.

(e) AUTHORITY TO DISCONTINUE EXPORT STAMPS.-The Commis-

sioner, with the approval of the Secretary, is authorized to discon-
tinue the use of export fermented-liquor stamps whenever in his
judgment the interests of the Government will be subserved thereby.

(f) GENERAL STAMP PROVISIONS.-
For general provisions relating to stamps, see subchapter A of

chapter 28.

(g) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.

SEC. 3153. REMOVALS FREE OF TAX.

(a) FROM BREWERY TO WAREHOUSE UNDE PERMIT.-Any brewer

may remove or transport, or cause to be removed or transported,
from his brewery or other place of manufacture to a depot, ware-
house, or other place used exclusively for storage or sale in bulk, and
occupied by him, in another part of the same collection district, or in
another collection district, but to no other place, malt liquor of his
own manufacture, known as lager beer, in quantities of not less than
six barrels, and malt liquor of his own manufacture, known as ale or
porter, or any other malt liquor of his own manufacture not hereto-
fore mentioned, in quantities not less than fifty barrels at a time,
without affixing the proper stamps on said vessels of lager beer, ale,
porter, or other malt liquor, at the brewery or place of manufacture,
under a permit, which shall be granted, upon application, by the col-
lector of the district in which said malt liquor is manufactured, and
under such regulations as the Commissioner may prescribe; and
thereafter the manufacturer of said malt liquor shall stamp the same
when it leaves such depot or warehouse, in the same manner and
under the same penalties and liabilities as when stamped at the
brewery as provided in section 3152 (b).

And the collector of the district in which such depot or warehouse
is situated shall furnish the manufacturer with the stamps for stamp-
ing the same, as if the said malt liquor had been manufactured in
his district. And said permit must be affixed to every such vessel or
cask so removed, and canceled or destroyed in such manner as the
Commissioner may prescribe, and under the same penalties and lia-
bilities as provided in section 3159 (d).

(b) FROM BREWERY OR WAREHOUSE FOR EXPORT.-Fermented liquor

may be removed from the place of manufacture, or storage, for export
to a foreign country, without payment of tax, in such packages and
under such regulations, and upon the giving of such notices, entries,
bonds, and other security, as the Commissioner, with the approval of
the Secretary, may from time to time prescribe; and no drawback of
tax shall be allowed on fermented liquor exported.

(c) FOR MANUFACTURING PURPOSES WHEN UNFIT FOR BEVERAGE

TTs.E-When fermented liquor has become sour or damaged, so as to
be incapable of use as such, brewers may sell the same for manufac-
turing purposes, and may remove the same to places where it may
be used for such purposes, in casks, or other vessels, unlike those or-
dinarily used for fermented liquors, containing respectively not less
than one barrel each, and having the nature of their contents marked
upon them, without affixing thereon the permit, stamp or stamps
required.

(d) TRANSFER or DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agente.

see section 3170.
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SEC. 3154. REFUNDS AND CREDITS.
(a) ALLOWANCE.-The Commissioner shall make refund, or in lieu

thereof, if he so elects, allow credit to a brewer in the amount of tax
paid by such brewer on any beer, lager beer, ale, porter, or other
similar fermented malt liquor manufactured by such brewer which
has become unsalable by reason of its condition, upon the filing of a
claim therefor by the brewer and proof by him to the satisfaction of
the Commissioner that such beer, lager beer, ale, porter, or other
similar fermented malt liquor (1) was fully tax-paid, (2) was law-
fully removed from his brewery to his bottling house on or after
March 22, 1933, (3) never was removed from such bottling house,
except in the process of destruction or for return to the brewery,
(4) had become unsalable without fraud, connivance, or collusion on
his part, and (5) was destroyed by him in such bottling house in the
presence of a representative of the Bureau of Internal Revenue, or
was returned from such bottling house to the brewery in which made
for use therein as brewing material.

(b) TIME FOR FILING CIAm.-No such claim shall be allowed un-
less filed within ninety days after such destruction or return to the
brewery for use as brewing material, or, in the case of any beer,
lager beer, ale, porter, or other similar fermented malt liquor so
destroyed or returned before June 26, 1936, within ninety days after
such date.

(c) CRxrr BY STAMP.-The Commissioner is authorized to issue to
the brewer to whom a credit is allowed pursuant to this section
stamps in an amount equal to such credit, for use by him in the
payment of the tax upon beer, lager beer ale, porter, or other similar
fermented malt liquor manufactured by him.

(d) RULES AND REGILATIoNs.-The Commissioner, with the ap-
proval of the Secretary, is authorized to make such rules and regula-
tions as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this section.

(e) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 3155. REQUIREMENTS ON BREWERS.

(a) NOTICE OF BUSINESS.-Every brewer shall, before commencing
or continuing business, file with the officer designated for that pur-
pose by the Commissioner a notice in writing and in the form pre-
scribed by the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary.
Such notice shall set forth (a) the name and residence of the brewer,
and the names and residences of all such persons interested or to be
interested in the business, directly or indirectly, as the Commissioner
shall prescribe, (b) the precise place where the business is to be
carried on, including a description of the premises on which the
brewery is situated, the title of the brewer to the premises, and the
name of the owner thereof, and (c) such additional particulars as
the Commissioner shall prescribe as necessary for the protection of
the revenue.

(b) BoNDs.-Every brewer, on filing notice as provided by law
of his intention to commence or continue business, shall execute a
bond to the United States in a penal sum equal to the amount of the
tax on fermented malt liquor which, in the opinion of the Com-
missioner, said brewer will be liable to pay during any one month:
Provided, That the penal sum of any such bond shall not exceed
$100,000 nor be less than $1,000. The bond shall be conditioned that
the brewer shall pay, or cause to be paid, as herein provided, the tax
required by law on all beer, lager beer, ale, porter, and other fer-
mented liquors made by or for him, before the same is sold or removed
for consumption or sale, except as hereinafter provided; and that he
shall keep, or cause to be kept, in the manner required by law, a book
which shall be open to inspection by the proper officers, as by law
required; and that he shall in all respects faithfully comply, without
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fraud or evasion, with all requirements of law relating to the manu-
facture and sale of any malt liquors aforesaid. Once in every four
years, or whenever required so to do by the Commissioner, or such
officer as may be designated by the Commissioner, the brewer shall
execute a new bond in the penal sum prescribed in pursuance of this
section, and conditioned as above provided, which bond shall be in
lieu of any former bond or bonds of such brewer in respect to all
liabilities accruing after its approval.

(c) BOOKS AND MONTHLY STATEMENT.-Every person who owns
or occupies any brewery, or premises used or intended to be used
for the purpose of brewing or making such fermented liquors, or
who has such premises under his control or superintendence, as
agent for the owner or occupant, or has in his possession or custody
any brewing materials, utensils, or apparatus, used or intended to be
used on said premises in the manufacture of beer, lager beer, ale,
porter, or other similar fermented liquors, either as owner, agent,
or superintendent, shall, from day to day, enter, or cause to be en-
tered, in a book to be kept by him for that purpose, the kind of such
malt liquors, the estimated quantity produced in barrels, and the
actual quantity sold or removed for consumption or sale in barrels
or fractional parts of barrels. He shall also, from day to day,
enter, or cause to be entered, in a separate book to be kept by him
for that purpose, an account of all materials by him purchased for
the purpose of producing such fermented liquors, including grain
and malt.

And he shall render to the collector, or the proper deputy col-
lector, on or before the 10th day of each month, a true state-
ment, in writing, in duplicate, taken from his books, of the esti-
mated quantity in barrels of such malt liquors brewed, and the
actual quantity sold or removed for consumption or sale during the
preceding month; and shall verify, or cause to be verified, the said
statement, and the facts therein set forth, by oath, to be taken
before the collector of the district, or proper deputy collector, ac-
cording to the form required by law.

Said books shall be open at all times for the inspection of any
collector, deputy collector, inspector, or revenue agent, who may
take memorandums and transcripts therefrom.

(d) MONTHLY VERIFICATION OF ENTRIES IN BoOKs.-The entries
made in such books shall, on or before the 10th day of each month,
be verified by the oath of the person by whom they are made. The
said oath shall be written in the book at the end of such entries,
and be certified by the officer administering the same, and shall be
in form as follows:

"I do swear (or affirm) that the foregoing entries were made by
me; and that they state truly, according to the best of my knowledge
and belief, the estimated quantity of the whole amount of such malt
liquors brewed, and the actual quantity sold, and the actual quantity
removed, from the brewery owned by , in the county of

;and, further, that I have no knowledge of any matter or
thing required by law to be stated in said entries which has been
omitted therefrom."

And the owner, agent, or superintendent aforesaid shall also, in
case the original entries made in his book were not made by him-
self, subjoin thereto the following oath, to be taken in manner as
aforesaid:

"I do swear (or affirm) that, to the best of my knowledge and
belief, the foregoing entries fully set forth all the matters therein re-
quired by law; and that the same are just and true; and that I have
taken all the means in my power to make them so."

(e) STAMPING AND MONTHLY REPORT OP RETAIL SALES.-Every
brewer who sells fermented liquor at retail at the brewery or other
place where the same is made, shall affix and cancel the proper stamps
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upon the hogsheads, barrels, or kegs in which the same is contained,
and shall keep an account of the quantity so sold by him, and of the
number and size of the hogsheads, barrels, or kegs in which the same
has been contained, and shall make a report thereof, verified by oath,
monthly to the collector.

(f) BRANDING NAME OF MANUFACTURER AND PLACE OF MANUFAC-
TURE ON CONTAINERS.-Every brewer shall, by branding, mark or
cause to be marked upon every hogshead, barrel, or keg containing
the fermented liquor made by him, before it is sold or removed from
the brewery or brewery warehouse, or other place of manufacture,
the name of the person, firm, or corporation by whom such liquor
was manufactured, and the place of manufacture; and every person
other than the owner thereof, or his agent authorized so to do, who
intentionally removes or defaces such marks therefrom, shall be liable
to a penalty of $50 for each cask or other vessel from which the
mark is so removed or defaced: Provided, That when a brewer pur-
chases fermented liquor finished and ready for sale from another
brewer, in order to supply the customers of such purchaser, the pur-
chaser may, upon written notice to the collector of his intention so to
do, and under such regulations as the Commissioner may prescribe,
furnish his own vessels, branded with his name and the place where
his brewery is situated, to be filled with the fermented liquor so pur-
chased, and to be so removed; the proper stamps to be affixed and
canceled, as aforesaid, by the manufacturer before removal.

(g) TRANSFER OF DTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC 3156. PERMIT TO OPERATE BREWERY TEMPORARILY AT ANOTHER

PLACE.
(a) REQUIREMENTS.-Whenever, in the opinion of the collector of

any district, it becomes requisite or proper, by reason of an accident
to any brewery therein by fire or flood, or of such brewery under-
going repairs or of other circumstances, that the brewer carrying on
the same shall be permitted to conduct his business wholly or in part
at some other place within such district or an adjoining district for
a temporary period, it shall be lawful for such collector, under such
regulations and subject to such limitation of time as the Commis-
sioner may prescribe, to issue a permit to such brewer, authorizing
him to conduct his business wholly or in part, according to the cir-
cumstances, at such other place, for a period to be stated in such
permit; and such brewer shall not be required to pay another special
tax for the purpose.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 3157. BOTTLING FERMENTED LIQUORS.

(a) REQUIREMENTS.-Every person who withdraws any fermented
liquor from any hogshead, barrel, or keg upon which the proper stamp
has not been affixed for the purpose of bottling the same, or who
carries on or attempts to carry on the business of bottling fermented
liquor in any brewery or other place in which fermented liquor is
made, or upon any premises having communciation with such brew-
ery, or any warehouse, shall be liable to a fine of $500, and the prop-
erty used in such bottling or business shall be liable to forfeiture:
Provided, however, That this section shall not be construed to prevent
the withdrawal and transfer of unfermented, partially fermented, or
fermented liquors from any of the vats in any brewery by way of a
pipe line or other conduit to another building or place for the sole
purpose of bottling the same, such pipe line or conduit to be con-
structed and operated in such manner and with such cisterns, vats,
tanks, valves, cocks, faucets, and gauges, or other utensils or appa-
ratus, either on the premises of the brewery or the bottling house,
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ratus, either on the premises of the brewery or the bottling house, 



and with such changes of or additions thereto, and such locks, seals,
or other fastenings, and under such rules and regulations as shall
be from time to time prescribed by the Commissioner, subject to the
approval of the Secretary, and all locks and seals prescribed shall be
provided by the Commissioner at the expense of the United States:
Provided further, That the tax imposed by law on fermented liquor
shall be paid on all fermented liquor removed from a brewery to a
bottling house by means of a pipe or conduit, at the time of such
removal by the cancelation and defacement, by the officer designated
by the Commissioner, in the presence of the brewer, of the number
of stamps denoting the tax on the fermented liquor thus removed, or
in such other manner as may be prescribed by regulations issued by
the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary. The stamps
thus canceled and defaced shall be disposed of and accounted for in
the manner directed by the Commissioner, with the approval of the
Secretary. And any violation of the rules and regulations prescribed
by the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, in pur-
suance of these provisions, shall be subject to the penalties above pro-
vided by this section. Every owner, agent, or superintendent of any
brewery or bottling house who removes, or connives at the removal
of, any fermented liquor through a pipe line or conduit, without pay-
ment of the tax thereon, or who attempts in any manner to defraud
the revenue as above, shall forfeit all the liquors made by and for
him, and all the vessels, utensils, and apparatus used in making the
same.

(b) RULES AAND REGULATIONS.-The Commissioner is hereby author-
ized, with the approval of the Secretary, to make all rules and regu-
lations necessary to carry out the provisions of this section.

(c) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 3158. BREWERY PREMISES.

The brewery premises shall consist of the land and buildings de-
scribed in the brewer's notice and shall be used solely for the pur-
poses of manufacturing beer, lager beer, ale, porter, and similar
fermented malt liquors, cereal beverages containing less than one-
half of 1 per centum of alcohol by volume, vitamins, ice, malt, and
malt syrup; of drying spent ograin from the brewery; of recovering
carbon dioxide and yeast; and of storing bottles, packages, and sup-
plies necessary or incidental to all such manufacture. The brewery
bottling house shall be used solely for the purposes of bottling beer,
lager beer, ale, porter, and similar fermented malt liquors, and cereal
beverages containing less than one-half of 1 per centum of alcohol
bv volltlne. Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions, where any
such brewery premises or brewery bottling house is, on June 26, 1936,
being used by any brewer for purposes other than those herein de-
scribed, or the brewery bottling house is, on such date, being used
for the bottling of soft drinks, the use of the brewery and bottling
house premises for such purposes may be continued by such brewer.
The brewery bottling house of any brewery shall not be used for
the bottling of the product of any other brewery. Any brewer who
uses his brewery or bottling house contrary to the provisions of this
subsection shall be fined not more than $50 with respect to each day
upon which any such use occurs.
SEC. 3159. PENALTIES AND FORFEITURES.

(a) EVASION OF TAX OR NONCOMPLIANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS ON

BREwERs.-Every owner, agent, or superintendent of any brewery,
vessels, or utensils used in making fermented liquors, who evades or
attempts to evade the payment of the tax thereon, or fraudulently
neglects or refuses to make true and exact entry and report of the
same in the manner required by law, or to do, or cause to be done,
any of the things by law required to be done by him, or who inten-
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and with such changes of or additions thereto, and such locks, seals, 
or other fastenings, and under such rules and regulations as shall 
be from time to time prescribed by the Commissioner, subject to the 
approval of the Secretary, and all locks and seals prescribed shall be 
provided by the Commissioner at the expense of the United States: 
Provided further, That the tax imposed by law on fermented liquor 
shall be paid on all fermented liquor removed from a brewery to a 
bottling house by means of a pipe or conduit, at the time of such 
removal by the cancelation and defacement, by the officer designated 
by the Commissioner, in the presence of the brewer, of the number 
of stamps denoting the tax on the fermented liquor thus removed, or 
in such other manner as may be prescribed by regulations issued by 
the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary. The stamps 
thus canceled and defaced shall be disposed of and accounted for in 
the manner directed by the Commissioner, with the approval of the 
Secretary. And any violation of the rules and regulations prescribed 
by the Commissioner2 with the approval of the Secretary, in pur-
suance of these provisions, shall be subject to the penalties above pro-
vided by this section. Every owner, agent, or superintendent of any 
brewery or bottling house who removes, or connives at the removal 
of, any fermented liquor through a pipe line or conduit, without pay-
ment of the tax thereon, or who attempts in any manner to defraud 
the revenue as above, shall forfeit all the liquors made by and for 
him, and all the vessels, utensils, and apparatus used in making the 
same. 

(b) RULES AND REGULATIONS.—The Commissioner is hereby author-
ized, with the approval of the Secretary, to make all rules and regu-
lations necessary to carry out the provisions of this section. 

(C) TRANSFER or Dunks.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 

SEC. 3158. BREWERY PREMISES. 
The brewery premises shall consist of the land and buildings de-

scribed in the brewer's notice and shall be used solely for the pur-
poses of manufacturing beer, lager beer, ale, porter, and similar 
fermented malt liquors, cereal beverages containing less than one-
half of 1 per centuni of alcohol by volume, vitamins, ice, malt, and 
malt syrup; of drying spent grain from the brewery; of recovering 
carbon dioxide and yeast; and of storing bottles, packages, and sup-
plies necessary or incidental to all such manufacture. The brewery 
bottling house shall be used solely for the purposes of bottling beer, 
lager beer, ale, porter, and similar fermented malt liquors, and cereal 
beverages containing less than one-half of 1 per centum of alcohol 
by volume. Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions, where any 
such brewery premises or brewery bottling house is, on June 26, 1936, 
being used by any brewer for purposes other than those herein de-
scribed, or the brewery bottling house is, on such date, being used 
for the bottling of soft drinks, the use of the brewery and bottling 
house premises for such purposes may be continued by such brewer. 
The brewery bottling house of any brewery shall not be used for 
the bottling of the product a any other brewery. Any brewer who 
uses his brewery or bottling house contrary to the provisions of this 
subsection shall be fined not more than $50 with respect to each day 
upon which any such use occurs. 
SEC. 3159. PENALTIES AND FORFEITURES. 

(a) EVASION OF TAX OR NONCOMPLIANCE W FFH REQUIREMENTS ON 
BREWERS.—Every owner, agent, or superintendent of any brewery, 
vessels, or utensils used in making fermented liquors, who evades or 
attempts to evade the payment of the tax thereon, or fraudulently 
neglects or refuses to make true and exact entry and report of the 
same in the manner required by law, or to do, or i cause to be done, 
any of the things by law required to be done by him, or who nten-
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tionally makes false entry in said book or in said statement, or know-
ingly allows or procures the same to be done, shall-

(1) FORFEIruREs.-Forfeit, for every such offense, all the liquors
made by him or for him, and all the vessels, utensils, and appa-
ratus used in making the same, and

(2) PENALTIEs.-Be liable to a penalty of not less than $500 nor
more than $1,000, to be recovered with costs of suit, and shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and be imprisoned for a term
not exceeding one year.
(b) NEGLECT TO KEEP BooKS OR FURNIsH ACCOUNTrs.-Every brewer

who neglects to keep books or refuses to furnish the account and
duplicate thereof as provided by law, or refuses to permit the proper
officer to examine the books in the manner provided, shall, for every
such refusal or neglect, forfeit and pay the sum of $300.

(c) FLAGRANT AND WILLFUL REMOVAL OF MALT LIQUORS WrrHOUT
TAX PAYMENT.-For flagrant and willful removal of taxable malt
liquors for consumption or sale, without payment of tax thereon, all
the right, title, and interest of each person, who has knowingly suf-
fered or permitted such removal or has connived at the same, in the
lands and buildings constituting the brewery premises and bottling
house shall be forfeited by a proceeding in rem in the District Court
of the United States having ]urisdiction thereof.

(d) FRAUD OR NEGLECT IN AFFIXING OR CANCELING STAMPS.-Every
brewer who refuses or neglects to affix and cancel, in the manner
provided under section 3152 (b), the stamps required by law, or who
affixes a false or fraudulent stamp, or knowingly permits the same
to be done, shall pay a penalty of $100 for each hogshead, barrel, or
keg on which such omission or fraud occurs, and be imprisoned not
more than one year.

(e) SALE, REMOVAL, OR RECEIPT WITHOUT PROPER STAMP OR PER-
IrT.-Whenever any brewer, cartman, agent for transportation, or

other person, sells, removes, receives, or purchases, or in any way
aids in the sale, removal, receipt, or purchase, of any fermented liquor
contained in any hogshead, barrel, keg, or other vessel from any
brewery or brewery warehouse, upon which the stamp, or permit, in
case of removal, required by law, has not been affixed, or on which
a false or fraudulent stamp, or permit, in case of removal, is affixed,
with knowledge that it is such, or on which a stamp, or permit, in case
of removal, once canceled, is used a second time, he shall be fined $100
and imprisoned for not more than one year.

(f) WITHDRAWAL FROM IMPROPERLY STAMPED CONTAINERS OR WITH-
OUT DESTROYING STAMPS, PENALTY.-Whenever any retail dealer,
or other person, withdraws or aids in the withdrawal of any fer-
mented liquor from any hogshead, barrel, keg, or other vessel con-
taining the same without destroying or defacing the stamp affixed
thereon, or withdraws or aids in the withdrawal of any fermented
liquor from any hogshead, barrel, keg, or other vessel, upon which
the proper stamp has not been affixed or on which a false or fradu-
lent stamp is affixed, he shall be fined $100 and imprisoned not
more than one year.

(g) COUNTERFEaTING STAMPS AND PERMITS AND TRAFFICKING IN

UsED STAMPS, PENALTY.-Every person who makes, sells, or uses
any false or counterfeit stamp or permit, or die for printing or
making stamps or permits, which is in imitation of or purports to
be a lawful stamp, permit, or die of the kind before mentioned
in this chapter, or who procures the same to be done, and every
person who shall remove, or cause to be removed, from any cask
or package of fermented liquors, any stamp denoting the tax thereon,
with intent to reuse such stamp, or who, with intent to defraud the
revenue, knowingly uses, or permits to be used, any stamp removed
from another cask or package, or receives, buys, sells, gives away,
or has in his possession, any stamp so removed, or makes any fraudu-
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tionally makes false entry in said book or in said statement, or know-
ingly allows or procures the same to be done, shall— 

(1) FonrErruraEs.—Forfeit, for every such offense, all the liquors 
made by him or for him, and all the vessels, utensils, and appa-
ratus used in making the same, and 

(2) PENALrrEs.—Be liable to a penalty of not less than $500 nor 
more than $1,000, to be recovered with costs of suit, and shall be 
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and be imprisoned for a term 
not exceeding one year. 
(b) NEGLECT TO KEEP BOOKS OR FURNISH Accourns.—Every brewer 

who neglects to keep books or refuses to furnish the account and 
duplicate thereof as provided by law, or refuses to permit the proper 
officer to examine the books in the manner provided, shall, for every 
such refusal or neglect, forfeit and pay the sum of $300. 

(C) FLAGRANT AND Wthixtrn REMOVAL OF MALT LIQUORS W ITHOUT 
TAX PAYMENT.—For flagrant and willful removal of taxable malt 
liquors for consumption or sale, without payment of tax thereon, all 
the right, title, and interest of each person, who has knowingly suf-
fered or permitted such removal or has connived at the same, in the 
lands and buildings constituting the brewery premises and bottling 
house shall be forfeited by a proceeding in rem in the District Court 
of the United States having jurisdiction thereof. 

(d) FRAUD OR NEGLECT IN AFFIXING OR CANCELING STAMPS.—Every 
brewer who refuses or neglects to affix and cancel, in the manner 
provided under section 3152 (b), the stamps required by law, or who 
affixes a false or fraudulent stamp, or knowingly permits the same 
to be done, shall pay a penalty of $100 for each hogshead, barrel, or 
keg on which such omission or fraud occurs, and be imprisoned not 
more than one year. 

(e) SALE, REMOVAL, OR RECEIPT WITHOUT PROPER STAMP OR PER-
aim—Whenever any brewer, cartman, agent for transportation, or 
other person, sells, removes, receives, or purchases, or in any way 
aids in the sale, removal, receipt, or purchase, of any fermented liquor 
contained in any hogshead, barrel, keg, or other vessel from any 
brewery or brewery warehouse, upon which the stamp, or permit, in 
case of removal, required by law, has not been affixed, or on which 
a false or fraudulent stamp, or permit, in case of removal, is affixed, 
with knowledge that it is such, or on which a stamp, or permit, in case 
of removal, once canceled, is used a second time, he shall be fined $100 
and imprisoned for not more than one year. 

(f) WITHDRAWAL FROM IMPROPERLY STAMPED CONTAINERS OR WITH-
our DESTROYING STAMPS, PENALTY.—Whenever any retail dealer, 
or other person, withdraws or aids in the withdrawal of any fer-
mented liquor from any hogshead, barrel, keg2 or other vessel con-
taining the same, without destroying or defacing the stamp affixed 
thereon, or withdraws or aids in the withdrawal of any fermented 
liquor from any hogshead, barrel keg, or other vessel, upon which 
the proper stamp has not been affixed or on which a false or fradu-
lent stamp is affixed, he shall be fined $100 and imprisoned not 
more than one year. 

(g) COUNTERFEITING STAMPS AND PERMITS AND TRAFFICKING IN 
USED STAMPS, PENALTY.—Every person who makes, sells, or uses 
any false or counterfeit stamp or permit, or die for printing or 
making stamps or permits, which is in imitation of or purports to 
be a lawful stamp, permit, or die of the kind before mentioned 
in this chapter, or who procures the same to be done, and every 
person who shall remove, or cause to be removed, from any c 
or package of fermented liquors, any stamp denoting the tax thereon, 
with intent to reuse such stamp, or who, with intent to defraud the 
revenue, knowingly uses, or permits to be used, any stamp removed 
from another cask or package, or receives, buys, sells, gives away, 
or has in his possession, any stamp so removed, or makes any fraudu-
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lent use of any stamp for fermented liquors, shall be fined not less
than $100 nor more than $1,000, and imprisoned not less than six
months nor more than three years.

(h) PossEssIoN WrrH TAX NOT PAID, FORFEIrruE.-The owner-
ship or possession by any person of any fermented liquor after its
sale or removal from the brewery or warehouse, or other place
where it was made, upon which the tax required has not been paid,
shall render such liquor liable to seizure wherever found, and to
forfeiture, removal under said permits excepted.

And the absence of the proper stamps from any hogshead, bar-
rel, keg, or other vessel containing fermented liquor, after its sale
or removal from the brewery where it was made, or warehouse as

aforesaid, shall be notice to all persons that the tax has not been
paid thereon, and shall be prima facie evidence of the nonpayment
thereof.

(i) REMOVAL OR DEFACEMENT OF STAMPS BY OTHERS THAN THE

OwNER.-Every person, other than the purchaser or owner of any
fermented liquor, or person acting on his behalf, or as his agent,

who intentionally removes or defaces the stamp or permit affixed
upon the hogshead, barrel, keg, or other vessel, in which the same

is contained, shall be liable to a fine of $50 for each such vessel from

which the stamp or permit is so removed or defaced, and to render
compensation to such purchaser or owner for all damages sustained
by him therefrom.

(j) INTENTIONAL REMOVAL OR DEFACEMENT OF MANUFACTBruRE'

MARKS ON CONTAINERS.-

For penalty imposed for intentional removal or defacement of man-

ufacturer's marks required upon a hogshead, barrel, keg, or other

vessel containing fermented liquor, see section 3155 (f).

(k) VIOLATIONS OF PROVISIONS RELATING TO BOTTLING.-

For penalties and forfeitures imposed for violating provisions re-

lating to bottling of fermented liquors, see section 3157.

(1) OTHER VIOLATIONS.-
For penalty and forfeiture imposed upon wholesale liquor dealers

for committing offenses not specifically covered by law, see section

2806 (g).

SEC. 3160. GALLON DEFINED.
The word "gallon," wherever used in the internal revenue law

relating to beer, lager beer, ale, porter, and other similar fermented
liquors, shall be held and taken to mean a wine gallon, the liquid
measure containing two hundred and thirty-one cubic inches.

SUBCHAPTER E-MISCELLANEOUS GENERAL
PROVISIONS

SEC. 3170. TRANSFER AND DELEGATION OF POWERS.

The Secretary is authorized to confer and impose upon the Com-
missioner and any of his assistants, agents, or employees, and upon

any other officer, employee, or agent of the Treasury Department,
any of the rights, privileges, powers, duties, and protection con-

ferred or imposed upon the Secretary, or any officer or employee of

the Treasury Department, or by any law now or hereafter in force

relating to the taxation, exportation, transportation, manufacture,
possession, or use of, or traffic in, distilled spirits, wine, fermented
liquors, or denatured alcohol.

SEC. 3171. RECORDS, STATEMENTS, AND RETURNS.

(a) REQUIREMENTS.-Every person liable to any tax imposed by

this chapter, or for the collection thereof, shall keep such records,
render under oath such statements, make such returns, and comply

with such rules and regulations, as the Commissioner, with the ap-

proval of the Secretary, may from time to time prescribe.
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lent use of any stamp for fermented liquors, shall be fined not less 
than $100 nor more than $1,000, and imprisoned not less than six 
months nor more than three years. 

(h) PossEssiox Wrral TAX Nur PAID, FoRFErruEE.—The owner-
ship or possession by any person of any fermented liquor after its 
sale or removal from the brewery or warehouse, or other place 
where it was made, upon which the tax required has not been paid, 
shall render such liquor liable to seizure wherever found, and to 
forfeiture, removal under said permits excepted. 
And the absence of the proper stamps from any hogshead, bar-

rel, keg, or other vessel containing fermented liquor, after its sale 
or removal from the brewery where it was made, or warehouse as 
aforesaid, shall be notice to all persons that the tax has not been 
paid thereon, and shall be prima facie evidence of the nonpayment 
thereof. 

(i) REMOVAL OR DEFACEMENT or STAMPS BY OTHERS THAN Ink, 
OWNER.—Every person, other than the purchaser or owner of any 
fermented liquor, or person acting on his behalf, or as his agent, 
who intentionally removes or defaces the stamp or permit affixed 
upon the hogshead, barrel, keg, or other vessel, in which the same 
is contained, shall be liable to a fine of $50 for each such vessel from 
which the stamp or permit is so removed or defaced, and to render 
compensation to such purchaser or owner for all damages sustained 
by him therefrom. 

(j) INTENTIONAL REMOVAL OR DEFACEMENT OF MANUFACTURER'S 
MARKS ON CONTAINERS.— 

For penalty imposed for intentional removal or defacement of man-
ufacturer's marks required upon a hogshead, barrel, keg, or other 
vessel containing fermented liquor, see section 3155 (f). 

(k) VIOLATIONS or PROVISIONS RELATING TO For penalties penalties and forfeitures imposed for violating provisions re-
lating to bottling of fermented liquors, see section 3157. 

(1) OTHER VIOLATIONS.— 
For penalty and forfeiture imposed upon wholesale liquor dealers 

for committing offenses not specifically covered by law, see section 
2806 (g)• 

SEC. 3160. GALLON DEFINED. 
The word "gallon," wherever used in the internal revenue law, 

relating to beer, lager beer' ale, porter, and other similar fermented 
liquors, shall be held and taken to mean a wine gallon, the liquid 
measure containing two hundred and thirty-one cubic inches. 

SUBCHAPTER E—MISCELLANEOUS GENERAL 
PROVISIONS 

SEC. 3170. TRANSFER AND DELEGATION OF POWERS. 
The Secretary is authorized to confer and impose upon the Com-

missioner and any of his assistants, agents, or employees, and upon 
any other officer, employee, or agent of the Treasury Department, 
any of the rights, privileges, powers, duties, and protection con-
ferred or imposed upon the Secretary, or any officer or employee of 
the Treasury Department, or by any law now or hereafter in force 
relating to the taxation, exportation, transportation, manufacture, 
possession, or use of, or traffic in, distilled spirits, wine, fermented 
liquors, or denatured alcohol. 
SEC. 3171. RECORDS, STATEMENTS, AND RETURNS. 

(a) REQUIREMENTS.—Every person liable to any tax imposed by 
this chapter, or for the collection thereof, shall keep such records, 
render under oath such statements, make such returns, and comply 
with such rules and regulations, as the Commissioner, with the ap-
proval of the Secretary, may from time to time prescribe. 
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(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.

SEC. 3172. DISCRETIONARY METHOD FOR COLLECTING TAX.
(a) POWER OF COMMIISIONER.-Whether or not the method of col-

lecting any tax imposed by this chapter is specifically provided
herein, any such tax may, under regulations prescribed by the Com-
missioner with the approval of the Secretary, be collected by stamp,
coupon, serial-numbered ticket, or such other reasonable device or
method as may be necessary or helpful in securing a complete and
prompt collection of the tax. All administrative and penalty pro-
visions of subchapters A, B, and C of chapter 11, in so far as ap-
plicable, shall apply to the collection of any tax which the Commis-
sioner determines or prescribes shall be collected in such manner.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.

SEC. 3173. PENALTIES AND FORFEITURES.
(a) REMOVAL OR TRANSPORTATION OF LIQUORS OR WINES UNDER

IMPROPER BRANDS.-Whenever any person ships, transports, or re-
moves any spirituous or fermented liquors or wines, under any other
than the proper name or brand known to the trade as designating the
kind and quality of the contents of the casks or packages containing
the same, or causes such act to be done, he shall forfeit said liquors
or wines, and casks or packages, and be subject to pay a fine of $500.

(b) OTHER VIOLATIONS.-
(1) Any person required to pay, or to collect, account for and

pay over any tax on distilled spirits, wines, or fermented malt
liquors, or required by law or regulations made under authority
thereof to make a return or supply any information for the pur-
poses of the computation assessment or collection of any such
tax, who fails to pay, collect, or truly account for and pay over
any such tax, make any such return or supply any such information
at the time or times required by law or regulation shall in addi-
tion to other penalties provided by law be subject to a penalty
of not more than $1,000.

(2) Any person who willfully refuses to pay, collect, or truly
account for and pay over any such tax, make such return or sup-
ply such information at the time or times required by law or
regulation, or who willfully attempts in any manner to evade
such tax shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and in addition to
other penalties provided by law shall be fined not more than
$10,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or both, together
with the costs of prosecution.

(3) Any person who willfully refuses to pay, collect, or truly
account for and pay over any such tax shall in addition to other
penalties provided by law be liable to a penalty of the amount
of the tax evaded, or not paid, collected, or accounted for and
paid over, to be assessed and collected in the same manner as
taxes are assessed and collected: Provided, however, That no
penalty shall be assessed under this paragraph for any offense
for which a penalty may be assessed under authority of section
3612, or of section 2801 (f) or 3043, or for any offense for which
a penalty has been recovered under section 2806 (e).

(4) The term "person" as used in this subsection includes an
officer or employee of a corporation or a member or employee of
a partnership, who as such officer, employee, or member is under
a duty to perform the act in respect of which the violation occurs.
(c) PossEssION OF DEVICES FOR EMrITING GAS, SMOKE, ETC; EX-

PLOSIVES AND FnmEARMS.-
(1) Whoever, when violating any law of the United States, or

of any Territory or possession of the United States, or of the Dis-
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(b) TRAN arra OF DUTIES.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 
SEC. 3172. DISCRETIONARY METHOD FOR COLLECTING TAX. 

(a) POWER OF ComatissioxER.—Whether or not the method of col-
lecting any tax imposed by this chapter is specifically provided 
herein, any such tax may, under regulations prescribed by the Com-
missioner with the approval of the Secretary, be collected by stamp, 
coupon, serial-numbered ticket, or such other reasonable device or 
method as may be necessary or helpful in securing a complete and 
prompt collection of the tax. All administrative and penalty pro-
visions of subchapters A, B, and C of chapter 11, in so far as ap-
plicable, shall apply to the collection of any tax which the Commis-
sioner determines or prescribes shall be collected in such manner. 

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see section 3170. 
SEC. 3173. PENALTIES AND FORFEITURES. 

(a) REMOVAL OR TRANSPORTATION OF LIQUORS OR WINES UNDER 
IMPROPER BRANDs.—Whenever any person ships, transports, or re-
moves any spirituous or fermented liquors or wines, under any other 
than the proper name or brand known to the trade as designating the 
kind and quality of the contents of the casks or packages contaming 
the same, or causes such act to be done, he shall forfeit said liquors 
or wines, and casks or packages, and be subject to pay a fine of poo. 

(b) OTHER VIOLATIONS.— 
(1) Any person required to pay, or to collect, account for and 

pay over any tax on distilled spirits, wines, or fermented malt 
liquors, or required by law or regulations made under authority 
thereof to make a return or supply any information for the pur-
poses of the computation, assessment or collection of any such 
tax, who fails to pay, collect, or truly account for and pay over 
any such tax, make any such return or supply any such information 
at the time or times required by law or regulation shall in addi-
tion to other penalties provided by law be subject to a penalty 
of not more than $1,000. 

(2) Any person who willfully refuses to pay, collect, or truly 
account for and pay over any such tax, make such return or sup-
ply such information at the time or times required by law or 
regulation, or who willfully attempts in any manner to evade 
such tax shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and in addition to 
other penalties provided by law shall be fined not more than 
$10,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or both, together 
with the costs of prosecution. 

(3) Any person who willfully refuses to pay, collect, or truly 
account for and pay over any such tax shall in addition to other 
penalties provided by law be liable to a penalty of the amount 
of the tax evaded, or not paid, collected, or accounted for and 
paid over, to be assessed and collected in the same manner as 
taxes are assessed and collected: Provided, however, That no 
penalty shall be assessed under this paragraph for any offense 
for which a penalty may be assessed under authority of section 
3612, or of section 2801 (f) or 3043, or for any offense for which 
a penalty has been recovered under section 2806 (e). 

(4) The term "person" as used in this subsection includes an 
officer or employee of a corporation or a member or employee of 
a partnership, who as such officer, employee, or member is under 
a duty to perform the act in respect of which the violation occurs. 
(C) POSSESSION OF DEVICES FOR EMITTING GAS, SMOKE, ETC; Ex-

PLOSIVES AND FIREARMS.— 
(1) Whoever, when violating any law of the United States, or 

of any Territory or possession of the United States, or of the Dis-



trict of Columbia, in regard to the manufacture, taxation, or trans-
portation of or traffic in distilled spirits, wines, or fermented malt
liquors, or when aiding in any such violation, has in his possession
or in his control any device capable of causing emission of smoke,
gas, or fumes, and which may be used for the purpose of hinder-
ing, delaying, or preventing pursuit or capture, any explosive, or
any firearm (as defined in section 2733), except a machine gun, or
a shotgun or rifle having a barrel of less than eighteen inches in
length, shall be fined not more than $5,000 or be imprisoned for not
more than ten years, or both, and all persons engaged in any such
violation or in aiding in any such violation shall be held to be in
possession or control of such device, firearm, or explosive.

(2) Whoever, when violating any such law, has in his posses-
sion or in his control a machine gun, or any shotgun or rifle having
a barrel of less than eighteen inches in length, shall be punished
by imprisonment for not more than twenty years; and all persons
engaged in any such violation or in aiding in any such violation
shall be held to be in possession and control of such machine gun,
shotgun, or rifle.

(3) Every such firearm or device for emitting gas, smoke, or
fumes, and every such explosive, machine gun, shotgun, or rifle,
in the possession or control of any person when violating any such
law, shall be seized and shall be forfeited and disposed of in the
manner provided by section 2730.

(4) As used in this subsection the term "machine gun" means
any weapon which shoots, or is designed to shoot, automatically or
semi-automatically, more than one shot, without manual reloading,
by a single function of the trigger.
(d) RFIEURN ON BOND OF VESSEL OR VEHICLE SEIZED FOR VIOLA-

TION; DISCRETION OF COTURT; DEFINITIONS.-Notwithstanding any
provisions of law relating to the return on bond of any vessel or
vehicle seized for the violation of any law of the United States, the
court having jurisdiction of the subject matter, may, in its discre-
tion and upon good cause shown by the United States, refuse to
order such return of any such vessel or vehicle to the claimant
thereof.

As used in this subsection the word "vessel" includes every descrip-
tion of watercraft used, or capable of being used, as a means of
transportation in water or in water and air; and the word "vehicle"
includes every animal and description of carriage or other contriv-
ance used, or capable of being used, as a means of transportation on
land or through the air.
SEC. 3174. TERRITORIAL EXTENT OF LAW.

The internal revenue laws imposing taxes on distilled spirits and
fermented liquors shall be held to extend to such articles produced
anywhere within the exterior boundaries of the United States,
whether the same be within a collection district or not.

SEC. 3175. OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE.
All administrative, special, or stamp provisions of law, including

the law relating to the assessment of taxes, so far as applicable, shall
be extended to and made a part of this chapter.

SEC. 3176. RULES AND REGULATIONS.
(a) PowER OF COMMISSIONER.-The Commissioner, with the ap-

proval of the Secretary, shall prescribe and publish all needful rules
and regulations for the enforcement of this chapter.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agent,

see section 3170.

SEC. 3177. MANUFACTURING BONDED WAREHOUSES.
(a) ESTABLISHMENT AND UsE.-All medicines, preparations, com-

positions, perfumery, cosmetics, cordials, and other liquors manu-
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trict of Columbia, in regard to the manufacture, taxation, or trans-
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factured wholly or in part of domestic spirits, intended for ex-
portation, as provided by law, in order to be manufactured and sold
or removed, without being charged with duty and without having a
stamp affixed thereto, shall, under such regulations as the Secretary
may prescribe, be made and manufactured in warehouses similarly
constructed to those known and designated in Treasury regulations
as bonded warehouses, class six: Provided, That such manufacturer
shall first give satisfactory bonds to the collector for the faithful ob-
servance of all the provisions of law and the regulations as afore-
said, in amount not less than half of that required by the regulations
of the Secretary from persons allowed bonded warehouses.

(b) MATERIALS FOR MIANUFACTURE.-
(1) MATERIALS EXPORTABLE FREE OF TAX.-Any manufacturer of

the articles aforesaid, or of any of them, having such bonded ware-
house as aforesaid, shall be at liberty, under such regulations as
the Secretary may prescribe, to convey therein any materials to
be used in such manufacture which are allowed by the provisions of
law to be exported free from tax or duty, as well as the necessary
materials, implements, packages, vessels, brands, and labels for the
preparation, putting up, and export of the said manufactured
articles; and every article so used shall be exempt from the pay-
ment of stamp and excise duty by such manufacturer. Articles
and materials so to be used may be transferred from any bonded
warehouse in which the same may be, under such regulations as
the Secretary may prescribe, into any bonded warehouse in which
such manufacture may be conducted, and may be used in such
manufacture, and when so used shall be exempt from stamp and
excise duty; and the receipt of the officer in charge as aforesaid
shall be received as a voucher for the manufacture of such articles.

(2) IMPORTED MATERIALS.-Any materials imported into the
United States may, under such rules as the Secretary may pre-
scribe, and under the direction of the proper officer, be removed
in original packages from on shipboard, or from the bonded ware-
house in which the same may be, into the bonded warehouse in
which such manufacture may be carried on, for the purpose of
being used in such manufacture, without payment of duties
thereon, and may there be used in such manufacture. No article
so removed, nor any article manufactured in said bonded ware-
house, shall be taken therefrom except for exportation, under the
direction of the proper officer having charge thereof as aforesaid,
whose certificate, describing the articles by their mark or other-
wise, the quantity, the date of importation, and name of vessel,
with such additional particulars as may from time to time be re-
quired, shall be received by the collector of customs in cancellation
of the bond, or return of the amount of foreign import duties.
(c) SUPERVISION.-All labor performed and services rendered

under these regulations shall be under the supervision of an officer of
the customs, and at the expense of the manufacturer.

(d) REMOVAL.-
(1) IN GENERAL.-Such goods, when manufactured in such ware-

houses, may be removed for exportation under the direction of the
proper officer having charge thereof, who shall be designated by
the Secretary, without being charged with duty, and without having
a stamp affixed thereto.

(2) To PACIFC coAST.-Any article manufactured in a bonded
warehouse established under subsection (a), and situated in any
of the Atlantic States, may be removed therefrom for transporta-
tion to a customs bonded warehouse at any port on the Pacific
coast of the United States, for the purpose only of being exported
therefrom, under such regulations and upon the execution of such
bonds or other security as the Secretary may prescribe.
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(3) CRoss REERENCES.--
For special provisions relating to removal of manufactures of im-

ported materials, see paragraph (2) of subsection (b).
For provisions relating specifically to withdrawal of distilled spirits

from distillery warehouses for use in manufacturing bonded ware-
houses, see section 2891.

SEC. 3178. SPECIAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO DISTILLED SPIRITS
AND WINES RECTIFIED IN BONDED MANUFACTURING
WAREHOUSES.

Distilled spirits and wines which are rectified in bonded manu-
facturing warehouses, class six, and distilled spirits which are re-
duced in proof and bottled in such warehouses, shall be deemed to
have been manufactured within the meaning of section 311 of the

Tariff Act of 1930, 46 Stat. 692 (U. S. C., Title 19, sec. 1311),
and may be withdrawn as provided m such section, and likewise for
shipment in bond to Puerto Rico, subject to the provisions of such
section, and under such regulations as the Secretary may prescribe,
there to be withdrawn for consumption or be rewarehoused and sub-
sequently withdrawn for consumption: Provided, That no internal-
revenue tax shall be imposed on distilled spirits and wines rectified
in class six warehouses if such distilled spirits and wines are ex-
ported or shipped in accordance with the provisions of such section,
and that no person rectifying distilled spirits or wines in such ware-
houses shall be subject by reason of such rectification to the payment
of special tax as a rectifier.
SEC. 3179. EXEMPTION AND DRAWBACK IN CASE OF EXPORTATION.

(a) EXEMPnTIN.-Under such rules and regulations as the Com-
missioner with the approval of the Secretary may prescribe, the
amount of any internal revenue tax erroneously or illegally collected
in respect to exported articles may be refunded to the exporter of the
article, instead of to the manufacturer, if the manufacturer waives
any claim for the amount so to be refunded.

(b) DRAWBACK.-Upon the exportation of bottled distilled spirits
and wines manufactured or produced in the United States on which
an internal-revenue tax has been paid, there shall be allowed, under
regulations to be prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval
of the Secretary, a drawback equal in amount to the tax found to
have been paid on such bottled distilled spirits and wines: Provided,
That such distilled spirits and wines have been bottled especially for
export, under regulations prescribed by the Commissioner, with the
approval of the Secretary. The Secretary is authorized to prescribe
regulations governing the determination and payment of drawback
of internal-revenue tax on domestic distilled spirits and wines, in-
cluding the requirement of such notices, bonds, bills of lading, and
other evidence of payment of tax and exportation as the Secretary
deems necessary.

(c) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.

SEC. 3180. DISTILLERIES ERECTED PRIOR TO JULY 20, 1868.
(a) REQUIREmENTS.-In any case where the owner of a distillery

or distilling apparatus, erected prior to July 20, 1868, has only an
estate for a term of years or other estate less than fee-simple in the lot
or tract of land on which the distillery is situated, the evidence of
title to which shall have been duly recorded prior to that date; or in
like case, where the lease or other evidence of title is held but was not
required by the laws of the State to be recorded in order to be valid
at the time of its execution; or in any case of such prior erection
where the title was then, and has continued to be, in litigation; or in
any case of such prior erection where such owner is possessed of the
fee, but encumbered with a mortgage executed and duly recorded
prior to July 20, 1868, and not due, or in any case of such prior erec-
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(3) CROSS REFERENCES.— 
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tion where the fee is held by a femme-covert, minor, person of
unsound mind, or other person incapable of giving consent, as
required in section 2815 (b) (1) (B), the value of such lot or tract of
land, together with the building and distilling apparatus, shall be
appraised in the manner to be prescribed by the Commissioner pur-
suant to section 2815 (b) (1) (C); and the officer designated by the
Commissioner may, at the discretion of the Commissioner, be au-
thorized to accept, in lieu of the said written consent, the bond of
such distiller, in such form as the Commissioner may prescribe, with
not less than two personal sureties or one corporate surety, condi-
tioned that in case the distillery, distilling apparatus, or any part
thereof, shall by final judgment be forfeited for the violation of any
of the provisions of law, the obligors shall pay the amount stated in
said bond. Said sureties shall be residents of the collection district
or county, or of an adjoining county in the same State in which
the distillery is situated, and owners of unencumbered real estate in
said district or county, or adjoining county equal to such appraised
value, and the penal sum of said bond shall be equal to the appraised
value of said lot or tract of land together with the buildings and
distilling apparatus.

(b) BoND.-The officer designated by the Commissioner may at
any time, at the discretion of the Commissioner, accept such bond as
is authorized to be given by the distiller in lieu of the written consent
of the owner of the fee in the case of a distillery erected prior to July
20, 1868, notwithstanding such distillery has since then been increased
by the addition of land or buildings adjacent or contiguous thereto,
not owned by the distiller himself in fee; such bond to be for and in
respect of such addition only, if the distillery be one which the dis-
tiller owns in fee or in respect to which he has procured the written
consent of the owner of the fee or other encumbrance, otherwise to
be for and in respect of the entire distillery as increased by such
addition.

(c) TRAsNFE Or DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.
SEC. 3181 CROSS REFERENCES.

For provision authorizing and directing officers of internal revenue
to withhold release of distilled spirits from bottling plants unless a
certificate of label approval has been obtained or the application of the
bottler for exemption has been granted, see section 5 (e) of the Fed-
eral Alcohol Administration Act, as amended by section 505 of the
Liquor Tax Administration Act, c. 830, 49 Stat. 1966 (U. S. C., Title 27,
Sup. II, § 205 (e)).

For power of marshals or deputy marshals to arrest persons operat-
ing illicit distilleries, see section 9 of the act of March 1, 1879, c. 125,
20 Stat. 341 (U. S. 0., Title 18, § 598).

For authority to issue warrants of arrest for violation of internal
revenue laws upon the sworn complaint of district attorneys, collectors,
deputy collectors, revenue agents, or private citizens, see the act of
March 2, 1901, c. 814, 31 Stat. 956 (U. S. C., Title 18, § 594).
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Sec. 3234. Unlawful acts in case of failure to register and pay special tax. 
Sec. =5. Penalties. 
Sec. 3236. List of special taxpayers. 
Sec. 3237. Other laws applicable. 
Sec. 3=8. Definitions. 
Sec. 3239. Cross reference. 

PART VII- LIQUOR 

Sec. 32450. Tax. 
Sec. 3251. Casual sales. 
Sec. 3252. Retail liquor dealers' records. 
Sec. 3253. Penalties and forfeitures for nonpayment of special tax. 
Sec. 3254. Definitions. 
Sec. 3255. Liability in case of business in more than one location. 

PART VIII- FnmAnms 

Sec. 3260. Tax. 
Sec. 3261. Registration. 
Sec. 3262. Exemptions. 
Sec. 3263. Unlawful acts in case of failure to register and pay special tax. 
Sec. 3264. Other laws applicable. 
Sec. 3265. Definitions. 
See. 3266. Transactions between registered persons. 
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SUBCHAPTER B-GENEBAL PROVISIONS

Se. 3270. Registration.
Sec. 3271. Payment of tax.
Sec. 3272. Returns.
Sec. 3273. Stamps.
Sec. 3274. Penalties relating to posting of special tax stamp.
Sec. 3275. List of special taxpayers for public inspection.
Sec. 3270. Application of State laws.
Sec. 3277. Liability of partners.
Sec. 3278. Liability in case of business in more than one location.
Sec. 3279. Liability in case of different businesses of same ownership and location.
Sec. 3280. Liability in case of death or change of location.
Sec. 3281. Discretionary method allowed Commissioner for collecting tax.
Sec. 3282. Application of subchapter.

CHAPTER 27-OCCUPATIONAL TAXES

SUBCHAPTER A-SPECIAL PROVISIONS

Part I-Oleomargarine

SEC. 3200. TAX.
(a) MANUrACruREm.-Manufacturers of oleomargarine shall pay

a special tax of $600.
(b) WHOLESALE DEALERS.-

(1) IN GENm AL.-Wholesale dealers in oleomargarine shall pay
a special tax of $480: Provided, That wholesale dealers who vend
no other oleomargarine or butterine except that upon which a tax
of one-fourth of 1 cent per pound is imposed by section 2301 (a)
shall pay $200.

(2) MANUFACTURERS SELLITNG AT WHOLESALE.-Any manufacturer
of oleomargarine who has given the required bond and paid the
required special tax, and who sells only oleomargarine of his own
production, at the place of manufacture, in the original packages
to which the tax-paid stamps are affixed, shall not be required to
pay the special tax of a wholesale dealer in oleomargarine on
account of such sales.

(c) RETAIL DEALERS.-Retail dealers in oleomargarine shall pay a
special tax of $48: Provided, That such retail dealers as vend no
other oleomargarine or butterine except that upon which is imposed
by section 2301 (a) a tax of one-fourth of 1 cent per pound, shall
pay $6.
SEC. 3201. PENALTIES.

(a) MANuFACTUsRER.-Every person who carries on the business
of a manufacturer of oleomargarine without having paid the special
tax therefor, as required by law shall, besides being liable to the
payment of the tax, be fined not iess than $1,000 and not more than
$5,000; and

(b) WHOLESALE DEALERS.-Every person who carries on the busi-
ness of a wholesale dealer in oleomargarine without having paid the
special tax therefor, as required by law, shall, besides being liable to
the payment of the tax, be fined not less than $500 nor more than
$2,000; and

(c) RETAIL DEALERS.-Every person who carries on the business of
a retail dealer in oleomargarine without having paid the special tax
therefor, as required by law, shall, besides being liable to the pay-
ment of the tax, be fined not less than $50 nor more than $500 for
each and every offense.
SEC 3202. DEFINITIONS.

For definitions of the following, see the sections enumerated below:
Oleomargarine, section 2300; Manufacturers, section 2302 (a); Whole-
sale dealers, section 2303 (a); Retail dealers, section 2304 (a).
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SUBCHAPTER B—GENERAL PROVISIONS 

See. 3270. Registration. 
Sec. 3271. Payment of tax. 
Sec. 3272. Returns. 
Sec. 3273. Stamps. 
Sec. 3274. Penalties relating to posting of special tax stamp. 
Sec. 3275. List of special taxpayers for public inspection. 
Sec. 3270. Application of State laws. 
Sec. 3277. Liability of partners. 
Sec. 3278. Liability in case of business in more than one location. 
Sec. 3279. Liability in case of different businesses of same ownership and location. 
Sec. 3280. Liability in case of death or change of location. 
Sec. 3281. Discretionary method allowed Commissioner for collecting tax. 
Sec 3282. Application of subchapter. 

CHAPTER 27-OCCUPATIONAL TAXES 

SUBCHAPTER A—SPECIAL PROVISIONS 

Part I—Oleomargarine 

SEC. 3200. TAX. 

(a) MANtrrAcrusEss.—Manufacturers of oleomargarine shall pay 
a special tax of $600. 

(b) WHOUNIRATM DEALERS.— 

(1) IN arsrssAL.—Wholesale dealers in oleomargarine shall pay 
a special tax of $480: Provided, That wholesale dealers who vend 
no other oleomargarine or butterine except that upon which a tax 
of one-fourth of 1 cent per pound is imposed by section 2301 (a) 
shall pay $200. 

(2) MANUFACTURERS SELLING AT wHoixsALE.—Any manufacturer 
of oleomargarine who has given the required bond and paid the 
required special tax, and who sells only oleomargarine of his own 
production, at the place of manufacture, in the original packages 
to which the tax-paid stamps are affixed, shall not be required to 
pay the special tax of a wholesale dealer in oleomargarine on 
account of such sales. 
(C) RETAIL DEALEss.—Retail dealers in oleomargarine shall pay a 

special tax of $48: Provided, That such retail dealers as vend no 
other oleomargarine or butterine except that upon which is imposed 
by section 2301 (a) a tax of one-fourth of 1 cent per pound, shall 
pay $6. 
SEC. 3201. PENALTIES. 

(a) MANurAormurfts.—Every person who carries on the business 
of a manufacturer of oleomargarine without having paid the special 
tax therefor, as required by law, shall, besides being liable to the 
payment of the tax, be fined not less than $1,000 and not more than 
$5,000; and 

(b) WHOLESALE DEALEns.—Every person who carries on the busi-
ness of a wholesale dealer in oleomargarine without having paid the 
special tax therefor, as required by law, shall, besides being liable to 
the payment of the tax, be fined not less than $500 nor more than 
$2,000; and 

(c) RwrAir. DEALEss.—Every person who carries on the business of 
a retail dealer in oleomargarine without having paid the special tax 
therefor, as required by law, shall, besides being liable to the pay-
ment of the tax, be fined not less than $50 nor more than $500 for 
each and every offense. 
SEC. 3202. DEFINITIONS. 

For definitions of the following, see the sections enumerated below: 
Oleomargarine, section 2300; Manufacturers, section 2302 (a) ; Whole-
sale dealers, section 2303 (a) ; Retail dealers, section 2304 (a). 
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Part II-Adulterated and Process or Renovated Butter

SEC. 3206. TAX.
(a) MANUFACTurRERS.-

(1) PROCESS OR RENOVATED BUTTER.-Manufacturers of process or
renovated butter shall pay a special tax of $50 a year; and

(2) ADULTTERTED BUTER.-Manufacturers of adulterated butter
shall pay a special tax of $600 a year.
(b) WHOLESALE DEALERS IN ADULTERATED BUTrER.-Wholesale

dealers in adulterated butter shall pay a special tax of $480 a year.
(c) RETAIL DEALERS IN ADULTERATED BurrTr.-Retail dealers in

adulterated butter shall pay a special tax of $48 a year.
SEC. 3207. PENALTIES.

(a) MANUFACTURERS or PROCESS, RENOVATED, OR ADULTERATED
BUTTER.-Every person who carries on the business of a manufacturer
of process or renovated butter or adulterated butter without having
paid the special tax therefor, as required by law, shall, besides being
liable to the payment of the tax, be fined not less than $1,000 and not
more than $5,000; and

(b) DEALERS IN ADULTERATED BurTER.-Every person who carries
on the business of a dealer in adulterated butter without having paid
the special tax therefor, as required by law, shall, besides being liable
to the payment of the tax, be fined not less than $50 nor more than
$500 for each offense.
SEC. 3208. DEFINITIONS.

For definitions of the following, see the sections enumerated below:
Butter, section 2320 (a); Adulterated butter, section 2320 (b); Process
or renovated butter, section 2320 (c) ; Manufacturers of process, or reno-
vated, or adulterated butter, section 2322 (a); Dealers in adulterated
butter, section 2323 (a); Retail dealers in adulterated butter, section
2323 (b).

Part III-Filled Cheese
SEC. 3210. TAX.

(a) MANUFACTURERS.--Manufacturers of filled cheese shall pay a
special tax of $400 a year for each and every factory.

(b) WHOLESALs DEALERS.-
(1) IN GENERAL.-Wholesale dealers in filled cheese shall pay

a special tax of $250 a year.
(2) MANUFACTURERS SELLING AT WHOLESALE.-Any manufacturer

of filled cheese who has given the required bond and paid the
required special tax, and who sells only filled cheese of his own
production, at the place of manufacture in the original packages,
to which the tax-paid stamps are affixed, shall not be required to
pay the special tax of a wholesale dealer in filled cheese on account
of such sales.
(c) RETAIL DEALERS.-Retail dealers in filled cheese shall pay a

special tax of $12 a year.
SEC. 3211. PENALTIES.

(a) MIANUFACTuRERS.-Every person, firm, or corporation who
carries on the business of a manufacturer of filled cheese without
having paid the special tax therefor, as required by law, shall,
besides being liable to the payment of the tax, be fined not less than
$400 and not more than $3,000; and

(b) WHOLESALE DEALERs.-Every person, firm, or corporation who
carries on the business of a wholesale dealer in filled cheese without
having paid the special tax therefor, as required by law, shall, besides
being liable to the payment of the tax, be fined not less than $250
nor more than $1,000; and

(c) RrTAIL DEALEBS.-Every person, firm, or corporation who car-
ries on the business of a retail dealer in filled cheese without having
paid the special tax therefor, as required by law, shall, besides being
liable for the payment of the tax, be fined not less than $40 nor
more than $500 for each and every offense.
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Part II—Adulterated and Process or Renovated Butter 

SEC. 3206. TAX. 

(a) MANUFACTURERS.— 

(1) PROCESS OR RENOVATED BUTEER.—Manufacturers of process or 
renovated butter shall pay a special tax of $50 a year; and 

(2) ADULTERATED um-nat.—Manufacturers of adulterated butter 
shall pay a special tax of $600 a year. 
(b) WHOLESALE DEALERS IN ADULTERATED BuTruu.—Wholesale 

dealers in adulterated butter shall pay a special tax of $480 a year. 
(C) RETAIL DEALERS IN ADULTERATED Burrurt.—Retail dealers in 

adulterated butter shall pay a special tax of $48 a year. 
SEC. 3207. PENALTIES. 

(a) MANUFACTURERS OF PROCESS, RENOVATED, OR ADULIERATED 

Burrat.—Every person who carries on the business of a manufacturer 
of process or renovated butter or adulterated butter without having 
paid the special tax therefor, as required by law, shall, besides being 
liable to the payment of the tax, be fined not less than $1,000 and not 
more than $5,000; and 

(b) DEALERS IN ADULTERATED BurrER.—Every person who carries 
on the business of a dealer in adulterated butter without having paid 
the special tax therefor, as required by law, shall, besides being liable 
to the payment of the tax, be fined not less than $50 nor more than 
$500 for each offense. 
SEC. 3288. DEFINITIONS. 

For definitions of the following, see the sections enumerated below: 
Butter, section 2320 (a) ; Adulterated butter, section 2320 (b) ; Process 
or renovated butter, section 2320 (c) ; Manufacturers of process, or reno-
vated, or adulterated butter, section 2322 (a) ; Dealers in adulterated 
butter, section 2323 (a) ; Retail dealers in adulterated butter, section 
2323 (b). 

Part III—Filled Cheese 
SEC. 3210. TAX. 

(a) MANUFACTURERS.—Manufacturers of filled cheese shall pay a 
special tax of $400 a year for each and every factory. 

(b) WHOLESALE DEALERS.— 
(1) IN GENERAL.—Wholesale dealers in filled cheese shall pay 

a special tax of $250 a year. 
(2) MANUFACTURERS SELLING AT WHOLESALE.—Any manufacturer 

of filled cheese who has given the required bond and paid the 
required special tax, and who sells only filled cheese of his own 
production, at the place of manufacture, in the original packages, 
to which the tax-paid stamps are affixed, shall not be required to 
pay the special tax of a wholesale dealer in filled cheese on account 
of such sales. 
(c) RETAIL DEALEns.—Retail dealers in filled cheese shall pay a 

special tax of $12 a year. 
SEC. 3211. PENALTIES. 

(a) MANuFAcTumus.-:—Every person, firm, or corporation who 
carries on the business of a manufacturer of filled cheese without 
having paid the special tax therefor, as required by law, shall, 
besides being liable to the payment of the tax, be fined not less than 
$400 and not more than $3,000; and 

(b) WHOLESALE DEALEus.—Every person, firm, or corporation who 
carries on the business of a wholesale dealer in filled cheese without 
having paid the special tax therefor, as required by law, shall, besides 
being liable to the payment of the tax, be fined not less than $250 
nor more than $1,000; and 

(c) Rrrari, DEALERS.—Every person i, firm, or corporation who car-
ries on the business of a retail dealer n filled cheese without having 
paid the special tax therefor, as required by law, shall, besides being 
liable for the payment of the tax, be fined not less than $40 nor 
more than $500 for each and every offense. 
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SEC. 3212. DEFINITIONS.
For definitions of the following, see the sections enumerated below:

Cheese, section 2350 (a); Filled cheese, section 2850 (b); Manufac-
turers, section 2352 (a); Wholesale dealers, section 2353 (a); Retail
dealers, section 2354 (a).

Part IV-Mixed Flour
SEC. 3215. TAX.

(a) RATE.-Every person, firm, or corporation, before engaging in
the business of making, packing, or repacking mixed flour, shall pay
a special tax at the rate of $12 a year.

(b) PAYMENT AND POSTING.-The tax imposed by subsection (a)
shall be paid and posted in accordance with the provisions of sec-
tion 3273 (b), and subject to the fines and penalties imposed by sec-
tion 3274 for any violation thereof.
SEC. 3216 PENALTIES.

(a) POSTING AND PAYENT or TAX.-
For penalties imposed for violation of provisions relating to the

posting and payment of the tax, see section 3215 (b).

(b) SECOND OrFENSES.-
For penalties imposed for second offenses, see section 2386 (h).

(c) REOOVERY.-
For recovery of penalties, see section 2387.

SEC. 3217. DEFINITION.
For definition of mixed flour, see section 2380.

Part V-Nareoties
SEC. 3220. TAX.

On or before July 1 of each year every person who imports, manu-
factures, produces, compounds, sells, deals in, dispenses, or gives away
opium or coca leaves, or any compound, manufacture, salt, derivative,
or preparation thereof, shall pay the special taxes hereinafter pro-
vided. Every person upon first engaging in any of such activities
shall immediately pay the proportionate part of the tax for the
period ending on the following June 30.

(a) IMPoRTERS, MANUFACTURERS, OR PRODUCERS.-Importers, manu-
facturers, producers, or compounders, lawfully entitled to import,
manufacture, produce, or compound any of the aforesaid drugs, $24
per annum;

(b) WHOLESALE DEALERi.-Wholesale dealers, lawfully entitled to
sell and deal in any of the aforesaid drugs, $12 per annum;

(c) RETAIL DEALERS.-Retail dealers, lawfully entitled to sell and
deal in any of the aforesaid drugs, $3 per annum;

(d) PHYSIOIANS, DENTISTS, VETERINARY SURGEONS, AND OTHER
PRACTITIONERS.-Physicians, dentists, veterinary surgeons, and other
practitioners, lawfully entitled to distribute, dispense, give away, or
administer any of the aforesaid drugs to patients upon whom they
in the course of their professional practice are in attendance, $1 per
annum or fraction thereof during which they engage in any of such
activities;

(e) PERsoNS ENGAGED IN RESEARCH, INSTRUCTION, OR ANALYSIS.-
Persons not registered as an importer, manufacturer, producer, or
compounder and lawfully entitled to obtain and use in a laboratory
any of the aforesaid drugs for the purpose of research, instruction,
or analysis shall pay $1 per annum, but such persons shall keep such
special records relating to receipt, disposal, and stocks on hand of
the aforesaid drugs as the Commissioner of Narcotics, with the
approval of the Secretary, may by regulation require. Such special
records shall be open at all times to the inspection of any duly
authorized officer, employee, or agent of the Treasury Department.
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SEC. 3212. DEFINITIONS. 
For definitions of the following, see the sections enumerated below: 

Choese, section 2350 (a) ; Filled cheese, section 2350 (b) ; Manufac-
turers, section 2352 (a) ; Wholesale dealers, section 2353 (a) ; Retail 
dealers, section 2354 (a). 

Part IV—Mixed Flour 
SEC. 3215. TAX. 

(a) RATE.—Every person, firm, or corporation2 before engaging in 
the business of making, packing, or repacking mixed flour, shall pay 
a special tax at the rate of $12 a year. 

b) PAYMENT AND PosnNo.—The tax imposed by subsection (a) 
shall be paid and posted in accordance with the provisions of sec-
tion 3273 (b), and subject to the fines and penalties imposed by sec-
tion 3274 for any violation thereof. 
SEC. 3216. PENALTIES. 

(a) POSTING AND PAYMENT OF TAX.— 
For penalties imposed for violation of provisions relating to the 

posting and payment of the tax, see section 3215 (b). 

(b) &corm Ozwzrisns.— 
For penalties imposed for second offenses, see section 2386 (h). 

(G) RECOVERY.— 
For recovery of penalties, see section 2387. 

SEC. 3217. DEFINITION. 

For definition of mixed flour, see section 2380. 

Part V—Narcotics 
SEC. 3220. TAX. 

On or before July 1 of each year every person who imports, manu-
factures, produces, compounds, sells, deals in, dispenses, or gives away 

opium or coca leaves, or any compound, manufacture, salt, or derivative,preparation thereof, shall pay the special taxes hereinafter pro-

vided. Every person upon first engaging in any of such activities 
shall immediately pay the proportionate part of the tax for the 
period ending on the following June 30. 

(a) ImronrEss, MANUFACTURERS, on Pnonucrns.—Importers, manu-
facturers, producers, or compounders, lawfully entitled toimport, 
manufacture, produce, or compound any of the aforesaid drugs, $24 
per annum; 

(b) WHOLESALE DEALERS.—Wholesale dealers, lawfully entitled to 
sell and deal in any of the aforesaid drugs, $12 per annum; 

(G) RETAIL Dneunis.—Retail dealers, lawfully entitled to sell and 
deal in any of the aforesaid drugs, $3 per annum; 

(d) PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS, VETERINARY SURGEONS, AND OTHER 
PRACTITIONEE8.—Physicians, dentists, veterinary surgeons, and other 
practitioners, lawfully entitled to distribute, dispense, give away, or 
administer any of the aforesaid drugs to patients upon whom they 
in the course of their professional practice axe in attendance, $1 per 
annum or fraction thereof during which they engage in any of such 
activities; 

(e) PERSONS ENGAGED IN RESEARCH' INSTRUCTION, OR ANALYSIS.— 
Persons not registered as an importer, manufacturer, producer, or 
compounder and lawfully entitled to obtain and use in a laboratory 
any of the aforesaid drugs for the purpose of research, instruction, 
or analysis shall pay $1 per annum, but such persons shall keep such 
special records relating to receipt, disposal, and stocks on hand of 
the aforesaid drugs as the Commissioner of Narcotics, with the 
approval of the Secretary, may by regulation require. Such special 
records shall be open at all times to the inspection of any duly 
authorized officer, employee, or agent of the Treasury Department. 
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(f) PERSONS NOT OTHErRwISE TAXED.-
For a tax of $1 a year on persons not otherwise taxed, dispensing

preparations and remedies of limited narcotic content, see section
2551 (a).

(g) PERSONS IN CANAL ZONE.-
For authority of the President to issue Executive orders providing

for the imposition of a special tax upon all persons in the Canal Zone
who produce, import, compound, deal in, dispense, distribute, sell, or
give away opium or coca leaves, their salts, derivatives, or prepara-
tions, see section 2564 (b).

SEC. 3221. REGISTRATION.

(a) REQUIREMENTS.-On or before July 1 of each year every person
who engages in any of the activities enumerated in section 3220 shall
register with the collector of the district his name or style, place of
business and place or places where such business is to be carried on,
and every person upon first engaging in any such activities shall
immediately make like registration.

(b) TRANSFER OF DuTriS.-
For authority of the Secretary to delegate such powers and duties,

see subchapter D.

SEC 3222. EXEMPTION FROM TAX AND REGISTRATION.

(a) E rPLOYEES.-No employee of any person who has regis-
tered and paid special tax as required in this part acting within the
scope of his employment, shall be required to register and pay special
tax provided by sections 3220 and 3221.

(b) GOVERNMENT AND STATE OFECIALS.-Officials of the United
States, Territorial, District of Columbia, or insular possessions, State
or municipal governments, who in the exercise of their official duties
engage in any of the business herein described, shall not be required to
register, nor pay special tax, but their right to this exemption shall
be evidenced in such manner as the Secretary may by regulations
prescribe.

(c) CROSS REFERENCES.-
(1) CANAL ZONE.-

For authority of the President to issue Executive orders providing for
the registration of all persons in the Canal Zone who produce, Import,
compound, deal in, dispense, distribute, sell, or give away opium or
coca leaves, their salts, derivatives, or preparations, see section 2564.

(2) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-

For authority of the Secretary to delegate such powers and duties,
see subchapter D.

SEC. 3223. POSSESSION OF STAMPED PACKAGES AS EVIDENCE OF TAX

LIABILITY.
For possession of original stamped packages as prima facie evidence

of liability to special tax, see section 2553 (a).

SEC. 3224. UNLAWFUL ACTS IN CASE OF FAILURE TO REGISTER AND
PAY SPECIAL TAX.

(a) TRAFFIKING.-It shall be unlawful for any person required to
register under the provisions of this part or section 2551 (a) to import,
manufacture, produce, compound, sell, deal in, dispense, distribute,
administer, or give away any of the aforesaid drugs without having
registered and paid the special tax as imposed by this part, or section
2551 (a).

(b) TRANSPORTATION.-It shall be unlawful for any person who
shall not have registered and paid the special tax as required by sec-
tions 3220 and 3221 to send, ship, carry, or deliver any of the aforesaid
drugs from any State or Territory or the District of Columbia, or
any insular possession of the United States, to any person in any other
State or Territory or the District of Columbia or any insular posses-
sion of the United States: Provided, That nothing contained in this
subsection shall apply to common carriers engaged in transporting
the aforesaid drugs, or to any employee acting within the scope of his
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(f) PERSONS NOT OTHERWISE TAXED.— 
For a tax of $1 a year on persons not otherwise taxed, dispensing 

preparations and remedies of limited narcotic content, see section 
2551 (a). 

(g) PERSONS IN CANAL ZONE.— 
For authority of the President to issue Executive orders providing 

for the imposition of a special tax upon all persons in the Canal Zone 
who produce, import, compound, deal in, dispense, distribute, sell, or 
give away opium or coca leaves, their salts, derivatives, or prepara-
tions, see section 2564 (b). 

SEC. 3221. REGISTRATION. 
(a) REQUIREMENTS.—On or before July 1 of each year every person 

who engages in any of the activities enumerated in section 3220 shall 
register with the collector of the district his name or style, place of 
business and place or places where such business is to be carried on, 
and every person upon first engaging in any such activities shall 
immediately make like registration. 

(b) TRANsmit or DUTIES.— 
For authority of the Secretary to delegate such powers and duties, 

see subchapter D. 

SEC. 3222. EXEMPTION FROM TAX AND REGISTRATION. 

(a) EMPLOYEES.—No employee of any person who has regis-
tered and paid special tax as required in this part acting within the 
scope of his employment, shall be required to register and pay special 
tax provided by sections 3220 and 3221. 

(b) GOVERNMENT AND STATE OrFICIALS.—OffiCials of the United 
States, Territorial, District of Columbia, or insular possessions, State 
or municipal governments, who in the exercise of their official duties 
engage in any of the business herein described, shall not be required to 
register, nor pay special tax, but their right to this exemption shall 
be evidenced in such manner as the Secretary may by regulations 
prescribe. 

(c) Clioss REFERENCES.— 
(1) CANAL ZONE.— 

For authority of the President to issue Executive orders providing for 
the registration of all persons in the Canal Zone who produce, import, 
compound, deal in, dispense, distribute, sell, or give away opium or 
coca leaves, their salts, derivatives, or preparations, see section 2564. 

(2) TRANSFER OF DITTIES.— 
For authority of the Secretary to delegate such powers and duties, 

see subchapter D. 

SEC. 3223. POSSESSION OF STAMPED PACKAGES AS EVIDENCE OF TAX 

LIABILITY. 
For possession of original stamped packages as prima fade evidence 

of liability to special tax, see section 2553 (a). 

SEC. 3224. UNLAWFUL ACTS IN CASE OF FAILURE TO REGISTER AND 

PAY SPECIAL TAX. 
(a) TRAFFICKING.—It shall be unlawful for any person required to 

register under the provisions of this part or section 2551 (a) to import, 
manufacture, produce, compound, sell, deal in, dispense, distribute, 
administer, or give away any of the aforesaid drugs without having 
registered and paid the special tax as imposed by this part, or section 
2551 (a). 

(b) TRANspoirrieriox.—It shall be unlawful for any person who 
shall not have registered and paid the special tax as required by sec-
tions 3220 and 3221 to send, ship, carry, or deliver any of the aforesaid 
drugs from any State or Territory or the District of Columbia, or 
any insular possession of the United States, to any person in any other 
State or Territory or the District of Columbia or any insular posses-
sion of the United States: Provided, That nothing contained in this 
subsection shall apply to common carriers env?ed in transporting 
the aforesaid drugs, or to any employee acting within the scope of Ins 
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employment, of any person who shall have registered and paid the
special tax as required by sections 3220 and 3221, or to any person who
shall deliver any such drug which has been prescribed or dispensed by
a physician, dentist, or veterinarian required to register under the
terms of this part or section 2551 (a), who has been employed to pre-
scribe for the particular patient receiving such drug, or to any United
States, State, county, municipal, district, Territorial, or insular officer
or official acting within the scope of his official duties.

(c) POSSEsSION.-It shall be unlawful for any person who has not
registered and paid the special tax as provided for by this part or sec-
tion 2551 (a), to have in his possession or under his control any of the
aforesaid drugs; and such possession or control shall be presumptive
evidence of a violation of this subsection and subsection (a), and also
a violation of the provisions of sections 3220 and 3221: Provided, That
this subsection shall not apply to any employee of a registered person,
or to a nurse under the supervision of a physician, dentist, or veter-
inary surgeon registered under this part or section 2551 (a), having
such possession or control by virtue of his employment or occupation
and not on his own account; or to the possession of any of the afore-
said drugs which has or have been prescribed in good faith by a physi-
cian, dentist, or veterinary surgeon registered under this part or sec-
tion 2551 (a); or to any United States, State, county, municipal, Dis-
trict, Territorial, or insular officer or official who has possession of
any said drugs, by reason of his official duties, or to a warehouseman
holding possession for a person registered and who has paid the taxes
under this part and subchapter A of chapter 23; or to common car-
riers engaged in transporting such drugs: Provided further, That it
shall not be necessary to negative any of the aforesaid exemptions in
any complaint, information, indictment, or other writ or proceeding
laid or brought under this part or subchapter A of chapter 23; and
the burden of proof of any such exemption shall be upon the
defendant.
SEC. 3225. PENALTIES.

For penalties for violating or failing to comply with any of the
provisions of this part, see section 2557 (b) (1).

SEC. 3226. LIST OF SPECIAL TAXPAYERS.
(a) SuPPLY.-Collectors are authorized to furnish upon written

request, to any person, a certified copy of the names of any or all per-
sons who may be listed in their respective collection districts as special
taxpayers under the provisions of this part or section 2551 (a), upon
payment of a fee of $1 for each 100 names or fraction thereof in the
copy so requested.

(b) TRANSrFE OF DUTIES.-
For authority of the Secretary to delegate such powers and duties,

see subchapter D.
SEC. 3227. OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE.

(a) All provisions of law relating to special taxes, as far as neces-
sary shall be extended and made applicable to the special tax imposed
by this part.

(b) All laws relating to the assessment, collection, remission, and
refund of internal revenue taxes, including section 3761, so far as
applicable to and not inconsistent with the provisions of this part
and subchapter A of chapter 23, shall be extended and made appli-
cable to the special taxes imposed by this part and section 2551 (a).
SEC. 3228. DEFINITIONS.

(a) PERsoN.-The word "person" as used in this part and sub-
chapter A of chapter 23 shall be construed to mean and include a
partnership, association, company, or corporation, as well as a natural
person.

(b) IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER, on PRoDUCER.-Every person who
imports, manufactures, compounds, or otherwise produces for sale
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employment, of any person who shall have registered and paid the 
special tax as required by sections 3220 and 3221, or to any person who 
shall deliver any such drug which has been prescribed or dispensed by 
a physician, dentist, or veterinarian required to register under the 
terms of this part or section 2551 (a), who has been employed to pre-
scribe for the particular patient receiving such drug, or to any United 
States, State, county, municipal, district, Territorial, or insular officer 
or official acting within the scope of his official duties. 

(c) PossEssunc—It shall be unlawful for any person who has not 
registered and paid the special tax as provided for by this part or sec-
tion 2551 (a), to have in his possession or under his control any of the 
aforesaid drugs; and such possession or control shall be presumptive 
evidence of a violation of this subsection and subsection (a), and also 
a violation of the provisions of sections 3220 and 3221: Provided, That 
this subsection shall not apply to any employee of a registered person, 
or to a nurse under the supervision of a physician, dentist, or veter-
inary surgeon registered under this part or section 2551 (a), having 
such possession or control by virtue of his employment or occupation 
and not on his own account; or to the possession of any of the afore-
said drugs which has or have been prescribed in good faith by a physi-
cian' dentist, or veterinary surgeon registered under this part or sec-
tion2551 (a) ; or to any United States, State, county, municipal, Dis-
trict, Territorial, or insular officer or official who has possession of 
any said drugs, by reason of his official duties, or to a warehouseman 
holding possession for a person registered and who has paid the taxes 
under this part and subchapter A of chapter 23; or to common car-
riers engaged in transporting such drugs: Provided further, That it 
shall not be necessary to negative any of the aforesaid exemptions in 
any complaint, information, indictment, or other writ or proceeding 
laid or brought under this part or subchapter A of chapter 23; and 
the burden of proof of any such exemption shall be upon the 
defendant. 
SEC. 3225. PENALTIES. 

For penalties for violating or failing to comply with any of the 
provisions of this part, see section 2557 (b) (1). 

SEC. 3226. LIST OF SPECIAL TAXPAYERS. 
(a) SUPPLY.—Collectors are authorized to furnish, upon written 

request, to any person, a certified copy of the names of any or all per-
sons who may be listed in their respective collection districts as special 
taxpayers under the provisions of this part or section 2551 (a), upon 
payment of a fee of $1 for each 100 names or fraction thereof in the 
copy so requested. 

(b) TRANSFER OF For authority authority of the Secretary to delegate such powers and duties, 
see subchapter D. 

SEC. 3227. OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE. 

(a) All provisions of law relating to special taxes, as far as neces-
sary shall be extended and made applicable to the special tax imposed 
by this part. 

(b) All laws relating to the assessment, collection, remission and 
refund of internal revenue taxes, including section 3761, so far as 
applicable to and not inconsistent with the provisions of this part 
and subchapter A of chapter 23, shall be extended and made appli-
cable to the special taxes imposed by this part and section 2551 (a). 
SEC. 3228. DEFINITIONS. 

(a) PERSON.—The word "person" as used in this part and sub-
chapter A of chapter 23 shall be construed to mean and include a 
partnership, association, company, or corporation, as well as a natural 
person. 

(b) IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER, OR PRODUCER.—Every person who 
imports, manufactures, compounds, or otherwise produces for sale 
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or distribution any of the drugs mentioned in section 3220 shall be
deemed to be an importer, manufacturer, or producer.

(c) WHOLESALE DEALER.-Every person who sells, or offers for
sale, any of said drugs in the original stamped packages as provided
in section 2553 (a) shall be deemed a wholesale dealer.

(d) RETAIL DEALER.-Every person who sells or dispenses from
original stamped packages as provided in section 2553 (a) shall be
deemed a retail dealer: Provided, That the office, or if none, the
residence, of any person shall be considered for the purposes of this
part and subchapter A of chapter 23 his place of business.

Part VI-Marihuana
SEC. 3230. TAX.

(a) LIABILITY AND TIME FOR PAYMENT or TAx.-Every person
who imports, manufactures, produces, compounds, sells, deals in,
dispenses, prescribes, administers, or gives away marihuana shall
(1) before engaging in any of the above-mentioned activities, and (2)
thereafter, on or before July 1 of each year, pay the following special
taxes respectively:

(1) IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS, AND COMPOUNDERS.-Importers,

manufacturers, and compounders of marihuana, $24 per year.
(2) PRoDucERs.-Producers of marihuana (except those in-

cluded within subdivision (4) of this subsection), $1 per year, or
fraction thereof, during which they engage in such activity.

(3) PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS, VETERINARY SURGEONS, AND OTHER

PRACTIToNERS.-Physicians, dentists, veterinary surgeons, and
other practitioners who distribute, dispense, give away, administer,
or prescribe marihuana to patients upon whom they in the course
of their professional practice are in attendance, $1 per year or
fraction thereof during which they engage in any of such activities.

(4) PERSONS ENGAGED IN RESEARCH, INSTRUCTION, OR ANALYSIS.-

Any person not registered as an importer, manufacturer, pro-
ducer, or compounder who obtains and uses marihuana in a labora-
tory for the purpose of research, instruction, or analysis, or who
produces marihuana for any such purpose, $1 per year, or fraction
thereof, during which he engages in such activities.

(5) PERSONS NOT OTHERWISE TAXED.-Any person who is not a
physician, dentist, veterinary surgeon, or other practitioner and
who deals in, dispenses, or gives away marihuana, $3 per year:
Provided, That any person who has registered and paid the spe-
cial tax as an importer, manufacturer, compounder, or producer, as
required by subdivisions (1) and (2) of this subsection, may deal
in, dispense, or give away marihuana imported, manufactured,
compounded, or produced by him without further payment of the
tax imposed by this section.
(b) COMPUTATION OF TAx.-Where a tax under subdivision (1) or

(5) of subsection (a) is payable on July 1 of any year it shall be
computed for one year; where any such tax is payable on any other
day it shall be computed proportionately from the first day of the
month in which the liability for the tax accrued to the following
July 1.

(c) LIABILrr IN CASE OF ACTIVITIES IN MORE THAN ONE PLACE.-

In the event that any person subject to a tax imposed by this
section engages in any of the activities enumerated in subsection (a)
of this section at more than one place, such person shall pay the tax
with respect to each such place.

(d) LIABnITY IN CASE OF MORE THAN ONE AcTIvrry BY SAME PER-
SON AT SAME TIME.-Except as otherwise provided, whenever more
than one of the activities enumerated in subsection (a) of this section
is carried on by the same person at the same time, such person shall
pay the tax for each such activity, according to the respective rates
prescribed.
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or distribution any of the drugs mentioned in section 3220 shall be 
deemed to be an importer, manufacturer, or producer. 

(c) WHOLESALE DEALER.—Every person who sells, or offers for 
sale, any of said drugs in the original stamped packages as provided 
in section 2553 (a) shall be deemed a wholesale dealer. 

(d) RETAIL DEALER.—Every person who sells or dispenses from 
original stamped packages as provided in section 2553 (a) shall be 
deemed a retail dealer: Provided, That the office, or if none, the 
residence, of any person shall be considered for the purposes of this 
part and subchapter A of chapter 23 his place of business. 

Part VI—Marihuana 
SEC. 3230. TAX. 

(a) LIABILITY AND TIME FOR PAYMENT or TAx.—Every person 
who imports, manufactures, produces, compounds, sells, deals in, 
dispenses, prescribes, administers, or gives away marihuana shall 
(1) before engaging in any of the above-mentioned activities, and (2) 
thereafter, on or before July 1 of each year, pay the following special 
taxes respectively: 

(1) IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS, AND COMPOUNDERS.—Importers, 
manufacturers, and compounders of marihuana, $24 per year. 

(2) PRODUCERS.—Producers of marihuana (except those in-
cluded within subdivision (4) of this subsection), $1 per year, or 
fraction thereof, during which they engage in such activity. 

(3) PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS, VETERINARY SURGEONS, AND OTHER 
rizacriTioxrais.—Physicians, dentists, veterinary surgeon., and 
other practitioners who distribute, dispense, give away., administer, 

in or prescribe marihuana to patients upon whom they  the course 
of their professional practice are in attendance, $1 per year or 
fraction thereof during which they engage in any of such activities. 

(4) PERSONS ENGAGED IN RESEARCH, INSTRUCTION, OR ANALYSIS.— 
Any person not registered as an importer, manufacturer, pro-
ducer, or compounder who obtains and uses marihuana in a labora-
tory for the purpose of research, instruction, or analysis, or who 
produces marihuana for any such purpose, $1 per year, or fraction 
thereof, duringwhich he engages in such activities. 

(5) PERSONS NOT arnERwisE TAXED.—Any person who is not a 
physician, dentist, veterinary surgeon, or other practitioner and 
who deals in, dispenses, or gives away marihuana, $3 per year: 
Provided, That any person who has registered and paid the spe-
cial tax as an importer, manufacturer, compounder, or producer, as 
required by subdivisions (1) and (2) of this subsection, may deal 
in, dispense, or give away marihuana imported, manufactured, 
compounded, or produced by him without further payment of the 
tax imposed by this section. 
(b) COMPUTATION OF TAx.—Where a tax under subdivision (1) or 

(5) of subsection (a) is payable on July 1 of any year it shall be 
computed for one year • where any such tax is payable on any other 
day it shall be computed proportionately from the first day of the 
month in which the liability for the tax accrued to the following 
July 1. 

(C) LIABILn Y IN CASE OF ACTIVITIES IN MORE THAN ONE PLACE.— 
In the event that any person subject to a tax imposed by this 
section engages in any of the activities enumerated in subsection (a) 
of this section at more than one place, such person shall pay the tax 
with respect to each such place. 

(d) LIABILITY IN CASE or MORE THAN ONE AC-riviTs BY SAME PER-
SON AT SAME Tri&E.—Except as otherwise provided, whenever more 
than one of the activities enumerated in subsection (a) of this section 
is carried on by the same person at the same time, such person shall 
pay the tax for each such activity, according to the respective rates 
prescribed. 
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SEC. 3231. REGISTRATION.
Any person subject to the tax imposed by section 3230 shall, upon

payment of such tax, register his name or style and his place or places
of business with the collector of the district in which such place or
places of business are located.
SEC. 3232. EXEMPTION FROM TAX AND REGISTRATION.

(a) EMrPLOYEE.-No employee of any person who has paid the
special tax and registered, as required by sections 3230 and 3231, act-
ing within the scope of his employment, shall be required to register
and pay such special tax.

(b) GOVERNMENT AND STATE OFFICIALS.-
(1) IN GwENERAL-An officer or employee of the United States,

any State, Territory, the District of Columbia, or insular posses-
sion, or political subdivision, who, in the exercise of his official du-
ties, engages in any of the activities enumerated in section 3230
shall not be required to register or pay the special tax, but his right
to this exemption shall be evidenced in such manner as the Secretary
may by regulations prescribe.

(2) CRoss REFERENCE.-
For authority of the President to issue executive orders providing

for the registration and the imposition of special taxes upon persons
in the Virgin Islands, see section 2603 (b).

SEC. 3233. RETURNS
(a) REGISTANTs.-Any person who shall be registered under the

provisions of section 3231 in any internal-revenue district shall, when-
ever required so to do by the collector of the district, render to the
collector a true and correct statement or return, verified by affidavits,
setting forth the quantity of marihuana received or harvested by him
during such period immediately preceding the demand of the collec-
tor, not exceeding three months, as the said collector may fix and de-
termine. If such person is not solely a producer, he shall set forth
in such statement or return the names of the persons from whom
said marihuana was received, the quantity in each instance received
from such persons, and the date when received.

(b) PERSONS LIABLE FOR TAX.-
For general requirement as to records, statements and returns in the

case of persons liable for tax, see section 2594.

SEC. 3234. UNLAWFUL ACTS IN CASE OF FAILURE TO REGISTER AND
PAY SPECIAL TAX.

(a) TRAFFICING.-
(1) LIABErIr.-It shall be unlawful for any person required to

register and pay the special tax under the provisions of sections
3230 and 3231 to import, manufacture, produce, compound, sell,
deal in, dispense, distribute, prescribe, administer, or give away
marihuana without having so registered and paid such tax.

(2) ENFORCEMENT OF LIABII.rr.-In any suit or proceeding to
enforce the liability imposed by this section or sections 3230 and
3231, if proof is made that marihuana was at any time growing
upon land under the control of the defendant, such proof shall
be presumptive evidence that at such time the defendant was a
producer and liable under this section as well as under sections 3230
and 3231.
(b) TRANSPORTATION.-It shall be unlawful for any person who

shall not have paid the special tax and registered, as requred by sec-
tions 3230 and 3231, to send, ship, carry, transport, or deliver any
marihuana within any Territory the District of Columbia, or any
insular possession or from any State, Territory the District of Co-
lumbia, any insular possession of the United States, or the Canal
Zone, into any other State, Territory, the District of Columbia, or
insular possession of the United States: Provided, That nothing con-
tained in this section shall apply to any common carrier engaged in
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SEC. 3231. REGISTRATION. 
Any person subject to the tax imposed by section 3230 shall, upon 

payment of such tax, register his name or style and his place or places 
of business with the collector of the district in which such place or 
places of business are located. 
SEC. 3232. EXEMPTION FROM TAX AND REGISTRATION. 

(a) Exriorigns.—No employee of any person who has paid the 
special tax and registered, as required by sections 3230 and 3231, act-
ing within the scope of his employment, shall be required to register 
and pay such special tax. 

(b) GOVERNMENT AND STATE OFFICIALS.— 
(1) IN GENERAL.—An officer or employee of the United States, 

any State, Territory, the District of Columbia, or insular posses-
sion, or political subdivision, who, in the exercise of his official du-
ties, engages in any of the activities enumerated in section 3230 
shall not be required to register or pay the special tax, but his right 
to this exemption shall be evidenced in such manner as the Secretary 
may by regulations prescribe. 

(2) Citoss IMFFSENOE.— 
For authority of the President to issue executive orders providing 

for the registration and the imposition of special taxes upon persons 
in the Virgin Islands, see section 2603 (b). 

SEC. 3233. RETURNS. 
(a) RzoisraArirs.—Any person who shall be registered under the 

i provisions of section 3231 n any internal-revenue district shall, when-
ever required so to do by the collector of the district, render to the 
collector a true and correct statement or return, verified by affidavits, 
setting forth the quantity of marihuana received or harvested by him 
during such period immediately preceding the demand of the collec-
tor, not exceeding three months, as the said collector may fix and de-
termine. If such person is not solely a producer, he shall set forth 
in such statement or return the names of the persons from whom 
said marihuana was received, the quantity in each instance received 
from such persons, and the date when received. 

Airmail: FOR TAX.— (b) PERSONS T  
For general requirement as to records, statements and returns in the 

ease of persons liable for tax, see section 2594. 

SEC. 3234. UNLAWFUL ACTS IN CASE OF FAILURE TO REGISTER AND 
PAY SPECIAL TAX. 

(a) TRAFFICKING.— 
(.1) LiAntirry.—It shall be unlawful for any person required to 

register and pay the special tax under the provisions of sections 
3230 and 3231 to import, manufacture, produce, compound, sell, 
deal in, dispense, distribute, prescribe, administer, or give away 
marihuana without having so registered and paid such tax. 

(2) ENFORCEMENT or LIABnarr.—In any suit or proceeding to 
enforce the liability imposed by this section or sections 3230 and 
3231, if proof is made that marihuana was at any time growing 
upon land under the control of the defendant, such proof shall 
be presumptive evidence that at such time the defendant was a 
producer and liable under this section as well as under sections 3230 
and 3231. 
(b) TRAN-sroirriermic—It shall be unlawful for any person who 

shall not have paid the special tax and registered, as required by sec-
tions 3230 and 3231, to send, ship, carry, transport, or deliver any 
marihuana within any Territory, the District of Columbia, or any 
insular possession, or from any State, Territory, the District of Co-
lumbia:, any insular possession of the United States, or the Canal 
Zone into any other State, Territory, the District of Columbia, or 
insular possession of the United States: Provided, That nothing con-
tained in this section shall apply to any common carrier engaged in 
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transporting marihuana; or to any employee of any person who shall
have registered and paid the special tax as required by sections 3230
and 3231 while acting within the scope of his employment; or to any
person who shall deliver marihuana which has been prescribed or
dispensed by a physician, dentist, veterinary surgeon, or other prac-
titioner registered under section 3231, who has been employed to pre-
scribe for the particular patient receiving such marihuana; or to any
United States, State, county, municipal, District, Territorial, or in-
sular officer or official acting within the scope of his official duties.

SEC. 3235. PENALTIES.
For penalties for violating or failing to comply with any of the

provisions of this part, see section 2596.

SEC. 3236. LIST OF SPECIAL TAXPAYERS.
Collectors are authorized to furnish, upon written request, to any

person a certified copy of the names of any or all persons who may be
listed in their respective collection districts as special taxpayers
under section 3230, upon payment of a fee of $1 for each one hundred
of such names or fraction thereof upon such copy so requested.

SEC. 3237. OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE.
All provisions of law (including penalties) applicable in respect of

the taxes imposed by sections 2550 and 3220 shall, insofar as not in-
consistent with this part, be applicable in respect of the taxes im-
posed by this part.

SEC. 3238. DEFINITIONS.
When used in this part and subchapter C of chapter 23.
(a) PERSON.-The term "person" means an individual, a partner-

ship, trust, association, company, or corporation and includes an offi-
cer or employee of a trust, association, company, or corporation, or a
member or employee of a partnership, who, as such officer, employee,
or member, is under a duty to perform any act in respect of which
any violation of this part or subchapter C of chapter 23 occurs.

(b) MARIHUANA.-The term "marihuana" means all parts of the
plant Cannabis sativa L., whether growing or not; the seeds thereof;
the resin extracted from any part of such plant; and every compound,
manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or preparation of such plant,
its seeds, or resin; but shall not include the mature stalks of such
plant, fiber produced from such stalks, oil or cake made from the
seeds of such plant, any other compound, manufacture, salt, deriv-
ative, mixture, or preparation of such mature stalks (except the resin
extracted therefrom), fiber oil, or cake, or the sterilized seed of such
plant which is incapable of germination.

(c) PRODncFR.-The term "producer" means any person who (1)
plants, cultivates, or in any way facilitates the natural growth of
marihuana; or (2) harvests and transfers or makes use of marihuana.

(d) TRANSFER OR TRANSFERRED.-The term "transfer" or "trans-
ferred" means any type of disposition resulting in a change of posses-
sion but shall not include a transfer to a common carrier for the
purpose of transporting marihuana.

SEC. 3239. CROSS REFERENCE.
For provisions authorizing seizure and confiscation of marihuana for

persons violating this part, see section 2598 of chapter 23.
For provisions giving the Secretary authority to prescribe rules and

regulations to enforce this part, see section 2599 of chapter 23.
For authority of the Secretary to delegate the powers conferred on

him by this part to officers and employees of the Treasury Department,
see section 2600 of chapter 23.

For the territorial extent of this part, see section 2602 of chapter 23.
For administration of the special taxes in Puerto Rico, see section

2603 (a) of chapter 23.
For burden of proof in the case of exemptions In this part, see section

2597 of chapter 23.
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transporting marihuana; or to any employee of any person who shall 
have registered and paid the special tax as required by sections 3230 
and 3231 while acting within the scope of his employment; or to any 
person who shall deliver marihuana which has been prescribed or 
dispensed by a physician, dentist, veterinary surgeon, or other prac-
titioner registered under section 3231, who has been employed to pre-
scribe for the particular patient receiving such marihuana; or to any 
United States, State, county, municipal, District, Territorial, or in-
sular officer or official acting within the scope of his official duties. 

SEC. 3235. PENALTIES. 
For penalties for violating or failing to comply with any of the 

provisions of this part, see section 2596. 

SEC. 3236. LIST OF SPECIAL TAXPAYERS. 

Collectors are authorized to furnish, upon written request, to any 
person a certified copy of the names of any or all persons who may be 
listed in their respective collection districts as special taxpayers 
under section 3230, upon payment of a fee of $1 for each one hundred 
of such names or fraction thereof upon such copy so requested. 

SEC. 3237. OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE. 

All provisions of law (including penalties) applicable in respect of 
the taxes imposed by sections 2550 and 3220 shall, insofar as not in-
consistent with this part, be applicable in respect of the taxes im-
posed by this part. 

SEC. 3238. DEFINITIONS. 
When used in this part and subchapter C of chapter 23. 
(a) Pkalsoic.—The term "person" means an individual, a partner-

ship, trust, association, company2 or corporation and includes an offi-
cer or employee of a trust, association, company, or corporation, or a 
member or employee of a partnership, who, as such officer, employee, 
or member, is under a duty to perform any act in respect of which 
any violation of this part or subchapter C of chapter 23 occurs. 

(13) MARIHUANA.—The term "marihuana" means all parts of the 
plant Cannabis sativa L., whether growing or not; the seeds thereof; 
the resin extracted from any part of such plant; and every compound, 
manufacture, salt, derivative' mixture, or preparation of such plant, 
its seeds, or resin; but shall not include the mature stalks of such 
plant, fiber produced from such stalks, oil or cake made from the 
seeds of such plant, any other compound, manufacture, salt, deriv-
ative, mixture, or preparation of such mature stalks (except the resin 
extracted therefrom), fiber, oil, or cake, or the sterilized seed of such 
plant which is incapable of germination. 

(c) PRon-crcER.—The term "producer" means any person who (1) 
plants, cultivates, or in any way facilitates the natural growth of 
marihuana; or (2) harvests and transfers or makes use of marihuana. 

(d) TRANSEEK OR TRANSFERRED.—The term "transfer" or "trans-
ferred" means any type of disposition resulting in a change of posses-
sion but shall not include a transfer to a common carrier for the 
purpose of transporting marihuana. 

SEC. 3239. CROSS REFERENCE. 
For provisions authorizing seizure and confiscation of marihuana for 

persons violating this part, see section 2598 of chapter 23. 
For provisions giving the Secretary authority to prescribe rules and 

regulations to enforce this part, see section 2599 of chapter 23. 
For authority of the Secretary to delegate the powers conferred on 

him by this part to officers and employees of the Treasury Department, 
see section 2600 of chapter 23. 
For the territorial extent of this part, see section 2602 of chapter 23. 
For administration of the special taxes in Puerto Rico, see section 

2603 (a) of chapter 23. 
For burden of proof in the ease of exemptions in this part, see section 

2507 of chapter 23. 
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Part VII-Liquor
SEC. 3250. TAX.

(a) WHOLESALE DEALERS IN LIQUORS.-
(1) IN GENERAL.-Wholesale dealers in liquors shall pay a special

tax of $100.
(2) WHOLESALE DEALERS IN LIQUORS DEALING IN WINES OR WINES

AND MALT LIQUORS.-

For the designation of wholesale dealers in liquors as wholesale
dealers in wines or wholesale dealers in wines and malt liquors, and
the issuance of the appropriate special tax stamps, see section 3254 (b).

(3) RETAILERS SELLING AT WHOLESALE.-Except as provided in
section 3254 (c) (2), a qualified retail dealer in liquors may not sell
distilled spirits, wines, or malt liquors in quantities of five wine-
gallons or more to the same person at the same time without incur-
ring liability to special tax as a wholesale dealer in liquors.

(4) DISTILLERS SELLING AT WHOLESALE.-No distiller who has
given the required bond and who sells only distilled spirits of his
own production at the place of manufacture, or at the place of
storage in bond, in the original packages to which the tax-paid
stamps are affixed, shall be required to pay the special tax of a
wholesale dealer in liquors on account of such sales.

(5) RETAIL DEALERS IN LIQUIDATION.-

For exemption of retailers liquidating entire stock from payment
of special tax as wholesalers, see section 3251 (c).

(6) CREDITORS, FIDUCIARIES, OFFICE OF COURT, AND PARTNERS.-

For exemption of creditors, fiduciaries, officers of court, and partners
from the payment of any special tax by reason of casual sales, see
section 3251 (a) and (b).

(b) RETAIL DEALERS IN LIQUORS.-
(1) IN GENERAL.-Except as provided in paragraph (3) of sub-

section (e), retail dealers in liquors shall pay a special tax of $25.
(2) RETAIL DRUG STORES OR PHARMACIES.-The tax required to be

paid by paragraph (1) shall, in the case of a retail drug store or
pharmacy making sales of liquors through a duly licensed pharma-
cist, be designated as a "medicinal spirits stamp tax."

(3) RETAIL DEALERS IN LIQUORS DEALING IN WINES OR WINES AND
MALT LIQUORS.-

For the designation of retail dealers in liquors as retail dealers in
wines and malt liquors, and the issuance of appropriate special tax
stamps, see section 3254 (c) (1).

(4) WHOLESALERS SELLING AT RETAIL.-A qualified wholesale
dealer in liquors may not sell distilled spirits, wines, or malt liquors
in quantities of less than five wine gallons without incurring lia-
bility to special tax as a retail dealer in liquors.

(5) CREDITORS, FIDUCIARIEs, OFFICERs OF COURT, AND PARTNER.--

For exemption of creditors, fiduciaries, officers of court, and partners
from the payment of any special tax by reason of casual sales, see
section 3251 (a) and (b).

(c) BREWERs.-
(1) IN GENERAL.-Brewers shall pay $100 in respect of each

brewery: Provided, That any brewer of less than 500 barrels a year
shall pay the sum of $50.

(2) CROSS REFERNCE.--
For effect upon special tax of purchases or sales of malt liquors by

brewers, see paragraph (3) of subsection (d).

(d) WHOLESALE DEALERS IN MALT LIQUORS.-
(1) IN GENERAL.-Wholesale dealers in malt liquors shall pay a

special tax of $50.
(2) RETAILERS SELLING AT WHOLEsALE.-A qualified retail dealer

in malt liquors may not sell such liquors in quantities of five gallons
or more to the same person at the same time without incurring lia-
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Part VII—Liquor 
SEC. 3250. TAX. 

(a) WHOLESALE DEALERS IN LIQUORS.— 
(1) IN GENERAL—Wholesale dealers in liquors shall pay a special 

tax of $100. 
(2) WHOLESALE DEALERS IN LIQUORS DEALING IN WINES OR WINES 

AND MALT LIQUORS.— 

For the designation of wholesale dealers in liquors as wholesale 
dealers in wines or wholesale dealers in wines and malt liquors, and 
the issuance of the appropriate special tax stamps, see section 3254 (b). 

(3) RETAILERS symiNG AT wHoLEsALE.—Except as provided in 
section 3254 (c) (2), a qualified retail dealer in liquors may not sell 
distilled spirits, wines, or malt liquors in quantities of five wine-
gallons or more to the same person at the same time without incur-
ring liability to special tax as a wholesale dealer in liquors. 

4) DISTILLERS SELLING AT WHOLESALE.—NO distiller who has 
given the required bond and who sells only distilled spirits of his 
own production at the place of manufacture, or at the place of 
storage in bond, in the original packages to which the tax-paid 
stamps are affixed, shall be required to pay the special tax of a 
wholesale dealer in liquors on account of such sales. 

(5) RETAIL DEALERS IN LIQUIDATION.— 
For exemption of retailers liquidating entire stock from payment 

of special tax as wholesalers, see section 3251 (c). 

(6) CREDITORS, FIDUCIARIES, OFFICERS OF COURT, AND PARTNERS.— 
For exemption of creditors, fiduciaries, officers of court, and partners 

from the payment of any special tax by reason of casual sales, see 
section 3251 (a) and (b). 

(b) RETAIL DEALERS IN LIQUORS.— 
(1) IN GENERAL—Except as provided in paragraph (3) of sub-

section (e), retail dealers in liquors shall pay a special tax of $25. 
(2) RETAIL DRUG STORES OR PHARMACIES.—The tax required to be 

paid by paragraph (1) shall, in the case of a retail drug store or 
pharmacy making sales of liquors through a duly licensed pharma-
cist, be designated as a "medicinal spirits stamp tax." 

(3) RETAIL DEALERS IN LIQUORS DEALING IN WINES OR WINES AND 
isamir LIQUORS.— 

For the designation of retail dealers in liquors as retail dealers in 
wines and malt liquors, and the issuance of appropriate special tax 
stamps, see section 3254 (c) (1). 

(4) WHOLESALERS SELLING AT RETAIL.—A qualified wholesale 
dealer in liquors may not sell distilled spirits, wines, or malt liquors 
in quantities of less than five wine gallons without incurring lia-
bility to special tax as a retail dealer in liquors. 

(5) CREDITORS, FIDUCIARIES, OFFICERS or COURT, AND PARTNERS.— 
For exemption of creditors, fiduciaries, officers of court, and partners 

from the payment of any special tax by reason of casual sales, see 
section 3251 (a) and (b). 

(c) BREWERS.— 
(1) Ix GENERAL.—Brewers shall pay $100 in respect of each 

brewery: Provided, That any brewer of less than 500 barrels a year 
shall pay the sum of $50. 

(2) CROSS REFERENCE.— 
For effect upon special tax of purchases or sales of malt liquors by 

brewers, see paragraph (3) of subsection (d). 

(d) WHOLESALE DEALERS IN MALT LIQUORS.— 
(1) IN GENERAL—Wholesale dealers in malt liquors shall pay a 

special tax of $50. 
(2) RE-renzas SELLING AT WHOLESALE.—A qualified retail dealer 

in malt liquors may not sell such liquors in quantities of five gallons 
or more to the same person at the same time without incurring ha-
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bility to special tax as a wholesale dealer in malt liquors. No
retail dealer in malt liquors shall be held to be a wholesale dealer
in malt liquors solely by reason of sales of five gallons or more to
the same person at the same time if such sales are for immediate
consumption on the premises where sold.

(3) BREWERS SELLING AT WHOLESALE.-No brewer shall be obliged
to pay special tax as a dealer by reason of selling in the original
stamped hogsheads, barrels, or kegs, whether at the place of manu-
facture or elsewhere, malt liquors manufactured by him, or pur-
chased and procured by him in his own hogsheads, barrels, or kegs,
under provisions of section 3155 (f), but the quantity of malt
liquors so purchased shall be included in calculating the liability
to brewers' special tax of both the brewer who manufactures and
sells the same and the brewer who purchases the same.

(4) RETAIL DEALERS IN LIQUIDATION.-
For exemption of retailers liquidating entire stock from payment of

special tax as wholesalers, see section 3251 (c).

(e) RETAIL DEALERS IN MALT LIQUORS.-
(1) IN GENERAL.-Retail dealers in malt liquors shall pay a

special tax of $20.
(2) WHOLESLERA S SELLING AT RETAIL.-A qualified wholesale

dealer in malt liquors may not sell such liquors in quantities of
less than five gallons without incurring liability to special tax as
a retail dealer in malt liquors.

(3) PERSoNS SELLING TO ENTERTAINMENTS AND OUTINGS.-Not-
withstanding the provisions of this part, each person making sales
of fermented malt liquor or wine to the members, guests, or patrons
of bona-fide fairs, reunions, picnics, carnivals, or other similar out-
ings, and each fraternal, civic, church, labor, charitable, benev-
olent, or ex-service men's organization making sales of fermented
malt liquor or wine on the ocasion of any kind of entertainment,
dance, picnic, bazaar, or festival held by it, if such person or organ-
ization is not otherwise engaged in business as a wholesale or retail
liquor dealer or as a wholesale or retail malt liquor dealer, shall
pay, before any such sales are made and in lieu of the special taxes
imposed by paragraph (1) of this subsection and of subsection (b)
a special tax of $2 as a retail dealer in malt liquors, if fermented
malt liquor only is sold, or a special tax of $2 as a retail dealer in
liquors if wine only, or wine and fermented malt liquor only, are
sold for each calendar month in which any such sales are made.

(4) BREWERS SELLING AT RETAIL.-NO collection of special tax
as a retail dealer in malt liq uors shall be made from brewers for
selling malt liquors of their own manufacture in the original
stamped eighth-barrel packages.

(5) OTHER PROVISIONS.-
For other provisions relating to brewers as dealers, see paragraph

(3) of subsection (d).

(6) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of the powers and duties of the Commissioner and

his agents, see section 3170.

(f) RECrIFIERs.-
(1) RATE OF TAX.-Rectifiers of distilled spirits shall pay a spe-

cial tax of $200: Provided, That any rectifier of less than 500 bar-
rels a year, counting 40 gallons of proof spirits to the barrel, shall
pay $100.

(2) PROIIBITED PREMISES.-NO officer shall collect any special tax

for rectifying distilled spirits on any premises distant less than
six hundred feet (or less than the distance permitted by the Secre-
tary of the Treasury in the particular case) in a direct line from
any distillery. And every officer who collects any special tax in
violation of this section shall be liable to a penalty of $5,000 for
each offense.
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as a retail dealer in malt liquors shall be made from brewers for 
selling malt liquors of their own manufacture in the original 
stamped eighth-barrel packages. 

(5) OTHER PROVISIONS.— 
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(3) of subsection (d). 
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each offense. 
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(g) WINEMAiKERs.-Nothing in this chapter or chapter 26 shall be
construed to impose a special tax upon winemakers who have qualified
as such under the internal-revenue laws and regulations, and who sell
wines of their own production where the same are made or at the
general business office of such winemaker: Provided, That no wine-
maker shall have more than one place of business for the sale of
such wine that shall be exempt from the special tax.

(h) APOTHECAbRES.-No special tax shall be imposed upon apothe-
caries as to wines or spirituous liquors which they use exclusively in
the preparation or making up of medicines unfit for use for bever-
age purposes.

(i) MANUFACTruERS OF CHEMICALS AND FLAVORING ExTRACTS.-No
special tax shall be imposed upon manufacturing chemists or flavor-
ing-extract manufacturers for recovering tax-paid alcohol or spirit-
uous liquors from dregs or marc of percolation, or extraction, if such
recovered alcohol or spirituous liquors be again used in the manu-
facture of medicines or flavoring extracts of the kind in the produc-
tion of which originally used.

(j) MANUFACTURERS OF STILLS.-
(1) IN aENERAL.-Manufacturers of stills shall each pay a special

tax of $50, and $20 for each still or worm for distilling made by
him.

(2) DISTrLLERs M^ANFACTURIwNG OWN STErMS.-Paragraph (1) of
this subsection and section 3254 (h) shall not apply to distillers in
registered distilleries who manufacture for their own use wooden
stills, but each of said distillers shall give notice to the collector of
the district in which his distillery is located of each still manu-
factured before the same is used.

(3) DRAWBACK.-Upon all stills manufactured for export, and
actually exported, there shall be allowed a drawback, where the
tax thereon has been paid, under such rules and regulations as
the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, shall pre-
scribe.
(k) CRoss REFERENCE.-

For transfer of the powers and duties of the Commissioner and
his agents, see section 3170.

SEC. 3251. CASUAL SALES.
(a) B CREDITORS, FIDUCIARIES, AND O CER Om s OF COURT.-No spe-

cial tax shall be held to accrue on a sale of distilled spirits, wines, or
malt liquors made by a person who is not otherwise a dealer in
liquors, where such spirits, wines, or liquors have been received by the
person so selling as security for or in payment of a debt, or as execu-
tor, administrator, or other fiduciary, or have been levied on by any
officer, under order or process of any court or magistrate, and where
such spirits are sold by such person in one parcel only, or at public
auction in parcels not less than twenty wine-gallons.

(b) BY RETIRING OR DECEASED PARTNERS TO INCOMING OR REMAIN-
INa PARTNERS.-No special tax shall be held to accrue on a sale of
distilled spirits, wines, or malt liquors made by a retiring partner,
or the representatives of a deceased partner to the incoming, remain-
ing, or surviving partner or partners of a firm.

(c) Br RErAIL DEALERS IN LIQUiDATION.-The special tax of a
wholesale dealer in liquors or wholesale dealer in malt liquors shall
not be held to apply to a retail dealer in liquors or a retail dealer in
malt liquors, because of such retail dealer selling out his entire stock
of liquors in one parcel, or in parcels embracing not less than his
entire stock of distilled spirits, of wines, or of malt liquors. Section
2860 shall not be held to prohibit a rectifier or liquor dealer from
purchasing, in quantities greater than twenty wine-gallons, the
distilled spirits sold in one parcel as aforesaid.
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(g) WixEmAszas.—Nothing in this chapter or chapter 26 shall be 
construed to impose a special tax upon winemakers who have qualified 
as such under the internal-revenue laws and regulations, and who sell 
wines of their own production where the same are made or at the 
general business office of such winemaker: Provided, That no wine-
maker shall have more than one place of business for the sale of 
such wine that shall be exempt from the special tax. 

(h) APoTnEcAittEs.—No special tax shall be imposed upon apothe-
caries as to wines or spirituous liquors which they use exclusively in 
the preparation or making up of medicines unfit for use for bever-
age. purposes. 

(1) MANUFACTURERS OF CHEMICALS AND FLAVORING EXTRACTS.—No 
special tax shall be imposed upon manufacturing chemists or flavor-
ing-extract manufacturers for recovering tax-paid alcohol or spirit-
uous liquors from dregs or mare of percolation, or extraction, if such 
recovered alcohol or spirituous liquors be again used in the manu-
facture of medicines or flavoring extracts of the kind in the produc-
tion of which originally used% 

(j) MANurAcruaEas OF STILLS.— 
(1) IN eENERAL.—Manufacturers of stills shall each pay a special 

tax of $50, and $20 for each still or worm for distillmg made by 
him. 

(2) DISTILLERS MANUFACTURING OWN snms.—Paragraph (1) of 
this subsection and section 3254 (h) shall not apply to distillers in 
registered distilleries who manufacture for their own use wooden 
stills, but each of said distillers s all give notice to the collector of 
the district in which his distillery is located of each still manu-
factured before the same is used. 

(3) DRAWRACIL—UpOn all stills manufactured for export, and 
actually exported., there shall be allowed a drawback, where the 
tax thereon has been paid, under such rules and regulations as 
the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, shall pre-
scribe. 
(k) CROSS REFERENCE.— 

For transfer of the powers and duties of the Commissioner and 
his agents, see section 3170. 

SEC. 3251. CASUAL SALES. 
(a) BY CREDITORS, FIDUCIARIES, AND OFFICERs OF Comer.—No spe-

cial tax shall be held to accrue on a sale of distilled spirits, wines, or 
malt liquors made by a person who is not otherwise a dealer in 
liquors, where such spirits, wines, or liquors have been received by the 
person so selling as security for or in payment of a debt, or as execu-
tor, administrator, or other fiduciary, or have been levied on by any 
officer, under order or process of any court or magistrate, and where 
such spirits are sold by such person in one parcel only, or at public 
auction in parcels not less than twenty wine-gallons. 

(b) BY RETIRING OR DECEASED PARTNERS TO INCOMING OR REMAIN-
ING PARTNERS.—NO special tax shall be held to accrue on a sale of 
distilled spirits, wines, or malt liquors made by a retiring partner, 
or the representatives of a deceased partner to the incoming, remain-
ing, or surviving partner or partners of a firm. 

(C) BY RETAIL DEALERS IN LIQUIDATION.—The special tax of a 
wholesale dealer in liquors or wholesale dealer in malt liquors shall 
not be held to apply to a retail dealer in liquors or a retail dealer in 
malt liquors, because of such retail dealer selling out his entire stock 
of liquors in one parcel, or in parcels embracing not less than his 
entire stock of distilled spirits, of wines, or of malt liquors. Section 
2860 shall not be held to prohibit a rectifier or liquor dealer from 
purchasing2 in quantities greater than twenty wine-gallons, the 
distilled spirits sold in one parcel as aforesaid. 
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SEC. 3252. RETAIL LIQUOR DEALERS' RECORDS.
(a) REQUIREMENT.-Each retail liquor dealer shall provide at his

own expense, and keep in his place of business, a record in book form,
or shall keep all invoices of, and bills for, all distilled spirits, wines,
and fermented malt liquors received, the quantity thereof, and from
whom and the date when received.

(b) INSPECTION.-Such records, invoices, and bills shall be open to
inspection during the usual business hours of the retailer by Govern-
ment officers upon identification and request.

(c) PRESERVATION.-Such records, invoices, and bills shall be kept
for a period of two years after the time of the transactions to which
they relate.

(d) PENALTY.--For each willful violation of the provisions hereof
the retailer shall be subject to a fine of $25.
SEC. 3253. PENALTIES AND FORFEITURES FOR NONPAYMENT OF

SPECIAL TAX.
Any person who shall carry on the business of a brewer, rectifier,

wholesale liquor dealer, retail liquor dealer, wholesale dealer in malt
liquors, retail dealer in malt liquors, or manufacturer of stills, and
willfully fails to pay the special tax as required by law, shall, for
every such offense, be fined not less than $100 nor more than $5,000
and be imprisoned for not less than thirty days nor more than two
years. And all distilled spirits or wines, and all stills or other ap-
paratus, fit or intended to be used for the distillation or rectification of
spirits, or for the compounding of liquors, owned by such person,
wherever found, and all distilled spirits or wines and personal prop-
erty found in the distillery or rectifying establishment, or in any
building, room, yard, or enclosure connected therewith and used with
or constituting a part of the premises, shall be forfeited to the United
States.
SEC. 3254. DEFINITIONS.

(a) DISTILLER.-
For definition of distiller, see section 2809 (a).

(b) WHOLESALE DEALER IN LIQUORS.-Except as otherwise pro-
vided, every person who sells, or offers for sale, foreign or domestic
distilled spirits, wines, or malt liquors in quantities of five wine-
gallons or more to the same person at the same time, shall be
regarded as a wholesale dealer in liquors: Provided, That the Com-
missioner may, by regulations, with the approval of the Secretary,
provide for the issuance of a stamp denoting payment of such special
tax as a "wholesale dealer in wines" or a "wholesale dealer in wines
and malt liquors" if, as the case may be, wines only, or wines and
malt liquors only, are sold by a wholesale dealer in liquors.

(c) RETrAL DEALER IN LIQUORS.-Except as otherwise provided,
(1) every person who sells, or offers for sale, foreign or domestic
distilled spirits, wines, or malt liquors in less quantities than five
wine-gallons to the same person at the same time shall be regarded
as a retail dealer in liquors: Provided, That the Commissioner may,
by regulations, with the approval of the Secretary, provide for the
issuance of a stamp denoting payment of such special tax as a "retail
dealer in wines" or a "retail dealer in wines and malt liquors" if, as
the case may be, wines only, or wines and malt liquors only, are sold
by a retail dealer in liquors.

(2) No retail dealer in liquors shall be held to be a wholesale dealer
in liquors solely by reason of sales of five wine-gallons or more to
the same person at the same time if such sales are for immediate
consumption on the premises where sold.

(d) BREWER.-Every person who manufactures fermented liquors
of any name or description, for sale, from malt, wholly or in part, or
from any substitute therefor, shall be deemed a brewer.
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SEC. 3252. RETAIL LIQUOR DEALERS' RECORDS. 
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distilled spirits, wines, or malt liquors in quantities of five wine-
gallons or more to the same person at the same time, shall be 

i regarded as a wholesale dealer n liquors: Provided, That the Com-
missioner may, by regulations, with the approval of the Secretary, 
provide for the issuance of a stamp denoting payment of such special 
tax as a "wholesale dealer in wines" or a wholesale dealer in wines 
and malt liquors" if, as the case may be, wines only, or wines and 
malt liquors only, are sold by a wholesale sealer in liquors. 

(C) RETAIL DEALER IN LIQuoRs.—Except as otherwise provided, 
(1) every person who sells, or offers for sale, foreign or domestic 
distilled spirits, wines, or malt liquors in less quantities than five 
wine-gallons to the same person at the same time, shall be regarded 
as a retail dealer in liquors: Provided, That the Commissioner may, 
by regulations, with the approval of the Secretary, provide for the 
issuance of a stamp denoting payment of such special tax as a "retail 
dealer in wines" or a "retail dealer in wines and malt liquors" if, as 
the case may be, wines only, or wines and malt liquors only, are sold 
by a retail dealer in liquors. 

(2) No retail dealer in liquors shall be held to be a wholesale dealer 
in liquors solely by reason of sales of five wine-gallons or more to 
the same person at the same time if such sales are for immediate 
consumption on the premises where sold. 

(d) BREWER.—Every person who manufactures fermented liquors 
of any name or description, for sale from malt, wholly or in part, or 
from any substitute therefor, shall be deemed a brewer. 
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(e) WHOLEALE DEALER IN MALT LxQuoRs.-Except as otherwise
provided, every person who sells, or offers for sale, malt liquors in
quantities of five gallons or more, to the same person at the same time,
and who does not deal in distilled spirits or wines at wholesale, shall
be regarded as a wholesale dealer in malt liquors.

(f) RETAIL DEALER IN MALT LIQUORS.-Except as otherwise pro-
vided, every person who sells, or offers for sale, malt liquors in less
quantities than five gallons to the same person at the same time, and
does not deal in distilled spirits or wines, shall be regarded as a
retail dealer in malt liquors.

(g) REOrFERE.-Every person who rectifies, purifies, or refines
distilled spirits or wines by any process other than by original and
continuous distillation from mash, wort, or wash, through continu-
ous closed vessels and pipes, until the manufacture thereof is com-
plete, and every wholesale or retail liquor dealer who has in his
possession any still or leach tub, or who keeps any other apparatus
for the purpose of refining in any manner distilled spirits, and every
person who, without rectifying, purifying, or refining distilled
spirits, shall, by mixing such spirits, wine, or other liquor with any
material, manufacture any spurious, imitation, or compound liquors
for sale, under the name of whisky, brandy, gin, rum, wine, spirits,
cordials, or wine bitters, or any other name, shall be regarded as a
rectifier, and as being engaged in the business of rectifying: Pro-
vided That nothing in this subsection or section 3250 (f) (1) shall
be held to prohibit the purifying or refining of spirits in the course
of original and continuous distillation through any material which
will not remain incorporated with such spirits when the manufacture
thereof is complete.

(h) MANUFACTURER OF STILLS.-Any person who manufactures
any still or worm to be used in distilling shall be deemed a manu-
facturer of stills.
SEC. 3255. LIABILITY IN CASE OF BUSINESS IN MORE THAN ONE

LOCATION.
(a) RETAIL DrEALER IN LIQUORS OR MALT LIQUORS.-Any retail

dealer in liquors or retail dealer in malt liquors whose business is
such as to require him to travel from place to place in different
States of the United States may, under regulations prescribed by the
Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, procure a special-
tax stamp "At Large" covering his activities throughout the United
States with the payment of but one special tax as a retail dealer in
liquors or as a retail dealer in malt liquors, as the case may be.

(b) DEALERS IN LIQUORS OR MALT LIqQUORs.-Nothing contained in
this chapter shall prevent the issue, under such regulations as the
Commissioner may prescribe, of special tax stamps to persons carry-
ing on the business of retail dealers in liquors, or retail dealers in
malt liquors, upon passenger railroad trains or upon steamboats or
other vessels engaged in the business of carrying passengers.

(c) DEALERS IN LIQUOROR MALT LIQUORS MAKING SALES ON PUR-
CHASER DEALERS' PREMISES.-No wholesale or retail dealer in liquors
or wholesale or retail dealer in malt liquors who has paid the special
tax as such a dealer shall again be required to pay special tax as such
dealer on account of sales of beer, lager beer, ale, porter, or other
similar fermented malt liquor to wholesale or retail dealers in liquors
or wholesale or retail dealers in malt liquors consummated at the pur-
chaser's place of business covered by the stamp issued to him to
denote the payment of the special tax imposed upon such dealers.

Part VIm-Firearms
SEC. 3260 TAX.

(a) RATE.-Upon first engaging in business, and thereafter on or
before the 1st day of July of each year, every importer, manufac-
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(e) Wrior.FsAi.F. DEALER IN M ALT LI(Tit:rms.—Except as otherwise 
provided, every person who sells or offers for sale, malt liquors in 
quantities of five gallons or more, lo the same person at the same time, 
and who does not deal in distilled spirits or wines at wholesale, shall 
be regarded as a wholesale dealer in malt liquors. 

(f) RETAIL DIZAT.IM IN Max Liouoas.—Except as otherwise pro-
vided, every person who sells, or offers for sale malt liquors in less 
quantities than five gallons to the same person at the same time, and 
does not deal in distilled spirits or wines, shall be regarded as a 
retail dealer in malt liquors. 

(g) REcTIFFER.—Every person who rectifies, purifies, or refines 
distilled spirits or wines by any process other than by original and 
continuous distillation from mash, wort, or wash, through continu-
ous closed vessels and pipes, until the manufacture thereof is com-
plete, and every wholesale or retail liquor dealer who has in his 
possession any still or leach tub, or who keeps any other apparatus 
for the purpose of refining in any manner distilled spirits, and every. 
person who, without rectifying, purifying, or refining distilled 
spirits, shall, by mixing such spirits, wine, or other liquor with any 
material, manufacture any spuriousimitation, or compound liquors 
for sale, under the name of whisky; brandy, gin, rum, wine, spirits, 
cordials, or wine bitters, or any other name, shall be regarded as a 
rectifier, and as being engaged in the business of rectifying: Pro-
vided, That nothing in this subsection or section 3250 (f) (1) shall 
be held to prohibit the purifying or refining of spirits in the course 
of original and continuous distillation through any material which 
will not remain incorporated with such spirits when the manufacture 
thereof is complete. 

(h) MANUFACTURER OF Srm.s.—Any person who manufactures 
any still or worm to be used in distilling shall be deemed a manu-
facturer of stills. 
SEC. 3255. LIABILITY IN CASE OF BUSINESS IN MORE THAN ONE 

LOCATION. 
(a) RETAIL DEALERS IN LIQUORS on MALT LIQUORS.—Any retail 

dealer in liquors or retail dealer in malt liquors whose business is 
such as to require him to travel from place to place in different 
States of the United States may, under regulations prescribed by the 
Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, procure a special-
tax stamp "At Large" covering his activities throughout the United 
States with the payment of but one special tax as a retail dealer in 
liquors or as a retail dealer in malt liquors, as the case may be. 

(b) DEALERS IN LIQUORS OR M A'''. LiQuoRs.—Nothing contained in 
this chapter shall prevent the issue, under such regulations as the 
Commissioner may prescribe, of special tax stamps to persons carry-
ing on the business of retail dealers in liquors, or retail dealers in 
malt liquors, upon passenger railroad trains or upon steamboats or 
other vessels engaged in the business of carrying passengers. 

(C) DEALERS IN LIQUORS OR MALT LIQUORS MAKING SALES ON PUR-
CHASER DEALirst.s' PREMISES.—No wholesale or retail dealer in liquors 
or wholesale or retail dealer in malt liquors who has paid the special 
tax as such a dealer shall again be required to pay special tax as such 
dealer on account of sales of beer, lager beer, ale, porter, or other 
similar fermented malt liquor to wholesale or retail dealers in liquors 
or wholesale or retail dealers in malt liquors consummated at the pur-
chaser's place of business covered by the stamp issued to him to 
denote the payment of the special tax imposed upon such dealers. 

Part VIII—Firearms 
SEC. 3260. TAX. 

(a) R&.—Upon first engaging in business, and thereafter on or 
before the 1st day of July of each year, every importer, manufac-
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turer, and dealer in firearms shall pay a special tax at the following
rates:

(1) IMPORTERS OR MANUFACTuRERs.-Importers or manufacturers,
$500 a year;

(2) DEALERS OTHER THAN PAWNBROKERS.-Dealers, other than
pawnbrokers, $200 a year;

(3) PAWNBRoKERS.-Pawnbrokers, $300 a year:
Provided, That manufacturers and dealers in guns with two attached

barrels from which only a single discharge can be made from either
barrel without manual reloading shall pay the following taxes: Manu-
facturers, $25 per year; dealers, $1 per year.

(b) COMPUTATION OF TAX.-Where the tax is payable on the 1st
day of July in any year it shall be computed for one year; where
the tax is payable on any other day it shall be computed propor-
tionately from the 1st day of the month in which the liability to the
tax accrued to the 1st day of July following.

SEC. 3261. REGISTRATION.
(a) IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS, AND DEALERS.-Upon first engag-

ing in business, and thereafter on or before the 1st day of July of
each year, every importer, manufacturer, and dealer in firearms shall
register with the collector of internal revenue for each district in
which such business is to be carried on his name or style, principal
place of business, and places of business in such district.

(b) PERsoNS IN GENERAL.-Every person possessing a firearm
shall register, with the collector of the district in which he resides, the
number or other mark identifying such firearm, together with his
name, address, place where such firearm is usually kept, and place
of business or employment, and, if such person is other than a natural
person, the name and home address of an executive officer thereof:
Provided, That no person shall be required to register under this
subsection with respect to any firearm acquired after July 26, 1934,
and in conformity with the provisions of this part and subchapter B
of chapter 25.

(c) PRESUMPTION OF POSSESSION.-Whenever on trial for a viola-
tion of section 2726 (a) hereof the defendant is shown to have or to
have had possession of such firearm at any time after September 24,
1934, without having registered as required by subsection (b),
such possession shall create a presumption that such firearm came
into the possession of the defendant subsequent to July 26, 1934, but
this presumption shall not be conclusive.

SEC. 3262. EXEMPTIONS.
For provisions exempting certain transfers, see section 2721.

SEC. 3263. UNLAWFUL ACTS IN CASE OF FAILURE TO REGISTER AND
PAY SPECIAL TAX.

(a) IMPORTATION, MANUFACTURE OR DEALING IN FIREARMS.-It

shall be unlawful for any person required to register under the pro-
visions of section 3261 to import, manufacture, or deal in firearms

without having registered and paid the tax imposed by section 3260.

(b) TRANSPORTATION IN INTERSTATE COMMERCE.-It shall be un-

lawful for any person who is required to register as provided in sec-
tion 3261 (b) and who shall not have so registered, or any other
person who has not in his possession a stamp-affixed order as pro-
vided in section 2723, to ship, carry, or deliver any firearm in inter-
state commerce.

SEC. 3264. OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE.
For provisions relating to special taxes, and other provisions relating

to the tax on narcotics made applicable to the taxes imposed by this
part, see section 2731.

SEC. 3265. DEFINITIONS.
For definitions of firearm, machine gun, importer, manufacturer,

dealer, and other terms used In this part, see section 2783.
9807"-39--PT. I-26
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turer, and dealer in firearms shall pay a special tax at the following 
rates: 

(1) IMPORTERS on mANuFAcTunERs.—Importers or manufacturers, 
$500 a year; 

(2) DEALERS OTHER THAN PAWNBROKERS.—Dealers, other than 
pawnbrokers, $200 a year; 

(3) PAwrmitoKERs.—Pawnbrokers, $300 a year: 
Provided, That manufacturers and dealers in guns with two attached 

barrels from which only a single discharge can be made from either 
barrel without manual reloading shall pay the following taxes: Manu-
facturers, $25 per year; dealers, $1 per year. 

(b) COMPUTATION OF TAX.—Where the tax is payable on the 1st 
day of July in any year it shall be computed for one year; where 
the tax is payable on any other day it shall be computed propor-
tionately from the 1st day of the month in which the liability to the 
tax accrued to the 1st day of July following. 
SEC. 3261. REGISTRATION. 

(a) IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS, AND DEALFRS.—UPOI1 first engag-
ing in business, and thereafter on or before the 1st day of July of 
each year, every importer, manufacturer, and dealer in firearms shall 
register with the collector of internal revenue for each district in 
which such business is to be carried on his name or style, principal 
place of business, and places of business in such district. 

(b) PERSONS IN GENEBAL.—Every person possessing a firearm 
shall register, with the collector of the district in which he resides, the 
number or other mark identifying such firearm, together with his 
name, address, place where such firearm is usually kept, and place 
of business or employment, and., if such person is other than a natural 
person, the name and home address of an executive officer thereof: 
Provided, That no person shall be required to register under this 
subsection with respect to any firearm acquired after July 26, 1934, 
and in conformity with the provisions of this part and subchapter B 
of chapter 25. 

(c) Par.srnstrnox or POSSESSION.—Whenever on trial for a viola-
tion of section 2726 (a) hereof the defendant is shown to have or to 
have had possession of such firearm at any time after September 24, 
1934, without having registered as required by subsection (b), 
such possession shall create a presumption that such firearm came 
into the possession of the defendant subsequent to July 26, 1934, but 
this presumption shall not be conclusive. 

SEC. 3262. EXEMPTIONS. 
For provisions exempting certain transfers, see section 2721. 

SEC. 3263. UNLAWFUL ACTS IN CASE OF FAILURE TO REGISTI2 AND 
PAY SPECIAL TAX. 

(a) IMPORTATION, MANUFACTURE OR DEALING IN FIREARMS.—It 
shall be unlawful for any person required to register under the pro-
visions of section 3261 to import, manufacture, or deal in firearms 
without having registered and paid the tax imposed by section 3260. 

(b) TRANSPORTATION IN INTERSTATE COMMETiCE.—It shall be un-
lawful for any person who is required to register as provided in sec-
tion 3261 (b) and who shall not have so registered, or any other 
person who has not in his possession a stamp-affixed order. as. pro-
vided in section 2723, to ship, carry, or deliver any firearm in inter-
state commerce. 
SEC. 3264. OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE. 

For provisions relating to special taxes, and other provisions relating 
to the tax on narcotics made applicable to the taxes imposed by this 
part, see section 2731. 

SEC. 3265. DEFINITIONS. 
For definitions of firearm, machine gun, importer, manufacturer, 

dealer, and other terms used in this part, see section 2733. 
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SEC. 3266. TRANSACTIONS BETWEEN REGISTERED PERSONS.
For provisions exempting dealings between registered persons in

certain respects, see section 2733 (d).

SUBCHAPTER B-GENERAL PROVISIONS

SEC. 3270. REGISTRATION.
(a) REQUIREMENTS.-Every person engaged in any trade or busi-

ness on which a special tax is imposed by law shall register with the
collector of the district his name or style, place of residence, trade
or business, and the place where such trade or business is to be carried
on. In case of a firm or company, the names of the several persons
constituting the same, and the places of residence, shall be so regis-
tered.

(b) CROSS REFERENCES.-
For registration in case of narcotics, marihuana, and firearms, see

sections 3221, 3231, and 3261, respectively.
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents

in case of liquor, see section 3170.
SEC. 327L PAYMENT OF TAX.

(a) CONDITION PRECEDENT TO DOING BUSINESS.-No person shall be
engaged in or carry on any trade or business mentioned in this chap-
ter until he has paid a special tax therefor in the manner provided in
this chapter.

(b) DuE DATE.-All special taxes shall become due on the 1st day
of July in each year, or on commencing any trade or business on
which such tax is imposed. In the former case the tax shall be
reckoned for one year, and in the latter case it shall be reckoned
proportionately, from the 1st day of the month in which the liability
to a special tax commenced, to and including the 30th day of June
following.

(c) How PAD.-
(1) STAMP.-All special taxes imposed by law, including the tax

on stills or worms, shall be paid by stamps denoting the tax.
(2) ASSESSMENT.-

For authority of Commissioner to make assessments where the special
taxes have not been duly paid by stamp, at the time and in the manner
provided by law, see section 3640.

SEC. 3272. RETURNS.
(a) TIME FOB FInNG.-It shall be the duty of the special taxpayers

to render their returns with remittances to the collector at such times
within the calendar month in which the special tax liability com-
menced as shall enable him to receive such returns, duly signed and
verified, together with the remittances, not later than the last day of
the month, except in cases of sickness or absence, as provided for in
section 3634.

(b) TRANSFER OF DuTIEB,.-
For transfer of powers and dutes of Commissioner and his agents in

case of narcotics and liquor, see subchapter D of chapter 23 and section
3170.

(c) PENALTIES.-
For penalties imposed for failure to file returns or for making false

or fraudulent returns, see section 3612.
SEC. 3273. STAMPS.

(a) SUPPLY.-The Commissioner is required to procure appropriate
stamps for the payment of all special taxes imposed by law, including
the tax on stills or worms; and the provisions of section 2802 (a) and
of sections 3300, 3301, and 3302, and all other provisions of law relat-
ing to the preparation and issue of stamps for distilled spirits, fer-
mented liquors, tobacco, and cigars, shall, so far as applicable, extend
to and include such stamps for special taxes; and the Commissioner
shall have authority to make all needful regulations relative thereto.
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SEC. 3266. TRANSACTIONS BETWEEN REGISTERED PERSONS. 
For provisions exempting dealings between registered persons in 

certain respects, see section 2733 (d). 

SUBCHAPTER B—GENERAL PROVISIONS 

SEC. 3270. REGISTRATION. 

(a) REQUIREMENTS.—Every person engaged in any trade or busi-
ness on which a special tax is imposed by law shall register with the 
collector of the district his name or style, place. of residence, trade 
or business, and the place where such trade or business is to be carried 
on. In case of a firm or company, the names of the several persons 
constituting the same, and the places of residence, shall be so regis-
tered. 

(b) CROSS REFERENCES.— 
For registration in case of narcotics, marihuana, and firearms, see 

sections 3221, 3231, and 3261, respectively. 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents 

in case of liquor, see section 3170. 

SEC. 3271. PAYMENT OF TAX. 

(a) CONDMON PRECEDENT TO DOING BITSINESS.—NO person shall be 
engaged in or carry on any trade or business mentioned in this chap-
ter until he has paid a special tax therefor in the manner provided in 
this chapter. 

(b) DUE DATE.—All special taxes shall become due on the. 1st day 
of July in each year, or on commencing any trade or business on 
which such tax is imposed. In the former case the tax shall be 
reckoned for one year, and in the latter case it shall be reckoned 
proportionately, from the 1st day of the month in which the liability 
to a special tax commenced, to and including the 30th day of June 
following. 

(c) How PAID.— 
(1) STAMP.—All special taxes imposed by law, including the tax 

on stills or worms, shall be paid by stamps denoting the tax. 
(2) AfisESSMENT.— 

For authority of Commissioner to make assessments where the special 
taxes have not been duly paid by stamp, at the time and in the manner 
provided by law, see section 3640. 

SEC. 3272. RETURNS. 

(a) TIME FOR Fimico.—It shall be the duty of the special taxpayers 
to render their returns with remittances to the collector at such times 
within the calendar month in which the special tax liability com-
menced as shall enable him to receive such returns, duly signed and 
verified, together with the remittances, not later than the last day of 
the month, except in cases of sickness or absence, as provided for in 
section 3634. 

(b) TRANSFER OF DDTIES.—.-
For transfer of powers and dutes of Commissioner and his agents in 

case of narcotics and liquor, see subchapter D of chapter 23 and section 
3170. 

(C) PENALTIES.— 

For penalties imposed for failure to file returns or for making false 
or fraudulent returns, see section 3612. 

SEC. 3273. STAMPS. 

(a) Sureix.—The Commissioner is required to procure appropriate 
stamps for the payment of all special taxes imposed by law, including 
the tax on stills or worms; and the provisions of section 2802 (a) and 
of sections 3300, 3301, and 3302, and all other provisions of law relat-
ing to the preparation and issue of stamps for distilled spirits, fer-
mented.liquors, tobacco, and cigars, shall, so far as applicable, extend 
to and include such stamps for special taxes; and the Commissioner 
shall have authority to make all needful regulations relative thereto. 
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(b) PosTING.-Every person engaged in any business, avocation,
or employment, who is thereby made liable to a special tax, shall place
and keep conspicuously in his establishment or place of business all
stamps denoting the payment of said special tax.

(c) TRANSFER OF DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see subchapter D of chapter 23 and section 3170.

SEC. 3274. PENALTIES RELATING TO POSTING OF SPECIAL TAX STAMP.
Any person who shall, through negligence, fail to place and keep

stamps denoting the payment of the special tax as provided in section
3273 (b) shall be liable to a penalty equal to the special tax for which
his business rendered him liable, and the costs of prosecution; but in
no case shall said penalty be less than $10. And where the failure
to comply with the provisions of section 3273 (b) shall be through
willful neglect or refusal, then the penalty shall be double the amount
above prescribed: Provided, That nothing in this section shall in any
way affect the liability of any person for exercising or carrying on
any trade, business, or profession, or doing any act for the exercising,
carrying on, or doing of which a special tax is imposed by law, with-
out the payment thereof.
SEC. 3275. LIST OF SPECIAL TAXPAYERS FOR PUBLIC INSPECTION.

(a) IN COLLECTOR'S OFFICE.-Each collector shall, under regula-
tions of the Commissioner, place and keep conspicuously in his office,
for public inspection, an alphabetical list of the names of all persons
who shall have paid special taxes within his district, and shall state
thereon the time, place, and business for which such special taxes
have been paid, and upon application of any prosecuting officer of
any State, county, or municipality, he shall furnish a certified copy
thereof, as of a public record, for which a fee of $1 for each one hun-
dred words or fraction thereof in the copy or copies so requested,
may be charged.

(b) TRANSFER OF DUTIEs.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents in

case of narcotics and liquor, see subchapter D of chapter 23 and
section 3170.

SEC. 3276. APPLICATION OF STATE LAWS.
The payment of any tax imposed by the internal revenue laws for

carrying on any trade or business shall not be held to exempt any
person from any penalty or punishment provided by the laws of any
State for carrying on the same within such State, or in any manner
to authorize the commencement or continuance of such trade or busi-
ness contrary to the laws of such State or in places prohibited by
municipal law; nor shall the payment of any such tax be held to
prohibit any State from placing a duty or tax on the same trade or
business, for State or other purposes.
SEC. 3277. LIABILITY OF PARTNERS.

Any number of persons doing business in copartnership at any
one place shall be required to pay but one special tax.
SEC. 3278. LIABILITY IN CASE OF BUSINESS IN MORE THAN ONE

LOCATION.
The payment of the special tax imposed shall not exempt from

an additional special tax the person carrying on a trade or business
in any other place than that stated in the collector's register; but
nothing herein contained shall require a special tax for the storage
of goods, wares, or merchandise in other places than the place of
business, nor, except as provided in this chapter for the sale by man-
ufacturers or producers of their own goods, wares, and merchan-
dise, at the place of production or manufacture, and at their principal
office or place of business, provided no goods, wares, or merchandise
shall be kept except as samples at said office or place of business.
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(b) Posurro.—Every person engaged in any business, avocation, 
or employment, who is thereby made liable to a special tax, shall place 
and keep conspicuously in his establishment or place of business all 
stamps denoting the payment of said special tax. 

(c) TRANSFER or Durri:cs.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, 

see subchapter D of chapter 23 and section 3170. 

SEC. 3274. PENALTIES RELATING TO POSTING OF SPECIAL TAX STAMP. 
Any person who shall, through negligence, fail to place and keep 

stamps denoting the payment of the special tax as provided in section 
3273 (b) shall be liable to a penalty equal to the special tax for which 
his business rendered him liable, and the costs of prosecution; but in 
no case shall said penalty be less than $10. And where the failure 
to comply with the provisions of section 3273 (b) shall be through 
willful neglect or refusal, then the penalty shall be double the amount 
above prescribed: Provided, That nothing in this section shall in any 
way affect the liability of any person for exercising or carrying on 
any trade, business, or profession, or doing any act for the exercising, 
carrying on, or doing of which a special tax is imposed by law, with-
out the payment thereof. 
SEC. 3275. LIST OF SPECIAL TAXPAYERS FOR PUBLIC INSPECTION. 

(a) Ix Cotx,veroit's OrFicE.—Each collector shall, under regula-
tions of the Commissioner, place and keep conspicuously in his office, 
for public inspection, an alphabetical list of the names of all persons 
who shall have paid special taxes within his district, and shall state 
thereon the time, place, and business for which such special taxes 
have been paid, and upon application of any prosecuting officer of 
any State, county, or municipality, he shall furnish a certified copy 
thereof, as of a public record, for which a fee of $1 for each one hun-
dred words or fraction thereof in the copy or copies so requested, 
may be charged. 

(b) TRANSEER OF DITTIES.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents in 

ease of narcotics and liquor, see subchapter D of chapter 23 and 
section 3170. 

SEC. 3276. APPLICATION OF STATE LAWS. 
The payment of any tax imposed by the internal revenue laws for 

carrying on any trade or business shall not be held to exempt any 
person from any penalty or punishment provided by the laws of any 
State for carrying on the same within such State, or in any manner 
to authorize the commencement or continuance of such trade or busi-
ness contrary to the laws of such State or in places prohibited by 
municipal law; nor shall the payment of any such tax be held to 
prohibit, any State from placing a duty or tax on the same trade or 
business, for State or other purposes. 
SEC. 3277. LIABILITY OF PARTNERS. 
Any number of persons doing business in copartnership at any 

one place shall be required to pay but one special tax. 
SEC. 3278. LIABILITY IN CASE OF BUSINESS IN MORE THAN ONE 

LO CATION. 
The payment of the special tax imposed shall not exempt from 

an additional special tax the person carrying on a trade or business 
in any other place than that stated in the collector's register; but 
nothing herein contained shall require a special tax for the storage 
of goods, wares, or merchandise in other places than the place of 
business, nor, except as provided in this chapter for the sale by man-
ufacturers or producers of their own goods, wares, and merchan-
dise, at the place of production or manufacture, and at their principal 
office or place of business, provided no goods, wares, or merchandise 
shall be kept except as samples at said office or place of business. 
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SEC. 3279. LIABILITY IN CASE OF DIFFERENT BUSINESSES OF SAME
OWNERSHIP AND LOCATION.

Whenever more than one of the pursuits or occupations described
in this chapter are carried on in the same place by the same person at
the same time, except as otherwise provided in this chapter the tax
shall be paid for each according to the rates severally prescribed.
SEC. 3280. LIABILITY IN CASE OF DEATH OR CHANGE OF LOCATION.

(a) REQuImnEENTs.-When any person who has paid the special
tax for any trade or business dies, his wife or child, or executors or
administrators or other legal representatives, may occupy the house
or premises, and in like manner carry on, for the residue of the term
for which the tax is paid, the same trade or business as the deceased
before carried on, in the same house and upon the same premises,
without the payment of any additional tax. And when any person
removes from the house or premises for which any trade or business
was taxed to any other place, he may carry on the trade or business
specified in the collector's register at the place to which he removes,
without the payment of any additional tax: Provided, That all cases
of death, change, or removal, as aforesaid, with the name of the suc-
cessor to any person deceased, or of the person making such change
or removal, shall be registered with the collector, under regulations to
be prescribed by the Commissioner.

(b) REGISTRATION.-
For registration in case of narcotics, marihuana, and firearms, see

sections 3221, 3231, and 3261, respectively.
(c) TRANS-ER OF DuTIE.-

For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, in
case of liquor, see section 3170.

SEC. 3281. DISCRETIONARY METHOD ALLOWED COMMISSIONER FOR
COLLECTING TAX.

Whether or not the method of collecting any tax imposed by section
3220 is specifically provided in this chapter, any such tax may, under
regulations prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the
Secretary, be collected by stamp, coupon, serial-numbered ticket, or
such other reasonable device or method as may be necessary or helpful
in securing a complete and prompt collection of the tax. All admin-
istrative and penalty provisions of subchapters A, B, and C of chap-
ter 11, in so far as applicable, shall apply to the collection of any tax
which the Commissioner determines or prescribes shall be collected in
such manner.
SEC. 3282. APPLICATION OF SUBCHAPTER.

The provisions of this subchapter, so far as applicable, shall extend
to and include and apply to the special taxes imposed under subchap-
ter A, and to the persons upon whom they are imposed.
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SEC. 3279. LIABILITY IN CASE OF DIFFERENT BUSINESSES OF SAME 
OWNERSHIP AND LOCATION. 

Whenever more than one of the pursuits or occupations described 
in this chapter are carried on in the same place by the same person at 
the same time, except as otherwise provided in this chapter the tax 
shall be paid for each according to the rates severally prescribed. 
SEC. 3280. LIABILITY IN CASE OF DEATH OR CHANGE OF LOCATION. 

(a) REQ-untEmENTs.—When any person who has paid the special 
tax for any trade or business dies, his wife or child, or executors or 
administrators or other legal representatives, may occupy the house 
or premises, and in like manner carry on, for the residue of the term 
for which the tax is paid, the same trade or business as the deceased 
before carried on, in the same house and upon the same premises, 
without the payment of any additional tax. And when any person 
removes from the house or premises for which any trade or business 
was taxed to any other place, he may carry on the trade or business 
specified in the collector's register at the place to which he removes, 
without the payment of any additional tax: Provided, That all cases 
of death, change, or removal, as aforesaid, with the name of the suc-
cessor to any person deceased, or of the person making such change 
or removal, shall be registered with the collector, under regulations to 
be prescribed by the Commissioner. 

(b) REGISTRATION.— 
For registration in case of narcotics, marihuana, and firearms, see 

sections 3221, 3231, and 3201, respectively. 

(C) TRANSFER OF DEITIES.— 
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents, in 

case of liquor, see section 3170. 

SEC. 3281. DISCRETIONARY METHOD ALLOWED COMMISSIONER FOR 
COLLECTING TAX. 

Whether or not the method of collecting any tax imposed by section 
3220 is specifically provided in this chapter, any such tax may, under 
regulations prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the 
Secretary, be collected by stamp, coupon, serial-numbered ticket, or 
such other reasonable device or method as may be necessary or helpful 
in securing a complete and prompt collection of the tax. .All admin-
istrative and penalty provisions of subchapters A, B, and C of chap-
ter 11, in so far as applicable, shall apply to the collection of any tax 
which the Commissioner determines or prescribes shall be collected in 
such manner. 
SEC. 3282. APPLICATION OF SUBCHAPTER. 
The provisions of this subchapter, so far as applicable, shall extend 

to and include and apply to the special taxes imposed under subchap-
ter A, and to the persons upon whom they are imposed. 
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CHAPTER 28-PROVISIONS COMMON TO MISCEL-
LANEOUS TAXES

SUBCHAPTER A-GENERAL PROVISIONS

Part I-Stamps, Marks, and Brands

SEC. 3300. ESTABLISHMENT AND ALTERATION.
(a) AuTHoRmIATION.-The Commissioner, with the approval of

the Secretary, may establish and, from time to time, alter or change
the form, style, character, material, and device of any stamp, mark
or label used under any provision of the laws relating to internal
revenue.

(b) APPILCATION OF PENALTY AND FORFEITURE PROVISIONS.-All
pains, penalties, fines, and forfeitures provided by law relating to
internal revenue stamps shall apply to and have full force and effect
in relation to any and all stamps so established by the Commissioner.

(c) CRoss REERENCEs.
For other provisions giving the Commissioner general authority to

establish, alter, and renew stamps, see section 3901 (a) (2).
For special authority to provide suitable stamps in case of-

Tobacco, snuff, cigars, and cigarettes, see section 2002
Documents, other instruments, and playing cards, see section 1809

(b) (1).
Oleomargarine, see sections 2301 (c) (1) and 2313.
Adulterated and process or renovated butter, see sections 2321 (c)

(1) and 2327 (d).
Filled cheese, see sections 2351 (c) and 2361.
Mixed flour, see sections 2381 (c) and 2388.
Narcotics and marihuana, see sections 2550 (c) (1), 2552, 2590 (c).

and 2592 (b).
White phosphorus matches, see sections 2651 (c), 2652, and 2069

(a).
Cotton futures, see section 1920 (c).
Distilled spirits, see sections 2802 and 2803.
Fermented liquors, see sections 3151 and 3152.
Occupational taxes, see section 3273.
Shotguns, rifles, and machine guns, see section 2720 (c).

SEC. 3301. ATTACHMENT AND CANCELLATION.
(a) GENERAL AUTHORITY TO PRESCRIBE METHODS AND INSTRU-

MENTS.-The stamps referred to in the preceding section shall be
attached, protected, removed, canceled, obliterated, and destroyed, in
such manner and by such instruments or other means as the Commis-
sioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may prescribe; and he is
authorized and empowered to make, with the approval of the Secre-
tary, all needful regulations relating thereto.

(b) CROSS REFERENCES.
For authority of the Commissioner to prescribe cancellation of

stamps by perforation, see section 3303.
For special provisions relating to the attachment, protection, can-

cellation, and special issue of stamps in the case of-
Tobacco and snuff, see section 2103.
Cigars and cigarettes, see section 2112
Documents, other instruments, and playing cards, see sections 1815

and 1816.
Oleomargarine, see section 2313.
Adulterated and process or renovated butter, see section 2327 (d).
Filled cheese, see section 2361.
Mixed flour, see section 2388 (a).
Narcotics and marihuana, see sections 2552, 2568, and 2592.
White phosphorus matches, see section 2659 (a).
Distilled spirits, see sections 2802 and 2803.
Fermented liquors, see section 3152.
Shotguns, rifles, and machine guns, see section 2731.

SEC. 3302. EXPENSE
The stamps or device or instrument or means of removal or oblit-

eration referred to in sections 3300 and 3301 shall entail no addi-
tional expense upon the persons required to affix or use the same.
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SEC. 3303. CANCELLATION OF STAMPS BY PERFORATION.
In lieu of or in addition to other requirements of law in that re-

spect, all stamps used for denoting internal revenue taxes may, in
the discretion of the Commissioner, be canceled by perforations to be
made in such manner and form as the Commissioner may, by regula-
tion, prescribe.
SEC. 3304. REDEMPTION OF STAMPS.

(a) AurrORIZATION.-The Commissioner, subject to regulations
prescribed by the Secretary, may, upon receipt of satisfactory evi-
dence of the facts, make allowance for or redeem such of the stamps,
issued under authority of law, to denote the payment of any internal
revenue tax, as may have been spoiled, destroyed, or rendered useless
or unfit for the purpose intended, or for which the owner may have
no use, or which through mistake may have been improperly or
unnecessarily used, or where the rates or duties represented thereby
have been excessive in amount, paid in error, or in any manner
wrongfully collected.

(b) METHOD AND CONDITIONS OF ALLOWANCE.-Such allowance or
redemption may be made, either by giving other stamps in lieu of
the stamps so allowed for or redeemed, or by refunding the amount
or value to the owner thereof, deducting therefrom, in case of re-
payment, the percentage, if any, allowed to the purchaser thereof;
but no allowance or redemption shall be made in any case until the
stamps so spoiled or rendered useless shall have been returned to
the Commissioner, or until satisfactory proof has been made show-
ing the reason why the same can not be returned; or, if so required
by the said Commissioner, when the person presenting the same
can not satisfactorily trace the history of said stamps from their
issuance to the presentation of his claim as aforesaid.

(c) TIAE FOR FILING CLAIMS.-No claim for the redemption of or
allowance for stamps shall be allowed unless presented within four
years after the purchase of such stamps from the Government.

(d) FINALITY OF COMMISSIONER's DECISIONS.-The finding of facts
in and the decision of the Commissioner upon the merits of any claim
presented under or authorized by this section shall, in the absence of
fraud or mistake in mathematical calculation, be final and not subject
to revision by any accounting officer.

(e) TOBACCO AND CIGARS.
For special provisions relating to redemption of spoiled stamps, In

the case of tobacco, snuff, cigars, or cigarettes, see section 2198.

SEC. 3305. TRANSMISSION OF STAMPS TO INTERNAL REVENUE OF-
FICERS.

The transmission of internal revenue stamps to the officers of the
internal revenue service shall be made through the mails of the
United States in registered packages.

Part II-Assessment, Collection, and Refund

SEC. 3310. RETURNS AND PAYMENT OF TAX.
(a) MONTHLY RETURNs.-All returns required to be made monthly

by any person liable to tax shall be made on or before the 10th day
of each month, and the tax assessed or due thereon shall be returned
by the Commissioner to the collector on or before the last day of
each month.

(b) OTHER REruRNs.-All returns for which no provision is other-
wise made shall be made on or before the 10th day of the month suc-
ceeding the time when the tax is due and liable to be assessed, and
the tax thereon shall be returned as herein provided for monthly
returns, and shall be due and payable on or before the last day of
the month in which the assessment is so made.

(c) ADDITION TAX rN CASE OF NoPAYrMENT.-When the said
tax is not paid on or before the last day of the month, as aforesaid,
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the collector shall add a penalty of 5 per centum, together with in-
terest at the rate of 6 per centum per annum, upon such tax from
the time the same became due; but no interest for a fraction of a
month shall be demanded: Provided, That notice of the time when
such tax becomes due and payable is given in such manner as may be
prescribed by the Commissioner.

(d) DEMAND FOR TAX, PENALTY, AND INTEREST.-It shall then be
the duty of the collector, in case of the nonpayment of said tax on
or before the last day of the month, as aforesaid, to demand payment
thereof, with 5 per centum added thereto, and interest at the rate
of 6 per centum per annum, as aforesaid, in the manner prescribed by
law; and

(e) DISTRAINT.-If said tax, penalty, and interest, are not paid
within ten days after such demand, it shall be lawful for the collector
or his deputy to make distraint therefor, as provided by law.
SEC. 3311. ASSESSMENT OF UNPAID TAXES PAYABLE BY STAMP.

Whenever any article upon which a tax is required to be paid by
means of a stamp is sold or removed for sale by the manufacturer
thereof, without the use of the proper stamp, in addition to the penal-
ties imposed by law for such sale or removal, it shall be the duty of
the Commissioner, within a period of not more than four years
(except as provided in section 3312) after such removal or sale upon
such information as he can obtain, to estimate the amount of the tax
which has been omitted to be paid, and to make an assessment there-
for upon the manufacturer or producer of such article. He shall
certify such assessment to the collector, who shall immediately de-
mand payment of such tax, and upon the neglect or refusal of
payment by such manufacturer or producer, shall proceed to collect
the same in the manner provided for the collection of other assessed
taxes.
SEC. 3312. PERIOD OF LIMITATION UPON ASSESSMENT AND COLLEC-

TION.
Except in the case of income, estate, and gift taxes-
(a) GENERAL RLE.--All internal revenue taxes shall (except as

provided in subsections (b), (c), and (d)) be assessed within four
years after such taxes became due, and no proceeding in court with-
out assessment for the collection of such taxes shall be begun after
the expiration of five years after such taxes became due.

(b) FALSE RETURN OR NO RETURN.-In case of a false or fraudu-
lent return with intent to evade tax, or of a failure to file a return
within the time required by law, the tax may be assessed, or a pro-
ceeding in court for the collection of such tax may be begun without
assessment, at any time.

(c) WILLFUL A'TEMPT TO EVADE TAX.-In case of a willful attempt
in any manner to defeat or evade tax, the tax may be assessed, or a
proceeding in court for the collection of such tax may be begun with-
out assessment, at any time.

(d) COLLEcrroN AFTER AssEssMENT.-Where the assessment of any
tax imposed by this title has been made within the statutory period of
limitation properly applicable thereto, such tax may be collected by
distraint or by a proceeding in court, but only if begun-

(1) Within six years after the assessment of the tax, or
(2) Prior to the expiration of any period for collection agreed

upon in writing by the Commissioner and the taxpayer.
SEC. 3313. PERIOD OF LIMITATION UPON REFUNDS AND CREDITS.

All claims for the refunding or crediting of any internal revenue
tax alleged to have been erroneously or illegally assessed or collected,
or of any penalty alleged to have been collected without authority, or
of any sum alleged to have been excessive or in any manner wrong-
fully collected must, except as otherwise provided by law in the case
of income, war-profits, excess-profits, estate, and gift taxes, be pre-
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sented to the Commissioner within four years next after the payment
of such tax, penalty, or sum. The amount of the refund (in the case
of taxes other than income, war-profits, excess-profits, estate, and gift
taxes) shall not exceed the portion of the tax, penalty, or sum paid
during the four years immediately preceding the filing of the claim,
or if no claim was filed, then during the four years immediately
preceding the allowance of the refund.
SEC. 3314. CROSS REFERENCE.

For other provisions relating to assessment, collection, and refund,
see subtitle D.

Part III-Penalties and Forfeitures

SEC. 3320. POSSESSION WITH INTENT TO SELL IN FRAUD OF LAW OR
TO EVADE TAX.

(a) PENALTY.-Every person who shall have in his custody or pos-
session any goods, wares, merchandise, articles, or objects on which
taxes are imposed by law, for the purpose of selling the same in fraud
of the internal revenue laws, or with design to avoid payment of the
taxes imposed thereon, shall be liable to a penalty of $500 or not less
than double the amount of taxes fraudulently attempted to be evaded.

(b) FonFErrrzE.
For the forfeiture provision relating to such offenses, see section

3720 (a).
SEC. 3321. REMOVAL OR CONCEALMENT WITH INTENT TO DEFRAUD

THE REVENUE.
(a) PENALTY.-Every person who removes, deposits, or conceals,

or is concerned in removing, depositing, or concealing any goods or
commodities for or in respect whereof any tax is or shall be imposed,
with intent to defraud the United States of such tax or any part
thereof, shall be liable to a fine of not more than $5,000 or be im-
prisoned for not more than 3 years, or both.

(b) FoRFErruRE.-
(1) GooDS.-Whenever any goods or commodities for or in re-

spect whereof any tax is or shall be imposed, or any materials,
utensils, or vessels proper or intended to be made use of for or in
the making of such goods or commodities are removed, or are
deposited or concealed in any place, with intent to defraud the
United States of such tax, or any part thereof, all such goods and
commodities, and all such materials, utensils, and vessels, respec-
tively, shall be forfeited.

(2) PACKAGES.-In every such case all the casks, vessels, cases, or
other packages whatsoever, containing, or which shall have con-
tained, such goods or commodities, respectively, shall be forfeited.

(3) CONVEYANCES.-Every vessel, boat, cart, carriage, or other
conveyance whatsoever, and all horses or other animals, and all
things used in the removal or for the deposit or concealment
thereof, respectively, shall be forfeited.
(c) CRoss REFERENCE.

For provisions relating to distilled spirits and equipment subject to
forfeiture, distraint, or judicial process, see sections 2805 and 2807.

SEC. 3322. FORFEITURE OF PACKAGES CONTAINING FORFEITED GOODS.

In every case where any goods or commodities are forfeited under
any internal revenue law, all casks, vessels, cases, or other packages
whatsoever, containing, or which shall have contained such goods or
commodities, respectively, shall be forfeited.
SEC. 3323. PROVISIONS RELATING TO EMPTIED STAMPED PACKAGES.

(a) PENAITIES.-
(1) DISPOSAL AND RECEIPT.--Whenever any person sells, gives,

purchases, or receives any box, barrel, bag, vessel, package, wrap-
per, cover, or envelope of any kind, stamped, branded, or marked
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sented to the Commissioner within four years next after the payment 

of such tax, penalty, or sum. The amount of the refund (in the case  of taxes other than income, war-profits, excess-profits, estate, and gift 

taxes) shall not exceed the portion of the tax, penalty, or sum paid 
during the four years immediately preceding the filing of the claim, 
or if no claim was filed, then during the four years immediately 
preceding the allowance of the refund. 
SEC. 3314. CROSS REFERENCE. 

For other provisions relating to assessment, collection, and refund, 
see subtitle D. 

Part III—Penalties and Forfeitures 

SEC. 3320. POSSESSION WITH INTENT TO SELL IN FRAUD OF LAW OR 
TO EVADE TAX. 

(a) PENALTY.—Every person who shall have in his custody or pos-
session any goods, wares, merchandise, articles, or objects on which 
taxes are imposed by law, for the purpose of selling the same in fraud 
of the internal revenue laws, or with design to avoid payment of the 
taxes imposed thereon, shall be liable to a penalty of S500 or not less 
than double the amount of taxes fraudulently attempted to be evaded. 

(b) FORFEITURE. 
For the forfeiture provision relating to such offenses, see section 

3720 (a). 
SEC. 332L REMOVAL OR CONCEALMENT WITH INTENT TO DEFRAUD 

THE REVENUE 
(a) PENALTY.—Every person who removes, deposits, or conceals, 
i or s concerned in removing, depositing, or concealing any goods or 

commodities for or in respect whereof any tax is or shall be imposed, 
with intent to defraud the United States of such tax or any part 
thereof, shall be liable to a fine of not more than $5,000 or be im-
prisoned for not more than 3 years, or both. 

(b) FortrErruitE.— 
(1) Goons.—Whenever any goods or commodities for or in re-

spect whereof any tax is or shall be imposed, or any materials, 
utensils, or vessels proper or intended to be made use of for or in 
the making of such goods or commodities are removed, or are 
deposited or concealed in any place, with intent to defraud the 
United States of such tax, or any part thereof, all such goods and 
commodities, and all such materials, utensils, and vessels, respec-
tively, shall be forfeited. 

(2) PACKAGES.—In every such case all the casks, vessels, cases, or 
other packages whatsoever, containing, or which shall have con-
tained, such goods or commodities, respectively, shall be forfeited. 

(3) CoNvEYANcEs.—Every vessel, boat, cart, carriage, or other 
conveyance whatsoever, and all horses or other animals, and all 
things used in the removal or for the deposit or concealment 
thereof, respectively, shall be forfeited. 
( C ) CROSS REFERENCE. 

For provisions relating to distilled spirits and equipment subject to 
forfeiture, distraint, or judicial process, see sections 2805 and 2807. 

SEC. 3322. FORFEITURE OF PACKAGES CONTAINING FORFEITED GOODS. 
In every case where any goods or commodities are forfeited under 

any internal revenue law, all casks, vessels, cases, or other packages 
whatsoever, containing, or which shall have contained such goods or 
commodities, respectively, shall be forfeited. 
SEC. 3323. PROVISIONS RELATING TO EMPTIED STAMPED PACKAGES. 

(a) PRwArrriEs.— 
(1) DISPOSAL AND REcTirr.—Whenever any person sells, gives, 

purchases, or receives any box, barrel, bag, vessel, package, wrap-
per, cover, or envelope of any kind, stamped, branded, or marked 
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in any way so as to show that the contents or intended contents
thereof have been duly inspected, or that the tax thereon has been
paid, or that any provision of the internal revenue laws has been
complied with, whether such stamping, branding, or marking may
have been a duly authorized act or may be false and counterfeit,
or otherwise without authority of law, said box, barrel, bag, vessel,
package, wrapper, cover, or envelope being empty, or containing
anything else than the contents which were therein when said
articles had been so lawfully stamped, branded, or marked by an
officer of the revenue, he shall be liable to a penalty of not less
than $50 nor more than $500.

(2) MANjrrACTURING, STAMPING, OR BRANDING.-Every person
who makes, manufactures, or produces any box, barrel, bag, ves-
sel, package, wrapper, cover, or envelope, stamped, branded, or
marked, as above described, or stamps, brands, or marks the same,
as hereinbefore recited, shall be liable to penalty as before pro-
vided in this section.

(3) FRAUD.-Every person who violates the foregoing provi-
sions of this section, with intent to defraud the revenue, or to
defraud any person, shall be liable to a fine of not less than $1,000
nor more than $5,000, or to imprisonment for not less than six
months nor more than five years, or to both, at the discretion of
the court.
(b) ForFERTUEr--All articles sold, given, purchased, received,

made, manufactured, produced, branded, stamped, or marked in
violation of the provisions of this section, and all their contents,
shall be forfeited to the United States.
SEC. 3324. PENALTY FOR SALES TO EVADE TAX.

(a) NONENrFORCEABrIT OF CoNTRACT.-Whenever any person who
is liable to pay any tax upon any goods, wares, or merchandise, sells
or causes or allows the same to be sold before the tax is paid to which
said property is liable, with intent to avoid such tax or in fraud of
the internal revenue laws, any debt contracted in such sale, and any
security given therefor, unless the same shall have been bona fide
transferred to an innocent holder, shall be void, and the collection
thereof shall not be enforced in any court.

(b) FomRErrmu OF SuM PAID ON CONTRACT.-If such goods, wares,
or merchandise have been paid for, in whole or in part, the sum so
paid shall be deemed forfeited.

(c) MorrrY.-Any person who shall sue for the same in an action
of debt shall recover from the seller the amount so paid, one-half
to his own use and the other half to the use of the United States.
SEC. 3325. PENALTIES FOR FALSE STATEMENTS TO PURCHASERS RE-

GARDING TAX
Whoever in connection with the sale or lease, or offer for sale or

lease, of any article, or for the purpose of making such sale or lease,
makes any statement, written or oral, (1) intended or calculated to
lead any person to believe that any part of the price at which such
article is sold or leased, or offered for sale or lease, consists of a tax
imposed under the authority of the United States, or (2) ascribing
a particular part of such price to a tax imposed under the authority
ofthe United States, knowing that such statement is false or that the
tax is not so great as the portion of such price ascribed to such
tax, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be punished by a fine of not more than $1,000 or by imprison-
ment not exceeding one year, or both.
SEC. 332. PENALTY FOR FRAUDULENTLY CLAIMING DRAWBACK.

Whenever any person fraudulently claims or seeks to obtain an
allowance of drawback on goods, wares, or merchandise on which
no internal tax shall have been paid, or fraudulently claims any
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in any way so as to show that the contents or intended contents 
thereof have been duly inspected, or that the tax thereon has been 
paid, or that any provision of the internal revenue laws has been 
complied with, whether such stamping, branding, or marking may 
have been a duly authorized act or may be false and counterfeit, 
or otherwise without authority of law, said box, barrel, bag, vessel, 
package, wrapper, cover, or envelope being empty, or containi'ng 
anything else than the contents which were therein when said 
articles had been so lawfully stamped, branded, or marked by an 
officer of the revenue, he shall be liable to a penalty of not less 
than $50 nor more than $500. 

(2) MANUFACTURING, STAMPING, OR BRANDING.—EVery person 
who makes, manufactures, or produces any box, barrel, bag, ves-
sel, package wrapper, cover, or envelope, stamped, branded, or 
marked, as above described, or stamps brands, or marks the same, 
as herembefore recited, shall be liable to penalty as before pro-
vided in this section. 

(3) nun-D.—Every person who violates the foregoing provi-
sions of this section, with intent to defraud the revenue, or to 
defraud any person shall be liable to a fine of not less than $1,000 
nor more than $5,000, or to imprisonment for not less than six 
months nor more than five years, or to both, at the discretion of 
the court. 
(b) Foarzmatz.—All articles sold, given, purchased, received, 

made, manufactured, produced, branded, stamped, or marked in 
violation of the provisions of this section, and all their contents, 
shall be forfeited to the United States. 
SEC. 3324. PENALTY FOR SALES TO EVADE TAX. 

(a) NONENFORCEABILITY or CorrrnAcr.—Whenever any person who 
is liable to pay any tax upon any goods, wares, or merchandise, sells 
or causes or allows the same to be sold before the tax is paid to which 
said property is liable, with intent to avoid such tax, or in fraud of 
the internal revenue laws, any debt contracted in such sale, and any 
security given therefor, unless the same shall have been bona fide 
transferred to an innocent holder, shall be void, and the collection 
thereof shall not be enforced in any court. 

(b) FORFEITURE OF SUM PAID ON CowmAcr.—If such goods, wares, 
or merchandise have been paid for, in whole or in part, the sum so 
paid shall be deemed forfeited. 

(c) Mormr.—Any person who shall sue for the same in an action 
of debt shall recover from the seller the amount so paid, one-half 
to his own use and the other half to the use of the United States. 
SEC. 3325. PENALTIES FOR FALSE STATEMENTS TO PURCHASERS RE-

GARDING TAX. 
Whoever in connection with the sale or lease, or offer for sale or 

lease, of any article, or for the purpose of making such sale or lease, 
makes any statement, written or oral, (1) intended or calculated to 
lead any person to believe that any part of the price at which such 

i article s sold or leased, or offered for sale or lease, consists of a tax 
imposed under the authority of the United States or (2) ascribing 
a particular part of such price to a tax imposed 'Hider the authority 
of the United States, knowing that such statement is false or that the 
tax is not so great as the .portion of such price ascribed to such 
tax, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be punished by a fine of not more than $1,000 or by imprison-
ment not exceeding one year, or both. 
SEC. 3326. PENALTY FOR FRAUDULENTLY CLAIMING DRAWBACK 
Whenever any person fraudulently claims or seeks to obtain an 

allowance of drawback on goods, wares, or merchandise on which 
no internal tax shall have been paid, or fraudulently claims any 
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greater allowance of drawback than the tax actually paid, he shall
forfeit triple the amount wrongfully or fraudulently claimed or
sought to be obtained, or the sum of $500, at the election of the
Secretary.

Part IV-Miscellaneous Provisions

SEC. 3330. WITNESSING OF RETURNS IN LIEU OF OATH.
The Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may by

regulation prescribe that any return required by any internal revenue
law (except returns required under income or estate tax laws) to be
under oath may, if the amount of the tax covered thereby is not in
excess of $10, be signed or acknowledged before two witnesses instead
of under oath.
SEC. 3331. EXEMPTION FROM TAX OF DOMESTIC GOODS PURCHASED

FOR THE UNITED STATES.
The privilege existing by provision of law on December 1, 1873 or

thereafter of purchasing supplies of goods imported from foreign
countries for the use of the United States, duty free, shall be ex-
tended, under such regulations as the Secretary may prescribe, to all
articles of domestic production which are subject to tax by the provi-
sions of this subtitle.
SEC. 3332. EXEMPTION FROM TAX OF EXPORTS TO FOREIGN COUN-

TRIES.
For exemption from tax in case of-

Tobacco, snuff, cigars, and cigarettes, see section 2135.
Playing cards, see section 1830.
Oleomargarine, see section 2307.
Adulterated butter, see section 2327.
Mixed flour, see section 2385.
Firearms, see sections 2705 and 2727.
Distilled spirits, see sections 2885, 2905, and 3179.
Wines, see section 3037 (a).
Fermented liquors, see section 3153 (c).

SEC. 3333. DRAWBACK IN CASE OF EXPORTS TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
For drawback on exports to foreign countries in case of-

Tobacco, snuff, cigars, and cigarettes, see section 2136.
Distilled spirits, see sections 2887 and 3179.
Stills, see section 3250 (j) (3).

For allowance of drawbacks on shipments to Puerto Rico or the
Philippine Islands, see sections 3361 (c) and 3341 (c).

SEC. 3334. EXTENSION OF TIME FOR FILING RETURNS.
For authority of collectors to grant extensions of time for the filing

of returns (except In the case of income tax), see section 3634.
SEC. 3335. CROSS REFERENCE.

For other administrative provisions, see subtitle D.

SUBCHAPTER B-PROVISIONS OF SPECIAL APPLICA-
TION TO THE PHILIPPINES, VIRGIN ISLANDS, AND
PUERTO RICO

Part I-Philippine Islands

SEC. 3340. SHIPMENTS TO THE UNITED STATES.
(a) TAX IMPOSED IN UNITED STATES.-

(1) AMOUNT.-There shall be levied, collected, and paid, in the
United States, upon articles, goods, wares, or merchandise coming
into the United States from the Philippine Islands a tax equal to
the internal-revenue tax imposed in the United States upon the like
articles, goods, wares, or merchandise of domestic manufacture.

(2) PAYMENT.-Such tax shall be paid by internal revenue
stamp or stamps, to be provided by the Commissioner, and to be
affixed in such manner and under such regulations as he, with the
approval of the Secretary, shall prescribe.
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greater allowance of drawback than the tax actually paid, he shall 
forfeit triple the amount wrongfully or fraudulently claimed or 
sought to be obtained, or the sum of $500, at the election of the 
Secretary. 

Part IV—Miscellaneous Provisions 

SEC. 3330. WITNESSING OF RETURNS IN LIEU OF OATH. 

The Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may by 
regulation prescribe that any return required by any internal revenue 
law (except returns required under income or estate tax laws) to be 
under oath may, if the amount of the tax covered thereby is not in 
excess of $10, be signed or acknowledged before two witnesses instead 
of under oath. 
SEC. 3331. EXEMPTION FROM TAX OF DOMESTIC GOODS PURCHASED 

FOR THE UNITED STATES. 

The privilege existing by provision of law on December 1, 1873 or 
thereafter of purchasing supplies of goods imported from foreign 
countries for the use of the United States, duty free, shall be ex-
tended, under such regulations as the Secretary may prescribe, to all 
articles of domestic production which are subject to tax by the provi-
sions of this subtitle. 
SEC. 3332. EXEMPTION FROM TAX OF EXPORTS TO FOREIGN COUN-

TRIES. 
For exemption from tax in case of— 
Tobacco, snuff, cigars, and cigarettes, see section 2135. 
Playing cards, see section 1830. 
Oleomargarine, see section 2307. 
Adulterated butter, see section 222g. 
Mixed flour, see section 2385. 
Firearms, see sections 2705 and 2727. 
Distilled spirits, see sections 2885, 2905, and 3179. 
Wines, see section 3037 (a). 
Fermented liquors, see section 3153 (c)• 

SEC. 3333. DRAWBACK IN CASE OF EXPORTS TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES. 
For drawback on exports to foreign countries in case of— 

Tobacco, snuff, cigars, and cigarettes, see section 2136. 
Distilled spirits, see sections 2887 and 3179. 
Stills, see section 3250 (3) (3)• 

For allowance of drawbacks on shipments to Puerto Rico or the 
Philippine Islands, see sections 3361 (c) and 3341 (c). 

SEC. 3334. EXTENSION OF TIME FOR FILING RETURNS. 
For authority of collectors to grant extensions of time for the filing 

of returns (except in the case of income tax), see section 3634. 

SEC. 3335. CROSS REFERENCE. 
For other administrative provisions, see subtitle D. 

SUBCHAPTER B—PROVISIONS OF SPECIAL APPLICA-
TION TO THE PHILIPPINES, VIRGIN ISLANDS, AND 

PUERTO RICO 

Part I—Philippine Islands 

SEC. 3340. SHIPMENTS TO THE UNITED STATES. 

(a) TAX IMPOSED IN UNrrED STATES.— 
(1) Amou-NT.--There shall be levied, collected, and paid, in the 

United States, upon articles, goods, wares, or merchandise coming 
into the United States from the Philippine Islands a tax equal to 
the internal-revenue tax imposed in the United States upon the like 
articles, goods, wares, or merchandise of domestic manufacture. 

(2) PAYMENT.—SUCh tax shall be paid by internal revenue 
stamp or stamps, to be provided by the Commissioner, and to be 
affixed in such manner and under such regulations as he, with the 
approval of the Secretary, shall prescribe. 
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(b) EXEMPTION FROM TAX IMPOSED IN THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.-
Such articles, goods, wares, or merchandise shipped from said islands
to the United States shall be exempt from the payment of any tax
imposed by the internal revenue laws of the Philippine Islands.
SEC. 3341 SHIPMENTS FROM THE UNITED STATES.

(a) TAX IMPOSED IN PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.-
(1) AMOUNT.--There shall be levied, collected, and paid in the

Philippine Islands, upon articles, goods, wares, or merchandise go-
ing into the Philippine Islands from the United States, a tax equal
to the internal revenue tax imposed in the Philippine Islands upon
the like articles, goods, wares, or merchandise of Philippine Islands
manufacture.

(2) PAYMENT.-Such tax shall be paid by internal revenue
stamps or otherwise, as provided by the laws of the Philippine
Islands.
(b) EXEMPTION FROM TAX IMPOSED IN UNITED STATES.-Such arti-

cles, goods, wares, or merchandise going into the Philippine Islands
from the United States shall be exempt from the payment of any tax
imposed by the internal revenue laws of the United States.

(c) DRAWBACK OF TAX PAID IN THE UNITED STATES.-All provi-
sions of law existing on March 4, 1915, for the allowance of drawback
of internal revenue tax on articles exported from the United States
are, so far as applicable, extended to like articles upon which an
internal revenue tax has been paid when shipped from the United
States to the Philippine Islands.
SEC. 3342. IMPORTS FROM COUNTRIES OTHER THAN THE UNITED

STATES.
In addition to the customs taxes imposed in the Philippine Islands,

there shall be levied, collected, and paid therein upon articles, goods,
wares, or merchandise imported into the Philippine Islands from
countries other than the United States the internal revenue tax
imposed by the Philippine Government on like articles manufactured
and consumed in the Philippine Islands or shipped thereto for con-
sumption therein from the United States.
SEC. 3343. DEPOSIT OF INTERNAL REVENUE COLLECTIONS.

(a) PAYMENT INTO THE PHILIPPINE TREASURY.-All internal rev-
enues collected in or for account of the Philippine Islands shall
accrue intact to the general government thereof and be paid into the
insular treasury.

(b) PHILIPPINE TRUST FUND.-The duties and taxes collected in
the Philippine Archipelago in pursuance of the act of March 8, 1902
c. 140, 32 Stat. 54, and all duties and taxes collected in the United
States upon articles coming from the Philippine Archipelago and
upon foreign vessels coming therefrom, shall not be covered into the
general fund of the Treasury of the United States, but shall be held
as a separate fund and paid into the treasury of the Philippine
Islands, to be used and expended for the government and benefit of
said islands.

(c) CROSS REFERENCE--
For special provisions relating to taxes collected in the case of

coconut oil, see section 2476.

Part II-Virgin Islands

SEC. 3350. SHIPMENTS TO THE UNITED STATES.
(a) TAXES IMPOSED IN THE UNITED STATEs.-Except as provided

in section 3123, there shall be levied, collected, and paid in the United
States, upon articles coming into the United States from the Virgin
Islands, a tax equal to the internal revenue tax imposed in the
United States upon like articles of domestic manufacture.
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(b) EXEMPTION FROM TAX IMPOSED IN THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.— 
Such articles, goods wares, or merchandise shipped from said islands 
to the United States shall be exempt from the payment of any tax 
imposed by the internal revenue laws of the Philippine Islands. 
SEC. 3341. SHIPMENTS FROM ME UNITED STATES. 

(a) TAX IMPOSED IN PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.— 
Amourrr.—There shall be levied, collected, and paid in the 

Philippine Islands, upon articles goods, wares, or merchandise go-
ing into the Philippine Islands from the United States, a tax equal 
to the internal revenue tax imposed in the Philippine Islands upon 
the like articles, goods, wares, or merchandise of Philippine Islands 
manufacture. 

(2) PAYMEN'F.—Such tax shall be paid by internal revenue 
stamps or otherwise, as provided by the laws of the Philippine 
Islands. 
(b) EXEMPTION FROM TAX IMPOSED IN UNITED STATES.—SUCh arti-

cles, goods wares, or merchandise going into the Philippine Islands 
from the United States shall be exempt from the payment of any tax 
imposed by the internal revenue laws of the United States. 

(C) DRAWBACK OF TAX PAID IN THE UNITED STATES.—All provi-
sions of law existing on March 4, 1915, for the allowance of drawback 
of internal revenue tax on articles exported from the United States 
are, so far as applicable, extended to like articles upon which an 
internal revenue tax has been paid when shipped from the United 
States to the Philippine Islands. 
SEC. 3342. IMPORTS FROM COUNTRIES OTHER THAN THE UNITED 

STATES. 
In addition to the customs taxes imposed in the Philippine Islands, 

there shall be levied, collected, and paid therein upon articles, goods, 
wares, or merchandise imported into the Philippine Islands from 
countries other than the United States the internal revenue tax 
imposed by the Philippine Government on like articles manufactured 
and consumed in the Philippine Islands or shipped thereto for con-
sumption therein from the United States. 
SEC. 3343. DEPOSIT OF INTERNAL REVENUE COLLECTIONS. 

(a) PAYMENT INTO THE PHILIPPINE TREASURY.—All internal rev-
enues collected in or for account of the Philippine Islands shall 
accrue intact to the general government thereof and be paid into the 
insular treasury. 

(b) PHILIPPINE TRUST Form—The duties and taxes collected in 
the Philippine Archipelago in pursuance of the act of March 8, 1902, 
c. 140, 32 Stat. 54, and all duties and taxes collected in the United 
States upon articles coming from the Philippine Archipelago and 
upon foreign vessels coming therefrom, shall not be covered into the 
general fund of the Treasury of the United States, but shall be held 
as a separate fund and paid into the treasury of the Philippine 
Islands, to be used and expended for the government and benefit of 
said islands. 

(c) CROSS REFERENCE.— 
For special provisions relating to taxes collected in the case of 

coconut oil, see section 2476. 

Part II—Virgin Islands 

SEC. 3350. SHIPMENTS TO THE UNITED STATES. 
(a) TAXES IMPOSED IN THE UNrrED STATES.—Except aS provided. 

in section 3123, there shall be levied, collected, and paid in the United 
States, upon articles coming into the United States from the Virgin 
Islands, a tax equal to the internal revenue tax imposed in the 
United States upon like articles of domestic manufacture. 
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(b) EXEMPTION FROM TAX IMPOSED IN THE VIRGIN ISLANDS.-Such
articles shipped from such islands to the United States shall be ex-
empt from the payment of any tax imposed by the internal revenue
laws of such islands.
SEC. 3351. SHIPMENTS FROM THE UNITED STATES.

(a) TAX IMPOsED IN VIRGIN IsLANDS.-There shall be levied, col-
lected, and paid in the Virgin Islands upon articles imported from
the United States, a tax equal to the internal revenue tax imposed
in such islands upon like articles there manufactured.

(b) EXEMPTION FROM TAX IMPOSED IN THE UNITED STATES.-Such
articles going into such islands from the United States shall be ex-
empt from payment of any tax imposed by the internal revenue
laws of the United States.

Part III-Puerto Rico

SEC. 3360. SHIPMENTS TO THE UNITED STATES.
(a) RATE OF TAX.-Except as provided in section 3123, articles

of merchandise of Puerto Rican manufacture coming into the United
States and withdrawn for consumption or sale shall be subject to a
tax equal to the internal revenue tax imposed in the United States
upon the like articles of merchandise of domestic manufacture.

(b) PAYMENT OF TAX.-
(1) UPON ENTRY INTO UNITED STATEs.-Such tax shall be paid by

internal revenue stamp or stamps to be purchased and provided by
the Commissioner and to be procured from the collector of internal
revenue at or most convenient to the port of entry of said merchan-
dise in the United States, and to be affixed under such regulations
as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, shall
prescribe.

(2) BEFORE SHIPMENT FROM PUERTO RIco.-All United States in-
ternal revenue taxes imposed by law on articles of Puerto Rican
manufacture coming into the United States for consumption or sale
may be paid by affixing to such articles before shipment thereof a
proper United States internal revenue stamp denoting such pay-
ment.

(A) APPOINTMENT OF DEPUTY COLLECTOR AT SAN JUAN.-FOr

the purpose of carrying into effect the provisions of paragraph
(2) of this subsection, the Secretary is authorized to grant to
such collector of internal revenue as may be recommended by the
Commissioner and approved by the Secretary, an allowance for
the salary and expenses of a deputy collector to be stationed at
San Juan, Puerto Rico, the appointment of this deputy to be
approved by the Secretary.

(B) BOND OF DEPUTY COLLECTOR AT SAN JUAN.-Before entering

upon the duties of his office such deputy collector shall execute
a bond, payable to the collector appointing him, in such amount
and with such sureties as he may determine.

(C) DUTIES OF DEPUTY COLLECTOR AT SAN JUAN.-The collector
will place in the hands of such deputy all stamps necessary for
the payment of the proper tax on articles produced in Puerto
Rico and shipped to the United States, and the said deputy, upon
proper payment made for said stamps, shall issue them to manu-
facturers in Puerto Rico. All such stamps so issued or trans-
ferred to said deputy shall be charged to the collector and be
accounted for by him as in the case of other tax-paid stamps.
The deputy collector assigned to this duty shall perform such
other work in connection with the inspection and stamping of
such articles, and shall make such returns as the Commissioner
may, by regulations approved by the Secretary, direct.
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(b) EXEMPTION FROM TAX IMPOSED IN THE VIRGIN ISLANDS.—Such 
articles shipped from such islands to the United States shall be ex-
empt from the payment of any tax imposed by the internal revenue 
laws of such islands. 
SEC. 3351. SHIPMENTS FROM THE UNITED STATES. 

(a) TAX IMPOSED IN VIRGIN ISLANDS.—There shall be levied, col-
lected, and paid in the Virgin Islands upon articles imported from 
the United States, a tax equal to the internal revenue tax imposed 
in such islands upon like articles there manufactured. 

(b) EXEMPTION FROM TAX IMPOSED IN THE UNITED STATES.—Such 
articles going into such islands from the United States shall be ex-
empt from payment of any tax imposed by the internal revenue 
laws of the United States. 

Part III—Puerto Rico 

SEC. 3360. SHIPMENTS TO THE UNITED STATES. 
(a) RATE OF TAx.—Except as provided in section 3123, articles 

of merchandise of Puerto Rican manufacture coming into the United 
States and withdrawn for consumption or sale shall be subject to a 
tax equal to the internal revenue tax imposed in the United States 
upon the like articles of merchandise of domestic manufacture. 

(b) PAYMENT OF TAX.— 
(1) UPON Emmy wro UNITED STATES.—Such tax shall be paid by 

internal revenue stamp or stamps to be purchased and provided by 
the Commissioner and to be procured from the collector of internal 
revenue at or most convenient to the port of entry of said merchan-
dise in the United States, and to be affixed under such regulations 
as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, shall 
prescribe. 

(2) BEFoRE SHIPMENT FROM Pu-Erro Rico.—All United States in-
ternal revenue taxes .imposed by law on articles of Puerto Rican 
manufacture coming into the United States for consumption or sale 
may be paid by affixing to such articles before shipment thereof a 
proper United States internal revenue stamp denoting such pay-
ment. 

(A) APPOINTMENT OF DEPUTY COLLECTOR AT SAN JUAN.—For 
the purpose of carrying into effect the provisions of paragraph 
(2) of this subsection, the Secretary is authorized to grant to 
such collector of internal revenue as may be recommended by the 
Commissioner, and approved by the Secretary, an allowance for 
the salary and expenses of a deputy collector to be stationed at 
San Juan, Puerto Rico, the appointment of this deputy to be 
approved by the Secretary. 

(B) BOND OF DEPUTY COLLECTOR AT SAN JUAN.—Before entering 
upon the duties of his office such deputy collector shall execute 
a bond, payable to the collector appointing him, in such amount 
and with such sureties as he may determine. 
(C) DUTLES OF DEPUTY COMPCTOR AT SAN JUAN.—The collector 

will place in the hands of such deputy all stamps necessary for 
the payment of the proper tax on articles produced in Puerto 
Rico and shipped to the United States, and the said deputy, upon 
proper payment made for said stamps, shall issue them to manu-
facturers in Puerto Rico. All such stamps so issued or trans-
ferred to said deputy shall be charged to the collector and be 
accounted for by him as in the case of other tax-paid stamps. 
The deputy collector assigned to this duty shall perform such 
other work in connection with the inspection and stamping of 
such articles, and shall make such returns as the Commissioner 
may, by regulations approved by the Secretary, direct. 
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(D) GENRAL LAWS APPLICABLE.-All provisions of law relative
to the appointment, duties, and compensation of deputy collec-
tors, including office rent and other necessary expenses, shall, so
far as applicable, apply to the deputy assigned to duty under
the provisions of paragraph (2) of this subsection.

(c) DEPOSIT OF INTERNAL REVENUE COLLECTIONS.-All taxes col-

lected under the internal revenue laws of the United States on
articles produced in Puerto Rico and transported to the United
States, or consumed in the island, shall be covered into the treasury of
Puerto Rico.
SEC. 3361. SHIPMENTS FROM THE UNITED STATES.

(a) TAX IMPOSED IN PUERTO RICo.-All articles of merchandise of

United States manufacture coming into Puerto Rico shall be entered
at the port of entry upon payment of a tax equal in rate and amount
to the internal revenue tax imposed in Puerto Rico upon the like
articles of Puerto Rican manufacture.

(b) EXEMPTION FROM TAX IMPOSED IN THE UNITED STATES.-Ar-

ticles, goods, wares or merchandise going into Puerto Rico from the
United States shall be exempted from the payment of any tax im-
posed by the internal revenue laws of the United States.

(c) DRAWBACK OF TAX PAm IN THE UNITED STATES.-All provi-
sions of law in effect on March 4, 1915, for the allowance of drawback
of internal revenue tax on articles exported from the United States
are, so far as applicable, extended to like articles upon which an
internal revenue tax has been paid when shipped from the United
States to the island of Puerto Rico.
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(D) GENERAL LAWS APPLICABLE.---All provisions of law relative 
to the appointment, duties, and compensation of deputy collec-
tors, including office rent and other necessary expenses, shall, so 
far as applicable, apply to the deputy assigned to duty under 
the provisions of paragraph (2) of this subsection. 

(c) DEPOSIT OF INTERNAL REVENUE CoLLEanoNs.—All taxes col-
lected under the internal revenue laws of the United States on 
articles produced in Puerto Rico and transported to the United 
States, or consumed in the island, shall be covered into the treasury of 
Puerto Rico. 
SEC. 336L SHIPMENTS FROM THE UNITED STATES. 

(a) TAX IMPOSED IN PUERTO Rico.—All articles of merchandise of 
United States manufacture coming into Puerto Rico shall be entered 
at the port of entry upon payment of a tax equal in rate and amount 
to the internal revenue tax imposed in Puerto Rico upon the like 
articles of Puerto Rican manufacture. 

(b) EXEMPTION FROM TAX IMPOSED IN THE UNITED STATES.—Ar-
tides, goods, ware; or merchandise going into Puerto Rico from the 
United States shall be exempted from the payment of any tax im-
posed by the internal revenue laws of the United States. 

(C) DRAWBACK OF TAX PAID IN THE UNITED STATES.—All provi-
sions of law in effect on March 4, 1915, for the allowance of drawback 
of internal revenue tax on articles exported from the United States 
are, so far as applicable' extended to like articles upon which an 
internal revenue tax has been paid when shipped from the United 
States to the island of Puerto Rico. 
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There shall be imposed upon the following articles sold by the

manufacturer, producer, or importer, a tax at the following rates:

(1) Tires wholly or in part of rubber, 214 cents a pound on
total weight (exclusive of metal rims or rim bases), to be deter-
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There shall be imposed upon the following articles sold by the 
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mined under regulations prescribed by the Commissioner with the
approval of the Secretary.

(2) Inner tubes (for tires) wholly or in part of rubber, 4 cents
a pound on total weight, to be determined under regulations pre-
scribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary.

SEC. 3401. TAX ON TOILET PREPARATIONS, ETC.
There shall be imposed upon the following articles, sold by the

manufacturer, producer, or importer, a tax equivalent to 10 per
centum of the price for which so sold: Perfumes, essences, extracts,
toilet waters, cosmetics, petroleum jellies, hair oils, pomades, hair
dressings, hair restoratives, hair dyes, aromatic cachous, toilet pow-
ders, and any similar substance, article, or preparation, by whatsoever
name known or distinguished; any of the above which are used or
applied or intended to be used or applied for toilet purposes.
SEC. 3403. TAX ON AUTOMOBILES, ETC.

There shall be imposed upon the following articles sold by the
manufacturer, producer, or importer, a tax equivalent to the follow-
ing percentages of the price for which so sold:

(a) Automobile truck chassis, automobile truck bodies, tractors of
the kind chiefly used for highway transportation in combination with
a trailer or semitrailer (including in each of the above cases parts or
accessories therefor sold on or in connection therewith or with the
sale thereof), 2 per centum. A sale of an automobile truck shall, for
the purposes of this subsection, be considered to be a sale of the chassis
and of the body.

(b) Other automobile chassis and bodies and motor cycles
(including in each case parts or accessories therefor sold on or in con-
nection therewith or with the sale thereof) except tractors, 3 per
centum. A sale of an automobile shall, for the purposes of this sub-
section, be considered to be a sale of the chassis and of the body.

(c) Parts or accessories (other than tires and inner tubes) for any
of the articles enumerated in subsection (a) or (b), 2 per centum.
For the purposes of this subsection and subsections (a) and (b),
spark plugs, storage batteries, leaf springs, coils, timers, and tire
chains, which are suitable for use on or in connection with, or as
component parts of, any of the articles enumerated in subsection
(a) or (b), shall be considered parts or accessories for such articles,
whether or not primarily adapted for such use. This subsection
shall not apply to chassis or bodies for automobile trucks or other
automobiles. Under regulations prescribed by the Commissioner,
with the approval of the Secretary, the tax under this subsection
shall not apply in the case of sales of parts or accessories by the man-
ufacturer, producer, or importer to a manufacturer or producer of
any of the articles enumerated in subsection (a) or (b). If any
such parts or accessories are resold by such vendee otherwise than
on or in connection with, or with the sale of, an article enumerated
in subsection (a) or (b) and manufactured or produced by such
vendee, then for the purposes of this section the vendee shall be
considered the manufacturer or producer of the parts or accessories
so resold.

(d) Under regulations prescribed by the Commissioner, with the
approval of the Secretary, the tax under subsection (a) or (b) shall
not apply in the case of sales of bodies by the manufacturer, pro-
ducer, or importer to a manufacturer or producer of automobile
trucks or other automobiles to be sold by such vendee. For the
purposes of subsection (a) or (b) such vendee shall be considered
the manufacturer or producer of such bodies.

(e) If tires or inner tubes on which tax has been imposed under
this chapter are sold on or in connection with, or with the sale of, a
chassis, body, or motor cycle, there shall (under regulations pre-
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mined under regulations prescribed by the Commissioner with the 
approval of the Secretary. 

(2) Inner tubes (for tires) wholly or in part of rubber, 4 cents 
a pound on total weight, to be determined under regulations pre-
scribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary. 

SEC. 3401. TAX ON TOILET PREPARATIONS, ETC. 
There shall be imposed upon the following articles, sold by the 

manufacturer, producer, or importer, a tax equivalent to 10 per 
centum of the price for which so sold: Perfumes, essences, extracts, 
toilet waters, cosmetics, petroleum jellies, hair oils, pomades, hair 
dressings, hair restoratives, hair dyes, aromatic cachous, toilet pow-
ders, and any similar substance, article, or preparation, by whatsoever 
name known or distinguished; any of the above which are used. or 
applied or intended to be used or applied for toilet purposes. 
SEC. 3403. TAX ON AUTOMOBILES, ETC. 
There shall be imposed upon the following articles sold by the 

manufacturer, producer, or importer, a tax equivalent to the follow-
ing percentages of the price for which so sold: 

(a) Automobile truck chassis, automobile truck bodies, tractors of 
the kind chiefly used for highway transportation in combination with 
a trailer or semitrailer (including in each of the above cases parts or 
accessories therefor sold on or in connection therewith or with the 
sale thereof), 2 per centum. A sale of an automobile truck shall, for 
the purposes of this subsection, be considered to be a sale of the chassis 
and of the body. 

(b) Other automobile chassis and bodies and motor cycles 
(including in each case parts or accessories therefor sold on or in con-
nection therewith or with the sale thereof), except tractors, 3 per 
centum. A sale of an automobile shall, for the purposes of this sub-
section, be considered to be a sale of the chassis and of the body. 

(c) Parts or accessories (other than tires and inner tubes) for any 
of the articles enumerated in subsection (a) or (b), 2 per centum. 
For the purposes of this subsection and subsections (a) and (b), 
spark plugs, storage batteries, leaf springs, coils, timers, and tire 
chains, which are suitable for use on or in connection with, or as 
component parts of, any of the articles enumerated in subsection 
(a) or (b), shall be considered parts or accessories for such articles, 
whether or not primarily adapted for such use. This subsection 
shall not apply to chassis or bodies for automobile trucks or other 
automobiles. Under regulations prescribed by the Commissioner, 
with the approval of the Secretary, the tax under this subsection 
shall not apply in the case of sales of parts or accessories by the man-
ufacturer, producer, or importer to a manufacturer or producer of 
any of the articles enumerated in subsection (a) or (la). If any 
such parts or accessories are resold by such vendee otherwise than 
on or in connection with, or with the sale of, an article enumerated 
in subsection (a) or (b) and manufactured or produced by such 
vendee, then for the purposes of this section the vendee shall be 
considered the manufacturer or producer of the parts or accessories 
so resold. 

(d) Under regulations prescribed by the Commissioner, with the 
approval of the Secretary, the tax under subsection (a) or (b) shall 
not apply in the case of sales of bodies by the manufacturer, pro-
ducer, or importer to a manufacturer or producer of automobile 
trucks or other automobiles to be sold by such vendee. For the 
purposes of subsection (a) or (b) such vendee shall be considered 
the manufacturer or producer of such bodies. 

(e) If tires or inner tubes on which tax has been imposed under 
this chapter are sold on or in connection with, or with the sale of, a 
clutagis, body, or motor cycle, there shall (under regulations pre-
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scribed by the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary) be
credited against the tax under this section an amount equal to, in the
case of an automobile truck chassis or body, 2 per centum, and in the
case of any other automobile chassis or body or motor cycle, 3 per
centum-

(1) of the purchase price (less, in the case of tires, the part of
such price attributable to the metal rim or rim base) if such tires
or inner tubes were taxable under section 3400 (relating to tax on
tires and inner tubes) ; or

(2) if such tires or inner tubes were taxable under section 3444
(relating to use by manufacturer, producer, or importer) then of
the price (less, in the case of tires, the part of such price attribut-
able to the metal rim or rim base) at which such or similar tires
or inner tubes are sold, in the ordinary course of trade, by manu-
facturers, producers, or importers thereof, as determined by the
Commissioner.
(f) (1) Where prior to August 1, 1939, any article subject to the

tax imposed by this section or section 3400, relating to tax on tires
and inner tubes, has been sold by the manufacturer, producer, or
importer, and is on such date held by a dealer and intended for sale,
there shall be refunded to the manufacturer, producer, or importer
the amount of the tax, or if the tax has not been paid, the tax shall
be abated.

(2) As used in this subsection the term "dealer" includes a whole-
saler, jobber, or distributor. For the purposes of this subsection, an
article shall be considered as "held by a dealer" if title thereto has
passed to such dealer (whether or not delivery to him has been
made), and if for purposes of consumption title to such article or
possession thereof has not at any time been transferred to any
person other than a dealer.

(3) Under regulations prescribed by the Commissioner, with the
approval of the Secretary, the refund provided by this subsection-
(A) may be applied as a credit against the tax shown by subsequent
returns of the manufacturer, producer, or importer, and (B) may
be made to the dealer instead of to the manufacturer, producer, or
importer, if the manufacturer, plroducer, or ilmporter waives amy
cvlaim for the amlount so to be reflunded.

(4) When the refund, credit, or abatement provided for in this
subsection has been allowed to the manufacturer, )Iroducer, or
importer, he shall remit to the dealer to whom was sold the article
in respect of which the refund, credit, or abatement was allowed, so
much of that amount of the tax corresponding to the refund, credit,
or abatement, as was included in or added to the price paid or agreed
to be paid by the dealer. Upon the failure of the manufacturer, pro-
ducer, or importer to make such remission he shall be liable to the
dealer for damages in the amount of three times the amount thereof,
and the court shall include in any judgment in favor of the dealer
in any suit for the recovery of such damages, costs of the suit and a
reasonable attorney's fee to be fixed by the court.
SEC. 3404. TAX ON RADIO RECEIVING SETS, ETC.

There shall be imposed upon the following articles, sold by the
manufacturer, producer, or importer, a tax equivalent to 5 per
centum of the price for which so sold: Chassis, cabinets, tubes,
reproducing units, power packs, and phonograph mechanisms, suit-
able for use in connection with or as part of radio receiving sets or
combination radio and phonograph sets (including in each case parts
or accessories therefor sold on or in connection therewith or with
the sale thereof). A sale of any two or more of the above articles
shall, for the purpose of this section, be considered a sale of each
separately.
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scribed by the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary) be 
credited against the tax under this section an amount equal to, in the 
case of an automobile truck chassis or body, 2 per centum, and in the 
case of any other automobile chassis or body or motor cycle, 3 per 
centum— 

(1) of the purchase price (less, in the case of tires, the part of 
such price attributable to the metal rim or rim base) if such tires 
or inner tubes were taxable under section 3400 (relating to tax on 
tires and inner tubes) ; or 

(2) if such tires or inner tubes were taxable under section 3141 
(relating to use by manufacturer, producer, or importer) then of 
the price (less, in the case of tires, the part of such price attribut-
able to the metal rim or rim base) at which such or similar tires 
or inner tubes are sold, in the ordinary course of trade, by manu-
facturers, producers, or importers thereof, as determined by the 
Commissioner. 
(f) (1) Where prior to August 1, 1939, any article subject to the 

tax imposed by this section or section 3400, relating to tax on tires 
and inner tubes, has been sold by the manufacturer, producer, or 
importer, and is on such date held by a dealer and intended for sale, 
there shall be refunded to the manufacturer, producer, or importer 
the amount of the tax, or if the tax has not been paid, the tax shall 
be abated. 

(2) As used in this subsection the term "dealer" includes a whole-
saler, jobber, or distributor. For the purposes of this subsection, an 
article shall be considered as "held by a dealer" if title thereto has 
passed to such dealer (whether or not delivery to him has been 
made), and if for purposes of consumption title to such article or 
possession thereof has not at any time been transferred to any 
person other than a dealer. 

(3) Under regulations prescribed by the Commissioner, with the 
approval of the Secretary, the refund provided by this subsection— 
(A) may be applied as a credit against the tax shown by subsequent 
returns of the manufacturer, producer, or importer, and (B) may 
be made to the dealer instead of to the manufacturer, producer, or 
importer, if the manufacturer, producer, or importer waives any 
claim for the amount so to be refunded. 

(4) When the refund, credit, or abatement provided for in this 
subsection has been allowed to the manufacturer, producer, or 
importer, he shall remit to the dealer to whom was sold the article 
in respect of which the refund, credit, or abatement was allowed, so 
much of that amount of the tax corresponding to the refund, credit, 
or abatement, as was included in or added to the price paid or agreed 
to be paid by the dealer. Upon the failure of the manufacturer, pro-
ducer, or importer to make such remission he shall be liable to the 
dealer for damages in the amount of three times the amount thereof, 
and the court shall include in any judgment in favor of the dealer 
in any suit for the recovery of such damages, costs of the suit and a 
reasonable attorney's fee to be fixed by the court. 
SEC. 3404. TAX ON RADIO RECEIVING SETS, ETC. 
There shall be imposed upon the following articles, sold by the 

manufacturer, producer, or importer, a tax equivalent to 5 per 
centum of the price for which so sold: Chassis, cabmets, tubes, 
reproducing units, power packs, and phonograph mechanisms, suit-
able for use in connection with or as part of radio receiving sets or 
combination radio and phonograph sets (including in each case parts 
or accessories therefor sold on or in connection therewith or with 
the sale thereof). A sale of any two or more of the above articles 
shall, for the purpose of this section, be considered a sale of each 
separately. 
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SEC. 3405. TAX ON MECHANICAL REFRIGERATORS.
There shall be imposed upon the following articles, sold by the

manufacturer, producer, or importer, a tax equivalent to 5 per
centum of the price for which so sold:

(a) Household type refrigerators (for single or multiple cabinet
installations) operated with electricity, gas, kerosene, or other means
(including parts or accessories therefor sold on or in connection
therewith or with the sale thereof).

(b) Cabinets, compressors, condensers, expansion units, absorbers,
and controls (hereinafter referred to as "refrigerator components")
for, or suitable for use as part of or with, any of the articles enu-
merated in subsection (a) (including in each case parts or accessories
for such refrigerator components sold on or in connection therewith
or with the sale thereof) except when sold as component parts of
complete refrigerators or refrigerating or cooling apparatus. Under
regulations prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval of the
Secretary, the tax under this subsection shall not apply in the case
of sales of any such refrigerator components by the manufacturer,
producer, or importer to a manufacturer or producer of refrigerators
or refrigerating or cooling apparatus. If any such refrigerator com-
ponents are resold by such vendee otherwise than on or in connection
with, or with the sale of, complete refrigerators or refrigerating or
cooling apparatus, manufactured or produced by such vendee, then
for the purposes of this section the vendee shall be considered the
manufacturer or producer of the refrigerator components so resold.

SEC. 3407. TAX ON FIREARMS, SHELLS, AND CARTRIDGES.
There shall be imposed upon firearms, shells, and cartridges, sold

by the manufacturer, producer, or importer, a tax equivalent to 10 per
centum of the price for which so sold. The tax imposed by this section
shall not apply (1) to articles sold for the use of the United States,
any State, Territory, or possession of the United States, any political
subdivision thereof, or the District of Columbia, or (2) to pistols and
revolvers.

The taxes imposed by this section shall not apply to any firearm
on which the tax provided by section 2720 has been paid.

SEC. 3409. TAX ON MATCHES.
There shall be imposed on fancy wooden matches and wooden

matches having a stained, dyed, or colored stick or stem, packed
in boxes or in bulk, sold by the manufacturer, producer, or importer,
a tax of 5 cents per one thousand matches.

SEC. 3411. TAX ON ELECTRICAL ENERGY FOR DOMESTIC OR COM-
MERCIAL CONSUMPTION.

(a) There shall be imposed upon electrical energy sold for domes-
tic or commercial consumption and not for resale a tax equivalent to 3
per centum of the price for which so sold, to be paid by the vendor
under such rules and regulations as the Commissioner, with the
approval of the Secretary, shall prescribe. The sale of electrical
energy to an owner or lessee of a building, who purchases such electri-
cal energy for resale to the tenants therein, shall for the purposes of
this section be considered as a sale for consumption and not for
resale, but the resale to the tenant shall not be considered a sale for
consumption.

(b) The provisions of sections 3441, 3444, and 3447 shall not be
applicable with respect to the tax imposed by this section.

(c) No tax shall be imposed under this section upon electrical
energy sold to the United States or to any State or Territory, or
political subdivision thereof, or the District of Columbia. None of
the provisions of this section shall apply to publicly owned electric
and power plants, or to electric and power plants or systems owned
and operated by cooperative or nonprofit corporations engaged in
rural electrification. The right to exemption under this subsection
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SEC. 3405. TAX ON MECHANICAL REFRIGERATORS. 
There shall be imposed upon the following articles, sold by the 

manufacturer, producer, or importer, a tax equivalent to 5 per 
centum of the price for which so sold: 

(a) Household type refrigerators (for single or multiple cabinet 
installations) operated with electricity, gas, kerosene, or other means 
(including parts or accessories therefor sold on or in connection 
therewith or with the sale thereof). 

(b) Cabinets, compressors, condensers, expansion units, absorbers, 
and controls (hereinafter referred to as "refrigerator components") 
for, or suitable for use as part of or with, any of the articles enu-
merated in subsection (a) (including in each case parts or accessories 
for such refrigerator components sold on or in connection therewith 
or with the sale thereof) except when sold as component parts of 
complete refrigerators or refrigerating or cooling apparatus. Under 
regulations prescribed by the Commissioner , with the approval of the 
Secretary, the tax under this subsection shall not apply in the case 
of sales of any such refrigerator components by the manufacturer, 
producer, or importer to a manufacturer or producer of refrigerators 
or refrigerating or cooling apparatus. If any such refrigerator com-
ponents are resold by such vendee otherwise than on or in connection 
with, or with the sale of, complete refrigerators or refrigerating or 
cooling apparatus, manufactured or produced by such vendee then 
for the purposes of this section the vendee shall be considered the 
manufacturer or producer of the refrigerator components so resold. 
SEC. 3407. TAX ON FIREARMS, SHELLS, AND CARTRIDGES. 

There shall be imposed upon firearms, shells, and cartridges, sold 
by the manufacturer, producer, or importer, a tax equivalent to 10 per 
centum of the price for which so sold. The tax imposed iby this section 
shall not apply (1) to articles sold for the use of the United States, 
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on which the tax provided by section 2720 has been paid. 
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in boxes or in bulk, sold by the manufacturer, producer, or importer, 
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MERCIAL CONSUMPTION. 
(a) There shall be imposed upon electrical energy sold for domes-

tic or commercial consumption and not for resale a tax equivalent to 3 
per centum of the price for which so sold, to be paid by the vendor 
under such rules and regulations as the Commissioner, with the 
approval of the Secretary, shall prescribe. The sale of electrical 
energy to an owner or lessee of a building, who purchases such electri-
cal energy for resale to the tenants therein, shall for the purposes of 
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consumption. 

(b) The provisions of sections 3441, 3444, and 3447 shall not be 
applicable with respect to the tax imposed by this section. 

(c) No tax shall be imposed under this section upon electrical 
energy sold to the United States or to any State or Territory, or 
political subdivision thereof, or the District of Columbia. None of 
the provisions of this section shall apply to publicly owned electric 
and power plants, or to electric and power plants or systems owned 
and operated by cooperative or nonprofit corporations engaged in 
rural electrification. The right to exemption under this subsection 
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shall be evidenced in such manner as the Commissioner, with the ap-
proval of the Secretary, may, by regulation, prescribe.
SEC. 3412. TAX ON GASOLINE.

(a) There shall be imposed on gasoline sold by the producer or
importer thereof, or by any producer of gasoline, a tax of 1 cent a
gallon, except that under regulations prescribed by the Commissioner
with the approval of the Secretary the tax shall not apply in the
case of sales to a producer of gasoline.

(b) If a producer or importer uses (otherwise than in the pro-
duction of gasoline) gasoline sold to him free of tax, or produced
or imported by him, such use shall for the purposes of this chapter
be considered a sale. Any person to whom gasoline is sold tax-free
under this section shall be considered the producer of such gasoline.

(c) As used in this section-
(1) the term "producer" includes a refiner, compounder, or

blender, and a dealer selling gasoline exclusively to producers of
gasoline, as well as a producer.

(2) the term gasoline means (A) all products commonly or
commercially known or sold as gasoline (including casinghead
and natural gasoline), benzol, benzene, or naphtha, regardless of
their classifications or uses; and (B) any other liquid of a kind
prepared, advertised, offered for sale or sold for use as, or used as,
a fuel for the propulsion of motor vehicles, motor boats, or air-
planes; except that it does not include any of the foregoing (other
than products commonly or commercially known or sold as gaso-
line) sold for use otherwise than as a fuel for the propulsion of
motor vehicles, motor boats, or airplanes, and otherwise than in the
manufacture or production of such fuel, and does not include
kerosene, gas oil, or fuel oil.
(d) Every person subject to tax under this section or section

3413 shall, before incurring any liability for tax under such
sections register with the collector for the district in which is
located his principal place of business (or, if he has no principal
place of business in the United States, with the collector at Balti-
more, Maryland) and shall give a bond, to be approved by such col-
lector, conditioned that he shall not engage in any attempt, by
himself or by collusion with others, to defraud the United States
of any tax under such sections; that he shall render truly and com-
pletely all returns, statements, and inventories required by law or
regulations in pursuance thereof and shall pay all taxes due under
such sections; and that he shall comply with all requirements of law
and regulations in pursuance thereof with respect to tax under such
sections. Such bond shall be in such sum as the collector may require
in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Commissioner with
the approval of the Secretary, but not less than $2,000. The collector
may from time to time require new or additional bond in accordance
with this subsection. Every person who fails to register or give
bond as required by this subsection, or who in connection with any
purchase of gasoline or lubricating oil falsely represents himself to
be registered and bonded as provided by this subsection, or who will-
fully makes any false statement in an application for registration
under this subsection, shall upon conviction thereof be fined not more
than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or both, together
with the costs of prosecution. If the Commissioner finds that any
manufacturer or producer has at any time evaded any Federal tax
on gasoline or lubricating oil, he may revoke the registration of such
manufacturer or producer, and no sale to, or for resale to, such man-
ufacturer or producer thereafter shall be tax-free under section 3413,
this section, or section 3442, but such manufacturer or producer shall
not be relieved of the requirement of giving bond under this
subsection.
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(e) Under regulations prescribed by the Commissioner with the
approval of the Secretary, records required to be kept with respect to
taxes under section 3413, or this section, and returns, reports, and
statements with respect to such taxes filed with the Commissioner or
a collector, shall be open to inspection by such officers of any State or
Territory or political subdivision thereof or the District of Colum-
bia as shall be charged with the enforcement or collection of any tax
on gasoline or lubricating oils. The Commissioner and each collector
shall furnish to any of such officers, upon written request, certified
copies of any such statements, reports, or returns filed in his office
upon the payment of a fee of $1 for each one hundred words or
fraction thereof in the copy or copies requested.

SEC. 3413. TAX ON LUBRICATING OILS.
There shall be imposed upon lubricating oils sold in the United

States by the manufacturer or producer a tax at the rate of 4 cents a
gallon, to be paid by the manufacturer or producer. Every person
liable for tax under this section shall register and file bond as pro-
vided in section 3412 (d). Under regulations prescribed by the Com-
missioner with the approval of the Secretary, no tax shall be imposed
under this section upon lubricating oils sold to a manufacturer or
producer of lubricating oils for resale by him, but for the purposes of
this chapter such vendee shall be considered the manufacturer or
producer of such lubricating oils.

SEC. 3414. PUBLICITY OF RETURNS.
For provisions with respect to publicity of returns under this sub-

chapter, see subsection (a) (2) of section 55.

SEC. 3415. EFFECTIVE DATE OF SUBCHAPTER.
This subchapter shall take effect on the first day of that calendar

month occurring next after the enactment of this title.

SUBCHAPTER B-IMPORT TAXES

Part I-Special Provisions

SEC. 3420. IMPOSITION OF TAX.
In addition to any other tax or duty imposed by law, there shall

be imposed upon the following articles imported into the United
States unless treaty provisions of the United States otherwise pro-
vide a tax at the rates specified in sections 3422 to 3425, inclusive.
SEC. 3422. PETROLEUM AND DERIVATIVES.

Crude petroleum, Y cent per gallon; fuel oil derived from petro-
leum, gas oil derived from petroleum, and all liquid derivatives of
crude petroleum, except lubricating oil and gasoline or other motor
fuel, Y2 cent per gallon; gasoline or other motor fuel, 2/2 cents per
gallon; lubricating oil, 4 cents per gallon; paraffin and other petro-
leum wax products, 1 cent per pound. The tax on the articles de-
scribed in this section shall apply only with respect to the
importation of such articles
SEC. 3423 COAL

Coal of all sizes, grades, and classifications (except culm and duff),
coke manufactured therefrom; and coal or coke briquettes, 10 cents
per 100 pounds. The tax on the articles described in this section
shall apply only with respect to the importation of such articles, and
shall not be imposed upon any such article if during the preceding
calendar year the exports of the articles described in this section from
the United States to the country from which such article is imported
have been greater in quantity than the imports into the United
States from such country of the articles described in this section.
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SEC. 3424. LUMBER.

(a) Lumber, rough, or planed or dressed on one or more sides,
except flooring made of maple (except Japanese maple), birch, and
beech, $3 per thousand feet, board measure; but the tax on the articles
described in this section shall apply only with respect to the importa-
tion of such articles. The tax imposed by this subsection shall not
apply to lumber of Northern white pine (pinus strobus), Norway
pine (pinus resinosa), and Western white spruce.

(b) In determining board measure for the purposes of this section
no deduction shall be made on account of planing, tonguing, and
grooving. As used in this section, the term "lumber" includes sawed
timber. This subsection shall apply (1) unless in conflict with any
international obligation of the United States or (2) if so in conflict,
then on the termination of such obligation otherwise than in connec-
tion with the undertaking by the United States of a new obligation
which continues such conflict.
SEC. 3425. COPPER.

Copper-bearing ores and concentrates and articles provided for
in paragraph 316, 380, 381, 387, 1620, 1634, 1657, 1658, or 1659 of
the Tariff Act of 1930, 4 cents per pound on the copper contained
therein: Provided, That no tax under this section shall be imposed
on copper in any of the foregoing which is lost in metallurgical
processes: Provided further, That ores or concentrates usable as a
flux or sulphur reagent in copper smelting and/or converting and
having a copper content of not more than 15 per centum, when im-
ported for fluxing purposes, shall be admitted free of said tax in an
aggregate amount of not to exceed in any one year 15,000 tons of
copper content. All articles dutiable under the Tariff Act of 1930,
not provided for heretofore in this section, in which copper (includ-
ing copper in alloys) is the component material of chief value, 3
cents per pound. All articles dutiable under the Tariff Act of 1930,
not provided for heretofore in this section, containing 4 per centum
or more of copper by weight, 3 per centum ad valorem or /4 of 1 cent
per pound, whichever is the lower. The tax on the articles described
in this section shall apply only with respect to the importation of
such articles. The Secretary is authorized to prescribe all necessary
regulations for the enforcement of the provisions of this section.

Part II-Special Administrative Provisions

SEC. 3430. APPLICABILITY OF TARIFF PROVISIONS.
The tax imposed by section 3420 shall be levied, assessed, col-

lected, and paid in the same manner as a duty imposed by the
Tariff Act of 1930, 46 Stat. 590, 672 (U. S. C. Title 19, c. 4) and
shall be treated for the purposes of all provisions of law relating
to the customs revenue as a duty imposed by such Act, except that-

(a) the value on which such tax shall be based shall be the sum
of (1) the dutiable value (under section 503 of such Act) of the
article, plus (2) the customs duties, if any, imposed thereon under
any provision of law;

(b) for the purposes of section 489 of such Act (relating to
additional duties in certain cases of undervaluation) such tax shall
not be considered an ad valorem rate of duty or a duty based upon
or regulated in any manner by the value of the article, and for
the purposes of section 336 of such Act (the so-called flexible tariff
provision) such tax shall not be considered a duty;

(c) no drawback of such tax (except tax paid upon the importa-
tion of an article described in sections 3422, 3423, 3424, and 3425)
shall be allowed under section 313 (a), (b), or (f) of the Tariff Act of
1930 or any provision of law allowing a drawback of customs duties
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on articles manufactured or produced with the use of duty-paid
materials;

(d) Such tax (except tax under sections 3422 to 3425, inclusive)
shall be imposed in full notwithstanding any provision of law grant-
ing exemption from or reduction of duties to products of any
possession of the United States; and for the purposes of taxes under
section 3422 to 3425, inclusive, the term "United States" includes
Puerto Rico.
SEC. 3431. RULES AND REGULATIONS.

The Secretary shall prescribe and publish all needful rules and
regulations for the enforcement of this subchapter.
SEC. 3432. CROSS REFERENCE.

For tax on importation of sugar, see section 3500.

SUBCHAPTER C-GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE
PROVISIONS

SEC. 3440. DEFINITION OF SALE.
For the purposes of this chapter, the lease of an article shall be

considered the sale of such article.
SEC. 3441. SALE PRICE.

(a) In determining, for the purposes of this chapter, the price
for which an article is sold, there shall be included any charge for
coverings and containers of whatever nature, and any charge inci-
dent to placing the article in condition packed ready for shipment,
but there shall be excluded the amount of tax imposed by this chap-
ter, whether or not stated as a separate charge. A transportation, de-
livery, insurance, installation, or other charge (not required by the
foregoing sentence to be included) shall be excluded from the price
only if the amount thereof is established to the satisfaction of the
Commissioner, in accordance with the regulations.

(b) If an article is-
(1) sold at retail;
(2) sold'on consignment; or
(3 sold (otherwise than through an arm's length transaction)

at less than the fair market price;
the tax under this chapter shall (if based on the price for which the
article is sold) be computed on the price for which such articles are
sold, in the ordinary course of trade, by manufacturers or producers
thereof, as determined by the Commissioner.

(c) In the case of (1) a lease, (2) a contract for the sale of an
article wherein it is provided that the price shall be paid by install-
ments and title to the article sold does not pass until a future date
notwithstanding partial payment by installments, or (3) a condi-
tional sale, there shall be paid upon each payment with respect to
the article that portion of the total tax which is proportionate to
the portion of the total amount to be paid represented by such
payment.

(d) The provisions of this section shall not be applicable with
respect to the tax imposed by section 3411.
SEC. 3442. TAX-FREE SALES.

Under regulations prescribed by the Commissioner with the ap-
proval of the Secretary, no tax under this chapter shall be imposed
with respect to the sale of any article-

(1) for use by the vendee as material in the manufacture or
production of, or as a component part of, an article enumerated
in this chapter;

(2) for resale by the vendee for such use by his vendee, if
such article is in due course so resold;

(3) for the exclusive use of the United States, any State, Terri-
tory of the United States, or any political subdivision of the fore-
going, or the District of Columbia.
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For the purposes of this chapter the manufacturer or producer to
whom an article is sold under paragraph (1) or resold under para-
graph (2) shall be considered the manufacturer or producer of such
article. The provisions of paragraphs (1) and (2) shall not apply
with respect to tires or inner tubes.
SEC. 3443. CREDITS AND REFUNDS.

(a) A credit against tax under this chapter, or a refund, may be
allowed or made-

(1) to a manufacturer or producer, in the amount of any tax
under this chapter which has been paid with respect to the sale of
any article (other than a tire or inner tube) purchased by him
and used by him as material in the manufacture or production of,
or as a component part of, an article with respect to which tax
under this chapter has been paid, or which has been sold free of tax
by virtue of section 3442, relating to tax-free sales.

(2) to any person who has paid tax under this chapter with
respect to an article, when the price on which the tax was based is
readjusted by reason of return or repossession of the article or a
covering or container, or by a bona fide discount, rebate, or allow-
ance; in the amount of that part of the tax proportionate to the
part of the price which is refunded or credited.

(3) to a manufacturer, producer, or importer, in the amount of
tax paid by him under this chapter with respect to the sale of any
article to any vendee, if the manufacturer, producer, or importer
has in his possession such evidence as the regulations may pre-
scribe that-

(A) such article was, by any person-
(i) resold for the exclusive use of the United States, any

State, Territory of the United States, or any political subdi-
vision of the foregoing, or the District of Columbia;

(ii) used or resold for use as fuel supplies, ship's stores, sea
stores, or legitimate equipment on vessels of war of the United
States or of any foreign nation, vessels employed in the fish-
eries or in the whaling business, or actually engaged in foreign
trade or trade between the Atlantic and Pacific ports of the
United States or between the United States and any of its
possessions;

(iii) in the case of products embraced in paragraph (2)
of section 3412 (c) used or resold for use otlerwise than as fuel
for the propulsion of motor vehicles, motor boats, or air-
planes, and otherwise than in the production of such fuel:
Provided, however, That no credit or refund shall be allowed
or made under this paragraph in the case of sales or uses of
products commonly or commercially known or sold as gasoline,
including casinghead and natural gasoline;

(iv) in the case of lubricating oils, used or resold for non-
lubricating purposes.
(B) The manufacturer, producer, or importer has repaid or

agreed to repay the amount of such tax to the ultimate vendor
or has obtained the consent of the ultimate vendor to the allow-
ance of the credit or refund.

(b) Credit or refund under subsection (a) shall be allowed or
made only upon compliance with regulations prescribed by the
Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary.

(c) Interest shall be allowed at the rate of 6 per centum per
annum with respect to any amount of tax under this chapter credited
or refunded, except that no interest shall be allowed with respect
to any amount of tax credited or refunded under the provisions of
subsection (a) hereof.

(d) No overpayment of tax under this chapter shall be credited or
refunded (otherwise than under subsection (a)), in pursuance of a
court decision or otherwise, unless the person who paid the tax
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For the purposes of this chapter the manufacturer or producer to 
whom an article is sold under paragraph (1) or resold under para-
graph (2) shall be considered the manufacturer or producer of such 
article. The provisions of paragraphs (1) and (2) shall not apply 
with respect to tires or inner tubes. 
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(a) A credit against tax under this chapter, or a refund, may be 
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under this chapter which has been paid with respect to the sale of 
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under this chapter has been paid, or which has been sold free of tax 
by virtue of section 3442, relating to tax-free sales. 
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ance; in the amount of that part of the tax proportionate to the 
part of the price which is refunded or credited. 
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tax paid by him under this chapter with respect to the sale of any 
article to any vendee, if the manufacturer, producer, or importer 
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scribe that— 
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State, Territory of the United States, or any political subdi-
vision of the foregoing, or the District of Columbia ; 

(ii) used or resold for use as fuel supplies, ship's stores, sea 
stores, or legitimate equipment on vessels of war of the United 
States or of any foreign nation, vessels employed in the fish-
eries or in the whaling business, or actually engaged in foreign 
trade or trade between the Atlantic and Pacific ports of the 
United States or between the United States and any of its 
possessions; 

(iii) in the ease of products embraced in paragraph (2) 
of section 3412 (c) used or resold for use otherwise than as fuel 
for the propulsion of motor vehicles, motor boats, or air-
planes, and otherwise than in the production of such fuel: 
Provided, however, That no credit or refund shall be allowed 
or made under this paragraph in the case of sales or uses of 
products commonly or commercially known or sold as gasoline, 
including casinghead and natural gasoline ' • 

(iv) in the case of lubricating oils, used or resold for non-
lubricating purposes. 
(B) The manufacturer, producer' or importer has repaid or 

agreed to repay the amount of such tax to the ultimate vendor 
or has obtained the consent of the ultimate vendor to the allow-
ance of the credit or refund. 

(b) Credit or refund under subsection (a) shall be allowed or 
made only upon compliance with regulations prescribed by the 
Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary. 

(c) Interest shall be allowed at the rate of 6 per centum per 
annum with respect to any amount of tax under this chapter credited 
or refunded, except that no interest shall be allowed with respect 
to any amount of tax credited or refunded under the provisions of 
subsection (a) hereof. 

(d) No overpayment of tax under this chapter shall be credited or 
refunded (otherwise than under subsection (a)), in pursuance of a 
court decision or otherwise, unless the person who paid the tax 
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establishes, in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Com-
missioner with the approval of the Secretary, (1) that he has not
included the tax in the price of the article with respect to which it
was imposed, or collected the amount of tax from the vendee, or
(2) that he has repaid the amount of the tax to the ultimate pur-
chaser of the article, or unless he files with the Commissioner writ-
ten consent of such ultimate purchaser to the allowance of the
credit or refund.
SEC. 3444. USE BY MANUFACTURER, PRODUCER, OR IMPORTER.

(a) If-
(1) any person manufactures, produces, or imports an article

(other than a tire or inner tube) and uses it (otherwise than as
material in the manufacture or production of, or as a component
part of, another article to be manufactured or produced by him
which will be taxable under this chapter or sold free of tax by
virtue of section 3442, relating to tax-free sales); or

(2) any person manufactures, produces, or imports a tire or
inner tube and sells it on or in connection with, or with the sale
of, an article taxable under section 3403 (a) or (b), relating to the
tax on automobiles, or uses it;

he shall be liable for tax under this chapter in the same manner as if
such article was sold by him, and the tax (if based on the price for
which the article is sold) shall be computed on the price at which
such or similar articles are sold, in the ordinary course of trade, by
manufacturers, producers, or importers thereof, as determined by
the Commissioner.

(b) The provisions of this section shall not be applicable with
respect to the tax imposed by section 3411.
SEC. 3445. SALES BY OTHERS THAN MANUFACTURER, PRODUCER, OR

IMPORTER.
In case any person acquires from the manufacturer, producer,

or importer of an article, by operation of law or as a result of
any transaction not taxable under this chapter, the right to sell such
article, the sale of such article by such person shall be taxable under
this chapter as if made by the manufacturer, producer, or importer,
and such person shall be liable for the tax.
SEC. 3446. EXEMPTION OF ARTICLES MANUFACTURED OR PRODUCED

BY INDIANS.
No tax shall be imposed under this chapter on any article of native

Indian handicraft manufactured or produced by Indians on Indian
reservations, or in Indian schools, or by Indians under the juris-
diction of the United States Government in Alaska.
SEC. 3447. CONTRACTS PRIOR TO MAY 1, 1932.

(a) If (1) any person has, prior to May 1, 1932, made a bona fide
contract for the sale, after the tax takes effect, of any article in
respect of the sale of which a tax is imposed under this chapter, or in
respect of which a tax is imposed under this subsection, and (2) such
contract does not permit the adding to the amount to be paid under
such contract, of the whole of such tax, then (unless the contract
prohibits such addition) the vendee shall, in lieu of the vendor, pay
so much of the tax as is not so permitted to be added to the contract
price. If a contract of the character above described was made with
the United States, no tax shall be collected under this chapter. If
any article has, under a contract of the character above described,
been delivered, prior to June 21, 1932, to any person (other than a
dealer or other than a person intending to use the article as material
in the manufacture or production of another article, or to sell it on or
in connection with, or with the sale of, another article), no tax shall
be collected under this chapter.
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(b) The taxes payable by the vendee shall be paid to the vendor at
the time the sale is consummated, and shall be collected, returned,
and paid to the United States by such vendor in the same manner
as provided in section 3467. In case of failure or refusal by the
vendee to pay such taxes to the vendor, the vendor shall report the
facts to the Commissioner, who shall cause collection of such taxes
to be made from the vendee.

(c) The provisions of this section shall not be applicable with
respect to the tax imposed by section 3411.
SEC. 3448. RETURN AND PAYMENT OF MANUFACTURERS' TAXES.

(a) Every person liable for any tax imposed by this chapter other
than taxes on importation shall make monthly returns under oath in
duplicate and pay the taxes imposed by this chapter to the collector
for the district in which is located his principal place of business or,
if he has no principal place of business in the United States, then
to the collector at Baltimore, Maryland. Such returns shall contain
such information and be made at such times and in such manner as
the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may by regula-
tions prescribe.

(b) The tax shall, without assessment by the Commissioner or
notice from the collector, be due and payable to the collector at the
time so fixed for filing the return. If the tax is not paid when due,
there shall be added as part of the tax interest at the rate of 6 per
centum per annum from the time when the tax became due until paid.

SEC. 3449. APPLICABILITY OF ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS.
All provisions of law (including penalties) applicable in respect

of the taxes imposed by section 2700 shall, in so far as applicable and
not inconsistent with this chapter, be applicable in respect of the
taxes imposed by this chapter.
SEC. 3450. RULES AND REGULATIONS.

The Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, shall pre-
scribe and publish all needful rules and regulations for the enforce-
ment of this chapter in so far as it relates to the taxes on articles sold
by the manufacturer, producer, or importer.
SEC. 3451. EXEMPTION FROM TAX OF CERTAIN SUPPLI ES FOR

VESSELS.
Under regulations prescribed by the Commissioner, with the

approval of the Secretary, no tax under this chapter shall be im-
posed upon any article sold for use as fuel supplies, ships' stores, sea
stores, or legitimate equipment on vessels of war of the United States
or of any foreign nation, vessels employed in the fisheries or in the
whaling business, or actually engaged In foreign trade or trade be-
tween the Atlantic and Pacific ports of the United States or between
the United States and any of its possessions. Articles manufactured
or produced with the use of articles upon the importation of which
tax has been paid under this chapter, if laden for use as supplies on
such vessels, shall be held to be exported for the purposes of
section 3430. The term "vessels" as used in this section includes civil
aircraft employed in foreign trade or trade between the United States
and any of its possessions, and the term "vessels of war of the United
States or of any foreign nation" includes aircraft owned by the
United States or by any foreign nation and constituting a part of
the armed forces thereof. The privileges granted under this section
in respect of civil aircraft employed in foreign trade or trade between
the United States and any of its possessions, in respect of aircraft
registered in a foreign country, shall be allowed bnly if the Secretary
of the Treasury has been advised by the Secretary of Commerce that
he has found that such foreign country allows, or will allows sub-
stantially reciprocal privileges in respect of aircraft registered in the
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taxes imposed by this chapter. 
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United States. If the Secretary of the Treasury is advised by the
Secretary of Commerce that he has found that a foreign country
has discontinued or will discontinue the allowance of such privileges,
the privileges granted under this section shall not apply thereafter
in respect of civil aircraft registered in that foreign country and
employed in foreign trade or trade between the United States and
any of its possessions.
SEC. 3452. EXPIRATION DATE.

No sale or importation after June 30, 1939 (or after July 31, 1939, in
the case of articles taxable under section 3403, relating to the tax on
automobiles, etc., or section 3400, relating to the tax on tires and
inner tubes), shall be taxable under this chapter.
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CHAPTER 30-TRANSPORTATION AND
COMMUNICATION

SUBCHAPTER A-TRANSPORTATION OF OIL BY PIPE
LINE

SEC. 3460. TAX.
(a) COMPUTATION AND PAYMENT.-There shall be imposed upon

all transportation of crude petroleum and liquid products thereof by
pipe line originating before July 1, 1939-

(1) A tax equivalent to 4 per centum of the amount paid for
such transportation, to be paid by the person furnishing such
transportation.

(2) In case no charge for transportation is made, either by
reason of ownership of the commodity transported or for any other
reason, a tax equivalent to 4 per centum of the fair charge for
such transportation, to be paid by the person furnishing such
transportation.

(3) If (other than in the case of an arm's length transaction)
the payment for transportation is less than the fair charge there-
for, a tax equivalent to 4 per centum of such fair charge, to be
paid by the person furnishing such transportation.
(b) FAIR CHARGE DEFINED.-For the purposes of this section, the

fair charge for transportation shall be computed-
(1) from actual bona fide rates or tariffs, or
(2) if no such rates or tariffs exist, then on the basis of the

actual bona fide rates or tariffs of other pipe lines for like services,
as determined by the Commissioner, or

(3) if no such rates or tariffs exist, then on the basis of a reason-
able charge for such transportation, as determined by the Commis-
sioner.
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SEC. 3461. RETURNS.
Every person liable for the tax imposed under section 3460 shall

make monthly returns under oath in duplicate and pay such taxes
to the collector for the district in which is located his principal place
of business or, if he has no principal place of business in the United
States, then to the collector at Baltimore, Maryland. Such returns
shall contain such information and be made at such times and in
such manner as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secre-
tary, may by regulations prescribe.
SEC. 3462. PUBLICITY OF RETURNS.

For provisions with respect to publicity of returns under this sub-
chapter, see subsection (a) (2) of section 55.

SUBCHAPTER B-TELEGRAPH, TELEPHONE, RADIO,
AND CABLE FACILITIES

SEC. 3465. IMPOSITION AND RATE OF TAX.
There shall be imposed-
(a) in the case of each telegraph, telephone, cable, or radio dis-

patch, message, or conversation, which originates before July 1, 1939,
within the United States, a tax at the following rates:

(1) Telephone conversations for which the charge is 50 cents
or more and less than $1, 10 cents; for which the charge is $1
or more and less than $2, 15 cents; for which the charge is $2 or
more, 20 cents;

(2) telegraph dispatches and messages, 5 per centum of the
amount charged therefor; and

(3) cable and radio dispatches and messages, 10 cents; but only
one payment of such tax shall be required, notwithstanding the
lines or stations of one or more persons are used for the trans-
mission of such dispatch, message, or conversation; and
(b) a tax equivalent to 5 per centum of the amount paid to any

telegraph or telephone company for any leased wire or talking cir-
cuit special service furnished before July 1, 1939. This subsection
shall not apply to the amount paid for so much of such service as
is utilized in the conduct, by a common carrier or telephone or
telegraph company or radio broadcasting station or net work, of its
business as such.
SEC. 3466. EXEMPTION FROM TAX.

No tax shall be imposed under section 3465 upon any payment
received for services or facilities furnished to the United States
or to any State or Territory, or political subdivision thereof, or the
District of Columbia, nor upon any payment received from any
person for services or facilities utilized in the collection of news
for the public press or radio broadcasting, or in the dissemination of
news through the public press or by means of radio broadcasting, if
the charge for such services or facilities is billed in writing to such
person. The right to exemption under this section shall be evidenced
in such manner as the Commissioner with the approval of the Secre-
tary may by regulation prescribe.
SEC. 3467. RETURNS AND PAYMENT.

(a) The taxes imposed by section 3465 shall be paid by the person
paying for the services or facilities.

(b) Each person receiving any payments specified in section 3465
shall collect the amount of the tax imposed by such section from the
person making such payments, and shall on or before the last day
of each month make a return, under oath, for the preceding month,
and pay the taxes so collected, to the collector of the district in
which his principal place of business is located, or if he has no prin-
cipal place of business in the United States, to the collector at
Baltimore, Maryland. Such returns shall contain such information
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is utilized in the conduct, by a common carrier or telephone or 
telegraph company or radio broadcasting station or net work, of its 
business as such. 
SEC. 3466. EXEMPTION FROM TAX. 
No tax shall be imposed under section 3465 upon any payment 

received for services or facilities furnished to the United States 
or to any State or Territory, or political subdivision thereof, or the 
District of Columbia, nor upon any payment received from any 
person for services or facilities utilized in the collection of news 
for the public press or radio broadcasting, or in the dissemination of 
news through the public press or by means of radio broadcasting, if 
the charge for such services or facilities is billed in writing to such 
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in such manner as the Commissioner with the approval of the Secre-
tary may by regulation prescribe. 
SEC. 3467. RETURNS AND PAYMENT. 
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paying for the services or facilities. 
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shall collect the amount of the tax imposed by such section from the 
person making such payments, and shall on or before the last day 
of each month make a return, under oath, for the preceding month, 
and pay the taxes so collected,. to the collector of the district in 
which his principal place of business is located, or if he has no prin-
cipal place of business in the United States, to the collector at 
Baltimore, Maryland. Such returns shall contain such information 
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and be made in such manner as the Commissioner with the approval
of the Secretary may by regulation prescribe. The Commissioner
may extend the time for making returns and paying the taxes col-
lected, under such rules and regulations as he shall prescribe with
the approval of the Secretary, but no such extension shall be for
more than 90 days.
SEC. 3468. CROSS REFERENCE.

For enforcement of liability for taxes collected, see section 3661.

SUBCHAPTER C-ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS

SEC. 3470. PAYMENT OF TAXES.
The taxes imposed by this chapter shall, without assessment by the

Commissioner or notice from the collector, be due and payable to the
collector at the time fixed for filing the return. If the tax is not
paid when due, there shall be added as part of the tax interest at the
rate of 6 per centum per annum from the time the tax became due
until paid.
SEC. 3471. REFUNDS AND CREDITS.

(a) Credit or refund of any overpayment of tax imposed by sub-
chapter B may be allowed to the person who collected the tax and
paid it to the United States if such person establishes, to the satis-
faction of the Commissioner, under such regulations as the Commis-
sioner with the approval of the Secretary may prescribe, that he has
repaid the amount of such tax to the person from whom he collected
it, or obtained the consent of such person to the allowance of such
credit or refund.

(b) Any person entitled to refund of tax under this chapter paid,
or collected and paid, to the United States by him may take credit
therefor against taxes due upon any monthly return.

(c) Any person making a refund of any payment on which tax
under subchapter B has been collected, may repay therewith the
amount of tax collected on such payment, and the amount of tax
so repaid may be credited against the tax under any subsequent
return.
SEC. 3472. REGULATIONS.

The Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, shall
prescribe and publish all needful rules and regulations for the en-
forcement of subchapters A and B of this chapter.
SEC. 3473. APPLICABILITY OF ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS.

All provisions of law (including penalties) applicable in respect
of the taxes imposed by section 1700, shall, in so far as applicable and
not inconsistent with this chapter, be applicable in respect of the
taxes imposed by this chapter.
SEC. 3474. EFFECTIVE DATE OF CHAPTER.

This chapter shall take effect on the first day of that calendar
month occurring next after the enactment of this title.
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CHAPTER 31-DOCUMENTS AND OTHER
INSTRUMENTS

SEC. 3480. IMPOSITION OF TAX.
There shall be levied, collected, and paid, for and in respect of

the several bonds and other documents, instruments, matters, and
things mentioned and described in sections 8481 and 3482, or for or
in respect of the vellum, parchment, or paper upon which such in-
struments, matters, or things, or any of them, are written or printed,
the several taxes specified in such sections.
SEC. 348L TRANSFER OF BONDS.

(a) IMPOSITION OF TAx.-On all sales, or agreements to sell, or
memoranda of sales or deliveries of, or transfers of legal title to
any of the instruments mentioned or described in section 1801 and
of a kind the issue of which is taxable thereunder, whether made
by any assignment in blank or by any delivery, or by any paper
or agreement or memorandum or other evidence of transfer or sale
(whether entitling the holder in any manner to the benefit of such
instrument or not), on each $100 of face value or fraction thereof,
4 cents: Provided, That it is not intended by this chapter to im-
pose a tax upon an agreement evidencing a deposit of instruments
as collateral security for money loaned thereon, which instruments
are not actually sold, nor upon the delivery or transfer for such
purpose of instruments so deposited: Provided further, That the tax
shall not be imposed on deliveries or transfers of bonds in connection
with a reorganization (as defined in section 112 of the Revenue Act
of 1932, 47 Stat. 196) if any of the gain or loss from the exchange or
distribution involved in the delivery or transfer is not recognized
under the income tax law applicable to the year in which the delivery
or transfer is made: Provided further, That the tax shall not be
imposed upon deliveries or transfers to a broker for sale, nor upon
deliveries or transfers by a broker to a customer for whom and upon
whose order he has purchased same, but such deliveries or transfers
shall be accompanied by a certificate setting forth the facts: Provided
further, That the tax shall not be imposed upon deliveries or transfers
from a fiduciary to a nominee of such fiduciary, or from one nominee
of such fiduciary to another, if such instruments continue to be held
by such nominee for the same purpose for which they would be held
if retained by such fiduciary, or from the nominee to such fiduciary,
but such deliveries or transfers shall be accompanied by a certificate
setting forth the facts: Provided further, That where the change of
ownership is by transfer of the instrument the stamp shall be placed
upon the instrument; and in cases of an agreement to sell or where
the transfer is by delivery of the instrument assigned in blank there
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shall be made and delivered by the seller to the buyer a bill or memo-
randum of such sale, to which the stamp shall be affixed; and every
bill or memorandum of sale or agreement to sell before mentioned
shall show the date thereof, the name of the seller, the amount of the
sale, and the matter or thing to which it refers. Any person liable
to pay the tax as herein provided, or anyone who acts in the matter
as agent or broker for such person, who makes any such sale, or who
in pursuance of any such sale delivers any certificate or evidence of
the sale of any such instrument, or bill or memorandum thereof, as
herein required, without having the proper stamps affixed thereto,
with intent to evade the foregoing provisions, shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall pay a fine of not
exceeding $1,000, or be imprisoned not more than six months, or both.

The tax shall not be imposed upon deliveries or transfers made
after June 30, 1938, of instruments-

(1) From the owner to a custodian if under a written agreement
between the parties the instruments are to be held or disposed of
by such custodian for, and subject at all times to the instructions
of, the owner; or from such custodian to such owner;

(2) From such custodian to a registered nominee of such custo-
dian, or from one such nominee to another such nominee, if in
either case the instruments continue to be held by such nominee
for the same purpose for which they would be held if retained by
such custodian; or from such nominee to such custodian.

No exemption shall be granted under this paragraph unless the
deliveries or transfers are accompanied by a certificate setting forth
such facts as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary,
may by regulation prescribe as necessary for the evidencing of the
right to such exemption. No delivery or transfer to a nominee shall
be exempt under this paragraph unless such nominee, in accordance
with regulations prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval
of the Secretary, is registered with the Commissioner.

Any person who, with intent to evade the tax provided in this
subdivision, falsely makes a certificate accompanying any delivery
or transfer shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon con-
viction thereof shall be fined not more than $1,000, or imprisoned
not more than six months, or both.

(b) EXPIRATION OF TAx.-Subsection (a) is repealed effective July
1, 1939.
SEC. 3482. CONVEYANCES.

Deed, instrument, or writing, delivered before July 1, 1939 (unless
deposited in escrow before April 1, 1932), whereby any lands, tene-
ments, or other realty sold shall be granted, assigned, transferred,
or otherwise conveyed to, or vested in, the purchaser or purchasers,
or any other person or persons, by his, her, or their direction, when the
consideration or value of the interest or property conveyed, exclusive
of the value of any lien or encumbrance remaining thereon at the
time of sale, exceeds $100 and does not exceed $500, 50 cents; and for
each additional $500 or fractional part thereof, 50 cents. This sec-
tion shall not apply to any instrument or writing given to secure a
debt.
SEC. 3483. ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS.

Sections 1808 and 1809 of subchapter A of chapter 11 and sub-
chapters B, C, and E of such chapter shall, insofar as applicable
and not inconsistent with this chapter, be applicable in respect of
the taxes imposed by this chapter.
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CHAPTER 32-SUGAR
SUBCHAPTER A-MANUFACTURE

SEC. 3490. TAX.
(a) RATE.-Upon manufactured sugar manufactured in the United

States, there shall be levied, collected and paid a tax, to be paid by
the manufacturer at the following rates:

(1) On all manufactured sugar testing by the polariscope
ninety-two sugar degrees, 0.465 cent per pound, and for each addi-
tional sugar degree shown by the polariscopic test, 0.00875 cent
per pound additional, and fractions of a degree in proportion;

(2) On all manufactured sugar testing by the polariscope less
than ninety-two sugar degrees, 0.5144 cent per pound of the total
sugars therein.
(b) EXEMPTION.-No tax shall be required to be paid upon the

manufacture of manufactured sugar by, or for, the producer of the
sugar beets or sugarcane from which such manufactured sugar was
derived, for consumption by the producer's own family, employees,
or household.
SEC. 3491. RETURNS AND PAYMENT OF TAX.

(a) RETRNS.-The manufacturer shall file on the last day of
each month a return and pay the tax with respect to manufactured
sugar, (1) which has been sold, or used in the production of other
articles, by the manufacturer during the preceding month (if the tax
has not already been paid) and (2) which has not been so sold or
used within twelve months ending during the preceding calendar
month, after it was manufactured (if the tax has not already been
paid).

For the purpose of determining whether sugar has been sold or
used within twelve months after it was manufactured sugar shall
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be considered to have been sold or used in the order in which it was
manufactured.

(b) PAYMENT OF TAx.-Except as otherwise provided, the taxes
imposed by this chapter shall be collected by the Bureau of Internal
Revenue under the direction of the Secretary. Such taxes shall be
paid into the Treasury of the United States.

(c) PLACE FOR FILING RETURN AND PAYMENT OF Tax.-Any per-
son required, pursuant to the provisions of this section and section
3492, to file a return may be required to file such return with and pay
the tax shown to be due thereon to the collector for the district in
which the manufacturing was done or the liability incurred.
SEC. 3492. PERSONS CLASSED AS MANUFACTURERS.

Any person who acquires any sugar which is to be manufactured
into manufactured sugar but who, without further refining or other-
wise improving it in quality, sells such sugar as manufactured sugar
or uses such sugar as manufactured sugar in the production of other
articles for sale shall be considered for the purposes of sections
3490 and 3491 the manufacturer of manufactured sugar and, as such,
liable for the tax under section 3490 with respect thereto.
SEC. 3493. EXPORTATION.

(a) REFUND OF TAX PAID.-Upon the exportation from the United
States to a foreign country, or the shipment from the United States
to any possession of the United States except Puerto Rico, of any
manufactured sugar, or any article manufactured wholly or partly
from manufactured sugar, with respect to which tax under the pro-
visions of section 3490 has been paid, the amount of such tax shall
be paid by the Commissioner to the consignor named in the bill of
lading under which the article was exported or shipped to a posses-
sion, or to the shipper, if the consignor waives any claim thereto
in favor of such shipper: Provided, That no such payment shall be
allowed with respect to any manufactured sugar, or article, upon
which, through substitution or otherwise, a drawback of any tax
paid under section 3500 has been or is to be claimed under any pro-
visions of law made applicable by section 3501.

(b) PERIOD FOR FILING REFUND CLAIM.-No payment shall be
allowed under this section unless within one year after the right
to such payment has accrued a claim therefor is filed by the person
entitled thereto.
SEC. 3494. USE AS LIVESTOCK FEED OR FOR DISTILLATION OF

ALCOHOL.
(a) REFUND OF TAX PAID.-Upon the use of any manufactured

sugar, or article manufactured therefrom, as livestock feed, or in
the production of livestock feed, or for the distillation of alcohol,
there shall be paid by the Commissioner to the person so using such
manufactured sugar, or article manufactured therefrom, the amount
of any tax paid under section 3490 with respect thereto.

(b) PERIOD FOR FILING REFUND CLAIM.-No payment shall be
allowed under this section unless within one year after the right to
such payment has accrued a claim therefor is filed by the person
entitled thereto.
SEC. 3495. ADDITION TO TAX IN CASE OF NONPAYMENT.

If the tax is not paid when due there shall be added as part of the
tax interest at 6 per centum per annum from the date the tax became
due until the date of payment.
SEC. 3496. OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE.

All provisions of law, including penalties, applicable with respect
to the taxes imposed under Subchapter A of chapter 29, shall, insofar
as applicable and not inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter,
be applicable in respect to the tax imposed by section 3490.
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SEC. 3497. REGULATIONS.
The Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, shall pre-

scribe such rules and regulations as may be necessary to carry out all
provisions of this chapter, except Subchapter B.
SEC. 3498. EFFECTIVE DATE OF SUBCHAPTER.

This subchapter shall take effect on the first day of that calendar
month occurring next after the enactment of this title.

SUBCHAPTER B-IMPORTATION

SEC. 3500. RATE OF TAX.
In addition to any other tax or duty imposed by law, there shall

be imposed, under such regulations as the Commissioner of Customs
shall prescribe, with the approval of the Secretary, a tax upon
articles imported or brought into the United States as follows:

(1) On all manufactured sugar testing by the polariscope
ninety-two sugar degrees, 0.465 cent per pound, and for each addi-
tional sugar degree shown by the polariscopic test, 0.00875 cent
per pound additional, and fractions of a degree in proportion;

(2) On all manufactured sugar testing by the polariscope less
than ninety-two sugar degrees 0.5144 cent per pound of the total
sugars therein;

(3) On all articles composed in chief value of manufactured
sugar 0.5144 cent per pound of the total sugars therein.

SEC. 3501. ASSESSMENT AND PAYMENT.
Such tax shall be levied, assessed, collected, and paid in the same

manner as a duty imposed by the Tariff Act of 1930, 46 Stat. 590,
672 (U. S. C. Title 19, c. 4) and shall be treated for the purposes of
all provisions of law relating to the customs revenue as a duty im-
posed by such Act, except that for the purposes of sections 336 and
350 of such Act (the so-called flexible-tariff and trade-agreements
provisions) such tax shall not be considered a duty or import restric-
tion, and except that no preference with respect to such tax shall be
accorded any articles imported or brought into the United States.

SUBCHAPTER C-GENERAL PROVISIONS

SEC. 3506. PENALTY FOR OFFICIALS INVESTING OR SPECULATING IN
SUGAR.

No person shall, while acting in any official capacity in the ad-
ministration of this chapter, invest or speculate in sugar or liquid
sugar, contracts relating thereto, or the stock or membership interests
of any association or corporation engaged in the production or manu-
facturing of sugar or liquid sugar. Any person violating this section
shall upon conviction thereof be fined not more than $10,000 or
imprisoned not more than two years, or both.
SEC. 3507. DEFINITIONS.

For the purposes of this chapter-
(a) PEBsoN.-The term "person" means an individual, partnership,

corporation, or association.
(b) MANUFACTURED SuGAR.-The term "manufactured sugar"

means any sugar derived from sugar beets or sugarcane, which is not
to be, and which shall not be, further refined or otherwise improved
in quality; except sugar in liquid form which contains nonsugar
solids (excluding any foreign substance that may have been added)
equal to more than 6 per centum of the total soluble solids, and except
also sirup of cane juice produced from sugarcane grown in conti-
nental United States.

The grades or types of sugar within the meaning of this defini-
tion shall include, but shall not be limited to, granulated sugar, lump
sugar, cube sugar, powdered sugar, sugar in the form of blocks,
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cones, or molded shapes, confectioners' sugar, washed sugar, cen-
trifugal sugar, clarified sugar, turbinado sugar, plantation white
sugar, muscovado sugar, refiners' soft sugar, invert sugar mush, raw
sugar, sirups, molasses, and sugar mixtures.

(c) TOTAL SUGARs.-The term "total sugars" means the total
amount of the sucrose (Clerget) and of the reducing or invert sugars.
The total sugars contained in any grade or type of manufactured
sugar shall be ascertained in the manner prescribed in paragraphs 758,
759, 762, and 763 of the United States Customs Regulations (1931
edition).

(d) UNrrED STATES.-The term "United States" shall be deemed to
include the States, the Territories of Hawaii and Alaska, the District
of Columbia, and Puerto Rico.
SEC. 3508. TERMINATION OF TAXES.

No tax shall be imposed on the manufacture, use, or importation
of sugar after June 30, 1941.
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CHAPTER 33-BITUMINOUS COAL

SEC. 3520. TAX.
(a) BASIo TAX.-

(1) RATE.-There shall be imposed upon the sale or other dis-
posal of bituminous coal produced within the United States when
sold or otherwise disposed of by the producer thereof an excise tax
of 1 cent per ton of two thousand pounds.

The term "disposal" as used in this section includes consumption
or use (whether in the production of coke or fuel, or otherwise) by
a producer, and any transfer of title by the producer other than by

(2) EXEMPTION.-The tax imposed by paragraph (1) of this
subsection shall not apply in the case of a sale of coal for the exclu-
sive use of the United States or of any State or Territory of the
United States or the District of Columbia, or any political subdivi-
sion of any of them, for use in the performance of governmental
functions.
(b) ADDmIONAL TAX.-

(1) RATE.-In addition to the tax imposed by subsection (a) of
this section, there shall be imposed upon the sale or other disposal
of bituminous coal produced within the United States, when sold
or otherwise disposed of by the producer thereof, which would be
subject to the application of the conditions and provisions of the
code provided for in section 4 of the Act of April 26, 1937, c. 127,
50 Stat. 76, or of the provisions of section 4-A of such Act, an excise
tax in an amount equal to 192 per centum of the sale price at the
mine in the case of coal disposed of by sale at the mine, or in the
case of coal disposed of otherwise than by sale at the mine, and coal
sold otherwise than through an arms' length transaction, 192 per
centum of the fair market value of such coal at the time of such dis-
posal or sale.

(2) ExEMPTION.-In the case of any producer who is a code
member as provided in section 4 of the Act of April 26,1937, c. 127,
50 Stat. 76, and is so certified to the Commissioner of Internal Rev-
enue by the Commission, the sale or disposal by such producer dur-
ing continuance of in the continuance of his membershipcode of coal produced
by him shall be exempt from the tax imposed by this subsection.

(3) Cross RFmPENCE.-
For revocation of code membership and right to tax exemption, see

section 5 (b) of such act of April 25, 1987.
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SEC. 3521. PAYMENT OF TAX.
The taxes imposed by section 3520 shall be paid to the United

States by the producer, and shall be payable monthly for each
calendar month on or before the first business day of the second
succeeding month, under such regulations and in such manner as
shall be prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval of the
Secretary.
SEC. 3522. RESALE FOR GOVERNMENTAL USE.

Under regulations prescribed by the Commissioner with the ap-
proval of the Secretary, a credit against the tax imposed by sub-
section (a) of section 3520 or a refund may be allowed or made
to any producer of coal in the amount of such tax paid with respect
to the sale of coal to any vendee, if the producer has in his possession
such evidence as the regulations may prescribe that such coal was
resold by any person for the exclusive use of the United States or of
any State, Territory of the United States, or the District of Colum-
bia, or any political subdivision of any of them, for use in the per-
formance of governmental functions.
SEC. 3523. MARKET VALUE.

In the case of coal disposed of otherwise than by sale at the mine,
and coal sold otherwise than through an arms' length transaction,
the Commissioner shall determine the market value thereof. Such
market value shall equal the current market price at the mine of coal
of a comparable kind, quality, and size produced for market in the
locality where the coal so disposed of is produced.
SEC. 3524. OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE.

All provisions of law, including penalties and refunds, applicable
in respect of the taxes imposed by Subchapter A of chapter 29, shall,
insofar as applicable and not inconsistent with the provisions of this
chapter, be applicable with respect to taxes imposed under this
chapter.
SEC. 3525. CONSTITUTIONALITY.

No producer shall, by reason of his acceptance of the code provided
for in section 4 of the Act of April 26, 1937, c. 127, 50 Stat. 76, or of
the exemption from the tax provided in subsection (b) of section
3520, be held to be precluded or estopped from contesting the constitu-
tionality of any provision of this chapter or of the code, or the
validity or application of either to him or to any part of the coal
produced by him.
SEC. 3526. DEFINITIONS.

As used in this chapter-
(a) COAL.-The term "coal" means bituminous coal.
(b) BITrMINOUS COAL.-The term "bituminous coal" includes all

bituminous, semibituminous, and subbituminous coal and shall ex-
clude lignite, which is defined as a lignitic coal having calorific value
in British thermal units of less than seven thousand six hundred per
pound and having a natural moisture content in place in the mine of
30 per centum or more.

(c) PRODUCER.-The term "producer" includes all individuals,
firms, associations, corporations, trustees, and receivers engaged in
the business of mining coal.

(d) INTERSTATE COMMERCE.-The term "interstate commerce"
means commerce among the several States and Territories, with
foreign nations, and with the District of Columbia.

(e) UNITE STArTES.-The term "United States" when used in a
geographical sense includes only the States, the Territories of Alaska
and Hawaii, and the District of Columbia.
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SEC. 3527. TERMINATION OF TAX.
This chapter shall cease to be in effect, except as provided in section

13 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C. Title I, § 29), and any agencies
and offices established thereunder shall cease to exist on and after
April 26, 1941.
SEC. 3528. EFFECTIVE DATE OF CHAPTER.

This chapter shall take effect on the first day of that calendar
month occurring next after the enactment of this title.
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CHAPTER 34-INFORMATION AND RETURNS

SUBCHAPTER A-DISCOVERY OF TAX LIABILITY

SEC. 3600. CANVASS OF DISTRICTS FOR TAXABLE PERSONS AND
OBJECTS.

Every collector shall, from time to time, cause his deputies to pro-
ceed through every part of his district and inquire after and concern-
ing all persons therein who are liable to pay any internal revenue
tax, and all persons owning or having the care and management of
any objects liable to pay any tax, and to make a list of such persons
and enumerate said objects.

SEC. 3601. ENTRY OF PREMISES FOR EXAMINATION OF TAXABLE
OBJECTS.

(a) AUTHORITr.-
(1) ENTRY DURING DAT.-Any collector, deputy collector, in-

ternal revenue agent, or inspector may enter, in the daytime,
any building or place where any articles or objects subject to
tax are made, produced, or kept, within his district, so far as it
may be necessary for the purpose of examining said articles or
objects.
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(2) ENTRY AT NIGHT.-When such premises are open at night,
such officers may enter them while so open, in the performance
of their official duties.
(b) PENALTr FOR REFrUSAL TO PERMIT ENTRY OR EXAMINATION.-

Any owner of such building or place, or person having the agency
or superintendence of the same, who refuses to admit such officer, or
to suffer him to examine such article or articles, shall, for every
such refusal, forfeit $500.

(c) OHE PENALTrS.-If any person shall-
(1) FoRcuLE OBsTRUCTION OR HINDRANCE TO OFFICES.-Forcibly

obstruct or hinder any collector, deputy collector, internal revenue
agent, or inspector, in the execution of any power and authority
vested in him by law, or

(2) FoRcmiBL RESCUE OF SEIZED PRoPERrY.-Forcibly rescue or
cause to be rescued any property, articles, or objects after the same
shall have been seized by him, or shall attempt or endeavor so to do,
the person so offending, excepting in cases otherwise provided for,
shall, for every such offensefororfeit and pay the sum of $500, or
double the value of the property so rescued, or be imprisoned for a
term not exceeding two years, at the discretion of the court.

SEC 3602. SEARCH WARRANTS
The several judges of the district courts of the United States, and

the United States commissioners, may, within their respective juris-
dictions, issue a search warrant, authorizing any internal revenue
officer to search any premises within the same, if such officer makes
oath in writing that he has reason to believe, and does believe, that a
fraud upon the revenue has been or is being committed upon or by
the use of the said premises.

(But see sections 3116 and 3117.)
SEC. 3603. NOTICE REQUIRING RECORDS, STATEMENTS, AND SPECIAL

RETURNS.
Whenever in the judgment of the Commissioner necessary he may

require any person, by notice served upon him, to make a return,
render under oath such statements, or keep such records as the Com-
missioner deems sufficient to show whether or not such person is liable
to tax.
SEC. 3604. RETURNS AS TO FORMATION, ETC, OF FOREIGN CORPORA-

TIONS.
(a) REQUIREMENT.-UTnder regulations prescribed by the Commis-

sioner with the approval of the Secretary, any attorney, accountant,
fiduciary, bank, trust company, financial institution, or other person,
who aids, assists, counsels, or advises in, or with respect to, the for-
mation, organization, or reorganization of any foreign corporation,
shall within 30 days thereafter, file with the Commissioner a return.

(b) FORM AND CONTENTS OF RETruN.-Such return shall be in
such form, and shall set forth, under oath, in respect of each such
corporation, to the full extent of the information within the posses-
sion or knowledge or under the control of the person required to file
the return, such information as the Commissioner with the approval
of the Secretary prescribes by regulations as necessary for carrying
out the provisions of the income tax laws. Nothing in this section
shall be construed to require the divulging of privileged communica-
tions between attorney and client.

(c) PEALTY.-Any person required under subsection (a) to file
a return, or to supply any information, who willfully fails to file
such return, or supply such information, at the time or times required
by law or regulations, shall, in lieu of other penalties provided by
law for such offense, be guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon convic-
tion thereof, be fined not more than $2,000, or imprisoned for not
more than one year, or both.
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shall, for every such offense, forfeit and pay the sum of $500, or 
double the value of the property so rescued, or be imprisoned for a 
term not exceeding two years, at the discretion of the court. 

SEC. 3602. SEARCH WARRANTS. 
The several judges of the district courts of the United States2 and 

the United States commissioners, may, within their respective juris-
dictions, issue a search warrant, authorizing any internal revenue 
officer to search any premises within the same, if such officer makes 
oath in writing that he has reason to believe, and does believe, that a 
fraud upon the revenue has been or is being committed upon or by 
the use of the said premises. 

(But see sections 3116 and 3117.) 
SEC. 3603. NOTICE REQUIRING RECORDS, STATEMENTS, AND SPECIAL 

RETURNS. 
Whenever in the judgment of the Commissioner necessary he may 

require any person, by notice served upon him, to make a return, 
render under oath such statements, or keep such records as the Com-
missioner deems sufficient to show whether or not such person is liable 
to tax. 
SEC. 3604. RETURNS AS TO FORMATION, ETC., OF FOREIGN CORPORA-

TIONS. 
(a) REQuirrafErn.—Under regulations prescribed by the Commis-

sioner with the approval of the Secretary, any attorney, accountant, 
fiduciary, bank, trust company, financial institution, or other person, 
who aids, assists, counsels, or advises in, or with respect to, the for-
mation, organization, or reorganization of any foreign corporation, 
shall, within 30 days thereafter, file with the Commissioner a return. 

(b) Font AND Cornrows OF RrTuarT.—Such return shall be in 
such form, and shall set forth, under oath, in respect of each such 
corporation, to the full extent of the information within the posses-
sion or knowledge or under the control of the person required to file 
the return, such information as the Commissioner with the approval 
of the Secretary prescribes by regulations as necessary for carrying 
out the provisions of the income tax laws. Nothing in this section 
shall be construed to require the divulging of privileged communica-
tions between attorney and client. 

(c) PrrrAurr.—Any person required under subsection (a) to file 
a return, or to supply any information, who willfully fails to file 
such return, or supply such information, at the time or times required 
by law or regulations, shall, in lieu of other penalties provided by 
law for such offense, be guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon convic-
tion thereof, be fined not more than $2,000, or imprisoned for not 
more than one year, or both. 
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SUBCHAPTER B-DETERMINATION OF TAX LIABILITY

SEC. 3611. RETURNS EXECUTED BY TAXPAYER.
When not otherwise provided for-
(a) PREPARATION.-

(1) BY TAXPAYER.-It shall be the duty of any person made
liable to any special tax or other tax imposed by law, to make a list
or return, verified by oath, to the collector or a deputy collector of
the district where located, of the articles or objects, including the
quantity of goods, wares, and merchandise, made or sold and
charged with a tax, the several rates and aggregate amount accord-
ing to the forms and regulations to be prescribed by the Commis-
sioner, with the approval of the Secretary, for which such person
is liable.

(2) BY COLLECTOR OR DEPUTY COLLECTOR.-If any person liable to
pay any tax, or owning, possessing, or having the care or manage-
ment of property, goods, wares, and merchandise, articles or objects
liable to pay any tax shall fail to make and exhibit a list or return
required by law, but shall consent to disclose the particulars of any
and all the property, goods, wares, and merchandise, articles, and
objects liable to pay any tax, or any business or occupation liable
to pay any tax as aforesaid, then, and in that case, it shall be the
duty of the collector or deputy collector to make such list or return,
which, being distinctly read, consented to, and signed and verified
by oath by the person so owning, possessing, or having the care and
management as aforesaid, may be received as the list of such person.
(b) TIME FOR FILINO.-The list or return required under subsec-

tion (a) shall be made-
(1) SPECIAL TAXES.-In the case of a special tax, on or before the

31st day of July in each year, and
(2) OTHER TAXES.-In other cases before the day on which the

taxes accrue.
(c) DELINQUENCY.-In case no annual list or return has been

rendered by such person to the collector or deputy collector as
required by law, and the person shall be absent from his or her
residence or place of business at the time the collector or a deputy
collector shall call for the annual list or return, it shall be the duty
of such collector or deputy collector to leave at such place of resi-
dence or business, with some one of suitable age and discretion, if
such be present, otherwise to deposit in the nearest post office, a note
or memloranlduml addressed to such person, requiring hiIn or her to
render to such collector or deputy collector the list or return required
by law within ten days from the date of such note or memorandum,
verified by oath.
SEC. 3612. RETURNS EXECUTED BY COMMISSIONER OR COLLECTOR.

(a) ArTHoRrrY Or CoLLEcroR.-If any person fails to make and
file a return or list at the time prescribed by law or by regulation
made under authority of law, or makes, willfully or otherwise, a
false or fraudulent return or list, the collector or deputy collector
shall make the return or list from his own knowledge and from such
information as he can obtain through testimony or otherwise.

(b) ATrHoRrrY OF COMMISsIONER.-In any such case the Commis-
sioner may, from his own knowledge and from such information as
he can obtain through testimony or otherwise-

(1) To MAKE RETURN.-Make a return, or
(2) To AMEND COLLECTOR'S RrETRN.-Amend any return made

by a collector or deputy collector.
(c) LEGAL STATUS OF RETURNS.-Any return or list so made and

subscribed by the Commissioner, or by a collector or deputy collector
and approved by the Commissioner, shall be prima facie good and
sufficient for all legal purposes.
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SEC. 3611. RETURNS EXECUTED BY TAXPAYER. 
When not otherwise provided for— 
(a) PREPARATION.— 

(1) B Y TA XPAYER.—I t shall be the duty of any person made 
liable to any special tax or other tax imposed by law, to make a list 
or return, verified by oath, to the collector or a deputy collector of 
the district where located, of the articles or objects, including the 
quantity of goods, wares, and merchandise, made or sold. and 
charged with a tax, the several rates and aggregate amount, accord-
ing to the forms and regulations to be prescribed by the Commis-
sioner, with the approval of the Secretary, for which such person 
is liable. 

(2) BY COM YCTOR . OR DEPUTY COLLEC TOR .—If any person liable to 
pay any tax, or owning, possessing, or having the care or manage-
ment of property, goods, wares, and merchandise, articles or objects 
liable to pay any tax shall fail to make and exhibit a list or return 
required by law, but shall consent to disclose the particulars of any 
and all the property, goods, wares, and merchandise, articles, and 
objects liable to pay any tax, or any business or occupation liable 
to pay any tax as aforesaid, then, and in that case, it shall be the 
duty of the collector or deputy collector to make such list or return, 
which, being distinctly read, consented to, and signed and verified 
by oath by the person so owning, possessing, or having the care and 
management as aforesaid, may be received as the list of such person. 
(b) TIME FOR FILING.—The list or return required under subsec-

tion (a) shall be made— 
(1) SPECIAL TAxEs.—In the case of a special tax, on or before the 

31st day of July in each year, and 
(2) OTHER TAXES.—In other cases before the day on which the 

taxes accrue. 
( C ) DEL INQUENCY.—In case no annual list or return has been 

rendered by such person to the collector or deputy collector as 
required by law, and the person shall be absent from his or her 
residence or place of business at the time the collector or a deputy 
collector shall call for the annual list or return, it shall be the duty 
of such collector or deputy collector to leave at such place of resi-
dence or business, with some one of suitable age and discretion, if 
such be present, otherwise to deposit in the nearest post office, a note 
or memorandum addressed to such person, requiring him or her to 
render to such collector or deputy collector the list or return required 
by law within ten days from the date of such note or memorandum, 
verified by oath. 
SEC. 3612. RETURNS EXECUTED BY COMMISSIONER OR COLLECTOR. 

(a) AirrHourry or Comm-rm.—If any person fails to make and 
file a return or list at the time prescribed by law or by regulation 
made under authority of law, or makes, willfully or otherwise, a 
false or fraudulent return or list, the collector or deputy collector 
shall make the return or list from his own knowledge and from such 
information as he can obtain through testimony or otherwise. 

(b) AtrrrioRrry or CommissioNER.—In any such case the Commis-
sioner may, from his own knowledge and from such information as 
he can obtain through testimony or otherwise— 

(1) To MAKE RETURN.—Make a return, or 
(2) To A AtEND COLLECTOR'S urn:am—Amend any return made 

by a collector or deputy collector. 
( C ) LEGAL STATIrs or lirruxics.—Any return or list so made and 

subscribed by the Commissioner, or by a collector or deputy collector 
and approved by the Commissioner, shall be prima facie good and 
sufficient for all legal purposes. 
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(d) ADDITIONS T TAX.--
(1) FAILTE TO FILE RETURN.-In case of any failure to make and

file a return or list within the time prescribed by law, or prescribed
by the Commissioner or the collector in pursuance of law, the Com-
missioner shall add to the tax 25 per centum of its amount, except
that when a return is filed after such time and it is shown that the
failure to file it was due to a reasonable cause and not to willful
neglect, no such addition shall be made to the tax: Provided, That
in the case of a failure to make and file a return required by law,
within the time prescribed by law or prescribed by the Commis-
sioner in pursuance of law, if the last date so prescribed for filing
the return is after August 30, 1935, then there shall be added to the
tax, in lieu of such 25 per centum: 5 per centum if the failure is for
not more than 30 days, with an additional 5 per centum for each
additional 30 days or fraction thereof during which failure con-
tinues, not to exceed 25 per centum in the aggregate.

(2) FRAUD.-In case a false or fraudulent return or list is will-
fully made, the Commissioner shall add to the tax 50 per centum
of its amount.

(3) CRoss REFERENCE--
For additions to tax in the case of income tax, see sections 291 and

293, and in the case of a deficiency in gift tax, see section 1019.

(e) COLLECTION OF ADDITIONS TO TAX.-The amount added to any
tax under paragraphs (1) and (2) of subsection (d) shall be col-
lected at the same time and in the same manner and as a part of the
tax unless the tax has been paid before the discovery of the neglect,
falsity, or fraud, in which case the amount so added shall be collected
in the same manner as the tax.

(f) DETI'EMINATION AND ASSESSMENT.--The Commissioner shall
determine and assess all taxes, other than stamp taxes, as to which
returns or lists are so made under the provisions of this section.

SEC. 3613. LISTING BY COLLECTOR OF TAXABLE OBJECTS OWNED
BY NONRESIDENTS OF COLLECTION DISTRICT.

Whenever there are in any district any articles not owned or
Sossessed by or under the care or control of any person within such
district, and liable to be taxed, and of which no list has been trans-
mitted to the collector, as required by law, the collector or one of his
deputies shall enter the premises where such articles are situated and
shall take such view thereof as may be necessary, and make lists of
the same, according to the form prescribed. Said lists, being sub-
scribed by such collector or deputy, shall be taken as sufficient lists
of such articles for all purposes.
SEC. 3614. EXAMINATION OF BOOKS AND WITNESSES.

(a) To DETERumINE LABnrLTy OF Tr TAxPAYER.-The Commis-
sioner, for the purpose of ascertaining the correctness of any return
or for the purpose of making a return where none has been made, is
authorized, by any officer or employee of the Bureau of Internal Rev-
enue, including the field service, designated by him for that purpose,
to examine any books, papers, records, or memoranda bearing upon
the matters required to be included in the return, and may require
the attendance of the person rendering the return or of any officer or
employee of such person, or the attendance of any other person hav-
ing knowledge in the premises, and may take his testimony with
reference to the matter required by law to be included in such return,
with power to administer oaths to such person or persons.

(b) To I)ERMrEmINE IABLTrrr OF A TRANSFEREE.-The Commissioner,
for the purpose of determining the liability at law or in equity of a
transferee of the property of any person with respect to any Federal
taxes imposed upon such person, is hereby authorized, by any officer
or employee of the Bureau of Internal Revenue, including the field
service, designated by him for that purpose, to examine any books,
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(d) ADDITIONS TO 
(1) FAILURE TO FILE RE-runic—In case of any failure to make and 

file a return or list within the time prescribed by law, or prescribed 
by the Commissioner or the collector in pursuance of law, the Com-
missioner shall add to the tax 25 per centum of its amount, except 
that when a return is filed after such time and it is shown that the 
failure to file it was due to a reasonable cause and not to willful 
neglect, no such addition shall be made to the tax: Provided, That 
in the case of a failure to make and file a return required by law, 
within the time prescribed by law or prescribed by the Commis-
sioner in pursuance of law, if the last date so prescribed for filing 
the return is after August 30, 1935, then there shall be added to the 
tax, in lieu of such 25 per centum: 5 per centum if the failure is for 
not more than 30 days' with an additional 5 per centum for each 
additional 30 days or fraction thereof during which failure con-
tinues, not to exceed 25 per centum in the aggregate. 

2) FRAun.—In case a false or fraudulent return or list is will-
y made, the Commissioner shall add to the tax 50 per centum 

of its amount. 
(3) CROSS REFERENCE.— 

For additions to tax in the case of income tax, see sections 291 and 
293, and in the case of a deficiency in gift tax, see section 1019. 

(e) COLLECTION OF ADDITIONS TO TAx.—The amount added to any 
tax under paragraphs (1) and (2) of subsection (d) shall be col-
lected at the same tune and in the same manner and as a part of the 
tax unless the tax has been paid before the discovery of the neglect, 
falsity, or fraud, in which case the amount so added shall be collected 
in the same manner as the tax. 

(f) DETERMINATION AND AssEssmExT.—The Commissioner shall 
determine and assess all taxes other than stamp taxes, as to which 
returns or lists are so made under the provisions of this section. 

SEC. 3613. LISTING BY COLLECTOR OF TAXABLE OBJECTS OWNED 
BY NONRESIDENTS OF COLLECTION DISTRICT. 

Whenever there are in any district any articles not owned or 
possessed by or under the care or control of any person within such 
district, and liable to be taxed., and of which no list has been trans-
mitted to the collector , as required by law , the collector or one of his 
deputies shall enter the premises where such articles are situated and 
shall take such view thereof as may be necessary, and make lists of 
the same, according to the form prescribed. Said lists, being sub-
scribed by such collector or deputy, shall be taken as sufficient lists 
of such articles for all purposes. 
SEC. 3614. EXAMINATION OF BOOBS AND WITNESSES. 

(a) To DETERMINE LIABILITY OF THE TAXPAYER.—The Commis-
sioner, for the purpose of ascertaining the correctness of any return 
or for the purpose of making a return where none has been made, is 
authorized, by any officer or employee of the Bureau of Internal Rev-
enue, including the field service, designated by him for that purpose, 
to examine any books, papers, records, or memoranda bearing upon 
the matters required to be included in the return, and may require 
the attendance of the person rendering the return or of any officer or 
employee of such person, or the attendance of any other person hav-
ing knowledge in the premises, and may take his testimony with 
reference to the matter required by law to be included in such return, 
with power to administer oaths to such person or persons. 

(b) To DE-rzionNE LIABILrry OF A TRANSFEREE.—The Commissioner, 
for the purpose of determining the liability at law or in equity of a 
transferee of the property of any person with respect to any Federal 
taxes imposed upon such person is hereby authorized, by any officer 
or employee of the Bureau of Internal Revenue, including the field 
service, designated by him for that purpose, to examine any books, 
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papers, records, or memoranda bearing upon such liability, and may
require the attendance of the transferor or transferee, or of any officer
or employee of such person, or the attendance of any other person
having knowledge in the premises, and may take his testimony with
reference to the matter, with power to administer oaths to such person
or persons.

SEC. 3615. SUMMONS FROM COLLECTOR TO PRODUCE BOOKS AND
GIVE TESTIMONY.

(a) GENERAL AUTHORITY.--It shall be lawful for the collector, sub-
ject to the provisions of this section to summon any person to appear
before him and produce books at a time and place named in the sum-
mons, and to give testimony or answer interrogatories, under oath,
respecting any objects or income liable to tax or the returns thereof.
The collector may summon any person residing or found within the
State or Territory in which his district lies; and when the person
intended to be summoned does not reside and can not be found within
such State or Territory, he may enter any collection district where
such person may be found and there make the examination herein
authorized. And to this end he may there exercise all the authority
which he might lawfully exercise in the district for which he was
commissioned.

(b) ACTS CREATING LIABIITYS.-Such summons may be issued-
(1) REFUSAL OR NEGLECT TO COMPLY WITH NOTICE REQUIRING RE-

TuRN.-If any person, on being notified or required as provided in
section 3611, shall refuse or neglect to render such list or return
within the time required, or

(2) FAILURE TO RENDER RETURN ON TIME.-Whenever any person
who is required to deliver a monthly or other return of objects
subject to tax fails to do so at the time required, or

(3) ERRONEOUS, FALSE, oR FRAUDULENT RETURN.-Whenever any
person who is required to deliver a monthly or other return of
objects subject to tax delivers any return which, in the opinion of
the collector, is erroneous, false, or fraudulent, or contains any
undervaluation or understatement, or

(4) REFUSAL TO PERMIT EXAMINATION OF nooKS.-Whenever any
person who is required to deliver a monthly or other return of
objects subject to tax refuses to allow any regularly authorized
Government officer to examine his books.
(c) PERSONS LIABLE.-Such summons may be issued to-

(1) PERSONS MENTIONED IN SUBSECTION (b).-Any person men-
tioned in subsection (b), or

(2) PERSONS HAVING BOOKS.-Any other person having posses-
sion, custody, or care of books of account containing entries relat-
ing to the business of any person mentioned in subsection (b), or

(3) OTHER PERSONS.-Any other person the collector may deem
proper.
(d) SERVICE.-Such summons shall in all cases be served by a

deputy collector of the district where the person to whom it is directed
may be found, by an attested copy delivered to such person in hand,
or left at his last and usual place of abode, allowing such person one
day for each twenty-five miles he may be required to travel, computed
from the place of service to the place of examination; and the cer-
tificate of service signed by such deputy shall be evidence of the facts
it states on the hearing of an application for an attachment. When
the summons requires the production of books, it shall be sufficient if
such books are described with reasonable certainty.

(e) ENFoRcEMENT.-Whenever any person summoned under this
section neglects or refuses to obey such summons, or to give testi-
mony, or to answer interrogatories as required, the collector may ap-
ply to the judge of the district court or to a United States commis-
sioner for the district within which the person so summoned resides
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papers, records, or memoranda bearing upon such liability, and may 
require the attendance of the transferor or transferee, or of any officer 
or employee of such person, or the attendance of any other person 
having knowledge in the premises, and may take his testimony with 
reference to the matter, with power to administer oaths to such person 
or persons. 

SEC. 3615. SUMMONS FROM COLLECTOR TO PRODUCE BOOKS AND 
GIVE TESTIMONY. 

(a) GENERAL AUTHORITY.—It shall be lawful for the collector, sub-
ject to the provisions of this section to summon any person to appear 
before him and produce books at a time and place named in the sum-
mons, and to give testimony or answer interrogatories, under oath, 
respecting any objects or income liable to tax or the returns thereof. 
The collector may summon any person residing or found within the 
State or Territory in which his district lies; and when the person 
intended to be summoned does not reside and can not be found within 
such State or Territory, he may enter any collection district where 
such person may be found and there make the examination herein 
authorized. And to this end he may there exercise all the authority 
which he might lawfully exercise in the district for which he was 
commissione. 

(b) AcTs CREATING LIABILITY.—SUC11 summons may be issued— 
(1) REFUSAL OR NEGLECT TO COMPLY WITH NOTICE REQUIRING RE-

Tcrfor.—If any person, on being notified or required as provided in 
section 3611, shall refuse or neglect to render such list or return 
within the time required, or 

(2) FAimunn To RENDER nrrunx ON TIME.—Whenever any person 
who is required to deliver a monthly or other return of objects 
subject to tax fails to do so at the time required, or 

(3) ERRONEOUS, FAME, on FRAUDULENT RETURN.—Whenever any 
person who is required to deliver a monthly or other return of 
objects subject to tax delivers any return which, in the opinion of 
the collector, is erroneous, false, or fraudulent, or contains any 
undervaluation or understatement, or 

(4) REFUSAL TO PERMIT EXAMINATION OF BOOKS.—Whenever any 
person who is required to deliver a monthly or other return of 
objects subject to tax refuses to allow any regularly authorized 
Government officer to examine his books. 
(C) PERSONS LIABLE.—Such summons may be issued to— 

(1) PERSONS MENTIONED IN SUBSECTION (b).—Any person men-
tioned in subsection (b), or 

(2) PEnsows RAvisa BOOKS.—Any other person having posses-
sion, custody, or care of books of account containing entries relat-
ing to the business of any person mentioned in subsection (b), or 

(3) OrliEn PERSONS.—Any other person the collector may deem 
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(d) SERVICE.—Such summons shall in all cases be served by a 

deputy collector of the district where the person to whom it is directed 
may be found, by an attested copy delivered to such person in hand, 
or left at his last and usual place of abode, allowing such person one 
day for each twenty-five miles he may be required to travel, computed 
from the place of service to the place of examination; and the cer-
tificate of service signed by such deputy shall be evidence of the facts 
it states on the hearing of an application for an attachment. When 
the summons requires the production of books, it shall be sufficient if 
such books are described with reasonable certainty. 

(e) ENFoncEmENT.—Whenever any person summoned under this 
section neglects or refuses to obey such summons, or to give testi-
mony, or to answer interrogatories as required, the collector may ap-
ply to the judge of the district court or to a United States commis-
sioner for the district within which the person so summoned resides 
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for an attachment against him as for a contempt. It shall be the
duty of the judge or commissioner to hear the application, and, if
satisfactory proof is made, to issue an attachment, directed to some
proper officer, for the arrest of such person, and upon his being
brought before him to proceed to a hearing of the case; and upon
such hearing the judge or the United States commissioner shall have
power to make such order as he shall deem proper not inconsistent
with the law for the punishment of contempts, to enforce obedience
to the requirements of the summons and to punish such person for
his default or disobedience.
SEC 3616. PENALTIES.

Whenever any person-
(a) FALSE RETURNS.-Delivers or discloses to the collector or dep-

uty any false or fraudulent list, return, account, or statement, with
intent to defeat or evade the valuation, enumeration, or assessment
intended to be made; or,

(b) NEGLECT TO OBEY SUMMONs.-Being duly summoned to appear
to testify, or to appear and produce books as required under section
3615, neglects to appear or to produce said books-
he shall be fined not exceeding $1,000, or be imprisoned not exceed-
ing one year, or both, at the discretion of the court, with costs of
prosecution.

(c) Coss REFERENCE.-
For additions to tax in case of fraud or of failure to file returns,

see section 3612 (d).
SEC. 3617. PENALTIES AND AWARDS TO INFORMERS WITH RESPECT

TO ILLEGALLY PRODUCED PETROLEUM.
(a) FAILURE TO FILE RETURN.-Any person liable for tax on any

income from illegally produced petroleum, who willfully fails to
make return showing such income within the time prescribed by law
shall, in addition to all other penalties prescribed by law, be liable to
a civil penalty of $500 plus $50 for each day during which such failure
continues.

(b) REWARD FOR INFORMATION.-Any person not an officer or
employee of the United States who furnishes to the Commissioner
or any collector original information leading to the recovery from
any other person of any penalty under this section may be awarded
and paid by the Commissioner a compensation of one-half the pen-
alty so recovered, as determined by the Commissioner.

(c) INCOME DEFINED.-As used in this section, the term "income
from illegally produced petroleum" means any income (not shown
on a return made within the time prescribed by law) arising out of
any sale or purchase of crude petroleum withdrawn from the ground
subsequent to January 1, 1932, in violation of any State or Federal
law (not including illegal withdrawal the penalties for which have
been mitigated or satisfied in pursuance of law prior to May 10,
1934), or arising out of any fee derived from acting as agent for
any seller or purchaser in connection with a sale or purchase of such
petroleum or products thereof, or any amount illegally received by
any person charged with the enforcement of law with respect to
such petroleum or products thereof.

SUBCHAPTER C-MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

SEC. 3630. CLASSIFICATION OF AND TIME FOR TAKING LISTS OR
RETURNS.

Lists or returns shall, where not otherwise specially provided for,
be taken with reference to the day fixed for that purpose by this
title; and where taxes accrue at other and different times, the list
shall be taken with reference to the time when said taxes become
due, and shall be denominated annual, monthly, and special lists or
returns.
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to the requirements of the summons and to punish such person for 
his default or disobedience. 
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see section 3612 (d). 
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on a return made within the time prescribed by law) arising out of 
any sale or purchase of crude petroleum withdrawn from the ground 
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law (not including illegal withdrawal the penalties for which have 
been mitigated or satisfied in pursuance of law prior to May 10, 
1934), or arising out of any fee derived from acting as agent for 
any seller or purchaser in connection with a sale or purchase of such 
petroleum or products thereof, or any amount illegally received by 
any person charged with the enforcement of law with respect to 
such petroleum or products thereof. 

SUBCHAPTER C—MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 

SEC. 3630. CLASSIFICATION OF AND TIME FOR TAKING LISTS OR 
RETURNS. 

Lists or returns shall, where not otherwise specially provided for, 
be taken with reference to the day fixed for that purpose by this 
title; and where taxes accrue at other and different times, the list 
shall be taken with reference to the time when said taxes become 
due, and shall be denominated annual, monthly, and special lists or 
returns. 
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SEC. 3631. RESTRICTIONS ON EXAMINATION OF TAXPAYERS.

No taxpayer shall be subjected to unnecessary examinations or
investigations, and only one inspection of a taxpayer's books of
account shall be made for each taxable year unless the taxpayer
requests otherwise or unless the Commissioner, after investigation,
notifies the taxpayer in writing that an additional inspection is
necessary.
SEC. 3632. AUTHORITY TO ADMINISTER OATHS, TAKE TESTIMONY, AND

CERTIFY.
(a) INTERNAL REVENUE PERSONNEL.-

(1) PERSONS IN CHARGE OF ADMINISTRATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE
LAWS GENERALLY.-Every collector, deputy collector, internal reve-
nue agent, and internal revenue officer assigned to duty under an
internal revenue agent, is authorized to administer oaths and to
take evidence touching any part of the administration of the
internal revenue laws with which he is charged, or where such
oaths and evidence are authorized by law or regulation authorized
by law to be taken.

(2) PERSONS IN CHARGE OF EXPORTS AND DRAWBACKS.-Every col-
lector of internal revenue and every superintendent of exports
and drawbacks is authorized to administer such oaths and to
certify to such papers as may be necessary under any regulation
prescribed under the authority of the internal revenue laws.
(b) OTHERS.-Any oath or affirmation required or authorized by

any internal revenue law or by any regulations made under authority
thereof may be administered by any person authorized to administer
oaths for general purposes by the law of the United States, or of any
State, Territory, or possession of the United States, or of the District
of Columbia, wherein such oath or affirmation is administered, or by
any consular officer of the United States. This subsection shall not
be construed as an exclusive enumeration of the persons who may
administer such oaths or affirmations.
SEC. 3633. JURISDICTION OF DISTRICT COURTS.

(a) To ENFORCE SUMMONS.-If any person is summoned under the
internal revenue laws to appear, to testify, or to produce books,
papers, or other data, the district court of the United States for
the district in which such person resides shall have jurisdiction by
appropriate process to compel such attendance, testimony, or pro-
duction of books, papers, or other data.

(b) To IssUE ORDEIs, PROCESSES, AND JUDGMENTS-
For authority of district courts to issue orders, processes, and judg-

ments for enforcement of internal revenue laws, see section 3799.

SEC. 3634. EXTENSION OF TIME FOR FILING RETURNS.

If the failure to file a return (other than a return of income tax)
or list at the time prescribed by law or by regulation made under
authority of law is due to sickness or absence, the collector may
allow such further time, not exceeding thirty days, for making and
filing the return or list as he deems proper.
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duction of books, papers, or other data. 
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For authority of district courts to issue orders, processes, and judg-

ments for enforcement of internal revenue laws, see section 3799. 
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If the failure to file a return (other than a return of income tax) 
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CHAPTER 35-ASSESSMENT
SEC. 3640. ASSESSMENT AUTHORITY.

The Commissioner is authorized and required to make the in-
quiries, determinations, and assessments of all taxes and penalties
imposed by this title, or accruing under any former internal revenue
law, where such taxes have not been duly paid by stamp at the time
and in the manner provided by law.
SEC. 3641. CERTIFICATION OF ASSESSMENT LISTS TO COLLECTORS.

The Commissioner shall certify a list of such assessments when
made to the proper collectors, respectively who shall proceed to
collect and account for the taxes and penalties so certified.
SEC. 3642. SUPPLEMENTAL ASSESSMENT LISTS.

(a) ATJ'uoRIzAToN.-Whenever it is ascertained that any list
delivered to any collector is imperfect or incomplete in consequence
of the omission of the name of any person liable to tax, or in con-
sequence of any omission, or understatement, or undervaluation, or
false or fraudulent statement contained in any return made by any
person liable to tax, the Commissioner may, at any time within the
period prescribed for assessment, enter on any monthly or special
list:

(1) ORIGINAL ASSESSMENTS.-The name of such person so omitted
together with the amount of tax for which he may be liable, and
also

(2) ADDITIONAL ASSESSMENTs.-The name of any such person in
respect to whose return, as aforesaid, there has been any omission,
undervaluation, understatement, or false or fraudulent statement,
together with the amount for which such person may be liable,
above the amount for which he may have been assessed upon any
return made as aforesaid.
(b) CERTIFICATION TO COL.ECTOR.-The Commissioner shall certify

and return such list to the collector as required by law.
SEC. 3643. OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE.

All provisions of law for the ascertainment of liability to any
tax, or the assessment or collection thereof, shall be held to apply,
so far as may be necessary, to the proceedings authorized and di-
rected under this chapter.
SEC. 3644. ESTABLISHMENT BY REGULATION OF MODE OR TIME OF

ASSESSMENT.
Whenever the mode or time of assessing any tax which is im-

posed is not provided for, the Commissioner may establish the same
by regulation.
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SEC. 3645. PERIODS OF LIMITATION UPON ASSESSMENT.
For the periods of limitation prescribed for making assessments, see

the following:
Income tax-Taxpayer, sections 275 and 276; Transferee and fidu-

ciary, section 311.
Additional income tax on personal holding companies, section 507.
Excess profits tax, section 603.
Excess profits on Navy contracts, section 651.
Unjust enrichment, section 702 (a).
Estate tax-Decedent, sections 874 and 875; Transferee and fidu-

ciary, section 900.
Gift tax-Donor sections 1016 and 1017; Transferee and fiduciary,

section 1025.
Capital stock tax, section 3312.
Transfers to avoid income tax, section 3312.
Employment taxes, section 3312.
Safe deposit boxes, section 3312.
Firearms, section 3312.
Tobacco, snuff, cigars, and cigarettes, sections 2002 (b) and 3312.
Documents, other instruments, and playing cards, section 3312.
Admissions and dues, section 3312.
Oleomargarine, sections 3311 and 3312.
Adulterated and process or renovated butter, sections 3311 and 3312.
Filled cheese, sections 3311 and 3312.
Mixed flour, sections 3311 and 3312.
Narcotics, section 3312
White phosphorus matches, section 3312.
Cotton futures, section 3312.
Pistols and revolvers, section 3312.
Circulation other than of national banks, section 3312.
Liquor-Distilled spirits, section 3312; Wines, section 3312; Fer-

mented liquors, section 3312; Occupational taxes, section 3312.

SEC. 3646. CROSS REFERENCES.
For prohibition of suits to restrain assessment of any tax, see section

3653.
For prohibition upon assessment of taxes against insolvent banks, see

section 3798.
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CHAPTER 36-COLLECTION
SUBCHAPTER A--ENERAL PROVISIONS

SEC. 3650. COLLECTION DISTRICTS.
(a) ESTABLISHMENT AND ALTERATION.-For the purpose of assess-

ing, levying, and collecting the taxes provided by the internal reve-
nue laws, the President may establish convenient collection districts,
and may from time to time alter said districts.

(b) NUMIBER.-The whole number of collection districts for the
collection of internal revenue shall not exceed 65.

(c) BOUNDARIES.-
(1) HAWAII.-The Territory of Hawaii shall constitute a dis-

trict for the collection of the internal revenue of the United States,
with a collector, whose office shall be at Honolulu, and deputy
collectors at such other places in the several islands as the Secre-
tary shall direct.

(2) ELSEWHERE.-For the purpose mentioned in subsection (a),
the President may subdivide any State, Territory, or the District
of Columbia, or may unite two or more States or Territories into
one district.

SEC. 3651. COLLECTION AUTHORITY.
(a) IN GENERAL--

(1) WITHIN DISTRICT.-It shall be the duty of the collectors or
their deputies, in their respective districts, and they are authorized,
to collect all the taxes imposed by law, however the same may be
designated.

(2) OUTSIDE DISTRICT.-
For authority of collector or deputy to collect taxes by distraint out-

side his own collection district, but within the State, see section 3713.

(b) TRANSFERRED ASSESSMENTS.-Whenever a collector has on any
list duly returned to him the name of any person not within his col-
lection district who is liable to tax, or of any person so liable who
has, in the collection district in which he resides, no sufficient prop-
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erty subject to seizure or distraint, from which the money due for tax
can be collected, such collector shall transmit a statement containing
the name of the person liable to such tax, with the amount and na-
ture thereof, duly certified under his hand, to the collector of any
district to which said person shall have removed, or in which he shall
have property, real or personal, liable to be seized and sold for tax.
And the collector to whom the said certified statement is transmitted
shall proceed to collect the said tax in the same way as if the name
of the person and objects of tax contained in the said certified state-
ment were on any list of his own collection district; and he shall,
upon receiving said certified statement as aforesaid, transmit his re-
ceipt for it to the collector sending the same to him.

SEC. 3652. ESTABLISHMENT BY REGULATION OF MODE OR TIME OF
COLLECTION.

Whenever the mode or time of collecting any tax which is imposed
is not provided for, the Commissioner may establish the same by
regulation.
SEC. 3653. PROHIBITION OF SUITS TO RESTRAIN ASSESSMENT OR COL-

LECTION.
(a) TAX.-Except as provided in sections 272 (a), 871 (a) and

1012 (a), no suit for the purpose of restraining the assessment or col-
lection of any tax shall be maintained in any court.

(b) LABILrrI OF TANSFEREE OR FIDmCuRY.-No suit shall be
maintained in any court for the purpose of restraining the assess-
ment or collection of (1) the amount of the liability, at law or in
equity, of a transferee of property of a taxpayer in respect of any
income, war-profits, excess-profits, or estate tax, (2) the amount of
the liability, at law or in equity, of a transferee of property of a
donor in respect of any gift tax, or (3) the amount of the liability of
a fiduciary under section 3467 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., Title
31, § 192) in respect of any such tax.
SEC. 3654. GENERAL POWERS AND DUTIES RELATING TO COLLEC-

TION.
(a) COLLECTORS.-Every collector within his collection district

shall see that all laws and regulations relating to the collection of
internal revenue taxes are faithfully executed and complied with,
and shall aid in the prevention, detection, and punishment of any
frauds in relation thereto. For such purposes, he shall have power to
examine all persons, books, papers, accounts, and premises, to admin-
ister oaths, and to summon any person to produce books and papers,
or to appear and testify under oath before him, and to compel com-
pliance with such summons in the same manner as provided in sec-
tion 3615.

(b) DEPUTY COLLECTORs.-Every deputy collector shall have the
like authority in every respect to collect the taxes levied or assessed
within the portion of the district assigned to him which is by law
vested in the collector himself; but each collector shall, in every re-
spect, be responsible, both to the United States and to individuals,
as the case may be, for all moneys collected, and for every act done or
neglected to be done, by any of his deputies while acting as such.

(c) INTERNAL REVENUE AGENTS.-Every internal revenue agent
shall see that all laws and regulations relating to the collection of
internal revenue taxes are faithfully executed and complied with, and
shall aid in the prevention, detection, and punishment of any frauds
in relation thereto.
SEC. 3655. NOTICE AND DEMAND FOR TAX.

(a) DELrvTE.-Where it is not otherwise provided, the collector
shall in person or by deputy, within ten days after receiving any list
of taxes from the Commissioner give notice to each person liable to
pay any taxes stated therein, to be left at his dwelling or usual place
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can be collected, such collector shall transmit a statement containing 
the name of the person liable to such tax with the amount and na-
ture thereof, duly certified under his hand, to the collector of any 
district to which said person shall have removed, or in which he shall 
have property, real or personal, liable to be seized and sold for tax. 
And the collector to whom the said certified statement is transmitted 
shall proceed to collect the said tax in the same way as if the name 
of the person and objects of tax contained in the said certified state-
ment were on any list of his own collection district; and he shall, 
upon receiving said certified statement as aforesaid, transmit his re-
ceipt for it to the collector sending the same to him. 
SEC. 3652. ESTABLISHMENT BY REGULATION OF MODE OR TIME OF 

COLLECTION. 
Whenever the mode or time of collecting any tax which is imposed 

is not provided for, the Commissioner may establish the same by 
regulation. 
SEC. 3653. PROHIBITION OF SUITS TO RESTRAIN ASSESSMENT OR COL-

LECTION. 
(a) TAx.—Except as provided in sections 272 (a), 871 (a) and 

1012 (a), no suit for the purpose of restraining the assessment or col-
lection of any tax shall be maintained in any court. 

(b) LIABILITY OF TRANSE'FREE OR FIDUCIARY.—NO suit shall be 
maintained in any court for the purpose of restraining the assess-
ment or collection of (1) the amount of the liability, at law or in 
equity, of a transferee of property of a taxpayer in respect of any 
income, war-profits, excess-profits, or estate tax, (2) the amount of 
the liability, at law or in equity, of a transferee of property of a 
donor in respect of any gift tax, or (3) the amount of the liability of 
a fiduciary under section 3467 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., Title 
31, § 192) in respect of any such tax. 
SEC. 3654. GENERAL POWERS AND DUTIES RELATING TO COLLEC-

TION. 
(a) COLLECTOREL—Every collector within his collection district 

shall see that all laws and regulations relating to the collection of 
internal revenue taxes are faithfully executed and complied with, 
and shall aid in the prevention, detection, and punishment of any 
frauds in relation thereto. For such purposes, he shall have power to 
examine all persons, books, papers, accounts, and premises, to admin-
ister oaths, and to summon any person to produce books and papers, 
or to appear and testify under oath before him, and to compel com-
pliance with such summons in the same manner as provided in sec-
tion 3615. 

(b) DEPUTY CoixEcToRs.—Every deputy collector shall have the 
like authority in every respect to collect the taxes levied or assessed 
within the portion of the district assigned to him which is by law 
vested in the collector himself; but each collector shall, in every re-
spect, be responsible, both to the United States and to individuals, 
as the case may be, for all moneys collected, and for every act done or 
neglected to be done, by any of his deputies while acting as such. 

shall 
INTERNAL REVENUE AGENTS.—Every internal revenue agent 
see that all laws and regulations relating to the collection of 

internal revenue taxes are faithfully executed and complied with, and 
shall aid in the prevention, detection, and punishment of any frauds 
in relation thereto. 
SEC. 3655. NOTICE AND DEMAND FOR TAX. 

(a) Drumm—Where it is not otherwise provided, the collector 
i shall n person or by deputy, within ten days after receiving any list 

of taxes from the Commissioner, give notice to each person liable to 
pay any taxes stated therein, to be left at his dwelling or usual place 



of business, or to be sent by mail, stating the amount of such taxes
and demanding payment thereof.

(b) ADDITION TO TAX FOR NONPAYMENT.-If such person does not
pay the taxes, within ten days after the service or the sending by mail
of such notice, it shall be the duty of the collector or his deputy to
collect the said taxes with a penalty of 5 per centum additional upon
the amount of taxes, and interest at the rate of 6 per centum per
annum from the date of such notice to the date of payment; except
that in the case of income, estate or gift taxes, such penalties shall
not apply and the interest for nonpayment of tax shall be such as is
specifically provided by law with respect to such taxes.

(c) CROSS REFERENCES.-
For additions to tax for nonpayment after notice and demand in

case of-

Income taxes, see sections 294 (b) and 297.
Estate taxes, see section 893.
Gift taxes, see section 1018.

SEC. 3656. PAYMENT BY CHECK.
(a) CERTIFIED CHECKS.-

(1) AUTHORITY TO RECEIvE.-It shall be lawful for collectors to
receive for internal revenue taxes certified checks drawn on na-
tional and state banks and trust companies during such time and
under such regulations as the Secretary may prescribe.

(2) DISCHARGE OF LIABILITr.-
(A) CHECK DULY PAID.-No person who may be indebted to the

United States on account of internal revenue taxes who shall
have tendered a certified check or checks as provisional pay-
ment for such taxes, in accordance with the terms of this sub-
section, shall be released from the obligation to make ultimate
payment thereof until such certified check so received has been
duly paid.

(B) CIIECK INPAID.-If any such check so received is not
dul id by the bank on which it is drawn, and so certifying,
the United States shall, in addition to its right to exact pay-
ment from the party originally indebted therefor, have a lien
for the amount of such check upon all the assets of such bank;
and such amount shall be paid out of its assets in preference to
any or all other claims whatsoever against said bank, except the
necessary costs and expenses of administration and the reim-
bursement of the United States for the amount expended in the
redemption of the circulating notes of such bank.

(b) UNCERTIFIED CHECKS.-
(1) AUTHORITY TO RECEIVE.-Collectors may receive uncertified

checks in payment of income, war profits, and excess profits taxes,
and any other taxes payable other than by stamp, during such time
and under such rules and regulations as the Commissioner, with the
approval of the Secretary, shall prescribe.

(2) ULTIMATE LIABrLITY.-If a check so received is not paid by
the bank on which it is drawn the person by whom such check has
been tendered shall remain liable for the payment of the tax and
for all legal penalties and additions to the same extent as if such
check had not been tendered.

SEC. 3657. PAYMENT BY UNITED STATES NOTES AND CERTIFICATES
OF INDEBTEDNESS.

Collectors may receive, at par with an adjustment for accrued inter-
est, notes or certificates of indebtedness issued by the United States in
payment of income, war profits, and excess profits taxes, and any
other taxes payable other than by stamp, during such time and under
such rules and regulations as the Commissioner, with the approval of
the Secretary, shall prescribe.
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of business, or to be sent by mail, stating the amount of such taxes 
and demanding payment thereof. 

(b) ADDITION TO TAX FOR NONPAYMENT.—If such person does not 
pay the taxes, within ten days after the service or the sending by mail 
of such notice, it shall be the duty of the collector or his deputy to 
collect the sail taxes with a penalty of 5 per centum additional upon 
the amount of taxes, and interest at the rate of 6 per centum per 
annum from the date of such notice to the date of payment; except 
that in the case of income, estate or gift taxes, such penalties shall 
not apply and the interest for nonpayment of tax shall be such as is 
specifically provided by law with respect to such taxes. 

(c) CROSS REFERENCES.— 
For additions to tax for nonpayment after notice and demand in 

case of— 

Income taxes, see sections 294 (b) and 297. 
Estate taxes, see section 893. 
Gift taxes, see section 1018. 

SEC. 3656. PAYMENT BY CHECK. 
(a) CERTIFEED CHECKS.— 

(1) AUTHORITY TO RECEIVE.—It shall be lawful for collectors to 
receive for internal revenue taxes certified checks drawn on na-
tional and state banks and trust companies during such time and 
under such regulations as the Secretary may prescribe. 

(2) DISCHARGE OF LIABILITY.— 
(A) CHECK DULY PAID.—No person who may be indebted to the 

United States on account of internal revenue taxes who shall 
have tendered a certified check or checks as provisional pay-
ment for such taxes, in accordance with the terms of this sub-
section, shall be released from the obligation to make ultimate 
payment thereof until such certified check so received has been 
duly paid. 

(B) CHECK UNPAID.—If any such check so received is not 
duly paid by the bank on which it is drawn, and so certifying, 
the United States shall, in addition to its right to exact pay-
ment from the party originally indebted therefor, have a lien 
for the amount of such check upon all the assets of such bank; 
and such amount shall be paid out of its assets in preference to 
any or all other claims whatsoever against said bank, except the 
necessary costs and expenses of administration and the reim-
bursement of the United States for the amount expended in the 
redemption of the circulating notes of such bank. 

(b) UNCERTIFIED CHECKS.— 
(1) AUTHORITY TO REEEEVE.—C011eCtOTS may receive uncertified 

checks in payment of income, war profits, and excess profits taxes, 
and any other taxes payable other than by stamp, during such time 
and under such rules and regulations as the Commissioner, with the 
approval of the Secretary, shall prescribe. 

(2) ULTIMATE ErAmirrF.—If a check so received is not paid by 
the bank on which it is drawn the person by whom such check has 
been tendered shall remain liable for the payment of the tax and 
for all legal penalties and additions to the same extent as if such 
check had not been tendered. 

SEC. 3657. PAYMENT BY -UNITED STATES NOTES AND CERTIFICATES 
OF INDEBTEDNESS. 

Collectors may receive, at par with an adjustment for accrued inter-
est, notes or certificates of indebtedness issued by the United States in 
payment of income, war profits, and excess profits taxes, and any 
other taxes payable other than by stamp, during such time and under 
such rules and regulations as the Commissioner, with the approval of 
the Secretary, shall prescribe. 
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SEC. 3658 FRACTIONAL PARTS OF A CENT.
In the payment of any tax under this title not payable by stamp a

fractional part of a cent shall be disregarded unless it amounts to
one-half cent or more, in which case it shall be increased to 1 cent.

SEC. 3659. RECEIPTS FOR TAXES.
(a) IN GENERAL.-Every collector and deputy collector shall give

receipts for all sums collected by him, excepting only when the same
are in payment for stamps sold and delivered; but no collector or
deputy collector shall issue a receipt in lieu of a stamp representing a
tax.

(b) CRoss REFERENCES.-
For receipts in case of-

Income tax, see section 56 (h).
Estate tax, see section 823.
Gift tax, see section 1008 (e).

SEC. 3660. JEOPARDY ASSESSMENT.
(a) If the Commissioner believes that the collection of any tax

(other than income tax, estate tax, and gift tax) under any provision
of the internal-revenue laws will be jeopardized by delay, he shall,
whether or not the time otherwise prescribed by law for making re-
turn and paying such tax has expired, immediately assess such tax
(together with all interest and penalties the assessment of which is
provided for by law). Such tax, penalties, and interest shall there-
upon become immediately due and payable, and immediate notice
and demand shall be made by the collector for the payment thereof.
Upon failure or refusal to pay such tax, penalty, and interest, collec-
tion thereof by distraint shall be lawful without regard to the period
prescribed in section 3690.

(b) The collection of the whole or any part of the amount of such
assessment may be stayed by filing with the collector a bond in such
amount, not exceeding double the amount as to which the stay is de-

sired, and with such sureties, as the collector deems necessary, con-
ditioned upon the payment of the amount collection of which is
stayed, at the time at which, but for this section, such amount would
be due.
SEC. 3661. ENFORCEMENT OF LIABILITY FOR TAXES COLLECTED.

Whenever any person is required to collect or withhold any inter.
nal-revenue tax from any other person and to pay such tax over to
the United States, the amount of tax so collected or withheld shall
be held to be a special fund in trust for the United States. The
amount of such fund shall be assessed, collected, and paid in the
same manner and subject to the same provisions and limitations
(including penalties) as are applicable with respect to the taxes
from which such fund arose.
SEC. 3662. PROHIBITION OF SUITS TO REPLEVY PROPERTY TAKEN

UNDER INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS.
For statute prohibiting suits to replevy property taken under rev-

enue laws, see section 934 R. S. (U. S. C., Title 28, section 747).

SEC. 3663. CROSS REFERENCES.
For provisions relating to collection accounts, see subchapter B of

chapter 41.
For prohibition upon collection of any tax from insolvent banks, see

section 3798.

SUBCHAPTER B-LIEN FOR TAXES

SEC. 3670. PROPERTY SUBJECT TO LIEN.
If any person liable to pay any tax neglects or refuses to pay the

same after demand, the amount (including any interest, penalty, ad-
ditional amount, or addition to such tax, together with any costs that
may accrue in addition thereto) shall be a lien in favor of the United
States upon all property and rights to property, whether real or per-
sonal, belonging to such person.
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SEC. 3658. FRACTIONAL PARTS OF A CENT. 
In the payment of any tax under this title not payable by stamp a 

fractional part of a cent shall be disregarded unless it amounts to 
one-half cent or more, in which case it shall be increased to 1 cent. 

SEC. 3659. RECEIPTS FOR TAXES. 
(a) IN GENERAL.—Every collector and deputy collector shall give 

receipts for all sums collected by him, excepting only when the same 
are in payment for stamps sold and delivered; but no collector or 
deputy collector shall issue a receipt in lieu of a stamp representing a 
tax. 
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For receipts in case of— 

Income tax, see section 56 (h). 
Estate tax, see section 823. 
Gift tax, see section 1008 (e)• 

SEC. 3660. JEOPARDY ASSESSMENT. 
(a) If the Commissioner believes that the collection of any tax 

(other than income tax, estate tax, and gift tax) under any provision 
of the internal-revenue laws will be jeopardized by delay, he shall, 
whether or not the time otherwise prescribed by law for making re-
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(together with all interest and penalties the assessment of which is 
provided for by law). Such tax, penalties, and interest shall there-
upon become immediately due and payable and immediate notice 
and demand shall be made by the collector for the payment thereof. 
Upon failure or refusal to pay such tax, penalty, and interest, collec-
tion thereof by distraint shall be lawful without regard to the period 
prescribed in section 3690. 

(b) The collection of the whole or any part of the amount of such 
assessment may be stayed by filing with the collector a bond in such 
amount, not exceeding double the amount as to which the stay is de-
sired, and with such sureties, as the collector deems necessary, con-
ditioned upon the payment of the amount collection of winch is 
stayed, at the time at which, but for this section, such amount would 
be due. 
SEC. 3661. ENFORCEMENT OF LIABILITY FOR TAXES COLLECTED. 
Whenever any person is required to collect or withhold any inter-

nal-revenue tax from any other person and to pay such tax over to 
the United States, the amount of tax so collected or withheld shall 
be held to be a special fund in trust for the United States. The 
amount of such fund shall be assessed, collected, and paid in the 
same manner and subject to the same provisions and limitations 
(including penalties) as are applicable with respect to the taxes 
from which such fund arose. 
SEC. 3662. PROHIBITION OF SUITS TO REPLEVY PROPERTY TAKEN 

UNDER INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS. 
For statute prohibiting suits to replevy property taken under rev-

enue laws, see section 934 R. S. (U. S. C., Title 28, section 747). 

SEC. 3663. CROSS REFERENCES. 
For provisions relating to collection accounts, see subchapter B of 

chapter 41. 
For prohibition upon collection of any tax from insolvent banks, see 

section 3798. 

SUBCHAPTER B—LIEN FOR TAXES 

SEC. 3670. PROPERTY SUBJECT TO LIEN. 
If any person liable to pay any tax neglects or refuses to pay the 

same after demand, the amount (including any interest, penalty, ad-
ditional amount, or addition to such tax, together with any costs that 
may accrue in addition thereto) shall be a hen in favor of the United 
States upon all property and rights to property, whether real or per-
sonal, belonging to such person. 



SEC. 3671. PERIOD OF LIEN.
Unless another date is specifically fixed by law, the lien shall arise

at the time the assessment list was received by the collector and shall
continue until the liability for such amount is satisfied or becomes
unenforceable by reason of lapse of time.

SEC. 3672. VALIDITY AGAINST MORTGAGEES, PURCHASERS, AND JUDG-
MENT CREDITORS.

Such lien shall not be valid as against any mortgagee, purchaser,
or judgment creditor until notice thereof has been filed by the
collector-

(a) UNDER STATE OR TERRITORIAL LAws.-In accordance with the

law of the State or Territory in which the property subject to the
lien is situated, whenever the State or Territory has by law provided
for the filing of such notice; or

(b) WITH CLERK OF DISTRICT COURT.-In the office of the clerk of

the United States district court for the judicial district in which the
property subject to the lien is situated, whenever the State or Terri-
tory has not by law provided for the filing of such notice; or

(C) WITH CLERK OF DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED STATES FOR THI

DISTRICT OF COLUrMBIA.-In the office of the clerk of the District Court
of the United States for the District of Columbia, if the property
subject to the lien is situated in the District of Columbia.

SEC. 3673. RELEASE OF LIEN.
Subject to such regulations as the Commissioner, with the approval

of the Secretary, may prescribe, the collector charged with an assess-
ment in respect of any tax, may issue a certificate of release of the
lien if-

(a) LIABILITY SATISFIED OR UNENFORCEABLE.-The collector finds

that the liability for the amount assessed, together with all interest
in respect thereof, has been satisfied or has become unenforceable by
reason of lapse of time; or

(b) BOND AccEPTED.-There is furnished to the collector and ac-
cepted by him a bond that is conditioned upon the payment of the
amount assessed, together with all interest in respect thereof, within
the time prescribed by law (including any extension of such time),
and that is in accordance with such requirements relating to terms,
conditions, and form of the bond and sureties thereon, as may be
specified in the regulations.

SEC. 3674. PARTIAL DISCHARGE OF PROPERTY.
(a) PROPERTY DOUBLE TIE AMIOUNT OF THE LIAnILITY.-Subject to

such regulations as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secre-
tary, may prescribe, the collector charged with an assessment in
respect of any tax may issue a certificate of partial discharge of any
part of the property subject to the lien if the collector finds that the
fair market value of that part of such property remaining subject to
the lien is at least double the amount of the liability remaining un-
satisfied in respect of such tax and the amount of all prior liens upon
such property.

(b) PART PAYMENT.-Subject to such regulations as the Commis-
sioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may prescribe, the col-
lector charged with an assessment in respect of any tax may issue a
certificate of discharge of any part of the property subject to the
lien if there is paid over to the collector in part satisfaction of the
liability in respect of such tax an amount determined by the Com-
missioner, which shall not be less than the value, as determined by
him, of the interest of the United States in the part to be so dis-
charged. In determining such value the Commissioner shall give
consideration to the fair market value of the part to be so discharged
and to such liens thereon as have priority to the lien of the United
States.
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SEC. 3671. PERIOD OF LIEN. 
Unless another date is specifically fixed by law, the lien shall arise 

at the time the assessment list was received by the collector and shall 
continue until the liability for such amount is satisfied or becomes 
unenforceable by reason of lapse of time. 

SEC. 3672. VALIDITY AGAINST MORTGAGEES, PURCHASERS, AND JUDG-
MENT CREDITORS. 

Such lien shall not be valid as against any mortgagee, purchaser, 
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cepted by him a bond that is conditioned upon the payment of the 
amount assessed, together with all interest in respect thereof, within 
the time prescribed by law (including any extension of such time), 
and that is in accordance with such requirements relating to terms, 
conditions, and form of the bond and sureties thereon, as may be 
specified in the regulations. 
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States. 
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SEC. 3675. EFFECT OF CERTIFICATES OF RELEASE OR PARTIAL DIS-
CHARGE.

A certificate of release or of partial discharge issued under this sub-
chapter shall be held conclusive that the lien upon the property cov-
ered by the certificate is extinguished.
SEC. 3676. SINGLE BOND COVERING RELEASE OF LIEN AND PAYMENT

OF INCOME TAX DEFICIENCY.
The Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may by

regulation provide for the acceptance of a single bond complying
both with the requirements of section 272 (j) (relating to the exten-
sion of time for the payment of a deficiency) and the requirements
of subsection (b) of section 3673.
SEC. 3677. EXTENDED APPLICATION OF PROVISIONS RELATING TO

RELEASE OR PARTIAL DISCHARGE.
Sections 3673, 3674, 3675, and 3676 shall apply to a lien in respect

of any internal revenue tax, whether or not the lien is imposed by
this subchapter.
SEC. 3678. CIVIL ACTION TO ENFORCE LIEN ON PROPERTY.

(a) FaNG.--In any case where there has been a refusal or neglect
to pay any tax, and it has become necessary to seize and sell property
and rights to property, whether real or personal, to satisfy the same,
whether distraint proceedings have been commenced or not, the At-
torney General at the request of the Commissioner may direct a civil
action to be filed in a district court of the United States, to enforce
the lien of the United States for tax upon any property and rights
to property, whether real or personal, or to subject any such prop-
erty and rights to property owned by the delinquent, or in which
he has any right, title, or interest, to the payment of such tax.

(b) PARTIES TO PRocEEDINos.-All persons having liens upon or
claiming any interest in the property or rights to property sought
to be subjected as aforesaid shall be made parties to such proceedings
and be brought into court.

(c) ADJUDICATION AND DECREE.-The said court shall, at the term
next after the parties have been duly notified of the proceedings,
unless otherwise ordered by the court, proceed to adjudicate all mat-
ters involved therein and finally determine the merits of all claims
to and liens upon the property and rights to property in question,
and, in all cases where a claim or interest of the United States therein
is established, may decree a sale of such property and rights to
property, by the proper officer of the court, and a distribution of the
proceeds of such sale according to the findings of the court in respect
to the interests of the parties and of the United States.

(d) RECETVEBSHIP.-In any such proceeding, at the instance of the
United States, the court may appoint a receiver to enforce the lien
or, upon certification by the Commissioner during the pendency of
such proceedings that it is in the public interest, may appoint a re-
ceiver with all the powers of a receiver in equity.
SEC. 3679. CIVIL ACTION TO CLEAR TITLE TO REALTY.

(a) OBTAINING LEAVE TO FIe-
(1) REQUEST FOR INSTITUTION OF PROCEEDINGS BY uNITED

STATES.-Any person having a lien upon or any interest in the real
estate referred to in section 3678, notice of which has been duly filed
of record in the jurisdiction in which the real estate is located,
prior to the filing of notice of the lien of the United States as pro-
vided in section 3672, or any person purchasing the real estate at a
sale to satisfy such prior lien or interest, may make written request
to the Commissioner to authorize the filing of a civil action as
provided in section 3678.

(2) PEmITION To ooITtr.-If the Commissioner fails to authorize
the filing of such civil action within six months after receipt of
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ErrATEs.—Any 9erson having a lien upon or any interest in the real 
estate referred to in section 3678, notice of which has been duly filed 
of record in the jurisdiction in which the real estate is located, 
prior to the filing of notice of the lien of the United States as pro-
vided in section 3672, or any person purchasing the real estate at a 
sale to satisfy such prior lien or interest, may make written request 
to the Commissioner to authorize the filing of a civil action as 
provided in section 3678. 

(2) 1'ml:rim./ TO comm.—If the Commissioner fails to authorize 
the filing of such civil action within six months after receipt of 



such written request, such person or purchaser may, after giving
notice to the Commissioner, file a petition in the district court of
the United States for the district in which the real estate is located,
praying leave to file a civil action for a final determination of all
claims to or liens upon the real estate in question.

(3) COURT ORDER.-After a full hearing in open court, the dis-
trict court may in its discretion enter an order granting leave to
file such civil action, in which the United States and all persons
having liens upon or claiming any interest in the real estate shall
be made parties.
(b) SERVICE ON UNITED STATES.-Service on the United States

shall be had in the manner provided by sections 5 and 6 of the Act
of March 3, 1887, entitled 'An Act to provide for the bringing of
suits against the Government of the United States", c. 359,.24 Stat.
506 (U. S. C., Title 28, §§ 762, 763), as amended.

(c) ADJUDICATION.-Upon the filing of such civil action the district
court shall proceed to adjudicate the matters involved therein, in the
same manner as in the case of civil actions filed under section 3678.
For the purpose of such adjudication, the assessment of the tax upon
which the lien of the United States is based shall be conclusively
presumed to be valid.

(d) CosTs.-All costs of the proceedings on the petition and the

civil action shall be borne by the person filing the civil action.

SEC. 3680. CROSS REFERENCES.
For lien in case of-

Estate tax, see section 827.
Tax on distilled spirits, see section 2800 (e).

For provisions permitting the United States to be made party defendant
in a proceeding in a State court for the foreclosure of a lien upon real
estate where the United States may have a claim upon the premises

involved, see Act of March 4, 1931, c. 515, 46 Stat. 1528 (U. S. C., Title

28, §§ 901-906).

SUBCHAPTER C-DISTRAINT

Part I-Distraint on Personal Property

SEC. 3690. AUTHORITY TO DISTRAIN.
If any person liable to pay any taxes neglects or refuses to pay

the same within ten days after notice and demand, it shall be lawful
for the collector or his deputy to collect the said taxes, with such
interest and other additional amounts as are required by law, by

distraint and sale, in the manner provided in this subchapter, of the

goods, chattels, or effects, including stocks, securities, bank accounts,
and evidences of debt, of the person delinquent as aforesaid.

SEC. 3691. PROPERTY EXEMPT FROM DISTRAINT.
(a) ENUMERATION.-There shall be exempt from distraint and sale,

if belonging to the head of a family-
(1) SCHOOL BOOKS AND WEARING APPAREL.-The school books and

wearing apparel necessary for such family; also
(2) ARMS.-Arms for personal use;
(3) LxvEsTocK.-One cow, 2 hogs, 5 sheep and the wool thereof,

rovided the aggregate market value of said sheep shall not exceed

(4) FoDDER.-The necessary food for such cow, hogs, and sheep,
for a period not exceeding thirty days;

(5) FU EL.-Fuel to an amount not greater in value than $25;
(6) PROVISIONs.-Provisions to an amount not greater than $50;
(7) HOUSEHOLD FUBNITUsE.-Household furniture kept for use

to an amount not greater than $300; and
(8) BOOKS AND TOOLS OF TRADE OR PaROFESIN.--The books, tools,

or implements, of a trade or profession, to an amount not greater
than $100.
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such written request, such person or purchaser may, after giving 
notice to the Commissioner, file a petition in the district court of 
the United States for the district in which the real estate is located, 
praying leave to file a civil action for a final determination of all 
claims to or liens upon the real estate in question. 

(3) COURT oRDER.—After a full hearing in open court, the dis-
trict court may in its discretion enter an order grantincr leave to 
file such civil action, in which the United States and all persons 
having liens upon or claiming any interest in the real estate shall 
be made parties. 
(b) SERVICE ON UNITED STATES.—Service on the United States 

shall be had in the manner provided by sections 5 and 6 of the Act 
of March 3, 1887, entitled 'An Act to provide for the bringing of 
suits against the Government of the United States", c. 359,.24 Stat. 
506 (U. S. C., Title 28, §§ 762, 763), as amended. 

(c) ADJUDICATION.—Upon the filing of such civil action the district 
court shall proceed to adjudicate the matters involved therein, in the 
same manner as in the case of civil actions filed under section 3678. 
For the purpose of such adjudication, the assessment of the tax upon 
which the lien of the United States is based shall be conclusively 
presumed to be valid. 

(d) CosTs.—All costs of the proceedings on the „petition and the 
civil action shall be borne by the person filing the civil action. 

SEC. 3680. CROSS REFERENCES. 
For lien in case of— 

Estate tax, see section 827. 
Tax on distilled spirits, see section 2800 (e). 

For provisions permitting the United States to be made party defendant 
in a proceeding in a State court for the foreclosure of a lien upon real 
estate where the United States may have a claim upon the premises 
involved, see Act of March 4, 1931, c. 515, 46 Stat. 1528 (U. S. C., Title 
28, §§ 901-906). 

SUBCHAPTER C—DISTRAINT 

Part I—Distraint on Personal Property 

SEC. 3690. AUTHORITY TO DISTRAIN. 
If any person liable to pay any taxes neglects or refuses to pay 

the same within ten days after notice and demand, it shall be lawful 
for the collector or his deputy to collect the said taxes, with such 
interest and other additional amounts as are required by law, by 
distraint, and sale, in the manner provided in this subchapter, of the 
goods, chattels, or effects, including stocks, securities, bank accounts, 
and evidences of debt, of the person delinquent as aforesaid. 

SEC. 3691. PROPERTY EXEMPT FROM DISTRAINT. 
(a) ENUMERATION.--There shall be exempt from distraint and sale, 

if belonging to the head of a family— 
(1) SCHOOL BOOKS AND WEARING APPAREL.—The SCh001 books and 

wearing apparel necessary for such family; also 
(2) Aams.—Arms for personal use; 
(3) LtvEsTocs.—One cow, 2 hogs, 5 sheep and the wool thereof, 

provided the aggregate market value of said sheep shall not excePd 
$50; 

(4) FODDER.—The necessary food for such cow, hogs, and sheep, 
for a period not exceeding thirty days; 

(5) Fuv.L.—Fuel to an amount not greater in value than $25; 
(6) PROVISIONS.—Provisions to an amount not greater than $50; 
(7) HOUSEHOLD FuRrtrrurRE.—Household furniture kept for use 

to an amount not greater than $300; and 
(8) BOOKS AND TOOLS OF TRADE OR rnorEseam—The books, tools, 

or implements, of a trade or profession, to an amount not greater 
than $100. 
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(b) APPRAISAL.-The officer making the distraint shall summon
three disinterested householders of the vicinity, who shall appraise
and set apart to the owner the amount of property herein declared
to be exempt.
SEC. 3692. LEVY.

In case of neglect or refusal under section 3690, the collector may
levy, or by warrant may authorize a deputy collector to levy, upon
all property and rights to property, except such as are exempt by
the preceding section, belonging to such person, or on which the lien
provided in section 3670 exists, for the payment of the sum due, with
interest and penalty for nonpayment, and also of such further sum
as shall be sufficient for the fees, costs, and expenses of such levy.

SEC. 3693. PROCEEDINGS ON DISTRAINT.
When distraint is made, as provided in section 3690-
(a) ACCOUNT AND NOTICE TO OWNER.-The officer charged with the

collection shall make or cause to be made an account of the goods
or effects distrained, a copy of which, signed by the officer making
such distraint, shall be left with the owner or possessor of such
goods or effects, or at his dwelling or usual place of business, with
some person of suitable age and discretion, if any such can be found,
with a note of the sum demanded and the time and place of sale;
and

(b) PuJBIO NOTrcE.-Forthwith cause a notification to be published
in some newspaper within the county wherein said distraint is made,
if a newspaper is published in said county, or to 'be publicly posted at
the post office, if there be one within five miles nearest to the residence
of the person whose property shall be distrained, and in not less than
two other public places. Such notice shall specify the articles dis-
trained, and the time and place for the sale thereof.

(c) TIME AND PLACE OF SALE.-The time of sale shall not be less
than ten nor more than twenty days from the date of such notification
to the owner or possessor of the property and the publication or post-
ing of such notice as provided m subsection (b) and the place pro-
posed for the sale shall not be more than five miles distant from the
place of making such distraint.

(d) ADJOURNMENT OF SALE.-Said sale may be adjourned from
time to time by said officer, if he deems it advisable, but not for a
time to exceed in all thirty days.
SEC. 3694. PRIORITY OF SPECIFIC TAX LIABILITY ON DISTRAINED

PROPERTY.
When property subject to tax, but upon which the tax has not been

paid, is seized upon distraint and sold, the amount of such tax shall,
after deducting the expenses of such sale, be first appropriated out of
the proceeds thereof to the payment of the tax. And if no assess-
ment of such tax has been made upon such property, the collector
shall make a return thereof in the form required by law, and the
Commissioner shall assess the tax thereon.
SEC. 3695. PROPERTY FOR ACCOUNT OF THE UNITED STATES.

(a) PURCHASE.-When any personal property is advertised for sale
under distraint as aforesaid, the officer making the seizure shall
proceed to sell such property at a public auction, offering the same at
a minimum price, including the expenses of making the levy and of
advertising the sale, and if the amount bid for such property at the
sale is not equal to the minimum price so fixed, the officer conducting
the sale may declare the same to be purchased by him for the United
States.

(b) SALE.-The property so purchased may be sold by the collector
within whose district the sale was made under such regulations as
may be prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval of the
Secretary.
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(b) APPRAISAL.—The officer making the distraint shall summon 
three disinterested householders of the vicinity, who shall appraise 
and set apart to the owner the amount of property herein declared 
to be exempt. 
SEC. 3692. LEVY. 
In case of neglect or refusal under section 3690, the collector may 

levy, or by warrant may authorize a deputy collector to levy, upon 
all property and rights to property, except such as are exempt by 
the preceding section, belonging to such person, or on which the lien 
provided in section 3670 exists, for the payment of the sum due, with 
interest and penalty for nonpayment, and also of such further sum 
as shall be sufficient for the fees, costs, and expenses of such levy. 
SEC.  3693. PROCEEDINGS ON DISTRAINT. 
When distraint is made, as provided in section 3690— 
(a) Accourrr AND NoTicr TO OWN-EL—The officer charged with the 

collection shall make or cause to be made an account of the goods 
or effects distrained, a copy of which, signed by the officer making 
such distraint, shall be left with the owner or possessor of such 
goods or effects, or at his dwelling or usual place of business, with 
some person of suitable age and discretion, if any such can be found, 
with a note of the sum demanded and the time and place of sale; 
and 

(b) PUBLIO Noncr.—Forthwith cause a notification to be published 
in some newspaper within the county wherein said distraint is made, 
if a newspaper is published in said county, or to be publicly posted at 
the post office, if there be one within five miles nearest to the residence 
of the person whose property shall be distrained, and in not less than 
two other public places. Such notice shall specify the articles dis-
trained, and the time and place for the sale thereof. 

(c) TIME AND PLACE or SALL—The time of sale shall not be less 
than ten nor more than twenty days from the date of such notification 
to the owner or possessor of the property and the publication or post-
ing of such notice as provided in subsection (b) and the place pro-
posed for the sale shall not be more than five miles distant from the 
place of making such distraint. 

(d) ADJOURNMENT or SALE.—Said sale may be adjourned from 
time to time by said officer, if he deems it advisable, but not for a 
time to exceed in all thirty days. 
SEC. 3694. PRIORITY OF SPECIFIC TAX LIABILITY ON DISTftAINED 

PROPERTY. 
When property subject to tax, but upon which the tax has not been 

paid, is seized upon distraint and sold, the amount of such tax shall, 
after deducting the expenses of such sale, be first appropriated out of 
the proceeds thereof to the payment of the tax. And if no assess-
ment of such tax has been made upon such property, the collector 
shall make a return thereof in the form required by law, and the 
Commissioner shall assess the tax thereon. 
SEC. 3695. PROPERTY FOR ACCOUNT OF THE UNITED STATES. 

(a) PuRcnAsE.—When any personal property is advertised for sale 
under distraint as aforesaid, the officer making the seizure shall 
proceed to sell such property at a public auction, offering the same at 
a minimum price, including the expenses of making the levy and of 
advertising the sale, and if the amount bid for such property at the 
sale is not equal to the mimmum price so fixed, the officer conducting 
the sale may declare the same to be purchased by him for the United 
States. 

(b) SAL.—The property so purchasPd may be sold by the collector 
within whose district the sale was made under such regulations as 
may be prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval of the 
Secretary. 



(c) AcCOUNTING.-The collector shall render to the Commissioner
a distinct account of all charges incurred in such sales, and, in case
of resale, shall pay into the Treasury the proceeds as provided in
section 3971.
SEC. 3696. REDEMPTION OF PROPERTY.

In any case of distraint for the payment of taxes, the goods,
chattels, or effects so distrained shall be restored to the owner or
possessor, if, prior to the sale, payment of the amount due is made to
the proper officer charged with the collection, together with the fees
and other charges; but in case of nonpayment, the said officer shall
proceed to sell the said goods, chattels, or effects at public auction.
SEC. 3697. CERTIFICATES OF SALE.

In all cases of sale, as aforesaid, the certificate of such sale-
(a) As EVIDENCE.-Shall be prima facie evidence of the right of

the officer to make such sale, and conclusive evidence of the regularity
of his proceedings in making the sale; and

(b) As CONVEYANCES.-Shall transfer to the purchaser all right,
title, and interest of such delinquent in and to the property sold; and

(c) As AUTHORITY FOR TRANSFER OF CoRPORATE STOCK.-Where
such property consists of stocks, shall be notice, when received, to any
corporation, company, or association of said transfer, and shall be
authority to such corporation, company, or association to record the
transfer on their books and records in the same manner as if the
stocks were transferred or assigned by the party holding the same,
in lieu of any original or prior certificates, which shall be void,
whether canceled or not; and

(d) As RECErIPT.-Where the subject of sale is securities or other
evidences of debt, shall be a good and valid receipt to the person
holding the same, as against any person holding, or claiming to
hold, possession of such securities or other evidences of debt.
SEC. 3698. CROSS REFERENCES.

For provisions relating to-
Production of books, see section 3711.
Sale of indivisible property, see section 3712.
Stamps, marks, and brands, see section 3725.

Part II-Distraint on Real Estate

SEC. 3700. AUTHORITY TO DISTRAIN.
When goods, chattels, or effects sufficient to satisfy the taxes im-

posed upon any person are not found by the collector or deputy col-
lector, he is authorized to collect the same by seizure and sale of real
estate.
SEC. 3701. PROCEEDINGS ON DISTRAINT.

(a) NOTICE TO OWNER.-The officer making the seizure mentioned
in the preceding section shall give notice to the person whose estate
it is proposed to sell by giving him in hand, or leaving at his last
or usual place of abode, if he has any such within the collection dis-
trict where said estate is situated, a notice, in writing, stating what
particular estate is to be sold, describing the same with reasonable
certainty, and the time when and place where said officer proposes to
sell the same.

(b) PUBLIC NOTICE.-The said officer shall also cause a notifica-
tion to the same effect to be published in some newspaper within
the county where such seizure is made, if any such there be, and
shall also cause a like notice to be posted at the post office nearest
to the estate seized, and in two other public places within the county.

(c) TIME AND PLACE OF SALE.-The time of sale shall not be less
than twenty nor more than forty days from the time of giving said
notice. The place of said sale shall not be more than five miles
distant from the estate seized, except by special order of the Com-
missioner.
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(c) AccourrriNo.—The collector shall render to the Commissioner 
a distinct account of all charges incurred in such sales, and, in case 
of resale, shall pay into the Treasury the proceeds as provided in 
section 3971. 
SEC. 3696. REDEMPTION OF PROPERTY. 
In any case of distraint for the payment of taxes, the goods, 

chattels, or effects so distrained shall be restored to the owner or 
possessor, if, prior to the sale, payment of the amount due is made to 
the proper officer charged with the collection, together with the fees 
and other charges; but in case of nonpayment, the said officer shall 
proceed to sell the said goods, chattels, or effects at public auction. 
SEC. 3697. CERTIFICATES OF SALE. 
In all cases of sale, as aforesaid, the certificate of such sale— 
(a) As EvinENcE.—Shall be prima facie evidence of the right of 

the officer to make such sale, and conclusive evidence of the regularity 
of his proceedings in making the sale; and 

(b) As CONVEYANCES.—Shall transfer to the purchaser all right, 
title, and interest of such delinquent in and to the property sold; and 

(c) As AUTHORITY FOR TRANSFElt OF CORPORATE STOCK.—Where 
such property consists of stocks, shall be notice, when received, to any 
corporation, company, or association of said transfer, and shall be 
authority to such corporation, company, or association to record the 
transfer on their books and records in the same manner as if the 
stocks were transferred or assigned by the party holding the same, 
in lieu of any original or prior certificates, which shall be void, 
whether canceled or not ; and 

(d) As RECEWTN.—Where the subject of sale is securities or other 
evidences of debt, shall be a good and valid receipt to the person 
holding the same, as against any person holding, or claiming to 
hold, possession of such securities or other evidences of debt. 
SEC. 3698. CROSS REFERENCES. 

For provisions relating to— 
Production of books, see section 3711. 
Sale of indivisible property, see section 3712. 
Stamps, marks, and brands, see section 3725. 

Part II—Distraint on Real Estate 

SEC. 3700. AUTHORITY TO DISTRAIN. 
When goods, chattels, or effects sufficient to satisfy the taxes im-

posed upon any person are not found by the collector or deputy col-
lector, he is authorized to collect the same by seizure and sale of real 
estate. 
SEC. 3701. PROCEEDINGS ON DISTRAINT. 

(a) NOTICE TO OWNER.—The officer making the seizure mentioned 
in the preceding section shall give notice to the person whose estate 
it is proposed to sell by giving him in hand, or leaving at his last 
or usual place of abode, if he has any such within the collection dis-
trict where said estate is situated, a notice, in writing, stating what 
particular estate is to be sold, describing the same with reasonable 
certainty, and the time when and place where said officer proposes to 
sell the same. 

(b) Puemc Ncrric-c.—The said officer shall also cause a notifica-
tion to the same effect to. be published in some newspaper within 
the county where such seizure is made, if any such there be, and 
shall also cause a like notice to be posted at the post office nearest 
to the estate seized, and in two other public places within the county. 

(c) TIXE AND PLACE or SALE.—The time of sale shall not be less 
than twenty nor more than forty days from the time of giving said 
notice. The place of said sale shall not be more than five miles 
distant from the estate seized, except by special order of the Com-
missioner. 
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(d) MANNER OF SALE.-At the time and place appointed, the officer
making such seizure shall proceed to sell the said estate at public
auction, offering the same at a minimum price, including the expense
of making such levy, and all charges for advertising. When the
real estate so seized consists of several distinct tracts or parcels, the
officer making sale thereof shall offer each tract or parcel for sale
separately, and shall, if he deem it advisable, apportion the expenses
and charges aforesaid to such several tracts or parcels, or to any of
them, in estimating the minimum price.

(e) PURCHASERIS.-If no person offers for said estate the amount of
said minimum price, the officer shall declare the same to be purchased
by him for the United States; otherwise the same shall be declared
to be sold to the highest bidder.

(f) ADJOURNMENT OF SALE.-The said sale may be adjourned from
time to time by said officer for not exceeding thirty days in all, if he
shall think it advisable so to do. If the amount bid shall not be
then and there paid, the officer shall forthwith proceed to again sell
said estate in the same manner.
SEC. 3702. REDEMPTION OF REAL ESTATE.

(a) BEFORE SLE.-Any person whose estate may be proceeded
against as aforesaid shall have the right to pay the amount due,
together with the costs and charges thereon, to the collector or deputy
collector at any time prior to the sale thereof, and all further pro-
ceedings shall cease from the time of such payment.

(b) ArrTE SALE.-
(1) PERIOD.-The owners of any real estate sold as aforesaid,

their heirs, executors, or administrators, or any person having any
interest therein, or a lien thereon, or any person in their behalf,
shall be permitted to redeem the land sold, or any particular tract
thereof, at any time within one year after the sale thereof.

(2) PRICE.-The land or tract aforesaid shall be permitted to
be redeemed upon payment to the purchaser, or in case he can not
be found in the county in which the land to be redeemed is situated,
then to the collector of the district in which the land is situated,
for the use of the purchaser, his heirs, or assigns, the amount paid
by the said purchaser and interest thereon at the rate of 20 per
centum per annum.
(c) REcoRD.-When any lands sold are redeemed as provided in

this section, the collector shall make entry of the fact upon the record
mentioned in section 3706, and the said entry shall be evidence of
such redemption.
SEC. 3703 CERTIFICATES OF PURCHASE.

(a) REAL ESTATE PURCHASED BY THE UNITE STATES.-In case the
real estate sold under section 3701 shall be declared to be purchased
for the United States, the officer shall immediately transmit a certifi-
cate of the purchase to the Commissioner.

(b) REAL ESTATE PURCHAsED BY OTEmR.-Upon any sale of real
estate, as provided in section 3701, and the payment of the purchase
money, the officer making the seizure and sale shall give to the pur-
chaser a certificate of purchase, which shall set forth the real estate
purchased, for whose taxes the same was sold, the name of the pur-
chaser, and the price paid therefor.
SEC. 3704. DEEDS OF SALE.

(a) REAL ESTATE PURCHASED BY THE UNITED STATES.-In case real
estate shall be declared under section 3701 (e) to be purchased for
the United States, the officer shall-

(1) EXECUTION.-At the proper time, as provided in subsection
(b), execute a deed therefor after its preparation and the endorse-
ment of approval as to its form by the United States district
attorney for the district in which the property is situate, and
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(d) MANNER OF SALE.—At the time and place appointed, the officer 
making such seizure shall proceed to sell the said estate at public 
auction, offering the same at a minimum price, including the expense 
of making such levy, and all charges for advertising. When the 
real estate so seized consists of several distinct tracts or parcels, the 
officer making sale thereof shall offer each tract or parcel for sale 
separately, and shall, if he deem it advisable, apportion the expenses 
and charges aforesaid to such several tracts or parcels, or to any of 
them in estimating the minimum price. 

(e) PuEcnAsEEs.—If no person offers for said estate the amount of 
said minimum price., the officer shall declare the same to be purchased 
by him for the United States; otherwise the same shall be declared 
to be sold to the highest bidder. 

(f) ADJOURNMENT OF SALE.—The said sale may be adjourned from 
time to time by said officer for not exceeding thirty days in all, if he 
shall think it advisable so to do. If the amount bid shall not be 
then and there paid, the officer shall forthwith proceed to again sell 
said estate in the same manner. 
SEC. 3702. REDEMPTION OF REAL ESTATE. 

(a) BEFORE SALL—Any person whose estate may be proceeded 
against as aforesaid shall have the right to pay the amount due, 
together with the costs and charges thereon, to the collector or deputy 
collector at any time prior to the sale thereof, and all further pro-
ceedings shall cease from the time of such payment. 

(b) AFTER SALE.--
(1) PEETon.—The owners of any real estate sold as aforesaid, 

their heirs, executors, or administrators, or any person having any 
interest therein, or a lien thereon, or any person in their behalf, 
shall be permitted to redeem the land sold, or any particular tract 
thereof, at any time within one year after the sale thereof. 

(2) PitioE.—The land or tract aforesaid shall be permitted to 
be redeemed upon payment to the purchaser , or in case he can not 
be found in the county in which the land to be redeemed is situated, 
then to the collector of the district in which the land is situated, 
for the use of the purchaser, his heirs, or assigns, the amount paid 
by the said purchaser and interest thereon at the rate of 20 per 
centum per annum. 
(c) REconn—When any lands sold are redeemed as provided in 

this section, the collector shall make entry of the fact upon the record 
mentioned in section 3706, and the said entry shall be evidence of 
such redemption. 
SEC. 3703. CERTIFICATES OF PURCHASE. 

(a) REAL ESTATE PURCHASED BY THE UNITED STATES.—III case the 
real estate sold under section 3701 shall be declared to be purchased 
for the United States the officer shall immediately transmit a certifi-
cate of the purchase to the Commissioner. 

(b) REAL ESTATE PURCHASED BY OTIMM—Upon any sale of real 
estate, as provided in section 3701, and the payment of the purchase 
money, the officer making the seizure and sale shall give to the pur-
chaser a certificate of purchase, which shall set forth the real estate 
purchased, for whose taxes the same was sold, the name of the pur-
chaser, and the price paid therefor. 
SEC. 3704. DEEDS OF SALE. 

(a) REAL ESTATE PURCHASED BY THE UNITED STATEs.—In case real 
estate shall be declared under section 3701 (e) to be purchased for 
the United States, the officer shall— 

(1) Exscurunc—At the proper time, as provided in subsection 
(b), execute a deed therefor after its preparation and the endorse-
ment of approval as to its form by the United States district 
attorney for the district in which the property is situate, and 
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(2) RECORD AND TRANSMISSION.-Without delay cause the same to

be duly recorded in the proper registry of deeds, and immediately
thereafter transmit such deed to the Commissioner.
(b) REAL ESTATE PURCHASED BY OTHERS.-If the said real estate

be not redeemed in the manner and within the time provided in sec-
tion 3702, the said collector or deputy collector shall execute to the
said purchaser, upon his surrender of said certificate, a deed of the
real estate purchased by him as aforesaid, reciting the facts set forth
in said certificate, and in accordance with the laws of the State in
which such real estate is situate upon the subject of sales of real
estate under execution.

(c) LEGAL EFFECT.-
(1) As EVIDENCE.-The deed of sale given in pursuance of this

section shall be prima facie evidence of the facts therein stated;
and

(2) As CONVEYANCE OF TrrLE.-If the proceedings of the officer
as set forth have been substantially in accordance with the pro-
visions of law, such deed shall be considered and operate as a con-
veyance of all the right, title, and interest the party delinquent
had in and to the real estate thus sold at the time the lien of the
United States attached thereto.

SEC. 3705. TRANSMISSION OF CERTIFICATES AND DEEDS TO COMMIS-
SIONER.

All certificates of purchase, and deeds of property purchased by
the United States under the internal revenue laws, on sales for taxes,
or under executions issued from United States courts, which may be
found in the office of any collector, shall be immediately transmitted
by such officer to the Commissioner.
SEC. 3706. RECORDS OF SALE.

(a) REQmREMENT.-It shall be the duty of every collector to keep
a record of all sales of land made in his collection district, whether
by himself or his deputies, or by another collector. And it shall be
the duty of every deputy making sale, as aforesaid, to return a state-
ment of all his proceedings to the collector, and to certify the record
thereof.

(b) CONTENTS.-The record shall set forth the tax for which any
such sale was made, the dates of seizure and sale, the name of the
party assessed and all proceedings in making said sale, the amount
of fees and expenses, the name of the purchaser, and the date of the
deed.

(c) CERTIFICATION.-The said record shall be certified by the officer
making the sale.

(d) COPY TO COMMIssIONER.-On or before the 5th day of each
succeeding month, the collector shall transmit a copy of such record
of the preceding month to the Commissioner.

(e) DELIVERY BY COLLECTOR TO SUCCESSOR.-In case of the death or
removal of the collector, or the expiration of his term of office from
any other cause, said record shall be delivered to his successor in
office.

(f) COPY AS EVIDENCE.-A copy of every such record, certified by
the collector, shall be evidence in any court of the truth of the facts
therein stated.
SEC. 3707. CROSS REFERENCES.

For provisions relating to-
Levy, see section 3692.
Production of books, see section 3711.
Sale of indivisible property, see section 3712.
Administration of real estate acquired by the United States, see sec-

tion 3795.
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(2) RECORD AND TRANSMISSION.—Without delay cause the same to 
be duly recorded in the proper registry of deeds, and immediately 
thereafter transmit such deed to the Commissioner. 
(b) REAL ESTATE PURCHASED BY OTH_ERS.—If the said real estate 

be not redeemed in the manner and within the time provided in sec-
tion 3702, the said collector or deputy collector shall execute to the 
said purchaser, upon his surrender of said certificate, a deed of the 
real estate purchased by him as aforesaid, reciting the facts set forth 
in said certificate, and in accordance with the laws of the State in 
which such real estate is situate upon the subject of sales of real 
estate under execution. 

(C) LEGAL ENTECT.— 
(1) As EVIDENCE.—The deed of sale given in pursuance of this 

section shall be prima facie evidence of the facts therein stated; 
and 

(2) As CONVEYANCE OF TITLE.—If the proceedings of the officer 
as set forth have been substantially in accordance with the pro-
visions of law, such deed shall be considered and operate as a con-
veyance of all the right, title, and interest the party delinquent 
had in and to the real estate thus sold at the time the lien of the 
United States attached thereto. 

SEC. 3705. TRANSMISSION OF CERTIFICATES AND DEEDS TO COMMIS-
SIONER. 

All certificates of purchase, and deeds of property purchased by 
the United States under the internal revenue laws, on sales for taxes, 
or under executions issued from United States courts, which may be 
found in the office of any collector, shall be immediately transmitted 
by such officer to the Commissioner. 
SEC. 3706. RECORDS OF SALE. 

(a) REQUIREMENT.—R shall be the duty of every collector to keep 
a record of all sales of land made in his collection district, whether 
by himself or his deputies, or by another collector. And it shall be 
the duty of every deputy making sale, as aforesaid, to return a state-
ment of all his proceedings to the collector, and to certify the record 
thereof. 

(b) CONTENTS.—The record shall set forth the tax for which any 
such sale was made, the dates of seizure and sale, the name of the 
party assessed and all proceedings in making said sale, the amount 
of fees and expenses, the name of the purchaser, and the date of the 
deed. 

(c) CERTIFICATION.—The said record shall be certified by the officer 
making the sale. 

(d) COPY TO COMMISSIONER.—On or before the 5th day of each 
succeeding month, the collector shall transmit a copy of such record 
of the preceding month to the Commissioner. 

(e) DELIVERY BY COLLECTOR TO SUCCESSOR.—In case of the death or 
removal of the collector, or the expiration of his term of office from 
any other cause, said record shall be delivered to his successor in 
office. 

(f) COPY AS EVIDENCE.—A copy of every such record, certified by 
the collector, shall be evidence in any court of the truth of the facts 
therein stated. 
SEC. 3707. CROSS REFERENCES. 

For provisions relating to— 
Levy, see section 3692. 
Production of books, see Section 3711. 
Sale of indivisible property, see section 3712. 
Administration of real estate acquired by the United States, see sec-

tion 3795. 
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Part III-General Provisions

SEC. 3710. SURRENDER OF PROPERTY SUBJECT TO DISTRAINT.
(a) REQUIREMENT.-Any person in possession of property, or

rights to property, subject to distraint, upon which a levy has been
made, shall, upon demand by the collector or deputy collector mak-
ing such levy, surrender such property or rights to such collector or
deputy, unless such property or right is, at the time of such demand,
subject to an attachment or execution under any judicial process.

(b) PENALTY FOR VIOLATION.-Any person who fails or refuses to
so surrender any of such property or rights shall be liable in his
own person and estate to the United States in a sum equal to the
value of the property or rights not so surrendered, but not exceeding
the amount of the taxes (including penalties and interest) for the
collection of which such levy has been made, together with costs and
interest from the date of such levy.

(c) PERSON DEFINED.-The term "person" as used in this section
includes an officer or employee of a corporation or a member or em-
ployee of a partnership, who as such officer, employee, or member is
under a duty to perform the act in respect of which the violation
occurs.
SEC. 3711. PRODUCTION OF BOOKS.

All persons, and officers of companies or corporations, are required,
on demand of a collector or deputy collector about to distrain or hav-
ing distrained on any property, or rights of property, to exhibit all
books containing evidence or statements relating to the subject of
distraint, or the property or rights of property liable to distraint
for the tax due.
SEC. 3712. SALE OF INDIVISIBLE PROPERTY.

When any property liable to distraint for taxes is not divisible,
so as to enable the collector by sale of a part thereof to raise the
whole amount of the tax, with all costs and charges, the whole of
such property shall be sold, and the surplus of the proceeds of the
sale, after making allowance for the amount of the tax, interest, pen-
alties, and additions thereto, and for the costs and charges of the
distraint and sale, shall be deposited with the Treasurer of the
United States as provided in section 3971.

SEC. 3713. DISTRAINT BY COLLECTOR OUTSIDE HIS DISTRICT.
Any collector or deputy collector may for the collection of taxes

imposed upon any person, and committed to him for collection, seize
and sell any of the property, real or personal (except property ex-
empt from distraint and sale under section 3691), or any right or
interest therein, of such person situated in any other collection dis-
trict within the State in which such officer resides, notwithstanding
the provisions of subsection (b) of section 3651; and his proceedings
in relation thereto shall have the same effect as if the same were had
in his proper collection district.

SEC. 3714. PERIOD OF LIMITATION UPON DISTRAINT.
(a) LENGTH OF PERIOD.-

For period within which distraint may be begun in case of-
Income tax, see sections 276 (c) and 277.
Estate tax, see sections 874 (b) (2) and 875.
Miscellaneous taxes, see section 3312 (d).

(b) DATE OF BEGINNING DISTRAINT.-In determining the run-
ning of any period of limitation in respect of distraint, the distraint
shall be held to have been begun-

(1) PERSONAL PBOPEBTY.-In the case of personal property, on

the date on which the levy upon such property is made; or
(2) RBX. PnoPEITr.-In the case of real property, on the date

on which notice of the time and place of sale is given to the
person whose estate it is proposed to sell.
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All persons, and officers of companies or corporations, are required, 
on demand of a collector or deputy collector about to distrain or hav-
ing distrained on any property, or rights of property, to exhibit all 
books containing evidence or statements relating to the subject of 
distraint, or the property or rights of property liable to distraint 
for the tax due. 
SEC. 3712. SALE OF INDIVISIBLE PROPERTY. 
When any property liable to distraint for taxes is not divisible, 

so as to enable the collector by sale of a part thereof to raise the 
whole amount of the tax, with all costs and charges, the whole of 
such property shall be sold, and the surplus of the proceeds of the 
sale, after making allowance for the amount of the tax, interest, pen-
alties, and additions thereto, and for the costs and charges of the 
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United States as provided in section 3971. 
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Any collector or deputy collector may, for the collection of taxes 
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and sell any of the property, real or personal (except property ex-
empt from distraint and sale under section 3691), or any right or 
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in relation thereto shall have the same effect as if the same were had 
in his proper collection district. 
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on which notice of the time and place of sale is given to the 
person whose estate it is proposed to sell. 



SEC. 3715. SUCCESSIVE SEIZURES.
Whenever any property, personal or real, which is seized and sold

by virtue of the foregoing provisions, is not sufficient to satisfy the
claim of the United States for which distraint or seizure is made,
the collector may, thereafter, and as often as the same may be neces-
sary, proceed to seize and sell in like manner, any other property
liable to seizure of the person against whom such claim exists, until
the amount due from him, together with all expenses, is fully paid.

SEC. 3716. FEES AND CHARGES IN DISTRAINT AND SEIZURE CASES.
The Commissioner shall by regulation determine the fees and

charges to be allowed in all cases of distraint and other seizures;
and shall have power to determine whether any expense incurred
in making any distraint or seizure was necessary.

SEC. 3717. CROSS REFERENCE.
For distraint proceedings against delinquent collectors, see sections

3975 to 3978.

SUBCHAPTER D-FORFEITURES

SEC. 3720. SEIZURE OF FORFEITABLE PROPERTY.
(a) PROPERTY SUBJECT TO SEIZURE AND FORFTURE.--

(1) MANUFACTURED ARTICLES.-All goods, wares, merchandise,
articles, or objects, on which taxes are imposed, which shall be
found in the possession, or custody, or within the control of any
person, for the purpose of being sold or removed by him in fraud
of the internal revenue laws, or with design to avoid payment of
said taxes, may be seized, and shall be forfeited to the United States.

(2) RAW MATERIALS.-All raw materials found in the possession
of any person intending to manufacture the same into articles of
a kind subject to tax for the purpose of fraudulently selling such
manufactured articles, or with design to evade the payment of said
tax, may also be seized, and shall be forfeited as aforesaid.

(3) EQUIPMENT.-All tools, implements, instruments, and per-
sonal property whatsoever, in the place or building, or within any
yard or inclosure where such articles or raw materials are found,
may also be seized, and shall be forfeited as aforesaid.
(b) AUTHORITY TO MAKE SEIZURES.-

(1) COLLECTORS AND DEPUTY Co)LrCTORS.-Such1 property may be
seized by the collector or deputy collector of the proper district, or
by such other collector or deputy collector as may be specially
authorized bv the Commissioner for that purpose.

(2) OTHER INTERNAL REVENUE OFFICERS.-Any officer of internal
revenue may be specially authorized by the Commissioner to seize
any property which may by law be subject to seizure, and for that
purpose such officer shall have all the power conferred by law upon
collectors; and such special authority shall be limited in respect of
time, place, and kind and class of property, as the Commissioner
may specify.
(c) RESPONsIBILITY.-

For the issuance of certificates of probable cause relieving officers
making seizures of responsibility for damages, see R. S. 970 (U. S. C.,
Title 28, § 818).

SEC. 3721. CUSTODY OF SEIZED GOODS PRIOR TO JUDICIAL PROCEED-
INGS.

Any goods, wares, merchandise, articles, or objects which may be
seized, under the provisions of section 3720, by any collector or dep-
uty collector, may, at the option of the collector, be delivered to the
marshal of the district, and remain in the care and custody and under
the control of said marshal, until he shall obtain possession by proc-
ess of law.
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SEC. 3715. SUCCESSIVE SEIZURES. 
Whenever any property, personal or real, which is seized and sold 

by virtue of the foregoing provisions, is not sufficient to satisfy the 
claim of the United States for which distraint or seizure is made, 
the collector may, thereafter, and as often as the same may be neces-
sary, proceed to seize and sell in like manner, any other property 
liable to seizure of the person against whom such claim exists, until 
the amount due from him, together with all expenses, is fully paid. 

SEC. 3716. FEES AND CHARGES IN DISTRAINT AND SEIZURE CASES. 
The Commissioner shall by regulation determine the fees and 

charges to be allowed in all cases of distraint and other seizures; 
and shall have power to determine whether any expense incurred 
in making any distraint or seizure was necessary. 

SEC. 3717. CROSS REFERENCE. 
For distraint proceedings against delinquent collectors, see sections 

3975 to 3978. 

SUBCHAPTER D—FORFEITURES 

SEC. 3720. SEIZURE OF FORFEITABLE PROPERTY. 
(a) PROPERTY SUBJECT TO SEIZURE AND FORFEITURE.— 

(1) MANUFACTURED ARTICLES.—All goods, wares merchandise, 
articles, or objects, on which taxes are imposed, wares, shall be 

i found n the possession, or custody, or within the control of any 
person, for the purpose of being sold or removed by him in fraud 
of the internal revenue laws, or with design to avoid payment of 
said taxes, may be seized, and shall be forfeited to the United States. 

(2) RAW MATERIALS.—All raw materials found in the possession 
of any person intending to manufacture the same into articles of 
a kind subject to tax for the purpose of fraudulently selling such 
manufactured articles, or with. design to evade the payment of said 
tax, may also be seized, and shall be forfeited as aforesaid. 

(3) EQUIPMENT.—All tools, implements instruments, and per-
sonal property whatsoever, in the place or 'building, or within any 
yard or inclosure where such articles or raw materials are found, 
may also be seized, and shall be forfeited as aforesaid. 
(b) AITTHORITY TO MAKE SEIZURES.— 

(1) COLLECTORS AND DEPUTY COLLECTORS.—Such property may be 
seized by the collector or deputy collector of the proper district, or 
by such other collector or deputy collector as may be specially 
authorized by the Commissioner for that purpose. 

(2) OTHER INTERNAL REVENUE OFFICERS.—Any officer of internal 
revenue may be specially authorized by the Commissioner to seize 
any property which may by law be subject to seizure, and for that 
purpose such officer shall have all the power conferred by law upon 
collectors; and such special authority shall be limited in res.pect of 
time, place, and kind and class of property, as the Commissioner 
may specify. 
(c) RESPONSLBILITY.— 

For the issuance of certificates of probable cause relieving officers 
making seizures of responsibility for damages, see R. S. 970 (U. S. C., 
Title 28, § 818). 

SEC. 3721. CUSTODY OF SEIZED GOODS PRIOR TO JUDICIAL PROCEED-
INGS. 

Any goods, wares, merchandise, articles, or objects which may be 
seized, under the provisions of section 3720, by any collector or dep-
uty collector, may, at the option of the collector, be delivered to the 
marshal of the district, and remain in the care and custody and under 
the control of said marshal, until he shall obtain possession by proc-
ess of law. 
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SEC. 3722. SPECIAL DISPOSITION OF PERISHABLE GOODS.
When any property which is seized under the provisions of section

3720 is liable to perish or become greatly reduced in price or value by
keeping, or when it can not be kept without great expense-

(a) APPLICATION FOR EXAMINATION.-The owner thereof, or the
marshal of the district, may apply to the collector of the district to
examine it; and

(b) APPRAISL..-If, in the opinion of said collector, it shall be
necessary that the said property should be sold to prevent such waste
or expense, he shall appraise the same; and thereupon

(c) RETURN TO OWNER UNDER BoND.-The owner shall have said
property returned to him upon giving bond in such form as may be
prescribed by the Commissioner, and in an amount equal to the ap-
praised value, with such sureties as the collector shall deem good and
sufficient, to abide the final order, decree, or judgment of the court
having cognizance of the case, and to pay the amount of said ap-
praised value to the collector, marshal, or otherwise, as he may be
ordered and directed by the court, which bond shall be filed by said
collector with the United States district attorney for the district in
which the proceedings in rem authorized in section 3723 may be
commenced.

(d) SATL IN ABSENCE OF BOND.-
(1) ORDER To SELL.-If said owner shall neglect or refuse to give

said bond, the collector shall issue to a deputy collector or to the
marshal aforesaid an order to sell the same.

(2) MANNER OF sALE.-The deputy collector or marshal shall
thereupon advertise and sell the said property at public auction in
the same manner as goods may be sold on final execution in said
district.

(3) DIsPosrrmN OF PROCEEDS.-The proceeds of the sale, after
deducting the reasonable costs of the seizure and sale, shall be
paid to the court aforesaid, to abide its final order, decree, or
judgment.

SEC. 3723. JUDICIAL PROCEEDINGS TO ENFORCE FORFEITURE.
(a) NATURE AND VENUEF-The proceedings to enforce such for-

feitures shall be in the nature of a proceeding in rem in the district
court of the United States for the district where such seizure is
made.

(b) SERVICE OF PROCESS WHEN PROPERTY HAS BEEN RETURNED UNDER
BOND.-In case bond as provided in section 3722 (c) shall have been
executed and the property returned before seizure thereof by virtue
of process in the proceedings in rem authorized in subsection (a) of
this section, the marshal shall give notice of pendency of proceedings
in court to the parties executing said bond, by personal service or
publication, and in such manner and form as the court may direct,
and the court shall thereupon have jurisdiction of said matter and
parties in the same manner as if such property had been seized by
virtue of the process aforesaid.

(c) COST OF SEIZURE TAXABLE.-The cost of seizure made before
process issues shall be taxable by the court.

(d) CONSOLIDATION.-
For consolidation of seizures in one suit, see B. S. 920 (U. S. C., Title

28, § 733).
SEC 3724. GOODS VALUED AT $500 OR LESS.

In all cases of seizure of any goods, wares, or merchandise as being
subject to forfeiture under any provision of the internal revenue laws
which, in the opinion of the collector or deputy collector making the
seizure, are of the appraised value of $500 or less, the said collector
or deputy collector shall, except in cases otherwise provided, proceed
as follows:

(a) Iar AL D AND PPRASEENT.-He shall cause a list containing a
particular description of the goods, wares, or merchandise seized to
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be prepared in duplicate, and an appraisement thereof to be made
by three sworn appraisers, to be selected by him, who shall be re-
spectable and disinterested citizens of the United States residing
within the collection district wherein the seizure was made. Said
list and appraisement shall be properly attested by the said collector
or deputy collector and the said appraisers, for which service each
of the said appraisers shall be allowed the sum of $1.50 a day, to be
paid in the manner provided by law for other necessary charges of
collectors.

(b) NOTICE OF SEIZUnE.-If the said goods are found by the said
appraisers to be of the value of $500 or less, the said collector or
deputy collector shall publish a notice, for three weeks, in some
newspaper of the district where the seizure was made, describing
the articles, and stating the time, place, and cause of their seizure,
and requiring any person claiming them to appear and make such
claim within thirty days from the date of the first publication of
such notice.

(c) EXECUTION OF BOND BY CLAIMANT.-Any person claiming the
goods, wares, or merchandise so seized, within the time specified in
the notice, may file with the said collector or deputy collector a
claim, stating his interest in the articles seized, and may execute a
bond to the United States in the penal sum of $250, with sureties
to be approved by the said collector or deputy collector, conditioned
that, in case of condemnation of the articles so seized, the obligors
shall pay all the costs and expenses of the proceedings to obtain such
condemnation; and upon the delivery of such bond to the collector
or deputy collector, he shall transmit the same, with the duplicate
list or description of the goods seized, to the United States district
attorney for the district, and said attorney shall proceed thereon in
the ordinary manner prescribed by law.

(d) SALE IN ABSENCE OF BOND.-If no claim is interposed and no
bond is given within the time above specified, the collector or deputy
collector, as the case may be, shall give ten days' notice of the sale
of the goods, wares, or merchandise by publication, and, at the time
and place specified in the notice, shall sell the articles so seized at
public auction.

(e) DEPOSIT OF PROCEEDS OF SALE.-After deducting the expenses of
appraisement and sale, the collector or deputy collector, as the case
may be, shall deposit the proceeds to the credit of the Secretary.

(f) REMISSION OF FORFEITURE-
(1) CLAIM.-Within one year after the sale of any goods, wares,

or merchandise, as provided in the preceding subsections, any per-
son claiming to be interested in the property sold, may apply to the
Secretary for a remission of the forfeiture thereof, or of any part
thereof, and a restoration of the proceeds of the sale.

(2) ALLOWANCE.-The Secretary may grant the same upon satis-
factory proof, to be furnished in such manner as he shall pre-
scribe: Provided, That it shall be satisfactorily shown-

(A) That the applicant, at the time of the seizure and sale
of the said property, and during the intervening time, was ab-
sent, out of the United States, or in such circumstances as pre-
vented him from knowing of the seizure, and that he did not
know of the same; and also

(B) That the said forfeiture was incurred without willful
negligence or any intention of fraud on the part of the owner
of said property.

(g) DISTRIsBUION OF PROCEEDS OF SALE.-If no application for
restoration of the proceeds is made within one year, as prescribed in
the foregoing subsection, the Secretary shall, at the expiration of the
said time, cause the proceeds of the sale of the said property to be
distributed according to law, as in the case of goods, wares, or mer-
chandise condemned and sold pursuant to the decree of a competent
court.
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(b) NOTICE OF SEIZURE.—If the said goods are found by the said 
appraisers to be of the value of $500 or less, the said collector or 
deputy collector shall publish a notice, for three weeks, in some 
newspaper of the district where the seizure was made, describing 
the articles, and stating the time, place, and cause of their seizure, 
and requiring any person claiming them to appear and make such 
claim within thirty days from the date of the first publication of 
such notice. 

(c) EXECUTION OF BOND BY CLAIMANT.—Any person claiming the 
goods, wares, or merchandise so seized, within the time specified in 
the notice, may file with the said collector or deputy collector a 
claim, stating his interest in the articles seized, and may execute a 
bond to the United States in the penal sum of $250, with sureties 
to be approved by the said collector or deputy collector, conditioned 
that, in case of condemnation of the articles so seized, the obligors 
shall pay all the costs and expenses of the proceedings to obtain such 
condemnation; and upon the delivery of such bond to the collector 
or deputy collector, he shall transmit the same, with the duplicate 
list or description of the goods seized, to the United States district 
attorney for the district, and said attorney shall proceed thereon in 
the ordinary manner prescribed by law. 

(d) SALE IN ABSENCE OF BOND.—If no claim is interposed and no 
bond is given within the time above specified, the collector or deputy 
collector, as the case may be, shall give ten days' notice of the sale 
of the goods, wares, or merchandise by publication, and, at the time 
and place specified in the notice, shall sell the articles so seized at 
public auction. 

(e) DEPOSIT OF PROCEEDS or SALE.—After deducting the expenses of 
appraisement and sale, the collector or deputy collector, as the case 
may be, shall deposit the proceeds to the credit of the Secretary. 

(f) REMISSION OF FORFEITURE— 
(1) CLAIM.—Within one year after the sale of any goods, wares, 

or merchandise, as provided in the preceding subsections, any per-
son claiming to be interested in the property sold, may apply to the 
Secretary for a remission of the forfeiture thereof, or of any part 
thereof, and a restoration of the proceeds of the sale. 

(2) ALLowANcE.—The Secretary may grant the same upon satis-
factory proof, to be furnished in such manner as he shall pre-
scribe: Provided, That it shall be satisfactorily shown— 

(A) That the applicant, at the time of the seizure and sale 
of the said property, and during the intervening time, was ab-
sent, out of the United States, or in such circumstances as pre-
vented him from knowing of the seizure, and that he did not 
know of the same; and also 

(B) That the said forfeiture was incurred without willful 
negligence or any intention of fraud on the part of the owner 
of said property. 

(g) DISTRIBUTION or PROCEEDS OF SALE.—If no application for 
restoration of the proceeds is made within one year, as prescribed in 
the foregoing subsection, the Secretary shall, at the expiration of the 
said time, cause the proceeds of the sale of the said property to be 
distributed according to law, as in the case of goods, wares, or mer-
chandise condemned and sold pursuant to the decree of a competent 
court. 
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SEC. 3725. STAMPING, MARKING, AND BRANDING SEIZED GOODS.

Where any whisky or tobacco, or other article of manufacture or
produce, requiring brands, stamps, or marks of whatever kind to be
placed thereon shall be sold upon distraint, forfeiture (except as
provided in section 2805 with respect to distilled spirits), or other
process provided by law, the same not having been branded, stamped,
or marked, as required by law, the officer selling the same shall, upon
sale thereof, fix or cause to be affixed the brands, stamps, or marks,
so required.
SEC. 3726. CUSTOMS LAWS APPLICABLE.

The provisions of law applicable to the remission or mitigation
by the Secretary of forfeitures under the customs laws shall apply
to forfeitures incurred or alleged to have been incurred under the
internal revenue laws.
SEC. 3727. CROSS REFERENCES.

For provisions relating to-
Destruction of stills and distilling apparatus after judgment of

forfeiture, see section 2853.
Release of seized distillery or distilling apparatus before judgment,

see section 2852.
Disposal of forfeited distilled spirits and equipment and material

for distilling, see section 2807.

SUBCHAPTER E-SUITS BY UNITED STATES

SEC. 3740. AUTHORIZATION TO COMMENCE SUIT.
No suit for the recovery of taxes, or of any fine, penalty, or for-

feiture, shall be commenced unless the Commissioner authorizes or
sanctions the proceedings and the Attorney General directs that the
suit be commenced.
SEC. 3741. CONTINUANCE.

It shall be lawful for any court in which any suit or criminal pro-
ceeding arising under the internal revenue laws may be pending to
continue the same at any stage thereof for good cause shown on
motion by the district attorney.
SEC. 3742. DISCONTINUANCE OR NOLLE PROSEQUI.

For discontinuance or nolle prosequi of prosecutions against dis-
tillers for defrauding or attempting to defraud the United States of
tax on distilled spirits, see section 2806 (f).

SEC. 3743. REGULATIONS.
It shall be the duty of the Commissioner, with the approval of

the Secretary, to establish such regulations, not inconsistent with
law, for the observance of revenue officers, respecting suits arising
under the internal revenue laws in which the United States is a
party, as may be deemed necessary for the just responsibility of
those officers and the prompt collection of all revenues and debts due
and accruing to the United States under such laws.

SEC. 3744. SUITS FOR TAXES.
Taxes may be sued for and recovered in the name of the United

States in any proper form of action, before any district court of the
United States, for the district within which the liability to such tax
is incurred, or where the party from whom such tax is due resides at
the time of the commencement of the said action.

SEC. 3745. SUITS FOR FINES, PENALTIES, AND FORFEITURES.

(a) COLIECTOR'S REPORT TO DISTRICT ArTORNEY.-It shall be the
duty of every collector of internal revenue having knowledge of any
willful violation of any law of the United States relating to the rev-
enue, within thirty days after coming into possession of such knowl-
edge, to file with the district attorney of the district in which any fine,
penalty, or forfeiture may be incurred, a statement of all the facts and
circumstances of the case within his knowledge, together with the
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SEC. 3725. STAMPING, MARKING, AND BRANDING SEIZED GOODS. 
Where any whisky or tobacco, or other article of manufacture or 

produce, requiring brands, stamps, or marks of whatever kind to be 
placed thereon shall be sold upon distraint, forfeiture (except as 
provided in section 2805 with respect to distilled spirits), or other 
process provided by law, the same not having been branded, stamped, 
or marked, as required by law, the officer selling the same shall, upon 
sale thereof, fix or cause to be affixed the brands, stamps, or marks, 
so required. 
SEC. 3726. CUSTOMS LAWS APPLICABLE. 
The provisions of law applicable to the remission or mitigation 

by the Secretary of forfeitures under the customs laws shall apply 
to forfeitures incurred or alleged to have been incurred under the 
internal revenue laws. 
SEC. 3727. CROSS REFERENCES. 

For provisions relating to— 
Destruction of stills and distilling apparatus after judgment of 

forfeiture, see section 2853. 
Release of seized distillery or distilling apparatus before judgment, 

see section 2852. 
Disposal of forfeited distilled spirits and equipment and material 

for distilling, see section 2807. 

SUBCHAPTER E—SUITS BY UNITED STATES 

SEC. 3740. AUTHORIZATION TO COMMENCE SUIT. 
No suit for the recovery of taxes, or of any fine, penalty, or for-

feiture, shall be commenced unless the Commissioner authorizes or 
sanctions the proceedings and the Attorney General directs that the 
suit be commenced. 
SEC. 3741. CONTINUANCE. 

It shall be lawful for any court in which any suit or criminal pro-
ceeding arising under the internal revenue laws may be pending to 
continue the same at any stage thereof for good cause shown on 
motion by the district attorney. 
SEC. 3742. DISCONTINUANCE OR NOLLE PROSEQUI. 

For discontinuance or nolle prosequi of prosecutions against dis-
tillers for defrauding or attempting to defraud the United States of 
tax on distilled spirits, see section 2806 (f). 

SEC. 3743. REGULATIONS. 
It shall be the duty of the Commissioner, with the approval of 

the Secretary, to establish such regulations, not inconsistent with 
law, for the observance of revenue officers, respecting suits arising 
under the internal revenue laws in which the United States is a 
party, as may be deemed necessary for the just responsibility of 
those officers and the prompt collection of all revenues and debts due 
and accruing to the United States under such laws. 
SEC. 3744. SUITS FOR TAXES. 
Taxes may be sued for and recovered in the name of the United 

States in any proper form of action, before any district court of the 
United States, for the district within which the liability to such tax 
is incurred, or where the party from whom such tax is due resides at 
the time of the commencement of the said action. 
SEC. 3745. SUITS FOR FINES, PENALTIES, AND FORFEITURES. 

(a) COLLECTOR'S REPORT TO DISTRICT ATTORNEY.—It shall be the 
duty of every collector of internal revenue having knowledge of any 
willful violation of any law of the United States relating to the rev-
enue, within thirty days after coming into possession of such knowl-
edge, to file with the district attorney of the district in which any fine, 
penalty, or forfeiture may be incurred, a statement of all the facts and 
circumstances of the case within his knowledge, together with the 
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names of the witnesses, setting forth the provisions of law believed to
be so violated on which reliance may be had for condemnation or
conviction.

(b) PRosECUTroNs BY DISTRICT ATTORNEY.-
For the duty of every district attorney to whom the collector reports

the cases in which such fines, penalties, or forfeitures have been incurred
in the district of such attorney to cause proper proceedings to be com-
menced and prosecuted, when authorized or sanctioned by the Commis-
sioner and directed by the Attorney General, see R. S. 838 as amended
by Feb. 27, 1877, c. 69, s. 1, 19 Stat. 241 (U. S. C., Title 28, § 486).

(c) PLAINTIrFF PROCEEDINGS, AND VENUE.-All suits for fines, pen-
alties, and forfeitures, where not otherwise provided for, shall be
brought in the name of the United States, in any proper form of
action, or by any appropriate form of proceeding, qui tam or other-
wise, before any district court of the United States for the district
within which said fine, penalty, or forfeiture may have been incurred,
or before any other court of competent jurisdiction.

(d) CosTs.-In case of any suit for penalties or forfeitures brought
upon information received from any person, other than a collector,
deputy collector, revenue agent, or inspector, the United States shall
not be subject to any costs of suit.
SEC. 3746. SUITS FOR RECOVERY OF ERRONEOUS REFUNDS.

(a) REFUNDS AFTER LMrrTATION PERIOD.-Any portion of an inter-
nal revenue tax (or any interest, penalty, additional amount, or addi-
tion to such tax) refund of which is erroneously made, within the
meaning of section 3774, may be recovered by suit brought in the
name of the United States, but only if such suit is begun within two
years after the making of such refund.

(b) REFUNDS OTHERWISE ERRONEOUS.-Any portion of an inter-
nal revenue tax (or any interest, penalty, additional amount, or addi-
tion to such tax) which has been erroneously refunded (if such refund
would not be considered as erroneous under section 3774) may be
recovered by suit brought in the name of the United States, but only
if such suit is begun before the expiration of two years after the
making of such refund.

(c) REFUNI)S BASED ON FRAUD OR MISREPRESENTATION.-Despite
the provisions of subsections (a) and (b) such suit may be brought
at any time within five years from the making of the refund if it
appears that any part of the refund was induced by fraud or the
misrepresentation of a material fact.

(d) INTEREST.-Erroneous refunds recoverable by suit under this
section shall bear interest at the rate of 6 per centurn per annum
from the date of the payment of the refund.
SEC. 3747. DISPOSITION OF JUDGMENTS AND MONEYS RECOVERED.

All judgments and moneys recovered or received for taxes, costs,
forfeitures, and penalties, shall be paid to collectors as internal
revenue taxes are required to be paid.
SEC. 3748. PERIODS OF LIMITATION.

(a) CRIMINAL PROSECUTIONS.-No person shall be prosecuted, tried,
or punished, for any of the various offenses arising under the internal
revenue laws of the United States unless the indictment is found or
the information instituted within three years next after the commis-
sion of the offense, except that the period of limitation shall be six
years-

(1) for offenses involving the defrauding or attempting to de-
fraud the United States or any agency thereof, whether by con-
spiracy or not, and in any manner,

(2) for the offense of willfully attempting in any manner to
evade or defeat any tax or the payment thereof, and

(3) for the offense of willfully aiding or assisting in, or procur-
ing, counseling, or advising, the preparation or presentation under,
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names of the witnesses, setting forth the provisions of law believed to 
be so violated on which reliance may be had for condemnation or 
conviction. 

(b) PROSECUTIONS BY DISTRICT ATTORNEY.— 
For the duty of every district attorney to whom the collector reports 

the cases in which such fines, penalties, or forfeitures have been incurred 
in the district of such attorney to cause proper proceedings to be com-
menced and prosecuted, when authorized or sanctioned by the Commis-
sioner and directed by the Attorney General, see R. S. 838 as amended 
by Feb. 27, 1877, c. 69, s. 1, 19 Stat. 241 (U. S. C., Title 28, § 486). 

(c) PLAINTIFF7 PROCEEDINGS, AND VmsruE.—All suits for fines, pen-
alties, and forfeitures, where not otherwise provided for, shall be 
brought in the name of the United States, in any proper form of 
action, or by any appropriate form of proceeding, qui tam or other-
wise before any district court of the United States for the district 
within which said fine, penalty, or forfeiture may have been incurred, 
or before any other court of competent jurisdiction. 

(d) COSTS.—In case of any suit for penalties or forfeitures brought 
upon information received from any person, other than a collector, 
deputy collector, revenue agent, or inspector, the United States shall 
not be subject to any costs of suit. 
SEC. 3746. SUITS FOR RECOVERY OF ERRONEOUS REFUNDS. 

(a) REFUNDS AFTER LIMITATION PERion.—Any portion of an inter-
nal revenue tax (or any interest, penalty, additional amount, or addi-
tion to such tax) refund of which is erroneously made, within the 
meaning of section 3774, may be recovered by suit brought in the 
name of the United States, but only if such suit is begun within two 
years after the making of such refund. 

(b) minis OTHERWISE ERRONEOUS.—Any portion of an inter-
nal revenue tax (or any interest, penalty, additional amount, or addi-
tion to such tax) which has been erroneously refunded (if such refund 
would not be considered as erroneous under section 3774) may be 
recovered by suit brought in the name of the United States, but only 
if such suit is begun before the expiration of two years after the 
making of such refund. 

(c) REFUNDS BASED ON FRAUD OR MISREPRESEN TATION.—D Sp i te 
the provisions of subsections (a) and (b) such suit may be brought 
at any time within five years from the making of the refund if it 
appears that any part of the refund was induced by fraud or the 
misrepresentation of a material fact. 

(d) INTEREST.—Erroneous refunds recoverable by suit under this 
section shall bear interest at the rate of 6 per centutn per annum 
from the date of the payment of the refund. 
SEC. 3747. DISPOSITION OF JUDGMENTS AND MONEYS RECOVERED. 

All judgments and moneys recovered or received for taxes, costs, 
forfeitures, and penalties, shall be paid to collectors as internal 
revenue taxes are required to be paid. 
SEC. 3748. PERIODS OF LIMITATION. 

(a) CRIMINAL PROSECUTIONS.—No person shall be prosecuted, tried, 
or punished, for any of the various offenses arising under the internal 
revenue laws of the United States unless the indictment is found or 
the information instituted within three years next after the commis-
sion of the offense, except that the period of limitation shall be six 
years— 

(1) for offenses involving the defrauding or attempting to de-
fraud the United States or any agency thereof, whether by con-
spiracy or not, and in any manner, 

(2) for the offense of willfully attempting in any manner to 
evade or defeat any tax or the payment thereof? and 

(3) for the offense of willfully aiding or assisting in, or procur-
ing, counseling, or advising, the preparation or presentation under, 
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or in connection with any matter arising under, the internal revenue
laws, of a false or fraudulent return, affidavit, claim, or document
(whether or not such falsity or fraud is with the knowledge or
consent of the person authorized or required to present such re-
turn, affidavit, claim, or document).
For offenses arising under section 37 of the Criminal Code, March

4, 1909,35 Stat. 1096 (U. S. C., Title 18, § 88), where the object of the
conspiracy is to attempt in any manner to evade or defeat any tax or
the payment thereof, the period of limitation shall also be six years.
The time during which the person committing any of the ofenses
above mentioned is absent from the district wherein the same is com-
mitted shall not be taken as any part of the time limited by law for
the commencement of such proceedings. Where a complaint is insti-
tuted before a commissioner of the United States within the period
above limited, the time shall be extended until the discharge of the
grand jury at its next session within the district.

(b) SCOPE Or LrMITArONs.-Subsection (a) of this section shall
apply to offenses whenever committed; except that it shall not apply
to offenses the prosecution of which was barred before June 6, 1932.

(c) CIVIL SITS.-
For period of limitation in respect of-
Suits for fines, penalties, and forfeitures, see section 1047 of the

Revised Statutes (U. S. C., Title 28, § 791).
Suits for erroneous refunds, see section 3746.

SUBCHAPTER F-CLOSING AGREEMENTS AND
COMPROMISES

SEC. 3760. CLOSING AGREEMENTS.
(a) AuJTHORIZATION.-The Commissioner (or any officer or em-

ployee of the Bureau of Internal Revenue, including the field service,
authorized in writing by the Commissioner) is authorized to enter
into an agreement in writing with any person relating to the liability
of such person (or of the person or estate for whom he acts) in
respect of any internal revenue tax for any taxable period.

(b) FINALTrY.-If such agreement is approved by the Secretary,
the Under Secretary or an Assistant Secretary, within such time as
may be stated in such agreement, or later agreed to, such agreement
shall be final and conclusive, and, except upon a showing of fraud or
malfeasance, or misrepresentation of a material fact-

(1) The case shall not be reopened as to the matters agreed
upon or the agreement modified, by any officer, employee, or agent
of the United States, and

(2) In any suit, action, or proceeding, such agreement, or any
determination, assessment, collection, payment, abatement, refund,
or credit made in accordance therewith, shall not be annulled,
modified, set aside, or disregarded.

SEC. 3761. COMPROMISES.
(a) AUrTHORIZATION.-The Commissioner, with the approval of the

Secretary, or of the Under Secretary of the Treasury, or of an As-
sistant Secretary of the Treasury, may compromise any civil or crim-
inal case arising under the internal revenue laws prior to reference
to the Department of Justice for prosecution or defense; and the
Attorney General may compromise any such case after reference to
the Department of Justice for prosecution or defense.

(b) REcosD.-Whenever a compromise is made by the Commis-
sioner in any case there shall be placed on file in the office of the
Commissioner the opinion of the General Counsel for the Depart-
ment of the Treasury, or of the officer acting as such, with his reasons
therefor, with a statement of-

(1) The amount of tax assessed,
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or in connection with any matter arising under, the internal revenue 
laws, of a false or fraudulent return, affidavit, claim, or document 
(whether or not such falsity or fraud is with the knowledge or 
consent of the person authorized or required to present such re-
turn, affidavit, claim, or document). 
For offenses arising under section 37 of the Criminal Code, March 

4, 1909, 35 Stat. 1096 (U. S. C., Title 18, § 88), where the object of the 
conspiracy is to attempt in any manner to evade or defeat any tax or 
the payment thereof, the period of limitation shall also be six years. 
The time during which the person committing any of the offenses 
above mentioned is absent from the district wherein the same is com-
mitted shall not be taken as any part of the time limited by law for 
the commencement of such proceedings. Where a complaint is insti-
tuted before a commissioner of the United States within the period 
above limited, the time shall be extended until the discharge of the 
grand jury at its next session within the district. 

(b) SCOPE OP LIMITATIONS.—Subsection (a) of this section shall 
apply to offenses whenever committed; except that it shall not apply 
to offenses the prosecution of which was barred before June 6, 1932. 

(c) Crvrt. SuITS.— 
For period of limitation in respect of— 
Suits for fines, penalties, and forfeitures, see section 1047 of the 

Revised Statutes (U. S. C., Title 28, § 791). 
Suits for erroneous refunds, see section 3746. 
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SEC. 3760. CLOSING AGREEMENTS. 
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ployee of the Bureau of Internal Revenue, including the field service, 
authorized in writing by the Commissioner) is authorized to enter 
into an agreement in writing with any person relating to the liability 
of such person (or of the person or estate for whom he acts) in 
respect of any internal revenue tax for any taxable period. 

(b) FINALITY.—If such agreement is approved by the Secretary, 
the Under Secretary, or an Assistant Secretary, within such time as 
may be stated in such agreement, or later agreed to, such agreement 
shall be final and conclusive, and, except upon a showing of fraud or 
malfeasance, or misrepresentation of a material fact— 

(1) The case shall not be reopened as to the matters agreed 
upon or the agreement modified, by any officer, employee, or agent 
of the United States, and 

(2) In any suit, action, or proceeding, such agreement, or any 
determination, assessment, collection, payment, abatement, refund, 
or credit made in accordance therewith, shall not be annulled, 
modified, set aside, or disregarded. 

SEC. 3761. COMPROMISES. 
(a) AumORIZATION.—The Commissioner, with the approval of the 

Secretary, or of the Under Secretary of the Treasury, or of an As-
sistant Secretary of the Treasury, may compromise any civil or crim-
inal case arising under the internal revenue laws prior to reference 
to the Department of Justice for prosecution or defense; and the 
Attorney General may compromise any such case after reference to 
the Department of Justice for prosecution or defense. 

(b) REcoan.—Whenever a compromise is made by the Commis-
sioner in any case there shall be placed on file in the office of the 
Commissioner the opinion of the General Counsel for the Depart-
ment of the Treasury, or of the officer acting as such, with his reasons 
therefor, with a statement of— 

(1) The amount of tax assessed, 
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(2) The amount of additional tax or penalty imposed by law inconsequence of the neglect or delinquency of the person againstwhom the tax is assessed, and
(3) The amount actually paid in accordance with the terms ofthe compromise.

(c) CRoss REFERENCE.-
For compromises after judgment, see R. S. 3469 (U. S. C., Title 31,§ 194).

SEC. 3762. PENALTIES.
Any person who, in connection with any compromise under section3761, or offer of such compromise, or in connection with any closingagreement under section 3760, or offer to enter into any such agree-ment, willfully-
(a) CONCEALMENT OF PROPERTY.--Conceals from any officer oremployee of the United States any property belonging to the estateof a taxpayer or other person liable in respect of the tax, or
(b) WITHOLDING, FALSIFYING, AND DESTROYING RECOBDS.-Re-ceives, destroys, mutilates, or falsifies any book, document, or record,or makes under oath any false statement, relating to the estate orfinancial condition of the taxpayer or other person liable in respect ofthe tax-
Shall, upon conviction thereof, be fined not more than $10,000or imprisoned for not more than one year, or both.
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(2) The amount of additional tax or penalty imposed by law in 
consequence of the neglect or delinquency of the person against 
whom the tax is assessed, and 

(3) The amount actually paid in accordance with the terms of 
the compromise. 
(c) CRoss REFERENCE.--

For compromises after judgment, see R. S. 3469 (U. S. C., Title 31, § 194). 
SEC. 3762. PENALTIES. 

Any person who, in connection with any compromise under section 
3761, or offer of such compromise, or in connection with any closing 
agreement under section 3760, or offer to enter into any such agree-
ment, willfully— 

(a) CONCEALMENT OF PROtPERTY.—Conceals from any officer or 
employee of the United States any property belonging to the estate 
of a taxpayer or other person liable in respect of the tax, or 

(b) WiTHHOLDING, FALSiFYING, AND DESTROYING RECORDS.—Re-
ceives, destroys, mutilates, or falsifies any book, document, or record, 
or makes under oath any false statement, relating to the estate or 
financial condition of the taxpayer or other person liable in respect of 
the tax— 

Shall, upon conviction thereof, be fined not more than $10,000 
or imprisoned for not more than one year, or both. 
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CHAPTER 37-ABATEMENTS, CREDITS, AND
REFUNDS

SEC. 3770. AUTHORITY TO MAKE ABATEMENTS, CREDITS, AND RE-
FUNDS.

(a) To TAXPAYERS.-
(1) ASSESSMENTS AND COLLECTIONS GENERALLY.-EXCept as other-

wise provided by law in the case of income, estate, and gift taxes,
the Commissioner, subject to regulations prescribed by the Secre-
tary, is authorized to remit, refund, and pay back all taxes errone-
ously or illegally assessed or collected, all penalties collected without
authority, and all taxes that appear to be unjustly assessed or
excessive in amount, or in any manner wrongfully collected.

(2) ASSESSMENTS AND COLLECTIONS AFTER LIMITATION PERIOD.-Any

tax (or any interest, penalty, additional amount, or addition to such
tax) assessed or paid after the expiration of the period of limita-
tion properly applicable thereto shall be considered an overpayment
and shall be credited or refunded to the taxpayer if claim therefor
is filed within the period of limitation for filing such claim.

(3) DATE OF ALLOWANCE.-Where the Commissioner has signed
a schedule of overassessments in respect of any internal revenue tax
imposed by this title, the Revenue Act of 1932, or any prior revenue
Act, the date on which he first signed such schedule (if after May
28, 1928) shall be considered as the date of allowance of refund or
credit in respect of such tax.

(4) CROSS REFERENCE.-
For limitations on refunds and credits in case of-
Income tax, see section 322.
Estate tax, see sections 910, 911, and 912.
Gift tax, see section 1027.
Miscellaneous taxes, see section 3313.

(b) To COLLECroRS AND OrrCEBRs.-The Commissioner, subject to
regulations prescribed by the Secretary, is authorized to repay-

(1) COLLECTIONS RECOVERED.-To any collector or deputy collector
the full amount of such sums of money as may be recovered against
him in any court, for any internal revenue taxes collected by him,
with the cost and expense of suit; also

(2) DAMAGES AND COSTS.-A1l damages and costs recovered against
any collector, deputy collector, agent, or inspector, in any suit
brought against him by reason of anything done in the due per-
formance of his official duty.
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CHAPTER 37-ABATEMENTS, CREDITS, AND 
REFUNDS 

SEC. 3770. AUTHORITY TO MAKE ABATEMENTS, CREDITS, AND RE-

FUNDS. 

(a) To TAXPAYERS.— 
(1) ASSESSMENTS AND COLLECTIONS GENERALLY.—Except as other-

wise _provided by law in the case of income, estate, and gift taxes, 
the Commissioner, subject to regulations prescribed by the Secre-
tary, is authorized to remit, refund, and pay back all taxes errone-
ously or illegally assessed or collected, all penalties collected without 
authority, and all taxes that appear to be unjustly assessed or 
excessive in amount, or in any manner wrongfully collected. 

(2) ASSESSMENTS AND COLLECTIONS ArrER LIMITATION PERIOD.—Ally 
tax (or any interest, penalty, additional amount, or addition to such 
tax) assessed or paid after the expiration of the period of limita-
tion properly applicable thereto shall be considered an overpayment 
and shall be credited or refunded to the taxpayer if claim therefor 
is filed within the period of limitation for filing such claim. 

(3) DATE OF amowAxcE.—Where the Commissioner has signed 
a schedule of overassessments in respect of any internal revenue tax 
imposed by this title, the Revenue Act of 1932, or any prior revenue 
Act, the date on which he first signed such schedule (if after May 
28, 1928) shall be considered as the date of allowance of refund or 
credit in respect of such tax. 

(4) CROSS REFERENCES.— 
For limitations on refunds and credits in case of— 
Income tax, see section 322. 
Estate tax, see sections 910, 911, and 912. 
Gift tax, see section 1027. 
Miscellaneous taxes, see section 3313. 

(b) To CommaroRs AND OrricERs.—The Commissioner, subject to 
regulations prescribed by the Secretary, is authorized to repay— 

(1) Comm-nom RECOVERED.—To any collector or deputy collector 
the full amount of such sums of money as may be recovered against 
him in any court, for any internal revenue taxes collected by him, 
with the cost and expense of suit; also 

(2) DAMAGES AND cosTs.—All damages and costs recovered against 
any collector, deputy collector, agent, or inspector, in any suit 
brought against him by reason of anything done in the due per-
formance of his official duty. 
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SEC. 3771. INTEREST ON OVERPAYMENTS.

(a) RATE.-Interest shall be allowed and paid upon any overpay-
ment in respect of any internal revenue tax at the rate of 6 per centum
per annum.

(b) PERIOD.-Such interest shall be allowed and paid as follows:
(1) CREDITS.-In the case of a credit, from the date of the over-

payment to the due date of the amount against which the credit
is taken, but if the amount against which the credit is taken is an
additional assessment of a tax imposed by the Revenue Act of
1921, 42 Stat. 227. or any subsequent Revenue Act, then to the date
of the assessment of that amount.

(2) REFUNDs.-In the case of a refund, from the date of the
overpayment to a date preceding the date of the refund check
by not more than thirty days, such date to be determined by the
Commissioner, whether or not such refund check is accepted by
the taxpayer after tender of such check to the taxpayer. The
acceptance of such check shall be without prejudice to any right
of the taxpayer to claim any additional overpayment and inter-
est thereon.
(c) ADDITIONAL ASSESSMENT DEFINED.-As used in this section the

term "additional assessment" means a further assessment for a tax
of the same character previously paid in part, and includes the
assessment of a deficiency of any income or estate tax imposed by
the Revenue Act of 1924, 43 Stat. 253, or by any subsequent Revenue
Act.
SEC. 3772. SUITS FOR REFUND.

(a) LIMITATIONS.-
(1) CLAIM.-No suit or proceeding shall be maintained in any

court for the recovery of any internal revenue tax alleged to have
been erroneously or illegally assessed or collected, or of any penalty
claimed to have been collected without authority, or of any sum
alleged to have been excessive or in any manner wrongfully col-
lected until a claim for refund or credit has been duly filed with
the Commissioner, according to the provisions of law in that regard,
and the regulations of the Secretary established in pursuance
thereof.

(2) TtIM.-No such suit or proceedilng shall be begun before
the expiration of six months from the date of filing such claim
unless the Commissioner renders a decision thereon within that
time, nor after the expiration of two years from the date of mail-
ing by registered mail by the Commissioner to the taxpayer of a
notice of the disallowance of the part of the claim to which such
suit or proceeding relates.

(3) RECONSIDERATION AFTER MAILING OF NOTICE.-Any considera-
tion, reconsideration2 or action by the Commissioner with respect
to such claim following the mailing of a notice by registered mail
of disallowance shall not operate to extend the period within
which suit may be begun. This paragraph shall not operate (A)
to bar a suit or proceeding in respect of a claim reopened prior
to June 22, 1936, if such suit or proceeding was not barred under
the law in effect prior to that date, or (B) to prevent the sus-
pension of the statute of limitations for filing suit under section
3774 (b) (2).
(b) PROTEST OR DURESS.-Such suit or proceeding may be main-

tained, whether or not such tax, penalty, or sum has been paid under
protest or duress.

(c) CROSS REFERENCES.-
For provisions relating to claims for refund or credit filed with the

Commissioner in respect of-
Income tax, see section 322.
Estate tax, see sections 910, 911, and 912.
Gift tax, see section 1027.
Miscellaneous taxes, see section 3313.
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SEC. 3773. INTEREST ON JUDGMENTS.
For interest on judgments, see section 177 of the Judicial Code as

amended by act of May 29, 1928, c. 852, § 615, 45 Stat. 877 (U. S. C.,
Title 28, § 284).

SEC. 3774. REFUNDS AFTER PERIODS OF LIMITATION.
A refund of any portion of an internal revenue tax (or any inter-

est, penalty, additional amount, or addition to such tax) shall be
considered erroneous-

(a) EXPIRATION OF PERIOD FOR FILING CLAIM.-If made after the
expiration of the period of limitation for filing claim therefor, unless
within such period claim was filed; or

(b) DISALLOWANCE OF CLAIM AND EXPIRATION OF PERIOD FOR FILING
Surr.-In the case of a claim filed within the proper time and dis-
allowed by the Commissioner if the refund was made after the expira-
tion of the period of limitation for filing suit, unless-

(1) within such period suit was begun by the taxpayer, or
(9) within such period, the taxpayer and the Commissioner

agreed in writing to suspend the running of the statute of limita-
tions for filing suit from the date of the agreement to the date of
final decision in one or more named cases then pending before the
Board of Tax Appeals or the courts. If such agreement has been
entered into, the running of such statute of limitations shall be
suspended in accordance with the terms of the agreement.
(c) CRoss REWR:ENCE.-

For procedure by the United States to recover erroneous refunds,
see section 3746.

SEC. 3775. CREDITS AFTER PERIODS OF LIMITATION.
(a) PERIOD AGAINST UNITED STATES.-Any credit against a liability

in respect of any taxable year shall be void if any payment in respect
of such liability would be considered an overpayment under section
3770 (a) (2).

(b) PERIOD AGAINST TAXPAYER.-A credit of an overpayment in
respect of any tax shall be void if a refund of such overpayment
would be considered erroneous under section 3774.
SEC. 3776. REPORTS TO CONGRESS OF REFUNDS IN EXCESS OF $500.

The Commissioner shall make report to Congress, at the beginning
of each regular session by internal revenue districts and alphabetically
arranged, of all disbursements in excess of $500 under section 3770
(a) (1) and (b).
SEC. 3777. REPORTS OF REFUNDS AND CREDITS IN EXCESS OF $75,000.

(a) BY COMMISSIONER TO JOINT COMMITrrEE-No refund or credit
of any income, war-profits, excess-profits, estate, or gift tax in excess
of $75,000 shall be made until after the expiration of thirty days from
the date upon which a report giving the name of the person to whom
the refund or credit is to be made, the amount of such refund or
credit, and a summary of the facts and the decision of the Commis-
sioner is submitted to the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue
Taxation.

(b) By JOINT COMMIrrrEE TO CONGRESS.-A report to Congress
shall be made annually by such committee of such refunds and
credits, including the names of all persons and corporations to whom
amounts are credited or payments are made, together with the
amounts credited or paid to each.
SEC. 3778. CROSS REFERENCE.

For remission of tax against insolvent banks, see section 3798.
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CHAPTER 38-MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
SEC. 3790. PROHIBITION OF ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW OF COMMIS-

SIONER'S DECISIONS.
In the absence of fraud or mistake in mathematical calculation,

the findings of facts in and the decision of the Commissioner upon
(or in case the Secretary is authorized to approve the same, then
after such approval) the merits of any claim presented under or
authorized by the internal revenue laws shall not, except as provided
in chapter 5, be subject to review by any other administrative or
accounting officer, employee, or agent of the United States.

SEC. 3791. RULES AND REGULATIONS.
(a) AUTHORIZATION.-

(1) IN GENERAL.-Except as provided in section 1928 (a), Cot-
ton Futures, section 2599, Marihuana, section 2559, Narcotics, sec-
tion 3176, Liquor, and section 1805, Silver, the Commissioner,
with the approval of the Secretary, shall prescribe and publish
all needful rules and regulations for the enforcement of this
title.

(2) IN CASE OF CHANGE IN LAw.-The Commissioner may make
all such regulations, not otherwise provided for, as may have
become necessary by reason of any alteration of law in relation
to internal revenue.
(b) RETROACIVITY OF REGULATIONS OR RULINGS.-The Secretary,

or the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary, may pre-
scribe the extent, if any, to which any ruling, regulation, or Treasury
Decision, relating to the internal revenue laws, shall be applied
without retroactive effect.

SEC. 3792. EXPENSES OF DETECTION AND PUNISHMENT OF FRAUDS.
The Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, is author-

ized to pay such sums, not exceeding in the aggregate the sum appro-
priated therefor, as he may deem necessary for detecting and bring-
ing to trial and punishment persons guilty of violating the internal
revenue laws, or conniving at the same, in cases where such expenses
are not otherwise provided for by law.
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SEC. 3793. PENALTIES AND FORFEITURES.

(a) FRAUDULENT BONDS, PERMITS, AND ENTRIES.-
(1) PENALTY.-Every person who-

(A) SIMULATION OR EXECUTION.-Simulates or falsely or
fraudulently executes or signs any bond, permit, entry, or other
document required by the provisions of the internal revenue
laws, or by any regulation made in pursuance thereof, or

(B) PROCURING ExEcUTmoN.-Procures the same to be falsely
or fraudulently executed, or

(C) AIDING IN EXECUTION.-Advises, aids in, or connives at
such execution thereof-

shall be imprisoned for a term not less than one year nor more
than five years, and

(2) FORFEITURE.-The property to which such false or fraudulent
instrument relates shall be forfeited.
(b) FRAUDULENT RETURNS, AFFIDAVITS, AND CLAIMS.-

(1) ASSISTANCE IN PREPARATION OR PRESENTATION.-Any person
who willfully aids or assists in, or procures, counsels, or advises
the preparation or presentation under, or in connection with any
matter arising under, the internal revenue laws, of a false or
fraudulent return, affidavit, claim, or document, shall (whether or
not such falsity or fraud is with the knowledge or consent of the
person authorized or required to present such return, affidavit,
claim, or document) be guilty of a felony, and, upon conviction
thereof, be fined not more than $10,000, or imprisoned for not more
than five years, or both, together with the costs of prosecution.

(2) PERSON DEINED..-The term "person" as used in this sub-
section includes an officer or employee of a corporation or a mem-
ber or employee of a partnership, who as such officer, employee, or
member is under a duty to perform the act in respect of which the
violation occurs.
(c) CRoss REFERENCES.-

(1) PENALTIES.-
For other penalties under this subtitle, see the following sections:
Refusal to permit entry or examination, 3601 (b);
Forcibly obstructing officers, 3601 (c)
Forcibly rescuing property, 3601 (c);
Failure to file return, 3612 (d) (1);
False or fraudulent return, 3612 (d) (2);
Nonpayment of tax, 3655 (b);
Failure to surrender property subject to distraint, 3710 (b)
Fraud in connection with closing agreements and compromises, 3763.

(2) FoRFFITUREs.-
For other forfeitures under this subtitle, see the following:
Sales or removals in fraud of internal revenue laws, section 3720

(a);
Sales or removals with design to avoid payment of taxes, section

3720 (a).
SEC. 3794. INTEREST ON DELINQUENT TAXES.

Notwithstanding any provision of law to the contrary, interest
accruing during any period of time after August 30, 1935, upon any
internal-revenue tax (including amounts assessed or collected as a
part thereof) not paid when due, shall be at the rate of 6 per centum
per annum.
SEC. 3795. ADMINISTRATION OF REAL ESTATE ACQUIRED BY THE

UNITED STATES.
(a) PERSON CHARGED WIT.-The Commissioner shall have charge

of all real estate which is or shall become the property of the United
States by judgment of forfeiture under the internal revenue laws, or
which has been or shall be assigned, set off, or conveyed by purchase
or otherwise to the United States in payment of debts or penalties
arising under the laws relating to internal revenue, or which has been
or shall be vested in the United States by mortgage or other
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security for the payment of such debts, and of all trusts created for
the use of the United States in payment of such debts due them.

(b) SALE.-The Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary,
may, at public vendue, and upon not less than twenty days' notice,
sell and dispose of all real estate owned or held by the United States
as aforesaid.

(c) LEAsE.-Until such sale the Commissioner, with the approval
of the Secretary, may lease such real estate owned as aforesaid on
such terms and for such period as they shall deem expedient.

(d) RELEASE TO DEBTOR.-In cases where real estate has or may be-
come the property of the United States by conveyance or otherwise, in
payment of or as security for a debt arising under the laws relating to
internal revenue, and such debt shall have been paid, together with
the interest thereon, at the rate of 1 per centum per month, to the
United States, within two years from the date of the acquisition of
such real estate, it shall be lawful for the Commissioner, with the
approval of the Secretary, to release by deed, or otherwise convey
such real estate to the debtor from whom it was taken, or to his heirs
or other legal representatives.
SEC. 3796. PURCHASE OF STATIONERY.

The purchase of stationery for the internal revenue service shall be
made under the direction of the Secretary as in the case of other
branches of the public service under the Treasury Department.
SEC. 3797. DEFINITIONS.

(a) When used in this title, where not otherwise distinctly ex-
pressed or manifestly incompatible with the intent thereof-

(1) PERsoN.-The term "person" shall be construed to mean
and include an individual, a trust, estate, partnership, company,
or corporation.

(2) PARTNERSHIP AND PARTNER.-The term "partnership" in-
cludes a syndicate, group, pool, joint venture, or other unincorpo-
rated organization, through or by means of which any business,
financial operation, or venture is carried on, and which is not,
within the meaning of this title, a trust or estate or a corporation;
and the term "partner" includes a member in such a syndicate,
group, pool, joint venture, or organization.

(3) CORPORATION.-The term "corporation" includes associa-
tions, joint-stock companies, and insurance companies.

(4) DoTrEsTIc.-The term "domestic" when applied to a cor-
poration or a partnership means created or organized in the United
States or under the law of the United States or of any State or
Territory.

(5) FOREIGN.-The term "foreign" when applied to a corpora-
tion or partnership means a corporation or partnership which is
not domestic.

(6) FIDUCIARY.-The term "fiduciary" means a guardian,
trustee, executor, administrator, receiver, conservator, or any per-
son acting in any fiduciary capacity for any person.

(7) STocK.-The term "stock" includes the share in an asso-
ciation, joint-stock company, or insurance company.

(8) SHAREHOLDER.-The term "shareholder" includes a member
in an association, joint-stock company, or insurance company.

(9) UNrrITED STATES.-The term "United States" when used in
a geographical sense includes only the States, the Territories of
Alaska and Hawaii, and the District of Columbia.

(10) STATE.-The word "State" shall be construed to include
the Territories and the District of Columbia, where such construc-
tion is necessary to carry out provisions of this title.

(11) SECRETARY.-The term "Secretary" means the Secretary of
the Treasury.

.(12) COMMSSIowER.-The term "Commissioner" means the Com-
missioner of Internal Revenue.
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security for the payment of such debts, and of all trusts created for 
the use of the United States in payment of such debts due them. 

(b) SALE.—The Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, 
may, at public vendue, and upon not less than twenty days' notice, 
sell and dispose of all real estate owned or held by the United States 
as aforesaid. 

(c) LEASE.—Until such sale the Commissioner, with the approval 
of the Secretary, may lease such real estate owned as aforesaid on 
such terms and for such period as they shall deem expedient. 

(d) RELEASE To DEnroR.—In cases where real estate has or may be-
come the property of the United States by conveyance or otherwise, in 
payment of or as security for a debt arising under the laws relating to 
internal revenue, and such debt shall have been paid, together with 
the interest thereon, at the rate of 1 per centum per month, to the 
United States within two years from the date of the acquisition of 
such real estate, it shall be lawful for the Commissioner, with the 
approval of the Secretary, to release by deed, or otherwise convey 
such real estate to the debtor from whom it was taken, or to his heirs 
or other legal representatives. 
SEC. 3796. PURCHASE OF STATIONERY. 
The purchase of stationery for the internal revenue service shall be 

made under the direction of the Secretary as in the case of other 
branches of the public service under the Treasury Department. 
SEC. 3797.  DEFINITIONS. 

(a) When used in this title, where not otherwise distinctly ex-
pressed or manifestly incompatible with the intent thereof— 

(1) PEnsoN.—The term "person" shall be construed to mean 
and include an individual, a trust, estate, partnership, company, 
or corporation. 

(2) PARTNERSHIP AND PARTNER.—The term "partnership" in-
cludes a syndicate, group, pool, joint venture, or other unincorpo-
rated organization, through or by means of which any business, 
financial operation, or venture is carried on, and which is not, 
within the meaning of this title, a trust or estate or a corporation; 
and the term "partner" includes a member in such a syndicate, 
group, pool, joint venture, or organization. 

(3) CORPORATION.—The term "corporation" includes associa-
tions, joint-stock companies, and insurance companies. 

(4) DomEgric.—The term "domestic" when applied to a cor-
poration or a .partnership means created or organized in the United 
States or under the law of the United States or of any State or 
Territory. 

(5) FOREION.—The term "foreign" when applied to a corpora-
tion or partnership means a corporation or partnership which is 
not domestic. 

(6) FIDUCIARY.—The term "fiduciary" means a guardian, 
trustee, executor, administrator, receiver, conservator, or any per-
son acting in any fiduciary capacity for any person. 

(7) STocn..—The term "stock" includes the share in an asso-
ciation, joint-stock company, or insurance company. 

(8) SHAREHOLDER.— The term "shareholder" includes a member 
in an association, joint-stock company, or insurance company. 

(9) UNrrEn STATES.—The term "United States" when used in 
a geographical sense includes only the States, the Territories of 
Alaska and Hawaii, and the District of Columbia. 

(10) STATE.—The word "State" shall be construed to include 
the Territories and the District of Columbia, where such construc-
tion is necessary to carry out provisions of this title. 

(11) SEcRETART.—The term "Secretary" means the Secretary of 
the Treasury. 

(12) CommssioNER.—The term "Commissioner" means the Com-
missioner of Internal Revenue. 
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(13) COLLEwroB.-The term "collector" means collector of in-
ternal revenue.

(14) TAXPAYER.-The term "taxpayer" means any person sub-
ject to a tax imposed by this title.

(15) MILITRY R NAVAL FORCES OF THE UNITED STATES.-The
term "military or naval forces of the United States" includes the
Marine Corps, the Coast Guard, the Army Nurse Corps, Female,
and the Navy Nurse Corps, Female.

(16) WITHHOLDING AGENT.-The term "withholding agent"
means any person required to deduct and withhold any tax under
the provisions of section 143 or 144.
(b) INCLUDES AlND INCLUDING.-The terms "includes" and "in-

cluding" when used in a definition contained in this title shall not be
deemed to exclude other things otherwise within the meaning of the
term defined.

(c) CROSS REFEmENCES.-
For other definitions, see the following:
Singular as including plural, R. S. 1 (U. S. C., Title 1, § 1).
Plural as including singular, R. S. 1 (U. S. C., Title 1, § 1).
Masculine as including feminine, R. S. 1 (U. S. C., Title 1, § 1).
Officer, R. S. 1 (U. S. C., Title 1, § 1).
Oath as including affirmation, R. S. 1 (U. S. C., Title 1, § 1).
Company or association as including successors and assigns, R. S. 5

(U. S. C., Title 1, § 5).
County as including parish, R. S. 2 (U. S. C., Title 1, § 2).
Vessel as including all means of water transportation, R. S. 3

(U. S. C., Title 1, § 3).
Vehicle as including all means of land transportation, R. S. 4

(U. S. C., Title 1, § 4).
SEC. 3798 EXEMPTION OF INSOLVENT BANKS FROM TAX.

(a) Whenever and after any bank or trust company, a substantial
portion of the business of which consists of receiving deposits and
making loans and discounts, has ceased to do business by reason of
insolvency or bankruptcy, no tax shall be assessed or collected, or
paid into the Treasury of the United States on account of such bank,
or trust company, which shall diminish the assets thereof necessary
for the full payment of all its depositors; and such tax shall be
abated from such national banks as are found by the Comptroller
of the Currency to be insolvent; and the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, when the facts shall appear to him, is authorized to remit
so much of the said tax against any such insolvent banks and trust
companies organized under State law as shall be found to affect the
claims of their depositors.

(b) Whenever any bank or trust company, a substantial portion
of the business of which consists of receiving deposits and making
loans and discounts, has been released or discharged from its liability
to its depositors for any part of their claims against it, and such
depositors have accepted, in lieu thereof, a lien upon subsequent
earnings of such bank or trust company, or claims against assets
segregated by such bank or trust company or against assets trans-
ferred from it to an individual or corporate trustee or agent, no
tax shall be assessed or collected, or paid into the Treasury of the
United States on account of such bank, or trust company such indi-
vidual or corporate trustee or such agent, which shall diminish
the assets thereof which are available for the payment of such depos-
itor claims and which are necessary for the full payment thereof.

(c) Any such tax so collected shall be deemed to be erroneously
collected and shall be refunded subject to all provisions and limita-
tions of law so far as applicable, relating to the refunding of taxes,
but tax so abated or refunded after May 28, 1938 shall be reassessed
whenever it shall appear that payment of the tax will not diminish
the assets as aforesaid. The running of the statute of limitations on
the making of assessment and collection shall be suspended during,
and for ninety days beyond, the period for which, pursuant to this
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(13) Coumeron.—The term "collector" means collector of in-
ternal revenue. 

(14) TexrAYER.—The term "taxpayer" means any person sub-
ject to a tax imposed by this title. 

(15) M ILITARY OR NAVAL FORCES or THE UN-rrigo STATES.—The 
term "military or naval forces of the United States" includes the 
Marine Corps, the Coast Guard, the Army Nurse Corps, Female, 
and the Navy Nurse Corps, Female. 

(16) WITHHOLDING AGENT.—The term "withholding agent" 
means any person required to deduct and withhold any tax under 
the provisions of section 143 or 144. 
(b) INCLUDES AND INcLunnvo.—The terms "includes" and "in-

cluding." when used in a definition contained in this title shall not be 
deemed to exclude other things otherwise within the meaning of the 
term defined. 

(C) CROSS REFERENCES.— 
For other definitions, see the following: 
Singular as including plural, R. S. 1 (U. S. C., Title 1, § 1). 
Plural as including singular, R. S. 1 (U. S. C., Title 1, § 1). 
Masculine as including feminine, R. S. 1 (U. S. C., Title 1, § 1). 
Officer, R. S. 1 (U. S. C., Title 1, § 1). 
Oath as including affirmation, R. S. 1 (U. S. C., Title 1, § 1). 
Company or association as including successors and assigns, R. S. 5 

(U. S. C., Title 1, § 5). 
County as including parish, R. S. 2 (II. S. C., Title 1, § 2). 
Vessel as including all means of water transportation, R. S. 3 

(U. S. C., Title 1, § 3). 
Vehicle as including all means of land transportation, R. S. 4 

S. (1, Title 1, § 4). 
SEC. 3798. EXEMPTION OF INSOLVENT BANKS FROM TAX. 

(a) Whenever and after any bank or trust company, a substantial 
portion of the business of which consists of receiving deposits and 
making loans and discounts, has ceased to do business by reason of 
insolvency or bankruptcy, no tax shall be assessed or collected, or 
paid into the Treasury of the United States on account of such bank, 
or trust company, which shall diminish the assets thereof necessary 
for the full payment of all its depositors; and such tax shall be 
abated from such national banks as are found by the Comptroller 
of the Currency to be insolvent; and the Commissioner of Internal 
Revenue, when the facts shall appear to him, is authorized to remit 
so much of the said tax against any such insolvent banks and trust 
companies organized under State law as shall be found to affect the 
claims of their depositors. 

(b) Whenever any bank or trust company, a substantial portion 
of the business of which consists of receiving deposits and making 
loans and discounts, has been released or discharged from its liability 
to its depositors for any part of their claims against it, and such 
depositors have accepted, in lieu thereof, a lien upon subsequent 
earnings of such bank or trust company, or claims against assets 
segregated by such bank or trust company or against assets trans-
ferred from it to an individual or corporate trustee or agent, no 
tax shall be assessed or collected, or paid into the Treasury of the 
United States on account of such bank, or trust company, such indi-
vidual or corporate trustee or such agent, which shall diminish 
the assets thereof which are available for the payment of such depos-
itor claims and which are necessary for the full payment thereof. 

(c) Any such tax so collected shall be deemed to be erroneously 
collected, and shall be refunded subject to all provisions and limita-
tions of law, so far as applicable, relating to the refunding of taxes, 
but tax so abated or refunded after May 28, 1938 shall be reassessed 
whenever it shall appear that payment of the tax will not diminish 
the assets as aforesaid. The running of the statute of limitations on 
the making of assessment and collection shall be suspended during, 
and for ninety days beyond, the period for which, pursuant to this 
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section, assessment or collection may not be made, and a tax which
has been abated may be reassessed and collected during the time
within which, had there been no abatement, collection might have
been made.

(d) This section shall not apply to any tax imposed by subchapter
A or subchapter C of chapter 9.
SEC. 3799. INCOME FROM OBLIGATIONS AND MORTGAGES ISSUED BY

BY JOINT-STOCK LAND BANKS.
Notwithstanding the provisions of section 26 of the Federal Farm

Loan Act, 39 Stat. 380 (U. S. C., Title 12, § 931-3), as amended, in the
case of mortgages made or obligations issued by any joint-stock land
bank after May 28, 1938, all income, except interest, derived therefrom
shall be included in gross income and shall not be exempt from
Federal income taxation.
SEC. 3800. JURISDICTION OF DISTRICT COURTS TO ISSUE ORDERS,

PROCESSES, AND JUDGMENTS.
The district courts of the United States at the instance of the

United States shall have such jurisdiction to make and issue, both in
actions at law and suits in equity, writs and orders of injunction, and
of ne exeat republica, orders appointing receivers, and such other
orders and process, and to render such judgments and decrees, grant-
ing in proper cases both legal and equitable relief together, as may be
necessary or appropriate for the enforcement of the internal revenue
laws. The remedies hereby provided are in addition to and not
exclusive of any and all other remedies of the United States in such
courts or otherwise to enforce such laws.
SEC. 3891. MITIGATION OF EFFECT OF LIMITATION AND OTHER PRO-

VISIONS IN INCOME TAX CASES.
(a) DErINmToNs.-For the purpose of this section-

(1) DETERfINATION.-The term "determination under the in-
come tax laws" means-

(A) A closing agreement made under section 3760;
(B) A decision b the Board of Tax Appeals or a judgment,

decree, or other order by any court of competent jurisdiction,
which has become final; or

(C) A final disposition by the Commissioner of a claim for
refund. For the purposes of this section a claim for refund
shall be deemed finally disposed of by the Commissioner-

(i) as to items with respect to which the claim was allowed,
upon the date of allowance of refund or credit or upon the
date of mailing notice of disallowance (by reason of offsetting
items) of the claim for refund, and

(ii) as to items with respect to which the claim was dis-
allowed, in whole or in part, or as to items applied by the
Commissioner in reduction of the refund or credit, upon ex-
piration of the time for instituting suit with respect thereto
(unless suit is instituted prior to the expiration of such time).

Such term shall not include any such agreement made, or decision,
judgment, decree, or order which became final, or claim for refund
finally disposed of, prior to August 27, 1938.

(2) TAXPAYER.-Notwithstanding the provisions of section 3797
the term "taxpayer" means any person subject to a tax under the
applicable Revenue Act.

(3) RELATEDr TAXPAYER.-The term "related taxpayer" means a
taxpayer who, with the taxpayer with respect to whom a deter-
mination specified in subsection (b) (1), (2), (3), or (4) is made,
stood, in the taxable year with respect to which the erroneous
inclusion, exclusion, omission, allowance, or disallowance therein
referred to was made, in one of the following relationships: (A)
husband and wife; (B) grantor and fiduciary; (C) grantor and
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section, assessment or collection may not be made, and a tax which 
has been abated may be reassessed and collected during the time 
within which, had there been no abatement, collection might have 
been made. 

(d) This section shall not apply to any tax imposed by subchapter 
A or subchapter C of chapter 9. 

SEC. 3799. INCOME FROM OBLIGATIONS AND MORTGAGES ISSUED BY 
BY JOINT-STOCK LAND BANKS. 

Notwithstanding the provisions of section 26 of the Federal Farm 
Loan Act, 39 Stat. 380 (U. S. C., Title 12, § 931-3), as amended, in the 
case of mortgages made or obligations issued by any joint-stock land 
bank after May 28, 1938, all income, except interest, derived therefrom 
shall be included in gross income and shall not be exempt from 
Federal income taxation. 

SEC. 3800. JURISDICTION OF DISTRICT COURTS TO ISSUE ORDERS, 
PROCESSES, AND JUDGMENTS. 

The district courts of the United States at the instance of the 
United States shall have such jurisdiction to make and issue, both in 
actions at law and suits in equity, writs and orders of injunction, and 
of ne exeat republica, orders appointing receivers, and such other 
orders and process, and to render such judgments and decrees, grant-
ing in proper cases both legal and equitable relief together, as may be 
necessary or appropriate for the enforcement of the internal revenue 
laws. The remedies hereby provided are in addition to and not 
exclusive of any and all other remedies of the United States in such 
courts or otherwise to enforce such laws. 

SEC. 3891. MITIGATION OF EFFECT OF LIMITATION AND OTHER PRO-
VISIONS IN INCOME TAX CASES. 

(a) DEauxrrioNs.—For the purpose of this section— 
(1) DETE.RMINATION.—The term "determination under the in-

come tax laws" means— 

(A) A closing agreement made under section 3760; 
(B) A decision by the Board of Tax Appeals or a judgment, 

decree, or other order by any court of competent jurisdiction, 
which has become final; or 

(C) A final disposition by the Commissioner of a claim for 
refund. For the purposes of this section a claim for refund 
shall be deemed finally disposed of by the Commissioner— 

(i) as to items with respect to which the claim was allowed, 
upon the date of allowance of refund or credit or upon the 
date of mailing notice of disallowance (by reason of offsetting 
items) of the claim for refund, and 

(ii) as to items with respect to which the claim was dis-
allowed, in whole or in part, or as to items applied by the 
Commissioner in reduction of the refund or credit, upon ex-
piration of the time for instituting suit with respect thereto 
(unless suit is instituted prior to the expiration of such time). 

Such term shall not include any such agreement made, or decision, 
judgment, decree or order which became final, or claim for refund 
finally disposed of, prior to August 27, 1938. 

(2) TAxpAyEs.—Notwithstanding the provisions of section 3797 
the term "taxpayer" means any person subject to a tax under the 
applicable Revenue Act. 

(3) RELATED TAXPAYER.—The term "related taxpayer" means a 
taxpayer who, with the taxpayer with respect to whom a deter-
mination specified in subsection (b) (1), (2), (3), or (4) is made, 
stood, in the taxable year with respect to which the erroneous 
inclusion, exclusion, omission, allowance, .or disallowance therein 
referred to was made, in one of the following relationships: (A) 
husband and wife; (B) grantor and fiduciary; (C) grantor and 
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beneficiary; (D) fiduciary and beneficiary, legatee, or heir; (E)
decedent and decedent's estate; or (F) partner.

(b) CIRCUMSTANCES OF ADJ-USTMENT.-When a determination un-
der the income tax laws-

(1) Requires the inclusion in gross income of an item which
was erroneously included in the gross income of the taxpayer for
another taxable year or in the gross income of a related taxpayer;
or

(2) Allows a deduction or credit which was erroneously allowed
to the taxpayer for another taxable year or to a related taxpayer;
or

(3) Requires the exclusion from gross income of an item with
respect to which tax was paid and which was erroneously excluded
or omitted from the gross income of the taxpayer for another tax-
able year or from the gross income of a related taxpayer; or

(4) Allows or disallows any of the additional deductions allow-
able in computing the net income of estates or trusts, or requires
or denies any of the inclusions in the computation of net income
of beneficiaries, heirs, or legatees, specified in section 162 (b) and
(c) of chapter 1, and corresponding sections of prior revenue Acts,
and the correlative inclusion or deduction, as the case may be, has
been erroneously excluded, omitted, or included, or disallowed,
omitted, or allowed, as the case may be, in respect of the related
taxpayer; or

(5) Determines the basis of property for depletion, exhaustion,
wear and tear, or obsolescence, or for gain or loss on a sale or
exchange, and in respect of any transaction upon which such
basis depends there was an erroneous inclusion in or omission
from the gross income of, or an erroneous recognition or nonrec-
ognition of gain or loss to, the taxpayer or any person who ac-
quired title to such property in such transaction and from whom
mediately or immediately the taxpayer derived title subsequent
to such transaction-

and, on the date the determination becomes final, correction of the
effect of the error is prevented by the operation (whether before, on,
or after May 28, 1938) of any provision of the internal-revenue
laws other than this section and other than section 3761 (relating
to compromises), then the effect of the error shall be corrected by
an adjustment made under this section. Such adjustment shall
be made only if there is adopted in the determination a position
maintained by the Commissioner (in case the amount of the ad-
justment would be refunded or credited in the same manner as an
overpayment under subsection (c) ) or by the taxpayer with respect
to whom the determination is made (in case the amount of the ad-
justment would be assessed and collected in the same manner as a
deficiency under subsection (c) ), which position is inconsistent with
the erroneous inclusion, exclusion, omission, allowance, disallowance,
recognition, or nonrecognition, as the case may be. In case the
amount of the adjustment would be assessed and collected in the same
manner as a deficiency, the adjustment shall not be made with re-
spect to a related taxpayer unless he stands in such relationship to
the taxpayer at the time the latter first maintains the inconsistent
position in a return, claim for refund, or petition (or amended peti-
tion) to the Board of Tax Appeals for the taxable year with respect
to which the determination is made, or if such position is not so
maintained, then at the time of the determination.

(c) MeTHOD Or ADJrsrTMNT.-The adjustment authorized in sub-
section (b) shall be made by assessing and collecting, or refunding or
crediting, the amount thereof, to be ascertained as provided in sub-
section (d), in the same manner as if it were a deficiency determined
by the Commissioner with respect to the taxpayer as to whom the
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beneficiary; (D) fiduciary and beneficiary, legatee, or heir; (E) 
decedent and decedent's estate; or (F) partner. 

(b) CIRCUMSTANCES or ADJUSTMENT.—When a determination un-
der the income tax laws— 

(1) Requires the inclusion in gross income of an item which 
was erroneously included in the gross income of the taxpayer for 
another taxable year or in the gross income of a related taxpayer; 
or 

(2) Allows a deduction or credit which was erroneously allowed 
to the taxpayer for another taxable year or to a related taxpayer; 
or 

(3) Requires the exclusion from gross income of an item with 
respect to which tax was paid and which was erroneously excluded 
or omitted from the gross income of the taxpayer for another tax-
able year or from the gross income of a related taxpayer; or 

(4) Allows or disallows any of the additional deductions allow-
able in computing the net income of estates or trusts, or requires 
or denies any of the inclusions in the computation of net income 

i of beneficiaries, heirs, or legatees, specified n section 162 (b) and 
(c) of chapter 1, and corresponding sections of prior revenue Acts, 
and the correlative inclusion or deduction, as the case may be, has 
been erroneously excluded, omitted, or included, or disallowed, 
omitted, or allowed, as the case may be, in respect of the related 
taxpayer • or 

(5) Determines the basis of property for depletion, exhaustion, 
wear and tear, or obsolescence, or for gain or loss on a sale or 
exchange, and in respect of any transaction upon which such 
basis depends there was an erroneous inclusion in or omission 
from the gross income of, or an erroneous recognition or nonrec-
ognition of gain or loss to, the taxpayer or any person who ac-
quired title to such property in such transaction and from whom 
mediately or immediately the taxpayer derived title subsequent 
to such transaction— 

and, on the date the determination becomes final, correction of the 
effect of the error is prevented by the operation (whether before, on, 
or after May 28, 1938) of any provision of the internal-revenue 
laws other than this section and other than section 3761 (relating 
to compromises), then the effect of the error shall be corrected by 
an adjustment made under this section. Such adjustment shall 
be made only if there is adopted in the determination a position 
maintained by the Commissioner (in case the amount of the ad-
justment would be refunded or credited in the same manner as an 
overpayment under subsection (c) ) or by the taxpayer with respect 
to whom the determination is made (in case the amount of the ad-
justment would be assessed and collected in the same manner as a 
deficiency under subsection (c) ), which position is inconsistent with 
the erroneous inclusion, exclusion, omission, allowance, disallowance, 
recognition, or nonrecognition, as the case may be. In case the 
amount of the adjustment would be assessed and collected in the same 
manner as a deficiency, the adjustment shall not be made with re-
spect to a related taxpayer unless he stands in such relationship to 
the taxpayer at the time the latter first maintains the inconsistent 
position in a return, claim for refund, or petition (or amended peti-
tion) to the Board of Tax Appeals for the taxable year with respect 
to which the determination is made, or if such position is not so 
maintained, then at the time of the determination. 

(C) METHOD or ADJUSTMENT.—The adjustment authorized in sub-
section (b) shall be made by assessing and collecting, or refunding or 
crediting, the amount thereof, to be ascertained as provided in sub-
section (d), in the same manner as if it were a deficiency determined 
by the Commissioner with respect to the taxpayer as to whom the 
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error was made or an overpayment claimed by such taxpayer, as the
case may be, for the taxable year with respect to which the error was
made, and as if on the date of the determination specified in subsec-
tion (b) one year remained before the expiration of the periods of
limitation upon assessment or filing claim for refund for such taxable
year.

(d) ASCERTAINMENT OF AMOUNT OF ADJUSTMENT.-In computing
the amount of an adjustment under this section there shall first be
ascertained the tax previously determined for the taxable year with
respect to which the error was made. The amount of the tax previ-
ously determined shall be (1) the tax shown by the taxpayer, with
respect to whom the error was made, upon his return for such taxable
year, increased by the amounts previously assessed (or collected with-
out assessment) as deficiencies, and decreased by the amounts previ-
ously abated, credited, refunded, or otherwise repaid in respect of
such tax; or (2) if no amount was shown as the tax by such tax-
payer upon his return, or if no return was made by such taxpayer,
then the amounts previously assessed (or collected without assess-
ment) as deficiencies, but such amounts previously assessed, or col-
lected without assessment, shall be decreased by the amounts pre-
viously abated, credited, refunded, or otherwise repaid in respect of
such tax. There shall then be ascertained the increase or decrease
in the tax previously determined which results solely from the cor-
rect exclusion, inclusion, allowance, disallowance, recognition, or non-
recognition, of the item, inclusion, deduction, credit, gain, or loss,
which was the subject of the error. The amount so ascertained (to-
gether with any amounts wrongfully collected, as additions to the
tax or interest, as a result of such error) shall be the amount of the
adjustment under this section.

(e) ADJUSTMENT UNAFFECIED BY OTHER ITEMS, ETC.-The amount
to be assessed and collected in the same manner as a deficiency, or
to be refunded or credited in the same manner as an overpayment,
under this section, shall not be diminished by any credit or set-off
based upon any item, inclusion, deduction, credit, exemption, gain,
or loss other than the one which was the subject of the error. Such
amount, if paid, shall not be recovered by a claim or suit for refund
or suit for erroneous refund based upon any item, inclusion, deduc-
tion, credit, exemption, gain, or loss other than the one which was
the subject of the error.

(f) No ADJUSTMENT FOR YEARS PRIOR TO 1932.-No adjustment
shall be made under this section in respect of any taxable year
beginning prior to January 1, 1932.
SEC. 3802. SEPARABILITY CLAUSE.

If any provision of this title, or the application thereof to any
person or circumstances, is held invalid, the remainder of the title,
and the application of such provisions to other persons or circum-
stances, shall not be affected thereby.
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error was made or an overpayment claimed by such taxpayer, as the 
case may be, for the taxable year with respect to which the error was 
made, and as if on the date of the determination specified in subsec-
tion (b) one year remained before the expiration of the periods of 
limitation upon assessment or filing claim for refund for such taxable 
year. 

(d) ASCERTAINMENT OF AMOUNT OF ADJUSTMENT.—Ill computing 
the amount of an adjustment under this section there shall first be 
ascertained the tax previously determined for the taxable year with 
respect to which the error was made. The amount of the tax previ-
ously determined shall be (1) the tax shown by the taxpayer, with 
respect to whom the error was made? upon his return for such taxable 
year, increased by the amounts previously assessed (or collected with-
out assessment) as deficiencies, and decreased by the amounts previ-
ously abated, credited, refunded, or otherwise repaid in respect of 
such tax; or (2) if no amount was shown as the tax by such tax-
payer upon his return, or if no return was made by such taxpayer, 
then the amounts previously assessed (or collected without assess-
ment) as deficiencies, but such amounts previously assessed, or col-
lected without assessment, shall be decreased by the amounts pre-
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and the application of such provisions to other persons or circum-
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CHAPTER 39-THE OFFICE OF THE COMMIS-
SIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE

SUBCHAPTER A-THE COMMISSIONER

SEC. 3900. APPOINTMENT AND SALARY.
There shall be in the Department of the Treasury a Commissioner

of Internal Revenue, who shall be appointed by the President, by
and with the advice and consent of the Senate, and shall be entitled
to a salary of $10,000 a year.
SEC. 3901. POWERS AND DUTIES.

(a) ASSESSMENT AND COLLECTION.-The Commissioner, under the
direction of the Secretary-

(1) GENERAL SUPERINTENDENCE.-Shall have general superin-
tendence of the assessment and collection of all taxes imposed by
any law providing internal revenue; and

(2) REGULATIONS, FORMS, STAMPS, AND DIES.-Shall prepare and
distribute all the instructions, regulations, directions, forms, blanks,
stamps, and other matters pertaining to the assessment and collec-
tion of internal revenue; and shall provide hydrometers, and proper
and sufficient adhesive stamps and stamps or dies for expressing
and denoting the several stamp taxes, or, in the case of percentage
taxes, the amount thereof; and alter and renew or replace such
stamps from time to time, as occasion may require.
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(3) ESTIMATE OF EXPENSE.-The Commissioner shall estimate in

detail by collection districts the expense of assessing and the ex-
pense of the collection of internal revenue.
(b) DETAIL OF PERSONNEL FROM FIELD SERVICE.-

(1) IN GENERAL.-The Commissioner may order any officer or
employee of the internal revenue service engaged in field work to
duty with the Bureau of Internal Revenue in the District of Co-
lumbia, for such periods as the Secretary may prescribe, and to any
designated post of duty outside the District of Columbia, upon
the completion of such duty.

(2) REVENUE AGENTS.-Nothing in section 6 of the Act of June
22, 1906, c. 3514, 34 Stat. 449 (U. S. C., Title 5, § 39) shall be con-
strued to prevent the Commissioner from detailing one revenue
agent for duty in his office.

SUBCHAPTER B-THE ASSISTANT TO THE
COMMISSIONER

SEC. 3905. APPOINTMENT.
There shall be in the Bureau of Internal Revenue one Assistant to

the Commissioner, who shall be appointed by the President, by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate.
SEC. 3906. DUTIES.

The Assistant to the Commissioner shall perform such duties as
may be prescribed by the Commissioner or required by law.

SUBCHAPTER C-SPECIAL DEPUTY COMMISSIONER

SEC. 3910. APPOINTMENT.
There shall be in the Bureau of Internal Revenue one Special

Deputy Commissioner, who shall be appointed by the President, by
and with the advice and consent of the Senate.
SEC. 3911. DUTIES.

The Special Deputy Commissioner shall perform such duties as
may be prescribed by the Commissioner or required by law.

SUBCHAPTER D-DEPUTY COMMISSIONERS

SEC. 3915. EMPLOYMENT.
There may be employed in the Bureau of Internal Revenue five

deputy commissioners.
SEC. 3916. DUTIES.

(a) IN GENERAL.-The Commissioner is authorized to assign to
deputy commissioners such duties as he may prescribe.

(b) To ACT AS COMMISSIONER.-The Secretary may designate any
deputy commissioner to act as Commissioner during the Commis-
sioner's absence.

SUBCHAPTER E-CHEMISTS AND MICROSCOPISTS

SEC. 3920. APPOINTMENT OF ANALYTICAL CHEMIST AND MICRO-
SCOPIST.

There shall be in the office of the Commissioner an analytical
chemist and a microscopist, who shall each be appointed by the
Secretary.
SEC 392L EMPLOYMENT OF ADDITIONAL CHEMISTS AND MICRO-

SCOPISTS.
The Commissioner may, whenever in his judgment the necessities

of the service so require, employ chemists and microscopists.
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CHAPTER 40-THE OFFICES OF GENERAL COUNSEL
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
AND ASSISTANT GENERAL COUNSEL FOR THE
BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE

SEC. 3930. GENERAL COUNSEL-APPOINTMENT, SALARY, AND DUTIES.
(a) There shall be in the Department of the Treasury the office

of General Counsel for the Department of the Treasury (hereinafter
in this chapter referred to as the "General Counsel"). The General
Counsel shall be appointed by the President, by and with the advice
and consent of the Senate, and shall receive compensation at the rate
of $10,000 per annum. The General Counsel shall be the chief law
officer of the Department, and shall perform such duties in respect
of the legal activities thereof as may be prescribed by the Secretary
or required by law.

(b) The General Counsel shall have such powers, duties, and func-
tions as were formerly vested in and exercised by the offices of Gen-
eral Counsel for the Bureau of Internal Revenue, Assistant General
Counsel for the Bureau of Internal Revenue, Solicitor of the Treas-
ury, and Assistant Solicitor of the Treasury.
SEC. 3931. ASSISTANT GENERAL COUNSEL-APPOINTMENT, SALARIES,

AND DUTIES.
(a) The President is authorized to appoint, by and with the advice

and consent of the Senate, an Assistant General Counsel for the
Bureau of Internal Revenue and to fix his compensation at a rate
not in excess of $10,000 per annum. The Secretary may appoint and
fix the duties of such other Assistant General Counsel (not to exceed
five) and such other officers and employees as he may deem necessary
to assist the General Counsel in the performance of his duties.

(b) The Secretary may designate one of the Assistant General
Counsel to act as the General Counsel during the absence of the
General Counsel. The General Counsel, with the approval of the
Secretary, is authorized to delegate to any Assistant General Counsel
any authority, duty, or function which the General Counsel is author-
ized or required to exercise or perform.

(c) The Assistant General Counsel appointed by the Secretary
may be appointed and compensated without regard to the provisions
of the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, and the Civil Service
laws and shall receive compensation at such rate (not in excess of
$10,000 per annum) as maybe fixed by the Secretary.
SEC. 3932. FUNCTIONS OF DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE UNAFFECTED.

Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to affect the duties
powers, or functions imposed upon, or vested in the Department of
Justice, or any officer thereof, by law existing on May 10, 1934.
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CHAPTER 41-COLLECTORS OF INTERNAL
REVENUE

SUBCHAPTER A-APPOINTMENT, COMPENSATION,
AND BOND

SEC. 3940. NUMBER
The whole number of collectors of internal revenue shall not exceed

sixty-five.
SEC. 3941. APPOINTMENT.

(a) IN GENERAL.-The President, by and with the advice and con-
sent of the Senate, shall appoint for each collection district a collector,
who shall be a resident of the same.

(b) CONSOLIDATION OF COLLECTION DIsrm cTrs.-When two or more
collection districts are united by the President, he may designate
from among the existing officers of such districts one collector for the
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COLLECTORS OF INTERNAL REVENUE 481
new district, or, at his discretion, he may make a new appointment
of such officer for said district.

(c) RECESS OF SENATE.-
For commissions to fill vacancies occurring during recess of Senate,

see section 3944 (c) (1).

(d) CRoss REFERENCE.-
For establishment, alteration, and number of collection districts, see

section 3650.

SEC. 3942. SUSPENSION.
(a) AUTHORITY.-Collectors may be suspended by the Commis-

sioner for fraud, or gross neglect of duty, or abuse of power.
(b) PROCEDURE.-In case of the suspension of a collector, under the

power conferred in subsection (a), the Commissioner shall, as soon
thereafter as practicable, report the case to the President through the
Secretary for such action as he may deem proper.
SEC. 3943. BONDS.

(a) ORIGINAL ExEcUToN.-Every collector, before entering upon
the duties of his office, shall execute a bond for such amount as may
be prescribed by the Commissioner, under the direction of the Secre-
tary, with not less than five sureties, to be approved by the General
Counsel for the Department of the Treasury, conditioned that said
collector shall faithfully perform the duties of his office according to
law, and shall justly and faithfully account for and pay over to the
United States, in compliance with the order or regulations of the
Secretary, all public moneys which may come into his hands or
possession.

(b) RENEWAL.-Every collector shall, from time to time, renew,
strengthen, and increase his official bond, as the Secretary may direct,
with such further conditions as the said Commissioner shall pre-
scribe.

(c) SUBsTIrrTUTN.-Every collector shall execute a new bond
whenever required so to do by the Secretary, with such conditions as
may be required by law or prescribed by the Commissioner, with not
less than five sureties; which new bond shall be in lieu of any former
bond or bonds of such collector in respect to all liabilities accruing
after the date of its approval by the General Counsel for the Depart-
ment of the Treasury.

(d) FILING.-Said bonds shall be transmitted to the Secretary and
filed as he may direct.
SEC. 3944. SALARIES AND OFFICE EXPENSES ALLOWED.

(a) ALLowANcE.-Allowances shall be made by the Secretary, upon
the recommendation of the Commissioner, for salary and office ex-
penses of collectors: Provided, That the Secretary, on the recommen-
dation of the Commissioner, be authorized to make such further al-
lowances, from time to time, as may be reasonable, in cases in which,
from the territorial extent of the district, or from the amount of
internal revenue taxes collected, it may seem just to make such allow-
ances; but no such allowance shall be made if more than one year has
elapsed since the close of the fiscal year in which the services were
rendered.

(b) ADJUSTMENT AND LrMT OF SALARIES.-The salaries of collectors
may be readjusted and increased under such regulations as may be
prescribed by the Commissioner, subject to the approval of the Sec-
retary, but no collector shall receive a salary in excess of $7,500 per
year.

(c) PREREQSITES TO PAYMENT-
(1) CONFIRMATION BY SENATE.-NO collector shall be entitled to

any portion of the salary pertaining to the office unless he shall
have been confirmed by the Senate, except in cases of commissions
to fill vacancies occurring during the recess of the Senate.
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(2) CERTIFICATE OF COMMISSIONER.-No payment shall be made
to collectors on account of salaries or office expenses, without the
certificate of the Commissioner that all reports required by law
or regulation have been received, or that a satisfactory explana-
tion has been rendered to him of the cause of delay.
(d) OBSERVANCE OF FISCAL YEAR.-In adjusting the accounts of col-

lectors, and in the payment of their compensation for services, the
fiscal year of the Treasury shall be observed.
SEC. 3945. PAYMENT OF ADVERTISING, STATIONERY, AND POSTAGE

EXPENSES.
There shall be paid, after the account thereof has been rendered to

and approved by the General Accounting Office, to each collector, his
necessary and reasonable charges for advertising, stationery, and
blank books used in the performance of his official duties, and for
postage actually paid on letters and documents received or sent and
exclusively relating to official business, but no such account shall be
approved or allowed unless it states the date and the particular items
of every such expenditure, and shall be verified by the oath of the
collector.

SUBCHAPTER B-ACCOUNTS, RECORDS, AND REPORTS

SEC. 3950. CHARGES AND CREDITS.
(a) CHARGEs.-Every collector shall be charged with-

(1) TAXEs.-The whole amount of taxes, whether contained in
lists transmitted to him by the Commissioner, or by other collec-
tors, or delivered to him by his predecessor in office, and the addi-
tions thereto;

a2) STAMPS.-The par value of all stamps deposited with him;

(3) MONEYs.-All moneys collected for penalties, forfeitures,
fees, or costs.
(b) CREDrrs.-Every collector shall be credited with-

(1) PAYMENTS INTO TREAsURY.-All payments into the Treasury
made as provided by law;

(2) RETURNED STAMPS.-All stamps returned by him uncancelled
to the Treasury;

(3) TAXES TRANSMITTED TO OTHER COLLECTRS.--The amount of
taxes contained in the lists transmitted in the manner provided
in section 3651 (b) to other collectors, and by them receipted as
therein provided;

(4) TAXES OF INSOLVENT OR ABSCONDED PERSONs.-The amount of
the taxes of such persons as may have absconded or become insol-
vent, prior to the day when the tax ought, according to the provi-
sions of law, to have been collected;

(5) UNCOLLECTED TAXES TRANSFERRED TO suCCESSOR.-All uncol-
lected taxes transferred by him or by his deputy acting as collector
to his successor in office: Provided, That it shall be proved to the
satisfaction of the Commissioner, who shall certify the facts to
the General Accounting Office, that due diligence was used by the
collector; and

(6) PROPERTY PURCHASED FOR UNITED STATES.-The amount of
all property purchased by him for the use of the United States,
provided he faithfully account for and pay over the proceeds
thereof upon a resale of the same as required by law.

SEC. 3951. QUARTERLY REVENUE ACCOUNT.
Collectors shall render their revenue accounts quarterly.

SEC. 3952 MONTHLY COLLECTION STATEMENT.
Every collector shall, at the expiration of each month after he com-

mences his collections, transmit to the Commissioner a statement of
the collections made by him within the month.
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SEC. 3953. MONTHLY ACCOUNT OF GOODS IN BOND.
(a) GooDS STORED IN BoND.-Every collector who has charge of

any warehouse in which distilled spirits or articles are stored in bond
shall render a monthly account of all such articles to the Commis-
sioner, by whom such account shall be examined and adjusted
monthly, so as to exhibit a true statement of the responsibility of
such collector thereon. In adjusting such account, the collector
shall be charged with all the articles which may have been deposited
or received under the provisions of law, in any warehouse in his dis-
trict and under his control, and shall be credited with all such articles
shown to have been removed therefrom according to law, including
transfers to other collectors and to his successor in office, and also
whatever allowances may have been made in accordance with law to
any owner of such goods or articles for leakage or other losses.

(b) DISTILLED SPIRITS, TOBACCO, SNUFF, AND CIGARS SHIPPED IN
BoND.-Every collector from whose district any distilled spirits, to-
bacco, snuff, or cigars are shipped in bond, under the provisions of
this title, shall render a monthly account of the same to the Commis-
sioner, showing the amount of each article produced and shipped in
bond, the amounts of which the exportation is completed according
to law, and the amount remaining unaccounted for at the end of
each month; also any excesses or deficiencies on the amount originally
reported as shipped.

(c) TRANSFER OF POWERS AND DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents

in respect to distilled spirits, see section 3170.

SEC. 3954. OTHER ACCOUNTS.
For provisions relating to-
Accounts in general-Monthly rendition, see R. S. 3622 as amended

by Act of July 31, 1894, c. 174, § 12, 28 Stat. 209 and June 10, 1921,
c. 18, § 304, 42 Stat. 24 (U. S. C., Title 31, § 496); period for transmis-
sion to Washington, see Act of July 31, 1894, c. 174, § 12, 28 Stat. 209 as
amended by Act of March 2, 1895, c. 177, § 4, 28 Stat. 807 and June
10, 1921, c. 18, § 304, 42 Stat. 24 (U. S. C., Title 31, § 78); entry of each
receipt and payment, see R. S. 3643 (U. S. C., Title 31, § 525) ; allocation
to appropriation, see R. S. 3623 (U. S. C., Title 31, § 498); delinquency
in rendition, see section 3975.

Account of taxes and penalties assessed, see section 3641.

SEC. 3955. REPORTS CONCERNING MISCONDUCT OF OFFICERS AND
AGENTS.

It shall be the duty of every collector to report to the Commissioner
in writing any neglect of duty, incompetency, delinquency, or mal-
feasance in office of any internal revenue officer or agent of which he
may obtain knowledge, with a statement of all the facts in each case,
and any evidence sustaining the same.

SUBCHAPTER C-POWERS AND DUTIES

SEC. 3960. SUPERINTENDENCE OF EXPORTS AND DRAWBACKS.
In any port of the United States where there is more than one col-

lector of internal revenue, the Secretary may designate one of them to
have charge of all matters relating to the exportation of articles sub-
ject to tax under internal revenue laws; and at any port where he
may deem it necessary, there shall be appointed by him an officer to
superintend all matters of exportation and drawback, under the direc-
tion of the collector. The compensation of the officer last named
shall be prescribed by the Secretary. At any port where there is no
superintendent of exports, all the duties and services required of such
officers shall be performed by the collector of internal revenue desig-
nated to have charge of exportation. All the books, papers, and
documents in the bureau of drawbacks in the respective ports, relat-
ing to the drawback of taxes paid under the internal revenue law,
shall be delivered to the collector in charge of exportation.
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SEC. 3961. COLLECTION.
For provisions relating to-
Authority to collect-Taxes generally, see section 3651 (a) (1);

taxes certified by Commissioner, see section 3641; taxes certified by
another collector, see section 3651 (b).

Enforcement of law and regulations, see section 3654 (a).
Distraint, see subchapter C of chapter 36.
Seizure and forfeiture, see subchapter D of chapter 36.
Responsibility for acts or omissions of deputy collectors, see section

3654 (b).
SEC. 3962. COMPLETION OF COLLECTIONS.

(a) ACCOUNTS GENERALLY.-Every collector shall complete the
collection of all sums assigned to him for collection and shall pay
over the same into the Treasury.

(b) PREDECESSOR COLLECTOR'S ACCOUNTS.-In case of the death
resignation or removal of any collector, all lists and accounts of
taxes uncollected shall be transferred to his successor in office as soon
as such successor is appointed and qualified, and it shall be the duty
of such successor to collect the same.

SEC. 3963. STAMP SUPPLY.
For provisions relating to-
Tobacco and snuff, see section 2103.
Cigars and cigarettes, see section 2112 (c).
Playing cards, see section 1832.

SEC. 3964. INFORMATION AND RETURNS.
For provisions relating to-
Convass of districts for taxable persons and objects, see section 3600.
Entry of premises for examination of taxable objects, see section

3601 (a).
Preparation and execution of lists or returns for taxpayer, see

sections 3611 (a) (2), 3612, and 3613.
Notice requiring list or return, see section 3611 (c).
Extension of time for filing miscellaneous tax returns, see section

3634.

SEC. 3965. ADMINISTRATION OF OATHS AND TAKING OF TESTIMONY.
(a) IN GEmERtA

See section 3632.

(b) OATHS TO EXPENSE ACCOUNTs.-Collectors are required, em-
powered, and authorized, when requested, to administer oaths,
required by law or otherwise, to accounts for travel or other expenses
against the United States, with like force and effect as officers having
a seal; for such services when so rendered no charge shall be made;
and no fee or money paid for the services herein described shall be
paid or reimbursed by the United States.

SEC. 3966. TOBACCO, SNUFF, CIGARS, AND CIGARETTES.
For provisions relating to-
Approval of bonds-Tobacco and snuff manufacturers, see section

2013; cigar and cigarette manufacturers, see section 2033; leaf to-
bacco dealers, see section 2053; peddlers, see section 2073.

Issuance of certificates-Tobacco and snuff manufacturers, see sec-
tion 2014; leaf tobacco dealers, see section 2054; peddlers, see section
2074.

Assignment of factory or trade number-Tobacco and snuff manu-
facturers, see section 2016; cigar and cigarette manufacturers, see
section 2035; leaf tobacco dealers, see section 2054.

Examination of inventory-Tobacco and snuff manufacturers, see
section 2017; cigar and cigarette manufacturers, see section 2036.

Examination of sales statements of dealers, see section 2058

SEC. 3967. PROHIBITION UPON DISCHARGE OF ANOTHER COLLECTOR'S
DUTIES.

No collector shall be detailed or authorized to discharge any duty
imposed by law upon any other collector.
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SUBCHAPTER D-COVERING OF COLLECTIONS INTO
THE TREASURY

SEC. 3970. DEPOSITORIES FOR COLLECTIONS
The Secretary is authorized to designate one or more depositories

in each State, for the deposit and safe-keeping of the money collected
by virtue of the internal revenue laws; and the receipt of the proper
officer of such depository to a collector for the money deposited by
him shall be a sufficient voucher for such collector in the settlement
of his accounts at the Treasury Department.
SEC. 3971. DEPOSIT OF COLLECTIONS.

(a) GENERAL RULE.-Except as provided in subsection (b), the
gross amount of all taxes and revenues received under the provisions
of this title, and collections of whatever nature received or collected
by authority of any internal revenue law, shall be paid daily into
the Treasury of the United States under instructions of the Secretary
as internal revenue collections, by the officer receiving or collecting
the same, without any abatement or deduction on account of salary,
compensation, fees, costs, charges, expenses, or claims of any descrip-
tion. A certificate of such payment, stating the name of the de-
positor and the specific account on which the deposit was made,
signed by the Treasurer, designated depositary, or proper officer of
a deposit bank, shall be transmitted to the Commissioner.

(b) ExcEprToNs.-
(1) SrUM OFFERED IN COMPROMISE.-Sums offered in compromise

under the provisions of section 3761;
(2) SUMS OFFERED FOR PURCHASE OF REAL ESTATE.-Sums offered

for the purchase of real estate under the provisions of section 3795;
and

(3) SURPLUS PROCEEDS IN DISTRAINT SALES.-Surplus proceeds in
any distraint sale, after making allowance for the amount of the
tax, interest, penalties, and additions thereto, and for costs and
charges of the distraint and sale-shall be deposited with the
Treasurer of the United States in a special deposit account in the
name of the collector making the deposit. Upon acceptance of
such offer in compromise or offer for the purchase of such real
estate, the amount so accepted shall be withldrawn by the collector
from his special deposit account with the Treasurer of the United
States and deposited in the Treasury of the United States as in-
ternal revenue collections. Upon the rejection of any such offer,
the Commissioner shall authorize the collector, through whom the
amount of such offer was submitted, to refund to the maker of such
offer the amount thereof. In the case of surplus proceeds from
distraint sales the Commissioner shall, upon application and sat-
isfactory proof in support thereof, authorize the collector through
whom the amount was received to refund the same to the person or
persons legally entitled thereto.

SUBCHAPTER E-DISTRAINT AGAINST DELINQUENT
COLLECTOR

SEC. 3975. WARRANT OF DISTRESS.
When any collector fails either to collect or to render his account, or

to pay over in the manner or within the times provided by law, the
General Accounting Office shall, immediately after evidence of such
delinquency, report the same to the General Counsel for the Treasury
Department, who shall issue a warrant of distress against such de-
linquent collector, directed to the marshal of the district, expressing
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therein the amount with which the said collector is chargeable, and
the sums, if any, which have been paid over by him, so far as the
same are ascertainable.
SEC. 3976. SALE OF PERSONAL PROPERTY.

(a) AUTHORIZATION AND PROCEDURE.-The said marshal shall, him-
self, or by his deputy, immediately proceed to levy and collect the
sum which may remain due, with 5 per centum thereon, and all the
expenses and charges of collection, by distress and sale of the goods
and chattels, or any personal effects of the delinquent collector, giving
at least five days' notice of the time and place of sale, in the manner
provided by law for advertising sales of personal property on execu-
tion in the State wherein such collector resides.

(b) BLL OF SALE.-The bill of sale of the officer of any goods,
chattels, or other personal property, distrained and sold as aforesaid,
shall be conclusive evidence of title to the purchaser, and prima facie
evidence of the right of the officer to make such sale, and of the
correctness of his proceedings in selling the same.
SEC 3977. SALE OF REAL PROPERTY.

(a) AUTHORIZATION AND PROCEDURE.-For want of goods and chat-
tels, or other personal effects of such collector, sufficient to satisfy any
warrant of distress, issued as aforesaid, the real estate of such col-
lector, or so much thereof as may be necessary for satisfying the said
warrant, after being advertised for at least three weeks next before
the time of sale, in not less than three public places in the collection
district, and in one newspaper printed in the county or district, if any
there be, shall be sold at public auction by the marshal or his deputy.

(b) DEED OF CONVEYANCE.-Upon such sale, the marshal shall make
and deliver to the purchaser of the premises sold a deed of conveyance
thereof, to be executed and acknowledged in the manner and form pre-
scribed by the laws of the State in which said lands are situated, and
said deed so made shall invest the purchaser with all the title and
interest of the defendant named in said warrant, existing at the time
of the seizure thereof.
SEC. 3978. DISPOSITION OF PROCEEDS OF SALE.

All moneys that may remain of the proceeds of such sale of per-
sonal or real property, after satisfying the said warrant of distress,
and paying the reasonable costs and charges of sale, shall be returned
to the proprietor of the property sold as aforesaid.
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SEC. 3978. DISPOSITION OF PROCEEDS OF SALE. 
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CHAPTER 42-DEPUTY COLLECTORS OF
INTERNAL REVENUE

SEC. 3990. NUMBER, APPOINTMENT, AND COMPENSATION.
Each collector shall be authorized to appoint, by an instrument in

writing under his hand, as many deputies as he may think proper,
to be compensated for their services by such allowances as shall be
made by the Secretary, upon the recommendation of the Commis-
sioner: Provided, That the Secretary, on the recommendation of the
Commissioner, be authorized to make such further allowances, from
time to time, as may be reasonable, in cases in which, from the ter-
ritorial extent of the district, or from the amount of internal rev-
enue taxes collected, it may seem just to make such allowances; but
no such allowance shall be made if more than one year elapsed since
the close of the fiscal year in which the services were rendered.
SEC. 3991. REVOCATION OF APPOINTMENT.

Each collector shall have power to revoke the appointment of any
deputy, giving such notice thereof as the Commissioner may pre-
scribe.
SEC. 3992. BONDS.

Each collector shall have power to require and accept bonds or
other securities from any deputy; and actions upon such bonds may
be brought in any appropriate district court of the United States:
which courts shall have jurisdiction of such actions concurrently with
the courts of the several States.
SEC. 3993. COLLECTION AUTHORITY.

For authority of deputy collector to collect the taxes levied or
assessed within the portion of the district assigned to him, see section
3654 (b).

SEC. 3994. DETAIL TO OTHER COLLECTION DISTRICTS.
(a) ArrTHORIATION.-The Commissioner is authorized to detail

deputy collectors in one district for special duty in other districts.
(b) PAYMENT OF COMPENSATION.-The deputy collectors so de-

tailed shall be paid with respect to the district for which they are
appointed and for which the allowance for their salary and expenses
is made, the same as if all their services had been performed and
expenses incurred in that district.
SEC. 3995. DEPUTY AS ACTING COLLECTOR.

(a) SICKNESS, ABSENCE, OR TEMPORARY DIs.BIA r OF COLuCTOR.--
In case of the sickness or absence of a collector, or in case of his tem-
porary disability to discharge his duties, they shall devolve upon his
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senior deputy, unless he shall have devolved them upon another of
his deputies; and for the official acts or defaults of such deputies
the collector and his sureties shall be held responsible to the United
States.

(b) VACANCY IN THE OFFICE OF COLLECTOR.-In case of a vacancy
occurring in the office of collector, and until a successor is appointed,
the deputy of such collector senior in service shall discharge all the
duties of collector; and of two or more deputies appointed on the
same day, the one residing nearest the residence of the collector when
the vacancy occurred shall discharge the said duties until another
collector is appointed. When it appears to the Secretary that the
interest of the Government so requires, he may, by his order, direct
the said duties to be performed by such other one of the said deputies
as he may designate.

(c) LIABILITY ON BONDS.-

(1) COLLECTOR's BONDS.-For the official acts and defaults of the
deputy upon whom said duties are devolved, remedy shall be had
on the official bond of the collector, as in other cases.

(2) DEPUTY COLLECTOR'S BOND.-Any bond or security taken
from a deputy by a collector, pursuant to section 3992 of this chap-
ter, shall be available to his legal representatives and sureties to
indemnify them for loss or damage accruing from any act or omis-
sion of duty by the deputy so continuing or succeeding to the duties
of such collector.
(d) SALARY IN CASE OF VACANCY IN COLLECTOR's OFFICE.-Any

deputy collector who has performed or may perform, under authority
of law, the duties of any collector in consequence of a vacancy in
the office of said collector, shall be entitled to receive the salary and
office expenses allowed by the Secretary to such collector. And
such deputy shall not be debarred from receiving such salary and
office expenses by reason of the holding of another Federal office by
said collector during the time for which such deputy acts as collector.
But all payments to such deputy collector shall be upon duly audited
vouchers.
SEC. 3996. RETENTION OF DEPUTIES PENDING APPOINTMENT OF

SUCCESSOR COLLECTOR.
In the case of a vacancy occurring in the office of collector, the

deputies of such collector shall continue to act until his successor
is appointed.
SEC. 3997. ADMINISTRATION OF OATHS.

For authority of deputy collectors to administer oaths, see section
8632
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CHAPTER 43-INTERNAL REVENUE AGENTS
SEC. 4000. APPOINTMENT.

The Commissioner may, whenever in his judgment the necessities
of the service so require, employ competent agents, who shall be
known and designated as internal revenue agents, and, except as
provided for in this title, no general or special agent or inspector of
the Treasury Department in connection with internal revenue, by
whatever designation he may be known, shall be appointed, commis-
sioned, or employed.
SEC. 4001. ASSIGNMENT TO DUTY.

The Commissioner may, at his discretion, assign any agent whose
employment is authorized by the preceding section to duty under the
direction of any officer of internal revenue, or to such other special
duty as he may deem necessary.
SEC. 4002. POST OF DUTY.

(a) IN GENERAL.-
For authority of Commissioner to determine and designate the posts

of duty of employees of the internal revenue service engaged in field
work or traveling, see section 4040.

(b) DrrT IN WASHINGTON.-
For authority of Commissioner to assign internal-revenue agents to

duty in Washington, see section 3901 (b).

SEC 4003. POWERS AND DUTIES.
(a) ENTRY OF PREMISES FOR EXAMINATION OF TAXABLE OBJECTS.-

The agents whose employment is authorized by this chapter shall
have all the powers of entry and examination conferred upon any
officer of internal revenue by section 3601 and sections 2828, 2839, and
2857, and all the provisions of said sections, including those imposing
fines, forfeitures, penalties, or other punishments for the enforce-
ment thereof, shall be applicable to the action of internal-revenue
agents, in the same manner as if such agents were specially named
in each of said sections.

(b) REPoRT OF DELINQUENCY OR MALFEASANCE OF OFFICERS OR
AGENTS.-It shall be the duty of every internal revenue agent to
report to the Commissioner in writing any neglect of duty, incom-
petency, delinquency, or malfeasance in office of any internal revenue
officer or agent of which he may obtain knowledge, with a statement
of all the facts in each case, and any evidence sustaining the same.

(c) ENFORCEMENT OF LAW AND REGULATIONS.-
For provisions requiring internal-revenue agents to see that all laws

and regulations relating to the collection of internal-revenue taxes are
complied with, see section 3654 (c).
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(d) ADMINISTATION OF OATHS.-
For authority of internal-revenue agents to administer oaths, see

section 3632 (a) (1).

(e) INSPECTION OF CERTIICATE OF PEDDLER OF TOBACCO.-
For authority of internal-revenue agents to demand production of

and inspect the collector's certificate for peddlers of tobacco, see section
2192.
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CHAPTER 44-STOREKEEPER-GAUGERS
SEC. 4010. APPOINTMENT AND BOND.

(a) REQUIREMENT.-There shall be appointed by the Secretary
such number of storekeeper-gaugers as may be necessary, who shall
each take an oath faithfully to perform his duties, and shall give
bond, with one or more sureties, satisfactory to the Commissioner,
for the faithful discharge of the duties assigned to him by law or
regulations; and the penal sum of said bond shall not be less than
$5,000, and said bond shall be renewed or strengthened as the Com-
missioner may require.

(b) TRANSFER OF POWERS AND DITIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents.

see section 3170.

SEC. 4011. COMPENSATION.
(a) SALARY.-All storekeeper-gaugers shall be full-time employees,

paid upon a per annum basis. No person who was employed as a
storekeeper-gauger on April 1, 1929, shall be paid at a rate less than
the rate upon which his per diem compensation was based at such
time; and no person entering upon such employment after such time
shall be paid at a rate less than the minimum rate upon which per
diem compensation of storekeeper-gaugers was based on April 1,
1929.

(b) TRAVELING EXPENSES.-Storekeeper-gaugers, when traveling
to or from assignments, or when transferred from one assignment to
another, either in the same district or in different districts, shall
receive actual and necessary traveling expenses.

(c) SUBSISTENCE.-
For subsistence allowed, see section 4012.

SEC. 4012. POST OF DUTY.
(a) PRINCIPAL STATION.-The Commissioner shall designate for each

storekeeper-gauger a principal station, which shall be held to be the
designated post of duty of such employee for the purposes of the
Subsistence Expense Act of 1926, c. 457, 44 Stat. 688 (U. S. C., Title 5,
c. 16) as amended, and which shall, wherever practicable, be at or
near the place of bona fide residence of such employee. Such prin-
cipal station may be changed from time to time by the Commissioner
as circumstances may require. A storekeeper-gauger, when on detail
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in emergency cases or assignments in the administrative district
wherein he is regularly commissioned, shall be allowed subsistence,
as well as when detailed for special duty in any other or outside
district.

(b) TRANSFER OF POWERS AND DUTES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

see section 3170.

SEC. 4013. ASSIGNMENT.
(a) To BONDED WAREHOUSES.-One or more storekeeper-gaugers

shall be assigned by the Commissioner to every internal revenue
bonded warehouse established by law.

(b) To FRUIT DISTmLLEIES AND WINERIES.-
For authority to assign a storekeeper-gauger to a fruit distillery or

winery, see section 3042.
(c) To SPECIAL DUTY.-Storekeeper-gaugers, when not employed

upon their regular duties, may be assigned to such duties as the Com-
missioner shall designate.

(d) TRANSFER OF POWERS AND DTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

in respect to liquor, see section 3170.

SEC. 4014. TRANSFER.
(a) ATrHoIIzATIoN.-The Commissioner may transfer any store-

keeper-gauger from one distillery, warehouse, or other place of duty,
or from one collection district to another.

(b) TRANSFER Or POWERS AND DUTES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

in respect to liquor, see section 3170.

SEC. 4015. DETAIL TO OTHER DISTRICTS.
(a) AUTHORIZATION.-The Commissioner is authorized to detail

storekeeper-gaugers appointed in one district for special or regular
duty in other districts.

(b) AccouNTs.-The accounts of storekeeper-gaugers so detailed
shall be adjusted and paid in the district where they are appointed
the same as if assigned to regular duty, without regard to the number
of districts in which they may have been employed in any one
month, the same as if all their services had been performed and
expenses incurred in the district in which appointed, and the order
of the Commissioner transferring storekeeper-gaugers to special work
shall be accepted by the General Accounting Office as full authority
for proper expenses incurred by said storekeeper-gaugers while so
assigned.

(c) TRANSFER OF POWERS AND DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

in respect to liquor, see section 3170.

SEC. 4016. SUSPENSION.
(a) AUTHoRIZATroN.-The Commissioner may, by notice in writing,

suspend from duty any storekeeper-gauger.
(b) TRANSFER OF POWERS AND DUTIES.-

For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,
in respect to liquor, see section 3170.

SEC. 4017. DAILY GAUGING RETURN.
(a) REQUIREMENT.-Every storekeeper-gauger shall, under such

regulations as may be prescribed by the Commissioner, make a daily
return to the collector of his district giving a true account in detail
of all articles gauged and proved or inspected by him, and for whom,
and the number and kind of stamps used by him.

(b) TRANFER OF POWERS AND DUTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

in respect to liquor, see section 3170.
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SEC. 4018. ENGAGEMENT IN OTHER BUSINESS.
No storekeeper-gauger shall be engaged in any other business while

in the service of the United States, without the written permission of
the Commissioner.
SEC. 4019. LEAVE OF ABSENCE.

The general provisions of law relating to annual leave of absence
and sick leave of employees in the executive departments shall apply
to storekeeper-gaugers.
SEC. 4020. TEMPORARY CHARGE OF WAREHOUSES.

(a) ArmoORIzATIoN.-In case of the absence by reason of sickness
or other cause of any storekeeper-gauger assigned to an internal rev-
enue bonded warehouse under subsection (a) of section 4013, the
collector having control of the warehouse may designate a person to
have temporary charge thereof, who shall, during such absence, per-
form the duties and receive the pay of the storekeeper-gauger for the
time he may be so employed, and shall for any violation of the law
be subject to the same punishment as storekeeper-gaugers.

(b) TRANsFER OF POWERS AND DrTIES.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents

in respect to liquor, see section 3170.
SEC. 4021. PENALTIES.

(a) DELEGATION OF DUTIEs.-Whenever any storekeeper-gauger
employs any owner, agent, or superintendent of any distillery or
internal revenue bonded warehouse, or any person in the service of
such owner, agent, or superintendent, or any rectifier or wholesale
liquor dealer, or any person in the service of such rectifier or wholesale
liquor dealer, to use his brands or to discharge any of the duties
imposed upon him by law, he shall, for each offense so committed, be
subject to a fine of not more than $1,000. This subsection shall not
apply in any case in which the use of the storekeeper-gauger's brand
or the discharge of his duties by another has been directed by the
Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary under authority of
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(b) FRAUDULENT INSPECTION, GAUGING, OR PROOF.-Every store-
keeper-gauger who makes any false or fraudulent inspection, gauging,
or proof, shall pay a penalty of $1,000, and be fined not less than $500
nor more than $5,000, and imprisoned not less than three months nor
more than three years.

(c) UNLAWFUL REMOVAL OF DISTILLED SPIRITS FROM BONDED WARE-
IIOUSE.-

For penalty imposed for unlawfully removing or permitting to be
removed distilled spirits from a bonded warehouse, see section 2913.

SEC. 4022. RULES AND REGULATIONS.
The Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may pre-

scribe such rules and regulations as may be necessary or proper to
carry out the provisions of sections 4011, 4012, 4013 (c), and 4019.
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CHAPTER 45-INTERNAL REVENUE INSPECTORS

SEC. 4030. LIMITATION ON APPOINTMENT.
For limitation on appointment of inspectors, see section 4000.

SEC. 4031. TRANSFER.
(a) AUrTHORIATION.-The Commissioner may transfer any in-

spector from one distillery or other place of duty, or from one
collection district, to another.

(b) TRANSFER OF POWERS AND DUTIE.-
For transfer of powers and duties of Commissioner and his agents,

in respect to liquor, see section 3170.

SEC 4032. SUSPENSION.
The Commissioner may, by notice in writing, suspend from duty

any inspector.

SEC. 4033. ENTRY OF PREMISES FOR EXAMINATION OF TAXABLE
OBJECTS.

For authority of inspectors to enter premises for the examination of
taxable objects, see section 3601.
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CHAPTER 46-MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
SEC. 4040. POSTS OF DUTY OF EMPLOYEES IN FIELD SERVICE OR

TRAVELING.
The Commissioner shall determine and designate the posts of duty

of all employees of the internal revenue service engaged in field work
or traveling on official business outside of the District of Columbia.
SEC. 4041. ISSUE OF INSTRUCTIONS, REGULATIONS, AND FORMS.

(a) IN GENERAL.-The Secretary shall prescribe forms of entries,
oaths, bonds, and other papers, and rules and regulations, not in-
consistent with law, to be used under and in the execution and en-
forcement of the various provisions of the internal revenue laws;
and he shall give such directions to collectors and prescribe such rules
and forms to be observed by them as may be necessary for the proper
execution of the law.

(b) RECEIPT OF UNITED STATES SECtmITrES.-
For authority of the Secretary to issue instructions and regulations

governing the receipt by collectors and others of United States securi-
ties, see R. S. 251 (U. S. C., Title 31, § 427).

SEC. 4042. SUITS FOR DAMAGES BY INTERNAL REVENUE OFFICERS OR
AGENTS.

If any officer appointed under and by virtue of any act to provide
internal revenue, or any person acting under or by authority of any
such officer, shall receive any injury to his person or property, in the
discharge of his duty, under any law of the United States for the
collection of taxes, he shall be entitled to maintain suit for damage
therefor, in the district court of the United States, in the district
wherein the party doing the injury may reside or shall be found.
The provisions of this section shall apply to internal revenue agents
as fully as to internal revenue officers.
SEC. 4043. ACTIONS AGAINST REVENUE OFFICERS.

For authority of revenue officers to have civil suits or criminal
prosecutions commenced against them in a State court transferred to a
district court, see section 33 of the Judicial Code as amended by the
Act of Aug. 23, 1916, c. 399, 39 Stat. 532 (U. S. C., Title 28, § 76).

SEC. 4044 ADMINISTRATION OF OATHS AND TAKING OF TESTIMONY.
For authority of collectors, deputy collectors, internal revenue officers,

and internal revenue agents to administer oaths and take testimony,
see section 3632.

SEC. 4045 SPECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS TO MAKE SEIZURES.
For special authorization by the Commissioner to internal revenue

officers to make seizures, see section 8720 (b).
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SEC. 4046. STATEMENT OF FEES, CHARGES, AND ALLOWANCES.
Every internal revenue officer, whose payment, charges, salary, or

compensation are composed, wholly or in part, of fees, commissions,
allowances, or rewards, from whatever source derived, shall be re-
quired to render to the Commissioner, under regulations to be ap-
proved by the Secretary, a statement under oath setting forth the
entire amount of such fees, commissions, emoluments, or rewards of
whatever nature, or from whatever source received, during the time
for which said statement is rendered; and any false statement know-
ingly and willfully rendered under the requirements of this section
or regulations established in accordance therewith, shall be deemed
willful perjury and punished in the manner provided by law for the
crime of perjury. And any neglect or omission to render such state-
ment when required shall be punished by a fine of not less than $200,
nor more than $500, in the discretion of the court.
SEC. 4047. PENALTIES.

(a) DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION BY OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES OF THE
UNrrED STATES.-

(1) OPERATIONS OF MANUFACTURER OR PRODUCER.--It shall be un-
lawful for any collector, deputy collector, agent, clerk, or other
officer or employee of the United States to divulge or to make
known in any manner whatever not provided by law to any person
the operations, style of work, or apparatus of any manufacturer
or producer visited by him in the discharge of his official duties;
and any offense against the foregoing provision shall be a mis-
demeanor and be punished by a fine not exceeding $1,000 or by
imprisonment not exceeding one year, or both, at the discretion of
the court; and the offender shall be dismissed from office or dis-
charged from employment. The provisions of this paragraph shall
apply to internal revenue agents as fully as to internal revenue
officers.

(2) INCOME TAX DATA.-
For penalty for disclosing income tax data, see section 55 (f) (1).

(b) INTEREST OF INTERNAL REVENUE OFFICER OR AGENT IN TOBACCO
OR LIQUOR PRODUCTION.-Any internal revenue officer or internal rev-
enue agent interested, directly or indirectly, in the manufacture of
tobacco, snuff, or cigars, or in the production, rectification, or redistil-
lation of distilled spirits, shall be dismissed from office; and every
officer or agent so interested in any such manufacture or production,
rectification, or redistillation, or in the production of fermented
liquors, shall be fined not less than $500 nor more than $5,000.

(c) IssUE OF STAMPS BY CoLLECToR BEFORE PAYMENT.-Any col-
lector, or any deputy collector or other employee of, or person
acting for such collector who shall issue any stamp or stamps
indicating the payment of any internal-revenue tax before payment
in full therefor has been made to the officer or person issuing the
same, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be fined
for each stamp thus issued an amount equal to the face value
thereof, in addition to the liability of the collector on his official
bond on account of such stamp; and such collector, deputy collector,
or employee shall be dismissed from office.

(d) DEMAND OR ACCEPTANCE OF BRIBES BY DISTRICT ATToRNErS OR
MARSHALs.-Every district attorney or marshal who demands, or
accepts, or attempts to collect, directly or indirectly, as payment or
gift or otherwise, any sum of money or other property of value for
the compromise, adjustment, or settlement of any charge or com-
plaint for any violation or alleged violation of any provision of
the internal revenue laws, except as expressly authorized by law to
do so, shall be held to be guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be
fined in double the sum or value of the money or property received
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or demanded, and be imprisoned for not less than one nor more
than ten years.

(e) OTHER UNLAwrUL Acrs OF REVENIE OFFICERS OR AGENTS.-
Every officer or agent appointed and acting under the authority
of any revenue law of the United States-

(1) Who is guilty of any extortion or willful oppression under
color of law; or

(2) Who knowingly demands other or greater sums than are
authorized by law, or receives any fee, compensation, or reward,
except as by law prescribed, for the performance of any duty; or

(3) Who willfully neglects to perform any of the duties en-
joined on him by law; or

(4) Who conspires or colludes with any other person to defraud
the United States; or

(5) Who makes opportunity for any person to defraud the
United States; or

(6) Who does or omits to do any act with intent to enable
any other person to defraud the United States; or

(7) Who negligently or designedly permits any violation of the
law by any other person; or

(8) Who makes or signs any false entry in any book, or makes
or signs any false certificate or return, in any case where he is
by law or regulation required to make any entry, certificate, or
return; or

(9) Who, having knowledge or information of the violation
of any revenue law by any person, or of fraud committed by any
person against the United States under any revenue law, fails to
report, in writing, such knowledge or information to his next
superior officer and to the Commissioner; or

(10) Who demands, or accepts, or attempts to collect, directly
or indirectly, as payment or gift, or otherwise, any sum of money
or other thing of value for the compromise, adjustment, or settle-
ment of any charge or complaint for any violation or alleged
violation of law, except as expressly authorized by law so to do-

shall be dismissed from office, shall be fined not less than $1,000 nor
more than $5,000, and be imprisoned not less than six months nor
more than three years. The court shall also render judgment against
the said officer or agent for the amount of damages sustained in favor
of the party injured, to be collected by execution. One half of the
fine so imposed shall be for the use of the United States, and the other
half for the use of the informer, who shall be ascertained by the judg-
ment of the court. The provisions of this subsection shall apply to
internal revenue agents as fully as to internal revenue officers.

(f) CRoss REFERENCES.-
For penalties relating to statements of fees, charges, and allowances,

see section 4046.
For penalty imposed for collecting special tax from persons rectify-

ing on prohibited premises, see section 3250 (f) (2).

SEC. 4048. EXTENDED APPLICATION OF PENALTIES RELATING TO
INTERNAL REVENUE OFFICERS.

All provisions of law imposing fines, penalties, or other punishment
for offenses committed by an internal revenue officer or other officer
of the Department of the Treasury, or under any bureau thereof,
shall apply to all persons whomsoever, employed, appointed, or act-
ing under the authority of any internal revenue law, or any revenue
provision of any law of the United States, when such persons are
designated or acting as officers or deputies, or persons having the
custody or disposition of any public money.
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Subtitle F-The Joint Committee on Internal
Revenue Taxation

TABLE OF CONTENTS

CHAPTER 47-ORGANIZATION AND MEMBERSHIP OF THE JOINT COMMIrrrEE

Sec. 5000. Authorization.
Sec. 5001. Membership.
Sec. 5002. Election of chairman and vice chairman.
Sec. 5003. Appointment and compensation of staff.
Sec. 5004. Payment of expenses.

CHAPTER 47-ORGANIZATION AND MEMBERSHIP
OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE

SEC. 5000. AUTHORIZATION.
There shall be a joint congressional committee known as the Joint

Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation (hereinafter in this subtitle
referred to as the "Joint Committee").
SEC. 5001. MEMBERSHIP.

(a) NUMBER AND SELECTION.-The Joint Committee shall be com-
posed of ten members as follows:

(1) FROM COMMrrTEE ON FINANCE.-Five members who are mem-
bers of the Committee on Finance of the Senate, three from the
majority and two from the minority party, to be chosen by such
Committee; and

(2) FROM COMMITrEE ON WAYS AND MEANS.-Five members who
are members of the Committee on Ways and Means of the House
of Representatives, three from the majority and two from the
minority party, to be chosen by such Committee.
(b) TENURE OF OFFICE.-

(1) GENERAL IMITATION.-No person shall continue to serve as a
member of the Joint Committee after he has ceased to be a member
of the Committee by which he was chosen, except that-

(2) ExcEPTIoN.-The members chosen by the Committee on Ways
and Means who have been reelected to the House of Representatives
may continue to serve as members of the Joint Committee notwith-
standing the expiration of the Congress.
(c) VACANCIES.-A vacancy in the Joint Committee-

(1) EFFECT.-Shall not affect the power of the remaining mem-
bers to execute the functions of the Joint Committee; and

(2) MANNER OF FILLING.-Shall be filled in the same manner as
the original selection, except that-

(A) ADJOURNMENT OR RECESS OF CONORESS.-In case of a vacancy
during an adjournment or recess of Congress for a period of more
than two weeks, the members of the Joint Committee who are
members of the Committee entitled to fill such vacancy may desig-
nate a member of such Committee to serve until his successor is
chosen by such Committee; and
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than two weeks, the members of the Joint Committee who are 
members of the Committee entitled to fill such vacancy may desig-
nate a member of such Committee to serve until his successor is 
chosen by such Committee; and 
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(B) ExPIRATION or CONGRESS.-In the case of a vacancy after
the expiration of a Congress which would be filled by the Com-
mittee on Ways and Means, the members of such Committee who
are continuing to serve as members of the Joint Committee may
designate a person who, immediately prior to such expiration,
was a member of such Committee and who is re-elected to the
House of Representatives, to serve until his successor is chosen
by such Committee.

(d) ALLOWANCEs.-The members shall serve without compensation
in addition to that received for their services as members of Con-
gress; but they shall be reimbursed for travel, subsistence, and other
necessary expenses incurred by them in the performance of the duties
vested in the Joint Committee, other than expenses in connection with
meetings of the Joint Committee held in the District of Columbia
during such times as the Congress is in session.
SEC 5002. ELECTION OF CHAIRMAN AND VICE-CHAIRMAN.

The Joint Committee shall elect a chairman and vice-chairman
from among its members.
SEC. 5003. APPOINTMENT AND COMPENSATION OF STAFF.

The Joint Committee shall have power to appoint and fix the
compensation of a clerk and such experts and clerical, stenographic,
and other assistants as it deems advisable.
SEC. 5004. PAYMENT OF EXPENSES.

The expenses of the Joint Committee shall be paid one-half from
the contingent fund of the Senate and one-half from the contingent
fund of the House of Representatives, upon vouchers signed by the
chairman or the vice-chairman.
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CHAPTER 48-POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE

Sec. 5010. Powers.
Sec. 5011. Duties.

CHAPTER 48-POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE JOINT
COMMITTEE

SEC. 5010. POWERS.

(a) To OBTAIN DATA AND INSPECT INCOME RETURNS.-
For powers of the Joint Committee to obtain and inspect income

returns, see section 55 (d).

(b) RELATING TO HEARINGS AND SESSIONs.-The Joint Committee,
or any subcommittee thereof, is authorized-

(1) To HOLD.-TO hold hearings and to sit and act at such places
and times;

(2) TO REQUIRE ATTENDANCE OF WITNESSES AND PRODUCTION OF
BOOKS.-To require by subpoena (to be issued under the signature
of the chairman or vice-chairman) or otherwise, the attendance of
such witnesses and the production of such books, papers, and
documents;

(3) To ADMINISTER OATHS.-To administer such oaths; and
(4) To TAKE TESTIMONY.-To take such testimony; as it deems

advisable.
(c) To PROCURE PRINTING AND BINDING.-The Joint Committee,

or any subcommittee thereof, is authorized to have such printing
and binding done as it deems advisable.

(d) To MAKE EXPENDITURES.-
(1) GENERAL AUTHORITY.-The Joint Committee, or any subcom-

mittee thereof, is authorized to make such expenditures as it deems
advisable.

(2) LIMITATION.-The cost of stenographic services in reporting
such hearings as the Joint Committee may hold shall not be in
excess of 25 cents per hundred words.

SEC. 5011. DUTIES.
It shall be the duty of the Joint Committee-
(a) INVESTIGATION.-

(1) OPERATION AND EFFECTS OF LAW.-To investigate the opera-
tion and effects of the Federal system of internal revenue taxes;

(2) ADMINISTRATION.-To investigate the administration of such
taxes by the Bureau of Internal Revenue or any executive depart-
ment, establishment, or agency, charged with their administration;
and

(3) OTHER INVESTOATIAoNs.-To make such other investigations
in respect of such system of taxes as the Joint Committee may
deem necessary.
(b) SIMPLICATION OF LAW.-

(1) INVESTIGATION OF METHODs.-To investigate measures and
methods for the simplification of such taxes, particularly the
income tax; and
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(2) PUBLICATION OF PROPOSALS.-To publish, from time to time,
for public examination and analysis, proposed measures and
methods for the simplification of such taxes.
(c) REPORTS.-To report, from time to time, to the Committee on

Finance and the Committee on Ways and Means, and, in its discre-
tion, to the Senate or the House of Representatives, or both, the
results of its investigations, together with such recommendations as
it may deem advisable.

(d) CRoss REFERENCE.-
For duties of the Joint Committee relating to refunds of income

and estate taxes, see section 3777.

Approved, February 10, 1939.
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Part I-Reference Tables

TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code

[*=Amending statute. t=Reenacting statute. t=Adding statute.]

I. R. C. section

1, page 4---------------------------
2--- do --- --------------------
3 -- do ---------------
4--.do ---------------
11 ------------------------
12-----------------
13...--------------------------------
14 -..---------------------------------
15 4 --------
21--..- -------
22 (a)-(i)-- -- --------....--
22(j). -.... --- -
23--- --------------
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25 .. -----------------
26 --------------------------
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31 ------- ----------..--..
32--. ---------------
33----.- -----------------------------
41 .--. ------------
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TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code 

r =Amending statute. f =Reenacting statute. t-=Adding statute.] 

I. R. C. section Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

1, page 4  1938, May 28 52 452 289 1. 
2 __ do  do  52 452 289 2. 
3_ do  do  52 452 289 3. 
4 __ do  do  52 452 289 4. 
11  do  52 452 289 11. 
12  do  52 453 289 12. 
13  do  52 455 289 13. 
14  do  52 456 289 14. 
15  do  52 457 289 15. 
21  do  52 457 289 21. 
22 (a)-(i)  do  52 457 289 22. 
22 (I)  
23  1938, May 28 52 460 289 23. 
24  do  52 464 289 24. 
25  do  52 466 289 25. 
26  do  52 467 289 26. 
27   do  52 468 289 27. 
28   do  52 470 289 28. 
31  do  52 472 289 31. 
32  do  52 472 289 32. 
33  do  52 473 289 33. 
41  do  52 473 289 41. 
42  do  52 473 289 42. 
43  do  52 473 289 43. 
44  do  52 473 289 44. 
45  do  52 474 289 45. 
46  do  52 474 289 46. 
47   do  52 475 289 47. 
48   do  52 475 289 48. 
51  do  52 476 289 61. 
52 (a)    do  52 476 289 52. 
52 (b)  
53  1938, May 28 52 477 289 53. 
54  do  52 477 289 54. 

f 1926, Feb. 26 44 51 27 257 (a). 
55 (a) (I) ) 1938, May 28 52 478 289 55 (a). 

1 1036, June 22 49 1671 690 55 (a). 
55 (a) (2) ) 1938, May 28 52 478 289 55 (a). 
55 (a) (3)  1928, Feb. 26 44 51 27 257 (a). 
55 (b) (I)   do _ 44 51 27 257 (e). 
55 (b) (2) 1938, May 28 52 478 289 55 (b) (1), (2). 
55 (e)   1926, Feb. 26 44 51 27 
55 (1) (11 (A)  do 44 51 27 257 (bi (I). 
55 ((I) (1) (11)  .. ,to 44 51 27 257 (b (2). 

55 (I) (1) (C)   do   44 51 27 257 (1) (3). 
65 (d) (2)  do   44 128 27 1203 (d). 
55 (e)   do  44 52 27 257 (e). 

R. S. 3167. 
*1919, Feb.24 40 1146 18 1317. 

55 (f) (1)  1926, Feb. 26 44 117 27 1115. 
1936, June 22 49 1671 690 55 (a). 

55 (0 (2)  1938, May 28 52 478 289 55 (b) (2). 
55 (f) (3)  1926, Feb. 26 44 51 27 257 (d). 
55 (1) (4)  
56  1938, May 28 52 478 289 56. 
57  do  52 479 289 57. 
58  do  52 480 289 58. 
59  do  52 480 289 59. 
60  
61  1938, May 28 52 480 289 61. 
62  do  52 480 289 62. 
63  1926, Feb. 26 44 52 27 258. 

64  
101  1938, May 28 52 480 289 101. 
102  do  52 483 289 102. 
103  do  52 483 289 103. 

104  do  52 484 289 104. 
105  do  52 484 289 105. 

106  do  52 48(4 239 106. 

111  do  52 484 289 111. 

112  do  52 485 289 112. 

113  do  52 490 289 113. 

114  do  52 494 289 114. 

115  do  52 496 289 115. 
do  52 498 289 114. 
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TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued

I. R. C. section
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-- do --
-- do.
-- do
--- do
-- do - -
-- do

-- do --
.-- do --
--- do--

.do -.-.--

----- do---- do
--- do

- do
.-- do

.. do. . .

---- do--

-- .do

.---. do
--- do
--- do

-. do.. -.--.. do..

do--
---- do---
----- do --
--. do.-

---- do-

-- do--

-- do--.

---- do -

--- do --
-- do -d
--- do
----- do

... do...
--. do-

----- do.
-- do..

--. do-----
---. do -------.. do....
... do...-do--

Volul
i

i me,

52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52

52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52

52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52

52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52

Page

500
503
503
506
506
506
508
510
511

513
513
513
515

516
516
516
517
517
518
518
518
519
519

519
519
521
521
521
521
522
522
522
522
522
523
523
524
526
526
526
527
528
528
529
529
529
529
530
530
530
531
531
531
531
531
531
532
532
533
533
533
534
534
534
534
535
537
538
539
540
540
540
541
541
541
542
542
542
542
543
543
544

544
545
546
547
548
548
549

j -
-

-

Chapter

289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289

289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
259
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289

- 289

289
289
289
289
289
289
289

Section

117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
131.
141.
142.
143.

144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165 (a).
166.
167.
168.
169 (a)-(g) (1).
181.
182.
183.
184.
185.
186.
187.
188 (a).
201.
202.
203.
204.
205.
206.
207.
211.
212.
213.
214.
215.
216.
217.
218.
219.
231.
232.
233.
234.
235.
2361.
237.
238.
251.
252.
261.
262.
263.
264.
265.
271.
272.
273.
274.
275.
276.
277.
291.
292.
293.
294.
295.
296.
297.
298.
299.
311.
312.

321.
322.
331.
332.
333.

334.
335.
336.

VI CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS 

TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued 

L R. C. section Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

117  1938, May 28 52 500 289 117. 
118  do  52 503 289 118. 
119  do  52 503 289 119. 
120  do  52 506 289 120. 
121  do  52 506 289 121. 
131  do  52 506 289 131. 
141_   do  52 508 289 141. . 
142  do  52 510 289 142. 
143 (a)-(f)  do  52 511 289 143. 
143 (g)  
144  1938, May 28 52 513 289 144. 
145  do  52 613 289 145. 
146  do  52 513 289 146. 
147  do  52 515 289 147. 
148  do  52 515 289 148. 
149  do  52 516 289 149. 
150   do  52 516 289 150. 
151  do  52 516 289 151. 
161   do  52 517 289 161. 
162  do  52 517 289 162. 
163  do  52 518 289 163. 
164  do  52 518 289 164. 
165   do  52 518 289 165 (a). 
166   do  52 519 289 166. 
167  do  52 519 289 167. 
168   do  52 519 289 168. 
169  do  52 519 289 169 (a)-(g) (1). 
181   do  52 521 289 181. 
182   do  52 521 289 182. 
183   do  52 521 289 183. 
184  do  52 521 289 184. 
185  do  52 522 289 185. 
186.  do  52 522 289 186. 
187  do  62 522 289 187. 
188  do  52 522 289 188 (a). 
201  do  52 522 289 201. 
202  do  52 523 289 202. 
203  do  52 523 289 203. 
204  do  52 524 289 204. 
205   do  52 526 289 205. 
206  do  52 526 289 206. 
207  do  52 526 289 207. 
211  do  52 527 289 211. 
212  do  52 528 289 212. 
213  do  52 528 289 213. 
214  do  52 529 289 214. 
215   do  52 529 289 215. 
216  do  52 529 289 216. 
217  do  52 529 289 217. 
218  do  52 530 289 218. 
219_  do  52 530 289 219. 
231  do  52 530 289 231. 
232  do  52 531 289 232. 
233   do  52 631 289 233. 
234   do  62 531 289 234. 
235  do  52 531 289 235. 
230   do  52 531 289 236. 
237   do_  52 531 280 237. 
238  _do  52 532 289 238. 
251   do  52 532 289 251. 
252  do  52 533 259 252. 
261  do  52 533 289 261. 
262  do  52 633 289 262. 
263  do  52 534 289 263. 
264  _do  52 534 289 264. 
261;  do  62 534 289 265. 
271   do  52 534 289 271. 
272   do  52 535 289 272. 
273  do  52 537 289 273. 
274   do  52 538 289 274. 
275   do  52 539 289 275. 
276   do  52 540 289 276. 
277   do  52 540 280 277. 
291   do  52 540 289 291. 
292   do  52 541 289 292. 
293   do  52 541 259 293. 
294   do  52 541 289 294. 
295   do  52 542 289 295. 
296   do  52 542 289 296. 
267   do  52 542 289 297. 
298  do  52 542 289 298. 
299  do  52 543 289 299. 
311  do  52 543 289 311. 
312   do  52 544 289 312. 
313  
321  1938, May 28 52 544 289 321. 
322  do  52 544 289 322. 
331  do  52 545 289 331. 
332   do  52 646 289 332. 
333   do  52 547 289 333. 
334  do  52 548 289 334. 
335   do  52 548 289 335. 
338  do  52 549 299 336. 
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TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued

I. R. C. section Date Volume

337 --------------- 1938, May 28 52
338 .------- ------ --- do ---- 52
339 --------------- ----- do------- 52
340 - --- - --------------- ----- do------- 52
361 .-- ----------------------------- ----- do------- 52
362 --- --------------------- ----- do------- 52
371 ---..---------- ----- do------- 52
372 - --- do- 52
373 -- ------------------------ ----- do------- 52
500 - ------------------- ----- do 52
501 ------------------------------ ----- do------ 52
502 --------------- ----- . do ------- 52
503 - ------------------ ----- do ------- 52
504 --- ---------------- ----- do------ 52
505 ----- ------- --- do------- 52
506 ----------------------------- ----- do------ 52
507 ------------------------- ----- do------- 52
508 ---- --------------------- --- do ------- 52
509 --- ------------- ----- do ------. 52
510 ------ -------- ----- do ----- 52
511 -. ---------------- ------------ -----
600 - -------- 1038, May 28 52
601 .-------------- ----- do------- 52
602 ------------------------------ - do------- 52
603 ----- --- ----- do ------- 52
604 ----- --------- ----------650,651 ---------------------------- 1934, Mar. 27 48

1650,651---------------936, June 25 49
700 --- 1936, June 22 49
701 ------ ---- do------ 49
702. ------------ ----- do------ 49
703--------------- ---------- --- do------- 49
704 -- ------------ -- do----- 49
705------------------------------- --- do----- 49
706 ---------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -703 1926, Feb. 26 44

- 1928, May 29 45
800.. -- ------------------. 1932, June 6 47

1935, Aug. 30 49
1926, Feb. 26 44
1928, May 29 45

801---- --------------............................... 1932, June 6 47
1935, Aug. 30 49
1926, Feb. 26 44

802 ---...........................------ -------- 1932, June 6 47
1935, Aug. 30 49

810 ---- ----- 1926, Feb. 26 44
do - 44

811 . 1----------------134,May 10 4
811 (), ()--- ---------- 1926, Feb. 28 IIt

do), -) d.. 44
811 (e) .-. 9:J----------------- lle '6 417

1926l Febh. 2); *H
811 () (1) -----.....................------ *19 n 22 I

t126. Feb. 2:; 41
811 (d) (2) . -.--------.--- ... '14. Mlay 4s i

811.16, June 22 49
1126, Feb. 26i 44

811 (d) (3), (4)------------------. ... .1934, May 10) 48
811 (e) ..--------------------- 1926, Feb. 26 44

do __.. 44
811 (f) 0.. . ....---- 'to...Juie 6 47
811 () (i) --. --------- - - ----- .Feb. 26 44

-do ---- 44
811 (j) ------- 135, Aug. 30 49
811 (k)------- -------- 8- --- 44

812) ------ 1926,Feb. 26 482 1934, ay 10 48
812 () ---------------............................. 1926, Feb. 26 4

812 (b) --..-------------------- { i932,June 6 47
1926, Feb. 211 44

812 (c) ------------ 1932,June 6 47

I 1926, Feb. 26 44
812 (d) ------ 11932, June 6 4711934, May 50 48

. '1934, May 2 45{ 1924, June 2 43
813 (a) (1).-...--...................---------- i928,.Iay 29 45

{ 1926, Feb. 26 44
813 (a) (2).........................1932, June 6 47

f{ 1926, Feb. 26 44
813 (b) . .........----{. *1932,June 6 47
820 ............... ----................ 1926, Feb. 26 44

--- do---- 44
821 (a) (i), (2) ------........... ------ ......... 934, May 10 48

*1938, May 28 52
821 (a) (3) .....................------------------------
821 (b) ------------------------............................. 1926, Feb. 26 44
821 (c) ....------------------------ - do -- 44
821 (d) - ------------------------ do ----- 44

1 --------------....... ----------- ---------

Page

549
551
551
552
552
553
553
555
556
557
557
558
559
560
561
561
564
564
564
564

567
567
568

1926
1734
1738
1738
1739
1739
1739

------ 69

862
284

1023
69

862
284

1023
69

862
284

1023
69
70

7,4
70
70
279
71

1741

752

7 1
71

279
71
71

1022

'53
73

72. 73
280
72

281
753
72

282
755
315
863
69

278
70

278
74

753
564

74
69.74

112

Chapter

289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289

--- 2899
289
289
289

--- 95
812
690
690
690
690
690
690

- 27
852
209
829

27
852
209
829

278
852
209
829

27
27

277
27
27
2)9

27
690
27

277
69)
27

277
27
271

27
27

829

27

277
27
27

209
27

269
277

27
209
277
234
852
27

209

209
27
27

277
289

27
27
27

VII

Section

337.
338.
339.
340.
361.
362.
371.
372.
373.
401.
402.
403.
404.
405.
406.
407.
408.
409.
410.
411.

602 (a).
602 (b).
602 (b).
602 (c).

3.

501.
502.
503.
504.
505.
506.

Title III.
401 (b).
811 (b).
202 (b), 203 (c).
Title III.
401 (b).
811 (b).
202 (b), 203 (c).
Title III.
401 (b).
811 (b).
202 (b), 203 (e).
301 (a).
302.
404.
302 (a), (b).
302 (c).
803 (a).
3:)2 (d).
;oir, (a).

31:2 (d).

ol., (b).
:))2 (id).
4(11 .

3012 (f).
80o: (b).
302 (g)-(i).
302 (j).
202 (a).

303 (a).
403 (a).
303 (a) (4).
303 (a) (1), (d).
804, 805.
303 (a) (2).
806 (a).
402.
303 (a) (3).
807.
406.
322.
404.
301.
801.
301 (b).
802.
304 (a).
304.
403 (e).
501.

304 (a).
300 (d). 304 (a).
1102 (a).

- J -- - - - *- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

APPENDIX VII 

TABLE A.—Derivation of Internal Revenue Code—Conti mod 

I. R. C. section Data Volume Page Chapter 1 
I 

Section 

337  1938, May 28 52 549 289 337. 
338   do  52 551 289 338. 
339  do  52 551 289 339. 
340   do  52 552 289 340. 
361  do  52 552 289 361. 
362   do  52 553 289 362. 
371  do  52 553 289 371. 
372  do  52 555 289 372. 
373  do  52 556 289 373. 
500   do  52 557 289 401. 
501  do  52 557 239 402. 
502   do  52 558 289 403. 
503  do  52 559 289 404. 
504   do  52 560 289 405. 
505  do  52 561 289 406. 
506   do  52 561 289 407. 
507  do  52 564 289 408. 

508   do  52 564 289 409. 
509  do  52 564 289 410. 

510   do  52 564 289 411. 

511  
600  1938, May 28 52 567 289 602 (a). 

601  do  52 567 289 602 (b). 

602  do  52 567 289 602 (b). 

603   do  52 568 289 602 (c). 

604  
f 1934, Mar. 27 48 505 95 3. 

650, 651  1 *1936, June 25 49 1926 812 

700  1936, June 22 49 1734 690 501. 

701   do  49 1738 690 502. 

702  do  49 1738 690 503. 

703   do  49 1739 690 504. 

704  do  49 1739 690 505. 

705   do  49 1739 690 506. 

706  
1926, Feb. 26 44 69 27 Title III. 
1928, May 29 45 862 852 401 (b). 

800  1932, June 6 47 284 209 811 (b). 
1935, Aug. 30 49 1023 829 202 (b), 203 (c). 
1926, Feb. 26 44 69 27 Title III. 
1928, May 29 45 862 852 401 (b). 

801  1932, June 6 47 284 209 811 (b). 
1935, Aug. 30 49 1023 829 202 (b), 203 (c). 
1926, Feb. 26 44 69 27 Title III. 
1923, May 29 45 862 852 401 (b). 

809 1932, June 6 47 284 209 811 (b). 
1935, Aug. 30 49 1023 829 202 (b), 203 (c). 

810  1926, Feb. 26 44 69 27 301 (a). 

811  
c   
1 

do  
. 1934, May 10 

44 
48 

70 
754 

27 
277 

302. 
404. 

811 (a), (b) 1926, Feb. 26 14 70 27 302 (a), (b). 
I   do  44 70 27 302 (c). 

811 (c)   1 '1932, J une 6 47 279 209 803 (a). 
1926, Fob. 26 41 71 27 302 (d). 

811 (d) (1) *1936, June 22 19 1711 690 805 (a). 
1926, Feb. 24 44 71 27 302 (d). 

811 (II) (2)   •1934, May 10 •1934, May 10 is 752 277 1111. 
1936, June 22 49 1711 ao0 •;ar, (M. 

I 11)2(1, Feb. 26 44 71 27 302 (d). 
81/ (0) (3), (4) 1 .1934, May 13 48 753 277 401. 

811 (e)   1926, Feb. 26 44 71 27 302 (e). 

811 (t)  f   
1 

do  
•1032. June 6 

44 
47 

71 
279 

27 
209 

1). 302 (fl. 
803 (b). 

811 (g)-(i)   19:33. Feb. 2(1 19:33. Feb. 2(1 44 71 27 302 (g)-U). 

811 cp  
f   
1 

do   
11935, Aug. 30 

44 
40 

71 
1022 

27 
829 

302 (0. 
202 (a). 

811 (k)  
f 1926, Feb. 26 41 72 27 303 (a). 

812  1 *1934, May 10 48 753 277 403 (a). 

812 (a).   1926, Feb. 26 44 73 27 303 (a) (4). 

812 (b)  
f   
l 

do  
*1932, June 6 

44 
47 

72, 73 
280 

27 
209 

303 (a) (I), (0). 
804, 805. 

1926, Feb. 26 44 72 27 303 (a) (2). 

812 (c)  
{ 

*1932, June 6 47 281 209 806 (a)• 
*1934, May 10 48 753 277 402. 
19, Feb. 26 44 72 27 303 (a) (3). 

812 (d)  
{ 

*1932, June 6 47 282 209 807. 
9934, May 10 48 755 277 406. 

f 1924, June 2 43 315 234 322. 
813 (a) (1) 1 1928, May 29 45 863 852 404. 

I 1926, Feb. 26 44 69 27 301. 
813 (a) (2) 1 9932, June 6 47 278 209 801. 

J. 1926, Feb. 26 44 70 27 301 (b). 
813 (b)  I 9932, June 6 47 278 209 802. 

820  1926, Feb. 26 41 74 27 304 (a). 
 do  44 74 27 304. 

821 (a) (1), (2)  *1934, May 10 48 753 277 403 (e). 
( *1938, May 28 52 564 289 501. 

821 (a) (3) 
821 (b)  1926, Feb. 26 44 74 27 304 (a). 

821 (c)   do   44 69,74 27 300 (d). 304 (Q. 

821 (d)  
A01 t.s 

do  44 112 27 1102 (a). 



VIII CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS

TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued

I. R. C. section

822 (a) (1)-.........................------------------

822 (a) (2) .--......------------................---

822 (a) (3) .----- -----------
822 (b) .------ ----.
823 ... .... ........... ..
824 ---------.....-...
825 (a) ......................
825 (b)--- . ...-.. .............
826 (a)-. ......-..................
826 (b), (c)---------------..----

827 (a) ----------..-

827 (b).......................
827 (c)----- ...........
827 (d)............................
828 ----------..---- .
840 --------------
841----------------
850 --------------
851 .--..-.---.....------------------.
860--...

861 (a) .---.--------....

861 (a) (1) ---------- .

861 (a) (2)- ..------ .

861 (a) (3) ---------

861 (b) ...------ ..............

862 (a) -- -------- .....
862 (b)--------------------------
863.............................

864 (a) (1)....... ................
864 (a) (2)------------- .
864 (b).. ........................
864 (c)--- -----------.
865-----------------------..............................
870.............................----------------

871 (a),(l)--------------------
871 (a),(2)....................--------------
871 (b)-- ---.....................
871 (c).. - ------.--.
871 (d) .......................
871 (e) ----. .. . ........
871 (f) -------------.---
871 (h)------------.---.-

871 (h)--------------------------

871 (1)---- ------------........................
872 (a), (b)------------------------
872 (c)--------------------------..
872 (d), (e)------------------------
872 (f)---------------------------
872 (g)-(i) -------------
873....-- ------------
874 (a) .--------------
874 (b)....---------------------------
875 -- ..--------------------------

876. ------ .----- .

890 (a)-------------------------

890 (b) --------------------------

892..............................----
89 (a) (1)---...-----------------------

893 (a) (2)...-- -- -- - {

893 (b) (1)-----------..------..----{
893 (b) (2)-- ..-............

893 (b) (3) .--.......................893 Co)(3)-.........................-1

Date I[ _Volume1Page
l-.

Chapte

1926, Feb. 26 44 74 27
*1935, Aug. 30 49 1023 825
1926, Feb. 26 44 74 27
'1932, June 6 47 282 201

' 1938, May 28 52 564 28S

i926, Feb. 268-I..- ..44 7 --4- ..... 2-
'1935, Aug. 30 49 1023 825

1926, Feb. 26 44 79 27
--- do ---- 44 74 27

do 44 79 27

1i9268, Feb. 26 --- 44' . 79 2-...2.
--- do---. 44 79 27
--- do- .-- 44 80 227

'1928, May 29 45 876 852
'1932, June 6 47 283 209

1926, Feb. 26 44 80 27
'1932, June 6 47 280 209
1926, Feb. 26 44 79 27

1928, Feb. 26 44 - 111- - 22

1926, Feb. 26 44 74 27
-- do ..... 44 85 27
-- do...--- 44 69 27
-- do ...- 44 72,73 27
'1934, May 10 48 753 277
1926, Feb. 26 44 73 27
'1928, May 29 45 862 852
1926, Feb. 26 44 73 27
1932, June 6 47 281 209
1934, May 10 48 753 277
1926, Feb. 26 44 73 27
1932, June 6 47 282 209
1934, May 10 48 755 277
1926, Feb. 26 44 73 27
1934, May 10 48 753 277
1926, Feb. 26 44 73 27
1934, May 10 48 753 277
1926, Feb. 26 44 73 27
-- do -..--- 44 73 27
1934, May 10 48 753 277
1926, Feb. 26 44 74 27
1934, May 10 48 753 277
1926, Feb. 26 44 74 27
-- do ---.- 44 74 27
-- do ---- 44 69,74 27

i926, Feb. 26 44 - 74
--- do....- 44 75 27

1934, May 10 48 755 277

1926, Feb. 26 - 44 75---- - --- 27
do --- 44 75 27

--- do -- ..- 44 75 27
.- do ..--- 44 75 27
-- do ....- 44 75 27
.-- do.....- 44 76 27
-- do ..-- 44 76 27

1932, June 6 47 282 209
1938, May 28 52 578 289

1926, Feb. 26 44 76 27
.- do --- 44 77 27
--- do --..... 44 77 27

1938, May 28 82 580 289
1926, Feb. 26 44 78 27
-do----- 44 78 27
1938, May 28 52 580 289

926, Feb. 26 44 78 27
. do-- -- 44 79 27
-do---- 44 77 27
- do---.... 44 77 27
--- do........ 44 77 27
928, May 29 45 862 8 52

926, Feb. 26 - -44 - -74 27---
935, Aug. 30 49 1023 829
938, May 28 52 565 289
926, Feb. 26 44 76 27
932, June 6 47 282 209
926, Feb. 26 44 76 27
-- do ---- 44 78 27
-- do---- 44 76 27
935, Aug. 30 49 1027 829
926, Feb. 26 44 76 27
935, Aug. 30 4 1027 829
926, Feb. 26 44 77 27

935, Aug. 30 49 1027 829
926,Feb. 26 44 77 27

_do 44 76 27
932, June 6 47 282 209
93, Aug. 30 49 1027 829

Section

305 (a).
203 (a).
305 (b).
808 (a).
503.

305 (a).
203 (a).
313 (a).
306.
313 (b).

314 (a).
314 (b).
315 (a).
613 (b).
809.
315 (b).
803 (c).
313 (c).

1100.

303 (0.
321 (a).
301 (a).
303 (b).
403 (b).
303 (b) (1).
401 (a).
303 (b) (2).
806 (b).
402.
303 (b) (3).
807.
406.
303 (c).
403 (c).
303 (d).
403 (d).
303 (d).
303 (e).
403 (d).
304.
403 (e).
304 (b).
304 (a).
300 (d), 304 (a).

307.
308 (a).
501.

308 (b).
308 (c).
308 (d).
308 (e).
308(0.

816.
308 ().
312 a), (b).
312 (c).
819(d).
312(d), (e).
312
819 e).
312 g)-(i).
312 (k).
310 (a).
311 (a), (b).
310 (b).
402 (a).

305 (c).
203 (b).
504.
308 (i).
808 (b).
308 (h).
312 (j).
309 (a) (1).
404.

309 (a) (2).
404.

309 (b).
104.

09 (b).

104.

I

* . I -- {

VIII CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS 

TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued 

I. R. C. section Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

822 (a) (1)  f 1926, Feb. 26 
1 *1935, Aug. 30 

44 
49 

74 
1023 

27 
829 

305 (a). 
203 (a). 

1926, Feb. 26 44 74 27 305 (b). 
822 (a) (2)  *1932, June 6 

i 
47 282 209 808 (a). 

•1938, May 28 52 564 289 503. 
822 (a) (3)  

822 (b)  
f 1926, Feb. 26 
1 *1935, Aug. 30 

44 
49 

74 
1023 

27 
829 

305 (a). 
203 (a). 

23  1926, Feb. 26 44 79 27 313 (a). 
24   do  44 74 27 306. 
25 (a)  do  44 79 27 313 (b). 
25 (b)  
26 (a)  1926, Feb. 26 44 79 27 314 (a). 
26 (b), (c)  do  44 79 27 314 (b). 

do  44 80 27 315 (a). 
27 (a)  

I   
*1928, May 29 45 876 852 613 (b). 
*1932, June 6 47 283 209 809. 
f 

327 (b) 1 
1926, Feb. 26 

*1932, June 6 
44 
47 

80 
280 

27 
209 

315 (b). 
803 (c). 

327 (e)  1926, Feb. 26 44 79 27 313 (c). 
327 (d)  
328  
340  1926, Feb. 26 44 111 27 1100. 
341  
3.50  1926, Feb. 26 44 74 27 303 (f). 
351   do  44 85 27 321 (a). 
160   do  44 69 27 301 (a). 

361 (a)  { 
 do  
*1934, May 10 

44 
48 

72, 73 
753 

27 
277 

303 (b). 
403 (b). 

f 
161 (a) (1) 1 1926, Feb. 26 *1928, May 29 

44 
45 

73 
862 

27 
852 

303 (b) (1). 
401 (a). 

1926, Feb. 26 44 73 27 303 (b) (2). 
161 (a) (2)  

1 
*1932, June 6 47 281 209 806 (b). 
.'1934, May 10 48 753 277 402. 
1926, Feb. 26 44 73 27 303 (b) (3). 

61 (a) (3)  
1 
9932, June 6 47 282 209 807. 
9934, May 10 48 755 277 406. 
f 1926, Feb. 26 44 73 27 303 (c). al (1)) 1 *1934, May 10 48 753 277 403 (c). 

62 (a) f 1926, Feb. 26 44 73 27 303 (d). 
1 9934, May 10 48 753 277 403 (d). 

62 (b)  1926, Feb. 26 44 73 27 303 (d). 
63 f   

1 
do  

*1934, May 10 
44 
48 

73 
753 

27 
277 

303 (e)• 
403 (d). 

64 (a) f 1926, Feb. 26 44 74 27 304. 
(1) 1 *1934, May 10 48 753 277 403 (e). 

64 (a) (2)  1926, Feb. 26 44 74 27 304 (b). 
64 (b)   do  44 74 27 304 (a). 
64 (c)  do 44 69,74 27 300 (d), 304 (a). 
65  
70  1926, Feb. 26 44 74 27 307. 
71 (a),(1) f   

1 
do  

*1934, May 10 
44 
48 

75 
755 

27 
277 

308 (a). 
501. 

71 (a),(2)  
71 (b)  1926, Feb. 26 44 75 27 308 (b). 
71 (c)  do  44 75 27 308 (c). 
71 (d)  do  44 75 27 308 (d). 
71 (e)  do  44 75 27 308 e). Ti (r)   do  44 75 27 308 f). 
71 (g) do  44 76 27 308 g). 

do  44 76 27 308 1). 
ri (b)  

i   
•1932, June 6 47 282 209 808(b). 
1938, May 28 52 578 289 816. 

11 (1)  1926, Feb. 26 44 76 27 308 ). 
12 (a), (b)   do  44 77 27 312(a), (b). 
'2 (c) I   

1 
do  

*1938, May 28 
44 
62 

77 
580 

27 
289 

312(c). 
819 d). 

'2 (d), (e)  1926, Feb. 26 44 78 27 312(d), (e). 
'2 (0 f 

1 
do  

*1938, May 28 
44 
52 

78 
580 

27 
289 

312(1). 
819 e). 

'2 (g)-(0  1926, Feb. 26 44 78 27 312 g)-(i). 
3  
'4   

do_ 44 79 27 312 
(a) do  44 77 27 

r). 
310 a). • 

'4 (b)  do  44 77 27 311 a), (b). 
'5 f 

1 
'6 

do  
9928, May 29 

44 
45 

77 
882 

27 
8.52 

310 (b). 
402 (a). 

1926, Feb. 26 44 74 27 305 (c). 
0 (a)  

1 
*1935, Aug. 30 49 1023 829 203 (b). 
*1938, May 28 52 565 289 504. r 

0 (b) 1 
1926, Feb. 26 
•193z June 6 

44 
47 

76 
282 

27 
209 

308 (i). 

808 (b). 
1  1926, Feb. 26 44 76 27 308 (h). 
2  do  44 78 27 312 (j). 
3 (a) (1) f 

1 
  do  
9935, Aug. 30 

do  
9935, Aug. 30 

44 
49 

76 
1027 

27 
829 

309 (a) (1). 
404. 

f 3 (a) (2) 1 1926, Feb. 26 9935, Aug. 30 
44 
49 

76 
1027 

27 
829 

309 (a) (2). 
404. 

3 (b) (1) f 1 
1926, Feb. 26 
9 935, Aug. 30 

44 
49 

77 
1027 

27 
829 

309 (b). 
404. 

3 (b) (2) 1926, Feb. 26 
do  

44 
44 

77 
76 

27 
27 

309 (O. 
308 (1). 

3 0:9 (3)  •1932, 
i 

June 6 47 282 209 838 (b). 
9935, Aug. 30 49 1027 829 404. 

8 

8 
8 

8 
8 
8 
8 
8 

8 

8 

8 

8 
8 
8 
8 

8 

8 
8 



APPENDIX

TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued

I. R. C. section

893 (b) (4) .......... ................
894 (a) ----- ....------- ..---------
894 (b) (1).---.... .............. . ..
894 (b) (2) (A)....... ................
894 (b) (2) (B) .---- ......-------------
894 (b) (2) (C)-----------894(b) (2) (C)...............
894 (b) (2) (D)..---------................
894 (b) (3)..-..--..-.............
895 ...------..----......--------....-
900 (a)------------ .-.......... - - --.
900 (b) (1).............................
900 (b) (2)..........

900 (c) -------------------------..

900 (d)-...-......................
900(e)... --- ................... ....
901--..----------------------....-...-

910-..---.----..-.........-......

911------------------ --

912--------..-------------..................--------

9132. .. ............. ......... -
920. -- -- - - - - -------- - ---------.-
921-.. .............. .---

925------...... .....-------------..

926 ...----.........--

927-----------------....-- .....

930------ .....------------------
931 -
935 (a).----.......................-

935 (b) ---------- .....- {
935 (c)--------------------....--..

936 ............. ..-..........

i937 ..-------...---.. ------.. ..-
938 ---------------------------- -
1000 (a)............--..........

1000 (b) ------ - --..--
1001() ( I)............... .......1001 (a) ----- ------------ --------
1001 (c) - -- ---- - --- - --

1003 (a)-- --------- -----------
103 (h) (1) ------ -- ------
1003 (b) (2). --- - - -- - - - --- -- -
1003 (b) (2) .---------.-------..--.--

1W04 (a) (1) -............ --.. .--- .
1004 (a) (2) (A) ... ..------------
1004 (a) (2) (B).. . ---...... -----.
1004 (a) (2) (C)-(E) .-...------
1(104 (b) ()--...........-------------
1004 (b) (2) --------------.---.-----

1004 (b) (3) .... -----------.-----.
1004 (b) (4)-(,) ...-.. ........------
1004 (c) -......-..-
1005 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1006 8 -..........................
1007 ----------------------------------
10087 .---
1009 ---------------------------
1009.....................

10132(, ()

1013 a)................... .... .......
1012 (a) ----.............. {
1012 (b)-(h) ---- ..- - -.--------------
1012 (i) -...................-........-
1012 (j) ..-.-.---..................--.
1013 (a), (b) ..-----------------.-----

1013 (c)-----------------------................---{

1013 (d), (e) .....................---------

1013(0 --------------------------.--{

Date

1926, Feb. 26
'1935, Aug. 30

1926, Feb. 26
-- do-..-
----- do..--
-.--- do ...... .
.-- do------

1926, Feb. 26
----. do.....-
---.. do .-.-....--- do----

'1928, May 29
1928, May 29
1926, Feb. 26

--- do...--
--. do------
'1932, June 6

1926, Feb. 26
---- do........
*1934, May 10
*1938, May 28

1926, Feb. 26
... do----

--. do----
'1932, June 6
1926, Feb. 26

'1932, June 6
1926, Feb. 26

'1932,June 6
1926, Feb. 26

1932, June 6
--- do.----
'1935, Aug. 30
1932, June 6

'1935, Aug. 30
1932, June 6

.--- do ..... ..
'1934, May 10
'1935, Aug. 30
'1938, May 28

932, June 6
1935. Aug. 30
1932, June 6
--- do ........

'1935, Aug. 30
1932,June 6

i932. Jullo
-. do........

- do .-
*1938, 

M
ay 28

132,1Jlnno 6
*'38. May 28

--do. ...
1932, June 6

'1935, Aug. 30
1932,June 6

do.....
'1934, May 10
1932, June 6
-...- do-....
.--- do .----.--

'1934, May 10
1932 June 6
1934, May 10
1932, June 6

(to ----
-- do ----
-- do-----
-- do ----

..--do ---
-- do -------
-- do --.---
-- do -------
-- do------
'1934, May 10
1932, June 6
-- do-----
1938, May 28
1932, June 6
-- do ---- -
---- do------
1938, May 28
1932, June 6

-do -...
19i38, May 28

Volume

44
49

44
44
44

44

44
44
44
44
45
44
44

44
44

44
44

47

44

4744

47
44

47

49
47
49
47
49

47

47

47

48
49
52

47
49
47
47
47

47

47
47

47
52
52
47
49
47
47
48
47
47
47
48

48
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47

48
47
47
52
47
47
47
52
47
47
52

Page

78
1027

85
116
116
117

80
80
81
81

863
873
81
81

283
84
84

756
576

85
85
74

284
74

284
74

284
69

243
243

1021
243

1022
245
245
753

1022
564

245
1025

245
246

1023
259

'2(7
217
5.5f
247

2(7

1025
247
247
760
248
247
247
760

760
247
247
248
248
249
249
249
250
250
250
755
250
251
578
250
252
252
580
252
252
580

Chapter

27
829

27
27
27
27

852

27

27
27
27

852
852
27
27
27

209
27
27

277
289

27
27

20927

20927

20927

209
829209
829

209
829
277
829
289

829
209
209
S29
209

8209

2s1)
2.S)

2(9209210

277
209
209
209

277
209
209

209

277
209

209

209
277
209
209

277

209
209
209
209
209

209

289

209
209
289
209

289

Section

312 (j).
404.

320 (b).
320 (a).
1114 (a).
1114 (b).
1114 (f).

316 (a).
316 (b) (1).
316 (b) (3).
316 (c).
403 (a).
604.
316 (e).
317.
319 (b).
810.
319 (a).
319 (c).
504 (d).
809 (e).

321 (a).
321 (b).
305.
811 (a).
305.
811 (a).
305.
811 (a).
300.

401 (a).
401 (b).
201 (a).
401 (c).
201 (b).
402.
403.
403.
201 ().
502.

501 (a).
301 (c).
501 (b).
502.
301 (a), (c).
531 (a).

503.
5.11 (a).
50.1 (C).

505 (1))..()5 (C).

510 (h).s505 (b).
ss5 (a) (1).
301 (b). (c).
505 (a) (2) (A).
505 (a) (2) (B).
517 (a).
505 (a) (2) (C)-(E).
505 (b) (1).
505 (b) (2).
517 (a).
505 (b) (3).
517 (b).
505 (b) (4)-(6).
505 (c).
506.
507.
508.
509.
510.
511.
512.
513 (a).
501.
513 (b)-(b).
513 (i).
816.
513 (j).
514 (a), (b).
514 (c).
819 (c).
514 (d), (e).
514 (0.
819 (e).

-
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1 

TABLE A.—Derivation of Internal Revereue Code—Continued 

I. It. C. section Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

893 (b) (4) f 1926, Feb. 26 44 78 27 312 (j). 
1 *1935, Aug. 30 49 1027 829 404. 

894 (a)  
894 (b) (1)  1926, Feb. 26 44 85 27 320 (b). 
694 (b) (2) (A)  do  44 85 27 320 (a). 
894 (b) (2) (B)  do  44 116 27 1114 (a). 
594 (b) (2) (C)  do  44 116 27 1114 (b). 
894 (b) (2) (D)  do  44 117 27 1114 (1). 
594 (b) (3)  
395  
900 (a)  1926,Feb. 26 44 80 27 316 (a). 
BOO (b) (1)  do  44 80 27 316 (b) (1). 
BOO (b) (2)  do  44 81 27 316 (b) (3). 

I   500 (c)  1 
do  

*1928, May 29 
44 
45 

81 
863 

27 
852 

316 (c). 
403 (a). 

500 (d)  1928, May 29 45 873 852 604. 
500 (e)  1926, Feb. 26 44 81 27 316 (e). 
501   do  44 81 27 317. 
110 :   do  27 319 (b). 

1f *1932, June 6 47 283 209 810. 
511 1926, Feb. 26 44 84 27 319 (a). 

do  44 84 27 319 (c). 
512  

{   
*1934, May 10 48 756 277 504 (d). 
*1938, May 28 52 576 289 809 (e). 

513  
520  1926, Feb. 26 44 85 27 321 (a). 
521   do  44 85 27 321 (b). 
525 f   

I 
do  

9932, June 6 
44 
47 

74 
284 

27 
209 

305. 
811 (a). 

1926, Feb. 26 44 74 27 305. 126  
993Z June 6 47 284 209 811 (a). 

527 f 1926, Feb. 26 44 74 27 305. 
*1932, June 6 47 284 209 811 (a). 

130  1926, Feb. 26 44 69 27 300. 
131  
)35 (a)  1932, June 6 47 243 209 401 (a). 
135 (b) f   do  47 243 209 401 (b). 

1 *1935, Aug. 30 49 1021 829 201 (a). 

)35 (c) .f 
1 

1932, June 6 
*1935, Aug. 30 

47 
49 

243 
1022 

209 
829 

401 (c).  
201 (b). 

)36  1932, June 6 47 245 209 402. 
 do  47 245 209 403. 
*1934, May 10 48 753 277 403. 137  
*1935, Aug. 30 49 1022 829 201 (c). 
*1938. May 28 52 564 289 502. 

138  
1: 1932, June 6 47 245 209 501 (a). 

:000 (a) 1 1935, Aug. 30 49 1025 829 301 (c). 
:000 (b)  1932, June 6 47 245 209 501 (b). 

 do  47 246 209 502. 
:001 (a) 1 *1935, Aug. 30 40 1023 829 301 (a), (c). 
1)01 (h)  1932, June 6 47 259 209 531 (a). 
OM (c)  
002  1932, June 6 47 217 200 503. 
(8)3 (a)   (10  47 217 209 501 (a). 

003 (h) (1) f 
1 

do 
• l938, May 28 

47 
52 

217 
585 

200 
259 

504 (b). 
505 (b). 

1932, June 6 47 217 200 504 (1)). 
003 (b) (2)  

1 
•I038. May 28 52 565 289 505 (a). 

do  52 565 2s9 505 (h). 
f 1932, June 6 47 217 209 505 (a) (I). 004 (a) (I)  1 9935, Aug. 30 49 1025 829 301 (h). (c). 

004 (a) (2) (A)  1932, June 6 47 247 209 505 (a) (2) (A). 
I 004 (a) (2) (I1)  
1 

do  
• 1934, May 10 48 47 

247 
760 

209 
277 

505 (a) (2) (B).  
517 (a). 

004 (a) (2) (C)-(F.)  1932, June 6 47 248 209 505 (a) (2) (C)-(E). 
004 (b) (1)   do .. 47 247 209 505 (h) (1). 

 do  47 247 209 505 (h) (2). 004 (b) (2) { *1934, May 10 48 760 277 517 (a). 
f 1932, June 6   209 505 (b) (3). 

004 (b) (3) 1 *1934, 1).:Iay 10 48 760 277 517 (b). 
004 (h) (4)-(4)  1932, June 6 47 247 209 505 (b) (4)-(6). 
004 (c)   do  47 247 209 505 (c). 
005  do  47 248 209 506. 
006  do  47 248 209 507. 
007  do   47 249 209 508. 
008   do  47 249 209 509. 
009   do  47 249 209 510. 
010   do  47 250 209 511. 
011   do  47 250 209 512. 

012 (a) I   
1 

do  
*1934, May 10 

47 
48 

250 
755 

209 
277 

513 (a).  
501. 

012 (b)-(b)  1932, June 6 47 250 209 .513 (b)-(b). 
f   do  47 251 209 513 (i).  

012 (i) 1 *1938, May 28 52 578 289 816. 
012 (j)  1932. June 6 47 2.50 209 513 (j). 
013 (a), (b)   do  47 252 209 514 (a), (b). 

013 (c) f   
1 

do  
9938, May 28 

47 
52 

252 
580 

209 
289 

514 (c).  
819 (c). 

013 (d), (e)  1932, June 6 47 252 209 514 (d), (e). 

013 (1) {   .1938d, May ay 28  47 
52 

252 
580 

209 
289 

514 (f). 
819 (e). 



X CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS

TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued

I. R. C. section

1013 (g)-(i) . --- ------------
1014....------------------
1016 -------------------------
10165 -----.---------------
1017..--------
1018 ----- -7------------------------
1019 .--------------------------------
1020 -0.---------------------- ----
1021 .---------------------
1022------------------............................

1023-..-----------------------

1024..
1025 ...--- ----------------------
102S1.----------------------------...
1027 (a)-(c)......................-

1027 (d) --------------------

10287d------------------------
1029 .----------------------------102930--------------------------1030 -------------------------
1031-------------------------------

1100--- -----------

1101 --- ..--------- ---------------

1102 (a)------------------------

1102 (b), (...c).... ---------------.

1102 (d)------------------------

1102 (e)--.... -.........--.........

1102 (f) ------------

1102 (g)......-------------..

1103 (a), (b).....----------..

1103 (c)........ ------------.

1103 (d)...... ------------..

1104 --.------------------------.----

1105---------- -----------

1110---------------------------

1111------------------------------

1112 -------------------..--..--

1113 --------------------------

1114...........................----------.------.

1115 (a)----.----------...--...

1115 (b) ..---------------------. -

1116 --------------..----...-.-.. -

1117 (a) --------------

1117 (b) .........................

1117 (c)-------------------------

1117 (d) ------------

1117 (e). --------------------

1117 (f) ------------

1117(g)------------ --------------

1117 (h) --------.. ..

1118 (a) --------- .-

1118 (b) ---

1119 (a) ----- --------------

1119 (b) --.-...---------------------

112D ------------------0----------

11 ...----------------.......------------

Date

1932, June 6
-- do---
-- do---
-do -----
-- do ----

1931, Aug. 10

1932Junc 6-- do-------
--- do ------
-- do ----
-- do----
1935, Aug. 30
1932, June 6

--- do -----
-- do----
--- do..
--- do--
'1934, Aug. 10
*1938, May 28
1932, June 6

--. do-----
--. do------

C 1928, Feb. 28

i924, June 2
1t926,Feb. 26
1924, June 2
C1926, Feb. 26
1924, June 2

t1926, Feb. 26
1924, June 2
1926, Feb. 26
1924, June 2

(1926, Feb. 26
1926, May 28
1924, June 2

11926, Feb. 26
1924, June 2

01926, Feb. 26
1924, June 2

t1926, Feb. 26
1924, June 2

t1926, Feb. 26
1924, June 2

'1928, May 29
1924, June 2

t1926, Feb. 26
1924, June 2

t1926, Feb. 26
1924, June 2

11926, Feb. 28
1924, June 2

(1926, Feb. 26
1924, June 2
1928, May 29
1924, June 2

'1928, May 29
1924, June 2
1928, May 29
1924, June 2

t1926, Feb. 28
1924, June 2

1192, Feb. 26
1924,June 2
1928, Feb. 26
1924, June 2

'1928, May 29
1924, June 2

'1928, May 29
1924, June 2
1928, May 29
1924, June 2

'1928, May 29
1924, June 2

'1928, May 29
192

4
, June 2

11928, May 29
1924, June 2
1928, May 29
1924, June 2

,1926, Feb. 26

*1928, May 29
1924, June 2

'1928, May 29
1924, June 2

t1928, May 29
1924, June 2

t1928, May 29
1924, June 2

t1926, Feb. 26
1924, June 2
t1926, Feb. 26

Volume

47
47
47
47
47

4747
47

47
49
47
47
47
47
47
48
52
47
47
47

44

44

44

44

44

44

45

44

44

44

....... il

44

45

45

44

44

45

45

45

"'" "44"

" "44

- i4

.......i-

......4_5"

""- 4

......45"

.....4i

Page

252
253
253
254
254

254
255
255
255
255

1027
256
256
257
258
258
756
675
258
259
259

105

o06
106

108
669

106

W06

2io

io06

--~--i----

871

----- i---

" 06"

108

872

872

872

108
-0871

-872

872
872

---- 871

087

.--

Chapter

209
209
209
209
209

209
209
209
209
209
829
209
209
209
209
209
277
289
209
209
209

234
27

234
27

234
27
2314

27
234

27
411
234

27
234
27

234
27

234
27

234
852
234
27

234
27

234
27

234
27

234
852
234
852
234
852
234

27
234

27
234

27
234
862
234
852
234
852
234
852
234
852
234
852
234
852
234

27

234
852234
852
234
852
234
852

234
27
27

Section

514 (g)-(i).
515.
516.
517.
518.

520.
621.
522.
523.
52t.
404.
525.
526.
527.
528 (a)-(c).
528 (d).
504 (b).
809 (b).
529.
530.
531.

900.
1000.
904.
1000.
900.
1000.
901 (a).
1000.
910.
1000.
1.
901 (b).
1000.
901 (a).
1000.
902.
1000.
903.
1000.
906(a).
601.
905.
1000.
907 (e), (0.
1000.
904.
1000.
904.
1000.
907 (a).
601.
907 (a).
601.
907 (a).
601.
908.
1000.
909 (a).
1000.
909.
1000.
907 (a).
601.
907 (a).
601.
907 (b).
601.
906 (d).
601.
906 ().
601.
906 (e).
601.
906 (f).
601.
911.
1000.

906 (a).
601.
906 (b).
601.
912.
602.
913.
602.
907 (C).

907 (d).
1000.

. . - - - - . - ,

X CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS 

TABLE A.—Derivation of Internal Revenue Code—Continued 

I. It. C. section Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

1013 (g)-(i)  1932, June 6 47 252 209 514 (g)-(i). 
1014   do  47 253 209 515. 
1015   do  47 253 209 516. 
1016   do  47 254 209 517. 
1017   do  47 254 209 518. 
1018  
1019  1932, June 6 47 254 209 520. 
1020   do  47 255 209 521. 
1021  do  47 255 209 522. 
1022   do  47 255 209 523. 

I   do  47 255 209 524.  
1023  1 1935, Aug. 30 49 1027 829 404. 
1024  1932, June 6 47 256 209 525. 
1025_   do  47 256 209 526. 
1026  do  47 257 209 527. 
1027 (a)-(c)   do  47 258 209 528 (a)-(c). 

 do  47 258 209 528 (d). 
1027 (d)   •1934, Aug. 10 48 756 277 504 (b). 

*1938, May 28 52 575 289 809 (b). 
1028  1932, June 6 47 258 209 529. 
1029  do  47 259 209 530. 
1030   do  47 259 209 531. 
1031  - 

1924, June 2   23,1 900. 
1100  :1926, Feb. 26 44 105 27 1000. 

1924, June 2   234 904. 
1101_    1926, Feb. 26 1926, Feb. 26 44 106 27 1000. 

f 1924. June 2   234 900. 
1102 (a) 1 :1926, Feb. 26 44 106 27 1000. 

1924, June 2   234 901 (a). 1102 (b), (c)  1   11926, Feb. 26 11926, Feb. 26 44 106 27 1000. 
1924, June 2   234 910. 

1102 (d)  
{ 
:1928, Feb. 26 44 108 27 1000. 
1926, May 28 44 669 411 1. 
1924, June 2   234 901 (b). 

1102 (e)  :1926, Feb. 26 44 106 27 1000. 
1924, June 2   234 901 (a). 1102 (f)  1926, Feb. 26 44 106 27 1000. 

f 1924, June 2   234 902. 
1102 (g) 1 1926, Feb. 26 44 106 27 1000. 

f 1924, June 2   234 903. 
1103 (a), (b) 1 $1926, Feb. 26 44 106 27 1000. 

f 1924, June 2   234 906 (a). 
1103 (c)  1 *1928, May 29 45 871 852 601. 

f 1924, June 2   234 905. 
1103 (d)  1 71926, Feb. 26 44 106 27 1000. 

f 
1104 1 

1924, June 2   
t1926, Feb. 26 44 108 

234 
27 

907 (e), (0. 
1000. 

.f 
1105 1 

1924, June 2   
11926, Feb. 20 44 108 

234 
27 

904. 
1000. 

f 1924, June 2   234 904. 1110 1 11926, Feb. 26 44 106 27 1000. 
f 1924, June 2   234 907 (a). 1111 1 *1028, May 29 45 872 852 601. 
f 1924, June 2   234 907 (a). 1112 1 *1928, May 29 45 872 652 601. 

1113  1924, June 2   
•1928, May 29 45 872 

234 
852 

907 (e). 
601. 

1924, Juno 2   234 908. 1114_ _   1926, Feb. 28 44 108 27 1000. 
1924,June 2   234 909 (a). 1115 (a)  

11928, Feb. 26 44 108 27 1000. 
1924, June 2   234 909. 1115 (b)  

$1926, Feb. 26 44 108 27 1000. 
1924, June 2   234 907 (a). 

1116  - - - - •1928, May 29 45 872 852 601. 

1117 (a) j 1924, June 2   
.1928, May 29 45 872 

234 
852 

907 (a). 
601. 

1117 (b) - 1924, June 2   
9928, May 29 45 872 

234 
852 

907 (b). 
601. 

1924, June 2   234 906 (d). 1117 (c)  
*1923, May 29 45 872 852 601. 

1117 (d)  1924, June 2   
*1928, May 29 45 871 

234 
852 

906 (c).  
601. 

I 1117 (e)  1 
1924, June 2   

*1928, May 29 45 872 
234 
8.52 

906 (e).  
601. 

1117 (1).1 
 1 

1924, June 2   
9928, May 29 45 872 

234 
852 

906 (f).  
601. 

1117 (g)  i 
- 1 

1924, June 2   
11926, Feb. 26 44 109 

234 
27 

911. 
1000. 

1117 (h) 

1118 (a)  1  1924, June 2   
*1928, May 29 45 871 

234 
852 

906 (a). 
601. 

1118 (b)  1924, June 2   
*1928, May 29 45 871 

234 
852 

906 (b). 
601. 

1119 (a)_ f 
 1 

1924, June 2   
:1928, May 29 45 873 

234 
852 

912. 
602. 

1119 (b)  f 1924, June 2   234 913. 
1 1928, May 29 45 873 852 602. 

IMO f 1924, June 2   234 907 (c). 
1 1926, Feb. 26 44 107 27 1000. 

1121 f 1924, June 2   234 907 (d). 
1 :1926, Feb. 26 44 108 27 1000. 
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TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued

I. R. C. section

1130 (a) -----------.------------..

1130 (b)....-._...................-.

1131---------------------

1132.---.------------------------..

1133-----------------------------.

1140 (a), (b) .------- - .
1140 (c)..... . .
1140 (d)_ ...... . . ...
1140 (c) -----------------------

1141 (a)-...-.... -----------.

1141 (b)-..-------------

1141 (c) (1) -. --- .....
1141 (c) (2). . ......... ...
1141 (c) (3) ----...-..................----

1141 (c) (4). ------...-...

1142------------------

1143 ------ ----------------------

1144 -..-- --.... .

1145 --------------------------

1146 - .................

1200 -----------------------------

1201 (a) ----.-----.----------.-..

1201 (b) .....
1202 (a) (1) -------------------
1202 (a) (2) --... .....--
1202 (b) (1) . ....
1202 (b) (2).---
1202 (e)1202 (c)..-----...-...--------.----.-----......
1202 (d). -. .......... . ..
1203 ..- .. ..-.- -
1204...
12 )15 -. ---------------------------- -
1205-.120C .... ... ..... ........ .... .....
1207 ..i... ...... ............
1250 ....
1251 --. --
1252-
1253 --
12154-.-
1300--..-..---.. ....-.. .-....... ------

13011301. ----.........-----.................
1400 ..... ...
1401 (a), (b)... ....... ---
1401 (c) . .
1402 ..-........ ..-. ..... ..
1410..... ....... .
1411......------.........----.. -----

1420 (a), (b) ..----...... --------
1420 (c)......... ......
1420 (d)----.. .....------
1421 ..-.--.....-.. ....-----
1422...--------......--.-------
1423.....-----.. ------................---
1424
1425 (a) ---------........... ...
1425 (b)............ -------------
1426 (a), (b) (1)-(8)...........
1426 (b) (9), (10)........
1426 (c)-
1426 (d) ..
1426 (e) ...----------
1427.........
1428-..----..--.........----... ---------.
14.29 ..---...-.....-.. . ....----------.
1430..-.-.-.....----------------------
1431. ---------
1500.........-------------------------
1501 (a), (b) -----------------
1501 (c) -.-------------...---------
1].8'

Date

1924, June 2
t1926, Feb. 26

1924, June 2
11926, Feb. 26

1926, June 3
'1932, June 30

1924, June 2
11926, Feb. 26

1924, June 2
11926, Feb. 26

1926, Feb. 26
'1932, June 6

1926, Feb. 26
- do ------

- do --...
- do ---

1934, June 7
1926, Feb. 26
1934, June 7
1926, Feb. 26

'1934, May 10
1934, June 7
1926, Feb. 26

--- do ------
----- do ----.-
--- do ---.---

1934, June 7
1926, Feb. 26

'1932, June 6
1934, June 7
1924, June 2

11934, May 10

126, Feb. 26
1928, May 29
1926, Feb. 26

'1928, May 29
1935, Aug. 30

-1936, June 22
1938, May 28
1935, Aug. 30

*1936, June 22
1938, May 28

1938, May 28
--- do-....

---. do--....
----- do.....
.--- do....-.
----- do..-----..
----- o.0--.-----

d..o..--....
...-. do.... .- - - - - -

. do ......

- - 0$)---

.i...Cil) .....

.--- o-.. (10 .--...

lI. (JU-- 26i

1)352, . 1 4An 6

-.--- do---------do ... --

----- do ---.----

..d10.......

..- - do---... --
1935, Aug. 30

---- do-------
----- do--------

1934. June 26
1935, Aug. 14

- do
- do ...

-------

-----do.
-- do----do

----- do -----

1937, June 29

1935, Aug. 14

--- do---

-- do----.-
---- do----

1937, June 29
1935, Aug. 14

..-do ---

..... do --------
1937, June 29

1935, Aug. 14

---. do --.--

. do----

1937, June 29

. do

... do ........

Volume

44

44
44
47

44
44
44
44
44
44
48
44
48

48
44
44
44
44
45
44
47
48

48
49
52

49

49
52
49

49
52

52
5252

52
52
52

52

47

47
47
47
4738

38
48
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
50
49
49
49
49
49
50
49
49
49
49
50
49
49

50
50
50
50

Page

109

108
689
405

10

109110
286

110
111111
111
926
110
926

760
926

110
110
926
109
286
926

760

873

1017
1733

565
1017
1733

565

566
566
667

567/'
565
565
565
56S
565
2N4
284
285
285

517
1227
636
636
636
637
637
637
637

1027
637
638
037
439
638
638
638
638
639
439
647
647
647
647
440

638, 647
638

437
437
43S

Chapter Section

234 910.
27 1000.

234 910.
27 1000.

457 3.
314 207.
234 910.

27 1000.
234 910.

27 1000.
27 1004 (b).

209 1102.
27 1005(a).
27 1005 (b), (c).
27 1005 (d).
27 1005 (e).

426
27 1003 (a).

426
27 1002.

277 519.
426

27 1003 (b).
27 1001 (b).
27 1001 (e).
27 1004 (a).

426
27 1001(a).

209 1101.
426
234 907 (g).
277 516.

27 1001 ().
852 603.

27 1001 (d).
852 603.
829 105(a), (b).
690 401 (a).
289 601.
829 105 (c).
690 401 (b).
289 601.

289 601 (f) (1).
289 601 (f) (1), (2).
289 601 (f) (3), (4).
289 601 () (5).
289 601 () (6).
289 601 (g).
289 601 (d).
289 6Il1 (d).

289 6I1 (d).
289 I01(d).
WO9 901.
209 902.
20 9)03.
209 1X4.

187
756 4.
531 801.
531 802 (a).
531 802 (b).
531 803.
531 804.
531 805.
531 807 (a).
829 404.
531 807 (b).
531 807 (d).
531 806.
405 7 (e).
531 809.
53 809.
531 810 (a).
531 810 (b).
531 811.
405 9 (a).
531 1101 (a) (6).
531 1101 (a) (1).
531 1101 (a) (3).
531 1101 (c).
405 9(b).
531 808, 1132.
531 807 (c).

465 2 (a).
405 2(b).
405 2 (c).
405 4.-------------------------------------- ----------------

APPENDIX XI 

TABLE A.—Derivation of Internal Revenue Code—Continued 

L R. C. section Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

1130 (a) f 1 1924, June 2 11926, 
Feb. 26 

1924, June 2   
44 109 

234 
27 
234 

910.  
1000. 
910. 

1130 (b)  
i 

11926, Feb. 26 
1926, June 3 

44 
44 

108 
689 

27 
457 

1000. 
3. 

*1932, June 30 47 405 314 207. 
1131 f 

1 
1924, June 2   

11926, Feb. 26 44 108 
234 
27 

910. 
1000. 

1132 f 
1 

1924, June 2   
11926, Feb. 26 44 109 

234 
27 

910. 
1000. 

1133 f 
1 

1926, Feb. 26 
*1932, June 6 

44 
47 

110 
286 

27 
209 

1034 (b). 
1102. 

1140 (a), (b)    1926, Feb. 26 1926, Feb. 26 44 110 27 1005 (a). 
1140 (c)   do  44 111 27 1005 (b), (c). 
1140 (d)  do  44 111 27 1005 (d). 
1140 (c) f   

1 
do  

1934, June 7 
44 
48 

111 
926 

27 
426 

1005 (e). 

1141 (a) f 
1 

1926, Feb. 26 
1934, June 7 

44 
48 

110 
926 

27 
426 

1003 (a). 

1926, Feb. 26   27 1002. 
1141 (b)  

1 
*1934, May 10 43 760 277 519. 
1934, June 7 48 926 426 

1141 (c) (1)  1926, Feb. 26 44 110 27 1003 (b). 
1141 (c) (2)  do  44 109 27 1001 (b). 
1141 (c) (3)  _ _do  44 110 27 1001 (e). 
1141 (c) (4)  f   

1 
do  

1934, June 7 
44 
45 

110 
926 

27 
426 

1004 (a). 

1926, Feb. 26 44 109 27 1001 (a). 
1142  

i 
*1932, June 6 47 286 209 1101. 
1934, June 7 48 926 426 

1143 f 
1 

1144  

1924, June 2   
11934, May 10 48 760 

234 
277 

907 (g). 
516. 

f 1145 1 1926, Feb. 26   
*1928, May 29 45 873 

27 
852 

1001 (0). 
603. 

1146 I 
1 

1926, Feb. 26   
*1928, May 29 45 873 

27 
852 

1001 ((1). 
603. 

1935, Aug. 30 49 1017 829 105 (a), (b). 
1200 -, 

1 
'1936, June 22 
1938, May 28 

49 
52 

1733 
565 

690 
289 

401 (a). 
601. 

1935, Aug. 30 49 1017 829 105 (c). 
1201 (a)  

1 
*1936, June 22 49 1733 690 401 (b). 
1938, May 28 52 565 289 601. 

1201 (b)  
1202 (a) (1)  1938, May 28 52 566 280 601 (f) (1). 
1202 (a) (2)   do  52 566 289 601 (f) (1), (2). 
1202 (b) (1)  do  52 566 289 601 (f) (3), (4). 
1202 (b) (2)  do  52 567 289 601 (f) (5). 
1202 (c)  do  52 667 209 601 (1) (6). 
1202 ((1)  do  52 567 209 601 (g). 
1203  do  52 565 2109 601 ((1). 
1204   do  52 565 289 601 (d). 
1205   do  52 565 289 601 
1206   do.. 52 565 289 

r). 
601 (1). 

1207   do 52 565 200 601 d). 
1250  1032, J Linn 6 47 284 209 001. 
1251  __do  47 234 209 902. 
1252   do  47 285 209 903. 
1253  __do  47 205 209 904. 
1254  
1300  1914, July 18 38 517 107 
1301 I   ) 

do  
1034. Juno 26 

38 
48 

517 
1227 

187  
756 4. 

1400  1935. Aug. 14 49 636 5.31 801. 
1401 (a), (b)  do  49 636 531 802 (a). 
1401 (c)   do  49 636 531 SO2 (b). 
1402   do  49 637 531 803. 
1410   do  49 637 531 804. 
1411   do  49 637 531 805. 
1420 (a), (b) . 1   1 

do  
1935, Aug. 30 

49 
49 

637 
1.027 

531 
829 

807 (a).  
404. 

1420 (c)  1935, Aug. 14 49 637 531 807 (b). 
1420 (d)  do  49 638 531 807 (d). 
1421   do  49 637 531 806. 
1422  1937, June 29 50 439 405 7 (e). 
1423  1935, Aug. 14 49 638 531 809. 
1424   do  49 638 531 800. 
1425 (a)  do  49 638 531 810 (a). 
1425 (b)  do  49 638 531 810 (b)• 
1426 (a), (b) (1)-(8)  do  49 639 531 811. 
1426 (b) (g), (10)  1937, June 29 50 439 405 9 (a). 
1426 (c)  1935. Aug. 14 49 647 531 1101 (a) (6). 
1426 (d)  do  49 647 531 1101 (a) (1). 
1426 (e)  do  49 647 531 1101 (a) (3). 
1427   do_ 49 647 531 1101 (c). 
1428  1937, June 29 50 440 405 9 (b). 
1429  1935, Aug. 14 49 638,647 531 808, 1132. 
1430  do  49 638 531 807 (c). 
1431  
1500  1937. June 29 50 437 405 2 (a). 
1501 (a), (b)   do  50 437 405 2 (b). 
1501 (c)  do  50 437 405 2 (c). 
14V) tin MI 430 403 4 



XII CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS

TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued

I. R. C. section

1603--------.--------------------
1610 --------.. -- ----------------
1511--------------- ----------------
1612------------.------------------
1620.------------.-----------------
1621 ------------.-----------------
1522.-----------.------------------
1630 (a)--------------------------
1530 (b), (c)------ --------------
1630 (d) -------------- -----------
1631---------------- ----------
1632------------.. -----------------
1634-----------------------------
1 635 ----------..-----------------
1636------------- ---------------
16537.--------------------------- --
1600----------------- --------------
1601 (a) --------------- ----------
1601 (b) (1)-----------------------
1601 (b) (2)-----------------------..
1601 (c)------------..--------------
1602 .--------------.--------------
1603-----------------------. . ----
1604 (a), (b) ..--------------------
1604 (c)------------..--------------

1606 (a), (b)...-...-----------

1605 (c) ---------------.-----------
1605 (d)----------------------------
1606 (e)-------------------------
1606 .-------------------------
1607 (a)-(g) ----------------------.-
1607 (h)----------..--------------
1607 (1) -------------------------
1607 j)------------ ----
1608 --------------------- ---
1609 ------------------- ----------
1610 ------------------ ---------

1700 (a) (1) --------------------

1700 (a) (2).----------------- ---

1700 (b)-------- ---------

1700 (c)--.-------------------

1700 (e)------ ------------
1700 () -----... -----------------

1701 (a)------------------------..

1701 (b)-----------

1701 (c) -----------------------...

1702 ---------------- ------.--
1703 (a).... ..........------------
1703 (b) -----------------------
1704 -------------- ----------------

1710---------------------------

1711---------------------------

1712 -( ...... ----------...

1715 (a), (b)--........ ............
1715 (c)------------------------..

1715(d) () 1)----------------------

1716 (d) (2)--------.. -- -------- ---
1716 (e) ---------

1716 --. ------------------------..

71717----..----- -------------..-.

1718---------------------- ----

1719 .........................-------------------
1720 --------- ---------------- ----1721 ..---- ----------

17221 - ------ ----------
1723--- --------------
1724------ -------. ----
1800...----- .--------

101----------------------------

Date

1937, June 29
--. do-....-
-- do---
-- do----
-- do---
-- do----
-- do ---

-- do---
-- do----
--.. do---

- do-------- do----
-- do---

..- do---
-- do

i935, Aug. 3i4

---- do
-do---

.do-----
-- do---
-- do.
-- do.
.- do----
-- do
.-- do .
1935, Aug. 30
1935, Aug. 14
--- do---.--
-- do ----
--. do-....

-do- .

.... do.......-- do------
-- do-.-

- do- .

....--do.........- do - -
1926, Feb. 26
'1928, May 29
'1932, June 6
'1933, June 16
-- do-----
1935, June 28
1937, June 29
1938, May 28
1926, Feb. 26
'1932, June 6
1926, Feb. 26
.-- do---.--

'1932, June 6

1926, Feb. 26-- do---

1926, Feb.-26
'1932, June 6
1926, Feb. 26

.. do---
1936, June 22
1926, Feb. 26
--. do .......

1926, Feb. 26.. do-.

'1932, Aug.

'1928, May 29
1926, Feb. 26

1926, Feb. 26
.-. do ------
--- do-----
'1928, May 29
1926, Feb. 26

1928,May 29
1926, Feb. 26

-- do--
1935, Aug. 30
1926, Feb. 26

---- do---.-
--. do ----

i926, Feb. 26

i9i6, Feb "6
.-- do-.....
'1932, June 6
1933, June 1I
1935, June 28
1937, Jane 29

-

Volume

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

-49

49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
44
45
47
48
48
49
80
52
44
47
44
44
47
44
44

44
47
44

49
44

44
45
44
45
44
45
44
44
44
45
44

45
44
44
49
44

44
44

44

44

44
47

45
6C

SectionPage

439
438
438
439
437
438
438
439
439
439
439
435
439
440
439

639
643
643
643
644
640
641
642
641

1027
642
642
642
642
642
647
647
647
647

643,647
642

91
863
271
206
209
431
358
573
91

271
91
91

271
91
91

92
271
92

1743
92
92

92
864

92
864

92
864

93
93
93

864
121

93
864

93
93

1027
116, 117

120
112

. iii

101
272
206
431
358

Chapter

405
405
405
405
405
405
405
405
405
405
405
405
405
405
405

.531
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
521
531
829
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
27

852
209

90
90

333
402
289

27
209

27
27

209
27
27

209
27
27

690
27
27

27
852

27
852

27
852

27
27
27

852
27

852
27
27

852

27

27

27

27
829

2790

402

-7

402

6.
5.
5.
6.
3(a).
3 (b).
4.
7 (a).
7 (b).
7 (d).
7 (e).
1.
8.
12.
7 (c).

901.
902.
909 (a).
909 (b).
909 (c).
910.
903.
905 (b).
905 (c).
905 (a).
404.
905 (d).
905 (e).
905 ().
906.
907.
1101 (a) (6).
1101 (a) (1).
1101 (a) (3).
1101 (c).
908,1102.
9056 (b).
500 (a) (1).
411 (a).
711 (a), (e).
212.
219.

712 (a).
500(a) (1).
711 (a).
500 (a) (4).
500 (a) (2).
711 (b).
500 (a) (3).
500 (a) (5).

500 (b) (1), (e).
711 (c).
500 (b) (2).
500 (b) (2).
801.
500 (d).
500 (d).

500 (c).
501.
413 (a).
501.
413 (a).
501.
413 (a).
502 (a).
502 (d).
502 (b).
414 (b).
1120.

502 (a).
414 (a).
502 (c).
502 (d).
404.
1114 (a), (b), (d),

(f).
1119.
1102 (a).

1100.

800.
Schedule A (1).
721 (a).
212.

XII CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS 

TABLE A.—Derivation of Internal Revenue Code—Continued 

I. R. C. section Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

1503  1937, June 29 50 439 405 6. 
1510  do  50 438 405 5. 
1511   do__ 50 438 405 5. 
1512  do  50 439 405 6. 
1520   do  50 437 405 3 (a). 
1621  do  50 438 405 3 (b). 
1522   do  50 438 405 4. 
1530 (a)  do  50 439 405 7 (a). 
1530 (b), (c)   do  50 439 405 7 (b). 
1530 (d)  do  50 439 405 7 (0). 
1531   do  50 439 405 7 (e). 
1532  do  50 435 405 1. 
1534   do  so 439 405 8. 
1535  do  30 440 405 12, 
1536   do  50 439 405 7 (e). 
1537  
1600  1935, Aug. 14 49 639 531 901. 
1601 (a)  do  49 639 531 902. 
1601 (b) (1)  do  49 643 531 909 (a). 
1601 (b) (2)  _ .do  49 643 531 909 (b). 
1601 (c)  do  49 643 531 909 (c). 
1602   do  49 644 531 910. 
1603  do  49 640 531 903. 
1604 (a), (b)  do  49 641 531 905 (b). 
1604 (c)  do  49 642 521 905 (c). 

1605 (a), (b)  
 do 
1935, Aug. 30 

49 
49 

641 
1027 

531 
829 

905 (a). 
404. 

1605 (c)  1935, Aug. 14 49 642 531 905 (d). 
1605 (d)  do  49 642 531 905 (e). 
1605 (e)  do  49 642 531 905 (f). 
1606  do  49 642 531 906. 
1607 (a)-(g)  do  49 642 531 907. 
1607 (ii)  do  49 647 531 1101 (a) (O. 
1607 i)   do  49 647 631 1101 (a) (1). 
1607 )  do  49 647 531 1101 (a) (3). 
1608   do  49 647 531 1101 (c) 
1609  do  49 643,647 531 908, 116. 
1610  do  

1926, Feb. 26 
49 
44 

642 
91 

531 
27 

905 p). 
Boo (1). 

*1928, May 29 45 863 852 411 a . 
*1932, June 6 47 271 209 711 (a, (e). 

1700 (a) (1)  *1933, June 18 
* _do  

48 
48 

206 
209 

90 
90 

212. 
219. 

1955, June 28 49 431 333 
1937, June 29 50 358 402 
1938, May 28 62 573 289 712 a). 

f 1926, Feb. 26 44 91 27 500(a) (1). 
1700 (a) (2) 1 *1932, June 6 47 271 209 711 a). 
1700 (b)  1926, Feb. 26 44 91 27 800(a) (4). 

 do  44 91 27 500(a) (2). 
1700 (c)  *1932, Juno 6 47 271 209 711(b). 
1700 (d)  1926, Feb. 26 44 91 27 500(a) (3). 
1700 (e)  do  44 91 27 500 a) (5). 
1700 (5)  

f 1926, Feb. 26 44 92 27 500 (b) (1), (e). 
1701 (a) 1 *1932, June 6 47 271 209 711 (a). 
1701 (b)  1926, Feb. 26 44 92 27 500 (b) (2). 

1701 (c) f   1 
do  

t1936, June 22 49 1742 
27 
690 

500 (b) (2). 
801. 

1702  1926, Feb. 26 44 92 27 500 (d). 
1703 (a)  do  44 92 27 500 (0). 
1703 (b)  
1704  1926, Feb. 26 44 92 27 500 (c). 

1710 f   
1 

do  
*1928, May 29 

44 
45 

92 
864 

27 
852 

501. 
413 (a). 

f 1926, Feb. 26 44 92 27 501. 
1711 1 *1928, May 29 45 864 852 413 (a). 

f 1926, Feb. 26 44 92 27 501. 
1712 A *1928, May 29 45 864 852 413 (a). 
1715 (a), (b)  1926, Feb. 26 44 93 27 502 (a). 
1715 (c)  do  44 93 27 502 (d). 

1715 (d) (1) f   1 
do  

*1928, May 29 
44 
45 

93 
864 

27 
852 

502 (b). 
414 (b). 

1715 (d) (2)  1926, Feb. 26 44 121 27 1120. 
1715 (e) 

1926, Feb. 26 44 93 27 502 (a). 
1716  

i 
1928, May 29 
1926, Feb. 26 

45 
44 

864 
93 

852 
27 

414 (a). 
502 (c). 

1717  f  
 1 

do  
1935, Aug. 30 

44 
49 

93 
1027 

27 
829 

502 (d). 
404. 

1718    1926, Feb. 26 1926, Feb. 26 44 116, 117 27 1114 (a), (b), (d) 
(1). 

1719   do  44 120 27 1119. 
1720   do  44 112 27 1102 (a). 
1721  
1722  1926, Feb. 26 44 111 27 1100. 
1723  
1724  
1800  1926, Feb. 26 44 99 27 800. 

 do  44 101 27 Schedule A (1). 
*1932, June 6 47 272 209 721 (a). 

1801  1933, June 16 48 206 90 212. 
1935, June 28 49 431 333 
1937, June 29 50 358 402 
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TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued

I. R. C. section

1802 (a) .---

1802 (b) ------ -----

1805...-.........-- .-..------

1805 .....---...............---......----------

1806 ...... -------------..

1807 --------------

1808 (a)-(d) -------

1808 (e).. --------

1808 (f) ......--- {

1808 (g) -------------------
1809 (a)-------------------------
1809 (b) (1)- -----------------------
1809 (b) (2)... --------------
1809 (b) (3)---------------------
1815 ---------------.-...-.-.-.1 .-
1816 (a) ---------------- ------
1816 (b) -------

1817 (a) -....- ----------

1817 (b), (c) .-------------------
1818.. -........--------------
18198 .......-...---------------------
1820 ......-- --------------------
1821 (a) ...... ----------------

1821 (b) (1))-......

1821 (b) (2) ------------------.---

1821 (b) (3)--.----------------------.

1821 (b) (4) ---..-------------.-----

1821 (b) (5) ---------------------..
1822 ...--...-------.-.. ----------

1823-...... ------------------

1830 .-------------
1831 (a) -- ------------. -------- .
1831 (h), (c).......--------
1832 -.. .... ---------....-.
1835 . --- . -------------- .

1837
183 - .... ----------..------

1852 .... ..

1837 -- -----------.-.-.... . -.

IS3-----(b).--.............--.....--
185 .0 -....------------------ -lS51( ---------------------------

1853 (a) -... --..--- ---..------
1852. ---- ----------------------
1853 -(b-)---------- -----------
1853 (b) --- .------..-.------------

1853 (c) -------...-.-...------

1854() (1)..-------------------------
18515 (a),8 (b - -------------
185 .--.---------------------------.-.-
1857 ------------------.---------------
1858 ---------------------------------
1859 ------.--------------------
1900 (a)--------------------------
1900 (b) (1)------------------------
1900 (a) (2)...-----------------..
1901 (a), (b) .....------..- -
1901 (c)------------------
1902 (a) (1), (2) -... ---------------
1902 (a) (3) ...-----..-------------- -
1902 (a) (4) -.-.----.-------------.---
1902 (b)-----------------------------
1903 .-------.- ----------------------.
1904 .- ---------- .-----------------
1905 ------------------------- --------
19W. .-------------------------------
1907 .s---------------------
1920 (a)--------------------------
1920 (b)-------------------
1920 (c) -----------------------
1920 (d). ----... -------............

Date

1926, Feb. 26
*1932, June 6
1933, June 16
1935, June 28
1937, June 29
1926, Feb. 26

'1936, June 29
1937, June 29

'1938, May 28
1926, Feb. 26
-- do -----
t1934, June 19
1938, Aug. 28
1926, Feb. 26

'1928, May 29
'1937, Aug. 28
1894, Aug. 27
1926, Feb. 26

-. do ------
*1928, May 29
1898, July 1

'1933, Mar. 3
1898, July 1

'1934, June 7

--- do -----
-- do----

1926, Feb. 26.- do. -

i926, Feb. 26
(1928, May 29
'1933, Mar. 1
1926, Feb. 26

-- do ---

_6----do-----
1926, Feb. 26

--... do ....

... do - --
1936, June 29
1926, Feb. 26

'1938, May 28
1926, Feb. 26
. do ----

1 1934, June 19

1926. Feb. 26
1909. Mar. 4
1926, Feb. 26

*1930, l)ec. 16

(_. 0h

.do ......

1926,. Feb. 26

--- <lo-0 ---- -

932. June 6
-- do.------

.. do..

.. do........
1935, Aug. 30
1932, June 6

--- do.---
-- do----

8i75, Feb. 8
-- do---

i§---- efi--'-
:::::.5°::::::::

Volume

44
47
48
49
50

49
50
52
44

48
52
44
45
50
28
44
44
45

47

48

44
44

44
44

46
------- i---

47
44
44

44

44

44

48

3..
44
46
28
28
28
28
44

44

47-j
47

4747

49
47
47
4747

1818------18

1875, Feb. 8 18

91i6,XAug. ii- 39
--- do- - 39
----- do - 39

Page

101
272
206
431
358

2029
358
572
103

1179
568
103
867
870
562
103
99

867

1480

919

99
100
100

100......i66-
867

1413
101
101

116,117

2029
101
572
103

1152
1(00

1029
512

562

5600
112

276
276

276

277

276

277
1027
277
278
278
276

.....--. ii-
311

::::::ii;:

476
480
480

Chapter

27
209

90
333
402

27
865
402
289

27
27

674
289

27
852
871
349

27
27

852
541
204
541
424

2727
27

527

816146
27
27

27

27
865

27
289

27
27

674

----.--

321
27
15
349
3411

319319
27

27

200'
209

209
209
209
829
209
209
209
209

36

36------- 36'

313
313
313

Section

Schedule A (2).
722 (a).
212.

Schedule A (3).

711 (a).
Schedule A (7).
Schedule A (10).
8, 9, 10.
701 (1).
Schedule A (5).
442.

46.
Schedule A (6).
801.
441.
77 (i).

77 (B) (f).
1.

800.
805 (a).
805 (b).

805 (a).
804.

808.
443.

807 (a), (b).
807 (c).

802.
1114 (a), (b), (d),

(f).
Schedule A (3).

Schedule A (3).
711 (a).
Schedule A (7).
Schedule A (10).
8.

802 (c).
335.
803.

43.
46.
40.
41.
1102 (a).

1100.

741 (a).
741 (c).

741 (c).
771.
741 (c).
771.
404.
772.
773.
774.
741 (b).

R. S. 3408.
19.
20.
R. S. 3411.

R. S. 3414.
R. S. 3409.
R. S. 3416.
21.
R. S. 3415.
R. S. 3415.
R. S. 3407.
R. S. 3417.

3.
11.
11.

- - \, ,

!----------

APPENDIX XIII 

TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued 

I. R. C. section Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

1926, Feb. 26 44 101 27 Schedule A (2). 
*1932, June 6 47 272 209 722 (a). 

1802 (a)  1933, June 16 48 206 90 212. 
1935, June 28 49 431 333 
1937, June 29 50 358 402 
1926, Feb. 26   27 Schedule A (3). 

*1936, June 29 49 2029 865 
1802 (b)  1937, June 29 50 358 402 

9938, May 28 52 572 289 711 (a). 
1804  1926, Feb. 26 44 103 27 Schedule A (7), 

 do  27 Schedule A (10). 
1805  { t1934, June 19 48 1179 674 8, 0, 10. 

1938, Aug. 28 52 568 289 701 (1). 
1926, Feb. 26 44 103 27 Schedule A (5). 

1806  
1 
*1928, May 29 45 867 852 442. 
*1937, Aug. 28 so 870 871 

I 1894, Aug. 27 28 562 349 46. 
1807 1 1926, Feb. 26 44 103 27 Schedule A (6). 

f   do  44 99 27 801. 
1808 (a)-(d) 1 9928, May 29 45 867 852 441. 

I 1898,July 1   541 77 (I). 1808 (e) 1 *1933, Mar. 3 47 1480 204 1. 
f 1898, July 1   541 77 (B) (0. 

1808 (f) 1 *1934, June 7 48 919 424 1. 
1808 (g)  
1809 (a)  1926, Feb. 26 44 99 27 800. 
1809 (b) (1)   do  44 100 27 805 (a). 
1809 (b) (2)   do  44 100 27 806 (b). 
1809 (b) (3)  
1815  1926, Feb. 26 44 100 27 805 (a). 
1816 (a)  do  44 100 27 804. 
1816 (b) 

1926, Feb. 26   27 808. 
1817 (a)  

1 
$1928, May 29 45 867 852 443. 
*1933, Mar. 1 47 1413 146 

1817 (b), (c)  1926, Feb. 26 44 101 27 807 (a), (b). 
1818   do  44 101 27 807 (c). 
1819  
1820  1926, Feb. 26 44 99 27 802. 

a   1821 () do  44 116, 117 27 1114 (a), (b), (d), 
(0 • 

f   do  27 Schedule A (3). 
1821 (b) (1) .1 * 1936, June 29 49 2029 865 

f 1926, Feb. 26 44 101 27 Schedule A (3). 
1821 (b) (2) 1 9938, May 28 12 572 289 711 (a). 
1821 (b) (3)  1926, Feb. 26 44 103 27 Schedule A (7). 

f   do  27 Schedule A (10)• 
1821 (b) (4) 1 $1934, June 19 48 1179 674 8. 
1821 (b) (5)  
1822 1926, Feb. 26 

Mar. 4 
44 
35 

95,100 
1152 

27 
321 

802 (c)• 

1823  
1 1909, 

1926, Feb. 26 
•1030, Dee. 16 

44 
46 

100 
1029 

27 
15 

335, 
803. 

1830  1894. Aug. 27 28 562 148 43. 
1831 (a)  do 28 562 49 46. 
1831 (II), (0)  do  28 560 49 40. 
1832   do  28 590 349 41. 
1835  1926, Feb. 26 44 112 27 1102 (a). 
1836  
1837  1926, Feb. 26 44 111 27 1100. 
1838  
1850  1932. June 6 47 276 209 741 (a). 

1851 (a)   do  47 276 209 741 (c). 

1851 (1)- - - ------------------------- 
1852 i63i:Jiiti.; -- 6 

_______________ 
-- 47 276 209 741 (c). 

185'3 (a)   do  47 277 209 771. 
1853 (b)   do  47 276 209 741 (c). 

f   do  47 277 209 771. 
1853 (c) 1 1935, Aug. 30 49 1027 829 404. 
1854  1932, June 6 47 277 209 772. 
1855   do  47 278 209 773. 
1859  do  47 278 209 774. 
1857   do  47 276 209 741 (b). 
1858  
1859  
1900 (a)  It. S. 3408. 

1900 (b) (1)  1875, Feb. 8 18 311 36 19. 
1900 (b) (2)  do  18 311 36 20. 

1901 (a), (b)-   R. S. 3411. 

1901 (c)  
R. S. 3414. 1902 (a) (1). (2)  
R. S. 3409. 1902 (a) (3)  

1902 (a) (4)  R. S. 3416. 

1902 (b)  
1903  

1875, Feb. 8 18 311 36  21. 
R. S. 3415. 

1904  R. S. 3415. 

1905  R. S. 3407. 

1906  R.. S. 3417. 

1907  
1920 (a)  1916, Aug. 11 39 476 313 3. 
1920 (b)  do  39 480 313 11. 

1920 (c)  do  39 480 313 11. 
10911 fr11 



CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS

TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued

I. R. C. section

1921 -------
1922 (a) (1)-.------------------
1922 (a) (2) . . ..---- - - --
1922 (a) (3) ------------ --------
1922 (a) (4) ------------------------

1922 (a) (5) -------------------.--..

1922 (a) (6) -----------

192 (a) (7) ------

1922 (b) ----------------------------

1922 (c) ------------

1923-----------
1924 (a) (1)------------------
1924 (a) (2).--------------------..-
192 4 a) (3) . -----..-----------...
1924 (a) (4)--------------------
1924 (b).. ...--------------
1924 (e) . . ------- -----
1925 (a) ----------.. -------------
1925 (b)--------------------------..
1926 (a), (b) (1)-----------------..
1926 (b) (2).-....--...........-
1927 (a) -----------------------...

1927 (b)------ -----------

1928-----------------------------

1929 (a) -----------

1929 (b)---------.......-------...

1929 (c) ----------------------....

1930 --------------------------....
1931 ----------------
1932--------------------------- --
1933

1935----------------------------

2000 (a)--- ------------

2000 (b)-----------

2000 (c) (1) ----------- {

2000 (c) (2).----- -------------

2001 (b) (1)....... .....-- ... ...
2001 (b) (2)-------

2002 (a) (1)---- -------
2002 (a) (2) -----------------------

2002 (a) (3) -----------------------

2002 (b) (1)------............--......---....

2002 (b) (2).

210 (a) (2)..--------..----------.

201(b)---------------------------

2001

2013 (a)-(1------------

2010 (a) (2) -------------- {
2010 (b) ----------------.--------

------------------------

20132-----------------------------{...

201----.............................--

2014 ............................. {

2015------- -----------201 ------------- ----------

2017 -------------------

20.189 .. .. ..............
2020

Date

1916, Aug. 11
-do ----

-- do----
--. do-----
---- do---
.--. do-----
*1919, Mar. 4
1920, May 31
1916, Aug. 11

.-- do--...
'1919, Mar. 4
1920, May 31
1916, Aug. 11

--. do---
*1927, Feb. 26
1916, Aug. 11

-- do---
--do---

-- do---
- do---

.- do---
- do.---.
-- do----
-- do---

-- do---
--- do---
.-- do---
--- do---
'1919, Mar. 4
1916, Aug. 11
1909, Mar. 4
1916, Aug. 11

'1930, Dec. 16
1916, Aug. 11

---do----
'1919, Mar. 4
1920, May 31
1916, Aug. 11
-- do-----
.-- do---

-- do---
.-- do------
.-- do -----

*1909, Aug. 5
i-9,u---~------
1926, Feb. 26

'1909, Aug. 5
.- *do...
1926, Feb. 26

1926, Feb. 26
'1934, May 10
1926, Feb. 26

.-- do ----

*1909, Aug. 5

192B, Feb. 26

1926, Feb. 26

1879, Feb. 26

'1879, Mar. 1

'--90, -ct. 1

1890, Oct. 1

;i5,i;ff-------

;i---.-'---ai-

Volume

39
39
39
39
39
39
40
41
39
39
40
41
39
39
44
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
40
39
35
39
46
39
39
40
41
39
39
39
39
39
39

....... --
44

36
36
44

48
44
44

44

20
44

44

2288

28

26

20

20

20

26

Page

480
476
476
477
477
477

1351
725
477
477

1352
725
477
478

1248
478
479
479
480
480
480

478, 480
476
480
479
481
478
479

1352
480

1152
480

1029
481
479

1352
725
481
476
476
481
480
481

io9
...... ---
88

109109
87

768
89

87,88,89

-.---- i-

88

346
114

120

568
568

569
618

344

344

344

620

.-- - - -

Chapter

313
313
313
313
313
313
125
217
313
313
125
217
313
313
219
313
313
313
313
313
313
313
313
313
313
313
313
313
125
313
321
313

15
313
313
125
217
313
313
313
313
313
313

27

6
6

27

27
27
27
27

27

125
27
27

349
349

1244

i25

125

125

12------4

----- -..i-

] ............ i-'

Section

10.
5, First.
5, Second.
5, Third.
5, Fourth.
5, Fifth.
6.
1.
5, Sixth.
5, Seventh.
6.
1.
5.
6.

6A.
10, First.
10, Second.
10, Third.
10, Fourth.
10.
6A, 10.
4.
12.
9.
19.
7.
8.
6.
13.
335.
14.

15.
8.
6.
1.
16.
2.
2.
19.
13.
17.
R. S. 3368.
R. S. 3377.
31.
401 (a).
R. S. 3368.
31.
31.
400 (a), (h).
R. S. 3402, R. S.

3387.
400 (a).
610.
402.
400 (a), 401 (a), 402.
R. S. 3370.
R. S. 3399, R. S.

3387.
R. S. 3369.
R. 8. 3368.
31.
R. S. 3395, R. S.

3387.
400 (d).
R. S. 3371, R. S.

3387.
14.
o109 (a).

1119.

69.
69.
R. S. 3387.
69.
26.
R. S. 3355.
14.
R. S. 3355.
14.
R. S. 3355.
14.
R. S. 3356.
R. S. 3357.
33.
R. 8. 3358.
R. S. 3358.
R. S. 3358.

R. S. 3244, Tenth.

XIVXIV CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS 

TABLE A.—Derivation of Internal Revenue Code—Continued 

I. R. C. section Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

1921  1916, Aug. 11 39 480 313 10. 
1922 (a) (1)   do  39 476 313 5, First. 
1922 (a) (2)   do  39 476 313 5, Second. 
1922 (a) (3)   do  39 477 313 5, Third. 
1922 (a) (4)  do  39 477 313 5, Fourth. 

do  39 477 313 5, Fifth. 
1922 (a) (5)  

I   
*1919, Mar. 4 40 1351 125 6. 
1920, May 31 41 725 217 1. 

1922 (a) (6)  1916, Aug. 11 39 477 313 5, Sixth. 

1922 (a) (7) i 
 d   
*1919,Mo ar. 4 
1920, May 31 

39 
40 
41 

477 
1352 
725 

313 
125 
217 

5, Seventh. 
6. 
1. 

1922 (b)  1916, Aug. 11 39 477 313 5. 

1922 (c)  
f do  
1 *1927, Feb. 26 

39 
44 

478 
1248 

313 
219 

6.  

1923  1916, Aug. 11 39 478 313 6A. 
1924 (a) (1)   do  39 479 313 10, First. 
1924 (a) (2)   do  39 479 313 10, Second. 
1924 (a) (3)   do  39 480 313 10, Third. 
1924 (a) (4)   do  39 486 313 10, Fourth. 
1924 (b)  do  39 480 313 10. 
1924 (a)  do  39 478, 480 313 6A, 10. 
1925 (a)  do  39 476 313 4. 
1925 (b)  do  39 480 313 12. 
1926 (a), (b) (1)  do  39 479 313 9. 
1926 (b) (2)   do  39 481 313 19. 
1927 (a)  do  39 478 313 7. 

1927 (b) J.   
1 

do  
*1919, Mar. 4 

39 
40 

479 
1352 

313 
125 

8.  
6. 

1928 1916, Aug. 11 39 480 313 13. 
1909, Mar. 4 35 1152 321 33.5. 

1929 (a)  
i 

1916, Aug. 11 39 480 313 14. 
*1930, Dec. 16 48 1029 15 

1929 (b) 1916, Aug. 11 39 481 313 15. 
do  39 479 313 8. 

1929 (c)  
{  

*1919, Mar. 4 40 13.52 125 6. 
1920, May 31 41 725 217 1. 

1930  1916, Aug. 11 39 481 313 16. 
1931   do  39 478 313 2. 
1932   do  39 476 313 2. 
1933   do  39 481 313 19. 
1934   do  39 480 313 13. 
1935   do...... 39 481 313 17. 

R. S. 3368. 
R. S. 3377. 2000 (a) I *1909, Aug. 5 36 109 6 31. 

1926, Feb. 26 44 88 27 401 (a). 
R. S. 3368. MOO (b) i *1909, Aug. 5 36 109 6 31. 

36 109 6 31. 2000 (c) (1)  1926, Feb. 26 44 87 27 400 (a), (b). 
R. S. 3402, It. S. 

2000 (c) (2)  1928, Feb. 26   27 
3387. 

400 (a). 
*1934, May 10 48 768 277 610. 

2000 (d)  1926, Feb. 26 44 89 27 402. 
2001 (a)  do  44 87, 88,89 27 400 (a), 401 (a), 402. 
2001 (b) (1)  R. S. 3370. 
X)01 (b) (2)  It. S. 3399, R. S. 

3387. 
2002 (a) (I)  R. S. 3369. 

2002 (a) (2)_  *1909, Aug. 5 36 109 6 
It. S. 3368. 
31. 1 
It. S. 3395, It. S. 

2002 (a) (3)  3387. 
1926, Feb. 26 44 88 27 400 (d). 

R. S. 3371, It. S. 
2002 (b) (1) 1 *1879, Mar. 1 20 346 125 14338. 7. 

1926, Feb. 26 44 114 27 1109 (a). 
2002 (b) (2)  
on (c)  1926, Feb. 26 44 120 27 1119. 
2003  
2010 (a) (1)  1894, Aug. 27 28 568 349 69. 
2010 (a) (2) I  do  % 568 349 69. 

R. S. 3387. 
2010 (b)  1894, Aug. 27 28 569 349 69. 
2011  1890, Oct. 1 26 618 1244 26. 

2012 { *1879, Mar. 1 20 344 125 1114.. S. 3355. 

2013 1 *1879, Mar. 1 20 344 125 1114.. S.. 3355. 
2014  1 *1879, Mar. 1 20 344 125 1R4.. S. 3355. 
2015  R. S. 3356. 
2016 1 *1890, Oct. 1 26 620 1244 

S. 3357. 

2017  

33R.. 

R. S. 3358. 
2018  It. S. 3358. 
2019  
2021)  

R. S. 3358. 

2030  R. S. 3244, Tenth. 
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TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued

I. R. C. section

2031

2032 ..

2033..

2034...

2035...

2036.

2037 ....

2038-

2039.-

2040-.

2050 (a).

2050 (b).

2051 ----
2052-..-.

2053 -...

2054 ..-.

2055.....

2056...--

20571-....
2058.. -..

--- ---------

-----------------------------

---------------------------- 1
--------------

----------------------------
----------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------(

. I-- ----- ------

. I-- ----- ------

. I-- --- ----- ----

2059----- ----------------

2060.------------------------.....

2070. ----................--

2071 -------------

2072.. ......................
20723.-.-....--....-.....------------
2073. ------------------------------

20)74 ----- -----

2175 ...... ..............
21171i ....-.-.. . ... .- - .--..

21101) (e) (2) -------------

2110 (a) (-)....... .. .... .......--

2100 (e)-----------------------

2101. ------------ .-----------------

2102-- ----- - -- ----- --- --------

2103 (a) (1) --- - -------2103 (a) (2).............. ......--
2103 (a) (3)..................-------------------.

2103 (b)...

2103 (c)--.
2103 (d)...-.
2103 (e).--
2103 (f) ....
2103 (gj) -

2104 (a)- --.

2104 (b) .--
2104 (c) ...

2110 -. ....

2111 (a) (1)_
91 11 -u {

--.- ------------ ·---------------

-- -- --------------

----

.-------------------- -

------.--------------
111 kn) j,)- _.--.---------------

2111 (a) (3) ------....... -------...

2111 (b).. ........-----

2111 (c).......................

......................

i

Date

li890, Oct. -

;1879, Mar. 1
1890, Oct. 1

'1890, Oct. 1

1926, Feb. 26

'1879, Mar. 1

*1879, Mar. 1

'1926, Feb. 26

1926, Feb. 26

l1926, Feb. 26

1926, Feb. 26

*'126.Feb. 26

'1926, Feb. 26

'1916,Sept. 7
1890, Oct. 1

*i890, ct.-"i-

'is8'0, Oct. I

*'1i1, Feb. 26
18.i, Aulg. 27

' 19!1, Aug. 6

iS83, lMar. 3
'1920, Feb. 26

'1926, Feb. 26

1909, Aug. i

--i-.----.----

*1919, Feb. 24
1926, Feb. 26

'1890, Oct. 1

'1*909, Aug 5

*'1928, May 29
1926. Feb. 26

1i879, Mar. 1

i1926, Feb. 26

'1909, B ug. s

Volume

" "26

26

26

44

.......---

26

44

26

26

28

36

44

36

44

26

36

' 44

20

.------ .

44

3......6--

------- jj-_

"""4
......i"

.......06

Page

618

347
620

.--------

620

'-------ii-

89

--------i-
418

.----------

343

740
618

89

89
" "90

1--------

90

90

740
618

618

18

1-------i -

110

-.-----ii-

866

1- ----- - i-

1----- --- -

87

109

619110

Chapter

1244-I----- i -_

125
1244

1244

27

.---------

125
27

I------i---

1244

27

27"

27

27

27

'------- --

1------- --27

"27

27

453
1244

1244

1214

27
319

6

121
27

27

06

27

1244

852
27

27

: 6:::

1-------- 1

1-------- -I

1-- -------- I

l-------i-I-

1-------- -I

- ---- - -- 6

Section

R. S. 3387.
26.
R. S. 3387.
R. S. 3387.
16.
35.
R. S. 3387; R. S.

3388.
R. S. 3389; R. S.

3387.
34.
R. S. 3390; R. S.

3387.
R. S. 3390; R. S.

3387.
R. S. 3390; R. S.

3387.
402.
R. S. 3387.
R. S. 3244, Sixth.
14.
R. S. 3244, Sixth.
14.
R. S. 3360.
403.
26.
R. S. 3360.
403.
R. S. 3360.
403.
R. S. 3360.
403.
R. S. 3360.
403.
R. S. 3360.
403.
R. S. 3360.
403.
R. S. 3359; R. S.

3391; R. S. 3387.
I. S. 3360.
403.
R. S. 3360.
403.
R. S. 3244, Elev-

enth; R.S.3387.

26.
R. S. 3381.
28.
R.S.3281;R.S.3387.
26.
It. S. 3383.
21).
It. S. 3382.

It. 8. 3362.
401 (b).
69.
R. S. 3394.
33.
R. S. 3364; t.S. 3362.
5.
401 (b).
R. S. 3362.
401 (b).
R. S. 3368.
31.
R. S. 3369.
R. S. 3445.

R. S. 3315.
1315.
1124.
R. S. 3369.
R. S. 3369.
R. S. 3376.
R. S. 3373.

R. S. 3363.
31.

R. S. 3394.
33.
R. S. 3392.
425.
400 (d).
R.S.3397;R.S.3387.
16.
R. S.3362: R.S.3387.
401 (b).
R. S. 3394.
33.

-

APPENDIX XV 

TABLE A.—Derivation of Internal Revenue Code—Continued 

I. R. C. section Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

  R. S. 3387. R. S. 3387. 
2031 { 1890, Oct. 1 26 618 1244 26. 
1032  R. S. 3387. 

R. S. 3387. 
1033 / *1879, Mar. 1 zo 347 125 16. 

1890, Oct. 1 26 620 1244 35. 
2034  R. S. 3387; R. S. 

3388. 
R. S. 3389; R. S. 

1035  
1 

3387. 
.1890, Oct. 1 26 620 1244 34. 

1036  R. S. 3390; R. S. 
3387. 

1037  R. S. 3390; R. S. 
3387. 

1038  R. S. 3390; R. S. 
3387. 

1039  1926, Feb. 26 44 89 27 402. 
R. S. 3387. 

1040  R. S. 3244, Sixth. 
*1879, Mar. 1 20 344 125 14. 

  R. S. 3244, Sixth. R. S. 3244, Sixth. 
1050 (a)  9879, Mar. 1 20 343 125 14. 

R. S. 3360. 21350 (b) {   '1.926, Feb. 26 44 91 27 403. 
2051  1890, Oct. 1 26 618 1244 26. 

  R. S. 3380. R. S. 3380. 
1052 { *1926, Feb. 26 44 89 27 403. 

R. S. 3360. 1053  9926, Feb. 26 44 89 27 403. 
R. S. 3360. 1054  9926, Feb. 26 44 so 27 403. 

  R. S. 3360. R. S. 3360. 
1055 { 9926, Feb. 26 44 so 27 403. 

  R. S. 3360. R. S. 3360. 
1056 { 9926, Feb. 26 44 90 27 403. 
 R. S. 3360. 1057 { 9926, Feb. 26 44 so 27 403. 

1058  R. S. 3359; R. S. 
3391; R. S. 3387. 

R. S. 3360. 
1059 { *1926, Feb. 26 44 90 27 403. 

R. S. 3360. 
1060 { 9926, Feb. 26 44 so 27 403. 

  R. S. 3244, Elev. R. S. 3244, Elev. 
1070  

1 
enth; R. S.3387. 

*1916, Sept. 7 39 740 453 
!071  1890, Oct. 1 26 618 1244 26. 

  R. S. 3381. R. S. 3381. 
!Or  ( *1890, Oct. 1 26 618 1244 28. 

R.S.3281; R.S.3387. 
!on { •1890, Oct. 1 26 618 1214 26. 

  *1890, Oct. 1 *1890, Oct. 1 26 618 1211 211111 S. 3383. 
1075  . It. S. 3382. 
!076  

  .   R. 8, 3362. 
1190 (a) (c) (1) { '1926, Feb. 26 44 88 

_ 
27 401 (b). 

!100 (e) (2)  1894, Aug. 27 28 568 349 69. 

100 (1) 1 n000, Aug. 5 36 110 fi 
R. 8. 3394. 
33. 

  R. S.3364; R. S.3362. R. S.3364; R. S.3362. 
1100 (e) i 1883, Mar. 3 22 489 121 5. 

•1926, Feb. 26 44 89 27 401 (b). 
R. S. 3382. 

1101 1 *1926, Feb. 26 44 89 27 401 (b). 
R. S. 3368. 

1102 1 *1909, Aug. 5 36 109 6 31. 
!103 (a) (1)  R. S. 3369. 
103 (a) (2)  II. S. 3445. 
203 (a) (3)  

R. S. 3315. 
103 (b) { 9919, Feb. 24 40 1145 18 1315. 

1926, Feb. 26 44 122 27 1124. 
1103 (c)  R. S. 3369. 
1103 (d)  R. S. 3369. 
1103 (e)  R. S. 3376. 
903 (f)  R. S. 3373. 
103 (g)  

R. S. 3363. 
q04 (a) 1 *1890, Oct. 1 26 619 1244 31. 
1104 (b)  
904 (0).   

R. S. 3394. 
:110 { •1909, Aug. 5 36 110 6 33. 

R. S. 3392. 
911 (a) (1) {   99, May 29 45 866 852 42.5. 
'111 (a) (2)  19g6. Feb. 26 44 87 27 400 (d). 

'111 (a) (3) I   
1 *1879, Mar. 1 20 319 125 

RIB:S.3397; R.S.3387. 

R. S.3362; .S.3387. 9926,11.5.3387. 111 (b) { Feb. 26 44 89 27 401 (b). 
R. 8. 3394. 111 (c) {   9909, Aug. 5 36 110 6 33. 

2 

2 

2 

2 



CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS

TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued

I. R. C. section

2111 (d) (1) --.- .. -----

2111 (d) (2) . ----------

2111 (e) (1) ..------------------------

2111 (e) (2)-----------------------

2111 (0)--------------------------

2112 (a) (1) (A)...................
2112 (a) (1) (B) ----------
2112 (a) (2).-- -- ----------

2112 (b) --------.....................----------....--

2112 (c) --------------------------

2112 (d) (1) -----------.
2112 (d) (2)----------------------

2112 (e). -------------.
2112 (0 --...-- ---------

2112 (g) .----------------.
2113 -.............................-----------
2114 -------------------

2130 (a)-------------------------

2130 (b) -------------------------

2130 (c) -------------------------2130 (c)
2130 (d) -------------------------

2130 (e) -----------------

2135 (a) (1)----------------------

2135 (a) (2)---------------------

2135 (a) (3)--------------
2135 (b)..........................--------------

2136 (a)-------------------------

2136 (b).... ........ ....
2137...------.-------

2150--....-...-----------------------

2151.......... .................

2162--------------- .-- ........----

2153 -----------

2154 (a)........................-----

2154 (b).......................

215 --------------------...........................

2156 (a)... ....................---
2156 (b) ---------- .----
2156 (c).---- .......................
2156 (d)..-..----------------------------

2160 (a), (b)- ..---------------------

2160 (c)-------------------------

2160 (d)-..---------...
2160 (e).------------
2160 (gf) - .. ................
2160(g)-----------------
2160 (h) ---------- .
2160 (i) ..----- ....--
2160 (j)-- ------------

2161 (a)...--------------------------

2161 (b)-.............--........--

2161 (c) --------------------------

2161 (d) ..--
2161 (e)-(g)
2161 (h), (i) (1)...
2161 (i) (2)-......
2161 (j) (1)-- -- - - - - - - - - - - -
2161 (j) (2)................. ------------------------

Date

*1879, Mar. 1

l;i879,Mar. i
1926, Feb. 26

l;i879, Mar.-i-

*i879, Mar."i

1i928, May 29
1926, Feb. 26

;i919, Feb. 24
1926, Feb. 26

'i890, Oct. i

1i926,iFeb. 26

-----do- --

1936, Feb. 26

-do..

'1879, Mar. 1
1934, June 26

i;------------.

1926, Feb. 26
-i890,Oct.-'-i

1926, Feb 26

--- do. -i'

-- do -

1926, Feb. 26

..... do -------

;1890, -- ct. 1

1i875, Feb.'8

'1879, Mar. 1

i879,-Mar- .i-

:i- ;do ::---
-- -do - -

-------Feb.--8

Volume

4420

44
4444

44

.......56-
.......---

20

44

44

....... --

....... f_

26
....... -_

20

26

44

44

44

26

44

26
-------2

" " ""26.

21

22--

44--- -

44--- -

Page

349
87

348

348

866
87

----- ii--

11ii45
122

6i8

......----

......----

88

2i8
121

....../ -

121

347
1225

121

618

346

167
373
116
116
117
117

1109

619

345

--.... ii--

...... ---'
...... ---

-- ------

Chapter

i25'

27

---------i

----- i25
125

852

27

----- i-

~-i

27

27

..... i---

-------..-

125
756

.....- i~i~
i244

12.5

1244

161
468

27
27
27
27

.. i18

!Z36

1"""-i25

1""""i25-

Section

R. S. 3393.
16.
R.S.3397; R.S.3387.
16.
400 (c).
R.S. 3397; R.S.3387.
16.
R.S. 3397; R.S.3387.
16.
R.S.3392; R.S.3387.
425.
400 (d).

R. S. 3445; R. S.
3387.

R. S. 3315.
1315.
1124.
R.S. 3395; R.S.3387.
26.
R.S.3395; R.S.3387.
R. S. 3369; R. S.

3387.
R. S. 3406.
R. S. 3398; R. S.

3387.

R. S. 3377.
401.
R. S. 3402.
400.
400 (d).
R. S. 3377.
14.

1.
1121; R. S. 3387.
R. S. 3362.
401 (b).
1121.

R. S. 3386; R. S.
3387.

16.
2.

1121.
R. 8. 3387.
26.
R. S. 3376; R. S.

3387.
R. S. 3384; R. S.

3387.
R. S. 3383.
29.
R. S. 3384; R. S.

3387.
15.
R. S. 3383.
29.
R. S. 3385; It. S.

3387.
1.

1114 (a).
1114 (b).
1114 (d).
1114 (f).
R. S. 3374.
606.
R.S.3363.
31.
R. 8. 3366.
R. 8. 3375.
R. S. 3376.
R. S. 3376.
R. .S. 3373.
R. S. 3376.
25.
R. S. 3355.
14.
R. S. 3372.
R. S. 3355.
14.
R. S. 3356.
R. S. 3358.
R. S. 3372.

R. 8.3372.

XVI

!!!iiiiiii- iiiiii
---- ---------- ----------

XVI CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS 

TABLE A.—Derivation of Internal Revenue Code—Continued 

I. It. C. section Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

R. S. 3393. 
*1879, Mar. 1 20 348 125 16. 2111 (d) (1)_  R.S.3397; R.S.3387. 
*1879, Mar. 1 20 349 125 16. 

2111 (d) (2)  1926, Feb. 26 44 87 27 400 (c). 

2111 (e) (1) 1 *1879, Mar. 1 20 348 125 
R.S. 3397; 11.5.3387. 
16. 
R.S. 3397; 12.5.3387. 

2111 (e) (2) {.'1879,  Mar. 1 20 348 125 16. 

2111 (f) { *1928, May 29 45 866 852 
11.8.3392; 12.5.3387. 
425. 

2112 (a) (1) (A)  1926, Feb. 26 44 87 27 400 (d). 
2112 (a) (1) (B)  
2112 (a) (2)  R. S. 3445; R. S. 

3387. 
It. S. 3315. 

2112 (b) 1 *1919, Feb. 24 40 1145 18 1315. 
1926, Feb. 26 44 122 27 1124. 

R.S. 3395; 11.8.3387. 
2112 (c) { 1890, Oct. 1 26 618 1244 26. 
2112 (d) (1)  R.S.3395; 11.5.3387. 
2112 (d) (2)  R. S. 3369; R. S. 

3387. 
2112 (e)  R. S. 3406. 
2112 (f)  R. S. 3398; R. S. 

3387. 
2112 (g)  
2113  
2114  

2130 (a) {It. 
1926, Feb. 26 44 88 27 

S. 3377. 
401. 
R. S. 3402. 2130 (b) 1 1926, Feb. 26 44 87 27 400. 

2130 (c)  do  44 88 27 400 (d). 
2130 (d) { R. 

*1879, Mar. 1 20 346 125 
S. 3377. 

14. 
2130 (e)  

2135 (a) (1) f 
1 

1886, Aug. 4 
1926, Feb. 26 

24 
44 

218 
121 

896 
27 

1.  
1121; R. S. 3387. 
R. S. 3362. 2135 (a) (2) { *1926, Feb. 26 44 89 27 401 (b). 

2135 (a) (3)   do  44 121 27 1121. 
2135 (b)  

It. S. 3386; R. S. 
3387. 

2136 (a)  *1879, Mar. 1 20 347 125 16. 
1934, June 26 48 1225 756 2. 

2136 (b)  
2137  1926, Feb. 26 44 121 27 1121. 

2150  
{ 1890, Oct. 1 26 618 1244 

R. S. 3387. 
26. 

2151  It. S. 3376; R. S. 
3387. 

2162  R. S. 3384; R. S. 
3387. 

2153  
•1890, Oct. 1 26 619 1244 

  R. S. 3383. 
29. 
R. S. 3383. 
29. 
R. S. 3384; R. S. 

2154 (a)  3387. 
•1879, Mar. 1 20 346 125 15. 

2154 (b) {   .1890, Oct. 1 26 619 1244 29IL. S. 3383. 
It. S. 3385; R. S. 

2155  
1880, June 9 21 167 161 

3387. 
1. 

1882, Aug. 8 22 373 468 
2156 (a)  1926, Feb. 26 44 116 27 1114 (a). 
2156 (b)  do  44 116 27 1114 (b). 
2156 (c)  do  44 117 27 1114 (d). 
2156 (d)   do  44 117 27 1114 (0. 
2160 (a), (b) { 18 1919, Feb. 24 40 1109 

8R08..S. 3374. 

2160 (c)  { *1890, Oct 1 26 619 1244 3111.. S. 3363. 
2160 (d)  R. S. 3366. 
2160 (e)  It. S. 3375. 
2160 (1)  It. S. 3376. 
2160 (g)  R. S. 3376. 
2160 (h)  It. S. 3373. 
2160 (i)  It. S. 3376. 
2160 co  1875, Feb. 8 18 312 36 25. 
2161 (a)  {   •1879, Mar. 1 20 345 125 1E41 S. 3355. 
2161 (b)  R. S. 3372. 
2161 (c)  

1 
R. S. 3355. 

*1879, Mar. 1 20 345 125 14. 
2161 (d)  R. S. 3356. 
2161 (e)-(g)  It. S. 3358. 
1161 (h), (i) (1)  
2161 (i) (2)  R. S. 3372. 

1161 (i) (1)  R. S. 3372. 
2161 (j) (2)  
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TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued

I. R. C. section

2161 (k) --- ------------

2161 (1)------ --------------

2161 (m) -.-...... -------------
2162 (a)------------------------

2162 (b)- -----------------

2163--- -------

2170 (a)--------- -----------------

2170 (b)--------.. -----------------

2171 --..-------.--------.-. .

2172.... ---------------------

2173 (a) -----------... ------------

2173 (b).....---------------..

2174 ..---------------------------.....

2175 ..1...... ---------------.

2176 (a) .--------------------

2180 (a)--------------------------

2180 (b) ......--------------..

2180 (c) .---------

2180 (d) -----------------------

2180 (e), ().--.---------------

2180 (g) (1).....................-----------------2180 (e), (f) --------------------------

2180 (g) (2)
21O0 (h). (i) (1) ... ------------------

2180 (i) (2) ------------------------

2180 (j) ..... -------------------

21iO (k)......-- -.. ---

2180 (1) .... --------------- -- -... --

2181 -..--. --------

2190...-----

2191.....----------

2192.....-----

2193 (a). --------

2113 (b)------

2194...-----
2195 -------------
2196 - -.----
2197 (a).-------...

2197 (b).....---
219 -... --------
2199 ............----------

2300 ..------------

2301 (a)-(c) (1)--

2301 (c) (2) .....

2301 (d), (e)-----

2302 (a) ---------

Date

1883, Mar. 3

*1926, Feb. 26

'1926, Feb. 26

1iS0,Mar.'
'1930,Dec. 16

'1928,May 29

'1879, Mar. 1

'1879, Mar. 1

'1879, Mar. I

1890, Oct.
,-- -- - -

'1879, l.ar. I

190 . Mar. 4
'1930. Dec. 16

*121. Oct. i4

- ------ 1--1890. Oct i

---------- i1890. Oct. 1
.......... {is,---ct."i-

'1E90. Oct. 1
. . 1926, Feb. 26

-926, Feb. 26

-1930, June 17
-- - 1931, Mar. 3

L 1886, Aug. 2
-------- i '1930 July 10

I 1886, Aug. 2
< '1902, May 9

'1931. Mar. 4
----- f 1886. Aug. 2

t 1926, Feb. 26
---- ----- ----- --- -- -1886,Aug. 2

.- . 1902, May 9
1931. Mar. 4

Volume

" ' 22

44

44

....... --

-- - -ii -

46

45

20

20

20

20

26

35
4i

" ' 42

" " 26

" " 26

26
44

44

46
40

24
46
24
32
46
24
44

'" " "24
32
46

Page

489

90

..... iis-1152
1029

866

348

348

348

348

618

348

1152
1029

619

620

620
112

111iii

696
1510

-209
1022
210
194

1549
211
114

209
194

1549

Chapter Section

ZliiiT! if

...... ---
121

i27

27

321
15

852

125

125

..... i6--

125

125

1244

125

1244
1i244... i2ii

....i--ii-

-R. S. XS9; R. S.
33S7.

1244 34.
27 1102 (a).

27~ 1100.
R. S. 344S; R. S.

33o7.
497 317.
441

840 2.
882 1.
840 8.
784 3.
520 2.
84-0 9.

27 1109 (a).

840 3.
784 2.
520 1.

'8907'0'-;-9-I'T. 1- 34

XVII

R. S. 3364.
5.
R. S.3370.
R. S. 3456.
R. S. 3360.
403.
R. S. 3360.
403.
R. S. 3377.
335.

R. S. 3392; R. S.
3387.

425.
R. S. 3397; R. S.

3387.
16.
R. S. 3397; R. S.

3387.
16.
R. S. 3397; R. S.

3387.
16.
R. S. 3397; R. S.

3387.
16.
R. S. 3404; R. S.

3387.
R. S. 3403; R. S.

3387.
R. S. 3398; R. S.

3387.
R. S. 3406.
R. S. 3406; R. S.

3387.

R. S. 3387.
R. S. 3400; R. S.

3387.
26.
R. S. 3388; R. S.

3387.
R. S. 3390; R. S.

3387.
R. S. 33,90; R. S.

3387.
R. S. 3400; R. S.

3387.

R. S. 3400; R. S.
33S7.

It. S. 3393; R. S.
33S7.

3:317.
It. S. 3436; R. S.

33S7.
R. S. 3402; It. S.

33S7.
335.

R. S. 33S9.

R. S. 3396.
RI. S. 33S3.
29.
R. S. 3357.
33.

1

-- - - - -

APPENDIX XVII 

T ABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued 

I. R. C. section Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

2161 (k) 1 1883, Mar. 3 22 489 121 
R. S. 3364. 
5. 

2161 (I)  
2161 (m)  

R. S. 3370. 
R. S. 3456. 

a   2162 () 1 *1926, Feb. 26 44 90 27 
R. S. 3360. 
403. 

f 2162 (b)  *1926, Feb. 26 44 90 27 
It. S. 3360. 
403. 
R. S. 3377. 

2163  1909, Mar. 4 35 1152 321 335.  
*1930, Dec. 16 46 1029 15 

2170 (a)  
R. S. 3392; R. S. 

3387. 
*192S, May 29 45 866 852 425. 

2170 (b)  
It. S. 3397; R. S. 

3387. 
879, Mar. 1 20 348 125 16. 

2171  
R. S. 3397; R. S. 

3387. 
*1879, Mar. 1 20 348 125 16. 

2172  
FL S. 3397; R. S. 

3387. 
*1879, Mar. 1 20 348 125 16. 

2173 (a)  
It. S. 3397; R. S. 

3387. 
*1879, Mar. 1 20 348 125 16. 

2173 (b)  R. S. 3404; R. S. 
3387. 

2174  R. S. 3403; R. S. 
3387. 

2175  R. S. 3398; R. S. 

2176 (a)  
2176 (b)  

3387. 
R. S. 3406. 
R. S. 3406; R. S. 

3387.  
2177  
2180 (a)  R. S. 3387. 

2180 (b)  
1 

R. S. 3400; R. 8, 
3387. 

1890, Oct. 1 26 618 1244 26. 
21130 (c)  R. S. 3388; R. S. 

3387. 
2180 (d)  R. S. 3390; FL S 

3367. 
2160 (e), (0  R. S. 3390; R. S 

3387. 
2180 (g) (1)    R. S. 340(k R. S R. S. 340(k R. S 

3367. 
2180 (g) (2)  
2180 (b), (i) (1)    it S. 3400; It. S it S. 3400; It. S 

3367. 
2180 (i) (2)  

it. 8 
2180 (j)  1 - 

It. S. 3393; 
3387. 

1 *1879. Mar. I 20 346 125 16. 
2180 (k)  it. S. 3.1110; It. 5 

3167. 

2160 (I)  ________ __ _____________ It. S. 3450; H. S 
3167. 

It. S. 3402; it. 8 

2181 1 1909. Mar. 4 35 1152 3'21 
3367. 

335. 
*1930, Dec. 16 40 1029 15 

2190 { *1921, Oct. 14 42 205 107 
Ft. S. 3309. 

2191  R. S. 3396. 
R. S. 3353. 

2192 1 *1890, Oct. 1 26 619 1244 29. 

2.193 (a) f   
1 "1690. Oct. 1 26 620 1244 

R. S. 3357. 
33. 
It. S. 3389; R. S 

2193 (b)  
1 

3387. 
*1690, Oct. 1 26 620 1244 34. 

2194  1926, Feb. 26 44 112 27 1102 (a). 

2195  
2196  1926, Feb. 26 44 111 27 1100. 

2197 (a)  R. S. 3448; R. S 
3367. 

2107 (b)  1930, June 17 46 696 497 317. 

2198  1931, Mar. 3 46 1510 441 

2199  

2300 f 
1886, Aug. 2 

I *1930, July 10 
24 
46 

209 
1022 

640 
882 

2. 
1. 

1886, Aug. 2 24 210 840 S. 

2301 (a)-(c) (I)   *1902, may 9 
i 

*1902, may 9 
i 

32 194 784 3. 
*1931. Mar. 4 46 1549 520 2. 

2301 (c) (2)  f 1886. Aug. 2 24 211 840 9. 
.1 1926, Feb. 26 44 114 27 1109 (a). 

2301 (d), (e) 
1886, Aug. 2 24 209 640 3. 

2302 (a)  
1 
*1902, May 9 32 194 764 2. 
1931. Mar. 4 46 1549 520 1. 

9891)7 c-39-FT. 1 34 



XVIII CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS

TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued

I. R. C. section

2302 (b) (1), (2) ---------- f.----

2302 (b) (3) -------------
2302 (c)-(e) ------------
2303(a) ... ----------------

2303 (b) ---------- - --- 1
2303 (c) --------- -----
2304 (a) ---- --.. -- --------------

2304 (b) ------ ------

2305 ----------------
2306 -------- -------
2307----- -- -------------

2308 (a) --------

2308 (b)-------------- ------------
2308 (c) -------------------------
2308 (d) ------- ------------------
2308(e) -------------------------------
2308 (f) ---------

2308 (g).. ------2308 (h) ---------------------------

2308 (l) (1)--- -- --------

2308 (i) (2) -------
2308(j)------------
2309 (a) ------------ -
2309 (b) --------------
2309 (c) ------------ -- -----
2309 (d) ---------------
2310 - - -- --------
2311 (a), (b).... ----------

2311 (c) ----- ------------ {
2312 -------------

2313----------------------------

2314----------------------------

2320 (a)--------------------------

2320 (b), (e)-------------------
2321 (a)-(c) (1)- . - ---
2321 (c) (2), (d) -------------
2322 (a) -------------

2322 (b) (1)----------------------

2322 (b) (2) ------
2322 (c)-(e)-----------
2323 (a), (b)-.---...---.........

2323 (c)--------------------------

2324 ----------------------. ---
2325 .-----------------------------

2326 (a) (1)--...---------.. --... -

232 (a) ()2)-------------------....
2326 (b)..--------------------------
2326 (c) -------------.......
2327 a)-----------------------
2327 (b)....................
2327 (b).. ... ----.--------2327 (C)-------------------------- ---
2327 (d) . -.............---- ---.. ..
2350 (a)-------------------------

2350 (b)-------------------.--..-

2351 (a), (b)... .................--
2351( () 1)-----------------------

2351 (c) (2)....-....---------.....

2351 (d), (e)---- ----------
2352 (a)--------------------------
2352 (b) (1) -- -.-----.
2352(b) (2) .... ---------------
2352 (c)-(e)_.....----------
2353(a) .- --------------------------
2353 (b).....- -----------------------
2354 (a)-------------------------
2354 (b)------------------------
2354 (c) --------- -------
2355-. - - - - - . . -235--------------------------
2356.........................
2357 (a) ------..
2357(h)
2357 ()---------------
2357(d)
2357 ()--------

Date

1886, Aug. 2
'1918, Oct. 1
1933. Feb. 24
1886, Aug. 2
--.. do --------
- do---

-- do -----
'1918, Oct. 1
1933, Feb. 24
1902, May 9
1886, Aug. 2

do ----
*1918, Oct. 1
'1933, Feb. 24
1886, Aug. 2
-- do -----
-do---

-- do---
*1933, Feb. 24
1886, Aug. 2

- do - --
---- do

- do.
do-- do------..... do .....

1902, May 9
1886, Aug. 2
1909, Mar. 4
'1930, Dec. 16
1886, Aug. 2

-- do----
-- do----

.--do---
- do.
- do----

.-- do----

.-- do---
-- do---
1889, Feb. 9

1886, Aug. 2
'1902, May 9
'1931, Mar. 4

1886, Aug. 2
1902, May 9
-- do---

..--- do --------

--- do----
1933, Feb. 24

---- do-----
- do- -1902, May 9

-do.-
-....do........

*1933, Feb. 24
1902, May 9

-- do.
--- do
- .do -----

--- do -----
1912, AuF. 10
1902, May 9
1896, June 6

----- do----

- ...do

*1938, May 28
1896, June 6

--. .do ... ---.
-- do .-
1926, Feb. 26

1896, June 6
-- do---
--- do---

--.. do - --.
----- do - -.-
--.- do -- -
--- do---.--
---- do --... -
----- do- ..
----- do --.-
-- do--

----- do.---
----- do.---
----- do---

do--
--. do------

Volume

24
40
47
24
24
24
24
40
47
32
24
24
40
47
24
24
24
24
47
24
24
24
24
24
24
32
24
35
46
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
25

24
32
46

24
32
32
32

32
32
47

32
32
32
47
32
32
32
47
32
32
32
32
32
37
32
29
29
52
29
29
29
44

29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

Page

210
1008
902
210
210
209
210

1008
902
197
209
210

1008
902
211
211
212
210
902
210
212
212
211
211
211
197
211

1152
1029

211
212
211
212
212
212
212
212
212
659

210
194

1550

209
194
194
196

195
195,196

902

195
195
903
197
196
196
903
196
196
197
196
196
273
196
253
253
571
255
255
255
114

253
254
255
254
253
255
254
255
255
256
255
254
255
255
255
256

Chapter

840
178
116
840
840
840
840
178
116
784
840
840
178
116
840
840
840
840
116
840
840
840

840
840
784
840
321

15
840
840
840
840
840
840
840
840
840
122

840
784
520

840
784
784
784

784
116

784
784
116
784
784
784
116
784
784
784
784
784
284
784
337
337
289
337
337
337

27

337
337
337
337
337
337
337
337
337
337
337
337

337
337337
3S7

Section

6.

1.
7.
5.
3.
6.

1.
6.
3.
6.

1.
13.
10.
16.
6.
1.
7.
15.
17.
11.
12.
13.
6.
10.
335.

10.
18.
12.
15.
17.
18.
19.
14.
14.

8.
3.
2.

1.
4.
4.
4.

4.
4.

2(a).

4.

5.

4.

4.

2(b).
6.

5.
4.

(b).

4.

6.
5.
4.

1.
2.
706.
9.
9.
10.
1109 (a).

3.
6.
8.
5.
3.
7.
3.
6.
7.
14.
11.
5.
6.
7.
8.
13.- -- -
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TABLE A.—Derivation of Internal Revenue Code—Continued 

I. R. C. section Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

1886, Aug. 2 24 210 840 6. 
2302 (b) (1), (2)  

1 
*1918, Oct. 1 40 1008 178 
1933. Feb. 24 47 902 116 1. 

2302 (b) (3)  1886, Aug. 2 24 210 840 7. 
2302 (c)-(e)   do  24 210 840 5. 
2303 (a)  do  24 209 840 3. 

 do  24 210 840 6. 
2303 (b) 1 *1918, Oct. 1 40 1008 178 

1933, Feb. 24 47 902 116 1. 
2303 (c)  1902, May 9 32 197 784 6. 
2304 (a) 1886, Aug. 2 24 209 840 3. 

do  24 210 840 6. 
2304 (b)  

{   
*1918, Oct. 1 40 1008 178 
*1933, Feb. 24 47 902 116 1. 

2305  1886, Aug. 2 24 211 840 13. 
2306   do  24 211 840 10. 
2307   do  24 212 840 16. 
2308 (a) f   l 

do  
*1933, Feb. 24 

24 
47 

210 
902 

840 
116 

6.  
1. 

2308 (b)  1886, Aug. 2 24 210 840 7. 
2308 (c)   do  24 212 840 15. 
2308 (d)   do  24 212 840 17. 
2308 (e)   do  24 211 840 11. 
2308 (0   do  24 211 840 12. 
2308 (g)   do  24 211 840 13. 
2308 (b)  1902, May 9 32 197 784 6. 

1886, Aug. 2 24 211 840 10. 
2308 (1) (1)  

i 
1909, Mar. 4 35 1152 321 335. 

•1930, Dec. 16 46 1029 15 
2308 (i) (2)  1886, Aug. 2 24 211 840 10. 
2308 (j)   do  24 212 840 18. 
2309 (a)   do  24 211 840 12. 
2309 (b)   do  24 212 840 15. 
2309 (c)   do  24 212 840 17. 
2309 (d)   do  24 212 840 18. 
2310   do  24 212 840 19. 
2311 (a), (b)   do  24 212 840 14. 

I   
2311 (c) l 

do  
1889, Feb. 9 

24 
25 

212 
659 

840 
122 

14.  

2312  
1886, Aug. 2 24 210 840 8. 

2313  
{ 

*1902, May 9 32 194 784 3. 
*1931, Mar. 4 46 1550 520 2. 

2314  
2320 (a) { 1886, Aug. 2 1902, May 9 32 24 209 

194 
840 
784 

1.  
4. 

2320 (b), (c)   do  32 194 784 4. 
2321 (a)-(c) (1)_    do  32 196 784 4. 
2321 (c) (2), (d)  
2322 (a)  1902, May 9 32 195 784 4. 
2322 (b) (1) f   

I 
do  

*1933, Feb. 24 
32 
47 

195, 196 
902 

784 
116 

4.  
2 (a). 

2322 (b) (2)  
2322 (c)-(e)  1902, May 9 32 195 784 4. 
2323 (a), (b)   do  32 195 784 4. 
2323 (c) I   

1 
do  

•1933, Feb. 24 
32 
47 

195 
903 

784 
116 

4.  
2 (b). 

2324  1902, May 9 32 197 784 6. 
2325   do  32 196 784 5. 
2326 (a) (1) '1 

 do  
•1933, Feb. 24 

32 
47 

196 
903 

784 
116 

4.  
2 (b). 

2326 (a) (2)  1902, May 9 32 196 784 4. 
2326 (b)   do  32 196 784 8. 
2326 (c)   do  32 197 784 5. 

)  2327 r)  
2327 b 

 do  
 do  

32 
32 

196 
196 

784 
784 

4. 
5. 

2327 c)  1912, Aug. 10 37 273 284 
2327 (d)  1902, May 9 32 196 784 4. 
2350 (a)  1896, June 8 29 253 337 1. 
2350 (b) I   1 

do  
*1938, May 28 

29 
52 

253 
571 

337 
289 

2.  
706. 

2351 (a), (b)  1896, June 6 29 255 337 9. 
2351 (c) (1)   do  29 255 337 9. 
2351 (c) (2) I   1 

do  
1926, Feb. 26 

29 
44 

255 
114 

337 
27 

10.  
1109 (a)• 

2351 (d), (e)  
2352 (a)  1896, June 6 29 253 337 3. 
2352 (h) (1)   do  29 254 337 6. 
2352 (b) (2)   do  29 255 337 8. 
2352 (c)-(e)   do  29 254 337 5. 
2353 (a)   do  29 253 337 3. 
2353 (b)  do  29 255 337 7. 
2354 (a)  do  29 254 337 3. 
2354 (b)  do  29 255 337 6. 
2354 (c)  do  29 255 337 7. 
2355   do  29 256 337 14. 
2356   do  29 255 337 11. 
2357 (a)  
2357 (h)  

do  
do  

29 
29 

254 
255 

337 
337 

5. 
6. 

2357 (c)  
2357 (d)  

do  
do  

29 
29 

255 
255 

337 
337 

7. 
8. 2357 (e)  do  29 256 357 13. 



TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued

I. R. C. section Date Volume Page Chapter Section

2357 ----------------- 1896, June 6 29 256 337 12.
2357(g)-----------------------do------- 29 256 337 14.
2358 (a) - -- ------ --------- - ---- do ------ 29 256 337 13.
2358 (b) - ---- ------ ---------- ----- do ------- 29 256 337 16.
2359 -.... .....-----.-- --.--------- - odo--o ---- 29 256 337 17.
2360 - - do------- 29 256 337 15.
2361 - -...... ----- ---------- ----- do----.. 29 255 337 9.
2362 -------------------------------- --------------- -------- --------- --------

1898, June 13 30 467 448 35.
123)1902, April 12 32 99 500 9.

2381 (a)-(c) (1) --- ----- ---------- 1898, June 13 30 468 448 40.
2381 (2 -.. . -- -do --.- 30 469 448 41.

1926, Feb. 26 44 114 27 1109 (a).
2381 (d)-(f) --- --------------- ----- ------ -------- ---
2382 (a) (1) - ------ ---------- 1898, June 13 30 468 448 40.
2382 (a) (2) -.... -- -------- -- do------- 30 468 448 38.
2382 (a)(3) ---------------------- do---- 30 467 448 37.
2382 (a) () ---..... ----------..- --- do -- 30 468 448 37.
2382 (a) (5)----------- ---- ----- do ---- 30 468 448 39.
2382 (b) - -------- - ----- do--- 30 468 448 40.
2383 - -.......- --- do... ---. 30 469 448 45.
2384-------------- ----- do--- 30 469 448 42.
2385 -...------------ - do.. - 30 469 448 44.
2386 (a) .----- --- -----do .---- 30 468 448 37.
2386 (b) ------------- - - ----- do ---- . 30 468 448 39.
2386 (c) ................---..----- -----. do. -----. 30 468 448 38.
2386 (d). .---------------- - - -----.do ------ 30 469 448 40.
2386 (e) - ---- -- ---.. do.....--- 30 469 448 43.
2386 (f) ....--------- -- --- do.------. 30 469 448 42.
2386 () -----------.. ----- ----- do .------ 30 469 448 45.
2386 (h) ...----------- -- --- do-...-. 30 470 448 48.
2387 -6 --------- --- do..----.. 30 469 448 46.
2388 (a) ---------------- ---- do......--- 30 468 448 40.
2388 (b) --.-.. . ...----.-------------- -----do ..---- 30 466 448 31.
2389 .- ... ...--------- -0 4 ---
2390 --------------------------- 1899, Mar. 3 30 1090 424 1.

1934, May 10 48 763 277 602j (a).
2470 (a). --------- ---- - .936, June 22 49 1742 690 702.
2470 (h), (c) --- 1934, May 10 -i ---------- 277 602. (a).

' 1936, June 22 49 1742 690 702.
2471 -- 1934, May 10 48 763 277 602, (b).
24712 --------------- 1,--- do ---- 48 763 277 602( 4(b).
2473 -.-: ---- . ----- do ...------ 48 764 277 

60 2
c-, (c).

2474 -....------------------- -- do _ _- 48 764 277 602W) (d).
247 - ------------------ 48 763 277 60218 (b).

I 1935, Aug. 30 49 1027 829 404.
2476 -- - 1934, May 10 48 763 277 602t (a).

-- ------ -------- -o 48 763 277 6i02l (a).
477 -38, May 2.s 52 570 289 703.

2478 - 1934. M'1y 10 48 764 277 c12 (e'.
2479 .-- -- 4S 744 277 iO

t
)2i (l).

24SO' , --- ------ . . ..-.----. 4S 714 277 { X0
2

ta (g).

2 82 -------- ------. -- -
40 ------ J-o--- - '-147 2.. 9 2. 6 0 (a), (c).

- --(2,Jto 6 . .. - - (9) Ic) (8).
2 19:14. My 1,) 47 72 27 11.

2491) - .1. 13.... 6 June 22 .141 17-12 658 701.
'1938, May 28 52 518 289 702 (a).

2492 ....- 1936, June 22 411 1743 (90 703.
.................. 1932, June 6 47 259 601 (b).

2493 .... . t1934, May 10 48 762 277 602
'1938, May 28 52 569 2{ 9 702 (b).

2494 ---- 1932., June 6 47 269 219 628.
20 (a). (b)

-  
f 1914, Dec. 17 38 785 1 1.

2550), ().1926, Feb. 26 44 97 27 703.
1914, Dec. 17 38 785 1 1.

2550 () (1) ------ 1926. Feb. 26 44 97 27 703.
1927, Mar. 3 44 1382 348 4 (a).

2550 (c (2)------ ------- 1026 Feb. 26 44 1 I20 27~ 1119.
2550 (c) (3) .---------------- .1927, Mar. 3 44 1382 348 4 (a).
2550(c) (4),(d) --- -- --- -- -- -- -----------

1914. Dec. 17 38 749 1 6.
'1926, Feb. 26 44 9S 27 704.

2551 (a)---------- ----- 19i27, Mar. 3 44 1382 348 4 (a.
1936. June 22 49 1745 690 806 (b).

| 1914, Dec. 17 38 789 1 6.
2551 (b) ------ ---- - . 1919. Feb. 21 40 1132 18 1107.

1926, Feb. 26 44 9S 27 704.
1914. Dec. 17 38 7S5 1 1.

2551 (E) (1) ---------- 1926, Feb. 26 44 97 27 3.

2551 (C) (4, ()..3 44 12 348 4 (a).
255 

(
e

) (
2 

3 
) ---------------- , ---- 4- ec-- 17--- -------- --- 785-- ---- 1-----

52(a),b) ....... . 1914, Dec. 17 38 .785 1 1.
1(a), 926, Feb. 26 44 97,98 27, 703.

2?552 (c) - --------- ---- - --------- ------. ---- ---- ------222 ( --)-- - 1914,Dec. 17 38 785 1 1.
2523 ----------------------- - 926. Feb. 26 44 97 27 703.

4 a) .................. 1914, Dec. 17 38 86' 1 2.
------------ 1927, Mar. 3 44 1382 348 4(a).

1914 Dec. 17 3 78 1 2.
1927, Jan. 22 44 123 I 51
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2357 (0  1896, June 6 

'
 
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
 
O
N
O
C

,
01
, 
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
 C
2
,
0
0
:
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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G
O
C
a
 

0
1
G
O
W
C
,
O
C
O
C
:
0
0
1
0
0
 

C.000 
'
4
"
 

"
 
"
"
 

°
.
1
.

4
1

1 
A"' 

A
4
A
'
A
'
 

N
 
N
N
 

0
1
 0
1
 

C
C
 C
C
 C
C
 C
0
 

C
t
 C
C
 C
C
 C
C
 0
0
 C
C
 0

..1
 0
0
 V
D
 

c
C
 C
C
 C
C
 V
D
 0
.1
 C
C
 V
D
 C
O
M
M
 

C
C
 0
0
 0
0
 

Y
 

el., et. 
-
0
 

.
 
y
 

Y
 

y
 
y
 
y
 

cc0 
Y
 
01
, 

Y
.
 Y
 

256 337 12. 
2357 (g)  do  256 337 14. 
2358 (a)  do  256 337 13. 
2358 (b)  do  256 337 16. 
2359  do  256 337 17. 
2360   do  256 337 15. 
2361  do  255 337 9. 
2362  

f 1898, June 13 467 448 35. 
2380 1 *1902, April 12 99 500 9. 
2381 (a)-(c) (1)  1898, June 13 468 448 40. 

2381 ( f   CJ (2) I 
do  

1926, Feb. 26 
469 
114 

448 
27 

41.  
1109 (a). 

2381 (d)-(f)  
2382 (a) (1)  1898, June 13 468 448 40. 
2382 (a) (2)   do  468 448 38. 
2382 (a) (3)   do  467 448 37. 
2382 (a) (4)   do  468 448 37. 
2382 (a) (5)  do  468 448 39. 
2382 (b)   do  468 448 40. 
2383  do  469 448 45. 
2384   do  469 448 42. 

2385  do . 469 448 44. 
2386 (a)  do  468 448 37. 
2386 (h)  do  468 448 39. 
2386 (c)  do  468 448 38. 
2386 (d)  do  469 448 40. 

2386 (e)  do  469 448 43. 
2386 (I)  do  469 448 42. 

2386 (g)   do  469 448 45. 
2386 (h)  do  470 448 48. 
2387   do  469 448 46. 
2388 (a)  do  468 448 40. 

2388 (b)  do  466 448 31. 

2389  
2390  1899, Mar. 3 1090 424 1. 

f 1934, May 10 763 277 6029 (a). 
2470 (a) ) •1936, June 22 1742 690 702. 
2470 (I)), (c) f 1934, May 10 277 602;i (a). 

I *1936, June 22 1742 690 702. 
2471  1934, May 10 763 277 602 (b). 
2472   do  763 277 60214, (b). 
2473  do  764 277 602 (c). 

2474   do  764 277 602;i (d). 
I .do  763 277 6021, (b). 

2475 1 1935, Aug. 30 1027 829 404. 
2476  1934, May 10 763 277 602Ie'2 (a). 

(   do  763 277 e021s (a). 
2477 'I *1938, May 28 570 '.. ,',9 703. 
2478  1934, May 10 764 277 602If: (el. 
2479  do  764 277 t)O2Ii (E. 
2480  .ilo  764 277 602).A' (g). 
2181  
2182   
2490  1932, J unit 6 259 299 601 (a), (O. 

1932, June 6 _ . 209 601 (c) OB. 
11934, May II) 

..., 
,t,2 277 602. 

2491  •1936, June 22 17-12 690 701. 
•1938, May 28 568 269 702 (a). 

2492  1936, June '22 1743 690 703. 
1932, June 6 259 209 CM (b). 

2493  
1 
11934, May 10 762 277 602 
•1938, May 28 569 289 702 (b). 

2494  1932, June 6 269 209 628. 
f 1914. Dec. 17 785 1 1. 

25'50 (a), (b)_   1 *1926, Feb. 26 97 27 703. 
1914, Dec. 17 785 1 1. 

2.550 (e) (1)  
I 
'1926, Feb. 26 97 27 703. 
"1927, Mar. 3 1382 348 4 (a). 

2550 (c) (2)  
f 1926, Feb. 26 120 27 1119. 

2550 (C) (3) 1 1927, Mar. 3 1382 348 4 (a). 

2550 (c) (4), (d)  
1914, Dec. 17 789 1 6. 

*1926, Feb. 26 98 27 704. 
2551 (a)  '1927, Mar. 3 1382 348 4 (a). 

1936, June 22 1745 690 806 (b). 
1914, Dec. 17 789 1 6. 

2551 (b)  
i 
*1919, Feb. 24 1132 18 1007. 
1926, Feb. 26 98 27 704. 
1914, Dec. 1, 785 1 1. 

2551 (c) (1)  
1 
'1926, Feb. 26 97 27 703. 
*1927, Mar. 3 1382 345 4 (a). 

2551 (c) (2), (3)  
1914, Dec. 17 785 I 1. 

25'52 (a), (b) 1'1926, Feb. 26 97,98 "7 703. 

2552 (c)  
5 3 .1 2 5 1 1914, Dec. 17 

.1926. Feb. 26 
785 
97 

1 
27 

I. 
703. 

I 1914, Dec. 17 786 1 2. 
2554 (a) I *1927, Mar. 3 1382 348 4 (a). 

f 1914, Dn. 17 786 1 2. 
2554 (b) 1 •1927.1m. 22 1025 21 



XX CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS

TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued

Date

2554 (c)-(g)---------------------- {

2554 (h)... .-----------------

2555 (a) ------------------------- {

2555 (b) ---------------------------

2555 (c) (1)-------------
2555 (c) (2)----- --------------
2556 (a) -----------------------
2556 (b) ......................---
2557 (a)--------------------------
2557 (b) (1) ----- ------------------
2557 (b) (2)-(4)---------------
2557 (b 5) ... ..........
2557 (b (6)........
2557 (b) (7) -----------------------
2557 (b) (8)----------------------
2557 () ------------------------

2558 (a) ..--------------------------

2558 (b) (1)-----------------------{

2558 (b) (2 c) ..-------------------

2559 (a) --------------------------

2559 (b)------------------------

2560 (a)----------------------------

2560 (b) ------------------------..
256 () .............................

2562(b)..
25632.(--------------------------

2564 (a).------ -----------

2564 ----------(b) ------------------
2564 (c)--------------------------
2565 b)-------------------------
2567 (a)--------------------------
2567 (b) (1)-- - ---------- ----
2567 (b) (2)-- ----------- ---
2568b- ---------------------2567 (b) (2)-----------------------268............................
2569 (a)

2569 (b).. -------- --------------

2569 tc)-------- --------------

2569 (d) (1)-(4)-------------------{

2569 (d) (5)---------------------- -
2570 --------- --------- ------
2571 -..----- ----------------------
2590 (a) -- -----------------------2590( a2590 b) -- ---------------------------
2590 (c 1 ----------- ------
259 (c .... , (-- - .-------
2591 ..--. ----- --------------------.

2592 ().

2592 c)------------------------------

2594 (a) ----------------------------2594 (a)2594 (b) - -------------------------
2595... -----------..----------------
2596..------------------------------
2597.-------------------------------
2598 --..--------------------------
2599 --------------------------------
2600 ------.-- --------------------
2601. -----------
2602 .---------------
2603 ------------ -----------------
260326504 ....------.

2606 .-.------------------..........-..
2650 - - -- ---------------
2651 (a)-(c) (1)--------- --------.

2651 (c) (2) ............ .........---
2652 (a)-(c) . .....
2652 (d)-- -. --------------
2653 (a) (1), (2) -
2653 (a) (3), (

4
) ---- ---- --------

2653 (b)-(e) -----......................--------------...--
2654 ---------------------------------
2655-----------------------.---
2656 (a), (b) --------------
2656 (c) ----------------.-------
2656(d) __-- ------------------
2656 (e).------------- ----- .---
2656(0)---------------------------

Volume

1914, Dec. 17
1927, Mar. 3

1926, Feb. 26
'1927,Mar. 3

1914, Dec. 17
· 1926, Feb. 26
· 1927,Mar. 3

1914, Dec. 17

1914,Dec. 17

1914, Dec. 17
--- do -----
1926, Feb. 26
1937, Aug. 12

--. do-----
--- do-----
1926, Feb. 26

1914, Dec. 17
'1926, Feb. 26

-- do-------
'1927, Mar. 3

1914, Dec. 17
1926, Feb. 26

1927, Mar. 3

1914, Dec. 17
*1927, Mar. 8

1914, Dec. 17
1926, Feb. 26

1914,b Dec. 17
----- do .. .
1932, May 17
1914, Dec. 17

i9i4, Jan. 7i
-- do---.-

-- do----
----- do------
'1927, Mar. 3
1914, Jan. 17

..- do------
'1927,Mar. 3

1914, Jan. 17
----- do..----
1937, Aug. 2
. .do..

-- do

.....do.....
----.....do -..-......
-.--- do--------

1937, Aug. 2

--- do......
----- do---..-- do-....-

--... do ------- -
---.- do---.-..- do-.....
----- do .-----
---- do ..

'1927, Mar. 3
1930, June 14
1912, Apr. 9

----- do--....
.--- do------
1926, Feb. 26
1912, Apr. 9

i------.-p-----1912, Apr. 9
----- do------
----- do . ---
----- do -.....
.-- do _--

..-- do --.---
---. do ----
-- do-----. do------. do. -

Page

38
44

44

38
44
44
38

38
38
44
50
50
50
44

44
44
44

4438
44
44

38

4438
44

38
38
47
38

38
38

38

........ .

38

38
38
44

50303850

50

53

5so50

50

50
5050
50
50
50

44
46
37
37
37
47
37

37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37

" "' 80

Chapter

786
1382

1382
785

98
1382

787

788

788
789
116
627
627
627
117

98
99

1382

785
98,111

1382

789...... ii5'
1382

790
111

787
158
787

277
278

278
277
277

1382
277
277

1382

- 278......- k>i
278
554
554
554

553,554
553
554

555

556
556
555
556
556
555
556
556

1382
586
81
81
82

114
82

82

83
81
83
83
82
81
82
82
82

I. R. C. section

1
348

27
348

1
27

348
1

1
27

598
598
598

27

.-------i-
27
27

348

10

-------- i-

27

348
-------- i-

348

--------i5

27

1

...... ---

1553

553

......--i

10

10

348

10

553

553
553

553
553

10
348

10

553

553

48653

553

75

553

27

53

75

75

53
53

553
53
553

348

488
75

75
75
27
75

75

75
75
75

Section

2.
4 (a).

1102 (a).
4 (a).
1.
703.
4 (a).
3.

5.

5.
9.
1114 (a), (b), (d).
1.
2.
3.
1114 (f).

1.
703.
705.
4 (a).

1.
703,1101
4 (a).

10.
4 (a).

12.
1100.

2.
2.

2.

1.
3.

4.
1.
1,2.
4(a).
1.
1.
4 (a).

5
5.
7
7 (b).

6.
7(c).
7 (d).

8.
lo (a).

11.
12.
13.
9.
14.
14.
7 (e).
15.
15.

4 (b).
3 (b).
1.
3.
9.
1109 (a).
8.

3.
12.
2.
10.
11.
4.
3.
5.
6.
7.

XX CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS 

TABLE A.—Derivation of Internal Revenue Code—Continued 

I. R. C. section Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

f 
2554 (c)-(g) 1 
2554 (h)  

f 2555 (a) 1 

2555 (b)  

2555 (c) (1)  
2555 (c) (2)  
2556 (a)  
2556 (b)  
2557 (a)  
2557 (b) (1)  
2557 (b) (2)-(4)  
2557 (b) (5)  
2557 (b) (6)  
2557 (b) (7)  
2557 (b) (8)  
2557 (c)  

 f 
2558 (a)  ( 

2558 (b) (1) f   I 
2558 (b) (2), (c)  i 2559 (a)  

2559 (b)  
1 2560 (a) I 

2560 (b)  
2561  
2562 (a)  
2562 (b)  
2563  
2564 (a) f   

l 
2564 (b)  
2564 (c)  
2565  
2567 (a)  
2567 (b) (1)  
2567 (b) (2)  
2568  
2569 (a)  
2569 (b)  I   

( 
2569 (c)  
2569 (d) (1)-(4) { 
2569 (d) (5)  
2570  
2571 
2590 r)  
25 90 b)  
2590 c) (I)  
2590 (c) (2), (d)  
2591 
2592 r)  
2592 b)  
2592 c)  
2593  
2594 (a)  
2594 (b)  
2595  
2596  
2597  
2598  
2599  
2600  
2601  
2602  
2603  
2604  
2606 f l 
2650  
2651 (a)-(c) (1)  
2651 (c) (2) f   

l 
2652 (a)-(c)  
2652 (d)  
2653 (a) (1), (2)  
26.53 (a) (3), (4)  
2653 (b)-(e)  
2654  
2655  
2656 (a), (b)  
2656 (c)  
2656 (d)  
2656 (e)  
2656 (f)  

  1914, Dec. 17 
1926, Feb. 26 

1914, Dec. 17 
do  

1932, May 17 
  1914, Dec. 17 

1914, Jan. 17 
 do  

1914, Jan. 17 
 do  

do  
*1927, M ar. 3 
1914, Jan. 17 
 do  
*1927, M ar. 3 

1914, Jan. 17 
 do  
1937, Aug. 2 
 do  
 do  

1937, Aug. 2 
 do  
 do  

  1937, Aug. 2 
 do  

1937, Aug. 2 
 do  
 do  
 do  
 do  
 do  
 do  
 do  
 do  

•1927, Mar. 3 
1930, June 14 
1912, Apr. 9 
 do  

do  
1926 , Feb. 26 
1912, Apr. 9 

1912, Apr. 9 
 do  
 do  

do_ ___   
 do  
 do  

do  
do  
do  
do  

1914, Dec. 17 
*1927, Mar. 3 

1926, Feb. 26 
*1927, Mar. 3 

*1926, Feb. 26 
*1927, Mar. 3 
1914, Dec. 17 

1914, Dec. 17 

1914, Dec. 17 
 do  
1926, Feb. 26 
1937, Aug. 12 
 do  

do  
1926, Feb. 26 

1914, Dec. 17 
*1926, Feb. 26 

do  
*1927, Mar. 3 

1914, Dec. 17 
1926, Feb. 26 

"1227, Mar. 3 

1914, Dec. 17 
*1927, Mar. 8 

  1914, Dec. 17 
1926, Feb. 26 

1914, Dec. 17 
do  

1932, May 17 
  1914, Dec. 17 

1914, Jan. 17 
 do  

1914, Jan. 17 
 do  

do  
*1927, M ar. 3 
1914, Jan. 17 
 do  
*1927, M ar. 3 

1914, Jan. 17 
 do  
1937, Aug. 2 
 do  
 do  

1937, Aug. 2 
 do  
 do  

  1937, Aug. 2 
 do  

1937, Aug. 2 
 do  
 do  
 do  
 do  
 do  
 do  
 do  
 do  

•1927, Mar. 3 
1930, June 14 
1912, Apr. 9 
 do  

do  
1926 , Feb. 26 
1912, Apr. 9 

1912, Apr. 9 
 do  
 do  

do_ ___   
 do  
 do  

do  
do  
do  
do  w

w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
 

8
8
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
 

g
r
o
.
 

g
g
q
,
w
w
 

•
I
s
w
w
4
.
.
w
5
.
0
N
 

N
t
a
N
N
 
t
U
 
:
N
 
t
t
N
 
:
t
t
N
 
:
8
8
8
:
N
N
 
M
 
N
t
t
N
t
t
 
t
N
 

O
y
 

.
0
0
0
0
 
^
W
W
W
•
0
0
0
0
 

786 
1382 

112 
1382 

98 
1382 
787 

788 

788 
789 
116 
627 
627 
627 
117 

785 
98 
99 

1382 

785 
98, 111 

1382 

789 
1382 

790 
111 

787 
787 
158 
787 

277 
278 

278 
277 
277 
1382 
277 
277 

1382 

278 
278 
554 
554 
554 

553, 554 
553 
554 

555 
555 

555 
556 
556 
555 
556 
556 
555 
556 
556 

1382 
586 
81 
81 
82 

114 
82 

81 
83 
81 
83 
83 
82 
81 
82 
82 
82 

E
„
 0' 

010
1 
„„

" 
vb

, 
C
l
 
"
 

0
3
 

0
2
 

.
8
 

"
 

..
..
N 

0
0
 

0
0
M
0
0
0
 
0
.
 

.
.
 
4
.
 
.
.
 

2. 
4 (a). 

1102 (a). 
4 (a). 

703. 
4 (a). 
3. 

5. 

5. 
9. 
1114 (a), 
1. 
2. 
3. 
1114 (f). 

1. 
703. 
705. 
4 (a). 

1. 
703, 1101 
4 (a). 

10. 
4 (a). 

12. 
1100. 

2. 
2. 

2. 

1. 
3. 

4. 
1. 
1, 2. 
4 (a). 
1. 
1. 
4 (a). 

5 
5. 
7 (a). 
7 (b). 
7 (c). 

6. 
7 (c). 
7 (d). 

8. 
10 (a). 

11. 
12. 
13. 
9. 
14. 
14. 
7 (e). 
15. 
15. 

4 (b). 
 3 (b). 

1. 
3. 
9.  
1109 (a). 
8. 

3. 
12. 
2. 
10. 
11. 
4. 
3. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

(b), (d). 



APPENDIX

TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued

I. R. C. section

2656 (g) --------------------------
2656 (h), (i) -.....- ----------.
2656 (j) ------------------------------
2656 (k)._---..... --....-----.
2656 (1) .....---------------------
2657 (a)...-----------------------
2657 (b) --------------
2657 (c) ----------------------------.
2657 (d)...--------------------------
2657 (e)---------------- --- ----
2657 (f) ....................--------------------
2658.........................
2659 (a) ---- ----------------.
2659 (b) -- ------------------------
2660 -.......-- .------------.
2700 (a), (b) (1)..---------------...
2700 (b) (2)---------------------...
2700 (b) (3) ..... -------------.
2700 (c).-----..-.. ----...........
2701. -- -.......-....----------------.
2702 (a) .....-----.--------------
2702 (b)..---...... -------------.
2703 (a)-...----------.-------------
2703 (b)-------------------
2704 (a)...----------------.
2704 (b) (1).---.----------- ------....
2704 (b) (2)---------------------
2705 --------- ----------- -

2706--------------------------

2707 (a) -----------------
2707 (b) ------... ----------- --..
2707 (e) - --------------
2707 (d). --....-- --------- ---
2708 -- -------------
2709------------
2710--------------------------
2711 .--------------- -
2712 ---------
2713 ------------------------

2720 (a)-(c) (1) .... ----------....

2720 (c) (2)....--------------------------
2720 (d)..-...-------------- -------
2721 (a) ...--- -------.- --.----
2721 (b) .------------------.-------.
2721 (c)------------------------------
2722 (a) -------------------------- --
2722 (b) -----------------
2723 (a) ------. .. - . ---
2723 (h)....- -------
2723 ( c) ------------------------ -
2723 (()----------------- ---- - -.-
2723 (e) ---- -- - ------

27
2
31 (e) .. ..272.1 .... ... . ....

272
272 ()...........
2726 (b) ......--
'72; (C).
2727 ...... ---.--.

272!)- -_ _------ .-. -----_ _ ----- --- -272 ). - ....----- -. -------. .-272-9 ....... ......
2730 (a) .--.-------.. ------ ----

2732 ) (-)- ....----.-- -

2600 (a) (1) --------

2S00 (a) (2) .----.----------------
26oo (a) (3) --------------------------

2800 (a) (4) -----------------------

2800 (a) () -----------------------
2800 (a) (6)-(8)---------------------
2800 (b) (1) ---------------------2800 (b) (1)--------------------
2800 (b) (2).... ----------
2800 (b) (3) -------------------
2800 (c)-----------------------
2800 (d), (e) (1) .. ---....--..
2Sn fe) MNI

Date

1912, Apr. 9
.--- do-------- do ---
-- do- -

i9i2, Apr. 9
-- do ------..
-- do -.--

.-- do -- ----
....--do----

.- do.
-- do----.- do-.. .

.-- do---

1926, Feb. 26
1934, June 26

.-- do----
1926, Feb. 26

1i926, Feb. 26

1926, Feb. 26
-- do ------
-- do -----

-- do ----..... do ......
1935, Aug. 30
1926, Feb. 26

.... do ----
--- do-----

--- do -----
----- do ---

-- do --

i926, Feb. 26

i934,June 26
1938, June 16

1934, June 26

1134. June 2B

1 do3, J.le 26

do....

-Ido -.

nlo

do..

1934, Jan. 11
*1938. May 28

'193S, may 2S
1909. Feb. 4

._do -

1930. Apr. 10

1934, June 26

1926. Feb. 26

1934, Jan. 11

193, Junay 26
193819, May 24
1909. Feb. 4
1900, Apr. 32
192f6. Feb. 26
1932, May 17
1936, June 26
1919, Feb. 24

--AAA-;-A-A-A-A

ii-iiiiiii-ii-ii
, , - -,.------------------------ 19i .. Jnne z2
S (. (4) ---- --------------- 1926, Feb. 26

Volume

37
37
37
37

37
37
3737
37
37
37

37

44
48

44
44

44

4444

44
44
49
44
44
44
44
44
44

.. 44

48

...... 4s-
52

48

48

49
48
48
48

48
494848

48
4 6
4 6

48
48
49
48

44
48
52

40
52
35
31
44
47
49
40

49
44

Page

81
83
83
83

82
82
83
82
83
83
82
84

93
1240

----- 94-

94

i21

93
46,94

94
121
94

1027
117
116
116
117
120
112

11iii1

.1237
756

1240.... i.-i-
1238

1i237

1238
1238

12:38

12:19

1239
12,10
1239

12371240391210
1Z36I

1237
1240
1236
1192
1236

304
313
572

572
594

104
158

1957
1108

19543
105

Chapter

75
75
75
75

75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75

2757

27

27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27

757
471

757

757

757

757
757

757
757

757

175

757757

1)

75
759

2759

75

191

275

289

18
6,

190
830

27

Section

2.12.
11.
13.

4.
6.
7.
11.
7.
13.
14.
8.
16.

600.
15.

602.
602.

1120.

600.
240 (d), 601 (a).
601 (b).
1121.
602.
404.
1114 (d).
1114 (a).
1114 (b).
1114 (f).
1119.
1102 (a).

1100.

3 (a).
2.

13.
4 (e).

3 (a).

4 (a).
4 (e).
4 (d).
4 ().
4 (b).
9.

6.

10 (h).
3 (e).
1o (a).
14.
7 (a).
7 (h).
3 (b).
12.
1.

I (b)-(h), (k).
600 (a) (4).
900.
2.
710 (a).
R. S. 3254.
600 (c).
710 (b).

3.
900.

329 (c).
605.

R. S. 3253.

R. S. 3248.
R. S. 3251.
R. S. 3262 (e).
301.
902.ov ~1 ~ I, I- .-......

APPENDIX XXI 

TABLE A.—Derivation of Internal Revenue Code—Continued 

I. It. C. section Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

2656 (g)  1912, Apr. 9 37 81 75 2. 
2656 (h), (i)  do  37 83 75 12. 
2656 (j)   do  37 83 75 11. 
2656 (k)  do  37 83 75 13. 
2656 (1)  
2657 (a)  1912, Apr. 9 37 82 75 4. 
2657 (b)  do  37 82 75 6. 
2657 (c)  do  37 82 75 7. 
2657 (d)  do  37 83 75 11. 
2657 (e)  do  37 82 75 7. 
2657 (1)   do  37 83 75 13. 
2658   do  37 83 75 14. 
2659 (a)  do  37 82 75 8. 
2659 (b)  do  37 84 75 16. 
2660  
2700 (a), (b) (1)  1926, Feb. 26 44 93 27 600. 
2700 (b) (2)  1934, June 26 48 1240 757 15. 
2700 (b) (3)  
2700 (c)  
2701  1926, Feb. 26 44 94 27 602. 
2702 (a)  do  44 94 27 602. 
2702 (b)  
2703 (a)  1926, Feb. 26 44 121 27 1120. 
2703 (b)  
2704 (a)  1926, Feb. 26 44 93 27 600. 
2704 (b) (1)  do  44 46,94 27 240 (d), 601 (a). 
2704 (b) (2)  do  44 94 27 601 (b). 
2705  do  44 121 27 1121. 

 do  44 94 27 602. 
2706 1 1935, Aug. 30 49 1027 829 404. 
2707 (a)  1926, Feb. 26 44 117 27 1114 (d). 
2707 (b)  do  44 116 27 1114 (a)• 
2707 (e)  do  44 116 27 1114 (b)-
2707 (d)  do  44 117 27 1114 (f)• 
2708  do  44 120 27 1119. 
2709   do  44 112 27 1102 (a)• 
2710  
2711  1926, Feb. 26 44 111 27 1100. 
2712  
2713  

f 1934, June 26 48 1237 757 3 (a). 
2720 (a)-(c) (1) .1 *1938, June 16 52 756 471 2. 
2720 (c) (2)  
2720 (d)  
2721 (a)  1934, June 26 48 1240 757 13. 
2721 (b)  do 48 1238 757 4 (e). 
2721 (c)  
2722 (a)  1034, June 26 48 1237 757 3 (a). 
2722 (1)  
2723 (a)  1934, June 26 48 1237 757 4 (a). 
2723 (b)  do  48 1238 737 4 (e). 
2773 (r)  do  48 1238 757 4 (d). 
In.3 (0)  _do   44 1238 757 4 (0. 
2723 (c)  . t lo _ _ _ 44 1238 757 4 (b). 
2721   _.lo _ 44 1239 757 9. 

W25   48 1239 757 g (a). 
2724 (a)._ _ do_ _ 48 1214 757 6. 

2726 (h)  (10  44 1339 717 8 (to . 
272)1 (e)  _do _ 48 1239 757 10 (b). 
2727  ,lo_ 44 1237 757 3 (O. 

2721  _110  48 1239 757 10 (a). 

2729 _do  44 1210 737 14. 

2730 (a)__  do_ _ 48 1238 757 7 (a). 

2730 (b)  __do  44 1239 757 7 (b). 

2731    do  44 1237 757 3 ad. 

2732  -.d0  48 1240 757 12. 
 do  48 1236 757 1. 

2733 (a) 1 *1936, Apr. 10 49 1192 169 

2733 (b)- (i)  1934, June 26 48 1236 757 1 (b)-(h), (k). 
1919. Feb. 24   18 600 (a) (4)• 

*1926, Feb. 26 44 104 27 900. 
2800 (a) (I)  1934, Jan. 11 48 313 1 2. 

*1938, May 28 52 572 289 710 (a)• 

2800 (a) (2)  R. S. 3254. 
J. 1919, Feb. 24 40 1106 18 600 (c). 

2800 (a) (3) 1 *193S, May 28 52 572 239 710 (h)• 
1909. Feb. 4 35 594 65 
1900, Apr. 12 31 77 191 3. 

2800 (a) (4)  1926, Feb. 26 44 104 27 900. 
1932, Stay 17 47 158 190 
1936, June 26 49 1957 830 329 (c). 

2600 (a) (5)    1919, Feb. 24 1919, Feb. 24 40 1108 18 605. 

2800 (a) (6)-(8)  
2800 (b) (1)  
2800 (b) (2)  It. S. 3253. 

2800 (b) (3)  
2800 (c)  R. S. 3248. 

2800 (d), (e) (1)  R. S. 3251. 
R. 8. 3262 (e). 

2800 (e) (2) 1 '1936. June 26 49 1943 830 301. 

9sun 40 (3)_ (4)  1926, Feb. 26 44 105 27 902. 



CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS

TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued

I. R. C. section

2800 (f)----------------------..----

2801 (a).-------- ----------------
2801 (b)....---------------

2801 (c) -------------------------

2801 (d), (e) (1) ------------------ {
2801 (e) (2) ..---- ------------- {

2801 Ce) (3).-- -------------- {---
2801 (e) (4) .------------------- {
2801 (f) - ------------------ - -----
2802 (a) (1).....-------- --

2802 (a) (2)-----------------------

2802 (a) (3)--------------------

2802 (b) ---------------------- -----

2802 (c)------------------------ ---

2802 (d) (1), (2) ----- ------

2802 (d) (3)..-- - -----------------
2802 (e) .---------- -----------
2803 (a) -- ---------------------
2803 (b)---- --------------

2803 (c) ----- ------------ {

2803 (d) -------------------------
2803 (e) ----------------------
2803 (f) - .----...--------------
2803 (g) --------------------- ---------
2803 (h) .----------------
2804 (a) ----------- ----
2804 (b)_-------.-----.--
2805 (a) (1)-(4) ----------

2805 (a) (5)---- ----------- -{

2805 (b) ------------------------- {

2805 (c)-------------------
2806 (a) ..----------------
2806 (b) (1)--------------------
2806 (b) (2)--------------------
2806 (c)------------------------
2806 (d)-------------------------
2806 (e)---------------------

2806 (f) ---- ..----------
2800 (g) ----------------------------

2806 (h)---- -------------
2807-.--------------------------..
2808 (a)--..--........-----.---------------
2808 (b)----... --..----------
2809 a)..------------------------
2809 (b) (1) ---- ------------
2809 (b 2) (2).....---- ---------..---

2809(d) ------- - ------
2809 (e) -- ------ ---------2809 (ae) .....---.--------------------
2810 (a)-.----------------
2810 .(b)....----... . ..
2811 ----------------------------

2812 (a) -------------------

2812 (b) -------------- ----- ---

2813 (a) ------------------------

2813 (b) --- --

2814 (a) (1)----------------------..

2814 (a) (2)----------------------

2814 (b) -.....................
2815 (a)---------------------------

2815 (b) (1)---------------------

2815 (b) (2).--.--------------.-----

2815 (c)-(e) .....------.--------....

2815 () -------------- --------------
2816 (a)..........................--------------

Date

1919, Feb. 24
'1926, Feb. 26

1935, Aug. 29

.... do ......
*1921, Nov. 23
· 1938, June 15

1919, Feb. 24
*1936,June 26

1919, Feb. 24
'1936,June 26

1919, Feb. 24
*1936,June 26

1919, Feb. 24
'1938,June 15

1919, Feb. 241880, JMayune 28

1894, Aug. 27
1929, Mar. 2

1926,Feb. 26

i1880, May 28
1929, Mar. 2

1919, Feb. 24
1934, Jan. 11
- do------

---- do------
'19363June 23

a--do---

1935, Aug. 29
- do-------

t1936,June 26

'1879, Mar. 1

1933, Mar. 3

'1i87, Feb. 27

1934,Jan. 11

1934.Jan. 11

i934, June i8

fi934,June 18

i879, Mar. i
*1892, July 16

1929, Mar. 2

*1880, May 28

'i936,June 26

*1936, IJune 26

1!894, Aug. 27
'1936,June 26

Volume

40
44
49

40
42
52
40
49
40
49
40
49

62
40

21
28
45

44

21
45

40
48
48
48
49
48
48
48
48

-----------

49

20

27
19

4948

------ i

48

27
45

2i

49

49

49

....... -i-

::::%: ii

Page

1105
104
987

1108
285
701

1108
1951
1108
1951
1108
1951

701
1108

147
563

1496

11i22...... i~-

148
1496

1108
316
316
316

1956
317
317
317
317

987

-340

1518iM18

249

"315

315

- 1020

. ioi3
34------1

200
1496

145

1943

1941

3.943

Chapter

18
18

814

i8
18

136
439

18
830

18
830

18
830

18
439

18

1i08

....... --349
510

....... ii

... 27i

108
510

18

830
1
1

~---- ----

814
830

125

1-- - - -
1-- - - -

212

---~~ ~~-- i-- -

69

598

125

196

......----

510

1i8

830

830

349
830

......i---

...... 8---

Section

600 (a) (5), (6).
900.
9.

605.
605.
601.
6.
605.
319 (b).
605.
319 (a).
605.
319 (b).
605.
7.
605.
R. S. 3312.
R. S. 3313.
6.
48.

R. S. 3315.
1124.
R. S. 3445.
R. S. 3314.
16.

606.
201.
203.
203.
326.
205.
204.
206.
207.

R. S. 3298.

9 (a)-(d).
9 e).
507.
R. S 3334.
5.

R. S. 3252.
R. S. 3316.

R. S. 3288.
R. S. 3289.
R. S. 3256.
R.S.3257; R.S.3230.
16.
Exec. Or. No. 6166,

Sec. 5.
It. S. 3456.
1.

t. S. 3450.
R. S. 3249.

P. S. 3247.
R. 8. 3248.
10 (e).
R. S. 3249.
R. S. 3250.
10 (e).
R. S. 3258.

R. S. 3259.

8.
1.

R. S. 3260.
1.
R. S. 3260.
303.

R. S. 3261.
R. S. 3262 (a), (d).
301.

67.
305.

R. S. 3263.

XXIIXXII CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS 

TABLE A.—Derivation of Internal Revenue Code—Continued 

1. R. C. section Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

2800 (0 it 
2801 (a)  
2801 (b)  

2801 (c)  

2801 (d), (e) (1)  

2801 (e) (2)  

2801 (e) (3)  

2801 (e) (4)  

2801 (f)  
2802 (a) (1)  

2802 (a) (2) 

1919, Feb. 24 
*1926, Feb. 26 
1935, Aug. 29 

40 1105 18 
44 104 18 
49 987 814 

1919, Feb. 24 
 do  
*1921, Nov. 23 
•1938, June 15 
1919, Feb. 24 

*1936, June 26 
1919, Feb. 24 

*1936, June 26 
1919, Feb. 24 

*1936, June 26 
1919, Feb. 24 

*1938, Tune 15 
1919, Feb. 24 

40 1108 18 
40 1108 18 
42 285 136 
52 701 439 
40 1108 18 
49 1951 830 
40 1108 18 
49 1951 830 
40 1108 18 
49 1951 830 

18 
52 701 439 
40 1108 18 

1880, May 28 
1894, Aug. 27 
1929, Mar. 2 

2802 (a) (3)  

2802 (b) { 1926, Feb. 26 

2802 (c) 

2802 (d) (1), (2) 

2802 (d) (3)  
2802 (e)  
2803 (a)  
2803 (b)  

2803 (c)  

2803 (d)  
2803 (e)  
2803 (f)  
2803 (g)  
2803 (h)  
2804 (a)  
2804 (b)  
2805 (a) (1)-(4)  

2805 (a) (5)  

2805 (b)  

2805 (c)  
2806 (a)  
2806 (b) (1)  
2806 (b) (2)  
2806 (c)  
2806 (d)  
2806 (e)  

2806 (1)  

2806 (g) 

2806 (h) 
2807  
2808 r) 
2808 b) 
2809 a) 
2809 (b) (1)  
2809 (b) (2)  
2809 (e)  
2809 r)  
2809 e)  
2810 a)   
2810 (b)  
2811  

2812 (a) 1 

2812 (b)  

2813 (a)  
1 

2813 (b) ______________________________ 

2814 (a) (1) 1 

2814 (a) (2)  

2814 (b)  
2815 (a)  

2415 (b) (1)  

2815 (b) (2)  

2815 (c)-(e)  

2815 (f)  
2816 (a)  

21 
28 
45 

147 
563 
1496 

108 
349 
510 

44 122 27 

*1880, May 28 
1929, Mar. 2 

21 
45 

148 
1496 

108 
510 

1919, Feb. 24 
1934,Jan. 11 
 do  
 do  
*1936, June 26 
1934,Jan. 11 
 do  
 do  
 do  

40 
48 
48 
48 
49 
48 
48 
48 
48 

1108 
316 
316 
316 
1956 
317 
317 
317 
317 

18 
1 
1 
1 

830 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1935, Aug. 29 
 do  
11936, June 26 

49 

49 

987 

1966 

814 
814 
830 

*1879, Mar. 1 20 340 125 

1933, Mar. 3 

*1877, Feb. 27 

47 1518 212 

19 249 69 

1934, Jan. 11 48 315 

1934, Jan. 11 

1 

48 315 1 ----------
1934, June 18 48 1020 611 

•1934, June 18 48 1013 598 

1879, Mar. 1 
*1892, July 16 
1929, Mar. 2 

20 
27 
45 

341 
200 
1496 

----------

125 
196 
510 

---------

*1880, May 28 21 145 108 

•1938, June 26 49 1943 830 

*1936, June 26 49 1941 830 

1894, Aug. 27 
*1936, June 26 49 1943 

349 
830 

GOO (a) (5), (6). 
900. 
9. 

605. 
605. 
601. 
6. 
605. 
319 (b). 
605. 
319 (a). 
605. 
319 (b). 
605. 
7. 
605. 
It. S. 3312. 
R. S. 3313. 
6. 
48. 

R. S. 3315. 
1124. 
R. S. 3445. 
It. S. 3314. 
16. 

606. 
201. 
203. 
203. 
326. 
205. 
204. 
206. 
207. 

R. S. 3298. 

9 (a)-(d). 
9 (e). 
507. 
R. S 3334. 
5. 

It. S. 3252. 
R. S. 3316. 

R. S. 3288. 
R. S. 3289. 
R. S. 3256. 
11 .8.3257; R.S.3230. 
16. 
Exec. Or. No. 6166, 

Sec. 5. 
It. S. 3456. 
1. 

R. S. 3450. 
R. S. 3249. 

11. S. 3247. 
R. S. 3248. 
10 (e). 
R. S. 3249. 
It. S. 3250. 
10 (el. 
R. S. 3258. 

It. S. 3259. 

S. 
1. 

It. S. 3260. 
1. 
It. S. 3260. 
303. 

It. S. 3261. 
R. S. 3262 (a), (d). 
301. 

67. 
305. 

R. S. 3263. 



APPENDIX XXIII

TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued

I. R. C. section Date

2816 (b) ...... .......................

2817 (a) .....---------- 9, Mar.
-.1919, Feb. 24

2817 (b) _..----- .--------- .---- .-------- .------.

2817 (e) ---------
2818 (a), (b) --------
2818 (c)----------

2819 ------ -------

2820 (a) ------- ----

2820 (b) -
2821---------------
2822 (a) --------- - .
2822 (b) .------. --.
2823 (a) --------..... - --------
2823 (b) ----------
2824 (a) ----------
2824 (b)...... --------------------

2825 -..-..----- ------------.- 4..
2826 (a) .------------

2826 (b) -----------------

2827 (a) ---------

2827 (b)-- ----------------

2828 (a) ----------------------

2828 (b) .....------
2829 (a) -------- ------
2829(b) -------------------
2830 (a) --...---------
2830 (b) - -------------------------

2832-------------------------

2833 (a)------ --- - -----

2833 (b) ------ -----------------

2834- --------------------------

2835 (a) ----------------------------
2835 () -----------------------------
2836 f-
2S37 () ------------ -- --- ----------
2837 (b)-------

2838 - --- - ------------ ----

2S39 (a) ---------------------------

2839 (b) - - -......- -------------

2840 (a)-..---. ---------

2840 (h) - --------------------------

2841(a) () 1)-----------------..

2841 (a) (2)-..-- ..---- ----------
2841 (h)------ -----------
2841 (c) (1) ....-----------------
2841 (c) (2) - --------- ------------2841(r) (2)..............
2842 -------- --------------
2843... - ------------------------
2844 (a) ---------------------
2844 (b) ---------
2845 (a) -------
2845(b).-----------------------.

2846 (a) ------------- - ---------

2846 (b) ----------------
2847 (a) ----.----... ...----------
2847 (b) ..--. ----------------
2848 (a) ------- --------------------
2848 (b)---- -------------
2849----...--.------------------

2850 (a) ---------
2850 (b)

2851 (b).... -- ---------

2852---.....----...---------------------

196o, june 2o

'1934, June 18

1936, June 26
1929, Mar. 2

1i879, Mar. 1

*i935, Aug. 29
1936, June 26
1938, June 15

;i------¥-.--i-

*1934, June 18

;i-i---:,--'---

'1870, Mayr. 1"

1879, Mar.

1919, Feb. 24

'1934, June 1i8

'i875, Feb. 8
'1936,June 26

*18i9, Mar. i
119,. Ort. 28
1879, Junle 14

1119, Fel,. 24

11129. Mair. 2

187sl!.Mar. i

*1910 Jlune 22

'193, June 26

*i934,Jan. ii

1i879, Mar. 1
*1880, May 28

1i9i9,. Feb. 24

1*i880,May 28

1i877, Feb. 27

'1i.lf Tunne 269i

Volume

40

49

48

49
45

20

49
49

48

20

20

40

48

49

------- ^-

11
21

4(1

3f

49

48

.......it-

.......it-

20

21

40

....... i6

19

49

------- i -

- ---------~-i

Page

.....i-i--

" " 334
1114

1943

1i943

.....i----

1496

336

1988
1959

702

335

329

11io9

1013

----------

.....- i -

1949

335
320
20

..... ii/7

1111)

329, 33.

O9()

1948

213

147

1107

147

248

1i48

.....- iini
......iW-

......-i-'

..... i--i-

Chapter

125
18

830

598

830
510

...... i%-

830
439

598

125

125

18

598

36
830

125
85
23

18

329

830

--------i-
.1..i259

108

108

69

830

Section

I. S. 3264.
5.
623.
R. S. 3264.
302.

R. S. 3265.

R. S. 3266.
1.
R. S. 3267.
304.

R. S. 3268.
R. S. 3269.

R. S. 3270.

5.

R. S. 3255.
15.
333.
8 (e).
R. S. 3275.
4.

R. S. 3276.
5.

R. . 3277.
R. S.3152.
2.

607.

R. S. 3278.

R. S. 3279.
R. S. 3280.
2.
R. S. 3281.
16.
314 (b).

R. S. 3282.
5.
10.

I. S. 3283.
6(2.

1t. S. 3284.

It. S. 3286.
2. 5.
It. S. 3152.

R.S.3285.
2.

R. S. 3303.
311.

R. S. 3304.
R. S. 3305.

R. S. 3306.
R. 8.3306.
R. S. 3307.

R. S. 3308.

R. S. 3309.
5.

6.
8.

602.

R. S. 3310.
7.
R. S. 3310.
1.

R. S. 3311.

R. S. 3331.
312.

.. .......--.--. - ... ...-.

APPENDIX XXIII 

TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued 

I. R. C. section Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

2816 (1)  
R. S. 3264. 

2817 (a) 1 *1879, Mar. 1 20 334 125 5. 
1919, Feb. 24 40 1114 18 623. 

R. S. 3264. 
2817 (b) 1 *1936, June 26 49 1943 830 302. 
2817 (e)  
2818 (a), (b)  It. S. 3265. 
2818 (a)  

It. S. 3266. 2819 1    *1934, June 18 48 1013 598 1. 
Ft. S. 3267. 

2820 (a) i *1936, June 26 49 1943 830 304. 
1929, Mar. 2 45 1496 510 

2820 (b)  
2821  R. S. 3268. 
2822 (a)  It. S. 3269. 
2822 (b)  
2823 (a)  R. S. 3270. 
2823 (10  
2824 (a)  1879, Mar. 1 20 336 125 5. 
2824 (b)  

R. S. 3255. 
*1935, Aug. 29 49 988 814 15. 2825  1936, June 26 49 1959 830 333. 
1938, June 15 52 702 439 8 (e). 

R. S. 3275. 
2826 (a) { *1934, June 18 48 1013 598 4. 
2826 (b)  
 R. S. 3276. 

2827 (a) { *1879, Mar. 1 20 335 125 5. 
2827 (b)  

It. S. 3277. 
2828 (a)  

{ 
R. S. 3152. 

*1879, Mar. 1 20 329 125 2. 
2828 (h)  

29 (a)  1919, Feb. 24 40 1109 18 607. 
2829 (b)  
2830 (a)  It. S. 3278. 
2830 (b)  
2831  R. S. 3279. 
 R. S. 3280. 

2832 { *1934, June 18 48 1013 598 2. 

J, 
. S. 31. 

R*1875, 2833 (a)  
1. 

Feb. 8 
*1936, June 26 

18 
49 

310 
1949 

36 
830 

16. 
314 (b). 

2833 (b)  
R. S. 3282. 

2834 i *1879, Mar. 1 20 335 125 5. 
1919, Oct. 28 41 320 85 10. 

2835 (a)  1879, June 14 21 20 23 
2835 (b)  
2836    II. S. 3283. II. S. 3283. 
2837 (a)  1919, Feb. 24 40 1197 18 602. 
2837 (b)  

(     It. S. 3284. It. S. 3284. 
2838 1 1929, Mar. 2 45 1496 510 

R. S. 3286. 
2839 (a) 1 *1879. Mar. 1 20 329, 335 125 2, 5. 

It. S. 3152. 
2839 (b)___   

R. S. 3285. 
2840 (a) i *1910, June 22 36 590 329 2. 
2840 (b)  

  R. S. 3303. R. S. 3303. 
2841 (a) (1)  *1036, June 26 49 1948 830 311. 
2841 (a) (2)  
2841 (b)  R. S. 3304. 
2841 (c) (1)  It. S. 3305. 
2841 (c) (2)  
2842  It. S. 3306. 
2843    R. S. 3306. R. S. 3306. 
2844 (a)___ ---------------- R. S. 3307. 
2844 (1) ---------------------------------------------
2845 (a)   R. S. 3308. 
2845 (b)  

R. S. 3309. 
2846 (a) { *1934, Jan. 11 48 313 1 5. 
2846 (b)  

1879, Mar. 1 20 340 125 6. .1 
2847 (a) 1 *1880, May 28 21 147 108 8. 
2847 (b)  
2848 (a)  1919, Feb. 24 40 1107 18 602. 
2848 (b)  

It. S. 3310. 
2849 { *1880,May 28 21 147 108 7. 

  R. S. 3310. R. S. 3310. 
2850 (a) {' *1877, Feb. 27 19 248 69 1. 
2850 (b)  
2851 (a)  It. S. 3311. 
2851 (b)  

R. S. 3331. 
3852 1 .10.9A Innta CA 40 14949 flan 912 



CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS

TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued

I. R. C. section

2853 (a) ...... ---- --------- {

2853 (b)---------------------

2854 -------------- {

2855 (a) ----------------------- {-

2855(b) ------ ---------

28.56-... ----------------- {

2857 (a) .-- ------------- {

2857 (b) -------------
2858 ---- - 8--------

2859 (a) .... -- -------------

2859 (b)--------------------- --

2860------------------ --

2861 (a) -.- 6 ------- - ---------

2861 (b) ---------------------
2862 (a) --------------------
2862 (b) ...-------------

2863 (a) ..-------------- ( --

2864 ...- ------- ------------

2865 (a) . ------------

2865 (b) .---- -------------
2866--------------------------
2867 - --------
2868 --------------
2869 - - -----------
2870--------------------------- --
2871 --------------------------- ---

2872--------------------------------

2873----------------.---------

2874 (a) --------------------------

2874 (b)----------------------
2875 8--------------------- ----------

2876 ---------------------------

2877 (a)------------------------

2877 (b)-----------... --------------

2878 (a)-(d)-------------------

2878 (e)----- ------------------

2879 (a)-(d)----- --------

2879 (e).-----------------------

2880 (a) --..-- -------------.---

2880 (b) ------ -----..---------

2881 (a)------------------------

2881 (b) ...--.-----------

2882 (a) --...------------------

2882 (b) -----------------------

2883 (a) ------------- --------

2883 (b)-------------------------- --

2884 (a) ------------------------ \

2884 (b)----------------- -----------

2885 (a) --------------------------

2885 (b)-------------------------
2885 (c)-------------------------
2885 (d) ...--- ------------------
2885 (e) -------------------------.

2886 (a) -------------------------

2886 (b) .-------------------.------

2887--...----------- ------------

Date

'1879,Mar. 1

1929, Mar. 2

1879, Mar. 1

·1879,Mar. 1

'1936,June26

1937, Aug. 20
1894, Aug. 27

'1936, June 26

*1936,June 26

*1894,Aug. 27
1915,Mar. 4

'1892,July 16

-1892,July I6

1i875,Feb. 8

i934,June i8
1894, Aug. 27

'1936,June 26
1936, June 26

1894, Aug. 27
1936, June 26

1936,June 26
1894, Aug. 27
1936, June 26

* 1936, June 26

'1936,June 26

*i936, June 26

'1936,June 261

1919, Feb. 24
'1936, June 26

1936, June 26

1879, Mar. i
1880, May 28
1929, Mar. 2
1936, June 26

1i9i9,Feb. 24
1936, June 26

'1938,June 15

'1936, June 26

1880,"May 28
1936, June 26
1874, June 9

1874. June 9
'1879, Mar. 1

1936, June 26

;i880 May 28
'1934,Jan. 11
'1938, May 28

Volume

45

20

49

49

49

28
38
45

27

---~~--i---
------ j---

27

48

49
49

49

28
49

49

49

21

49

49
49

21

45
49

20

49

52
49

21

45
49

49
52

....... i

Page

339

1496

339

339

i962

--737

1963

567
1017
1496

200

201

i311
i020

1961

1961

1i96

1961
564

1947

1940

1947

1107

.. -1947

1946
1961

146
1496
1961

1946
700

1i94i

148
1961

64

64
342

1961

148
313
672

Chapter

25"

------ i-
510

125

125

------i iW

830

721
349
830

830

-349
141
510

...... iii,
196

196

-10

-------=i

349
830
830

349
830

...... ---
830

....... is-
830

830

----- i
18

830

830

""125
108
510
830

830
439

830
259

259
125
830

i08

289

XXIV

Section

R. S. 3332.
5.

R. S. 3333.

R. S. 3317.
5.

R. S. 3317.
5.
R. S. 3318.
411.

62.
412.

R. S. 3319.
R. S. 3244, Fifth

(d).
324.
R. S. 3320.
66.
1.

R. S. 3322.

R. S. 3323.
1.

R. S. 3323.
1.

R. S. 3324.
R. S. 3325.
R. S. 3326.
17.
R. S. 3327.

51.
405.
407.
R. S. 3272.
57.
407.

408.
59.
407.
R. S. 3302.
310.

R. S. 3287.
201.

R. S. 3293.
309 (a)-(c).

R. S. 3293.
309 (d).

602.
308.
407.

R. S. 3294.
5.
5.

407.

602.
308.
4.

R. S. 3295.
202.

R. S. 3330.
11.
407.
2.

R. 9. 3330.

1.
10.
407.

R. S. 3329.
10.
4.
710 (c), (d).

XXIV CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS 

TABLE A.—Derivation of Internal Revenue Code—Continued 

I. It. C. section Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

R. S. 3332. 
2853 (a) { '1879, Mar. 1 20 339 125 5. 

2853 (b)  

2854  1 1929, Mar. 2 45 1496 510 
R. S. 3333. 

R. S. 3317. 
2855 (a) { *1879, Mar. 1 20 339 125 5. 

2855 (b)  
R. S. 3317. 

2356 1 *1879, Mar. 1 20 339 125 5. 
It. S. 3318. 

2857 (a) 1 '1936, June 26 49 1962 830 411. 
2857 (b)  
2858  1937, Aug. 20 50 737 721 

.1. 
2859 (a) 1 

1894, Aug. 27   
"1936, June 26 49 1963 

349 
830 

62. 
412. 

2859 (b)  R. S. 3319. 
11. S. 3244, Fifth 

2860  (d). 
"1936, June 26 49 1955 830 324. 

R. 3.3329. 
"1894, Aug. 27 28 567 349 66. 

2861 (a)  1915, Mar. 4 38 1017 141 1. 
1929, Mar. 2 45 1496 510 

2861 (b)  
2862 (a)  R. S. 3322. 
2862 (b)  

R. S. 3323. 
2863 (a) 1 *1892, July 16 27 200 196 1. 

2864  
R. S. 3323. 

2865 (a) 1 *1892, July 16 27 201 196 1. 
2865 (b)  
2866  11. S. 3324. 
2867  R. S. 3325. 

2868  R. S. 3326. 
2869  1875, Feb. 8 18 311 36 17. 
2870  R. S. 3327. 
2871  1934, June 18 48 1020 610 

f 1894, Aug. 27   349 51. 
2872 1 1936, June 26 49 1961 830 405. 

2873  1936, June 26 49 1961 830 407. 
R. S. 3272. 

2874 (a)  1894, Aug. 27 28 566 349 57. 
1936, June 26 49 1961 830 407. 

2874 (b)  
2875  1936, June 26 49 1961 830 408. 

J 1894, Aug. 27 28 566 349 59. 
2876 1 1936, June 26 49 1961 830 407. 

It. S. 3302. 
2877 (a) 1 1936, June 26 49 1947 830 310. 
2877 (b)  

R. S. 3287. 
2878 (a)-(d) { "1936, June 26 49 1940 830 201. 
2878 (e)  

R. S. 3293. 
2879 (a)-(d) {.1936,  June 26 49 1947 830 309 (a)-(c). 
2879 (e)  

R. S. 3293. 
2880 (a) { *1936, June 26 49 1947 830 309 (d). 
2880 (b)  

1919, Feb. 24 40 1107 18 602. 
2881 (a)  *1936, June 26 49 1946 830 308. 

1936, June 26 49 1961 830 407. 
2881 (b)  

11. S. 3294. 
'1879, Mar. 1 20 337 125 5. 

2882 (a)  *1880, May 28 21 146 108 5. 
1929, Mar. 2 45 1496 510 
1936, June 26 49 1961 830 407. 

2882 (b)  

i 2883 (a)  
1919, Feb. 24 
1936, June 26 

40 
49 

1107 
1946 

18 
830 

602. 
308. 

'1938, June 15 52 700 439 4. 
2883 (b)  

11. S. 3295. 
2884 (a) { '1936, June 26 49 1941 830 202. 
2884 (b)  

R. S. 3330. 
2885 (a) i '1880, May 28 21 148 108 11. 

1936, June 26 49 1961 830 407. 
2885 (b)  1874, June 9 18 64 259 2. 
2885 (c)  
2885 (d)  R. S. 3330. 
2885 (e) 

1874, June 9 18 64 259 1. 
2886 (a)  

i  
'1879, Mar. 1 20 342 125 10. 
1936, June 26 49 1961 830 407. 

2386 (b)  
A. S. 3329. 

.1880, May 28 21 148 108 10. 
2887  

I 
'1934, Jan. 11 48 313 1 4. 
•193& May 28 52 572 289 710 (c), (c1). 
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TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued

I. R. C. section

2888 (a) -------.. ------------
2888 (b).................

2889 (a)---...................

2889 (b) -------------
2890 -----------

2891 (a).---------

2891 (b) - --------

2891 (c).----------------------
2900 (a)-.....--------
2900 (b) -----------......
2901 (a) -.... ------------.

2901 (b)----------....................

2901 (c).........................-------

2901 (d)-- ---------------
2902............................

2903 (a), (f)-----... --------------
2903 (b)-(e)......----------------
2903 (g) .------.---.--..... ---.-------

2904 (a)-.........................

2904 (b)-...----...............
29052905 --.-------..---- ---------------
2906 (a)...........................
2906 (b)-.............. ............
2907-0)-.............. .............--
2908 -................. ............
2909 ---.......---------..............
2910 (a)..........................
2910 (b) -.......... ..............
2911 ..................... ....-.

2912---..----.-------------------

2913..---------------------------I

2914 (a) ---- ----

2914 (b) -........-....----

2915 (a) ------------------.--......

2915 (b) ------- ----------------

3030 (a) (1) (A)-.-------------

3030 1 (a ) .(1) (B .......-...

3030 (a) (2)---------------- ----

3030 (a) (3)--------------------------

3030 (b) (1)-------------------

3030 (h) (2)...--... ------------..
3030 (b) (3)................------

3031(a)--------------------(

301t ()h (/1

3031( (b) (2) ..---------.-------

3032 (a).........----------------

3032 (b)---.....--.......--------

3032 (e) ...-----.-------------...

3032 (d) --------------------------

3033 (a)----- -------------.

3033 (b), (c)--------------------

3034(a)-------------------------

3034 (b) .. ..........--------------
3035 .......... ..............

-------

--------

------

-------
------ I

------

------

-------
------
------ I
-------

------

Date

1919, Feb. 24
1936, June 26

i879, Dec. 20
1936, June 26

1879, Dec. 20
1879,Mar. 1

'1880, May 28
1936,June 26
1880, May 28
1936,June 26

I936,June 26
---- do -----

----do----

'1879,Mar. 1
1936, June 26

1879, Mar. 1
1906, June 7
1929, Mar. 2
1935, Aug. 27
1936, June 26

i897, Mar. 3
.1936 June 26
1937,July 9

1897,Mar. 3
'1929, Mar. 2
'1936,June 26

1897,Mar. 3
- do--

1897, Mar. 3
.- do----

. do ... -
1919, Feb. 24

1897, Mar. 3

1936,Jine 26

*i936, June 26

iT'9, Mar. 2

19'9, Mar. 21129, NI ar. 2

111:18, Jun l 16

19oi, Fe-i. 21
'192,28 May 29
*1936, Juno 26

1919, Feb. 24

i9i9. Fe. 24'
'1936,June 26

1938, June 15

1919, Feb. 24
t1926, Feb. 26
1919, Feb. 24

1919, Feb. 24
'1936, June 26
1938, June 15
1938, June 15

i890, Oct. 1
*1919, Feb. 24
1890, Oct. I

t1935. Aug. 29
1890, Oct. 1

11936, June 26
'1938, June 15

1i890, Oct. 1
'1919, Feb. 24
1936, Feb. 26

1890, Oct. 1
*1919, Feb. 24

i936.June 26

Volume

40
49

21
49

20
21
49
21
49

49
49
49

20
49

20
34
45
49
49

49

....... --

----- - -

50

29
45
49

29

29

29

29

49

.......- 4-

49

45

41

52
49
40

41

....... 46-

40

40

49

52

52

-------̂-

44

40

49

49...... --'

52

26

40

49
2640
49

Page

1114
1961

59
1961

351
148

1961
148

1961

1945
1946
1945

341
1961

333
216

1496
876

1961

1i944
487

627
1496
1945

627

627
627
628

1115

628

1961

1962iom2-
1496

3:17
14h)6

868

1192

11111952

702
700

621

1111

988

i958
702
622

1112
1961

622
1112

... i95i"

XXV

Chapter

18
8301
830

830
108
830

830
830
830

125
830

125
3046

510
740
830

379
830
472

379
510
830

379

379
379

18

379

830

830

510

i27

18

61(30

41
1t

439

18
127

18
830
439
439

18
1244

814
1244
830
439

18
830

i244
18

830

.....8i-"
31&

Section

624.
407.

1.
407.

2.
20.
14.
407.
15.
407.

307 (a).
307 (c).
307 (b).
R. S. 322L
6.
407.
R. S. 3223.
3.
5.

16.
407.

1.
306 (a).

2.

306 (b).

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
626.

8.
R. S. 3299.
407.
R. S. 3296.
400.
R. S. 3300.

It. 8. 3301.
5.

410.
2.

611.
451 (b).
319 (c).
616.

613.
319 (d).
8 (c).

R. S. 3316.
616.
1124.
619.

612.
331.
8 (b).
3.

42.
617.
42.
14.
42.
332.
8 (d).

45.
617.
407.

4615.
617.

APPENDIX XXV 

TABLE A.—Derivation of Internal Revenue Code—Continued 

I. R. C. section Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

f 1919, Feb. 24 40 1114 18 624. 2888 (a) 1 1936, June 26 49 1961 830 407. 
2888 (b)  

I 1879, Dec. 20 21 59 1 1. 2889 (a)  1 1936, June 26 49 1961 830 407. 
2889 (b)  
2890 1879, Dee. 20 21 59 1 2. 

1879, Mar. 1 20 351 125 20. 
2891 (a)  

{ 
*1880, May 28 21 148 108 14. 
1936,June 26 49 1961 830 407. 

I 1880, May 28 21 148 108 15. 
2891 (b) -1 1936,June 26 49 1961 830 407. 
2891 (c)  
2900 (a)  1936, June 26 49 1945 830 307 (a). 
2900 (b)  do  49 1946 830 307 (c). 
2901 (a)  do  49 1945 830 307 (b). 

It. S. 3221. 
*1879, Mar. 1 20 341 125 6. 
1936, June 26 49 1961 830 407. 

2901 (b)  R. S. 3223. 
*1879, Mar. 1 20 333 125 3. 
1906, June 7 34 216 3046 5. 
1929, Mar. 2 45 1496 510 
1935, Aug. 27 49 876 740 16. 2901 (c)  1936, June 26 49 1961 830 407. 

2901 (d)  
2902  

f 1897, Mar. 3   379 1. 
2903 (a), (0 1 *1936, June 26 49 1944 830 306 (a). 
2903 (b)-(e)  1937,July 9 50 487 472 
2903 (g) 

1897, Mar. 3 29 627 379 2. 
2904 (a)  

i 
*1929, Mar. 2 45 1496 510 
*1936, June 26 49 1945 830 306 (b). 

2904 (b)  
2905  1897, Mar. 3 29 627 379 3. 
2906 (a)  do  29 627 379 4. 
2906 (b)  
2907  1897, Mar. 3 29 627 379 5. 
2908   do  29 627 379 6. 
2909   do  29 628 379 7. 
2910 (a)  1919, Feb. 24 40 1115 18 626. 
2910 (b)  
2911  1897, Mar. 3 29 628 379 8. 

2912 {R. 1936, June 26 49 1961 830 
S. 3299. 

407. 
It . S. 3296. 

2913 1 *1936, June 26 49 1962 830 409. 

2914 (a) 1 1929, Mar. 2 45 1496 510 
It. S. 3300. 

2914 (b)  
  It. 8. 3301. It. 8. 3301. 

2915 (a)  i .1870, Mar. 1 20 337 125 5. 
1929, M ar. 2 45 1496 510 

2915 (b)  
I 1936, June 26 49 3962 830 410. 

2916 (a)  1 .1938, June 15 52 700 439 2. 
2916 (b)  

1919, Feb. 21 40 1110 Pi 611. 
*1028, May 29 45 868 852 451 (b). 3030 (a) (t) (A)  •1036, Juno 26 49 1952 830 sp) (c). 
1919, Feb. 24 40 1111 Pt 616. 

3030 (a) (1) (B) 
1919, Feb. 24 40 1111 18 613. 

3030 (a) (2)  
1 
*1936, June 26 49 1952 838 319 (d). 
*1938, June 15 52 702 439 8 (c). 

3030 (a) (3)  
IL S. 3315. 

1030 (b) 0)  I 
24 1919, Feb. 26 

11926, Feb. 
40 
44 

1111 
122 

18 
27 

616. 
1124.  

3030 (b) (2)  1919, Feb. 24 40 1113 18 619. 
3030 (b) (3) 

1919, Feb. 24   18 612. 
l031 (a)  

1 
*1936, June 26 49 1957 830 331. 
*1938, June 15 52 702 439 8 (b). 

3031 (b) (1)  1938, June 15 52 700 439 3. 
1031 (b) (2)  

f 1890, Oct. 1 26 621 1244 42. 
1032 (a) 1 *1919, Feb. 24 40 1111 18 617. 

f 1890, Oct. 1   1244 42. 
3032 (b) 1 71935, Aug. 29 49 988 814 14. 

1890, Oct. 1   1244 42. 
1032 (e)  

{ 
71936, June 26 49 1958 830 332. 
•1938, June 15 52 702 439 8 (d). 

1032 (d) 
1890, Oct. 1 26 622 1244 45. 

1033 (a)  
1  

*1919, Feb. 24 40 1112 18 617. 
1936, Feb. 26 49 1961 830 407. 

1033 (b), (c)  
f 1890, Oct. 1 26 622 1244 45. 

1034 (a) 1 *1919, Feb. 24 40 1112 18 617. 
1034 (b)  
1035  1936, June 26 49 1951 830 318. 



XXVI CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS

TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued

I. R. C. section

3036 (a) .-----------

3036 (b) ----- -------------- {

3036 (c). ------------

3037 (a) ------ --------------

3037 (b) - -----------

3038 (a) --------------------

3038 (b) -.------------------
3039 (a)----------------------------
3039 (b)---------... ----------------

3040 (a)------------------------

3040 (b)------- ----------------
3041 (a)-----------------------
3041 (b)---------------- ----

3042 (a) ---.--------------------

3042 (b) -.------------ ------
3043 (a)--------------------
3043 (b).--------- --------.

3044 (a)-(e)--------------------

3044 (d)----------------------- -

3045 ---------------------------

3070 (a)------------------------ ---
3070 (b)-------------------- --
3070 (e)----------------------- ---
3071 ---------------------------- -
3072 -----------------------
3073 (a)---------------------
3073 (b)------------- ----------
3074 (a)-----------------------.-
3074 (b)---------------------- --- -
3100 (a)----------------------
3100 (b)----------------------

3101 (a)-----------------------

3101 (b)---------.----------------
3102 --------.------- ---------------
3103 ----------------------------

3104 (a) -........------------

3104 (b) --.........---- ---
3105 (a) .......----------- -
3105 (b) --......---------
3106 (a) ...... ----------------
3106 (b)----------------------------
3107 ------------------------------

3108 (a), (b)-----------------------

3108 (cd)--.....--------------
3108 (d)---...----------------------

3108 (e)-------------------------
3109------------------------------

3110 (a)......---------------------
311-- (b) .-----.------------.----
3114 (a)------------------------.
3112 (b) --------------------------.

3114 (a)- ------------------3113 (b)--------------------------
3114 (c) --------------------
3114 (b)-----------------------3114 (c)-----------------------------
3114 d) ... -----------------------
3114 (e) ------
3115 (a)--------------------------
3115 (b)-- -----------
3115 (c) -----------------------
3116 ..-.......
3117 (a) -
3117 (b)---------------------- --
3118-------------------------
3119----------------------------
3120 ------------------
3121 (a) ------------------------
3121 (b)------------------------
3121 (e)-------------------------
3121 (d)------------------------
3122-------------------------
3123

Date

890, Oct. 1
919, Feb. 24
890, Oct. 1
935, Aug. 29
1890, Oct. 1
.936, June 26
1938, June 15
.919, Feb. 24
1938, June 15

i919, Feb. 24
1936, June 26
1938, June 15

1919,Feb. 24
iLi9 Feb. 24
1936, June 26

i9i9, Feb. 24

1919, Feb. 24
1929, Mar. 2

1i919, Feb. 24

1919, Feb. 24
1929, Mar. 2

1919, Feb. 24
1936, June 26
1938, June 15
1906, June 7
1907, Mar. 2

1906,June 7
-- do---

1926, Feb. 26

i9i9,0ct. 28

1919, Oct. 28
1935, Aug. 27
1936, June 26

i9i9, 0ct. 28
.-. do ----
1919, Feb. 24
*1936, June 2

1919, Oct.28

1919, Oct. 28

1919, Oct. 28
-- do -----

'1935, Aug. 21
1919, Oct. 20

'1935, Aug. 27
'1936, June 2(
1919, Oct. 2

'1935, Aug. 27

i9i9, Oct. 28
.. do-- .

1935, Aug. 21
1919, Oct. 20

----- do -----
-- do---.

1935, Aug. 2?
----- do----
--- do ---
-- do--

1919, Oct. 2
1935, Aug. 2

----- do ------ do-
--. do ---

1935, Aug. 2
do -o----- do.. --

. do.

.. do ----

1919, Oct. 2
1936&June 2

Volume Page

26
40

49

52
40
52

49
52

40

-j-
49

40

45

46

45

49

34

3452
34

34

49

34

49

41

40
49

41

49
4149

41

41

49
41
41

....... ii

41

49
41
41
4149
41
49

41
49
41
41

.... --- ii
41

48
49

4941

ii
4!

621
1111

988

1i958
702

1113
699

1959
702

1111... iiii
1959

111iii4

1496

111iii3

110iio9
1496

1109
1957
702
217

1250

217
217

105

876
1957

320320
1109
1953

321
876,877

321
877

1957
321
871

321

873
32(
322
321

873
874
873
87E

321

871
87*
87'

32
871
87:
871
874
872

32

'hapter

1244
18

1244
814

1244
830
439

18
439

1i8...... ii~
830
439

18

...... is-

...... ii~
830

i8

18

510

1i8

510...... ii

830
439

3047
2571

3047
3047

27

85

740
830

83i
8E
18

SE

74C74(
83(

81
740

81
85

741

748
74

85

74

74
74

74

-----

74

74

74(

74
74
74
74

----------------------------------6

8
83

Section

43.
617.
12.
.4.
42.
132.
8 (d).
118 (a).
1.

618 (b).
334.
8(f).

622.

116.
338.

621,

621.

620.

610.

610.
330.
8 (a).
1.
1.

2.
2.

901.

2.

3.
17.
329 (a).

10.
9.
609.
320.

13.

8.

4.
II.
18.
11.
1S.
329 (b).
11.
18.

10.
10.
4.
5.
16.
14.

6.
7.
5.
12.

15.
10.
15.
8.
3.

17.
11.
13.
9.
2.
14.

18.
329 (c).

,.- ---- - ----------------------- - ----- - -7

XXVI CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS 

TABLE A.—Deriva ion of Internal Revenue Code—Continued 

I. It. C. section Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

3036 (a)  .1919, 
1890, Oct. 1 

Feb. 24 
26 
40 

621 
1111 

1244 
18 

43. 
617. 

3036 (b) 1I1935, 
1890, Oct. 1 

Aug. 29 49 988 
1244 
814 

42. 
14. 

1890, Oct. 1 1244 42. 
3036 (c)  

i 
#1936, June 26 
*1938, June 15 

49 
52 

1958 
702 

830 
439 

332. 
8 (d). 

f 
3037 (a) 1 

1919, Feb. 24 
1938, June 15 

40 
52 

1113 
699 

18 
439 

618 (s)• 
1. 

3037 (b) 
Feb. 24 18 618 (b). 

3038 (a)  
I  1919, 
'1936, June 26 
*1938, June 15 

49 
52 

1959 
702 

830 
439 

334. 
8 (0• 

3038 (b)  
3039 (a)  1919, Feb. 24 40 1114 18 622. 
3039 (b)  

f 
3040 (a) 1 

1919, Feb. 24 
*1936, June 26 

40 
49 

1111 
1959 

18 
830 

616. 
338. 

3040 (b)  
3041 (a)  1919, Feb. 24 40 1114 18 621. 
3041 (b)  

,I. 
3042 (a) 1 

1919, Feb. 24 
1929, Mar. 2 

40 
45 

1114 
1496 

18 
510 

621. 

3042 (b)  
3043 (a)  1919, Feb. 24 40 1113 18 620. 
3043 (b)  

.,f 
3044 (a)-(e) 1 

1919, Feb. 24 
1929, Mar. 2 

40 
45 

1109 
1496 

18 
510 

610. 

3044 (d) 
Feb. 24 40 1109 18 610. 

3045  
i  1919, 
'1936, June 26 
1938, June 15 

49 
52 

1957 
702 

830 
439 

330. 
8 (a). 

3070 (a)  1906, June 7 34 217 3047 1. 
3070 (b)  1907, Mar. 2 34 1250 2571 1. 
3070 (c)  
3071  
3072  1906, June 7 34 217 3047 2. 
3073 (a)  do  34 217 3047 2. 
3073 (b)  
3074 (a)  1926, Feb. 26 44 105 27 901. 
3074 (b)  
3100 (a)  1919, Oct. 28 41 319 85 2. 
3100 (b) 

1919, Oct. 28   85 3. 
3101 (a)  

1 
'1935, Aug. 27 49 876 740 17. 
'1936, June 26 49 1957 830 329 (a). 

3101 (b)  
3102  1919, Oct. 28 41 320 85 10. 
3103   do  41 320 85 9. 

.1 
3104 (a) 1 

1919, Feb. 24 
.1936, June 26 

40 
49 

1109 
1953 

18 
830 

609. 
320. 

3104 (b)  
3105 (a)  1919, Oct. 28 41 321 85 13. 
3105 (b)  
3106 (a)  1919, Oct. 28 41 320 85 8. 
3106 (b)  
3107  1919, Oct. 28 41 320 85 4. 

I 3108 (a), (b) 1 _do  
'1935, Aug. 27 

41 
49 

321 
876,877 

85 
740 

11. 
18. 

1919, Oct. 28 41 321 85 11. 
3108 (c)  

1 
•1935, Aug. 27 49 877 740 18. 
'1936, Juno 26 49 1957 8,30 329 (b). 

3108 (d)  1919, Oct. 28 41 321 85 11. .f 
l '1935, Aug. 27 49 877 740 18. 

3108 (e)  
3109    1919, Oct. 28 1919, Oct. 28 41 321 85 10. 
3110   do  41 321 85 10. 
3111  1935, Aug. 27 49 873 740 4. 
3112 (a)  1919, Oct. 28 41 320 85 5. 
3112 (b)  do  41 322 85 16. 
3113 (a)   do  41 321 85 14. 
3113 (b)  
3114 (a)  1935, Aug. 27 49 873 740 6. 
3114 (b)  do  49 874 740 7. 
3114 (c)  do  49 873 740 5. 
3114 (d)  do  49 875 740 12. 
3114 (e)  
3115 (a)  1919, Oct. 28 41 321 85 15. 
3115 (b)  1935, Aug. 27 49 875 740 10. 
3115 (c)  do  49 876 740 15. 
3116  do  49 874 740 8. 
3117 (a)    do  49 872 740 3. 
3117 (b)  
3118    1919, Oct. 28 1919, Oct. 28 41 322 85 17. 
3119   1935, Aug. 27 49 875 740 11. 
3120   do   49 875 740 13. 
3121 (a)  do  49 875 740 9. 
3121 (b)  do  49 872 740 2. 
3121 (e)  do  49 876 740 14. 
3121 (d)  
3122  1919, Oct. 28 41 322 85 18. 
9199 14911 Trona 9R AO 10R7 k911 52S1 till-
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TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued

I. R. C. section

3124 (a) (1) ---------------------.

3124 (a) (2) ------------------ ---
3124 (a) (3)-(S)----- ----------
3124 (b)--------- -- -------------

3150 (a)--

3150 (b) (1).- -----------
3150 (b) (2)
3150 (c) ----------------------------
3150 (d) --. ------------------------

3151 (a), (b) ...- - ---------

3151 (c). -------------------

3152 (a), (b) ----------------- -{

3152 (c).----------------------------

3152 (d) ---- - --------

3152 (e) . ....--- -----------
3152 (f), (g)----------------.....

3153 (a) ...------------------- {

3153 (b) ----------------
3153 (c)------------- ---------
3153 (d)-. ------------------
3154 (a)-(d) -----------------------
3154 (e) -.--------------

3155 (a) ---------------------

3155 (b)--------- --

3155 (Cd)-.--------------- ---------3155 (d)--------------------------

3155 (e) --------- --------------

3155 ()-----------
3155 (g) -------------------------------
3156 (a) - --- ----- ----
3156 (b) ---------------------------

3157 (a) - --------------------------

3157 (b) -- -------------- ----- --.
3157 (e) ........................
3157 (c-.. -------- ------- ---- --- --

3159 (a)-(e) . ..

3159(-1) ..---------- ---------- .

3165 (t) --- -- ----------- ------

3159 (j), () .--31 ) 70 . --------

3171 () ....- ---------------
3159 (j), (l).---- .------.-.---------
3160O ------- - ------- ------------. -----
3170 ----------.------------------- --

3171 (a)-.-----------------------------

3171 (h)... -----------------------

3172 (a) --.---- -------------------

3172 (h)--------------------------
3173 (a). ---- - - ---------------
3173 (b)...--------- --------------
3173 (a), (d) ..--------------- ---
3174 ------------------------------

317.5--.. ..------------------------

3176 (a)-----------------------

3176 (b) ---------------------------

3177 (d) (2 1) -----------------3177 (d) (2) ------------- ----------.
3177 (d) (3) ------------------------

3178-..- ------- ---------------

3179 (a)-------------------- - .

3179 (b)- .-------------- ----

Date

1919, Oct. 28
- do-------

1935, Aug. 27
1919, Oct. 28
1935, Aug. 27

1919, Feb. 24
'1934, Jan. 11
'1936, June 26

1876, May 13

'1897, July 24

'1936, June 26

;i91o Feb. 24
1926. Feb. 26
1919, Feb. 24

1936, June 26
1890, June 18

1936, June 26

1936, June 26

1i936,June 26
'1938, June 15

'1936, June 26

1936, June 26

·1919. Feb. 2i
1936. June 26

do------.

*193«.Juno 20

*ISi.l, Mar. 1

1879), Mar. -- i
1936, June 25
1919, Feb. 24
1921, Nov. 23
1926, Feb. 26

1519, Feb. 24
1926, Feb. 26

1919 Feb. 24
1936, June 26

1919, Feb. 24
1921, Nov. 23
1926, Feb. 26
1919, Feb. 24
1921, Nov. 23
1926, Feb. 26

1890, Oct. 1

1930, June 17
'1936,June 26

1919, Feb. 24
1930,June 17

i*19a3 runl 26

Volume

41

41
49

....... i5-
48
49

-------i -
30

49

40
-------i

44
40

- 49
26

49

49
.......--'

----- -- i

49

.......---62

49

49

40

49

40

4111

44

49

40
42
44

40
44

....... ii40
42
44
40
42

26

49

40

AQ

Page

319

877
319
872

1109iio
314

1948

53

266

1948

ii45
122

1109

1i949
162

1956

i949

1i950
689

i949

1949

111ii

19601960

-----W)

340

351
1929
1142
308
112

1143
120

1143
1939,1940

1142
308
111

1143
309
111

614

1i960
1144

-1QiW

Chapter

85
85

740
85

740

18
1

830

" " "'95'

...... ii-

83027
18

432

.830

830

830
393

830

830

18
830
830

3U)

126

.i26
815

18
136

27

18
27

------- i -

830

136
27
18

136
27

1244

497
830

18
497

.... i0i

XXVII

Section

1.

11.18.
1.
2.

R. S. 3339.
608.
9 (a).
313 (a).
R. S. 3339.
R. S. 3351.

R. S. 3341.
9.

R. S. 3342.
313 (b).
R. S. 3445.
R. S. 3315.
1315.
1124.
606.

R. S. 3345.
313 (c).

R. S. 3347.

327.

R. S. 3335.
315.
R. S. 3336.
316.

R. S. 3337.
R. S. 3338.
R.S. 3348.
313 (d).
R. S. 3349.
313 (e).

R. S. 3350.

R. S. 3354.
627.
401 (a), (b).
411 (c).

1; S. 3340.
:17.
It. S. 3:3-10.
:317.
It. . ::142.
:il:; (ID.
It, S. 3:113.
It. S. :3344.
It. S. 3:116.
5.
tR S. :152.

R. S. 3353.

21.
5.
130.5.
1300.
1102 (a).

1307.
1119.

R. S. 3449.
1308.
2,4,5.
R. S. 3448.
1305.
1300.
1100.
1309.
1303.
1101.

10.
R. S. 3434.

311.
404.
1310 (c).
313 (d), (1) (3).
40 401.

--

.., --- -- ---- w --- ----

APPENDIX XXVII 

TABLE A.—Deriva ion of Internal Revenue Code—Cont'nued 

I. It. C. section Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

i 1919, Oet. 28 41 319 85 1. 
3124 (a) (1)   do  85 11. 

1 *1935, Aug. 27 49 877 740 IS. 
3124 (a) (2)  1919, Oct. 28 41 319 85 I. 
3124 (a) (3)-(9)-  1935, Aug. 27 49 872 740 2. 
3124 (b)  

R. S. 3339. 
1919, Feb. 24 40 1109 18 608. 

3150 (a)  *1934 Jan. 11 48 314 1 9 (a). 
*1936, June 26 49 1948 830 313 (a). 

3150 (b) (1)  It. S. 3339. 
3150 (b) (2)  R. S. 3351. 
3150 (c)  1876, May 13 19 53 95 
3150 (d)  

3151 (a), (b) { *1897, July 24 30 206 11 
9R. S. 3341. 

3151 (c)  

3152 (a), (b)  {   *1936, June 26 49 1948 830 
It. S. 3342. 
313 (b). 

3152 (c)  R. S. 3445. 
It. S. 3315. 

3152 (d)  
{ 
*1919, Feb. 24 40 1145 18 1315. 
1926. Feb. 26 44 122 27 1124. 

3152 (e)  1919, Feb. 24 40 1109 18 606. 
3152 (0, (g)  

3153 (a) 1 * 1936, June 26 49 1949 830 
R. S. 3345. 
313 (c). 

3153 (b)  1890, June 18 26 162 432 
3153 (c)    R. S. 3347. R. S. 3347. 
3153 (d)  
3154 (a)-(d)  1936, June 26 49 1956 830 327. 
3154 (e)  

3155 (a) 1 * 1936, June 26 49 1949 
930 3R15..S. 3335. 

It. S. 3336. 
3155 (b)  

1 
*1936, June 26 49 1950 830 316. 
*1938, June 15 52 689 393 

3155 (e) ____________________________________________________________________________ R. S. 3337. 

3155 (d)  R. S. 3338. 
It. S. 3348. 

3155 (e) 1 *1936, June 26 49 1949 830 313 (d). 
It. S. 3349. 

3155 (f) { *1936, June 26 49 1949 830 313 (e). 
3155 (g)  
3156 (a)  R. S. 3350. 
3156 (b)  

It. S. 3354. 

3157 (a)  
1, 
*1919, Feb. 24 40 1115 18 627. 
1936. June 26 49 1960 830 401 (a), (b). 

3157 (I))   do  49 1960 830 401 (e). 

3157 (e)  

3158 1R *1936 Juno 26 , 49 191B NM 
. S. 3340. 

317. 
It. S. 3340. 

3159 (a)-(c)  1 .1(Y.10, Juno 26 40 1051) 830 317. 
It. S. :042. 

3159 (d) __  1 *1036, June 26 49 1949 830 313 (to. 
3159 (e) _   R. S. 3313. 
3159 (f) _ II, 8. 3344. 

3159 (r )   { •Is79. Mar. 1 20 340 125 
S 3346. It. . 

5. 

3159 (h)  It. S. 3352. 

3159 (i)  R. S. 335.3. 

3159 (j), (3) 
160    1879, Mar. I 1879, Mar. I 20 351 125 21. 

170  1936, June 25 49 1929 815 5. 
1919, Feb. 24 40 1142 18 1305. 

3171 (a)  
i 

1921, Nov. 23 42 308 136 1300. 
1926, Feb. 26 44 112 27 1102 (a). 

3171 (b)  
( 1919, Feb. 24 40 1143 18 1307. 

3172 (a).,  1 1926, Feb. 26 44 120 27 1119. 

3172 (b)  
3173 (a)  R. S. 3449. 

3173 (14)  1919, Feb. 24 40 1143 18 1308. 

3173 (c), (d)  1936, June 26 49 1939,1940 830 2, 4, 5. 

3174 R. S. 3448. 
1919, Feb. 24 40 1142 IS 1305. 

3175 
i 

1921, Nov. 23 42 308 136 1300. 
1926, Feb. 26 44 111 27 1100. 
1919, Feb. 24 40 1143 18 1309. 

3176 (a)  
1 

1921, Nov. 23 42 309 136 1303. 
1926, Feb. 26 44 111 27 1101. 

3176 (b)  
3177 (a)-(d) (1)  1890, Oct. 1 26 614 1244 10. 

3177 (d) (2)  R. S. 3434. 

3177 (d) (3)  
( 1930, June 17   497 311. 

3178 1 *1936, June 26 49 1960 830 404. 

3179 (a)  1919, Feb. 24 40 1144 18 1310 (c). 
( 1930,June 17   497 313 (d), (i) (3). 

3179 (b) 1 ..ou.ae II,. ,,A LO 191111 km) 402 all. 



XXVIII CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS

TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued

I. t. C. section

3179 (c) ... ---- ---

3180 (a), (b) ------------- --.

3180 (c) - -----------------------
3181 ... --------------------

3200 -------------.......-

3201.....................
3202 ---------------
3206 .f- - -----------
3207. -----
3208- ------
3210 -. -- -----
3211 -- -----
3212-----------------------------
3215 -... ------
3216..................
3217---------------------------

{

3220 (a)-(e) ----- ------------.----

3220 (f), (g)-----------------------.

3221 (a)------- -------------

3221 (b) -----------

3222 (a), (b)---------------------

3222 (c) ------ -------------
3223-------- ---------------

3224 (a)--------------------------

3224 (b)-----------------------
3224 (c)------------------------
3225------------------------------
3226 (a) ----------------------
3226 (b)-----------------------

3227(a)----------------------

3227 (b).......................

3228-----------------------------

3230 (a) -..........................
3230 (b) ------------
32303230 (c) -- ------------------
3230 (d) --------
3231...---- - ---
3232 (a). --- ----------

2332 (b) ().-----------------
3232 ) (2)--------------------
3233 (a) ---------- --------
3233 (b) ---
3234 (a) (1)----------- ------
3234 (a) (2)------------ ------
3234 (b) - ----------------------
3235------------------------- .
3236. - -------------------------
3237 .-------------------------
3238.-------------------------------
3239 .--------------.---------.--

3250 (a) (1)-------------------------

3250 (a) (2)------------------

3250 (a) (3)------------------------

3250 (a) (4)----------------------...

3250 (a) (5), (6)-------------------

3250 (b) (1), (2) -- -------

3250 (b) (3)--------------------- -----

3250 (b) (4)--------------------------

3250 (b) (5)----------------------

3250 (c) (1)--------------

3250 (c) (2)-----------------------

3250 (d) (1)----------------------

3250 (d) (2)----------------------

3250 (d) (3) -- -.-----------------

3250 (d) (4)......................------------
3250 (e) (1)----------------------

Date

1936, June -26

1886,Aug. 2
'1902, May 9
1886, Aug. 2

1902, May 9
-do---

i89, June 6

i898,June 13

1914, Dec. 1i7
'1926, Feb. 26
'1936,June 22

1914, De. i7
'1926, Feb. 26

114, Dec. 7i
'1926, Feb. 26

1914, Dec. 17
'1926, Feb. 26
1914, Dec. 17

. do ----..

1914, Dec. 17

1914, Dec. 17
1926, Feb. 26
1914, Dee. 17
.- do----
'1926, Feb. 26
1937, Aug. 2

-do
---- do-----

.-- do--. .
do ...... -

.do--. .*-----do -------do----

1937,Aug. 2

1937, Aug. 2
-do------

--- do-----

1937,Aug. 2
- do--2---6

do ---

'1936, June 26

*1936,June 26

'1936,June 26

'1934, Jan. 11i
'1936,June 26

'1936,June 26

1i936, June 26'1936,June 26

Volume

--- 49

24
32
24

.....---
3232

29

30....... --

38
44
49

44

-- i44

44
38

38

44
38

44
50
50
50
50
50

50

50
50
50

50

50
50

49

49

49

49

49

49

49

49

49

---

Page

1942

209
194
209

194194

253, 254
254

96
1745

96

... 97-

788
789

788

.97

789

96,97
551
552
552
552

552
552

5516

553
553553

5512

651

1954

1914

1954

19.3

"""315

1954

1954

..... i9i'

Chapter

830

840
784
840

784

337

......- iiI
27

690

27

------ -- i-

27

27

1

1
27

27

553
553

553553
553
553

553553

653

553553653

830

830

830

830

830

830

830

830

830[

Section

R. S. 3262 (b), (c).
301.

3.
2.
4.

4.
4.

3.
4.

36.

1.
703.
806 (a).

1.
703.

1.
703.

1.
703.
4.
8.

5.

1.
703.
7.
1.
703.
2 (a).
2(b).
2(c).
2(d).
2 (e).

3(a).3 (b),

10 (b).

4 (a).
4(b).
5.

2 (0.
7 (e).
1.

R. S. 3244, Fourth
(h).

323.

R. S. 3244, Fourth
(b).

323.
R. S. 3244, Fourth

(b).
323.

R. S. 3244, Fourth
(a).

323.

R. S. 3244, Fourth
(b).

323.

R. S. 3244, First.
9 (c).

R. S. 3244, Fifth
(b).

324.
R. S. 3244, Fifth

(b), (e).
324.
R. S. 3244, Fifth

(b).
324.

R. S. 3244, Fifth (a).
324.

XXVIII CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS 

TABLE A.—Derivation of Internal Revenue Code—Continued 

I. R. C. section Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

3179 (c)  
3180 (a), (b) {   * 1936, June 26 49 1942 830 

  R. S. 3262 (b), (c). 
301. 
R. S. 3262 (b), (c). 
301. 

3180 (c)  
3181_  

c 
3200 1 

1886, Aug. 2 
*1902, May 9 

24 
32 

209 
194 

840 
784 

3. 
2. 

3201    1886, Aug. 2 1886, Aug. 2 24 209 840 4. 
3202  
3206  1902, May 9 32 194 784 4. 
3207  do  32 194 784 4. 
3208   
3210  1896, June 6 29 253, 254 337 3. 
3211  do  29 254 337 4. 
3212  
3215  1898, June 13 30 467 448 36. 
3216  
3217 

1914, Dec. 17 38 785 1 1. 
3220 (a)-(e)  

I  
*1926, Feb. 26 44 96 27 703. 
*1936, June 22 49 1745 690 806 (a). 

3220 (f), (g)  
f 

3221 (a) 1 
1914, Dec. 17   

*1926, Feb. 26 44 96 
1 

27 
1. 
703. 

3221 (b)  
f 1914, Dec. 17   1 1. 

3222 (a), (b) ) .1926, Feb. 26 44 97 27 703. 
3222 (c)  
3223  

f 1914, Dec. 17   1 1. 
3224 (a) A *1926, Feb. 26 44 97 27 703. 
3224 (b)  1914, Dec. 17 38 788 1 4. 
3224 (c)  do  38 789 1 8. 
3225  
3226 (a)  1914, Dec. 17 38 788 1 5. 
3226 (b)  

f 
3227 (a) 1 

1914, Dec. 17   
*1926, Feb. 26 44 97 

1 
27 

1. 
703. 

3227 (b)  1914, Dec. 17 38 789 1 7. 
3228 f  

1 
do  

.1926 , Feb. 26 44 96,97 
1 

27 
1. 
703. 

3230 (a)  1937, Aug. 2 50 551 553 2 (a)• 
3230 (b)  do  50 552 553 2 (b). 
3230 (c)  do  50 552 553 2 (c). 
3230 (d)   do  50 552 553 2 (6), 
3231   do  50 552 553 2 (e). 
3232 (a)  do  50 552 553 3 (a). 
3232 (b) (1)   do  60 5.52 553 3 (b) , 
3232 (b) (2)  
3233 (a)  1937, Aug. 2 BO 555 553 10 (b). 
3233 (b)  
3234 (a) (1)  1937, Aug. 2 50 553 553 4 (a). 
3234 (a) (2)   do  50 553 553 4 (b). 
3234 (b)  do  50 553 553 5. 
3235  
3236_ _  1937, Aug. 2 50 552 553 2 (0. 
3237  do  50 555 553 7 (e). 
3238  _do  50 551 553 1. 
3239  

R. S. 3244, Fourtt 
3250 (a) (1)  

1 *1936, June 26 49 1954 830 
(b). 

323. 
3250 (a) (2)  

R. S. 3244, Fount 
3250 (e) (3)  

1 
(b). 

*1936, June 26 49 1954 830 323. 
R. S. 3244, Fourtt 

3250 (a) (4)  
1 

(b). 
*1936, June 26 49 1954 830 323. 

3250 (a) (5), (6)  
R. S. 3244, Fourtl 

3250 (b) (1), (2)  
1 

(a). 
1936, June 26 49 1953 830 323. 

3250 (b) (3)  
R. S. 3244, Fourtl 

3250 (b) (4)  
i 

(b). 
*1936, June 26 49 1954 830 323. 

3250 (b) (5)  
3250 (c) (1) 1 R. *1934, Jan. 11 48 315 1 

S. 3244, First. 
9 (c). 

3250 (c) (2)  
R. S. 3244, Fiftl 

3250 (d) (1)  
1 

(b). 
*1936, June 26 49 1954 830 324. 

R. S. 3244, Fiftl 
3250 (d) (2)  

{ 
(b), (e). 

.1936, June 26 49 1954-5 830 324. 
R. S. 3244, Fiftl 

3250 (d) (3)   
i 

(b). 
*1936, June 26 49 1954 830 324. 

3250 (6) (4)  
3250 (e) (1)  

{ 
R. 8.3244, Fifth (a) 

*1936, June 26 49 1954 830 324. 
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TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued

I. R. C. section

3250 (e) (2) . . .. . ........

3250 (e) (3)....----------------

3250 (e) (4)-..-------.-

3250 (e) (5), (6)..--

3250 (f) (1) ........

3250 (f) (2) ----

3250 (g) - ------------.

3250 (h)..-..........-

3250 (i) -... -----------

3250 (j) (1) ---.. --------
3250 (j) (2) . . --...

3250 (j) (3) --. --.-.-..-.

3250 (k)....-----------.

3251-----------------

3252------------.............

3253--.................---------

3254 (a)-. -------

3254 (b) ------

3254 (c) ---------

3254 (d)....------------------

3254 (e) .................---

3254 (f).-......---------

3254 (g).. --------------------
3254 (h) --------

3255 (a) .- -. --------------

3255 (h) -.------------- -

3255 (c) .- -----

32l;0 (a) (I), ()

3260 (:i) (:1) . .

:1320 (h) .
:121a 1 (a) -
121il (ih)
3261 (b)
32;1 (c)- -

3270 (tb) .

32471 (a). ..
3271 ( .. .

3270 (;) (1) . ---

3271 (c) () - -----. --.3271 (c) ()..-.-.--.-.-...........
3271 (a)------ ----

3271 (h), (c) --------------------
3271 (c) (2) ---------------------

3272 (a) -------------------------
3272 (h), (c) -------------------
3273 (a).. -----------

3273 (b) .. -----

3273 (c) .--- .......--------.-

3274 -----... - -..

3275 (a). -. .-----

3275 (b) -... -----------------
3276 - ---------
3277 -- ------------.-
3278......... ................---
3279.. ... ..-
3280 (a) -------------------
3280 (b), (c)---------
3281... . ........------------

Date

""f-----------
::::i---------------

---*i87, Feb. i8

---- i'190', Oct 1

{'i877, Feb. 27

{ ·1906, June 21

1926, Feb. 26

....- - -. . ..........

-------------

Page

1936, June 26

i1936, June 26
1938, June 15

i936,June 2e6

i879, Mar. 1

;163 -une ---

1936, June 26

*1934, June 8

1880, -May' 28'

18936,June 26

*-----do ------*1936,June 26

1879,Mar. 8

*1936,June 26

* 1936, June 26

* 1936, June 26
'1936,June 26

*1936,June 26

'1934,Jan. 11

'1936,June 26

'1936,June 26

1936i,Jtne 2f
S76, Mlay S

* 1936,Junl 2ti

* 106, lJa ill-
1*3i.C,.liinn1 111

1934, I.Jl 21;
do

(io

:i -i - -- --
-- .June- '

--- - - - - -

- 1-------::-

,1,...n e-2~

.-- - -- -

Volume

49

49
52

49

.......---

20

~--------

49

49

49

49

40

40
....... --49

49

4948

49

.19

411
4S
46

48
48
484#

------is
4S

26

19

34

" 44

77Z7:----i

.iii

....j

1954, 1155
12:17
12317
756

12:17
12:1412181237

123A
ti;37
1239

6i8

248

i20

1i954

1955
701

1955

333

1013

1956

. i957

1957

1940

342

333
1955

310
------- i--1949

1954

1953-4

315

1954

1954

SectionChapter

830

830
439

830

125

598

830

830

......- 36~
830

108

125

125
830

...... ---

830

36

...... ---

830

830

830

i

830

S30

5211
J. IRs. Ill

8311
75.7

171

757
757

757

830

830

69

3509

XXIX

R. S. 3244, Fifth (h).
324.
R. S.3244, Fifth (g).
324.
5.
R. S. 3244, Fifth (c).
324.

R. S. 3244, Third.
4.
R. S. 3244, Third.
3.
R. S. 3246 (a).
328.
R. S. 3246 (b).
328.
R. S. 3246 (c).
328.
R. S. 3244, Second.
18.
R. S. 3244, Second.
10.

R. S. 3244, Fifth(d).
4.
324.
321.
R. S. 3281.
16.
314 (b).

R. S. 3244, Fourth
(b).

323.
R. S. 3244, Fourth

(a), (c).
323.
R. S. 3244, First.
9(c).
R. S. 3244, Fifth

(b).
324.
R. S. 3244, Fifth

(a).
324.
It. S. 3244, Third.
R. S. 3244, Second.
It. S. 3244, F ourth

(1).
:12:1.

It. S. :1244, Follrth
(d), Fiftill (f).

:12:3, 24.
2 (i).

2 (a).I.
2 (a).
2 (a).

5 (h).

2(b).
11.

R. S. 3233.

R. S. 3232.
R. S. 3237 (a).
322.
R. S. 3238.

R. S. 3237 (b).
322.

R. S. 3238.
1.
R. S. 3239.
26.

R. S. 3239.
1.
R. S. 3240.

R. S. 3243.
R. S. 3234.
R. S. 3235.
R. S. 3236.
R. S. 3241.

1119.

1953t
21:1

............ '

............

{-- -- - -

............
{-- -- - -

............ -
---- i----

---- ^

:

----

APPENDIX XXIX 

TABLE A.—Derivation of Internal Revenue Code—Continued 

I. It. C. section Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

3250 (   (e) (2)  1 
.1936, June 26 49 1954 930 

R. S. 3244, Fifth (b). 
324. 
R. S.3244, Fifth (g). 

3250 (e) (3)  1 *1936, June 26 49 1955 830 324. 
*1938, June 15 52 701 439 5. 

3250 (e) (4) { *1936, June 26 49 1955 
530 3112.4S. 3244, Fifth (C). 

3250 (e) (5), (6)  

3250 (f) (1) 1 *1879, Mar. 1 20 333 
125 4R. S. 3244, Third. 

3 250 (f) (2) 1 *1934, June 8 48 1013 598 
R. S. 3244, Third. 
3. 

{ R. S. 3246 (a). 3250 (g)  *1936, June 26 49 1956 830 328. 

3250 (h) { *1936, June 26 49 1957 830 
R.S. 3246 (b). 328.  

R. S. 3246 (c). 3250 (i) { *1936, June 26 49 1957 830 328. 
3250 (j) (1)  R. S. 3244, Second. 
3250 0) (2)  1880, May 28 21 149 108 18. 

R. S. 3244, Second. 3250 (j) (3) { *1879, Mar. 1 20 342 125 10. 
3250 (k)  

R. S.3244, Fifth(d). 
3251 { 1879, Mar. 1 20 333 125 4. 

*1936, June 26 49 1955 830 324. 
3252   do  49 1953 830 321. 

R. S. 3281. 
3253 il *1875, Feb. 8 18 310 36 16. 

*1936, June 26 49 1949 830 314 (b). 
3254 (a)  

R. S. 3244, Fourth 
3254 (b)  

i 
(b). 

*1936, June 26 49 1954 830 323. 
R. S. 3244, Fourth 

3254 (c)  
{ 

(a), (c). 
*1936, June 26 49 1953-4 830 323. 

R. S. 3244, First. 
3254 (d) { *1934,Jan. 11 48 315 1 9 (c). 

R. S. 3244, Fifth 
3254 (e)  

{ 
(b). 

*1936, Jtme 26 49 1954 830 324. 
It. S. 3244, Fifth 

1254 (f)  
I. 

(a). 
*1936, June 26 49 1954 830 324. 

1254 (0_  ________ _ _ It. S. 3244, Third. 
3254 (h)  R. S. 3244, Second. 

  R. S. 3244, Fourth R. S. 3244, Fourth 
3255 (a)   (a). 

*1936, June 26 40 1953 S30 323. 
1255 (b)  1576, May C 19 213 J. lies. 10 

It. S. 3244, Fourth 
1225 (c) (d), Fifth (1). 

•1936, June 29 411 1954, 1955 8311 323, 324. 
12611 (a) (I), (2) 1934, June :31 48 1237 757 2 (a). 

i . In . 48 1237 757 2 (a). 
) .11139,111116 i 6 52 756 471 1. 

260 (to) 1934, J 0 no 26 48 1237 757 2 (a). 
261 (a)_ . - do 48 12:47 757 
261 (h) 410 48 12:04 757 5 (n). 
261 (c)   (In, 45 1239 757 5 (b). 
262 _ 
263 (a) ,In. 49 1237 757 2 (b). 
263 00  In 48 1239 757 11. 
264- ----------------------------------------- --
265  - 
266  
270 (a)  _   R. S. 3233. R. S. 3233. 
270 (h)  
271 (a)  ________     R. S. 3232. R. S. 3232. 

R. S. 3237 (a). 
1271 (b) 1 *1936, June 26 49 1953 830 322. 
1273 (c) (1) _________________________________________ - ____________________   R. IS. 3238. 
1271 (C) (2)  

R. S. 3237 (b). 
3272 (a) { '1936, June 26 49 1953 830 322. 
1272 (b), (c)  
 R. S. 3238. 

1273 (a) {1'1.875,  Feb. 18 18 319 80 1. 

3273 (b) 1 t 1890, Oct. 1 26 618 1244 2R61 9. 3239. 
1273 (c)  

R. S. 3239. 
1274 1 *1977, Feb. 27 19 248 69 1. 
1275 (a)   ---__-----_________________________________ 

1 '1906, ne 21 34 387 3509 
R. S. 3240. 

1275 (b)  
1276  R. S. 3243. 
1277  R. S. 3234. 
1278  R. S. 3232. 
1279  R. S. 3236. 
1280 (a)  R. S. 3241. 
M1) (b), (e)  
1281  1926, Feb. 26 44 120 27 1119. 



CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS

TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued

I. R. C. section Date

1886, Aug. 2
1896, June 6

2 - 1898, June 13
3282-- ......----------------- .1902, May 9

1926, Feb. 26

3300 (c)..- -----------

3301 (a) - -------------- { 879, Mar. 1

3301 (b) ------------- ----

3302----------------------------- i79, Mar. i
I 1898, June 13

3303 ..--------------- ----- 1901, Mar. 2
l 1902, Apr. 12

3304 (a), (b) ------------------------ 1900, May 12
, I do --------

3304 (c)------------1924,June 2
3304 (d) ---------------------------- 1900, May 12
3304 (e)-------. ---------------- -------
3305 --- ---------------------- 1876, Aug. 16
3310 (a), (b)-------------------------------

3310 (c), (d)-------------------- 93Aug.

3310 (e)----------------------------------------
I---------~---------

3311 -----------------------------

3312 (a) ------------------.....--

3312 (b), (c) ----------------- {.....

3312 (d)--------------------- ---- {

3313 ----------------------------

33143314 ---------------------------
3320 (a) -------------------------

3320 (b) ----------------------.---
3321 (a)---------------------------{

3321 (b)------------- ---------3321 (c) --- -----------
33223 -----------
3323---- --------------
3324...... . . ....
3325-.--------........--.................----------
3326- -------------

334.........---------..........--.--------------

3330 ..................
3332-3335 .........................
3340 -...............

3341 (a), (b)........ -----.....
33421 (c) ------------- .
33 4 2 ............ .......
3343 (a) -----------------------------
3343 (b)-------------------------3343 (b)-------------------------
3343 (c)------------------------------
33510--------------------------------335160 ------ --------------

3360 (a) {

3360 (b) (1)..-----... ----------------

3360 (b) (2) ----..... {..... --

3360 (c) -...-... -------- --. {.

3361 (a).----------------

3361 (b) - ----------

3361 (c)--..--------...

3400 . ..--------------

3401...--------- -------

3403 -----------.

3404--------------

--------
----------- f
----------- f

----
.......

3405--- ------
3407..........................3407------- ---------- {

3409 -----------------

1894, Aug. 27
1926, Feb. 26

--. do-----
*1928,May 29
1926, Feb. 26

*1928,May 29
1926, Feb. 26

*1928, May 29

1926, Feb. 26
1928, May 29
1932, June 6

l*936,June 26

1926,Feb. 26

1930,June 17
- .do-----
1915, Mar. 4
1930, June 17

-.- do----
1902, Mar. 8

1919, Feb. 24
--. do-----

1900, Apr. 12
1932, May 17

1917, Mar. 2

1900, Apr. 12

1932, May 17

1906, June 29
1932, May 17
1917, Mar. 2
1932, May 17
1900, Apr. 12
1932, May 17
1930, June 17
1932, May 17
1915, Mar. 4
1932, May 17
1932, June 6

--. do-----
1938, May 28
1932, June 6
1933, June 16
1935, June 28
1937, June 29

*1938,May 28
1932, June 6
1938, May 28
1932, June 6

----- do----.-
1934, June 26
1932, June 6

1*1938, May 28

Volume

24
29
30
32
44

------ 20

""20

20
30
31
32
31
31
43
31

--...... -
19

--- - - -49

28
44
44
45
44
45
44
465

- -44-

45
47

--

--~
49

------- j---

44

44
46
38
46
46
32

-- -----

40
40
31
47
31
34
47
39
47
31
47
46
47
38
47
47
47
52
47
48
49
50
52
47
52
47
47
48
47
52

Page

209
253
466
105

97,111

351

251

...... -,i

351

...... -§i

448
938

96
177
178
343
178

152...... i--

1027..... i5~-

162
114
114
878
114
878
114
878

.. ii6

287

121

112

686
1189

686
686

14

1142
1142

77
158
77

620,621
158
954
158

78
158
686
158

1189
158
261
261
568
261
206
431
358
571
263
568
263
264

1240
264
671

Chapter

840
337
448

125

125

448
806
500
393
393
234
393

--- --iii I

287

829

497
27
27

852
27

852
27

852

27

852
209

830

27

497
497
164
497
497
140

18
18

191
190
191

3613
190
145
190
191
190
497
190
164
190
209
209
289
209

90
333
402
289
209
289
209
209
757
209
289

Section

3.
3.
31.
4.
703, 1100.
R. S.,Title XXXV.
R. S. 3446.
18.

R. S. 3446.
18.

R. S. 3446.
18.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1013 (a).
2.

1.
R. S.3185.
R. S. 3185.
404.
R. S. 3185.
R. S. 3437.
47.
1109 (a).
1109 (a) (1).
619 (a).
1109 (a) (2).
619 (a).
1109 (a) (3).
619 (a).
R. S. 3228 (a).
1112.
619 (e).
1106 (a).

R. S. 3452.

R. S. 3450.
326.
R. S. 3450.

R. S. 3457.
R. S. 3455.
R. S. 3454.
1123.
R. S. 3443.
1102 (c).
R. S. 3464.

301.
301.

301.
301.
4.

1304.
1304.
3.

3.
1,2.

9.

3.

302.

602.
603.
701 (a).
606.
212.

709.
607.
701 (c).
608.
610.
15.
612.
707.

XXXXXX CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS 

TABLE A.—Derivation of Internal Revenue Code—Continued 

I. R. C. section Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

1886, Aug. 2 24 209 840 3. 
1896, June 6 29 253 337 3. 

3282  1898, June 13 
1902, May 9 

30 
32 

466 
195 

448 
784 

31. 
4. 

1926, Feb. 26 44 97, 111 27 703, 1100. 
3 R. S., Title XXXV. 

3300 (a), (b) 1   * 1879, M ar. 1 20 351 12.5 
R. S. 3446. 
18. 

3300 (c)  
3301 (a) 1   * 1879, M ar. 1 20 ',351 125 

It. S. 3446. 
13. 

3301 (b)  

3302 { * 1879, Mar. 1 20 351 125 
R. S. 3448. 
18. 

I 1898, June 13 30 448 448 1. 
3303 i *1901, Mar. 2 31 938 806 1. 

1 1902, Apr. 12 32 96 500 1. 
3304 (a), (b)  
3304 (c) f 1 

1900, May 12 
do  

*1924, June 2 

31 
31 
43 

177 
178 
343 

393 
393 
234 

1. 
1.  
1013 (a). 

3304 (d)  1900, May 12 31 178 393 2. 
3304 (e)  
3305  1876, Aug. 15 19 152 287 1. 
3310 (a), (b)  R. S. 3185. 

R. S. 3185. 
3310 (c), (d) { 1935, Aug. 30 49 1027 829 404. 
3310 (e)  It. S. 3185. 

R. S. 3437. 
3311 { 1894, Aug. 27 28 562 349 47. 

1926, Feb. 26 44 114 27 1109 (a). 
I   

3312 (a) 1 
do  

*1928, May 29 
44 
45 

114 
878 

27 
852 

1109 (a) (1). 
619 (a). 

 f 3312 (b), (c)  1 
1926, Feb. 26 

*1928, MaY 20 
44 
45 

114 
878 

27 
852 

1109 (a) (2). 
619 (a). 

f 
3312 (d) 1 

1926, Feb. 26 
*1928, May 29 

44 
45 

114 
878 

27 
8.52 

1109 (a) (3). 
619 (a). 
R. S. 3228 (a). 

3313  *1926, Feb. 26 
1928, May 29 

44 
45 

115 
878 

27 
8.52 

1112. 
619 (c). 

1932, June 6 47 
, 

287 209 1106 (a)• 
3314  
3320 (a)  R. S. 3452. 
3320 (b)  
3321 (a) { R. *1936, June 26 49 195.5 830 

S. 3450. 
325. 

3321 (b)  R. S. 3450. 
3321 (c)  
3322  R. S. 3457. 
3323  It. S. 3455. 
3324  R. S. 3454. 
3325  1926, Feb. 26 44 121 27 1123. 
3326  R. S. 3443. 
3330  1926, Feb. 26 44 112 27 1102 (c). 
3331  R. S. 3464. 
3332-333.5  
3340  1930, June 17 46 686 497 301. 
3341 (a), (b)   do  48 686 497 301. 
3341 (c)  1915, Mar. 4 as 1189 164 
3342  1930, June 17 46 686 497 301. 
3343 (a)  do  46 686 497 301. 
3343 (b)  1902, Mar. 8 32 54 140 4. 
3343 (c)  
3350  1919, Feb. 24 40 1142 18 1304. 
3351   do  40 1142 18 1304. 

C 
3360 (a) 1 

1900, Apr. 12 
1932, May 17 47 31 77 

158 
191 
190 

3.  

3380 (b) (1)  1900, Apr. 12 31 77 191 3. 
I 

3360 (b) (2) 1 
1906, June 29 
1932, May 17 

34 
47 

620,621 
158 

3813 
190 

1, 2. 

f 1917, M ar. 2 39 954 145 9. 
3360 (c) 1 1932, May 17 47 158 190 

f 
3361 (a) 1 

1900, Apr. 12 
1932, May 17 

31 
47 

78 
158 

191 
190 

3. 

f 
3381 (b) 1 

1930, June 17 
1932, May 17 

46 
47 

686 
158 

497 
190 

302. 

f 
3381 (c) 1 

1915. M ar. 4 
1932, May 17 

as 
47 

1189 
158 

164 
190 

3400  1932, June 6 47 261 209 602. 
3401 f  

1 
do  

1938, May 28 
47 
52 

261 
568 

209 
289 

603. 
701 (a). 

1932, June 6 47 261 209 606. 
1933, June 16 48 206 90 212. 

3403  1935, June 28 49 431 333 
1937, June 29 50 358 402 

•1938, May 28 52 571 289 709. 
3404 { 1932, June 6 

1938, may 28 
47 
52 

263 
568 

209 
289 

607. 
701 (c). 

3405  1932, June 6 47 263 209 608. 
3407  

1 
1  do  

1934, June 26 
47 
48 

264 
1240 

209 
757 

610. 
15. 

3409 f 
1 

1932, June 6 
*1938, May 28 

47 
52 

264 
571 

209 
289 

612. 
707. 



APPENDIX

TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued

I. R. C. section Date

3410 ----------------------------- 1932, Jun 6
I -- do----

3411 ------------- 1------- 933, June 16
I*i1938, May 28
J 1932, June 63412 (a) - -------------------------- .1934 May 1

3412 (b) - 1932, June 6
312 (b)1------------ 934, May 10

3412 (c) (1) ------------------------- 1932, June 6

3412 (c) (2) . .... { - dMoaY 10

3412 (d)------------------------- 1)934, Mayne 10
10932, ayJune 610

3412 (e)--------------------- I1932,May 06

1932, June 6
3413 ----------------------- - 1933, June 1

'1934, May 10
3414 --- --------------- -----------
3415 --------- . ------------- -------------
3420 ----------------------------- 1932, June 6
3422 ---- ----------------- --- do----
3423 ---------------------- -- do----

do ----
3424 ----- -------------------- 1938, May 28
34215 -- - -- -------- 1932, June 6
3430 (a).. ------------ ----- do----
3430 (b)-------------------- - --- do----
3430 (c)--------------------------------do-----

3430 (d)------------ -------------- { 1938, May-28
3431 -------- - ------ - 1932, June 6
3432 --------------------- ---- -----------
3440 ----- 1932, June 6
3441 (a)-(c)----------------------- do-----
3441 (d) ------------------------ 1933, June 16

( 1932, June 6
3442 ----------------------------. *1933, June 16

lv 1935, Aug. 30
3443 (a) (1), (2) - --------- | 1932, June 6
3443 (a) (3) --------------------- ---- Aug. 30

3443 (b) ---------------------------- 1932, June 6

3443 (c). ------------- { -i935, Aug. 30
3443 (d) -- ---- 1932, June 6
3444 (a) ----- - -- - --- do.------
3444 (h) - --------- 1933, June 16
344.S - --------------- 1932, June 6
3446. ---- do ..----

3447 (a)- --- -. ...--. - .19 33,June 13
3447 (1.) .--- 1932, June f
3447 (a) 1932, Juno 10
3448 (ia) - ..- 1932, June 6

3443 (h) . 1193.5 A une. 30
34498 -- .. 1932, June 6

3450 -- ----- - -.. ------.
do . -------

3451 -... ;1933, June 16
'1938, May 28

| 1932, June 6I* '1933, June 16
3452 ;--------.-.. *-do-----

* 1935, June 28
'1937, June 29

1932, June 6
1933, June 16

3460..----------------- -------- 935 June 28
'1937, June 29

3461 -- ------. 1932, June 6
3462 --- - ----------------- - -------.

1932, June 6
' 1933, June 16

346 - '1935, June 28
1 '1937, June 29

f 1932, June 6
3465 -- -------------------- -({1932, JMne 268'1938, May 28
3467 ------- 1932, June 6
3468 ---------------------------- ------------
3470 1932, June 6
34,0-.--------.---)-. 1935, Aug. 30
3471 - ------. -- 1932, June 6

3473---- --------------- ---- do----
3474 -------------- . --------. ----
3480 ----- 11926, Feb. 26

- ---. do---....
3481 (a) -------------------------- til932,June 6

{71938, May 28

XXXI

Volume

47

52

.-- -----

47

48

47

48
47
48
48

47

47

47

47
48

47
47

47

47

47
47

47

47
47
47

47

49

47

47

48

47

48

49

47

48

49
47

49
547
47

47

47

47
4i

47

47

62

47

47

Page

264

573

267

259
255
764

-- 259

260
260
260
570
260
259
259
259
259
569
269

267
267
256

255
1025

267,268

1025
268

1026

268
256
26S

269
312
269
2r,(

2 019

21,9

570
27)
206
24
431
358
275
206
431
358
276

" " "270
206
431
358
270
571
270

277
1027

277
278
278

274
572

Chapter

209
209

96
289
209
277
209
277
209
209
277
209
277
209
27
209

96
277

209
209
209
289
209
209
209
209
209
289
209

209
96

209
96

829
209
209
829
209
209
829
200209
21W

209
96

21)
2092(10
246
210)
9(1

2119
21611

KW2119
209
2109

96
289
209

90
96

333
402
209

90
333
402
209

209
90

333
402
209
289

209

2.9

829
209
289
209

27
27

209
289

Section

614.
616.
6 (a).
713.
617 (a).
603 (b).
617 (b).
603 (b).
617 (c) (1).
617 (c) (2).
603 (c).
617 (d).
603 (d).
617 (e).
603 (d).
601 (c) (1).
4 (b).
603 (a).

601 (a), (c).
601 (c) (4).
601 (c) (5).
601 (c) (6).
704.
601 (c) (7).
601 (b) (1).
601 (b) (2).
601 (b) (4).
601 (b) (5).
702 (b).
628.

618.
619 (a)-(c).
6 (a).
620.
4 (a).
401 (a).
621 (a) (1), (2).
621 (a) (3).
401 (b).
621 (b).
621 (c).
401 (c).
621 (d).
622.

6 (a).
623.
6124.
625 (a).

125 (1b).
6 (a).
(1216 (a).
6,26 (b).
41)4.
627.
628.
(30.
5.
705.
629.
212.
1.

731 (a).
212.

731 (c).

701 (a).
212.

701 (b).
708.
702.

771.
404.
772.
773.
774.

SO0.
Schedule A (9).
724 (a).
711 (b), (c).

APPENDIX XXXI 

TABLE A.—Derivation of Internal Revenue Code—Continued 

I. R. C. section Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

3410 1932, June 6 47 264 209 614. 
do  209 616. 

3411  
{   
.1933, June 16 48 256 96 6 (a). 
*1938, May 28 52 573 289 713. 

3412 (a) f 1 
1932, June 6   

.1034, May 10 48 764 
209 
277 

617 (a). 
603 (b). 

f 
3412 (b) 1, 

1932, June 6   
*19.34, M ay 10 48 764 

209 
277 

617 (b). 
603 (b). 

3412 (c) (1)   1932, June 6 47 267 209 617 (c) (1). 
3412 (c) (2) I   1 

do  
*1934, M ay 10 48 765 

209 
277 

617 (c) (2).  
603 (c). 

3412 (d) 1 1 
1932, June 6   

11934, M ay 10 48 765 
209 
277 

617 (d). 
603 (d). 

I 
3412 (e) 1 

1932, June 6   
11934, May 10 48 765 

209 
277 

617 (e). 
603 (d). 

1932. June 6 47 259 209 601 (c) (1). 
3413  

{ 
*1933, June 16 48 255 96 4 (b). 
*1934, M ay 10 48 764 277 603 (a). 

3414  
3415  
3420   1932, June 6 1932, June 6 47 259 209 601 (a), (c). 
3422   do  47 260 209 601 (c) (4). 
3423   do  47 260 209 601 (c) (5). 
3424 I   1 

do  
*1938, M ay 28 52 47 260 

570 
209 
289 

601 (c) (6).  
704. 

3425  1932, June 6 47 260 209 601 (c) (7)• 
3430 (a)  do  47 259 209 601 (b) (1). 
3430 (b)   do  47 259 209 601 (b) (2). 
3430 (c)  do  47 259 209 601 (b) (4). 
3430 (d) f   1 

do  
*1938, May 28 

47 
52 

259 
569 

209 
289 

601 (b) (5).  
702 (b). 

3431  1932, June 6 47 269 209 628. 
3432  
3440  1932, June 6 47 267 209 618. 
3441 (a)-(c)  do  47 267 209 619 (a)-(c). 
3441 (d)  1933, June 16 48 256 96 6 (a). 

1932, June 6   209 620. 
3442  

{ 
'1933, June 16 48 255 96 4 (a). 
'1935, Aug. 30 49 1025 829 401 (a). 

3443 (a) (1), (2)  I 1932, June 6 47 267,268 209 621 (a) (1), (2). 
f   do  209 621 (a) (3).  

3443 (a) (3) 1 *1935, Aug. 30 49 1025 829 401 (It). 
3443 (b)    1932, June 6 1932, June 6 47 268 209 621 (b). 
3443 (c) /   I do *1935, Aug. 30 49 1026 

209 
829 

621 (c). 
401 (c). 

3443 (d)  1932, June 6 47 268 209 621 (d). 
3444 (a) ____________________  do  47 263 209 622. 
3444 (6)  1933, June 16 48 256 96 6 (a). ______ 
3445  1932, June 6 47 268 209 623. 
3446  do  47 260 299 624. 

do  47 269 209 625 (a). 
3447 (a)   1 *1932, J um) 13 47 302 246 
3447 (b)---- 1932, June 6 47 269 299 625 (b). 
3447 (e) 1933, June 16 48 256 96 ti I a). 
3448 (a).- 1932, June 6 47 2161 269 626 (a) . _ 

I 3448 (1)) — ) 
do  

1935, A ug. 30 
47 
411 

269 
11127 

209 
820 

626 (b). 
404. 

3449  1932, June 6 47 269 209 627. 
3450  - - . . do  47 269 209 628. ___ 

do  209 630. 
3451   

i 
11933, June 16 
*1938, May 28 

48 
52 

215 
570 

96 
289 

5. 
705. 

( 1932, June 6 47 270 299 629. 
•1933, June 16 48 206 90 212. 

3452  *do  
*1935, June 28 

48 
49 

254 
431 

96 
333 

1. 

*1937, June 29 50 358 402 
( 1932, June 6 47 275 209 731 (a). 
I *1933, June 16 48 206 90 212. 

3460 1 *1935, June 28 49 431 333 
I *1937, June 29 50 353 402 

3461  1932, June 6 47 276 209 731 (c). 
3462  

( 1932, June 6 47 270 209 701 (a). 
I 

3465 1, 
*1933, June 16 
*1935, June 28 

48 
49 

206 
431 

90 
333 

212. 

I *1937, June 29 50 358 402 
f 1932 June 6 47 270 209 701 (b). 

3466 1 *1938, May 28 52 571 289 708. 
3467  1932, June 6 47 270 209 702. 
3468  

f 
3470 1 

1932, June 6 
1935, Aug. 30 

47 
49 

277 
1027 

209 
829 

771. 
404. 

3471  1932, June 6 47 277 209 772. 
3472   do  47 278 209 773. 
3473   do __ 47 278 209 774. 
3474  
3480 1926, Feb. 26 

do  
44 99 27 

27 
800. 
Schedule A (9). 

3481 (a)  
i   

11932, June 6 
*1938, May 28 

47 
12 

274 
572 

209 
280 

724 (a). 
711 (b), (c). 



XXXII CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS

TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued

I. R. C. section

3481 (b)----- -------------

3482 ...--------..-------------------

3483 --------------------------

3490 (a)-----------------------
3490 (b)------------ ---
3491 (a)----------------------
3491 (b)---------- -------------
3491 (c) -..------ ---------- -----
3492--------
3493 (a)-------------------
3493 (b)------------------- ---

3494 (b)
3494 (a)---------------------------
3494 (b)------------- ------------
3495 -------------------------
3496---...---------------------
3497-..---------------- -------
3498.------
3500 -----------------------------
3501 -.--.-------- -----------------
3506...1.....----------
3507------------------------- --
3508.----------------------------
3520 (a) (1) .------ ------------.
3520 (a) (2).------- --------
3520 (b) (1), (2) -----------------
3520 (b) (3) -----------------------
3521 ---------. -------------------
3522 ------------------------- ---
3523.--------------------.------- -
3524 .------------------------ ---
3525..-------------------------- -
3526.----------------------- ---
3527 .-------------.--------------
3528--------------------------

3600 ----------------------------

3601 ..-------- ---------------

3602----------------------- ---

3603.-------------------- -----
3604.-------------------------

3611 ...-------------------------

3612 (a)-(c) --...--- -----------

3612 (d) (1) -------------------------

3612 (d) (2)-..------------------

3612 (d) (3).----. ---------.-------

3612 (e), (f) ---------------------..

3613--------------------------

3614 (a)..............-------------

3614 (b)....-.....---------........

3615 (a)-(c) .......---..-- ---------

3615 (d) ..--. ---- ------------

3615 (e)-------------

3616 (a), (b)--------------------.
3616 (c) --. ....-- ------..
3617-..--.---- ----------------

3630----------------------------

3631 -.-- -----------------.

3632 (a) (1) ------------.

3632 (a) (2). ----------.

3632 (b) ........................

3
6

33 (a) -- -----------
3633 (b)---..------------- --.--

3634 ------------------

3640.. ---------------
3641..-----------------

Date

1932, June 6
1933, June 16
1935, June 28
1937, June 29
1926, Feb. 26
1932, June 6
1933, June 16
1935, June 28
1937, June 29
1926, Feb. 26
1932, June 6
-- do-----

1937, Sept. 1
-- do ----
-- do---
--.. do --------
- do--
-.- do---

-do---
-do---

-- do ----
.-- do-----

-- do-----
-- do------

1i937, Sept. 1
- do----
.-- do ----
-- do---
-- do-----
1937, Apr. 26
.-- do -----
-- do------

1937, Apr. 26
.-- do -----
-- do------
-- do-----
.-- do-----
-- do .---.-
-- do -----

1926, Feb. 26

*i879, Nlar. I

i896, iMay 28
'1901, Mar. 2
1911, Mar. 3
1926, Feb. 26
1938, May 28

Fl92, Feb. 26

*1926, Feb. 26

*1926, Feb. 26
1935, Aug.. 30

·1926, Feb. 26

1926, Feb. 26
* 1928, May 29
1934, May 10

ti926, Feb. 26

i90i, Mar. 2

. -----Ma j io

1926, Feb. 26

ti96, 1Feb.i26

.'i Feb.
1938, May 28
1928, May 29

i*926, Fe- . 26
*1928, May 29

- - - - -- - -

Volume

47
48
49
50

47
48
49
50
44
47
47
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

50
50
50
50
50
50
5050

50
50
50
50
50
50
50

"28

44

20

29
31
36
44
52

44

44

44
49

44

44

44
45
48

44
48

44

44

44

52
45

44
45

Page

274
206
431
358

~- I275
254
431
358

99
274
275
913
913
913
914
914
913
914
914
914
914
914
914
914

913
916
912
916

75
75
75

75
7575
86
76
90
90

.. 558

118

329

956
1167

112
573

112

1027

----- ii2

11ii2

11ii
878
757

11ii8,ii

956

759

319
113

117ii

574
877

878

Chapter

209
90

333
402

27
209

96
333
402

27
209
209
898
898
898
898
898
898
898
898
898
898
898
898
898

898
898
898
898
898
127
127
127

127
127
127
127
127
127

349

125

814
231

27
289

27

829

----- 2

" 27

852

27

527
27

27

852

27

27

289
852

527

852

Section

724 (c).
212.

Schedule A (8).
725.
1.

Title VIII.
724.
725.
402 (a).
402 (d).
402 (c).
405 (a).
405 (d).
402 (b).
404 (a).
404 (c).
404 (b).
404 (c).
405 (b).
405 (b).
405 (c).

403 (a).
403 (b).
508.
401.
513.
3 (a).
3 (e).
3 (b).

3 (c).
3 (e).
3 (d).
7.
3 ( )0.
17.
19.

R. S. 3172.
34.
1115.
R. S. 3152.
2.
R. S. 3177.
R. S. 3462.
19.

289.
1102 (b).
803.
R. S. 3173.
1115.
R. S. 3176.
1103.
R. S. 3176.
1103.
406.
R. S. 3176.
1103.

R. S. 3176.
1103.
R. S. 3180.
1104.
618.
507.
R. S. 3173.
1115.
R. S. 3174.
R. S. 3175.

R. S. 3179.

514.
R. S. 3181.
1.
1105.
R. S. 3165.
1115.
R. . 3162.
1102 (d).
806.
617 (a).

R. S. 3176.
1103.
619 (d).
R. S.3182.
R. S. 3182.

XXXII CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS 

TABLE A.—Derivation of Internal Revenue Code—Continued 

I. R. C. section Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

1932, June 6 47 274 209 724 (c). 
*1933, June 16 48 206 90 212. 

3481 (b)  *1935, June 28 49 431 333 
*1937, June 29 50 358 402 
1926, Feb. 26 27 Schedule A. (8). 

t1932, June 6 47 275 209 725. 

3482  *1933, June 16 48 254 96 1. 
*1935, June 28 49 431 333 
*1937, June 29 50 358 402 
1926, Feb. 26 44 99 27 Title VIII. 

3483  1932, June 6 47 274 209 724. 
 do  47 275 209 725. 

3490 (a)  1937, Sept. 1 50 913 898 402 (a). 
3490 (b)  do  50 913 898 402 (d). 
3491 (a)  do  50 913 898 402 (c). 
3491 (b)  do  50 914 898 405 (a). 
3491 (c)  do  50 914 898 405 (d). 

3492   do  50 913 898 402 (b). 

3493 (a)  do  50 914 898 404 (a). 
3493 (b)  do  50 914 898 404 (c). 
3494 (a)  do  50 914 898 404 (b). 
3494 (b)  do  50 914 898 404 (c). 
3495  do  50 914 898 405 (b). 

3496   do  50 914 898 405 (b). 
3497  do  50 914 898 405 (c). 
3498  
3500  1937, Sept. 1 50 913 898 403 (a). 
3501   do  50 913 898 403 (b). 
3506  do  50 916 898 508. 
3507   do  50 912 898 401. 
3508  do  50 916 898 513. 
3520 (a) (1)  1937, Apr. 26 50 75 127 3 (a). 
3520 (a) (2)  do  50 75 127 3 (e). 
3520 (b) (1), (2)  do  50 75 127 3 (b). 
3520 (b) (3)  
3521  1937, Apr. 26 50 75 127 3 (c). 
3522  do  50 75 127 3 (e). 
3523   do  50 75 127 3 (d). 
3524   do  50 86 127 7. 
3525   do  50 76 127 3 (0. 
3526  do  50 90 127 17. 

3527   do  50 90 127 19. 

3528  
R. S. 3172. 

3600 { .1894, Aug. 27 28 558 349 34. 
t1926, Feb. 26 44 118 27 1115. 

  It. S. 3152. It. S. 3152. 
3601 i *1879, Mar. 1 20 329 125 2. 

It. S. 3177. 
R. S. 3462. 

1896, May 28 29 184 252 19. 
3602  

I 
*1901, Mar. 2 31 956 814 
1911, Mar. 3 36 1167 231 289. 

3603  1926, Feb. 26 44 112 27 1102 (b). 
3604  1938, May 28 52 573 289 803. 

R. S. 3173. 
3611 1 t1926, Feb. 26 44 118 27 1115. 

It. S. 3176. 
3612 (a)-(c)  •1926, Feb. 26 44 112 27 1103. 

  It. S. 3176. It. S. 3176. 
3612 (d) (1)  •1926, Feb. 26 44 112 27 1103. 

1935, Aug; 30 49 1027 829 406. 

3612 (d) (2)  { • 1926, Feb. 26 44 112 27 
R. S. 3176. 
1103. 

3612 (d) (3)  

3612 (e), (f)  1 27 
"1926, Feb. 26 44 112 

1R. 3176. 10. 3S 

3613  R. S. 3180. 

3614 (a)  
I 1926, Feb. 26 
1 1928, May 29 

44 
45 

113 
878 

27 
852 

1104. 
618. 

3614 (b)  1934, May 10 48 757 277 507. 

3615 (a)-(c)  { t1926, Feb. 26 44 118, 119 27 1R1.15S.. 3173. 
3615 (d)  R. S. 3174. 

3615 (e)   { 1901, Mar. 2 31 956 814 
R. S. 3175. 

3616 (a), (b)  It. S. 3179. 
3616 (c)  
3617  1934, May 10 48 759 277 514. 

3630  1 "1875, Feb. 18 18 319 80 
R. S. 3181. 
1. 

3631  1926, Feb. 26 44 113 27 1105. 

3632 (a) (1)  1 t1926, Feb. 26 44 117 27 1111155.. 3165. 
3632 (a) (2)  R. S. 3162. 

3632 (b)  I 1926, Feb. 26 1 1938, May 28 
44 
52 

112 
574 

27 
289 

1102 (d). 
806. 

3633 (a)  1928, May 29 45 877 852 617 (a). 
3633 (b)  

R. S. 3176. 
3634  *1926, Feb. 26 44 112 27 1103. 

•1928, May 29 45 878 852 619 (d). 
3640  R. S. 3182. 
3641   —  R. S. 3182. 
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TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued

I. R. C. section

3654 (a).------

3654 (b) ..----------

3654 (c)------

3655 (a)------

3655 (b) .-----.

o a) a-------------------------
3656 (b) - ------------
3657 .- -------------
3658 .- . ---

3659 (a) ----------
3659 (b) ... - --------

36632.........- ... -

3670....-.. -------.--------

3671.------. ----------------- .-

.3672 .....--.--.-----.----.---.

3673 . .- ----------

3674 (1a).-....-- .-------------.

3174 (b) . ..-- ---------------..

3675 . -------------

3676 - ..-..-----------..

3677...................

3678 ....-......-- .............

3679 (a). ..................--

3679 (b) ....................

3679 (c), (d) -............-------------

3680....................

3690.......................

3691----..-..--------------------..
3692..-----------------....-----------

Date

-

Page

1444
158

.-- -

-- - - - -

. - - - -

Chapter

1923, Mar. 4
1900, Apr. 30

i928, May 29
1932, June 6

1876, Aug. 15
1879, Mar. 1
1875, Feb. 8
'1879, Mar. 1

'1879, Mar. 1

1926, Feb. 26
--- do ...---.
--.- do ....---
1932, June 6
---- do-..---
1935, Aug. 30
1938, May 28
--.. do .----

*1938, May 28

1911, Mar. 2
1913, Mar. 3
1926, Feb. 26

1879, Mar. 1

1932, June 6
*1934, May 10

1934, May 10

*1928, May 29

*1928, May 29

*19:16.Jurlo 25

.*928, M.aly 29

'1928. M-ay 29

*1928, ;May 29
'1934. May 10

'1928, May 29

i928, May 29

;i6§6:June-;-2

1i928, May 29

*'1934,June 19

1936,June 22

t1926, Feb. 26
1933. Mar. 3

1934, June 19

t1926, Feb. 26

t1926, Feb. 26
»1934, June 1

*124, June 2

;i'4--Ydo; -----198] My2

Volume

42
31

45
47

20
18
20

20

44
44

47
47
49
52
52
52

36
37
44
44
40
44

20

48
48

45

41

49
45

45

48
45

43

43

'" " "48

44
47

48

44

44
48

43

98907 -39--P. 1-35
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873
257

152
328
307
329

328

76
78

255
282

1027
541
542
574

965
733
120
120

1145
120

331

758
768

875

.875

.75
1921

876

876

876
757

876

876

.876

1064

----- i61743

-----. i

1024
1518

1064

124

1064

343

244
339

852
209

287
125

36
125

125

27
27

209
209
829
289
289
289

191
119

27
27
18
27

125

209
277
277

852

852
S114

852

277

852

852

852

651
695

21

213

651

----- A

------

--- I

--- --

I--- -I
--.-

-- ..-
-- I_

--- (

--- --I
------

----

-----.

------

Section

R. S. 3182.
R. S. 3182.
R. S. 3447.

R. S. 3141.
R. S. 3142.

87.
R. S. 3141.
R. S. 3183.

R. S. 3209.
R. S. 3447.
R. S. 3224.
604.
526 (e).
R. S. 3163.
1.
2.
12.
2.
R. S. 3163.
2.
R. S. 3184.
R. S. 3184.
308 (i).
309.
312 ().
524.
808 (b).
404.
294.
297.
805.

1.

1118 (a).
1118 (a).
1313.
1118 (C).
R.S. 3183.
3.

1105.
510.
607.

R. S. 3186 (a).
613.

.R S. 3186 (a).
613.
R. S. 3186 (b).

613.

R. S. 3186 (e).
613.
R. S. 3186 (e).
613.
R. S. 3186 (c).
613.
509.
R. S. 3186 (d).
613.
R. S. 3186 (e).
613.
R. S. 3186 (0.
613.
R. S. 3207 (a).

Rule 2, Dis. Courts.
802 (a).
R. 8. 3207 (b).
1127.
16.
Executive Order

No. 6166, sec. 5.

Rule 2, Dis. Courts.
R. S. 3207 (b).
1127.
R. S. 3207 (b).
1127.

Rule 2, Dis. Courts.

R. S. 3187.
1016.
R. S. 3187.
R. S. 3188.
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TABLE A.—Derivation of Internal Revenue Code—Continued 

I. It. C. section Data Volume Page Chapter Section 

3642  It. S. 3182. 
3643  R. S. 3182. 
3644  It. S. 3447. 
3645  
3646  
3650 (a)  It. S. 3141. 

3650 (b) { *1923, Mar. 4 42 1444 244 
R. S. 3142. 

3650 (c) (1)  1900, Apr. 30 31 158 339 87. 
3650 (c) (2)  R. S. 3141. 
3651 (a) (1)  It. S. 3183. 
3651 (a) (2)  
3651 (b)  It. S. 3209. 

3652  R. S. 3447. 

3653 (a)  R. S. 3224. 
f 

3653 (b) I 
1928, May 29 
1932, June 6 

45 
47 

873 
257 

852 
209 

604.  
526 (e). 
R. S. 3163. 

3654 (a) i 1876, Aug. 15 19 152 287 1. 
1879, Mar. 1 20 328 125 2. 

1' 1875, Feb. 8 18 307 36 12. 
3654 (b) I *1879, Mar. 1 20 329 125 2. 

It. S. 3163. 
3654 (c) 1 *1879, Mar. 1 20 328 125 2. 

3655 (a)    R. S. 3184. R. S. 3184. 
R. S. 3184. 

1926, Feb. 26 44 76 27 308 (i). 
 do  44 76 27 309. 
 do  44 78 27 312 (j). 
1932, June 6 47 255 209 524. 

3655 (13)  do  47 282 209 808 (b). 
1935, Aug. 30 49 1027 829 404. 
1938, May 28 52 541 289 294. 

_do  52 542 289 297. 
*1938, May 28 52 574 289 805. 

3655 (c)  
I 1911, Mar. 2 36 965 191 1. 

3656 (a) I *1913, Mar. 3 37 733 119 

3656 (b)  1926, Feb. 26 44 120 27 1118 (a). 

3657   do  44 120 27 1118 (a). 
( 1919, Feb. 24 40 1145 18 1313. 

3658 I 1926, Feb. 26 44 120 27 1118 (c). 

3659 (a) I   
I *1879, Mar. 1 20 331 125 

  F S. 3183. 3t.  F S. 3183. 3t.  

3659 (b)  
I 1932, June 6   209 1105. 

3660  , *1934, May 10 48 758 277 510. 
3661  1934, May 10 48 768 277 607. 
3662  
3663  

I   R. S. 3186 (a). 
3670  I 9928, May 29 45 875 852 613. 

3671  f 1 
_ 

.1928, May 211 45 875 852 
R. S. 3188 (a). 
613. 
R. S. 31841 (b). 

3672  / 9928, May 29 45 875 852 613. 
*1936. June 25 49 1921 804 

II. S. 3186 (c). 
3673  1 •19'.*.1, May 29 45 876 852 613. 

3674 (a)  1   
- - 1 *1928. May 29 45 876 852 614'13.8. 31841 (c). 

R. S. 3186 (c). 

3674 (b) { 1928, May 29 45 876 852 613. 
*1934. May 10 4S 757 277 509. 

R. S. 3186 (d). 
3675  { *192S, May 29 45 876 852 613. 

R. S. 3186 (e). 
3676 { 9928, May 29 45 876 852 613. 

It. S. 3186 (f). 
3677 1 9928, May 29 45 876 852 613. 

It. S. 3337 (a). 
•1934, June 19 48 1064 651 

3678  Rule 2, Dis. Court 
•1936, June 22 49 1743 690 802 (a). 

  R. S. 3207 (b). R. S. 3207 (b). 
t1926, Feb. 26 44 124 27 1127. 
1933, Mar. 3 47 1518 212 16. 

3679 (a)    Executive Orde Executive Orde 
No. 6166, sec. 1 

1934, June 19 48 1064 651 
Rule 2, Dis. Court 

  R. S. 3207 (b). R. S. 3207 (b). 
3679 (b) { .1926, Feb. 26 44 124 27 1127. 

R. S. 3207 (13). 

3679 (c), (d)    *1934, June 19 
1'1926, Feb. 26 

  *1934, June 19 
44 
48 

124 
1064 

27 
651 

1127. 

Rule 2, Dix. Court 

5680  
R. S. 3187. 

3690 { .1924, June 2 43 343 234 1016. 

3691  R. 9. 3187. 

3692  R. S. 3188. 

98907 °-39—PT. 1  35 
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TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued

I. R. C. section

3693 --------------
3694 ------------------------

3695 --------------------------

3696 --------- -----------------
3697 - ----------------
3698 --- ----- ------
3700.. -----------

3701------..-------------...........--------

3702 (a) . --------------------------
3702 (b)-----------------------
3702 (c) -------------------------

3703 (a)------- ------------

3703 (b)-------------------------

3704 (a)---------------------- I
3704 (b)----- -------- ---
3704 (c) ------------------------

3705 -------------------- -----

3706 .-------- ----------- --
3707.------------------------- --
3710 (a), (b)--------------------
3710 (c)---------------------------
3711 --------------------------- --

3712----------------------------

3713 ------------..- --------------

3714 (a)-------------------------
3714 (b) ----------------------
3715----------------------------
3716 8------------ ----------------
3717.-------------------------- --
3720 (a), (b) (1)---------------- ---
3720 (b) (2) ------------------ ---
3720 (c) ----------------------- --
3721----------------------------
3722 ------------------------ -------

3723 (a) ----------- -- ---------

3723 (b)----------------------- -
3723 (c) --------------------
3723 (d)----------- -------------
3724-3724 (c).....----------------

3724 (d) ---------
3724 (e) --------------.

3724 (f), (g)
3725 ....---.
3726 -------
3727........

3740....---....--------- ......

3741.. -- ---------------
3742.. --------- ---

3743-

3745 (a) ---------.---

3745 (c)-----------

3745 (d) ------------------

3746 (a) ---------------
3746 (b) --------

3746 (c)---------------------- --.

3746 (d)--------------------.----

3747---------------------------

3748 .-------------------------

3760 (a)------------------------

Date

*i93i, May 1i

'i879,Mar. 1

1*i879,Mar. 1

'1879, Mar. 1

1933, Mar. 3

;ia--.iak--_--i-

;1879,Mar. 1

i926, Feb. 26;- --do¥----

i924,June 2

1926, Feb. 26

*i926, Feb. 26

1926, Feb. 26

1i91',Mar. 3

1928, May 29

1933, Mar. 3

1933, Mar. 3

111, Mar.' 3

;*i9, Feb. 24
1926, Feb. 26

i9ii,Mar. 3

1866, July 13
1928, May 29
1--do----

--- do---
t1934, May 10
1928, May 29

11936, June 22

i884,Jruly 5
f1926, Feb. 26

1932, June 6
1928, May 29
1938 May 28

.-- - -- - -

.-- - -- - -

.-- - -- - -

.-- - -- - -

.-- - -- - -

.-- - -- - -

.-- - -- - -

.-- - -- - -

.-- - -- - -

.-- --- - -

.-- - -- - -

.-- - -- - -

.-- - -- - -

.-- - -- - -

1938, May 28-

Volume

48

20

20

20

20
47

20

44
44

------- i---

44

---- - -

44

44

36

47

44

45
45

48

45
49

44
47
45

:-- - - -

.-- - - -

.-- - 6

.-- - - -

.-- - - -
.-- - - -

.-- - 6

.-- -- -

.-- - 6

.-- - - -

.-- - - -

.7

.-- -- -

.-- -- i
.4

.-- -- -

52-

Page

757

------- i--

331

332

332

332
1518

332

117117

351
124

125

125

1167

- -- - -- M-7--

1518

11ii67

1146
117

--- - - -

..... iii-

875
875

756
875

1744

1i22
114
288
874
87n

1744---

122----
114-- --

288--wi

Chapter

----

277

125

125

1i25

212

i27

2727

231

852

227

2712

231

18

27

23i

184
852
852
852
277

...... i i

852

852
690

225-- --

Section

R. S. 3190.
R. S. 3191.
R. S. 3192.
508.
R. S. 3193.
R. S. 3194.

R. S. 3196.
R. S. 3197.
3.
R.S. 3201.
R. S.3202.
R. S. 3204.
R.S.3197.
3.
R. S. 3198.
R. S. 3197.
3.
R.S. 3198.
R. S.3199.
R. S. 3197.
3.
16.
Executive Order

No. 6166, sec. 5.
R. S. 3203.
3.

1114 (e).
1114 (f).
R. S. 3189.
R. S. 3195.
1031 (a).
1128 (a).
R. S. 3200.
1129.

1130.
R. S. 3205.
R. S. 3206.

R. S. 3453.
R. S. 3166.

R. S. 3458.
R. S. 3459.
R. S. 3453.
289.
R. S. 3459.
R. S.3458.

R. S. 3460-3460,
Third.

R. S. 3460, Fourth.
R. S. 3460, Fourth;

R. S. 3461.
R. S. 3461.
R. S. 3458.
709.

R. S. 3214.
16.
Executive Order

No. 6166, sec. 5.
R. S. 3231.

R. S. 3215.
16.
Executive Order

No. 6166, sec. 5.
R. S. 3213.
289.
R. S. 3164.
1317.
1115.

R. S. 3213.
289.
R. S. 969.
R. S. 3214.
9.
610 (a).
610 (b).
610 (c).
502 (a).
610 (d).
803.
R. S. 3216.

1110.
1108.
606 (a).
801.

XXXIV

-------------------------

.

XXXIV CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS 

TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued 

I. R. C. section Date Volume 

3693  
3694  

3695 { '1934, May 10 
3696 ----------------------------------
3697  

3698  3700  

3701  

3702 (a)  
3702 (b)  

3702 (c)  3703 (a)  

3703 (b)  

3704 (a)  

3704 (b)  
3704 (c) --------- --

Page Chapter 

--------------- 48 ---------- 757 ---------- 277 ----------
--------------- ---------- ---------- ----------

*1879, Mar. 1 

------

20 331 125 

---- ----------
*1879, Mar. 1 20 332 125 

.1879, Mar. 1 20 332 125 

3705 

3706 

3707 ----------------------------------
3710 (a), (b)  
3710 (c)  
3711 

3712  

3713  

3714 (a)---
3714 (h)  
3715 ----------------------------------
3716  
3717  

3720 (a), (b) (1)  3720 (b) (2)  

3720 (c)  3721 

3722 

3723 (a) 

3723 (b) 
3723 (c)  
3723 (d) 
3724-3724 (c)  

3724 (d)  
3724 (e)  

------------- ------
*1879, Mar. 1 
1933, Mar. 3 

20 
47 

332 
1518 

125 
212 

9.879,mar. 1 

-1926, Feb.- 26 
do  

20 
----------

44 
44 

351 234 
27 

•1924,June 2 
1926, Feb. 26 

43 
44 124 

'1926, Feb. 26 

-1926, Feb.- 26 - 
---------------

---------- ---------- -------------------------
------------- ---------- ---------- ----------

3724 (f), (g)  
3725  
3726  
3727  

3740 

3741  
3742  

3743  

3744  

3745 (a) 

3745 (b) 

3745 (c)  

3745 (d)  

3746 (a)  
3746 (b)  

3746 (c)  

3746 (d)  

3747  

3748  

3760 (a)  

1911, Mar. 3 36 1167 231 

1928, May 29 45 882 852 

1933, Mar. 3 47 1518 212 

11333, Mar. 3 

1911, Mar. 3 

.1919, Feb. 24 
1926, Feb. 26 

47 1518 212 

36 1167 231 

40 
44 

1146 
117 

18 
27 

1911, Mar. 3 36 1167 231 

1866, July 13 
1928, May 29 
 do  
 do  

14 
45 
45 

111 
875 
875 

(1934, May 10 
1928, May 29 

(1936, June 22 

48 
45 
49 

756 
875 
1744 

184 
852 
852 
852 
277 
852 
690 

1884,July 5 
.1926, Feb. 26 
*1932 June 6 
1928, May 29 
1938, May 28 

23 
44 
47 
45 
52 

122 
114 
288 
874 
573 

225 
27 
209 
852 
289 

Section 

It. S. 3190. 
R. S. 3191. 
R. S. 3192. 
508. 
R. S. 3193. 
R. S. 3194. 

R. S. 3196. 
R. S. 3197. 
3. 
It. S. 3201. 
It. S. 3202. 
It. S. 3204. 
It. S. 3197, 
3. 
R. S. 3198. 
It. S. 3197. 
3. 
R. S. 3198. 
R. S. 3199. 
R. S. 3197. 
3. 
16. 
Executive Order 
No. 6166, sec. 5. 

R. S. 3203. 
3. 

1114 (e). 
1114 (0. 
R. S. 3189. 
R. S. 3195. 
1031 (a). 
1128 (a). 
R. S. 3200. 
1129. 

1130. 
It. S. 3205. 
It. S. 3206. 

R. S. 3453. 
R. S. 3166. 

R. S. 3458. 
R. S. 3459. 
R. S. 3453. 
289. 
R. S. 3459. 
It. S. 3458. 

R. S. 3460-3460, 
Third. 

R. S. 3460, Fourth. 
It. S. 3460, Fourth; 
R. S. 3461. 

R. S. 3461. 
It. S. 3458. 
709. 

R. S. 3214. 
16. 
Executive Order 
No. 6166, sec. 5. 

It. S. 3231. 

It. S. 3215. 
16. 
Executive Order 
No. 6166, sec. 5. 

It. S. 3213. 
289. 
R. S. 3164. 
1317. 
1115. 

R. S. 3213. 
289. 
R. S. 969. 
Ft. S. 3214. 
9. 
610 (a). 
610 (b). 
610 (c). 
502 (a). 
610 (d). 
803. 
R. S. 3216. 

1110. 
1108. 
606 (a). 
801. 



APPENDIX

TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued

I. R. C. section

3760 (b) ...------------ {.......

3761 (a) .. ----------------

3761 (b)--------- .. - -------

3761 (c) ---------------------
3762.-------------------------

3770 (a) (1) ... ----------

3770 (a) (2) ..- --------. -
3770 (a) (3) ...----------
3770 (a) (4) -------------

3770 (b)...----------------

3771 (a)....-----------

3771 (b) ---------

3771 (c) -----------------

3772 (a) (1), (2) - -------

3772 (a) (3) ------------

3772 (b)....-------------

3772 (c) ..-----------
3773.. . -------------- ----

3774 (a), (b) . --------------
3774 (c)---. --------------
3775 ----------------------

3776 -------------------

3777.----------------
3778----------------------
3790.-------------------

3791 (a) (1)..---------..

--I
----

-------

---::::

......-

ii--- --
....... I

....... i

.......-

3791 (a) (2)------------

3791 () .....----------

3792- ..----------.
:793:l (a) ------
3793 (h) (I) ..-----------
:793 (b) (2) ..
.3711: ) ) ..

3794

37 .'-----.--------------

379)6 .----.- -------

3797 (a) (1)--------------------

3797 (a) (2)--------------------

Date

1928, May 29
1938, May 28

1933, Mar. 3

1938, May 28

1933.Mar. 3
1934, May 10

'1928,May 29
'1928, May 29
--. do -..

1928, May 29
1932, June 6

i'1928, May 29
1928, May 29
1928, May 29

'1936, June 22
1928, May 29

,1932,June 6

i936, June 2

1932, June 6

1928, May 29
'1934, May 10

1928, May 29

'1928, May 29
1928, May 29

1926, Feb. 26

1886, Aug. 2
1S96, June 6
1898, June 13
1902, May 9
1912, Apr. 9
!926i, Feb. 26
1934,Juue 26

1926l, FI'). 26
*19M4, May 10

!1126, Febi. 2(1
--lo--. ---

1935, Aura. 30

*ls79. Mar. 1
19,llMar. 4

19377, Feb. 27
1914, Dec. 17
1910, Aug. 11
1919, Feb. 24
1921, Nov. 23
1926, Feb. 26
1926, Feb. 26
!926, Feb. 26
1928, May 29
1932, June 6
1934, May 10
1936, June 22
1938, May 28
1932, June 6
1934, May 10
1936, June 22
1938, May 28
1919, Feb. 24
1921, Nov. 23
1926, Feb. 26
1928, May 29
1932. June 6
1934, May 10
1936, June 22
1Qa8 May 28

Volume

45
52

47

52

47'
48

45

----

45
45
47

--- 45

45
45
49
45

47

----- 49

47

.. 45

48

4545

44

21
29
30
32
37
44
48

48

44
44

49

20
36

....... i0

19
38
39
40
42
44
44
44
45
47
48
49
52
47
48
49
52
40
42
44
45
47
48
49
52

Page

874
573

1i518

578

1518
759

877'

878
996
874
287

996
876
876

1744
877

286

1...7452

286

874
756

875

996
882

113 ii

212
256
469
194
83

111
1240

757

117

1027

332
1195

248
785
476

1057
227
97

9
119
878
289
771

1756
5S3
289
771

1756
583

1058
227

9
878
289
771

1756
583

Chapter

852
289

212

289

277

901
852
209

901
852
852
690
852

209

690

209

852
277

852901
852

27

840
337
448
784
75
27

757

27
27

27

829

125-----.. °i
237

69
1

313
18

136
27
27
27

852
209
277
690
289
209
277
690
289

18
136
27

852
289
277
690
289

XXXV

Section

606 (b).
802.
R. S. 3229.
16.
Executive Order

No. 6166, sec. 5.
815.
R. S. 3229.
16.
512 (b).
Executive Order

No. 6166, sec. .

616.
R. S. 3220.
619 (b).
3.
607.
1104.

R. S. 3220.
3.
614 (a).
614 (a).
804.
614 (b).
R. S. 3226.
1103 (a).
R. S. 3226.
807.
R. S. 3226.
1103 (a).

608.
503.

609.
R. S. 3220.
3.
710.

1107.
R. S. 321.
20.
18.
47.
4.
15.
1101.
12.
It. S. 3447.
it. S. 3447.
11l8 (a).
50l6.
it. S. 3413.
It. . 3451.
1114 (0).
1114 (f).

404.
It. 1. 3208.
3.
1.
R.. S. R. S. 3140.
R. S. 3173.

1.
2.
1.
2 (1).
703.
2 (a) (1).
1115.
701 (8) ().

801 (a) (1).
o01 (a) (1).

901 (a) (1).
1111 (a) (3).
801 (a) (3).
1001 (a) (3).
901 (a) (3).
1.

2 ((2).2 (a) (2).
701 (a) (2).
1111 (a) (2).
801 (a) (2).
1001 (a) (2).
901 (a) (2)..-, . . .

A wJ He -

...--.---

APPENDIX XXXV 

TABLE A.—Derivation of Internal Revenue Code—Continued 

I. R. C. section Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

1 1928, May 29 45 874 852 606 (b). 
3760 (b) 1 *1938, May 28 52 573 289 802. 

R. S. 3229. 
1933, Mar. 3 47 1518 212 16. 

3761 (a)  Executive Order 
No. 6166, sec. 5. 

1938, May 28 52 578 289 815. 
R. S. 3229. 

1933, Mar. 3 47 1518 212 16. 
3761 (b)  1934, May 10 48 759 277 512 (b). 

Executive Order 
No. 6166, sec. 5. 

3761 (c)  
3762  1928, May 29 45 877 852 616. 

  R. S. 3220. R. S. 3220. 
3770 (a) (1)  

I   
*1928, May 29 

* do 
45 
45 

878 
996 

852 
901 

619 (b). 
3.  

3770 (a) (2)  1928, May 29 45 874 852 607. 
3770 (a) (3)  1932, June 6 47 287 209 1104. 
3770 (a) (4)  

3770 (b) {R. *1928, May 29 45 996 901 
S. 3220. 

3. 
3771 (a)  1928, May 29 45 876 852 614 (a). 

f 1928, May 29 45 876 852 614 (a). 
3771 (b) 1 *1936, June 22 49 1744 690 804. 
3771 (c)  1928, May 29 45 877 852 614 (b). 

3772 (a) (I), (2) t * 1932, June 6 47 286 209 
  It. S. 3226. 

1103 (a). 
It. S. 3226. 
1103 (a). 

3772 (a) (3) 1R. 1936, June 22 49 1745 690 
S. 3226. 

807. 

3772 (b) 1 * 1932, June 6 47 286 209 
  It. S. 3226. 

1103 (a). 
It. S. 3226. 
1103 (a). 

3772 (c)  
3773-   - - - - - ---- - - - - -- -------- -- - - - - - - - - -- ----------

f 1928, May 29 45 874 852 608. 
3774 (a), (b) 1 *1934, May 10 48 756 277 503. 
3774 (c) --------
3775  1928, May 29 45 875 852 609. 

3776 1 * 1928, May 29 45 996 901 
Ft. S. 3220. 
3. 

3777  1928, May 29 45 882 852 710. 
3778  
3790  1926, Feb. 26 44 113 27 1107. 

  R. S. 321. R. S. 321. 
1886, Aug. 2 21 212 840 20. 
1896, June 6 29 256 337 18. 
1898, June 13 30 469 448 47. 

3791 (94 (1)  1902, May 9 32 194 784 4. 
1912, Apr. 9 37 83 75 15. 
1926, Feb. 26 44 III 27 1101. 
)931, J une 26 48 1240 757 12. 

3791 (a) (2)  R. S. 3447. 
It. S. 3417. 

3791 (b)   111'21{, Feb. 211 27 1108 (a). 
• i934, Nlay 10 48 757 277 506. 

1792  it. S. 3163. 
1793 (a) It. S. 3451. 
(793 (b) (1)  1926, Feb. 26 44 116 27 1114 (e). 

1703 (b) (2) do  44 117 77 1114 (f). 
3793 (e)   
3704  1935, Aug. 30 49 1027 829 404. 

It. S. 3208. 
370.1 {   •1,479. Mar. 1 20 332 125 3. 
3796    1911, Mar. 4 1911, Mar. 4 36 1195 237 1. 

It. S. I; R. S. 3140. 
It. S. 3173. 

'1877, Feb. 27 19 248 69 
1914, Dec. 17 38 785 1 1. 
1916, Aug. 11 39 476 313 2. 
1919, Feb. 24 40 1057 18 I. 
1921, Nov. 23 42 227 136 2 (1). 

3797 (a) (I)  *1926, Feb. 26 44 97 27 703. 
1926, Feb. 26 44 9 27 2 (a) (I). 

"1926, Feb. 26 44 119 27 1115. 
1928, May 29 45 878 852 701 (a) (I). 
1932, June 6 47 289 209 1111 (a) (I). 
1934, May 10 48 771 277 801 (a) (1). 
1936, June 22 49 1756 690 1001 (a) (1). 
1938, May 28 52 5115 289 901 (a) (1). 
1932, June 6 47 289 209 1111 (a) (3). 
1934, May 10 48 771 277 801 (a) (3). 

3797 (a) (2)  1936, June 22 49 1756 690 1001 (a) (3). 
1938, May 28 52 583 289 901 (a) (3). 
1919, Feb. 24 40 1058 18 1. 
1921, Nov. 23 42 227 136 2 (2). 
1926, Feb. 26 44 9 27 2 (a) (2). 
1928, May 29 45 878 852 701 (a) (2). 

3797 (a) (3)  1932—June 6 47 289 209 1111 (a) (2). 
1934, May 10 48 771 277 801 (a) (2). 
1936, June 22 49 1756 690 1001 (a) (2). 
1938. May 28 52 5113 289 901 (a) (2). 



XXXVI CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS

TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued

I. R. C. section

3797 (a) (4) . ......

3797 (a) (6) .-- ----

3797 (a) (6)---------..

3797 (a) (7)-... --..... -.....

3797 (a) (8) ..----------------.----

3797 (a) (9)...- .. ..

3797 (a) (10) -------------------------

3797 (a) (11) - -------

3797 (a) (12) ---------.....................

3797 (a) (13) ..-------------.-------

3797 (a) (14)......................--------

3797 (a) (15) -----------

3797 (a) (16) -----------------

3797 (b) -- --- ------- --

3797 (c) ..----------------

3798 ---------------
3799 .----------------------------..
3800-...........................
3801.....--.----- ..--------.-------

Date

1919, Feb. 24
1921, Nov. 23
1926, Feb. 26
1928, May 29
1932, June 6
1934, May 10
1936, June 22
1938, May 28
1919, Feb. 24
1921, Nov. 23
1926, Feb. 26
1928, May 29
1932, June 6
1934, May 10
1936, June 22
1938, May 28
1926, Feb. 26
1928, May 29
1932, June 6
1934, May 10
1936, June 22
1938, May 28
1928, May 29
1932, June 6
1934, May 10
1936, June 22
1938, May 28
1928, May 29
1932, June 6
1934, May 10
1936, June 22
1938,May 28
1919, Feb. 24
1921, Nov. 23
1926, Feb. 26
1928, May 29
1932, June 6
1934, May 10
1936,June 2
1938, May 28

1919, Feb. 24
1921, Nov. 23
1926, Feb. 26
1928, May 29
1932, June 6
1934, May 10
1936, June 22
1938, May 28
1919, Feb. 24
1921, Nov. 23
1926, Feb. 26
1928, May 29
1932, June 6
1934, May 10
1936, June 22
1938, May 28
1919, Feb. 24
1921, Nov. 23
1926, Feb. 26
1928, May 29
1932, June 6
1934, May 10
1936, June 22
1938, May 28
1919, Feb. 24
1921, Nov. 23
1926, Feb. 26
1928, May 29
1932, June 6
1934, May 10
193, June 22
1938, May 28
1919, Feb. 24
1921, Nov. 23
1926, Feb. 26
1928, May 29
1936 June 22
1938, May 28
1926, Feb. 26
1928, May 29
1932, June 6
1934, May 10
1936,June 22
193, May 28

1i879.Mar. 1
1938, May 28
1938, May 28
1928, May 29
1938, May 28

Volume

40
42
44
45
47
48
49
62
40
42
44
45
47
48
49
62
44
45
47
48
49
62
45
47
48
49
62
45
47
48
49
52
40
42
44
45
47
48
49
62

40
42
44
45
47
48
49
52
40
42
44
45
47
48
49
52
40
42
44
46
47
48
49
52
40
42
44
45
47
48
49
52
40
42
44
45
49
52
44
45
47
48
49
52

20
62
62
45
52

Page

1058
227
9

878
2S9
771
1756
683

1058
227
9

878
289
771
1756
584
10
879
289
771
1756

584
879
289
771
1756

584
879
289
771
1756

584
1058
227

9
879
289
771
1756

584

o1058
22?

9
879
289
771
1756
584
1058
227

9
879
289
771
1756
584
1058
227

9
879
289
771
1766

584
1058
227

9
879
289
771
1756
584

1058
227

10
879
1756
584
10

879
289
772
1756
584

351
579
578
877
581

Chapter

18
136

27
852
209
277
690
289

18
136
27

852
209
277
690
289
27

852
209
277
690
289
852
209
277
690
289
862
209
277
690
289

18
136
27

852
209
277
690
289

-i
136

27
852
209
277
690
289
18

136
27

852
209
277
690
289
18

136
27

852
209
277
690
289

18
136

27
852
209
277
690
289
18

136
27

852
690
289

27
852
209
277
690
289

i25
289
289
852
289

Section

1.
2(3).
2 (a) (3).
701 (a) (3).
1111 (a) (4).
801 (a) (4).
1001 (a) (4).
901 (a) (4).
1.
2 (4).
2 (a) (4).
701 (a) (4).
1111 (a) (5).
8001 (a) (5).
1001 (a) (5).
901 (a) (5).
200 (b).
701 (a) (5).
1111 (a) (6).
801 (a) (6).
1001 (a) (6).
901 (a) (6).
701 (a) (7).
1111 (a) (8).
801 (a) (8).
1001 (a) (8).
901 (a) (8).
701 (a) (8).
1111 (a) (9).
801 (a) (9).
1001 (a) (9).
901 (a) (9).
1.
2 (5).
2 (a) (5).
701 (a) (9).
1111 (a) (10).
801 (a) (10).
1001 (a) (10).
901 (a) (10).
R. S. 3140.
1.
2 (6).
2 (a) (6).
701 (a) (10).
1111 (a) (11).

1001 (a) (11).
901 (a) (11)
1.
2 (7).
2 (a) (7).
701 (a) (11).
1111 (a) (12).
801 (a) (12).
1001 (a) (12).
901 (a) (12).
1.
2 (8).
2 (a) (8).
701 (a) (12).
1111 (a) (13).
801 (a) (13).
1001 (a) (13).
901 (a) (13).
1.
2(9).
2 (a) (9).
701 (a) (13).
1111 (a) (14).
801 (a) (14).
1001 (a) (14).
901 (a) (14).
1.
2 (10).
2 (a) (10).
701 (a) (14).
1001 (a) (7).
901 (a) (7).
2(b).
701 (b).
1111 (b).
801 (b).
1001 (b).
901 (b).

22.
818.
817.
617 (b).
820.

- --

XXXVI CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS 

TABLE A.—Derivation of Internal Revenue Code—Continued 

I. R. C. section Date Volume Page Cbapter Section 

1919, Feb. 24 40 1058 18 1. 
1921, Nov. 23 42 227 136 2 (3). 
1926, Feb. 26 44 9 27 2 (a) (3). 
1928, May 29 45 878 852 701 (a) (3). 3797 (a) (4)  1932, June 6 47 239 209 1111 (a) (4). 
1934, May 10 48 771 277 801 (a) (4). 
1936, June 22 49 1756 690 1001 (a) (4). 
1938, May 28 52 583 289 901 (a) (4). 
1919, Feb. 24 40 1058 18 1. 
1921, Nov. 23 42 227 136 2 (4). 
1926, Feb. 26 44 9 27 2 (a) (4). 
1928, May 29 45 878 852 701 (a) (4). 3797 (a) (5)  1932, June 6 47 289 209 1111 (a) (5). 
1934, May 10 48 771 277 8001 (a) (5). 
1936, June 22 49 1756 690 1001 (a) (5). 
1938, May 28 52 584 289 901 (a) (5). 
1926, Feb. 26 44 10 27 200 (b). 
1928, May 29 45 879 852 701 (a) (5). 
1932, June 6 47 289 209 1111 (a) (6). 3797 (a) (6)  1934, May 10 48 771 277 801 (a) (6). 
1936, June 22 49 1756 690 1001 (a) (6). 
1938, May 28 52 584 289 901 (a) (6). 
1928, May 29 45 879 852 701 (a) (7). 
1932, June 6 47 289 209 1111 (a) (8). 

3797 (a) (7)  1934, May 10 48 771 277 801 (a) (8). 
1936, June 22 49 1756 600 1001 (a) (8). 
1938, May 28 52 584 289 901 (a) (8). 
1928, May 29 45 879 852 701 (a) (8). 
1932, June 6 47 289 209 1111 (a) (9). 

3797 (a) (8)  

1 

1934, May 10 48 771 277 801 (a) (9). 
1936, June 22 49 1756 690 1001 (a) (9). 
1938, May 28 52 584 289 901 (a) (9). 
1919, Feb. 24 40 1058 18 1. 
1921, Nov. 23 42 227 136 2 (5). 
1926, Feb. 26 44 9 27 2 (a) (5). 

3797 (a) (9)  1928, May 29 
1932, June 6 

45 
47 

879 
289 

852 
209 

701 (a) (9). 
1111 (a) (10). 

1934, May 10 48 771 277 801 (a) (10). 
1936, June 2g 49 1756 690 1801 (a) (10). 
1938, May 23 52 584 289 901 (a) (10). 

3797 (a) (10)  R. S. 3140. 
1919, Feb. 24 40 1058 18 1. 
1921, Nov. 23 42 227 136 2 (6). 
1926, Feb. 26 44 9 27 2 (a) (6). 

3797 (a) (11)  1928, May 29 
1932, June 6 

45 
47 

879 
289 

852 
209 

701 (a) (10). 
1111 (a) (11). 

1934, May 10 48 771 277 801 (a) (11). 
1936, June 22 49 1756 690 1001 (a) (11). 
1938, May 28 52 584 289 901 (a) (11) 
1919, Feb. 24 40 1058 18 1. 
1921, Nov. 23 42 227 136 2 (7). 
1926, Feb. 26 44 9 27 2 (a) (7). 

3797 (a) (12)  1928, May 29 45 879 852 701 (a) (11). 
1932, June 6 47 289 209 1111 (a) (12). 
1934, May 10 48 771 277 801 (a) (12). 
1936, June 22 49 1756 690 1001 (a) (12). 
1938, May 28 52 584 289 901 (a) (12). 
1919, Feb. 24 40 1058 18 1, 
1921, Nov. 23 42 227 136 2 (8)• 
1926, Feb. 26 44 9 27 2 (a) (8). 
1928, May 29 45 879 852 701 (a) (12). 3797 (a) (13)  1932, June 6 47 289 209 1111 (a) (13). 
1934, May 10 48 771 277 801 (a) (13). 
1936, June 22 49 1756 690 1001 (a) (13). 
1938, May 28 52 584 289 9o1 (a) (13). 
1919, Feb. 24 40 1058 18 I. 
1921, Nov. 23 42 227 136 2 (9). 
1926, Feb. 26 44 9 27 2 (a) (9). 

3797 (a) (14)  1928, May 29 
1932, June 6 

46 
47 

879 
289 

852 
209 

701 (a) (13). 
1111 (a) (14). 

1934, May 10 48 771 277 801 (a) (14). 
1936, June 22 49 1756 690 1001 (a) (14). 
1938, May 28 52 584 289 901 (a) (14). 
1919, Feb. 24 40 1058 18 1. 

3797 (a) (15)  1921, Nov. 23 
1926, Feb. 26 

42 
44 

227 
10 

136 
27 

2 (10). 
2 (a) (10). 

1928, May 29 45 879 852 701 (a) (14). 
3797 (a) (16)  1938, June 22 49 1756 690 1001 (a) (7). 

1938, May 28 52 584 289 901 (a) (7). 
1926, Feb. 26 44 10 27 2 (b). 
1928, May 29 45 879 8.52 701 (b). 

3797 (b)  1932, June 6 
1934, May 10 

47 
48 

289 
772 

209 
277 

1111 (b).  
801 (b). 

1936, June 22 49 1756 690 1001 (b). 

3797 (c)  
1938, 5/Iay 28 52 584 289 901 (b). 

3798 f 1879, Mar. 1 20 351 125 22. 
1 1938, May 28 52 579 289 818. 

3799  1938, May 28 52 578 289 817. 
3800  1928, May 29 45 877 852 617 (b). 
3801  1938, May 36 52 581 289 820. 



APPENDIX

TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued

I. R. C. section

3802 ....-----....................--

3900---..........................
3901 (a) --------------
3901 (b) (1)..------------

3901 (b) (2).. -------------...
a--...----..-..................------

3906..... ----------
3910 .---------------......

3915 -- ---------- -
3916......... ..............39120 ..........-.................
39201...... ...................3921
3930 (a)----..-..................
3930 (b).... ..................
3931.....................
3932.. ...- _-_.. ...... .........
3940.......... .....-...........

3941 (a), (b)....__....._...........
3941 (e) ---...--- .- .---

3942 ................ -------

3943 (a) --... ----..... .........

3943 (b).........................

3943 (c)--.... -------

3943 (d)... ------..

3944 (a)----------.-.

3944 (hb)---- -------..--

3944 (c) (1)--------. -------

3944 (c) (2) . ---
3941 (d) ---... --

3945......-......

3950 .... -- .....
3951.........
3952.........
3953 (a), (h) .........
3953 (c).----..------
3954.........

3955..------

3960.......... .
3961.. ..---..
3962 (a) ----....
3962 (b) ..--.. --
3963...-----..
3964......-----
3965 (a) -- ---
3965 (b) -. ....
3966 --- --
3970...........-3970 ------------

3971...---------------------

3975..........................---

3976 ...----------.......................
397.....................- -..
3978 ..-..........................

XXXVII

Date

1916, Aug. 11
1919, Feb. 24
1921, Nov. 23
1924, June 2
1926, Feb. 26
1928, May 29
1930, June 17
1932, June 6
1934, May 10
1934, June 19
1934, June 26
1935, Aug. 14
1935, Aug. 30
1936, June 22
1937, Apr. 26
1937, June 29
1937, Aug. 2
1938, May 28

1919, Feb. 24

1928, May 29
1882, Aug. 5
1906, June 22
1926, Feb. 26

.----do ----
---. do------

--.do -------
1919, Feb. 24
1917, Oct. 6
1886, Aug. 2

.... do --
1934, May 10

.----do-------
-- do...-
---- do.-- ..

'*1923, Mar. 4

1876, Aug. 15

1879, Mar. 1
1934, May 10

'1879, Mar. 1

'1879, Mar. 1
1934, May 10

'1879, Mar. 1
'195I,Mar. 2

1875, Feb. 8
'1879, Mar. 1

1919, Feb. 24
*198, May 29

1875, Feb. 8
'1879, Mar. 1

1879, Mar. 1

1875, Feb. 8
'1879, Mar. 1
1921, June 10

1921, June 10
1908, May 27

1879, Mar. 1

1912, Aug. 24

'1*i924, June 2
1926, Feb. 26

1921.iJune i0
1934, May 10

:-_---_--------

Volume

39
40
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
48
48
49
49
48
60
50
50
52

40

45
22
34
44
44
44
44
40
40
24
24
48
48
48
48

--- ~ ~---i--

42

20

20
48

20
28

18
20

20

18
20
42

42
35

20

----------

37

----------

43

44

42
48

Page

482
1150
321
353
130
88:
763
289
772

1181
1240

648
1028
1756

89
440
556
584

1140

882
229
449
126
126
126
126

1140
348
212
212
758
759
758
759

i444

52i
------- i -

759

327

759

327
807
3(10

329, :130

882
31(
330

329

30V
330

24

3224
325

328

----------

124

1 "24
758

Chapter

313
18

136
234

27
852
497
209
277
674
757
531
829
690
127
405
553
289

18

852
389

3514
27
27
27
27
18
79

840
840
277
277
277
277

.. 244

287

125

277
125

177
38

12.
1I

8S2
36

125

125
18

200

125

355

234
27

277

Section

22.
1402.
1403.
1103.
1213.
715.
652.
1112.
802.
13.
16.
1103.
502.
1002.
13.
10.
16.
902.
R.S. 319.
1300.
R. S. 321.
712.
1.
6.
1201(b).
1201 (b/.
1201(b).
1201 (b).
1301 (a).

1.14.
14.
512 ().
512 (b).
512 (c).

1. .3142.
R.S. 3142.
R. S. 3142.

R. . 3163.
2.
R. S.3143.
2.
512 (b).
R. S. 3143.
2.
R. S. 3143.
2.

12 (b).
R. S. 3143.
2.
5.
12, 13.
2.
1301 (b).
713.
13.
2.
R. S.3147.
2
R. S. 3146.
13.
2.
304.
R. S. 3218.
304.

R. S. 3212.
R. S. 3444.

R. S.3163.
2.
R. S. 3161.

R. S. 3212.
R. . 3219.

R.S. 3166.
R. S. 3211.
R. S. 3210.
1031 (b).
1128 (b).
R.S.3217.
304.
512.
R. S. 3217.
R. S. 3217.
R. S. 3217.

-----

------------

------------

------------

------------
------------
------------
------------
------------

. - - - - - - - -

- - - - -- - - - - - - - .

- - - - - - - - - -

- - - - -- - - - - - - - .

-- - - - - - - - -

. - - - - - - - -

APPENDIX XXXVII 

TABLE A.—Derivation of Internal Revenue Code—Continued 

1. R. C. section Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

1916, Aug. 11 39 482 313 22. 
1919, Feb. 24 40 1150 18 1402. 
1921, Nov. 23 42 321 136 1403. 
1924, June 2 43 353 234 1103. 
1926, Feb. 26 44 130 27 1213. 
1928, M ay 29 45 883 852 715. 
1930, June 17 46 763 497 652 
1932, June 6 47 289 209 Illi. 

3802  1934, May 10 
1934, June. 19 

48 
48 

772 
1181 

277 
674 

802. 
13. 

1934, June 26 48 1240 757 16. 
1935, Aug. 14 49 648 631 1103. 
1935, Aug. 30 49 1028 829 502. 
1936, June 22 49 1756 690 1002. 
1937, Apr. 26 BO 89 127 13. 
1937, June 29 80 440 405 10. 
1937, Aug. 2 50 556 553 16. 
1938, May 28 52 584 289 902. 

3900 1 1919, Feb. 24 40 1140 18 
  It. S. 319. 

1300. 
It. S. 319. 
1300. 

3901 (a)    R. S. 321. R. S. 321. 
3901 (b) (I) _ 1928, May 29 45 882 852 712. 
3901 (b) (2) i 

1 
1882, Aug. 5 
1906, June 22 

22 
34 

229 
449 

389 
3514 

I. 
6. 

3905  1926, Feb. 26 44 126 27 1201 (b. 
3906   do  44 126 27 1201 Oa . 
39)0   do  44 126 27 1201 (b). 
3911   do  44 126 27 1201 (b). 
3915  1919, Feb. 24 40 1140 18 1301 (a). 
3916  1917, Oct. 6 40 348 79 I. 
3920  1886, Aug. 2 24 212 840 14. 
3921   do  24 212 840 14. 
3930 (a)  1934, May 10 48 758 277 512 (a). 
3930 (b)   do  48 759 277 512 (b). 
3931   do  48 758 277 512 (a). 
3932   do  48 759 277 512 (c). 

3940 { *1923, Mar. 4 42 1444 244 
It. S. 3142. 

3941 (a), (b)  It. S. 3142. 
3941 (e)  

3942 1 1876, Aug. 15 19 152 287 
R. S. 3163. 
2. 
R. S. 3143. 

3943 (a)  1879, Mar. 1 20 327 125 2. 
1934, May 10 48 759 277 512 (b). 

3943 (b) { *1879, Mar. 1 20 327 125 
R. S. 3143. 
2. 
R. S. 3143. 

3943 (e) . *1879, M ar. 1 20 327 125 2. 
1934, May 10 48 759 277 512 (b). 

It. 8. 3143. 
3943 (1)    . •1879, Mar. I 20 327 125 2. 

•1895, M ar. 2 28 807 177 5. 
3944 (a)  1875, Feb. 8 

*1879, Mar. 1 
18 
20 

309 
329,330 

36 
125 

12, 13. 
2 

3944 (b)  1919, Feb. 24   
'1928, May 29 15 882 

18 
852 

1301 (b). 
713. 

3944 (c) (1)  1875, Feb. 8 
*1879, Mar. 1 

18 
20 

310 
330 

36 
125 

13. 
2 

3944 (c) (2) { 1879, Mar. 1 20 329 125 
R. 8. 3147. 
2 

3941 (d) R. S. 3146. 
1875, Feb. 8 18 309 36 13. 

3945  
i 

*1879, Mar. 1 20 330 125 2. 
1921, June 10 42 24 18 304. 

3950 { 1921, June 10 42 24 18 
R. S. 3218. 
304. 

3951  1908, May 27 35 325 200 1. 
3952  R. S. 3212. 
3953 (a), (b)  R. S. 3444. 
3953 (c)  
3954  
3955 { 1879, Mar. 1 20 328 125 

It. S. 3163. 
2. 

3960  R. S. 3161. 
3961  
3962 (al   It. S. 3212. It. S. 3212. 
3962 (b)  R. S. 3219. 
3963  
3964  
39)35 (a)  
3965 (b)  1912, Aug. 24 37 487 355 8. 
1886  
3967  R. S. 3166. 
3970  R. S. 3211. 

R. S. 3210. 
3971 / *1924, June 2 43 351 234 1031 (b). 

1926, Feb. 26 44 124 27 11213 (b). 
  R. S. 3217. R. S. 3217. 

3975 { 1921, June 10 42 24 18 304. 
1934, May 10 48 758 277 512. 

3976  R. S. 3217. 
3977  R. S. 3217. 
3978 R. S. 3217. 



XXXVIII CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS

TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued

I. R. C. section

3990 ---------------------------------

3991 ---------------------------------

3992

3993 ----------------
3994 --------------.

3996 (a)-(c)...-----

3995 (d) -------------

3996 --------------- -

4001 .. -------------99---

4002. ----------------

4003 (a) ----------------- -

4003 (b) ----------------

4003 (c)-(e)..---------- --------

4010 (a) -......-----------

4010 (b) --------------
4011 (a)--------

4011 (b) ------

4011 (c) - ----------

4012 (a)......--------------..

4012 (b)--.--------------.----

4013 (a)--------------------

4013 (b)--------------

4013 (c) -------

4013 (d)--.--------------------

4014 (a)--------------------------

4014 (b) ------
4016 (a)-----------------..-.. ---....

4015 (h) -------.- -------

4015 (c) ..---..---. - -.... --..... ....

4016 (a)------------............-

4016 (b)...........----- ......

4017 (a)------------.. ----...... ..

4017 (b) ....- ---------.... ---.--
4018 ------------------ ----...........
4019------------------------------

4020 (a)------ -----------

4020 (b) -------------------

4021 (b)--- ----------.. -. ------....

4021 (c)..----------------.-- .---.

4022---------- ----------

4030.-------------- -------
4031 (a) --- ...-- - --. ---..- ------

4041 (a) ___. _~___~~

4031 (b) --------------.---------------

40321 ...-........----------------
4032 . .- .
4040. - - -....

4041 (a)-.....------------------.----.

4l41 (b)-- -... .......................

40 4-2-----------------------------

4045 -------------------------------4044 (.-- --.-.
4045 - -.-.- -.- -.;:....

Date

1875, Feb. 8
1879, Mar. 1
1875, Feb. 8

*1879, Mar. 1
1875, Feb. 8

*1879, Mar. 1
1911, Mar. 3

1900, Apr. 17

*1879, Mar. 1

|i875, Feb. 8

;i----i---.--i-

*1879,Mar. 1

*i879, Mar.~

*i879,Mar. 1

*i879,Mar. 1

*i879, Mar. 1

*1879,Mar. 1

1876, Aug. 15
1929, Mar. 2

1929, Mar. 2
1894, Aug. 27

*1910,May 13

1929, Mar. 2
1930, May 27

-i------------

1929, Mar. 2
1933, Mar. 3

193, June 26

929, Mar. 2
1930, May 27

1876, Aug. 15

*1879, Mar. 1
1929, Mar. 2

1900,Apr. 17
.-- ido-

1921, June 10

1876, Aug. 156
1929, Mar. 2

1929, Mar. 2

-i929,;Mar. 2

1i929, Mar. 2

-*i936,'June 26

1929,Mar. 2

1929, Mar. 2
1930, May 27

*1879, Mar. 1

1876, Aug. 15

1916, Mayi 10

'1*i879, Mar. 1
1911, Mar. 3

.-- -- - - -

.-- -- - - -

.-- -- - - -

Volume

18
20
18
20
18
20
36

31

20

20

---- g-

20

20

20

20

20

45

28
36

45
46

45

47

49

45
46

.......iS-

20
45

31

42

19

....... iF-

-iR-

I4

45

------- i--

46

------ i--

45

45

45

46

--- ~--i--

20
36

.-- - - -

.-- -- -

.-- -- -

Page

.Y!-

309
329,330

309
329
309
329

1167

328

309
329

328

329

329

329

328

1i52
1496

i496
567
369

1i496
430

1i496
1518

1961

1496
430

152

328
1496

107
24

...... ii~-152
1496

1i496

1495

194i

1496

1496
430

-328

1i52

.....- ii~'

.....- i6-

-87

329
1167

.... ii--
...... -
-----::!--!

Chapter

36
126

36
125

36
125
231

i92

i25

125

125

1i25

125

125

1--i25-

.287
510

349
236

342

......ii-'

510
212

830

342

287

125
510

192

18

-...- 287
510

342

192

1ii

125

287

231

.-- - - -

Section

12,13.
2.
12.
2.
12.
2.
289.

1.
R. S. 3149.
2.
R. S. 3150.
12, 13.
2.
R. S. 3149.
2.

R. S. 3152.
2.
R. S. 3152.
2.

R. S. 3152.
2.
R. S. 3163.
2.

R.S.3153;R. S.3156.
1.
1.

1.
63.

3.
8.

R. S. 3154.
1.
16.
Executive Order

No. 6339, sec.
1 (a).

407.

1.
8.

R. S. 3154.
1.
R. S. 3163.
2.
1.

1.
1.
304.

R. S.3163.
1.
1.

R. S. 3291.
1.

R. .3153.
2.
R. S. 3155.

R. S. 3290.
203.
R. 8. 3292.

4.
8.

R. S. 3163.
2.

R. S. 3163.
1.

1.
R. S. 251.

R.S.3152;R.S.3171.
2.
291.

------

XXXVIII CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS 

TABLE A.—Derivation of Internal Revenue Code—Continued 

I. It. C. section Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

f 1875, Feb. 8 18 309 36 12, 13. 
3990 1 *1879, Mar. 1 20 329,330 125 2. 
3991 f 

1 
1875, Feb. 8 

*1879, Mar. 1 
18 
20 

309 
329 

36 
125 

12. 
2. 

1875, Feb. 8 18 309 36 12. 
3992  

I 
*1879, Mar. 1 20 329 125 2. 
/911, Mar. 3 36 1167 231 289. 

3993  
3994  1900, Apr. 17 31 107 192 1. 

3995 (a)-(c) { *1879, Mar. 1 20 328 125 
It. S. 3149. 
2. 
R. S. 3150. 

3995 (d) i *1875, Feb. 8 18 309 36 12, 13. 
*1879, Mar. 1 20 329 125 2. 

3996  
{ *1879, Mar. 1 20 328 125 

It. S. 3149. 
2. 

3997  

4000 1 * 1879, Mar. 1 20 329 125 
R. S. 3152. 
2. 

4001  { R. S. 3152. 
*1879, Mar. 1 20 329 125 2. 

4002  

4003 (a) {   R. S. 3152. 
* 1879, Mar. 1 20 329 125 2. 

4003 (b)  
1 

11. S. 3163. 
*1879, Mar. 1 20 328 125 2. 

4003 (c)-(e)  
R.S.3153;R.S.3156, 

4010 (a)  1876, Aug. 15 
1929 Mar. 2 , 

19 
45 

152 
1496 

287 
510 

1. 
1.  

4010 (b)  
4011 (a)  1929, Mar. 2 45 1496 510 1. 
4011 (b) f 

t 
1894, Aug. 27 

*1910, May 13 
28 
36 

567 
369 

349 
236 

63. 

4011 (c)  

4012 (a) i 1929, Mar. 2 45 1496 510 3. 
1 1930, May 27 46 430 342 8. 

4012 (b)  
R. S. 3154. 

1929, Mar. 2 45 1496 510 1. 
1933, Mar. 3 47 1518 212 16. 

4013 (a)  Executive Order 
No. 6339, sec. 
1 (a). 

1938, June 26 49 1961 830 407. 
4013 (b)  

4013 (c) f 1929, Mar. 2 45 1496 510 1. 
1 1930, May 27 46 430 342 8. 

4013 (d)  

11. S. 3154. 
1876, Aug. 15 19 152 287 1. 

4014 (a)  11. S. 3163. 
*1879, Mar. 1 20 328 125 2. 
1929, Mar. 2 45 1496 510 1. 

4014 (h)  
4015 (a)  1900, Apr. 17 31 107 192 1. 
4015 (h)   do  31 107 192 1. 

1921, Juno 10 42 24 18 304. 
4015 (c)  

R. S. 3163. 
4016 (a)  1876, Aug. 15 19 152 287 1. 

1929, Mar. 2 43 1498 510 1. 
4016 (b)  

4017 (a)  
{ 1929, Mar. 2 45 1496 510 111.. S. 3291. 

4017 (b)  
4018  R. S. 3153. 
4019  1929, Mar. 2 45 1496 510 2. 
4020 (a)  { 1929, Mar. 2 45 1496 510 

11. S. 3155. 

4020 (b)  

4021 (a) { 
*1936, June 26 49 1941 

830 20R3..S. 3290. 

4021 (b)  { 1929, Mar. 2 45 1496 510 
R. S. 3292. 

4021 (c)  

4022 f 1929, Mar. 2 45 1496 510 4. 
1 

4030  
1930, May 27 46 430 342 8. 

4031 (a)  { * 1879, Mar. 1 20 328 125 
R.. S 3163. 
2.  

4031 (b)  

4032  
1 

11. S. 3163. 

4033  
1876, Aug. 15 19 152 287 1. 

4040  1916, May 10 39 87 117 1. 4041 (a)  
4041 (b)  It. S. 251. 

R.S.3152; 11.0.3171 
4042 I *1879, Mar. 1 20 329 125 2. 

4043  
1911, Mar. 3 36 1167 231 291. 

4044  
4045  
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TABLE A.-Derivation of Internal Revenue Code-Continued

I. R. C. section

4046.------------------

4047 (a) (1). .-------

1-1 1aW I.,

------------- I
--------------

4047 (b)-------------------------

4047 (d) -. .. ... ...--- - -- - ---- --

4047 (e) - -----. ------.-

4047 (f).........................----------
4048 ------------
5000

001 (a). ..
5001 (b), (c)------ ---------
5001 (d)--...... ---------------.
5002
5003-----------------------
5004----------------------
5010 (a) --------------
5010 (b)..........................
5011 (a)----------------------- -
5011 (b) --..----------------.-
5011 (e) .. --.. - - ---------.
5011 (d) ------------------

Date

l1875, Feb. 18

'1879, Mar. 1
1919, Feb. 24
1926, Feb. 26

'1877, Feb. 27

1879, Mar. 1
'1879, Mar. 1

'1879, Mar. 1
1909, Mar. 4
1930, Dec. 16

1875, Feb. 8
1926, Feb. 26

do ..----
--.- do-----
. do-----
.. do-----
--.. do-------
--- do-----

1926, Feb. 26
----- do ---------- do ----
-- do -----

Volume

--- 18

20
40
44

19

20
20

20
35
46

18i
44
44
44
44
44
44
44

44
44
44
44

Page

------- i--319

329
1146

117

248

329
327

329
1152
1029

312
127
127
127
128
128
128
128
128

127
127
128

Chapter

80

27

. i69

125

125
321

15

.------ 5

27
36

27

272727
27

-

27

27
27
27

Section

R. S. 3158.
1.
R. S.3167.
2.
1317.
1115.

R. S. 3168.
1.
R. S. 3152.
2.
1.
R. S. 3170.
R. S. 3152; R. S.

3169.
2.
335.

23.
1203 (a).
1203 (a).
1203 (b).
1203 (g).
1203 (e).
1203 (e).
1203 (h).

1203 ().
1203 (c) (1)-(3).
1203 (c) (4), (5).
1203 (c) (6).

XXXIXAPPENDIX XXXIX 

TABLE A.—Derivation of Internal Revenue Code—Continued 

I. R. C. section Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

  Ft. S. 3158. Ft. S. 3158. 
4046 ( *1875, Feb. 18 18 319 80 1. 

R. S. 3167. 
4047 (a) (1)  *1879, M ar. 1 

*1919, Feb. 24 
20 
40 

329 
1146 

125 
18 

2. 
1317. 

1926, Feb. 26 44 117 27 1115. 
4047 (a) (2)  

It. S. 3168. 

4047 (b)  *1877, Feb. 27 19 248 69 1. 
R. S. 3152. 

*1879, Mar. 1 20 329 125 2. 
4047 (0)  *1879, M ar. 1 20 327 125 I. 
4047 (d)  R. S. 3170. 

It. S. 3152; It. 51., 
3169. 

4047 (e)  *1879, M ar. I 20 329 125 2. 
1909, M ar. 4 35 1152 321 335. 
1930, Dec. 16 46 1029 15 

4047 (f)  
4048  1875, Feb. 8 18 312 36 23. 
5000  1926, Feb. 26 44 127 27 1203 (a). 
5001 (a)  do  44 127 27 1203 (a). 
5001 (b), (0)   do  44 127 27 1203 (b). 
5001 (d)  do  44 128 27 1203 (g). 
5002  do  44 128 27 1203 (e). 
5003  do  44 128 27 1203 (0). 
5004   do  44 128 27 1203 (h). 
5010 (a)  
5010 (b)  1926, Feb. 26 44 128 27 1203 (1). 
5011 (a)  do  44 127 27 1203 (c) 
5011 (b)  do  44 127 27 

r)-(3). 
1203 (c) 4), (5). 

5011 (c)  do  44 128 27 1203 (c) 6). 
5011 (d)  
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TABLE B.-Statutes included in the Internal Revenue Code

I. REVISED STATUTES

Revised
Statutes I. R. C. section
section

1------------
251 --........
319 .----------
321 - ------
969-----------
3140.-------
3141----------
3142 .------
3143----------
3146.-------
3147 ----
3149 ----
3150 -----
3152-----

3153.-----
3154 -------
3155.----
3156-----
3158 -----
3161 -------
3162------
3163-----

3164-----
3165 -------
3166-----
3167 ----
3168- -- ----
3169 ----
3170-----
3171 -------
3172----
3173-a-----
3174-----
3175 ---.--
3176 ...--.
3177- --.....
3179..--....
3180 ---..----
3181..----
3182........
3183.......-
3184.-- ..--
3185-----....--
3186 (a)..
3186 (b)....
3186 (c) --.
3186 (d)......
3186 (e) . .--
3186 (f) .-----
3187 .--- -.
3188 ----------
3189.--------
3190.---------
3191..---------
3192 .-------.
8193 ------
8194----------
3195.----------
3196----------
3197.---------
3198.---------
8199.--------.
3200----------
3201 --------
3202 -------
3203.----------
3204 ---------.
3205.----..---
3206..---------
3207 (a) .--
3207 (b) --

3209--------3209.

3210 ---------

3212------
3213-------
3214 -----.--
3215 .( ---
3216-------
3217 -------
3218 -----.
3219 ------
3221------
3221 0 -----
3223.--- .--

I
3797 (a) (1).
4041 (a).
3900.
3791 (a) (1); 3901 (a).
3745 (d).
3797 (a) (1).
3650 (a), (c) (2).
3650 (b), (c) (2); 3940; 3941 (a), (b).
3943.
3944 (d).
3944 (c) (2).
3995 (a)-(c); 3996.
3995 (d).
2828 (a); 2839 (a); 3601; 4000; 4001;

4003 (a); 4042; 4047 (b), (f).
4010 (a); 4018.
4013 (a); 4014 (a).
4020 (a).
4010 (a).
4046.
3960.
3632 (a) (2).
3654 , () 3; 32; 3943; 3955;

4003 (b); 4014 (a); 4016 (a); 4031(a);
4032.

3745 (a).
3632 (a) (1).
3720 (b) (2); 3967.
55 (f) 4047 (a) 1).
4047 (i).

4047 (d).
4042.
3600.
3611; 3616 (a)-(c); 3797 (a) (1).
3615 (d).
3615 (e).
3612 (a)-(d)(2), (e), (f); 3634.
3601.
3616 (a), (b).
3613.
3630.
3640; 3641; 3642; 3643.
3651 (a) (1)- 3659 (a).
3655 (a), (b).
3310.
3670; 3671.
3672.
3673; 3674.
3675.
3676.
3677.
3690; 8691.
3692.
3711.
3693.
3694.
3695.
3696.
3697.
3712.
3700.
3701; 3703 (a); 3704 (a); 370.
3703 (b); 3704 (b).
3704 (c).
3713.
3702 (a).
3702 (b).
3706.
3702 (c).
3715.
3716.
3678.
3679.
3795.
2912; 3651 (b).
3971.
3970.
3952; 3962 (a).
3744; 3745 (c).
3740; 3745 (d).
3743.
3747.
3975; 3976; 3977; 3978.
3950.
3962 (b).
3770 (a) (1), (b); 3776.
2901 (b).
2901 (b).

Revised
Statutes
section

3224 -------
3226 -------
3228 (a)---.--
3229 .------
3230.-------
3231--------
3232 --------- -
3233-----
3234-----
3235------
3236-----
3237 (a) ----.
3237 (b)-----
3238 ---------
3239-----
3240 ----------
3241 --------
3243 ------
3244, First ---
3244, Second_-
3244, Third --
3244 Fourth

(aS.
3244, Fourth

(b).
3244j Fourth

3244, Fourth
(d).

3244, Fifth (a).
3244, Fifth (b)
3244, Fifth (c)
3244, Fifth (d)
3244, Fifth (e)
3244, Fifth (f)
3244, Fifth (g)
3244, Sixth -._
3244, Tenth. -
3244, Eleventh.
3246 (a) ------
3246 (b)-...-
3246 (c)----
3247 -------
3248 ---------
3249 ----.--
3250 -------..
3251 - - ----
3252..--..--.-
3253 --........
3254-........
3255----------
3258--........3256-
3257 ---------
3258 .-......
3259-----
3260 .----.--
3261 ........--
3262 (a), (d).__
322 (b), (c) .-.
3262 (e)....
3263-... ----.
3264 .....--
3265-..----.--
3266------.--
3267--------
3268 .---------
3269 -------
3270.-------
3272.--------
3275 -----.
3276.-------
3277.------
3278 ------
3279------
3280 --------
3281 ------
3282.--------
3283------
3284------
3285.-----
3286------
3287------
3288 ----
3289------
3290-----
3291-------
3292 ----.
3293 ---
3294.----

XL

I. R. C. section

3653 (a).
3772 (a), (b).
3313.
3761 (a), (b).
2806 (f).
3741.
3271 (a).
3270 (a).
3277.
3278.
3279.
3271 (b).
3272 (a).
3271 (c) (1); 3273 (a).
3273 (b); 3274.
3275 (a).
3280 (a).
3276.
3250 (c) (1); 3254 (d).
3250 (j) (1), (3); 3254(h).
3250 (f) (1); 3254 (g).
3250 (b) (1), (2); 3254 (c); 3255 (a).

3250 (a) (1), (3), (4), (b) (4); 3264
(b).

3254 (c).

3255 (c).

3250 (e) (1); 3254 (f).
3250 (d) (1)-(3), (e) (2); 3254 (e).
3250 (e) (4).
2860; 3251.
3250 (d) (2).
3255 (c).
3250 (e) (3).
2040; 2050 (a).
2030.
2070.
3250 (g).
3250 (h).
3250 (i).
2809 (a).
2800 (c); 2809 (b) (1).
2808 (a);, 2809 (c).
2809 (d).
2800 (d), (e) (1).
2806 (a).
2800 (b) (2).
2800 (a) (2).
2825.
2806 (e).
2806 (f).
2810(a).
2S12 (a).
2814 (a).
2815 (a).
2815 (b) (1).
3180 (a), (b).
2800 (e) (2).

2816 ().
2818 (a), (b).
2819.
2820 (a).
2821.
2822 (a).
2823 (a).
2874 (a).
2826 (a).
2827 (a).
2828 (a).
2830 (a).
2831.
2832.
2833 (a); 3253.
2834.
2836.
2838.
2840 (a).
2839 (a).
2878 (a)-(d).
2806 (c).
2806 (d).
4021 (a).
4017 (a).
4021(b).
2879 (a)-(d); 2880 (a).
282 (a).

XL CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS 

TABLE B.-Statutes included in the Internal Revenue Code 

L REVISED STATUTES 

Revised 
Statutes 
section 

I. It. C. section 
Revised 
Statutes 
section 

I. It. C. section 

1  
251  
319  
321  
969  
3140  
3141  
3142  
3143  
3146  
3147  
3149  
3150  
3152  

3153  
3154  
3155  
3156  
3158  
3161  
3162  
3163  

3164  
3165  
3166  
3167  
3168  
3169  
3170  
3171  
3172  
3173   
3174_  
3175  
3176  
3177  
3179  
3180  
3181  
3182  
3183  
3184  
3185  
3186 (a)  
3186 (b)  
3186 (c)  
3188 (d)  
3186 (e)  
3188 (f)  
3187  
3188  
318e  
3190  
3191  
3192  
3193  
3194  
3195  
3196  
3197  
3198  
8199  
3200  
3201  
3202  
3203  
3204  
3205  
3206  
3207 (a)  
3207 (b)  
3208  
3209  
3210  
3211  
3212  
3213  
3214  
3215  
3216  
3217  
3218  
3219  
3220  
3221  
3223  

3797 (a) (1). 
4041 (a). 
3900. 
3791 (a) (1); 3901 (a). 
3745 (d). 
3797 (a) (1). 
3650 (a), (c) (2). 
3650 (b), (c) (2); 3940; 3941 (11), (b)• 
3943. 
3944 (d). 
3944 (c) (2). 
3995 (a)-(c); 3996. 
3995 (d). 
2828 (a); 2839 (a); 3601; 4000; 4001; 
4003 (a); 4042; 4047 (b), (1). 

4010 (a); 4018. 
4013 (a); 4014 (a). 
4020 (a). 
4010 (a). 
4046. 
3960. 
3632 (a) (2). 
3654 (a), (c); 3942; 3943; 3955; 
4003 (b); 4014 (a); 4016 (a); 4031(a); 
4032. 

3745 (a). 
3632 (a) (1). 
3720 (b) (2); 3967. 
55 (f); 4047 (a) (1). 
4047 (b). 
4047 (e). 
4047 (d). 
4042. 
3600. 
3611; 3615 (a)-(c); 3797 (a) (1). 
3615 (d). 
3615 (e). 
3612 (a)-(d)(2), (e), (f); 3634. 
3601. 
3616 (a), (b). 
3613. 
3630. • 
3640; 3641; 3642; 3643. 
3651 (a) (1); 3659 (a). 
3655 (a), (b). 
3310. 
3670; 3671. 
3672. 
3673; 3674. 
3675. 
3676. 
3677. 
3690; 8691. 
3692. 
3711. 
3693. 
3694 
3695. 
3696, 
3697. 
3712. 
3700 
3701; am (a); 3704 (a); 3706. 
3703 (b); 3704 (b). 
3704 (c). 
3713. 
3702 (a). 
3702 (b). 
3706 
3702 (c). 
3715. 
3716. 
3678. 
3679. 
3795-
2912; 3651 (b). 
3971. 
3970. 
3952; 3962 (a). 
3744; 3745 (c). 
3740; 3745 (d). 
3743. 
3747. 
3975; 3976; 3977; 3978. 
3950. 
3962 (b). 
3770 (a) (1), (b); 3776. 
2901 (b). 
2901 (b). 

3221  
3226  
3228 (a)  
3229  
3230  
3231  
3232  
3233  
3234  
3235  
3236  
3237 (a)  
3237 (b)  
3238  
3239  
3240  
3241  
3243  
3244, First  
3244, Second 
3244, Third  
3244, Fourth 

(a). 
3244, Fourth 

(3). 
3244, Fourth 

(c). 
3244, Fourth 

(d). 
3244, Fifth (a). 
3244, Fifth (b)_ 
3244, Fifth (c)_ 
3244, Fifth (d). 
3244, Fifth (e)_ 
3244, Fifth (f)_ 
3244, Fifth (g). 
3244, Sixth_ _ _ 
3244, Tenth_ 
3244, Eleventh_ 
3246 (a)  
3246 (b)  
3246 (c)  
3247  
3248  
3249  
3250  
3251  
3252  
3253  
3254  
3255  
3256  
3257  
3258  
3259  
3260  
3261  
3262 (a), (d)._ _ 
3262 (b), (c)  
3262 (e)  
3263  
3264  
3265  
3266  
3267  
3268  
3269  
3270  
3272  
3275  
3276  
3277  
3278  
3279  
3280  
3281  
3282  
3283  
3284  
3285  
3286  
3287  
3288  
3239  
32110  
3291  
3292  
3293  
3294  

3653 (a). 
3772 (a), (b). 
3313. 
3761 (a), (b). 
2806 (8). 
3741. 
3271 (a). 
3270 (a). 
3277. 
3278. 
3279. 
3271 (b). 
3272 (a). 
3271 (c) (1); 3273 (a). 
3273 (b); 3274. 
3275 (a). 
3280 (a). 
3276. 
3250 (c) (1); 3254 (d). 
3250 0) (I), (3); 3254 (1). 
3250 (f) (I); 32,34 (g).. 
3250 (b) (1), (2); 3254 (c); 3255 (a). 

3250 (a) (1), (3), (4), (b) (4); 3254 
(b). 

3254 (c). 

3255 (c). 

3250 (43) (1); 3254 (0. 
3250 (d) (1)-(3), (a) (2); 3254 (a). 
3250 (e) (4). 
2860; 3251. 
3250 (d) (2). 
3255 (c). 
3250 (e) (3). 
2040; 2050 (a). 
2030. 
2070. 
3250 (g). 
3250 (h). 
3250 (i). 
2809 (a). 
2800 (c); 2809 (b) (1). 
2808 (a); 2809 (c). 
2809 (d). 
2800 (a), (e) (1). 
2806 (a). 
2800 (b) (2). 
2800 (a) (2). 
2825. 
2806 (e). 
2806 (1). 
2810 (a). 
2S12 (a). 
2814 r). 
2815 a). 
2815 b) (1). 
3160 (a), (b). 
2800 (2). 
2816 a . 
2817 a 
2818 (a), (b). 
2819. 
2820 (a). 
2921. 
2822 (a). 
2823 (a). 
2874 (a). 
2826 (a). 
2827 (a). 
2828 (a). 
2830 (a). 
2831. 
2832. 
2833 (a); 3253. 
2834. 
2836. 
2838. 
2840 (a). 
2839 (a). 
2878 (a)-(d). 
2806 (c)• 
2806 (d). 
4621 (a). 
4017 (a). 
4021 (b). 
2879 (a)-(d); 2380 (a). 
asfa (a). 
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TABLE B.-Statutes included in the Internal Revenue Code-Continued

I. REVISED STATUTES

I. R. C. section
Revised
Statutes
section

3295 -..--.
3296 ..---
3298.... ...
3299------.--
3300 ----
3301 ----------
3302 -...------S302-._.......
3303 -------.
3304-..-------
3305 .-------
3306.--....-
3307...------
3308 ---------
330 .--------.
3310 --- - ---.
3311 -2 --
3312 ---------.
3313------ .
3314 ..-.. ..

3316 --.....
3317 --....-
3318 -----
3319.------
3320 - .--- .
3322 ..-- .
3323 -- ..-- -
3324 ....-
3325..-----
3326------
3327---
3329.---
3330.....--
3331... ----
3332...--.
3333 -----..
3334- .....
3335. -- ---
3336........-
3337. ---.....
3338 ...--..
33.. ---....
3340 -.----.
3341 .......
3342--......
3343 -
33 14--------
3345 .-..-....
3346 ......-.-
3:147

3 .... ..

:1352

3355 ...335 . .......
33.55 --------
3356...
3357 ....
3358......
3359..--......
3360......--..

3362.--.......

3363-........--
3364 -----
3366 --- --
3368.. -.......
3369 . .......

3370...-----
3371 -----.-..
3372 .-. ......

Revised
Statutes
section

2884 (a).
2913.
2804 (a).
2312.
2914 (a).
2915 (a).
2877 (a).
2841 (a) (1).
2841 (b).
2841 (c) (1).
2842; 2843.
2844 (a).
2845 (a).
2846 (a).
2349; 2850 (a).
2851 (a).
2802 (a) (1).
2802 (a) (2!.
2802 (d) (1), (2).
2103 (b); 2112 (b); 2302 (b); 3030 (b)

(1); 3152(d).
2806 (b) (1).
2855 (a); 2856.
2857 (a).
28C0.
2861 (a).
2862 (a).
2863 (a); 2865 (a).
2866.
2867.
2868.
2870.
2887.
2885 (a), (d).
2852.
2863 (a).
2854.
2805 (b).
3155 (a).
3155 (b).
3155 (c).
3155 (d).
3150 (a), (b) (1).
3158; 3150 (a)-(c).
3151 (a), (b).
3152 (a), (b); 3159 (d).
3159 (e).
3150 (f).
2802 (c); 3153 (a).
3159 (g).
3153 (c).
3155 (e).
3155 (f).
3156 (a).
3150 (h) (2).
3159 (h).
3159 (i).
3157 (a).
2012; 2013; 2014; 2161 (a), (c).
2015; 2161 (d).
2016; 2193 (a).
2017; 2018; 2019; 2161 (e)-(g).
2058.
2050 (b); 2052; 2053; 2054; 2055; 2056;

2057; 2059; 2060; 2162.
2100 (a)-(C) (1), (e); 2101; 2111 (b);

2135 (a) (2).
2104 (a); 2160 (c).
2100 (e); 2161 (k).
2160 (d).
2000 (a), (b); 2002 (a) (2); 2102.
2002 (a) (1); 2103 (a) (1), (c), (d);

2112 (d) (2); 2190.
2001 (b) (1); 2161 (1).
2002 (b) (1).
2161 (b), (h), (i) (1), (J) (1).

I. R. C. section

3373..---
3:374...
3375.--.--
3376...----
3377-..------
3381-----
3382-------
3383..-------
3384.....----
3385...------
3386 ..-----
3387 ---....

3388-......
3389.......-
3390 ------
3391...-....
3392-. ..-
3393.-----
3394-....---
3395.-------
3396-----
3397-. .----

3398 -------
3399-. ...
3400 ..--
3402 -
3403 - ..-
3404 ---.-
3406 -- ........
3407.-- ---
3408.---------..
3109--...-...
3411--
3414----
3415 ...
3416 ..
3417-- .. . ..
3434 -.1 ..
3437 .....
314:1.
3144 ....
3445 .......

3447.--
3418 ---- - -
3449---
3450 . ..f
3451.-
34.52 . -..-- --
3453--. -
3454 -..-- --.-
3455-.--- ------
3456-7-- ---
3-1,57 ----------
3455.8---

3459--- .----
3460-3460,

Third.
3460, Fourth -
3461 .... .-
3462 .. -----
3463-........
3464 --...... .

2103 (f); 2160 (h).
2160 (a), (b).
2160 (e).
2103 (e); 2151; 2160 (f), (g), (i).
2000 (a); 2130 (a), (d); 2163.
2072; 2073.
2075.
2074; 2153; 2154 (b); 2192.
2152; 2154 (a).
2155.
2136 (a).
2000 (c) (2); 2001 (b) (2);2002 (a) (3);

2002 (b) (1); 2010 (a) (2); 2031;
2032; 2033; 2034; 2035; 2036; 2037;
2038;2040; 2058; 2070; 2073; 2111
(a) (3), (b), (d) (1), (e), (f); 2112
(a) (2) (c), (d), (f); 2135 (a) (1);
2136 (a5; 2150; 2151; 2152; 2154 (a);
2155; 2170; 2171; 2172; 2173; 2174;
2175; 2176 (b); 2180 (a)-(g) (1),
(h), (i) (1), ()-(l); 2181; 2193 (b);
2197 (a).

2034; 2180 (c).
2035; 2193 (b).
2036; 2037; 2038; 2180 (d)-().
2058.
2111 (a) (1), (0; 2170 (a).
2111 (d) (1); 2180 (j).
2100 (d); 2110; 2111 (c); 3901(a) (2).
2002 (a) (3); 2112 (c), (d) (1).
2191.
2111 (a) (3), (d) (1), (e); 2170 (b);

2171; 2172; 2173 (a).
2112 (0; 2175.
2001 (b) (2); 2180 (k).
2180 (b), (g) (1), (h) (i) (1).
2000 (c) (2); 2130 (b); 2181.
2174.
2173 (b).
2112 (e); 2176.
1905.
1900 (a).
1902 (a) (3).
1901 (a), (b).
1902 (a) (1), (2).
1903; 1904.
1S902 (a) (4).
1'.06.
3177 (d) (2).
33111.
3:132.
3953 (a), (b).
2103 (a) (2); 2112 (a) (2); 2802 (0);

3152 (c).
3.300 (), (h); 3301 (a); 3302.
3644; 3652: 3791 (a) (2), (b).
2197 (a); 3174.
3173 (a).
2807; 3321 (a), (h).
3793 (a).
3320 (a).
3720 (a), (b) (1); 3723 ().
3324.
3323.
2161 (m); 2180 (1); 2806 (g).
3322.
3721; 3723 (c); 3725.
3722; 3723 (b).
3724-3724 (c).

3724 (d), (e).
3724 (e)-(g).
3602.
3792.
3331.

APPENDIX XT.T 

TABLE B.-Statutes included in the Internal Revenue Code-Continued 

I. REVISED STATUTES 

Revised 
Statutes 
section 

I. R. C. section 
Revised 
Statutes 
section 

I. R. C. section 

3295  2884 (a). 3373  2103 (1); 2160 (h). 
3296  2913. 3374  2160 (a), (b). 
3298  2804 (a). 3375  2160 (e). 
3299  2912. 3376  2103 (e); 2151; 2160 (0, (g), (i). 
3300  2914 (a). 3377  2000 (a); 2130 (a), (d); 2163. 
3301  2915 (a). 3381  2072; 2073. 
3302  2877 (a). 3382  2075. 
3303  2841 (a) (1). 3383  2074; 2153; 2154 (b); 2192. 
3304  2841 (b). 3384  2152; 2154 (a). 
3305  2841 (c) (1). 3385  2155. 
3306  2842; 2843. 3386  2136 (a). 
3307  2844 (a). 3387  2000 (c) (2); 2001 (b) (2); 2002 (a) (3); 
3308  2845 (a). 2002 (b) (I); 2010 (a) (2); 2031; 
3309  2846 (a). 2032; 2033; 2034; 2035; 2936; 2037; 
3310  2849; 2850 (a). 2038; 2040; 2058; 2070; 2073; 2111 
3311  28.51 (a). (a) (3), (b), (d) (1), (a), (5); 2112 
3312  2802 (a) (1). (a) (2), (c), (d), (f); 2135 (a) 0); 
3313  2802 (a) (2). 2136 (a); 2150; 2151; 2152; 2154 (0; 
3314  2802 (d) (1), (2). 2155; 2170; 2171; 2172; 2173; 2174; 
3315  2103 (b); 2112 (b); 2302 (b); 3030 (b) 2175; 2176 (b); 2180 (a)-(g) (I), 

(1); 3152 (d). (h), (i) (1), (i)-(1); 2181; 2193 (b); 
3316  2806 (b) (1). 2197 (a). 
3317  2855 (a); 2856. 3388  2034 2180 (c). 
3318  2857 (a). 3389  2035 2193 (b). 
3319  2850. 3390  2036 2037; 2038; 2180 (d)-(f). 
3320  2861 (a). 3391  2058 
3322  2852 (a). 3392  2111 (a) (1), (f); 2170 (a). 
3323  2863 (a); 2865 (a). 3393  2111 (d) (1); 2180 (0. 
3324  2866. 3394  2100 (d); 2110; 2111 (c); 3901(a) (2). 
3325  2867. 3395  2002 (a) (3); 2112 (c), (d) (1). 
3326  2868. 3396  2191. 
3327  2870. 3397  2111 (a) (3), (d) (I), (a); 2170 (b); 
3329  2887. 2171; 2172; 2173 (a)• 
3330  2885 (a), (d). 3398  2112 (I); 2175. 
3331  2852. 3399  2001 (b) (2); 2180 (k). 
3332  2853 (a). 3400  2180 (b), (g) (1), (i4), Cl) (1). 
3333  2854. 3402  2000 (c) (2); 2130 (b); 2181. 
3334  2805 (b). 3403  2174. 
3335  3155 (a). 3404  2173 (b). 
3336  3155 (b). 3406  2112 (e); 2176. 
3337  3155 (c). 3407  1905. 
3338  3155 (d). 3408  1900 
3339  3150 (a), (h) (1). 3109  

r). 
1902 a) (3). 

$3340  3158; 3150 (a)-(c). 3411  1901 a), (b). 
3341  3151 (a), (b). 3414  1902 (a) (1), (2). 
3342  3152 (a), (b); 3159 (4). 3415  1903; 1004. 
3341 3159 (e). 3416  1902 (a) (4). 
3314  3159 (O. 3417  1906. 
3345  2802 (a); 3153 (a)• 3434  3177 (4) (2). 
3346  3159 (g). 3437..  3311. 
3347  315,3 (c). 3143  33211. 
3348  3155 (e). 3144  3953 (a), (b). 
3319... . 3155 (0. 3445 2103 (a) (2); 2111 (a) (2); 2802 (o); 
3354) ______ .. 3156 (a). 3152 (c). 
33.51  3150 (h) (2). 3149  3300 (a), (h); 3301 (a); 3302. 
3352  3159 (II). 3447  3644; 3652: 3791 (a) (2), (b). 
3353  3159 (i). 3418  2197 (a); 3174. 
3354   3157 (a). 3449  3173 (n). 
3355  2012; 2013; 7914; 2161 (a), (c). 3450  2807; 3321 (a), (h). 
3356  2015; 2161 (d). 3451  3793 (a). 
3357  2016; 2193 (a). 3452  3320 (a). 
3358  2017; 2018; 2019; 2161 (e)-(g). 3153  3720 (a), (b) (1); 3723 (11). 
3359  2058. 3454  3324. 
3360  2050 (b); 2052; 20,53; 2054; 2015; 2056; 3455  3323. 

2057; 2059; 2060; 2162. 3456  2161 (m); 2180 (1); 2806 (9)• 
3362  2100 (a)-(c) (1), (e); 2101; 2111 (b); 3457  3322. 

2135 (a) (2). 3458  3721; 3723 (c); 3725. 
3363  2104 (a); 2160 (c). 3459  3722; 3723 (b). 
3364  2100 (e); 2161 (k). 3460-3460, 3724-3724 (c). 
3366  2160 (d). Third. 
3368  2000 (a), (b); 2002 (a) (2); 2102. 3460, Fourth__ 3724 (d), (e). 
3389  2002 (a) (1); 2103 (a) (I), (a), (d); 3461  3724 (e)-(g). 

2112 (d) (2); 2190. 3462  3802. 
3370  2001 (b) (1); 2161 (1). 3463  3792. 
3371  2002 (b) (1). 3464  3331. 
3372  2161 (b), (h), (i) (1), (j) (I). 
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TABLE B.-Statutes included in the Internal Revenue Code-Continued

II. STATUTES AT LARGE

Date

- I1866
July 13------

1874
June 9---------

Do---------

1875
Feb. 8.------

Do--------
Do--------
Do---------
Do--------
Do---------.
Do--------..
Do--.-----..
Do------....

Feb. 18.........

May 13 .-----
Aug. 15 -----

Do--------

1877
Feb. 27--.....

1879
Mar. 1 ---------

Do -----....

Do ---. ----.

Do--------
Do-...----

Do--------
Do--------
Do--------
Do -----

Do-- ----
Do--------

Do..------
Do...------
Do--------
Do -...------

June 14 ..-------
Dec. 20-.--------

Do........-------

1880
May 28--.-- .

Do-------
Do------- .
Do---------
Do-- -Do--------
Do------ .
Do------
Do----------
Do-------

Do -----D o ------------
June 9........---------

1882
Aug. 5 --------
Aug. 8-----

1883
Mar.3 ------

1884
July .-----

1886
Aug. 2 ---------

Do -----.
Do ------.
Do------ .
Do

Chapter

184

259
259

36

36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
80

J. Res. 10
95

287

287

69

125
125

125

125
125

125
125
125
125

125
125

125
125
125
125

23

108
18

108
108
108
108
108
108108
108
108
108
108
161

389
468

121

225

840
840
840
840
840

Section IVolume

9

1
2

12

13
16
17
19
20
21
23
25

1

2

-- - - --- -

1
2

a

4
5

6
8

10
14

15
16

18
20
21
22

''---------i2

2

1
5
6
7
8

10
11
14
15
16
18
1

5

1
2
3
4
5

14

18
18

18

18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18

19
19
19

19

19

20

20

20

20

20
20
20
20

20

20

20

20
20
20
20
21
21

21

21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21

22
22

22

24
24
24
24

Page

111

64
64

309

309
310
311
311
311
311
312
312
319

213

152

152
152

249

327
329

333

333
340

340
341
342
346

346
347

351
351
351
351

20
59
59

145
141
147
147
147
148
148
148
148
148
141
167

229
373

489

122

208201

20c

21C

I. R. C. section

3745 (d).

2886 (a).
2885 (b).

3654 (b); 3944 (a); 3990; 3991; 3992;
3995 (d).

3944 (a), (c) (1); 3945; 3990; 3995 (d).
2833 (a); 3253.
2869.
1900 (b) (1).
1900 (b) (2).
1902 (b).
4048.
2160 0).
3273 (a); 3630; 4046.

3255 (b).
3150 (c).
3305; 3654 (a); 4010 (a); 4014 (a);

4016 (a); 4032.
3942.

2806 (g); 2850 (a); 3274; 3797 (a)
(1); 4047 (b).

4047 (c).
2828 (a); 2839 (a); 3601; 3654; 3943;

3944 (a), (c): 3945; 3990; 3991;
3992; 3995; 3996; 4000; 4001; 4003
(a), (b);4014 (a); 4031 (a); 4042;
4047 (a) (l), (), (e).

2901 (b); 3659 (a); 3701; 3703 (a);
3704 (a); 3705; 3706; 3795.

3250 (6) (1); 3251.
2805 (b); 2817 (a); 2824 (a); 2827

(a); 2834; 2839 (a); 2853 (a); 2855
(a); 2856; 2882 (a); 2915 (a);
3159 (g).

2847 (a); 2901 (b).
2813(a).
2886 (a).
2002 (b) (1); 2012; 2013; 2014; 2040;

2050 (a); 2130 (d); 2161 (a), (c).
2154 (a).
2033; 2111 (a) (3), (d) (1), (e);

2136 (a); 2170 (b);211; 2172;
2173 (a); 2180 ().

3300 (a), (b); 3301 (a); 3302.
2801(a).
3160.
3798.
2835 (a).
2889 (a).
2890.

2814 (a) (1).
2882 a).
2802 () (2).
2849.
2847 (a).
2887.
2885 (a).
2891 (a).
2891 (b).
2802 (d) (1), (2).
3250 () (2).
2155.

3901 (b) (2).
2155.

2100 (e); 2161 k).

3748.

2320 (a).
2300.
2302 (a); 2303; 2304 (a); 3200; 3282
3201.
2302 (e)-(e).
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XLII CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS 

TABLE B.—Statutes included in the Internal Revenue Code—Continued 

IL STATUTES AT LARGE 

Date Chapter Section Volume Page I. R. C. section 

1866 
July 13  184 9 14 111 3745 (d). 

1874 
rune 9  

Do  
259 
259 

1 
2 

18 
18 

64 
64 

2886 (a). 
2885 (b). 

1875 
Feb. 8  36 12 18 309 3654 (b); 3944 (a); 3990; 3991; 3992 

3995 (d). 
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  

Feb. 18  

36 
36 
36 
36 
36 
36 
36 
36 
80 

13 
16 
17 
19 
20 
21 
23 
25 
1 

18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 

309 
310 
311 
311 
311 
311 
312 
312 
319 

3944 (a), (c) (1); 3945; 3990; 3995 (d) 
2833 (a); 3253. 
2869. 
1900 (b) (1). 
1900 (b) (2). 
1902 (b). 
4048. 
2160 (j). 
3273 (a); 3630; 4046. 

1876 
May 8  
May 13  
Aug. 15  

J. Res. 10   
95   
287 1 

19 
19 
19 

213 
sa 

152 

3255 (b). 
3150 (e). 
3305; 3654 (a); 4010 (a); 4014 (a) 
4016 (a); 4032. 

Do  287 2 19 152 3042. 

1877 
Feb. 27  69   19 249 2806 (g); 2850 (a); 3274; 3797 (a 

(1); 4047 (b). 
1879 

Mar. 1  
Do  

125 
125 

1 
2 

20 
20 

327 
329 

4047 (c). 
zsas (a); 2839 (a); 3801; 3654; 3943 
3944 (a), (c); 3945; 3990; 3991 
3992; 3995; 3996; 4000; 4001; 400 
(a), (b); 4014 (a); 4031 (a); 4042 
4047 (a) (0, (b), (e). 

Do  125 a 20 333 2901 (b); 3659 (a); 3701; 3703 (a) 
3704 (a); 3705; 3706; 3795. 

Do  
Do  

125 
125 

4 
5 

20 
20 

333 
340 

3250 (f) (1); 3251. 
2805 (b); 2817 (a); 2824 (a); 282 

(a); 2834; 2839 (a); 2853 (a); 285 
(a); 2856; 2882 (a); 2915 (a) 
3159 (g). 

Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  

125 
125 
125 
125 

6 
8 
10 
14 

20 
20 
20 
20 

340 
341 
342 
346 

2847 (a); 2901 (b). 
2813 (a). 
2886 (a). 
2002 (b) (1); 2012; 2013; 2014; 204( 

2050 (a); 2130 (d); 2161 (a), (c) 
Do  125 15 20 346 2154 (a). 
Do  125 16 zo 347 2033; 2111 (a) (3), (d) (1), (e) 

2136 (a); 2170 (b); 2171; 217: 
2173 (a); 2180 (D. 

Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  

June 14  
Dee. 20  

Do  

125 
125 
125 
125 
23   
I 
I 

18 
20 
21 
22 

1 
2 

20 
?A 
20 
20 
21 
21 
21 

351 
351 
351 
351 
20 
59 
69 

3300 (a), (b); 3301 (a); 3302. 
2891 (a). 
3160. 
3798. 
2835 (a). 
2889 (a). 
2890. 

1880 
May 28  

Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  

108 
108 
108 
108 
108 
108 
108 
108 
108 
108 
108 

1 
5 
6 
7 
8 
10 
11 
14 
15 
16 
18 

21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 

145 
146 
147 
147 
147 
148 
148 
148 
148 
148 
149 

2814 ia) (1). 
2882 a). 
2802 a) (2). 
2849. 
2847 (a). 
2887. 
288.5 (a). 
2891 (a). 
2891 (b). 
2802 (d) (I), (2). 
3250 (I) (2). 

June 9  161 1 21 167 2155. 

1882 
Aug. 5  
Aug. 8  

389 
468   

1 22 
22 

229 
373 

3901 (b) (2). 
2155. 

1883 
Mar. 3  121 5 22 489 2100 (e); 2161 (k). 

1884 
July 5  225   23 122 3748. 

1886 
Aug. 2  840 1 24 209 2320 (a). 

Do  
Do  

840 
840 

2 
3 

24 
24 

209 
209 

2300. 
2302 (a); 2303; 2304 (a); 3200; 328 

Do  
Do  

840 
840 

4 
5 

24 
24 

209 
210 

3201. 
2302 (c)-(e). 
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TABLE B.-Statutes included in the Internal Revenue Code-Continued

II. STATUTES AT LARGE

Date

1886
Aug. 2------

Do..------
Do...-----
Do-----
Do ------
Do.-----.-
Do-----
Do.---------.
Do .------
Do ----------
Do..--------
Do --------.
Do----------
Do-----------
Do

Aug. 4 ....-

1889
Feb. 9 ..---.--

1890
June 18 -.----.
Oct. 1...... -

Do .-

Do---......
Do- -------
Do........--
Do....-----
Do ---------
Do---------
Do .. -----
Do ..------
Do...------

1892
July 16 .------..

1894
Aug. 27 ----------

Do-.---------.
Do ------
Do.--------.
Do-....---

Do ----.......---Do--------

Do. ---- -----
Do ------- -- .
Do ----. --
Do .--
Do ...
Do----
Do---------

1895
Mar. 2.-------.

1896
May 28-------
June 6 ..--.---

Do..-----
Do.-----

Do ----------
Do -.------
Do-----------
Do------------
Do------
Do ------------
Do ------------
Do------------
Do ----------
Do ------

Do -----------
Do.--------
Do ------------Do -----------
Do..........-------

1897
Mar. 3 ----------

Do ------
Do ----------
Do -.-------
Do -------
Do ------
Do-----
Do.----------

July 24 .----------

Chapter

840

840
840
840
840
840
840
840
840
840
840
840
840
840
840
896

122

432
1244
1244

1244
1244
1244
1244
1244
1244
1244
1244
1244

196

349
349
349
349
349
349
349
349
349
3411

319319
319
349349

177

252
337
337
337

337
337
337
337
337
337
337
337
337
337
337
337
337
337
337

379
379
379
379
379
379
379
379
11

Section

6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
1

10
26

28
29
31
33
34
35
42
43
45

1

34
40
41
43
46
47
48
51
57
59
62
63
641
67
69

5

19

2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Volume Page

210

210
210
211
211
211
211
211
212
212
212
212
212
212
212
218

659

162
614
618

618
618
619
620
620
620
621
621
622

200

558
560
560
562
562
562
563

1961
566
517
1963

567
1943
568

807

184
253
253
253

254
254
254
255
255
255
255
255
256
256
256
256
256
256
256

1944
627
627
627
627
627
628
628
206

I. R. C. section

2302 (b) (1), (2); 2303 (b); 2304 (b);
2308 (a).

2302 (b) (3); 2308 (b).
2301 (a)-(c) (1); 2313.
2301 (c) (2).
2306; 2308 (i).
2308 (e).
2308 (f); 2309 (a).
2305; 2308 (g).
2311;3920;3921.
2308 (c); 2309 (b).
2307.
2308 (d); 2309 (c).
2308 (j); 2309 (d).
2310.
3791 (a) (1).
2135 (a) (1).

2311 (c).

3153 (b).
3177 (a)-(d) (1).
2011; 2031; 2051; 2071; 2073;

2112 (c); 2150; 2180(b); 3273 (b).
2072.
2074; 2153; 2154; 2192.
2104 (a); 2160 (c).
2016; 2193 (a).
2035; 2193 (b).
2033.
3032; 3036 (b), (e).
3036 (a).
3033 (a); 3034 (a).

2813 (a); 2863 (a); 2866 (a).

3600.
1831 (b), (c).
1832.
1830.
1807; 1831 (a).
3311.
2802 (a) (2).
2872.
2874 (a).
2876.
28m5 (a).
4011 (bi).
2861 (a).
2815 (c)-(e).
2010 (a) (1), (2), (b); 2100 (c) (2).

3943 (d).

3612.
2350 (a).
2350 (b).
2352 (a); 2353 (a); 2354 (a); 3210;

3282.
3211.
2352 (c)-(e); 2357 (a).
2352 (b) (1); 2354 (b); 2357(b).
2353 (b); 2354 (c); 2357 (c).
2352 (b) (2); 2357 (d).
2351 (a)-(c) (1); 2361.
2351 (c) (2).
2356.
2357 (f).
2357 (e): 2358 (a).
2355: 2357 (g).
2360.
2358 (b).
2359.
3791 (a) (1).

2903 (a), ().
2904 (a).
2905.
2906 (a).
2907.
2908.
2909.
2911.
3151 (a. (b).
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TABLE B.-Statutes included in the Internal Revenue Code- Continued 

II. STATUTES AT LARGE 

Date Chapter Section Volume Page I. R. C. section 

1886 
Aug. 2  840 6 24 210 2302 (b) (1), (2); 2303 (b); 2304 (b); 

2308 (a). 
Do  840 7 24 210 2302 (b) (3); 2308 (b). 
Do  840 8 24 210 2301 (a)-(e) (1); 2313. 
Do  840 9 24 211 2301 (c) (2). 
Do  840 10 24 211 2306; 2308 (i). 
Do  840 11 24 211 2308 (e). 
Do  840 12 24 211 2308 (1); 2309 (a). 
Do  840 13 24 211 2305; 2308 (g). 
Do  840 14 24 212 2311; 3920; 3921. 
Do  840 15 24 212 2308 (c); 2309 (b). 
Do  840 16 24 212 2307. 
Do  840 17 24 212 2308 (d); 2309 (c). 
Do  840 18 24 212 2308 (j); 2309 (d). 
Do  840 19 24 212 2310. 
Do  840 20 24 212 3791 (a) (1). 

Aug. 4  896 1 24 218 2135 (a) (1). 

1889 
Feb. 9  122   25 659 2311 (c). 

1890 
June 18  432   26 162 3153 (b). 
Oct. 1  1244 10 26 614 3177 (a)-(d) (1). 

Do  1244 26 26 618 2011; 2031; 2051; 2071; 2073; 
2112 (e); 2150; 2180 (b); 3273 (b). 

Do  1244 28 26 618 2072. 
Do  1244 29 26 618 2074; 2153; 2154; 2192. 
Do  1244 31 26 619 2104 (a); 2160 (c). 
Do  1244 33 26 620 2016; 2193 (a). 
Do  1244 34 26 620 2035; 2193 (b). 
Do  1244 35 26 620 2033. 
Do  1244 42 26 621 3032; 3036 (b), (C). 
Do  1244 43 26 621 3036 (a). 
Do  1244 45 26 622 3033 (a); 3034 (a). 

1892 
Yuly 16  196 1 27 200 2813 (a); 2863 (a); 2885 (a). 

1894 
Aug. 27  349 34 28 558 3600. 

Do  349 40 2 560 1831 (b), (c). 
Do  349 41 28 560 1832. 
Do  349 43 28 562 1830. 
Do  349 46 28 562 1807; 1831 (a). 
Do  349 47 28 562 3311. 

Do  349 48 28 563 2802 (a) (2). 
Do  349 51 49 1961 2872. 
Do  349 57 28 566 2874 (a). 
Do  349 69 28 566 2876. 
Do 319 62 49 1963 2859 (a). 
Do  319 63 28 567 4011 (b). 

Do  319 66 28 567 2861 (a). 

Do  319 67 49 1943 2815 (e)-(e). 
Do  349 69 28 ass 2010 (a) (1). (2). (b); 2100 (u) (2). 

1895 
Mar. 2  177 5 28 807 3943 (d). 

1896 
May 28  252 19 29 184 3602. 

June 6  337 1 29 253 2350 (a). 

Do  337 2 29 253 2350 (b). 

Do  337 3 29 253 2352 (a); 2353 (a); 2354 (a); 3210; 
3282. 

Do  337 4 29 254 3211. 

Do  337 5 29 254 2352 (c)-(e); 2357 (a). 

Do  337 6 29 254 2352 (b) (I); 2354 (b); 2357(b). 

Do  337 7 29 255 2353 (b); 2354 (c); 2357 (o)• 

Do  337 8 29 255 2352 (b) (2); 2357 (d). 

Do  337 9 29 255 2351 (a)-(c) (1); 2361. 

Do  337 10 29 255 2351 (c) (2). 

Do  337 11 29 255 2356. 

Do  337 12 29 256 2357 (1). 

Do  337 13 29 256 2357 (e): 2358 (a). 

Do  337 14 29 256 2355: 2357 (g). 

Do  337 15 29 256 2360. 

Do  337 16 29 256 2358 (b). 

Do  337 17 29 256 2359. 

Do  337 18 29 256 3791 (a) (1). 

1897 
Mar. 3  379 1 49 1944 2903 (a). UL 

Do  379 2 29 627 2904 (a). 

Do  379 3 29 627 2905. 

Do  379 4 29 627 2906 (a). 

Do  379 5 29 627 2907. 

Do  379 6 29 627 2908. 

Do  379 7 29 628 2909. 

Do  
r.,1, o.. 

379 
11 

8 
9 

29 
30 

628 
206 

2911. 
3151 (a), (b). 
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TABLU B.-Statutes included in the Internal Revenue Code-Continued

II. STATUTES AT LARGE

Date

1888
June 1 ...-----

Do----
Do-----
Do-----
Do------
Do----
Do-----
Do -----

Do ----
Do------
Do....----
Do ..-......
Do-----........
Do -----
Do ----
Do........-

Do . .......

1899
Mar. 3 -----

1900
Apr. 12...----

Apr. 17-----

ye 12 -------------Do Apr.------

1901
Mar. 2-----

Do-----
1902

Mar. 8-----
Apr. 12..---

Do-----
May 9--------

Do-----
Do-----

Do..----
Do.----

1906
June 7----------

Do-------
Do---------.

June 21 ..-------
June 22----------
June 29.---------

1907
Mar. 2 .....

1908
May 27....---.---

1909
Feb. 4-----
Mar. 4.-----

Aug. 5--------
Do..----

1910
May 13 .-----
June 22 .---

1911
Mar. 2--------
Mar. 3 -----

Do .----
Mar. 4-------

1912
Apr. 9 ..--------.

Do--.---
Do ---.

Do-----
Do-----
Do------
DO-----
Do----
DO -----
Do -----.--Do ..........

Chapter

448
448
448
448
448
448
448
448

448
448
448
448
448
448
448
448
641
541

424

191

192
339

393

806
814

140
5600

794

500

784

784

784

784

3047
3047
3509
3814
3613

2571

200

6191

6

238
329

191
231
231
237

75
756
75

75
75
75
75
75
76
75

Section

1
31
35
36
37
38
39
40

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

77 B (f)
77(i)

1

3

1
87

1
2

1

4
1
9
2
3
4

6

1
2

1,2

1

1

31
33

."" " "2-

1
289
291

1

1
2
3

4
5
a
7
8
«

10

Volume

37
37
37

37
37
37
37
37
37
37

Page

448
466
467
467
467
468
468
468

469
469
469
469
469
469
469
470
919

1480

1090

77

107
158
177
178

938
956

54
96
99

194
194
194

196
197

216
217
217
387
449

620,621

1260

325

594
1152

109
110

369
590

965
1167
1167
1195

81
81
81

82
82
82
82
82
82
83

2390.

2800 (a) (4); 3360 (a), (b) (1);
3361 (a).

3994; 4016 (a), (b).
3650 (c) (1).
3304 (a)-(c).
3304(d).

3303.
3602; 3615 (e).

3343 (b).
3303.
2380.
2302 (a); 3200.
2301 (a)-(c) (1); 2313.
2320; 2321 (a)-(c) (1); 2322 (a),

(b) (c)-(e); 2323; 2326 (a);
2327 (a), (d); 3206; 3207; 3282;
3791 (a) (1).

2325; 2326 (c); 2327 (b).
2303 (c); 2308 (h); 2324; 2326 (b).

2901 (b).
3070 (a).
3072; 3073 (a).
3275 (a).
3901 (b) (2).
3360 (b) (2).

3070 (b).

3951.

2800 (a) (3).
1823; 1929 (a); 2163; 2181; 2308 (1)

(1); 4047 (e).
2000 (a)-(c) (1); 2002 (a) (2); 2102.
2100 (d); 2110; 2111 (c).

4011 (b).
2840 (a).

3656(a).
3602; 3723(a); 3744; 3745(c); 3992.
4042
3796.

2660.
2663(b)-(e); 2656(g).
261()-(c) (1); 2653 (a) (1), (2);

2656(c).
2656(a), (b); 2657(a).
2656(d).
2656(e); 2657(b).
2656(0; 26567(c), (e).
2652(a)-(c); 2659(a).
2651(e)(2).
2854

I. R. C. section

3303.
2388 (b); 3282.
2380.
3215.
2382 (a) (3), (4); 2386 (a).
2382 (a) (2); 2386 (c).
2382 (a) (5); 2386 (b).
2381 (a)-(c) (1); 2382 (a) (1), (b);

2386 (d); 2388 (a).
2381 (c) (2).
2384; 2386 (f).
2386 (e).
2385.
2383; 2386 (g).
2387.
3791 (a) (1).
2386 (h).
1808 (f).
1808 (e).

Druv CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS 

T,A.BLz B.-Statutes included in the Internal Revenue Code-Continued 

II. STATUTES Al LARGE 

Date Chapter Section Volume Page I. R. C. section 

1898 
June 13  448 1 30 448 3303. 

Do  448 31 30 468 2388 (b); 3282. 
Do  448 35 30 467 2380. 
Do  448 36 30 467 3215. 
Do  448 37 30 467 2382 (a) (3), (4); 2386 (a). 
Do  448 38 30 468 2382 (a) (2); 2386 (c). 
Do  448 39 30 468 2382 (a) (5); 2386 (b). 
Do  448 40 so 468 2381 (a)-(c) (1); 2382 (a) (1), (b); 

2386 (d); 2388 (a). 
Do  448 41 30 469 2381 (c) (2). 
Do  448 42 30 469 2384; 2386 (0. 
Do  448 43 30 469 2386 (e). 
Do  448 44 30 469 2385. 
Do  448 46 30 469 2383; 2386 (g). 
Do  448 46 30 469 2387. 
Do  448 47 30 469 3791 (a) (1). 
Do  448 48 30 470 2386 (h). 

July 1  541 77 B (f) 48 919 1808 (0. 
Do  541 77 (1) 47 1480 1808 (e). 

1899 
Mar. 3  424 1 30 1090 2390. 

1900 
Apr. 12_   191 3 31 77 2800 (a) (4); 3360 (a), (b) (1) 

3361 (a). 
Apr. 17  192 1 31 107 3994; 4015 (a), (b). 

339 87 31 158 3650 (c) (1). iit Efy 12   
393 1 31 177 3304 (a)-(c). 

Do  393 2 31 178 3304 (d). 

1901 
Mar. 2  806 1 31 938 3303. 

Do  814   31 956 3602; 3615 (e). 

1902 
Mar. 8  140 4 32 54 3343 (b). 
Apr. 12  BOO 1 82 96 3303. 

Do  500 9 32 99 2380. 
May 9  784 2 32 194 2302 (a); 3200. 

Do  784 3 32 194 2301 (a)-(c) (1); 2313. 
Do  784 4 32 194 2320; 2321 (a)-(c) (1); 2322 (a) 

(b) (1), (c)-(e); 2323; 2326 (a) 
2327 (a), (d); 3206; 3207; 3282 
3791 (a) (1). 

Do  784 5 32 196 2325; 2326 (c); 2327 (b). 
Do  784 6 32 197 2303 (c); 2308 (h); 2324; 2326 (b). 

1906 
June 7  3048 5 34 216 2901 (b). 

Do  3047 1 34 217 3070 (a). 
Do  3047 2 34 217 3072; 3073 (a). 

June 21  3509   34 387 3275 (a). 
June 22  3514 6 34 449 3901 (b) (2). 
hum 29  3613 1,2 34 620,621 3360 (b) (2). 

1907 
Mar. 2  2571 1 34 1250 3070 (b). 

1908 
May 27  200 1 so 325 3951. 

1909 
Feb. 4  83   35 594 2800 (a) (3). 
Mar. 4  321 335 35 1152 1823; 1929 (a); 2163; 2181; 2308 (1' 

(1); 4047 (e). 
Aug. 5  8 31 38 109 2000 (a)-(c) (1); 2002 (a) (2); 2102 

Do  6 33 36 110 2100 (d); 2110; 2111 (c). 

1910 
May 13  238   so 369 4011 (b). 
Jtme 22  329 2 36 590 2840 (a). 

1911 
Mar. 2  191 1 36 965 3656(a). 
Mar. 3  231 289 so 1167 3602; 3723(a); 3744; 3745(c); 3992. 

Do  231 291 36 1167 4042. 
Mar. 4  937 1 36 1195 3796. 

1912 
Apr. 9  75 1 37 81 2650. 

Do  75 2 37 81 26.53(b)-(e); 2656(g). 
Do  75 3 37 81 2651(a)-(c) (1); 2653 (a) (1), (2) 

2656(c). 
Do  
Do  

75 
75 

4 
6 

37 
37 

82 
82 

2658(a), (b); 2657(a).  
2656(d). 

Do  75 6 37 82 2656(e); 2657(b). 
Do  75 7 37 82 2656(f); 2657(c), (e). 
Do  75 8 37 82 2652(a)-(c); 2659(a). 
Do  75 9 37 Pa 2651(0)(2). 
Do  75 10 37 83 2654. 
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TABLE B.-Statutes included in the Internal Revenue Code-Continued

II. STATUTES AT LARGE

Date

1912
Apr. 9 -...-...

Do..........
Do..-------
Do...------
Do ------
Do ------

Aug. 10 --------
Aug. 24 -------

1913
Mar. 3...........

1914
Jan. 17 - -------

Do ----------
Do . --------
Do ---------
Do..-........

July 18..........
Dec. 17 --........

Do.-.......--
Do-...-......
Do.-........-
Do....----
Do.--------.
Do ..-------
Do -------
Do-------
Do

1915
Mar. 4..----

Do .. ----...

1916
May 10.--------
Aug. 11---------

Do ...-.......
Do .----.-.-.--
Do.----....
Do ..----
Do.....-------
Do...--------
Do -----------
Do -------

1)o.Do----------

o .....--------.Do ---------.--
Do. ---...
Do ------------
Do.....------
)o .----- .-- .

I)o ..--... --

Do .....---------...Do -----------
Do ---------
Do ----------
Do ..-----..--.
I)o ..----- . .
Do -----....
Do .-------.-.-
Do..-------..
Do .-----.--.Do -----------

Do..------...
Sept. 7 --..--

1917
Mar. 2 -----
Oct. 6 ---------

1918
Oct. 1. ---.--

1919
Feb. 24 ----..

Do.-----------
Do ..------...-
Do...----.---
Do..-----
Do --------
Do..........----
Do-----
Do----
Do..........

Chapter

178

18
18
18
18
18

18
18
18
18

Section

11
12
13
14
15
16

8

1
2
3
4
6

---------- i-

2
3
4

5, first
5, second

5, third
5, fourth

5, fifth
5, sixth

6
7
8

10

10, first
10, second

10, third
10, fourth

12

1

1
2
3
4
5

5, first
5, second

5, third
5, fourth
5, fifth

5, sixth

6A
7
8
9

10
10, first

10, second
10,third

10, fourth
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
19
22

9
1

1
600 (a) (4)

O00 (a) (5), (6)
600(c)

602

605
06
607
608

Volume Page

83
83
83
83
83
83

273
487

733

277
277
278
278
278
517
785

786
787
788
788
789
789
789
789
790

1017
1189

87
476
476
476
477
476
476
477
477
477
477
478
478
478
479
479

479
479
480
480
480
480
480
480
481
481
481
481
482
740

954
348

1008

1057
572

1105
1106
1107

1108
1108
1109
1109

I. R. C. section

2655; 2656(j); 2657(d).
2653(a)(3), (4); 2656(h), (i).
2656(k); 2657(f).
2658.
3791(a) (1).
2659(b).
2327(c).
3965(b).

3656(a).

2567(a); 2569(a)-(d)(4).
2569(b).
2567(b)(1).
2568.
2570; 2571.
1300; 1301.
2550(a)-(c)(l); 2552(a), (b); 2653

2555(b); 2558(a); 2559(a); 3220
(a)-(e); 3221(a); 3222(a), (b);
3224(a); 3227(a); 3228; 3797(a)
(1).

2554(a)-(g); 2563; 2564(a), (b).
2555(c)(l).
3224(b).
2556(a); 2557(a), (b)(1); 3228(a).
2551(a)-(c)(1).
3227(b).3

224(c).
2560(a).
2561.

2861 (a).
3341 (c); 3361 (c).

4040.
1931; 1932; 3797 (a) (1).
1920 (a).
1925 (a).
1922 (b).
1922 () (1).
1922 (a) (2).
192 (a) (3).
1922 (a) (4).
1922 (a) (5).
1922 a) (6).
1922 (-).
1923; 1924 (c).
1927 (a).
1927 (b); 1929 (o).
1926 (a), (b) (1).
1921; 1924.
1924 (a) (1).
1924 (a) (2).
1924 (a) (3).
1924 (a) (4).
1920 (b), (c).
1925 (b).
1928; 1934.
1929 (a).
1929 (b).
1930.
1935.
1926 (b) (2); 193.
3802.
2070.

3360 (c).
3916.

2302 (b) (1), (2); 2303 (b); 2304 (b).

3797 (a) (1), (3)-(5), (9), (11)-(15).
2800 (a) (1).
2800 (0.).
2800 (a) (3).
2837 (a); 2848 (a); 2881 (a); 2883

(a).
2800 (a) (5); 2801 (b)-(f).
2160 (a), (b); 2802 (e); 3152 (e).
2829 (a).
3150 (a).

XLV

..

APPENDIX XLV 

T ABLB B.-Statutes included in the Internal Revenue Code-Continued 

IT. STATUTES AT LARGE 

Date Chapter Section Volume Page I. R. C. section 

1912 
Apr. 9  75 11 37 83 2655; 2656(J); 2657(d). 

Do  75 12 37 83 2653(a)(3), (4); 2656(h), (I). 
Do  75 13 37 83 2656(k); 2657(0. 
Do  75 14 37 83 2658. 
Do  75 15 37 83 3791(a) (1). 
Do  75 16 37 83 2659(b). 

Aug. 10  284   37 273 2327(c). 
Aug. 24  355 8 37 487 3965(b). 

1913 
Mar. 3  119   37 733 3656(a). 

1914 
Jan. 17  10 1 as 277 2567(a); 2569(a)-(d)(4). 

Do  10 2 38 277 2569(h). 
Do  10 3 38 278 2567(b)(1). 
Do  10 4 as 278 2568 
Do  10 5 as 278 2570 2571. 

July 18  187   38 517 1300 1301. 
Dec. 17  1 1 as 785 2550 a)-(c)(1); 2552(a), (b); 2553 

2555(b); 2558(a); 2559(a); 372 
(a)-(e); 3221(a); 3222(a), (b) 
3224(a); 3227(a); 3228; 3797(a 
(1). 

Do  1 2 38 786 2551(a)-(g); 2563; 2564(a), (b). 
Do  1 3 38 787 2555(c)(1). 
Do  1 4 38 788 3224(b). 
Do  1 5 38 788 2556(a); 2557(a), (b)(1); 3226(a). 
Do  1 6 38 789 2.551(a)-(c)(1). 
Do  1 7 38 789 3227(b). 
Do  1 8 38 789 3224(c). 
Do  1 10 38 789 2560(a). 
Do  1 12 38 790 2561. 

1915 
Mar. 4  141 I as 1017 2861 (a). 

Do  164   38 1189 3341 (c); 3361 (c). 

1916 
May 10  117 1 39 87 4040. 
Aug. 11  313 2 39 476 1931; 1932; 3797 (a) (1). 

Do  313 3 39 476 1920 (a). 
Do  313 4 39 476 1925 (a). 
Do  313 5 39 477 1922 (b). 
Do  313 5, first 39 476 1922 (a) (1). 
Do  313 5, second 39 476 1922 (a) (2). 
Do  313 5, third 39 477 1922 a) (3). 
Do  313 5, fourth 39 477 1922 a) (4). 
Do  313 5, fifth 39 477 1922 a) (5). 
Do  313 5, sixth 39 477 1922 a) (6). 
Do  313 6 39 478 1922 i. 
Do  313 6 A 19 478 1923; 1924 (c). 
Do  313 7 39 478 1927 (a). 
Do  313 8 39 479 1927 (1)); 1929 (o). 
Do  313 9 39 479 1926 (a), (b) (I). 
Do  313 10 39 480 1921; 1924. 
Do  313 10, first 39 479 1924 (a) (1). 
Do  313 10, second 39 479 1924 (a) (2). 
Do  313 10, third 39 480 1924 (a) (3). 
Do  313 10, fourth 39 480 1924 (a) (4). 
Do  313 11 39 480 1920 (b), (c). 
Do  313 12 39 480 1925 (b). 
Do  313 13 39 480 1928; 1934. 
Do  313 14 39 480 1929 (a). 
Do  313 15 39 481 19ZI (b). 
Do  313 16 39 481 1930. 
Do  313 17 39 481 1935. 
Do  313 19 39 481 1926 (b) (2); 1933. 
Do  313 22 39 482 3802. 

Sept. 7  453   39 740 2070. 

Mar. 2  1917 145 o 39 924 3360 (c). 
Oct. 6  79 1 40 348 3916. 

Oct. 1  1918 178   40 1008 2302 (b) (1), (2); 2303 (b); 2304 00 

Feb. 24 1919 18 1 40 1057 3797 (a) (1), (3)-(5), (9), (11)-(15) 

Do  18 600 (a) (4) 52 572 2800 (a) (1). 

Do  18 600(a) (5),(6) 40 1105 2800 (0. 

Do  18 600 (c) 40 1106 2800 (a) (3). 

Do  18 602 40 1107 2837 (a); 2848 (a); 2881 (a); 28ig 
(a). 

Do  18 605 40 1108 2800 (a) (5); 2801 (b)-(O. 

Do  18 end 40 1108 2160 (a), (b); 2802 (e); 3152 04. 
Do  18 607 40 1109 2829 (a). 
TIn 18 608 40 1109 3150 (a). 
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TABLE B.-Statutes included in the Internal Revenue Code-Continued

II. STATUTES AT LARGE

Date

1919
Feb. 24 -----

Do-----.
Do.------
Do -----------.
Do--
Do ..------
Do--

Do---
Do------
Do-----
Do-----
Do -----
Do -----
Do------
Do. ---- ---
Do -------
Do.--------
Do ----
Do-------
Do -----
Do -----
Do -----
Do .-----
Do .-----.
Do.-----
Do -----
Do .-----.
Do -----
Do----
Do------
Do -----

Mar. 4...---
Oct. 28 --------

Do.... --
Do ....---
Do .....---
Do ......
Do...------
Do ---
Do ---------
Do.......-
Do ------Do.....
Do ---
Do....-----
Do------
Do.. -------
Do...--

1920
May 31 ----------

1921
June 10 ---.-----
Oct. 14 - -----
Nov. 23 ----------

Do ---------
Do.---------
Do----------
Do .---------
Do ----------
Do.--------.
Do.-----
Do.---------
Do.------
Do..........----------
Do........-----
Do .........--
Do -----

1923
Mar. 4..........------

1924
June 2.---._----

Do------
Do-----
Do..........---
Do-------
Do..........-----
Do..........--------
Do----
Do..........----

Do..........-----
Do-----
Do -----..........
Do---.Do..........--

Do ------Do ---------

Chapter

234

234
234
234
234
234
234
234
234
234
234
234
234

Section

609
610
611
612
613
616
617

618 (a)
618 (b)

619
620
621
622
623
624
626
627

1007
1300

1301 (a)
1301 (b)

1304
1305
1307
1308
1309

1310 (c)
1313
1315
1317
1402

6
1
2
3
4
5
8
9

10
11
13
14
15
16
17
18

1

304
---------

227)

2 (102)

2(3)
2(4)
2(5)
2(6)
2(a)

29)
2 (10)

901(b)

1300
1303
1403

322

902
903
904
905

906 (a)
906 ()

CM /A\
234 906 ()
234 907 (a)
234 907 (b)

Volume

43
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45

Page

1109
1109
1110
1957
1111
1111
1111

1113
1959
1113
1113
1114
1114
1114
1114
1115
1115
1132
1140
1140
882
1142
1142
1143
1143
1143
1144
1145
1145
1146
1150
1351

319
319
876
320
320
320
320
320
876
321
321
321
322
322
322

725

24
205
227
227
227
227
227
227
227
227
227
227
285
308
309
321

1444

315
105
106
106
106
106
106
106
871
871
871
872
872
872
872
872

I. R. C. section

3104 (a).
3044 (a)-(c); 3045.
3030 (a) (1) (A).
3031 (a).
3030 (a) (2).
3030 (a) (1) (A), (b) (1); 3040 (a).
3032 (a); 3033 (a); 3034 (a); 3036

(a).
3037 (a).
3038 (a).
3030 (b) (2).
3043 (a).
3041 (a); 3042 (a).
3039 (a).
2817 (a).
2888 (a).
2910 (a).
3157 (a).
2551 (b).
3900.
3915.
3944 (b).
3350; 3351.
3171 (a); 3175.
3172 (a).
3173 (b).
3176 (a).
3179 (a).
3658.
2103 (b); 2112 (b); 3152 (d).
55 (f) (1); 3745 (a); 4047 (a) (1).
3802.
1922 (a) (5), (7); 1927 (b); 1929 (c).
3124 (a) (1), (2).
3100 (a).
3101 (a).
3107.
3112 (a).
3106 (a).
3103.
2834; 3102; 3109; 3110.
3108 (a)-(d); 3124 (a) (1).
3105 (a).
3113 (a).
3115 (a).
3112 (b).
3118.
3122.

1922 (a) (5), (7); 1929 (c).

3945; 3950; 3975; 4015 (b).
2190.
3797 (a (1).
3797 (a 2).
3797 a ( )
3797 a (5).
3797 a (9)
3797 (a (11).
3797 (a)
3797 (a) (1)

3797 (a) (15).
2801(c).
3171 (a); 3175.
3176(a).
3802.

3650 (b); 3940.

813 (a) (1).
1100; 1102 (a).
1102 (b), (c), ().
1102 (e).
1102 (g).
1103 (a), (b).
1101; 1105; 1110.
1103 (d).
1103 (c); 1118 (a).
1118 (b).
1117 (d).
1117 (c).
1117 (e).
1117 ().

11;11121113; ; 111 7 (a).
1117 (b).

ADA
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TABLE B.-Statutes included in the Internal Revenue Code-Continued 

II. STATUTES AT LARGE 

Date Chapter Section Volume Page I. 11. C. section 

1919 
Feb.24  18 609 40 1109 3104 (a). 

Do  18 610 40 1109 3044 (a)-(c); 3045. 
Do  18 611 40 1110 3030 (a) (1) (A). 
Do  18 612 49 1957 3031 (a). 
Do  18 613 40 1111 3030 (a) (2). 
Do  18 616 40 1111 3030 (a) (1) (A), (b) (1); 3040 (a). 
Do  18 617 40 1111 3032 (a); 3033 (a); 3034 (a); 3030 

(a). 
Do  18 618 (a) 40 1113 3037 (a). 
Do  18 618 (b) 49 1959 3038 (a). 
Do  18 619 40 1113 3030 (b) (2). 
Do  18 620 40 1113 3043 (a). 
Do  18 621 40 1114 3041 (a); 3042 (a). 
Do  18 622 40 1114 3039 (a). 
Do  18 623 40 1114 2817 (a). 
Do  18 624 40 1114 2888 (a). 
Do  18 626 40 1115 2910 (a). 
Do  18 627 40 1115 3157 (a). 
Do  18 1007 40 1132 2551 (b). 
Do  18 1300 40 1140 3900. 
Do  18 1301 (a) 40 1140 3915. 
Do  18 1301 (b) 45 882 3944 (b). 
Do  18 1304 40 1142 3350; 3351. 
Do  18 1305 40 1142 3171 (a); 3175. 
Do  18 1307 40 1143 3172 (a). 
Do  18 1308 40 1143 3173 (b). 
Do  18 1309 40 1143 3176 (a). 
Do  18 1310 (c) 40 1144 3179 (a). 
Do  18 1313 40 1145 3658. 
Do  18 • 1315 40 1145 2103 (b); 2112 (b); 3152 (d). 
Do  18 1317 40 1146 55 (f) (1); 3745 (a); 4047 (a) (1). 
Do  18 1402 40 1150 3802. 

Mar. 4  125 6 40 1351 1922 (a) (5), (7); 1927 (b); 1929 (o) 
Oct. 28  85 1 41 319 3124 (a) (1), (2). 

Do  85 2 41 319 3100 (a). 
Do  85 3 49 876 3101 (a). 
Do  85 4 41 320 3107. 
Do  85 5 41 320 3112 (a). 
Do  85 8 41 320 3106 (a). 
Do  8.5 9 41 320 3103. 
Do  85 10 41 320 2834; 3102; 3109; 3110. 
Do  85 11 49 876 3108 (a)-(d); 3124 (a) (1). 
Do  85 13 41 321 3105 (a). 
Do  85 14 41 321 3113 (a). 
Do  85 15 41 321 3115 (a)• 
Do  85 16 41 322 3112 (b). 
Do  85 17 41 322 3118. 
Do  85 18 41 322 3122. 

1920 
May 31  217 1 41 725 1922 (a) (5), (7); 1929 (c)• 

1921 
June 10  18 304 42 24 3945; 3950; 3975; 4015 (b). 
Oct. 14  107   42 205 2190 
Nov. 23  136 2 (1) 42 227 3797 (a (1). 

Do  136 2 (2) 42 227 3797 (a 
1)0  136 2 (3) 42 227 

r). 
3797 a 4). 

Do  136 2 (4) 42 227 3797 a 5). 
Do  136 2 (6) 42 227 3797 a (9). 
Do  136 2 (6) 42 227 3797 a (11). 
Do  136 2 (7) 42 227 3797 a) (12i. 
Do  136 2 (8) 42 227 3797 (a) (13 . 
Do  136 2 (9) 42 227 3797 (a) (14 . 
Do  136 2 (10) 42 227 3797 (a) (15). 
Do  136 601 42 285 2801 (c). 
Do  136 1300 42 308 3171 (a); 3175. 
Do  136 1303 42 309 3176 (a). 
Do  138 1403 42 321 3802. 

1923 
Mar. 4  244   42 1444 3650 (b); 3940. 

1924 
Tune 2  234 322 43 31.5 813 (a) (1). 

Do  234 900 44 105 1100; 1102 (a). 
Do  234 901 (a) 44 106 1102 (b), (c), (1). 
Do  234 901 (b) 44 106 1102 (e). 
Do  234 902 44 106 1102 (g). 
Do  234 903 44 106 1103 (a), (b). 
13o  234 904 44 106 1101; 1105; 1110. 
Do  234 905 44 106 1103 (d). 
Do  234 906 (a) 45 871 1103 (c); 1118 (a). 
Do  234 906 (b) 45 871 1118 (b). 
Do  234 906 (c) 45 871 1117 (8). 
Do  234 906 (d) 45 872 1117 (c). 
Da  234 906 (e) 45 872 1117 (e)• 
Do  234 906 (f) 45 872 1117 (f). 
Do  234 907 (a) 45 872 1111; 111% 1113; 1116; 1117 (a). 
Do  234 907 (b) 45 872 1117 (b). 
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Date

1924
June 2 -----.--...

Do.-----
Do. -----.
Do.----------
Do----------.
Do----
Do ------------Do -----
Do ----------.
Do-----------.
Do -----------
Do .---------.
Do...------

DoDo...------
Do...---------Do......

1926
Feb. 26--------

Do-------
Do-..-.------
Do------------
Do..----------
Do.-----------
Do------------
Do------------
Do--------
Do .--- .---
Do------------
Do ------------
Do ------------
Do ----------
Do -----------
Do ------------
Do .-------
Do----------
Do ----------

Do.
Do.Do.--------
Do-..------
Do.-----------Do ..---....---..
Do --..----.---
Do....-..---.-
Do..----.-----Do.....--------
Do-....----
Do.---------Do ------.----.

Do
Do....Do --.---------
Do ..

l)o - --- -
Do

o - ------
Do -----------
Do .--------
1)o

l)o
l)o .-- .- -
D)o -- ...Do ----. -- .--
Do- .-

D)O --- ----Do--- - --
DoDo
Do-----------

Do ---------.
Do------------
Do.----------
Do- -.------
Do..----------
Do ..----------

Do ------------
Do-----------
Do..----------
Do....----------
Do..---------Do-..----------

Do----------Do -----------
Do------------
Do ------------
Do---------..........
Do-..........-------

Do..........

Chapter

234
234
234
234
234
234
234
234
234
234
234
234
234
234
234
234

27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27

27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27

Volume PSection

907 (c)
907 (d)

907 (e), (f)
907 (g)

908
909 (a)
909 (b)

910
911
912
913

1013 (a)
1016

1031 (a)
1031 (b)

1103

2 (a) (1)
2 (a) (2)
2 (a) (3)
2 (a) (4)
2 (a) (5)
2 (a) (6)
2 (a) (7)
2 (a) (8)
2 (a) (9)

2 (a) (10)
2 (b)

200 (b)
240 (d)
257 (a)

257 (b) (1)
257 (b) (2)
257 (b) (3)

257 (c)
257 (d)
257 (e)

258
Title III

300
300 (d)
301 (a)
301 (b)

302
303 (a)

303 (a) (1)
303 (a) (2)
303 (a) (3)
303 (a) (4)

30:3 (h)
303 (b) (1)
303 (b) (2)
303 (b) (3)

303 (c)
303 (d)
303 (e)
303 (f)

304
304 (a)
304 (h)

305
305 (a)
305 (b)
305 (c)

306
307

308 (a)
308 (b)
308 (c)
308 (d)
308 (e)
308 ()

308 (g)
308 (h)
308 (i)

308 (j)
309

309 (a) (1)
309 (a) (2)

309 (b)
309 (c)
310 (a)
310 (b)

311 (a), (b)
312 (a)-(i)

312 (j)
312 (k)
313 (a)

age I. R. C. section

107 1120.
108 1121.
108 1104.
108 1143.
108 1114.
108 1115 (a).
108 1115 (b).
108 1102(d); 1130; 1131; 1132.
109 1117(g).
873 1119 (a).
873 1119(b).
343 3304 (c).
343 3690.
351 3712.
351 3971.
353 3802.

9 3797 (a) (1).
9 3797 (a) (3).
9 3797 (a) (4).
9 3797 (a) (5).
9 3797 (a) (9).
9 3797 (a) (11).
9 3797 (a) (12).
9 3797 (a) (13).
9 3797 (a) (14).

10 3797 (a) (15).
10 3797 (b).
10 3797 (a) (16).
46 2704 (b) (1).
51 55 (a) (1), (3).
51 55 (d) (1) (A).
51 55 (d) (1) (B).
51 55 (d) (1) (C).
51 55 (b) (1).
51 55(c), (f)(3).
52 55(e).
52 63.
69 800; 801; 802.
69 930.
69 821 (c); 864 (c).
69 810;813(a)(2);860.
70 813(b).
70 811.
72 812.
72 812 (b).
72 812 (c).
72 812 (d).
7 2 812 (a).

72,73 81;1 (a).
73 81i (a) (1).
73 86i1 (a) (2).
73 861i (a) (3).
7:3 8f i (b).
73 812(b);62(a), (b).
73 86:).
74 850.
74 821 (a) (1). (2); 84 (a) (1).
74 820;821 (b) (c);84 (b) (c).
74 864 (a) (2).
74 925; 926; 927.
74 822 (a) (1); 822 (b).
74 822 (a) (2).
74 890 (a).
74 824.
74 870.
75 871 (a) (1).
75 871 (b).
75 871 (c).
75 871 (d).
75 871 (e).
75 871 (f).
76 871 (g).
76 891.
76 871 (h); 890 (b); 893 (b) (3); 3655

(b).
76 871 (i).
76 3655 (b).
76 893 (a) (1).
76 893 (a) (2).
77 893 (b) (1).
77 893 (b) (2).
77 874 (a).
77 875.
77 874 (b).
77 872 (a)-(i).
78 892; 893 (b) (4); 36 b).
79 873.
79 823.
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June 2  234 907 (c) 44 1120. 
Do  234 907 (d) 44 1121. 
Do  234 907 (a), (f) 44 1104. 
Do  234 907 (g) 44 1143. 
Do  234 908 44 1114. 
Do  234 909 (a) 44 1115 (a). 
Do  234 909 (b) 44 1115 (b). 
Do  234 910 44 1102 (d); 1130; 1131; 1132. 
Do  234 911 44 1117 (g). 
Do  234 912 45 1119 (a). 
Do  234 913 45 1119 (b). 
Do  234 1013 (a) 43 3304 (c). 
Do  234 1016 43 3690. 
Do  234 1031 (a) 43 3712. 
Do  234 1031 (b) 43 3971. 
Do  234 1103 43 3802. 

1926 
Feb. 26  27 2 (a) (1) 44 3797 (a) (1). 

Do  27 2 (a) (2) 44 3797 (a) (3). 
Do  27 2 (a) (3) 44 3797 (a) (4). 
Do  27 2 (a) (4) 44 3797 (a) (5). 
Do  27 2 (a) (5) 44 3797 (a) (9). 
Do  27 2 (a) (6) 44 3797 (a) (11). 
Do  27 2 (a) (7) 44 3797 (a) (12). 
Do  27 2 (a) (8) 44 3797 (a) (13). 
Do  27 2 (a) (9) 44 3797 (a) (14). 
Do  27 2 (a) (10) 44 3797 (a) (15). 
Do  27 2 (b) 44 3797 (b), 
Do  27 200 (b) 44 3797 (a) (16). 
Do  27 240 (d) 44 2704 (b) (1). 
Do  27 257 (a) 44 55 (a) (1), (3). 
Do  27 257 (b) (I) 44 55 (d) (1) (A). 
Do  27 257 (b) (2) 44 65 (d) (I) (B). 
Do  27 257 (b) (3) 44 55 (d) (1) (C). 
Do  27 257 (c) 44 55 (b) (1). 
Do  27 257 (d) 44 55 (e), (I) (3). 
Do  27 257 (e) 44 55 (e). 
Do  27 258 44 63. 
DO  27 Title III 44 800; 801; 802. 
Do  27 300 44 930. 
Do  27 300 (d) 44 821 (c); 864 (c). 
Do  27 301 (a) 44 810; 813 (a) (2); 880. 
Do  27 301 (b) 44 813 (b). 
Do  27 302 44 811. 
Do  27 303 (a) 44 812. 
Do  27 303 (a) (1) 44 812 (b). 
Do  27 303 (a) (2) 44 812 (c). 
Do  27 303 (a) (3) 44 812 (d). 
DO  27 303 (a) (4) 44 812 (a). 
Do  27 303 (b) 44 86! (a). 
Do 27 303 (Id (I) 44 Sed (a) (1). 
Do  27 303 (b) (2) 44 861 (a) (2). 
Do  27 303 (b) (3) 44 MI (a) (3). 
Do  27 303 (c) 44 861 (b). 
Do  27 303 (d) 44 812 (b); 862 (a), (b). 
Do  27 303 (e) 44 863. 
Do  27 303 (f) 44 850. 
Do_ 27 304 44 82) (a) (1), (2); 864 (a) (1)• _ 
Do  27 304 (a) 44 820; 821 (b), (c), SCA (b), (c). 

Do  27 304 (b) 44 864 (a) (2). 
Do  27 305 44 925; 926, 927. 
Do  27 305 (a) 44 822 (a) (1); 822 (b). 

Do  27 305 (b) 44 822 (a) (2). 
Do 27 305 (c) 44 890 (a). 

Do  27 306 44 824. 
Do   27 307 44 870. 

Do 27 308 (a) 44 871 (a) (1). 
Do  •  27 308 (b) 44 871 (b), 

Do _ 27 Kg (c) 44 871 (c). 
Do.   27 308 (d) 44 871 (d). 

Do  27 308 (e) 44 871 (e). 

Do  27 308 (1) 44 871 (1). 

Do  27 308 (g) 44 871 (g). 

Do  27 308 (h) 44 891. 

Do  27 308 (i) 44 871 (h); 890 (b); 893 (b) (3); 3655 
(b). 

Do  27 308 (0 44 871 (0. 

Do  27 309 44 3655 (b). 

Do  27 309 (a) (1) 44 893 (a) (1). 

Do  27 309 (a) (2) 44 893 (a) (2). 

Do  27 309 (b) 44 893 (b) (1). 

Do  27 309 (c) 44 893 (b) (2). 

Do  27 310 (a) 44 874 (a). 

Do  27 310 (b) 44 875. 

Do  27 311 (a), (b) 44 874 (b). 

DO  27 312 (a)-(i) 44 872 (a)-(1). 

Do  27 312 (i) 44 892; 893 (b) (4); 3655 (b). 

DO  27 312 (k) 44 873. 
O7 211 (al 44 823. 
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1926
Feb. 26-----

Do..------.
Do..-----.
Do.. ------
Do...------
Do--------
Do..------.
Do -------
Do.-------
Do..--------
Do..------.
Do...------
Do--....--
Do.......-
Do.........
Do..........
Do........
Do........
Do ........
Do-........
Do---....-.
Do........

Do.........
Do...-....

Do.---....
Do...-----

Do..........
Do....----
Do..-....
Do.--...--
Do...-----
Do..------
Do------
Do------
Do..------.
Do...----
Do-----
Do ------------Do------
Do------
Do------
Do-----
Do..-----
Do------
Do------
Do..---
Do-..----

Do----------
Do.-----
Do.--------
Do.-----..
Do...........
Do----
Do.-----
Do.....-----
Do----
Do-----
Do------
Do-------..
Do-----
Do.------

Do------
Do.-------
Do--------
Do----
Do------
Do---------
Do------
Do ----
Do---------
Do-------
Do..------
Do.----

Do------
Do--------
Do.-- .- ......
Do-------
Do..----Do-. ..
Do-----
Do-----
Do ---

Chapter Section

313 (b)
313 (c)
314 (a)
314 (b)

315
316 (a)

316 (b) (1)
316 (b (3)

316 (c)
316 (e)

317
319 (a)
319 (b)
319 (c)
320 (a)
320 (b)
321 (a)
321 (b)
400 (a)
400 (b)
400 (c)
400 (d)

401 (a)
401 (b)

402
403

500 (a) (1)
600 (a (2)
00 (a (3

600 (b) (1)
600 (b) (2

500 (do500 (500 (e
601

o02 (a)
502 (b

600
601 (a)
601 A(b)

602
703

704
708

Title VIII
800
801
802

802 (c)
803
804

80 (l
805 (b

80
7 

(a), (b

808
Sehed. A (1)
Sched. A (2)
Sched. A (3)
Sched. A (5)
Sched. A (6)
Sched. A (7)
Sched. A (8)
Sched. A (9)
Sched. A (10)

900
901
902

1000

1001 (a)
1001 (b)
1001 (C)
1001 (d)
1001 (e)

1002
1003 (a)
1003 (b)
1004 (a)

Volume Page

79
79
79
79
80
80
80
81
81
81
81
84

283
84
85
85
85
85
87
87
87
87

88
88

89
91

91
91
91
91
01
92
92
92
92
92
92
93
93
93
93
93
94
94
94
97

98
99
99
99
99
99

99,100
100
100
100
100
101
101
867
101
101

2030
867
103
103
275
274

1179
104
105
105
105

109
109
873
873
110
760
110
110
liln

I. R. C. section

825 (a).
827 (c).
826 (a).
826 (b), (c).
827.
900 (a).
900(b) (1).
900 (b) (2).
900 (c).
900 (e).
901.
911.
910.
912.
894 (b) (2) (A).
894 (b) (1).
851; 920.
921.
2000 (c); 2001 (a); 2130 (b).
2000 (c) (1).
2111 (d) (2).
2002 (a) (3); 2111 (a) (2); 2112 (a)

(1) (A); 2130 (c).
2000 (a); 2001 (a); 2130 (a).
2100 (a)-(c) (1), (e); 2101; 2111 (b);

2135 (a) (2).
2000 (d); 2001 (a); 2039.
2050 (b); 2052; 2053; 2054; 2055;

206; 20657; 2059; 2060; 2162.
1700 (a).
1700 c).
1700 d).
1700 (b).
1700 (e).
1701 a).
1701 (b), ().
1704.
1702; 1703 (a).
1701 (a).
1710; 1711; 1712.
1715 (a), (b); 1716.
1716 (d) (1).
1716.
1715 (c); 1717.
2700 (a), (b) (1); 2704 (a).
2704 (b) (1).
2704 (b) (2).
2701; 2702 (a); 2706.
2550 (a)-(c) (1); 2551 (c) (1); 2552

(a), (b); 2553; 255 (b); 2568 (a);
269 (a); 3220 (a)-(c); 3221 (a);
3222 (a), (b); 3224 (a); 3227 (a);
8221; 3282; 3797 (a) (1).

2551 (a), (b).
2558 (b) (1).
3483.
1800; 1809 (a); 3480; 3481 (a).
1808 (a)-(d).
1820.
1823
1823.181.1816 (a).
1809 (b) (1181; .
1809 b) (2).
1817 (), ().
1818.
1817 ().
1801.
1802 (a).
1802 (b); 1821 (b) (1), (2).
1806.
1807.
1804; 1821 (b) (3).
3482.
3481 (a).
1805; 1821 (b) (4).
280 (a) (1), (4), (0.
3074 (a).
2800 (e) (3), (4).
1100; 1101; 1102; 1103 (a), (b), (d);

1104; 1105; 1110; 1114; 1116; 1117
(g); 1120; 1121; 1130; 1131; 1132.

1142.
1141 (c) (2).
1145.
1146.
1141 (c) (3).1141 (b).

1141 (a).
1141 c).
1141A (A l

- ___ - --- v .. ^ ., \w.
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Date 

1926 

Chapter Section Volume Page I. R. C. section 

Feb. 26  27 313 (b) 44 79 825 (a). 
Do  27 313 (I 44 79 827 (c). 
Do  27 314 (a 44 79 826 (a). 
Do  27 314 (b 44 79 826 (b), (e). 
Do  27 315 44 80 827. 
Do  27 316 (a) 44 80 900 (a). 
Do  27 316 (b) (1) 44 80 900 (b) (1). 
Do  27 316 (b) (3) 44 81 900 (b) (2). 
Do  27 316 (e) 44 81 900 (c). 
Do  27 316 (e) 44 81 900 (e). 
Do  27 317 44 81 901. 
Do  27 319 (a) 44 84 911. 
Do  27 319 (b) 47 283 910. 
Do  27 319 (e) 44 84 912. 
Do  27 320 (a) 44 85 894 (b) (2) (A). 
Do  27 320 (b) 44 85 894 (b) (1). 
Do  27 321 (a) 44 85 851; 920. 
Do  27 321 (b) 44 85 921. 
Do  27 400 (a) 44 87 2000 (c); 2001 (a); 2130 (b). 
Do  27 400 (b) 44 87 2000 (c) (1). 
Do  27 400 (e) 44 87 2111 (d) (2). 
Do  27 400 (d) 44 87 2002 (a) (3); 2111 (a) (2); 2112 (a) 

(1) (A); 2130 (c). 
Do  27 401 (a) 44 88 2000 (a); 2001 (a); 2130 (a). 
Do  27 401 (b) 44 88 2100 (a)-(c) (1), (e); 2101; 2111 (b); 

2135 (a) (2). 
Do  
Do  

27 
27 

402 
403 

44 
44 

89 
91 

2000 (d); 2601 (a); 2039. 
2)50 (b); 2052; 2053; 2054; 205.5, 

2056; 2057; 2059; 2060; 2162. 
Do  27 500 (a) (1) 44 91 1700 (a). 
Do  27 WO (al (2) 44 91 1700 e). 
Do  27 500 (a (1 44 91 1700 (d). 
Do  27 500 (a (4 44 91 1700 (b). 
Do  27 500 (a (5 44 91 1700 (e). 
Do  27 500 (b) (1) 44 92 1701 (a). 
Do  27 WO (b) (2) 44 92 1701 (b), (c). 
Do  27 500 (ci 44 92 1704. 
Do  27 5(X) (d 44 92 1702; 1703 (a). 
Do  27 500 (e 44 92 1701 (a). 
Do  27 501 44 92 1710; 1711; 1712. 
Do  27 44 93 1715 (a), (b); 1716. 
Do  27 5722 gi 44 93 1715 (d) (I). 
Do  27 502 (c) 44 93 1716. 
Do  27 502 (d) 44 93 1715 (c); 1717. 
Do  27 600 44 93 2700 (a), (b) (1); 2704 (a). 
Do  27 601 (a) 44 94 2704 (b) (1). 
Do  27 601 (b) 44 94 2704 (b) (2). 
Do  27 CO2 44 94 2701; 2702 (a); 2706. 
Do  27 703 44 97 2550 (a)-(c) (1); 25.51 (c) (1); 255: 

(a), (b); 2553; 2555 (b); 2558 (a) 
2559 (a); 3220 (a)-(e); 3221 (a) 
3222 (a), (b); 3224 (a); 3227 (a) 
82:04; 3282; 3797 (a) (1). 

Do  27 701 44 98 2551 (a), (b). 
Do  27 705 44 99 2558 (b) (1). 
Do  27 Title VIII 44 99 3483. 
Do  27 800 44 99 1800; 1809 (a); 3480; 3481 (a). 
13o  27 801 44 99 1808 (a) -(d). 
Do  27 802 44 99 1820. 
Do  27 802 (c) 44 99, 100 1822. 
Do  27 803 44 100 1823. 
Do  
Do  27 27 804 

805 
44 
44 

100 
100 

1816 
1809 (I); 1815. 

Do  27 
805 ,16,, 

44 100 

II). 

1809 (2) 
Do  27 807 (a), (bi 44 101 1817 , (c). 
Do  27 807 (c) 44 101 1818. 
Do  27 808 45 867 1817 (a). 
Do  27 Baled. A (I) 44 101 1801. 
Do  27 Schad. A (2) 44 101 1802 (a). 
Do  27 Sched. A (3) 49 2030 1802 (b); 1821 (b) (1), (2). 
Do  27 &bed. A (5) 45 867 1806. 
Do  27 Sched. A (6) 44 103 1807. 
Do  27 Sched. A (7) 44 103 1804; 1821 (b) (3). 
Do  27 Sched. A (8) 47 275 3482. 
Do  27 Schad. A (9) 47 274 3481 (a). 
Do  27 Sehed.A (10) 48 1179 1805; 1821 (b) (4). 
Do  27 900 44 104 2800 (a) (I), (4), (0. 
Do  27 901 44 105 3074 (a). 
Do  27 902 44 105 2800 (e) (3), (4). 
Do  27 1000 44 105 1100; 1101; 1102; 1103 (a). (b), (d) 

1104; 1105; 1110; 1114; 1115; 111 
(g); 1120; 1121; 1130; 1131; 1132 

Do  27 1001 (a) 44 109 1142. 
Do  27 1001 (b) 44 109 1141 (c) (2). 
Do  27 1001 (c) 45 873 1145. 
Do  27 1001 (d) 45 873 1146. 
Do  27 1001 (e) 44 110 1141 (3). 
Do  27 1002 48 760 1141 13). 

r) 

Do  27 1003 (a) 44 110 1141 a). 
Do  
Iln 

27 
97 

1003 (b) 
Inn4 AO 

44 
IA 

110 
1111 

1141 (e). 
11 AI 1..1 II% 

• 
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TABLE B.-Statutes included in the Internal Revenue Code-Continued

II. STATUTES AT LARGE

Date

1926
Feb. 26 -.-----

Do...-----
Do...------
Do....-----
Do .-----.
Do----.....

Do ---.... -
Do.---------

Do...........

Do....-.......Do........
Do ---------
Do ----------
Do ---------
Do ----------
Do-----------
Do---------

Do.----------
Do - ----
Do.-.......-
Do.---------
Do ..-------
Do.---------

Do..........-

Do---------
Do....-.....

Do.........
Do --........

Do..------

Do....-----
Do ..-------

Do .-----..
Do...------
Do.-----------

Do......- -

Do.-----------
Do-----.....

IDo.----..---
Do...........
Do.-----------
Do........----
Do ---------
Do.-----------

Do......-....

Do..-..-...---
Do ..........
Do..........
Do..-....-- -.

Do ----------.

Do ------------

Do -----Do....------Do ..........
Do-------..........

June 3 ---.........-------.

Feb. 26 ------
Mar. 3 -----

Do----------

1928
May 29. ------..

Do...........
Do...------
Do -----
Do..--- ......
Do-------
Do---------
Do-----
Do..........----
Do--------.-

Chapter

219
348

348

852
852
852
852
852
852
852
852
852
852
832

Section

1004 (b)
1005 (a)

1005 (b), (c)
1005 (d)
1005 (e)

1100

1101
1102 (a)

1102 (b)
1102 (c)
1102 (d)

1103
1104
1105
1107

1108 (a)
1109

1109 (a) (1)
1109 (a) (2)
1109 (a) (3)

1110
1112

1114 (a)

1114 (b)

1114 (c)
1114 (d)

1114 (e)
1114 (f)

1115

1118 (a)
1118 (c)

1119

1120
1121
1123
1124

1127
112S (a)
1128 (11)

1129
1130

1201 (b)
1203 (a)
1203 (h)

1203 (c) (I)-
(3)

1203 (c) (4),
(5)

1203 (c) (6)
1203 (d)
1203 (e)
1203 (f)

1203 (g)
1203 (h)

1213
3

."(a)

4(b)

401 (a)
401 (b)
402 (a)
403 (a)

404
411 (a)
413 (a)
414 (a)
414 (b)

425
441

Volume

44
44
44
44
44
44

44
44

44
44
44
44
44
44
44
48
44

Page

110
110
111
111
111
111

111
112

112
112
112
112
113
113
113
757
114

114
116
114
117
117
118

116

116
117

117
117

118

120
120
120

121
121
121
122

124
124

128
128

12.

128
127
128

127

127

128

128
128
128
128
128
130
689

1248
1382

1382

862
862
862
863
863
865
864
864
864
866
WT7

98907°-39-PT. 1---36

- -....---------- wv Two ,,,-mu, .

I. R. C. section

1133.
1140 (a), (b).
1140 (e).
1140 (d).
1140 (e).
840; 1722; 1837; 2196; 25(;2 (a) -

3175; 3282.
2559 (a); 3176 (a); 3791 (a) (1).
821 (d); 1720; 1835; 2194; .555 (a);

2709; 3171 (a).
3603.
3330.
3632 (b).
3612 (a)-(d) (1), (2), (e), (f); 3634.
3614 (a).
3631.
3790.
3791 (b).
2002 (b) (1); 2301 (c) (2); 2351 (c)

(2); 2381 (c) (2); 2651 (c) (2);
3311.

3312 (a).
3312 (b), (c).
3312 (d).
3748.
3313.
894 (b) (2) (B); 1718; 1821 (a);

2156 (a); 2557 (b) (2)-(4); 2707
(b).

894 (b) (2) (C); 1718; 1821 (a); 2156
(a) 2557 (b) (2)-(4); 2707 (c).

3793 (b) (1).
1718; 1821 (a); 2156 (c); 2557 (b)

(2)-(4); 2707 (a).
3710 (a), (b).
894 (b) (2) (D); 1718; 1821 (a);

2156 (d); 2557 (b) (8); 2707 (d);
3710 (e); 3793 (b) (3).

55 (f) (1); 3600; 3611; 3615 (a)-(c);
3632 (a) (1); 3745 (a); 3797 (a)
(1); 4047 (a) (1).

3656 (b); 3657.
3658.
1719; 2002 (c); 2708; 2550 (c) (3);

3172(a); 3281.
1715 (d) (2); 2703 (a).
2135 (a) (1), (3); 2137; 2705.
3325.
2103 (b); 2112 (b); 2802(b); 3030

(b) (1); 3152 (d).
3679.
3712.
3971.
371:1.
3714 (b).
31X5; 3906; 3910; 3911.
5,w); .w1i (a).
5801 (b), (c).
5011 (a).

5011 (b).

5011 (c).
55 (d) (2).
5002; 5003.
5010 ().
5001 (d).
5004.
3802.
1130 (b).

192 (c).
2550 (c) (1), (3); 2551 (a), (c) (1);

2554 (a)-(g); 2555 (a), (b); 2558
(b) (1); 2559 (a); 2560 (a); 2569
(b), (d) (1)-(4).

2606.

861 (a) (1).
800; 801; 802.
875.
900 (c).
813 (a) (1).
1700 (a) (1).
1710; 1711; 1712.
1716.
1715 (d) (1).
2111 (a) (1), (f); 2170 (a).
180 .\-tfd).
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Date Chapter Section Volume Page L R. C. section 
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0
0
0
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0
0
0
0
0
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0
 
0
 
0
0
0
0
0
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
 
0
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0
0
=
7
'
 

,
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
v
 
o
 

wt
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4
'
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
 
0
0
0
0
 
0
0
0
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o
o
 
o
o
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0
0
0
0
0
0
 

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
 
o
o
 
0
0
0
0
0
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„
 

..,
 

0
 

§
 

0
 

g
 

27 1004 (b) 44 110 1133. 
27 1005 (a) 44 110 1140 (a), (b). 
27 1005 (b), (c) 44 111 1140 (c). 
27 1005 (d) 44, 111 1140 (d). 
27 1005 (e) 44 111 1140 (e). 
27 1100 44 111 840; 1722; 1837; 2196; 2562 (a)'"-*" 

3175; 3282. 
27 1101 44 111 2559 (a); 3176 (a); 3791 (a) (1). 
27 1102 (a) 44 112 821 (d); 1720; 1835; 2194; '.:555 (a); 

2709; 3171 (a). 
27 1102 (b) 44 112 3603. 
27 1102 (c) 44 112 3330. 
27 1102 (d) 44 112 3632 (b). 
27 1103 44 112 3612 (a)-(d) (1), (2), (e), (0; 3634 
27 1104 44 113 3614 (a). 
27 1105 44 113 3631. 
27 1107 44 113 3790. 
27 1108 (a) 48 757 3791 (b). 
27 1109 44 114 2002 (b) (1); 2301 (c) (2); 2351 (c) 

(2); 2381 (0) (2); 2651 (c) (2) 
3311. 

27 1109 (a) (1) 44 114 3312 (a). 
27 1109 (a) (2) 44 114 3312 (b), (c). 
27 1109 (a) (3) 44 114 3312 (d). 
27 1110 44 114 3748. 
27 1112 44 115 3313. 
27 1114 (a) 44 116 894 (b) (2) (B); 1718; 1821 (a) 

2156 (a); 2557 (b) (2)-(4); 270; 
(b). 

27 1114 (b) 44 116 894 (b) (2) (C); 1718; 1821 (a); 215( 
(a); 2557 (b) (2)-(4); 2707 (c). 

27 1114 (c) 44 116 3793 (b) (1). 
27 1114 (d) 44 117 1718; 1821 (a); 2156 (c); 2557 (b) 

(2)-(4); 2707 (a). 
27 1114 (e) 44 117 3710 (a), (b). 
27 1114 (1) 44 117 894 (b) (2) (1)); 1718; 1821 (a) 

2156 (d); 2557 (b) (8); 2707 (d) 
3710 (c); 3793 (b) (3). 

27 1115 44 118 55 (f) (I); 3600; 3611; 3615 (a)-(c) 
3632 (a) (1); 3745 (a); 3797 (a; 
(1); 4047 (a) (I). 

27 1118 (a) 44 120 3656 (b); 3657. 
27 1118 (c) 44 120 3658. 
27 1119 44 120 1719; 2002 (c); 2708; 2550 (c) (3) 

3172 (a); 3281. 
27 1120 44 121 1715 (d) (2); 2703 (a). 
27 1121 44 121 2135 (a) (1), (3), 2137; 2705. 
27 1123 44 121 3325. 
27 1124 44 122 2103 (b); 2112 (b), 1NO2 (b); 303( 

(b) (I); 3152 (d). 
27 1127 44 124 3679. 
27 1128 (al 44 124 3712. 
27 1128 (b) 44 121 3971. 
27 1129 44 125 3713. 
27 1130 44 125 3714 (b). 
27 1201 (h) 44 126 3905; 3906; 3910; 3911. 
27 1203 (a) 44 127 5000; 5001 (a). 
27 1203 (b) 44 127 5001 (b), (c). 
27 1203 (e) (1)- 44 127 5011 (a). 

(3) 
27 1203 (c) (4), 44 127 5011 (b). 

(5) 
27 1203 (c) (6) 44 127 5011 (c). 
27 1203 (d) 44 128 55 (d) (2). 
27 1203 (e) 44 128 5002; 5003. 
27 1203 (0 44 128 5010 (b). 
27 1203 (g) 44 128 5001 (d). 
27 1203 (h) 44 128 5004. 
27 1213 44 130 3802. 
457 3 44 689 1130 (b). 

219   44 1248 1922 (c). 
348 4 (a) 44 1382 2550 (c) (1), (3); 2551 (a), (c) (1) 

2554 (a)-(g); 2555 (a), (b); 258 
(b) (1); 2559 (a); 2560 (a); 2561 
(b), (d) (1)-(4). 

348 4 (b) 44 1382 2606. 

852 401 (a) 45 862 861 (a) (1). 
852 401 (b) 45 862 800; 801; 802. 
852 402 (a) 45 862 875. 
8.52 403 (a) 45 863 900 (c). 
852 404 45 863 813 (a) (1). 
852 411 (a) 45 865 1700 (a) (1). 
852 413 (a) 4,5 864 1710; 1711; 1712. 
852 414 (a) 45 864 1716. 
852 414 (b) 45 864 1715 (d) (1). 
852 
4.0 

425 
All 

45 
AR 

866 
SA7 

2111 (a) (I), (0; 2170 (s). 
151115i (<11-M1 0.0 

98907°-39---pr. 1-36 



CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS

TABLE B.-Statutes included in the Internal Revenue Code-Continued

II. STATUTES AT LARGE

Date

1928
May 29 -----

Do-----
Do........--
Do...------

Do --.......
Do --
Do------...
Do-.........
Do.---
Do----
Do.....-.....
Do....-----
Do.....---
Do--........
Do.........
Do---
Do -----

Do--------
Do--.....-...
Do --
Do..-..-....
Do---
Do --
Do --

Do --
Do-----Do ------

Do-----
Do------
Do --
Do ------.........
Do ------
Do -------.........
Do------
Do.-------
Do........----
Do.........---
Do--
Do ---
Do-----
Do-..........
Do..........----
Do - ------

Do..........----
Do..........-----Do ------------
Do- -----
Do------

1929

Mar. 2 ...........

Do..........----
Do ..........Do--Do ..-..-.-----

1930
May 27 .------.
June 14 ------
June 17 .-------

Do -----
Do...----
Do .-----
Do------
Do ..........-----
Do .----

July 10 ..........--
Dec. 16 -------

1931
Mar. 3
Mar. 4------

Do..........-----

1932
May 17 -----.- ,

June 6 --...........----
Do..........-----
Do-----..........-
Do..-..--
Do..-----........
Do..----........
Do ----------

Chapter

852
852
852
852

852
852
852
852
852
852
852
852
852
852
852
852
852

852
852
852
852
852
852
852
852
852
852
852
852

862
852
852
852
852
852
852852
852
852
852
852
852
852
852

852852

901

810

510
510
510

342
488
497
497
497
497
497
497
497
882
15

441
520
520

190

209
209
209
209
209
209
209

Section

442
443

451 (b)
601

602
603
604

606 (a)
606 (b)

607
608
609

610 (a)
610 (b)
610 (c)
610 (d)
613 (a)

613 (b)
614 (B)
614 (b)

616
617 (a)
617 (b)

618
619 (a)
619 (b)
619 (c)
619 (d)

701 (a) (1)
7

0
1 (a) (2)

701 (a) (3)
701 (a) (4)
701 (a) (5)
701 (a) (7)
701 (a) (8)
701 (a) (9)

701 (a) (10)
701 (a) (11)
701 (a) (12)
701 (a) (13)
701 a) (14)

701 (b)
709
710
712
713
715

3

1

2
a
4

8
3(b)

301
302
311

313 (d)
313 (i) (3)

317
652

2

401 (a)
401 (b)
401 (c)

402
403

501 (a)
501 (b)

Volume

45
46
45

46
40
46
46
49
49
46
46
46
46
46

46
46
46

47

47
47
47
47
47
47
47

Page

867
867
868
871

873
873
873
874
874
874
874
875
875
875
756
875
875

875
876
877
877
877
877
878
878
878
878
878
878
878
878
878
879
879
879
879
879
879
879
879
879
879
882
882
882
882
883
996

1496

1496
1496
1496

430
586
686
686

1960
1960
695
696
763
1022
1029

1510
1549
1549

158

243
243
243
245
245
245
245

I. R. C. section

1806.
1817 (a).
3030 (a) (1) (A).
1103 (c); 1111; 1112; 1113; 1116;

1117 (a)-(f); 1118.
1119.
1145; 1146.
900 (d); 3653 (b).
3760 (a).
3760 (b).
3770 (a) (2).
3774 (a), (b).
3775.
3746 (a).
3746 (b).
3746 (c).
3746 (d).
3670; 3671; 3672; 3673; 3674; 3675;

3676; 3677.
827 (a).
3771 (a). (b).
3771 (c).
3762.
3633 (a).
3800.
3614 (a).
3312.
3770 (a) (1).
3313.
3634.
3797 (a) (1).
3797 (a)(3).
3797 (a) 4).
3797 (a) (5).
3797 (a) (6).
3797 (a) (7).
3797 (a) (8).
3797 (a) (9).
3797 (a) (11).
3797 (a) (12).
3797 (a) (13).
3797 (a) (14).
3797 (a) (15).
3797 (b).
3726.
3777.
3901 (b) (1).
3944 (b).
3802
3770 (a) (1), (b); 3776.

2801 (a) (2), (d) (1), (2); 2813 (a);
2820 (a); 2138; 2854; 2861 (a);
2182 (a); 21)1 (b); 290 (a);
2914 (a); 2915 (a); 042 (o);
3044 (a)-(c); 4010 (a); 4011 (a);
4013 (a), (c); 4014 (a); 4016 (a);
4017 (a); 402 (a); 4021 (b).

4019.
4012 (a).
4022.

4012 (a); 4013 (c); 4022.
2606.
3340; 3341 (a), (b); 3342; 3343 (a).
3361 (b).
3178.
3179 (b).
3179 (b).
2197 (b).
3802.
2300.
1823; 1929 (a); 2163; 2181; 2308 (i)

(1); 4047 (e).

2198.
2302 (a).
2301 (a)-(c), (1); 2313.

2564 (a); 2800 (a) (4); 3360 (a),
(b) (2), (c); 3361.

935 (a).
935 (b);
936 (c).
936&
937.
1000 (a).
1000 (b).

CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS 

TABLE B.-Statutes included in the Internal Revenue Code-Continued 

II. STATUTES AT LARGE 

Date Chapter Section Volume Page I. R. C. section 

1928 
May 29  852 442 45 867 1806. 

Do  852 443 45 867 1817 (a). 
Do  852 451 (b) 45 868 3030 (a) (1) (A). 
Do  852 601 45 871 1103 (c); 1111; 1112; 1113; 1116; 

1117 (a)-(7); 1118. 
Do  852 602 45 873 1119. 
Do  852 603 45 873 1145; 1146. 
Do  852 604 45 873 900 (d); 3653 (b). 
Do  852 606 (a) 45 874 3760 (a). 
Do  852 606 (b) 45 874 3760 (b). 
Do  852 607 45 874 3770 (a) (2). 
Do  852 608 45 874 3774 (a), (b). 
Do  852 609 45 875 3775. 
Do  852 610 (a) 45 875 3746 (a). 
Do  852 610 (b) 45 875 3746 (b). 
Do  852 610 (c) 48 756 3746 (c). 
Do  852 610 (d) 45 875 3746 (d). 
Do  852 613 (a) 45 875 3670; 3671; 3672; 3673; 3674; 3675; 

3676; 3677. 
Do  852 613 (b) 45 875 827 (a). 
Do  852 614 (a) 45 876 3771 (a). (1)). 
Do  852 614 (b) 45 877 3771 (c). 
Do  852 616 45 877 3762. 
Do  852 617 (a) 45 877 3633 (a). 
Do  852 617 (s) 45 877 3800. 
Do  852 618 45 878 3614 (a). 
Do  852 619 (a) 45 878 3312. 
Do  
Do  

852 
852 

619 (b) 
619 (e) 

45 
45 

878 
878 

3770 (a) (1).  
3313. 

Do  852 619 (d) 45 878 3634. 
Do  852 701 (a) (1) 45 878 3797 (a) (1). 
Do  852 701 (a) (2) 45 878 3797 (a) (3). 
Do  862 701 (a) (3) 45 878 3797 (a) (4). 
Do  852 701 (a) (4) 45 878 3797 (a) (5). 
Do  852 701 (a) (5) 45 879 3797 (a) (6). 
Do  852 701 (a) (7) 45 879 3797 (a) (7)• 
Do  852 701 (a) (8) 45 879 3797 (a) (8). 
Do  852 701 (a) (9) 45 879 3797 (a) (9). 
Do  852 701 (a) (10) 45 879 3797 (a) (11). 
Do  852 701 (a) (11) 45 879 3797 (a) (12). 
Do  852 701 (a) (12) 45 879 3797 (a) (13). 
Do  852 701 (a) (13) 45 879 3797 (a) (14). 
Do  852 701 (a) (14) 45 879 3797 (a) (15). 
Do  852 701 (b) 45 879 3797 (b). 
Do  852 709 45 882 3726. 
Do  852 710 45 882 3777. 
Do  852 712 45 882 3901 (b) (1). 
Do  852 713 45 882 3944 (b). 
Do  852 715 45 883 3802. 
Do  901 3 45 996 3770 (a) (1), (b); 3776. 

1929 
Mar. 2  510 1. 45 1496 2801 (a) (2), (d) (1), (2); 2813 (a) 

2820 (a); 2838; 2854; 2861 (a) 
2882 (a); 2901 (b); 2994 (a) 
2914 (a); 2915 (B?: 3042 flO 
3944 (a)-(c); 4010 a); 4011 a) 
4013 (a), (c); 4014 a); 4016 (a) 
4017 (a); 4020 (a); 4021 (b). 

Do  510 2 45 1496 4019. 
Do  510 3 45 1496 4012 (a). 
Do  510 4 45 1496 4022. 

1930 
May 27  342 8 46 430 4012 (a); 4013 (c); 4022. 
June 14  488 3 (b) 48 586 2606. 
June 17  497 301 46 686 3340; 3341 (a), (b); 3342; 3343 (a). 

Do  497 302 46 666 3361 (b). 
Do  497 311 49 1960 3178. 
Do  497 313 (d) 49 1960 3179 (b). 
Do  497 313 (i) (3) 46 695 3179 (b). 
Do  497 317 46 696 2197 (b). 
Do  497 652 46 763 3802. 

July 10  882 1 46 1022 2300. 
Dec. 16  15   46 1029 1823; 1929 (a); 2163; 2181; 2398 (i) 

1931 
(1); 4047 (e). 

Mar. 3  441   48 1510 2198. 
Mar. 4  520 1 46 1549 2302 (a). 

Do  520 2 46 1549 2301 (a)-(c), (1); 2313. 

1932 
May 17  190   47 158 2564 (a); 2800 (a) (4); 3360 (a). 

June 6  209 401 (a) 47 243 
(b) (2), (c); 3361. 

935 (a). 
Do  209 401 (b) 47 243 935 (b). 
Do  209 401 (c) 47 243 935 (c). 
Do  209 402 47 245 936. 
Do  209 403 47 245 937. 
Do  209 501 (a) 47 245 1000 (a). 
Do  209 501 (b) 47 245 1000 (b). 
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TABLE B.-Statutes included in the Internal Revenue Code-Continued

II. STATUTES AT LARGE

Date

1932
June 6 -------

Do ----------
Do.. --------
Do. --------
Do --------
Do .- -------
Do.-----------
Do.-----------
Do.-----------
Do -----------
Do..----------
Do-----------
Do------------
Do.-----------
Do......------
Do-----------
Do------------
Do.......----
Do------------
Do --..- ..---
Do ----------
Do----------.
Do -----------
Do -----------
Do ------------
Do ...-....
Do ----------

Do.........Do-----------
Do.----------
Do------------
Do -----------
Do----------.
Do----------.
Do ---------
Do.. -------
Do-----------.
Do---------. .
Do----------..
Do.-----------
Do.----------
Do----------.
Do.-----
Do ---------
Do -----------
Do -----------Do-----------

Do -----------Do----------
Do-----------

Do..--......
Do -----------
Do.----------
Do ----------
Do -----------
Do -----------.
Do.----------.
Do.-----------
Do.-----------
Do.----------.
Do.-----------
Do.-----------
Do..---------.
Do ..........---
Do.----------.
Do -----------
Do -----------
Do -----------
Do.----------.
Do ----------.
Do -----------
Do..........----------
Do.----------
Do .---.--.

Do---------..

Do.-----------
Do -----------
Do----------.
Do----------
Do-----------
Do -----------
Do----------
Do---------
Do----------

Do ------------

Do -------Do-- ---

Do------Do --------.
Do----------Do-----
Do----------

Chapter

209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209

Section

502
503

504 (a)
504 (b)

505
506
507
508
509
510
511
512
513
514
515
516
517
518
520
521
522
523
524
525
526
527
528
529
530
531

601 (a)
601 (b)
601 (c)

601 (c) (1)
601 (c) (4)
601 (C) (5)
601 (C) (6)
601 (c) (7)
601 (c) (8)

602
603
604
606
607
608
609
610
611
612
614
616

617 (a)
617 (b)

617 (c) (1)
617 (c) (2)

617 (d)
617 (e)

618
619 (a)-(c)

620
621 (a) (1),(2)

621 (a) (3)
621 (b)
621 (c)
621 (d)

622
623
624

625 (a)
625 (b)
626 (a)
626 (b)

627
628
629
630

701 (a)
701 (c)

702
711 (a)
711 (b)
711 (c)
711 (e)
721 (a)
722 (a)

724
724 (a)
724 (c)

725
731 (a), (b)

731 (c)

Volume

47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
48
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
48
48
48
47
48
48
48
47
47
48
47
49
47
49
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
48
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47

Page

246
247
247
247
247
248
248
249
249
249
250
250
250
252
253
253
254
254
254
255
255
255
255
256
256
257
258
258
259
259
259
259
259
259
260
260
260
260
762
261
261
261
261
263
263
263
264
264
264
264
256
764
764
267
765
765
765
267
267
255

267, 268
1025

268
1026
268
268
268
269
269
269
269
269
269
269
270
256
270
270
270
271
271
271
271
272
272
274
274
274
275
275
276

I. R. C. section

1001 (a).
1002.
1003 (a).
1003 (b).
1004.
1005.
1006.
1007.
1008.
1009.
1010.
1011.
1012.
1013.
1014.
1015.
1016.
1017.
1019.
1020.
1021.
1022.
1023; 3655 (b).
1024.
1025; 3653 (b).
1026.
1027.
1028.
1029.
1030; 1001 (b).
2490; 3420.
2493; 3430.
2490; 3420.
3413.
3422.
3423.
3424.
3425.
2491.
3400.
3401.
3402.
3403.
3404.
3405.
3406.
3407.
3408.
3409.
3410.
241l.
3412 (a).
3412 (b).
3412 (c) (1).
3412 (c) (2).
3412 (d).
3412 (e).
3440.
3441 (a)-(c).
3442.
3443 (a) (1), (2).
3443 (a) (3).
3443 (b).
3443 (c).
3443 (d).
3444 (a).
3445.
3446.
3447 (a).
3447 (b).
3448 (a).
3448 (b).
3449.
2494; 3431; 3450.
3452.
3451.
3465.
3466.
3467.
1700 (a).
1

7
00 (c).

1701 (a).
1700 (a (1).
1801.
1802 (a).
3483.
3481 (a).
3481 (b).
3482.
3460.
3461.
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II. STATUTES AT LARGE 

Date Chapter Section Volume Page I. R. C. section 

1932 
June 6  209 502 47 246 1001 (a). 

Do  209 503 47 247 1002. 
Do  209 504 (a) 47 247 1003 (a). 
Do  209 504 (b) 47 247 1003 (b). 
Do  209 505 47 247 1004. 
Do  209 506 47 248 1005. 
Do  209 507 47 248 1006. 
Do  209 508 47 249 1007. 
Do  209 509 47 249 1008. 
Do  209 510 47 249 1009. 
Do  209 511 47 250 1010. 
Do  209 512 47 250 1011. 
Do  209 513 47 250 1012. 
Do  209 514 47 252 1013. 
Do  209 515 47 253 1014. 
Do  209 516 47 253 1015. 
Do  209 517 47 254 1016. 
Do  209 518 47 254 1017. 
Do  209 520 47 254 1019. 
Do  209 521 47 255 1020. 
Do  209 522 47 255 1021. 
Do  209 523 47 255 1022. 
Do  200 524 47 255 1023; 3655 (b). 
Do  209 525 47 256 1024. 
Do  209 526 47 256 1025; 3653 (b)• 
Do  209 527 47 257 1026. 
Do  209 528 47 258 1027. 
Do  299 529 47 258 1028. 
Do  209 530 47 259 1029 
Do  209 531 47 259 1030 1001 (b). 
Do  209 601 (a) 47 259 2490 3420. 
Do  209 601 (b) 47 259 2493 3430. 
Do  209 601 (c) 47 259 2490 3420. 
Do  209 601 (c) (1) 47 259 3413. 
Do  209 601 (c) (4) 47 260 3422. 
Do  209 601 (c) (5) 47 260 3423. 
Do  209 601 (c) (6) 47 260 3424. 
Do  209 601 (c) (7) 47 260 3425. 
Do  209 601 (c) (8) 48 762 2491. 
Do  209 602 47 261 3400. 
Do  209 603 47 261 3401. 
Do  209 604 47 261 3402. 
Do  209 606 47 261 3403. 
Do  209 607 47 263 3404. 
Do  209 608 47 263 3405. 
Do  209 609 47 263 3406. 
Do  209 610 47 264 3407. 
Do  209 611 47 264 3408. 
Do  209 612 47 264 3409. 
Do  209 614 47 264 0410. 
Do  209 616 48 256 -3411„ 
Do  209 617 (a) 48 764 3412 (a). 
Do  209 617 (b) 48 764 3412 (0. 
Do  209 617 (c) (1) 47 267 3412 (c) (1). 
Do  209 617 (c) (2) 48 765 3412 (c) (2). 
Do  209 617 (d) 48 765 3412 (d). 
Do  209 617 (e) 48 765 3412 (e). 
Do  209 618 47 267 3440. 
Do  209 619 (a)-(c) 47 267 3441 (a)-(c)• 
Do  209 620 48 255 3442. 
Do  209 621 (a) (1),(2) 47 267,268 3443 (a) (1), (2). 
Do  209 621 (a) (3) 49 1025 3443 (a) (3). 
Do  209 621 (b) 47 268 3443 (b). 
Do  209 621 (c) 49 1026 3443 
Do  209 621 (d) 47 268 

r). 
3443 d). 

Do  209 622 47 268 3444 a). 
Do  209 623 47 268 3445. 
Do  209 624 47 269 3446. 
Do  209 625 (a) 47 269 3447 (a). 
Do  209 625 (b) 47 269 3447 (b). 
Do  209 626 (a) 47 269 3448 (a). 
Do  209 626 (b) 47 269 3448 (b). 
Do  209 627 47 269 3449. 
Do  209 628 47 269 2494; 3431; 3450. 
Do  209 629 47 270 3452. 
Do  209 630 48 256 3451. 
Do  209 701 (a) 47 270 3465. 
Do- - --   209 701 (c) 47 270 3466. 
Do  209 702 47 270 3467. 
Do  209 711 (a) 47 271 1700 (a). 
Do  209 711 (b) 47 271 1700 (c). 
Do  299 711 (c) 47 271 1701 (a). 
Do  209 711 (e) 47 271 1700 (a) (1). 
Do  209 721 (a) 47 272 1801. 
Do  209 722 (a) 47 272 1802 (a). 
Do  209 724 47 274 3483. 
Do  209 724 (a) 47 274 3481 (a). 
Do  209 724 (c) 47 274 3481 (b). 
Do  209 725 47 275 3482. 
Do  209 731 (a), (b) 47 275 3460. 
Do  209 731 (c) 47 276 3461. 
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II. STATUTES AT LARGE

Date

1932
June 6..---------.

Do.........
Do..-. ......
Do...-----
Do..-......
Do.--------
Do-.-------..
Do...-----
Do...-----
Do--....
Do.....-....
Do.........-
Do .........
Do---.....-
Do .----
Do-------
Do..........
Do.........
Do...-----
Do........
Do....-----
Do-------..
Do ........
Do------.
Do..------.
Do --------
Do .-------
Do-----.
Do-----
Do..-----.-
Do.--------
Do.--------
Do.......
Do-----
Do........-----
Do ----
Do..----.
Do----- .
Do------ .
Do........----
Do-----
Do------ .
Do- ..
Do-----
Do.----
Do.----
Do-----
Do.----
Do- ..

June 13.---------
June 30 --------.--

1933
Feb. 24- ....

Do-........
Do........

Mar.1-----
Mar. 3-...--..

Do ........---

June 16-----------

Do.. ...-
Do..----
Do-----
Do........------
Do........-------
Do........----

1934
Jan. 11.------

Do-----
Do.------
Do------
Do........---
Do........
Do........----
Do----
Do ----
Do-----
Do --------
Do.----

Mar. 27-----
May 10----

Do--------........
Do ........--
Do --....-
Do --..
Don

Chapter

209

209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209209

209209

209209

209
209
209
209209
209
209
209
209
209209

246
314

116

116
116
146
204
212

90

90
96
96
96
96
90

1

1

95
277
277
277
277
277
277

Section

741 (a)
741 (b)
741 (c)

771
772
773
774
801
802

803 (a)
803 (b)
803 (c)

804
805

806 (a)
806 (b)

807
808 (a)
808 (b)

809
810

811 (a)
811 (b)

901
902
903
904

1101
1102

1103 (a)
1104
1106

1106 (a)
1108

11i1 (a) (1)

1111 (a) (2)
1111 (a) (3)1111 (a) (4)
1111 (a) (5)
1111 (a) (6)
1111 (a) (8)
1111 (a) (9)

1111 (a) (10)
1111 (a) (11)
1111 (a) (12)
1111 (a) (13)
1111 (a) (14)

1111 (b)
1112

207

1

2 (a)
2 (b)

1i
16

Ex. Or. 6166,

Ex. Or. 033,
S1(a)

212

2]9
1

4 (a)
4 (b)

6
6 (a)

2

10 (e)

4

9 (a)

201
203
204
205
206
207

3
401
402
403

403 (a)
403 (b)
403 (c)

Volume

47

47
47
47
47
47

48

48
48
48
48
48
48

48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
JO

Page

276
276
276
277
277
277
278
278
278
279
279
280
280
280
281
281
282
282
282
283
283
284
284
284
284
285
285
286
286
286
287
758
287
288
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
302
405

902

902
903

1413
1480
1518

206

209
254
255
255
255
256

313
313
313
314
315
315
316
316
317
317
317
317
505
752
753
753
753
753

I. R. C. section

1850.
1857.
1851 (a); 1852; 1853 (b).
1853 (a), (c); 3470.
1854; 3471.
1855; 3472.
1856; 3473.
813 (a) (2).
813 (b).
811 (c).
811 ().
827 ).
812 (b).
812 (b).
812 (c).
861 (a) (2).
812 (d; 861 (a) (3).
822 (a) (2).
871 (h) 890 (b); 893 (b) (3).
827 (a).
910.
925; 926; 927.
800;801; 802.
1250.
1251.
1252.
1253.
1142.
1133.
3772 (a) (1), (2), (b).
3770 (a) (3).
3660
3313.
3748.
3797 (a) (1).
3797 (a) (3).
3797 (a) 2).
3797 (a) 4).
3797 (a) (5).
3797 (a) ().
3797 (a) (7).
3797 (a) (8).
3797 (a) 9).
3797 (a) 11).
3797 (a) (12).
3797 (a) (13).
3797 (a) (14).
3797 (b).
3802.
3447 (a).
1130 (b).

2302 (b) (1). (2);2303 (b);2304 (b);
2308 (a).

2322 (b) (1).
2323 (c); 2326 (a) (1).
1817 a).
1808 e).

(2806 0; 3679 (a); 3705; 3740;3743;
. 3761 (a), (b).

4013 (a).

1700 (a) (1); 1801; 1802 (a); 3403;
3451; 3460; 3405; 3481 (b).

1700 (a) (1).
3452; 3482.
3442.
3413.
3451.
3411; 3441 (d);3444 (b);3447(c).

2800 (a) (1).
2887.
2846 (a).
3150 (a).
3250 (c) (1);3254 (d).
2809 (b)(2), (e).
2803 (a).
2803 (b) (c).
2803 (e).
2S03(d).
2803 ().
2803 (g).
650; 651.
811 (d) (2)-(4).
812 (c); 861 (a) (2).
937.
812.
861 a).
eel fM-.
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TABLE B.-Statutes included in the Internal Revenue Code-Continued 

IL STATUTES AT LARGE 

Date Chapter Section Volume Page I. R. C. section 

1932 
June 6   209 741 (a) 47 276 1850. 

Do  209 741 (b) 47 276 1857. 
Do  239 741 (c) 47 276 1851 (a); 1852; 1853 (b). 
Do  209 771 47 277 1853 (a), (c); 3470. 
Do  209 772 47 277 1854; 3471. 
Do  209 773 47 277 1855; 3472. 
Do  209 774 47 278 1856; 3473. 
Do  209 801 47 278 813 (2). 
Do  209 802 47 278 813 b). 

r) 

Do  209 803 (a) 47 279 811 c). 
Do  209 803 (b) 47 279 811 
Do  209 803 (c) 47 280 

L). 
827 ). 

Do  209 804 47 280 812(b). 
Do  209 805 47 280 812 (b). 
Do  209 806 (a) 47 281 812 (c). 
Do  209 806 (b) 47 281 861 (a) (2). 
Do  209 807 47 282 812 (d); 861 (a) (3). 
Do  209 808 (a) 47 282 822 (a) (2). 
Do  209 808 (b) 47 282 871 (h); 890 (b); 593 (I)) (3). 
Do  209 809 47 283 827 (a). 
Do  209 810 47 283 910. 
Do  209 811 (a) 47 284 925; 926; 927. 
Do  209 811 (b) 47 284 800; 801; 802. 
Do  209 901 47 284 1250. 
Do  209 902 47 284 1251. 
Do  209 903 47 285 1262. 
Do  209 904 47 285 1253. 
Do  209 1101 47 236 1142. 
Do  209 1102 47 286 1133. 
Do  209 1103 (a) 47 286 3772 (a) (1), (2). (b). 
Do  209 1104 47 287 3770 (a) (3). 
Do  209 1105 48 758 3660. 
Do  209 1106 (a) 47 287 3313. 
Do  209 1108 47 288 3748. 
Do  209 1111 (a) (1) 47 289 3797 (a) (1). 
Do  209 1111 (a) (2) 47 289 3797 (a) (3). 
Do  209 1111 (al (3) 47 289 3797 a 2). 
Do  209 1111 (a (4) 47 289 3797 a 4). 
Do  209 1111 (a 47 289 3797 a 5). 
Do  209 1111 6) 

r) 
47 289 3797 a 

Do  209 1111 a 8) 47 289 3797 a 7. 
1. 

Do  209 1111 a) (9) 47 289 3797 (a 8 • 
Do  209 1111 (11 47 289 3797 a 9). 
Do  209 1111 a 11 

{1 
47 289 3797 a 11). 

Do  209 1111 a 12 47 289 3797 a 12). 
Do  209 1111 (a) 13) 47 289 3797 a (13). 
Do  209 1111 (a) 14) 47 289 3797 (a) (14). 
Do  209 1111 (b) 47 289 3797 (b). 
Do  209 1112 47 289 3802. 

June 13  246   47 302 3447 (a). 
June 30  314 207 47 405 1130 (b). 

1933 
Feb. 24  110 1 47 902 2302 (b) (1), (2); 2303 (b); 2304 (b); 

2308 (a). 
Do  116 2 (a) 47 902 2322 b) (1). 
Do  116 2 (b) 47 903 2323 2320 (a) (I). 

Mar. 1  146   47 1413 1817 a . 
1; 

Mar. 3  204 1 47 1480 1808 e . 
Do  212 16 47 1518 12806 f); 3679 (a); 3705; 3740; 3743; 

Ex. Or. 6166, 1 3761 (a), (b). 

Ex. Or. 633 , 4013 (a). 
81 (a) 

lune 16  90 212 48 206 1700 (a) (1); 1801; 1802 (a); 3403; 
3451; 3460; 3465; 3481 (b). 

Do  90 219 48 209 1700 (a) (1). 
Do  96 1 48 254 3452; 3482. 
Do  96 4 (a) 48 255 3442. 
Do  96 4 (b) 48 255 3413. 
Do  98 5 48 255 3451. 
Do  96 6 (a) 48 256 3411; 3441 (d); 3444 (b); 3447(c). 

1934 
Ian. 11  1 2 48 313 2800 (a) (1). 

Do  1 4 48 313 2887. 
Do  1 5 48 313 2846 (a). 
Do  1 9 (a) 48 314 3150 (a). 
Do  1 9 (e) 48 315 3250 (c) (1); 3254 (d). Do  1 10 (e) 48 315 2809 ) (2), (e). 
Do  1 201 48 316 2803(a). 
Do  1 203 48 316 2803 ), (c). 
Do  1 204 48 317 2803 e). 
Do  1 205 48 317 2803 (d). 
Do  1 236 48 317 2803 (0. 
Do  1 207 48 317 2803 (g). 

Mar. 27  95 3 48 505 650; 651. 
May 10  277 401 48 752 811 (d) (2)-(4). 

Do  277 402 48 753 812 (c); 861 (a) (2). 
Do  277 403 48 753 937. 
Do  277 403 (a) 48 753 812. 
Do  EN 403 (b) 48 753 861 (a). 
Do  277 403 (r1 AA ARA AA, II, 
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Date

1934
May 10..--.-.-.-

Do------Do ..----.
Do.-------
Do--.-------
Do---------.
Do...------
Do---------.-
Do.----.---
Do..-.......
Do....---
Do.......
Do ---... --
Do --..---.
Do.--------
Do.--------

Do......
Do .........
Do-----.---
Do.......
Do------.. .
Do---......
Do-........
Do--....-..
Do....---.
Do -...----
Do ---------.
Do -------
Do..--------
Do---
Do--------.
Do..........----
Do ---.--
Do ------
Do-------.
Do..-----
Do--------
Do-----
Do------
Do ------.
Do --..--.
Do..........
Do-.---------.
Do .------- ..
Do..------
Do.-----.
Do--------.
Do ------ .
Do -------
Do .---------
Do -----------
Do ..--------- .

June 7-------------
Do ---------.

June 18------
Do ..--------.
Do....--------
Do ------------
Do ----------
Do .---------.
Do ------

June 19..........----------

Do.......---
Do... ...---
Do---- ..-

June 26 -----------
Do ..---------
Do------
Do.---------
Do----------
Do----.----
Do-------
Do ......-- --.
Do ...------
Do----------
Do..--------
Do .---------
Do..-------
Do.-----------
Do .------
Do---.--
Do .--------
Do----
Do..........--------
Do-----
Do ------
Do-----
Do ..----------
Do-------
Do.------.... I

Chapter

277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277

277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
424
426
508
598
598
598
598
610
611
651

674
674
674
756
756
757
757
757
757
757
757
757
757
757
757
757
757
757
757
757
757
757
757
757
757
757
757
757767

Section

403 (d)
403 (e)

404
406
501

502 (a), (b)
503

504 (b)
504 (d)

5o06
507
508
509
510

612 (a)
512 (b)

612 (c)
514
516

517 (a)
617 (b)

519
601
602

602a (a)
60234 (b)
602t (c)
6023 (d)
602% (e)
6024 (f)
602} (g)

603 (c)
603 (d)

607
610

801 (a) (1)
801 (a) (2)
801 (a) (3)
801 (a) (4)
801 (a) (5)
801 (a) (6)
801 (a) (8)
801 (a) (9)

801 (a10)

801 (a) (12)
801 () (13)

802
1

----------- i

2
3
4

Rule 2, Dist.
Cts.

8
9,10

13
2
4
1

1 (b)-(h), (k)
2 (a)
2 (b)
3(a)
3 ()
3 (c)
4 (a)
4 (b)
4 (C)
4 (d)
4 (e)
4 (0
5(a)
5 (b)

6

9
10 (a)
10 (b)

Volume

48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48

48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48

48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48

Me
Os

Page

753
753
754
755
755
756
756
756
756
757
757
757
757
758
758
759

759
759
760
760
760
760
762
762
763
763
764
764
764
764
764
764
764
765
765
768
768
771
771
771
771
771
771
771
771
771
771
771
771
771
771
772
911
928
1013
1013
1013
1013
1013
1020
1020
1064

1179
1181
1181
1225
1227
1236
1236
1237
1237
1237
1237
1237
1237
1238
1238
1238
1238
1238
1238
1238

1239
1239
1239

12391231g

L R. C. section

862 (a); 863.
821 (a) (1), (2);864 (a) 0).
811.
812 (d); 861 (a) (3).
871 (a) (1); 1012 (a).
3746 ().
3774 (a), (b).
1027 (d).
912.
3791 (b).
3614 (b).
3695.
3674 (b).
3660.
3930 (a); 3931; 3975.
3761 (b); 3930 (b); 3943 (a), (c);

3975.
3932; 3975.
3617.
1143.
1004 (a) (2) (B), (b) (2).
1004 (b) (3).
1141 (b).

249L
2470; 2476; 2477.
2471; 2472; 2475.
2473.
2474.
2478.
2479.
2480.
3413.
3412 (a), (b).
3412 (c) (2).
3412(d), (e).
3661.
2000 (c) (2).
3797 (a) (1).
3797 a) (3).
3797 (a) (2).
3797 (a) (4).
3797 (a) (65).
3797 a) (6).
3797 a) (7).
3797 a) (8).
3797(a) (9).
3797 (a 11).
3797 (a 12).
3797 (a (13.
3797 (a (14).
3797 (b).
3802.
1808 ().
1140 (e); 1141 (a)-(c) (4); 1142.
2819.
2832.
3250 () (2).
2826 (a).
2812 (a); 2819.
2871.
2811.
r3678; 3679 (a), (c), (d).
l

1805; 1821 (b), (4).
1805.
3802
2136 (a).
1301.
2733 (a).
2733 b)-(i).
320; 32 (a) .
3263 (a).
2720 (a)-(c) (1); 2722 (a).
2731.
2727.
2723 (a).

2723 ().
2723 (.
2721 (b.
2723 (d).
3261 b).
3261 (C).
2728 (a).
2730 a).
2730 (b).
2725.
2726 (b).
272
2728.
ma to).
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TABLE B.-Statutes included in the Internal Revenue Code-Continued 

IL STATUTES AT LARGE 

Date Chapter Section Volume Page L R. C. section 

1934 

t-- 
,0
 .0 kr', .

4
 

Lri he, l
o
a
n
 

v
)
.
0
 M
 

,C
 .
)
 

.
)
 

May 10  403 (d) 48 753 862 (a); 863. 
Do  403 (e) 48 753 821 (a) (1), (2); 884 (a) (1)• 
Do  404 48 754 811. 
Do  406 48 755 812 (d); 861 (a) (3). 
Do  501 48 755 871 (a) (1); 1012 (a)• 
Do  502 (a), (b) 48 758 3746 (c). 
Do  503 48 756 3774 (a), (b). 
Do  504 (b) 48 756 1027 (d). 
Do  504 (d) 43 756 912. 
Do  506 48 757 3791 (b). 
Do  507 48 757 3614 (b). 
Do  508 48 757 3695. 
Do  509 48 757 3674 (b). 
Do  510 48 758 3660. 
Do  512 (a) 48 758 3930 (a); 3931; 3975. 
Do  512 (b) 48 759 3761 (b); 3930 (b); 3943 (a), (c); 

3975. 
Do  512 (c) 48 759 3932; 3975. 
Do  514 48 759 3617. 
Do  516 48 760 1143. 
Do  517 (a) 48 760 1004 (a) (2) (B), (b) (2). 
Do  517 (b) 48 760 1004 (b) (3). 
Do  519 48 780 1141 (b). 
Do  601 48 782 
Do  602 48 762 

. 
249L 

Do  602% (a) 48 763 2470; 2478; 2477. 
Do  60234 (b) 48 763 2471; 2472; 3475. 
Do  60234 (c) 48 764 2473. 
Do  602% (d) 48 764 2474. 
Do  602% (e) 48 784 2478. 
Do  602)4 (f) 48 764 2479. 
Do  602% 48 764 2480. 
Do  603 a 

rbi 
48 764 3413. 

Do  603 48 764 3412 (a), (b). 
Do  603 (c) 48 765 3412 (c) (2). 
Do  603 (d) 48 765 3412 (d), (e). 
Do  607 48 768 3861. 
Do  610 48 788 2000 (c) (2). 
Do  801 (a) (1) 48 771 3797 (a) (1). 
Do  801 (a) (2) 48 771 3797 (a) (3). 
Do  801 (a) (3) 48 771 3797 (a) (2). 
Do  801 (a) (4) 48 771 3797 a) (4). 
Do  801 (a) (5) 48 771 3797 a) (5). 
Do  801 (a) (6) 43 771 3797 a) (6). 
Do  801 (a) (8) 48 771 3797 a) (7). 
Do  801 (a) (9) 48 771 3797 a) (8). 
Do  
Do  

801 a) 10) 
11) 

48 771 3797 a (9). 

Do  
Do  

801(a 
801 (a 12 
801 (a 13 

48 
48 
48 

771 
771 
771 

3797 a 12 . 
3797(a pl. 

3797 a 13 . 
Do  801 (a 14 48 771 3797 a (14 . 
Do  801 (b 48 771 3797 
Do  802 48 772 3802. 

rune 7  1 48 219_ 1808 (O. 
Do  48 926 1140 (e); 1141 (a)-(c) (4); 1142. 

rune 18  1 48 1013 2819. 
Do  2 48 1013 2832. 
Do  3 43 1013 3250 (2). 
Do  4 48 1013 2826 a). 

r) 

Do  48 1013 2812 a); 2111). 
Do  48 1020 2871. 
Do  48 1020 2811. 

rune 19  48 1064 3879 (a), (o), (d). 
Rule 2, Dist. 

{3678; 

Cta. 
Do  8 48 1179 1805; 1821 (b), (4). 
Do  9,10 48 1181 1805. 
Do  13 48 1181 3802. 

rune 28  2 48 1225 2138 (a). 
Do  4 48 1227 1301. 
Do  1 48 1238 2733 (a). 
Do  1 (b)-(h), (k) 48 1236 2733 (b)-(1). 
Do  2 (a) 48 1237 3280; 3261 (a). 
Do  2 ) 48 1237 3283 
Do  3 a) 48 1237 

{a). 
2720 a)-(c) (1); 2722 (a). 

Do  3(b) 43 1237 2731. 
Do  3 (c) 48 1237 2727. 
Do  4 (a) 43 1237 2723 (a). 
Do  4 (b) 48 1238 2723 ). 
Do  4 (c) 43 1238 2723 ). 
Do  4 (d) 48 1238 2723(c). 
Do  4 (e) 43 1238 2721(b. 
Do  
Do  

4 (f) 
5 (a) 

48 
48 

1238 
1238 

2723 
3281. 

Do  5 (b) 48 1238 

ril. 

3261 c). 
Do  6 48 1238 2726 a). 
Do  7 (a) 48 1238 2730 (a). 
Do  7 (b) 48 1232 2730 (b). 
Do  8 (a) 48 1239 2725. 
Do  S (b) 48 1239 2728 (b). 
Do  9 48 1239 2724. 
Do  10 (a) 48 1239 2723. 
Do  10 (b) 48 1289 2728 (0). 
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TABLE B.-Statutes included in the Internal Revenue Code-Continued

II. STATUTES AT LARGE

Date

1934
June 26 -------

Do--------
Do------
Do-----
Do.-----
Do-----

1935
June 28 ----------

Aug. 14----
Do.-----...
Do.-------
Do.. .----
Do.....---
Do.----------
Do-------
Do.----
Do.---
Do .-
Do .---------
Do ..-
Do-.--....-
Do --
Do ...--...
Do.........
Do--...--.--
Do....----
Do....--..
Do...------
Do....----
Do..------
Do---
Do--
Do---
Do -------
Do---
Do --
Do-
Do --
Do ----
Do.-----
Do-----
Do------.
Do .-----
Do------ .
Do..........
Do- ------

Do---------
Do Aug. --2---
Do --
Do--- -------
Do- ---..

I)o

Do...-) -. ---
Do ..

Do -
Do -..-- .

Do- - - --- ----
Do -------
Do -Do - -----
Do-----

Aug. 29 --.----
Do.Do --

Do......Aug.30 29-----
Do --.----.-
Do.-------
Do...---- ..--
Do--------

Aug. 30----------

Do -------

DoDo----------
Do -.- --
Do.
Do

Do .------..---

Do.- - -

Do -.
Do ..........Do.----
Do----

Do --

Do...-- ......

lnfo

Chapter

757
757
757
757
757
757

333

531
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
531
740
740
740
740
740
740
740
740
740
740
740
710

740
740740
740
710
814
814
814
814
814
829
829
829
829
829
829
829
829
829
829
829
829
829
829
829
829
829

829
A90

Section

11
12
13
14
15
16

801
802 (a)
802 (b)

803
804
805
806

807 (a)
807 (b)
807 (c)

807 (d)
808
809

810 (a)
810 (b)

811
901
902
903

905 (a)
905 (b)
905 (c)
905 (d)
905 (e)
905 ()

906
907
908

909 (a)
909 (b)
909 te)

910
1101 (a) (1)
1101 (a) (3)
1101 (a) (6)

1101 (c)
1102
1103

2
3
4

6
7
8
9

101(1

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
9

9 (a)-(d)
9 (e)

14

105 (a). (b)
1C5 (c)
201 (a)
201 (b)
201 (c)
202 (a)
202 (b)
203 (a)
203 (b)
203 (c)
301 (a)
301 (b)
301 (c)
401 (a)
401 (b)
401 (c)

404

406
502

Volume

48
48
48
48
48
48

49

49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49

49

Page

1239
1240
1240
1240
1240
1240

431

636
636
636
637
637
637
637
637
637
688
638
638
638
638
638
639
639
639
640
641
641
642
642
642
642
642
642
643
643
643
643
644
647
647
647
647
647
648
872
872
873
873
873
874
874
875
875
875
875
875
876
876
876
876
877
987
987
1966
988
988

1017
1017
1021
1022
1022
1022
1023
1023
1023
1023
1023
1023
1023
1025
1025
1026
1027

1027

-o

lass

I. R. C. section

3263 (b).
2732; 3791 (a) (1).
2721 (a).
2729.
2700 (b) (2); 3407.
3802

1700 (a) (1); 1801; 1802 (a); 3403;
3452; 3460; 3465; 3481 (b); 3482.

1400.
1401 (a), (b).
1401 (c).
1402.
1410.
1411.
1421.
1420 (a), (b).
1420 (c).
1430.
1420 (d).
1429.
1423; 1424.
1425 (a).
1425 (b).
1426 (a), ) (1)-(8).
1600.
1601 (a).
1603.
1605 (a), (b).
1604 (a), (b); 1610.
1604 (c).
1605 (c).
1605 (d).
1605 (e).
1606.
1607 (a)-(g).
1609.
1601 (b) (1).
1601 (b) (2).
1601 (c).
1602.
1426 (d); 1607(1).
1426 (e); 1607 j).
1426 (c); 1607 (h).
1427; 1608.
1429; 1609.
3802.
3121 (b); 3124 (a) (3)-(8).
3117 (a).
3111.
3114 ().
3114 ().
3114 (b).
3116.
3121 (a).
3115 (b).
3119.
3114 (d).
3120.
3121 (c).
3115 (c).
2901 (c).

3108 (a)-(d); 3124 (a) (1).
2800 (f).
2805 (a) (1)-(4).
2S05 (a) (5).
3032 (b); 3036 (b).
2825.
1200.
1201 (a).
935 (b).
935 (c).
937.
811 (j).
800; 801; 802.
822 (a) (1), (b).
890 (a).
800; 801; 802.
1001 (a).
1004 (a) (1).
1000 (a); 1001 (a); 1004 (a) (1).
3442.
3443 (a) (3).
3443 (c).
893 (a), (b) (1), (3), (4); 1023;

1420 (a), (b); 1605 (a), (b); 1717;
1853 (c); 2475; 2706; 3310 (c), (d);
3448 (b); 3470; 3655 (b); 3794.

3612 (d) (1).
n3802.
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T ABLE B.-Statutes included in the Internal Revenue Code-Continued 

II. STATUTES AT LARGE 

Date I Chapter Section Volume Page I. R. C. section 

1934 

Rg
 

g
g
E
n
i
c
p
a
m
g
g
r
a
-
-
-
w
.
g
g
m
m
-
1
.
:
g
g
g
g
g
p
m
4
n
a
e
4
n
4
4
4
a
m
m
a
g
z
m
n
m
E
m
4
4
4
g
n
 
g
 

June 26  11 48 1239 3263 (b). 
Do  12 48 1240 2732; 3791 (a) (1). 
Do  13 48 1240 2721 (a). 
Do  14 48 1240 2729. 
Do  15 48 1240 2700 (b) (2); 3407. 
Do  16 48 1240 3802. 

1935 
June 28  49 431 1700 (a) (1); 1801; 1802 (a); 3403; 

3452; 3460; 3465; 3481 (b); 3482. 
Aug. 14  801 49 636 1400. 

Do  802 (a) 49 636 1401 (a), (b). 
Do  802 (b) 49 636 1401 (c). 
Do  803 49 637 1402. 
Do  804 49 637 1410. 
Do  805 49 637 1411. 
Do  806 49 637 1421. 
Do  807 (a) 49 637 1420 (a), (b). 
Do  807 (b) 49 637 1420 (c). 
Do  807 (c) 49 888 1430. 
Do  807 (d) 49 638 1420 (d). 
Do  808 49 638 1429. 
Do  809 49 638 1423; 1424. 
Do  sto (a) 49 638 1425 (a). 
Do  810 (b) 49 638 1425 (b). 
Do  811 49 639 1426 (a), (b) (1)-(8). 
Do  901 49 639 1600. 
Do  902 49 639 1601 (a). 
Do  903 49 840 1603. 
Do  905 (a) 49 641 1605 (a), (b). 
Do  905 (1 49 641 1604 (a), (b); 1610. 
Do  905 (c 49 642 1604 (c). 
Do  905 (d 49 642 1605 ). 
Do  906 (e 49 642 1605 (d). 
Do  905 (I) 49 642 1605 (e). 
Do  906 49 642 1606. 
Do  907 49 642 1607 (a)-(g)• 
Do  908 49 643 1609. 
Do  909 (a) 49 643 1601 (b) (1). 
Do  909 (b) 49 843 1601 (b) (2). 
Do  909 to) 49 643 1601 (c). 
Do  910 49 644 1602. 
Do  1101 (a) (I) 49 647 1426 (d); 1607 (1). 
Do  1101 (a) (3) 49 647 1426 (e); 1607 (J). 
Do  1101 (a) (6) 49 647 1426 (c); 1607 (11)• 
Do.   1101 (e) 49 647 1427; 1608. 
Do  1102 49 647 1429; 1609. 
Do  1103 49 648 3802. 

Aug. 27  2 49 872 3121 (b); 3124 (a) (3)-(8). 
Do  3 49 872 3117 (a). 
Do  4 49 873 3111. 
Do  5 49 873 3114 (c). 
Do  a 49 873 3114 (a). 
Do. 7 40 874 3114 (b). 
Do. 8 49 874 3116. 
1)0 9 49 875 3121 (a). 
Do  10 49 875 3115 (b). 
Do  11 49 875 3119. 
Do  12 49 875 3114 (d). 
Do  13 49 875 3120. 
Do  14 49 876 3121 c). 
Do  15 49 878 3115(c). 
Do  18 49 876 2901 c). 
Do  17 49 876 3101 a). 
Do  18 49 877 3108 (a)-(d); 3124 (a) (1). 

kug. 29  9 49 987 2800 (1). 
Do  9 (a)-(d) 49 987 2805 (a) (1)-(4). 
Do  9 (e) 49 1966 2805 (a) (5). 
Do  14 49 988 3032 (b); 3036 (b). 
Do  15 49 988 2825. 

kug. 30  105 (a). (b) 49 1017 12/0. 
Do  025 (c) 49 1017 1201 (a). 
Do  201 (a) 49 1021 035 (b). 
Do  201 (b) 49 1022 935 (c). 
Do  201 (c) 49 1022 937. 
Do  202 (a) 49 1022 811 (j). 
Do  202 (b) 49 ion 800; 801; 802. 
Do  203 (a) 49 1023 822 (a) (1), (b). Do  203 (b) 49 1023 890 (a). Do  293 (c) 49 1023 800; 801; 802. 
Do  301 (a) 49 1023 1001 (a). 
Do  301 (b) 49 1023 1004 (a) (1) 
Do  301 (c) 49 1023 1000 (a); 1001 (a); 1004 (a) (1)• Do  401 (a) 49 1025 3442. 
Dc  401 (b) 49 1025 3443 (a) (3). 
Do  401 (c) 49 1026 3443 (c). 
Do  404 49 1027 893 (a), (b) (1). (3), (4); 1023; 

1420 (a), (b); 1605 (a), (b); 1717; 
1853 (c); 2475; 2706; 3310 (c), (d); 
3448 (b); 3470; 3655 (b); 3794. 

Do  
Do  

406 
502 

49 
10 

1027 
111011 

3612 (d) (1). 
"OA., 
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TABLE B.-Statutes included in the Internal Revenue Code-Continued

II. STATUTES AT LARGE

Date

1936
April 10.....
June 22..---

)Do.....
Do ------------
Do ------------Do. ...-
)o------------

Do --.-------.
Do ------------
Do .....-------
Do ---------.--

Do...--

I)o -----------
DI)o ---------
Do-----------D)o-----

Do ----.--------

)o o.----
Do ------------
Do..----

Do ------.-.---

Do-------

Do -----.-----
Do -----------
Do ----.-------
Do ----....----
Do -.----------
Do ---.--------
Do ------------
Do -..---.--.--
Do ------------

I)O

Do..---

Do -..--..----
Do -...-..-..--
Do ...---------

I)o

Do..----
Do------

June 25__.----------

Do.-----
Do------

Do

June 26 ..---------

Do------
Do- ----

DoDo
Do
Do

)»o ..

Do

Do

l)o0

Do

1)o

Do

June 25

I)o

June 26 .

I)(

I )o

1),

I )
I)o
I4o

I 4o
Io

Do .-
1Do
Do-.

o -- -------
Do....-----

Do-......-
Do .-..-------Do.-----

Do...-------.
Do-.--------.
Do...----...
Do ....--..
Do .-.-------.

Do-...------..
Do.----------

Do ....-.
D o - - - - -
Do
Do .

Chapter

169
690
690
690
690
690
690
690
690
690
690
690
690
690
690
690
690
690
690
690
690
690
690
690
690
690
690
690
690
690
690
690
690
690
690
690
690
804
812
815
830

O30
O30

830

830
S30

SiO

830

830

811)

3:11

8u10Sl

4S044

82O

8.44)

8u

830
i8308O
830
S30834

s30

830

S30
S30

830
S3

830

S30

S30

Section

55 (a)
401 (a)
401 (b)

501
502
503
504
505
506
701
702
703
841

802 (a)
803
804

805 (a)
805 (h)
806 (a)

807
1001 (a) (1)
1001 (a) (2)
1001 (a) (3)
1001 (a) (4)
1001 (a) (5)
1001 (a) (6)
1001 (a) (7)
1001 (a) (8)
1001 (a) (9)
1001 (a) (10)

1001 (a) (11)
1001 (a) (12)
1001 (a) (13)
1001 (a) (14)

1001 (b)
100)2

------------

2
4
5

201
202
2.13
301

30)1 (1), ( *)

3114

:; 1 14)

:317 ( .)

319 l)(ld')
31404 (,4

311
312

313 (a)
313 (t'
313 c)
313 (d)
313 (ec
314 1b1

315
316
317
31S

319 3a)
319 (b)
319 tc)
319 (d)

320
321
32'2
323

Do..------------ 30 324

Do 830 325
Do .. -. 30 326
Do ....- - 30 32
Do -.- 8V0 32
Do 830............ 329 (a)

Volume

49

49
49
49
49
4a

Page I. . C. section

1192 2733 (a).
1671 55 (a) (2); 55 (f) (1).
1733 1200.
1733 1201 (a).
1734 700.
1738 701.
1738 702.
1739 ,73.
1739 704.
1739 705.
1742 2491.
1742 2470.
1743 2492.
1743 1701 (e).
1743 :1i78.
1744 3746 ((l).
1744 3771 (b).
1744 811 (d) (1).
1744 811 (d) (2).
1745 3220 (a)-(e).
1745 3772 (a) (3).
1756 3797 (a) (1).
1756 3797 (a) (3).
1756 3797 (a) (2).
1756 3797 (a) (4).
1756 3797 (a) (5).
1756 3797 (a) (6).
17.6 3797 (a) (16).
1756 3797 (a) (7).
1756 3797 (a) (8).
1756 3797 (a) (9).
1756 3797 (a) (11).
1756 3797 (a) (12).
1756 3797 (a) (13).
1756 3797 (a) (14).
1756 3797 (b).
1756 3802.
1921 3672.
1926 650; 651.
1929 3170.
1939 3173 (c). (d).
1940 3173 (c,) (d).
1940 3173 (il, l1i).
144) 2.s78 (a)-(l).

41I 2.,s)4 (a).

lt143 2.t(el (e) (); 215 ('i (I).

I14:1 .1,217 t .
14,1 4 .314 (l>) I').

1143; :I1 I I(n ).
1944 .1111:1 

.
b, (1 ..

I ,i ;10. 4 (11).

1945 . .'niX (°oI

14f4 2s1. (n;. 241 (a).
1947 I 2.179(n)-().
1947, 74ss) (a).
1947 2S77 (a).
194 i 2.S41 (a) (1).
194S 2.K52.
194 i 31.i0 (a).
194S . 3152 (a), (b); 3159 (d).
1949 315 (,).
I 49 3155 (e).
1949 3155 ((I.
1949 2'733 (a); 3253.
1949 3155 (aL
1949 3155 (b).
1950 31,8i: 3159 (a)-(c).
1951 3035.
19 I 2S01 (e) (21.
19, ! 2-S01 (d), (e) (11. (3).
19i2 X30. (a) (1) (A:.
1952 I 3030 (a) (2).
193 3104 (a).
1953 3252.
1953 3271 (b); 3272 (a'.
19.-4 33'50 (a) (1, 13 . 1. (4'. b) ), (),

44). (d) 1I -3.: 3'24 ib( . (c!;
3'55 (aL (c.

1954 2S;1:,;32 ,e; ( 1) (4) 3251 3254(e.,
4f: 3355 (c.

19.5i 3321 (a).
19M6 i ".3 (C.L
19.56 31,4 (a1-(d.
1956 32.50 (g) -i).
19W7 3101 (a).
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TABLE B.- Statutes included in the Internal Revenue Code- Continued 

H. STATUTES AT LARGE 

Date Chapter Section Volume Page I. 11. C. section 

1936 
April 10  169   49 1192 2733 (a). 
June 22  690 55 (a) 49 1671 55 (a) (2); 55 (f) (1). 

Do  690 401 (a) 49 1733 1200. 
Do  690 401 (b) 49 1733 1201 (a). 
Do  690 501 49 1734 700. 
Do  690 502 49 1738 701. 
Do  690 503 49 1738 702. 
Do  690 504 49 1739 703. 
Do  690 505 49 1739 ;04. 
Do  690 506 49 1739 705. 
Do  690 701 49 1742 2491. 
Do  690 702 49 1742 2470. 
Do  690 703 49 1743 2492. 
1)0  690 801 49 1743 1701 (c). 
Do  690 802 (a) 49 1743 3678. 
Do  690 803 49 1744 3746 (d). 
Do  690 804 49 1744 3771 (b). 
Do  690 805 (a) 49 1744 811 (d) (I). 
Do  690 805 (b) 49 1744 rill (d) (2). 
Do  690 806 (a) 49 1745 3220 (a) -(e). 
Do  690 807 49 1745 37;2 (a) (3). 
Do  690 1001 (a) (1) 49 1756 3797 (a) (1). 
Do  690 1001 (a) (2) 49 1756 3797 (a) (3). 
Do  690 1001 (a) (3) 49 1756 3797 (a) (2). 
Do  690 1001 (a) (4) 49 1756 3797 (a) (4). 
Do  690 1001 (a) (5) 49 1756 3797 (a) (5). 
Do  690 1001 (a) (6) 49 1756 3797 (a) (6). 
Do  690 1001 (a) (7) 49 1756 3797 (a) (16). 
Do  690 1001 (a) (8) 49 1756 3797 (a) (7). 
Do  690 1001 (a) (9) 49 1756 3797 (a) (6). 
Do  690 1001 (a) (10) 49 1756 3797 (a) (9). 
Do  690 1001 (a) (11) 49 1756 3797 (a) (II). 

Do  690 1001 (a) (12) 49 1756 3797 (a) (12). 
Do  690 1001 (a) ((3) 49 1756 3797 (a) (13). 

Do  690 1001 (a) (14) 49 1756 3797 (a) (14). 

Do  690 1001 (b) 49 1756 3797 (b). 

Do  690 1002 49 1;56 3802. 

June 25  804   49 1921 3672. 
Do  812   49 1926 650; 551. 

1)0  815 5 49 1929 3170. 

June 26  830 2 49 1939 3173 (0, (d). 

Do  830 4 49 1940 3173 (c), ('1). 

Do  830 5 49 1940 3173(e), oil. 

lb()  830 201 49 1940 25478 (a)-(d). 

I lo  S30 202 49 1941 2554 (a). 

Do,. 530 203 40 1941 41)21 (a). 
Do. , 810 301 49 1943 2500 (e) (2); 2815 lb) (I). 

Do MO 301 (10, (c) 49 1043 31st) (al , 410. _ 
130 M30 302 49 1943 2517 41 ,, . 
1)0 . 530 303 444 1943 '2514 (0) (2). _ 
1 8, 530 304 49 1943 2520 101. 

1). 830 3(45 49 1943 2515 (r , 4..). 

to, 530 00 (a) 49 1944 2903 60. (1). 

Do 530 100 (1) 41( 1945 7904 (0). 
1)0 8.10 to; (a) 413 1948 2901) (01. 

1)0 530 107 (1,) 41) 1945 2901 (a). 

1)0. 530 307 (e) 49 1446 2900 (e). 

1)0 530 308 49 104a 28.51 (a), 25(0 (a). . _ 
1)0_ 534) 309 (11)-(1.1 49 1947 2879 (n)-01). _ _ 
Do 830 309 (d) 49 194, : 2850 (a). 

530 310 49 1947 2577 (a). 

Do 530 311 49 4944 - 2841 (a) (1). 

1)0 830 312 49 194S 2802. 

Do  830 313 (a) 49 1945 3150 (a). 

Do  830 313 (b) 49 1945 3152 (a), (b); 3159 (d). 

Do  S30 313 (c) 49 1949 3153 (a). 

Do  830 313 (d) 49 1949 3155 (e)• 

Do  830 313 (e ) 49 1949 3155 (1). 

Do  830 314 tb) 49 1949 2833 (a); 3253. 

Do  830 315 49 1949 3155 (a ). 

Do  830 316 49 1949 3155 (b). 

Do  830 317 49 1950 3158: 3159 (a)-(c). 

Do  830 318 49 1951 3053. 

Do  830 319 (3) 49 1951 2801 (e) (2). 
Do  )0.) 319 (b) 49 1951 2801 (d), (e) (1). (3). 

Do  ri30 319 (c) 49 1952 3030 (a) (I) (.PL. 

Do  830 319 (d) 49 1952 I 3030 (a) (2). 

Do  830 320 49 1953 3104 (a). 

Do  830 321 49 1953 3252. 

Do  S30 322 49 1953 3271 (b); KT2 (a). 

Do  830 323 49 1954 3250 (a) (0. (3. (4) in) (I). (2), 
k 4), (d) (1%-43 .:: 3234 (b.). (c, 
3255 (a), (e)• 

Do  830 324 49 1954 2560: 32.50 (4 , 11-(4); r-51:3a54 (e 
07): T235 (0. 

Do  830 325 49 195.5 3321 (a). 

Do  830 326 49 1955 4 25,-1,3 (c). 
‘3154 Do  81) 327 49 1956 (a)-(d). 

Do  ... 
8:9) 328 

500 hi 4 

49 
AO 

1956 3250 (47)-(4). 
1957 3101 (a). 



CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS

TABLE B.-Statutes included in the Internal Revenue Code--Continued

II. STATUTES AT LARGE

Date

1936
June 26 -------.

Do-----
Do.-------
Do.. - ----
Do------
Do ------
Do-----
Do..-.......
Do....-----
Do........
Do-.......
Do..------.
Do----------
Do -.........

Do.....----

Do-.........-
Do....-.....-
Do-........-
Do--....---
Do....-----
Do-......-

June 29-------........---

1937
April 26-----

Do.-........
Do.-....-...
Do --------
Do------
Do---........
Do ------.........
Do -----
Do------
Do------

June 29 ----

Do------
Do------
Do------
Do------
Do----
Do-------
Do -----------Do-----
Do----
Do -----
Do.........----
Do........------
Do.........-----
Do------
Do.........-------
Do........-----
Do........----Do -----Do ........
Do...

July 9..........----
Aug. 2-------

Do..------
Do----
Do........-----
Do-..---
Do-----
Do----
Do------
Do........----
Do........----
Do----
Do..........----
Do----
Do........------
Do..........----
Do........----
Do-----
Do.----
Do........----
Do..---
Do..........-----
Do.-----
Do----.-
Do-----Do. .........
Do..----
Do.. ...
Do.----
Do

Aug. 12 ........
Do........------
Do........----

Aug. 20------
Aug. 2 --

Chapter

830
830
830
830
830
830
830
830
830
830
830
830
830
830

830

830
830
830
830
830
830
865

127
127
127
127
127
127
127
127
127
127
402

405
405
405
405
405
405
405
408
406
405
405
405
405
405
406
408
405
408
405
472

5563553

563
653
663
563
663

563
663
553
553
553
553
553
553
553
553
553
553
553

553653

898598
251

59

721

Section

329 (b)
329 (c)

330
331
332
333
334
338

401 (a), (b)
401 (c)

402
403
404
405

407

408
409
410
411
412
507

3 E(a
3
3 (c)
3 (d

3 (e)

7
13
17
19

I
2 (a)
2 (b
2(c
3 (a
3(b)

4

6
7 (a
7(b)

7(e
8

10
12

2 (a
2 (b

2
12

a
334 a

4(b

6
7
7

1

lo (a)1 0 
(b)

12
13
14
16
16
1
2
3

Volume

49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49

49

LVI

Page

1967
1957
1957
1957
1958
1959
1959
1959
1960
1960
1960
1960
1960
1961

1961

1961
1962
1962
1962
1963
1966
2029

75
75
75
75
75
76
86
89
90
90

358

435
437
437
437
437
437
438
438
439
439
439
439
439
439
439
439
440
440
440
487
551
561
552
552
552
852
552
552
552
653
553
553

53, 554
554
M54
554

555
555
655
655
555
555
556

656
556
556
627
627
627
737

I. R. C. section

3108 (c).
2800 (a) (4); 3123.
3045.
3031 (a).
3032 (c); 3036 (c).
2825.
3038 (a).
3040 (a).
3157 (a).
3157 (b).
3179 (b).
3179 (b).
3178.
2872; 2874 (a); 2876; 2881 (a);

2882 (a).
2873; 2885 (a); 2886 (a); 2888 (a);

2889 (a); 2891 (a), (b); 2901 (b),
(c); 2912; 3033 (a); 4013 (a).

2875.
2913.
2916 (a).
2857 (a).
2859 (a).
2805 (a) (5).
1802 (b); 1821 (b).

3520 (a) (1).
3520 (b) (1), (2).
3521.
3523.
3520 (a) (2); 3522.
3525.
3524.
3802.
3526.
3527.
1700 (a) (1); 1801; 1802; 3403;

3452; 3460; 3465; 3481 (b); 3482.
1532.
1500.
1501 (a), (b).
1501 (c).
1520.
1521.
1502; 1522.
1510; 1511.
1503; 1512.
1530 (a).
1530 (b), (c).
1536.
1530 (d).
1422; 1531.
1534.
1428 (b) (9), (10).
1428.
3802.
1535.
2903 (b)-(e).
3238.
3230 (a).
3230 (b).
3230 (c).
3230 (d).
3231.
3236.
3232 ().
3232 (b) (1).
3234 (a) (1).
3234 (a) (2).
3234 (b).
2591.
2590 (a).
2590 (b).
2590 (c); 2592 (a).
2592 (b).
2601; 3237.
2593.
2598.
2594 (a).
3233 (a).
2595.
2596.
2897.
2599; 2600.
2602; 2603.
3802.
257 (b) (5).
2557 (b) (6).
2557(b) (7).
2868.
UK~--------------

-- 1 -..---------..-
oft of u

LVI CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS 

TABLE B.-Statutes included in the Internal Revenue Code-Continued 

IL STATUTES AT LARGE 

Date Chapter Section Volume Page I. R. C. section 

1936 Z4ZuglIZAZIF.°444guis
,"
 

C-7-7-144$41 
2
2
2
$
8
5
3
$
2
8
8
2
 
2
2
5
3
5
3
2
2
2
2
S
2
2
,
2
2
5
3
8
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
8
2
2
2
8
2
2
2
2
2
8
2
2
8
2
5
3
2
2
S
S
S
S
5
3
8
5
3
2
8
2
E
 

June 28  830 329 (b) 1957 3108 (c). 
Do  830 329 (a) 1957 2800 (a) (4); 3123. 
Do  830 330 1957 3045. 
Do  830 331 1957 3031 (a). 
Do  830 332 1958 3032 (c); 3038 (c). 
Do  830 333 1959 2825. 
Do  830 334 1959 3038 (a). 
Do  830 338 1959 3040 (a). 
Do  830 401 (a), (b) 1960 3157 (a). 
Do  830 401 (c) 1960 3157 (b). 
Do  830 402 1960 3179 (b). 
Do  830 403 1960 3179 (b). 
Do  830 404 1960 3178. 
Do  830 405 1961 2872; 2874 (a); 2876; 2881 (a); 

2882 (a). 
Do  830 407 1961 2873; 2885 (a); 2886 (a); 2888 (a); 

2889 (a); 2891 (a), (b); 2901 (b), 
(c); 2912; 3033 (a); 4013 (a). 

Do  830 408 1961 2875. 
Do  830 409 1962 2913. 
Do  830 410 1962 2916 (a). 
Do  830 411 1962 2857 (a). 
Do  830 - 412 1963 2859 (a). 
Do  830 507 1966 2805 (a) (5). 

June 29  885   2029 1802 (b); 1821 (b). 

1937 
April 26  127 3 (a) 75 3520 (a) (1). 

Do  127 3 (b) 75 3520 (b) (1), (2). 
Do  127 3 (a) 75 3521. 
Do  127 3 (d) 75 3523. 
Do  127 3 (e) 75 3520 (a) (2); 3522. 
Do  127 3(0 76 3525. 
Do  127 7 86 3524. 
Do  127 - 13 89 3802. 
Do  127 17 90 3526. 
Do  127 19 90 3527. 

June 29  402   358 1700 (a) (1); 1801; 1802; 3403 
3452; 3460; 3465; 3481 (b); 3482 

Do  405 1 435 1532. 
Do  405 2 (a) 437 1500. 
Do  405 2 (11 437 1501 (a), (b). 
Do  405 2 (c 437 1501 (c). 
Do  405 3 (a 437 1520. 
Do  405 3 (b) 437 1521. 
Do  405 4 438 1502; 1522. 
Do  405 5 438 1510; 1511. 
Do  405 6 439 1503; 1512. 
Do  405 7 (a) 439 1530 (a). 
Do  405 7 (b) 439 1530 (b), (c). 
Do  405 7 (ci 439 1536. 
Do  405 7(6 439 1530 (d). 
Do  405 7 (e 439 1422; 1531. 
Do  406 8 439 1534. 
Do  
Do  

405 
405 

9(a) 
9 13 

439 
440 

1426 (b) (9), (10). 
1428. 

Do  405 10 440 3802. 
Do  405 12 440 1535. 

July 9  472 487 2903 (b)-(e). 
Aug. 2  553 1 551 3238. 

Do  553 2(1 551 3230 
Do  553 2 (b 552 3230 b). 
Do  553 2 (c 552 

la). 

3230 c). 
Do  553 2 552 3230 6). 
Do  553 2 e 552 3231. 
Do  553 2 552 3236. 
Do  553 3 552 3232 (a). 
Do  553 3 552 3232 (b) (1). 
Do  553 4 a 553 3234 (a) 0). • 
Do  553 4 (b 553 3234 (a) (2). 
Do  553 5 553 3234 (b). 
Do  553 6 553,554 2591. 
Do  553 7 (a) 554 2590 (a). 
Do  553 7 (b) 554 2590 (b). 
Do  553 7(1 554 2590 (c); 2592 (a). 
Do  553 7 (d 554 2592 (b). 
Do  553 7 (e 555 2601; 3237. 
Do  553 8 555 2593. 
Do  553 9 555 2598. 
Do  553 10 (a) 555 2594 (a). 
Do  553 10 (b) 555 3233 (a). 
Do  mg 11 555 2595. 
Do  553 12 556 2596. 
Do  553 13 556 2597. 
Do  553 14 556 2599; 2600. 
Do  553 15 556 2602; 2603. 
Do  553 15 556 3802. 

Aug. 12  598 1 627 2557 (b) (5). 
Do  598 2 627 2557 (b) (6). 
Do  ME 3 627 2557 (b) (7). 

Aug. 20  
• rm. 02 

721   
271 

737 
272 

2858. 
1 11112 



APPENDIX LVII

TABLE B.-Statutes included in the Internal Revenue Code-Continued

II. STATUTES AT LARGE

Date C

1937
Sept. 1 --------

Do ...----
Do...----------
Do .----------
Do----------
Do........
Do...---------
Do ------
Do.---------
Do.----------
Do-.------

1938
May 28 -.------

Do.-----
Do-----.. ---
Do..-------
Do .-----.
Do..--------
Do. ..---- ---
Do---------
Do...-....---
Do ...----
Do.--------
Do....-- --
Do--.------
Do-.-------
Do----
Do..........-----
Do .-------
Do .--------
Do..-------
Do--------
Do-..-.---
Do-
Do ..-------
Do-.------
Do-.-------
Do..........-
Do..... --
Do .-..--.------Do....--- ---
Do-....----
Do.---------
Do.---------
Do -----
Do...-------
Do ------------Do..-------
Do..--------
Do-...----
Do.......--
Do..-- ..-----

Do----------
Do.----------
Do.....------
Do--------Do-----------

Do-----------
Do-----------Do .---------

Do---.-----Do----------
Do-----------
Do------------

Do--.-----Do----------
Do..........-------
Do ..--------
Do .-----------.
Do.----
Do-----------
Do ---------.
Do-----------
Do .- ---
Do ------------
Do.-----------
Do.---------
Do..........----
Do.--------
Do----------
Do----------
Do-----------
Do -----
Do ------
Do ------
Do----------
Do----------
Do ------
Do----------
Do-

Chapter

898
898
898
898
898
898
898
898
898
898
898

289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
28S
289
286
28S

28'

28i
289
28S
281
281
281
281

281281
28!
28'
28
28
28
28
28

2828
28
28
28
28
28

a

22
22
22
2t
21
21
21

21
21

21
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Section

401
402 (a)
402 (b)
402 (c)
402 (d)
403 (a)
403 (b)
404 (a)
404 (b)
404 (c)
405 (a)

1
2
3
4

11
12
13
14
15
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
31
32
33
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
61

54

55 (a)

63
6t

55 (b) (1)
55 (b) (2)

51
5:

10

1061

10:
10:

10
10
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
12
12

14
14

14
14

14
14
14
13
11

16

14

1a
1(

r1

3']

Volun Page

912
913
913
913
913
913
913
914
914
914
914

-

I. R. C. section

507.
190 (a).
492.
491 (a).
190 (b).
500.
501.
193 (a).
194 (a).
493 (b); 3494 (b).
191 (b).

I

60
50
60
50
50
50
50
60
50
560
50

62
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
62
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
62
62
52
62
52
62
52
52
52
52
52
62
62
62
62
52
62
62
62
62
52
62
62
62
62
52
62
62
52
62
52
52
62
62
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
62
62
626252

452
452
452
452
452
453
455
456
457
457
457
460
464
466
467
468
470
472
472
473
473
473
472
472
474
474
471
47!
471
471

478
47T
471
471471
471
47!
481
41
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
46

414S
4(

5(
5(

515(
5(
51
65:
5:
5:
6
5
6
6
5
5
S

5

5
6

5
use.B A-. .

--- -u,

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.

3.
24.
25.
!6.
17.
18.

11.
12.

U3.

48.t3.
44.15.
86.
47.
48.
51.
52 (a).
53.
54.
55 (a) (1), (2).
55 (b) (2).
66 (b) (2); 55() (2).
56.
57.
58.
59.
61.
62.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116 (a)-(h).
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
131.
141.
142.
143 (a)-(.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
161.
162.
163.
164.
166.
166.
1f7.

APPENDIX LVII 

T ABLE B.-Statutes included in the Internal Revenue Code-Continued 

STATUTES AT LARGE 

Date Chapter Section Volume Page I. R. C. section 

1937 
Sept. 1  898 401 50 012 

Do  898 402 (a) 50 913 
Do  898 402 (b) 50 913 
Do  898 402 (0) 50 913 
Do  898 402 (d) 60 913 
Do  898 403 (a) 50 913 
Do  898 403 (b) 60 913 
Do  898 404 (a) 50 914 
Do  898 404 (b) 80 914 
Do  898 404 (c) 50 914 
Do  898 405 (a) 80 914 

3507. 
3 49

0
()a .

3492. 
349 

1
()a. 

349 
0

()b. 
350. 

0
3.50

1 
349

3 
()a .

349
4 

()a. 
349

3 
();

b 3494
 

)(b. 
349

1 
()b .

1938 
May 28  289 1 52 452 1. 

Do  289 2 52 452 2. 
Do  289 3 52 452 3. 
Do  289 4 52 452 4. 
Do  289 11 52 452 11. 
Do  289 12 82 453 12. 
Do  289 13 52 155 13. 
Do  289 14 52 456 14. 
Do  289 15 52 457 15. 
Do  289 21 52 457 21. 
Do  289 22 52 457 22 (a)-(i). 
Do  289 23 52 460 23. 
Do  289 24 52 464 24. 
Do  289 25 62 466 25. 
Do  289 26 52 467 26. 
Do  289 27 52 468 27. 
Do  289 28 52 470 28. 
Do  289 31 52 472 31. 
Do  289 32 52 472 32. 
Do  280 33 52 473 33. 
Do  289 41 52 473 41. 
Do  289 42 52 473 42. 
Do  289 43 52 473 43. 
Do  289 44 52 473 44. 
Do  289 45 52 474 45. 
Do  289 46 52 474 46. 
Do  289 47 52 475 47. 
Do  239 48 52 475 48. 
Do  289 51 52 476 .51. 
Do.   289 52 52 476 52 (a). 
Do  289 53 52 477 53. 
Do  289 54 52 4 
Do  289 55 (a) 52 47 . 8 21(a) (1), (2). 
Do  289 55 (b) (1) 52 478 65 (b) (2). 
Do  289 55 (b) (2) 52 478 55 (b) (2); 55 (1) (2)• 
Do  289 as 52 478 56. 
Do  289 57 52 479 57. 
Do  289 58 52 490 58. 
Do  289 59 52 480 59. 
Do  289 61 52 480 61. 
Do  289 62 52 480 62. 
Do  289 101 52 480 101. 
Do  289 102 52 483 102. 
Do  289 103 52 483 103. 
Do  289 104 62 484 104. 
Do  289 105 52 484 105. 
Do  289 106 52 484 106. 
Do  289 111 82 484 111. 
Do  289 112 52 485 112. 
Do  289 113 52 490 113. 
Do  289 114 52 494 114. 
Do  289 115 62 496 115. 
Do  289 116 52 498 116 (a)-(h). 

Do  289 117 52 5103 1178: 
Do  289 118 52 Do  289 119 52 503 119. 
Do__   289 120 52 506 120. 
Do  289 121 52 :la In: 
Do  289 131 52 
Do  239 141 52 508 510 1144/ 
Do  289 142 52 
Do  289 143 52 511 143 (a)-(0. 

Do  289 144 52 22 It 
Do  289 145 52 
Do  289 146 52 513 146. 
Do  289 147 52 515 147. 

Do  289 148 52 :11153 lit: 
Do  280 149 52 
Do  289 150 52 :18 151 
Do  289 151 52 
Do  289 161 52 :II 11:2: 
Do  289 162 52 Do  289 163 52 518 163. 
Do  289 164 52 518 164. 
Do  289 166(a) 52 518 165. 
Do  289 166 52 519 166. 
Do  289 167 52 519 167. 



LVIII CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS

TABLE B.-Statutes included in the Internal Revenue Code-Continued

II. STATUTES AT LARGE

Date

1938
May 28------

Do ------
Do -------
Do ..----- -- -
Do. -Do--

Do -----------
Do.--------
Do..........---
Do ---
Do......--
Do --.... --

Do.------..
Do.....-
Do ..------.....Do-.......
Do.....----.....
Do---..-.--
Do....----
Do....-----
Do --------
Do -----------

DO.....Do.-------Do------

Do..-------
Do---------Do-----
Do .-----
Do------
Do.-----
Do------

Do------..........Do-----

Do------..........Do------
Do------
Do-----
Do .----
Do-.----
Do------
Do------
Do------
Do-----
Do------
Do.-------
Do.-----
Do------
Do ------------
Do-----

Do .---..----.......
Do --..- - ----Do...------

Do --..--- .---Do .--- ---.--

Do --------Do------------
Do------------

Do -----
Do........

Do........---------Do--------
Do.........--
Do........-----
Do .--..----
DO------.---
Do ----.-------
Do ---------
Do -----
Do..-----......
Do........------
Do------.........
Do-.........---..-
Do----Do -----
Do. -----
Do.--...--.....
Do------.........
Do-----........
Do------
Do-----
DO.........

DO--

Do..........Do-------
Do------
Do-----
Do-------

Do-.........
DO.........Do -------
Do ------

Chapter

289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289

289289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289

Section

168
169 (a)-(g)(1)

181
182
183
184
185
186
187

188 (a)
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
251
252
261
262
263
264
265
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
311
312
321
322
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
361
362
371
372
373
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
411
501
502
503

Volume

52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52

Page

519
519
521
521
521
521
522
522
522
522
522
523
523
524
526
526
526
527
528
528
529
529
529
529
530
530
530
531
531
531
531
531
531
532
532
533
533
533
534
534
534
534
535
537
538
539
540
540
540
541
541
541
Il
542
542
542
542
513
543
544
544
544
545
546
547
548
548
549
549
551
551
552
552
553
553
555
556
557
557
558
559
560
561
561
564
564
564
564
564
564
564

I. R. C. section

168.
169.
181.
182.
183.
184.
185.
186.
187.
188.
201.
202.
203.
204.
205.
206.
207.
211.
212.
213.
214.
215.
216.
217.
218.
219.
231.
232.
233.
234.
235.
236.
237.
238.
251.
252.
261.
262.
263.
264.
265.
271.
272.
273.
274.
275.
276.
277.
291.
292.
293.
294; 3655 (b).
295.
296.
297.
298.
299.
311.
312.
321.
322.
331.
332.
333.
334.
335.
336.
337.
338.
339.
340.
361.
362.
371.
372.
373.
500.
501.
502.
5603.
504.
505.
506.
507.
508.
509.
510.
821 (a) (1), (2).
937.
822 () (2).w

LVIII CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS 

TABLE B.- Statutes included in the Internal Revenue Code- Continued 

IL STATUTES AT LARGE 

Date 

1938 

Chapter Section Volume Page I. R. C. section 

May 28  289 168 52 519 168. 
Do  289 169 (a)-(g)(1) 52 519 169. 
Do  289 181 52 521 181. 
Do  289 182 52 521 182. 
Do  289 183 52 521 183. 
Do  289 184 52 521 184. 
Do  289 185 52 522 185. 
Do  289 186 52 522 186. 
Do  289 187 52 522 187. 
Do  289 188 (a) 52 522 188. 
Do  289 201 52 522 201. 
Do  289 202 52 523 202. 
Do  289 203 52 523 203. 
Do  289 204 52 524 204. 
Do  289 205 52 526 205. 
Do  289 206 52 526 206. 
Do  289 207 52 526 207. 
Do  289 211 52 527 211. 
Do  289 212 52 528 212. 
Do  289 213 52 528 213. 
Do  289 214 52 529 214. 
Do  289 215 52 529 215. 
Do  289 216 52 529 216. 
Do  289 217 52 529 217. 
Do  289 218 52 530 218. 
Do  289 219 52 530 219. 
Do  289 231 52 530 231. 
Do  289 232 52 531 232. 
Do  289 233 52 531 233. 
Do  289 234 52 531 234. 
Do  289 235 52 531 235. 
Do  289 236 52 531 238. 
Do  289 237 52 531 237. 
Do  289 238 52 532 238. 
Do  289 251 52 532 251. 
Do  289 252 52 533 252. 
Do  289 261 52 533 261. 
Do  289 262 52 533 262. 
Do  289 263 52 534 263. 
Do  289 264 52 534 264. 
Do  289 265 52 534 265. 
Do  289 271 52 534 271. 
Do  289 272 52 535 272. 
Do  289 273 52 537 273. 
Do  289 274 52 538 274. 
Do  289 275 52 539 275. 
Do  289 276 52 540 276. 
Do  289 277 52 540 277. 
Do  289 291 52 540 291. 
Do  289 292 52 541 292. 
Do  289 293 52 541 293. 
Do  289 284 52 541 294; 3655 (b). 
Do  289 295 52 542 295. 
Do  289 296 52 542 296. 
Do  289 297 52 542 297. 
Do  289 298 52 542 298. 
Do  289 299 52 543 299. 
Do  289 311 52 543 311. 
Do  289 312 52 544 312. 
Do  289 321 52 544 321. 
Do  289 322 52 544 322. 
Do  289 331 52 545 331. 
Do  289 332 52 546 332. 
Do  289 333 52 547 333. 
Do  289 334 52 548 334. 
Do  289 335 52 548 335. 
Do  289 336 52 549 336. 
Do  289 337 52 549 337. 
Do  289 338 52 551 338. 
Do  289 339 52 551 339. 
Do  289 340 52 .552 340. 
Do  289 361 52 552 361. 
Do  289 362 52 553 362. 
Do  289 371 52 553 371. 
Do  289 372 52 555 372. 
Do  289 373 52 556 373. 
Do  289 401 52 557 500. 
Do  289 402 52 557 501. 
Do  289 403 62 558 502. 
Do  289 404 52 559 503. 
Do  289 405 52 560 504. 
Do  289 406 52 561 505. 
Do  289 407 82 561 506. 
Do  289 408 52 564 507. 
Do  289 409 52 564 508. 
Do  289 410 52 564 509. 
Do  289 411 52 564 510. 
Do  289 501 52 564 821 (a) (1), (2). 
Do  289 502 52 564 937. 
Do  289 503 52 M4 102 (al (21 



APPENDIX

TABLE B.-Statutes included in the Internal Revenue Code-Continued

II. STATUTES AT LARGE

Date

1938
May 28 ---..--------

Do .----------.
Do ..----------
Do .....
Do -----------D O------------
Do --. ----...
Do ..---------
Do -----------
Do ..----------
Do .----------
Do ...--------
Do ....--------.
Do ------------
Do--....-----..
Do.....----------
Do-....----.---...
Do---..-----....
Do .--..-----.
Do...---.----.
Do......--------
Do ------------
Do.---------......
Do.-----------
Do..----...---.....
Do -....---------
Do..---------
Do..--------...
Do.----------
Do ...-------
Do---..------
Do--..------....
Do.----------
Do.----------
Do ---------
Do.----------
Do-..--------
Do-..--------
Do ..---------
Do ..-----------
Do -----------
Do.-----------
Do.----------Do ........
Do.---------...
Do........
Do ...........
Do..---------
Do---------.....
Do.----------
Do.---------.
Do.---------
Do.---------
Do.----------
Do ..---------
Do..----------
Do..---.------
Do-.--------
Do-----------
Do.----------
Do----------
Do.--------.-
Do...------.-

Do-----------
Do-----------
Do----------
Do. .. .- ....

June 15 .-----
Do ..... .
Do ----------.

D o - ------ .
Do ----.----.-
Do..--------
D)o .------
1)o 0...
Do --.-------
Do.---------
'Do ---.-------
Do ----------
Do ..---------

June 16---------
Do.-------

Chapter Section

289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
289
393
439
439
439
431)
439
439
439
439
439
439
431J
43S
431
471
471

504
505 (a)
505 (b)

601
601 (d)

601 (f) (1)
601 (f) (2)

1)(f) (3),(4)
601 (f) (5)
601 (f) (6)

601 (g)
602 (a)
602 (b)
602 (c)
701 (a)
701 (c)
701 (j)
702 (a)
702 (b)

703
704
705
706
707
708
709

710 (a)
710 (b)

710 (c), (d)
711 (a)

711 (b), (c)
712 (a)

713
801
802
803
805
806

809 (b)
809 (e)

815
816
817
818

819 (c)
819 (d)
819 (e)

820
901(a) (1)
901 (a) (2)
901 (a) (3)
901 (a) (4)
901 (a) (5)
901 (a) (6)
901 (a) (7)
001 (a) (8)
901 (a) (9)

901 (a) (10)
901 (a) (11)
901 (a) (12)
901 (a) (1:3)
901 (a) (14)

901 (b)
902

8(1d
8 (e)
8 (f

Volume

52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
62
52
52
52
52
52
52
62
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
62
52
52
52

52
52
62652
52
52
52
52
52
5252
52
52

55
52
52

656;
52
6;
52
52
52
6;
5:
5:
5:

Page

565
565
565
565
5665
566
566
566
567
567
567
567
567
568
568
568
568
568
569
570
570
570
571
571
571
571
572
572
572
572
572
573
573
573
573
573
574
574
575
578
578
578
578
579
580
58C
58C
581
583

583
588
584
584

584
584
584
584
584
584584

689
588
58'
58'
681
691
700
701
70(
70
70
70
702
70:
70:
70:
70:
70:
751
751

I. R. C. section

LIX

I
;90 (a).
003 (b) (2).
003 (b) (1), (2).
200; 1201 (a).
203; 1204; 1205; 1206; 1207.
202 (a) (1), (2).
202 (a) (2).
202(b) (1).
1202 (b) (2).
1202 (e).
202 (d).
i00.
i01; 602.
i03.
3401.
3404.
1805.
2491.
2493; 3430 (d).
2477.
3424.
3451.
2350 (b).
3409.
3466.
3403.
2800 (a) (1).
2800 (a) (3).
2887.
1802 (b); 1821 (b) (2).
3481 (a).
1700 (a) (1).
3411.
3760 (a).
3760 (b).
3604.
3655 (b).
3632 (b).
1027 (d).
912.
3761 (a).
871 (h); 1012 (1).
3799.
3798.
1013 (e).
872 (c).
872 (f); 1013 ().
3801.
3797 (a) (1).
3797 (a) (3).
3797 (a) (2).
3797 (a) (4).
3797 (a) (5).
3797 (a) (6).
3797 (a) (16).
3797 (a) (7).
3797 (a) (8).
3797 (a) (9).
3797 (a) (11).
3797 (12).
3797 (a) (13).
3797 (a) (14).
3797 (b).
3802.
3155 (b).
3037 (a).
2'916 (a).
3031 (b) (1).
283 (a).
32150 (e) (3).
2S01 (c).
23w11 (e) (4).
3045.
3031 (a).
3030 (a) (2).
3032 (c); 3036 (c).
2825.
303S (a).
3260 (a) (3).
2720 (a)-(c) (1).

APPENDIX LIX 

TABLE B.-Statutes included in the Internal Revenue Code-Continued 

II. STATUTES AT LARGE 

Date Chapter Section Volume Page I. R. C. section 

1938 
May 28  

Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do_  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  

June 15  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
1)0  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  

June 16  
Do  

289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
289 
393   
439 
439 
439 
439 
439 
439 
439 
439 
439 
439 
439 
439 
439 
471 
471 

504 
505 (a) 
505 (b) 

601 
601 (d) 

601 (f) (1) 
601 (f) (2) 

601 (f) (3), (4) 
601 (f) (5) 
601 (f) (6) 

601 (g) 
602 (a) 
602 (b) 
602 (c) 
701 (a) 
701 (c) 
701 (j) 
702 (a) 
702 (b) 

703 
704 
705 
706 
707 
708 
709 

710 (a) 
710 (b) 

710 (e), (d) 
711 (a) 

711 (b), (c) 
712 (a) 

713 
801 
802 
803 
805 
806 

809 (b) 
809 (e) 

815 
816 
817 
818 

819 (e) 
819 (d) 
819 (e) 

820 
901 (a) (1) 
901 (a) (2) 
901 (a) (3) 
901 (a) (4) 
901 (a) (5) 
901 (a) (8) 
901 (a) (7) 
901 (a) (8) 
901 (a) (9) 
901 (a) (10) 
901 (a) (II) 
901 (a) (12) 
901 (a) (13) 
901 (a) (14) 

901 (8) 
902 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

8 (a) 
8 (b) 
8 (c) 
8 (d) 
8 (e) 
8 (1) 
1 
2 

52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
62 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 
52 

565 
565 
565 
565 
565 
566 
566 
566 
567 
567 
567 
567 
567 
568 
568 
568 
568 
568 
569 
570 
570 
570 
671 
571 
571 
571 
672 
572 
972 
572 
572 
573 
573 
573 
573 
573 
574 
574 
575 
578 
578 
578 
578 
579 
580 
580 
580 
581 
583 
583 
583 
583 
584 
584 
584 
584 
584 
584 
584 
584 
984 
584 
584 
584 
689 
699 
700 
700 
700 
701 
701 
701 
702 
702 
702 
702 
702 
702 
756 
756 

890 (a). 
1003 (b) (2). 
1003 (b) (I), (2). 
1200; 1201 (a). 
1203; 1204; 1205; 1206; 1207. 
1202 (a) (1), (2). 
1202 (a) (2). 
1202 (b) (I). 
1202 (b) (2). 
1202 (c). 
1202 (d). 
600. 
601; 602. 
603. 
3401. 
3404. 
1805. 
2491. 
2493; 3430 (d). 
2477. 
3424. 
3451. 
2350 (8). 
3409. 
3466. 
3403. 
2800 (a) (1). 
2800 (a) (3). 
2887. 
1802 (b); 1821 (b) (2). 
3481 (a). 
1700 (a) (1). 
3411. 
3760 (a). 
3760 (b). 
3604. 
3655 (b). 
3632 (b). 
1027 (d). 
912. 
3761 (a). 
871 (h); 1012 (1). 
3799. 
3798. 
1013 (e). 
872 (e). 
872 (0; 1013 (f). 
3801. 
3797 (a) (1). 
3797 (a) (3). 
3797 (a) (2). 
2797 (a) (4). 
3797 (a) (5). 
3797 (a) (6). 
3797 (a) (16). 
3797 (a) (7). 
3797 (a) (8). 
3797 (a) (9). 
3797 a) (11). 
3797 a) (12). 
3797 a) (13). 
3797 a) (14). 
3797 (b). 
3802. 
3155 (b). 
3037 (a). 
2916 (a). 
3031 (b) (1). 
2883 (a). 
325(1 (e) (3). 
2801 (c). 
271)1 (e) (4). 
3045. 
3031 (a). 
3030 (a) (2). 
3032 (c); 3036 (c). 
2825. 
3038 (a). 
3260 (a) (3). 
2720 (a)-(c) (1)• 



CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS

TABLE C.-Internal revenue statutes expressly repealed

I. REVISED STATUTES

* Repealed in part

Revised Statutes section

235 --.
3225------------------------------------322...
323 ---------....------.---.-
1790 - ..------------------.. . . - ...-
3145 ...........--------------------
3148 ....-----------------------------
3151 .----- ----------------..--.- -----..
3159 ._ -. - .-.
3160 ....-. .. ---...- - - - - ---.
3178 ---- -----.------- . ------
3222. ----------. _-.---------...-
3225 ---. ...-.-. . ..............
3227 2.....------------------------2 .
3237----------------- --------

*3242 ------------
3244-.-----.--------------..-------

*3244 ..---.-- -------------
3245 --------------------------------32451 -.--------------------.---.- --.-.
326511.... . .
3271 --------
3297 --------- -------- ------.---------
3321. . ----- -.....

»3323- -.---------.------
3328 ------ -------------------------...
3361 ----------------------
3365 ---------------------....------.
3378-3380 -- 3--.--------- . -- ---...

*34 .....8 -.------------------------*34018.
3410 . ... ..
3412. ....................................
3413 .....................................
3418 -----------------------------------
341893419 -------------------------.---....----------
3420-3433.. ----
3435 ---...----------..................................
3436..343w (schedule A)-- -------- -- ---3437 (schedule A)... ..
3438-3442------.................................
3465--.....................................-------------------
5497... ----------------

Repealed by act of-

Date

1933, Mar. 3

-- do .------ do--
1935, Aug. 26
1933, Mar. 3
-- do.---
1886, Aug. 4
1876, Aug. 15

--.. do ----
1933, Mar. 3
-- do.---
1924, June 2
1921, Nov. 23
1938, Mar. 3
1936, June 26
1894, Aug. 27
1909, Aug. 6
1933, Mar. 3
1875, Mar. 3
1936, June 26
1933, Feb. 28
1876, Aug. 15

.-- do---
1933, Mar. 3
1894, Aug. 27
1933, Mar. 3

.. do ..--
..-- do ---.-

1883, Mar. 3
1933, Mar. 3
-. do.-
... do..

1883, Mar. 3
.-- do---

1933, Mar. 3

1883, Mar. 3
1933, Mar. 3
.---- do-... -
19do09, Mar. 4

-do - -
1909, Mar. 4

Chapter

202
202
202
689
202
202
896
287
287
202
202
234
136
202
830
349

6
202
127
830
131
287
287
202
349
202
202
202
121
202
202
202
121
121
202
202
202
121
202
202
321

II. STATUTES AT LARGE

*Repealed in part

Repealed by act of-

Page Date

310 1876,July I
310 1883, Mar.
249 1880, May 2

280 1909, Mar.
341 1880, May 2
342 --. *do-.
343 --.- do .--
291 '1890, Oct.
618 *1894, Aug. 2
620 1914, Jan. 1
620 --.. do...
623 1916, Sept.
623 - do..
560 1924, June
667 1896, June
568 '1909, Aug.
448 1902, Apr. 1:
450 ---.. do.
461 .... do.......
454 -- do--
456 1901, Mar. :
456 1902, Apr. 1:
456 ... do.
456 - ..-. do
457 --....do--
457 -- -do--.
457 --. do ..
458 -.... do --......

VolumeSection

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

1015
1319

1
314 (a)

69
35

1
1

406 (a)
1
1
1
1

69
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

341

Act ._
Date

1875, Feb. 8
Do---

1878, Mar. 28

1879, Feb. 3
1879, Mar. 1

Do....
Do ----

1880, June 16
1890, Oct. 1

Do--...
Do.. ...
Do---
Do..--

1894, Aug. 27
Do ---
Do .- 1

1898, June 13
Do ---
Do.
Do.
Do -
Do .
Do---
Do---
Do---
Do---
Do .--
Do ...-

Chap-
ter

36
36

J.Res.
16
42

125
125
125
250

1244
1244
1244
1244
1244

349
349
349
448
448
448
448
448
448
448
448
448
448
448
448

Section

14
16

7
12
13

27
36
37
46
49
37
61
69
2
4
6

12
18
20
21
22
23
24
25

Sched. A

Vol-
ume

18
18
20

20
20
20
20
21
26
26
26
26
26
28
28
28
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

30
3030

Chap-
ter

181
121
108

321
108
108
108

1244
349
10
10

463
463
234
310

6
500
500
500
500
806
500
o0o

500
500
500
500
500li00

Section

1
4

341
9

12
13
26
69

6
6

410
410

1021 (d)
1

35
2
5
7
7

14
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

Vol-
ume

19
22
21

35
21
21
21
26
28
38
38
39
39
43
29
38
32
32
32
32
31
32
32
32
32
32
32
32

Page

88
488
145

1155
148
148
148
618
569
278
278
792
792
347
195
111

96
.97
97
97

950
97
97
97
97
97
97
97

.

Page

1428
1428
1428

864
1430
1430

218
152
152

1430
1430

343
315

1430
1949

568
110

1430
339

1961
1349

152
152

1430
669

1430
1430
1430
488

1430
1430

488
1430

1430
1430
488

1430
1430
1153

LX

----

LX CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS 

TABLE C.-Internal revenue statutes expressly repealed 

I. REVISED STATUTES 

*Repealed in part 

Revised Statutes section 
Repealed by act of-

Date Chapter Section Volume Page 

235  
322  
323  
1790  
3145  
3148  
3151_  
3159  
3160  
3178  
3222   
3225  
3727   
3237   

*3242   
.3244  
*3244  
3245  
"3251._  
3271   
3297  
3321  
*3323  
3328   
3361  
3365  
3378-3380  
3401  
*3408  
3410  
3412  
3413  
3418  
3419  
3420-3433_  
3435  
3436   
3437 (schedule A)  
3438-3442_  
3465  
5497  

1933, Mar. 3 
 do  
 do  
1935, Aug. 25 
1933, Mar. 3 
 do  
1886, Aug. 4 
1876, Aug. 15 

do  
1933, Mar. 3 
 do  
1924, June 2 
1921, Nov. 23 
1933, Mar. 3 
1936, June 26 
1894, Aug. 27 
1909, Aug. 5 
1933, Mar. 3 
1875, Mar. 3 
1936, June 26 
1933, Feb. 28 
1876, Aug. 15 
 do  
1933, Mar. 3 
1894, Aug. 27 
1933, Mar. 3 
 do  
 do  
1883, Mar. 3 
1933, Mar. 3 
 do  

do_   
1883, M ar. 3 

do  
1933, M ar. 3 

do  
do  

1883, Mar. 3 
1933, M ar. 3 

do  
1909, Mar. 4 

202 
202 
202 
689 
202 
202 
896 
287 
287 
202 
202 
234 
136 
202 
830 
349 
6 

202 
127 
830 
131 
287 
287 
202 
349 
202 
202 
202 
121 
202 
202 
202 
121 
121 
202 
202 
202 
121 
202 
202 
321 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1015 
1319 
1 

314 (a) 
69 
35 
1 
1 

406 (a) 
1 
1 
1 
1 

69 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

341 

47 
47 
47 
49 
47 
47 
24 
19 
19 
47 
47 
43 
42 
47 
49 
28 
36 
47 
18 
49 
47 
19 
19 
47 
28 
47 
47 
47 
22 
47 
47 
47 
22 
22 
47 
47 
47 
22 
47 
47 
3.5 

1428 
1428 
1428 
864 
1430 
1430 
218 
152 
152 

1430 
1430 
343 
315 
1430 
1949 
568 
110 
1430 
339 
1961 
1349 
152 
152 

1430 
669 
1430 
1430 
1430 
488 
1430 
1430 
12 

488 
1430 
1430 
1430 
488 
1430 
1430 
1153 

II. STATUTES AT LARGE 

*Repealed in part 

Act Repealed by act of-

Date Chap- 
ter Section Vol- 

ume Page Date Chap- 
ter 

.-., Section Vol- 
um, .,-. 

rage 

1875, Feb. 8 
Do  

1878, Mar. 28 

36 
36 

J. Res.   
16 

14 
15 

18 
18 
20 

310 
310 
249 

1876, July 12 
1883, M ar. 8 
1880, M ay 28 

181   
121 
108 

1 
4 

19 
22 
21 

SE 
48£ 
14/ 

1879, Feb. 3 
1879, M ar. 1 
Do  
Do  

1880, June 16 
1890, Oct. 1 

Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  

1.894, Aug. 27 
Do  
Do  

1898, June 13 
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  

42   
125 
125 
125 
250   
1244 
1244 
1244 
1244 
1244 
349 
349 
349 
448 
448 
448 
448 
448 
448 
448 
448 
448 
448 
448 
443 

7 
12 
13 

27 
36 
37 
46 
49 
37 
61 
69 
2 
4 
6 
12 
18 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

Bched. A 

20 
20 
20 
20 
21 
26 
26 
26 
26 
26 
28 
28 
28 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 

230 
341 
342   
343   
291 
618 
620 
620   
623 
623   
560 
567 
568 
448 
450   
451   
454   
456 
456 
456   
456   
457   
457   
457   
4.58 

1909, M ar. 4 
1880, May 28 

*do  
do  

''1890, Oct. 1 
*1894, Aug. 27 
1914, Jan. 17 

do  
1916, Sept. 8 

do  
1924, June 2 
1896, June 3 
*1909, Aug. .5 
1902, Apr. 12 

do  
do  
do  

1901, Mar. 2 
1902, Apr. 12 

do  
do  
do  
do _ 
do  

321 
108 
108 
108 

1244 
349 
10 
10 

463 
463 
234 
310 
6 

500 
500 
500 
500 
806 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 

341 
9 

12 
13 
26 
69 
6 
6 

410 
410 

1021 (d) 
1 

35 
2 
5 
7 
7 

14 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 

35 
21 
21 
21 
26 
28 
38 
38 
39 
39 
43 
29 
36 
32 
32 
32 
32 
31 
32 
32 
32 
52 
32 
32 
32 

1151 
148 
149 
148 
618 
569 
278 
278 
792 
792 
347 
195 
111 
96 
.97 
97 
97 

950 
97 
97 
97 
97 
97 
97 
97 



APPENDIX

TABLE C.-Internal revenue statutes expressly repealed-Continued

II. STATUTES AT LARGE

Act

Date

1898, June 13
Do
Do ---
Do---Do --------

1899, Feb. 28

1899, Mar. 3
1900, Apr. 30
1901, Mar. 2

Do-..--
Do -..--
Do-----
Do---

1907, Mar. 2
1909, Aug. 5

Do----
Do----
Do---
Do-----
Do.....

1910, June 23
1912, Apr. 30
1913, Oct. 3

Do ---
Do---
Do -- .

1914, Aug. 18
1914, Oct. 22
1915, Dec. 17
1916, Sept. 8

Do.. -.-
Do----

Do ---.-
De-
Do---

1917, Mar. 3
Do .---
Do ---
Do----
Do-----

1917, Oct. 3
Do--...
Do------

1)0o ----....DIo ----
Do ---.---
Do -------
I)o--- --

Do.

1)o ...
D)o ---.

l)o

Do--..
Do.--.
Do -----
Do ----
Do-----

Do.----
Do-----.
Do------Do ------

919, Oct. 2S
Do--..--
Do._
Do.----.
Do.----.

1920, May 2
1920, May 31
1921, Nov. 23

Do..---
Do..----

Do---
Do-----.
Do-----
Do ----.
Do --
Do ----
Do ---.
Do----

1922, Sept. 2

Chap-
ter

448
448
448
448

Res.
23

424
339
806
806
806
806
806

2571
6
6
6
6
6
6

356
102

16
16
16
16

255
331

4
463
463
463

463
463
463
159
159
159
159
162

63
63
61
63
63

63

6361
67

6E

18

IE
14
18

18
1i

It
18
14

211

13

134

131

131

8i
85
85
8]
8i

214
21]
131
131
131

134
134
13(
131
131
131
134
131

356

Repealed by act of-

Chap-
terSection V Iume

Sched. B 30
27 30
28 30
29 30

------- 30 1

1 30 1
t(b) 46

2 31
4 31
8 31
9 31

10 31
4 34

34 36
35 36
37 36
38 36
41 36
42 36

.-.. .- ------ - .-- 36
1-8 37
II 38

IV. C, D, M 38
IV. N2 38

IV.O,P 38
1-21 38

- . ------ 38
- 39

Title I 39
8 (d) 39

9 (d), (e) 39

Title II 39
Title III 39
Title IV 39

Title I 39
Title II 39

Title III 39
402 39

5 39
Title I 40

Title II 40
Title III 401
Title IV 40
Title V 40

Title VI 40
Title VII 41

Title VIII 40
I 'Title IX 40
3 Title X 40

Title XII 40
S Title It 40
8 'Title III 40

'rTitle IV 40
Title V 40

1 Title VI: 628-630 40
1 Title VII 40

Title VIII 40
8 Title IX 40
8 Title X 40
8 Title XI 40
8 Title XII 40
8 Title XIII: 1314- 40

1317, 1319, 1320.
5 Title I 41
5 Title II 41
5 Title II 37 (2d) 41
i Title II 37 (3d) 41
5 Title II 37 (4th) 41

1 41- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 1
S Title II 42
; Title IV 42
5 Title V (except 500 42

(d)).
5 Title VI 602, 603 42
6 Title VII 42
5 Title VIII 42
5 Title IX 42
6 Title X 42
1 Title XI 42
1 Title XII 42

i Title XIII: 1307-9, 42
1310 (c), 1311-16,

1318, 1320,1321-26,
1328-0.

3t1 301,30i2 42

'age

462
464
464
464
.390

1082
161
938
940
942
946
946

1250
110
110
112
112
118
118
592
106
166
192
199
200
693
745

2
756
762
764
765
777
780
783

1000
1000
100
1002
1061

30C
301
30n

311
314
311

321321

32132i

101
1111
1111
112(
1122
1121
113:
113)
114'
114!

30Q
30
311
311
311
65
72Q
22
27,
281

28
28t
28'
29
29
30
30t
311
311

ni.

Date

1902, Apr. 12
.- do-
.- do -do
.- do ---
1902, Apr. 12

1907, Mar. 4
1932, June 6
1902, Apr. 12

- do --
- do---

.- do -----
-- do -----
1913, Oct. 3

..--do---
1919, Feb. 24
1913, Oct. 3
-- do ---
-.-- do-.. -.
-. do-...--
1929, Mar. 2
1929, Jan. 14
1916, Sept. 8
1922, Sept. 21
1919, Oct. 28
1922, Sept. 21
1916, Aug. 11
1916, Sept. 8
.- do---. -
1919, Feb. 24
1917, Oct. 3
-- do----

1919. Feb. 24
-- do..---
-- do ---
1917, Oct. 3

.-- do---.
1919, Feb. 24

.do---
1936, June 25

'1919, Feb. 24
_--do ------
... doo
..... do ......-..- do.

.. do....
...do --...---

- do.----
... do.....

.do ....
do_-. .
do......

.. do....
1921. Nov. 23

.do --...
do----
do-----.

-._do....--
- do---

1 do9,- Ag. 2---- do-----
----- do.----.
--. do----.

1935, Aug. 2Z
--- do-----.

1933, Mar. 21
----- do ----

----- do-----.
1928, May 2Z

*1920, June 2
*1924, June 2
.-- do---
----- do-----

____ -do ------- do-----.
---. do-.

-.... do-- .

--. do.-
----- do -----

--do -----

- do ..- ...... dom ....

LXI

-

A49

500
500
500
500
500

2918
209
500
500
500
500
500

16
16
18
16
16
16
16

510
69

463
356

85
356
313
463
463
18
63
63

18
18
18
63
63
18
18

815
18
18
18
ia
1818Is

134
I34

136
136
136
131
131
131
131

131
13113113113(13(

13f

74(
74(

4

901
22(
234
234
234

234
23-
23
23234
234230
234

Section

7

116 (b)
2
7
7
7
7

IV. N
IV.S

704
IV. S
IV.S
IV. S
IV. S

2
8

24
321
III
321

21
410
410

1400 (a)
1204 (2)
1205 (2)

1400 (a)
1400 (a)
1400 (a)

1301
214

1400 (a)
1400 (a)

9
1400 (a)
1400 (a)
1400 (a)
1400 (a)
1400 (a)
1400 (a)
1400 (a)
1400 (a)

1400 (a)
1400 (a)

141(X
1401
14t10
14(1
1401
140(
140(
140(
140(
140(
140(1401

1(22

1100
1101
110C

110(
1101
110(
1101
110(

11011101
1101

a5_ . ..---.

Vol-
me g

32 97
32 97
32 97
32 97
32 97

34 1310
47 205
32 96
32 97
32 97
32 97
32 97
38 200
38 201
40 1118
38 201
38 201
38 201
38 201
45 1496
45 1080
39 776
42 947
41 319
42 947
39 482
39 792
39 792
40 1149
40 332
40 333

40 1149
40 1149
40 1149
40 338
40 308
40 1149
40 1149
49 1930
40 1149
40 1149
411 1149
40 1149
411 1149
414 114
41} 1149
44, 1149
40l 1141
41) 1149
41) 1141
42 320
42 320
42 320
42 320
42 320
42 320
42 320
42 320
42 320
42 320
42 320
42 320

49 872
49 872
48 17
48 17
48 17
45 986
41 738
43 352
43 352
43 352

43 352
43 352
43 352
43 352
43 352
43 352
43 352
43 352

48 782

APPENDIX LXI 

TABLE C.-Internal revenue statutes expressly repealed-Continued 

IL STATUTES AT LARGE 

Act Repealed by act of-

Date 
Chap- 
ter Section 

Vol- 
111110 

Page Date Chap- 
ter 

Section Vol. 
ume Page' " 6  

1898, June 13 448 Sched. B 30 462 1902, Apr. 12 500 7 

t
t
a
t
t
t
t
t
 
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
 
tf

tt
tt

te
zt

.t
ft

ft
ts

 .
 .
. 

 
tt

tn
t,

,,g
tt
,t,
,s
tt
o,g
m
t
t
n
t
n
n
n
n
n
. 
n
n
n
 
 

97 
Do  448 27 30 464 do  500 7 97 
Do  448 28 30 464 do  500 7 97 
Do  448 29 30 464 do  500 7 97 

1899, Feb. 28 J. Res. 30 1390 1902, Apr. 12 500 7 97 
23 

1899, Mar. 3 424 I 30 1082 *1907, Mar. 4 2918 1 1310 
1900, Apr. 30 339 g(b) 46 161 1932, June 6 209 116 (b) 201 
1901, Mar. 2 806 2 31 938 1902, Apr. 12 500 2 9€ 

Do  806 4 31 940 do  500 7 97 

Do  806 8 31 942 do  500 7 97 
Do  806 9 31 946   do  500 7 97 

Do  806 10 31 946   do  500 7 97 

1907, Mar. 2 2571 4 34 1250 1913, Oct. 3 18 IV. N 296 

1909, Aug. 5 6 34 36 110   do  16 IV. 9 201 

Do  6 35 36 110 1919, Feb. 24 18 704 111E 

Do  6 37 36 112 1913, Oct. 3 16 IV. 9 201 

Do  6 38 36 112   do  16 IV. 9 201 

Do  6 41 36 118   do  16 IV. S 201 

Do  6 42 36 118   do  16 IV. 9 201 

1910, June 23 356 36 592 1929, Mar. 2 510 2 149( 

1912, Apr. 30 102 1-8 37 106 1929, Jan. 14 69 8 1084 

1913, Oct. 3 16 II 38 166 1916, Sept. 8 463 24 771 

Do  16 IV. 0, D, M 38 192 1922, Sept.21 356 321 941 

Do  16 IV. N2 38 199 *1919, Oct. 28 85 III 311 

Do  16 IV. 0, P 38 200 1922, Sept.21 356 321 941 

1914, Aug. 18 255 1-21 38 693 1916, Aug. 11 313 21 48: 

1914, Oct. 22 331   38 745 1916, Sept. 8 463 410 791 

1915, Dec. 17 4   39 2   do  463 410 7E 

1916, Sept. 8 463 Title I 39 756 *1919, Feb. 24 18 1400 (a) 1141 

Do  463 s (d) V 762 1917, Oct. 3 63 1204 (2) 331 

Do  463 9 (d), (e) 39 764   do  63 1205 (2) 3E, 
765 

Do  463 Title II 39 777 1919.Feb. 24 18 1400 (a) 1141 

Do  463 Title III 39 780   do  18 1400 (a) 114' 

Do  463 Title IV 39 783   do  18 1400 (a) 114' 

1917, Mar. 3 159 Title 1 39 1000 1917, Oct. 3 63 1301 331 

Do  159 Title II 39 1000   do  63 214 3E 

Do  159 Title III 39 1002 1919, Feb. 24 18 1400 (a) 114, 

Do  159 402 39 1003   do  18 1400 (a) 114 

Do  162 5 39 1069 1936, June 25 815 9 193 

1917, Oct. 3 63 Title I 40 300 *1919, Feb. 24 18 1400 (a) 114 

Do  63 Title II 40 302   do  18 1400 (a) 114 
Do  63 Title III 40 308   do  18 140(1 114 
D o  63 Title IV 40 312   do  18 1400 a) 

r) 
114 

Do  63 Title V 40 314 _do  18 1400 a) 114 

Do 67i Title VI 40 316   do  18 1400 (a) 114 
Do  63 Title VII 40 318   do 18 1400 (a) 114 

Do 63 Title VIII 40 319   do  18 1400 (a) 114 
110 ___ 63 Title IX 40 325   do  IC 1400 (a) 114 
1 /o  63 Title X 40 325   do  18 1400 (a) 114 

I /o 63 Title XII 40 329   do  18 1400 (a) 114 
1919, Feb. 24 IS Title It 40 1058 1921, Nov. 23 136 1400 32 

I /0 IS Title III 40 108,9   do  136 1400 32 

Do  18 T it te IV 40 1096   do  136 1400 32 

Do  18 Title V 40 1101 do  136 1400 32 

Do 18 Title VI:628-630 40 1116   do  136 1400 32 

Do  18 Title VII 40 1116 do  136 1400 32 

Do  18 Title VIII 40 1120   do  136 1400 32 

Do  18 Title IX 40 1122   do  136 1400 32 

Do  18 Title X 40 1126   do  136 1400 32 

Do  18 Title XI 40 1133   do  136 1400 32 

Do  18 Title XII 40 1138   do  136 1400 32 

Do  18 Title XIII: 1314- 40 1145-  do_ 136 1400 32 
1317,1319,1320. 1149 

1919, Oct. 28 85 Title I 41 305 1935, Aug. 27 740 1 87 

Do  85 Title II 41 307   do  740 1 87 

Do  85 Title II 37 (2d) 41 318 1933, Mar. 22 4 2 1 

Do  85 Title II 37 (3d) 41 318   do  4 2 I 

Do  85 Title II 37 (4th) 41 318   do  4 2 1 

1920, May 29 214 1 41 654 *19%‘, May 29 901 1 (22) 9£ 

1920, May 31 217   41 725 *1920, June 2 220   72 

1921, Nov. 23 136 Title II 42 227 *1924, June 2 234 1100 31 

Do  136 Title IV 42 277   do  234 1100 31 

Do  136 Title V (except 500 42 284   do  234 1100 31 
(d)). 

Do  136 Title VI 602, 603 42 285   do  234 1100 31 

Do  136 Title VII 42 286   do  234 1100 31 

Do  136 Title VIII 42 289   do  234 1100 31 

Do  136 Title IX 42 291   do  734 1100 31 

Do  136 Title X 42 294   do  234 1100 31. 

Do  136 Title XI 42 301   do  234 1100 31 

Do  136 Title XII 42 306   do  234 1100 3: 

Do  136 Title XIII: 1307-9, 42 31   do  234 1100 31 

1310 (c), 1311-16, 
1318,1320,1321-26, 

1328-30. 

319 

Inns a...* , I RSA ant. 302 42 934 1930. June 17 497 651 71 
y.. 

2 
7 
7 
7 

2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 



CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS

TABLE C.-Internal revenue statutes expressly repealed-Continued

II. STATUTES AT LARGE

Act

Date
Vol-
ume

1923, Mar. 4
Do --..--

1924, Mar. 13
1924, June 2

Do---
Do.----
Do.... --
Do.--
Do ----
Do ----
Do .---

1925, Feb. 26
Do....---

1925, Mar. 3
1926, Feb. 26

Do --

Do-.Do..---
Do ----
Do ------
Do ------
Do ------
Do -----

Do ---Do -----
1927, Dec. 22
1928, Mar. 5
1928, May 29
1930, Apr. 12
1932, June 6

Do--
Do.----
Do --
Do--
Do----
Do....--
Do -----
Do---
Do------
Do ------
Do ------
Do-------
Do ------
Do -...--
Do ---Do ------
Do - --
Do --

1932, June 30
1933, Mar. 22

)o --
1933, Mar. 31
1933, May 12

Do ------
Do..--
Do...

1934, Apr. 21
1934, May 10

Do---...
Do ----
Do ------Do --.
Do....

1934, June 20
1934, June 28
1935, Aug. 24

Do.---

Do ---
Do----
Do ---

1935, Aug. 29
1935, Aug. 30

Do --
Do..---
Do --- 19

1936, June 19
1936, June 22

Do ----

Do---
Do...--
Do----
Do...--

1937, Feb. 27

Repealed by act of-

Chap-
ter

276
280

55
234
234
234
234
234
234
234
234

345
345'
435
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
5

126
852
136
209

209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
314

4
4
18
25
25
25
25
157
277

277
277
277
687
866
641
641

641
641
641
813
824
829
829
829
612
690
690

690
690
690
690

Section

1
.....................

......... ¥Title-iiI
Title II
Title IV
Title V

Title VI
Title VII

Title VIII
Title X: 1004-7,

1008 (a), 1009-12,
1014,1018-1021(b),

1025 (c), 1026-1031.
11
12

303 (b) ()
315 (a)
600(1)

701
702
806

Sched. A (4)
903

1106 (a)
1106 (b)

1116
1

1, Title I
613 (b)

23
------------ ii-

117
169
187
205

501 (c)
601 (c) (2)
601 (c) (3)

603
604
605
607
609
611
613
614
615

726 (c)
761
319

1(a)
----------- Y(-

9 (d) 4)
9 (d) 5)

10 c)
10 (f)
1-23

604
605
608
701
702

27 (b)
30 (d), (e), (g)

30 (f)
39-54

201-233

105
106
402

13, 14
201-207

338 (a)
339 (a)

340
341

LXII

Page

1504
1507

22
254
303
316
320
322
325
331
340-
352

996
997

1115
73
80
93
95
95

101
102
105
113
113
119

30
169
876
160
179

207
222
223
227
245
260
260
261
261
261
263
264
264
264
264
264
275
277
412

16
16
23
36
36
37
37

598
766
767
768
769
770

1184
1275
769

771-
773
773
776
782
974
991

1017
1019
1026
1539
1655

1710-
1714
823
823
824
824

23

Date

1924, June 2
--- do----

---.. do -------
1926, Feb. 26

.--- do ----
--- do----
--- do---

-- do ---
-- do ---
--- do ----
.-- do -----

-- do ----
.--- do -----
-- do ----
1928, May 29

-- 'do --
.-- do------
1935, Aug. 30
1928, May 29
1926, May 14
1938, May 28
1928, May 29

--- do-----
--- do-----
--- do----
1928, May 29

-- do .--
1932, June 6

- *do--

--.- do.-- ...
--- do -----
--- do... -
--- do ----

1934, May 10
1938, May 28
1936, June 26
1938, May 28

-- do------.
1936, June 22
1938, May 28

----- do------
-- do----

1934, Mary 3
1938, May 28
1934, May 10
1938, May 28
1934, May 10
1933, Mar. 3
1935, Aug. 27
1934, Jan. 11
1935, Aug. 27
1934, June 26
1935, Aug. 24
1937, June 3

--- do ---.
1936, Feb. 10
1938, May 28

--- do ----
1936, June 22
1935, Aug. 30
----- do .--
1936, Feb. 10
---- do .--
1936, June 22

-- do----

-- do-..
1936, Feb. 10

-- do.---
1937, June 29
1937, Apr. 26
1938, May 28

--- do -----
1936, June 22
1937, Sept. 1
1938, May 28

--- do----

1938, May 28
-- do ---
--- do -----
-... *do --------
-- *do .---
1937, June 29

Chap- Section

234 1100

234 1100
234 1100
27 1200
27 1200
27 1200

27 1200
27 1200
27 1200
27 1200
27 1200
27 1200

27 1200
27 120027 1200

852 401
852 613 (b)
852 421
829 403
852 431
299 ------
289 701 (j)
852 453
852 612
852 606 (c)
852 614 (c)
852 424 (b)
852 424 (b)
209 809 (b)
209 116 (b)

90 218 (a

90 / 218 (a)
90 218 (a)
90 218 (a)
90 218 (a)

277 611
289 701 (i)
830 336
289 701 (a)
289 701 (b)
690 809
289 701 (c)
289 701 (d)
289 701 (e)
277 614
289 701 (f)
277 601
289 701 (j)
277 613
212 14
740 202 (a)

1 9(b)
740 I
759 2
641 14 (b)
296 2 (g)
296 2(h)

42 -..-
289 701 (g)
289 701 (h)
SoO 810 (b)
2 a 105 (h)
329 106 (d)

42 --
42 --

590 601 (c)
690 901

699 601 (c)
42
42---

405 11

289 602 (d)
690 703
898 510
289 15
289 15

289 804
289 804
289 803 (d)
289 803 (d)
289 804
405 11

Vol-
ume

43
43
43
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44

44
44
44
45
45
45
49
45
44
52
45
45
45
45

45
47

48
48
48
48
48
52
49
52
52
49
52
52
52
48
52
48
52
48
47
49
48
49
48
49
50
50
49
52
52
49
49
49
49
49
49
49

49
49
49
50
50
52
52
49
50
52
52

52
52
52
5262
52
50

Page

352
352
352
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125

125
125
125
862
876
865

1026
867
554
568
868
875
874
877
866
866
283
205
209

209
209
209
209
758
568

1959
568
568

1746
568
568
568
769
568
762
568
769

1517
877
314
872

1242
767
248
248

1106
568
568

1746
1018
1019
1106
1106
1740
1747

1740
1106
1106

440
90

567
568

1743
916
457
457

574
574
574
574
674
440

LXII CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS 

TABLE C.-Internal revenue statutes expressly repealed-Continued 

II. STATUTES AT LARGE 

Act Repealed by act of-

Date Chap- 
ter 

Section 
Vol- 
ume Page Date Chap- 

ter 
Qed,„ 
- ''''''' 

Vol- 
ume 

.,,.,..„,,, 
'a6u 

1923, Mar. 4 276 1 42 1504 1924, June 2 234 1100 43 352 
Do_ 280   42 1507   do  234 1100 43 352 

1924, Mar. 13 55   43 22   do  234 1100 43 352 
1924, June 2 234 Title II 43 254 1926, Feb. 26 27 1200 44 125 

Do  234 Title III 43 303   do- 27 1200 44 125 
Do__ _____ 234 Title IV 43 316   do  27 1200 44 125 
Do  234 Title V 43 320   do  27 1200 44 125 
Do  234 Title VI 43 322   do  27 1200 44 125 
Do  234 Title VII 43 325   do  27 1200 44 125 
Do  234 Title VIII 43 331   do  27 1200 44 125 
Do  234 Title X: 1004-7, 43 340-  do  27 1200 44 125 

1008 (a), 1009-12, 352 
1014,1018-1021(b), 

1025 (c), 1026-1031. 
1925, Feb. 26 345 11 43 996   do  27 1200 44 125 

Do  345' 12 43 997   do  27 1200 44 125 
1925, Mar. 3 435   43 1115 -----do  27 1200 44 125 
1926, Feb. 26 27 303 (b) (1) 44 73 *1928, May 29 852 401 45 862 

Do  27 315 (a) 44 80 .*do  852 613 (b) 45 876 
Do  27 600 (1) 44 93   do  852 421 45 865 
Do  27 701 44 95 1935, Aug. 30 829 403 49 1024 
Do  27 702 44 95 1928, May 29 852 431 45 867 
Do  27 806 44 101 1926, May 14 299   44 554 
Do  27 Schad. A (4) 44 102 1938, May 28 289 701 (1) 52 56/3 
Do  27 903 44 105 1928, May 29 952 453 45 868 
Do  27 1106 (a) 44 113   do  852 612 45 875 
Do  27 1106 (b) 44 113   do  852 606 (c) 45 874 
Do  27 1116 44 119   do  852 614 (c) 45 877 

1927, Dec. 22 5 1 45 30 1928, May 29 852 424 (b) 45 860 
1928, Mar. 5 126 1, Title I 45 169 *do  852 424 (b) 45 864 
1928, May 29 852 613 (b) 45 876 1932, June 6 209 809 (b) 47 283 
1930, Apr. 12 136   46 160 _*do  209 116 (b) 47 205 
1932, June 6 209 23 47 179 •1933,June 16 90 218 (a) 48 209 

- (c) 
Do__ _____ 209 117 47 207   do  90 218 (a) 48 208 
Do  209 169 47 222   do  90 218 (a) 48 209 
Do  209 187 47 223   do  90 218 (a) 48 209 
Do__ _ 209 205 47 227   do  90 218 (a) 48 209 
Do__ _ 209 501 (c) 47 245 1934,May 10 277 611 48 758 
Do  209 601 (c) (2) 47 260 1938, May 28 289 701 (i) 52 568 
Do  209 601 (c) (3) 47 260 1936, June 26 830 336 49 1959 
Do__   209 603 47 261 *1938, May 28 289 701 (e) 52 568 
Do  209 604 47 261   do  289 701 (b) 52 565 
Do  209 605 47 261 1936, June 22 690 809 49 1744 
Do  209 607 47 263 *1938, May 28 %9 701 (e) 52 568 
Do  209 609 47 264   do  289 701 (d) 52 569 
Do  209 611 47 264   do  289 701 (e) 52 568 
Do  209 613 47 264 1934, May 10 277 614 48 769 
Do  209 614 47 264 1938, May 28 289 701 (f) 52 568 
Do  209 615 47 264 1934, May 10 277 601 48 762 
Do____ .   209 726 (c) 47 275 1938, May 28 289 701 (1) 52 568 
Do ___ 209 761 47 277 1934, May 10 277 613 48 769 

1932, June 30 314 319 47 412 1033, Mar. 3 212 14 47 1517 
1933, Mar. 22 4   48 16 1935, Aug. 27 740 202 (a) 49 877 

Do__ 4 1 (a) 48 16 1434, Jan. 11 1 9 (b) 48 314 
1933, Mar. 31 18   48 23 1935, Aug. 27 740 1 49 877 
1933, May 12 25 9 (d) 4) 48 36 1034, June 26 759 2 48 1242 

Do  25 9 (d) 5) 48 38 1935, Aug. 24 641 14 (b) 49 767 
10 0) 48 37 1937, June 3 296 2 (g) 50 248 

Do  25 10 1) 48 37   do  296 2 (h) 50 248 
1934, Apr. 21 157 1-23 48 598 1936, Feb. 10 42   49 1106 
1934, May 10 277 604 48 766 1938, May 28 289 701 (g) 52 668 

Do  277 605 48 767   do  289 701 (h) 52 668 
Do  277 608 48 768 1936, June 22 fv.;0 810 (b) 49 1746 
Do  277 701 48 769 1935, Aug. 30 .'.9 105 (h) 49 1018 
Do  277 702 48 770   do  ,s20 106 (d) 49 1019 

1934, June 20 687   48 1184 1936, Feb. 10 42   49 Hoe 
1934, June 28 866   48 1275   do  42   49 1106 
1935, Aug. 24 641 27 (b) 49 769 1936, June 22 690 601 (c) 49 1740 

Do  641 30 (d), (e), (g) 49 771-   do  690 901 49 1747 
773 

Do  641 30 (f) 49 273   do  690 601 (c) 49 1740 
Do  641 39-54 49 776 1936, Feb. 10 42   49 1106 
Do  641 201-3 49 782   do  42   49 1106 

1935, Aug. 29 813   49 974 1937, June 29 405 11 50 440 
1935, Aug. 30 824   49 991 1937, Apr. 26 127 20 (a) 50 90 

Do  829 105 49 1017 1938, May 28 289 601 (h) 52 567 
Do  829 106 49 1019   do  289 602 (d) 52 568 
Do  829 402 49 1026 1936, June 22 690 703 49 1743 

1936, June 19 612   49 1539 1937, Sept. 1 898 510 50 914 
1936, June 22 690 13,14 49 1655 1938, May 28 289 15 52 457 

Do  690 201-207 49 1710-   do  289 15 52 457 
1714 

Do  690 338 (a) 50 823 1938, May 28 289 804 52 574 
Do  690 339 (a) 50 823 -----do  289 804 52 574 
Do  690 340 50 824   do  289 803 (d) 52 574 
Do  690 341 50 824 _*do  289 803 (d) 52 574 

*do  289 804 52 574 
1937, Feb. 27 10   50 23 1937, June 29 405 11 50 440 



APPENDIX

TABLE D.-Internal revenue statutes expressly amended or reenacted

[Amendments of amendments are cited under the basic statute.]

[t=Amended in part. t=Amended in full. *=Reenacted.]

I. REVISED STATUTES

Revised Statutes section

239 -------------
797---
838.--------------
3140-- ---
3141 -- ----
3142 ---
3143-------
3144...---------

3145-------
3149-----
3152--------------

3154-----
3158------
3163----

3164 ----

3165 ---------------------------------

3167--------------------------- ---

3168 -------------------- --------
3171 - - -------------------------- -------
3172..-.-.-----------------------

3173.----------- -------------- ----

3176--...----.----------------------- ----

3181..---.---------------------------
3182..-..----------------------------------

3183 ...---..---------------------- . .
3184-......--.----------------------
3186 --------------------------------

3186(e) ---.------------------------
3187 -...--------- -------

3192--...----------------------
3195 -------------------------- -----

3197 -----------------------------------

Amending statutes

I

VolumeDate

1875, Feb. 1S
1879, Mar. 1
1877, Feb. 27
-- t do - -. -
--- tdo ------
1923, Mar. 4
1879, Mar. 1

- do ----
1932, June 6
1S77, Feb. 27
1879, Mr. 1
1878, Jure 19
1879, Mar. 1
1919, Oct. 28
1875, Feb. 18
1876, Aug. 15

:1879, Mr. 1
:1919, Feb. 24
'1921, Nov. 23
'1924, June 2
'1926, Feb. 2;
1879, Mar. 1

:1919, Feb. 24
'1921, Nov. 23
'1924, June 2
1926, Feb. 26

t1894, Aug. 27
t1913, Oct. 3
t1916, Sept. 8
t1919, Feb. 24
'1921, Nov. 23
'1924, June 2
'1926, Feb. 26
t1877, Feb. 27

1l879. Mar. I
tl894. Aug. 27
t1913, Oct. 3
11916, Sept. S

tl919, Feb. 2
*1921, Nov. 23
'1924, Jille 2
19'16, Feb. 2.
1is791, T¥llr. I

tlS7l1.Mr. 1

IS1.4, Aulg. 27
t1913, (F tl.
tl1116, Srpt. I

'1921, Nov. 23
t* 24. JuTne 2
*tl1,,2 Feb. 2'
t1987, Mayr, I
144., Aurt. 27

t1913.2; . 3
tl916. Sept.
t1 19. Feb. 24
1921. Nov. 23

tl924, June 2
:1926, Feb. 26
t1928. May 29

1932; June 6

t1934, NMay 10
91936. June 22
tl1938, May 28
t1875. Feb. 18
tl921, Nov. 23
t1924. June 2
11926, Feb. 26
tl889. Mar. 1
tl1938. May 2S

1879. Mar. 1
;1913,Mar. 4
1925. Feb. 26

.1928, May 29
11934, May 10
tl1924, June 2
f1tl934, May 10
t1934, May 10
:1924, June 2
*1926, Feb. 26
tl1877, Feb. 27
tIS79. Mar. 1

18
20
19
19
19
42
20
20
47
19
20
20
20
41
18
19
20
40
42
43
44
20
40
42
43
44
28
38
39
40
42
43
44
19
20
28
38
39
40
42
4:3
44
21)
28

148
4',

441
*21
2S
3.'
39
40
42
43
44

45

47

48
49
52
18
42
43
44
20
52
20
37
43
45
48
43
48
48
43
44
19
20

Page

317
327
241
248
248

1444
327
328
288
248
328
187
329
320
319
132
328

1146
311
344
117
329

1146
311
344
117
557
177
773

1146
311
345
117
248
329
558
178
773

1141
311
345

330

77i1
11'16

312

IsS
331

179

1147
313
3391
112

(f857.85S.
878

231. 239.
254, 255

746
1727

541
319
315
341
114
331
574
331

1016
994
875
757
343
758
757
351
124
248
331

LXIII

Chapter

80
125

C9
214
125
125
209

69
125
329
125

85
80

2?7
125

18
136
234

27
125
18

136
234

27
349

16
463

18
136

27
69

125
349
16

IS
136

2:34

449

4113
1I4

2.44
27125

1'1
43

S2327
385

209

690
289

136
234

27
125
289
123

344277123

277

234
27

12S

Section

2
1

2
1

1

2

1

22

1317

1311

2

18

1115

2

1317
1311
1018
1115

34
II.I

16

1317
1311

1311

1018
1115

1
2

34

II.
16

1317
1311

1018

1115

34

II. I
16

If;

1317

1311
101S
1115

3
3

II. 1

19
1317

1311

1103
291. 293,
619 (dl

291, 293
II. 293

291,293

1

132217

311

805 (a)
3

1103
1 291. 293,

509

619 d)

510519

291.293
291.'293
291,293

1
1322
1009
1109

3
805 (a)

1128 (a)

33

. - - -

APPENDIX LXIII 

TABLE D.-Internal revenue statutes expressly amended or reenacted 

[Amendments of amendments are cited under the basic statute.] 

[t.--Amended in part. 5=Amended in full. • =Reenacted.] 

I. REVISED STATUTES 

Revised Statutes section 

Amending statutes 

Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

239  51875, Feb. 18 18 317 80 1 

797  91879, Mar. 1 20 327 125 2 

838  t1877, Feb. 27 19 241 69 1 

3140  tdo  19 248 69 

3141  tdo  19 248 69 1 

3142  91923, Mar. 4 42 1444 244   
3143  $1879, Mar. 1 20 327 125 , ' 

3144  ......tdo  20 328 125 2 
11932, June 6 47 288 209 1101 

3145  t1S77, Feb. 27 19 248 69 1 
' 3149  11879, Mar. 1 20 328 125 

3152  91878, Jure 19 
31879, Mar. 1 

20 
20 

187 
329 

329 
125 

1 
, 

3154  91919, Oct. 28 41 320 85 i 

3158  t1875, Feb. 18 18 319 80 1 

3163  11876, Aug. 15 
11879, Mar. 1 

19 
20 

152 
328 

287 
125 

1 
i 

3164  51919, Feb. 24 
*1921, Nov. 23 

40 
42 

1146 
311 

18 
136 

131; 
1311 

.1924, June 2 43 344 234 101) 

.1926, Feb. 26 44 117 27 11P 

3165  t1879, Mar. 1 
51919, Feb. 24 

20 
40 

329 
1146 

125 
18 131 

'1921, Nov. 23 42 311 136 131 
.1924, June 2 43 344 234 101) 
.1926, Feb. 26 44 117 27 1111 

3167  11894, Aug. 27 
11913, Oct. 3 

28 
38 

557 
177 

349 
16 

3, 
II. : 

11916, Sept. 8 39 773 463 11 
11919, Feb. 24 40 1146 18 1311 
*1921, Nov. 23 42 311 136 131 
.1924, June 2 43 345 234 1011 
•1026, Feb. 26 44 117 27 1111 

3168  91877, Feb. 27 19 248 69 

3171    01879, Mar. 1 01879, Mar. 1 20 329 125 
3, 

3172  11894, Aug. 27 11913, Oct. 3 
28 
38 

558 
178 

349 
16 II. 

11916, Sept. 8 39 773 463 li 
51919, Feb. 24 40 1146 Is 131 

.1921., Nov. 23 42 311 136 131 
*1924, June 2 43 345 234 liai 

•ItY.:6, Feb. 24', 44 III 27 111 

3173  51875, Nblr. I 
51894, Aug. 27 

20 
28 

330 
558 

In 
340 a 

11913, (let.. 3 38 178 I 6 II. 

11916, Sept. I 39 774 463 1 

II1119, Iv)'. 2.1 4ii 11.141 is 131 

'1921, Nov. 23 42 312 Ill; 131 

• lial„Iiine 2 13 3 in '231 101 

*1026, Feb. 20 44 I i 8 27 III 

3176  41879, Mar. I 
11894, Aur. 27 

25 
28 

331 
55s) 

127, 
319 3 

11913. 0e). 3 38 179 16 II. 

51916. Sept. 8 39 775 463 1 

11919. Feb . 24 40 11 47 18 131 

*1921, Nov. 23 42 313 136 131 

11924, Rule 2 43 339 234 100 

51926, Feb. 26 44 112 27 110 
291, 292 

1.19M May 29 45 
{857.824S. } 852 619 id 

01032;3-tine 6 47 {as' 254, 255 
209 1 

M 291.292 
g0 

+1934, May 10 46 746 
.., 
..1(...- 291,29 

01936. June 22 49 1727 690 TA. 29 

:1938, May 28 52 541 289 291,29 

3181  91875. Feb. 18 
  11921, N ov. 23 

18 
42 

319 
315 

80 
136 132   11921, N ov. 23 3182  

t 1924, June 2 43 341 234 100 

1-19%, Feb. 26 44 114 27 110 

3183  
3184  
3186  

ti879. Mar. I 
91938, May 28 
5.18;9, Mar. 1 
51913, Mar. 4 

Xi 
52 
20 
37 

331 
574 
331 
1016 

125 
289 

125 
166   

805 (a 

11925. Feb. 26 43 994 344   

51928, May 29 45 875 852 61 

3186(c)_  
3187  

01934, May 10 
91924, June 2 
91934, May 10 

48 
43 
48 

757 
343 
758 

277 
234 
277 

50 
101 
51 

3192  
3195  

11934, May 10 
51924, June 2 
'1926, Feb. 26 

48 
43 
44 

757 
351 
124 

277 
234 
27 

50 
1031 (a 
1128 (6 

3197  11877, Feb. 27 tial ar a M_ 1 
19 
20 

248 
331 

69 
125 

3 

3 

5 
3 

7 
1 
3 
3 

it 
3 

1 

3 

3 

3 

6 
0 

3 

3 



LXIV CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS

TABLE D.-Internal revenue statutes expressly amended or reenacted-Continued

I. REVISED STATUTES

Revised Statutes section

3200. 2 --- - ----------------. -
3203--- ---------------
3207 - ------------

3207 (a) -----.--- -----------
3208 .0---- -------------- --
3209 ....-- ---------------------
3210.--..-... - ---------------..

3220 . .... --. ---- -

3221..--------------- --------
32-23...--. - ---------------------.
3224. ---------------------

32....25..----------------------

3226 ..-- - --------------------...

3228.... -....----. --......-----

3229.........--------------
3237 -----------------------------
3238 --------7------------

3244, st...............................

3244, 2-.....--- --------- --------------------

3244, 3d..... .. ... -........ ...

3244, th....................... ...........

3244, 2th... --------------.........

3244, 5th (e)......- -------------- ...-
3244, 5th .......---........----. ------...

3244, 1th -..--..---... ...------..-.----
3246.------.-------------------- ----------

3251 --.....................................
3251------------------------------------

3258----- -------------

328.-------------------..

Amending statutes

Date

1926, Feb. 26
51879, Mar. 1
:1924, June 2

1926, Feb. 26
11936, June 22

1879, Mar. 1
1926, Feb. 26

11924, June 2
1926, Feb. 26
1919, Feb. 24

*1921, Nov. 23
1924, June 2
1926, Feb. 26
1928, May 29

-- _ do-----
t1879, Mar. 1
.- do ----
t1926, Feb. 26
.- tdo ----

t1928, May 29

t1932, June 6

I1936 June 22
t938, May 28

1916, Sept. 8
1919, Feb. 24
1921, Nov. 23
1877, Feb. 27
1921, Nov. 23
1923, Mar. 4
1924, June 2
1926, Feb. 26

t1932 June 6
t1936, June 22

1916, Sept. 8
1919, Feb. 24

41921, Nov. 23
1923, Mar. 4
1924, June 2
1926, Feb. 26

tl928, May 29
tl932, June 6
t1938, May 28
:1936, June 26
t1875, Feb. 18
t1877, Feb. 27
:1906,June 21

1919, Oct. 28
1933, Mar. 22

t1934,Jan. 11
t1879, Mar. 1

1880, May 28
1913, Oct. 3
1875, Feb. 18
1879, Mar. 1
190, June 7
1914, Oct. 22
1916, Sept. 8
1919, Feb. 24
1934, June 18
1936, June 26
1934, June 15

t1936, June 26
1879, Mar. I

:193, June 26
1938, June 15

t1879, Mar. 1
1880. June 16
1916, Sept. 7
1879, Mar. 1
1915, Mar. 3

t1936, June 26
t1926, Feb. 26
t1936, June 26
11896, June 3
tl1901. Feb. 4
11911, Mar. 2
t1916, Sept. 8
:1919, Feb. 24

1935, Aug. 29
t1936, June 26
t1938, June 15
t1919, Oct. 28
--- tdon-----

Volume

44
20
43
44
49
20
44
43
44
40
42
43
44
45
45
20
20
44
44
45

47

49
52
39
40
42
19
42
42
43
44
47
49
39
40
42
42
43
44
45
47
52
49
18
19
34
41
48
48
20
21
38
18
20
34
38
39
40
48
49
48
49
20
49
52
20
21
39
20
38
49
44
49
29
31
36
39
40
49
49
52
41
41

Page

125
332
350
123

1743
332
125
351
124

1145
314
342
115
878
996
341
333

55
75

853

233,250

1722
535
773

1145
316
248
314

1505
343
116
286

1745
772

1085
314

1505
342
115
878
287
578

1953
319
248
387
320

16
315
342
149
200
319
333
216
750
787

1113
1013
1951
967

1953
333

1954
701
343
291
740
334
893

1956
105

1943
195
759

1014
788

1114
988

1959
702
320
320

Chapter

27
125
234

27
690
125
27

234
27
18

136
234

27
852
901
125
125

27
27

852

209

690
289
463

18
136
69

136
276
234

27
209
690
463

18
136
276
234

27
852
209
289
830

80
69

3509
85
4
1

125
108

16
80

125

331
463

18
598
830
542
830
125
830
439
125
250
453
125

78
830
27

830
309
195
198
463

18
814
830
439
85
86

Section

1129
3

1030
1127

802 (a)
3

1129
1031 (b)
1128 (b)
1316 (a)

1315
1011
1111

619 (b)
3
6
3

274 (a)
308 (a)2 7

2 (a)
f 272 (a)

272 (a)
272 (a)

14 (d)
1316 (b)

1323
1

1318
2

1014 (a)
1113 (a)

1103
807 (a)

14 (a)
252

1316

1112
619

1106
815
322

1
1

9
I(b)
9 (c)

10
is

IV. N2
1
4
6
2

319 (b)

323
4

324
5

14

-328
902
301

625
15

333
8(e)

9
9

----- -------------------- - ,w--------- -
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Revised Statutes section 

Amending statutes 

Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

3200  11926, Feb. 26 44 125 27 1129 
3203  11879, Mar. 1 20 332 125 3 
3207  11924, June 2 43 350 234 1030 

•1926, Feb. 26 44 123 27 1127 
3207 (a)  11936, June 22 49 1743 690 802 (a) 
3208  11879, Mar. 1 20 332 125 3 
3209  11926, Feb. 26 44 125 27 1129 
3210  11924, June 2 43 351 234 1031 (b) 

*1926, Feb. 26 44 124 27 1128 (b) 
3220  11919, Feb. 24 40 1145 18 1316 (a) 

•1921, Nov. 23 42 314 136 1315 
•11124, June 2 43 342 234 1011 
11926, Feb. 26 44 115 27 1111 
11928, May 29 45 878 852 619 (b) 

__ tdo  45 996 901 3 
3221  t1879, Mar. 1 20 341 125 8 
3223  _1do  20 333 125 1 
3224  11926, Feb. 26 44 55 27 274 (a) 

tdo  44 75 27 308 (a) 
11928, May 29 45 853 852 272 (a) 

11932, June 6 47 233,250 209 { 272 (a) 
513 (a) 

'11938, June 22 49 1722 690 272 (a) 
11938, May 28 52 535 289 272 (a) 

3225    11916, Sept. 8 11916, Sept. 8 39 773 463 14 (d) 
11919, Feb. 24 40 1145 18 1316 (b) 
•1921, Nov. 23 42 316 136 1323 

3226  11877, Feb. 27 19 248 69 1 
11921, Nov. 23 42 314 136 131) 
11923, Mar. 4 42 1505 276 . 
11924, June 2 43 343 234 1014 (a) 
*1926, Feb. 26 44 116 27 1113 (a) 
11932, Tune 6 47 286 209 1101 
1936, June 22 49 1745 690 807 (a) 

3228  t1916, Sept. 8 39 772 463 14 (a) 
11919, Feb. 24 40 1085 18 25: 
11921, Nov. 23 42 314 136 131( 
11923, Mar. 4 42 1505 276   
1192A, June 2 43 342 22.4 101: 
11926, Feb. 26 44 115 27 111: 
11928, May 29 45 878 852 614 
11932, June 6 47 287 209 110( 

3229  11938, May 28 52 578 289 81: 
3237  11936, June 26 49 1953 830 32: 
3238  11875, Feb. 18 18 319 80 1 
3239    11877, Feb. 27 11877, Feb. 27 19 248 69 I 
3240  11905, June 21 34 387 3509   
3244  11919, Oct. 28 41 320 85 i 
3244, 1st  11933, Mar. 22 48 16 4 1 () 

1934, Jan. 11 48 315 1 9 (c) 
3244, 2d  .11879, Mar. 1 20 342 125 1( 

11880, May 28 21 149 108 li 
11913, Oct. 3 38 200 16 IV. N: 

3244, 3d  11875, Feb. 18 18 319 80 1 
11879, Mar. 1 20 333 125 4 
.11906, June 7 34 216 3946 4 
11914, Oct. 22 as 750 Z1 

Sept. 8 39 787 463 402 (f' i1916, 1919, Feb. 24 40 1113 18 62( 
1934, June 18 48 1013 598 : 

11936, June 26 49 1951 830 319 (b: 
3244, 4th  11934, June 15 48 967 542   

11936, June 26 49 1953 830 321 
3344, 5th  '11879, Mar. 1 20 333 125 

11938, June 26 49 1954 830 32, 
3244, 5th (g)  )1938, June 15 52 701 439 : 
3244, 6th    11879, Mar. 1 11879, Mar. 1 20 343 125 1, 

11880. June 16 21 291 250   
3244, 11th  11916. Sept. 7 39 740 453   
3246  11879, Mar. 1 20 334 125 : 

11915, Mar. 3 38 893 78   
11938, June 26 49 1956 830 321 

3251  11926, Feb. 26 44 105 27 90 
11936, June 26 49 1943 830 30 

3255  11896, June 3 29 195 309   . 
)1901, Feb. 4 31 759 195   
11911, Mar. 2 36 1014 198   
t1916, Sept. 8 39 788 463 40 
11919, Feb. 24 40 1114 18 621 
11935, Aug. 29 49 988 814 1: 
11936, June 26 49 1959 830 

31 11938, June 15 52 702 439 8 (e 
3258  11919, Oct. 28 41 320 85 1 
3259  -tdo_ 41 320 85 I 
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*1936. June 

98907'-39---T. 1- 37

Amending statutes

VolumeDate

3230..1880. May 28320--------------------------------------t1880,MFb 24
t1919, Feb. 24

t1919, Oct. 28
11936, June 26

1936, June 263252 --- ----- -1880,M ay 28326 ------------------------------------- 11936,June 26
3263 tl....---- 1 919, Oct. 28

32 ::::::::::::- ---- ----- --- 1879, Mar. 1
1919, Feb. 24

t919, Oct. 28
1936, June 26

3264 (2d par.) ----------------------------- 910,June 22

11919, Feb. 24
3266-------------------------------------tt919, Oct. 28

13934, June 18

f1936, June 28
3268 -------------------------------- tl-----1919, Oct. 28
3269 ---------------------------------------- do.---
3271 ---------------------------------------- do ---
3273 -- ----------------------------------------.-. -. td o --.- -....
3274-------------------------- --------- -- tdo ....

3275 ---------------------------- tdo------
1934, June 18

3276 ---- ---------- 1tl879, Mar. 1
3279 -------------------- ------ t1919, Oct. 28
32 0 ------..--------------------------..... --- ---. tdo .----- .

1934, June 18
3281 ----------- t1936, June 26
3282 ------------------------ .. 1879, Mar. 1
3283 ----------- ----- -l1913, Oct. 3

1919, Feb. 24
1t919, Oct. 28

3284 ----------- do .----
325 --------- -------------------- 1880, May 28

1910, June 22
1tl919, Feb. 24
t919, Oct. 28
1tl936, June 26

3286 --. . ...-----------------------.. -- ----- tl1879, Mar. 1
t1919, Oct. 28

329 . . .. tl879, Mar. 13287 ----------- -------------------- t1870 May 2811880, May 28
tl1899, Feb. 21
tl1911,Mar. 2
t1919, Oct. 28
11936, June 26

328 - --. 1919, Oct. 28
32890 -- - - - - - -- to---
32S- -- ........ --- - ------- - . tdo...----

1936, Juie 2fl
3291 - --------- - - 1919 Oct. 28
3292 - - - ---- - - -- - -- - 1879, Mar. 1
3293 ----- --.-- .--------------------- ls80,Msyr 2I3293. 1880, May 28

1tl919, Oct. 28
t1936, June 26

394.... -------- -- 1879, Mar. 1
13294880. May 28
11919, Oct. 28

329m .-----------------.------ - 11892, July 16
3295.-- ------ 19, Oct. 28

32 1tl936, June 2
3296 -------- ------- -- - - -- - - --- . d- ....
3299 ------------------------- 11875, Feb. 16
3.301 - ---- - ---------------- -. t1879, Mar. 1
3302 ..--------------------------------------- t1919, Oct. 2

3303 -- 1936, June 2(
3307--- t1919, Oct. 2E3307------------ 11936, June 21
3307 - ------------------- t1919, Oct. 26
3308s--- ------------ ----------- ----- ......... .... tdo.....
3309 ---- . -- - - .------ -------- -- ,Mar. .1187$, Mar. 3

1 894, Aug. Z
t1913, Oct. 3
j1914, Oct. 2;
tl1916,. Sept. 8
tl1919, Feb. 24
1919, Oct. 26
tl934, Jan. 11
t1936, June

3310 -- ----- t1877, Feb. 27
31880, May 28

1919, Oct. 28
tl936 June 2

3311 --.--- --- -------- -- -- - ----- - t1919, Oct. 2i
1936, June 2

21
40
41
49
21
49
41
20
40
41
49
36
39
40
41
48
41
49
41
41
41
41
41
41
48
20
41
41
48
49
20
38
40
41
41
21
36
40
41
49
20
41

21

3049

36
41
49
41
41
41
411
41
41
201
21
41
48
2C
21
41
27
41
4f
4E

41
46
41
41

26
31

41
4:
41
41

21
41
41
41
4.

Page

146
1107

320
1943

145
1941
320
334

1107
320

1943
590
787

1114
320

1013
320

1943
320
320
320
320
320
320

1013
335
32B
320

1013
1949
335
200

1107
320
320
145
590

1107
320

1943
335
320
3B6
147
843

1014
320

1MO
320
320

1141
320
338

145
320

1947
337
146
312C
201
320

1941
1962

31S
337
320

1941
32(

194E
32(
32
419
566
20(

1107 ,IlIl
32*
31;

14:
321

194
3-

194:

-.-;, - -- ~l -+et - I

LXV

Chapter

108
18
85

830
108
830

85
125
18
85

830
329
463

18
85

598
85

830
85
85
85
85
85
85

598
125
85
85

598
930
125

16
18
85
85

108
329
18
85
930
125

85

1259108
1111*

830830

8:1(1
891
*15

83)

85

AS

135
108

85
83)
125
108

85
196
81
83]
831
8(1
122

85

813
82

83C
8E

131
3461(1
M

331
46;
16

81

83(
61

106
81

83(
81

831

Section

602
9

303
2

301
9
5

602
9

302
1

402 (1)
623

I
9
9

304
9
9
9
9
9

6029

9
9
2

5

602
9

302
5
9

IN

9
9
9
9

12

9

4

302

9
1
9

202
409

5
9

310
9

311
9
9

12
60

IV. Ni
2

402
602. 618 'a)

9
5

302

7
9

302
9

302
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Amending statutes 

Revised Statutes section 

Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

3260 0880, 
31919, 

May 28 
Feb. 24 

21 
40 

145 
1107 

108 
18 

1 
605 

111919, Oct. 28 41 320 as 9 
31936, June 26 49 1943 830 302 

3262  31880, May 28 
0936, June 26 

21 
49 

145 
1841 

108 
830 

5 
301 

3263  11919, Oct. 28 41 320 85 9 

3264  31879, 
:1919, 

Mar. 1 
Feb. 24 

20 
40 

334 
1107 

125 
18 60; 

t1919, Oct. 28 41 320 85 £ 
0936, June 26 49 1943 830 305 

3264 (2d par.)  
:1916, 
0.910, June 22 

Sept. 8 
36 
39 

590 
787 

329 
463 

1 
402 (1) 

31919, Feb. 24 40 1114 18 6Z 

3266  11919, Oct. 28 
0934, June 18 

41 
48 

320 
1013 

85 
598 

3287  11919, 
t1936, 

Oct. 28 
June 26 

41 
49 

320 
1943 

85 
830 30, 

3268  31919, Oct. 28 ' 41 320 85 

3269  __tdo  41 320 85 

3271  tdo  41 320 85 

3273  __tdo  41 320 85 
3274  --tdo  41 320 85 

3275  tdo  
31934, June 18 

41 
48 

320 
1013 

85 
598 

3276  11879, Mar. 1 20 335 125 

3279  t1919, Oct. 28 41 320 85 

3280  tdo  
t1934, June 18 

41 
48 

520 
1013 

85 
598 

3281  31936, June 26 49 1949 830 314 (b 

3282  
3283  

31879, Mar. 1 
31913, Oct. 3 
11919, Feb. 24 

2) 
38 
40 

335 
200 
1107 

125 
16 
18 

IV. N 
60 

1'1919, Oct. 28 41 320 85 

3264  1110  41 320 ss 
3285  11880, May 28 

:1910, June 22 
21 
36 

145 
590 

108 
320 

0919, Feb. 24 40 1107 18 60 

31919, Oct. 28 41 320 85 

11936, June 26 49 1943 830 30 

3286  31879, Mar. 1 
0919, Oct. 28 

20 
41 

335 
320 

125 
85 

3287  :1879, Mar. 1 
31880, May 28 

20 
21 

336 
147 

125 
108 

11899, Feb. 21 30 843 17 
0911, Mar. 2 36 1014 109 

31019, Oct. 28 41 320 65 
31930, June 26 49 1040 830 211 

321133  31919, Oct. 28 41 320 8,5 

3289  
3290  

_ _ 1110  
id°  

11936, June 26 

41 
41 
49 

320 
320 
1041 

95 
95 
830 5S. 

3201  
3292  
3293  

0919, Uct. 28 
1110  

31879, Mar. 1 
:1680, May 28 

41 
41 
20 
21 

320 
320 
336 
145 

85 
85 
125 
108 

31919, Oct. 28 41 320 95 

11036, June 26 49 1947 830 3 

3294  :1879, Mar. 1 
31880, May 38 

20 
21 

337 
146 

125 
108 

t1919, Oct. 28 41 320 85 

3295_   31892, July 16 
31919, Oct. 28 
31892, July 16 
31919, Oct. 28 

27 
41 

201 
320 

196 
85 

31936, June 26 49 1941 830 a 

3296  
3299  
3301  _ 
3302  

:do  
31875, Feb. 18 
:1879, Mar. 1 
t 1919, Oct. 28 
:1936, June 26 

49 
18 
20 
41 
49 

1962 
319 
337 
320 

1947 

930 
80 
125 
85 

830 

4( 

31 

3303  31919, Oct. 28 
:1936, June 26 

41 
49 

320 
1948 

85 
830 3 

3307  
3308  
33®  

0919, Oct. 28 
 tdo  
t1875, Mar. 3 
0894, Aug. 27 

41 
41 
18 
28 

320 
3DO 
419 
566 

85 
8,5 
131 
349 1 

41913, Oct. 3 38 200 16 IV. 7., 

t1914, Oct. 22 38 747 331 

31916, Sept. 8 39 785 463 41 
'.,. 

0919, Feb. 24 40 1107, 1113 18 602,618 

31919, Oct. 28 41 TX as 

11934, Jan. 11 48 313 1 

31936, June 26 49 1943 830 3 

3310  11877, Feb. 27 
111880, May 28 

19 
21 

248 
147 

69 
108 

0919, Oct. 33 41 320 85 

31936. June 26 49 1943 830 3 

3311  t1919, Oct. 28 
0936. June 26 

41 
49 

320 
1943 

as 
830 3 

2 

5 

9 

ii 

9 
5 
4 
9 
49 

.5 
9 

44 
9 
2 

1 
5 
9 
0 
9 
1 
9 

2 

1 
2 

9 
5 
2 
1 
7 
9 

9 

98007 °-39---PT. 1-37 
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Revised Statutes section

3312 . --------.. . ------
3313 ----------------------...................................
3314-....--...............................--------------

3317-----------------------------------
3318 ----------

3319--------------------------------------

3320----- ------------- -----

3323-----------------------------------

3327----------------........................-------------........--------....
3329 --.-----------------------------...

3330............................
3331-------....----------------..............................
3832----------------.-------------- ---..
3334-----------------------------------

3335--------.--------...---------------
333--------.------------.-------------.

3337 ..------------------------......
333...------------.....------------- --- .

3340 ..---------------..---------------------

3341..........-..................
3842---.. ----. --.. ......---.---.. . .

3345--.........--------..---..--...------------ ....--...
3346
3348
3349
334--------------------.--------.......------....

334 55--------------------

33603357 -- ...--.....------------------ -------- ---

3360----------------.....................................

3362 .------------------.------

3363 . .
3368------.....-...

3369.......

3377-1- ------- - ------ --------3377
3381
3383 ...................................

3384----.....
3385- --------- -- :----_

Amending statutes

Date

t919, Oct. 28
.... tdo ......

1879, Mar. 1
t1880, May 28
l1919, Oct. 28
1879, Mar. 1
l1919, Feb. 24
'1921, Nov. 23
1924, June 2
*1926, Feb. 26
11879, Mar. 1
11877, Feb. 27
[1879, Mar. 1
t1936, June 26
[1937, Aug. 20
11879, Mar. 1
1936, June 26
11892, July 16
t1894, Aug. 27
t1876, Aug. 15
11892, July 16
t1919, Oct. 28
t1880, May 28
(1934, Jan. 11

t1938. May 28
1880, May 28

11936, June 26
1879, Mar. 1
.-- tdo --.-.
i1926, Feb. 26

1936, June 26
t1886, Apr. 29
11936, June 26
t1938,June 15
1876, May 13
1898, June 13
1901, Mar. 2
t1902, Apr. 12
1914, Oct. 22
t1916,Sept. 8
1919, Feb. 24
1936, June 26
1879, Mar. 1
:1936,June 26
:1897,July 24
t1875, Mar. 3
:1936, June 26
-- tdo-----
:1879, Mar. 1
1936, June 26
--- tdo.. -.---
:1890, June 18
:1916, Sept. 8
:1919, Feb. 24
1936, June 26
1877, Feb. 27
1879, Mar. I
1880,June 9
1890, Oct. 1
1879, Mar. 1
:1919, Feb. 24
1921, Nov. 23
:1924, June 2
'1926, Feb. 26
1877, Feb. 27
:1879, Mar. 1
1883, Jan. 9
'1902, July 1
1909, Aug. 5
:1919, Feb. 24
1921, Nov. 23
'1924, June 2
1926, Feb. 26
1890, Oct. 1
1875, Mar. 3
1909, Aug. 5
1921, Oct. 14
1879, Mar. 1

- tdo -.--
1890, Oct. 1
1879, Mar. 1
1890, Oct. 1
1879, Mar. 1
1880, June 9
1882, Aug. 8
Imi Tn 1

Volt

L

-- ------------

une Page

41 320
41 320
20 338
21 148
41 320
20 338
40 1145
42 319
43 349
44 122
20 339
19 248
20 339
49 1962
50 737
20 333
49 1955
27 200
28 567
19 152
27 200
41 320
21 148
48 313
52 572
21 148
49 1948
20 339
20 340
44 104,105

49 1949
24 15
49 1950
52 689
19 53
30 448
31 938
32 96
38 746
39 783
40 1115
49 1948
20 342
49 1950
30 206
18 484
49 1948
49 1949
20 340
49 1949
49 1949
26 161
39 789
40 1115
49 1960
19 248
20 344
21 168
26 620
20 345
40 1118
42 288
43 318
44 89
19 248
20 345
22 401
32 714
36 108
40 1117
42 287
43 317
44 88
26 619
18 339
36 109
42 205
20 346
20 346
26 618
20 346
26 618
20 346
21 167
22 372
22 402

Chapter Section

85 9
85 9

125
108 16
85 9

125 6
18 1315

136 1330
234 1027

27 1124
125 5

69 1
125 6
830 411
721
125 4
830 324 (d)
196 1
349 66
287 1
196 1

85 9
108 10

I 4
289 710 (c)
108 11
830 312
125 5
125 5

27 9o0 (a) (6),
901.

830 315
64

830 316
393 ---------
95-----------

448 1
806 1
500 1
331 1
463 400

18 627
830 313 (a)
125 10
830 317
11 9

154
830 313 (b)
830 313 (C)
125
830 313 (d)
830 313 (e)
431 - ---- 406--431
463 406

18 627
830 401

69 1
125 14
161 2

1244 33
125 14

18 704
136 704
234 403

27 403
69 1

125 14
16

1371 1
6 30

18 701 (b)
136 701 (b)
234 401 (b)

27 401 (b)
1244 31

127 2
6 31

107
125 14
125 14

1244 28
125 15

1244 29
125 15
161 1

468 -----------""w"" '."i
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Revised Statutes section 

Amending statutes 

Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

3312  0919, Oct. 28 41 320 85 
3313   tdo  41 320 85 
3314  11879, Mar. 1 20 338 125 

11880, May 28 21 148 108 1 
t1919, Oct. 28 41 320 85 

3315  11879, Mar. 1 20 338 125 
11919, Feb. 24 40 1145 18 131 
9921, Nov. 23 42 319 136 1330 
9924, June 2 43 349 234 1027 
9926, Feb. 26 44 122 27 1124 

3317  11879, Mar. 1 20 339 125 5 
3318  t1877, Feb. 27 19 248 69 1 

t1879, Mar. 1 20 339 125 5 
11936, June 26 49 1962 830 411 
'14937, Aug. 20 50 737 721   

3319  11879, Mar. 1 20 333 125 4 

3320 4 

1936, June 26 
11892, July 16 
:1894, Aug. 27 

49 
27 
28 

1955 
200 
567 

830 
196 
349 

324 (d) 
1 

06 
3323  11876, Aug. 15 19 152 287 1 

11892, July 16 27 200 196 1 
3327  t1919, Oct. 28 41 320 85 9 
3329  t1880, May 28 21 148 108 10 

t1934, Jan. 11 48 313 1 4 
11938, May 28 52 572 289 710 (c) 

3330  11880, May 28 21 148 108 11 
3331  11936, June 26 49 1948 830 312 
3832  1'1879, Mar. 1 20 339 125 5 
3334   tdo  20 340 125 5 

t1928, Feb. 28 44 104,105 27 900 (a) (6), 
901. 

3335  9936, June 26 49 1949 830 315 
3336  11886, Apr. 29 24 15 64   

11936, June 26 49 1950 830 316 
11938, June 15 52 689 393   

3337  0876, May 13 19 53 95   
3339  t1898, June 13 30 448 448 1 

t1901, Mar. 2 31 938 806 1 
t1902, Apr. 12 32 96 500 1 
11914, Oct. 22 38 746 331 1 
t1916, Sept. 8 39 783 463 400 
t1919, Feb. 24 40 1115 18 627 
t1936, June 26 49 1948 830 313 (a) 

3340  t1879, Mar. 1 20 342 125 10 
11936, June 26 49 1950 830 317 

3341  11897, July 24 30 206 11 9 
3342  11875, Mar. 3 18 484 154   

11938, June 26 49 1948 830 313 (b) 
3345  tdo  49 1949 830 313 (c) 
3346  11879, Mar. 1 20 340 125 5 
3348  t1936, June 26 49 1949 830 313 (d) 
3349  tdo  49 1949 830 313 (e) 
3364  11890, June 18 26 161 431   

11916, Sept. 8 39 789 463 406 
:1919, Feb. 24 40 1115 18 627 
t1936, June 26 49 1980 830 401 

3355  11877, Feb. 27 19 248 89 1 
11879, Mar. 1 20 344 125 14 

3357  11880, June 9 21 168 161 2 
11890, Oct. 1 26 620 1244 33 

3380    11879, Mar. 1 11879, Mar. 1 20 345 125 14 
11919, Feb. 24 40 1118 18 704 
9921, Nov. 23 42 288 136 704 
:1924, June 2 43 318 234 403 
.1926, Feb. 26 44 89 27 403 

1362  11877, Feb. 27 19 248 69 1 
11879, Mar. 1 20 345 125 14 
11883, Jan. 9 22 401 16   
t1902, July 1 32 714 1371 1 
P909, Aug. 5 36 108 6 30 
:1919, Feb. 24 40 1117 18 701 (b) 
9921, Nov. 23 42 287 136 701 (b) 
9924, June 2 43 317 234 401 (b) 

083   
:1926, Feb. 26 
11890, Oct. 1 

44 
26 

88 
619 

27 
1244 

401 (b) 
31 

068   t1875, Mar. 3 18 339 127 2 
11909, Aug. 5 36 109 6 31 069   11921, Oct. 14 42 205 107   

37L  11879, Mar. 1 20 346 125 14 377  No  20 346 125 14 081  11890, Oct. 1 26 618 1244 28 1383   11879, Mar. 1 20 346 125 15 
11890, Oct. 1 26 618 1244 29 384     11879, Mar. 1 11879, Mar. 1 20 346 125 15 385_  '1'1880, June 9 21 167 161 1 
11882, Aug. 8 22 372 468   
t1883. Ian 13 99 1/19 91 

a 
a 
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3386 ---------------- --------------------- 1879, Mar. 1 20 347 125 16
3387- .--- -.-----------.--------------. tdo ---- 20 347 125 16

t1890' Oct. 1 26 620 1244 36
3389--..----------------. ------...------------- 1879, Mar.1 20 347 125 16

1890, Oct. 1 26 620 1244 34
3392 --------.... ------- -- .----- 1-1879, Mar. I 20 347 125 16

51890, Oct. 1 26 619 1244 32
11909, Aug. 5 36 109 6 32
:1913, Feb. 10 37 664 34 ------------
11924, June 2 43 317 234 400 (e
*1926, Feb. 26 44 88 27 400 (e
p1928, May 29 45 866 852 425 (a

3393------------- -- --------------------- 1879, Mar. 1 20 348 125 16
3394 ..------------------------------------- t1875, Mar. 3 18 339 127 2

t1897, July 24 30 206 11 10
tl1902, July 1 32 715 1371 2
t1909, Aug. 5 36 110 6 33

3397 -------.....------------------------------ t1879, Mar. 1 20 348 125 16
3408 --------------------------------------- tdo ----- 20 352 125 22
3412 ------------------------------------ l875, Mar. 3 18 507 167-------
3417 ------------------------------------- t1875, Feb. 18 18 319 80 1
3422 ---------------------. --. ------ --. tdo ... 18 319 80 1

tl877, Feb. 27 19 248 69 1
3426------------------- ------------------ 879, Mar. 1 20 349 125 17
3429 ..---------------..---- .----------------- t1877, Feb. 27 19 248 69 1

:1879, Mar. 1 20 349 125 17
3430 ----------------------- ----- tdo ..- --- 20 351 125 19
3433 ------------------------------------- tl1877, Feb. 27 19 248 69 1
3441 ....------------------------------------ 879, Mar. 1 20 350 125 17
3446 --------------------------------- t----- do .... 20 351 125 18
3450 -------------------------------------tl936, June 26 49 1955 830 32
3456 ------------------------------------- tl1877, Feb. 27 19 249 69 1
3467 ------------------------------------ tl1934, May 10 48 760 277 518
5497 ------------------------------------- tl1879, Feb. 3 20 280 42-------.-

II. STATUTES AT LARGE

Statutes at Large Amending statutes

Chap-
ter

259
36
36
36

114
88

125

125
125
125
225

343
840
840

840

840

1244
1244

1244

1244

1244
1244

Section

112
13
18

6

8
20
22

1
2
3

6

8

40
42

43

45

46
49

Date

tl1879, Mar. I
I-o-------

-. (1 do--.---
5do.

113w, AlIg. 29
t1916, July 8
tl880, May 28
tl936, June 26
t1892, July 16

tl880, May 28
1938, May 28

tl921, Nov. 23
t1924, June 2
*1926, Feb. 26
11932, June 6
tl911, Feb. 24
:1930, July 10
tl902, May 9
tl931, Mar. 4
tl918, Oct. 1
S1933, Feb. 24
t1902, May 9
t1931, Mar. 4
tl897 Mar. 3
t1914 Oct. 22
t1916, Sept. 8
t1919, Feb. 24
t 1935, Aug. 29
tl936, June 26
t1938, June 15
t1894, Aug. 27
31906, June 7
t1914, Oct. 22
t1916, Sept. 8
t1919, Feb. 24
51914, Oct. 22
S1916, Sept. 8
t1919, Feb. 24
S1914, Oct. 22
t1906, June 7
t1914, Oct. 22

Vol - 'age Chap
Ilie ter

2) 342 125
01, 3211 1225

20 3:130 125
2( 3:3 1 2.
49 to11) 814
39 354 2.33
21 147 108
49 1943 830
27 200 196
21 148 108
52 579 289
42 315 136
43 341 234
44 114 27
47 288 209
36 928 149
46 1022 881
32 194 784
46 1549 520
40 1008 178
47 902 116
32 194 784
46 1549 520
29 695 394
38 747 331
39 784 463
40 1111 18
49 988 814
49 1958 830
52 702 439
28 568 349
34 215 3046
38 747 331
39 785 463
40 1111 18
38 748 331
39 785 463
40 1112 18
38 749 331
34 215 3046
38 740 331

Section

10
2
2

16 (a)

302

1
818

1321 (a)
1010 (a)
1110 (a)

1108

--.------ -i

2
1

3
2

617
14

332
8 (d)

68
1
2

402 (e)
617

2
402(c)

617
2
2
2

Date

1874, June 9
1875, Feb. 8

Do ---
Do---

1877, Mar. 3
1878, May 3
1879, Mar. I

Do-------
Do ---.
Do ------

1884, July 5

1885, Mar. 3
1886, Aug. 2

Do ------

Do-----.

Do.------

1890, Oct. 1
Do -----.-

Do----.

Do---.

Do---.
Do----.

Vol-
ume

18
18
18
18
19
20
20

20
20
20
23

23
24
24

24

264

26

26

26

26

26
26

Page

64
309
309
311
393
48

340

341
351
351
122

404
209
209

210

210

621

621

621

622

623
623
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TABLE D.-Internal revenue statutes expressly amended or reenacted-Continued 

I. REVISED STATUTES 

Revised Statutes section 

Amending statutes 

Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

3386  $1879, Mar. 1 20 347 125 16 
3387_  (do  20 347 125 16 

(1890, Oct. 1 26 620 1244 35 
3389  $1879, Mar. 1 20 347 125 16 

$1890, Oct. 1 26 620 1244 34 
3392  $1879, Mar. 1 20 347 125 16 

$1890, Oct. 1 26 619 1244 32 
$1909, Aug. 5 36 100 6 32 
$1913, Feb. 10 37 664 34   
:1924, June 2 43 317 234 400 (e 
.1926, Feb. 26 44 88 27 400 (e 
$1928, May 29 45 866 852 425 (ai 

3393_    11879, Mar. 1 11879, Mar. 1 20 348 125 16 
3394  (1875, Mar. 3 18 339 127 2 

$1897, July 24 30 206 11 10 
(1902, July 1 32 715 1371 2 
:1909, Aug. 5 36 110 6 33 

3397.  :1879, Mar. 1 20 348 125 16 
3408   (do   20 352 125 ?a 
3412_    (1875, Mar. 3 (1875, Mar. 3 18 507 167   
3417_  14875, Feb. 18 18 319 so 1 
3422_  (do 18 319 so 1 

(1877, Feb. 27 19 248 so 1 
3426  (1879, Mar. 1 20 349 125 17 
3429  14877, Feb. 27 19 248 69 1 

$1879, Mar. 1 20 349 125 17 
3430  No   so 351 125 19 
3433  (1877, Feb. 27 19 248 69 1 
3441  _ $1879, Mar. 1 20 350 125 17 
3446  (do 20 351 125 18 
3450  (1936, June 26 49 1955 830 328 
3456_  (1877, Feb. 27 19 249 69 1 
3467_  $1934, May 10 48 760 277 518 
5497_  (1879, Feb. 3 20 280 42   

H. STATUTES AT LARGE 

Statutes at Large Amending statutes 

Date Vol- 
ume 

-,,, 
- -'e 

Chap- 
ter 

Section Date Vol- 
urn() 

Page Chao-- ter Section 

1874, June 9 18 64 259 1 $1870, Mar. 1 20 342 125 10 

1875, Feb. 8 18 309 36 12 __ :do  20 329 125 11 

Do  18 309 36 13 . :do  20 330 125 2 

Do  18 311 36 18 (do_ _ . 20 333 125 4 

1877, Mar. 3 19 393 114 1 t1935, Aug. 29 49 9119 814 16 (a) 

1878, May 3 20 48 88   :1916, July 8 39 354 236   

1879, Mar. 1 20 340 125 6 1'1880, May 28 21 147 108 8 
t1936, June 26 49 1943 830 302 

Do  20 341 125 8 :1892, July 16 27 200 196 1 

Do__  20 351 125 20 11880, May 28 21 148 108 14 

Do.._  20 351 125 22 :1938, May 28 52 579 289 818 

1884, July 5 23 122 225   11921, Nov. 23 42 315 136 1321 (a) 
11924, June 2 43 341 234 m 1 o (a) 
•1926, Feb. 26 44 114 27 1110 (a) 
21932, June 6 47 288 209 1108 

1885, Mar. 3 23 404 343 1 (1911, Feb. 24 36 928 149   

1886, Aug. 2 24 209 840 2 /1930, July 10 46 1022 881 1 

Do  24 209 840 3 $1902, May 9 
$1931, Mar. 4 

32 
46 

194 
1549 

784 
520 

2 
1 

Do  24 210 840 6 $1918, Oct. 1 40 1008 178   
21933, Feb. 24 47 902 116 1 

Do  24 210 840 8 :1902, May 9 
$1931, Mar. 4 

32 
46 

194 
1549 

784 
520 

3 
2 

1890, Oct. 1 26 621 1244 40 (1897, Mar. 3 29 695 394   

Do  26 621 1244 42 :1914, Oct. 22 
:1916, Sept. 8 

38 
39 

747 
784 

331 
463 

2 
402 (c) 

:1919, Feb. 24 40 1111 18 617 
1935, Aug. 29 49 988 814 14 
0936, June 26 49 1958 830 332 
(1938, June 15 52 702 439 8 (d) 

Do  26 621 1244 43 :1894, Aug. 27 
:1906, June 7 

28 
34 

568 
215 

349 
3046 

68 
1 

$1914, Oct. 22 38 747 331 2 
:1916, Sept. 8 39 785 463 402 (c) 
:1919, Feb. 24 40 1111 18 617 

Do  26 622 1244 45 :1914, Oct. 22 
$1916, Sept. 8 

38 
39 

748 
785 

331 
463 

2 
402 (c) 

$1919, Feb. 24 40 1112 18 617 

Do  26 623 1244 46 :1914, Oct. 22 38 749 331 2 

Do  26 673 1244 49 :1906, June 7 
Dem Art 22 

34 
38 

215 
749 

3046 
331 

2 
2 
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TABLE D.-Internal revenue statutes ezpressly amended or reenacted-Continued

II. STATUTES AT LARGE

Statutes at Large

Date

1894, Aug. 27
Do

Do-
DO -----

Do-...
Do----.Do -------

189, May 28
1896 June 6
1897, Mar. 3

Do----
189, June 13

Do .......
Do -
DO -------Do--
Do---.

Do -------
Do-- .
Do.---
Do----

Do---.

Do-
Do----

Do---

1900, May 12

1906 June 7
bo----

1907, Mar. 2
1911, Mar. 2
1911, Mar. 3

Do----
1914. Dec. 17

Do....
Do--
Do----

1916, Aug. 11

Do-....
D)o ....
DoDo --...-..

1916, Sept. 8
Do--...
Do--...
Do--....
Do----
Do---

Do----

Do
Do -------
Do----
Do-----
Do----

Do-
Do.---
Do----
Do----

1917, Mar. 3
919, Feb. 24

Do-.-

Do---
Do---

Vol-
ume

28
28

28

28
28

29
29
29

29
30

30
30
30
30
30
30
30

30
30
30
30

30

31

34
34
34
36
36

36
38

38
38
38

39
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
39

39

39
39
39
39
39

39
39
39
39
39
40

40

40
40

Page

563
564

567

567
568

184
253
626

626
448

448
449
451
451
453
454
458

458
462
464
465

467

177

216
216

1250
965

1141

1141
785

786
786
789

477
477
477
478
479
757
758
759
760
761
762
763
764
765
765
768
770
771
773

775
777
777
781

1069
1105

1105

1105
1106

Chap-
ter

349
349

349

349
349

252
337
379

379
448

448
448
448
448
448
448
448

448
448
448
448

448

393

3046
3O46
2571

191
231

231
1

1
1
1

313
313
313
313
313
463
463
463
463
463
463

463

463
463
468
463
463

463
463
463
463
162

18

18

18
18

Section

48-60
51

62

63
67

19
2
1

2
1

2
3
5
6
9

13
Sched. A

Sched. A
Sehed B

29
30

1

3
68
3
1

177 (b)

1(4)
2

5 (5th)
5 (7t)

6

2 (a)

5 (a)

7
8(c),(e)

9(b), (c).

10
12 (a)
12 (b)
13 (e)

Pt. III

18
26

201
301

600 (a)

B0 (a)
(3)-4)

6Oo (a)(4)
600 (c)

Amending statutes

Date

t1919, Oct. 28
t1936, Aug. 29
t1936,June 26

1919, Oct. 28
1936, June 26

11910, May 13
1919, Oct. 28
1936, June 26

t1901,Mar. 2
t938, May 28
11936, June 26
1937, July 9

t1936, June 26
11901, Mar. 2
1902, Apr. 12
l1901, Mar. 2

t1902,Apr. 12
--- tdo-.
1901, Mar. 2

--- tdo-----
.tdo----
1899, Feb. 28

t1901, Mar. 2
... tdo.

-- tdo -----
.... tdo ---.---
11902, Apr. 12

1901, Mar. 2
1902, Apr. 12
1902, June 30

t1924 June 2
t1931, Mar. 3

1914, Oct. 22
---- tdo-- .
t1916, June 22
t1913, Mar. 3
1t921, Nov. 23
t1924, June 2
t1926, Feb. 26
t1928, May 29
t193, June 22
t1919, Feb. 24
·1921, Nov. 23
1924, June 2
1926, Feb. 26

t 1928, May 29
t1936 June 22
tl927, Jan. 22
t1919, Feb. 24
'1921, Nov. 23
'1924, June 2
'1926, Feb. 25
1936. June 22
1919, Mar. 4

t1927. Feb. 26
1919, Mar. 4
11917, Oct. 3
.t do -.--
--- do------

- do---
.tdo ----

--- tdo-.-

....-tdo---
--- - do- ---
--- tdo- ---
.- do--t -----
1917, Mar. 3
t1917, Oct. 3
1l917, Oct. 3

.- tdo ----.--
l917, Mar. 3
1917, Oct. 3
t1934, Jan. 11
1921, Nov. 23
1926, Feb. 26

1934, Jan. 11
:1938. May 28
1934,Jan. 11
1938 May 28

Vol-
ume Page

320
989

1961
320

1963
369
320

1943
956
571

1944
487

1945
938

96
938

96
97

940
940
941

1390

942
946
946
948

97
949

99
506
343

1510
750
750
233
733
316
346
119
877

1746
1130
298
328

96
867

1745
1023
1132

300
330

98
1745
1351
1351
1352
1248
1352

329
329
330
330
331
331

332

333
334
335
335

1003
336
336
336

1002
308
316
285
104

313
572
313
572

Chap-
ter

85
814
830

85
830
236

85
830
814
289
830
472
830
806
500
806
500
500
806
806
806

J. Res.
23

806
806
806
806
500
806
50O

1327
234
441
331
331
163
119
135
234

27
852
690
18

136
234

27
852
690

51
18

136
234

27
690
125
125
125
219
125
63
63
63
63
63
63

63

63
63
63
63

159
63
63
63

159
63
1

136
27

1
289

1
289

Section

9
16 (b)

405
9

412

305

706 (a)
306 (a)

306(b)
1
1

3
6

6
7

8
9

10
11
8

13
9

1013 (- )

2

1324'(b)
1020
1117
615
808

1006
1005
75
703
432

806 (a)

100
1006
706
704

806 (b)
6
6

1200
1200
1201
1202
1203
1204

1205 (1)

1206
1207 (1)
1207 (2)

1208
402

1211
1209
1210

300
214

12
600
900

2
710 (a)

3
710 (b)
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II. STATUTES AT LARGE 

Statutes at Large Amending statutes 

Vol- 
ume Page Chap- ter Section Date Vol- 

urne 
...._ Page Ch Chap- 

 ter Section 

1894, Aug. 27 

I
 
n
 A
A
 
R
R
R
 
R
R
 
R
R
R
A
R
R
R
 
R
R
R
R
 
R
 
g
 
X
X
X
X
R
 

nn 
A
N
X
 

P
A
R
R
R
A
R
R
R
R
S
 
R
 
2
R
A
R
R
 
R
R
A
R
R
$
 
$
 
$
$
 

563 349 48-60 $1919, Oct. 28 41 320 85 9 
Do   564 349 61 1'1935, Aug. 29 49 989 814 16 (b) 

11936, June 26 49 1961 830 405 
Do  567 349 62 t1919, Oct. 28 41 320 85 9 

11936, June 26 49 1963 830 412 
Do  567 349 63 $1910, May 13 36 369 236   
Do  568 349 67 t1919, Oct. 28 41 320 85 9 

11936, June 26 49 1943 830 305 
1896, May 28 184 252 19 t1901, Mar. 2 31 956 814   
1896, June 6 253 337 2 t1938, May 28 52 571 289 706 (a) 
1897, Mar. 3 626 379 1 11936, June 26 49 1944 830 306 (a) 

t1937, July 9 50 487 472   
Do_  626 379 2 1'1936, June 26 49 1945 830 306 (b) 

1898, June 13 448 448 1 $1901, Mar. 2 31 938 806 1 
$1902, Apr. 12 32 96 500 1 

Do-- _____ 448 448 2 $1901, Mar. 2 31 938 806 2 
Do  449 448 3 $1902, Apr. 12 32 96 500 3 
Do  451 448 5 __$do_   32 97 500 6 
Do  451 448 6 $1901, Mar. 2 31 940 806 5 
Do__  453 448 9 ----$0  31 940 806 6 
Do  454 448 13 _4 do  31 941 806 7 
Do  458 448 Schad. A $1899, Feb. 28 30 1390 J. Res.   

23 
Do  458 448 Schad. A $1901, Mar. 2 31 942 806 8 
Do  462 448 Sched. B __$do  31 946 806 9 
Do  464 448 29 __jdo  31 946 806 10 
Do  465 448 30 __/do  31 948 806 11 

j1902, Apr. 12 32 97 500 8 
Do  467 448 as $1901, Mar. 2 31 949 806 13 

$1902, Apr. 12 32 99 500 9 
1900, May 12 177 393 1 $1902, June 30 32 506 1327   

11924, June 2 43 343 234 1013 (a) 
t1931, Mar. 3 46 1510 441   

1906, June 7 216 3048 3 11914, Oct. 22 38 750 331 2 
Do  216 3046 6 __$do  38 750 331 2 

1907, Mar. 2 1250 2571 3 $1916, June 22 39 233 163   
1911, Mar. 2 965 191 1 1'1913, Mar. 3 37 733 119   
1911, Mar. 3 1141 231 177 11921, Nov. 23 42 316 133 1324 (b) 

11924, June 2 43 346 234 1020 
11926, Feb. 26 44 119 27 1117 
11928, May 29 45 877 852 615 

Do  1141 231 177 (b) 11936, June 22 49 1746 690 808 
1914. Dec. 17 785 1 1 $1919, Feb. 24 40 1130 18 1006 

*1921, Nov. 23 42 298 136 1005 
1924, June 2 43 328 234 705 

$1926, Feb. 26 44 96 27 703 
$1928, May 29 45 867 852 432 

Do  786 1 1 (4) $1936, June 22 49 1745 690 806 (a) 
Do  788 1 2 $1927, Jan. 22 44 1023 51   
Do  789 1 6 $1919, Feb. 24 40 1132 18 1007 

'1921, Nov. 23 42 300 136 1006 
9924, June 2 43 330 234 706 
'1926, Feb. 26 44 98 27 704 
'1'1936. June 22 49 1745 690 806 (b) 

1916, Aug. 11 477 313 5 (5th) 11919, Mar. 4 40 1351 125 6 
Do  477 313 5 (71b) _ ___jdo_ _ _____ 40 1351 125 6 
Do__ _____ 477 313 3 :do-   40 1352 125 6 
1)0_ _ __ 478 313 6 $1927, Feb. 26 44 1248 219   
Do  479 313 8 $1919, Mar. 4 40 13.52 125 6 

1916, Sept. 8 757 463 2 (a) $1917, Oct. 3 40 329 63 1200 
Do  758 463 4 tdo  40 329 63 1230 
Do  759 463 5 (a) tdo  40 330 63 1201 
Do  760 463 8 tdo  40 330 63 1202 
Do  761 463 7 jdo  40 331 63 1203 
Do__ _____ 762 463 8 (e). (e) _We  40 331 63 1204 

I Do  
,7  72 
765 

463 1 (n.(g) f __tdo  40 332 63 1205 (1) 

Do  765 463 10 __tdo  40 333 63 1206 
Do  768 463 12 (a) . _ __Ido_ _ _____ 40 334 63 1207 (1) 
Do  770 408 12 (b) tdo  40 335 63 1207 (2) 
Do  771 463 13 (e) .$do  40 335 63 1208 
Do  773 463 Pt. III t1917, Mar. 3 39 1003 159 402 

$1917, Oct. 3 40 336 63 1211 
Do 775 463 18 $1917, Oct. 3 40 336 63 1209 
Do__   777 463 26 $do  40 336 63 1210 
Do  777 463 201 *1917, Mar. 3 39 1002 159 300 
Do  781 463 301 $1917, Oct. 3 40 308 63 214 

017, Mar. 3 1069 162 6 11934, Jan. 11 48 316 1 12 
3/19, Feb. 24 1105 18 600 (a) t1921, Nov. 23 42 283 136 600 

11926, Feb. 26 44 104 27 900 
Do__   1105 18 600 (a) 

(3)-(4) t1934, Jan. 11 48 313 1 2 
Do  1103 18 600 (a)(4) $1938, May 28 52 .572 289 710 (a) 
Do  1106 18 600 (c) t1934,1an. 11 48 313 1 3 

$1938. May 20 52 572 289 710 (b) 
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II. STATUTES AT LARGE

Chap-
ter

18

18

18
18
18

1919, Feb. 24

Do------

Do ------
Do------
Do.-----

Do------

Do-------

Do....-

Do..---
Do.----
Do.-----
Do.------
Do.----.
Do.....

Do------
Do...--

Do.......Do .---

1921, Nov. 23
Do--...
Do...--
Do.----
Do----
Do------
Do---

Do-----
Do - -
Do-------
Do----
Do ----
1)o..----

Do------

1924, June 2

Do--

Do---
Do------
Do---
Do.----

Do ------
Do..---
Do----

1926, Feb. 20
Do .--
Do --
Do---
Do --.
Do.---
Do .--
Do ---.
Do.--
Do --
Do--.
Do--.
Do.--

Date

Amending statutes

Vol-ume

Statutes at Large

40

40

40
40
40

40

40

40

l

Do--
Do--
Do --.-i -li-

Page

1106

1108

1109
1109
1109

1110

1110

1110

1111
1113
1113
1959
1113
1140
311

311
319

321

222
227
230
230
233
237
242

252
215
2,19
2r.9

295

302
313
303
306

313
315
336

31

51

6(
61
61

71

61
II

44
44
44

18

18

18

18
18
18
18
18
18
85

85
85

85

134
136
136
136
136
136
136

136
136136
130
136
136

136
13413(

234

234

234
234

234234
234
234
23:

Zi
2,

2'
2i
2t

2,2'
2'

2

2

2
2

SectionSection Date

602 t1936, June 26
1938, June 15

605 t1921, Nov. 23
l1936, June 26

- tdo -----
t1938, June 15
-- tdo ------

608 t1934, Jan. 11
609 t1936, June 26
610 1t935, Aug. 29

t1936,June 26
t1938, June 15

611 t1928, May 29
t1934,Jan. 11
t1936, June 26

612 t1928, May 29
t1934,Jan. 11
t1935, Aug. 29
t1936, June 26
t1938, June 15

613 t1934,Jan. 11
1935, Aug. 29
1936, June 26

t1938, June 15
616 t1936, June 26

618 (a) 1938, June 15
618 (b) 1936, June 26
618 (b) 1938, June 15

620 t1936, June 26
1301 (b) 1928, May 29

Title II, 7 t1933, Mar. 31
.... do...

Title II, 8 -. tdo-:
Title III, 3 1935, Aug. 27

1936, June 26
Title III, 11 11935, Aug. 27

t1936, June 26
2 t1933, Mar. 31
2 t1922, Sept. 19

202 (c) (1) t1923, Mar. 4
202 (e) --- tdo

210 - -do---
213 t1922, Sept. 19
216 ----- tdo .

t1923, Mar. 4
230 (b) tl1922, Sept. 19

234 (a) (6) -...- tdo-----
238 (f) o..- --
240 (c) .... lo

245 (a) (3) . do.
252 t1923, Mar. 4

1924, Mar. 13
Title II t1922, Sept. 19
213(b) 1925, Feb. 26

23 () do

281 (e) t925, Mar. 3
Title III tl932, June 6

301 (a) t1926, Feb. 26
303 (a) (3), t....do---

(b) (3)
1 319 -- tdo---

322 1928, May 29
1 Title IX 11926, Feb. 26

tl928, May 29

tl934, May 10
7 217 (e) t1938, May 28
7 240 1t928, May 29
7 274 (a) l1934, May 10
7 274 (k) tl928, May 29
7 277 (a) (4) --...-- tdo...---
7 277 (b) .- do-.--
7 278 --. tdo.--
7 279 (c) 1t938, May 28
7 279 () -- tdo .---
7 280 (b) -__tdo ..---
7 280 (d) t1928, May 28
7 282 (a) tl934, May 1C

284 (e) t1928, May 28
tl934, May 10
tl938, May 28

7 284 (b) t1932, June i
7 301 t19.2 June
n tl ) Mrio

Vol- Page Chap-
ume cr

49 1946 830
52 700 439
42 285 136
49 1951 830
49 1951 830
52 701 439
52 701 439
48 314 1
49 1953 830
49 987 814
49 1957 830
52 702 439
45 868 852
48 314 1
49 1952 830
45 868 852
48 314 1
49 988 814
49 1957 830
52 702 439
48 314 1
49 988 814
49 1952 830
52 702 439
49 1959 830
52 699 439
49 1959 830
52 702 439
49 1959 830
45 882 852
48 23 18
48 24 18
48 24 18
49 876 740
49 1957 830
49 876 740
49 1957 830
48 24 18
42 856 346
42 1560 294
42 1560 294
42 1507 280
42 816 346
42 856 346
42 1507 280
42 8.1 346
42 8Ws 346
42 K6 346
42 81M 346
42 86fl 346
42 1104 276
43 22 55
42 8W5 346

43 997 345

43 996 345

43 1115 435
47 283 209
44 85 27
44 86 27

44 86 27
45 863 852
44 105 27
45 871, 852

872
48 760 277
52 577 289
45 869 852
48 755 277
45 869 852
45 869 852
45 870 852
45 870 852
52 580 289
52 580 289
52 578 288
45 870 852
48 757 27
45 871 852
48 756 271
52 576 28S
47 288 20&
47 278 208

17 TM 7 MS

308
4

601
319 (a)
319 (b)

6
7

9 (a)
320

11
330

8 (a)
451 (a) (b)

6
319 (c)
452 (a)

8
12

331
8(b)

7
13

319 (d)
8(c)

338
1

334
8()

335
713

1 (a)
(b)

2
17

329 (a)
18

329 (b)
3

25
1
2

2

22
27

23

24

27

24

21

12

11

' 810 (c)
322 (a)
323 (a)

324 (a)
404

1000
501,602

516
812

501(a)
501
502
503

504 (a)
506

819 (b)
819 (e)
814 (a)
505 (a)

50w
507

504(c)
809(d)

1110
801
--
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TABLE D.-Internal revenue statutes expressly amended or reenacted-Continued 

II. STATUTES AT LARGE 

Statutes at Large Amending statutes 

Date 
Vol- 
ume 

Page Chap- 
ter 

Section Date Vol- 
ume Page 

Chap-
ter Section 

1919, Feb. 24 

Do  

Do  
Do  
Do  

Do  

Do  

Do  

Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  

1919, Oct. 28 

Do  
Do  

Do  

1921, Nov. 23 
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  

Do  
Do__ 
Do  

Do  
Do  

Do  

1924, Tune 2 

Do  

Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  

Do  
Do  
Do  

1926, Feb. 26 
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  
Do  

Do  
Do  
rus 

40 

40 

40 
40 
40 

40 

40 

40 

40 
40 
40 
49 
40 
40 
41 

41 
41 

41 

42 
42 
42 
42 
42 
42 
42 

42 
42 
42 
42 
42 
42 

42 

43 

43 

43 
43 
43 
43 

43 
43 
43 

44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 

44 
44 
44 

1106 

1108 

1109 
1109 
1109 

1110 

1110 

1110 

1111 
1113 
1113 
1959 
1113 
1140 
311 

311 
319 

321 

222 
227 
230 
230 
233 
237 
242 

252 
255 
259 
200 
261 
268 

271 

269 

295 

302 
313 
303 
306 

313 
315 
336 

31 
46 
55 
57 
58 
58 
59 
59 
60 
61 
61 
62 
67 

68 
70 
30 

18 

18 

18 
18 
18 

18 

18 

18 

18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
85 

85 
85 

85 

134 
138 
136 
136 
136 
136 
136 

136 
136 
136 
138 
136 
136 

136 

234 

234 

234 
234 
234 
234 

234 
234 
234 

27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 

27 
27 
27 

602 

605 

608 
609 
610 

611 

612 

613 

616 
618 (a) 
618 (b) 
618 (b) 

620 
1301 (b) 

Title II, 7 

Title II, 8   
Title 111,3 

Title III, 11 

2 
2 

202 (e) (1) 
202 (e)   

210   
213 
216   

230 (b) 
234 (a) (1   

238 (1   
240 (c)   

245 (a) (3) 
252 

Title II 
(b) { 213 03) 

t 263 (a) 
(b) 

281 (e) 
Title III 

301 (a) 
303 (a) (3), 

(b) (3) 
319 
322 

Title IX 

217 (e) 
240 

274 (a) 
274 (k) 

277 (a) (4) 
277 (b) 

278 
279 (c) 
279 (1) 
280 (b) 
280 (d) 
282 (a) 
284 (e) 

284 (b) 
301 

301 (b) 

(1936, June 26 
t1938,June 15 
(1921, Nov. 23 
(1936, June 26 

tdo  
(1938, June 15 

tdo  
(1934, Jan. 11 
(1936, June 26 
(1935, Aug. 29 
(1936, June 26 
(1938, June 15 
(1928, May 29 
(1934,Jan. 11 
(1936, June 26 
(1928, May 29 
(1934,Jan. 11 
(1935, Aug. 29 
$1936, June 26 
(1938, June 15 
(1934,Jan. 11 
f1935, Aug. 29 
(1936, June 26 
(1938, June 15 
(1936, June 26 
:1938, June 15 
(1936, June 26 
(1938. June 15 
(1936, June 26 
11928, May 29 
(1933, Mar. 31 
 (do  

(do  
(1935, Aug. 27 
(1936, June 26 
:1936, Aug. 27 
(1936, June 26 
(1933, Mar. 31 
(1922, Sept. 19 
(1923, Mar. 4 

(do  
(do  

(1922, Sept. 19 
tdo 

t1923, Mar. 4 
:1922, Sept. 19 

Mo  
do  
do  
do . 

(1923, Mar. 4 
11924, Mar. 13 
11922, Sept. 19 
• +1925, Feb. 26 

__ (do  

(1925, Mar. 3 
(1932, June 6 
:1926, Feb. 26 
- _ (do  

(do  
*1928, May 29 
:1926, Feb. 26 
(1928, May 29 

(1934, May 10 
(1938, May 28 
(1928, May 29 
(1934, May 10 
(1928, May 29 
_ (do  
_ (do  
_ (do  

11938, May 25 
_trio  
..(do  

:1928, May 29 
(1934, May 10 
11928, May 29 
t1934, May 10 
(1938, May 28 
(1932, June 6 
t1932, June 6 

_jdo  
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TABLE D.-Internal revenue statutes expressly amended or reenacted-Continued

II. STATUTES AT LARGE

Statutes at Large

Date

1926, Feb. 26-.

Do

Do
Do..----
Do-....
Do......
Do-.....
Do .---

Do-....

Do-..-..
Do---...

Do-..--

Do...-
Do...---

Do-...
Do--....
Do---

Do....
Do-....
Do---

Do-
DO ------
Do----
Do----
Do----
Do--.
Do---
Do----
Do----
Do----
Do-
Do---

Do.--
Do.---.
Do----

Do.----

Do-...
Do .--.-
Do------
Do----.
Do --
Do ---
Do -----
Do --------Do.--

Do-----

Do---.
Do---

]Do --------Do---

Do.---

Do.---

Do.
Do----
Do-
Do---
Do ..----
Do---

Do--
DO-
Do---
Do-
Do----
Do --------Do.Dol

Vol-
ume

44

44

44
44
44
44
44
44

44

44
44

44

44
44

44
44
44

44
44
44

44

44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44

44
44
44

44

44
44
44
44
44
44
44
45

44

44
44
44

44

44

47
44
44
44
44
44
44

44
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45

Page

91

92
92
93
93
93
99
99

867

101

101
101
101

102

103

274
109
109
110
110
111
114

114
795
797
828
833
835
838
842
844

Chap-
ter

27

27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27

27

27
27
27

27

27

27
27
27
27
27
27
27

27
852
852
852
852
852.
852"
852
852

.

Amending statutes

Section

302

302 (c)

302 (d)
302 (d) (1)

302 (0)
303 (a)

303 (a) (1)
303 (a) (2)

303 (a) (3)

303 (b)
303 (b) (2)

303 (b) (3)

303 (c)
303 (d)

303(e)
304 (a)
304 (b)

305
305 (a)
305(b)

306 (c)

308 (a)
308(i)

310 (b)
312 (c)
312 (f)

315 (a)
315 (b)
316 (c)
319 (b)
319 (c)

400 (a)
500

500 (a) (1)

500 (a) (2)

500 (b) (2)
501

502 (a)
502 (b)
600 (a)

Title VIII
801
808

Sched. A

Sched. A (1)
Sched. A (2)
Sched. A(3)

Sched. A(4)

Sched. A(5)

Sched. A(9)
Ioo. (a)1001 (a)

1001(e), (d)
1002

1004 (b)
1104

1108 (a)

1109
11
13

119 (e)
144
145
161
201
204
211

Vol-
umeDate

t1934, May 10
1935, Aug. 30
t931, Mar. 3

t1932, June 6
11934, May 10
1936, June 22
tl932, June 6
t1934, May 10
J1932, June 6

..tdo----
tl934, May 10
tl932, June 6
tl934, May 10
--... tdo---
1t932, June 6
tl934, May 10
t932, June 6
t1934, May 10
-- tdo.-----
t1932, June 6
tl934, May 10
--....- do----
.... tdo----
---- tdo
t1938, May 28
t1932, June 6
11935, Aug. 30
11932, June 6
1938, May 28

t 11935, Aug. 30
t1938, May 28
tl934, May 10
1932, June 6

t1928, May 29
t1938, May 28
---- tdo-- .--
t1932, June 6
-tdo ----

11928. May 29
1932, June 6

.--tdo--...-
t934, May 10
t938, May 28
t1934, May 10
tl932, June 6
J1928, May 29
11932, June 6
1933, June 16
1938, May 28

:1928, May 29
11932, June 6

1936, June 22
1928,May 29

.... do-...
-- do.--
1934, June 26
1928, May 29

11928, May 29
1933, Mar. 1

tl932, June 6

1l934, June 19
t1932, June 6

t....do .
.-- do---

tl938, May 28
1tl932, June 6

t1934, May 10
t 1928, May 29
tl937, Aug. 28
tl938, May 28
tl932, June 6
t1928, May 29
11934, May 10

tl932, June 6
t1928, May 29
-. i-tdo.------
t1934, May 10
t1928, May 29
11929, Dec. 16

---- tdo------
tl938, May 28
t11929, Dec. 16
---- tdo------
-- tdo-----.... tdo....

--... tdo.--
--. tdo.----

.

Page

754
1022
1516

279
752

1744
279
753
280
281
753
282
755
753
281
753
282
755
753
280
753
753
753
753
564
284

1023
282
564

1023
565
756
282
862
580
580
283
280
863
283
283
756
576
768
271
863
271
209
673
864
271

1743
864
864
804

1240
867
867
1413

275
1179

272
272
272
572
275
768
867
870
572
286
873
760
286
878
874
757
878

47
47

577
47
47
47
47
47
47

Chap-
ter

277
829
454
209
277
690
209
277
209
209
277
209
277
277
209
277
209
277
277
209
277
277
277

289
209
829
209
289
829
289
277
209
852
289
289
209
209
862
209
209
277
289
277
209
852
209

90
289
852
209
690
852
852
852
757
852
852
146

209

674
209
209
209
289
209
277
852
871
289
209
852
277
209
852
852
277
852

2
2

289
2
2
2
2
2

Section

404
202 (a)

803 (a)
401

805 (a)
803 (b)
403 (a)

805
806 (a)

402
807
406

403 (b)
806 (b)

402
807
406

403 (c)
804

403 (d)
403 (d)
403 (e)
403 e)

501
811

203 (a)
808 (a)

503
203 (b)

604
501

808 (b)
402 (a)
819 (d)
819 (e)
809 (a)
803(c)
403 (a)
810 (a)
810 (b)
504 (d)
809 (e)

610
711 (c)
411 (a)

711
219

712 (a)
412 (a)

711
801

413 (a)
414 a)
414 (b)

15
443
441

--------- j-

724
I 725

8
721
722
723

711 (a)
726

612 (a)
442

711 (b)
1101
603

519 (a)
1102
618
605
506

619 (a)
1
1

812
1
1
1
1
1
1

Z
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TABLE D.-Internal revenue statutes expressly amended or reenacted-Continued 

II. STATUTES AT LARGE 

Statutes at Large Amending statutes 

Date Vol- 
urns Page Chap- 

ter Section Date Vol- 
ume Page Chap-

ter Section 

1926, Feb. 26-- 44 70 27 302 11934, May 10 48 754 277 404 
y1935, Aug. 30 49 1022 829 202 (a) 

Do  44 70 27 302 (c) 11931, Mar. 3 46 1516 454   
11932, June 6 47 279 209 803 (a) 

Do  44 71 27 302 (d) 11934, May 10 48 752 277 401 
Do  44 71 27 302 (d) (1) 11936, June 22 49 1744 690 805 (a) 
Do  44 71 27 302 (f) 11932, June 6 47 279 209 803 (b) 
Do  44 72 27 303 (a) 11934, May 10 48 753 277 403 (a) 
Do  44 72 27 303 (a) (1) 11932, June 6 47 280 209 805 
Do  44 72 27 303 (a) (2) __trio  47 281 209 806 (a) 

11934, May 10 48 753 277 402 
Do  44 72 27 303 (a) (3) 11932, June 6 47 282 209 807 

11934, May 10 48 755 277 406 
Do  44 73 27 303 (b) td0  48 753 277 403 (b) 
Do  44 73 27 303 (b) (2) )1932, June 6 47 281 209 806 (b) 

11934, May 10 48 753 277 402 
Do  44 73 27 303 (b) (3) f1932, June 6 47 282 209 807 

11934, May 10 48 755 277 406 
Do  44 73 27 303 (c) tdo  48 753 277 403 (c) 
Do  44 73 27 303 (d) 11932, June 6 47 280 209 804 

11934, May 10 48 753 277 403 (d) 
Do  44 73 27 303 (e) -- tdo  48 753 277 403 (d) 
Do  44 74 27 304 (a) __tclo  48 753 277 403 (e) 
Do  44 74 27 304 (b) -- tdo  48 753 277 403 (e) 

t1938. MaY 28 52 564 289 501 
Do  44 74 27 305 t1932, June 6 47 284 209 811 
Do  44 74 27 305 (a) 11935, Aug. 30 49 1023 829 203 (a) 
Do  44 74 27 305 (b) 11932, June 6 47 282 209 808 (a) 

11938, May 28 52 564 289 503 
Do  44 74 27 305 (c) 11935, Aug. 80 49 1023 829 203 (b) 

11938, May 28 52 565 289 504 
Do  44 75 27 308 (a) 11934, May 10 48 755 277 501 
Do  44 76 27 308 (1) 11932, June 6 47 282 209 808 (b) 
Do  44 77 27 310 (b) 11928, May 29 45 862 852 402 (a) 
Do  44 77 27 312 (c) 11938, May 28 52 580 289 819 (d) 
Do  44 78 27 312 (f) __No  52 580 289 819 (e) 
Do  44 80 27 315 (a) 11932, June 6 47 283 209 809 (a) 
Do  44 80 27 315 (b) 1do  47 280 209 803 (a) 
Do  44 81 27 316 (e) 11928, May 29 45 863 852 403 (a) 
Do  44 84 27 319 (b) 11932, June 6 47 283 209 810 (a) 
Do  44 84 27 319 (c) _tclo  47 283 209 810 (b) 

11934, May 10 48 756 277 504 (d) 
11938, May 28 52 576 289 809 (e) 

Do  44 87 27 400 (a) 11934, May 10 48 768 277 619 
Do  44 91 27 500 11932, June 6 47 271 209 711 (c) 
Do  44 91 27 500 (a) (1) 11928, May 29 45 863 852 411 (a) 

11932, June 6 47 271 209 711 
1933, June 16 

11928, 

48 209 90 219 
1938, May 28 52 573 289 712 (a) 

Do  44 91 27 500 (a) (2) May 29 45 864 852 412 (a) 
11932, June 8 47 271 209 711 

Do  44 92 
92 

27 
27 

500 (b) (2) 
501 

11936, June 22 
11928, May 29 

49 
45 

1743 
864 

690 
852 

801 
413 Do  

Do  
Do  

44 
44 
44 

93 
93 

27 
27 

502 (a) 
502 (b) 

_No  
_No  

45 
45 

864 
864 

852 
852 

414 a) 
414 ) 

rb) 

Do  44 93 27 600 (a) June 26 48 1240 757 11 
Do  44 99 27 Title VIII 

/1134, 
1928, May 29 45 867 852 442 

Do  44 99 27 801 1928, May 29 45 867 852 441 
Do  45 867 27 808 1933, Mar. 1 47 1413 146   

Do  44 101 27 Sched. A 11932, June 6 47 { 274 275 } 209 { 724 
721 

11934, June 19 48 1179 674 8 
Do  44 101 27 Schad. A (1) 11932, June 6 47 272 209 721 
Do  44 101 27 Schad. A(2) _ . :do  47 272 209 722 
Do  44 101 27 Schad. A(3) _ _tdo  47 272 209 723 

11938, May 28 52 572 289 711 (a) 
Do  44 102 27 Schad. A (4) 11932, June 6 47 275 209 726 

t1934, May 10 48 768 277 612 (a) 
Do  44 103 27 Schad. A(5) 11928, May 29 45 867 852 442 

11937, Aug. 28 50 870 871   
Do  47 274 27 Sched.A(9) t1938, may 28 52 572 289 711 (b) 
Do  44 109 27 1001 (a) t1932, June 6 47 286 209 1101 
Do  44 109 27 1001(c), (d) 11928, May 29 45 873 852 603 
Do  44 110 27 1002 11934, May 10 48 760 277 519 (a) 
Do  44 110 27 1004 (b) 11932, June 6 47 286 209 1102 
Do  44 111 27 1104 11928, May 29 45 878 852 618 
Do  44 114 27 1108 (a) __ We  45 874 852 601 

11934, May 10 48 757 277 509 
Do  44 114 27 1109 11928, May 29 45 878 852 619 (a) 

1928t May 29_ _ 45 795 852 11 11929, Dec. 16 46 47 2 1 
Do  45 797 852 13 __YTIo  46 47 2 1 
Do  45 828 852 119 (e) 11938, May 28 52 577 289 812 
Do  45 833 852 144 11929, Dec. 16 46 47 2 1 
Do  45 835 852 145 __tdo  46 47 2 1 
Do  45 838 852 161 tdo  46 47 2 1 
Do  45 842 852 201 1do  46 47 2 1 
Do  45 844 852 204 __1do  46 47 2 1 
" 2 Ag RA7 RA2 211 +din 45 £7 9 1 
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TABLE D.-Internal revenue statutes expressly amended or reenacted-Continued

II. STATUTES AT LARGE

Statutes at La Amending statutes

Vol-
ume PageDate

1928, May 29
Do.-...
Do
Do --.--
Do
Do---
Do--...
Do.---

Do--.
Do --..
Do---.
Do-

Do --
1930, May 27
1930, June 14

Do---
1930, June 17

Do
Do---

1932, June n
Do - ...
Do-....
Do --..-.
Do--..
Do-
Do..---
Do.....
Do-....
Do.....
Do.....

Do-..--.

Do ..-..
Do---

Do---

Do .---
Do ....
Do .---

Do .....-
Do--...
Do .----
Do ---
Do----
Do.--

Do . ....

Do-..-..-

Do .--.---
Do----Do .- -

Do-..
Do-..

Do.---

Do----

Do -----
Do----
Do-..-
Do .--. _

Do- ..
Do .
Do---
Do----

Do--.-
Do---
Do----
Do -----.--
Do---
Do---...
Do---

4!
4'
4'
4'
45
46
4i

41
41
47
47

47
47

47

47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47

47

47
47

47

47
47
47

47
47
47
47
47
47

4747
47
47
47

47

47

47
47
47
47

47

47
47

47
47

47
47

47
47
47

47
47
47
47

852
851
855
856

861
862

874
874
874
871

877
421
586
587
692
694
695
189
195
210
213
222
233
235
236
237
241
243

243

244
245

246

247
247
248

248
248
250
252
252
258

259

259
259
259

260
260

762

261

261
261
264
264

266
266
266
266

266
267
267

267
268
268
268

-

.o....---. 41 1.0

arge

Chap. Section Date
ter

852 272 (a) t1934, May 10
852 273 (e) t1938,May 28
852 273(f) -tdo - --
852 274 (a) 1934, May 10
852 275 t1930, June 16
852 311 (b) 1938, May 28
852 322 11930, June 16
852 322 (d) t1934, May 10

1938, May 28
852 606 (a) --- tdo ----
852 606 (b) .-- tdo--....
852 608 (b) (2) 1l934, May 10
852 610 -tdo---

t1936, June 22
852 614 (a) (2) .-- t.do--
342 5 (a) t1933, Mar. 31
488 2 (b) 1930, June 26
488 9 -- do....
497 311 t1936, June 26
497 313 (d) -.. tdo....
497 313 (i) (3) -- tdo-..--
209 55 t1933, June 16
209 104 -- tdo-...
209 119 (e) t1938, May 28
209 141 (e) tl933, June 16
209 182 (a) ---- tdo--- .
209 272 (a) 1t934, May 10
209 273 (c) t1938, May 28
209 273 (f) -- do--
209 274 (a) tl934, May 10
209 311 (b) t1938, May 28
209 322 (d) t934, May 10

t1938, May 28
209 401 (b) t1934, May 10

11935, Aug. 30
209 401 (c) - tdo.----
209 403 1934, May 10

1935, Aug. 30
1938, May 28

209 502 1934, May 10
1935, Aug. 30

209 504 (b) !1938, May 28
209 505 (a) (1) 1935, Aug. 30
209 505 (a) (2) (1934 May 10

(B).
209 505 (b) (2) -. tdo---..
209 505 (b) (3) ---- tdo.......
209 513 (a) t---tdo .. ----
209 514 (c) t1938, May 28
209 514 (f) . tdo--
209 528 (d) 11934, May 10

193:8, May 28
209 Title IV 11933, June 16

.. tdo .-- -
t1935, Juneo .

1937, June 29
209 601 (b) (5) :1938. May 28
209 601 (c) tl934, May 10
209 601 (c) (1) t1933, June 16

t1934, May 10
209 601 (c) (2) tl1934, June 18
209 601 (c) (6) tl938, May 28

... tdo.....
209 601 (c) (8) t1936, June 22

t1938, May 28
209 604 l1934, May 10

tl936, June 22
209 605 tl934, May 10
209 606 (a) t1938, May 28
209 610 tl934, June 26
209 612 t1934, May 10

:1938, May 28
209 616 t1933, June 16
209 616 (c) l1938, May 28
209 617 t1933, June 16
209 617 (a) --- tdo-

-- tdo---
11934, May 10

209 617 (b) - tdo.. .
209 617 -- tdo -.
209 617 (c) (2) 11933, June 16

:1934, May 10
209 620 11933, June 16
209 620 (3) 11935, Aug. 30
209 621 (a) 11933, June 16
209 621 (a) (3) 11935, Aug. 30
209 621 (c) .. tdo.-----

Vol Chap
ume Page ter

48 755 277
52 579 28S
52 580 281
48 757 277
46 589 491
52 578 289
46 589 495
48 756 277
52 576 289
52 573 289
52 573 289
48 756 277
48 756 277
49 1744 690
49 1744 690
48 24 18
46 819 623
46 819 623
49 1960 830
49 1960 830
49 1960 830
48 209 90
48 207 90
52 577 289
48 209 90
48 209 90
48 755 277
52 579 289
52 580 289
48 757 277
52 578 289
48 756 277
52 576 289
48 754 277
49 1021 829
49 1022 829
48 753 277
49 1022 829
52 564 289
48 761 277
49 1023 829
52 565 289
49 1025 829
48 760 277

48 760 277
48 760 277
48 755 277
52 580 289
52 580 289
48 756 277
52 575 289
48 206 91)
48 255 906
49 43:1 33:3
5) 58 402
52 0549 289
48 762 277
48 255 96
48 764 277
48 998 589
52 570 289
52 570 289
49 1742 690
52 5i8 289
48 768 277
49 1746 690
48 768 277
52 571 289
48 1240 757
48 768 277
52 571 289
48 256 96
52 573 289
48 254 96
48 206 90
48 209 90
48 764 277
48 764 277
48 765 277
48 206 90
48 765 277
48 255 96
49 1025 829

49 1025 829
49 1026 829I

Section

501
819 (a)
819 (e)

506
2,3

814 (b)
2,3

504 (a)
809 (c)

801
802
503

803
804

4

404
402
403

218 (h)
214
812

218 (e)
218 (d)

501
819 (a)
819 (e)

505
814 (b)
504 (a)
809 (c)
405 (a)
201 (a)
201 (b)
403 (a)
201 (c)

502
520 (a)
301 (a)

505
301 (b)
517 (a)

517 (a)
517 (b)

501
819 (c)
819 (e)
504 (h)
809 (f)

212

702 (i,)
602

4 (h)
603 (a)

704 (a)
704 (c)

701
702 (a)

608
810
609

709 (a)
15

611
,07 (a)

6 (a)
713 (a)

211 (a)
217 (b)
603 (b)
603 (b)
603 (d)
211 (b)
603 (c)

4 (a)
401 (a)

4 (c)
401 (b)
401 (cI
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501 45 855 852 273 (c) t1938,May 28 52 579 819 (a) 45 
45 

855 
856 

852 
852 

273 (f) 
274 (a) 

_fdo  
(1934, May 10 

52 
48 

580 
757 

819 (e) 
505 45 856 852 275 (1930, June 16 46 589 2,3 

45 
45 

860 
861 

852 
852 

311 (b) 
322 

(1938, May 28 
(1930, June 16 

52 
46 

578 
589 

814 (b) 
2,3 45 862 852 322 (d) (1934, May 10 48 756 504 (a) 

(1938, May 28 52 576 809 (e) 
45 874 852 606 (a) _fdo  52 573 801 
45 874 852 606 (b) _fdo  52 573 802 
45 874 852 608 (b) (2) (1934,May 10 48 756 503 
45 875 852 610 ....fdo  48 756 502 

11936, June 22 49 1744 803 
45 877 852 614 (a) (2) _fdo  49 1744 804 
46 429 342 5 (a) /1933, Mar. 31 48 24 4 
46 586 488 2 (b) (1930, June 26 46 819 1 
46 587 488 9 _tdo  46 819 2 
46 692 497 311 (1936, June 26 49 1960 404 
46 694 497 313 (d) _Ito  49 1860 402 
46 695 497 313 (1) (3) ..tdo  49 1960 403 
47 189 209 55 (1933, June 16 48 209 218 (b) 
47 195 209 104 _fdo  48 207 214 
47 210 209 119 (e) (1938. May 28 52 577 812 
47 213 209 141 (1 (1933, June 16 48 200 218 (e) 
47 222 209 182 (a _fdo  48 209 218 (d) 
47 233 209 272 (a (1934, May 10 48 755 501 
47 235 209 273 (c) 11938, May 28 52 579 819 (a) 
47 236 209 273 (f) -(da  52 580 819 (e) 
47 237 209 274 (a) (1934, May 10 48 757 505 
47 
47 

241 
243 

209 
209 

311 (b) 
322 (d) 

(1938, May 28 
(1934, May 10 

52 
48 

578 
756 

814 (b) 
504 (a) 

(1938, May 28 52 576 809 (e 
47 243 209 401 (b) T1934, May 10 48 754 405 (a 

11935, Aug. 30 49 1021 201 (a 
47 244 209 401 (c) ....tdo  49 1022 201 (b 
47 245 209 403 1934, May 10 48 753 403 (i 

1935, Aug. 30 49 1022 201 (a 
1938, May 28 52 564 602 

47 246 209 502 1934, May 10 48 761 520 (a) 
1935, Aug. 30 49 1023 301 (a) 

47 247 209 504 (b) 1938, May 28 52 565 505 
47 247 209 505 (a) (I) 1035, Aug. 30 49 1025 301 (b) 
47 248 209 505 (a) (2) 1934, May 10 48 760 517 (a) 

(13). 
47 248 209 505 (b) (2)_.(do  48 760 517 (a) 
47 248 209 505 (b) (3) .._fdo  48 760 517 (b) 
47 250 209 513 (a) _ _ (de  48 755 501 
47 252 209 514 (e) 11938, May 28 52 580 819 (e) 
47 252 209 514 (0 (do  52 580 819 (e) 
47 258 200 528 (d) (1934, May 10 48 716 104 (10 

f1038, May 28 52 575 809 (0 
47 259 209 Title IV (1933, June 16 48 '206 212 

... . (do__   48 255 5 
(1035, June 28 49 431 
(1937, June 29 50 358 

47 250 200 601 (b) (5) (1938. May 214 52 569 702 (b) 
47 259 209 601 (c) (1934, May 10 48 762 602 
47 259 209 601 (c) (1) 11933, June 16 48 255 4 (b) 

11934, May 10 48 764 603 (a) 
47 260 209 601 (c) (2) (1934, June 18 48 998 
47 260 209 601 (e) (6) (1938, May 28 52 570 704 (a) 

-No  52 570 704 (e) 
48 762 209 601 (c) (8) (1936, June 22 49 1742 701 

(1938, May 28 52 568 702 (a) 
47 261 209 604 (1934, May 10 48 768 608 

(1936, June 22 49 1746 810 
47 261 209 605 (1934, May 10 48 768 609 
47 261 209 606 (a) 11938, May 28 52 571 709 (a) 
47 264 209 610 (1934, June 26 48 1240 15 
47 264 209 612 (1934, May 10 48 768 611 

:1938, May 28 52 571 707 (a) 
47 266 209 616 :1933, June 16 48 256 6 (a) 
47 266 209 616 (e) (1938, May 28 52 573 713 (a) 
47 266 209 617 (1933, June 16 48 254 1 
47 266 209 617 (a) (do  48 206 211 (a) 

tic,  48 209 217 (b) 
11934, May 10 48 764 603 (b) 

47 266 209 617 (b) _ (do  48 764 603 (b) 
47 267 209 617 .fdo  48 765 603 (d) 
47 267 209 617 (c) (2) (1933, June 16 48 206 211 (b) 

(1934, May 10 48 765 603 (c) 
47 267 209 620 11933, June 16 43 255 4 (a) 
47 268 209 620 (3) 11935, Aug. 30 49 1025 401 (a) 
47 268 209 621 (a) (1933, June 16 48 255 4 (c) 
47 
47 

268 
905 

209 
900 

621 (a) (3) I1935, 
091 f- 'l 

Aug. 30 
Orin 

49 
11.0 

1025 
1094 

401 (b) 
41 /11 1.1 
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Date

1932 June 6
bo---
Do.....
Do --
Do.....

Do---.
Do.....
Do-..-.
Do-....
Do ...
Do........

1933, May 12
Do-.....
Do -.--.
Do.

Do.---
Do.---

Amending statutes

Vol-
ume

47
47
48
47
47

47
47
47
47
47
47
48
48
48
48

48
48

48

48
48

48
48
48

48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48

48
48
48
48
48
48
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49

Vol-
ume

Statutes at Large

Chap
ter

246
96

289
90

Page

269
270
256
270
270

270
272
275
276
277
287

37
39
39
39

39
40

40

40
40

209
209
254

313
316
607
670
718
684
686
688
698
698
704
704
705
705
712
717
721
723
724
731
731
733
733
733
737
739
743
743
749
751
751
752

763
763
766
955

1237
1237
643

1017
1017
1017
1019
1106
1648
1648
1653
1655
1656
1657
1662

Chap-
ter

209
209
209
209
209

209
209
209
209
209
209

25
25
25
25

25
25

25

25
25

90
90
96

1
1

157
263
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277
277

277
277
277
512
757
757
531
829
829
829
829

42
690
690
690
690
829690
680
690

Section Date

625 (a) l1932, June 13
629 t1933, June 16
630 t1938, May 28

Title V t1933, June 16
Title V,
Parts I,
II, III,
and IV f1936, June 28

t937, June 29
701 (b) tl938, May 28
723 (a) l936, June 29
726 (c) tl934, May 10

751 --....tdo........-
761 tl933, June 16

1106 l1934, May 10
10 (d) *1936, June 22

15 t1934, May 9
15 t1935, Mar. 18

15 (a) tl935, Aug. 24
1936, June 22

15 (c) t1935, Aug. 24
16 1936, June 22

tl934, June 26
11935, Mar. 18

16 (e) (1) tl935, Aug. 24
1936, June 22

--- tdo -........
16 (e) (3) do-

17 (a) 1t934, May 9
1935, Aug. 24
1936, June 22

217 (d) t1934, May 10
217 (e) -tdo.---

2 t1934, May 10
1935, June 29
937,June 29

4 tl938 May 28
203 tl936,June 26

..-- ------ t934, June 20
.-- ------- t1936, June 19

Title I tl93, Aug. 27
12 (b) t1935, Aug. 30
13 (a) .- - tdo-----

23 -- tdo---
54 t1936, Apr. 10

5 (b) tl935, Apr. 19
112 (b) t1935, Aug. 30

112 (c) (1) ---- tdo----
112 (e) -... tdo ....
112 () ---- tdo..--.

116 tl936, Aug. 27
119 (e) 1938, May 28
141 (c) tl93, Aug. 30

1
4
3 (a) (1) . do.----

144 .. do........
201(b) -1 do
201 (b) (2) -do---
204 (a) (I) ... do-
204 (a (2) -- do---

204 (e) -do --- -
232 do......

261 () . do -
273 ( 11938. May 28
273 ( --- tdo .......-.
311(b - tdo.----
322 (d -- do-
351 ( ab ii351 (a) 11935, Aug. 30

361 (b) (2) ..--..tdo ---.
(C)

602H tl936,June 22
6024 (a) l1938, May 28

604,605 t1935, Aug. 30
------ -- tdo ----.

2 a tl938, June 16
3(a) -- do .-

907(c) t93, June 25
10 tl936, June 22

106 (c) -. tdo-.
10 (4) (4 ---- tdo--

106 (b) -- tdo ---
.----- tl936, Mar. 2
--- -- t1937, Aug. 26
.------- -- d --

14 --- d-----12 (c) ...- do----

22 do.
24 (a) .... do-....-

I

Do---

Do-.....
Do.--.

1933, June 16
Do-.....
Do---

1934, Jan. 11
Do---

1934, Apr. 21
1934, May 9
1934, May 10

Do--...
Do --.....
Do.....
Do--....
Do-...DO ------
Do--....
Do-....
Do-....-.
Do .....
Do-....
Do.......

Do .--.....Do.....
Do .....-
Do--....Do ---

Do.....Do---
Do.....
Do---
Do---
Do.....
Do ---.
Do-....
Do.-----
Do .--
Do.--.
Do.

Do
Do---
Do ---

1934, June 14
1934 June 26

1935, Aug. 14
183. Aug. 30

Do -----

Do.....-
1986, Feb. 10
1936, June 22

Do----
Do -.-----
Do ----
Do ---Do ....-
Do .
~Dc......

Page

302
254
570
206

431
358
571
2029

768
768
206
758

1739
675

47
768

1739
768

1739
1241

48
769

1739
1740
1739
676
770
1739

771
771
760
431
358
572

1956
1184
1539
908

1014
1015
1016
1199
168

1020
1021
1021
1021
908
577

1015
1016
1016
1017
1017
1017
1017
1016
1016
1019
579
580
578
575

1020
1020

1742
570

1027
1027

756
756

1110
1733
1733
1733
1733
1156
818
826
826
817
817
826
827

333
402
289
865
277
277

90
277
690
263

32
641
690
641
690
759

32
641
690
690
690
263
641
690
277
277
277
333
402
289
830
687
612
767
829
829
829
189

74
829
829
829
829
767
289
829
829
829
829
829
829
829
829
829
829
289
289
289
289
829
829

690
289
829
829
471
471
680
690
690
690
690
112
815
815
815
816
815
815
815

I
Section

---------
705 (a)

212

708 (a)
------ ------

612 (b)
606
212
510

601 (a)
8
8

21
601 (a)

22
601 (a)

10
27 (a)

601 (a)
601 (g)
601 (a)

12
28

601 (a)
703
703
515

710 (c)
326

101
102 (a)

102 (c), (h

110 (a)
110 (b)
110 (c)
110 (d)

1
812

102 (b)
102 (g)

102 (), (1)
103
103
104
104

102 (d)
102 ()

108
819 (a
819 (e
814 (b
809 (a
109 (a
109 (b

702
703
407402
406

1
2

13 (a
401
401 (b
401(c
402(a

20
207 (d)
207 (a)

2

207(b)
301 a).
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Vol-
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47 
47 
48 
47 
47 
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47 
47 
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48 
48 
48 

48 
48 

48 

48 
48 
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49 
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49 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 

Page Chap-
ter Section Date Vol-
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Page Chap-

ter Section 
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270 
256 
270 
270 

270 
272 
275 
276 
277 
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37 
39 
39 
39 

39 
40 

40 

40 
40 

209 
209 
254 

313 
316 
607 
670 
718 
684 
686 
688 
698 
698 
704 
704 
705 
705 
712 
717 
721 
723 
724 
731 
731 
733 
733 
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739 
743 
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752 
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766 
955 
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1237 
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1017 
1019 
1106 
1648 
1648 
1653 
1655 
1656 
1657 
1662 

209 
209 
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209 
209 

R
R
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I
R
R
U
g
g
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n
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25 
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90 
96 

1 
1 

157 
263 
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277 
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277 
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757 
757 
531 
829 
829 
829 
829 
42 

690 
690 
690 
690 
690 
690 
690 

625 (a) 
629 
630 

Title V 
Title V, 
Parts I, 
II, III, 
and IV 

701 (b) 
723 (a) 
726 (c) 

751 
761 
1105 

10 (d) 
15 
15 

15 (a) 

15 (c) 
16 

16 (e) (1) 

16 (e) (3) 
17 (a) 

217 (d) 
217 (e) 

2 

4 
203 

Title I 
12 (b) 
13 (a) 

23 
54 

55 (b) 
112 (b) 

112 (c) (li 
112 (e 
112 (i 

116 
119 (1 
141 (c 

143 (a) (1 
144 

11 
204 (a 1 
204 (a 2) 

204 (c) 
232 

261 (a) 
273 (c) 

273 311 
322 in--c) 
351 (a) 

351 (b) (2) 
(C) 

602)9 
602)9 (a) 
604,605 

32 &114 

907 (ci 
105 

105 (ci 
105 (1) (4 

106 (b 

4 
12 (c) 
14 (f) 

22 
24 (a) 

11932, June 13 
11933, June 16 
11938, May 28 
11933, June 16 

11935, June 28 
11937, June 29 
11938, May 28 
:1936, June 29 
:1934, May 10 
- tdo  

11933, June 16 
:1934, May 10 
*1936, June 22 
11934, May 9 
11935, Mar. 18 
11935, Aug. 24 
.1936, June 22 
11935, Aug. 24 
'1936, June 22 
11934, June 26 
11935, Mar. 18 
11935, Aug. 24 
.1936, June 22 
-tdo  
'do  

:1934, May 9 
11935, Aug. 24 
'1936, June 22 
:1934, May 10 
_tdo  

11934, May 10 
11935, June 28 
11937, June 29 
11938, May 28 
t1936, June 26 
11934, June 20 
11936, June 19 
11935, Aug. 27 
11935, Aug. 30 
--:do  
_1do  

11936, Apr. 10 
:1935, Apr. 19 
11935, Aug. 30 

tdo  
tdo  

11935, Aug. 27 
11938, May 28 
11935, Aug. 30 
_ tdo  
_ tdo  
do 
do  
do  
do  
do  
do  

_ :do  
:1938, May 28 

_ tdo  
_tdo  

21935, Aug. 30 
- 

11936, June 22 
11938, May 28 
11935, Aug. 30 
_ tdo  

11938, June 16 
_tdo  

11938, June 25 
t1936, Ione 22 

fdo  
--tdo  
tdo  

Mos, Mar. 2 
t1937, Aug . 26 
  do  

to  
0  
0  

47 
48 
52 
48 

49 
50 
52 
49 
48 
48 
48 
48 
49 
48 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 
48 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 
48 
49 
49 
48 
48 
48 
49 
so 
52 
49 
48 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 
52 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 
52 
52 
52 
52 
49 
49 

49 
62 
49 
49 
52 
59 
52 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 
so 
so 
so 
50 

302 
254 
570 
206 

431 
358 
571 
2029 
768 
768 
206 
758 

1739 
675 
47 
768 
1739 
768 
1739 
1241 
48 
769 
1739 
1740 
1739 
676 
770 

1739 
771 
771 
760 
431 
358 
572 
1956 
1184 
1539 
908 
1014 
1015 
1016 
1199 
158 
1020 
1021 
1021 
1021 
908 
577 

1015 
1016 
1016 
1017 
1017 
1017 
1017 
1016 
1016 
1019 
579 
580 
578 
575 
1020 
1020 

1742 
570 
1027 
1027 
756 
756 
1110 
1733 
Ins 
1733 
1733 
1155 
818 
826 
826 
817 
817 
826 
827 

246 
96 
289 
90 

333 
402 
289 
865 
277 
277 
so 
277 
690 
263 
32 

641 
690 
641 
690 
759 
32 

641 
690 
690 
690 
263 
641 
690 
277 
277 
277 
333 
402 
289 
830 
687 
612 
767 
829 
829 
829 
189 
74 
829 
829 
829 
829 
767 
289 
829 
829 
829 
829 
829 
829 
829 
829 
829 
829 
289 
289 
289 
289 
829 
829 

690 
289 
829 
829 
471 
471 
680 
690 
690 
690 
690 
112 
815 
815 
815 
815 
815 
815 
815 

1 
705 (a) 

212 

708 (a) 

612 (b) 
606 
212 
510 

601 (a) 
8 
8 
21 

601 (a) 
22 

601 (a) 
1 
10 

27 (a) 
601 (a) 
601 (g) 
601 (a) 

12 
28 

601 (a) 
703 
703 
515 

710 (c) 
326 

3 
101 

102 (a) 
102(c), (h) 

110 (a) 
110 (b) 
110 (c) 
110 (d) 

1 
812 

102 (b) 
102 (g) 

102 (0, (1) 
103 
103 
104 
104 

102 (d) 
102 (e) 

108 
819 (a) 
819 (a' 
814 (b 
809 (a 
109 ( 
109 (b 

702 
703 
407 
405 
1 
2 

13 (a 
401 (a 
401 (b 
401 (c 
402 (8 

201 
207 (d) 
207 (a) 

2 
2 

230701 g33 



TABLE D.-Internal revenue statutes expressly amended or reenacted-Continued

II. STATUTES AT LARGE

Statutes at Large Amending statutes

Date Vol- Page Cha Section Date Page 
C

ap- Section
Date Page Section

1936, June 22 49 1662 690 24 (b) 1937, Aug. 26 50 828 815 301 (b)
Do.- - 49 1662 690 24 (c) - tdo - - 50 828 815 301 (b)
Do....- 49 1669 690 48 (e) ---- do -- 50 831 815 602 (b)
Do..---- 49 1669 690 48 (e) (1) . - tdo --- 50 831 815 602 (a)
Do .. - 49 1671 690 54 -tdo-.-- 50 826 815 207 (c)
Do--.. 49 1676 690 102 ---- tdo.------- 650 830 815 601 (b
Do .-- 49 1676 690 102 (a) .- tdo.----- 50 830 815 601 (a)
Do- - 49 1677 690 102 (e) --. tdo.------ 50 817 815 2
Do- - 49 1682 690 113 (a) (5) -.. tdo --- 50 825 815 204
Do.----. 49 1683 690 113 (a) (7) t1938, May 28 52 574 289 807 (a)
Do -- 49 1684 690 1

1
3 (a) (15) --- tdo..---- 52 575 289 808

Do- - 49 1685 690 113 (b) (1) t1937, Aug. 26 50 825 815 203
Do--. 49 1687 690 115 (c) .tdo -- 50 825 815 205
Do -...- 49 1695 690 119 (e) t1938, May 28 52 577 289 812
Do-..--- 49 1700 690 142 (a) 1937, Aug. 26 50 829 815 402
Do .- 49 1703 690 145 tdo ---- 50 826 815 207 (e)
Do ..- 49 1707 690 163 (a) -tdo- - 50 829 815 401
Do 49 1714 690 211 -tdo - . 50 830 815 501 (b
Do .. 49 1714 690 211 (a) tdo 50 830 815 501 a
Do ---- 49 1724 690 273 (c) 1938, May 28 52 579 289 819 a)
Do... 49 1724 690 273 () ---.. tdo-..----- 52 580 289 819 e
Do -- - 49 1725 690 275 t1937, Aug. 26 50 826 815 206 (a)
Do 49 1726 690 275 (d) .-- t.. do ... ---. 50 826 815 206 (b)
Do .... 49 1726 690 275 (e) ...-tdo.... -- 50 826 815 206 (c)
Do ....- 49 1729 690 311 (b) 1938, May 28 52 578 289 814 (b)
Do -... . 49 1731 690 322 (d) -.... tdo-........ 52 575 289 809 (a)
Do... . 49 1732 690 Title IA 1937, Aug. 26 50 813 815 1

1936, June 26 49 1962 830 410 tl938, June 15 52 700 439 2
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IL STATUTES AT LARGE 

Statutes at Large Amending statutes 

Date 
Vol- 
time Page 

Chap- 
ter Section Date Vol- 

ume Page Chap-
ter Section 

1936, June 22 49 1662 690 24 (b) 0937, Aug. 26 50 828 815 301 (b) 
Do  49 1662 690 24 (c) ..td0  50 828 815 301 (b) 
Do  49 1669 690 48 (e) - _ tdo  50 831 815 602 (b) 
Do  49 1669 6410 48 (e) (1) ..tdo  50 831 815 602 (a) 
Do  49 1671 690 54 __tdo - 50 826 815 207 (c) 
Do  49 1676 690 102 .tdo  60 830 815 601 (b) 
Do  49 1676 690 102 (a) .tdo  50 830 815 601 (a) 
Do  49 1677 690 102 (e) -- tdo  50 817 815 2 
Do_ 49 1682 690 113 (a) (5) __tdo  50 825 815 204 
Do  49 1683 690 113 (a) (7) 1938, May 28 52 574 289 807 (a) 
Do  49 1684 690 113 (a) (15) - tdo - 52 575 289 808 
Do  49 1685 690 113 (b) (1) t1937, Aug. 26 50 825 815 203 
Do  49 1687 690 115 (e) .tdo  50 825 815 205 
Do  49 1695 690 119 (e) t1938, May 28 52 577 289 812 
Do  49 1700 690 142 (a) 1937, Aug. 26 50 829 815 402 
Do  49 1703 690 145 ....tdo  50 826 815 207 (e) 
Do  49 1707 690 163 (a) __ tdo  50 829 815 401 
Do  49 1714 690 211 trio  50 830 815 501 (b) 
Do  49 1714 690 211 (a) tdo  50 830 815 501 
Do ______ __ 49 1724 690 273 (c) $1938, May 28 52 579 289 819 a) 

r) 

Do _____ ___ 49 1724 690 273 (1) ____tdo _ 52 580 289 819 e) 
Do _____ ___ 49 1725 690 275 11937, Aug. 26 60 826 815 206 (a) 
Do  49 1726 690 275 (d) __$clo  50 826 815 206 (b) 
Do  49 1726 690 275 (e) —tdo  50 826 815 206 (0) 
Do  49 1729 690 311 (b) t1938, May 28 52 578 289 814 (b) 
Do  49 1731 690 322 (d) _tdo  52 575 289 809 (a) 
Do  49 1732 690 Title IA 1937, Aug. 26 50 813 815 1 

1936, June 26 49 1962 830 410 $1938, June 15 52 700 439 2 



LXXIV CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS

TABLE E.-Derivation of Revised Statutes relating to internal revenue

Revised Statutes section

1------------------------------------------
235 ---------- ----------- ---------------
239-----------------.------------------239I-- ----- ------ -- -
251--------------------------------- ----
277,6th -------------..-------------------
319-----------------------------------

320-------- -----------------------------
321.------------------------------------

322.------------------------------------

323..-------- ---------------------------
349 ------------------------------------
774-------------------------------------
838 --------------------------
919 -------------------------------------
934-------------------------------------

969--------------------------------------------
3140--------------------------------- ---
3140 (2d ed.)----------------------------- --
3141---------- ------------------------- -

3142 -----.------.---------------

3144------------------------------------
3145------------------------------------

3146---------- --------------------------
3147--------------------------------- --
3148------------------ ------------------
3149 --. -------------------------------

3150------------------------------------

3152----------------------------------- -

3153 -------------------

3154 ...-----------------..-------------------
3155------------------------------------
3156.------------------ -----------------
3157------------------------------------
3158 --------------------------------- --
3161------------------------------------
3162.------------------- -----------------
3163--.....------------------ -------
3164-..----------------------------------
316.....------------------------------------

3166.---------- ------------------------ -

3167------------------------------------
3168 -------------------------------

3169------------------------------------
3170 . -------------------- ------------
3171 ...-.----- ------- ------------- --
3172--------------------------------

3173----------------.---- --------------

3174---------------------------------- --

3175 ....-..6------------------

3176.-------------------------------

3177-----------------------------------
3179---------------.-------------------
3180-----------------------------------

3181--------------------...................................
3182-------------.----------------------

2192

Origina

Date

1868,July 20
1866, July 13
1864, June 30
1870, July 14
-- do-------
1862, July 1
1866, July 13
1872, Dec. 24
1864, June 30
1869, Mar. 3
1863, Mar. 3
1866, July 13
1863, Mar. 3
1870, June 22
1867, Mar. 2
1873, Mar. 3
1866, July 13
1833, Mar. 2
1866. July 13
1866, July 13
1864, June 30
1868, July 20
1862, July 1
1864, June 30
1870, July 12
1862, July 1
1864, June 30
1870, July 14
1864, June 30
1865, Mar. 2
1864, June 30
1865, Mar. 3
1867, Mar. 2
1873, Mar. 3
1866, July 13
-- do-----

1864, June 30
.-- do----
1865, Mar. 3
1867, Mar. 2
1869, Mar. 1
1870, July 1
1868, July 20
1872, June 6
1868, July 20
1872, June 6
1868, July 20

.do ----

.do..
1872, June 6
1866, July 13

.... do..... ..

..... do --------
1868, July 20
1873, Mar. 3
1864, June 30
1865, Mar. 3
1867, Mar. 2
1868,July 20
1864, June 30
1866, July 13
1868,July 20

-- do --.-
1867, Mar. 2
1866, July 13
1864, June 30
1872, Dec. 24
1864, June 30
186, July 13
1867, Mar. 2
1872, Dec. 24
1864, June 30
1866, July 13
1872, Dec. 24
1864, June 30
1866,July 13
1872, Dec. 24
1864, June 30
186, July 13
1872, Dec. 24
1864, June 30

-- do ---
-- do---

1872, Dec. 24
1864, June 30
1866, July 13
1872, Dec. 24
1864, June 30
1866 July 13

-- do .---
1867, Mar. 2
12.? Tfl. OA

Volume

al acts

IPage Chapter

166 186
170 184
239 173
271 255
223 173
432 119
170 184
403 13
223 173
290 121
725 74
170 184
725 74

162,163 150
471 169
581 244

111,145 184
632 57
172 184
111 184
306 173
166 186
433 119
224 173
239 251
433 119
224 173
261 255
225 173
483 78
231 173
469 78
445 166
494 226
106 184
106 184
225 173
238 173
471 78
473 169
282 67
179 187
145 186
241 315
145 186
244 315
146 186
146 186
147 186
244 315
168 184

163,161 184
153 184

144,145 186
580 244
242 173
471 78
482 169
145 186
238 173
167 184
164 186
166 186
483 169
172 184
225 173
401 13

226,226 173
101 184
471 169
401 13
226 173
102 184
401 13
226 173
102 184
401 13
227 173
102 184

401,402 13
238 173
226 173
227 173
401 13
228 173
103 184
402 13
238 173
111 184
106 184
473 169
4n0 13

a314...................................------------------

Section

104
64
43
34

2
1

64

9

64
1

3,9,10
3

1
9
2

67

182

2
7

19

2

3

7

18

67

9

4
21
1

12

18

9

39,
1
1
1

9

10

1

13

50
14

52

152

14

14

609

2041

20

1

19

1

98

37,:

81526

67
12

18

11,13
9
1
1

14
9
1

14
9
1

9
1,2

37,38
16
16
1

18
9
2

38
9
9
8
'1- " - 'C - Nw . o

014

LXXIV CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS 

TABLE E.-Derivation of Revised Statutes relating to internal revenue 

Revised Statutes section 

Original acts 

Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

1  1868, July 20 15 166 186 104 
235  1866, July 13 14 170 184 64 

239  1864, June 30 13 239 173 43 

251  1870, July 14 16 271 255 34 

277, 6th  do  13 223 173 2 

319  1862, July 1 
1866, July 13 

12 
14 

432 
170 

119 
184 

1 
64 

320  1872, Dec. 24 17 403 13 9 
321  1864, June 30 

1869, Mar. 3 
13 
15 

223 
290 

173 
121 

1 
1 

322  1863, Mar. 3 
1866, July 13 

12 
14 

725 
170 

74 
184 

19 
64 

323  1863, Mar. 3 12 725 74 19 
349  1870, June 22 16 162,163 150 3, 9, 10 
774  1867, Mar. 2 14 471 169 3 
838  1873, Mar. 3 17 581 244 17 

919  1866, July 13 14 111, 145 184 6 

934  1833, Mar. 2 
1866. July 13 

4 
14 

632 
172 

57 
184 

5 
67 

969  1866, July 13 14 111 184 9 
3140  1864, June 30 13 306 173 185 
3140 (28 ed.)  1868, July 20 15 166 186 104 
3141  1862, July 1 12 433 119 5 

1864, June 30 13 224 173 7 
1870, July 12 16 239 251 1 

3142  1862, July 1 12 433 119 5 
1864, June 30 13 224 173 7 
1870, July 14 16 261 255 13 

3143  1864, June 30 13 225 173 S 
3144  1865, Mar. 3 13 483 78 4 
3145  1864, June 30 13 231 173 2! 

1865, Mar. 3 13 469 78 
1867, Mar. 2 14 445 166 
1873, Mar. 3 17 494 226 

3146  1866, July 13 14 106 184 
3147   do  14 106 184 
3148  1864, June 30 13 225 173 1 
3149   do  13 338 173 39,41 

1865, Mar. 3 13 471 78 
1867, Mar. 2 14 473 169 

3150  1869, Mar. 1 15 282 57 
1870, July 1 16 179 187   

3152  1868, July 20 15 145 186 5( 
1872, June 6 17 241 315 1 

3153  ism July 20 15 145 186 5 
1872, June 6 17 244 315 1 

3154  1868, July 20 15 146 186 5, 
3155  do  15 146 186 a 
3156   do  15 147 186 5. 
3157  1872, June 8 17 244 315 1 
3158  1866, July 13 14 168 184 64 
3161   do  14 153, 161 184 20, 4] 
3162   do  14 153 184 24 
3163  1868, July 20 15 144, 145 186 49, 51 
3164  1873, Mar. 3 17 580 244   . 
31615  1864, lane 30 13 242 173 6 

ism, Mar. 3 13 471 78 
3166  1867, Mar. 2 14 482 169 11 

1868, July 20 16 145 188 5 
3167  1864, June 30 13 238 173 31 
3168  1866, July 13 14 167 184 51 

1868, July 20 15 164 186 2 
3169  do  15 165 188 91 
3170  1867, Mar. 2 14 483 169 21 
3171  1866, July 13 14 172 184 6 
3172  1864, June 30 13 225 173 1: 

1872, Dec. 24 17 401 13 
3173  1864, June 30 13 225,226 173 11, 1: 

1866, July 13 14 101 184 1 
1867, Mar. 2 14 471 169 
1872, Dec. 24 17 401 13 

3174  1864, June 30 13 226 173 I, 
1866, July 13 14 102 184 1 
1872, Dec. 24 17 401 13 

3175  1864, June 30 13 226 173 1. 
1866, July 13 14 102 184 
1872, Dec. 24 17 401 13 

3176  1864, June 30 13 227 173 1, 
1886, July 13 14 102 184 
1872, Dec. 24 17 401,402 13 1, ' 

3177  1864, June 30 13 238 173 37,3 
3179  do  13 226 173 1. 
3180   do  13 227 173 1, 

1872, Dec. 24 17 401 13 
3181  1864, June 30 13 228 173 1: 
3182  1866, July 13 14 103 184 . 

1872, Dec. 24 17 402 13 
3183  1864, June 30 13 238 173 33 

1866, July 13 14 111 184 
3184  do  14 106 184 

1867, Mar. 2 14 473 160 
1279 lIan CA IT An9 12 



APPENDIX LXXV

TABLE E.-Derivation of Revised Statutes relating to internal revenue-Continued

Or

Revised Statutes section

Date Volume

l l

3185 ------------------------- 866, July 13
1867, Mar. 2

3186 --- --------------------- 1866, July 13
3187 .---------- ---- - ------ .-- do- -

1867, Mar. 2
3188----- - ---------- 1866, July 13
3189 ------------------------- do--
3190 . ------------------------ ---- do.----
3191 --------- - -- o--- do.--do -

3193- - do--
3194 --- 0.--- -------------------- -- o----

1-864,June 30
3195 -- -1866, July 13
3196. ---- ------ do.
3197------------------- ------- do ----
3198 --------------------------------------- do--
3199--------------------------------------do--
3200 --. ----------------------------- o-
3201 ------- ----------------------------- do
3202 ..- ----------- ------- - --- ---- do----
3203 - ----------- ------------------- -- -------- do -
3204---- -------------------------------- do ----
3205 - ---.----------------------

o
--- d--

320 o ---------------------- -----
320------ 1868, July 20
320- -- ------- ---------- 1867, Mar. 2
3209 . - ------------------------ 1864, June 30
3210 ------- ------------------------- 1865,ar. 3
3211 ---------------------------------- 1864, June 30
3212------------------------------------ ----- do
321 -- ---------------------------- Jl 13
3214----------------------------------- ----- do-
3215--------------------------------------186,Mar.
3216--------------------------------------1 163,June 33211 - 186,,June 30
3217 - ----------- 1866,July 13
3218 ---------------------------------- 1872, Dec. 24

3219------------------------------ ----- 1866,y 13
3220--------------------------------- --- 872,Dec. 24

3221 ----------------------------- 1872, May 27
1867, Mar. 2
1866, May 13

3221-- ------.--------------..-------------
322 ------------------------------------- ---- do------

1867, Mnr. 3

3224.- ----------- 1866, July 13

3228 ------- ---------------------------- i ,Judly 20

-1866,July 20

3229 ----------------------------- -------- 188,U Mr. 31
3230 ----------------------------- - - -19)Jll i

183231 MJu7 y 213

3234 ----------------------------------------- do.fl 1
323-2...---.----------------------------- .---do.

3237.--------------------------- ----- 12,_ J .un. 6.

--------- ......----- 1868, .July 201323 872, Dec. 24

3234 ------ ---------------------------- o8-,Jul 13

238 -...----- -------- ------------ ----- i o -

321.--------------------------------------- 1867, July

32 1----- 866, July 13

1872, June 2

323 .t ---- ----------------------- ------ 182, July 134

1868, July 20

3244,st------------------------------------ --- 18do- July 1
3244. 2d -------------------------------- 

1
86July 0

3244 3d....------------------------ -- i86, Apr. i

1872, June 6

1872, DeJuly 2

3244,4th ...-------------- - 1868, July 20

1872, June 1

2 ............... 68July 20
----- do - -.-....

3244, 35th - ---------- ----------------- 1869, Apr. 10

1872 June 6
3244, th ---------------------------------- 186,July 20

3244, ----------------------------1872, June 6
3244,8th ---- ---------------------------- 1868, July 20

1869, Apr. 10
1872, June 6

3244, 9th.- -------------------------- 1872, Julne

3244. th------------------- --- 868,July 20
244. th----- ------------------------ -- 18768, Jul 2

3244.10oth.---.-------------------------------- 1 868, July 20

14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
17
14
14
14
13
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
15
14
13
13
13
13
14
14
14
14
13
14
17
14
14
17
17
17
17
14
14
17
17
15
15
15
14
14
17
14
14
14
14
17
15
17
17
17
14
1i
17
1l

14
1i
11
1A
1;1)

111j

141;1'
1.
17
15
1.
il

1

ir

iginal acts

Page Chapter 8

150 184
473 169
107 184

106,107,108 184
473 169
107 184
107 184
107 184
108 184
402 13
108 184
107 184
107 184
240 173
108 184
108 184

108,109 184
109 184
109 184
109 184
109 184
109 184
110 184
110 184
110 184
108 184
167 186
472 169
286 173
483 78
236 173
236 173
111 184
111 184
472 169
111 184
237 173
110 184
402 13
110 184
111 184
401 13
162 218
162 218
162 218
475 169
152 184
257 315
258 315

66 186

l 16 184
40 13

11 184

113 184

401 13
1115 184
113 184
114 184
113 184
252 315

137,166 186
402 13
402 13
403 13
4 114 184
142 186
255 315

4 122 184
6 151 186
1 117 184
) 256 255
1 151 186
1 130,150,151 186

1 42 18
7 239,244 315
7 401-403 13

42 18
151 186

7 239 315
5 151 186
5 42 18
7 244,245 315
5 151 186
7 250 315
5 152 186
7 250 315
7 250 315
5 151,154 186
7 251 315
5 150 186
7 251 316

lection

11
8

9
8
9
9
9

2
9
9
9

46
9
9
9

9
9

8

9

8

9

2832

33
33

99

3

9

9

1
2
2
3O

8

19
44
1

2

9
9

10

9
9

49

9

26, 01l
3
3
4
9

32

9

31

13

1

59

1213

59
13

13, 17
59
31
60
21
31

1059,3
19

31
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TABLE E.-Derivation of Revised Statutes relating to internal revenue-Continued 

Revised Statutes 

Original acts 

section 

Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

3185  1866, July 13 
1867, Mar. 2 

14 
14 

150 
473 

184 
169 

1 

3186  1866, July 13 14 107 184 

3187  do  
1867, Mar. 2 

14 106, 
14 

107, 108 
473 

184 
169 

3188  1866, July 13 14 107 184 

3189  do  14 107 184 

3190  do  14 107 184 

3191  do  
1872, Dec. 24 

14 
17 

108 
402 

184 
13 

3192  1866, July 13 14 108 184 

3193  do  14 107 184 

3194  do  
1864, June 30 

14 
13 

107 
240 

184 
173 4 

3195  1866, July 13 14 108 184 

3196  do  14 108 184 

3197  do  14 108,109 184 

3198  do  14 109 184 

3199  do  14 109 184 

3200  do  14 109 184 

3201  do  14 109 184 

3202  do  14 109 184 

3203  
32,34  

do  
do  

14 
14 

110 
110 

184 
184 

3205  
3206  
3207  
3208  
3209  
3210  
3211  
3212  
3213  
3214  
3215  

do_ _ 
do  

1868, July 20 
1867, Mar. 2 
1864, June 30 
1865, Mar. 3 
1864, June 30 

do  
1866, July 13 
 do  
1867, Mar. 2 
1856, July 13 

14 
14 
15 
14 
13 
13 
13 
13 
14 
14 
14 
14 

110 
108 
167 
472 
266 
483 
236 
236 
111 
111 
472 
111 

184 
184 
186 
169 
173 
78 
173 
173 
184 
184 
169 
184 

10 

3 

3 
3 

3216  1864, June 30 13 237 173 3 3217  1866, July 13 14 110 184 3218  1872, Dec. 24 17 402 13 

3219    1866, July 13 
do  

1866, July 13 
do  

14 
 14 

110 
111 

184 
184 3220 

1872, Dec. 24 17 401 13 

3221  1872, May 27 
do  

17 
17 

162 
162 

218 
218 

3222  do  17 162 218 
3223  
3224  
3226  

1867, Mar. 2 
1866, July 13 

June 8 

14 
14 
17 

475 
152 
257 

169 
184 
315 

1 
1 
4 

3228  

1872, 
 do_ 

July 20 
17 
15 

258 
166 

315 
186 

4 
It 

3229    1868, 
Mar. 31 

1868, 
Mar. 31 15 60 41 

3230  
1868, 

J 20 15 166 186 14 
3231  

  1868, uly 
July 13 

1868, uly 
July 13 14 113 184 

3232  
1866, 

14 113 184 
3233  do 1872, Dec. 24 17 401 13 

3234  
1866, July 13 

do  
14 
14 

115 
113 

184 
184 

3235  do  14 114 184 
3236  do_   14 113 184 
3237  1872, June 6 17 252 315 

. 

3238  
1868, July 20 
1872, Dec. 24 

15 
17 

137, 165 
402 

188 
13 

26. l'i 

3239  
3240  

do  
do  
July 13 

17 
17 

14 

402 
403 

114 

13 
13 

184 3241  1866, 
July 20 15 142 186 

3242  
1868, 
1872, June 6 17 255 315 

3243  
1866, July 13 
1868,11115' 20 

14 
15 

122 
151 

184 
186 

3244, 1st  
1886, JulY 13 
1870, July 14 

14 
16 

117 
256 

184 255 

3244, 2d  1868, JulY 20 
do  

15 
15 

151 
130, 150,151 

186 186 11, 
3244, 3d  1869, Apr. 10 16 42 18 

1872 Juno 6 17 239,244 315 12, 

1872, Dec. 24 17 401-403 13   

3244, 4th  
1869, Apr. 10 
1868, /MY 20 

16 
15 

42 
151 

18 186 

1872. June 6 17 239 315 

3244, 5th  1868, July 20 
1869, Apr. 10 

15 
16 

151 42 186 18 

1872, June 6 17 244,245 315 13, 

3244, 6th  1868, July 20 
1872, June 6 

15 
17 

151 250 186 315 

3244, 7th  1868, July 20 
1872,June 6 

15 17 152 250 186 315 

3214, 8th  
3244, 9th  

do  
1868, July 30 
1872, June 6 

17 
15 
17 

250 
151,154 

251 

315 
186 
315 

59, 

3244. 10th  1868, July 20 
1 crso i ...Iry a 

15 17 150 261 186 316 

2 
2 

9 
4 
4 
2 

5.2 
9 

It 
9 
9 
9 
1 
1 
3 
3 
4 
9 
4 
2 
9 
9 
9 
1 

1 
13 

1 
59 
13 
59 
2 
17 
59 
31 
8o 
21 
31 
63 
Si 
58 
31 



LXXVI CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS

TABLE E.-Derivation of Revised Statutes relating to internal revenue-Continued

Revised Statutes section

3244, llth ----------------------..
3245 -------------------
3246 ...... ------------------...
3247 .......----------------------
3248 .---------
3249D. ---------------
3250 -------------.---------
3251 ......----------------------

3252........--------------------
3253.------------------

3254--------- ----------
3255 .........----------------.
3256 . 25....- -----------------.
3257------------------
3258----- ----------------
32689 .....---------------------

3260--------------------
325.612-..---------------------.

3262- .......-------------------

3263---- -----------

3264--------------------
3265. ..-..-. ..--------------......

3266----- ---------...---

326 ---------------------..

3268.. ------------.------
3269 .-.------------- .--..........
3270---------------------------.
3271............- --------------------...-

3272 ..-.....---------....
3273..----..........----------
3274 ----------------- -
3275. -----------

3276. .----........ .......
3277 --- ----------. ...-
3278 . ---------...
3279 .................

3280..............------ -.....

3281 ..-... ...... .........
3282.......... ......................

3283..................... ..........
3284. ...-........... ... ---
3285 ----------
3286 ..--... ..................------------------
3287....-.........---.--... ------
3288 ------
3289.....- ......--- ......... ..

3290................. -------------.
32891 ..D........-----.... ------.

3292 ----- -------
3293.....-.... -----------...-...

3294. ..... 4....--------------
3295. -------------------........
3296 .--. . .......................
3297. .--.-.......--.. . -------.
3298 ...-------------------------------------
32998....--...... ----------------
3300....-......-...--------------
3301-..........---- ------------..

3302 ..--------------------- - --.------- ---
33 ..--- .------.
3304---- ------------------
3305--....... -----------------..

3306.-........-------------------

Original acts

Date

1872, June 6
--... do ---.---

1868, July 20
----- do.----
----- do-----
----- do.----
----- do-----
1872, June 6
1868, July 20
1867, Mar. 2
1872, Dec. 24
1867, Feb. 5
1868 July 20

----- do-----
1868, Mar. 31
1868, July 30
1872, Dec. 24
1868, July 20
1872, De. 24
1868, July 20
1872, Dec. 24
1868, July 20
1872, Dec. 24
1868, July 20
1869, Apr. 10
1872, June
1872, Dec. 24
1868, July 20
187, Dec. 24
1872, June a
1872, Dec. 24
1868, July 20
1872, Dec. 24
1866, July 13
1868, July 20
1872, June 6
188, July 20
1872, June 6
1872, Dec. 24
1868,July 20

--- do---
1872, June 6
1868, July 20
1872, June 6
1868, July 20

..--- do ----

.----- do---
----- do-----
1872, Dec. 24
1868,July 20

..-- do-----

.----- do-----

..- --- do...
1872, June 6
1868,July 20
1872, June 6
1868, July 20

.---.. do.---..
1871, Mar. 3
188, July 20

-- do -----
..--- do-
.----- do ---..
186, July 13
1868,July 20
1872, June 6
1866, July 13
1868, July 20
1872 Dec. 24
188, July 20

----- do -----
1872, June 6
1868, July 20
... do ----.do .---

.- do-----

1873, Feb. 21
1868,July 20
.--.. do --------
.-- do -......
.-- do .------
1872, Dec. 24
188 July 20
.-- do .----
..... do ....

..... do ....
1872, June 6
186I July 20

Volume
-

Page Chapter

251 315
238 315
122 184
150 186
126 186
125 186
125 186

125126 186
238 315
141 186
481 169
402 13
565 Res.11
125 186
141 186
59 41

126 186
401,402 13
126,127 186

401 13
127 186
401 13
131 186
401 13
128 186

41 18
243 315
401 13
128 186
401 13
239 315
401 13
130 186
401 13
154 184
130 186
239 315
131 186
239 315
401 13
141 186
131 186
239 315
130 186
239 315
149 186

134,146 186
146 186
132 186
401 13
139 186
139 186
140 186
132 186
239 315
129 186
239 315
142 186
126 186
601 Res. 53
140 186
134 186
133 186
139 186
135 186
162 184
150 186
243 315
160 184
147 186
401 13
147 186
135 186
240 315
136 186
136 186
140 186
468 173
141 186
140 186
147 186
147 186
401 13
134 186
132 186
133 186
133 186
240 315
141 186

Section

31
12
9

59
4
2
2

1,4
12
38
14
2
1
2

39

1,2
6
1
7
1

17
1
8
1

13
1
9

12

11

1
25
12
12
16
12

1
40
17
12
15
12
56

21,52
52
18

32
33
34

s18

1t
12
44

11
4

39
31
23
43
57
12
38
53

1
53
23
12
24
25
38

41
36
52
52

1
21
19
19
19
12
4e
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TABLE E.- Derivation of Revised Statutes relating to internal revenue-Continued 

Revised Statutes section 

Original acts 

Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

3244, Ilth  1872, June 6 17 251 315 31 
3245   do  17 238 315 12 
3246  1866, July 13 14 122 184 9 
3247_   1868, July 20 15 150 186 59 
3248   do_  15 126 186 4 
3249   do  15 126 186 2 
3250   do  15 125 186 2 
3251   do  15 125, 126 186 1, 4 

1872, June 6 17 238 315 12 
3252  1868, July 20 15 141 188 38 
3253  1867, Mar. 2 14 481 169 14 

1872, Dec. 24 17 402 13 2 
325L  1867, Feb. 5 14 565 Res. 11 1 
3255  1868, July 20 15 125 186 2 
3256   do  15 141 186 39 
3257  1868, Mar. 31 15 59 41 5 
3258  1868, MY 30 15 126 186 5 

1872, Dec. 24 17 401,402 13 1, 2 
3259  1868, July 20 15 126,127 186 6 

1872, Dec. 24 17 401 13 1 
3260  1868, July 20 15 127 188 7 

1872, Dec. 24 17 401 13 1 
3261  1868, July 20 15 131 186 17 

1872, Dec. 24 17 401 13 1 
3262  1868, July 20 15 128 186 8 

1869, Apr. 10 16 41 18 1 
1872, June 6 17 243 315 13 
1872, Deo. 24 17 401 13 1 

3263  1868, July 20 15 128 186 9 
1872, Dec. 24 17 401 13 1 

3264  1872, June 8 17 239 315 12 
1872, Deo. 24 17 401 13 1 

3265  1868, July 20 15 130 186 14 
1872, Dec. 24 17 401 13 1 

3266  1866, July 13 14 154 184 25 
1868, July 20 16 130 186 12 
1872, June 6 17 239 315 12 

3267  1868, July 20 15 131 186 16 
1872, June 6 17 239 315 12 
1872, Deo. 24 17 401 13 1 

3268  1868, July 20 15 141 188 40 
3269   do  15 131 186 17 
3270  1872, June 6 17 239 315 12 
3271  1868, July 20 15 130 186 15 

1872, June 6 17 239 315 12 
3272  1868, July 20 15 149 186 58 
3273  do  15 134,146 186 21,52 
3274   do_   15 146 186 52 
3275   do  15 132 186 18 

1872, Dec. 24 17 401 13 1 
3276  1868, July 20 15 139 186 32 
3277   do  15 139 188 33 
3278   do  15 140 186 34 
3279   do  15 132 186 1.8 

1872, June 6 17 239 315   
3280  1868, July 20 15 129 188 11 

1872, June 6 17 239 315 12 
3281    1868, July 20 1868, July 20 15 142 186 44 
3282   do  15 126 186 4 

1871, Mar. 3 16 601 Res. 53   
3283  1868, July 20 15 140 186 25 
3284  do  15 134 186 11 
3285   do  15 133 188 39 
3288  do  15 139 186 31 
3287   do-   15 135 186 23 
1288    INA July 13 INA July 13 14 162 184 43 
1289  1868, July 20 15 150 186 57 

1872, June 6 17 243 315 12 
1290  1868, July 13 14 160 184 38 
1291  1868, July 20 15 147 186 53 

1872, Dec. 24 17 401 13 1 
1292  1868, July 20 15 147 186 53 
1293   do  15 135 186 23 

1872, June 6 17 240 315 12 
1294  1868, July 20 15 136 186 24 
1295   do_ 15 136 186 25 
1296   do  15 140 186 36 
8297  1873, Feb. 21 17 468 173   
1298  1868, July 20 15 141 186 

__ 
41 

1299   do  15 140 186 36 
1300  do  15 147 186 52 
1301   do  15 147 186 52 

1872, Dec. 24 17 401 13 1 
1302  186E1, July 20 15 134 186 21 
1303   do  15 132 186 19 
1304   do _ 15 133 186 19 
am.   do ._.. 15 133 186 19 

ma 
1872, June 6 
1552 Trtla 9A 

17 
1C 

240 
111 

315 
112A 

12 
in 



APPENDIX LXXVII

TABLE E.-Derivation of Revised Statutes relating to internal revenue-Continued

Revised Statutes section

3307...................--..............

33 ------08 --------.--------------------

3309 -------------------

3310.. ------------------.........

3311-----------------------

3312.....- ... ..............------.

3313 ................... ... . ...---------

3314 .......--. .....-..-... ------..-

3315..... ------.1------ ----------
3316....--------------------------
3317....-----------------------..

3318...9-------------------------
331..... --------------------------

3320----------------------------------

3322..- ---------
3323-..--------------- .------------------

3324...------ --------------------------
3325.------........-----------
3326...------------------...-----------
3327--------------.--------------------
33...28.------------..... -- -------------

3329 .....------------------------------

3330-.....------------------------------

3331-....-- .....-------...-------- ------
3332-..---------------------------------

3333------.. ----... -------.-------------
3334---------------... --------------------
333---...----. --------.-----------------

3336-.........-------------- .----------

3337.... ....----------------------------

3338.-----------.....--------..---------

3339-..-----.... -----------------------

3340---...-----------------------------

3341----.....- ----------------..--------

3342-----------------------------------

3343..---.-----...--.......-------------

3344 ---- ..----------------...-----------

3345-.....--..-- --- -------------------.

3346..----.-----------------..---------

3347 ---..-------------------.----------

3348------------------ -----------------

3349.--.---------------.----------------

350...---------------------- -------------
3351... ----------------------------------
3352----..-- ...----------------------------

3363-----------------------------------

65 ------------------ -----------------

3355 ..--------------...----------------------

Original acts

Date Volume

1868,July 20
1872, June 6
1872, Dec. 24
1868, July 20
1872, June 6
... do ..
1872, Dec. 24
1868, July 20
1872, June 6
1872, Dec. 24
1868, July 20
1872, Dec. 24
1868, July 20
1872, Dec. 24
1868, July 20
1872, June 6
1868, July 20
1872, June 6
1872, Dec. 24
1872, June 6
188, July 20

--.- do--...
1872, June 6
1872,Dec. 24
1868, July 20

--do---
1870, July 14
1868, July 20
1872, June 6
1808, July 20

---do---
1872, June 6
1868 July 20
1866, uly 13
1868, July 20
----- do --------
..... do --------
1872, June 6
188, July 20
1872, June 6
-- do---
1873, Mar. 3
1868, July 20
1868. July 20
1872 June 6
1868, July 20

-- do-.....
1866, July 13
1872, June 6
188, July 13
1872,June 6
IR6, July 13
1872, June 6
1866, July 13
1872 June 6
1866, July 13
1872, June 6
1867, Mar. 2
1873. Mar. 3
1868,July 13
1872, June 6
1866, July 13
1872, June a
1866, July 13
1872, June 6
1866, July 13
1872,June 6
1866, July 13
1872, June 6
1866, July 13
1872, June 6
1866, July 13
1872, June 6
1866, July 13
1872, June 6
1866. July 13
1872, June 6
1866, July 13
1872, June 6

-- do----
--do----
1866, July 13
1872, June 6
1866,July 13
1872, June 6
186 July 13
1872, June 6
188, July 20
1872, Jun 6

l

4L01 .113

-

a1

Page Chapter

133 186
240 315
403 13
150 186
244 315
243 315
402 13
134 186
240 316
401 13
138 186
401 13
137 186
402 13
137 186
240 315
138 186
240 315
403 13
245 315
138 186
151 186
244 315
401 13
143 186
144 186
256 255

13, 149 186
243 315
137 186
144 186
240 315
142 186
160 184
141 186
141 186
144 186
240 315
147 186
241 315
242 315
559 232
142 186
142 186
240 315
140 186
150 186
163 184
245 316
164 184
245 315
104 184
245 315

246 315
475 1t9
686 254
165 184
246 315
165 184
246 315
166 184
246 315
166 184
247 315
166 184
247 315
166 184
248 315
166 184
247 315
167 184
248 315
166 184
248 315
167 184
248 315
249 315
219 315
167 184
249 315
167 184
249 315
167 184
249 315
153 186

Section

19
12
6

13
69
13
2

22
12
1

30
1

26
8

27
12
28
12
6

16
29
59
13
1

45
46
13

25,657
12
25
47
12
43
38
39
37
48
12
54
12
12
5

42
42
12
36
68
46
16
47
17
49
19
50ao
20
48
18
10
34
61
21
62
22
53
23
64
24
64
24
64
24
54
24
54
24
54
24
55
25
26
27
67
28
56
29

a3

APPENDIX LXXVII 

Mame E.-Derivation of Revised Statutes relating to internal revenue-Continued 

Original acts 

---, --------

Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

3307  18&S, July 20 15 133 186 19 
1872, June 6 17 240 315 12 
1872, Dec. 24 17 403 13 6 

3308  1868, July 20 15 150 186 13 
1872, June 6 17 244 315 59 

3309   do  17 243 315 13 
1872, Dec. 24 17 402 13 2 

3310  1868, July 20 15 134 186 22 
1872, June 6 17 240 315 12 
1872, Dec. 24 17 401 13 1 

3311  1888, July 20 15 138 188 31) 
1872, Dec. 24 17 401 13 1 

3312  1868, July 20 15 137 188 2e 
1872, Dec. 24 17 402 13 3 

3313  1868, july 20 15 137 186 27 
1872, June 6 17 240 315 12 

3314  1868, July 20 15 138 186 28 
1872, June 6 17 240 315 12 
1872, Dec. 24 17 403 13 t) 

3315  1872, June 6 17 245 315 li 
3316  1888, July 28 15 138 186 29 
3317   do  15 151 186 59 

1872, June 6 17 244 315 13 
1872, Dec. 24 17 401 13 1 

3318  1868, JulY 20 15 143 186 41 
3319   do  15 144 188 46 

1870, July 14 16 256 255 13 
3320  1868, July 20 15 136, 149 186 25,51 

1872, June 6 17 243 315 17 
3322  1888, July 23 15 137 186 21 
3323   do  15 144 188 47 

1872, June 6 17 240 315 15 
3324  1868, July 20 15 142 186 42 
3325  1866 July 13 14 160 184 31 
3326  1868, July 20 15 141 186 31 
3327   do  15 141 186 si 
3328   do  15 144 186 4f 

1872, June 6 17 240 315 15 
3329W   1868, July 20 15 147 186 54 

1872, June 6 17 241 315 15 
3330  do  17 242 315 11 

1873, Mar. 3 17 5.59 232 t 
3331  1868, July 20 15 142 186 45 
3332  1868, July 20 15 142 186 45 

1872, June 6 17 240 315 15 
3333  1868, July 20 15 140 186 3( 
3334   do  15 150 186 bE 
3335    866, July 13 866, July 13 14 163 184 4( 

872, June 6 17 245 315 16 
3336  888, July 13 14 164 184 41 

872, June 6 17 245 315 11 
3337  886, July 13 14 164 164 41 

872, June 6 17 245 315 11 
3338  866, July 13 14 165 184 5( 

872, June 6 17 246 $13 21 

3339  866, July 13 14 164 184 41 
872, June 8 17 245 315 11 
867, Mar. 2 14 475 169 I( 
8'73, Mar. 3 17 588 251 34 

3340  866, July 13 14 165 184 51 
872, June 6 17 246 315 21 

3341  868, July 13 14 165 184 55 
872, June 6 17 246 315 21 

3342  866, July 13 14 166 184 52 
872, June 6 17 246 315 T 

3343  FM, July 13 
872, June 6 

14 
17 

166 
247 

184 
315 

54 
24 

3344  866, July 13 
8'72, June 6 

14 
17 

166 
247 

184 
315 

54 
24 

3345  866, July 13 
872, June 6 

14 
17 

166 
248 

184 
315 

54 
24 

3346  866, July 13 
872, June 6 

14 
17 

166 
247 

184 
315 

54 
24 

3347  866, July 13 
872, June 6 

14 
17 

167 
218 

184 
315 

54 
24 

3348  866, July 13 
872, June 6 

14 
17 

166 
248 

184 
315 

54 
24 

3349  868, July 13 
1372, June 6 

14 
17 

167 
248 

184 
315 

51 
21 

3350   do  17 249 315 a 

3351  _do  17 219 315 2/ 

33.52  1866, July 13 
1872, June 6 

14 
17 

167 
249 

184 
315 

51 
21 

3353  1866,July 13 
1872, June 6 

14 
17 

167 
249 

184 
315 

51 
2 

3554  1868, July 13 
1872, June 6 

14 
17 

167 
249 

184 
315 

51 
3( 

3355  1868, July 28 IS 
17 

153 
252 

186 
315 

IN 
11 



LXXVIII CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS

TABLE E.-Derivation of Revised Statutes relating to internal revenue-Continued

Revised Statutes section

3356 --------------------------------------
3357 ------------------ ------------------

3358 --- -------------- -------- ----------
3359 ------------------ ------------------
3360 ----------------...------------------
3361------------------------------------
3362------------------------------------

3363 -------------------..--------------
3364.-------------- -..---------------.-.
3365 ------------------..---------------
3366 ------------.----------------.-----
3367 -----------------------------------

3368.-- ------ -----------..- -----------

3369.. ------------ ------..----------

3370 -----------------..----------------
3371------------------------------------
3372 ---.------------ ------------------

3373 --------------- -----------------------
3374.------------------------------------

33756---------------------.----------------
3376. -----------------------------------

3377 --------------..----------------------
3378 -----------------..-------------------
3379 -----------------..-------------------
3380 ------------------------------------
3381----------------------.-------------
3382.---------------------------------.
3383.--.--------------.----------------

3384.--------------------------- --- ------
33856---------------.---------------------
3386.---------------..------------------
3387---------------..---------------- --
3388...-----------------------------------
3389----------------...----------------
3390----------------..........--------------------....
3391.-----------------..----------------
3392----------------------------- ------
3303----------------.----------------

3394----... ---.---------------------
33950-.-------------------------------.
3396--- ---------------08----------.----
3397-------------------------.....-----------

33098 ...--------------------------------
3399 -----.....-------------------------------
3400------------------... -----------------
3401----------------------------..----.--
3402--------------...-------------------
.3403---------------------..---------- --
3404...----------. ---------------------
3405----------------.------------------

3406---------.----------.---------------

3407------------------- -----------------

3408, st---------------------------------
346, 2d---------------------------------

3408, 3d----------------------------- ---

3409------------------------------------
3410------------------------------------

3411.-----------------------------------------

3412-----------------------------

8413------- ---------

3414..-----------------------------------

3415....................................---------------

3416.......................................

3417------------------....................................
3418------------------------.--------------

Origin

Date

1868, July 20
.-- do..
1872, Dee. 24
1868, July 20

._--do .......

1872, June 6
1868, July 20
1872, June 6
1868 July 20

.do..
1869, Apr. 10
1866, July 13
1864, June 30
1866, July 13
1868, July 20
1872, June 6
1868, July 20
1872, June 6
1868, July 20
1872, June 6
1868, July 20
1872, June 6
1868, July 20

. do.
1872, June 6
1868, July 20
-- do----
1872, June 6
1868, July 20

.do-.
1869, Apr. 10
1s8, July 20
187% June 6
----- do.--

-- do---
1872, Dec. 24
1872, June 6

.do--.
... do-- .
1868, July 20

---------------------do....
.....- -o ......d
... do--...
..... do -.----- do----... do --.----
--- do -----
-- do --

188, July 20
----- do ---
.----- do..---
.---- do ---

1872 June 6
1868, July 20

--. do --.--
--. do --.--
-- do ---
. .do --.

1866, July 13
1864, June 3
186 July 13
1867, Mar. 2
1872, June 6
1864, June 3
186,July 13

-- do .--.
--- do..

1872, June 6
1866, July 13
1872, June 6

1865, Mar. 3
188, July 13
1865, Mar. 3
1866, July 13
1865, Mar. 3
1866, July 13
1867, Mar. 26

-- do ---.
1866, July 13
1872, Dec. 24
186, July 13
1872, Dec. 24
1865, Mar. 3
186 July 13

-- do---
18, June 30
IRT7. In- 8

Volume

16
15
17
15
15
15
17
15
17
15
16
16
14
13
14
15
17
15
17
15
17
15
17
15
16
17
16
15
17
15
15
16
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
15
15
15
15

15
15

15
16
1516

1515
17

14
13

14
15
1715
15
14
13
14
14
17

14
14
14
17
14
17
17
13
14
13
14
13
14
15
15
14
17
14
17
13
14
14
13
17

al acts

IPage Chapter

154 186
154 186
401 13
155 186
155 186
158 186
250 315
153 186
252 315
159 186
166 . 186

44 18
126 184
283 173
126 184
152 186
250 315
155 186
253 315
158 186
252 315
156 186

166 l 186
253 315
156 186
156 186
263 315
156 186
166 186
253 315
158 186
159 186
43 18

159 186
251 315
251 315
252 315

401,403 13
252 315
254 315
264 315
160 186
160 186
161 186
161 186
162 186
161 186
162 186
43 18

160 186
162 186
160 186
182 186
255 315
163 186
163 186
163 186
164 188
163 186
164 186
126 184
263 173

484 169
266 315
261 173
115 184
136 184
136 184
256 315

136,137 184
256 315
256 315
486 78
146 184
486 78
146 184
484 78
146 184

6 8
6 8

137 184
403 13
137 184
402 13
486 78
147 184
137 184

291,298 173
AR 2315

Section

64
65
1

66
66
78
31
62
31
78
68
3
9

92
9

61
31
67
31
75
31
69
31
70
71
31
71
72
31
77
78

79
31
31
31

1.6
31
31
31
82
83
84
86
86
85
SS88
1

81
87
81
89
31
90
91
92
95
93
94

9
92

9
32
33
79

9
9
9

37
9

37
37
14

9[bis]
14

9Ibisl
6

9[bis]
2
2
9
5
92

14
9lbis]

9
161
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LXXVIII CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS 

TABLE E.-Derivation of Revised Statutes relating to internal revenue-Continued 

Original acts 
• 

MIII1.00.110.4•1•141•00 000.4.11.4 

Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

3356  1868, July 20 15 154 186 64 
3357   do  15 154 186 65 

1872, Dec. 24 17 401 13 1 
3358  1868, July 20 15 155 186 60 
3359   do  15 155 186 ae 
3360  do  15 158 186 76 
3361  1872, June 6 17 250 315 31 
3362  1868, July 20 15 153 186 62 

1872, June 8 17 252 315 31 
3363  188S, July 20 15 159 186 78 
3384   do  15 156 188 68 
3365  1869, Apr. 10 16 44 18 3 
3366_   1866, July 13 14 126 184 9 
3367  1864, June 30 13 263 173 91 

1866, July 13 14 126 184 g 
3368  1868, July 20 15 152 186 61 

1872, June 6 17 250 315 31 
3369  1868, July 20 15 155 186 67 

1872, June 6 17 253 315 31 
3370  1868, July 20 15 158 186 75 
3371  1872, June 6 17 252 315 31 
3372  1868, July 20 15 156 186 61 

1872, June 6 17 253 315 31 
3373  1868, July 20 15 156 186 71 
3374   do  16 156 188 71 

1872, June 6 17 253 315 31 
3375  1868, July 20 15 156 186 71 
3376  -do  15 156 186 71 

1872, June 6 17 253 315 31 
3377  1868, July 20 15 158 186 71 
3378  do   15 159 186 74 
3379  1869, Am. 10 16 43 18 1 
3380  1868, July 20 15 159 186 71 
3381  1872, June 8 17 251 315 31 
3382  do  17 251 315 31 
3383   do  17 252 315 31 

1872, Dec. 24 17 401, 403 13 1. 1 
3384  1872, June 6 17 252 315 31 
3385   do  17 254 315 31 
3386   do  17 254 315 31 
3387  1868, July 20 15 160 186 81 
3388   do  15 160 186 E 
3389   do  15 161 186 8, 
3390   do  15 161 186 81 
3391   do  15 162 186 84 
3392   do  15 161 186 81 
3393   do  15 162 186 8! 

1869, Apr. 10 16 43 18 ] 
3394  1868,July 20 15 160 186 8, 
3395  do  15 162 186 8 
3396  do  15 160 186 81 
3397  do  15 162 186 81 

1872, June 6 17 255 315 3, 
3398  1868, July 20 15 163 186 91 
3399   do  15 163 186 9, 
3400   do  15 163 184 91 
3401   do  16 164 186 91 
3402   do  15 163 188 sx 
3403   do  15 164 186 9, 
3404  1866, July 13 14 126 184 1 
3405  1864, June 30 13 263 173 91 

1866, July 13 14 126 184 1 
3406  1867, Mar. 2 14 484 169 31 

1872, June 8 17 255 315 3: 
3407  1864, Jane 80 13 251 173 71 

1866, July 13 14 115 184 1 
3408, 1st  do  14 136 184 i 
3408, 2d  do  14 136 184 1 

1872, June 6 17 258 315 31 
3408, 3d  1866, July 13 14 136,137 184 S 

1872, June 6 17 256 315 31 
3409   do , _ 17 256 315 3; 
3410  1865, Mar. 3 13 486 78 1, 

1866, July 13 14 146 184 9ibis 
3411  1865, Mar. 3 13 486 78 1, 

1866, July 13 14 146 184 Kills 
3412  1865, Mar. 3 13 484 78 0 

1866, July 13 14 146 184 9ibis 
1867, Mar. 26 15 6 8 , 

8413   do  15 6 8 1 
3414  1866, July 13 14 137 184 1 

1872, Dec. 24 17 403 13 1 
3415  1866, July 13 14 137 184 1 

1872, Deo. 24 17 402 13 , 
3416  1865, Mar. 3 13 486 78 1, 

1866, July 13 14 147 184 Kbis 
3417   do  14 137 184 1 
3418  1864, June 30 13 741,298 173 151 

1372_ JIMA 6 17 75R 215 34 
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TABLE E.-Derivation of Revised Statutes relating to internal revenue-Continued

Revised Statutes section

3419 ..... --------------------..
3420......-------------------------....-

3421.......-------------------.

3422 ..... . .--------------------

3423..--...2..------------------.

3424..... ---------------------..
3425.-..---.---------

3426------------------------------
342731...------------- ---------
3428..---------- -------
34.29.----- -------- -----

34 30------------ ------

3431----------------------
3432-------------------------

343 -------------- -------

3434------------------------ ----
435.------------- ------

3436 -------------------- ------
3437 .------------------- -------
Schedule A ....-----------------

34....---------------------- ----

3439 ..-------------------- ------
344---------------- -----
3441 ..------------- -----

3442--------------- -----
3443.....-------------------------- ----

344..---------------------------

3445 6...--.---------------
34476 .----.--------------------
34487 -.--------------------------
3448 .-----------------------------
3440..-.....-------------------------------
3450.---.------------------------3451 .........-----------------------------------
3452 ....---------------------------

3454-...-.-----------------------
3465.---- ----------------------------
34565---------------------------
345--..........--------------------------
34586 ......---------------------

3459 ....-.---------------4-

3460.....- -----------------4-

3460 1----.------------------3461 ------------------------------------------
3462-----------------------
3463--------------------
3464 ------------- ----------

3465.---.----------.--------------------
5497.-------------.---------------------

Original acts

Date

1864, June 30
--- do------
1866, July 13
1864, June 30
1866, July 13
1864, June 30
1866, July 13
1870, July 14
1864, June 30
1866, July 13
1864, June 30
--- do-.. ---
1870, July 14
1864, June 30
- do.
.-- do.
.. do...
1866, July 13
1869, Apr. 10
1866, July 13
1870, July 14
1864, June 30

.-- do---.--
1865, Mar. 3
1864, June 30
1865, Mar. 3
1866, July 13

.--- do..--
-- do.---.

1872, Dec. 24
1864, June 30
1866, July 13
1864, June 30
1866, July 13
1870, July 14
1872, Dec. 24
1864, June 30
1872, Dec. 24
1864. June 30
1865, Mar. 3
1864, June 30

--- do---
1868, July 20
1872, June 6

-.- do----
1868, July 20
-.- do---
.. do-....
1866, July 13

-- do( ......
186M, Juily 20
1864, Jlne 30
1866.JuIly 13
18(, Jlull 30
1866, July 13
1864, Jllne 30
1866,July 13
1868., July 20
1866. July 13
1864, June 30
1866, July 13
1864, June 30
1866, July 13

--- do.....--
1872, June 6
1866, July 13
--- do----
1867, Mar. 2
1865, Mar. 3
1864,June 30
1866,July 13
1866, June 14

Volume

13
13
14
13
14
13
14
16
13
14
13
13
16
13
13
13
13
14
16
14
16
13
13
13
13
13
14
14
14
17
13
14
13
14
16
17
13
17
13
13
13
13
15
17
17
15
15
15
14
14
15
13
14
1:1

1414
15
14
13
14
13
14
14
17
14
14
14
13
13
14
14

Page

291,295
292
141
295
143
293
142
257

292,293
141
293
294
257
294
297
298
292
141

43
144
257
296
296
482
296
482
155
144
151
402

301,302
145
285
140

256,269
402
288
402
302
482
302
303
165
255
240
165
166
167

151
165
210
112
240
III

306,306
152
164
151
241
112
241
112
160
257
169
152
473
486
241
172
65

Chapter

173
173
184
173
184
173
184
255
173
184
173
173
255
173
173
173
173
184

18
184
255
173
173
78

173
78

184
184
184
13

173
184
173
184
255

13
173

13
173

78
173
173
186
315
315
186
186
186
184
184

173
184
173
IKI
173
184
186
194
173
184
173
184
184
315
184
184
169

78
173
184
122

Section

151,164
154

9
163

8
159

9
5

155,156
9

161
4

161
170
170
155

9
2

84
186
167

1
181

8
28
9

13
2

170
9

124
9

3,27
2

133
2

171
1

171
172
100
31
12

101
1m
107
26
14
99
48

44

9

I)

14

9

9

63

10

S8
3

. -- i
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TABLE E.-Derivation of Revised Statutes relating to internal revenue-Continued 

Revised Statutes section 
Original acts 

Date Volume Page Chapter Section 

3419  1864, June 30 13 291,295 173 151, 164 
3424)   do  13 292 173 154 

1866, July 13 14 141 184 9 
3421  1864, June 30 13 295 173 163 

1866, July 13 14 143 184 8 
3422  1864, June 30 13 293 173 159 

1866, July 13 14 142 184 9 
1870, July 14 16 257 255 5 

3423  1864, June 30 13 292,293 173 155, 156 
1866, July 13 14 141 184 9 

3424  1864, June 30 13 293 173 157 
3425   do  13 294 173 161 

1870, July 14 16 257 255 4 
3426  1864, June 30 13 294 173 161 
3427   do  13 297 173 17C 
3428   do  13 298 173 170 
3429   do  13 292 173 156. 

1866, July 13 14 141 184 9 
1869, Apr. 10 16 43 18 7 

3430  1866, July 13 
1870, July 14 

14 
16 

144 
257 

184 
255 

9 
4 

3431  1864, June 30 13 296 173 166 
3432   do  

1865, M ar. 3 
13 
13 

296 
482 

173 
78 

167 
1 

3433  1864, June 30 
1865, M ar. 3 

13 
13 

296 
482 

173 
ra 

161 
9 

3434  1866, July 13 14 155 184 29 
3435   do  14 144 184 1 
3436   do  14 151 184 11 
3437  1872, Dec. 24 17 402 13 
Schedule A  1864, June 30 

1866, July 13 
13 
14 

301,302 
145 

173 
184 

17; 
1 

3438  1864, Tune 30 
1866, July 13 

13 
14 

285 
140 

173 
184 

124 
1 

1870, July 14 16 256,269 255 3,27 
1872, Dec. 24 17 402 13 . 

3439  
3440  
3441  

1864, June 30 
1872, Dec. 24 
1864, June 30 
1865, M ar. 3 

13 
17 
13 
13 

288 
402 
302 
482 

173 
13 
173 
78 

137 

171 
1 

3442  
3443  
3444  

1864, June 30 
do  

1868, July 20 
1872, June 6 

13 
13 
15 
17 

302 
303 
165 
255 

173 
173 
186 
315 

171 
17: 
10( 
31 

3445  
3446  
3447  
3448  
3449  
3450  
3451  
3452  

 do  
1868, July 20 
 do  

do  
1866, July 13 

do  
183(1, July 20 
1864, Juno 50 
1866. July 13 

17 
15 
15 
15 
14 
14 
15 
13 
14 

240 
165 
166 
167 
156 
151 
165 
210 
112 

315 
186 
186 
186 
164 
184 
166 
173 
184 

1: 
101 
ICC 
101 
24 
1-
91 
4/ 
1 

3453  1861, Juno 30 
1866, July 13 

13 
14 

240 
111 

173 
164 

4' 
1 

3454  
3455  
3456  
3457  
3458  

1864, Juno 30 
1866, July 13 
1868. July 20 
1866, July 13 
1864, June 30 
1866, July 13 

13 
14 
15 
14 
13 
14 

305, 306 
152 
164 
151 
241 
112 

173 
184 
186 
1144 
173 
184 

184 
1( 
91 
1, 
4' 

3459  1864, June 30 
1866, July 13 

13 
14 

241 
112 

173 
184 

4' 
' 

3460  do  
1872, June 6 

14 
17 

160 
257 

184 
315 

6: 
44 

3461  
3462   
3463  
3464  

1866, July 13 
 do  
1867, M ar. 2 
1865, mar. 3 
1864, June 30 

14 
14 
14 
13 
13 

169 
152 
473 
486 
241 

184 
184 
169 
78 
173 

& 
1 

1 
51 

3465  
5497  

1866, July 13 
1866, June 14 

14 
14 

172 
65 

184 
122 

eo 
. 



Part HI-Provisions of the Constitution Relating to Taxation

Art. 1, sec. 2, cl. 3. Representatives and direct Taxes shall be appor-
tioned among the several States which may be included within this
Union, according to their respective Numbers, which shall be deter-
mined by adding to the whole Number of free Persons, including
those bound to Service for a Term of Years, and excluding Indians
not taxed, three fifths of all other Persons.1

Art. 1, sec. 8, cl. 1. The Congress shall have Power To lay and
collect Taxes, Duties, Imposts and Excises, to pay the Debts and pro-
vide for the common Defence and general Welfare of the United
States; but all Duties, Imposts and Excises shall be uniform through-
out the United States.

Art. 1, sec. 9, cl. 4. No Capitation, or other direct, Tax shall be
laid, unless in Proportion to the Census or Enumeration herein before
directed to be taken.

Art. 1, sec. 9, cl. 5. No Tax or Duty shall be laid on Articles exported
from any State.

Art. 1, sec. 10, cl. 2. No State shall, without the Consent of the
Congress, lay any Imposts or Duties on Imports or Exports, except
what may be absolutely necessary for executing it's inspection Laws:
and the net Produce of all Duties and Imposts, laid by any State
on Imports or Exports, shall be for the Use of the Treasury of the
United States; and all such Laws shall be subject to the Revision
and Controul of the Congress.

Am. art. XV1. The Congress shall have power to lay and collect
taxes on incomes, from whatever source derived, without apportion-
ment among the several States, and without regard to any census or
enumeration.

I The part of this clause relating to the mode of apportionment of Representatives among the several
States was amended by the fourteenth amendment, section 2, and as to taxes on incomes, by the sixteenth
amendment, which is quoted above.
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Part 11—Provisions of the Constitution Relating to Taxation 

Art. 1, sec. 2, cl. 3. Representatives and direct Taxes shall be appor-
tioned among the several States which may be included within this 
Union, according to their respective Numbers, which shall be deter-
mined by adding to the whole Number of free Persons, including 
those bound to Service for a Term of Years, and excluding Indians 
not taxed, three fifths of all other Persons.' 

Art. 1, sec. 8, cl. 1. The Congress shall have Power To lay and 
collect Taxes, Duties, Imposts and Excises, to pay the Debts and pro-
vide for the common Defence and general Welfare of the Um ted 
States; but all Duties, Imposts and Excises shall be uniform through-
out the United States. 

Art. 1, sec. 9, cl. 4. No Capitation, or other direct, Tax shall be 
laid, unless in Proportion to the Census or Enumeration herein before 
directed to be taken. 

Art. 1, sec. 9, cl. 5. No Tax or Duty shall be laid on Articles exported 
from any State. 

Art. 1, sec. 10, cl. 2. No State shall, without the Consent of the 
Congress, lay any Imposts or Duties on Imports or Exports, except 
what may be absolutely necessary for executing it's inspection Laws: 
and the net Produce of all Duties and Imposts, laid by any State 
on Imports or Exports, shall be for the Use of the Treasury of the 
United States; and all such Laws shall be subject to the Revision 
and Controul of the Congress. 
Am. art. XVI. The Congress shall have power to lay and collect 

taxes on incomes, from whatever source derived, without apportion-
ment among the several States, and without regard to any census or 
enumeration. 

I The part of this clause relating to the mode of apportionment of Representatives among the several 
States was amended by the fourteenth amendment, section 2, and as to taxes on incomes, by the sixteenth 
amendment, which is quoted above. 
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Part mf-Miscellaneous Statutory or Treaty Provisions

This part contains miscellaneous statutory or treaty provisions
affecting the administration of internal revenue laws, but omitted
from the Internal Revenue Code for the reason that they are of a
temporary nature or do not relate exclusively to internal revenue.

The provisions are arranged, so far as practicable, in the exact
sequence, Title and section, of the provisions of the United States
Code based thereon, the Code citation being given at the bottom of

each provision. Where it has seemed desirable, for any reason, to
deviate from the exact sequence of the Code, the modified plan of
arrangement is explained under the particular heading.

TITLE 1-GENERAL PROVISIONS

Whenever an act is repealed, which repealed a former act, such former act

shall not thereby be revived, unless it shall be expressly so provided.
(B S. S 12.) (U. S. C., Title 1, § 28.)

The repeal of any statute shall not have the effect to release or extinguish

any penalty, forfeiture, or liability incurred under such statute, unless the
repealing act shall so expressly provide, and such statute shall be treated as

still remaining in force for the purpose of sustaining any proper action or

prosecution for the enforcement of such penalty, forfeiture, or liability.
(R. S. § 13.) (U. S. C., Title 1, § 29.)

TITLE 5-EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND GOVERN-
MENT OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES

OATH I OF OFFICE

Whenever any person * * * is elected or appointed to any office of honor

or trust under the Government of the United States, * * * he shall, before
entering upon the duties of his office, take and subscribe * * * the follow-
ing oath: "I, A B, do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will support and de-.

fend the Constitution of the United States against all enemies, foreign and

domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the same; that I take

this obligation freely, without any mental reservation or purpose of evasion, and
that I will well and faithfully discharge the duties of the office on which I am

about to enter. So help me God." (R. S. § 1757.) (U. S. C., Title 5, § 16.)

OATH NEED NOT BE BIENEWED

Civilian employees of the executive departments and independent establish-
ments of the United States who, upon original appointment, have subscribed to

the oath of office required by section 1757 of the Revised Statutes, shall not be
required to renew the said oath because of any change in status so long as

their services are continuous in the department or independent establishment
in which employed, unless in the opinion of the head of the department or

independent establishment the public interests require such renewal. (Aug. 14,

1937, c. 624, 50 Stat. 640.) (U. S. C., Title 5, § 17 (b).)

WHO MAY ADMINISTEB OATH

The oath of office required by either of the two preceding sections may be

taken before any officer who is authorized either by the laws of the United

States, or by the local municipal law, to administer oaths, in the State, Terri-
tory, or District where such oath may be administered. (R. S. § 1758.)

(U. S. C., Title 5, § 18.)
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Part DI—Miscellaneous Statutory or Treaty Provisions 

This part contains miscellaneous statutory or treaty provisions 
affecting the administration of internal revenue laws, but omitted 
from the Internal Revenue Code for the reason that they are of a 
temporary nature or do not relate exclusively to internal revenue. 
The provisions are arranged, so far as practicable, in the exact 

sequence, Title and section, of the provisions of the United States 
Code based thereon, the Code citation being given at the bottom of 
each provision. Where it has seemed desirable, for any reason, to 
deviate from the exact sequence of the Code, the modified plan of 
arrangement is explained under the particular heading. 

TITLE 1—GENERAL PROVISIONS 

Whenever an act is repealed, which repealed a former act, such former act 
shall not thereby be revived, unless it shall be expressly so provided. 
(R. S. § 12.) (U. S. (1, Title 1, § 28.) 
The repeal of any statute shall not have the effect to release or extinguish 

any penalty, forfeiture, or liability incurred under such statute, unless the 
repealing act shall so expressly provide, and such statute shall be treated as 
still remaining in force for the purpose of sustaining any proper action or 
prosecution for the enforcement of such penalty, forfeiture, or liability. 
(R. S. § 13.) (U. S. C., Title 1, § 29.) 

TITLE 5—EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND GOVERN-
MENT OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES 

OATH OF OFFICE 

Whenever any person * * • is elected or appointed to any office of honor 
or trust under the Government of the United States, * * • he shall, before 
entering upon the duties of his office, take and subscribe * * * the follow-
ing oath: "I, A B, do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will support and de-. 
fend the Constitution of the United States against all enemies, foreign and 
domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the same; that I take 
this obligation freely, without any mental reservation or purpose of evasion, and 
that I will well and faithfully discharge the duties of the office on which I am 
about to enter. So help me God." (R. S. § 1757.) (U. S. C., Title 5, § 16.) 

OATH NEED NOT BE RENEWED 

Civilian employees of the executive departments and independent establish-
ments of the United States who, upon original appointment, have subscribed to 
the oath of office required by section 1757 of the Revised Statutes, shall not be 
required to renew the said oath because of any change in status so long as 
their services are continuous in the department or independent establishment 
in which employed, unless in the opinion of the head of the department or 
independent establishment the public interests require such renewal. (Aug. 14, 
1937, c. 624, 50 Stat. 640.) (U. S. C., Title 5, § 17 (b).) 

WHO MAY ADMINISTER OATH 

The oath of office required by either of the two preceding sections may be 
taken before any officer who is authorized either by the laws of the -United 
States, or by the local municipal law, to administer oaths, in the State, Terri-
tory, or District where such oath may be administered. (R. S. § 1758.) 
(II. S. C., Title 5, § 18.) 
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LXXXIV CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS

FILING OF AFFIDAVIT BY CEBTAIH OFFICERS

SECTION 1. Each individual hereafter appointed as a civil officer of the
United States by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the Sen-
ate, or by the President alone, or by a court of law, or by the head of a depart-
ment, shall, within thirty days after the effective date of his appointment, file
with the Comptroller General of the United States an affidavit stating that
neither he nor anyone acting in his behalf has given, transferred, promised, or
paid any consideration for or in the expectation or hope of receiving assistance
in securing such appointment. (U. S. C., Title 5, § 21 (a).)

SEO. 2. No salary shall be paid to any individual required under section 1 to
file an affidavit until such affidavit has been filed. (Dec. 11, 1926, c. 4, 44 Stat.
918, amended Mar. 2, 1927, c. 284, 44 Stat. 1346.) (U. S. C., Title 5, § 21 (b).)

ANNUAL LEAVE; GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES

(Act Mar. 14, 1936, c. 140, 49 Stat. 1161)
With the exception of teachers and librarians of the public schools of the

District of Columbia and officers and employees of the Panama Canal and
Panama Railroad on the Isthmus of Panama, all civilian officers and employees
of the United States wherever stationed and of the government of the District
of Columbia, regardless of their tenure, in addition to any accrued leave,
shall be entitled to twenty-six days' annual leave with pay each calendar year,
exclusive of Sundays and holidays: Provided, That the part unused in any
year shall be accumulated for succeeding years until it totals not exceeding
sixty days. This Act does not affect any sick leave to which employees are
now or may hereafter be entitled. Temporary employees, except temporary
employees engaged on construction work at hourly rates, shall be entitled to two
and one-half days leave for each month of service. The annual leave herein
authorized shall be granted at such times as the heads of the various depart-
ments and independent establishments may prescribe. This Act becomes
effective January 1, 1936. (U. S. C., Title 5, § 30 (b).)

SEC. 5. Nothing in this Act shall be construed to prevent the continuance of
any existing leave differential now obtaining for the benefit of employees of
the Federal Government stationed outside the continental limits of the United
States. (U. S. C., Title 5, § 30 (c).)

SEC. 6. The employees of any corporation created under authority of an
Act of Congress which is either wholly controlled or wholly owned by the
United States Government, whether or not the employees thereof are paid
from funds appropriated by Congress, shall be included within the provisions
of this Act. (U. S. C., Title 5, § 30 (d).)

SEC. 7. The leave of absence herein provided for shall be administered under
such regulations as the President may prescribe, so as to obtain, so far as
practicable, uniformity in the application of this Act. (U. S. C., Title 5, § 30
(e).)

SICK LEAVE; OOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES

(Act Mar. 14, 1936, c. 141, 49 Stat. 1162)
After January 1, 1936, all civilian officers and employees of the United States

wherever stationed and of the government of the District of Columbia, other
than teachers and librarians of the public schools of the District of Columbia
and officers and members but not the civilian personnel of the police and
fire departments of the District of Columbia and other than officers and
employees of the Panama Canal and Panama Railroad on the Isthmus of
Panama, shall be entitled to sick leave with pay regardless of their tenure,
as described herein. (U. S. C., Title 5, § 30 (f).)

SEC. 2. On and after January 1, 1936, cumulative sick leave with pay, at
the rate of one and one-quarter days per month, shall be granted to all civilian
officers and employees, the total accumulation not to exceed ninety days.
Temporary employees, except temporary employees engaged on construction
work at hourly rates, shall be entitled to one and one-quarter days sick leave
for each month of service: Provided, That all such employees shall furnish
certificates satisfactory to the head of the appropriate department or inde-
pendent establishment. (U. S. C., Title 5, § 30 .(g).)

SEC. 3. Administrative officers may advance thirty days sick leave with pay
beyond accrued sick leave in cases of serious disability or ailments and when
required by the exigencies of the situation. (U. S. C., Title 5, § 30 (h).)

* * * * * » +
SEO. 5. Nothing in this Act shall be construed to prevent the continuance

of any existing leave differential now obtaining for the benefit of employees
of the Federal Government stationed outside the continental limits of the
United States. (U. S. C., Title 5, § 30 (i).)

SEC. 6. The employees of any corporation created under authority of an
Act of Congress which is either wholly controlled or wholly owned by the
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FILING OF AFFIDAVIT BY CERTAIN OFFICERS 

SECTION 1. Each individual hereafter appointed as a civil officer of the 
United States by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the Sen-
ate, or by the President alone, or by a court of law, or by the head of a depart-
ment, shall, within thirty days after the effective date of his appointment, file 
with the Comptroller General of the United States an affidavit stating that 
neither he nor anyone acting in his behalf has given, transferred, promised, or 
paid any consideration for or in the expectation or hope of receiving assistance 
in securing such appointment. (U. S. C., Title 5, § 21 (a)•) 
SEO. 2. No salary shall be paid to any individual required under section 1 to 

file an affidavit until such affidavit has been filed. (Dec. 11, 1926, c. 4, 44 Stat. 
918, amended Mar. 2, 1927, c. 284, 44 Stat. 1346.) (U. S. C., Title 5, § 21 (b)•) 

ANNUAL LEAVE; GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES 

(Act Mar. 14, 1936, c. 140, 49 Stat. 1161) 
With the exception of teachers and librarians of the public schools of the 

District of Columbia and officers and employees of the Panama Canal and 
Panama Railroad on the Isthmus of Panama, all civilian officers and employees 
of the United States wherever stationed and of the government of the District 
of Columbia, regardless of their tenure, in addition to any accrued leave, 
shall be entitled to twenty-six days' annual leave with pay each calendar year, 
exclusive of Sundays and holidays: Provided, That the part unused in any 
year shall be accumulated for succeeding years until it totals not exceeding 
sixty days. This Act does not affect any sick leave to which employees are 
now or may hereafter be entitled. Temporary employees, except temporary 
employees engaged on construction work at hourly rates, shall be entitled to two 
and one-half days leave for each month of service. The annual leave herein 
authorized shall be granted at such times as the heads of the various depart-
ments and independent establishments may prescribe. This Act becomes 
effective January 1, 1936. (U. S. C., Title 5, § 30 (b).) 

Sze. 5. Nothing in this Act shall be construed to prevent the continuance of 
any existing leave differential now obtaining for the benefit of employees of 
the Federal Government stationed outside the continental limits of the United 
States. (U. S. C., Title 5, § 30 (e)•) 

Sze. 6. The employees of any corporation created under authority of an 
Act of Congress which is either wholly controlled or wholly owned by the 
United States Government, whether or not the employees thereof are paid 
from funds appropriated by Congress, shall be included within the provisions 
of this Act. (U. S. C., Title 5, § 30 (d).) 
SEC. 7. The leave of absence herein provided for shall be administered under 

such regulations as the President may prescribe, so as to obtain, so far as 
practicable, uniformity in the application of this Act. (U. S. C., Title 5, § 30 
(e).) 

SICK LEAVE; GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES 

(Act Mar. 14, 1936, c. 141, 49 Stat. 1162) 
After January 1, 1936, all civilian officers and employees of the United States 

wherever stationed and of the government of the District of Columbia, other 
than teachers and librarians of the public schools of the District of Columbia 
and officers and members but not the civilian personnel of the police and 
fire departments of the District of Columbia and other than officers and 
employees of the Panama Canal and Panama Railroad on the Isthmus of 
Panama, shall be entitled to sick leave with pay regardless of their tenure, 
as described herein. (U. S. C., Title 5, § 30 (f).) 

Sze. 2. On and after January 1, 1936, cumulative sick leave with pay, at 
the rate of one and one-quarter days per month, shall be granted to all civilian 
officers and employees, the total accumulation not to exceed ninety days. 
Temporary employees, except temporary employees engaged on construction 
work at hourly rates, shall be entitled to one and one-quarter days sick leave 
for each month of service: Provided, That all such employees shall furnish 
certificates satisfactory to the head of the appropriate department or inde-
pendent establishment. (U. S. C., Title 5, § 30 .(g).) 
SEC. 3. Administrative officers may advance thirty days sick leave with pay 

beyond accrued sick leave in cases of serious disability or ailments and when 
required by the exigencies of the situation. (U. S. (I., Title 5, § 30 (h).) 

• • • • 
Sze. 5. Nothing in this Act shall be construed to prevent the continuance 

of any existing leave differential now obtaining for the benefit of employees 
of the Federal Government stationed outside the continental limits of the 
United States. (U. S. C., Title 5, § 30 (1).) 

Sze. 6. The employees of any corporation created under authority of an 
Act of Congress which is either wholly controlled or wholly owned by the 
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United States Government, whether or not the employees thereof are paid
from funds appropriated by Congress, shall be included within the pro-
visions of this Act. (U. S. C., Title 5, § 30 (j).)

SEC. 7. The leave of absence herein provided for shall be administered under
such regulations as the President may prescribe, so as to obtain, so far as
practicable, uniformity in the application of this Act. (U. S. C., Title 5,
§ 30 (k).)

REORGANIZATION OF EXECUTIVE AGENCIES

Executive Orders Pursuant to Act of March 3, 1933, c. 212, Title IV-Reorganiza-
tion of Executive Departments (47 Stat. 1517) (U. S. C., Title 5, §§ 124-
132)

ExEctrUmv ORDER No. 6166

(U. S. C., 1934 ed., Title 5, page 47)
$ * * * * * *

SECTION 3-INVESTIGATIONS

All functions now exercised by the Bureau of Prohibition of the Department
of Justice with respect to the granting of permits under the national prohibition
laws are transferred to the Division of Internal Revenue in the Treasury
Department

All functions now exercised by the Bureau of Prohibition with respect to
investigations and all the functions now performed by the Bureau of Investiga-
tion of the Department of Justice are transferred to and consolidated in a
Division of Investigation in the Department of Justice, at the head of which
shall be a Director of Investigation.

All other functions now performed by the Bureau of Prohibition are trans-
ferred to such divisions in the Department of Justice as in the judgment of
the Attorney General may be desirable.

SECTION 4-DISBUBSEMENT

The function of disbursement of moneys of the United States exercised by
any agency is transferred to the Treasury Department and, together with the
Office of Disbursing Clerk of that Department, is consolidated in a Division of
Disbursement, at the head of which shall be a Chief Disbursing Officer.

The Division of Disbursement of the Treasury Department is authorized to
establish local offices, or to delegate the exercise of its functions locally to
officers or employees of other agencies, according as the interests of efficiency
and economy may require.

The Division of Disbursement shall disburse moneys only upon the certifica-
tion of persons by law duly authorized to incur obligations upon behalf of the
United States. The function of accountability for improper certification shall
be transferred to such persons, and no disbursing officer shall be held accounta-
ble therefor.

SEOION 5-CLAIMS BY OB AGAINST THE UNITED STATUS

The functions of prosecuting in the courts of the United States claims and
demands by, and offenses against, the Government of the United States and of
defending claims and demands against the Government, and of supervising the
work of United States attorneys, marshals, and clerks in connection therewith,
now exercised by any agency or officer, are transferred to the Department of
Justice.

As to any case referred to the Department of Justice for prosecution or de-
fense in the courts, the function of decision whether and in what manner to
prosecute, or to defend, or to compromise, or to appeal, or to abandon prosecu-
tion or defense, now exercised by any agency or officer, is transferred to the
Department of Justice.

For the exercise of such of his functions as are not transferred to the Depart-
ment of Justice by the foregoing two paragraphs, the Solicitor of the Treasury
is transferred from the Department of Justice to the Treasury Department.

Nothing in this section shall be construed to affect the function of any agency
or officer with respect to cases at any stage prior to reference to the Department
of Justice for prosecution or defense.

* * * * *
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United States Government, whether or not the employees thereof are paid 
from funds appropriated by Congress, shall be included within the pro-
visions of this Act. (U. S. C., Title 5, § 30 (. 
SEC. 7. The leave of absence herein provided for shall be administered under 

such regulations as the President may prescribe, so as to obtain, so far as 
practicable, uniformity in the application of this Act. (U. S. C., Title 5, 
§ 30 (k).) 

REORGANIZATION OF EXECUTIVE AGENCIES 

Executive Orders Pursuant to Act of March 3, 1933, c. 212, Title IV—Reorganiza-
tion of Executive Departments (47 Stat. 1517) (U. S. C., Title 5, §§ 124-
132) 

EXECUTIVE ORDER No. 6166 
(U. S. C., 1934 ed., Title 5, page 47) 

SECTION 3—YNVESTIGATIONS 

All functions now exercised by the Bureau of Prohibition of the Department 
of Justice with respect to the granting of permits under the national prohibition 
laws are transferred to the Division of Internal Revenue in the Treasury 
Department. 

All functions now exercised by the Bureau of Prohibition with respect to 
investigations and all the functions now performed by the Bureau of Investiga-
tion of the Department of Justice are transferred to and consolidated in a 
Division of Investigation in the Department of Justice, at the head of which 
shall be a Director of Investigation. 

All other functions now performed by the Bureau of Prohibition are trans-
ferred to such divisions in the Department of Justice as in the judgment of 
the Attorney General may be desirable. 

SECTION 4—DISBURSEMENT 

The function of disbursement of moneys of the United States exercised by 
any agency is transferred to the Treasury Department and, together with the 
Office of Disbursing Clerk of that Department, is consolidated in a Division of 
Disbursement, at the head of which shall be a Chief Disbursing Officer. 
The Division of Disbursement of the Treasury Department is authorized to 

establish local offices, or to delegate the exercise of its functions locally to 
officers or employees of other agencies, according as the interests of efficiency 
and economy may require. 
The Division of Disbursement shall disburse moneys only upon the certifica-

tion of persons by law duly authorized to incur obligations upon behalf of the 
United States. The function of accountability for improper certification shall 
be transferred to such persons, and no disbursing officer shall be held accounta-
ble therefor. 

SECTION 5—CLAIMS BY OR AGAINST THE UNITED STATES 

The functions of prosecuting in the courts of the United States claims and 
demands by, and offenses against, the Government of the United States and of 
defending claims and demands against the Government, and of supervising the 
work of United States attorneys, marshals, and clerks in connection therewith, 
now exercised by any agency or officer, are transferred to the Department of 
Justice. 
As to any case referred to the Department of Justice for prosecution or de-

tense in the courts, the function of decision whether and in what manner to 
prosecute, or to defend, or to compromise, or to appeal, or to abandon prosecu-
tion or defense, now exercised by any agency or officer, is transferred to the 
Department of Justice. 
For the exercise of such of his functions as are not transferred to the Depart-

ment of Justice by the foregoing two paragraphs, the Solicitor of the Treasury 
is transferred from the Department of Justice to the Treasury Department. 
Nothing in this section shall be construed to affect the function of any agency 

or officer with respect to cases at any stage prior to reference to the Department 
of Justice for prosecution or defense. 

• • • • • • 
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SECTION S-INTERNAL REVENUE

The Bureaus of Internal Revenue and of Industrial Alcohol of the Treasury
Department are consolidated in a Division of Internal Revenue, at the head of
which shall be a Commissioner of Internal Revenue. (Promulgated June 10,
1933.)

* * * * * *

ExEcUTIVE ORDER No. 6639

(U. S. C., 1934 ed., Title 5, page 49)

TRANSFER OF FUNCTIONS

1 (a). The Bureau of Industrial Alcohol and the Office of Commissioner of
Industrial Alcohol are abolished, and the authority, rights, privileges, powers,
and duties conferred and imposed by law upon the Commissioner of Industrial
Alcohol are transferred to and shall be held, exercised, and performed by the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, and his assistants, agents, and inspectors,
under the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury.

(b). The authority, rights, privileges, powers, and duties conferred and im-
posed upon the Attorney General by the act of May 27, 1930 (ch. 342, 46 Stat.
427), entitled "An Act to transfer to the Attorney General certain functions in
the administration of the National Prohibition Act, to create a Bureau of Pro-
hibition in the Department of Justice, and for other purposes", so far as they
are required to, or may, be exercised and performed under existing law, are
transferred to and shall be held, exercised, and performed by the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue, and his assistants, agents, and inspectors, under the direc-
tion of the Secretary of the Treasury: Provided, That the Attorney General
shall continue to exercise the power and authority (a) to remit or mitigate
forfeitures under the Internal Revenue laws and to determine liability for
Internal Revenue taxes and penalties, in connection with violations of the
National Prohibition Act occurring prior to the repeal of the eighteenth amend-
ment, and (b) to institute suits upon any cause of action under the National
Prohibition Act or under the Internal Revenue laws involving a violation of
the National Prohibition Act, arising prior to, and/or not affected by, the repeal
of the eighteenth amendment, and to compromise any such cause of action
before or after suit is brought: And provided further, That the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue, subject to the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury,
shall prescribe all regulations under the provisions of the National Prohibition
Act, and all laws amendatory thereof or supplementary thereto, which were
not rendered inoperative by the repeal of the eighteenth amendment, relating
to permits, and he shall prescribe the form of all applications, bonds, permits,
records, and reports under such acts.

TRANSFER OF OFFICIAL RECORDS AND PROPERTY

2 (a). The official records and papers on file in, and pertaining to the busi-
ness of, the Bureau of Industrial Alcohol, together with the supplies, furniture,
equipment, and other property of the United States in use in such Bureau, are
transferred to the Bureau of Internal Revenue.

(b). The official records and papers on file in the Department of Justice
pertaining to the functions transferred by this order to the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue, together with the supplies, furniture, equipment, and other
property of the United States in use in said Department in connection with
the performance of such functions, are transferred to the Bureau of Internal
Revenue.

TRANSFER OF PERSONNEL

3 (a). The officers and employees employed in, or under the jurisdiction of,
the Bureau of Industrial Alcohol, are transferred to the Bureau of Internal
Revenue, without change in classification or compensation.

(b). The officers and employees employed in, or under the jurisdiction of, the
Alcoholic Beverage Unit of the Division of Investigation, Department of Jus-
tice, except those employed in, or under the Jurisdiction of, the taxes and
penalties section of said Unit, are transferred to the Bureau of Internal Reve-
nue without change in classification or compensation.

(c). Officers and employees transferred to the Bureau of Internal Revenue
hereunder, who do not already possess a competitive classified civil-service
status, shall not acquire such status by reason of such transfer, except upon
recommendation by the Secretary of the Treasury to the Civil Service Com-
mission, subject to such noncompetitive tests of fitness as the Commission may
prescribe; and no officer or employee so transferred may be retained in the
Bureau of Internal Revenue without appropriate civil-service status for a
period longer than 60 days from the effective date of this order.
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SECTION 8-INTERNAL REVENUE 

The Bureaus of Internal Revenue and of Industrial Alcohol of the Treasury 
Department are consolidated in a Division of Internal Revenue, at the head of 
which shall be a Commissioner of Internal Revenue. (Promulgated June 10, 
1933.) 

EXECUTIVE ORDER No. 6639 

S. C., 1934 ed., Title 5, page 49) 

TRANSFER OF FUNCTIONS 

1 (a). The Bureau of Industrial Alcohol and the Office of Commissioner of 
Industrial Alcohol are abolished, and the authority, rights, privileges, powers, 
and duties conferred and imposed by law upon the Commissioner of Industrial 
Alcohol are transferred to and shall be held, exercised, and performed by the 
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, and his assistants, agents, and inspectors, 
under the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury. 

(b). The authority, rights, privileges, powers, and duties conferred and im-
posed upon the Attorney General by the act of May 27, 1930 (ch. 342, 46 Stat. 
427), entitled "An Act to transfer to the Attorney General certain functions in 
the administration of the National Prohibition Act, to create a Bureau of Pro-
hibition in the Department of Justice, and for other purposes", so far as they 
are required to, or may, be exercised and performed under existing law, are 
transferred to and shall be held, exercised, and performed by the Commissioner 
of Internal Revenue, and his assistants, agents, and inspectors, under the direc-
tion of the Secretary of the Treasury: Provided, That the Attorney General 
shall continue to exercise the power and authority (a) to remit or mitigate 
forfeitures under the Internal Revenue laws and to determine liability for 
Internal Revenue taxes and penalties, in connection with violations of the 
National Prohibition Act occurring prior to the repeal of the eighteenth amend-
ment, and (b) to institute suits upon any cause of action under the National 
Prohibition Act or under the Internal Revenue laws involving a violation of 
the National Prohibition Act, arising prior to, and/or not affected by, the repeal 
of the eighteenth amendment, and to compromise any such cause of action 
before or after suit is brought: And provided further, That the Commissioner 
of Internal Revenue, subject to the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, 
shall prescribe all regulations under the provisions of the National Prohibition 
Act, and all laws amendatory thereof or supplementary thereto, which were 
not rendered inoperative by the repeal of the eighteenth amendment, relating 
to permits, and he shall prescribe the form of all applications, bonds, permits, 
records, and reports under such acts. 

TRANSFER OF OFFICIAL RECORDS AND PROPERTY 

2 (a). The official records and papers on file in, and pertaining to the busi-
ness of, the Bureau of Industrial Alcohol, together with the supplies, furniture, 
equipment, and other property of the United States in use in such Bureau, are 
transferred to the Bureau of Internal Revenue. 

(b). The official records and papers on file in the Department of Justice 
pertaining to the functions transferred by this order to the Commissioner of 
Internal Revenue, together with the supplies, furniture, equipment, and other 
property of the United States in use in said Department in connection with 
the performance of such functions, are transferred to the Bureau of Internal 
Revenue. 

TRANSFER OF PERSONNEL 

3 (a). The officers and employees employed in, or under the jurisdiction of, 
the Bureau of Industrial Alcohol, are transferred to the Bureau of Internal 
Revenue, without change in classification or compensation. 

(b). The officers and employees employed in, or under the jurisdiction of, the 
Alcoholic Beverage Unit of the Division of Investigation, Department of Jus-
tice, except those employed in, or under the jurisdiction of, the taxes and 
penalties section of said Unit, are transferred to the Bureau of Internal Reve-
nue without change in classification or compensation. 

(c). Officers and employees transferred to the Bureau of Internal Revenue 
hereunder, who do not already possess a competitive classified civil-service 
status, shall not acquire such status by reason of such transfer, except upon 
recommendation by the Secretary of the Treasury to the Civil Service Com-
mission, subject to such noncompetitive tests of fitness as the Commission may 
prescribe; and no officer or employee so transferred may be retained in the 
Bureau of Internal Revenue without appropriate civil-service status for a 
period longer than 60 days from the effective date of this order. 
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TRANSFER OF APPROPRIATIONS

4. The unexpended balances of appropriations for the Bureau of Industrial
Alcohol and the field service thereunder, and the unexpended balances of the
appropriations made for salaries and expenses, Bureau of Prohibition, Depart-
ment of Justice, including the field service thereof, insofar as may be required
for the performance of the functions transferred by this order to the Commis-
sioner of Internal Revenue, shall be transferred on the books of the Treasury
Department to the appropriation entitled "Collecting the Internal Revenue",
which shall thereafter be available in the Bureau of Internal Revenue as a
single fund for expenditure for the purposes named in the laws making the
separate appropriations for "Salaries and Expenses, Bureau of Industrial Alco-
hol, Treasury Department", "Salaries and Expenses, Bureau of Prohibition,
Department of Justice", and "Collecting the Internal Revenue", respectively;
and appropriations, if any, made to the Bureau of Industrial Alcohol and the
Department of Justice, respectively, for the fiscal year 1935, for the per-
formance of the functions transferred by this order to the Bureau of Internal
Revenue shall likewise be transferred on the books of the Treasury Department
to the appropriation "Collecting the Internal Revenue", subject to the conditions
herein set forth.

GENERAT PROVISIONS

5. Executive Orders Numbered 6166, 6224, and 6540, dated June 10, 1933,
July 27, 1933, and December 28, 1933, respectively, are revoked insofar as they
are in conflict with the provisions of this order.

6. This order shall take effect upon the sixty-first calendar day after its
transmission to Congress, unless otherwise determined in accordance with law.
(Promulgated March 10, 1934.)

CLEBS PROHIBITED FROM CARRYING ON A TRADE OB BUSINESS IN THE FUNDS OB

DEBTS OF THE UNITED STATES

Every clerk employed in the Treasury Department who carries on any trade
or business in the funds or debts of the United States, or of any State, or in
any kind of public property, or who takes or applies to his own use any emolu-
ment or gain for negotiating or transacting any business in the department,
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and punished by a fine of five hundred
dollars and removal from office. (R. S. § 244.) (U. S. C., Title 5, § 254.)

ACOOUNTTS OF INTERNAL REVENUE RECEIPTS

Separate accounts shall be kept at the Department of the Treasury of all
moneys received from internal duties or taxes in each of the respective States,
Territories, ,and collection districts, and of the amount of each species of duty
and tax that shall accrue; so as to exhibit, as far as may be, the amount col-
lected from each source of revenue, with the moneys paid as compensation and

for allowances to the collectors and deputy collectors, inspectors, and other
officers employed in each of the respective States, Territories, and collection
districts. (R. S. § 239, amended by Feb. 18, 1875, c. 80, 18 Stat. 317.) (U. S. C.,
Title 5, § 259.)

RULES GOVERNING AGENTS, ATTORNEYS, ETC., REPRESENTING CLAIMANTS BEFORE

DEPARTMENT

* * * The Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe rules and regulations

governing the recognition of agents, attorneys, or other persons representing
claimants before his department, and may require of such persons, agents, and

attorneys, before being recognized as representatives of claimants, that they shall

show that they are of good character and in good repute, possessed of the
necessary qualifications to enable them to render such claimants valuable serv-
ice, and otherwise competent to advise and assist such claimants in the presenta-
tion of their cases. And such Secretary may after due notice and opportunity

for hearing suspend and disbar from further practice before his department
any such person, agent, or attorney shown to be incompetent, disreputable, or
who refuses to comply with the said rules and regulations, or who shall with
intent to defraud, in any manner willfully and knowingly deceive, mislead, or

threaten any claimant or prospective claimant, by word, circular, letter, or by
advertisement * * (July 7, 1884, c. 334, § 3, 2 Stat 258.) (U. S. C.,
Title 5, § 261.)
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TRANSFER OF APPROPRIATIONS 

4. The unexpended balances of appropriations for the Bureau of Industrial 
Alcohol and the field service thereunder, and the unexpended balances of the 
appropriations made for salaries and expenses, Bureau of Prohibition, Depart-
ment of Justice, including the field service thereof, insofar as may be required 
for the performance of the functions transferred by this order to the Commis-
sioner of Internal Revenue, shall be transferred on the books of the Treasury 
Department to the appropriation entitled "Collecting the Internal Revenue", 
which shall thereafter be available in the Bureau of Internal Revenue as a 
single fund for expenditure for the purposes named in the laws making the 
separate appropriations for "Salaries and Expenses, Bureau of Industrial Alco-
hol, Treasury Department", "Salaries and Expenses, Bureau of Prohibition, 
Department of Justice", and "Collecting the Internal Revenue", respectively; 
and appropriations, if any, made to the Bureau of Industrial Alcohol and the 
Department of Justice, respectively, for the fiscal year 1935, for the per-
formance of the functions transferred by this order to the Bureau of Internal 
Revenue shall likewise be transferred on the books of the Treasury Department 
to the appropriation "Collecting the Internal Revenue", subject to the conditions 
herein set forth. 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

5. Executive Orders Numbered 6166, 6224, and 6540, dated June 10, 1933, 
July 27, 1933, and December 28, 1933, respectively, are revoked insofar as they 
are in conflict with the provisions of this order. 

6. This order shall take effect upon the sixty-first calendar day after its 
transmission to Congress, unless otherwise determined in accordance with law. 
(Promulgated March 10, 1934.) 

CLERICS PROHIBITED FROM CARRYING ON A TRADE OR BUSINESS IN THE FUNDS OR 
DEBTS, OF THE UNITED STATES 

Every clerk employed in the Treasury Department who carries on any trade 
or business in the funds or debts of the United States, or of any State, or in 
any kind of public property, or who takes or applies to his own use any emolu-
ment or gain for negotiating or transacting any business in the department, 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and punished by a fine of five hundred 
dollars and removal from office. (R. S. § 244.) (U. S. C., Title 5, § 254.) 

ACCOUNTS OF INTERNAL REVENUE RECEIPTS 

Separate accounts shall be kept at the Department of the Treasury of all 
moneys received from internal duties or taxes in each of the respective States, 
Territories, and collection districts, and of the amount of each species of duty 
and tax that shall accrue; so as to exhibit, as far as may be, the amount col-
lected from each source of revenue, with the moneys paid as compensation and 
for allowances to the collectors and deputy collectors, inspectors, and other 
officers employed in each of the respective States, Territories, and collection 
districts. .(R. S. § 239, amended by Feb. 18, 1875, c. 80, 18 Stat. 317.) (II. S. C., 
Title 5, § 259.) 

RULES GOVERNING AGENTS, ATTORNEYS, ETC., REPRESENTING CLAIMANTS BEFORE 
DEPARTMENT 

• • * The Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe rules and regulations 
governing the recognition of agents, attorneys, or other persons representing 
claimants before his department, and may require of such persons, agents, and 
attorneys, before being recognized as representatives of claimants, that they shall 
show that they are of good character and in good repute, possessed of the 
necessary qualifications to enable them to render such claimants valuable serv-
ice, and otherwise competent to advise and assist such claimants in the presenta-
tion of their cases. And such Secretary may after due notice and opportunity 
for hearing suspend and disbar from further practice before his department 
any such person, agent, or attorney shown to be incompetent, disreputable, or 
who refuses to comply with the said rules and regulations, or who shall with 
intent to defraud, in any manner willfully and knowingly deceive, mislead, or 
threaten any claimant or prospective claimant, by word, circular, letter, or by 
advertisement * * (July 7, 1884, C. 334, § 3, 23 Stat 258.) (II. S. C., 
Title 5, § 261.) 
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DBTAIL OF OFFICERS O EBMPLOYEmS FOB FOREIGN SERVICE OF DEPARTMENT OF STATE

The President, in his discretion, may assign officers of the Army and Navy or
officers or employees of the Treasury Department for duty as inspectors of
buildings owned or occupied by the United States in foreign countries, or as
inspectors or supervisors of buildings under construction or repair by or for the
United States in foreign countries, under the jurisdiction of the Department of
State, or for duty as couriers of the Department of State, and when so assigned
they may receive the same traveling expenses as are authorized for officers of
the Foreign Service, payable from the applicable appropriations of the Depart-
ment of State. (May 15, 1936, c. 405, § 1, 49 Stat. 1321; June 16, 1937, c. 359,
Title I, § 1, 50 Stat. 273; April 27, 1938, c. 180, Title I, § 1, 52 Stat. 258.)
(U. 5. 0., Title 5, § 274.)

FBAUDS UPON THE BEVENUE

The General Counsel for the Department of the Treasury, under direction of
the Secretary of the Treasury, shall take cognizance of all frauds or attempted
frauds upon the revenue, and shall exercise a general supervision over the
measures for their prevention and detection, and for the prosecution of persons
charged with the commission thereof. (R. S. § 376; May 10, 1934, 11.40 A. M.,
c. 277, § 512, 48 Stat. 758.) (U. S. C., Title 5, § 326.)

BEPOBT OF MONEYS BRCOVER)E TO BE MADE BY GENEBRA COUNSEL FOB THE DEPARTMENT
OF THE TRK.ASBY

The General Counsel for the Department of the Treasury shall report all
moneys recovered or collected under his direction to the officer from whom the
bond or other evidence of debt was received, who shall give proper credit there-
for; and he shall report in like manner all credits allowed by due course of law
on any suits under his direction. (R. S. § 378; May 10, 1934, 11.40 A. M., c. 277,
§ 512, 48 Stat. 758.) (U. S. C., Title 5, § 328.)

TRAVELING EXPENSES OF CIVILIAN OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES
WHILE ON OFFICIAL BUSINESS

SUBSISTENCE EXPENSE ACT OF 1926

(June 3, 1926, c. 457, 44 Stat. 688, amended June 30, 1932, c. 314, § 207, 47 Stat.
405)

SETION 1. That this act may be cited as the "Subsistence Expense Act of
1926." (U. S. C., Title 5, § 821.)

SEa 2. When used in this Act-
The term "departments and establishments" means any executive department,

independent commission, board, bureau, office, agency, or other establishment
of the Government, including the municipal government of the District of
Columbia.

The term "subsistence" means lodging, meals, and other necessary expenses
incidental to the personal sustenance or comfort of the traveler.

The term "actual expenses" means the actual amounts necessarily expended
by the traveler for subsistence and itemized in accounts for reimbursement.

The term "per diem allowance" means a daily flat rate of payment in lieu
of actual expenses. (U. S. C., Title 5, § 822.)

SEC. 3. Civilian officers and employees of the departments and establishments,
while traveling on official business and away from their designated posts of
duty, shall be allowed, in lieu of their actual expenses for subsistence and all
fees or tips to porters and stewards, a per diem allowance to be prescribed by
the head of the department or establishment concerned, not to exceed the rate
of $5 within the limits of continental United States and not to exceed an
average of $6 beyond the limits of continental United States. ( U. S. C., Title 5,
i 823.)

SEC. 7. The fixing and payment, under section 3, of per diem allowance, or
portions thereof, shall be in accordance with regulations which shall be pro-
mulgated by the heads of departments and establishments and which shall be
standardized as far as practicable and shall not be effective until approved by
the President of the United States. (U. S. C., Title 5, § 827.)

SEa. & The heads of departments and establishments, under regulations
which shall be prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury for the protection
of the United States, may advance through the proper disbursing officers from
applicable appropriations to any person entitled to actual expenses or per diem
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SECTION 1. That this act may be cited as the "Subsistence Expense Act of 
1926." (U. S. C., Title 5, § 821.) 
• Sul 2. When used in this Act— 

The term "departments and establishments" means any executive department, 
independent commission, board, bureau, office, agency, or other establishment 
of the Government, including the municipal government of the District of 
Columbia. 
The term "subsistence" means lodging, meals, and other necessary expenses 

incidental to the personal sustenance or comfort of the traveler. 
The term "actual expenses" means the actual amounts necessarily expended 

by the traveler for subsistence and itemized in accounts for reimbursement. 
The term "per diem allowance" means a daily fiat rate of payment in lieu 

of actual expenses. (U. S. C., Title 5, § 822.) 
SEC. 3. Civilian officers and employees of the departments and establishments, 

while traveling on official business and away from their designated posts of 
duty, shall be allowed, in lieu of their actual expenses for subsistence and all 
fees or tips to porters and stewards, a per diem allowance to be prescribed by 
the head of the department or establishment concerned, not to exceed the rate 
of $5 within the limits of continental United States and not to exceed an 
average of $6 beyond the limits of continental United States. ( U. S. C., Title 5, 
§ 823.) 

Sze. 7. The fixing and payment, under section 3, of per diem allowance, or 
portions thereof, shall be in accordance with regulations which shall be pro-
mulgated by the heads of departments and establishments and which shall be 
standardized as far as practicable and shall not be effective until approved by 
the President of the United States. (U. S. C., Title 5, § 827.) 

SEC. 8. The heads of departments and establishments, under regulations 
which shall be prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury for the protection 
of the United States, may advance through the proper disbursing officers from 
applicable appropriations to any person entitled to actual expenses or per diem 
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allowance under this Act such sums as may be deemed advisable considering the
character and probable duration of the travel to be performed. Any sums so
advanced shall be recovered from the person to whom advanced, or his estate,
by deduction from any amount due from the United States or by such other
legal method of recovery as may be necessary. (U. S. C., Title 5, § 828.)

SEC. 9. All laws or parts of laws which are inconsistent with or in conflict
with the provisions of this Act except such laws or parts of law as specially
fix or now permit rates higher than the maximum rates established in this Act
are hereby repealed or modified only to the extent of such inconsistency or
conflict (U. S. C., Title 5, § 829.)

SEa 10. This Act shall not be construed to modify or repeal the Act providing
for the traveling expenses of the President of the United States or any Acts
(including appropriations for the fiscal year 1927) specifically fixing or per-
mitting mileage rates for travel and/or subsistence expenses. (U. S. C., Title 5,
§ 830.)

TITLE 6-OFFICIAL AND PENAL BONDS

CUSTODY, EXAMINATION, BENEWAL

(Act of Mar. 2, 1895, c. 177, § 5, 28 Stat. 807, June 17, 1930, c. 497, §§ 523, 651 (a),
(1), 46 Stat. 740, 762.)

SEC. 5. * * * Hereafter all bonds of the Treasurer of the United States,
collectors of internal revenue, collectors, comptrollers of customs, surveyors,
and other officers of the customs, either as such officers or as disbursing officers
of the Treasury, bonds of the Secretary of the Senate, Clerk of the House
of Representatives, and the Sergeant-at-Arms of the House of Representatives,
and all such bonds now on file in the office of the Comptroller of the Treasury,
shall be transmitted to the Secretary of the Treasury and filed as he may
direct; and the duties now required by law of the Comptroller of the Treasury
in regard to such bonds, as the successor of the Commissioner of Customs
and First Comptroller of the Treasury, shall hereafter be performed by the
Secretary of the Treasury. (U. S. C., Title 6, § 1.)

Hereafter every officer required by law to take and approve official bonds
shall cause the same to be examined at least once every two years for the
purpose of ascertaining the sufficiency of the sureties thereon; and every officer
having power to fix the amount of an official bond shall examine it to ascer-
tain the sufficiency of the amount thereof and approve or fix said amount at
least once in two years and as much oftener as he may deem it necessary.
(U. S. C., Title 6, § 2.)

Hereafter every officer whose duty it is to take and approve official bonds
shall cause all such bonds to be renewed every four years after their dates,
but he may require such bonds to be renewed or strengthened oftener if he
deem such action necessary. In the discretion of such officer the requirement
of a new bond may be waived for the period of service of a bonded officer
after the expiration of a four-year term of service pending the appointment
and qualification of his successor: Provided, That the nonperformance of any
requirement of this section on the part of any official of the Government shall
not be held to affect in any respect the liability of principal or sureties on
any bond made or to be made to the United States: Provided further, That
the liability of the principal and sureties on all official bonds shall continue
and cover the period of service ensuing until the appointment and qualifica-
tion of the successor of the principal: And provided further, That nothing in
this section shall be construed to repeal or modify section thirty-eight hun-
dred and thirty-six of the Revised Statutes of the United States. (U. S. C.,
Title 6, § 3.) * * *

NOTICE or DELINQUENCY OF PRINCIPAL

SECTroN 1. Hereafter, whenever any deficiency shall be discovered in the
accounts of any official of the United States, or of any officer disbursing or
chargeable with public money, it shall be the duty of the accounting officers
making such discovery to at once notify the head of the department having
control over the affairs of said officer of the nature and amount of said de-
ficiency, and it shall be the immediate duty of said head of department to at
once notify all obligors upon the bond or bonds of such official of the nature
of such deficiency and the amount thereof. Said notification shall be deemed
sufficient if mailed at the post-office in the city of Washington, District of
Columbia, addressed to said sureties respectively, and directed to the respec-
tive post-offices where said obligors may reside, if known; but a failure to give
or mail such notice shall not discharge the surety or sureties upon such bond.
(Aug. 8, 1888 c. 787, § 1, 25 Stat. 387.) (U. S. C., Title 6, g 4.)
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LIMITATION OF ACTIONS AGAINST SUBETIES

SEC. 2. If, upon the statement of the account of any official of the United
States, or of any officer disbursing or chargeable with public money, by the
General Accounting Office, it shall thereby appear that he is indebted to the
United States, and suit therefor shall not be instituted within five years after
such statement of said account, the sureties on his bond shall not be liable for
such indebtedness. (Aug. 8, 1888, c. 787, § 2, 25 Stat. 387; June 10, 1921, c. 18,
§ 301, 42 Stat. 23.) (U. S. C., Title 6, § 5.)

ACT OF AUGUST 13, 1894

(Aug. 13, 1894, c. 282, 28 Stat. 279, etc.)

SURBET COMPANIES AS SURETIES

SECTION 1. Whenever any recognizance, stipulation, bond, or undertaking con-
ditioned for the faithful performance of any duty, or for doing or refraining
from doing anything in such recognizance, stipulation, bond, or undertaking
specified, is by the laws of the United States required or permitted to be given
with one surety or with two or more sureties, the execution of the same or the
guaranteeing of the performance of the condition thereof shall be sufficient
when executed or guaranteed solely by a corporation incorporated under the
laws of the United States, or of any State having power to guarantee the fidelity
of persons holding positions of public or private trust, and to execute and
guarantee bonds and undertakings in judicial proceedings: Provided, That
such recognizance, stipulation, bond, or undertaking be approved by the head
of department, court, judge, officer, board, or body executive, legislative, or
judicial required to approve or accept the same. But no officer or person having
the approval of any bond shall exact that it shall be furnished by a guarantee
company or by any particular guarantee company. (U. S. C., Title 6, § 6.)

APPOINTMENT OF AGENTS BY SURETY COMPANIES; SERVICE OF PROCESS

SEC. 2. No such company shall do business under the provisions of this Act
beyond the limits of the State or Territory under whose laws it was incorpo-
rated and in which its principal office is located, nor beyond the limits of the
District of Columbia, when such company was incorporated under its laws
or the laws of the United States and its principal office is located in said District,
until it shall by a written power of attorney appoint some person residing
within the jurisdiction of the court for the judicial district wherein such
suretyship is to be undertaken, who shall be a citizen of the State, Territory, or
District of Columbia, wherein such court is held, as its agent, upon whom may
be served all lawful process against such company, and who shall be authorized
to enter an appearance in its behalf. A copy of such power of attorney, duly
certified and authenticated, shall be filed with the clerk of the district court of
the United States for such district at each place where a term of such court
is or may be held, which copy, or a certified copy thereof, shall be legal evidence
in all controversies arising under this Act. If any such agent shall be removed,
resign, or die, become insane, or otherwise incapable of acting, it shall be the
duty of such company to appoint another agent in his place as hereinbefore pre-
scribed, and until such appointment shall have been made, or during the ab-
sence of any agent of such company from such district, service of process may
be upon the clerk of the court wherein such suit is brought, with like effect as
upon an agent appointed by the company. The officer executing such process
upon such clerk shall immediately transmit a copy thereof by mail to the
company, and state such fact in his return. A judgment, decree, or order of a
court entered or made after service of process as aforesaid shall be as valid
and binding on such company as if served with process in said district. (U. S.
C., Title 6, § 7.)

DEPOSIT OF COPY OF CHARTER

SEO. 3. Every company, before transacting any business under this Act, shall
deposit with the Secretary of the Treasury of the United States a copy of its
charter or articles of incorporation, and a statement signed and sworn to by its
president and secretary, showing its assets and liabilities. If the said Secretary
of the Treasury shall be satisfied that such company has authority under its
charter to do the business provided for in this Act, and that it has a paid-up
capital of not less than two hundred and fifty thousand dollars, in cash or its
equivalent, and is able to keep and perform its contracts, he shall grant author-
ity in writing to such company to do business under this Act. (Amended Mar.
23, 1910, c. 109, 36 Stat. 241.) (U. S. C, Title 6, § 8.)
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"'Article-

"'Section 1. The eighteenth article of amendment to the Constitution of the
United States is hereby repealed.

"'Sec. 2. The transportation or importation into any State, Territory, or pos-
session of the United States for delivery or use therein of intoxicating liquors,
in violation of the laws thereof, is hereby prohibited.

"'Sec. 3. This article shall be inoperative unless it shall have been ratified as
an amendment to the Constitution by conventions in the several States, as pro-
vided in the Constitution, within seven years from the date of the submission
hereof to the States by the Congress.'"

WHEREAS section 217 (a) of the act of Congress entitled "AN ACT To encour-
age national industrial recovery, to foster competition, and to provide for the
construction of certain useful public works, and for other purposes", approved
June 16, 1933, provides as follows:

"Sec. 217. (a) The President shall proclaim the date of-
(1) the close of the first fiscal year ending June 30 of any year after the

year 1933, during which the total receipts of the United States (excluding
public-debt receipts) exceed its total expenditures (excluding public-debt
expenditures other than those chargeable against such receipts), or

(2) the repeal of the eighteenth amendment to the Constitution,
whichever is the earlier."

WHEREAS it appears from a certificate issued December 5, 1933, by the Acting
Secretary of State that official notices have been received in the Department
of State that on the fifth day of December 1933 conventions in 36 States of the
United States, constituting three fourths of the whole number of the States
had ratified the said repeal amendment;

Now, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, President of the United States of
America, pursuant to the provisions of section 217 (a) of the said act of June
16, 1933, do hereby proclaim that the eighteenth amendment to the Constitution
of the United States was repealed on the fifth day of December 1933.

FURTHERMORE, I enjoin upon all citizens of the United States and upon others
resident within the jurisdiction thereof to cooperate with the Government in its
endeavor to restore greater respect for law and order, by confining such pur-
chases of alcoholic beverages as they may make solely to those dealers or agen-
cies which have been duly licensed by State or Federal license.

Observance of this request, which I make personally to every individual and
every family in our Nation, will result in the consumption of alcoholic bever-
ages which have passed Federal inspection, in the break-up and eventual destruc-
tion of the notoriously evil illicit liquor traffic, and in the payment of reasonable
taxes for the support of Government and thereby in the superseding of other
forms of taxation.

I call specific attention to the authority given by the twenty-first amendment
to the Government to prohibit transportation or importation of intoxicating
liquors into any State in violation of the laws of such State.

I ask the whole-hearted cooperation of all our citizens to the end that this
return of individual freedom shall not he accompanied by the repugnant condi-
tions that obtained prior to the adoption of the eighteenth amendment and those
that have existed since its adop(ion. Failure to do this honestly and cour-
ageously will be a living reproach to us all.

I ask especially that no State shall by I:w or otherwise authorize the return
of the saloon either in its old form or in some modern guise.

The policy of the Government will he to see to it that the social and
politicnl evils that have existed in the pre-prohibition era shall not be revived
nor permitted again to exist. We must remove forever from our midst the
menace of the bootlegger and such others as would profit at the expense of
good government, law, and order.

I trust in the good sense of the American people that they will not bring upon
themselves the curse of excessive use of intoxicating liquors, to the detriment
of health, morals, and social integrity.

The objective we seek through a national policy is the education of every
citizen towards a greater temperance throughout the Nation.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the seal of
the United States to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this fifth day of December, in the year of
our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-three, and of the Independence

[SEAL] of the United States of America the one hundred and fifty-eighth.
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT

By the President:
WILLIAM PHILLIPS

Acting Secretary of State.
(Proclamation by President dated Dec. 5, 1933, 45 Stat., Part 2, 1720, 1721.)
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WHEREAS it appears from a certificate issued December 5, 1933, by the Acting 

Secretary of State that official notices have been received in the Department 
of State that on the fifth day of December 1933 conventions in 30 States of the 
United States, constituting three fourths of the whole number of the States 
had ratified the said repeal amendment; 
Now, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. RoosEvr.a.r, President of the United States of 

America, pursuant to the provisions of section 217 (a) of the said act of June 
16, 1933, do hereby proclaim that the eighteenth amendment to the Constitution 
of the United States was repealed on the fifth day of December 1933. 
FURTHERMORE, I enjoin upon all citizens of the United States and upon others 

resident within the jurisdiction thereof to cooperate with the Government in its 
endeavor to restore greater respect for law and order, by confining such pur-
chases of alcoholic beverages as they may make solely to those dealers or agen-
cies which have been duly licensed by State or Federal license. 

Observance of this request, which I make personally to every individual and 
every family in our Nation, will result in the consumption of alcoholic bever-
ages which have passed Federal inspection, in the break-up and eventual destruc-
tion of the notoriously evil illicit liquor traffic, and in the payment of reasonable 
taxes for the support of Government and thereby in the superseding of other 
forms of taxation. 
I call specific attention to the authority given by the twenty-first amendment 

to the Government to prohibit transportation or importation of intoxicating 
liquors into any State in violation of the laws of such State. 
I ask the whole-hearted cooperation of all our citizens to the end that this 

return of individual freedom shall not be accompanied by the repugnant condi-
tions that obtained prior to the adoption of the eighteenth amendment and those 
that have existed since its adoption. Failure to do this honestly and cour-
ageously will be a living reproach to us all. 
I ask especially that no State shall by law or otherwise authorize the return 

of the saloon either in its old form or in some modern fr,11/S0. 
The policy of the Government will be to see to it that the social and 

political evils that have existed in the pre-prohibition era shall not be revived 
nor permitted again to exist. We must remove forever from our midst the 
menace of the bootlegger and such others as would profit at the expense of 
good government, law, and order. 
I trust in the good sense of the American people that they will not bring upon 

themselves the curse of excessive use of intoxicating liquors, to the detriment 
of health, morals, and social integrity. 
The objective we seek through a national policy is the education of every 

citizen towards a greater temperance throw:tout the Nation. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the seal of 

the United States to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this fifth day of December, in the year of 

our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-three, and of the Independence 
[sEAL] of the United States of America the one hundred and fifty-eighth. 

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 
By the President: 

WILLIAM PHILLIPS 
Acting Secretary of State. 

(Proclamation by President dated Dec. 5, 1933, 48 Stat., Part 2, 1720, 1721.) 



CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS

United States Liberty bonds or other bonds or notes of the United States
in a sum equal at their par value to the amount of such penal bond required
to be furnished, together with an agreement authorizing such official to collect
or sell such bonds or notes so deposited in case of any default in the perform-
ance of any of the conditions or stipulations of such penal bond. The acceptance
of such United States bonds or notes in lieu of surety or sureties required
by law shall have the same force and effect as individual or corporate sureties,
or certified checks, bank drafts, post-office money orders, or cash, for the
penalty or amount of such penal bond. The bonds or notes deposited here-
under and such other United States bonds or notes as may be substituted
therefor from time to time as such security, may be deposited with the Treasurer
of the United States, a Federal reserve bank, or other depository duly desig-
nated for that purpose by the Secretary, which shall issue receipt therefor,
describing such bonds or notes so deposited. As soon as security for the
performance of such penal bond is no longer necessary, such bonds or notes
so deposited shall be returned to the depositor: Provided, That in case a person
or persons supplying a contractor with labor or material as provided by the
act of Congress, approved February 24, 1905 (33 Stat., 811), entitled "An act
to amend an act approved August thirteenth, eighteen hundred and ninety-four,
entitled 'An act for the protection of persons furnishing materials and labor
for the construction of public works,'" shall file with the obligee, at any
time after a default in the performance of any contract subject to said acts,
the application and affidavit therein provided, the obligee shall not deliver tothe obligor the deposited bonds or notes nor any surplus proceeds thereof until
the expiration of the time limited by said acts for the institution of suit bysuch person or persons, and, in case suit shall be instituted within such time,
shall hold said bonds or notes or proceeds subject to the order of the courthaving jurisdiction thereof: Provided further, That nothing herein contained
shall affect or impair the priority of the claim of the United States against
the bonds or notes deposited or any right or remedy granted by said actsor by this section to the United States for default upon any obligation ofsaid penal bond: Provided further, That all laws inconsistent with this section
are hereby so modified as to conform to the provisions hereof: And providedfurther, That nothing contained herein shall affect the authority of courts overthe security, where such bonds are taken as security in judicial proceedings,
or the authority of any administrative officer of the United States to receiveUnited States bonds for security in cases authorized by existing laws. The
Secretary may prescribe rules and regulations necessary and proper for carry-ing this section into effect In order to avoid the frequent substitution of
securities such rules and regulations may limit the effect of this section, inappropriate classes of cases, to bonds and notes of the United States maturingmore than a year after the date of deposit of such bonds as surety. Thephrase "bonds or notes of the United States" shall be deemed, for the purposes
of this section, to mean any public-debt obligations of the United States and anybonds, notes, or other obligations which are unconditionally guaranteed as toboth interest and principal by the United States. (Feb. 26, 1926, c. 27, § 1126;
44 Stat. 122; amended Feb. 4, 1935, c. 5, § 7, 49 Stat. 22.) (U. S. C., Title 6,
§ 15.)

TITLE 7-AGRICULTURE
ACCESS TO INTERNAL REVENUE RECORDS

The Secretary of Agriculture shall have access to the tobacco records of theCommissioner of Internal Revenue and of the several collectors of internalrevenue for the purpose of obtaining lists of the persons subject to this Actand for the purpose of aiding the collection of the information herein required,
and the Commissioner of Internal Revenue and the several collectors of internalrevenue shall cooperate with the Secretary of Agriculture in effectuating theprovisions of this Act. (Jan. 14, 1929, c. 69, § 5, 45 Stat. 1080, amended Aug.
27, 1935, c. 749, § 3, 49 Stat. 894.) (U. S. C., Title 7, § 505.)

AGRICULTURAL ADJUSTMENT ACT

(May 12, 1933, c. 25, 48 Stat. 39, etc.)

SEC. 10 (d) The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to make such regu-
lations as may be necessary to carry out the powers vested in him by this
title. (U. S. C., Title 7, § 610 (d).)

SUPPLEMENTATY REVNUE PBOVIBIONS

EXEMPTIONS AND COMPENSATING TAXES
SEC. 15. (a) If at any time the Secretary of Agriculture finds, upon investiga-tion and after due notice and opportunity for hearing to interested parties,
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United States Liberty bonds or other bonds or notes of the United States 
in a sum equal at their par value to the amount of such penal bond required 
to be furnished, together with an agreement authorizing such official to collect 
or sell such bonds or notes so deposited in case of any default in the perform-
ance of any of the conditions or stipulations of such penal bond. The acceptance 
of such United States bonds or notes in lieu of surety or sureties required 
by law shall have the same force and effect as individual or corporate sureties, 
or certified checks, bank drafts, post-office money orders, or cash, for the 
penalty or amount of such penal bond. The bonds or notes deposited here-
under and such other United States bonds or notes as may be substituted 
therefor from time to time as such security, may be deposited with the Treasurer 
of the United States, a Federal reserve bank, or other depository duly desig-
nated for that purpose by the Secretary, which shall issue receipt therefor, 
describing such bonds or notes so deposited. As soon as security for the 
performance of such penal bond is no longer necessary, such bonds or notes 
so deposited shall be returned to the depositor: Provided, That in case a person 
or persons supplying a contractor with labor or material as provided by the 
act of Congress, approved February 24, 1905 (33 Stat., 811), entitled "An act 
to amend an act approved August thirteenth, eighteen hundred and ninety-four, 
entitled 'An act for the protection of persons furnishing materials and labor 
for the construction of public works,'" shall file with the obligee, at any 
time after a default in the performance of any contract subject to said acts, 
the application and affidavit therein provided, the obligee shall not deliver to 
the obligor the deposited bonds or notes nor any surplus proceeds thereof until 
the expiration of the time limited by said acts for the institution of suit by 
such person or persons, and, in ease suit shall be instituted within such time, 
shall hold said bonds or notes or proceeds subject to the order of the court 
having jurisdiction thereof: Provided further, That nothing herein contained 
shall affect or impair the priority of the claim of the United States against 
the bonds or notes deposited or any right or remedy granted by said acts 
or by this section to the United States for default upon any obligation of 
said penal bond: Provided further, That all laws inconsistent with this section 
are hereby so modified as to conform to the provisions hereof: And provided 
further, That nothing contained herein shall affect the authority of courts over 
the security, where such bonds are taken as security in judicial proceedings, 
or the authority of any administrative officer of the United States to receive 
United States bonds for security in cases authorized by existing laws. The 
Secretary may prescribe rules and regulations necessary and proper for carry-
ing this section into effect. In order to avoid the frequent substitution of 
securities such rules and regulations may limit the effect of this section, in 
appropriate classes of cases, to bonds and notes of the United States maturing 
more than a year after the date of deposit of such bonds as surety. The 
phrase "bonds or notes of the United States" shall be deemed, for the purposes 
of this section, to mean any public-debt obligations of the United States and any 
bonds, notes, or other obligations which are unconditionally guaranteed as to 
both interest and principal by the United States. (Feb. 26, 1926, C. 27, § 1126; 
44 Stat. 122; amended Feb. 4, 1935, c. 5, § 7, 49 Stat. 22.) (U. S. C. Title 6, 
§ 15.) 

TITLE 7-AGRICULTURE 

ACCESS TO INTERNAL REVENUE RECORDS 

The Secretary of Agriculture shall have access to the tobacco records of the 
Commissioner of Internal Revenue and of the several collectors of internal 
revenue for the purpose of obtaining lists of the persons subject to this Act 
and for the purpose of aiding the collection of the information herein required, 
and the Commissioner of Internal Revenue and the several collectors of internal 
revenue shall cooperate with the Secretary of Agriculture in effectuating the 
provisions of this Act. (Jan. 14, 1929, c. 69, § 5, 45 Stat. 1080, amended Aug. 
27, 1935, c. 749, § 3, 49 Stat. 894.) (U. S. C., Title 7, § 505-) 

AGRICULTURAL ADJUSTMENT ACT 

(May 12, 1933, c. 25, 48 Stat. 39, etc.) 

SEC. 10 (d) The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to make such regu-
lations as may be necessary to carry out the powers vested in him by this 
title. (U. S. C., Title 7, § 610 (d)-) 

SUPPLEMENTARY REVENUE PROVISIONS 

EXEMPTIONS AND COMPENSATING TAXES 

SEC. 15 (a) If at any time the Secretary of Agriculture finds, upon investiga-
tion and after due notice and opportunity for hearing to interested parties, 



that any class of products of any commodity is of such low value, considering
the quantity of the commodity used for their manufacture, that the imposition
of the processing tax would prevent in whole or in large part the use of the
commodity in the manufacture of such products and thereby substantially
reduce consumption and increase the surplus of the commodity, then the Secre-
tary of Agriculture shall so certify to the Secretary of the Treasury, specifying
whether such result will in his judgment most effectively be prevented by a
suspension of the imposition of the processing tax or a refund of the tax paid,
with respect to such amount of the commodity or any product thereof as is
used in the manufacture of such products, and thereafter, as shall be specified
in such certification, (1) the imposition of the processing tax shall be suspended
with respect to such amount of the commodity as is used in the manufacture
of such products, and thereafter, as shall be specified in such certification,
(2) the imposition of the processing tax shall be suspended with respect to
such amount of the commodity as is used in the manufacture of such products
until such time as the Secretary of Agriculture, after further investigation
and due notice and opportunity for hearing to interested parties, revokes his
certification to the Secretary of the Treasury, or (3) the Secretary of the
Treasury shall refund (in accordance with the provisions of, to such persons
and in such manner as shall be specified in, such certification) the amount of
any tax paid (prior to the date of any revocation by the Secretary of Agri-
culture of his certification to the Secretary of the Treasury, upon further
investigation and after due notice and opportunity for hearing to interested
parties) under this title with respect to such amount of the commodity or any
product thereof as is used after the date of such certification in the manufac-
ture of such products, or shall credit against any tax due and payable under
this title the amount of tax which would be refundable. During the period in
which any certificate under this section is effective, the provisions of sub-
section (e) of this section shall be suspended with respect to all imported
articles of the kind described in such certificate; and notwithstanding the
provisions of section 21, any compensating taxes, which have heretofore, during
the period in which any certificate under this section has been effective, be-
come due and payable upon imported articles of the kind described in such
certificate, shall be refunded by the Secretary of the Treasury if the same have
been paid, or, if the same have not been paid the amount thereof shall be
abated. Notwithstanding the provisions of section 21, the Secretary of the
Treasury shall refund or credit any processing tax paid on or before June 12,
1934, with respect to such amount of cotton as was used in the manufacture
of large cotton bags (as defined in the Certificate of the Secretary of Agri-
culture, dated June 12, 1934) between June 13 and July 7, 1934, both
inclusive. (U. S. C., Title 7, § 615 (a).)

(c) Any person, including any State or Federal organization or institution,
delivering any product to any organization for charitable distribution, or use,
including any State or Federal welfare organization, for its own use, whether
the product is delivered as merchandise, or as a container for merchandise, or
otherwise, shall, if such product or the commodity from which processed oI
under this title subject to tax, be entitled to a refund of the amount of any
tax due and paid under this title with respect to such product so delivered, or
to a credit against any tax due and payable under this title of the amount of
tax which would be refundable under this section with respect to such product
so delivered: Provided, however, That no tax shall be refunded or credited
under this section, unless the person claiming the refund or credit establishes,
in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury (1) that he has
not included the tax in the price of the product so delivered or collected the
amount of the tax from the said organization, or (2) that he has repaid, or
has agreed in writing to repay, the amount of the tax to the said organization.
The word "State" as used in this section shall include a State and any politi-
cal subdivision thereof. (Amended June 16, 1934, c. 551, 48 Stat. 973, amended
June 26, 1934, c. 759, § 1, 48 Stat. 1241, amended Aug. 24, 1935, c. 641, § 21, 49
Stat. 768.) (U. S. C., Title 7, § 615 (c).)

FLOOR STOCKS

SEa 16. * * *
(e) Upon the sale or other disposition of any article processed wholly or in

chief value from any commodity with respect to which the existing rate of the
processing tax is to be increased, or decreased, that on the date such increase,
or decrease, first takes effect with respect to the commodity, is held for sale or
other disposition (including articles in transit) by any person, and upon the
production of any article from a commodity in process on the date on which
the rate of the processing tax is to be increased or decreased, there shall be
made a tax adjustment as follows:
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that any class of products of any commodity is of such low value, considering 
the quantity of the commodity used for their manufacture, that the imposition 
of the processing tax would prevent in whole or in large part the use of the 
commodity in the manufacture of such products and thereby substantially 
reduce consumption and increase the surplus of the commodity, then the Secre-
tary of Agriculture shall so certify to the Secretary of the Treasury, specifying 
whether such result will in his judgment most effectively be prevented by a 
suspension of the imposition of the processing tax or a refund of the tax paid, 
with respect to such amount of the commodity or any product thereof as is 
used in the manufacture of such products, and thereafter, as shall be specified 
in such certification, (1) the imposition of the processing tax shall be suspended 
with respect to such amount of the commodity as is used in the manufacture 
of such products, and thereafter, as shall be specified in such certification, 
(2) the imposition of the processing tax shall be suspended with respect to 
such amount of the commodity as is used in the manufacture of such products 
until such time as the Secretary of Agriculture, after further investigation 
and due notice and opportunity for hearing to interested parties, revokes his 
certification to the Secretary of the Treasury, or (3) the Secretary of the 
Treasury shall refund (in accordance with the provisions of, to such persons 
and in such manner as shall be specified in, such certification) the amount of 
any tax paid (prior to the date of any revocation by the Secretary of Agri-
culture of his certification to the Secretary of the Treasury, upon further 
investigation and after due notice and opportunity for hearing to interested 
parties) under this title with respect to such amount of the commodity or any 
product thereof as is used after the date of such certification in the manufac-
ture of such products, or shall credit against any tax due and payable under 
this title the amount of tax which would be refundable. During the period in 
which any certificate under this section is effective, the provisions of sub-
section (e) of this section shall be suspended with respect to all imported 
articles of the kind described in such certificate; and notwithstanding the 
provisions of section 21, any compensating taxes, which have heretofore, during 
the period in which any certificate under this section has been effective, be-
come due and payable upon imported articles of the kind described in such 
certificate, shall be refunded by the Secretary of the Treasury if the same have 
been paid, or, if the same have not been paid the amount thereof shall be 
abated. Notwithstanding the provisions of section 21, the Secretary of the 
Treasury shall refund or credit any processing tax paid on or before June 12, 
1934, with respect to such amount of cotton as was used in the manufacture 
of large cotton bags (as defined in the Certificate of the Secretary of Agri-
culture, dated June 12, 1934) between June 13 and July 7, 1934, both 
Inclusive. (II. S. C., Title 7, § 615 (a).) 
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(c) Any person, including any State or Federal organization or institution, 

delivering any product to any organization for charitable distribution, or use, 
including any State or Federal welfare organization, for its own use, whether 
the product is delivered as merchandise, or as a container for merchandise, or 
otherwise, shall, if such product or the commodity from which processed is 
under this title subjeet to tax, be entitled to a refund of the amount of any 
tax due and paid under this title with respect to such product so delivered, or 
to a credit against any tax due and payable under this title of the amount of 
tax which would be refundable under this section with respect to such product 
so delivered: Provided, however, That no tax shall be refunded or credited 
under this section, unless the person claiming the refund or credit establishes, 
in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Commissioner of Internal 
Revenue, with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury (1) that he has 
not included the tax in the price of the product so delivered or collected the 
amount of the tax from the said organization, or (2) that he has repaid, or 
has agreed in writing to repay, the amount of the tax to the said organization. 
The word "State" as used in this section shall include a State and any politi-
cal subdivision thereof. (Amended June 16, 1934, c. 551, 48 Stat. 973, amended 
June 26, 1934, c. 759, § 1, 48 Stat. 1241, amended Aug. 24, 1935, C. 641, § 21, 49 
Stat. 768.) (U. S. C., Title 7, § 615 (c).) 

FLOOR STOCKS 

Sac. 16. a • • 
(e) Upon the sale or other disposition of any article processed wholly or in 

chief value from any commodity with respect to which the existing rate of the 
processing tax is to be increased, or decreased, that on the date such increase, 
or decrease, first takes effect with respect to the commodity, is held for sale or 
other disposition (including articles in transit) by any person, and upon the 
production of any article from a commodity in process on the date on which 
the rate of the processing tax is to be increased or decreased, there shall be 
made a tax adjustment as follows: 



CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS

(1) Whenever, on or after June 1, 1934, the rate of the processing tax on
the processing of the commodity generally or for any designated use or uses,
or as to any designated product or products thereof for any designated use or
uses, or as to any class of products, is decreased, there shall be credited or
refunded to such person an amount equivalent to the difference between the
rate of the processing tax payable or paid at the time immediately preceding
the decrease in rate and the rate of the processing tax which would have been
payable with respect to the commodity from which processed, if the processing
had occurred on such date: Provided, however, That no such credit or refund
shall be made in the case of hogs unless the rate of the processing tax imme-
diately preceding said decrease is equal to, or less than, the rate of the process-
ing tax in effect on the date on which any floor stocks tax was paid prior to the
adoption of this amendment. In the case of wheat the provisions of this
paragraph and of paragraph (2) of this subsection shall apply to flour, pre-
pared flour and cereal preparations made chiefly from wheat, as classified in
Wheat Regulations, Series 1, Supplement 1 only; in the case of sugarcane and
sugar beets the provisions of this paragraph and of paragraph (2) of this
subsection shall apply to sugar only.

* * * * * * *

(3) Whenever the processing tax is suspended or is to be refunded pursuant
to a certification of the Secretary of Agriculture to the Secretary of the Treas-
ury, under section 15 (a) of this Act, the provisions of subdivision (1) of this
subsection shall become applicable. (Amended June 26, 1934, c. 759, § 1, 48 Stat.
1241, amended Mar. 18, 1935, c. 32, § 10, 49 Stat. 48, amended Aug. 24, 1935, c.
641, § 25, 49 Stat. 769, amended June 22, 1936, 9 p. m., c. 690, § 601 (g), 49 Stat.
1740.) (U. S. C., Title 7, § 616 (e).)

EXPORTATIONS

SEO. 17. (a) Upon the exportation to any foreign country (and/or to the
Philippine Islands, the Virgin Islands, American Samoa, the Canal Zone, and
the island of Guam) of any product processed wholly or partly from a com-
modity with respect to which product or commodity a tax has been paid or is
payable under this title, the tax due and payable or due and paid shall be
credited or refunded. Under regulations prescribed by the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue, with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, the
credit or refund shall be allowed to the consignor named in the bill of lading
under which the product is exported or to the shipper or to the person liable
for the tax provided the consignor waives any claim thereto in favor of such
shipper or person liable for the tax. In the case of rice, a tax due under this
title which has been paid by a tax-payment warrant shall be deemed for the
purposes of this subsection to have been paid; and with respect to any refund
authorized under this section, the amount scheduled by the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue for refunding shall be paid, any provision of law notwith-
standing. In the case of sugar beets and sugarcane, this subsection shall be
applicable to exports of products thereof to the Philippine Islands, the Virgin
Islands, American Samoa, the Canal Zone, and/or the island of Guam only if
this title with respect to sugar beets and sugarcane is not made applicable
thereto. The term "product" includes any product exported as merchandise,
or as a container for merchandise, or otherwise. (Amended May 9, 1934, c. 263,
§ 12, 48 Stat. 676; amended Mar. 18, 1935, c. 32 § 11, 49 Stat. 48; amended Aug.
24, 1935, c. 641, § 28, 49 Stat 770.) (U. S. C., Title 7, § 617 (a).)

REFUNDING OF PROCESSING TAXES

REVENUE ACT OF 1936

(June 22, 1936, c 690, 48 Stat. 1739, etc.)

Tmia IV-ExPORT, CHARITABeI, Era, REFUNDS AND FLOOB STCoaK ADn sTMTrr
UNDER AGRIOULTURAL ADJUSTMENT ACT

sEC. 601. REFUNDS UNDER AGRICULTUBAL ADJUSTMENT ACT ON EXPORTS, DELIVERIES

FOR CHARITABLI DISTBIBUTION OR USE, ETC.

(a) The provisions of sections 10 (d), 15 (a), 15 (c), 16 (e) (1), 16 (e) (3),
and 17 (a) of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended, are hereby reen-
acted but only for the purpose of allowing refunds in accordance therewith in
cases where the delivery for charitable distribution or use, or the exportation,
or the manufacture of large cotton bags, or the decrease in the rate of the
processing tax (or its equivalent under section 16 (e) (3)), took place prior to
January 6, 1936.
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(1) Whenever, on or after June 1, 1934, the rate of the processing tax on 
the processing of the commodity generally or for any designated use or uses, 
or as to any designated product or products thereof for any designated use or 
uses, or as to any class of products, is decreased, there shall be credited or 
refunded to such person an amount equivalent to the difference between the 
rate of the processing tax payable or paid at the time immediately preceding 
the decrease in rate and the rate of the processing tax which would have been 
payable with respect to the commodity from which processed, if the processing 
had occurred on such date: Provided, however, That no such credit or refund 
shall be made in the case of hogs unless the rate of the processing tax imme-
diately preceding said decrease is equal to, or less than, the rate of the process-
ing tax in effect on the date on which any floor stocks tax was paid prior to the 
adoption of this amendment. In the case of wheat the provisions of this 
paragraph and of paragraph (2) of this subsection shall apply to flour, pre-
pared flour and cereal preparations made chiefly from wheat, as classified in 
Wheat Regulations, Series 1, Supplement 1 only; in the case of sugarcane and 
sugar beets the provisions of this paragraph and of paragraph (2) of this 
subsection shall apply to sugar only. 
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(3) Whenever the processing tax is suspended or is to be refunded pursuant 

to a certification of the Secretary of Agriculture to the Secretary of the Treas-
ury, under section 15 (a) of this Act, the provisions of subdivision (1) of this 
subsection shall become applicable. (Amended June 26, 1934, c. 759, § 1, 48 Stat. 
1241, amended Mar. 18, 1935, C. 32, § 10, 49 Stat. 48, amended Aug. 24, 1935, C. 
641, § 25, 49 Stat. 769, amended June 22, 1936, 9 p. m., c. 690, § 601 (g), 49 Stat. 
1740.) (U. S. C., Title 7, § 616 (e).) 

EXPORTATIONS 

SEO. 17. (a) Upon the exportation to any foreign country (and/or to the 
Philippine Islands, the Virgin Islands, American Samoa, the Canal Zone, and 
the island of Guam) of any product processed wholly or partly from a com-
modity with respect to which product or commodity a tax has been paid or is 
payable under this title, the tax due and payable or due and paid shall be 
credited or refunded. Under regulations prescribed by the Commissioner of 
Internal Revenue, with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, the 
credit or refund shall be allowed to the consignor named in the bill of lading 
under which the product is exported or to the shipper or to the person liable 
for the tax provided the consignor waives any claim thereto in favor of such 
shipper or person liable for the tax. In the case of rice, a tax due under this 
title which has been paid by a tax-payment warrant shall be deemed for the 
purposes of this subsection to have been paid; and with respect to any refund 
authorized under this section, the amount scheduled by the Commissioner of 
Internal Revenue for refunding shall be paid, any provision of law notwith-
standing. In the case of sugar beets and sugarcane, this subsection shall be 
applicable to exports of products thereof to the Philippine Islands, the Virgin 
Islands, American Samoa, the Canal Zone, and/or the island of Guam only if 
this title with respect to sugar beets and sugarcane is not made applicable 
thereto. The term "product" includes any product exported as merchandise, 
or as a container for merchandise, or otherwise. (Amended May 9, 1934, c. 263, 
§ 12, 48 Stat. 676; amended Mar. 18, 1935, c. 32 § 11, 49 Stat. 48; amended Aug. 
24, 1935, c. 641, § 28, 49 Stat. 770.) (U. S. C., Title 7, I 617 (a).) 
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(a) The provisions of sections 10 (d), 15 (a), 15 (c), 16 (e) (1), 16 (e) (3), 
and 17 (a) of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended, are hereby reen-
acted but only for the purpose of allowing refunds in accordance therewith in 
cases where the delivery for charitable distribution or use, or the exportation, 
or the manufacture of large cotton bags, or the decrease in the rate of the 
processing tax (or its equivalent under section 16 (e) (3) ), took place prior to 
January (I, 19115. 



(b) Except for refunds under section 15 (a) of the Agricultural Adjustment
Act, as reenacted herein, no refund under this section shall be made to the
processor or other person who paid or was liable for the tax with respect to
the articles on which the claim is based. No refund under this section shall be
allowable to any person with respect to any articles where such person prior to
January 6, 1936, paid an amount as tax under the Agricultural Adjustment Act,
as amended, by taking as a credit against such amount an amount otherwise
allowable as a refund with respect to such articles under sections 15 (a), 15 (c),
16 (e) (1), 16 (e) (3), or 17 (a) of said Act. No refund under this section
shall be allowed to any person except to the extent that he establishes that he
has not received, and is not entitled to receive, reimbursement of such amount
from the processor or other vendor with respect to the articles on which the
claim is based. No claim under this section (except claims of processors under
section 15 (a)) shall be disallowed on the ground that the tax with respect to
the article or the commodity from which processed has not been paid.

(c) No refund under this section shall be made unless the claimant files a
claim therefor prior to January 1, 1937, under rules and regulations prescribed
by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue with the approval of the Secretary
of the Treasury, and no claim shall be allowed in an amount less than $10.
Sections 16 (g) and 21 (f) of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended,
are repealed.

(d) In the absence of fraud, the findings of fact and the decision of the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue upon the merits of any claim adjusted pur-
suant to this section and the mathematical calculation therein shall not be
subject to review by any administrative or accounting officer, employee, or
agent of the United States.

(e) The determination of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue with respect
to any refund under this section shall be final and no court shall have jurisdic-
tion to review such determination.

(f) No interest shall be allowed in connection with any refund made under
this section.

(g) Section 16 (e) (1) of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as reenacted by
subsection (a) of this section, is amended by striking out "subsequent to June
26, 1934" and by inserting in lieu thereof "on or after June 1, 1934". (U. S. C.,
Title 7, § 641.)

SEO. 602. FLOOR STOCKS AS OF JANUARY 6, 1936

(a) There shall be paid to any person who, at the first moment of January
6, 1936, held for sale or other disposition (including manufacturing or further
processing) any article processed wholly or In chief value from a commodity
subject to processing tax, an amount computed as provided in subsection (b),
except that no such payment shall be made to the processor or other person who
paid or was liable for the tax with respect to the articles on which the claim
is based.

(b) The amount of the payment under subsection (a) shall be equal to the
processing tax which would have been payable with respect to the commodity
from which the article was processed, if it had been processed on January 5,
1936, but not in excess of (1) the amount of the burden of the tax with respect
to the article which was shifted to the claimant in the price he paid for the
article (to the extent that the claimant has not received and is not entitled to
receive reimbursement for such burden from the processor or other vendor)
and not in excess of (2) the amount of that part of the burden of the tax appli-
cable to the articles held on January 6, 1936, which the claimant has not passed
on to his vendees and has not included in the sale price of such articles. In lieu
of a detailed schedule of articles, purchases, sale prices, and sales under clauses
(1) and (2) of this subsection, the claimant may (subject to the approval of
the Commissioner and such investigations as he may cause to be made) submit,
as a part of his claim, an affidavit setting forth the total amount of tax burden
passed on to him on the articles with respect to which claim is made; the total
amount of such burden for which he has received or is entitled to receive reim-
bursement from the processor or other vendor; the total amount of such burden
that he has passed on to his vendees or has included in the sale prices of such
articles; and the total amount of such burden that he has borne himself.

(c) As used in this section-
(1) The term "commodity subject to a processing tax" means a commodity

upon the processing of which a tax was provided for under the Agricultural
Adjustment Act, as amended, as of January 5, 1936.

(2) The term "tax with respect to the article" means any tax under the
Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended, with respect to the article (or with
respect to any commodity or other article from which it was processed).

(3) The term "sale price" includes the price at which the claimant actually
sold the article or articles prior to the date of the filing of his claim or, if the
article or articles have not been sold, the price at which he is offering the same
for sale on the date of the filing of his claim.
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(b) Except for refunds under section 15 (a) of the Agricultural Adjustment 
Act., as reenacted herein, no refund under this section shall be made to the 
processor or other person who paid or was liable for the tax with respect to 
the articles on which the claim is based. No refund under this section shall be 
allowable to any person with respect to any articles where such person prior to 
January 6, 1936, paid an amount as tax under the Agricultural Adjustment Act, 
as amended, by taking as a credit against such amount an amount otherwise 
allowable as a refund with respect to such articles under sections 15 (a), 15 (c), 
16 (e) (1), 16 (e) (3), or 17 (a) of said Act. No refund under this section 
shall be allowed to any person except to the extent that he establishes that he 
has not received, and is not entitled to receive, reimbursement of such amount 
from the processor or other vendor with respect to the articles on which the 
claim is based. No claim under this section (except claims of processors under 
section 15 (a) ) shall be disallowed on the ground that the tax with respect to 
the article or the commodity from which processed has not been paid. 

(c) No refund under this section shall be made unless the claimant files a 
claim therefor prior to January 1, 1937, under rules and regulations prescribed 
by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue with the approval of the Secretary 
of the Treasury, and no claim shall be allowed in an amount less than $10. 
Sections 16 (g) and 21 (f) of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended, 
are repealed. 

(d) In the absence of fraud, the findings of fact and the decision of the 
Commissioner of Internal Revenue upon the merits of any claim adjusted pur-
suant to this section and the mathematical calculation therein shall not be 
subject to review by any administrative or accounting officer, employee, or 
agent of the United States. 

(e) The determination of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue with respect 
to any refund under this section shall be final and no court shall have jurisdic-
tion to review such determination. 

(f) No interest shall be allowed in connection with any refund made under 
this section. 

(g) Section 16 (e) (1) of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as reenacted by 
subsection (a) of this section, is amended by striking out "subsequent to June 
26, 1934" and by inserting in lieu thereof "on or after June 1, 1934". (II. S. C., 
Title 7, § 641.) 

SEC. 602. FLOOR STOCKS AS or JANUARY 6, 1936 

(a) There shall be paid to any person who, at the first moment of January 
6, 1936, held for sale or other disposition (including manufacturing or further 
processing) any article processed wholly or in chief value from a commodity 
subject to processing tax, an amount computed as provided in subsection (b), 
except that no such payment shall be made to the processor or other person who 
paid or was liable for the tax with respect to the articles on which the claim 
is based. 

(b) The amount of the payment under subsection (a) shall be equal to the 
processing tax which would have been payable with respect to the commodity 
from which the article was processed, if it had been processed on January 5, 
1936, but not in excess of (1) the amount of the burden of the tax with respect 
to the article which was shifted to the claimant in the price he paid for the 
article (to the extent that the claimant has not received and is not entitled to 
receive reimbursement for such burden from the processor or other vendor) 
and not in excess of (2) the amount of that part of the burden of the tax appli-
cable to the articles held on January 6, 1936, which the claimant has not passed 
on to his vendees and has not included in the sale price of such articles. In lieu 
of a detailed schedule of articles, purchases, sale prices, and sales under clauses 
(1) and (2) of this subsection, the claimant may (subject to the approval of 
the Commissioner and such investigations as he may cause to be made) submit, 
as a part of his claim, an affidavit setting forth the total amount of tax burden 
passed on to him on the articles with respect to which claim is made; the total 
amount of such burden for which he has received or is entitled to receive reim-
bursement from the processor or other vendor; the total amount of such burden 
that he has passed on to his vendees or has included in the sale prices of such 
articles; and the total amount of such burden that he has borne himself. 

(c) As used in this section— 
(1) The term "commodity subject to a processing tax" means a commodity 

upon the processing of which a tax was provided for under the Agricultural 
Adjustment Act, as amended, as of January 5, 1936. 

(2) The term "tax with respect to the article" means any tax under the 
Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended, with respect to the article (or with 
respect to any commodity or other article from which it was processed). 

(3) The term "sale price" includes the price at which the eisiment actually 
sold the article or articles prior to the date of the filing of his claim or, if the 
article or articles have not been sold, the price at which he is offering the same 
for sale on the date of the filing of his claim. 
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(d) No payment shall be made under this section unless the claimant files a
claim therefor prior to January 1, 1937, in conformity with regulations pre-
scribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary, nor unless he
establishes to the satisfaction of the Commissioner the facts on which such claim
is based.

(e) No claim under this section shall be disallowed on the ground that the
tax with respect to the article or the commodity from which processed has
not been paid, but no claim shall be allowed in an amount less than $10. No
payment shall be made under this section in connection with any article with
respect to which a refund has been allowed or credit has been taken under the
Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended, or a refund has been allowed or is
allowable under section 601 of this title.

(f) No payment shall be made under this section with respect to articles held
in retail floor stocks except (1) flour, prepared flour, cereal preparations, and
gluten, made chiefly from wheat, as classified in Wheat Regulations, Series 1,
Supplement 1, promulgated under the Agricultural Adjustment Act and the
amendments thereto, (2) articles processed wholly or in chief value from cotton,
and (3) direct-consumption sugar processed from sugar beets or sugarcane.
No payment under this section shall be made with respect to articles processed
from wheat, sugar beets, or sugarcane held in other than retail stocks except
(1) flour, prepared flour, cereal preparations, and gluten, made chiefly from
wheat, as classified in Wheat Regulations, Series 1, Supplement 1, and (2)
direct-consumption sugar.

(g) In the case of articles which were agreed to be sold under a contract
entered into prior to January 6, 1936, whereby the vendee agreed to pay a
price including the amount of the tax with respect to the articles, but which
were not delivered prior to such date, the vendee shall be considered the holder
of such articles.

(h) In the absence of fraud the findings of fact and the decision of the
Commissioner upon the merits of any claim under this section, and the mathe-
matical calculation therein shall not be subject to review by any other admin-
istrative or accounting officer, employee, or agent of the United States.

(i) The determination of the Commissioner with respect to any payment
under this section shall be final and no court shall have jurisdiction to review
such determination.

(j) No interest shall be allowed in connection with any payment made
under this section. (U. S. C., Title 7, § 642.)

SBO. 603. PROCLAMATIONS, ETO., MADE APPIRCABLE

The proclamations, certificates, and regulations prescribed by the Secretary
of Agriculture under the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended, in effect
on January 5, 1936, insofar as not inconsistent with this Act, are hereby made
applicable for the purpose of determining the amount of any refund or payment
authorized under sections 601 and 602. (U. S. C., Title 7, § 643.)

Trmnz VII-REFUNDs OF AMOUNTS COLLECTED UNDER THE AoGRCULTURAL
ADJUSTMENT ACT

SEC. 902. CONDITIONS ON ALLOWANCE OF REFUNDS

No refund shall be made or allowed, in pursuance of court decisions or
otherwise, of any amount paid by or collected from any claimant as tax under
the Agricultural Adjustment Act, unless the claimant establishes to the satis-
faction of the Commissioner in accordance with regulations prescribed by him,
with the approval of the Secretary, or to the satisfaction of the trial court, or
the Board of Review in cases provided for under section 906, as the case may
be-

(a) That he bore the burden of such amount and has not been relieved
thereof nor reimbursed therefor nor shifted such burden, directly or indirectly,
(1) through inclusion of such amount by the claimant, or by any person
directly or indirectly under his control, or having control over him, or subject
to the same common control, in the price of any article with respect to which a
tax was imposed under the provisions of such Act, or in the price of any article
processed from any commodity with respect to which a tax was imposed under
such Act, or in any charge or fee for services or processing; (2) through reduc-
tion of the price paid for any such commodity; or (3) in any manner whatso-
ever; and that no understanding or agreement, written or oral, exists whereby
he may be relieved of the burden of such amount, be reimbursed therefor, or
may shift the burden thereof; or

(b) That he has repaid unconditionally such amount to his vendee (1) who
bore the burden thereof, (2) who has not been relieved thereof nor reimbursed
therefor, nor shifted such burden, directly or indirectly, and (3) who is not
entitled to receive any reimbursement therefor from any other source, or to be
relieved of such burden in any manner whatsoever. (U. S. C., Title 7, 1 644.)
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(d) No payment shall be made under this section unless the claimant files a 
claim therefor prior to January 1, 1937, in conformity with regulations pre-
scribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary, nor unless he 
establishes to the satisfaction of the Commissioner the facts on which such claim 
is based. 

(e) No claim under this section shall be disallowed on the ground that the 
tax with respect to the article or the commodity from which processed has 
not been paid, but no claim shall be allowed in an amount less than $10. No 
payment shall be made under this section in connection with any article with 
respect to which a refund has been allowed or credit has been taken under the 
Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended, or a refund has been allowed or is 
allowable under section 601 of this title. 

(f) No payment shall be made under this section with respect to articles held 
in retail floor stocks except (1) flour, prepared flour, cereal preparations, and 
gluten, made chiefly from wheat, as classified in Wheat Regulations, Series 1, 
Supplement 1, promulgated under the Agricultural Adjustment Act and the 
amendments thereto, (2) articles processed wholly or in chief value from cotton, 
and ,(3) direct-consumption sugar processed from sugar beets or sugarcane. 
No payment under this section shall be made with respect to articles processed 
from wheat, sugar beets, or sugarcane held in other than retail stocks except 
(1) flour, prepared flour, cereal preparations, and gluten, made chiefly from 
wheat, as classified in Wheat Regulations, Series 1, Supplement 1, and (2) 
direct-consumption sugar. 

(g) In the case of articles which were agreed to be sold under a contract 
entered into prior to January 6, 1936, whereby the vendee agreed to pay a 
price including the amount of the tax with respect to the articles, but which 
were not delivered prior to such date, the vendee shall be considered the holder 
of such articles. 

(h) In the absence of fraud the findings of fact and the decision of the 
Commissioner upon the merits of any claim under this section, and the mathe-
matical calculation therein shall not be subject to review by any other admin-
istrative or accounting officer, employee, or agent of the United States. 

(i) The determination of the Commissioner with respect to any payment 
under this section shall be final and no court shall have jurisdiction to review 
such determination. 

(j) No interest shall be allowed in connection with any payment made 
under this section. (U. S. (1, Title 7, § 642.) 

S190. 603. PROCLAMATIONS, ETC., MADE APPLICABLE 

The proclamations, certificates, and regulations prescribed by the Secretary 
of Agriculture under the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended, in effect 
on January 5, 1936, insofar as not inconsistent with this Act, are hereby made 
applicable for the purpose of determining the amount of any refund or payment 
authorized under sections 601 and 602. (U. S. Cl., Title 7, § 643.) 

TTTLE VII— REFUNDS or AMOUNTS COLLECTED UNDER THE AGRICULTURAL 
ADJUSTMENT ACT 

SEC. 902. CONDITIONS ON ALLOWANCE OF REFUNDS 

No refund shall be made or allowed, in pursuance of court decisions or 
otherwise, of any amount paid by or collected from any claimant as tax under 
the Agricultural Adjustment Act, unless the claimant establishes to the satis-
faction of the Commissioner in accordance with regulations prescribed by him, 
with the approval of the Secretary, or to the satisfaction of the trial court, or 
the Board of Review in cases provided for under section 906, as the case may 
be— 

(a) That he bore the burden of such amount and has not been relieved 
thereof nor reimbursed therefor nor shifted such burden, directly or indirectly, 
(1) through inclusion of such amount by the claimant, or by any person 
directly or indirectly under his control, or having control over him, or subject 
to the same common control, in the price of any article with respect to which a 
tax was imposed under the provisions of such Act, or in the price of any article 
processed from any commodity with respect to which a tax was imposed under 
such Act, or in any charge or fee for services or processing; (2) through reduc-
tion of the price paid for any such commodity; or (3) in any manner whatso-
ever; and that no understanding or agreement, written or oral, exists whereby 
he may be relieved of the burden of such amount, be reimbursed therefor, or 
may shift the burden thereof; or 

(b) That he has repaid unconditionally such amount to his vendee (1) who 
bore the burden thereof, (2) who has not been relieved thereof nor reimbursed 
therefor, nor shifted such burden, directly or indirectly, and (3) who is not 
entitled to receive any reimbursement therefor from any other source, or to be 
relieved of such burden in any manner whatsoever. (II. S. C., Title 7, I 644.) 



APPENDIX

SEC. 903. FILING OF CLAIMS

No refund shall be made or allowed of any amount paid by or collected from
any person as tax under the Agricultural Adjustment Act unless, after the
enactment of this Act, and prior to July 1, 1937, a claim for refund has been
filed by such person in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Com-
missioner with the approval of the Secretary. All evidence relied upon in
support of such claim shall be clearly set forth under oath. The Commissioner
is authorized to prescribe by regulations, with the approval of the Secretary,
the number of claims which may be filed by any person with respect to the
total amount paid by or collected from such person as tax under the Agri-
cultural Adjustment Act, and such regulations may require that claims for
refund of processing taxes with respect to any commodity or group of com-
modities shall cover the entire period during which such person paid such
processing taxes. (U. S. C., Title 7, § 645.)

SEC. 904. STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS

Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no suit or proceeding, whether
brought before or after the date of enactment of this Act, shall be brought or
maintained in any court for the recovery, recoupment, set-off, refund, or credit
of, or counterclaim for, any amount paid by or collected from any person as
tax (except processing tax, as defined herein) under the Agricultural Adjust-
ment Act (a) before the expiration of eighteen months from the date of filing
a claim therefor under this title, unless the Commissioner renders a decision
thereon within that time, or (b) after the expiration of two years from the
date of mailing by registered mail by the Commissioner to the claimant a
notice of disallowance of that part of the claim to which such suit or proceed-
ing relates. Any consideration or any action by the Commissioner with respect
to such claim following the mailing of notice of disallowance shall not operate
to extend the period within which any suit or proceeding may be brought.
(U. S. C., Title 7, § 646.)

SEC. 905. JURISDICTION OF COURTS

Concurrent with the Court of Claims, the District Courts of the United States
(except as provided in section 906 of this title) shall have jurisdiction of cases
to which this title applies, regardless of the amount in controversy, if such
district courts would have had jurisdiction of such cases but for limitations
under the Judicial Code, as amended, on jurisdiction of such courts based upon
the amount in controversy. The United States Customs Court shall not have
jurisdiction of any such cases. (U. S. C., Title 7, § 647.)

SEC. 906. PBOCEDURE ON CLAIMS FOR REFUNDS OF PROCESSING TAXES

(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no suit or proceeding,
whether brought before or after the date of the enactment of this Act, shall be
brought or maintained in any court for the refund of any amount paid or col-
lected as processing tax, as defined herein, under the Agricultural Adjustment
Act, except as provided in this section. The Commissioner shall allow or dis-
allow, in whole or in part, any claim for refund of any such amount within three
years after such claim was filed, unless such time has been extended by written
consent of the claimant.

(b) There is hereby established in the Treasury Department a Board of
Review (hereinafter referred to as "the Board"). The Board shall be composed
of nine members who shall be officers or employees of the Treasury Department
designated by the Secretary of the Treasury. One of such members shall be
designated by the Secretary to act as chairman of the Board. The chairman
may from time to time divide the Board into divisions of one or more members,
assign the members of the Board thereto, and in case of a division of more than
one member designate the chief thereof. A majority of the members of the
Board or of any division thereof shall constitute a quorum for the transaction
of the business of the Board or of the division respectively. A vacancy in the
Board or in any division thereof shall not impair the powers nor affect the
duties of the Board or division nor of the remaining members of the Board
or division respectively. The Secretary of the Treasury shall assign to the
Board such personnel in the Treasury Department as may be necessary to per-
form its functions. The Board shall have jurisdiction in proceedings under this
section to review the allowance or disallowance of the Commissioner of a claim
for refund, and to determine the amount of refund due any claimant with
respect to such claim. The Commissioner shall make refund of any such
amount determined by a decision of the Board which has become final. The
proceedings of the Board and its divisions shall be conducted in accordance
with such rules and regulations as the Board may prescribe, with the approval
of the Secretary.
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SEC. 903. FILING OF CLAIMS 

No refund shall be made or allowed of any amount paid by or collected from 
any person as tax under the Agricultural Adjustment Act unless, after the 
enactment of this Act, and prior to July 1, 1937, a claim for refund has been 
filed by such person in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Com-
missioner with the approval of the Secretary. All evidence relied upon in 
support of such claim shall be clearly set forth under oath. The Commissioner 
is authorized to prescribe by regulations, with the approval of the Secretary, 
the number of claims which may be filed by any person with respect to the 
total amount paid by or collected from such person as tax under the Agri-
cultural Adjustment Act, and such regulations may require that claims for 
refund of processing taxes with respect to any commodity or group of com-
modities shall cover the entire period during which such person paid such 
processing taxes. (U. S. C., Title 7, § 645.) 

SEC. 904. STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS 

Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no suit or proceeding, whether 
brought before or after the date of enactment of this Act, shall be brought or 
maintained in any court for the recovery, recoupment, set-off, refund, or credit 
of, or counterclaim for, any amount paid by or collected from any person as 
tax (except processing tax, as defined herein) under the Agricultural Adjust-
ment Act (a) before the expiration of eighteen months from the date of filing 
a claim therefor under this title, unless the Commissioner renders a decision 
thereon within that time, or (b) after the expiration of two years from the 
date of mailing by registered mail by the Commissioner to the claimant a 
notice of disallowance of that part of the claim to which such suit or proceed-
ing relates. Any consideration or any action by the Commissioner with respect 
to such claim following the mailing of notice of disallowance shall not operate 
to extend the period within which any suit or proceeding may be brought. 
(U. S. C., Title 7, § 646.) 

SEC. 905. JTJRISDICTION OF COURTS 

Concurrent with the Court of Claims, the District Courts of the United States 
(except as provided in section 906 of this title) shall have jurisdiction of cases 
to which this title applies, regardless of the amount in controversy, if such 
district courts would have had jurisdiction of such cases but for limitations 
under the Judicial Code, as amended, on jurisdiction of such courts based upon 
the amount in controversy. The United States Customs Court shall not have 
jurisdiction of any such cases. (U. S. C., Title 7, § 647.) 

SEC. 906. PROCEDURE ON CLAIMS FOR REFUNDS OF PROCESSING TAXES 

(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no suit or proceeding, 
whether brought before or after the date of the enactment of this Act, shall be 
brought or maintained in any court for the refund of any amount paid or col-
lected as processing tax, as defined herein, under the Agricultural Adjustment 
Act, except as provided in this section. The Commissioner shall allow or dis-
allow, in whole or in part, any claim for refund of any such amount within three 
years after such claim was filed, unless such time has been extended by written 
consent of the claimant. 

(b) There is hereby established in the Treasury Department a Board of 
Review (hereinafter referred to as "the Board"). The Board shall be composed 
of nine members who shall be officers or employees of the Treasury Department 
designated by the Secretary of the Treasury. One of such members shall be 
designated by the Secretary to act as chairman of the Board. The chairman 
may from time to time divide the Board into divisions of one or more members, 
assign the members of the Board thereto, and in case of a division of more than 
one member designate the chief thereof. A majority of the members of the 
Board or of any division thereof shall constitute a quorum for the transaction 
of the business of the Board or of the division respectively. A vacancy in the 
Board or in any division thereof shall not impair the powers nor affect the 
duties of the Board or division nor of the remaining members of the Board 
or division respectively. The Secretary of the Treasury shall assign to the 
Board such personnel in the Treasury Department as may be necessary to per-
form its functions. The Board shall have jurisdiction in proceedings under this 
section to review the allowance or disallowance of the Commissioner of a claim 
for refund, and to determine the amount of refund due any claimant with 
respect to such claim. The Commissioner shall make refund of any such 
amount determined by a decision of the Board which has become final. The 
proceedings of the Board and its divisions shall be conducted in accordance 
with such rules and regulations as the Board may prescribe, with the approval 

of the Secretary. 
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(c) The allowance or disallowance of the Commissioner of a claim for refund
under this section shall be final, unless within three months after the date of
mailing by registered mail by the Commissioner of notice that a claim for refund
of any such amount has been disallowed, in whole or in part, the claimant files
a petition with the Board requesting a hearing on the merits of his claim, in
whole or in part. Upon the filing of any such petition, the claimant shall be
entitled to a hearing as provided herein, and within three months after the date
of such filing the Board shall set a date for such hearing which shall be not more
than two years from the date of filing of the petition. Such hearing shall be
held in Washington, District of Columbia, or in the collection district in which
is located the principal place of business of the claimant, as the claimant may
designate in his petition, or in any place which may be designated by the Com-
missioner and the claimant by stipulation in writing, and may be continued from
day to day. The Board shall notify the claimant and the Commissioner of the
time and place set for such hearing by registered mail.

(d) Each such hearing shall be conducted by a presiding officer who shall
be a member of the Board or an officer or employee of the Treasury Department
designated a presiding officer by the Secretary of the Treasury, and assigned
by the Board to preside at such hearing, and shall be open to the public. The
proceedings in such hearings shall be conducted in accordance with such rules
of practice and procedure (other than rules of evidence) as the Board may pre-
scribe with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, and in accordance
with the rules of evidence applicable in courts of equity of the District of
Columbia. The claimant and the Commissioner shall be entitled to be repre-
sented by counsel, to have witnesses subpenaed, and to examine and cross-
examine witnesses. The presiding officer shall have authority to administer
oaths, examine witnesses, rule on questions of procedure and the admissibility of
evidence, and to require by subpena, signed by any member of the Board, the
attendance and testimony of witnesses, and the production of all necessary
returns, books, papers, records, correspondence, memoranda, and other evidence,
from any place in the United States at any designated place of hearing, and to
require the taking of a deposition by any designated individual competent to
administer oaths. Any witness summoned or whose deposition is taken pur-
suant to this section shall receive the same fees and mileage as witnesses in
the courts of the United States.

(e) The presiding officers shall recommend findings of fact and a decision to
the Board or the proper division thereof within six months after the conclusion
of the hearing. Briefs with respect to such recommendations may be submitted
to the Board or such division on behalf of the Commissioner and the claimant
within thirty days after such recommendations have been made, unless such
time is extended by the Board or such division. Except upon specific order of
the chairman of the Board, no oral argument may be presented to the Board
or such division after the conclusion of the hearing. The Board or a division
shall make its findings of fact and decision in writing as quickly as practicable.
The findings of fact and the decision of a division shall become the findings of
fact and decision of the Board within thirty days after they have been made by
the division, unless within such period, the chairman has directed that such
findings and decision shall be reviewed by the Board. The findings and decision
of a division shall not be a part of the record in any case in which the chair-
man directs that such findings and decision shall be reviewed by the Board.
Copies of the findings of fact and decision of the Board shall be mailed to the
claimant and the Commissioner by registered mail.

(f) The Board, with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, is au-
thorized to draw up a table of costs and fees relating to such hearings, and the
preparation of transcripts of record thereof, not to exceed with respect to any
one item those charged in the Supreme Court of the United States. Such costs
and fees shall be paid by the claimant and be collected in accordance with such
rules and regulations as may be prescribed by the Board, with the approval of
the Secretary. If the hearing provided herein results in a modification of the
allowance or disallowance of the Commissioner, such costs shall be returned
to the claimant.

(g) A review of the decision of the Board, made after the hearing provided
in this section, may be obtained by the claimant or Commissioner by filing a
petition for review in the Circuit Court of Appeals of the United States within
any circuit wherein such claimant resides, or has his principal place of busi-
ness, or, if none, in the United States Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia, or any such court which may be designated by the Commissioner
and the claimant by stipulation in writing, within three months after the date
of the mailing to the claimant and the Commissioner of the copy of the findings
and decision of the Board. A copy of such petition shall forthwith be served
upon the Commissioner or upon any officer designated by him for that purpose,
or upon the claimant, according to which party files such petition, and upon
the Board. Thereupon the Board shall certify and file in the court, in which
such petition has been filed, a transcript of the record upon which the findings
and decision complained of were based. Upon the filing of such transcript such
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court shall have exclusive jurisdiction to affirm the decision of the Board, or
to modify or reverse such decision, if it is not in accordance with law, with or
without remanding the cause for a rehearing, as justice may require. No ob-
jection shall be considered by the court unless such objection shall have been
urged before the Board or division and the presiding officer, or unless there were
reasonable grounds for failure so to do. If the claimant or the Commissioner
shall apply to the court for leave to adduce additional evidence and shall show
to the satisfaction of the court that such additional evidence is material, and
that there were reasonable grounds for failure to adduce such evidence in the
hearing before the presiding officer, the court may order such additional evi-
dence to be taken before such officer, and to be adduced upon the hearing in
such manner and upon such terms and conditions as to the court may seem
proper. The Board may modify its findings of fact and decision by reason of
the additional evidence so taken and it shall file with the court such modified
or new findings and decision. The judgment of the court shall be final, subject
to review by the Supreme Court of the United States, upon certification or
certiorari as provided in sections 239 and 240 of the Judicial Code, as amended.
Such courts are authorized to adopt rules for the filing of petitions for review,
the preparation of the record for review, and the conduct of the proceedings on
review. If the decision of the Board is affirmed, costs shall be awarded against
the claimant, and if such decision is reversed, the judgment shall provide for a
refund of any costs paid by the claimant. In case of modification of such
decision costs shall be awarded or refused as justice may require. The decision
of the Board made after the hearing provided herein shall become final in the
same manner that decisions of the Board of Tax Appeals become final under
section 1005 of the Revenue Act of 1926, as amended. (U. S. C., Title 7, § 648.)

SEC. 907. EVIDENCE AND PRESUMPTIONS

(a) Where the refund claimed is for an amount paid or collected as process-
ing tax, as defined herein, it shall be prima-facie evidence that the burden of
such amount was borne by the claimant to the extent (not to exceed the
amount of the tax) that the average margin per unit of the commodity proc-
essed was lower during the tax period than the average margin was during
the period before and after the tax. If the average margin during the tax
period was not lower, it shall be prima-facie evidence that none of the burden
of such amount was borne by the claimant but that it was shifted to others.

(b) The average margin for the tax period and the average margin for the
period before and after the tax shall each be determined as follows:'

(1) TAX PERIOD.-The average margin for the tax period shall be the
average of the margins for all months (or portions of months) within the
tax period. The margin for each such month shall be computed as follows:
From the gross sales value of all articles processed by the claimant from
the commodity during such month, deduct the cost of the commodity proc-
essed during the month and deduct the processing tax paid with respect
thereto. The sum so ascertained shall be divided by the total number of
units of the commodity processed during such month, and the resulting
figure shall be the margin for the month.

(2) PERIOD BEFORE AND AFTER THE TAX.-The average margin for the period
before and after the tax shall be the average of the margins for all months
(or portions of months) within the period before and after the tax. The
margin for each such month shall be computed as follows: From the gross
sales value of all articles processed by the claimant from the commodity dur-
ing such month, deduct the cost of the commodity processed during the month.
The sum so ascertained shall be divided by the number of units of the com-
modity processed during such month, and the resulting figure shall be the
margin for the month.

(3) AVERAGE MARGIN.-The average margin for each period shall be ascer-
tained in the same manner as monthly margins under subdivisions (1) and
(2), using total gross sales value, total cost of commodity processed, total
processing tax paid, and total units of commodity processed, during such
period.

(4) CoMBINATION OF COMMODITIEs.-Where, as, for example, in the case of
certain types of tobacco, the articles produced and sold by the claimant
are the product of several commodities combined by him during processing,
the average margins shall be established with respect to such commodities
as a group, and not individually, in accordance with rules and regulations
prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary of the
Treasury.

(5) COST OF COMMODITY.-The cost of commodity processed during each
month shall be (a) the actual cost of the commodity processed if the account-
ing procedure of the claimant is based thereon, or (b) the product computed
by multiplying the quantity of the commodity processed by the current prices
at the time of processing for commodities of like quality and grade in the
markets where the claimant customarily makes his purchases.
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(6) GROSS SALES VALUE OF ARTICLES.-The gross sales value of articles shall
mean (a) the total of the quantity of each article derived from the com-
modity processed by the claimant during each month multiplied by (b) the
claimant's sale prices current at the time of processing for articles of similar
grade and quality.

(7) The quantity of each article derived from the commodity processed
may be either (a) the actual quantity obtained, as shown by the records of
the claimant, or (b) an estimated quantity computed by multiplying the
quantity of commodity processed by appropriate conversion factors giving
the quantity of articles customarily obtained from the processing of each
unit of the commodity.

(c) The "tax period" shall mean the period with respect to which the claim-
ant actually paid the processing tax to a collector of internal revenue and shall
end on the date with respect to which the last payment was made. The
"period before and after the tax" shall mean the twenty-four months (except
that in the case of tobacco it shall be the twelve months) immediately preced-
ing the effective date of the processing tax, and the six months, February to
July, 1936, inclusive. If during any part of such period the claimant was not
in business, or if his records for any part of such period are so inadequate as
not to provide satisfactory data on prices paid for commodities purchased or
prices received for articles sold, the average prices paid or received by repre-
sentative concerns engaged in a similar business and similarly circumstanced
may with the approval of the Commissioner, where necessary for a fair com-
parison, be substituted in making the necessary computations. If the claimant
was not in business during the entire period before and after the tax, the aver-
age margin, during such period, of representative concerns engaged in a similar
business and similarly circumstanced, as determined by the Commissioner, shall
be used as his average margin for such period.

(d) If the claimant made any purchase or sale otherwise than through an
arm's-length transaction, and at a price other than the fair market price, the
Commissioner may determine the purchase or sale price to be that for which
such purchases or sales were at that time made in the ordinary course of trade.

(e) Either the claimant or the Commissioner may rebut the presumption
established by subsection (a) of this section by proof of the actual extent to
which the claimant shifted to others the burden of the processing tax. Such
proof may include, but shal not be limited to-

(1) Proof that the difference or lack of difference between the average
margin for the tax period and the average margin for the period before and
after the tax was due to changes in factors other than the tax. Such factors
shall include any clearly shown change (A) in the type or grade of article or
commodity, or (B) in costs of production. If the claimant asserts that the
burden of the tax was borne by him and the burden of any other increased
costs was shifted to others, the Commissioner shall determine, from the ef-
fective dates of the imposition or termination of the tax and the effective date
of other changes in costs as compared with the date of the changes in margin
(when margins are computed for weeks, months, or other intervals between
July 1, 1931, and August, 1936, in the manner specified in subsection (b)),
and from the general experience of the industry, whether the tax or the
increase in other costs was shifted to others. If the Commissioner deter-
mines that the difference in average margin was due in part to the tax and in
part to the increase in other costs, he shall apportion the change in margin
between them;

(2) Proof that the claimant modified existing contracts of sale, or adopted
a new form of contract of sale, to reflect the initiation, termination, or change
in amount of the processing tax, or at any such time changed the sale price
of the article (including the effect of a change in size, package, discount
terms, or any other merchandising practice) by substantially the amount of
the tax or change therein, or at any time billed the tax as a separate item
to any vendee, or indicated by any writing that the sale price included the
amount of the tax, or contracted to refund any part of the sale price in the
event of recovery of the tax or decision of its invalidity; but the claimant may
establish that such acts were caused by factors other than the processing tax,
or that they do not represent his practice at other times. If the claimant
processed any product in addition to the commodity with respect to the
processing of which there was paid or collected an amount as tax for which he
claims a refund, and if the Commissioner has reason to believe that the
burden of such amount was shifted in whole or in part by means of the
transactions relating to such product, the average margin with respect to such
product, and articles processed therefrom, shall also be considered, and shall
be determined for the tax period applicable to the commodity and for the
period before and after the tax in the manner prescribed in subsection (b)
of this section. To the extent the Commissioner determines that the average
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margin with respect to such product was higher during the tax period than it
was during the period before and after the tax, it shall be prima-facie evi-
dence that such amount was not borne by the claimant but that it was shifted
to others. (U. S. C., Title 7, § 649.)

SEC. 908. LIMITATIONS ON ALLOWANCE OF CLAIMS AND INTEREST

(a) No claim shall be allowed under this title in an amount less than $10.
(b) No interest shall be allowed by the Commissioner or by any court with

respect to any amount paid or collected as tax under the Agricultural Adjust-
ment Act, except with respect to amounts, refund of which is made or allowed
under this title. (U. S. C., Title 7, § 650.)

SEC. 909. LIMITATIONS ON BEVIEW

In the absence of fraud or mistake in mathematical calculation, the findings
of fact and conclusions of law of the Commissioner upon the merits of any
claim presented under this title shall not be subject to review by any other
administrative or accounting officer, employee, or agent of the United States.
(U. S. C., Title 7, § 651.)

SEC. 910. LIABILITY OF COILXCTOB.

No collector of internal revenue or customs, or internal revenue or customs
officer or employee, shall be in any way liable to any person for any act done
by him in the assessment or collection of any amount as tax under the Agri-
cultural Adjustment Act, or for the recovery of any money exacted by or paid
to him and paid into the Treasury, in performance of his official duties under
the provisions of such Act, or if such collector or officer acted under the direc-
tion of the Secretary or other proper officer of the Government. (U. S. C.,
Title 7. § 652.)

SEC. 911. INAPPLICABILITY TO CERTAIN REFUNDS

The provisions of this title shall not apply to any refund authorized under
the provisions of sections 15, 16, or 17 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as
amended and reenacted, or with respect to any articles exported under the pro-
visions of section 317 of the Tariff Act of 1930. No refund shall be made or
allowed of any amount paid or collected as tax under the Agricultural Adjust-
ment Act, as amended and reenacted, to the extent that refund or credit with
respect to such amount has been made to any person. (U. S. C., Title 7, § 653.)

SEC. 912. PERIOD NOT EXTENDED

Any suit or proceeding with respect to any amount paid or collected as tax
under the Agricultural Adjustment Act which is barred on the date of enact-
ment of this Act shall remain barred. No claim with respect to any such
amount which is barred from allowance at the time of the enactment of this
Act shall hereafter be allowed in any amount. (U. S. C., Title 7, § 654.)

sEo. 913. DEFINITIONS

When used in this title-
(a) The term "tax" means a tax or exaction denominated a "tax" under the

Agricultural Adjustment Act, and shall include any penalty, addition to tax,
additional tax, or interest applicable to such tax.

(b) The term "processing tax" means any tax or exaction denominated a
"processing tax" under the Agricultural Adjustment Act, but shall not include
any amount paid or collected as tax with respect to the processing of a com-
modity for a customer for a charge or fee.

(c) The term "commodity" means any commodity, prior to processing, of a
type with respect to the processing of which a processing tax was imposed
under the Agricultural Adjustment Act

(d) The term "article" means the product which is obtained by processing a
commodity, and includes the product obtained by further manufacture or by
combination with other materials.

(e) The term "refund" includes any recovery, recoupment, set-off, credit, or
counterclaim.

(f) The term "Agricultural Adjustment Act" means the Agricultural Adjust-
ment Act as originally enacted and the amendments thereto adopted prior to
January 6, 193& (U. S. C., Title 7, § 655.)
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SEO. 913. DEFINITIONS 

When used in this title— 
(a ) The term "tax" means a tax or exaction denominated a "tax" under the 

Agricultural Adjustment Act, and shall include any penalty, addition to tax, 
additional tax, or interest applicable to such tax. 

(b) The term "processing tax" means any tax or exaction denominated a 
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modity for a customer for a charge or fee. 
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type with respect to the processing of which a processing tax was imposed 
under the Agricultural Adjustment Act. 

(d) The term "article" means the product which is obtained by processing a 
commodity, and includes the product obtained by further manufacture or by 
combination with other materials. 

(e) The term "refund" includes any recovery, recoupment, set-off, credit, or 
counterclaim. 

(f) The term "Agricultural Adjustment Act" means the Agricultural Adjust-
ment Act as originally enacted and the amendments thereto adopted prior to 
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CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS

S6C. 914. AUTHORITY OF COMMISSIONER

In connection with the establishment of the facts required to be established
under this title, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue is hereby authorized,
by any officer or employee of the Treasury Department and of the Bureau of
Internal Revenue, including the field service, designated by him for that purpose,
to examine any books, papers, records, or memoranda which are relevant and
material in connection with any claim made pursuant to this title, to require
the attendance of the claimant or of any officer or employee of the claimant,
or the attendance of any other person having knowledge in the premises, and
to take, or cause to be taken, his testimony with reference to any such matter,
with power to administer oaths to such person or persons. It shall be lawful
for the Commissioner, or any person designated by him, to summon witnesses
to appear before the Commissioner, or before any person designated by him,
at a time and place named in the summons, and to produce such books, papers,
correspondence, memoranda, or other records as the Commissioner may deem
relevant or material, and to give testimony or answer interrogatories, under
oath, relating to any claim made pursuant to this title. The provisions of
3174 and 3175 of the Revised Statutes, as amended, shall be applicable with
respect to any summons issued pursuant to the provisions of this title. Any
witness summoned under this title shall be paid the same fees and mileage as
are paid witnesses in the courts of the United States. All information ob-
tained by the Commissioner pursuant to this section shall be available to the
Secretary of Agriculture upon written request therefor. Such information shall
be kept confidential by all officers and employees of the Department of Agri-
culture, and any such officer or employee who violates this requirement shall,
upon conviction, be subject to a fine of not more than $1,000 or to imprisonment
for not more than one year, or both, and shall be removed from office. (U. S. C.,
Title 7, § 656.)

SEO. 915. SALABIES AND ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

Funds made available to the Secretary of Agriculture by the appropriation for
the fiscal year 1936 in section 32 of Public Numbered 320, 74th Congress, ap-
proved August 24, 1935, to the extent of the unobligated balance thereof; and
by the appropriation in section 12 (a) of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, in an
amount not in excess of $15,000,000; shall be available until June 30, 1937, for
transfer to the Treasury Department for salaries and administrative expenses
in carrying out the provisions of this title and of Title IV, including necessary
investigative work, and for refunds and payments under Title IV. Such funds
shall be available for expenditure by the Secretary of the Treasury for personal
services and rent in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, for law books,
books of reference, press releases, trade journals, periodicals, and newspapers,
for contracting reporting services, printing and paper in addition to allotments
under the existing law, travel expenses, for mileage and per diem of witnesses,
in lieu of subsistence, payment of which mileage and per diem may be made
in advance upon certification of such officers as the Commissioner or the Secre-
tary may designate, and such certification shall be conclusive. In addition to
the foregoing, the administrative expenses provided for in this section shall
include such miscellaneous expenses as may be authorized or approved by the
Commissioner or the Secretary for carrying out the provisions of this title,
including witness fees and mileage for experts, notarial fees, or like services,
and stenographic work for taking depositions. (U. S. C., Title 7, § 657.)

SEC. 916. BULES AND RBaULATIONS

The Commissioner shall, with the approval of the Secretary, prescribe such
rules and regulations as may be deemed necessary to carry out the provisions of
this title. (U. S. C., Title 7, § 658.)

SlC. 917. PERSONNEL

(a) The Secretary may appoint such officers, attorneys, economists, and other
experts without regard to the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, and with-
out regard to the civil-service laws or regulations, as are necessary to execute
the functions vested in him and the Commissioner by this title. No compensa-
tion at a rate in excess of $8,500 per annum shall be paid to any such appointee.

(b) Officers and employees of the other executive departments and establish-
ments of the Government may, at the request of the Secretary of the Treasury,
and with approval of the head of any such department or establishment, be
detailed to the Treasury Department from time to time for such temporary
duties as may be necessary in carrying out the provisions of this title. The
proper appropriation of such executive department or establishment from which
such officers or employees are so detailed shall be reimbursed by the Treasury
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Department to the extent of salaries and other compensation paid to such officers
and employees during the time they shall be so detailed. (U. S. C., Title 7,
§ 659.)

TITLE 11-BANKRUPTCY

NATIONAL BANKRUPTCY ACT

(July 1, 1898, c. 541, 30 Stat. 544, amended June 22, 1938, c. 575, 52 Stat. 840)

DEBTS NOT AFFECTED BY A DISCHARGE

SEC. 17. A discharge in bankruptcy shall release a bankrupt from all of his
provable debts * * * except such as * * * are due as a tax levied by the
United States, * * * (U. S. C., Title 11, § 35.)

DEBTS OWING AS PENALTIES IN BANKRUPTCIES

SEC. 57 (j). Debts owing to the United States, * * * as a penalty or
forfeiture shall not be allowed, except for the amount of the pecuniary loss sus-
tained by the act, transaction, or proceeding out of which the penalty or forfei-
ture arose, with reasonable and actual costs occasioned thereby and such
interest as may have accrued thereon according to law. (U. S. C., Title 11,
§ 93 (j).)

DEBTS WHICH HAVE PRIOBITY

SEC. 64. Debts Which Have Priority.-a. The debts to have priority, in ad-
vance of the payment of dividends to creditors, and to be paid in full out of
bankrupt estates, and the order of payment, shall be (1) the actual and neces-
sary costs and expenses of preserving the estate subsequent to filing the peti-
tion; the filing fees paid by creditors in involuntary cases; where property of
the bankrupt, transferred or concealed by him either before or after the filing
of the petition, shall have been recovered for the benefit of the estate of the
bankrupt by the efforts and at the cost and expense of one or more creditors,
the reasonable costs and expenses of such recovery; the costs and expenses of
administration, including the trustee's expenses in opposing the bankrupt's dis-
charge, the fees, the mileage payable to witnesses as now or hereafter provided
by the laws of the United States, and one reasonable attorney's fee, for the
professional services actually rendered, irrespective of the number of attorneys
employed, to the petitioning creditors in involuntary cases and to the bankrupt
in voluntary and involuntary cases, as the court may allow; (2) wages, not to
exceed $600 to each claimant, which have been earned within three months be-
fore the date of the commencement of the proceeding, due to workmen, servants,
clerks, or traveling or city salesmen on salary or commission basis, whole or
part time, whether or not selling exclusively for the bankrupt; (3) where the
confirmation of an arrangement or wage-earner plan or the bankrupt's discharge
has been refused, revoked, or set aside upon the objection and through the
efforts and at the cost and expense of one or more creditors, or, where through
the efforts and at the cost and expense of one or more creditors, evidence shall
have been adduced resulting in the conviction of any person of an offense under
this Act, the reasonable costs and expenses of such creditors in obtaining such
refusal, revocation, or setting aside, or in adducing such evidence; (4) taxes
legally due and owing by the bankrupt to the United States or any State or any
subdivision thereof: Provided, That no order shall be made for the payment
of a tax assessed against any property of the bankrupt in excess of the value
of the interest of the bankrupt estate therein as determined by the court: And
provided further, That, in case any question arises as to the amount or legality
of any taxes, such question shall be heard and determined by the court; and (5)
debts owing to any person, including the United States, who by the laws of the
United States in entitled to priority, and rent owing to a landlord who is
entitled to priority by applicable State law: Provided, however, That such pri-
ority for rent to a landlord shall be restricted to the rent which is legally due
and owing for the actual use and occupancy of the premises affected, and which
accrued within three months before the date of bankruptcy.

b. Debts contracted while a discharge is in force or after the confirmation of
an arrangement shall, in the event of a revocation of the discharge or setting
aside of the confirmation, have priority and be paid in full in advance of the
payment of the debts which were provable in the bankruptcy or arrangement
proceeding, as the case may be. (Amended Feb. 5, 1903, c. 487, § 14, 32 Stat.
800, amended June 15, 1906, c. 3333; 34 Stat. 267, amended May 27, 1926, c. 406,
§ 15, 44 Stat. 666, amended June 22, 1938, c. 575, 52 Stat. 874.) (U. S. C., Title 11,
8 104.)

1 8o in original.
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CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS

AMENDMENTS OF JUNE 22, 1938

(C. 575, 52 Stat. 883, et seq.)

(U. S. 0., Title 11, sec. 501 et seq.)

"CHAPTER X-CORPORATE REORGANIZATIONS

ATIOLM I---CONSTRUCTION

SEa 101. The provisions of this chapter shall apply exclusively to proceedings
under this chapter.

SEO. 102. The provisions of chapters I to VII, inclusive, of this Act shall,
insofar as they are not inconsistent or in conflict with the provisions of this
chapter, apply in proceedings under this chapter: Provided, however, That section
23, subdivisions h and n of section 57, section 64, and subdivision f of section 70,
shall not apply in such proceedings unless an order shall be entered directing
that bankruptcy be proceeded with pursuant to the provisions of chapters I
to VII, inclusive. For the purposes of such application, provisions relating to
"bankrupts" shall be deemed to relate also to "debtors," and "bankruptcy pro-
ceedings" or "proceedings in bankruptcy" shall be deemed to include proceedings
under this chapter. For the purposes of such application the date of the filing
of the petition in bankruptcy shall be taken to be the date of the filing of an
original petition under section 128 of this Act, and the date of adjudication shall
be taken to be the date of approval of a petition filed under section 127 or 128
of this Act except where an adjudication had previously been entered.

AMICLE II--DEFINITIONS

SEC. 106. For the purposes of this chapter, unless inconsistent with the context-
(1) "claims" shall include all claims of whatever character against a debtor

or its property, except stock, whether or not such claims are provable under
section 63 of this Act and whether secured or unsecured, liquidated or unliqui-
dated, fixed or contingent;

(2) "commission" shall mean any commission or public authority created by
any law of the United States or of any State, having regulatory jurisdiction
over a public-utility corporation;

(3) "corporation" shall mean a corporation, as defined in this Act, which
could be adjudged a bankrupt under this Act, and any railroad corporation
excepting a railroad corporation authorized to file a petition under section 77
of this Act;

(4) "creditor" shall mean the holder of any claim;
(5) "debtor" shall mean a corporation by or against which a petition has

been filed under this chapter;
(6) "debts" shall include all claims;
(7) "executory contracts" shall include unexpired leases of real property;
(8) "indenture trustee" shall mean a trustee under a mortgage, deed of trust,

or indenture, pursuant to which there are securities outstanding, other than
voting-trust certificates, constituting claims against a debtor or claims secured
by a lien upon any of its property;

(9) "petition" shall mean a petition filed under this chapter by a debtor, credi-
tors, or indenture trustee proposing that a plan of reorganization be effected;

(10) "plan" shall mean a plan of reorganization proposed in a proceeding
under this chapter;

(11) "securities" shall include notes, bonds, and other evidences of indebted-
ness, either secured or unsecured, and stock;

(12) "stock" shall include membership, shares, and similar interests In a
debtor, certificates and other evidences of such membership, shares or interests,
and voting-trust certificates;

(13) "subsidiary" shall mean a corporation substantially all of whose prop-
erties are operated under lease or operating agreement, or the majority of whose
stock having power to vote for the election of directors, trustees, or other similar
controlling bodies is owned, directly or indirectly, through an intervening corpora-
tion or other medium, by another parent corporation, a petition by or against
which has been approved.

SEC. 107. Creditors or stockholders or any class thereof shall be deemed to be
"affected" by a plan only if their or its interest shall be materially and adversely
affected thereby. In the event of controversy, the court shall after hearing upon
notice summarily determine whether any creditor or stockholder or class is so
affected.

ABrIcLE rm-lIUtSDIOTION AND POWERS OF COIUT

Se 111. Where not inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter, the court
in which a petition is filed shall, for the purposes of this chapter, have exclusive
jurisdiction of the debtor and its property, wherever located.
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SEC. 112. Prior to the approval of a petition, the jurisdiction, powers, and
duties of the court and of its officers, where not inconsistent with the provisions
of this chapter, shall be the same as in a bankruptcy proceeding before
adjudication.

SEC. 113. Prior to the approval of a petition, the judge may upon cause shown
grant a temporary stay, until the petition is approved or dismissed, of a prior
pending bankruptcy, mortgage foreclosure or equity receivership proceeding
and of any act or other proceeding to enforce a lien against a debtor's property,
and may upon cause shown enjoin or stay until the petition is approved or dis-
missed the commencement or continuation of a suit against a debtor.

SEC. 114. Upon the approval of a petition, the jurisdiction, powers, and duties
of the court and of its officers, where not inconsistent with the provisions of
this chapter, shall be the same as in a bankruptcy proceeding upon adjudication.

SEC. 115. Upon the approval of a petition, the court shall have and may, in
addition to the jurisdiction, powers, and duties hereinabove and elsewhere in
this chapter conferred and imposed upon it, exercise all the powers, not incon-
sistent with the provisions of this chapter, which a court of the United States
would have if it had appointed a receiver in equity of the property of the debtor
on the ground of insolvency or inability to meet its debts as they mature.

SEC. 116. Upon the approval of a petition, the judge may, in addition to the
jurisdiction, powers, and duties hereinabove and elsewhere in this chapter con-
ferred and imposed upon him and the court-

(1) permit the rejection of executory contracts of the debtor, except contracts
in the public authority, upon notice to the parties to such contracts and to such
other parties in interest as the judge may designate;

(2) authorize a receiver, trustee, or debtor in possession, upon such notice as
the judge may prescribe and upon cause shown, to issue certificates of indebted-
ness for cash, property, or other consideration approved by the judge, upon such
terms and conditions and with such security and priority in payment over
existing obligations, secured or unsecured, as in the particular case may be
equitable;

(3) authorize a receiver or a trustee or a debtor in possession, upon such
notice as the judge may prescribe and upon cause shown, to lease or sell any
property of the debtor, whether real or personal, upon such terms and conditions
as the judge may approve; and

(4) in addition to the relief provided by section 11 of this Act, enjoin or stay
until final decree the commencement or continuation of a suit against the debtor
or its trustee or any act or proceeding to enforce a lien upon the property of the
debtor.

SEC. 117. The judge may, at any stage of a proceeding under this chapter, refer
the proceeding to a referee in bankruptcy to hear and determine any or all matters
not reserved to the judge by the provisions of this chapter, or he may refer the
proceeding to a special master, who may be a referee in bankruptcy, to hear and
report generally or upon specified matters. The appointment of a receiver in
a proceeding under this chapter shall be by the judge.

SEC. 118. The judge may transfer a proceeding under this chapter to a court
of bankruptcy in any other district, regardless of the location of the principal
assets of the debtor or its principal place of business, if the interests of the
parties will be best served by such transfer.

SEC. 119. Whenever under this chapter the court is required or permitted to
fix a time for any purpose, the court may upon cause shown extend such time.

SEO. 120. Whenever notice is to be given under this chapter, the court shall
designate, if not otherwise specified hereunder, the time within which, the persons
to whom, and the form and manner in which the notice shall be given. Any
notice to be given under this chapter may be combined, whenever feasible, with
any other notice or notices to be given under this chapter.

SEc. 121. Where not inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter, the
jurisdiction of appellate courts shall be the same as in a bankruptcy proceeding.

ARTICLE V-PERTITION

SEC. 128. A corporation, or three or more creditors who have claims against a
corporation or its property amounting in the aggregate to $5,000 or over,
liquidated as to amount and not contingent as to liability, or an indenture trustee
where the securities outstanding under the indenture are liquidated as to amount
and not contingent as to liability, may, if no other petition by or against such
corporation is pending under this chapter, file a petition under this chapter.

SEC. 127. A petition may be filed in a pending bankruptcy proceeding either
before or after the adjudication of a corporation.

SEc. 128. If no bankruptcy proceeding is pending, an original petition may be
filed with the court in whose territorial jurisdiction the corporation has had its
principal place of business or its principal assets for the preceding six months
or for a longer portion of the preceding six months than in any other jurisdiction.
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SEC. 112. Prior to the approval of a petition, the jurisdiction, powers, and 
duties of the court and of its officers, where not inconsistent with the provisions 
of this chapter, shall be the same as in a bankruptcy proceeding before 
adjudication. 

SEc. 113. Prior to the approval of a petition, the judge may upon cause shown 
grant a temporary stay, until the petition is approved or dismissed, of a prior 
pending bankruptcy, mortgage foreclosure or equity receivership proceeding 
and of any act or other proceeding to enforce a lien against a debtor's property, 
and may upon cause shown enjoin or stay until the petition is approved or dis-
missed the commencement or continuation of a suit against a debtor. 
SEC. 114. Upon the approval of a petition, the jurisdiction, powers, and duties 

of the court and of its officers, where not inconsistent with the provisions of 
this chapter, shall be the same as in a bankruptcy proceeding upon adjudication. 
SEC. 115. Upon the approval of a petition, the court shall have and may, in 

addition to the jurisdiction, powers, and duties hereinabove and elsewhere in 
this chapter conferred and imposed upon it, exercise all the powers, not incon-
sistent with the provisions of this chapter, which a court of the United States 
would have if it had appointed a receiver in equity of the property of the debtor 
on the ground of insolvency or inability to meet its debts as they mature. 
SEC. 116. Upon the approval of a petition, the judge may, in addition to the 

jurisdiction, powers, and duties hereinabove and elsewhere in this chapter con-
ferred and imposed upon him and the court— 

(1) permit the rejection of executory contracts of the debtor, except contracts 
in the public authority, upon notice to the parties to such contracts and to such 
other parties in interest as the judge may designate; 

(2) authorize a receiver, trustee, or debtor in possession, upon such notice as 
the judge may prescribe and upon cause shown, to issue certificates of indebted-
ness for cash, property, or other consideration approved by the judge, upon such 
terms and conditions and with such security and priority in payment over 
existing obligations, secured or unsecured, as in the particular case may be 
equitable; 

(3) authorize a receiver or a trustee or a debtor in possession, upon such 
notice as the judge may prescribe and upon cause shown, to lease or sell any 
property of the debtor, whether real or personal, upon such terms and conditions 
as the judge may approve; and 

(4) in addition to the relief provided by section 11 of this Act, enjoin or stay 
until final decree the commencement or continuation of a suit against the debtor 
or its trustee or any act or proceeding to enforce a lien upon the property of the 
debt or. 
SEC. 117. The judge may, at any stage of a proceeding under this chapter, refer 

the proceeding to a referee in bankruptcy to hear and determine any or all matters 
not reserved to the judge by the provisions of this chapter, or he may refer the 
proceeding to a special master, who may be a referee in bankruptcy, to hear and 
report generally or upon specified matters. The appointment of a receiver in 
a proceeding under this chapter shall be by the judge. 
SEC. 118. The judge may transfer a proceeding under this chapter to a court 

of bankruptcy in any other district, regardless of the location of the principal 
assets of the debtor or its principal place of business, if the interests of the 
parties will be best served by such transfer. 
SEC. 119. Whenever under this chapter the court is required or permitted to 

fix a time for any purpose, the court may upon cause shown extend such time. 
SEC. 120. Whenever notice is to be given under this chapter, the court shall 

designate, if not otherwise specified hereunder, the time within which, the persons 
to whom, and the form and manner in which the notice shall be given. Any 
notice to be given under this chapter may be combined, whenever feasible, with 
any other notice or notices to be given under this chapter. 
SEC. 121. Where not inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter, the 

jurisdiction of appellate courts shall be the same as in a bankruptcy proceeding. 

ARTICLE PT—PETITION 

Sol 120. A corporation, or three or more creditors who have claims against a 
corporation or its property amounting in the aggregate to $5,000 or over, 
liquidated as to amount and not contingent as to liability, or an indenture trustee 
where the securities outstanding under the indenture are liquidated as to amount 
and not contingent as to liability, may, if no other petition by or against such 
corporation is pending under this chapter, file a petition under this chapter. 

SEc. 127. A petition may be filed in a pending bankruptcy proceeding either 
before or after the adjudication of a corporation. 
SEC. 128. If no bankruptcy proceeding is pending, an original petition may be 

filed with the court in whose territorial jurisdiction the corporation has had its 
principal place of business or its principal assets for the preceding six months 
or for a longer portion of the preceding six months than in any other jurisdiction. 
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SEc. 129. If a corporation be a subsidiary, an original petition by or against
it may be filed either as provided in section 128 of this Act or in the court which
has approved the petition by or against its parent corporation.

SEa 130. Every petition shall state-
(1) that the corporation is insolvent or unable to pay its debts as they mature;
(2) the applicable jurisdictional facts requisite under this chapter;
(3) the nature of the business of the corporation;
(4) the assets, liabilities, capital stock, and financial condition of the corpora-

tion;
(5) the nature of all pending proceedings affecting the property of the cor-

poration known to the petitioner or petitioners and the courts in which they are
pending;

(6) the status of any plan of reorganization, readjustment, or liquidation
affecting the property of the corporation, pending either in connection with or
without any judicial proceeding;

(7) the specific facts showing the need for relief under this chapter and why
adequate relief cannot be obtained under chapter XI of this Act; and

(8) the desire of the petitioner or petitioners that a plan be effected.
SEC. 131. A creditors' or indenture trustee's petition shall, in addition to the

allegations required by section 130 of this Act, state-
(1) that the corporation was adjudged a bankrupt in a pending proceeding

in bankruptcy; or
(2) that a receiver or trustee has been appointed for or has taken charge of

all or the greater portion of the property of the corporation in a pending equity
proceeding; or

(3) that an indenture trustee or a mortgagee under a mortgage is, by reason
of a default, in possession of all or the greater portion of the property of the
corporation; or

(4) that a proceeding to foreclose a mortgage or to enforce a lien against all
or the greater portion of the property of the corporation is pending; or

(5) that the corporation has committed an act of bankruptcy within four
months prior to the filing of the petition.

SEC. 132. The filing of a petition under this chapter shall be accompanied by
payment to the clerk of a filing fee of $100 if no bankruptcy proceeding is pending,
otherwise $70. Where $100 has been paid and an adjudication is entered under
this chapter, $30 thereof shall be distributed by the clerk as in the case of a
bankruptcy proceeding; but, if the proceeding under this chapter is dismissed
and no order of adjudication is entered thereunder, such sum of $30 shall be
refunded to the person paying it.

SEC. 133. Upon the filing of a petition by creditors or an indenture trustee, a
copy thereof, together with a subpena returnable within ten days or such longer
time as the court for cause shown may have fixed, shall be served upon the
debtor, as provided in subdivision a of section 18 of this Act for service of a
petition and subpena for involuntary bankruptcy.

ARTICLE V-ANsBWe

SE. 136. Within ten days after the service of the subpena and of a copy of
the petition, or within such further time as the court may for cause shown
allow, an answer controverting the facts alleged in the petition may be filed by
the debtor.

SEC. 137. Prior to the first date set for the hearing provided in section 161 of
this Act, an answer controverting the allegations of a petition by or against a
debtor may be filed by any creditor or indenture trustee or, if the debtor is not
Insolvent, by any stockholder of the debtor.

ARTICLI VI-APPROVAL OB DISMISSAL Or PIrtTION

SEm. 141. Upon the filing of a petition by a debtor, the judge shall enter an
order approving the petition, if satisfied that it complies with the requirements
of this chapter and has been filed in good faith, or dismissing it if not so
satisfied.

SmC 142. If an answer is not filed by a debtor to a petition against it, or if the
answer filed does not controvert any material allegation of the petition, the judge
shall enter an order approving the petition if satisfied that it complies with the
requirements of this chapter and has been filed in good faith, or dismissing it if
not so satisfied.

Sma 143. If the answer of a debtor shall controvert any of the material allega-
tions of the petition, the judge shall, as soon as may be, determine, without the
intervention of a jury, the issues presented by the pleadings and enter an order
approving the petition, If satisfied that it complies with the requirements of this
chapter and has been filed in good faith and that the material allegations are
sustained by the proofs, or dismissing it if not so satisfied.
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SEC. 129. If a corporation be a subsidiary, an original petition by or against 
it may be filed either as provided in section 128 of this Act or in the court which 
has approved the petition by or against its parent corporation. 
SEXL 130. Every petition shall state— 
( 1) that the corporation is insolvent or unable to pay its debts as they mature; 
(2) the applicable jurisdictional facts requisite under this chapter; 
(3) the nature of the business of the corporation; 
(4) the assets, liabilities, capital stock, and financial condition of the corpora-

tion; 
(5) the nature of all pending proceedings affecting the property of the cor-

poration known to the petitioner or petitioners and the courts in which they are 
pending; 

(6) the status of any plan of reorganization, readjustment, or liquidation 
affecting the property of the corporation, pending either in connection with or 
without any judicial proceeding; 

(7) the specific facts showing the need for relief under this chapter and why 
adequate relief cannot be obtained under chapter XI of this Act; and 

(8) the desire of the petitioner or petitioners that a plan be effected. 
SEC. 131. A creditors' or indenture trustee's petition shall, in addition to the 

allegations required by section 130 of this Act, state— 
(1) that the corporation was adjudged a bankrupt in a pending proceeding 

in bankruptcy; or 
(2) that a receiver or trustee has been appointed for or has taken charge of 

all or the greater portion of the property of the corporation in a pending equity 
proceeding; or 

(3) that an indenture trustee or a mortgagee under a mortgage is, by reason 
of a default, in possession of all or the greater portion of the property of the 
corporation; or 

(4) that a proceeding to foreclose a mortgage or to enforce a lien against all 
or the greater portion of the property of the corporation is pending; or 

(5) that the corporation has committed an act of bankruptcy within four 
months prior to the filing of the petition. 
SEC. 132. The filing of a petition under this chapter shall be accompanied by 

payment to the clerk of a filing fee of $100 if no bankruptcy proceeding is pending, 
otherwise $70. Where $100 has been paid and an adjudication is entered under 
this chapter, $30 thereof shall be distributed by the clerk as in the case of a 
bankruptcy proceeding; but, if the proceeding under this chapter is dismissed 
and no order of adjudication is entered thereunder, such sum of $30 shall be 
refunded to the person paying it. 
SEC. 133. Upon the filing of a petition by creditors or an indenture trustee, a 

copy thereof, together with a subpena returnable within ten days or such longer 
time as the court for cause shown may have fixed, shall be served upon the 
debtor, as provided in subdivision a of section 18 of this Act for service of a 
petition and subpena for involuntary bankruptcy. 

ARTICLE V—A N NVER 

Sac. 136. Within ten days after the service of the subpena and of a copy of 
the petition, or within such further time as the court may for cause shown 
allow, an answer controverting the facts alleged in the petition may be filed by 
the debtor. 
SEC. 137. Prior to the first date set for the hearing provided in section 161 of 

this Act, an answer controverting the allegations of a petition by or against a 
debtor may be filed by any creditor or indenture trustee or, if the debtor is not 
insolvent, by any stockholder of the debtor. 

ARTICLE3 VI—APPROVAL OR DISMISSAL or rforrnorr 

Sac. 141. Upon the filing of a petition by a debtor, the judge shall enter an 
order approving the petition, if satisfied that it complies with the requirements 
of this chapter and has been filed in good faith, or dismissing it if not so 
satisfied. 
Sm. 142. If an answer is not filed by a debtor to a petition against it, or if the 

answer filed does not controvert any material allegation of the petition, the judge 
shall enter an order approving the petition if satisfied that it complies with the 
requirements of this chapter and has been filed in good faith, or dismissing it if 
not so satisfied. 

Sao. 143. If the answer of a debtor shall controvert any of the material allega-
tions of the petition, the judge shall, as soon as may be, determine, without the 
intervention of a jury, the issues presented by the pleadings and enter an order 
approving the petition, if satisfied that it complies with the requirements of this 
chapter and has been filed in good faith and that the material allegations are 
sustained by the proofs, or dismissing it if not so satisfied. 
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SEc. 144. If an answer filed by any creditor, indenture trustee, or stockholder
shall controvert any of the material allegations of the petition, the judge shall,
as soon as may be, determine, without the intervention of a jury, the issues
presented by the pleadings and enter an order approving the petition, if satisfied
that it complies with the requirements of this chapter and has been filed in good
faith and that the material allegations are sustained by the proofs, or dismissing
it if not so satisfied.

SEC. 145. If any issue raised in an answer filed under section 136 or 137 of this
Act has, after hearing upon notice to the debtor, creditors, indenture trustees,
and stockholders entitled to controvert the allegations of the petition, already
been tried and finally determined under the provisions of section 143 or 144
of this Act, such final determination shall be conclusive for all purposes under
this chapter.

SEC. 146. Without limiting the generality of the meaning of the term "good
faith," a petition shall be deemed not to be filed in good faith if-

(1) the petitioning creditors have acquired their claims for the purpose of
filing the petition; or

(2) adequate relief would be obtainable by a debtor's petition under the pre-
visions of chapter XI of this Act; or

(3) it is unreasonable to expect that a plan of reorganization can be effected; or
(4) a prior proceeding is pending in any court and it appears that the interests

of creditors and stockholders would be best subserved in such prior proceeding.
Sc. 147. A petition filed under this chapter improperly because adequate

relief can be obtained by the debtor under chapter XI of this Act may, upon the
application of the debtor, be amended to comply with the requirements of
chapter XI for the filing of a debtor's petition, and shall thereafter for the
purposes of chapter XI be deemed to have been originally filed thereunder.

SEC. 148. Until otherwise ordered by the judge, an order approving a petition
shall operate as a stay of a prior pending bankruptcy, mortgage foreclosure, or
equity receivership proceeding, and of any act or other proceeding to enforce a
lien against the debtor's property.

SEC. 149. An order, which has become final, approving a petition filed under
this chapter shall be a conclusive determination of the jurisdiction of the court.

ARTICLE VII--PROIENGS SUBSEQUENT TO APPROVAL OF' PETITION

Sma 156. Upon the approval of a petition, the judge shall, if the indebtedness
of a debtor, liquidated as to amount and not contingent as to liability, is $250,000
or over, appoint one or more trustees. Any trustee appointed under this chapter
shall be disinterested and shall have the qualifications prescribed in section 45 of
this Act, except that the trustee need not reside or have his office within the
district. If such indebtedness is less than $250,000, the judge may appoint one
or more such trustees or he may continue the debtor in possession. In any case
where a trustee is appointed the judge may, for the purposes specified in section
189 of this Act, appoint as an additional trustee a person who is a director, officer,
or employee of the debtor.

SEc. 157. An attorney appointed to represent a trustee under this chapter shall
also be a disinterested person: Provided, however; That for any specified purposes
other than to represent a trustee in conducting the proceeding under this chapter
the trustee may, with the approval of the judge, employ an attorney who is not
disinterested.

SFC. 158. A person shall not be deemed disinterested, for the purposes of section
156 and section 157 of this Act, if-

(1) he is a creditor or stockholder of the debtor; or
(2) he is or was an underwriter of any of the outstanding securities of the

debtor or within five years prior to the date of the filing of the petition was the
underwriter of any securities of the debtor; or

(3) he is, or was within two years prior to the date of the filing of the petition,
a director, officer, or employee of the debtor or any such underwriter, or an
attorney for the debtor or such underwriter; or

(4) it appears that he has, by reason of any other direct or indirect relation-
ship to, connection with, or interest in the debtor or such underwriter, or for
any reason an interest materially adverse to the interests of any class of creditors
or stockholders.

SEa. 159. Where the indebtedness of a debtor is less than $250,000, the judge
may at any time terminate the appointment of a trustee and restore the debtor
to the possession of its property, or, if the debtor has been continued in possession,
terminate its possession and appoint a trustee.

Sma 160. In any case, the judge at any time, without or upon cause shown,
may appoint additional trustees or remove trustees and appoint substitute
trustees.

SEW 161. The judge shall fix a time of hearing, to be held not less than thirty
days and not more than sixty days after the approval of the petition, of which
hearing at least thirty days' notice shall be given by mail to the creditors, stock-
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SEC. 144. If an answer filed by any creditor, indenture trustee, or stockholder 
shall controvert any of the material allegations of the petition, the judge shall, 
as soon as may be, determine, without the intervention of a jury, the issues 
presented by the pleadings and enter an order approving the petition, if satisfied 
that it complies with the requirements of this chapter and has been filed in good 
faith and that the material allegations are sustained by the proofs, or dismissing 
it if not so satisfied. 
SEC. 145. If any issue raised in an answer filed under section 136 or 137 of this 

Act has, after hearing upon notice to the debtor, creditors, indenture trustees, 
and stockholders entitled to controvert the allegations of the petition, already 
been tried and filially determined under the provisions of section 143 or 144 
of this Act, such final determination shall be conclusive for all purposes under 
this chapter. 
SEC. 146. Without limiting the generality of the meaning of the term "good 

faith," a petition shall be deemed not to be filed in good faith if— 
(1) the petitioning creditors have acquired their claims for the purpose of 

filing the petition; or 
(2) adequate relief would be obtainable by a debtor's petition under the pro-

visions of chapter XI of this Act; or 
(3) it is unreasonable to expect that a plan of reorganization can be effected; or 
(4) a prior proceeding is pending in any court and it appears that the interests 

of creditors and stockholders would be best subserved in such prior proceeding. 
Sm. 147. A petition filed under this chapter improperly because adequate 

relief can be obtained by the debtor under chapter XI of this Act may, upon the 
application of the debtor, be amended to comply with the requirements of 
chapter XI for the filing of a debtor's petition, and shall thereafter for the 
purposes of chapter XI be deemed to have been originally filed thereunder. 
SEC. 148. Until otherwise ordered by the judge, an order approving a petition 

shall operate as a stay of a prior pending bankruptcy, mortgage foreclosure, or 
equity receivership proceeding, and of any act or other proceeding to enforce a 
lien against the debtor's property. 

Sac. 149. An order, which has become final, approving a petition filed under 
this chapter shall be a conclusive determination of the jurisdiction of the court. 

ARTICLE VII—PROCEEDINGS SUBSEQUENT TO APPROVAL OP PETITION 

SEa. 156. Upon the approval of a petition, the judge shall, if the indebtedness 
of a debtor, liquidated as to amount and not contingent as to liability, is $250,000 
or over, appoint one or more trustees. Any trustee appointed under this chapter 
shall be disinterested and shall have the qualifications prescribed in section 45 of 
this Act, except that the trustee need not reside or have his office within the 
district. If such indebtedness is less than $250,000, the judge may appoint one 
or more such trustees or he may continue the debtor in possession. In any case 
where a trustee is appointed the judge may, for the purposes specified in section 
18.9 of this Act, appoint as an additional trustee a person who is a director, officer, 
or employee of tile debtor. 

Sac. 157. An attorney appointed to represent a trustee under this chapter shall 
also be a disinterested person: Provided, however, That for any specified purposes 
other than to represent a trustee in conducting the proceeding under this chapter 
the trustee may, with the approval of the judge, employ an attorney who is not 
disinterested. 
SEC. 158. A person shall not be deemed disinterested, for the purposes of section 

156 and section 157 of this Act, if— 
(1) he is a creditor or stockholder of the debtor; or 
(2) he is or was an underwriter of any of the outstanding securities of the 

debtor or within five years prior to the date of the filing of the petition was the 
underwriter of any securities of the debtor; or 

(3) he is, or was within two years prior to the date of the filing of the petition, 
a director, officer, or employee of the debtor or any such underwriter, or an 
attorney for the debtor or such underwriter; or 

(4) it appears that he has, by reason of any other direct or indirect relation-
ship to, connection with, or interest in the debtor or such underwriter, or for 
any reason an interest materially adverse to the interests of any class of creditors 
or stockholders. 

Sine. 159. Where the indebtedness of a debtor is less than $250,000, the judge 
may at any time terminate the appointment of a trustee and restore the debtor 
to the possession of its property, or, if the debtor has been continued in possession, 
terminate its possession and appoint a trustee. 
Sin 160. In any case, the judge at any time, without or upon cause shown, 

may appoint additional trustees or remove trustees and appoint substitute 

trustees. 
Sum 161. The judge shall fix a time of hearing, to be held not less than thirty 

days and not more than sixty days after the approval of the petition, of which 
hearing at least thirty days' notice shall be given by mail to the creditors, stock-
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holders, indenture trustees, the Securities and Exchange Commission and such
other persons as the judge may designate, and, if directed by the judge, by publica-
tion in such newspaper or newspapers of general circulation as the judge may
designate.

SE. 162. At the hearing required by section 161 of this Act, or at any adjourn-
ment thereof, or, upon application, at any other time, the judge may hear objec-
tions to the continuance of the debtor in possession, or to the retention in office
of a trustee upon the ground that he is not qualified or not disinterested as
provided in section 158 of this Act.

SEc. 163. Upon the approval of a petition, where the debtor is continued in
possession, the debtor shall, at the expense of the estate, prepare, make oath to,
and file in court, within such time as the court shall fix-

(1) a schedule of its property, showing the location, quantity, and money value
thereof;

(2) a schedule of its creditors of each class, showing the amounts and char-
acter of their claims and securities and, so far as known, the name and post-
office address or place of business of each creditor; and

(3) a schedule of its stockholders of each class showing the number and kind
of shares registered in the name of each stockholder, and the last-known post-
office address or place of business of each stockholder.

SEC. 164. Upon the approval of a petition, where a debtor is not continued in
possession, the court shall fix a time within which the trustee shall prepare and
file in court a list of the creditors of each class, showing the amounts and char-
acter of their claims and securities and, so far as known, the name and the
post-office address or place of business of each creditor; and a list of the debtor's
stockholders of each class, showing the number and kind of shares registered in
the name of each stockholder and the last-known post-office address or place of
business of each stockholder.

SEc. 165. If in any case it appears that a person, other than the debtor or
its trustee, has in his possession or under his control a list of security holders
of the debtor or information in respect to their names, addresses, or the securi-
ties held by any of them, and such list or information is necessary in order to
disclose the names and addresses of the beneficial owners of such securities, or
to prepare or complete the schedules required to be filed under section 163
of this Act or the lists required to be filed under section 164 of this Act, the
court shall direct such person, after a hearing upon notice to him, to produce
such list or a true and correct copy thereof, or to furnish such information,
or to permit the inspection or use thereof, as may be deemed by the court
necessary for the foregoing purposes.

SEC. 166. The court may, upon cause shown, direct the impounding of the
schedules, lists, copies, or information filed under sections 163, 164, and 165
of this Act, but shall permit their inspection or use by the trustee, any in-
denture trustee or any creditor or stockholder upon such terms as the court
may prescribe: Provided, That the court may refuse to permit such inspection
by any creditor or stockholder who acquired his claim or stock within three
months preceding the filing of the petition under this chapter or during the
pendency of the proceeding.

SEe. 107. The trustee upon his appointment and qualification-
(1) shall, if the judge shall so direct, forthwith investigate the acts, conduct,

property, liabilities, and financial condition of the debtor, the operation of
its business and the desirability of the continuance thereof, and any other
matter relevant to the proceeding or to the formulation of a plan, and report
thereon to the judge;

(2) may, if the judge shall so direct, examine the directors and officers of the
debtor and any other witnesses concerning the foregoing matters or any of
them;

(3) shall report to the judge any facts ascertained by him pertaining to fraud.
misconduct, mismanagement and irregularities, and to any causes of action
available to the estate;

(4) may, subject to the approval of the judge, employ such person or per-
sons as the judge may deem necessary for the purpose of assisting the trustee

in performing the duties imposed upon him under this chapter;
(5) shall, at the earliest date practicable, prepare and submit a brief state-

ment of his investigation of the property, liabilities, and financial condition of
the debtor, the operation of its business and the desirability of the continuance
thereof, in such form and manner as the judge may direct, to the creditors,
stockholders, indenture trustees, the Securities and Exchange Commission, and
such other persons as the judge may designate; and

(6) shall give notice to the creditors and stockholders that they may submit
to him suggestions for the formulation of a plan, or proposals in the form of
plans, within a time therein named.

Sue. 168. If a debtor is continued in possession, the judge may at any time
appoint a disinterested person as examiner to prepare and file a plan and to
perform the duties imposed upon a trustee under paragraphs (1) to (5), in-
clusive, of section 167 of this Act, or to perform any of such duties.
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holders, indenture trustees, the Securities and Exchange Commission and such 
other persons as the judge may designate, and, if directed by the judge, by publica-
tion in such newspaper or newspapers of general circulation as the judge may 
designate. 

Sac. 162. At the hearing required by section 161 of this Act, or at any adjourn-
ment thereof, or, upon application, at any other time, the judge may hear objec-
tions to the continuance of the debtor in possession, or to the retention in office 
of a trustee upon the ground that he is not qualified or not disinterested as 
provided in section 158 of this Act. 

Sac. 163. Upon the approval of a petition, where the debtor is continued in 
possession, the debtor shall, at the expense of the estate, prepare, make oath to, 
and file in court, within such time as the court shall fix— 

(1) a schedule of its property, showing the location, quantity, and money value 
thereof; 

(2) a schedule of its creditors of each class, showing the amounts and char-
acter of their claims and securities and, so far as known, the name and post-
office address or place of business of each creditor; and 

(3) a schedule of its stockholders of each class showing the number and kind 
of shares registered in the name of each stockholder, and the last-known post-
office address or place of business of each stockholder. 
SEC. 164. Upon the approval of a petition, where a debtor is not continued in 

possession, the court shall fix a time within which the trustee shall prepare and 
file in court a list of the creditors of each class, showing the amounts and char-
acter of their claims and securities and, so far as known, the name and the 
post-office address or place of business of each creditor; and a list of the debtor's 
stockholders of each class, showing the number and kind of shares registered in 
the name of each stockholder and the last-known post-office address or place of 
business of each stockholder. 

Sac. 165. If in any case it appears that a person, other than the debtor or 
its trustee, has in his possession or under his control a list of security holders 
of the debtor or information in respect to their names, addresses, or the securi-
ties held by any of them, and such list or information is necessary in order to 
disclose the names and addresses of the beneficial owners of such securities, or 
to prepare or complete the schedules required to be filed under section 163 
of this Act or the lists required to be filed under section 164 of this Act, the 
court shall direct such person, after a hearing upon notice to him, to produce 
such list or a true and correct copy thereof, or to furnish such information, 
or to permit the inspection or use thereof, as may be deemed by the court 
necessary for the foregoing purposes. 
SEC. 166. The court may, upon cause shown, direct the impounding of the 

schedules, lists, copies, or information filed under sections 163, 164, and 165 
of this Act, but shall permit their inspection or use by the trustee, any in-
denture trustee or any creditor or stockholder upon such terms as the court 
may prescribe: Provided, That the court may refuse to permit such inspection 
by any creditor or stockholder who acquired his claim or stock within three 
months preceding the filing of the petition under this chapter or during the 
pendency of the proceeding. 
SEO. 167. The trustee upon his appointment and qualification— 
(1) shall, if the judge shall so direct, forthwith investigate the acts, conduct, 

property, liabilities, and financial condition of the debtor, the operation of 
its business and the desirability of the continuance thereof, and any other 
matter relevant to the proceeding or to the formulation of a plan, and report 
thereon to the judge; 

(2) may, if the judge shall so direct, examine the directors and officers of the 
debtor and any other witnesses concerning the foregoing matters or any of 
them; 

(3) shall report to the judge any facts ascertained by him pertaining to fraud. 
misconduct, mismanagement and irregularities, and to any causes of action 
available to the estate; 

(4) may, subject to the approval of the judge, employ such person or per-
sons as the judge may deem necessary for the purpose of assisting the trustee 
in performing the duties imposed upon him under this chapter; 

(5) shall, at the earliest date practicable, prepare and submit a brief state-
ment of his investigation of the property, liabilities, and financial condition of 
the debtor, the operation of its business and the desirability of the continuance 
thereof, in such form and manner as the judge may direct, to the creditors, 
stockholders, indenture trustees, the Securities and Exchange Commission, and 
such other persons as the judge may designate; and 

(6) shall give notice to the creditors and stockholders that they may submit 
to him suggestions for the formulation of a plan, or proposals in the form of 
plans, within a time therein named. 

Sac. 168. If a debtor is continued in possession, the judge may at any time 
appoint a disinterested person as examiner to prepare and file a plan and to 
perform the duties imposed upon a trustee under paragraphs (1) to (5), in-
clusive. of section 167 of this Act, or to perform any of such duties. 



SEC. 169. Where a trustee has been appointed the judge shall fix a time within
which the trustee shall prepare and file a plan, or a report of his reasons why
a plan cannot be effected, and shall fix a subsequent time for a hearing on such
plan or report and for the consideration of any objections which may be made
or of such amendments or plans as may be proposed by the debtor or by any
creditor or stockholder.

SEC. 170. Where a debtor is continued in possession, a plan or plans may be
filed, within a time fixed by the judge-

(1) by the debtor;
(2) by any creditor or indenture trustee;
(3) by any stockholder, if the debtor is not found to be insolvent;
(4) by the examiner, if so directed by the judge. The judge shall fix a sub-

sequent time for a hearing on such plans and for the consideration of any ob-
jections or amendments thereto.

SEa. 171. Notice of the time of any hearing, as provided in section 169 or

section 170 of this Act, shall be given to the debtor, the creditors and stock-
holders, the indenture trustees, the Secretary of the Treasury, the Securities
and Exchange Commission, and such other persons as the court may designate.
The judge may, upon the application of the trustee, any creditor, indenture
trustee, or stockholder, advance the time of such hearing.

SEC. 172. After the hearing, as provided in section 169 or section 170 of this
Act, and before the approval of any plan, as provided in section 174 of this Act,

the judge may, if the scheduled indebtedness of the debtor does not exceed
$3,000,000, and shall, if such indebtedness exceeds $3,000,000, submit to the
Securities and Exchange Commission for examination and report the plan or

plans which the judge regards as worthy of consideration. Such report shall

be advisory only.
SEc. 173. The judge shall not enter an order approving a plan submitted to

the Securities and Exchange Commission until after the Securities and Ex-
change Commission has filed its report thereon or has notified the judge that it
will not file a report, or until the expiration of such reasonable time for the fil-

ing of such report as the judge has fixed, whichever first occurs.
SEC. 174. After the hearing, as provided in section 169 or section 170 of

this Act, and, if a plan has been submitted to the Securities and Exchange
Commission, as provided in section 172 of this Act, then after the filing of the
report or notice that it will not be filed, or after the expiration of the time

for its filing, whichever first occurs, the judge shall enter an order approving the
plan or plans which in his opinion comply with the provisions of section 216

of this Act, and which are fair and equitable, and feasible, and shall fix a time
within which the creditors and stockholders affected thereby may accept the
same.

SEc. 175. Upon the approval of a plan by the judge, the trustee or the debtor
in possession shall transmit, by mail or otherwise, to all creditors and stock-
holders who are affected by any such plan-

(1) the plan or plans so approved, together with a summary thereof approved
by the judge;

(2) the opinion of the judge, if any, approving the plan, or plans, or a sum-
mary thereof approved by the judge;

(3) the report, if any, filed in the proceeding by the Securities and Exchange

Commission, as provided in section 172 of this Act, or a summary thereof pre-

pared by the Securities and Exchange Commission; and
(4) such other matters as the judge may deem necessary or desirable for the

information of creditors and stockholders.
SaC. 176. No person shall, without the consent of the court, solicit any accept-

ance, conditional or unconditional, of any plan, or any authority, conditional or

unconditional, to accept any plan, whether by proxy, deposit, power of attorney

or otherwise, until after the entry of an order approving such plan and the

transmittal thereof to the creditors and stockholders, as provided in section 175

of this Act; and any such authority or acceptance given, procured, or received by

reason of a solicitation prior to such approval and transmittal shall be invalid,

unless such consent of the court has been so obtained.
SC. 177. In case a debtor is a public-utility corporation, subject to the juris-

diction of a commission having regulatory jurisdiction over the debtor, a plan

shall not be approved, as provided in section 174 of this Act, until-
(1) it shall have been submitted to each such commission;
(2) an opportunity shall have been afforded each such commission to suggest

amendments or offer objections to the plan; and
(3) the judge shall have considered such amendments or objections at a

hearing at which such commission may be heard.
SEc. 178. In case a debtor is a public utility corporation, wholly intrastate,

subject to the jurisdiction of a State commission having regulatory jurisdiction

over such debtor, a plan shall not be approved, as provided in section 174 of this

Act, unless such State commission shall have first certified its approval of such

plan as to the public interest therein and the fairness thereof. Upon its failure

to certify its approval or disapproval within thirty days, or such further time
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to certify its approval or disapproval within thirty days, or such further time 



CX CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS

as the court may prescribe, after the submission of the plan to it, as provided in
section 177 of this Act, the public interest shall, for the purposes of such approval
and of the confirmation of the plan, not be deemed to be affected by the plan.

SEC. 179. After a plan has been accepted in writing, filed in court, by or on
behalf of creditors holding two-thirds in amount of the claims filed and allowed
of each class, and, if the debtor has not been found to be insolvent, by or on
behalf of stockholders holding the majority of stock, of which proofs have been
filed and allowed, of each class, exclusive of creditors or stockholders or of any
class of them who are not affected by the plan or whose claims or stock are
disqualified pursuant to section 203 of this Act, or for whom payment or protec-
tion has been provided as prescribed in paragraphs (7) and (8) of section 216 of
this Act, the judge shall fix a hearing, upon notice to the debtor, creditors, stock-
holders, indenture trustees, the Secretary of the Treasury, the Securities and
Exchange Commission, and such other persons as the judge may designate, for
the consideration of the confirmation of the plan and of such objections as may
be made to the confirmation.

Sac. 180. The order of the judge approving a plan, as provided in section 174
of this Act, shall not affect the right of the debtor, a creditor, indenture trustee,
or stockholder to object to the confirmation of the plan.

ARTICLE VII--iTrL, RIGHTS, AND POWERS OF TKUSTEES AND DEBTORS IN POSSESSION

SEC. 186. A trustee, upon his appointment and qualification, shall be vested
with such title as a trustee appointed under section 44 of this Act would have.

SEC. 187. Where not inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter, a trustee,
upon his appointment and qualification, shall be vested with the same rights,
be subject to the same duties, and exercise the same powers as a trustee appointed
under section 44 of this Act, and, if authorized by the judge, shall have and may
exercise such additional rights and powers as a receiver in equity would have if
appointed by a court of the United States for the property of the debtor.

SEC. 188. A debtor continued in possession of its property shall have all the
title, be vested with all the rights, be subject to all the duties, and exercise all
the powers of a trustee appointed under this chapter, subject, however, at all
times to the control of the judge and to such limitations, restrictions, terms, and
conditions as the judge may from time to time prescribe.

SEc. 189. A trustee or debtor in possession, upon authorization by the judge,
shall operate the business and manage the property of the debtor during such
period, limited or indefinite, as the judge may from time to time fix, and during
such operation or management shall file reports thereof with the court at such
intervals as the court may designate.

SEC. 190. The reports of the trustee or debtor in possession shall be in such
form and contain such information as the court may prescribe and shall at all
times be open to the examination of any party in interest. The court shall direct
copies or summaries of annual reports, and may direct copies or summaries of
other reports, to be mailed to the creditors, stockholders, and indenture trustees,
and may also direct the publication of summaries of any such reports in such
newspaper or newspapers of general circulation as the court may designate.
The Securities and Exchange Commission may recommend the form of such
reports and summaries.

SEc. 191. A trustee or debtor in possession may employ officers of the debtor
at rates of compensation to be approved by the court. No person shall become
an officer or director of the debtor, to fill a vacancy or otherwise, without the
prior approval of the court.

ARTIOLE IX--CREDroBR8 AND STOCKHOIDfiB

Sac. 196. After the approval of the petition the judge shall prescribe the
manner in which and fix a time within which the proofs of claim of creditors and
of the interests of stockholders may be filed and allowed. Objections by any
party in interest to the allowance of any such claims or interests shall be heard
and summarily determined by the court

Sac. 197. For the purposes of the plan and its acceptance, the judge shall
fix the division of creditors and stockholders into classes according to the
nature of their respective claims and stock. For the purposes of such classi-
fication, the judge shall, if necessary, upon the application of the trustee, the
debtor, any creditor, or an indenture trustee, fix a hearing upon notice to the
holders of secured claims, the debtor, the trustee, and such other persons as
the judge may designate, to determine summarily the value of the security
and classify as unsecured the amount in excess of such value.

Sea 198. An indenture trustee may file claims for all holders, known or
unknown, of securities issued pursuant to the instrument under which he
is trustee, who have not filed claims: Provided, however, That in computing
the majority necessary for the acceptance of the plan only the claims filed by
the holders thereof, and allowed, shall be included.
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APPENDIX CXI

SEa. 199. If the United States is a secured or unsecured creditor or stock-
holder of a debtor, the claims or stock thereof shall be deemed to be affected
by a plan under this chapter, and the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby
authorized to accept or reject a plan in respect of the claims or stock of the
United States. If, in any proceeding under this chapter, the United States
is a secured or unsecured creditor on claims for taxes or customs duties
(whether or not the United States has any other interest in, or claim against
the debtor, as secured or unsecured creditor or stockholder), no plan which
does not provide for the payment thereof shall be confirmed by the judge
except upon the acceptance of a lesser amount by the Secretary of the Treasury
certified to the court: Provided, That if the Secretary of the Treasury shall
fail to accept or reject a plan for more than ninety days after receipt of written
notice so to do from the court to which the plan has been proposed, accom-
panied by a certified copy of the plan, his consent shall be conclusively
presumed.

SEC. 200. Where not inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter, the
rights, duties, and liabilities of creditors and of all other persons with respect
to the property of the debtor shall be the same, before the approval of the
petition, as in a bankruptcy proceeding before adjudication and, upon the ap-
proval of the petition, as in a bankruptcy proceeding upon adjudication.

SEC. 201. All claims arising after the filing of a petition under this chapter
and before the qualification of a receiver or trustee or before the petition
is approved and the debtor continued in possession, whichever first occurs,
shall be provable.

SEC. 202. In case an executory contract shall be rejected pursuant to the
provisions of a plan or to the permission of the court given in a proceeding
under this chapter, or shall have been rejected by a trustee or receiver in
bankruptcy or receiver in equity in a prior pending proceeding, any person
injured by such rejection shall, for the purposes of this chapter and of the plan,
its acceptance and confirmation, be deemed a creditor. The claim of the land-
lord for injury resulting from the rejection of an unexpired lease of real estate
or for damages or indemnity under a covenant contained in such lease shall be
provable, but shall be limited to an amount not to exceed the rent, without
acceleration, reserved by such lease for the three years next succeeding the
date of the surrender of the premises to the landlord or the date of reentry of
the landlord, whichever first occurs, whether before or after the filing of the
petition, plus unpaid accrued rent, without acceleration, up to such date of
surrender or reentry: Provided, That the court shall scrutinize the circum-
stances of an assignment of a future rent claim and the amount of the con-
sideration paid for such assignment in determining the amount of damages
allowed the assignee thereof.

SEC. 203. If the acceptance or failure to accept a plan by the holder of any
claim or stock is not in good faith, in the light of or irrespective of the time
of acquisition thereof, the judge may, after hearing upon notice, direct that
such claim or stock be disqualified for the purpose of determining the requsite
majority for the acceptance of a plan.

SEC. 204. Upon distribution, as provided in section 224 of this Act, the judge
may, upon notice to all persons affected, fix a time, to expire not sooner than
five years after the final decree closing the estate, within which, as provided
in the plan or final decree-

(1) the creditors, other than holders of securities, shall file, assign, transfer,
or release their claims; and

(2) the holders of securities shall present or surrender their securities.
After such time no such claim or stock shall participate in the distribution
under the plan.

SEC. 205. The securities or cash remaining unclaimed at the expiration of
the time fixed as provided in section 204 of this Act, or of any extension
thereof, shall become the property of the debtor or of the new corporation
acquiring the assets of the debtor under the plan, as the case may be, free
and clear of any and all claims and interests.

SEC. 206. The debtor, the indenture trustees, and any creditor or stockholder
of the debtor shall have the right to be heard on all matters arising in a pro-
ceeding under this chapter. The judge may, for cause shown, permit a labor
union or employees' association, representative of employees of the debtor,
to be heard on the economic soundness of the plan affecting the interests of
the employees.

SEC. 207. The judge may for cause shown permit a party in interest to
intervene generally or with respect to any specified matter. Except where
otherwise provided in this chapter, the judge may from time to time enter
orders designating the matters in respect to which, the persons to whom, and
the form and manner in which notice shall be given.

SEC. 208. The Securities and Exchange Commission shall, If requested by the
judge, and may, upon its own motion if approved by the judge, file a notice of
its appearance in a proceeding under this chapter. Upon the filing of such a
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Sue. 206. The debtor, the indenture trustees, and any creditor or stockholder 
of the debtor shall have the right to be heard on all matters arising in a pro-
ceeding under this chapter. The judge may, for cause shown, permit a labor 
union or employees' association, representative of employees of the debtor, 
to be heard on the economic soundness of the plan affecting the interests of 
the employees. 
SEC. 207. The judge may for cause shown permit a party in interest to 

intervene generally or with respect to any specified matter. Except where 
otherwise provided in this chapter, the judge may from time to time enter 
orders designating the matters in respect to which, the persons to whom, and 
the form and manner in which notice shall be given. 
SEC. 208. The Securities and Exchange Commission shall, if requested by the 

judge, and may, upon its own motion if approved by the judge, file a notice of 
its appearance in a proceeding under this chapter. Upon the filing of such a 
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notices the Commission shall be deemed to be a party in interest, with the
right to be heard on all matters arising in such proceeding, and shall be
deemed to have intervened in respect of all matters in such proceeding with
the same force and effect as if a petition for that purpose had been allowed
by the judge; but the Commission may not appeal or file any petition for
appeal in any such proceeding.

SEC. 209. Any creditor or stockholder may in a proceeding under this chapter
act in person, by an attorney at law, or by a duly authorized agent or committee.

SEC. 210. An attorney for creditors or stockholders shall not be heard unless
he has first filed with the court a statement setting forth the names and
addresses of such creditors or stockholders, the nature and amounts of their
claims or stock, and the time of acquisition thereof, except as to claims or
stock alleged to have been acquired more than one year prior to the filing of
the petition.

SEC. 211. Every person or committee, representing more than twelve creditors
or stockholders, and every indenture trustee, who appears in the proceeding
shall file with the court a statement, under oath, which shall include-

(1) a copy of the instrument, if any, whereby such person, committee, or
indenture trustee is empowered to act on behalf of creditors or stockholders;

(2) a recital of the pertinent facts and circumstances in connection with the
employment of such person or indenture trustee, and, in the case of a committee,
the name or names of the person or persons at whose instance, directly or in-
directly, such employment was arranged or the committee was organized or
formed or agreed to act;

(3) with reference to the time of the employment of such person, or the
organization or formation of such committee, or the appearance in the proceeding
of any indenture trustee, a showing of the amounts of claims or stock owned
by such person, the members of such committee or such indenture trustee, the
times when acquired, the amounts paid therefor, and any sales or other dis-
position thereof; and

(4) a showing of the claims or stock represented by such person or committee
and the respective amounts thereof, with an averment that each holder of such
claims or stock acquired them at least one year before the filing of the petition
or with a showing of the times of acquisition thereof.

SEC. 212. The judge may examine and disregard any provision of a deposit
agreement, proxy, power or warrant of attorney, trust mortgage, trust indenture,
or deed of trust, or committee or other authorization, by the terms of which an
agent, attorney, indenture trustee, or committee purports to represent any credi-
tor or stockholder, may enforce an accounting thereunder, may restrain the
exercise of any power which he finds to be unfair or not consistent with public
policy and may limit any claim or stock acquired by such person or committee
in contemplation or in the course of the proceeding under this chapter to the
actual consideration paid therefor.

SEC. 213. Without limiting the powers of the judge under section 212 of this
Act, an agent, indenture trustee, or committee, purporting to represent creditors
or stockholders, shall not be heard or allowed to intervene in a proceeding under
this chapter until such person or persons shall have satisfied the court that
they have complied with all applicable laws regulating the activities and per-
sonnel of such persons.

ARTICLE X-PROVISIONS OF PLAN

SEC. 216. A plan of reorganization under this chapter-
(1) shall include in respect to creditors generally or some class of them,

secured or unsecured, and may include in respect to stockholders generally or
some class of them, provisions altering or modifying their rights, either through
the issuance of new securities of any character or otherwise;

(2) may deal with all or any part of the property of the debtor;
(3) shall provide for the payment of all costs and expenses of administration

and other allowances which may be approved or made by the judge;
(4) may provide for the rejection of any executory contract except contracts

in the public authority;
(5) shall specify what claims, if any, are to be paid in cash in full;
(6) shall specify the creditors or stockholders or any class of them not to be

affected by the plan and the provisions, if any, with respect to them;
(7) shall provide for any class of creditors which is affected by and does not

accept the plan by the two-thirds majority in amount required under this
chapter, adequate protection for the realization by them of the value of their
claims against the property dealt with by the plan and affected by such claims,
either as provided in the plan or in the order confirming the plan, (a) by the
transfer or sale, or by the retention by the debtor, of such property subject to
such claims; or (b) by a sale of such property free of such claims, at not less than
a fair upset price, and the transfer of such claims to the proceeds of such sale;
or (c) by appraisal and payment in cash of the value of such claims; or (d)
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notice, the Commission shall be deemed to be a party in interest, with the 
right to be heard on all matters arising in such proceeding, and shall be 
deemed to have intervened in respect of all matters in such proceeding with 
the same force and effect as if a petition for that purpose had been allowed 
by the judge; but the Commission may not appeal or file any petition for 
appeal in any such proceeding. 
SEC. 209. Any creditor or stockholder may in a proceeding under this chapter 

act in person, by an attorney at law, or by a duly authorized agent or committee. 
SEC. 210. An attorney for creditors or stockholders shall not be heard unless 

he has first filed with the court a statement setting forth the names and 
addresses of such creditors or stockholders, the nature and amounts of their 
claims or stock, and the time of acquisition thereof, except as to claims or 
stock alleged to have been acquired more than one year prior to the filing of 
the petition. 
SEC. 211. Every person or committee, representing more than twelve creditors 

or stockholders, and every indenture trustee, who appears in the proceeding 
shall file with the court a statement, under oath, which shall include— 

(1) a copy of the instrument, if any, whereby such person, committee, or 
indenture trustee is empowered to act on behalf of creditors or stockholders; 

(2) a recital of the pertinent facts and circumstances in connection with the 
employment of such person or indenture trustee, and, in the case of a committee, 
the name or names of the person or persons at whose instance, directly or in-
directly, such employment was arranged or the committee was organized or 
formed or agreed to act; 

(3) with reference to the time of the employment of such person, or the 
organization or formation of such committee, or the appearance in the proceeding 
of any indenture trustee, a showing of the amounts of claims or stock owned 
by such person, the members of such committee or such indenture trustee, the 
times when acquired, the amounts paid therefor, and any sales or other dis-
position thereof; and 

(4) a showing of the claims or stock represented by such person or committee 
and the respective amounts thereof, with an averment that each holder of such 
claims or stock acquired them at least one year before the filing of the petition 
or with a showing of the times of acquisition thereof. 
SEC. 212. The judge may examine and disregard any provision of a deposit 

agreement, proxy, power or warrant of attorney, trust mortgage, trust indenture, 
or deed of trust, or committee or other authorization, by the terms of which an 
agent, attorney, indenture trustee, or committee purports to represent any credi-
tor or stockholder, may enforce an accounting thereunder, may restrain the 
exercise of any power which he finds to be unfair or not consistent with public 
policy and may limit any claim or stock acquired by such person or committee 
in contemplation or in the course of the proceeding under this chapter to the 
actual consideration paid therefor. 
SEc. 213. Without limiting the powers of the judge under section 212 of this 

Act, an agent, indenture trustee, or committee, purporting to represent creditors 
or stockholders, shall not be heard or allowed to intervene in a proceeding under 
this chapter until such person or persons shall have satisfied the court that 
they have complied with all applicable laws regulating the activities and per-
sonnel of such persons. 

ARTICLE X—PEOVISIONS OF PLAN 

SW. 216. A plan of reorganization under this chapter— 
(1) shall include in respect to creditors generally or some class of them, 

secured or unsecured, and may include in respect to stockholders generally or 
some class of them, provisions altering or modifying their rights, either through 
the issuance of new securities of any character or otherwise; 

(2) may deal with all or any part of the property of the debtor; 
(3) shall provide for the payment of all costs and expenses of administration 

and other allowances which may be approved or made by the judge; 
(4) may provide for the rejection of any executory contract except contracts 

in the public authority; 
(5) shall specify what claims, if any, are to be paid in cash in full; 
(6) shall specify the creditors or stockholders or any class of them not to be 

affected by the plan and the provisions, if any, with respect to them; 
(7) shall provide for any class of creditors which is affected by and does not 

accept the plan by the two-thirds majority in amount required under this 
chapter, adequate protection for the realization by them of the value of their 
claims against the property dealt with by the plan and affected by such claims, 
either as provided in the plan or in the order confirming the plan, (a) by the 
transfer or sale, or by the retention by the debtor, of such property subject to 
such claims; or (b) by a sale of such property free of such claims, at not less than 
a fair upset price, and the transfer of such claims to the proceeds of such sale; 
or (c) by appraisal and payment in cash of the value of such claims; or (d) 



by such method as will, under and consistent with the circumstances of the par-
ticular case, equitably and fairly provide such protection;

(8) shall provide for any class of stockholders which is affected by the plan
and does not accept the plan by the majority of the stock required under this
chapter, adequate protection for the realization by them of the value of their
equity, if any, in the property of the debtor dealt with by the plan, either as
provided in the plan or in the order confirming the plan, (a) by the sale of such
property at not less than a fair upset price; or (b) by appraisal and payment
in cash of the value of their stock; or (c) by such method as will, under and
consistent with the circumstances of the particular case, equitably and fairly
provide such protection: Provided, however, That such protection shall not be
required if the judge shall determine that the debtor is insolvent;

(9) may include, where any indebtedness is created or extended under the
plan for a period of more than five years, provisions for the retirement of such
indebtedness by stated or determinable payments out of a sinking fund or other-
wise, (a) if secured, within the expected useful life of the security therefor,
or (b) if unsecured, or if the expected useful life of the security is not fairly
ascertainable, then within a specified reasonable time, not to exceed forty years;

(10) shall provide adequate means for the execution of the plan, which may
include: the retention by the debtor of all or any part of its property; the sale
or transfer of all or any part of its property to one or more other, corporations
theretofore organized or thereafter to be organized; the merger or consolidation
of the debtor with one or more other corporations; the sale of all or any part of
its property, either subject to or free from any lien, at not less than a fair upset
price and the distribution of all or any assets, or the proceeds derived from the
sale thereof, among those having an interest therein; the satisfaction or modifica-
tion of liens; the cancelation or modification of indentures or of other similar
instruments; the curing or waiver of defaults; the extension of maturity dates
and changes in interest rates and other terms of outstanding securities; the
amendment of the charter of the debtor; the issuance of securities of the debtor
or such other corporations for cash, for property, in exchange for existing securi-
ties, in satisfaction of claims or stock or for other appropriate purposes;

(11) shall include provisions which are equitable, compatible with the interests
of creditors and stockholders, and consistent with public policy, with respect
to the manner of selection of the persons who are to be directors, officers, or voting
trustees, if any, upon the consummation of the plan, and their respective
successors;

(12) shall provide for the inclusion in the charter of the debtor, or any corpo-
ration organized or to be organized for the purpose of carrying out the plan, of-

(a) provisions prohibiting the debtor or such corporation from issuing non-
voting stock, and providing, as to the several classes of securities of the debtor
or of such corporation possessing voting power, for the fair and equitable distri-
bution of such power among such classes, including, in the case of any class of
stock having a preference over other stock with respect to dividends, adequate
provisions for the election of directors representing such preferred class in the
event of default in the payment of such dividends; and

(b) (1) provisions which are fair and equitable and in accordance with
sound business and accounting practice, with respect to the terms, position,
rights, and privileges of the several classes of securities of the debtor or of such
corporation, including, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, provisions
with respect to the issuance, acquisition, purchase, retirement or redemption of
any such securities, and the declaration and payment of dividends thereon; and
(2) in the case of a debtor whose indebtedness, liquidated as to amount and not
contingent as to liability, is $250,000 or over, provisions with respect to the
making, not less than once annually, of periodic reports to security holders which
shall include profit and loss statements and balance sheets prepared in accordance
with sound business and accounting practice;

(13) may include provisions for the settlement or adjustment of claims belong-
ing to the debtor or to the estate; and shall provide, as to such claims not settled
or adjusted in the plan, for their retention and enforcement by the trustee or,
if the debtor has been continued in possession, by an examiner appointed for
that purpose; and

(14) may include any other appropriate provisions not inconsistent with the
provisions of this chapter.

ABRTIC XI---ONFIMATION AND CONSUMMATION OF PLAN

SEc. 221. The judge shall confirm a plan if satisfied that-
(1) the provisions of article VII, section 199, and article X of this chapter

have been complied with;
(2) the plan is fair and equitable, and feasible;
(3) the proposal of the plan and its acceptance are in good faith and have not

been made or procured by means or promises forbidden by this Act;
(4) all payments made or promised by the debtor or by a corporation issuing

securities or acquiring property under the plan or by any other person, for services
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by such method as will, under and consistent with the circumstances of the par-
ticular case, equitably and fairly provide such protection; 

(8) shall provide for any class of stockholders which is affected by the plan 
and does not accept the plan by the majority of the stock required under this 
chapter, adequate protection for the realization by them of the value of their 
equity, if any, in the property of the debtor dealt with by the plan, either as 
provided in the plan or in the order confirming the plan, (a) by the sale of such 
property at not less than a fair upset price; or (b) by appraisal and payment 
in cash of the value of their stock; or (c) by such method as will, under and 
consistent with the circumstances of the particular ease, equitably and fairly 
provide such protection: Provided, however, That such protection shall not be 
required if the judge shall determine that the debtor is insolvent; 

(9) may include, where any indebtedness is created or extended under the 
plan for a period of more than five years, provisions for the retirement of such 
indebtedness by stated or determinable payments out of a sinking fund or other-
wise, (a) if secured, within the expected useful life of the security therefor, 
or (b) if unsecured, or if the expected useful life of the security is not fairly 
ascertainable, then within a specified reasonable time, not to exceed forty years; 

(10) shall provide adequate means for the execution of the plan, which may 
include: the retention by the debtor of all or any part of its property; the sale 
or transfer of all or any part of its property to one or more other, corporations 
theretofore organized or thereafter to be organized; the merger or consolidation 
of the debtor with one or more other corporations; the sale of all or any part of 
its property, either subject to or free from any lien, at not less than a fair upset 
price and the distribution of all or any assets, or the proceeds derived from the 
sale thereof, among those having an interest therein; the satisfaction or modifica-
tion of liens; the cancelation or modification of indentures or of other similar 
instruments; the curing or waiver of defaults; the extension of maturity dates 
and changes in interest rates and other terms of outstanding securities; the 
amendment of the charter of the debtor; the issuance of securities of the debtor 
or such other corporations for cash, for property, in exchange for existing securi-
ties, in satisfaction of claims or stock or for other appropriate purposes; 

(11) shall include provisions which are equitable, compatible with the interests 
of creditors and stockholders, and consistent with public policy, with respect 
to the manner of selection of the persons who are to be directors, officers, or voting 
trustees, if any, upon the consummation of the plan, and their respective 
successors; 

(12) shall provide for the inclusion in the charter of the debtor, or any corpo-
ration organized or to be organized for the purpose of carrying out the plan, of— 
( a) provisions prohibiting the debtor or such corporation from issuing non-

voting stock, and providing, as to the several classes of securities of the debtor 
or of such corporation possessing voting power, for the fair and equitable distri-
bution of such power among such classes, including, in the case of any class of 
stock having a preference over other stock with respect to dividends, adequate 
provisions for the election of directors representing such preferred class in the 
event of default in the payment of such dividends; and 

(b) (1) provisions which are fair and equitable and in accordance with 
sound business and accounting practice, with respect to the terms, position, 
rights, and privileges of the several classes of securities of the debtor or of such 
corporation, including, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, provisions 
with respect to the issuance, acquisition, purchase, retirement or redemption of 
any such securities, and the declaration and payment of dividends thereon; and 
(2) in the case of a debtor whose indebtedness, liquidated as to amount and not 
contingent as to liability, is $250,000 or over, provisions with respect to the 
making, not less than once annually, of periodic reports to security holders which 
shall include profit and loss statements and balance sheets prepared in accordance 
with sound business and accounting practice; 

(13) may include provisions for the settlement or adjustment of claims belong-
ing to the debtor or to the estate; and shall provide, as to such claims not settled 
or adjusted in the plan, for their retention and enforcement by the trustee or, 
if the debtor has been continued in possession, by an examiner appointed for 
that purpose; and 

(14) may include any other appropriate provisions not inconsistent with the 

provisions of this chapter. 

ARTICLE XI—CONFIRMATION AND CONSUMMATION or PLAN 

SEC. 221. The judge shall confirm a plan if satisfied that— 
(1) the provisions of article VII, section 199, and article X of this chapter 

have been complied with; 
(2) the plan is fair and equitable, and feasible; 
(3) the proposal of the plan and its acceptance are in good faith and have not 

been made or procured by means or promises forbidden by this Act; 
(4) all payments made or promised by the debtor or by a corporation issuing 

securities or acquiring property under the plan or by any other person, for services 
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and for costs and expenses in, or in connection with, the proceeding or in connec-
tion with the plan and incident to the reorganization, have been fully disclosed
to the judge and are reasonable or, if to be fixed after confirmation of the plan,
will be subject to the approval of the judge; and

(5) the identity, qualifications, and affiliations of the persons who are to be
directors or officers, or voting trustees, if any, upon the consummation of the
plan, have been fully disclosed, and that the appointment of such persons to such
offices, or their continuance therein, is equitable, compatible with the interests
of the creditors and stockholders and consistent with public policy.

SEC. 222. A plan may be altered or modified, with the approval of the judge,
after its submission for acceptance and before or after its confirmation if, in
the opinion of the judge, the alteration or modification does not materially and
adversely affect the interests of creditors or stockholders. If the judge finds that
the proposed alteration or modification, filed with his approval, does materially
and adversely affect the interests of creditors or stockholders, he shall fix a hear-
ing for the consideration, and a subsequent time for the acceptance or rejection,
of such alteration or modification. The requirements in regard to notice of
hearing, to submission to the Securities and Exchange Commission, to acceptance,
to filing and hearing of objections to confirmation and to the confirmation, as
prescribed in article VII of this chapter in regard to the plan proposed to be
altered or modified, shall be complied with.

SE(a 223. Any creditor or stockholder who has previously accepted the plan
proposed to be altered or modified and who does not file a written rejection of
the proposed alteration or modification within the time fixed by the judge, shall
be deemed to have accepted the alteration or modification and the plan so altered
or modified unless the previous acceptance provides otherwise.

SE. 224. Upon confirmation of a plan-
(1) the plan and its provisions shall be binding upon the debtor, upon every

other corporation issuing securities or acquiring property under the plan, and
upon all creditors and stockholders, whether or not such creditors and stock-
holders are affected by the plan or have accepted it or have filed proofs of their
claims or interests and whether or not their claims or interests have been
scheduled or allowed or are allowable;

(2) the debtor and every other corporation organized or to be organized for
the purpose of carrying out the plan shall comply with the provisions of the
plan and with all orders of the court relative thereto and shall take all action
necessary to carry out the plan, including, in the case of a public-utility corpora-
tion, the procuring of authorization, approval, or consent of each commission
having regulatory jurisdiction over the debtor or such other corporation;

(3) if the judge shall so direct, there shall be deposited and distributed, in such
manner as the judge may direct, the moneys for all payments which by the
provisions of the plan or under this chapter are required to be made in cash; and

(4) distribution shall be made, in accordance with the provisions of the plan,
to creditors and stockholders (a) proofs of whose claims or stock have been
filed prior to the date fixed by the judge and are allowed, or (b) if not so filed,
whose claims or stock have been listed by the trustee or scheduled by the debtor
in possession as fixed claims or stock, liquidated in amount and not disputed.

SEO. 225. Where the claims or stock specified in paragraph (4), clause (b), of
section 224 of this Act are objected to by any party in interest, the objection
shall be heard and summarily determined by the court.

SEO. 226. The property dealt with by the plan, when transferred by the trustee
to the debtor or other corporation or corporations provided for by the plan, or
when transferred by the debtor in possession to such other corporation or cor-
porations, or when retained by the debtor in possession, as the case may be, shall
be free and clear of all claims and interest of the debtor, creditors, and stock-
holders, except such claims and interests as may otherwise be provided for in the
plan or in the order confirming the plan or in the order directing or authorizing
the transfer or retention of such property.

SEc. 227. The court may direct the debtor, its trustee, any mortgagees, inden-
ture trustees, and other necessary parties to execute and deliver or to join in
the execution and delivery of such instruments as may be requisite to effect a
retention or transfer of property dealt with by a plan which has been confirmed,
and to perform such other acts, including the satisfaction of liens, as the court
may deem necessary for the consummation of the plan.

SEc. 228. Upon the consummation of the plan, the judge shall enter a final
decree-

(1) discharging the debtor from all its debts and liabilities and terminating
all rights and interests of stockholders of the debtor, except as provided in the
plan or in the order confirming the plan or in the order directing or authorizing
the transfer or retention of property;

(2) discharging the trustee, if any;
(3) making such provisions by way of injunction or otherwise as may be

equitable; and
(4) closing the estate.
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and for costs and expenses in, or in connection with, the proceeding or in connec-
tion with the plan and incident to the reorganization, have been fully disclosed 
to the judge and are reasonable or, if to be fixed after confirmation of the plan, 
will be subject to the approval of the judge; and 

(5) the identity, qualifications, and affiliations of the persons who are to be 
directors or officers, or voting trustees, if any, upon the consummation of the 
plan, have been fully disclosed, and that the appointment of such persons to such 
offices, or their continuance therein, is equitable, compatible with the interests 
of the creditors and stockholders and consistent with public policy. 
Sin 222. A plan may be altered or modified, with the approval of the judge, 

after its submission for acceptance and before or after its confirmation if, in 
the opinion of the judge, the alteration or modification does not materially and 
adversely affect the interests of creditors or stockholders. If the judge finds that 
the proposed alteration or modification, filed with his approval, does materially 
and adversely affect the interests of creditors or stockholders, he shall fix a hear-
ing for the consideration, and a subsequent time for the acceptance or rejection, 
of such alteration or modification. The requirements in regard to notice of 
hearing, to submission to the Securities and Exchange Commission, to acceptance, 
to filing and hearing of objections to confirmation and to the confirmation, as 
prescribed in article VII of this chapter in regard to the plan proposed to be 
altered or modified, shall be complied with. 
SEO. 223. Any creditor or stockholder who has previously accepted the plan 

proposed to be altered or modified and who does not file a written rejection of 
the proposed alteration or modification within the time fixed by the judge, shall 
be deemed to have accepted the alteration or modification and the plan so altered 
or modified unless the previous acceptance provides otherwise. 
Sm. 224. Upon confirmation of a plan— 
(1) the plan and its provisions shall be binding upon the debtor, upon every 

other corporation issuing securities or acquiring property under the plan, and 
upon all creditors and stockholders, whether or not such creditors and stock-
holders are affected by the plan or have accepted it or have filed proofs of their 
claims or interests and whether or not their claims or interests have been 
scheduled or allowed or are allowable; 

(2) the debtor and every other corporation organized or to be organized for 
the purpose of carrying out the plan shall comply with the provisions of the 
plan and with all orders of the court relative thereto and shall take all action 
necessary to carry out the plan, including, in the case of a public-utility corpora-
tion, the procuring of authorization, approval, or consent of each commission 
having regulatory jurisdiction over the debtor or such other corporation; 

(3) if the judge shall so direct, there shall be deposited and distributed, in such 
manner as the judge may direct, the moneys for all payments which by the 
provisions of the plan or under this chapter are required to be made in cash; and 

(4) distribution shall be made, in accordance with the provisions of the plan, 
to creditors and stockholders (a) proofs of whose claims or stock have been 
filed prior to the date fixed by the judge and are allowed, or (b) if not so filed, 
whose claims or stock have been listed by the trustee or scheduled by the debtor 
in possession as fixed claims or stock, liquidated in amount and not disputed. 
SEO. =5. Where the claims or stock specified in paragraph (4), clause (b), of 

section 224 of this Act are objected to by any party in interest, the objection 
shall be heard and summarily determined by the court. 
Sim 226. The property dealt with by the plan, when transferred by the trustee 

to the debtor or other corporation or corporations provided for by the plan, or 
when transferred by the debtor in possession to such other corporation or cor-
porations, or when retained by the debtor in possession, as the case may be, shall 
be free and clear of all claims and interest of the debtor, creditors, and stock-
holders, except such claims and interests as may otherwise be provided for in the 
plan or in the order confirming the plan or In the order directing or authorizing 
the transfer or retention of such property. 

Svc. 227. The court may direct the debtor, its trustee, any mortgagees, inden-
ture trustees, and other necessary parties to execute and deliver or to join in 
the execution and delivery of such instruments as may be requisite to effect a 
retention or transfer of property dealt with by a plan which has been confirmed, 
and to perform such other acts, including the satisfaction of liens, as the court 
may deem necessary for the consummation of the plan. 

Svc. 228. Upon the consummation of the plan, the judge shall enter a final 
decree— 

(1) discharging the debtor from all its debts and liabilities and terminating 
all rights and interests of stockholders of the debtor, except as provided in the 
plan or in the order confirming the plan or in the order directing or authorizing 
the transfer or retention of property; 

(2) discharging the trustee, if any; 
(3) making such provisions by way of injunction or otherwise as may be 

equitable; and 
(4) closing the estate. 
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ARTICLE XII-DISMISSALS AND ADJUDIOATIONS

Sc. 236. If no plan is proposed within the time fixed or extended by the judge,
or if no plan proposed is approved by the judge and no further time is granted
for the proposal of a plan, or if no plan approved by the judge is accepted within
the time fixed or extended by the judge, or if confirmation of the plan is refused,
or if a confirmed plan is not consummated, the judge shall-

(1) where the petition was filed under section 127 of this Act, enter an order
dismissing the proceeding under this chapter and directing that the bankruptcy
be proceeded with pursuant to the provisions of this Act; or

(2) where the petition was filed under section 128 of this Act, after hearing
upon notice to the debtor, stockholders, creditors, indenture trustees, and such
other persons as the judge may designate, enter an order either adjudging the
debtor a bankrupt and directing that bankruptcy be proceeded with pursuant to
the provisions of this Act, or dismissing the proceeding under this chapter, as
in the opinion of the judge may be in the interests of the creditors and
stockholders.

Sac. 237. Upon the dismissal of a proceeding under this chapter, where the
petition was filed under section 128 of this Act, the judge shall enter a final decree
discharging the trustee, if any, and closing the estate, except as otherwise pro-
vided by section 259 of this Act.

SEa. 238. Upon the entry of an order directing that bankruptcy be proceeded
with-

(1) where the petition was filed under section 127 of this Act, the bankruptcy
proceeding shall be deemed reinstated and shall thereafter be conducted, so far
as possible, as if the petition under this chapter had not been filed; or where
the petition was filed under section 128 of this Act, the proceeding shall there-
after be conducted so far as possible, in the same manner and with like effect
as if an involuntary petition for adjudication had been filed at the time when
the petition under this chapter was filed, and a decree of adjudication had been
entered at the time when the petition under this chapter was approved;

(2) a trustee shall be appointed pursuant to section 44 of this Act and shall
supersede any trustee previously appointed; and

(3) only such claims as are provable under section 63 of this Act shall be
allowed, and claims not already filed may be filed prior to the expiration of three
months after the first date set for the first meeting of creditors as provided in
section 55 of this Act, or, if such date has been previously set, then prior to the
expiration of three months after the mailing of notices to creditors of the entry
of the order directing that bankruptcy be proceeded with.

ARTIC.E XIII--OMPENSATION AND ALLOWANCES

SEO. 241. The judge may allow reimbursement for proper costs and expenses
incurred by the petitioning creditors and reasonable compensation for services
rendered and reimbursement for proper costs and expenses incurred in a pro-
ceeding under this chapter-

(1) by a referee;
(2) by a special master;
(3) by the trustee and other officers, and the attorneys for any of them;
(4) by the attorney for the debtor; and
(5) by the attorney for the petitioning creditors.
Such compensation of referees and trustees shall not be governed by sections

40 and 48 of this Act.
Sea 242. The judge may allow reasonable compensation for services rendered

and reimbursement for proper costs and expenses incurred in connection with
the administration of an estate in a proceeding under this chapter or in con-
nection with a plan approved by the judge, whether or not accepted by creditors
and stockholders or finally confirmed by the judge-

(1) by indenture trustees, depositaries, reorganization managers, and com-
mittees or representatives of creditors or stockholders;

(2) by any other parties in interest except the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission; and

(3) by the attorneys or agents for any of the foregoing except the Securities
and Exchange Commission.

SEC. 243. The judge may allow reasonable compensation for services rendered
and reimbursement for proper costs and expenses incurred by creditors and
stockholders, and the attorneys for any of them, in connection with the sub-
mission by them of suggestions for a plan or of proposals in the form of plans,
or in connection with objections by them to the confirmation of a plan, or in
connection with the administration of the estate. In fixing any such allow-
ances the judge shall give consideration only to the services which contributed
to the plan confirmed or to the refusal of confirmation of a plan, or which were
beneficial in the administration of the estate, and to the proper costs and
expenses incidental thereto.
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ARTICLE XU—DISMISSAT S AND ADJUDICATIONS 

Sac. 236. If no plan is proposed within the time fixed or extended by the judge, 
or if no plan proposed is approved by the judge and no further time is granted 
for the proposal of a plan, or if no plan approved by the judge is accepted within 
the time fixed or extended by the judge, or if confirmation of the plan is refused, 
or if a confirmed plan is not consummated, the judge shall— 

(1) where the petition was filed under section 127 of this Act, enter an order 
dismissing the proceeding under this chapter and directing that the bankruptcy 
be proceeded with pursuant to the provisions of this Act; or 

(2) where the petition was filed under section 128 of this Act, after hearing 
upon notice to the debtor, stockholders, creditors, indenture trustees, and such 
other persons as the judge may designate, enter an order either adjudging the 
debtor a bankrupt and directing that bankruptcy be proceeded with pursuant to 
the provisions of this Act, or dismissing the proceeding under this chapter, as 
in the opinion a the judge may be in the interests of the creditors and 
stockholders. 

Sze. 237. Upon the dismissal of a proceeding under this chapter, where the 
petition was filed under section 128 of this Act, the judge shall enter a final decree 
discharging the trustee, if any, and closing the estate, except as otherwise pro-
vided by section 259 of this Act. 

Sao. 238. Upon the entry of an order directing that bankruptcy be proceeded 
with— 

(1) where the petition was filed under section 127 of this Act, the bankruptcy 
proceeding shall be deemed reinstated and shall thereafter be conducted, so far 
as possible, as if the petition under this chapter had not been filed; or where 
the petition was filed under section 128 of this Act, the proceeding shall there-
after be conducted so far as possible, in the same manner and with like effect 
as if an involuntary petition for adjudication had been filed at the time when 
the petition under this chapter was filed, and a decree of adjudication had been 
entered at the time when the petition under this chapter was approved; 

(2) a trustee shall be appointed pursuant to section 44 of this Act and shall 
supersede any trustee previously appointed; and 

(3) only such claims as are provable under section 63 of this Act shall be 
allowed, and claims not already filed may be filed prior to the expiration of three 
months after the first date set for the first meeting of creditors as provided in 
section 55 of this Act, or, if such date has been previously set, then prior to the 
expiration of three months after the mailing of notices to creditors of the entry 
of the order directing that bankruptcy be proceeded with. 

ARTICLE XIII—COMPENSATION AND ALLCYWANCES 

Sze. 241. The judge may allow reimbursement for proper costs and expenses 
incurred by the petitioning creditors and reasonable compensation for services 
rendered and reimbursement for proper costs and expenses incurred in a pro-
ceeding under this chapter— 

(1 ) by a referee; 
(2) by a special master; 
(3) by the trustee and other officers, and the attorneys for any of them; 
(4) by the attorney for the debtor; and 
(5) by the attorney for the petitioning creditors. 
Such compensation of referees and trustees shall not be governed by sections 

40 and 48 of this Act. 
SEC.. 242. The judge may allow reasonable compensation for services rendered 

and reimbursement for proper costs and expenses incurred in connection with 
the administration of an estate in a proceeding under this chapter or in con-
nection with a plan approved by the judge, whether or not accepted by creditors 
and stockholders or finally confirmed by the judge— 

(1) by indenture trustees, depositaries, reorganization managers, and com-
mittees or representatives of creditors or stockholders; 

(2) by any other parties in interest except the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission; and 

(3) by the attorneys or agents for any of the foregoing except the Securities 
and Exchange Commission. 
SEC. 243. The judge may allow reasonable compensation for services rendered 

and reimbursement for proper costs and expenses incurred by creditors and 
stockholders, and the attorneys for any of them, in connection with the sub-
mission by them of suggestions for a plan or of proposals in the form of plans, 
or in connection with objections by them to the confirmation of a plan, or in 
connection with the administration of the estate. In fixing any such allow-
ances, the judge shall give consideration only to the services which contributed 
to the plan confirmed or to the refusal of confirmation of a plan, or which were 
beneficial in the administration of the estate, and to the proper costs and 
expenses incidental thereto. 



CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS

SEC. 244. Where a petition is filed under section 127 of this Act, the judge may
allow, if not already allowed, reasonable compensation for services rendered
and reimbursement for proper costs and expenses incurred in the pending
bankruptcy proceeding-

(1) by a marshal, receiver, or trustee, as provided in subdivision g of section 48
of this Act, and the attorneys for any of them;

(2) by the attorney for the petitioning creditors;
(3) by the attorney for the bankrupt; and
(4) by any other persons and the attorneys for any of them entitled under

this Act to compensation or reimbursement in such bankruptcy proceeding.
SEC. 245. Where a petition is filed in a pending bankruptcy proceeding, the

judge may allow reasonable compensation for services rendered and the proper
costs and expenses incurred in such bankruptcy proceeding by a referee in bank-
ruptcy. In fixing such compensation, the judge shall not be restricted by the
provisions of section 40 of this Act.

SEC. 246. Upon the dismissal of a proceeding under this chapter, or the entry
of an order adjudging the debtor a bankrupt, the judge may allow reasonable
compensation for services rendered and reimbursement for proper costs and
expenses incurred in such proceeding prior to such dismissal or order of adjudi-
cation by any persons entitled thereto, as provided in this chapter, and shall
make provision for the payment thereof, and for the payment of all proper costs
and expenses incurred by officers in such proceedings.

SE. 247. The judge shall fix a time of hearing for the consideration of appli-
cations for allowances, of which hearing notice shall be given to the applicants,
the trustee, the debtor, the creditors, stockholders, indenture trustees, the
Securities and Exchange Commission, and such other persons as the judge may
designate, except that, in the case of allowances for services and reimbursement
in a superseded bankruptcy proceeding, notice need be given only to the appli-
cants, the debtor, the trustee, and the unsecured creditors, and may be given
to such other classes of creditors or other persons as the judge may designate.
In the case of the dismissal of a proceeding under this chapter and the entry
of an order therein directing that bankruptcy be proceeded with, notice of the
hearing to consider allowances need not be given to stockholders.

SEC. 248. In the case of the dismissal of a proceeding under this chapter and
the entry of an order therein directing that a superseded bankruptcy be proceeded
with, the compensation allowed by the judge, in the course of the proceeding
under this chapter, to the referee, marshal, receiver, or trustee in the bankruptcy
proceeding for services rendered by them in such bankruptcy proceeding shall be
deemed to have been allowed in such bankruptcy proceeding, and such compensa-
tion shall be considered in connection with the making of future allowances
therein or shall be readjusted, so as to comply with the provisions of this Act
fixing their compensation in a bankruptcy proceeding.

SEC. 249. Any persons seeking compensation for services rendered or reimburse-
ment for costs and expenses incurred in a proceeding under this chapter shall
file with the court a statement under oath showing the claims against, or stock
of, the debtor, if any, in which a beneficial interest, direct or indirect, has been
acquired or transferred by him or for his account, after the commencement of
such proceeding. No compensation or reimbursement shall be allowed to any
committee or attorney, or other person acting in the proceedings in a representa-
tive or fiduciary capacity, who at any time after assuming to act in such capacity
has purchased or sold such claims or stock, or by whom or for whose account
such claims or stock have, without the prior consent or subsequent approval of
the judge, been otherwise acquired or transferred.

SEm 250. Appeals may be taken in matters of law or fact from orders making
or refusing to make allowances of compensation or reimbursement, and may, in
the manner and within the time provided for appeals by this Act, be taken to and
allowed by the circuit court of appeals independently of other appeals in the
proceeding, and shall be summarily heard upon the original papers.

ABTICLE xrV-PRIOR PROCEEDINGS

SmO. 256. A petition may be filed under this chapter notwithstanding the pend-
ency of a prior mortgage foreclosure, equity, or other proceeding in a court of the
United States or of any State in which a receiver or trustee of all or any part
of the property of a debtor has been appointed or for whose appointment an
application has been made.

SEC. 257. The trustee appointed under this chapter, upon his qualification, or
if a debtor is continued in possession, the debtor, shall become vested with the
rights, if any, of such prior receiver or trustee in such property and with the
right to the immediate possession thereof. The trustee or debtor in possession
shall also have the right to immediate possession of all property of the debtor in
the possession of a trustee under a trust deed or a mortgagee under a mortgage.

SEC. 25& The judge shall make such provision as may be equitable for the pro-
tection of the obligations incurred by a receiver or trustee in such prior proceed-
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costs and expenses incurred in such bankruptcy proceeding by a referee in bank-
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provisions of section 40 of this Act. 
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In the case of the dismissal of a proceeding under this chapter and the entry 
of an order therein directing that bankruptcy be proceeded with, notice of the 
healing to consider allowances need not be given to stockholders. 
SEC. 248. In the case of the dismissal of a proceeding under this chapter and 

the entry of an order therein directing that a superseded bankruptcy be proceeded 
with, the compensation allowed by the judge, in the course of the proceeding 
under this chapter, to the referee, marshal, receiver, or trustee in the bankruptcy 
proceeding for services rendered by them in such bankruptcy proceeding shall be 
deemed to have been allowed in such bankruptcy proceeding, and such compensa-
tion shall be considered in connection with the making of future allowances 
therein or shall be readjusted, so as to comply with the provisions of this Act 
fixing their compensation In a bankruptcy proceeding. 
SEC. 249. Any persons seeking compensation for services rendered or reimburse-

ment for costs and expenses incurred in a proceeding under this chapter shall 
file with the court a statement under oath showing the claims against, or stock 
of, the debtor, if any, in which a beneficial interest, direct or indirect, has been 
acquired or transferred by him or for his account, after the commencement of 
such proceeding. No compensation or reimbursement shall be allowed to any 
committee or attorney, or other person acting in the proceedings in a representa-
tive or fiduciary capacity, who at any time after assuming to act in such capacity 
has purchased or sold such claims or stock, or by whom or for whose account 
such claims or stock have, without the prior consent or subsequent approval of 
the judge, been otherwise acquired or transferred. 

Sac. 250. Appeals may be taken in matters of law or fact from orders making 
or refusing to make allowances of compensation or reimbursement, and may, in 
the manner and within the time provided for appeals by this Act, be taken to and 
allowed by the circuit court of appeals independently of other appeals in the 
proceeding, and shall be summarily heard upon the original papers. 

ARTICLE XIV—PILIOR PROCEEDINGS 

SFr. 256. A petition may be filed under this chapter notwithstanding the pend-
ency of a prior mortgage foreclosure, equity, or other proceeding in a court of the 
United States or of any State in which a receiver or trustee of all or any part 
of the property of a debtor has been appointed or for whose appointment an 
application has been made. 
SEC. 257. The trustee appointed under this chapter, upon his qualification, or 

if a debtor is continued in possession, the debtor, shall become vested with the 
rights, if any, of such prior receiver or trustee in such property and with the 
right to the immediate possession thereof. The trustee or debtor in possession 
shall also have the right to immediate possession of all property of the debtor in 
the possession of a trustee under a trust deed or a mortgagee under a mortgage. 

Sac. 258. The judge shall make such provision as may be equitable for the pro-
tection of the obligations incurred by a receiver or trustee in such prior proceed-
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ing and for the payment of the reasonable costs and expenses incurred therein
as may be allowed by the judge.

SEC. 259. Upon a dismissal of a proceeding under this chapter, such prior pro-
ceeding shall become reinstated, and the judge shall allow the reasonable costs
and expenses under this chapter, including the allowances provided for in article
XIII of this chapter, and shall make appropriate provision for the retransfer
of such property to the person or persons entitled thereto upon such terms as
may be equitable for the protection of the obligations incurred in the proceed-
ings under this chapter by the trustee or debtor in possession, and for the pay-
ment of the costs and expenses of the proceedings.

ARTICLE XV---GENERAL PROVISIONS

SEC. 261. All statutes of limitation affecting claims and interests provable
under this chapter and the running of all periods of time prescribed by this
Act in respect to the commission of acts of bankruptcy, the recovery of prefer-
ences, and the avoidance of liens and transfers shall be suspended while a
proceeding under this chapter is pending and until it is finally dismissed.

SEC. 262 If a proceeding under this chapter shall be dismissed, the filing of
the petition shall not constitute an act of bankruptcy by the debtor.

SEC. 263. Nothing contained in this chapter shall be deemed to affect or apply
to the creditors of any corporation under a mortgage insured pursuant to the
National Housing Act and Acts amendatory thereof and supplementary thereto.

SEC. 264. a. The provisions of section 5 of the Securities Act of 1933 shall not
apply to-

(1) any security issued by the receiver, trustee, or debtor in possession pur-
suant to paragraph (2) of section 116 of this Act; or

(2) any transaction in any security issued pursuant to a plan in exchange
for securities of or claims against the debtor or partly in such exchange and
partly for cash and/or property, or issued upon exercise of any right to sub-
scribe or conversion privilege so issued, except (a) transactions by an issuer or
an underwriter in connection with a distribution otherwise than pursuant to
the plan, and (b) transactions by a dealer as to securities constituting the
whole or a part of an unsold allotment to or subscription by such dealer as a
participant in a distribution of such securities by the issuer or by or through
an underwriter otherwise than pursuant to the plan.

b. As used in this section, the terms "security," "issuer," "underwriter," and
"dealer" shall have the meanings provided in section 2 of the Securities Act
of 1933, and the term "Securities Act of 1933" shall be deemed to refer to such
Act as heretofore or hereafter amended.

SEC. 265. a. In addition to the notices elsewhere expressly provided, the
Securities and Exchange Commission shall be given notice of all other steps
taken in connection with a proceeding under this chapter. Any notice which
this chapter requires to be given to the Securities and Exchange Commission
shall be deemed to have been sufficiently given if it is given by registered first-
class mail, postage prepaid, addressed to the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission at Washington, District of Columbia, or at such other place as the
Securities and Exchange Commission shall designate by written notice filed in
the proceeding and served upon the parties thereto. The clerk and, in the case
of a reference, the referee after such reference, shall forthwith transmit to
the Securities and Exchange Commission copies of (1) every petition filed under
this chapter; (2) the answers thereto, if any; (3) the orders approving or dis-
missing petitions; (4) the orders appointing trustees or continuing debtors in
possession; (5) the orders determining the time within which the claims of
creditors may be filed and allowed, and the division of creditors and stock-
holders into classes according to the nature of their respective claims and stock;
(6) the orders approving any plan or plans, together with copies of such plans;
(7) the orders approving alterations or modifications in plans, together with
copies of such alterations or modifications; (8) the orders confirming plans,
together with copies of such plans; (9) all applications for allowances for com-
pensation and expenses, and the orders making or refusing to make such al-
lowances; (10) the orders adjudging debtors to be solvent or insolvent; (11)
the orders directing liquidations of estates or dismissing proceedings; (12)
and such other papers filed in the proceedings as the Securities and Exchange
Commission may request or which the court may direct be transmitted to it.
Copies of the opinions or reports, if any, of the judge, referee, or special master,
with respect to the matters enumerated, shall also be transmitted to the
Securities and Exchange Commission.

b. The provisions of section 4 (b) of the Securities and Exchange Act of
1934 shall be applicable with respect to the power of the Securities and
Exchange Commission to appoint and fix the compensation of such officers,
attorneys, examiners, and other experts, and such other officers and employees,
as may be necessary for carrying out its functions under this chapter.
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"dealer" shall have the meanings provided in section 2 of the Securities Act 
of 1933, and the term "Securities Act of 1933" shall be deemed to refer to such 
Act as heretofore or hereafter amended. 
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Securities and Exchange Commission shall be given notice of all other steps 
taken in connection with a proceeding under this chapter. Any notice which 
this chapter requires to be given to the Securities and Exchange Commission 
shall be deemed to have been sufficiently given if it is given by registered first-
class mail, postage prepaid, addressed to the Securities and Exchange Com-
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SEa 266. In addition to the notices elsewhere expressly provided, the clerk
and, in the case of a reference, the referee, after such reference, shall forth-
with transmit to the Secretary of the Treasury copies of all petitions, answers,
orders, and applications, as more specifically enumerated in section 265 of this
Act, and copies of such other papers filed in the proceedings as the Secretary
of the Treasury may request or which the court may direct to be transmitted
to him. Copies of the opinions or reports, if any, of the judge, referee, or
special master, with respect to the matters so enumerated, shall also be trans-
mitted to the Secretary of the Treasury. Any order fixing the time for con-
firming a plan which affects claims or stock of the United States shall include
a notice to the Secretary of the Treasury of not less than thirty days.

SEC. 267. The issuance, transfer, or exchange of securities, or the making or
delivery of instruments of transfer under any plan confirmed under this chap-
ter, shall be exempt from any stamp taxes now or hereafter imposed under
the laws of the United States or of any State.

SEC. 268. Except as provided in section 270 of this Act, no income or profit,
taxable under any law of the United States or of any State now in force or
which may hereafter be enacted, shall, in respect to the adjustment of the
indebtedness of a debtor in a proceeding under this chapter, be deemed to
have accrued to or to have been realized by a debtor, by a trustee provided
for in a plan under this chapter, or by a corporation organized or made use
of for effectuating a plan under this chapter by reason of a modification in or
cancelation in whole or part of any of the indebtedness of the debtor in a
proceeding under this chapter.

Se. 269. Where it appears that a plan has for one of its principal purposes
the avoidance of taxes, objection to its confirmation may be made on that
ground by the Secretary of the Treasury, or, in the case of a State, by the
corresponding official or other person so authorized. Such objections shall be
heard and determined by the judge, independently of other objections which
may be made to the confirmation of the plan, and, if the judge shall be satis-
fied that such purpose exists, he shall refuse to confirm the plan.

SE. 270. In determining the basis of property for any purposes of any law
of the United States or of a State imposing a tax upon income, the basis
of the debtor's property (other than money) or of such property (other than
money) as is transferred to any person required to use the debtor's basis in
whole or in part shall be decreased by an amount equal to the amount by
which the indebtedness of the debtor, not including accrued interest unpaid and
not resulting in a tax benefit on any income tax return, has been canceled or
reduced in a proceeding under this chapter. The Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, shall prescribe
such regulations as he may deem necessary in order to reflect such decrease
in basis for Federal income-tax purposes and otherwise carry into effect the
purposes of this section.

SEC. 271. Any provision in this chapter to the contrary notwithstanding, all
taxes which may be found to be owing to the United States or any State from
a debtor within one year from the date of the filing of a petition under this
chapter and have not been assessed prior to the date of the confirmation of a
plan under this chapter, and all taxes which may become owing to the United
States or any State from a receiver or trustee of a debtor or from a debtor in
possession, shall be assessed against, may be collected from, and shall be paid
by the debtor or the corporation organized or made use of for effectuating a
plan under this chapter: Provided, however, That the United States or any
State may in writing accept the provisions of any plan dealing with the
assumption, settlement, or payment of any such tax.

SEC. 272. The right of employees or of persons seeking employment on the
property of a debtor under the jurisdiction of the court to join a labor organ-
ization of their choice, or to refuse to join or remain members of a company
union, shall be free from interference, restraint, or coercion by the court, a
debtor, or trustee. It shall be the duty of a debtor or trustee to report to the
judge any agreement restricting or interfering with such right, and the judge
shall thereupon enter an appropriate order for the termination of such agree-
ment and for notice to the employees that the same is no longer binding upon
them. No funds of the estate shall be used by a debtor or a trustee for the
purpose of maintaining company unions.

ARTICLE XVI-WHEN CHAPTER TAKES EFFECT

SEO. 276. a. This chapter shall apply to debtors by whom or against whom
petitions are filed on and after the effective date of this amendatory Act and
to the creditors and stockholders thereof, whether their rights, claims, or
interests of any nature whatsoever have been acquired or created before or
after such date;
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indebtedness of a debtor in a proceeding under this chapter, be deemed to 
have accrued to or to have been realized by a debtor, by a trustee provided 
for in a plan under this chapter, or by a corporation organized or made use 
of for effectuating a plan under this chapter by reason of a modification in or 
cancelation in whole or part of any of the indebtedness of the debtor in a 
proceeding under this chapter. 

Sao. 269. Where it appears that a plan has for one of its principal purposes 
the avoidance of taxes, objection to its confirmation may be made on that 
ground by the Secretary of the Treasury, or, in the case of a State, by the 
corresponding official or other person so authorized. Such objections shall be 
heard and determined by the judge, independently of other objections which 
may be made to the confirmation of the plan, and, if the judge shall be satis-
fied that such purpose exists, he shall refuse to confirm the plan. 
SEO. 270. In determining the basis of property for any purposes of any law 

of the United States or of a State imposing a tax upon income, the basis 
of the debtor's property (other than money) or of such property (other than 
money) as is transferred to any person required to use the debtor's basis in 
whole or in part shall be decreased by an amount equal to the amount by 
which the indebtedness of the debtor, not including accrued interest unpaid and 
not resulting in a tax benefit on any income tax return, has been canceled or 
reduced in a proceeding under this chapter. The Commissioner of Internal 
Revenue, with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, shall prescribe 
such regulations as he may deem necessary in order to reflect such decrease 
in basis for Federal income-tax purposes and otherwise carry into effect the 
purposes of this section. 
SEC. 271. Any provision in this chapter to the contrary notwithstanding, all 

taxes which may be found to be owing to the United States or any State from 
a debtor within one year from the date of the filing of a petition under this 
chapter and have not been assessed prior to the date of the confirmation of a 
plan under this chapter, and all taxes which may become owing to the United 
States or any State from a receiver or trustee of a debtor or from a debtor in 
possession, shall be assessed against, may be collected from, and shall be paid 
by the debtor or the corporation organized or made use of for effectuating a 
plan under this chapter: Provided, however, That the United States or any 
State may in writing accept the provisions of any plan dealing with the 
assumption, settlement, or payment of any such tax. 
SEC. 272. The right of employees or of persons seeking employment on the 

property of a debtor under the jurisdiction of the court to join a labor organ-
ization of their choice, or to refuse to join or remain members of a company 
union, shall be free from interference, restraint, or coercion by the court, a 
debtor, or trustee. It shall be the duty of a debtor or trustee to report to the 
judge any agreement restricting or interfering with such right, and the judge 
shall thereupon enter an appropriate order for the termination of such agree-
ment and for notice to the employees that the same is no longer binding upon 
them. No funds of the estate shall be used by a debtor or a trustee for the 
purpose of maintaining company unions. 

ARTICLE XI—WHEN CHAPTER TAKES EFFECT 

SEC. 276. a. This chapter shall apply to debtors by whom or against whom 
petitions are flied on and after the effective date of this amendatory Act and 
to the creditors and stockholders thereof, whether their rights, claims, or 
interests of any nature whatsoever have been acquired or created before or 
after such date; 
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b. a petition may be filed under this chapter in a proceeding in bankruptcy
which is pending on such date, and a petition may be filed under this chapter
nothwithstanding the pendency on such date of a proceeding in which a receiver
or trustee of all or any part of the property of a debtor has been appointed or
for whose appointment application has been made in a court of the United
States or of any State;

c. the provisions of sections 77A and 77B of chapter VIII, as amended, of the
Act entitled "An Act to establish a uniform system of bankruptcy throughout the
United States," approved July 1, 1898, shall continue in full force and effect with
respect to proceedings pending under those sections upon the effective date of
this amendatory Act, except that-

(1) if the petition in such proceedings was approved within three months prior
to the effective date of this amendatory Act, the provisions of this chapter shall
apply in their entirety to such proceedings; and

(2) if the petition in such proceedings was approved more than three months
before the effective date of this amendatory Act, the provisions of this chapter
shall apply to such proceedings to the extent that the judge shall deem their
application practicable; and

(3) sections 268 and 270 of this Act shall apply to any plan confirmed under
section 77B before the effective date of this amendatory Act and to any plan
which may be confirmed under section 77B on and after such effective date,
except that the exemption provided by section 268 of this Act may be disallowed
if it shall be made to appear that any such plan had for one of its principal pur-
poses the avoidance of income taxes, and except further that where such plan
has not been confirmed on and after such effective date, section 269 of this Act
shall apply where practicable and expedient.

CHAPTER XI-ARRANGEMENTS

ARTICLE I--CONSTRUCrON

SEa 301. The provisions of this chapter shall apply exclusively to proceedings
under this chapter.

SEc. 302. The provisions of chapters I to VII, inclusive, of this Act shall, insofar
as they are not inconsistent with or in conflict with the provisions of this chapter,
apply in proceedings under this chapter. For the purposes of such application,
provisions relating to "bankrupts" shall be deemed to relate also to "debtors"
and "bankruptcy proceedings" or "proceedings in bankruptcy" shall be deemed to
include proceedings under this chapter. For the purposes of such application the
date of the filing of the petition in bankruptcy shall be taken to be the date of
the filing of an original petition under section 322 of this Act, and the date of
adjudication shall be taken to be the date of the filing of the petition under sec-
tion 321 or 322 of this Act except where an adjudication had previously been
entered.

ATICLE II--DEFINITIONS

SEC. 306. For the purposes of this chapter, unless inconsistent with the con-
text-

(1) "arrangement" shall mean any plan of a debtor for the settlement, satis-
faction, or extension of the time of payment of his unsecured debts, upon any
terms;

(2) "consideration" shall include evidences of indebtedness, either secured or
unsecured, stock and certificates of beneficial interest therein, and certificates of
beneficial interest in property;

(3) "debtor" shall mean a person who could become a bankrupt under section
4 of this Act and who files a petition under this chapter;

(4) "executory contracts" shall include unexpired leases of real property; and
(5) "petition" shall mean a petition filed under this chapter by a debtor

proposing an arrangement.
SEc. 307. Unless inconsistent with the context and for the purposes of an

arrangement providing for an extension of time for payment of debts in full
and applicable exclusively to the debts to be extended-

(1) "creditors" shall include the holders of all unsecured debts, demands, or
claims of whatever character against a debtor, whether or not provable as debts
under section 63 of this Act and whether liquidated or unliquidated, fixed or
contingent; and

(2) "debts" or "claims" shall include all unsecured debts, demands, or claims
of whatever character against a debtor, whether or not provable as debts under
section 63 of this Act and whether liquidated or unliquidated, fixed or contingent.

SEC. 3(S A creditor shall be deemed to be "affected" by an arrangement only if
his interest shall be material and adversely affected thereby. In the event of
controversy, the court shall after hearing upon notice summarily determine
whether any creditor is so affected.
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ARTILE III-JURIDICTION, POWEBS, AND DUTIBS OF THE COURT

SEC. 311. Where not inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter, the court
in which the petition is filed shall, for the purposes of this chapter, have ex-
clusive jurisdiction of the debtor and his property, wherever located.

Sac. 312. Where not inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter, the juris-
diction, powers, and duties of the court shall be the same-

(1) where a petition is filed under section 321 of this Act and a decree of
adjudication has not been entered in the pending bankruptcy proceeding, as if a
decree of adjudication had been entered in such bankruptcy proceeding at the
time the petition under this chapter was filed; or

(2) where a petition is filed under section 322 of this Act, as if a voluntary
petition for adjudication in bankruptcy had been filed and a decree of adjudica-
tion had been entered at the time the petition under this chapter was filed.

SEac 313. Upon the filing of a petition, the court may, in addition to the jurisdic-
tion, powers, and duties hereinabove and elsewhere in this chapter conferred and
imposed upon it-

(1) permit the rejection of executory contracts of the debtor, upon notice to
the parties to such contracts and to such other parties in interest as the court
may designate;

(2) upon such notice as the court may prescribe and upon cause shown,
authorize the receiver or trustee, or the debtor in possession, to lease or sell any
property of the debtor, whether real or personal, upon such terms and conditions
as the court may approve;

(3) whenever under this chapter the court is required or permitted to fix
a time for any purpose, the court may upon cause shown extend such time.

SEC. 314. The court may, in addition to the relief provided by section 11 of this
Act and elsewhere under this chapter, enjoin or stay until final decree the com-
mencement or continuation of suits other than suits to enforce liens upon the
property of a debtor, and may, upon notice and for cause shown, enjoin or stay
until final decree any act or the commencement or continuation of any proceeding
to enforce any lien upon the property of a debtor.

SEC. 315. Whenever notice is to be given under this chapter, the court shall
designate, if not otherwise specified hereunder, the time within which, the
persons to whom, and the form and manner in which the notice shall be given.
Any notice to be given under this chapter may be combined, whenever feasible,
with any other notice or notices under this chapter.

SEC. 316. Where not inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter, the
jurisdiction of appellate courts shall be the same as in a bankruptcy proceeding.

ARTICLE IV-PETITION AND STAY

SEC. 321. A debtor may file a petition under this chapter in a pending bank-
ruptcy proceeding either before or after his adjudication.

SEC. 322. If no bankruptcy proceeding is pending, a debtor may file an original
petition under this chapter with the court which would have jurisdiction of a
petition for his adjudication.

SEO. 323. A petition filed under this chapter shall state that the debtor is
insolvent or unable to pay his debts as they mature, and shall set forth the
provisions of the arrangement proposed by him.

SEC. 324. The petition shall be accompanied by-
(1) a statement of the executory contracts of the debtor;
(2) the schedules and statement of affairs, if not previously filed; and
(3) payment to the clerk of the fees, if not already paid, required by this Act.
SEC. 325. A petition filed under section 321 of this Act shall not act as a stay

of adjudication or of the administration of the estate, but the court may, upon
application of the debtor and upon notice to all parties in interest, including
the creditors' committee and the receiver or trustee, if any such has been
appointed, grant a stay of adjudication or of the administration of the estate
upon such terms as may be proper for the protection of the estate and for
indemnity against loss thereto or diminution thereof.

SEC. 326. Where a petition is filed under section 322 of this Act, the court may,
upon hearing and after notice to the debtor and to such other persons as the
court may direct, order the debtor to file a bond or undertaking, with such
sureties as may be approved by the court and in such amount as the court may
fix, to indemnify the estate against subsequent loss thereto or diminution thereof
until, in the event of the entry of an order of adjudication under this chapter,
the entry of such order.

Sac. 327. Upon failure of the debtor to comply with such order for indemnity,
as prescribed in section 326 of this Act, the court may, after hearing upon notice
to the debtor, the creditors' committee, if any has been appointed, and to such
other persons as the court may direct, either adjudge the debtor a bankrupt and
direct that bankruptcy be proceeded with pursuant to the provisions of this Act
or dismiss the proceedings under this chapter, as in the opinion of the court
may be in the interest of the creditors.
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ARTICO V-PROCEDINGS SUBSEQUENT TO FILING OF PETITION

SEC. 331. The judge may refer the proceeding to a referee.
SEC. 332. The court may, upon the application of any party in interest, appoint,

if necessary, a receiver of the property of the debtor, or, if a trustee in bank-
ruptcy has previously been appointed, shall continue such trustee in possession.

SEC. 333. The court may, upon the application of the receiver, trustee, or any
party in interest, appoint, if not previously appointed, one or more appraisers
who shall prepare and file under oath an inventory and appraisal of the prop-
erty of the debtor, and may prescribe how such inventory and appraisal shall
be made.

SEC. 334. The court shall promptly call a meeting of creditors, upon at least
ten days' notice by mail to the debtor, the creditors, and other parties in interest.

SEC. 335. The notice of such meeting of creditors shall be accompanied by a
copy of the proposed arrangement, a summary of the liabilities as shown by the
schedules and a summary of the appraisal, if one has been made, or, if not made,
a summary of the assets as shown by the schedules. Such notice may also name
the time for the filing of the application to confirm the arrangement and the
time for the hearing of the confirmation and of such objections as may be made
to the confirmation.

SEC. 336. At such meeting, or at any adjournment thereof, the judge or referee-
(1) shall preside;
(2) may receive proofs of claim and allow or disallow them;
(3) shall examine the debtor or cause him to be examined and hear witnesses

on any matter relevant to the proceeding; and
(4) shall receive and determine the written acceptances of creditors on the

proposed arrangement, which acceptances may be obtained by the debtor before
or after the filing of a petition under this chapter.

Sac. 337. At such meeting, or at any adjournment thereof, the judge or referee
shall, after the acceptance of the arrangement-

(1) appoint the receiver or trustee, if any, or otherwise appoint some other
person, to receive and distribute, subject to the control of the court, the moneys
and consideration, if any, to be deposited by the debtor; require such person to
give bond with surety to be approved by the court in such amount as the court
shall fix; and fix the amount or rate of such person's compensation, not in excess
of the compensation allowable to a receiver under this Act;

(2) fix a time within which the debtor shall deposit, in such place as shall be
designated by and subject to the order of the court, the consideration, if any, to
be distributed to the creditors, the money necessary to pay all debts which have
priority, unless such priority creditors shall have waived their claims or such
deposit, or consented in writing to any provision of the arrangement for otherwise
dealing with such claims, and the money necessary to pay the costs and expenses
of the proceedings and the actual and necessary expenses incurred in connection
with the proceedings and the arrangement by the committee of creditors and the
attorneys or agents of such committee, in such amount as the court may allow;
and

(3) fix a time for the filing of the application to confirm the arrangement and
for a hearing on the confirmation thereof or any objections to the confirmation,
unless such times have already been named in the notice of the meeting or unless
all creditors affected by the arrangement have accepted it.

SEC. 338. At such meeting the creditors may appoint a committee, if none has
previously been appointed under this Act, and, if a trustee has not previously
been appointed, may nominate a trustee who shall thereafter be appointed by
the court in case it shall become necessary to administer the estate in bank-
ruptcy as provided under this chapter.

ARTICLE VI-ITLE BIGHTS, DUTIES, AND POWES OF DEBTOR AND OFFICES

SE. 341. Where not inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter, the powers
and duties of the officers of the court and, subject to the approval of the court,
their fees, and the rights, privileges, and duties of the debtor shall be the same,
where a petition is filed under section 321 of this Act and a decree of adjudication
has not been entered in the pending bankruptcy proceeding, as if a decree of
adjudication had been entered in such bankruptcy proceeding at the time the peti-
tion under this chapter was filed, or, where a petition is filed under section 322 of
this Act, as if a voluntary petition for adjudication in bankruptcy had been filed
and a decree of adjudication had been entered at the time the petition under
this chapter was filed.

Sea. 342. Where no receiver or trustee is appointed, the debtor shall continue
in possession of his propetry' and shall have all the title and exercise all the
powers of a trustee appointed under this Act, subject, however, at all times to the
control of the court and to such limitations, restrictions, terms, and conditions as
the court may from time to time prescribe.

1 So in original.
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SEC. 343. The receiver or trustee, or the debtor in possession, shall have the
power, upon authorization by and subject to the control of the court, to operate
the business and manage the property of the debtor during such period, limited
or indefinite, as the court may from time to time fix, and during such operation
or management shall file reports thereof with the court at such intervals as the
court may designate.

SEa. 344. During the pendency of a proceeding for an arrangement, or after
the confirmation of the arrangement where the court has retained jurisdiction,
the court may upon cause shown authorize the receiver or trustee, or the debtor
in possession, to issue certificates of indebtedness for cash, property, or other
consideration approved by the court, upon such terms and conditions and with
such security and priority in payment over existing obligations as in the par-
ticular case may be equitable.

ARTICLu VIr--oDITor AND CLAIMS

SEC. 351. For the purposes of the arrangement and its acceptance, the court may
fix the division of creditors into classes and, in the event of controversy, the
court shall after hearing upon notice summarily determine such controversy.

SE_ 352. Where not inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter, the rights,
duties, and liabilities of creditors and of all other persons with respect to the
property of the debtor shall be the same, where a petition is filed under section
321 of this Act and a decree of adjudication has not been entered in the pending
bankruptcy proceeding, as if a decree of adjudication had been entered in such
bankruptcy proceeding at the time the petition under this chapter was filed, or,
where a petition is filed under section 322 of this Act, as if a voluntary petition
for adjudication in bankruptcy had been filed and a decree of adjudication had
been entered at the time the petition under this chapter was filed.

SEo. 353. In case an executory contract shall be rejected pursuant to the pro-
visions of an arrangement or to the permission of the court given in a proceed-
ing under this chapter, or shall have been rejected by a trustee or a receiver in
bankruptcy or receiver in equity in a prior pending proceeding, any person
injured by such rejection shall, for the purposes of this chapter and of the ar-
rangement, its acceptance and confirmation, be deemed a creditor. The claim of
the landlord for injury resulting from the rejection of an unexpired lease of
real estate or for damages or indemnity under a covenant contained in such lease
shall be provable, but shall be limited to an amount not to exceed the rent, without
acceleration, reserved by such lease for the three years next succeeding the date
of the surrender of the premises to the landlord or the date of reentry of the
landlord, whichever first occurs, whether before or after the filing of the petition,
plus unpaid accrued rent, without acceleration, up to the date of surrender or
reentry: Provided, That the court shall scrutinize the circumstances of an assign-
ment of a future rent claim and the amount of the consideration paid for such
assignment in determining the amount of damages allowed the assignee thereof.

Src. 354. If the time for filing claims in a pending bankruptcy proceeding has
expired prior to the filing of a petition under this chapter, claims provable under
section 63 of this Act, and not filed within the time prescribed by subdivision n
of section 57 of this Act, shall not be allowed in the proceedings or participate
in an arrangement under this chapter, and shall not be allowed in the bankruptcy
proceeding when reinstated as provided in this chapter.

SEc. 355. Upon the entry of an order under the provisions of this chapter
directing that bankruptcy be proceeded with, only such claims as are provable
under section 63 of this Act shall be allowed and, except as provided in section
354 of this Act, claims not already filed may be filed within three months after
the first date set for the first meeting of creditors, held pursuant to section 55
of this Act, or, if such date has previously been set, then within three months
after the mailing of notice to creditors of the entry of the order directing that
bankruptcy be proceeded with.,

ARTICLE VIm-PROVISIONS OF ARRANGEMENT

SEa 356. An arrangement within the meaning of this chapter shall include
provisions modifying or altering the rights of unsecured creditors generally or
of some class of them, upon any terms or for any consideration.

SEc. 357. An arrangement within the meaning of this chapter may include-
(1) provisions for treatment of unsecured debts on a parity one with the

other, or for the division of such debts into classes and the treatment thereof
in different ways or upon different terms;

(2) provisions for the rejection of any executory contract;
(3) provisions for specific undertakings of the debtor during any period of

extension provided for by the arrangement, including provisions for payments on
account;

(4) provisions for the termination, under specified conditions, of any period of
extension provided by the arrangement;
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SEC. 343. The receiver or trustee, or the debtor in possession, shall have the 
power, upon authorization by and subject to the control of the court, to operate 
the business and manage the property of the debtor during such period, limited 
or indefinite, as the court may from time to time fix, and during such operation 
or management shall file reports thereof with the court at such intervals as the 
court may designate. 

Sao. 344. During the pendency of a proceeding for an arrangement, or after 
the confirmation of the arrangement where the court has retained jurisdiction, 
the court may upon cause shown authorize the receiver or trustee, or the debtor 
in possession, to issue certificates of indebtedness for cash, property, or other 
consideration approved by the court, upon such terms and conditions and with 
such security and priority in payment over existing obligations as in the par-
ticular case may be equitable. 

ARTICLE VII—CREDITORS AND CLALILS 

SEC. 351. For the purposes of the arrangement and its acceptance, the court may 
fix the division of creditors into classes and, in the event of controversy, the 
court shall after hearing upon notice summarily determine such controversy. 
SEC. 352. Where not inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter, the rights, 

duties, and liabilities of creditors and of all other persons with respect to the 
property of the debtor shall be the same, where a petition is filed under section 
321 of this Act and a decree of adjudication has not been entered in the pending 
bankruptcy proceeding, as if a decree of adjudication had been entered in such 
bankruptcy proceeding at the time the petition under this chapter was filed, or, 
where a petition is filed under section 322 of this Act, as if a voluntary petition 

. for adjudication in bankruptcy had been filed and a decree of adjudication had 
been entered at the time the petition under this chapter was filed. 
SEO. 353. In ease an executory contract shall be rejected pursuant to the pro-

visions of an arrangement or to the permission of the court given in a proceed-
ing under this chapter, or shall have been rejected by a trustee or a receiver in 
bankruptcy or receiver in equity in a prior pending proceeding, any person 
injured by such rejection shall, for the purposes of this chapter and of the ar-
rangement, its acceptance and confirmation, be deemed a creditor. The claim of 
the landlord for injury resulting from the rejection of an unexpired lease of 
real estate or for damages or indemnity under a covenant contained in such lease 
shall be provable, but shall be limited to an amount not to exceed the rent, without 
acceleration, reserved by such lease for the three years next succeeding the date 
of the surrender of the premises to the landlord or the date of reentry of the 
landlord, whichever first occurs, whether before or after the filing of the petition, 
plus unpaid accrued rent, without acceleration, up to the date of surrender or 
reentry: Provided, That the court shall scrutinize the circumstances of an assign-
ment of a future rent claim and the amount of the consideration paid for such 
assignment in determining the amount of damages allowed the assignee thereof. 

Sac. 354. If the time for filing claims in a pending bankruptcy proceeding has 
expired prior to the filing of a petition under this chapter, claims provable under 
section 63 of this Act, and not filed within the time prescribed by subdivision n 
of section 57 of this Act, shall not be allowed in the proceedings or participate 
In an arrangement under this chapter, and shall not be allowed in the bankruptcy 
proceeding when reinstated as provided in this chapter. 

Sloe. 355. Upon the entry of an order under the provisions of this chapter 
directing that bankruptcy be proceeded with, only such claims as are provable 
under section 63 of this Act shall be allowed and, except as provided in section 
354 of this Act, claims not already filed may be filed within three months after 
the first date set for the first meeting of creditors, held pursuant to section 55 
of this Act, or, if such date has previously been set, then within three months 
after the mailing of notice to creditors of the entry of the order directing that 
bankruptcy be proceeded with., 

ARTICLE VILE—PROVISIONS OF ARRANGEMENT 

SEM 356. An arrangement within the meaning of this chapter shall include 
provisions modifying or altering the rights of unsecured creditors generally or 
of some class of them, upon any terms or for any consideration. 

Sac. 357. An arrangement within the meaning of this chapter may include— 
(1) provisions for treatment of unsecured debts on a parity one with the 

other, or for the division of such debts into classes and the treatment thereof 
in different ways or upon different terms; 

(2) provisions for the rejection of any executory contract; 
(3) provisions for specific undertakings of the debtor during any period of 

extension provided for by the arrangement, including provisions for payments on 
account; 

(4) provisions for the termination, under specified conditions, of any period of 
extension provided by the arrangement; 



(5) provisions for continuation of the debtor's business with or without super-
vision or control by a receiver or by a committee of creditors or otherwise;

(6) provisions for payment of debts incurred after the filing of the petition
and during the pendency of the arrangement, in priority over the debts affected
by such arrangement;

(7) provisions for retention of jurisdiction by the court until provisions of the
arrangement, after its confirmation, have been performed; and

(8) any other appropriate provisions not inconsistent with this chapter.

ARTICLE IX-CONFIRMATION OF ARRANGEMENT

SEa. 361. An arrangement which at the meeting of creditors, as provided in
section 336 of this Act, has been accepted in writing by all creditors affected
thereby, whether or not their claims have been proved, shall be confirmed
by the court when the debtor shall have made the deposit required under this
chapter and under the arrangement, and if the court is satisfied that the arrange-
ment and its acceptance are in good faith and have not been made or procured
by any means, promises or acts forbidden by this Act.

SEC. 362. If an arrangement has not been so accepted, an application for the
confirmation of the arrangement may be filed with the court within such time as
the court shall have fixed in the notice of such meeting, or at or after such meeting
and after, but not before-

(1) it has been accepted in writing by a majority in number of all creditors
or, if the creditors are divided into classes, by a majority in number of all creditors
of each class, affected by the arrangement, whose claims have been proved and
allowed before the conclusion of the meeting, which number shall represent a
majority in amount of such claims generally or of each class of claims, as the
case may be; and

(2) the debtor has made the deposit required under this chapter and under
the arrangement

SEC. 363. Alterations or modifications of an arrangement may be proposed in
writing by a debtor, with leave of court, at any time before the arrangement
is confirmed.

SEC. 364. Unless the court finds that the proposed alteration or modification
does not materially and adversely affect the interest of any creditor who has not
in writing assented thereto, the court shall adjourn the meeting or, if closed,
reopen the meeting, and may enter an order that any creditor who accepted the
arrangement and who fails to file with the court, within such time as shall be
fixed in the order, his rejection of the altered or modified arrangement, shall be
deemed to have accepted the alteration or modification and the arrangement so
altered or modified, unless the previous acceptance provides otherwise.

SEC. 3G5. At least ten days' notice of the adjourned or reopened meeting, to-
gether with a copy of the order, if entered, and of the proposed alteration or
modification, shall be given to the debtor, the creditors, and other parties in
interest.

SFc. 366. The court shall confirm an arrangement if satisfied that-
(1) the provisions of this chapter have been complied with;
(2) it is for the best interests of the creditors;
(3) it is fair and equitable and feasible;
(4) the debtor has not been guilty of any of the acts or failed to perform any

of the duties which would be a bar to the discharge of a bankrupt; and
(5) the proposal and its acceptance are in good faith and have not been made

or procured by any means, promises, or acts forbidden by this Act.
SEC. 367. Upon confirmation of an arrangement-
(1) the arrangement and its provisions shall be binding upon the debtor, upon

any person issuing securities or acquiring property under the arrangement and
upon all creditors of the debtor, whether or not they are affected by the arrange-
ment or have accepted it or have filed their claims, and whether or not their
claims have been scheduled or allowed and are allowable;

(2) the money deposited for priority debts and for the costs and expenses shall
be disbursed to the persons entitled thereto;

(3) the consideration deposited, if any, shall be distributed and the rights
provided by the arrangement shall inure to the creditors affected by the arrange-
ment whose claims are not barred by the provisions of section 354 of this Act,
and (a) have been proved prior to the date of confirmation and are allowed, or
(b) whether or not proved, have been scheduled by the debtor as fixed liabilities,
liquidated in amount, and are not disputed; and

(4) except as otherwise provided in sections 369 and 370 of this Act, the case
shall be dismissed.

SEC. 368. The court shall retain jurisdiction, if so provided in the arrangement.
SoE. 369. The court shall in any event retain jurisdiction until the final allow-

ance or disallowance of all debts, affected by the arrangement and not barred
by the provisions of section 352 of this Act, which-

(1) have been proved, but not allowed or disallowed, prior to the date of con-
firmation; or
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(5) provisions for continuation of the debtor's business with or without super-
vision or control by a receiver or by a committee of creditors or otherwise; 

(6) provisions for payment of debts incurred after the filing of the petition 
and during the pendency of the arrangement, in priority over the debts affected 
by such arrangement; 

(7) provisions for retention of jurisdiction by the court until provisions of the 
arrangement, after its confirmation, have been performed; and 

(8) any other appropriate provisions not inconsistent with this chapter. 

ARTICLE IX—CONFIRMATION OF ARRANGE/S{11NT 

Soo. 361. An arrangement which at the meeting of creditors, as provided in 
section 336 of this Act, has been accepted in writing by all creditors affected 
thereby, whether or not their claims have been proved, shall be confirmed 
by the court when the debtor shall have made the deposit required under this 
chapter and under the arrangement, and if the court is satisfied that the arrange-
ment and its acceptance are in good faith and have not been made or procured 
by any means, promises or acts forbidden by this Act. 

Sac. 362. If an arrangement has not been so accepted, an application for the 
confirmation of the arrangement may be filed with the court within such time as 
the court shall have fixed in the notice of such meeting, or at or after such meeting 
and after, but not before— 

(1) it has been accepted in writing by a majority in number of all creditors 
or, if the creditors are divided into classes, by a majority in number of all creditors 
of each class, affected by the arrangement, whose claims have been proved and 
allowed before the conclusion of the meeting, which number shall represent a 
majority in amount of such claims generally or of each class of claims, as the 
case may be; and 

(2) the debtor has made the deposit required under this chapter and under 
the arrangement. 
SEC. 363. Alterations or modifications of an arrangement may be proposed in 

writing by a debtor, with leave of court, at any time before the arrangement 
is confirmed. 

Sac. 364. Unless the court finds that the proposed alteration or modification 
does not materially and adversely affect the interest of any creditor who has not 
in writing assented thereto, the court shall adjourn the meeting or, if closed, 
reopen the meeting, and may enter an order that any creditor who accepted the 
arrangement and who fails to file with the court, within such time as shall be 
fixed in the order, his rejection of the altered or modified arrangement, shall be 
deemed to have accepted the alteration or modification and the arrangement so 
altered or modified, unless the previous acceptance provides otherwise. 

Sac. 305. At least ten days' notice of the adjourned or reopened meeting, to-
gether with a copy of the order, if entered, and of the proposed alteration or 
modification, shall be given to the debtor, the creditors, and other parties in 
interest. 
SEC. 366. The court shall confirm an arrangement if satisfied that— 
( 1) the provisions of this chapter have been complied with; 
(2) it is for the best interests of the creditors; 
(3) it is fair and equitable and feasible; 
(4) the debtor has not been guilty of any of the acts or failed to perform any 

of the duties which would be a bar to the discharge of a bankrupt; and 
(5) the proposal and its acceptance are in good faith and have not been made 

or procured by any means, promises, or acts forbidden by this Act. 
Sze. 367. Upon confirmation of an arrangement— 
(1) the arrangement and its provisions shall be binding upon the debtor, upon 

any person issuing securities or acquiring property under the arrangement and 
upon all creditors of the debtor, whether or not they are affected by the arrange-
ment or have accepted it or have filed their claims, and whether or not their 
claims have been scheduled or allowed and are allowable; 

(2) the money deposited for priority debts and for the costs and expenses shall 
be disbursed to the persons entitled thereto; 

(3) the consideration deposited, if any, shall be distributed and the rights 
provided by the arrangement shall inure to the creditors affected by the arrange-
ment whose claims are not barred by the provisions of section 354 of this Act, 
and (a) have been proved prior to the date of confirmation and are allowed, or 
(b) whether or not proved, have been scheduled by the debtor as fixed liabilities, 
liquidated in amount, and are not disputed; and 

(4) except as otherwise provided in sections 369 and 370 of this Act, the case 
shall be dismissed. 
SEC. 368. The court shall retain jurisdiction, if so provided in the arrangement. 
Sum 369. The court shall in any event retain jurisdiction until the final allow-

ance or disallowance of all debts, affected by the arrangement and not barred 
by the provisions of section 352 of this Act, which— 

(1) have been proved, but not allowed or disallowed, prior to the date of con-
firmation; or 
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(2) are disputed or unliquidated, have been scheduled by the debtor, and are
proved within such time as the court may direct; or

(3) arise from the rejection of executory contracts by the debtor and are proved
within such time as the court may direct.

SEc. 370. Upon the allowance of any debts specified in paragraphs (1), (2),
and (3) of section 369 of this Act, the consideration, if any, deposited for them
shall be distributed and the rights provided by the arrangement shall inure to the
creditors to whom such debts are owing.

SEc. 371. The confirmation of an arrangement shall discharge a debtor from
all his unsecured debts and liabilities provided for by the arrangement, except
as provided in the arrangement or the order confirming the arrangement, in-
cluding the claims specified in section 354 of this Act, but excluding such debts
as, under section 17 of this Act, are not dischargeable.

SEc. 372 Upon the consummation of a proceeding under this chapter after
confirmation of an arrangement, the court shall enter a final decree discharging
the receiver or trustee, if any; closing the estate; and making such provisions,
by way of injunction or otherwise, as may be equitable.

ARTICLE X-DISMISSAL AND ADJUDICATION

SEc. 376. If an arrangement is withdrawn or abandoned prior to its accept-
ance, or is not accepted at the meeting of creditors or within such further time
as the court may fix, or if the money or other consideration required to be
deposited is not deposited or the application for confirmation is not filed within
the time fixed by the court, or if confirmation of the arrangement is refused, the
court shall-

(1) where the petition was filed under section 321 of this Act, enter an order
dismissing the proceeding under this chapter and directing that the bankruptcy
be proceeded with pursuant to the provisions of this Act; or

(2) where the petition was filed under section 322 of this Act, enter an order,
upon hearing after notice to the debtor, the creditors, and such other persons
as the court may direct, either adjudging the debtor a bankrupt and directing
that bankruptcy be proceeded with pursuant to the provisions of this Act or
dismissing the proceeding under this chapter, whichever in the opinion of the
court may be in the interest of the creditors.

SEC. 377. Where the court has retained jurisdiction after the confirmation of
an arrangement and the debtor defaults in any of the terms thereof or the
arrangement terminates by reason of the happening of a condition specified in
the arrangement, the court upon hearing after notice to the debtor, the creditors,
and such other persons as the court may direct shall-

(1) where the petition has been filed under section 321 of this Act, enter an
order dismissing the proceeding under this chapter and adjudging the debtor a
bankrupt, if not previously so adjudged, and directing that the bankruptcy be
proceeded with pursuant to the provisions of this Act; or

(2) where the petition has been filed under section 322 of this Act, enter an
order either adjudging the debtor a bankrupt and directing that bankruptcy be
proceeded with pursuant to the provisions of this Act or dismissing the pro-
ceeding under this chapter, whichever in the opinion of the court may be in the
interest of the creditors.

Sc. 378. Upon the entry of an order directing that bankruptcy be proceeded
with-

(1) in the case of a petition filed under section 321 of this Act, the bankruptcy
proceeding shall be deemed reinstated and thereafter shall be conducted, so far
as possible, as if such petition under this chapter had not been filed; and

(2) in the case of a petition filed under section 322 of this Act, the proceeding
shall be conducted, so far as possible, in the same manner and with like effect
as if a voluntary petition for adjudication in bankruptcy had been filed and a
decree of adjudication had been entered on the day when the petition under this
chapter was filed; and the trustee nominated by creditors under this chapter
shall be appointed by the court, or, if not so nominated or if the trustee so
nominated fails to qualify within five days after notice to him of the entry of
such order, a trustee shall be appointed as provided in section 44 of this Act.

SEC. 379. No adjudication shall be entered under this chapter against a wage
earner or farmer unless such person shall in writing file with the court consent
to the adjudication.

SEC. 380. Upon the dismissal of a proceeding originated by a petition filed under
section 322 of this Act, the court shall enter a final decree discharging the re-
ceiver, if any, and closing the estate.

ARTICLE XI-ARRANGEMENTS, WHEN SET ASIDE OR MODIFIED

SEC. 386. If, upon the application of parties in interest filed at any time within
six months after an arrangement has been confirmed, it shall be made to appear
that fraud was practiced in the procuring of such arrangement and that knowl-
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(2) are disputed or unliquidated, have been scheduled by the debtor, and are 
proved within such time as the court may direct; or 

(3) arise from the rejection of executory contracts by the debtor and are proved 
within such time as the court may direct. 

Sac. 370. Upon the allowance of any debts specified in paragraphs (1), (2), 
and (3) of section 369 of this Act, the consideration, if any, deposited for them 
shall be distributed and the rights provided by the arrangement shall inure to the 
creditors to whom such debts are owing. 

Sac. 371. The confirmation of an arrangement shall discharge a debtor from 
all his unsecured debts and liabilities provided for by the arrangement, except 
as provided in the arrangement or the order confirming the arrangement, in-
cluding the claims specified in section 354 of this Act, but excluding such debts 
as, under section 17 of this Act, are not dischargeable. 

Sac. 372. Upon the consummation of a proceeding under this chapter after 
confirmation of an arrangement, the court shall enter a final decree discharging 
the receiver or trustee, if any; closing the estate; and making such provisions, 
by way of injunction or otherwise, as may be equitable. 

ARTICLE E—DISMISSAL AND ADJUDICATION 

SEC. 376. If an arrangement is withdrawn or abandoned prior to its accept-
ance, or is not accepted at the meeting of creditors or within such further time 
as the court may fix, or if the money or other consideration required to be 
deposited is not deposited or the application for confirmation is not filed within 
the time fixed by the court, or if confirmation of the arrangement is refused, the 
court shall— 

(1) where the petition was filed under section 321 of this Act, enter an order 
dismissing the proceeding under this chapter and directing that the bankruptcy 
be proceeded with pursuant to the provisions of this Act; or 

(2) where the petition was filed under section 322 of this Act, enter an order, 
upon hearing after notice to the debtor, the creditors, and such other persons 
as the court may direct, either adjudging the debtor a bankrupt and directing 
that bankruptcy be proceeded with pursuant to the provisions of this Act or 
dismissing the proceeding under this chapter, whichever in the opinion of the 
court may be in the interest of the creditors. 
SEC. 377. Where the court has retained jurisdiction after the confirmation of 

an arrangement and the debtor defaults in any of the terms thereof or the 
arrangement terminates by reason of the happening of a condition specified in 
the arrangement, the court upon hearing after notice to the debtor, the creditors, 
and such other persons as the court may direct shall— 

(1) where the petition has been filed under section 321 of this Act, enter an 
order dismissing the proceeding under this chapter and adjudging the debtor a 
bankrupt, if not previously so adjudged, and directing that the bankruptcy be 
proceeded with pursuant to the provisions of this Act; or 

(2) where the petition has been filed under section 322 of this Act, enter an 
order either adjudging the debtor a bankrupt and directing that bankruptcy be 
proceeded with pursuant to the provisions of this Act or dismissing the pro-
ceeding under this chapter, whichever in the opinion of the court may be in the 
interest of the creditors. 

SFr. 378. Upon the entry of an order directing that bankruptcy be proceeded 
with— 

(1) in the case of a petition filed under section 321 of this Act, the bankruptcy 
proceeding shall be deemed reinstated and thereafter shall be conducted, so far 
as possible, as if such petition under this chapter had not been filed; and 

(2) in the case of a petition filed under section 322 of this Act, the proceeding 
shall be conducted, so far as possible, in the same manner and with like effect 
as if a voluntary petition for adjudication in bankruptcy had been filed and a 
decree of adjudication had been entered on the day when the petition under this 
chapter was filed; and the trustee nominated by creditors under this chapter 
shall be appointed by the court, or, if not so nominated or if the trustee so 
nominated fails to qualify within five days after notice to him of the entry of 
such order, a trustee shall be appointed as provided in section 44 of this Act. 

Sac. 379. No adjudication shall be entered under this chapter against a wage 
earner or farmer unless such person shall in writing file with the court consent 
to the adjudication. 
SEC. 380. Upon the dismissal of a proceeding originated by a petition filed under 

section 322 of this Act, the court shall enter a final decree discharging the re-
ceiver, if any, and closing the estate. 

AE'TICLE XI—ARRANGEMENTS, WHEN SET ASIDE OR MODIFIED 

SEC. 386. If, upon the application of parties in interest filed at any time within 
six months after an arrangement has been confirmed, it shall be made to appear 
that fraud was practiced in the procuring of such arrangement and that knowl-
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edge of such fraud has come to the petitioners since the confirmation of such
arrangement-

(1) if the debtor has been guilty of or has participated in the fraud or has
had knowledge thereof before the confirmation and has failed to inform the court
of the fraud, the court may set aside the confirmation and thereupon, (a) where
the petition was filed under section 321 of this Act, reinstate the pending bank-
ruptcy proceeding, adjudge the debtor a bankrupt, if he has not already been
so adjudged, and direct that the bankruptcy proceeding be proceeded with, or
(b) where the petition was filed under section 322 of this Act, reinstate the
proceeding, adjudge the debtor a bankrupt, and direct that bankruptcy be pro-
ceeded with pursuant to the provisions of this Act; or

(2) the court may set aside the confirmation, reinstate the proceeding under
the petition filed under this chapter, and hear and determine applications for
leave to propose, within such time as the court may fix, alterations or modifica-
tions of the arrangement for the purpose of correcting the fraud; or

(3) the court may reinstate the proceeding under the petition filed under this
chapter and modify or alter the arrangement for the purpose of correcting the
fraud, but may not materially modify or alter the arrangement adversely to the
interests of any party who did not participate in the fraud and who does not
consent to such modification or alteration, or to the prejudice of any innocent
person, who, for value, subsequent to the confirmation, acquired rights in
reliance upon it.

ARTICLE XII--GENEBAL PROVISIONS

SEC. 391 All statutes of limitation affecting claims provable under this chapter
and the running of all periods of time prescribed by this Act in respect to the
commission of acts of bankruptcy, the recovery of preferences and the avoidance
of liens and transfers shall be suspended while a proceeding under this chapter
is pending and until it is finally dismissed.

SEC. 392. Unless otherwise directed by the court, all notices required by this
chapter may be given by mail to the parties entitled thereto to their addresses
ascertained in the manner prescribed for other notices in section 58 of this Act.

SEe. 393. a. The provisions of section 5 of the Securities Act of 1933 shall not
apply to-

(1) any security issued by a receiver, trustee, or debtor in possession pursuant
to section 344 of this Act; or

(2) any transaction in any security issued pursuant to an arrangement in ex-
change for securities of or claims against the debtor or partly in such exchange
and partly for cash and/or property, or issued upon exercise of any right to sub-
scribe or conversion privilege so issued, except (a) transactions by an issuer or
an underwriter in connection with a distribution otherwise than pursuant to
the arrangement, and (b) transactions by a dealer as to securities constituting
the whole or a part of an unsold allotment to or subscription by such dealer
as a participant in a distribution of such securities by the Issuer or by or through
an underwriter otherwise than pursuant to the arrangement.

b. As used in this section, the terms "security," "issued," "underwriter," and
"dealer" shall have the meanings provided in section 2 of the Securities Act of
1933, and the term "Securities Act of 1933" shall be deemed to refer to such
Act as heretofore or hereafter amended.

SEC. 394. The clerk and, in the case of a reference, the referee after such
reference, shall forthwith transmit to the Secretary of the Treasury copies of-

(1) all petitions filed under sections 321 and 322 of this Act;
(2) all notices given in a proceeding under this chapter;
(3) all orders dismissing proceedings or directing that bankruptcy be pro-

ceeded with, discharging debtors, closing estates, and setting aside confirmations;
(4) all orders appointing receivers or continuing debtors in possession;
(5) all orders confirming arrangements, together with copies of such arrange-

ments;
(6) all orders approving alterations or modifications in arrangements, together

with copies of such alterations or modifications;
(7) all applications for allowances for compensation and expenses, and the

orders making or refusing to make such allowances and
(8) such other papers filed in the proceedings as the Secretary of the Treasury

may request or which the court may direct to be transmitted to him.
Any order fixing the time for confirming an arrangement which affects claims

of the United States shall include a notice to the Secretary of the Treasury
of not less than fifteen days.

SEC. 395. Except as provided in section 396 of this Act, no income or profit,
taxable under any law of the United States or of any State now in force or
which may hereafter be enacted, shall, in respect to the adjustment of the
indebtedness of a debtor in a proceeding under this chapter, be deemed to have
accrued to or to have been realized by a debtor or a corporation organized or
made use of for effectuating an arrangement under this chapter by reason of
a modification in or cancellation in whole or in part of any such indebtedness
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edge of such fraud has come to the petitioners since the confirmation of such 
arrangement— 

(1) if the debtor has been guilty of or has participated in the fraud or has 
had knowledge thereof before the confirmation and has failed to inform the court 
of the fraud, the court may set aside the confirmation and thereupon, (a) where 
the petition was filed under section 321 of this Act, reinstate the pending bank-
ruptcy proceeding, adjudge the debtor a bankrupt, if he has not already been 
so adjudged, and direct that the bankruptcy proceeding be proceeded with, or 
(b) where the petition was filed under section 322 of this Act, reinstate the 
proceeding, adjudge the debtor a bankrupt, and direct that bankruptcy be pro-
ceeded with pursuant to the provisions of this Act; or 

(2) the court may set aside the confirmation, reinstate the proceeding under 
the petition filed under this chapter, and hear and determine applications for 
leave to propose, within such time as the court may fix, alterations or modifica-
tions of the arrangement for the purpose of correcting the fraud; or 

(3) the court may reinstate the proceeding under the petition filed under this 
chapter and modify or alter the arrangement for the purpose of correcting the 
fraud, but may not materially modify or alter the arrangement adversely to the 
interests of any party who did not participate in the fraud and who does not 
consent to such modification or alteration, or to the prejudice of any innocent 
person, who, for value, subsequent to the confirmation, acquired rights in 
reliance upon it. 

ARTICLE X1I—GENER A T PROVISIONS 

SEC. 391. All statutes of limitation affecting claims provable under this chapter 
and the running of all periods of time prescribed by this Act in respect to the 
commission of acts of bankruptcy, the recovery of preferences and the avoidance 
of liens and transfers shall be suspended while a proceeding under this chapter 
is pending and until it is finally dismissed. 
SEC. 392. Unless otherwise directed by the court, all notices required by this 

chapter may be given by mail to the parties entitled thereto to their addresses 
ascertained in the manner prescribed for other notices in section 58 of this Act. 

Sac. 393. a. The provisions of section 5 of the Securities Act of 1933 shall not 
apply to— 

(1) any security issued by a receiver, trustee, or debtor in possession pursuant 
to section 344 of this Act; or 

(2) any transaction in any security issued pursuant to an arrangement in ex-
change for securities of or claims against the debtor or partly in such exchange 
and partly for cash and/or property, or issued upon exercise of any right to sub-
scribe or conversion privilege so issued, except (a) transactions by an issuer or 
an underwriter in connection with a distribution otherwise than pursuant to 
the arrangement, and (b) transactions by a dealer as to securities constituting 
the whole or a part of an unsold allotment to or subscription by such dealer 
as a participant in a distribution of such securities by the issuer or by or through 
an underwriter otherwise than pursuant to the arrangement. 

b. As used in this section, the terms "security," "Issued," "underwriter," and 
"dealer" shall have the meanings provided in section 2 of the Securities Act of 
1933, and the term "Securities Act of 1933" shall be deemed to refer to such 
Act as heretofore or hereafter amended. 

Sac. 394. The clerk and, in the case of a reference, the referee after such 
reference, shall forthwith transmit to the Secretary of the Treasury copies of— 

(1) all petitions filed under sections 321 and 322 of this Act; 
(2) all notices given in a proceeding under this chapter; 
(3) all orders dismissing proceedings or directing that bankruptcy be pro-

ceeded with, discharging debtors, closing estates, and setting aside confirmations; 
(4) all orders appointing receivers or continuing debtors in possession; 
(5) all orders confirming arrangements, together with copies of such arrange-

ments; 
(6) all orders approving alterations or modifications in arrangements, together 

with copies of such alterations or modifications; 
(7) all applications for allowances for compensation and expenses, and the 

orders making or refusing to make such allowances and 
(8) such other papers filed in the proceedings as the Secretary of the Treasury 

may request or which the court may direct to be transmitted to him. 
Any order fixing the time for confirming an arrangement which affects claims 

of the United States shall include a notice to the Secretary of the Treasury 
of not less than fifteen days. 

Sac. 395. Except as provided in section 396 of this Act, no income or profit, 
taxable under any law of the United States or of any State now in force or 
which may hereafter be enacted, shall, in respect to the adjustment of the 
indebtedness of a debtor in a proceeding under this chapter, be deemed to have 
accrued to or to have been realized by a debtor or a corporation organized or 
made use of for effectuating an arrangement under this chapter by reason of 
a modification in or cancellation in whole or in part of any such indebtedness 
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in a proceeding under this chapter: Provided, however, That if it shall be made
to appear that the arrangement had for one of its principal purposes the
evasion of any income tax, the exemption provided by this section shall be
disallowed.

SEC. 396. In determining the basis of property for any purposes of any law
of the United States or of a State imposing a tax upon income, the basis of the
debtor's property (other than money) or of such property (other than money)
as is transferred to any person required to use the debtor's basis in whole or
in part shall be decreased by an amount equal to the amount by which the
indebtedness of the debtor, not including accrued interest unpaid and not result-
ing in a tax benefit on any income tax return, has been cancelled or reduced
in a proceeding under this chapter. The Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury shall prescribe such regula-
tions as he may deem necessary in order to reflect such decrease in basis for
Federal income tax purposes and otherwise carry into effect the purposes of this
section.

SEC. 397. Any provision in this chapter to the contrary notwithstanding, all
taxes which may be found to be owing to the United States or any State from
a debtor within one year from the date of the filing of a petition under this
chapter, and have not been assessed prior to the date of the confirmation of an
arrangement under this chapter, and all taxes which may become owing to
the United States or any State from a receiver or trustee of a debtor or from
a debtor in possession, shall be assessed against, may be collected from, and
shall be paid by the debtor or the corporation organized or made use of for
effectuating an arrangement under this chapter: Provided, however, That the
United States or any State may in writing accept the provisions of any arrange-
ment dealing with the assumption, settlement, or payment of any such tax.

ARTICLE XII--WHEN CHAPTE TAKE MFF''Er

SEC. 399. (1) On and after the effective date of this amendatory Act, this
chapter shall apply to debtors and their creditors, whether their rights, claims,
and interests of any nature whatsoever have been acquired or created before
or after such date;

(2) a petition may be filed under this chapter in a proceeding in bankruptcy
which is pending on the effective date of this amendatory Act;

(3) the provisions of sections 12, 73, and 74, as amended, of the Act entitled
"An Act to establish a uniform system of bankruptcy throughout the United
States", approved July 1, 1898, shall continue in full force and effect with re-
spect to proceedings pending under those sections upon the effective date of this
amendatory Act; and

(4) sections 395 and 396 of this Act shall apply to compositions and exten-
sions confirmed under sections 12 and 74 before the effective date of this
amendatory Act and to compositions and extensions which may be confirmed
under sections 12 and 74 on and after such effective date.

CHAPTER XII-REAL PROPERTY ARRANGEMENTS BY PERSONS OTHER
THAN CORPORATIONS

ARTICLE I--CONSTRUCTION

SEC. 401. The provisions of this chapter shall apply exclusively to proceedings
under this chapter.

Swc. 402. The provisions of chapters I to VII, inclusive, of this Act shall, in-
sofar as they are not inconsistent or in conflict with the provisions of this
chapter, apply to proceedings under this chapter: Provided, however, That sub-
division n of section 57 shall not apply in such proceedings unless an order
shall be entered directing that bankruptcy be proceeded with pursuant to the
provisions of chapters I to VII, inclusive. For the purposes of such application,
provisions relating to "bankrupts" shall be deemed to relate also to "debtors,"
and "bankruptcy proceedings" or "proceedings in bankruptcy" shall be deemed
to include proceedings under this chapter. For the purposes of such application
the date of the filing of the petition in bankruptcy shall be taken to be the date
of the filing of an original petition under section 422 of this Act, and the date
of adjudication shall be taken to be the date of the filing of the petition under
section 421 or 422 of this Act.

ARTICLE H--DEFINITIONS

SEC. 406. For the purposes of this chapter, unless inconsistent with the
context-

(1) "arrangement" shall mean any plan which has for its primary purpose
the alteration or modification of the rights of creditors or of any class of them,
holding debts secured by real property or a chattel real of which the debtor
is the legal or equitable owner;
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in a proceeding under this chapter: Provided, however, That if it shall be made 
to appear that the arrangement had for one of its principal purposes the 
evasion of any income tax, the exemption provided by this section shall be 
disallowed. 
SEC. 396. In determining the basis of property for any purposes of any law 

of the United States or of a State imposing a tax upon income, the basis of the 
debtor's property (other than money) or of such property (other than money) 
as is transferred to any person required to use the debtor's basis in whole or 
in part shall be decreased by an amount equal to the amount by which the 
indebtedness of the debtor, not including accrued interest unpaid and not result-
ing in a tax benefit on any income tax return, has been cancelled or reduced 
in a proceeding under this chapter. The Commissioner of Internal Revenue, 
with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury shall prescribe such regula-
tions as he may deem necessary in order to reflect such decrease in basis for 
Federal income tax purposes and otherwise carry into effect the purposes of this 
section. 
SEC. 397. Any provision in this chapter to the contrary notwithstanding, all 

taxes which may be found to be owing to the United States or any State from 
a debtor within one year from the date of the filing of a petition under this 
chapter, and have not been assessed prior to the date of the confirmation of an 
arrangement under this chapter, and all taxes which may become owing to 
the United States or any State from a receiver or trustee of a debtor or from 
a debtor in possession, shall be assessed against, may be collected from, and 
shall be paid by the debtor or the corporation organized or made use of for 
effectuating an arrangement under this chapter: Provided, however, That the 
United States or any State may in writing accept the provisions of any arrange-
ment dealing with the assumption, settlement, or payment of any such tax. 

ARTICLE XIII—WHEN CHAPTER TAKER EN 

SEC. 399. (1) On and after the effective date of this amendatory Act, this 
chapter shall apply to debtors and their creditors, whether their rights, claims, 
and interests of any nature whatsoever have been acquired or created before 
or after such date; 

(2) a petition may be filed under this chapter in a proceeding in bankruptcy 
which is pending on the effective date of this amendatory Act; 

(3) the provisions of sections 12, 73, and 74, as amended, of the Act entitled 
"An Act to establish a uniform system of bankruptcy throughout the United 
States", approved July 1, 1898, shall continue in full force and effect with re-
spect to proceedings pending under those sections upon the effective date of this 
amendatory Act; and 

(4) sections 395 and 396 of this Act shall apply to compositions and exten-
sions confirmed under sections 12 and 74 before the effective date of this 
amendatory Act and to compositions and extensions which may be confirmed 
under sections 12 and 74 on and after such effective date. 

CHAPTER XII—REAL PROPERTY ARRANGEMENTS BY PERSONS OTHER 
THAN CORPORATIONS 

ARTICLE I—CONSTRUCTION 

SEC. 401. The provisions of this chapter shall apply exclusively to proceedings 
under this chapter. 

Svc. 402. The provisions of chapters I to VII, inclusive, of this Act shall, in-
sofar as they are not Inconsistent or in conflict with the provisions of this 
chapter, apply to proceedings under this chapter: Provided, however, That sub-
division n of section 57 shall not apply in such proceedings unless an order 
shall be entered directing that bankruptcy be proceeded with pursuant to the 
provisions of chapters I to VII, Inclusive. For the purposes of such application, 
provisions relating to "bankrupts" shall be deemed to relate also to "debtors," 
and "bankruptcy proceedings" or "proceedings in bankruptcy" shall be deemed 
to include proceedings under this chapter. For the purposes of such application 
the date of the filing of the petition in bankruptcy shall be taken to be the date 
of the filing of an original petition under section 422 of this Act, and the date 
of adjudication shall be taken to be the date of the filing of the petition under 
section 421 or 422 of this Act. 

ARTICLE II—DEFINITIONS 

Sze. 406. For the purposes of this chapter, unless inconsistent with the 
context— 

(1) "arrangement" shall mean any plan which has for its primary purpose 
the alteration or modification of the rights of creditors or of any class of them, 
holding debts secured by real property or a chattel real of which the debtor 
is the legal or equitable owner; 
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(2) "claims" shall include all claims of whatever character, against a debtor
or his property, whether or not such claims are provable under section 63 of this
Act and whether secured or unsecured, liquidated or unliquidated, fixed or
contingent;

(3) "consideration" shall include evidences of indebtedness, either secured
or unsecured, stock and certificates of beneficial interest therein, and certificates
of beneficial interest in property;

(4) "executory contracts" shall include unexpired leases of real property;
(5) "creditors" shall mean the holders of claims;
(6) "debtor" shall mean a person, other than a corporation as defined in this

Act, who could become a bankrupt under section 4 of this Act, who files a peti-
tion under this chapter and who is the legal or equitable owner of real property
or a chattel real which is security for any debt, but shall not include a person
whose only interest in property proposed to be dealt with by the arrangement
is a right to redeem such property from a sale had before the filing of such
petition;

(7) "debts" shall include all claims;
(8) "indenture trustee" shall mean a trustee under a mortgage, deed of trust,

or indenture, pursuant to which there are securities outstanding, other than
voting trust certificates, constituting debts against a debtor or debts secured
by a lien upon real property or a chattel real of which such debtor is the legal
or equitable owner; and

(9) "petition" shall mean a petition filed under this chapter proposing an
arrangement by a debtor.

SEC. 407. Creditors or any class thereof shall be deemed to be "affected" by
an arrangement only if their or its interest shall be materially and adversely
affected thereby. In the event of controversy, the court shall after hearing
upon notice summarily determine whether any creditor or class is so affected.

ARTICLE III-JURISDICTION, POWERS, AND DUTIES OF THE COURT

SEC. 411. Where not inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter, the court
in which the petition is filed shall, for the purposes of this chapter, have ex-
clusive jurisdiction of the debtor and his property, wherever located.

SEC. 412. Where not inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter, the
jurisdiction, powers, and duties of the court shall be the same-

(1) where a petition is filed under section 421 of this Act, as if a decree of
adjudication had been entered in the bankruptcy proceeding at the time the
petition under this chapter was filed; and

(2) where a petition is filed under section 422 of this Act, as if a voluntary
petition for adjudication in bankruptcy had been filed and a decree of adjudica-
tion had been entered at the time the petition under this chapter was filed.

SEC. 413. Upon the filing of a petition, the court may, in addition to the
jurisdiction, powers, and duties hereinabove and elsewhere in this chapter
conferred and imposed upon it-

(1) permit the rejection of executory contracts of the debtor, upon notice to
the parties to such contracts and to such other parties in interest as the court
may designate;

(2) upon such notice as the court may prescribe and upon cause shown, au-
thorize the trustee or debtor in possession to lease or sell any property of the
debtor, whether real or personal, upon such terms and conditions as the court
may approve;

(3) whenever under this chapter the court is required or permitted to fix a
time for any purpose, the court may upon cause shown extend such time.

SEC. 414. The court may, in addition to the relief provided by section 11 of this
Act and elsewhere under this chapter, enjoin or stay until final decree the com-
mencement or continuation of suits against a debtor and may, upon notice for
cause shown, enjoin or stay until final decree any act or the commencement or
continuation of any proceeding to enforce any lien upon any property of a debtor.

SEC. 415. Whenever notice is to be given under this chapter, the court shall
designate, if not otherwise specified hereunder, the time within which, the persons
to whom, and the form and manner in which the notice shall be given. Any
notice to be given under this chapter may be combined, whenever feasible, with
any other notice or notices under this chapter.

SEc. 416. Where not inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter, the juris-
diction of appellate courts shall be the same as in a bankruptcy proceeding.

ARTICLE IV-PiEITION AND STAY

SEa 421. A debtor may file a petition under this chapter in a pending bank-
ruptcy proceeding before his adjudication.

Sac. 422. If no bankruptcy proceeding is pending, a debtor may file an original
petition under this chapter with the court which would have jurisdiction of a
petition for his adjudication.
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(2) "claims" shall include all claims of whatever character, against a debtor 
or his property, whether or not such claims are provable under section 63 of this 
Act and whether secured or unsecured, liquidated or unliquidated, fixed or 
contingent; 

(3) "consideration" shall include evidences of indebtedness, either secured 
or unsecured, stock and certificates of beneficial interest therein, and certificates 
of beneficial interest in property; 

(4) "executory contracts" shall include unexpired leases of real property; 
(5) "creditors" shall mean the holders of claims; 
(6) "debtor" shall mean a person, other than a corporation as defined in this 

Act, who could become a bankrupt under section 4 of this Act, who files a peti-
tion under this chapter and who is the legal or equitable owner of real property 
or a chattel real which is security for any debt, but shall not include a person 
whose only interest in property proposed to be dealt with by the arrangement 
is a right to redeem such property from a sale had before the filing of such 
petition; 

(7) "debts" shall include all claims; 
(8) "indenture trustee" shall mean a trustee under a mortgage, deed of trust, 

or indenture, pursuant to which there are securities outstanding, other than 
voting trust certificates, constituting debts against a debtor or debts secured 
by a lien upon real property or a chattel real of which such debtor is the legal 
or equitable owner; and 

(9) "petition" shall mean a petition filed under this chapter proposing an 
arrangement by a debtor. 
Spa 407. Creditors or any class thereof shall be deemed to be "affected" by 

an arrangement only if their or its interest shall be materially and adversely 
affected thereby. In the event of controversy, the court shall after hearing 
upon notice summarily determine whether any creditor or class is so affected. 

ARTICLE III—JURISDICTION, POWERS, AND DUTIES OF THE COURT 

SEC. 411. Where not inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter, the court 
in which the petition is filed shall, for the purposes of this chapter, have ex-
clusive jurisdiction of the debtor and his property, wherever located. 
SEC. 412. Where not inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter, the 

jurisdiction, powers, and duties of the court shall be the same— 
(1) where a petition is filed under section 421 of this Act, as if a decree of 

adjudication had been entered in the bankruptcy proceeding at the time the 
petition under this chapter was filed; and 

(2) where a petition is filed under section 422 of this Act, as if a voluntary 
petition for adjudication in bankruptcy had been filed and a decree of adjudica-
tion had been entered at the time the petition under this chapter was filed. 
SEC. 413. Upon the filing of a petition, the court may, in addition to the 

jurisdiction, powers, and duties hereinabove and elsewhere in this chapter 
conferred and imposed upon it— 

(1) permit the rejection of executory contracts of the debtor, upon notice to 
the parties to such contracts and to such other parties in interest as the court 
may designate; 

(2) upon such notice as the court may prescribe and upon cause shown, au-
thorize the trustee or debtor in possession to lease or sell any property of the 
debtor, whether real or personal, upon such terms and conditions as the court 
may approve; 

(3) whenever under this chapter the court is required or permitted to fix a 
time for any purpose, the court may upon cause shown extend such time. 
SEC. 414. The court may, in addition to the relief provided by section 11 of this 

Act and elsewhere under this chapter, enjoin or stay until final decree the com-
mencement or continuation of suits against a debtor and may, upon notice for 
cause shown, enjoin or stay until final decree any act or the commencement or 
continuation of any proceeding to enforce any lien upon any property of a debtor. 
SEC. 415. Whenever notice is to be given under this chapter, the court shall 

designate, if not otherwise specified hereunder, the time within which, the persons 
to whom, and the form and manner in which the notice shall be given. Any 
notice to be given under this chapter may be combined, whenever feasible, with 
any other notice or notices under this chapter. 
SEO. 416. Where not inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter, the juris-

diction of appellate courts shall be the same as in a bankruptcy proceeding. 

ARTICLE IV—PENTIION AND STAY 

SE0. 421. A debtor may file a petition under this chapter in a pending bank-
ruptcy proceeding before his adjudication. 

Sigc. 422. If no bankruptcy proceeding is pending, a debtor may file an original 
petition under this chapter with the court which would have jurisdiction of a 
petition for his adjudication. 
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SEC. 423. A petition filed under this chapter shall state that the debtor is
insolvent or unable to pay his debts as they mature, and shall set forth the
terms of the arrangement proposed by him.

SEC. 424. The petition shall be accompanied by-
(1) a statement of the executory contracts of the debtor;
(2) the schedules and statement of affairs, if not previously filed; and
(3) payment to the clerk of the fees, if not already paid, required to be

collected by the clerk under this Act.
SEC. 425. A petition filed under section 421 of this Act shall not act as a stay

of adjudication or of the administration of the estate, but the court may, upon
application of the debtor and upon notice to all parties in interest, including the
creditors' committee and the receiver or trustee, if any such has been appointed,
grant a stay of adjudication or of the administration of the estate upon such
terms as may be proper for the protection of the estate.

SEC. 426. Where a petition is filed under section 422 of this Act, the court may,
upon hearing and after notice to the debtor and to such other persons as the
court may direct, order the debtor to file a bond or undertaking, with such
sureties as may be approved by the court and in such amount as the court may
fix, to indemnify the estate against subsequent loss in the event of the entry
of an order of adjudication under this chapter.

SEC. 427. Upon failure of the debtor to comply with such order for indemnity,
as provided in section 426 of this Act, the court may, after hearing upon notice
to the debtor, the creditors' committee, if any has been appointed, and to such
other persons as the court may direct, either adjudge the debtor a bankrupt
and direct that bankruptcy be proceeded with pursuant to the provisions of this
Act or dismiss the proceedings under this chapter, as in the opinion of the court
may be in the interest of the creditors.

SEC. 428. Unless and until otherwise ordered by the court, upon hearing and
after notice to the debtor and all other parties in interest, the filing of a petition
under this chapter shall operate as a stay of any act or proceeding to enforce
any lien upon the real property or chattel real of a debtor.

ARTICLE V-PROCEEDINGS SUBSEQUENT TO FILIG OF PETrITON

SEC. 431. The judge may refer the proceeding to a referee.
SEC. 432. The court may, upon the application of any party in interest, appoint

a trustee of the property of the debtor.
SEC. 433. The court may, upon the application of the trustee or any party in

interest, appoint one or more appraisers who shall prepare and file under oath
an inventory and appraisal of the property of the debtor, and may prescribe how
such inventory and appraisal shall be made.

SEC. 434. The court shall promptly call a meeting of creditors, upon at least
ten days' notice by mail to the debtor, the creditors, and other parties in interest.

SEC. 435. The notice of such meeting of creditors shall be accompanied by a
copy of the proposed arrangement, a summary of the liabilities as shown by the
schedules and a summary of the appraisal, if one has been made, or, if not made,
a summary of the assets as shown by the schedules. Such notice may also name
the time for the filing of the application to confirm the arrangement and the time
for the hearing of the confirmation and of such objections as may be made to
the confirmation.

SEC. 436. At such meeting, or at any adjournment thereof, the judge or refere--
(1) shall preside;
(2) may receive proofs of claim and allow or disallow them;
(3) shall examine the debtor or cause him to be examined and hear witnesses

on any matter relevant to the proceeding; and
(4) shall receive and determine the written acceptances of creditors on a

proposed arrangement, which acceptances may be obtained before or after the
filing of a petition under this chapter.

SEC. 437. At such meeting, or at any adjournment thereof, the judge or referee
shall, after acceptance of the arrangement-

(1) appoint the trustee, if any, or otherwise appoint some other person, to
receive and distribute, subject to the control of the court, the moneys and con-
sideration, if any, to be deposited, require such person to give bond with surety
to be approved by the court in such amount as the court shall fix and fix the
amount or rate of such person's compensation;

(2) fix a time within which there shall be deposited, in such place as shall
be designated by and subject to the order of the court, the consideration, if any,
to be distributed to creditors, the money necessary to pay the costs, expenses, and
compensation allowed by the court, unless and to the extent that such deposit
shall be waived by the persons entitled to such costs, expenses, and compensation,
and unless and to the extent that the court shall, in its discretion, allow security
to be entered or deposited, upon such terms and conditions as the court may
prescribe, in lieu of the deposit of such money;
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SEC. 423. A petition filed under this chapter shall state that the debtor is 
insolvent or unable to pay his debts as they mature, and shall set forth the 
terms of the arrangement proposed by him. 
SEC. 424. The petition shall be accompanied by— 
(1) a statement of the executory contracts of the debtor; 
(2) the schedules and statement of affairs, if not previously filed; and 
(3) payment to the clerk of the fees, if not already paid, required to be 

collected by the clerk under this Act. 
SEC. 425. A petition filed under section 421 of this Act shall not act as a stay 

of adjudication or of the administration of the estate, but the court may, upon 
application of the debtor and upon notice to all parties in interest, including the 
creditors' committee and the receiver or trustee, if any such has been appointed, 
grant a stay of adjudication or of the administration of the estate upon such 
terms as may be proper for the protection of the estate. 
SEC. 426. Where a petition is filed under section 422 of this Act, the court may, 

upon hearing and after notice to the debtor and to such other persons as the 
court may direct, order the debtor to file a bond or undertaking, with such 
sureties as may be approved by the court and in such amount as the court may 
fix, to indemnify the estate against subsequent loss in the event of the entry 
of an order of adjudication under this chapter. 
SEC. 427. Upon failure of the debtor to comply with such order for indemnity, 

as provided in section 426 of this Act, the court may, after hearing upon notice 
to the debtor, the creditors' committee, if any has been appointed, and to such 
other persons as the court may direct, either adjudge the debtor a bankrupt 
and direct that bankruptcy be proceeded with pursuant to the provisions of this 
Act or dismiss the proceedings under this chapter, as in the opinion of the court 
may be in the interest of the creditors. 
SEC. 428. Unless and until otherwise ordered by the court, upon hearing and 

after notice to the debtor and all other parties in interest, the filing of a petition 
under this chapter shall operate as a stay of any act or proceeding to enforce 
any lien upon the real property or chattel real of a debtor. 

ARTICLE v—PROCEEDINGS SUBSEQUENT TO FILING OF PNITFION 

SEC. 431. The judge may refer the proceeding to a referee. 
SEC. 432. The court may, upon the application of any party in interest, appoint 

a trustee of the property of the debtor. 
SEC. 433. The court may, upon the application of the trustee or any party in 

interest, appoint one or more appraisers who shall prepare and file under oath 
an inventory and appraisal of the property of the debtor, and may prescribe how 
such inventory and appraisal shall be made. 
SEC. 434. The court shall promptly call a meeting of creditors, upon at least 

ten days' notice by mail to the debtor, the creditors, and other parties in interest. 
SEC. 435. The notice of such meeting of creditors shall be accompanied by a 

copy of the proposed arrangement, a summary of the liabilities as shown by the 
schedules and a summary of the appraisal, if one has been made, or, if not made, 
a summary of the assets as shown by the schedules. Such notice may also name 
the time for the filing of the application to confirm the arrangement and the time 
for the hearing of the confirmation and of such objections as may be made to 
the confirmation. 
SEC. 436. At such meeting, or at any adjournment thereof, the judge or referee--
(1) shall preside; 
(2) may receive proofs of claim and allow or disallow them; 
(3) shall examine the debtor or cause him to be examined and hear witnesses 

on any matter relevant to the proceeding; and 
(4) shall receive and determine the written acceptances of creditors on a 

proposed arrangement, which acceptances may be obtained before or after the 
filing of a petition under this chapter. 
SEC. 437. At such meeting, or at any adjournment thereof, the judge or referee 

shall, after acceptance of the arrangement— 
(1) appoint the trustee, if any, or otherwise appoint some other person, to 

receive and distribute, subject to the control of the court, the moneys and con-
sideration, if any, to be deposited, require such person to give bond with surety 
to be approved by the court in such amount as the court shall fix and fix the 
amount or rate of such person's compensation; 

(2) fix a time within which there shall be deposited, in such place as shall 
be designated by and subject to the order of the court, the consideration, if any, 
to be distributed to creditors, the money necessary to pay the costs, expenses, and 
compensation allowed by the court, unless and to the extent that such deposit 
shall be waived by the persons entitled to such costs, expenses, and compensation, 
and unless and to the extent that the court shall, in its discretion, allow security 
to be entered or deposited, upon such terms and conditions as the court may 
prescribe, in lieu of the deposit of such money; 
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(3) fix a time for the filing of the application to confirm the arrangement and
for a hearing on the confirmation thereof and on any objections to the confirma-
tion, unless such times have already been named in the notice of the meeting
or unless all creditors affected by the arrangement have accepted it.

ARTICLE VI-TITLE, RIGHTS, DUTIES, AND POWERS OF DEBTOB AND OFFICERS

SEC. 441. A trustee, upon his appointment and qualification, shall be vested
with the title of a trustee appointed under section 44 of this Act.

SEC. 442. Where not inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter, a trustee,
upon his appointment and qualification, shall be vested with the rights, be sub-
ject to the duties, and exercise the powers of a trustee appointed under section
44 of this Act, and, if authorized by the court, shall have and may exercise such
additional rights and powers as a receiver in equity would have if appointed
by a court of the United States for the property of a debtor.

SEC. 443. Where not inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter, the
powers and duties of the officers of the court and the rights, privileges, and
duties of the debtor shall be the same, where a petition is filed under section 421
of this Act, as if a decree of adjudication had been entered in the pending
bankruptcy proceeding at the time the petition under this chapter was filed, or,
where a petition is filed under section 422 of this Act, as if a voluntary petition
for adjudication in bankruptcy had been filed and a decree of adjudication had
been entered at the time the petition under this chapter was filed.

SEC. 444. Where no trustee is appointed, the debtor shall continue in possession
of his property and shall have all the title and exercise all the powers of a
trustee appointed under this chapter, subject, however, at all times to the control
of the court and to such limitations, restrictions, terms, and conditions as the
court may from time to time prescribe.

SEC. 445. The trustee or the debtor in possession shall have the power, upon
authorization by and subject to the control of the court, to operate the business
and manage the property of the debtor during such period, limited or indefinite,
as the court may from time to time fix, and during such operation or manage-
ment shall file reports thereof with the court at such intervals as the court may
designate.

SEC. 446. During the pendency of a proceeding for an arrangement, or after
the confirmation of the arrangement where the court has retained jurisdiction,
the court may upon cause shown authorize the trustee or debtor in possession
to issue certificates of indebtedness for cash, property, or other consideration
approved by the court, upon such terms and conditions and with such security
and priority in payment over existing obligations as in the particular case may
be equitable.

ARTICLE VII--CRII)ITORS AND CIAIMS

SEC. 451. The court shall prescribe the man:'er in which and fix a time within
which the proofs of claim of creditors may be filed and allowed. Objections
by any party in interest to the allowance of any such claims shall be heard
and summarily determined by the court.

SEC. 452. For the purposes of the arrangement and its acceptance, the court
may fix the division of creditors into classes according to the nature of their
respective claims, and, in the event of controversy, the court shall after hearing
upon notice summarily determine the controversy.

SEC. 453. For the purposes of the classification, as provided in section 452 of
this Act, the court shall, if necessary, upon the application of the trustee, the
debtor, any creditor, or an indenture trustee, fix a hearing upon notice to the
holders of secured claims, the debtor, the trustee, and such other persons as the
court may designate, to determine summarily the value of the security and
classify as unsecured the amount in excess of such value.

SEC. 454. An indenture trustee may file claims for all holders, known or un-
known, of securities issued pursuant to the instrument under which he is
trustee, who have not filed claims: Provided, however, That in computing the
majority necessary for the acceptance of the arrangement only the claims filed
by the holders thereof, and allowed, shall be included.

SEC. 455. If the United States is a secured or unsecured creditor of a debtor,
the claim thereof shall be deemed to be affected by an arrangement under this
chapter, and the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized to accept or
reject an arrangement in respect of the claims of the United States. If, in any
proceeding under this chapter, the United States is a secured or unsecured
creditor on claims for taxes or customs duties (whether or not the United States
has any other interest in, or claim against the debtor, as a secured or unsecured
creditor), no arrangement which does not provide for the payment thereof shall
be confirmed by the court, except upon the acceptance of a lesser amount by
the Secretary of the Treasury certified to the court: Provided, That if the
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(3) fix a time for the filing of the application to confirm the arrangement and 
for a hearing on the confirmation thereof and on any objections to the confirma-
tion, unless such times have already been named in the notice of the meeting 
or unless all creditors affected by the arrangement have accepted it. 

ARTICLE VI—TITLE, RIGHTS, DUTIES, AND POWERS OF DEBTOR AND OFFICERS 

Src. 441. A trustee, upon his appointment and qualification, shall be vested 
with the title of a trustee appointed under section 44 of this Act. 

SEc. 442. Where not inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter, a trustee, 
upon his appointment and qualification, shall be vested with the rights, be sub-
ject to the duties, and exercise the powers of a trustee appointed under section 
44 of this Act, and, if authorized by the court, shall have and may exercise such 
additional rights and powers as a receiver in equity would have if appointed 
by a court of the United States for the property of a debtor. 
SEC. 443. Where not inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter, the 

powers and duties of the officers of the court and the rights, privileges, and 
duties of the debtor shall be the same, where a petition is filed under section 421 
of this Act, as if a decree of adjudication had been entered in the pending 
bankruptcy proceeding at the time the petition under this chapter was filed, or, 
where a petition is filed under section 422 of this Act, as if a voluntary petition 
for adjudication in bankruptcy had been filed and a decree of adjudication had 
been entered at the time the petition under this chapter was filed. 
SEC. 441. Where no trustee is appointed, the debtor shall continue in possession 

of his property and shall have all the title and exercise all the powers of a 
trustee appointed under this chapter, subject, however, at all times to the control 
of the court and to such limitations, restrictions, terms, and conditions as the 
court may from time to time prescribe. 
SEC. 445. The trustee or the debtor in possession shall have the power, upon 

authorization by and subject to the control of the court, to operate the business 
and manage the property of the debtor during such period, limited or indefinite, 
as the court may from time to time fix, and during such operation or manage-
ment shall file reports thereof with the court at such intervals as the court may 
designate. 
SEC. 446. During the pendency of a proceeding for an arrangement, or after 

the confirmation of the arrangement where the court has retained jurisdiction, 
the court may upon cause shown authorize the trustee or debtor in possession 
to issue certificates of indebtedness for cash, property, or other consideration 
approved by the court, upon such terms and conditions and with such security 
and priority in payment over existing obligations as in the particular case may 
be equitable. 

ARTICLE VII—CREDITORS AND CLAIMS 

SEC. 451. The court shall prescribe the manner in which and fix a time within 
which the proofs of claim of creditors may be filed and allowed. Objections 
by any party in interest to the allowance of any such claims shall be heard 
and summarily determined by the court. 
SEC. 452. For the purposes of the arrangement and its acceptance, the court 

may fix the division of creditors into classes according to the nature of their 
respective claims, and, in the event of controversy, the court shall after hearing 
upon notice summarily determine the controversy. 

Sze. 453. For the purposes of the classification, as provided in section 452 of 
this Act, the court shall, if necessary, upon the application of the trustee, the 
debtor, any creditor, or an indenture trustee, fix a hearing upon notice to the 
holders of secured claims, the debtor, the trustee, and such other persons as the 
court may designate, to determine summarily the value of the security and 
classify as unsecured the amount in excess of such value. 
SEC. 454. An indenture trustee may file claims for all holders, known or un-

known, of securities issued pursuant to the instrument under which he is 
trustee, who have not filed claims: Provided, however, That in computing the 
majority necessary for the acceptance of the arrangement only the claims filed 
by the holders thereof, and allowed, shall be included. 
SEC. 455. If the United States is a secured or unsecured creditor of a debtor, 

the claim thereof shall be deemed to be affected by an arrangement under this 
chapter, and the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized to accept or 
reject an arrangement in respect of the claims of the United States. If, in any 
proceeding under this chapter, the United States is a secured or unsecured 
creditor on claims for taxes or customs duties (whether or not the United States 
has any other interest in, or claim against the debtor, as a secured or unsecured 
creditor), no arrangement which does not provide for the payment thereof shall 
be confirmed by the court, except upon the acceptance of a lesser amount by 
the Secretary of the Treasury certified to the court: Provided, That if the 
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Secretary of the Treasury shall fail to accept or reject an arrangement for
more than sixty days after receipt of written notice so to do from the court to
which the arrangement has been proposed, accompanied by a certified copy of
the arrangement, his consent shall be conclusively presumed.

SEw. 456. A creditor may act in person, by an attorney-at-law, or by a duly
authorized agent or committee and, if he shall act by an agent or committee,
the court shall examine and may disregard any provision of a power or warrant
of attorney, deposit agreement, trust indenture and committee, or other authori-
zation affecting such creditor, and enforce an accounting thereunder and restrain
the exercise of any power which it finds to be unfair or not consistent with
public policy.

SEC. 457. Where not inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter, the rights,
duties, and liabilities of creditors and of all other persons with respect to the
property of the debtor shall be the same, where a petition is filed under section
421 of this Act, as if a decree of adjudication had been entered in the pending
bankruptcy proceeding at the time the petition under this chapter was filed, or,
where a petition is filed under section 422 of this Act, as if a voluntary petition
for adjudication in bankruptcy had been filed and a decree of adjudication had
been entered at the time the petition under this chapter was filed.

SEo. 458. In case an executory contract shall be rejected pursuant to the pro-
visions of an arrangement or to the permission of the court given in a proceeding
under this chapter, or shall have been rejected by a receiver in bankruptcy or
receiver in equity in a prior pending proceeding, any person injured by such
rejection shall, for the purposes of this chapter and of the arrangement, its
acceptance and confirmation, be deemed a creditor. The claim of the landlord
for injury resulting from the rejection of an unexpired lease of real estate or
for damages or indemnity under a covenant contained in such lease shall be
provable, but shall be limited to an amount not to exceed the rent, without
acceleration, reserved by such lease for the three years next succeeding the date
of the surrender of the premises to the landlord or the date of reentry of the
landlord, whichever first occurs, whether before or after the filing of the petition,
plus unpaid accrued rent, without acceleration, up to the date of surrender or
reentry: Provided, That the court shall scrutinize the circumstances of an
assignment of a future rent claim and the amount of the consideration paid for
such assignment in determining the amount of damages allowed the assignee
thereof.

SEC. 459. Upon the entry of an order under the provisions of this chapter
directing that bankruptcy be proceeded with, only such claims as are provable
under section 63 of this Act shall be allowed, and claims not already filed may be
filed within three months after the first date set for the first meeting of creditors,
held pursuant to section 55 of this Act.

ARTICLE VIII-PROVISIONS OF ARRANGEMENT

SEC. 461. An arrangement-
(1) shall include provisions modifying or altering the rights of creditors who

bold debts secured by real property or a chattel real of a debtor, generally or of
a class of them, either through the issuance of new securities of any character
or otherwise;

(2) shall provide for the rights of all other creditors of a debtor who may be
affected by the arrangement;

(3) may provide for treatment of unsecured debts on a parity one with the
other, or for the division of such debts into classes and the treatment thereof in
different ways or upon different terms;

(4) may provide for the rejection of any executory contract;
(5) may provide for the continuation of debtor's business and the management

of his property with or without supervision or control by a trustee or by a
committee of creditors or otherwise;

(6) may provide for payment of debts incurred after the filing of the petition
and during the pendency of the arrangement, in priority over the debts affected
by such arrangement;

(7) may deal with all or any part of his property;
(8) shall provide for the payment of all costs and expenses of administration

and other allowances which may be approved or made by the judge;
(9) shall specify what debts, if any, are to be paid in cash in full;
(10) shall specify the creditors or any class of them not to be affected by the

arrangement and the provisions, if any, with respect to them;
(11) shall provide for any class of creditors which is affected by and does

not accept the arrangement by the two-thirds majority in amount required under
this chapter, adequate protection for the realization by them of the value of
their debts against the property dealt with by the arrangement and affected by
such debts, either, as provided in the arrangement or in the order confirming
the arrangement, (a) by the transfer or sale, or by the retention by the debtor,
of such property subject to such debts; or (b) by a sale of such property free
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Secretary of the Treasury shall fail to accept or reject an arrangement for 
more than sixty days after receipt of written notice so to do from the court to 
which the arrangement has been proposed, accompanied by a certified copy of 
the arrangement, his consent shall be conclusively presumed. 

Smo. 456. A creditor may act in person, by an attorney-at-law, or by a duly 
authorized agent or committee and, if he shall act by an agent or committee, 
the court shall examine and may disregard any provision of a power or warrant 
of attorney, deposit agreement, trust indenture and committee, or other authori-
zation affecting such creditor, and enforce an accounting thereunder and restrain 
the exercise of any power which it finds to be unfair or not consistent with 
public policy. 
SEC. 457. Where not inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter, the rights, 

duties, and liabilities of creditors and of all other persons with respect to the 
property of the debtor shall be the same, where a petition is filed under section 
421 of this Act, as if a decree of adjudication had been entered in the pending 
bankruptcy proceeding at the time the petition under this chapter was filed, or, 
where a petition is filed under section 422 of this Act, as if a voluntary petition 
for adjudication in bankruptcy had been filed and a decree of adjudication had 
been entered at the time the petition under this chapter was filed. 
SEC. 458. In case an executory contract shall be rejected pursuant to the pro-

visions of an arrangement or to the permission of the court given in a proceeding 
under this chapter, or shall have been rejected by a receiver in bankruptcy or 
receiver in equity in a prior pending proceeding, any person injured by such 
rejection shall, for the purposes of this chapter and of the arrangement, its 
acceptance and confirmation, be deemed a creditor. The claim of the landlord 
for injury resulting from the rejection of an unexpired lease of real estate or 
for damages or indemnity under a covenant contained in such lease shall be 
provable, but shall be limited to an amount not to exceed the rent, without 
acceleration, reserved by such lease for the three years next succeeding the date 
of the surrender of the premises to the landlord or the date of reentry of the 
landlord, whichever first occurs, whether before or after the filing of the petition, 
plus unpaid accrued rent, without acceleration, up to the date of surrender or 
reentry: Provided, That the court shall scrutinize the circumstances of an 
assignment of a future rent claim and the amount of the consideration paid for 
such assignment in determining the amount of damages allowed the assignee 
thereof. 
SEC. 459. Upon the entry of an order under the provisions of this chapter 

directing that bankruptcy be proceeded with, only such claims as are provable 
under section 63 of this Act shall be allowed, and claims not already filed may be 
filed within three months after the first date set for the first meeting of creditors, 
held pursuant to section 55 of this Act. 

ARTICLE VIII—PROVISIONS OF ARRANGEMENT 

SEC. 461. An arrangement— 
( 1) shall include provisions modifying or altering the rights of creditors who 

hold debts secured by real property or a chattel real of a debtor, generally or of 
a class of them, either through the issuance of new securities of any character 
or otherwise; 

(2) shall provide for the rights of all other creditors of a debtor who may be 
affected by the arrangement; 

(3) may provide for treatment of unsecured debts on a parity one with the 
other, or for the division of such debts into classes and the treatment thereof in 
different ways or upon different terms; 

(4) may provide for the rejection of any executory contract; 
(5) may provide for the continuation of debtor's business and the management 

of his property with or without supervision or control by a trustee or by a 
committee of creditors or otherwise; 

(6) may provide for payment of debts incurred after the filing of the petition 
and during the pendency of the arrangement, in priority over the debts affected 
by such arrangement; 

(7) may deal with all or any part of his property; 
(8) shall provide for the payment of all costs and expenses of administration 

and other allowances which may be approved or made by the judge; 
(9) shall specify what debts, if any, are to be paid in cash in full; 
(10) shall specify the creditors or any class of them not to be affected by the 

arrangement and the provisions, if any, with respect to them; 
(11) shall provide for any class of creditors which is affected by and does 

not accept the arrangement by the two-thirds majority in amount required under 
this chapter, adequate protection for the realization by them of the value of 
their debts against the property dealt with by the arrangement and affected by 
such debts, either, as provided in the arrangement or in the order confirming 
the arrangement, (a) by the transfer or sale, or by the retention by the debtor, 
of such property subject to such debts; or (b) by a sale of such property free 



of such debts, at not less than a fair upset price, and the transfer of such debts to
the proceeds of such sale; or (c) by appraisal and payment in cash of the value
of such debts; or (d) by such method as will, under and consistent with the
circumstances of the particular case, equitably and fairly provide such protection;

(12) shall provide adequate means for the execution of the arrangement,
which may include: the retention by the debtor of all or any part of his property;
the sale or transfer of all or any part of his property in trust or to one or more
corporations theretofore organized or thereafter to be organized; the sale of all
or any part of his property, either subject to or free from any lien, at not less
than a fair upset price and the distribution of all or any assets, or the proceeds
derived from the sale thereof, among those having an interest therein; the sat-
isfaction or modification of liens; the cancelation or modification of indentures
or of other similar instruments; the curing or waiver of defaults; the extension
of maturity dates and changes in interest rates and other terms of outstanding
securities; the issuance of trust securities or securities of the debtor or of such
corporation or corporations for cash, for property, in exchange for existing
securities, in satisfaction of debts, or for other appropriate purposes; and

(13) may include any other appropriate provisions not inconsistent with the
provisions of this chapter.

ARTICLE IX-PROPOSAL, CONFIRMATION, AND CONSUMMATION OF ARRANGEMENT

SEc. 466. An arrangement which has been approved by creditors affected
thereby, who hold debts against the property dealt with therein, amounting to 25
per centum or more of the debts of some class of such creditors and 10 per centum
or more of the debts of all such creditors, may be proposed by any such creditor.

Sw. 467. An arrangement which at the meeting of creditors, as provided in
section 436 of this Act, has been accepted in writing by all creditors affected
thereby, whether or not their claims have been proved, shall be confirmed by the
court when there shall have been made the deposit required under this chapter
and under the arrangement, and if the court is satisfied that the arrangement
and its acceptance are in good faith and have not been made or procured by any
means, promises, or acts forbidden by this Act.

SEC. 468. If an arrangement has not been so accepted, an application for the
confirmation of an arrangement may be filed with the court within such time as
the court shall have fixed in the notice of such meeting, or at or after such
meeting and after, but not before-

(1) it has been accepted in writing by the creditors of each class, holding two-
thirds in amount of the debts of such class affected by the arrangement proved
and allowed before the conclusion of the meeting, or before such other time as
may be fixed by the court, exclusive of creditors or of any class of them who are
not affected by the arrangement or for whom payment or protection has been
provided as prescribed in paragraph (11) of section 461 of this Act; and

(2) the deposit required under this chapter and under the arrangement has
been made.

SEC. 469. Alterations or modifications of an arrangement may be proposed In
writing, with leave of court, either before or after its confirmation, by a debtor.
or by any creditor as provided in section 466 of this Act.

SEa 470. Unless the court finds that the proposed alteration or modification
does not materially and adversely affect the interest of any creditor who has
not in writing assented thereto, the court shall adjourn the meeting or, if closed,
reopen the meeting, and may enter an order that any creditor who accepted the
arrangement and who fails to file with the court, within such time as shall be
fixed in the order, his rejection of the altered or modified arrangement, shall be
deemed to have accepted the alteration or modification and the arrangement
so altered or modified, unless the previous acceptance provides otherwise.

Sie. 471. At least ten days' notice of the adjourned or reopened meeting,
together with a copy of the order, if entered, and of the proposed alteration or
modification, shall be given to the debtor, the creditors, and other parties in
interest.

SEC. 472. The court shall confirm an arrangement if satisfied that-
(1) the provisions of this chapter have been complied with;
(2) it is for the best interests of creditors;
(3) it is fair and equitable, and feasible;
(4) the debtor has not been guilty of any of the acts or failed to perform any

of the duties which would be a bar to the discharge of a bankrupt;
(5) the proposal and its acceptance are in good faith and have not been made

or procured by any means, promises, or acts forbidden by this Act; and
(6) all payments made or promised by the debtor, by any person issuing

securities or acquiring property under the arrangement or by any other person,
for services and for costs and expenses in, or in connection with, the proceed-
ing or in connection with and incident to the arrangement, have been fully
disclosed to the court and are reasonable, or, If to be fixed after confirmation
of the arrangement, will be subject to the approval of the court.
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of such debts, at not less than a fair upset price, and the transfer of such debts to 
the proceeds of such sale; or (c) by appraisal and payment in cash of the value 
of such debts; or (d) by such method as will, under and consistent with the 
circumstances of the particular case, equitably and fairly provide such protection; 

(12) shall provide adequate means for the execution of the arrangement, 
which may include: the retention by the debtor of all or any part of his property; 
the sale or transfer of all or any part of his property in trust or to one or more 
corporations theretofore organized or thereafter to be organized; the sale of all 
or any part of his property, either subject to or free from any lien, at not less 
than a fair upset price and the distribution of all or any assets, or the proceeds 
derived from the sale thereof, among those having an interest therein; the sat-
isfaction or modification of liens; the cancelation or modification of indentures 
or of other similar instruments; the curing or waiver of defaults; the extension 
of maturity dates and changes in interest rates and other terms of outstanding 
securities; the issuance of trust securities or securities of the debtor or of such 
corporation or corporations for cash, for property, in exchange for existing 
securities, in satisfaction of debts, or for other appropriate purposes; and 

(13) may include any other appropriate provisions not inconsistent with the 
provisions of this chapter. 

ARTICLE IX—PROPOSAL, CONFIRMATION, AND CONSUMMATION OF ARRANGEMENT 

SEc. 466. An arrangement which has been approved by creditors affected 
thereby, who hold debts against the property dealt with therein, amounting to 25 
per centum or more of the debts of some class of such creditors and 10 per centum 
or more of the debts of all such creditors, may be proposed by any such creditor. 
Sum 467. An arrangement which at the meeting of creditors, as provided in 

section 436 of this Act, has been accepted in writing by all creditors affected 
thereby, whether or not their claims have been proved, shall be confirmed by the 
court when there shall have been made the deposit required under this chapter 
and under the arrangement, and if the court is satisfied that the arrangement 
and its acceptance are in good faith and have not been made or procured by any 
means, promises, or acts forbidden by this Act. 
SEC. 468. If an arrangement has not been so accepted, an application for the 

confirmation of an arrangement may be filed with the court within such time as 
the court shall have fixed in the notice of such meeting, or at or after such 
meeting and after, but not before— 

(1) it has been accepted in writing by the creditors of each class, holding two-
thirds in amount of the debts of such class affected by the arrangement proved 
and allowed before the conclusion of the meeting, or before such other time as 
may be fixed by the court, exclusive of creditors or of any class of them who are 
not affected by the arrangement or for whom payment or protection has been 
provided as prescribed in paragraph (11) of section 461 of this Act; and 

(2) the deposit required under this chapter and under the arrangement has 
been made. 
SEC. 469. Alterations or modifications of an arrangement may be proposed in 

writing, with leave of court, either before or after its confirmation, by a debtor. 
or by any creditor as provided in section 466 of this Act. 
SEC. 470. Unless the court finds that the proposed alteration or modification 

does not materially and adversely affect the interest of any creditor who has 
not in writing assented thereto, the court shall adjourn the meeting or, if closed, 
reopen the meeting, and may enter an order that any creditor who accepted the 
arrangement and who fails to file with the court, within such time as shall be 
fixed in the order, his rejection of the altered or modified arrangement, shall be 
deemed to have accepted the alteration or modification and the arrangement 
so altered or modified, unless the previous acceptance provides otherwise. 
SEC. 471. At least ten days' notice of the adjourned or reopened meeting, 

together with a copy of the order, if entered, and of the proposed alteration or 
modification, shall be given to the debtor, the creditors, and other parties in 
interest. 
SEC. 472. The court shall confirm an arrangement if satisfied that— 
(1) the provisions of this chapter have been complied with; 
(2) it is for the best interests of creditors; 
(3) it is fair and equitable, and feasible; 
(4) the debtor has not been guilty of any of the acts or failed to perform any 

of the duties which would be a bar to the discharge of a bankrupt; 
(5) the proposal and its acceptance are in good faith and have not been made 

or procured by any means, promises, or acts forbidden by this Act; and 
(6) all payments made or promised by the debtor, by any person issuing 

securities or acquiring property under the arrangement or by any other person, 
for services and for costs and expenses in, or in connection with, the proceed-
ing or in connection with and incident to the arrangement, have been fully 
disclosed to the court and are reasonable, or, if to be fixed after confirmation 
of the arrangement, will be subject to the approval of the court. 
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SEC. 473. Upon confirmation of an arrangement-
(1) the arrangement and its provisions shall be binding upon the debtor, upon

any person issuing securities or acquiring property under the arrangement, and
upon all creditors of the debtor, whether or not they are affected by the arrange-
ment or have accepted it or have filed their claims, and whether or not their
claims have been scheduled or allowed and are allowable;

(2) the' debtor, and any corporation or trust organized or to be organized
for the purpose of carrying out the arrangements, shall comply with the pro-
visions of the arrangement and with all the orders of the court relative thereto
and shall take all action necessary to carry out the arrangement;

(3) distribution shall be made, in accordance with the provisions of the ar-
rangement, to the creditors, proofs of whose claims have been filed prior to the
date fixed by the court and are allowed, or, if not so filed, whose claims have
been scheduled by the debtor as fixed debts, liquidated in amount and not dis-
puted: Provided, however, That where such debts are objected to by any
party in interest, the objections shall be heard and summarily determined by
the court.

SEC. 474. Upon confirmation of an arrangement, the property dealt with by the
arrangement, when transferred by the trustee appointed under this chapter to
the debtor, or to a trustee or corporation provided for by the arrangement, or,
if no trustee has been appointed under this chapter, when transferred by the
debtor to a trustee or corporation provided for by the arrangement, or when
retained by the debtor, as the case may be, shall be free and clear of all debts
affected by the arrangement, except such debts as may otherwise be provided
for in the arrangement or in the order confirming the arrangement or in the
order directing or authorizing the transfer or retention of such property.

SEC. 475. The court may direct the debtor, his trustee, any mortgagees, in-
denture trustees, and other necessary parties to execute and deliver or to join
in the execution and delivery of such instruments as may be requisite to effect
a retention or transfer of the property dealt with by the arrangement which
has been confirmed, and to perform such other acts, including the satisfaction
of liens, as the court may deem necessary for the consummation of the arrange-
ment.

SEC. 476. The confirmation of an arrangement shall discharge a debtor from
his debts and liabilities provided for by the arrangement, except as provided in
the arrangement or the order confirming the arrangement, excluding such debts
as are not dischargeable under section 17 of this Act.

SEC. 477. Upon the consummation of a proceeding under this chapter, after
confirmation of an arrangement, the court shall enter a final decree discharging
the trustee, if any, closing the estate, and making such provisions, by way of
injunction or otherwise, as may be equitable.

ABTICLE X-DISMISSAL AND ADJUDICATION

SEC. 481. If an arrangement is withdrawn or abandoned prior to its accept-
ance and no other arrangement is pending, or if no arrangement is accepted at
the meeting of creditors or within such further time as the court may fix, or if
the money or other consideration required to be deposited is not deposited or
the application for confirmation is not filed within the time fixed by the court,
or if confirmation of the arrangement is refused, the court shall-

(1) where the petition was filed under section 421 of this Act, enter an order
dismissing the proceeding under this chapter and directing that the bankruptcy
be proceeded with pursuant to the provisions of this Act; or

(2) where the petition was filed under section 422 of this Act, enter an order
upon hearing after notice to the debtor, the creditors, and such other persons
as the court may direct, either adjudging the debtor a bankrupt and directing
that bankruptcy be proceeded with pursuant to the provisions of this Act or
dismissing the proceeding under this chapter, whichever in the opinion of the
court may be in the interest of the creditors.

SEC. 4S2. Where the court has retained jurisdiction after the confirmation
of an arrangement and the debtor defaults in any of the terms thereof or the
arrangement terminates by reason of the happening of a condition specified
in the arrangement, the court upon hearing after notice to the debtor, the
creditors and such other persons as the court may direct shall-

(1) where the petition has been filed under section 421 of this Act, enter an
order dismissing the proceeding under this chapter and adjudging the debtor
a bankrupt and directing that the bankruptcy proceeding be proceeded with
pursuant to the provisions of this Act; or

(2) where the petition has been filed under section 422 of this Act, enter
an order either adjudging the debtor a bankrupt and directing that bankruptcy
be proceeded with pursuant to the provisions of this Act or dismissing the pro-
ceeding under this chapter, whichever in the opinion of the court may be in
the interest of the creditors.
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SEC. 473. Upon confirmation of an arrangement— 
(1) the arrangement and its provisions shall be binding upon the debtor, upon 

any person issuing securities or acquiring property under the arrangement, and 
upon all creditors of the debtor, whether or not they are affected by the arrange-
ment or have accepted it or have filed their claims, and whether or not their 
claims have been scheduled or allowed and are allowable; 

(2) the' debtor, and any corporation or trust organized or to be organized 
for the purpose of carrying out the arrangements, shall comply with the pro-
visions of the arrangement and with all the orders of the court relative thereto 
and shall take all action necessary to carry out the arrangement; 

(3) distribution shall be made, in accordance with the provisions of the ar-
rangement, to the creditors, proofs of whose claims have been filed prior to the 
date fixed by the court and are allowed, or, if not so filed, whose claims have 
been scheduled by the debtor as fixed debts, liquidated in amount and not dis-
puted: Provided, however, That where such debts are objected to by any 
party in interest, the objections shall be heard and summarily determined by 
the court. 
SEC. 474. Upon confirmation of an arrangement, the property dealt with by the 

arrangement, when transferred by the trustee appointed under this chapter to 
the debtor, or to a trustee or corporation provided for by the arrangement, or, 
if no trustee has been appointed under this chapter, when transferred by the 
debtor to a trustee or corporation provided for by the arrangement, or when 
retained by the debtor, as the case may be, shall be free and clear of all debts 
affected by the arrangement, except such debts as may otherwise be provided 
for in the arrangement or in the order confirming the arrangement or in the 
order directing or authorizing the transfer or retention of such property. 
SEC. 475. The court may direct the debtor, his trustee, any mortgagees, in-

denture trustees, and other necessary parties to execute and deliver or to join 
in the execution and delivery of such instruments as may be requisite to effect 
a retention or transfer of the property dealt with by the arrangement which 
has been confirmed, and to perform such other acts, including the satisfaction 
of liens, as the court may deem necessary for the consummation of the arrange-
ment. 
SEC. 476. The confirmation of an arrangement shall discharge a debtor from 

his debts and liabilities provided for by the arrangement, except as provided in 
the arrangement or the order confirming the arrangement, excluding such debts 
as are not dischargeable under section 17 of this Act. 
SEC. 477. Upon the consummation of a proceeding under this chapter, after 

confirmation of an arrangement, the court shall enter a final decree discharging 
the trustee, if any, closing the estate, and making such provisions, by way of 
injunction or otherwise, as may be equitable. 

ARTICLE 8—DISMISSAL AND ADJUDICATION 

SEC. 481. If an arrangement is withdrawn or abandoned prior to its accept-
ance and no other arrangement is pending, or if no arrangement is accepted at 
the meeting of creditors or within such further time as the court may fix, or if 
the money or other consideration required to be deposited is not deposited or 
the application for confirmation is not filed within the time fixed by the court, 
or if confirmation of the arrangement is refused, the court shall— 

(1 ) where the petition was filed under section 421 of this Act, enter an order 
dismissing the proceeding under this chapter and directing that the bankruptcy 
be proceeded with pursuant to the provisions of this Act; or 

(2) where the petition was tiled under section 422 of this Act, enter an order 
upon hearing after notice to the debtor, the creditors, and such other persons 
as the court may direct, either adjudging the debtor a bankrupt and directing 
that bankruptcy be proceeded with pursuant to the provisions of this Act or 
dismissing the proceeding under this chapter, whichever in the opinion of the 
court may be in the interest of the creditors. 
SEC. 482. Where the court has retained jurisdiction after the confirmation 

of an arrangement and the debtor defaults in any of the terms thereof or the 
arrangement terminates by reason of the happening of a condition specified 
in the arrangement, the court upon hearing after notice to the debtor, the 
creditors and such other persons as the court may direct shall— 

(1) where the petition has been filed under section 421 of this Act, enter an 
order dismissing the proceeding under this chapter and adjudging the debtor 
a bankrupt and directing that the bankruptcy proceeding be proceeded with 
pursuant to the provisions of this Act; or 

(2) where the petition has been filed under section 422 of this Act, enter 
an order either adjudging the debtor a bankrupt and directing that bankruptcy 
be proceeded with pursuant to the provisions of this Act or dismissing the pro-
ceeding under this chapter, whichever in the opinion of the court may be in 
the interest of the creditors. 
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SEC. 483. Upon the entry of an order directing that bankruptcy be pro-
ceeded with-

(1) in the case of a petition filed under section 421 of this Act, the bank-
ruptcy proceeding shall be deemed reinstated and thereafter shall be con-
ducted, so far as possible, as if such petition under this chapter had not been
filed; and

(2) in the case of a petition filed under section 422 of this Act, the pro-
ceeding shall thereafter be conducted, so far as possible, in the same manner
and with like effect as if a voluntary petition for adjudication had been filed
and a decree of adjudication had been entered on the day when such original
petition under this chapter was filed.

SEC. 484. No adjudication shall be entered under this chapter against a wage
earner or farmer unless such person shall in writing filed with the court
consent to the adjudication.

SEC. 485. Upon the dismissal of a proceeding originated by a petition filed
under section 422 of this Act, the court shall enter a final decree discharging
the trustee, if any, and closing the estate.

ARTICLE XI-COMPENSATION AND ALLOWANCES

SEC. 491. The judge may allow reasonable compensation for services rendered
and reimbursement for proper costs and expenses incurred in a proceeding
under this chapter-

(1) by a referee;
(2) by the trustee and other officers, and the attorneys for any of them;

and
(3) by the attorney for the debtor.
Such compensation of referees and trustees shall not be governed by sections

40 and 48 of this Act.
SEC. 492. The judge may allow reasonable compensation for services ren-

dered and reimbursement for proper costs and expenses incurred in connection
with the administration of an estate in a proceeding under this chapter or in
connection with an arrangement confirmed by the court-

(1) by indenture trustees, depositaries, reorganization managers and com-
mittees or representatives of creditors;

(2) by any other parties in interest; and
(3) by the attorneys or agents for any of the foregoing.
SEC. 493. Where a petition is filed under section 421 of this Act, the judge

may allow, if not already allowed, reasonable compensation for services ren-
dered and reimbursement for proper costs and expenses incurred in such bank-
ruptcy proceeding-

(1) by a marshal or receiver, as provided in subdivision f of section 48 of
this Act, and the attorney for any of them;

(2) by the attorney for the petitioning creditors;
(3) by the attorney for the lbankrupt; and
(4) by any other persons and the attorneys for any of them entitled under

this Act to compensation or reimbursement in such bankruptcy proceeding.
SEC. 494. Where a petition is filed under section 421 of this Act, the judge

may allow reasonable compensation for services rendered and the proper costs
and expenses incurred in such bankruptcy proceeding by a referee in bankruptcy.
In fixing such compensation, the judge shall not be restricted by the provision
of section 40 of this Act.

SEC. 495. Upon the dismissal of a proceeding under this chapter or the
entry of an order adjudging the debtor a bankrupt, the judge may allow rea-
sonable compensation for services rendered and reimbursement for proper
costs and expenses incurred in such proceeding prior to such dismissal or order
of adjudication by any persons entitled thereto, as provided in this chapter,
and shall make provision for the payment thereof and for the payment of
all proper costs and expenses incurred by officers in such proceedings.

SEC. 496. The judge shall fix a time of hearing for the consideration of appli-
cations for allowances, of which hearing notice shall be given to the applicants,
the trustee, the debtor, the creditors, the indenture trustees, and such other
persons as the judge may designate, except that, in the case of allowances for
services and reimbursement in a superseded bankruptcy proceeding, notice need
be given only to the applicants, the debtor, the trustee, and the unsecured
creditors, and may be given to such other classes of creditors or other persons
as the judge may designate.

SEC. 497. In the case of the dismissal of a proceeding under this chapter and
the entry of an order therein directing that a superseded bankruptcy be pro-
ceeded with, the compensation allowed by the judge, in the course of the pro-
ceeding under this chapter, to the referee, marshal, or receiver in the bank-
ruptcy proceeding for services rendered by him in such bankruptcy proceeding
shall be deemed to have been allowed in such bankruptcy proceeding and such
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SEC. 483. Upon the entry of an order directing that bankruptcy be pro-
ceeded with— 

(1) in the case of a petition filed under section 421 of this Act, the bank-
ruptcy proceeding shall be deemed reinstated and thereafter shall be con-
ducted, so far as possible, as if such petition under this chapter had not been 
filed; and 

(2) in the case of a petition filed under section 422 of this Act, the pro-
ceeding shall thereafter be conducted, so far as possible, in the same manner 
and with like effect as if a voluntary petition for adjudication had been filed 
and a decree of adjudication had been entered on the day when such original 
petition under this chapter was filed. 
SEC. 484. No adjudication shall be entered under this chapter against a wage 

,,arner or farmer unless such person shall in writing filed with the court 
consent to the adjudication. 
SEC. 485. Upon the dismissal of a proceeding originated by a petition filed 

under section 422 of this Act, the court shall enter a final decree discharging 
the trustee, if any, and closing the estate. 

ARTICLE XI—COMPENSATION AND ALLOWANCES 

SEC. 491. The judge may allow reasonable compensation for services rendered 
and reimbursement for proper costs and expenses incurred in a proceeding 
under this chapter— 

(1) by a referee; 
(2) by the trustee and other officers, and the attorneys for any of them; 

and 
(3) by the attorney for the debtor. 
Such compensation of referees and trustees shall not be governed by sections 

40 and 48 of this Act. 
SEC. 492. The judge may allow reasonable compensation for services ren-

dered and reimbursement for proper costs and expenses incurred in connection 
with the administration of an estate in a proceeding under this chapter or in 
connection with an arrangement confirmed by the court— 

(1) by indenture trustees, depositaries, reorganization managers and com-
mittees or representatives of creditors; 

(2) by any other parties in interest; and 
(3) by the attorneys or agents for any of the foregoing. 
SEC. 493. Where a petition is filed under section 421 of this Act, the judge 

may allow, if not already allowed, reasonable compensation for services ren-
dered and reimbursement for proper costs and expenses incurred in such bank-
ruptcy proceeding— 

(1) by a marshal or receiver, as provided in subdivision f of section 48 of 
this Act, and the attorney for any of them; 

(2) by the attorney for the petitioning creditors; 
(3) by the attorney for the bankrupt ; and 
(4) by any other persons and 1 he attorneys for any of them entitled under 

this Act to compensation or reimbursement in such bankruptcy proceeding. 
SEC. 494. Where a petition is filed under section 421 of this Act, the judge 

may allow reasonable compensation for services rendered and the proper costs 
and expenses incurred in such bankruptcy proceeding by a referee in bankruptcy. 
In fixing such compensation, the judge shall not be restricted by the provision 
of section 40 of this Act. 
SEC. 495. Upon the dismissal of a proceeding under this chapter or the 

entry of an order adjudging the debtor a bankrupt, the judge may allow rea-
sonable compensation for services rendered and reimbursement for proper 
costs and expenses incurred in such proceeding prior to such dismissal or order 
of adjudication by any persons entitled thereto, as provided in this chapter, 
and shall make provision for the payment thereof and for the payment of 
all proper costs and expenses incurred by officers in such proceedings. 
SEC. 499. The judge shall fix a time of hearing for the consideration of appli-

cations for allowances, of which hearing notice shall be given to the applicants, 
the trustee, the debtor, the creditors, the indenture trustees, and such other 
persons as the judge may designate, except that, in the ease of allowances for 
services and reimbursement in a superseded bankruptcy proceeding, notice need 
be given only to the applicants, the debtor, the trustee, and the unsecured 
creditors, and may be given to such other classes of creditors or other persons 
as the judge may designate. 
SEC. 497. In the case of the dismissal of a proceeding under this chapter and 

the entry of an order therein directing that a superseded bankruptcy be pro-
ceeded with, the compensation allowed by the judge, in the course of the pro-
ceeding under this chapter, to the referee, marshal, or receiver in the bank-
ruptcy proceeding for services rendered by him in such bankruptcy proceeding 
shall be deemed to have been allowed in such bankruptcy proceeding and such 
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compensation shall be considered in connection with the making of future allow-
ances therein or shall be readjusted, so as to comply with the provisions of this
Act fixing their compensation in a bankruptcy proceeding.

SEC. 498. Appeals may be taken in matters of law or fact from orders making
or refusing to make allowances of compensation or reimbursement, and may,
in the manner and within the time provided for appeals by this Act, be taken
to and allowed by the circuit court of appeals independently of other appeals
in the proceeding, and shall be summarily heard upon the original papers.

ABICLE XII-PRIO PROCEDINGS

SEC. 506. A petition may be filed under this chapter notwithstanding the
pendency of a prior mortgage foreclosure, equity, or other proceeding in a court
of the United States or of any State in which a receiver or trustee of all or any
part of the property of a debtor has been appointed or for whose appointment an
application has been made.

SEC. 507. Such prior proceeding shall be stayed by the filing of a petition under
this chapter. The trustee appointed under this chapter, upon his qualification, or,
if a debtor is continued in possession, the debtor, shall become vested with the
rights, if any, of such prior receiver or trustee in such property and with the
right to the immediate possession thereof. The trustee or debtor in possession
shall also have the right to immediate possession of all real property and chattels
real of the debtor in the possession of a trustee under a trust deed or a mortgagee
under a mortgage.

SEC. 508. The judge shall make such provision as may be equitable for the
protection of the obligations incurred by a receiver or trustee in such prior
proceeding and for the payment of the reasonable compensation for services
rendered and of the proper costs and expenses incurred therein as may be allowed
by the judge.

SEc. 509. Upon a dismissal of a proceeding under this chapter, such prior pro-
ceeding shall become reinstated and the judge shall allow the reasonable costs
and expenses under this chapter, including the allowances provided for in article
XI of this chapter, and shall make appropriate provision for the retransfer of
such property to the person or persons entitled thereto upon such terms as may be
equitable for the protection of the obligations incurred in the proceedings under
this chapter by the trustee or debtor in possession, and for the payment of the
costs and expenses of the proceedings.

ARTICLE XIII-ABANGEMENTS, WHEN SET ASIDE OB MODIFIED

SEC. 511. If, upon the application of parties in interest filed at any time within
six months after an arrangement has been confirmed, it shall be made to appear
that fraud was practiced in the procuring of such arrangement and that
knowledge of such fraud has come to the petitioners since the confirmation of
such arrangement:

(1) if the debtor has been guilty of or has participated in the fraud or has
had knowledge thereof before the confirmation and has failed to inform the court
of the fraud, the court may set aside the confirmation and thereupon (a) where
the petition was filed under section 421 of this Act, reinstate the pending bank-
ruptcy proceeding, adjudge the debtor a bankrupt and direct that the bank-
ruptcy proceeding be proceeded with; or (b) where the petition was filed under
section 422 of this Act, reinstate the proceeding, adjudge the debtor a bankrupt,
and direct that bankruptcy be proceeded with pursuant to the provisions of
this Act; or

(2) the court may set aside the confirmation, reinstate the proceeding under
the petition filed under this chapter, and hear and determine applications for
leave to propose, within such time as the court may fix, alterations or modifica-
tions of the arrangement for the purpose of correcting the fraud; or

(3) the court may reinstate the proceeding under the petition filed under this
chapter and modify or alter the arrangement for the purpose of correcting the
fraud, but may not materially modify or alter the arrangement adversely to
the interests of any party who did not participate in the fraud and who does not
consent to such modification or alteration, or to the prejudice of any innocent
person who, for value, subsequent to the confirmation, acquired rights in reliance
upon it.

ARTICLE XIV--ENERAL PROVISIONS

SEC. 516. All statutes of limitation affecting claims provable under this chapter
and the running of all periods of time prescribed by this Act in respect to the
commission of acts of bankruptcy, the recovery of preferences, and the avoid-
ance of liens and transfers shall be suspended while a proceeding under this
chapter is pending and until it is finally dismissed.
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compensation shall be considered in connection with the making of future allow-
ances therein or shall be readjusted, so as to comply with the provisions of this 
Act fixing their compensation in a bankruptcy proceeding. 
SEC. 498. Appeals may be taken in matters of law or fact from orders making 

or refusing to make allowances of compensation or reimbursement, and may, 
in the manner and within the time provided for appeals by this Act, be taken 
to and allowed by the circuit court of appeals independently of other appeals 
in the proceeding, and shall be summarily heard upon the original papers. 

ARTICLE XII—PRIOR PROCEEDINGS 

SEC. 506. A petition may be filed under this chapter notwithstanding the 
pendency of a prior mortgage foreclosure, equity, or other proceeding in a court 
of the United States or of any State in which a receiver or trustee of all or any 
part of the property of a debtor has been appointed or for whose appointment an 
application has been made. 
SEC. 507. Such prior proceeding shall be stayed by the filing of a petition under 

this chapter. The trustee appointed under this chapter, upon his qualification, or, 
if a debtor is continued in possession, the debtor, shall become vested with the 
rights, if any, of such prior receiver or trustee in such property and with the 
right to the immediate possession thereof. The trustee or debtor in possession 
shall also have the right to immediate possession of all real property and chattels 
real of the debtor in the possession of a trustee under a trust deed or a mortgagee 
under a mortgage. 

Skc. 508. The judge shall make such provision as may be equitable for the 
protection of the obligations incurred by a receiver or trustee in such prior 
proceeding and for the payment of the reasonable compensation for services 
rendered and of the proper costs and expenses incurred therein as may be allowed 
by the judge. 

Sac. 509. Upon a dismissal of a proceeding under this chapter, such prior pro-
ceeding shall become reinstated and the judge shall allow the reasonable costs 
and expenses under this chapter, including the allowances provided for in article 
XI of this chapter, and shall make appropriate provision for the retransfer of 
such property to the person or persons entitled thereto upon such terms as may be 
equitable for the protection of the obligations incurred in the proceedings under 
this chapter by the trustee or debtor in possession, and for the payment of the 
costs and expenses of the proceedings. 

ARTICLE XIII—ARRANGEMENTS, WHEN SET ASIDE OR MODIFIED 

SEC. 511. If, upon the application of parties in interest filed at any time within 
six months after an arrangement has been confirmed, it shall be made to appear 
that fraud was practiced in the procuring of such arrangement and that 
knowledge of such fraud has come to the petitioners since the confirmation of 
such arrangement: 

(1) if the debtor has been guilty of or has participated in the fraud or has 
had knowledge thereof before the confirmation and has failed to inform the court 
of the fraud, the court may set aside the confirmation and thereupon (a) where 
the petition was filed under section 421 of this Act, reinstate the pending bank-
ruptcy proceeding, adjudge the debtor a bankrupt and direct that the bank-
ruptcy proceeding be proceeded with; or (b) where the petition was filed under 
section 422 of this Act, reinstate the proceeding, adjudge the debtor a bankrupt, 
and direct that bankruptcy be proceeded with pursuant to the provisions of 
this Act; or 

(2) the court may set aside the confirmation, reinstate the proceeding under 
the petition filed under this chapter, and hear and determine applications for 
leave to propose, within such time as the court may fix, alterations or modifica-
tions of the arrangement for the purpose of correcting the fraud; or 

(3) the court may reinstate the proceeding under the petition filed under this 
chapter and modify or alter the arrangement for the purpose of correcting the 
fraud, but may not materially modify or alter the arrangement adversely to 
the interests of any party who did not participate in the fraud and who does not 
consent to such modification or alteration, or to the prejudice of any innocent 
person who, for value, subsequent to the confirmation, acquired rights in reliance 
upon it. 

ARTICLE XIV—GENERAL PROVISIONS 

Sac. 516. All statutes of limitation affecting claims provable under this chapter 
and the running of all periods of time prescribed by this Act in respect to the 
commission of acts of bankruptcy, the recovery of preferences, and the avoid-
ance of liens and transfers shall be suspended while a proceeding under this 
chapter is pending and until it is finally dismissed. 



SEC. 517. Nothing contained in this chapter shall be deemed to affect or apply
to the creditors of any debtor under a mortgage insured pursuant to the National
Housing Act and Acts amendatory thereof and supplementary thereto; nor shall
its provisions be deemed to allow extension or impairment of any secured obliga-
tion held by Home Owners' Loan Corporation or by any Federal Home Loan Bank
or member thereof.

SwO. 518. a. The provisions of section 5 of the Securities Act of 1933 shall not
apply to-

(1) any security issued by a trustee or debtor in possession pursuant to section
446 of this Act; or

(2) any transaction in any security issued pursuant to an arrangement in
exchange for securities of or claims against the debtor or partly in such exchange
and partly for cash and/or property, or issued upon exercise of any right to
subscribe or conversion privilege so issued, except (a) transactions by an issuer
or an underwriter in connection with a distribution otherwise than pursuant to
the arrangement, and (b) transactions by a dealer as to securities constituting
the whole or a part of an unsold allotment to or subscription by such dealer
as a participant in a distribution of such securities by the issuer or by or through
an underwriter otherwise than pursuant to the arrangement.

b. As used in this section, the terms "security," "issuer," "underwriter," and
"dealer" shall have the meanings provided in section 2 of the Securities Act of
1933, and the term "Securities Act of 1933" shall be deemed to refer to such Act
as heretofore or hereafter amended.

SEC. 519. The clerk and, in the case of a reference, the referee after such
reference, shall forthwith transmit to the Secretary of the Treasury copies of-

(1) all petitions filed under sections 421 and 422 of this Act;
(2) all notices given in a proceeding under this chapter;
(3) all orders dismissing proceedings or directing that bankruptcy be pro-

ceeded with, discharging debtors, closing estates and setting aside confirmations;
(4) all orders appointing trustees or continuing debtors in possession;
(5) all orders determining the time within which claims of creditors may

be filed and allowed and the division of creditors into classes;
(6) all orders confirming arrangements, together with copies of such arrange-

ments;
(7) all orders approving alterations or modifications in arrangements, to-

gether with copies of such alterations or modifications;
(8) all applications for allowances for compensation and expenses, and the

orders making or refusing to make such allowances; and
(9) such other papers filed in the proceedings as the Secretary of the Treas-

ury may request or which the court may direct to be transmitted to him.
Any order fixing the time for confirming an arrangement which affects claims

of the United States shall include a notice to the Secretary of the Treasury
of not less than thirty days.

SEa 520. Except as provided In section 522 of this Act, no income or profit,
taxable under any law of the United States or of any State now in force or
which may hereafter be enacted, shall, in respect to the adjustment of the
indebtedness of a debtor in a proceeding under this chapter, be deemed to
have accrued to or to have been realized by a debtor, by a trustee provided for
in an arrangement under this chapter, or by a corporation organized or made
use of for effectuating an arrangement under this chapter by reason of a
modification in or cancelation in whole or in part of any of the indebtedness
of the debtor in an arrangement consummated under this chapter.

SEC. 521. Where it appears that an arrangement has for one of its prin-
cipal purposes the evasion of taxes, objection to its confirmation may be made
on that ground by the Secretary of the Treasury or, in the case of a State,
by the corresponding official or other person so authorized. Such objections
shall be heard and determined by the judge, independently of other objections
which may be made to the confirmation of the arrangement, and, if the judge
shall be satisfied that such purpose exists, he shall refuse to confirm the
arrangement.

SEC. 522. In determining the basis of property for any purposes of any law
of the United States or of a State imposing a tax upon income, the basis of
the debtor's property (other than money) or of such property (other than
money) as is transferred to any person required to use the debtor's basis in
whole or in part shall be decreased by an amount equal to the amount by
which the indebtedness of the debtor, not including accrued interest unpaid
and not resulting in a tax benefit on any income tax return, has been canceled
or reduced in a proceeding under this chapter. The Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, shall prescribe
such regulations as he may deem necessary in order to reflect such decrease
in basis for Federal income tax purposes and otherwise carry into effect the
purposes of this section.
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SEC. 517. Nothing contained in this chapter shall be deemed to affect or apply 
to the creditors of any debtor under a mortgage insured pursuant to the National 
Housing Act and Acts amendatory thereof and supplementary thereto; nor shall 
its provisions be deemed to allow extension or impairment of any secured obliga-
tion held by Home Owners' Loan Corporation or by any Federal Home Loan Bank 
or member thereof. 

Sac. 518. a. The provisions of section 5 of the Securities Act of 1933 shall not 
apply to— 

(1) any security issued by a trustee or debtor in possession pursuant to section 
446 of this Act; or 

(2) any transaction in any security issued pursuant to an arrangement in 
exchange for securities of or claims against the debtor or partly in such exchange 
and partly for cash and/or property, or issued upon exercise of any right to 
subscribe or conversion privilege so issued, except (a) transactions by an issuer 
or an underwriter in connection with a distribution otherwise than pursuant to 
the arrangement, and (b) transactions by a dealer as to securities constituting 
the whole or a part of an unsold allotment to or subscription by such dealer 
as a participant in a distribution of such securities by the issuer or by or through 
an underwriter otherwise than pursuant to the arrangement. 

b. As used in this section, the terms "security," "issuer," "underwriter," and 
"dealer" shall have the meanings provided in section 2 of the Securities Act of 
1933, and the term "Securities Act of 1933" shall be deemed to refer to such Act 
as heretofore or hereafter amended. 
SEC. 519. The clerk and, in the case of a reference, the referee after such 

reference, shall forthwith transmit to the Secretary of the Treasury copies of— 
(1) all petitions filed under sections 421 and 422 of this Act; 
(2) all notices given in a proceeding under this chapter; 
(3) all orders dismissing proceedings or directing that bankruptcy be pro-

ceeded with, discharging debtors, closing estates and setting aside confirmations; 
(4) all orders appointing trustees or continuing debtors in possession; 
(5) all orders determining the time within which claims of creditors may 

be filed and allowed and the division of creditors into classes; 
(6) all orders confirming arrangements, together with copies of such arrange-

ments; 
(7) all orders approving alterations or modifications in arrangements, to-

gether with copies of such alterations or modifications; 
(8) all applications for allowances for compensation and expenses, and the 

orders making or refusing to make such allowances; and 
(9) such other papers filed in the proceedings as the Secretary of the Treas-

ury may request or which the court may direct to be transmitted to him. 
Any order fixing the time for confirming an arrangement which affects claims 

of the United States shall include a notice to the Secretary of the Treasury 
of not less than thirty days. 

Sao. 520. Except as provided in section 522 of this Act, no income or profit, 
taxable under any law of the United States or of any State now in force or 
which may hereafter be enacted, shall, in respect to the adjustment of the 
indebtedness of a debtor in a proceeding under this chapter, be deemed to 
have accrued to or to have been realized by a debtor, by a trustee provided for 
in an arrangement under this chapter, or by a corporation organized or made 
use of for effectuating an arrangement under this chapter by reason of a 
modification in or eancelation in whole or in part of any of the indebtedness 
of the debtor in an arrangement consummated under this chapter. 
SEC. 521. Where it appears that an arrangement has for one of its prin-

cipal purposes the evasion of taxes, objection to its confirmation may be made 
on that ground by the Secretary of the Treasury or, in the case of a State, 
by the corresponding official or other person so authorized. Such objections 
shall be heard and determined by the judge, independently of other objections 
which may be made to the confirmation of the arrangement, and, if the judge 
shall be satisfied that such purpose exists, he shall refuse to confirm the 
arrangement 
SEC. 522. In determining the basis of property for any purposes of any law 

of the United States or of a State imposing a tax upon income, the basis of 
the debtor's property (other than money) or of such property (other than 
money) as is transferred to any person required to use the debtor's basis in 
whole or in part shall be decreased by an amount equal to the amount by 
which the indebtedness of the debtor, not including accrued interest unpaid 
and not resulting in a tax benefit on any income tax return, has been canceled 
or reduced in a proceeding under this chapter. The Commissioner of Internal 
Revenue, with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, shall prescribe 
such regulations as he may deem necessary in order to reflect such decrease 
in basis for Federal income tax purposes and otherwise carry into effect the 
purposes of this section. 
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SEC. 523. Any provision in this chapter to the contrary notwithstanding, all
taxes which may be found to be owing to the United States or any State from
a debtor within one year from the date of the filing of a petition under this
chapter and have not been assessed prior to the date of the confirmation of
an arrangement under this chapter, and all taxes which may become owing
to the United States or any State from a trustee of a debtor or from a debtor
in possession, shall be assessed against, may be collected from and shall be
paid by the debtor, or the corporation organized or the trustee or corporation
made use of for effectuating an arrangement under this chapter: Provided,
however, That the United States or any State may in writing accept the pro-
visions of any arrangement dealing with the assumption, settlement, or pay-
ment of any such tax.

ARTICLE XV-WHEN CHAPTER TAKES EFFECT

SEC. 526. (1) On and after the effective date of this amendatory Act, this
chapter shall apply to debtors and their creditors, whether their rights, claims,
and interests of any nature whatsoever have been acquired or created before or
after such date;

(2) a petition may be filed under this chapter in a proceeding in bankruptcy
which is pending on such date, and a petition may be filed under this chapter
notwithstanding the pendency on such date of a proceeding in which a receiver
or trustee of all or any part of the property of a debtor has been appointed or
for whose appointment application has been made in a court of the United
States or of any State;

(3) the provisions of sections 73 and 74, as amended, of the Act entitled
"An Act to establish a uniform system of bankruptcy throughout the United
States," approved July 1, 1898, shall continue in full force and effect with
respect to proceedings pending under those sections upon the effective date of
this amendatory Act; and

(4) sections 520 and 522 of this Act shall apply to compositions and ex-
tensions confirmed under section 74 before the effective date of this amendatory
Act and to compositions and extensions which may be confirmed under section
74 on and after such effective date, except that the exemption provided by
section 520 of this Act may be disallowed if it shall be made to appear that
such composition or extension, or composition and extension, had for one of its
principal purposes the avoidance of income taxes, and except further that where
such composition or extension, or composition and extension, has not been
confirmed on or after such effective date, section 521 of this Act shall apply
where practicable and expedient.

CHAPTER XIII-WAGE EARNERS' PLANS

ARTICLE I--CONSTRUCTION

SEC. 601. The provisions of this chapter shall apply exclusively to proceed-
ings under this chapter.

SEC. 602. The provisions of chapters I to VII, inclusive, of this Act shall, in-
sofar as they are not inconsistent or in conflict with the provisions of this
chapter, apply in proceedings under this chapter: Provided, however, That
subsection f of section 70 shall not apply In such proceedings unless an order
shall be entered directing that bankruptcy be proceeded with pursuant to the
provisions of chapters I to VII, inclusive. For the purposes of such applica-
tion, provisions relating to "bankrupts" shall be deemed to relate also to
"debtors", and "bankruptcy proceedings" or "proceedings in bankruptcy" shall
be deemed to include proceedings under this chapter. For the purposes of such
application the date of the filing of the petition in bankruptcy shall be taken
to be the date of the filing of an original petition under section 622 of this Act,
and the date of adjudication shall be taken to be the date of the filing of the
petition under section 621 or 622 of this Act except where an adjudication had
previously been entered.

ARTICLE I--DEFINITIONS

SWB. 606. For the purposes of this chapter, unless inconsistent with the
context-

(1) "claims" shall include all claims of whatever character against the
debtor or his property, whether or not provable as debts under section 63 of
this Act and whether secured or unsecured, liquidated or unliquidated, fixed or
contingent, but shall not include claims secured by estates in real property or
chattels real;

(2) "creditor" shall mean the holder of any claim;
(3) "debtor" shall mean a wage earner who filed a petition under this

chapter;
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SEC. 523. Any provision in this chapter to the contrary notwithstanding, all 
taxes which may be found to be owing to the United States or any SMte from 
a debtor within one year from the date of the filing of a petition under this 
chapter and have not been assessed prior to the date of the confirmation of 
an arrangement under this chapter, and all taxes which may become owing 
to the United States or any State from a trustee of a debtor or from a debtor 
in possession, shall be assessed against, may be collected from and shall be 
paid by the debtor, or the corporation organized or the trustee or corporation 
made use of for effectuating an arrangement under this chapter: Provided, 
however, That the United States or any State may in writing accept the pro-
visions of any arrangement dealing with the assumption, settlement, or pay-
ment of any such tax. 

ARTICLE XV—WHEN CHAPTER TAXES EN N ECT 

SEC. 526. (1) On and after the effective date of this amendatory Act, this 
chapter shall apply to debtors and their creditors, whether their rights, claims, 
and interests of any nature whatsoever have been acquired or created before or 
after such date; 

(2) a petition may be filed under this chapter in a proceeding in bankruptcy 
which is pending on such date, and a petition may be filed under this chapter 
notwithstanding the pendency on such date of a proceeding in which a receiver 
or trustee of all or any part of the property of a debtor has been appointed or 
for whose appointment application has been made in a court of the United 
States or of any State; 

(3) the provisions of sections 73 and 74, as amended, of the Act entitled 
"An Act to establish a uniform system of bankruptcy throughout the United 
States," approved July 1, 1898, shall continue in full force and effect with 
respect to proceedings pending under those sections upon the effective date of 
this amendatory Act; and 

(4) sections 520 and 522 of this Act shall apply to compositions and ex-
tensions confirmed under section 74 before the effective date of this amendatory 
Act and to compositions and extensions which may be confirmed under section 
74 on and after such effective date, except that the exemption provided by 
section 520 of this Act may be disallowed if it shall be made to appear that 
such composition or extension, or composition and extension, had for one of its 
principal purposes the avoidance of income taxes, and except further that where 
such composition or extension, or composition and extension, has not been 
confirmed on or after such effective date, section 521 of this Act shall apply 
where practicable and expedient. 

CHAPTER XIII—WAGE EARNERS' PLANS 

ARTICLE I—CONSTRUCTION 

SEO. 601. The provisions of this chapter shall apply exclusively to proceed-
ings under this chapter. 
SEC. 602. The provisions of chapters I to VII, inclusive, of this Act shall, in-

sofar as they are not Inconsistent or in conflict with the provisions of this 
chapter, apply in proceedings under this chapter: Provided, however, That 
subsection f of section 70 shall not apply in such proceedings unless an order 
shall be entered directing that bankruptcy be proceeded with pursuant to the 
provisions of chapters I to VII, Inclusive. For the purposes of such applica-
tion, provisions relating to "bankrupts" shall be deemed to relate also to 
"debtors", and "bankruptcy proceedings" or "proceedings in bankruptcy" shall 
be deemed to include proceedings under this chapter. For the purposes of such 
application the date of the filing of the petition in bankruptcy shall be taken 
to be the date of the filing of an original petition under section 622 of this Act, 
and the date of adjudication shall be taken to be the date of the filing of the 
petition under section 621 or 622 of this Act except where an adjudication had 
previously been entered. 

ARTICLE II—DEFINITIONS 

SEC. 606. For the purposes of this chapter, unless inconsistent with the 
context— 

(1) "claims" shall include all claims of whatever character against the 
debtor or his property, whether or not provable as debts under section 63 of 
this Act and whether secured or unsecured, liquidated or unliquidated, fixed or 
contingent, but shall not include claims secured by estates in real property or 
chattels real; 

(2) "creditor" shall mean the holder of any claim; 
(3) "debtor" shall mean a wage earner who filed a petition under this 

chapter; 
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(4) "debts" shall include all claims;
(5) "executory contracts" shall include unexpired leases of real property;
(6) "petition" shall mean a petition filed under this chapter by a wage earner

desiring to effect a plan for a composition or extension of time for the pay-
ment of his debts, or both;

(7) "plan" shall mean a plan for a composition or extension, or both, pro-
posed in a proceeding under this chapter; and

(8) "wage earner" shall mean an individual who works for wages, salary,
or hire at a rate of compensation which, when added to all his other income,
does not exceed $3,600 per year.

SEC. 607. A creditor shall be deemed to be "affected" by a plan only if his
interest shall be materially and adversely affected thereby. In the event of
controversy, the court shall, after hearing upon notice, summarily determine
whether any creditor is so affected.

ARTICLE III-JURISDICTION, POWERS, AND DUTIES OF THE COURT

SEC. 611. Where not inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter, the
court in which the petition is filed shall, for the purposes of this chapter,
have exclusive jurisdiction of the debtor and his property, wherever located,
and of his earnings and wages during the period of consummation of the plan.

SEC. 612. Where not inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter, the
jurisdiction, powers, and duties of the court shall be the same-

(1) where a petition is filed under section 621 of this Act and a decree of
adjudication has not been entered in the pending bankruptcy proceeding, as if a

decree of adjudication had been entered in such bankruptcy proceeding at the
time the petition under this chapter was filed, or

(2) where a petition is filed under section 622 of this Act, as if a voluntary
petition for adjudication in bankruptcy had been filed and a decree of adjudi-
cation had been entered at the time the petition under this chapter was filed.

SEC. 613. Upon the filing of a petition, the court may, in addition to the juris-
diction, powers, and duties hereinabove and elsewhere in this chapter con-
ferred and imposed upon it-

(1) permit the rejection of executory contracts of the debtor, upon notice
to the parties to such contracts and to such other parties in interest as the
court may designate;

(2) extend upon cause shown any time which under this chapter the court is

required or permitted to fix for any purpose.
SEC. 614. The court may, in addition to the relief provided by section 11 of

this Act and elsewhere under this chapter, enjoin or stay until final decree the
commencement or continuation of suits other than slits to enforce liens upon1

the property of a debtor, and may, upon notice and for cause shown, enjoin or
stay until final decree any act or the commenecement or contiuall tion of alny

proceeding to enforce any lieu uponl the prol)rty of a debtor.
SEC. 615. Whenever notice is to be given under this ('cmp)tr, the (ourt sh:llI

designate, if not otherwise specified hcerelndler, the time within which, the
persons to whom, and the form andi manner in which the notice shall be given.
Any notice to be given under this chapter may be combined, whenever feasible,
with any other notice or notices under this chapter.

SEC. (616. Where not inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter, the
jurisdiction of appellate courts shall be the same as in a bankruptcy proceeding.

ARTICLE IV--PETITION AND STAY

SEC. 621. A debtor may file a petition under this chapter in a pending bank-
ruptcy proceeding either before or after his adjudication.

SEC. 622. If no bankruptcy proceeding is pending, a debtor may file an orig-
inal petition under this chapter with the court which would have jurisdiction
of a petition for his adjudication.

SEC. 623. A petition filed under this chapter shall state that the debtor is
insolvent or unable to pay his debts as they mature and that he desires to

effect a composition or an extension, or both, out of his future earnings or
wages.

SEC. 624. The petition shall be accompanied-
(1) by a statement of the executory contracts of the debtor;
(2) by the schedules and statement of affairs, if not previously filed; and

(3) where a petition is filed under section 622 of this Act, by payment to the
clerk of $15 to be distributed, $10 to the referee and $5 to the clerk in lieu of
the fees of $15 and $10 as prescribed in sections 40 and 52 of this Act.

SEC. 625. A petition filed under section 621 of this Act shall act as a stay of
adjudication or of administration of the estate.

SEC. 626. The court may, upon hearing after notice to the debtor and such
other persons as the court may designate, require the debtor to file, within
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(4) "debts" shall include all claims; 
(5) "executory contracts" shall include unexpired leases of real property; 
(6) "petition" shall mean a petition filed under this chapter by a wage earner 

desiring to effect a plan for a composition or extension of time for the pay-
ment of his debts, or both; 

(7) "plan" shall mean a plan for a composition or extension, or both, pro-
posed in a proceeding under this chapter; and 

(8) "wage earner" shall mean an individual who works for wages, salary, 
or hire at a rate of compensation which, when added to all his other income, 
does not exceed $3,600 per year. 
SEC. 607. A creditor shall be deemed to be "affected" by a plan only if his 

interest shall be materially and adversely affected thereby. In the event of 
controversy, the court shall, after hearing upon notice, summarily determine 
whether any creditor is so affected. 

ARTICLE III—JURISDICTION, POWERS, AND DUTIES OF TFIE COURT 

Suc. 611. Where not inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter, the 
court in which the petition is filed shall, for the purposes of this chapter, 
have exclusive jurisdiction of the debtor and his property, wherever located, 
and of his earnings and wages during the period of consummation of the plan. 
SEC. 612. Where not inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter, the 

jurisdiction, powers, and duties of the court shall be the same— 
(1) where a petition is filed under section 621 of this Act and a decree of 

adjudication has not been entered in the pending bankruptcy proceeding, as if a 
decree of adjudication had been entered in such bankruptcy proceeding at the 
time the petition under this chapter was filed, or 

(2) where a petition is filed under section 622 of this Act, as if a voluntary 
petition for adjudication in bankruptcy had been filed and a decree of adjudi-
cation had been entered at the time the petition under this chapter was filed. 
SEC. 613. Upon the filing of a petition, the court may, in addition to the juris-

diction, powers, and duties hereinabove and elsewhere in this chapter con-
ferred and imposed upon it— 

(1) permit the rejection of executory contracts of the debtor, upon notice 
to the parties to such contracts and to such other parties in interest as the 
court may designate; 

(2) extend upon cause shown any time which under this chapter the court is 
required or permitted to fix for any purpose. 
SEC. 614. The court may, in addition to the relief provided by section 11 of 

this Act and elsewhere under this chapter, enjoin or stay until final decree the 
commencement or continuation of suits other than suits to enforce liens upon 
the property of a debtor, and may, upon notice and for cause shown, enjoin or 
stay until final decree any act or the commencement or continuation of any 
proceeding to enforce any lien upon the property of a debtor. 
SEC. 615. Whenever notice is to be given under this chapter, the court shall 

designate, if not otherwise specified hereunder, the time within which, the 
persons to whom, and the form and manlier in which the notice shall be given. 
Any notice to be given under this chapter may be combined, whenever feasible, 
with any other notice or notices under this chapter. 
SEC. 016. Where not inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter, the 

jurisdiction of appellate courts shall be the same as in a bankruptcy proceeding. 

ARTICLE IV—PETITION AND STAY 

SEC. 621. A debtor may file a petition under this chapter in a pending bank-
ruptcy proceeding either before or after his adjudication. 
SEC. 622. If no bankruptcy proceeding is pending, a debtor may file an orig-

inal petition under this chapter with the court which would have jurisdiction 
of a petition for his adjudication. 

SEc. 623. A petition filed Tinder this chapter shall state that the debtor is 
insolvent or unable to pay his debts as they mature and that he desires to 
effect a composition or an extension, or both, out of his future earnings or 

wages. 
SEC. 624. The petition shall be accompanied— 
(1) by a statement of the executory contracts of the debtor; 
(2) by the schedules and statement of affairs, if not previously filed; and 
(3) where a petition is filed under section 622 of this Act, by payment to the 

clerk of $15 to be distributed, $10 to the referee and $5 to the clerk in lien of 
the fees of $15 and $10 as prescribed in sections 40 and 52 of this Act. 
SEC. 625. A petition filed under section 621 of this Act shall act as a stay of 

adjudication or of administration of the estate. 
SEC. 626. The court may, upon hearing after notice to the debtor and such 

other persons as the court may designate, require the debtor to file, within 
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such time as the court may fix, a bond or undertaking with such sureties, as
may be approved by the court, or without sureties, as the court may order,
and in such amount as the court may fix, to indemnify the estate against loss
thereto or diminution thereof during the period of such stay. Upon the failure
of the debtor to comply with such requirement the proceeding under this chapter
shall be dismissed.

ARTICLE V-PROCEEDINGS SBSEQUENT TO ITLING OF PETITION

SEC. 631. The judge may refer the proceeding to a referee.
SEC. 632. The judge or referee shall promptly call a meeting of creditors,

upon at least ten days' notice by mail to the debtor and his creditors.
SEO. 633. At such meeting, or at any adjournment thereof-
(1) the judge or referee shall preside, receive proofs of claim, and allow

or disallow them, and examine the debtor or cause him to be examined and
hear witnesses on any matter relevant to the proceeding;

(2) the debtor shall submit his plan, and deposit with the referee, if any,
such sum, as the referee may require, not to exceed $15, as indemnity for the
expenses of the referee;

(3) the court shall receive and determine the written acceptances of creditors
on the proposed plan, which acceptances may be obtained by the debtor before
or after the filing of a petition under this chapter;

(4) the court shall, if the plan is accepted, appoint a trustee to receive and
distribute, subject to the control of the court, all moneys to be paid under the
plan and shall require such trustee to give bond with surety to be approved
by the court in such amount as the court shall fix; and

(5) the court shall fix a time for the filing of the application to confirm
the arrangement and for a hearing on the confirmation thereof or any objection
to the confirmation, unless such times have already been named in the notice
of the meeting or unless all creditors affected by the arrangement have
accepted it.

ARTICLE VI-BIGHTS, DUTIES, AND POWERS OF DEBTOR AND OFFICEBS

SEa 636. Where not inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter, the
powers and duties of the officers of the court and the rights, privileges,
and duties of the debtor shall be the same, where a petition is filed under
section 621 of this Act and a decree of adjudication has not been entered in
the pending bankruptcy proceeding, as if a decree of adjudication had been
entered in such bankruptcy proceeding at the time the petition under this
chapter was filed, or where a petition is filed under section 622 of this Act, as
if a voluntary petition for adjudication in bankruptcy had been filed and a
decree of adjudication had been entered at the time the petition under this
chapter was filed.

SEC. 637. The allowance of exemptions to a debtor shall be the same as
provided for a bankrupt under this Act, and such exemptions shall be set aside
to the debtor in like manner as provided for a bankrupt.

ARTICL VII-CREDITORS AND CLAIMS

SEC. 641. Where not inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter, the
rights, duties, and liabilities of creditors and of all other persons with respect
to the property of the debtor shall be the same, where a petition Is filed under
section 621 of this Act and a decree of adjudication has not been entered
in the pending bankruptcy proceeding, as if a decree of adjudication had been
entered in such bankruptcy proceeding at the time the petition under this
chapter was filed, or, where a petition is filed under section 622 of this Act,
as if a voluntary petition for adjudication in bankruptcy had been filed and
a decree of adjudication had been entered at the time the petition under
this chapter was filed.

SEC. 642. In case an executory contract shall be rejected pursuant to the
provisions of a plan or to the permission of the court given in a proceeding
under this chapter, or shall have been rejected by a trustee or receiver in
bankruptcy in a prior pending proceeding, any person injured by such rejection
shall, for the purpose of this chapter and of the plan, its acceptance and
confirmation, be deemed a creditor. The claim of the landlord for injury
resulting from the rejection of an unexpired lease of real estate or for dam-
ages or indemnity under a covenant contained in such lease shall be provable,
but shall be limited to an amount not to exceed the rent, without acceleration,
reserved by such lease for the year next succeeding the date of the surrender
of the premises to the landlord or the date of reentry of the landlord, which-
ever first occurs, whether before or after the filing of the petition, plus unpaid
accrued rent, without acceleration up to the date of surrender or reentry:
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such time as the court may fix, a bond or undertaking with such sureties, as 
may be approved by the court, or without sureties, as the court may order, 
and in such amount as the court may fix, to indemnify the estate against loss 
thereto or diminution thereof during the period of such stay. Upon the failure 
of the debtor to comply with such requirement the proceeding under this chapter 
shall be dismissed. 

ARTICLE V—PROCEEDINGS SUBSEQUENT To FILING OF PETITION 

SEC. 631. The judge may refer the proceeding to a referee. 
Soo. 632. The judge or referee shall promptly call a meeting of creditors, 

upon at least ten days' notice by mail to the debtor and his creditors. 
SEC. 633. At such meeting, or at any adjournment thereof— 
(1) the judge or referee shall preside, receive proofs of claim, and allow 

or disallow them, and examine the debtor or cause him to be examined and 
hear witnesses on any matter relevant to the proceeding; 

(2) the debtor shall submit his plan, and deposit with the referee, if any, 
such sum, as the referee may require, not to exceed $15, as indemnity for the 
expenses of the referee; 

(3) the court shall receive and determine the written acceptances of creditors 
on the proposed plan, which acceptances may be obtained by the debtor before 
or after the filing of a petition under this chapter; 

(4) the court shall, if the plan is accepted, appoint a trustee to receive and 
distribute, subject to the control of the court, all moneys to be paid under the 
plan and shall require such trustee to give bond with surety to be approved 
by the court in such amount as the court shall fix; and 

(5) the court shall fix a time for the filing of the application to confirm 
the arrangement and for a hearing on the confirmation thereof or any objection 
to the confirmation, unless such times have already been named in the notice 
of the meeting or unless all creditors affected by the arrangement have 
accepted it. 

ARTICLE VI—RIGHTS, DUTIES, AND POWERS OF DEBTOR AND OFFICERS 

Sec. 636. Where not inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter, the 
powers and duties of the officers of the court and the rights, privileges, 
and duties of the debtor shall be the same, where a petition is filed under 
section 621 of this Act and a decree of adjudication has not been entered in 
the pending bankruptcy proceeding, as if a decree of adjudication had been 
entered in such bankruptcy proceeding at the time the petition under this 
chapter was filed, or where a petition is filed under section 622 of this Act, as 
if a voluntary petition for adjudication in bankruptcy had been filed and a 
decree of adjudication had been entered at the time the petition under this 
chapter was filed. 
SEC. 637. The allowance of exemptions to a debtor shall be the same as 

provided for a bankrupt under this Act, and such exemptions shall be set aside 
to the debtor in like manner as provided for a bankrupt. 

ARTICLE VII—CREDITORS AND cLAIMS 

SEC. 641. Where not inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter, the 
rights, duties, and liabilities of creditors and of all other persons with respect 
to the property of the debtor shall be the same, where a petition is filed under 
section 621 of this Act and a decree of adjudication has not been entered 
in the pending bankruptcy proceeding, as if a decree of adjudication had been 
entered in such bankruptcy proceeding at the time the petition under this 
chapter was filed, or, where a petition is filed under section 622 of this Act, 
as if a voluntary petition for adjudication in bankruptcy had been filed and 
a decree of adjudication had been entered at the time the petition under 
this chapter was filed. 
SEC. 642. In case an executory contract shall be rejected pursuant to the 

provisions of a plan or to the permission of the court given in a proceeding 
under this chapter, or shall have been rejected by a trustee or receiver in 
bankruptcy in a prior pending proceeding, any person injured by such rejection 
shall, for the purpose of this chapter and of the plan, its acceptance and 
confirmation, be deemed a creditor. The claim of the landlord for injury 
resulting from the rejection of an unexpired lease of real estate or for dam-
ages or indemnity under a covenant contained in such lease shall be provable, 
but shall be limited to an amount not to exceed the rent, without acceleration, 
reserved by such lease for the year next succeeding the date of the surrender 
of the premises to the landlord or the date of reentry of the landlord, which-
ever first occurs, whether before or after the filing of the petition, plus unpaid 
accrued rent, without acceleration up to the date of surrender or reentry: 
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Provided, That the court shall scrutinize the circumstances of an assignment of

a future rent claim and the amount of the consideration paid for such assign-
ment in dietermining the amount of damages allowed the assignee thereof.

SEC. 643. If the time for filing claims in a pending bankruptcy proceeding
has expired prior to the filing of a petition under this chapter, claims provable
under section 63 of this Act and not filed within the time prescribed by subdi-

vision n of section 57 of this Act shall not be allowed in the proceedings or

participate in a plan under this chapter, and shall not be allowed in the

bankruptcy proceeding when reinstated as provided in this chapter.
SEo. 644. Upon the entry of an order under the provisions of this chapter

directing that bankruptcy be proceeded with, only such claims as are provable
under section 63 of this Act shall be allowed and, except as provided in section
643 of this Act, claims not already filed may be filed within three months

after the first date set for the first meeting of creditors, held pursuant to

section 55 of this Act, or, if such date has previously been set, then within
three months after the mailing of notice to creditors of the entry of the order

directing that bankruptcy be proceeded with.

ARTICLE VIII-PROVISIONS OF PLAN

SEC. 646. A plan under this chapter-
(1) shall include provisions dealing with unsecured debts generally, upon

any terms;
(2) may include provisions dealing with secured debts severally, upon any

terms;
(3) may provide for priority of payment during the period of extension as

between the secured and unsecured debts affected by the plan;
(4) shall include provisions for the submission of future earnings or wages

of the debtor to the supervision and control of the court for the purpose of

enforcing the plan;
(5) shall provide that the court may from time to time during the period of

extension increase or reduce the amount of any of the installment payments pro-

vided by the plan, or extend or shorten the time for any such payments, where

it shall be made to appear, after hearing upon such notice as the court may

designate, that the circumstances of the debtor so warrant or require;

(6) may include provisions for the rejection of executory contracts of the

debtor; and
(7) may include any other appropriate provisions not inconsistent with

this chapter.

ARTICLE IX-CONFIRMATION AND CONSUMMATION OF PLANS

SEC. 651. A plan which at the meeting of creditors, as provided in section 633

of this Act, has been accepted in writing by all creditors affected thereby, whether

or not their claims have been proved, shall be confirmed by the court when

the debtor shall have made the deposit required under this chapter and under

the plan, and if the court is satisfied that the plan and Its acceptance are In

good faith and have not been made or procured by any means, promises, or

acts forbidden by this Act.
SEC. 652. If a plan has not been so accepted, an application for the confirma-

tion of the plan may be filed with the court within such time as the court

shall have fixed in the notice of such meeting, or at or after such meeting and

after, but not before-
(1) it has been accepted in writing, if unsecured creditors are affected by the

plan, by a majority in number of all such creditors whose claims have been

proved and allowed before the conclusion of the meeting, which number shall

represent a majority in amount of such claims, and by the secured creditors

whose claims are dealt with by the plan; and
(2) the debtor has made the deposit of moneys required of him under this

chapter and under the plan.
SEC. 653. Alterations or modifications of a plan may be proposed in writing

by a debtor, with leave of court, at any time before the plan is confirmed.

SEC. 654. Unless the court finds that the proposed alteration or modification
does not materially and adversely affect the interest of any creditor who has

not in writing assented thereto, the court shall adjourn the meeting or, if closed,

reopen the meeting, and may enter an order that any creditor who accepted the

plan and who fails to file with the court within such reasonable time as

shall be fixed in the order a rejection of the altered or modified plan, shall

be deemed to have accepted the alterations or modifications and the plan so

altered or modified, unless the previous acceptance provides otherwise.
SEC. 655. At least ten days' notice of the adjourned or reopened meeting,

together with a copy of the order, if entered, and of the proposed alteration

or modification, shall be given to the creditors and other parties in interest.
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Provided, That the court shall scrutinize the circumstances of an assignment of 
a future rent claim and the amount of the consideration paid for such assign-
ment in 'determining the amount of damages allowed the assignee thereof. 
SEC. 643. If the time for filing claims in a pending bankruptcy proceeding 

has expired prior to the filing of a petition under this chapter, claims provable 
under section 63 of this Act and not filed within the time prescribed by subdi-
vision n of section 57 of this Act shall not be allowed in the proceedings or 
participate in a plan under this chapter, and shall not be allowed in the 
bankruptcy proceeding when reinstated as provided in this chapter. 
SEC. 644. Upon the entry of an order under the provisions of this chapter 

directing that bankruptcy be proceeded with, only such claims as are provable 
under section 63 of this Act shall be allowed and, except as provided in section 
643 of this Act, claims not already filed may be filed within three months 
after the first date set for the first meeting of creditors, held pursuant to 
section 55 of this Act, or, if such date has previously been set, then within 
three months after the mailing of notice to creditors of the entry of the order 
directing that bankruptcy be proceeded with. 

ARTICLE MI—PROVISIONS or PLAN 

SEC. 646. A plan under this chapter— 
(1) shall include provisions dealing with unsecured debts generally, upon 

any terms; 
(2) may include provisions dealing with secured debts severally, upon any 

terms; 
(3) may provide for priority of payment during the period of extension as 

between the secured and unsecured debts affected by the plan; 
(4) shall include provisions for the submission of future earnings or wages 

of the debtor to the supervision and control of the court for the purpose of 
enforcing the plan; 

(5) shall provide that the court may from time to time during the period of 
extension increase or reduce the amount of any of the installment payments pro-
vided by the plan, or extend or shorten the time for any such payments, where 
it shall be made to appear, after hearing upon such notice as the court may 
designate, that the circumstances of the debtor so warrant or require; 

(6) may include provisions for the rejection of executory contracts of the 

debtor; and 
(7) may include any other appropriate provisions not inconsistent with 

this chapter. 

ARTICLE IX—CONFIRMATION AND CONSUMMATION OF PLANS 

SEC. 651. A plan which at the meeting of creditors, as provided in section 633 
of this Act, has been accepted in writing by all creditors affected thereby, whether 
or not their claims have been proved, shall be confirmed by the court when 
the debtor shall have made the deposit required under this chapter and under 
the plan, and if the court is satisfied that the plan and its acceptance are in 
good faith and have not been made or procured by any means, promises, or 
acts forbidden by this Act. 
SEC. 652. If a plan has not been so accepted, an application for the confirma-

tion of the plan may be filed with the court within such time as the court 
shall have fixed in the notice of such meeting, or at or after such meeting and 
after, but not before— 

(1) it has been accepted in writing, if unsecured creditors are affected by the 
plan, by a majority in number of all such creditors whose claims have been 
proved and allowed before the conclusion of the meeting, which number shall 
represent a majority in amount of such claims, and by the secured creditors 
whose claims are dealt with by the plan; and 

(2) the debtor has made the deposit of moneys required of him under this 
chapter and under the plan. 
SEC. 653. Alterations or modifications of a plan may be proposed in writing 

by a debtor, with leave of court, at any time before the plan is confirmed. 
Sue. 654. Unless the court finds that the proposed alteration or modification 

does not materially and adversely affect the interest of any creditor who has 
not in writing assented thereto, the court shall adjourn the meeting or, if closed, 
reopen the meeting, and may enter an order that any creditor who accepted the 
plan and who fails to file with the court within such reasonable time as 
shall be fixed in the order a rejection of the altered or modified plan, shall 
be deemed to have accepted the alterations or modifications and the plan so 
altered or modified, unless the previous acceptance provides otherwise. 

Soc. 655. At least ten days' notice of the adjourned or reopened meeting, 
together with a copy of the order, if entered, and of the proposed alteration 
or modification, shall be given to the creditors and other parties in interest. 
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(1) where the petition has been filed under section 621 of this Act, enter an
order dismissing the proceeding under this chapter and adjudging the debtor a

bankrupt, if not previously so adjudged, and directing that the bankruptcy be
proceeded with pursuant to the provisions of this Act; or

(2) where the petition has been filed under section 622 of this Act, enter an
order dismissing the proceeding under this chapter or, with the consent of the

debtor, adjudging him a bankrupt and directing that bankruptcy be proceeded
with pursuant to the provisions of this Act.

SEC. 667. Upon the entry of an order directing that bankruptcy be proceeded
with-

(1) in the case of a petition filed under section 621 of this Act, the bankruptcy
proceeding shall be deemed reinstated and thereafter shall be conducted, so far
as possible, as if such petition under this chapter had not been filed; or

(2) in the case of a petition filed under section 622 of this Act, if an order has
been entered adjudging the debtor a bankrupt, as provided in paragraph (2) of

section 666 of this Act, the proceeding shall thereafter be conducted, so far as
possible, in the same manner and with like effect as if a voluntary petition for
adjudication in bankruptcy had been filed and a decree of adjudication had been
entered on the day when the petition under this chapter was filed.

SEC. 668. Except as provided in section 666 of this Act and elsewhere in this
chapter, a debtor shall not be adjudged a bankrupt either in a proceeding under

this chapter or in any proceeding instituted under this Act, during the pendency
of a proceeding under this chapter.

ARTICLE XI-PLANS, WHEN SET ASIDE OR MODIFIED

SEC. 671. If, upon the application of parties in interest filed at any time within
six months after a plan has been confirmed, it shall be made to appear that fraud

was practiced in the procuring of such plan and that knowledge of such fraud has
come to the petitioners since the confirmation of such plan-

(1) if the debtor has been guilty of or has participated in the fraud or has had
knowledge thereof before the confirmation and has failed to inform the court

of the fraud, the court may set aside the confirmation and thereupon (a) where
the petition was filed under section 621 of this Act, reinstate the pending bank-
ruptcy proceeding, adjudge the debtor a bankrupt, if he has not already been so
adjudged, and direct that the bankrupty' proceeding be proceeded with, or (b)
where the petition was filed under section 622 of this Act, reinstate the proceeding,
adjudge the debtor a bankrupt, and direct that bankruptcy be proceeded with
pursuant to the provisions of this Act; or

(2) the court may set aside the confirmation, reinstate the proceeding under
the petition filed under this chapter, and hear and determine applications for
leave to propose, within such time as the court may fix, alterations or modifica-
tions of the plan for the purpose of correcting the fraud; or

(3) the court may reinstate the proceeding under the petition filed under this
chapter and modify or alter the plan for the purpose of correcting the fraud,
but may not materially modify or alter thie Ilan adversely to the interests
of any party who did not particilate in the fraud :and who does not consent
to such molification or alteration, or to the prejudice of any innocent person who,

for value, subsequent to the confiramllion, acquired rights in reliance upon it.

ARTICLE XII--GENERAL PROVISIONS

SE. 676. All statutes of limitation affecting claims provable under this chapter

and the running of all periods of time prescribed by this Act in respect to the
commission of acts of bankruptcy, the recovery of preferences and the avoidance

of liens and transfers shall be suspended while a proceeding under this chapter

is pending and until it is finally dismissed.
SEO. 677. Unless otherwise directed by the court, all notices required by this

chapter may be given by mail to the parties entitled thereto to their addresses

ascertained in the manner prescribed for other notices in section 58 of this Act.

SSc. 678. The clerk and, in the case of a reference, the referee after such
reference, shall forthwith transmit to the Secretary of the Treasury copies of-

(1) all petitions filed under sections 621 and 622 of this Act;
(2) all notices given in a proceeding under this chapter;
(3) all orders dismissing proceedings or directing that bankruptcy be pro-

ceeded with, discharging debtors, closing estates and setting aside confirmations;
(4) all orders approving modifications or alterations in plans, together with

copies of such alterations or modifications;
(5) all orders confirming plans, together with copies of such plans;
(6) all orders increasing or reducing the amount of installment payments

under plans, and all orders extending or shortening the time for such payments;
and

So in original.
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(1) where the petition has been filed under section 621 of this Act, enter an 
order dismissing the proceeding under this chapter and adjudging the debtor a 
bankrupt, if not previously so adjudged, and directing that the bankruptcy be 
proceeded with pursuant to the provisions of this Act; or 

(2) where the petition has been filed under section 622 of this Act, enter an 
order dismissing the proceeding under this chapter or, with the consent of the 
debtor, adjudging him a bankrupt and directing that bankruptcy be proceeded 
with pursuant to the provisions of this Act. 
SEC. 667. Upon the entry of an order directing that bankruptcy be proceeded 

with— 
(1) in the case of a petition filed under section 621 of this Act, the bankruptcy 

proceeding shall be deemed reinstated and thereafter shall be conducted, so far 
as possible, as if such petition under this chapter had not been filed; or 

(2) in the case of a petition filed under section 622 of this Act, if an order has 
been entered adjudging the debtor a bankrupt, as provided in paragraph (2) of 
section 666 of this Act, the proceeding shall thereafter be conducted, so far as 
possible, in the same manner and with like effect as if a voluntary petition for 
adjudication in bankruptcy had been filed and a decree of adjudication had been 
entered on the day when the petition under this chapter was filed. 
SEC. 668. Except as provided in section 666 of this Act and elsewhere in this 

chapter, a debtor shall not be adjudged a bankrupt either in a proceeding under 
this chapter or in any proceeding instituted under this Act, during the pendency 
of a proceeding under this chapter. 

ARTICLE XI—PLAINTS, WHEN Say ASIDE OR MODIFIED 

SEC. 671. If, upon the application of parties in interest filed at any time within 
six months after a plan has been confirmed, it shall be made to appear that fraud 
was practiced in the procuring of such plan and that knowledge of such fraud has 
come to the petitioners since the confirmation of such plan— 

(1) if the debtor has been guilty of or has participated in the fraud or has had 
knowledge thereof before the confirmation and has failed to inform the court 
of the fraud, the court may set aside the confirmation and thereupon (a) where 
the petition was filed under section 621 of this Act, reinstate the pending bank-
ruptcy proceeding, adjudge the debtor a bankrupt, if he has not already been so 
adjudged, and direct that the bankrupty I- proceeding be proceeded with, or (b) 
where the petition was filed under section 622 of this Act, reinstate the proceeding, 
adjudge the debtor a bankrupt, and direct that bankruptcy be proceeded with 
pursuant to the provisions of this Act; or 

(2) the court may set aside the confirmation, reinstate the proceeding under 
the petition filed under this chapter, and hear and determine applications for 
leave to propose, within such time as the court may fix, alterations or modifica-
tions of the plan for the purpose of correcting the fraud; or 

(3) the court may reinstate the proceeding under the petition filed under this 
chapter and modify or alter the plan for the purpose of correcting the fraud, 
but may not materially modify or alter the plan adversely to the interests 
of any part y who did not participate in the fraud and who does not consent 
to such modification or alteration, or to the prejudice of any innocent person who, 
for value, subsequent to the confirma lion, acquired rights in reliance upon it. 

ARTICLE XII--GENERAL PROVISIONS 

Sac. 676. All statutes of limitation affecting claims provable under this chapter 
and the running of all periods of time prescribed by this Act in respect to the 
commission of acts of bankruptcy, the recovery of preferences and the avoidance 
of liens and transfers shall be suspended while a proceeding under this chapter 
is pending and until it is finally dismissed. 
SEC. 677. Unless otherwise directed by the court, all notices required by this 

chapter may be given by mail to the parties entitled thereto to their addresses 
ascertained in the manner prescribed for other notices in section 58 of this Act. 
SEC. 678. The clerk and, in the case of a reference, the referee after such 

reference, shall forthwith transmit to the Secretary of the Treasury copies of— 
( 1 ) all petitions filed under sections 621 and 622 of this Act; 
(2) all notices given in a proceeding under this chapter; 
(3) all orders dismissing proceedings or directing that bankruptcy be pro-

ceeded with, discharging debtors, closing estates and setting aside confirmations; 
(4) all orders approving modifications or alterations in plans, together with 

copies of such alterations or modifications; 
(5) all orders confirming plans, together with copies of such plans; 
(6) all orders increasing or reducing the amount of installment payments 

under plans, and all orders extending or shortening the time for such payments; 

and 

1 So in original. 
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(7) such other papers filed in the proceedings as the Secretary of the Treasury
may request or which the court may direct to be transmitted to him.

Any order fixing the time for confirming an arrangement which affects claims
of the United States shall include a notice to the Secretary of the Treasury of
not less than ten days.

SBc. 679. No income or profit, taxable under any law of the United States
or of any State now in force or which may hereafter be enacted, shall, in respect
to the adjustment of the indebtedness of a debtor in a proceeding under this
chapter, be deemed to have accrued to or to have been realized by a debtor by
reason of a modification in or cancelation in whole or in part of any such in-
debtedness in a proceeding under this chapter: Provided, however, That if it
shall be made to appear that the plan had for one of its principal purposes the
evasion of any income tax, the exemption provided by this section shall be
disallowed.

SEa 680. Any provision in this chapter to the contrary notwithstanding, all
taxes which may be found to be owing to the United States or any State from
a debtor within one year from the date of the filing of a petition under this
chapter, and have not been assessed prior to the date of the confirmation of a
plan under this chapter, and all taxes which may become owing to the United
States or any State from a debtor shall be assessed against, may be collected
from, and shall be paid by the debtor: Provided, however, That the United
States or any State may in writing accept the provisions of any plan dealing
with the assumption, settlement, or payment of any such tax.

ARTICLE XIII-WHEN CHAPTEB TAKES EFFECT

SEC. 686. (1) On and after the effective date of this amendatory Act, this
chapter shall apply to debtors and their creditors, whether their rights, claims,
and interests of any nature whatsoever have been acquired or created before
or after such date;

(2) a petition may be filed under this chapter in a proceeding in bankruptcy
which is pending on the effective date of this amendatory Act;

(3) the provisions of sections 73 and 74, as amended, of the Act entitled "An
Act to establish a uniform system of bankruptcy throughout the United States,"
approved July 1, 1898, shall continue in full force and effect with respect to
proceedings pending under those sections upon the effective date of this amenda-
tory Act;

(4) section 679 of this Act shall apply to compositions and extensions confirmed
under section 74 before the effective date of this amendatory Act and to com-
positions and extensions which may be confirmed under section 74 on and after
such effective date; and

(5) confirmation of a plan under this chapter shall not be refused because of a
discharge granted or a composition confirmed prior to the effective date of this
amendatory Act.

CHAPTER XIV-MARITIME COMMISSION LIENS

SEC. 701. Notwithstanding any provision of law, in any proceeding in a bank-
ruptcy, equity, or admiralty court of the United States in which a receiver or
trustee may be appointed for any corporation engaged in the operation of one
or more vessels of United States registry between the United States and any
foreign country, upon which the United States holds mortgages, the court upon
finding that it will inure to the advantage of the estate and the parties in interest
and that it will tend to further the purposes of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936,
may constitute and appoint the United States Maritime Commission as sole
trustee or receiver, subject to the directions and orders of the court, and in any
such proceeding the appointment of any person other than the Commission as
trustee or receiver shall become effective upon the ratification thereof by the
Commission without a hearing, unless the Commission shall deem a hearing
necessary. In no such proceeding shall the Commission be constituted as trustee
or receiver without its express consent.

SEC. 702. If the court, in any such proceeding, is unwilling to permit the trus-
tee or receiver to operate such vessels in such service pending the termination
of such proceeding, without financial aid from the Government, and the Com-
mission certifies to the court that the continued operation of such vessels is, in
the opinion of the Commission, essential to the foreign commerce of the United
States and is reasonably calculated to carry out the purposes and policy of the
Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as amended, the court may permit the Commission
to operate the vessels subject to the orders of the court and upon terms decreed
by the court sufficient to protect all the parties in interest, for the account of
the trustee or receiver, directly or through a managing agent or operator em-
ployed by the Commission, if the Commission undertakes to pay all operating
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(7) such other papers filed in the proceedings as the Secretary of the Treasury 
may request or which the court may direct to be transmitted to him. 
Any order fixing the time for confirming an arrangement which affects claims 

of the United States shall include a notice to the Secretary of the Treasury of 
not less than ten days. 
SEC. 679. No income or profit, taxable under any law of the United States 

or of any State now in force or which may hereafter be enacted, shall, in respect 
to the adjustment of the indebtedness of a debtor in a proceeding under this 
chapter, be deemed to have accrued to or to have been realized by a debtor by 
reason of a modification in or cancelation in whole or in part of any such in-
debtedness in a proceeding under this chapter: Provided, however, That if it 
shall be made to appear that the plan had for one of its principal purposes the 
evasion of any income tax, the exemption provided by this section shall be 
disallowed. 

SEct 680. Any provision in this chapter to the contrary notwithstanding, all 
taxes which may be found to be owing to the United States or any State from 
a debtor within one year from the date of the filing of a petition under this 
chapter, and have not been assessed prior to the date of the confirmation of a 
plan under this chapter, and all taxes which may become owing to the United 
States or any State from a debtor shall be assessed against, may be collected 
from, and shall be paid by the debtor: Provided, however, That the United 
States or any State may in writing accept the provisions of any plan dealing 
with the assumption, settlement, or payment of any such tax. 

ARTICLE XIII—WHEN CHAPTER TAKES EFFECT 

SFr. 686. (1) On and after the effective date of this amendatory Act, this 
chapter shall apply to debtors and their creditors, whether their rights, claims, 
and interests of any nature whatsoever have been acquired or created before 
or after such date; 

(2) a petition may be filed under this chapter in a proceeding in bankruptcy 
which is pending on the effective date of this amendatory Act; 

(3) the provisions of sections 73 and 74, as amended, of the Act entitled "An 
Act to establish a uniform system of bankruptcy throughout the United States," 
approved July 1, 1898, shall continue in full force and effect with respect to 
proceedings pending under those sections upon the effective date of this amenda-
tory Act; 

(4) section 679 of this Act shall apply to compositions and extensions confirmed 
under section 74 before the effective date of this amendatory Act and to com-
positions and extensions which may be confirmed under section 74 on and after 
such effective date; and 

(5) confirmation of a plan under this chapter shall not be refused because of a 
discharge granted or a composition confirmed prior to the effective date of this 
amendatory Act. 

CHAPTER XIV—MARITIME COMMISSION LIENS 

SEC. 701. Notwithstanding any provision of law, in any proceeding In a bank-
ruptcy, equity, or admiralty court of the United States in which a receiver or 
trustee may be appointed for any corporation engaged in the operation of one 
or more vessels of United States registry between the United States and any 
foreign country, upon which the United States holds mortgages, the court upon 
finding that it will inure to the advantage of the estate and the parties in interest 
and that it will tend to further the purposes of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, 
may constitute and appoint the United States Maritime Commission as sole 
trustee or receiver, subject to the directions and orders of the court, and in any 
such proceeding the appointment of any person other than the Commission as 
trustee or receiver shall become effective upon the ratification thereof by the 
Commission without a hearing, unless the Commission shall deem a hearing 
necessary. In no such proceeding shall the Commission be constituted as trustee 
or receiver without its express consent. 
SEC. 702. If the court, in any such proceeding, is unwilling to permit the trus-

tee or receiver to operate such vessels in such service pending the termination 
of such proceeding, without financial aid from the Government, and the Com-
mission certifies to the court that the continued operation of such vessels is, in 
the opinion of the Commission, essential to the foreign commerce of the United 
States and is reasonably calculated to carry out the purposes and policy of the 
Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as amended, the court may permit the Commission 
to operate the vessels subject to the orders of the court and upon terms decreed 
by the court sufficient to protect all the parties in interest, for the account of 
the trustee or receiver, directly or through a managing agent or operator em-
ployed by the Commission, if the Commission undertakes to pay all operating 
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losses resulting from such operation, and comply with the terms imposed by
the court, and such vessel shall be considered to be a vessel of the United
States within the meaning of the Suits in Admiralty Act. The Commission
shall have no claim against the corporation, its estate, or its assets for the
amount of such payments, but the Commission may pay such sums for deprecia-
tion as it deems reasonable and such other sums as the court may deem just.
The payment of such sums, and compliance with other terms duly imposed
by the court, together with the payment of the operating losses, shall be in
satisfaction of all claims against the Commission on account of the operation
of such vessels.

SEC. 703. No injunction powers vested in the courts of bankruptcy under the
Act entitled "An Act to establish a uniform system of bankruptcy throughout
the United States," approved July 1, 1898, and Acts amendatory thereof and
supplementary thereto, shall be construed or be deemed to affect or apply to
the United States as a creditor under a preferred ship mortgage, as defined
in the Ship Mortgage Act, 1920, as amended, unless the Commission files with
the court a written waiver of the provisions of this section."

SEO. 2. (a) Any farmer who filed a petition under section 75 of the Act entitled
"An Act to establish a uniform system of bankruptcy throughout the 'United
States," approved July 1, 1898, as amended, and in whose case a bankruptcy
court has, under subsection (s) thereof, granted a stay of proceedings may, if
the period for which such stay was granted has expired or is about to expire,
make application to such court for an extension of such stay. If the court finds
that such farmer has substantially complied with the provisions of paragraph
(2) of subsection (s) of section 75 of such Act, as amended, during the period
of such stay, the court may extend the period of such stay to November 1, 1969.

(b) The second sentence of subsection (b) of section 75 of such Act, as
amended, is amended to read as follows: "The conciliation commissioner shall
receive as compensation for his services a fee of $25 for each case submitted
to him, to be paid out of the Treasury when the conciliation commissioner
completes the duties assigned to him by the court"

SEC. 3. (a) The Act entitled "An Act to establish a uniform system of bank-
ruptcy throughout the United States," approved July 1, 1898, as amended by the
Act of August 16, 1937 (50 Stat. 653), is hereby further amended by striking out
the heading "Chapter X" before section 81 of said Act and inserting in lieu
thereof "Chapter IX."

(b) Section 83 of such chapter IX is amended by adding at the end thereof
the following new subsection:

"(j) The partial completion or execution of any plan of composition as outlined
in any petition filed under the terms of this Act by the exchange of new evi-
dences of indebtedness under the plan for evidences of indebtedness covered by

the plan, whether such partial completion or execution of such plan of com-
position occurred before or after the filing of said petition, shall not be construed
as limiting or prohibiting the effect of this Act, and the written consent of the

holders of any securities outstanding as the result of any such partial completion
or execution of any plan of composition shall be included as consenting creditors

to such plan of composition in determining the percentage of securities affected
by such plan of composition."

SEO. 4. Section 76 of the Act entitled "An Act to establish a uniform system

of bankruptcy throughout the United States," approved July 1, 1898, as amended,
is hereby repealed. Except to the extent necessary to give effect to the provisions
of section 6 of this amendatory Act, all Acts or parts of Acts inconsistent with
any provisions of this amendatory Act are hereby repealed.

SEa. 5. SEVEBAHLITT; HEADINGS.-a. If any provision of this amendatory Act

or the application thereof to any person or circumstances is held invalid, such
invalidity shall not affect other provisions or applications of this amendatory
Act which can be given effect without the invalid provision or application, and

to this end the provisions of this amendatory Act are declared to be severable.
b. Sections and subdivision headings shall not be taken to govern or limit the

scope of the sections or subdivisions to which they relate.
SEc. 6. EFrECT or THIS AMENDATOBY Acrr.-a. Nothing herein contained shall

have the effect to release or extinguish any penalty, forfeiture, or liability in-
curred under any Act or Acts of which this Act is amendatory.

b. Except as otherwise provided in this amendatory Act, the provisions of this
amendatory Act shall govern proceedings so far as practicable in cases pending
when it takes effect; but proceedings in cases then pending to which the provisions
of this amendatory Act are not applicable shall be disposed of conformably to

the provisions of said Act approved July 1, 1898 and the Acts amendatory thereof
and supplementary thereto.

SEC. 7. This amendatory Act shall take effect and be in force on and after three

months from the date of its approval.
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losses resulting from such operation, and comply with the terms imposed by 
the court, and such vessel shall be considered to be a vessel of the United 
States within the meaning of the Suits in Admiralty Act. The Commission 
shall have no claim against the corporation, its estate, or its assets for the 
amount of such payments, but the Commission may pay such sums for deprecia-
tion as it deems reasonable and such other sums as the court may deem just. 
The payment of such sums, and compliance with other terms duly imposed 
by the court, together with the payment of the operating losses, shall be in 
satisfaction of all claims against the Commission on account of the operation 
of such vessels. 

Sac. 703. No injunction powers vested in the courts of bankruptcy under the 
Act entitled "An Act to establish a uniform system of bankruptcy throughout 
the United States," approved July 1, 1898, and Acts amendatory thereof and 
supplementary thereto, shall be construed or be deemed to affect or apply to 
the United States as a creditor under a preferred ship mortgage, as defined 
in the Ship Mortgage Act, 1920, as amended, unless the Commission files with 
the court a written waiver of the provisions of this section." 
SEC. 2. (a) Any farmer who filed a petition under section 75 of the Act entitled 

"An Act to establish a uniform system of bankruptcy throughout the 'United 
States," approved July 1, 1898, as amended, and in whose case a bankruptcy 
court has, under subsection (s) thereof, granted a stay of proceedings may, if 
the period for which such stay was granted has expired or is about to expire, 
make application to such court for an extension of such stay. If the court finds 
that such farmer has substantially complied with the provisions of paragraph 
(2) of subsection (s) of section 75 of such Act, as amended, during the period 
of such stay, the court may extend the period of such stay to November 1, 1939. 

(b) The second sentence of subsection (b) of section 75 of such Act, as 
amended, is amended to read as follows: "The conciliation commissioner shall 
receive as compensation for his services a fee of $25 for each case submitted 
to him, to be paid out of the Treasury when the conciliation commissioner 
completes the duties assigned to him by the court." 

Sac. 3. (a) The Act entitled "An Act to establish a uniform system of bank-
ruptcy throughout the United States," approved July 1, 1898, as amended by the 
Act of August 16, 1937 (50 Stat. 653), is hereby further amended by striking out 
the heading "Chapter X" before section 81 of said Act and inserting in lieu 
thereof "Chapter IX." 

(b) Section 83 of such chapter IX is amended by adding at the end thereof 

the following new subsection: 
"(j) The partial completion or execution of any plan of composition as outlined 

in any petition filed under the terms of this Act by the exchange of new evi-
dences of indebtedness under the plan for evidences of indebtedness covered by 
the plan, whether such partial completion or execution of such plan of com-
position occurred before or after the filing of said petition, shall not be construed 
as limiting or prohibiting the effect of this Act, and the written consent of the 
holders of any securities outstanding as the result of any such partial completion 
or execution of any plan of composition shall be included as consenting creditors 
to such plan of composition in determining the percentage of securities affected 
by such plan of composition." 
SEO. 4. Section 76 of the Act entitled "An Act to establish a uniform system 

of bankruptcy throughout the United States," approved July 1, 1898, as amended, 
is hereby repealed. Except to the extent necessary to give effect to the provisions 
of section 6 of this amendatory Act, all Acts or parts of Acts inconsistent with 
any provisions of this amendatory Act are hereby repealed. 

8E0. 5. SEVERAMI1TY; HEADINGS.—a. If any provision of this amendatory Act 
or the application thereof to any person or circumstances is held invalid, such 
invalidity shall not affect other provisions or applications of this amendatory 
Act which can be given effect without the invalid provision or application, and 
to this end the provisions of this amendatory Act are declared to be severable. 

b. Sections and subdivision headings shall not be taken to govern or limit the 
scope of the sections or subdivisions to which they relate. 

Sac. 6. Errhx,r or THIS AMENDATORY Acm.—a. Nothing herein contained shall 
have the effect to release or extinguish any penalty, forfeiture, or liability in-
curred under any Act or Acts of which this Act is amendatory. 

b. Except as otherwise provided in this amendatory Act, the provisions of this 
amendatory Act shall govern proceedings so far as practicable in cases pending 
when it takes effect; but proceedings in cases then pending to which the provisions 
of this amendatory Act are not applicable shall be disposed of conformably to 
the provisions of said Act approved July 1, 1898, and the Acts amendatory thereof 
and supplementary thereto. 

Sax. 7. This amendatory Act shall take effect and be in force on and after three 
months from the date of its approval. 
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TITLE 12-BANKS AND BANKING

RESERVE REQUIREMENTS OF HOLDING COMPANY AFFILIATES OF
BANKS

R. S. 5144 (a) * * *(b) After five years after the enactment of the
Banking Act of 1933, every such holding company affiliate (1) shall possess,
and shall continue to possess during th6 life of such permit, free and clear of
any lien, pledge, or hypothecation of any nature, readily marketable assets other
than bank stock in an amount not less than 12 per centum of the aggregate par
value of all bank stocks controlled by such holding company affiliate, which
amount shall be increased by not less than 2 per centum per annum of such
aggregate par value until such assets shall amount to 25 per centum of the
aggregate par value of such bank stocks; and (2) shall reinvest in readily
marketable assets other than bank stock all net earnings over and above 6
per centum per annum on the book value of its own shares outstanding until
such assets shall amount to such 25 per centum of the aggregate par value
of all bank stocks controlled by it. (U. S. C., Title 12, § 61 (b).)

(c) Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this section, after five years
after the enactment of the Banking Act of 1933, (1) any such holding company
affiliate the shareholders or members of which shall be individually and sever-
ally liable in proportion to the number of shares of such holding company
affiliate held by them respectively, in addition to amounts invested therein, for
all statutory liability imposed on such holding company affiliate by reason of
its control of shares of stock of banks, shall be required only to establish and
maintain out of net earnings over and above 6 per centum per annum on the
book value of its own shares outstanding a reserve of readily marketable assets
in an amount of not less than 12 per centum of the aggregate par value of
bank stocks controlled by it, and (2) the assets required by this section to be
possessed by such holding company affiliate may be used by it for replacement
of capital in banks affiliated with it and for losses incurred in such banks, but
any deficiency in such assets resulting from such use shall be made up within
such period as the Federal Reserve Board may by regulation prescribe; and
the provisions of this subsection, instead of subsection (b), shall apply to all
holding company affiliates with respect to any shares of bank stock owned or
controlled by them as to which there is no statutory liability imposed upon the
holders of such bank stock. (R. S. § 5144 (b) (c), amended June 16, 1933, c.
89, § 19, 48 Stat. 186, amended Aug. 23, 1935, c. 614, § 311, 49 Stat. 711.) (U. S.
C., Title 12, § 61 (b).)

TITLE 15-COMMERCE AND TRADE

BITUMINOUS COAL ACT

(April 26, 1937, c. 127, 50 Stat. 72)

BITUMINOUS COAL CODE

SEc. 4. The provisions of this section shall be promulgated by the Commission
as the "Bituminous Coal Code", and are herein referred to as the code.

Producers accepting membership in the code as provided in section 5 (a)
shall be, and are herein referred to as, code members, and the provisions of such
code shall apply only to such code members, except as otherwise provided by sub-
section (h) of part II of this section.

For the purpose of carrying out the declared policy of this Act, the code shall
contain the following conditions and provisions, which are intended to regulate
interstate commerce in bituminous coal and which shall be applicable only to
matters and transactions in or directly affecting interstate commerce in bitu-
minous coal: * * * (U. S. C., Title 15, § 831.)

UNFAIR METHODS OF COMPETITION

SEC. 4-A. Whenever the Commissioner upon investigation instituted upon its
own motion or upon petition of any code member, district board, State or political
subdivision thereof, or the consumers' counsel, after hearing finds that transac-
tions in coal in intrastate commerce by any person or in any locality cause any
undue or unreasonable advantage, preference, or prejudice as between persons
and localities in such commerce on the one hand and interstate commerce in coal
on the other hand, or any undue, unreasonable, or unjust discrimination against
interstate commerce in coal, or in any matter directly affect interstate commerce
in coal, the Commission shall by order so declare and thereafter coal sold, deliv-
ered or offered for sale in such intrastate commerce shall be subject to the provi-
sions of section 4.
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TITLE 12-BANKS AND BANKING 

RESERVE REQUIREMENTS OF HOLDING COMPANY AFFILIATES OF 
BANKS 

R. S. 5144 (a) * * * (b) After five years after the enactment of the 
Banking Act of 1933, every such holding company affiliate (1) shall possess, 
and shall continue to possess during the life of such permit, free and clear of 
any lien, pledge, or hypothecation of any nature, readily marketable assets other 
than bank stock in an amount not less than 12 per centum of the aggregate par 
value of all bank stocks controlled by such holding company affiliate, which 
amount shall be increased by not less than 2 per centum per annum of such 
aggregate par value until such assets shall amount to 25 per centum of the 
aggregate par value of such bank stocks; and (2) shall reinvest in readily 
marketable assets other than bank stock all net earnings over and above 6 
per centum per annum on the book value of its own shares outstanding until 
such assets shall amount to such 25 per centum of the aggregate par value 
of all bank stocks controlled by it. (U. S. C., Title 12, § 61 (b).) 

(c) Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this section, after five years 
after the enactment of the Banking Act of 1933, (1) any such holding company 
affiliate the shareholders or members of which shall be individually and sever-
ally liable in proportion to the number of shares of such holding company 
affiliate held by them respectively, in addition to amounts invested therein, for 
all statutory liability imposed on such holding company affiliate by reason of 
its control of shares of stock of banks, shall be required only to establish and 
maintain out of net earnings over and above 6 per centum per annum on the 
book value of its own shares outstanding a reserve of readily marketable assets 
in an amount of not less than 12 per centum of the aggregate par value of 
bank stocks controlled by it, and (2) the assets required by this section to be 
possessed by such holding company affiliate may be used by it for replacement 
of capital in banks affiliated with it and for losses incurred in such banks, but 
any deficiency in such assets resulting from such use shall be made up within 
such period as the Federal Reserve Board may by regulation prescribe; and 
the provisions of this subsection, instead of subsection (b), shall apply to all 
holding company affiliates with respect to any shares of bank stock owned or 
controlled by them as to which there is no statutory liability imposed upon the 
holders of such bank stock. (It. S. § 5144 (b) (c), amended June 16, 1933, c. 
89, § 19, 48 Stat. 186, amended Aug. 23, 1935, c. 614, § 311, 49 Stat. 711.) (U. S. 
C., Title 12, § 61 (b).) 

TITLE 15-COMMERCE AND TRADE 

BITUMINOUS COAL ACT 

(April 26, 1937, c. 127, 50 Stat. 72) 

BITUMINOUS COAL CODE 

SEC. 4. The provisions of this section shall be promulgated by the Commission 
as the "Bituminous Coal Code", and are herein referred to as the code. 

Producers accepting membership in the code as provided in section 5 (a) 
shall be, and are herein referred to as, code members, and the provisions of such 
code shall apply only to such code members, except as otherwise provided by sub-
section (h) of part II of this section. 
For the purpose of carrying out the declared policy of this Act, the code shall 

contain the following conditions and provisions, which are intended to regulate 
interstate commerce in bituminous coal and which shall be applicable only to 
matters and transactions in or directly affecting interstate commerce in bitu-
minous coal: * * * (U. S. C., Title 15, § 831.) 

UNFAIR METHODS OF COMPETITION 

SEC. 4—A. Whenever the Commissioner upon investigation instituted upon its 
own motion or upon petition of any code member, district board, State or political 
subdivision thereof, or the consumers' counsel, after hearing finds that transac-
tions in coal in intrastate commerce by any person or in any locality cause any 
undue or unreasonable advantage, preference, or prejudice as between persons 
and localities in such commerce on the one hand and interstate commerce in coal 
on the other hand, or any undue, unreasonable, or unjust discrimination against 
interstate commerce in coal, or in any matter directly affect interstate commerce 
in coal, the Commission shall by order so declare and thereafter coal sold, deliv-
ered or offered for sale in such intrastate commerce shall be subject to the provi-
sions of section 4. 



APPENDIX

Any producer believing that any commerce in coal is not subject to the provi-
sions of section 4 or to the provisions of the first paragraph of this section may
file with the Commission an application, verified by oath or affirmation for
exemption, setting forth the facts upon which such claim is based. The filing of
such application in good faith shall exempt the applicant, beginning with the
third day following the filing of the application, from any obligation, duty, or
liability imposed by section 4 with respect to the commerce covered by the appli-
cation until such time as the Commission shall act upon the application. If the
Commission has reason to believe that such exemption during the period prior to
action upon the application is likely to permit evasion of the Act with respect to
commerce in coal properly subject to the provisions of section 4 or of the first
paragraph of this section, it may suspend the exemption for a period not to
exceed ten days. Within a reasonable time after the receipt of any application
for exemption the Commission shall enter an order granting, or, after notice and
opportunity for hearing, denying or otherwise disposing of such application. As
a condition to the entry of and as a part of any order granting such application,
the Commission may require the applicant to apply periodically for renewals of
such order and to file such periodic reports as the Commission may find neces-
sary or appropriate to enable it to determine whether the conditions supporting
the exemption continue to exist. Any applicant aggrieved by an order denying
or otherwise disposing of an application for exemption by the Commission may
obtain a review of such order in the manner provided in subsection (b) of section
6 (U. S. C., Title 15, § 834.)

OBGANIZATION OF THE CODE

SEC. 5 (a) Upon the appointment of the Commission it shall at once pro-
mulgate said code and assist in the organization of the district boards as pro-
vided for in section 4, and shall prepare and supply to all coal producers forms
of acceptance for membership therein. Such forms of acceptances, when exe-
cuted, shall be acknowledged before any official authorized to take acknowledg-
ments.

(b) The membership of any such coal producer in such code and his right
to an exemption from the taxes imposed by section 3 (b) of this Act, may
be revoked by the Commission upon written complaint by any code member or
district board, or any State or political subdivision of a State, or the consumers'
counsel, after a hearing, with thirty days' written notice to the member, upon
proof that such member has willfully violated any provision of the code or any
regulation made thereunder; and in such a hearing any code member or district
board, or any State or political subdivision of a State, or the consumers'
counsel, or any consumer or employee, and the Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
shall be entitled to present evidence and be heard: Provided, That the Commis-
sion, in its discretion, may in such case make an order directing the code
member to cease and desist from violations of the code and regulations made
thereunder and upon failure of the code member to comply with such order the
Commission may apply to a circuit court of appeals to enforce such order in
accordance with the provisions of subsection (c) of section 6 or may reopen
the case upon ten days' notice to the code member affected and proceed in the
hearing thereof as above provided.

The Commission shall keep a record of the evidence heard by it in any
proceeding to cancel or revoke the membership of any code member and its
findings of fact, if supported by substantial evidence, shall be conclusive upon
any proceeding to review the action and order of the Commission in any court
of the United States.

In making an order revoking membership in the code as in this subsection
provided, the Commission shall specifically find (1) the day or days on which
the violations occurred; (2) the quantity of coal sold or otherwise disposed of
in violation of the code or regulations thereunder; (3) the sales price at the
mine or the market value at the mine if disposed of otherwise than by sale at
the mine, or if sold otherwise than through an arms' length transaction, of the
coal sold or otherwise disposed of by such code member in violation of the
code or regulations thereunder; (4) the minimum price established by the
Commission for such coal and in effect at the time of such sale or other dis-
posal; (5) the amount of tax required to be paid by the code member as a
condition to reinstatement to membership in the code as in subsection (c)
hereof provided.

(c) Any producer whose membership in the code and whose right to an
exemption from the tax imposed by section 3 (b) of this Act shall have been
revoked and canceled may apply to the Commission and shall have the right
to have his membership in the code restored upon payment by him to the
United States of double the amount of the tax provided in section 3 (b) upon
the sales price at the mine, or the market value at the mine if disposed of
otherwise than by sale at the mine, or if sold otherwise than through an arms'
length transaction, of the coal sold or disposed of by the code member in
violation of the code or regulations thereunder (but in no case shall such sales
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Any producer believing that any commerce in coal is not subject to the provi-
sions of section 4 or to the provisions of the first paragraph of this section may 
file with the Commission an application, verified by oath or affirmation for 
exemption, setting forth the facts upon which such claim is based. The filing of 
such application in good faith shall exempt the applicant, beginning with the 
third day following the filing of the application, from any obligation, duty, or 
liability imposed by section 4 with respect to the commerce covered by the appli-
cation until such time as the Commission shall act upon the application. If the 
Commission has reason to believe that such exemption during the period prior to 
action upon the application is likely to permit evasion of the Act with respect to 
commerce in coal properly subject to the provisions of section 4 or of the first 
paragraph of this section, it may suspend the exemption for a period not to 
exceed ten days. Within a reasonable time after the receipt of any application 
for exemption the Commission shall enter an order granting, or, after notice and 
opportunity for hearing, denying or otherwise disposing of such application. As 
a condition to the entry of and as a part of any order granting such application, 
the Commission may require the applicant to apply periodically for renewals of 
such order and to file such periodic reports as the Commission may find neces-
sary or appropriate to enable it to determine whether the conditions supporting 
the exemption continue to exist. Any applicant aggrieved by an order denying 
or otherwise disposing of an application for exemption by the Commission may 
obtain a review of such order in the manner provided in subsection (b) of section 
6. (II. S. C., Title 15, § 834.) 

ORGANIZATION OF THE CODE 

SEC. 5 (a) Upon the appointment of the Commission it shall at once pro-
mulgate said code and assist in the organization of the district boards as pro-
vided for in section 4, and shall prepare and supply to all coal producers forms 
of acceptance for membership therein. Such forms of acceptances, when exe-
cuted, shall be acknowledged before any official authorized to take acknowledg-
ments. 

(b) The membership of any such coal producer in such code and his right 
to an exemption from the taxes imposed by section 3 (b) of this Act, may 
be revoked by the Commission upon written complaint by any code member or 
district board, or any State or political subdivision of a State, or the consumers' 
counsel, after a hearing, with thirty days' written notice to the member, upon 
proof that such member has willfully violated any provision of the code or any 
regulation made thereunder; and in such a hearing any code member or district 
board, or any State or political subdivision of a State, or the consumers' 
counsel, or any consumer or employee, and the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, 
shall be entitled to present evidence and be heard: Provided, That the Commis-
sion, in its discretion, may in such case make an order directing the code 
member to cease and desist from violations of the code and regulations made 
thereunder and upon failure of the code member to comply with such order the 
Commission may apply to a circuit court of appeals to enforce such order in 
accordance with the provisions of subsection (e) of section 6 or may reopen 
the case upon ten days' notice to the code member affected and proceed in the 
hearing thereof as above provided. 
The Commission shall keep a record of the evidence heard by it in any 

proceeding to cancel or revoke the membership of any code member and its 
findings of fact, if supported by substantial evidence, shall be conclusive upon 
any proceeding to review the action and order of the Commission in any court 
of the United States. 

In making an order revoking membership in the code as in this subsection 
provided, the Commission shall specifically find (1) the day or days on which 
the violations occurred; (2) the quantity of coal sold or otherwise disposed of 
in violation of the code or regulations thereunder; (3) the sales price at the 
mine or the market value at the mine if disposed of otherwise than by sale at 
the mine, or if sold otherwise than through an arms' length transaction, of the 
coal sold or otherwise disposed of by such code member in violation of the 
code or regulations thereunder; (4) the minimum price established by the 
Commission for such coal and in effect at the time of such sale or other dis-
posal ; (5) the amount of tax required to be paid by the code member as a 
condition to reinstatement to membership in the code as in subsection (c) 

hereof provided. 
(c) Any producer whose membership in the code and whose right to an 

exemption from the tax imposed by section 3 (b) of this Act shall have been 
revoked and canceled may apply to the Commission and shall have the right 
to have his membership in the code restored upon payment by him to the 
United States of double the amount of the tax provided in section 3 (b) upon 
the sales price at the mine, or the market value at the mine if disposed of 
otherwise than by sale at the mine, or if sold otherwise than through an arms' 
length transaction, of the coal sold or disposed of by the code member In 
violation of the code or regulations thereunder (but in no case shall such sales 
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price or market value be taken to be less than the minimum price established
by the Commission for such coal and in effect at the time of such sale or other
disposal), as found by the Commission under subsection (b) hereof. The Com-
mission shall thereupon certify to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue and
to the collector of internal revenue for the internal revenue collection district
in which the producer resides the amount of the required payment as found
under clause (5) of subsection (b), and upon payment of such amount to the
Commissioner or the collector such officer shall notify the Commission thereof.
(U. S. C., Title 15, § 835.)

FEDERAL FIREARMS ACT

(June 30, 1938, c. 850, 52 Stat. 1250)

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That as used in this Act-

(1) The term "person" includes an individual, partnership, association, or
corporation.

(2) The term "interstate or foreign commerce" means commerce between
any State, Territory, or possession (including the Philippine Islands but not
including the Canal Zone), or the District of Columbia, and any place outside
thereof; or between points within the same State, Territory, or possession
(including the Philippine Islands but not including the Canal Zone), or the
District of Columbia, but through any place outside thereof; or within any
Territory or possession or the District of Columbia.

(3) The term "firearm" means any weapon, by whatever name known, which
is designed to expel a projectile or projectiles by the action of an explosive
and a firearm muffler or firearm silencer, or any part or parts of such weapon.

(4) The term "manufacturer" means any person engaged in the manufacture
or importation of firearms, or ammunition or cartridge cases, primers, bullets,
or propellant powder for purposes of sale or distribution; and the term "licensed
manufacturer" means any such person licensed under the provisions of this
Act.

(5) The term "dealer" means any person engaged in the business of selling
firearms or ammunition or cartridge cases, primers, bullets, or propellant
powder, at wholesale or retail, or any person engaged in the business of repair-
ing such firearms or of manufacturing or fitting special barrels, stocks, trigger
mechanisms, or breach mechanisms to firearms, and the term "licensed dealer"
means any such person licensed under the provisions of this Act.

(6) The term "crime of violence" means murder, manslaughter, rape, may-
hem, kidnaping, burglary, housebreaking; assault with intent to kill, commit
rape, or rob; assault with a dangerous weapon, or assault with intent to com-
mit any offense punishable by imprisonment for more than one year.

(7) The term "fugitive from justice" means any person who has fled from
any State, Territory, the District of Columbia, or possession of the United
States to avoid prosecution for a crime of violence or to avoid giving testimony
in any criminal proceeding.

(8) The term "ammunition" shall include all pistol or revolver ammunition
except .22-caliber rim-fire ammunition. (U. S. C., Title 15, § 901.)

SEC. 2. (a) It shall be unlawful for any manufacturer or dealer, except a
manufacturer or dealer having a license issued under the provisions of this
Act, to transport, ship, or receive any firearm or ammunition in interstate or
foreign commerce.

(b) It shall be unlawful for any person to receive any firearm or ammuni-
tion transported or shipped in interstate or foreign commerce in violation of
subdivision (a) of this section, knowing or having reasonable cause to believe
such firearms or ammunition to have been transported or shipped in violation
of subdivision (a) of this section.

(c) It shall be unlawful for any licensed manufacturer or dealer to transport
or ship any firearm in interstate or foreign commerce to any person other than
a licensed manufacturer or dealer in any State the laws of which require that
a license be obtained for the purchase of such firearm, unless such license is
exhibited to such manufacturer or dealer by the prospective purchaser.

(d) It shall be unlawful for any person to ship, transport, or cause to be
shipped or transported in interstate or foreign commerce any firearm or am-
munition to any person knowing or having reasonable cause to believe that such
person is under indictment or has been convicted in any court of the United
States, the several States, Territories, possessions (including the Philippine
Islands), or the District of Columbia of a crime of violence or is a fugutive 1

from justice.
(e) It shall be unlawful for any person who is under indictment or who has

been convicted of a crime of violence or who is a fugutive' from justice to ship,

So in orgnal
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price or market value be taken to be less than the minimum price established 
by the Commission for such coal and in effect at the time of such sale or other 
disposal), as found by the Commission under subsection (b) hereof. The Com-
mission shall thereupon certify to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue and 
to the collector of internal revenue for the internal revenue collection district 
in which the producer resides the amount of the required payment as found 
under clause (5) of subsection (b), and upon payment of such amount to the 
Commissioner or the collector such officer shall notify the Commission thereof. 
(U. S. C., Title 15, t 835.) 
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Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That as used in this Act— 

(1) The term "person" includes an individual, partnership, association, or 
corporation. 

(2) The term "interstate or foreign commerce" means commerce between 
any State, Territory, or possession (including the Philippine Islands but not 
including the Canal Zone), or the District of Columbia, and any place outside 
thereof; or between points within the same State, Territory, or possession 
(including the Philippine Islands but not including the Canal Zone), or the 
District of Columbia, but through any place outside thereof; or within any 
Territory or possession or the District of Columbia. 

(3) The term "firearm" means any weapon, by whatever name known, which 
is designed to expel a projectile or projectiles by the action of an explosive 
and a firearm muffler or firearm silencer, or any part or parts of such weapon. 

(4) The term "manufacturer" means any person engaged in the manufacture 
or importation of firearms, or ammunition or cartridge cases, primers, bullets, 
or propellant powder for purposes of sale or distribution; and the term "licensed 
manufacturer" means any such person licensed under the provisions of this 
Act. 

(5) The term "dealer" means any person engaged in the business of selling 
firearms or ammunition or cartridge cases, primers, bullets, or propellant 
powder, at wholesale or retail, or any person engaged in the business of repair-
ing such firearms or of manufacturing or fitting special barrels, stocks, trigger 
mechanisms, or breach mechanisms to firearms, and the term "licensed dealer" 
means any such person licensed under the provisions of this Act. 

(6) The term "crime of violence" means murder, manslaughter, rape, may-
hem, kidnaping, burglary, housebreaking; assault with intent to kill, commit 
rape, or rob; assault with a dangerous weapon, or assault with intent to com-
mit any offense punishable by imprisonment for more than one year. 

(7) The term "fugitive from justice" means any person who has fled from 
any State, Territory, the District of Columbia, or possession of the United 
States to avoid prosecution for a crime of violence or to avoid giving testimony 
in any criminal proceeding. 

(8) The term "ammunition" shall include all pistol or revolver ammunition 
except .22-caliber rim-fire ammunition. (U. S. C., Title 15, § 901.) 
SEC. 2. (a) It shall be unlawful for any manufacturer or dealer, except a 

manufacturer or dealer having a license issued under the provisions of this 
Act, to transport, ship, or receive any firearm or ammunition in interstate or 
foreign commerce. 

(b) It shall be unlawful for any person to receive any firearm or ammuni-
tion transported or shipped in interstate or foreign commerce in violation of 
subdivision (a) of this section, knowing or having reasonable cause to believe 
such firearms or ammunition to have been transported or shipped in violation 
of subdivision (a) of this section. 

(c) It shall be unlawful for any licensed manufacturer or dealer to transport 
or ship any firearm in interstate or foreign commerce to any person other than 
a licensed manufacturer or dealer in any State the laws of which require that 
a license be obtained for the purchase of such firearm, unless such license is 
exhibited to such manufacturer or dealer by the prospective purchaser. 

(d) It shall be unlawful for any person to ship, transport, or cause to be 
shipped or transported in interstate or foreign commerce any firearm or am-
munition to any person knowing or having reasonable cause to believe that such 
person is under indictment or has been convicted in any court of the United 
States, the several States, Territories, possessions (including the Philippine 
Islands), or the District of Columbia of a crime of violence or is a fugutive i 
from justice. 

(e) It shall be unlawful for any person who is under indictment or who has 
been convicted of a crime of violence or who is a fugutive i from justice to ship, 

3 So in original. 
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transport, or cause to be shipped or transported in interstate or foreign com-
merce any firearm or ammunition.

(f) It shall be unlawful for any person who has been convicted of a crime of
violence or is a fugutive from justice to receive any firearm or ammunition
which has been shipped or transported in interstate or foreign commerce, and
the possession of a firearm or ammunition by any such person shall be pre-
sumptive evidence that such firearm or ammunition was shipped or trans-
ported or received, as the case may be, by such person in violation of this Act.

(g) It shall be unlawful for any person to transport or ship or cause to be
transported or shipped in interstate or foreign commerce any stolen firearm
or ammunition, knowing, or having reasonable cause to believe, same to have
been stolen.

(h) It shall be unlawful for any person to receive, conceal, store, barter, sell,
or dispose of any firearm or ammunition or to pledge or accept as security
for a loan any firearm or ammunition moving in or which is a part of interstate
or foreign commerce, and which, while so moving or constituting such part, has
been stolen, knowing, or having reasonable cause to believe, the same to have
been stolen.

(i) It shall be unlawful for any person to transport, ship, or knowingly
receive in interstate or foreign commerce any firearm from which the manu-
facturer's serial number has been removed, obliterated, or altered, and the
possession of any such firearm shall be presumptive evidence that such firearm
was transported, shipped, or received, as the case may be, by the possessor
in violation of this Act. (U. S. C., Title 15, § 902.)

SEC. 3. (a) Any manufacturer or dealer desiring a license to transport, ship,
or receive firearms or ammunition in interstate or foreign commerce shall
make application to the Secretary of the Treasury, who shall prescribe by
rules and regulations the information to be contained in such application. The
applicant shall, if a manufacturer, pay a fee of $25 per annum and, if a dealer,
shall pay a fee of $1 per annum.

(b) Upon payment of the prescribed fee, the Secretary of the Treasury shall
issue to such applicant a license which shall entitle the licensee to transport,
ship, and receive firearms and ammunition in interstate and foreign commerce
unless and until the license is suspended or revoked in accordance with the
provisions of this Act: Provided, That no license shall be issued to any applicant
within two years after the revocation of a previous license.

(c) Whenever any licensee is convicted of a violation of any of the provisions
of this Act, it shall be the duty of the clerk of the court to notify the Secretary
of the Treasury within forty-eight hours after such conviction and said Secretary
shall revoke such license: Provided, That in the case of appeal from such convic-
tion the licensee may furnish a bond in the amount of $1,000, and upon receipt of
such bond acceptable to the Secretary of the Treasury he may permit the licensee
to continue business during the period of the appeal, or should the licensee refuse
or neglect to furnish such bond, the Secretary of the Treasury shall suspend such
license until he is notified by the clerk of the court of last appeal as to the final
disposition of the case.

(d) Licensed dealers shall maintain such permanent records of importation,
shipment, and other disposal of firearms and ammunition as the Secretary of
the Treasury shall prescribe. (U. S. C., Title 15, § 903.)

SEa. 4. The provisions of this Act shall not apply with respect to the transporta-
tion, shipment, receipt, or importation of any firearm or ammunition, sold or
shipped to, or issued for the use of, (1) the United States, or any department,
independent establishment, or agency thereof; (2) any State, Territory, or posses-
sion, or the District of Columbia, or any department, independent establishment,
agency, or any political subdivision thereof; (3) any duly commissioned officer
or agent of the United States, a State, Territory, or possession, or the District of
Columbia, or any political subdivision thereof; (4) or to any bank, public carrier,
express, or armored-truck company organized and operating in good faith for
the transportation of money and valuables; (5) or to any research laboratory
designated by the Secretary of the Treasury: Provided, That such bank, public
carriers, express, and armored-truck companies are granted exemption by the
Secretary of the Treasury; nor to the transportation, shipment, or receipt of any
antique or unserviceable firearms, or ammunition, possessed and held as curios
or museum pieces: Provided, That nothing herein contained shall be construed to
prevent shipments of firearms and ammunition to institutions, organizations, or
persons to whom such firearms and ammunition may be lawfully delivered by
the Secretary of War, nor to prevent the transportation of such firearms and
ammunition so delivered by their lawful possessors while they are engaged in
military training or in competitions (U. S. C., Title 15, § 904.)

Sea 5. Any person violating any of the provisions of this Act or any rules and
regulations promulgated hereunder, or who makes any statement in applying
for the license or exemption provided for in this Act, knowing such statement
to be false, shall, upon conviction thereof, be fined not more than $2,000, or
imprisoned for not more than five years, or both. (U. S. C., Title 15, 1905.)

1 So in original.
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transport, or cause to be shipped or transported in interstate or foreign com-
merce any firearm or ammunition. 

(f) It shall be unlawful for any person who has been convicted of a crime of 
violence or is a fugutive 1 from justice to receive any firearm or ammunition 
which has been shipped or transported in interstate or foreign commerce, and 
the possession of a firearm or ammunition by any such person shall be pre-
sumptive evidence that such firearm or ammunition was shipped or trans-
ported or received, as the case may be, by such person in violation of this Act. 

(g) It shall be unlawful for any person to transport or ship or cause to be 
transported or shipped in interstate or foreign commerce any stolen firearm 
or ammunition, knowing, or having reasonable cause to believe, same to have 
been stolen. 

(h) It shall be unlawful for any person to receive, conceal, store, barter, sell, 
or dispose of any firearm or ammunition or to pledge or accept as security 
for a loan any firearm or ammunition moving in or which is a part of interstate 
or foreign commerce, and which, while so moving or constituting such part, has 
been stolen, knowing, or having reasonable cause to believe, the same to have 
been stolen. 

(i) It shall be unlawful for any person to transport, ship, or knowingly 
receive in interstate or foreign commerce any firearm from which the manu-
facturer's serial number has been removed, obliterated, or altered, and the 
possession of any such firearm shall be presumptive evidence that such firearm 
was transported, shipped, or received, as the case may be, by the possessor 
in violation of this Act. (II. S. C., Title 15, § 902.) 
SEC. 3. (a) Any manufacturer or dealer desiring a license to transport, ship, 

or receive firearms or ammunition in interstate or foreign commerce shall 
make application to the Secretary of the Treasury, who shall prescribe by 
rules and regulations the information to be contained in such application. The 
applicant shall, if a manufacturer, pay a fee of $25 per annum and, if a dealer, 
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(b) Upon payment of the prescribed fee, the Secretary of the Treasury shall 
issue to such applicant a license which shall entitle the licensee to transport, 
ship, and receive firearms and ammunition in interstate and foreign commerce 
unless and until the license is suspended or revoked in accordance with the 
provisions of this Act: Provided, That no license shall be issued to any applicant 
within two years after the revocation of a previous license. 

(c) Whenever any licensee is convicted of a violation of any of the provisions 
of this Act, it shall be the duty of the clerk of the court to notify the Secretary 
of the Treasury within forty-eight hours after such conviction and said Secretary 
shall revoke such license: Provided, That in the case of appeal from such convic-
tion the licensee may furnish a bond in the amount of $1,000, and upon receipt of 
such bond acceptable to the Secretary of the Treasury he may permit the licensee 
to continue business during the period of the appeal, or should the licensee refuse 
or neglect to furnish such bond, the Secretary of the Treasury shall suspend such 
license until he is notified by the clerk of the court of last appeal as to the final 
disposition of the case. 

(d) Licensed dealers shall maintain such permanent records of importation, 
shipment, and other disposal of firearms and ammunition as the Secretary of 
the Treasury shall prescribe. (U. S. C., Title 15, § 903.) 
SEC. 4. The provisions of this Act shall not apply with respect to the transporta-

tion, shipment, receipt, or importation of any firearm or ammunition, sold or 
shipped to, or issued for the use of, (1) the United States, or any department, 
independent establishment, or agency thereof; (2) any State, Territory, or posses-
sion, or the District of Columbia, or any department, independent establishment, 
agency, or any political subdivision thereof; (3) any duly commissioned officer 
or agent of the United States, a State, Territory, or possession, or the District of 
Columbia, or any political subdivision thereof; (4) or to any bank, public carrier, 
express, or armored-truck company organized and operating in good faith for 
the transportation of money and valuables; (5) or to any research laboratory 
designated by the Secretary of the Treasury: Provided, That such bank, public 
carriers, express, and armored-truck companies are granted exemption by the 
Secretary of the Treasury; nor to the transportation, shipment, or receipt of any 
antique or unserviceable firearms, or ammunition, possessed and held as curios 
or museum pieces: Provided, That nothing herein contained shall be construed to 
prevent shipments of firearms and ammunition to institutions, organizations, or 
persons to whom such firearms and ammunition may be lawfully delivered by 
the Secretary of War, nor to prevent the transportation of such firearms and 
ammunition so delivered by their lawful possessors while they are engaged in 
military training or in competitions. (II. S. C., Title 15, § 904.) 

Szo. 5. Any person violating any of the provisions of this Act or any rules and 
regulations promulgated hereunder, or who makes any statement in applying 
for the license or exemption provided for in this Act, knowing such statement 
to be false, shall, upon conviction thereof, be fined not more than /2,000, or 
imprisoned for not more than Ave years, or both. (U. S. C., Title 15, 1 905.) 

1 So in original. 
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SEC. 6. This Act shall take effect thirty days after its enactment. (U. S. C.,
Title 15, § 906.)

SEc. 7. The Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe such rules and regulations
as he deems necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act. (U. S. C., Title 15,
§ 907.)

Swo. 8. Should any section or subsection of this Act be declared unconstitutional,
the remaining portion of the Act shall remain in full force and effect. (U. S. C.,
Title 15, § 908.)

SEc. 9. This Act may be cited as the Federal Firearms Act. (U. S. C., Title 15,
§ 909.)

Approved, June 30, 1938.

TITLE 18-CRIMINAL CODE AND CRIMINAL
PROCEDURE

ARRANGEMENT

The sections of the Criminal Code are assembled first hereunder, after which follow provisions
of other acts codified in Title 18, U. S. Code

CRIMINAL CODE

(Act of Mar. 4, 1909, c. 321, 35 Stat. 1088, etc.)

MAKING OR PRESENTING FALSE, FICTITOUSO, OR FBAIUDUENT CLAIMS

SE. 35. (A) Whoever shall make or cause to be made or present or cause to
be presented, for payment or approval, to or by any person or officer in the civil,
military, or naval service of the United States, or any department thereof, or
any corporation in which the United States of America is a stockholder, any
claim upon or against the Government of the United States, or any department
or officer thereof, or any corporation in which the United States of America is a
stockholder, knowing such claim to be false, fictitious, or fraudulent; or whoever
shall knowingly and willfully falsify or conceal or cover up by any trick, scheme,
or device a material fact, or make or cause to be made any false or fraudulent
statements or representations, or make or use or cause to be made or used any
false bill, receipt, voucher, roll, account, claim, certificate, affidavit, or deposition,
knowing the same to contain any fraudulent or fictitious statement or entry in
any matter within the jurisdiction of any department or agency of the United
States or of any corporation in which the United States of America is a stock-
holder; or whoever shall enter into any agreement, combination, or conspiracy
to defraud the Government of the United States, or any department or officer
thereof, or any corporation in which the United States of America is a stock-
holder, by obtaining or aiding to obtain the payment or allowance of any false
or fraudulent claim; and whoever, having charge, possession, custody, or control
of any money or other public property used or to be used in the military or
naval service, withl intent to defraudl the United Stat es, or any depart mlent thereof,
or any corporallion in which the United States of America is stockhllolder, or
willfully to conceal such money or other property, shall deliver or cause to be
delivered to any person having authority to receive the same any amount of such
money or other property less than that for which he received a certificate or took
a receipt; or whoever, being authorized to make or deliver any certificate, voucher,
receipt, or other paper certifying the receipt of arms, ammunition, provisions,
clothing, or other property so used or to be used, shall make or deliver the same
to any other person without a full knowledge of the truth of the facts stated
therein and with intent to defraud the United States, or any department thereof,
or any corporation in which the United States of America is a stockholder, shall
be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than ten years, or both.

(B) And whoever shall purchase, or receive in pledge, from any person any
arms, equipment, ammunition, clothing, military stores, or other property fur-
nished by the United States, under a clothing allowance or otherwise, to any
soldier, sailor, officer, cadet, or midshipman in the military or naval service of
the United States or of the National Guard or Naval Militia, or to any person
accompanying, serving, or retained with the land or naval forces and subject to
military or naval law, having knowledge or reason to believe that the property
has been taken from the possession of the United States or furnished by the
United States under such allowance, shall be fined not more than $500 or im-
prisoned not more than two years, or both.

(C) And whoever shall take and carry away or take for his use, or for the
use of another, with intent to steal or purloin, or shall willfully injure or commit
any depredation against, any property of the United States, or any branch or
department thereof, or any corporation in which the United States of America is
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a stockholder, or any property which has been or is being made, manufactured, or
constructed under contract for the War or Navy Departments of the United States,

shall be punished as follows: If the value of such property exceeds the sum of
$50, by a fine of not more than $10,000 or imprisonment for not more than ten
years, or both; if the value of such property does not exceed the sum of $50, by a

fine of not more than $1,000 or by imprisonment in a jail for not more than one
year, or both. Value, as used in this section, shall mean market value or cost price,
either wholesale or retail, whichever shall be the greater.

(Amended Oct. 23, 1918, c. 194, 40 Stat. 1015, amended June 30, 1934. c. 587,
48 Stat. 996, amended Apr. 4, 1938, c. 69, 52 Stat. 197.) (U. S. C., Title 18, §§ SO,
82, 83, 84, 85, and 86.)

CONSPIBACY TO DEFRAUD

SEC. 37. [Sec. 5440, R. S.] If two or more persons conspire either to commit

any offense against the United States, or to defraud' the United States in any
manner or for any purpose, and one or more of such parties do any act to

effect the object of the conspiracy, each of the parties to such conspiracy shall
be fined not more than ten thousand dollars, or imprisoned not more than two
years, or both. (U. S. C., Title 18, § 88.)

EMBEZZLING OR STEAING PUBLIC PROPERTY

SEC. 47. [Sec. 1, act of March 3, 1875.] Whoever shall embezzle, steal, or
purloin any money, property, record, voucher, or valuable thing whatever,

of the moneys, goods, chattels, records, or property of the United States, shall
be fined not more than five thousand dollars, or imprisoned not more than five
years, or both. (U. S. C., Title 18, § 100.)

RECEIVING OR CONCEALING PUBLI PROPERTY

SEC. 48. [Sec. 2, act of March 3, 1875.] Whoever shall receive, conceal,
or aid in concealing, or shall have or retain in his possession with intent to

convert to his own use or gain, any money, property, record, voucher, or

valuable thing whatever, of the moneys, goods, chattels, records, or property
of the United States, which has theretofore been embezzled, stolen, or pur-

loined by any other person, knowing the same to have been so embezzled, stolen,

or purloined, shall be fined not more than five thousand dollars, or imprisoned
not more than five years, or both; and such person may be tried either before

or after the conviction of the principal offender. (U. S. C., Title 18, § 101.)

INTERFERING WITH OFFICER, ETC.

SEC. 65. [Sec. 5447, R. S.] Whoever shall forcibly ass:ult, resist, oppose,

prevent, impede, or interfere with any officer of the customs or of the internal

revenue, or his deputy, or any person assisting him in the execution of Ills

duties, or any person authorized to make searches and seizures, in the execution
of his duty, or shall rescue, attempt to rescue, or cause to be rescued, any

property which has been seized by any person so authorized; or whoever before,

at, or after such seizure, in order to prevent the seizure or securing of any

goods, wares, or merchandise by any person so authorized, shall stave, break,

throw overboard, destroy, or remove the same, shall be fined not more than two

thousand dollars, or imprisoned not more than one year, or both; and whoever

shall use any deadly or dangerous weapon in resisting any person authorized to

make searches or seizure, in the execution of his duty, with intent to commit a

bodily injury upon him or to deter or prevent him from discharging his duty,

shall be imprisoned not more than ten years. (U. S. C., Title 18, § 121.)

OBSTBUCTING REVENUE OFFICERS BY MASTERS OF VESSELS

If the master of any vessel shall obstruct or hinder, or shall intentionally

cause any obstruction or hindrance to any officer in lawfully going on board such

vessel, for the purpose of carrying into effect any of the revenue or navigation
laws of the United States, he shall for every such offense be liable to a penalty

of not more than $2,000 nor less than $500. (As amended Aug. 5, 1965, c. 438,

Title III, sec. 307, 49 Stat. 528.) (U. S. C., Title 18, sec. 122.)

IMPERSONATING AN OFFICER

SEC 66. [Sec. 5448, R. S.] Whoever shall falsely represent himself to be a

revenue officer, and, in such assumed character, demand or receive any money

or other article of value from any person for any duty or tax due to the United

States, or for any violation or pretended violation of any revenue law of the
United States, shall be fined not more than five hundred dollars and imprisoned

not more than two years. (U. S. C., Title 18, § 123.)
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at, or after such seizure, in order to prevent the seizure or securing of any 
goods, wares, or merchandise by any person so authorized, shall stave, break, 
throw overboard, destroy, or remove the same, shall be fined not more than two 
thousand dollars, or imprisoned not more than one year, or both; and whoever 
shall use any deadly or dangerous weapon in resisting any person authorized to 
make searches or seizure, in the execution of his duty, with intent to commit a 
bodily injury upon him or to deter or prevent him from discharging his duty, 
shall be imprisoned not more than ten years. (U. S. C., Title 18, § 121.) 

OBSTRUCTING REVENUE OFFICERS BY MASTERS OF VESSELS 

If the master of any vessel shall obstruct or hinder, or shall intentionally 
cause any obstruction or hindrance to any officer in lawfully going on board such 
vessel, for the purpose of carrying into effect any of the revenue or navigation 
laws of the United States, he shall for every such offense be liable to a penalty 
of not more than $2,000 nor less than $500. (As amended Aug. 5, 1935, c. 438, 
Title III, sec. 307, 49 Stat. 528.) (U. S. C., Title 18, sec. 122.) 

IMPERSONATING AN OFFICER 

SEC. 66. [Sec. 5448, R. S.] Whoever shall falsely represent himself to be a 
revenue officer, and, in such assumed character, demand or receive any money 
or other article of value from any person for any duty or tax due to the United 
States, or for any violation or pretended violation of any revenue law of the 
United States, shall be fined not more than five hundred dollars and imprisoned 
not more than two years. (U. S. C., Title 18, § 128.) 
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EXTORTION

SEC. 85. [Sec. 5481, R. S., as amended by act of June 28, 1906.] Every officer,
clerk, agent, or employee of the United States, and every person representing
himself to be or assuming to act as such officer, clerk, agent, or employee, who,
under color of his office, clerkship, agency, or employment, or under color of his
pretended or assumed office, clerkship, agency, or employment, is guilty of
extortion, and every person who shall attempt any act which if performed would
make him guilty of extortion, shall be fined not more than $500, or imprisoned
not more than one year, or both. (U. S. C., Title 18, § 171.)

CUSTODIANS OF PUBLIC MONEY; FAILING TO SAFELY KEEP; EMBEZZLEMENT

SEC. 89. [Sec. 5490, R. S.] Every officer or other person charged by any
act of Congress with the safe-keeping of the public moneys, who shall loan,
use, or convert to his own use, or shall deposit in any bank or exchange for
other funds, except as specially allowed by law, any portion of the public
moneys intrusted to him for safe-keeping, shall be guilty of embezzlement of
the money so loaned, used, converted, deposited, or exchanged, and shall be
fined in a sum equal to the amount of money so embezzled and imprisoned not
more than 10 years. (U. S. C., Title 18, § 175.)

FAILURE OF OFFICER OR AGENT TO RENDER ACCOUNTS; EMBEZZLEMENT

SEC. 90. [Sec. 5491, R. S.] Every officer or agent of the United States who,
having received public money which he is not authorized to retain as salary,
pay, or emolument, fails to render his accounts for the same as provided by
law shall be deemed guilty of embezzlement, and shall be fined in a sum equal
to the amount of the money embezzled and imprisoned not more than 10 years.
(U. S. C., Title 18, § 176.)

FAILURE TO DEPOSIT PUBLIC MONEYS AS REQUIRED; EMBEZZLEMENT

SEC. 91. [Sec. 5492, R. S.] Whoever, having money of the United States
in his possession or under his control, shall fail to deposit it with the Treasurer,
or some assistant treasurer, or some public depositary of the United States,
when required so to do by the Secretary of the Treasury, or the head of any
other proper department, or by the accounting officers of the Treasury, shall
be deemed guilty of embezzlement thereof, and shall be fined in a sum equal
to the amount of money embezzled and imprisoned not more than 10 years.
(Amended May 29, 1920, c. 214, § 1, 41 Stat. 654, June 10, 1921, c. 18, § 304,
42 Stat. 24.) (U. S. C., Title 18, § 177.)

BEFUSAL TO PAY ANY DRAFT, ETC., PRIMA FACIE EVIDENCE OF EMBEZZLEMENT

SEC. 94. [Sec. 5495, R. S.] The refusal of any person, whether in or out of
office, charged with the safe-keeping, transfer, or disbursement of the public
money to pay any draft, order, or warrant, drawn upon him by the proper
accounting officer of the Treasury, for any public money in his hands belonging
to the United States, no matter in what capacity the same may have been
received, or may be held, or to transfer or disburse any such money, promptly,
upon the legal requirement of any authorized officer, shall be deemed, upon
the trial of any indictment against such person for embezzlement, prima facie
evidence of such embezzlement. (Amended June 10, 1921, c. 18, § 304, 42
Stat. 24.) (U. S. C., Title 18, § 180.)

EVIDENCE OF CONVERSION

SEc. 95. [Sec. 5496, R. S.] If any officer charged with the disbursement of the
public moneys accepts, receives, or transmits to the Treasury Department to be
allowed in his favor any receipt or voucher from a creditor of the United States
without having paid to such creditor in such funds as the officer received for
disbursement, or in such funds as he may be authorized by law to take in
exchange, the full amount specified in such receipt or voucher, every such act is
an act of conversion by such officer to his own use of the amount specified in such
receipt or voucher. (Amended June 10, 1921, c. 18, § 304, 42 Stat. 24.)
(U. S. C., Title 18, § 181.)

UNLAWFULLY RECEIVING, ETC., TO BE EMBEZZLEMENT-EMBEZZLEMENT BY INTERNAL-
REVENUE OFFICER OR EMPLOYEE AND OTHERS

SEC. 96. [Sec. 5497, R. S.] Every banker, broker, or other person not an
authorized depositary of public moneys, who shall knowingly receive from any
disbursing officer, or collector of internal revenue, or other agent of the United
States, any public money on deposit, or by way of loan or accommodation, with
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EXTORTION 

SEC. 85. [Sec. 5481, It. S., as amended by act of June 28, 1906.] Every officer, 
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other funds, except as specially allowed by law, any portion of the public 
moneys intrusted to him for safe-keeping, shall be guilty of embezzlement of 
the money so loaned, used, converted, deposited, or exchanged, and shall be 
fined in a sum equal to the amount of money so embezzled and imprisoned not 
more than 10 years. (U. S. C., Title 18, § 175.) 

FAILURE OF OFFICER OR AGENT TO RENDER ACODUNTS; EMBEZZLEMENT 

SEC. 90. [Sec. 5491, R. S.] Every officer or agent of the United States who, 
having received public money which he is not authorized to retain as salary, 
pay, or emolument, fails to render his accounts for the same as provided by 
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to the amount of money embezzled and imprisoned not more than 10 years. 
(Amended May 29, 1920, c. 214, § 1, 41 Stat. 654, June 10, 1921, c. 18, § 304, 
42 Stat. 24.) (U. S. C., Title 18, § 

REFUSAL TO PAY ANY DRAFT, ETC., PRIMA FACTE EVIDENCE OF EMBEZZLEMENT 

SEC. 94. [Sec. 5495, It. S.] The refusal of any person, whether in or out of 
office, charged with the safe-keeping, transfer, or disbursement of the public 
money to pay any draft, order, or warrant, drawn upon him by the proper 
accounting officer of the Treasury, for any public money in his hands belonging 
to the United States, no matter in what capacity the same may have been 
received, or may be held, or to transfer or disburse any such money, promptly, 
upon the legal requirement of any authorized officer, shall be deemed, upon 
the trial of any indictment against such person for embezzlement, prima fade 
evidence of such embezzlement. (Amended June 10, 1921, c. 18, § 304, 42 
Stat. 24.) (U. S. C., Title 18, § 180.) 

EVIDENCE OF CONVERSION 

Sze. 95. [Sec. 5496, R. S.] If any officer charged with the disbursement of the 
public moneys accepts, receives, or transmits to the Treasury Department to be 
allowed in his favor any receipt or voucher from a creditor of the United States 
without having paid to such creditor in such funds as the officer received for 
disbursement, or In such funds as he may be authorized by law to take in 
exchange, the full amount specified in such receipt or voucher, every such act is 
an act of conversion by such officer to his own use of the amount specified in such 
receipt or voucher. (Amended June 10, 1921, C. 18, § 304, 42 Stat. 24.) 
(U. S. C., Title 18, § 181.) 

UNLAWFULLY RECEIVING, ETC., TO BE EMBEZZLEMENT—EMBEZZLEMENT BY IN NAL-
REVENUE OFFICER OR EMPLOYEE AND OTHERS 

Sm. 96. [Sec. 5497, R. S.] Every banker, broker, or other person not an 
authorized depositary of public moneys, who shall knowingly receive from any 
disbursing officer, or collector of internal revenue, or other agent of the United 
States, any public money on deposit, or by way of loan or accommodation, with 



or without interest, or otherwise than in payment of a debt against the United

States, or shall use, transfer, convert, appropriate, or apply any portion of the

public money for any purpose not prescribed by law; and every president,

cashier, teller, director, or other officer of any bank or banking association who

shall violate any provision of this section is guilty of embezzlement of the public

money so deposited, loaned, transferred, used, converted, appropriated, or ap-

plied, and shall be fined not more than the amount embezzled, or imprisoned not
more than 10 years, or both. (U. S. C., Title 18, § 182.)

EMBEZZLEMENT BY INTERNAL-BEVENUE OFFICER

SEC. 97. [Sec. 5497, R. S., as amended by act of February 3, 1879.] Any officer

connected with, or employed in, the Internal Revenue Service of the United
States, and any assistant of such officer, who shall embezzle or wrongfully con-

vert to his own use any money or other property of the United States, and any

officer of the United States, or any assistant of such officer, who shall embezzle

or wrongfully convert to his own use any money or property which may have

come into his possession or under his control in the execution of such office or
employment, or under color or claim of authority as such officer or assistant,

whether the same shall be the money or property of the United States or of some
other person or party, shall, where the offense is not otherwise punishable by

some statute of the United States, be fined not more than the value of the money

and property thus embezzled or converted, or imprisoned not more than 10 years,
or both. (U. S. C., Title 18, § 183.)

DISBURSING AND COLLECTING OFFICERS FOBBIDDEN TO TRADE IN PUBLIC FUNDS OR
PBOPERTY

SEa. 103. [Sees. 1788, 1789, R. S.] Whoever, being an officer of the United

States concerned in the collection or the disbursement of the revenues thereof,
shall carry on any trade or business in the funds or debts of the United States,

or of any State, or in any public property of either, shall be fined not more

than three thousand dollars, or imprisoned not more than one year, or both,

and be removed from office, and thereafter be incapable of holding any office

under the United States. (U. S. C., Title 18, § 192)

OFFICERS INTERESTED IN CLAIMS AGAINST UNITED STATES

SEn. 109. [5498, RI S.] Whoever, being an officer of the United States, or a

person holding any place of trust or profit, or discharging any official function

under, or in connection with, any executive department of the Government of

the United States, or under the Senate or House of Representatives of the

United States, shall act as an agent or attorney for prosecuting any claim

against the United States, or in any manner, or by any means, otherwise

than in discharge of his proper official duties, shall aid or assist in the prose-

cution or support of any such claim, or receive any gratuity, or any share of or

interest in any claim from any claimant against the United States, with intent

to aid or assist, or in consideration of having aided or assisted, in the prosecu-

tion of such claim, shall be fined not more than five thousand dollars, or

imprisoned not more than one year, or both. (U. S. C., Title 18, § 198.)

UlITED STATES OFFICERS ACCEPTING BRIBES

SEC. 117. [Secs. 5501, 5502, R. S.] Whoever, being an officer of the United

States, or a person acting for or on behalf of the United States, in any official

capacity, under or by virtue of the authority of any department or office of the

Government thereof; or whoever, being an officer or person acting for or on

behalf of either House of Congress, or of any committee of either House, or of

both Houses thereof, shall ask, accept, or receive any money, or any contract,

promise, undertaking, obligation, gratuity, or security for the payment of money,

or for the delivery or conveyance of anything of value, with intent to have his

decision or action on any question, matter, cause, or proceeding which may at

any time be pending, or which may by law be brought before him in his official

capacity, or in his place of trust or profit, influenced thereby, shall be fined

not more than three times the amount of money or value of the thing so

asked, accepted, or received, and imprisoned not more than three years; and

shall, moreover, forfeit his office or place and thereafter be forever disqualified

from holding any office of honor, trust, or profit under the Government of the

United States. (U. S. C., Title 18, § 207.)

PoLMrCAL CONTBIBUTIONS; SOLICIToATIO

SE. 118. [Sec. 11, act of January 16, 1888.] It is unlawful for any Senator

or Representative in, or Delegate or Resident Commissioner to, Congress, or
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or without interest, or otherwise than in payment of a debt against the United 
States, or shall use, transfer, convert, appropriate, or apply any portion of the 
public money for any purpose not prescribed by law; and every president, 
cashier, teller, director, or other officer of any bank or banking association who 
shall violate any provision of this section is guilty of embezzlement of the public 
money so deposited, loaned, transferred, used, converted, appropriated, or ap-
plied, and shall be fined not more than the amount embezzled, or imprisoned not 
more than 10 years, or both. (U. S. C., Title 18, § 182.) 

EMBEZZLEMENT BY INTERNAL-REVENUE OFFICER 

SEC. 97. [Sec. 5497, R. S., as amended by act of February 3, 1879.] Any officer 
connected with, or employed in, the Internal Revenue Service of the United 
States, and any assistant of such officer, who shall embezzle or wrongfully con-
vert to his own use any money or other property of the United States, and any 
officer of the United States, or any assistant of such officer, who shall embezzle 
or wrongfully convert to his own use any money or property which may have 
come into his possession or under his control in the execution of such office or 
employment, or under color or claim of authority as such officer or assistant, 
whether the same shall be the money or property of the United States or of some 
other person or party, shall, where the offense is not otherwise punishable by 
some statute of the United States, be fined not more than the value of the money 
and property thus embezzled or converted, or imprisoned not more than 10 years, 
or both. (U. S. C., Title 18, § 183.) 

DISBURSING AND COLLECTING OFFICERS FORBIDDEN TO TRADE IN PUBLIC FUNDS OR 
PROPERTY 

SEC. 103. [Secs. 1788, 1789, R. S.] Whoever, being an officer of the United 
States concerned in the collection or the disbursement of the revenues thereof, 
shall carry on any trade or business in the funds or debts of the United States, 
or of any State, or in any public property of either, shall be fined not more 
than three thousand dollars, or imprisoned not more than one year, or both, 
and be removed from office, and thereafter be incapable of holding any office 
under the United States. (U. S. C., Title 18, § 192.) 

OFFICERS INTERESTED IN CLAIMS AGAINST UNILED STATES 

SEC. 109. [5498, R. S.] Whoever, being an officer of the United States, or a 
person holding any place of trust or profit, or discharging any official function 
under, or in connection with, any executive department of the Government of 
the United States, or under the Senate or House of Representatives of the 
United States, shall act as an agent or attorney for prosecuting any claim 
against the United States, or in any manner, or by any means, otherwise 
than in discharge of his proper official duties, shall aid or assist in the prose-
cution or support of any such claim, or receive any gratuity, or any share of or 
interest in any claim from any claimant against the United States, with intent 
to aid or assist, or in consideration of having aided or assisted, in the prosecu-
tion of such claim, shall be fined not more than five thousand dollars, or 
imprisoned not more than one year, or both. (U. S. C., Title 18, § 198.) 

UNITED STATES OFFICERS ACCEPTING BRIBES 

SEC. 117. [Secs. 5501, 5502, R. S.] Whoever, being an officer of the United 
States, or a person acting for or on behalf of the United States, in any official 
capacity, under or by virtue of the authority of any department or office of the 
Government thereof; or whoever, being an officer or person acting for or on 
behalf of either House of Congress, or of any committee of either House, or of 
both Houses thereof, shall ask, accept, or receive any money, or any contract, 
promise, undertaking, obligation, gratuity, or security for the payment of money, 
or for the delivery or conveyance of anything of value, with intent to have his 
decision or action on any question, matter, cause, or proceeding which may at 
any time be pending, or which may by law be brought before him in his official 
capacity, or in his place of trust or profit, influenced thereby, shall be fined 
not more than three times the amount of money or value of the thing so 
asked, accepted, or received, and imprisoned not more than three years; and 
shall, moreover, forfeit his office or place and thereafter be forever disqualified 
from holding any office of honor, trust, or profit under the Government of the 
United States. (II. S. C., Title 18, § 207.) 

POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS; SOLICITATION 

SEc. 118. [Sec. 11, act of January 16, 1883.] It is unlawful for any Senator 
or Representative In, or Delegate or Resident Commissioner to, Congress, or 
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any candidate for, or individual elected as, Senator, Representative, Delegate,
or Resident Commissioner, or any officer or employee of the United States, or
any person receiving any salary or compensation for services from money
derived from the Treasury of the United States, to directly, or indirectly solicit,
receive, or be in any manner concerned in soliciting or receiving, any assess-
ment, subscription, or contribution for any political purpose whatever, from any
other such officer, employee, or person. (Amended Feb. 28, 1925, § 312, 43 Stat.
1073.) (U. S. C., Title 18, § 208.)

POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS; NOT TO BE RECEIVED IN PUBLIC OFFICES

SEC. 119. [Sec. 12, act of January 16, 1883.] No person shall, in any room
or building occupied in the discharge of official duties by any officer or employee
of the United States mentioned in the preceding section, or in any navy yard,
fort, or arsenal, solicit in any manner whatever or receive any contribution of
money or other thing of value for any political purpose whatever. (U. S. C.,
Title 18, § 209.)

POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS; IMMUNITY FROM OFFICIAL PROSCRIPTION

SEC. 120. [Sec. 13, act of January 16, 1883.] No officer or employee of the
United States mentioned in section 118, shall discharge, or promote, or degrade,
or in any manner change the official rank or compensation of any other officer
or employee, or promise or threaten so to do, for giving or withholding or
neglecting to make any contribution of money or other valuable thing for any
political purpose. (U. S. C., Title 18, § 210.)

GIVING MONEY FOR POLITICAL PURPOSES PROHIBITED

SEC. 121. [Sec. 14, act of January 16, 1883.] No officer, clerk, or other
person in the service of the United States shall, directly or indirectly, give
or hand over to any other officer, clerk, or person in the service of the United
States, or to any Senator or Member of or Delegate to Congress, or Resident
Commissioner, any money or other valuable thing on account of or to be
applied to the promotion of any political object whatever. (U. S. C., Title 18,
§ 211.)

PENALTY FOR VIOLATING PROVISIONS OF FOUR PRECEDING SECTIONS

SEC. 122. [Sec. 15, act of January 16, 1883.] Whoever shall violate any
provision of the four preceding sections shall be fined not more than $5,000,
or imprisoned not more than three years, or both. (U. S. C., Title 18, § 212.)

PERJURY

SEC. 125. [Sec. 5392, R. S.] Whoever, having taken an oath before a com-
petent tribunal, officer, or person, in any case in which a law of the United
States authorizes an oath to be administered, that he will testify, declare,
depose, or certify truly, or that any written testimony, declaration, deposition,
or certificate by him subscribed, is true, shall willfully and contrary to such
oath state or subscribe any material matter wvhieh he does not believe to he
true. is guilty of perjury, and shall be fined not more than two thousand
dollars and imprisoned not more than five years. (U. S. C., Title 18, § 231.)

INTOXICATING LIQUOR-INTERSTATE SHIPMENT

DELIVERY TO OTHER THAN BIONA FIDE CONSIGNEE

Sec. 238. Any officer, agent, or employee of any railroad company, express
company, or other common carrier, who shall knowingly deliver or cause to
be delivered to any person other than the person to whom it has been con-
signed, unless upon the written order in each instance of the bona fide con-
signee, or to any fictitious person, or to any person under a fictitious name.
any spirituous, vinous, malted, or other fermented liquor or any compound
containing any spirituous, vinous, malted, or other fermented liquor fit for
use for beverage purposes, which has been shipped from one State, Territory, or
District of the United States, or place noncontiguous to but subject to the
jurisdiction thereof, into any other State, Territory, or District of the United
States, or place noncontiguous to but subject to the jurisdiction thereof, or
from any foreign country into any State, Territory, or District of the United
States, or place noncontiguous to but subject to the jurisdiction thereof,
shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year,
or both. (Amended June 25, 1936, c. 815, § 6, 49 Stat. 1929.) (U. S. C., Title 18,
§ 388.)
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any candidate for, or individual elected as, Senator, Representative, Delegate, 
or Resident Commissioner, or any officer or employee of the United States, or 
any person receiving any salary or compensation for services from money 
derived from the Treasury of the United States, to directly, or indirectly solicit, 
receive, or be in any manner concerned in soliciting or receiving, any assess-
ment, subscription, or contribution for any political purpose whatever, from any 
other such officer, employee, or person. (Amended Feb. 28, 1925, § 312, 43 Stat. 
1073.) (U. S. C., Title 18, § 208.) 

POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS; NOT TO BE RECEIVED IN PUBLIC OFFICES 

SEO. 119. [Sec. 12, act of January 16, 1883.] No person shall, in any room 
or building occupied in the discharge of official duties by any officer or employee 
of the United States mentioned in the preceding section, or in any navy yard, 
fort, or arsenal, solicit in any manner whatever or receive any contribution of 
money or other thing of value for any political purpose whatever. (U. S. C., 
Title 18, § 209.) 

POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS; IMMUNITY FROM OFFICIAL PROSCRIPTION 

SEC. 120. [Sec. 13, act of January 16, 1883.] No officer or employee of the 
United States mentioned in section 118, shall discharge, or promote, or degrade, 
or in any manner change the official rank or compensation of any other officer 
or employee, or promise or threaten so to do, for giving or withholding or 
neglecting to make any contribution of money or other valuable thing for any 
political purpose. (U. S. C., Title 18, § 210.) 

GIVING MONEY FOR POLITICAL PURPOSES PROHIBiTED 

SEC. 121. [Sec. 14, act of January 16, 1883.] No officer, clerk, or other 
person in the service of the United States shall, directly or indirectly, give 
or hand over to any other officer, clerk, or person in the service of the United 
States, or to any Senator or Member of or Delegate to Congress, or Resident 
Commissioner, any money or other valuable thing on account of or to be 
applied to the promotion of any political object whatever. (U. S. C., Title 18, 
§ 211.) 

PENALTY FOR VIOLATING PROVISIONS OF POUR PRECEDING SECTIONS 

SEC. 122. [Sec. 15, act of January 16, 1883.] Whoever shall violate any 
provision of the four preceding sections shall be fined not more than $5,000, 
or imprisoned not more than three years, or both. (U. S. C., Title 18, § 212.) 

PERJURY 

SEC. 125. [ Sec. 5392, R. S.] Whoever, having taken an oath before a com-
petent tribunal, officer, or person, in any case in which a law of the United 
States authorizes an oath to be administered, that he will testify, declare, 
depose, or certify truly, or that any written testimony, declaration, deposition, 
or certificate by him subscribed, is true, shall willfully and contrary to such 
oath state or subscribe any material matter which he does not believe to be 
true, is guilty of perjury, and shall be fined not more than two thousand 
dollars and imprisoned not more than five years. (U. S. C., Title 18, § 231.) 

INTOXICATING LIQUOR—INTERSTATE SHIPMENT 

DELIVERY TO OTHER THAN BONA FIDE CONSIGNEE 

Sec. 238. Any officer, agent, or employee of any railroad company, express 
company, or other common carrier, who shall knowingly deliver or cause to 
be delivered to any person other than the person to whom it has been con-
signed, unless upon the written order in each instance of the bona fide con-
signee, or to any fictitious person, or to any person under a fictitious name, 
any spirituous, vinous, malted, or other fermented liquor or any compound 
containing any spirituous, vinous, malted, or other fermented liquor fit for 
use for beverage purposes, which has been shipped from one State, Territory, or 
District of the United States, or place noncontiguous to but subject to the 
jurisdiction thereof, into any other State, Territory, or District of the United 
States, or place noncontiguous to but subject to the jurisdiction thereof, or 
from any foreign country into any State, Territory, or District of the United 
States, or place noncontiguous to but subject to the jurisdiction thereof, 
shall be fined not more than 81,000 or imprisoned not more than one year, 
or both. (Amended June 25, 1936, C. 815, § 6, 49 Stat. 1929.) (II. S. C., Title 18, 

388.) 



APPENDIX

CARRIERS COLLECTING PURCHASE PRICE

SEC. 239. Any railroad company, express company, or other common carrier,
or any other person who, in connection with the transportation of any spiritu-
ous, vinous, malted, or other fermented liquor, or any compound containing any
spirituous, vinous, malted, or other fermented liquor fit for use for beverage
purposes, from one State, Territory, or District of the United States, or place
noncontiguous to but subject to the jurisdiction thereof, into any other State,
Territory, or District of the United States, or place noncontiguous to but sub-
ject to the jurisdiction thereof, which prohibits the delivery or sale therein of
such liquor, or from any foreign country into any such State, Territory, or
District of the United States, or place noncontiguous to but subject to the juris-
diction thereof, shall collect the purchase price or any part thereof, before, on,
or after delivery, from the consignee, or from any other person, or shall in any
manner act as the agent of the buyer or seller of any such liquor, for the pur-
pose of buying or selling or completing the sale thereof, saving only in the
actual transportation and delivery of the same, shall be fined not more than
$5.000 or imprisoned not more than one year, or both. (Amended June 25,
1936, c. 815, § 7, 49 Stat. 1929.) (U. S. C., Title 18, § 389.)

PACKAGES NOT PLAINLY MARKED

SEC. 240. Whoever shall knowingly ship or cause to be shipped from one
State, Territory, or District of the United States, or place noncontiguous to but
subject to the jurisdiction thereof, into any other State, Territory, or District
of the United States, or place noncontiguous to but subject to the jurisdiction
thereof, or from any foreign country into any State, Territory, or District of
the United States, or place contiguous to but subject to the jurisdiction thereof,
any package of or package containing any spirituous, vinous, malted, or other
fermented liquor, or any compound containing any spirituous, vinous, malted,
or other fermented liquor fit for use for beverage purposes, unless such package
be so labeled on the outside cover as to plainly show the name of the consignee,
the nature of its contents, and the quantity contained therein, shall be fined
not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year, or both; and
such liquor shall be forfeited to the United States, and may be seized and
condemned by like proceedings as those provided by law for the seizure and
forfeiture of property imported into the United States contrary to law.
(Amended June 25, 1936, c. 815, § 8, 49 Stat. 1930.) (U. S. C., Title 18, § 390.)

"PRINCIPALS" DEFINED

SEC. 332. [Secs. 5323, 5427. R. S.] Whoever directly commits any act consti-
tuting an offense defined in any law of the United States, or aids, abets,
counsels, commands, induces, or procures its commission, is a principal. (U. S.
C., Title 18, § 550.)

OTHER ACTS

UNLAWFUL SEARCHES

Any officer, agent, or employee of the United States engaged in the enforce-
ment of any law of the United States who shall search any private dwelling
used and occupied as such dwelling without a warrant directing such search,
or who, while engaged in such enforcement, shall without a search warrant
maliciously and without reasonable cause search any other building or prop-
erty, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be
fined for a first offense not more than $1,000, and for a subsequent offense not
more than $1,000, or imprisoned not more than one year, or both such fine and
imprisonment: Provided, That nothing herein contained shall apply to any
officer, agent, or employee of the United States serving a warrant of arrest, or
arresting or attempting to arrest any person committing or attempting to com-
mit an offense in the presence of such officer, agent, or employee, or who has
committed, or who is suspected on reasonable grounds of having committed, a
felony. (Aug. 27, 1935, c. 740, § 201, 49 Stat. 877.) (U. S. C., Title 18, § 53 (a).)

IMPEBSONATING OFFICER IN ARRESTS OR SEARCHES

Whoever not being an officer, agent, or employee of the United States shall
falsely represent himself to be such officer, agent, or employee, and in such
assumed character shall arrest or detain any person or shall in any manner
search the person, buildings, or other property of any person, shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine
of not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or by both
such fine and imprisonment. (Aug. 27, 1935, c. 740, § 201, 49 Stat. 877.) (U. S.
C., Title 18, § 77 (a).)
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CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS

SALE OF PUBLIC OFFICES

(Act of December 11, 1926, c. 3, 44 Stat. 918)

SEa 1. That it shall be unlawful to pay or offer or promise to pay any sum
of money, or any other thing of value, to any person, firm, or corporation in
consideration of the use or promise to use any influence, whatsoever, to procure
any appointive office under the Government of the United States for any person
whatsoever. (U. S. C., Title 18, § 149.)

SEC. 2. It shall be unlawful to solicit or receive from anyone whatsoever,
either as a political contribution, or for personal emolument, any sum of money
or thing of value, whatsoever, in consideration of the promise of support, or
use of influence, or for the support or influence of the payee, in behalf of the
person paying the money, or any other person, in obtaining any appointive office
under the Government of the United States. (U. S. C., Title 18, § 150.)

SEC. 3. Anyone convicted of violating this Act shall be punished by imprison-
ment of not more than one year, or by a fine of not more than $1,000, or by
both such fine and imprisonment. (U. S. C., Title 18, § 151.)

SEC. 4. All Acts and parts of Acts inconsistent herewith are hereby repealed.

CONTRIBUTIONS BY OFFICERS FOB POITICAL PURPOSES

All executive officers or employees of the United States not appointed by the
President, with the advice and consent of the Senate, are prohibited from re-
questing, giving to, or receiving from, any other officer or employee of the Gov-
ernment, any money or property or other thing of value for political purposes;
and any such officer or employee who shall offend against the provisions of this
section shall be at once discharged from the service of the United States; and
he shall also be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof shall
be fined in a sum not exceeding $500. (Aug. 15, 1876. c. 287, § 6, 19 Stat. 169.)
(U. S. C., Title 18, § 213.)

KILING FEDERAL OFFICER

That whoever shall kill, as defined in sections 273 and 274 of the Criminal
Code, * * * any officer, employee, agent, or other person in the service of
the customs or of the internal revenue, * * while engaged in the per-
formance of his official duties, or on account of the performance of his official
duties, shall be punished as provided under section 275 of the Criminal Code.
(May 18, 1934, c. 299, § 1; Feb. 8, 193, c. 40, 49 Stat. 1105, amended June 26,
1936, c. 830, § 3, 49 Stat. 1940.) (U. S. C., Title 18, § 253.)

INTEBFERING WITH PUBLIC OFFICER

Whoever shall forcibly resist, oppose, impede, intimidate, or interfere with
any person designated in section 1 hereof while engaged in the performance of
his official duties, or shall assault him on account of the performance of his
official duties, shall be fined not more than $5,000, or imprisoned not more than
three years, or both; and whoever, in the commission of any acts described in
this section, shall use a deadly or dangerous weapon shall be fined not more
than $10,000, or imprisoned not more than ten years, or both. (May 18, 1934,
c. 299, § 2, 48 Stat. 781.) (U. S. C., Title 18, § 254.)

LIMITATION ON PROSECUTIONS FOB INTEBNAL EVENuIUE O0FENSES

That no person shall be prosecuted, tried, or punished, for any of the various
offenses arising under the Internal revenue laws of the United States unless
the indictment is found or the information instituted within three years next

after the commission of the offense, except that the period of limitation shall be
six years-

(1) for offenses involving the defrauding or attempting to defraud the
United States or any agency thereof, whether by conspiracy or not, and in any
manner,

(2) for the offense of willfully attempting in any manner to evade or defeat
any tax or the payment thereof, and

(3) for the offense of willfully aiding or assisting in, or procuring, counsel-
ing, or advising, the preparation or presentation under, or in connection with
any matter arising under, the internal revenue laws, of a false or fraudulent
return, affidavit, claim, or document (whether or not such falsity or fraud is
with the knowledge or consent of the person authorized or required to present
such return, affidavit, claim, or document).

For offenses arising under section 37 of the Criminal Code, where the object
of the conspiracy is to attempt in any manner to evade or defeat any tax or
the payment thereof, the period of limitation shall also be six years. The time
during which the person committing any of the offenses above mentioned is
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absent from the district wherein the same is committed shall not be taken as

any part of the time limited by law for the commencement of such proceedings.

Where a complaint is instituted before a commissioner of the United States

within the period above limited, the time shall be extended until the discharge of

the grand jury at its next session within the district. (July 5, 1884, c. 225, § 1,

23 Stat. 122, Nov. 23, 1921, c. 136, § 1321a, 42 Stat. 315, June 2, 1924, c. 234,

§ 1010 (a), 43 Stat. 341, Feb. 26, 1926, c. 27, § 1110 (a), 44 Stat. 114, 125,

June 6, 1932, c. 209, § 1108 (a), 47 Stat. 288.) (U. S. C., Title 18, § 585.)

The amendment made by subsection (a) of this section shall apply to offenses

whenever committed; except that it shall not apply to offenses the prosecution

of which was barred before the date of the enactment of this Act. (June 6, 1932,

c. 209, § 1108 (b), 47 Stat. 288.)

TITLE 19-CUSTOMS DUTIES

TARIFF ACT OF 1930

(Act of June 17, 1930, c. 497, 46 Stat. 590)

SEC. 1001. * * *
PAR. 1798. * * * Up to but not exceeding $100 in value (including dis-

tilled spirits, wines and malt liquors aggregating not more than one wine-

gallon) of articles acquired abroad by such residents of the United States for

personal or household use or as souvenirs or curios, but not bought on com-

mission or intended for sale, shall be admitted free of duty. (Amended June

26, 1936, c. 830, § 337, 49 Stat. 1959.) (U. S. C., Title 19, § 1201.)

PHILIPPINB ISLANDS

SEC. 301. There shall be levied, collected, and paid upon all articles coming

into the United States from the Philippine Islands the rates of duty which are

required to be levied, collected, and paid upon like articles imported from

foreign countries: Provided, That all articles, the growth or product of or

manufactured in the Philippine Islands from materials the growth or product

of the Philippine Islands or of the United States, or of both, or which do not

contain foreign materials to the value of more than 20 per centum of their

total value, upon which no drawback of customs duties has been allowed

therein, coming into the United States from the Philippine Islands shall here-

after be admitted free of duty: Provided, however, That in consideration of the

exemptions aforesaid, all articles, the growth, product, or manufacture of the

United States, upon which no drawback of customs duties has been allowed

therein, shall be admitted to the Philippine Islands from the United States

free of duty: And provided further, That the free admission, herein provided,

of such articles, the growth, product, or manufacture of the United States,

into the Philippine Islands, or of the growth, product, or manufacture, as here-

inbefore defined, of the Philippine Islands into the United States, shall be

conditioned upon the direct shipment thereof, under a through bill of lading,

from the country of origin to the country of destination: Provided, That

direct shipments shall include shipments in bond through foreign territory

contiguous to the United States: Provided, however, That if such articles be-

come unpacked while en route by accident, wreck, or other casualty, or so

damaged as to necessitate their repacking, the same shall be admitted free of

duty upon satisfactory proof that the unpacking occurred through accident

or necessity and that the merchandise involved is the identical merchandise

originally shipped from the United States or the Philippine Islands, as the

case may be, and that its condition has not been changed except for such

damage as may have been sustained: And provided, That there shall be levied,

collected, and paid, in the United States, upon articles, goods, wares, or mer-

chandise coming into the United States from the Philippine Islands a tax

equal to the internal-revenue tax imposed in the United States upon the like

articles, goods, wares, or merchandise of domestic manufacture; such tax to

be paid by internal-revenue stamp or stamps, to be provided by the Commis-

sioner of Internal Revenue, and to be affixed in such manner and under such

regulations as he, with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, shall

prescribe; and such articles, goods, wares, or merchandise shipped from said

islands to the United States shall be exempt from the payment of any tax im-

posed by the internal revenue laws of the Philippine Islands: And provided

further, That there shall be levied, collected, and paid in the Philippine Islands,

upon articles, goods, wares, or merchandise going into the Philippine Islands

from the United States, a tax equal to the internal-revenue tax imposed in the

Philippine Islands upon the like articles, goods, wares, or merchandise of

Philippine Islands manufacture; such tax to be paid by internal-revenue stampa

or otherwise, as provided by the laws of the Philippine Islands; and saeh
articles, goods, wares, or merchandise going into the Philppine Islands from
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the United States shall be exempt from the payment of any tax imposed by the
internal revenue laws of the United States: And provided further, That in ad-
dition to the customs taxes imposed in the Philippine Islands, there shall be
levied, collected, and paid therein upon articles, goods, wares, or merchandise
imported into the Philippine Islands from countries other than the United
States the internal-revenue tax imposed by the Philippine Government on like
articles manufactured and consumed in the Philippine Islands or shipped
thereto for consumption therein from the United States: And provided further,
That from and after the passage of this Act all internal revenues collected in
or for account of the Philippine Islands shall accrue intact to the general
government thereof and be paid into the insular treasury. (U. S. C., Title 19,
§ 1301.)

PUERTO RICO-EXEMPTION FROM INTERNAL-REVENUE TAXES

SEC. 302. Articles, goods, wares, or merchandise going into Puerto Rico from
the United States shall be exempted from the payment of any tax imposed by
the internal-revenue law of the United States. (May 17, 1932, c. 190, 47
Stat. 158.) (U. S. C., Title 19, § 1302.)

SUPPLIES FOR CERTAIN VESSELS AND AIRCRAFT

SEC. 309. (a) EXEMPTION FROM CUSTOMS DUTIES AND INTERNAL-REVENUE TAX.-
Articles of foreign or domestic manufacture or production may, under such
regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe, be withdrawn from
bonded warehouses, bonded manufacturing warehouses, or continuous customs
custody elsewhere than in a bonded warehouse free of duty or internal-revenue
tax for supplies (not including equipment) of vessels of war, in ports of the
United States, of any nation which may reciprocate such privilege toward the
vessels of war of the United States in its ports, or for supplies (not including
equipment) of vessels employed in the fisheries or in the whaling business, or
actually engaged in foreign trade or trade between the Atlantic and Pacific
ports of the United States or between the United States and any of its posses-
sions, or for supplies (not including equipment), of aircraft registered in the
United States and actually engaged in foreign trade or trade between the United
States and any of its possessions, or for supplies (including equipment), mainte-
nance, or repair of aircraft registered in any foreign country and actually en-
gaged in foreign trade or trade between the United States and any of its pos-
sessions, where such trade by foreign aircraft is permitted.

(b) DRAWBACK.-Articles withdrawn from bonded warehouses, bonded manu-
facturing warehouses, or continuous customs custody elsewhere than in a bonded
warehouse and articles of domestic manufacture or production. laden as sup-
plies upon any such foreign vessel or any such vessel or aircraft of the United
States or laden as supplies (including equipment) upon, or used in the mainte-
nance or repair of, any such foreign aircraft, shall be considered to be exported
within the meaning of the drawback provisions of this Act. (U. S. C., 1934
edition, Title 19, § 1309.)

BONDED MANUFACTURING WAREHOUSES

SEa. 311. All articles manufactured in whole or in part of imported materials,
or of materials subject to internal-revenue tax, and intended for exportation
without being charged with duty, and without having an internal-revenue
stamp affixed thereto, shall, under such regulations as the Secretary of the
Treasury may prescribe, in order to be so manufactured and exported, be
made and manufactured in bonded warehouses similar to those known and
designated in Treasury Regulations as bonded warehouses, class six: Provided,
That the manufacturer of such articles shall first give satisfactory bonds for
the faithful observance of all the provisions of law and of such regulations
as shall be prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury: Provided further, That
the manufacture of distilled spirits from grain, starch, molasses, or sugar,
including all dilutions or mixtures of them or either of them, shall not be
permitted in such manufacturing warehouses.

Whenever goods manufactured in any bonded warehouse established under
the provisions of the preceding paragraph shall be exported directly therefrom
or shall be duly laden for transportation and immediate exportation under the
supervision of the proper officer who shall be duly designated for that purpose,
such goods shall be exempt from duty and from the requirements relating to
revenue stamps.

No flour, manufactured in a bonded manufacturing warehouse from wheat
imported after ninety days after the date of the enactment of this Act, shall
be withdrawn from such warehouse for exportation without payment of a duty
on such imported wheat equal to any reduction in duty which by treaty will
apply in respect of such flour in the country to which it is to be exported.
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the United States shall be exempt from the payment of any tax imposed by the 
internal revenue laws of the United States: And provided further, That in ad-
dition to the customs taxes imposed in the Philippine Islands, there shall be 
levied, collected, and paid therein upon articles, goods, wares, or merchandise 
imported into the Philippine Islands from countries other than the United 
States the internal-revenue tax imposed by the Philippine Government on like 
articles manufactured and consumed in the Philippine Islands or shipped 
thereto for consumption therein from the United States: And provided further, 
That from and after the passage of this Act all internal revenues collected in 
or for account of the Philippine Islands shall accrue intact to the general 
government thereof and be paid into the insular treasury. (U. S. C., Title 19, 
§ 1301.) 

PUERTO RICO—EXEMPTION FROM INTERNAL-REVENUE TAXES 

SEC. 302. Articles, goods, wares, or merchandise going into Puerto Rico from 
the United States shall be exempted from the payment of any tax imposed by 
the internal-revenue law of the United States. (May 17, 1932, c. 190, 47 
Stat. 158.) (II. S. C., Title 19, § 1302.) 

SUPPLIES FOR CERTAIN VESSELS AND AIRCRAFT 

SEC. 309. (a) EXEMPTION FROM CUSTOMS DUTIES AND INTERNAL-REVENUE TAX.— 
Articles of foreign or domestic manufacture or production may, under such 
regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe, be withdrawn from 
bonded warehouses, bonded manufacturing warehouses, or continuous customs 
custody elsewhere than in a bonded warehouse free of duty or internal-revenue 
tax for supplies (not including equipment) of vessels of war, in ports of the 
United States, of any nation which may reciprocate such privilege toward the 
vessels of war of the United States in its ports, or for supplies (not including 
equipment) of vessels employed in the fisheries or in the whaling business, or 
actually engaged in foreign trade or trade between the Atlantic and Pacific 
ports of the United States or between the United States and any of its posses-
sions, or for supplies (not including equipment), of aircraft registered in the 
United States and actually engaged in foreign trade or trade between the United 
States and any of its possessions, or for supplies (including equipment), mainte-
nance, or repair of aircraft registered in any foreign country and actually en-
gaged in foreign trade or trade between the United States and any of its pos-
sessions, where such trade by foreign aircraft is permitted. 

(b) DRAWBACIC.—Articles withdrawn from bonded warehouses, bonded manu-
facturing warehouses, or continuous customs custody elsewhere than in a bonded 
warehouse and articles of domestic manufacture or production. laden as sup-
plies upon any such foreign vessel or any such vessel or aircraft of the United 
States or laden as supplies (including equipment) upon, or used in the mainte-
nance or repair of, any such foreign aircraft, shall be considered to be exported 
within the meaning of the drawback provisions of this Act. (U. S. C., 1934 
edition, Title 19, § 1309.) 

BONDED MANUFACTURING WAREHOUSES 

SEC. 311. All articles manufactured in whole or in part of imported materials, 
or of materials subject to internal-revenue tax, and intended for exportation 
without being charged with duty, and without having an internal-revenue 
stamp affixed thereto, shall, under such regulations as the Secretary of the 
Treasury may prescribe, in order to be so manufactured and exported, be 
made and manufactured in bonded warehouses similar to those known and 
designated in Treasury Regulations as bonded warehouses, class six: Provided, 
That the manufacturer of such articles shall first give satisfactory bonds for 
the faithful observance of all the provisions of law and of such regulations 
as shall be prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury: Provided further, That 
the manufacture of distilled spirits from grain, starch, molasses, or sugar, 
including all dilutions or mixtures of them or either of them, shall not be 
permitted in such manufacturing warehouses. 
Whenever goods manufactured in any bonded warehouse established under 

the provisions of the preceding paragraph shall be exported directly therefrom 
or shall be duly laden for transportation and immediate exportation under the 
supervision of the proper officer who shall be duly designated for that purpose, 
such goods shall be exempt from duty and from the requirements relating to 
revenue stamps. 
No flour, manufactured in a bonded manufacturing warehouse from wheat 

imported after ninety days after the date of the enactment of this Act, shall 
be withdrawn from such warehouse for exportation without payment of a duty 
on such imported wheat equal to any reduction in duty which by treaty will 
apply in respect of such flour in the country to which it is to be exported. 
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Any materials used in the manufacture of such goods, and any packages,
coverings, vessels, brands, and labels used in putting up the same may, under
the regulations of the Secretary of the Treasury, be conveyed without the
payment of revenue tax or duty into any bonded manufacturing warehouse,
and imported goods may, under the aforesaid regulations, be transferred with-
out the exaction of duty from any bonded warehouse into any bonded manu-
facturing warehouse; but this privilege shall not be held to apply to imple-
ments, machinery, or apparatus to be used in the construction or repair of

any bonded manufacturing warehouse or for the prosecution of the business
carried on therein.

Articles or materials received into such bonded manufacturing warehouse
or articles manufactured therefrom may be withdrawn or removed therefrom
for direct shipment and exportation or for transportation and immediate expor-
tation in bond to foreign countries or to the Philippine Islands under the super-
vision of the officer duly designated therefor by the collector of the port,
who shall certify to such shipment and exportation, or ladening for trans-
portation, as the case may be, describing the articles by their mark or other-
wise, the quantity, the date of exportation, and the name of the vessel: Provided,
That the by-products incident to the processes of manufacture, including waste
derived from cleaning rice in bonded warehouses under the Act of March 24,
1874, in said bonded warehouses may be withdrawn for domestic consumption
on the payment of duty equal to the duty which would be assessed and collected
by law if such waste or by-products were imported from a foreign country:
Provided, That all waste material may be destroyed under Government super-

vision. All labor performed and services rendered under these provisions shall

be under the supervision of a duly designated officer of the customs and at
the expense of the manufacturer.

A careful account shall be kept by the collector of all merchandise delivered

by him to any bonded manufacturing warehouse, and a sworn monthly return,
verified by the customs officers in charge, shall be made by the manufacturer
containing a detailed statement of all imported merchandise used by him in the
manufacture of exported articles.

Before commencing business the proprietor of any manufacturing warehouse
shall file with the Secretary of the Treasury a list of all the articles intended

to be manufactured in such warehouse, and state the formula of manufacture
and the names and quantities of the ingredients to be used therein.

Articles manufactured under these provisions may be withdrawn under such

regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe for transportation
and delivery into any bonded warehouse at an exterior port for the sole purpose

of immediate export therefrom: Provided, That cigars manufactured in whole

of tobacco imported from any one country, made and manufactured in such
bonded manufacturing warehouses, may be withdrawn for home consumption

upon the payment of the duties on such tobacco in its condition as imported

under such regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe, and

the payment of the internal-revenue tax accruing on such cigars in their con-

dition as withdrawn, and the boxes or packages containing such cigars shall

be stamped to indicate their character, origin of tobacco from which made, and

place of manufacture.
The provisions of section 3433 of the Revised Statutes shall, so far as may be

practicable, apply to any bonded manufacturing warehouse established under

this Act and to the merchandise conveyed therein.
Distilled spirits and wines which are rectified in bonded manufacturing ware-

houses, class six, and distilled spirits which are reduced in proof and bottled in

such warehouses, shall be deemed to have been manufactured within the mean-
ing of this section, and may be withdrawn as hereinbefore provided, and like-

wise for shipment in bond to Puerto Rico, subject to the provisions of this sec-

tion, and under such regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury may pre-
scribe, there to be withdrawn for consumption or be rewarehoused and subse-

quently withdrawn for consumption: Provided, That upon withdrawal in Puerto
Rico for consumption, the duties imposed by the customs laws of the United

States shall be collected on all imported merchandise (in its condition as

imported) and imported containers used in the manufacture and putting up of

such spirits and wines in such warehouses: Provided further, That no internal-
revenue tax shall be imposed on distilled spirits and wines rectified in class six

warehouses if such distilled spirits and wines are exported or shipped in

accordance with the provisions of this section, and that no person rectifying

distilled spirits or wines in such warehouses shall be subject by reason of such
rectification to the payment of special tax as a rectifier. (Amended June 26,

1936, c. 830, § 404, 49 Stat. 1960.) (U. S. C., Title 19, § 1311.)

DRAWBAOK AND BJrUNDS

SEC. 313. (a) ARTICLES MADE FROM IMPORTED MERCHANDISE.-Upon the ex-

portation of articles manufactured or produced in the United States with the
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Any materials used in the manufacture of such goods, and any packages, 
coverings, vessels, brands, and labels used in putting up the same may, under 
the regulations of the Secretary of the Treasury, be conveyed without the 
payment of revenue tax or duty into any bonded manufacturing warehouse, 
and imported goods may, under the aforesaid regulations, be transferred with-
out the exaction of duty from any bonded warehouse into any bonded manu-
facturing warehouse; but this privilege shall not be held to apply to imple-
ments, machinery, or apparatus to be used in the construction or repair of 
any bonded manufacturing warehouse or for the prosecution of the business 
carried on therein. 

Articles or materials received into such bonded manufacturing warehouse 
or articles manufactured therefrom may be withdrawn or removed therefrom 
for direct shipment and exportation or for transportation and immediate expor-
tation in bond to foreign countries or to the Philippine Islands under the super-
vision of the officer duly designated therefor by the collector of the port, 
who shall certify to such shipment and exportation, or ladening for trans-
portation, as the case may be, describing the articles by their mark or other-
wise, the quantity, the date of exportation, and the name of the vessel: Provided, 
That the by-products incident to the processes of manufacture, including waste 
derived from cleaning rice in bonded warehouses under the Act of March 24, 
1874, in said bonded warehouses may be withdrawn for domestic consumption 
on the payment of duty equal to the duty which would be assessed and collected 
by law if such waste or by-products were imported from a foreign country: 
Provided, That all waste material may be destroyed under Government super-
vision. All labor performed and services rendered under these provisions shall 
be under the supervision of a duly designated officer of the customs and at 
the expense of the manufacturer. 
A careful account shall be kept by the collector of all merchandise delivered 

by him to any bonded manufacturing warehouse, and a sworn monthly return, 
verified by the customs officers in charge, shall be made by the manufacturer 
containing a detailed statement of all imported merchandise used by him in the 
manufacture of exported articles. 

Before commencing business the proprietor of any manufacturing warehouse 
shall file with the Secretary of the Treasury a list of all the articles intended 
to be manufactured in such warehouse, and state the formula of manufacture 
and the names and quantities of the ingredients to be used therein. 

Articles manufactured under these provisions may be withdrawn under such 
regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe for transportation 
and delivery into any bonded warehouse at an exterior port for the sole purpose 
of immediate export therefrom: Provided, That cigars manufactured in whole 
of tobacco imported from any one country, made and manufactured in such 
bonded manufacturing warehouses, may be withdrawn for home consumption 
upon the payment of the duties on such tobacco in its condition as imported 
under such regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe, and 
the payment of the internal-revenue tax accruing on such cigars in their con-
dition as withdrawn, and the boxes or packages containing such cigars shall 
be stamped to indicate their character, origin of tobacco from which made, and 

place of manufacture. 
The provisions of section 3433 of the Revised Statutes shall, so far as may be 

practicable, apply to any bonded manufacturing warehouse established under 
this Act and to the merchandise conveyed therein. 

Distilled spirits and wines which are rectified in bonded manufacturing ware-
houses, class six, and distilled spirits which are reduced in proof and bottled in 
such warehouses, shall be deemed to have been manufactured within the mean-
ing of this section, and may be withdrawn as hereinbefore provided, and like-
wise for shipment in bond to Puerto Rico, subject to the provisions of this sec-
tion, and under such regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury may pre-
scribe, there to be withdrawn for consumption or be rewarehoused and subse-
quently withdrawn for consumption: Provided, That upon withdrawal in Puerto 
Rico for consumption, the duties imposed by the customs laws of the United 
States shall be collected on all imported merchandise (in its condition as 
imported) and imported containers used in the manufacture and putting up of 
such spirits and wines in such warehouses: Provided further, That no internal-
revenue tax shall be imposed on distilled spirits and wines rectified in class six 
warehouses if such distilled spirits and wines are exported or shipped in 
accordance with the provisions of this section, and that no person rectifying 
distilled spirits or wines in such warehouses shall be subject by reason of such 
rectification to the payment of special tax as a rectifier. (Amended June 26, 
1936, c. 830, § 404, 49 Stat. 1960.) (U. S. C., Title 19, § 1311.) 

DRAWBACK AND REFUNDS. 

SEC. 313. (a) ARTICLES MADE FROM IMPORTED MERCEIANDISE.-13pon the ex-
portation of articles manufactured or produced in the United States with the 
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use of imported merchandise, the full amount of the duties paid upon the
merchandise so used shall be refunded as drawback, less 1 per centum of such
duties, except that such duties shall not be so refunded upon the exportation
of flour or by-products produced from wheat imported after ninety days after
the date of the enactment of this Act. Where two or more products result
from the manipulation of imported merchandise, the drawback shall be dis-
tributed to the several products in accordance with their relative values at the
time of separation.

(b) SUBSTrroU'N FOB DRAWBACK PURPOSES.-If imported duty-paid sugar or
non-ferrous metal, or ore containing non-ferrous metal, and duty free or domes-
tic merchandise of the same kind and quality are used in the manufacture or
production of articles within a period not to exceed one year from the receipt
of such imported merchandise by the manufacturer or producer of such articles,
there shall be allowed upon the exportation (or shipment to the Philippine
Islands) of any such articles, notwithstanding the fact that none of the im-
ported merchandise may actually have been used in the manufacture or pro-
duction of the exported articles, an amount of drawback equal to that which
would have been allowable had the sugar or non-ferrous metal, or ore contain-
ing non-ferrous metal, used therein been imported; but the total amount of
drawback allowed upon the exportation of such articles, together with the total
amount of drawback allowed in respect of such imported merchandise under
any other provision of law, shall not exceed 99 per centum of the duty paid on
such imported merchandise.

(c) MERCHANDISE NOT CONFORMING TO SAMPLE on SPECIFICATIONS.-Upon the
exportation of merchandise not conforming to sample or specifications upon
which the duties have been paid and which have been entered or withdrawn for
consumption and, within thirty days after release from customs custody, re-
turned to customs custody for exportation, the full amount of the duties paid
upon such merchandise shall be refunded as drawback, less 1 per centum of
such duties.

(d) FLAVORING EXTRACTS AND MEDICINAL OB TOILEr PREPARATIONS.-Upon the
exportation of flavoring extracts, medicinal or toilet preparations (including
perfumery) manufactured or produced in the United States in part from do-
mestic alcohol on which an internal-revenue tax has been paid, there shall be
allowed a drawback equal in amount to the tax found to have been paid on
the alcohol so used.

Upon the exportation of bottled distilled spirits and wines manufactured or
produced in the United States on which an internal-revenue tax has been paid,
there shall be allowed, under regulations to be prescribed by the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue, with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, a
drawback equal in amount to the tax found to have been paid on such bottled
distilled spirits and wines: Provided, That such distilled spirits and wines have
been bottled especially for export, under regulations prescribed by the Commis-
sioner of Internal Revenue, with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury.

(h) TIME LIMITATION ON EXPORTATION.-No drawback shall be allowed under
the provisions of this section or of section 6 of the Act entitled "An Act tem-
porarily to provide revenue for the Philippine Islands, and for other purposes,"
approved March 8, 1902 (relating to drawback on shipments to the Philippine
Islands), unless the completed article is exported, or shipped to the Philippine
Islands, within three years after importation of the Imported merchandise.

(i) REaULATIONS.-The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to prescribe
regulations governing (1) the Identification of imported merchandise used in
the manufacture or production of articles entitled to drawback of customs
duties, the ascertainment of the quantity of such merchandise used, of the
time when such merchandise was received by the manufacturer or producer of
the exported articles, and of the amount of duties paid thereon, the determina-
tion of the facts of the manufacture or production of such articles in the United
States and their exportation therefrom, the time within which drawback entries
on such articles shall be filed and completed, to entitle such articles to draw-
back, and the payment of drawback due thereon; (2) the identification of
merchandise withdrawn for consumption and returned to customs custody for
exportation, the determination of the facts of nonconformity thereof to sample
or specifications and of exportation thereof from the United States, and the
payment of the drawback due thereon; (3) the determination and payment
of drawback of internal-revenue tax on domestic distilled spirits and wines,
including the requirement of such notices, bonds, bills of lading, and other
evidence of payment of tax and exportation as the Secretary of the Treasury
deems necessary; (4) the remission of duties on imported salt used in curing
fish, including the production of proof that the salt has been so used; and (5)
the refunding of duties paid upon imported salt used in curing exported meats,
including the production of proof that the salt has been so used; and designat-
ing the person to whom refund or payment of drawback shall be made.
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use of imported merchandise, the full amount of the duties paid upon the 
merchandise so used shall be refunded as drawback, less 1 per centum of such 
duties, except that such duties shall not be so refunded upon the exportation 
of flour or by-products produced from wheat imported after ninety days after 
the date of the enactment of this Act. Where two or more products result 
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Islands) of any such articles, notwithstanding the fact that none of the im-
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exportation of flavoring extracts, medicinal or toilet preparations (including 
perfumery) manufactured or produced in the United States in part from do-
mestic alcohol on which an internal-revenue tax has been paid, there shall be 
allowed a drawback equal in amount to the tax found to have been paid on 
the alcohol so used. 
Upon the exportation of bottled distilled spirits and wines manufactured or 
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there shall be allowed, under regulations to be prescribed by the Commissioner 
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(j) SOURCE OF PAYMENT.-Any drawback of duties that may be authorized
under the provisions of this Act shall be paid from the customs receipts of
Puerto Rico, if the duties were originally paid into the Treasury of Puerto Rico.
(Amended May 17, 1932, c. 190, 48 Stat. 158, amended June 26, 1936, c. 830, § 403,
49 Stat. 1960.) (U. S. C., Title 19, § 1313.)

REIMPORTATION OF TAX-FBEE EXPORTS

SEC. 314. Upon the reimportation of articles once exported, of the growth,
product, or manufacture of the United States, upon which no internal tax has
been assessed or paid, or upon which such tax has been paid and refunded by
allowance or drawback, there shall be levied, collected, and paid a duty equal to
the tax imposed upon such articles by the internal revenue laws at the time of
reimportation, except articles manufactured in bonded warehouses and exported
pursuant to law, which shall be subject to the same rate of duty as if originally
imported, but proof of the identity of such articles shall be made under regula-
tions to be prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury. (U. S. C., Title 19, §
1314.)

TOBACCO PBODUCTS-EXPORTATION FREE OF DUTY OR INTERNAL-BEVENUE TAX

SEC. 317. (a) The shipment or delivery of manufactured tobacco, snuff, cigars,
or cigarettes, for consumption beyond the jurisdiction of the internal-revenue
laws of the United States, as defined by section 3448 of the Revised Statutes,
shall be deemed exportation within the meaning of the customs and internal-
revenue laws applicable to the exportation of such articles without payment of
duty or internal-revenue tax.

(b) The shipment or delivery of any merchandise for use as supplies (in-
cluding equipment) upon, or in the maintenance or repair of, aircraft registered
in any foreign country and actually engaged in foreign trade or trade between
the United States and any of its possessions, where such trade by foreign air-
craft is permitted, shall be deemed an exportation within the meaning of the
customs and internal-revenue laws applicable to the exportation of such
merchandise without the payment of duty or internal-revenue tax. (U. S. C.,
Title 19, § 1317.)

* * * * * * *

SEC. 528. TAXES NOT To BE CONSTRUED AS DUTIES.--No tax or other charge

imposed by or pursuant to any law of the United States shall be construed to
be a customs duty for the purpose of any statute relating to the customs reve-
nue, unless the law imposing such a tax or charge designates it as a customs
duty or contains a provision to the effect that it shall be treated as a duty
imposed under the customs laws. Nothing in this section shall be construed
to limit or restrict the jurisdiction of the United States Customs Court or the
United States Court of Customs and Patent Appeals. (June 17, 1930, c. 497, Title
IV, § 528; as added June 25, 1938, c. 679, § 20, 52 Stat. 1087.)

TITLE 27-INTOXICATING LIQUORS

ABBANGEMENT

The arrangement of the provisions of this Title does not follow the exact sequence of the
U. S. Code.

DATE OF REPEAL OF THE EIGHTEENTH AMENDMENT

BY THE PBESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMEBIOA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS the Congress of the United States in second session of the Seventy-

second Congress, begun at Washington on the fifth day of December in the year

one thousand nine hundred and thirty-two, adopted a resolution in the words
and figures following, to wit:

"JOINT RESOLUTION

Proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United States.
"Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States

of America in Congress assembled (two-thirds of each House concurring
therein), That the following article is hereby proposed as an amendment to the
Constitution of the United States, which shall be valid to all intents and pur-

poses as part of the Constitution when ratified by conventions in three-fourths
of the several States:
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U. S. Code. 

DATE OF REPEAL OF THE EIGHTEENTH AMENDMENT 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES or AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the Congress of the United States in second session of the Seventy-
second Congress, begun at Washington on the fifth day of December in the year 
one thousand nine hundred and thirty-two, adopted a resolution in the words 
and figures following, to wit: 

"JOINT RESOLUTION 

Proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United States. 
"Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States 

of America in Congress assembled (two-thirds of each. House concurring 
therein), That the following article is hereby proposed as an amendment to the 
Constitution of the United States, which shall be valid to all intents and pur-
poses as part of the Constitution when ratified by conventions in three-fourths 

of the several States: 
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"'Article-

"'Section 1. The eighteenth article of amendment to the Constitution of the
United States is hereby repealed.

"'Sec. 2. The transportation or importation into any State, Territory, or pos-
session of the United States for delivery or use therein of intoxicating liquors,
in violation of the laws thereof, is hereby prohibited.

"'Sec. 3. This article shall be inoperative unless it shall have been ratified as
an amendment to the Constitution by conventions in the several States, as pro-
vided in the Constitution, within seven years from the date of the submission
hereof to the States by the Congress.'"

WHEREAS section 217 (a) of the act of Congress entitled "AN ACT To encour-
age national industrial recovery, to foster competition, and to provide for the
construction of certain useful public works, and for other purposes", approved
June 16, 1933, provides as follows:

"Sec. 217. (a) The President shall proclaim the date of-
(1) the close of the first fiscal year ending June 30 of any year after the

year 1933, during which the total receipts of the United States (excluding
public-debt receipts) exceed its total expenditures (excluding public-debt
expenditures other than those chargeable against such receipts), or

(2) the repeal of the eighteenth amendment to the Constitution,
whichever is the earlier."

WHEREAS it appears from a certificate issued December 5, 1933, by the Acting
Secretary of State that official notices have been received in the Department
of State that on the fifth day of December 1933 conventions in 36 States of the
United States, constituting three fourths of the whole number of the States
had ratified the said repeal amendment;

Now, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, President of the United States of
America, pursuant to the provisions of section 217 (a) of the said act of June
16, 1933, do hereby proclaim that the eighteenth amendment to the Constitution
of the United States was repealed on the fifth day of December 1933.

FrUTHERMORE, I enjoin upon all citizens of the United States and upon others
resident within the jurisdiction thereof to cooperate with the Government in its
endeavor to restore greater respect for law and order, by confining such pur-
chases of alcoholic beverages as they may make solely to those dealers or agen-
cies which have been duly licensed by State or Federal license.

Observance of this request, which I make personally to every individual and
every family in our Nation, will result in the consumption of alcoholic bever-
ages which have passed Federal inspection, in the break-up and eventual destruc-
tion of the notoriously evil illicit liquor traffic, and in the payment of reasonable
taxes for the support of Government and thereby in the superseding of other
forms of taxation.

I call specific attention to the authority given by the twenty-first amendment
to the Government to prohibit transportation or importation of intoxicating
liquors into any State in violation of the laws of such State.

I ask the whole-hearted cooperation of all our citizens to the end that this
return of individual freedom shall not be accompanied by the repugnant condi-
tions that obtained prior to the adoption of the eighteenth amendment and those
that have existed since its adoption. Failure to do this honestly and cour-
ageously will be a living reproach to us all.

I ask especially that no State shall by law or otherwise authorize the return
of the saloon either in its old form or in some modern guise.

The policy of the Government will be to see to it that the social and
political evils that have existed in the pre-prohibition era shall not be revived
nor permitted again to exist. We must remove forever from our midst the
menace of the bootlegger and such others as would profit at the expense of
good government, law, and order.

I trust in the good sense of the American people that they will not bring upon
themselves the curse of excessive use of intoxicating liquors, to the detriment
of health, morals, and social integrity.

The objective we seek through a national policy is the education of every
citizen towards a greater temperance throughout the Nation.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the seal of
the United States to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this fifth day of December, in the year of
our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-three, and of the Independence

[SEAL] of the United States of America the one hundred and fifty-eighth.
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT

By the President:
WILLIAM PHILLIPS

Acting Secretary of State.
(Proclamation by President dated Dec. 5, 1933, 48 Stat., Part 2, 1720, 1721.)
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" 'Article— 

"'Section 1. The eighteenth article of amendment to the Constitution of the 
United States is hereby repealed. 

"'Sec. 2. The transportation or importation into any State, Territory, or pos-
session of the United States for delivery or use therein of intoxicating liquors, 
in violation of the laws thereof, is hereby prohibited. 

"'Sec. 3. This article shall be inoperative unless it shall have been ratified as 
an amendment to the Constitution by conventions in the several States, as pro-
vided in the Constitution, within seven years from the date of the submission 
hereof to the States by the Congress.'" 
WHEREAS section 217 (a) of the act of Congress entitled "AN ACT To encour-

age national industrial recovery, to foster competition, and to provide for the 
construction of certain useful public works, and for other purposes", approved 
June 16, 1933, provides as follows: 

"See. 217. (a) The President shall proclaim the date of— 
(1) the close of the first fiscal year ending June 30 of any year after the 

year 1933, during which the total receipts of the United States (excluding 
public-debt receipts) exceed its total expenditures (excluding public-debt 
expenditures other than those chargeable against such receipts), or ' 

(2) the repeal of the eighteenth amendment to the Constitution, 
whichever is the earlier." 
WHEREAS it appears from a certificate issued December 5, 1933, by the Acting 

Secretary of State that official notices have been received in the Department 
of State that on the fifth day of December 1933 conventions in 36 States of the 
United States, constituting three fourths of the whole number of the States 
had ratified the said repeal amendment; 
Now, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, President of the United States of 

America, pursuant to the provisions of section 217 (a) of the said act of June 
16, 1933, do hereby proclaim that the eighteenth amendment to the Constitution 
of the United States was repealed on the fifth day of December 1933. 
FuRiHERMORE, I enjoin upon all citizens of the United States and upon others 

resident within the jurisdiction thereof to cooperate with the Government in its 
endeavor to restore greater respect for law and order, by confining such pur-
chases of alcoholic beverages as they may make solely to those dealers or agen-
cies which have been duly licensed by State or Federal license. 

Observance of this request, which I make personally to every individual and 
every family in our Nation, will result in the consumption of alcoholic bever-
ages which have passed Federal inspection, in the break-up and eventual destruc-
tion of the notoriously evil illicit liquor traffic, and in the payment of reasonable 
taxes for the support of Government and thereby in the superseding of other 
forms of taxation. 
I call specific attention to the authority given by the twenty-first amendment 

to the Government to prohibit transportation or importation of intoxicating 
liquors into any State in violation of the laws of such State. 
I ask the whole-hearted cooperation of all our citizens to the end that this 

return of individual freedom shall not be accompanied by the repugnant condi-
tions that obtained prior to the adoption of the eighteenth amendment and those 
that have existed since its adoption. Failure to do this honestly and cour-
ageously will be a living reproach to us all. 
I ask especially that no State shall by law or otherwise authorize the return 

of the saloon either in its old form or in some modern guise. 
The policy of the Government will be to see to it that the social and 

political evils that have existed in the pre-prohibition era shall not be revived 
nor permitted again to exist. We must remove forever from our midst the 
menace of the bootlegger and such others as would profit at the expense of 
good government, law, and order. 
I trust in the good sense of the American people that they will not bring upon 

themselves the curse of excessive use of intoxicating liquors, to the detriment 
of health, morals, and social integrity. 
The objective we seek through a national policy is the education of every 

citizen towards a greater temperance throughout the Nation. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the seal of 

the United States to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this fifth day of December, in the year of 

our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-three, and of the Independence 
[SEAL] of the United States of America the one hundred and fifty-eighth. 

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 
By the President: 

WITXJAM PHILLIPS 

Acting Secretary of State. 
(Proclamation by President dated Dec. 5, 1933, 48 Stat., Part 2, 1720, 1721.) 
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WEBB-KENYON LAW

UNLAWFUL SHIPMENT FBOM ONE STATE TO ANOTHER

The shipment or transportation, in any manner or by any means what-
soever, of any spirituous, vinous, malted, fermented, or other intoxicating
liquor of any kind, from one State, Territory, or District of the United States,
or place noncontiguous to but subject to the jurisdiction thereof, into any
other State, Territory, or District of the United States, or place noncontiguous to
but subject to the jurisdiction thereof, or from any foreign country into any State,
Territory, or District of the United States, or place noncontiguous to but sub-
ject to the jurisdiction thereof, which said spirituous, vinous, malted, fermented,
or other intoxicating liquor is intended, by any person interested therein, to
be received, possessed, sold, or in any manner used, either in the original pack-
age or otherwise, in violation of any law of such State, Territory, or District
of the United States, or place noncontiguous to but subject to the jurisdiction
thereof, is hereby prohibited. (Mar. 1, 1913, c. 90, 37 Stat. 699.) Reenacted
without change in the Liquor Law Repeal and Enforcement Act of Aug. 27,
1935 (§ 202 (b), 49 Stat. 877.) (U. S. C., Title 27, § 122.)

FEDERAL ALCOHOL ADMINISTRATION ACT

(Act of Aug. 29, 1935, c. 814, 49 Stat. 977, etc.)

IMPORTANT NOTE

For convenience of reference, the amendments to the Federal Alcohol Administration Act
made by the Liquor Tax Administration Act have not been merged into the former act, but

are indicated at the appropriate places in the Federal Alcohol Administration Act by reference
to the amendatory provisions of the Liquor Tax Administration Act.

This Act may be cited as the "Federal Alcohol Administration Act."

FEDERAL ALCOHOL ADMINISTRATION

SEc. 2. (a) There is hereby created the Federal Alcohol Administration as a
division in the Treasury Department.

(b) The Administration shall be headed by an Administrator, who shall be
appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate.
The Administrator shall for his services receive compensation at the rate of
$10,000 per annum, together with actual and necessary traveling and subsistence
expenses while engaged in the exercise of his powers and duties outside the
District of Columbia. No person shall be eligible to appointment, or continue
in office, as Administrator if he is engaged or financially interested in, or is an
officer or director of or employed by a corporation engaged in, the production or
sale or other distribution of alcoholic beverages, or the financing thereof.

(Paragraphs (b), (c) and (d) of this section repealed by Sec. 503 of the Liquor Tax
Administration Act of June 26, 1936, effective in accordance with Sec. 508 of such act.
See post, this Title.)

(c) The Administrator shall, without regard to the civil-service laws and the
Classification Act of 1923, as amended, appoint and fix the compensation and

duties of such officers and employees as he deems necessary to carry out his

powers and duties, but the compensation so fixed shall be subject to the

approval of the Secretary of the Treasury. The Administrator is authorized to

adopt an official seal, which shall be judicially noticed.

(See note under paragraph (b).)

(d) The Administrator is authorized and directed to prescribe such rules and

regulations as may be necessary to carry out his powers and duties All rules

and regulations prescribed by the Administrator shall be subject to the approval
of the Secretary of the Treasury.

(See note under paragraph (b).)

(e) Appropriations to carry out powers and duties of the Administrator shall
be available for expenditure, among other purposes, for personal services and

rent in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, expenses for travel and sub-

sistence, for law books, books of reference, magazines, periodicals, and news-

papers, for contract stenographic reporting services, for subscriptions for library
services, for purchase of samples for analysis or use as evidence, and for hold-

ing conferences of State and Federal liquor control officials.
(f) The Administrator may, with the consent of the department or agency

affected, utilize the services of any department or other agency of the Govern-

ment to the extent necessary to carry out his powers and duties and authorize

officers and employees thereof to act as his agents.
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UNLAWFUL SHIPMENT FROM ONE STAI'D TO ANOTHER 

The shipment or transportation, ihi any manner or by any means what-
soever, of any spirituous, vinous, malted, fermented, or other intoxicating 
liquor of any kind, from one State, Territory, or District of the United States, 
or place noncontiguous to but subject to the jurisdiction thereof, into any 
other State, Territory, or District of the United States, or place noncontiguous to 
but subject to the jurisdiction thereof, or from any foreign country into any State, 
Territory, or District of the United States, or place noncontiguous to but sub-
ject to the jurisdiction thereof, which said spirituous, vinous, malted, fermented, 
or other intoxicating liquor is intended, by any person interested therein, to 
be received, possessed, sold, or in any manner used, either in the original pack-
age or otherwise, in violation of any law of such State, Territory, or District 
of the United States, or place noncontiguous to but subject to the jurisdiction 
thereof, is hereby prohibited. (Mar. 1, 1913, c. 90, 37 Stat. 699.) Reenacted 
without change in the Liquor Law Repeal and Enforcement Act of Aug. 27, 
1935 (§ 202 (b), 49 Stat. 877.) (U. S. C., Title 27, § 122.) 

FEDERAL ALCOHOL ADMINISTRATION ACT 

(Act of Aug. 29, 1935, c. 814, 49 Stat. 977, etc.) 

DEPORT ANT NOTE 

For convenience of reference, the amendments to the Federal Alcohol Administration Act 
made by the Liquor Tax Administration Act have not been merged into the former act, but 
are indicated at the appropriate places in the Federal Alcohol Administration Act by reference 
to the amendatory provisions of the Liquor Tax Administration Act, 

This Act may be cited as the "Federal Alcohol Administration Act." 

FEDERAL ALCOHOL ADMINISTRATION 

Src. 2. (a) There is hereby created the Federal Alcohol Administration as a 
division in the Treasury Department. 

(b) The Administration shall be headed by an Administrator, who shall be 
appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate. 
The Administrator shall for his services receive compensation at the rate of 
$10,000 per annum, together with actual and necessary traveling and subsistence 
expenses while engaged in the exercise of his powers and duties outside the 
District of Columbia. No person shall be eligible to appointment, or continue 
in office, as Administrator if he is engaged or financially interested in, or is an 
officer or director of or employed by a corporation engaged in, the production or 
sale or other distribution of alcoholic beverages, or the financing thereof. 

(Paragraphs (b), (c), and (d) of this section repealed by Sec. 503 of the Liquor Tax 
Adm inistration Act of June 26, 1936, effective in accordance with Sec. 508 of such act. 

See post, this Title.) 

(c) The Administrator shall, without regard to the civil-service laws and the 
Classification Act of 1923, as amended, appoint and fix the compensation and 
duties of such officers and employees as he deems necessary to carry out his 
powers and duties, but the compensation so fixed shall be subject to the 
approval of the Secretary of the Treasury. The Administrator is authorized to 
adopt an official seal, which shall be judicially noticed. 

(See note under paragraph (b).) 

(d) The Administrator is authorized and directed to prescribe such rules and 
regulations as may be necessary to carry out his powers and duties. All rules 
and regulations prescribed by the Administrator shall be subject to the approval 
of the Secretary of the Treasury. 

(See note under paragraph (b).) 
(e) Appropriations to carry out powers and duties of the Administrator shall 

be available for expenditure, among other purposes, for personal services and 
rent in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, expenses for travel and sub-
sistence, for law books, books of reference, magazines, periodicals, and news-
papers, for contract stenographic reporting services, for subscriptions for library 
services, for purchase of samples for analysis or use as evidence, and for hold-
ing conferences of State and Federal liquor control officials. 

(f) The Administrator may, with the consent of the department or agency 
affected, utilize the services of any department or other agency of the Govern-
ment to the extent necessary to carry out his powers and duties and authorize 
officers and employees thereof to act as his agents. 
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(g) The provisions, including penalties, of sections 9 and 10 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act, as now or hereafter amended, shall be applicable to the
jurisdiction, powers, and duties of the Administrator, and to any person
(whether or not a corporation) subject to the provisions of laws administered
by the Administrator.

(h) The Administrator is authorized to require, in such manner and form as
he shall prescribe, such reports as are necessary to carry out his powers and
duties.

(i) The Administrator shall make a report to Congress, at the beginning of
each regular session, of the administration of the functions with which he is
charged, and shall include in such report the names and compensation of all
persons employed by the Administration. (U. S. C., Title 27, § 202.)

UNLAWFUL BUsINESSES WITHOUT PERMIT

SEO. 3. In order effectively to regulate interstate and foreign commerce in
distilled spirits, wine, and malt beverages, to enforce the twenty-first amend-
ment, and to protect the revenue and enforce the postal laws with respect to
distilled spirits, wine, and malt beverages:

(a) It shall be unlawful, except pursuant to a basic permit issued under this
Act by the Administrator-

(1) to engage in the business of importing into the United States distilled
spirits, wine, or malt beverages; or

(2) for any person so engaged to sell, offer or deliver for sale, contract to
sell, or ship, in interstate or foreign commerce, directly or indirectly or
through an affiliate, distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages so imported.

This subsection shall take effect sixty days after the date upon which the
Administrator first appointed under this Act takes office.

(b) It shall be unlawful, except pursuant to a basic permit issued under this
Act by the Administrator-

(1) to engage in the business of distilling distilled spirits, producing wine,
rectifying or blending distilled spirits or wine, or bottling, or warehousing
and bottling, distilled spirits; or

(2) for any person so engaged to sell, offer or deliver for sale, contract to
sell, or ship, in interstate or foreign commerce, directly or indirectly or
through an affiliate, distilled spirits or wine so distilled, produced, rectified,
blended, or bottled, or warehoused and bottled.

This subsection shall take effect sixty days after the date upon which the
Administrator first appointed under this Act takes office.

(c) It shall be unlawful, except pursuant to a basic permit issued under this
Act by the Administrator-

(1) to engage in the business of purchasing for resale at wholesale distilled
spirits, wine, or malt beverages; or

(2) for any person so engaged to receive or to sell, offer or deliver for sale,
contract to sell, or ship, in interstate or foreign commerce, directly or indi-
rectly or through an affiliate, distilled spirits, wine or malt beverages so
purchased.

This subsection shall take effect July 1, 1936.
This section shall not apply to any agency of a State or political subdivision

thereof or any officer or employee of any such agency, and no such agency or
officer or employee shall be required to obtain a basic permit under this Act.
(Amended Feb. 29, 1936, c. 106, § 1, 49 Stat. 1152.) (U. S. C., Title 27, § 203.)

PERMITS

SEC. 4. (a) The following persons shall, on application therefor, be entitled to
a basic permit:

(1) Any person who, on May 25, 1935, held a basic permit as distiller,
rectifier, wine producer, or importer issued by an agency of the Federal
Government.

(2) Any other person unless the Administrator finds (A) that such person
(or in case of a corporation, any of its officers, directors, or principal stock-
holders) has, within five years prior to date of application, been convicted of
a felony under Federal or State law or has, within three years prior to date
of application, been convicted of a misdemeanor under any Federal law relat-
ing to liquor, including the taxation thereof; or (B) that such person is, by
reason of his business experience, financial standing, or trade connections, not
likely to commence operations within a reasonable period or to maintain such
operations in conformity with Federal law; or (C) that the operations pro-
posed to be conducted by such person are in violation of thel law of the
State in which they are to be conducted.
(b) If upon examination of any application for a basic permit the Adminis-

trator has reason to believe that the applicant is not entitled to such permit, he
shall notify the applicant thereof and, upon request by the applicant, afford him
due notice and opportunity for hearing on the application. If the Administrator,
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(g) The provisions, including penalties, of sections 9 and 10 of the Federal 
Trade Commission Act, as now or hereafter amended, shall be applicable to the 
jurisdiction, powers, and duties of the Administrator, and to any person 
(whether or not a corporation) subject to the provisions of laws administered 
by the Administrator. 

(h) The Administrator is authorized to require, in such manner and form as 
he shall prescribe, such reports as are necessary to carry out his powers and 
duties. 

(i) The Administrator shall make a report to Congress, at the beginning of 
each regular session, of the administration of the functions with which he is 
charged, and shall include in such report the names and compensation of all 
persons employed by the Administration. (U. S. C., Title 27, § 202.) 

UNLAWFUL BUSINESSES WITHOUT PERMIT 

SEC. 3. In order effectively to regulate interstate and foreign commerce in 
distilled spirits, wine, and malt beverages, to enforce the twenty-first amend-
ment, and to protect the revenue and enforce the postal laws with respect to 
distilled spirits, wine, and malt beverages: 

(a) It shall be unlawful, except pursuant to a basic permit issued under this 
Act by the Administrator--

(1) to engage in the business of importing into the United States distilled 
spirits, wine, or malt beverages; or 

(2) for any person so engaged to sell, offer or deliver for sale, contract to 
sell, or ship, in interstate or foreign commerce, directly or indirectly or 
through an affiliate, distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages so imported. 

This subsection shall take effect sixty days after the date upon which the 
Administrator first appointed under this Act takes office. 

(b) It shall be unlawful, except pursuant to a basic permit issued under this 
Act by the Administrator— 

(1) to engage in the business of distilling distilled spirits, producing wine, 
rectifying or blending distilled spirits or wine, or bottling, or warehousing 
and bottling, distilled spirits; or 

(2) for any person so engaged to sell, offer or deliver for sale, contract to 
sell, or ship, in interstate or foreign commerce, directly or indirectly or 
through an affiliate, distilled spirits or wine so distilled, produced, rectified, 
blended, or bottled, or warehoused and bottled. 

This subsection shall take effect sixty days after the date upon which the 
Administrator first appointed under this Act takes office. 

(c) It shall be unlawful, except pursuant to a basic permit issued under this 
Act by the Administrator— 

(1) to engage in the business of purchasing for resale at wholesale distilled 
spirits, wine, or malt beverages; or 

(2) for any person so engaged to receive or to sell, offer or deliver for sale, 
contract to sell, or ship, in interstate or foreign commerce, directly or indi-
rectly or through an affiliate, distilled spirits, wine or malt beverages so 
purchased. 

This subsection shall take effect July 1, 1936. 
This section shall not apply to any agency of a State or political subdivision 

thereof or any officer or employee of any such agency, and no such agency or 
officer or employee shall be required to obtain a basic permit under this Act. 
(Amended Feb. 29, 1936, C. 105, § 1, 49 Stat. 1152.) (U. S. C., Title 27, § 203.) 

PERMITS 

SEC. 4. (a) The following persons shall, on application therefor, be entitled to 
a basic permit: 

(1) Any person who, on May 25, 1935, held a basic permit as distiller, 
rectifier, wine producer, or importer issued by an agency of the Federal 
Government. 

(2) Any other person unless the Administrator finds (A) that such person 
(or in case of a corporation, any of its officers, directors, or principal stock-
holders) has, within five years prior to date of application, been convicted of 
a felony under Federal or State law or has, within three years prior to date 
of application, been convicted of a misdemeanor under any Federal law relat-
ing to liquor, including the taxation thereof; or (B) that such person is, by 
reason of his business experience, financial standing, or trade connections, not 
likely to commence operations within a reasonable period or to maintain such 
operations in conformity with Federal law; or (C) that the operations pro-
posed to be conducted by such person are in violation of thei law of the 
State in which they are to be conducted. 
(b) If upon examination of any application for a basic permit the Adminis-

trator has reason to believe that the applicant is not entitled to such permit, he 
shall notify the applicant thereof and, upon request by the applicant, afford him 
due notice and opportunity for hearing on the application. If the Administrator. 
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after affording such notice and opportunity for hearing, finds that the applicant
is not entitled to a basic permit hereunder, he shall by order deny the applica-
tion stating the findings which are the basis for his order.

(c) The Administrator shall prescribe the manner and form of all applications
for basic permits (including the facts to be set forth therein) and the form of

all basic permits, and shall specify in any basic permit the authority conferred
by the permit and the conditions thereof in accordance with the provisions of

this Act. To the extent deemed necessary by the Administrator for the efficient
administration of this Act, separate applications and permits shall be required

by the Administrator with respect to distilled spirits, wine, and malt beverages,
and the various classes thereof, and with respect to the various classes of per-

sons entitled to permits hereunder. The issuance of a basic permit under this

Act shall not operate to deprive the United States of its remedy for any violation
of law.

(d) A basic permit shall be conditioned upon compliance with the require-
ments of section 5 (relating to unfair competition and unlawful practices) and

of section 6 (relating to bulk sales and bottling), with the twenty-first amend-
ment and laws relating to the enforcement thereof, and with all other Federal

laws relating to distilled spirits, wine, and malt beverages, including taxes with
respect thereto.

(e) A basic permit shall by order of the Administrator, after due notice and

opportunity for hearing to the permittee, (1) be revoked, or suspended for such

period as the Administrator deems appropriate, if the Administrator finds that

the permittee has willfully violated any of the conditions thereof, provided that

for a first violation of the conditions thereof the permit shall be subject to sus-

pension only; or (2) be revoked if the Administrator finds that the permittee
has not engaged in the operations authorized by the permit for a period of more

than two years; or (3) be annulled if the Administrator finds that the permit

was procured through fraud, or misrepresentation, or concealment of material
fact. The order shall state the findings which are the basis for the order.

(f) Orders of the Administrator with respect to any denial of application,
suspension, revocation, annulment, or other proceedings, shall be served (1) in

person by any officer or employee of the Administration designated by the Admin-
istrator or any internal revenue or customs officer authorized by the Adminis-

trator for the purpose, or (2) by mailing the order by registered mail, addressed
to the applicant or respondent at his last known address in the records of the
Administrator.

(g) A basic permit shall continue in effect until suspended, revoked, or

annulled as provided herein, or voluntarily surrendered; except that (1) if

leased, sold or otherwise voluntarily transferred, the permit shall be auto-

matically terminated thereupon, and (2) if transferred by operation of law or

if actual or legal control of the permittee is acquired, directly or indirectly,
whether by stock-ownership or in any other manner, by any person, then such

permit shall be automatically terminated at the expiration of thirty days there-

after: Provided, That if within such thirty-day period application for a new

basic permit is made by the transferee or permittee, respectively, then the

outstanding basic permit shall continue in effect until such application Is finally

acted on by the Administrator.
(h) An appeal may be taken by the permittee or applicant for a permit

from any order of the Administrator denying an application for, or suspending,

revoking, or annulling, a basic permit. Such appeal shall be taken by filing,

in the circuit court of appeals of the United States within any circuit wherein

such person resides or has his principal place of business, or in the United

States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia, within sixty days after

the entry of such order, a written petition praying that the order of the Admin-

istrator be modified or set aside in whole or in part. A copy of such petition

shall be forthwith served upon the Administrator, or upon any officer desig-

nated by him for that purpose, and thereupon the Administrator shall certify
and file in the court a transcript of the record upon which the order com-

plained of was entered. Upon the filing of such transcript such court shall have

exclusive jurisdiction to affirm, modify, or set aside such order, in whole or

in part. No objection to the order of the Administrator shall be considered by

the court unless such objection shall have been urged before the Administrator
or unless there were reasonable grounds for failure so to do. The finding of

the Administrator as to the facts, if supported by substantial evidence, shall

be conclusive. If any party shall apply to the court for leave to adduce addi-

tional evidence, and shall show to the satisfaction of the court that such addi-
tional evidence is material and that there were reasonable grounds for failure

to adduce such evidence in the proceeding before the Administrator the court

may order such additional evidence to be taken before the Administrator and

to be adduced upon the hearing in such manner and upon such terms and con-

ditions as to the court may seem proper. The Administrator may modify his

findings as to the facts by reason of the additional evidence so taken, and be

shall ile with the court such modified or new findings, which, if supported

by substantial evidence, shall be conclusive, and his recommendation, if any,
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after affording such notice and opportunity for hearing, finds that the applicant 
is not entitled to a basic permit hereunder, he shall by order deny the applica-
tion stating the findings which are the basis for his order. 

(c) The Administrator shall prescribe the manner and form of all applications 
for basic permits (including the facts to be set forth therein) and the form of 
all basic permits, and shall specify in any basic permit the authority conferred 
by the permit and the conditions thereof in accordance with the provisions of 
this Act. To the extent deemed necessary by the Administrator for the efficient 
administration of this Act, separate applications and permits shall be required 
by the Administrator with respect to distilled spirits, wine, and malt beverages, 
and the various classes thereof, and with respect to the various classes of per-
sons entitled to permits hereunder. The issuance of a basic permit under this 
Act shall not operate to deprive the United States of its remedy for any violation 
of law. 

(d) A basic permit shall be conditioned upon compliance with the require-
ments of section 5 (relating to unfair competition and unlawful practices) and 
of section 6 (relating to bulk sales and bottling), with the twenty-first amend-
ment and laws relating to the enforcement thereof, and with all other Federal 
laws relating to distilled spirits, wine, and malt beverages, including taxes with 
respect thereto. 

(e) A basic permit shall by order of the Administrator, after due notice and 
opportunity for hearing to the permittee, (1) be revoked, or suspended for such 
period as the Administrator deems appropriate, if the Administrator finds that 
the permittee has willfully violated any of the conditions thereof, provided that 
for a first violation of the conditions thereof the permit shall be subject to sus-
pension only; or (2) be revoked if the Administrator finds that the permittee 
has not engaged in the operations authorized by the permit for a period of more 
than two years; or (3) be annulled if the Administrator finds that the permit 
was procured through fraud, or misrepresentation, or concealment of material 
fact. The order shall state the findings which are the basis for the order. 

(f) Orders of the Administrator with respect to any denial of application, 
suspension, revocation, annulment, or other proceedings, shall be served (1) in 
person by any officer or employee of the Administration designated by the Admin-
istrator or any internal revenue or customs officer authorized by the Adminis-
trator for the purpose, or (2) by mailing the order by registered mail, addressed 
to the applicant or respondent at his last known address in the records of the 
Administrator. 

(g) A basic permit shall continue in effect until suspended, revoked, or 
annulled as provided herein, or voluntarily surrendered; except that (1) if 
leased, sold or otherwise voluntarily transferred, the permit shall be auto-
matically terminated thereupon, and (2) if transferred by operation of law or 
if actual or legal control of the permittee is acquired, directly or indirectly, 
whether by stock-ownership or in any other manner, by any person, then such 
permit shall be automatically terminated at the expiration of thirty days there-
after: Provided, That if within such thirty-day period application for a new 
basic permit is made by the transferee or permittee, respectively, then the 
outstanding basic permit shall continue in effect until such application is finally 
acted on by the Administrator. 

(h) An appeal may be taken by the permittee or applicant for a permit 
from any order of the Administrator denying an application for, or suspending, 
revoking, or annulling, a basic permit. Such appeal shall be taken by filing, 
in the circuit court of appeals of the United States within any circuit wherein 
such person resides or has his principal place of business, or in the United 
States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia, within sixty days after 
the entry of such order, a written petition praying that the order of the Admin-
istrator be modified or set aside in whole or in part. A copy of such petition 
shall be forthwith served upon the Administrator, or upon any officer desig-
nated by him for that purpose, and thereupon the Administrator shall certify 
and file in the court a transcript of the record upon which the order com-
plained of was entered. Upon the filing of such transcript such court shall have 
exclusive jurisdiction to affirm, modify, or set aside such order, in whole or 
in part. No objection to the order of the Administrator shall be considered by 
the court unless such objection shall have been urged before the Administrator 
or unless there were reasonable grounds for failure so to do. The finding of 
the Administrator as to the facts, if supported by substantial evidence, shall 
be conclusive. If any party shall apply to the court for leave to adduce addi-
tional evidence, and shall show to the satisfaction of the court that such addi-
tional evidence is material and that there were reasonable grounds for failure 
to adduce such evidence in the proceeding before the Administrator the court 
may order such additional evidence to be taken before the Administrator and 
to be adduced upon the hearing in such manner and upon such terms and con-
ditions as to the court may seem proper. The Administrator may modify his 
findings as to the facts by reason of the additional evidence so taken, and he 
shall file with the court such modified or new findings, which, if supported 
by substantial evidence, shall be conclusive, and his recommendation, if any, 
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for the modification or setting aside of the original order. The judgment and
decree of the court affirming, modifying, or setting aside, in whole or in part,
any such order of the Administrator shall be final, subject to review by the
Supreme Court of the United States upon certiorari or certification as pro-
vided in sections 239 and 240 of the Judicial Code, as amended (U. S. C.,
title 28, secs. 346 and 347). The commencement of proceedings under this
subsection shall, unless specifically ordered by the court to the contrary, oper-
ate as a stay of the Administrator's order.

(i) No proceeding for the suspension or revocation of a basic permit for
violation of any condition thereof relating to compliance with Federal law
shall be instituted by the Administrator more than eighteen months after con-
viction of the violation of Federal law, or, if no conviction has been had, more
than three years after the violation occurred; and no basic permit shall be
suspended or revoked for a violation of any such condition thereof if the
alleged violation of Federal law has been compromised by any officer of
the Government authorized to compromise such violation. (U. S. C., Title 27, §
204.)

UNFAIB COMPElITION AND UNLAWFUL PRACTICES

SEC. 5. It shall be unlawful for any person engaged in business as a distiller,
brewer, rectifier, blender, or other producer, or as an importer or wholesaler,
of distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages, or as a bottler, or warehouseman
and bottler, of distilled spirits, directly or indirectly or through an affiliate:

(a) Exclusive outlet: To require, by agreement or otherwise, that any
retailer engaged in the sale of distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages, pur-
chase any such products from such person to the exclusion in whole or in part
of distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages sold or offered for sale by other
persons in interstate or foreign commerce, if such requirement is made in the
course of interstate or foreign commerce, or if such person engages in such
practice to such an extent as substantially to restrain or prevent transactions
in interstate or foreign commerce in any such products, or if the direct effect
of such requirement is to prevent, deter, hinder, or restrict other persons from
selling or offering fol- sale any such products to such retailer in interstate or
foreign commerce; or

(b) "Tied house": To induce through any of the following means, any re-
tailer, engaged in the sale of distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages, to
purchase any such products from such person to the exclusion in whole or in
part of distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages sold or offered for sale by
other persons in interstate or foreign commerce, if such inducement is made
in the course of interstate or foreign commerce, or if such person engages in
the practice of using such means, or any of them, to such an extent as sub-
stantially to restrain or prevent transactions in interstate or foreign commerce
in any such products, or if the direct effect of such inducement is to prevent,
deter, hinder, or restrict other persons from selling or offering for sale any
such products to such retailer in interstate or foreign commerce: (1) By
acquiring or holding (after the expiration of any existing license) any interest
in any license with respect to the premises of the retailer; or (2) by acquiring
any interest in real or personal property owned, occupied, or used by the retailer
in the conduct of his business: or (3) by furnishing, giving, renting, lending,
or selling to the retailer, any equipment, fixtures, signs, supplies, money, serv-
ices, or other thing of value, subject to such exceptions as the Administrator
shall by regulation prescribe, having due regard for public health, the quantity
and value of articles involved, established trade customs not contrary to the
public interest and the purposes of this subsection; or (4) by paying or cred-
iting the retailer for any advertising, display, or distribution service; or (5)
by guaranteeing any loan or the repayment of any financial obligation of the
retailer; or (6) by extending to the retailer credit for a period in excess of
the credit period usual and customary to the industry for the particular class
of transactions, as ascertained by the Administrator and prescribed by regula-
tions by him; or (7) by requiring the retailer to take and dispose of a certain
quota of any of such products; or

(c) Commercial bribery: To induce through any of the following means, any
trade buyer engaged in the sale of distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages, to
purchase any such products from such person to the exclusion in whole or in
part of distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages sold or offered for sale by other
persons in interstate or foreign commerce, if such inducement is made in the
course of interstate or foreign commerce, or if such person engages in the prac-
tice of using such means, or any of them, to such an extent as substantially to
restrain or prevent transactions in interstate or foreign commerce in any such
products, or if the direct effect of such inducement is to prevent, deter, hinder,
or restrict other persons from selling or offering for sale any such products to
such trade buyer in interstate or foreign commerce: (1) By commercial bribery;
or (2) by offering or giving any bonus, premium, or compensation to any
officer, or employee, or representative of the trade buyer; or
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for the modification or setting aside of the original order. The judgment and 
decree of the court affirming, modifying, or setting aside, in whole or in part, 
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purchase any such products from such person to the exclusion in whole or in 
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acquiring or holding (after the expiration of any existing license) any interest 
in any license with respect to the premises of the retailer; or (2) by acquiring 
any interest in real or personal property owned, occupied, or used by the retailer 
in the conduct of his business; or (3) by furnishing, giving, renting, lending, 
or selling to the retailer, any equipment, fixtures, signs, supplies, money, serv-
ices, or other thing of value, subject to such exceptions as the Administrator 
shall by regulation prescribe, having due regard for public health, the quantity 
and value of articles involved, established trade customs not contrary to the 
public interest and the purposes of this subsection; or (4) by paying or cred-
iting the retailer for any advertising, display, or distribution service; or (5) 
by guaranteeing any loan or the repayment of any financial obligation of the 
retailer; or (6) by extending to the retailer credit for a period in excess of 
the credit period usual and customary to the industry for the particular class 
of transactions, as ascertained by the Administrator and prescribed by regula-
tions by him; or (7) by requiring the retailer to take and dispose of a certain 
quota of any of such products: or 

(c) Commercial bribery: To induce through any of the following means, any 
trade buyer engaged in the sale of distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages, to 
purchase any such products from such person to the exclusion in whole or in 
part of distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages sold or offered for sale by other 
persons in interstate or foreign commerce, if such inducement is made in the 
course of interstate or foreign commerce, or if such person engages in the prac-
tice of using such means, or any of them, to such an extent as substantially to 
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products, or if the direct effect of such inducement is to prevent, deter, hinder, 
or restrict other persons from selling or offering for sale any such products to 
such trade buyer in interstate or foreign cominerce: (1) By commercial bribery; 
or (2) by offering or giving any bonus, premium, or compensation to any 
officer, or employee, or representative of the trade buyer; or 
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(d) Consignment sales: To sell, offer for sale, or contract to sell to any trade
buyer engaged in the sale of distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages, or for
any such trade buyer to purchase, offer to purchase, or contract to purchase,
any such products on consignment or under conditional sale or with the privi-
lege of return or on any basis otherwise than a bona fide sale, or where any
part of such transaction involves, directly or indirectly, the acquisition by such
person from the trade buyer or his agreement to acquire from the trade buyer
other distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages-if such sale, purchase, offer,
or contract is made in the course of interstate or foreign commerce, or if such
person or trade buyer engages in such practice to such an extent as substan-
tially to restrain or prevent transactions in interstate or foreign commerce in
any such products, or if the direct effect of such sale, purchase, offer, or con-
tract is to prevent, deter, hinder, or restrict other persons from selling or
offering for sale any such products to such trade buyer in interstate or foreign
commerce: Provided, That this subsection shall not apply to transactions
involving solely the bona fide return of merchandise for ordinary and usual
commercial reasons arising after the merchandise has been sold; or

(e) Labeling: To sell or ship or deliver for sale or shipment, or otherwise
introduce in interstate or foreign commerce, or to receive therein, or to remove
from customs custody for consumption, any distilled spirits, wine, or malt bever-
ages in bottles, unless such products are bottled, packaged, and labeled in con-
formity with such regulations, to be prescribed by the Administrator, with respect
to packaging, marking, branding, and labeling and size and fill of container (1)
as will prohibit deception of the consumer with respect to such products or the
quantity thereof and as will prohibit, irrespective of falsity, such statements
relating to age, manufacturing processes, analyses, guarantees, and scientific or
irrelevant matters as the Administrator finds to be likely to mislead the con-
sumer; (2) as will provide the consumer with adequate information as to the
identity and quality of the products, the alcoholic content thereof (except that
statements of, or statements likely to be considered as statements of, alcoholic
content of malt beverages are hereby prohibited unless required by State law
and except that, in case of wines, statements of alcoholic content shall be required
only for wines containing more than 14 per centum of alcohol by volume), the
net contents of the package, and the manufacturer or bottler or importer of the
product; (3) as will require an accurate statement, in the case of distilled spirits
(other than cordials, liqueurs, and specialties) produced by blending or rectifi-
cation, if neutral spirits have been used in the production thereof, informing the
consumer of the percentage of neutral spirits so used and of the name of the
commodity from which such neutral spirits have been distilled, or in case of
neutral spirits or of gin produced by a process of continuous distillation, the
name of the commodity from which distilled; (4) as will prohibit statements on
the label that are disparaging of a competitor's products or are false, misleading,
obscene, or indecent; and (5) as will prevent deception of the consumer by use
of a trade or brand name that is the name of any living individual of public
prominence, or existing private or public organization, or is a name that is in
simulation or is an abbreviation thereof, and as will prevent the use of a graphic,
pictorial, or emblematic representation of any such individual or organization, if
the use of such name or representation is likely falsely to lead the consumer to
believe that the product has been indorsed, made, or used by, or produced for,
or under the supervision of, or in accordance with the specifications of, such
individual or organization: Provided, That this clause shall not apply to the use
of the name of any person engaged in business as a distiller, brewer, rectifier,
blender, or other producer, or as an importer, wholesaler, retailer, bottler, or
warehouseman, of distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages, nor to the use by any
person of a trade or brand name used by him or his predecessor in interest prior
to the date of the enactment of this Act; including regulations requiring, at time
of release from customs custody, certificates issued by foreign governments cover-
ing origin, age, and identity of imported products: Provided further, That noth-
ing herein nor any decision, ruling, or regulation of any Department of the
Government shall deny the right of any person to use any trade name or brand
of foreign origin not presently effectively registered in the United States Patent
Office which has been used by such person or predecessors in the United States
for a period of at least five years last past, if the use of such name or brand is
qualified by the name of the locality in the United States in which the product is
produced, and, in the case of the use of such name or brand on any label or in
any advertisement, if such qualification is as conspicuous as such name or brand.

(The second proviso of section 5 (e) is amended by sec. 506 of the IAquor Tax
Administration Act of 1936, effective in accordance with sec 508 of such act. See
post, this Title)

It shall be unlawful for any person to alter, mutilate, destroy, obliterate, or

remove any mark, bran or label upon distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages
held for sale in interstate or foreign commerce or after shipment therein, except
as authorized by Federal law or except pursuant to regulations of the Adminls-
trator authorizing relabeling for purposes of compliance with the requirements
of this subsection or of State law.
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any such trade buyer to purchase, offer to purchase, or contract to purchase, 
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to packaging, marking, branding, and labeling and size and fill of container (1) 
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identity and quality of the products, the alcoholic content thereof (except that 
statements of, or statements likely to be considered as statements of, alcoholic 
content of malt beverages are hereby prohibited unless required by State law 
and except that, in case of wines, statements of alcoholic content shall be required 
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net contents of the package, and the manufacturer or bottler or importer of the 
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commodity from which such neutral spirits have been distilled, or in case of 
neutral spirits or of gin produced by a process of continuous distillation, the 
name of the commodity from which distilled; (4) as will prohibit statements on 
the label that are disparaging of a competitor's products or are false, misleading, 
obscene, or indecent; and (5) as will prevent deception of the consumer by use 
of a trade or brand name that is the name of any living individual of public 
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simulation or is an abbreviation thereof, and as will prevent the use of a graphic, 
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In order to prevent the sale or shipment or other introduction of distilled
spirits, wine, or malt beverages in interstate or foreign commerce, if bottled,
packaged, or labeled in violation of the requirements of this subsection, no
bottler, or importer of distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages, shall, after such
date as the Administrator fixes as the earliest practicable date for the applica-
tion of the provisions of this subsection to any class of such persons (but not
later than August 15, 1936, in the case of distilled spirits, and December 15,
1986, in the case of wine and malt beverages, and only after thirty days' public
notice), bottle or remove from customs custody for consumption distilled spirits,
wine, or malt beverages, respectively, unless the bottler or importer, upon ap-
plication to the Administrator, has obtained and has in his possession a cer-
tificate of label approval covering the distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages,
issued by the Administrator in such manner and form as he shall by regulations
prescribe: Provided, That any such bottler shall be exempt from the require-
ments of this subsection if the bottler, upon application to the Administrator,
shows to the satisfaction of the Administrator that the distilled spirits, wine,
or malt beverages to be bottled by the applicant are not to be sold, or offered
for sale, or shipped or delivered for shipment, or otherwise introduced, in inter-
state or foreign commerce. Officers of internal revenue and customs are au-
thorized and directed to withhold the release of such products from the bottling
plant or customs custody unless such certificates have been obtained, or unless
the application of the bottler for exemption has been granted by the Admin-
istrator. The district courts of the United States, the Supreme Court of the
District of Columbia, and the United States court for any Territory, shall have
jurisdiction of suits to enjoin, annul, or suspend in whole or in part any final
action by the Administrator upon any application under this subsection; or

(The third paragraph of section 5 (e) is amended in full by sec. 505 of the Liquor
Tax Administration Act of June 26, 193& See post, this Title.)

(f) Advertising: To publish or disseminate or cause to be published or dis-
seminated by radio broadcast, or in any newspaper, periodical or other publica-
tion or by any sign or outdoor advertisement or any other printed or graphic
matter, any advertisement of distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages, if such
advertisement is in, or is calculated to induce sales in, interstate or foreign
commerce, or is disseminated by mail, unless such advertisement is in con-
formity with such regulations, to be prescribed by the Administrator, (1) as will
prevent deception of the consumer with respect to the products advertised and
as will prohibit, irrespective of falsity, such statements relating to age, manu-
facturing processes, analyses, guaranties, and scientific or irrelevant matters as
the Administrator finds to be likely to mislead the consumer; (2) as will pro-
vide the consumer with adequate information as to the identity and quality of
the products advertised, the alcoholic content thereof (except that statements
of, or statements likely to be considered as statements of, alcoholic content of
malt beverages are prohibited and except that, in case of wines, statements of
alcoholic content shall be required only for wines containing more than 14 per
centum of alcohol by volume), and the person responsible for the advertisement;
(3) as will require an accurate statement, in the case of distilled spirits (other
than cordials, liqueurs, and specialties) produced by blending or rectification, if
neutral spirits have been used in the production thereof, informing the con-
sumer of the percentage of neutral spirits so used and of the name of the com-
modity from which such neutral spirits have been distilled, or in case of neutral
spirits or of gin produced by a process of continuous distillation, the name of
the commodity from which distilled; (4) as will prohibit statements that are
disparaging of a competitor's products or are false, misleading, obscene, or
indecent; (5) as will prevent statements inconsistent with any statement on
the labeling of the products advertised. This subsection shall not apply to
outdoor advertising in place on June 18, 1935, but shall apply upon replace-
ment, restoration, or renovation of any such advertising. The prohibitions of
this subsection and regulations thereunder shall not apply to the publisher of
any newspaper, periodical, or other publication, or radio broadcaster, unless
such publisher or radio broadcaster is engaged in business as a distiller, brewer,
rectifier, or other producer, or as an importer or wholesaler, of distilled spirits,
wine, or malt beverages, or as a bottler, or warehouseman and bottler, of
distilled spirits, directly or indirectly or through an affiliate.

The provisions of subsections (a), (b), and (c) shall not apply to any act
done by any agency of a State or political subdivision thereof, or by any officer
or employee of such agency.

In the case of malt beverages, the provisions of subsections (a), (b), (c),
and (d) shall apply to transactions between a retailer or trade buyer in any
State and a brewer, importer, or wholesaler of malt beverages outside such
State only to the extent that the law of such State imposes similar require-
ments with respect to similar transactions between a retailer or trade buyer in
such State and a brewer, importer, or wholesaler of malt beverages in such
State, as the case may be. In the case of malt beverages, the provisions of
subsections (e) and (f) shall apply to the labeling of malt beverages sold or
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In order to prevent the sale or shipment or other introduction of distilled 
spirits, wine, or malt beverages in interstate or foreign commerce, if bottled, 
packaged, or labeled in violation of the requirements of this subsection, no 
bottler, or importer of distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages, shall, after such 
date as the Administrator fixes as the earliest practicable date for the applica-
tion of the provisions of this subsection to any class of such persons (but not 
later than August 15, 1936, in the case of distilled spirits, and December 15, 
1936, in the case of wine and malt beverages, and only after thirty days' public 
notice), bottle or remove from customs custody for consumption distilled spirits, 
wine, or malt beverages, respectively, unless the bottler or importer, upon ap-
plication to the Administrator, has obtained and has in his possession a cer-
tificate of label approval covering the distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages, 
issued by the Administrator in such manner and form as he shall by regulations 
prescribe: Provided, That any such bottler shall be exempt from the require-
ments of this subsection if the bottler, upon application to the Administrator, 
shows to the satisfaction of the Administrator that the distilled spirits, wine, 
or malt beverages to be bottled by the applicant are not to be sold, or offered 
for sale, or shipped or delivered for shipment, or otherwise introduced, in inter-
state or foreign commerce. Officers of internal revenue and customs are au-
thorized and directed to withhold the release of such products from the bottling 
plant or customs custody unless such certificates have been obtained, or unless 
the application of the bottler for exemption has been granted by the Admin-
istrator. The district courts of the United States, the Supreme Court of the 
District of Columbia, and the United States court for any Territory, shall have 
jurisdiction of suits to enjoin, annul, or suspend in whole or in part any final 
action by the Administrator upon any application under this subsection; or 

(The third paragraph of section 5 (e) is amended in full by sec. 505 of the Liquor 
Tax Administration Act of June 26, 193& See post, this Title.) 

(f) Advertising: To publish or disseminate or cause to be published or dis-
seminated by radio broadcast, or in any newspaper, periodical or other publica-
tion or by any sign or outdoor advertisement or any other printed or graphic 
matter, any advertisement of distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages, if such 
advertisement is in, or is calculated to induce sales in, interstate or foreign 
commerce, or is disseminated by mail, unless such advertisement is in con-
formity with such regulations, to be prescribed by the Administrator, (1) as will 
prevent deception of the consumer with respect to the products advertised and 
as will prohibit, irrespective of falsity, such statements relating to age, manu-
facturing processes, analyses, guaranties, and scientific or irrelevant matters as 
the Administrator finds to be likely to mislead the consumer; (2) as will pro-
vide the consumer with adequate information as to the identity and quality of 
the products advertised, the alcoholic content thereof (except that statements 
of, or statements likely to be considered as statements of, alcoholic content of 
malt beverages are prohibited and except that, in case of wines, statements of 
alcoholic content shall be required only for wines containing more than 14 per 
centum of alcohol by volume), and the person responsible for the advertisement; 
(3) as will require an accurate statement, in the case of distilled spirits (other 
than cordials, liqueurs, and specialties) produced by blending or rectification, if 
neutral spirits have been used in the production thereof, informing the con-
sumer of the percentage of neutral spirits so used and of the name of the com-
modity from which such neutral spirits have been distilled, or in case of neutral 
spirits or of gin produced by a process of continuous distillation, the name of 
the commodity from which distilled; (4) as will prohibit statements that are 
disparaging of a competitor's products or are false, misleading, obscene, or 
indecent; (5) as will prevent statements inconsistent with any statement on 
the labeling of the products advertised. This subsection shall not apply to 
outdoor advertising in place on June 18, 1935, but shall apply upon replace-
ment, restoration, or renovation of any such advertising. The prohibitions of 
this subsection and regulations thereunder shall not apply to the publisher of 
any newspaper, periodical, or other publication, or radio broadcaster, unless 
such publisher or radio broadcaster is engaged in business as a distiller, brewer, 
rectifier, or other producer, or as an importer or wholesaler, of distilled spirits, 
wine, or malt beverages, or as a bottler, or warehouseman and bottler, of 
distilled spirits, directly or indirectly or through an affiliate. 
The provisions of subsections (a), (b), and (c) shall not apply to any act 

done by any agency of a State or political subdivision thereof, or by any officer 
or employee of such agency. 
In the case of malt beverages, the provisions of subsections (a), (b), (c), 

and (d) shall apply to transactions between a retailer or trade buyer in any 
State and a brewer, importer, or wholesaler of malt beverages outside such 
State only to the extent that the law of such State imposes similar require-
ments with respect to similar transactions between a retailer or trade buyer in 
such State and a brewer, importer, or wholesaler of malt beverages in such 
State, as the case may be. In the case of malt beverages, the provisions of 
subsections (e) and (f) shall apply to the labeling of malt beverages sold or 
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shipped or delivered for shipment or otherwise introduced into or received in
any State from any place outside thereof, or the advertising of malt beverages
intended to be sold or shipped or delivered for shipment or otherwise introduced
into or received in any State from any place outside thereof, only to the extent
that the law of such State imposes similar requirements with respect to the
labeling or advertising, as the case may be, of malt beverages not sold or
shipped or delivered for shipment or otherwise introduced into or received in
such State from any place outside thereof.

The Administrator shall give reasonable public notice, and afford to interested
parties opportunity for hearing, prior to prescribing regulations to carry out
the provisions of this section. (Amended Feb. 29, 1936, c. 105, § 2, 49 Stat.
1152.) (U. S. C., Title 27, § 205.)

BULK SALES AND BOTTLING

SEa. 6. (a) It shall be unlawful for any person-
(1) To sell or offer to sell, contract to sell, or otherwise dispose of distilled

spirits in bulk except, under regulations of the Administrator, for export or

to the following, or to import distilled spirits in bulk except, under such regu-
lations, for sale to or for use by the following: A distiller, rectifier of distilled
spirits, person operating a bonded warehouse qualified under the internal-
revenue laws or a class 8 bonded warehouse qualified under the customs laws,
a winemaker for the fortification of wines, a proprietor of an industrial
alcohol plant, or any agency of the United States or any State or political
subdivision thereof.

(2) To sell or offer to sell, contract to sell, or otherwise dispose of ware-
house receipts for distilled spirits in bulk unless such warehouse receipts
require that the warehouseman shall package such distilled spirits, before

delivery, in bottles labeled and marked in accordance with law, or deliver

such distilled spirits in bulk only to persons to whom it is lawful to sell or

otherwise dispose of distilled spirits in bulk.
(3) To bottle distilled spirits unless the bottler is a person to whom it is

lawful to sell or otherwise dispose of distilled spirits in bulk.
(b) Any person who violates the requirements of this section shall, upon

conviction thereof, be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned for not more

than one year or both, and shall forfeit to the United States all distilled spirits

with respect to which the violation occurs and the containers thereof.
(c) The term "in bulk" means in containers having a capacity in excess of

one wine gallon. (U. S. C., Title 27, § 206.)

PENALTIES

SEC. 7. The District Courts of the United States, the Supreme Court of the

District of Columbia, and the United States court for any Territory, of the Dis-

trict where the offense is committed or threatened or of which the offender is an
inhabitant or has his principal place of business, are hereby vested with juris-
diction of any suit brought by the Attorney General in the name of the United

States, to prevent and restrain violations of any of the provisions of this Act.

Any person violating any of the provisions of sections 3 or 5 shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof be fined not more than $1,000 for each

offense. Subject to the approval of the Attorney General, the Administrator is
authorized, with respect to any violation of this Act, to compromise the liability

arising with respect to such violation (1) upon payment of a sum not in excess

of $500 for each offense, to be collected by the Administrator and to be paid
into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts, and (2) in case of repetitious vio-

lations and in order to avoid multiplicity of criminal proceedings; upon agree-

ment to a stipulation that the United States may, on its own motion upon five

days' notice to the violator, cause a consent decree to be entered by any court

of competent jurisdiction enjoining the repetition of such violation. (U. S. C.,

Title 27, § 207.)
INTERLOCKING DIRECTORATES

SE. 8. (a) Except as provided in subsection (b), it shall be unlawful for any

individual to take office, after the date of the enactment of this Act, as an
officer or director of any company, if his doing so would make him an officer

or director of more than one company engaged in business as a distiller, rectifier,

or blender of distilled spirits, or of any such company and of a company which
is an affiliate of any company engaged in business as a distiller, rectifier, or

blender of distilled spirits, or of more than one company which is an affiliate

of any company engaged in business as a distiller, rectifier, or blender of distilled
spirits, unless, prior to taking such office, application made by such individual

to the Administrator has been granted and after due showing has been made to

him that service by such individual as officer or director of all the foregoing com-

panies of which he is an officer or director together with service in the com-

pany with respect to which application is made will not substantially restrain or
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shipped or delivered for shipment or otherwise introduced into or received in 
any State from any place outside thereof, or the advertising of malt beverages 
intended to be sold or shipped or delivered for shipment or otherwise introduced 
into or received in any State from any place outside thereof, only to the extent 
that the law of such State imposes similar requirements with respect to the 
labeling or advertising, as the case may be, of malt beverages not sold or 
shipped or delivered for shipment or otherwise introduced into or received in 
such State from any place outside thereof. 
The Administrator shall give reasonable public notice, and afford to interested 

parties opportunity for hearing, prior to prescribing regulations to carry out 
the provisions of this section. (Amended Feb. 29, 1936, c. 105, § 2, 49 Stat. 
1152.) (U. S. C., Title 27, § 205.) 

BULK SALES AND noivuxo 

SEO. 6. (a) It shall be unlawful for any person— 
(1) To sell or offer to sell, contract to sell, or otherwise dispose of distilled 

spirits in bulk except, under regulations of the Administrator, for export or 
to the following, or to import distilled spirits in bulk except, under such regu-
lations, for sale to or for use by the following: A distiller, rectifier of distilled 
spirits, person operating a bonded warehouse qualified under the internal-
revenue laws or a class 8 bonded warehouse qualified under the customs laws, 
a winemaker for the fortification of wines, a proprietor of an industrial 
alcohol plant, or any agency of the United States or any State or political 
subdivision thereof. 

(2) To sell or offer to sell, contract to sell, or otherwise dispose of ware-
house receipts for distilled spirits in bulk unless such warehouse receipts 
require that the warehouseman shall package such distilled spirits, before 
delivery, in bottles labeled and marked in accordance with law, or deliver 
such distilled spirits in bulk only to persons to whom it is lawful to sell or 
otherwise dispose of distilled spirits in bulk. 

(3) To bottle distilled spirits unless the bottler is a person to whom it is 
lawful to sell or otherwise dispose of distilled spirits in bulk. 
(b) Any person who violates the requirements of this section shall, upon 

conviction thereof, be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned for not more 
than one year or both, and shall forfeit to the United States all distilled spirits 
with respect to which the violation occurs and the containers thereof. 

(c) The term "in bulk" means in containers having a capacity in excess of 
one wine gallon. (U. S. C., Title 27, § 206.) 

PENALTIES 

SEC. 7. The District Courts of the United States, the Supreme Court of the 
District of Columbia, and the United States court for any Territory, of the Dis-
trict where the offense is committed or threatened or of which the offender is an 
inhabitant or has his principal place of business, are hereby vested with juris-
diction of any suit brought by the Attorney General in the name of the United 
States, to prevent and restrain violations of any of the provisions of this Act. 
Any person violating any of the provisions of sections 3 or 5 shall be guilty of a 
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof be fined not more than $1,000 for each 
offense. Subject to the approval of the Attorney General, the Administrator is 
authorized, with respect to any violation of this Act, to compromise the liability 
arising with respect to such violation (1) upon payment of a sum not in excess 
of $500 for each offense, to be collected by the Administrator and to be paid 
into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts, and (2) in case of repetitious vio-
lations and in order to avoid multiplicity of criminal proceedings; upon agree-
ment to a stipulation that the United States may, on its own motion upon five 
days' notice to the violator, cause a consent decree to be entered by any court 
of competent jurisdiction enjoining the repetition of such violation. (U. S. C., 

Title 27, § 207-) 
INTERLOCKING DIRECTORATES 

SEC. 8. (a) Except as provided in subsection (b), it shall be unlawful for any 
individual to take office, after the date of the enactment of this Act, as an 
officer or director of any company, if his doing so would make him an officer 
or director of more than one company engaged in business as a distiller, rectifier, 
or blender of distilled spirits, or of any such company and of a company which 
is an affiliate of any company engaged in business as a distiller, rectifier, or 
blender of distilled spirits, or of more than one company which is an affiliate 
of any company engaged in business as a distiller, rectifier, or blender of distilled 
spirits, unless, prior to taking such office, application made by such individual 
to the Administrator has been granted and after due showing has been made to 
him that service by such individual as officer or director of all the foregoing com-
panies of which he is an officer or director together with service in the com-
pany with respect to which application is made will not substantially restrain or 
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prevent competition in interstate or foreign commerce in distilled spirits. The
Administrator shall, by order, grant or deny such application on the basis of the
proof submitted to him and his finding thereon. The District Courts of the
United States, the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia, and the United
States court for any Territory shall have jurisdiction of suits to enjoin, annul,
or suspend in whole or in part any final action by the Administrator upon any
application under this subsection.

(b) An individual may, without regard to the provisions of subsection (a),
take office as an officer or director of a company described in subsection (a)
while holding the position of officer or director of any other such company if
such companies are affiliates at the time of his taking office and if-

(1) Such companies are affiliates on the date of the enactment of this
Act; or

(2) Each of such companies has been organized under the law of a State
to comply with a requirement thereof under which, as a condition of doing
business in such State, such company must be organized under the law of
such State; or

(3) One or more such companies has been organized under the law of a
State to comply with a requirement thereof under which, as a condition of
doing business in such State, such company must be organized under the laws
of such State, and the other one or more of such companies not so organized,
is in existence on the date of the enactment of this Act; or

(4) One or more of such companies has been organized under the law of a
State to comply with a requirement thereof under which, as a condition of
doing business in such State, such company must be organized under the law
of such State, and not more than one of such companies is a company which
has not been so organized and which has been organized after the date of the
enactment of this Act.
(c) As used in this section, the term "company" means a corporation, joint

stock company, business trust, or association, but does not include any agency
of a State or political subdivision thereof or any officer or employee of any
such agency.

(d) Any individual taking office in violation of this section shall be punished
by a fine of not exceeding $1,000. (U. S. C., Title 27, § 208.)

DISPOSAL OF FORFErIE ALCOLIO BEVEMAGES

SEC. 9. (a) All distilled spirits, wine, and malt beverages forfeited, sum-
marily or by order of court, under any law of the United States, shall be de-
livered to the Secretary of the Treasury to be disposed of as hereinafter
provided.

(b) The Secretary of the Treasury shall dispose of all distilled spirits, wine,
and malt beverages which have been delivered to him pursuant to subsec-
tion (a)-

(1) By delivery to such Government agencies as, in his opinion, have a
need for such distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages for medicinal, scien-
tific, or mechanical purposes; or

(2) By gift to such eleemosynary institutions as, in his opinion, have a
need for such distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages for medicinal pur-
poses; or

(3) By destruction.
(c) No distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages which have been seized

under any law of the United States, may be disposed of in any manner what-
soever except after forfeiture and as provided in this section.

(d) The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to make all rules and regu-
lations necessary to carry out the provisions of this section. (U. S. C., Title 27,
§ 209.)

(Section 9 amended by sec. 507 of the Lquor Tax Administration Act of June 20,
1936. See poet, this Title.)

MISCKLLANOUB

SEO. 17. (a) As used in this Act-
(1) The term "Administrator" means the head of the Federal Alcohol

Administration.
(2) The term "United States" means the several States and Territories

and the District of Columbia; the term "State" includes a Territory and
the District of Columbia; and the term "Territory" means Alaska, Hawaii,
and Puerto Rico.

(3) The term "Interstate or foreign commerce" means commerce between
any State and any place outside thereof, or commerce within any Territory
or the District of Columbia, or between points within the same State but
through any place outside thereof.
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prevent competition in interstate or foreign commerce in distilled spirits. The 
Administrator shall, by order, grant or deny such application on the basis of the 
proof submitted to him and his finding thereon. The District Courts of the 
United States, the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia, and the United 
States court for any Territory shall have jurisdiction of suits to enjoin, annul, 
or suspend in whole or in part any final action by the Administrator upon any 
application under this subsection. 

(b) An individual may, without regard to the provisions of subsection (a), 
take office as an officer or director of a company described in subsection (a) 
while holding the position of officer or director of any other such company if 
such companies are affiliates at the time of his taking office and if— 

(1) Such companies are affiliates on the date of the enactment of this 
Act; or 

(2) Each of such companies has been organized under the law of a State 
to comply with a requirement thereof under which, as a condition of doing 
business in such State, such company must be organized under the law of 
such State; or 

(3) One or more such companies has been organized under the law of a 
State to comply with a requirement thereof under which, as a condition of 
doing business in such State, such company must be organized under the laws 
of such State, and the other one or more of such companies not so organized, 
is in existence on the date of the enactment of this Act; or 

(4) One or more of such companies has been organized under the law of a 
State to comply with a requirement thereof under which, as a condition of 
doing business in such State, such company must be organized under the law 
of such State, and not more than one of such companies is a company which 
has not been so organized and which has been organized after the date of the 
enactment of this Act. 
(c) As used in this section, the term "company" means a corporation, joint 

stock company, business trust, or association, but does not include any agency 
of a State or political subdivision thereof or any officer or employee of any 
such agency. 

(d) Any individual taking office in violation of this section shall be punished 
by a fine of not exceeding $1,000. (II. S. C., Title 27, § 208.) 

DISPOSAL OF FOEF'EITED ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES 

SEC. 9. (a) All distilled spirits, wine, and malt beverages forfeited, sum-
marily or by order of court, under any law of the United States, shall be de-
livered to the Secretary of the Treasury to be disposed of as hereinafter 
provided. 

(b) The Secretary of the Treasury shall dispose of all distilled spirits, wine, 
and malt beverages which have been delivered to him pursuant to subsec-
tion (a)— 

(1) By delivery to such Government agencies as, in his opinion, have a 
need for such distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages for medicinal, scien-
tific, or mechanical purposes; or 

(2) By gift to such eleemosynary institutions as, in his opinion, have a 
need for such distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages for medicinal pur-
poses; or 

(3) By destruction. 
(c) No distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages which have been seized 

under any law of the United States, may be disposed of in any manner what-
soever except after forfeiture and as provided in this section. 

(d) The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to make all rules and regu-
lations necessary to carry out the provisions of this section. (II. S. C., Title 27, 
§ 209.) 

(Section 9 amended by sec. 507 of the Liquor Tax Administration Act of June 26, 
1936. See post, this Title.) 
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Sze. 17. (a) As used in this Act— 
(1) The term "Administrator" means the head of the Federal Alcohol 

Administration. 
(2) The term "United States" means the several States and Territories 

and the District of Columbia; the term "State" includes a Territory and 
the District of Columbia; and the term "Territory" means Alaska, Hawaii, 
and Puerto Rico. 

(3) The term "interstate or foreign commerce" means commerce between 
any State and any place outside thereof, or commerce within any Territory 
or the District of Columbia, or between points within the same State but 
through any place outside thereof. 
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(4) The term "person" means individual, partnership, joint stock com-
pany, business trust, association, corporation, or other form of business
enterprise, including a receiver, trustee, or liquidating agent and including
an officer or employee of any agency of a State or political subdivision
thereof; and the term "trade buyer" means any person who is a wholesaler
or retailer.

(5) The term "affiliate" means any one of two or more persons if one
of such persons has actual or legal control, directly or indirectly, whether by
stock ownership or otherwise, of the other or others of such persons; and
any one of two or more persons subject to common control, actual or legal,
directly or indirectly, whether by stock ownership or otherwise.

(6) The term "distilled spirits" means ethyl alcohol, hydrated oxide of
ethyl, spirits of wine, whiskey, rum, brandy, gin, and other distilled spirits,
including all dilutions and mixtures thereof, for non-industrial use.

(7) The term "wine" means (1) wine as defined in section 610 and sec-
tion 617 of the Revenue Act of 1918, (U. S. C, title 26, secs. 441 and 444)
as now in force or hereafter amended, and (2) other alcoholic beverages
not so defined, but made in the manner of wine, including sparkling and
carbonated wine, wine made from condensed grape must, wine made from
other agricultural products than the juice of sound, ripe grapes, imitation
wine, compounds sold as wine, vermouth, cider, perry and sake; in each
instance only if containing not less than 7 per centum and not more than
24 per centum of alcohol by volume, and if for non-industrial use.

(8) The term "malt beverage" means a beverage made by the alcoholic
fermentation of an infusion or decoction, or combination of both, in potable
brewing water, of malted barley with hops, or their parts, or their products,
and with or without other malted cereals, and with or without the addi-
tion of unmalted or prepared cereals, other carbohydrates or products pre-
pared therefrom, and with or without the addition of carbon dioxide, and
with or without other wholesome products suitable for human food con-
sumption.

(9) The term "bottle" means any container, irrespective of the material
from which made, for use for the sale of distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages
at retail.

(b) The right to amend or repeal the provisions of this Act is expressly
reserved.

(c) If any provision of this Act, or the application of such provision to any
person or circumstance, is held invalid, the remainder of the Act and the ap-
plication of such provision to persons or circumstances other than those as to
which it is held invalid, shall not be affected thereby. (U. S. C., Title 27, § 211.)

LIQUOR ENFORCEMENT ACT OF 1936

(Act of June 25, 1936, c. 815, 49 Stat. 1928 etc.)

TO ENFOBOE THE TWENTY-FIBST AMENDMENT

This Act may be cited as the "Liquor Enforcement Act of 1936" (U. S. C., Title
27, § 221.)

Smc. 2. (a) Wherever used in this Act the word "State" shall mean and
include every State, Territory, and possession of the United States, unless
otherwise specifically provided.

(b) As used in this Act the word "vessel" includes every description of
water craft used, or capable of being used, as a means of transportation in
water or in water and air; and the word "vehicle" includes animals and every
description of carriage or other contrivance used, or capable of being used, as a
means of transportation on land or through the air. (U. S. C., Title 27, § 222)

SEC. 3. (a) Whoever shall import, bring, or transport any intoxicating liquor
into any State in which all sales (except for scientific, sacramental, medicinal,
or mechanical purposes) of intoxicating liquor containing more than 4 per
centum of alcohol by volume are prohibited, otherwise than in the course of
continuous interstate transportation through such State, or attempt so to do,
or assist in so doing, shall: (1) If such liquor is not accompanied by such
permit or permits, license or licenses therefor as are now or hereafter required
by the laws of such State; or (2) if all importation, bringing, or transportation
of intoxicating liquor into such State is prohibited by the laws thereof; be
guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned
not more than one year, or both.

(b) In order to determine whether anyone importing, bringing, or trans-
porting intoxicating liquor into any State, or anyone attempting so to do,
or assisting in so doing, is acting in violation of the provisions of this Act,
the definition of intoxicating liquor contained in the laws of such State shall
be applied, but only to the extent that sales of such intoxicating liquor (except
for scientific, sacramental, medicinal, and mechanical purposes) are prohibited
in such State. (U. C., Title 27, S 223)
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(4) The term "person" means individual, partnership, joint stock com-
pany, business trust, association, corporation, or other form of business 
enterprise, including a receiver, trustee, or liquidating agent and including 
an officer or employee of any agency of a State or political subdivision 
thereof; and the term "trade buyer" means any person who is a wholesaler 
or retailer. 

(5) The term "affiliate" means any one of two or more persons if one 
of such persons has actual or legal control, directly or indirectly, whether by 
stock ownership or otherwise, of the other or others of such persons; and 
any one of two or more persons subject to common control, actual or legal, 
directly or indirectly, whether by stock ownership or otherwise. 

(6) The term "distilled spirits" means ethyl alcohol, hydrated oxide of 
ethyl, spirits of wine, whiskey, rum, brandy, gin, and other distilled spirits, 
including all dilutions and mixtures thereof, for non-industrial use. 

(7) The term "wine" means (1) wine as defined in section 610 and sec-
tion 617 of the Revenue Act of 1918, (U. S. C., title 26, secs. 441 and 444) 
as now in force or hereafter amended, and (2) other alcoholic beverages 
not so defined, but made in the manner of wine, including sparkling and 
carbonated wine, wine made from condensed grape must, wine made from 
other agricultural products than the juice of sound, ripe grapes, imitation 
wine, compounds sold as wine, vermouth, cider, perry and sake; in each 
instance only if containing not less than 7 per centum and not more than 
24 per centum of alcohol by volume, and if for non-industrial use. 

(8) The term "malt beverage" means a beverage made by the alcoholic 
fermentation of an infusion or decoction, or combination of both, in potable 
brewing water, of malted barley with hops, or their parts, or their products, 
and with or without other malted cereals, and with or without the addi-
tion of unmalted or prepared cereals, other carbohydrates or products pre-
pared therefrom, and with or without the addition of carbon dioxide, and 
with or without other wholesome products suitable for human food con-
sumption. 

(9) The term "bottle" means any container, irrespective of the material 
from which made, for use for the sale of distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages 
at retail. 

(b) The right to amend or repeal the provisions of this Act is expressly 
reserved. 

(c) If any provision of this Act, or the application of such provision to any 
person or circumstance, is held invalid, the remainder of the Act and the ap-
plication of such provision to persons or circumstances other than those as to 
which it is held invalid, shall not be affected thereby. (U. S. C., Title 27, § 211.) 

LIQUOR ENFORCEMENT ACT OF 1936 

(Act of June 25, 1936, c. 815, 49 Stat. 1928 etc.) 

TO ENFORCE THE TWENTY-FIRST AMENDMENT 

This Act may be cited as the "Liquor Enforcement Act of 1936." (U. S. C., Title 
27, § 221.) 

Sac. 2. (a) Wherever used in this Act the word "State" shall mean and 
include every State, Territory, and possession of the United States, unless 
otherwise specifically provided. 

(b) As used in this Act the word "vessel" includes every description of 
water craft used, or capable of being used, as a means of transportation in 
water or in water and air; and the word "vehicle" includes animals and every 
description of carriage or other contrivance used, or capable of being used, as a 
means of transportation on land or through the air. (U. S. C., Title 27, § 

Sac. 3. (a) Whoever shall import, bring, or transport any intoxicating liquor 
into any State in which all sales (except for scientific, sacramental, medicinal, 
or mechanical purposes) of intoxicating liquor containing more than 4 per 
eentum of alcohol by volume are prohibited, otherwise than in the course of 
continuous interstate transportation through such State, or attempt so to do, 
or assist in so doing, shall: (1) If such liquor is not accompanied by such 
permit or permits, license or licenses therefor as are now or hereafter required 
by the laws of such State; or (2) if all importation, bringing, or transportation 
of intoxicating liquor into such State is prohibited by the laws thereof; be 
guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned 
not more than one year, or both. 

(b) In order to determine whether anyone importing, bringing, or trans-
porting intoxicating liquor into any State, or anyone attempting so to do, 
or assisting in so doing, is acting in violation of the provisions of this Act, 
the definition of intoxicating liquor contained in the laws of such State shall 
be applied, but only to the extent that sales of such intoxicating liquor (except 
for scientific, sacramental, medicinal, and mechanical purposes) are prohibited 
in such State. (U. S. C., TRW 27, 11 2234 
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SEa. 4. All intoxicating liquor involved in any violation of this Act, the
containers of such intoxicating liquor, and every vehicle or vessel used in the
transportation thereof, shall be seized and forfeited. Such seizure and for-
feiture, and the disposition of such property subsequent to seizure and for-
feiture, or the disposition of the proceeds from the sale of such property,
shall be in accordance with existing laws or those hereafter in existence relat-
ing to seizures, forfeitures, and dispositions of property or proceeds, for

violation of the internal-revenue laws. (U. S. C., Title 27, § 224.)
SEa. 5. The Secretary of the Treasury shall enforce the provisions of this

Act and of sections 238, 239, and 240 of the Criminal Code (U. S. C., 1934
ed., Title 18, secs. 388-390), as herein amended.

(Second paragraph codified in Title 26, Internal Revenue.)

Regulations to carry out the provisions of this Act shall be prescribed by
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue with the approval of the Secretary
of the Treasury. (U. S. C., Title 27, § 225.)

* * * * * * *

SaE. 10. Nothing contained in this Act shall repeal any other provisions of
existing laws except such provisions of such laws as are directly in conflict
with this Act and nothing in this Act shall apply to the Canal Zone. (U. S. C.,
Title 27, § 226.)

Sac. 11. If any provision of this Act, or the application thereof to any
person or circumstances, be held invalid, the remainder of the Act, and the
application of such provision to other persons or circumstance, shall not be

affected thereby. (U. S. C., Title 27, § 227.)
SEC. 12. This Act shall be effective as of the thirtieth day following the

date of its enactment. (U. S. C., Title 27, § 228.)

LIQUOR TAX ADMINISTRATION ACT

(Act of June 26, 1936, c. 830, Title V, 49 Stat. 1964, etc.)

Trmi V

SECTIO 501. (a) The Federal Alcohol Administration created as a division in
the Treasury Department by section 2 (a) of the Federal Alcohol Administration
Act, approved August 29, 1935 (Public Numbered 401, Seventy-fourth Congress),
is hereby made an independent establishment of the Government. The office of

Administrator of the Federal Alcohol Administration is abolished, and hereafter
the Federal Alcohol Administration shall be composed of three members, ap-
pointed as provided in section 502 of this title.

(b) All rights, privileges, powers, and duties conferred or imposed upon the
Administrator of the Federal Alcohol Administration are conferred and imposed
upon the Federal Alcohol Administration. All papers, records, and property

of the Administrator and the Federal Alcohol Administration, as a division of
the Treasury Department, are transferred to the Federal Alcohol Administra-
tion as an independent establishment of the Government.

(c) The Federal Alcohol Administration is authorized, without regard to
the civil-service laws, to appoint such attorneys and experts, and, subject to
the civil-service laws, to appoint such other officers and employees, as it deems
necessary to carry out its powers and duties; and the compensation of all
such attorneys, experts, and other officers and employees shall be fixed in

accordance with the Classification Act of 1923, as amended. All officers and
employees appointed by the Administrator and engaged in carrying out his
powers and duties shall be officers and employees of the Federal Alcohol Admin-
istration: Provided, That no such officer or employee who does not already
possess a competitive classified civil-service status shall thereby acquire such
status, except upon recommendation by the Federal Alcohol Administration to
the Civil Service Commission, subject to such noncompetitive tests of fitness as
the Commission may prescribe; and no such officer or employee, except attorneys
and experts, may be retained in the Federal Alcohol Administration without
appropriate civil-service status for a period longer than sixty days from the

effective date of this section.
(d) All provisions of law applicable to the Administrator shall be applicable

in the same manner and to the same extent to the Federal Alcohol Adminis-
tration. (U. S. C., Title 27, § 202 (a).)

SEC. 502. (a) The members of the Federal Alcohol Administration shall be
appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate.
Not more than two members of the Administration shall be members of the
same political party. The terms of office of the members first taking office shall
expire, as designated by the President at the time of nomination, one at the
end of the first year, one at the end of the second year, and one at the end of
the third year after the date of the enactment of this Act. A successor shall
have a term of office expiring three years from the date of expiration of the

term for which his predecessor was appointed, except that a person appointed
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APPENDIX

to fill a vacancy occurring prior to the expiration of such term shall be appointed
for the remainder of such term. No person shall be eligible for appointment or
continue in office as a member if he is engaged or financially interested in, or
is an officer or director of or employed by a company engaged in, the production
or sale or other distribution of alcoholic beverages or the financing thereof.
Each member shall, for his services, receive compensation at the rate of $10,000
per annum, together with actual and necessary traveling and subsistence
expenses while engaged in the performance of his duties as member outside the
District of Columbia.

(b) One of the members shall be designated by the President annually at
the beginning of the calendar year as chairman and shall be the chief executive
officer of the Administration; one of the members shall be designated by the
President annually at the beginning of the calendar year as vice chairman of
the Administration and shall perform the functions and duties of the chairman
in his absence or in the event of his incapacity caused by illness; and one of
the members, who shall be a lawyer, shall be designated by the President as
general counsel of the Administration. The Administration may function not-
withstanding vacancies, and a majority of the members in office shall constitute
a quorum. The Administration shall meet at the call of the chairman or a
majority of its members. The Administration is authorized to adopt an official
seal, which shall be judicially noticed. The Administration shall be entitled
to free use of the United States mails in the same manner as the executive
departments.

(c) The Administration is authorized and directed to prescribe such rules and
regulations as may be necessary to carry out its powers and duties. (U. S. 0.,
Title 27, § 202 (b).)

SEC. 503. (a) Sections 2 (b), 2 (c), and 2 (d) of the Federal Alcohol
Administration Act are hereby repealed. All rules, regulations, orders, permits,
and certificates, prescribed or issued by the Administrator and in full force
and effect on the effective date of this section, shall continue in full force
and effect until duly modified, superseded, or revoked.

(b) All proceedings, hearings, investigations, or other matters pending before,
or being carried on by, the Administrator shall be continued and brought to
determination by the Administration.

(c) No suit, action, or other proceeding lawfully commenced by or against
any agency or officer of the United States shall abate by reason of the transfer
of rights, privileges, powers, and duties, or the abolition of the office of
Administrator, under the provisions of this title. (U. S. C., Title 27, § 202 (c).)

SEC. 504. The unexpended balances of appropriations available for salaries
and expenses of the Federal Alcohol Administration, as a division of the
Treasury Department, shall be available for salaries and expenses of the
Federal Alcohol Administration, as an independent establishment of the Govern-
ment, including the salaries and expenses of the members of the Federal
Alcohol Administration. (U. S. C., Title 27, § 212.)

SEC. 505. The third paragraph of section 5 (e) of the Federal Alcohol Admin-
istration Act is hereby amended to read as follows:

"In order to prevent the sale or shipment or other introduction of distilled
spirits, wine, or malt beverages in interstate or foreign commerce, if bottled,
packaged, or labeled in violation of the requirements of this subsection, (1)
no bottler of distilled spirits, no producer, blender, or wholesaler of wine, or
proprietor of a bonded wine storeroom, and no brewer or wholesaler of malt bev-
erages shall bottle, and (2) no person shall remove from customs custody, in bot-
tles, for sale or any other commercial purpose, distilled spirits, wine, or malt
beverages, respectively, after such date as the Administrator fixes as the
earliest practicable date for the application of the provisions of this subsection
to any class of such persons (but not later than August 15, 1936, in the case of
distilled spirits, and December 15, 1936, in the case of wine and malt bev-
erages, and only after thirty days' public notice), unless, upon application to
the Administrator, he has obtained and has in his possession a certificate of
label approval covering the distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages, issued
by the Administrator in such manner and form as he shall by regulations pre-
scribe: Provided, That any such bottler of distilled spirits, or producer, blender,
or wholesaler of wine, or proprietor of a bonded wine storeroom, or brewer
or wholesaler of malt beverages shall be exempt from the requirements of
this subsection if, upon application to the Administrator, he shows to the satis-
faction of the Administrator that the distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages
to be bottled by the applicant are not to be sold, or offered for sale, or shipped
or delivered for shipment, or otherwise introduced, in interstate or foreign
commerce. Officers of internal revenue are authorized and directed to withhold
the release of distilled spirits from the bottling plant unless such certificates
have been obtained, or unless the application of the bottler for exemption has
been granted by the Administrator; and customs officers are authorized and
directed to withhold the release from customs custody of distilled spirits, wine,
and malt beverages, unless such certificates have been obtained. The District
Courts of the United States, the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia,
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of rights, privileges, powers, and duties, or the abolition of the office of 
Administrator, under the provisions of this title. (U. S. C., Title 27, § 202 (c).) 
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Treasury Department, shall be available for salaries and expenses of the 
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and the United States court for any Territory shall have jurisdiction of suits

to enjoin, annul, or suspend in whole or in part any final action by the Admin-
istrator upon any application under this subsection; or." (U. S. C., Title 27,
§ 205 (e).)

SEa. 506. The second proviso of section 5 (e) of the Federal Alcohol Adminis-
tration Act is amended to read as follows: "Provided further, That nothing herein
nor any decision, ruling, regulation or other action of any Department of the
Government or official thereof shall deny the right of any person to use wholly
or in part the wine names or brands Port, Sherry, Burgundy, Sauterne, Haut
Sauterne, Rhine (Hock), Moselle, Chianti, Chablis, Tokay, Malaga, Madeira,
Marsala, Claret, Vermouth, Barbera, Cabernet, Saint Julien, Riesling, Zinfandel,
Medoc, or Cognac, or any other geographic name of foreign origin (except
Champagne), upon any of the foregoing produced in the United States if of the
same type and the use of such name or brand is qualified by the name of the
State or other locality in the United States in which the product is produced,
and, in the case of the use of such name or brand on any label or in any adver-
tisement, if such qualification is as conspicuous as such name or brand: And
provided further, That except as herein expressly provided as to said names or
brands, nothing in this section shall be held in any wise to affect or abridge any

of the powers granted to the Federal Alcohol Administration to provide stand-
ards of identity, quality, labeling, or other regulations." (U. S. C., Title 27,
§ 205 (e).)

SEc. 507. Section 9 of the Federal Alcohol Administration Act (U. S. C.,
1934 ed., Supp. I, title 27, sec. 209) is amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new subsection:

"(e) Nothing in this section shall affect the authority of the Secretary of the
Treasury, under the customs or internal-revenue laws, to remit or mitigate the
forfeiture, or alleged forfeiture, of such distilled spirits, wines, or malt beverages,
or the authority of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, with the approval
of the Secretary of the Treasury, to compromise any civil or criminal case in
respect of such distilled spirits, wines, or malt beverages prior to commence-
ment of suit thereon, or the authority of the Secretary of the Treasury to com-
promise any claim under the customs laws in respect of such distilled spirits,
wines, or malt beverages" (U. S. C., Title 27, § 209.)

SEC. 508. This title, except sections 502, 505, and 507, shall take effect when
a majority of the members of the Federal Alcohol Administration first appointed
under the provisions of section 502 qualify and take office.

TITLE 28-JUDICIAL CODE AND JUDICIARY

JUDICIAL CODE

(Act Mar. 3, 1911, c. 231, 36 Stat. 1088, etc.)

JURISDICTION OF DISTRICT COURTS

Sac. 24. The district courts shall have original jurisdiction as follows:

* * * * * * *

Fifth. Of all cases arising under any law providing for internal revenue, or
for revenue from imports or tonnage, except those cases arising under any law
providing revenue from imports, jurisdiction of which has been conferred upon
the Court of Customs Appeals.

* * * * * * *

Twentieth. * * *
Concurrent with the Court of Claims, of any suit or proceeding, commenced

after the passage of the Revenue Act of 1921, for the recovery of any internal-
revenue tax alleged to have been erroneously or illegally assessed or collected,
or of any penalty claimed to have been collected without authority or any sum
alleged to have been excessive or in any manner wrongfully collected, under
the internal-revenue laws, even if the claim exceeds $10,000, if the collector of
internal revenue by whom such tax, penalty, or sum was collected is dead or is
not in office as collector of internal revenue at the time such suit or proceeding
is commenced. (Amended Feb. 24, 1925, c. 309, 43 Stat 972.) (U. S. C., Title
28, J 41.)

BEMOVAL 01 SUITS On PBOSECUTIONS AGAINST OFFICERS FROM STATB COURTS TO
UNITED STA1E COURTS

SEc. 33. That when any civil suit or criminal prosecution is commenced in
any court of a State against any officer appointed under or acting by authority
of any revenue law of the United States now or hereafter enacted, or against
any person acting under or by authority of any such officer, on account of any
act done under color of his office or of any such law, or on account of any right,
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title, or authority claimed by such officer or other person under any such law,
or is commenced against any person holding property or estate by title derived
from any such officer and affects the validity of any such revenue law, or
against any officer of the courts of the United States for or on account of any
act done under color of his office or in the performance of his duties as such
officer, or when any civil suit or criminal prosecution is commenced against any
person for or on account of anything done by him while an officer of either
House of Congress in the discharge of his official duty in executing any order
of such House, the said suit or prosecution may at any time before the trial
or final hearing thereof be removed for trial into the district court next to be
holden in the district where the same is pending upon the petition of such de-
fendant in said district court and in the following manner: Said petition shall
set forth the nature of the suit or prosecution and be verified by affidavit and,
together with a certificate signed by an attorney or counselor at law of some
court of record of the State where such suit or prosecution is commenced or of
the United States stating that, as counsel for the petitioner, he has examined
the proceedings against him and carefully inquired into all the matters set
forth in the petition, and that he believes them to be true, shall be presented
to the said district court, if in session, or if it be not, to the clerk thereof at
his office, and shall be filed in said office. The cause shall thereupon be entered
on the docket of the district court and shall proceed as a cause originally com-
menced in that court; but all bail and other security given upon such suit or
prosecution shall continue in like force and effect as if the same had proceeded
to final judgment and execution in the State court. When the suit is com-
menced in the State court by summons, subpoena, petition, or any other process
except capias, the clerk of the district court shall issue a writ of certiorari to
the State court requiring it to send to the district court the record and the pro-
ceedings in the cause. When it is commenced by capias or by any other similar
form of proceeding by which a personal arrest is ordered, he shall issue a writ
of habeas corpus cum causa, a duplicate of which shall be delivered to the clerk
of the State court or left at his office by the marshal of the district or his dep-
uty or by some other person duly authorized thereto; and thereupon it shall be
the duty of the State court to stay all further proceedings in the cause, and the
suit or prosecution, upon delivery of such process, or leaving the same as afore-
said, shall be held to be removed to the district court, and any further proceed-
ings, trial, or judgment therein in the State court shall be void. If the defend-
ant in the suit or prosecution be in actual custody on mesne process therein, it
shall be the duty of the marshal, by virtue of the writ of habeas corpus cum
causa, to take the body of the defendant into his custody, to be dealt with in
the cause according to law and the order of the district court, or, in vacation,
of any judge thereof; and if, upon the removal of such suit or prosecution, it
is made to appear to the district court that no copy of the record and proceed-
ings therein in the State court can be obtained, the district court may allow and
require the plaintiff to proceed de novo and to file a declaration of his cause of
action, and the parties may thereupon proceed as in actions originally brought
in said district court On failure of the plaintiff so to proceed, judgment of
non prosequitur may be rendered against him, with costs for the defendant.
(Amended Aug. 23, 191 c. 399, 39 Stat. 532.) (U. S. 0., Title 28, § 76.)

sTrr OBS IB NTEU AL-REVEm u TAXES; WHEBB BUmUGHT

SEc. 44. Taxes accruing under any law providing internal revenue may be
sued for and recovered either in the district where the liability for such tax
occurs or in the district where the delinquent resides. (U. S. C., Title 28, § 105.)

JUJISDICrION OO COUBT or CoLAIM

Sea. 145. The Court of Claims shall have jurisdiction to hear and determine
the following matters:

First. All claims (except for pensions) founded upon the Constitution of the
United States or any law of Congress, upon any regulation of an Executive
Department, upon any contract, express or implied, with the Government of
the United States, or for damages, liquidated or unliquidated, in cases not
sounding in tort, in respect of which claims the party would be entitled to
redress against the United States either in a court of law, equity, or admiralty
if the United States were suable: Provided, however, That nothing in this sec-
tion shall be construed as giving to the said court jurisdiction to hear and
determine claims growing out of the late civil war, and commonly known as
"war claims," or to hear and determine other claims which, prior to March
third, eighteen hundred and eighty-seven, had been rejected or reported on
adversely by any court, department, or commission authorized to hear and
determine the same.

Second. All set-offs, counterclaims, claims for damages, whether liquidated
or unliquidated, or other demands whatsoever on the part of the Government
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title, or authority claimed by such officer or other person under any such law, 
or is commenced against any person holding property or estate by title derived 
from any such officer and affects the validity of any such revenue law, or 
against any officer of the courts of the United States for or on account of any 
act done under color of his office or in the performance of his duties as such 
officer, or when any civil suit or criminal prosecution is commenced against any 
person for or on account of anything done by him while an officer of either 
House of Congress in the discharge of his official duty in executing any order 
of such House, the said suit or prosecution may at any time before the trial 
or final hearing thereof be removed for trial into the district court next to be 
holden in the district where the same is pending upon the petition of such de-
fendant in said district court and in the following manner: Said petition shall 
set forth the nature of the suit or prosecution and be verified by affidavit and, 
together with a certificate signed by an attorney or counselor at law of some 
court of record of the State where such suit or prosecution is commenced or of 
the United States stating that, as counsel for the petitioner, he has examined 
the proceedings against him and carefully inquired into all the matters set 
forth in the petition, and that he believes them to be true, shall be presented 
to the said district court, if in session, or if it be not, to the clerk thereof at 
his office, and shall be filed in said office. The cause shall thereupon be entered 
on the docket of the district court and shall proceed as a cause originally com-
menced in that court; but all bail and other security given upon such suit or 
prosecution shall continue in like force and effect as if the same had proceeded 
to final judgment and execution in the State court. When the suit is com-
menced in the State court by summons, subpcena, petition, or any other process 
except capias, the clerk of the district court shall issue a writ of certiorari to 
the State court requiring it to send to the district court the record and the pro-
ceedings in the cause. When it is commenced by capias or by any other similar 
form of proceeding by which a personal arrest is ordered, he shall issue a writ 
of habeas corpus cum causa, a duplicate of which shall be delivered to the clerk 
of the State court or left at his office by the marshal of the district or his dep-
uty or by some other person duly authorized thereto; and thereupon it shall be 
the duty of the State court to stay all further proceedings in the cause, and the 
suit or prosecution, upon delivery of such process, or leaving the same as afore-
said, shall be held to be removed to the district court, and any further proceed-
ings, trial, or judgment therein in the State court shall be void. If the defend-
ant in the suit or prosecution be in actual custody on mesne process therein, it 
shall be the duty of the marshal, by virtue of the writ of habeas corpus cum 
causa, to take the body of the defendant into his custody, to be dealt with in 
the cause according to law and the order of the district court, or, in vacation, 
of any judge thereof; and if, upon the removal of such suit or prosecution, it 
is made to appear to the district court that no copy of the record and proceed-
ings therein in the State court can be obtained, the district court may allow and 
require the plaintiff to proceed de novo and to file a declaration of his cause of 
action, and the parties may thereupon proceed as in actions originally brought 
in said district court. On failure of the plaintiff so to proceed, judgment of 
non prosequitur may be rendered against him, with costs for the defendant. 
(Amended Aug. 23, 1916, C. 399, 39 Stat. 532.) (U. S. 0., Title 28, § 76.) 

SUITS FOB ENT/EENAL-REVENUE TAXES; WHEEE BIOUGEIT 

SEC. 44. Taxes accruing under any law providing internal revenue may be 
sued for and recovered either in the district where the liability for such tax 
occurs or in the district where the delinquent resides. (U. S. C., Title 28, 1 105.) 

Jrnat3DICTION OF COURT or CLAIMS 

Szo. 145. The Court of Claims shall have jurisdiction to hear and determine 
the following matters: 

First. All claims (except for pensions) founded upon the Constitution of the 
United States or any law of Congress, upon any regulation of an Executive 
Department, upon any contract, express or implied, with the Government of 
the United States, or for damages, liquidated or unliquidatecl, in cases not 
sounding in tort, in respect of which claims the party would be entitled to 
redress against the United States either in a court of law, equity, or admiralty 
if the United States were suable: Provided, however, That nothing in this sec-
tion shall be construed as giving to the said court jurisdiction to hear and 
determine claims growing out of the late civil war, and commonly known as 
"war claims," or to hear and determine other claims which, prior to March 
third, eighteen hundred and eighty-seven, had been rejected or reported on 
adversely by any court, department, or commission authorized to hear and 

determine the same. 
Second. All set-offs, counterclaims, claims for damages, whether liquidated 

or nnliquidated, or other demands whatsoever on the part of the Government 
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of the United States against any claimant against the Government in said
court: Provided, That no suit against the Government of the United States,
brought by any officer of the United States to recover fees for services-alleged
to have been performed for the United States, shall be allowed under this
chapter until an account for said fees shall have been rendered and finally acted
upon as required by law, unless the proper accounting officer of the Treasury
fails to act finally thereon within six months after the account is received in
said office. * * * (U. S. C., Title 28, § 250.)

RrFERRING TO COURT OF CLAIMS

SEa. 148. When any claim or matter is pending in any of the executive
departments which involves controverted questions of fact or law, the head
of such department may transmit the same, with the vouchers, papers, docu-
ments and proofs pertaining thereto, to the Court of Claims and the same
shall be there proceeded in under such rules as the court may adopt. When
the facts and conclusions of law shall have been found, the court shall report
its findings to the department by which it was transmitted for its guidance
and action: Provided, however, That if it shall have been transmitted with the
consent of the claimant, or if it shall appear to the satisfaction of the court
upon the facts established, that under existing laws or the provisions of this
chapter it has jurisdiction to render judgment or decree thereon, it shall
proceed to do so, in the latter case giving to either party such further oppor-
tunity for hearing as in its judgment justice shall require, and shall report
its findings therein to the department by which the same was referred to said
court. The Secretary of the Treasury may, upon the certificate of the Comp-
troller General, direct any claim or matter, of which, by reason of the subject
matter or character, the said court might, under existing laws, take jurisdic-
tion on the voluntary action of the claimant, to be transmitted, with all the
vouchers, papers, documents, and proofs pertaining thereto, to the said court
for trial and adjudication. (June 10, 1921, c. 18, § 304, 42 Stat. 24.) (U. S. C.,
Title 28, § 254)

INTEREST ON JUDGMONTS

SEC17. . * * *
(b) In any judgment of any court rendered (whether against the United

States, a collector or deputy collector of internal revenue, a former collector
or deputy collector, or the personal representative in case of death) for any
overpayment in respect of any internal-revenue tax, interest shall be allowed
at the rate of 6 per centum per annum upon the amount of the overpayment,
from the date of the payment or collection thereof to a date preceding the date
of the refund check by not more than thirty days, such date to be determined
by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue. The Commissioner is hereby author-
ized to tender by check payment of any such judgment, with interest as herein
provided, at any time after such judgment becomes final, whether or not a
claim for such payment has been duly filed, and such tender shall stop the
running of interest, whether or not such refund check is accepted by the
judgment creditor. (Amended June 22, 1936, c. 690, § 808, 49 Stat. 1746.)
(U. S. C., Title 28, § 284.)

DECLARATORY JUDGMENTS

SEO. 274. (d) (1) In cases of actual controversy (except with respect to Fed-
eral taxes) the courts of the United States shall have power upon petition,
declaration, complaint, or other appropriate pleadings to declare rights and
other legal relations of any interested party petitioning for such declaration,
whether or not further relief is or could be prayed, and such declaration shall
have the force and effect of a final judgment or decree and be reviewable as
such. (June 14, 1984, c. 512 48 Stat. 955, amended Aug. 30, 1935, c. 829, § 405,
49 Stat. 1027.) (U.. C., Title 28, § 400 (1).)

OTHER ACTS

PROSECUTION OF VIOLATIONS OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS; DUTIES OF DISTBIOr
ATTORNEY

It shall be the duty of every district attorney to prosecute, in his district, all
delinquents for crimes and offenses cognizable under the authority of the United
States, and all civil actions in which the United States are concerned, and, un-
less otherwise instructed by the Secretary of the Treasury, to appear in behalf
·of the defendants in all suits or proceedings pending in his district against col-
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of the United States against any claimant against the Government in said 
court: Provided, That no suit against the Government of the United States, 
brought by any officer of the United States to recover fees for services• alleged 
to have been performed for the United States, shall be allowed under this 
chapter until an account for said fees shall have been rendered and finally acted 
upon as required by law, unless the proper accounting officer of the Treasury 
fails to act finally thereon within six months after the account is received in 
said office. * * * (U. S. C., Title 28, § 250.) 

REFERRING TO COURT OF CLAIMS 

SEC. 148. When any claim or matter is pending in any of the executive 
departments which involves controverted questions of fact or law, the head 
of such department may transmit the same, with the vouchers, papers, docu-
ments and proofs pertaining thereto, to the Court of Claims and the same 
shall be there proceeded in under such rules as the court may adopt. When 
the facts and conclusions of law shall have been found, the court shall report 
its findings to the department by which it was transmitted for its guidance 
and action: Provided, however, That if it shall have been transmitted with the 
consent of the claimant, or if it shall appear to the satisfaction of the court 
upon the facts established, that under existing laws or the provisions of this 
chapter it has jurisdiction to render judgment or decree thereon, it shall 
proceed to do so, in the latter case giving to either party such further oppor-
tunity for hearing as in its judgment justice shall require, and shall report 
its findings therein to the department by which the same was referred to said 
court. The Secretary of the Treasury may, upon the certificate of the Comp-
troller General, direct any claim or matter, of which, by reason of the subject 
matter or character, the said court might, under existing laws, take jurisdic-
tion on the voluntary action of the claimant, to be transmitted, with all the 
vouchers, papers, documents, and proofs pertaining thereto, to the said court 
for trial and adjudication. (June 10, 1921, c. 18, § 304, 42 Stat. 24.) (U. S. C., 
Title 28, § 254.) 

INTEREST ON JUDGMENTS 

SEc. 177. * • so 
(b) In any judgment of any court rendered (whether against the United 

states, a collector or deputy collector of internal revenue, a former collector 
or deputy collector, or the personal representative in case of death) for any 
overpayment in respect of any internal-revenue tax, interest shall be allowed 
at the rate of 6 per centum per annum upon the amount of the overpayment, 
from the date of the payment or collection thereof to a date preceding the date 
of the refund check by not more than thirty days, such date to be determined 
by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue. The Commissioner is hereby author-
ized to tender by check payment of any such judgment, with interest as herein 
provided, at any time after such judgment becomes final, whether or not a 
claim for such payment has been duly filed, and such tender shall stop the 
running of interest, whether or not such refund check is accepted by the 
judgment creditor. (Amended June 22, 1936, c. 690, § 808, 49 Stat. 1746.) 
(U. S. C., Title 28, § 284.) 

DECLARATORY JUDGMENTS 

SEO. 274. (d) (1) In cases of actual controversy (except with respect to Fed-
eral taxes) the courts of the United States shall have power upon petition, 
declaration, complaint, or other appropriate pleadings to declare rights and 
other legal relations of any interested party petitioning for such declaration, 
whether or not further relief is or could be prayed, and such declaration shall 
have the force and effect of a final judgment or decree and be reviewable as 
such. (June 14, 1964, c. 512, 48 Stat. 955, amended Aug. 30, 1935, c. 829, § 405, 
49 Stat. 1027.) (U. S. C., Title 28, § 400 (1).) 

OTHER ACTS 

PROSECUTION OF VIOLATIONS OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS; DUTIES OF DISTRICT 
ATTORNEY 

It shall be the duty of every district attorney to prosecute, in his district, all 
delinquents for crimes and offenses cognizable under the authority of the United 
States, and all civil actions in which the United States are concerned, and, un-
less otherwise instructed by the Secretary of the Treasury, to appear in behalf 
of the defendants in all suits or proceedings pending in his district against col-
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lectors, or other officers of the revenue, for any act done by them or for the re-
covery of any money exacted by or paid to such officers, and by them paid into

the Treasury. (R. S. § 771.) (U. S. C., Title 28, § 485.)

REPORT IN CASES WHERE SUIT NOT ADVISABLE

It shall be [the] duty of every district attorney to whom any collector of

customs, or of internal revenue, shall report, according to law, any case in

which any fine, penalty, or forfeiture has been incurred in the district of such

attorney for the violation of any law of the United States relating to the reve-

nue, to cause the proper proceedings to be commenced and prosecuted without
delay, for the fines, penalties, and forfeitures in such case provided, unless, upon

inquiry and examination, he shall decide that such proceedings cannot probably

be sustained, or that the ends of public justice do not require that such proceed-

ings should be instituted; in which case he shall report the facts in customs

cases to the Secretary of the Treasury, and in internal revenue cases to the

Commissioner of Internal Revenue for their direction. * * * (R. S. § 838,

corrected Feb. 27, 1877, c. 69, § 1, 19 Stat. 241.) (U. S. C., Title 28, § 486.)

WARRANTS IN PBOSECUTION UNDEB INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS

* * * And hereafter no part of any money appropriated to pay any fees

to the United States commissioners, marshals, or clerks shall be used for any

warrant issued or arrest made, or other fees in prosecutions under the internal

revenue laws, unless said fees have been taxed against and collected from the

defendant or unless the prosecution has been commenced upon a sworn com-

plaint setting forth the facts constituting the offense and alleging them to be

within the personal knowledge of the affiant, or upon a sworn complaint by a

United States district attorney, collector, or deputy collector of internal revenue

or revenue agent, setting forth the facts upon information and belief, and ap-

proved either before or after such arrest by a circuit or district judge or the

attorney of the United States in the district where the offense is alleged to have

been committed or the indictment is found: * * * (Aug. 18, 1894, c. 301,

§ 1, 28 Stat. 416.) (U. S. C., Title 28, § 575.)

SUITS AGAINST REVENUE OFFICER; TRANSCRIPTS FROM BOOKS ADMITTED IN EVIDENCE

When suit is brought in any case of delinquency of a revenue officer, or other

person accountable for public money, a transcript from the books and proceed-

ings of the Treasury Department, certified by the register and authenticated

under the seal of the department * * * shall be admitted as evidence, and

the court trying the cause shall be authorized to grant judgment and award

execution accordingly. And all copies of bonds, contracts, or other papers relat-

ing to, or connected with, the settlement of any account between the United

States and an individual, when certified by the register or General Accounting

Office, as the case may be, to be true copies of the originals on file, and authen-

ticated under the seal of the department, may be annexed to such transcripts,

and shall have equal validity, and be entitled to the same degree of credit which

would be due to the original papers if produced and authenticated in court:

* * *. (R. S. § 886; June 10, 1921, c. 18, §§ 302, 310, 42 Stat. 23, 25.)

(U. S. C., Title 28, § 665.)

ADMISSIBILITY IN EVIDENCE OF CERTAIN WRITINGS AND RECORDS MADE IN THE

BEGULAR COURSE OF BUSINESS

In any court of the United States and in any court established by Act of

Congress, any writing or record, whether in the form of an entry in a book or

otherwise, made as a memorandum or record of any act, transaction, occurrence,

or event, shall be admissible as evidence of said act, transaction, occurrence, or

event, if it shall appear that it was made in the regular course of any business,

and that it was the regular course of such business to make such memorandum

or record at the time of such act, transaction, occurrence, or event or within a

reasonable time thereafter. All other circumstances of the making of such

writing or record, including lack of personal knowledge by the entrant or

maker, may be shown to affect its weight, but they shall not affect its admissi-

bility. The term "business" shall include business, profession, occupation, and

calling of every kind. (June 20, 1936, c. 640, 49 Stat. 1561.) (U. S. C., Title 28,

695.)

SUITS FOR TAXES, FENALTIIB, O ORlBrFEITUBES TO BE BROUGHT IN THE NAME OF THX
UNITED STATES

All suits for the recovery of any duties, imposts, or taxes, or for the enforce-

ment of any penalty or forfeiture provided by any act respecting imports or

tonnage, or the registering and recording or enrolling and licensing of vessels,
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lectors, or other officers of the revenue, for any act done by them or for the re-
covery of any money exacted by or paid to such officers, and by them paid into 
the Treasury. (R. S. § 771.) (U. S. C., Title 28, § 485.) 

REPORT IN CASES WHERE SUIT NOT ADVISABLE 

It shall be [the] duty of every district attorney to whom any collector of 
customs, or of internal revenue, shall report, according to law, any case in 
which any fine, penalty, or forfeiture has been incurred in the district of such 
attorney for the violation of any law of the United States relating to the reve-
nue, to cause the proper proceedings to be commenced and prosecuted without 
delay, for the fines, penalties, and forfeitures in such case provided, unless, upon 
inquiry and examination, he shall decide that such proceedings cannot probably 
be sustained, or that the ends of public justice do not require that such proceed-
ings should be instituted; in which case he shall report the facts in customs 
cases to the Secretary of the Treasury, and in internal revenue cases to the 
Commissioner of Internal Revenue for their direction. * * * (R. S. § 838, 
corrected Feb. 27, 1877, c. 69, § 1, 19 Stat. 241.) (U. S. C., Title 28, § 486.) 

WARRANTS IN PROSECUTION UNDER INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS 

* * * And hereafter no part of any money appropriated to pay any fees 
to the United States commissioners, marshals, or clerks shall be used for any 
warrant issued or arrest made, or other fees in prosecutions under the internal 
revenue laws, unless said fees have been taxed against and collected from the 
defendant or unless the prosecution has been commenced upon a sworn com-
plaint setting forth the facts constituting the offense and alleging them to be 
within the personal knowledge of the affiant, or upon a sworn complaint by a 
United States district attorney, collector, or deputy collector of internal revenue 
or revenue agent, setting forth the facts upon information and belief, and ap-
proved either before or after such arrest by a circuit or district judge or the 
attorney of the United States in the district where the offense is alleged to have 
been committed or the indictment is found: * * * (Aug. 18, 1894, c. 301, 
§ 1, 28 Stat. 416.) (U. S. C., Title 28, § 575.) 

SUITS AGAINST REVEIN uE OFFICER; TRANSCRIPTS FROM BOOKS ADMITTED IN EVIDENCE 

When suit is brought in any case of delinquency of a revenue officer, or other 
person accountable for public money, a transcript from the books and proceed-
ings of the Treasury Department, certified by the register and authenticated 
under the seal of the department * * * shall be admitted as evidence, and 
the court trying the cause shall be authorized to grant judgment and award 
execution accordingly. And all copies of bonds, contracts, or other papers relat-
ing to, or connected with, the settlement of any account between the United 
States and an individual, when certified by the register or General Accounting 
Office, as the case may be, to be true copies of the originals on file, and authen-
ticated under the seal of the department, may be annexed to such transcripts, 
and shall have equal validity, and be entitled to the same degree of credit which 
would be due to the original papers if produced and authenticated in court: 
* * *. (R, S. § 886; June 10, 1921, c. 18, §§ 302, 310, 42 Stat. 23, 25.) 

(U. S. C., Title 28, § 665.) 

ADMISSIBILITY IN EVIDENCE OF CERTAIN WRITINGS AND RECORDS MADE IN THE 
REGULAR COURSE OF BUSINESS 

In any court of the United States and in any court established by Act of 
Congress, any writing or record, whether in the form of an entry in a book or 
otherwise, made as a memorandum or record of any act, transaction, occurrence, 
or event, shall be admissible as evidence of said act, transaction, occurrence, or 
event, if it shall appear that it was made in the regular course of any business, 
and that it was the regular course of such business to make such memorandum 
or record at the time of such act, transaction, occurrence, or event or within a 
reasonable time thereafter. All other circumstances of the making of such 
writing or record, including lack of personal knowledge by the entrant or 
maker, may be shown to affect its weight, but they shall not affect its admissi-
bility. The term "business" shall include business, profession, occupation, and 
calling of every kind. (June 2), 1936, c. 640, 49 Stat. 1561.) (II. S. C., Title 28, 

0 695.) 
SUITS FOR TAXES, PENALTIES, on FORFEITURES TO BE BROUGHT IN THE NAME OF THE 

UNITED STATES 

All suits for the recovery of any duties, imposts, or taxes, or for the enforce-
ment of any penalty or forfeiture provided by any act respecting imports or 
tonnage, or the registering and recording or enrolling and licensing of vessels, 
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or the internal revenue, or direct taxes, and all suits arising under the postal
laws, shall be brought in the name of the United States. (R. S. § 919.)
(U. S. C., Title 28, § 732.)

CONSOLIDATION OP BEVENUE SEIZURES

Whenever two or more things belonging to the same person are seized for an
alleged violation of the revenue laws, the whole must be included in one suit;
and if separate actions are prosecuted in such cases, the court shall consolidate
them. (R. S. § 920.) (U. S. C., Title 28, § 733.)

REPLEVY OF PBOPERTY TAKEN UNDER REVENUE LAWS

All property taken or detained by any officer or other person, under author-
ity of any revenue law of the United States, shall be irrepleviable, and shall be
deemed to be in the custody of the law, and subject only to the orders and
decrees of the courts of the United States having jurisdiction thereof. (R. S.
§ 934.) (U. S. C., Title 28, § 747.)

DELINQUENTS FOR PUBLI MONEYS; JUDGMENT

When suit is brought by the United States against any revenue officer or other
person accountable for public money, who neglects or refuses to pay into the
Treasury the sum or balance reported to be due to the United States, upon the
adjustment of his account it shall be the duty of the court to grant judgment
at the return term, upon motion, unless the defendant, in open court, (the
United States attorney being present,) makes and subscribes an oath that he is
equitably entitled to credits which had been, previous to the commencement of
the suit, submitted to the General Accounting Office, and rejected; specifying
in the affidavit each particular claim so rejected, and that he cannot then
safely come to trial. If the court, when such oath is made, subscribed, and
filed, is thereupon satisfied, a continuance until the next succeeding term may
be granted. Such continuance may also be granted when the suit is brought
upon a bond or other sealed instrument, and the defendant pleads non est
factum, or makes a motion to the court, verifying such plea or motion by his
oath, and the court thereupon requires the production of the original bond,
contract, or other paper certified in the affidavit And no continuance shall be
granted except as herein provided. (R. S. § 957, June 10, 1921, c. 18, § 304, 42
Stat. 24£) (U. S. C., Title 28, § 781.)

POSECUTON FOE PENALTY OB FORFEITURE; LIMITATION

No suit or prosecution for any penalty or forfeiture, pecuniary or otherwise,
accruing under the laws of the United States, shall be maintained, except in
cases where it is otherwise specially provided, unless the same is commenced
within five years from the time when the penalty or forfeiture accrued: Pro-
vided, That the person of the offender, or the property liable for such penalty
or forfeiture, shall, within the same period, be found within the United States;
so that the proper process therefor may be instituted and served against such
person or property. (R. S. § 1047.) (U. S. C., Title 28, § 791.)

CERTIFICATE OF PROBABLE CAUSE; COSTS

When, in any prosecution commenced on account of the seizure of any vessel,
goods, wares, or merchandise, made by any collector or other officer, under any
act of Congress authorizing such seizure, judgment is rendered for the claim-
ant, but it appears to the court that there was reasonable cause for seizure,
the court shall cause a proper certificate thereof to be entered, and the claim-
ant shall not, in such case, be entitled to costs, nor shall the person who made
the seizure, nor the prosecutor, be liable to suit or judgment on account of such
suit or prosecution: Provided, That the vessel, goods, wares, or merchandise be.
after judgment, forthwith returned to such claimant or his agent. (R. S.
§ 970.) (U. S. C., Title 28, § 818.)

EECUTION NOT TO ISSUE AGAINST OFFICERS OF REVENUE IN CASES OF PBOBABLE

CAUSPE ETO.

When a recovery is had in any suit or proceeding against a collector or other
officer of the revenue for any act done by him, or for the recovery of any money
exacted by or paid to him and by him paid into the Treasury in the per-
formance of his official duty, and the court certifies that there was probable
cause for the act done by the collector or other officer, or that he acted under
the directions of the Secretary of the Treasury, or other proper officer of the
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or the internal revenue, or direct taxes, and all suits arising under the postal 
laws, shall be brought in the name of the United States. (IL S. § 919.) 
(U. S. C., Title 28, § 732.) 

CONSOLIDATION OF REVENUE SEIZURES 

Whenever two or more things belonging to the same person are seized for an 
alleged violation of the revenue laws, the whole must be included in one suit; 
and if separate actions are prosecuted in such cases, the court shall consolidate 
them. (It. S. § 920.) (U. S. C., Title 28, § 733.) 

REPLEVY OF PROPERTY TAKEN UNDER REVENUE LAWS 

All property taken or detained by any officer or other person, under author-
ity of any revenue law of the United States, shall be irrepleviable, and shall be 
deemed to be in the custody of the law, and subject only to the orders and 
decrees of the courts of the United States having jurisdiction thereof. (R. S. 
§ 934.) (U. S. C., Title 28, § 747.) 

DELINQUENTS FOR PUBLIC MONEYS; JUDGMENT 

When suit Is brought by the United States against any revenue officer or other 
person accountable for public money, who neglects or refuses to pay into the 
Treasury the sum or balance reported to be due to the United States, upon the 
adjustment of his account it shall be the duty of the court to grant judgment 
at the return term, upon motion, unless the defendant, in open court, (the 
United States attorney being present,) makes and subscribes an oath that he is 
equitably entitled to credits which had been, previous to the commencement of 
the suit, submitted to the General Accounting Office, and rejected; specifying 
in the affidavit each particular claim so rejected, and that he cannot then 
safely come to trial. If the court, when such oath is made, subscribed, and 
filed, is thereupon satisfied, a continuance until the next succeeding term may 
be granted. Such continuance may also be granted when the suit is brought 
upon a bond or other sealed instrument, and the defendant pleads non est 
factum, or makes a motion to the court, verifying such plea or motion by his 
oath, and the court thereupon requires the production of the original bond, 
contract, or other paper certified in the affidavit. And no continuance shall be 
granted except as herein provided. (R. S. § 957, June 10, 1921, c. 18, § 304, 42 
Stat. 24.) (U. S. C., Title 28, § 781.) 

PROSECUTION FOR PENALTY OR FORFEITURE; LIMITATION 

No suit or prosecution for any penalty or forfeiture, pecuniary or otherwise, 
accruing under the laws of the United States, shall be maintained, except in 
cases where it is otherwise specially provided, unless the same is commenced 
within five years from the time when the penalty or forfeiture accrued: Pro-
vided, That the person of the offender, or the property liable for such penalty 
or forfeiture, shall, within the same period, be found within the United States; 
so that the proper process therefor may be instituted and served against such 
person or property. (R. S. § 1047.) (U. S. C., Title 28, § 791.) 

CERTIFICATE OF PROBABLE CAUSE ; COSTS 

When, in any prosecution commenced on account of the seizure of any vessel, 
goods, wares, or merchandise, made by any collector or other officer, under any 
act of Congress authorizing such seizure, judgment is rendered for the claim-
ant, but it appears to the court that there was reasonable cause for seizure, 
the court shall cause a proper certificate thereof to be entered, and the claim-
ant shall not, in such case, be entitled to costs, nor shall the person who made 
the seizure, nor the prosecutor, be liable to suit or judgment on account of such 
suit or prosecution: Provided, That the vessel, goods, wares, or merchandise be. 
after judgment, forthwith returned to such claimant or his agent. (R. S. 
§ 970.) (U. S. C., Title 28, § 818.) 

EXECUTION NOT in ISSUE AGAINST OFFICERS OF REVENUE IN CASES OF PROBABLE 

CAUSE, ETC. 

When a recovery is had in any suit or proceeding against a collector or other 
officer of the revenue for any act done by him, or for the recovery of any money 
exacted by or paid to him and by him paid into the Treasury in the per-
formance of his official duty, and the court certifies that there was probable 
cause for the act done by the collector or other officer, or that he acted under 
the directions of the Secretary of the Treasury, or other proper officer of the 
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Government, no execution shall issue against such collector or other officer, but
the amounts so recovered shall, upon final judgment, be provided for and paid
out of the proper appropriation from the Treasury. (R. S. § 989.) (U. S. C.,
Title 28, § 842.)

UNITED STATES MAY BE MADE A PARTY DEFENDANT IN CERTAIN CASES

(Act Mar. 4, 1931, c. 515, 48 Stat. 1529, etc.)

SEC. 1. Upon the conditions herein prescribed for the protection of the
United States, the consent of the United States be, and it is hereby given, to be
named a party in any suit which is now pending or which may hereafter be
brought in any United States district court, including those for the districts of
Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico, and the Supreme Court of the District of
Columbia, and in any State court having jurisdiction of the subject matter, for
the foreclosure of a mortgage or other lien upon real estate, for the purpose of
securing an adjudication touching any mortgage or other lien the United States
may have or claim on the premises involved. (May 17, 1932, c. 190, 47 Stat. 158.)
(U. S. C., Title 28, § 901.)

SEC. 2. Service upon the United States shall be made by serving the process
of the court with a copy of the bill of complaint upon the United States attor-
ney for the district or division in which the suit has been or may be brought
and by sending copies of the process and bill, by registered mail, to the Attorney
General of the United States at Washington, D. C. The United States shall
have 60 days after service as above provided, or such further time as the court
may allow, within which to appear and answer, plead or demur. (U. S. C.,
Title 28, § 902.)

SEC. 3. Any such suit brought against the United States in any State court
may be removed by the United States to the United States district court for
the district in which the suit may be pending. The removal shall be effected in
the manner prescribed by section 29 of the Judicial Code (title 28, section 72,
U. S. C.): Provided, That the petition for removal may be filed at any time
before the expiration of 30 days after the time herein or by the court allowed
to the United States to answer, and no removal bond shall be required. The
court to which the cause is removed may, before judgment, remand it to the
State court if it shall appear that there is no real dispute respecting the rights
of the United States, or all the other parties shall concede of record the claims
of the United States. (U. S. C., Title 28, § 903.)

SEo. 4. Except as herein otherwise provided, a judicial sale made in pur-
suance of a judgment in such a suit shall have the same effect respecting the
discharge of the property from liens and encumbrances held by the United States
as may be provided with respect to such matters by the law of the State, Terri-
tory, or District in which the land is situated, provided that a sale to satisfy a
lien inferior to one of the United States shall be made subject to and without
disturbing the lien of the United States, unless the United States, by its attor-
neys, consents that the property may be sold free of its mortgage or lien and the
proceeds divided as the parties may be entitled: And provided further, That
where a sale is made to satisfy a lien prior to that of the United States, the
United States shall have one year from the date of sale within which to redeem.
In any case where the debt owing the United States is due, the United States
may ask, by way of affirmative relief, for the foreclosure of its own lien or
mortgage and in any case where property is sold to satisfy a first mortgage or
first lien held by the United States, the United States may bid at the sale such
sum not exceeding the amount of its claim with expenses of sale, as may be
directed by the chief of the department, bureau or other agency of the Govern-
ment which has charge of the administration of the laws in respect of which
the claim of the United States arises. (U. S. C., Title 28, § 904.)

SE. 5. If any person shall have a lien upon any real or personal property,
duly filed of record in the jurisdiction in which the property is located, and a
junior lien (other than a lien for any tax) in favor of the United States at-
taches to such property, such person may make a written request to the officer
of the United States charged with the administration of the laws in respect of
which the lien of the United States arfses, to have the same extinguished. If
after appropriate investigation, it appears to such officer that the proceeds from
the sale of the property would be insufficient to satisfy, in whole or in part, the
lien of the United States, or that the claim of the United States has been satis-
fied, or by lapse of time or otherwise has become unenforceable, such officer shall
so report to the Comptroller General who thereupon may issue a certificate of
release, which shall operate to release the property from such len. (U. S. C.,
Title 28, § 905.)

SEa. 6. No judgment for costs or other money judgment shall be rendered
against the United States in any suit or proceeding which may be instituted
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Government, no execution shall issue against such collector or other officer, but 
the amounts so recovered shall, upon final judgment, be provided for and paid 
out of the proper appropriation from the Treasury. (R. S. § 989.) (U. S. C., 
Title 28, § 842.) 

UNITED STATES MAY BE MADE A PARTY DEFENDANT IN CERTAIN CASES 

(Act Mar. 4, 1931, c. 515, 48 Stat. 1529, etc.) 

Sim 1. Upon the conditions herein prescribed for the protection of the 
United States, the consent of the United States be, and it is hereby given, to be 
named a party in any suit which is now pending or which may hereafter be 
brought in any United States district court, including those for the districts of 
Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico, and the Supreme Court of the District of 
Columbia, and in any State court having jurisdiction of the subject matter, for 
the foreclosure of a mortgage or other lien upon real estate, for the purpose of 
securing an adjudication touching any mortgage or other lien the United States 
may have or claim on the premises involved. (May 17, 1932, c. 190, 47 Stat 158.) 
(U. S. C., Title 28, § 901.) 
SEC. 2. Service upon the United States shall be made by serving the process 

of the court with a copy of the bill of complaint upon the United States attor-
ney for the district or division in which the suit has been or may be brought 
and by sending copies of the process and bill, by registered mail, to the Attorney 
General of the United States at Washington, D. C. The United States shall 
have 60 days after service as above provided, or such further time as the court 
may allow, within which to appear and answer, plead or demur. (U. S. (I., 
Title 28, § 902.) 

Sac. 3. Any such suit brought against the United States in any State court 
may be removed by the United States to the United States district court for 
the district in which the suit may be pending. The removal shall be effected in 
the manner prescribed by section 29 of the Judicial Code (title 28, section 72, 
U. S. C.) : Provided, That the petition for removal may be filed at any time 
before the expiration of 30 days after the time herein or by the court allowed 
to the United States to answer, and no removal bond shall be required. The 
court to which the cause is removed may, before judgment, remand it to the 
State court if it shall appear that there is no real dispute respecting the rights 
of the United States, or all the other parties shall concede of record the claims 
of the United States. (U. S. C., Title 28, § 903.) 
SEC. 4. Except as herein otherwise provided, a judicial sale made in pur-

suance of a judgment in such a suit shall have the same effect respecting the 
discharge of the property from liens and encumbrances held by the United States 
as may be provided with respect to such matters by the law of the State, Terri-
tory, or District in which the land is situated, provided that a sale to satisfy a 
lien inferior to one of the United States shall be made subject to and without 
disturbing the lien of the United States, unless the United States, by its attor-
neys, consents that the property may be sold free of its mortgage or lien and the 
proceeds divided as the parties may be entitled: And provided further, That 
where a sale is made to satisfy a lien prior to that of the United States, the 
United States shall have one year from the date of sale within which to redeem. 
In any case where the debt owing the United States is due, the United States 
may ask, by way of affirmative relief, for the foreclosure of its own lien or 
mortgage and in any case where property is sold to satisfy a first mortgage or 
first lien held by the United States, the United States may bid at the sale such 
sum not exceeding the amount of its claim with expenses of sale, as may be 
directed by the chief of the department, bureau or other agency of the Govern-
ment which has charge of the administration of the laws in respect of which 
the claim of the United States arises. (U. S. C., Title 28, § 904.) 

Sac. 5. If any person shall have a lien upon any real or personal property, 
duly filed of record in the Jurisdiction in which the property is located, and a 
junior lien (other than a lien for any tax) in favor of the United States at-
taches to such property, such person may make a written request to the officer 
of the United States charged with the administration of the laws in respect of 
which the lien of the United States arises, to have the same extinguished. If 
after appropriate investigation, it appears to such officer that the proceeds from 
the sale of the property would be insufficient to satisfy, in whole or in part, the 
lien of the United States, or that the claim of the United States has been satis-
fied, or by lapse of time or otherwise has become unenforceable, such officer shall 
so report to the Comptroller General who thereupon may issue a certificate of 
release, which shall operate to release the property from such lien. (U. S. (I., 
Title 29, f 905-) 

Sac. 6. No judgment for costs or other money judgment shall be rendered 
against the United States in any snit or proceeding which may be instituted 
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under the provisions of this Act. Nor shall the United States be or become
liable for the payment of the costs of any such suit or proceeding or any part
thereof. (May 17, 1932, c. 190, 47 Stat. 158.) (U. S. C., Title 28, § 906.)

TITLE 31-MONEY AND FINANCE

PBIORITY OF CLAIMS OF UNITED STATES

Whenever any person indebted to the United States is insolvent, or whenever
the estate of any deceased debtor, in the hands of the executors or adminis-
trators, is insufficient to pay all the debts due from the deceased, the debts due
to the United States shall be first satisfied; and the priority hereby established
shall extend as well to cases in which a debtor, not having sufficient property
to pay all his debts, makes a voluntary assignment thereof, or in which the
estate and effects of an absconding, concealed, or absent debtor are attached
by process of law, as to cases in which an act of bankruptcy is committed.
(R. S. § 3466.) (U. S. C., Title 31, § 191.)

IABILITTY OF FIDUCIARY

Every executor, administrator, or assignee, or other person, who pays, in
whole or in part, any debt due by the person or estate for whom or for which
he acts before he satisfies and pays the debts due to the United States from
such person or estate, shall become answerable in his own person and estate
to the extent of such payments for the debts so due to the United States, or
for so much thereof as may remain due and unpaid. (R. S. § 3467, amended
May 10, 1934, c. 277, § 518 (a), 48 Stat. 760.) (U. S. C., Title 31, § 192.)

COMPROMISE OF CLAIMS

Upon a report by a district attorney, or any special attorney or agent having
charge of any claim in favor of the United States, showing in detail the con-
dition of such claim, and the terms upon which the same may be compromised,
and recommending that it be compromised upon the terms so offered, and upon
the recommendation of the General Counsel for the Department of the Treas-
ury, the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to compromise such claim
accordingly. But the provisions of this section shall not apply to any claim
arising under the postal laws. (R. S. § 3469, May 10, 1934, c. 277, § 512, 48
Stat. 758.) (U. S. C., Title 31, § 194.)

NOTE.-R. S. § 3469, amended, affected by sec. 5, Executive Order No. 6166, see
Appendix, Title 5.

WHEN ASSIGNMENT OF CLAIMS VOID

All transfers and assignments made of any claim upon the United States,
or of any part or share thereof, or interest therein, whether absolute or con-
ditional, and whatever may be the consideration therefor, and all powers of
attorney, orders, or other authorities for receiving payment of any such claim,
or of any part or share thereof, shall be absolutely null and void, unless they
are freely made and executed in the presence of at least two attesting witnesses,
after the allowance of such a claim, the ascertainment of the amount due,
and the issuing of a warrant for the payment thereof. Such transfers, assign-
ments, and powers of attorney, must recite the warrant for payment, and must
be acknowledged by the person making them, before an officer having authority
to take acknowledgments of deeds, and shall be certified by the officer; and it
must appear by the certificate that the officer, at the time of the acknowledg-
ment, read and fully explained the transfer, assignment, or warrant of attorney
to the person acknowledging the same. * * * (R. S. § 3477.) (U. S. C.,
Title 31, § 203.)

SILVER CERmI CATES ECEIVABLE FOR TAXES

* * *All silver certificates heretpfore or hereafter issued shall be legal
tender for all debts, public and private, public charges, taxes, duties, and
dues, * * *. (June 19, 1934, c. 674, § 5, 48 Stat. 1178.) (U. S. C., Title 31,
§ 405 (a).)

MONEY TO BN DEPOSITED WITHOUT DEDUCTION

The gross amount of all moneys received from whatever source for the use
of the United States, except as otherwise provided in the next section, shall be
paid by the officer or agent receiving the same into the Treasury, at as early a
day as practicable, without any abatement or deduction on account of salary,
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under the provisions of this Act. Nor shall the United States be or become 
liable for the payment of the costs of any such suit or proceeding or any part 
thereof. (May 17, 1932, c. 190, 47 Stat. 158.) (U. S. C., Title 28, § 906.) 

TITLE 31-MONEY AND FINANCE 

PRIORITY OF CLAIMS OF UNITED STATES 

Whenever any person indebted to the United States is insolvent, or whenever 
the estate of any deceased debtor, in the hands of the executors or adminis-
trators, is insufficient to pay all the debts due from the deceased, the debts due 
to the United States shall be first satisfied; and the priority hereby established 
shall extend as well to cases in which a debtor, not having sufficient property 
to pay all his debts, makes a voluntary assignment thereof, or in which the 
estate and effects of an absconding, concealed, or absent debtor are attached 
by process of law, as to cases in which an act of bankruptcy is committed. 
(R. S. § 3466.) (U. S. C., Title 31, § 191.) 

LIABILITY OF FIDUCIARY 

Every executor, administrator, or assignee, or other person, who pays, in 
whole or in part, any debt due by the person or estate for whom or for which 
he acts before he satisfies and pays the debts due to the United States from 
such person or estate, shall become answerable in his own person and estate 
to the extent of such payments for the debts so due to the United States, or 
for so much thereof as may remain due and unpaid. (R. S. § 3467, amended 
May 10, 1934, c. 277, § 518 (a), 48 Stat. 760.) (U. S. C., Title 31, § 192.) 

COMPROMISE OF CLAIMS 

Upon a report by a district attorney, or any special attorney or agent having 
charge of any claim in favor of the United States, showing in detail the con-
dition of such claim, and the terms upon which the same may be compromised, 
and recommending that it be compromised upon the terms so offered, and upon 
the recommendation of the General Counsel for the Department of the Treas-
ury, the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to compromise such claim 
accordingly. But the provisions of this section shall not apply to any claim 
arising under the postal laws. (R. S. § 3469, May 10, 1934, c. 277, § 512, 48 
Stat. 758.) (U. S. C., Title 31, § 194.) 

Ncrrz.—R. S. § 3469, amended, affected by sec. 5, Executive Order No. 6166, see 
Appendix, Title 5. 

WHEN ASSIGNMENT OF CLAIMS VOID 

All transfers and assignments made of any claim upon the United States, 
or of any part or share thereof, or interest therein, whether absolute or con-
ditional, and whatever may be the consideration therefor, and all powers of 
attorney, orders, or other authorities for receiving payment of any such claim, 
or of any part or share thereof, shall be absolutely null and void, unless they 
are freely made and executed in the presence of at least two attesting witnesses, 
after the allowance of such a claim, the ascertainment of the amount due, 
and the issuing of a warrant for the payment thereof. Such transfers, assign-
ments, and powers of attorney, must recite the warrant for payment, and must 
be acknowledged by the person making them, before an officer having authority 
to take acknowledgments of deeds, and shall be certified by the officer; and it 
must appear by the certificate that the officer, at the time of the acknowledg-
ment, read and fully explained the transfer, assignment, or warrant of attorney 
to the person acknowledging the same. * * * (R. S. § 3477.) (U. S. C., 
Title 31, § 203.) 

SILVER CERTIFICATES RECEIVABLE FOR TAXES 

* * * All silver certificates heretpfore or hereafter issued shall be legal 
tender for all debts, public and private, public charges, taxes, duties, and 
dues, * * *. (June 19, 1934, c. 674, § 5, 48 Stat. 1178.) (U. S. C., Title 31, 
§ 405 (a).) 

MONEY TO BE DEPOSITED WITHOITT DEDUCTION 

The gross amount of all moneys received from whatever source for the use 
of the United States, except as otherwise provided in the next section, shall be 
paid by the officer or agent receiving the same into the Treasury, at as early a 
day as practicable, without any abatement or deduction on account of salary, 
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fees, costs, charges, expenses, or claim of any description whatever. But nothing
herein shall affect any provision relating to the revenues of the Post Office
Department. (R. S. § 3617.) (U. S. C., Title 31, § 484.)

PROCEEDS OF SALES OF PUBLIC PROPEBTY TO BE DEPOSITED IN TREASURY AS MISCI-,

LANEOUS RECEIPTS

All proceeds of sales of old material, condemned stores, supplies, or other
public property of any kind, except the proceeds of the sale or leasing of
marine hospitals, or of the sales of revenue-cutters, or of the sales of com-
missary stores to the officers and enlisted men of the Army, or of materials,
stores, or supplies sold to officers and soldiers of the Army, or of the sale of
condemned Navy clothing, or of sales of materials, stores, or supplies to any
exploring or surveying expedition authorized by law, shall be deposited and
covered into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts, on account of "proceeds
of Government property," and shall not be withdrawn or applied, except in
consequence of a subsequent appropriation made by law. (R. S. § 3618,
amended Feb. 27, 1877, c. 69, § 1, 19 Stat. 249; Jan. 28, 1915, c. 20, § 1, 38 Stat.
800.) (U. S. C., Title 31, § 487.)

PAYMENT OF EXPENSES OF SALES OF PBOPEBTY FROM PBO(EEDS

From the proceeds of sales of old material, condemned stores, supplies, or
other public property of any kind, before being deposited into the Treasury,
either as miscellaneous receipts on account of "proceeds of Government prop-
erty" or to the credit of the appropriations to which such proceeds are by law
authorized to be made, there may be paid the expenses of such sales, as approved
by the General Accounting Office, so as to require only the net proceeds of such
sales to be deposited into the Treasury, either as miscellaneous receipts or to
the credit of such appropriations, as the case may be. (June 8, 1896, c. 373,
§ 1, 29 Stat. 268; June 10, 1921, c. 18, § 304, 42 Stat. 24.) (U. S. C., Title 31,
§ 489.)

ANNUAL ESTIMATE FOR BEFUNDING TAXES

The paragraph of section 3689 of the Revised Statutes, as amended, read-
ing as follows: "Refunding taxes illegally collected (internal revenue): To
refund and pay back duties erroneously or illegally assessed or collected
under the internal revenue laws," is repealed from and after June 30, 1920;
and the Secretary of the Treasury shall submit for the fiscal year 1921, and
annually thereafter, an estimate of appropriations to refund and pay back
duties or taxes erroneously or illegally assessed or collected under the internal-
revenue laws, and to pay judgments, including interest and costs, rendered for
taxes or penalties erroneously or illegally assessed or collected under the
internal-revenue laws. (Nov. 23, 1921, c. 136, § 1317, 42 Stat. 314.) (U. S. C.,
Title 31, § 602.)

TITLE 34-NAVY

EXCESS PBOFITs ON NAVAL CONTRACTS

Sec. 3. The Secretary of the Navy is hereby directed to submit annually to
the Bureau of the Budget estimates for the construction of the foregoing vessels
and aircraft; and there is hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums as
may be necessary to carry into effect the provisions of this Act: Provided, That
no contract shall be made by the Secretary of the Navy for the construction
and/or manufacture of any complete naval vessel or aircraft, or any portion
thereof, herein, heretofore, or hereafter authorized unless the contractor agrees

(a) To make a report, as hereinafter described, under oath, to the Secretary
of the Navy upon the completion of the Contract.

(b) To pay into the Treasury profit, as hereinafter provided shall be deter-
mined by the Treasury Department, in excess of 10 per centum of the total
contract prices, of such contracts within the scope of this section as are com-
pleted by the particular contracting party within the income taxable year, such
amount to become the property of the United States, but the surety under such
contracts shall not be liable for the payment of such excess profit: Provided,
That if there is a net loss on all such contracts or subcontracts completed by the

particular contractor or subcontractor within any income taxable year, such
net loss shall be allowed as a credit in determining the excess profits, if any,
for the next succeeding income taxable year: Provided further, That if such
amount is not voluntarily paid the Secretary of the Treasury shall collect the

same under the usual methods employed under the internal-revenue laws to
collect Federal income taxes: Provided further, That all provisions of law
(including penalties) applicable with respect to the taxes imposed by Title I of
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fees, costs, charges, expenses, or claim of any description whatever. But nothing 
herein shall affect any provision relating to the revenues of the Post Office 
Department. (R. S. § 3617.) (U. S. C., Title 31, § 484.) 

PROCEEDS OF SALES OF PUBLIC PROPERTY TO BE DEPOSITED EV TREASURY AS MISOU, 

LANEOUS RECEIPTS 

All proceeds of sales of old material, condemned stores, supplies, or other 
public property of any kind, except the proceeds of the sale or leasing of 
marine hospitals, or of the sales of revenue-cutters, or of the sales of com-
missary stores to the officers and enlisted men of the Army, or of materials, 
stores, or supplies sold to officers and soldiers of the Army, or of the sale of 
condemned Navy clothing, or of sales of materials, stores, or supplies to any 
exploring or surveying expedition authorized by law, shall be deposited and 
covered into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts, on account of "proceeds 
of Government property," and shall not be withdrawn or applied, except in 
consequence of a subsequent appropriation made by law. (R. S. § 3618, 
amended Feb. 27, 1877, c. 69, § 1, 19 Stat. 249; Jan. 28, 1915, c. 20, § 1, 38 Stat. 
800.) (U. S. C., Title 31, § 487.) 

PAYMENT OF EXPENSES OF SALES OF PROPERTY FROM PROCEEDS 

From the proceeds of sales of old material, condemned stores, supplies, or 
other public property of any kind, before being deposited into the Treasury, 
either as miscellaneous receipts on account of "proceeds of Government prop-
erty" or to the credit of the appropriations to which such proceeds are by law 
authorized to be made, there may be paid the expenses of such sales, as approved 
by the General Accounting Office, so as to require only the net proceeds of such 
sales to be deposited into the Treasury, either as miscellaneous receipts or to 
the credit of such appropriations, as the case may be. (June 8, 1896, c. 373, 
§ 1, 29 Stat. 268; June 10, 1921, c. 18, § 304, 42 Stat. 24.) (U. S. C., Title 31, 
§ 489.) 

ANNUAL ESTIMATE FOE REFUNDING TAXES 

The paragraph of section 3689 of the Revised Statutes, as amended, read-
ing as follows: "Refunding taxes illegally collected (internal revenue) : To 
refund and pay back duties erroneously or illegally assessed or collected 
under the internal revenue laws," is repealed from and after June 30, 1920; 
and the Secretary of the Treasury shall submit for the fiscal year 1921, and 
annually thereafter, an estimate of appropriations to refund and pay back 
duties or taxes erroneously or illegally assessed or collected under the internal-
revenue laws, and to pay judgments, including interest and costs, rendered for 
taxes or penalties erroneously or illegally assessed or collected under the 
internal-revenue laws. (Nov. 23, 1921, c. 136, § 1317, 42 Stat. 314.) (U. S. C., 

Title 31, § 602.) 
TITLE 34-NAVY 

EXCESS PROFITS ON NAVAL CONTRACTS 

Sec. 3. The Secretary of the Navy is hereby directed to submit annually to 
the Bureau of the Budget estimates for the construction of the foregoing vessels 
and aircraft; and there is hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums as 
may be necessary to carry into effect the provisions of this Act: Provided, That 
no contract shall be made by the Secretary of the Navy for the construction 
and/or manufacture of any complete naval vessel or aircraft, or any portion 
thereof, herein, heretofore, or hereafter authorized unless the contractor agrees— 

(a ) To make a report, as hereinafter described, under oath, to the Secretary 
of the Navy upon the completion of the Contract. 

(b) To pay into the Treasury profit, as hereinafter provided shall be deter-
mined by the Treasury Department, in excess of 10 per centum of the total 
contract prices, of such contracts within the scope of this section as are com-
pleted by the particular contracting party within the income taxable year, such 
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the Revenue Act of 1934, and not inconsistent with this section, shall be applica-
ble with respect to the assessment, collection, or payment of excess profits to
the Treasury as provided by this section, and to refunds by the Treasury of over-
payments of excess profits into the Treasury: And provided further, That this
section shall not apply to contracts or subcontracts for scientific equipment
used for communication, target detection, navigation, and fire control as may
be so designated by the Secretary of the Navy, and the Secretary of the Navy
shall report annually to the Congress the names of such contractors and sub-
contractors affected by this provision, together with the applicable contracts
and the amounts thereof: And provided further, That the income-taxable years
shall be such taxable years beginning after December 31, 1935, except that the
above provisos relating to the assessment, collection, payment, or refunding of
excess profit to or by the Treasury shall be retroactive to March 27, 1934.

(c) To make no subdivisions of any contract or subcontract for the same
article or articles for the purpose of evading the provisions of this Act, but
any subdivision of any contract or subcontract involving an amount in excess of
$10,000 shall be subject to the conditions herein prescribed.

(d) That the manufacturing spaces and books of its own plant, affiliates, and
subdivisions shall at all times be subject to inspection and audit by any person
designated by the Secretary of the Navy, the Secretary of the Treasury, and/or
by a duly authorized committee of Congress.

(e) To make no subcontract unless the subcontractor agrees to the foregoing
conditions.

The report shall be in form prescribed by the Secretary of the Navy, and
shall state the total contract price, the cost of performing the contract, the net
income, and the per centum such net income bears to the contract price. A copy
of such report shall be transmitted to the Secretary of the Treasury for con-
sideration in connection with the Federal income tax returns of the contractor
for the taxable year or years concerned.

The method of ascertaining the amount of excess profit to be paid into the
Treasury shall be determined by the Secretary of the Treasury in agreement
with the Secretary of the Navy and made available to the public. The method
initially fixed upon shall be so determined on or before June 30, 1934: Provided,
That in any case where an excess profit may be found to be owing to the United
States in consequence hereof, the Secretary of the Treasury shall allow credit
for any Federal income taxes paid or remaining to be paid upon the amount of
such excess profit.

The contract or subcontracts referred to herein are limited to those where the
award exceeds $10,000. (Mar. 27, 1934, c. 95, § 3, 48 Stat. 505, amended June 25,
1936, c. 812, 49 Stat. 1927.) (U. S. C., Title 34, § 496.)

TITLE 38-PENSIONS, BONUSES, AND VETERANS'
RELIEF

PAYMENTS TO BENEFICIARIES

Payments of benefits due or to become due shall not be assignable, and such
payments made to, or on account of, a beneficiary under any of the laws relating
to veterans shall be exempt from taxation, shall be exempt from the claims of
creditors, and shall not be liable to attachment, levy, or seizure by or under
any legal or equitable process whatever, either before or after receipt by the
beneficiary. Such provisions shall not attach to claims of the United States
arising under such laws nor shall the exemption herein contained as to taxation
extend to any property purchased in part or wholly out of such payments. Sec-
tion 4747 of the Revised Statutes and section 22 of the World War Veterans'
Act, 1924, are hereby repealed, and all other Acts inconsistent herewith are
hereby modified accordingly. The provisions of this section shall not be con-
strued to prohibit the assignment by any person, to whom converted insurance
shall be payable under Title III of the World War Veterans' Act, 1924, of his
interest in such insurance to any other member of the permitted class of bene-
ficiaries. (Aug. 12,1935, c. 510, 1 3, 49 Stat. 609.) (U. S. C., Title 38, 454 (a).)

WAR VETERANS COMPENSATION EXEMPT

No sum payable under this Act to a veteran or his dependents, or to his estate,
or to any beneficiary named under Title V, no adjusted service certificate, and no
proceeds of any loan made on such certificate shall be subject to attachment, levy,
or seizure under any legal or equitable process, or to National or State taxation,
and no deductions on account of any indebtedness of the veteran to the United
States shall be made from the adjusted service credit or from any amounts due
under this Act. (May 19, 1924, c. 157, § 308, 43 Stat. 125, amended July 3,
1926, c. 751, § 3 (a), 44 Stat. 827.) (U. S. C., Title 38, § 618.)

NOTE.-This section is modified by section 3, act of August 12, 1935 (U. S. C.,
title 38, sec. 454 (a) above.)
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APPENDIX

TITLE 40-PUBLIC BUILDINGS, PROPERTY, AND
WORKS

LIQUOR LAW REPEAL AND ENFORCEMENT ACT

(Act Aug. 27, 1935, c. 830, 49 Stat. 879, etc.)

(Parts not codified in either titles 26 or 27, U. S. Code.)

TITLE III

SECwnoN 301. As used in this title-
(1) "Property" means all personal property, including but not limited to

vessels, vehicles, and aircraft;
(2) "Agency" includes any executive department, independent establishment,

board, commission, bureau, service, or division of the United States, and any
corporation in which the United States owns all or a majority of the stock.

(3) "Director" means the Director of the Procurement Division of the
Treasury Department of the United States. (U. S. C., Title 40, § 304 (f).)

SEC. 302. In the event that any property is or has been voluntarily abandoned
to any agency in such manner as to vest title thereto in the United States, it
may be retained by such agency and devoted to official use only. If such agency
shall not desire so to retain such property, the head thereof shall forthwith
notify the Director to that effect, and the Director shall, within a reasonable
time-

(a) order such agency to deliver the property to any other agency which
requests and in his judgment should be given the property, or

(b) order disposal of the property as otherwise provided by law. (U. S. C.,
Title 40, § 304 (g).)
SEC. 303. In the event that any property seized by any agency is or has been

forfeited to the United States otherwise than by court decree, it may, in the
event that the property is not ordered by competent authority to be returned
to any claimant, and in lieu of being disposed of as otherwise provided by law
(including advertisement for sale, and sale), be retained by such agency and
devoted to official use only. If such agency shall not desire so to retain such
property, the head thereof shall forthwith notify the Director to that effect,
and such property shall-

(a) in the event that it is not ordered by competent authority to be re-
turned to any claimant, and in lieu of being disposed of as otherwise provided
by law (including advertisement for sale, and sale), be delivered by such
agency, upon order of the Director given within a reasonable time, to any
other agency which requests and in the judgment of the Director should be
given the property, or

(b) upon order of the Director given within a reasonable time, be disposed
of as otherwise provided by law. (U. S. C., Title 40, § 804 (h).)

Sec. 304. In the event that proceedings are or have been commenced for the
forfeiture of any property by court decree, the agency which seized such prop-
erty shall forthwith notify the Director and may at the same time file with him
a request for such property for its official use. The Director shall, before entry
of a decree, apply to the court to order delivery of such property-

(a) to the agency filing such request; or
(b) if no such request has been filed, to any other agency which requests

and in the judgment of the Director should be given such property; or
(c) if the agency which seized such property has not requested it, and no

other agency has requested and in the judgment of the Director should be
given such property, and if in the judgment of the Director the property
may later become necessary to any agency for official use, to the seizing agency
to be retained in its custody. Thereafter, the Director shall, within a reason-
able time, order such agency to deliver the property to any other agency
which requests and in his judgment should be given such property, or to
dispose of it as otherwise provided by law,

and if forfeiture thereof is decreed, the court shall, in the event that the prop-
erty is not ordered by competent authority to be returned to any claimant,
order delivered accordingly. All the property for which no such application is
made shall be disposed of by the court in accordance with law. (U. S. C., Title
40, § 304 (i).)

Suc. 305. The appropriation available to any agency for the purchase, hire,
operation, maintenance, and repair of property of any kind shall be available
for the payment of expenses of operation, maintenance, and repair of property
of the same kind received by It under any provision of this title for official use;
for the payment of any lien recognized and allowed pursuant to law, and for
the payment of all moneys found to be due any person upon the duly authorised
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remission or mitigation of any forfeiture; and for reimbursement of other
agencies as hereafter provided. The costs of hauling, transporting, towing, and
storage of such property shall be paid by the agency which has seized such
property or to which it has been abandoned; and, if such property is later deliv-
ered to another agency for official use under sections 302, 303, or 304 of this
title, the latter shall make reimbursement for all such costs incurred prior
to the date of delivery to it of such property. (U. S. C., Title 40, § 304 (j).)

SE. 306. Retention or delivery of forfeited or abandoned property under
this title shall be regarded as the sale thereof for the purpose of laws provid-
ing for informer's fees or remission or mitigation of any forfeiture. Any prop-
erty so acquired when no longer needed for official use shall be disposed of in
the same manner as other surplus property. (U. S. C., Title 40, § 304 (k).)

SEC. 307. The Director is authorized, with the approval of the Secretary of
the Treasury, (1) to require any agency, from time to time, to make a report
of all property abandoned to it or seized and the disposal thereof, and (2) to
make such rules and regulations as may be necessary to carry out the provisions
of this title. (U. S. C., Title 40, § 304 (1).)

SEO. 308. (a) The Act entitled "An Act relating to the use or disposal of
vessels or vehicles forfeited' to the United States for violation of the customs
laws or the National Prohibition Act, and for other purposes" (43 Stat. 1116),
approved March 3, 1925, as amended, is hereby repealed.

(b) Nothing contained in this title shall be construed as repealing any other
laws relating to the disposition of forfeited or abandoned property, except such
provisions of such laws as are directly in conflict with any provisions of this
title.

(c) The following classes of property shall not be subject to allocation under
sections 302, 303, or 304 of this title, but shall be disposed of in the manner
otherwise provided by law:

(1) arms or munitions of war included in section 4 of title VI of the Act
entitled "An Act to punish acts of interference with the foreign relations,
the neutrality, and the foreign commerce of the United States, to punish
espionage, and better to enforce the criminal laws of the United States, and
for other purposes" (40 Stat. 223), approved June 15, 1917, as amended;

(2) narcotic drugs, as defined in the Narcotic Drug Import and Export
Act;

(3) firearms, as defined in the National Firearms Act; and
(4) such other classes or kinds of property as the Director, with the ap-

proval of the Secretary of the Treasury, may deem in the public interest,
and may by rules and regulations provide. (U. S. C., Title 40, § 304 (m).)

TITLE 42-THE PUBLIC HEALTH

UNEMPLOYMENT TBUST FUND

(a) There is hereby established in the Treasury of the United States a trust
fund to be known as the "unemployment trust fund", hereinafter in this title
called the "fund". The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to
receive and hold in the fund all moneys deposited therein by a State agency
from a State unemployment fund, or by the Railroad Retirement Board to the
credit of the railroad unemployment Insurance account. Such deposit may be
made directly with the Secretary of the Treasury or with any Federal Reserve
bank or member bank of the Federal Reserve System designated by him for such
purpose.

(b) It shall be the duty of the Secretary of the Treasury to invest such
portion of the Fund as is not, in his judgment, required to meet current with-
drawals. Such investment may be made only in interest bearing obligations
of the United States or in obligations guaranteed as to both principal and in-
terest by the United States. For such purpose such obligations may be acquired
(1) on original issue at par, or (2) by purchase of outstanding obligations at
the market price. The purposes for which obligations of the United States may
be issued under the Second Liberty Bond Act, as amended, are hereby extended
to authorize the issuance at par of special obligations exclusively to the Fund.
Such special obligations shall bear interest at a rate equal to the average rate
of interest, computed as of the end of the calendar month next preceding
the date of such issue, borne by all interest-bearing obligations of the United
States then forming part of the public debt; except that where such average
rate is not a multiple of one-eight of 1 per centum, the rate of interest of
such special obligations shall be the multiple of one-eighth of 1 per centum next
lower than such average rate. Obligations other than such special obligations
may be acquired for the Fund only on such terms as to provide an investment
yield not less than the yield which would be required in the case of special
obligations if issued to the Fund upon the date of such acquisition.

(c) Any obligations acquired by the Fund (except special obligations Issued
exclusively to the Fund) may be sold at the market price, and such special
obligations may be redeemed at par plus accrued interest.
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(d) The interest on, and the proceeds from the sale or redemption of, any
obligations held in the Fund shall be credited to and form a part of the
Fund.

(e) The fund shall be invested as a single fund, but the Secretary of the
Treasury shall maintain a separate book account for each State agency and the
railroad unemployment insurance account and shall credit quarterly on March 31,
June 30, September 30, and December 31, of each year, to each account, on the
basis of the average daily balance of such account, a proportionate part of the
earnings of the fund for the quarter ending on such date.

(f) The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay out of
the Fund to any State agency such amount as it may duly requisition, not ex-
ceeding the amount standing to the account of such State agency at the time
of such payment. The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to
make such payments out of the fund as the Railroad Retirement Board may
duly certify, not exceeding the amount standing to the railroad unemployment
insurance account at the time of such payment. (Aug. 14, 1935, c. 531, Title IX,
§ 904, 49 Stat. 640, amended by June 25, 1938, c. 680, sec. 10, 52 Stat. 1104, 1105.)
(U. S. C., Title 42, § 1104.)

TITLE 45-RAILROADS

ANNUITIES UNDER RAILROAD RETIREMENT ACT

ANNUITIES GRANTED PRIoR TO AMENDIMNT

The Railroad Retirement Act of 1935 shall continue in force and effect with
respect to the rights of individuals granted annuities prior to the date of the
enactment of this Act. (June 24, 1937, c. 382, § 204, 50 Stat. 319.) (U. S. C.,
Title 45, § 215 note.)

BAILBOAD RETIREMENT ACT OF 1935, AMENDED

No annuity or pension payment shall be assignable or be subject to any tax
or to garnishment, attachment, or other legal process under any circumstances
whatsoever, nor shall the payment thereof be anticipated. (Aug. 24, 1935, c.
812, § 12, amended by June 24, 1937, c. 382, § 1, 50 Stat 316.) (U. S. C., Title 45,
§ 228 (1).)

ALIEN ENEMY PROPERTY AND INCOME

Section 24 of the Trading with the Enemy Act, as amended, provides as
follows:

"(a) The Alien Property Custodian is authorized to pay all taxes (including
special assessments), heretofore or hereafter lawfully assessed by any body
politic against any money or other property held by him or by the Treasurer
of the United States under this Act, and to pay the necessary expenses incurred
by him or by any depositary for him in securing the possession, collection, or
control of any such money or other property, or in protecting or administering
the same. Such taxes and expenses shall be paid out of the money or other
property against which such taxes are assessed or in respect of which such
expenses are incurred, or (if such money or other property is insufficient)
out of any other money or property held for the same person, notwith-
standing the fact that a claim may have been filed or suit instituted under
this Act. No claim shall be filed with the Alien Property Custodian or
allowed by him or by the President of the United States, nor shall any
suit be instituted or maintained against the Alien Property Custodian or
the Treasurer of the United States, or the United States, under any provisions
of law, by any person who was an enemy or ally of enemy as defined in the
Trading with the Enemy Act, as amended, and no allowance of any such claim
now pending shall be made, nor judgment entered in any such suit heretofore
or hereafter instituted, for the recovery of any deduction or deductions, here-
tofore or hereafter made by the Alien Property Custodian from money or prop-
erties, or income therefrom, held by him or by the Treasurer of the United
States hereunder, for the general or administrative expenses of the office of the
Alien Property Custodian, which deduction or deductions on the collection of
any income do not exceed the sum of two per centum of such income or which
on the return of any moneys or properties or income therefrom, do not exceed
the sum of two per centum of the aggregate value thereof at the time or times
as nearly as may be, of such deduction or deductions, or, for the recovery of
any deduction, or deductions heretofore or hereafter made by the Alien Prop-
erty Custodian from money or properties or income therefrom held by him or
by the Treasurer of the United States hereunder, for any and all necessary
expenses incurred and actually disbursed by the Alien Property Custodian or
by any depositary for him in securing the possession, collection or control of
any such money or properties or income therefrom, or in protecting or adminis-
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(d) The interest on, and the proceeds from the sale or redemption of, any 
obligations held in the Fund shall be credited to and form a part of the 
Fund. 

(e) The fund shall be invested as a single fund, but the Secretary of the 
Treasury shall maintain a separate book account for each State agency and the 
railroad unemployment insurance account and shall credit quarterly on March 31, 
June 30, September 30, and December 31, of each year, to each account, on the 
basis of the average daily balance of such account, a proportionate part of the 
earnings of the fund for the quarter ending on such date. 

(f) The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay out of 
the Fund to any State agency such amount as it may duly requisition, not ex-
ceeding the amount standing to the account of such State agency at the time 
of such payment. The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to 
make such payments out of the fund as the Railroad Retirement Board may 
duly certify, not exceeding the amount standing to the railroad unemployment 
insurance account at the time of such payment. (Aug. 14, 1935, c. 531, Title IX, 
§ 904, 49 Stat. 640, amended by June 25, 1938, c. 680, sec. 10, 52 Stat. 1104, 1105.) 
(U. S. C., Title 42, § 1104.) 

TITLE 45-RAILROADS 

ANNUITIES UNDER RAILROAD RETIREMENT ACT 

ANNUITIES GRANTED PRIOR TO AMENDMENT 

The Railroad Retirement Act of 1935 shall continue in force and effect with 
respect to the rights of individuals granted annuities prior to the date of the 
enactment of this Act. (June 24, 1937, c. 382, § 204, 50 Stat. 319.) (U. S. C., 
Title 45, § 215 note.) 

RAILROAD RETIREMENT ACT OF 1935, AMENDED 

No annuity or pension payment shall be assignable or be subject to any tax 
or to garnishment, attachment, or other legal process under any circumstances 
whatsoever, nor shall the payment thereof be anticipated. (Aug. 24, 1935, c. 
812, § 12, amended by June 24, 1937, c. 382, § 1, 50 Stat. 316.) (U. S. C., Title 45, 
§ 228 (1).) 

ALIEN ENEMY PROPERTY AND INCOME 

Section 24 of the Trading with the Enemy Act, as amended, provides as 
follows: 

"(a) The Alien Property Custodian is authorized to pay all taxes (including 
special assessments), heretofore or hereafter lawfully assessed by any body 
politic against any money or other property held by him or by the Treasurer 
of the United States under this Act, and to pay the necessary expenses incurred 
by him or by any depositary for him in securing the possession, collection, or 
control of any such money or other property, or in protecting or administering 
the same. Such taxes and expenses shall be paid out of the money or other 
property against which such taxes are assessed or in respect of which such 
expenses are incurred, or (if such money or other property is insufficient) 
out of any other money or property held for the same person, notwith-
standing the fact that a claim may have been filed or suit instituted under 
this Act. No claim shall be filed with the Alien Property Custodian or 
allowed by him or by the President of the United States, nor shall any 
suit be instituted or maintained against the Alien Property Custodian or 
the Treasurer of the United States, or the United States, under any provisions 
of law, by any person who was an enemy or ally of enemy as defined in the 
Trading with the Enemy Act, as amended, and no allowance of any such claim 
now pending shall be made, nor judgment entered in any such suit heretofore 
or hereafter instituted, for the recovery of any deduction or deductions, here-
tofore or hereafter made by the Alien Property Custodian from money or prop-
erties, or income therefrom, held by him or by the Treasurer of the United 
States hereunder, for the general or administrative expenses of the office of the 
Alien Property Custodian, which deduction or deductions on the collection of 
any income do not exceed the sum of two per centum of such income or which 
on the return of any moneys or properties or income therefrom, do not exceed 
the sum of two per centum of the aggregate value thereof at the time or times 
as nearly as may be, of such deduction or deductions, or, for the recovery of 
any deduction, or deductions heretofore or hereafter made by the Alien Prop-
erty Custodian from money or properties or income therefrom held by him or 
by the Treasurer of the United States hereunder, for any and all necessary 
expenses incurred and actually disbursed by the Alien Property Custodian or 
by any depositary for him in securing the possession, collection or control of 
any such money or properties or income therefrom, or in protecting or adminis-
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tering the same, as said general or administrative and other expenses and said
aggregate value of returned money or properties or income therefrom have been
heretofore or shall be hereafter determined by said Alien Property Custodian.
(Amended Mar. 28, 1934, c. 102, Title I, Sec. 1, 48 Stat. 510.)

"(b) In the case of income, war-profits, excess-profits, or estate taxes im-
posed by any Act of Congress, the amount thereof shall, under regulations
prescribed by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue with the approval of the
Secretary of the Treasury, be computed in the same manner (except as here-
inafter in this section provided) as though the money or other property had
not been seized by or paid to the Alien Property Custodian, and shall be paid,
as far as practicable, in accordance with subsection (a) of this section. Pend-
ing final determination of the tax liability the Alien Property Custodian is
authorized to return, in accordance with the provisions of this Act, money or
other property in any trust in such amounts as may be determined, under regu-
lations prescribed by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue with the approval
of the Secretary of the Treasury, to be consistent with the prompt payment of
the full amount of the internal-revenue taxes. Notwithstanding the expiration
of any period of limitation provided by law, credit or refund of any income, war-
profits, or excess-profits tax erroneously or illegally assessed or collected may
be made or allowed if claim therefor was filed with the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue by the Alien Property Custodian on or before February 15,
1933. (Amended June 18, 1934, c. 567, 48 Stat. 978.)

"(c) So much of the net income of a taxpayer for the taxable year 1917,
or any succeeding taxable year, as represents the gain derived from the sale
or exchange by the Alien Property Custodian of any property conveyed, trans-
ferred, assigned, delivered, or paid to him, or seized by him, may at the option
of the taxpayer be segregated from the net income and separately taxed at the
rate of 30 per centum. This subsection shall be applied and the amount of net
income to be so segregated shall be determined, under regulations prescribed
by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue with the approval of the Secretary
of the Treasury, as nearly as may be in the same manner as provided in section
208 of the Revenue Act of 1926 (relating to capital net gains), but without
regard to the period for which the property was hbld by the Alien Property
Custodian before its sale or exchange, and whethe or not the taxpayer is an
individual.

"(d) Any property sold or exchanged by the Alien Property Custodian
(whether before or after the date of the enactment of the Settlement of War
Claims Act of 1928) shall be considered as having been compulsorily or in-
voluntarily converted, within the meaning of the income, excess-profits, and
war-profits tax laws and regulations; and the provisions of such laws and
regulations relating to such a conversion shall (under regulations prescribed
by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue with the approval of the Secretary of
the Treasury) apply in the case of the proceeds of such sale or exchange.
For the purpose of determining whether the proceeds of such conversion have
been expended within such time as will entitle the taxpayer to the benefits of
such laws and regulations relating to such a conversion, the date of the return
of the proceeds to the person entitled thereto shall be considered as the date
of the conversion.

"(e) In case of any internal-revenue tax Imposed in respect of property con-
veyed, transferred, assigned, delivered, or paid to the Alien Property Custodian,
or seized by him, and imposed in respect of any period (in the taxable year
1917 or any succeeding taxable year) during which such property was held by
him or by the Treasurer of the United States, no interest or civil penalty shall
be assessed upon, collected from, or paid by or on behalf of, the taxpayer; nor
shall any interest be credited or paid to the taxpayer in respect of any credit or
refund allowed or made in respect of such tax.

"(f) The benefits of subsections (c), (d), and (e) shall be extended to the
taxpayer if claim therefor is filed before the expiration of the period of limita-
tions properly applicable thereto, or before the expiration of six months after
the date of the enactment of the Settlement of War Claims Act of 1928, which-
ever date is the later. The benefits of subsection (d) shall also be extended
to the taxpayer if claim therefor is filed before the expiration of six months
after the return of the proceeds. (Oct. 6, 1917, c. 106, § 24, added, March 4,
1923, c. 285, § 2 42 Stat. 1516; Mar. 10, 1928, c. 167, § 18, 45 Stat. 276.)

TREATY WITH CANADA

RiEnaocAL TAX CONVPETION BErwuN THz Uim'w STATrE AbD CANADA

The Government of the United States of America and the Government of
Canada, being desirous of concluding a reciprocal convention concerning rates
of income tax imposed upon nonresident individuals and corporations have
agreed as follows:
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tering the same, as said general or administrative and other expenses and said 
aggregate value of returned money or properties or income therefrom have been 
heretofore or shall be hereafter determined by said Alien Property Custodian. 
(Amended Mar. 28, 1934, c. 102, Title I, Sec. 1, 48 Stat. 510.) 
"(b) In the case of income, war-profits, excess-profits, or estate taxes im-

posed by any Act of Congress, the amount thereof shall, under regulations 
prescribed by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue with the approval of the 
Secretary of the Treasury, be computed in the same manner (except as here-
inafter in this section provided) as though the money or other property had 
not been seized by or paid to the Alien Property Custodian, and shall be paid, 
as far as practicable, in accordance with subsection (a) of this section. Pend-
ing final determination of the tax liability the Alien Property Custodian is 
authorized to return, in accordance with the provisions of this Act, money or 
other property in any trust in such amounts as may be determined, under regu-
lations prescribed by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue with the approval 
of the Secretary of the Treasury, to be consistent with the prompt payment of 
the full amount of the internal-revenue taxes. Notwithstanding the expiration 
of any period of limitation provided by law, credit or refund of any income, war-
profits, or excess-profits tax erroneously or illegally assessed or collected may 
be made or allowed if claim therefor was filed with the Commissioner of 
Internal Revenue by the Alien Property Custodian on or before February 15, 
1933. (Amended June 18, 1934, c. 567, 48 Stat. 978.) 

"(c) So much of the net income of a taxpayer for the taxable year 1917, 
or any succeeding taxable year, as represents the gain derived from the sale 
or exchange by the Alien Property Custodian of any property conveyed, trans-
ferred, assigned, delivered, or paid to him, or seized by him, may at the option 
of the taxpayer be segregated from the net income and separately taxed at the 
rate of 30 per centum. This subsection shall be applied and the amount of net 
income to be so segregated shall be determined, under regulations prescribed 
by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue with the approval of the Secretary 
of the Treasury, as nearly as may be in the same manner as provided in section 
208 of the Revenue Act of 1926 (relating to capital net gains), but without 
regard to the period for which the property was bold by the Alien Property 
Custodian before its sale or exchange, and whether or not the taxpayer is an 
Individual. 

"(d) Any property sold or exchanged by the Alien Property Custodian 
(whether before or after the date of the enactment of the Settlement of War 
Claims Act of 1928) shall be considered as having been compulsorily or in-
voluntarily converted, within the meaning of the income, excess-profits, and 
war-profits tax laws and regulations; and the provisions of such laws and 
regulations relating to such a conversion shall (under regulations prescribed 
by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue with the approval of the Secretary of 
the Treasury) apply in the ease of the proceeds of such sale or exchange. 
For the purpose of determining whether the proceeds of such conversion have 
been expended within such time as will entitle the taxpayer to the benefits of 
such laws and regulations relating to such a conversion, the date of the return 
of the proceeds to the person entitled thereto shall be considered as the date 
of the conversion. 

"(e) In ease of any internal-revenue tax imposed in respect of property con-
veyed, transferred, assigned, delivered, or paid to the Alien Property Custodian, 
or seized by him, and imposed in respect of any period (In the taxable year 
1917 or any succeeding taxable year) during which such property was held by 
him or by the Treasurer of the United States, no interest or civil penalty shall 
be assessed upon, collected from, or paid by or on behalf of, the taxpayer; nor 
shall any interest be credited or paid to the taxpayer in respect of any credit or 
refund allowed or made in respect of such tax. 

"(f) The benefits of subsections (c), (d), and (e) shall be extended to the 
taxpayer if claim therefor is filed before the expiration of the period of limita-
tions properly applicable thereto, or before the expiration of six months after 
the date of the enactment of the Settlement of War Claims Act of 1928, which-
ever date is the later. The benefits of subsection (d) shall also be extended 
to the taxpayer if claim therefor is filed before the expiration of six months 
after the return of the proceeds. (Oct. 6, 1917, e. 106, § 24, added, March 4, 
1923, c. 285, § 2, 42 Stat. 1516; Mar. 10, 1928, c. 167, § 18, 45 Stat. 276.) 

TREATY WITH CANADA 

ItEomocAL TAX CONVENTION BETWEEN THE UNITED STATED .11ND CANADA 

The Government of the United States of America and the Government of 
Canada, being desirous of concluding a reciprocal convention concerning rates 
of income tax imposed upon nonresident individuals and corporations have 
agreed as follows: 
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ARTICLE I

The high contracting parties mutually agree that the income taxation imposed
in the two States shall be subject to the following reciprocal provisions:

(a) The rate of income tax imposed by one of the contracting States, in
respect of income derived from sources therein, upon individuals residing in the
other State, who are not engaged in trade or business in the taxing State and
have no office or place of business therein, shall not exceed 5 per centum for
each taxable year, so long as an equivalent or lower rate of income taxation is
imposed by the other State upon individuals residing in the former State who
are not engaged in trade or business in such other State and do not have an
office or place of business therein.

(b) The rate of income tax imposed by one of the contracting States, in
respect of dividends derived from sources therein, upon nonresident foreign
corporations organized under the laws of the other State, which are not engaged
in trade or business in the taxing State and have no office or place of business
therein, shall not exceed 5 per centum for each taxable year, so long as an
equivalent or lower rate of income taxation on dividends is imposed by the other
State upon corporations organized under the laws of the former State which are
not engaged in trade or business in such other State and do not have an office
or place of business therein.

(c) Either State shall be at liberty to increase the rate of taxation prescribed
by paragraphs (a) and (b) of this article, and in such case the other State shall
be released from the requirements of the said paragraphs (a) and (b).

(d) Effect shall be given to the foregoing provisions by both States as and
from the 1st day of January, 1936.

ARTICLE II

The provisions of this convention shall not apply to citizens of the United
States of America domiciled or resident in Canada.

ARTICLE I

This convention shall be ratified and shall take effect immediately upon the
exchange of ratifications which shall take place at Washington as soon as
possible.

Signed, in duplicate, at Washington by the duly authorized representatives
of the United States of America and Canada, this 30th day of December, in
the year of our Lord, one thousand nine hundred and thirty-six.

For the United States of America:
R. WALTON Moore,

Acting Secretary of State.
For Canada:

HEBBEET MABPE,
Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary.

NOTE.-Exchange of ratifications occurred on August 18, 1937.

TREATY WITH FRANCE

Double taxation-Convention and protocol between the United States of
America and France-Signed at Paris, April 27, 1932; ratification advised by
the Senate of the United States, June 16, 1932; ratified by the President of the
United States, July 25, 1932; ratified by France, April 8, 1936; ratifications
exchanged at Paris April 9, 1936; proclaimed by the President of the United
States, April 16, 1956.

BY THB PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES or AMERICA-A PBOCLh MATION.

Whereas a convention between the United States of America and the French
Republic to regulate certain questions relative to double taxation, and a protocol
relating thereto, were signed by their respective plenipotentiaries at Paris on
April 27, 1982, the original of which convention and protocol, being In the
English and French languages, are word for word as follows:

"The President of the United States of America and the President of the
French Republic being desirous of regulating certain questions relative to double
taxation, have decided to conclude a convention on that subject, and for that
purpose they have appointed as their respective plenipotentiaries:

'The President of the United States of America,
"Mr. Walter E. Edge, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the

United States of America to France.
'The President of the French Republic,
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ARTICLE I 

The high contracting parties mutually agree that the income taxation imposed 
in the two States shall be subject to the following reciprocal provisions: 

(a) The rate of income tax imposed by one of the contracting States, in 
respect of income derived from sources therein, upon individuals residing in the 
other State, who are not engaged in trade or business in the taxing State and 
have no office or place of business therein, shall not exceed 5 per centum for 
each taxable year, so long as an equivalent or lower rate of income taxation is 
imposed by the other State upon individuals residing in the former State who 
are not engaged in trade or business in such other State and do not have an 
office or place of business therein. 

(b) The rate of income tax imposed by one of the contracting States, in 
respect of dividends derived from sources therein, upon nonresident foreign 
corporations organized under the laws of the other State, which are not engaged 
in trade or business in the taxing State and have no office or place of business 
therein, shall not exceed 5 per centum for each taxable year, so long as an 
equivalent or lower rate of income taxation on dividends is imposed by the other 
State upon corporations organized under the laws of the former State which are 
not engaged in trade or business in such other State and do not have an office 
or place of business therein. 

(c) Either State shall be at liberty to increase the rate of taxation prescribed 
by paragraphs (a) and (b) of this article, and in such case the other State shall 
be released from the requirements of the said paragraphs (a) and (b). 

(d) Effect shall be given to the foregoing provisions by both States as and 
from the 1st day of January, 1936. 

ARTICLE II 

The provisions of this convention shall not apply to citizens of the United 
States of America domiciled or resident in Canada. 

ARTICLE III 

This convention shall be ratified and shall take effect immediately upon the 
exchange of ratifications which shall take place at Washington as soon as 
possible. 

Signed, in duplicate, at Washington by the duly authorized representatives 
of the United States of America and Canada, this 30th day of December, in 
the year of our Lord, one thousand nine hundred and thirty-six. 
For the United States of America: 

R. W ALTON MOORE, 
Acting Secretary of State. 

HERBERT MAUER, 
Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary. 

Ncrn1.—Exchange of ratifications occurred on August 18, 1937. 

TREATY WITH FRANCE 

Double taxation—Convention and protocol between the United States of 
America and France—Signed at Paris, April 27, 1932 ; ratification advised by 
the Senate of the United States, June 15, 1932; ratified by the President of the 
United States, July 25, 1932; ratified by France, April 8, 1935 ; ratifications 
exchanged at Paris, April 9, 1935; proclaimed by the President of the United 
States, April 16, 1935. 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNTIED STATES OF AMERICA—A PEOCLAMATIoN. 

Whereas a convention between the United States of America and the French 
Republic to regulate certain questions relative to double taxation, and a protocol 
relating thereto, were signed by their respective plenipotentiaries at Paris on 
April 27, 1932, the original of which convention and protocol, being in the 
English and French languages, are word for word as follows: 

"The President of the United States of America and the President of the 
French Republic being desirous of regulating certain questions relative to double 
taxation, have decided to conclude a convention on that subject, and for that 
purpose they have appointed as their respective plenipotentiaries: 
"The President of the United States of America, 
"Mr. Walter E. Edge, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the 

United States of America to France. 
"The President of the French Republic, 

For Canada: 
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"M. Andr6 Tardieu, Member of the House of Representatives, President of
the Council of Ministers, Minister for Foreign Affairs, Officer of the Legion of
Honour,
"who, having communicated to one another their full powers found in good and
due form, have agreed upon the following articles:

"ATlICIz I

"Enterprises of one of the contracting States are not subject to taxation by
the other contracting State in respect of their industrial and commercial profits
except in respect of such profits allocable to their permanent establishments
in the latter State.

"No account shall be taken, in determining the tax in one of the contracting
States, of the purchase of merchandise effected therein by an enterprise of the
other State for the purpose of supplying establishments maintained by such
enterprise in the latter State.

"ARTICLE II

"American enterprises having permanent establishments in France are re-
quired to submit to the French fiscal administration the same declarations and
the same justifications, with respect to such establishments, as French enter-
prises.

"The French fiscal administration has the right, within the provisions of its
national legislation and subject to the measures of appeal provided in such
legislation, to make such corrections in the declaration of profits realized in
France as may be necessary to show the exact amount of such profits.

"The same principle applies mutatis mutandis to French enterprises having
permanent establishments in the United States.

"ANacL/ mI

"Income which an enterprise of one of the contracting States derives from
the operation of aircraft registered in such State and engaged in transportation
between the two States is taxable only in the former State.

"ARTICLE IV

"When an American enterprise, by reason of its participation in the man-
agement or capital of a French enterprise, makes or imposes on the latter, in
their commercial or financial relations, conditions different from those which
would be made with a third enterprise, any profits which should normally
have appeared in the balance sheet of the French enterprise, but which have
been, in this manner, diverted to the American enterprise, are, subject to the
measures of appeal applicable in the case of the tax on industrial and com-
mercial profits, incorporated in the taxable profits of the French enterprise.

"The same principle applies mutatis mutandis, in the event that profits are
diverted from an American enterprise to a French enterprise.

"ARTICLE V

"American corporations which maintain in France permanent establishments
may, in derogation of article 3 of the decree of December 6, 1872, elect to pay
the tax on income from securities on three-fourths of the profits actually derived
from such establishments, the industrial and commercial profits being deter-
mined in accordance with Article I.

"An American corporation which wishes to place itself under the regime of
the preceding paragraph must make a declaration to that effect at the Bureau
of Registration within six months after the date upon which this agreement
becomes effective or within six months after the creation of its establishment
in France. The election made for one establishment applies to all the estab-
lishments of such corporation. Any such election is irrevocable.

"ARTICLE VI

"An American corporation shall not be subject to the obligation prescribed
by article 3 of the decree of December 6, 1872, by reason of any participa-
tion in the management or in the capital of, or any other relations with, a
French corporation, if such American corporation and French corporation con-
form to the requirements of the present article. In such case, the tax on
income from securities continues to be levied, in conformity with French
legislation, on the dividends, interest and all other products distributed by
the French enterprise; but it is moreover exigible, if the occasion arises,
and subject to the measures of appeal applicable in the case of the tax on
income from securities, on the profits which the American corporation derives
from the French corporation under the conditions prescribed in Article IV.
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"M. Andre Tardieu, Member of the House of Representatives, President of 
the Council of Ministers, Minister for Foreign Affairs, Officer of the Legion of 
Honour, 
"who, having communicated to one another their full powers found in good and 
due form, have agreed upon the following articles: 

"ARTICLE x 

"Enterprises of one of the contracting States are not subject to taxation by 
the other contracting State in respect of their industrial and commercial profits 
except in respect of such profits allocable to their permanent establishments 
in the latter State. 
"No account shall be taken, in determining the tax in one of the contracting 

States, of the purchase of merchandise effected therein by an enterprise of the 
other State for the purpose of supplying establishments maintained by such 
enterprise in the latter State. 

"ARTICLE rx 

"American enterprises having permanent establishments in France are re-
quired to submit to the French fiscal administration the same declarations and 
the same justifications, with respect to such establishments, as French enter-
prises. 

"The French fiscal administration has the right, within the provisions of its 
national legislation and subject to the measures of appeal provided in such 
legislation, to make such corrections in the declaration of profits realized in 
France as may be necessary to show the exact amount of such profits. 
"The same principle applies mutatis mutandis to French enterprises having 

permanent establishments in the "United States. 

"ARTICLE III 

"Income which an enterprise of one of the contracting States derives from 
the operation of aircraft registered in such State and engaged in transportation 
between the two States is taxable only in the former State. 

"ARTICLE IV 

"When an American enterprise, by reason of its participation in the man-
agement or capital of a French enterprise, makes or imposes on the latter, in 
their commercial or financial relations, conditions different from those which 
would be made with a third enterprise, any profits which should normally 
have appeared in the balance sheet of the French enterprise, but which have 
been, in this manner, diverted to the American enterprise, are, subject to the 
measures of appeal applicable in the case of the tax on industrial and com-
mercial profits, incorporated in the taxable profits of the French enterprise. 
"The same principle applies mutatis mutandis, in the event that profits are 

diverted from an American enterprise to a French enterprise. 

"ARTICLE V 

"American corporations which maintain in France permanent establishments 
may, in derogation of article 3 of the decree of December 6, 1872, elect to pay 
the tax on income from securities on three-fourths of the profits actually derived 
from such establishments, the industrial and commercial profits being deter-
mined in accordance with Article I. 
"An American corporation which wishes to place itself under the regime of 

the preceding paragraph must make a declaration to that effect at the Bureau 
of Registration within six months after the date upon which this agreement 
becomes effective or within six months after the creation of its establishment 
in France. The election made for one establishment applies to all the estab-
lishments of such corporation. Any such election is irrevocable. 

"Amax yr 

"An American corporation shall not be subject to the obligation prescribed 
by article 3 of the decree of December 6, 1872, by reason of any participa-
tion in the management or in the capital of, or any other relations with, a 
French corporation, if such American corporation and French corporation con-
form to the requirements of the present article. In such case, the tax on 
income from securities continues to be levied, in conformity with French 
legislation, on the dividends, interest and all other products distributed by 
the French enterprise; but it is moreover exigible, if the occasion arises, 
and subject to the measures of appeal applicable in the case of the tax on 
income from securities, on the profits which the American corporation derives 
from the French corporation under the conditions prescribed in Article IV. 
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"An American corporation which wishes to place itself under the regime of
the preceding paragraph must make a declaration to that effect at the Bureau
of Registration jointly with the interested French corporation, within six
months after the date upon which this agreement becomes effective or within
six months after the acquisition of the participation or the commencement
of the relations of a nature to entail the application of article 3 of the
decree of December 6, 1872. Any such election is irrevocable.

"American corporations which have not made the declaration and which
are subjected to the provisions of article 3 of the decree of December 6, 1872,
shall enjoy the benefits of articles 27, 28 and 29 of the French law of July
31, 1920, and article 25 of the French law of March 19, 1928, under the same
conditions as French corporations.

"ATICLE VIr

"Compensation paid by one of the contracting States to its citizens for labor
or personal services performed in the other State is exempt from tax in the
latter State.

'ABTICL VIII

"War pensions paid by one of the contracting States to persons residing
in the territory of the other State are exempt from tax in the latter State.

"ARTICLE IX

"The following classes of income paid in one of the contracting States to a
corporation of the other State, or to a citizen of the latter State residing
there, are exempt from tax in the former State:

"(a) amounts paid as consideration for the right to use patents, secret
processes and formulas, trade marks and other analogous rights;

"(b) income received as copyright royalties;
"(c) private pensions and life annuities.

"ARTICLE x

"This agreement shall be ratified and the instruments of ratification exchanged
at Paris as soon as possible.

"The agreement shall become effective on the 1st day of January following
the exchange of ratifications and shall remain effective for a period of 5 years,
and thereafter until 12 months from the date on which either contracting party
gives notice of its termination.

"American corporations which prior to May 1, 1930, have not had their lia-
bility to tax under article 3 of the decree of December 6, 1872, finally deter-
mined, and which make the declaration prescribed in Article VI of the present
convention, shall not be subject to the application of article 3 of the decree
of December 6, 1872, for any years preceding the coming into force of the
agreement.

"In witness whereof, the respective plenipotentiaries have signed the above
articles, both in the English and French languages, and have hereunto affixed
their seals.

"Done in duplicate at Paris, on the 27th of April, 1932.
"[s8EAL] WALTER E. EDGn.
"[swAL] ANDBa TaaDIu.

"PROTOCOL

"At the moment of signing the Convention on Double Taxation between the
United States of America and the Republic of France, the undersigned plenipo-
tentiaries, duly authorized by their respective Governments, have agreed, as
follows:

"(1) The taxes referred to in this agreement are:
"(a) for the United States:
the Federal income tax-but it is understood that Article I does not exempt

from tax (1) compensation for labor or personal services performed in the
United States; (2) income derived from real property located in the United
States, or from'any interest in such property, including rentals and royalties
therefrom, and gains from the sale or the disposition thereof; (3) dividends;
(4) interest.

"(b) For France:
--in Articles I, II, III and IV, the tax on industrial and commercial profits

(impot sur les benefices industriels et commerciaux);
"-in Articles UI, V and VI, the tax on income from securities (impOt sur lea

revenues des valeurs mobilleres);
"-in Articles VII, VIII and IX, the tax on wages and salaries, pensions and

life annuities (impOt sur les traitements et salaires, pensions et rentes viag-
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res), and other schedular taxes (impots cedulaires) appropriate to the type of
income specified in said articles;

"(2) The provisions of this agreement shall not be construed to affect in any
manner any exemption, deduction, credit or other allowance accorded by the
laws of one of the contracting States in the determination of the tax imposed
by such State.

"(3) As used in this agreement:
"(a) The term "permanent establishment" includes branches, mines and oil

wells, factories, workshops, warehouses, offices, agencies, and other fixed places
of business, but does not include a subsidiary corporation.

"When an enterprise of one of the States carries on business in the other
State through an agent established there who is authorized to contract for
its account, it is considered as having a permanent establishment in the latter
State.

"But the fact that an enterprise of one of the contracting States has business
dealings in the other State through a bona fide commission agent or broker
shall not be held to mean that such enterprise has a permanent establishment
in the latter State.

"(b) The term "enterprise" includes every form of undertaking whether
carried on by an individual, partnership (societe en nom collectif), corporation
(societe anonyme), or any other entity.

"(c) The term "enterprise of one of the contracting States" means, as the
case may be, "American enterprise" or "French enterprise."

"(d) The term "American enterprise" means an enterprise carried on in the
United States by a citizen of the United States or by an American corporation
or other entity; the term "American corporation or other entity" means a part-
nership, corporation or other entity created or organized in the United States
or under the law of the United States or of any State or Territory of the
United States.

"(e) The term "French enterprise" is defined in the same manner, mutatis
mutandis, as the term "American enterprise."

"(f) The American corporations mentioned in Articles V and VI are those
which, owing to their form of organization, are subject to article 3 of the
decree of December 8, 1872. The present agreement does not modify the regime
of "abonnement" for securities.

"(g) The term "United States," when used in a geographical sense, includes
only the States and the Territories of Alaska and Hawaii, and the District of
Columbia.

"(h) The term "France," when used in a geographic sense, indicates the
country of France, exclusive of Algeria and the Colonies.

"Done in duplicate at Paris, the 27th of April, 1932.
"WALTR E. EDGn
"ANDRE TABniEJ."

And whereas, the said convention and protocol have been ratified on both
parts, and the ratifications of the two Governments were exchanged at Paris
on the 9th day of April, 1935;

And whereas, it is stipulated in Article X of the said convention that the
convention shall become effective on the 1st day of January following the ex-
change of ratifications, that is to say on the 1st day of January, 1936;

Now, therefore, be it known that I, FRANKLIN D. RoosEVmLT, President of the
United States of America, have caused the said convention and the said protocol
to be made public, to the end that the same and every article and clause thereof
may be observed and fulfilled with good faith by the United States of America
and the citizens thereof on and from the 1st day of January, 1936.

In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my band and caused the Seal of
the United States of America to be aixed.

Done at the city of Washington this 16th day of April in the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirty-five, and of the Independ-

[sKix] ence of the United States of America the one hundred and fifty-ninth.
FEANKiLI D ROOSEVELT

By the President:
COWDEML HTu

Secretary of State.

EXEMPTION FROM INTERNAL REVENUE TAXES

The following list of provisions (digested) is not all inclusive, and various pro-
visions of a more or less restricted or "local" importance have been omitted.
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"W ALTER E. EDGE. 
"ANDRE TARDIELL" 

And whereas, the said convention and protocol have been ratified on both 
parts, and the ratifications of the two Governments were exchanged at Paris 
on the 9th day of April, 1935; 
And whereas, it is stipulated in Article X of the said convention that the 
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Done at the city of Washington this 16th day of April in the year of our 

Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirty-five, and of the Independ-
[BEAL] ence of the United States of America the one hundred and fifty-ninth. 

FRANKLIN' D RoosEvEur 
By the President; 

CORDELL HULL 
Secretary of State. 

EXEMPTION FROM INTERNAL REVENUE TAXES 

The following list of provisions (digested) is not all inclusive, and various pro-
visions of a more or less restricted or "local" importance have been omitted. 



(A) UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT OBLIGATIONS

(Digested from Form 800-A, Revised, November 1, 1935, issued
by the Commissioner of Public Debt, the 1936 edition of Treasury
Annual Reports, Finance (Document No. 3079, pages 400 and 409),
and Statement of the Public Debt of the United States, Form 774,
July 31, 1937.)

With the exception of three small loans, which are exempt from the payment
of all taxes and duties of the United States, except estate, inheritance, or gift
taxes, all interest-bearing obligations of the United States now outstanding have
been issued under the Second Liberty Bond Act, approved September 24, 1917,
as amended, and the same Act is the present authority for the Secretary of the
Treasury to borrow money through the sale of additional amounts of interest-
bearing obligations of the United States.

CLASSES OF SECURTES

The following classes of securities are authorized by the Second Liberty Bond
Act.

(a) Bonds of the United States, those termed Treasury bonds, bearing inter-
est. Treasury bonds are issued with maturities more than 5 years from the
date of issue, in two forms: (1) coupon (or bearer) bonds, payable to bearer,
with coupons attached for the payment of interest when due; and (2) regis-
tered bonds, payable to an inscribed owner, and with interest paid through
checks drawn to the order of the inscribed owner. Both forms are issued in the
denominations of $50, $100, $500, $1,000, $5,000, $10,000 and $100,000 (except that
the $50 denomination is not available for some of the earlier issues of Treasury
bonds). Coupon and registered bonds are interchangeable for like amounts of
the same issue.

(b) United States Savings bonds, are issued on a discount basis. They may
be issued with maturities not less than 10 nor more than 20 years from the issue
date, and at prices to yield an investment return of not over 3 percent com-
pounded semiannually. They are redeemable at the option of holders before
maturity at increasing redemption values. These bonds are issued only in
registered form and in the denominations of $25, $50, $100, $500 and $1,000
(maturity value). They are not transferable.

Notes of the United States, bearing interest, with maturities not less than
one nor more than five years from date of issue. These notes are termed
Treasury notes, and they are issued only in coupon form payable to bearer,
with coupons attached for the payment of interest when due, in denominations
of $100, $500, $1,000, $5,000, $10,000, $100,000 (but the $50 denomination may be
provided for some series.)

Certificates of Indebtedness, commonly termed Treasury certificates of in-
debtedness, bearing interest, with maturities not exceeding one year from date
of issue. These certificates are issued only in coupon form payable to bearer,
with coupons attached for the payment of interest when due, in denominations
of $500, $1,000, $5,000, $10,000 and $100,000 (but the $100 denomination may be
provided for some series).

Treasury Bills, with maturities not exceeding one year from date of issue.
These bills are issued on a discount basis, and in denominations of $1,000,
$10,000, $100,000, $500,000 and $1,000,000 (maturity value), payable to bearer.

TAX EXEMPTIONS

The provisions of the Second Liberty Bond Act, as amended, now in effect
provide for tax exemptions of the public debt securities issued and outstanding,
or issuable under that Act.

Treasury Bonds and United States Savings Bonds.-All such bonds are
exempt, both as to principal and interest, from all taxation now or hereafter
imposed by the United States, any State, or any of the possessions of the
United States, or by any local taxing authority, except (a) estate, inheritance,
or gift taxes and (b) graduated additional income taxes, commonly known as
surtaxes, and excess-profits and war-profits taxes, now or hereafter imposed
by the United States, upon the income or profits of individuals, partnerships,
associations, or corporations. The interest on an amount of such bonds the
principal of which does not exceed in the aggregate $5,000 owned by any in-
dividual, partnership, association, or corporation, is exempt from the taxes
provided for in subdivision (b) mentioned above. For the purpose of determin-
ing taxes and tax-exemptions on United States Savings bonds, the increment in
value represented by the difference between the price paid and the price received
(whether at or before maturity) is considered as interest.

Treasury Notes.-The notes may be issued in any one or more of the fol-
lowing series as the Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe in connection
with the issue thereof:

(1) Exempt, both as to principal and interest, from all taxation (except
estate, inheritance, or gift taxes) now or hereafter imposed by the United
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States, any State, or any of the possessions of the United States, or by any
local taxing authority;

(2) Exempt, both as to principal and interest, from all taxation now or
hereafter imposed by the United States, any State, or any of the possessions
of the United States, or by any local taxing authority, except (a) estate,
inheritance, or gift taxes and (b) graduated additional income taxes, com-
monly known as surtaxes, and excess-profits and war-profits taxes, now or
hereafter imposed by the United States, upon the income or profits of indi-
viduals, partnerships, associations, or corporations;

(3) Exempt, both as to principal and interest, as provided in paragraph (2);
and with an additional exemption from the taxes referred to in clause (b)
of such paragraph, of the interest on an amount of such notes the principal of
which does not exceed $30,000, owned by any individual, partnership, associa-
tion, or corporation; or

(4) Exempt, both as to principal and interest, from all taxation now or
hereafter imposed by the United States, any State, or any of the possessions
of the United States, or by any local taxing authority, except (a) estate,
inheritance, or gift taxes, and (b) all income, excess-profits, and war-profits
taxes, now or hereafter imposed by the United States, upon the income or prof-
its of individuals, partnerships, associations or corporations.

(NomT.-Provision (1) applies to Treasury notes outstanding October 31. 1935.
For any notes thereafter issued, the terms should be examined for tax exemptions.)

Treasury Certificates of Indebtedness.-All certificates of indebtedness are
exempt, both as to principal and interest, from all taxation (except estate,
inheritance, or gift taxes) now or hereafter imposed by the United States,
any State, or any of the possessions of the United States, or by any local taxing
authority.

Treasury Bills.-All Treasury bills are exempt, both as to principal and in-
terest, from all taxation (except estate, inheritance, or gift taxes) now or
hereafter imposed by the United States, any State, or any of the possessions
of the United States, or by any local taxing authority; and the amount of
discount at which Treasury bills are originally sold by the United States is
considered to be interest within the meaning of this provision.

Any gain from the sale or other disposition of Treasury bills is exempt from
all taxation (except estate, inheritance, or gift taxes) now or hereafter im-
posed by the United States, any State, or any of the possessions of the United
States, or by any local taxing authority; and no loss from the sale or other
disposition of such Treasury bills is allowable as a deduction, or otherwise
recognized, for the purposes of any tax now or hereafter imposed by the United
States or any of its possessions.

IN HANDS OF FORBIGN HOLDERS

Bonds, notes and certificates of indebtedness of the United States, shall,
while beneficially owned by a nonresident alien individual, or a foreign cor-
poration, partnership, or association, not engaged in business in the United
States, be exempt both as to principal and interest from any and all taxation
now or hereafter imposed by the United States, any State, or any of the pos-
sessions of the United States or by any local taxing authority. (Sec. 3 of the
Fourth Liberty Bond Act, approved July 9, 1918, as amended by Sec. 4 of the
Victory Liberty Loan Act, approved March 8, 1919.) (U. S. C., Title 81, § 750.)

(B) INSTRUMENTALITIES OF THE UNITED STATES AND
THEIR OBLIGATIONS

BANKS FOR OOOP!RATIVIB

See Production Credit Corporations.

CENTRAL BANK FOR CX0PERATIMVI

See Production Credit Corporations.

COMMODrIT CREDIT CORPOBATION

Bonds, notes, debentures, and other similar obligations issued by the Com-
modity Credit Corporation under the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
and held to be instrumentalities of the Government of the United States, and
as such they and the income derived therefrom shall be exempt from Fed-
eral, * * taxation (except surtaxes, estate, inheritance, and gift taxes).
The Commodity Credit Corporation, including its franchise, its capital, reserves,
and surplus, and its income shall be exempt from all taxation now or hereafter
imposed by the United States, * * * (Mar. 8, 1938, c 44, sec.5, 52 Stat. 108).
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all taxation (except estate, inheritance, or gift taxes) now or hereafter im-
posed by the United States, any State, or any of the possessions of the United 
States, or by any local taxing authority; and no loss from the sale or other 
disposition of such Treasury bills is allowable as a deduction, or otherwise 
recognized, for the purposes of any tax now or hereafter imposed by the United 
States or any of its possessions. 

IN HANDS OF FOREIGN HOLDERS 

Bonds, notes and certificates of indebtedness of the United States, shall, 
while beneficially owned by a nonresident alien individual, or a foreign cor-
poration, partnership, or association, not engaged in business in the United 
States, be exempt both as to principal and interest from any and all taxation 
now or hereafter imposed by the United States, any State, or any of the pos-
sessions of the United States or by any local taxing authority. (Sec. 3 of the 
Fourth Liberty Bond Act, approved July 9, 1918, as amended by Sec. 4 of the 
Victory Liberty Loan Act, approved March 3, 1919.) (U. S. C., Title 81, $ 750.) 

(B) INSTRUMENTALITIES OF THE UNITED STATES AND 
THEIR OBLIGATIONS 

BANKS FOR 000PERATTVES 

See Production Credit Corporations. 

CENTRAL BANK FOB 000PERATVES 

See Production Credit Corporations. 

COMMODITY CREDIT CORPORATION 

Bonds, notes, debentures, and other similar obligations issued by the Com-
modity Credit Corporation under the provisions of this Act shall be deemed 
and held to be instrumentalities of the Government of the United States, and 
as such they and the income derived therefrom shall be exempt from Fed-
eral, * * * taxation (except surtaxes, estate, inheritance, and gift taxes). 
The Commodity Credit Corporation, including its franchise, its capital, reserves, 
and surplus, and its income shall be exempt from all taxation now or hereafter 
imposed by the United States, * * * (Mar. 8, 1938, c. 44, see. 5, 52 Stat. 108). 
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FArIMES' HOME CORPORATION

The corporation, including its franchises, its capital, reserves, and surplus
and its income and property shall, * * * be exempt from all taxation now or
hereafter imposed by the United States * * *. (July 22, 1937, . 517,
§ 40 (i), 50 Stat. 528.) (U. S. C., Title 7, § 1014 (i).)

FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSUBANCE OORPORATION

All notes, debentures, bonds, or other such obligations issued by the Corpora-
tion shall be exempt, both as to principal and interest, from all taxation
(except estate and inheritance taxes) now or hereafter imposed by the United
States * * *. The Corporation, including its franchise, its capital, reserves,
surplus, and its income, shall be exempt from all taxation now or hereafter
imposed by the United States, * * *. (Dec. 23, 1913, c. 6, § 12 B (p), added
June 16, 1933, § 8, 48 Stat. 177.) (U. S. C., Title 12, § 264 (p).)

New banks organized by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, not-
withstanding any other provision of law, are exempt from all taxation now
or hereafter imposed by the United States * * * on their franchises,
property and income. (Dec. 23, 1913, c. 6, § 12 B (1) (9) added Aug. 23, 1935,
c. 614, § 101, 49 Stat 696.) (U. S. C., Title 12, § 264 (1) (9).)

FEDERAL FARM MORTGAGE CORPORATION

The corporation, including its franchise, its capital, reserves, and surplus,
and its income shall be exempt from all taxation now or hereafter imposed by
the United States; * * *

Mortgages executed to the Land Bank Commissioner and mortgages held by
the Corporation, and the credit instruments secured thereby, and bonds issued
by the Corporation under the provisions of this Act, shall be deemed and held
to be instrumentalities of the Government of the United States, and as such
they and the income derived therefrom shall be exempt from Federal * * *
taxation (except surtaxes, estate, inheritance, and gift taxes). (Jan. 31, 1934,
c. 7, § 12 (a), 48 Stat. 347 amended Feb. 26, 1934, c. 33, 48 Stat. 360.) (U. S. C,
Title 12, § 1020f.)

FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION

See Mutual Mortgage Insurance Fund.

FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANKS

Any and all notes, debentures, bonds, and other such obligations Issued by
any bank, and any consolidated Federal Home Loan Bank bonds and de-
bentures, shall be exempt both as to principal and interest from all taxation
(except surtaxes, estate, inheritance, and gift taxes) now or hereafter im-
posed by the United States, * * *. The bank, including its franchise, its
capital, reserves, and surplus, its advances, and its income shall be exempt
from all taxation now or hereafter imposed by the United States, *

(July 22, 1932, c. 522, § 13, 47 Stat. 735, amended by May 28, 1935, c. 150, § 8,
49 Stat. 295.) (U. S. C., Title 12, § 1433.)

FEDERAL INTERMEDIATE CREDIT BANKS

Same as Federal Land Banks. (Mar. 4, 1923, c. 252, § 2, 42 Stat. 1459.)
(U. S. C., Title 12, § 1111.)

FEDERAL LAND BANKS

Every Federal Land Bank and every national farm loan association, includ-
ing the capital and reserves or surplus therein and the income derived there-
from, shall be exempt from Federal * * taxation, * *. First mortgages
executed to Federal land banks, or to joint stock land banks, and farm loan
bonds issued under this Act shall be deemed and held to be instrumentalities
of the Government of the United States, and as such they and the income de-
rived therefrom shall be exempt from Federal * * * taxation. (July 17,
1916, c. 245, § 26, 39 Stat. 380.) (U. S. C., Title 12, § 931.)

Notwithstanding the provisions of section 26 of the Federal Farm Loan Act,
as amended, in the case of mortgages made or obligations issued by any joint-
stock land bank after the date of the enactment of this Act, all income, except
interest, derived therefrom shall be included in gross income and shall not be
exempt from Federal income taxation. (May 28, 198, c 289, sec. 817, 52 Stat.
578) (U. S. C., Title 12, sec. 931 (a).)
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FARMERS' HOME CORPORATION 

The corporation, including its franchises, its capital, reserves, and surplus 
and its income and property shall, * * be exempt from all taxation now or 
hereafter imposed by the United States * *. (July 22, 1937, C. 517, 
§ 40 (i), 50 Stat. 528.) (U. S. C., Title 7, § 1014 (i).) 

FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION 

All notes, debentures, bonds, or other such obligations issued by the Corpora-
tion shall be exempt, both as to principal and interest, from all taxation 
(except estate and inheritance taxes) now or hereafter imposed by the United 
States • • *. The Corporation, including its franchise, its capital, reserves, 
surplus, and its income, shall be exempt from all taxation now or hereafter 
imposed by the United States, * * *. (Dec. 23, 1913, c. 6, § 12 B (El), added 
June 16, 1933, § 8, 48 Stat. 177.) (U. S. C., Title 12, § 264 (p).) 
New banks organized by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, not-

withstanding any other provision of law, are exempt from all taxation now 
or hereafter imposed by the United States * * * on their franchises, 
property and income. (Dec. 23, 1913, c. 6, § 12 B (1) (9) added Aug. 23, 1935, 
c. 614, § 101, 49 Stat 696.) (U. S. C., Title 12, § 264 (1) (6)4 

FEDERAL FARM MORTGAGE CORPORATION 

The corporation, including its franchise, its capital, reserves, and surplus, 
and its income shall be exempt from all taxation now or hereafter imposed by 
the United States; * 
Mortgages executed to the Land Bank Commissioner and mortgages held by 

the Corporation, and the credit instruments secured thereby, and bonds issued 
by the Corporation under the provisions of this Act, shall be deemed and held 
to be instrumentalities of the Government of the United States, and as such 
they and the income derived therefrom shall be exempt from Federal * * • 
taxation (except surtaxes, estate, inheritance, and gift taxes). (Jan. 31, 1934, 
c. 7, § 12 (a), 48 Stat. 347 amended Feb. 26, 1934, c. 33, 48 Stat. 360.) (U. S. (3., 
Title 12, § 1020f.) 

FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION 

See Mutual Mortgage Insurance Fund. 

FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANKS 

Any and all notes, debentures, bonds, and other such obligations issued by 
any bank, and any consolidated Federal Home Loan Bank bonds and de-
bentures, shall be exempt both as to principal and interest from all taxation 
(except surtaxes, estate, inheritance, and gift taxes) now or hereafter im-
posed by the United States, * • *. The bank, including its franchise, its 
capital, reserves, and surplus, its advances, and its income shall be exempt 
from all taxation now or hereafter imposed by the United States, * * *, 
(July 22, 1932, c. 522, § 13, 47 Stat. 735, amended by May 28, 1935, c. 150, § 8, 
49 Stat. 295.) (U. S. C., Title 12, § 1433.) 

FEDERAL INTERMEDIATE CREDIT BANKS 

Same as Federal Land Banks. (Mar. 4, 1923, c. 252, § 2, 42 Stat. 1459.) 
(U. S. C., Title 12, § 1111.) 

FEDERAL LAND BANKS 

Every Federal Land Bank and every national farm loan association, includ-
ing the capital and reserves or surplus therein and the income derived there-
from, shall be exempt from Federal * * taxation, • *. First mortgages 
executed to Federal land banks, or to joint stock land banks, and farm loan 
bonds issued under this Act shall be deemed and held to be instrumentalities 
of the Government of the United States, and as such they and the income de-
rived therefrom shall be exempt from Federal * • • taxation. (July 17, 
1916, c. 245, § 26, 39 Stat. 380.) (U. S. C., Title 12, § 931.) 
Notwithstanding the provisions of section 26 of the Federal Farm Loan Act, 

as amended, in the case of mortgages made or obligations issued by any joint-
stock land bank after the date of the enactment of this Act, all income, except 
interest, derived therefrom shall be included in gross income and shall not be 
exempt from Federal income taxation. (May 28, 1968, c. 289, see. 817, 52 Stat 
578.) (II. S. C., Title 12, sec. 931 (a).) 
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FEDEBAL BESERVE BANKS

Federal reserve banks, including the capital stock and surplus therein and
the income derived therefrom, shall be exempt from Federal * * * taxa-
tion. (Dec. 23, 1913, c. 6, § 7, 38 Stat. 258; March 3, 1919, c. 101, § 1, 40 Stat.
1314.) (U. S. C., Title 12, § 531.)

FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS

Such associations, including their franchises, capital, reserves and surplus,
and their loans and income, shall be exempt from all taxation now or here-
after imposed by the United States, and all shares of such associations shall
be exempt both as to their value and the income therefrom from all taxation
(except surtaxes, estate, inheritance, and gift taxes) now or hereafter imposed
by the United States; * * *. (June 13, 1933, c. 64, § 5 (h), 48 Stat. 133.)
(U. S. C., Title 12, § 1464 (h).)

FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN INSURANOE OOBPORATIOX

All notes, bonds, debentures, or other obligations issued by the Corporation
shall be exempt, both as to principal and interest, from all taxation (except
surtaxes, estate, inheritance, and gift taxes) now or hereafter imposed by
the United States, * * *. The Corporation, including its franchise, capital,
reserves, surplus, and income, shall be exempt from all taxation now or here-
after imposed by the United States, * * *. (June 27, 1934, c. 847, § 402 (e),
48 Stat. 1257.) (U. S. 0., Title 12, § 1725 (e).)

HOME OWNERS LOAN COBPORATION

The bonds issued by the Corporation under section 4 (c) of the Home
Owners Loan Act of 1933, amended, are exempt, both as to principal and
interest, from all taxation (except surtaxes, estate, inheritance, and gift taxes)
now or hereafter imposed by the United States * * *. The Corporation, in-
cluding its franchise, its capital, reserves and surplus, shall likewise be exempt
from such taxation; * * *. (June 13, 1933, § 4 (c), 48 Stat 129 as amended
by April 27, 1934, c. 168, § 1, 48 Stat. 644.) (U. S. C., Title 12, § 1463 (c).)

JOINT STOCK LAND BANKS

See Federal Land Banks.

MUTUAL MORBTAGE INSURANCE FUND

Such debentures as are issued in exchange for property covered by mortgages
insured under section 203 or section 207 prior to the date of enactment of the
National Housing Act Amendments of 1938 shall be subject only to such Fed-
eral, * * * taxes as the mortgages in exchange for which they are issued
would be subject to in the hands of the holder of the debentures * * *.
Such debentures as are issued in exchange for property covered by mortgages
insured after the date of enactment of the National Housing Act Amendments
of 1938 shall be exempt, both as to principal and interest, from all taxation
(except surtaxes, estate, inheritance, and gift taxes) now or hereafter imposed
by the United States * * *. (National Housing Act § 204 (d), as amended
by Feb. 3, 1938, c. 13, § 3, 52 Stat. 14.)

NATIONAL FARM LOAN ASSOCIATIONS

See Federal Land Banks.

NATIONAL MORTGAGE ASSOCIATIONS

All notes, bonds, debentures, or other obligations issued by any national
mortgage association shall be exempt, both as to principal and interest, from
all taxation (except surtaxes, estate, inheritance, and gift taxes) now or here-
after imposed by the United States, * * *. Every national mortgage asso-
ciation, including its franchise, capital, reserves, surplus, mortgage loans, in-
come, and stock, shall be exempt from taxation now or hereafter imposed by
the United States, * * *. (June 27, 1934, c. 847, § 307, as amended by Feb. 3,
1938, c. 13, § 8, 52 Stat. 24).

PRODUCTION CEDIT ASSOCIATIONS

See Production Credit Corporations.
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FFIIERAI RESERVE RANKS 

Federal reserve banks, including the capital stock and surplus therein and 
the income derived therefrom, shall be exempt from Federal * * * taxa-
tion. (Dec. 23, 1913, c. 6, § 7, 38 Stat. 258; March 3, 1919, C. 101, § 1, 40 Stat. 
1314.) (U. S. C., Title 12, § 531.) 

FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS 

Such associations, including their franchises, capital, reserves and surplus, 
and their loans and income, shall be exempt from all taxation now or here-
after imposed by the United States, and all shares of such associations shall 
be exempt both as to their value and the income therefrom from all taxation 
(except surtaxes, estate, inheritance, and gift taxes) now or hereafter imposed 
by the United States; * * *. (June 13, 1933, c. 64, § 5 (h), 48 Stat. 133.) 
(U. S. C., Title 12, § 1464 (h).) 

FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN INSIIRAACE CORFORATioN 

All notes, bonds, debentures, or other obligations issued by the Corporation 
shall be exempt, both as to principal and interest, from all taxation (except 
surtaxes, estate, inheritance, and gift taxes) now or hereafter imposed by 
the United States, * • *. The Corporation, including its franchise, capital, 
reserves, surplus, and income, shall be exempt from all taxation now or here-
after imposed by the United States, * * *. (June 27, 1934, c. 847, § 402 (e), 
48 Stat. 1257.) (U. S. C., Title 12, § 1725 (e).) 

ROME OWNERS LOAN CORPORATION 

The bonds issued by the Corporation under section 4 (c) of the Home 
Owners Loan Act of 1933, amended, are exempt, both as to principal and 
interest, from all taxation (except surtaxes, estate, inheritance, and gift taxes) 
now or hereafter imposed by the United States * * *. The Corporation, in-
cluding its franchise, its capital, reserves and surplus, shall likewise be exempt 
from such taxation; * *. (June 13, 1933, § 4 (c), 48 Stat 129 as amended 
by April 27, 1934, c. 168, § 1, 48 Stat. 644.) (U. S. C., Title 12, § 1463 (c).) 

JOINT STOOK LAND BANKS 

See Federal Land Banks. 

MUTUAL MORTGAGE INSURANCE FUND 

Such debentures as are issued in exchange for property covered by mortgages 
insured under section 203 or section 207 prior to the date of enactment of the 
National Housing Act Amendments of 1938 shall be subject only to such Fed-
eral, * * * taxes as the mortgages in exchange for which they are issued 
would be subject to in the hands of the holder of the debentures * • *. 
Such debentures as are issued in exchange for property covered by mortgages 
insured after the date of enactment of the National Housing Act Amendments 
of 1938 shall be exempt, both as to principal and interest, from all taxation 
(except surtaxes, estate, inheritance, and gift taxes) now or hereafter imposed 
by the United States * * *. (National Housing Act § 204 (d), as amended 
by Feb. 3, 1938, c. 13, § 3, 52 Stat. 14.) 

NATIONAL FARM LOAN ASSOCIATIONS 

See Federal Land Banks. 

NATIONAL MORTGAGE ASSOCIATIONS 

All notes, bonds, debentures, or other obligations issued by any national 
mortgage association shall be exempt, both as to principal and interest, from 
all taxation (except surtaxes, estate, inheritance, and gift taxes) now or here-
after imposed by the United States. * * a. Every national mortgage asso-
ciation, including its franchise, capital, reserves, surplus, mortgage loans, in-
come, and stock, shall be exempt from taxation now or hereafter imposed by 
the United States, * * *. (June 27, 1934, c. 847, § 307, as amended by Feb. 3, 
1938, c. 13, § 8, 52 Stat. 24). 

PRODUCTION CHED/T ASSOCIATIONS 

See Production Credit Corporations. 
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PRODUCTION CREDIT COBPORATIONS

The Central Bank for Cooperatives, the Production Credit Corporations,
Production Credit Associations, and Banks for Cooperatives, organized under
the act, and their obligations, shall be deemed to be instrumentalities of the
United States, and as such, any and all notes, debentures, bonds, and other
such obligations issued by such banks, associations, or corporations, shall be
exempt both as to principal and interest from all taxation (except surtaxes,
estate, inheritance, and gift taxes) now or hereafter imposed by the United
States * * *. Such banks, associations, and corporations, their property,
their franchises, capital, reserves, surplus, and other funds, and their income,
shall be exempt from all taxation now or hereafter imposed by the United
States * * *; except that any real property and any tangible personal prop-
erty of such banks, associations and corporations shall be subject to Fed-
eral * * * taxation to the same extent as other similar property is taxed.
The exemption provided herein shall not apply with respect to any Production
Credit Association or its property or income after the stock held in it by the
Production Credit Corporation has been retired, or with respect to the Central
Bank for Cooperatives, or any Production Credit Corporation or Bank for Coop-
eratives, or its property or income after the stock held in it by the United
States has been retired. (June 16, 1933, c. 98, § 63, 48 Stat. 267.) (U. S. C.,
Title 12, § 1138c.)

REOONSTRUCTION FINANCE CORPORATION

Any and all notes, debentures, bonds, or other such obligations issued by the
corporation shall be exempt both as to principal and interest from all taxation
(except surtaxes, estate, inheritance, and gift taxes) now or hereafter imposed
by the United States * * *. The corporation, including its franchise, its
capital, reserves, and surplus, and its income shall be exempt from all taxation
now or hereafter imposed by the United States * * * (Jan. 22, 1932,
c. 8, § 10, 47 Stat. 9.) (U. S. C., Title 15, § 610.)

Notwithstanding any other provision of law or any privilege or consent to
tax expressly or impliedly granted thereby, the shares of preferred stock of
national banking associations, and the shares of preferred stock, capital notes,
and debentures of State banks and trust companies, heretofore or hereafter ac-
quired by Reconstruction Finance Corporation, and the dividends or interest
derived therefrom by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, shall not, so
long as the Reconstruction Finance Corporation shall continue to own the same,
be subject to any taxation by the United States, * * . (Mar. 20, 1936, c. 160.
§ 1, 49 Stat. 1185.) (U. S. C., Title 12, § 51d.)

TENNESSED VALLEY AUTHOlIRr

All of such bonds so issued and sold shall have all the rights and privileges
accorded by law to Panama Canal bonds authorized by section 8 of the Act of
June 28, 1902, chapter 1302, as amended by the Act of Iec. 21, 11)05 (ch. 3, sec. 1.
34 Stat. 5), as now compiled in section 743 of title 31 of the United States Code.
(May 18, 1933, c. 32, § 15, 48 Stat 67.) (U. S. C., Title 16, §§ 831 and 831n.)

NoTm.-Panama Canal bonds issued as above were exempt from all taxes and duties
of the United, States. Under interpretative authority such exemption does not extend
to estate, inheritance or gift taxes.

UNITED STATES HOUSING AUTHORITY

The Authority, including but not limited to its franchise, capital, reserves,
surplus, loans, income, assets, and property of any kind, shall be exempt from
all taxation now or hereafter imposed by the United States * * *. Obli-
gations, including interest thereon issued by public housing agencies in con-
nection with low-rent-housing or slum-clearance projects, and the income de-
rived by such agencies from such projects, shall be exempt from all taxation
now or hereafter imposed by the United States. (Sept. 1, 1937, c. 896, 5 5 (e),
50 Stat. 890.) (U. S. C., Title 42, § 1405 (e).)

Such obligations issued shall be exempt, both as to principal and interest,
from all taxation (except surtaxes, estate, inheritance and gift taxes) now or
hereafter imposed by the United States * * *. (Sept. 1, 1937, c. 896, 20
(b), 50 Stat. 898.) (U. S. C., Title 42, § 1420 (b).)

UrId STATS MAr BITnM COMMISSION

They shall be exempt, both as to principal and interest, from all taxation
(except surtaxes, estate, inheritance, and gift taxes) now or hereafter imposed
by the United States, ** * (Merchant Marine Act, 1936, sec. 1105 (c),
52 Stat 972, as added by June 23, 1938, c. 600, sec. 4.)

NoT.--rhe instruments referred to are mortgage debentures issued under
section 1106 (a) of the Act of June 23, 1938.
98907o-39-r. 1---5
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PRODUCTION CREDIT CORPORATIONS 

The Central Bank for Cooperatives, the Production Credit Corporations, 
Production Credit Associations, and Banks for Cooperatives, organized under 
the act, and their obligations, shall be deemed to be instrumentalities of the 
United States, and as such, any and all notes, debentures, bonds, and other 
such obligations issued by such banks, associations, or corporations, shall be 
exempt both as to principal and interest from all taxation (except surtaxes, 
estate, inheritance, and gift taxes) now or hereafter imposed by the United 
States * * *. Such banks, associations, and corporations, their property, 
their franchises, capital, reserves, surplus, and other funds, and their income, 
shall be exempt from all taxation now or hereafter imposed by the United 
States * * *; except that any real property and any tangible personal prop-
erty of such banks, associations and corporations shall be subject to Fed-
eral * * * taxation to the same extent as other similar property is taxed. 
The exemption provided herein shall not apply with respect to any Production 
Credit Association or its property or income after the stock held in it by the 
Production Credit Corporation has been retired, or with respect to the Central 
Bank for Cooperatives, or any Production Credit Corporation or Bank for Coop-
eratives, or its property or income after the stock held in it by the United 
States has been retired. (June 16, 1933, c. 98, § 63, 48 Stat. 267.) (U. S. C., 
Title 12, § 1138c.) 

RECONSTRUCTION FINANCE CORPORATION 

Any and all notes, debentures, bonds, or other such obligations issued by the 
corporation shall be exempt both as to principal and interest from all taxation 
(except surtaxes, estate, inheritance, and gift taxes) now or hereafter imposed 
by the United States * * *. The corporation, including its franchise, its 
capital, reserves, and surplus, and its income shall be exempt from all taxation 
now or hereafter imposed by the United States * * *. (Jan. 22, 1932, 
c. 8, § 10, 47 Stat. 9.) (U. S. C., Title 15, § 610.) 

Notwithstanding any other provision of law or any privilege or consent to 
tax expressly or impliedly granted thereby, the shares of preferred stock of 
national banking associations, and the shares of preferred stock, capital notes, 
and debentures of State banks and trust companies, heretofore or hereafter ac-
quired by Reconstruction Finance Corporation, and the dividends or interest 
derived therefrom by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, shall not, so 
long as the Reconstruction Finance Corporation shall continue to own the same, 
be subject to any taxation by the United States, * • *. (Mar. 20, 1936, c. 160, 
§ 1, 49 Stat. 1185.) (U. S. C., Title 12, § 51d.) 

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORSTY 

All of such bonds so issued and sold shall have all the rights and privileges 
accorded by law to Panama Canal bonds authorized by section 8 of the Act of 
June 28, 1902, chapter 1302, as amended by the Act of Dec. 21, 1905 (ch. 3, sec. 1. 
34 Stat. 5), as now compiled in section 743 of title 31 of the United States Code. 
(May 18, 1933, c. 32, § 15, 48 Stat 67.) (U. S. C., Title 16, § 831 and 831n.) 

NoTE.-Panama Canal bonds issued as above were exempt from all taxes and duties 
of the United States. Under interpretative authority such exemption does not extend 
to estate, inheritance or gift taxes. 

UNITED STATES HOUSING AUTHORITY 

The Authority, including but not limited to its franchise, capital, reserves, 
surplus, loans, income, assets, and property of any kind, shall be exempt from 
all taxation now or hereafter imposed by the United States * • *. Obli-
gations, including interest thereon issued by public housing agencies in con-
nection with low-rent-housing or slum-clearance projects, and the income de-
rived by such agencies from such projects, shall be exempt from all taxation 
now or hereafter imposed by the United States. (Sept. 1, 1937, c. 896, § 5 (e), 
50 Stat. 890.) (U. S. C., Title 42, § 1405 (e).) 
Such obligations issued shall be exempt, both as to principal and interest, 

from all taxation (except surtaxes, estate, inheritance and gift taxes) now or 
hereafter imposed by the United States * * *. (Sept. 1, 1937, c. 838, § 20 
(b), 50 Stat. 898.) (U. S. C., Title 42, § 1420 (b)-) 

Immo STATES MARITIME COMMISSION 

They shall be exempt, both as to principal and interest, from all taxation 
(except surtaxes, estate, inheritance, and gift taxes) now or hereafter imposed 
by the United States, • • *. (Merchant Marine Act, 1936, sec. 1105 (c), 
.52 Stat 972, as added by June 23, 1938, e. 600, see. 46.) 

Ncrrn.-The instruments referred to are mortgage debentures Issued under 
section 1105 (a) of the Act of June 23, 1038, 
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WAR FINANCE CORPORATION

Any and all bonds issued by the corporation shall be exempt, both as to
principal and interest, from all taxation imposed by the United States * * ,
except (a) estate or inheritance taxes, and (b) graduated additional income
taxes, commonly known as surtaxes, and excess-profits and war-profits taxes,
now or hereafter imposed by the United States upon the income or profits of
individuals, partnerships, corporations, or associations. The interest on an
amount of such bonds the principal of which does not exceed in the aggregate
$5,000, owned by any individual, partnership, corporation, or association, shall
be exempt from the taxes referred to in clause (b). The corporation, includ-
ing its franchise and the capital and reserve or surplus thereof and the income
derived therefrom, shall be exempt from all taxation imposed by the United
States * * *. (Apr. 5, 1918, c. 45, § 16, 40 Stat. 511.) (U. S. C., Title 15,

344.)

(C) INSULAR AND PANAMA CANAL BONDS; ANNUITIES

PANAMA CANAL BONDS OF 1961

* * * and the bonds herein authorized shall be exempt from all taxes or
duties of the United States * * *. (Aug. 5, 1909, c. 6, § 39, 36 Stat. 117.)

PHILIPPINE BONDS

Bonds issued prior to March 24, 1934, exempt

All bonds issued by the government of the Philippine Islands, or by its
authority, shall be exempt from taxation by the Government of the United
States * * *. (Feb. 6, 1905, c. 453, § 1, 33 Stat. 689.) (U. S. C., Title 48,
§ 1193)

Bonds issued after March 24, 1934, not exempt

There shall be no obligation on the part of the United States to meet the
interest or principal of bonds or other obligations of the government of the
Philippine Islands or of the provincial and municipal governments thereof
hereafter issued during the continuance of United States sovereignty in the
Philippine Islands: Provided, That such bonds and obligations hereafter issued
shall not be exempt from taxation in the United States or by authority of
the United States. (Mar. 24, 1934, c. 84, § 9, 48 Stat. 463.) (U. S. C., Title 48,
§ 1239.)

PUERTO RICO BONDS

* * *, all bonds issued by the government of Puerto Rico, or by its authority,
shall be exempt from taxation by the Government of the United States * * *
(Mar. 2, 1917, c. 145, § 3, as amended by Aug. 26, 1937, c. 831, § 1, 50 Stat. 844.)
(U. S. C., Title 48, § 745.)

ANNUITIES OF RAILROAD EMPLOYEES

No annuity or pension payment shall be assignable or be subject to any tax
or to garnishment, attachment, or other legal process under any circumstances
whatsoever * * *. (Aug. 29, 1935, c. 812, § 12, as amended June 24, 1937,
c. 382, Part I, § 1, 50 Stat. 316.) (U. S. C., Title 45, § 2281.)

NoTb.-The same provision appeared in the 1935 Act (declared unconstitutional).
By Sec. 204 of the 1937 Act the old act was continued in force and effect with respect
to the rights of individuals granted annuities prior to the date of the enactment of the
latter act. (U. S. C., Title 45, i 224.)

ANNUITIES OF BrETIED EDE)RAL EMPLOYEES

SEC. 18. None of the moneys mentioned in this Act shall be assignable, either
in law or in equity, or be subject to execution, levy, or attachment, garnishment,
or other legal process. (May 29, 1930, c. 349, sec. 18, 46 Stat. 479.) (U. S. C.,
Title 5, § 729.)
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WAR FINANCE CORPORATION 

Any and all bonds issued by the corporation shall be exempt, both as to 
principal and interest, from all taxation imposed by the United States * * *, 
except (a) estate or inheritance taxes, and (b) graduated additional income 
taxes, commonly known as surtaxes, and excess-profits and war-profits taxes, 
now or hereafter imposed by the United States upon the income or profits of 
individuals, partnerships, corporations, or associations. The interest on an 
amount of such bonds the principal of which does not exceed in the aggregate 
$5,000, owned by any individual, partnership, corporation, or association, shall 
be exempt from the taxes referred to in clause (b). The corporation, includ-
ing its franchise and the capital and reserve or surplus thereof and the income 
derived therefrom, shall be exempt from all taxation imposed by the United 
States * * *. (Apr. 5, 1918, c. 45, § 16, 40 Stat. 511.) (U. S. C., Title 15, 
§ 344.) 

(C) INSULAR AND PANAMA CANAL BONDS; ANNUITIES 

PANAMA CANAL BONDS OF 1961 

* * and the bonds herein authorized shall be exempt from all taxes or 
duties of the United States * * *. (Aug. 5, 1909, e. 6, § 39, 36 Stat. 117.) 

PHILIPPINE BONDS 

Bonds issued prior to March 24, 1934, exempt 

All bonds issued by the government of the Philippine Islands, or by its 
authority, shall be exempt from taxation by the Government of the United 
States * * *. (Feb. 6, 1905, c. 453, § 1, 33 Stat. 689.) (U. S. C., Title 48, 
§ 1193.) 

Bonds issued after March 24, 1934, not exempt 

There shall be no obligation on the part of the United States to meet the 
interest or principal of bonds or other obligations of the government of the 
Philippine Islands or of the provincial and municipal governments thereof 
hereafter issued during the continuance of United States sovereignty in the 
Philippine Islands: Provided, That such bonds and obligations hereafter issued 
shall not be exempt from taxation in the United States or by authority of 
the United States. (Mar. 24, 1934, e. 84, § 9, 48 Stat. 463.) (U. S. C., Title 48, 
§ 1239.) 

PUERTO RICO BONDS 

* * *, all bonds issued by the government of Puerto Rico, or by its authority, 
shall be exempt from taxation by the Government of the United States • * *. 
(Mar. 2, 1917, c. 145, § 3, as amended by Aug. 26, 1937, c. 831, § 1, 50 Stat. 844.) 
(U. S. C., Title 48, § 745.) 

ANNUITIES OF RAILROAD EMPLOYEES 

No annuity or pension payment shall be assignable or be subject to any tax 
or to garnishment, attachment, or other legal process under any circumstances 
whatsoever * * *. (Aug. 29, 1935, e. 812, § 12, as amended June 24, 1937, 
c. 382, Part I, § 1, 50 Stat. 316.) (U. S. C., Title 45, § 2281.) 

Norm.-The same provision appeared in the 1935 Act (declared unconstitutional). 
By Sec. 204 of the 1937 Act the old act was continued rn force and effect with respect 
to the rights of individuals granted annuities prior to the date of the enactment of the 
latter act. (U. S. C., Title 45, I 224.) 

ANNUITIES OF RE'PERED FEDERAL EMPLOYEES 

SEC. 18. None of the moneys mentioned in this Act shall be assignable, either 
in law or in equity, or be subject to execution, levy, or attachment, garnishment, 
or other legal process. (May 29, 1930, e. 349, sec. 18, 46 Stat. 479.) (U. S. C., 
Title 5, § 729.) 



Part IV-Digest of Opinions Construing the Repeal
Provisions of the Revised Statutes

SEC. 5595. The foregoing seventy-three titles embrace the statutes
of the United States general and permanent in their nature, in force
on the 1st day of December one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
three, as revised and consolidated by commissioners appointed under
an act of Congress, and the same shall be designated and cited as The
Revised Statutes of the United States.

U. S. v. Bowen, 100 U. S. 508

Bowen, a Civil War veteran, was drawing a pension for service in the United
States Army, during which certain deductions were made from his pay. On
September 13, 1876, he entered the Soldiers' Home. This action was to recover
the amount of the pension from the time he entered the home until he left it,
December 4, 1877. Judgment was rendered in his favor in the United States
Court of Claims for $264.60, and the Government appealed. The Supreme Court
affirmed the judgment. The act of 1851 founding the institution provided that
pensioners were entitled to the privileges of the home upon transferring their
pension for the period they were in it to the Soldiers' Home; and the act of 1859
changing the name to the "Soldiers' Home" provided for such transfer. R. S.
4820 provided: "* * * the fact that one to whom a pension has been granted
for wounds or disability received in the military service, has not contributed to the
funds of the Soldiers' Home, shall not preclude him from admission thereto; but
all such pensioners shall surrender their pensions to the Soldiers' Home during
the time they remain therein and voluntarily receive its benefits." It was held the
word "such" above quoted distinguished those who had not contributed to the
funds of the Soldiers' Home from those who had so contributed. Bowen by his
pay reductions while in the service had contributed to the funds of the home.
Therefore, he was in the class that were not required to surrender their pensions.
The court said: "The Revised Statutes must be treated as the legislative declara-
tion of the statute law on the subjects which they embrace on the 1st day of
December, 1873. When the meaning is plain the courts cannot look to the statutes
which have been revised to see if Congress erred in that revision, but may do so
when necessary to construe doubtful language used in expressing the meaning of
Congress."

See also Deffeback v. Hawke, 115 U. S. 392, where the court said, "No reference
* * can be had to the original statutes to control the construction of any

section of the Revised Statutes, when its meaning is plain, although in the original
statutes it may have had a larger or more limited application than that given to
it in the revision," citing U. S. v. Bowen, 100 U. S. 508, 513.

Dwight v. Merritt, 140 U. S. 213

Action by an importer against a collector of customs to recover alleged excess
duties on a shipment of iron rails from Russia. The collector assessed a duty on
the merchandise at 70 cents per hundred pounds under Schedule E, section 2504,
Revised Statutes, as "iron bars for railroads or inclined planes." The importer
claimed the merchandise was dutiable at only $8 per ton under the following
provision of the same schedule: "Wrought scrap iron of every description: eight
dollars per ton. But nothing shall be deemed scrap iron except waste or refuse
iron that has been in actual use, and is fit only to be remanufactfred." The
importer paid the duty assessed under protest and brought this action to recover
the difference between the amount paid and what he claimed he should have paid,
or $2,880.65. The jury, under instructions from the court that the only question
to be considered was whether the rails had been in actual use, found for the
collector. Writ of error to the United States Supreme Court. Judgment
affirmed. Before the Supreme Court the importer contended the action of the
collector was illegal in assessing as "iron bars for railroads or inclined planes"
old iron rails which were not adapted to any such use, but which were imported
solely for remanufacture. The law as it stood prior to enactment of the Revised
Statutes read: "On all iron imported in bars for railroads or inclined planes
made to patterns and fitted to be laid down upon such roads or planes without
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importer paid the duty assessed under protest and brought this action to recover 
the difference between the amount paid and what he claimed he should have paid, 
or $2,880.65. The jury, under instructions from the court that the only question 
to be considered was whether the rails had been in actual use, found for the 
collector. Writ of error to the United States Supreme Court. Judgment 
affirmed. Before the Supreme Court the importer contended the action of the 
collector was illegal in assessing as "iron bars for railroads or inclined planes" 
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further manufacture." It was contended that no meaning should be attached
to the Revised Statutes different from that in the tariff acts. As to this con-
tention, the court said: "The Revised Statutes are not a mere compilation and
consolidation of the laws of Congress in force on the 1st of December, 1873. The
object of that revision was to simplify and bring together all statutes and parts
of statutes which, from similarity of subject, ought to be brought together, to
expunge redundant and obsolete enactments, and to make such alterations as
might be necessary to reconcile contradictions and amend imperfections in the
original text of the preexisting statutes. All those statutes were abrogated by
section 5596." They may be referred to and considered in order to interpret the
meaning of obscure and ambiguous phrases in any section of said revision; but
no such reference is necessary or proper in order to modify, under the color of
interpretation, any phrases the meaning of which is clear and free from any
doubt, except what the terms of the statute invoked may suggest. "The title
of the Revised Statutes headed 'Duties Upon Imports' is manifestly intended to
be a complete system of tariff legislation, and to embrace and provide for every
class of imported articles subject to import duties. The clause * * * (in
Schedule E, section 2504) * * * is in clear, explicit and intelligible language.
There is nothing in that clause or in any other clause in that section, or in any
other section in that title, which renders the meaning of this particular phrase
doubtful or leaves room for interpretation or the interpolation of words taken
from other preceding statutes upon the subject."

The Marine City, 6 Fed. Rep. 413

Libel in Admiralty to recover for loss of baggage against a steamship company.
Defense was there was no allegation that the loss was caused by design or neglect
of the company. R. S. 4282 provided no recovery could be had against owners
of vessels for loss or damage to "merchandise" by fire unless such fire is caused
by design or neglect of owner. The act of 1851, from which R. S. 4282 was taken,
used the term "any goods or merchandise whatsoever." The court, in deter-
mining whether baggage is merchandise within the meaning of the law said the
courts could not interpolate words omitted in the revision; and that although the
commissioners preparing the Revised Statutes may have thought the word "mer-
chandise" broad enough to include "any goods or merchandise whatsoever," it
did not do so. The court said further: "That the revision ought to be construed
not simply as declaring what was the law on the 1st of December 1873, but as
changing the law in certain cases, was evidently the opinion of my learned pred-
ecessor in Gillet v. Pierce (Brown, Adm. 553), in which he had occasion to hold
that the revision expressly gave the right of trial by jury in certain admiralty
cases arising upon the Lakes, notwithstanding it had never before existed. It is
true the revision was designed simply as a reenactment or codification of the whole
body of the national statutory law, but if the legal effect of each section is to be
determined by an examination of the original law from which such section was
taken, it might as well never have been adopted. Errors and inadvertent omis-
sions are inevitable in a codification of this extent. Many of them were corrected
by the act of February 1875, and in the practical application of the revision others
will undoubtedly be discovered; but the remedy is with Congress and not in
subtle and forced judicial construction * * *.

U. S. v. Moore, 26 Fed. Cas. 15,804

An indictment and plea in abatement that one of the persons composing the
grand jury indicting defendant was disqualified by reason of the fact that he had
without duress and coercion served in the Confederate Army. The language of
the section was contained in an act of 1862, which was repealed by an act of 1871,
but was carried into the Revised Statutes as section 820. Held, the juror was not
disqualified. The language relied on was not the law on December 1, 1873,
having been repealed. The language of this section does not enact or reenact
anything as law which was not the law on the 1st day of December 1873, and the
carrying into the Revised Statutes of a section of an act which had been expressly
repealed prior to that date does not reenact such section.

Wade v. United States, 21 Ct. Cl. 141

This case was filed May 24, 1872, to recover the proceeds of property under the
Abandoned or Captured Property Act of 1863. It was dismissed for want of
prosecution May 8, 1876. It again came before the Court of Claims on motion to
reinstate it for the purpose of raising on trial the question that the 2 years' limita-
tion on filing suits in the above act was repealed by the Revised Statutes, leaving
applicable thereto only the general limitation of 6 years provided for in section
1069.

It was held that R. S. 1069 could not be held to repeal the Abandoned or
Captured Property Act, the provisions of that act having been carried into the
Revised Statutes as section 1059. Instead of reenacting the full language, for
condensation and conciseness, the Revised Statutes merely provided that the
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Court should have jurisdiction of "all claims for the proceeds of captured or
abandoned property, as provided in the act of Mar. 12, 1863." The court exam-
ined the legislative history and concluded that it was not the intention of Congress
to open the jurisdictional limitation of the Abandoned or Captured Property
Act by the adoption of the Revised Statutes, and stated: "Whete the language
of the revision is ambiguous and uncertain, arising from condensation or other-
wise, the well-settled meaning, object, and policy of the preexisting laws revised
and reenacted therein must be held to be continued as the true interpretation of
the legislative will."

SEC. 5596. All acts of Congress passed prior to said first day of
December one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three, any portion
of which is embraced in any section of said revision, are hereby re-
pealed, and the section applicable thereto shall be in force in lieu
thereof; all parts of such acts not contained in such revision, having
been repealed or superseded by subsequent acts, or not being general
and permanent in their nature: Provided, That the incorporation into
said revision of any general and permanent provision, taken from an
act making appropriations, or from an act containing other provisions
of a private, local, or temporary character, shall not repeal, or in any
way affect any appropriation, or any provision of a private, local or
temporary character, contained in any of said acts, but the same shall
remain in force; and all acts of Congress passed prior to said last-
named day no part of which are embraced in said revision, shall not
be affected or changed by its enactment.

U. S. v. Claflin, et al., 25 Fed. Cas. 14,799

Action brought in the District Court for the Southern District of New York
to recover a penalty of double the value of goods alleged to have been bought,
concealed and illegally imported. Certain counts of the declaration were based
on Section 2 of the act of March 3, 1823 (3 Stat. 781). To these defendants
demurred on the ground that this section had been repealed. The court sus-
tained the demurrer, saying: "It is quite clear that the 2d section of the act of
March 3, 1823 must be regarded as having been repealed by section 5596 of
the Revised Statutes (even if it had not been previously repealed), on the ground
that some portion of that act is embraced in the Revised Statutes, the provisions
of the first section of that act being embraced in section 3099 of the Revised
Statutes, and the provisions of the 2d section of that act not being embraced in
any section of the Revised Statutes. The effect of such repeal is to destroy
the right of the plaintiffs to recover under said 2d section in respect of any acts
done after the enactment of the Revised Statutes. Therefore, counts 7, 9, 11
and 13 of declaration No. 2 are bad." The judgment of the District Court was
affirmed by the Circuit Court for the Southern District of New York and by
the United States Supreme Court, which held (97 U. S. 546) that the 2d section
of the act of March 3, 1823 was repealed by the act of July 18, 1866 (14 Stat. 179).

U. S. v. Webster, 21 Fed. Rep. 187

One count of an indictment charged the defendant with unlawfully withholding
from its owner a discharge paper. This count was based on the act of May 21,
1872 (c. 178, 17 Stat. 137) which consisted of one section and prescribed punish-
ment for withholding of discharge papers and land warrants. Defendant moved
the court to instruct the jury that the law on which this count was based had
been repealed, contending that R. S. 5485 embraced only the portion of the act of
May 21, 1872 with respect to land warrants and that by R. S. 5596, therefore, the
other portion had been repealed. The motion was denied, the court holding that
the act of May 21, 1872 with respect to discharge papers was still in force notwith-
standing the enactment of the Revised Statutes. The portion of the act of May
21, 1872 with respect to land warrants was repealed by section 31 of the act of
March 3, 1873 (c. 234, 17 Stat. 566, 575) but the portion with respect to discharge
papers was not repealed. R. S. 5485 was taken from section 31 of the act of
March 3, 1873. The portion of the act of May 21, 1872 with respect to discharge
papers which was in force on December 1, 1873, was not carried into the Revised
Statutes. Section 5596 of the Revised Statutes provides that acts of Congress
passed prior to December 1, 1873, no part of which is embraced in the Revision,
shall not be affected or changed by its enactment. No part of the portion of the
act of May 21, 1872, with respect to discharge papers having been embraced In
the Revised Statutes, it was still in force.
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SEC. 5597. The repeal of the several acts embraced in said revision,
shall not affect any act done, or any right accruing or accrued, or any
suit or proceeding had or commenced in any civil cause before the
said repeal, but all rights and liabilities under said acts shall continue,
and may be enforced in the same manner, as if said repeal had not
been made; nor shall said repeal, in any manner affect the right to any
office, or change the term or tenure thereof.

Bechtel v. United States, 101 U. S. 597

Suit by the United States commenced October 9, 1872, before the enactment of
the Revised Statutes, against a bondsman for a manufacturer of matches who had
failed to account for certain stamps. At the trial there were admitted in evidence
certain transcripts, including a certificate dated October 11, 1872, pursuant to
an act of March 3, 1797. It was contended by the defendant that this act had
been repealed by section 5596 of the Revised Statutes. Directed verdict for the
United States. Appeal to the United States Supreme Court. One ground of
appeal was alleged error in admitting in evidence the certificate issued pursuant
to the act of March 3, 1797. Judgment of lower court affirmed. The Supreme
Court held that section 5597 saved all rights which had accrued under any act
repealed by section 5596, and therefore the provisions of the act of March 3, 1797,
and not the Revised Statutes, were applicable to this case.

Claflin v. Houseman, 93 U. S. 130

Action brought in May 1872 in the Supreme Court of New York by Houseman,
assignee in bankruptcy of Comstock and Young against Claflin to recover
$1,935.57 collected by Claflin on a judgment against the bankrupt firm in fraud
of the bankrupt law. Demurrer to the jurisdiction of the court. Judgment
for plaintiff and the Court of Appeals of New York affirmed the judgment. Writ
of error to the United States Supreme Court. Held, an assignee in bankruptcy
under the Bankrupt Act of 1867 could bring suit in State courts whenever those
courts were invested with appropriate jurisdiction. Section 5597 of the Revised
Statutes provided that repeal of the acts embraced in the revision should not
affect any suit or proceeding had or commenced in any civil cause before repeal.
The act of 1867 was controlling in this case and not the Revised Statutes.

To the same effect was-

Wilson v. Goodrich, 154 U. S. 640

Error to the Superior Court of Massachusetts.
The action was begun March 18, 1872. The case comes within Claflin v.

Houseman, 93 U. S. 130, holding that an assignee in bankruptcy under the Bank-
rupt Act of 1867 as it stood before the Revised Statutes were enacted, had
authority to bring suit in State courts whenever those courts were invested with
appropriate jurisdiction. Section 5597 provides that the repeal of the acts
embraced in the revision should not affect any suit or proceeding had or com-
menced in any civil cause before repeal.

SEC. 5599. All acts of limitation, whether applicable to civil causes
and proceedings, or to the prosecution of offenses, or for the recovery
of penalties or forfeitures, embraced in said revision and covered by
said repeal, shall not be affected thereby, but all suits, proceedings or
prosecutions, whether civil or criminal, for causes arising, or acts
done or committed prior to said repeal, may be commenced and
prosecuted within the same time as if said repeal had not been made.

Sayles, Executor, v. Louisville City R. R. Co., 9 Fed. 512

Action to recover damages for alleged infringement of a patent right for improve-
ment of railroad brakes. Patent issued July 6, 1852, and reissued and extended
July 6, 1866, for a term of 7 years. Defendant pleaded the statute of limitations
under the act of July 8, 1870, providing "All actions shall be brought during the
term for which the letters patent shall be granted or extended, or within 6 years
after the expiration thereof." Suit was brought June 18, 1879, within 6 years
of the expiration of the extended term but not within 6 years of the expiration of
the first term. Defendant has used the brakes from 1864 to 1873. Plaintiff
contended that since a subsequent section of the act of 1870 provided that when
an extension was granted that "thereupon the said patent shall have the same
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effect in law as though it had been originally granted for 21 years," the extension
had the same effect as though the patent had been originally granted for 21 years
from 1852 and that he should be allowed to recover for the 2 years 1864 to 1866,
as well as for the term 1866 to 1873. The provision of the act of July 8, 1870,
containing the limitation was omitted from the Revised Statutes, and the act of 1870
was repealed by section 5596 of the Revised Statutes. Held, the statute of limi-
tations as pleaded was a bar to recovery under the original term of the patent
and recovery would be allowed only as to the extended term; that the original
term and the extended term were two distinct terms. The act of 1870 was
repealed by the Revised Statutes, except as to the statute of limitations con-
tained therein as to causes of action arising thereunder. Section 5599 provided
"All acts of limitation embraced in said revision and covered by said repeal shall
not be affected thereby, but all * * * suits for causes arising, or acts done
or committed, prior to said repeal may be commenced and prosecuted within the
same time as if said repeal had not been made."

Also, Hayden v. Oriental Mills, 22 Fed. 103, Circuit Court, District of Rhode
Island, which was an action on a patent. The court said R. S. 5599 saved all
rights the same as if suit had been commenced before the repeal of the federal
statute of limitations of July 8, 1870.

Also, May v. Buchanan County, Iowa, Circuit Court for the Northern District
of Iowa, 29 Fed. 469, action on patent right and statute of 6 years under act of
1870 was pleaded. Court said that as to causes of action arising after June 22,
1874, the limitation was repealed by R. S. 5596; but R. S. 5599 continued the act
of 1870 in force as to all causes of action then in existence. Demurrer as to the
statute of limitations was overruled.

SEC. 5600. The arrangement and classification of the several sec-
tions of the revision have been made for the purpose of a more con-
venient and orderly arrangement of the same, and therefore no
inference or presumption of a legislative construction is to be drawn
by reason of the Title, under which any particular section is placed.

Doyle v. Wisconsin, 94 U. S. 50

The Supreme Court of Wisconsin issued a writ of mandamus to recall license
issued to an insurance company. The writ was served and obeyed. Afterward
a writ of error was sued out and bond given to operate as a supersedeas. The
plaintiff in error contended that as a writ of error to operate as a supersedeas
might issue from the Supreme Court to reexamine the judgment of the State
court, a writ to carry the judgment into effect could not issue from the State
court until the expiration of 10 days after the rendition of the judgment, under
section 1007 of the Revised Statutes, as amended by act of February 18, 1875,
which provided: "When a writ of error may be a supersedeas, execution shall
not issue until the expiration of 10 days * * * "after rendition of judgment.
The writ of error was issued under section 709 of the Revised Statutes, which is
in chapter 11 of title XXXIII, relating to the Judiciary. The provision that a
writ of error might operate as a supersedeas, is in section 1007 of the Revised
Statutes, as amended, which is in chapter 18 of the Judiciary title. One of these
sections was derived from section 23 of the Judiciary Act of 1879 and the other
was derived from section 25 of the same act. The change in arrangement did
not prevent the court from giving effect to their location in the original act.

Hyde v. United States, 225 U. S. 347

Writ of certiorari to the D. C. Court of Appeals.
Petitioners convicted in the Supreme Court for the District of Columbia of

the crime of conspiracy under section 5440 of the Revised Statutes and the con-
viction affirmed by the D. C. Court of Appeals. The conspiracy charged was
that the petitioners conspired to obtain by fraudulent devices from the States of
California and Oregon school lands lying in forest reserves, exchange them for
lands of the United States open to selection, and then to sell the lands so obtained.
Judgment affirmed by the Supreme Court. The main question involved was the
jurisdiction of the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia. The court held
that overt acts performed in one district by one of the parties who had conspired
in another district in violation of R. S. 5440 give jurisdiction to the court in the
district where the overt acts are performed as to all the conspirators. In the
course of the opinion the court said:

"If the unlawful combination and the overt act constitute the offense, as stated
in Hyde v. Shine, marking its beginning and its execution or a step to its execu-
tion, section 731 of the Revised Statutes must be applied. That section provides
that 'when any offense against the lUited States is begun in one judicial district
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and completed in another it shall be deemed to have been committed in either,
and may be dealt with, inquired of, tried, determined, and punished in either
district, in the same manner as if it had been actually and wholly committed
therein.' This provision takes an emphasis of signification from the fact that it
was originally a part of the same section of the statute which defined conspiracy-
that is section 30 of the act of March 2, 1867, 14 Stat. 484, c. 169. Nor has the
provision lost the strength of meaning derived from such association by its sub-
sequent separation, for it is provided in section 5600 of the Revised Statutes that
'The arrangement and classification of the several sections of the revision have
been made for the more convenient and orderly arrangement of the same, and
therefore no inference or presumption of a legislative construction is to be drawn
by reason of the title, under which any particular section is placed.' "

To the same effect was Buck Stove and Range Co., 226 U. S. 205; U. S. v. Marsh,
106 Fed. 474; U. S. v. Thomas, 145 Fed. 74.

Also, King v. McLean Asylum (64 Fed. 331), in which it was said:
"This section (5600) is expressly limited to arrangement and classification, and

does not extend to changes in phraseology."

Page v. Burnstine, 102 U. S. 664

This was an appeal from a decree of the Supreme Court for the District of
Columbia dismissing a bill by the personal representatives of Robert C. Page to
recover for the estate the value of a life insurance policy issued November 22,
1866, over and above amounts due Burnstine for loans made by him to Page on
the policy. Loans were made from time to time and assignments taken to the
extent of lender's interest. On January 7, 1873, assignment of the policy was
made purporting to transfer Page's entire interest. Plaintiffs admitted Burn-
stine s interest but prayed an accounting. The defendant resisted the suit on
the ground that at the death of Page he was the absolute owner of the policy and
entitled to all the proceeds. The life insurance company paid the amount due
on the policy into court abiding the result of the suit. Some depositions were
taken, among them being one of Burnstine with reference to the loans and the
several assignments. As to this, plaintiffs contended Burnstine could not testify
as to any transaction with or statement by the deceased unless called on by them
or required by the court, relying on section 858 of the Revised Statutes. Defend-
ant contended that his right to testify was determined by Sections 876 and
877 of the Revised Statutes relating to the District of Columbia. Plaintiff's
bill was dismissed and appeal taken to the United States Supreme Court, where
the decree was reversed and the cause remanded directing an account of the
amount due Burnstine for loans or other payments made to keep the policy in
force, and holding that Burnstine could not testify in the suit on his own motion.

In view of the conflict between sections 876 and 877 of the Revised Statutes
for the District of Columbia and section 858 of the Revised Statutes of the United
States, the Supreme Court examined the legislative history of the basic statutes
to determine the intent of Congress. The act of July 2, 1864, relating to the law
of evidence in the District was carried into the Revised Statutes for the District
of Columbia as sections 876 and 877, without change; the third section of the
act of July 2, 1864, with respect to appropriations, and the amending act of
March 3, 1865, were carried into the Revised Statutes of the United States as
section 858, without change; and the act of February 21, 1871, was carried into
the Revised Statutes for the District of Columbia as section 93. The court said
that by the third section of the act of July 2, 1864, and the amending act of
March 3, 1865, witnesses could not testify in such a case; that the act of February
21, 1871, made the rule applicable to the courts of the District of Columbia unless
locally inapplicable, which it was not; and that this was the law as it existed
at the time the two revisions went into effect. It said these provisions having
been carried into the two revisions, respectively, without change, Congress did
not intend to change the law with respect to the rule of evidence in the District
of Columbia, having so provided by section 1296 of the Revision for the District
and by section 5600 of the Revised Statutes of the United States. In this con-
nection the court said:

"We should not, therefore, permit the mere collocation of rearrangement of the
previous statutes in the new revisions, adopted on the same day, to operate to
change the law, and thereby defeat the will of Congress * * *. For these
reasons, we are of the opinion that Burnstine could not, on his own motion, testify
as to any transaction with, or statement by, the decedent, Page. His deposition
as to such transactions, and statements, must be excluded from consideration"
(in the further proceedings in the lower court).

McDonald v. Hovey, 110 U. S. 619

Appeal from the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia.
A decree was rendered April 17, 1878, and appeal was taken September 6, 1883.

Defendant was sued in New York City upon the decree, judgment rendered
against him, and he was thrown into jail, 1879. Appeal having been taken 6
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years after entry of the decree, the Government contended that under section 1008
of the Revised Statutes no judgment or decree shall be reviewed by the Supreme
Court unless the appeal is taken within 2 years after the entry of the judgment,
except in case of some disability such as insanity. Appellant contended the
statute of limitations was suspended by reason of his incarceration. It was held
that in order for a disability to suspend the statute it must exist at the time the
right arises, which here was upon entry of the decree, and before the appellant
was jailed. Section 1008 of the Revised Statutes was taken directly and without
change from the second section of the act of June 1, 1872. This last act was a
revision of the twenty-second section of the Judiciary Act of 1789. The language
was substantially the same. The court said:

"The phraseology of the act of 1872, and of the one thousand and eighth section
of the Revised Statutes is so nearly identical with that of the twenty-second
section of the act of 1789, in reference to the point under consideration, that we
must presume they were intended to have the same construction, and the act of
1789 contains no language which requires that it should have a different con-
struction from that which had long been established in reference to all the statutes
of limitation then known, whether in the mother country or in this. On the
contrary, as we have seen, the terms of the act of 1789 fairly call for the same
construction which had for centuries prevailed in reference to those statutes."

Upon a revision of statutes, a different interpretation is not to be given them
without some substantial change of phraseology, some change other than what
may have been necessary to abbreviate the form of the laws.

SEC. 5601. The enactment of the said revision is not to affect or
repeal any act of Congress passed since the 1st day of December
one thousand eight hundredand seventy-three, and all acts passed
since that date are to have full effect as if passed after the enactment
of this revision, and so far as such acts vary from, or conflict with any
provision contained in said revision, they are to have effect as subse-
quent statutes, and as repealing any portion of the revision inconsistent
therewith.

United States v. Auffmordt, 122 U. S. 197

Action by the United States against Auffmordt and others composing the firm
of C. A. Auffmordt & Co., to recover $321,519.29 with interest for alleged false
entry as to value of merchandise by reason of which defendants forfeited the
value of goods in the above amount to the United States, consigned to them from
a manufacturer in Switzerland. After the opening by the United States at the
trial, defendants moved for a directed verdict on the ground that there was no
statute of the United States whereby the value of the merchandise could be
recovered by reason of the acts alleged to have been committed by the defendants.
The District Court so ruled and directed a verdict for defendants. Judgment
affirmed by the Circuit Court and the case went to the Supreme Court of the
United States on writ of error.

Section 2864 of the Revised Statutes, as originally enacted, in providing for a
forfeiture of merchandise omitted a provision in the basic act providing for
forfeiture of the value thereof. The Revised Statutes were enacted on June
22, 1874, but embraced only the laws in force on December 1, 1873. The act of
February 18, 1875, c. 80, 18 Stat. 319, entitled "An act to correct errors and to
supply omissions in the Revised Statutes of the United States," amended section
2864 by restoring the omitted provision. It was contended by the United States
that Congress intended by this amendment that R. S. 2864 should provide that
the value of such goods should be forfeited. However, this amendment was in
conflict with a statute passed on June 22, 1874, which did not provide for for-
feiture of value. The court affirmed the judgment of the Circuit Court, saying
the sole object of the act of February 18, 1875, was to correct errors and supply
omissions in the text of the Revised Statutes, as its title indicated, so as to make
the same truly express the statutes in force on December 1, 1873. It was in no
sense new legislation nor a new law enacted to take effect from the date of its

assage, in such wise as to alter any enactment made since the passage of the
Revised Statutes. The intention was to make section 2864 read as it ought to
have read in the printed volume, in the shape in which it was in force on the
1st of December 1873, as a part of section 1 of the act of March 3, 1863, c. 76, 12
Stat. 738. It left the act of June 22, 1874, to have its full effect in respect to
section 2864, in like manner as if the words "or the value thereof" had been con-
tained in that section, in the printed volume of the Revised Statutes. There
was a law in force on December 1, 1873, and subsequently thereto, down to June
22, 1874, authorizing a forfeiture of the value of merchandise for the causes
stated in section 2864, and the fact forfeitures of such value might have been
incurred during the intervening period between December 1, 1873, and June 22,
1874, was a sufficient reason for the correction made in section 2864.
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years after entry of the decree, the Government contended that under section 1008 
of the Revised Statutes no judgment or decree shall be reviewed by the Supreme 
Court unless the appeal is taken within 2 years after the entry of the judgment, 
except in case of some disability such as insanity. Appellant contended the 
statute of limitations was suspended by reason of his incarceration. It was held 
that in order for a disability to suspend the statute it must exist at the time the 
right arises, which here was upon entry of the decree, and before the appellant 
was jailed. Section 1008 of the Revised Statutes was taken directly and without 
change from the second section of the act of June 1, 1872. This last act was a 
revision of the twenty-second section of the Judiciary Act of 1789. The language 
was substantially the same. The court said: 
"The phraseology of the act of 1872, and of the one thousand and eighth section 

of the Revised Statutes is so nearly identical with that of the twenty-second 
section of the act of 1789, in reference to the point under consideration, that we 
must presume they were intended to have the same construction, and the act of 
1789 contains no language which requires that it should have a different con-
struction from that which had long been established in reference to all the statutes 
of limitation then known, whether in the mother country or in this. On the 
contrary, as we have seen, the terms of the act of 1789 fairly call for the same 
construction which had for centuries prevailed in reference to those statutes." 
Upon a revision of statutes, a different interpretation is not to be given them 

without some substantial change of phraseology, some change other than what 
may have been necessary to abbreviate the form of the laws. 

SEC. 5601. The enactment of the said revision is not to affect or 
repeal any act of Congress passed since the 1st day of December 
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three, and all acts passed 
since that date are to have full effect as if passed after the enactment 
of this revision, and so far as such acts vary from, or conflict with any 
provision contained in said revision, they are to have effect as subse-
quent statutes, and as repealing any portion of the revision inconsistent 
therewith. 

United States v. Aufmordt, 122 U. S. 197 

Action by the United States against Auffnaordt and others composing the firm 
of C. A. Auffmordt ez Co., to recover $321,519.29 with interest for alleged false 
entry as to value of merchandise by reason of which defendants forfeited the 
value of goods in the above amount to the United States, consigned to them from 
a manufacturer in Switzerland. After the opening by the United States at the 
trial, defendants moved for a directed verdict on the ground that there was no 
statute of the United States whereby the value of the merchandise could be 
recovered by reason of the acts alleged to have been committed by the defendants. 
The District Court so ruled and directed a verdict for defendants. Judgment 
affirmed by the Circuit Court and the case went to the Supreme Court of the 
United States on writ of error. 

Section 2864 of the Revised Statutes, as originally enacted, in providing for a 
forfeiture of merchandise omitted a provision in the basic act providing for 
forfeiture of the value thereof. The Revised Statutes were enacted on June 
22, 1874, but embraced only the laws in force on December 1, 1873. The act of 
February 18, 1875, c. 80, 18 Stat. 319, entitled "An act to correct errors and to 
supply omissions in the Revised Statutes of the United States," amended section 
2864 by restoring the omitted provision. It was contended by the United States 
that Congress intended by this amendment that R. S. 2864 should provide that 
the value of such goods should be forfeited. However, this amendment was in 
conflict with a statute passed on June 22, 1874, which did not provide for for-
feiture of value. The court affirmed the judgment of the Circuit Court, saying 
the sole object of the act of February 18, 1875, was to correct errors and supply 
omissions in the text of the Revised Statutes, as its title indicated, so as to make 
the same truly express the statutes in force on December 1, 1873. It was in no 
sense new legislation nor a new law enacted to take effect from the date of its 
passage, in such wise as to alter any enactment made since the passage of the 
Revised Statutes. The intention was to make section 2864 read as it ought to 
have read in the printed volume, in the shape in which it was in force on the 
1st of December 1873, as a part of section 1 of the act of March 3, 1863, c. 76, 12 
Stat. 738. It left the act of June 22, 1874, to have its full effect in respect to 
section 2864, in like manner as if the words "or the value thereof" had been con-
'tamed in that sectiOn, in the printed volume of the Revised Statutes. There 
was a law in force on December 1, 1873, and subsequently thereto, down to June 
22, 1874, authorizing a forfeiture of the value of merchandise for the causes 
stated in section 2864, and the fact forfeitures of such value might have been 
incurred during the intervening period between December 1, 1873, and June 22, 
1874, was a sufficient reason for the correction made in section 2884. 
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See also U. S. v. Mason, 34 Fed. 129; U. S. v. Bain, 40 Fed. 455; U. S. v.
North American Commercial Co., 64 Fed. 145.

See also The North American Commercial Co. v. United States, 171 U. S. 110,
where in reversing the Circuit Court as to the amount owed by the lessor, the
Supreme Court said the Revised Statutes were approved June 22, 1874; that by
section 5601 provision was made that legislation between December 1, 1873, and
the date of enactment of the revision should take effect as if subsequently passed;
that the act of May 24, 1874, giving the power of limitation to the Secretary of
the Treasury operated by way of amendment to the Revised Statutes and removed
the restrictions provided in sections 1960 and 1962 of the revision.

See also U. S. v. The "Grace Lothrop," 226 U. S. 527, holding section 5601 of
the Revised Statutes provided the revision did not repeal subsequent legislation.

CC II CODIFICATION OF INTERNAL REVENUE LAWS 

See also U. S. v. Masan, 34 Fed. 129; U. S. v. Bain, 40 Fed. 455; U. S. v. 
North American Commercial Co., 64 Fed. 145. 

See also The North American Commercial Co. v. United States, 171 U. S. 110, 
where in reversing the Circuit Court as to the amount owed by the lessor, the 
Supreme Court said the Revised Statutes were approved June 22, 1874; that by 
section 5601 provision was made that legislation between December 1, 1873, and 
the date of enactment of the revision should take effect as if subsequently passed; 
that the act of May 24, 1874, giving the power of limitation to the Secretary of 
the Treasury operated by way of amendment to the Revised Statutes and removed 
the restrictions provided in sections 1960 and 1962 of the revision. 

See also U. 8. v. The "Grace Lothrop," 226 U. S. 527, holding section 5601 of 
the Revised Statutes provided the revision did not repeal subsequent legislation. 
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Cross references   § 2199 
Exportation— 
Drawback  § 2136 
Exemption from tax   § 2135 
Refund to exporter instead of manu-

facturer  § 2137 
Forfeited, disposal of  § 2190 
Importation, packing and stamping 

§ 2130 (c) 
Inspection of, and collection of tax, 

regulations for  § 2191 
Manufacturers, record of__ _ § 2193 (b) 
Manufacturers, dealers, and peddlers— 
Bond  § 2033 
Books  § 2037 
Cigarette tubes, additional require-

ments on cigarette manufacturers 
purchasing   § 2039 

Definition  § 2030 
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Cigarettes—Continued. Page 

Manufacturers, dealers, and peddlers— 
Continued. 

Factory number  § 2035 224 
Inventory  § 2036 224 
Leaf tobacco, purchases of, from other 

manufacturers or dealers_ § 2040 
Monthly abstracts  _ § 2038 
Registration  § 2031 
Sign, display of  § 2034 
Statement  § 2032 

Other laws applicable  § 2196 
Packages withdrawn from market, re-

demption of stamps on __ _ § 2198 246 
Packing, stamping, and selling require-

ments— 
Classification  § 2110 230 
Cross references  § 2114 233 
Packages   § 2111 230 
Sales of  § 2113 232 
Stamps   § 2112 231 

Payment of tax  § 2002 220 
Peddlers— 
Bond  § 2073 227 
Certificate  § 2074 227 

Inspection of  § 2192 245 
Definition  § 2070 227 
Registration  § 2071 227 
Restrictions on sales  § 2076 227 
Sign, display of  § 2075 227 
Statement   § 2072 227 

Penalties and forfeitures— 
Boxing, unlawful  § 2170 
Customs officers  § 2181 
Drawback, fraudulent claim for 

§ 2177 
Empty boxes  § 2176 
Failure to register, penalty - _ § 2150 
Imported, improperly packed and 

stamped, sale of  § 2174 
Information, returns, and payment of 

tax, violations relating to.. § 2156 
Manufacturers  § 2180 
Packages fraudulently stamped, pos-

session, sale of, or from, penalty 
§ 2151 235 

Peddlers, forfeitures relating to.. § 2154 236 
Peddler's certificate, refusal to permit 

inspection, penalty_ _ _ _ _ § 2153 236 
Peddling unlawfully, penalty_ § 2152 235 
Purchase, receipt, possession, or sale, 

unlawful  § 2173 242 
Relanding unlawfully when shipped 

for export  § 2155 236 
Removal from manufactory, unlawful 

§ 2171 241 
Stamps, absence of  § 2175 242 

Fraudulent use of  § 2172 242 
Records, statements, and returns_ I 2194 245 
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Cigarettes-Continued.
Rules and regulations -------- § 2195
Tax on------------------ § 2000 (c)
Taxpayer------------------ § 2001
Territorial extent of law---- 1§ 2197

Cigars:
Cross references ------------- § 2199
Exportation-

Drawback---------------- § 2136
Exemption from tax -------- § 2135
Refund to exporter instead of manu-

facturer -------------- §2137
Forfeited, disposal of --------- § 2190
Importation, packing and stamping

§ 2130 (b)
Inspection of, and collection of tax, regu-

lations for --------------- §2191
Manufacturers, recordof ---- § 2193 (b)
Manufacturers, dealers, and peddlers-

Bond-------------------- § 2033
Books ------------------ § 2037
Definition---------------- § 2030
Factory number---------- § 2035
Inventory---------------- § 2036
Leaf tobacco, purchases of, from other

manufacturers ordealers § 2040
Monthly abstracts --------- § 2038
Registration-------------- § 2031
Sign-------------------- § 2034
Statement---------------- § 2032

Other laws applicable -------- § 2196
Packages withdrawn from market, re-

demption of stamps on. - § 2198
Packing, stamping, and selling require-

ments-
Classification-------------
Cross references- ----------
Packages---------------
Sales of------------------
Stamps.-----.. --------...

Payment of tax-.-----------
Peddlers of-

Bond-------------------
Certificate---------------

Inspection of -----.----.
Definition----------------
Registration --------------
Restrictions on sales -------
Sign----------------------
Statement---------------

Penalties and forfeitures-
Boxing, unlawful -_------
Customs officers-..----......
Drawback, fraudulentclaim for
Empty boxes -----------
Failure to register, penalty -

§ 2110
§ 2114
§ 2111
§ 2113
§ 2112
§ 2002

§ 2073
§ 2074
§ 2192
§ 2070
§ 2071
§ 2076
§ 2075
§ 2072

2170
2181
2177
2176
2150

§
§
§
§
§

Imported, improperly packed and
stamped, sale of------- § 2174

Information, returns, and payment of
tax, violationsrelatingto. § 2156
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Cigars-Continued.
Penalties and forfeitures-Continued.

Manufacturers------------ § 2180
Packages fraudulently stamped, pos-

session, sale of, or from, penalty
§ 2151

Peddlers, forfeituresrelatingto- § 2154
Peddler's certificate, refusal to permit

inspection, penalty -- _ § 2153
Peddling unlawfully, penalty- § 2152
Purchase, receipt, possession, or sale,

unlawful -------- ---- § 2173
Relanding unlawfully when shipped

for export------------ § 2155
Removal from manufactory, unlaw-

ful ----------------- § 2171
Stamps, absence of --- ---- § 2175

Fraudulent use of ------- § 2172
Records, statements, and returns § 2194
Rules and regulations ------- § 2195
Tax on ------------------ § 2000 (c)
Taxpayer------------------ § 2001
Territorialextent of law------- § 2197

Circulation Other Than of National Banks:
Bank or banker, definition ---- §1905
Effective date of chapter.. --- § 1907
Exemption from tax- ------- § 1901
National banks, application of chapter

to -------------------- § 1906
Returns and payment of tax_ - § 1902

Estimation of outstanding circulation
in default of ---- ----- § 1903

Refusal or neglect to make, penal-
ty------------------- § 1904

Tax, rate of ----- --------- § 1900
Citation ------------------------ § 2
Closing Agreements, authorization for en-

tering into, etc------------ § 3760
Coal. See also Bituminous Coal.

Import tax on--------------- § 3423
Coca Leaves:

Definitions----------------- § 2565
Exemptions---------------- § 2551
Forfeitures----------------- § 2558
Inspection and copies of returns, dupli-

cate order forms, and prescriptions
§ 2556

Insular possessions and Canal Zone,
administration in--------- § 2564

Laws unaffected ------------ § 2561
Order forms-- -------------- § 2554
Other laws applicable -------- § 2562
Packages------------------- § 2553
Penalties ------------------- § 2557
Personnel ------------------ §2560
Records, statements, and returns § 2555
Regulations --------------- § 2559
Stamps------------------- § 2552
Tax-- -------------------- §2550
Territorial extent of law --- - i 2563
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Cigarettes—Continued. 
Rules and regulations  § 2195 
Tax on  § 2000 (c) 
Taxpayer  § 2001 
Territorial extent of law__ __ _ § 2197 

Cigars: 
Cross references   § 2199 
Exportation— 
Drawback   § 2136 
Exemption from tax  § 2135 
Refund to exporter instead of manu-

facturer  § 2137 
Forfeited, disposal of  § 2190 
Importation, packing and stamping 

§ 2130 (b) 
Inspection of, and collection of tax, regu-

lations for  § 2191 
Manufacturers, record of _ _ _ _ § 2193 (b) 
Manufacturers, dealers, and peddlers— 
Bond 
Books  
Definition  
Factory number 
Inventory  

  § 2033 
§ 2037 
§ 2030 
§ 2035 
§ 2036 

Leaf tobacco, purchases of, from other 
manufacturers or dealers _ § 2040 

Monthly abstracts  § 2038 
Registration  § 2031 
Sign  § 2034 
Statement  § 2032 

Other laws applicable  § 2196 
Packages withdrawn from market, re-

demption of stamps on___ _ § 2198 
Packing, stamping, and selling require-

ments— 
Classification  § 2110 
Cross references  § 2114 
Packages  § 2111 
Sales of  § 2113 
Stamps  § 2112 

Payment of tax  § 2002 
Peddlers of— 
Bond   § 2073 
Certificate  § 2074 

Inspection of  § 2192 
Definition  § 2070 
Registration  § 2071 
Restrictions on sales  § 2076 
Sign  § 2075 
Statement   § 2072 

Penalties and forfeitures— 
Boxing, unlawful  § 2170 
Customs officers _ § 2181 
Drawback,fraudulentclaimfor § 2177 
Empty boxes  § 2176 
Failure to register, penalty.. _ § 2150 
Imported, improperly packed and 

stamped, sale of  § 2174 
Information, returns, and payment of 

tax, violations relating to_ § 2156 
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Cigars—Continued. 
Penalties and forfeitures—Continued. 

Manufacturers  § 2180 
Packages fraudulently stamped, pos-

session, sale of, or from, penalty 
§ 2151 235 

Peddlers, f orfeitures relating to_ § 2154 236 
Peddler's certificate, refusal to permit 

inspection, penalty  § 2153 236 
Peddling unlawfully, penalty _ § 2152 235 
Purchase, receipt, possession, or sale, 

unlawful   § 2173 242 
Relanding unlawfully when shipped 

for export  § 2155 236 
Removal from manufactory, unlaw-

ful   § 2171 
Stamps, absence of  § 2175 
Fraudulent use of  § 2172 

Records, statements, and returns § 2194 
Rules and regulations  § 2195 
Tax on  § 2000 (c) 
Taxpayer  § 2001 
Territorial extent of law  § 2197 

Circulation Other Than of National Banks: 
Bank or banker, definition  § 1905 
Effective date of chapter  § 1907 
Exemption from tax  § 1901 
National banks, application of chapter 

to  § 1906 
Returns and payment of tax - § 1902 

Estimation of outstanding circulation 
in default of  § 1903 

Refusal or neglect to make, penal-
ty  § 1904 

Tax, rate of  § 1900 
Citation   § 2 1 
Closing Agreements, authorization for en-

tering into, etc  § 3760 462 
Coal. See also Bituminous Coal. 
Import tax on  § 3423 414 

Coca Leaves: 
Definitions  § 2565 
Exemptions  § 2551 
Forfeitures  § 2558 
Inspection and copies of returns, dupli-

cate order forms, and prescriptions 
§ 2556 

Insular possessions and Canal Zone, 
administration in  § 2564 

Laws unaffected  § 2561 
Order forms  § 2554 
Other laws applicable - § 2562 
Packages  § 2553 
Penalties  § 2557 
Personnel  § 2560 
Records, statements, and returns_ § 2555 
Regulations   § 2559 
Stamps  § 2552 
Tax  § 2550 
Territorial extent of law  § 2563 
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Coconut Oil:
Collections, covering of, into Treasury

§ 2480
Contracts prior to Jan. 26, 1934_ § 2478
Effective date of chapter.. -_ _ § 2481
Exportation -------------- § 2474
First domestic processing, definition

§ 2477
Nonpayment, addition to the tax in case

of -----------------.-- § 2475
Other laws applicable -------- § 2479
Payment of tax -__--____ -- § 2472
Philippine Treasury, collections covered

into------------------- § 2476
Returns -------------------- § 2471

Publicity of -------------- § 2482
States or political subdivisions, sales

to--------------------- § 2473
Tax ---------------------- § 2470

Coke, import tax on --- _------ § 3423
Collection:

Closing agreements and compromises-
Closing agreements -------- § 3760
Compromises ------------- § 3761
Penalties -----.---------- § 3762

Distraint-
General provisions-

Books, production of ------ 3711
Cross reference ---------- §3717
Distraint by collector outside his

district ------------ § 3713
Fees and charges in distraint and

seizure cases -------- § 3716
Indivisible property, sale of § 3712
Period of limitation upon__ § 3714
Successive seizures-------- § 3715
Surrender of property subject to

§ 3710
Personal property-

Authority -------------- 3690
Certificates of sale ------- § 3697
Cross references ---------- 3698
Levy ------------------ §3692
Proceedings on---------- § 3693
Property exempt from --- § 3691
Property for account of the United

States ------------ § 3695
Redemption of property -_ § 3696
Specific tax liability on distrained

property, priority of-_ § 3694
Real estate-

Authority -------------- § 3700
Certificates and deeds, transmis-

sion to Commissioner- § 3705
Certificates of purchase-. - § 3703
Cross references---------- § 3707
Deeds of sale ----- ---- § 3704
Proceedings on---------- 3701
Records of sale-------- § 3706
Redemption of------..---- 3702
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Collection-Continued.
Forfeitures-

Cross references ------------ § 3727
Custody of seized goods prior to judi-

cial proceedings -----__ § 3721
Customs laws applicable -- § 3726
Goods valued at $500 or less- § 3724
Judicialproceedings toenforce_ § 3723
Perishable goods, special disposition

of------------------ § 3722
Seizure of forfeitable property § 3720
Stamping, marking, and branding

seized goods --------- § 3725
General provisions-

Authority---------------- § 3651
Check, payment by-------- § 3656
Cross references ----------- § 3663
Districts----------------- § 3650
Fractional parts of a cent- - § 3658
General powers and duties relating

to ------------------ § 3654
Jeopardy assessment ------- § 3660
Liability for taxes collected, enforce-

ment of-------------- § 3661
Mode or time of, establishment by

regulation------------ § 3652
Notice and demand for tax - § 3655
Receipts for taxes --------- § 3659
Suits to replevy property taken un-

der internal revenue laws, pro-
hibition of------------ § 3662

Suits to restrain assessment or col-
lection, prohibition of_ - § 3653

United States notes and certificates of
indebtedness, payment by. § 3657

Lien for taxes-
Certificates of release or partial dis-

charge, effect of -------- § 3675
Civil actions to-

Clear title to realty ------- § 3679
Enforce lien on property - -§ 3678

Cross references----------- § 3680
Mortgagees, purchasers, and judg-

ment creditors, validity against
1 3672

Partial discharge of property_ § 3674
Period of --------------- § 3671
Property subject to -------- § 3670
Release of ---------------- § 3673
Release or partial discharge, ex-

tended application of provisions
relating to ------------ §3677

Single bond covering release of lien
and payment of income tax
deficiency ----------- § 3676

Suits by United States-
Authorization to commence- § 3740
Continuance-------------- § 3741
Discontinuance or nolle prosequi

§ 3742
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Coconut Oil: 
Collections, covering of, into Treasury 

§ 2480 
Contracts prior to Jan. 26, 1934_ § 2478 
Effective date of chapter  § 2481 
Exportation  § 2474 
First domestic processing, definition 

§ 2477 
Nonpayment, addition to the tax in case 

of  § 2475 
Other laws applicable  § 2479 
Payment of tax   § 2472 
Philippine Treasury, collections covered 

into  § 2476 
Returns  § 2471 

Publicity of  § 2482 
States or political subdivisions, sales 

to  § 2473 
Tax  § 2470 

Coke, import tax on   § 3423 
Collection: 

Closing agreements and compromises— 
Closing agreements  § 3760 
Compromises  § 3761 
Penalties  § 3762 

Distraint— 
General provisions— 

Books, production of  § 3711 
Cross reference  § 3717 
Distraint by collector outside his 

district  § 3713 
Fees and charges in distraint and 

seizure cases  § 3716 
Indivisible property, sale of_ § 3712 
Period of limitation upon_ _ § 3714 
Successive seizures  § 3715 
Surrender of property subject to 

§ 3710 
Personal property— 

Authority  § 3690 
Certificates of sale  § 3697 
Cross references  3698 
Levy   § 3692 
Proceedings on  § 3693 
Property exempt from  § 3691 
Property for account of the United 

States  § 3695 
Redemption of property _ _ _ § 3696 
Specific tax liability on distrained 

property, priority of.. _ § 3694 
Real estate— 

Authority  § 3700 
Certificates and deeds, transmis-

sion to Commissioner_ § 3705 
Certificates of purchase  _ § 3703 
Cross references  § 3707 
Deeds of sale  § 3704 
Proceedings on   § 3701 
Records of sale  § 3706 
Redemption of  § 3702 
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Collection—Continued. Page 

Forfeitures— 
Cross references  § 3727 460 
Custody of seized goods prior to judi-

cial proceedings  § 3721 457 
Customs laws applicable.. _ _ _ § 3726 460 
Goods valued at $500 or less_ § 3724 458 
Judicial proceedings to enforce_ § 3723 458 
Perishable goods, special disposition 

of  § 3722 458 
Seizure of forfeitable property _ § 3720 457 
Stamping, marking, and branding 

seized goods  § 3725 460 
General provisions— 

Authority  § 3651 445 
Check, payment by  § 3656 447 
Cross references  § 3663 448 
Districts  § 3650 445 
Fractional parts of a cent_ _ _ § 3658 448 
General powers and duties relating 

to   § 3654 446 
Jeopardy assessment_   § 3660 448 
Liability for taxes collected, enforce-

ment of  § 3661 448 
Mode or time of, establishment by 

regulation  § 3652 446 
Notice and demand for tax _ _ § 3655 446 
Receipts for taxes  § 3659 448 
Suits to replevy property taken un-

der internal revenue laws, pro-
hibition of   § 3662 448 

Suits to restrain assessment or col-
lection, prohibition of _ _ _ 5 3653 446 

United States notes and certificates of 
indebtedness, payment by. § 3657 447 

Lien for taxes— 
Certificates of release or partial dis-

charge, effect of  § 3675 450 
Civil actions to— 

Clear title to realty  § 3679 450 
Enforce lien on property _ _ 5 3678 450 

Cross references   ft 3680 451 
Mortgagees, purchasers, and judg-

ment creditors, validity against 
§ 3672 449 

Partial discharge of property.. § 3674 449 
Period of  § 3671 449 
Property subject to  § 3670 448 
Release of  § 3673 449 
Release or partial discharge, ex-

tended application of provisions 
relating to  § 3677 450 

Single bond covering release of lien 
and payment of income tax 
deficiency  § 3676 450 

Suits by United States— 
Authorization to commence_ _ § 3740 460 
Continuance  I 3741 460 
Discontinuance or nob e prosequi 

§ 3742 460 
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Collection-Continued.
Suits by United States-Continued.

Erroneous refunds, suits to recover
§ 3746

Fines, penalties, and forfeitures, suits
for------------------ § 3745

Judgments and moneys recovered,
disposition of --------- § 3747

Periods of limitation-------- § 3748
Regulations--------------- § 3743
Taxes, suits for------------ § 3744

Collection Districts, establishment, num-
ber, etc----------------- § 3650

Collectors of Internal Revenue:
Accounts, records, and reports-

Charges and credits --------- § 3950
Collection statement, monthly. § 3952
Goods in bond, monthly account of

§ 3953
Misconduct of officers and agents, re-

ports concerning ------- 3955
Other accounts------------ §3954
Revenue accounts, quarterly- § 3951

Appointment, compensation, and
bond-

Advertising, stationery, and postage
expenses, payment of - - § 3945

Appointment-------------- § 3941
Bonds------------------- §3943
Number------------------ §3940
Salaries and office expenses allowed

§ 3944
Suspension---------------- § 3942

Covering of collections into the Treas-

ury-
Collections-

Deposit of - ----------- § 3971
Depositories for --------- § 3970

Delinquent, distraint against-
Personal property, sale of--- § 3976
Proceeds of sale, disposition of. § 3978
Real property, sale of--- --- § 3977
Warrant of distress -------- 3975

Powers and duties-
Collection ---------------- 3961
Collections, completion of - - 3962
Discharge of another collector's

duties, prohibition on--- § 3967
Exports and drawbacks, superintend-

ence of -------------- § 3960
Information and returns - - § 3964
Oaths, administration of, and taking

of testimony ---------- § 3965
Stamp supply ------------ § 3963
Tobacco, snuff, cigars, and cigarettes

§ 3966
Commissioner of Internal Revenue:

Appointment and salary ---_ § 33900
Powers and duties------ ----- 3901
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Commissioner's Decisions, prohibition of
administrative review of-___ § 3790

Communication. See Transportation and
Communication.

Compromises, authorization, etc- § 3761
Congress:

Refunds and credits in excess of $75,000,
annual report to, by Joint Com-
mittee on Internal Revenue Taxa-
tion --------------- § 3777 (b)

Refunds in excess of $500, reports of, to
§ 3776

Conveyances, tax on----------- § 3482
Copies, evidence of original -- - § 8
Copper, import tax on---------- § 3425
Corporate Securities, tax on.--- § 1801
Corporations:

Capital stock tax ----------- § 1200
Income tax on. See Income Tax.

Cosmetics, etc., excise tax on---- § 3401
Cotton Futures:

Basic grade contracts, exemption of
§ 1922

Collection and enforcement- -- § 1928
Contracts, form and validity of- § 1925
Cotton standards ----------- § 1926
Definitions----------------- § 1931
Other laws applicable -------- § 1934
Penalties------------------- § 1929
Principal, liability of, for acts of agent

§ 1932
Secretary of Agriculture, reports of

§ 1933
Specific grade contracts, exemption of

§ 1924
Spot cotton, exemption of-.. § 1921
Spot markets, bona fide ------ § 1927
State laws, operation of------- § 1935
Tax-- -------------------- § 1920
Tendered grade contracts, exemption

of-------------------- § 1923
Witnesses, immunity of -- ---- 1930

Cotton Standards, establishment, promul-
gation, etc-- ------------- 1926

Credits:
Authority to make ---------- § 3770
Limitation, after periods of -- § 3775
Reports of, in excess of $75,000- § 3777

D
Deeds, tax on------------------ § 3482
Definitions ------------------. - § 3797
Delinquent Taxes, interest on--- - § 3794
Denatured Alcohol See Alcohol, Indus-

trial.
Deposit Boxes. See Safe Deposit Boxes.
Deputy Collectors of Internal Revenue:

Acting collector, deputy as -_- 3995
Bonds-----.. -------.------- 3992
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Collection—Continued. 
Suits by United States—Continued. 

Erroneous refunds, suits to recover 
§ 3746 

Fines, penalties, and forfeitures, suits 
for  § 3745 

Judgments and moneys recovered, 
disposition of  § 3747 

Periods of limitation  § 3748 
Regulations  § 3743 
Taxes, suits for  § 3744 

Collection Districts, establishment, num-
ber, etc  § 3650 

Collectors of Internal Revenue: 
Accounts, records, and reports— 

Charges and credits  § 3950 
Collection statement, monthly_ § 3952 
Goods in bond, monthly account of 

§ 3953 
Misconduct of officers and agents, re-

ports concerning  § 3955 
Other accounts  § 3954 
Revenue accounts, quarterly._ § 3951 

Appointment, compensation, and 
bond— 

Advertising, stationery, and postage 
expenses, payment of _ _ _ § 3945 

Appointment  § 3941 
Bonds  § 3943 
Number  § 3940 
Salaries and office expenses allowed 

§ 3944 
  § 3942 

Treas-

Warrant of distress  
Powers and duties— 

Collection  § 3961 
Collections, completion of_ _ _ § 3962 
Discharge of another collector's 

duties, prohibition on § 3967 
Exports and drawbacks, superintend-

ence of  § 3960 
Information and returns  § 3964 
Oaths, administration of, and taking 

of testimony  § 3965 
Stamp supply  § 3963 
Tobacco, snuff, cigars, and cigarettes 

§ 3966 
Commissioner of Internal Revenue: 
Appointment and salary  § 3900 
Powers and duties  § 3901 

Suspension 
Covering of collections into the 

ury— 
Collections— 

Deposit of  § 3971 
Depositories for  § 3970 

Delinquent, distraint against— 
Personal property, sale of _ _ _ § 3976 
Proceeds of sale, disposition of_ § 3978 
Real property, sale of  §. 3977 

§ 3975 

Page Commissioner's Decisions, prohibition of Page 
administrative review of____ _ § 3790 467 

Communication. See Transportation and 
461 Communication. 

Compromises, authorization, etc_ § 3761 462 
460 Congress: 

Refunds and credits in excess of $75,000, 
461 annual report to, by Joint Com-
461 mittee on Internal Revenue Taxa-
460 tion  § 3777 (b) 466 
460 Refunds in excess of $500, reports of, to 

§ 3776 466 
445 Conveyances, tax on  § 3482 425 

Copies, evidence of original  § 8 in 
Copper, import tax on  § 3425 415 

482 Corporate Securities, tax on  § 1801 195 
482 Corporations: 

Capital stock tax   § 1200 169 
483 Income tax on. See Income Tax. 

Cosmetics, etc., excise tax on  § 3401 410 
483 Cotton Futures: 
483 Basic grade contracts, exemption of 
482 § 1922 

Collection and enforcement__ _ _ § 1928 
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Tax on .-------------.---- § 201

Liquidation-
Closing by Commissioner of taxable

year of corporations in- § 146 (a)
Contemplated, information returns

by corporations as to- § 148 (d)
Distributions in--------- § 115 (c)

Information returns by corpora-
tions as to--------- § 148 (e)

Omission by taxpayer from gross in-
come of amount properly in-
cludible, collection--- § 275 (e)

Property received by corporation on
complete liquidation of another,
basis of------------- § 113 (a)

Literary corporations, exemption from
taxation of certain --------- § 101

Loss. See Gain or loss, this title.
Losses, deduction of, from gross in-

come----------------- § 23 (e)
Metal mines, percentage depletion for

§ 114 (b)
Mines, basis of depletion of certain, dis-

covered after Feb. 28, 1913
§ 114 (b)

Ministers, exclusion of rental value of
house, etc., furnished to, from
gross income----------- § 22 (b)

Municipalities, etc., exclusion of income
from grossincome. §§ 22 (b), 116 (d)

Mutual insurance companies other than
life --------------------- §207

Mutual investment companies-
Definition-----------------§ 361
Tax on--------------------- §362

Mutual organizations, exemption from
taxation of certain--------- § 101

Mutual savings banks, exemption from
taxation of certain--------- § 101

National banking associations, deduc-
tion of dividends paid on certain
preferred stock from gross in-
come -------------------- § 121

Navy contracts, excess profits on-
Collection, method of -------- § 650
Laws applicable ----------- § 651

Negligence, additions to tax in case of
§ 293 (a)

Net income-
Computation-

Capital gains and losses- -- § 117
Contributions, unlimited deduction

forcharitableandother- § 120
Corporation dividends paid credit

§ 27
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Income Tax-Continued.
Net income-Continued.

Computation-Continued.
Corporations-

Consent dividends credit_-- § 28
Credits of --------------- §26
Distributions by ----- § 115

Credits against net income_ _ _ § 25
Definition ------------ § 21 (a)
Depreciation and depletion, basis

for----------------- § 114
Dividends paid on certain preferred

stock of certain corporations,
deduction of ---------- 121

Estates and trusts --------- § 162
Excess-profits tax--------- § 602
Gain or loss-

Adjusted basis for determining
§ 113

Determination of amount of, and
recognition of------- § 111

Recognition of---------- § 112
Gross income-

Deductions-------------- § 23
Contributions, charitable and

other, unlimited-_- § 120
Dividends paid on certain pre-

ferred stock of certain
corporations--- § 121

Definition ----------- § 22 (a)

Exclusions from-- §§ 22 (b), 116

Inventories to determine_ § 22 (c)
Income from sources within the

United States -------- § 119
Items not deductible -------- § 24
Life insurance companies-- § 203
Partnerships -------------. 183
Sources in the United States

§ 119 (b)
Sources without the United States

§ 119 (d)
Subchapter A net income.._ § 505
Supplement P net income - § 336
Wash sales of stock or securities,

loss from ------------ § 118
Credit against-

China Trade Act corporations
§ 262

Estates and trusts -------- 163
Individuals--------------- § 25
Nonresident alien individuals

§ 214
Partnerships------------- § 184
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od of taking inventories to deter-
mine income------------ 22 (d)
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come  § 23 (e) 
Metal mines, percentage depletion for 

§ 114 (b) 
Mines, basis of depletion of certain, dis-

covered after Feb. 28, 1913 
§ 114 (b) 

Ministers, exclusion of rental value of 
house, etc., furnished to, from 
gross income  § 22 (b) 

Municipalities, etc., exclusion of income 
from gross income_ §§ 22 (b), 116 (d) 

Mutual insurance companies other than 
life   § 207 

Mutual investment companies— 
Definition  § 361 
Tax on  § 362 

Mutual organizations, exemption from 
taxation of certain  § 101 

Mutual savings banks, exemption from 
taxation of certain  § 101 

National banking associations, deduc-
tion of dividends paid on certain 
preferred stock from gross in-
come  § 121 

Navy contracts, excess profits on— 
Collection, method of  § 650 
Laws applicable  § 651 

Negligence, additions to tax in case of 
§ 293 (a) 
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Computation— 
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Net income—Continued. 
Computation—Continued. 
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deduction of  § 121 56 

Estates and trusts  § 162 66 
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Adjusted basis for determining 
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Determination of amount of, and 
recognition of  § 111 37 

Recognition of  § 112 37 

Gross income— 
Deductions  § 23 12 

Contributions, charitable and 
other, unlimited_ _ _ § 120 56 

Dividends paid on certain pre-
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Exclusions from_ _ §§ 22 (b), 116 
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Income from sources within the 
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Items not deductible  § 24 16 
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Partnerships _  § 183 70 
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Sources without the United States 
§ 119 (d) 55 

Subchapter A net income_ § 505 108 
Supplement P net income.. _ § 336 95 
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loss from  § 118 53 
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China Trade Act corporations 

§ 262 81 

Estates and trusts  § 163 67 
Individuals  § 25 17 
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Income Tax-Continued.
Nonpayment, additions to the tax in

case of------------------- § 294
Nonresident alien individuals. See also

Aliens, this title.
Allowance of deductions and credits

§ 215
Credits against net income ..- § 214
Credits against tax ---------- § 216
Deductions ----------------- § 213
Gross income---------------§ 212
Partnerships ---------------- § 219
Payment of tax ------------ § 218
Returns -------------------- § 217
Tax on ------------------- § 211

Nonresident foreign corporations, tax on
§ 231 (a)

Normal tax on individuals------- § 11
Officers and employees, information

returns by corporations as to com-
pensation in excess of $75,000

§ 148 (f)
Oil properties, sale of, rate of tax on

§ 105

Withholding of tax at source
§ 143 (b)

Oil wells, percentage depletion for
§ 114 (b)

Overpayments-
Installment ---------------- § 321
Refunds and credits ---------- § 322

Paid-in surplus, basis of property ac-
quired by corporation as- § 113 (a)

Partnerships-
Basis of property acquired by

§ 113 (a)
Different taxable years of partner and

partnership------------- § 188
Earned income-------------- § 185
Net income, computation of - - § 183

Credits against ----------- § 184
Nonresident alien individuals- § 219
Partners, tax of -------------- 182
Partnership not taxable------ § 181
Returns-------------------- § 187
Taxes of foreign countries and posses-

sions of the United States_ § 186

Payment of tax---------------- § 56
Closing by Commissioner of taxable

year------------------- § 146
Corporation income tax, at source

§ 144

Foreign corporations--------- § 236
Nonresident alien individuals - § 218
Penalties---- --------------- § 145
Time extended for, shown on return,

interest rate------------- § 295
Withholding, at source-------- § 143
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Income Tax-Continued.
Penalties-

Information, failure to submit re-
quired -------------- § 145 (a)

Returns, failure to file ---- § 145 (a)
Tax, failure to pay-------- § 145 (a)

Pension trusts, deduction from gross
income of amounts transferred in
connection with -------- _ § 23 (p)

Personal holding companies-
Administrative provisions ---- § 508
Deficiency dividends-credits and re-

funds------------------- § 506
Definition . .------------- § 501
Foreign. See Foreign personal hold-

ing companies, this title.
Income -------------------- § 502
Liquidation of, extension of time for

payment-------------- § 56 (c)
Meaning of terms used------- § 507
Publicity of returns---------- § 511
Stock ownership------------- § 503
Subchapter A net income, computa-

tion------------------- § 505
Surplus, improper accumulation of

§ 509
Surtax on-.. :-- ---------- § 500
Undistributed subchapter A net in-

come------------------- § 504
Personal service corporations, distribu-

tions by---------------- § 115 (e)
Personal services, compensation for,

when treated as gross income from
sources in the United States § 119 (a)

Political subdivisions-
Bridges to be acquired by, exclusion

of proceeds from gross income;
conditions------------ § 116 (e)

Exclusion of income of, from gross
income------ §§ 22 (b), 116 (d)

Possessions of the United States-
Citizens of--------.--------- § 252
Corporations deriving large portion

of gross income from sources
within, rate of tax on

§§ 14 (d), 251
Income from sources within--- § 251
Taxes of, credits against tax

§§ 31, 131
Profits, information returns by corpo-

rations as to accumulated_ § 148 (c)
Property, claims against United States

involving acquisition of, rate of
tax on amounts received --- § 106

Provisions, classification of------- § 3
Publicity of returns ------------ § 55
Railroad corporations, consolidated re-

turns by----------------- 6 141
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Overpayments— 
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year  § 146 63 
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Income Tax—Continued. 
Penalties— 

Information, failure to submit re-
quired  § 145 (a) 

Returns, failure to file  § 145 (a) 
Tax, failure to pay  § 145 (a) 

Pension trusts, deduction from gross 
income of amounts transferred in 
connection with  § 23 (p) 

Personal holding companies— 
Administrative provisions  § 508 111 
Deficiency dividends credits and re-

funds  § 506 108 
Definition   § 501 104 
Foreign. See Foreign personal hold-

ing companies, this title. 
Income   § 502 105 
Liquidation of, extension of time for 

payment  § 56 (c) 31 
Meaning of terms used  § 507 111 
Publicity of returns  § 511 111 
Stock ownership  § 503 106 
Subchapter A net income, computa-

tion  § 505 108 
Surplus, improper accumulation of 

§ 509 

Surtax on  § 500 
Undistributed subchapter A net in-

come  § 504 

Personal service corporations, distribu-
tions by  § 115 (e) 

Personal services, compensation for, 
when treated as gross income from 
sources in the United States § 119 (a) 

Political subdivisions— 
Bridges to be acquired by, exclusion 

of proceeds from gross income; 
conditions  § 116 (e) 

Exclusion of income of, from gross 
income  §§ 22 (b), 116 (d) 

Possessions of the United States— 
Citizens of  § 252 
Corporations deriving large portion 

of gross income from sources 
within, rate of tax on 

§§ 14 (d), 251 

Income from sources within._. § 251 
Taxes of, credits against tax 

§I 31, 131 

Profits, information returns by corpo-
rations as to accumulated_ § 148 (c) 

Property, claims against United States 
involving acquisition of, rate of 
tax on amounts received__ _ _ § 106 

Provisions, classification of  § 3 
Publicity of returns  § 55 
Railroad corporations, consolidated re-
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Income Tax-Continued.
Rates of tax-

Acquisition of property, claims against
United States involving - § 106

Banks and trust companies -_ § 104
Corporate taxes effective for two tax-

able years--------------- § 15
Corporations-

Exemptions from tax on --- § 101
In general---------------- §13
Special classes------------ § 14
Surtax on, improperly accumulat-

ing surplus------------ § 102
Excess-profits tax ----------- § 600
Foreign corporations------- § 14 (e)
Foreign countries, citizens and cor-

porations of certain ------ § 103
Individuals-

Normal tax--------------- § 11
Surtax §----------------- § 12

Oil or gas properties, sale of__- § 105
Raw materials, inventories of, to deter-

mine income------------ § 22 (d)
Real-estate boards, exemption from tax-

ation of certain----------- § 101
Real property, income from sale of,

treated as gross income from sources
in United States------- § 119 (a)

Receipts by collector upon request
§ 56 (h)

Receivership, tax on corporations in
§ 13 (e)

Receiverships-
Deficiencies, assessment and collec-

tion------------------- §274
Interest on unpaid portion-- § 298

Records and special returns ------ § 54
Refunds and credits arising from over-

payments---------------- § 322
Religious corporations, exemption from

taxation of certain --------- § 101
Removal of property from the United

States, closing by Commissioner of
taxable year ---------- § 146 (a)

Rental-housing corporations, tax on
§ 13 (g)

Rentals, gross income from sources in
the United States, when so treated

§ 119 (a)
Reorganization, property transferred to

corporation in connection with,
basis of-------------- § 113 (a)

Resident foreign corporations, tax on
§ 231 (b)

Returns-
Brokers ------------------ § 149
Copies, penalty for failure to file

§ 54 (d)
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Income Tax-Continued.
Returns-Continued.

Corporations--§------------- § 52
Information ------------ § 148

Examination of, and determination of
tax ------------------ § 57

Failure to file, interest and additions
to tax----------------- § 291

False, or no return-------- § 276 (a)
Fiduciaries----------------- § 142
Filing, time and place for ----- § 53
Foreign corporations--------- § 235
Foreign items, persons engaged in col-

lection of--------------- § 150
Foreign personal holding companies,

information, by-
Officers and directors----- § 338
Shareholders------------ § 339

Individuals----------------- § 51
Information at source -------- § 147
Inspection by-

Congressional committees- § 55 (d)
Shareholders ---------- § 55 (c)

Disclosure of information by,
penalty for------- § 55 (f)

States------ --------- § 55 (b)
Disclosure of information by em-

ployees, penalty for- § 55 (f)
Liability to tax, returns to determine

§ 54(b)
Nonresident alien individuals-- § 217
Partnerships -------------- § 187
Penalties------- ----------- § 145
Period of less than twelve months

§ 47
Publicity of --------------- § 55
Railroad corporations, consolidated

§ 141
Records and special ------- --- 54
Tax shown on-

Nonpayment, additions in case of
§ 294 (a)

Time extended for payment of tax,
interest rate --------- §295

Withholding of tax at source-- § 143
Revocable trusts------------- § 166
Royalties, gross income from sources

in the United States, when so
treated--------------- § 119 (a)

Rules and regulations for enforce-
ment----------------- --- - 62

Scientific corporations, exemption from
taxation of certain--------- § 101

Secretary of State, certification by, of
names of foreign governments
granting exemption to employees
of United States Government
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Income Tax—Continued. 
Rates of tax— 

Acquisition of property, claims against 
United States involving_ _ _ § 106 

Banks and trust companies_ _ _ § 104 
Corporate taxes effective for two tax-

able years  § 15 
Corporations— 
Exemptions from tax on_ _ § 101 
In general  § 13 
Special classes  § 14 
Surtax on, improperly accumulat-

ing surplus  § 102 
Excess-profits tax   § 600 
Foreign corporations  § 14 (e) 
Foreign countries, citizens and cor-

porations of certain  § 103 
Individuals— 
Normal tax  § 11 
Surtax  § 12 

Oil or gas properties, sale of___ § 105 

Raw materials, inventories of, to deter-
mine income  § 22 (d) 

Real-estate boards, exemption from tax-
ation of certain  § 101 

Real property, income from sale of, 
treated as gross income from sources 
in United States  § 119 (a) 

Receipts by collector upon request 
§ 56 (h) 

Receivership, tax on corporations in 
§ 13 (e) 

Receiverships— 
Deficiencies, assessment and collec-

tion   § 274 
Interest on unpaid portion  § 298 

Records and special returns  § 54 

Refunds and credits arising from over-
payments  § 322 

Religious corporations, exemption from 
taxation of certain  § 101 

Removal of property from the United 
States, closing by Commissioner of 
taxable year  § 146 (a) 

Rental-housing corporations, tax on 
§ 13 (g) 

Rentals, gross income from sources in 

the United States, when so treated 
§ 119 (a) 

Reorganization, property transferred to 
corporation in connection with, 
basis of  § 113 (a) 

Resident foreign corporations, tax on 
§ 231 (b) 

Returns— 
Brokers  § 149 
Copies, penalty for failure to file 

§ 54 (d) 
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Income Tax-Continued.
Securities and Exchange Commission,

exchanges and distributions made
in obedience to orders of-

Definitions------------------ § 373
Gain or loss-

Basis for determining----- § 372
Nonrecognition of--------- § 371
Property acquired in connection

with, basis for determining
§ 113 (a)

Gain or loss in respect to-_ § 112 (b)
Shareholders, inspection of corporate

returns by-------------- § 55 (c)
Disclosure of information by, penalty

for------------------- § 55 (f)
Shipowners' mutual protection and in-

demnity associations, exclusion of
receipts from gross income

§§ 22 (b), 116 (g)
Ships under foreign flag, income of for-

eign corporations derived from,
exemption from taxation in certain
cases ---------------- § 231 (d)

Income of nonresident alien individ-
ual derived from, exemption from
taxation in certain cases

§ 212 (b)
Short sales, etc., gains and losses

from ---------------- § 117 (g)
Sickness, exclusion of compensation

received on account of, from gross
income --------------- § 22 (b)

Source-
Information at------------- § 147
Withholding of tax at ------- § 143

Sources in the United States-
Gross income, items treated as

§ 119 (a)
Net income, computation__ § 119 (b)

Sources partly within and partly with-
out United States, income from

§ 119 (e)
Sources without the United States-

Earned income from, exclusion from
gross income-- §§ 22 (b), 116 (a)

Gross income, items treated as
§ 119 (c)

Net income from, computation
§ 119 (d)

Special classes of taxpayers--------§ 4
Special returns and records------- § 54
States-

Bridges to be acquired by, exclusion
of proceeds from gross income;
conditions ----------- § 116 (e)

Income, exclusion of, from gross in-
come-------- §§ 22 (b), 116 (d)

Returns, inspection by ----- § 55 (b)
Disclosure of information by em-

ployees, penalty for - § 55 (f)
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Income Tax-Continued.
Statistics, publication of--------- § 63
Statute of limitations -------- § 275

Suspension of running of------ § 277
Stock, basis of property acquired by

corporation by issuance of- § 113 (a)
Stock dividends------------ § 115 (f)
Stock or securities, wash sales of-

Basis of property acquired by § 113 (a)
Loss from ------------------ § 118

Substituted basis for determining gain
or loss--------------- § 113 (b)

Sulphur mines and deposits, percentage
depletion for----------- § 114 (b)

Supplement P net income, computa-
tion--------------------- § 336

Surplus, surtax on corporations im-
properly accumulating ---- § 102

Surtax-
Corporations improperly accumulat-

ing surplus -------------- 102
Individuals ----------------- § 12
Personal holding companies--- § 500

Tanners, election of method of taking
inventories to determine income

§ 22 (d)
Tax Appeals, Board of-

Deficiencies, petition for redetermina-
tion--------------- § 272 (a)

Overpayments found by, credit or
refund of- § 322 (d)

Taxable year, closing of, by Commis-
sioner-------------------- § 146

Taxes, deduction of, from gross in-
come ----------------- § 23 (c)

Tax-free covenant bonds, withholding
of tax at source--------- § 143 (a)

Tax-free exchanges, basis of property
acquired by ----------- § 113 (a)

Tax-free interest, exclusion of, from
gross income ------------ 22 (b)

Taxpayers, special classes of ----- § 4
Teachers' retirement fund associations,

exemption from taxation of cer-
tain--------------------- § 101

Territorial employees, exclusion of sala-
ries of certain, from gross income

§ 22 (b)
Time extended for payment of-

Deficiency, interest rate--- § 296

Tax shown on return, interest rate
§ 295

Transferees and fiduciaries, claims

against-
Notice of fiduciary relationship § 312
Transferred assets----------- § 311

Transfers to avoid, tax on-
"Foreign trust", definition -- § 1252

Imposition of tax ----------- §1250
Nontaxable transfers-------- § 1251
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Income Tax—Continued. 
Securities and Exchange Commission, 

exchanges and distributions made 
in obedience to orders of— 

Definitions  § 373 
Gain or loss— 

Basis for determining  § 372 
Nonrecognition of  § 371 
Property acquired in connection 

with, basis for determining 
§ 113 (a) 

Gain or loss in respect to. § 112 (b) 

Shareholders, inspection of corporate 
returns by  § 55 (c) 

Disclosure of information by, penalty 

for  § 55 (0 
Shipowners' mutual protection and in-

demnity associations, exclusion of 
receipts from gross income 

§§ 22 (b), 116 (g) 
Ships under foreign flag, income of for-

eign corporations derived from, 
exemption from taxation in certain 
cases  § 231 (d) 

Income of nonresident alien individ-
ual derived from, exemption from 
taxation in certain cases 

§ 212 (b) 
Short sales, etc., gains and losses 

from  § 117 (g) 
Sickness, exclusion of compensation 

received on account of, from gross 
income  § 22 (b) 

Source— 
Information at  § 147 
Withholding of tax at  § 143 

Sources in the United States— 
Gross income, items treated as 

§ 119 (a) 
Net income, computation__ § 119 (b) 

Sources partly within and partly with-
out United States, income from 

§ 119 (e) 
Sources without the United States— 

Earned income from, exclusion from 
gross income_ _ §§ 22 (b), 116 (a) 

Gross income, items treated as 
§ 119 (e) 

Net income from, computation 
§ 119 (d) 

Special classes of taxpayers § 4 
Special returns and records  § 54 
States— 

Bridges to be acquired by, exclusion 
of proceeds from gross income; 
conditions  § 116 (e) 

Income, exclusion of, from gross in-
come  §§ 22 (b), 116 (d) 

Returns, inspection by  § 55 (b) 
Disclosure of information by em-

ployees, penalty for_ - § 55 (f) 
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Income Tax—Continued. Page 
Statistics, publication of  § 63 32 
Statute of limitations  § 275 86 

Suspension of running of  § 277 87 
Stock, basis of property acquired by 

corporation by issuance of_ § 113 (a) 42 
Stock dividends  § 115 (f) 47 
Stock or securities, wash sales of— 

Basis of property acquired by § 113 (a) 42 
Loss from   § 118 53 

Substituted basis for determining gain 
or loss  § 113 (b) 44 

Sulphur mines and deposits, percentage 
depletion for  § 114 (b) 45 

Supplement P net income, computa-
tion  § 336 95 

Surplus, surtax on corporations im-
properly accumulating  § 102 35 

Surtax— 
Corporations improperly accumulat-

ing surplus  § 102 35 
Individuals  § 12 5 
Personal holding companies_ __ § 500 104 

Tanners, election of method of taking 

inventories to determine income 
§ 22 (d) 11 

Tax Appeals, Board of— 
Deficiencies, petition for redetermina-

tion   § 272 (a) 82 
Overpayments found by, credit or 

refund of..  § 322 (d) 92 
Taxable year, closing of, by Commis-

sioner  § 146 63 
Taxes, deduction of, from gross in-

come  § 23 (c) 12 
Tax-free covenant bonds, withholding 

of tax at source  § 143 (a) 60 
Tax-free exchanges, basis of property 

acquired by  § 113 (a) 41 
Tax-free interest, exclusion of, from 

gross income  § 22 (b) 10 
Taxpayers, special classes of  § 4 4 
Teachers' retirement fund associations, 

exemption from taxation of cer-
tain  § 101 35 

Territorial employees, exclusion of sala-
ries of certain, from gross income 

§ 22 (b) 11 
Time extended for payment of— 

Deficiency, interest rate  § 296 89 

Tax shown on return, interest rate 
§ 295 89 

Transferees and fiduciaries, claims 

against--

Notice of fiduciary relationship § 312 91 

Transferred assets  § 311 

Transfers to avoid, tax on— 

"Foreign trust", definition_ _ _ § 1252 172 

Imposition of tax  § 1250 172 

Nontaxable transfers  § 1251 172 

90 



CCXXIII

Income Tax-Continued.
Transfers to avoid, tax on-Continued.

Payment and collection------ § 1253
Returns, publicity of ------- § 1254

Treaties, income exempt under, exclu-
sion from gross income ..- § 22 (b)

Trust companies-
Deduction of dividends paid on cer-

tain preferred stock from gross
income---------------- § 121

Tax on, rates of ----------- § 104
Trusts. See Estates and trusts, this

title.
Unjust enrichment-

Administrative provisions----- § 702
Closing agreements --------- § 705
Credit for other taxes on income

§ 701
Net income from certain sources, tax

on ----.-------------- § 700
Possessions, application of subchapter

to--------------------- § 704
Publicity of returns --------- § 706
Taxable years to which subchapter

applicable--------------- § 703
Wagering losses, deduction of, from

gross income ---------- § 23 (h)
Wash sales of stock or securities-

Basis of property acquired by
§ 113 (a)

Loss from----------------- § 118
Ways and Means, Committee on, in-

spection of returns by -- § 55 (d)
Withholding of tax at source --- § 143

Income Tax Cases, mitigation of effect of
limitation and other provisions in

§ 3801
Indians, exemption of articles manufac-

tured or produced by, from manufac-
turers' excise and import taxes § 3446

Industrial Alcohol. See Alcohol.
Information and Returns:

Miscellaneous provisions-
Districtcourts, jurisdiction of- § 3633
Examination of taxpayers, restric-

tions on-------------- § 3631
Lists or returns, classification of

and time for taking ---- § 3630
Oaths, authority to administer, take

testimony, and certify_-- § 3632
Returns, extension of time for filing

§ 3634
Tax liability-

Determination of-
Books and witnesses, examination

of----------------- § 3614
Nonresidents of collection district,

listing by collector of taxable
objects owned by- .- § 3613

Penalties -------------- § 3616
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Information and Returns-Continued.
Tax liability-Continued.

Determination of-Continued.
Petroleum, penalties and awards

to informers with respect to
illegally produced-__ § 3617

Returns executed by-
Commissioner or collector- § 3612
Taxpayer ------------- § 3611

Summons from collector to produce
books and give testimony

§ 3615
Discovery of-

Canvass of districts for taxable
persons and objects- - § 3600

Entry of premises for examination
of taxable objects---- § 3601

Foreign corporations, returns as
to formation, etc., of_- - § 3604

Records, statements, and special
returns, notice requiring

§ 3603
Search warrants---------- § 3602

Informers, awards to, with respect to ille-
gally produced petroleum. § 3617 (b)

Inner Tubes, excise tax on------- § 3400
Insolvent Banks, exemption from tax

§ 3798
Inspectors. See Internal Revenue Ln-

spectors.
Insurance Policies, tax on------- § 1804
Internal Revenue, Bureau of, Assistant

General Counsel for, appointment,
salaries, and duties ------- § 3931

Internal Revenue Agents:
Appointment----------------- § 4000
Assignment to duty ---------- § 4001
Post of duty----------------- § 4002
Powers and duties .----------- § 4003

Internal Revenue Bonded Warehouses:
Bottling of distilled spirits in bond

§ 2903
Exportation of------------- § 2905
Regulations governing------- § 2904

Classes of warehouses, exemption from
provisions of law distinguishing
between---------------- § 2875

Deficiency in quantity for export, pay-
ment of tax on----------- § 2906

Deposits of spirits in warehouses- § 2879
Discontinuance of warehouse and trans-

fer of merchandise ------- § 2874
Drawback on spirits---------- § 2887
Drawing, gauging, and marking of dis-

tilled spirits------------ §2878
Establishment and control --- § 2872
Exportation of spirits withdrawn from

§ 2885
Forfeiture of spirits unlawfully removed

from _----------------§ 2912
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Income Tax—Continued. 
Transfers to avoid, tax on—Continued. 
Payment and collection  § 1253 
Returns, publicity of  § 1254 

Treaties, income exempt under, exclu-
sion from gross income_ _ _ _ § 22 (b) 

Trust companies— 
Deduction of dividends paid on cer-

tain preferred stock from gross 
income  § 121 

Tax on, rates of  § 104 
Trusts. See Estates and trusts, this 

title. 

Unjust enrichment— 
Administrative provisions  § 702 

Closing agreements  § 705 

Credit for other taxes on income 
§ 701 

Net income from certain sources, tax 
on  § 700 

Possessions, application of subchapter 
to   § 704 

Publicity of returns  § 706 
Taxable years to which subchapter 

applicable  § 703 
Wagering losses, deduction of, from 

gross income  § 23 (h) 
Wash sales of stock or securities— 

Basis of property acquired by 
§ 113 (a) 

Loss from  § 118 
Ways and Means, Committee on, in-

spection of returns by ___ § 55 (d) 
Withholding of tax at source_   § 143 

Income Tax Cases, mitigation of effect of 
limitation and other provisions in 

§ 3801 

Indians, exemption of articles manufac-
tured or produced by, from manufac-
turers' excise and import taxes_ § 3446 

Industrial Alcohol. See Alcohol. 

Information and Returns: 
Miscellaneous provisions— 

District courts, jurisdiction of _ § 3633 
Examination of taxpayers, restric-

tions on  § 3631 
Lists or returns, classification of 

and time for taking  § 3630 
Oaths, authority to administer, take 

testimony, and certify  § 3632 
Returns, extension of time for filing 

§ 3634 
Tax liability— 

Determination of— 
Books and witnesses, examination 

of   § 3614 
Nonresidents of collection district, 

listing by collector of taxable 
objects owned by  § 3613 

Penalties  § 3616 
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Information and Returns—Continued. 
Tax liability—Continued. 

Determination of—Continued. 
Petroleum, penalties and awards 

to informers with respect to 
illegally produced  § 3617 440 

Returns executed by— 
Commissioner or collector_ § 3612 437 
Taxpayer  § 3611 437 

Summons from collector to produce 
books and give testimony 

§ 3615 439 

Page 

Discovery of— 
Canvass of districts for taxable 

persons and objects__ _ § 3600 435 
Entry of premises for examination 

of taxable objects  § 3601 435 
Foreign corporations, returns as 

to formation, etc., of _ § 3604 436 
Records, statements, and special 

returns, notice requiring 
§ 3603 436 

Search warrants  § 3602 436 
Informers, awards to, with respect to ille-

gfdly produced petroleum_ § 3617 (b) 440 
Inner Tubes, excise tax on  § 3400 409 

Insolvent Banks, exemption from tax 
§ 3798 470 

Revenue 1.,n-Inspectors. See Internal 
spectors. 

Insurance Policies, tax on 

Internal Revenue, Bureau 
General Counsel for, 
salaries, and duties 

Internal Revenue Agents: 
Appointment 
Assignment to duty 
Post of duty 
Powers and duties 

Internal Revenue Bonded Warehouses: 
Bottling of distilled spirits in bond 

§ 2903 
§ 2905 
§ 2904 

  § 1804 197 

of, Assistant 
appointment, 

  § 3931 479 

  § 4000 489 
§ 4001 489 

  § 4002 489 
§ 4003 489 

Exportation of  
Regulations governing 

Classes of warehouses, exemption from 
provisions of law distinguishing 
between  § 2875 332 

Deficiency in quantity for export, pay-
ment of tax on  § 2906 344 

Deposits of spirits in warehouses_ § 2879 333 
Discontinuance of warehouse and trans-

fer of merchandise  § 2874 332 
Drawback on spirits  § 2887 338 
Drawing, gauging, and marking of dis-

tilled spirits  § 2878 333 
Establishment and control  § 2872 331 
Exportation of spirits withdrawn from 

§ 2885 336 
Forfeiture of spirits unlawfully removed 

from  § 2912 345 

342 
344 
343 
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Internal Revenue Bonded Warehouses-
Continued.

Gauging, stamping, and branding spirits
removed from warehouse- - § 2884

Leakage, withdrawal from warehouse
and collection of tax on spirits
subject to excessive------- § 2880

Loss allowances-------- §§ 2901, 2902

Loss or leakage during transportation
from warehouse to port of export,
allowance for accidental-- - § 2889

Manufacturing bonded warehouse, with-
drawal of distilled spirits to § 2891

Original gauge, withdrawal of spirits
on-------------------- § 2881

Regulations for establishment, mainte-
nance, and supervision- - - § 2873

Remission of tax on spirits accidentally
lost------------------- § 2890

Removal of spirits, unlawful, penalty on
officer in charge--------- § 2914

Removal or concealment of spirits,
unlawful, penalty for----- § 2913

Storekeeper-gauger's records_-- § 2877
Storekeeper-gauger's warehouse book

§ 2915

Tank cars, transfer of spirits into, for
export --------------- § 2888

Transfer of spirits at registered distil-
leries ----------------- § 2883

Transportation bond on withdrawal of
spirits for export--------- § 2886

Warehousing and removal requirements,
failure to comply with -- - § 2876

Wine spirits, withdrawal of.. - - § 3033
Withdrawal, date of---------- § 2900
Withdrawal from, entry for - - § 2882

Internal Revenue Inspectors:
Appointment, limitation ------- § 4030
Entry of premises for examination of tax-

able objects------------- § 4033

Suspension----------------- § 4032
Transfer------------------- § 4031

Internal Revenue Taxation, Joint Com-
mittee on:

Authorization---------------- § 5000
Chairman and vice-chairman, election

of --------------------- §5002

Duties -------------------- § 5011
Expenses, payment of -------- § 5004
Membership----------------- § 5001
Powers -------------------- §5010
Refunds and credits in excess of $75,000,

reports to, beforemaking-§ 3777 (a)
Report to Congress, annual- § 3777 (b)

Staff, appointment and compensation
of-------------------- § 5003

Page
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346
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351
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494
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501

502
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503

466
466
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J

Jeopardy Assessment, authority for mak-
ing -------------------- § 3660

Joint-Stock Land Banks:
Income tax on. See Income Tax.
Obligations and mortgages issued by,

income from ------------ § 3799

Judgment Creditors, lien for taxes, validity
of, against---------------- § 3672

Judgments:
District courts, jurisdiction to issue

§ 3800
Interest on ----------------- § 3773

K

Kapok Oil, tax on imported - § 2491 (b)
Kapok Seed, tax on imported_ § 2491 (d)

L

Lager Beer. See Fermented Liquors.
Land Banks, Joint-Stock:

Income tax on. See Income Tax.
Obligations and mortgages issued by,

income from------------ § 3799

Leaf Tobacco:
Dealers in-

Bond ------------------- § 2053
Certificate and number----- § 2054
Definition---------------- § 2050
Demand statement of sales_ § 2058
Inventory----------------- § 2055
Monthly reports ----------- § 2057
Penalties ------------- --- §2162
Records and invoices § 2056
Registration.------------- § 2051
Restrictions on sales or shipments

§ 2059
Statement of location of business and

places of storage-------- § 2052
Tax for violating sections 2057 and

2059 -..-------------- § 2060

Liability. See Tax Liability.
Lien for Taxes:

Certificates of release or partial dis-
charge, effect of---------- § 3675

Civil actions to-
Clear title to realty -------- § 3679
Enforce lien on property-- - § 3678

Cross references ------------- § 3680
Mortgagees, purchasers, and judgment

creditors, validity against__ § 3672
Partial discharge of property___ § 3674
Period of -------------- § 3671
Property subject to---------- § 3670
Release of _-- ---------. - § 3673
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Internal Revenue Bonded Warehouses— Page 

Continued. 
Gauging, stamping, and branding spirits 

removed from warehouse_ _ § 2884 336 
Lee k.ge, withdrawal from warehouse 

and collection of tax on spirits 
subject to excessive   § 2880 334 

{ 340 
342 

Loss allowances  §¢ 2901, 2902 

Loss or leakage during transportation 
from warehouse to port of export, 
allowance for accidental_ __ § 2889 339 

Manufacturing bonded warehouse, with-
drawal of distilled spirits to_ § 2891 340 

Original gauge, withdrawal of spirits 
on   § 2881 334 

Regulations for establishment, mainte-
nance, and supervision_ _ _ _ § 2873 332 

Remission of tax on spirits accidentally 
lost   § 2890 340 

Removal of spirits, unlawful, penalty on 
officer in charge  § 2914 346 

Removal or concealment of spirits, 
unlawful, penalty for  § 2913 345 

Storekeeper-gauger's records_ - _ § 2877 333 
Storekeeper-gauger's warehouse book 

§ 2915 346 

Tank cars, transfer of spirits into, for 
export   § 2888 339 

Transfer of spirits at registered distil-
leries - § 2883 335 

Transportation bond on withdrawal of 
spirits for export   § 2886 337 

Warehousing and removal requirements, 
failure to comply with _ _ - § 2876 332 

Wine spirits, withdrawal of. _ _ - § 3033 351 
Withdrawal, date of  § 2900 340 
Withdrawal from, entry for__ _ - § 2882 335 

Internal Revenue Inspectors: 
Appointment, limitation  § 4030 494 
Entry of premises for examination of tax-

able objects _ § 4033 494 
Suspension  § 4032 494 
Transfer  § 4031 494 

Internal Revenue Taxation, Joint Com-
mittee on: 

Authorization  § 5000 501 
Chairman and vice-chairman, election 

of  § 5002 502 
Duties  § 5011 503 
Expenses, payment of  § 5004 502 
Membership   § 5001 501 
Powers  § 5010 503 
Refunds and credits in excess of $75,000, 

reports to, before making_ § 3777 (a) 
Report to Congress, annual_ § 3777 (b) 466 

Staff, appointment and compensation 
of  § 5003 502 

466 
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Jeopardy Assessment, authority for mak-
ing   § 3660 448 

Joint-Stock Land Banks: 
Income tax on. See Income Tax. 
Obligations and mortgages issued by, 

income from  § 3799 471 

Judgment Creditors, lien for taxes, validity 
of, against  § 3672 449 

Judgments: 
District courts, jurisdiction to issue 

§ 3800 471 
Interest on   § 3773 466 

Kapok Oil, tax on imported_ __ § 2491 (b) 267 
Kapok Seed, tax on imported.. § 2491 (d) 268 

Lager Beer. See Fermented Liquors. 
Land Banks, Joint-Stock: 
Income tax on. See Income Tax. 
Obligations and mortgages issued by, 

income from  § 3799 471 

Leaf Tobacco: 
Dealers in— 
Bond  § 2053 
Certificate and number  § 2054 
Definition  § 2050 
Demand statement of sales__ _ § 2058 
Inventory  § 2055 
Monthly reports   § 2057 
Penalties  § 2162 
Records and invoices  § 2056 
Registration  § 2051 
Restrictions on sales or shipments 

§ 2059 226 
Statement of location of business and 

places of storage  2052 225 
Tax for violating sections 2057 and 

2059  § 2060 227 

Liability. See Tax Liability. 
Lien for Taxes: 

Certificates of release or partial dis-
charge, effect of  § 3675 450 

Civil actions to— 
Clear title to realty  § 3679 450 
Enforce lien on property  § 3678 450 

Cross references  § 3680 451 
Mortgagees, purchasers, and judgment 

creditors, validity against  § 3672 449 
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Period of _    § 3671 449 
Property subject to  § 3670 448 
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Lien for Taxes-Continued.
Release or partial discharge, extended

application of provisions relating
to--------------------- § 3677

Single bond covering release of lien and
payment of income tax deficiency

§ 3676
Life Insurance Companies, tax on. See

Income Tax.
Linseed Oil, tax on imported fatty acids,

etc., derived from------ § 2491 (b)
Liquor:

Distilled spirits-
Distilling and rectifying-

Alcohol, exemption of, from re-
strictions on hours of distill-
ing --------------- § 2837

Apparatus and fastenings, changes
in----------------- § 2823

Bond, distilling without giving
§ 2833

Business of distiller or rectifier,
notice of------------ § 2812

Changing stamps or shifting spirits
§ 2868

Cistern room or building, penalty
for breaking locks or gaining
access to------------ § 2821

Conditions precedent to carrying
on business of distilling § 2832

Containers, regulation of traffic in
§ 2871

Dealers, limitation on purchases
by --------------- § 2860

Deficiencies in production and ex-
cess of materials used, assess-
ment for------------ § 2846

Relief from------------ § 2847
Distilleries-

Accessibility requirements
§ 2826

Entry and examination__ § 2827
Plan of--------------- § 2816
Receiving cisterns in - - § 2820
Reduction of producing capacity

§ 2851
Release before judgment- § 2852
Small, exemptions of, from cer-

tain requirements--- § 2824
Survey of------------ § 2817

Distillers-
Bond---------------- § 2814

Conditions of approval of
§ 2815

Books---------------- § 2841
Monthly production returns

§2844
Wholesale dealers, books of, as

§ 2859
98907°-39-PT. 1-47
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Liquor-Continued.
Distilled spirits-Continued.

Distilling and rectifying-Continued.
Distilling-

Premises prohibitedfor-__ § 2819
Suspension and resumption of

§ 2850
Emptied packages, effacement of

stamps and brands on_ § 2866
Ethyl alcohol, exemption of distill-

ers of, from certain provisions
§ 2848

Examination of premises, distillers
and rectifiers to furnish facili-
ties and give assistance for

Page

314

324
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324

§ 2828 317
False weights and measures, pen-

alty for using-----.--- § 2842
Fermenting tubs--------- § 2840
First fermenting period --- § 2849
Forfeiture proceedings, destruction

of distilling apparatus in
§ 2853

Fruit brandy, exemption of distillers
of, from certain requirements

§ 2825
Furnaces, tubs, doublers, worm

tanks, and fixed pipes, re-
quirements as to ----- § 2822

Grounds or walls, officer's au-
thority to break up_-- § 2830

Imitation stamps on packages, af-
fixing-------------- § 2869

Intention to rectify, notice of
§ 2813

Mash, wort, and vinegar; vinegar
factories------------- § 2834

Materials used in the manufacture
of distilled spirits, return of

§ 2811
Meters, tanks, and other apparatus,

installation of-------- § 2829
Number of barrels distilled, special

returns of ---------- § 2845
Prohibited hours for distilling

§ 2836
Rectified spirits, gauging, brand-

ing, and stamping--- § 2861
Rectifiers-

Books of, and wholesale dealers
§ 2857

Examination of premises, facili-
ties and assistance for

§ 2828
Intention to rectify, notice of

§ 2813
Monthly returns of ---- § 2855
Noncompliance with certain pro-

visions, penalties--- § 2865
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Lien for Taxes—Continued. Page 

Release or partial discharge, extended 
application of provisions relating 
to  § 3677 

Single bond covering release of lien and 
payment of income tax deficiency 

§ 3676 
Life Insurance Companies, tax on. See 

Income Tax. 
Linseed Oil, tax on imported fatty acids, 

etc., derived from  § 2491 (b) 267 
Liquor: 

Distilled spirits— 
Distilling and rectifying— 

Alcohol, exemption of, from re-. 
strictions on hours of distill-
ing  § 2837 

Apparatus and fastenings, changes 
in  § 2823 

Bond, distilling without giving 
§ 2833 

Business of distiller or rectifier, 
notice of  § 2812 

Changing stamps or shifting spirits 
§ 2868 

Cistern room or building, penalty 
for breaking locks or gaining 
access to  § 2821 

Conditions precedent to carrying 
on business of distilling § 2832 

Containers, regulation of traffic in 
§ 2871 

Dealers, limitation on purchases 
by  § 2860 

Deficiencies in production and ex-
cess of materials used, assess-
ment for   § 2846 

Relief from  § 2847 
Distilleries— 

Accessibility requirements 
§ 2826 

Entry and examination  § 2827 
Plan of  § 2816 
Receiving cisterns in   § 2820 
Reduction of producing capacity 

§ 2851 325 

Release before judgment_ § 2852 325 
Small, exemptions of, from cer-

tain requirements  § 2824 316 
Survey of    § 2817 312 

Distillers— 
Bond   § 2814 310 

Conditions of approval of 
§ 2815 311 

Books  § 2841 321 
Monthly production returns 

§ 2844 322 
Wholesale dealers, books of, as 

§ 2859 328 
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Liquor—Continued. Page 

Distilled spirits—Continued. 
Distilling and rectifying—Continued. 

Distilling— 
Premises prohibited for_ _ _ § 2819 314 
Suspension and resumption of 

§ 2850 324 
Emptied packages, effacement of 

stamps and brands on § 2866 330 
Ethyl alcohol, exemption of distill-

ers of, from certain provisions 
§ 2848 324 

Examination of premises, distillers 
and rectifiers to furnish facili-
ties and give assistance for 

§ 2828 317 
False weights and measures, pen-

alty for using  § 2842 322 
Fermenting tubs  § 2840 321 
First fermenting period__ _ _ § 2849 324 
Forfeiture proceedings, destruction 

of distilling apparatus in 
§ 2853 326 

Fruit brandy, exemption of distillers 
of, from certain requirements 

§ 2825 316 
Furnaces, tubs, doublers, worm 

tanks, and fixed pipes, re-
quirements as to  § 2822 315 

Grounds or walls, officer's au-
thority to break up  § 2830 318 

Imitation stamps on packages, af-
fixing  § 2869 330 

Intention to rectify, notice of 
§ 2813 310 

vinegar; vinegar 
§ 2834 319 

Mash, wort, and 
factories  

Materials used in the manufacture 
of distilled spirits, return of 

§ 2811 308 
Meters, tanks, and other apparatus, 

installation of  § 2829 318 
Number of barrels distilled, special 

returns of  § 2845 323 
Prohibited hours for distilling 

§ 2836 320 
Rectified spirits, gauging, brand-

ing, and stamping__ _ _ § 2861 329 
Rectifiers— 
Books of, and wholesale dealers 

§ 2857 327 
Examination of premises, facili-

ties and assistance for 
§ 2828 317 

Intention to rectify, notice of 
§ 2813 310 

Monthly returns of  § 2855 327 
Noncompliance with certain pro-

visions, penalties_ _ _ § 2865 329 
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Liquor-Continued.
Distilled spirits-Continued.

Distilling and rectifying-Continued.
Rectifiers-Continued.

Notice of business of---- § 2812
Purchases by, limitation on

§ 2860
Signs ---.------------ § 2831

Rectifying, penalty for unlawful
§ 2856

Removal of spirits, prohibited
hours for------------ § 2870

Seizure of spirits, burden of proof
in cases of---------- § 2854

Signs of distillers, rectifiers, and
wholesale liquor dealers § 2831

Stamping--------------- § 2862
States, exemption of, from keeping

of certain records ---- § 2858
Stills--

Manufacture, notice of, and per-
mit to set up------ § 2818

Registry of------------ § 2810
Storekeeper-gauger, penalty for

using material or removing
spirits in absence of - § 2838

Unregistered materials, penalty for
using ------------- § 2843

Used casks, buying or selling, bear-
ing inspection marks- § 2867

Vinegar factories operated prior to
Mar. 1, 1879-------- § 2835

Wholesale dealers-
Books of ------------- § 2857
Distillers as, books of_-- § 2859
Marking and stamping packages

filled on premises of_ § 2863
Noncompliance with certain pro-

visions, penalties_-- § 2865
Purchases by, limitation on

§ 2860
Returns of §------------ 2864
Signs --------------- § 2831

Worm tubs, drawing off water and
cleansing------------ § 2839

Internal revenue bonded warehouses-
Classes of warehouses, exemption

from provisions of law dis-
tinguishing between_-- § 2875

Deposits of spirits in warehouses
§ 2879

Discontinuance of warehouse and
transfer of merchandise

§ 2874
Drawback on spirits------ § 2887
Drawing, gauging, and marking

§ 2878
Establishment and control_ § 2872
Exportation of spirits withdrawn

from warehouses------ § 2885
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Liquor-Continued.
Distilled spirits-Continued.

Internalrevenue bonded warehouses-
Continued.

Gauging, stamping, and branding
spirits removed from ware-
house-------------- § 2884

Leakage, withdrawal from ware-
house and collection of tax
on spirits subject to excessive

§ 2880
Loss or leakage during transporta-

tion from warehouse to port of
export, allowance for acciden-
tal----------------- § 2889

Manufacturing bonded warehouse,
withdrawal of distilled spirits
to----------------- § 2891

Original gauge, withdrawal of spir-
its from warehouse on § 2881

Regulations for establishment,
maintenance, and supervision

§ 2873
Remission of tax on spirits acci-

dentally lost---------§ 2890
Storekeeper-gauger's records

§ 2877
Tank cars, transfer of spirits into,

for export --------- § 2888
Transfer of spirits at registered

distilleries ---------- § 2883
Transportation bond on withdraw-

al of spirits for export__ § 2886
Warehousing and removal require-

ments, failure to comply with
§ 2876

Withdrawal from warehouse, entry
for .----------..... § 2882

Miscellaneous provisions--
Bottling of distilled spirits in bond

§ 2903
Exportation --------- § 2905
Regulations----------- § 2904

Counterfeiting stamps, punishment
for---------------- § 2909

Deficiency in quantity for export,
payment of tax on - - - § 2906

Distillates containing aldehydes or
fusel oil, removal for denatura-
tion or destruction of - § 2916

Distillery or warehouse, forfeiture
of spirits unlawfully removed
from -------------- § 2912

Export cases, collection of tax if
tampered with ------- § 2907

Gin, bottling in bond for export
§ 2910

Loss allowances--.. §§ 2901, 2902
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Distilled spirits—Continued. 
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§ 2860 328 
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mit to set up  § 2818 314 

Registry of  § 2810 308 
Storekeeper-gauger, penalty for 

using material or removing 
spirits in absence of__ _ § 2838 320 

Unregistered materials, penalty for 
using  § 2843 322 

Used casks, buying or selling, bear-
ing inspection marks_ _ § 2867 330 

Vinegar factories operated prior to 
Mar. 1, 1879  § 2835 320 

Wholesale dealers— 
Books of_  § 2857 327 
Distillers as, books of _ _ _ § 2859 328 
Marking and stamping packages 

filled on premises of _ § 2863 329 
Noncompliance with certain pro-

visions, penalties_ _ _ § 2865 329 
Purchases by, limitation on 

§ 2860 328 
Returns of  § 2864 329 
Signs   § 2831 318 

Worm tubs, drawing off water and 
cleansing  § 2839 321 

Internal revenue bonded warehouses— 
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from provisions of law dis-
tinguishing between  § 2875 332 

Deposits of spirits in warehouses 
§ 2879 333 

Discontinuance of warehouse and 
transfer of merchandise 

§ 2874 332 
Drawback on spirits  § 2887 338 
Drawing, gauging, and marking 

§ 2878 333 
Establishment and control_ § 2872 331 
Exportation of spirits withdrawn 

from warehouses  § 2885 336 
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Distilled spirits—Continued. 
Internal revenue bonded warehouses— 

Continued. 
Gauging, stamping, and branding 

spirits removed from ware-
house  § 2884 336 

Leakaie, withdrawal from ware-
house and collection of tax 
on spirits subject to excessive 

§ 2880 334 
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tion from warehouse to port of 
export, allowance for acciden-
tal  § 2889 339 

Manufacturing bonded warehouse, 
withdrawal of distilled spirits 
to  § 2891 340 

Original gauge, withdrawal of spir-
its from warehouse on_ § 2881 334 

Regulations for establishment, 
maintenance, and supervision 

§ 2873 
Remission of tax on spirits acci-

dentally lost  § 2890 
Storekeeper-gauger's records 

§ 2877 

of spirits into, 
§ 2888 

Tank cars, transfer 
for export  

Transfer of spirits at registered 
distilleries  § 2883 

Transportation bond on withdraw-
al of spirits for export_ _ § 2886 

Warehousing and removal require-
ments, failure to comply with 

§ 2876 332 
Withdrawal from warehouse, entry 

for  § 2882 335 
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Bottling of distilled spirits in bond 
§ 2903 342 

Exportation  § 2905 344 
Regulations  § 2904 343 

Counterfeiting stamps, punishment 
for  § 2909 345 

Deficiency in quantity for export, 
payment of tax on. § 2906 344 

Distillates containing aldehydes or 
fusel oil, removal for denatura-
tion or destruction of  § 2916 346 
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Liquor-Continued.
Distilled spirits-Continued.

Miscellaneous provisions-Continued.
Removal of spirits, unlawful, pen-

alty on officer in charge of
warehouse----------- § 2914

Removal or concealment of spirits,
unlawful, penalty for__ § 2913

Reuse of stamps or bottles, tamper-
ing, and unlawful removal

§ 2908
State laws, effect on ----- § 2911
Storekeeper - gauger's warehouse

book--------------- § 2915
Withdrawal, date of ----- § 2900

Tax, provisions relating to-
Casks or packages, detention of, on

suspicion------------ § 2804
Definitions-------------- § 2809
Forfeited equipment and material

for distilling, disposal of
§ 2807

Forfeiture, distraint, or judicial
process, distilled spirits subject
to ---------------- § 2805

Fraud, instruments to prevent
and detect--------- § 2808

Penalties and forfeitures -- 2806
Rectified spirits---------- § 2801
Stamps for-

Containers------------ § 2803
Distilled spirits-------- § 2802

Tax; rate, payment, etc__ § 2800
Fermented liquors-

Bottling -------.--------- § 3157
Brewers, requirements on-- § 3155
Brewery, permit to operate temporar-

ily at another place----- § 3156
Brewery premises --------- § 3158
Gallon defined------------- § 3160
Penalties and forfeitures---- § 3159
Refunds and credits § 3154
Removals free of tax -------- 3153
Stamps, other provisions relating to

§ 3152
Tax -------------------- § 3150
Tax-paid stamps and permits- § 3151

Industrial alcohol-
Denaturation-

Abandoned spirits, sale for dena-
turation without collection of
tax---------------- § 3074

Drawing off and transfer of alcohol
for denaturation------ 3071

Recovery of spirits for reuse in
manufacture--------- § 3073

Use or concealment, unlawful, of de-
natured alcohol------ § 3072

Withdrawal from bond tax free
§ 3070
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Liquor-Continued.
Industrial alcohol-Continued.

Plants-
Affidavit, information, or indict-

ment, form of------- § 3120
Alcohol-

Loss or leakage, refund of tax
for -------------- § 3113

Permits ------------- § 3114
Production, use, or sale - § 3106
Tax on -------------- § 3112

Court subpoena, compliance with,
as to testifying or producing
records------------- § 3119

Definitions ------------ § 3124
Denatured alcohol, sale tax-free

§ 3109
Denaturing plants, establishment

of ----------------- § 3102
Establishment ----------- § 3100
Exemption of plants and ware-

houses from certain laws
§ 3103

Fermented liquors, withdrawal
to ---------------- §3104

Forfeitures and seizures - § 3116
Other laws applicable - --- § 3122
Penalties--------------- § 3115
Powers and duties of persons en-

forcing this part ----- § 3121
Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands,

application of part to-- § 3123
Regulations for establishing, bond-

ing, and operation of plants
and warehouses------ § 3105

Seized property, release upon ex-
ecution of bond ------ §3118

Taxability of denatured alcohol or
articles produced, transferred,
used, or sold in violation of
law or regulations---- § 3111

Transfer of alcohol to other plants
or warehouses -------- § 3107

Vinegar, distilled -------- § 3110
Violations, officers and agents au-

thorized to investigate, issue
search warrants, and prose-
cute for------------ § 3117

Warehouses, establishment of
§ 3101

Withdrawal of alcohol tax-free
§ 3108 359

Miscellaneous general provisions-
Collecting tax, discretionary method

for--------------- § 3172
Cross references------------ 3181
Distilleries erected prior to July 20,

1868--------------- § 3180
Exportation, exemption and draw-

back in case of -------- §3179
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Liquor—Continued. 
Distilled spirits—Continued. 

Miscellaneous provisions—Continued. 
Removal of spirits, unlawful, pen-

alty on officer in charge of 
warehouse  § 2914 

Removal or concealment of spirits, 
unlawful, penalty for_ _ § 2913 

Reuse of stamps or bottles, tamper-
ing, and unlawful removal 

§ 2908 
State laws, effect on  § 2911 
Storekeeper - gauger's warehouse 

book  § 2915 
Withdrawal, date of  § 2900 

Tax, provisions relating to— 
Casks or packages, detention of, on 

suspicion  § 2804 
Definitions  § 2809 
Forfeited equipment and material 

for distilling, disposal of 
§ 2807 

Forfeiture, distraint, or judicial 
process, distilled spirits subject 
to  § 2805 

Fraud, instruments to prevent 
and detect  § 2808 

Penalties and forfeitures  § 2806 
Rectified spirits  § 2801 
Stamps for— 

Containers  § 2803 
Distilled spirits  § 2802 

Tax; rate, payment, etc  § 2800 
Fermented liquors— 

Bottling  § 3157 
Brewers, requirements on  § 3155 
Brewery, permit to operate temporar-

ily at another place  § 3156 
Brewery premises  § 3158 
Callon defined  § 3160 
Penalties and forfeitures  § 3159 
Refunds and credits  § 3154 
Removals free of tax  § 3153 
Stamps, other provisions relating to 

§ 3152 
Tax  § 3150 
Tax-paid stamps and permits_ § 3151 

Industrial alcohol— 
Denaturation— 
Abandoned spirits, sale for dena-

turation without collection of 
tax  § 3074 

Drawing off and transfer of alcohol 
for denaturation  § 3071 

Recovery of spirits for reuse in 
manufacture  § 3073 

Use or concealment, unlawf ul, of de-
natured alcohol  § 3072 

Withdrawal from bond tax free 
3070 
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Affidavit, information, or indict-
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Forfeitures and seizures_ _ _ § 3116 362 
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§ 3101 357 
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Liquor-Continued.
Miscellaneous general provisions-Con.

Manufacturing bonded warehouses
§ 3177

Distilled spirits and wines rectified
in, special provisions relating
to.-----------------§ 3178

Other laws applicable----__ § 3175
Penalties and forfeitures --- § 3173
Powers, transfer and delegation of

§ 3170
Records, statements, and returns

§ 3171
Rules and regulations----__ § 3176
Territorial extent of law -_- § 3174

Occupational taxes-
Business in more than one location,

liability in case of ----- § 3255
Casual sales ------------- §3251
Definitions --- _----------_ § 3254
Retail liquor dealers' records § 3252
Special tax, penalties and forfeitures

for nonpayment of-.___- §3253
Tax --------..---------- § 3250

Wines-
Amelioration and fortification, power

of Secretary to authorize, without
supervision------_______ § 3035

Citrus-fruit wines and other like wines,
application of natural wine pro-
visions to------------_ _ § 3045

Definitions---------------- § 3044
Domestic wines, removal of, free of

tax .-------.---------. §3037
Fortification of ------------ 3032

Brandy or spirits used in, tax on
§ 3031

Industrial use, grape and like wines
for---------....------ § 3038

Penalties and forfeitures ---- 3043
Producers, requirements on-- §3040
Spirit meters, locks, and seals § 3041
Storage or cellar treatment, allow-

ance for loss during -- § 3039
Storekeeper-gaugers, assignment to

fruit distilleries and wineries
§ 3042

Sweet wine, supervision of fortification
of ------...-- ._____- § 3034

Tax ..--. _--.._______.___ § 3030
Wine spirits, withdrawal of § 3033
Wine spirits and pure sweet wine

§ 3036
Livestock Feed, refund of tax paid on man-

ufactured sugar used as - --- § 3494
Loss Allowance, distilled spirits

§§ 2901, 2902
Lubricating Oils:

Excise tax on---------.------ 3413
Import tax on------------_ - §3422

Lumber, import tax on -------- § 3424
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427

340
342

414
414
415- --
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Machine Guns and Short-Barrelled Fire-
arms:

Books, records, and returns--- § 2724
Definitions--------------.--- § 2733
Exemptions ----------------- § 2721
Exportation---------------__ § 2727
Forfeitures ------------------ § 2730
Identification of firearms ------- § 2725
Importation ---------------- § 2728
Order forms -----.--------__ § 2723
Otherlaws applicable -__------ § 2731
Penalties -------______----- § 2729
Regulations ----------______ _ 2732
Stamps ------ _-------------§ 2722
Tax ---------------------- § 2720
Unlawful acts .--_____-----_§ 2726

Manufacturers' Excise and Import Taxes:
Administrative provisions-

Applicability of ---------- _ § 3449
Contracts prior to May 1, 1932

§ 3447
Credits and refunds----_____ § 3443
Cross reference --------___ § 3432
Expiration date ----------- 3452
Indians, exemption of articles manu-

factured or produced by - § 3446
Manufacturer, producer, or importer,

use by- ---- _----__-- § 3444
Sales by others than -- __ § 3445

Manufacturers' taxes, return and pay-
ment of -------------- § 3448

Rules and regulations - § § 3431, 3450

Sale, definition of --------- § 3440
Sale price, determination of - § 3441
Tariff provisions, applicability of

§ 3430
Tax-free sales-------...... . § 3442
Vessels, exemption from tax of certain

supplies for -------.... 3451
Excise taxes-

Automobiles, etc----------- § 3403
Effective date -----.....-- . §3415
Electrical energy for domestic or com-

mercial consumption --_ § 3411
Firearms, shells, and cartridges § 3407
Gasoline -.--- _______----- _ §3412
Lubricating oils ----------_ §3413
Matches -----------------_ §3409
Publicity of returns -_------_ 3414
Radio receiving sets, etc -___ 3404
Refrigerators, mechanical. - § 3405
Tires and inner tubes ------- 3400
Toilet preparations, etc --_ § 3401

Import taxes-
Coal -------- -_---._---- §3423
Copper-..- ..- --..... _- - § 3425
Imorvit~inn of tott o

"-vl*u u"A W ----------- ______ g O-
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Miscellaneous general provisions—Con. 
Manufacturing bonded warehouses 
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Distilled spirits and wines rectified 

in, special provisions relating 
to  § 3178 377 

Other laws applicable  § 3175 375 
Penalties and forfeitures  § 3173 374 
Powers, transfer and delegation of 

§ 3170 3Z3 
Records, statements, and returns 

§ 3171 373 
Rules and regulations  § 3176 375 
Territorial extent of law  § 3174 375 
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Business in more than one location, 

liability in case of  § 3255 392 
Casual sales  § 3251 390 
Definitions  § 3254 391 
Retail liquor dealers' records_ § 3252 391 
Special tax, penalties and forfeitures 

for nonpayment of  § 3253 391 
Tax  § 3250 388 

Wines— 
Amelioration and fortification, power 

of Secretary to authorize, without 
supervision  § 3035 351 

Citrus-fruit wines and other like wines, 
application of natural wine pro-
visions to  § 3045 355 

Definitions  § 3044 355 
Domestic wines, removal of, free of 

tax    § 3037 353 
Fortification of  § 3032 350 
Brandy or spirits used in, tax on 

§ 3031 348 
Industrial use, grape and like wines 

for  § 3038 353 
Penalties and forfeitures  § 3043 354 
Producers, requirements on_ _ § 3040 354 
Spirit meters, locks, and seals- § 3041 354 
Storage or cellar treatment, allow-

ance for loss during  § 3039 353 
Storekeeper-gaugers, assignment to 

fruit distilleries and wineries 
§ 3042 354 

Sweet wine, supervision of fortification 
of  § 3034 351 

Tax  § 3030 347 
Wine spirits, withdrawal of.. _ _ § 3033 351 
Wine spirits and pure sweet wine 

§ 3036 352 
Livestock Feed, refund of tax paid on man-

ufactured sugar used as  § 3494 427 
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Identification of firearms  § 2725 292 

Importation   § 2728 293 
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Other laws applicable  § 2731 294 
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Regulations  § 2732 294 
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Unlawful acts  § 2726 292 

Manufacturers' Excise and Import Taxes: 
Administrative provisions--

Applicability of  § 3449 419 
Contracts prior to May 1, 1932 

§ 3447 418 
Credits and refunds  § 3443 417 
Cross reference  § 3432 416 
Expiration date  § 3452 420 
Indians, exemption of articles manu-

factured or produced by  § 3446 418 

Manufacturer, producer, or importer, 
use by  § 3444 418 

Sales by others than  § 3445 418 
Manufacturers' taxes, return and pay-

ment of  § 3448 419 
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Sale, definition of  § 3440 416 
Sale price, determination of _ . § 3441 416 
Tariff provisions, applicability of 

§ 3430 415 
Tax-free sales  § 3442 416 

Vessels, exemption from tax of certain 
supplies for  § 3451 419 

Excise taxes— 

Automobiles, etc   § 3403 410 
Effective date  § 3415 414 
Electrical energy for domestic or com-
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Firearms, shells, and cartridges § 3407 412 
Gasoline  § 3412 413 
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Manufacturers' Excise and Import
Taxes-Continued.

Import taxes-Continued.
Lumber----______-......-- § 3424
Petroleum and derivatives--_ § 3422

Manufacturing Bonded Warehouses, es-
tablishment, use, etc ------ § 3177

Distilled spirits and wines rectified in,
special provisions relating to

§ 3178
Margarine. See Oleomargarine.
Marihuana:

Burden of proof ----------- § 2597
Definitions ------------ _ ---- 2604
Delegation of powers------___ § 2600
Forfeitures ---------___ ------ § 2598
Inspection of returns, order forms and

prescriptions ------- _---- § 2595
Insular possessions, administration in

§ 2603
Occupational taxes-

Cross references ---------_ § 3239
Definitions ------------..-- § 3238
Exemption from tax and registration

§ 3232
Failure to register and pay special

tax, unlawful acts in case of

Other laws applicable -- __--
Penalties ---------.- ......
Registration --------......
Returns------------- ____
Special taxpayers, list of----
Tax ------.......-..--....

Order forms ----------___--
Other laws applicable --------
Penalties --------------_.---

§ 3234
§ 3237
§ 3235
§ 3231
§ 3233
§ 3236
§ 3230
§ 2591
§ 2601
§ 2596

Records, statements, and returns
§ 2594

Regulations ----------------- 2599
Stamps -------------------- § 2592
Tax ------------.---------- § 2590
Territorial extent of law ------ § 2602
Unlawful possession ---------- § 2593

Marine-Animal Oil, tax on imported
§ 2491 (a)

Matches. See also White Phosphorus
Matches.

Excise tax on certain --------- § 3409
Mechanical Refrigerators, excise tax on

§ 3405
Microscopists, appointment and employ-

ment of------------ §§ 3920, 3921
Miscellaneous Provisions:

Commissioner's decisions, prohibition
of administrative review of_ § 3790

Definitions------------------ 3797
Delinquent taxes, interest on - § 3794
District courts, jurisdiction to issue

orders, processes, and judgments
§ 3800
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Miscellaneous Provisions-Continued.
Frauds, expenses of detection and

punishment of----- ---- _ § 3792
Income tax cases, mitigation of effect of

limitation and other provisions
in--------.------------ § 3801

Insolvent banks, exemption from tax
§ 3798

Joint-stock land banks, income from
obligations and mortgages issued
by ------ ---------...-- § 3799

Penalties and forfeitures------ § 3793
Real estate, administration of, acquired

by the United States -- § 3795
Rules and regulations --__-.. § 3791
Separability clause --------- § 3802
Stationery, purchase of----__ § 3796

Miscellaneous Taxes:
Admissions -------------- ..---_____
Adulterated butter ----------__.____
Alaskan railroads tax -------_______-
Animal oils, imported --------.......
Butter, adulterated, process or reno-

vated ------------- ...-- -_---
Capital stock-------______--__-__._
Cheese, filled ---------.-....- ___.__
Circulation other than of national

banks------------------_______
Coconut oil --.------..-- _____.___.-
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Perilla Oil, tax on imported__ _ _ § 2491 (b) 267 
Perilla Seed, tax on imported__ _ § 2491 (d) 268 
Personal Holding Companies, tax on. See 

Income Tax. 
Personal Property, distraint. See Dis-

traint. 
Personnel: 

Collectors of Internal Revenue— 
Accounts, records, and reports— 

Charges and credits  § 3950 482 
Collection statement, monthly 

§ 3952 482 
Goods in bond, monthly account of 

§ 3953 483 
Misconduct of officers and agents, 

reports concerning_ _ _ § 3955 483 
Other accounts  § 3954 483 
Revenue accounts, quarterly § 3951 482 

Appointment, compensation, and 
bond— 

Advertising, stationery, and post-
age expenses, payment of 

§ 3945 482 
Appointment   § 3941 480 
Bonds  § 3943 481 
Number  _ § 3940 480 
Salaries and office expenses allowed 

§ 3944 481 
Suspension  § 3942 481 

Covering of collections into the Treas-
ury— 

Deposit of   § 3971 485 
Depositories for  § 3970 485 

Delinquent, distraint against— 
Personal property, sale of _ _ § 3976 486 
Proceeds of sale, disposition of 

§ 3978 486 
Real property, sale of  § 3977 486 
Warrant of distress  § 3975 485 

Powers and duties— 
Collection   § 3961 484 
Collections, completion of. § 3962 484 
Discharge of another collector's 

duties, prohibition on § 3967 484 
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Personnel-Continued.
Collectors of Internal Revenue-Con.

Powers and duties-Continued.
Exports and drawbacks, superin-

tendence of -------- § 3960
Information and returns--- § 3964
Oaths, administration of, and tak-

ing of testimony ----- § 3965
Stamp supply------------ § 3963
Tobacco, snuff, cigars, and ciga-

rettes--------------- § 3966
Commissioner of Internal Revenue,

Office of-
Assistant to the Commissioner-

Appointment----------- § 3905
Duties----------------- § 3906

Chemists and microscopists-
Analytical chemist and microsco-

pist, appointment of--- § 3920
Chemists and microscopists, em-

ployment of additional- § 3921
Commissioner-

Appointment and salary--- § 3900
Powers and duties -------- § 3901

Deputy Commissioners-
Duties----------------- § 3916
Employment------------- § 3915

Special Deputy Commissioner-
Appointment ------------ § 3910
Duties----------------- § 3911

Deputy collectors of internal revenue-
Acting collector, deputy as - - § 3995
Bonds ------------------- § 3992
Collection authority .-------- § 3993
Detail to other collection districts

§ 3994
Number, appointment, and compen-

sation---------------- § 3990
Oaths, administration of ---- § 3997
Retention of deputies pending ap-

pointment of successor col-
lector---------------- § 3996

Revocation of appointment- - § 3991
General Counsel for the Department

of the Treasury and Assistant
General Counsel for the Bureau of
Internal Revenue, Offices of-

Assistant General Counsel, appoint-
ment, salaries, and duties- § 3931

Functions of Department of Justice
unaffected------------ § 3932

General Counsel, appointment, salary,
and duties------------ § 3930

Internal revenue agents-
Appointment ------------- § 4000
Assignment to duty -------- § 4001
Post of duty------------- §4002
Powers and duties---------- § 4003

Internal revenue inspectors-
Appointment, limitation on- § 4030
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Personnel-Continued.
Internal revenue inspectors-Continued.

Entry of premises for examination
of taxable objects------- § 4033

Suspension---------------- § 4032
Transfer---------------- § 4031

Miscellaneous provisions-
Actions against revenue officers

§ 4043
Extended application of penalties

relating to internal revenue of-
ficers ----------------- § 4048

Fees, charges, and allowances, state-
ment of ----------- § 4046

Instructions, regulations, and forms,
issue of -------------- § 4041

Oaths, administration of, and taking
of testimony ----------- § 4044

Penalties------------------ § 4047
Posts of duty of employees in field

service or traveling--- -- § 4040
Seizures, special authorizations to

make---------------- § 4045
Suits for damages by internal rev-

enue officers or agents--- § 4042
Storekeeper-gaugers-

Appointment and bond ---- § 4010
Assignment---------------- § 4013
Compensation ------------- § 4011
Detail to other districts - -- § 4015
Gauging return, daily ------ § 4017
Leave of absence---------- § 4019
Otherbusiness, engagementin- § 4018
Penalties---------------- § 4021
Post of duty ------------- § 4012
Rules and regulations------- § 4022
Suspension---------------- § 4016
Transfer----------------- § 4014
Warehouses, temporary charge of

§ 4020
Petroleum:

Illegally produced, penalties and awards
to informers with respect to- § 3617

Import tax on, and derivatives- - § 3422
Philippine Islands:

Alcoholic compounds from, tax on
§ 2800 (a)

Coconut oil of Philippine production,
etc., payment to Treasury of taxes
collected with respect to--- § 2476

Miscellaneous taxes, provisions appli-
cable to-

Imports from countries other than the
United States--------- § 3342

Internal revenue collections, deposit
of ----------------- § 3343

Shipments from the United States
§ 3341

Shipments to the United States
§ 3340
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Powers and duties—Continued. 
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tendence of  § 3960 

Information and returns_ _ _ § 3964 
Oaths, administration of, and tak-

ing of testimony  § 3965 
Stamp supply  § 3963 
Tobacco, snuff, cigars, and ciga-

rettes  § 3966 
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, 

Office of— 
Assistant to the Commissioner— 
Appointment  § 3905 
Duties  § 3906 

Chemists and microscopists— 
Analytical chemist and microsco-

pist, appointment of  § 3920 
Chemists and microscopists, em-

ployment of additional_ § 3921 
Commissioner— 
Appointment and salary__ _ § 3900 
Powers and duties  § 3901 

Deputy Commissioners— 
Duties  § 3916 
Employment  § 3915 

Special Deputy Commissioner— 
Appointment  § 3910 
Duties  § 3911 

Deputy collectors of internal revenue— 
Acting collector, deputy as _ _ § 3995 
Bonds  § 3992 
Collection authority  § 3993 
Detail to other collection districts 

§ 3994 
Number, appointment, and compen-

sation  § 3990 
Oaths, administration of  § 3997 
Retention of deputies pending ap-

pointment of successor col-
lector  § 3996 

Revocation of appointment_ _ § 3991 
General Counsel for the Department 

of the Treasury and Assistant 
General Counsel for the Bureau of 
Internal Revenue, Offices of— 

Assistant General Counsel, appoint-
ment, salaries, and duties.. § 3931 

Functions of Department of Justice 
unaffected  § 3932 

General Counsel, appointment, salary, 
and duties  § 3930 

Internal revenue agents— 
Appointment   § 4000 
Assignment to duty  § 4001 
Post of duty  § 4002 
Powers and duties  § 4003 

Internal revenue inspectors— 
Appointment, limitation on - § 4030 
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Internal revenue inspectors—Continued. 
Entry of premises for examination 

of taxable objects  § 4033 
Suspension   § 4032 
Transfer  § 4031 

Miscellaneous provisions— 
Actions against revenue officers 

§ 4043 
Extended application of penalties 

relating to internal revenue of-
ficers  § 4048 

Fees, charges, and allowances, state-
ment of  § 4046 

Instructions, regulations, and forms, 
issue of  § 4041 495 

Oaths, administration of, and taking 
of testimony  § 4044 495 

Penalties  § 4047 496 
Posts of duty of employees in field 

service or traveling  § 4040 495 
Seizures, special authorizations to 

make  § 4045 495 
Suits for damages by internal rev-

enue officers or agents  § 4042 495 
Storekeeper-gaugers— 
Appointment and bond  § 4010 
Assignment  § 4013 
Compensation  § 4011 
Detail to other districts  § 4015 
Gauging return, daily _  § 4017 
Leave of absence  § 4019 
Other business, engagement in § 4018 
Penalties  § 4021 
Post of duty  § 4012 
Rules and regulations  § 4022 
Suspension  § 4016 
Transfer  § 4014 
Warehouses, temporary charge of 

§ 4020 

Petroleum: 
Illegally produced, penalties and awards 

to informers with respect to _ § 3617 
Import tax on, and derivatives _ _ § 3422 

Philippine Islands: 
Alcoholic compounds from, tax on 

§ 2800 (a) 

Coconut oil of Philippine production, 
etc., payment to Treasury of taxes 
collected with respect to _ § 2476 265 

Miscellaneous taxes, provisions appli-
cable to— 

Imports from countries other than the 
United States  § 3342 404 

Internal revenue collections, deposit 
of  § 3343 404 

Shipments from the United States 
§ 3341 404 

Shipments to the United States 
§ 3340 403 
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Philippine Islands-Continued.
Opium and coca leaves, administration

of provisions relating to-_ § 2564
Phonograph Mechanisms, excise tax on

certain ----------------- § 3404
Phosphorus Matches. See White Phos-

phorus Matches.
Pipe Lines:

Transportation of oil by-
Returns------------------ § 3461

Publicity of------------- § 3462
Tax --------_------------ § 3460

Pistols and Revolvers:
Collecting tax, discretionary method

allowed Commissioner for- § 2708
Cross references ------------ § 2713
Effective date of subchapter -- § 2712
Erroneous payments---------- § 2703
Exportation ---------------- § 2705
Nonpayment, addition to tax in case

of -------------------- § 2706
Other laws applicable -------- § 2711
Payment of tax------------- §2702
Penalties ------------------- § 2707
Records, statements, andreturns- § 2709
Returns ------------------- § 2701
Rules and regulations --------- § 2710
Special cases, computation of tax in

§ 2704
Tax--------------------- §2700

Playing Cards:
Tax on -------------------- 8§ 1807

Exemption in case of exportation
§ 1830

Manufacturers------------ § 1831
Stamps --------------- §--- 1832

Porter. See Fermented Liquors.
Postmasters, sale of stamps by, for collec-

tion of employment taxes---- § 1423
Process or Renovated Butter:

Definition .-------.----- § 2320 (c)
Inspection, manufacture, storage, and

marking _---------------
Manufacturers --------------
Occupational taxes-

Definitions.... -------------
Penalties ---- _.___--------
Tax-.. ..-__ .-____.-- - - - ---

Other laws applicable - ------
Penalties -_--..-_ -----------
Tax ------.-------___--- .-

§ 2325
§ 2322

§ 3208
§ 3207
§ 3206
§ 2327
§ 2326
§ 2321

Wholesale dealers, books and returns
of --------------------- § 2324

Publication, as separate part of volume
of Statutes at Large---------- § 9

Puerto Rico:
Alcoholic compounds from, tax on

§ 2800 (a)
Industrial alcohol, application of provi-

sions in respect of, to----- 8 3123

Page
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204
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177

253
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381
381
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Puerto Rico-Continued.
Marihuana, administration of provi-

sions relating to, in---- § 2603 (a)
Miscellaneous taxes, provisions appli-

cable to-
Shipments from the United States

§ 3361
Shipments to the United States

§ 3360
Opium and coca leaves, administration

of provisions relating to- - § 2564
San Juan, appointment, etc., of deputy

collector of internal revenue at
§ 3360 (b)

Purchasers, lien for taxes, validity of,
against ------------------- § 3672

R
Radio Facilities:

Cross reference--------------§ 3468
Tax-

Exemption from --------- § 3466
Imposition and rate of ---- § 3465
Returns and payment ------ § 3467

Radio Receiving Sets, etc., excise tax on
§ 3404

Rapeseed, tax on imported.__ § 2491 (d)
Rapeseed Oil:

Exclusion from taxation, imported for
use in manufacture of rubber sub-
stitutes, etc-------- § 2491 (f)

Imported, tax on--------- § 2491 (b)
Real Estate:

Administration of, acquired by the
United States------------ § 3795

Distraint. See Distraint.
Receipts for Taxes------------- § 3659
Rectified Spirits, tax on; exemptions, etc.

§§ 2800 (a), 2801

Rectified Wines, tax on------ 2800 (a)
Rectifiers, occupational tax on § 3250 (f)
Refrigerators, Mechanical, excise tax on

3405
Refunds:

Authority to make----------- § 3770
Limitation, after periods of ---- § 3774
Reports of, in excess of $500, to Con-

gress ------------------ § 3776
Reports of, in excess of $75,000- § 3777
Suits for.----- ------------ §3772

Renovated Butter. See Process or Ren-
ovated Butter.

Repeal Provisions---------------- § 4
Returns. See also Information and Re-

turns.
Income tax. See Income Tax.

Revolvers. See Pistols and Revolvers.
Rules and Regulations, authorization, etc.

§ 3791

Page
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268
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298
389

412
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Tax  
Playing Cards: 
Tax on  § 1807 
Exemption in case of exportation 

§ 1830 
Manufacturers  § 1831 
Stamps  § 1832 

Porter. See Fermented Liquors. 
Postmasters, sale of stamps by, for collec-

tion of employment taxes_ _ _ _ § 1423 
Process or Renovated Butter: 

Definition  § 2320 (c) 
Inspection, manufacture, storage, and 

marking  § 2325 
Manufacturers   § 2322 
Occupational taxes— 

Definitions  
Penalties 
Tax 

Other laws applicable  
Penalties  
Tax   
Wholesale dealers, books 

of  § 2324 
Publication, as separate part of volume 

of Statutes at Large  § 9 
Puerto Rico: 

Alcoholic compounds from, tax on 
§ 2800 (a) 

Industrial alcohol, application of provi-
sions in respect of, to  § 3123 

Philippine Islands—Continued. 
Opium and coca leaves, administration 

of provisions relating to_ _ § 2564 
Phonograph Mechanisms, excise tax on 

certain  § 3404 
Phosphorus Matches. See White Phos-

phorus Matches. 
Pipe Lines: 

Transportation of oil by— 
Returns  § 3461 

Publicity of  § 3462 
Tax  § 3460 

Pistols and Revolvers: 
Collecting tax, discretionary method 

allowed Commissioner for_ § 2708 
Cross references  § 2713 
Effective date of subchapter_ _ _ § 2712 
Erroneous payments  § 2703 
Exportation  § 2705 
Nonpayment, addition to tax in case 

of  § 2706 
Other laws applicable  § 2711 
Payment of tax   § 2702 
Penalties  § 2707 
Records, statements, and returns_ § 2709 
Returns  § 2701 
Rules and regulations  § 2710 
Special cases, computation of tax in 

§ 2704 
§ 2700 

§ 3208 
  § 3207 

  § 3206 
§ 2327 
§ 2326 
§ 2321 

and returns 
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Refunds: 
381 Authority to make  § 3770 464 
381 Limitation, after periods of_   § 3774 466 
381 Reports of, in excess of $500, to Con-
255 gress  § 3776 466 
255 Reports of, in excess of $75,000_ § 3777 466 
253 Suits for   § 3772 465 

Renovated Butter. See Process or Ren-
254 ovated Butter. 

Repeal Provisions  § 4 1 
in Returns. See also Information and Re-

turns. 
Income tax. See Income Tax. 

298 Revolvers. Bee Pistols and Revolvers. 
Rules and Regulations, authorization, etc. 

354 § 3791 467 

Puerto Rico—Continued. Page 

Marihuana, administration of provi-
sions relating to, in__ _ _ § 2603 (a) 283 

Miscellaneous taxes, provisions appli-
cable to— 

Shipments from the United States 
§ 3361 406 

Shipments to the United States 
§ 3360 405 

Opium and coca leaves, administration 
of provisions relating to_ _ _ § 2564 277 

San Juan, appointment, etc., of deputy 
collector of internal revenue at 

§ 3360 (b) 405 
Purchasers, lien for taxes, validity of, 

against  § 3672 449 

Radio Facilities: 
Cross reference  § 3468 423 
Tax— 
Exemption from  § 3466 422 
Imposition and rate of_  § 3465 422 
Returns and payment  § 3467 422 

Radio Receiving Sets, etc., excise tax on 
§ 3404 411 

Rapeseed, tax on imported__ _ § 2491 (d) 268 
Rapeseed Oil: 

Exclusion from taxation, imported for 
use in manufacture of rubber sub-
stitutes, etc  § 2491 (f) 268 

Imported, tax on  § 2491 (b) 267 
Real Estate: 

Administration of, acquired by the 
United States  § 3795 468 

Distraint. See Distraint. 
Receipts for Taxes  § 3659 448 
Rectified Spirits, tax on; exemptions, etc. 

§§ 2800 (a), 2801 

Rectified Wines, tax on  § 2800 (a) 
Rectifiers, occupational tax on_ § 3250 (f) 
Refrigerators, Mechanical, excise tax on 

§ 3405 412 
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S
Safe Deposit Boxes:

Administrative provisions, applicability
of --------------------- § 1856

Definition----------------- § 1857
Effective date of chapter------ § 1859
Lessor, collection of tax by --- § 1851
Payment of tax------------- § 1853
Publicity of returns ---------- § 1858
Refunds and credits ---------- § 1854
Regulations ----------------- § 1855
Returns ------------------- § 1852
Tax----------------------- § 1850

Samoa. See American Samoa.
San Juan, P. RL, appointment, etc., of dep-

uty collector of internal revenue at
§ 3360 (b)

Savings Provisions --------------- § 4
Search Warrants, issuance of---- § 3602
Secretary of Agriculture, publication of re-

sults of investigations in connection
with tax on cotton futures_-- § 1933

Separability Clause ----------- § 3802
Sesame Oil, tax on imported-- § 2491 (b)
Sesame Seed, tax on imported- § 2491 (d)
Shells, excise tax on------------ § 3407
Short-Barrelled Firearms. See Machine

Guns and Short-Barrelled Firearms.
Silver Bullion, tax on transfers of interest

in--.-------------------- § 1805
Snuff:

Cross references ------------- § 2199
Exportation-

Drawback ---------------- § 2136
Exemption from tax-------- § 2135
Exporter, refund to, instead of manu-

facturer §---------- - -§2137
Forfeited, disposal of--------- § 2190
Importation, packing and stamping

§ 2130 (a)
Manufacturers, dealers, and peddlers-

Bond ------------------- §2013
Books-------------------- § 2018
Certificate--------------- § 2014
Cross reference------------ § 2020
Definition----------------- § 2010
Factory number----------- § 2016
Inventory--------------- § 2017
Monthly abstracts --------- § 2019
Registration--------------- § 2011
Sign ---------- -------- § 2015
Statement--- ----------- § 2012

Manufacturers, record of - - - § 2193 (a)
Other laws applicable--------- § 2196
Packages withdrawn from market, re-

demption of stamps on- - - § 2198
Packing, stamping, and selling require-

ments-
Packages- --------------- § 2100
Sales of tobacco ---------- 2104

Page
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245
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Snuff-Continued.
Packing, stamping, and selling require-

ments-Continued.
Snuff flour ---------------- §2102
Stamps --.---------------- §2103
Tobacco in bulk ---------- § 2101

Payment of tax-------------- § 2002
Peddlers of-

Bond .---------. -------- § 2073
Certificate--------------- § 2074

Inspection of ---------- § 2192
Definition ------------- § 2070
Registration--------------§ 2071
Restrictions on sales ------- § 2076
Sign -------------------- § 2075
Statement---------------- § 2072

Penalties and forfeitures-
Customs officers ----------- §2163
Failure to register, penalty -- § 2150
Information, returns, and payment

of tax, violations relating to
§ 2156

Manufacturers------------- § 2161
Packages, fraudulently stamped, pos-

session, sale of, or from, penalty
§ 2151

Peddlers, forfeitures relating to
§ 2154

Peddler's certificate, refusal to per-
mit inspection, penalty__ § 2153

Peddling unlawfully, penalty- § 2152
Persons in general-------- § 2160
Relanding unlawfully when shipped

for export------------- §2155
Records, statements, and returns § 2194
Rules and regulations---- ----- 2195
Tax on ------------------ § 2000 (a)
Taxpayer-- ---------------- § 2001
Territorial extent of law------- 2197

Snuff Flour:
Payment of tax------------- 2002
Tax on ------------------ § 2000(b)

Social Security Board, unemployment
compensation, approval of State
laws by; requirements------ §1603

Special Deputy Commissioner:
Appointment---------------- 3910
Duties------------------ --- 3911

Specific Grade Contracts, exemption of,
from tax on cotton futures--- 1 1924

Spirits, Distilled. See Liquor.
States, liquor stores operated by, certain

provisions as to records not to apply
to-------------------- 2858

Stationery, purchase of, for the internal
revenue service------------ § 3796

Statutes at Large, publication as separate
part of volume of------------- § 9

Stearine Pitch, tax on importation of cer-
tain oils not to apply to----- § 2492
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Safe Deposit Boxes: 
Administrative provisions, applicability 

of  § 1856 
Definition  § 1857 
Effective date of chapter  § 1859 
Lessor, collection of tax by  § 1851 
Payment of tax  § 1853 
Publicity of returns  § 1858 
Refunds and credits  § 1854 
Regulations  § 1855 
Returns  § 1852 
Tax   § 1850 

Samoa. See American Samoa. 
San Juan, P. R., appointment, etc., of dep-

uty collector of internal revenue at 
§ 3360 (b) 

Savings Provisions   § 4 
Search Warrants, issuance of _  § 3602 
Secretary of Agriculture, publication of re-

sults of investigations in connection 
with tax on cotton futures_ _ _ § 1933 

Separability Clause  § 3802 
Sesame Oil, tax on imported__ § 2491 (b) 
Sesame Seed, tax on imported. § 2491 (d) 
Shells, excise tax on  § 3407 
Short-Barrelled Firearms. See Machine 

Guns and Short-Barrelled Firearms. 
Silver Bullion, tax on transfers of interest 

in  § 1805 
Snuff: 

Cross references  § 2199 
Exportation— 
Drawback  § 2136 
Exemption from tax  § 2135 
Exporter, refund to, instead of manu-

facturer  § 2137 
Forfeited, disposal of  § 2190 
Importation, packing and stamping 

§ 2130 (a) 
Manufacturers, dealers, and peddlers— 
Bond  § 2013 
Books  § 2018 
Certificate  § 2014 
Cross reference  § 2020 
Definition  § 2010 
Factory number  § 2016 
Inventory  § 2017 
Monthly abstracts  
Registration  
Sign  
Statement  

§ 2019 
§ 2011 
§ 2015 
§ 2012 

Manufacturers, record of_ _ _ _ § 2193 (a) 
Other laws applicable  § 2196 
Packages withdrawn from market, re-

demption of stamps on.. _ § 2198 
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Packages   § 2100 
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436 Failure to register, penalty_ _ _ § 2150 
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of tax, violations relating to 
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Peddling unlawfully, penalty_ § 2152 235 
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Rules and regulations   § 2195 246 
235 Tax on   § 2000 (a) 219 
245 Taxpayer  § 2001 220 

Territorial extent of law  § 2197 246 
233 Snuff Flour: 

Payment of tax  § 2002 220 
222 Tax on  § 2000 (b) 219 
223 Social Security Board, unemployment 
222 compensation, approval of State 
223 laws by; requirements  § 1603 185 
221 Special Deputy Commissioner: 
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Stills:
Manufacture, notice of, and permit to

setup----------------- § 2818
Occupational tax on manufacturers

of ------------------ §3250 (j)
Registry of ----------------

Storekeeper-Gaugers:
Appointment and bond-__---
Assignment----------------
Compensation---------------
Detail to other districts -----
Fruit distilleries and wineries,

ment to ---------------
Gauging return, daily ------
Leave of absence-----------
Other business, engagement in-
Penalties --------------------
Post of duty------------
Records to be kept by-------

§ 2810

§ 4010
§ 4013
§ 4011
§ 4015
assign-
§ 3042
§ 4017
§ 4019
§ 4018
§ 4021
§ 4012
§ 2877

Removal of spirits, unlawful, penalty on
officer in charge of warehouse

§ 2914
Rules and regulations ------- § 4022
Suspension ----------------- § 4016
Transfer--------- -------- § 4014
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Tobacco, Snuff, Cigars, and Cigarettes-
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Treasury, Department of the, appoint-
ment, salary, and duties of General
Counsel------------------ § 3930

Trucks, excise tax on----------- § 3403
Tubes, excise tax on ----------- § 3400
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Unemployment Compensation, approval of
State laws by Social Security Board;
requirements-------------- § 1603

United States Notes, etc., payment of
taxes by------------------ § 3657

Unjust Enrichment, tax on. See Income
Tax.

V
Vegetable Oils:
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NOTICE

The original of every act and joint resolution printed in this volume has the following heading:

SEVENTY-SIXTH CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA;

AT THE FIRST SESSION

Begun and held at the City of Washington on Tuesday, the third
day of January, one thousand nine hundred and thirty-nine

All bills and joint resolutions presented to the President of the United States bear the

signatures of the Speaker (or of the Speaker pro tempore) of the House of Representatives

and of the Vice President of the United States and President of the Senate (or of the
President of the Senate pro tempore); those signatures accordingly appear on the originals of

all acts and joint resolutions.
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approved acts and joint resolutions.

The original of every act and joint resolution has endorsed thereon a certificate of

origin, signed, as the case may be, by the Clerk of the House of Representatives or by

the Secretary of the Senate and reading "I certify that this Act (or Joint Resolution) orig-
inated in the House of Representatives (or Senate)." The origin of each act and resolution

contained in this volume is indicated in the margin at the beginning of each enactment;

thus, for example, H. R. 2762 or H. J. Res. 83 indicates origin in the House of Representa-

tives, and S. 1102 or S. J. Res. 38 indicates origin in the Senate.
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LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS
CONTAINED IN THIS VOLUME

THE SEVENTY-SIXTH CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES

FIRST SESSION, 1939
Act Res.

1 Work relief and relief, additional appropriation, 1939. JOINT
RESOLUTION Making an additional appropriation for
work relief and relief for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939_

1 --___ Internal Revenue Code. AN ACT To consolidate and codify the
internal revenue laws of the United States----------------

2 Tennessee Valley Authority investigation, expenses. JOINT
RESOLUTION Providing additional funds for the expenses
of the special joint congressional committee investigating the
Tennessee Valley Authority, and for other purposes ------

2 --- Reconstruction Finance Corporation and other agencies, con-
tinuance of functions. AN ACT To continue the functions of
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, and for other
purposes -----------------------------------

3 ----- Commodity Credit Corporation and Export-Import Bank of
Washington, continuance of functions. AN ACT To continue
the functions of the Commodity Credit Corporation and the
Export-Import Bank of Washington, and for other purposes -

3 Federal Housing Administration, availability of funds. JOINT
RESOLUTION Making additional funds available for
salaries and expenses, Federal Housing Administration-----

4 - --- Street lighting, D. C. AN ACT To authorize the Commissioners
of the District of Columbia to regulate the hours during
which streets, alleys, and so forth, shall be lighted -------

5 ----- John Philip Sousa Bridge, D. C. AN ACT To name the bridge
to be erected over the Anacostia River in the District of
Columbia after the late "March King", John Philip Sousa,
composer of the "Stars and Stripes Forever" .---------

6 ----- Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, amendment. AN ACT To
amend the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended,
to provide for the reapportionment of cotton acreage allot-
ments not planted by farmers entitled thereto -----------

7 ----- First Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1939. AN ACT
Making appropriations to supply deficiencies in certain
appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939, to
provide supplemental appropriations for the fiscal year end-
ing June 30, 1939, and for other purposes----------------

8 --- Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1940. AN ACT Making
appropriations for the Executive Office and sundry inde-
pendent executive bureaus, boards, commissions, and offices,
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, and for other pur-
poses ------------------------------------------------

9 ---- Crop insurance premiums, advances. AN ACT To amend section
12 of the Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act, as
amended, by authorizing advances for crop insurance------

4 Star-route contracts, awards postponed. JOINT RESOLU-
TION To authorize the Postmaster General to withhold the
awarding of star-route contracts for a period of forty-five
days -----_---------------------.-----------------

10 ---- Apache Indians, N. Mex., purchase of lands. AN ACT To
authorize the purchase of certain lands for the Apache Tribe
of the Mescalero Reservation, New Mexico-----------__

11 ----- Indian Service, submission of bids for supplies, etc. AN ACT
To repeal section 9 of the Act of March 3, 1875 (18 Stat. L.
450), as amended----------------------------------
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LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS

12 ----- Military Secretary to the General of the Armies. AN ACT To
create the office of Military Secretary to the General of the
Armies of the United States of America, with the rank of
colonel, and for other purposes -------------- --__-__-___

13 ----- Rocky Boy Indian Reservation, land added. AN ACT To add
certain public-domain land in Montana to the Rocky Boy
Indian Reservation -------------------------------- A.

14 ---- Choctaw and Chickasaw Sanatorium and General Hospital. AN
ACT To provide for conveying to the United States the land,
buildings, and improvements comprising the Choctaw and
Chickasaw Sanatorium and General Hospital --- __--__---_

15 ----- Indian pueblos in New Mexico, non-Indian claimants. AN
ACT To authorize an appropriation to pay non-Indian
claimants whose claims have been extinguished under the
Act of June 7, 1924, but who have been found entitled to
awards under said Act as supplemented by the Act of May
31, 1933-----------------

5 Panama Canal, celebration. JOINT RESOLUTION Providing
for the participation of the United States in the celebration
of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the opening of the Panama
Canal--------------------------.-----...---

16 --- Officers' Competency Certificates Convention, exemption of small
vessels. AN ACT To exempt all vessels of the United States
of less than two hundred tons gross registered tonnage from
the provisions of the Officers' Competency Certificates Con-
vention, 1936 (being International Labor Conference Treaty,
Convention Numbered 53, adopted by the International
Labor Conference at Geneva in 1936)-------- -----------

17 ---- Bridges, Louisiana. AN ACT To extend the time for com-
mencing and completing bridges across Cross Bayou, Twelve
Mile Bayou, and Caddo Lake in Caddo Parish, Louisiana_-

6 Third International Congress for Microbiology. JOINT RESO-
LUTION To amend the joint resolution entitled "Joint reso-
lution to provide that the United States extend to foreign
governments invitations to participate in the Third Inter-
national Congress for Microbiology to be held in the United
States during the calendar year 1939." -----------..----

7 U. S. Employees' Compensation Commission, additional appro-
priation. JOINT RESOLUTION Making an additional
appropriation for the fiscal year 1939 for expenditure by the
United States Employees' Compensation Commission in
accordance with section 16 of the Emergency Relief Appro-
priation Act of 1938-----------------------------------

18 ---- National defense, Army. AN ACT To provide more effectively
for the national defense by carrying out the recommendations
of the President in his message of January 12, 1939, to the
Congress --------------..

19 ----- Reorganization Act of 1939. AN ACT To provide for reorganiz-
ing agencies of the Government, and for other purposes --

20 ----- Banking, banks, and trust companies, D. C. AN ACT Relating
to banking, banks, and trust companies in the District of
Columbia, and for other purposes---------_------___ -

21 ----- Gas and electric meters, D. C. AN ACT To amend paragraph 57
of section 8 of the Act entitled "An Act making appropriations
to provide for the expenses of the government of the District
of Columbia for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1914, and for
other purposes", approved March 4, 1913 ------------__--

22 ----- Research assistants in public schools, D. C. AN ACT To provide
for the appointment of research assistants in the public schools
of the District of Columbia, and for other purposes ----

23 ----- Joint Board and Public Utilities Commission, D. C. AN ACT
To provide alternative methods of enforcement of orders,
rules, and regulations of the Joint Board and of the Public
Utilities Commission of the District of Columbia -------

24 ----- License taxes on vehicles, D. C. AN ACT To amend paragraphs
31 and 33 of an Act entitled "An Act to amend section 7 of an
Act entitled 'An Act making appropriations to provide for the
government of the District of Columbia for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1903, and for other purposes', approved July
1, 1902, and for other purposes", approved July 1, 1932 _ -

25 ----- Teachers' retirement law, D. C., amendment. AN ACT To
amend Public Law Numbered 111, Sixty-sixth Congress,
entitled "An Act for the retirement of public-school teachers
in the District of Columbia." -.-----------.
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8 Agrarian claims against Mexico. JOINT RESOLUTION 
Authorizing appropriation for expenses of a representative of 
the United States and of his assistants, and for one-half of the 
joint expenses of this Government and the Government of 
Mexico, in giving effect to the agreement of November 9-12, 
1938, between the two Governments providing for the set-
tlement of American claims for damages resulting from ex-
propriations of agrarian properties since August 30, 1927_ _ _ Apr. 10, 1939._ _ 573 

31   Panama Canal employees, annuities. AN ACT To amend the 
Canal Zone Code  Apr. 12, 1939_ __ 574 

32   Public Salary Tax Act of 1939. AN ACT Relating to the tax-
ation of the compensation of public officers and employees_ _ Apr. 12, 1939_ _ _ 574 

33   Government disbursing officers, etc., credit in accounts. AN ACT 
To authorize and direct the Comptroller General of the 
United States to allow credit for all outstanding disallowances 
and suspensions in the accounts of the disbursing officers or 
agents of the Government for payments made to certain 
employees appointed by the United States Employees' Com-
pensation Commission  Apr. 12, 1939._ 577 

9 National Gallery of Art. JOINT RESOLUTION Amending 
the joint resolution entitled "Joint resolution providing for 
the construction and maintenance of a National Gallery of 
Art", approved March 24, 1937  Apr. 13, 1939_ _ _ 577 

10 Work relief and relief, additional appropriation, 1939. JOINT 
RESOLUTION Making a further additional appropriation 
for work relief and relief for the fiscal year ending June 30, 
1939  Apr. 13, 1939... 578 

34   Army disbursing officers. AN ACT For the relief of certain 
disbursing officers of the Army of the United States and for 
the settlement of individual claims approved by the War 
Department  Apr. 13, 1939_ _ _ 578 

35   Department of Labor, special statistical studies. AN ACT To 
authorize the Department of Labor to continue to make 
special statistical studies upon payment of the cost thereof, 
and for other purposes  Apr. 15, 1939_ __ 581 

36   Social Security Act, amendment. AN ACT To increase the 
authorization for appropriations for the administration of 
State unemployment compensation laws  Apr. 19, 1939_ _ _ 581 

37   Naval vessels. AN ACT To authorize alterations and repairs 
to certain naval vessels, and for other purposes  Apr. 20, 1939_ _ _ 582 

38   Coast Guard Academy, contingent expenses. AN ACT To 
authorize contingent expenditures, United States Coast 
Guard Academy  Apr. 20, 1939_ _ _ 582 

39   United Confederate Veterans' reunion, Marine Band attendance. 
AN ACT To authorize the attendance of the Marine Band 
at the United Confederate Veterans' 1939 reunion at Trini-
dad, Colorado, August 22, 23, 24, and 25, 1939, and for other 
purposes  Apr. 20, 1939_ _ _ 582 

11 Signing of the Constitution, painting. JOINT RESOLUTION 
To authorize the painting of the signing of the Constitution 
for placement in Cats Capitol Building  Apr. 20, 1939- 583 



LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS

Act Res.

40 ---- Foreign Service, salaries, retirement, etc. AN ACT To amend
the Act entitled "An Act for the grading and classification of
clerks in the Foreign Service of the United States of America,
and providing compensation therefor", approved February
23, 1931 ------------------------------------

41 ----- Cooperative agricultural extension work. AN ACT To provide
for the further development of cooperative agricultural exten-
sion work-------------------------------------------

42 ----- National Encampment, G. A. R., Marine Band attendance. AN
ACT To authorize the attendance of the Marine Band at the
National Encampment of the Grand Army of the Republic
to be held at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, from August 27 to
September 1, inclusive, 1939 -------------------------

43 ----- Naval aviation facilities, etc. AN ACT To authorize the Secre-
tary of the Navy to proceed with the construction of certain
public works, and for other purposes--------------------

44 ----- Military Appropriation Act, 1940. AN ACT Making appro-
priations for the Military Establishment for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1940, and for other purposes..---- ------

45 ..--- Navy, auxiliary vessels. AN ACT To permit the President to
acquire and convert, as well as to construct, certain auxiliary
vessels for the Navy ----------------------------------

46 ----- Coast Guard station, Mich. AN ACT To provide for the estab-
lishment of a Coast Guard station on the east coast of the
Keweenaw Peninsula, Michigan........................

47 ----- Bridge, Mahoning River. AN ACT Granting the consent of
Congress to the city of Youngstown, Ohio, to construct, main-
tain, and operate a free highway bridge across the Mahoning
River at or near Marshall Street, Youngstown, Ohio-------

48 ----- Coast and Geodetic Survey, medical facilities. AN ACT To
provide for the assignment of medical officers of the Public
Health Service for duty on vessels of the Coast and Geodetic
Survey, and for other purposes ------------------------

49 ----- Bridge, Mahoning River. AN ACT Granting the consent of
Congress to the city of Youngstown, Ohio, to construct, main-
tain, and operate a free highway bridge across the Mahoning
River at or near Cedar Street, Youngstown, Ohio---------

50 ----- Bridge, Allegheny River. AN ACT Granting the consent of
Congress to Westmoreland County in the State of Penn-
sylvania to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway
intercounty bridge and approaches across the Allegheny
River, connecting Valley Camp in Westmoreland County
and East Deer Township in Allegheny County, to connect
State Highway Routes Numbered 28 and 56--------------

51 ---- Bridge, St. Lawrence River. AN ACT To extend the times for
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge
across the Saint Lawrence River at or near Ogdensburg, New
York----------------------------------------------

52 --- Bridge, Ottawa River. AN ACT Authorizing the Department
of Highways of the State of Ohio to construct, maintain, and
operate a free highway bridge across the Ottawa River at or
near the city of Toledo, State of Ohio--------------------

53 ----.. Navy and Marine Memorial. AN ACT To provide for the
completion of the Navy and Marine Memorial -----------

54 ---- Bridge, Cumberland River. AN ACT Granting the consent of
Congress to the Highway Department of Davidson County,
of the State of Tennessee, to construct a bridge across Cum-
berland River at a point approximately one and three-fourths
miles below Clees Ferry, connecting a belt-line highway in
Davidson County, State of Tennessee, known as the Old
Hickory Boulevard ---------------------------------

55 ----- Bridge, Waccamaw River. AN ACT Granting the consent of
Congress to the State Highway Commission of North Caro-
lina to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge
across Waccamaw River between Old Dock and Ash, North
Carolina------------------------------------

56 ---- Bridge, Wabash River. AN ACT Granting the consent of
Congress to the State of Indiana to construct, maintain, and
operate a free highway bridge across the Wabash River at or
near Peru, Indiana.- ----------------------------

57 --- Bridge, Mahoning River. AN ACT Granting the consent of
Congress to the city of Warren, Ohio to construct, main-
tain, and operate a free footbridge over Mahoning River, near
Stiles Street Northwest, Warren, Ohio----------------
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Act Rea. Date Page 

40   Foreign Service, salaries, retirement, etc. AN ACT To amend 
the Act entitled "An Act for the grading and classification of 
clerks in the Foreign Service of the United States of America, 
and providing compensation therefor", approved February 
23, 1931  Apr. 24, 1939_ _ _ 583 

41   Cooperative agricultural extension work. AN ACT To provide 
for the further development of cooperative agricultural exten-
sion work  Apr. 24, 1939_ 589 

42   National Encampment, G. A. R., Marine Band attendance. AN 
ACT To authorize the attendance of the Marine Band at the 
National Encampment of the Grand Army of the Republic 
to be held at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, from August 27 to 
September 1, inclusive, 1939  Apr. 24, 1939_ _ _ 590 

43   Naval aviation facilities, etc. AN ACT To authorize the Secre-
tary of the Navy to proceed with the construction of certain 
public works, and for other purposes  Apr. 25, 1939_ _ _ 590 

44   Military Appropriation Act, 1940. AN ACT Making appro-
priations for the Military Establishment for the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1940, and for other purposes  Apr. 26, 1939_ __ 592 

45   Navy, auxiliary vessels. AN ACT To permit the President to 
acquire and convert, as well as to construct, certain auxiliary 
vessels for the Navy  Apr. 26, 1939_ _ _ 618 

46   Coast Guard station, Mich. AN ACT To provide for the estab-
lishment of a Coast Guard station on the east coast of the 
Keweenaw Peninsula, Michigan  Apr. 26, 1939_ _ _ 619 

47   Bridge, Mahoning River. AN ACT Granting the consent of 
Congress to the city of Youngstown, Ohio, to construct, main-
tain, and operate a free highway bridge across the Mahoning 
River at or near Marshall Street, Youngstown, Ohio  Apr. 26, 1939_ __ 619 

48   Coast and Geodetic Survey, medical facilities. AN ACT To 
provide for the assignment of medical officers of the Public 
Health Service for duty on vessels of the Coast and Geodetic 
Survey, and for other purposes  Apr. 26, 1939_ - _ 620 

49   Bridge, Mahoning River. AN ACT Granting the consent of 
Congress to the city of Youngstown, Ohio, to construct, main-
tain, and operate a free highway bridge across the Mahoning 
River at or near Cedar Street, Youngstown, Ohio  Apr. 26, 1939_ _ _ 620 

50   Bridge, Allegheny_ River. AN ACT Granting the consent of 
Congress to Westmoreland County in the State of Penn-
sylvania to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway 
intercounty bridge and approaches across the Allegheny 
River, connecting Valley Camp in Westmoreland County 
and East Deer Township in Allegheny County, to connect 
State Highway Routes Numbered 28 and 56  Apr. 26, 1939_ _ _ 621 

51   Bridge, St. Lawrence River. AN ACT To extend the times for 
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge 
across the Saint Lawrence River at or near Ogdensburg, New 
York   Apr. 26, 1939_ . _ 621 

52   Bridge, Ottawa River. AN ACT Authorizing the Department 
of Highways of the State of Ohio to construct, maintain, and 
operate a free highway bridge across the Ottawa River at or 
near the city of Toledo, State of Ohio  Apr. 26, 1939_ _ 621 

53 Navy and Marine Memorial. AN ACT To provide for the 
completion of the Navy and Marine Memorial  Apr. 26, 1939_ _ _ 622 

54   Bridge, Cumberland River. AN ACT Granting the consent of 
Congress to the Highway Department of Davidson County, 
of the State of Tennessee, to construct a bridge across Cum-
berland River, at a point approximately one and three-fourths 
miles below Clees Ferry, connecting a belt-line highway in 
Davidson County, State of Tennessee, known as the Old 
Hickory Boulevard  Apr. 26, 1939_ _ _ 

55   Bridge, Waccamaw River. AN ACT Granting the consent of 
Congress to the State Highway Commission of North Caro-
lina to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge 
across Waccamaw River between Old Dock and Ash, North 
Carolina   Apr. 26, 1939_ 

56   Bridge, Wabash River. AN ACT Granting the consent of 
Congress to the State of Indiana to construct, maintain, and 
operate a free highway bridge across the Wabash River at or 
near Peru, Indiana  Apr. 26, 1939_ _ 

57 Bridge, Mahoning River. AN ACT Granting the consent of 
Congress to the city of Warren, Ohio, to construct, main-
tain, and operate a free footbridge over Mahoning River, near 
Stiles Street Northwest, Warren, Ohio  Apr. 26, 1939.. 

622 

623 

623 

623 



LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS

Act Res.
58 ----- Bridge, Mississippi River. AN ACT To extend the times for

commencing and completing the construction of a bridge
across the Mississippi River at or near Rock Island, Illinois,
to a place at or near the city of Davenport, Iowa---------

59 --- - Metered services to Government, accounting. AN ACT To amend
the Act approved April 27, 1937, entitled "An Act to simplify
accounting."_ -aconig."- - -------------------------

12 Temporary National Economic Committee, expenses. JOINT
RESOLUTION To amend the joint resolution approved
June 16, 1938, entitled "Joint resolution to create a Tempo-
rary National Economic Committee." ---------------

60 - ---- Internationalfairs, 1939, importation of distilled spirits, etc. AN
ACT Relating to the importation of distilled spirits for con-
sumption at the New York World's Fair, 1939, and the
Golden Gate International Exposition of 1939, and to duties
on certain articles to be exhibited at the New York World's
Fair, 1939-------------------------------------------

61 ---- Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1939. AN
ACT Making appropriations to supply deficiencies in certain
appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939, and
for prior fiscal years, to provide supplemental appropriations
for the fiscal years ending June 30, 1939, and June 30, 1940,
and for other purposes----- --------- -----

62 ----- Veterans of certain wars, etc. AN ACT To provide domiciliary
care, medical and hospital treatment, and burial benefits to
certain veterans of the Spanish-American War, the Philip-
pine Insurrection, and the Boxer Rebellion------_-------

63 - --- Temporary detail of U. S. employees to designated governments.
AN ACT To amend the Act entitled "An Act authorizing the
temporary detail of United States employees, possessing
special qualifications, to governments of American republics
and the Philippines, and for other purposes", approved May
25, 1938---------------------------------------------

13 Treasury Department, supplemental appropriations, 1939.
JOINT RESOLUTION Making supplemental appropriations
for printing and binding and stationery for the Treasury De-
partment for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939----------

64 ---- Long Island Railroad Company. AN ACT To authorize the
Secretary of War to terminate certain leases of the Long
Island Railroad Company ----------------------------

65 ----- Treasury and Post Office Departments, appropriations, 1940.
AN ACT Making appropriations for the Treasury and Post
Office Departments for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940,
and for other purposes --.-------------------------

66 - --- Mississippi judicial districts. AN ACT To amend section 90
of the Judicial Code, as amended, with respect to the terms
of the Federal District Court for the Northern District of
Mississippi -- ----------------- ---------------

67 ----- Former Fort Armistead Military Reservation. AN ACT Making
inapplicable certain reversionary provisions in the Act of
March 4, 1923 (42 Stat. 1450), and a certain deed executed
by the Secretary of War, in the matter of a lease to be entered
into by the United States for the use of a part of the former
Fort Armistead Military Reservation for air-navigation
purposes - ---------------------------------

68 -- -- Interior Department Appropriation Act, 1940. AN ACT Mak-
ing appropriations for the Department of the Interior for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, and for other purposes-----

69 ----- Idaho judicial district. AN ACT To amend section 78 of the
Judicial Code, relating to the district of Idaho -----------

70 ----- War Department, obsolete, etc., machines. AN ACT To author-
ize the Secretary of War to exchange obsolete, unsuitable,
and unserviceable machines and tools pertaining to the man-
ufacture or repair of ordnance materiel for new machines
and tools-------------------------------------------

14 National Aviation Day. JOINT RESOLUTION Designating
August 19 of each year as National Aviation Day--------

71 ----- Pneumatic mail tube systems. AN ACT To provide for the
appraisal of the pneumatic mail tube systems in New Yprk
and Boeton---- ---------------------------------
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626
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LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS IX 

Act Res. Date page 

58   Bridge, Mississippi River. AN ACT To extend the times for 
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge 
across the Mississippi River at or near Rock Island, Illinois, 
to a place at or near the city of Davenport, Iowa  Apr. 26, 1939.. _ _ 624 

59   Metered services to Government, accounting. AN ACT To amend 
the Act approved April 27, 1937, entitled "An Act to simplify 
accounting"  Apr. 26, 1939_ _ _ 624 

12 Temporary National Economic Committee, expenses. JOINT 
RESOLUTION To amend the joint resolution approved 
June 16, 1938, entitled "Joint resolution to create a Tempo-
rary National Economic Committee."   Apr. 26, 1939_ _ 624 

60   International fairs, 1939, importation of distilled spirits, etc. AN 
ACT Relating to the importation of distilled spirits for con-
sumption at the New York World's Fair, 1939, and the 
Golden Gate International Exposition of 1939, and to duties 
on certain articles to be exhibited at the New York World's 
Fair, 1939  Apr. 29, 1939_ _ _ 625 

61   Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1939. AN 
ACT Making appropriations to supply deficiencies in certain 
appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939, and 
for prior fiscal years, to provide supplemental appropriations 
for the fiscal years ending June 30, 1939, and June 30, 1940, 
and for other purposes   May 2, 1939_ _ _ 626 

62   Veterans of certain wars, etc. AN ACT To provide domiciliary 
care, medical and hospital treatment, and burial benefits to 
certain veterans of the Spanish-American War, the Philip-
pine Insurrection, and the Boxer Rebellion  May 3, 1939_ _ _ 652 

63   Temporary detail of U. S. employees to designated governments. 
AN ACT To amend the Act entitled "An Act authorizing the 
temporary detail of United States employees, possessing 
special qualifications, to governments of American republics 
and the Philippines, and for other purposes", approved May 
25, 1938  May 3, 1939.. _ _ 652 

13 Treasury Department, supplemental appropriations, 1989. 
JOINT RESOLUTION Making supplemental appropriations 
for printing and binding and stationery for the Treasury De-
partment for the fiscal year ending _June 30, 1939  May 6, 1939.. _ .. 653 

64   Long Island Railroad Company. AN ACT To authorize the 
Secretary of War to terminate certain leases of the Long 
Island Railroad Company  May 6, 1939_ _ _ 654 

65   Treasury and Post Office Departments, appropriations, 1940. 
AN ACT Making appropriations for the Treasury and Post 
Office Departments for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, 
and for other purposes  May 6, 1939_ _ 654 

66   Mississippi judicial districts. AN ACT To amend section 90 
of the Judicial Code, as amended, with respect to the terms 
of the Federal District Court for the Northern District of 
Mississippi  May 8, 1939_ _ _ 684 

67   Former Fort Armistead Military Reservation. AN ACT Making 
inapplicable certain reversionary provisions in the Act of 
March 4, 1923 (42 Stat. 1450), and a certain deed executed 
by the Secretary of War, in the matter of a lease to be entered 
into by the United States for the use of a part of the former 
Fort Armistead Military Reservation for air-navigation 
purposes  May 8, 1939_ _ _ 685 

68   Interior Department Appropriation Act, 1940. AN ACT Mak-
ing appropriations for the Department of the Interior for the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, and for other purposes  May 10, 1939_ _ _ 685 

69   Idaho judicial district. AN ACT To amend section 78 of the 
Judicial Code, relating to the district of Idaho  May 11, 1939_ _ _ 738 

70   War Department, obsolete, etc., machines. AN ACT To author-
ize the Secretary of War to exchange obsolete, unsuitable, 
and unserviceable machines and tools pertaining to the man-
ufacture or repair of ordnance materiel for new machines 
and tools  May 11, 1939_ _ _ 739 

14 National Aviation Day. JOINT RESOLUTION Designating 
August 19 of each year as National Aviation Day  May 11, 1939.. _ _ 739 

71   Pneumatic mail tube systems. AN ACT To provide for the 
appraisal of the pneumatic mail tube systems in New Yprk 
and Boston  May 12, 1939_ _ _ 740 



LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS

Act Res.
72 ----- General Headquarters Air Force, commanding general. AN

ACT To amend an Act entitled "An Act for making further
and more effectual provision for the national defense, and for
other purposes", approved June 3, 1916, as amended by the
Act of June 4, 1920, so as to confer on the commanding gen-
eral, General Headquarters Air Force, the same retirement
privileges now enjoyed by chief of branches -------------

73 ----- Pneumatic-tube service, substitutes. AN ACT To provide time
credits for substitutes in the pneumatic-tube service--------

74 ----- Pneumatic-tube-system employees, night work. AN ACT To
provide a differential in pay for night work to pneumatic-
tube-system employees in the Postal Service -------------

75 ----- Pneumatic-tube-system employees, hours. AN ACT To extend
the provisions of the forty-hour law to pneumatic-tube-
system employees in the Postal Service -------

15 Sacramento Golden Empire Centennial. JOINT RESOLU-
TION Authorizing the President to invite other nations to
participate in the Sacramento Golden Empire Centennial
commemorating the one-hundredth anniversary of the
founding of Sacramento by Captain John A. Sutter------__

76 ----- Threatening communications. AN ACT To amend the statutes
providing punishment for transmitting threatening communi-
cations-----------------------------.--------------

77 ---- Coast Guard, mailing of firearms. AN ACT To authorize the
mailing of pistols, revolvers, and other firearms capable of
being concealed on the person, to officers of the Coast Guard-

78 ----- Postal Service, leaves of absence. AN ACT Granting postal em-
ployees credit for Saturday in annual and sick leave law,
thereby conforming to the forty-hour workweek or five-day-
week law---------- ------ --------..----

79 ----- Pneumatic-tube-system employees, hours. AN ACT Limiting
working hours of pneumatic-tube-system employees to eight
in ten hours a day - ----------- ---

16 Lighthouse Service, celebration of 150th anniversary. JOINT
RESOLUTION Providing for the participation of the United
States in the celebration of the one hundred and fiftieth anni-
versary of the establishment of the United States Lighthouse
Service ------------ --------- ---------------

80 ----- Bridge, Mississippi River. AN ACT Creating the Arkansas-
Mississippi Bridge Commission; defining the authority,
power, and duties of said Commission; and authorizing said
Commission and its successors and assigns to construct,
maintain, and operate a bridge across the Mississippi River at
or near Friar Point, Mississippi, and Helena, Arkansas, and
for other purposes ----------------------------

81 ----- Judicial Code, amendment. AN ACT To provide that records
certified by the Court of Claims to the Supreme Court, in
response to writs of certiorari, may include material portions
of the evidence, and for other purposes-----__-----------

82 ----- Reproductions of official insignia. AN ACT To prohibit
reproductions of official badges, identification cards, and
other insignia---------------------- ....-

83 -- Carson City, Nev., Mint site. AN ACT To authorize a sale of
the old Carson City (Nevada) Mint site and building not-
withstanding the provisions of Joint Resolution Numbered 18
of February 23, 1865-------------.- .....----------.-

84 ---- Real estate devised by Lizzie Beck. AN ACT To authorize the
Secretary of the Treasury to accept real estate devised to the
United States by the late Lizzie Beck, of Mena, Arkansas, and
for other purposes ---------------------------_____.___

85 ---- Coos Bay Wagon Road grant fund. AN ACT Relating to the
disposition of funds derived from the Coos Bay Wagon Road
grant lands ..----- ---- -------. ...- -

86 ----- Bridge, Missouri River. AN ACT To further extend the times
for commencing and completing the construction of a bridge
across the Missouri River at or near Garrison, North Dakota_

87 ----- Coast Guard, retirement. AN ACT To increase further the
efficiency of the Coast Guard by authorizing the retirement
under certain conditions of enlisted personnel thereof with
twenty or more years of service--- -------
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Act Res. Date Page 

72   General Headquarters Air Force, commanding general. AN 
ACT To amend an Act entitled "An Act for making further 
and more effectual provision for the national defense, and for 
other purposes", approved June 3, 1916, as amended by the 
Act of June 4, 1920, so as to confer on the commanding gen-
eral, General Headquarters Air Force, the same retirement 
privileges now enjoyed by chiefs of branches  May 12, 1939_ _ _ 740 

73   Pneumatic-tube service, substitutes. AN ACT To provide time 
credits for substitutes in the pneumatic-tube service  May 12, 1939_ _ _ 740 

74   Pneumatic-tube-system employees, night work. AN ACT To 
provide a differential in pay for night work to pneumatic-
tube-system employees in the Postal Service  May 12, 1939_ _ _ 741 

75   Pneumatic-tube-system employees, hours. AN ACT To extend 
the provisions of the forty-hour law to pneumatic-tube-
system employees in the Postal Service  May 12, 1939_ _ _ 741 

15 Sacramento Golden Empire Centennial. JOINT RESOLU-
TION Authorizing the President to invite other nations to 
participate in the Sacramento Golden Empire Centennial 
commemorating the one-hundredth anniversary of the 
founding of Sacramento by Captain John A. Sutter  May 12, 1939_ _ _ 741 

76   Threatening communications. AN ACT To amend the statutes 
providing punishment for transmitting threatening communi-
cations  May 15, 1939_ _ _ 742 

77   Coast Guard, mailing of firearms. AN ACT To authorize the 
mailing of pistols, revolvers, and other firearms capable of 
being concealed on the person, to officers of tile Coast Guard_ May 15, 1939_ _ _ 744 

78   Postal Service, leaves of absence. AN ACT Granting postal em-
ployees credit for Saturday in annual and sick leave law, 
thereby conforming to the forty-hour workweek or five-day-
week law  May 15, 1939_ _ _ 745 

79   Pneumatic-tube-system employees, hours. AN ACT Limiting 
working hours of pneumatic-tube-system employees to eight 
in ten hours a day  May 15, 1939_ _ _ 745 

16 Lighthouse Service, celebration of 150th anniversary. JOINT 
RESOLUTION Providing for the participation of the United 
States in the celebration of the one hundred and fiftieth anni-
versary of the establishment of the United States Lighthouse 
Service  May 15, 1939_ __ 746 

80   Bridge, Mississippi River. AN ACT Creating the Arkansas-
Mississippi Bridge Commission; defining the authority, 
power, and duties of said Commission; and authorizing said 
Commission and its successors and assigns to construct, 
maintain, and operate a bridge across the Mississippi River at 
or near Friar Point, Mississippi, and Helena, Arkansas, and 
for other purposes  May 17, 1939_ _ _ 747 

81   Judicial Code, amendment. AN ACT To provide that records 
certified by the Court of Claims to the Supreme Court, in 
response to writs of certiorari, may include material portions 
of the evidence, and for other purposes  May 22, 1939_ _ _ 752 

82   Reproductions of official insignia. AN ACT To prohibit 
reproductions of official badges, identification cards, and 
other insignia  May 22, 1939_ _ _ 752 

83   Carson City, Nev., Mint site. AN ACT To authorize a sale of 
the old Carson City (Nevada) Mint site and building not-
withstanding the provisions of Joint Resolution Numbered 18 
of February 23, 1865  May 22, 1939_ _ _ 753 

84   Real estate devised by Lizzie Beck. AN ACT To authorize the 
Secretary of the Treasury to accept real estate devised to the 
United States by the late Lizzie Beck, of Mena, Arkansas, and 
for other purposes  May 22, 1939_ _ _ 753 

85   Coos Bay Wagon Road grant fund. AN ACT Relating to the 
disposition of funds derived from the Coos Bay Wagon Road 
grant lands  May 24, 1939_ _ _ 753 

86   Bridge, Missouri River. AN ACT To further extend the times 
for commencing and completing the construction of a bridge 
across the Missouri River at or near Garrison, North Dakota_ May 24, 1939_ _ _ 754 

87   Coast Guard, retirement. AN ACT To increase further the 
efficiency of the Coast Guard by authorizing the retirement 
under certain conditions of enlisted personnel thereof with 
twenty or more years of service  May 24, 1939_ - - 755 



LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS

Act Res.
88 ----- Bridge, St. Louis River. AN ACT To amend the Act entitled

"An Act authorizing the Port Authority of Duluth, Minne-
sota, and the Harbor Commission of Superior, Wisconsin, to
construct a highway bridge across the Saint Louis River from
Rice's Point in Duluth, Minnesota, to Superior in Wisconsin",
approved June 30, 1938--------------------------------

89 ---- Coast Guard, personnel. AN ACT To readjust the commis-
sioned personnel of the Coast Guard, and for other purposes_ -

90 ---- Navy Department, appropriations, 1940. AN ACT Making
appropriations for the Navy Department and the naval
service for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, and for other
purposes-------------------------------------------

91 ----- Agricultural Adjustment Act, amendment. AN ACT To extend
the time during which orders and marketing agreements under
the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended, may be appli-
cable to hops .-----------------------------------

92 -_-- Vessels, load lines. AN ACT To amend the Act of March 2,
1929 (45 Stat. 1492), entitled "An Act to establish load lines
for American vessels, and for other purposes."-------

93 ----- Fort Snelling Bridge, Minn. AN ACT To authorize the transfer
to the State of Minnesota of the Fort Snelling Bridge at Fort
Snelling, Minnesota ---------------------------------

94 ----- Duluth, Minn., easement for use of federally owned lands. AN
ACT Authorizing and directing the Secretary of War to exe-
cute an easement deed to the city of Duluth for park, recrea-
tional, and other public purposes covering certain federally
owned lands------------------------------------------

95 ----- Pine Ridge Sioux lost allotment claims. AN ACT To provide
for the correction of the list of approved Pine Ridge lost allot-
ment claims, and for other purposes --------------------

96 ----- Rio Grande Compact. AN ACT Giving the consent and ap-
proval of Congress to the Rio Grande compact signed at
Santa Fe, New Mexico, on March 18, 1938---------------

97 ----- Reclamation projects, relief to water users. AN ACT To author-
ize further relief to water users on United States reclamation
projects and on Indian reclamation projects--------------

98 ---- Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act of 1937, amendment. AN
ACT To amend the Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act
of 1937, as amended, to make its provisions applicable to
apples produced in the States of Washington, Oregon, and
Idaho -.--------------------------------

99 ---- American seamen, allotment of wages. AN ACT To amend
section 10 (b) (c), and (d) of the Act of June 26, 1884, as
amended (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 46, sec. 599), relative
to the allotment of wages by seamen-------.. .---------

100 ----- Vessels, change of masters. AN ACT To amend section 4335 of
the Revised Statutes of the United States, relative to change
of masters of vessels---------------------------------

101 ----- Vessels, renewal of licenses. AN ACT To amend section 4325
of the Revised Statutes of the United States, as amended,
relative to renewal of licenses of vessels-----------------

102 ----- Foreign military and air attachds, aviation supplies, etc. AN
ACT To authorize the Secretary of War to provide for the
sale of aviation supplies and services to aircraft operated by
foreign military and air attaches accredited to the United
States, and for other purposes---------------------

103 --- International Petroleum Exposition. AN ACT Authorizing the
President to invite the States of the Union and foreign
countries to participate in the International Petroleum Expo-
sition at Tulsa, Oklahoma, to be held May 18 to May 25,
1940----------------------------------------------

104 ----- Coast Guard facilities. AN ACT To authorize necessary facili-
ties for the Coast Guard in the interest of national defense
and the performance of its maritime police functions-------

105 ----- Vessels, renewal of licenses. AN ACT To amend section 4498
of the Revised Statutes of the United States, as amended,
relative to the renewal of licenses of vessels---------------

106 ----- Navy, construction, etc. AN ACT To authorize the Secretary
of the Navy to proceed with the construction of certain public
works, and for other purposes------------------------

107 ----- Umpqua River Lighthouse Reservation, Oreg. AN ACT Author-
izing the Secretary of Commerce to convey a certain tract of
land to the State of Oregon for use as a public park and
recreational site .------- ----------------------------
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Act Res. Date Page 

88   Bridge, St. Louis River. AN ACT To amend the Act entitled 
"An Act authorizing the Port Authority of Duluth, Minne-
sota, and the Harbor Commission of Superior, Wisconsin, to 
construct a highway bridge across the Saint Louis River from 
Rice's Point in Duluth, Minnesota, to Superior in Wisconsin", 
approved June 30, 1938   May 24, 1939_ _ _ 756 

89   Coast Guard, personnel. AN ACT To readjust the commis-
sioned personnel of the Coast Guard, and for other purposes_ _ May 24, 1939_ _ _ 756 

90   Navy Department, appropriations, 1940. AN ACT Making 
appropriations for the Navy Department and the naval 
service for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, and for other 
purposes  May 25, 1939_ _ _ 757 

91   Agricultural Adjustment Act, amendment. AN ACT To extend 
the time during which orders and marketing agreements under 
the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended, may be appli-
cable to hops  May 26, 1939_ _ _ 782 

92   Vessels, load lines. AN ACT To amend the Act of March 2, 
1929 (45 Stat. 1492), entitled "An Act to establish load lines 
for American vessels, and for other purposes."  May 26, 1939_ __ 783 

93   Fort Snelling Bridge, Minn. AN ACT To authorize the transfer 
to the State of Minnesota of the Fort Snelling Bridge at Fprt 
Snelling, Minnesota  May 26, 1939_ _ _ 783 

94   Duluth, Minn., easement for use of federally owned lands. AN 
ACT Authorizing and directing the Secretary of War to exe- • 
cute an easement deed to the city of Duluth for park, recrea-
tional, and other public purposes covering certain federally 
owned lands  May 26, 1939_ _ _ 784 

95   Pine Ridge Sioux lost allotment claims. AN ACT To provide 
for the correction of the list of approved Pine Ridge lost allot-
ment claims, and for other purposes  May 26, 1939_ _ _ 784 

96   Rio Grande Compact. AN ACT Giving the consent and ap-
proval of Congress to the Rio Grande compact signed at 
Santa Fe, New Mexico, on March 18, 1938  May 31, 1939_ _ _ 785 

97   Reclamation projects, relief to water users. AN ACT To author-
ize further relief to water users on United States reclamation 
projects and on Indian reclamation projects  May 31, 1939_ _ _ 792 

98   Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act of 1987, amendment. AN 
ACT To amend the Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act 
of 1937, as amended, to make its provisions applicable to 
apples produced in the States of Washington, Oregon, and 
Idaho  May 31, 1939_ _ _ 793 

99   American seamen, allotment of wages. AN ACT To amend 
section 10 (b), (c), and (d) of the Act of June 26, 1884, as 
amended (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 46, sec. 599), relative 
to the allotment of wages by seamen  May 31, 1939_ _ _ 794 

100   Vessels, change of masters. AN ACT To amend section 4335 of 
the Revised Statutes of the United States, relative to change 
of masters of vessels  May 31, 1939_ _ _ 794 

101   Vessels, renewal of licenses. AN ACT To amend section 4325 
of the Revised Statutes of the United States, as amended, 
relative to renewal of licenses of vessels   May 31, 1939_ - 795 

102   Foreign military and air attaches, aviation supplies, etc. AN 
ACT To authorize the Secretary of War to provide for the 
sale of aviation supplies and services to aircraft operated by 
foreign military and air attaches accredited to the United 
States, and for other purposes  May 31, 1939_ _ _ 795 

103   International Petroleum Exposition. AN ACT Authorizing the 
President to invite the States of the Union and foreign 
countries to participate in the International Petroleum Expo-
sition at Tulsa, Oklahoma, to be held May 18 to May 25, 
1940  May 31, 1939_ _ _ 796 

104   Coast Guard facilities. AN ACT To authorize necessary facili-
ties for the Coast Guard in the interest of national defense 
and the performance of its maritime police functions  June 2, 1939_ _ _ 797 

105   Vessels, renewal of licenses. AN ACT To amend section 4498 
of the Revised Statutes of the United States, as amended, 
relative to the renewal of licenses of vessels  June 2, 1939_ __ 798 

106   Navy, construction, etc. AN ACT To authorize the Secretary 
of the Navy to proceed with the construction of certain public 
works, and for other purposes  June 2, 1939___ 798 

107   Umpqua River Lighthouse Reservation, Oreg. AN ACT Author-
izing the Secretary of Commerce to convey a certain tract of 
land to the State of Oregon for use as a public park and 
recreational site  June 2, 1939_ _ _ 802 



LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS

Act Res.
17 Congressional employees, time of payment of salaries. JOINT

RESOLUTION Authorizing the payment of salaries of the
officers and employees of Congress on the first workday pre-
ceding the last day of any month when the last day falls on
Sunday or a legal holiday------------_________.____.

108 _--- Coast and Geodetic Survey, vessels. AN ACT To authorize the
construction of certain vessels for the Coast and Geodetic
Survey, Department of Commerce, and for other purposes -

109 ----- Government employees, blood transfusions. AN ACT Providing
for the transfusion of blood by members and former members
of the Military Establishment, and by employees of the
United States Government ---------------__-_________

110 ----- West Point Military Reservation, N. Y. AN ACT To authorize
the Secretary of War to convey certain lands owned by the
United States for other lands needed in connection with the
expansion of West Point Military Reservation, New York,
and for other purposes--------------------

111 ----- National Housing Act, amendments. AN ACT To amend certain
sections of the National Housing Act--------__-______.--

112 ----- Government horses and mules. AN ACT Permitting the War
Department to transfer old horses and mules to the care of
reputable humane organizations- --------------.- ---- __

113 ----- Under Secretary of Commerce. AN ACT To establish the posi-
tion of Under Secretary in the Department of Commerce - -

18 Under Secretary of Agriculture. JOINT RESOLUTION To
define the status of the Under Secretary of Agriculture, and
for other purposes------------------------ .

114 ----- Name and insignia of 4-H clubs, unauthorized use. AN ACT To
prohibit the unauthorized use of the name or insignia of the
4-H clubs, and for other purposes ---------- ..--.---.

115 ---- Oaths to expense accounts. AN ACT To authorize certain
officers and employees to administer oaths to expense
accounts ------------------- ------

116 ----- Merchant Marine Act, 1936, amendments. AN ACT To amend
section 509 of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as amended_

117 ----- Strategic and critical materials. AN ACT To provide for the
common defense by acquiring stocks of strategic and critical
materials essential to the needs of industry for the manufac-
ture of supplies for the armed forces and the civilian popula-
tion in time of a national emergency, and to encourage, as
far as possible, the further development of strategic and
critical materials within the United States for common
defense----------------------______ -__.-

118----- Purchase of books for adult blind. AN ACT To amend the Act
entitled "An Act to provide books for the adult blind", ap-
proved March 3, 1931-----------------

19 Conveyance of lands from Alameda, Calif. JOINT RESOLU-
TION Authorizing the President of the United States to
accept on behalf of the United States a conveyance of certain
lands on Government Island from the city of Alameda,
California, and for other purposes ---------

20 Reorganization plans Nos. I and II, effective date. JOINT
RESOLUTION Providing that reorganization plans num-
bered I and II shall take effect on July 1, 1939 ----.-----_

119 ----- Naval Academy, additional midshipman. AN ACT To provide
for an additional midshipman at the United States Naval
Academy, and for other purposes.-------__-- _-__..__

120 ----- Commissary privileges at certain naval stations. AN ACT To
amend the Act entitled "An Act making appropriations for
the naval service for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred and ten, and for other purposes", approved
March 3, 1909, as amended, so as to extend commissary
privileges to civilian officers and employees of the United
States at naval stations beyond the continental limits of the
United States or in Alaska ------------ ______-

121 ---.- Firearms in possession of persons convicted of felony. AN ACT
To provide for the confiscation of firearms in possession of
persons convicted of felony and disposition thereof ....122 --- Shenandoah National Park, Va., lands added. AN ACT To
add certain lands of the Front Royal Quartermaster Depot
Military Reservation, Virginia, to the Shenandoah National
Park, and for other purposes------------........-- -----
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Act Res. Date Page 

17 Congressional employees, time of payment of salaries. JOINT 
RESOLUTION Authorizing the payment of salaries of the 
officers and employees of Congress on the first workday pre-
ceding the last day of any month when the last day falls on 
Sunday or a legal holiday  June 2, 1939_ _ _ 802 

108   Coast and Geodetic Survey, vessels. AN ACT To authorize the 
construction of certain vessels for the Coast and Geodetic 
Survey, Department of Commerce, and for other purposes__ June 2, 1939_ _ _ 803 

109   Government employees, blood transfusions. AN ACT Providing 
for the transfusion of blood by members and former members 
of the Military Establishment, and by employees of the 
United States Government  June 2, 1939_ _ _ 803 

110   West Point Military Reservation, N. Y. AN ACT To authorize 
the Secretary of War to convey certain lands owned by the 
United States for other lands needed in connection with the 
expansion of West Point Military Reservation, New York, 
and for other purposes  June 2, 1939_ __ 803 

111   National Housing Act, amendments. AN ACT To amend certain 
sections of the National Housing Act   June 3, 1939_ _ _ 804 

112   Government horses and mules. AN ACT Permitting the War 
Department to transfer old horses and mules to the care of 
reputable humane organizations   June 3, 1939_ _ _ 808 

113   Under Secretary of Commerce. AN ACT To establish the posi-
• tion of Under Secretary in the Department of Commerce_ ___ June 5, 1939.. _ 808 

18 Under Secretary of Agriculture. JOINT RESOLUTION To 
define the status of the Under Secretary of Agriculture, and 
for other purposes  June 5, 1939_ _ _ 809 

114   Name and insignia of .4.-H clubs, unauthorized use. AN ACT To 
prohibit the unauthorized use of the name or insignia of the 
4-H clubs, and for other purposes   June 5, 1939.. _ 809 

115   Oaths to expense accounts. AN ACT To authorize certain 
officers and employees to administer oaths to expense 
accounts   June 6, 1939___ 810 

116   Merchant Marine Act, 1936, amendments. AN ACT To amend 
section 509 of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as amended_ June 6, 1939_ _ _ 810 

117   Strategic and critical materials. AN ACT To provide for the 
common defense by acquiring stocks of strategic and critical 
materials essential to the needs of industry for the manufac-
ture of supplies for the armed forces and the civilian popula-
tion in time of a national emergency, and to encourage, as 
far as possible, the further development of strategic and 
critical materials within the United States for common 
defense    June 7, 1939_ _ _ 811 

118   Purchase of books for adult blind. AN ACT To amend the Act 
entitled "An Act to provide books for the adult blind", ap-
proved March 3, 1931  June 7, 1939___ 812 

19 Conveyance of lands from Alameda, Calif. JOINT RESOLU-
TION Authorizing the President of the United States to 
accept on behalf of the United States a conveyance of certain 
lands on Government Island from the city of Alameda, 
California, and for other purposes   June 7, 1939..__ 813 

20 Reorganization plans Nos. I and II, effective date. JOINT 
RESOLUTION Providing that reorganization plans num-
bered I and II shall take effect on July 1, 1939  June 7, 1939_ _ _ 813 

119   Naval Academy, additional midshipman. AN ACT To provide 
for an additional midshipman at the United States Naval 
Academy, and for other purposes  June 8, 1939_ _ _ 814 

120   Commissary privileges at certain naval stations. AN ACT To 
amend the Act entitled "An Act making appropriations for 
the naval service for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, 
nineteen hundred and ten, and for other purposes", approved 
March 3, 1909, as amended, so as to extend commissary 
privileges to civilian officers and employees of the United 
States at naval stations beyond the continental limits of the 
United States or in Alaska  June 10, 1939_ _ _ 814 

121   Firearms in possession of persons convicted of felony. AN ACT 
To provide for the confiscation of firearms in possession of 
persons convicted of felony and disposition thereof  June 13, 1939.. _ _ 814 

122   Shenandoah National Park, Va., lands added. AN ACT To 
add certain lands of the Front Royal Quartermaster Depot 
Military Reservation, Virginia, to the Shenandoah National 
Park, and for other purposes  June 13, 1939_ _ - 815 



LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS

Act Res.

123 _---_ United Confederate Veterans, loan of War Department equipment.
AN ACT To authorize the use of War Department equip-
ment for the Confederate Veterans' 1939 reunion at Trinidad,
Colorado, August 22, 23, 24, and 25, 1939--------------.

124 ----- Pemaquid Point Lighthouse Reservation, Maine. AN ACT To
authorize the conveyance by the United States to the town
of Bristol, Maine, of a portion of the Pemaquid Point Light-
house Reservation, and for other purposes -_----_____---

125 ----- Lincoln National Forest, N. Mex., mining locations. AN ACT
To amend the United States mining laws applicable to the
area known as the watershed of the headwaters of the Bonito
River in the Lincoln National Forest within the State of New
Mexico ---- _ --- -_________________-- -- - ---_____-

126 ----- Conveyance of land to El Campo, Tex. AN ACT To convey
certain property to the city of El Campo, Texas-----------

127 ----- Papago Indian Reservation, Ariz., lands added. AN ACT To
add certain lands to the Papago Indian Reservation in
Arizona ---------_-------------------_____--_-_---_---

128 ----- Portland, Oreg., old Federal building. AN ACT To authorize
the disposal of the Portland, Oregon, old courthouse build-
ing------- - -___ ._ .- - --____ --.__ ..- - - --- -

129 ----- Naval Aviation Reserve Act of 1939. AN ACT To authorize
commissioning aviation cadets in the Naval and Marine
Corps Reserves upon completion of training, and for other
purposes -._--_------------- ------__________ _- ------_

21 Gen. Winfield Scott, portrait. JOINT RESOLUTION To
provide for the lending to the Virginia Military Institute of
the equestrian portrait of General Winfield Scott now stored
in the Capitol -----------------------------------

22 Insect control, additional appropriations, 1939. JOINT RESO-
LUTION Making an additional appropriation for the con-
trol of outbreaks of insect pests ------------------------

130 ----- Legislative Branch Appropriation Act, 1940. AN ACT Making
appropriations for the Legislative Branch of the Government
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, and for other pur-
poses--- -- --___________________________________

131 ----- Wild animals or birds, etc., marking of packages containing. AN
ACT To amend section 243 of the Penal Code of the United
States, as amended by the Act of June 15, 1935 (49 Stat. 378),
relating to the marking of packages containing wild animals
and birds and parts thereof-----------------------------

132 ----- Purchases from Indians by Government employees. AN ACT
To modify the provisions of section 14 of the Act of June 30,
1834, and section 10 of the Act of June 22, 1874, relating to
the Indians_.....___-__.____--___-------

133 ----- Rules of civil procedure in Hawaii district court. AN ACT To
make effective in the district court for the Territory of
Hawaii rules promulgated by the Supreme Court of the
United States governing pleading, practice, and procedure in
the district courts of the United States -----------------

134 ----- International Boundary Commission, U. S. and Mexico, claims.
AN ACT To amend Public Law Numbered 370, Seventy-
fourth Congress, approved August 27, 1935 (49 Stat. 906)---

135 ----- Member banks of Federal Reserve System, executive officers. AN
ACT To extend to June 16, 1942, the period within which
certain loans to executive officers of member banks of the
Federal Reserve System may be renewed or extended-----

136 ----- Fort Niagara Military Reservation, N. Y. AN ACT To au-
thorize the grant of a sewer right-of-way and operation of
sewage-treatment plant on the Fort Niagara Military Reser-
vation, New York, by the village of Youngstown, New York_

137 ----- Burial lots, War Department. AN ACT To authorize the dis-
posal of cemetery lots..------------------------------

138 ----- Petitions for naturalization, renunciation of allegiance. AN
ACT To dispense with particular allegations as to renmncia-
tion of allegiance in petitions for naturalization and in the
oath of renunciation of foreign allegiance, by omitting the
name of "the prince, potentate, state, or sovereignty" of
which the petitioner for naturalization is a subject or citizen_

139 ----- Stree, etc., assessments, D. C. AN ACT Relating to benefit
assessments from condemnation proceedings for the opening,
extension, widening, or straightening of alleys or minor streets-
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123   United Confederate Veterans, loan of War Department equipment. 
AN ACT To authorize the use of War Department equip-
ment for the Confederate Veterans' 1939 reunion at Trinidad, 
Colorado, August 22, 23, 24, and 25, 1939  June 13, 1939__ _ 816 

124   Pemaquid Point Lighthouse Reservation, Maine. AN ACT To 
authorize the conveyance by the United States to the town 
of Bristol, Maine, of a portion of the Pemaquid Point Light-
house Reservation, and for other purposes  June 13, 1939_ _ _ 816 

125   Lincoln National Forest, N. Mex., mining locations. AN ACT 
To amend the United States mining laws applicable to the 
area known as the watershed of the headwaters of the Bonito 
River in the Lincoln National Forest within the State of New 
Mexico  June 13, 1939_ __ 817 

126   Conveyance of land to El Campo, Tex. AN ACT To convey 
certain property to the city of El Campo, Texas  June 13, 1939_ _ _ 818 

127   Papago Indian Reservation, Ariz., lands added. AN ACT To 
add certain lands to the Papago Indian Reservation in 
Arizona  June 13, 1939__ _ 819 

128   Portland, Oreg., old Federal building. AN ACT To authorize 
the disposal of the Portland, Oregon, old courthouse build-
ing  June 13, 1939_ _ _ 819 

129   Naval Aviation Reserve Act of 1939. AN ACT To authorize 
commissioning aviation cadets in the Naval and Marine 
Corps Reserves upon completion of training, and for other 
purposes   June 13, 1939_ _ _ 819 

21 Gen. Winfield Scott, portrait. JOINT RESOLUTION To 
provide for the lending to the Virginia Military Institute of 
the equestrian portrait of General Winfield Scott now stored 
in the Capitol  June 13, 1939_ _ _ 821 

22 Insect control, additional appropriations, 1939. JOINT RESO-
LUTION Making an additional appropriation for the con-
trol of outbreaks of insect pests  June 13, 1939_ _ _ 821 

130   Legislative Branch Appropriation Act, 1940. AN ACT Making 
appropriations for the Legislative Branch of the Government 
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, and for other pur-
poses  June 16, 1939_ _ _ 822 

131   Wild animals or birds, etc., marking of packages containing. AN 
ACT To amend section 243 of the Penal Code of the United 
States, as amended by the Act of June 15, 1935 (49 Stat. 378), 
relating to the marking of packages containing wild animals 
and birds and parts thereof _   June 19, 1939_ _ _ 840 

132   Purchases from Indians by Government employees. AN ACT 
To modify the provisions of section 14 of the Act of June 30, 
1834, and section 10 of the Act of June 22, 1874, relating to 
the Indians  June 19, 1939__ _ 840 

133   Rules of civil procedure in Hawaii district court. AN ACT To 
make effective in the district court for the Territory of 
Hawaii rules promulgated by the Supreme Court of the 
United States governing pleading, practice, and procedure in 
the district courts of the United States  June 19, 1939_ _ _ 841 

134   International Boundary Commission, U. S. and Mexico, claims. 
AN ACT To amend Public Law Numbered 370, Seventy-
fourth Congress, approved August 27, 1935 (49 Stat. 906) _ _ _ June 19, 1939_ _ _ 841 

135   Member banks of Federal Reserve System, executive officers. AN 
ACT To extend to June 16, 1942, the period within which 
certain loans to executive officers of member banks of the 
Federal Reserve System may be renewed or extended  June 20, 1939_ __ E42 

136   Fort Niagara Military Reservation, N. Y. AN ACT To au-
thorize the grant of a sewer right-of-way and operation of 
sewage-treatment plant on the Fort Niagara Military Reser-
vation, New York, by the village of Youngstown, New York_ June 20, 1939_-_ 842 

137   Burial lots, War Department. AN ACT To authorize the dis-
posal of cemetery lots  June 20, 1939_ _ _ 843 

138   Petitions for naturalization, renunciation of allegiance. AN 
ACT To dispense with particular allegations as to renyncia-
tion of allegiance in petitions for naturalization and m the 
oath of renunciation of foreign allegiance, by omitting the 
name of "the prince, potentate, state, or sovereignty" of 
which the petitioner for naturalization is a subject or citizen_ June 20, 1939_ _ _ 843 

139   Street; etc., assessments, D. C. AN ACT Relating to benefit 
assessments from condemnation proceedings for the opening, 
extension, widening, or straightening of alleys or minor streets.. June 20, 1939- - - 844 



LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS

Act Res.
140 ----- Adoption proceedings, D. C. AN ACT To amend the Act

entitled "An Act to regulate proceedings in adoption in the
District of Columbia", approved August 25, 1937---------

141 ----- Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act, amendments. AN
ACT To amend the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act,
approved June 25, 1938---------------------------------

142 ----- Wisconsin Avenue, D. C. AN ACT To provide for the widening
of Wisconsin Avenue in the District of Columbia, and for
other purposes--__--------------------------------.---

143 ----- Buzzards Point railroad extension, D. C. AN ACT To amend
section 1 of the Act entitled "An Act to authorize The Phila-
delphia, Baltimore and Washington Railroad Company to
extend its present track connection with the United States
navy yard so as to provide adequate railroad facilities in con-
nection with the development of Buzzards Point as an indus-
trial area in the District of Columbia, and for other pur-
poses", approved June 18, 1932 (Public, Numbered 187,
Seventy-second Congress) - --------- _ ----------

144 ----- Doctors' Hospital, Inc., D. C. AN ACT To grant permission
for the construction, maintenance, and use of a certain under-
ground conduit for electrical lines in the District of Columbia.

145 ---- Vehicle operators' licenses, D. C. AN ACT To amend the Dis-
trict of Columbia Traffic Act of 1925 (43 Stat. 1119)------

146 ----- Alien veterans of World War. AN ACT To extend further time
for naturalization to alien veterans of the World War under
the Act approved May 25, 1932 (47 Stat. 165), to extend the
same privileges to certain veterans of countries allied with the
United States during the World War, and for other purposes-

147 ----- Choctaw Indians of Mississippi, lands. AN ACT To define the
status of certain lands purchased for the Choctaw Indians,
Mississippi -- ------------------

148 ----- Central Heating Plant, D. C. AN ACT To authorize the fur-
nishing of steam from the Central Heating Plant to the District
of Columbia-----------------------------------------

23 International Congress for the Rheumatic Diseases, Se:,enth.
JOINT RESOLUTION To provide that the United States
extend to foreign governments invitations to participate in
the Seventh International Congress for the Rheumatic Dis-
eases to be held in the United States during the calendar year
1940, and to authorize an appropriation to assist in meeting
the expenses of the session ------ ---------------------

149 ----- Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, amendment. AN ACT
To amend the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as
amended - ----------------------------------

150 --__- Agricultural Marketing Act, interest rates on loans. AN ACT
To ratify and confirm certain interest rates on loans made
from the revolving fund authorized by section 6 of the Agri-
cultural Marketing Act, approved June 15, 1929 (46 Stat.
11), and for other purposes----..... --........-----------

151 ----- Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, amendments. AN ACT
To provide for temporary postponement of the operations of
certain provisions of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act --------------.----------------------------------

152 ----- Coast Guard Reserve Act of 1939. AN ACT To establish a
Coast Guard Reserve to be composed of owners of motor-
boats and yachts------------------------- - __----_-

153 ----- Civilian Pilot Training Act of 1939. AN ACT To provide for
the training of civil aircraft pilots, and for other purposes__-

154 ----- War Department Civil Appropriation Act, 1940. AN ACT
Making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1940, for civil functions administered by the War Depart-
ment, and for other purposes -----------. ----- _-_ --____

155 ----- Revenue Act of 1939. AN ACT To provide revenue, equalize
taxation, and for other purposes ------------------------

156 ----- Departments of State, Justice, and Commerce, etc., appropriations,
1940. AN ACT Making appropriations for the Departments
of State and Justice and for the Judiciary, and for the Depart-
ment of Commerce, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940,
and for other purposes------- ---------------

157 ----- Department of Labor Appropriation Act, 1940. AN ACT
Making appropriations for the Labor Department for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, and for other purposes - -
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Act Res. Date 
140   Adoption proceedings, D. C. AN ACT To amend the Act 

entitled "An Act to regulate proceedings in adoption in the 
District of Columbia", approved August 25, 1937  June 20, 1939__ _ 

141   Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act, amendments. AN 
ACT To amend the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act, 
approved June 25, 1938  June 20, 1939_ _ _ 

142   Wisconsin Avenue, D. C. AN ACT To provide for the widening 
of Wisconsin Avenue in the District of Columbia, and for 
other purposes  June 20, 1939_ _ _ 

143   Buzzards Point railroad extension, D. C. AN ACT To amend 
section 1 of the Act entitled "An Act to authorize The Phila-
delphia, Baltimore and Washington Railroad Company to 
extend its present track connection with the United States 
navy yard so as to provide adequate railroad facilities in con-
nection with the development of Buzzards Point as an indus-
trial area in the District of Columbia, and for other pur-
poses", approved June 18, 1932 (Public, Numbered 187, 
Seventy-second Congress)  June 20, 1939_ _ _ 849 

144   Doctors' Hospital, Inc., D. C. AN ACT To grant permission 
for the construction, maintenance, and use of a certain under-
ground conduit for electrical lines in the District of Columbia_ June 20, 1939_ _ _ 850 

145   Vehicle operators' licenses, D. C. AN ACT To amend the Dis-
trict of Columbia Traffic Act of 1925 (43 Stat. 1119)  June 20, 1939_ _ _ 850 

146   Alien veterans of World War. AN ACT To extend further time 
for naturalization to alien veterans of the World War under 
the Act approved May 25, 1932 (47 Stat. 165), to extend the 
same privileges to certain veterans of countries allied with the 
United States during the World War, and for other purposes_ June 21, 1939_ _ _ 851 

147   Choctaw Indians of Mississippi, lands. AN ACT To define the 
status of certain lands purchased for the Choctaw Indians, 
Mississippi  June 21, 1939___ 851 

148   Central Heating Plant, D. C. AN ACT To authorize the fur-
nishing of steam from the Central Heating Plant to the District 
of Columbia  June 21, 1939_ - _ 852 

23 International Congress ,for the Rheumatic Diseases, SelPenth. 
JOINT RESOLUTION To provide that the United States 
extend to foreign governments invitations to participate in 
the Seventh International Congress for the Rheumatic Dis-
eases to be held in the United States during the calendar year 
1940, and to authorize an appropriation to assist in meeting 
the expenses of the session  June 21, 1939_ _ _ 852 

149   Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, amendment. AN ACT 
To amend the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as 
amended  June 22, 1939_ _ _ 853 

150   Agricultural Marketing Act, interest rates on loans. AN ACT 
To ratify and confirm certain interest rates on loans made 
from the revolving fund authorized by section 6 of the Agri-
cultural Marketing Act, approved June 15, 1929 (46 Stat. 
11), and for other purposes  June 22, 1939_ _ _ 853 

151   Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, amendments. AN ACT 
To provide for temporary postponement of the operations of 
certain provisions of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act  June 23, 1939. _ _ 853 

152   Coast Guard Reserve Act of 1939. AN ACT To establish a 
Coast Guard Reserve to be composed of owners of motor-
boats and yachts   June 23, 1939___ 854 

153   Civilian Pilot Training Act of 1939. AN ACT To provide for 
the training of civil aircraft pilots, and for other purposes__ June 27, 1939_ _ _ 855 

154   War Department Civil Appropriation Act, 1940. AN ACT 
Making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 
1940, for civil functions administered by the War Depart-
ment, and for other purposes  June 28, 1939_ _ _ 856 

155   Revenue Act of 1939. AN ACT To provide revenue, equalize 
taxation, and for other purposes  June 29, 1939__ _ 862 

156   Departments of State, Justice, and Commerce, etc., appropriations, 
1940. AN ACT Making appropriations for the Departments 
of State and Justice and for the Judiciary, and for the Depart-
ment of Commerce, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, 
and for other purposes   June 29, 1939_ _ _ 885 

157   Department of Labor Appropriation Act, 1940. AN ACT • 
Making appropriations for the Labor Department for the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, and for other purposes_ - - - June 29, 1939_ _ - 920 

Page 
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845 

849 



LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS

Act Res.
158 ----- Interstate shipment of petroleum, etc. AN ACT To continue in

effect until June 30, 1942, the Act entitled "An Act to regu-
late interstate and foreign commerce in petroleum and its
products by prohibiting the shipment in such commerce of
petroleum and its products produced in violation of State
law, and for other purposes", approved February 22, 1935,
as amended - --.... .----------..---- - -

24 Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1939. JOINT RESO-
LUTION Making appropriations for work relief and relief,
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940 -----------------

159 ----- Department of Agriculture, etc., appropriations, 1940. AN
ACT Making appropriations for the Department of Agricul-
ture and for the Farm Credit Administration for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1940, and for other purposes---------

160 ----- Urgent Deficiency and Supplemental Appropriation Act, fiscal
years 1939 and 1940. AN ACT Making appropriations to
supply urgent deficiencies in certain appropriations for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1939, to provide appropriations
required immediately for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940,
and for other purposes ------------------- ---------

161 ----- Lien for sums due hospitals, D. C. AN ACT To establish a lien
for moneys due hospitals for services rendered in cases caused
by negligence or fault of others and providing for the record-
ing and enforcing of such liens --------------------------

162 ----- Federal Reserve notes, collateral. AN ACT To extend the period
during which direct obligations of the United States may be
used as collateral security for Federal Reserve notes-------

163 ----- Mining claims assessment work. AN ACT To extend the time
within which annual assessment work on mining claims held
by location in the United States may be commenced, for the
year commencing at 12 o'clock meridian July 1, 1938-------

164 ----- Supplemental Military Appropriation Act, 1940. AN ACT Mak-
ing additional appropriations for the Military Establishment
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, and for other purposes-

25 Petroleum Conservation Division, appropriation. JOINT RES-
OLUTION Providing an appropriation for the month of
July 1939, for the Petroleum Conservation Division, Depart-
ment of the Interior--------------- ------- -------

165 ----- Gold Reserve Act of 1934, amendments; coinage of silver. AN
ACT To extend the time within which the powers relating to
the stabilization fund and alteration of the weight of the dollar
may be exercised ------- ---.-- -------------

26 Greece, presentation of monument. JOINT RESOLUTION Pro-
viding for the presentation through the American Minister to
Greece of a certain monument to the people of Greece--- - - -

166 ----- Flags for burial of veterans, etc. AN ACT To provide national
flags for the burial of honorably discharged former service
men and women-_-----------------------------------

167 ---- Coast Guard station, Monterey, Calif. AN ACT To provide for
the establishment of a Coast Guard station at or near the city
of Monterey, California-------------------------

168 ----- War Department, procurement of aircraft parts, etc. AN ACT
To authorize the procurement, without advertising, of certain
aircraft parts and instruments or aeronautical accessories,
and for other purposes ----------------------------

169 ---- Official airplane travel, adjustment of accounts. AN ACT For the
relief of disbursing officers and other officers and employees
of the United States for disallowances and charges on account
of airplane travel ----------------------------------

170 ----- Army, status of certain personnel. AN ACT To provide for the
status of warrant officers and of enlisted men of the Regular
Army who serve as commissioned officers- -------------

171 ----- Fort Leavenworth Military Reservation, Kans. AN ACT
Authorizing the Secretary of War to grant a revocable license
to the Union Pacific Railroad Company to maintain certain
railroad trackage on the Fort Leavenworth Military Reserva-
tion ------------------------------------------

172 ----- Army, Deputy Chief of Staff. AN ACT To provide fora Deputy
Chief of Staff, and for other purposes-----------------

173 ----- Taylor Grazing Act, amendments. AN ACT To amend the
Taylor Grazing Act ----------------------------------

174 ----- Carlisle Barracks, Pa. AN ACT To authorize appropriation for
the construction of a medical school building at Carlisle
Barracks, Pennsylvania -----------------------------
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June 29, 1939---
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Act Res. Date Page 
158   Interstate shipment of petroleum, etc. AN ACT To continue in 

effect until June 30, 1942, the Act entitled "An Act to regu-
late interstate and foreign commerce in petroleum and its 
products by prohibiting the shipment in such commerce of 
petroleum and its products produced in violation of State 
law, and for other purposes", approved February 22, 1935, 
as amended  June 29, 1939_ _ _ 927 

24 Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1939. JOINT RESO-
LUTION Making appropriations for work relief and relief, 
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940  June 30, 1939..__ 927 

159   Department of Agriculture, etc., appropriations, 1940. AN 
ACT Making appropriations for the Department of Agricul-
ture and for the Farm Credit Administration for the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 1940, and for other purposes  June 30, 1939_ _ _ 939 

160   Urgent Deficiency and Supplemental Appropriation Act, fiscal 
years 1939 and 1940. AN ACT Making appropriations to 
supply urgent deficiencies in certain appropriations for the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1939, to provide appropriations 
required immediately for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, 
and for other purposes  June 30, 1939 _ 980 

161   Lien for sums due hospitals, D. C. AN ACT To establish a lien 
for moneys due hospitals for services rendered in cases caused 
by negligence or fault of others and providing for the record-
ing and enforcing of such liens  June 30, 1939.. _ _ 990 

162   Federal Reserve notes, collateral. AN ACT To extend the period 
during which direct obligations of the United States may be 
used as collateral security for Federal Reserve notes  June 30, 1939.. _ _ 991 

163   Mining claims assessment work. AN ACT To extend the time 
within which annual assessment work on mining claims held 
by location in the United States may be commenced, for the 
year commencing at 12 o'clock meridian July 1, _1938  June 30, 1939_ - - 991 

164   Supplemental Military Appropriation Act, 1940. AN ACT Mak-
ing additional appropriations for the Military Establishment 
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, and for other purposes_ July 1, 1939.. _ _ 992 

25 Petroleum Conservation Division, appropriation. JOINT RES-
OLUTION Providing an appropriation for the month of 
July 1939, for the Petroleum Conservation Division, Depart-
ment of the Interior  July 1, 1939_ _ _ 998 

165   Gold Reserve Act of 1934, amendments; coinage of silver. AN 
ACT To extend the time within which the powers relating to 
the stabilization fund and alteration of the weight of the dollar 
may be exercised  July 6, 1939_ _ _ 998 

26 Greece, presentation of monument. JOINT RESOLUTION Pro-
viding for the presentation through the American Minister to 
Greece of a certain monument to the people of Greece  July 6, 1939- - - 999 

166   Flags for burial of veterans, etc. AN ACT To provide national 
flags for the burial of honorably discharged former service 
men and women  July 11, 1939_ __ 999 

167   Coast Guard station, Monterey, Calif. AN ACT To provide for 
the establishment of a Coast Guard station at or near the city 
of Monterey, California  July 12, 1939_ _ _ 1000 

168   War Department, procurement of aircraft parts, etc. AN ACT 
To authorize the procurement, without advertising, of certain 
aircraft parts and instruments or aeronautical accessories, 
and for other purposes  July 13, 1939- _ - 1000 

169   Official airplane travel, adjustment of accounts. AN ACT For the 
relief of disbursing officers and other officers and employees 
of the United States for disallowances and charges on account 
of airplane travel  July 14, 1939_ _ _ 1000 

170   Army, status of certain personnel. AN ACT To provide for the 
status of warrant officers and of enlisted men of the Regular 
Army who serve as commissioned officers  July 14, 1939_ _ _ 1001 

171   Fort Leavenworth Military Reservation, Kans. AN ACT 
Authorizing the Secretary of War to grant a revocable license 
to the Union Pacific Railroad Company to maintain certain 
railroad trackage on the Fort Leavenworth Military Reserva-
tion  July 14, 1939_ _ _ 1001 

172   Army, Deputy Chief of Staff. AN ACT To provide for a Deputy 
Chief of Staff, and for other purposes  July 14, 1939_ __ 1002 

173   Taylor Grazing Act, amendments. AN ACT To amend the 
Taylor Grazing Act  July 14, 1939- - - 1002 

174   Carlisle Barracks, Pa. AN ACT To authorize appropriation for 
the construction of a medical school building at Carlisle 
Barracks, Pennsylvania  July 14, 1939___ 1003 



LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS

Act Res.
175 ----- Menominee Indians. AN ACT To prescribe rules for the enroll-

ment of Menominee Indian children born to enrolled parents,
and for other purposes-----------------

27 San Diego-Cabrillo Quadricentennial Celebration. JOINT RES-
OLUTION Authorizing the President to invite foreign
countries to participate in the San Diego-Cabrillo Quadri-
centennial Celebration, to be held in 1942-----------------

176 ----- District of Columbia Appropriation Act, 1940. AN ACT
Making appropriations for the government of the District of
Columbia and other activities chargeable in whole or in part
against the revenues of such District for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1940, and for other purposes -------------------

177 ----- Army, hospitalization, etc. AN ACT To amend and clarify the
provisions of the Act of June 15, 1936 (49 Stat. 1507), and for
other purposes - ..---.- _. ---------_----------------

178 ----- War Department, experimental and test equipment. AN ACT To
authorize the purchase of equipment and supplies for experi-
mental and test purposes -----------------------------_

179 ---- U. S. Employees' Compensation Act, extension to Army reserve
personnel. AN ACT To extend the benefits of the United
States Employees' Compensation Act to members of the
Officers' Reserve Corps and of the Enlisted Reserve Corps of
the Army who are physically injured in line of duty while
performing active duty or engaged in authorized training, and
for other purposes -------------------

180 ----- Government checks, cashing outside U. S. AN ACT To pro-
vide for acceptance and cashing of Government pay checks of
retired naval personnel and members of the Naval and Marine
Corps Reserves by commissary stores and ship's stores ashore,
located outside the continental limits of the United States- -_

181 ---.- Native employees of U. S. abroad, burial, etc., expenses. AN
ACT To authorize the payment of burial expenses and
expenses in connection with last illness and death of native
employees who die while serving in offices abroad of executive
departments of the United States Government __--------_

182 ----- Army, warrant officers. AN ACT To amend section 4a of the
Act entitled "An Act for making further and more effectual
provision for the national defense, and for other purposes",
approved June 3, 1916, as amended_---------__ ---

183 ----- Coast Guard Academy, Board of Visitors. AN ACT To amend
an Act entitled "An Act to authorize the establishment of a
permanent instruction staff at the United States Coast Guard
Academy", approved April 16, 1937---------------------_

184 ----- Foreign Service, eligibility of Army officers on retired list. AN
ACT To amend section 1223 of the Revised Statutes of the
United States------------------ ----- - -- - - - --

28 Naval vessels, alterations, etc. JOINT RESOLUTION To
amend the Act to authorize alterations and repairs to certain
naval vessels, and for other purposes, approved April 20, 1939_

29 General Pulaski's Memorial Day. JOINT RESOLUTION
Authorizing the President of the United States of America to
proclaim October 11, 1939, General Pulaski's Memorial Day
for the observance and commemoration of the death of
Brigadier General Casimir Pulaski -------------- ____-___

185 ----- Motor vehicle registration, D. C. AN ACT To provide that the
annual registration of motor vehicles and the annual licensing
of certain public vehicles in the District of Columbia shall be
for the period from April 1 in each year to March 31 in the
succeeding year------ -----------------_________..--__-

186 -- ___ U. S. Coronado Exposition Commission. AN ACT Authorizing
Federal participation in the commemoration and observance
of the four-hundredth anniversary of the explorations of
Francisco Vasquez de Coronado --------

187 ----- Fort Francis E. Warren Military Reservation, Wyo. AN ACT
To authorize an exchange of lands at the Fort Francis E.
Warren Military Reservation, Wyoming__-------_____._. .

188 ----- Officers' Competency Certificates Convention, 1936. AN ACT To
make effective the provisions of the Officers' Competency
Certificates Convention, 1936---------- ..-

189 ----- Bridge, Mississippi River. AN ACT Creating the City of
Dubuque Bridge Commission and authorizing said Commis-
sion and its successors to purchase and/or construct, maintain,
and operate a bridge or bridges across the Mississippi River
at or near Dubuque, Iowa, and East Dubuque, Illinois-----
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Act Res. Date Page 

175   Menominee Indians. AN ACT To prescribe rules for the enroll-
ment of Menominee Indian children born to enrolled parents, 
and for other purposes  July 14, 1939_ _ _ 1003 

27 ;San Diego-Cabrillo Quadricentennial Celebration. JOINT RES-
OLUTION Authorizing the President to invite foreign 
countries to participate in the San Diego-Cabrillo Quadri-
centennial Celebration, to be held in 1942  July 14, 1939_ _ _ 1003 

176   District of Columbia Appropriation Act, 1940. AN ACT 
Making appropriations for the government of the District of 
Columbia and other activities chargeable in whole or in part 
against the revenues of such District for the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1940, and for other purposes  July 15, 1939_ _ _ 1004 

177   Army, hospitalization, etc. AN ACT To amend and clarify the 
provisions of the Act of June 15, 1936 (49 Stat. 1507), and for 
other purposes  July 15, 1939_ _ _ 1042 

178   War Department, experimental and test equipment. AN ACT To 
authorize the purchase of equipment and supplies for experi-
mental and test purposes  July 15, 1939_ _ _ 1042 

179   U. S. Employees' Compensation Act, extension to Army reserve 
personnel. AN ACT To extend the benefits of the United 
States Employees' Compensation Act to members of the 
Officers' Reserve Corps and of the Enlisted Reserve Corps of 
the Army who are physically injured in line of duty while 
performing active duty or engaged in authorized training, and 
for other purposes  July 15, 1939_ _ _ 1042 

180   Government checks, cashing outside U. S. AN ACT To pro-
vide for acceptance and cashing of Government pay checks of 
retired naval personnel and members of the Naval and Marine 
Corps Reserves by commissary stores and ship's stores ashore, 
located outside the continental limits of the United States.. __ July 15, 4 939 - _ _ 1043 

181   Native employees of U. S. abroad, burial, etc., expenses. AN 
ACT To authorize the payment of burial expenses and 
expenses in connection with last illness and death of native 
employees who die while serving in offices abroad of executive 
departments of the United States Government  July 15, 1939- _ _ 1043 

182   Army, warrant officers. AN ACT To amend section 4a of the 
Act entitled "An Act for making further and more effectual 
provision for the national defense, and for other purposes", 
approved June 3, 1916, as amended  July 15, 1939_ _ 1044 

183   Coast Guard Academy, Board of Visitors. AN ACT To amend 
an Act entitled "An Act to authorize the establishment of a 
permanent instruction staff at the United States Coast Guard 
Academy", approved April 16, 1937  July 15, 1939_ _ _ 1044 

184   Foreign Service, eligibility of Army officers on retired list. AN 
ACT To amend section 1223 of the Revised Statutes of the 
United States  July 15, 1939— _ 1045 

28 Naval vessels, alterations, etc. JOINT RESOLUTION To 
amend the Act to authorize alterations and repairs to certain 
naval vessels, and for other purposes, approved April 20, 1939_ July 15, 1939. _ _ 1045 

29 General Pulaski's Memorial Day. JOINT RESOLUTION 
Authorizing the President of the United States of America to 
proclaim October 11, 1939, General Pulaski's Memorial Day 
for the observance and commemoration of the death of 
Brigadier General Casimir Pulaski  July 15, 1939_ _ _ 1045 

185   Motor vehicle registration, D. C. AN ACT To provide that the 
annual registration of motor vehicles and the annual licensing 
of certain public vehicles in the District of Columbia shall be 
for the period from April 1 in each year to March 31 in the 
succeeding year  July 17, 1939_ _ _ 1045 

186   U. S. Coronado Exposition Commission. AN ACT Authorizing 
Federal participation in the commemoration and observance 
of the four-hundredth anniversary of the explorations of 
Francisco Vasquez de Coronado  July 17, 1939_ _ _ 1047 

187   Fort Francis E. Warren Military Reservation, Wyo. AN ACT 
To authorize an exchange of lands at the Fort Francis E. 
Warren Military Reservation, Wyoming  July 17, 1939_ _ _ 1048 

188   Officers' Competency Certificates Convention, 1936. AN ACT To 
make effective the provisions of the Officers' Competency 
Certificates Convention, 1936  July 17, 1939_ _ _ 1049 

189   Bridge, Mississippi River. AN ACT Creating the City of 
Dubuque Bridge Commission and authorizing said Commis-
sion and its successors to purchase and/or construct, maintain, 
and operate a bridge or bridges across the Mississippi River 
at or near Dubuque, Iowa, and East Dubuque, Illinois  July 18, 1939_ _ _ 1051 



LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS

Act Res.
190 ----. Bridge, Missouri River. AN ACT To extend the times for

commencing and completing the construction of a bridge
across the Missouri River, at or near Poplar, Montana ---

191 ----- Bridge, Mississippi River. AN ACT Authorizing the city of
Chester, Illinois, to construct, maintain, and operate a toll
bridge across the Mississippi River at or near Chester,
Illinois ------------------- ----------------------

192 -- __- Bridge, Ohio River. AN ACT Authorizing the county of Galla-
tin, State of Illinois, its successors and assigns, to construct,
maintain, and operate a bridge across the Ohio River at or
near the city of Shawneetown, Gallatin County, Illinois, to
a point opposite thereto in the county of Union, State of
Kentucky..__.---..................................

193 ----- Foreign building, etc., associations, D. C. AN ACT To amend
section 691-a of the Code of Law of the District of Columbia,
approved March 3, 1901, and of any Act or Acts amendatory
thereof relating to foreign building and loan associations
doing business in the District of Columbia ---------------

194 ----- Postal Service, substitutes. AN ACT Granting annual and sick
leave with pay to substitutes in the Postal Service---------

30 Franklin D. Roosevelt Library. JOINT RESOLUTION To
provide for the establishment and maintenance of the
Franklin D. Roosevelt Library, and for other purposes- ---

195 ----- Bridges on Federal-aid highways. AN ACT To amend the Act
entitled "An Act to aid the several States in making, or for
having made, certain toll bridges on the system of Federal-
aid highways free bridges, and for other purposes", by pro-
viding that funds available under such Act may be used to
match regular and secondary Federal-aid road funds, and for
other purposes---------------------------------------

196 ----- World War veterans. AN ACT To restore certain benefits to
World War veterans suffering with paralysis, paresis, or
blindness, or who are helpless or bedridden, and for other
purposes--------- --------------------------------

197 ----- Foreign Service, retirement, etc. AN ACT To amend the Act
entitled "An Act for the grading and classification of clerks in
the Foreign Service of the United States of America, and
providing compensation therefor", approved February 23,
1931, as amended -------------------------------------

198 ----- World War veterans. AN ACT To provide certain benefits for
World War veterans and their dependents, and for other
purposes ---------------------------------------------

199 ----- National forests, Montana. AN ACT To empower the President
of the United States to create new national forest units and
make additions to existing national forests in the State of
Montana ---------------------------------------------

200 ----- Highway, Panama. AN ACT To authorize an appropriation
to meet such expenses as the President, in his discretion, may
deem necessary to enable the United States to cooperate with
the Republic of Panama in completing the construction of a
national highway between Chorrera and Rio Hato, Republic
of Panama, for defense purposes------------------------

201 ----- United States bonds. AN ACT To amend the Second Liberty
Bond Act, as amended--------------------------------

31 Interstate oil and gas compact. JOINT RESOLUTION Con-
senting to an interstate oil compact to conserve oil and gas-

202 ----- Army, probationary appointments. AN ACT To provide for
probationary appointments of officers in the Regular Army-

203 ----- Golden Gate Bridge and Highway District. AN ACT To author-
ize the Secretary of War to make contracts, agreements, or
other arrangements for the supplying of water to the Golden
Gate Bridge and Highway District -------------------

204 ----- Park Field Military Reservation, Tenn. AN ACT To transfer
the control and jurisdiction of the Park Field Military Reser-
vation, Shelby County, Tennessee, from the War Department
to the Department of Agriculture----------------------

205 ----- Bridge, St. Croix River. AN ACT Authorizing the States of
Minnesota and Wisconsin to construct, maintain, and operate
a free highway bridge across the Saint Croix River at or near
Osceola, Wisconsin, and Chisago County, Minnesota-------

206 ---- Bridge, Pearl River. AN ACT Granting the consent of Congress
to the State of Mississippi to construct, maintain, and
operate a free highway bridge across Pearl River at or near
Georgetown, Miissisippi - ------------. .------------.
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Act Res. 

190   Bridge, Missouri River. AN ACT To extend the times for 
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge 
across the Missouri River, at or near Poplar, Montana  

191   Bridge, Mississippi River. AN ACT Authorizing the city of 
Chester, Illinois, to construct, maintain, and operate a toll 
bridge across the Mississippi River at or near Chester, 
Illinois _  

192   Bridge, Ohio River. AN ACT Authorizing the county of Galla-
tin, State of Illinois, its successors and assigns, to construct, 
maintain, and operate a bridge across the Ohio River at or 
near the city of Shawneetown, Gallatin County, Illinois, to 
a point opposite thereto in the county of Union, State of 
Kentucky  

193   Foreign building, etc., associations, D. C. AN ACT To amend 
section 691-a of the Code of Law of the District of Columbia, 
approved March 3, 1901, and of any Act or Acts amendatory 
thereof relating to foreign building and loan associations 
doing business in the District of Columbia  

194   Postal Service, substitutes. AN ACT Granting annual and sick 
leave with pay to substitutes in the Postal Service  

30 Franklin D. Roosevelt Library. JOINT RESOLUTION To 
provide for the establishment and maintenance of the 
Franklin D. Roosevelt Library, and for other purposes _  

195   Bridges on Federal-aid highways. AN ACT To amend the Act 
entitled "An Act to aid the several States in making, or for 
having made, certain toll bridges on the system of Federal-
aid highways free bridges, and for other purposes", by pro-
viding that funds available under such Act may be used to 
match regular and secondary Federal-aid road funds, and for 
other purposes  

196   World War veterans. AN ACT To restore certain benefits to 
World War veterans suffering with paralysis, paresis, or 
blindness, or who are helpless or bedridden, and for other 
purposes  

197   Foreign Service' retirement, etc. AN ACT To amend the Act 
entitled "An Act for the grading and classification of clerks in 
the Foreign Service of the United States of America, and 
providing compensation therefor", approved February 23, 
1931, as amended  

198   World War veterans. AN ACT To provide certain benefits for 
World War veterans and their dependents, and for other 
purposes  

199   National forests, Montana. AN ACT To empower the President 
of the United States to create new national forest units and 
make additions to existing national forests in the State of 
Montana _  

200   Highway, Panama. AN ACT To authorize an appropriation 
to meet such expenses as the President, in his discretion, may 
deem necessary to enable the United States to cooperate with 
the Republic of Panama in completing the construction of a 
national highway between Chorrera and Rio Hato, Republic 
of Panama, for defense purposes  

201   United States bonds. AN ACT To amend the Second Liberty 
Bond Act, as amended  

31 Interstate oil and gas compact. JOINT RESOLUTION Con-
senting to an interstate oil compact to conserve oil and gas_ 

202   Army, probationary appointments. AN ACT To provide for 
probationary appointments of officers in the Regular Army_ 

203   Golden Gate Bridge and Highway District. AN ACT To author-
ize the Secretary of War to make contracts, agreements, or 
other arrangements for the supplying of water to the Golden 
Gate Bridge and Highway District  

204   Park Field Military Reservation Tenn. AN ACT To transfer 
the control and jurisdiction Reservation, Park Field Military Reser-
vation, Shelby County, Tennessee, from the War Department 
to the Department of Agriculture  

205   Bridge, St. Croix River. AN ACT Authorizing the States of 
Minnesota and Wisconsin to construct, maintain, and operate 
a free highway bridge across the Saint Croix River at or near 
Osceola, Wisconsin, and Cluisago County, Minnesota  

206   Bridge, Pearl River. AN ACT Granting the consent of Congress 
to the State of Mississippi to construct, maintain, and 
operate a free highway bridge across Pearl River at or near 
Georgetown, Mississippi  
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207 ----- Bridge, Pearl River. AN ACT Granting the consent of Congress

to the State of Mississippi or Madison County, Mississippi,
to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge
across Pearl River at or near Ratliffs Ferry in Madison
County, Mississippi ---------------.-- - -

208 ----- Bridge, Mississippi River. AN ACT To extend the times for
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge
across the Mississippi River at or near a point between
Morgan and Wash Streets in the city of Saint Louis, Missouri,
and a point opposite thereto in the City of East Saint Louis,
Illinois --------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

209 ----- Bridge, Mississippi River. AN ACT To extend the times for
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge
across the Mississippi River between Saint Louis, Missouri,
and Stites, Illinois ------------------

210 ----- Bridges, Monongahela River. AN ACT Granting the consent of
* Congress to the county of Allegheny, Pennsylvania, to con-

struct, maintain, and operate free highway bridges across the
Monongahela River, in Allegheny County, State of Penn-
sylvania----------------------. ._-

211 ----- Armory and land at Seattle, Wash. AN ACT To authorize the
Secretary of the Navy to accept on behalf of the United
States certain land in the city of Seattle, King County,
Washington, with improvements thereon --- __-__--__

212 ----- Naval vessels, overhauls, etc. AN ACT To authorize major
overhauls for certain naval vessels, to authorize the acquisi-
tion of two motor vessels for the Navy, and for other pur-
poses-- ----- _------_-----------------.----------.---

213 ----- Army, Reserve officers. AN ACT To amend section 5 of the Act
of April 3, 1939 (Public, Numbered 18, Seventy-sixth Con-
gress)---------------------------------.---. -. .

214 ----- Bridge, Black River. AN ACT Granting the consent of Con-
gress to the Arkansas State Highway Commission to con-
struct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge across
the Black River at or near the town of Black Rock, Arkansas-

215 ----- Bridge, Red River. AN ACT To extend the times for commenc-
ing and completing the construction of a bridge across the
Red River at or near a point suitable to the interests of navi-
gation, from a point in Walsh County, North Dakota, at or
near the terminus of North Dakota State Highway Num-
bered 17------------------------------------------

216 ----- Congress, clerks. AN ACT To provide for additional clerk hire
in the House of Representatives, and for other purposes- --

217 ----- Bridge, Mississippi River. AN ACT Granting the consent of
Congress to the State of Minnesota or the Minnesota De-
partment of Highways to construct, maintain, and operate
a free highway bridge across the Mississippi River at or near
Little Falls, Minnesota .--------------------------- __ ._

218 ----- Bridge, Mahoning River. AN ACT Granting the consent of
Congress to the Commissioners of Mahoning County, Ohio,
to replace a bridge which has collapsed, across the Mahoning
River at Division Street, Youngstown, Mahoning County,
Ohio-.. ----. --------

219 ----- Bridge, Missouri River. AN ACT Granting the consent of
Congress to Northern Natural Gas Company of Delaware to
construct, maintain, and operate a pipe-line bridge across
the Missouri River -------------__ -- -

220 ----- Texas northern judicial district. AN ACT To amend the Act
entitled "An Act to create a new division of the District
Court of the United States for the Northern District of
Texas", approved May 26, 1928 (45 Stat. 747) --------- _-

221 ----- Bridge, Mississippi River. AN ACT To extend the times for
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge
across the Mississippi River at or near Winona, Minnesota__

222 ----- Bridge, Niagara River. AN ACT To extend the times for
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge
across the Niagara River at or near the city of Niagara Falls,
New York, and for other purposes ------

223 ----- New York World's Fair, Maryland Day. AN ACT To author-
ize the attendance of the United States Naval Academy Band
at the New York World's Fair on the day designated as
Maryland Day at such fair --------

224 ---- Tennessee Valley Authority, bonds. AN ACT To amend the
Tennessee Valley Authority Act of 1933 ---------__----
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207   Bridge, Pearl River. AN ACT Granting the consent of Congress 
to the State of Mississippi or Madison County, Mississippi, 
to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge 
across Pearl River at or near Ratliffs Ferry in Madison 
County, Mississippi  July 25, 1939_ __ 1076 

208   Bridge, Mississippi River. AN ACT To extend the times for 
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge 
across the Mississippi River at or near a point between 
Morgan and Wash Streets in the city of Saint Louis, Missouri, 
and a point opposite thereto in the City of East Saint Louis, 
Illinois  July 25, 1939_ _ _ 1077 

209   Bridge, Mississippi River. AN ACT To extend the times for 
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge 
across the Mississippi River between Saint Louis, Missouri, 
and Stites, Illinois  July 25, 1939_ _ _ 1077 

210   Bridges, Monongahela River. AN ACT Granting the consent of 
• Congress to the county of Allegheny, Pennsylvania, to con-

struct, maintain and operate free highway bridges across the 
Monongahela River, in Allegheny County, State of Penn-
sylvania  July 25, 1939_ __ 1078 

211   Armory and land at Seattle, Wash. AN ACT To authorize the 
Secretary of the Navy to accept on behalf of the United 
States certain land in the city of Seattle, King County, 
Washington, with improvements thereon  July 25, 1939.. _ _ 1078 

212   Naval vessels, overhauls, etc. AN ACT To authorize major 
overhauls for certain naval vessels, to authorize the acquisi-
tion of two motor vessels for the Navy, and for other pur-
poses  July 25, 1939_ _ _ 1079 

213   Army, Reserve officers. AN ACT To amend section 5 of the Act 
of April 3, 1939 (Public, Numbered 18, Seventy-sixth Con-
gress)  July 25, 1939-- - 1079 

214   Bridge, Black River. AN ACT Granting the consent of Con-
gress to the Arkansas State Highway Commission to con-
struct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge across 
the Black River at or near the town of Black Rock, Arkansas- July 25, 1939_ - - 1079 

215   Bridge, Red River. AN ACT To extend the times for commenc-
ing and completing the construction of a bridge across the 
Red River at or near a point suitable to the interests of navi-
gation, from a point in Walsh County, North Dakota, at or 
near the terminus of North Dakota State Highway Num-
bered 17  July 25, 1939_ - - 1080 

216   Congress, clerks. AN ACT To provide for additional clerk hire 
in the House of Representatives, and for other purposes_ - - - July 25, 1939_ __ 1080 

217   Bridge, Mississippi River. AN ACT Granting the consent of 
Congress to the State of Minnesota or the Minnesota De-
partment of Highways to construct, maintain, and operate 
a free highway bridge across the Mississippi River at or near 
Little Falls, Minnesota    July 25, 1939_ _ _ 1081 

218   Bridge, Mahoning River. AN ACT Granting the consent of 
Congress to the Commissioners of Mahoning County, Ohio, 
to replace a bridge which has collapsed, across the Mahoning 
River at Division Street, Youngstown, Mahoning County, 
Ohio  July 25, 1939___ 1081 

219   Bridge, Missouri River. AN ACT Granting the consent of 
Congress to Northern Natural Gas Company of Delaware to 
construct, maintain, and operate a pipe-line bridge across 
the Missouri River  July 25, 1939_ _ _ 1081 

220   Texas northern judicial district. AN ACT To amend the Act 
entitled "An Act to create a new division of the District 
Court of the United States for the Northern District of 
Texas" approved May 26, 1928 (45 Stat. 747)  July 25, 1939_ _ _ 1082 

221   Bridge, Mississippi River. AN ACT To extend the times for 
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge 
across the Mississippi River at or near Winona, Minnesota_ _ July 25, 1939_ _ _ 1082 

222   Bridge, Niagara River. AN ACT To extend the times for 
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge 
across the Niagara River at or near the city of Niagara Falls, 
New York, and for other purposes  July 25, 1939_ __ 1083 

223   New York World's Fair, Maryland Day. AN ACT To author-
ize the attendance of the United States Naval Academy Band 
at the New York World's Fair on the day designated as 
Maryland Day at such fair  July 25, 1939_ _ _ 1083 

224   Tennessee Valley Authority, bonds. AN ACT To amend the 
Tennessee Valley Authority Act of 1933  July 26, 1939_ _ - 1083 
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225 -_- - District of Columbia Revenue Act of 1939. AN ACT To pro-

vide revenue for the District of Columbia, and for other
purposes ------------------------------------------

226 ----- Ellington Field Military Reservation, Tex. AN ACT To provide
a right-of-way---------------------------------------

227 ----- Presidio of San Francisco Military Reservation. AN ACT To
grant to the State of California a retrocession of jurisdiction
over certain rights-of-way granted to the State of California
over a certain road about to be constructed in the Presidio
of San Francisco Military Reservation-----------------..

228 ----- Bridge, Red River. AN ACT Authorizing the State highway
departments of North Dakota and Minnesota and the coun-
ties of Grand Forks of North Dakota and Polk of Minnesota,
to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge
across the Red River near Thompson, North Dakota, and
Crookston, Minnesota--------------------------------

229 ----- Postal Savings System. AN ACT To amend the Act approved
June 25, 1910, authorizing establishment of the Postal Sav-
ings System ------- ---------------------------

230 ---- Bridge, Lake Sabine. AN ACT To extend the times for com-
mencing and completing the construction of a bridge over
Lake Sabine at or near Port Arthur, Texas, to amend the
Act of June 18, 1934 (48 Stat. 1008), and for other purposes_ _

231 ----- Army, acquisition of land. AN ACT To authorize the acqui-
sition of additional land for military purposes-----------

232 ----- Bridge to Dauphin Island, Ala. AN ACT To extend the times
for commencing and completing the construction of a bridge
and causeway across the water between the mainland, at or
near Cedar Point and Dauphin Island, Alabama--....----

233 ----- Uniform Act on Fresh Pursuit, D. C. AN ACT To make
uniform in the District of Columbia the law on fresh pursuit
and to authorize the Commissioners of the District of
Columbia to cooperate with the States-------------------

32 Cotton, national allotment. JOINT RESOLUTION To provide
minimum national allotments for cotton------------------

33 Wheat, national allotment. JOINT RESOLUTION To provide
minimum national allotments for wheat ...-----------....

34 Corn, marketing quotas. JOINT RESOLUTION Relating to
section 322 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as
amended ___----------------- ----------

35 Wheat, marketing quotas. JOINT RESOLUTION To amend
section 335 (c) of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938,
as amended------------------------------------------

234 ----- Hawaiian homestead lands. AN ACT To amend section 73 of
the Hawaiian Organic Act, approved April 30, 1900, as
amended---------------------------------

235 ----- Quapaw Indians, Okla. AN ACT To extend the period of
restrictions on lands of the Quapaw Indians, Oklahoma, and
for other purposes ------------------------------

236 ----- Gen. Clarence R. Edwards Memorial Bridge, Mass. AN ACT To
grant to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts a retrocession
of jurisdiction over the General Clarence R. Edwards
Memorial Bridge, bridging Watershops Pond of the Spring-
field Armory Military Reservation in the city of Springfield,
Massachusetts ------------------------ ----------------

237 - --- Post-office site, Poplarville, Miss. AN ACT Relating to the
acquisition of the site for the post-office building to be con-
structed in Poplarville, Mississippi ---------------------

238 - --- Shoshone Indians of Wind River Reservation, Wyo. AN ACT To
provide for the distribution of the judgment fund of the
Shoshone Tribe of the Wind River Reservation in Wyoming,
and for other purposes ------------------------ ---

239 ----- Coast Guard, lands, etc. AN ACT To improve the efficiency of
the Coast Guard, and for other purposes ---------- -----

240 ----- Ketchikan, Alaska, water supply. AN ACT For the protection
of the water supply of the city of Ketchikan, Alaska ------

241 ----- Filipinos, emigration from United States. AN ACT To provide
means by which certain Filipinos can emigrate from the
United States--------------------------------------

242 ----- Bankruptcy Act, amendments. AN ACT To amend an Act
entitled "An Act to establish a uniform system of bankruptcy
throughout the United States", approved July 1, 1898, and
Acts amendatory thereof and supplementary thereto-------
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225   District of Columbia Revenue Act of 1939. AN ACT To pro-
vide revenue for the District of Columbia, and for other 
purposes  July 26, 1939_ __ 1085 

226   Ellington Field Military Reservation, Tex. AN ACT To provide 
a right-of-way   July 26, 1939_ 1119 

227   Presidio of San Francisco Military Reservation. AN ACT To 
grant to the State of California a retrocession of jurisdiction 
over certain rights-of-way granted to the State of California 
over a certain road about to be constructed in the Presidio 
of San Francisco Military Reservation  July 26, 1939_. 1120 

228   Bridge, Red River. AN ACT Authorizing the State highway 
departments of North Dakota and Minnesota and the coun-
ties of Grand Forks of North Dakota and Polk of Minnesota, 
to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge 
across the Red River near Thompson, North Dakota, and 
Crookston, Minnesota  July 26, 1939___ 1120 

229   Postal Savings System. AN ACT To amend the Act approved 
June 25, 1910, authorizing establishment of the Postal Sav-
ings System  July 26, 1939_, 1121 

230   Bridge, Lake Sabine. AN ACT To extend the times for com-
mencing and completing the construction of a bridge over 
Lake Sabine at or near Port Arthur, Texas, to amend the 
Act of June 18, 1934 (48 Stat. 1008), and for other purposes_ _ July 26, 1939_ _ _ 1121 

231   Army, acquisition of land. AN ACT To authorize the acqui-
sition of additional land for military purposes  July 26, 1939.. _ _ 1123 

232   Bridge to Dauphin Island, Ala. AN ACT To extend the times 
for commencing and completing the construction of a bridge 
and causeway across the water between the mainland, at or 
near Cedar Point and Dauphin Island, Alabama  July 26, 1939_ __ 1124 

233   Uniform Act on Fresh Pursuit, D. C. AN ACT To make 
uniform in the District of Columbia the law on fresh pursuit 
and to authorize the Commissioners of the District of 
Columbia to cooperate with the States  July 26, 1939_ _ _ 1124 

32 Cotton, national allotment. JOINT RESOLUTION To provide 
minimum national allotments for cotton  July 26, 1939_ - - 1125 

33 Wheat, national allotment. JOINT RESOLUTION To provide 
minimum national allotments for wheat  July 26, 1939_ _ - 1125 

34 Corn, marketing quotas. JOINT RESOLUTION Relating to 
section 322 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as 
amended  July 26, 1939_ _ _ 1125 

35 Wheat, marketing quotas. JOINT RESOLUTION To amend 
section 335 (c) of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, 
as amended  July 26, 1939_ __ 1126 

234   Hawaiian homestead lands. AN ACT To amend section 73 of 
the Hawaiian Organic Act, approved April 30, 1900, as 
amended  July 27, 1939_ _ _ 1126 

235   Qua paw Indians, Okla. AN ACT To extend the period of 
restrictions on lands of the Quapaw Indians, Oklahoma, and 
for other purposes   July 27, 1939_ _ 1127 

236   Gen. Clarence R. Edwards Memorial Bridge, Mass. AN ACT To 
grant to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts a retrocession 
of jurisdiction over the General Clarence R. Edwards 
Memorial Bridge, bridging Watershops Pond of the Spring-
field Armory Military Reservation in the city of Springfield, 
Massachusetts  July 27, 1939_ _ _ 1127 

237   Post-office site, Poplarville, Miss. AN ACT Relating to the 
acquisition of the site for the post-office building to be con-
structed in Poplarville, Mississippi  July 27, 1939_ _ _ 1128 

238   Shoshone Indians of Wind River Reservation, Wyo. AN ACT To 
provide for the distribution of the judgment fund of the 
Shoshone Tribe of the Wind River Reservation in Wyoming, 
and for other purposes  July 27, 1939_ _ _ 1128 

239   Coast Guard, lands, etc. AN ACT To improve the efficiency of 
the Coast Guard, and for other purposes  July 27, 1939_ _ _ 1130 

240   Ketchikan, Alaska, water supply. AN ACT For the protection 
of the water supply of the city of Ketchikan, Alaska  July 27, 1939_ _ _ 1131 

241   Filipinos, emigration from United States. AN ACT To provide 
means by which certain Filipinos can emigrate from the 
United States  July 27, 1939_ _ _ 1133 

242   Bankruptcy Act, amendments. AN ACT To amend an Act 
entitled "An Act to establish a uniform system of bankruptcy 
throughout the United States", approved July 1, 1898, and 
Acts amendatory thereof and supplementary thereto  July 28, 1939_ 1134 
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Act Res.

243 ----- Glacier National Park, Mont. AN ACT To authorize the addi-
tion to Glacier National Park, Montana, of certain property
acquired for the establishment of a fish hatchery, and for other
purposes--------------------.- ---- -_- ----------

244 ---- Commercial prints and labels. AN ACT To transfer jurisdiction
over commercial prints and labels, for the purpose of copy-
right registration, to the Register of Copyrights ------

245 ---- Fire Department, D. C. AN ACT To amend the Act entitled
"An Act to classify officers and members of the Fire Depart-
ment of the District of Columbia, and for other purposes."

246 ----- Licensing of steam, etc., engineers, D. C. AN ACT To amend
the Act entitled "An Act to regulate steam and other oper-
ating engineering in the. District of Columbia", approved
February 28, 1887, as amended -------

247 ----- Civil offices in U. S. Territories. AN ACT To amend section
1860 of the Revised Statutes, as amended (48 U. S. C. 1460),
to permit retired officers and enlisted men of the Army,
Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard to hold civil office in
any Territory of the United States -------------------

248 ----- Zoning regulations, D. C. AN ACT To include Lafayette Park
within the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate
the height, exterior design, and construction of private and
semipublic buildings in certain areas of the National Capital",
approved May 16, 1930 ----. -----------_---___---_---

249 ----- Oregon, exchanges of lands. AN ACT Relating to the ex-
change of certain lands in the State of Oregon --- ______-

250 ----- Support of disabled soldiers and sailors. AN ACT To increase
the amount of Federal aid to State or Territorial homes for
the support of disabled soldiers and sailors of the United
States -------------------------.----.----.----

251 ----- Merchant marine, registry of pursers and surgeons. AN ACT
To provide for the registry of pursers and surgeons as staff
officers on vessels of the United States, and for other purposes_

252 ----- Political activities. AN ACT To prevent pernicious political
activities ------------------- -

253 ----- Trust Indenture Act of 1939. AN ACT To provide for the
regulation of the sale of certain securities in interstate and
foreign commerce and through the mails, and the regulation
of the trust indentures under which the same are issued,
and for other purposes-----------------------

254 ----- Park lands, D. C. AN ACT Providing for the exchange of
certain park lands at the northern boundary of Piney Branch
Parkway, near Argyle Terrace, for other lands more suitable
for the use and development of Piney Branch Parkway v

255 ----- National Stolen Property Act, amendments. AN ACT To
amend the National Stolen Property Act ---------

256 ----- Columbia Institution for the Deaf, D. C. AN ACT To authorize
the board of directors of the Columbia Institution for the Deaf
to dedicate a portion of Mount Olivet Road Northeast and to
exchange certain lands with the Secretary of the Interior, to
dispose of other lands, and for other purposes -----------.-

257 ----- Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard, disability pensions.
AN ACT To provide pensions to members of the Regular
Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard who become
disabled by reason of their service therein, equivalent to 75
per centum of the compensation payable to war veterans for
similar service-connected disabilities, and for other purposes

258 ----- Coast Guard, nautical education. AN ACT To promote nautical
education, and for other purposes--

259 ----- Merchant Marine and Shipping Acts, amendments. AN ACT
To amend certain provisions of the Merchant Marine and
Shipping Acts, to further the development of the American
merchant marine, and for other purposes ---------

260 ----- Reclamation Project Act of 1939. AN ACT To provide a feasible
and comprehensive plan for the variable payment of con-
struction charges on United States reclamation projects, to
protect the investment of the United States in such projects,
and for other purposes -------------____________

261 ----- Offenses punishable by death. AN ACT To provide that nostat-
ute of limitations shall apply to offenses punishable by death-

262 ---- Bear Canyon, N. Mex., easement, etc. AN ACT To provide for
the acceptance of an easement with respect to certain lands in
New Mexico, and for other purposes -------.__- _____
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243   Glacier National Park, Mont. AN ACT To authorize the addi-
tion to Glacier National Park, Montana, of certain property 
acquired for the establishment of a fish hatchery, and for other 
purposes  July 31, 1939_ _ _ 1142 

244   Commercial prints and labels. AN ACT To transfer jurisdiction 
over commercial prints and labels, for the purpose of copy-
right registration to the Register of Copyrights  July 31, 1939_ __ 1142 

245   Fire Department, V. C. AN ACT To amend the Act entitled 
"An Act to classify officers and members of the Fire Depart-
ment of the District of Columbia, and for other purposes." _ _ July 31, 1939_ _ _ 1143 

246   Licensing of steam' etc., engineers D. C. AN ACT To amend 
the Act entitled "An Act to regulate steam and other oper-
ating engineering in the. District of Columbia", approved 
February 28, 1887, as amended  July 31, 1939___ 1143 

247   Civil offices in U. S. Territories. AN ACT To amend section 
1860 of the Revised Statutes, as amended (48 U. S. C. 1460), 
to permit retired officers and enlisted men of the Army, 
Navy, Marine Corps' and Coast Guard to hold civil office in 
any Territory of the United States  July 31, 1939 _ _ 1143 

248   Zoning regulations, D. C. AN ACT To include Lafayette Park 
within the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate 
the height, exterior design, and construction of private and 
semipublic buildings in certain areas of the National Capital", 
approved May 16, 1930  July 31, 1939_ _ _ 1144 

249   Oregon, exchanges of lands. AN ACT Relating to the ex-
change of certain lands in the State of Oregon  July 31, 1939_ 1144 

250   Support of disabled soldiers and sailors. AN ACT To increase 
the amount of Federal aid to State or Territorial homes for 
the support of disabled soldiers and sailors of the United 
States  Aug. 1, 1939_ _ _ 1145 

251   Merchant marine, registry of pursers and surgeons. AN ACT 
To provide for the registry of pursers and surgeons as staff 
officers on vessels of the United States, and for other purposes_ Aug. 1, 1939.. _ _ 1145 

252   Political activities. AN ACT To prevent pernicious political 
activities   Aug. 2, 1939_ _ - 1147 

253   Trust Indenture Act of 1939. AN ACT To provide for the 
regulation of the sale of certain securities in interstate and 
foreign commerce and through the mails, and the regulation 
of the trust indentures under which the same are issued, 
and for other purposes  Aug. 3, 1939_ _ _ 1149 

254   Park lands, D. C. AN ACT Providing for the exchange of 
certain park lands at the northern boundary of Piney Branch 
Parkway, near Argyle Terrace, for other lands more suitable 
for the use and development of Piney Branch Parkway  Aug. 3, 1939_ _ _ 1177 

255   National Stolen Property Act, amendments. AN ACT To 
amend the National Stolen Property Act  Aug. 3, 1939_ _ _ 1178 

256   Columbia Institution for the Deaf, D. C. AN ACT To authorize 
the board of directors of the Columbia Institution for the Deaf 
to dedicate a portion of Mount Olivet Road Northeast and to 
exchange certain lands with the Secretary of the Interior, to 
dispose of other lands, and for other purposes  Aug. 3, 1939_ _ 1179 

257   Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard, disability pensions. 
AN ACT To provide pensions to members of the Regular 
Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard who become 
disabled by reason of their service therein, equivalent to 75 
per centum of the compensation payable to war veterans for 
similar service-connected disabilities, and for other purposes_ Aug. 4, 1939_ _ _ 1180 

258   Coast Guard, nautical education. AN ACT To promote nautical 
education and for other purposes  Aug. 4, 1939_ _ _ 1181 

259   Merchant Marine and Shipping Acts, amendments. AN ACT 
To amend certain provisions of the Merchant Marine and 
Shipping Acts, to further the development of the American 
merchant marine, and for other purposes   Aug. 4, 1939_ _ _ 1182 

260   Reclamation Project Act of 1989. AN ACT To provide a feasible 
and comprehensive plan for the variable payment of con-
struction charges on United States reclamation projects, to 
protect the investment of the United States in such projects, 
and for other purposes  Aug. 4, 1939_ _ _ 1187 

261   Offenses punishable by death. AN ACT To provide that no stat-
ute of limitations shall apply to offenses punishable by death_ Aug. 4, 1939_ _ - 1198 

262 .. _ _   Bear Canyon, N. Mex., easement, etc. AN ACT To provide for 
the acceptance of an easement with respect to certain lands in 
New Mexico, and for other purposes  Aug. 4, 1939_ _- 1198 
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36 Claims against Government of U. S. S. R. JOINT RESOLU-

TION To provide for the adjudication by a Commissioner of
claims of American nationals against the Government of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics ---------------.. ______

263 ----- Civil Service Retirement Act, amendments. AN ACT To amend
further the Civil Service Retirement Act, approved May 29,
1930------------------------ --------------------

264 ----- Brandy or fruit spirits. AN ACT To authorize the Commis-
sioner of Internal Revenue to make certain allowances for
losses by leakage and evaporation upon withdrawal of pack-
ages of brandy or fruit spirits under certain conditions -----

265 - --- False claims for loss of insured mail matter. AN ACT To amend
section 224 of the Criminal Code so as to penalize the making
of false claims for the loss of insured mail matter -------__

266 - _ -- Virgin Islands, appointment of judqe. AN ACT To authorize
the temporary appointment of a special judge for the Dis-
trict Court of the Virgin Islands --- -------------

267 ----- Parker, Ariz., sale, etc., of lots. AN ACT To provide for the
public auction of certain town lots within the city of Parker,
Arizona ------------------ ----------------------

268 ----- Morehead City Target Range, N. C. AN ACT To authorize
the transfer to the jurisdiction of the Secretary of the Treas-
ury of portions of the property within the military reservation
known as the Morehead City Target Range, North Carolina,
for the construction of improvements thereon, and for other
purposes-------------------_-------------------___

269 ----- Judges, retirement. AN ACT To extend the privilege of retire-
ment for disability to judges appointed to hold office during
good behavior ----------------- ---

270 ----- Obtaining money by fraud, etc., on high seas. AN ACT To
amend the Criminal Code in regard to obtaining money by
false pretenses on the high seas ------------------ __----_

271 ----- Bridge, Columbia River. AN ACT To extend the times for
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge
across the Columbia River at Astoria, Clatsop County,
Oregon ---------------------------------------

272 ----- Bridge, Warren River. AN ACT Granting the consent of Con-
gress to the Providence, Warren and Bristol Railroad Com-
pany to construct, maintain, and operate a railroad bridge
across the Warren River at or near Barrington, Rhode
Island ---.---------------------------------.---------

273 ----- Bridge, Missouri River. AN ACT Granting the consent of
Congress to the counties of Valley and McCone, Montana,
to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge
across the Missouri River at or near Frazer, Montana------

274 -.-. Bridge, Missouri River. AN ACT To extend the times for
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge
across the Missouri River at or near Arrow Rock, Missouri-

275 --- Bridge, Des Moines River. AN ACT Granting the consent of
Congress to the Iowa State Highway Commission to con-
struct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge across
the Des Moines River at or near Red Rock, Iowa--------

276 ----- Yakima Indian Reservation, Wash. AN ACT To reserve to the
United States for the Bonneville project a right-of-way
across certain Indian lands in the State of Washington, sub-
ject to the consent of the individual allottees and the payment
of compensation, and for other purposes ------------------

277 ----- Foreign Service, retirement. AN ACT To amend the Act en-
titled "An act for the grading and classification of clerks in
the Foreign Service of the United States of America, and
providing compensation therefor", approved February 23,
1931, as amended -- ---------_--____----- _--------_--

278 ----- Commemorative coins. AN ACT To prohibit the issuance and
coinage of certain commemorative coins, and for other pur-
poses ---- --------------------------- -- .- - - ---

279 ----- Veterans' pensions. AN ACT To provide that pensions pay-
able to the widows and orphans of deceased veterans of the
Spanish-American War, Boxer Rebellion, or Philippine In-
surrection shall be effective as of date of death of the veteran,
if claim is filed within one year thereafter --------------

280 ----- Fort Armstrong Military Reservation, Hawaii. AN ACT To
authorize an exchange of lands between the War Depart-
ment and the Department of Labor-----------------

Date
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Act Res. Date Page 

36 Claims against Government of U. S. S. R. JOINT RESOLU-
TION To provide for the adjudication by a Commissioner of 
claims of American nationals against the Government of the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics  Aug. 4, 1939_ _ _ 1199 

263   Civil Service Retirement Act, amendments. AN ACT To amend 
further the Civil Service Retirement Act, approved May 29, 
1930  Aug. 4, 1939_ _ _ 1200 

264   Brandy or fruit spirits. AN ACT To authorize the Commis-
sioner of Internal Revenue to make certain allowances for 
losses by leakage and evaporation upon withdrawal of pack-
ages of brandy or fruit spirits under certain conditions  Aug. 4, 1939_ _ _ 1202 

265   False claims for loss of insured mail matter. AN ACT To amend 
section 224 of the Criminal Code so as to penalize the making 
of false claims for the loss of insured mail matter  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1203 

266   Virgin Islands, appointment of judge. AN ACT To authorize 
the temporary appointment of a special judge for the Dis-
trict Court of the Virgin Islands  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1203 

267   Parker, Ariz., sale, etc., of lots. AN ACT To provide for the 
public auction of certain town lots within the city of Parker, 
Arizona  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ 1203 

268   Morehead City Target Range, N. C. AN ACT To authorize 
the transfer to the jurisdiction of the Secretary of the Treas-
ury of portions of the property within the military reservation 
known as the Morehead City Target Range, North Carolina, 
for the construction of improvements thereon, and for other 
purposes  Aug. 5, 1939.. _ _ 1204 

269   Judges, retirement. AN ACT To extend the privilege of retire-
ment for disability to judges appointed to hold office during 
good behavior  Aug. 5, 1939... _ 1204 

270   Obtaining money by fraud, etc., on high seas. AN ACT To 
amend the Criminal Code in regard to obtaining money by 
false pretenses on the high seas  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1205 

271   Bridge, Columbia River. .AN ACT To extend the times for 
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge 
across the Columbia River at Astoria, Clatsop County, 
Oregon  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ 1206 

272   Bridge, Warren River. AN ACT Granting the consent of Con-
gress to the Providence, Warren and Bristol Railroad Com-
pany to construct, maintain, and operate a railroad bridge 
across the Warren River at or near Barrington, Rhode 
Island  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ 1206 

273   Bridge, Missouri River. AN ACT Granting the consent of 
Congress to the counties of Valley and McCone, Montana, 
to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge 
across the Missouri River at or near Frazer, Montana  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ 1206 

274   Bridge, Missouri River. AN ACT To extend the times for 
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge 
across the Missouri River at or near Arrow Rock, Missouri_ _ Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1207 

275   Bridge, Des Moines River. AN ACT Granting the consent of 
Congress to the Iowa State Highway Commission to con-
struct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge across 
the Des Moines River at or near Red Rock, Iowa  Aug. 5, 1939- _ _ 1207 

276   Yakima Indian Reservation, Wash. AN ACT To reserve to the 
United States for the Bonneville project a right-of-way 
across certain Indian lands in the State of Washington, sub-
ject to the consent of the individual allottees and the payment 
of compensation, and for other purposes  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1207 

277   Foreign Service, retirement. AN ACT To amend the Act en-
titled "An act for the grading and classification of clerks in 
the Foreign Service of the United States of America, and 
providing compensation therefor", approved February 23, 
1931, as amended  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1208 

278   Commemorative coins. AN ACT To prohibit the issuance and 
coinage of certain commemorative coins, and for other pur-
poses  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1209 

279   Veterans' pensions. AN ACT To provide that pensions pay-
able to the widows and orphans of deceased veterans of the 
Spanish-American War, Boxer Rebellion, or Philippine In-
surrection shall be effective as of date of death of the veteran, 
if claim is filed within one year thereafter  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1209 

280   Fort Armstrong Military Reservation, Hawaii. AN ACT To 
authorize an exchange of lands between the War Depart-
ment and the Department of Labor  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ .. 1209 



LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS

Act Res.
281 ----- Coast Guard Academy library. AN ACT To make the United

States Coast Guard Academy library a public depository for
Government publications-----------------------

282 ----- Insolvent building associations, D. C. AN ACT To provide for
the abatement of personal taxes from insolvent building
associations in the District of Columbia------------------

283 ----- Middletown Air Depot Military Reservation, Pa. AN ACT To
provide a right-of-way------------------------

284 ---- Naval Academy laundry. AN ACT To establish the status of
funds and employees of the United States Naval Academy
laundry ------ _------------------------

285 ---- Real estate owned by District of Columbia. AN ACT Authorizing
the sale of certain real estate in the District of Columbia no
longer required for public purposes ------------------

286 ----- Patents, time of filing applications. AN ACT To amend sec-
tions 4886, 4887, 4920, and 4929 of the Revised Statutes
(U. S. C., title 35, sees. 31, 32, 69, and 73)---------------

287 ----- Patents, interferences. AN ACT To amend sections 4904, 4909,
4911, and 4915 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 35,
secs. 52, 57, 59a, and 63)---------------------------

288 ----- Patents, interferences, time limit. AN ACT To amend section
4903 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 35, sec. 51)---

289 ---- Army Air Corps, age limit for second lieutenants. AN ACT To
waive the age limit for appointment as second lieutenant,
Regular Army, of certain persons now on active duty with
the Air Corps ---------------- -----------

290 ----- Lieutenant general, Regular Army. AN ACT To provide for the
rank and title of lieutenant general of the Regular Army-_-

37 "Star-Spangled Banner", celebration. JOINT RESOLUTION
Providing for participation by the United States in the cele-
bration to be held at Fort McHenry on September 14, 1939,
in celebration of the one hundred and twenty-fifth anniver-
sary of the writing of the Star-Spangled Banner ---------

38 Williamsburg, Va., Masonic Lodge. JOINT RESOLUTION
Authorizing the Librarian of Congress to return to Williams-
burg Lodge, Numbered Six, Ancient Free and Accepted
Masons, of Virginia, the original manuscript of the record
of the proceedings of said lodge-------------------------

39 Farmers' market, D. C. JOINT RESOLUTION Providing
that the farmers' market in blocks 354 and 355 in the Dis-
trict of Columbia shall not be used for other purposes ----

291 ----- Coast Guard, appointment of Lighthouse Service employees. AN
ACT To perfect the consolidation of the Lighthouse Service
with the Coast Guard by authorizing the commissioning,
appointment, and enlistment in the Coast Guard, of certain
officers and employees of the Lighthouse Service, and for
other purposes ------------.--------------------

292 ----- Coast Guard, personnel. AN ACT To amend section 9 of the
Act of July 3, 1926 (44 Stat. 817), entitled "An Act to read-
just the commissioned personnel of the Coast Guard, and
for other purposes." ---------- --------------. ------

293 ----- Fort Douglas Military Reservation, Utah. AN ACT Authoriz-
ing the Secretary of War to permit Salt Lake City, Utah, to
construct and maintain certain roads, streets, and boulevards
across the Fort Douglas Military Reservation ------------

294 ----- Postmasters, Alaska, notarial functions. AN ACT To authorize
postmasters within the Territory of Alaska to administer
oaths and affirmations, and for other purposes ------_. ---

295 ----- Government records, disposition. AN ACT To provide for the
disposition of certain records of the United States Govern-
ment------ -------------_----------.----------------

296 ----- Golden Gate International Exposition of 1939, tourist literature.
AN ACT To permit the importation free of duty of certain
literature for distribution at the Golden Gate International
Exposition of 1939 .--------- _--------- ----- _-__

40 San Carlos and Flathead Indian irrigation projects. JOINT
RESOLUTION To approve the action of the Secretary of
the Interior deferring the collection of certain irrigation con-
struction charges against lands under the San Carlos and
Flathead Indian irrigation projects ---------------------
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281   Coast Guard Academy library. AN ACT To make the United 
States Coast Guard Academy library a public depository for 
Government publications  Aug. 5, 1939_ __ 1209 

282   Insolvent building associations, D. C. AN ACT To provide for 
the abatement of personal taxes from insolvent building 
associations in the District of Columbia  Aug. 5, 1939_ __ 1210 

283   Middletown Air Depot Military Reservation, Pa. AN ACT To 
provide a right-of-way  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1210 

284   Naval Academy laundry. AN ACT To establish the status of 
funds and employees of the United States Naval Academy 
laundry  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1210 

285   Real estate owned by District of Columbia. AN ACT Authorizing 
the sale of certain real estate in the District of Columbia no 
longer required for public purposes  Aug. 5, 1939___ 1211 

286   Patents, time of filing applications. AN ACT To amend sec-
tions 4886, 4887, 4920, and 4929 of the Revised Statutes 
(U. S. C., title 35, secs. 31, 32, 69, and 73)  Aug. 5, 1939_ __ 1212 

287   Patents, interferences. AN ACT To amend sections 4904, 4909, 
4911, and 4915 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 35, 
secs. 52, 57, 59a, and 63)  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1212 

288   Patents, interferences, time limit. AN ACT To amend section 
4903 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 35, sec. 51) _ Aug. 5, 1939__ _ 1213 

289   Army Air Corps, age limit for second lieutenants. AN ACT To 
waive the age limit for appointment as second lieutenant, 
Regular Army, of certain persons now on active duty with 
the Air Corps  Aug. 5, 1939W 1213 

290   Lieutenant general, Regular Army. AN ACT To provide for the 
rank and title of lieutenant general of the Regular Army_ _ _ Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1214 

37 "Star-Spangled Banner", celebration. JOINT RESOLUTION 
Providing for participation by the United States in the cele-
bration to be held at Fort McHenry on September 14, 1939, 
in celebration of the one hundred and twenty-fifth anniver-
sary of the writing of the Star-Spangled Banner  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1214 

38 Williamsburg, Va., Masonic Lodge. JOINT RESOLUTION 
Authorizing the Librarian of Congress to return to Williams-
burg Lodge, Numbered Six, Ancient Free and Accepted 
Masons, of Virginia, the original manuscript of the record 
of the proceedings of said lodge  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1215 

39 Farmers' market, D. C. JOINT RESOLUTION Providing 
that the farmers' market in blocks 354 and 355 in the Dis-
trict of Columbia shall not be used for other purposes  Aug. 5, 1939_ __ 1215 

291   Coast Guard, appointment of Lighthouse Service employees. AN 
ACT To perfect the consolidation of the Lighthouse Service 
with the Coast Guard by authorizing the commissioning, 
appointment, and enlistment in the Coast Guard, of certain 
officers and employees of the Lighthouse Service, and for 
other purposes  Aug. 5, 1939___ 1216 

292   Coast Guard, personnel. AN ACT To amend section 9 of the 
Act of July 3, 1926 (44 Stat. 817), entitled "An Act to read-
just the commissioned personnel of the Coast Guard, and 
for other purposes."  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1217 

293   Fort Douglas Military Reservation, Utah. AN ACT Authoriz-
ing the Secretary of War to permit Salt Lake City, Utah, to 
construct and maintain certain roads, streets, and boulevards 
across the Fort Douglas Military Reservation  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1218 

294   Postmasters, Alaska, notarial functions. AN ACT To authorize 
postmasters within the Territory of Alaska to administer 
oaths and affirmations, and for other purposes  Aug. 5, 1939___ 1219 

295   Government records, disposition. AN ACT To provide for the 
disposition of certain records of the United States Govern-
ment  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1219 

296   Golden Gate International Exposition of 1939, tourist literature. 
AN ACT To permit the importation free of duty of certain 
literature for distribution at the Golden Gate International 
Exposition of 1939  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1221 

40 San Carlos and Flathead Indian irrigation projects. JOINT 
RESOLUTION To approve the action of the Secretary of 
the Interior deferring the collection of certain irrigation con-
struction charges against lands under the San Carlos and 
Flathead Indian irrigation projects   Aug. 5, 1939..__ 1221 



LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS

Act Res.
297 ----- Bridge, Des Moines River. AN ACT To legalize a free highway

bridge now being constructed across the Des Moines River,
at Levy, Iowa ---------------------------------

41 Acting Secretary of the Navy. JOINT RESOLUTION To
authorize the Assistant Secretary of the Navy to continue to
serve as Acting Secretary of the Navy until the appointment
of a Secretary, and for other purposes ---------

42 Former President Herbert Hoover, portrait. JOINT RESOLU-
TION Authorizing the Joint Committee on the Library to
procure an oil portrait of former President Herbert Hoover -

298 ----- Federal Firearms Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend the
Federal Firearms Act (Public, Numbered 785, seventy-fifth
Congress) so as to more adequately define the term "ammu-
nition" as said term is defined in said Act ___------- ---

299 ----- U. S. Courts, administration. AN ACT To provide for the
administration of the United States courts, and for other
purposes --------------------------------------

300 ----- Philippine Independence Act, amendments. AN ACT To amend
an Act entitled "An Act to provide for the complete inde-
pendence of the Philippine Islands, to provide for the adop-
tion of a constitution and a form of government for the
Philippine Islands, and for other purposes" ---------------

301 ----- Bridge, Connecticut River. AN ACT Granting the consent of
Congress to the State of Connecticut, acting by and through
any agency or commission thereof, to construct, maintain,
and operate a toll bridge across the Connecticut River at or
near Hartford, Connecticut ---------------------------

302 ----- Bridge, Columbia River. AN ACT Granting the consent of
Congress to the Secretary of the Interior, the State of Wash-
ington, and the Great Northern Railway Company to con-
struct, maintain, and operate either a combined highway and
railroad bridge or two separate bridges across the Columbia
River, at or near Kettle Falls, Washington-------------_

303 ----- Bridge, Mississippi River. AN ACT Authorizing the village of
Cassville, Wisconsin, or its assigns, to construct, maintain,
and operate a toll bridge across the Mississippi River at or
near Cassville, Wisconsin, and to a place at or near the village
of Guttenberg, Iowa--------------------------

304 ----- Montana judicial district. AN ACT To amend section 92 of the
Judicial Code to provide for a term of court at Kalispell,
Montana, and subject to the recommendation of the Attorney
General of the United States to permit the provision of rooms
and accommodations for holding court at Livingston, and
Kalispell, Montana ----------------------------------

305 ----- Nevada, conveyance of lands. AN ACT Authorizing the convey-
ance of certain lands to the State of Nevada -----------

306 ----- Bridge, Bayou La Fourche. AN ACT To legalize a bridge across
Bayou La Fourche at Cut Off, Louisiana ----------------

307 ----- Farm units on public lands. AN ACT Relating to the develop-
ment of farm units on public lands under Federal reclamation
projects with funds furnished by the Farm Security Adminis-
tration --.------------------------------------

308 ----- Bridge, Missouri River. AN ACT Authorizing the county of
Howard, State of Missouri, to construct, maintain, and oper-
ate a toll bridge across the Missouri River at or near Peters-
burg, Missouri -------------------------------------

309 ----- Army, construction work. AN ACT To facilitate certain con-
struction work for the Army, and for other purposes------

310 ----- Bridge, St. Georges, Del. AN ACT Authorizing the construction
of a highway bridge across the Chesapeake and Delaware
Canal at Saint Georges, Delaware- ---------------------

311 ----- Bridge, Ohio River. AN ACT To authorize the construction of a
bridge across the Ohio River at or near Mauckport, Harrison
County, Indiana -------------------------------

312 ---- Hawaii, revenue bonds. AN ACT To ratify and confirm act 58 of
the Session Laws of Hawaii, 1939, extending the time within
which revenue bonds may be issued and delivered under act
174 of the Session Laws of Hawaii, 1935-- -----------------

313 ---- Virgin Islands. AN ACT To amend section 4 of the Actentitled
"An Act to provide a civil government for the Virgin Islands
of the United States", approved June 22, 1936 ---------
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297   Bridge, Des Moines River. AN ACT To legalize a free highway 
bridge now being constructed across the Des Moines River, 
at Levy, Iowa  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1221 

41 Acting Secretary of the Navy. JOINT RESOLUTION To 
authorize the Assistant Secretary of the Navy to continue to 
serve as Acting Secretary of the Navy until the appointment 
of a Secretary, and for other purposes  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1222 

42 Former President Herbert Hoover, portrait. JOINT RESOLU-
TION Authorizing the Joint Committee on the Library to 
procure an oil portrait of former President Herbert Hoover_ _ Aug. 5, 1939.. _ _ 1222 

298   Federal Firearms Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend the 
Federal Firearms Act (Public, Numbered 785, seventy-fifth 
Congress) so as to more adequately define the term "ammu-
nition" as said term is defined in said Act   Aug. 6, 1939_ __ 1222 

299   U. S. Courts, administration. AN ACT To provide for the 
administration of the United States courts, and for other 
purposes  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1223 

300   Philippine Independence Act, amendments. AN ACT To amend 
an Act entitled "An Act to provide for the complete inde-
pendence of the Philippine Islands, to provide for the adop-
tion of a constitution and a form of government for the 
Philippine Islands, and for other purposes"  Aug. 7, 1939_ __ 1226 

301   Bridge, Connecticut River. AN ACT Granting the consent of 
Congress to the State of Connecticut, acting by and through 
any agency or commission thereof, to construct, maintain, 
and operate a toll bridge across the Connecticut River at or 
near Hartford, Connecticut  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1234 

302   Bridge, Columbia River. AN ACT Granting the consent of 
Congress to the Secretary of the Interior, the State of Wash-
ington, and the Great Northern Railway Company to con-
struct, maintain, and operate either a combined highway and 
railroad bridge or two separate bridges across the Columbia 
River, at or near Kettle Falls, Washington  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1235 

303   Bridge, Mississippi River. AN ACT Authorizing the village of 
Cassville, Wisconsin, or its assigns, to construct, maintain, 
and operate a toll bridge across the Mississippi River at or 
near Cassville, Wisconsin, and to a place at or near the village 
of Guttenberg, Iowa  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1235 

304   Montana judicial district. AN ACT To amend section 92 of the 
Judicial Code to provide for a term of court at Kalispell, 
Montana, and subject to the recommendation of the Attorney 
General of the United States to permit the provision of rooms 
and accommodations for holding court at Livingston, and 
Kalispell, Montana  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1236 

305   Nevada, conveyance of lands. AN ACT Authorizing the convey-
ance of certain lands to the State of Nevada  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1237 

306   Bridge, Bayou La Fourche. AN ACT To legalize a bridge across 
Bayou La Fourche at Cut Off, Louisiana  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1237 

307   Farm units on public lands. AN ACT Relating to the develop-
ment of farm units on public lands under Federal reclamation 
projects with funds furnished by the Farm Security Adminis-
tration  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1238 

308   Bridge, Missouri River. AN ACT Authorizing the county of 
Howard, State of Missouri, to construct, maintain, and oper-
ate a toll bridge across the Missouri River at or near Peters-
burg, Missouri   Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1238 

309   Army, construction work. AN ACT To facilitate certain con-
struction work for the Army, and for other purposes  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1239 

310   Bridge, St. Georges, Del. AN ACT Authorizing the construction 
of a highway bridge across the Chesapeake and Delaware 
Canal at Saint Georges, Delaware  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1240 

311   Bridge, Ohio River. AN ACT To authorize the construction of a 
bridge across the Ohio River at or near Mauckport, Harrison 
County, Indiana  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1241 

312   Hawaii, revenue bonds. AN ACT To ratify and confirm act 58 of 
the Session Laws of Hawaii, 1939, extending the time within 
which revenue bonds may be issued and delivered under act 
174 of the Session Laws of Hawaii, 1935  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1242 

313   Virgin Islands. AN ACT To amend section 4 of the Act entitled 
"An Act to provide a civil government for the Virgin Islands 
of the United States", approved June 22, 1936  Aug. 7, 1939_ - - 1242 



LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS

Act Res.
314 ---- Alaska, school lands. AN ACT To amend an Act entitled "An

Act to reserve lands to the Territory of Alaska for educa-
tional uses, and for other purposes", approved March 4,
1915 (38 Stat. 1214-1215)---------------- - Aug.

315 ----- Registration of certain aliens for naturalization. AN ACT To
amend the Act of March 2, 1929 (45 Stat. 536)----------- Aug.

316 ----- Bridge, Beverly, Ohio. AN ACT To authorize M. H. Gildow
to construct a free, movable, pontoon footbridge across
Muskingum River Canal at or near Beverly, Ohio -------- Aug.

317 ---- Klamath Indians, delegates. AN ACT Amending the Act of
Congress of June 25, 1938 (C. 710, 52 Stat. 1207), authorizing
the Secretary of the Interior to pay salaries and expenses
of the chairman, secretary, and interpreter of the Klamath
General Council, members of the Klamath Business Com-
mittee and other committees appointed by said Klamath
General Council, and official delegates of the Klamath
Tribe----- ----------------------------------- Aug.

318 ----- Crab Orchard Creek Dam Project, Ill. AN ACT To provide for
the establishment of a cemetery within the Crab Orchard
Creek Dam Project, Williamson County, Illinois-------- Aug.

319 ----- Dissemination of propaganda. AN ACT To amend an Act
entitled "An Act to require the registration of certain persons
employed by agencies to disseminate propaganda in the
United States and for other purposes", approved June 8,
1938 (Public Law Numbered 583, Seventy-fifth Congress,
third session) ------------------------------ Aug.

320 ----- Alaska Railroad, retirement of employees. AN ACT To amend
sections 6 and 7 of the Act entitled "An Act for the retire-
ment of employees of the Alaska Railroad, Territory of
Alaska, who are citizens of the United States", approved
June 29, 1936--------------------------.--------- Aug.

321 ----- Income-tax information, D. C. AN ACT To amend the District
of Columbia Revenue Act of 1939, and for other purposes-_ Aug.

322 ---- Employment of Brien McMahon as attorney. AN ACT To limit
the operation of sections 109 and 113 of the Criminal Code
and section 190 of the Revised Statutes of the United States
with respect to counsel in certain cases ----------------- Aug.

43 International Exhibition of Polar Exploration. JOINT RESO-
LUTION Authorizing and requesting the President to accept
the invitation of the Government of Norway to the Govern-
ment of the United States to participate in an International
Exhibition of Polar Exploration, which will be held at
Bergen, Norway, in 1940; and authorizing an appropriation
to cover the expenses of such participation --------------_ Aug.

323 ----- Alaska Railroad, retirement of employees. AN ACT To amend
the Act entitled "An Act for the retirement of employees of
the Alaska Railroad, Territory of Alaska, who are citizens of
the United States", approved June 29, 1936, and for other
purposes ------- -------------------.... .. --- Aug.

324 ----- Veterans' Administration, liability of oficers. AN ACT To re-
lieve disbursing officers and certifying officers of the Veterans'
Administration from liability for payment where recovery of
such payment is waived under existing laws administered
by the Veterans' Administration --------------------- Aug.

325 ----- Klamath Indian tribal funds. AN ACT Providing for the dis-
position of certain Klamath Indian tribal funds-----------Aug.

326 ----- Civilian Conservation Corps. AN ACT To amend the Act en-
titled "An Act to establish a Civilian Conservation Corps,
and for other purposes", approved June 28, 1937, as amended_ Aug.

327 ----- Bridge, Columbia River. AN ACT To extend the time for
completing the construction of a bridge across the Columbia
River near The Dalles, Oregon -------- Aug.

328 ---- Merchant Marine Act, 1936, amendments. AN ACT To amend
sections 712, 802, and 902 of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936,
as amended, relative to the requisitioning of vessels ------ Aug.

329 ---- Coast Guard station, N. C. AN ACT To provide for the estab-
lishment of a Coast Guard station on the shore of North
Carolina at or near Wrightsville Beach, New Hanover
County-- Aug

330 ----- Theft of mail matter. AN ACT To amend section 194 of an Act
entitled "An Act to codify, revise and amend the penal laws
of the United States", approved March 4, 1909 (35 Stat. L.
1088)---------------- -- ---------------- - Aug.
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Act R Date es. Page 
314   Alaska, school lands. AN ACT To amend an Act entitled "An 

Act to reserve lands to the Territory of Alaska for educa-
tional uses, and for other purposes", approved March 4, 
1915 (38 Stat. 1214-1215)  Aug. 7, 1939___ 1243 

315   Registration of certain aliens for naturalization. AN ACT To 
amend the Act of March 2, 1929 (45 Stat. 536)  Aug. 7, 1939_ __ 1243 

316   Bridge, Beverly, Ohio. AN ACT To authorize M. H. Gildow 
to construct a free, movable, pontoon footbridge across 
Muskingum River Canal at or near Beverly, Ohio  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1243 

317   Klamath Indians, delegates. AN ACT Amending the Act of 
Congress of June 25, 1938 (C. 710, 52 Stat. 1207), authorizing 
the Secretary of the Interior to pay salaries and expenses 
of the chairman, secretary, and interpreter of the Klamath 
General Council, members of the Klamath Business Com-
mittee and other committees appointed by said Klamath 
General Council, and official delegates of the Klamath 
Tribe  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1244 

318   Crab Orchard Creek Dam Project, Ill. AN ACT To provide for 
the establishment of a cemetery within the Crab Orchard 
Creek Dam Project, Williamson County, Illinois  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1244 

319   Dissemination of propaganda. AN ACT To amend an Act 
entitled "An Act to require the registration of certain persons 
employed by agencies to disseminate , propaganda in the 
United States and for other purposes", approved June 8, 
1938 (Public Law Numbered 583, Seventy-fifth Congress, 
third session)  Aug. 7, 1939___ 1244 

320   Alaska Railroad, retirement of employees. AN ACT To amend 
sections 6 and 7 of the Act entitled "An Act for the retire-
ment of employees of the Alaska Railroad, Territory of 
Alaska, who are citizens of the United States", approved 
June 29, 1936  Aug. 7, 1939_ 1246 

321   Income-tax information, D. C. AN ACT To amend the District 
of Columbia Revenue Act of 1939, and for other purposes__ Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1248 

322   Employment of Brien McMahon as attorney. AN ACT To limit 
the operation of sections 109 and 113 of the Criminal Code 
and section 190 of the Revised Statutes of the United States 
with respect to counsel in certain cases  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1248 

43 International Exhibition of Polar Exploration. JOINT RESO-
LUTION Authorizing and requesting the President to accept 
the invitation of the Government of Norway to the Govern-
ment of the United States to participate in an International 
Exhibition of Polar Exploration, which will be held at 
Bergen, Norway, in 1940; and authorizing an appropriation 
to cover the expenses of such participation  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1249 

323   Alaska Railroad, retirement of employees. AN ACT To amend 
the Act entitled "An Act for the retirement of employees of 
the Alaska Railroad, Territory of Alaska, who are citizens of 
the United States", approved June 29, 1936, and for other 
purposes  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ - 1250 

324   Veterans' Administration, liability of officers. AN ACT To re-
lieve disbursing officers and certifying officers of the Veterans' 
Administration from liability for payment where recovery of 
such payment is waived under existing laws administered 
by the Veterans' Administration  Aug. 7, 1939_ __ 1252 

325   Klamath Indian tribal funds. AN ACT Providing for the dis-
position of certain Klamath Indian tribal funds  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1252 

326   Civilian Conservation Corps. AN ACT To amend the Act en-
titled "An Act to establish a Civilian Conservation Corps, 
and for other purposes", approved June 28, 1937, as amended_ Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1253 

327   Bridge, Columbia River. AN ACT To extend the time for 
completing the construction of a bridge across the Columbia 
River near The Dalles, Oregon  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1253 

328   Merchant Marine Act, 1938, amendments. AN ACT To amend 
sections 712, 802, and 902 of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, 
as amended, relative to the requisitioning of vessels  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1254 

329   Coast Guard station, N. C. AN ACT To provide for the estab-
lishment of a Coast Guard station on the shore of North 
Carolina at or near Wrightsville Beach, New Hanover 
County  Aug. 7, 1939_ __ 1256 

330   Theft of mail matter. AN ACT To amend section 194 of an Act 
entitled "An Act to codify, revise, and amend the penal laws 
of the United States", approved March 4, 1909 (35 Stat. L. 
1088)  Aug. 7, 1939_ -- 1256 



LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS

Act Res.
331 ----- Motorboats. AN ACT To exempt certain motorboats from the

operation of sections 4 and 6 of the Motor Boat Act of June 9,
1910, and from certain other Acts of Congress, and to pro-
vide that certain motorboats shall not be required to carry
on board copies of the pilot rules -----------------------

332 ----- Bridge, Mississippi River. AN ACT Authorizing the county of
Saint Louis, State of Missouri, to construct, maintain, and
operate a toll bridge across the Mississippi River near Jeffer-
son Barracks, Missouri --------------------------------

333 --- Bridges, St. Louis River. AN ACT To authorize the city of
Duluth, in the State of Minnesota, to construct a toll bridge
across the Saint Louis River, between the States of Minnesota
and Wisconsin, and for other purposes-----..... -------..

334 ----- Records of rectifiers and wholesale liquor dealers. AN ACT
Amending section 2857 of the Internal Revenue Code------

335 ----- Tobacco marketing quotas, referendum. AN ACT To amend
the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938 --------------

336 ----- Tobacco marketing quotas, proclamation. AN ACT To amend
the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938 ----------------

337 ----- Tobacco, acreage allotments. AN ACT To amend the Agricul-
tural Adjustment Act of 1938 -------------------------

338 ----- Excess tobacco marketing, penalty. AN ACT To amend the
Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938--------------------

339 ----- Enforcement of Marihuana Tax Act. AN ACT To amend the
Act of March 28, 1928 (45 Stat. 374), as amended, relating
to the advance of funds in connection with the enforcement
of Acts relating to narcotic drugs, so as to permit such
advances in connection with the enforcement of the Mari-
huana Tax Act of 1937, and to permit advances of funds in
connection with the enforcement of the customs laws ------

340 ..--- Bridge, Susquehanna River. AN ACT Granting the consent
of Congress to the Dauphin County, Pennsylvania, Authority
to construct, maintain, and operate a highway bridge across
the Susquehanna River at or near the city of Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania- ---------------------------------------

341 ----- Patents, completing applications. AN ACT To amend section
4894 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 35, sec. 37)---

342 ----- Bridge, Susquehanna River. AN ACT Granting the consent
of Congress to the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to recon-
struct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge across
the Susquehanna River, from the borough of Wyoming, in
the county of Luzerne, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, to
Jenkins Township, county of Luzerne, Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania----. ..------- ---------------------------

343 ----- Bridge, Missouri River. AN ACT Granting the consent of
Congress to Frank O. Lowden, James E. Gorman, and
Joseph B. Fleming, trustees of the estate of The Chicago,
Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company, to construct,
maintain, and operate a railroad bridge across the Missouri
River at or near Randolph, Missouri--------------------

44 International Statistical Institute. JOINT RESOLUTION To
amend Public Resolution Numbered 46, approved August 9,
1935, entitled "Joint resolution requesting the President to
extend to the International Statistical Institute an invitation
to hold its twenty-fourth session in the United States in 1939"-

45 U. S. Supreme Court Building Commission. JOINT RESO-
LUTION To dissolve the United States Supreme Court
Building Commission -------------------------------

344 ----- Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, amendment. AN ACT To
amend section 13 (a) of the Act approved June 25, 1938 (52
Stat. 1069), entitled "Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938"--

345 ----- Public Health Service. AN ACT To provide for the detail of a
commissioned medical officer of the Public Health Service to
serve as Assistant to the Surgeon General --------------

346 ----- Winnebago Indian Agency, Nebr. AN ACT For the relief of
certain Indians of the Winnebago Agency----------------

347 ----- Bridge, Mississippi River. AN ACT Creating the Louisiana-
Vicksburg Bridge Commission; defining the authority
power, and duties of said Commission; and authorizing said
Commission and its successors and assigns to purchase,
maintain, and operate a bridge across the Mississippi River
at or near Delta Point, Louisiana, and Vicksburg, Mississippi-
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Act Res. Date Page 

331   Motorboats. AN ACT To exempt certain motorboats from the 
operation of sections 4 and 6 of the Motor Boat Act of June 9, 
1910, and from certain other Acts of Congress, and to pro-
vide that certain motorboats shall not be required to carry 
on board copies of the pilot rules  Aug. 7, 1939___ 1257 

332   Bridge, Mississippi River. AN ACT Authorizing the county of 
Saint Louis, State of Missouri, to construct, maintain and 
operate a toll bridge across the Mississippi River near Jeffer-
son Barracks, Missouri  Aug. 7, 1939_ __ 1257 

333   Bridges, St. Louis River. AN ACT To authorize the city of 
Duluth, in the State of Minnesota, to construct a toll bridge 
across the Saint Louis River, between the States of Minnesota 
and Wisconsin, and for other purposes  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1258 

334   Records of rectifiers and wholesale liquor dealers. AN ACT 
Amending section 2857 of the Internal Revenue Code  Aug. 7, 1939W 1260 

335   Tobacco marketing quotas, referendum. AN ACT To amend 
the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1261 

336   Tobacco marketing quotas, proclamation. AN ACT To amend 
the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938  Aug. 7, 1939_ __ 1261 

337   Tobacco' acreage allotments. AN ACT To amend the Agricul-
tural Adjustment Act of 1938  Aug. 7, 1939_ __ 1261 

338   Excess tobacco marketing, penalty. AN ACT To amend the 
Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938    Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1262 

339   Enforcement of Marihuana Tax Act. AN ACT To amend the 
Act of March 28, 1928 (45 Stat. 374), as amended, relating 
to the advance of funds in connection with the enforcement 
of Acts relating to narcotic drugs so as to permit such 
advances in connection with the enforcement of the Mari-
huana Tax Act of 1937, and to permit advances of funds in 
connection with the enforcement of the customs laws  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1262 

340   Bridge, Susquehanna River. AN ACT Granting the consent 
of Congress to the Dauphin County, Pennsylvania, Authority 
to construct, maintain, and operate a highway bridge across 
the Susquehanna River at or near the city of Harrisburg, 
Pennsylvania  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1263 

341   Patents, completing applications. AN ACT To amend section 
4894 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 35, sec. 37)_ __ Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1264 

342   Bridge, Susquehanna River. AN ACT Granting the consent 
of Congress to the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to recon-
struct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge across 
the Susquehanna River, from the borough of Wyoming, in 
the county of Luzerne, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, to 
Jenkins Township, county of Luzerne, Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1264 

343   Bridge, Missouri River. AN ACT Granting the consent of 
Congress to Frank 0. Lowden, James E. Gorman, and 
Joseph B. Fleming, trustees of the estate of The Chicago, 
Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company, to construct, 
maintain, and operate a railroad bridge across the Missouri 
River at or near Randolph, Missouri  Aug. 7, 1939.._ 1265 

44 International Statistical Institute. JOINT RESOLUTION To 
amend Public Resolution Numbered 46, approved August 9, 
1935, entitled "Joint resolution requesting the President to 
extend to the International Statistical Institute an invitation 
to hold its twenty-fourth session in the United States in 1939"_ Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1265 

45 U. S. Supreme Court Building •Commission. JOINT RESO-
LUTION To dissolve the United States Supreme Court 
Building Commission  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1266 

344   Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, amendment. AN ACT To 
amend section 13 (a) of the Act approved June 25, 1938 (52 
Stat. 1069), entitled "Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938" __ Aug. 9, 1939_ _ _ 1266 

345   Public Health Service. AN ACT To provide for the detail of a 
commissioned medical officer of the Public Health Service to 
serve as Assistant to the Surgeon General  Aug. 9, 1939_ _ _ 1266 

346   Winnebago Indian Agency, Nebr. AN ACT For the relief of 
certain Indians of the Winnebago Agency  Aug. 9, 1939_ __ 1267 

347   Bridge Mississippi River. AN ACT Creating the Louisiana-
Vicksburg Bridge Commission; defining the authority, 
power, and duties of said Commission; and authorizing said 
Commission and its successors and assigns to purchase, 
maintain, and operate a bridge across the Mississippi River 
at or near Delta Point, Louisiana, and Vicksburg, Mississippi_ Aug. 9, 1939_ _ _ 1267 
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Act Res.
348 ----- Chilkoot Barracks Military Reservation, Alaska. AN ACT To

provide a right-of-way through the Chilkoot Barracks Mili-
tary Reservation, Alaska .-----------------------------

349 ----- Alien clergymen. AN ACT To amend the naturalization laws
in relation to an alien previously lawfully admitted into the
United States for permanent residence and who is tempo-
rarily absent from the United States solely in his or her
capacity as a regularly ordained clergyman or representative
of a recognized religious denomination or religious organiza-
tion existing in the United States -----------

350 ----- Railway Mail Service, holiday. AN ACT Giving clerks in the
Railway Mail Service the benefit of holiday known as
Armistice Day----------- --------- ----

351 ----- Pink bollworm control. AN ACT Authorizing the Secretary of
Agriculture to prepare plans for the eradication and control
of the pink bollworm, and for other purposes -------------

352 ----- Benjamin Harrison Memorial Commission. AN ACT To es-
tablish the Benjamin Harrison Commission to formulate
plans for the construction of a permanent memorial to the
memory of Benjamin Harrison, twenty-third President of
the United States -------------------------.-- __-----

353 ----- National parks, Georgia. AN ACT To amend the Act approved
June 26, 1935, entitled "An Act to create a national memorial
military park at and in the vicinity of Kennesaw Mountain
in the State of Georgia, and for other purposes."---_--

354 ----- Federal Seed Act. AN ACT To regulate interstate and foreign
commerce in seeds; to require labeling and to prevent mis-
representation of seeds in interstate commerce; to require
certain standards with respect to certain imported seeds; and
for other purposes --------------------- __-_----- -___

355 ----- Cooperation between American republics. AN ACT To author-
ize the President to render closer and more effective the
relationship between the American republics ------_-___.

356 ----- Akron, Ohio, old post-ofice building. AN ACT To repeal the
minimum-price limitation on sale of the Akron, Ohio, old
post-office building and site-----------------------------

357 ----- Transportation of illicit articles. AN ACT To provide for the
seizure and forfeiture of vessels, vehicles, and aircraft used to
transport narcotic drugs, firearms, and counterfeit coins,
obligations, securities, and paraphernalia, and for other
purposes ___ ----------------------- ____ --_---

358 -. ._ Patents, fees, etc. AN ACT To repeal section 4897 of the
Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 35, sec. 38), and amend
sections 4885 and 4934 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C.,
title 35, sees. 41 and 78)... --------------.---______

359 ----- Insanity proceedings, D. C. AN ACT To provide for insanity
proceedings in the District of Columbia---------------

360 ----- Fort Mifflin Military Reservation, Pa. AN ACT To provide a
right-of-way ---------------.---------_ -------------

46 Columbian Fountain, D. C. JOINT RESOLUTION Author-
izing the selection of a site and the erection thereon of the
Columbian Fountain in Washington, District of Columbia._

361 --- Third Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1989. AN
ACT Making appropriations to supply deficiencies in certain
appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939, and
for prior fiscal years, to provide supplemental appropriations
for the fiscal years ending June 30, 1939, and June 30, 1940,
and for other purposes --------------------------------

362 ---- Custer Battlefield National Cemetery, Mont. AN ACT To pro-
vide for the erection of a public historical museum in the
Custer Battlefield National Cemetery, Montana .......

363 ----- Postal Service, Alaska. AN ACT To authorize the Postmaster
General to contract for certain powerboat service in Alaska,
and for other purposes ----- __---- -- __-----

364 -.--- National Advisory Health Council. AN ACT To adjust the
compensation of the members of the National Advisory
Health Council not in the regular employment of the Govern-
ment ----------------. - ----- --- - - - - - -

365 ----- Bridge, Mississippi River. AN ACT Creating the Memphis
and Arkansas Bridge Commission; defining the authority,
power, and duties of said Commission; and authorizing said
Commission and its successors and assigns to construct, main-
tain, and operate a bridge across the Mississippi River at or
near Memphis, Tennessee; and for other purposes------__-
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Act Res. Date Page 

348   Chilkoot Barracks Military Reservation, Alaska. AN ACT To 
provide a right-of-way through the Chilkoot Barracks Mili-
tary Reservation, Alaska  Aug. 9, 1939_ _ _ 1272 

A 349   Alien clergymen. N ACT To amend the naturalization laws 
in relation to an alien previously lawfully admitted into the 
United States for permanent residence and who is tempo-
rarily absent from the United States solely in his or her 
capacity as a regularly ordained clergyman or representative 
of a recognized religious denomination or religious organiza-
tion existing in the United States  Aug. 9, 1939_ _ _ 1273 

350   Railway Mail Service, holiday. AN ACT Giving clerks in the 
Railway Mail Service the benefit of holiday known as 
Armistice Day  Aug. 9, 1939_ _ _ 1273 

351   Pink bollworm control. AN ACT Authorizing the Secretary of 
Agriculture to prepare plans for the eradication and control 
of the pink bollworm, and for other purposes  Aug. 9, 1939_ _ _ 1273 

352   Benjamin Harrison Memorial Commission. AN ACT To es-
tablish the Benjamin Harrison Commission to formulate 
plans for the construction of a permanent memorial to the 
memory of Benjamin Harrison, twenty-third President of 
the United States  Aug. 9, 1939_ _ _ 1274 

353   National parks, Georgia. AN ACT To amend the Act approved 
June 26, 1935, entitled "An Act to create a national memorial 
military park at and in the vicinity of Kennesaw Mountain 
in the State of Georgia, and for other purposes."  Aug. 9, 1939_ _ _ 1274 

354   Federal Seed Act. AN ACT To regulate interstate and foreign 
commerce in seeds; to require labeling and to prevent mis-
representation of seeds in interstate commerce; to require 
certain standards with respect to certain imported seeds; and 
for other purposes  Aug. 9, 1939. _ . 1275 

355   Cooperation between American republics. AN ACT To author-
ize the President to render closer and more effective the 
relationship between the American republics  Aug. 9, 1939_ _ _ 1290 

356   Akron, Ohio, old post-office building. AN ACT To repeal the 
minimum-price limitation on sale of the Akron, Ohio, old 
post-office building and site  Aug. 9, 1939._ 1291 

357   Transportation of illicit articles. AN ACT To provide for the 
seizure and forfeiture of vessels, vehicles, and aircraft used to 
transport narcotic drugs, firearms, and counterfeit coins, 
obligations, securities, and paraphernalia, and for other 
purposes  Aug. 9, 1939_ _ _ 1291 

358   Patents, fees, etc. AN ACT To repeal section 4897 of the 
Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 35, sec. 38), and amend 
sections 4885 and 4934 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., 
title 35, secs. 41 and 78)  Aug. 9, 1939. _ _ 1293 

359   Insanity proceedings, D. C. AN ACT To provide for insanity 
proceedings in the District of Columbia  Aug. 9, 1939.. _ _ 1293 

360   Fort Mifflin Military Reservation, Pa. AN ACT To provide a 
right-of-way  Aug. 9, 1939_ _ _ 1300 

46 Columbian Fountain, D. C. JOINT RESOLUTION Author-
izing the selection of a site and the erection thereon of the 
Columbian Fountain in Washington, District of Columbia.. _ Aug. 9, 1939_ _ 1300 

361   Third Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1989. AN 
ACT Making appropriations to supply deficiencies in certain 
appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939, and 
for prior fiscal years, to provide supplemental appropriations 
for the fiscal years ending June 30, 1939, and June 30, 1940, 
and for other purposes  Aug. 9, 1939.. _ .. 1301 

362   Custer Battlefield National Cemetery, Mont. AN ACT To pro-
vide for the erection of a public historical museum in the 
Custer Battlefield National Cemetery, Montana  Aug. 10, 1939_ _ - 1337 

363   Postal Service, Alaska. AN ACT To authorize the Postmaster 
General to contract for certain powerboat service in Alaska, 
and for other purposes  Aug. 10, 1939._ 1338 

364   National Advisory Health Council. AN ACT To adjust the 
compensation of the members of the National Advisory 
Health Council not in the regular employment of the Govern-
ment  Aug. 10, 1939._ 1338 

365   Bridge, Mississippi River. AN ACT Creating the Memphis 
and Arkansas Bridge Commission; defining the authority, 
power, and duties of said Commission; and authorizing said 
Commission and its successors and assigns to construct, main-
tain, and operate a bridge across the Mississippi River at or 
near Memphis, Tennessee; and for other purposes  Aug. 10, 1939_ 1338 



LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS

Act Res.
366 ----- Divorces in foreign countries. AN ACT To prohibit the use of

the mails for the solicitation of the procurement of divorces
in foreign countries ----------------------------- _

367 ----- Hot Springs National Park, Ark. AN ACT To amend the Act
of June 15, 1936 (49 Stat. 1516), authorizing the extension of
the boundaries of the Hot Springs National Park, in the State
of Arkansas, and for other purposes---------------------

368 ----- Chalmette National Historical Park, La. AN ACT To provide
for the establishment of the Chalmette National Historical
Park in the State of Louisiana, and for other purposes-----

369 ----- Civilian employees, claims for increased compensation. AN ACT
To amend the Acts granting increased compensation to civil-
ian employees for the period July 1, 1917, to June 30, 1924--

370 ----- Lighthouse Service, retirement. AN ACT Relating to the re-
tirement of employees to whom the provisions of section 6 of
the Act approved June 20, 1918 (40 Stat. 608; U. S. C., 1934
edition, title 33, sec. 763), as amended, apply ------------

371 ----- Steamships, life-saving appliances. AN ACT To amend sec-
tion 4488 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, as
amended (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 46, sec. 481)--------

372 --_-_ Steamships, fire protection. AN ACT To amend section 4471 of.
the Revised Statutes of the United States, as amended (U.
S. C., 1934 edition, title 46, sec. 464)-------------------

47 Boundary agreement, Iowa and Missouri. JOINT RESOLU-
TION Giving the consent of the Congress to an agreement
between the States of Iowa and Missouri establishing a
boundary between said States ---------.- _------------

48 Phosphate resources. JOINT RESOLUTION To amend Pub-
lic Resolution Numbered 112, Seventy-fifth Congress-------

49 Gallipolis, Ohio, celebration. JOINT RESOLUTION To pro-
vide for the observance and celebration of the one hundred
and fiftieth anniversary of the settlement of the city of
Gallipolis, Ohio ...----------------------...........

373 ----- Panama Canal employees, annuities. AN ACT To amend para-
graph (1) of section 96 of title 2 of the Canal Zone Code re-
lating to method of computing annuities ---------------

374 ----- Kaniksu National Forest, Wash. AN ACT To include within
the Kaniksu National Forest certain lands owned or in course
of acquisition by the United States-----------------------

375 ----- Umatilla Indian Reservation, Oreg. AN ACT Authorizing the
restoration to tribal ownership of certain lands upon the
Umatilla Indian Reservation, Oregon, and for other pur-
poses..----------------------------------------

376 ----- Packers and Stockyards Act, 1921, amendments. AN ACT To
amend the Packers and Stockyards Act, 1921----------

377 ----- Real-estate brokers, etc., D. C. AN ACT To amend the Act of
Congress entitled "An Act to define, regulate, and license
real-estate brokers, business-chance brokers, and real-estate
salesmen; to create a Real Estate Commission in the District
of Columbia; to protect the public against fraud in real-
estate transactions; and for other purposes", approved
August 25, 1937-----------------------------.. ------

378 ----- Government Losses in Shipment Act, amendments. AN ACT To
amend the Government Losses in Shipment Act----------

379 ----- Social Security Act Amendments of 1939. AN ACT To amend
the Social Security Act, and for other purposes ----------

50 U. S. Courts, Administrative Office, funds. JOINT RESOLU-
TION To provide funds for the maintenance and operation
of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts for
the fiscal year 1940 ------- -----------------------

380 ----- Barges "Prari" and "Palpa." AN ACT To admit the Ameri-
can-owned barges Prari and Palpa to American registry and
to permit their use in coastwise trade-----------------

381 ----- Home Owners' Loan Corporation. AN ACT To allow the
Home Owners' Loan Corporation to extend the period of
amortization of home loans from fifteen to twenty-five years-_

382 ----- Employers' Liability Ac, amendments. AN ACT To amend
the Employers' Liability Act ------------------------

383 ----- National parks, names. AN ACT To change the designations
of the Abraham Lincoln National Park, in the State of Ken-
tucky, and the Fort McHenry National Park, in the State
of Maryland - ------------------------------------
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Act Res. Date Page 

366   Divorces in foreign countries. AN ACT To prohibit the use of 
the mails for the solicitation of the procurement of divorces 
in foreign countries   Aug. 10, 1939___ 1341 

367   Hot Springs National Park, Ark. AN ACT To amend the Act 
of June 15, 1936 (49 Stat. 1516), authorizing the extension of 
the boundaries of the Hot Springs National Park, in the State 
of Arkansas, and for other purposes  Aug. 10, 1939_ _ _ 1341 

368   Chalmette National Historical Park, La. AN ACT To provide 
for the establishment of the Chalmette National Historical 
Park in the State of Louisiana, and for other purposes  Aug. 10, 1939_ _ _ 1342 

369   Civilian employees, claims for increased compensation. AN ACT 
To amend the Acts granting increased compensation to civil-
ian employees for the period July 1, 1917, to June 30, 1924_ _ Aug. 10, 1939_ _ _ 1343 

370   Lighthouse Service, retirement. AN ACT Relating to the re-
tirement of employees to whom the provisions of section 6 of 
the Act approved June 20, 1918 (40 Stat. 608; U. S. C., 1934 
edition, title 33, sec. 763), as amended, apply  Aug. 10, 1939_ _ _ 1343 

371   Steamships, life-saving appliances. AN ACT To amend sec-
tion 4488 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, as 
amended (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 46, sec. 481)  Aug. 10, 1939_ _ _ 1343 

372   Steamships, fire protection. AN ACT To amend section 4471 of. 
the Revised Statutes of the United States, as amended (U. 
S. C., 1934 edition, title 46, sec. 464)   Aug. 10, 1939_ _ 1344 

47 Boundary agreement, Iowa and Missouri. JOINT RESOLU-
TION Giving the consent of the Congress to an agreement 
between the States of Iowa and Missouri establishing a 
boundary between said States  Aug. 10, 1939___ 1345 

48 Phosphate resources. JOINT RESOLUTION To amend Pub-
lic Resolution Numbered 112, Seventy-fifth Congress  Aug. 10, 1939___ 1346 

49 Gallipolis, Ohio, celebration. JOINT RESOLUTION To pro-
vide for the observance and celebration of the one hundred 
and fiftieth anniversary of the settlement of the city of 
Gallipolis, Ohio  Aug. 10, 1939_ __ 1346 
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[CHAPTER 1]
JOINT RESOLUTION

February 4, 1939Making an additional appropriation for work relief and relief for the fiscal year [H. J. Res. 83]
ending June 30, 1939. [Pub. Res., No. 1]

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to continue
to provide work relief on useful public projects, and relief, as author-
ized in the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1938, and subject
to all of the provisions of such Act, there is hereby appropriated to
the Works Progress Administration, out of any money in the Treas-
ury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $725,000,000, which
amount shall be added to the $1,425,000,000 appropriated to that
Administration in section 1, subsection 1, of such Emergency Relief
Appropriation Act of 1938 and shall proportionately increase the
amounts specified in limitations (1), (2), and (3), of (d) of subsec-
tion (1) of section 1 of such Act: Provided, That the provisions of
section 2 of such Act prescribing February 28, 1939, as the end of
the period over which the funds appropriated to the Works Progress
Administration shall be apportioned and distributed are hereby
amended so as to prescribe June 30, 1939, as the end of such period:
Provided further, That notwithstanding any other provision of law,
the Works Progress Administrator is authorized, from time to time,
out of the funds appropriated in this joint resolution, to use such
amount or amounts not to exceed in the aggregate $15,000,000 as may
be determined by the Administrator to be necessary, for the purpose
of providing direct relief for needy persons: Provided further, That
notwithstanding any of the provisions of section 2 of the Emergency
Relief Appropriation Act of 1938, the amount herein appropriated
shall be so apportioned by the Works Progress Administration as to
cover the entire period from the date of the approval of this Act
until June 30, 1939: Provided further, That prior to April 1 there
shall be no administrative reduction of more than 5 per centum in
the number of employees upon Works Progress projects and that the
funds available for the remainder of the fiscal year shall be appor-
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[CHAPTER 11 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Making an additional appropriation for work relief and relief for the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1939. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to continue 
to provide work relief on useful public projects, and relief, as author-
ized in the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1938, and subject 
to all of the provisions of such Act, there is hereby appropriated to 
the Works Progress Administration, out of any money in the Treas-
ury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $725,000,000, which 
amount shall be added to the $1,425,000,000 appropriated to that 
Administration in section 1, subsection 1, of such Emergency Relief 
Appropriation Act of 1938 and shall proportionately increase the 
amounts specified in limitations (1), (2), and (3), of (d) of subsec-
tion (1) of section 1 of such Act: Provided, That the provisions of 
section 2 of such Act prescribing February 28, 1939, as the end of 
the period over which the funds appropriated to the Works Progress 
Administration shall be apportioned and distributed are hereby 
amended so as to prescribe June 30, 1939, as the end of such period: 
Provided further, That notwithstanding any other provision of law, 
the Works Progress Administrator is authorized, from time to time, 
out of the funds appropriated in this joint resolution to use such 
amount or amounts not to exceed in the aggregate $15,000,000 as may 
be determined by the Administrator to be necessary, for the purpose 
of providing direct relief for needy persons: Provided further, That 
notwithstanding any of the provisions of section 2 of the Emergency 
Relief Appropriation Act of 1938, the amount herein appropriated 
shall be so apportioned by the Works Progress Administration as to 
cover the entire period from the date of the approval of this Act 
until June 30, 1939: Provided further, That prior to April 1 there 
shall be no administrative reduction of more than 5 per centum in 
the number of employees upon Works Progress projects and that the 
funds available for the remainder of the fiscal year shall be appor-
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Estimate for addi- tioned in the discretion of the Administrator: Provided further, That
tional appropriation,
requirements. should there arise an emergency which in the opinion of the Presi-

dent would require the submission of an estimate for an additional
appropriation, the President in submitting such estimate shall submit
a statement as to the facts constituting such emergency: Provided

Elimination of em- further, That the Administrator shall immediately cause to be made
ployees not in actual
need. an investigation of the rolls of relief employees on work projects and

eliminate from such rolls those not in actual need: Provided further,
Limitation on allo- That the limitation of $60,000,000 in section 3 of such Act, on the

eralagenciesincreased. amount that may be allocated to other Federal departments, estab-
52 Stat. 811. lishments, and agencies is hereby increased to $88,000,000: Provided

peLndituooter further, That the words "and prior to February 28, 1939," are hereby
than labor costs. deleted from section 23 of such Act: Provided further, That the pro-52 Stat. 815.

Employees placed visions of Executive Order Numbered 7916, dated June 24, 1938, shall
n edcompvitive classi- not apply to positions the compensation of which is payable from
Executive Order No. appropriations contained in the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act

7916. of 1938 or from the amount appropriated in this joint resolution, and
such appropriations shall not be available for the compensation of the
incumbent of any position placed in the competitive classified civil
service of the United States after January 10, 1939: Provided further,

sonElibility of ager- That no requirement of eligibility for employment under such Emer-sons 65 years of age or
over, etc. gency Relief Appropriation Act of 1938, as amended, shall be effec-

tive which prohibits the employment of persons 65 years of age or
milstaorfsactories in over or women with dependent children: Provided further, That no
competition with ex- funds appropriated in the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of
isting industries, re-
striction. 1938 or herein appropriated shall be used by any Federal agency, to

establish mills or factories which would manufacture for sale articles
or materials in competition with existing industries.

52 Stat. 813. SEC. 2. Section 11 of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of
1938 is hereby amended to read as follows:

Aliens, restriction "SEO. 11. No alien shall be given employment or continued in
employment on any project prosecuted under the appropriations con-
tained in the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1938 or this

Affidavit as to .s. joint resolution: Provided, That no part of the money herein appro-
citizenship. priated shall be available to pay any person thirty days after the

approval of this joint resolution who does not make affidavit as to
United States citizenship, such affidavit to be considered prima facie

poreerences In em- evidence of such citizenship: Provided further, That preference in
employment on such projects shall be given in the following order:
(1) Veterans of the World War and the Spanish-American War and
veterans of any campaign or expedition in which the United States
has been engaged (as determined on the basis of the laws admin-
istered by the Veterans' Administration) who are in need and are
American citizens; (2) other American citizens, Indians and other
persons owing allegiance to the United States who are in need."

Promnse oft benefit SEC. 3. (a) It shall be unlawful for any person, directly or indi-
as a political reward. rectly, to promise any employment, position, work, compensation,

or other benefit, provided for or made possible by the Emergency
Relief Appropriation Act of 1938 or this joint resolution, or any
other Act of the Congress, to any person as consideration, favor, or
reward for any political activity or for the support of or opposition
to any candidate or any political party in any election.

on acount of race
s  (b) It shall be unlawful for any person to deprive, attempt to

political activity, etc. deprive, or threaten to deprive, by any means, any person of any
employment, position, work, compensation, or other benefit, provided
for or made possible by the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of
1938 or this joint resolution, on account of race, creed, color, or any
political activity, support of, or opposition to any candidate or any
political party in any election.
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tioned in the discretion of the Administrator: Provided further, That 
should there arise an emergency which in the opinion of the presi-
dent would require the submission of an estimate for an additional 
appropriation, the President in submitting such estimate shall submit 
a statement as to the facts constituting such emergency: Provided 
further, That the Administrator shall immediately cause to be made 
an investigation of the rolls of relief employees on work projects and 
eliminate from such rolls those not in actual need: Provided further, 
That the limitation of $60,000,000 in section 3 of such Act, on the 
amount that may be allocated to other Federal departments, estab-
lishments, and agencies is hereby increased to $88,000,000: Provided 
further, That the words "and prior to February 28, 1939," are hereby 
deleted from section 23 of such Act: Provided further, That the pro-
visions of Executive Order Numbered 7916, dated June 24, 1938, shall 
not apply to positions the compensation of which is payable from 
appropriations contained in the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act 
of 1938 or from the amount appropriated in this joint resolution, and 
such appropriations shall not be available for the compensation of the 
incumbent of any position placed in the competitive classified civil 
service of the United States after January 10, 1939: Provided further, 
That no requirement of eligibility for employment under such Emer-
gency Relief Appropriation Act of 1938, as amended, shall be effec-
tive which prohibits the employment of persons 65 years of age or 
over or women with dependent children: Provided further, That no 
funds appropriated in the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 
1938 or herein appropriated shall be used by any Federal agency, to 
establish mills or factories which would manufacture for sale articles 
or materials in competition with existing industries. 
SEC. 2. Section 11 of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 

1938 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
"SEC. 11. No alien shall be given employment or continued in 

employment on any project prosecuted under the appropriations con-
tained in the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1938 or this 
joint resolution: Provided, That no part of the money herein appro-
priated shall be available to pay any person thirty days after the 
approval of this joint resolution who does not make affidavit as to 
United States citizenship, such affidavit to be considered prima facie 
evidence of such citizenship: Provided further, That preference in 
employment on such projects shall be given in the following order: 
(1) Veterans of the World War and the Spanish-American War and 
veterans of any campaign or expedition in which the United States 
has been engaged (as determined on the basis of the laws admin-
istered by the Veterans' Administration) who are in need and are 
American citizens; (2) other American citizens, Indians and other 
persons owing allegiance to the United States who are in need." 
SEC. 3. (a) It shall be unlawful for any person, directly or indi-

rectly, to promise any employment, position, work, compensation, 
or other benefit, provided for or made possible by the Emergency 
Relief Appropriation Act of 1938 or this joint resolution, or any 
other Act of the Congress, to any person as consideration, favor, or 
reward for any political activity or for the support of or opposition 
to any candidate or any political party in any election. 

(b) It shall be unlawful for any person to deprive, attempt to 
deprive, or threaten to deprive, by any means, any person of any 
employment, position, work, compensation, or other 3enefit, provided 
for or made possible by the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 
1938 or this joint resolution, on account of race, creed, color, or any 
political activity, support of, or opposition to any candidate or any 
political party in any election. 
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(c) Any person who knowingly violates any provision of this
section shall be guilty of a felony and, upon conviction, shall be fined
not more than $1,000 or imprisonment for not more than one year,
or both. The provisions of this section shall be in addition to, not
in substitution for, any other sections of existing law, or of this
joint resolution.

SEC. 4. (a) It shall be unlawful for any person employed in any
administrative or supervisory capacity by any agency of the Federal
Government, whose compensation or any part thereof is paid from
funds authorized or appropriated by the Emergency Relief Appro-
priation Act of 1938 or this joint resolution, to use his official author-
ity or influence for the purpose of interfering with an election or
affecting the results thereof. While such persons shall retain the
right to vote as they please and to express privately their opinions
on all political subjects, they shall take no active part in political
management or in political campaigns.

(b) Any person violating the provisions of this section shall be
immediately removed from the position or office held by him, and
thereafter no part of the funds appropriated by the Emergency
Relief Appropriation Act of 1938 or this joint resolution shall be
used to pay the compensation of such person. The provisions of this
section shall be in addition to, not in substitution for, any other
sections of existing law, or of this joint resolution.

SEC. 5. (a) It shall be unlawful for any person knowingly to
solicit, or knowingly be in any manner concerned in soliciting, any
assessment, subscription, or contribution for the campaign expenses of
any individual or political party from any person entitled to or
receiving compensation or employment provided for by the Emergency
Relief Appropriation Act of 1938 or this joint resolution.

(b) Any person who knowingly violates any provision of this sec-
tion shall be guilty of a felony and, upon conviction, shall be fined
not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or
both. The provisions of this section shall be in addition to, not in
substitution for, any other sections of existing law, or of this joint
resolution.

SEC. 6. Section 21 of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of
1938 is hereby amended by striking out the word projects,".

SEC. 7. No person in need who refuses a bona fide offer of private
employment under reasonable working conditions which pays the
prevailing wage for such work in the community where he resides and
who is capable of performing such work shall be employed or retained
in employment on work projects under the funds appropriated in the
Emergency R.lief Appropriation Act of 1938 or this joint resolution
for the period such private employment would be available:
Provided, That any person who takes such private employment shall
at the expiration thereof be entitled to immediate resumption of his
previous employment status with the Works Progress Administration
if he is still in need and if he has lost the private employment through
no fault of his own.

SEC. 8. None of the funds appropriated by the Emergency Relief
Appropriation Act of 1938 or by this joint resolution shall be used for
the manufacture, purchase, or construction of any naval vessel, any
armament, munitions, or implement of war, for military or naval
forces, and no funds herein appropriated or authorized shall be
diverted or allocated to any other department or bureau for such
purpose.

Approved, February 4, 1939.
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(c) Any person who knowingly violates any provision of this 
section shall be guilty of a felony and, upon conviction, shall be fined 
not more than $1,000 or imprisonment for not more than one year, 
or both. The provisions of this section shall be in addition to, not 
in substitution for, any other sections of existing law, or of this 
joint resolution. 
SEC. 4. (a) It shall be unlawful for any person employed in any 

administrative or supervisory capacity by any agency of the Federal 
Government, whose compensation or any part thereof is .paid from 
funds authorized or appropriated by the Emergency Relief Appro-
priation Act of 1938 or this joint resolution, to use his official author-
ity or influence for the purpose of interfering with an election or 
affecting the results thereof. While such persons shall retain the 
right to vote as they please and to express privately their opinions 
on all political subjects, they shall take no active part in political 
management or in political campaigns. 

(b) Any person violating the provisions of this section shall be 
immediately removed from the position or office held by him, and 
thereafter no part of the funds appropriated by the Emergency 
Relief Appropriation Act of 1938 or this joint resolution shall be 
used to pay the compensation of such person. The provisions of this 
section shall be in addition to, not in substitution for, any other 
sections of existing law, or of this joint resolution. 
SEC. 5. (a) It shall be unlawful for any person knowingly to 

solicit, or knowingly be in any manner concerned in soliciting, any 
assessment, subscription, or contribution for the campaign expenses of 
any individual or political party from any person entitled to or 
receiving compensation or employment provided for by the Emergency 
Relief Appropriation Act of 1938 or this joint resolution. 

(b) Any person who knowingly violates any provision of this sec-
tion shall be guilty of a felony and, upon conviction, shall be fined 
not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or 
both. The provisions of this section shall be in addition to, not in 
substitution for, any other sections of existing law, or of this joint 
resolution. 

Sze. 6. Section 21 of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 
1938 is hereby amended by striking out the word "projects,". 

Site. 7. No person in need who refuses a bona fide offer of private 
employment under reasonable working conditions which pays the 
prevailing wage for such work in the community where he resides and 
who is capable of performing such work shall be employed or retained 
in employment on work projects under the funds appropriated in the 
Emergency R.clief Appropriation Act of 1938 or this joint resolution 
for the period such private employment would be available: 
Provided, That any person who takes such private employment shall 
at the expiration thereof be entitled to immediate resumption of his 
previous employment status with the Works Progress Administration 
if he is still in need and if he has lost the private employment through 
no fault of his own. 

Site. 8. None of the funds appropriated by the Emergency Relief 
Appropriation Act of 1938 or by this joint resolution shall be used for 
the manufacture, purchase., or construction of any naval vessel, any 
armament, munitions, or implement of war, for military or naval 
forces, and no funds herein appropriated or authorized shall be 
diverted or allocated to any other department or bureau for such 
purpose. 
Approved, February 4, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 2]

[53 STAT.

AN ACT
To consolidate and codify the internal revenue laws of the United States.

[This act, known as the Internal Revenue Code, is printed with
appendix and index as Part 1 of Volume 53 of the United States
Statutes at Large.]

[CHAPTER 3]

February 10,1939
[S. J. Res. 38]

[Pub. Res., No. 2]

Tennessee Valley
Authority.

Limit of expendi-
tures by special joint
congressional investi-
gating committee in-
creased.

52 Stat. 154.
Division of pay-

ment of expenses.

Final report.
Continuance of cler-

ical help.

March 4, 1939
[S. 1102]

[Public, No. 2]

Reconstruction Fi-
nance Corporation.

Continuanceoffunc-
tions.

50 Stat. 5.
15 U. 8. C., Supp.

IV, 613c.
Electric Home and

Farm Authority, con-
tinuance as a Federal
agency.

49 Stat. 1186; 50
Stat. 5.

Reconstruction Fi-
nance Corporation,
maturity of certain
obligations.

47 Stat. 9.
15 U.s. C. i 609.
Disaster Loan Cor-

poration.
Increase of capital

stock.
50 Stat. 19.
16 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, § 05 k-1.
Lending authority

extended.

JOINT RESOLUTION
Providing additional funds for the expenses of the special joint congressional
committee investigating the Tennessee Valley Authority, and for other purposes.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the limit of expendi-
tures under the joint resolution entitled "Joint resolution creating
a special joint congressional committee to make an investigation of
the Tennessee Valley Authority", approved April 4, 1938, is hereby
increased by the sum of $25,000, such additional sum to be paid one-
half from the contingent fund of the Senate and one-half from the
contingent fund of the House of Representatives upon vouchers
approved by the chairman of the special joint congressional com-
mittee created by such joint resolution. The final report of such
committee shall be made on or before April 1, 1939, but the chair-
man of the committee is authorized to continue such clerical help
as found necessary for the indexing, proofreading, filing, and
distribution of the report.

Approved, February 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 4]
AN ACT

To continue the functions of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, and for
other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That (a) section 1
of the Act approved January 26, 1937 (50 Stat. 5), is hereby amended
by striking therefrom "June 30, 1939" and inserting in lieu thereof
"June 30, 1941"; (b) section 1 of the Act approved March 31, 1936
(49 Stat. 1186), as amended, is hereby further amended by striking
from the first sentence thereof "June 30, 1939" and inserting in lieu
thereof "June 30, 1941"; (c) section 9 of the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation Act (47 Stat. 9), as amended, is hereby further amended
by inserting after the second sentence thereof the following sentence:
"Such obligations may mature subsequent to the period of succession
of the Corporation as provided by section 4 hereof."; and (d) the
Act approved February 11, 1937 (50 Stat. 19), as amended, is amended
by striking from the first sentence "$20,000,000" and inserting in lieu
thereof "$40,000,000"; and by striking from the second paragraph
"or 1938" and inserting in lieu thereof "1938, 1939, or 1940".

Approved, March 4, 1939.

[CHAPTER 5]
AM ACT

March 4, 1939
[H. R. 4011] To continue the functions of the Commodity Credit Corporation and the Export-

[Public, No. 3] Import Bank of Washington, and for other purposes.

Commodity Credit
Corporation.

Contiuanceoffunc-
Uont.

4 Stat. 4; 60 Stat. 6.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That (a) section 7
of the Act approved January 31, 1935 (49 Stat. 4), as amended, is
hereby further amended by striking from the first sentence thereof
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March 4, 1939 
[H. R. 4011]  To continue the functions of the Commodity Credit Corporation and the Export-

[Public, No. 3] Import Bank of Washington, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That (a) section 7 
of the Act approved January 31, 1935 (49 Stat. 4), as amended, is 
hereby further amended by striking from the first sentence thereof 

[CHAPTER 2] 
AN ACT 

To consolidate and codify the internal revenue laws of the United States. 

[This act, known as the Internal Revenue Code, is printed with 
appendix and index as Part 1 of Volume 53 of the United States 
Statutes at Large.] 

[CHAPTER 31 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Providing additional funds for the expenses of the special joint congressional 
committee investigating the Tennessee Valley Authority, and for other purposes. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the limit of expendi-
tures under the joint resolution entitled "Joint resolution creating 
a special joint congressional committee to make an investigation of 
the Tennessee Valley Authority", approved April 4, 1938, is hereby 
increased by the sum of $25,000, such additional sum to be paid one-
half from the contingent fund of the Senate and one-half from the 
contingent fund of the House of Representatives upon vouchers 
approved by the chairman of the special joint congressional com-
mittee created by such joint resolution. The final report of such 
committee shall be made on or before April 1, 1939, but the chair-
man of the committee is authorized to continue such clerical help 
as found necessary for the indexing, proofreading, filing, and 
distribution of the report. 
Approved, February 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 4] 
AN ACT 

To continue the functions of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, and for 
other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That (a) section 1 
of the Act approved January 26, 1937 (50 Stat. 5), is hereby amended 
by striking therefrom "June 30, 1939" and inserting in lieu thereof 
"June 30, 1941"; (b) section 1 of the Act approved March 31, 1936 
(49 Stat. 1186), as amended, is hereby further amended by striking 
from the first sentence thereof "June 30, 1939" and inserting in lieu 
thereof "June 30, 1941"; (c) section 9 of the Reconstruction Finance 
Corporation Act (47 Stat 9), as amended, is hereby further amended 
by inserting after the second sentence thereof the following sentence: 
"Such obligations may mature subsequent to the period of succession 
of the Corporation as provided by section 4 hereof."; and (d) the 
Act approved February 11, 1937 (50 Stat. 19), as amended, is amended 
by striking from the first sentence "$20,000,000" and inserting in lieu 
thereof "$40,000,000"; and by striking from the second paragraph 
"or 1938" and inserting in lieu thereof "1938, 1939, or 1940". 
Approved, March 4, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 5] 
AN ACT 
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"June 30, 1939" and inserting in lieu thereof "June 30, 1941"; (b)
section 9 of the Act approved January 31, 1935 (49 Stat. 4), as
amended, is hereby further amended by striking from the first
sentence thereof "June 30, 1939" and inserting in lieu thereof "June
30, 1941"; (c) section 9 of the Act approved January 31, 1935 (49
Stat. 4), as amended, is hereby further amended by inserting before
the period at the end of the last sentence thereof a colon and the
following: "Provided further, That the Export-Import Bank of
Washington shall not have outstanding at any one time loans or
other obligations to it in excess of $100,000,000, the capital for which
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, when requested by the
Secretary of the Treasury with the approval of the President, may
continue to supply from time to time through loans or by subscrip-
tion to preferred stock"; and (d) section 4 of the Act approved
March 8, 1938 (52 Stat. 108), is hereby amended by striking from
the first sentence thereof "$500,000,000" and inserting in lieu thereof
"$900,000,000".

Approved, March 4, 1939.

[CHAPTER 6]
JOINT RESOLUTION

Making additional funds available for salaries and expenses, Federal Housing
Administration.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That in addition to the
funds made available to the Federal Housing Administration for
administrative expenses by the Independent Offices Appropriation
Act, 1939 not to exceed $1,375,000 of the mutual mortgage insurance
fund and not to exceed $1,125,000 of the funds advanced to the
Administration by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation are
hereby made available for administrative expenses of the Adminis-
tration for the fiscal year 1939, including the same objects specified
in the provision for such expenses of such Administration in such
Act: Provided, That such additional funds shall be available for
administrative expenses of the Administration for the fiscal year
1939 heretofore or hereafter incurred and otherwise properly
chargeable thereto.

Approved, March 4, 1939.

[CHAPTER 7]
AN ACT

To authorize the Commissioners of the District of Columbia to regulate the hours
during which streets, alleys, and so forth, shall be lighted.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Commis-
sioners of the District of Columbia, subject to appropriations there-
for, are hereby authorized and empowered to require that all public
and other lamps under their control be lighted during such hours
as in their judgment will most effectively promote the safety and
convenience of the public.

Approved, March 6, 1939.
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"June 30, 1939" and inserting in lieu thereof "June 30, 1941"•' (b) 
section 9 of the Act approved January 31, 1935 (49 Stat. 4), as 
amended, is hereby further amended by striking from the first 
sentence thereof "June 30, 1939" and inserting in lieu thereof "June 
30, 1941"; (c) section 9 of the Act approved January 31, 1935 (49 
Stat. 4), as amended, is hereby further amended by inserting before 
the period at the end of the last sentence thereof a colon and the 
following: "Provided further, That the Export-Import Bank of 
Washington shall not have outstanding at any one time loans or 
other obligations to it in excess of $100,000,000, the capital for which 
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, when requested by the 
Secretary of the Treasury with the approval of the President, may 
continue to supply from time to time through loans or by subscrip-
tion to preferred stock"; and (d) section 4 of the Act approved 
March 8, 1938 (52 Stat. 108) is hereby amended by striking from 
the first sentence thereof "$500,000,000" and inserting in lieu thereof 
1900,000,000". 
Approved, March 4, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 6] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Making additional funds available for salaries and expenses, Federal Housing 
Administration. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That in addition to the 
funds made available to the Federal Housing Administration for 
administrative expenses by the Independent Offices Appropriation 
Act, 1939, not to exceed $1,375,000 of the mutual mortgage insurance 
fund and not to exceed $1,125,000 of the funds advanced to the 
Administration by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation are 
hereby made available for administrative expenses of the Adminis-
tration for the fiscal year 1939, including the same objects specified 
in the provision for such expenses of such Administration in such 
Act: Provided, That such additional funds shall be available for 
administrative expenses of the Administration for the fiscal year 
1939 heretofore or hereafter incurred and otherwise properly 
chargeable thereto. 
Approved, March 4, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 7] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Commissioners of the District of Columbia to regulate the hours 
during which streets, alleys, and so forth, shall be lighted. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Commis-
sioners of the District of Columbia, subject to appropriations there-
for, are hereby authorized and empowered to require that all public 
and other lamps under their control be lighted during such -hours 
as in their judgment will most effectively promote the safety and 
convenience of the public. 
Approved, March 6, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 8]

March 7,1939
IS. 494]

[Public, No. 5]

John Philip Sousa
Bridge.

Bridge authorized
over Anacostia River,
D. C., to be so desig-
nated.

AN ACT

To name the bridge to be erected over the Anacostia River in the District of
Columbia after the late "March King", John Philip Sousa, composer of the
"Stars and Stripes Forever".

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the bridge
authorized to be erected over the Anacostia River, in the District of
Columbia, in the line of Pennsylvania Avenue be hereafter known as
the John Philip Sousa Bridge.

Approved, March 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 9]

March 13, 1939
[S. 660]

[Public, No. 6]

Agricultural Adjust-
ment Act of 1938,
amendment.

52 Stat. 203, 586.
7 U. S. C.,Supp.IV,

§ 1344 (h).
Reapportionment of

cotton acreage allot-
ments; certain provi-
sions to apply to any
crop year.

Proviso.
Allotment ofacreage

in counties.

AN ACT

To amend the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended, to provide for
the reapportionment of cotton acreage allotments not planted by farmers
entitled thereto.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsection (h)
of section 344 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended,
is amended by striking out the words "for the crop year 1938", and
inserting in lieu thereof the words "for any crop year"; and by
striking out the words "for 1938" where they appear in the first
proviso of such subsection: Provided, That hereafter such allotment
of acreage in counties shall be to such farms as the County Committee
of such county may designate. In making such designation the
County Committee shall consider only the character and adaptability
of the soil and other physical facilities affecting the production of
cotton and the need of operator for an additional allotment to meet
the requirement of the families engaging in the production of cotton
on the farm in such year.

Approved, March 13, 1939.

[CHAPTER 10]

March 15,1939
[H. R. 28681

[Public, No. 7]

First Deficiency Ap-
propriation Act, fiscal
year 1939.

Royal S. Copeland.
Payment to widow.

Miscellaneous
items, fiscal year 1938.

Fiscal year 1939.

AN ACT

Making appropriations to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1939, to provide supplemental appropriations for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939, to provide supplemental
appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939, and for other
purposes, namely:

TITLE I-GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS

LEGISLATIVE

SENATE

For payment to Frances S. Copeland, widow of Honorable Royal
S. Copeland, late a Senator from the State of New York, $10,000.

For miscellaneous items, exclusive of labor, fiscal year 1938, $15,000.
For miscellaneous items, exclusive of labor, fiscal year 1939,

$150,000.
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[CHAPTER 8] 
AN ACT 

To name the bridge to be erected over the Anacostia River in the District of 
Columbia after the late "March King", John Philip Sousa, composer of the 
"Stars and Stripes Forever". 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the bridge 
authorized to be erected over the Anacostia River, in the District of 
Columbia, in the line of Pennsylvania Avenue be hereafter known as 
the John Philip Sousa Bridge. 

Approved, March 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 9] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended, to provide for 
the reapportionment of cotton acreage allotments not planted by farmers 
entitled thereto. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsection (h) 
of section 344 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended, 
is amended by striking out the words "for the crop year 1938", and 
inserting in lieu thereof the words "for any crop year"; and by 
striking out the words "for 1938" where they appear in the first 
proviso of such subsection: Provided, That hereafter such allotment 
of acreage in counties shall be to such farms as the County Committee 
of such county may designate. In making such designation the 
County Committee shall consider only the character and adaptability 
of the soil and other physical facilities affecting the production of 
cotton and the need of operator for an additional allotment to meet 
the requirement of the families engaging in the production of cotton 
on the farm in such year. 
Approved, March 13, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 10] 
AN ACT 

Making appropriations to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations for the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1939, to provide supplemental appropriations for 
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following 
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations 
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939, to provide supplemental 
appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939, and for other 
purposes, namely: 

TITLE I—GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS 

LEGISLATIVE 

SENATE 

For payment to Frances S. Copeland, widow of Honorable Royal 
S. Copeland, late a Senator from the State of New York, $10,000. 
For miscellaneous items, exclusive of labor, fiscal year 1938, $15,000. 
For miscellaneous items, exclusive of labor, fiscal year 1939, 

$150,000. 
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For expenses of inquiries and investigations ordered by the Senate,
including compensation to stenographers of committees, at such rate
as may be fixed by the Committee to Audit and Control the Contin-
gent Expenses of the Senate, but not exceeding 25 cents per hundred
words, fiscal year 1939, $100,000: Provided, That no part of this
appropriation shall be expended for per diem and subsistence
expenses except in accordance with the provisions of the Subsistence
Expense Act of 1926, approved June 3, 1926, as amended.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

For payment to the widow of Allard H. Gasque, late a Representa-
tive from the State of South Carolina, $10,000.

For payment to the widow of Robert L. Bacon, late a Representa-
tive from the State of New York, $10,000.

For payment to the widow of John J. Boylan, late a Representative
from the State of New York, $10,000.

For payment to the widow of Stephen W. Gambrill, late a Repre-
sentative from the State of Maryland, $10,000.

For payment to the widow of Ben Cravens, late a Representative
from the State of Arkansas, $10,000.

The five foregoing sums to be disbursed by the Sergeant at Arms
of the House of Representatives.

INDEPENDENT ESTABLISHMENTS

MOUNT RUSHMORE NATIONAL MEMORIAL COMMISSION

Mount Rushmore National Memorial Commission: For an addi-
tional amount for carrying into effect the provisions of the Mount
Rushmore Memorial Act of 1938, fiscal year 1939, $75,000: Provided,
That no part of this appropriation shall be expended for work on
any figure, in addition to the four figures authorized by law, upon
which work had not commenced as of June 22, 1936.

SOCIAL SECURITY BOARD

Grants to States for unemployment compensation administration,
Social Security Board: For an additional amount for grants to
States for unemployment compensation administration as authorized
in title III of the Social Security Act, approved August 14, 1935,
fiscal year 1939, $9,000,000.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

FOREST SERVICE

National forest protection and management: For an additional
amount for national forest protection and management, including
the same purposes and objects specified under this head in the Agri-
cultural Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1939, $500,000, to
remain available until June 30, 1940, and to be expended only for
the protection and management of the White Mountain National
Forest, New Hampshire and Maine, including the salvaging of wind-
damaged timber and restoration of experimental areas therein.

New England hurricane damage: For rehabilitation and reestab-
lishment of forest protection improvements, reduction of forest-fire
hazards, and prevention of forest fires on State, county, municipal,
and private forest lands in the States of Maine, New Hampshire, Ver-
mont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut, that were dam-
aged by the hurricane of September 1938, including the employment
of persons and means in the District of Columbia and elsewhere,
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For expenses of inquiries and investigations ordered by the Senate, 
including compensation to stenographers of committees, at such rate 
as may be fixed by the Committee to Audit and Control the Contin-
gent Expenses of the Senate, but not exceeding 25 cents per hundred 
words, fiscal year 1939, $100,000: Provided, That no part of this 
appropriation shall be expended for per diem and subsistence 
expenses except in accordance with the provisions of the Subsistence 
Expense Act of 1926, approved June 3, 1926, as amended. 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

For payment to the widow of Allard II. Gasque, late a Representa-
tive from the State of South Carolina, $10,000. 
For payment to the widow of Robert L. Bacon, late a Representa-

tive from the State of New York, $10,000. 
For payment to the widow of John J. Boylan, late a Representative 

from the State of New York, $10,000. 
For payment to the widow of Stephen W. Gambrill, late a Repre-

sentative from the State of Maryland, $10,000. 
For payment to the widow of Ben Cravens, late a Representative 

from the State of Arkansas, $10,000. 
The five foregoing sums to be disbursed by the Sergeant at Arms 

of the House of Representatives. 

INDEPENDENT ESTABLISHMENTS 

MOUNT RUSHMORE NATIONAL MEMORIAL COMMISSION 

Mount Rushmore National Memorial Commission: For an addi-
tional amount for carrying into effect the provisions of the Mount 
Rushmore Memorial Act of 1938, fiscal year 1939, $75,000: Provided, 
That no part of this appropriation shall be expended for work on 
any figure, in addition to the four figures authorized by law, upon 
which work had not commenced as of June 22, 1936. 

SOCIAL SECURITY BOARD 

Grants to States for unemployment compensation administration, 
Social Security Board: For an additional amount for grants to 
States for unemployment compensation administration as authorized 
in title III of the Social Security Act, approved August 14, 1935, 
fiscal year 1939, $9,000,000. 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

National forest protection and management: For an additional 
amount for national forest protection and management, including 
the same purposes and objects specified under this head in the Agri-
cultural Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1939, $500,000, to 
remain available until June 30, 1940, and to be expended only for 
the protection and management of the White Mountain National 
Forest, New Hampshire and Maine, including the salvaging of wind-
damaged timber and restoration of experimental areas therein. 
New England hurricane damage: For rehabilitation and reestab-

lishment of forest protection improvements, reduction of forest-fire 
hazards, and prevention of forest fires on State, county, municipal, 
and private forest lands in the States of Maine, New Hampshire, Ver-
mont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut, that were dam-
aged by the hurricane of September 1938, including the employment 
of persons and means in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, 
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printing and binding, and the purchase, exchange, operation, and
maintenance of passenger-carrying vehicles, fiscal year 1939, to
remain available until June 30, 1940, $5,000,000: Provided, That sec-
tion 3709, Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5), shall not apply in the case
of any expenditure hereunder where the aggregate amount involved
does not exceed $300: Provided further, That of the amount herein
appropriated the Federal Government shall not expend in any State
an amount in excess of the amount heretofore or hereafter made
available by said State, or the political subdivisions thereof, for the
purposes contained in this paragraph.

BUREAU OF ENTOMOLOGY AND PLANT QUARANTINE

Control of incipient and emergency outbreaks of insect pests and
plant diseases: For carrying out the purposes and provisions of, and
for expenditures authorized under, Public Resolution Numbered 91,
Seventy-fifth Congress, entitled "Joint resolution to amend the joint
resolution entitled 'Joint resolution making funds available for the
control of incipient or emergency outbreaks of insect pests or plant
diseases, including grasshoppers, Mormon crickets, and chinch bugs',
approved April 6, 1937", approved May 9, 1938 (52 Stat. 344, 1126),
fiscal year 1939, to remain available until December 31, 1939,
$3,000,000.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Claims for daimages: For the payment of claims for damages to
any person or damages to or loss of privately owned property caused
by employees of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, acting within
the scope of their employment, considered, adjusted, and determined
by the Attorney General, under the provisions of the Act entitled
"An Act to provide for the adjustment and settlement of certain
claims arising out of the activities of the Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation", approved March 20, 1936 (49 Stat. 1184), as fully set forth
in Senate Document Numbered 16, Seventy-sixth Congress, $215.47.

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

WAGE AND HOUR DIVISION

Administration of the Fair Labor Standards Act, Department of
Labor-Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount for all
authorized and necessary expenses of the Wage and Hour Division
to be expended under the direction of the Administrator in perform-
ing the duties imposed upon him by the Fair Labor Standards Act
of 1938, including personal services and rent in the District of
Columbia and elsewhere, contract stenographic reporting services,
travel expenses, including not to exceed $2,500 for expenses of
attendance at meetings concerned with the work of the Wage and
Hour Division when incurred on the written authority of the Admin-
istrator, maintenance, repair, and operation of motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles, printing and binding, law books, books
of reference, periodicals, manuscripts and special reports, newspapers
and press clippings, supplies, office equipment, advertising, postage
telephone andtelegraph service, reimbursement to State, Federal, and
local agencies and their employees for services rendered, fiscal year
1939, $850,000: Provided, That such additional sum shall also be
available for administrative expenses of the Wage and Hour Divi-
sion for the fiscal year 1939 heretofore incurred, otherwise properly
chargeable thereto.
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printing and binding, and the purchase, exchange, operation, and 
maintenance of passenger-carrying vehicles, fiscal year 1939, to 
remain available until June 30, 1940, $5,000,000: Provided, That sec-
tion 3709, Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5), shall not apply in the case 
of any expenditure hereunder where the aggregate amount involved 
does not exceed $300: Provided further, That of the amount herein 
appropriated the Federal Government shall not expend in any State 
an amount in excess of the amount heretofore or hereafter made 
available by said State, or the political subdivisions thereof, for the 
purposes contained in this paragraph. 

BUREAU OF ENTOMOLOGY AND PLANT QUARANTINE 

Control of incipient and emergency outbreaks of insect pests and 
plant diseases: For carrying out the purposes and provisions of, and 
for expenditures authorized under, Public Resolution Numbered 91, 
Seventy-fifth Congress? entitled "Joint resolution to amend the joint 
resolution entitled `Joint resolution making funds available for the 
control of incipient or emergency outbreaks of insect pests or plant 
diseases including grasshoppers, Mormon crickets, and chinch bugs', 
approved April 6, 1937", approved May 9, 1938 (52 Stat. 344, 1126), 
fiscal year 1939, to remain available until December 31, 1939, 
$3,000,000. 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Claims for da,mages: For the payment of claims for damages to 
any person or damages to or loss of privately owned property caused 
by employees of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, acting within 
the scope of their employment, considered, adjusted, and determined 
by the Attorney General, under the provisions of the Act entitled 
"An Act to provide for the adjustment and settlement of certain 
claims arising out of the activities of the Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation", approved March 20, 1936 (49 Stat. 1184), as fully set forth 
in Senate Document Numbered 16, Seventy-sixth Congress, $215.47. 

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 

WAGE AND HOUR DIVISION 

Administration of the Fair Labor Standards Act, Department of 
Labor—Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount for all 
authorized and necessary expenses of the Wage and Hour Division 
to be expended under the direction of the Administrator in perform-
ing the duties imposed upon him by the Fair Labor Standards Act 
of 1938, including personal services and rent in the District of 
Columbia and elsewhere, contract stenographic reporting service. 
travel expenses, including not to exceed $2,500 for expenses of 
attendance at meetings concerned with the work of the Wage and 
Hour Division when incurred on the written authority of the Admin-
istrator, maintenance repair, and operation of motor-propelled 
passenger-carrying vehicles, printing and binding, law books, books 
of reference, periodicals, manuscripts and special reports, newspapers 
and press clippings, supplies, office equipment, advertising, postage, 
telephone and telegraph service, reimbursement to State, Federal, and 
local agencies and their employees for services rendered, fiscal year 
1939, $850,000: Provided2 That such additional sum shall also be 
available for administrative expenses of the Wage and Hour Divi-
sion for the fiscal year 1939 heretofore incurred, otherwise properly 
chargeable thereto. 
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CHILDREN'S BUREAU

Salaries and expenses, child-labor provisions, Fair Labor Standards
Act, Children's Bureau: For an additional amount for all authorized
and necessary expenses of the Children's Bureau in performing the
duties imposed upon it by the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938
including personal services and rent in the District of Columbia and
elsewhere; traveling expenses; printing and binding; supplies; equip-
ment, newspapers, books of reference, periodicals, and press clip-
pings; and reimbursement to State and local agencies and their
employees for services rendered, as authorized by section 11 of said
Act, fiscal year 1939, $79,000: Provided, That this appropriation shall
be available for expenses of attendance of cooperating officials and
consultants at conferences concerned with the work of the Children's
Bureau under the Fair Labor Standards Act when called by the
Children's Bureau with the written approval of the Secretary of
Labor, and shall be available also in an amount not to exceed $1,000
for expenses of attendance at meetings concerned with the work of
the Children's Bureau under said Act when incurred on the written
authority of the Secretary of Labor.

NAVY DEPARTMENT

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

Claims for damages by collision with naval vessels: To pay claims
for damages adjusted and determined by the Secretary of the Navy
under the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to amend the Act
authorizing the Secretary of the Navy to settle claims for damages
to private property arising from collisions with naval vessels",
approved December 28, 1922, as fully set forth in Senate Document
Numbered 15, Seventy-sixth Congress, $9,474.92.
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BUREAU OF YARDS AND DOCKS, PUBLIC WORKS

Naval Proving Ground, Dahlgren, Virginia: Purchase of land, NIaval lrovinGround, D)ablgren,
$100,000. Va.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT

OFFICE OF TRE SECRETARY

Claims for damages, operation of vessels, Coast Guard and Public
Health Service: To pay claims for damages adjusted and determined
by the Secretary of the Treasury under the provisions of the Act
entitled "An Act to provide for the adjustment and settlement of
certain claims for damages resulting from the operation of vessels
of the Coast Guard and the Pubhc Health Service, in sums not
exceeding $3,000 in any one case", approved June 15, 1936, as fully
set forth in Senate Document Numbered 19, Seventy-sixth Congress,
$549.58.

PROCUREMENT DIVISION, PUBLIC BUILDINGS BRANCH

General Federal Office Building, Washington, District of Colum-
bia: For the acquisition of the necessary land and the construction of
a building for additional office space in the District of Columbia
under the provisions of the Public Buildings Act approved May 25,
1926 (44 Stat. 630), as amended, including the extension of steam and
water mains, removal or diversion of such sewers and utilities as
may be necessary, and for administrative expenses in connection
therewith, $3,500,000.

Coast Guard and
Public Health Serv-
ice, damage claims.

49 Stat. 1514.
14 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, § 71.

General Federal Of-
fice Building, Wash-
ington, D. C., site and
construction.
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40 U. S. C. ch. 6;

Supp. IV, ch. 6.
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Salaries and expenses, child-labor provisions, Fair Labor Standards 
Act, Children's Bureau: For an additional amount for all authorized 
and necessary expenses of the Children's Bureau in performing the 
duties imposed upon it by the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, 
including personal services and rent in the District of Columbia and 
elsewhere; traveling expenses; printing and binding; supplies; equip-
ment, newspapers, books of reference, periodicals, and press clip-
pings; and reimbursement to State and local agencies and their 
employees for services rendered, as authorized by section 11 of said 
Act, fiscal year 1939, $79,000: Provided, That this appropriation shall 
be available for expenses of attendance of cooperating officials and 
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Bureau under the Fair Labor Standards Act when called by the 
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WAR DEPARTMENT

CIVIL FUNCTIONS

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

Private property Claims for damages to and loss of private property: To pay claims
dageams. for damages adjusted and determined by the Secretary of War under

the provisions of an Act entitled "An Act making appropriation for
the support of the Army for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1913,

37 Stat. 586. and for other purposes", approved August 24, 1912, as fully set forth
5 U. s. C. 208. in Senate Document Numbered 14, Seventy-sixth Congress, $785.

CORPS OF ENGINEERS

River and harbor
work, damage claims.

41 Stat. 1015.
33 U.S. C. 564.

Payment.

42 Stat. 1066.
31 U. S. C. §§ 215-

217.

Proviso.
Z. V. Thompson

and Mrs. Elizabeth
Dewenter, amounts
allowed.

Payment.

24 Stat. 505.
28 U. . C. . 41,

258,761-765; Supp. IV,
141.

Claims for damages, river and harbor work: To pay claims for
damages under river and harbor work adjusted and determined by
the War Department under the provision of section 9 of the River
and Harbor Act, approved June 5, 1920 (U. S. C., title 33, sec. 564),
as set forth in Senate Document Numbered 18, Seventy-sixth
Congress, $1,047.22.

TITLE II-JUDGMENTS AND AUTHORIZED CLAIMS

PROPERTY DAMAGE CLAIMS

SEC. 201. For the payment of claims for damages to or losses of
privately owned property, adjusted and determined by the following
respective departments and independent offices, under the provisions
of the Act entitled "An Act to provide a method for the settlement
of claims arising against the Government of the United States in
the sums not exceeding $1,000 in any one case", approved December
28, 1922 (U. S. C., title 31, secs. 215-217), as fully set forth in Senate
Document Numbered 9 of the Seventy-sixth Congress, as follows:

Federal Emergency Administration of Public Works, $265.91;
Works Progress Administration, $11,058.33;
Department of Agriculture, $6,002.39;
Department of Commerce, $1,157.84;
Department of the Interior, $3,043.02;
Department of Labor, $22.11;
Navy Department, $1,537.84;
Treasury Department, $519.32;
War Department, $8,269.38;
Post Office Department (payable from postal revenues), $1,789.15;
In all, $33,665.29: Provided, That the amounts claimed and allowed,

respectively, in item numbered 95, page 12 of such document, are
hereby changed to $7, and that the amount allowed in item numbered
5, page 25 of such document, is hereby changed to $16.15.

JUDGMENTS, UNITED STATES COURTS

SEC. 202. (a) For payment of the final judgments and decrees,
including costs of suits, which have been rendered under the provi-
sions of the Act of March 3, 1887, entitled "An Act to provide for
the bringing of suits against the Government of the United States",
as amended by the Judicial Code, approved March 3, 1911 (28
U. S. C. 41, 258, 761-765), certified to the Seventy-sixth Congress in
Senate Document Numbered 12, under the following departments and
establishments, namely:

Federal Emergency Administration of Public Works, $3,700;
War Department, $5,080;
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

Claims for damages to and loss of private property: To pay claims 
for damages adjusted and determined by the Secretary of War under 
the provisions of an Act entitled "An Act making appropriation for 
the support of the Army for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1913, 
and for other purposes", approved August 24, 1912, as fully set forth 
in Senate Document Numbered 14, Seventy-sixth Congress, $785. 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS 

Claims for damages, river and harbor work: To pay claims for 
damages under river and harbor work adjusted and determined by 
the War Department under the provision of section 9 of the River 
and Harbor Act, approved June 5, 1920 (U. S. C., title 33, sec. 564), 
as set forth in Senate Document Numbered 18, Seventy-sixth 
Congress, $1,047.22. 

TITLE II—J UDGMENTS AND AUTHORIZED CLAIMS 

PROPERTY DAMAGE CLAIMS 

SEC. 201. For the payment of claims for damages to or losses of 
privately owned. property, adjusted and determined by the following 
respective departments and independent offices, under the provisions 
of the Act entitled "An Act to provide a method for the settlement 
of claims arising against the Government of the United States in 
the sums not exceeding $1,000 in any one case", approved December 
28, 1922 (U. S. C., title 31, secs. 215-217), as fully set forth in Senate 
Document Numbered 9 of the Seventy-sixth Congress, as follows: 
Federal Emergency Administration of Public Works, $265.91; 
Works Progress Administration, $11,058.33; 
Department of Agriculture, $6,002.39; 
Department of Commerce, $1,157.84; 
Department of the Interior, $3,043.02; 
Department of Labor, $22.11; 
Navy Department, $1,537.84; 
Treasury Department, $519.32; 
War Department, $8,269.38; 
Post Office Department (payable from postal revenues), $1,789.15; 
In all, $33,665.29: Provided, That the amounts claimed and allowed, 

respectively, in item numbered 95, page 12 of such document, are 
hereby changed to $7, and that the amount allowed in item numbered 
5, page 25 of such document, is hereby changed to $16.15. 

JUDGMENTS, UNITED STATES COURTS 

SEC. 202. (a) For payment of the final judgments and decrees, 
including costs of suits, which have been rendered under the provi-
sions of the Act of March 3, 1887, entitled "An Act to provide for 
the bringing of suits against the Government of the United States", 
as amended by the Judicial Code, approved March 3, 1911 (28 
U. S. C. 41, 258, 761-765), certified to the Seventy-sixth Congress in 
Senate Document Numbered 12, under the following departments and 
establishments, namely: 
Federal Emergency Administration of Public Works, $3,700; 
War Department, $5,080; 
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In all, $8,780, together with such additional sum as may be neces-
sary to pay interest and costs as specified in such judgments or as
provided by law.

(b) For the payment of judgments, including costs of suit, ren-
dered against the Government of the United States by a United
States district court under the provisions of an Act entitled "An Act
authorizing suits against the United States in admiralty for damages
caused by and salvage services rendered to public vessels belongng
to the United States, and for other purposes", approved March 3,
1925 (46 U. S. C. 781-789), certified to the Seventy-sixth Congress in
Senate Document Numbered 12, under the following Departments:

Navy Department, $8,042.50;
War Department, $897;
In all, $8,939.50.
(c) For payment of judgments, including costs of suits, rendered

against the Government of the United States by United States district
courts pursuant to authority contained in certain private Acts, or
other special cases, and certified to the Seventy-sixth Congress in
Senate Document Numbered 12, under the following Departments,
namely:

Treasury Department, $102.95;
War Department, $10,096.17;
In all, $10,199.12.
(d) None of the judgments contained under this caption shall be

paid until the right of appeal shall have expired except such as have
become final and conclusive against the United States by failure of
the parties to appeal or otherwise.

(e) Payment of interest wherever provided for judgments con-
tained in this Act shall not in any case continue for more than thirty
days after the date of approval of the Act.

JUDGMENTS, COURT OF CLAIMS

SEC. 203. (a) For payment of the judgments rendered by the Court
of Claims and reported to the Seventy-sixth Congress in Senate Docu-
ment Numbered 11, under the following Departments and establish-
ments, namely:

Interstate Commerce Commission, $92.15;
Department of the Interior, $2,688.33;
Department of Labor, $17,948.62;
Navy Department, $1,570.67;
Post Office Department, $36,661.27;
War Department, $72,275.85;
In all, $131,236.89, together with such additional sum as may be

necessary to pay interest as and where specified in such judgments.
(b) None of the judgments contained under this caption shall be

paid until the right of appeal shall have expired, except such as
have become final and conclusive against the United States by failure
of the parties to appeal or otherwise.

AUDITED CLAIMS

SEC. 204. For the payment of the following claims, certified to be
due by the General Accounting Office under appropriations the bal-
ances of which have been carried to the surplus fund under the pro-
visions of section 5 of the Act of June 20, 1874 (31 U. S. C. 713),
and under appropriations heretofore treated as permanent, being for
the service of the fiscal year 1936 and prior years, unless otherwise
stated, and which have been certified to Congress under section 2
of the Act of July 7, 1884 (5 U. S. C. 266), as fully set forth in
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Interest.

Payment.

Interest.

Time of payment.

Payment.

18 Sta. 110.
31 U. S. C. § 713.

23 Stat. 254.
5 U.S. C. § 266.
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In all, $8,780, together with such additional sum as may be neces-
sary to pay interest and costs as specified in such judgments or as 
provided by law. 

(b) For the payment of judgments, including costs of suit, ren-
dered against the Govermnent of the United States by a United 
States district court under the provisions of an Act entitled "An Act 
authorizing suits against the United States in admiralty for damages 
caused by and salvage services rendered to public vessels belonging 
to the United States, and for other purposes", approved March 3, 
1925 (46 U. S. C. 781-789), certified to the Seventy-sixth Congress in 
Senate Document Numbered 12, under the following Departments: 
Navy Department, $8,042.50; 
War Department, $897; 
In all, $8,939.50. 
(c) For payment of judgments, including costs of suits, rendered 

against the Government of the United States by United States district 
courts pursuant to authority contained in certain private Acts, or 
other special cases, and certified to the Seventy-sixth Congress in 
Senate Document Numbered 12, under the following Departments, 
namely: 
Treasury Department, $102.95; 
War Department, $10,096.17; 
In all, $10,199.12. 
(d) None of the judgments contained under this caption shall be 

paid until the right of appeal shall have expired except such as have 
become final and conclusive against the United States by failure of 
the parties to appeal or otherwise. 

(e) Payment of interest wherever provided for judgments con-
tained in this Act shall not in any case continue for more than thirty 
days after the date of approval of the Act. 

JUDGMENTS, COURT OF CLAIMS 

SEC. 203. (a) For payment of the judgments rendered by the Court 
of Claims and reported to the Seventy-sixth Congress in Senate Docu-
ment Numbered 11, under the following Departments and establish-
ments, namely: 

Interstate Commerce Commission, $92.15; 
Department of the Interior, $2,688.33; 
Department of Labor, $17,948.62; 
Navy Department, $1,570.67; 
Post Office Department, $36,661.27; 
War Department, $72,275.85; 
In all, $131,236.89, together with such additional sum as may be 

necessary to pay interest as and where specified in such judgments. 
(b) None of the judgments contained under this caption shall be 

paid until the right of appeal shall have expired, except such as 
have become final and conclusive against the United States by failure 
of the parties to appeal or otherwise. 

AUDITED CLAIMS 

Interest and costs. 

Suits in admiralty. 

43 Stat. 1112. 
46 U. S. C. §§ 781-

790. 

Judgments in spe-
cial cases. 

Time of payment. 

Interest. 

Payment. 

Interest. 

Time of payment. 

SEC. 204. For the payment of the following claims, certified to be Payment. 
due by the General Accounting Office under appropriations the bal-
ances of which have been carried to the surplus fund under the pro-
visions of section 5 of the Act of June 20, 1874 (31 U. S. C. 713), 18 St*. 110. 

31 U. S. C. § 713. 
and under appropriations heretofore treated as permanent, being for 
the service of the fiscal year 1936 and prior years, unless otherwise 
stated, and which have been certified to Congress under section 2 
of the Act of July 7, 1884 (5 U. S. C. 266), as fully set forth in 23 Stat. 254. 

5 U. S. C. § 266. 



Senate Document Numbered 10, Seventy-sixth Congress, there is
appropriated as follows:

Legislative. Legislative: For public printing and binding, Government Print-
ing Office, $158.40.

ndeenetIndependent ic offices: For salaries and expenses, Board of Tax

Appeals, $327.81.
For Federal Civil Works Administration, $1,272.36.
For National Industrial Recovery, Civil Works Administration,

$115.40.
For employees' compensation fund Civil Works, $1.67.
For agricultural credits and rehabilitation, emergency relief,

$281.14.
For farmers' crop production and harvesting loans, Farm Credit

Administration, $652.50.
For loans to farmers in drought- and storm-stricken areas, emer-

gency relief, $221.46.
For loans to farmers in storm- and flood-stricken areas, South-

eastern States, $120.83.
For loans and relief in stricken agricultural areas (transfer to

Farm Credit Administration), $926.02.
For salaries and expenses, Federal Communications Commission,

$2.30.
For Interstate Commerce Commission, $9,493.12.
For National Industrial Recovery, National Recovery Adminis-

tration, $5.75.
40stat. 1009. For operations under Mineral Act of October 5, 1918, $128,117.51.

For Public Works Administration, allotment to National Resources
Board, $52.02.

For Securities and Exchange Commission, $2.
For salaries and expenses, Social Security Board, $66.97.
For Army pensions, $80.
For Army and Navy pensions, $160.56.
For investigation of pension cases, Bureau of Pensions, $1.
For military and naval compensation, Veterans' Bureau, $60.
For military and naval insurance, Veterans' Bureau, $7.29.
For medical and hospital services, Veterans' Bureau, $62.23.
For salaries and expenses, Veterans' Administration, $2,376.77.

DepartmentotAgri- Department of Agriculture: For salaries and expenses, Library,
culture. Department of Agriculture, $27.05.

For salaries and expenses, Weather Bureau, $53.97.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Animal Industry, $267.42.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Plant Industry, $3.97.
For salaries and expenses, Forest Service, $348.03.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Agricultural Economics,

$30.13.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Biological Survey, $14.44.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Chemistry and Soils, $31.02.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Entomology, $13.05.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quar-

antine, 52 cents.
For salaries and expenses, Soil Conservation Service, $28,245.87.
For elimination of diseased cattle, Department of Agriculture,

$143.
For grasshopper control, $36.80.
For soil-erosion investigations, $5.75.
For plant reserve stations, Soil Conservation Service, $27.97.
For payment to officers and employees of the United States in

foreign countries due to appreciation of foreign currencies (Agri-
culture), $192.70.
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Senate Document Numbered 10, Seventy-sixth Congress, there is 
appropriated as follows: 

Legislative. Legislative: For public printing and binding, Government Print-
ing Office, $158.40. 

Independent offices. Independent offices: For salaries and expenses, Board of Tax 
Appeals $327.81. 
For Federal Civil Works Administration, $1,272.36. 
For National Industrial Recovery, Civil Works Administration, 

$115.40. 
For employees' compensation fund, Civil Works, $1.67. 
For agricultural credits and rehabilitation, emergency relief, 

$281.14. 
For farmers' crop production and harvesting loans, Farm Credit 

Administration, $652.50. 
For loans to farmers in drought- and storm-stricken areas, emer-

gency relief, $221.46. 
For loans to farmers in storm- and flood-stricken areas, South-

eastern States, $120.83. 
For loans and relief in stricken agricultural areas (transfer to 

Farm Credit Administration) ' $926.02. 
For salaries and expenses, Federal Communications Cominission, 

$2.30. 
, For Interstate Commerce Commission, $9,493.12. 

For National Industrial Recovery, National Recovery Adminis-
tration, $5.75. 
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For Public Works Administration, allotment to National Resources 

Board, $52.02. 
For Securities and Exchange Commission, $2. 
For salaries and expenses, Social Security Board, $66.97. 
For Army pensions, $80. 
For Army and Navy pensions, $160.56. 
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For military and naval compensation, Veterans' Bureau, $60. 
For military and naval insurance, Veterans' Bureau, $7.29. 
For medical and hospital services, Veterans' Bureau, $62.23. 
For salaries and expenses, Veterans' Administration, $2,376.77. 

culture.Department of A gri- Department of Agriculture: For salaries and expenses, Library, 
Department of Agriculture, $27.05. 
For salaries and. expenses, Weather Bureau, $53.97. 
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Animal Industry, $267.42. 
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Plant Industry, $3.97. 
For salaries and expenses, Forest Service, $348.03. 
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, 

$30.13. 
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Biological Survey, $14.44. 
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Chemistry and Soils, $31.02. 
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Entomology, $13.05. 
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quar-

antine, 52 cents. 
For salaries and expenses, Soil Conservation Service, $28,245.87. 
For elimination of diseased cattle, Department of Agriculture, 

$143. 
For grasshopper control, $36.80. 
For soil-erosion investigations, $5.75. 
For plant reserve stations, Soil Conservation Service, $27.97. 
For payment to officers and employees of the United States in 

foreign countries due to appreciation of foreign currencies (Agri-
culture), $192.70. 
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For general expenses, Agricultural Adjustment Administration,
$519.95.

For working fund, Agriculture, Animal Industry (Agricultural
Adjustment Administration), $1,068.30.

For working fund, Agriculture, Agricultural Adjustment Admin-
istration (Federal Emergency Relief, surplus relief, National Indus-
trial Recovery), $1.35.

For working fund, Agriculture, Biological Survey (Federal
Emergency Relief, surplus relief National Industrial Recovery), $2.

For Emergency Relief and Public Works, Agriculture, wildlife
refuges, $14,872.58.

For Emergency Conservation Fund (transfer from War to Agri-
culture, Act March 31, 1933), $41.21.

For Emergency Conservation Fund (transfer from War to Agri-
culture, Act June 19, 1934), $147.11.

For loans and relief in stricken agricultural areas (transfer to
Agriculture), $6,175.58.

For loans and relief in stricken agricultural areas (transfer to
Agriculture, silviculture), $16.62.

For National Industrial Recovery, Resettlement Administration,
subsistence homesteads (transfer to Agriculture), $658.93.

For exportation and domestic consumption of agricultural com-
modities, Department of Agriculture, $15,435.28.

Department of Commerce: For air-navigation facilities, $891.97.
For general expenses, Lighthouse Service, $2,149.34.
For payment to officers and employees of the United States in

foreign countries due to appreciation of foreign currencies (Com-
merce), $39.38.

For salaries and expenses, Social Security Act, Bureau of the
Census, $500.

For retired pay, Lighthouse Service, $364.
For aircraft in Commerce, $15.90.
For expenses of the Fourteenth Census, $114.
For collecting statistics, Bureau of the Census $5.
For transportation of families and effects of oficers and employees,

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, $240.
For contingent expenses, Steamboat Inspection Service, 95 cents.
For export industries, Department of Commerce, $9.78.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Navigation and Steamboat

Inspection, $11.66.
Department of the Interior: For National Park Service,

$1,560.37.
For salaries and expenses, public buildings outside the District of

Columbia, National Park Service, $110.31.
For salaries and commissions of registers, $141.23.
For salaries and expenses, Division of Grazing Control, Depart-

ment of the Interior, $48.70.
For mineral mining investigations, Bureau of Mines, $34.64.
For operating rescue cars and stations and investigation of acci-

dents, Bureau of Mines, $1.50.
For National Industrial Recovery, Interior, oil regulations, $19.33.
For contingent expenses, Department of the Interior, $132.62.
For general expenses, General Land Office, $35.25.
For maintenance, irrigation systems, Flathead Reservation, Mon-

tana (receipt limitation), $253.69.
For roads, Indian reservations, $21.59.
For conservation of health among Indians, $1,332.58.
For purchase and transportation of Indian supplies, $2,129.68.

48 Stat. 22.

48 Stat. 1021.

Department of
Commerce.

49 Stat. 620.
42 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, ch. 7.

Department of the
Interior.
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For general expenses, Agricultural Adjustment Administration, 
$519.95. 
For working fund, Agriculture, Animal Industry (Agricultural 

Adjustment Administration), $1,068.30. 
For working fund, Agriculture, Agricultural Adjustment Admin-

istration (Federal Emergency Relief, surplus relief, National Indus-
trial Recovery), $1.35. 
For working fund, Agriculture, Biological Survey (Federal 

Emergency Relief, surplus relief, National Industrial Recovery), $2. 
For Emergency Relief and Public Works, Agriculture, wildlife 

refuges, $14,872.58. 
For Emergency Conservation Fund (transfer from War to Agri-

culture, Act March 31, 1933), $41.21. 
For Emergency Conservation Fund (transfer from War to Agri-

culture, Act June 19, 1934), $147.11. 
For loans and relief in stricken agricultural areas (transfer to 

Agriculture), $6,175.58. 
For loans and relief in stricken agricultural areas (transfer to 

Agriculture, silviculture), $16.62. 
For National Industrial Recovery, Resettlement Administration, 

subsistence homesteads (transfer to Agriculture) $658.93. 
For exportation and domestic consumption of agricultural com-

modities, Department of Agriculture, $15,435.28. 
Department of Commerce: For air-navigation facilities, $891.97. 
For general expenses, Lighthouse Service, $2,149.34. 
For payment to officers and employees of the United States in 

foreign countries due to appreciation of foreign currencies (Com-
merce), $39.38. 
For salaries and expenses, Social Security Act, Bureau of the 

Census, $500. 
For retired pay, Lighthouse Service, $364. 
For aircraft in Commerce, $15.90. 
For expenses of the Fourteenth Census, $114. 
For collecting statistics, Bureau of the Census, $5. 
For transportation of families and effects of officers and employees, 

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, $240. 
For contingent expenses, Steamboat Inspection Service, 95 cents. 
For export industries, Department of Commerce, $9.78. 
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Navigation and Steamboat 

Inspection, $11.66. 
Department of the Interior: For National Park Service, 

$1,560.37. 
For salaries and expenses, public buildings outside the District of 

Columbia, National Park Service, $110.31. 
For salaries and commissions of registers, $141.23. 
For salaries and expenses, Division of Grazing Control, Depart-

ment of the Interior, $48.70. 
For mineral mining investigations, Bureau of Mines, $34.64. 
For operating rescue cars and stations and investigation of acci-

dents, Bureau a Mines, $1.50. 
For National Industrial Recovery, Interior, oil regulations' $19.33. 
For contingent expenses Department of the Interior, $132.62. 
For general expenses, General Land Office, $35.25. 
For maintenance irrigation systems, Flathead Reservation, Mon-

tana (receipt limitation), $253.69. 
For roads, Indian reservations, $21.59. 
For conservation of health among Indians, $1,332.58. 
For purchase and transportation of Indian supplies, $2,129.68. 

48 Stat. 22. 

48 Stat. 1021. 

Department of 
Commerce. 

49 Stat. 820. 
42 U. S. C., Supp. 

IV, ch. 7. 

Department of the 
Interior. 
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For suppressing liquor traffic among Indians, $4.
For maintenance, San Carlos irrigation project, Gila River reserva-

tion, Arizona (receipt limitation), $95.10.
For irrigation, Indian reservations (reimbursable), $106.20.
For industry among Indians, $616.92.
For Indian agency buildings, $268.61.
For pay of Indian police, $69.97.
For Indian school support, $1,169.23.
For loans and relief in stricken agricultural areas (transfer from

Agriculture to Interior, Indians), $1,008.19.
For Indian service supply fund, $1,401.74.
For education of natives of Alaska, $120.65.
For medical relief of natives of Alaska, $25.
For Emergency conservation fund (transfer from War to Interior,

48 stat. 22. Indians, Act March 31, 1933), $512.16.
For Emergency conservation fund (transfer from War to Interior,

48 Stat. 1021. Indians, Act June 19, 1934), $3,330.04.
For support of Indians and administration of Indian property,

$138.93.
For obtaining employment for Indians, $7.32.
For expenses of organizing Indian corporations, $29.11.
For general expenses, Indian service, $12.27.
For fulfilling treaties with Northern Cheyenne and Arapahoes,

Montana, $41.13.
For Indian boarding schools, $334.52.
For expenses, sale of timber (reimbursable), $275.37.
For agriculture and stock raising among Indians, $9.85.
For administration of Indian forests, $51.41.
For fulfilling treaties with Sioux of different tribes, including.

Santee Sioux of Nebraska, North Dakota, and South Dakota, $224.33.
Department of Jus- Department of Justice: For supplies for United States courts,

tice. $10.

For contingent expenses, Department of Justice, $38.50.
For detection and prosecution of crimes, $10.90.
For printing and binding, Department of Justice and courts, $48.65.
For salaries, fees, and expenses of marshals, United States courts,

$697.
For fees of jurors and witnesses, United States courts, $79.35.
For fees of commissioners, United States courts, $2,147.20.
For support of United States prisoners, $808.05.
For miscellaneous expenses, United States courts, $13.30.
For pay of bailiffs, and so forth, United States courts, $35.
For salaries and expenses of clerks, United States courts, $44.37.
For United States Southwestern Reformatory, maintenance, $81.11.
For United States Penitentiary, Leavenworth, Kansas, mainte-

nance, $29.93.
For United States Penitentiary, Alcatraz Island, California,

maintenance, $457.54.
For United States Penitentiary, Atlanta, Georgia, maintenance,

$266.98.
For salaries, district court, Panama Canal Zone, $834.62.
For salaries and expenses, Division of Investigation, $10.01.
For salaries and expenses, Division of Investigation, Department

of Justice, $27.15.
For United States Industrial Reformatory, Chillicothe, Ohio,

maintenance, $87.81.
For salaries and expenses of district attorneys, United States

courts, $2.50.
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$138.93. 
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For fulfilling treaties with Northern Cheyenne and Arapahoes, 
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For Indian boarding schools, $334.52. 
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For United States Penitentiary, Alcatraz Island, California, 
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For United States Penitentiary, Atlanta, Georgia, maintenance, 
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maintenance, $87.81. 
For salaries and expenses of district attorneys, United States 
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Department of Labor: For salaries and expenses, Children's boDepartment cf La-

Bureau, $15.64.
For payment to officers and employees of the United States in for-

eign countries due to appreciation of foreign currencies (Labor),
$9.89.

For salaries and expenses, Immigration and Naturalization Service,
$154.

For Salaries and expenses, commissioners of conciliation, $8.18.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Labor Statistics, $1.75.
For investigation of cost of living in the United States, $7.
Navy Department: For payment to officers and employees of Navy Department.

the United States in foreign countries due to appreciation of foreign
currencies (Navy), $1,891.11.

For Miscellaneous expenses, Navy, $315.17.
For pay, miscellaneous, $1.15.
For transportation, Bureau of Navigation, $118.57.
For organizing the Naval Reserve, $370.41.
For engineering, Bureau of Engineering, $6,456.
For ordnance and ordnance stores, Bureau of Ordnance, $231,955.25.
For pay, subsistence, and transportation, Navy, $35,041.97.
For pay of the Navy, $659.06.
For maintenance, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, $1,585.85.
For maintenance, Bureau of Yards and Docks, $1,776.43.
For general expenses, Marine Corps, $577.76.
For pay, Marine Corps, $3,197.19.
For judgments, bounty for destruction of enemy's vessels, $17.77.
For aviation, Navy, $63,579.91.
For increase of the Navy, emergency construction, $256,965.47.
Post Office Department: For operating supplies for public build- mst Office Depart-

ings, general fund, $5.98.
For transportation of equipment and supplies, general fund,

$266.75.
Department of State: For salaries, Foreign Service officers, ttepartnlent of

$1,011.31.
For office and living quarters, Foreign Service, $22.92.
For rescue, relief, and protection of American seamen, $50.33.
For salaries, Foreign Service clerks, $315.37.
For contingent expenses, Foreign Service, $82.59.
For contingent expenses, foreign missions, $28.79.
For transportation of Foreign Service officers, $118.07.
For payment to officers and employees of the United States in

foreign countries due to appreciation of foreign currencies (State),
$238.83.

For International Boundary Commission, United States and
Mexico, 95 cents.

Treasury Department: For expenses, Emergency Banking, Gold ,Teasury Depart-

Reserve and Silver Purchase Acts, 63 cents. 48 Stat. 1, 337, 117.

For payment to officers and employees of the United States in
foreign countries due to appreciation of foreign currencies (Treas-
ury), $37.47.

For contingent expenses, Treasury Department, $6.18.
For stationery, Treasury Department, $5.86.
For collecting the revenue from customs, $427.26.
For refunds and drawbacks, customs, $47.48.
For collecting the internal revenue, $1,110.85.
For pay of personnel and maintenance of hospitals, Public Health

Service, $457.99.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Narcotics, $3.60.
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Department of Labor: For salaries and expenses, Children's 
Bureau, $15.64. 
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War Department.

44 Stat. 1054.

For Coast Guard, $78.40.
For contingent expenses, Coast Guard, $374.92.
For fuel and water Coast Guard, $258.95.
For outfits, Coast (uard, $45.54.
For pay and allowances, Coast Guard, $270.46.
For rebuilding and repairing stations, and so forth, Coast Guard,

$1.69.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Engraving and Printing,

$2.31.
For suppressing counterfeiting and other crimes, $57.42.
For educational exhibits, Public Health Service, 46 cents.
For expenses, Division of Mental Hygiene, Public Health Service,

$17.25.
For interstate quarantine service, $13.40.
For pay, and so forth, commissioned officers, Public Health

Service, $332.53.
For quarantine service, $792.94.
For salaries and expenses, mints and assay offices, $10.73.
For contingent expenses, national currency (reimbursable), $5.29.
For furniture and repairs of same for public buildings, $22.60.
For general expenses, Procurement Division, $12.49.
For general administrative expenses, Public Works Branch, Pro-

curement Division, $27.23.
For operating expenses, Treasury buildings, Procurement Divi-

sion, $829.
For operating force for public buildings, 66 cents.
For operating force for public buildings, Procurement Division,

$8.60.
For mechanical equipment for public buildings, Procurement Divi-

sion, $175.50.
For salaries and expenses, Branch of Supply Procurement Division,

$3.94.
For repairs and preservation of public buildings, Procurement

Division, $14.18.
For repairs, preservation, and equipment, public buildings, Pro-

curement Division, $51.74.
For furniture and repairs of same for public buildings, Procure-

ment Division, $29.25.
For salaries and expenses, Division of Disbursement, $3.69.
War Department: For general appropriations, Quartermaster

Corps, $11,054.12.
For pay, and so forth, of the Army, $8,923.92.
For pay of the Army, $5,447.87.
For arming, equipping, and training the National Guard, $1,300.07.
For Army transportation, $1,201.14.
For subsistence of the Army, $994.32.
For travel, military and civil personnel, War Department, $108.94.
For citizens' military training camps, $113.95.
For pay, and so forth, of the Army, War with Spain, $102.52.
For incidental expenses of the Army, $15.75.
For National Guard, $1,284.12.
For increase of compensation, Military Establishment, $1,380.34.
For pay, and so forth, of the Army (Longevity, Act January 29,

1927), $1,205.25.
For mileage of the Army, $104.32.
For barracks and quarters, $1,125.84.
For arms, uniforms, equipment, and so forth, for field service,

National Guard, $33.79.
For extra pay to Regular Army, War with Spain, $21.60.
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War Department. 

44 Stat. 1054. 

For Coast Guard, $78.40. 
For contingent expenses, Coast Guard, $374.92. 
For fuel and water, Coast Guard, $258.95. 
For outfits, Coast Guard, $45.54. 
For pay and allowances, Coast Guard, $270.46. 
For rebuilding and repairing stations, and so forth, Coast Guard, 

$1.69. 
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Engraving and Printing, 

$2.31. 
For suppressing counterfeiting and other crimes, $57.42. 
For educational exhibits, Public Health Service, 46 cents. 
For expenses, Division of Mental Hygiene, Public Health Service, 

$17.25. 
For interstate quarantine service,. $13.40. 
For pay, and so forth, commissioned officers, Public Health 

Service, $332.53. 
For quarantine service, $792.94. 
For salaries and expenses, mints and assay offices, $10.73. 
For contingent expenses, national currency (reimbursable), $5.29. 
For furniture and repairs of same for public buildings, $22.60. 
For general expenses, Procurement Division, $12.49. 
For general administrative expenses, Public Works Branch, Pro-

curement Division, $27.23. 
For operating expenses, Treasury buildings, Procurement Divi-

sion, $8.29. 
For operating force for public buildings, 66 cents. 
For operating force for public buildmgs, Procurement Division, 

$8.60. 
For mechanical equipment for public buildings, Procurement Divi-

sion, $175.50. 
For salaries and expenses, Branch of Supply Procurement Division, 

$3.94. 
For repairs and preservation of public buildings, Procurement 

Division, $14.18. 
For repairs, preservation, and equipment, public buildings, Pro-

curement Division, $51.74. 
For furniture and repairs of same for public buildings, Procure-

ment Division, $29.25. 
For salaries and expenses, Division of Disbursement, $3.69. 
War Department: For general appropriations, Quartermaster 

Corps, $11,054.12. 
For pay, and so forth, of the Army, $8,923.92. 
For pay of the Army, $5,447.87. 
For arming, equipping, and training the National Guard, $1,300.07. 
For Army transportation, $1,201.14. 
For subsistence of the Army, $994.32. 
For travel, military and civil personnel, War Department, $108.94. 
For citizens' military training camps, $113.95. 
For pay, and so forth, of the Army, War with Spain, $102.52. 
For incidental expenses of the Army, $15.75. 
For National Guard, $1,284.12. 
For increase of compensation, Military Establishment, $1,380.34. 
For pay, and so forth, of the Army (Longevity, Act January 29, 

1927), $1,205.25. 
For mileage of the Army, $104.32. 
For barracks and quarters, $1,125.84. 
For arms, uniforms, equipment, and so forth, for field service, 

National Guard, $33.79. 
For extra pay to Regular Army, War with Spain, $21.60. 
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For payment to officers and employees of the United States in
foreign countries due to appreciation of foreign currencies (War),
$155.73.

For supplies, services, and transportation, Quartermaster Corps,
$500.28.

For signal service of the Army, $7,164.80.
For replacing ordnance and ordnance stores, $46.55.
For extra pay to volunteers, War with Spain, $216.40.
For pay, and so forth, df the Army (estates of deceased soldiers,

section 4818, Revised Statutes), $1,141.
For horses, draft and pack animals, $14.16.
For Medical and Hospital Department, Army, $47.
For claims of officers and men of the Army for destruction of

private property (Act March 3, 1885), $206.72.
For replacing medical supplies, $117.74.
For Reserve Officers' Training Corps, $136.18.
For Air Corps, Army, $406.39.
For Organized Reserves, $166.96.
For ordnance service and supplies, Army, $6,571.13.
For fortifications in insular possessions, $16.
For Air Service, Army, $58.33.
For travel of the Army, $22.77.
For construction and repair of hospitals, Army, $580.
For contingent expenses, War Department, $1.22.
For clothing and equipage, $65.58.
For seacoast defenses, $3.77.
For replacing clothing and equipage, $7.
For cemeterial expenses, War Department, $9.61.
For Emergency Conservation Fund (transfer to War, Act March

31, 1933), $4,495.66.
For Emergency Conservation Fund (transfer to War, Act June

19, 1934), $23,566.39.
For loans and relief in stricken agricultural areas (transfer from

Emergency Conservation Work to War, Act June 19, 1934), $273.51.
For Vicksburg National Military Park, Mississippi, $1.56.
For Stones River National Military Park, Tennessee, $1.01.
District of Columbia: For miscellaneous expenses, Supreme

Court, District of Columbia, $260.
Post Office Department, Postal Service (out of the postal rev-

enues): For city delivery carriers, $514.49.
For clerks, first- and second-class post offices, $146.58.
For compensation to postmasters, $94.80.
For electric- and cable-car service, $960.72.
For foreign mail transportation, $121.06.
For freight, express, or motor transportation of equipment, and

so forth, $436.23.
For furniture, carpets, and safes for public buildings, $128.48.
For furniture, carpets, and safes for public buildings, Post Office

Department, $330.35.
For indemnities, domestic mail, $310.90.
For miscellaneous items, first- and second-class post offices, $2.17.
For operating force for public buildings, Post Office Depart-

ment, $5.
For operating supplies for public buildings, $46.81.
For operating supplies for public buildings, Post Office Depart-

ment, $173.61.
For post office equipment and supplies, $4.
For railroad transportation and mail messenger service, $182,155.17.
For Railway Mail Service, miscellaneous expenses, $14.78.
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For payment to officers and employees of the United States in 
foreign countries due to appreciation of foreign currencies (War), 
$155.73. 
For supplies, services, and transportation, Quartermaster Corps, 

$500.28. 
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For replacing ordnance and ordnance stores, $46.55. 
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For pay, and so forth, a the Army (estates of deceased soldiers, 

section 4818, Revised Statutes), $1,141. 
For horses, draft and pack animals, $14.16. 
For Medical and Hospital Department, Army, $47. 
For claims of officers and men of the Army for destruction of 

private property (Act March 3, 1885), $206.72. 
For replacing medical supplies, $117.74. 
For Reserve Officers' Training Corps, $136.18. 
For Air Corps, Army, $406.39. 
For Organized Reserves, $166.96. 
For ordnance service and supplies, Army, $6,571.13. 
For fortifications in insular possessions, $16. 
For Air Service, Army, $58.33. 
For travel of the Army, $22.77. 
For construction and repair of hospitals, Army, $580. 
For contingent expenses, War Department, $1.22. 
For clothing and equipage, $65.58. 
For seacoast defenses, $3.77. 
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so forth, $436.23. 
For furniture, carpets, and safes for public buildings, $128.48. 
For furniture, carpets, and safes for public buildings, Post Office 

Department, $330.35. 
For indemnities, domestic mail, $310.90. 
For miscellaneous items, first- and second-class post offices, $2.17. 
For operating force for public buildings, Post Office Depart-

ment, $5. 
For operating supplies for public buildings, $46.81. 
For operating supplies for public buildings, Post Office Depart-

ment, $173.61. 
For post office equipment and supplies, $4. 
For railroad transportation and mail messenger service, $182,155.17. 
For Railway Mail Service, miscellaneous expenses, $14.78. 
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For rent, light, and fuel, $2,569.65.
For Rural Delivery Service, $118.69.
For separating mails, $34.20.
For Star Route Service, 71 cents.
For transportation of equipment and supplies, $1,268.25.
For vehicle service, $1,989.65.

Total; addition Total, audited claims, sction 204, $1,122,354.01, together with suchsm, increases in rates e
rexchange. additional sum due to increases in rates of exchange as may be

necessary to pay claims in the foreign currency as specified in cer-
tain of the settlements of the General Accounting Office.

Judgments against SEC. 205. Judgments against collectors of customs: For the pay-
ment of claims allowed by the General Accounting Office covering
judgments rendered by the United States District Court for the
Southern District of New York against a collector of customs, where
certificates of probable cause have been issued as provided for under

2Ri. sc. 9842. section 989, Revised Statutes (28 U. S. C. 842), and certified to the
Seventy-sixth Congress in Senate Document Numbered 13, under the
Department of Labor, $7,467.45.

Interest withheld SEC. 206. Interest withheld from claimants: For payment of
interest on amounts withheld from claimants by the Comptroller

8Stat.481;47 Stat. General of the United States, Act of March 3, 1875, as amended by
31 u.. c. . 227. section 13 of the Act of March 3, 1933 (31 U. S. C. 227), as allowed

by the General Accounting Office, and certified to the Seventy-sixth
Congress in Senate Document Numbered 17, under the Treasury
Department, $1,327.44.

Short title. SEC. 207. This Act may be cited as the "First Deficiency Appro-
priation Act, fiscal year 1939".

Approved, March 15, 1939.

March 16, 1939
[H. R. 37431

[Public, No. 8]

Independent Offices
Appropriation Act,
1940.

President.

Vice President.

Salaries.
Post, p. 981.

Proviso.
Temporary details.

Contingent ex-
penses.

Post, p. 981.

[CHAPTER 11]
AN ACT

Making appropriations for the Executive Office and sundry independent executive
bureaus, boards, commissions, and offices, for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1940, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for the Executive Office and sundry independent
executive bureaus, boards, commissions, and offices, for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1940, namely:

EXECUTIVE OFFICE

COMPENSATION OF THE PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT

For compensation of the President of the United States, $75,000.
For compensation of the Vice President of the United States,

$15,000.
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

Salaries: For personal services in the office of the President, includ-
ing the Secretary to the President, and two additional secretaries to
the President at $10,000 each; $136,500: Provided, That employees of
the executive departments and other establishments of the executive
branch of the Government may be detailed from time to time to the
office of the President of the United States for such temporary assist-
ance as may be deemed necessary.

Contingent expenses: For contingent expenses of the Executive
Office, including stationery, record books, telegrams, telephones, books
for library, furniture and carpets for offices, automobiles, expenses
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1940. 

President. 

Vice President. 

Salaries. 
Post, p. 981. 

Proviso. 
Temporary details. 

Contingent ex-
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For rent, light, and fuel, $2,569.65. 
For Rural Delivery Service, $118.69. 
For separating mails2 $34.20. 
For Star Route Service, 71 cents. 
For transportation of equipment and supplies, $1,268.25. 
For vehicle service, $1,989.65. 
Total, audited claims, section 204, $1,122,354.01, together with such 

additional sum due to increases in rates of exchange as may be 
necessary to pay claims in the foreign currency as specified in cer-
tain of the settlements of the General Accounting Office. 
SEC. 205. Judgments against collectors of customs: For the pay-

ment of claims allowed by the General Accounting Office covering 
judgments rendered by the United States District Court for the 
Southern District of New York against a collector of customs, where 
certificates of probable cause have been issued as provided for under 
section 989, Revised Statutes (28 U. S. C. 842), and certified to the 
Seventy-sixth Congress in Senate Document Numbered 13, under the 
Department of Labor, $7,467.45. 
SEC. 206. Interest withheld from claimants: For payment of 

interest on amounts withheld from claimants by the Comptroller 
General of the United States, Act of March 3, 1875, as amended by 
section 13 of the Act of March 3, 1933 (31 U. S. C. 227), as allowed 
by the General Accounting Office, and certified to the Seventy-sixth 
Congress in Senate Document Numbered 17, under the Treasury 
Department, $12327.44. 
SEC. 207. This Act may be cited as the "First Deficiency Appro-

priation Act, fiscal year 1939". 
Approved, March 15, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 11] 
AN ACT 

Making appropriations for the Executive Office and sundry independent executive 
bureaus, boards, commissions, and offices, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 
1940, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following 
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for the Executive Office and sundry independent 
executive bureaus, boards, commissions, and offices, for the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1940, namely: 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE 

COMPENSATION OF THE PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT 

For compensation of the President of the United States, $75,000. 
For compensation of the Vice President of the United States, 

$15,000. 
OFFICE OF 'LOW PRESIDENT 

Salaries: For personal services in the office of the President, includ-
ing the Secretary to the President, and two additional secretaries to 
the President at $10,000 each; $136,500: Provided, That employees of 
the executive departments and other establishments of the executive 
branch of the Government may be detailed from time to time to the 
office of the President of the United States for such temporary assist-
ance as may be deemed necessary. 
Contingent expenses: For contingent expenses of the Executive 

Office, including stationery, record books, telegrams, telephones, books 
for library, furniture and carpets for offices, automobiles, expenses 
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of garage, including labor, special services, and miscellaneous items
to be expended in the discretion of the President, $50,000.

For printing and binding, $2,700.
Traveling expenses: For traveling and official entertainment

expenses of the President of the United States, to be expended in his
discretion and accounted for on his certificate solely, $25,000.

Total, Executive Office proper, $304,200.

EXECUTIVE MANSION AND GROUNDS

For the care, maintenance, repair and alteration, refurnishing,
improvement, heating, and lighting, including electric power and
fixtures of the Executive Mansion, the Executive Mansion green-
houses, including reconstruction, and the Executive Mansion grounds,
and traveling expenses, to be expended as the President may deter-
mine, notwithstanding the provisions of any other Act, $146,750.

Total, Executive Office, $450,950.

INDEPENDENT ESTABLISHMENTS

AMERICAN BATTLE MONUMENTS COMMISSION

For every expenditure requisite for or incident to the work of the
American Battle Monuments Commission authorized by the Act of
March 4, 1923 (36 U. S. C. 121-138), and by Executive Order Num-
bered 6614 of February 26, 1934, including the acquisition of land or
interest in land in foreign countries for carrying out the purposes of
said Act and Executive order without submission to the Attorney
General of the United States under the provisions of section 355 of
the Revised Statutes (34 U. S. C. 520; 40 U. S. C. 255); employment
of personal services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere;
including not to exceed $3,000 for allowances for living quarters,
including heat, fuel, and light, as authorized by the Act approved
June 26, 1930 (5 U. S. C. 118a); purchase and repair of uniforms
for caretakers of national cemeteries and monuments in Europe at a
cost not exceeding $600; travel expenses; rent of office space in for-
eign countries; tile maintenance, repair, and operation of motor-pro-
pelled passenger-carrying vehicles which may be furnished to tile
Commission by other departments of the Government or acquired by
purchase; printing, binding, engraving, lithographing, photograph-
ing, and typewriting, including the publication of information con-
cerning the American activities, battlefields, memorials, and ceme-
teries in Europe; the purchase of maps, textbooks, newspapers and
periodicals, $140,000: Provided, That notwithstanding the require-
ments of existing laws or regulations, and under such terms and con-
ditions as the Commission may in its discretion deem necessary and
proper, the Commission may contract for work, supplies, materials,
and equipment in Europe and engage, by contract or otherwise, the
services of architects firms of architects, and other technical and
professional personnel: Provided further, That the Commission may
purchase supplies and materials in the United States without regard
to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) when the
aggregate amount involved does not exceed $500: Provided further,
That when traveling on business of the Commission, officers of the
Army serving as members or as secretary of the Commission may be
reimbursed for expenses as provided for civilian members of the
Commission: And provided further, That the Commission may dele-
gate to its chairman, secretary, or officials in charge of either its
Washington or Paris offices, under such terms and conditions as it
may prescribe, such of its authority as it may deem necessary and
proper.

Printing and bind-
ing.

Traveling, etc., ex-
penses.

Post, p. 981.

Care, repair, etc.

All expenses.
42 Stat. 1509.
36 U. S. C. ch. 8;

Supp. IV, ch. 8.

Acquisition of land
abroad.

R. S.§ 355.
34 U. S. C. § 520;

40 U.S. C. § 255.

Living quarters.
46 Stat. 818.
5 U. S. C. § 118a.

Uniforms for care-
takers.

Vehicles.

Printing, binding,
etc.

Prorisos.
Technical, etc.,

work in Europe.

Minor purchases.

R. S. § 3709.
41 U. S. C. § 5.

Traveling expenses.

Delegation of au-
thority.
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of garage, including labor, special services, and miscellaneous items 
to be expended in the discretion of the President, $50,000. 
For printing and binding, $2,700. 
Traveling expenses: For traveling and official entertainment 

expenses of the President of the United States, to be expended in his 
discretion and accounted for on his certificate solely, $25,000. 

Total, Executive Office proper, $304,200. 

EXECUTIVE MANSION AND GROUNDS 

For the care, maintenance, repair and alteration, refurnishing, 
improvement, heating, and lighting, including electric power and 
fixtures of the Executive Mansion, the Executive Mansion green-
houses, including reconstruction, and the Executive Mansion grounds, 
and traveling expenses, to be expended as the President may deter-
mine, notwithstanding the provisions of any other Act, $146,750. 

Total, Executive Office, $450,950. 

INDEPENDENT ESTABLISHMENTS 

AMERICAN BATTLE MONUMENTS COMMISSION 

For every expenditure requisite for or incident to the work of the 
American Battle Monuments Commission authorized by the Act of 
March 4, 1923 (36 U. S. C. 121-138), and by Executive Order Num-
bered 6614 of February 26, 1934, including the acquisition of land or 
interest in land in foreign countries for carrying out the purposes of 
said Act and Executive order without submission to the Attorney 
General of the United States under the provisions of section 355 of 
the Revised Statutes (34 U. S. C. 520; 40 U. S. C. 255) ; employment 
of personal services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; 
including not to exceed $3,000 for allowances for living quarters, 
including heat, fuel, and light, as authorized by the Act approved 
June 26, 1930 (5 U. S. C. 118a) ; purchase and repair of uniforms 
for caretakers of national cemeteries and monuments in Europe at a 
cost not exceeding $600; travel expenses; rent of office space in for-
eign countries; the maintenance, repair, and operation of motor-pro-
pelled passenger-carrying vehicles which may be furnished to the 
Commission by other departments of the Government or acquired by 
purchase; printing, binding, engraving, lithographing, photograph-
ing, and typewriting, including the publication of information con-
cerning the American activities, battlefields, memorials, and ceme-
teries in Europe; the purchase of maps, textbooks, newspapers and 
periodicals, $140,000: Provided, That notwithstanding the require-
ments of existing laws or regulations, and under such terms and con-
ditions as the Commission may in its discretion deem necessary and 
proper, the Commission may contract for work, supplies, materials, 
and equipment in Europe and engage, by contract or otherwise, the 
services of architects, firms of architects, and other technical and 
professional personnel: Provided further, That the Commission may 
purchase supplies and materials in the United States without regard 
to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) when the 
aggregate amount involved does not exceed $500: Provided further, 
That when traveling on business of the Commission, officers of the 
Army serving as members or as secretary of the Commission may be 
reimbursed for experms as provided for civilian members of the 
Commission: And provided further, That the Commission may dele-
gate to its chairman, secretary, or officials in charge of either its 
Washington or Paris offices, under such terms and conditions as it 
may prescribe, such of its authority as it may deem necessary and 
proper. 
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BOARD OF TAX APPEALS

[53 STAT.

All expenes. For every expenditure requisite for and incident to the work of
43 Stat. 336;4 Star .

105; 45 stat. 871; 47 the Board of Tax Appeals as authorized under title IX, section 900,
st26Ut ' c.§ 6oo-645. of the Revenue Act of 1924, approved June 2, 1924, as amended by

title X of the Revenue Act of 1926, approved February 26, 1926, and
title IV of the Revenue Act of 1928, approved May 29, 1928, and
title IX of the Revenue Act of 1932, approved June 6, 1932, includ-
ing personal services and contract stenographic reporting services,
rent outside the District of Columbia, traveling expenses, carfare,
stationery, furniture, office equipment, purchase and exchange of type-
writers, law books and books of reference, periodicals, and all other

* necessary supplies, $528,000.
Ping a printing an F a p and binding for the Board of Tax Appeals, $29,000.

Total, Board of Tax Appeals, $557,000.

CENTRAL STATISTICAL BOARD
All expenses.

Printing and bind-
ing.

Proviso.
No other funds to

be available; excep-
tion.

52 Stat. 412.

For every expenditure requisite for and incident to the work of
the Central Statistical Board as authorized by law, including per-
sonal services in the District of Columbia; traveling expenses;
materials; supplies; office equipment; mimeographing, special mes-
senger, contract stenographic reporting, and other services; news-
papers; periodicals and press clippings; repairs and alterations;
and not to exceed $200 for expenses of attendance at meetings which
in the discretion of the chairman are necessary for the efficient dis-
charge of the responsibilities of the Board, $125,000.

For all printing and binding for the Central Statistical Board,
$1,000.

Total, Central Statistical Board, $126,000: Provided, That no
other money appropriated in this or any other Act, except the money
appropriated for the Board in the Independent Offices Appropriation
Act for the fiscal year 1939, shall be available for the Central Statis-
tical Board after the passage of this Act.

CIVIL AERONAUTICS AUTHORITY

Salaries and ex- Salaries and expenses: For salaries and expenses of the Civil Aero-
PosI, p. 1302. nautics Authority, including the expenses of operation, maintenance,

and upkeep of air navigation facilities, in carrying out the duties,
powers, and functions devolving upon it pursuant to the authority

52Stat.973. contained in the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938 (52 Stat. 973), includ-
49 U. S. C., Supp.

Ivh, c.. . p  ing traveling expenses and expenses of employees detailed by the
Traveling expenses. Chairman of the Authority or the Administrator to attend meetings

ings. of associations, organizations, or other properly constituted bodies
concerned with the civil aeronautics industry or the art of aeronautics,

Air Safety Board. in the United States or in foreign countries; personal services and
Pot'', p. 6' rentals in the District of Columbia and elsewhere including expenses

·of the Air Safety Board other than those specifically provided for
under "Salaries and Expenses Air Safety Board"; contract steno-
graphic reporting services; fees and mileage of witnesses; examina-
tion of estimates of appropriations in the field, including actual

Transportation of expenses of subsistence or per diem allowance in lieu thereof; expenses
personal property of packing, crating, drayage, and transportation of household effects

and other personal property (not exceeding in any one case five
thousand pounds) of employees when transferred from one official
station to another for permanent duty, upon specific authorization

Purchase of books, by the Chairman of the Authority or the Administrator; purchase
etc. and exchange of professional and scientific books, law books, books
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BOARD OF TAX APPEALS 

For every expenditure requisite for and incident to the work of 
the Board of Tax Appeals as authorized under title IX, section 900, 
of the Revenue Act of 1924, approved June 2, 1924, as amended by 
title X of the Revenue Act of 1926, approved February 26, 1926, and 
title IV of the Revenue Act of 1928, approved May 29, 1928, and 
title IX of the Revenue Act of 1932, approved June 6, 1932, includ-
ing personal services and contract stenographic reporting services, 
rent outside the District of Columbia, traveling expenses, carfare, 
stationery, furniture, office equipment, purchase and exchange of type-
writers, law books and books of reference, periodicals, and all other 
necessary supplies, $528,000. 
For all printing and binding for the Board of Tax Appeals, $29,000. 
Total, Board of Tax Appeals, $557,000. 

All expenses. 
43 Stat. 336; 44 Stat. 

105; 45 Stat. 871; 47 
Stat. 286. 
20 U. S. C. §§ 600-645. 
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Post, p. 527. 

Transportation of 
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CENTRAL STATISTICAL BOARD 

For every expenditure requisite for and incident to the work of 
the Central Statistical Board as authorized by law, including per-
sonal services in the District of Columbia; traveling expenses; 
materials; supplies; office equipment; mimeographing, special mes-
senger, contract stenographic reporting, and other services; news-
papers; periodicals and press clippings; repairs and alterations; 
and not to exceed $200 for expenses of attendance at meetings which 
in the discretion of the chairman are necessary for the efficient dis-
charge of the responsibilities of the Board, $125,000. 
For all printing and binding for the Central Statistical Board, 

$1,900. 
Total, Central Statistical Board, $126P00: Provided, That no 

other money appropriated in this or any other Act, except the money 
appropriated for the Board in the Independent Offices Appropriation 
Act for the fiscal year 1939, shall be available for the Central Statis-
tical Board after the passage of this Act. 

CIVIL AERONAUTICS AUTHORITY 

Salaries and expenses: For salaries and expenses of the Civil Aero-
nautics Authority, including the expenses of operation, maintenance, 
and upkeep of air navigation facilities1 in carrying out the duties, 
powers, and functions devolving upon it pursuant to the authority 
contained in the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938 (52 Stat. 973), includ-
ing traveling expenses and expenses of employees detailed by the 
Chairman of the Authority or the Administrator to attend meetings 
of associations organizations, or other properly, constituted bodies 
concerned with the civil aeronautics industry or the art of aeronautics, 
in the United States or in foreign countries; personal services and 
rentals in the District of Columbia and elsewhere including expenses 
of the Air Safety Board other than those specifically provided for 
under "Salaries and Expenses Air Safety Board"; contract steno-
graphic reporting services; fees and mileage of witnesses; examina-
tion of estimates of appropriations in the field, including actual 
expenses of subsistence or per diem allowance in lieu thereof; expenses 
of packing, crating, drayage, and transportation of household effects 
and other personal property (not exceeding in any one case five 
thousand pounds) of employees when transferred from one official 
station to another for permanent duty, upon specific authorization 
by the Chairman of the Authority or the Administrator' purchase 
and exchange of professional and scientific books, law books, books 
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of reference, atlases and maps, periodicals and newspapers; purchase
and exchange (not to exceed $400,000), operation, maintenance, repair,
and overhaul of aircraft, aircraft power plants, propellers and equip-
ment, and spare parts therefor; purchase and exchange (not to exceed
$45,000), hire, maintenance, repair, and operation of passenger-
carrying automobiles, including two automobiles for use in the Dis-
trict of Columbia; and purchase of special clothing, wearing apparel,
and suitable equipment for aviation purposes (including rubber boots,
snowshoes, and skis), $13,738,000, of which $557,000 shall be avail-
able for the Technical Development Division: Provided, That this
appropriation shall be available for payments, at a rate not to exceed
3 cents per mile, to maintenance and operating personnel, as reim-
bursement to such personnel of the expenses of necessary travel in
their personally owned automobiles within the limits of their official
posts of duty when such travel is performed in connection with the
maintenance and operation of remotely controlled air navigation
facilities.

Salaries and expenses, Air Safety Board: For salaries and
expenses of the Air Safety Board in carrying out the duties and
functions devolving upon it pursuant to the provisions of sections 701
and 702 of the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938, except clause (5) of
subsection 702 (a) thereof (52 Stat. 973), including personal services
in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; rent and expenses incident
to the operation of field offices; traveling expenses; contract steno-
graphic reporting services; fees and mileage of witnesses; operation,
maintenance, repair, and overhaul of aircraft; hire, maintenance,
repair, and operation of passenger-carrying automobiles, including
one automobile for use in the District of Columbia; and purchase of
special clothing, wearing apparel, and suitable equipment for aviation
purposes (including rubber boots, snowshoes, and skis), $380,000, of
which amount not to exceed $25,000 may be expended for temporary
employment in the investigation of aircraft accidents of consultants
and experts on a contract or fee basis without regard to section 3709
of the Revised Statutes.

Printing and binding: For printing and binding, $100,000.
Establishment of air-navigation facilities: For the establishment

of additional air navigation facilities, including the equipment of
additional civil airways for day and night flying; the construction of
additional necessary lighting, radio, and other signaling and com-
municating structures and apparatus; the alteration and moderniza-
tion of existing air navigation facilities; and for the acquisition of
the necessary sites by lease or grant, $7,000,000, of which amount
$2,000,000 shall be available for the payment of contractual obliga-
tions authorized to be incurred prior to July 1, 1939: Provided, That
in addition to the amount herein appropriated, the Administrator
may, prior to July 1, 1940, enter into contracts for the purchase, con-
struction, and installation of additional air navigation aids not in
excess of $2,000,000: Provided further, That this construction work
may be accomplished either by contract or by purchase and hire:
Provided further, That not to exceed 5 per centum of the amount
herein appropriated shall be available for the temporary employment
and travel in the field of personnel required in the supervision of
this construction work.

Section 3709 of the Revised Statutes of the United States (41
U. S. C. 5) shall not be construed to apply to any purchase or service
rendered for the Civil Aeronautics Authority when the aggregate
amount involved does not exceed $100.

Total, Civil Aeronautics Authority, $21,218,000.
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of reference, atlases and maps, periodicals and newspapers; purchase 
and exchange (not to exceed $400,000), operation, maintenance, repair, 
and overhaul of aircraft, aircraft power plants, propellers and equip-
ment, and spare parts therefor; purchase and exchange (not to exceed 
$45,000), hire, maintenance, repair, and operation of passenger-
carrying automobiles, including two automobiles for use in the Dis-
trict of Columbia; and purchase of special clothing, wearing apparel, 
and suitable equipment for aviation purposes (including rubber boots, 
snowshoes, and skis), $13,738,000, of which $557,000 shall be avail-
able for the Technical Development Division: Provided, That this 
appropriation shall be available for payments, at a rate not to exceed 
3 cents per mile, to maintenance and operating personnel, as reim-
bursement to such personnel of the expenses of necessary travel in 
their personally owned automobiles within the limits of their official 
posts of duty when such travel is performed in connection with the 
maintenance and operation of remotely controlled air navigation 
facilities. 

Salaries and expenses, Air Safety Board: For salaries and 
expenses of the Air Safety Board in carrying out the duties and 
functions devolving upon it pursuant to the provisions of sections 701 
and 702 of the Civil _Aeronautics Act of 1938, except clause (5) of 
subsection 702 (a) thereof (52 Stat. 973), including personal services 
in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; rent and expenses incident 
to the operation of field offices; traveling expenses; contract steno-
graphic reporting services; fees and mileage of witnesses; operation, 
maintenance, repair, and overhaul of aircraft; hire, maintenance, 
repair, and operation of passenger-carrying automobiles, including 
one automobile for use in the District of Columbia; and purchase of 
special clothing, wearing apparel, and suitable equipment for aviation 
purposes (including rubber boots, snowshoes, and skis), $380,000, of 
which amount not to exceed $25,000 may be expended for temporary 
employment in the investigation of aircraft accidents of consultants 
and experts on a contract or fee basis without regard to section 3709 
of the Revised Statutes. 

Printing and binding: For printing and binding, $100,000. 
Establishment of air-navigation facilities: For the establishment 

of additional air navigation facilities, including the equipment of 
additional civil airways for day and night flying; the construction of 
additional necessary lighting, radio, and other signaling and com-
municating structures and apparatus; the alteration and moderniza-
tion of existing air navigation facilities; and for the acquisition of 
the necessary sites by lease or grant, $7,000,000, of which amount 
$2,000,000 shall be available for the payment of contractual obliga-
tions authorized to be incurred prior to July 1, 1939: Provided, That 
in addition to the amount herein appropriated, the Administrator 
may, prior to July 1, 1940, enter into contracts for the purchase, con-
struction, and installation of additional air navigation aids not in 
excess of $2,000,000: Provided further, That this construction work 
may be accomplished either by contract or by purchase and hire: 
Provided further, That not to exceed 5 per centum of the amount 
herein appropriated shall be available for the temporary employment 
and travel in the field of personnel required in the supervision of 
this construction work. 

Section 3709 of the Revised Statutes of the United States (41 
U. S. C. 5) shall not be construed to apply to any purchase or service 
rendered for the Civil Aeronautics Authority when the aggregate 
amount involved does not exceed $100. 

Total, Civil Aeronautics Authority, $21,218,000. 
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CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION

Commissioners, and For three Commissioners and other personal services in the Dis-
e personne. trict of Columbia, including personal services required for examina-

tion of Presidential postmasters, and including not to exceed $2,500
for employment of expert examiners not in the Federal service on
special subjects for which examiners within the service are not avail-
able, and for personal services in the field; for medical examinations;
for necessary traveling expenses, including those of examiners acting
under the direction of the Commission, and for expenses of examina-

Attendanceatmeet- tions and investigations held elsewhere than at Washington, includ-
ings. ing not to exceed $5,000 for expenses incident to attendance at

meetings concerned with problems of public officials, educational
groups, Government employees as such, and other similar organiza-
tions, which are peculiar to the interests and business of the Com-

Miscellaneous ex- mission, when specifically directed by the Commission; for furniture
penses. and other equipment and repairs thereto; rental of equipment; sup-

plies; advertising; telegraph, telephone, and laundry service; freight
and express charges; streetcar fares not to exceed $300; stationery;
purchase and exchange of law books, books of reference, directories,
subscriptions to newspapers and periodicals, not to exceed $1,000;
charts; purchase, exchange, maintenance, and repair of motortrucks,
motorcycles, and bicycles; garage rent; postage stamps to prepay
postage on matter addressed to Postal Union countries; special-deliv-
ery stamps; and other like miscellaneous necessary expenses not here-

Amountimmediate- inbefore provided for, $4,250,000, of which not to exceed $550,000
roavaiabe. shall be immediately available: Provided, That notwithstanding any

Actuarialservices. provisions of law to the contrary, the Civil Service Commission is
authorized to expend not to exceed $3,000 of this amount for actuarial
services pertaining to the civil service, Canal Zone, and Alaska Rail-
road retirement and disability funds, to be obtained by contract, with-
out obtaining competition, at such rates of compensation as the

Details from de- Commission may determine to be reasonable: Provided further, That
partments, etc., re-
striction. eno details from any executive department or independent establish-

ment in the District of Columbia or elsewhere to the Commission's
central office in Washington or to any of its district offices shall be
made during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, but this shall not
affect the making of details for service as members of the boards
of examiners outside the immediate offices of the district managers:

Emergency trans- Provided further, That the Civil Service Commission shall have
ers, etc., permitted power in case of emergency to transfer or detail any of its employees

to or from its office or field force.
Printing and bind- For all printing and binding for the Civil Service Commission

in. including all of its bureaus, offices, institutions, and services located
in Washington and elsewhere, $150,000, of which not to exceed $20,000
shall be immediately available.

CIVIL-SERVICE RETIREMENT AND DISABILITY FUND

Contribution. For financing of the liability of the United States, created by the
Act entitled "An Act for the retirement of employees in the classified

41 Stat. 614. civil service, and for other purposes", approved May 22, 1920, and
Supp. IV, ch. 14; Acts amendatory thereof (38 U. S. C. 11), $86,329,000, which amount

shall be placed to the credit of the "civil-service retirement and
disability fund".

CANAL ZONE RETIREMENT AND DISABILITY FUND

Contribution. For financing of the liability of the United States, created by the
,Act entitled "An Act for the retirement of employees of the Panama
Canal and the Panama Railroad Company, on the Isthmus of
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Contribution. 

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION 

For three Commissioners and other personal services in the Dis-
trict of Columbia, including personal services required for examina-
tion of Presidential postmasters,. and including not to exceed $2,500 
for employment of expert examiners not in the Federal service on 
special subjects for which examiners within the service are not avail-
able, and for personal services in the field; for medical examinations; 
for necessary traveling expenses, .including those of examiners acting 
under the direction of the Commission, and for expenses of examina-
tions and investigations held elsewhere than at Washington, includ-
ing not to exceed $5,000 for expenses incident to attendance at 
meetings concerned with problems of public officials, educational 
groups, Government employees as such, and other similar organiza-
tions, which are peculiar to the interests and business of the Com-
mission, when specifically directed by the Commission; for furniture 
and other equipment and repairs thereto; rental of equipment; sup-
plies; advertising; telegraph, telephone, and laundry service; freight 
and express charges; streetcar fares not to exceed $300; stationery; 
purchase and exchange of law books, books of reference, directories, 
subscriptions to newspapers and periodicals, not to exceed $1,000; 
charts; purchase, exchange, maintenance, and repair of motortrucks, 
motorcycles, and bicycles; garage rent; postage stamps to prepay 
postage on matter addressed to Postal Union countries; special-deliv-
ery stamps; and other like miscellaneous necessary expenses not here-
inbefore provided for, $4,250,000, of which not to exceed $550,000 
shall be immediately available: Provided, That notwithstanding any 
provisions of law to the contrary, the Civil Service Commission is 
authorized to expend not to exceed $3,000 of this amount for actuarial 
services pertaining to the civil service, Canal Zonej and Alaska Rail-
road retirement and disability funds, to be obtained by contract, with-
out obtaining competition, at such rates of compensation as the 
Commission may determine to be reasonable: Provided further, That 
no details from any executive department or independent establish-
ment in the District of Columbia or elsewhere to the Commission's 
central office in Washington or to any of its district offices shall be 
made during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, but this shall not 
affect the making of details for service as members of the boards 
of examiners outside the immediate offices of the district managers: 
Provided further, That the Civil Service Commission shall have 
power in case of emergency to transfer or detail any of its employees 
to or from its office or field force. 
For all printing and binding for the Civil Service Comm ission, 

including all of its bureaus, offices, institutions, and services located 
in Washington and elsewhere, $150,000, of which not to exceed $20,000 
shall be immediately available. 

CIVIL-SERVICE RETIREMENT AND DISABILITY FUND 

For financing of the liability of the United States, created by the 
Act entitled "An Act for the retirement of employees in the classified 
civil service, and for other purposes", approved May 22, 1920, and 

14; Acts amendatory thereof (38 U. S. C. 11) 2 $86,3292000, which amount 
shall be placed to the credit of the "civil-service retirement and 
disability fund". 

CANAL ZONE RETIREMENT AND DISABILITY FUND 

For financing of the liability of the United States, created by the 
,Act entitled "An Act for the retirement of employees of the Panama 
Canal and the Panama Railroad Company, on the Isthmus of 
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Panama, who are citizens of the United States", approved March 2,
1931, and Acts amendatory thereof (48 U. S. C. 1371n), $500,000,
which amount shall be placed to the credit of the "Canal Zone retire-
ment and disability fund".

ALASKA RAILROAD RETIREMENT AND DISABILITY FUND

For financing of the liability of the United States created by the
Act entitled "An Act for the retirement of employees of the Alaska
Railroad, Territory of Alaska, who are citizens of the United States",
approved June 29, 1936 (49 Stat. 2017), $175,000, which amount shall
be placed to the credit of the "Alaska Railroad retirement and dis-
ability fund".

Total, Civil Service Commission, $91,404,000.

CIVILIAN CONSERVATION CORPS

For all authorized and necessary expenses to carry into effect the
provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to establish a Civilian Con-
servation Corps, and for other purposes", approved June 28, 1937,
including personal services in the District of Columbia and else-
where; the purchase and exchange of law books, books of reference,
periodicals, and newspapers; rents in the District of Columbia and
elsewhere; the purchase (including exchange), operation, mainte-
nance and repair of motor-propelled and horse-drawn passenger-
carrying vehicles to be used only for official purposes; hire, with or
without personal services, of work animals, animal-drawn and motor-
propelled vehicles, and watercraft; printing and binding; travel
expenses, including not to exceed $2,000 for expenses of attendance at
meetings concerned with the work of the Corps when specifically
authorized by the Director; construction, improvement, repair, and
maintenance of buildings, but the cost of any building erected here-
under shall not exceed $25,000; and all other necessary expenses;
$295,000,000, of which $174,281,000 shall be available only for pay,
subsistence, clothing (and repair thereof), transportation, and hos-
pitalization of enrollees; $3,000,000 shall be immediately available fol
the purchase of motor-propelled eqlipment; and $28(i,301 may be
expended in the District of Columbia for salaries and expenses of
the Office of the Director: Provided, That an enrollee in the Civilian
Conservation Corps, or member, or former member of the Military
Establishment, who shall furnish blood from his or her veins for
transfusion to the veins of an enrollee or discharged enrollee of the
Civilian Conservation Corps undergoing treatment in a Government
or civilian hospital authorized to treat such patient, shall be entitled
to be paid therefor a reasonable sum not to exceed $50 for each of
such transfusions undergone: Provided further, That the Director
may authorize the exchange of motor-propelled and horse-drawn
vehicles, tractors, road equipment, and boats, and parts, accessories,
tires, or equipment thereof, in whole or in part payment for vehicles,
tractors, road equipment, or boats, accessories, tires, or equipment of
such vehicles, tractors, road equipment, or boats which the corps has
purchased.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA ALLEY DWELLING
AUTHORITY

The unexpended balance on June 30, 1939, of the "Conversion of
inhabited alleys fund," established pursuant to the provisions of the
District of Columbia Alley Dwelling Act, together with all accretions
during the fiscal year 1940 to said fund under the provisions of
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Panama, who are citizens of the United States", approved March 2, 
1931, and Acts amendatory thereof (48 U. S. C. 1371n), $500,000, 
which amount shall be placed to the credit of the "Canal Zone retire-
ment and disability fund". 

ALASKA RAILROAD RETIREMENT AND DISABILITY FUND 

For financing of the liability of the United States created by the 
Act entitled "An Act for the retirement of employees of the Alaska 
Railroad, Territory of Alaska, who are citizens of the United States", 
approved June 29, 1936 (49 Stat. 2017), $175,000, which amount shall 
be placed to the credit of the "Alaska Railroad retirement and dis-
ability fund". 

Total, Civil Service Commission, $91,404,000. 

CIVILIAN CONSERVATION CORPS 

For all authorized and necessary expenses to carry into effect the 
provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to establish a Civilian Con-
servation Corps, and for other purposes", approved June 28, 1937, 
including personal services in the District of Columbia and else-
where; the purchase and exchange of law books, books of reference, 
periodicals, and newspapers; rents in the District of Columbia and 
elsewhere; the purchase (including exchange), operation, mainte-
nance and repair of motor-propelled and horse-drawn passenger-
carrying vehicles to be used only for official purposes; hire with or 
without personal services, of work animals, animal-drawn and motor-
propelled vehicles, and watercraft; printing and binding; travel 
expenses, including not to exceed $2,000 for expenses of attendance at 
meetings concerned with the work of the Corps when specifically 
authorized by the Director • construction, improvement, repair' and 
maintenance of buildings, but the cost of any building erected here-
under shall not exceed $25,000; and all other necessary expenses; 
$295,000,000, of which $174,281,000 shall be available only for pay, 
subsistence, clothing (and repair thereof), transportation, and hos-
pitalization of enrollees; $3,000,000 shall be immediately available for 
the purchase of motor-propelled equipment; and $286,301 may be 
expended in the District of Columbia for salaries and expenses of 
the Office of the Director: Provided, That an enrollee in the Civilian 
Conservation Corps, or member, or former member of the Military 
Establishment, who shall furnish blood from his or her veins for 
transfusion to the veins of an enrollee or discharged enrollee of the 
Civilian Conservation Corps undergoing treatment in a Government 
or civilian hospital authorized to treat such patient, shall be entitled 
to be paid therefor a reasonable sum not to exceed $50 for each of 
such transfusions undergone: Provided further, That the Director 
may authorize the exchange of motor-propelled and horse-drawn 
vehicles, tractors, road equipment, and boats, and parts' accessories, 
tires, or equipment thereof, in whole or in part payment for vehicles, 
tractors, road equipment, or boats, accessories, tires, or equipment of 
such vehicles, tractors, road equipment, or boats which the corps has 
purchased. 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA ALLEY DWELLING 
AUTHORITY 

The unexpended balance on June 30, 1939, of the "Conversion of 
inhabited alleys fund," established pursuant to the provisions of the 
District of Columbia Alley Dwelling Act, together with all accretions 
during the fiscal year 1940 to said fund under the provisions of 
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50 Stat. 888.
42 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, §§ 1401-1430.
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Post, p. 931.
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Administrative ex-
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sation payments.

48 Stat. 351.

49 Stat. 205.

said Act and of the United States Housing Act of 1937 shall be
available until June 30, 1940, for the purpose of carrying out the
provisions of said District of Columbia Alley Dwelling Act.

EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION COMMISSION

For three Commissioners and other personal services in the Dis-
trict of Columbia, including not to exceed $1,000 for temporary
experts and assistants in the District of Columbia and elsewhere,
to be paid at a rate not exceeding $8 per day, and for personal
services in the field; for furniture and other equipment and repairs
thereto; law books, books of reference, periodicals; stationery and
supplies; traveling expenses; fees and mileage of witnesses; contract
stenographic reporting services; rent at the seat of government and
elsewhere; and miscellaneous items; $510,000.

For all printing and binding for the Employees' Compensation
Commission, $8,400.

Employees' compensation fund: For the payment of compensation
provided by "An Act to provide compensation for employees of the
United States suffering injuries while in the performance of their
duties, and for other purposes", approved September 7, 1916 (5
U. S. C. 785), including medical examinations, traveling and other
expenses, and loss of wages payable to employees under sections 21
and 22; all services, appliances, and supplies provided by section 9 as
amended, including payments to Army and Navy hospitals; the
transportation and burial expenses provided by sections 9 and 11;
and advancement of costs for the enforcement of recoveries provided
in sections 26 and 27 where necessary, accruing during the fiscal
year 1940 or in prior fiscal years, $4,500,000.

EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION FUND, CIVIL WORKL8

For administrative expenses (not to exceed $8,370) and payment
of compensation in connection with the administration of the bene-
fits for employees of the Civil Works Administration in accordance
with the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act making an additional
appropriation to carry out the purposes of the Federal Emergency
Relief Act of 1933, for continuation of the Civil Works program,
and for other purposes," approved February 15, 1934 (48 Stat.
352), and in connection with the administration of the benefits
authorized by title V of the Act entitled "An Act to liberalize the
provisions of Public Law Numbered 484, Seventy-third Congress, to
effect uniform provisions in laws administered by the Veterans'
Administration, to extend the Employees' Compensation Act with
limitations to certain World War veterans and other persons, and
for other purposes," approved June 29, 1936 (49 Stat. 2035),
$208,870 of the special fund set up on the books of the Treasury
pursuant to the provisions of said Act shall be available for expendi-
ture during the fiscal year 1940.

EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION FUND, EMERGENCT CONSERVATION WORK

Administrative ex- For administrative expenses (not to exceed $34,040) and payment
sation payments. of compensation in connection with the administration of the benefits

for enrollees of the Civilian Conservation Corps in accordance with
the provisions of the Act entitled "Emergency Appropriation Act,

48 Stat. 105. fiscal year 1935," approved June 19, 1934 (48 Stat., p. 1057), $677,640
of the special fund set up on the books of the Treasury pursuant to
the provisions of said Act shall be available for expenditure during
the fiscal year 1940.
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said Act and of the United States Housing Act of 1937 shall be 
available until June 30, 1940, for the purpose of carrying out the 
provisions of said District of Columbia Alley Dwelling Act. 

EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION COMMISSION 

For three Commissioners and other personal services in the Dis-
trict of Columbia, including not to exceed $1,000 for temporary 
experts and assistants in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, 
to be paid at a rate not exceeding $8 per day, and for personal 
services in the field; for furniture and other equipment and repairs 
thereto; law books, books of reference, periodicals; stationery and 
supplies; traveling expenses; fees and mileage of witnesses; contract 
stenographic reporting services; rent at the seat of government and 
elsewhere; and miscellaneous items; $510,000. 
For all printing and binding for the Employees' Compensation 

Commission, $8,400. 
Employees' compensation fund: For the payment of compensation 

provided by "An Act to provide compensation for employees of the 
United States suffering injuries while in the performance of their 
duties, and for other purposes", approved September 7, 1916 (5 
U. S. C. 785), including medical examinations, traveling and other 
expenses, and loss of wages payable to employees under sections 21 
and 22; all services, appliances, and supplies provided by section 9 as 
amended, including payments to Army and Navy hospitals; the 
transportation and burial expenses provided by sections 9 and 11; 
and advancement of costs for the enforcement of recoveries provided 
in sections 26 and 27 where necessary, accruing during the fiscal 
year 1940 or in prior fiscal years, $4,500,000. 

EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION FUND, (AUL WORKS 

For administrative expenses (not to exceed $8,370) and payment 
of compensation in connection with the administration of the bene-
fits for employees of the Civil Works Administration in accordance 
with the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act making an additional 
appropriation to carry out the purposes of the Federal Emergency 
Relief Act of 1933, for continuation of the Civil Works program, 
and for other purposes," approved February 15, 1934 (48 Stat. 
352), and in connection with the administration of the benefits 
authorized by title V of the Act entitled "An Act to liberalize the 
provisions of Public Law Numbered 484, Seventy-third Congress, to 
effect uniform provisions in laws administered by the Veterans' 
Administration, to extend the Employees' Compensation Act with 
limitations to certain World War veterans and other persons, and 
for other purposes," approved June 29, 1936 (49 Stat. 2035), 
$208,870 of the special fund set up on the books of the Treasury 
pursuant to the provisions of said Act shall be available for expendi-
ture during the fiscal year 1940. 

EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION FUND, EMERGENCY CONSERVATION WORK 

For administrative expenses (not to exceed $34,040) and payment 
of compensation in connection with the administration of the benefits 
for enrollees of the Civilian Conservation Corps in accordance with 
the provisions of the Act entitled "Emergency Appropriation Act, 
fiscal year 1935," approved June 19, 1934 (48 Stat., p. 1057), $677,640 
of the special fund set up on the books of the Treasury pursuant to 
the provisions of said Act shall be available for expenditure during 
the fiscal year 1940. 
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EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION FUND, EMERGENCY RELIEF

For administrative expenses (not to exceed $537,000) and the pay-
ment of compensation in connection with the administration of the
benefits authorized by section 2 of the Act entitled "Emergency Relief
Appropriation Act of 1935," approved April 8, 1935 (49 Stat. 115-
119), by the "Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1936," approved
June 22, 1936 (49 Stat. 1608), by the Emergency Relief Appropria-
tion Act of 1937, approved June 29, 1937 (50 Stat. 352-358), and by
the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1938, approved June 21,
1938 (52 Stat. 809-815), $3,200,000 of the special funds set up on
the books of the Treasury pursuant to the provisions of the said Acts
shall be available for expenditure during the fiscal year 1940.

Total, Employees' Compensation Commission, $5,018,400.

FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For every expenditure requisite for and incident to the work of
the Federal Power Commission as authorized by law except for the
work authorized by the Act of June 28, 1938, entitled "An Act
authorizing the construction of certain public works on rivers and
harbors for flood control and for other purposes" (52 Stat. 1215),
including traveling expenses; expenses of attendance at meetings
which in the discretion of the Commission are necessary for the effi-
cient discharge of its responsibilities; contract stenographic reporting
services; rent outside the District of Columbia; purchase and
exchange (not to exceed $3,000), hire, maintenance, repair, and oper-
ation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles, including not
more than one such vehicle for general administrative use in the
District of Columbia; supplies and office equipment; services; scien-
tific instruments; expenses incurred in packing, crating, drayage and
transportation of household effects and other property (not to exceed
in any case five thousand pounds) of officers and employees when
transferred from one official station to another for permanent duty,
when specifically authorized by the Commission; and not exceeding
$6,000 for purchase and exchange of law books, other books of ref-
erence, newspapers, periodicals and newspaper clippings; $2,330,000;
of which amount not to exceed $1,225,000 shall be available for per-
sonal services in the District of Columbia, exclusive of not to exceed
$25,000 which may be expended for consultants and special counsel.

For every expenditure requisite for and incident to the work of
the Federal Power Commission as authorized by the provisions of
the Act of June 28, 1938, entitled "An Act authorizing the construc-
tion of certain public works on rivers and harbors for flood control,
and for other purposes", (52 Stat. 1215) including travel expenses;
contract stenographic reporting services; supplies and office equip-
ment; services; scientific instruments; $300,000, of which amount not
to exceed $270,000 shall be available for personal services in the
District of Columbia.

In all, salaries and expenses, Federal Power Commission,
$2,630,000: Provided, That the Commission may procure supplies
and services without regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes
(41 U. S. C. 5) when the aggregate amount involved in any case does
not exceed $50.

For all printing and binding for the Federal Power Commission.
including engraving, lithographing, and photolithographing, $85,000.

Total, Federal Power Commission, $2,715,000.
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EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION FUND, EMERGENCY RELIEF 

For administrative expenses (not to exceed $537,000) and the pay-
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the books of the Treasury pursuant to the provisions of the said Acts 
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Total, Employees' Compensation Commission, $5,018,400. 

FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION 

SALARIES AND EXPENSES 

For every expenditure requisite for and incident to the work of 
the Federal Power Commission as authorized by law except for the 
work authorized by the Act of June 28, 1938, entitled "An Act 
authorizing the construction of certain public works on rivers and 
harbors for flood control and for other purposes" (52 Stat. 1215), 
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transportation of household effects and other property (not to exceed 
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transferred from one official station to another for permanent duty, 
when specifically authorized by the Commission; and not exceeding 
$6,000 for purchase and exchange of law books, other books of ref-
erence, newspapers, periodicals and newspaper clippings; $2,330,000; 
of which amount not to exceed $1,225,000 shall be available for per-
sonal services in the District of Columbia, exclusive of not to exceed 
$25,000 which may be expended for consultants and special counsel. 
For every expenditure requisite for and incident to the work of 

the Federal Power Commission as authorized by the provisions of 
the Act of June 28, 1938, entitled "An Act authorizing the construc-
tion of certain public works on rivers and harbors for flood control, 
and for other purposes", (52 Stat. 1215) including travel expenses; 
contract stenographic reporting services; supplies and office equip-
ment; services; scientific instruments; $300,000, of which amount not 
to exceed $270,000 shall be available for personal services in the 
District of Columbia. 
In all, salaries and expenses, Federal Power Commission, 

$2,630,000: Provided, That the Commission may procure supplies 
and services without regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes 
(41 U. S. C. 5) when the aggregate amount involved in any case does 
not exceed $50. 
For all printing and binding for the Federal Power Commission. 

including engraving, lithographin, and photolithographing, $85,000. 
Total, Federal Power Commission, $2,715,000. 
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FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION

For five Commissioners, and for all other authorized expenditures
of the Federal Trade Commission in performing the duties imposed by
law or in pursuance of law, including secretary to the Commission
and other personal services, contract stenographic reporting services;
supplies and equipment, law books, books of reference, periodicals,
garage rentals, traveling expenses, including not to exceed $900 for
expenses of attendance, when specifically authorized by the Com-
mission, at meetings concerned with the work of the Federal Trade
Commission, for newspapers and press clippings not to exceed $600,
foreign postage, and witness fees and mileage in accordance with sec-
tion 9 of the Federal Trade Commission Act; $2,264,000: Provided,
That not to exceed $20,000 of this amount shall be available for
transfer to the Bureau of Standards of the Department of Commerce
for scientific investigations required by said Commission in connec-
tion with its enforcement of said Act: Provided further, That the
Commission may procure supplies and services without regard to sec-
tion 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) when the aggregate
amount involved does not exceed $50.

For all printing and binding for the Federal Trade Commission,
$60,000.

Total, Federal Trade Commission, $2,324,000.

FOREIGN-SERVICE PAY ADJUSTMENT

Foreign-service pay adjustment of officers and employees of the
United States in foreign countries due to appreciation of foreign
currencies: For the purpose of carrying into effect the provisions of
the Act entitled "An Act to authorize annual appropriations to meet
losses sustained by officers and employees of the United States in
foreign countries due to appreciation of foreign currencies in their
relation to the American dollar, and for other purposes", approved
March 26, 1934, and for each and every object and purpose specified
therein, $1,400,000, together with not to exceed $170,000 of the unex-
pended balance of the appropriation for the fiscal year 1939.

GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

Salaries. Salaries: For Comptroller General Assistant Comptroller General,
and other personal services in the District of Columbia and else-
where, $4,954,600.

Cpe tingent ex- Contingent expenses: For traveling expenses, materials, supplies,
equipment, and services; rent of buildings and equipment; furnish-
ing of heat and light; purchase and exchange of books, law books,
books of reference, and periodicals, typewriters, calculating machines,
and other office appliances, including their development, repairs, and
maintenance, including one motor-propelled passenger-carrying

PMnoropurchases. vehicle; and miscellaneous items $272,140: Provided, That section 3709
R. S. § 3709. of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) shall not be construed to apply
41 U. S C. 5. to any purchase or service rendered for the General Accounting Office

when the aggregate amount involved does not exceed the sum of $50.
Printing and bind- For all printing and binding for the General Accounting Office,

including monthly and annual editions of selected decisions of the
Comptroller General of the United States, $79,800.

Total, General Accounting Office, $5,306,540.
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FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 

For five Commissioners, and for all other authorized expenditures 
of the Federal Trade Commission in performing the duties imposed by 
law or in pursuance of law, includmg secretary to the Commission 
and other personal services, contract stenographic reporting services; 
supplies and equipment, law books2 books of reference, periodicals, 
garage rentals, traveling expenses, including not to exceed $900 for 
expenses of attendance, when specifically authorized by the Com-
mission, at meetings concerned with the work of the Federal Trade 
Commission, for newspapers and press clippings not to exceed $600, 
foreign postage, and witness fees and mileage in accordance with sec-
tion 9 of the Federal Trade Commission Act; $2,264,000: Provided, 
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transfer to the Bureau a Standards of the Department of Commerce 
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For all printing and binding for the General Accounting Office, 
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Comptroller General of the United States, $79,800. 

Total, General Accounting Office, $5,306,540. 
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

General administrative expenses: For eleven Commissioners, secre- Genera
tary, and for all other authorized expenditures necessary in the execu- Post, p
tion of laws to regulate commerce, including one chief counsel, one
director of finance, and one director of traffic at $10,000 each per
annum, field hearings, traveling expenses, and contract stenographic
reporting services, $2,522,000, of which amount not to exceed Persona
$2,328,000 may be expended for personal services in the District of
Columbia, exclusive of special counsel, for which the expenditure
shall not exceed $50,000; not exceeding $3,000 for purchase and eBooks,
exchange of necessary books, reports, and periodicals; not exceeding
$100 in the open market for the purchase of office furniture simi-
lar in class or kind to that listed in the general supply schedule.

Regulating accounts: To enable the Interstate Commerce Commis- Regul
sion to enforce compliance with section 20 and other sections of the C°"'Stat.
Interstate Commerce Act as amended by the Act approved June 29, 555; 4 t
1906 (49 U. S. C. 20), and as amended by the Transportation Act,
1920 (49 U. S. C. 20), including the employment of necessary special
accounting agents or examiners, and traveling expenses, $840,000, of
which amount not to exceed $190,000 may be expended for personal
services in the District of Columbia.

Safety of employees: To enable the Interstate Commerce Commis- Safety
sion to keep informed regarding and to enforce compliance with Acts employee
to promote the safety of employees and travelers upon railroads; the Report!

Act requiring common carriers to make reports of accidents and gationsof
authorizing investigations thereof; and to enable the Interstate Corn- Safety
merce Commission to investigate and test appliances intended to etc.
promote the safety of railway operation, as authorized by the joint 34 stat4. U. S.
resolution approved June 30,1906 (45 U. S. C. 35), and the provision 35 Stat.
of the Sundry Civil Act approved May 27, 1908 (45 U. S. C. 36, 37), 4 "5 *

to investigate, test experimentally, and report on the use and need of
any appliances or systems intended to promote the safety of railway
operation, inspectors and for traveling expenses, $506,000, of which i'Peron
amount not to exceed $90,000 may be expended for personal services
in the District of Columbia.

Signal safety systems: For all authorized expenditures under sec- Signal

tion 26 of the Interstate Commerce Act, as amended by the Trans- teT stat
ortation Act, 1920 (49 U. S. C. 26), and the Act of August 26, 1937 349 U.

(50 Stat. 835), with respect to the provision thereof under which Supp.IV,
carriers by railroad subject to the Act may be required to install coAt'ro,
automatic train-stop, or train-control devices which comply with spec-
ifications and requirements prescribed by the Commission, including Block-s

investigations and tests pertaining to block-signal and train-control 34SeStat.
systems, as authorized by the joint resolution approved June 30, 1906 45 U. S.

(45 U. S. C. 35), and including the employment of the necessary
engineers, and for traveling expenses, $102,000, of which amount Persona
not to exceed $40,000 may be expended for personal services in the
District of Columbia.

Locomotive inspection: For all authorized expenditures under the tiLomomo
provisions of the Act of February 17, 1911, entitled "An Act to pro-
mote the safety of employees and travelers upon railroads by com-
pelling common carriers engaged in interstate commerce to equip
their locomotives with safe and suitable boilers and appurtenances
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION 

SALARIES AND EXPENSES 

General administrative expenses: For eleven Commissioners, secre-
tary, and for all other authorized expenditures necessary in the execu-
tion of laws to regulate commerce, including one chief counsel, one 
director of finance, and one director of traffic at $10,000 each per 
annum, field hearings, traveling expenses, and contract stenographic 
reporting services, $2,522,000, of which amount not to exceed 
$2,328,000 may be expended for personal services in the District of 
Columbia, exclusive of special counsel, for which the expenditure 
shall not exceed $50,000; not exceeding $3,000 for purchase and 
exchange of necessary books, reports, and periodicals; not exceeding 
$100 in the open market for the purchase of office furniture simi-
lar in class or kind to that listed in the general supply schedule. 
Regulating accounts: To enable the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion to enforce compliance with section 20 and other sections of the 
Interstate Commerce Act as amended by the Act approved June 29, 
1906 (49 U. S. C. 20), and as amended by the Transportation Act, 
1920 (49 U. S. C. 20), including the employment of necessary special 
accounting agents or examiners, and traveling expenses, $840,000, of 
which amount not to exceed $190,000 may be expended for personal 
services in the District of Columbia. 

Safety of employees: To enable the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion to keep informed regarding and to enforce compliance with Acts 
to promote the safety of employees and travelers upon railroads; the 
Act requiring common carriers to make reports of accidents and 
authorizing investigations thereof; and to enable the Interstate Com-
merce Commission to investigate and test appliances intended to 
promote the safety of railway operation, as authorized by the joint 
resolution approved June 30, 1906 (45 U. S. C. 35), and the provision 
of the Sundry Civil Act approved May 27, 1908 (45 U. S. C. 36, 37), 
to investigate, test experimentally, and report on the use and need of 
any appliances or systems intended to promote the safety of railway 
operation, inspectors, and for traveling expenses, $506,000, of which 
amount not to exceed $90,000 may be expended for personal services 
in the District of Columbia. 

Signal safety systems: For all authorized expenditures under sec-
tion 26 of the Interstate Commerce Act, as amended by the Trans-
portation Act, 1920 (49 U. S. C. 26), and the Act of August 26, 1937 
(50 Stat. 835), with respect to the provision thereof under which 
carriers by railroad subject to the Act may be required to install 
automatic train-stop, or train-control devices which comply with spec-
ifications and requirements prescribed by the Commission, including 
investigations and tests pertaining to block-signal and train-control 
systems, as authorized by the joint resolution approved June 30, 1906 
(45 U. S. C. 35), and including the employment of the necessary 
engineers, and for traveling expenses, $102,000, of which amount 
not to exceed $40,000 may be expended for personal services in the 
District of Columbia. 

Locomotive inspection: For all authorized expenditures under the 
provisions of the Act of February 17, 1911, entitled "An Act to pro-
mote the safety of employees and travelers upon railroads by com-
pelling common carriers engaged in interstate commerce to equip 
their locomotives with safe and suitable boilers and appurtenances 
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Supp. IV, § 26. 
Automatic train. 

control devices. 

Block-signal, etc., 
systems. 

34 Stat. 838. 
45 U. S. C. § 35. 

Personal services. 

Locomotive inspec-
tion. 
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36 Stat. 913; 38 Stat.
1192; 40 Stat. 616; 43
Stat. 659; 46 Stat. 822.

45 U. .C. C. 22, 30,
27.

Additional inspec-
tors.

36 Stat. 914; 43 Stat.
659; 46 Stat. 823.

45 U. S. C. §1 26, 24.

Personal services.

Valuation of proper-
ty of carriers.

37 Stat. 701; 40 Stat.
270; 42 Stat. 624.

49 U.S. . O 19a.
48 Stat. 221.
49 U.. C. . 19a.

Motor transport reg-
ulation.

49 Stat. 543.
49U. S.C.,Supp.IV,

1 301-327.
Personal services.

Vehicles.

Proviso.
Use of Government

transportation re-
quests.

Attendance at meet-
ings.

Transportation of
household effects, etc.

Prori/o.
Minor purchases.
R. 8. § 3709.
41 U. S. . § 5.

Printing and bind-
ing.

thereto" (45 U. S. C. 22), as amended by the Act of March 4, 1915,
extending "the same powers and duties with respect to all parts and
appurtenances of the locomotive and tender" (45 U. S. C. 30), and
amendment of June 7, 1924 (45 U. S. C. 27), providing for the
appointment from time to time by the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion of not more than fifteen inspectors in addition to the number
authorized in the first paragraph of section 4 of the Act of 1911 (45
U. S. C. 26), and the amendment of June 27, 1930 (45 U. S. C. 24, 26),
including such legal, technical, stenographic, and clerical help as the
business of the offices of the chief inspector and his two assistants
may require and for traveling expenses, $473,000, of which amount
not to exceed $71,450 may be expended for personal services in the
District of Columbia.

Valuation of property of carriers: To enable the Interstate Com-
merce Commission to carry out the objects of the Act entitled "An
Act to amend an Act entitled 'An Act to regulate commerce',
approved February 4, 1887, and all Acts amendatory thereof, by
providing for a valuation of the several classes of property of car-
riers subject thereto and securing information concerning their
stocks, bonds, and other securities", approved March 1, 1913, as
amended by the Act of June 7, 1922 (49 U. S. C. 19a), and by the
"Emergency Railroad Transportation Act, 1933" (49 U. S. C. 19a),
including one director of valuation at $10,000 per annum, and travel-
ing expenses, $640,000.

Motor transport regulation: For all authorized expenditures neces-
sary to enable the Interstate Commerce Commission to carry out the
provisions of the Motor Carrier Act, approved August 9, 1935 (49
U. S. C. 301-327), including one director at $10,000 per annum and
other personal services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere;
traveling expenses; supplies; services and equipment; not to exceed
$1,000 for purchase and exchange of books, reports, newspapers, and
periodicals; contract stenographic reporting services; purchase (not
to exceed $20,000), exchange, maintenance, repair, and operation of
motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles when necessary for
official use in field work; not to exceed $5,000 for the purchase of evi-
dence in connection with investigations of apparent violations of
said Act, $3,650,000: Provided, That Joint Board members may use
Government transportation requests when traveling in connection
with the duties as Joint Board members.

Not to exceed $2,500 of the appropriations herein made for the
Interstate Commerce Commission shall be available for expenses,
except membership fees, for attendance at meetings concerned with
the work of the Commission, and not to exceed $5,000 shall be avail-
able for expenses of packing, crating, drayage, and transportation of
household and other personal effects (not to exceed 5,000 pounds in
any one case) of officers and employees when transferred from one
official station to another for permanent duty when specifically
authorized by the Commission.

In all, salaries and expenses, Interstate Commerce Commission,
$8,733,000: Provided, That the Commission may procure supplies and
services without regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41
U. S. C. 5) when the aggregate amount involved does not exceed $50.

For all printing and binding for the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, including reports in all cases proposing general changes in
transportation rates and not to exceed $17,000 to print and furnish to
the States, at cost, report form blanks, and the receipts from such
reports and blanks shall be credited to this appropriation, $175,000:
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thereto" (45 U. S. C. 22), as amended by the Act of March 4, 1915, 
extending "the same powers and duties with respect to all parts and 
appurtenances of the locomotive and tender" (45 U. S. C. 30), and 
amendment of June 7, 1924 (45 U. S. C. 27), providing for the 
appointment from time to time by the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion of not more than fifteen inspectors in addition to the number 
authorized in the first paragraph of section 4 of the Act of 1911 (45 
U. S. C. 26), and the amendment of June 27, 1930 (45 U. S. C. 24, 26), 
including such legal, technical, stenographic, and clerical help as the 
business of the offices of the chief inspector and his two assistants 
may require and for traveling expenses, $473,000, of which amount 
not to exceed $71,450 may be expended for personal services in the 
District of Columbia. 
Valuation of property of carriers: To enable the Interstate Com-

merce Commission to carry out the objects of the Act entitled "An 
Act to amend an Act entitled 'An Act to regulate commerce', 
approved February 4, 1887, and all Acts amendatory thereof, by 
providing for a valuation of the several classes of property of car-
riers subject thereto and securing information concerning their 
stocks, bonds, and other securities", approved March 1, 1913, as 
amended by the Act of June 7, 1922 (49 U. S. C. 19a), and by the 
"Emergency Railroad Transportation Act, 1933" (49 U. S. C. 19a), 
including one director of valuation at $10,000 per annum, and travel-
ing expenses, $640,000. 
Motor transport regulation: For all authorized expenditures neces-

sary to enable the Interstate Commerce Commission to carry out the 
provisions of the Motor Carrier Act, approved August 9, 1935 (49 
U. S. C. 301-327), including one director at $10,000 per annum and 
other personal services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; 
traveling expenses; supplies; services and equipment; not to exceed 
$1,000 for purchase and exchange of books, reports, newspapers, and 
periodicals; contract stenographic reporting services; purchase (not 
to exceed $20,000), exchange, maintenance, repair, and operation of 
motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles when necessary for 
official use in field work; not to exceed $5,000 for the purchase of evi-
dence in connection with investigations of apparent violations of 
said Act, $3,650,000: Provided, That Joint Board members may use 
Government transportation requests when traveling in connection 
with the duties as Joint Board members. 
Not to exceed $2,500 of the appropriations herein made for the 

Interstate Commerce Commission shall be available for expenses, 
except membership fees, for attendance at meetings concerned with 
the work of the Commission, and not to exceed $5,000 shall be avail-
able for expenses of packing, crating, drayage, and transportation of 
household and other personal effects (not to exceed 5,000 pounds in 
any one case) of officers and employees when transferred from one 
official station to another for permanent duty when specifically 
authorized by the Commission. 
In all, salaries and expenses Interstate Commerce Commission, 

$8,733,000: Provided, That the Commission may procure supplies and 
services without regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 
U. S. C. 5) when the aggregate amount involved does not exceed $50. 
For all printing and binding for the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission, including reports in all cases proposing general changes in 
transportation rates and not to exceed $17,000 to print and furnish to 
the States, at cost, report form blanks, and the receipts from such 
reports and blanks shall be credited to this appropriation, $175,000: 
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Provided, That no part of this sum shall be expended for printing
the Schedule of Sailings required by section 25 of the Interstate
Commerce Act.

Total, Interstate Commerce Commission, $8,908,000.

MARITIME LABOR BOARD

535

Proviso.
Restriction.
41 Stat. 497.
49 U. S. C. § 25;

Supp. IV, § 25.

Salaries and expenses: For three Board members and for all other Salaries anld -
authorized and necessary expenditures of the Maritime Labor Board
in performing the duties imposed by law, including contract steno-
graphic reporting services; supplies and equipment; rental of equip-
ment; travel expenses, in accordance with the Standardized Govern- 44tae688.nses

ment Travel Regulations and the Act of June 3, 1926, as amended 5 U. SC. §5821-833.

(5 U. S. C. 821-833); and not to exceed $200 for newspapers and
periodicals; $190,000: Provided, That the Board may procure sup- Prinourchases.
plies and services without regard to section 3709 of the Revised R. . § 3709.

Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) when the aggregate amount involved does
not exceed $100.

MOUNT RUSHMORE NATIONAL MEMORIAL COMMISSION

Mount Rushmore National Memorial Commission: For completion
of the work, except the inscription, authorized by the provisions of
the Mount Rushmore Memorial Act of 1938, $175,000, together with
the unobligated balance of the appropriation for this purpose for
the fiscal year 1939: Provided, That no part of this appropriation
shall be expended for work on any figure, in addition to the four
figures authorized by law, upon which work had not commenced as
of June 22, 1936: Provided further, That no part of this appropria-
tion shall be available for any work on or toward the inscription
provided for in section 3 of said Act.

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

For scientific research, technical investigations, and special reports
in the field of aeronautics, including the necessary laboratory and
technical assistants; contracts for personal services in the making of
special investigations and in the preparation of special reports; trav-
eling expenses of members and employees, including not to exceed
$1,500 for expenses, except membership fees, of attendance upon
meetings of technical and professional societies; office supplies and
other miscellaneous expenses, including technical periodicals and
books of reference; equipment, maintenance, and operation of the
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory; purchase, maintenance,
operation, and exchange of motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicles, including not more than one for general administrative use
in the District of Columbia; personal services in the field and not to
exceed $123,000 for personal services in the District of Columbia;
in all, $1,717,000, of which amount not to exceed $2,000 may be
expended for allowances for living quarters, including heat, fuel, and
light, as authorized by the Act approved June 26, 1930 (46 Stat.
818), but not to exceed $1,700 for any one person.

For all printing and binding for the National Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics, including all of its offices, laboratories, and
services located in Washington, District of Columbia, and elsewhere,
$23,000.

For completing the construction and equipment of the wind tunnel
for which an initial appropriation of $200.000 was provided in the
Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1939, $340,000; for remodel-
ingan existing wind tunnel, $100,00 0 ; in all, $440,000.

Total, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, $2,180,000.

Completion ofwork;
exception.

52 Stat. 694.

Provisos.
Restrictions.

52 Stat. 694.

Scientific research,
etc.

Post, pp. F28, 1306.

Traveling expenses,
etc.

Langley Memorial
Aeronautical Labora-
tory.

Vehicles.

Personal services.

Allowances.
46 Stat. 818.
5 U.S. C. § 118a.

Printing and bind-
ing.

Wind tunnel, com-
pletion and equip-
ment.

52 Stat. 420.
Remodeling an

existing wind tunnel.
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Provided, That no part of this sum shall be expended for printing 
the Schedule of Sailings required by section 25 of the Interstate 
Commerce Act. 

Total, Interstate Commerce Commission, $8,908,000. 

MARITIME LABOR BOARD 

Salaries and expenses: For three Board members and for all other 
authorized and necessary expenditures of the Maritime Labor Board 
in performing the duties imposed by law, including contract steno-
graphic reporting services; supplies and equipment; rental of equip-
ment; travel expenses, in accordance with the Standardized Govern-
ment Travel Regulations and the Act of June 3, 1926, as amended 
(5 U. S. C. 821-833) ; and not to exceed $200 for newspapers and 
periodicals; $190,000: Provided, That the Board may procure sup-
plies and services without regard to section 3709 of the Revised 
Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) when the aggregate amount involved does 
not exceed $100. 

MOUNT RUSHMORE NATIONAL MEMORIAL COMMISSION 

Mount Rushmore National Memorial Commission: For completion 
of the work, except the inscription, authorized by the provisions of 
the Mount Rushmore Memorial Act of 1938, $175,000, together with 
the unobligated balance of the appropriation for this purpose for 
the fiscal year 1939: Provided, That no part of this appropriation 
shall be expended for work on any figure, in addition to the four 
figures authorized by law, upon which work had not commenced as 
of June 22, 1936: Provided further, That no part of this appropria-
tion shall be available for any work on or toward the inscription 
provided for in section 3 of said Act. 

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 

For scientific research, technical investigations, and special reports 
in the field of aeronautics, including the necessary laboratory and 
technical assistants; contracts for personal services in the making of 
special investigations and in the preparation of special reports; trav-
eling expenses of members and employees, including not to exceed 
$1,500 for expenses, except membership fees, of attendance upon 
meetings of technical and professional societies; office supplies and 
other miscellaneous expenses, including technical periodicals and 
books of reference; equipment, maintenance, and operation of the 
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory; purchase, maintenance, 
operation, and exchange of motor-propelled passenger-carrying 
vehicles, including not more than one for general administrative use 
in the District of Columbia; personal services in the field and not to 
exceed $123,000 for personal services in the District of Columbia; 
in all, $1,717,000, of which amount not to exceed $2,000 may be 
expended for allowances for living quarters, including heat, fuel, and 
light, as authorized by, the Act approved June 26, 1930 (46 Stat. 
818), but not to exceed $1,700 for any one person. 
For all printing and binding for the National Advisory Com-

mittee for Aeronautics, including all of its offices, laboratories, and 
services located in Washington, District of Columbia, and elsewhere, 
$23,000. 
For completing the construction and equipment of the wind tunnel 

for which an initial appropriation of $200.000 was provided in the 
Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1939, $340,000; for remodel-
ing an existing wind tunnel, $100,000; in all, $440,000. 

Total, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, $2,180,000. 
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Salaries and ex-
penses.

48 Stat. 1122.
40 U. S. C. ch. 2A;

Supp. IV, ch. 2A.
49 Stat. 500.
44 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, ch. 8A.
Supplies and equip-

ment.

Membership fees.

Attendance at meet-
ings.

Proviso.
Minor purchases.
R. S. § 3709.
41 U.S. C. 5.

Printing and bind-
ing.

Salaries and ex-
penses.

Post, p. 1306.

George Washing-
ton Memorial Park-
way.

48 Stat. 482.
Personal services.

5U. S.C. §§ 661-674;
Supp. IV, §§ 073, 673c.

Acquisition of land.

Vehicles.

Salaries and ex-
penses.

NATIONAL ARCHIVES

Salaries and expenses: For the Archivist and for all other author-
ized expenditures of The National Archives in carrying out the
provisions of the Act of June 19, 1934 (48 Stat. 1122-1124; 40
U. S. C. ch. 2A), as amended; the Act of July 26, 1935 (49 Stat.
500-503; U. S. C., Supp. II, title 44, ch. 8A), as amended; including
personal services in the District of Columbia; supplies and equip-
ment, including scientific, technical, first-aid, protective, and other
apparatus and materials for the arrangement, titling, scoring, repair,
processing, editing, duplication, reproduction, and authentication of
photographic and other records (including motion-picture and other
films and sound recordings) in the custody of the Archivist; purchase
and exchange of books, including law books, books of reference,
maps, and charts; contract stenographic reporting services; purchase
of newspapers, periodicals, and press clippings; not to exceed $100
for payment in advance when authorized by the Archivist for library
membership in societies whose publications are available to members
only or to members at a price lower than to the general public;
travel expenses, including not to exceed $1,000 for the expenses of
attendance at meetings concerned with the work of The National
Archives; repairs to equipment; purchase, exchange, maintenance
and operation of motor vehicles; and all other necessary expenses,
$850,000: Provided, That section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41
U. S. C. 5) shall not be construed to apply to any purchase or
service rendered for The National Archives when the aggregate
cost involved does not exceed the sum of $50.

Printing and binding: For all printing and binding for The
National Archives, $14,000.

Total, The National Archives, $864,000.

NATIONAL CAPITAL PARK AND PLANNING COMMISSION

For each and every purpose requisite for and incident to the work
of the National Capital Park and Planning Commission necessary
toward carrying into effect the provisions of the Act entitled "An
Act for the acquisition, establishment, and development of the George
Washington Memorial Parkway along the Potomac from Mount
Vernon and Fort Washington to the Great Falls, and to provide for
the acquisition of lands in the District of Columbia and the States
of Maryland and Virginia requisite to the comprehensive park, park-
way, and playground system of the National Capital", approved May
29, 1930; personal services, including real estate and other technical
services, at rates of pay to be fixed by the Commission and not
exceeding those usual for similar services and without reference to
civil-service rules and the Classification Act of 1923, as amended;
travel expenses; expenses of surveys and searching of titles, purchase
of options, and all other costs incident to the acquisition of land,
operation and maintenance of passenger-carrying vehicles for official
use, $1,000,000, to be expended in carrying out the provisions of sec-
tion 4 of said Act, and to remain available until expended.

NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD

Salaries and expenses: For three Board members, and for all other
authorized and necessary expenditures of the National Labor Rela-
tions Board in performing the duties imposed by law or in pursuance
of law, including rent and personal services in the District of Colum-
bia and elsewhere; repairs and alterations; communications; contract
stenographic reporting services; law books; books of reference; news-
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Personal services. 
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Supp. IV, §§ 673, 673c. 

Acquisition of land. 
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NATIONAL ARCHIVES 

Salaries and expenses: For the Archivist and for all other author-
ized expenditures of The National Archives in carrying out the 
provisions of the Act of June 19, 1934 (48 Stat. 1122-1124; 40 
U. S. C. ch. 2A), as amended; the Act of July 26, 1935 (49 Stat. 
500-503; U. S. C., Supp. II, title 44, ch. 8A), as amended; including 
personal services in the District of Columbia; supplies and equip-
ment, including scientific, technical, first-aid., protective, and other 
apparatus and materials for the arrangement, titling, scoring, repair, 
processing, editing, duplication, reproduction, and authentication of 
photographic and other records (including motion-picture and other 
films and sound recordings) in the custody, of the Archivist; purchase 
and exchange of books, including law books, books of reference, 
maps, and charts; contract stenographic reporting services; purchase 
of newspapers, periodicals, and press clippings; not to exceed $100 
for payment in advance when authorized by the Archivist for library 
membership in societies whose publications are available to members 
only or to members at a price lower than to the general public; 
travel expenses, including not to exceed $1,000 for the expenses of 
attendance at meetings concerned with the work of The National 
Archives; repairs to equipment; purchase, exchange, maintenance 
and operation of motor vehicles; and all other necessary expenses, 
$850,000: Provided, That section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 
U. S. C. 5) shall not be construed to apply to any purchase or 
service rendered for The National Archives when the aggregate 
cost involved does not exceed the sum of $50. 

Printing and binding: For all printing and binding for The 
National Archives, $14,000. 

Total, The National Archives, $864,000. 

NATIONAL CAPITAL PARK AND PLANNING COMMISSION 

For each and every purpose requisite for and incident to the work 
of the National Capital Park and Planning Commission necessary 
toward carrying into effect the provisions of the Act entitled "An 
Act for the acquisition, establishment, and development of the George 
Washington Memorial Parkway along the Potomac from Mount 
Vernon and Fort Washington to the Great Falls, and to provide for 
the acquisition of lands in the District of Columbia and the States 
of Maryland and Virginia requisite to the comprehensive park, park-
way, and playground system of the National Capital", approved May 
29, 1930; personal services, including real estate and other technical 
services, at rates of pay to be fixed .by the Commission and not 
exceeding those usual for similar services and without reference to 
civil-service rules and the Classification Act of 1923, as amended; 
travel expenses; expenses of surveys. and searching of titles, purchase 
of options, and all other costs incident to the acquisition of land, 
operation and maintenance of passenger-carrying vehicles for official 

i use, $1,000,000, to be expended n carrying out the provisions of sec-
tion 4 of said Act, and to remain available until expended. 

NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD 

Salaries and expenses: For three Board members, and for all other 
authorized and necessary expenditures of the National Labor Rela-
tions Board in performing the duties imposed by law or in pursuance 
of law, including rent and personal services in the District of Colum-
bia and elsewhere- repairs and alterations '• communications; contract 
stenographic reporting services; law books; books of reference; news-
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papers; periodicals; operation, maintenance, and repair of one auto-
mobile; $3,039,600: Provided, That the Board may procure supplies
and services without regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes
(41 U. S. C. 5) when the aggregate amount involved does not exceed
$50.

Printing and binding: For all printing and binding for the
National Labor Relations Board in Washington and elsewhere,
$150,000.

Total, National Labor Relations Board, $3,189,600.

NATIONAL MEDIATION BOARD

For three members of the Board, and for other authorized expend-
itures of the National Mediation Board in performing the duties
imposed by law, including contract stenographic reporting services;
supplies and equipment; not to exceed $200 for newspapers, books of
reference, and periodicals, $148,700, of which amount not to exceed
$115,000 may be expended for personal services in the District of
Columbia.

Arbitration boards: To enable the National Mediation Board to
pay necessary expenses of arbitration boards, including compensation
of members and employees of such boards, together with their neces-
sary traveling expenses and expenses actually incurred for subsistence
while so employed, and printing of awards, together with proceedings
and testimony relating thereto, as authorized by the Railway Labor
Act, including also contract stenographic reporting service, and rent
of quarters when suitable quarters cannot be supplied in any Federal
building, the unexpended balance of previous appropriations for this
purpose shall be available.

Emergency boards: For expenses of emergency boards appointed
by the President to investigate and report respecting disputes between
carriers and their employees, as authorized by section 10, Railway
Labor Act, approved May 20, 1926 (45 U. S. C. 160), the unexpended
balance of previous appropriations for this purpose shall be available.

For all printing and binding for the National Mediation Board,
$2,300.

NATIONAL RAILROAD ADJUSTMENT BOARD

For authorized expenditures of the National Railroad Adjustment
Board, in performing the duties imposed by law, including contract
stenographic reporting services and supplies and equipment, $188,930,
of which $35,000 shall be available only for services of referees and
not more than $108,330 may be expended for other personal services.

For all printing and binding for the National Railroad Adjustment
Board, $40,000.

Total National Mediation Board, $379,930.

PROTECTION OF INTERESTS OF THE UNITED STATES
IN MATTERS AFFECTING OIL LANDS IN FORMER
NAVAL RESERVES

Protection of interests of the United States in matters affecting
oil lands in former naval reserves: For compensation and expenses
of special counsel and for all other expenses, including employment
of experts and other assistants at such rates as may be authorized
or approved by the President, in connection with carrying into effect
the joint resolution entitled "Joint resolution directing the Secretary
of the Interior to institute proceedings touching sections 16 and 36
township 30 south, range 23 east, Mount Diablo meridian", approved
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papers; periodicals; operation, maintenance, and repair of one auto-
mobile; $3,039,600: Provided, That the Board may procure supplies 
and services without regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes 
(41 U. S. C. 5) when the aggregate amount involved does not exceed 
$50. 

Printing and binding: For all printing and binding for the 
National Labor Relations Board in Washington and elsewhere, 
$150,000. 

Total, National Labor Relations Board, $3,189,600. 

NATIONAL MEDIATION BOARD 

For three members of the Board, and for other authorized expend-
itures of the National Mediation Board in performing the duties 
imposed by law, including contract stenographic reporting services; 
supplies and equipment; not to exceed $200 for newspapers, books of 
reference, and periodicals, $148,700, of which amount not to exceed 
$115,000 may be expended for personal services in the District of 
Columbia. 

Arbitration boards: To enable the National Mediation Board to 
pay necessary expenses of arbitration boards, including compensation 
of members and employees of such boards, together with their neces-
sary traveling expenses and expenses actually incurred for subsistence 
while so employed, and printing of awards, together with proceedings 
and testimony relating thereto, as authorized by the Railway Labor 
Act, including also contract stenographic reporting service, and rent 
of quarters when suitable quarters cannot be supplied in any Federal 
building, the unexpended balance of previous appropriations for this 
purpose shall be available. 
Emergency boards: For expenses of emergency boards appointed 

by the President to investigate and report respecting disputes between 
carriers and their employees, as authorized by section 10, Railway 
Labor Act, approved May 20, 1926 (45 U. S. C. 160), the unexpended 
balance of previous appropriations for this purpose shall be available. 
For all printing and binding for the National Mediation Board, 

$2,300. 
NATIONAL RAILROAD ADJUSTMENT BOARD 

For authorized expenditures of the National Railroad Adjustment 
Board, in performing the duties imposed by law, including contract 
stenographic reporting services and supplies and equipment, $188,930, 
of which $35,000 shall be available only for services of referees and 
not more than $108,330 may be expended for other personal services. 
For all printing and binding for the National Railroad Adjustment 

Board, $40,000. 
Total National Mediation Board, $379,930. 

PROTECTION OF INTERESTS OF THE UNITED STATES 
IN MATTERS AFFECTING OIL LANDS IN FORMER 
NAVAL RESERVES 

Protection of interests of the United States in matters affecting 
oil lands in former naval reserves: For compensation and expenses 
of special counsel and for all other expenses, including employment 
of experts and other assistants at such rates as may be authorized 
or approved by the President, in connection with carrying into effect 
the joint resolution entitled "Joint resolution directing the Secretary 
of the Interior to institute proceedings touching sections 16 and 36, 
township 30 south, range 23 east, Mount Diablo meridian", approved 
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Platriction. February 21, 1924, $26,500, to be expended by the President: Provided,
That no part of this sum shall be used to compensate any person at a
rate in excess of $10,000 per annum.

RAILROAD RETIREMENT BOARD
salaries

penses.

Attendans
ings.

Persons ii
visory capa
diem, etc.

Supplies, e

Library
ship fees.

Vehicles.

Prosvio.
Minor pu:
R. S.§370
41U. S.C.

Railroad re
account.

49 Stat. 96
307.

45 U. S. (
IV, §§ 215-22

Proviso.
Availabilit

Printing a
ing.

a n  
x- For salaries and expenses, Railroad Retirement Board: For three

Board members and for all other authorized and necessary expendi-
tures of the Railroad Retirement Board in performing the duties
imposed by law or in pursuance of law, including rent and personal
and other services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; traveling

eatmeet- expenses, including not to exceed $1,000 for expenses of attendance
at meetings concerned with the work of the Board when specifically
authorized by the Board; not to exceed $2,500 for payment of actual

, an ad- transportation expenses, and per diem (not to exceed $10) in lieu
ty per f subsistence and other expenses, of persons serving while away

from their homes without other compensation in an advisory capacity
to the Railroad Retirement Board; repairs and alterations; contract
stenographic reporting services; office appliances and labor-saving)tc. devices; supplies and equipment (including photographic equipment);
not to exceed $5,000 for law books, books of reference, newspapers,

member- press clippings, periodicals, and for payment in advance when
authorized by the Board for library membership in organizations
which issue publications to members only or to members at a price
lower than to the general public; purchase (including exchange)
of three motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles; operation,
maintenance, and repair of motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicles to be used only for official purposes in the District ol
Columbia and elsewhere; and other necessary expenses; $3,200,000:

rchases. Provided, That the Board may procure supplies and services without
S5. regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) when

the aggregate amount does not exceed $50.
etirement Railroad retirement account: For an amount sufficient as an annual

premium for the payments required under the Railroad Retirement
; 50stat. Act, approved August 29, 1935, and the Railroad Retirement Act,

c. Supp. approved June 24, 1937, and authorized to be appropriated to the
'r. railroad retirement account established under section 15 (a) of the

latter Act, $120,150,000: Provided, That such amount shall be avail-
able until expended for making payments required under said retire-
ment Acts, and the amount not required for current payments shall
be invested by the Secretary of the Treasury in accordance with the
provisions of said Railroad Retirement Act of June 24, 1937.

nd bind- For printing and binding for the Railroad Retirement Board,
$54,000.

Total, Railroad Retirement Board, $123,404,000.

RURAL ELECTRIFICATION ADMINISTRATION

Salaries and ex- Salaries and expenses: For administrative expenses and expensespenses.
49 Stat. 1363. of studies, investigations, publications, and reports necessary to carry

:V7 i0. C. Supp out the provisions of the Rural Electrification Act of 1936, approved
May 20, 1936, including the salary of the Administrator and other

Attendanceatmeet- personal services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; travel-
mg expenses, including expenses of attendance of officers and
employees at meetings when determined by the Administrator to be
necessary in furthering the work of the Administration; contract

ppetc. stenographic reporting services; expert witness fees; materials, sup-
plies, equipment, and services; rentals, including buildings and parts
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February 21, 1924, $26,500, to be expended by the President: Provided, 
That no part of this sum shall be used to compensate any person at a 
rate in excess of $10,000 per annum. 

RAILROAD RETIREMENT BOARD 

For salaries and expenses, Railroad Retirement Board: For three 
Board members and for all other authorized and necessary expendi-
tures of the Railroad Retirement Board in performing the duties 
imposed by law or in pursuance of law, including rent and personal 
and other services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; traveling 
expenses, including not to exceed $1,000 for expenses of attendance 
at meetings concerned with the work of the Board when specifically 
authorized by the Board; not to exceed $2,500 for payment of actual 
transportation expenses, and per diem (not to exceed $10) in lieu 
of subsistence and other expenses, of persons serving while away 
from their homes without other compensation in an advisory capacity 
to the Railroad Retirement Board; repairs and alterations •' contract 
stenographic reporting services; office appliances and labor-saving 
devices; supplies and equipment (including photographic equipment) ; 
not to exceed $5,000 for law books, books of reference, newspapers, 
press clippings, periodicals, and for payment in advance when 
authorized by the Board for library membership in organizations 
which issue publications to members only or to members at a price 
lower than to the general public; purchase (including exchange) 
of three motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles; operation, 
maintenance, and repair of motor-propelled passenger-carrying i 
vehicles to be used only for official purposes n the District of 
Columbia and elsewhere; and other necessary expenses; $3,200,000: 
Provided, That the Board may procure supplies and services without 
regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) when 
the aggregate amount does not exceed $50. 
Railroad retirement account: For an amount sufficient as an annual 

premium for the payments required under the Railroad Retirement 
Act, approved August 29, 1935, and the Railroad Retirement Act, 
approved June 24, 1937, and authorized to be appropriated to the 
railroad retirement account established under section 15 (a) of the 
latter Act, $120,150,000: Provided, That such amount shall be avail-
able until expended for making payments required under said retire-
ment Acts, and the amount not required for current payments shall 
be invested by the Secretary of the Treasury in accordance with the 
provisions of said Railroad Retirement Act of June 24, 1937. 
For printing and binding for the Railroad Retirement Board, 

$54,000. 
Total, Railroad Retirement Board, $123,404,000. 

RURAL ELECTRIFICATION ADMINISTRATION 

Salaries and expenses: For administrative expenses and expenses 
of studies, investigations, publications, and reports necessary to carry 
out the provisions of the Rural Electrification Act of 1936, approved 
May 20, 19361 including the salary of the Administrator and other 
personal services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; travel-
ing expenses, including expenses of attendance of officers and 
employees at meetings when determined by the Administrator to be 
necessary in furthering the work of the Administration; contract 
stenographic reporting services; expert w itness fees; materials sup-
plies, equipment, and services; rentals, including buildings and parts 
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of buildings and garages, in the District of Columbia and else-
where; purchase and exchange of books, law books, books of reference
directories, and periodicals; not to exceed $200 for newspapers and
press clippings; financial and credit reports; purchase, rental,
exchange, operation, maintenance, and repair of typewriters, calcu-
lating machines, and other office appliances; operation, maintenance,
and repair of one motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicle to be
used only for official purposes; and all other expenses necessary to
administer said Act, $2,700,000: Provided, That section 3709 of the
Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) shall not be construed to apply to
any purchase or service rendered for the Rural Electrification Admin-
istration when the aggregate amount involved does not exceed $100.

Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the Rural
Electrification Administration, $90,000.

Loans, Rural Electrification Administration: For loans in accord-
ance with sections 3, 4, and 5, and the purchase of property in accord-
ance with section 7 of the Rural Electrification Act of May 20, 1936
(7 U. S. C. 901-914), $40,000,000.

Total, Rural Electrification Administration, $42,790,000.

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

For five Commissioners, and other personal services in the District
of Columbia, and for all other authorized expenditures of the Securi-
ties and Exchange Commission in performing the duties imposed by
law or in pursuance of law, including employment of experts when
necessary; contract stenographic reporting services; supplies and
equipment; purchase and exchange of law books, books of reference,
directories, periodicals, newspapers, and press clippings; travel
expenses, including the expense of attendance, when specifically
authorized by the Commission, at meetings concerned with the work
of the Securities and Exchange Commission; garage rental; foreign
postage; mileage and witness fees; rent of quarters outside the Dis-
trict of Columbia; rental of equipment; purchase, operation, main-
tenance, and repair of one motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicle; and other necessary expenses- $5,300,000: Provided, That
section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) shall not be
construed to apply to any purchase or service rendered for the Securi-
ties and Exchange Commission when the aggregate cost involved
does not exceed the sum of $50.

For all printing and binding for the Securities and Exchange
Commission, $70,000.

Total, Securities and Exchange Commission, $5,370,000.

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION

For expenses of the general administrative office; for the system
of international exchanges between the United States and foreign
countries; for continuing ethnological researches among the American
Indians and the natives of Hawaii and the excavation and preserva-
tion of archeologic remains; for maintenance of the Astrophysical
Observatory, including assistants, and making necessary observa-
tions in high altitudes; for cases, furniture, fixtures, and appliances
required for the exhibition and safekeeping of collections; and for
administration of the National Collection of Fine Arts; including
personal services, purchase of books of reference and periodicals,
traveling expenses, uniforms for guards, supplies and equipment,
preparation of manuscripts, drawings, and illustrations, supplying
of heating, lighting, electrical, telegraphic, and telephone service,
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of buildings and garages, in the District of Columbia and else-
where; purchase and exchange of books, law books, books of reference, 
directories, and periodicals; not to exceed $200 for newspapers and 
press clippings; financial and credit reports; purchase, rental, 
exchange, operation, maintenance, and repair of typewriters, calcu-
lating machines, and other office appliances; operation, maintenance, 
and repair of one motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicle to be 
used only for official purposes; and all other expenses necessary to 
administer said Act, $2,700,000: Provided, That section 3709 of the 
Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) shall not be construed to apply to 
any purchase or service rendered for the Rural Electrification Admin-
istration when the aggregate amount involved does not exceed $100. 

Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the Rural 
Electrification Administration, $90,000. 
Loans, Rural Electrification Administration: For loans in accord-

ance with sections 3, 4, and 5, and the purchase of property in accord-
ance with section 7 of the Rural Electrification Act of May 20, 1936 
(7 U. S. C. 901-914), $40,000,000. 
Total, Rural Electrification Administration, $42,790,000. 

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION 

For five Commissioners, and, other personal services in the District 
of Columbia, and for all other authorized expenditures of the Securi-
ties and Exchange Commission in performing the duties imposed by 
law or in pursuance of law, including employment of experts when 
necessary; contract stenographic reporting services; supplies and 
eguipment; purchase and exchange of law books, books of reference, 
directories, periodicals, newspapers, and press clippings; travel 
expenses, including the expense of attendance, when specifically 
authorized by. the Commission, at meetings concerned with the work 
of the Securities and Exchange Commission; garage rental; foreign 
postage; mileage and witness fee; rent of quarters outside the Dis-
trict of Columbia; rental of equipment; purchase, operation, main-
tenance, and repair of one motor-propelled passenger-carrying 
vehicle; and other necessary expenses; $5,300,000: Provided, That 
section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) shall not be 
construed to apply to any purchase or service rendered for the Securi-
ties and Exchange Commission when the aggregate cost involved 
does not exceed the sum of $50. 
For all printing and binding for the Securities and Exchange 

Commission, $70,000. 
Total, Securities and Exchange Commission, $5,370,000. 

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION 

For expenses of the general administrative office; for the system 
of international exchanges between the United States and foreign 
countries; for continuing ethnological researches among the American 
Indians and the natives of Hawaii and the excavation and preserva-
tion of archeologic remains; for maintenance of the Astrophysical 
Observatory, including assistants, and making necessary observa-
tions in high altitudes; for cases, furniture, fixtures, and appliances 
required for the exhibition and safekeeping of collections; and for 
administration of the National Collection of Fine Arts; including 
personal services, purchase of books of reference and periodicals, 
traveling expenses, uniforms for guards, supplies and equipment, 
preparation of manuscripts, drawings, and illustrations, supplying 
of heating, lighting, electrical, telegraphic, and telephone service, 
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Preservation of col-
lections.

Printing and bind-
ing.

American Historical
Association report.

Personal services.

repairs and alterations of buildings, shops, sheds, and approaches,
and other necessary expenses, $356,620.

Preservation of collections: For continuing preservation, exhibi-
tion, and increase of collections from the surveying and exploring
expeditions of the Government, and from other sources, including
personal services, traveling expenses, purchasing and supplying uni-
forms to guards and elevator conductors, postage stamps and foreign
postal cards and all other necessary expenses, and not exceeding
$5,500 for preparation of manuscripts, drawings, and illustrations
for publications, and not exceeding $3,000 for purchase of books,
pamphlets, and periodicals, $628,800.

Printing and binding: For all printing and binding for the Smith-
sonian Institution, including all of its bureaus, offices, institutions, and
services located in Washington, District of Columbia, and elsewhere,
$73,000, of which not to exceed $8,000 shall be available for printing
the report of the American Historical Association.

Total, Smithsonian Institution, $1,058,420, of which amount not to
exceed $871,000 may be expended for personal services in the District
of Columbia.

SOCIAL SECURITY BOARD

Salaries and ex- Salaries and expenses: For all authorized and necessary adminis-
e49 stat. 62-629, 635, trative expenses of the Social Security Board in performing the
46 U4 . s. c., supp. duties imposed upon it in titles I, II, III, IV, VII, IX, and X of

'IV, 3 01
.' the Social Security Act, approved August 14, 1935, including three

Board members, an executive director at a salary of $9,500 a year,
and other personal services in the District of Columbia and else-

Travel expenses. where; travel expenses, including not to exceed $10,000 for expenses
of attendance at meetings concerned with the work of the Board
when specifically authorized by the chairman and not to exceed

Transportation and $5,000 for travel in foreign countries; not to exceed $10,000 for pay-
per dem. ment of actual transportation expenses and not to exceed $10 per

diem in lieu of subsistence and other expenses of persons serving
while away from their home, without other compensation, in an

ThoTrdgo
aot danetioof advisory capacity to the Social Security Board; expenses of packing,

crating, drayage, and transportation of household goods and other
personal effects (not to exceed in any case five thousand pounds)
of officers and employees when transferred from one official station
to another for permanent duty, when specifically authorized by the

supplies, services, Board; supplies; reproducing, photographing, and all other equip-
ment, office appliances, and labor-saving devices; services; advertis-
ing, postage, telephone, telegraph, and not to exceed $900 for teletype
news services and tolls; newspapers and press clippings (not to
exceed $1,500), periodicals, manuscripts and special reports, purchase

Library member- and exchange of law books and other books of reference; library
membership fees or dues in organizations which issue publications to
members only or to members at a lower price than to others, payment
for which may be made in advance; alterations and repairs; rentals,

Vehicles, including garages, in the District of Columbia or elsewhere; purchase
and exchange, not to exceed $25,000, operation, maintenance, and
repair of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles to be used only
for official purposes in the District of Columbia and in the field;
and miscellaneous items, including those for public instruction and

Miorpurchases. information deemed necessary by the Board, $22,000,000: Provided,
R4. S.: 305. That section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) shall not

be construed to apply to any purchase by the Board when the aggre-
gate amount involved does not exceed the sum of $100: Provided

Tempora mployt fUrter, That the Board may expend not to exceed $25,000 of the
etc. s um appropreciated for temporary employment of persons oring, etc. sum herein appropriated for temporary employment of persons or
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repairs and alterations of buildings, shops, sheds, and approaches, 
and other necessary expenses, $356,620. 
Preservation of collections: For continuing preservation, exhibi-

tion, and increase of collections from the surveying and exploring 
expeditions of the Government, and from other sources, including 
personal services, traveling expenses, purchasing and supplying uni-
forms to guards and elevator conductors, postage stamps and foreign 
postal cards and all other necessary expenses, and not exceeding 
$5,500 for preparation of manuscripts, drawings, and illustrations 
for publications, and not exceeding $3,000 for purchase of books, 
pamphlets, and periodicals, $628,800. 

Printing and binding: For all printing and binding for the Smith-
sonian Institution, including all of its bureaus, offices, institutions, and 
services located in Washington, District of Columbia, and elsewhere, 
$73,000, of which not to exceed $8,000 shall be available for printing 
the report of the American Historical Association. 

Total, Smithsonian Institution, $1,058,420, of which amount not to 
exceed $871,000 may be expended for personal services in the District 
of Columbia. 

SOCIAL SECURITY BOARD 

Salaries and expenses: For all authorized and neeessary adminis-
trative expenses of the Social Security Board in performing the 
duties imposed upon it in titles I, II, III, IV, VII, IX, and X of 
the Social Security Act, approved. August 14, 1935, including three 
Board members, an executive director at a salary of $9,500 a year, 
and other personal services in the District of Columbia and else-
where; travel expenses2 including not to exceed $10,000 for expenses 
of attendance at meetings concerned with the work of the Board 
when specifically authorized by the chairman and not to exceed 
$5,000 for travel in foreign countries; not to exceed $10,000 for pay-
ment of actual transportation expenses and not to exceed $10 per 
diem in lieu of subsistence and other expenses of persons serving 
while away from their home, without other compensation, in an 
advisory capacity to the Social Security Board; expenses of packing, 
crating, drayage, and transportation of household goods and other 
personal effects (not to exceed in any case five thousand pounds) 
of officers and employees when transferred from one official station 
to another for permanent duty, when specifically authorized by the 
Board; supplies; reproducing, photographing, and all other equip-
ment, office appliances, and labor-saving devices; services; advertis-
ing, postage, telephone, telegraph, and not to exceed $900 for teletype 
news services and tolls; newspapers and press clippings (not to 
exceed $1,500), periodicals, manuscripts and special reports, purchase 
and exchange of law books and other books of reference; library 
membership fees or dues in organizations which issue publications to 
members only or to members at a lower price than to others, payment 
for which may be made in advance; alterations and repairs; rentals, 
including garages, in the District of Columbia or elsewhere; purchase 
and exchange, not to exceed $25,000, operation, maintenance, and 
repair of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles to be used only 
for official purposes in the District of Columbia and in the field; 
and miscellaneous items, including those for public instruction and 
information deemed necessary by the Board, $22,000,000: Provided, 
That section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) shall not 
be construed to apply to any purchase by the Board when the aggre-
gate amount involved does not exceed the sum of $100: Provided 
further, That the Board may expend not to exceed $25,000 of the 
sum herein appropriated for temporary employment of persons or 
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organizations, by contract or otherwise, for special accounting,
actuarial, statistical, translating and reporting, engineering, and
organizational services determined necessary by the Board, without
regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5), and R.. S3709.41 U.S. C. § 5.the provisions of other laws applicable to the employment and cor-
pensation of officers and employees of the United States: Provided
further, That no salary shall be paid for personal services from the Salary limitation.
money herein appropriated under the heading "Social Security s 5"p: Is iV7613,673
Board" in excess of the rates allowed by the Classification Act of
1923, as amended, for similar services: Provided further, That this Exceptions.
latter proviso shall not apply to the salaries of the Board members
nor to the compensation of persons or organizations temporarily
employed for the special services described in the second proviso of
this paragraph.

For printing and binding for the Social Security Board, $1,000,000. inrinting and bind-
Grants to States for old-age assistance: For grants to States for G"rants to States.

assistance to aged needy individuals, as authorized in title I of the 49 asitante62o.
Social Security Act, approved August 14, 1935, $225,000,000, of which Iv42 ' c'., Supp.
sum such amount as may be necessary shall be available for grants Availability.
under such title I for any period in the fiscal year 1939 subsequent to
March 31, 1939: Provided, That payments to States for the fourth Pr"

so'
Payments restrict-quarter of the fiscal year 1939 and for any quarter in the fiscal year ed.

1940 under such title I may be made with respect to any State plan
approved under such title I by the Social Security Board prior to or
during such period, but no such payment shall be made with respect
to any plan for any period prior to the quarter in which such plan
was submitted to the Board for approval.

Grants to States for unemployment compensation administration: Unemploymentcompensation admin-
For grants to States for unemployment compensation administration, istration.
as authorized in title III of the Social Security Act, approved 42 U.s

6
., Supp

August 14, 1935, including rentals in the District of Columbia and v, § 501.

elsewhere, $49,000,000.
Grants to States for aid to dependent children: For grants to Aid to dependent

States for the purpose of enabling each State to furnish financial 49Stat. 627.
assistance to needy dependent children, as authorized in title IV of ,42 ^,. s. ' .' s i ),
the Social Security Act, approved August 14, 1935, $45,000,000, of Availiility.
which sum such amount as may be necessary shall be available for
grants under such title IV for any period in the fiscal year 1939
subsequent to March 31, 1939: Provided, That payments to States for Proviso.

the fourth quarter of the fiscal year 1939 and for any quarter in the stricted.m en s re.
fiscal year 1940 under such title IV may be made with respect to any
State plan approved under such title IV by the Social Security Board
prior to or during such period, but no such payment shall be made
with respect to any plan for any period prior to the quarter in which
such plan was submitted to the Board for approval.

Grants to States for aid to the blind: For grants to States for the Aid to the blind.
49 Stat. 645.purpose of enabling each State to furnish financial assistance to 42 U. S.4c., Supp.

needy individuals who are blind, as authorized in title X of the IV, 1'201.
Social Security Act, approved August 14, 1935, $8,000,000, of which Availability.
sum such amount as may be necessary shall be available for grants
under such title X for any period in the fiscal year 1939 subsequent
to March 31, 1939: Provided, That payments to States for the fourth Pr

oviso.
quarter of the fiscal year 1939 and for any quarter in the fiscal year stricted.me s r
1940 under such title X may be made with respect to any State plan
approved under such title X by the Social Security Board prior to or
during such period, but no such payment shall be made with respect
to any plan for any period prior to the quarter in which such plan
was submitted to the Board for approval.
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organizations, by contract or otherwise, for special accounting, 
actuarial, statistical, translating and reporting, engineering, and 
organizational services determined necessary by the Board, without 
regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5), and 
the provisions of other laws applicable to the employment and com-
pensation of officers and employees of the United States: Provided 
further, That no salary shall be paid for personal services from the 
money herein appropriated under the heading "Social Security 
Board" in excess of the rates allowed by the Classification Act of 
1923, as amended, for similar services: Provided further, That this 
latter proviso shall not apply to the salaries of the Board members 
nor to the compensation of persons or organizations temporarily 
employed for the special services described in the second proviso of 
this paragraph. 
For printing and binding for the Social Security Board, $1,000,000. 
Grants to States for old-age assistance: For grants to States for 

assistance to aged needy individuals, as authorized in title I of the 
Social Security Act, approved August 14, 1935, $225,000,000, of which 
sum such amount as may be necessary shall be available for grants 
under such title I for any period in the fiscal year 1939 subsequent to 
March 31, 1939: Provided, That payments to States for the fourth 
quarter of the fiscal year 1939 and for any quarter in the fiscal year 
1940 under such title I may be made with respect to any State plan 
approved under such title I by the Social Security Board prior to or 
during such period, but no such payment shall be made with respect 
to any plan for any period prior to the quarter in which such plan 
was submitted to the Board for approval. 
Grants to States for unemployment compensation administration: 

For grants to States for unemployment compensation administration, 
as authorized in title III of the Social Security Act, approved 
August 14, 1935, including rentals in the District of Columbia and 
elsewhere, $49,000,000. 
Grants to States for aid to dependent children: For grants to 

States for the purpose of enabling each State to furnish financial 
assistance to needy dependent children, as authorized in title IV of 
the Social Security Act, approved August 14, 1935, $45,000,000, of 
which sum such amount as may be necessary shall be available for 
grants under such title IV for any period in the fiscal year 1939 
subsequent to March 31, 1939: Provided, That payments to States for 
the fourth quarter of the fiscal year 1939 and for any quarter in the 
fiscal year 1940 under such title IV may be made with respect to any 
State plan approved under such title IV by the Social Security Board 
prior to or during such period, but no such payment shall be made 
with respect to any plan for any period prior to the quarter in which 
such plan was submitted to the Board for approval. 
Grants to States for aid to the blind: For grants to States for the 

purpose of enabling each State to furnish financial assistance to 
needy individuals who are blind, as authorized in title X of the 
Social Security Act, approved August 14, 1935, $8,000,000, of which 
sum such amount as may be necessary shall be available for grants 
under such title X for any period in the fiscal year 1939 subsequent 
to March 31, 1939: Provided, That payments to States for the fourth 
quarter of the fiscal year 1939 and for any quarter in the fiscal year 
1940 under such title X may be made with respect to any State plan 
approved under such title X by the Social Security Board prior to or 
during such period, but no such payment shall be made with respect 
to any plan for any period prior to the quarter in which such plan 
was submitted to the Board for approval. 

R. S. § 3709. 
41 U. S. C. § 5. 

Salary limitation. 
5 U. S. C. §§ 661-674; 

Supp. IV, §§ 673, 673e. 
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Designated funds
interchangeable.

Approval oftransfer.

The appropriations herein made for "Grants to States for old-age
assistance", "Grants to States for aid to dependent children", and
"Grants to States for aid to the blind", shall be available interchange-
ably for transfer of appropriations, but no such transfer shall be
made except upon approval of the Director of the Bureau of the
Budget.

Total, Social Security Board, $350,000,000.

TARIFF COMMISSION

ealaries and e
x- For salaries and expenses of the Tariff Commission, including

personal services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, purchase
and exchange of labor-saving devices, the purchase and exchange of
professional and scientific books, law books, books of reference,
gloves and other protective equipment for photostat and other
machine operators, rent in the District of Columbia and elsewhere,

contract reporting subscriptions to newspapers and periodicals, and contract steno-
46S t. 6es . graphic reporting services, as authorized by sections 330 to 341 of
19U .PP SI v1330- the Tariff Act of 1930, approved June 17, 1930 (19 U. S. C. 1330-

1330.134,1340. 1341), $912,000, of which amount not to exceed $2,500 may be
ttendance atmeet- expended for expenses, except membership fees, of attendance at

i meetings concerned with subjects under investigation by the Commis-
Living arters sion; and not to exceed $7,500 for allowances for living quarters,

including heat, fuel, and light, as authorized by the Act approved
46 Stat. *18. J une 26, 1930 5 U. S. C. 118a), but not to exceed $1,700 for any one5 U. S. C. J 6 18.ro.is. person: Provided, That the Commission may procure supplies and
R.. pu70hases. services without regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41
41 U:. . . U. S. C. 5) when the aggregate amount involved does not exceed $50:

alaryrestriction. Provided further, That no part of this appropriation shall be used
46 Stat. 701.
19 U. S. : if 1336- to pay the salary of any member of the Tariff Commission who shall

1338. hereafter participate in any proceedings under sections 336, 337, and
338 of the Tariff Act of 1930, wherein he or any member of his
family has any special, direct, and pecuniary interest, or in which
he has acted as attorney or special representative.

Prnting and bind- For all printing and binding for the Tariff Commission, $15,000.
Total, Tariff Commission, $927,000.

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
Continual

struction.
48 Stat. 5

1075.
16 U. S. C

Supp. IV, c
Designate

Prelimlna
gations, C
Shoals.

Printing
ing.

Salaries
penses.

PrAcco.
Accounti

tionofcon- For the purpose of carrying out the provisions of the Act entitled
a; 49 stat. "The Tennessee Valley Authority Act of 1933", approved May 18,

ch. 12A; 1933, as amended by the Act approved August 31, 1935 (16 U. S. C.
oh. 2. ch. 12a), including the continued construction of Pickwick Landing

Dam, Guntersville Dam, Chickamauga Dam, Hiwassee Dam, Gil-
bertsville Dam, and for construction of a dam at or near Watts Bar

investi- on the Tennessee River, Tennessee, and for preliminary investiga-
ou Iter tions of a site for a dam at or near Coulter Shoals on the Tennessee

River, Tennessee, and the acquisition of necessary land, the clearing
of such land, relocation of highways, and the construction or pur-
chase of transmission lines and other facilities, and all other neces-

and bind. sary works authorized by such Acts, and for printing and binding,
law books, books of reference, newspapers, periodicals, purchase,
maintenance, and operation of passenger-carrying vehicles, rents in

and ex- the District of Columbia and elsewhere, and all necessary salaries
and expenses connected with the organization, operation, and investi-
gations of the Tennessee Valley Authority, and for examination of
estimates of appropriations and activities in the field, fiscal year
1940, $39,003,000: Provided, That this appropriation and any unex-
pended balance on June 30, 1939, in the "Tennessee Valley Authority
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The appropriations herein made for "Grants to States for old-age 
assistance", "Grants to States for aid to dependent children", and 
"Grants to States for aid to the blind", shall be available interchange-
ably for transfer of appropriations, but no such transfer shall -be 
made except upon approval of the Director of the Bureau of the 
Budget. 

Total, Social Security Board, $350,000,000. 

TARIFF COMMISSION 

For salaries and expenses of the Tariff Commission, including 
personal services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, purchase 
and exchange of labor-saving devices, the purchase and exchange of 
professional and scientific books, law books, books of reference, 
gloves and other protective equipment for photostat and other 
machine operators, rent in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, 
subscriptions to newspapers and periodicals, and contract steno-
graphic reporting services, as authorized by sections 330 to 341 of 
the Tariff Act of 1930_, approved June 17, 1930 (19 U. S. C. 1330- 
1341), $912,000, of which amount not to exceed $2,500 may be 
expended for expenses, except membership fees, of attendance at 
meetings concerned with subjects under investigation by the Commis-
sion ; and not to exceed $7,500 for allowances for living quarters, 
including heat, fuel, and light, as authorized by the Act approved 
June 26, 1930 (5 U. S. C. 118a), but not to exceed $1,700 for any one 
person: Provided, That the Commission may procure supplies and 
services without regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 
U. S. C. 5) when the aggregate amount involved does not exceed $50: 
Provided further, That no part of this appropriation shall be used 
to pay the salary of any member of the Tariff Commission who shall 
hereafter participate in any proceedings under sections 336, 337, and 
338 of the Tariff Act of 1930, wherein he or any member of his 
family has any special, direct, and pecuniary interest, or in which 
he has acted as attorney or special representative. 
For all printing and binding for the Tariff Commission, $15,000. 
Total, Tariff Commission, $927,000. 

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

For the purpose of carrying out the provisions of the Act entitled 
"The Tennessee Valley Authority Act of 1933", approved May 18, 
1933, as amended by the Act approved August 31, 1935 (16 U. S. C. 
ch. 12a), including the continued construction of Pickwick Landing 
Dam, Guntersville Dam, Chickamauga Dam, Hiwassee Dam, Gil-
bertsville Dam, and for construction of a dam at or near Watts Bar 
on the Tennessee River, Tennessee, and for preliminary investiga-
tions of a site for a dam at or near Coulter Shoals on the Tennessee 
River, Tennessee, and the acquisition of necessary land, the clearing 
of such land, relocation of highways, and the construction or pur-
chase of transmission lines and other facilities, and all other neces-
sary works authorized by such Acts, and for printing and binding, 
law books, books of reference, newspapers, periodicals, purchase, 
maintenance, and operation of passenger-carrying vehicles, rents in 
the District of Columbia and elsewhere, and all necessary salaries 
and expenses connected with the organization, operation, and investi-
gations of the Tennessee Valley Authority, and for examination of 
estimates of appropriations and activities in the field, fiscal year 
1940, $39,003,000: Provided, That this appropriation and any unex-
pended balance on June 30, 1939, in the "Tennessee Valley Authority 
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fund, 1939", and the receipts of the Tennessee Valley Authority from
all sources during the fiscal year 1940 (except as limited by section 26
of the Tennessee Valley Authority Act of 1933, as amended), shall
be covered into and accounted for as one fund to be known as the
"Tennessee Valley Authority fund, 1940", to remain available until
June 30, 1940, and to be available for the payment of obligations
chargeable against the "Tennessee Valley Authority fund, 1939", and
for contractual obligations for the procurement of equipment as
authorized in the Independent Offices Appropriation Act, fiscal year
1939.

THOMAS JEFFERSON MEMORIAL COMMISSION

For carrying out the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to
authorize the execution of plans for a permanent memorial to Thomas
Jefferson", approved June 3, 1936 (49 Stat. 1397), including continu-
ation of construction of such memorial, $2,000,000, to remain available
until expended.

UNITED STATES MARITIME COMMISSION

To increase the construction fund established by the "Merchant
Marine Act, 1936," $100,000,000, of which not to exceed $3,990,000
shall be available for administrative expenses of the United States
Maritime Commission, including, but not limited to, the following:
Personal services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; travel
expenses in accordance with the Standardized Government Travel
Regulations and the Act of June 3, 1926, as amended, including not
to exceed $2,000 for expenses of attendance, when specifically author-
ized by the Chairman of the Commission, at meetings concerned with
work of the Commission; printing and binding; law books, books of
reference, and not to exceed $2,500 for periodicals and newspapers;
procurement of supplies, equipment, and services, including telephone,
telegraph, radio, and teletype services; purchase and exchange
(including one at not to exceed $1,500), maintenance, repair, and
operation of passenger-carrying automobiles for official use; type-
writing and adding machines, and other labor-saving devices, includ-
ing their repair and exchange; rent, including heat, light, and power,
in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; expenses (not exceeding
$10,000) of packing, crating, drayage, and transportation of house-
hold effects and other personal property (not exceeding 5,000 pounds
in any one case) of employees when transferred from one official
station to another for permanent duty, upon specific authorization by
the Chairman of the Commission; expenses incurred in preparing
and transporting, to their former homes in this country or to a place
not more distant, the remains of employees who may die while in
the discharge of their official duties abroad or in transit thereto or
therefrom, and for the ordinary expenses of interment of such
remains; allowances for living quarters, including heat, fuel, and
light, as authorized by the Act of June 26, 1930; and including not
to exceed $75,000 for the employment, on a contract or fee basis, of
persons, firms, or corporations for the performance of special serv-
ices, including accounting, legal, actuarial, and statistical services,
without regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes.

In addition to the contract authorization in the amount of
$115,000,000 contained in the "Third Deficiency Appropriation Act,
fiscal year 1937", the Commission is authorized to enter into contract
for further carrying out the provisions of the Merchant Marine Act,
1936, in an amount not to exceed $230,000,000.
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fund, 1939", and the receipts of the Tennessee Valley Authority from 
all sources during the fiscal year 1940 (except as limited by section 26 
of the Tennessee Valley Authority Act of 1933, as amended), shall 
be covered into and accounted for as one fund to be known as the 
"Tennessee Valley Authority fund, 1940", to remain available until 
June 30, 1940, and to be available for the payment of obligations 
chargeable against the "Tennessee Valley Authority fund, 1939", and 
for contractual obligations for the procurement of equipment as 
authorized in the Independent Offices Appropriation Act, fiscal year 
1939. 

THOMAS JEFFERSON MEMORIAL COMMISSION 

For carrying out the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to 
authorize the execution of plans for a permanent memorial to Thomas 
Jefferson", approved June 3, 1936 (49 Stat. 1397), including continu-
ation of construction of such memorial, $2,000,000, to remain available 
until expended. 

UNITED STATES MARITIME COMMISSION 

To increase the construction fund established by the "Merchant 
Marine Act, 1936," $100,000,000, of which not to exceed $3,990,000 
shall be available for administrative expenses of the United States 
Maritime Commission, including, but not limited to, the following: 
Personal services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; travel 
expenses in accordance with the Standardized Government .Travel 
Regulations and the Act of June 3, 1926, as amended, including not 
to exceed $2,000 for expenses of attendance, when specifically author-
ized by the Chairman of the Commission, at meetings concerned with 
work of the Commission; printing and binding; law books, books of 
reference, and not to exceed $2,500 for periodicals and newspapers; 
procurement of supplies, equipment, and services, including telephone, 
telegraph, radio, and teletype services; purchase and exchange 
(including one at not to exceed $1,500), maintenance, repair, and 
operation of passenger-carrying automobiles for official. use; type-
writing and adding machines, and other labor-saving devices, includ-
ing their repair and exchange; rent, including heat, light, and power, 
in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; expenses (not exceeding 
$10,000) of packing, crating, drayage, and transportation of house-
hold effects and other personal property (not exceeding 5,000 pounds 
in any one case) of employees when transferred from one official 
station to another for permanent duty, upon specific authorization by 
the Chairman of the Commission; expenses incurred in preparing 
and transporting, to their former homes in this country or to a place 
not more distant, the remains of employees who may die while in 
the discharge of their official duties abroad or in transit thereto or 
therefrom, and for the ordinary expenses of interment of such 
remains; allowances for living quarters, including heat, fuel, and 
light, as authorized by the Act of June 26, 1930; and including not 
to exceed $75,000 for the employment, on a contract or fee basis, of 
persons, firms, or corporations for the performance of special serv-
ices, including accounting, legal, actuarial, and statistical services, 
without regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes. 
In addition to. the contract authorization in the amount of 

$115,000,000 contained in the "Third Deficiency Appropriation Act, 
fiscal year 1937", the Commission is authorized to enter into contract 
for further carrying out the provisions of the Merchant Marine Act, 
1936, in an amount not to exceed $230,000,000. 
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VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION

IAdministration, Administration, medical, hospital, and domiciliary services: For
domiciliaryservices. all salaries and expenses of the Veterans' Administration, including
earies and ex- the expenses of maintenance and operation of medical, hospital, and

domiciliary services of the Veterans' Administration, in carrying out
the duties, powers, and functions devolving upon it pursuant to the
authority contained in the Act entitled "An Act to authorize the
President to consolidate and coordinate governmental activities affect-

46 stat. 6. ing war veterans", approved July 3, 1930 (38 U. S. C. 11-llf), and
Ui f. . 11- any and all laws for which the Veterans' Administration is now or

Proisos. may hereafter be charged with administering, $97,000,000: Provided,
ingtteaneatmet - That not to exceed $3,500 of this amount shall be available for

expenses, except membership fees, of employees, detailed by the
Administrator of Veterans' Affairs to attend meetings of associa-
tions for the promotion of medical science and conventions of organ-

traviesinrenanses, ized war veterans: Provided further, That this appropriation shall
etc. be available also for personal services and rentals in the District of

Columbia and elsewhere, including traveling expenses; examination
Subsistence, etc. of estimates of appropriations in the field, including actual expenses

of subsistence or per diem allowance in lieu thereof; for expenses
incurred in packing, crating, drayage, and transportation of house-
hold effects and other property, not exceeding in any one case five
thousand pounds, of employees when transferred from one official
station to another for permanent duty and when specifically author-

Wearing apparel. ized by the Administrator; furnishing and laundering of such wear-
ing apparel as may be prescribed for employees in the performance
of their official duties- purchase and exchange of law books, books

Vehicles. of reference, periodicals, and newspapers; for passenger-carrying and
other motor vehicles, including purchase, maintenance, repair, and
operation of same, including not more than two passenger automo-
biles for general administrative use of the central office in the Dis-
trict of Columbia, one of which may be replaced during the fiscal
year 1940 at a cost, including exchange, of not to exceed $1,500- and

School transporta- notwithstanding any provisions of law to the contrary, the Admin-
tio istrator is authorized to utilize Government-owned automotive equip-

ment in transporting children of Veterans' Administration employees
located at isolated stations to and from school under such limitations
as he may by regulation prescribe; and notwithstanding any provi-

Actuarialservices. sions of law to the contrary, the Administrator is authorized to
expend not to exceed $2,000 of this appropriation for actuarial serv-
ices pertaining to the Government life-insurance fund, to be obtained
by contract, without obtaining competition, at such rates of com-

Transfer of funds. pensation as he may determine to be reasonable; for allotment and
transfer to the Public Health Service, the War, Navy, and Interior
Departments, for disbursement by them under the various headings
of their applicable appropriations, of such amounts as are necessary
for the care and treatment of beneficiaries of the Veterans' Admin-
istration, including minor repairs and improvements of existing
facilities under their jurisdiction necessary to such care and treat-
ment; for expenses incidental to the maintenance and operation of

Recreational facili- farms; for recreational articles and facilities at institutions main-
tained by the Veterans' Administration; for administrative expenses

peBuial etc., ex- incidental to securing employment for war veterans, for funeral,
burial, and other expenses incidental thereto for beneficiaries of the
Veterans' Administration accruing during the year for which this

Purchaseoftobacco. appropriation is made or prior fiscal years: Provided further, That
the appropriations herein made for the care and maintenance of
veterans in hospitals or homes under the jurisdiction of the Veterans'
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Administration, medical, hospital, and domiciliary services: For 
all salaries and expenses of the Veterans' Administration, including 
the expenses of maintenance and operation of medical, hospital, and 
domiciliary services of the Veterans' Administration, in carrying out 
the duties, powers, and functions devolving upon it pursuant to the 
authority contained in the Act entitled "An Act to authorize the 
President to consolidate and coordinate governmental activities affect-
ing war veterans", approved July 3, 1930 (38 U. S. C. 11-11f), and 
any and all laws for which the Veterans' Administration is now or 
may hereafter be charged with administering, $97,000,000: Provided, 
That not to exceed $3,500 of this amount shall be available for 
expenses, except membership fees, of employees, detailed by the 
Administrator of Veterans' Affairs to attend meetings of associa-
tions for the promotion of medical science and conventions of organ-
ized war veterans: Provided further, That this appropriation shall 
be available also for personal services and rentals in the District of 
Columbia and elsewhere, including traveling expenses; examination 
of estimates of appropriations in the field, including actual expenses 
of subsistence or per diem allowance in lieu thereof; for expenses 
incurred in packing, crating, drayage, and transportation of house-
hold effects and other property, not exceeding in any one case five 
thousand pounds, of employees when transferred from one official 
station to another for permanent duty and when specifically author-
ized by the Administrator; furnishing and laundering of such wear-
ing apparel as may be prescribed for employees in the performance 
of their official duties,• purchase and exchange of law books, books 
of reference, periodicals, and newspapers; for passenger-carrying and 
other motor vehicles, including purchase, maintenance, repair, and 
operation of same, including not more than two passenger automo-
biles for general administrative use of the central office in the Dis-
trict of Columbia, one of which may be replaced during the fiscal 
year 1940 at a cost, including exchange, of not to exceed $1,500; and 
notwithstanding any provisions of law to the contrary, the Admin-
istrator is authorized to utilize Government-owned automotive equip-
ment in transporting children of Veterans' Administration employees 
located at isolated stations to and from school under such limitations 
as he may by regulation prescribe; and notwithstanding any provi-
sions of law to the contrary, the Administrator is authorized to 
expend not to exceed $2,000 of this appropriation for actuarial serv-
ices pertaining to the Government life-insurance fund, to be obtained 
by contract, without obtaining competition, at such rates of com-
pensation as he may determine to be reasonable; for allotment and 
transfer to the Public Health Service, the War, Navy, and Interior 
Departments, for disbursement by them under the various headings 
of their applicable appropriations, of such amounts as are necessary 
for the care and treatment of beneficiaries of the Veterans' Admin-
istration, including minor repairs and improvements of existing 
facilities under their jurisdiction necessary to such care and treat-
ment; for expenses incidental to the maintenance and operation of 
farms; for recreational articles and facilities at institutions main-
tained by the Veterans' Administration; for administrative expenses 
incidental to securing employment for war veterans,• for funeral, 
burial, and other expenses incidental thereto for beneficiaries of the 
Veterans' Administration accruing during the year for which this 
appropriation is made or prior fiscal years: Provided further, That 
the appropriations herein made for the care and maintenance of 
veterans in hospitals or homes under the jurisdiction of the Veterans' 
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Administration shall be available for the purchase of tobacco to be
furnished, subject to such regulations as the Administrator of Vet-
erans' Affairs shall prescribe, to veterans receiving hospital treatment
or domiciliary care in Veterans' Administration hospitals or homes:
Provided further, That this appropriation shall be available for Aid to State, etc.,
continuing aid to State or Territorial homes for the support of dis- e s

abled volunteer soldiers and sailors, in conformity with the Act
approved August 27, 1888 (24 U. S. C. 134), as amended, for those 25 Stat. 450.
veterans eligible for admission to Veterans' Administration facilities 24 U. S. C. 134.
for domiciliary care.

No part of this appropriation shall be expended for the purchase Use for neo con-
of any site for or toward the construction of any new hospital or den.
home, or for the purchase of any hospital or home; and not more Repair, etc., of facil-
than $2,500,000 of this appropriation may be used to repair, alter, ites.
improve, or provide facilities in the several hospitals and homes
under the jurisdiction of the Veterans' Administration either by con-
tract or by the hire of temporary employees and the purchase of
materials.

For printing and binding for the Veterans' Administration, Printing and bind-
including all its bureaus and functions located in Washington, District ng'
of Columbia, and elsewhere, $120,000.

Pensions: For the payment of compensation, pensions, gratuities, Pensions.
and allowances, now authorized under any Act of Congress, or regu-
lation of the President based thereon, or which may hereafter be
authorized, including emergency officers' retirement pay and annuities, Emergency officers'
the administration of which is now or may hereafter be placed in retirement pay, etc.
the Veterans' Administration, accruing during the fiscal year for
which this appropriation is made or in prior fiscal years, $432,063,000,
to be immediately available.

For military and naval insurance accruing during the fiscal year Military and naval
for which this appropriation is made or in prior fiscal years, insurance.
,26,791,000.

Adjusted service and dependent pay: For payment of adjusted- Adjusted service
service credits of not more than $50 each and the quarterly install- andt dependent pay.
ments due to dependents of deceased veterans, as provided in the
Act of May 19, 1924, as amended (38 U. S. C. 631-632, 661-670; 43Stat. 12

5
..

; 38U. S. C. § ,1,U. S. C., Supp. I, secs. 662-664), $1,104,000, to be immediately avail- .32, ,Wi-70; Sup,'p.
able and to remain available until expended. I,64.

Hospital and domiciliary facilities: For hospital and domiciliary cispita ani d doini-
facilities, $4,015,000 to remain available until expended: Provided, Proeisa.
That this amount shall be available for use by the Administrator of ticstension of facil-
Veterans' Affairs, with the approval of the President, for extending
any of the facilities under the jurisdiction of the Veterans' Admin-
istration or for any of the purposes set forth in sections 1 and 2 of 46 Stat. 1550, 1551.
the Act approved March 4, 1931 (38 U. S. C. 438j): Provided further, 438 k . c. § 438j .
That not to exceed 3 per centum of this amount shall be available Technical and cler-
for the employment in the District of Columbia and in the field of ic1 assistants.
necessary technical and clerical assistants to aid in the preparation of
plans and specifications for the projects as approved hereunder and
in the supervision of the execution thereof, and for traveling expenses,
rentals in the District of Columbia, field office equipment, and sup-
plies in connection therewith.

Total, Veterans' Administration, $561,093,000: Provided, That no P r iov.its.
part of this appropriation shall be expended for the purchase of Butter substitues
oleomargarine or butter substitutes except for cooking purposes.
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Administration shall be available for the purchase of tobacco to be 
furnished, subject to such regulations as the Administrator of Vet-
erans' Affairs shall prescribe, to veterans receiving hospital treatment 
or domiciliary care in Veterans' Administration hospitals or homes: 
Provided further, That this appropriation shall be available for 
continuing aid to State or Territorial homes for the support of dis-
abled volunteer soldiers and sailors, in conformity with the Act 
approved August 27, 1888 (24 U. S. C. 134), as amended, for those 
veterans eligible for admission to Veterans' Administration facilities 
for domiciliary care. 
No part of this appropriation shall be expended for the purchase 

of any site for or toward the construction of any new hospital or 
home, or for the purchase of any hospital or home; and not more 
than $2,500,000 of this appropriation may be used to repair, alter, 
improve, or provide facilities in the several hospitals and homes 
under the jurisdiction of the Veterans' Administration either by con-
tract or by the hire of temporary employees and the purchase of 
materials. 
For printing and binding for the Veterans' Administration, 

including all its bureaus and functions located in Washington, District 
of Columbia, and elsewhere, $120,000. 

Pensions: For the payment of compensation, pensions, gratuities, 
and allowances, now authorized under any Act of Congress, or regu-
lation of the President based thereon, or which may hereafter be 
authorized, including emergency officers' retirement pay and annuities, 
the administration of which is now or may hereafter be placed in 
the Veterans' Administration, accruing during the fiscal year for 
which this appropriation is made or in prior fiscal years, $432,063,000, 
to be immediately available. 
For military and naval insurance accruing during the fiscal year 

for which this appropriation is made or in prior fiscal years, 
$26,791,000. 
Adjusted service and dependent pay: For payment of adjusted-

service credits of not more than $50 each and the quarterly install-
ments due to dependents of deceased veterans, as provided in the 
Act of May 19, 1924, as amended (38 U. S. C. 631-632, 661-670; 
U. S. C., Supp. I, secs. 662-664), $1,101,000, to be immediately avail-
able and to remain available until expended. 

Hospital and domiciliary facilities: For hospital and domiciliary 
facilities, $4,015,000 to remain available until expended: Provided, 
That this amount shall be available for use by the Administrator of 
Veterans' Affairs, with the approval of the President, for extending 
any of the facilities under the jurisdiction of the Veterans' Admin-
istration or for any of the purposes set forth in sections 1 and 2 of 
the Act approved March 4, 1931 (38 U. S. C. 438j ) : Provided further, 
That not to exceed 3 per centum of this amount shall be available 
for the employment in the District of Columbia and in the field of 
necessary technical and clerical assistants to aid in the preparation of 
plans and specifications for the projects as approved hereunder and 
in the supervision of the execution thereof, and for traveling expenses, 
rentals in the District of Columbia, field office equipment, and sup-
plies in connection therewith. 

Total, Veterans' Administration, $561,093,000: Provided, That no 
part of this appropriation shall be expended for the purchase of 
oleomargarine or butter substitutes except for cooking purposes. 

Aid to State, etc., 
homes. 

25 Stat. 450. 
24 U. S. C. § 134. 

Use for new con-
struction, etc., forbid-
den. 

Repair, etc., of facil-
ities. 

Printing and bind-
ing. 

Pensions. 

Emergency officers' 
retirement pay, etc. 

Military and naval 
insurance. 

Adjusted service 
and dependent pay. 

43 Stat. 125. 
38 U. S. C. §§ 031- 

032, 601-670; Stipp. 
IV, §§ 662-664. 

Hospital and domi-
ciliary facilities. 

Provisos. 
Extension of facili-

ties. 

46 Stat. 1550, 1551. 
38 U. S. C. §§ 438j, 

438k. 
Technical and cler-

ical assistants. 

Proviso. 
Butter substitutes. 
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EMERGENCY AGENCIES

FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD

Administrative ex- For the administrative expenses of the Federal Home Loan Bank
en47 stat. 725. Board, established by the Federal Home Loan Bank Act of July 22,

14; upp. Iv ch. 42. 1932 (47 Stat. 725), including personal services in the District of
Travel expenes. Columbia and elsewhere; travel expenses, in accordance with the
44 Stat. 688.
u.s.c. s821-33. Standardized Government Travel Regulations and the Act of June

3, 1926, as amended (5 U. S. C. 821-833); expenses (not to exceed
$2,500) of attendance at meetings concerned with the work of the

Printing and bind- Board when specifically authorized by the Board; printing and bind-
ing; law books, books of reference, and not to exceed $500 for peri-

Supplies,etc. odicals and newspapers; procurement of supplies, equipment, and
services; typewriters, adding machines, and other labor-saving
devices, including their repair and exchange; rent outside of the
District of Columbia; payment, when specifically authorized by the
Board, of actual transportation expenses and not to exceed $10 per
diem in lieu of subsistence and other expenses of persons serving,
while away from their homes, without other compensation from the

serice andfacilities United States, in an advisory capacity to the Board; use of the serv-
ices and facilities of the Home Owners' Loan Corporation and the
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation; and all other
necessary administrative expenses, $1,400,000, payable from assess-
ments upon the Federal home loan banks and receipts of the Federal
Home Loan Bank Board from other sources for the fiscal year 1940

NoSnadinistrative and prior fiscal years: Provided, That all necessary expenses (includ-
expenses. ing services performed on a contract or fee basis, but not including

other personal services) in connection with the sale, issuance, and
retirement of, or payment of interest on, debentures or bonds, under
said Federal Home Loan Bank Act, as amended, shall be considered
as nonadministrative expenses for the purposes hereof: Provided

Payment. further, That except for the limitations in amounts hereinbefore
specified, and the restrictions in respect to travel expenses, the admin-
istrative expenses and other obligations of the Board shall be

47 Stat. 725. incurred, allowed, and paid in accordance with the provisions of said
I449;Supp.IVch.11. Act of July 22, 1932, as amended (12 U. S. C. 1421-1449).

HOME OWNERS' LOAN CORPORATION

Administrative ex- Not to exceed $24,500,000 of the funds of the Home Owners' Loan
48stat. Corporation, established by the Home Owners' Loan Act of 1933

1468;upp. ch. 12. (48 Stat. 128), shall be available during the fiscal year 1940 for
administrative expenses of the Corporation, including personal serv-

44 T'vtt.ele ices in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; travel expenses, in
5U.S.C. s21-833. accordance with the Standardized Government Travel Regulations

and the Act of June 3, 1926, as amended (5 U. S. C. 821-833);
expenses (not to exceed $5,000) of attendance at meetings concerned
with the work of the Corporation when specifically authorized by

rinting and bind- the Board of Directors; printing and binding; lawbooks, books of
reference, and not to exceed $500 for periodicals and newspapers;

Supplies. procurement of supplies, equipment and services; maintenance,
Vehicl. repair, and operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles,

to be used only for official purposes; typewriters, adding machines,
and other labor-saving devices including their repair and exchange;

use of designated rent in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; use of the services
services. and facilities of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, Federal

home-loan banks, and Federal Reserve banks; and all other necessary
Pr~ior. administrative expenses: Provided, That all necessary expenses
Nepensesm tratve (including services performed on a force account, contract or fee
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Administrative ex-
penses. 

47 Stat. 725. 
12 U. S. C. §§ 1421-

1449; Supp. IV, ch. 11. 
Travel expenses. 
44 Stat. 688. 
5 U. S. C. §§821-833. 

Printing and bind-
ing. 

Supplies, etc. 

Use of designated 
services and facilities. 

Provisos. 
Nonadministrative 

expenses. 

Payment. 

47 Stat. 725. 
12 U. S. C. §§ 1421-

1449;Supp.IV, ch.11. 

Administrative ex-
penses. 

48 Stat. 128. 
12 U. S. C. §§ 1461-

1468; Supp. IV, ch. 12. 

Travel expenses. 
44 Stat. 688. 
5 U.S.C. §§821-833. 

Printing and bind-
ing. 

Supplies. 
Vehicles. 

Use of designated 
services. 

Provisos. 
Nonadministrative 

expenses. 
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EMERGENCY AGENCIES 

FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD 

For the administrative expenses of the Federal Home Loan Bank 
Board, established by the Federal Home Loan Bank Act of July 22, 
1932 (47 Stat. 725), including personal services in the District of 
Columbia and elsewhere; travel expenses, in accordance with the 
Standardized Government Travel Regulations and the Act of June 
3, 1926, as amended (5 U. S. C. 821-833) ; expenses (not to exceed 
$2,500) of attendance at meetings concerned with the work of the 
Board when specifically authorized by the Board; printing and bind-
ing; law books, books of reference, and not to exceed $500 for peri-
odicals and newspapers; procurement of supplies, equipment, and 
services; typewriters, adding machines, and other labor-saving 
devices, including their repair and exchange; rent outside of the 
District of Columbia; payment, when specifically authorized by the 
Board, of actual transportation expenses and not to exceed $10 per 
diem in lieu of subsistence and other expenses of persons serving, 
while away from their homes, without other compensation from the 
United States, in an advisory capacity to the Board; use of the serv-
ices and facilities of the Home Owners' Loan Corporation and the 
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation; and all other 
necessary administrative expenses, $1,400,000, payable from assess-
ments upon the Federal home loan banks and receipts of the Federal 
Home Loan Bank Board from other sources for the fiscal year 1940 
and prior fiscal years: Provided, That all necessary expenses (includ-
ing services performed on a contract or fee basis, but not including 
other personal services) in connection with the sale, issuance, and 
retirement of, or payment of interest on, debentures or bonds, under 
said Federal Home Loan Bank Act, as amended, shall be considered 
as nonadministrative expenses for the purposes hereof: Provided 
further, That except for the limitations in amounts hereinbefore 
specified, and the restrictions in respect to travel expenses, the admin-
istrative expenses and other obligations of the Board shall be 
incurred, allowed, and paid in accordance with the provisions of said 
Act of July 22, 1932, as amended (12 U. S. C. 1421-1449). 

HOME OWNERS' LOAN CORPORATION 

Not to exceed $24,500,000 of the funds of the Home Owners' Loan 
Corporation, established by the Home Owners' Loan Act of 1933 
(48 Stat. 128), shall be available during the fiscal year 1940 for 
administrative expenses of the Corporation, including personal serv-
ices in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; travel expenses, in 
accordance with the Standardized Government Travel Regulations 
and the Act of June 3, 1926, as amended (5 U. S. C. 821-833) ; 
expenses (not to exceed $5,000) of attendance at meetings concerned 
with the work of the Corporation when specifically authorized by. 
the Board of Directors; printing and binding; lawbooks, books of 
reference, and not to exceed $500 for periodicals and newspapers; 
procurement of supplies, equipment and services; maintenance, 
repair, and operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles, 
to be used only for official purposes; typewriters, adding machines, 
and other labor-saving devices, including their repair and exchange; 
rent in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; use of the services 
and facilities of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, Federal 
home-loan banks, and Federal Reserve banks; and all other necessary 
administrative expenses: Provided, That all necessary expenses 
(including services performed on a force account, contract or fee 
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basis, but not including other personal services) in connection with
the acquisition, protection, operation, maintenance, improvement, or
disposition of real or personal property belonging to the Corporation
or in which it has an interest, shall be considered as nonadministra-
tive expenses for the purposes hereof: Provided further, That except
for the limitations in amounts hereinbefore specified, and the restric-
tions in respect to travel expenses, the administrative expenses and
other obligations of the Corporation shall be incurred, allowed, and
paid in accordance with the provisions of said Home Owners' Loan
Act of 1933, as amended (12 U. S. C. 1461-1468).

FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION

547

Payment.

48 Stat. 128.
12 U. S. C. §§ 1461-

1468; Supp. IV, ch. 12.

Not to exceed $9,000,000 of the mutual mortgage insurance fund Administrative ex-
and $3,500,000 of the funds advanced by the Reconstruction Finance Po s t,; p. 1303.
Corporation to the Federal Housing Administration, created under
authority of the National Housing Act of June 27, 1934 (48 Stat. 48 Stat. 124612 U. S. C. 6§ 1701-1246), in all $12,500,000, shall be available during the fiscal year 1940 1732;Supp.Ich. 13.
for administrative expenses of the Administration, including:
Personal services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; travel Travel expenses.
expenses, in accordance with the Standardized Government Travel 4 Ust. c68s21 833.
Regulations and the Act of June 32 1926, as amended (5 U. S. C.
821-833), but there may be allowed in addition to mileage at a rate
not to exceed 4 cents per mile for travel by motor vehicle reimburse-
ment for the actual cost of ferry fares and bridge and tunnel tolls,
and employees engaged in the inspection of property may be paid an
allowance not to exceed 3 cents per mile for all travel performed in
their personally owned automobiles within the limits of their official
posts of duty when such travel is performed in connection with such
inspection; printing and binding; law books, books of reference, and i'rinting and bind-
not to exceed $1,500 for periodicals and newspapers; not to exceed
$1,500 for contract actuarial services; procurement of supplies, equip- Supplies, etc.
menb, and services; purchase of one and maintenance, repair, and
operation of three motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles, to be
used only for official purposes; payment, when specifically authorized
by the Administrator, of actual transportation expenses and not to
exceed $10 per diem in lieu of subsistence and other expenses to per-
sons serving, while away from their homes, without other compen-
sation from the United States, in an advisory capacity to the Admin-
istration; not to exceed $2,000 for expenses of attendance, when Attendanceat meet-
specifically authorized by the Administrator, at meetings concerned gs
with the work of the Administration; typewriters, adding machines,
and other labor-saving devices, including their repair and exchange;
rent in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; and all other neces-
sary administrative expenses: Provided, That all necessary expenses Provisos.
(including services performed on a contract or fee basis, but not expenses. tr
including other personal services) in connection with the operation, Post p. 1303.
maintenance, improvement, or disposition of real or personal property
of the Administration acquired under authority of Title II ofsaid 48 tat. 1247.
National Housing Act, shall be considered as nonadministrative 17i; Supp. I v,70
expenses for the purposes hereof, and shall be paid from the mutual 1707-1715b.
mortgage insurance fund created by said Act: Provided further,
That, except for the limitations in amounts hereinbefore specified Payment.
and the restrictions in respect to travel expenses, the administrative
expenses and other obligations of the Administration shall be 48 Stat. 1246.

12 U S. C. B§ 1701-incurred, allowed, and paid in accordance with the provisions of said 1723; Supp. Iv., 5
Act of June 27, 1934, as amended (1 U. S. C. 1701-1723): Provided 1701a-1722.
further, That not exceeding $300,000 of the sum herein authorized Amount for Public
shall be expended in the District of Columbia during the fiscal year ton Divisio a
1940 for purposes of the Public Relations and Education Division.
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basis, but not including other personal services) in connection with 
the acquisition, protection, operation, maintenance, improvement, or 
disposition of real or personal property belonging to the Corporation 
or in which it has an interest, shall be considered as nonadministra-
tive expenses for the purposes hereof: Provided further, That except 
for the limitations in amounts hereinbefore specified, and the restric-
tions in respect to travel expenses, the administrative expenses and 
other obligations of the Corporation shall be incurred, allowed, and 
paid in accordance with the provisions of said Home Owners' Loan 
.Act of 1933, as amended (12 U. S. C. 1461-1468). 

FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION 

Not to exceed $9,000,000 of the mutual mortgage insurance fund 
and $3,500,000 of the funds advanced by the Reconstruction Finance 
Corporation to the Federal Housing; Administration, created under 
authority of the National Housing .Act of June 27, 1934 (48 Stat. 
1246), in all $12,500,000, shall be available during the fiscal year 1940 
for administrative expenses of the Administration, including: 
Personal services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; travel 
expenses, in accordance with the Standardized Government Travel 
Regulations and the Act of June 32 1926, as amended (5 U. S. C. 
821-833), but there may be allowed in addition to mileage at a rate 
not to exceed 4 cents per mile for travel by motor vehicle reimburse-
ment for the actual cost of ferry fares and bridge and tunnel tolls, 
and employees engaged in the inspection of property may be paid an 
allowance not to exceed 3 cents per mile for all travel performed in 
their personally owned automobiles within the limits of their official 
posts of duty when such travel is performed in connection with such 
inspection; printing and binding; law books, books of reference, and 
not to exceed $1,500 for periodicals and newspapers; not to exceed 
$1,500 for contract actuarial services; procurement of supplies, equip-
ment, and services; purchase of one and maintenance, repair, and 
operation of three motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles, to be 
used only for official purposes; payment, when specifically authorized 
by the Administrator, of actual transportation expenses and not to 
exceed $10 per diem in lieu of subsistence and other expenses to per-
sons serving, while away from their homes, without other compen-
sation from the United States, in an advisory capacity to the Admin-
istration; not to exceed $2,000 for expenses of attendance, when 
specifically authorized by the Administrator, at meetings concerned 
with the work of the Administration; typewriters, adding machines, 
and other labor-saving devices, including their repair and exchange; 
rent in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; and all other neces-
sary administrative expenses: Provided, That all necessary expenses 
(including services performed on a contract or fee basis, but not 
including other personal services) in connection with the operation, 
maintenance" improvement, or disposition of real or personal property 
of the Administration acquired under authority of Title II of said 
National Housing Act, shall be considered as nonadministrative 
expenses for the purposes hereof, and shall be paid from the mutual 
mortgage insurance fund created by said Act: Provided further, 
That, except for the limitations in amounts hereinbefore specified 
and the restrictions in respect to travel expenses, the administrative 
expenses and other obligations of the Administration shall be 
incurred, allowed, and paid in accordance with the provisions of said 
Act of June 27, 1934, as amended (12 U. S. C. 1701-1723) : Provided 
further, That not exceeding $300,000 of the sum herein authorized 
shall be expended in the District of Columbia during the fiscal year 
1940 for purposes of the Public Relations and Education Division. 

Payment. 

48 Stat. 128. 
12 U. S. C. §§ 1461-

1468; Supp. IV, ch. 12. 

Administrative ex-
penses. 

Post, p. 1303. 

48 Stat. 1246. 
12 U. S. C. §§ 1701-

1732; Supp. IV, ch. 13. 

Travel expenses. 
44 Stat. 688. 
5 U. S. C. §§821-833. 

Printing and bind-
ing. 

Supplies, etc. 

Attendance at meet-
ings. 

Provisos. 
Nonadministrative 

expenses. 
Post, p. 1303. 

48 Stat. 1247. 
12 U. S. C. ¢§ 1707-

1715; Supp. IV, II 
1707-1715b. 

Payment. 

48 Stat. 1246. 
12 U. S. C. §§ 1701-

1M; Supp. IV, §§ 
1701a-1722. 

Amount for Public 
Relations and Educa-
tion Division. 
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Insurance of finan-
cial institutions.

Post, p. 1303.

48 Stat. 1246.
12 U. . C. . 1703;

Supp. IV, §1703.

Administrative ex-
penses.

48 Stat. 1255.
12 U. S. C. § 1724;

Supp. IV, § 1725.

Travel expenses.
44 Stat. 688.
5 U.S.C. §§821-833.

Printing and bind-
ing.

Use of services of
designated agencies.

Provisos.
Nonadministrative

expenses.

Payment.

48 Stat. 1256.
12 U. S. C. §§ 1725-

1732; Supp. IV, ,5
1725-1727, 1729.

Not to exceed $7,000,000 of the funds of the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation, advanced or to be advanced to the Federal Housing
Administration under authority of the National Housing Act of
June 27, 1934 (48 Stat. 1246), as amended, shall be available during
the fiscal year 1940 for the payment of losses under insurance granted
under section 2, title I, of said Act.

FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN INSURANCE CORPO-
RATION

Not to exceed $300,000 of the funds of the Federal Savings and
Loan Insurance Corporation, established by title IV of the National
Housing Act of June 27, 1934 (48 Stat. 1246), shall be available
during the fiscal year 1940 for administrative expenses of the Corpo-
ration, including personal services in the District of Columbia and
elsewhere; travel expenses, in accordance with the Standardized
Government Travel Regulations and the Act of June 3, 1926, as
amended (5 U. S. C. 821-833); expenses (not to exceed $1,000)
of attendance at meetings concerned with the work of the Corpora-
tion when specifically authorized by the Board of Trustees; printing
and binding; law books, books of reference, and not to exceed $250
for periodicals and newspapers; procurement of supplies, equipment,
and services; typewriters, adding machines, and other labor-saving
devices, including their repair and exchange; use of the services and
facilities of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, Federal home
loan banks, Federal Reserve banks, and agencies of the Government
as authorized by said title IV; and all other necessary administrative
expenses: Provided, That all necessary expenses in connection with
the liquidation of insured institutions under said title IV shall be
considered as nonadministrative expenses for the purposes hereof:
Provided further, That, except for the limitations in amounts herein-
before specified, and the restrictions in respect to travel expenses, the
administrative expenses and other obligations of the Corporation
shall be incurred, allowed, and paid in accordance with the provisions
of said Act of June 27, 1934, as amended (12 U. S. C. 1725-1732).

FEDERAL EMERGENCY ADMINISTRATION OF PUBLIC
WORKS

Administratlve ex- Not to exceed $20,000,000 of the funds appropriated by the Public
pense
e2 Stat. 816. Works Administration Appropriation Act of 1938 shall be available
Pot, p. 985. for administrative expenses of said Administration, as follows:

$16,000,000 for the fiscal year 1940 and $4,000,000 for the fiscal years
1939 and 1940, which administrative expenses shall include personal

Travelexpenses. services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; travel expenses,
44 Stat. 688.
b U.S. c.a821-83. in accordance with the Standardized Government Travel Regulations

and the Act of June 3 1926, as amended (5 U. S. C. 821-833);
Printing and bind- printing and binding; law books, books of reference, and not to

in
g. exceed $1,000 for periodicals, newspapers, and press clippings; pro-
Supplies, etc. curement of supplies, equipment, and services; purchase and exchange
Vehicles. (not to exceed $12,000), maintenance, repair, and operation of motor-

propelled passenger-carrying vehicles, to be used only for official
purposes; typewriters, adding machines, and other labor-saving

Attendanceatmeet- devices, including their repair and exchange; not to exceed $1,000
Ings. for expenses of attendance, when specifically authorized by the

Administrator, at meetings concerned with the work of the Admin-
istration; rent in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; and all

P ofdi. other necessary administrative expenses: Provided, That except forPayment of adm .rai n , . .
strative expenses. the limitations in amounts hereinbefore specified, and the restrictions

in respect to travel expenses, the administrative expenses and other
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Insurance of finan-
cial institutions. 
Post, p. 1303. 

48 Stat. 1246. 
12 U. S. C. § 1703; 

Supp. IV, § 1703. 

Administrative ex-
penses. 

48 Stat. 1255. 
12 U. S. C. § 1724; 

Supp. IV, § 1725. 

Travel expenses. 
44 Stat. 688. 
5 II. 8. c.15821-833. 

Printing and bind-
ing. 
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Provisos. 
Nonadministrative 

expenses. 

Payment. 

48 Stat. 1256. 
12 U. S. C. §§ 1725-

1732; Supp. IV, §§ 
1725-1727, 1729. 

Administrative ex-
penses. 

52 Stat. 816. 
Post, p. 985. 

Travel expenses. 
44 Stat. 688. 
5 U. S. C. 11821-833. 

Printing ainl bind-
ing. 

Supplies, etc. 
Vehicles. 

Attendance at meet-
ings. 

Provisos. 
Payment of admin-

istrative expenses. 

Not to exceed $7,000,000 of the funds of the Reconstruction Finance 
Corporation, advanced or to be advanced to the Federal Housing 
Administration under authority of the National Housing Act of 
June 27, 1934 (48 Stat. 1246), as amended, shall be available during 
the fiscal year 1940 for the payment of losses under insurance granted 
under section 2, title I, of said Act. 

FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN INSURANCE CORPO-
RATION 

Not to exceed $300,000 of the funds of the Federal Savings and 
Loan Insurance Corporation, established by title IV of the National 
Housing Act of June 27, 1934 (48 Stat. 1246), shall be available 
during the fiscal year 1940 for administrative expenses of the Corpo-
ration, including personal services in the District of Columbia and 
elsewhere; travel expenses, in accordance with the Standardized 
Government Travel Regulations and the Act of June 3, 1926, as 
amended (5 U. S. C. 821-833) ; expenses (not to exceed $1,000) 
of attendance at meetings concerned with the work of the Corpora-
tion when specifically authorized by the Board of Trustees; printing 
and binding; law books, books of reference, and not to exceed $250 
for periodicals and newspapers; procurement of supplies, equipment, 
and services; typewriters, adding machines, and other labor-saving 
devices, including their repair and exchange; use of the services and 
facilities of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, Federal home 
loan banks, Federal Reserve banks, and agencies of the Government 
as authorized by said title IV; and all other necessary administrative 
expenses: Provided, That all necessary expenses in connection with 
the liquidation of insured institutions under said title IV shall be 
considered as nonadministrative expenses for the purposes hereof: 
Provided further, That, except for the limitations in amounts herein-
before specified, and the restrictions in respect to travel expenses, the 
administrative expenses and other obligations of the Corporation 
shall be incurred, allowed, and paid in accordance with the provisions 
of said Act of June 27, 1934, as amended (12 IT. S. C. 1725-1732). 

FEDERAL EMERGENCY ADMINISTRATION OF PUBLIC 
WORKS 

Not to exceed $20,000,000 of the funds appropriated by the Public 
Works Administration Appropriation Act of 1938 shall be available 
for administrative expenses of said Administration, as follows: 
$16,000,000 for the fiscal year 1940 and $4,000,000 for the fiscal years 
1939 and 1940, which administrative expenses shall include personal 
services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; travel expenses, 
in accordance with the Standardized Government Travel Regulations 
and the Act of June 3, 1926, as amended (5 U. S. C. 821-833) ; 
printing and binding; law books, books of reference, and not to 
exceed $1,000 for periodicals, newspapers, and press clippings; pro-
curement of supplies, equipment, and services; purchase and exchange 
(not to exceed $12,000), maintenance, repair, and operation of motor-
propelled passenger-carrying vehicles, to be used only for official 
purposes; typewriters, adding machines, and other labor-saving 
devices, including their repair and exchange; not to exceed $1,000 
for expenses of attendance, when specifically authorized by the 
Administrator, at meetings concerned with the work of the Admin-
istration; rent m the District of Columbia and elsewhere; and all 
other necessary administrative expenses: Provided, That except for 
the limitations in amounts hereinbefore specified, and the restrictions 
in respect to travel expenses, the administrative expenses and other 
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obligations of the Administration shall be incurred, allowed, and
paid in accordance with the provisions of Title II of the National
Industrial Recovery Act: Provided further, That section 3709 of the
Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) shall not apply to any purchase
made or service procured when the amount involved is less than $300.

RECONSTRUCTION FINANCE CORPORATION
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48 Stat. 200.

Minor purchases.
R. S. § 3709.
41U.S.C. §5.

Not to exceed $9,250,000 of the funds of the Reconstruction Finance Administrative ex-
Corporation, established by the Act of January 22, 1932 (47 Stat. 5), enstat.5.
shall be available during the fiscal year 1940 for administrative 617; Supp. ICV, ch. 14;
expenses of the Corporation and of The RFC Mortgage Company,
including personal services in the District of Columbia and else-
where; travel expenses, in accordance with the Standardized Govern- Travelexpenses.
ment Travel Regulations and the Act of June 3, 1926, as amended vU.s.c.§§ 821-833.
(5 U. S. C. 821-833); printing and binding; law books, books of .Printing and bind-

reference, and not to exceed $1,000 for periodicals and newspapers;
procurement of supplies, equipment, and services; typewriters, add-
ing machines, and other labor-saving devices, including their repair
and exchange, rent in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; use of
the services and facilities of the Federal Reserve banks; and all other
necessary administrative expenses: Provided, That all necessary Proinisttrive
expenses in connection with the acquisition, operation, maintenance, expenses.
improvement, or disposition of any real or personal property belong-
ing to the Corporation or The RFC Mortgage Company or in which
they have an interest, including expenses of collections of pledged
collateral, shall be considered as nonadministrative expenses for the
purposes hereof: Provided further, That notwithstanding the pro- Payment.
visions of section 4 hereof, except for the limitations in amounts
hereinbefore specified, and the restrictions in respect to travel
expenses, the administrative expenses and other obligations of the
Corporation shall be incurred, allowed, and paid in accordance with 47 Sat. §5.
the provisions of said Act of January 22, 1932, as amended (15 617;Supp. : , ch. 14.
U. S. C. 601-617).

SEC. 2. In expending appropriations or portions of appropriations snlage ramited tor
contained in this Act, for the payment of personal services in the ctlassifneation Act.5 U7S. C. §§ e4I-674;District of Columbia in accordance with the Classification Act of supp. IV, §§673',673c.
1923, as amended, the average of the salaries of the total number of
persons under any grade in any bureau, office, or other appropriation
unit shall not at any time exceed the average of the compensation
rates specified for the grade by such Act, as amended, and in grades
in which only one position is allocated the salary of such position
shall not exceed the average of the compensation rates for the grade
except that in unusually meritorious cases of one position in a grade,
advances may be made to rates higher than the average of the com-
pensation rates of the grade but not more often that once in any fiscal
year and then only to the next higher rate: Provided, That this Retiction not a
restriction shall not apply (1) to grades 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the clerical- plicable to clerical.
mechanical service; or (2) to require the reduction in salary of any mNoreduction in
person whose compensation was fixed, as of July 1, 1924, in accord- "Xed salaries.
ance with the rules of section 6 of such Act; (3) to require the U.S. sc.§ W.
reduction in salary of any person who is transferred from one posi- duction.
tion to another position in the same or different grade, in the same
or different bureau, office, or other appropriation unit; (4) to prevent Higher rates per-
the payment of a salary under any grade at a rate higher than the itte
maximum rate of the grade when such higher rate is permitted by
the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, and is specifically author-
ized by other law; or (5) to reduce the compensation of any person inf ralyone posion
in a grade in which only one position is allocated.
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[CHAPTER 15]
AN ACT

March 25, 1939
[8. 1098] To amend section 12 of the Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act, as

[Public, No. 9] amended, by authorizing advances for crop insurance.

Soil Conservation
and Domestic Allot-
ment Act, amend-
ment.

49 Stat. 1151.
16 U. 8. C., Supp.

IV, § 5901.

Advances to pro-
ducers for crop insur-
ance authorized.

Remittance.

Terms and condi-
tions of advances.

49 Stat. 1149.
18 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, 590g.

Appropriation
made available.

62 Stat. 744.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 12 of
the Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act, as amended, is
amended by designating the existing provisions of said section 12 as
subsection (a) and by adding at the end thereof the following new
subsection (b):

"The Secretary is authorized to make advances to producers
for the purpose of assisting them to insure their crops with the Fed-
eral Crop Insurance Corporation. The Secretary shall remit the
amount of any such advances to a producer directly to such Corpora-
tion in payment of the premium on the insurance for which the
producer has made application. Advances shall only be made to pro-
ducers who are participating or who agree to participate in a
program formulated pursuant to section 8. Except as otherwise
provided in this subsection, the terms and conditions of such advances
shall be fixed by the Secretary. The appropriation made in the
Department of Agriculture Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1939
under the item entitled 'Conservation and Use of Agricultural Land
Resources, Department of Agriculture', shall be available during the
fiscal year 1939 for advances authorized by this subsection."

Approved, March 25, 1939.

SalarSies of desi- SEC. 3. During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, the salaries of
ted peonneled. the members of the Authority and the Administrator, Civil Aero-

nautics Authority, of the Commissioners of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, the Commissioners of the United States Maritime Com-
mission, and the Commissioners of the United States Tariff Commis-
sion shall be at the rate of $10,000 each per annum.

iemestabshmen gen SEC. 4. None of the funds made available by this Act for admin-
ppropriation ac- istrative expenses of the agencies under the caption "Emergency

ounts. agencies" shall be obligated or expended unless and until an appro-
priate appropriation account shall have been established therefor
pursuant to an appropriation warrant or a covering warrant, and
all such expenditures shall be accounted for and audited in accordance

34 Stat. i. with the terms and provisions of the Budget and Accounting Act of
1921, as amended.

itzenship require- SE. 5. N part of any appropriation contained in this Act or
authorized hereby to be expended shall be used to pay the com-
pensation of any officer or employee of the Government of the United
States, or of any agency the majority of the stock of which is owned
by the Government of the United States, whose post of duty is in
continental United States unless such person is a citizen of the United
States, or a person in the service of the United States on the date of
the approval of this Act who being eligible for citizenship has filed
a declaration of intention to become a citizen or who owes allegiance
to the United States.

hort title. SEC. 6. This Act may be cited as the "Independent Offices Appro-
priation Act, 1940".

Approved, March 16, 1939.

n
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SEc. 3. During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, the salaries of 
the members of the Authority and the Administrator, Civil Aero-
nautics Authority, of the Commissioners of the Interstate Commerce 
Commission, the Commissioners of the United States Maritime Com-
mission, and the Commissioners of the United States Tariff Commis-
sion shall be at the rate of $10,000 each per annum. 
SEC. 4. None of the funds made available by this Act for admin-

istrative expenses of the agencies under the caption "Emergency 
agencies" shall be obligated or expended unless and until an appro-
priate appropriation account shall have been established therefor 
pursuant to an appropriation warrant or a covering warrant, and 
all such expenditures shall be accounted for and audited in accordance 
with the terms and provisions of the Budget and Accounting Act of 
1921, as amended. 
Sm. 5. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act or 

authorized hereby to be expended shall be used to pay the com-
pensation of any officer or employee of the Government of the United 
States, or of any agency the majority of the stock of which is owned 
by the Government of the United States, whose post of duty is in 
continental United States unless such person is a citizen of the United 
States, or a person in the service of the United States on the date of 
the approval of this Act who being eligible for citizenship has filed 
a declaration of intention to become a citizen or who owes allegiance 
to the United States. 
SEC. 6. This Act may be cited as the "Independent Offices Appro-

priation Act, 1940". 
Approved, March 16, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 15] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 12 of the Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act, as 
amended, by authorizing advances for crop insurance. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 12 of 
the Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act, as amended, is 
amended by designating the existing provisions of said section 12 as 
subsection (a) and by adding at the end thereof the following new 
subsection (b) : 
"The Secretary is authorized to make advances to producers 

for the purpose of assisting them to insure their crops with the Fed-
eral Crop Insurance Corporation. The Secretary shall remit the 
amount of any such advances to a producer directly to such Corpora-
tion in payment of the premium on the insurance for which the 
producer has made application. Advances shall only be made to pro-
ducers who are participating or who agree to participate in a 
program formulated pursuant to section 8. Except as otherwise 
provided in this subsection, the terms and conditions of such advances 
shall be fixed by the Secretary. The appropriation made in the 
Department of Agriculture Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1939, 
under the item entitled 'Conservation and Use of Agricultural Land 
Resources, Department of Agriculture', shall be available during the 
fiscal year 1939 for advances authorized by this subsection." 
Approved, March 25, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 16]
JOINT RESOLUTION

To authorize the Postmaster General to withhold the awarding of star-route
contracts for a period of forty-five days.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Postmaster Gen-
eral is authorized and directed to withhold the awarding of star-
route contracts for which bids have been received in the third contract
section for a period of forty-five days after March 7, 1939.

Approved, March 25, 1939.

[CHAPTER 17]
AN ACT

551

March 25, 1939
IS. J. Res. 76]

[Pub. Res., No. 4]

Postal Service.
Award of certain

star-route contracts,
withholding directed.

March 27, 1939
To authorize the purchase of certain lands for the Apache Tribe of the Mescalero [s. 876]

Reservation, New Mexico. [Public, No. 10]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized in his discretion to
purchase with any available funds heretofore or hereafter appro-
priated pursuant to authority contained in section 5 of the Act of
June 18, 1934 (48 Stat. L. 984), lots 1, 2, 3, and 4, north half north-
east quarter southwest quarter northeast quarter, north half southeast
quarter northeast quarter, north half southeast quarter southeast
quarter northeast quarter, section 24, township 15 south, range 15
east, and lots 4, 5, and 6, section 19, township 15 south, range 16 east,
New Mexico principal meridian, New Mexico. Title to the lands
shall be taken in the name of the United States in trust for the
Apache Tribe of the Mescalero Reservation.

Approved, March 27, 1939.

[CHAPTER 18]
AN ACT

To repeal section 9 of the Act of March 3, 1875 (18 Stat. L. 450), as amended.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled That section 9 of the
Act of March 3 1875 (18 Stat. L. 450), as amended (U. S. C., title 25,
sec. 95), providing for the submission by bidders of certified checks
or bonds in the amount of 5 per centum of each proposal in excess of
$5,000 for goods, supplies, transportation, and so forth, for and on
account of the Indian Service, is hereby repealed.

Approved, March 27, 1939.

[CHAPTER 19]
AN ACT

To create the office of Military Secretary to the General of the Armies of the
United States of America, with the rank of colonel, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the office of
Military Secretary to the General of the Armies of the United States
of America, with the rank of colonel, is hereby created, and the Presi-
dent is hereby authorized, in his discretion, and by and with the

Apache Tribe of
Mescalero Reserva-
tion, N. Mex.

Purchase of lands
for, authorized.

48 Stat. 985.

March 27, 1939
[S. 1477]

[Public, No. II]

Indian Service.
Bidders, submission

of certified checks,
etc.; provision re-
pealed.

18 Stat. 450.
25 U. S. C. 95.

March 28, 1939
[S. 1301]

[Public, No. 12]

Military Secretary
to the General of the
Armies, office created.
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Promotion of officer
now serving.

41 Stat. 283.
Proviso.
Limitation.

advice and consent of the Senate, to promote to the grade of colonel
an officer of the Army who has served as military secretary to the
General of the Armies continuously since that office was revived by
Act of Congress approved September 3, 1919: Provided, That not
more than one appointment to office shall be made under the terms
of this Act.

Approved, March 28, 1939.

[CHAPTER 20]

March 28, 1939
[S. 877]

[Public, No. 13]

Rocky Boy Indian
Reservation, Mont.

Certain public-do-
main land added.

Description.

March 28, 1939
s. 1104]

[Public, No. 14]

Choctaw and Chick-
asaw Sanatorium and
General Hospital.

Conveyance of land,
buildings, etc., to
United States.

AN ACT

To add certain public-domain land in Montana to the Rocky Boy Indian
Reservation.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is
hereby withdrawn from the public domain and added to the Rocky
Boy Indian Reservation, in Montana, subject to all valid existing
rights and claims, all public domain land in the following described
area: Sections 19 to 36, inclusive, township 31 north, range 14 east;
sections 1 to 5, inclusive, sections 8 to 17, inclusive, sections 20 to 29,
inclusive, sections 30 to 36, inclusive, township 30 north, range 13
east; townships 30 north, ranges 14 and 15 east; west half, south-
east quarter section 6, section 7, west half west half section 8, west
half northwest quarter, southwest quarter section 17, section 18,
section 19, west half, west half east half section 20, sections 29 to
32, inclusive, township 30 north, range 16 east; sections 1 to 5, inclu-
sive, sections 8 to 17, inclusive, sections 20 to 29, inclusive, sections
32 to 36, inclusive, township 29 north, range 13 east; township 29
north, range 14 east; northeast quarter, west half southeast quarter,
west half section 5, section 6, section 7, west half, west half north-
east quarter, southeast quarter section 8, sections 17 to 20, inclusive,
sections 29 to 32, inclusive, township 29 north, range 16 east; sections
1 and 2, township 28 north, range 13 east, sections 1 to 30, inclusive,
township 28 north, range 14 east; and sections 6 and 7, sections 17 to
20, inclusive, and sections 29 and 30, township 28 north, range 15
east, Montana principal meridian.

Approved, March 28, 1939.

[CHAPTER 21]
AN ACT

To provide for conveying to the United States the land, buildings, and improve-
ments comprising the Choctaw and Chickasaw Sanatorium and General
Hospital.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the principal
chief of the Choctaw Nation and the governor of the Chickasaw
Nation be, and they are hereby, authorized to grant and convey to
the United States of America, with the consent and approval of the
Secretary of the Interior, not less than one hundred and sixty
acres and all buildings and improvements thereon comprising the
Choctaw and Chickasaw Sanatorium and General Hospital.

Approved, March 28, 1939.
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sections 1 to 5, inclusive, sections 8 to 17, inclusive, sections 20 to 29, 
inclusive, sections 30 to 36, inclusive, township 30 north, range 13 
east; townships 30 north, ranges 14 and 15 east; west half, south-
east quarter section 6, section 7, west half west half section 8, west 
half northwest quarter, southwest quarter section 17, section 18, 
section 19, west half, west half east half section 20, sections 29 to 
32, inclusive, township 30 north, range 16 east; sections 1 to 5, inclu-
sive, sections 8 to 17, inclusive, sections 20 to 29, inclusive, sections 
32 to 36, inclusive, township 29 north, range 13 east; township 29 
north, range 14 east; northeast quarter, west half southeast quarter, 
west half section 5, section 6, section 7, west half, west half north-
east quarter, southeast quarter section 8, sections 17 to 20, inclusive, 
sections 29 to 32, inclusive, township 29 north, range 16 east; sections 
1 and 2, township 28 north, range 13 east, sections 1 to 30, inclusive, 
township 28 north, range 14 east; and sections 6 and 7, sections 17 to 
20, inclusive, and sections 29 and 30, township 28 north, range 15 
east, Montana principal meridian. 
Approved, March 28, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 21] 
AN ACT 

March 28, 1939 
[S. 11041  To provide for conveying to the United States the land, buildings, and improve-

[Public, No. 14] ments comprising the Choctaw and Chickasaw Sanatorium and General 
Hospital. 

Choctaw and Chick-
asaw Sanatorium and 
General Hospital. 
Conveyance of land, 

buildings, etc., to 
United States. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the principal 
chief of the Choctaw Nation and the governor of the Chickasaw 
Nation be, and they are hereby, authorized to grant and convey to 
the United States of America, with the consent and approval of the 
Secretary of the Interior, not less than one hundred and sixty 
acres and all buildings and improvements thereon comprising the 
Choctaw and Chickasaw Sanatorium and General Hospital. 
Approved, March 28, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 22]
AN ACT

To authorize an appropriation to pay non-Indian claimants whose claims have
been extinguished under the Act of June 7, 1924, but who have been found en-
titled to awards under said Act as supplemented by the Act of May 31, 1933.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is
hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any money in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, a sum to compensate white
settlers or non-Indian claimants whose claims have been extinguished
under the Act of June 7, 1924 (43 Stat. L. 636), but who have been
found by the Secretary of the Interior, in conformity with the
proviso to section 3 of the Act of May 31, 1933 (48 Stat. L. 108, 109),
to be entitled to increased compensation by reason of errors in the
amount of award previously allowed, or entitled to original awards
by reason of errors in the omission of legitimate claimants, the non-
Indian claimants, or their successors, as found and reported by the
Secretary of the Interior, to be compensated out of said appropria-
tion to be disbursed under the direction of the Secretary of the
Interior in the amounts found to be due them, including $1,000 to
be paid to Alberto Cruz for his house, as follows:

Within the Pueblo of Taos, $9,733.05; within the Pueblo of San
Felipe, $93; in all, $9,826.05: Provided, That no part of the amounts
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall
be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on
account of services rendered in connection with these claims, and
the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, March 28, 1939.

[CHAPTER 24]
JOINT RESOLUTION

Providing for the participation of the United States in the celebration of the
twenty-fifth anniversary of the opening of the Panama Canal.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Coonlgress assembled, That in commemoration
of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the opening of the Panama Canal
to the commerce of the world the 15th day of August 1939 is hereby
made a public holiday in the Canal Zone and all officers and employees
of the Federal Government on the Isthmus of Panama whose services
are not required by the demands of the public service may be excused
from duty all day on that day without loss of the pay which they
would receive for an ordinary day's work.

SEC. 2. That the Governor of the Panama Canal may authorize
suitable ceremonies in commemoration of the twenty-fifth anniversary
of the opening of the Panama Canal and he is hereby authorized to
expend not exceeding $5,000 out of any moneys appropriated or
allotted for the maintenance and operation of the Panama Canal for
any expenses connected with such ceremonies, including the printing
and issuance of a suitable memorial booklet.

Approved, March 28, 1939.
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[CHAPTER 22] 
AN ACT 

To authorize an appropriation to pay non-Indian claimants whose claims have 
been extinguished under the Act of June 7, 1924, but who have been found en-
titled to awards under said Act as supplemented by the Act of May 31, 1933. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is 
hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any money in the 
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, a sum to compensate white 
settlers or non-Indian claimants whose claims have been extinguished 
under the Act of June 7, 1924 (43 Stat. L. 636), but who have been 
found by the Secretary of the Interior, in conformity with the 
proviso to section 3 of the Act of May 31, 1933 (48 Stat. L. 1081109), 
to be entitled to increased compensation by reason of errors in the 
amount of award previously allowed, or entitled to original awards 
by reason of errors in the omission of legitimate claimants, the non-
Indian claimants, or their successors, as found and reported by the 
Secretary of the Interior, to be compensated out of said appropria-
tion to be disbursed under the direction of the Secretary of the 
Interior in the amounts found to be due them, including $1,000 to 
be paid to Alberto Cruz for his house, as follows: 
Within the Pueblo of Taos, $9,733.05; within the Pueblo of San 

Felipe, $93; in all, $9,826.05: Provided, That no part of the amounts 
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall 
be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on 
account of services rendered in connection with these claims, and 
the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall 
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, March 28, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 24] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Providing for the participation of the United States in the celebration of the 
twenty-fifth anniversary of the opening of the Panama Canal. 

Resaved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in C071,gre88 assembled, That in commemoration 
of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the opening of the Panama Canal 
to the commerce of the worldl the 15th day of August 1939 is hereby 
made a public holiday in the Canal Zone and all officers and employees 
of the Federal Government on the Isthmus of Panama whose services 
are not required by the demands of the public service may be excused 
from duty all day on that day without loss of the pay which they 
would receive for an ordinary day's work. 
SEC. 2. That the Governor of the Panama Canal may authorize 

suitable ceremonies in commemoration of the twenty-fifth anniversary 
of the opening of the Panama Canal and he is hereby authorized to 
expend not exceeding $5,000 out of any moneys appropriated or 
allotted for the maintenance and operation of the Panama Canal for 
any expenses connected with such ceremonies, including the printing 
and issuance of a suitable memorial booklet. 
Approved, March 28, 1939. 
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March 29, 1939
[H. R. 950]

[Public, No. 16]

Officers' Competen-
cy Certificates Con-
vention, 1936.

Exemption of
American vessels
under 200 tons from
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Post, p. 1049.

Proviso.
Existing, etc., stat-

utes regardingexempt-
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[CHAPTER 26]
AN ACT

To exempt all vessels of the United States of less than two hundred tons gross
registered tonnage from the provisions of the Officers' Competency Certificates
Convention, 1936 (being International Labor Conference Treaty, Convention
Numbered 53, adopted by the International Labor Conference at Geneva in
1936).

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That pursuant to
the authority granted in the second clause of Article One of the
Officers' Competency Certificates Convention, 1936, ratified by the
President of the United States on September 1, 1938, by and with
the advice and consent of the Senate of the United States, given June
13, 1938 (being International Labor Conference Treaty, Draft Con-
vention, Numbered 53, adopted by the International Labor Conference
at Geneva in 1936), vessels of the United States of less than two
hundred tons gross registered tonnage are hereby exempted from the
provisions of such convention: Provided, however, That neither the
ratification of the said convention by the President of the United
States, nor the advice and consent of the United States Senate given
thereto, nor any provision of the said convention as ratified, nor any
provision of this Act shall be deemed to alter, amend, or repeal any
statute of the United States existing at the time of said ratification,
or thereafter enacted, with regard to any such vessel of less than two
hundred tons gross registered tonnage.

Approved, March 29, 1939.

[CHAPTER 27]
AN ACT

March 29, 1939 To extend the time for commencing and completing bridges across Cross Bayou,
[H. R. 2192] Twelve Mile Bayou, and Caddo Lake in Caddo Parish, Louisiana.

[Public, No. 17]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Cmade Parded, La. United States of America in Congress assembled, That the times for

ommengand corn- commencing and completing the construction of bridges across Cross
certain bridges. Bayou at Shreveport, Louisiana; across Twelve Mile Bayou, approx-

imately three miles north of Shreveport, Louisiana; and across Caddo
Lake at or near Mooringsport, Louisiana authorized to be built by
the Louisiana Highway Commission and/or the Parish of Caddo,

5 Stat. 697. Louisiana, by an Act of Congress approved August 19 1937, are
hereby extended, with respect to each bridge, one and three years,
respectively, from August 19, 1939.

Amendment. SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, March 29, 1939.

[CHAPTER 28]

March 29, 1939
[H. J. Res. 150]

[Pub. Res., No. 6]

Third International
Congress for Micro-
biology.

JOINT RESOLUTION

To amend the joint resolution entitled "Joint resolution to provide that the
United States extend to foreign governments invitations to participate in the
Third International Congress for Microbiology to be held in the United States
during the calendar year 1939."

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of .America in Congress assembled, That the joint
resolution entitled "Joint resolution to provide that the United States
extend to foreign governments invitations to participate in the Third
International Congress for Microbiology to be held in the United
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[Public, No. 17] 
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March 29, 1939 
[H. J. Res. 150] 

[Pub. Res., No. 8] 

Third International 
Congress for Micro-
biology. 

[CHAPTER 26] 
AN ACT 

To exempt all vessels of the United States of less than two hundred tons gross 
registered tonnage from the provisions of the Officers' Competency Certificates 
Convention, 1936 (being International Labor Conference Treaty, Convention 
Numbered 53, adopted by the International Labor Conference at Geneva in 
1936). 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That pursuant to 
the authority granted in the second clause of Article One of the 
Officers' Competency Certificates Convention, 1936, ratified by the 
President of the United States on September 1, 1938, by and with 
the advice and consent of the Senate of the United States, given June 
13, 1938 (being International Labor Conference Treaty, Draft Con-
vention, Numbered 53, adopted by the International Labor Conference 
at Geneva in 1936), vessels of the United States of less than two 
hundred tons gross registered tonnage are hereby exempted from the 
provisions of such convention: Provided, however, That neither the 
ratification of the said convention by the President of the United 
States, nor the advice and consent of the United States Senate given 
thereto, nor any provision of the said convention as ratified, nor any 
provision of this Act shall be deemed to alter, amend, or repeal any 
statute of the United States existing at the time of said ratification, 
or thereafter enacted, with regard to any such vessel of less than two 
hundred tons gross registered tonnage. 
Approved, March 29, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 27] 
AN ACT 

To extend the time for commencing and completing bridges across Cross Bayou, 
Twelve Mile Bayou, and Caddo Lake in Caddo Parish, Louisiana. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the times for 
commencing and completing the construction of bridges across Cross 
Bayou at Shreveport, Louisiana; across Twelve Mile Bayou, approx-
imately three miles north of Shreveport, Louisiana; and across Caddo 
Lake at or near Mooringsport, Louisiana, authorized to be built by 
the Louisiana Highway Commission and/or the Parish of Caddo, 
Louisiana, by an Act of Congress approved August 19, 1937, are 
hereby extended, with respect to each bridge, one and three years, 
respectively, from August 19, 1939. 

SEo. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 
expressly reserved. 
Approved, March 29, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 28] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To amend the joint resolution entitled "Joint resolution to provide that the 
United States extend to foreign governments invitations to participate in the 
Third International Congress for Microbiology to be held in the United States 
during the calendar year 1939." 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of -America in Congress assembled, That the joint 
resolution entitled "Joint resolution to provide that the United States 
extend to foreign governments invitations to participate in the Third 
International Congress for Microbiology to be held in the United 
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States during the calendar year 1939", approved June 25, 1938, is
hereby amended by inserting after the word "Microbiologists" the
following section:

"SEC. 2. That the sum of $10,000, or so much thereof as may be
necessary, is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the expenses of
organizing and holding the Third International Congress for Micro-
biology, including personal services in the District of Columbia and
elsewhere, without regard to the Classification Act of 1923, as
amended; communication services; stenographic reporting, translat-
ing, and other services by contract if deemed necessary, without
regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 41, sec.
5); travel expenses; local transportation; hire of motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles; transportation of things; rent in the
District of Columbia and elsewhere; printing and binding; entertain-
ment; official cards; purchase of newspapers, periodicals, books, and
documents; stationery, membership badges, and such other expenses
as may be actually and necessarily incurred by the Government of
the United States by reason of observance of appropriate courtesies in
connection therewith, and such other expenses as may be authorized
by the Secretary of State, including the reimbursement of other
appropriations from which payments may have been made for any of
the purposes herein specified."

Approved, March 29, 1939.

[CHAPTER 34]
JOINT RESOLUTION

Making an additional appropriation for the fiscal year 1939 for expenditure by
the United States Employees' Compensation Commission in accordance with
section 16 of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1938.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the sum of $2,000,000
is hereby appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for expenditure during the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1939, by the United States Employees' Compensation Com-
mission in accordance with the provisions of section 16 of the Emer-
gency Relief Appropriation Act of 1938.

Approved, April 1, 1939.

[CHAPTER 35]
AN ACT

To provide more effectively for the national defense by carrying out the
recommendations of the President in his message of January 12, 1939, to the
Congress.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act
approved June 24, 1936 (49 Stat. 1907), is hereby repealed. Section
8 of the Act of July 2, 1926 (44 Stat. 780), is hereby stricken out
and the following is substituted in lieu thereof:

"SEc. 8. The Secretary of War is hereby authorized to equip and
maintain the Air Corps with not to exceed six thousand serviceable
airplanes, and such number of airships and free and captive balloons
as he may determine to be necessary for training purposes together
with spare parts, equipment, supplies, hangars, and installation neces-
sary for the operation and maintenance thereof; and there is hereby
authorized to be appropriated for such purposes an amount not
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States during the calendar year 1939", approved June 25, 1938, is 
hereby amended by inserting after the word "Microbiologists" the 
following section: 

"SEc. 2. That the sum of $10,000, or so much thereof as may be 
necessary, is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the expenses of 
organizing and holding the Third International Congress for Micro-
biology, including personal services in the District of Columbia and 
elsewhere, without regard to the Classification Act of 1923, as 
amended; communication services; stenographic reporting, translat-
ing, and other services by contract if deemed necessary, without 
regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 41, sec. 
5) ; travel expenses; local transportation; hire of motor-propelled 
passenger-carrying vehicles; transportation of things; rent in the 
District of Columbia and elsewhere; printing and binding; entertain-
ment; official cards; purchase of newspapers, periodicals, books, and 
documents; stationery, membership badges, and such other expenses 
as may be actually and necessarily incurred by the Government of 
the United States by reason of observance of appropriate courtesies in 
connection therewith, and such other expenses as may be authorized 
by the Secretary of State, including the reimbursement of other 
appropriations from which payments may have been made for any of 
the purposes herein specified." 
Approved, March 29, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 34] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Making an additional appropriation for the fiscal year 1939 for expenditure by 
the United States Employees' Compensation Commission in accordance with 
section 16 of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1938. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the sum of $2,000,000 
is hereby appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for expenditure during the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1939, by the United States Employees' Compensation Com-
mission in accordance with the provisions of section 16 of the Emer-
gency Relief Appropriation Act of 1938. 
Approved, April 1, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 351 
AN ACT 
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Congress. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act 
approved June 24, 1936 (49 Stat. 1907), is hereby repealed. Section 
8 of the Act of July 2, 1926 (44 Stat. 780), is hereby stricken out 
and the following is substituted in lieu thereof: 

"SEc. 8. The Secretary of War is hereby authorized to equip and 
maintain the Air Corps with not to exceed six thousand serviceable 
airplanes, and such number of airships and free and captive balloons 
as he may determine to be necessary for training purposes together 
with spare parts, equipment, supplies, hangars, and installation neces-
sary for the operation and maintenance thereof; and there is hereby 
authorized to be appropriated for such purposes an amount not 
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exceeding $300,000,000, together with such annual appropriations as
Replacement of ob- may be necessary to maintain such air force. In order to maintain

the number specified above, the Secretary of War is hereby author-
ized to replace obsolete or unserviceable aircraft from time to time:

oPrsot.esi Provided, That the total number of airplanes and airships herein
of those awaiting sal- authorized shall be exclusive of those awaiting salvage or undergoing
vage, etc. experiment or service tests, those authorized by the Secretary of War

to be placed in museums, and those classified by the Secretary of
Number necssar War as obsolete: And provided further, That the total number offor National Guard,

etc., included. airplanes authorized in this section shall include the number neces-
sary for the training and equipment of the National Guard and the
training of the Organized Reserves as may be determined by the
Secretary of War."

Technical instruc SEO. 2. When the facilities of the Army for instruction andtion of Army person.
nel at civilian nstitu- training in aviation are deemed by the Secretary of War to be
tio', p. 9. insufficient he may, under such regulations as he may prescribe, and

without reference to any limitation contained in section 127a of the
44 Stat. 705. National Defense Act, as amended (10 U. S. C. 535), detail personnel
10US.C. 35 of the Regular Army as students at any technical, professional, or

other educational institution, or as students, observers, or investi-
gators at such industrial plants or other places as shall be best suited
to enable such personnel to acquire a knowledge of or experience
in the specialties incident to aviation in which the training of such

Liiaon o .- personnel is essential: Provided, That no expense shall be incurred by
penses. the United States in addition to the authorized emoluments of the

personnel so detailed except for the cost of tuition at such educa-
tional institutions, and the cost of maintenance of necessary per-
sonnel who may be detailed as supervisors or inspectors and of the
equipment assigned to them for their official use: Provided further,

Payment of tuition. That the tuition for the personnel during the period of their detail
may be paid from any funds which may hereafter be made available
for the procurement branches.

Air Corps Training SEC. 3. The Secretary of War, in his discretion and under suchCenter, enrollmentsr
from accredited civil- rules and regulations as he may prescribe, is authorized to enroll as
ian flying schools. students at the Air Corps Training Center, for the pursuit of such

courses of instruction as may be prescribed therefor, such civilians,
upon their own applications, as may be selected from the instructional
staffs of those civilian flying schools which have been accredited by
the War Department for the education, experience, and training of

ProosSos. personnel of the Military Establishment: Provided, That except forFederal cost restric-
tion. the furnishing of such supplies, materiel, or equipment as may be

necessary for training purposes, the training of such students shall be
Hospital or medical without cost to the United States: Provided further, That in case oftreatment.

injury to or sickness of such students, hospital or medical treatment
may be given in Government hospitals, but shall be without expense
to the United States other than for services of Medical Department
personnel and the use of hospital equipment, not including medicines

Gratuity due to or supplies: And provided further, That the United States shall bedeath, etc.,of student. A
under no obligation in respect to payment of a pension, compensation,
or other gratuity to the dependents of any such student who dies of
disease or injury while undergoing such training, nor to any such
student in the event of personal injury sustained by him.

etc. to acicredtd SE. 4. The Secretary of War is hereby authorized, in his discre-
civilian aviation tion and under rules, regulations, and limitations to be prescribed by
schools . him, to lend to accredited civilian aviation schools, one or more of

Traimug of Negro which shall be designated by the Civil Aeronautics Authority for the
training of any Negro air pilot, at which personnel of the Military
Establishment are pursuing a course of education and training pur-
suant to detail thereto under competent orders of the War Department,
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exceeding $300,000,000, together with such annual appropriations as 
may be necessary to maintain such air force. In order to maintain 
the number specified above, the Secretary of War is hereby author-
ized to replace obsolete or unserviceable aircraft from time to time: 
Provided, That the total number of airplanes and airships herein 
authorized shall be exclusive of those awaiting salvage or undergoing 
experiment or service tests, those authorized by the Secretary of War 
to be placed in museums, and those classified by the Secretary of 
War as obsolete: And provided further, That the total number of 
airplanes authorized in this section shall include the number neces-
sary for the training and equipment of the National Guard and the 
training of the Organized Reserves as may be determined by the 
Secretary of War." 

Suo. 2. When the facilities of the Army for instruction and 
training in aviation are deemed by the Secretary of War to be 
insufficient he may, under such regulations as he may prescribe, and 
without reference to any limitation contained in section 127a of the 
National Defense Act, as amended (10 U. S. C. 535), detail personnel 
of the Regular Army as students at any technical, professional, or 
other educational institution, or as students, observers, or investi-
gators at such industrial plants or other places as shall be best suited 
to enable such personnel to acquire a knowledge of or experience 
in the specialties incident to aviation in which the training of such 
personnel is essential: Provided, That no expense shall be incurred by 
the United States in addition to the authorized emoluments of the 
personnel so detailed except for the cost of tuition at such educa-
tional institutions, and the cost of maintenance of necessary per-
sonnel who may be detailed as supervisors or inspectors and of the 
equipment assigned to them for their official use: Provided further, 
That the tuition for the personnel during the period of their detail 
may be paid from any funds which may hereafter be made available 
for the procurement branches. 
SEC. 3. The Secretary of War, in his discretion and under such 

rules and regulations as he may prescribe, is authorized to enroll as 
students at the Air Corps Training Center, for the pursuit of such 
courses of instruction as may be prescribed therefor, such civilians, 
upon their own applications, as may be selected from the instructional 
staffs of those civilian flying schools which have been accredited by 
the War Department for the education, experience, and training of 
personnel of the Military Establishment: Provided, That except for 
the furnishing of such supplies, materiel, or equipment as may be 
necessary for training purposes, the training of such students shall be 
without cost to the United States: Provided further, That in case of 
injury to or sickness of such students, hospital or medical treatment 
may be given in Government hospitals, but shall be without expense 
to the United States other than for services of Medical Department 
personnel and the use of hospital equipment, not including medicines 
or supplies: And provided further, That the United States shall be 
under no obligation in respect to payment of a pension, compensation, 
or other gratuity to the dependents of any such student who dies of 
disease or injury while undergoing such training, nor to any such 
student in the event of personal injury sustained by him. 

Sr.o. 4. The Secretary of War is hereby authorized, in his discre-
tion and under rules, regulations, and limitations to be prescribed by 
him, to lend to accredited civilian. aviation schools, one or more of 
which shall be designated by the Civil Aeronautics Authority for the 
training of any Negro air pilot, at which personnel of the Military 
Establishment are pursuing a course of education and training pur-
suant to detail thereto under competent orders of the War Department, 
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out of aircraft, aircraft parts, aeronautical equipment and accessories
for the Air Corps, on hand and belonging to the Government, such
articles as may appear to be required for instruction, training, and
maintenance purposes.

SEC. 5. Section 1 of the Act entitled "An Act to amend the 4Stat. 102810 U. S. C.
National Defense Act", approved August 30, 1935 (49 Stat. 1028), is IV,§ 369a.
hereby amended to read as follows:

"That the President is hereby authorized to order annually, with Reserveoff

their consent, upon application to and selection by the War Depart- nated, foractl

ment, for a period of not more than one year for any one officer, Post, p. 997.
for active duty with the Regular Army, such numbers of Reserve Number, g
officers, in the grade of second lieutenant, as are necessary to main-
tain on active duty at all times not more than one thousand Reserve
officers of the promotion-list branches other than the Air Corps, not
more than three thousand Reserve officers of the Air Corps, and not
more than three hundred Reserve officers of the non-promotion-list
branches: Provided, That in the non-promotion-list branches and ProDos.
the Judge Advocate General's Department, such Reserve officers may motion-list bh
be in any grade not above captain: Provided further, That until etTourofactiT
July 1, 1949, the tour of active duty of Air Corps Reserve officers extension.

may, in the discretion of the Secretary of War, be extended
not to exceed a total of seven years' active service in all, and there-
after not to exceed a total of five years' active service in all: Pro-
vided further, That in the non-promotion-list branches and the Judge Extensior
Advocate General's Department, the tour of active duty may, in branches and'
the discretion of the Secretary of War, be extended not to exceed a Advpaent
total of two years' active service in all: And provided further, That Active duty

nothing herein contained shall require the termination of active dutv after tour begiu
of any Reserve officer because of promotion to a higher grade after
his tour of active duty begins. The tour of any Reserve Corps officer Discretionar

thority to teion active duty may be terminated at any time, in the discretion of the tour.
Secretary of War": Provided further, That all officers, warrant Disability o

officers, and enlisted men of the Army of the United States, other fineof duty
than the officers and enlisted men of the Regular Army, if called Post, pp. 04:
or ordered into the active military service by the Federal Government
for extended military service in excess of thirty days, and who suffer
disability or death in line of duty from disease or injury while so
employed shall be deemed to have been in the active military service
during such period and shall be in all respects entitled to receive
the same pensions, compensation, retirement pay, and hospital bene-
fits as are now or may hereafter be provided by law or regulation for
officers and enlisted men of corresponding grades and length of
service of the Regular Army.

SEc. 6. Section 2 of the said Act is hereby amended to read as 49Stat 1028.
10 U. S. C.,

follows: IV, § 487a.
"That, for the period of ten years beginning July 1, 1939, the foAnnRuala

Secretary of War is authorized to select annually, to be commissioned commissions fr
in the Regular Army in approximately equal annual increments, in ig-yead pegriod
accordance with the provisions of, and from the groups described in,
section 24e of the National Defense Act, as amended, such proportion 41 Stat. 774.
of the total number of officers as, in the judgment of the Secretary
of War, will be required to bring the commissioned personnel of the
Regular Army to peacetime strength, as hereinafter provided, on
June 30, 1949.

SEc. 7. Section 24e of the National Defense Act, as amended (41 41 stat-77.
Stat. 774), is hereby amended to read as follows:roup from

"Except as otherwise herein provided, all appointments in the Reg- Regular Arm

ular Army shall be made in the grade of second lieutenant from the poIments
following groups: Group 1, from graduates of the United States
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out of aircraft, aircraft parts, aeronautical equipment and accessories 
for the Air Corps, on hand and belonging to the Government, such  
articles as may appear to be required for instruction, training, and 
maintenance purposes. 
SEG. 5. Section 1 of the Act entitled "An Act to amend the 

National Defense Act", approved August 30, 1935 (49 Stat. 1028), is 
hereby amended to read as follows: 
"That the President is hereby authorized to order annually, with 

their consent, upon application to and selection by the War Depart-
ment, for a period of not more than one year for any one officer, 
for active duty with the Regular Army, such numbers of Reserve 
officers, in the grade of second lieutenant, as are necessary to main-
tain on active duty at all times not more than one thousand Reserve 
officers of the promotion-list branches other than the Air Corps, not 
more than three thousand Reserve officers of the Air Corps, and not 
more than three hundred Reserve officers of the non-promotion-list 
branches: Provided, That in the non-promotion-list branches and 
the Judge Advocate General's Department, such Reserve officers may 
be in any grade not above captain: Provided further, That until 
July 1, 1949, the tour of active duty of Air Corps Reserve officers 
may, in the discretion of the Secretary of War, be extended 
not to exceed a total of seven years' active service in all, and there-
after not to exceed a total of five years' active service in all: Pro-
vided further, That in the non-promotion-list branches and the Judge 
Advocate General's Department, the tour of active duty may, in 
the discretion of the Secretary of War, be extended not to exceed a 
total of two years' active service in all: And provided further, That 
nothing herein contained shall require the termination of active duty 
of any Reserve officer because of promotion to a higher grade after 
his tour of active duty begins. The tour of any Reserve Corps officer 
on active duty may be terminated at any time, in the discretion of the 
Secretary of War": Provided further, That all officers, warrant 
officers, and enlisted men of the Army of the United States, other 
than the officers and enlisted men of the Regular Army, if called 
or ordered into the active military service by the Federal Government 
for extended military service in excess of thirty days, and who suffer 
disability or death in line of duty from disease or injury while so 
employed shall be deemed to have been in the active military service 
during such period and shall be in all respects entitled to receive 
the same pensions, compensation, retirement pay, and hospital bene-
fits as are now or may hereafter be provided by law or regulation for 
officers and enlisted men of corresponding grades and length of 
service of the Regular Army. 
SEo. 6. Section 2 of the said Act is hereby amended to read as 

follows: 
"That, for the period of ten years beginning July 1, 1939, the 

Secretary of War is authorized to select annually, to be commissioned 
in the Regular Army in approximately equal annual increments, .in 
accordance with the provisions of, and from the groups described in, 
section 24e of the National Defense Act, as amended, such proportion 
of the total number of officers as, in the judgment of the Secretary 
of War, will be required to bring the commissioned personnel of the 
Regular Army to peacetime strength, as hereinafter provided, on 
June 30, 1949." 
SEC. 7. Section 24e of the National Defense Act, as amended (41 

Stat. 774), is hereby amended to read as follows: 
"Except as otherwise herein provided, all appointments in the Reg-

ular Army shall be made in the grade of second lieutenant from the 
following groups: Group 1, from graduates of the United States 
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Military Academy; group 2, from warrant officers and enlisted men
of the Regular Army who have had at least two years' service; group
3, from honor graduates of the senior division of the Reserve Officers'
Training Corps; group 4, from members of the Officers' Reserve
Corps and flying cadets, who have performed active duty under the
provisions of this Act, which duty may include service as a flying
cadet in the Air Corps Training Center; and group 5, from reserve
officers and from officers, warrant officers, and enlisted men of the
National Guard, members of the Enlisted Reserve Corps, and gradu-
ates of technical institutions approved by the Secretary of War:

orde of appoint- Provided, That, after all qualified members of group 1 have been
ments. appointed, appointments from the second, third, fourth, and fifth

groups shall be made in accordance with such regulations as the
Secretary of War may prescribe, from persons between the ages of

Number rom desig- twenty-one and thirty years: Provided further, That the number to
assignments. be selected from each of the second, third, fourth, and fifth groups,

and the number to be assigned to each branch of the service within
the limits prescribed by law from all groups shall be determined by

Annual appoint- the Secretary of War in his discretion: Provided further, That untilments from group 4,
excludin ng l Ca- June 30, 1949, the total number of officers to be appointed annually
9. unt ne from group 4, not including flying cadets, in the promotion list

branches other than the Air Corps shall be not less than 10 per
centum of the total number of Reserve officers of such branches other
than the Air Corps authorized to be called annually under appropri-

Maximum commis- ation Acts, and in no event less than fifty, and that any officers added
sonedstren to the Army under existing authorizations shall be within the total

authorized commissioned strength of sixteen thousand seven hundred
Immediate ommis- and nineteen: And provided further, That immediately upon thesion of 300 second

lieutenants, Air Corps. effective date of this Act, the President is authorized to commission
not to exceed three hundred second lieutenants in the Air Corps of the
Regular Army, from among Reserve officers and flying cadets who

AdCvte Geneas have qualified for such appointment under existing laws. Any
Department, vacan- vacancy in the grade of captain in the Judge Advocate General's

Department, not filled by transfer or detail from another branch,
may, in the discretion of the President, be filled by appointment from
Reserve judge advocates between the ages of thirty and thirty-six
years, and such appointee shall be placed upon the promotion list

MAppintments immediately below the junior captain on said list. Appointments inMeia, c., Corps
in grade of first lieu- the Medical, Dental, and Veterinary Corps in the grade of first lieu-
tenant. tenant shall be made from Reserve Medical, Dental, and Veterinary

officers, respectively, between the ages of twenty-three and thirty-two
rMedica s dminis- years. Appointments in the Medical Administrative Corps shall betrative Corps. po

made in the grade of second lieutenant from pharmacists between the
ages of twenty-one and thirty-two years who are graduates of recog-
nized schools or colleges of pharmacy requiring four years of instruc-
tion for graduation, under such regulations and after such examina-

Denta Cors. tion as the Secretary of War shall prescribe. To be eligible for
appointment in the Dental Corps, a candidate must be a graduate of
a recognized dental college, and have been engaged in the practice
of his profession for at least two years subsequent to graduation.Chapa. Appointments as chaplain shall be made from persons duly accredited
by some religious denomination or organization, and of good standing
therein, between the ages of twenty-three and forty-five years."

siPoned stregt SEo 8. On and after July 1, 1939, the peacetime commissioned
army; annualn strength of the Regular Army to be attained by approximately equal

annual increments, as hereinbefore provided, shall be sixteen thou-
sand seven hundred and nineteen officers, including sixty-seven gen-mB . eral officers of the line as now authorized by law. Commissioned
officers, other than general officers, shall be assigned to the several
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Military Academy; group 2, from warrant officers and enlisted men 
of the Regular Army who have had at least two years' service; group 
3, from honor graduates of the senior division of the Reserve Officers' 
Training Corps; group 4, from members of the Officers' Reserve 
Corps and flying cadets, who have performed active duty under the 
provisions of this Act, which duty may include service as a flying 
cadet in the Air Corps Training Center; and group 5, from reserve 
officers and from officers, warrant officers, and enlisted men of the 
National Guard, members of the Enlisted Reserve Corps, and gradu-
ates of technical institutions approved by the Secretary of War: 
Provided, That, after all qualified members of group 1 have been 
appointed, appointments from the second, third, fourth, and fifth 
groups shall be made in accordance with such regulations as the 
Secretary of War may prescribe, from persons between the ages of 
twenty-one and thirty years: Provided further, That the number to 
be selected from each of the second, third, fourth, and fifth groups, 
and the number to be assigned to each branch of the service within 
the limits prescribed by law from all groups shall be determined by 
the Secretary of War in his discretion: Provided further, That until 
June 30, 1949, the total number of officers to be appointed annually 
from group 4, not including flying cadets, in the promotion list 
branches other than the Air Corps shall be not less than 10 per 
centum of the total number of Reserve officers of such branches other 
than the Air Corps authorized to be called annually under appropri-
ation Acts, and in no event less than fifty, and that any officers added 
to the Army under existing authorizations shall be within the total 
authorized commissioned strength of sixteen thousand seven hundred 
and nineteen: And provided further, That immediately upon the 
effective date of this Act, the President is authorized to commission 
not to exceed three hundred second lieutenants in the Air Corps of the 
Regular Army, from among Reserve officers and flying cadets who 
have qualified for such appointment under existing laws. Any 
vacancy in the grade of captain in the Judge Advocate General's 
Department, not filled by transfer or detail from another branch, 
may, in the discretion of the President, be filled by appointment from 
Reserve judge advocates between the ages of thirty and thirty-six 
years, and such appointee shall be placed upon the promotion list 
immediately below the junior captain on said list. Appointments in 
the Medical, Dental, and Veterinary Corps in the grade of first lieu-
tenant shall be made from Reserve Medical, Dental, and Veterinary 
officers, respectively, between the ages of twenty-three and thirty-two 
years. Appointments in the Medical Administrative Corps shall be 
made in the grade of second lieutenant from pharmacists between the 
ages of twenty-one and thirty-two years who are graduates of recog-
nized schools or colleges of pharmacy requiring four years of instruc-
tion for graduation, under such regulations and after such examina-
tion as the Secretary of War shall prescribe. To be eligible for 
appointment, in the Dental Corps, a candidate must be a graduate of 
a recognized dental college, and have been engaged in the practice 
of his profession for at least two years subsequent to graduation. 
Appointments as chaplain shall be made from persons duly accredited 
by some religious denomination or organization, and of good standing 
therein, between the ages of twenty-three and forty-five years." 

Sac. 8. On and after July 1, 1939, the peacetime commissioned 
strength. of the Regular Army to be attained by approximately equal 
annual increments, as hereinbefore provided, shall be sixteen thou-
sand seven hundred and nineteen officers, including sixty-seven gen-
eral officers of the line as now authorized by law. Commissioned 
officers, other than general officers, shall be assigned to the several 
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branches as follows: Infantry, four thousand one hundred and
eighty-four; Cavalry, one thousand and thirty-four; Field Artillery,
one thousand seven hundred and twenty-six; Coast Artillery Corps,
one thousand three hundred and forty-one; Air Corps, three thou-
sand two hundred and three exclusive of officers detailed from
other arms and services for training and duty as aircraft observers
and other members of combat crews; Corps of Engineers, seven
hundred and ninety-five; Signal Corps, three hundred and forty-one;
Adjutant General's Department, one hundred and thirty-one; Judge
Advocate General's Department, one hundred and twenty-one; Quar-
termaster Corps, one thousand and sixteen; Finance Department,
one hundred and seventy-six; Ordnance Department, four hundred
and seventeen; Chemical Warfare Service, one hundred and twenty-
four; Medical Corps, one thousand four hundred and twenty-four;
Dental Corps, three hundred and sixteen; Veterinary Corps, one
hundred and twenty-six; Medical Administrative Corps, sixteen; and
Corps of Chaplains, one hundred and fifty-two: Provided, That the PrmOs.
President may increase or diminish the number of officers assigned mdfications per-
to any branch by not more than a total of 30 per centum: Provided
further, That nothing herein contained shall affect the number of Military Academy
professors, United States Military Academy, as now authorized by faculty
law, or require the separation from the service of any officer now PresentMedical
commissioned in the Medical Administrative Corps. Subject to the oiffiersatie Corps
authorized increase or decrease of 30 per centum hereinabove pro- Detai in InspectorGeneral's Depart-vided, the number of officers detailed in the Inspector General's ment.
Department shall be fifty-five.

SEC. 9. The Act approved June 11, 1938 (ch. 337, Seventy-fifth barmy Air Corps
Congress, third session), is hereby amended by striking out the listed men.
words "twenty-one thousand five hundred" in the last line thereof S ss 6, Supp.
and inserting in lieu thereof the words "forty-five thousand". Iv, §291.

SEC. 10. Nothing contained in this Act shall be construed to affect Reserveofficersnow
the operation of the Act of August 30, 1935 (49 Stat. 1028), with tion and commission-
respect to the selection and commissioning, in accordance with the "ing
provisions of section 2 of that Act, of Reserve officers now on active lo0 u. Cs., supp.
duty under the provisions of that Act. Upon the effective date of AI 4ve duty con-
this Act, Air Corps Reserve officers who are then on active duty under " at 4d.
the provisions of section 1 of the Act of June 16, 1936 (49 Stat. 1524) o0 U . S.C., Supp.
shall be deemed to be on active duty under the provisions of this Act: IVot .'w.
Provided, That on and after the effective date of this Act no Air Provso.
Corps Reserve officers shall be called to active duty under the pro- tivedut'yservice.
vision of section 1 of the said Act of June 16, 1936. Except as other-
wise herein provided, nothing contained in this Act shall be construed
to affect the number of Reserve officers that may be called to active
duty under existing laws, nor the conditions and the purposes for
which they may be called.

SEC. 11. Section 2 of the Act of June 16, 1936 (49 Stat. 1524), is 49Stat. 1524.
hereby amended to read as follows: IV; s C., Supp.

"Any Air Corps Reserve officer who has not been selected for Reserve officer not
selected for Regularcommission in the Regular Army shall be paid upon release from Army commission,

active duty following the termination of any period of active duty onp u acm on teiuy.
of three years or more in duration a lump sum of $500 which sum
shall be in addition to any pay and allowances which he may other-
wise be entitled to receive."

SEc. 12. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated not to Panama Canal De-
exceed $23,750,000 to be expended for the construction, rehabilita- Aprmprination an
tion, and installation in the Panama Canal Department of such tion, r co.struc-
buildings, utilities, and appurtenances thereto as may be necessary Pos, pp. 94, 1327-
to house antiaircraft, seacoast defense, and auxiliary units most
urgently needed for defense of the Panama Canal.
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branches as follows: Infantry, four thousand one hundred and 
eighty-four; Cavalry, one thousand and thirty-four; Field Artillery, 
one thousand seven hundred and twenty-six; Coast Artillery Corps, 
one thousand three hundred and forty-one; Air Corps, three thou-
sand two hundred and three exclusive of officers detailed from 
other arms and services for training and duty as aircraft observers 
and other members of combat crews; Corps of Engineers, seven 
hundred and ninety-five; Signal Corps, three hundred and forty-one; 
Adjutant General's Department, one hundred and thirty-one; Judge 
Advocate General's Department, one hundred and twenty-one; Quar-
termaster Corps, one thousand and sixteen; Finance Department, 
one hundred and seventy-six; Ordnance Department, four hundred 
and seventeen; Chemical Warfare Service, one hundred and twenty-
four; Medical Corps, one thousand four hundred and twenty-four; 
Dental Corps, three hundred and sixteen; Veterinary Corps, one 
hundred and twenty-six; Medical Administrative Corps, sixteen; and 
Corps of Chaplains, one hundred and fifty-two: Provided, That the 
President may increase or diminish the number of officers assigned 
to any branch by not more than a total of 30 per centum: Provided 
further, That nothing herein contained shall affect the number of 
professors, United States Military Academy, as now authorized by 
law, or require the separation from the service of any officer now 
commissioned in the Medical Administrative Corps. Subject to the 
authorized increase or decrease of 30 per centum hereinabove pro-
vided, the number of officers detailed in the Inspector General's 
Department shall be fifty-five. 
SEC. 9. The Act approved June 11, 1938 (ch. 337, Seventy-fifth 

Congress, third session), is hereby amended by striking out the 
words "twenty-one thousand five hundred" in the last line thereof 
and inserting in lieu thereof the words "forty-five thousand". 
SEC. 10. Nothing contained in this Act shall be construed to affect 

the operation of the Act of August 30, 1935 (49 Stat. 1028), with 
respect to the selection and commissioning, in accordance with the 
provisions of section 2 of that Act, of Reserve officers now on active 
duty under the provisions of that Act. Upon the effective date of 
this Act, Air Corps Reserve officers who are then on active duty under 
the provisions of section 1 of the Act of June 16, 1936 (49 Stat. 1524), 
shall be deemed to be on active duty under the provisions of this Act: 
Provided, That on and after the effective date of this Act no Air 
Corps Reserve officers shall be called to active duty under the pro-
vision of section 1 of the said Act of June 16, 1936. Except as other-
wise herein provided, nothing contained in this Act shall be construed 
to affect the number of Reserve officers that may be called to active 
duty under existing laws, nor the conditions and the purposes for 
which they may be called. 
SEC. 11. Section 2 of the Act of June 16, 1936 (49 Stat. 1524), is 

hereby amended to read as follows: 
"Any Air Corps Reserve officer who has not been selected for 

commission in the Regular Army shall be paid upon release from 
active duty following the termination of any period of active duty 
of three years or more in duration a lump sum of $500 which sum 
shall be in addition to any pay and allowances which he may other-
wise be entitled to receive." 
SEC. 12. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated not to 

exceed $23,750,000 to be expended for the construction, rehabilita-
tion, and installation in the Panama Canal Department of such 
buildings, utilities, and appurtenances thereto as may be necessary 
to house antiaircraft, seacoast defense, and auxiliary units most 
urgently needed for defense of the Panama Canal. 
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SEC. 13. That section 4 of the Act approved June 16, 1938, entitled
"An Act to provide for placing educational orders to familiarize
private manufacturing establishments with the production of muni-
tions of war of special or technical design, noncommercial in
character", be amended to read as follows:

"SEc. 4. That funds appropriated to accomplish the purposes of
this Act shall be available for expenditures incidental to the accom-
plishment, of the procurements made thereunder, including production
studies, factory plans, and other production data and the storage and
maintenance of gages, dies, jigs, tools, fixtures, and other special aids
and appliances procured thereunder. To carry out the provisions of
this Act there is authorized to be appropriated the sum of $34,500,000,
which amount shall be available during the fiscal years 1939, 1940, and
1941, and there is further authorized to be appropriated the sum of
$2,000,000 during each of the four fiscal years succeeding the fiscal
year 1941."

SEC. 14. All the provisions of section 3 of the Act of March 27,
1934, as amended (48 Stat. 505; 49 Stat. 1926), and as amended by
this section shall be applicable with respect to contracts for aircraft
or any portion thereof for the Army to the same extent and in the
same manner that such provisions are applicable with respect to con-
tracts for aircraft, or any portion thereof for the Navy: Provided,
That the Secretary of War shall exercise all functions under such
section with respect to aircraft for the Army which are exercised by
the Secretary of the Navy with respect to aircraft for the Navy:
Provided further, That section 3 b of the Act of March 27, 1934 (48
Stat. 505), as amended (49 Stat. 1926; 34 U. S. C. Supp. IV 496),
is hereby further amended by inserting in the first sentence after the
words "in excess of 10 per centum of the total contract prices" the
words "for the construction and or manufacture of any complete naval
vessel or portion thereof, and in excess of 12 per centum of the total
contract prices for the construction and or manufacture of any com-
plete aircraft or portion thereof"; by inserting in the first proviso
after the words "That if there is a net loss on all such contracts or
subcontracts" the words "for the construction and or manufacture of
any complete naval vessel or portion thereof"; and by inserting at
the end of the first proviso after the words "income taxable year" a
comma and the words "and that if there is a net loss, or a net profit
less than 12 per centum, as aforesaid on all such contracts or subcon-
tracts for the construction and or manufacture of any complete air-
craft or portion thereof completed by the particular contractor or
subcontractor within any income taxable year, such net loss or
deficiency in profit shall be allowed as a credit in determining the
excess profit, if any, during the next succeeding four income taxable
years, and that the method of ascertaining the amount of excess profit,
initially fixed upon shall be determined on or before June 30, 1939":
Provided further, That when aircraft are procured by the Secretary
of War as a result of competitive bids requiring the submission of
sample aircraft with bid, the Secretary is authorized, in his discretion.
to purchase sample aircraft of competitors to whom an award is not
made, not more than one each from not more than three such com-
petitors, in order of merit, at prices not exceeding 75, 60, and 50 per
centum, respectively, of the cost applicable in the opinion of the
Secretary to the development and manufacture of such sample
aircraft.

Approved, April 3, 1939.
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maintenance of gages, dies, jigs, tools, fixtures, and other special aids 
and appliances procured thereunder. To carry out the provisions of 
this Act there is authorized to be appropriated the sum of $34,500,000, 
which amount shall be available during the fiscal years 1939, 1940, and 
1941, and there is further authorized to be appropriated the sum of 
$2,000,000 during each of the four fiscal years succeeding the fiscal 
year 1941." 
SEC. 14. All the provisions of section 3 of the Act of March 27, 

1934, as amended (48 Stat. 505; 49 Stat. 1926), and as amended by 
this section shall be applicable with respect to contracts for aircraft 
or any portion thereof for the Army to the same extent and in the 
same manner that such provisions are applicable with respect to con-
tracts for aircraft, or any portion thereof for the Navy: Provided, 
That the Secretary of War shall exercise all functions under such 
section with respect to aircraft for the Army which are exercised by 
the Secretary of the Navy with respect to aircraft for the Navy: 
Provided further, That section 3 b of the Act of March 27, 1934 (48 
Stat. 505) as amended (49 Stat. 1926; 34 U. S. C. Supp. IV 496), 
is hereby further amended by inserting in the first sentence after the 
words in excess of 10 per centum of the total contract prices" the 
words "for the construction and or manufacture of any complete naval 
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contract prices for the construction and or manufacture of any com-
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after the words "That if there is a net loss on all such contracts or 
subcontracts" the words "for the construction and or manufacture of 
any complete naval vessel or portion thereof"; and by inserting at 
the end of the first proviso after the words "income taxable year" a 
comma and the words "and that if there is a net loss, or a net profit 
less than 12 per centum, as aforesaid on all such contracts or subcon-
tracts for the construction and or manufacture of any complete air-
craft or portion thereof completed by the particular contractor or 
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Provided further, That when aircraft are procured by the Secretary 
of War as a result of competitive bids requiring the submission of 
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to purchase sample aircraft of competitors to whom an award is not 
made not more than one each from not more than three such com-
petitors, in order of merit, at prices not exceeding 75, 60, and 50 per 
centum, respectively, of the cost applicable in the opinion of the 
Secretary to the development and manufacture of such sample 
aircraft. 
Approved, April 3, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 36]
AN ACT

To provide for reorganizing agencies of the Government, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may
be cited as the "Reorganization Act of 1939".

TITLE I-REORGANIZATION

PART I

SECTION 1. (a) The Congress hereby declares that by reason of
continued national deficits beginning in 1931 it is desirable to reduce
substantially Government expenditures and that such reduction may
be accomplished in some measure by proceeding immediately under
the provisions of this Act. The President shall investigate the
organization of all agencies of the Government and shall determine
what changes therein are necessary to accomplish the following
purposes:

(1) To reduce expenditures to the fullest extent consistent with
the efficient operation of the Government;

(2) To increase the efficiency of the operations of the Government
to the fullest extent practicable within the revenues;

(3) To group, coordinate, and consolidate agencies of the Govern-
ment, as nearly as may be, according to major purposes;

(4) To reduce the number of agencies by consolidating those hav-
ing similar functions under a single head, and to abolish such
agencies as may not be necessary for the efficient conduct of the
Government; and

(5) To eliminate overlapping and duplication of effort.
(b) The Congress declares that the public interest demands the

carrying out of the purposes specified in subsection (a) and that such
purposes may be accomplished in great measure by proceeding imme-
diately under the provisions of this title, and can be accomplished
more speedily thereby than by the enactment of specific legislation.

SEC. 2. When used in this title, the term "agency" means any exec-
utive department, commission, independent estabilislment, corpora-
tion owned or controlled by the United States, board, bureau, divi-
sion, service, office, authority, or administration, in the executive
branch of the Government.

SEC. 3. No reorganization plan under section 4 shall provide-
(a) For the abolition or transfer of an executive department or

all the functions thereof or for the establishment of any new execu-
tive department;

(b) In the case of the following agencies, for the transfer, con-
solidation, or abolition of the whole or any part of such agency or
of its head, or of all or any of the functions of such agency or of its
head: Civil Service Commission, Coast Guard, Engineer Corps of
the United States Army, Mississippi River Commission, Federal
Communications Commission, Federal Power Commission, Federal
Trade Commission, General Accounting Office, Interstate Commerce
Commission, National Labor Relations Board, Securities and
Exchange Commission, Board of Tax Appeals, United States
Employees' Compensation Commission, United States Maritime Com-
mission. United States Tariff Commission, Veterans' Administration,
National Mediation Board, National Railroad Adjustment Board,
Railroad Retirement Board, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corpo-
ration, or the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System; or
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(c) For changing the name of any executive department or the
title of its head, or for designating any agency as "Department" or
its head as "Secretary"; or

(d) For the continuation of any agency beyond the period author-
ized by law for the existence of such agency; or

(e) For the continuation of any function of any agency beyond
the period authorized by law for the exercise of such function; or

(f) For authorizing any agency to exercise any function which is
not expressly authorized by law.

SEC. 4. Whenever the President, after investigation, finds that-
(a) the transfer of the whole or any part of any agency or

the functions thereof to the jurisdiction and control of any other
agency; or

b) the consolidation of the functions vested in any agency; or
c) the abolition of the whole or any part of any agency which

agency or part (by reason of transfers under this Act or other-
wise, or by reason of termination of its functions in any man-
ner) does not have, or upon the taking effect of the reorganiza-
tions specified in the reorganization plan will not have, any
functions,

is necessary to accomplish one or more of the purposes of section 1
(a), he shall-

(d) prepare a reorganization plan for the making of the
transfers, consolidations, and abolitions, as to which he has made
findings and which he includes in the plan. Such plan shall
also-

(1) designate, in such cases as he deems necessary, the name
of any agency affected by a reorganization and the title of
its head;

(2) make provision for the transfer or other disposition of
the records, property (including office equipment), and per-
sonnel affected by such transfer, consolidation, or abolition;

(3) make provision for the transfer of such unexpended bal-
ances of appropriations available for use in connection with
the function or agency transferred or consolidated, as he deems
necessary by reason of the transfer or consolidation for use in
connection with the transferred or consolidated functions, or
for the use of the agency to which the transfer is made, but
such unexpended balances so transferred shall be used only for
the purposes for which such appropriation is originally made;

(4) make provision for winding up the affairs of the agency
abolished; and
(e) transmit such plan (bearing an identifying number) to

the Congress, together with a declaration that, with respect to
each transfer, consolidation, or abolition referred to in paragraph
(a), (b), or (c) of this section and specified in the plan, he has
found that such transfer, consolidation, or abolition is necessary
to accomplish one or more of the purposes of section 1 (a). The
delivery to both Houses shall be on the same day and shall be
made to each House while it is in session.

The President, in his message transmitting a reorganization plan
shall state the reduction of expenditures which it is probable wili
be brought about by the taking effect of the reorganizations specified
in the plan.

SEC. 5. The reorganizations specified in the plan shall take effect in
accordance with the plan:

(a) Upon the expiration of sixty calendar days after the date on
which the plan is transmitted to the Congress, but only if during such
sixty-day period there has not been passed by the two Houses a con-
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current resolution stating in substance that the Congress does not
favor the reorganization plan.

(b) If the Congress adjourns sine die before the expiration of the
sixty-day period, a new sixty-day period shall begin on the opening
day of the next succeeding regular or special session. A similar rule
shall be applicable in the case of subsequent adjournments sine die
before the expiration of sixty days.

SEC. 6. No reorganization under this title shall have the effect-
(a) of continuing any agency or function beyond the time

when it would have terminated if the reorganization had not
been made; or

(b) of continuing any function beyond the time when the
agency in which it was vested before the reorganization would
have terminated if the reorganization had not been made; or

(c) of authorizing any agency to exercise any function which
is not expressly authorized by law.

SEC. 7. For the purposes of this title any transfer, consolidation,
abolition, designation, disposition, or winding up of affairs, referred to
in section 4 (d), shall be deemed a "reorganization".

SEC. 8. (a) All orders, rules, regulations, permits, or other privileges
made, issued, or granted by or in respect of any agency or function
transferred to, or consolidated with, any other agency or function
under the provisions of this title, and in effect at the time of the
transfer or consolidation, shall continue in effect to the same extent
as if such transfer or consolidation had not occurred, until modified,
superseded, or repealed.

(b) No suit, action, or other proceeding lawfully commenced by or
against the head of any agency or other officer of the United States,
in his official capacity or in relation to the discharge of his official
duties, shall abate by reason of any transfer of authority, power, and
duties from one officer or agency of the Government to another under
the provisions of this title, but the court, on motion or supplemental
petition filed at any time within twelve months after such transfer
takes effect, showing a necessity for a survival of such suit, action, or
other preceeding to obtain a settlement of the questions involved, may
allow the same to be maintained by or against the head of the agency
or other officer of the United States to whom the authority, powers,
and duties are transferred.

(c) All laws relating to any agency or function transferred to, or
consolidated with, any other agency or function under the provisions
of this title, shall, insofar as such laws are not inapplicable, remain
in full force and effect.

SEC. 9. The appropriations or portions of appropriations unex-
pended by reason of the operation of this title shall not be used for
any purpose, but shall be impounded and returned to the Treasury.

SEC. 10. (a) Whenever the employment of any person is ter-
minated by a reduction of personnel as a result of a reorganization
effected under this title, such person shall thereafter be given prefer-
ence, when qualified, whenever an appointment is made in the execu-
tive branch of the Government, but such preference shall not be
effective for a period longer than twelve months from the date the
employment of such person is so terminated.

(b) Any transfer of personnel under this title shall be without
change in classification or compensation, except that this require-
ment shall not operate after the end of the fiscal year during which
the transfer is made to prevent the adjustment of classification or
compensation to conform to the duties to which such transferred
personnel may be assigned.
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Printingofreorgani- SEC. 11. If the reorganizations specified in a reorganization plan
zation plan in Statutes
at Large and Federal take effect, the reorganization plan shall be printed in the Statutes
Register. at Large in the same volume as the public laws, and shall be printed

in the Federal Register.
Time limitation for SEC. 12. No reorganization specified in a reorganization plan shall

take effect unless the plan is transmitted to the Congress before
January 21, 1941.

PART 2

Congressional rules SEC. 21. The following sections of this part are enacted by the
for consideration of re-
organization plans. Congress:

Application. (a) As an exercise of the rule-making power of the Senate and
the House of Representatives, respectively, and as such they shall
be considered as part of the rules of each House, respectively, but
applicable only with respect to the procedure to be followed in such
House in the case of resolutions (as defined in section 22); and such
rules shall supersede other rules only to the extent that they are
inconsistent therewith; and

Modification. (b) With full recognition of the constitutional right of either
House to change such rules (so far as relating to the procedure in
such House) at any time, in the same manner and to the same extent
as in the case of any other rule of such House.

"Resolution" de- SEC. 22. As used in this part, the term "resolution" means only a
fined. concurrent resolution of the two Houses of Congress, the matter

after the resolving clause of which is as follows: "That the Congress
does not favor the reorganization plan numbered - transmitted
to Congress by the President on - , 19-.", the blank
spaces therein being appropriately filled; and does not include a con-
current resolution which specifies more than one reorganization plan.

Reference of resol- SEC. 23. A resolution with respect to a reorganization plan shall
t tte be referred to a committee (and all resolutions with respect to the

same plan shall be referred to the same committee) by the President
of the Senate or the Speaker of the House of Representatives, as the
case may be.

Procedure for dis- SEC. 24. (a) If the committee to which has been referred a reso-
charge of committee. lution with respect to a reorganization plan has not reported it before

the expiration of ten calendar days after its introduction (or, in the
case of a resolution received from the other House, ten calendar days
after its receipt), it shall then (but not before) be in order to move
either to discharge the committee from further consideration of such
resolution, or to discharge the committee from further consideration
of any other resolution with respect to such reorganization plan
which has been referred to the committee.

tioegedstdatus, de (b) Such motion may be made only by a person favoring the
Gate, etc. resolution, shall be highly privileged (except that it may not be

made after the committee has reported a resolution with respect to
the same reorganization plan), and debate thereon shall be limited to
not to exceed one hour, to be equally divided between those favoring

mNot submeecot t and those opposing the resolution. No amendment to such motionamendment or recon- bei a
sideration. shall be in order, and it shall not be in order to move to reconsider

the vote by which such motion is agreed to or disagreed to.
Restriction on te- (c) If the motion to discharge is agreed to or disagreed to, suchnewal after motion t

agreed to or disagreed motion may not be renewed, nor may another motion to discharge the
to. committees be made with respect to any other resolution with respect

to the same reorganization plan.
Procedure for con-

sideration of reolu- S E C. 25. (a) When the committee has reported, or has been dis-
tion. charged from further consideration of, a resolution with respect to

a reorganization plan, it shall at any time thereafter be in order (even
though a previous motion to the same effect has been disagreed to)
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SEC. 11. If the reorganizations specified in a reorganization plan 
take effect, the reorganization plan shall be printed in the Statutes 
at Large in the same volume as the public laws, and shall be printed 
in the Federal Register. 
SEC. 12. No reorganization specified in a reorganization plan shall 

take effect unless the plan is transmitted to the Congress before 
January 21, 1941. 

PART 2 

SEC. 21. The following sections of this part are enacted by the 
Congress: 

(a) As an exercise of the rule-making power of the Senate and 
the House of Representatives, respectively, and as such they shall 
be considered as part of the rules of each House, respectively, but 
applicable only with respect to the procedure to be followed in such 
House in the case of resolutions (as defined in section 22) ; and such 
rules shall supersede other rules only to the extent that they are 
inconsistent therewith; and 

(b) With full recognition of the constitutional right of either 
House to change such rules (so far as relating to the procedure in 
such Honpe) at any time, in the same manner and to the same extent 
as in the case of any other rule of such House. 
SEC. 22. As used in this part, the term "resolution" means only a 

concurrent resolution of the two Houses of Congress, the matter 
after the resolving clause of which is as follows: "That the Congress 
does not favor the reorganization plan numbered transmitted 
to Congress by the President on    , 19—.", the blank 
spaces therein being appropriately filled; and does not include a con-
current resolution which specifies more than one reorganization plan. 
SEc. 23. A resolution with respect to a reorganization plan shall 

be referred to a committee (and all resolutions with respect to the 
same plan shall be referred to the same committee) by the President 
of the Senate or the Speaker of the House of Representatives, as the 
case may be. 
SEC. 24. (a) If the committee to which has been referred a reso-

lution with respect to a reorganization plan has not reported it before 
the expiration of ten calendar days after its introduction (or, in the 
case of a resolution received from the other House, ten calendar days 
after its receipt), it shall then (but not before) be in order to move 
either to discharge the committee from further consideration of such 
resolution, or to discharge the committee from further consideration 
of any other resolution with respect to such reorganization plan 
which has been referred to the committee. 

(b) Such motion may be made only by a person favoring the 
resolution, shall be highly privileged (except that it may not be 
made after the committee has reported a resolution with respect to 
the same reorganization plan), and debate thereon shall be limited to 
not to exceed one hour, to be equally divided between those favoring 
and those opposing the resolution. No amendment to such motion 
shall be in order, and it shall not be in order to move to reconsider 
the vote by which such motion is agreed to or disagreed to. 

(c) If the motion to discharge is agreed to or disagreed to, such 
motion may not be renewed, nor may another motion to discharge the 
committees be made with respect to any other resolution with respect 
to the same reorganization plan. 
SEC. 25. (a) When the committee has reported, or has been dis-

charged from further consideration of, a resolution with respect to 
i a reorganization plan, t shall at any time thereafter be in order (even 

though a previous motion to the same effect has been disagreed to) 
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to move to proceed to the consideration of such resolution. Such
motion shall be highly privileged and shall not be debatable. No
amendment to such motion shall be in order and it shall not be in
order to move to reconsider the vote by which such moton is agreed
to or disagreed to.

(b) Debate on the resolution shall be limited to not to exceed ten
hours, which shall be equally divided between those favoring and
those opposing the resolution. A motion further to limit debate
shall not be debatable. No amendment to, or motion to recommit,
the resolution shall be in order, and it shall not be in order to move
to reconsider the vote by which the resolution is agreed to or dis-
agreed to.

SEC. 26. (a) All motions to postpone, made with respect to the
discharge from committee, or the consideration of, a resolution with
respect to a reorganization plan, and all motions to proceed to the
consideration of other business, shall be decided without debate.

(b) All appeals from the decisions of the Chair relating to the
application of the rules of the Senate or the House of Representatives,
as the case may be, to the procedure relating to a resolution with
respect to a reorganization plan shall be decided without debate.

SEC. 27. If, prior to the passage by one House of a resolution of
that House with respect to a reorganization plan, such House receives
from the other House a resolution with respect to the same plan,
then-

(a) If no resolution of the first House with respect to such plan has
been referred to committee, no other resolution with respect to the
same plan may be reported or (despite the provisions of section
24 (a)) be made the subject of a motion to discharge.

(b) If a resolution of the first House with respect to such plan has
been referred to committee-

(1) the procedure with respect to that or other resolutions of
such House with respect to such plan which have been referred
to committee shall be the same as if no resolution from the other
House with respect to such plan had been received; but

(2) on any vote on final passage of a resolution of the first
House with respect to such plan the resolution from the other
House with respect to such plan shall be automatically substi-
tuted for the resolution of the first House.

TITLE II-BUDGETARY CONTROL

SEC. 201. Section 2 of the Budget and Accounting Act, 1921
(U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 31, sec. 2), is amended by inserting after
the word "including" the words "any independent regulatory com-
mission or board and".

TITLE III-ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANTS

SEC. 301. The President is authorized to appoint not to exceed six
administrative assistants and to fix the compensation of each at
the rate of not more than $10,000 per annum. Each such administra-
tive assistant shall perform such duties as the President may
prescribe.

Approved, April 3, 1939.
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to move to proceed to the consideration of such resolution. Such 
motion shall be highly privileged and shall not be debatable. No 
amendment to such motion shall be in order and it shall not be in 
order to move to reconsider the vote by which such moton is agreed 
to or disagreed to. 

(b) Debate on the resolution shall be limited to not to exceed ten 
hours, which shall be equally divided between those favoring and 
those opposing the resolution. A motion further to limit debate 
shall not be debatable. No amendment to, or motion to recommit, 
the resolution shall be in order, and it shall not be in order to move 
to reconsider the vote by which the resolution is agreed to or dis-
agreed to. 
SEC. 26. (a) All motions to postpone, made with respect to the 

discharge from committee, or the consideration of, a resolution with 
respect to a reorganization plan, and all motions to proceed to the 
consideration of other business, shall be decided without debate. 

(b) All appeals from the decisions of the Chair relating to the 
application of the rules of the Senate or the House of Representatives, 
as the case may be, to the procedure relating to a resolution with 
respect to a reorganization plan shall be decided without debate. 
SEC. 27. If, prior to the passage by one House of a resolution of 

that House with respect to a reorganization plan, such House receives 
from the other House a resolution with respect to the same plan, 
then— 

(a) If no resolution of the first House with respect to such plan has 
been referred to committee, no other resolution with respect to the 
same plan may be reported or (despite the provisions of section 
24 (a) ) be made the subject of a motion to discharge. 

(b) If a resolution of the first House with respect to such plan has 
been referred to committee— 

(1) the procedure with respect to that or other resolutions of 
such House with respect to such plan which have been referred 
to committee shall be the same as if no resolution from the other 
House with respect to such plan had been received; but 

(2) on any vote on final passage of a resolution of the first 
House with respect to such plan the resolution from the other 
House with respect to such plan shall be automatically substi-
tuted for the resolution of the first House. 

TITLE II—BUDGETARY CONTROL 

SEC. 201. Section 2 of the Budget and Accounting Act, 1921 
(U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 31, sec. 2), is amended by inserting after 
the word "including" the words "any independent regulatory com-
mission or board and". 

TITLE III—ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANTS 

SEC. 301. The President is authorized to appoint not to exceed six 
administrative assistants and to fix the compensation of each at 
the rate of not more than $10,000 per annum. Each such administra-
tive assistant shall perform such duties as the President may 
prescribe. 
Approved, April 3, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 37]
AN ACTApril 5,1939 AN ACT

Is. 794] Relating to banking, banks, and trust companies in the District of Columbia,[Public, No. 20] and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
District of Colum- United States of America in Congress assembled, That where a check
Banking,bksand or other instrument payable on demand at any bank or trust company
Time lmitation for doing business in the District of Columbia is presented for payment

and othetr demand mo r e than one year from its date, such bank or trust company may,
instruments. unless expressly instructed by the drawer or maker to pay the same,

refuse payment thereof, and no liability shall thereby be incurred to
the drawer or maker for dishonoring the instrument by nonpayment.

Recogniton of ad- SEC. 2. Notice to any bank or trust company doing business in the
deposits. District of Columbia of an adverse claim to a deposit standing on its

books to the credit of any person shall not be effectual to cause said
bank or trust company to recognize said adverse claimant unless said
adverse claimant shall also either (1) procure a restraining order,
injunction, or other appropriate process against said bank or trust
company from a court of competent jurisdiction in a cause therein
instituted by him wherein the person to whose credit the deposit stands
is made a party and served with summons; or (2) execute to such bank
or trust company, in form and with sureties acceptable to it, a bond
indemnifying said bank or trust company from any and all liability,
loss, damage, costs, and expenses, for and on account of the payment
of such adverse claim or the dishonor of the check or other order of
the person to whose credit the deposit stands on the books of said

DePit to redit of bank or trust company: Provided, That this section shall not apply
fiduci° of adverse to any instance where the person to whose credit the deposit stands

claant. is a fiduciary for such adverse claimant, and the facts constituting
such relationship, together with the facts showing reasonable cause
of belief on the part of the said claimant that the said fiduciary is
about to misappropriate said deposit, are made to appear by the
affidavit of such claimant.

Ltorabity to deposi- SEC. 3. (a) No bank or trust company doing business in the District
forged, etc., checks. of Columbia, which has paid and charged to the account of a deposi-

tor any money on a forged, altered, or raised check issued in the
name of said depositor shall be liable to said depositor for the amount
paid thereon unless either (1) within one year after notice to said
depositor that the vouchers representing payments charged to the
account of said depositor for the period during which such payment
was made are ready for delivery, or (2), in case no such notice has
been given, within six months after the return to said depositor of
the voucher representing such payment, said depositor shall notify
the bank or trust company that the check so paid is forged, altered,
or raised.

Notice to depositor. (b) The notice referred to in subsection (a) may be given by mail
to said depositor at his last-known address with postage prepaid.

Duty of depositor (C) This section shall not be construed to relieve a depositor fromto examine returned
vouchers, etc. due diligence in the examination of returned vouchers or in otherwise

discovering that a check has been forged, altered, or raised, or in
notifying the bank or trust company of his actual discovery of a
forgery or alteration.

"check" defined. (d) When used in this section the word "check" shall also include
drafts, notes, acceptances, or other negotiable instruments payable at
a bank or trust company, and the word "forged" shall also include
an unauthorized signature by an agent or officer of a depositor.

dorfe ent. (e) The provisions of this section shall not be held to apply to the
forgery of an endorsement.
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[CHAPTER 37] 
AN ACT 

Relating to banking, banks, and trust companies in the District of Columbia, 
and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That where a check 
or other instrument payable on demand at any bank or trust company 
doing business in the District of Columbia is presented for payment 
more than one year from its date, such bank or trust company may, 
unless expressly instructed by the drawer or maker to pay the same, 
refuse payment thereof, and no liability shall thereby be incurred to 
the drawer or maker for dishonoring the instrument by nonpayment. 
SEC. 2. Notice to any bank or trust company doing business in the 

District of Columbia of an adverse claim to a deposit standing on its 
books to the credit of any person shall not be effectual to cause said 
bank or trust company to recognize said adverse claimant unless said 
adverse claimant shall also either (1) procure a restraining order, 
injunction, or other appropriate process against said bank or trust 
company from a court of competent jurisdiction in a cause therein 
instituted by him wherein the person to whose credit the deposit stands 
is made a party and served with summons; or (2) execute to such bank 
or trust company, in form and with sureties acceptable to it, a bond 
indemnifying said bank or trust company from any and all liability, 
loss, damage, costs, and expenses, for and on account of the payment 
of such adverse claim or the dishonor of the check or other order of 
the person to whose credit the deposit stands on the books of said 
bank or trust company: Provided, That this section shall not apply 
to any instance where the person to whose credit the deposit stands 
is a fiduciary for such adverse claimant, and the facts constituting 
such relationship, together with the facts showing reasonable cause 
of belief on the part of the said claimant that the said fiduciary is 
about to misappropriate said deposit, are made to appear by the 
affidavit of such claimant. 
SEC. 3. (a) No bank or trust company doing business in the District 

of Columbia, which has paid and charged to the account of a deposi-
tor any money on a forged, altered, or raised check issued in the 
name of said depositor shall be liable to said depositor for the amount 
paid thereon unless either (1) within one year after notice to said 
depositor that the vouchers representing payments charged to the 
account of said depositor for the period during which such payment 
was made are ready for delivery, or (2), in case no such notice has 
been given, within six months after the return to said depositor of 
the voucher representing such payment, said depositor shall notify 
the bank or trust company that the check so paid is forged, altered, 
or raised. 

(b) The notice referred to in subsection (a) may be given by, mail 
to said depositor at his last-known address with postage prepaid. 

(c) This section shall not be construed to relieve a depositor from 
due diligence in the examination of returned vouchers or in otherwise 
discovering that a check has been forged, altered, or raised, or in 
notifying the bank or trust company of his actual discovery of a 
forgery or alteration. 

(d) When used in this section the word "check" shall also include 
drafts, notes, acceptances, or other negotiable instruments payable at 
a bank or trust company, and the word "forged" shall also include 
an unauthorized signature by an agent or officer of a depositor. 

(e) The provisions of this section shall not be held to apply to the 
forgery of an endorsement. 
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SEC. 4. Whenever a deposit, which is in form in trust for another,
shall be made by any person in any bank or trust company doing
business in the District of Columbia, and no other or further notice
of the existence and terms of a legal and valid trust shall have been
given in writing to the bank or trust company, such deposit, or any
part thereof, together with the dividends, or interest thereon, may, in
the event of the death of the trustee, be paid to the person for whom
such deposit was made or to his legal representative.

SEC. 5. It shall be lawful for any notary public who is a stock-
holder, director, officer, or employee of a bank, trust company, or
other corporation to take the acknowledgment of any party to any
written instrument executed to or by such corporation, or to adminis-
ter an oath to any other stockholder, director, officer, employee, or
agent of such corporation, or to protest for nonacceptance or nonpay-
ment drafts, checks, notes, acceptances, or other negotiable instru-
ments which may be owned or held for collection by such corporation:
Provided, That it shall be unlawful for any notary public to take the
acknowledgment of an instrument executed by or to a bank or corpo-
ration of which he is a stockholder, director, officer or employee,
where such notary is a party to such instrument, either individually
or as a representative of such corporation, or to protest any negotiable
instrument owned or held for collection by such corporation, where
such notary is individually a party to such instrument: Provided
further, That it shall be unlawful for any notary public to take the
oath of an officer or director of any bank or trust company of which
he is an officer, or to take an oath of any person verifying a report
of such bank or trust company to the Comptroller of the Currency.

SEC. 6. No bank or trust company doing business in the District
of Columbia shall be liable to a depositor because of the nonpayment
through mistake or error and without malice of a check, draft, note,
acceptance, or other negotiable instrument, payable at any bank or
trust company, which should have been paid unless the depositor shall
allege and prove actual damage by reason of such nonpayment and
in such event the liability shall not exceed the amount of damage so
proved.

SEC. 7. Any bank or trust company doing business in the District
of Columbia receiving for collection or deposit any check, draft, note,
acceptance, or other negotiable instrument drawn upon or payable at
any other bank, located outside the District of Columbia, may forward
such instrument for collection directly to the bank on which it is
drawn or at which it is made payable, and such method of forwarding
direct to the payer shall be deemed due diligence, and the failure of
such payor bank, because of its insolvency or other default, to account
for the proceeds thereof shall not render the forwarding bank liable
therefor: Provided, hozoever, That such forwarding bank shall have
used due diligence in other respects in connection with the collection
of such instrument.

SEC. 8. (a) Section 456 of the Act entitled "An Act to establish
a code of law for the District of Columbia", approved March 3, 1901,
as amended (D. C. Code, title 24, sec. 132), is amended by adding at
the end thereof the following new sentence: "The garnishee, in any
case in which the property or credits attached or sought to be attached
is held by him in the name of or for the account of another than the
defendant, shall retain such property or credits during the period
pending determination by the court of the propriety of the attach-
ment or the rightful owner of such property or credits, and, during
such period, shall incur no liability whatsoever for such retention."

(b) Section 1090 of such Act, as amended (D. C. Code, title 24,
sec. 288), is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new
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SEC. 4. Whenever a deposit, which is in form in trust for another, 
shall be made by any person in any bank or trust company doing 
business in the District of Columbia, and no other or further notice 
of the existence and terms of a legal and valid trust shall have been 
given in writing to the bank or trust company, such deposit, or any 
part thereof, together with the dividends, or interest thereon, may, in 
the event of the death of the trustee, be paid to the person for whom 
such deposit was made or to his legal representative. 
SEC. 5. It shall be lawful for any notary public who is a stock-

holder, director, officer, or employee of a bank, trust company, or 
other corporation to take the acknowledgment of .any party to any 
written instrument executed to or by such corporation, or to adminis-
ter an oath to any other stockholder, director, officer, employee, or 
agent of such corporation, or to protest for nonacceptance or nonpay-
ment drafts, checks, notes, acceptances, or other negotiable instru-
ments which may be owned or held for collection by such corporation: 
Provided, That it shall be unlawful for any notary public to take the 
acknowledgment of an instrument executed by or to a bank or corpo-
ration of which he is a stockholder, director, officer or employee, 
where such notary is a party to such instrument, either individually 
or as a representative of such corporation, or to protest any negotiable 
instrument owned or held for collection by such corporation, where 
such notary is individually a party to such instrument: Provided 
further, That it shall be unlawful for any notary public to take the 
oath of an officer or director of any bank or trust company of which 
he is an officer, or to take an oath of any person verifying a report 
of such bank or trust company to the Comptroller of the Currency. 

Snc. 6. No bank or trust company doing business in the District 
of Columbia shall be liable to a depositor because of the nonpayment 
through mistake or error and without malice of a check, draft, note, 
acceptance, or other negotiable instrument, payable at any bank or 
trust company, which should have been paid unless the depositor shall 
allege and prove actual damage by reason of such nonpayment and 
in such event the liability shall not exceed the amount of damage so 
Proved. 
SEC. 7. Any bank or trust company doing business in the District 

of Columbia receiving for collection or deposit any check, draft, note, 
acceptance, or other negotiable instrument drawn upon or payable at 
any other bank, located outside the District of Columbia, may forward 
such instrument for collection directly to the bank on which it is 
drawn or at which it is made payable, and such method of forwarding 
direct to the payer shall be deemed due diligence, and the failure of 
such payor bank, because of its insolvency or other default,_ to account 
for the proceeds thereof shall not render the forwarding bank liable 
therefor: Provided, however, That such forwarding bank shall have 
used due diligence in other respects in connection with the collection 
of such instrument. 
SEC. 8. (a) Section 456 of the Act entitled "An Act to establish 

a code of law for the District of Columbia", approved March 3, 1901, 
as amended (D. C. Code, title 24, sec. 132), is amended by adding at 
the end thereof the following new sentence: "The garnisiee, in any 
case in which the property or credits attached or sought to be attached 
is held by him in the name of or for the account of another than the 
defendant, shall retain such property or credits during the period 
pending determination by the court of the propriety- of the attach-
ment or the rightful owner of such property or credits, and, during 
such period, shall incur no liability whatsoever for such retention." 

(b) Section 1090 of such Act, as amended (D. C. Code, title 24, 
sec. 288), is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new 
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ing position, etc., in 
corporation, acts 
deemed lawful. 

Provisca. 
Where notary is 
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Verification of re-
ports to Comptroller 
of the Currency. 

Nonpayment of ne-
gotiable instruments 
through error, etc.; 
liability to depositor. 

Forwarding of ne-
gotiable instruments 
for collection. 

Method deemed due 
diligence. 

Ptoviso. 
Duty of forwarding 

bank. 

Attachment before 
judgment. 

31 Stat. 1262. 
24 D. C. Code § 132. 

Retention of prop-
erty held by garnishee 
for another than the 
defendant. 

31 Stat. 1360. 
24 D. C. Code 288. 
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[Public, No. 21]

District of Colum-
bia.

37 Stat. 987.
26 D. C. Code § 82.

Inspection, etc., of
gasandelectricmeters.

Expense, by whom
borne.

sentence: "The garnishee, in any case in which the property or
credits attached or sought to be attached is held by him in the name
of or for the account of another than the defendant, shall retain such
property or credits during the period pending determination by the
court of the propriety of the attachment or the rightful owner of
such property or credits, and, during such period, shall incur no
liability whatsoever for such retention."

Approved, April 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 38]
AN ACT

To amend paragraph 57 of section 8 of the Act entitled "An Act making appro-
priations to provide for the expenses of the government of the District of Colum-
bia for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1914, and for other purposes", approved
March 4, 1913.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subparagraph
fifth, paragraph 57, of section 8 of the Act entitled "An Act making
appropriations to provide for the expenses of the government of the
District of Columbia for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1914, and for
other purposes", approved March 4, 1913 (37 Stat. 974), be amended
by deleting the words "four per centum, if an electric meter, or more
than" and deleting ", if a gas meter," so that the said subparagraph
when so amended shall read as follows:

"If any consumer to whom a meter has been furnished shall request
the Commission in writing to inspect such meter, the Commission
shall have the same inspected and tested; if the same, on being so
tested, shall be found to be more than 2 per centum defective or
incorrect to the prejudice of the consumer, the inspector shall order
the gas or electrical corporation forthwith to remove the same and
to place instead a correct meter, and the expense of such inspection
and test shall be borne by the corporation; if the same, on being so
tested, shall be found to be correct, the expense of such inspection and
test shall be borne by the consumer."

Approved, April 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 391
AN A ("1'

April S, 1939 2"9 "-''
- .- [S. 112.I __ To provide for the appointment of research assistants in the public schools of the

[Public, No. 221 District of Columbia, and for other purposes.

District of Colum-
bia.

Public schools.
Research asistants;

appointment, qualifi-
cations, salary.

43 Stat. 367.
7 D. C. Code § 31.

Group assignments.

Promotions.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Board of
Education is hereby authorized to appoint research assistants who
shall qualify for said positions by meeting such eligibility require-
ments as the said Board may prescribe and who shall on appointment
be assigned to salary class 2 of article I of the Teachers' Salary Act,
approved June 4, 1924, in accordance with the professional qualifica-
tions which they possess at the time of appointment.

SEC. 2. Research assistants shall be appointed to either group A or
group C of said salary class 2 in accordance with the eligibility quali-
fications possessed and the character of duties to be performed by such
research assistants.

SEC. 3. Research assistants shall be promoted to group B or group
D of said salary class 2 on the basis of such evidence of superior work
and increased professional attainments as the Board of Education
may prescribe.
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Research assistants; 

appointment, quali11-
cations, salary. 

43 Stat. 367. 
7 D. C. Code § 31. 

Group assignments. 

Promotions. 

sentence: "The garnishee, in any case in which the property or 
credits attached or sought to be attached is held by him in the name 
of or for the account of another than the defendant, shall retain such 
property or credits during the period pending determination by the 
court of the propriety of the attachment or the rightful owner of 
such property or credits, and, during such period, shall incur no 
liability whatsoever for such retention." 
Approved, April 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 38] 
AN ACT 

  To amend paragraph 57 of section 8 of the Act entitled "An Act making appro-
[Public, No. 21] priations to provide for the expenses of the government of the District of Colum-

bia for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1914, and for other purposes", approved 
March 4, 1913. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subparagraph 
fifth, paragraph 57, of section 8 of the Act entitled "An Act making 
appropriations to provide for the expenses of the government of the 
District of Columbia for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1914, and for 
other purposes", approved March 4, 1913 (37 Stat. 974), be amended 
by deleting the words "four per centum, if an electric meter, or more 
than" and deleting ", if a gas meter," so that the said subparagraph 
when so amended shall read as follows: 

"If any consumer to whom a meter has been furnished shall request 
the Commission in writing to inspect such meter, the Commission 
shall have the same inspected and tested; if the same, on being so 
tested, shall be found to be more than 2 per centum defective or 
incorrect to the prejudice of the consumer, the inspector shall order 
the gas or electrical corporation forthwith to remove the same and 
to place instead a correct meter, and the expense of such inspection 
and test shall be borne by the corporation; if the same, on being so 
tested, shall be found to be correct, the expense of such inspection and 
test shall be borne by the consumer." 
Approved, April 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 391 
AN AC'I' 

To provide for the appointment of research assistants in the public schools of the 
District of Columbia, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Board of 
Education is hereby authorized to appoint research assistants who 
shall qualify for said positions by meeting such eligibility require-
ments as the said Board may prescribe and who shall on appointment 
be assigned to salary class 2 of article I of the Teachers' Salary Act, 
approved June 4, 1924, in accordance with the professional qualifica-
tions which they possess at the time of appointment. 
SEC. 2. Research assistants shall be appointed to either group A or 

group C of said salary class 2 in accordance with the eligibility quali-
fications possessed and the character of duties to be performed by such 
research assistants. 
SEC. 3. Research assistants shall be promoted to group B or group 

D of said salary class 2 on the basis of such evidence of superior work 
and increased professional attainments as the Board of Education 
may prescribe. 
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SEC. 4. That research assistants shall be classified as teachers for
pay-roll purposes and for retirement purposes.

SEC. 5. Appointments, assignments, and transfers authorized in
this Act shall be made in accordance with the Act approved June 20,
1906, as amended (Public, Numbered 254).

SEC. 6. This Act shall take effect on July 1, 1939.
Approved, April 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 40]
AN ACT

To provide alternative methods of enforcement of orders, rules, and regulations
of the Joint Board and of the Public Utilities Commission of the District of
Columbia.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That prosecution
for violation of any rule, order, or regulation made, adopted, or
approved by the Public Utilities Commission under authority of
section 8 of the Act approved March 4, 1913 (37 U. S. Stat. L. 974),
or amendments thereto, or section 6 (e) of the Traffic Acts, as
amended February 27, 1931 (46 U. S. Stat. L. 1424), or section 7 of
the Act approved July 1, 1902 (32 U. S. Stat. L. 590), as amended
by the Act approved July 1, 1932 (47 U. S. Stat. L. 550), or by the
Joint Board under authority of section 6 (e) of the said Traffic Acts,
as amended February 27, 1931, or section 7 of said Act approved
July 1, 1902, as amended by said Act approved July 1, 1932, shall
be on information in the Police Court of the District of Columbia,
in the name of the District of Columbia, by the corporation counsel
or any of his assistants. Any person, corporation, or public utility
violating any such rule, order, or regulation shall, upon conviction,
be fined not more than $200: Provided, That the provisions of this
Act shall not be construed to apply to rules, orders, or regulations
adopted or promulgated by the Commissioners of the District of
Columbia which are not specifically required to be referred to the
Joint Board or subject to the approval of such board: Provided
further That with respect to orders, rules, or regulations made or
adopted by the Public Utilities Commission under authority of sec-
tion 8 of the said Act approved March 4, 1913, this section shall be
construed to apply only to such orders, rules, or regulations as are
subject to the penalties specifically provided in paragraph 85 of
that Act.

SEC. 2. The provisions of section 1 of this Act and of paragraph
85 of section 8 of the said Act approved March 4, 1913, so far as they
relate to the orders, rules, and regulations of the Public Utilities
Commission, shall be construed as prescribing alternative methods
of enforcement of the orders, rules, or regulations of the Commission,
and any order, rule, or regulation adopted by the Public Utilities
Commission which is required to be referred to or is subject to the
approval of the Joint Board may be enforced either as provided by
paragraph 85 of section 8 of the Act approved March 4, 1913, or as
provided in section 1 of this Act.

Approved, April 5, 1939.
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SEC. 4. That research assistants shall be classified as teachers for 
pay-roll purposes and for retirement purposes. 
SEC. 5. Appointments, assignments, and transfers authorized in 

this Act shall be made in accordance with the Act approved June 20, 
1906, as amended (Public, Numbered 254). 
SEC. 6. This Act shall take effect on July 1, 1939. 
Approved, April 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 40] 
AN ACT 

Classification for 
pay-roll and retire-
ment purposes. 
Manner of making 

appointments, assign-
ments, etc. 

34 Stat. 316. 

Effective data. 

April 5, 1939 

To provide alternative methods of enforcement of orders, rules, and regulations  [s. 11261  

of the Joint Board and of the Public Utilities Commission of the District of 
Columbia. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That prosecution 
for violation of any rule, order, or regulation made, adopted, or 
approved by the Public Utilities Commission under authority of 
section 8 of the Act approved March 4, 1913 (37 U. S. Stat. L. 974), 
or amendments thereto, or section 6 (e) of the Traffic Acts, as 
amended February 27, 1931 (46 U. S. Stat. L. 1424), or section 7 of 
the Act approved July 1, 1902 (32 U. S. Stat. L. 590), as amended 
by the Act approved July 1, 1932 (47 U. S. Stat. L. 550), or by. the 
Joint Board under authority of section 6 (e) of the said Traffic Acts, 
as amended February 27, 1931, or section 7 of said Act approved 
July 1, 1902, as amended by said Act approved July 1, 1932, shall 
be on information in the Police Court of the District of Columbia, 
in the name of the District of Columbia, by the corporation counsel 
or any of his assistants. Any person, corporation, or public utility 
violating any such rule, order, or regulation shall, upon conviction, 
be fined not more than $200: Provided, That the provisions of this 
Act shall not be construed to apply to rules, orders, or regulations 
adopted or promulgated by the Commissioners of the District of 
Columbia which are not specifically required to be referred to the 
Joint Board or subject to the approval of such board: Provided 
further, That with respect to orders, rules, or regulations made or 
adopted by the Public Utilities Commission under authority of sec-
tion 8 of the said Act approved March 4, 1913, this section shall be 
construed to apply only to such orders, rules, or regulations as are 
subject to the penalties specifically provided in paragraph 85 of 
that Act. 
SEC. 2. The provisions of section 1 of this Act and of paragraph 

85 of section 8 of the said Act approved March 4, 1913, so far as they 
relate to the orders, rules, and regulations of the Public Utilities 
Commission, shall be construed as prescribing alternative methods 
of enforcement of the orders, rules, or regulations of the Commission, 
and any order, yule, or regulation adopted by the Public Utilities 
Commission which is required to be referred to or is subject to the 
approval of the Joint Board may be enforced either as provided by 
paragraph 85 of section 8 of the Act approved March 4, 1913, or as 
provided in section 1 of this Act. 
Approved, April 5, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 41]
April 5,1939 AN ACT

[8. 129] To amend paragraphs 31 and 33 of an Act entitled "An Act to amend section 7
[Public, No. 24] of an Act entitled 'An Act making appropriations to provide for the govern-

ment of the District of Columbia for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1903, and
for other purposes', approved July 1, 1902, and for other purposes", approved
July 1, 1932.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
District of Colum- United States of America in Congress assembled, That subpara-
Licensetaxes. graphs (c) and (d) of paragraph 31 and paragraph 33 of an Act
Pot,p.046. entitled "An Act to amend section 7 of an Act entitled 'An Act

making appropriations to provide for the government of the District
47 stt.. 5 of Columbia for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1903, and for other20 D. C. Code,

Supp. Iv, § 1731 (c). purposes', approved July 1, 1902, and for other purposes", approved
(d); 1733. July 1, 1932, are amended to read as follows:

rasseng vthic "(c) Owners of passenger vehicles for hire having a seatingfor hire with seating
capacity of s or more. capacity of eight passengers or more, in addition to the driver or

operator, other than those licensed in the preceding subparagraph,Display oflicense. shall pay a license tax of $100 per annum for each vehicle used. No
such vehicle shall be operated unless there shall be conspicuously
displayed therein a license issued under the terms of this subpara-

Date of license. graph. Licenses issued under this subparagraph shall date from
.March 1 of each year, but may be issued on or after February 15 of

Expiration ofli- such year: Provided, however, That all licenses issued for a period
censs issued prior to prior to March 1, 1940, shall expire on February 29, 1940, and the

ar. , . license fee therefor shall be prorated accordingly.
Other psenger v  (d) Owners of passenger vehicles for hire, whether operated from

a private establishment or from public space, other than those
licensed in the two preceding subparagraphs, shall pay a license tax
of $25 per annum for each such vehicle used in the conduct of their

Stands. business. Stands for such vehicles upon public space, adjacent to
hotels or otherwise, may be established in the manner provided in
section 6 (e) of the Act entitled 'An Act to amend the Acts approved
March 3, 1925, and July 3, 1926, known as the District of Columbia

6D Stat. 4 upp. Traffic Acts, and so forth'. The Public Utilities Commission is
IV, 243 (e). hereby authorized to make and enforce all such reasonable and usual

Policeregulatins. police regulations as it may deem necessary for the proper conduct,
control, and regulation of all vehicles described in this and the pre-

Date of licenses. ceding subparagraphs and paragraph 33 hereof. Licenses issued
under this subparagraph shall date from March 1 of each year but

rovo may be issued on or after February 15 of such year: Provided, Xow-
Expiration of i- ever That all licenses issued for a period prior to March 1, 1940censes Issued prior to

Mar. 1, 10. r shall expire on February 29, 1940, and the lcense fee therefor shal
be prorated accordingly.

used n hauing goods, AR. 33. Owners of vehicles for hire, used in hauling goods,
etcO. 46 wares, or merchandise, and operating from public space, shal pay

stands. a license tax of $25 per annum for each vehicle. Stands for such
vehicles upon public space may be established in the manner pro-
vided in section 6 (e) of the Act entitled 'An Act to amend the

46 atc. C.s upp. Acts approved March 3, 1925, and July 3, 1926, known as the
iv, 1243(e).e District of Columbia Traffic Acts, and so forth'. Licenses issued

under this subparagraph shall date from March 1 of each year, but
Proeiso. may be issued on or after February 15 of such year: Provided,

siratdion of li however, That all licenses issued for a period prior to March 1, 19censes issued prior to 1940
Mar. 1, I4. shall expire on February 29, 1940, and the license fee therefor shall

be prorated accordingly."
Approved, April 5, 1939.
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[CHAPTER 41] 
AN ACT 

To amend paragraphs 31 and 33 of an Act entitled "An Act to amend section 7 
of an Act entitled 'An Act making appropriations to provide for the govern-
ment of the District of Columbia for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1903, and 
for other purposes', approved July 1, 1902, and for other purposes", approved 
July 1, 1932. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subpara-
graphs (c) and (d) of paragraph 31 and paragraph .33 of an Act 
entitled "An Act to amend section 7 of an Act entitled 'An Act 
making appropriations to provide for the government of the District 
of Columbia for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1903, and for other 
purposes', approved July 1, 1902, and for other purposes", approved 
July 1, 1932, are amended to read as follows: 

"(c) Owners of passenger vehicles for hire having a seating 
capacity of eight passengers or more, in addition to the driver or 
operator, other than those licensed in the preceding subparagraph, 
shall pay a license tax of $100 per annum for each vehicle used. No 
such vehicle shall be operated unless there shall be conspicuously 
displayed therein a license issued under the terms of this subpara-
graph. Licenses issued under this subparagraph shall date from 
March 1 of each year, but may be issued on or after February 15 of 
such year: Provided, however, That all licenses issued for a period 
prior to March 1, 1940, shall expire on February 29, 1940, and the 
license fee therefor shall be prorated accordingly. 

"(d) Owners of passenger vehicles for hire, whether operated from 
a private establishment or from public space, other than those 
licensed in the two preceding subparagraphs, shall pay a license tax 
of $25 per annum for each such vehicle used in the conduct of their 
business. Stands for such vehicles upon public space, adjacent to 
hotels or otherwise, may be established in the manner provided in 
section 6 (e) of the Act entitled 'An Act to amend the Acts approved 
March 3, 1925, and July 3, 1926, known as the District of Columbia 
Traffic Acts, and so forth'. The Public Utilities Commission is 
hereby authorized to make and enforce all such reasonable and usual 
police regulations as it may deem necessary for the proper conduct, 
control, and regulation of all vehicles described in this and the pre-
ceding subparagraphs and paragraph 33 hereof. Licenses issued 
under this subparagraph shall date from March 1 of each 3rear, but 
may be issued on or after February 15 of such year: Provided, how-
ever, That all licenses issued for a period prior to March 1, 1940, 
shall expire on February 29, 1940, and the license fee therefor shall 
be prorated accordingly. 

"'PAL 33. Owners of vehicles for hire, used in hauling goods, 
wares, or merchandise, and operating from public space, shall pay 
a license tax of $25 per annum for each vehicle. Stands for such 
vehicles upon public space may be established in the manner pro-
vided in section 6 (e) of the Act entitled 'An Act to amend the 
Acts approved March 3, 1925, and July 3, 1926, known as the 
District of Columbia Traffic Acts, and so forth'. Licenses issued 
under this subparagraph shall date from March 1 of each year, but 
may be issued on or after February 15 of such year: Provided, 
however, That all licenses issued for a period prior to March 1, 1940, 
shall expire on February 29, 1940, and the license fee therefor shall 
be prorated accordingly." 
Approved, April 5, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 42]
AN ACfT

571

April 5, 1939
To amend Public Law Numbered 111, Sixty-sixth Congress, entitled "An Act [. 1130]

for the retirement of public-school teachers in the District of Columbia." [Public, No. 26]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 10 of
the Act entitled "An Act for the retirement of public-school teachers
in the District of Columbia", approved January 15, 1920, as amended,
is further amended to read as follows:

"That every teacher from whose salary retirement deductions are
made in accordance with this Act shall be required to designate in
writing a beneficiary or beneficiaries to whomn the amount of his deduc-
tions, together with interest then credited thereon, shall be payable
in the event of the death of such teacher.

"SEC. 2. In the event of death of any such teacher the order of
precedence of payments shall be as follows: First, to the beneficiary,
or beneficiaries, designated in writing by the teacher and recorded on
his or her individual account; second, if there be no such beneficiary
or beneficiaries designated, then to the duly appointed executor, or
administrator, of the estate; third, if there be no such beneficiary, or
if an executor or administrator be not appointed within six months
after the death of such teacher, payment shall be made into the reg-
istry of the District Court of the United States for the District of
Columbia."

Approved, April 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 43]
AN ACT

To amend section 9, article V, of an Act known as "An Act to amend the Act
entitled 'An Act to fix and regulate the salaries of teachers, school officers, and
other employees of the Board of Education of the District of Columbia',
approved June 20, 1906, as amended, and for other purposes."

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 9,
article V, of an Act known as "An Act to amend the Act entitled 'An
Act to fix and regulate the salaries of teachers, school officers, and
other employees of the Board of Education of the District of Colum-
bia', approved June 20, 1906, as amended, and for other purposes",
approved June 4, 1924, be amended to read as follows:

"SEc. 9. That every teacher in the service on July 1, 1924, except
as herein otherwise provided, and every teacher thereafter appointed,
shall be assigned to group A of the class to which eligible or to
group C of class 2 and shall be promoted to group D of class 2 or
group B of any class on the basis of such evidence of superior teach-
ing and of increased professional attainments as the Board of Educa-
tion may prescribe: Provided, That teachers receiving salaries in
group B of class 6 on June 30, 1924, and teachers receiving salaries
in group A of class 6 who on June 30, 1924, are on the eligible list for
promotion to group B of class 6, shall be assigned to group B of
class 3 on July 1, 1924, without further examination or additional
qualifications: Provided further, That no person who has not
received for at least one year the maximum salary of group A in any
class or group C of class 2 shall be eligible for promotion to group B
of any class or group D of class 2: And provided further, That the
number of group B and group D salaries shall be divided propor-
tionately between the teachers in the white schools and the teachers
in the colored schools on the basis of the enrollment of pupils in the
respective white and colored schools."

Approved, April 5, 1939.
9
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[CHAPTER 42] 
AN ACT 

To amend Public Law Numbered 111, Sixty-sixth Congress, entitled "An Act 
for the retirement of public-school teachers in the District of Columbia." 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 10 of 
the Act entitled "An Act for the retirement of public-school teachers 
in the District of Columbia", approved January 15, 1920, as amended, 
is further amended to read as follows: 
"That every teacher from whose salary retirement deductions are 

made in accordance with this. Act shall be required to designate in 
writing a beneficiary or beneficiaries to whom the amount of his deduc-
tions, together with interest then credited thereon, shall be payable 
in the event of the death of such teacher. 

"SEc. 2. In the event of death of any such teacher the order of 
precedence of payments shall be as follows: First, to the beneficiary, 
or beneficiaries, designated in writing by the teacher and recorded on 
his or her individual account; second, if there be no such beneficiary 
or beneficiaries designated, then to the duly appointed executor, or 
administrator, of the estate; third, if there be no such beneficiary, or 
if an executor or administrator be not appointed within six months 
after the death of such teacher, payment shall be made into the reg-
istry of the District Court of the United States for the District of 
Columbia." 
Approved, April 5, 1939. 
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AN ACT 
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April 5, 1939 
To amend section 9, article V, of an Act known as "An Act to amend the Act  [S. 12951  

entitled 'An Act to fix and regulate the salaries of teachers, school officers, and 
other employees of the Board of Education of the District of Columbia', 
approved June 20, 1906, as amended, and for other purposes." 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 9, 
article V, of an Act known as "An Act to amend the Act entitled 'An 
Act to fix and regulate the salaries of teachers, school officers, and 
other employees of the Board of Education of the District of Colum-
bia', approved June 20, 1906, as amended, and for other purposes", 
approved June 4, 1924, be amended to read as follows: 
"SEC. 9. That every teacher in the service on July 1, 1924, except 

as herein otherwise provided, and every teacher thereafter appointed, 
shall be assigned to group A of the class to which eligible or to 
group C of class 2 and shall be promoted to group D of class 2 or 
group B of any class on the basis of such evidence of superior teach-
ing and of increased professional attainments as the Board of Educa-
tion may prescribe: Provided, That teachers receiving salaries in 
group B of class 6 on June 30, 1921, and teachers receiving salaries 
in group A of class 6 who on June 30, 1924, are on the eligible list for 
promotion to group B of class 6, shall be assigned to group B of 
class 3 on July 1, 1924, without further examination or additional 
qualifications: Provided further, That no person who has not 
received for at least one year the maximum salary of group A in any 
class or group C of class 2 shall be eligible for promotion to group B 
of any class or group D of class 2: And provided further, That the 
number of group B and group D salaries shall be divided propor-
tionately between the teachers in the white schools and the teachers 
in the colored schools on the basis of the enrollment of pupils in the 
respective white and colored schools." 
Approved, April 5, 1939. 

[Public, No. 25] 

District of Colum• 
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43 Stat. 373. 
7 D. C. Code I 38. 
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[CHAPTER 44]

April 5, 1939
[H. R. 3801]

[Public, No. 27]

Cotton pool partici-
pation trust certifi-
cates.

62 Stat. 747.
Authority of man-

ager to purchase, ex-
tension of time limit.

AN ACT
To extend the time for retirement of cotton pool participation trust certificates.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the appropria-
tion of $1,800,000 made in the Department of Agriculture Appro-
priation Act, 1939, under the item entitled "Retirement of cotton
pool participation trust certificates" shall remain available until
December 31, 1939, and the authority of the manager, cotton pool, to
purchase and pay for participation trust certificates, Form C-5-I,
shall extend to and include the 30th day of September 1939, but after
the expiration of said limit the purchase may be consummated of
any such certificates tendered to the manager, cotton pool, on or before
September 30, 1939, but where for any reason the purchase price
shall not have been paid by the manager, cotton pool.

Approved, April 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 45]
April 6,1939

18.917]
[Public, No. 28]

AN ACT

Authorizing the Library of Congress to acquire by purchase, or otherwise, the
whole, or any part, of the papers of Charles Cotesworth Pinckney and Thomas
Pinckney, including therewith a group of documents relating to the Constitu-
tional Convention of 1787, now in the possession of Harry Stone, of New York
City.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Library of Congress. United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Library of

pers of Charles Cotes- Congress is hereby authorized and empowered to acquire by purchase,worth Pinckney d of
Thoma Pi knrcey, or otherwise, the whole, or any part, of the papers of Charles Cotes-
and other documents, worth Pinckney and Thomas Pinckney, including therewith a group

of documents relating to the Constitutional Convention of 1787, now
in the possession of Harry Stone, of 24 East Fifty-eighth Street, New

thpproprition au. York, New York, and there is hereby authorized to be appropriated
Post, p.627. to the Library of Congress for that purpose not to exceed the sum

of $37,500.
Approved, April 6, 1939.

[CHAPTER 47]
April 10, 1939

[8. 10191
[Public, No. 29]

Twelfth Olympic
Games.

ParticipationofReg-
ular Army authorized.

Provisos.
Expenses charged to

Army appropriations.

Allowances not to
be exceeded.

AN ACT
To authorize the Secretary of War to pay certain expenses incident to the training,

attendance, and participation of the equestrian and moder pentathlon teams
in the Twelfth Olympic Games.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of War is hereby authorized to direct the training and attendance
of personnel and animals of the Regular Army as participants in the
Twelfth Olympic Games: Provided, That all expenses incident to
training, attendance, and participation in the Twelfth Olympic
Games, including the use of such supplies, material, and equipment
as in the opinion of the Secretary of War may be necessary, may be
charged to the appropriations for the support of the Army: Provided
further, That applicable allowances which are or may be fixed by
law or regulations for participation in other military activities shal
not be exceeded.

Approved, April 10, 1939.
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[CHAPTER 44] 

To extend the time for retirement of cotton pool participation trust certificates. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the appropria-
tion of $1,800,000 made in the Department of Agriculture Appro-
priation Act, 1939, under the item entitled "Retirement of cotton 
pool participation trust certificates" shall remain available until 
December 31, 1939, and the authority of the manager, cotton pool, to 
purchase and pay for participation trust certificates, Form 
shall extend to and include the 30th day of September 1939, but after 
the expiration of said limit the purchase may be consummated of 
any such certificates tendered to the manager, cotton pool, on or before 
September 30, 1939, but where for any reason the purchase price 
shall not have been paid by the manager, cotton pool. 
Approved, April 5, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 45] 
AN ACT 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Library of 
Congress is hereby authorized and empowered to acquire by purchase, 
or otherwise the whole or any part, of the papers of Charles Cotes-
worth Pinckney and Thomas Pinckney, including therewith a group 
of documents relating to the Constitutional Convention of 1787, now 
in the possession of Harry Stone of 24 East Fifty-eighth Street, New 
York, New York, and there is hereby authorized to be appropriated 
to the Library of Congress for that purpose not to exceed the sum 
of $37,500. 
Approved, April 6, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 47] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Secretary of War to pay certain expenses incident to the training, 
attendance, and participation of the equestrian and modem pentathlon teams 
in the Twelfth Olympic Games. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of War is hereby authorized to direct the training and attendance 
of personnel and animals of the Regular Army as participants in the 
Twelfth Olympic Games: Provided, That all expenses incident to 
training, attendance, and participation in the Twelfth Olympic 
Games, including the use of such supplies, material, and equipment 
as in the opinion of the Secretary of War may be necessary, may be 
charged to the appropriations for the support of the Army: Provided 
further, That applicable allowances which are or may be fixed by 
law or regulations for participation in other military activities shall 
not be exceeded. 
Approved, April 10, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 48]
AN ACT

To repealsubection (4) of subsection (c) of section 101 of the Agricultural dust- April 10, 1939
To repeal subsection (4) of subsection (c of section 101 of the Agricultural Adjust- . 1363

ment Act of 1938. [Public, No. 301

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsection (4)
of subsection (c) of section 101 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act
of 1938, which reads as follows:

"(4) Notwithstanding any other provision of this subsection, if,
for any reason other than flood or drought, the acreage of wheat,
cotton, corn, or rice planted on the farm is less than 80 per centum of
the farm acreage allotment for such commodity for the purpose of
payment, such farm acreage allotment shall be 25 per centum in
excess of such planted acreage";
is hereby repealed.

Approved, April 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 49]
JOINT RESOLUTION

Authorizing appropriation for expenses of a representative of the United States
and of his assistants, and for one-half of the joint expenses of this Government
and the Government of Mexico, in giving effect to the agreement of November
9-12, 1938, between the two Governments providing for the settlement of
American claims for damages resulting from expropriations of agrarian properties
since August 30, 1927.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby
authorized to be appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury
not otherwise appropriated, such sums as may be necessary to pro-
vide for the expenses of participation by the United States in the
settlement, in pursuance of the agreement of November 9-12, 1938,
of claims of citizens of the United States against the Government
of Mexico on account of expropriations of agrarian properties since
August 30, 1927, including personal services in the District of Colum-
bia or elsewhere without reference to the Classification Act of 1923,
as amended; rent of offices, electric service, drinking water, rooms
and rent, and purchase of equipment for the use of the representative
of the United States and his assistants, in addition, if deemed neces-
sary by the Secretary of State, to the lawful per diem; stenographic,
reporting, and translating services by contract if deemed necessary,
without regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C.,
title 41, sec. 5); traveling expenses; communication service; purchase
of law books and books of reference; transportation of things; print-
ing and binding; office supplies; official cards- entertainment;
expenses and honorarium of a neutral umpire in the event such an
appointment is found necessary; and such other expenses as may
be authorized by the Secretary of State, including the reimbursement
of other appropriations from which payments may have been made
for any of the purposes herein specified: Provided, That any
expenditures from the amount herein authorized to be appropriated
shall become a first charge upon any moneys received from the Gov-
ernment of Mexico in settlement of the respective claims, and the
amount of such expenditures shall be deducted from the first pay-
ment by the Mexican Government and deposited in the Treasury
of the United States as miscellaneous receipts: And provided fur-
ther, That the representative of the United States shall, upon the
completion of his work, submit a report to the Secretary of State,
attaching thereto (a) a statement of the expenses of himself his
assistants, and of the umpire, in case an umpire is designated, (b) a
list of all claims rejected, (c) a list of all claims allowed in whole

Agricultural Ad-
justment Act of 1938,
subsection repealed.

52 Stat. 33.
16 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, § 590h.
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April 10, 1939
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[Pub. Res., No. 81
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[CHAPTER 48] 
AN ACT 

To repeal subsection (4) of subsection (c) of section 101 of the Agricultural Adjust-
ment Act of 1938. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsection (4) 
of subsection (c) of section 101 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act 
of 1938, which reads as follows: 
"(4) Notwithstanding any other provision of this subsection, if, 

for any reason other than flood or drought, the acreage of wheat, 
cotton, corn, or rice planted on the farm is less than 80 per centum of 
the farm acreage allotment for such commodity for the purpose of 
payment, such farm acreage allotment shall be 25 per centum in 
excess of such planted acreage"; 
is hereby repealed. 
Approved, April 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 49] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Authorizing appropriation for expenses of a representative of the United States 
and of his assistants, and for one-half of the joint expenses of this Government 
and the Government of Mexico, in giving effect to the agreement of November 
9-12, 1938, between the two Governments providing for the settlement of 
American claims for damages resulting from expropriations of agrarian properties 
since August 30, 1927. 

1?esoLved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby 
authorized to be appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury 
not otherwise appropriated, such sums as may be necessary to pro-
vide for the expenses of participation by the United States in the 
settlement, in pursuance of the agreement of November 9-12, 1938, 
of claims of citizens of the United States against the Government 
of Mexico on account of expropriations of agrarian properties since 
August 30, 1927, including personal services in the District of Colum-
bia or elsewhere without reference to the Classification Act of 1923, 
as amended; rent of offices, electric service, drinking water, rooms 
and rent, and purchase of equipment for the use of the representative 
of the United States and his assistants, in addition, if deemed neces-
sary by the Secretary of State, to the lawful per diem; stenographic, 
reporting, and translating services by contract if deemed necessary, 
without regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., 
title 41, sec. 5) ; traveling expenses; communication service; purchase 
of law books and books of reference; transportation of things; print-
ing and binding; office supplies; official cards; entertainment; 
expenses and honorarium of a neutral umpire in the event such an 
appointment is found necessary; and such other expenses as may 
be authorized by the Secretary of State, including the reimbursement 
of other appropriations from which payments may have been made 
for any of the purposes herein specified: Provided, That any 
expenditures from the amount herein authorized to be appropriated 
shall become a first charge upon any moneys received from the Gov-
ernment of Mexico in settlement of the respective claims, and the 
amount of such expenditures shall be deducted from the first pay-
ment by the Mexican Government and deposited in the Treasury 
of the United States as miscellaneous receipts: And provided fur-
ther, That the representative of the United States shall, upon the 
completion of his work, submit a report to the Secretary of State, 
attaching thereto (a) a statement of the expenses of himself, his 
assistants, and of the umpire, in case an umpire is designated, (b) a 
list of all claims rejected, (c) a list of all claims allowed in whole 
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or in part, together with the amount of each claim and the amount
awarded thereon, and (d) a statement of the reasons for the allow-
ance or disallowance in each case. Certified copies of (a) and (c)
shall be transmitted by the Secretary of State to the Secretary of
the Treasury, who shall, after making the deduction provided for
above, distribute in ratable proportions, among the persons in whose
favor awards shall have been made, or their assignees, heirs, execu-
tors or administrators of record, according to the proportions which
their respective awards shall bear to the whole amount available
from time to time for such distribution, such moneys as may have
been received into the Treasury in virtue of the agreement of
November 9-12, 1938.

Approved, April 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 58]

April 12, 1939
[H. R. 3577

I, l ... .1...,

AN ACT

To amend the Canal Zone Code.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
ana ne Codae United States of America in Congress assembled, That the first para-

49 tat. 190 graph of subsection (b) of section 94 of title 2, Canal Zone Code,
48 U. . C.., Spp. as amended by section 2 of the Act of June 24, 1936 (49 Stat. 1904),

IV, i 13710. is amended to read as follows:
meLsabit retimre- "(b) Any employee to whom this article applies who shall have
nnuity. served for a total period of not less than five years, and who, before

becoming eligible for retirement under the conditions defined in
section 92 of this title, shall have become totally disabled for useful
and efficient service in the grade or class of position occupied by
the employee, by reason of disease or injury not due to vicious habits,
intemperance, or willful misconduct on the part of the employee,
shall upon his own application or upon request or order of the Gov-
ernor of the Panama Canal, be retired on an annuity computed in

PA.or. accordance with the provisions of section 96 of this title: Provided,
Proof of ndt. That proof of freedom from vicious habits, intemperance, or willful

misconduct for a period of more than five years next prior to becom-
ing so disabled for useful and efficient service, shall not be required

aitement of in any case; and the claim of any employee which was or would have
been disallowed under this section by reason of the requirement of
such proof with respect to a longer period than five years, shall upon
request of the applicant be reinstated, and shall thereupon be redeter-
mined under the provisions of the section as herein amended: Pro-

Limitation. vided further, That such claim is now on file with the Civil Service
Commission or is executed within six months from the enactment of
this Act.

Approved, April 12, 1939.

[CHAPTER 59]
A A (?T

April 12, 1939
[H. . 3790] Relating to the taxation of the compensation of public officers and employees.

[Public, No. 32]

Public Salary Tax
Act of 1939.

"Grossineome", de-
inition amended.

Ante, p. 9 .
I. R. C. 22(a).

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may
be cited as the Public Salary Tax Act of 1939".

TITLE I

Sumo 1. Section 22 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating
to the definition of "gross income") is amended by inserting after the
words "compensation for personal service" the following: ("includ-
ing personal service as an officer or employee of a State, or any
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Public Salary Tax 
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or in part, together with the amount of each claim and the amount 
awarded thereon, and (d) a statement of the reasons for the allow-
ance or disallowance in each case. Certified copies of (a) and (c) 
shall be transmitted by the Secretary of State to the Secretary of 
the Treasury, who shall, after making the deduction provided for 
above, distribute in ratable proportions, among the persons in whose 
favor awards shall have been made, or their assignees, heirs, execu-
tors or administrators of record, according to the proportions which 
their respective awards shall bear to the whole amount available 
from time to time for such distribution, such moneys as may have 
been received into the Treasury in virtue of the agreement of 
November 9-12, 1938. 
Approved, April 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 58] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Canal Zone Code. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the first para-
graph of subsection (b) of section 94 of title 2, Canal Zone Code, 
as amended by section 2 of the Act of June 24, 1936 (49 Stat. 1904); 
is amended to read as follows: 

"(b) Any employee to whom this article applies who shall have 
served for a total period of not less than five years, and who, before 
becoming eligible for retirement under the conditions defined in 
section 92 of this title, shall have become totally disabled for useful 
and efficient service in the grade or class of position occupied by 
the employee, by reason of disease or injury not due to vicious habits, 
intemperance, or willful misconduct on the part of the employee, 
shall upon his own application or upon request or order of the Gov-
ernor of the Panama Canal, be retired on an annuity computed in 
accordance with the provisions of section 96 of this title: Provided, 
That proof of freedom from vicious habits, intemperance, or willful 
misconduct for a period of more than five years next prior to becom-
ing so disabled for useful and efficient service shall not be required 
in any case • and the claim of any employee which was or would have 
been disallowed under this section by reason of the requirement of 
such proof with respect to a longer period than five years, shall upon 
request of the applicant be reinstated, and shall thereupon be redeter-
mined under the provisions of the section as herein amended: Pro-
vided further, That such claim is now on file with the Civil Service 
Commission or is executed within six months from the enactment of 
this Act. 
Approved, April 12, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 59] 
AN ACT 

Relating to the taxation of the compensation of public officers and employees. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may 
be cited as the "Public Salary Tax Act of 1939". 

TITLE I 

&allow 1. Section 22 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating 
to the definition of "gross income") is amended by inserting after the 
words "compensation for personal service" the following: ("includ-
ing personal service as an officer or employee of a State, or any 
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political subdivision thereof, or any agency or instrumentality of
any one or more of the foregoing)".

SEc. 2. Section 116 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code (exempting Teachers in Alaska
compensation of teachers in Alaska and Hawaii from income tax) sation.
is repealed. C. § 116 ().

SEc. 3. Section 22 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended Judge" taking offie6
by adding at the end thereof a new sentence to read as follows: 932, inclusion otfcom

pensation in gross in-"In the case of judges of courts of the United States who took office come.
on or before June 6, 1932, the compensation received as such shall f R', p ( a)
be included in gross income".

SEC. 4. The United States hereby consents to the taxation of com- utaationofsent to
pensation, received after December 31, 1938, for personal service Federal,etc.,officer or

employee receivedas an officer or employee of the United States, any Territory or ater loeeembcr 3l1,
possession or political subdivision thereof, the District of Columbia, 1938.
or any agency or instrumentality of any one or more of the fore-
going, by any duly constituted taxing authority having jurisdiction
to tax such compensation, if such taxation does not discriminate Condition
against such officer or employee because of the source of such
compensation.

TITLE II

SEC. 201. Any amount of income tax (including interest, additions Income tax.
to tax, and additional amounts) for any taxable year beginning prior state etc., persoelf t
to January 1, 1938, to the extent attributable to compensation for in designated cass
personal service as an officer or employee of a State, or any political
subdivision thereof, or any agency or instrumentality of any one
or more of the foregoing-

(a) shall not be assessed, and no proceeding in court for the collec-
tion thereof shall be begun or prosecuted (unless pursuant to an
assessment made prior to January 1, 1939);

(b) if assessed after December 31, 1938, the assessment shall be
abated, and any amount collected in pursuance of such assessment
shall be credited or refunded in the same manner as in the case of
an income tax erroneously collected; and

(c) shall, if collected on or before the date of the enactment of this
Act, be credited or refunded in the same manner as in the case of an
income tax erroneously collected, in the following cases-

(1) Where a claim for refund of such amount was filed before
January 19, 1939, and was not disallowed on or before the date
of the enactment of this Act;

(2) Where such claim was so filed but has been disallowed and
the time for beginning suit with respect thereto has not expired
on the date of the enactment of this Act;

(3) Where a suit for the recovery of such amount is pending
on the date of the enactment of this Act; and

(4) Where a petition to the Board of Tax Appeals has been
filed with respect to such amount and the Board's decision has
not become final before the date of the enactment of this Act.

SEC. 202. In the case of any taxable year beginning after December Tax exemption of
31, 1937, and before January 1, 1939, compensation for personal pnsel inStdagept
service as an officer or employee of a State, or any political subdivision rio d specified.
thereof, or any agency or instrumentality of any one or more of the
foregoing, shall not be included in the gross income of any individual
under Title I of the Revenue Act of 1938 and shall be exempt from s62st s44. Supp.
taxation under such title, if such individual either- iv, § 1-330b.

(a) did not include in his return for a taxable year beginning after
December 31, 1936, and before January 1, 1938, any amount as com-
pensation for personal service as an officer or employee of a State or
any political subdivision thereof, or any agency or instrumentality
of any one or more of the foregoing; or
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political subdivision thereof, or any agency or instrumentality of 
any one or more of the foregoing)". 
SEC. 2. Section 116 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code (exempting 

compensation of teachers in Alaska and Hawaii from income tax) 
is repealed. 
SEC. 3. Section 22 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended 

by adding at the end thereof a new sentence to read as follows: 
"In the case of judges of courts of the United States who took office 
on or before June 6, 1932, the compensation received as such shall 
be included in gross income". 
SEC. 4. The United States hereby consents to the taxation of com-

pensation, received after December 31, 1938, for personal service 
as an officer or employee of the United States, any Territory or 
possession or political subdivision thereof, the District of Columbia, 
or any agency or instrumentality of any one or more of the fore-
going, by any duly constituted taxing authority having jurisdiction 
to tax such compensation, if such taxation does not discriminate 
against such officer or employee because of the source of such 
compensation. 

TITLE II 

SEC. 201. Any amount of income tax (including interest, additions 
to tax, and additional amounts) for any taxable year beginning prior 
to January 1, 1938, to the extent attributable to compensation for 
personal service as an officer or employee of a State, or any political 
subdivision thereof, or any agency or instrumentality of any one 
or more of the foregoing— 

(a) shall not be assessed, and no proceeding in court for the collec-
tion thereof shall be begun or prosecuted (unless pursuant to an 
assessment made prior to January 1, 1939) ; 

(b) if assessed after December 31, 1938, the assessment shall be 
abated, and any amount collected in pursuance of such assessment 
shall be credited or refunded in the same manner as in the case of 
an income tax erroneously collected; and 

(c) shall, if collected on or before the date of the enactment of this 
Act, be credited or refunded in the saine manner as in the case of an 
income tax erroneously collected, in the following cases— 

(1) Where a claim for refund of such amount was filed before 
January 19, 1939, and was not disallowed on or before the date 
of the enactment of this Act; 

(2) Where such claim was so filed but has been disallowed and 
the time for beginning suit with respect thereto has not expired 
on the date of the enactment of this Act; 

(3) Where a suit for the recovery of such amount is pending 
on the date of the enactment of this Act; and 

(4) Where a petition to the Board of Tax Appeals has been 
filed with respect to such amount and the Board's decision has 
not become final before the date of the enactment of this Act. 

SEC. 202. In the case of any taxable year beginning after December 
31, 1937, and before January 1, 1939, compensation for personal 
service as an officer or employee of a State, or any political subdivision 
thereof, or any agency or instrumentality of any one or more of the 
foregoing, shall not be included in the gross income of any individual 
under Title I of the Revenue Act of 1938 and shall be exempt from 
taxation under such title, if such individual either— 

(a) did not include in his return for a taxable year beginning after 
December 31, 1936, and before January 1, 1938, any amount as com-
pensation for personal service as an officer or employee of a State, or 
any political subdivision thereof, or any agency or instrumentality 
of any one or more of the foregoing; or 
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(b) did include any such amount in such return, but is entitled
under section 201 of this Act to have the tax attributable thereto
credited or refunded.

Creditsaandrund s. SEC. 203. Any amount of income tax (including interest, additions
to tax, and additional amounts) collected on, before, or after the date
of the enactment of this Act for any taxable year beginning prior to
January 1, 1939, to the extent attributable to compensation for per-
sonal service as an officer or employee of a State, or any political
subdivision thereof, or any agency or instrumentality of any one or
more of the foregoing, shall be credited or refunded in the same

Timeforfringelaim. manner as in the case of an income tax erroneously collected, if
claim for refund with respect thereto is filed after January 18, 1939,
and the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, under regulations pre-
scribed by him with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury,
finds that disallowance of such claim would result in the application
of the doctrines in the cases of Helvering against Therrell (303 U. S.
218), Helvering against Gerhardt (304 U. S. 405), and Graves et al.
against New York ex rel O'Keefe, decided March 27, 1939, extending
the classes of officers and employees subject to Federal taxation.

by statute of limt- SE. 204. Neither section 201 nor section 203 shall apply in any
tions. case where the claim for refund, or the institution of the suit, or the

filing of the petition with the Board, was, at the time filed or begun,
barred by the statute of limitations properly applicable thereto.

Compenfsation con- SEc. 205. Compensation shall not be considered as compensation
within the meaning of sections 201, 202, and 203 to the extent that
it is paid directly or indirectly by the United States or any agency
or instrumentality thereof.

Meaning of terms. SEC. 206. The terms used in this Act shall have the same meaning
I. B.'. ch. 1. as when used in Chapter I of the Internal Revenue Code.
Restriction on col- SEC. 207. No collection of any tax (including interest, additionslection of taxes by

stateand local author- to tax, and penalties) imposed by any State, Territorry, possession,
ities, etc. or local taxing authority on the compensation, received before Janu-

ary 1, 1939, for personal service as an officer or employee of the
Exempt agencies. United States or any agency or instrumentality thereof which is

exempt from Federal income taxation and, if a corporate agency or
instrumentality, is one (a) a majority of the stock of which is
owned by or on behalf of the United States, or (b) the power to
appoint or select a majority of the board of directors of which is
exercisable by or on behalf of the United States, shall be made after
the date of the enactment of this Act.

wTite Stnapplicble SE. 208. This title shall not apply with respect to any officer or
taes compensation employee of a State, or any political subdivision thereof, or any

ed prior toJan. agency or instrumentality of any one or more of the foregoing, after
the Secretary of the Treasury has determined and proclaimed that
it is the policy of such State to collect from any individual any tax,
interest, additions to tax, or penalties, on account of compensation
received by such individual prior to January 1, 1939, for personal
service as an officer or employee of the United States or any agency
or instrumentality thereof. In making such determination the Sec-
retary of the Treasury shall disregard the taxation- of officers and
employees of any corporate agency or instrumentality which is not
exempt from Federal income taxation, or which if so exempt is one
(a) a majority of the stock of which is not owned by or on behalf
of the United States and (b) the power to appoint or select a
majority of the board of directors of which is not exercisable by or
on behalf of the United States.
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(b) did include any such amount in such return, but is entitled 
under section 201 of this Act to have the tax attributable thereto 
credited or refunded. 
SEO. 203. Any amount of income tax (including interest, additions 

to tax, and additional amounts) collected on, before, or after the date 
of the enactment of this Act for any taxable year beginning prior to 
January 1, 1939, to the extent attributable to compensation for per-
sonal service as an officer or employee of a State . or any political 
subdivision thereof, or any agency or instrumentality of any one or 
more of the foregoing, shall be credited or refunded in the same 
manner as in the case of an income tax erroneously collected, if 
claim for refund with respect thereto is filed after January 18, 1939, 
and the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, under regulations pre-
scribed by him with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, 
finds that disallowance of such claim would result in the application 
of the doctrines in the cases of Helvering against Therrell (303 U. S. 
218), Helvering against Gerhardt (304 U. S. 405), and Graves et al. 
against New York ex rel O'Keefe, decided March 27, 1939, extending 
the classes of officers and employees subject to Federal taxation. 

Szo. 201. Neither section 201 nor section 203 shall apply in any 
case where the claim for refund, or the institution of the suit, or the 
filing of the petition with the Board, was, at the time filed or begun, 
barred by the statute of limitations properly applicable thereto. 

Site. 205. Compensation shall not be considered as compensation 
within the meaning of sections 201, 202, and 203 to the extent that 
it is paid directly or indirectly by the United States or any agency 
or instrumentality thereof. 

Site. 206. The terms used in this Act shall have the same meaning 
as when used in Chapter I of the Internal Revenue Code. 

Site. 207. No collection of any tax (including interest, additions 
to tax, and penalties) imposed by any State, Territorry, possession, 
or local taxing authority on the compensation, received before Janu-
ary 1, 1939, for personal service as an officer or employee of the 
United States or any agency or instrumentality thereof which is 
exempt from Federal income taxation and, if a corporate agency or 
instrumentality, is one (a) a majority of the stock of which is 
owned by or on behalf of the United States, or (b) the power to 
appoint or select a majority of the board of directors of which is 
exercisable by or on behalf of the United States, shall be made after 
the date of the enactment of this Act. 

Site. 208. This title shall not apply with respect to any officer or 
employee of a State, or any political subdivision thereof, or any 
agency or instrumentality of any one or more of the foregoing, after 
the Secretary of the Treasury has determined and proclaimed that 
it is the policy of such State to collect from any individual any tax, 
interest, additions to tax, or penalties, on account of compensation 
received by such individual prior to January 1, 1939, for personal 
service as an officer or employee of the United States or any agency 
or instrumentality thereof. In making such determination the Sec-
retary of the Treasury shall disregard the taxation- of officers and 
employees of any corporate agency or instrumentality which is not 
exempt from Federal income taxation, or which if so exempt is one 
(a) a majority of the stock of which is not owned by or on behalf 
of the United States and (b) the power to appoint or select a 
mat:111f of the board of directors of which is not exercisable by or 
on of the United States. 
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SEC. 209. In the case of the judges of the Supreme Court, and of
the inferior courts of the United States created under article III of
the Constitution, who took office on or before June 6, 1932, the
compensation received as such shall not be subject to income tax under
the Revenue Act of 1938 or any prior revenue Act.

SEC. 210. For the purposes of this Act, the term "officer or
employee" includes a member of a legislative body and a judge or
officer of a court.

SEc. 211. If either title of this Act, or the application thereof to
any person or circumstances, is held invalid, the other title of the Act
shall not be affected thereby.

Approved, April 12, 1939.

[CHAPTER 60]
AN ACT

To authorize and direct the Comptroller General of the United States to allow
credit for all outstanding disallowances and suspensions in the accounts of the
disbursing officers or agents of the Government for payments made to certain
employees appointed by the United States Employees' Compensation Com-
mission.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwith-
standing the provisions of section 203 of the Act of June 30, 1932
(47 Stat. 403), as continued in effect during the fiscal years 1934
and 1935 by section 4 (a) of the Act of March 3, 1933 (47 Stat. 1513),
and section 24 of the Act of March 28, 1934 (48 Stat. 522), the
Comptroller General of the United States is hereby authorized and
directed to allow credit for all otherwise proper payments made to
employees appointed by the United States Employees' Compensation
Commission, without approval by the President of the United States,
to fill vacancies resulting from the advancement of employees of lower
grades in connection with the filling of a vacancy which the President
had authorized to be filled; and no amount so paid shall be charged
against or recovered from the employees to whom such payments
were made.

Approved, April 12, 1939.

[CHAPTER 61]
JOINT RESOLUTION

Amending the joint resolution entitled "Joint resolution providing for the con-
struction and maintenance of a National Gallery of Art", approved March
24, 1937.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the last sentence of
section 4 (a) of the joint resolution entitled "Joint resolution pro-
viding for the construction and maintenance of a National Gallery of
Art", approved March 24, 1937, is hereby amended to read as follows:
"For these purposes, and to provide, prior to the completion of the
National Gallery of Art, for the protection and care of the works
of art in said Gallery and for administrative and operating expenses
and equipment preparatory to the opening of the Gallery to the
public, there are hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums as
may be necessary."

Approved, April 13, 1939.
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SEC. 209. In the case of the judges of the Supreme Court, and of 
the inferior courts of the United States created under article III of 
the Constitution, who took office on or before June 6, 1932, the 
compensation received as such shall not be subject to income tax under 
the Revenue Act of 1938 or any prior revenue Act. 
SEC. 210. For the purposes of this Act, the term "officer or 

employee" includes a member of a legislative body and a judge or 
officer of a court. 

SEo. 211. If either title of this Act, or the application thereof to 
any person or circumstances, is held invalid, the other title of the Act 
shall not be affected thereby. 
Approved, April 12, 1939. 
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credit for all outstanding disallowances and suspensions in the accounts of the 
disbursing officers or agents of the Government for payments made to certain 
employees appointed by the United States Employees' Compensation Com-
mission. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwith-
standing the provisions of section 203 of the Act of June 30, 1932 
(47 Stat. 403), as continued in effect during the fiscal years 1934 
and 1935 by section 4 (a) of the Act of March 3, 1933 (47 Stat. 1513), 
and section 24 of the Act of March 28, 1931 (48 Stat. 522), the 
Comptroller General of the United States is hereby authorized and 
directed to allow credit for all otherwise proper payments made to 
employees appointed by the United States Employees' Compensation 
Commission, without approval by the President of the United States, 
to fill vacancies resulting from the advancement of employees of lower 
grades in connection with the filling of a vacancy which the President 
had authorized to be filled; and no amount so paid shall be charged 
against or recovered from the employees to whom such payments 
were made. 
Approved, April 12, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 61] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Amending the joint resolution entitled "Joint resolution providing for the con-
struction and maintenance of a National Gallery of Art", approved March 
24, 1937. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the last sentence of 
section 4 (a) of the joint resolution entitled "Joint resolution pro-
viding for the construction and maintenance of a National Gallery of 
Art", approved March 24, 1937, is hereby amended to read as follows: 
"For these purposes, and to provide, prior to the completion of the 
National Gallery of Art, for the protection and care of the works 
of art in said Gallery and for administrative and operating expensPs 
and equipment preparatory to the opening of the Gallery to the 
public, there are hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums as 
may be necessary." 
Approved, April 13, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 62]
JOINT RESOLUTION

April 13, 1939
[H. J. Res. 2461 Making a further additional appropriation for work relief and relief for the fiscal

[Pub. Bes., No. 10] year ending June 30, 1939.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Work relief and re- United States of America in Congress assembled, That the amount
Further additional of $725,000,000 appropriated to the Works Progress Administration

cyear 19for i s. in section 1 of Public Resolution Numbered 1, Seventy-sixth Con-
Ante, p. 507. gress, entitled "Joint resolution making an additional appropriation

for work relief and relief for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939",
approved February 4, 1939, is hereby increased to $825,000,000, and
the difference of $100,000,000 between such two amounts is hereby
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated.

Approved, April 13, 1939.

[CHAPTER 70]
AN ACT

April 13, 139
[S. 512] For the relief of certain disbursing officers of the Army of the United States and

(Public, No. 34] for the settlement of individual claims approved by the War Department.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Army disbursingof- United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
Credits allowed in troller General of the United States be, and he is hereby, authorized

acouts of desig- and directed to credit in the accounts of the following disbursing
officers of the Army of the United States the amounts set opposite
their names: Captain Emmett J. Bean, Finance Department, $29.05;
Lieutenant Colonel Richard L. Cave, Finance Department, $180;
Captain Harold F. Chrisman, Finance Department, $57.15; Lieu-
tenant Colonel Walter D. Dabney, Finance Department, $35.72;
Major Henry M. Denning, Finance Department, $50.28; Lieutenant
Colonel Edwin F. Ely, Finance Department, $111; Lieutenant Colonel
Horace G. Foster, Finance Department, $55; First Lieutenant John
R. Gilchrist, Finance Department, $65.10; Captain Charles W.
Hensey, Finance Department, $19.59; Major George F. MacDonald,
Finance Department, $5; Major Arthur J. Perry, Finance Depart-
ment, $26.28; Captain Alexander H. Perwein, Infantry, $407.88;
Captain Leighton N. Smith, Finance Department, $14; said amounts
being public funds for which they are accountable and which com-
prise minor errors in computation of pay and allowances due former
members of the Civilian Conservation Corps, who are no longer
enrolled in that corps, and which amounts have been disallowed by

Accountability. the Comptroller General of the United States: Provided, That no
part of the amounts so credited shall be later charged against any
individual other than the various payees.

CaC Richard L. SEC. 2. That the Comptroller General of the United States be,
and he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of
Lieutenant Colonel Richard L. Cave, Finance Department, the sum
of $100, public funds for which he is accountable and which were
paid to the Cox Fence Company for construction work and dis-
allowed by the Comptroller General of the United States.

SEC. 3. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of
Lieutenant Colonel Richard L. Cave, Finance Department, the sum
of $19.83, public funds for which he is accountable, and which has
been disallowed by the Comptroller General of the United States on
account of a payment made to a former officer of the Officers' Reserve
Corps.
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[CHAPTER 62] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Making a further additional appropriation for work relief and relief for the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 1939. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the amount 
of $725,000,000 appropriated to the Works Progress Administration 
in section 1 of Public Resolution Numbered 1, Seventy-sixth Con-
gress, entitled "Joint resolution making an additional appropriation 
for work relief and relief for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939", 
approved February 4, 1939, is hereby increased to $825,000,000, and 
the difference of $100,000,000 between such two amounts is hereby 
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise 
appropriated. 
Approved, April 13, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 70] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of certain disbursing officers of the Army of the United States and 
for the settlement of individual claims approved by the War Department. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States be, and he is hereby, authorized 
and directed to credit in the accounts of the following disbursing 
officers of the Army of the United States the amounts set opposite 
their names: Captain Emmett J. Bean, Finance Department, $29.05; 
Lieutenant Colonel Richard L. Cave, Finance Department, $180; 
Captain Harold F. Chrisman, Finance Department, $57.15; Lieu-
tenant Colonel Walter D. Dabney, Finance Department, $35.72; 
Major Henry M. Denning, Finance Department, $50.28; Lieutenant 
Colonel Edwin F. Ely, Finance Department, $111; Lieutenant Colonel 
Horace G. Foster, Finance Department, $55; First Lieutenant John 
R. Gilchrist, Finance Department, $65.10; Captain Charles W. 
Hensey, Finance Department, $19.59; Major George F. MacDonald, 
Finance Department, $5; Major Arthur J. Perry, Finance Depart-
ment, $26.28; Captain Alexander H. Perwein, Infantry, $407.88; 
Captain Leighton N. Smith, Finance Department, $14; said amounts 
being public funds for which they are accountable and which com-
prise minor errors in computation of pay and allowances due former 
members of the Civilian Conservation Corps, who are no longer 
enrolled in that corps, and which amounts have been disallowed by 
the Comptroller General of the United States: Provided, That no 
part of the amounts so credited shall be later charged against any 
individual other than the various payees. 
SEC. 2. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, 

and he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of 
Lieutenant Colonel Richard L. Cave, Finance Department, the sum 
of $100, public funds for which he is accountable and which were 
paid to the Cox Fence Company for construction work and dis-
allowed by the Comptroller General of the United States. 
SEC. 3. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, and 

he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of 
Lieutenant Colonel Richard L. Cave, Finance Department, the sum 
of $19.83, public funds for which he is accountable, and which has 
been disallowed by the Comptroller General of the United States on 
account of a payment made to a former officer of the Officers' Reserve 
Corps. 
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SEC. 4. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of
Lieutenant Colonel Edward T. Comegys, Finance Department, the
sum of $857.77, public funds for which he is accountable and which
represent items disallowed by the Comptroller General of the United
States on account of payments made for the shipment of baggage and
household effects of certain personnel of the Third Attack Group
from Fort Crockett, Texas, to Barksdale Field, Louisiana: Provided,
That any amounts collected from any person on account of payments
herein validated shall be refunded to such person upon presentation
of a claim therefor to the Comptroller General.

SEC. 5. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of
Lieutenant Colonel Walter D. Dabney, Finance Department, $242.17;
Lieutenant Colonel Cherubusco Newton, Junior, Finance Depart-
ment, $553.67; and Lieutenant Colonel Edward T. Comegys, Finance
Department, $1,452.41; public funds for which they are accountable
and which were paid by them to J. Irving Nicholls for services per-
formed as a shorthand reporter at Fort Sam Houston, Texas, during
the period August 13, 1925, to February 20, 1935, and which amounts
have been disallowed by the Comptroller General of the United
States: Provided, That no part of these amounts shall be charged
against any person other than the payee.

SEC. 6. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of
Lieutenant Colonel Edwin F. Ely, Finance Department, the sum of
$10.50, public funds for which he is accountable, and which has been
disallowed by the Comptroller General of the United States on
account of a payment made to a former enlisted man for flying pay.

SEC. 7. That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury
not otherwise appropriated, to Major Malcolm V. Fortier, Infantry,
the sum of $51.26 in full satisfaction of his claim against the United
States for that amount which was paid by him for advertising for
and in the interests of the United States, without the prior approval
of the Secretary of War as required by Revised Statutes 3828 (44
U. S. C. 324).

SEC. 8. That payments heretofore made for hospital and medical
expenses incident to the injury or disease of Reserve officers on duty
with the Civilian Conservation Corps, incurred while on leave of
absence, are hereby ratified and validated, and the Comptroller Gen-
eral of the United States is hereby directed to allow credit in the
accounts of disbursing officers of the Government for and on account
of all such payments: Provided, That any amounts collected from any
person on account of payments which are herein validated shall be
refunded to such persons upon presentation of a claim therefor to
the Comptroller General: Provided further, That the Comptroller
General is authorized and directed to adjust, allow, and certify for
payment all claims when approved by the Surgeon General of the
Army for hospital and medical services heretofore furnished incident
to the injury or disease of Reserve officers on duty with the Civilian
Conservation Corps incurred while on leave of absence.

SEC. 9. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of
First Lieutenant John R. Gilchrist, Finance Department, the sum of
$1.25, public funds for which he is accountable, which were paid by
him to Doctor Dewey H. Walden, contract physician, for traveling
expenses and disallowed by the Comptroller General of the United
States.
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SEc. 4. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, and 
he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of 
Lieutenant Colonel Edward T. Comegys, Finance Department, the 
sum of $857.77, public funds for which he is accountable and which 
represent items disallowed by the Comptroller General of the United 
States on account of payments made for the shipment of baggage and 
household effects of certain personnel of the Third Attack Group 
from Fort Crockett, Texas, to Barksdale Field, Louisiana: Provided, 
That any amounts collected from any person on account of payments 
herein validated shall be refunded to such person upon presentation 
of a claim therefor to the Comptroller General. 

SEc. 5. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, and 
he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of 
Lieutenant Colonel Walter D. Dabney, Finance Department, $242.17; 
Lieutenant Colonel Cherubusco Newton, Junior, Finance Depart-
ment, $553.67; and Lieutenant Colonel Edward T. Comegys, Finance 
Department, $1,452.41; public funds for which they are accountable 
and which were paid by them to J. Irving Nicholls for services per-
formed as a shorthand reporter at Fort Sam Houston, Texas, during 
the period August 13, 1925, to February 20, 1935, and which amounts 
have been disallowed by the Comptroller General of the United 
States: Provided, That no part of these amounts shall be charged 
against any person other than the payee. 

SEc. 6. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, and 
he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of 
Lieutenant Colonel Edwin F. Ely, Finance Department, the sum of 
$10.50, public funds for which he is accountable, and which has been 
disallowed by the Comptroller General of the United States on 
account of a payment made to a former enlisted man for flying pay. 

SEc. 7. That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, 
authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury 
not otherwise appropriated, to Major Malcolm V. Fortier, Infantry-, 
the sum of $51.26 in full satisfaction of his claim against the United 
States for that amount which was paid by him for advertising for 
and in the interests of the United States, without the prior approval 
of the Secretary of War as required by Revised Statutes 3828 (44 
U. S. C. 324). 
SEC. 8. That payments heretofore made for hospital and medical 

expenses incident to the injury or disease of Reserve officers on duty 
with the Civilian Conservation Corps, incurred while on leave of 
absence, are hereby ratified and validated, and the Comptroller Gen-
eral of the United States is hereby directed to allow credit in the 
accounts of disbursing officers of the Government for and on account 
of all such payments: Provided, That any amounts collected from any 
person on account of payments which are herein validated shall be 
refunded to such persons upon presentation of a claim therefor to 
the Comptroller General: Provided further, That the Comptroller 
General is authorized and directed to adjust, allow, and certify for 
payment all claims when approved by the Surgeon General of the 
Army for hospital and medical services heretofore furnished incident 
to the injury or disease of Reserve officers on duty with the Civilian 
Conservation Corps incurred while on leave of absence. 

SEc. 9. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, and 
he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of 
First Lieutenant John R. Gilchrist, Finance Department, the sum of 
$1.25, public funds for which he is accountable, which were paid by 
him to Doctor Dewey H. Walden, contract physician, for traveling 
expenses and disallowed by the Comptroller General of the United 
States. 

U. Col. Edward T. 
Comegys. 
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Refunds. 

Medical,etc.,claims 
of Reserve officers on 
duty with Civilian 
Conservation Corps. 

Credits in accounts. 
First Lt. John R. 

Gilchrist. 
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Capt. Charles W. SEC. 10. That the Comptroller General of the United States be,
Hensey. and he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of

Captain Charles W. Hensey, Finance Department, the sum of $7.68,
public funds for which he is accountable, which sum has been dis-
allowed by the Comptroller General of the United States on account

Accoutablity. of a payment made to an enlisted man: Provided, That no part of
this amount shall be charged to any person other than the payee.

SEC. 11. That the Comptroller General of the United States be,
and he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of
Captain Charles W. Hensey, Finance Department, the sum of $7.45,
public funds for which he is accountable, which sum has been dis-
allowed by the Comptroller General of the United States on account
of an overpayment made to a former member of a citizens' military

Accountability. training camp: Provided, That no part of this amount shall be
charged to any person, other than the payee.

Lt. Col. Eugene 0. SEC. 12. That the Comptroller General of the United States be,
Hopkins. and he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts

of Lieutenant Colonel Eugene O. Hopkins, Finance Department, the
sum of $28.68, public funds for which he is accountable, which were
paid to a former soldier as additional pay as an expert gunner and
disallowed by the Comptroller General of the United States.

Capt. Donald . SEC. 13. That the Comptroller General of the United States be,
Lehey. and he is hereby authorized and directed to credit in the accounts

of Captain Donald J. Leehey, Corps of Engineers, $5,100, represent-
ing part of an amount paid by him for rental of temporary office
quarters, shop storage, wharf and dock at Eastport, Maine, for the
fiscal year 1936 under lease with the MacNichol Packing Company,
which amount has been disallowed by the Comptroller General of

Proiao. the United States: Provided, That the amounts so credited shall not
Accountability. be charged against any moneys otherwise due the payees.
Lt. CoL Montgom- SEC. 14. That the Comptroller General of the United States be,

ery T. Legg. and he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts
of Lieutenant Colonel Montgomery T. Legg, Finance Department,
the sum of $150, public funds for which he is accountable, and which
were stolen from the office safe of his agent officer at Camp S-123,
Corning, New York, on January 16, 1938.

SEC. 15. That the Comptroller General of the United States be,
and he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts
of Lieutenant Colonel Montgomery T. Legg, Finance Department,
the sum of $126, public money for which he is accountable, paid by
him on a forged voucher.

LtColEmmett. SEC. 16. That the Comptroller General of the United States be,
. and he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts

of Lieutenant Colonel Emmett C. Morton, Finance Department, the
sum of $4,009.45, public funds for which he is accountable, and which
were paid by him on fraudulent vouchers prepared by a trusted
employee.

pMa. Arthur J. SEC. 17. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of
Major Arthur J. Perry, Finance Department, $2.38, public funds for
which he is accountable, which were paid to a former enlisted man
of the Army as pay and disallowed by the Comptroller General of
the United States.

SEC. 18. That the Comptroller General of the United States be,
and he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of
Major Arthur J. Perry, Finance Department, $12.85, public funds
for which he is accountable, which were paid by him to First Lieu-
tenant W. W. Hudgens, Infantry Reserve, for travel expenses, and
which have been disallowed by the Comptroller General of the United
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SEC. 10. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, 
and he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of 
Captain Charles W. Hensey, Finance Department, the sum of $7.68, 
public funds for which he is accountable, which sum has been dis-
allowed by the Comptroller General of the United States on account 
of a payment made to an enlisted man: Provided, That no part of 
this amount shall be charged to any person other than the payee. 
SEC. 11. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, 

and he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of 
Captain Charles W. Hensey, Finance Department, the sum of $7.45, 
public funds for which he is accountable, which sum has been dis-
allowed by the Comptroller General of the United States on account 
of an overpayment made to a former member of a citizens' military 
training camp: Provided, That no part of this amount shall be 
charged to any person other than the payee. 
SEC. 12. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, 

and he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts 
of Lieutenant Colonel Eugene 0. Hopkins2 Finance Department, the 
sum of $28.68, public funds for which he is accountable which were 
paid to a former soldier as additional pay as an expert gunner and 
disallowed by the Comptroller General of the United States. 

Sac. 13. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, 
and he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts 
of Captain Donald J. Leehey, Corps of Engineers $5,100, represent-
ing part of an amount paid by him for rental of temporary office 
quarters, shop storage, wharf and dock at Eastport, Maine for the 
fiscal year 1936, under lease with the MacNichol Packing Company, 
which amount has been disallowed by the Comptroller General of 
the United States: Provided, That the amounts so credited shall not 
be charged against any moneys otherwise due the payees. 
SEC. 14. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, 

and he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts 
of Lieutenant Colonel Montgomery T. Legg, Finance Department, 
the sum of $150, public funds for which he is accountable, and which 
were stolen from the office safe of his agent officer at Camp S-123, 
Corning, New York, on January 16, 1938. 
SEC. 15. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, 

and he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts 
of Lieutenant Colonel Montgomery T. Legg, Finance Department, 
the sum of $126, public money for which he is accountable, paid by 
him on a forged voucher. 
SEC. 16. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, 

and he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts 
of Lieutenant Colonel Emmett C. Morton, Finance Department, the 
sum of $4,009.45, public funds for which he is accountable, and which 
were paid by him on fraudulent vouchers prepared by a trusted 
employee. 
SEC. 17. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, and 

he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of 
Major Arthur J. Perry, Finance Department, $2.38, public funds for 
which he is accountable, which were paid to a former enlisted man 
of the Army as pay and disallowed by the Comptroller General of 
the United States. 

Sac. 18. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, 
and he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of 
Major Arthur J. Perry, Finance Department, $12.85, public funds 
for which he is accountable, which were paid by him to First Lieu-
tenant W. W. Hudgens, Infantry Reserve, for travel expenses, and 
which have been disallowed by the Comptroller General of the United 
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States: Provided, That no part of this sum shall be charged to any
person other than the payee.

SEC. 19. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of
Captain Alexander H. Perwein, Infantry, $32.10, public funds for
which he is accountable, which were paid to a former enlisted man
of the Army as pay, and disallowed by the Comptroller General of
the United States.

SEC. 20. That the Comptroller General be, and he is hereby,
authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of Major Louis H.
Price (deceased), Finance Department, $21.15, public funds for which
he is accountable, which were paid by him to the Dyson Paper Board
Company and which have been disallowed by the Comptroller General
of the United States: Provided, That no part of this amount shall
be charged against any person other than the payee.

SEC. 21. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of
Major Leonard H. Sims, Finance Department, the sum of $126.55,
public funds for which he is accountable, which were stolen from the
safe of his agent officer at Company 449, Civilian Conservation Corps,
Camp Florida, P-79, Jacksonville, Florida, by a person or persons
unknown.

SEc. 22. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of
Captain Fiorre J. Stagliano, Finance Department, $1,035.42, public
funds for which he is accountable and which were paid by him for
the rental of passenger-carrying vehicles used by the Puerto Rican
Hurricane Commission, and which amount has been disallowed by the
Comptroller General of the United States.

Approved, April 13, 1939.
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[CHAPTER 71]
AN ACT

To authorize the Department of Labor to continue to make special statistical IS. 2021]
studies upon payment of the cost thereof, and for other purposes. [Public, No. 35]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the authoriza-
tion contained in the Act entitled "An Act to authorize the Depart-
ment of Labor to make special statistical studies upon the payment
of the cost thereof, and for other purposes", approved April 13, 1934
(48 Stat. 582), as amended, is hereby extended without limitation as
to time.

Approved, April 15, 1939.

Department of La-
bor.

Special statistical
studies by, continued.

48 Stat. 582; 49
Stat. 154; 50 Stat. 259.

[CHAPTER 73]
AN ACT

April 19, 1939
To increase the authorization for appropriations for the administration of State [H. R. 5482]

unemployment compensation laws. [Public, No. 36]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 301
of the Social Security Act is amended to read as follows:

"SEC. 301. For the purpose of assisting the States in the adminis-
tration of their unemployment compensation laws, there is hereby
authorized to be appropriated for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1936,
the sum of $4,000,000, for each fiscal year thereafter up to and includ-
ing the fiscal year ending June 30, 1938, the sum of $49,000,000, and

Social Security Act
amendment.

49 Stat. 626.
42 U. . C., Supp.

Iv 1501
Itate unemploy-

ment compensation
laws, appriatio
authorized for admin-
istration of.
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States: Provided, That no part of this sum shall be charged to any 
person other than the payee. 
SEC. 19. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, and 

he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of 
Captain Alexander H. Perwein, Infantry, $32.10, public funds for 
which he is accountable, which were paid to a former enlisted man 
of the Army as pay, and disallowed by the Comptroller General of 
the United States. 
SEC. 20. That the Comptroller General be, and he is hereby, 

authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of Major Louis IL 
Price (deceased), Finance Department, $21.15, public funds for which 
he is accountable, which were paid by him to the Dyson Paper Board 
Company and which have been disallowed by the Comptroller General 
of the United States: Provided, That no part of this amount shall 
be charged against any person other than the payee. 
SEC. 21. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, and 

he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of 
Major Leonard H. Sims, Finance Department, the sum of $126.55, 
public funds for which he is accountable, which were stolen from the 
safe of his agent officer at Company 449, Civilian Conservation Corps, 
Camp Florida, P-79, Jacksonville, Florida, by a person or persons 
unknown. 
SEc. 22. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, and 

he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of 
Captain Fiorre J. Stagliano, Finance Department, $1,035.42, public 
funds for which he is accountable and which were paid by him for 
the rental of passenger-carrying vehicles used by the Puerto Rican 
Hurricane Commission, and which amount has been disallowed by the 
Comptroller General of the United States. 
Approved, April 13, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 71] 
AN ACT 
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April 15, 1939 
To authorize the Department of Labor to continue to make special statistical  IS. 2021]  

studies upon payment of the cost thereof, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the authoriza-
tion contained in the Act entitled "An Act to authorize the Depart-
ment of Labor to make special statistical studies upon the payment 
of the cost thereof, and for other purposes", approved April 13, 1934 
(48 Stat. 582), as amended, is hereby extended without limitation as 
to time. 
Approved, April 15, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 73] 
AN ACT 

To increase the authorization for appropriations for the administration of State 
unemployment compensation laws. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 301 
of the Social Security Act is amended to read as follows: 

"SEc. 301. For the purpose of assisting the States in the adminis-
tration of their unemployment compensation laws, there is hereby 
authorized to be appropriated for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1936, 
the sum of $4,000,000, for each fiscal year thereafter up to and includ-
ing the fiscal year ending June 30, 1938, the sum of $49,000,000, and 
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April 20, 139
I. 8291

[Public, No. 37]

Certain naval ves-
sels; alterations, etc.,
authorized.

Post, p. 1045.

49 Stat. 482.
5 U. S. C., Supp.

IV 1468a.
Preiso.
Limitation.

April 20,1939
[H. B. 1361

[Public, No. 38]

U. S. Coast Guard
Academy.

Appropriation for
contingent expendi-
tures authorized.

Post, p. 1326.

April 20, 1939
[H. R. 394e6

[Public, No. 39]

United Confeder-
ate Veterans' reunion,
Trinidad, Colo.

Attendance of Ma-
rine Band authorized.

Appropriation au-
thorized.

Post, p. 777.

Provio.
Allowances.

for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939, and for each fiscal year
thereafter, the sum of $80,000,000, to be used as hereinafter provided."

Approved, April 19, 1939.

[CHAPTER 74]
AN ACT

To authorize alterations and repairs to certain naval vessels, and for other pur-
poses.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That for the pur-
pose of modernizing the United States ships Argonaut, Narwhal, and
Nautilus, alterations and repairs to such vessels are hereby authorized
and expenditures therefor shall not be limited by the provisions of
the Act approved July 18, 1935 (49 Stat. 482; 5 U. S. C. 468a):
Provided, That the total cost of such alterations and repairs shall not
exceed $5,000,000.

Approved, April 20, 1939.

[CHAPTER 75]
AN ACT

To authorize contingent expenditures, United States Coast Guard Academy.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby
authorized to be appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury
of the United States not otherwise appropriated, not to exceed $2,500
for any fiscal year, for contingencies for the Superintendent, United
States Coast Guard Academy, to be expended in his discretion and
by his direction.

Approved, April 20, 1939.

[CHAPTER 76]
AN ACT

To authorize the attendance of the Marine Band at the United Confederate
Veterans' 1939 reunion at Trinidad, Colorado, August 22, 23, 24, and 25, 1939,
and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled That the President
is authorized to permit the band of the United States Marine Corps
to attend and give concerts at the United Confederate Veterans'
reunion to be held at Trinidad, Colorado, on August 22, 23, 24,
and 25, 1939.

SEC. 2. For the purpose of defraying the expenses of such band in
attending and giving concerts at such reunion there is authorized
to be appropriated the sum of $10,500, or so much thereof as may be
necessary, to carry out the provisions of this Act: Provided, That in
addition to transportation and Pullman accommodations the leaders
and members of the Marine Band be allowed not to exceed $5 per day
each for actual living expenses while on this duty, and that the
payment of such expenses shall be in addition to the pay and
allowances to which they would be entitled while serving at their
permanent station.

Approved, April 20, 1939.
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April 20, 1939 
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[H. R.1361 

[Public, No. 38] 
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Post, p. 1326. 

April 20, 1939 
[H. R. 3946] 

[Public, No. 39] 
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thorized. 

Post, p. 777. 

Proviao. 
Allowances. 

for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939, and for each fiscal year 
thereafter, the sum of $80,000,000, to be used as hereinafter provided." 
Approved, April 19, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 74] 
AN ACT 

To authorize alterations and repairs to certain naval vessels, and for other pur-
poses. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That for the pur-
pose of modernizing the United States ships Argonaut, Narwhal, and 
Nautilus, alterations and repairs to such vessels are hereby authorized 
and expenditures therefor shall not be limited by the provisions of 
the Act approved July 18, 1935 (49 Stat. 482; 5 U. S. C. 468a) : 
Provided, That the total cost of such alterations and repairs shall not 
exceed $5,000,000. 
Approved, April 20, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 75] 
AN ACT 

To authorize contingent expenditures, United States Coast Guard Academy. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby 
authorized to be appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury 
of the United States not otherwise appropriated, not to exceed $22500 
for any fiscal year, for contingencies for the Superintendent, United 
States Coast Guard Academy, to be expended in his discretion and 
by his direction. 
Approved, April 20, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 76] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the attendance of the Marine Band at the United Confederate 
Veterans' 1939 reunion at Trinidad, Colorado, August 22, 23, 24, and 25, 1939, 
and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the President 
is authorized to permit the band of the United States Marine Corps 
to attend and give concerts at the United Confederate Veterans' 
reunion to be held at Trinidad, Colorado, on August 22, 23, 24, 
and 25, 1939. 
SEC. 2. For the purpose of defraying the expenses of such band in 

attending and giving concerts at such reunion there is authorized 
to be appropriated the sum of $10,500, or so much thereof as may be 
necessary, to carry out the provisions of this Act: Provided, That in 
addition to transportation and Pullman accommodations the leaders 
and members of the Marine Band be allowed not to exceed $5 per day 
each for actual living expenses while on this duty, and that the 
payment of such expenses shall be in addition to the pay and 
allowances to which they would be entitled while serving at their 
permanent station. 
Approved, April 20, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 77]
JOINT RESOLUTION

To authorize the painting of the signing of the Constitution for placement in the H.A Res. 22]1
Capitol Building. [Pub. Res., No. 11]

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That a commission con- capitol Building.
sisting of the Vice President of the United States, the Speaker of ofPanstitutioogni ag
the House of Representatives, and the Architect of the Capitol be, thorizedforplacement
and is hereby, created and authorized and directed to employ an Post, p. 981.
artist to paint upon canvas (approximately twenty feet by thirty
feet in size), at a price not exceeding $30,000, a painting of the scene Pricelimitation.
at the signing of the Constitution. The said painting shall be subject
to the approval of the Joint Committee on the Library, and, when
so approved, shall be mounted in a space in the Capitol Building to
be selected by the commission. The commission shall consult the
Commission of Fine Arts and any suggestion for such suitable paint-
ing by any artist shall be considered by the Commission.

Approved, April 20, 1939.

[CHAPTER 84]
AN ACT AN ACT April24, 1939

To amend the Act entitled "An Act for the grading and classification of clerks in [H. R. 36551
the Foreign Service of the United States of America, and providing compensa- [Public, No. 40]
tien therefor", approved February 23, 1931.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act Gradigngeandcla
entitled "An Act for the grading and classification of clerks in the sinistonofclerks.
Foreign Service of the United States of America, and providing 22 ss. c. 7 1-231;
compensation therefor", approved February 23, 1931, be, and the Sup. IV, §4.
same is hereby, amended as follows:

Section 3 of said Act is amended to read as follows:
"SEC. 3. That the Secretary of State is hereby authorized, at posts sation authoriedPto

where in his judgment it is required by the public interests for the meet excessive costs of
purpose of meeting the unusual or excessive costs of living ascer- livingt certain posts.
tained by him to exist, to grant compensation to clerks assigned there
in addition to the basic rates herein specified, and also to other
employees in the Foreign Service of the United States who are
American citizens in addition to the basic rates of their salaries as
fixed by the Secretary of State, within such appropriations as
Congress may make for such purpose: Provided, however, That all roiso.
such additional compensation with the reasons therefor shall be Report to Congress.
reported to Congress with the annual Budget."

SEC. 2. Section 10 of said Act is amended to read as follows: 46Stat.1207.
"SEC. 10. (a) That the officers in the Foreign Service shall here- Classification, sal-

after be graded and classified as follows, with the salaries of each riesetc. fofficers"
class herein affixed thereto, except as increases in salaries are
authorized in section 33 of this Act, but not exceeding in number
for each class a proportion of the total number of officers in the
service represented in the following percentage limitations:

"Ambassadors and Ministers as now or hereafter provided; Ambasadors and
Foreign Service officers as follows: Class 1, 6 per centum, $9,000 to Foreign Service of-
$10,000; class 2, 7 per centum, $8,000 to $8,900; class 3, 8 per centum, fcer.
$7,000 to $7,900; class 4, 9 per centum, $6,000 to $6,900; class 5, 10
per centum, $5,000 to $5,900; class 6, 14 per centum, $4,500 to $4,900;
class 7, $4,000 to $4,400; class 8, $3,500 to $3,900; unclassified, $2,500
to $3,400: Provided, That as many Foreign Service officers above PrAifo
class 6 as may be required for the purpose of inspection may be ofinspection.
detailed by the Secretary of State for that purpose.
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[CHAPTER 77] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To authorize the painting of the signing of the Constitution for placement bathe 
Capitol Building. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That a commission con-
sisting of the Vice President of the United States, the Speaker of 
the House of Representatives, and the Architect of the Capitol be, 
and is hereby, created and authorized and directed to employ an 
artist to paint upon canvas (approximately twenty feet by thirty 
feet in size), at a price not exceeding $30,000, a painting of the scene 
at the signing of the Constitution. The said painting shall be subject 
to the approval of the Joint Committee on the Library, and, when 
so approved, shall be mounted in a space in the Capitol Building to 
be selected by the commission. The commission shall consult the 
Commission of Fine Arts and any suggestion for such suitable paint-
ing by any artist shall be considered by the Commission. 
Approved, April 20, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 84] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Act entitled "An Act for the grading and classification of clerks in 
the Foreign Service of the United States of America, and providing compensa-
tion therefor", approved February 23, 1931. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act 
entitled "An Act for the grading and classification of clerks in the 
Foreign Service of the United States of America, and providing 
compensation therefor", approved February 23, 1931, be, and the 
same is hereby, amended as follows: 

Section 3 of said Act is amended to read as follows: 
"SEC. 3. That the Secretary of State is hereby authorized, at posts 

where in his judgment it is required by the public interests for the 
purpose of meeting the unusual or excessive costs of living ascer-
tained by him to exist, to grant compensation to clerks assigned there 
in addition to the basic rates herein specified, and also to other 
employees in the Foreign Service of the United States who are 
American citizens in addition to the basic rates of their salaries as 
fixed by the Secretary of State, within such appropriations as 
Congress may make for such purpose: Provided, however, That all 
such additional compensation with the reasons therefor shall be 
reported to Congress with the annual Budget." 
SEC. 2. Section 10 of said Act is amended to read as follows: 
"SEc. 10. (a) That the officers in the Foreign Service shall here-

after be graded and classified as follows, with the salaries of each 
class herein affixed thereto, except as increases in salaries are 
authorized in section 33 of this Act, but not exceeding in number 
for each class a proportion of the total number of officers in the 
service represented in the following percentage limitations: 
"Ambassadors and Ministers as now or hereafter provided; 

Foreign Service officers as follows: Class 1, 6 per centum, $9,000 to 
$10,000; class 2, 7 per centum, $8,000 to $8,900; class 3, 8 per centum, 
$7,000 to $7,900; class 4, 9 per centum, $6,000 to $6,900; class 5, 10 
per centum, $5,000 to $5,900; class 6, 14 per centum, $4,500 to $4,900; 
class 7, $4,000 to $4,400; class 8, $3,500 to $3,900; unclassified, $2,500 
to $3,400: Provided, That as many Foreign Service officers above 
class 6 as may be required for the purpose of inspection may be 
detailed by the Secretary of State for that purpose. 
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Transfer of ambas- "(tb) That any person appointed an Ambassador or a Minister
sadors or ministers;
slari

s .  by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate,
who has taken his oath of office and entered upon his official duties
as required by laws may be thereafter transferred in accordance with
a subsequent appointment as Ambassador or Minister by the Presi-
dent, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, and not-

2tU. S. 1. 121 withstanding the provisions of section 1740 of the Revised Statutes,
as amended (U. S. C., title 22, sec. 121), he shall be entitled to be
paid salary at the rate prescribed by law for the Ambassador or
Minister at the post from which he is transferred to the date he takes
oath of office under his new appointment, and thereafter at the rate
prescribed by law for the Ambassador or Minister at the new post,
including in either case such period as he may be necessarily in
transit traveling under orders, receiving instruction, or on authorized
leave of absence, as provided by law for officers and employees of
the Foreign Service of the United States. The taking of his oath by
an Ambassador or Minister appointed to a post shall not operate to
deprive the retiring Ambassador or Minister at such post of salary
up to the date of his departure therefrom, while traveling under
orders, during transit to his home in the United States and while
on authorized leave of absence, as provided by the law for officers

tbA=priations au. and employees of the Foreign Service of the United States. Appro-
priations are hereby authorized to pay salaries in such cases."

U48. sa. 21. SEC. 3. Section 26 of said Act is amended to read as follows:
Foreign ervice re- "SEc. 26. The President is authorized to prescribe rules and regu-

bilit systemn 
d

. lations for the establishment of a Foreign Service retirement and dis-
ability system to be administered under the direction of the Secretary

fundof State and in accordance with the following principles, to wit:
ance, and annie. "(a) The Secretary of State shall submit annually a comparative

Annualret report showing all receipts and disbursements on account of refunds,
receipts. etc., on ac*-
countof, tobesubnit allowances, and annuities, together with the total number of persons
ted. receiving annuities and the amounts paid them, and shall submit

annually estimates of appropriations necessary to continue this sec-
Approriations an- tion in full force and such appropriations are hereby authorized.
Foreign Service re- "(b) There is hereby created a special fund to be known as the

tirement and disa- Foreign Service retirement and disability fund.
Contributions "(C Five per centum of the basic salary of all Foreign Service

ori e of ficers eligible to retirement shall be contributed to the Foreign
ficers. Service retirement and disability fund, and the Secretary of the

Treasury is directed on the date on which this Act takes effect to
cause such deductions to be made and the sums transferred on the
books of the Treasury Department to the credit of the Foreign Service
retirement and disability fund for the payment of annuities, refunds,

paarew. and allowances: Provided, That all basic salaries in excess of $10,000
cesim of$tooo per annum shall be treated as $10,000 and any Ambassador, Minister,

pp'tmenatlower or Foreign Service officer appointed to a position in the Department
bsaary. of State, as provided in paragraph (n) of this section, at a lower

basic salary than he was receiving on the date of such appointment
shall be considered for all purposes of this section as continuing to
draw the higher salary and salary deductions authorized under this

Optional deposit of paragraph shall be on that basis: And provided further, That any
additional sums; limi-
tation. Foreign Service officer may at his option and under such regulations

as may be prescribed by the President, deposit additional sums in mul-
tiples of 1 per centum of his basic salary, but not to exceed 10 per
centum of such basic salary, which amounts together with interest
thereon at 3 per centum per annum compounded on June 30 of each

eturn in lump year, shall, at the date of his retirement, be returned to him in a lump
eni or use dtio sum;r t o ier eet the officer ma elect to use the accumulated amount of s
annuity additional deposits and interest to purchase an additional annuity
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"(b) That any person appointed an Ambassador or a Minister 
by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, 
who has taken his oath of office and entered upon his official duties 
as required by lawl may be thereafter transferred in accordance with 
a subsequent appointment as Ambassador or Minister by the Presi-
dent, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate; and not-
withstanding the provisions of section 1740 of the Revised Statutes, 
as amended (U. S. C., title 22, sec. 121), he shall be entitled to be 
aid salary at the rate prescribed by law for the Ambassador or 

Minister at the post from which he is transferred to the date he takes 
oath of office under his new appointment, and thereafter at the rate 
prescribed by law for the Ambassador or Minister at the new post, 
including in either case such period as he may be necessarily in 
transit traveling under orders, receiving instruction, or on authorized 
leave of absence, as provided by law for officers and employees of 
the Foreign Service of the United States. The taking of his oath by 
an Ambassador or Minister appointed to a post shall not operate to 
deprive the retiring Ambassador or Minister at such post of salary 
up to the date of his departure therefrom, while traveling under 
orders, during transit to his home in the United States and while 
on authorized leave of absence, as provided by the law for officers 
and employees of the Foreign Service of the United States. Appro-
priations are hereby authorized to pay salaries in such cases." 

Sze. 3. Section 26 of said Act is amended to read as follows: , 
"Szo. 26. The President is authorized to prescribe rules and regu-

lations for the establishment of a Foreign Service retirement and dis-
ability system to be administered under the direction of the Secretary 
of State and in accordance with the following principles, to wit: 

64 (a) The Secretary of State shall submit annually a comparative 
report showing all receipts and disbursements on account of refunds, 
allowances, and annuities, together with the total number of persons 
receiving annuities and the amounts paid them, and shall submit 
annually estimates of appropriations necessary to continue this sec-
tion in full force and such appropriations are hereby authorized. 

"(b) There is hereby created a special fund to be known as the 
Foreign Service retirement and disability fund. 

"(c) Five per centum of the basic salary of all Foreign Service 
officers eligible to retirement shall be contributed to the Foreign 
Service retirement and disability fund, and the Secretary of the 
Treasury is directed on the date on which this Act takes effect to 
cause such deductions to be made and the sums transferred on the 
books of the Treasury Department to the credit of the Foreign Service 
retirement and disability fund for the payment of annuities, refunds, 
and allowances: Provided t That all basic salaries in excess of $10,000 
per annum shall be treated as $10,000 and any Ambassador, Minister, 
or Foreign Service officer appointed to a position in the Department 
of State, as provided in paragraph (n) of this section, at a lower 
basic salary than he was receiving on the date of such appointment 
shall be considered for all purposes of this section as continuing to 
draw the higher salary and salary deductions authorized under this 
paragraph shall be on that basis: And provided "wither, That any 
Foreign Service officer may at his option and under such regulations 
as may be prescribed by the President, deposit additional sums in mul-
tiples of 1 per centlim of his basic salary, but not to exceed 10 per 
centum of such basic salary, which amounts together with interest 
thereon at 3 per centum per annum compounded on June 30 of each 
year, shall, at the date of his retirement, be returned to him in a lump 
sum.; .or the officer may elect to use the accumulated amount of his 
additional deposits and interest to purchase an additional annuity 
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which shall, if he so desires, carry with it a proviso that upon his death
a cash benefit shall be paid in such amount as he may elect under
regulations to be prescribed by the President, to a beneficiary desig-
nated in writing and filed in accordance with instructions of the Sec-
retary of State. The amount of such cash benefit shall not exceed the
accumulated amount of the officer's additional deposits with interest to
the date of retirement: Provided, however, That in lieu of such cash
benefit, the officer may direct that beginning at the time of his death
his beneficiary shall be paid a life annuity of such amount as may
be purchasable with the amount of the cash benefit and such annuity
shall provide for the guaranteed return of at least the amount of
the cash benefit. The calculation of the amount of the additional
annuity purchasable by the retired officer under the provisions of this
option shall be based upon such tables of annuity values as may from
time to time be prescribed for this purpose by the Secretary of the
Treasury. In case an officer shall become separated from the service
for any reason except retirement on an annuity, the amount of any
additional deposits with interest at 3 per centum per annum com-
pounded annually, made by him under the provisions of this para-
graph shall be refunded in the manner provided elsewhere in this
section for the return of contributions and interest in the case of
death or withdrawal from active service. Any benefits payable to
an officer, or to his beneficiary, in respect to the additional deposits
provided under this paragraph, shall be in addition to the benefits
otherwise provided under this section.

"(d) When any Foreign Service officer has reached the age of
sixty-five years and rendered at least fifteen years of service he shall
be retired on an annuity computed as prescribed in paragraph (e) of
this section: Provided, That any Foreign Service officer who has
reached the age of sixty years and rendered at least thirty years of
service may be retired at his own request on the annuity computed
as prescribed under paragraph (e) of this section: Provided further,
That any officer below the age of sixty years who has rendered at
least thirty years of actual service, exclusive of extra service credits
as provided in paragraph (k) of this section, may be retired at his
own request and elect to receive either (1) a deferred annuity begin-
ning at age sixty computed as prescribed under paragraph (e) of
this section, or (2) an immediate annuity computed as prescribed
under paragraph (e) of this section, reduced by one-fourth of 1 per
centum of such annuity for each month or major fraction thereof,
between the date of his retirement and the sixtieth anniversary of his
date of birth: And provided further, That the President may in his
discretion retain any such officer on active duty for such period prior
to his reaching seventy years of age as he may deem for the interests
of the United States.

"(e) The annuity of a retired Foreign Service officer shall be equal
to 2 per centum of his average annual basic salary for the ten years
next preceding the date of retirement, multiplied by the number of
years of service not exceeding thirty years: Provided, That at the
time of his retirement a Foreign Service officer, if the husband of a
wife to whom he has been married for at least five years, may elect
to receive a reduced annuity and designate his wife as his beneficiary
to whom will be paid any portion up to two-thirds of his reduced
annuity, at the option of the officer, as long as she may live after his
death: Provided, however, That the annuity payable to the widow
shall in no case exceed 25 per centum of the officer's average annual
basic salary for the ten years next preceding the date of retirement.
If the age of the officer is less than the age of the wife or exceeds her
age by not more than eight years, the annuity of the officer will be
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which shall, if he so desires, carry with it a proviso that upon his death 
a cash benefit shall be paid in such amount as he may elect under 
regulations to be prescribed by the President, to a beneficiary desig-
nated in writing and filed in accordance with instructions of the Sec-
retary of State. The amount of such cash benefit shall not exceed the 
accumulated amount of the officer's additional deposits with interest to 
the date of retirement: Provided, however, That in lieu of such cash 
benefit, the officer may direct that beginning at the time of his death 
his beneficiary shall be paid a life annuity of such amount as may 
be purchasable with the amount of the cash benefit and such annuity 
shall provide for the guaranteed return of at least the amount of 
the cash benefit. The calculation of the amount of the additional 
annuity purchasable by the retired officer under the provisions of this 
option shall be based upon such tables of annuity values as may from 
time to time be prescribed for this purpose by the Secretary of the 
Treasury. In case an officer shall become separated from the service 
for any reason except retirement on an annuity, the amount of any 
additional deposits with interest at 3 per centum per annum com-
pounded annually, made by him under the provisions of this para-
graph shall be refunded in the manner provided elsewhere in this 
section for the return of contributions and interest in the case of 
death or withdrawal from active service. Any benefits payable to 
an officer, or to his beneficiary, in respect to the additional deposits 
provided under this paragraph, shall be in addition to the benefits 
otherwise provided under this section. 

"(d) When any Foreign Service officer has reached the age of 
sixty-five years and rendered at least fifteen years of service he shall 
be retired on an annuity computed as prescribed in paragraph (e) of 
this section: Provided, That any Foreign Service officer who has 
reached the age of sixty years and rendered at least thirty years of 
service may be retired at his own request on the annuity computed 
as prescribed under paragraph (e) of this section: Provided further, 
That any officer below the age of sixty years who has rendered at 
least thirty years of actual service, exclusive of extra service credits 
as provided in paragraph (k) of this section, may be retired at his 
own request and elect to receive either (1) a deferred annuity begin-
ning at age sixty computed as prescribed under paragraph (e) of 
this section, or (2) an immediate annuity computed as prescribed 
under paragraph. (e) of this section, reduced by one-fourth. of 1 per 
centum of such annuity for each month or major fraction thereof, 
between the date of his retirement and the sixtieth anniversary of his 
date of birth: And provided further, That the President may in his 
discretion retain any such officer on active duty for such period prior 
to his reaching seventy years of age as he may deem for the interests 
of the UniteeStates. 

"(e) The annuity of a retired Foreign Service officer shall be equal 
to 2 per centum of his average annual basic salary for the ten years 
next preceding the date of retirement, multiplied by the number of 
years of service not exceeding thirty years: Provided, That at the 
time of his retirement a Foreign Service officer, if the husband of a 
wife to whom he has been married for at least five years, may elect 
to receive a reduced annuity and designate his wife as his beneficiary, 
to whom will be paid any portion up to two-thirds of his reduced 
annuity, at the option of the officer, as long as she may live after his 
death: Provided, however, That the annuity payable to the widow 
shall in no case exceed 25 per centum of the officer's average annual 
basic salary for the ten years next preceding the date of retirement. 
If the age of the officer is less than the age of the wife or exceeds her 
age by not more than eight years, the annuity of the officer will be 
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reduced by an amount equal to one-half the annuity which he elects
to have paid to his widow. If the age of the officer exceeds the age
of the wife by more than eight years, the annuity of the officer will
be reduced by an amount equal to one-half the annuity which he
elects to have paid to his widow plus an additional reduction equal
to 2 per centum of such widow's annuity for each year, or fraction
thereof, that the difference in age exceeds eight: Provided further,
That a retired officer who is receiving an annuity on the effective
date of this Act, if the husband of a wife to whom he was married
at the time of his retirement and for a total period of at least five
years, shall be entitled under the same terms and conditions set forth
above, to elect to receive a reduced annuity, a portion of which will
be continued on his death throughout the life of his surviving widow,
but all such elections by retired officers shall be made within six
months following the effective date of this Act, and they shall all be
effective on the same date, to be prescribed by the President: And
provided further, That no increases in annuities under this Act shall
operate retroactively and nothing in this Act shall be interpreted as
reducing the rate of the annuity received by any retired officer on the
effective date of this Act, unless the officer voluntarily elects to receive
a reduced annuity as provided herein.

"(f) In case a Foreign Service officer shall die without having
established a valid claim for annuity, the total amount of his deduc-
tions with interest thereon at 4 per centum per annum compounded
on June 30 of each year, except as provided in paragraph (c) of
this section, shall be paid upon the establishment of a valid claim
therefor in the order of precedence given under paragraph (i) of
this section: Provided, however, That if the deceased officer ren-
dered at least fifteen years of service and is survived by a widow
to whom he was married for at least five years, such widow shall
be paid an annuity equal to the annuity which she would have been
entitled to receive if her husband had been retired on the date of his
death, under the provisions of paragraph (j) of this section, and had
elected to receive the reduced joint and survivorship annuity under
paragraph (e) hereof, providing the maximum annuity for his
widow, unless prior to the date of his death he shall have elected,
in lieu of such widow's annuity, and with the approval of the Secre-
tary of State, the return of his deductions with interest as provided
in the first part of this paragraph covering officers dying without
having established a valid claim for annuity.

"(g) The Secretary of the Treasury is directed to invest from
time to time in interest-bearing securities of the United States such
portions of the Foreign Service retirement and disability fund as
in his judgment may not be immediately required for the payment
of annuities, refunds, and allowances, and the income derived from
such investments shall constitute a part of said fund.

"(h) None of the moneys mentioned in this section shall be assign-
able either in law or equity, or be subject to execution, levy, or attach-
ment, garnishment, or other legal process.

"(i) In case the total contributions of the retired officer, exclusive
of additional voluntary contributions made under paragraph (c)
of this section, together with interest at 4 per centum per annum
compounded annually up to the date at which annuity payments
cease under the terms of the annuity, exceed the annuity payments
exclusive of any additional annuity purchased with voluntary con-
tributions made under paragraph (c) hereof, accumulated at the
same rate of interest up to such date, the excess of said accumulated
contributions over said accumulated annuity payments shall be paid
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reduced by an amount equal to one-half the annuity which he elects 
to have paid to his widow. If the age of the officer exceeds the age 
of the wife by more than eight years, the annuity of the officer will 
be reduced by au amount equal to one-half the annuity which he 
elects to have paid to his widow plus an additional reduction equal 
to 2 per centum of such widow's annuity for each year or fraction 
thereof, that the difference in age exceeds eight: Provided further, 
That a retired officer who is receiving an annuity on the effective 
date of this Act, if the husband of a wife to whom he was married 
at the time of his retirement and for a total period of at least five 
years, shall be entitled under the same terms and conditions set forth 
above, to elect to receive a reduced annuity, a portion of which will 
be continued on his death throughout the life of his surviving widow, 
but all such elections by retired officers shall be made within six 
months following the effective date of this Act, and they shall all be 
effective on the same date,. to be prescribed by the President: And 
provided further, That no increases in annuities under this Act shall 
operate retroactively and nothing in this Act shall be interpreted as 
reducing the rate of the annuity received by any retired officer on the 
effective date of this Act, unless the officer voluntarily elects to receive 
a reduced annuity as provided herein. 

"(f) In case a Foreign Service officer shall die without having 
established a valid claim for annuity, the total amount of his deduc-
tions with interest thereon at 4 per centum per annum compounded 
on June 30 of each year, except as provided in paragraph (c) of 
this section, shall be paid upon the establishment of a valid claim 
therefor in the order of precedence given under paragraph (i) of 
this section: Provided, however, That if the deceased officer ren-
dered at least fifteen years of service and is survived by a widow 
to whom he was married for at least five years, such widow shall 
be paid an annuity equal to the annuity which she would have been 
entitled to receive if her husband had been retired on the date of his 
death, under the provisions of paragraph (j) of this section, and had 
elected to receive the reduced joint and survivorship annuity, under 
paragraph (e) hereof, providing the maximum annuity for his 
widow, unless prior to the date of his death he shall have elected, 
in lieu of such widow's annuity, and with the approval of the Secre-
tary of State, the return of his deductions with interest as provided 
in the first part of this paragraph covering officers dying without 
having established a valid claim for annuity. 

"(g) The Secretary of the Treasury is directed to invest from 
time to time in interest-bearing securities of the United States such 
portions of the Foreign Service retirement and disability fund as 
in his judgment may not be immediately required for the payment 
of annuities, refunds, and allowances, and the income derived. from 
such investments shall constitute a part of said fund. 
"(h) None of the moneys mentioned in this section shall be assign-

able either in law or equity, or be subject to execution, levy, or attach-
ment, garnishment, or other legal process. 

"(i) In case the total contributions of the retired officer, exclusive 
of additional voluntary contributions made under paragraph (c) 
of this section, together with interest at 4 per centum per annum 
compounded annually up to the date at which annuity payments 
cease under the terms of the annuity, exceed the annuity payments 
exclusive of any additional annuity purchased with voluntary con-
tributions made under paragraph (c) hereof, accumulated at the 
same rate of interest up to such date, the excess of said accumulated 
contributions over said accumulated annuity payments shall be paid 
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in the following order of precedence, upon the establishment of a
valid claim therefor:

"First, to the beneficiary or beneficiaries designated in writing by
such annuitant or Foreign Service officer and recorded in compliance
with instructions of the Secretary of State, which are hereby
authorized;

"Second, if there be no such beneficiary, to the duly appointed
executor or administrator of the estate of such annuitant or Foreign
Service officer;

"Third, if there be no such beneficiary, or executor or administrator,
payment may be made, after the expiration of thirty days from the
date of the death of the annuitant or Foreign Service officer, to such
person or persons as may appear in the judgment of the Secretary of
State to be legally entitled thereto, and such payment shall be a bar
to recovery by any other person. Disabled officers

"(j) Any Foreign Service officer who, after serving for a total with years offserv-

period of not less than fifteen years, becomes totally disabled for ice, retirement.

useful and efficient service by reason of disease or injury not due to
vicious habits, intemperance, or willful misconduct on his part, shall,
upon his own application or upon order of the President, be retired
on an annuity under paragraph (e) of this section: Provided, how- rovisos.

ever, That in each case such disability shall be determined by the Determination of

report of a duly qualified physician or surgeon designated by the
Secretary of State to conduct the examination: Provided further,
That unless the disability be permanent, a like examination shall be Anonal examina-
made annually until the annuitant has reached the retirement age as
defined in paragraph (d) of this section, and the payment of annuity amnt to cease
shall cease from the date of the medical examination showing
recovery.

"Fees for examinations under this provision, together with reason- examnatonf etc for

able traveling and other expenses incurred in order to submit to
examination, shall be paid out of the Foreign Service retirement and
disability fund.disability fund. .fore the Payment of differ-

"When the annuity is discontinued under this provision before the ence between annuity

annuitant has received a sum equal to the total amount of his con- re(ived annd total of

tributions, with accrued interest, the difference shall be paid to him
or to his legal representatives.

"(k) The President is authorized from time to time to establish, Tnhealthful posts,
establishment of list

by Executive order, a list of places which by reason of climatic or of.

other extreme conditions are to be classed as unhealthful posts, and lowed for duty at.

each year of duty subsequent to January 1, 1900, at such posts inclu-
sive of regular leaves of absence, of officers already retired or here-
after retired, shall be counted as one year and a half, and so on in
like proportion in reckoning the length of service for the purpose of
retirement, fractional months being considered as full months in
computing such service: Provided, however, That the President may Preaccrued notCredit accrued not

at any time cancel the designation of any places as unhealthful with- affected by cancel
a-

out affecting any credit which has accrued for service at such posts ton ofdesignation

prior to the date of the cancelation.
"(1) Whenever a Foreign Service officer becomes separated from Return of contffib

tions, etc., if officer

the service before becoming eligible for an annuity, except under separated from serv-

section 33 of this Act, the total amount of contributions from his forannuity;exception.

salary with interest thereon at 4 per centum per annum compounded Pos ' P 588.
annually up to the date of such separation, except as provided in
paragraph (c) of this section, shall be returned to him.

"(m) The Treasury Department shall prepare the estimates of apEsriatitesofnsa

the annual appropriations required to be made to the Foreign Service apprpriation

retirement and disability fund, and shall make actuarial valuations Actlarial valuations

of such fund at intervals of five years, or oftener if deemed neces-
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in the following order of precedence, upon the establishment of a 
valid claim therefor: 

"First, to the beneficiary or beneficiaries designated in writing by 
such annuitant or Foreign Service officer and recorded in compliance 
with instructions of the Secretary of State, which are hereby 
authorized; 

"Second, if there be no such beneficiary, to the duly appointed 
executor or administrator of the estate of such annuitant or Foreign 
Service officer; 
"Third, if there be no such beneficiary, or executor or administrator, 

payment may be made, after the expiration of thirty days from the 
date of the death of the annuitant or Foreign Service officer, to such 
person or persons as may appear in the judgment of the Secretary of 
State to be legally entitled thereto, and such payment shall be a bar 
to recovery by any other person. 

"(j) Any Foreign Service officer who, after serving for a total 
period of not less than fifteen years, becomes totally disabled for 
useful and efficient service by reason of disease or injury not due to 
vicious habits, intemperance, or willful misconduct on his part, shall, 
upon his own application or upon order of the President, be retired 
on an annuity under paragraph (e) of this section: Provided, how-
ever, That in each case such disability shall be determined by the 
report of a duly qualified physician or surgeon designated by the 
Secretary of State to conduct the examination: Provided further, 
That unless the disability be permanent, a like examination shall be 
made annually until the annuitant has reached the retirement age as 
defined in paragraph (d) of this section, and the payment of annuity 
shall cease from the date of the medical examination showing 
recovery. 
"Fees for examinations under this provision, together with reason-

able traveling and other expenses incurred in order to submit to 
examination, shall be paid out of the Foreign Service retirement and 
disability fund. 
"When the annuity is discontinued under this provision before the 

annuitant has received a sum equal to the total amount of his con-
tributions, with accrued interest, the difference shall be paid to him 
or to his legal representatives. 

"(k) The President is authorized from time to time to establish, 
by Executive order, a list of places which by reason of climatic or 
other extreme conditions are to be classed as unhealthful posts, and 
each year of duty subsequent to January 1, 1900, at such posts inclu-
sive of regular leaves of absence, of officers already retired or here-
after retired, shall be counted as one year and a half, and so on in 
like proportion in reckoning the length of service for the purpose of 
retirement, fractional months being considered as full months in 
computing such service: Provided, however, That the President may 
at any time cancel the designation of any places as unhealthful with-
out affecting any credit which has accrued for service at such posts 
prior to the date of the cancelation. 

"(I) Whenever a Foreign Service officer becomes separated from 
the service before becoming eligible for an annuity, except under 
section 33 of this Act, the total amount of contributions from his 
salary with interest thereon at 4 per centum per annum compounded 
annually up to the date of such separation, except as provided in 
paragraph (c) of this section, shall be returned to him. 
"(m) The Treasury Department shall prepare the estimates of 

the annual appropriations required to be made to the Foreign Service 
retirement and disability fund, and shall make actuarial valuations 
of such fund at intervals of five years, or oftener if deemed neces-
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Expenditures by sary by the Secretary of the Treasury. The Secretary of State isSecretary of State au- Sr
thorized; limitation. authorized to expend from money to the credit of the Foreign Service

retirement and disability fund an amount not exceeding $5,000 per
annum for the expenses necessary in carrying out the provisions of
this section, including actuarial advice.

Offcers promotedto (n) Any diplomatic secretary or consular officer who has been,Ambassador, etc., or
appointed to Depart- or any Foreign Service officer who may hereafter be, promoted from

Post, p. 1067. the classified service to the grade of Ambassador or Minister, or
appointed to a position in the Department of State, shall be entitled
to all the benefits of this section in the same manner and under

Officrs included the same conditions as Foreign Service officers: Provided, That any
under certain other officer now included under the Act of May 24, 1924, and the amend-acts entitled to bene-

aits i. 4 ment thereto of July 3, 1926, shall be entitled to the benefits of this43 Stat. 140;44 Stat. section.
902. section.

Computation of pe- () For the purposes of this Act the period of service shall be
Post, p. 1208. computed from the date of original oath of office as diplomatic sec-

retary, consul general, consul, vice consul, deputy consul, consular
assistant, consular agent, commercial agent, interpreter, or student
interpreter, and shall include periods of service at different times as
either a diplomatic or consular officer, or while on assignment to the
Department of State, or on special duty or service in another depart-
ment or establishment of the Government, but all periods of separa-
tion from the service and so much of any period of leave of absence
without pay as may exceed six months shall be excluded: Provided,

Profn o. That service in the Department of State or as clerk in a mission orinclusion of certain
service prior to ap- consulate prior to appointment as a Foreign Service officer may be
Service officer included in the period of service, in which case the officer shall payspeialcontribution. into the Foreign Service retirement and disability fund a special

contribution equal to 5 per centum of his annual salary for each
year of such employment subsequent to July 1, 1924, with interest
thereon to date of payment compounded annually at 4 per centum."

46 Stat. 1215. SEC. 4. Section 33 of said Act is amended to read as follows:22 U. s. C. 3a,3o
2i. "5SE. 33. Notwithstanding the provisions of section 10 of this Act

Annual alary in- all Foreign Service officers having a rating of satisfactory or better
crases for certain who shall have been in classes 5, 6, 7, or 8 for a continuous period of

cers. nine months or more, shall, on the first day of each fiscal year receive
Exception. an increase of salary of $100, except that no officer shall receive a

salary above the maximum of his class and all such officers in classes
1, 2,3, or 4 shall in the same circumstances receive an increase of $200:

Ssralaesofroffs. rs Provided, That the Secretary of State is authorized to fix the salary
unclased grade. of Foreign Service officers in the unclassified grade within the salary

Ations based on range specified in section 10 of this Act; and, within the limits of
peciy meritorious appropriation therefor, to grant to Foreign Service officers in anyclass additional promotion in salary within the salary range estab-

lished for the classes in which they are serving, based upon especially
meritorious service. Increases in salary under the terms of this sec-
tion shall be paid to Foreign Service officers only as the right to such

eingulatins promd- increases accrues after the effective date of this Act. The Presidenting for separation from
service. is hereby authorized to establish by Executive order, regulations pro-

viding for the separation of Foreign Service officers from the For-
eign Service, in accordance with the conditions hereinafter prescribed.eAnnoietfora Any Foreign Service officer so separated from the Foreign Service
shall be retired from the Service, after a hearing by the Secretary ofState, upon an annuity equal to 25 per centum of his salary at the
time of retirement, in the case of an officer over forty-five years of
age, or in the case of an officer under forty-five years of age with a
bonus of one year's salary at the time of his retirement, either annuity
or one year's salary to be payable out of the Foreign Service retire-
ment and disability fund and except as herein provided, subject to
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sary by the Secretary of the Treasury. The Secretary of State is 
authorized to expend from money to the credit of the Foreign Service 
retirement and disability fund an amount not exceeding $5,000 per 
annum for the expenses necessary in carrying out the provisions of 
this section, including actuarial advice. 
"(n) Any diplomatic secretary or consular officer who has been, 

or any Foreign Service officer who may hereafter be, promoted from 
the classified service to the grade of Ambassador or Minister, or 
appointed to a position in the Department of State, shall be entitled 
to all the benefits of this section in the same manner and under 
the same conditions as Foreign Service officers: Provided, That any 
officer now included under the Act of May 24, 1924, and the amend-
ment thereto of July 3, 1926, shall be entitled to the benefits of this 
section. 

"(o) For the purposes of this Act the period of service shall be 
computed from the date of original oath of office as diplomatic sec-
retary, consul general, consul, vice consul, deputy consul, consular 
assistant, consular agent, commercial agent, interpreter, or student 
interpreter, and shall include periods of service at different times as 
either a diplomatic or consular officer, or while on assignment to the 
Department of State, or on special duty or service in another depart-
ment or establishment of the Government, but all periods of separa-
tion from the service and so much of any period of leave of absence 
without pay as may exceed six months shall be excluded: Provided, 
That service in the Department of State or as clerk in a mission or 
consulate prior to appointment as a Foreign Service officer may be 
included in the period of service, in which case the officer shall pay 
into the Foreign Service retirement and disability fund a special 
contribution equal to 5 per centum of his annual salary for each 
year of such employment subsequent to July 1, 1924, with interest 
thereon to date of payment compounded annually at 4 per centum." 
SEC. 4. Section 33 of said Act is amended to read as follows: 
"Six. 33. Notwithstanding the provisions of section 10 of this Act 

all Foreign Service officers having a rating of satisfactory or better 
who shall have been in classes 5, 6, 7, or 8 for a continuous period of 
nine months or more, shall, on the first day of each fiscal year receive 
an increase of salary of $100, except that no officer shall receive a 
salary above the maximum of his class and all such officers in classes 
1, 2, 3, or 4 shall in the same circumstances receive an increase of $200: 
Provided, That the Secretary of State is authorized to fix the salary 
of Foreign Service officers in the unclassified grade within the salary 
range specified in section 10 of this Act; and, within the limits of 
appropriation therefor, to grant to Foreign Service officers in any 
class additional promotion in salary within the salary range estab-
lished for the classes in which they are serving, based upon especially 
meritorious service. Increases in salary under the terms of this sec-
tion shall be paid to Foreign Service officers only as the right to such 
increases accrues after the effective date of this Act. The President 
is hereby authorized to establish by Executive order, regulations pro-
viding for the separation of Foreign Service officers from the For-
eign Service, in accordance with the conditions hereinafter prescribed. 
Any Foreign Service officer so separated from the Foreign Service 
shall be retired from the Service, after a hearing by the Secretary of 
State, upon an annuity equal to 25 per centum of his salary at the 
time of retirement, in the case of an officer over forty-five years of 
age, or in the case of an officer under forty-five yearn of age with a 
bonus of one year's salary at the time of his retirement, either annuity 
or one year's salary to be payable out of the Foreign Service retire-
ment and disability fund and except as herein provided, subject to 
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the same provisions and limitations as other annuities payable out of
such fund; but no return of contributions shall be made under para-
graph (1) of section 26 of this Act in the case of any Foreign Service
officer retired under the provisions of this section: Provided, however,
That any officer entitled to the bonus of one year's salary will receive
in lieu of such bonus the amount of his contributions and interest
under paragraph (1) of section 26 of this Act if such amount exceeds
one year's salary. Whenever it is determined that the efficiency rating
of an officer is unsatisfactory, thereby meaning below the standard
required for the service, and such determination has been confirmed
by the Secretary of State, the officer shall be notified thereof, and if,
after a reasonable period to be determined by the circumstances in
each particular case, the rating of such officer continues to be found
unsatisfactory and such finding is confirmed by the Secretary of State
after a hearing accorded the officer, such officer shall be separated
from the service with the annuity or bonus provided in this section,
but no officer so separated from the service shall receive the said
annuity or bonus unless at the time of separation he shall have served
at least fifteen years. He shall, however, if he has not served at least
fifteen years, have returned to him the full sum of his contributions
to the annuity fund, with interest thereon at 4 per centum compounded
annually, except as provided in paragraph (c) of section 4 of this
Act. The benefits of this section, except, at the option of the Secre-
tary of State, the return of an officer's contributions to the annuity
fund, shall not be given to Foreign Service officers separated from the
Foreign Service on account of malfeasance in office."

SEC. 5. This Act shall take effect on the first day of the calendar
month following the expiration of sixty days from the date of its
approval by the President.

Approved, April 24, 1939.

[CHAPTER 85]
AN ACT

To provide for the further development of cooperative agricultural extension
work.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to
further develop the cooperative extension system as inaugurated
under the Act entitled "An Act to provide for cooperative agricultural
extension work between the agricultural colleges in the several States
receiving the benefits of the Act of Congress approved July 2, 1862,
and all Acts supplementary thereto, and the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture", approved May 8, 1914 (U. S. C., title 7, sees.
341-348), there is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the purpose
of paying the expenses of cooperative extension work in agriculture
and home economics and the necessary printing and distribution of
information in connection with the same, the sum of $300,000 annually.
The sums appropriated pursuant to this Act shall be allotted by the
Secretary of Agriculture to the several States in such amounts as he
may deem necessary, and shall be paid to the several States in the
same manner and subject to the same conditions and limitations as
the initial payments of $10,000 to each State appropriated under
the Act of May 8, 1914. The sums appropriated pursuant to this
Act shall be in addition to and not in substitution for sums appro-
priated under such Act of May 8, 1914, as amended and supplemented,
and sums otherwise appropriated for agricultural extension work.

Approved, April 24, 1939.
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the same provisions and limitations as other annuities payable out of 
such fund; but no return of contributions shall be made under para-
graph (1) of section 26 of this Act in the case of any Foreign Service 
officer retired under the provisions of this section: Provided, however, 
That any officer entitled to the bonus of one year's salary will receive 
in lieu of such bonus the amount of his contributions and interest 
under paragraph (1) of section 26 of this Act if such amount exceeds 
one year's salary. Whenever it is determined that the efficiency rating 
of an officer is unsatisfactory, thereby meaning below the standard 
required for the service, and such determination has been confirmed 
by the Secretary of State, the officer shall be notified thereof, and if, 
after a reasonable period to be determined by the circumstances in 
each particular case, the rating of such officer continues to be found 
unsatisfactory and such finding is confirmed by the Secretary of State 
after a hearing accorded the officer, such officer shall be separated 
from the service with the annuity or bonus provided in this section, 
but no officer so separated from the service shall receive the said 
annuity or bonus unless at the time of separation he shall have served 
at least fifteen years. He shall, however, if he has not served at least 
fifteen years, have returned to him the full sum of his contributions 
to the annuity fund, with interest thereon at 4 per centum compounded 
annually, except as provided in paragraph (c) of section 4 of this 
Act. The benefits of this section, except, at the option of the Secre-
tary of State, the return of an officer's contributions to the annuity 
fund, shall not be given to Foreign Service officers separated from the 
Foreign Service on account of malfeasance in office." 
SEC. 5. This Act shall take effect on the first day of the calendar 

month following the expiration of sixty days from the date of its 
approval by the President. 
Approved, April 24, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 85] 
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To provide for the further development of cooperative agricultural extension  is.sts)  
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Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
thvited States of America in, Congress assembled, That in order to 
further develop the cooperative extension system as inaugurated 
under the Act entitled "An Act to provide for cooperative agricultural 
extension work between the agricultural colleges in the several States 
receiving the benefits of the Act of Congress approved July 2, 1862, 
and all Acts supplementary thereto, and. the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture", approved May 8, 1914 (U. S. C., title 7, secs. 
341-348), there is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any 
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the purpose 
of paying the expenses of cooperative extension work in agriculture 
and home economics and the necessary printing and distribution of 
information in connection with the same, the sum of $300,000 annually. 
The sums appropriated pursuant to this Act shall be allotted by the 
Secretary of Agriculture to the several States in such amounts as he 
may deem necessary, and shall be paid to the several States in the 
same manner and subject to the same conditions and limitations as 
the initial payments of $10,000 to each State appropriated under 
the Act of May 8, 1914. The sums appropriated pursuant to this 
Act shall be in addition to and not in substitution for sums appro-
priated under such Act of May 8, 1914, as amended and supplemented, 
and sums otherwise appropriated for agricultural extension work. 
Approved, April 24, 1939. 
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April 24, 1939
[S. 1574]

[Public, No. 42]

[CHAPTER 86]
AN ACT

To authorize the attendance of the Marine Band at the National Encampmentof the Grand Army of the Republic to be held at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,from August 27 to September 1, inclusive, 1939.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of theNational Encamp- United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Presidentment of the Grand
Army of the Repub is authorized to permit the band of the United States Marine Corps

Attendance of Ma- to attend and give concerts at the National Encampment of therine Band authorized. Grand Army of the Republic to be held at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
from August 27 to September 1, inclusive, 1939.

Appropriation au- SEC. 2. For the purpose of defraying the expenses of such band
Post, p. 77. in attending and giving concerts at such encampment, there is

authorized to be appropriated the sum of $8,500, or so much thereofP oetoj. as may be necessary, to carry out the provisions of this Act: Pro-Allowances. vided, That in addition to transportation and Pullman accommoda-
tions the leaders and members of the Marine Band be allowed notto exceed $5 per day each for additional living expenses while onthe duty, and that the payment of such expenses shall be in addition
to the pay and allowances to which they would be entitled whileserving at their permanent station.

Approved, April 24, 1939.

[CHAPTER 87]
April 25,1939
[H. R. 4278]

[Public, No. 43]
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AN ACT
To authorize the Secretary of the Navy to proceed with the construction ofcertain public works, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Navy is hereby authorized to establish, develop, or increasenaval aviation facilities, with which shall be included the authority
to purchase, accept by gift, or otherwise acquire land and to con-struct buildings and accessories, with approximate costs as indicated,at or in the vicinity of Kaneohe Bay, $5,800,000; Midway Island,$5,350,000; Wake Island, $2,000,000; Johnston Island, $1,150,000;
Palmyra Island, $1,100,000; Kodiak, Alaska, $8,750,000; Sitka,Alaska, $2,900,000; San Juan, Puerto Rico, $9,300,000; Pensacola,
Florida, $5,850,000; Jacksonville, Florida, and Banana River, Flor-ida, $17,000,000; Norfolk, Virginia, $500,000, for acquiring the landdescribed and authorized by the Act of June 14, 1934 (48 Stat. 957),
as amended by section 5 of this Act; Quonset Point, Rhode Island,$1,000,000 for acquiring privately owned land; Tongue Point, Oregon,
$1,500,000; Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, $2,800,000; the total cost not toexceed $65,000,000, except as may be otherwise authorized by law:Provided, That the approximate cost indicated for each project
enumerated above may, in the discretion of the Secretary of the Navy,be varied upward or downward by an amount not to exceed 25 percentum of the approximate cost indicated, but the total cost of$65,000,000 shall not be exceeded. In addition to other authoritycontained in this section the Secretary of the Navy is hereby author-
ized to proceed with the construction of aeronautical engine andmaterials laboratory buildings at the Naval Aircraft Factory, Phila-delphia, Pennsylvania, at a cost not to exceed $1,800,000. In additionto other authority contained in this section, the Secretary of the Navyis hereby authorized to accept, free from all encumbrances and with-out cost to the United States, title in fee simple to land or otherrealty at or in the vicinity of Corpus Christi, Texas, to be used for
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[CHAPTER 86] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the attendance of the Marine Band at the National Encampment 
of the Grand Army of the Republic to be held at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 
from August 27 to September 1, inclusive, 1939. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in. Congress assembled, That the President 
is authorized to permit the band of the United States Marine Corps 
to attend and give concerts at the National Encampment of the 
Grand Army of the Republic to be held at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 
from August 27 to September 1, inclusive, 1939. 
SEC. 2. For the purpose of defraying the expenses of such band 

in attending and giving concerts at such encampment, there is 
authorized to be appropriated the sum of $8,500, or so much thereof 
as may be necessary, to carry out the provisions of this Act: Pro-
vided, That in addition to transportation and Pullman accommoda-
tions the leaders and members of the Marine Band be allowed not 
to exceed $5 per day each for additional living expenses while on 
the duty, and that the payment of such expenses shall be in addition 
to the pay and allowances to which they would be entitled while 
serving at their permanent station. 
Approved, April 24, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 87] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Secretary of the Navy to proceed with the construction of 
certain public works, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Navy is hereby authorized to establish, develop, or increase 
naval aviation facilities, with which shall be included the authority 
to purchase, accept by gift, or otherwise acquire land and to con-
struct buildings and accessories, with approximate costs as indicated, 
at or in the vicinity of Kaneohe Bay, $5,800,000; Midway Island, 
$5,350,000; Wake Island, $2,000,000; Johnston Island, $1,150,000; 
Palmyra Island, $1,100,000; Kodiak, Alaska, $8,750,000; Sitka, 
Alaska, $2,900,000; San Juan, Puerto Rico, $9,300,000; Pensacola, 
Florida, $5,850,000; Jacksonville, Florida, and Banana River, Flor-
ida, $17,000,000; Norfolk, Virginia, $500,000, for acquiring the land 
described and authorized by the Act of June 14, 1934 (48 Stat. 957), 
as amended by section 5 of this Act; Quonset Point, Rhode Island, 
$1,000,000 for acquiring privately owned land; Tongue Point, Oregon, 
$1,500,000; Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, $2,800,000; the total cost not to 
exceed $65,000,000, except as may be otherwise authorized by law: 
Provided, That the approximate cost indicated for each project 
enumerated above may, in the discretion of the Secretary of the Navy, 
be varied upward or downward by an amount not to exceed 25 per 
cent= of the approximate cost indicated, but the total cost of 
$65,000,000 shall not be exceeded. In addition to other authority 
contained in this section the Secretary of the Navy is hereby author-
ized to proceed with the construction of aeronautical engine and 
materials laboratory buildings at the Naval Aircraft Factory, Phila-
delphia, Pennsylvania, at a cost not to exceed $1,800,000. In addition 
to other authority contained in this section, the Secretary of the Navy 
is hereby authorized to accept, free from all encumbrances and with-
out cost to the United States, title in fee simple to land or other 
realty at or in the vicinity of Corpus Christi, Texas, to be used for 
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the purpose of establishing a naval aviation training station, and
title in fee simple to land or other realty from the State of Rhode
Island at or in the vicinity of Quonset Point, Rhode Island, to be
used as a naval air base.

SEC. 2. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any
money in the Treasury of the United States not otherwise appro-
priated, such sums as may be necessary to effectuate the purposes of
this Act.

SEC. 3. Whenever deemed by him to be advantageous to the national
defense, and providing that in the opinion of the Secretary of the
Navy the existing facilities of the Naval Establishment are inadequate,
the Secretary of the Navy is hereby authorized to employ, by contract
or otherwise, outside architectural or engineering corporations, firms,
or individuals for the production and delivery of the designs, plans,
drawings, and specifications required for the accomplishment of any
naval public works or utilities project or the construction of any naval
vessel, aircraft, or part thereof, without reference to the Classification
Act of 1923 (42 Stat. 1488), as amended (5 U. S. C., ch. 13), or to
section 3709 of the Revised Statutes of the United States (41 U. S. C.
5). In no case shall the fee paid for any service authorized by this
section exceed 6 per centum of the estimated cost, as determined by
the Secretary of the Navy, of the project to which such fee is
applicable.

SEC. 4. (a) To enable the Secretary of the Navy to accomplish
without delay or excessive cost those public-works projects authorized
by this Act to be located outside the continental limits of the United
States, he is hereby authorized to enter into contracts upon a cost-
plus-a-fixed-fee basis after such negotiations as he may authorize and
approve and without advertising for proposals with reference thereto.
Approval by the President shall be necessary to the validity of any
contract entered into under authority of this section. The fixed fee
to be paid the contractor as a result of any contract entered into under
authority of this section shall be determined at or before the time
such contract is made, and shall be set forth in such contract. Such
fee shall not exceed 10 per centum of the estimated cost of the con-
tract, exclusive of the fee, as determined by the Secretary of the Navy.
Changes in the amount of the fee shall be made only upon material
changes in the scope of the work concerned as determined by the
Secretary of the Navy whose determination shall be conclusive.

(b) Negotiations under this section shall be between the Secretary
of the Navy, or a duly authorized representative, and three or more
reputable and qualified contracting individuals, firms, or corporations
regularly engaged in work of comparable magnitude and class to that
contemplated by the negotiations, as determined by the Secretary of
the Navy, and contracts may be made with any such individual, firm,
or corporation, or with any two or more of them jointly, upon such
terms and conditions as the Secretary of the Navy may determine
to be fair and equitable and in the interests of the national defense.
For each contract entered into under authority of this section the
Secretary of the Navy may detail a naval officer to duty, without
additional compensation, as an executive representative of the con-
tracting officer. The contract shall provide that the officer so detailed
shall have the right to attend any meetings of the board of directors
or other executive or administrative board or committee of any cor-
poration, partnership, firm, or syndicate which is or may become a
party thereto for the purpose of submitting propositions, propounding
questions, and receiving information relative to any matter within the
purview of the contract with the intent and for the purpose of safe-
guarding the interests of the United States, coordinating efforts, and
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promoting mutually beneficial relationships, and making decisions
within the scope of his delegated authority and not in conflict with
any provision of the contract.

(c) In any project the contract for which is negotiated under
authority of this section, the Secretary of the Navy may waive the
requirement of a performance and a payment bond and may accept
materials required for any such project at such place or places as he
may deem necessary to minimize insurance costs.

(d) Any contract negotiated under this section may, in the discre-
tion of the Secretary of the Navy, contain provisions under which any
loss of or major damage to the plant, materials, or supplies of any
contractor, not due to his negligence or fault or to the negligence or
fault of his agents or servants, while the same is necessarily in transit
upon or lying in the open sea for the purposes of the contract, will be
investigated by a board of naval officers appointed for the purpose
and reported to the Secretary of the Navy, who will transmit to the
Congress the findings of fact and his recommendations in the premises.

(e) The Secretary of the Navy shall report annually to the Con-
gress all contracts entered into under authority of this section, includ-
ing the names of the contractors and copies of the contracts concerned,
together with the amounts thereof.

SEC. 5. The Act of June 14, 1934 (48 Stat. 957), after the enacting
clause is hereby amended to read as follows:

"That the Secretary of the Navy be, and he hereby is, authorized to
acquire, by purchase or condemnation, additional lands adjacent to
the Hampton Roads Naval Operating Base, Norfolk, Virginia, such
lands lying north of the Virginian Railway and west of Granby
Street. The sum of $500,000 authorized by section 1 of the bill H. R.
4278 as enacted, for the acquisition of land at or in the vicinity of
Norfolk, Virginia, shall be available for the purposes of this Act."

Approved, April 25, 1939.

[CHAPTER 88]
April 26, 1939
[H. R. 4630]

[Public, No. 44]

Military Approprin-
tion Act, 1940.
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AN ACT
Making appropriations for the Military Establishment for the fiscal year ending

June 30, 1940, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for the Military Establishment for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1940, and for other purposes, namely:

SALARIES, WAR DEPARTMENT

For compensation for personal services in the District of Columbia,
as follows:

Office of Secretary of War: Secretary of War, Assistant Secretary
of War, and other personal services, $315,660: Provided, That no
field-service appropriation shall be available for personal services in
the War Department except as may be expressly authorized herein.

Office of Chief of Staff, $244,120.
Adjutant General's office, $1,392,308.
For personal services, to be employed exclusively in assembling,

classifying, and indexing the military personnel records of the World
War, and for the purchase of necessary supplies and materials used
in such work, $74,960.

Office of the Inspector General, $29,120.
Office of the Judge Advocate General, $112,660;
Office of the Chief of Finance, $396,100.
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(c) In any project the contract for which is negotiated under 
authority of this section, the Secretary of the Navy may waive the 
requirement of a performance and a payment bond and may accept 
materials required for any such project at such place or places as he 
may deem necessary to minimize insurance costs. 

(d) Any contract negotiated under this section may, in the discre-
tion of the Secretary of the Navy, contain provisions under which any 
loss of or major damage to the plant, materials, or supplies of any 
contractor not due to his negligence or fault or to the negligence or 
fault of his agents or servants, while the same is necessarily in transit 
upon or lying in the open sea for the purposes of the contract, will be 
investigated -by a board of naval officers appointed for the purpose 
and reported to the Secretary of the Navy, who will transmit to the 
Congress the findings of fact and his recommendations in the premises. 

(e) The Secretary of the Navy shall report annually to the Con-
gress all contracts entered into under authority of this section, includ-
ing the names of the contractors and copies of the contracts concerned, 
together with the amounts thereof. 
SEC. 5. The Act of June 14, 1934 (48 Stat. 957), after the enacting 

clause is hereby amended to read as follows: 
"That the Secretary of the Navy be, and he hereby is, authorized to 

acquire, by purchase or condemnation, additional lands adjacent to 
the Hampton Roads Naval Operating Base, Norfolk, Virginia, such 
lands lying north of the Virginian Railway and west of Granby 
Street. The sum of $500,000 authorized by section 1 of the bill H. R. 
4278, as enacted; for the acquisition of land at or in the vicinity _of 
Norfolk, Virginia, shall be available for the purposes of this Act." 
Approved, April 25, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 88] 
AN ACT 

Making appropriations for the Military Establishment for the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1940, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following 
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for the Military Establishment for the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1940, and for other purposes, namely: 

SALARIES, W AR DEPARTMENT 

For compensation for personal services in the District of Columbia, 
as follows: 

Office of Secretary of War: Secretary of War, Assistant Secretary 
of War, and other personal services, $315,660: Provided, That no 
field-service appropriation shall be available for personal services in 
the War Department except as may be expre-ssly authorized herein. 

Office of Chief of Staff, $244,120. 
Adjutant General's office, $1,392,308. 
For personal services, to be employed exclusively in assembling, 

classifying, and indexing the military personnel records of the World 
War, and for the purchase of necessary supplies and materials used 
in such work, $74,960. 

Office of the Inspector General, $29,120. 
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Office of the Quartermaster General, $825,310.
Office of the Chief Signal Officer, $166,605.
Office of the Chief of Air Corps, $258,400.
Office of the Surgeon General, $289,960.
Office of Chief of Bureau of Insular Affairs, $66,480.
Office of Chief of Engineers, $139,620: Provided, That the services

of skilled draftsmen, civil engineers, and such other services
as the Secretary of War may deem necessary may be employed only
in the office of the Chief of Engineers, to carry into effect the various
appropriations for rivers and harbors and flood control, surveys, and
preparation for and the consideration of river and harbor and flood
control estimates and bills, to be paid from such appropriations:
Provided further, That the expenditures on this account for the fiscal
year 1940 shall not exceed $585,680; the Secretary of War shall each
year, in the Budget, report to Congress the number of persons so
employed, their duties, and the amount paid to each.

Office of Chief of Ordnance, $439,420: Provided, That the services
of such additional technical and clerical personnel as the Secretary
of War may deem necessary may be employed only in the office of
the Chief of Ordnance, to carry into effect the various appropriations
for development, manufacture, storage, and issue of ordnance and
ordnance stores, to be paid from such appropriations: Provided
further, That the expenditures on this account for the fiscal year 1940
shall not exceed $100,000, and the Secretary of War shall each year,
in the Budget, report to Congress the number of persons so employed,
their duties, and the amount paid to each.

Office of Chief of Chemical Warfare Service, $50,790.
Office of Chief of Infantry, $13,880.
Office of Chief of Cavalry, $11,100.
Office of Chief of Field Artillery, $5,040.
Office of Chief of Coast Artillery, $33,160.
Office of Chief of Chaplains, $8,240.
National Guard Bureau, War Department, $153,952.
In all, salaries, War Department, $5,026,885: Provided, That the

number of warrant officers and enlisted men on duty in the offices of
the Chiefs of Ordnance, Engineers, Coast Artillery, Field Artillery,
Cavalry, Infantry, and Chaplains on March 5, 1934, shall not be
increased, and in lieu of warrant officers and enlisted men whose
services in such offices shall have been terminated for any cause prior
to July 1, 1940, their places may be filled by civilians, for the pay
of whom, in accordance with the Classification Act of 1923, as
amended, the appropriation "Pay of the Army" shall be available.

In expending appropriations or portions of appropriations con-
tained in this Act, for the payment for personal services in the Dis-
trict of Columbia in accordance with the Classification Act of 1923,
as amended, with the exception of the Assistant Secretary of War,
the average of the salaries of the total number of persons under any
grade in any bureau, office, or other appropriation unit shall not at
any time exceed the average of the compensation rates specified for
the grade by such Act, as amended, and in grades in which only one
position is allocated the salary of such position shall not exceed the
average of the compensation rates for the grade, except that in unu-
sually meritorious cases of one position in a grade advances may be
made to rates higher than the average of the compensation rates of
the grade but not more often than once in any fiscal year and then
only to the next higher rate: Provided, That this restriction shall
not apply (1) to grades 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the clerical-mechanical
service, or (2) to require the reduction in salary of any person whose
compensation was fixed as of July 1, 1924, in accordance with the
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made to rates higher than the average of the compensation rates of 
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rules of section 6 of such Act, (3) to require the reduction in salary
of any person who is transferred from one position to another posi-
tion in the same or different grade in the same or a different bureau,
office, or other appropriation unit, (4) to prevent the payment of a
salary under any grade at a rate higher than the maximum rate of
the grade when such higher rate is permitted by the Classification Act
of 1923, as amended, and is specifically authorized by other law; or
(5) to reduce the compensation of any person in a grade in which
only one position is allocated.

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

CONTINGENT EXPENSES, WAR DEPARTMENT

For stationery; purchase of professional and scientific books, law
books, including their exchange; books of reference, pamphlets,
periodicals, newspapers, maps; typewriting and adding machines,
and other labor-saving devices, including their repair and exchange;
furniture and repairs to same; carpets, linoleum, filing equipment,
photo supplies, towels, ice, brooms, soap, sponges; maintenance,
repair, and operation of motor trucks and one motor-propelled pas-
senger-carrying vehicle, to be used only for official purposes; freight
and express charges; street-car fares; postage to Postal Union coun-
tries; and other absolutely necessary expenses, $270,000, and it shall
not be lawful to expend, unless otherwise specifically provided herein,
for any bureau, office, or branch of the War Department or of the
Army having or maintaining an office in the War Department proper,
at Washington, District of Columbia, any sum out of appropriations
contained in this Act (or accruing thereto) made for the Military
Establishment for any of the purposes mentioned or authorized in this
paragraph.

LIBRARY, SURGEON GENERAL'S OFFICE

For the purchase of the necessary books of reference, periodicals,
and technical supplies and equipment, $25,000.

ARMY MEDICAL MUSEUM

For the procurement, preparation, and preservation of specimens
and the purchase of technical supplies and equipment, $10,000.

PRINTING AND BINDING, WAR DEPARTMENT

For printing and binding for the War Department, except such as
may be otherwise provided for in accordance with existing law,
$546,000: Provided, That the sum of $3,000, or so much thereof as
may be necessary, may be used for the publication, from time to time,
of bulletins prepared under the direction of the Surgeon General of
the Army, for the instruction of medical officers, when approved by
the Secretary of War.

MILITARY ACTIVITIES

CONTINGENCIES OF THE ARMY

For all emergencies and extraordinary expenses, including the
employment of translators, and exclusive of all other personal services
in the War Department or any of its subordinate bureaus or offices in
the District of Columbia, or in the Army at large, but impossible to
be anticipated or classified, and for examination of estimates of appro-
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rules of section 6 of such Act, (3) to require the reduction in salary 
of any person who is transferred from one position to another posi-
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

CONTINGENT EXPENSES, WAR DEPARTMENT 
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repair, and operation of motor trucks and one motor-propelled pas-
senger-carrying vehicle, to be used only for official purposes; freight 
and express charges; street-car fares; postage to Postal Union coun-
tries; and other absolutely necessary expenses, $270,000, and it shall 
not be lawful to expend, unless otherwise specifically provided herein, 
for any bureau, office, or branch of the War Department or of the 
Army having or maintaining an office in the War Department proper, 
at Washington, District of Columbia, any sum out of appropriations 
contained in this Act (or accruing thereto) made for the Military 
Establishment for any of the purposes mentioned or authorized in this 
paragraph. 

LIBRARY, SURGEON GENERAL'S OFFICE 

For the purchase of the necessary books of reference, periodicals, 
and technical supplies and equipment, $25,000. 

ARMY MEDICAL MUSEUM 

For the procurement, preparation, and preservation of specimens 
and the purchase of technical supplies and equipment, $10,000. 

PRINTING AND BINDING, WAR DEPARTMENT 

For printing and binding for the War Department, except such as 
may be otherwise provided for in accordance with existing law, 
$546,000: Provided, That the sum of $3,000, or so much thereof as 
may be necessary, may be used for the publication, from time to time, 
of bulletins prepared under the direction of the Surgeon General of 
the Army, for the instruction of medical officers, when approved by 
the Secretary of War. 
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employment of translators, and exclusive of all other personal services 
in the War Department or any of its subordinate bureaus or offices in 
the District of Columbia, or in the Army at large, but impossible to 
be anticipated or classified, and for examination of estimates of appro-
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priations and of military activities in the field, to be expended on the
approval or authority of the Secretary of War, and for such purposes
as he may deem proper, and his determination thereon shall be final
and conclusive upon the accounting officers of the Government,
$17,500.

EDUCATIONAL ORDERS

Appropriations contained in this Act for the procurement of muni-
tions shall be available for the objects and purposes embraced by the
provisions of the Act of June 16, 1938 (52 Stat. 707-708): Provided,
That expenditures in pursuance hereof shall not exceed, in the aggre-
gate, $2,000,000.

GENERAL STAFF CORPS

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES

For miscellaneous expenses requisite for and incident to the military
intelligence activities of the Army and maintenance of the military
attaches at the United States Embassies and Legations abroad, includ-
ing the purchase of law books, maps, professional books of reference,
and subscriptions to newspapers and periodicals; for the hire of
interpreters, special agents, and guides, and for such other purposes
as the Secretary of War may deem proper, including not to exceed
$5,000 for the actual and necessary expenses of officers of the Army
on duty abroad for the purpose of observing operations of armies of
foreign states at war, to be paid upon certificates of the Secretary of
War that the expenditures were necessary for obtaining military
information, $125,000, to be expended under the direction of the
Secretary of War, and $10,000 of such sum shall be available immedi-
ately: Provided, That section 3648, Revised Statutes (31 U. S. C.
529), shall not apply to payments made from appropriations con-
tained in this Act in compliance with the laws of foreign countries
or their ministerial regulations under which the military attaches are
required to operate.

FIELD EXERCISES

For expenses required for the conduct of special field exercises,
including participation therein by the National Guard and the
Organized Reserves, and including pay and travel of temporary
employees and officers and enlisted men of the National Guard and
the Organized Reserves, not otherwise provided for, allowances for
enlisted men for quarters and rations, movement of mat6riel, mainte-
nance and operation of structures and utilities, and any other requisite
supplies and services, and for settlement of claims (not exceeding $500
each) for damages to or loss of private property resulting from such
exercises that have accrued or may hereafter accrue, when payment
thereof will be accepted by the owners of the property in full satis-
faction of such damages, and each claim is substantiated by a report
of a board of officers appointed by the commanding officer of the
troops engaged, and is approved by the Secretary of War, whose
action thereon shall be conclusive, $382,650.
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ARMY WAR COLLEGE

For expenses of the Army War College, being for the purchase of ExPene
the necessary special stationery; textbooks, books of reference, scien-
tific and professional papers, newspapers, and periodicals; maps;
police utensils; employment of temporary, technical, or special serv-
ices, and expenses of special lectures; for the pay of employees; and
for all other absolutely necessary expenses, $76,198.
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ADJUTANT GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT

COMMAND AND GENERAL STAFF SCHOOL, FORT LEAVENWORTH, KANSAS

Expenses. For the purchase of textbooks, books of reference, scientific and
professional papers, instruments, and material for instruction;
employment of temporary, technical, special, and clerical services;
and for other necessary expenses of instruction, at the Command and
General Staff School, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, $75,300, of which
$31,100 shall be available exclusively for the replacement of
machinery.

WELFARE OF ENLISTED MEN

Eductoubs nd ie For the equipment and conduct of school, reading, lunch, and
etc. amusement rooms, service clubs, chapels, gymnasiums, and libraries,

including periodicals and other publications and subscriptions for
newspapers, salaries of civilians employed in the hostess and library
services, transportation of books and equipment for these services,
rental of films, purchase of slides for and making repairs to moving-
picture outfits, and for similar and other recreational purposes at
training and mobilization camps now established or which may be
hereafter established, $35,440.

FINANCE DEPARTMENT

PAY OF THE ARMY

Post, .s. For pay of not to exceed an average of thirteen thousand one hun-
dred and six commissioned officers, to include fifty Medical Corps
officers and twenty-five Dental Corps officers, authorized by Act

Suat. 8. , of January 29, 1938 (52 Stat. 8), $36,017,416; pay of officers, National
IV, § 91, 21,;481. Guard, $100; pay of warrant officers, $1,361,180; aviation increase to

commissioned and warrant officers of the Army, including not to
exceed thirty-six medical officers, $2,705,533, none of which shall be
available for increased pay for making aerial flights by nonflying
officers (except flight surgeons) at a rate in excess of $1,440 per
annum and flight surgeons at a rate in excess of $720 per annum,

Longevity. which shall be the legal maximum rates as to such officers; additional
Enlistedmen. pay to officers for length of service, $10,201,502; pay of an average

of not to exceed one hundred and sixty-five thousand enlisted men of
the line and staff, not including the Philippine Scouts, $69,688,888-

seeglar Army Re. Regular Army Reserve, $400,000; pay of enlisted men of National
Natioa Gard.e Guard, $100; aviation increase to enlisted men of the Army, $774 361
Philippine Scouts. pay of enlisted men of the Philippine Scouts, $1,050,447; additional
Retfred oficers, etc. pay for length of service to enlisted men, $5,535,750, pay of commis-

sioned officers on the retired list, $12,256,977; pay of retired warrant
officers and retired members of the Army Nurse Corps, $1,378,033;

ivilservice mesincreased pay to not to exceed eight retired officers on active duty,
sengers atieadquar- $8,213; pay of retired enlisted men, $13,924,988; pay not to exceed
ters,etc. sixty civil-service messengers at not to exceed $1,200 each at head-

quarters of the several Territorial departments, corps areas, Army and
corps headquarters, Territorial districts, tactical divisions and brigades,
service schools, camps, and ports of embarkation and debarkation,

nunatc surgeons, $72,000; pay and allowances of contract surgeons, $39,576; pay of
Rent, subsistence, nurses, $950,320; rental allowances, including allowances for quarters

for enlisted men on duty where public quarters are not available,
$7,185,834; subsistence allowances, $6,750,087; interest on soldiers'

hanyeby oftexs deposits, $70,000; payment of exchange by officers serving in foreignchange by officers Opeg
serving in foreign countries, and when specially authorized by the Secretary of War, by
countries. officers disbursing funds pertaining to the War Department, when

serving in Alaska, and all foreign money received shall be charged to
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and paid out by disbursing officers of the Army at the legal valuation
fixed by the Secretary of the Treasury, $100; in all, $170,371,405, of
which amount $1,000,000 shall be immediately available; and the money
herein appropriated for "Pay of the Army" shall be accounted for as
one fund: Provided, That during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940,
no officer of the Army shall be entitled to receive an addition to his pay
in consequence of the provisions of the Act approved May 11, 1908 (10
U. S. C. 803): Provided further, That no part of this or any other
appropriation contained in this Act shall be available for the pay of
any person, civil or military, not a citizen of the United States, unless
in the employ of the Government or in a pay status on July 1, 1937,
under appropriations for the War Department, nor for the pay of
any such person beyond the period of enlistment or termination of
employment, but nothing herein shall be construed as applying to
instructors of foreign languages at the Military Academy, or to
Filipinos in the Army Transport Service, or to persons employed
outside of the continental limits of the United States except enlisted
men of the Regular Army, other than Philippine Scouts, upon expira-
tion of enlistment, and this provision shall be subject to the provisions
of the Act entitled "An Act for the protection of certain enlisted
men of the Army", approved August 19, 1937: Provided further,
That, without deposit to the credit of the Treasurer of the United
States and withdrawal on money requisitions, receipts of public
moneys from sales or other sources by officers of the Army on dis-
bursing duty and charged in their official accounts, except receipts
to be credited to river and harbor and flood-control appropriations
and retirement deductions, may be used by them as required for
current expenditures, all necessary bookkeeping adjustments of
appropriations, funds, and accounts to be made in the settlement of
their disbursing accounts: Provided further, That there shall be
deposited in the Treasury of the United States to the credit of mis-
cellaneous receipts the sum of $20,987.39, such amount being the
balance of funds belonging to military organizations of the Army,
disbanded at the conclusion of the World War.

No payment shall be made from money appropriated in this Act
to any officer on the retired list of the Army who, for himself or for
others, is engaged in the selling of, contracting for the sale of, or
negotiating for the sale of, to the Army or the War Department,
any war materials or supplies.

No appropriation for the pay of the Army shall be available for
the pay of any officer or enlisted man on the active list of the Army
who is engaged in any manner with any publication which is or may
be issued by or for any branch or organization of the Army or mili-
tary association in which officers or enlisted men have membership
and which carries paid advertising of firms doing business with the
War Department: Provided, however, That nothing herein contained
shall be construed to prohibit officers from writing or disseminating
articles in accordance with regulations issued by the Secretary of
War.

TRAVEL OF THE ARMY

For travel allowances and travel in kind, as authorized by law,
for persons traveling in connection with the military activities of the
War Department, including mileage, transportation, reimbursement
of actual expenses, or per diem allowances, to officers and contract
surgeons; transportation of troops; transportation, or reimbursement
therefor, of nurses, enlisted men, recruits, recruiting parties, appli-
cants for enlistment between recruiting stations and recruiting depots
rejected applicants for enlistment, general prisoners, cadets and
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accepted cadets from their homes to the Military Academy, dis-
charged cadets, civilian employees, civilian witnesses before courts
martial, and dependents of military personnel; travel pay to dis-
charged military personnel; transportation of discharged prisoners
and persons discharged from Saint Elizabeths Hospital after trans-
fer thereto from the military service, to their homes, or elsewhere as
they may elect, the cost in each case not to be greater than to the
place of last enlistment; hot coffee for troops traveling when sup-
plied with cooked or travel rations; commutation of quarters and
rations to enlisted men traveling on detached duty when it is imprac-
ticable to carry rations, and to applicants for enlistment and general
prisoners traveling under orders; per diem allowances or actual cost
of subsistence while in a travel status, to nurses, civilian employees,
and civilian witnesses before courts martial, $2,927,020, of which
amount $100,000 shall be available immediately, and such total
amount may be increased, subject to the approval of the Director of
the Bureau of the Budget, by transfers from other appropriations
for the Military Establishment of such amounts as may be required
in addition to those herein provided for travel in connection with
development, procurement, production, maintenance, or construction
activities; and, with such exception, no other appropriation in this
Act shall be available for any expense for or incident to travel of
personnel of the Regular Army or civilian employees under the War
Department, except the appropriation "Contingencies of the Army"
and the appropriations for the National Guard, the Organized
Reserves, the Reserve Officers' Training Corps; Citizens' Military
Training Camps, and the National Board for the Promotion of Rifle
Practice, and except as may be provided for in the appropriation
"Air Corps, Army": Provided, That the expert accountant, Inspec-
tor General's Department, shall be entitled to the same travel allow-
ances as other employees of the War Department: Provided further,
That, in addition to the authority contained in section 67, National
Defense Act of June 3, 1916, as amended, a total of not to exceed
$2,500 of the appropriations available to the War Department charge-
able with expenses of travel shall be available for expenses incident
to attendance at meetings of technical, professional, scientific, and
other similar organizations, when, in the judgment of the Secretary
of War, such attendance would be of benefit in the conduct of the
work of the War Department: Provided further, That the appro-
priations "Travel of the Army" and "Army Transportation" current
at the date of relief from duty station of personnel traveling under
orders shall be charged with all expenses properly chargeable to such
appropriations in connection with the travel enjoined, including
travel of dependents and transportation of authorized baggage and
household effects of such personnel, regardless of the dates of arrival
at destination of the persons so traveling.

EXPENSES OF COURTS MARTIAL

For expenses of courts martial, courts of inquiry, military com-
missions, retiring boards, and compensation of reporters and wit-
nesses attending same, contract stenographic reporting services, and
expenses of taking depositions and securing other evidence for use
before the same, $40,000.

APPREHENSION OF DESERTERS, AND SO FORTH

For the apprehension, securing, and delivering of soldiers absent
without leave and of deserters, including escaped military prisoners,
and the expenses incident to their pursuit; and no greater sum than
$25 for each deserter or escaped military prisoner shall, in the discre-
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accepted cadets from their homes to the Military Academy, dis-
charged cadets, civilian employees, civilian witnesses before courts 
martial, and dependents of military personnel; :travel pay to dis-
charged military personnel; transportation of discharged prisoners 
and persons discharged from Saint Elizabeths Hospital after trans-
fer thereto from the military service, to their homes, or elsewhere as 
they may elect, the cost in each case not to be greater than to the 
place of last enlistment; hot coffee for troops traveling when sup-
plied with cooked or travel rations; commutation of quarters and 
rations to enlisted men traveling on detached duty when it is imprac-
ticable to carry rations, and to applicants for enlistment and general 
prisoners traveling under orders; per diem allowances or actual cost 
of subsistence while in a travel status, to nurses, civilian employees, 
and civilian witnesses before courts martial, $2,927,020, of which 
amount $100,000 shall be available immediately, and such total 
amount may be increased, subject to the approval of the Director of 
the Bureau of the Budget, by transfers from other appropriations 
for the Military Establishment of such amounts as may be required 
in addition to those herein provided for travel in connection with 
development, procurement, production, maintenance, or construction 
activities; and, with such exception, no other appropriation in this 
Act shall be available for any expense for or incident to travel of 
personnel of the Regular Army or civilian employees under the War 
Department, except the appropriation "Contingencies of the Army" 
and the appropriations for the National Guard, the Organized 
Reserves, the Reserve Officers' Training Corps; Citizens' Military 
Training Camps, and the National Board for the Promotion of Rifle 
Practice, and except as may be provided for in the appropriation 
"Air Corps, Army": Provided, That the expert accountant, Inspec-
tor General's Department, shall be entitled to the same travel allow-
ances as other employees of the War Department: Provided further, 
That, in addition to the authority contained in section 67, National 
Defense Act of June 3, 1916, as amended, a total of not to exceed 
$2,500 of the appropriations available to the War Department charge-
able with expenses of travel shall be available for expenses incident 
to attendance at meetings of technical, professional, scientific, and 
other similar organizations, when, in the judgment of the Secretary 
of War, such attendance would be of benefit in the conduct of the 
work of the War Department: Provided further, That the appro-
priations "Travel of the Army" and "Army Transportation" current 
at the date of relief from duty station of personnel traveling under 
orders shall be charged with all expenses properly chargeable to such 
appropriations in cormection with the travel enjoined, including 
travel of dependents and transportation of authorized baggage and 
household effects of such personnel, regardless of the dates of arrival 
at destination of the persons so traveling. 

EXPENSES OF COURTS MARTIAL 

For expenses of courts martial, courts of inquiry, military com-
missions, retiring boards, and compensation of reporters and wit-
nesses attending same, contract stenographic reporting services, and 
expenses of taking depositions and securing other evidence for use 
before the same, $40,000. 

APPREHENSION OF DESERTERS, AND SO FORTH 

For the apprehension, securing, and delivering of soldiers absent 
without leave and of deserters, including escaped military prisoners, 
and the expenses incident to their pursuit; and no greater sum than 
$25 for each deserter or escaped military prisoner shall, in the discre-
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tion of the Secretary of War, be paid to any civil officer or citizen
for such services and expenses; for a donation of $10 to prisoner
discharged otherwise than honorably upon his release from confine-
ment under court-martial sentence involving dishonorable discharge,
$15,000.

FINANCE SERVICE

For compensation of clerks and other employees of the Finance
Department, including not to exceed $900 for any one person for
allowances for living quarters, including heat, fuel, and light, as
authorized by the Act approved June 26, 1930 (5 U. S. C. 118a),
$1,180,718.

CLAIMS FOR DAMAGES TO AND LOSS OF PRIVATE PROPERTY

For payment of claims, including claims of military and civilian
personnel in and under the War Department, not exceeding $500 each
in amount for damages to or loss of private property incident to the
training, practice, operation, or maintenance of the Army that have
accrued, or may hereafter accrue, from time to time, $8,000: Provided,
That settlement of such claims shall be made by the General Account-
ing Office, upon the approval and recommendation of the Secretary
of War, where the amount of damages has been ascertained by the
War Department, and payment thereof will be accepted by the
owners of the property in full satisfaction of such damages.

CLAIMS OF OFFICERS, ENLISTED MEN, AND NURSES OF THE ARMY FOE

DESTRUCTION OF PRIVATE PROPERTY

For the payment of claims of officers, enlisted men, and nurses of
the Army for private property lost, destroyed, captured, abandoned,
or damaged in the military service of the United States, under the
provisions of an Act approved March 4, 1921 (31 U. S. C. 218-222),
$15,000.

QUARTERMASTER CORPS

Subsistence of the Army: Purchase of subsistence supplies: For
issue as rations to troops, including retired enlisted men when ordered
to active duty, civil employees when entitled thereto, hospital
matrons, applicants for enlistment while held under observation,
general prisoners of war, and general prisoners at posts; ice for
issue to organizations of enlisted men and offices at such places as the
Secretary of War may determine, and for preservation of stores; for
the subsistence of the masters, officers, crews, and employees of the
vessels of the Army Transport Service; meals for recruiting parties
and applicants for enlistment while under observation; for sales to
officers, including members of the Officers' Reserve Corps while on
active duty, and enlisted men of the Army. For payments: Of the
regulation allowances of commutation in lieu of rations to enlisted
men on furlough, and to enlisted men when stationed at places where
rations in kind cannot be economically issued, including retired
enlisted men when ordered to active duty. For payment of the
regulation allowance of commutation in lieu of rations for enlisted
men applicants for enlistment while held under observation, civilian
employees who are entitled to subsistence at public expense, and
general prisoners while sick in hospitals, to be paid to the surgeon in
charge; advertising; for providing prizes to be established by the
Secretary of War for enlisted men of the Army who graduate from
the Army schools for bakers and cooks, the total amount of such
prizes at the various schools not to exceed $900 per annum; and for
other necessary expenses incident to the purchase, testing, care, pres-
ervation, issue, sale, and accounting for subsistence supplies for the
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tion of the Secretary of War, be paid to any civil officer or citizen 
for such services and expenses; for a donation of $10 to prisoner 
discharged otherwise than honorably upon his release from confine-
ment under court-martial sentence involving dishonorable discharge, 
$15,000. 

FINANCE SERVICE 

For compensation of clerks and other employees of the Finance 
Department, including not to exceed $900 for any one person for 
allowances for living quarters, including heat, fuel, and light, as 
authorized by the Act approved June 26, 1930 (5 U. S. C. 118a), 
$1,180,718. 

CLAIMS FOR DAMAGES TO AND LOSS OF PRIVATE PROPERTY 

For payment of claims, including claims of military and civilian 
personnel in and under the War Department, not exceeding $500 each 
in amount for damages to or loss of private property incident to the 
training, practice, operation, or maintenance of the Army that have 
accrued, or may hereafter accrue, from time to time, $8,000: Provided, 
That settlement of such claims shall be made by the General Account-
ing Office, upon the approval and recommendation of the Secretary 
of War, where the amount of damages has been ascertained by the 
War Department, and payment thereof will be accepted by the 
owners of the property in full satisfaction of such damages. 

CLAIMS OF otw.i.cERs, ENLISTED MEN, AND NURSES OF TkiE ARMY FOR 
DESTRUCTION OF PRIVATE PROPERTY 

For the payment of claims of officers, enlisted men, and nurses of 
the Army for private property lost, destroyed, captured, abandoned, 
or damaged in the military service of the United. States, under the 
provisions of an Act approved March 4, 1921 (31 U. S. C. 218-222), 
$15,000. 

QUARTERMASTER CORPS 

Subsistence of the Army: Purchase of subsistence supplies: For 
issue as rations to troops, including retired enlisted men when ordered 
to active duty, civil employees when entitled thereto, hospital 
matrons, applicants for enlistment while held under observation, 
general prisoners of war, and general prisoners at posts; ice for 
issue to organizations, of enlisted men and offices at such places as the 
Secretary of War may determine, and for preservation of stores; for 
the subsistence of the masters, officers, crews, and employees of the 
vessels of the Army Transport Service; meals for recruiting parties 
and applicants for enlistment while under observation; for sales to 
officers, including members of the Officers' Reserve Corps while on 
active duty, and enlisted men of the Army. For payments: Of the 
regulation allowances of commutation in lieu of rations to enlisted 
men on furlough, and to enlisted men when stationed at places where 
rations in kind cannot be economically issued, including retired 
enlisted men when ordered to active duty. For payment of the 
regulation allowance of commutation in lieu of rations for enlisted 
men, applicants for enlistment while held under observation, civilian 
employees who are entitled to subsistence at public expense, and 
general prisoners while sick in hospitals, to be paid to the surgeon in 
charge; advertising; for providing prizes to be established by the 
Secretary of War for enlisted men of the Army who graduate from 
the Army schools for bakers and cooks, the total amount of such 
prizes at the various schools not to exceed $900 per annum; and for 
other necessary expenses incident to the purchase, testing, care, pres-
ervation, issue, sale, and accounting for subsistence supplies for the 
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Butte substitutes, Army; in all, $29,510250: Provided, That none of the money appro-
restriction. priated in this Act shall be used for the purchase of oleomargarine

or butter substitutes for other than cooking purposes, except to supply
an expressed preference therefor or for use where climatic or other
conditions render the use of butter impracticable.

thReuar supplies of Regular supplies of the Army: Regular supplies of the Quarter-
Po t, p. 3. master Corps, including their care and protection; field ranges, field

ancesetce.i stoves for cooking food, coffee roasters, field bakery equipment, and
appliances for cooking and serving food at posts (except fixed instal-
lations in buildings), in the field and when traveling, and repair and
maintenance of such equipment; authorized issues of candles and

Furniture, school matches; authorized issues of soap, toilet paper, and towels; for the
necessary furniture, textbooks, paper, and equipment for the post
schools and libraries, and for schools for noncommissioned officers;
for; the purchase and issue of instruments, office furniture, stationery,
and other authorized articles for the use of officers' schools at the

Periodic technl- several military posts; for purchase of commercial newspapers, peri-
odicals, market reports, technical books, and so forth; for equipment
and furniture for kitchens and mess halls, each and all for the

Forage, etc. enlisted men, including recruits; for forage, salt, and vinegar for the
horses, mules, oxen, and other draft and riding animals of the Quar-
termaster Corps at the several posts and stations and with the armies
inthe field, for the horses of the several regiments of Cavalry and
batteries of Artillery and such companies of Infantry and Scouts as
may be mounted, and for remounts and for the authorized number of

eeds and i
m ple

- officers' horses, including bedding for the animals; for seeds and
implements required for the raising of forage at remount depots and
on military reservations in the Hawaiian, Philippine, and Panama
Canal Departments, and for labor and expenses incident thereto,
including, when specifically authorized by the Secretary of War, the
cost of irrigation; for the purchase of implements and hire of labor

Bedding, station- for harvesting hay on military reservations; for straw for soldiers'
ery,c. bedding, stationery, typewriters and exchange of same, including

blankbooks and blank forms for the Army, certificates for discharged
soldiers, and for printing department orders and reports, $3,626,700.

Clothing and equi- Clothing and equipage: For cloth, woolens, materials, and for the
pst. p.993. purchase and manufacture of clothing for the Army, including
turetse manufac- retired enlisted men when ordered to active duty for issue and for

sale; for payment of commutation of clothing due to warrant officers
of the mine-planter service and to enlisted men; for altering andLaundries.etc. fitting clothing and washing and cleaning when necessary; for oper-
ation of laundries, existing or now under construction, including pur-
chase and repair of laundry machinery therefor; for the authorized
issues of laundry materials for use of general prisoners confined at
military posts without pay or allowances, and for applicants for
enlistment while held under observation; for equipment and repair
of equipment of existing dry-cleaning plants, salvage and sorting

Repair shops. storehouses, hat-repairing shops, shoe-repair shops, clothing-
repair shops, and garbage-reduction works; for equipage, including
authorized issues of toilet articles, barbers' and tailors' material, for
use of general prisoners confined at military posts without pay or
allowances and applicants for enlistment while held under observa-

Toilet kdt. tion; issue of toilet kits to recruits upon their first enlistment, and
issue of housewives to the Army; for expenses of packing and han-

eCit.en's outer dling and similar necessaries; for a suit of citizen's outer clothing
and when necessary an overcoat, the cost of all not to exceed $30, to
be issued each soldier discharged otherwise than honorably, to each
enlisted msa convicted by civil court for an offense resulting in con-
finement in a penitentiaryo other civil prison, and to each enlisted
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Army; in all, $29,510,250: Provided, That none of the money appro-
priated in this Act shall be used for the purchase of oleomargarine 
or butter substitutes for other than cooking purposes, except to supply 
an expressed preference therefor or; for use where climatic or other 
conditions render the use of butter impracticable. 
Regular supplies of the Army: Regular supplies of the Quarter-

master Corps, including their care and protection; field ranges, field 
stoves for cooking food, coffee roasters, field bakery equipment, and 
appliances for cooking and serving food at posts (except fixed instal-
lations in buildings), in the field and when traveling, and repair and 
maintenance of such equipment; authorized issues of candles and 
matches; authorized issues of soap, toilet paper, and towels; for the 
necessary furniture, textbooks, paper, and equipment for the post 
schools and libraries, and for schools for noncommissioned officers; 
for the purchase and issue of instruments, office furniture, stationery, 
and other authorized articles for the use of officers' schools at the 
several military , posts ' • for purchase of commercial newspapers, peri-
odicals market- reports, technical books, and so forth; for equipment 
and furniture for kitchens and mess halls, each and all for the 
enlisted men, including recruits; for forage, salt, and vinegar for the 
horses, mules, oxen and other draft and riding animals of the Quer-
teimast er Corps at several posts and stations and with the armies 
in ,the, field, for the horses of the several regiments of Cavalry and 
batteries of Artillery and such companies of Infantry and Scouts as 
may be mounted, and for remounts and for the authorized number of 
officers' horses, includink bedding for the animals; for seeds and 
implements required for the raising of forage at remount depots and 
on military reservations in the Hawaiian, Philippine, and Panama 
Canal Departments, and for labor and expenses incident thereto, 
including, when specifically authorized by the Secretary of War, the 
cost of irrigation; for the purchase of implements and hire of labor 
for harvesting hay on military reservations; for straw for soldiers' 
bedding, stationery, typewriters and exchange of same, including 
blankbooks and blank forms for the Army, certificates for discharged 
soldiers and for printing department orders and reports, $3,626,700. 

Clothing and equipage: For cloth, woolens, materials, and for the 
purchase and manufacture of clothing for the Army, including 
retired enlisted men when ordered to active duty for issue and for 
sale; for payment of commutation of clothing due to warrant officers 
of the mine-planter service and to enlisted men; for altering and 
fitting clothing and washing and cleaning when necessary; for oper-
ation of laundries, existing or now under construction, including pur-
chase and repair of laundry machinery therefor; for the authorized 
issues of laundry materials for use of general prisoners confined at 
military posts without pay or allowances, and for applicants for 
enlistment while held under observation; for equipment and repair 
of equipment of existing dry-cleaning plants, salvage and sorting 
storehouses, hat-repairing shops, shoe-repair shops, clothing-
repair shops, and garbage-reduction works; for equipage, including 
authorized issues of toilet articles, barbers' and tailors' material, for 
use of general prisoners confined at military posts without pay or 
allowances and applicants for enlistment while held under observa-
tion; issue of toilet kits to recruits upon their first enlistment, and 
issue of housewives to the Army; for expenses of packing and han-
dling and similar necessaries; for a suit of citizen's outer clothing 
and when necessary an overcoat, the cost of all not to exceed $30, to 
be issued each soldier discharged otherwise than honorably, to each 
enlisted man convicted by civil court for an offense resulting in con-
finement in 11, penitentiary vr other civil prison, and to each enlisted 
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man ordered interned by reason of the fact that he is an alien enemy,
or, for the same reason, discharged without internment; for indem-
nity to officers and men of the Army for clothing and bedding, and
so forth, destroyed since April 22, 1898, by order of medical officers
of the Army for sanitary reasons, $12,463,900, of which amount not
exceeding $60,000 shall be available immediately for the procurement
and transportation of fuel for the service of the fiscal year 1940:
Provided, That laundry charges, other than for service now rendered
without charge, shall be so adjusted that earnings in conjunction
with the value placed upon service rendered without charge shall
aggregate an amount not less than $50,000 below the cost of main-
taining and operating laundries and dry-cleaning plants.

Incidental expenses of the Army: Postage; hire of laborers in the
Quartermaster Corps, including the care of officers' mounts when the
same are furnished by the Government; compensation of clerks and
other employees of the Quartermaster Corps, including not to exceed
$900 for any one person for allowances for living quarters, including
heat, fuel, and light, as authorized by the Act of June 26, 1930 (5 U.
S. C. 118a), and clerks, foremen, watchmen, and organist for the
United States Disciplinary Barracks; incidental expenses of recruit-
ing; for the operation of coffee-roasting plants; for the payment of
entrance fees for Army rifle and pistol teams participating in com-
petitions; for tests and experimental and development work and
scientific research to be performed by the Bureau of Standards for
the Quartermaster Corps; for inspection service and instruction fur-
nished by the Department of Agriculture which may be transferred in
advance; for such additional expenditures as are necessary and
authorized by law in the movements and operation of the Army and
at military posts, and not expressly assigned to any other depart-
ments, $3,691,546.

Army transportation: For transportation of Army supplies; of
authorized baggage, including packing and crating; of horse equip-
ment; and of funds for the Army; for transportation on Army ves-
sels, notwithstanding the provisions of other law, of privately owned
automobiles of Regular Army personnel upon change of station; for
the purchase or construction, not to exceed $242,600, alteration, opera-
tion, and repair of boats and other vessels, including not to exceed
$180.000 for use exclusively in the preparation of plans, by contract
or otherwise, for a new Army transport; for wharfage, tolls, and
ferriage; for drayage and cartage; for the purchase, manufacture
(including both material and labor), maintenance, hire, and repair of
pack saddles and harness; for the purchase, hire, operation, mainte-
nance, and repair of wagons, carts, drays, other vehicles, and horse-
drawn and motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles required for
the transportation of troops and supplies and for official military and
garrison purposes; for hire of draft and pack animals; for travel
allowances to officers of National Guard on discharge from Federal
service as prescribed in the Act of March 2, 1901 (10 U. S. C. 751),
and to enlisted men of National Guard on discharge from Federal
service, as prescribed in amendatory Act of September 22, 1922 (10
U. S. C. 752), and to members of the National Guard who have been
mustered into Federal service and discharged on account of disability;
in all, $15,525,061, of which amount not exceeding $250,000 for the
procurement and transportation of fuel for the service of the fiscal
year 1940, and not exceeding $3,000,000 for the procurement of motor
vehicles, shall be available immediately: Provided, That not to exceed
$225,000 may be expended for the purchase of light and medium
passenger-carrying automobiles at a unit cost of not to exceed $750
for light automobiles and $1,200 for medium automobiles, including
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man ordered interned by reason of the fact that he is an alien enemy, 
or, for the same reason, discharged without internment; for indem-
nity to officers and men of the Army for clothing and bedding, and 
so forth, destroyed since April 22, 1898, by order of medical officers 
of the Army for sanitary reasons, $12,463,900, of which amount not 
exceeding $60,000 shall be available immediately for the procurement 
and transportation of fuel for the service of the fiscal year 1940: 
Provided, That laundry charges, other than for service now rendered 
without charge, shall be so adjusted that earnings in conjunction 
with the value placed upon service rendered without charge shall 
aggregate an amount not less than $50,000 below the cost of main-
taining and operating laundries and dry-cleaning plants. 

Incidental expenses of the Army: Postage ' • hire of laborers in the 
Quartermaster Corps' including the care of officers' mounts when the 
same are furnished by the Government; compensation of clerks and 
other employees of the Quartermaster Corps, including not to exceed 
$900 for any one person for allowances for living quarters, including 
heat, fuel, and light, as authorized by the Act of June 260.930 (5 U. 
S. C. 118a), and clerks, foremen, watchmen, and organist for the 
United States Disciplinary Barracks • incidental expenses of recruit-
ing; for the operation of coffee-roasting plants; for the payment of 
entrance fees for Army rifle and pistol teams participating in com-
petitions; for tests and experimental and development work and 
scientific research to be performed by the Bureau of Standards for 
the Quartermaster Corps; for inspection service and instruction fur-
nished by the Department of Agriculture which may be transferred in 
advance; for such additional expenditures as are necessary and 
authorized by law in the movements and operation of the Army and 
at military posts, and not expressly assigned to any other depart-
ments, $3,691,546. 
Army transportation: For transportation of Army supplies; of 

authorized baggage, including packing and crating; of horse equip-
ment; and of funds for the Army; for transportation on Army ves-
sels, notwithstanding the provisions of other law, of privately owned 
automobiles of Regular Army personnel upon change of station; for 
the purchase or construction, not to exceed $242,600, alteration, opera-
tion, and repair of boats and other vessels,. including not to exceed 
$180,000 for use exclusively in the preparation of plans, by contract 
or otherwise, for a new Army transport; for wharfage, tolls, and 
ferriage; for drayage and cartage; for the purchase, manufacture 
(including both material and labor), maintenance, hire, and repair of 
pack saddles and harness; for the purchase, hire, operation, mainte-
nance, and repair of wagons, carts, drays, other vehicles, and horse-
drawn and motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles required for 
the transportation of troops and supplies and for official military and 
garrison purposes; for hire of draft and pack animals; for travel 
allowances to officers of National Guard on discharge from Federal 
service as prescribed in the Act of March 2, 1901 (10 U. S. C. 751), 
and to enlisted men of National Guard on discharge from Federal 
service, as prescribed in amendatory Act of September 22, 1922 (10 
11. S. C. 752), and to members of the National Guard who have been 
mustered into Federal service and discharged on account of disability; 
in all, $15,525,061, of which amount not exceeding $250,000 for the 
procurement and transportation of fuel for the service of the fiscal 
year 1940, and not exceeding $3,000,000 for the procurement of motor 
vehicles, shall be available immediately: Provided, That not to exceed 
$225,000 may be expended for the purchase of light and medium 
passenger-carrying automobiles at a unit cost of not to exceed $750 
for light automobiles and $1,200 for medium automobiles, including 
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hores.

the value of any vehicle exchanged, and not to exceed $600,000 may be
expended for the purchase or exchange of motor-propelled ambu-
lances, motorcycles, and trucks of station-wagon type: Provided fur-
ther, That no appropriation contained in this Act shall be available
for any expense of any character, other than as may be incident to
salvaging or scrapping, on account of any motor-propelled vehicle
procured prior to January 1, 1920, except tanks, tractors, ambulances,
fire trucks, searchlight trucks, three hundred and ninety modernized
Class B trucks, and vehicles in use by Reserve Officers' Training
Corps units on February 19, 1935: Provided further, That during the
fiscal year 1940 the cost of transportation from point of origin to
the first point of storage or consumption of supplies, equipment, and
material in connection with the manufacturing and purchasing activi-
ties of the Quartermaster Corps may be charged to the appropriations
from which such supplies, equipment, and material are procured.

HORSES, DRAPT AND PACK ANIMALS

For the purchase of draft and pack animals and horses within
limits as to age, sex, and size to be prescribed by the Secretary of
War for remounts for officers entitled to public mounts, for the
United States Military Academy, and for such organizations and
members of the military service as may be required to be mounted,
and for all expenses incident to such purchases (including $92,030 for
encouragement of the breeding of riding horses suitable for the Army,
in cooperation with the Bureau of Animal Industry, Department of
Agriculture, including the purchase of animals for breeding purposes
and their maintenance), $307,150.

MILITARY POSTS
Construction, main-

tenance,etc. For construction and installation of buildings, flying fields, and
Po 327. appurtenances thereto, including interior facilities, fixed equipment,

necessary services, roads, connections to water, sewer, gas, and elec-
tric mains, purchase and installation of telephone and radio equip-
ment, and similar improvements, and procurement of transportation

R. S. s1 c1, 3734. incident thereto, without reference to sections 1136 and 3734, Revised
u.s.c. i2a7. Statutes (10 U. S. C. 1339; 40 U. S. C. 267); general overhead

expenses of transportation, engineering, supplies, inspection and
supervision, and such services as may be necessary in the office of the

R s 370 Quartermaster General; and the engagement by contract or otherwise
41 U. SC. 1. without regard to section 3709, Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5), and

Tecicaletcs. at such rates of compensation as the Secretary of War may deter-
icese. mnine, of the services of architects or firms or corporations thereof and

other technical and professional personnel as may be necessary;
$8,594,878, to remain available until expended and to be applied as

49 stat. 610o. follows: For work authorized by the Act of August 12, 1935 (49 Stat.
10U. C., p 610-611): At Hickam Field, Hawaii, $3,086,978; Albrook Field,IV, §§ 1343a-1343d.
nadio aids to ar Canal Zone, $2,014,400; and radio aids to air navigation, $322,500;
Militryposts,con- for work authorized by the Act of August 26, 1937 (50 Stat. 857-

strction at. 862) : At Fort Clayton, Canal Zone, $689,500; Fort Davis, Canal Zone
Obligations under $553,000; and Fort Kobbe, Canal Zone, $90,000; and for the paymentcontract authoriza-

tions. of obligations incurred in the amount of $1,838,500 under the contract
authorizations provided for under this head in the Military Appro-

52 stat. 651. priation Act for the fiscal year 1939.

ACQUISITION OF LAND

Hatbox Field,
Okla., radiobeacon
site.

52 Stat. 652.

Not to exceed $5,000 of the unexpended balance of the appropria
tion under this head in the Military Appropriation Act, 1939, is
hereby made available until expended for the acquisition of a site for
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the value of any vehicle exchanged, and not to exceed $600,000 may be 
expended for the purchase or exchange of motor-propelled ambu-
lances, motorcycles, and trucks of station-wagon type: Provided fur-
then That no appropriation contained in this Act shall be available 
for any expense of any character, other than as may be incident to 
salvaging or scrapping, on account of any motor-propelled vehicle 
procured prior to January 1, 1920, except tanks, tractors, ambulances, 
fire trucks, searchlight trucks, three hundred and ninety modernized 
Class B trucks, and vehicles in use by Reserve Officers' Training 
Corps units on February 19, 1935: Provided further, That during the 
fiscal year 1940 the cost of transportation from point of origin to 
the first point of storage or consumption of supplies, equipment, and 
material in connection with the manufacturing and purchasing activi-
ties of the Quartermaster Corps may be charged to the appropriations 
from which such supplies, equipment, and material are procured. 

HORSES, DRAFT AND PACK ANIMALS 

For the purchase of draft and pack animals and horses within 
limits as to age, sex, and size to be prescribed by the Secretary of 
War for remounts for officers entitled to public mounts, for the 
United States Military Academy, and for such organizations and 
members of the military service as may be required to be mounted, 
and for all expenses incident to such purchases (including $92,030 for 
encouragement of the breeding of riding horses suitable for the Army, 
in cooperation with the Bureau of Animal Industry, Department of 
Agriculture, including the purchase of animals for breeding purposes 
and their maintenance), $307,150. 

MILITARY POSTS 

For construction and installation of buildings, flying fields, and 
appurtenances thereto, including interior facilities, fixed equipment, 
necessary services, roads, connections to water, sewer, gas, and elec-
tric mains, purchase and installation of telephone and radio equip-
ment, and similar improvements, and procurement of transportation 
incident thereto, without reference to sections 1136 and 3734, Revised 
Statutes (10 U. S. C. 1339; 40 U. S. C. 267) ; general overhead 
expenses of transportation, engineering, supplies, inspection and 
supervision, and such services as may be necessary in the office of the 
Quartermaster General; and the engagement by contract or otherwise 
without regard to section 3709, Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5), and 
at such rates of compensation as the Secretary of War may deter-
mine, of the services of architects or firms or corporations thereof and 
other technical and professional personnel as may be necessary; 
$8,594,878, to remain available until expended and to be applied as 
follows: For work authorized by the Act of August 12, 1935 (49 Stat. 
610-611): At Hickam Field, Hawaii, $3,086,978; Albrook Field, 
Canal Zone, $2,014,400; and radio aids to air navigation, $322,500; 
for work authorized by the Act of August 26, 1937 (50 Stat. 857-
862) : At Fort Clayton, Canal Zone, $689,500; Fort Davis, Canal Zone, 
$553,000; and Fort Kobbe, Canal Zone, $90,000; and for the payment 
of obligations incurred in the amount of $1,838,500 under the contract 
authorizations provided for under this head in the Military Appro-
priation Act for the fiscal year 1939. 

ACQUISITION OF LAND 

Not to exceed $5,000 of the unexpended balance of the appropria-
tion under this head in the Military Appropriation Act, 1939, is 
hereby made available until expended for the acquisition of a site for 
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a radiobeacon as an aid to air navigation, in the vicinity of Hatbox
Field, Oklahoma, as authorized by the Act of August 12, 1935 (49
Stat. 610).

Acquisition of land, Mitchel Field, New York: For an additional
amount for the acquisition of land in the vicinity of Mitchel Field,
New York, as authorized by the Acts approved August 12, 1935 (49
Stat. 610), and July 1, 1937 (50 Stat. 452), $520,000, to remain avail-
able until expended.

Acquisition of land, West Point, New York: For an additional
amount for the acquisition of land in the vicinity of West Point, New
York, as authorized by the Acts approved March 3, 1931 (46 Stat.
1491), and July 1, 1937 (50 Stat. 452), $338,000, to remain available
until expended.

Acquisition of land, Ogden Ordnance Depot, Utah: For the acqui-
sition of land adjacent to the site of the Ogden Ordnance Depot,
Utah, as authorized by the Act of August 12, 1935 (49 Stat. 610),
including the removal of existing utilities, $232,000, to remain avail-
able until expended.

BARRACKS AND QUARBTERS AND OTHER BUILDINGS AND UTILITIES

For all expenses incident to the construction, installation, opera-
tion, and maintenance of buildings, utilities, appurtenances, and
accessories necessary for the shelter, protection, and accommodation
of the Army and its personnel and property, where not specifically
provided for in other appropriations, including personal services,
purchase and repair of furniture for quarters for officers, warrant
officers, and noncommissioned officers, and officers' messes and wall
lockers and refrigerators for Government-owned buildings as may
be approved by the Secretary of War, care and improvement of
grounds, flooring and framing for tents, rental of buildings, includ-
ing not to exceed $900 in the District of Columbia, provided space
is not available in Government-owned buildings, and grounds for
military purposes, lodgings for recruits and applicants for enlist-
ment, water supply, sewer and fire-alarm systems, fire apparatus,
roads, walks, wharves, drainage, dredging channels, purchase of
water, disposal of sewage, shooting galleries, ranges for small-arms
target practice, field, mobile, and railway artillery practice, including
flour for paste for marking targets, such ranges and galleries to be
open as far as practicable to the National Guard and organized rifle
clubs under regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary of War;
warehouse and fuel handling equipment; stoves required for use of
the Army for heating offices, hospitals, barracks, quarters, recruiting
stations, and United States disciplinary barracks, also ranges and
stoves for cooking food at posts, for post bakery and bake-oven
equipment and apparatus and appliances for cooking and serving
food when constituting fixed installations in buildings, including
maintenance and repair of such heating and cooking appliances; for
furnishing heat and light for the authorized allowance of quarters
for officers, enlisted men, and warrant officers, including retired
enlisted men when ordered to active duty, contract surgeons when
stationed at and occupying public quarters at military posts, officers
of the National Guard attending service and garrison schools, and
for recruits, guards, hospitals, storehouses, offices, the buildings
erected at private cost, in the operation of the Act approved May 31,
1902 (10 U. S. C. 1346), and buildings for a similar purpose on
military reservations authorized by War Department regulations;
for sale of fuel to officers; fuel and engine supplies required in the
operation of modern batteries at established posts, $14,203,400, of
which amount $2,500,000 shall be available immediately for the pro-
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a radiobeitcon as an aid to air navigation, in the vicinity of Hatbox 
Field, Oklahoma, as authorized by the Act of August 12, 1935 (49 
Stat. 610). 
Acquisition of land, Mitchel Field, New York: For an additional 

amount for the acquisition of land in the vicinity of Mitchel Field, 
New York, as authorized by the Acts approved August 12, 1935 (49 
Stat. 610), and July 1, 1937 (50 Stat. 452), $520,000, to remain avail-
able until expended. 

Acquisition of land, West Point, New York: For an additional 
amount for the acquisition of land in the vicinity of West Point, New 
York, as authorized by the Acts approved March 3, 1931 (46 Stat. 
1491), and July 1, 1937 (50 Stat. 452), $338,000, to remain available 
until expended. 

Acquisition of land, Ogden Ordnance Depot, Utah: For the acqui-
sition of land adjacent to the site of the Ogden Ordnance Depot, 
Utah, as authorized by the Act of August 12, 1935 (49 Stat. 610), 
including the removal of existing utilities, $232,000, to remain avail-
able until expended. 

BARRACKS AND QUARTERS AND OTHER BUILDINGS AND UTILITIES 

For all expenses incident to the construction, installation, opera-
tion, and maintenance of buildings, utilities, appurtenances, and 
accessories necessary for the shelter, protection, and accommodation 
of the Army and its personnel and property, where not specifically 
provided for in other appropriations, including personal services, 
purchase and repair of furniture for quarters for officers, warrant 
officers, and noncommissioned officers, and officers' messes and wall 
lockers and refrigerators for Government-owned buildings as may 
be approved by the Secretary of War, care and improvement of 
grounds, flooring and framing for tents, rental of buildings, includ-
ing not to exceed $900 in the District of Columbia, provided space 
is not available in Government-owned buildings, and grounds for 
military purposes, lodgings for recruits and applicants for enlist-
ment, water supply, sewer and fire-alarm systems, fire apparatus, 
roads, walks, wharves, drainage, dredging channels, purchase of 
water, disposal of sewage, shooting galleries, ranges for small-arms 
target practice, field, mobile, and railway artillery practice, including 
flour for paste for marking targets, such ranges and galleries to be 
open as far as practicable to the National Guard and organized rifle 
clubs under regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary of War; 
warehouse and fuel handling equipment; stoves required for use of 
the Army for heating offices, hospitals, barracks, quarters, recruiting 
stations, and United States disciplinary barracks, also ranges and 
stoves for cooking food at posts, for post bakery and bake-oven 
equipment and apparatus and appliances for cooking and serving 
food when constituting fixed installations in buildings, including 
maintenance and repair of such heating and cooking appliances; for 
furnishing heat and light for the authorized allowance of quarters 
for officers, enlisted men, and warrant officers, including retired 
enlisted men when ordered to active duty, contract surgeons when 
stationed at and occupying public quarters at military posts, officers 
of the National Guard attending service and garrison schools, and 
for recruits, guards, hospitals, storehouses, offices, the buildings 
erected at private cost, in the operation of the Act approved May 31, 
1902 (10 U. S. C. 1346), and buildings for a similar purpose on 
military reservations authorized by War Department regulations; 
for sale of fuel to officers; fuel and engine supplies required in the 
operation of modern batteries at established posts, $14,203,400, of 
which amount $2,500,000 shall be available immediately for the pro-
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curement and transportation of fuel for the service of the fiscal
Monroe, v., year 1940: Provided, That the amounts to be assessed and collected

wharf, etc. by the Secretary of War for expenditure for maintenance purposes
at Fort Monroe, Virginia, under the provisions of the Act of August

28 Stat. 212. 1, 1894 (28 Stat. 212), shall be $13,520 for wharf and $5,053 for roads
Military attachs, and sewerage system: Provided further, That this appropriation

rental ofoffice, etc. shall be available for the rental of offices, garages, and stables for
onstruction, limi- military attaches: Provided further, That no part of the funds herein

tation on cost. appropriated shall be available for construction of a permanent
nature of an additional building or an extension or addition to an
existing building, the cost of which in any case exceeds $20,000:

Stablingrental. Provided further, That the monthly rental rate to be paid out of
this appropriation for stabling any animal shall not exceed $15.

Construction and
repair of hospitals.

Post, p. 994.

Temporary hospi-
tals, etc.

Appropriations for
procurement, etc., of
munitions of technical
design.

Use of, for procure-
ment of gages, dies,
jigs, etc.

39 Stat. 213,215.
60U.S. O. § 80,78.
Purchase, etc., of

letters patent.

Telegraph and tele-
phone systems.

Post, p. 994.

Telephone appara-
tus, etc.

CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR OF HOSPITALS

For construction and repair of hospitals at military posts already
established and occupied, including all expenditures for construction
and repairs required at the Army and Navy Hospital at Hot Springs,
Arkansas, and for the construction and repair of general hospitals
and expenses incident thereto, and for additions needed to meet the
requirements of increased garrisons, and for temporary hospitals in
standing camps and cantonments; for the alteration of permanent
buildings at posts for use as hospitals, construction and repair of
temporary hospital buildings at permanent posts, construction and
repair of temporary general hospitals, rental or purchase of grounds,
and rental and alteration of buildings for use for hospital purposes
in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, including necessary tem-
porary quarters for hospital personnel, outbuildings, heating and
laundry apparatus, plumbing, water and sewers, and electric work,
cooking apparatus, and roads and walks for the same, $494,709.

The appropriations contained in this Act which are available for
the procurement or manufacture of munitions of war of special or
technical design may be used for the development and procurement
of gages, dies, jigs, and other special aids and appliances, production
studies, factory plans, and other production data, including specifi-
cations and detailed drawings, in accordance with the provisions of
sections 120 and 123 of the National Defense Act, as amended. Such
appropriations may also be used for the purchase of letters patent
applications for letters patent, and licenses under letters patent and
applications for letters patent that pertain to such equipment or
material for which the appropriations are made.

SIGNAL CORPS

SIGNAL SERVICE OF THE ARMY

Telegraph and telephone systems: Purchase, equipment, operation,
and repair of military telegraph, telephone, radio, cable, and signal-
ing systems; signal equipment and stores, heliographs, signal lan-
terns, flags, and other necessary instruments; wind vanes, barometers,
anemometers, thermometers, and other meteorological instruments;
photographic and cinematographic work performed for the Army

by the Signal Corps; motorcycles, motor-driven and other vehicles
for technical and official purposes in connection with the construc-
tion, operation, and maintenance of communication or signaling sys-
tems, and supplies for their operation and maintenance; professional
and scientific books of reference, pamphlets, periodicals, newspapers,
and maps for use of the Signal Corps and in the office of the Chief
Signal Officer; telephone apparatus, including rental and payment
for commercial, exchange, message, trunk-line, long-distance, and
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curement and transportation of fuel for the service of the fiscal 
year 1940: Provided, That the amounts to be assessed and collected 
by the Secretary of War for expenditure for maintenance purposes 
at Fort Monroe, Virginia, under the provisions of the Act of August 
1, 1894 (28 Stat. 212), shall be $13,520 for wharf and $5,053 for roads 
and sewerage system: Provided further, That this appropriation 
shall be available for the rental of offices, garages, and stables for 
military attaches; Provided further, That no part of the funds herein 
appropriated shall be available for construction of a permanent 
nature of an additional building or an extension or addition to an 
existing building, the cost of which in any case exceeds $20,000: 
Provided further, That the monthly rental rate to be paid out of 
this appropriation for stabling any animal shall not exceed $15. 

CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR OF HOSPITALS 

For construction and repair of hospitals at military posts already 
established and occupied, including all expenditures for construction 
and repairs required at the Army and Navy Hospital at Hot Springs, 
Arkansas, and for the construction and repair of general hospitals 
and expenses incident thereto, and for additions needed to meet the 
requirements of increased garrisons, and for temporary hospitals in 
standing camps and cantonments; for the alteration of permanent 
buildings at posts for use as hospitals, construction and repair of 
temporary hospital buildings at permanent posts, construction and 
repair of temporary general hospitals, rental or purchase of grounds, 
and rental and alteration of buildings for use for hospital purposes 
in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, including necessary tem-
porary quarters for hospital personnel, outbuildings, heating and 
laundry apparatus, plumbing, water and sewers, and electric work, 
cooking apparatus, and roads and walks for the same, $494,709. 
The appropriations contained in this Act which are available for 

the procurement or manufacture of munitions of war of special or 
technical design may be used for the development and procurement 
of gages, dies, jigs, and other special aids and appliances, production 
studies, factory plans, and other production data, including specifi-
cations and detailed drawings, in accordance with the provisions of 
sections 120 and 123 of the National Defense Act, as amended. Such 
appropriations may also be used for the purchase of letters patent, 
applications for letters patent, and licenses under letters patent and 
applications for letters patent that pertain to such equipment or 
material for which the appropriations are made. 

SIGNAL CORPS 

SIGNAL SERVICE OF THE ARMY 

Telegraph and telephone systems: Purchase, equipment, operation, 
and repair of military telegraph, telephone, radio, cable, and signal-
ing systems; signal equipment and stores, heliographs, signal lan-
terns, flags, and other necessary instruments; wind vanes, barometers, 
anemometers, thermometers, and other meteorological instruments; 
photographic and cinematographic work performed for the Army 
by the Signal Corps; motorcycles, motor-driven and other vehicles 
for technical and official purposes in connection with the construc-
tion, operation, and maintenance of communication or signaling sys-
tems, and supplies for their operation and maintenance; professional 
and scientific books of reference, pamphlets, periodicals, newspapers, 
and maps for use of the Signal Corps and in the office of the Chief 
Signal Officer; telephone apparatus, including rental and payment 
for commercial, exchange, message, trunk-line, long-distance, and 
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leased-line telephone service at or connecting any post, camp, canton-
ment, depot, arsenal, headquarters, hospital, aviation station, or other
office or station of the Army, excepting the local telephone service
for the various bureaus of the War Department in the District of
Columbia, and toll messages pertaining to the office of the Secretary
of War; electric time service; the rental of commercial telegraph
lines and equipment, and their operation at or connecting any post,
camp, cantonment, depot, arsenal, headquarters, hospital, aviation
station, or other office or station of the Army, including payment for
official individual telegraph messages transmitted over commercial
lines; electrical installations and maintenance thereof at military
posts, cantonments, camps, and stations of the Army, fire control
and direction apparatus, and material for Field Artillery; salaries
of civilian employees, including those necessary as instructors at voca-
tional schools; supplies, general repairs, reserve supplies, and other
expenses connected with the collecting and transmitting of infor-
mation for the Army by telegraph or otherwise; experimental inves-
tigation, research, purchase, and development, or improvements in
apparatus, and maintenance of signaling and accessories thereto,
including machines, instruments, and other equipment for laboratory
and repair purposes; lease, alteration, and repair of such buildings
required for storing or guarding Signal Corps supplies, equipment,
and personnel when not otherwise provided for, including the land
therefor, the introduction of water, electric light and power, sewer-
age, grading, roads and walks, and other equipment required,
$7,828,804, of which $1,490,071 shall be available immediately for
the objects embraced by this paragraph, including the employment
of persons and means at the seat of government and elsewhere.

AIM CORPS

AIR CORPS, ARMY

For creating, maintaining, and operating at established flying
schools and balloon schools courses of instruction for officers, students,
and enlisted men, including cost of equipment and supplies necessary
for instruction, purchase of tools, equipment, materials, machines,
textbooks, books of reference, scientific and professional papers,
instruments, and materials for theoretical and practical instruction;
for maintenance, repair, storage, and operation of airships, war bal-
loons, and other aerial machines, including instruments, materials,
gas plants, hangars, and repair shops, and appliances of every sort
and description necessary for the operation, construction, or equip-
ment of all types of aircraft, and all necessary spare parts and equip-
ment connected therewith and the establishment of landing and take-
off runways; for purchase of supplies for securing, developing, print-
ing, and reproducing photographs in connection with aerial photog-
raphy; improvement, equipment, maintenance, and operation of
plants for testing and experimental work, and procuring and intro-
ducing water, electric light and power, gas, and sewerage, including
maintenance, operation, and repair of such utilities at such plants,
for the procurement of helium gas; for travel of officers of the Air
Corps by air in connection with the administration of this appropria-
tion, including the transportation of new aircraft from factory to
first destination; salaries and wages of civilian employees as may be
necessary; transportation of materials in connection with consolida-
tion of Air Corps activities; experimental investigations and pur-
chase and development of new types of airplanes, autogiros, and
balloons, accessories thereto, and aviation engines, including plans,
drawings, and specifications thereof; for the purchase, manufacture,
and construction of airplanes and balloons, including instruments
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leased-line telephone service at or connecting any post, camp, canton-
ment, depot, arsenal, headquarters, hospital, aviation station, or other 
office or station of the Army, excepting the local telephone service 
for the various bureaus of the War Department in the District of 
Columbia, and toll messages pertaining to the office of the Secretary 
of War; electric time service; the rental of commercial telegraph 
lines an equipment, and their operation at or connecting any post, 
camp, cantonment, depot, arsenal, headquarters, hospital, aviation 
station, or other office or station of the Army, including payment for 
official individual telegraph messages transmitted over commercial 
lines; electrical installations and maintenance thereof at military 
posts, cantonments, camps, and stations of the Army, fire control 
and direction apparatus, and material for Field Artillery; salaries 
of civilian employees, including those necessary as instructors at voca-
tional schools; supplies, general repairs, reserve supplies, and other 
expenses connected with the collecting and transmitting of infor-
mation for the Army by telegraph or otherwise; experimental inves-
tigation, research, purchase, and development, or improvements in 
apparatus, and maintenance of signaling and accessories thereto, 
including machines, instruments, and other equipment for laboratory 
and repair purposes; lease, alteration, and repair of such buildings 
required for storing or guarding Signal Corps supplies, equipment, 
and personnel when not otherwise provided for, including the land 
therefor, the introduction of water, electric light and power, sewer-
age, grading, roads and walks, and other equipment required, 
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maintenance, operation, and repair of such utilities at such plants, 
for the procurement of helium gas; for travel of officers of the Air 
Corps by air in connection with the administration of this appropria-
tion, including the transportation of new aircraft from factory to 
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tion of Air Corps activities; experimental investigations and pur-
chase and development of new types of airplanes, autogiros, and 
balloons, accessories thereto, and aviation engines, including plans, 
drawings, and specifications thereof; for the purchase, manufacture, 
and construction of airplanes and balloons, including instruments 
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and appliances of every sort and description necessary for the opera-
tion, construction (airplanes and balloons), or equipment of all types
of aircraft, and all necessary spare parts and equipment connected
therewith; or the marking of military airways where the purchase
of land is not involved; for the purchase, manufacture, and issue of
special clothing, wearing apparel, and similar equipment for aviation

urposes; for all necessary expenses connected with the sale or
disposal of surplus or obsolete aeronautical equipment, and the
rental of buildings, and other facilities for the handling or
storage of such equipment; for the services of not more than four
consulting engineers at experimental stations of the Air Corps
as the Secretary of War may deem necessary, at rates of
pay to be fixed by him not to exceed $50 a day for not exceeding fifty
days each and necessary traveling expenses; purchase of special
apparatus and appliances, repairs, and replacements of same used in
connection with special scientific medical research in the Air Corps;
for maintenance and operation of such Air Corps printing plants
outside of the District of Columbia as may be authorized in accordance
with law; for publications, station libraries, special furniture, sup-
plies and equipment for offices, shops, and laboratories; for special
services, including the salvaging of wrecked aircraft; for settlement
of claims (not exceeding $250 each) for damage to persons and private
property resulting from the operation of aircraft at home and abroad
when each claim is substantiated by a survey report of a board of
officers appointed by the commanding officer of the nearest aviation
post and approved by the Chief of Air Corps and the Secretary of
War, $94,737,281, of which $3,000,000 shall be available under the
appropriation "Air Corps, Army, 1938", and $15,826,894 shall be
available under the appropriation "Air Corps, Army, 1939", for pay-
ments under contracts for the procurement of new airplanes and of
equipment, spare parts, and accessories for airplanes, as authorized
by said appropriations, and of which $26,936,841 shall be available
immediately for the objects embraced by this paragraph, including the
employment of persons and means at the seat of government and
elsewhere: Provided, That $10,000 shall be transferred to and made
available to the Bureau of Mines on July 1, 1939, for supplying
helium: Provided further, That in addition to the amounts herein
appropriated the Chief of the Air Corps, when authorized by the
Secretary of War may enter into contracts between the date of the
approval of this Act and July 1, 1940, for the procurement of new
airplanes and for the procurement of equipment, spare parts, and
accessories for airplanes to an amount not in excess of $32,205,988,
and his action in so doing shall be deemed a contractual obligation
of the Federal Government for the payment of the cost thereof:
Provided further, That of the amount herein appropriated and the
amount herein authorized for contractual obligation not less than
$57,494,962 (exclusive of $18,826,894 for payment of obligations
incurred under the above-mentioned contract authorizations for the
fiscal years 1938 and 1939) shall be applied to the procurement of
new airplanes and their equipment and accessories, of which amount
of $57,494,962 not less than $56,113,200 shall be applied to the procure-
ment of combat airplanes and their equipment and accessories:
Provided further, That no part of this or any other appropriation
contained in this Act shall be available for any expense incident to
the use of Crissy Field, California, as an air station: Provided
further, That the sum of $22,000 of the appropriation for Air Corps,'
Army, fiscal year 1935, the sum of $331,376 of the appropriation for
Air Corps, Army, fiscal year 1936, and the sum of $2,703,230 of the
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appropriation for Air Corps, Army, fiscal year 1937, shall remain
available until June 30, 1940, for the payment of obligations incurred
under contracts executed prior to July 1, 1937.

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT

ARMY

MEDICAL AND HOSPITAL DEPARTMENT

For the manufacture and purchase of medical and hospital sup-
plies, including disinfectants, for military posts, camps, hospitals,
hospital ships and transports, for laundry work for enlisted men and
Army nurses while patients in a hospital, and supplies required for
mosquito destruction in and about military posts in the Canal Zone;
for the purchase of veterinary supplies and hire of veterinary sur-
geons; for expenses of medical supply depots; for medical care and
treatment of patients, including supernumeraries, not otherwise pro-
vided for, including care and subsistence in private hospitals of
officers, enlisted men, and civilian employees of the Army, of appli-
cants for enlistment, and of prisoners of war and other persons in
military custody or confinement, when entitled thereto by law, regu-
lation, or contract: Provided, That this shall not apply to officers
and enlisted men who are treated in private hospitals or by civilian
physicians while on furloughs or leaves of absence in excess of
twenty-four hours; for the proper care and treatment of epidemic and
contagious diseases in the Army or at military posts or stations,
including measures to prevent the spread thereof, and the payment
of reasonable damages not otherwise provided for for bedding and
clothing injured or destroyed in such prevention; for the care of
insane Filipino soldiers in conformity with the Act of Congress
approved May 11, 1908 (24 U. S. C. 198); for the pay of male and
female nurses, not including the Army Nurse Corps, and of cooks
and other civilians employed for the proper care of sick officers and
soldiers, under such regulations fixing their number, qualifications,
assignments, pay, and allowances as shall have been or shall be pre-
scribed by the Secretary of War; for the pay of civilian physicians
employed to examine physically applicants for enlistment and enlisted
men and to render other professional services from time to time under
proper authority; for the pay of other employees of the Medical
Department; for the payment of express companies and local trans-
fers employed directly by the Medical Department for the trans-
portation of medical and hospital supplies, including bidders'
samples and water for analysis; for supplies for use in teaching the
art of cooking to the enlisted force of the Medical Department; for
the supply of Army and Navy Hospital at Hot Springs, Arkansas;
for advertising, laundry, and all other necessary miscellaneous
expenses of the Medical Department, $1,551,072.

HOSPITAL CARE, CANAL ZONE GARRISONS

For paying the Panama Canal such reasonable charges, exclusive
of subsistence, as may be approved by the Secretary of War for
caring in its hospitals for officers, enlisted men, military prisoners,
and civilian employees of the Army admitted thereto upon the
request of proper military authority, $50,000: Provided, That the sub-
sistence of the said patients, except commissioned officers, shall be
paid to said hospitals out of the appropriation for subsistence of the
Army at the rates provided therein for commutation of rations for
enlisted patients in general hospitals.
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CORPS OF ENGINEERS

ENGINEER SERVICE, ARMY

For the design, development, procurement, maintenance, alteration,
repair, installation, storage, and issue of engineer equipment, instru-
ments, appliances, supplies, materials, tools, and machinery required
in the equipment and training of troops and in military operations,
including military surveys and the Engineer School; for the opera-
tion and maintenance of the Engineer School, including (a) com-
pensation of civilian lecturers, and (b) purchase and binding of
scientific and professional books, pamphlets, papers, and periodicals;
for the procurement, preparation, and reproduction of maps and
similar data for military purposes; for expenses incident to the
Engineer service in military operations, including military surveys,
and including (a) research and development of improved methods in
such operations, (b) the rental of storehouses and grounds within
and outside the District of Columbia, and (c) repair and alteration
of buildings; for heat, light, power, water, and communication serv-
ice, not otherwise provided for; and for the compensation of employ-
ees required in these activities, $1,044,340, of which amount not to
exceed $180,000 shall be available for payments under contracts for
the procurement of Engineer equipment under the authorization con-
tained in the Military Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1939.

ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT

ORDNANCE SERVICE AND SUPPLIES, ARMY

For manufacture, procurement, storage, and issue, including
research, planning, design, development, inspection, test, alteration,
maintenance, repair, and handling of ordnance material, together
with the machinery, supplies, and services necessary thereto; for
supplies and services in connection with the general work of the
Ordnance Department, comprising police and office duties, rents, tolls,
fuel, light, water, advertising, stationery, typewriting and computing
machines, including their exchange, and furniture, tools, and instru-
ments of service; to provide for training and other incidental expenses
of the ordnance service; for instruction purposes, other than tuition;
for the purchase, completely equipped, of trucks, and for mainte-
nance, repair, and operation of motor-propelled and horse-drawn
freight andpassenger-carrying vehicles; for ammunition for military
salutes at Government establishments and institutions to which the
issues of arms for salutes are authorized; for services, material, tools,
and appliances for operation of the testing machines and chemical
laboratory in connection therewith; for publication for libraries of
the Ordnance Department, including the Ordnance Office, including
subscriptions to periodicals; for services of not more than four con-
sulting engineers as the Secretary of War may deem necessary, at
rates of pay to be fixed by him not to exceed $50 per day for not
exceeding fifty days each, and for their necessary traveling expenses,
$53,173,100, of which not to exceed $12,900,000 shall be available for
payments under contracts for the procurement or production of ord-
nance material, machinery, and supplies under the authorization
contained in the Military Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1939,
and of which $2,067,100 shall be available immediately for the objects
embraced by this paragraph, including the employment of persons
and means at the seat of government and elsewhere; also, in addition,
the Chief of Ordnance, when authorized by the Secretary of War
may enter into contracts prior to July 1, 1940, for the procurement
or production of ordnance material, machinery, and supplies to an
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amount not in excess of $8,000,000, and his action in so doing shall
be deemed a contractual obligation of the Federal Government for
the payment of the cost thereof.

ROCK ISLAND BRIDGE, ROCK ISLAND, ILLTTNOIS

For operating, repair, and preservation of Rock Island bridges and
viaduct, and maintenance and repair of the arsenal street connecting
the bridges, $32,835.

REPAIRS OF ARSENALS

For repairs and improvements of ordnance establishments, and to
meet such unforeseen expenditures as accidents or other contingencies
may require, $1,050,000.

CHEMICAL WARFARE SERVICE

For purchase, manufacture, and test of chemical warfare gases or
other toxic substances, gas masks, or other offensive or defensive
materials or appliances required for gas-warfare purposes; investi-
gations, research, design, experimentation, and operation, purchase of
chemicals, special scientific and technical apparatus and instruments,
including services connected therewith; for the payment of part-time
or intermittent employment of such scientists and technicists as may
be contracted for by the Secretary of War, in his discretion, at a rate
of pay not exceeding $20 per diem for any person so employed; for
the purchase, maintenance, repair, and operation of freight- and
passenger-carrying motor vehicles; construction, maintenance, and
repair of plants, buildings, and equipment, and the machinery there-
for; receiving, storing, and issuing of supplies, comprising police
and office duties, rents, tolls, fuels, gasoline, lubricants, paints and
oils, rope and cordage, light, water, advertising, stationery, type-
writing and adding machines including their exchange, office furni-
ture, tools, and instruments; for incidental expenses; for civilian
employees; for libraries of the Chemical Warfare Service and sub-
scriptions to periodicals; for expenses incidental to the organization,
training, and equipment of special gas troops not otherwise provided
for, including the training of the Army in chemical warfare, both
offensive and defensive, together with the necessary schools, tactical
demonstrations, and maneuvers; for current expenses of chemical
projectile filling plants and proving grounds, including construction
and maintenance of rail transportation, repairs, alterations, acces-
sories, building and repairing butts and targets, clearing and grading
ranges, $1,663,000.

CHIEF OF INFANTRY

INFANTRY SCHOOL, FORT BENNING, GEORGIA

For the procurement of books, publications, instruments, and mate-
rials, pay of employees, and other necessary expenses for instruction
at the Infantry School, $60,027.
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other necessary expenses of instruction at the Cavalry School, Fort
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chemicals, special scientific and technical apparatus and instruments, 
including services connected therewith for the payment of part-time 
or intermittent employment of such scientists and technicists as may 
be contracted for by the Secretary of War, in his discretion, at a rate 
of pay not exceeding $20 per diem for any person so employed; for 
the purchase, maintenance, repair, and operation of freight- and 
passenger-carrying motor vehicles; construction, maintenance, and 
repair of plants, buildings, and equipment, and the machinery there-
for; receiving, storing, and issuing of supplies, comprising police 
and office duties, rents, tolls, fuels, gasoline, lubricants, paints and 
oils, rope and cordage, light, water, advertising, stationery, type-
writing and adding machines including their exchange, office furni-
ture, tools, and instruments; for incidental expenses; for civilian 
employees; for libraries of the Chemical Warfare Service and sub-
scriptions to periodicals; for expenses incidental to the organization, 
training, and equipment of special gas troops not otherwise provided 
for, including the training of the Army in chemical warfare, both 
offensive and defensive, together with the necessary schools, tactical 
demonstrations, and maneuvers;. for current expenses of chemical 
projectile filling plants and proving grounds, including construction 
and maintenance of rail transportation, repairs, alterations, acces-
sories, building and repairing butts and targets, clearing and grading 
ranges, $1,663,000. 

CHIEF OF INFANTRY 

INFANTRY SCHOOL, FORT BENNING, GEORGIA 

For the procurement of books, publications, instruments, and mate-
rials, pay of employees, and other necessary expenses for instruction 
at the Infantry School, $60,027. 

CHIEF OF CAVALRY 

INSTRUCTION IN CAVALRY ACTIVITIES 

For the purchase of textbooks, books of reference, scientific and pro-
fessional papers, instruments, and materials for instruction; employ-
ment of temporary, technical, special, and clerical services; and for 
other necessary expenses of instruction at the Cavalry School, Fort 
Riley, Kansas; and for the instruction of the Army in cavalry 
activities, $28,120. 
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Instruction ex-
penses.

Instruction ex-
penses.

Printing and bind
ing.

CHIEF OF FILD ARTILLERY

INSTRUCTION IN FIELD ARTILLERY ACTIVITIES

For the pay of employees; the purchase of books, pamphlets,
periodicals, and newspapers; procurement of supplies, materials, and
equipment for instruction purposes; and other expenses necessary in
the operation of the Field Artillery School of the Army, and for the
instruction of the Army in field artillery activities, $30,990.

CHIEF OF COAST ARTILLERY

COAST ARTILLERY SCHOOL, FORT MONROE, VIRGINIA

For purchase of engines, generators, motors, machines, measuring
and nautical instruments, special apparatus, and materials for experi-
mental purposes for the engineering and artillery and military art
departments and enlisted specialists division; for purchase and bind-
ing of professional books treating of military and scientific subjects
for library, for use of school, and for temporary use in coast defense;
for newspapers and periodicals; for incidental expenses of the school,
including chemicals, stationery, printing and binding; hardware;
materials; cost of special instruction of officers detailed as instructors;
employment of temporary, technical, or special services; for office
furniture and fixtures; for machinery; for maintenance, operation,
and repair of motortrucks; and unforeseen expenses; in all, $28,260.

SEACOAST DEFENSES

Expenses. For all expenses incident to the preparation of plans and the con-
struction, purchase, installation, equipment, maintenance, repair, and
operation of fortifications and other works of defense, and their
accessories, including personal services, ammunition storage, mainte-
nance of channels to submarine-mine wharves, purchase of lands and
rights-of-way as authorized by law, and experimental, test, and
development work, as follows:

United States. United States, $2,965,012, of which $887,537 shall be available for
construction work by the Corps of Engineers until June 30, 1941;

m, ler. Insular dep artments, $1,710,014;
Panama Canal. Panama Canal, $2,575,497, of which $1,146,000 shall be available

for construction work by the Corps of Engineers until June 30, 1941;
In all, $7,250,523.

UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY

PAY OF MILITARY ACADEMY

Cadets. Cadets: For pay of cadets, $1,375,920: Provided, That during the
Armydeail, pay re fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, no officer of the Army shall be

striction. entitled to receive any increase in pay or allowances because of detail
or assignment to duty in any capacity at the Military Academy:

Retired Army offl Provided further, That the duties of librarian of the United States
ceraslibrarian. Military Academy may be performed by an officer of the Regular

Army retired from active service under the provisions of section
R. s. 1251. 1251, Revised Statutes, and detailed on active duty for that purpose.

Civilians.3 Civilians: For pay of employees, $320,880.

MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION, UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY

Designated ex-
penses. For text and reference books for instruction; increase and expense

of library (not exceeding $6,000); office equipment and supplies; sta-
tionery, blank books, forms, printing and binding, and periodicals;
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CHIEF or COAST ARTILLERY 

COAST ARTILLERY SCHOOL, FORT MONROE, VIRGINIA 

For purchase of engines, generators, motors, machines, measuring 
and nautical instruments, special apparatus, and materials for experi-
mental purposes for the engineering and artillery and military art 
departments and enlisted specialists division; for purchase and bind-
ing of professional books treating of military and scientific subjects 
for library, for use of school, and for temporary use in coast defense; 
for newspapers and periodicals; for incidental expenses of the school, 
including chemicals, stationery, printing and binding; hardware; 
materials; cost of special instruction of officers detailed as instructors; 
employment of temporary, technical, or special services; for office 
furniture and fixtures; for machinery; for maintenance, operation, 
and repair of motortrucks; and unforeseen expenses; in all, $28,260. 

SEACOAST DEFENSES 

For all expenses incident to the preparation of plans and the con-
struction, purchase, installation, equipment, maintenance, repair, and 
operation of fortifications and other works of defense, and their 
accessories, including personal services ammunition storage, mainte-
nance of channels to submarine-mine wharves, purchase of lands and 
rights-of-way as authorized by law, and experimental, test, and 
development work, as follows: 
United States, $2,965,012, of which $887,537 shall be available for 

construction work by the Corps of Engineers until June 30, 1941; 
Insular departments, $1,710,014; 
Panama Canal, $2,575,497, of which $4146,000 shall be available 

for construction work by the Corps of Engineers until June 30, 1941; 
In all, $7,250,523. 

UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY 

PAY OF MILITARY ACADEMY 

Cadets: For pay of cadets, $1,375,920: Provided, That during the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, no officer of the Army shall be 
entitled to receive any increase in pay or allowances because of detail 
or assignment to duty in any capacity at the Military Academy: 
Provided further, That the duties of librarian of the United States 
Military Academy may be performed by an officer of the Regular 
Army retired from active service under the provisions of section 
1251, Revised Statutes, and detailed on active duty for that purpose. 

Civilians: For pay of employees, $320,880. 

MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION, UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY 

For text and reference books for instruction; increase and expense 
of library (not exceeding $6,000) • office equipment and supplies; sta-
tionery, blank books, forms, printing and binding, and periodicals; 
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diplomas for graduates; expense of lectures; apparatus, equipment,
supplies, and materials for purpose of instruction and athletics, and
maintenance and repair thereof; musical instruments and mainte-
nance of band; care and maintenance of organ; equipment for cadet
mess; postage, telephones, and telegrams; freight and expressage;
for commutation of rations for cadets in lieu of the regular estab-
lished ration; maintenance of children's school (not exceeding
$12,200); contingencies for superintendent of the academy, to be
expended in his discretion (not to exceed $7,100, of which $900 shall
be available immediately); expenses of the members of the Board
of Visitors (not exceeding $1,500); contingent fund, to be expended
under the direction of the Academic Board (not exceeding $1,000);
improvement, repair, and maintenance of buildings and grounds
(including roads, walls, and fences); shooting galleries and ranges;
cooking, heating, and lighting apparatus and fixtures and operation
and maintenance thereof; maintenance of water, sewer, and plumbing
systems; maintenance of and repairs to cadet camp; fire-extinguish-
ing apparatus; machinery and tools and repairs of same; mainte-
nance, repair, and operation of motor-propelled vehicles; policing
buildings and grounds; furniture, refrigerators, and lockers for
Government-owned buildings at the academy and repair and main-
tenance thereof; fuel for heat, light, and power; and other necessary
incidental expenses in the discretion of the superintendent; in all,
$1,635,000: Provided, That not to exceed $3,750 of this amount shall
be available to liquidate the indebtedness of cadets separated from
the service for any reason during their first year, who at the time
of their separation are in debt to the cadet store.

Board of Visitors.

Proviso.
Liquidation of cer-

tain debts to cadet
store.

NATIONAL GUARD

ARMING, EQUIPPING, AND TRAINING THE NATIONAL GUARD

For procurement of forage, bedding, and so forth, for animals
used by the National Guard $646,393.

For compensation of help for care of materials, animals, and
equipment, $2,768,332, of which $210,000 shall be available exclu-
sively for the compensation of employees engaged upon Federal
property custodial and accounting work in the offices of property
and disbursing officers for the United States.

For expenses, camps of instruction and air fields, field and supple-
mental training, including construction and maintenance, and the
hire (at a rate not to exceed $1 per diem), repair, maintenance, and
operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles, $10,896,937:
Provided, That not to exceed $25,000 of this appropriation shall be
available for the settlement of claims (not exceeding $500) for dam-
ages to or loss of private property incident to the operation of camps
of instruction, either during the stay of National Guard units in such
camps or while thereto or therefrom en route: Provided further, That
not to exceed $500,000 of this appropriation shall be available for
construction at concurrent camps.

For expenses, selected officers and enlisted men, military service
schools, $444,570.

For pay of property and disbursing officers for the United States,
at a rate not less than $2,400 per annum, $126,900.

For general expenses, equipment, and instruction, National Guard,
the hire (at a rate not to exceed $1 per diem), repair, maintenance,
and operation of motor-propelled passenger- and non-passenger-car-
rying vehicles, and the medical and hospital treatment of members of
the National Guard who suffer personal injury or contract disease in

Forage, etc.

Care of materials,
animals, etc.

Post, p. 996.

Instruction ex-
penses.

Proviso..
Settlement of

claims.

Construction at con-
current camps.

Service schools, in-
struction, etc.

Property and dis-
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Medical, etc., treat-
ment.
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diplomas for graduates; expense of lectures; apparatus, equipment, 
supplies, and materials for purpose of instruction and athletics, and 
maintenance and repair thereof; musical instruments and mainte-
nance of band; care and maintenance of organ; equipment for cadet 
mess; postage, telephones, and telegrams; freight and expressage; 
for commutation of rations for cadets in lieu of the regular estab-
lished ration; maintenance of children's school (not exceeding 
$12,200) ; contingencies for superintendent of the academy, to be 
expended in his discretion (not to exceed $7,100, of which $900 shall 
be available immediately) ; expenses of the members of the Board 
of Visitors (not exceeding $1,500) ; contingent fund, to be expended 
under the direction of the Academic Board (not exceeding $1,000) ; 
improvement, repair, and maintenance of buildings and grounds 
(including roads, walls, and fences) ; shooting galleries and ranges; 
cooking, heating, and lighting apparatus and fixtures and operation 
and maintenance thereof; maintenance of water, sewer, and plumbing 
systems; maintenance of and repairs to cadet camp; fire-extinguish-
ing apparatus; machinery and tools and repairs of same; mainte-
nance, repair, and operation of motor-propelled vehicles; policing 
buildings and grounds; furniture, refrigerators, and lockers for 
Government-owned buildings at the academy and repair and main-
tenance thereof; fuel for heat, light, and power; and other necessary 
incidental expenses in the discretion of the superintendent; in all, 
$1,635,000: Provided, That not to exceed $3,750 of this amount shall 
be available to liquidate the indebtedness of cadets separated from 
the service for any reason during their first year, who at the time 
of their separation are in debt to the cadet store. 

NATIONAL GUARD 

ARMING, EQUIPPING, AND TRAINING THE NATIONAL GUARD 

For procurement of forage, bedding, and so forth, for animals 
used by the National Guard, $646,393. 
For compensation of help for care of materials, animals, and 

equipment, $2,768,332, of which $210,000 shall be available exclu-
sively for the compensation of employees engaged upon Federal 
property custodial and accounting work in the offices of property 
and disbursing officers for the United States. 
For expenses, camps of instruction and air fields, field and supple-

mental training, including construction and maintenance, and the 
hire (at a rate not to exceed $1 per diem), repair, maintenance, and 
operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles, $10,896,937: 
Provided, That not to exceed $25,000 of this appropriation shall be 
available for the settlement of claims (not exceeding $500) for dam-
ages to or loss of private property incident to the operation of camps 
of instruction, either during the stay of National Guard units in such 
camps or while thereto or therefrom en route: Provided further, That 
not to exceed $500,000 of this appropriation shall be available for 
construction at concurrent camps. 
For expenses, selected officers and enlisted men, military service 

schools, $444,570. 
For pay of property and disbursing officers for the United States, 

at a rate not less than $2,400 per annum, $126,900. 
For general expenses, equipment, and instruction, National Guard, 
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and operation of motor-propelled passenger- and non-passenger-car-
rying vehicles, and the medical and hospital treatment of members of 
the National Guard who suffer personal injury or contract disease in 
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line of duty, and other expenses in connection therewith, including
Burialexpenses. pay and allowances, subsistence, transportation, and burial expenses,
49 Stat. 1507.
10 Ua. 5C., Supp. as authorized by the Act of June 15, 1936 (49 Stat. 1507), $913,606.
rave, Ay offi For travel of officers, warrant officers, and enlisted men of the Regu-

cers, etc. lar Army detailed to, or while on, duty with the National Guard,
Post, p. 96. including transportation of dependents, transportation of mounts, and

transportation, packing, and crating of household goods and effects
as authorized by law, $280,586.

equipment, etc. For transportation of equipment and supplies, $387,942.
APryeisted men, For expenses of enlisted men of the Regular Army on duty with

details. the National Guard, including payment of an allowance for quarters
t, p. 99. at the rate of $35 per month to each man not furnished quarters in

kind, $334,375.
Post, p. 9. For pay of National Guard (armory drills), $14,711,365.
No pay to National No part of the appropriations made in this Act shall be available

Guard officer, etc.,
drawing pension. for pay, allowances, or traveling or other expenses of any officer or

enlisted man of the National Guard who may be drawing a pension,
disability allowance, disability compensation, or retired pay (where
retirement has been made on account of physical disability or age)

ndr of pen- from the Government of the United States: Provided, That nothing
sion. in this provision shall be so construed as to prevent the application of

funds herein contained to the pay, allowances, or traveling expenses
of any officer or enlisted man of the National Guard who may sur-
render said pension, disability allowance, disability compensation, or
retired pay for the period of his service in the National Guard: Pro-

Acutants general, vided furter, That adjutants general who may be drawing such
ent stats without emoluments may be continued in a federally recognized status with-
pay. out pay under this Act.

ARMS, UNIFORMS, EQUIPMENT, AND SO FORTH, FOR FIELD SERVICE,
NATIONAL GUARD

Procurement of arms
and equipment.

Post, p. 997.
Requisitions from

Governors, etc.

Motor trucks, etc.

Increase in strength.

Accounting.

Provisos.
Specifications for

motor vehicles.

Contract obliga-
tions.

To procure by purchase or manufacture and issue from time to
time to the National Guard, upon requisition of the Governors of the
several States and Territories or the commanding general, National
Guard of the District of Columbia, such military equipment and
stores of all kinds and reserve supply thereof as are necessary to
arm, uniform, and equip for field service the National Guard of the
several States, Territories, and the District of Columbia, including
animals, motor trucks, motorcycles, field ambulances, and station
wagons and to repair such of the aforementioned articles of equipage
and military stores as are or may become damaged when, under regu-
lations prescribed by the Secretary of War, such repair may be deter-
mined to be an economical measure and as necessary for their proper
preservation and use, $14,067,299, and of the total of such amount
$500,000 shall be available exclusively for defraying the cost of increas-
ing the strength of the National Guard above approximately two hun-
dred and five thousand officers and men, and all of the sums appropri-
ated in this Act on account of the National Guard shall be accounted
for as one fund, and of the total of all sums appropriated in this Act
on account of the National Guard, $1,500,000 shall be available imme-
diately: Provided, That specifications for motor vehicles, which shall
be so drawn as to admit of competition, shall to the extent otherwise
practicable conform with the requirements of the National Guard:
Provided further, That the sum of $30,000 of the appropriation for
National Guard, fiscal year 1937, shall remain available until June
30, 1940, for the payment of obligations incurred under contracts for
airplanes, spare parts, and accessories executed prior to July 1, 1937:
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line of duty, and other expenses in connection therewith, including 
pay and allowances, subsistence, transportation, and burial expenses, 
as authorized by the Act of June 15, 1936 (49 Stat. 1507), $913,606. 
For travel of officers, warrant officers, and enlisted men of the Regu-

lar Army detailed to, or while on, duty with the National Guard, 
including transportation of dependents, transportation of mounts, and 
transportation, packing, and crating of household goods and effects 
as authorized by law, $280,586. 
For transportation of equipment and supplies, $387,942. 
For expenses of enlisted men of the Regular Army on duty with 

the National Guard, including payment of an allowance for quarters 
at the rate of $35 per month to each man not furnished quarters in 
kind, $334,375. 
For pay of National Guard (armory drills), $14,711,365. 
No part of the appropriations made in this Act shall be available 

for pay, allowances, or traveling or other expenses of any officer or 
enlisted man of the National Guard who may be drawing a pension, 
disability allowance, disability compensation, or retired pay (where 
retirement has been made on account of physical disability or age) 
from the Government of the United States: Provided, That nothing 
in this provision shall be so construed as to prevent the application of 
funds herein contained to the pay, allowances, or traveling expenses 
of any officer or enlisted man of the National Guard who may sur-
render said pension, disability allowance, disability compensation, or 
retired pay for the period of his service in the National Guard: Pro-
vided further, That adjutants general who may be drawing such 
emoluments may be continued in a federally recognized status with-
out pay under this Act. 

ARMS, UNIFORMS, EQUIPMENT, AND SO FORTH, FOR FIELD SERVICE, 

NATIONAL GUARD 

To procure by purchase or manufacture and issue from time to 
time to the National Guard, upon requisition of the Governors of the 
several States and Territories or the commanding general, National 
Guard of the District of Columbia, such military equipment and 
stores of all kinds and reserve supply thereof as are necessary to 
arm, uniform, and equip for field service the National Guard of the 
several States, Territories, and the District of Columbia, including 
animals, motor trucks, motorcycles, field ambulances, and station 
wagons and to repair such of the aforementioned articles of equipage 
and military stores as are or may become damaged when, under regu-
lations prescribed by the Secretary of War, such repair may be deter-
mined to be an economical measure and as necessary for their proper 
preservation and use, $14,067,299, and of the total of such amount 
$500,000 shall be available exclusively for defraying the cost of increas-
ing the strength of the National Guard above approximately two hun-
dred and five thousand officers and men, and all of the sums appropri-
ated in this Act on account of the National Guard shall be accounted 
for as one fund, and of the total of all sums appropriated in this Act 
on account of the National Guard, $1,500,000 shall be available imme-
diately: Provided, That specifications for motor vehicles, which shall 
be so drawn as to admit of competition, shall to the extent otherwise 
practicable conform with the requirements of the National Guard: 
Provided further, That the sum of $30,000 of the appropriation for 
National Guard, fiscal year 1937, shall remain available until June 
30, 1940, for the payment of obligations incurred under contracts for 
airplanes, spare parts, and accessories executed prior to July 1, 1937: 
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Provided further, That the value of issues made to any State, Terri-
tory, or the District of Columbia to replace property surveyed in
accordance with section 87, National Defense Act of June 3, 1916,
as amended, shall not be charged to the apportionments required by
section 67 of that Act, but no such replacement issue shall be made
in excess of receipts theretofore collected and covered into the Treas-
ury as miscellaneous receipts pursuant to said section 87, as amended,
and section 4 (a) and (b) (22) of the Permanent Appropriation
Repeal Act of June 26, 1934: Provided further, That the Secretary
of War is hereby authorized to issue from surplus stores and material
on hand and purchased for the United States Army such articles of
clothing and equipment and Field Artillery, Engineer, and Signal
material and ammunition as may be needed by the National Guard
organized under the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act for
making further and more effectual provision for the national defense,
and for other purposes", approved June 3, 1916 (32 U. S. C. 21), as
amended. This issue shall be made without charge against National
Guard appropriations except for actual expenses incident to such
issue.

No appropriation contained in this Act shall be available for any
expense for or on account of a larger number of mounted units and
wagon companies of the National Guard than were in existence on
June 30, 1932: Provided, That officers, warrant officers, and enlisted
men of the National Guard and Organized Reserves, who, under
regulations prescribed by the Secretary of War, volunteer to partici-
pate without pay as competitors or range officers in the national
matches to be held during the fiscal year 1940, may attend such
matches without pay, notwithstanding any provision of law to the
contrary, but shall be entitled to travel and subsistence allowances
at the same rates as are provided for civilians who attend and par-
ticipate in said matches, but this proviso shall not operate to prohibit
the pay of such competitors or range officers, provided funds for
such payment are available from the appropriation "Promotion of
rifle practice, 1940", nor shall any provision in this Act operate to
deprive a Reserve officer ordered to active duty incident to the
national matches of pay for the full period of such active duty, pro-
vided funds for such payment are available from the appropriation
"Promotion of rifle practice, 1940": Provided further, That officers,
warrant officers, and enlisted men of the National Guard and Organ-
ized Reserves may be ordered to duty, with their consent, for the care,
maintenance, and operation of the ranges used in the conduct of the
national matches and such officers, warrant officers, and enlisted men
while so engaged shall be entitled to the same pay, subsistence, and
transportation as officers, warrant officers, and enlisted men of corre-
sponding grades of the Regular Army are entitled by law, which
expense shall be provided by the appropriation "Promotion of rifle
practice"; and after being duly mustered may be paid for the period
from the date of leaving home rendezvous to date of return thereto
as determined in advance, both dates inclusive.

ORGANIZED RESERVES

For pay and allowances of members of the Officers' Reserve Corps
on active duty in accordance with law; mileage, reimbursement of
actual traveling expenses, or per diem allowances in lieu thereof,
as authorized by law: Provided, That the mileage allowance to mem-
bers of the Officers' Reserve Corps when called into active service for
training for fifteen days or less shall not exceed 4 cents per mile; for

Replacement of
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39 Stat. 204.
32 U.S. C. 47.

39 Stat. 199.
32 U.S. C. § 22.

48 Stat. 1227.
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Post, p. 617.
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Post, p. 617.
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Provided further, That the value of issues made to any State, Terri-
tory, or the District of Columbia to replace property surveyed in 
accordance with section 87, National Defense Act of June 3, 1916, 
as amended, shall not be charged to the apportionments required by 
section 67 of that Act, but no such replacement issue shall be made 
in excess of receipts theretofore collected and covered into the Treas-
ury as miscellaneous receipts pursuant to said section 87, as amended, 
and section 4 (a) and (b) (22) of the Permanent Appropriation 
Repeal Act of June 26, 1931: Provided further, That the Secretary 
of War is hereby authorized to issue from surplus stores and material 
on hand and purchased for the United States Army such articles of 
clothing and equipment and Field Artillery, Engineer, and Signal 
material and ammunition as may be needed by the National Guard 
organized under the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act for 
making further and more effectual provision for the national defense, 
and for other purposes", approved June 3, 1916 (32 U. S. C. 21), as 
amended. This issue shall be made without charge against National 
Guard appropriations except for actual expenses incident to such 
issue. 
No appropriation contained in this Act shall be available for any 

expense for or on account of a larger number of mounted units and 
wagon companies of the National Guard than were in existence on 
June 30, 1932: Provided, That officers, warrant officers, and enlisted 
men of the National Guard and Organized Reserves, who, under 
regulations prescribed by the Secretary of War, volunteer to partici-
pate without pay as competitors or range officers in the national 
matches to be held during the fiscal year 1940, may attend such 
matches without pay, notwithstanding any provision of law to the 
contrary, but shall be entitled to travel and subsistence allowances 
at the same rates as are provided for civilians who attend and par-
ticipate in said matches, but this proviso shall not operate to prohibit 
the pay of such competitors or range officers, provided funds for 
such payment are available from the appropriation "Promotion of 
rifle practice, 1940", nor shall any provision in this Act operate to 
deprive a Reserve officer ordered to active duty incident to the 
national matches of pay for the full period of such active duty, pro-
vided funds for such payment are available from the appropriation 
"Promotion of rifle practice, 1940": Provided further, That officers, 
warrant officers, and enlisted men of the National Guard and Organ-
ized Reserves may be ordered to duty, with their consent, for the care, 
maintenance, and operation of the ranges used in the conduct of the 
national matches, and such officers, warrant officers, and enlisted men 
while so engaged shall be entitled to the same pay, subsistence, and 
transportation as officers, warrant officers, and enlisted men of corre-
sponding grades of the Regular Army are entitled by law, -which 
expense shall be provided by the appropriation "Promotion of rifle 
practice"; and after being duly mustered may be paid for the period 
from the date of leaving home rendezvous to date of return thereto 
as determined in advance, both dates inclusive. 

ORGANIZED RESERVES 

For pay and allowances of members of the Officers' Reserve Corps 
on active duty in accordance with law; mileage, reimbursement of 
actual traveling expenses, or per diem allowances in lieu thereof, 
as authorized by law: Provided, That the mileage allowance to mem-
bers of the Officers' Reserve Corps when called into active service for 
training for fifteen days or less shall not exceed 4 cents per mile; for 
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travel in kind, or reimbursement in lieu thereof, as now authorized
by law for officers of the Regular Army, of dependents of Reserve
officers who have been ordered to active duty for periods in excess

Enlisted Reserve of fifteen days; pay, transportation, subsistence, clothing, and medical
orps and hospital treatment of members of the Enlisted Reserve Corps;
Correspondence , conducting correspondence or extension courses for instruction of
c., courses, members of the Reserve Corps, including necessary supplies, procure-

ment of maps and textbooks, and transportation and traveling
Training manuals. expenses of employees; purchase of training manuals, including

Government publications and blank forms, subscriptions to maga-
tedquarters a nd zines and periodicals of a professional or technical nature; establish-

ment, maintenance, and operation of Organized Reserve headquarters
and of camps for training of the Organized Reserves; for miscel-
laneous expenses incident to the administration of the Organized

vehicles. Reserves, including the maintenance and operation of motor-pro-
pelled passenger-carrying vehicles and purchase of thirty such vehi-
cles; for the actual and necessary expenses, or per diem in lieu
thereof, at rates authorized by law, incurred by officers and enlisted
men of the Regular Army and Reserve officers ordered to active duty
for periods in excess of fifteen days traveling on duty in connection
with the Organized Reserves, and for travel of dependents, and pack-
ing and transportation of baggage of such personnel; for expenses
incident to the use, including upkeep and depreciation costs, of sup-
plies, equipment, and materiel furnished in accordance with law

New airplanes. from stocks under the control of the War Department, except that
not to exceed $1,083,440 of this appropriation shall be available for
expenditure by the Chief of the Air Corps for the production and
purchase of new airplanes and their equipment, spare parts, and

Btaggagetransporta- accessories; for transportation of baggage, including packing and
crating, of Reserve officers ordered to active duty for not less than

Medical and hospi- six months; for the medical and hospital treatment of members of the
tal treatment.

Officers' Reserve Corps and of the enlisted Reserve Corps, who suffer
personal injury or contract disease in line of duty, as provided by

49 tat. 1507. the Act of June 15, 1936 (49 Stat. 1507) and for such other pur-
10 U. S. C., Supp.

iv°,i 45j a-td.s poses in connection therewith as are authorized by the said Act,
including pay and allowances, subsistence, transportation, and burial

Flight training re- expenses; in all, $12,802,557; and no part of such amount shall be
striction.

available for any expense incident to giving flight training to any
officer of the Officers' Reserve Corps unless he shall be found physi-
cally and professionally qualified to perform aviation service as an
aviation pilot, by such agency as the Secretary of War may desig-

Orgnized Reserve nate: Provided, That not to exceed $171,000 of this appropriation
headquarters. may be used for establishment, operation, and maintenance of

Organized Reserve headquarters.
f other fuds. e None of the funds appropriated elsewhere.in this Act, except for

printing and binding, field exercises, and for pay and allowances of
officers and enlisted men of the Regular Army, and for mileage, reim-
bursement of actual traveling expenses, or per-diem allowances in lieu
thereof, as authorized by law, to Air Corps Reserve officers on
extended active duty, shall be usd for expenses in connection with the

pseofavai'lablesup. Organized Reserves, but available supplies and existing facilities at
military posts shall be utilized to the fullest extent practicable.

Ndr^oa to offce No appropriation made in this Act shall be available for pay, allow-
ances, or traveling or other expenses of any officer of the Organized
Reserves who may be drawing a pension, disability allowance, dis-
ability compensation, or retired pay from the Government of the

Surrender of pn- United States: Povided, That nothing in this provision shall be so
sin. construed as to prevent the application of funds herein contained to
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travel in kind, or reimbursement in lieu thereof, as now authorized 
by law for officers of the Regular Army, of dependents of Reserve 
officers who have been ordered to active duty for periods in excess 
of fifteen days; pay, transportation, subsistence clothing, and medical 
and hospital treatment of members of the Enlisted Reserve Corps; 
conducting correspondence or extension courses for instruction of 
members of the Reserve Corps including necessary supplies, procure-
ment of maps and textbooks, and transportation and traveling 
expenses of employees; purchase' of training manuals, including 
Government publications and blank forms, subscriptions to maga-
zines and periodicals of a professional or technical nature; establish-
ment, maintenanbe, and operation of Organized Reserve headquarters 
and of camps for training of the Organized Reserves; for miscel-
laneous expenses incident to the administration of the Organized 
Reserves, including the maintenance and operation of motor-pro-
pelled passenger-carrying vehicles and purchase of thirty such vehi-
cles; for the actual and necessary expenses, or per diem in lieu 
thereof, at rates authorized by law, incurred by officers and enlisted 
men of the Regular Army and Reserve officers ordered to active duty 
for periods in excess of fifteen days traveling on duty in connection 
with the Organized Reserves and for travel of dependents, and pack-
ing and transportation of Reserves, of such personnel; for expenses 
incident to the use, including upkeep and depreciation costs, of sup-
plies, equipment, and mat4riel furnished in accordance with law 
from stocks under the control of the War Department, except that 
not to exceed $1,083,440 of this appropriation shall be available for 
expenditure by the Chief of the Air Corps for the production and 
purchase of new airplanes and their equipment, spare parts, and 
accessories; for transportation of baggage, including packing and 
crating, of Reserve officers ordered to active duty for not less than 
six months; for the medical and hospital treatment of members of the 
Officers' Reserve Corps and of the enlisted Reserve Corps, who suffer 
personal injury or contract disease in line of duty, as provided by 
the Act of June 15, 1936 (49 Stat. 1507), and for such other pur-
poses in connection therewith as are authorized by the said Act, 
including pay and allowances, subsistence, transportation, and burial 
expenses; in all, $12,802,557; and no part of such amount shall be 
available for any expense incident to giving flight training to any 
officer of the Officers' Reserve Corps unless he shall be found physi-
cally and professionally qualified to perform aviation service as an 
aviation pilot, by such agency as the Secretary of War may desig-
nate: Provided, That not to exceed $17.11000 of this appropriation 
may be used for establishment, operation, and maintenance of 
Organized Reserve headquarters. 
None of the funds appropriated elsewhere .in this Act, except for 

printing and binding, field exercises, and for pay and allowances of 
officers and enlisted men of the Regular Army, and for mileage, reim-
bursement of actual traveling expenses or per-diem allowances in lieu 
thereof, as authorized by law, to Air Corps Reserve officers on 
extended active duty, shall be usd for expenses in connection with the 
Organized Reserves, but available supplies and existing facilities at 
military posts shall be utilized to the fullest extent practicable. 
No appropriation made 111 this Act shall be available for pay, allow-

ances, or traveling or other expenses of any officer of the Organized 
Reserves who may be drawing a pension, disability allowance, dis-
ability compensation, or retired pay from the Government of the 
United States: Provided, That nothing in this provision shall be so 
construed as to prevent the application of funds herein contained to 
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the pay, allowances, or traveling expenses of any officer or enlisted
man of the Reserve Corps who may surrender said pension, disability
allowance, disability compensation, or retired pay for the period of
his active duty in the Reserve Corps.

No appropriation made in this Act shall be expended for the pay
of a Reserve officer on active duty for a longer period than fifteen
days, except such as may be detailed for duty with the War Depart-
ment General Staff under section 3a and section 5 (b) of the National
Defense Act, as amended (10 U. S. C. 26, 37), or who may be detailed
for courses of instruction at the general or special service schools of
the Army, or to Corps Area staff schools, or for duty as instructors
at civilian military training camps, appropriated for in this Act,
or for duty with the Air Corps, under the provisions of section 1 of
the Act of June 16, 1936 (49 Stat. 1524), or who may be detailed to
active duty with the Regular Army under the provisions of the Act
of August 30, 1935 (10 U. S. C. 369a): Provided, That the pay and
allowances of such additional officers and nurses of the Medical
Reserve Corps as are required to supplement the like officers and
nurses of the Regular Army in the care of beneficiaries of the United
States Veterans' Administration treated in Army hospitals may be
paid from the funds allotted to the War Department by that Admin-
istration under existing law.

CITIZENS' MILITARY TRAINING

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

For the procurement, maintenance, and issue, under such regula-
tions as may be prescribed by the Secretary of War, to institutions at
which one or more units of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps are
maintained, of such public animals, means of transportation, supplies,
tentage, equipment, and uniforms as he may deem necessary, includ-
ing cleaning and laundering of uniforms and clothing at camps; and
to forage, at the expense of the United States, public animals so
issued, and to pay commutation in lieu of uniforms at a rate to be
fixed annually by the Secretary of War; for transporting said
animals and other authorized supplies and equipment from place of
issue to the several institutions and training camps and return of
same to place of issue when necessary; for purchase of training
manuals, including Government publications and blank forms; for
the establishment and maintenance of camps for the further practical'
instruction of the members of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps,
and for transporting members of such corps to and from such camps,
and to subsist them while traveling to and from such camps and
while remaining therein so far as appropriations will permit, or, in
lieu of transporting them to and from such camps and subsisting
them while en route, to pay them travel allowance at the rate of 5
cents per mile for the distance by the shortest usually traveled route
from the places from which they are authorized to proceed to the
camp and for the return travel thereto, and to pay the return travel
pay in advance of the actual performance of the travel; for expenses
incident to the use, including upkeep and depreciation costs, of sup-
plies, equipment, and materiel furnished in accordance with law
from stocks under the control of the War Department; for pay for
students attending advanced camps at the rate prescribed for soldiers
of the seventh grade of the Regular Army; for the payment of com-
mutation of subsistence to members of the senior division of the
Reserve Officers' Training Corps, at a rate not exceeding the cost of
the garrison ration prescribed for the Army, as authorized in the
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the pay, allowances, or traveling expenses of any officer or enlisted 
man of the Reserve Corps who may surrender said pension, disability 
allowance, disability compensation, or retired pay for the period of 
his active duty in the Reserve Corps. 
No appropriation made in this Act shall be expended for the pay 

of a Reserve officer on active duty for a longer period than fifteen 
days, except such as may be detailed for duty with the War Depart-
ment General Staff under section 3a and section 5 (b) of the National 
Defense Act, as amended (10 U. S. C. 26, 37), or who may be detailed 
for courses of instruction at the general or special service schools of 
the Army, or to Corps Area staff schools, or for duty as instructors 
at civilian military training camps, appropriated for in this Act, 
or for duty with the Air Corps, under the provisions of section 1 of 
the Act of June 16, 1936 (49 Stat. 1524), or who may be detailed to 
active duty with the Regular Army under the provisions of the Act 
of August 30, 1935 (10 U. S. C. 369a) : Provided, That the pay and 
allowances of such additional officers and nurses of the Medical 
Reserve Corps as are required to supplement the like officers and 
nurses of the Regular Army in the care of beneficiaries of the United 
States Veterans' Administration treated in Army hospitals may be 
paid from the funds allotted to the War Department by that Admin-
istration under existing law. 

CITIZENS' MILITARY TRAINING 

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING °ours 

For the procurement, maintenance, and issue under such regula-
tions as may be prescribed by the Secretary of War, to institutions at 
which one or more units of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps are 
maintained, of such public animals, means of transportation, supplies, 
tentage, equipment, and uniforms as he may deem necessary, includ-
ing cleaning and laundering of uniforms and clothing at camps • and 
to forage at the expense of the United States, public animals so 
issued, and to pay commutation in lieu of uniforms at a rate to be 
fixed annually by the Secretary of War; for transporting said 
animals and other authorized supplies and equipment from place of 
issue to the several institutions and training camps and return of 
same to place of issue when necessary; for purchase of training 
manuals, including Government publications and blank forms; for 
the establishment and maintenance of camps for the further practical' 
instruction of the members of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps, 
and for transporting members of such corps to and from such camps, 
and to subsist them while traveling to and from such camps and 
while remaining therein so far as appropriations will permit, or, in 
lieu of transporting them to and from such camps and subsisting 
them while en route to pay them travel allowance at the rate of 5 
cents per mile for the distance by the shortest usually traveled route 
from the places from which they are authorized to proceed to the 
camp and for the return travel thereto, and to pay the return travel 
pay in advance of the actual performance of the travel; for expenses 
incident to the use, including upkeep and depreciation costs, of sup-
plies, equipment, and materiel furnished in accordance with law 
from stocks under the control of the War Department; for pay for 
students attending advanced camps at the rate prescribed for soldiers 
of the seventh grade of the Regular Army; for the payment of com-
mutation of subsistence to members of the senior division of the 
Reserve Officers' Training Corps, at a rate not exceeding the cost of 
the garrison ration prescribed for the Army, as authorized in the 
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41 Stat. 779.
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Act approved June 3, 1916, as amended by the Act approved June 4,
1920 (10 U. S. C. 387); for the medical and hospital treatment of
members of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps, who suffer personal
injury or contract disease in line of duty, and for other expenses in
connection therewith, including pay and allowances, subsistence,
transportation, and burial expenses, as authorized by the Act of
June 15, 1936 (49 Stat. 1507); for mileage, traveling expenses, or
transportation, for transportation of dependents, and for packing
and transportation of baggage, as authorized by law, for officers,
warrant officers, and enlisted men of the Regular Army traveling on
duty pertaining to or on detail to or relief from duty with the Reserve
Officers' Training Corps; for the purchase, maintenance, repair, and
operation of motor vehicles, including station wagons, $4,964,544, of
which amount $400,000 shall be available immediately: Provided,
That the Secretary of War is authorized to issue, without charge, in
lieu of purchase, for the use of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps,
so many horses now belonging to the Regular Army as he may con-
sider desirable: Provided, That uniforms and other equipment or
material issued to the Reserve Officers' Training Corps in accordance
with law shall be furnished from surplus stocks of the War Depart-
ment without payment from this appropriation, except for actual
expense incurred in the manufacture or issue: Provided further That
in no case shall the amount paid from this appropriation for uniforms,
equipment, or material furnished to the Reserve Officers' Training

orps from stocks under the control of the War Department be in
excess of the price current at the time the issue is made: Provided
further, That none of the funds appropriated in this Act shall be used
for the organization or maintenance of an additional number of
mounted, motor transport, or tank units in the Reserve Officers' Train-
ing Corps in excess of the number in existence on January 1, 1928:
Provided further, That none of the funds appropriated in this Act
shall be available for any expense on account of any student in Air
Corps, Dental Corps, or Veterinary units not a member of such units
on May 5, 1932, but such stoppage of further enrollments shall not
interfere with the maintenance of existing units: Provided further,
That none of the funds appropriated elsewhere in this Act, except for
printing and binding and pay and allowances of officers and enlisted
men of the Regular Army, shall be used for expenses in connection
with the Reserve Officers' Training Corps.

MILITARY SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT FOR SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES

For the procurement and issue as provided in section 55c of the
Act approved June 4, 1920 (10 U. S. C. 1180), and in section 1225,
Revised Statutes, as amended, under such regulations as may be pre-
scribed by the Secretary of War, to schools and colleges, other than
those provided for in section 40 of the Act above referred to, of such
arms, tentage, and equipment, and of ammunition, targets, and target
materials, including the transporting of same, and the overhauling
and repair of articles issued, as the Secretary of War shall deem
necessary for proper military training in said schools and colleges,
$8,900.

CITIZENS' MILITARY TRAINING CAMPS

For furnishing, at the expense of the United States, to warrant
officers, enlisted men, and civilians attending training camps main-
tained under the provisions of section 47d of the National Defense
Act of June 3 1916, as amended (10 U. S. C. 442), uniforms includ-
ing altering, fitting, washing, and cleaning when necessary, subsist-
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Act approved June 3, 1916, as amended by the Act approved June 4, 
1920 (10 U. S. C. 387) ; for the medical and hospital treatment of 
members of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps, who suffer personal 
injury or contract disease in line of duty, and for other expenses in 
connection therewith, including pay and allowances, subsistence, 
transportation, and burial expenses, as authorized by the Act of 
June 15, 1936 (49 Stat. 1507) ; for mileage, traveling expenses, or 
transportation, for transportation of dependents, and for packing 
and transportation of baggage, as authorized by law, for officers, 
warrant officers, and enlisted men of the Regular Army traveling on 
duty pertaining to or on detail to or relief from duty with the Reserve 
Officers' Training Corps; for the purchase, maintenance, repair, and 
operation of motor vehicles, including station wagons, $4,964,544, of 
which amount $400,000 shall be available immediately: Provided, 
That the Secretary of War is authorized to issue, without charge, in 
lieu of purchase, for the use of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps, 
so many horses now belonging to the Regular Army as he may con-
sider desirable: Provided, That uniforms and other equipment or 
material issued to the Reserve Officers' Training Corps in accordance 
with law shall be furnished from surplus stocks of the War Depart-
ment without payment from this appropriation, except for actual 
expense incurred in the manufacture or issue: Provided further, That 
in no case shall the amount paid from this appropriation for uniforms, 
equipment, or material furnished to the Reserve Officers' Training 
Corps from stocks under the control of the War Department be in 
excess of the price current at the time the issue is made: Provided 
further, That none of the funds appropriated in this Act shall be used 
for the organization or maintenance of an additional number of 
mounted, motor transport, or tank units in the Reserve Officers' Train-
ing Corps in excess of the number in existence on January 1, 1928: 
Provided further, That none of the funds appropriated in this Act 
shall be available for any expense on account of any student in Air 
Corps, Dental Corps, or Veterinary units not a member of such units 
on May 5, 1932, but such stoppage of further enrollments shall not 
interfere with the maintenance of existing units: Provided further, 
That none of the funds appropriated elsewhere in this Act, except for 
printing and binding and pay and allowances of officers and enlisted 
men of the Regular Army, shall be used for expenses in connection 
with the Reserve Officers' Training Corps. 

MILITARY SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT FOR SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES 

For the procurement and issue as provided in section 55c of the 
Act approved June 4, 1920 (10 U. S. C. 1180), and in section 1225, 
Revised Statutes, as amended, under such regulations as may be pre-
scribed by the Secretary of War, to schools and colleges, other than 
those provided for in section 40 of the Act above referred to, of such 
arms, tentage, and equipment, and of ammunition, targets, and target 
materials, including the transporting of same, and the overhauling 
and repair of articles issued, as the Secretary of War shall deem 
necessary for proper military training in said schools and colleges, 
$8,900. 

CITIZENS' MILITARY TRAINING CAMPS 

For furnishing, at the expense of the United States, to warrant 
officers, enlisted men, and civilians attending training camps main-
tained under the provisions of section 47d of the National Defense 
Act of June 3, 1916, as amended (10 S. C. 442), uniforms includ-
ing altering, fitting, washing, and cleaning when necessary, subsist-
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ence, or subsistence allowances and transportation, or transportation
allowances, as prescribed in said section 47d, as amended; for such
expenditures as are authorized by said section 47d as may be neces-
sary for the establishment and maintenance of said camps, including
recruiting and advertising therefor, and the cost of maintenance,
repair, and operation of passenger-carrying vehicles; for expenses
incident to the use, including upkeep and depreciation costs, of sup-
plies, equipment, and materiel furnished in accordance with law from
stocks under the control of the War Department; for gymnasium
and athletic supplies (not exceeding $20,000) ; for mileage, reim-
bursement of traveling expenses, or allowance in lieu thereof as
authorized by law, for officers of the Regular Army and Organized
Reserves, and for the travel expenses of enlisted men of the Regular
Army, traveling on duty in connection with citizens' military training
camps; for purchase of training manuals, including Government pub-
lications and blank forms; for medical and hospital treatment of
members of the citizens' military training camps, who suffer personal
injury or contract disease in line of duty, and for other expenses in
connection therewith, including subsistence, transportation, and
burial expenses, as authorized by the Act of June 15, 1936 (49 Stat.
1507); in all, $2,275,000, of which $200,000 shall be immediately
available: Provided, That the funds herein appropriated shall not
be used for the training of any person in the first year or lowest course
who shall have reached his twenty-fourth birthday before the date of
enrollment: Provided further, That none of the funds appropriated
elsewhere in this Act except for printing and binding and for pay
and allowances of officers and enlisted men of the Regular Army shall
be used for expenses in connection with citizens' military training
camps: Provided further, That uniforms and other equipment or
materiel furnished in accordance with law for use at citizens' military
training camps shall be furnished from surplus stocks of the War
Department without payment from this appropriation, except for
actual expense incurred in the manufacture or issue: Provided fur-
ther, That in no case shall the amount paid from this appropria-
tion for uniforms, equipment, or matAriel furnished in accordance
with law for use at citizens' military training camps fron stocks under
the control of the War Department be in excess of the price current
at the time the issue is made.

NATIONAL BOARD FOR PROIMOTION OF RIFLE PRACTICE, ARMY

Promotion of rifle practice: For construction, equipment, and main-
tenance of rifle ranges, the instruction of citizens in marksmanship,
and promotion of practice in the use of rifled arms; for arms, ammu-
nition, targets, and other accessories for target practice, for issue and
sale in accordance with rules and regulations prescribed by the
National Board for the Promotion of Rifle Practice and approved by
the Secretary of War; for clerical services, including not exceeding
$25,000 in the District of Columbia; for procurement of materials,
supplies, trophies, prizes, badges, and services, as authorized in sec-
tion 113, Act of June 3,1916, and in War Department Appropriation
Act of June 7, 1924; for the conduct of the National Matches, includ-
ing incidental travel of rifle teams and of individuals and of Marine
Corps and other detachments required in the operation of the matches;
and for maintenance of the National Board for the Promotion of
Rifle Practice, including not to exceed $7,500 for its incidental
expenses as authorized by Act of May 28, 1928; to be expended under
the direction of the Secretary of War, $645,656.

Vehicles, mainte.
nance, etc.

Purchase of training
manuals.

Medical and hospi-
tal treatment.

Burials.
49 Stat. 1507.
10 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, §§ 455a-455d.
Procisos.
Age limitation.

Restriction on use of
other funds.

Uniforms, etc., from
Army surplus stock.

Current price not to
be exceeded.

Promotion of rifle
practice.

Instruction ex-
penses, etc.

Post, p. 997.

Supplies, etc.

39 Stat. 211; 43 Stat.
510.

32 U. S. C. §§ 183,
186, 181.

45 Stat. 786.
32 U. S. C. i§ 181a-

181c; Supp. IV, §181b.
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ence, or subsistence allowances and transportation, or transportation 
allowances, as prescribed in said section 47d, as amended; for such 
expenditures as are authorized by said section 47d as may be neces-
sary for the establishment and maintenance of said camps, including 
recruiting and advertising therefor, and the cost of maintenance, 
repair, and operation of passenger-carrying vehicles; for expenses 
incident to the use, including upkeep and depreciation costs, of sup-
plies, equipment, and materiel furnished in accordance with law from 
stocks under the control of the War Department; for gymnasium 
and athletic supplies (not exceeding $20,000) ; for mileage, reim-
bursement of traveling expenses, or allowance in lieu thereof as 
authorized by law, for officers of the Regular Army and Organized 
Reserves, and for the travel expenses of enlisted men of the Regular 
Army, traveling on duty in connection with citizens' military training 
camps; for purchase of training manuals, including Government pub-
lications and blank forms; for medical and hospital treatment of 
members of the citizens' military training camps, who suffer personal 
injury or contract disease in line of duty, and for other expenses in 
connection therewith, including subsistence, transportation, and 
burial expenses, as authorized by the Act of June 15, 1936 (49 Stat. 
1507) ; in all, $2,275,000, of which $200,000 shall be immediately 
available: Provided, That the funds herein appropriated shall not 
be used for the training of any person in the first year or lowest course 
who shall have reached his twenty-fourth birthday before the date of 
enrollment: Provided further, That none of the funds appropriated 
elsewhere in this Act except for printing and binding and for pay 
and allowances of officers and enlisted men of the Regular Army shall 
be used for expenses in connection with citizens' military training 
camps: Provided further, That uniforms and other equipment or 
materiel furnished in accordance with law for use at citizens' military 
training camps shall be furnished from surplus stocks of the War 
Department without payment from this appropriation, except for 
actual expense incurred in the manufacture or issue: Provided fur-
ther, That in no case shall the amount paid from this appropria-
tion for uniforms, equipment, or materiel furnished in accordance 
with law for use at citizens' military training camps from stocks under 
the control of the War Department be in excess of the price current 
at the time the issue is made. 

NATIONAL BOARD FOR PROMOTION or RIFLE PRACTICE, ARMY 

Promotion of rifle practice: For construction, equipment, and main-
tenance of rifle ranges, the instruction of citizens in marksmanship, 
and promotion of practice in the use of rifled arms; for arms, ammu-
nition, targets, and other accessories for target practice, for issue and 
sale in accordance with rules and regulations prescribed by the 
National Board for the Promotion of Rifle Practice and approved by 
the Secretary of War; for clerical services, including not exceeding 
$25,000 in the District of Columbia; for procurement of materials, 
supplies, trophies, prizes, badges, and services, as authorized in sec-
tion 113, Act of June 3, 1916, and in War Department Appropriation 
Act of June 7, 1924; for the conduct of the National Matches, includ-
ing incidental travel of rifle teams and of individuals and of Marine 
Corps and other detachments required in the operation of the matches; 
and for maintenance of the National Board for the Promotion of 
Rifle Practice, including not to exceed $7,500 for its incidental 
expenses as authorized by Act of May 28, 1928; to be expended under 
the direction of the Secretary of War, $645,656. 
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No pay to officer,
etc., using time-meas-
uring device.

Limitation on cash
rewards.

Private use of Gov-
ernment vehicles.

Limitation on use of
funds for post ex-
changes.

Provisos.
Report required.

Isolated posts.

Short title.

April 26, 1930
[S.828]

[Public, No. 45]

Navy.

50 Stat. 544.

Auxiliary vessels,
acquisition and con-
version or construc-
tion of certain, au-
thorized.

Types.

No part of the appropriations made in this Act shall be available
for the salary or pay of any officer, manager, superintendent, fore-
man, or other person having charge of the work of any employee of
the United States Government while making or causing to be made
with a stop watch, or other time-measuring device, a time study of
any job of any such employee between the starting and completion
thereof, or of the movements of any such employee while engaged
upon such work; nor shall any part of the appropriations made in
this Act be available to pay any premiums or bonus or cash reward to
any employee in addition to his regular wages, except for suggestions
resulting in improvements or economy in the operation of any Gov-
ernment plant.

SEC. 2. No part of any money appropriated by this Act shall be
used for maintaining, driving, or operating any Government-owned
motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicle assigned for the exclusive
use of persons other than the Secretary of War and medical officers
on out-patient medical service.

SEC. 3. No part of any appropriation made by this Act shall be used
in any way to pay any expense in connection with the conduct, opera-
tion, or management of any post exchange, branch exchange, or sub-
exchange within any State, Territory, or the District of Columbia,
save and except for real assistance and convenience to military per-
sonnel and civilians employed or serving at military posts and to
retired enlisted naval personnel in supplying them with articles of
small personal needs, not similar to those furnished by the Govern-
ment: Provided, That the commanding officer of the post at which
any such exchange is situated shall certify on the monthly report of
the post exchange council that such exchange was, during the period
covered by such report, operated in compliance with this section:
Provided further, That at posts isolated from a convenient market the
Secretary of War may broaden the nature of the articles to be sold.

SEc. 4. This Act may be cited as the "Military Appropriation Act,
1940".

Approved, April 26, 1939.

[CHAPTER 89]
AN ACT

To permit the President to acquire and convert, as well as to construct, certain
auxiliary vessels for the Navy.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 of
the Act entitled "An Act to authorize the construction of certain
auxiliary vessels for the Navy", approved July 30, 1937 (50 Stat.
544), is hereby amended by inserting after the word "authorized",
in the fifth line thereof, the words 'to acquire and convert or", so
that the said section as amended will read as follows:

"That for the purpose of furnishing or replacing auxiliary vessels
urgently necessary for the proper maintenance and operation of the
Navy, the President of the United States is hereby authorized to
acquire and convert or to undertake the construction of about thirty-
six thousand and fifty tons (light displacement tonnage) of such
auxiliary vessels as follows, at a total cost for all vessels of not more
than $50,000,000;

"(a) One seaplane tender of about eight thousand three hundred
tons,

"(b) One destroyer tender of about nine thousand tons;
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No part of the appropriations made in this Act shall be available 
for the salary or pay of any officer, manager, superintendent, fore-
man, or other person having charge of the work of any employee of 
the United States Government while making or causing to be made 
with a stop watch, or other time-measuring device, a time study of 
any job of any such employee between the starting and completion 
thereof, or of the movements of any such employee while engaged 
upon such work; nor shall any part of the appropriations made in 
this Act be available to pay any premiums or bonus or cash reward to 
any employee in addition to his regular wages, except for suggestions 
resulting in improvements or economy in the operation of any Gov-
ernment plant. 
SEC. 2. No part of any money appropriated by this Act shall be 

used for maintaining, driving, or operating any Government-owned 
motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicle assigned for the exclusive 
use of persons other than the Secretary of War and medical officers 
on out-patient medical service. 
SEC. 3. No part of any appropriation made by this Act shall be used 

i in any way to pay any expense n connection with the conduct, opera-
tion, or management of any post exchange, branch exchange, or sub-
exchange within any State, Territory, or the District of Columbia, 
save and except for real assistance and convenience to military per-
sonnel and civilians employed or serving at military posts and to 
retired enlisted naval personnel in supplying them with articles of 
small personal needs, not similar to those furnished by the Govern-
ment: Provided, That the commanding officer of the post at which 
any such exchange is situated shall certify on the monthly report of 
the post exchange council that such exchange was, during the period 
covered by such report, operated in compliance with this section: 
Provided further, That at posts isolated from a convenient market the 
Secretary of War may broaden the nature of the articles to be sold. 
SEC. 4. This Act may be cited as the "Military Appropriation Act, 

1940". 
Approved, April 26, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 891 
AN ACT 

To permit the President to acquire and convert, as well as to construct, certain 
auxiliary vessels for the Navy. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 of 
the Act entitled "An Act to authorize the construction of certain 
auxiliary vessels for the Navy", approved July 30, 1937 (50 Stat. 
544), is hereby amended by inserting after the word "authorized", 
in the fifth line thereof, the words "to acquire and convert or", so 
that the said section as amended will read as follows: 
"That for the purpose of furnishing or replacing auxiliary vessels 

urgently necessary for the proper maintenance and operation of the 
Navy, the President of the United States is hereby authorized to 
acquire and convert or to undertake the construction of about thirty-
six thousand and fifty tons (light displacement tonnage) of such 
auxiliary vessels as follows, at a total cost for all vessels of not more 
than $50,000,000; 
"(a) One seaplane tender of about eight thousand three hundred 

tons; 
"(13) One destroyer tender of about nine thousand tons; 
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"(c) One mine sweeper of about six hundred tons;
"(d) One submarine tender of about nine thousand tons;
"(e) One fleet tug of about one thousand one hundred and fifty

tons; and
"(f) One oil tanker of about eight thousand tons."
SEC. 2. Sums heretofore or hereafter appropriated or made avail-

able for the commencement or for the construction and machinery,
and armor, armament, and ammunition of auxiliary vessels for the
Navy shall be held and considered to be available either for the
acquisition and conversion or for the construction of such vessels.

SEC. 3. The Act entitled "An Act making appropriations to supply
deficiencies in certain appropriations for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1937, and for prior fiscal years, to provide supplemental
appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1938, and for other
purposes" (50 Stat. 755), is hereby amended by deleting therefrom,
at page 768, the words and the cost of either shall not exceed the
estimated cost thereof set forth on pages 524 and 525 of the hearings
of the House Committee on Appropriations on the Third Deficiency
Appropriation Bill for the fiscal year 1937": Provided, That nothing
herein contained shall be construed as increasing the limit of the
total cost of $50,000,000 imposed by the Act of July 30, 1937, on
the auxiliary vessels authorized therein.

Approved, April 26, 1939.

[CHAPTER 90]
AN ACT

To provide for the establishment of a Coast Guard station on the east coast of the
Keweenaw Peninsula, Michigan.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized to establish a Coast
Guard station on the east coast of the Keweenaw Peninsula, Mich-
igan, at such point as the Commandant of the Coast Guard may
recommend.

Approved, April 26, 1939.

[CHAPTER 91]
AN ACT

Granting the consent of Congress to the city of Youngstown, Ohio, to construct,
maintain, and operate a free highway bridge across the Mahoning River at or
near Marshall Street, Youngstown, Ohio.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent of
Congress is hereby granted to the city of Youngstown, Ohio, to con-
struct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge, and approaches
thereto, across the Mahoning River, at a point suitable to the interests
of navigation, at or near Marshall Street, Youngstown, Mahoning
County, Ohio, in accordance with the provisions of an Act entitled
"An Act to regulate the construction of bridges and other structures
over navigable waters", approved March 23, 1906, and subject to the
conditions and limitations contained in this Act.

SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, April 26, 1939.
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"(c) One mine sweeper of about six hundred tons; 
" (d) One submarine tender of about nine thousand tons; 
"(e) One fleet tug of about one thousand one hundred and fifty 

tons; and 
"(f) One oil tanker of about eight thousand tons." 
SEC. 2. Sums heretofore or hereafter appropriated or made avail-

able for the commencement or for the construction and machinery, 
and armor, armament, and ammunition of auxiliary vessels for the 
Navy shall be held and considered to be available either for the 
acquisition and conversion or for the construction of such vessels. 
SEC. 3. The Act entitled "An Act making appropriations to supply 

deficiencies in certain appropriations for the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1937, and for prior fiscal years, to provide supplemental 
appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1938, and for other 
purposes" (50 Stat. 755), is hereby amended by deleting therefrom, 
at page 768, the words "and the cost of either shall not exceed the 
estimated cost thereof set forth on pages 524 and 525 of the hearings 
of the House Committee on Appropriations on the Third Deficiency 
Appropriation Bill for the fiscal year 1937"; Provided, That nothing 
herein contained shall be construed as increasing the limit of the 
total cost of $50,000,000 imposed by the Act of July 30, 1937, on 
the auxiliary vessels authorized therein. 
Approved, April 26, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 90] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the establishment of a Coast Guard station on the east coast of the 
Keweenaw Peninsula, Michigan. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized to establish a Coast 
Guard station on the east coast of the Keweenaw Peninsula, Mich-
igan, at such point as the Commandant of the Coast Guard may 
recommend. 
Approved, April 26, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 91] 

Sums available; 
usage. 

Certain cost provi-
sions deleted. 

50 Stat. 768. 
Post, p. 1551. 

Proviso. 
Limit of cost not to 

be increased. 
50 Stat. 544. 

April 26, 1939 
[H. R.899] 

[Public, No. 46] 

Keweenaw Penin-
sula, Mich. 
Establishment of 

Coast Guard station 
on east coast. 

AN ACT 
April 26, 1939 

Granting the consent of Congress to the city of Youngstown, Ohio, to construct,  [H. R. 1661]  
maintain, and operate a free highway bridge across the Mahoning River at or [Public, No. 471 

near Marshall Street, Youngstown, Ohio. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent of 
Congress is hereby granted to the city of Youngstown, Ohio, to con-
struct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge, and approaches 
thereto, across the Mahoning River, at a point suitable to the interests 
of navigation, at or near Marshall Street, Youngstown, Mahoning 
County, Ohio, in accordance with the provisions of an Act entitled 
"An Act to regulate the construction of bridges and other structures 
over navigable waters", approved March 23, 1906, and subject to the 
conditions and limitations contained in this Act. 
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, April 26, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 92]
ANT AVIT

[53 STAT.

April 26, 1939
[H. R. 1776] To provide for the assignment of medical officers of the Public Health Service

[Public, No. 48] for duty on vessels of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, and for other purposes.
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April 26, 1939
[H. R. 1962]

[Public, No. 49]

Mahoning River.
Bridge authorized

across, at Youngs-
town, Ohio.

34 Stat. 84.
33 U. S. C. §§491-

498.
Amendment.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That upon the
request of the Secretary of Commerce, the Secretary of the Treasury
may detail medical officers of the United States Public Health
Service for duty on vessels of the United States Coast and Geodetic
Survey and when so detailed the pay, allowances, and traveling
expenses of these officers shall be reimbursed to applicable Public
Health Service appropriations.

SEC. 2. Under such regulations as may be prescribed by the Presi-
dent, upon the recommendation of the Surgeon General with the
approval of the Secretary of the Treasury and the Secretary of
Commerce, all commissioned officers, ships' officers and members of
the crews of the vessels of the United States Coast and Geodetic
Survey, including those on shore duty and those on detached duty,
whether on active duty or retired, and all dependent members of
families of such personnel shall be entitled to medical, surgical, and
dental treatment and hospitalization by the United States Public
Health Service in the same manner and to the same extent as are
now or may hereafter be provided by law and regulations for officers
and enlisted men of the United States Coast Guard and their depend-
ents. Collections of the Public Health Service for the hospitaliza-
tion of such dependent members of families shall be credited to the
applicable appropriation for the operation of marine hospitals and
relief stations.

Approved, April 26, 1939.

[CHAPTER 93]
AN ACT

Granting the consent of Congress to the city of Youngstown, Ohio, to construct,
maintain, and operate a free highway bridge across the Mahoning River at or
near Cedar Street, Youngstown, Ohio.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent
of Congress is hereby granted to the city of Youngstown, Ohio,
to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge, and
approaches thereto, across the Mahoning River, at a point suitable to
the interests of navigation, at or near Cedar Street, Youngstown,
Mahoning County, Ohio, in accordance with the provisions of an Act
entitled "An Act to regulate the construction of bridges and other
structures over navigable waters", approved March 23, 1906, and
subject to the conditions and limitations contained in this Act.

SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, April 26, 1939.
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[Public, No. 48] 

[CHAPTER 92] 
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April 26, 1939 
[H. R.1962] 

[Public, No. 49] 

Mahoning River. 
Bridge authorized 

across, at Youngs-
town, Ohio. 

34 Stat. 84. 
33 U. S. C. §f 491-

498. 
Amendment. 

AN ACT 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That upon the 
request of the Secretary of Commerce, the Secretary of the Treasury 
may detail medical officers of the United States Public Health 
Service for duty on vessels of the United States Coast and Geodetic 
Survey and when so detailed the pay, allowances, and traveling 
expenses of these officers shall be reimbursed to applicable Public 
Health Service appropriations. 
SEC. 2. Under such regulations as may be prescribed by the Presi-

dent, upon the recommendation of the Surgeon General with the 
approval of the Secretary of the Treasury and the Secretary of 
Commerce, all commissioned officers, ships' officers and members of 
the crews of the vessels of the United States Coast and Geodetic 
Survey, including those on shore duty and those on detached duty, 
whether on active duty or retired, and all dependent members of 
families of such personnel shall be entitled to medical, surgical, and 
dental treatment and hospitalization by the United States Public 
Health Service in the same manner and to the same extent as are 
now or may hereafter be provided by law and regulations for officers 
and enlisted men of the United States Coast Guard and their depend-
ents. Collections of the Public Health Service for the hospitaliza-
tion of such dependent members of families shall be credited to the 
applicable appropriation for the operation of marine hospitals and 
relief stations. 
Approved, April 26, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 93] 
AN ACT 

Granting the consent of Congress to the city of Youngstown, Ohio, to construct, 
maintain, and operate a free highway bridge across the Mahoning River at or 
near Cedar Street, Youngstown, Ohio. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent 
of Congress is hereby granted to the city of Youngstown, Ohio, 
to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge, and 
approaches thereto, across the Mahoning River, at a point suitable to 
the interests of navigation, at or near Cedar Street, Youngstown, 
Mahoning County, Ohio, in accordance with the provisions of an Act 
entitled "An Act to regulate the construction of bridges and other 
structures over navigable waters", approved March 23, 1906, and 
subject to the conditions and limitations contained in this Act. 

SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 
expressly reserved. 
Approved, April 26, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 94]
AN ACT

Granting the consent of Congress to Westmoreland County in the State of Penn-
sylvania to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway intiercounty bridge
and approaches across the Allegheny River, connecting Valley Camp in West-
moreland County and East Deer Township in Allegheny County, to connect
State Highway Routes Numbered 28 and 56.
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April 26, 1939
[H. R. 2635]

[Public, No. 50]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent of Allegheny RiBridge antd
Congress is hereby granted to Westmoreland County in the State of across, betweer
Pennsylvania to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway gheny Counatie
bridge and approaches thereto across the Allegheny River, at a point Location.

suitable to the interests of navigation, connecting Valley Camp in
Westmoreland County and East Deer Township in Allegheny County,
to connect State Highway Routes Numbered 28, which runs from
East Pittsburgh to Tarentum, East Deer Township, Allegheny
County, and Numbered 56 (Freeport Road), Lower Burrell Town-
ship, Westmoreland County, in accordance with the provisions of the
Act entitled "An Act to regulate the construction of bridges over 34 Stat. 84.

33 U. S. C.navigable waters", approved March 23, 1906, and subject to the con- 49s. S
ditions and limitations contained in this Act.

SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby Amendment.
expressly reserved.

Approved, April 26, 1939.
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[CHAPTER 95]
AN ACT

April 26, 1939
To extend the times for commencing and completing the construction of a bridge [H. R. 2661]

across the Saint Lawrence River at or near Ogdensburg, New York. [Public, No. 51]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the times for sB

aint Lawrence
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge across the Time extended for
Saint Lawrence River at or near Ogdensburg, New York, authorized burdgi'Yat Ogd ens-
to be built by the Saint Lawrence Bridge Commission and its suc-
cessors and assigns, by an Act of Congress approved June 14, 1933, 48 Stat. 141 927; 49Stat. 301, 1202; 50 Stat.
and heretofore extended by Acts of Congress approved June 8, 1934, 631.

May 28, 1935, April 11, 1936, and August 12, 1937, are hereby further
extended one and three years, respectively, from the date of approval
of this Act.

SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby Amendment.
expressly reserved.

Approved, April 26, 1939.

[CHAPTER 96]
AN ACT

Authorizing the Department of Highways of the State of Ohio to construct,
maintain, and operate a free highway bridge across the Ottawa River at or
near the city of Toledo, State of Ohio.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to
facilitate interstate commerce, improve the postal service, and pro-
vide for military and other purposes, the Department of Highways
of the State of Ohio be, and is hereby, authorized to construct, main-
tain, and operate a free highway bridge and approaches thereto
across the Ottawa River, at a point suitable to the interests of navi-
gation, at or near the city of Toledo, in accordance with the provi-

April 26, 1939
[H. R.3225]

[Public, No. 521

Ottawa River.
Bridge authorized

across, near Toledo,
Ohio.
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[CHAPTER 94] 
AN ACT 

Granting the consent of Congress to Westmoreland County in the State of Penn-
sylvania to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway intvercounty bridge 
and approaches across the Allegheny River, connecting Valley Camp in West-
moreland County and East Deer Township in Allegheny County, to connect 
State Highway Routes Numbered 28 and 56. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent of 
Congress is hereby granted to Westmoreland County in the State of 
Pennsylvania to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway 
bridge and approaches thereto across the Allegheny River, at a point 
suitable to the interests of navigation, connecting Valley Camp in 
Westmoreland County and East Deer Township in Allegheny County, 
to connect State Highway Routes Numbered 28, which runs from 
East Pittsburgh to Tarentum, East Deer Township, Allegheny 
County, and Numbered 56' (Freeport Road), Lower Burrell Town-
ship, Westmoreland County, in accordance with the provisions of the 
Act entitled "An Act to regulate the construction of bridges over 
navigable waters", approved March 23, 1906, and subject to the con-
ditions and limitations contained in this Act. 
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, April 26, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 95] 
AN ACT 

To extend the times for commencing and completing the construction of a bridge 
across the Saint Lawrence River at or near Ogdensburg, New York. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the times for 
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge across the 
Saint Lawrence River at or near Ogdensburg, New York, authorized 
to be built by the Saint Lawrence Bridge Commission and its suc-
cessors and assigns, by an Act of Congress approved June 14, 1933, 
and heretofore extended by Acts of Congress approved June 8, 1934, 
May 28, 1935, April 11, 1936, and August 12, 1937, are hereby further 
extended one and three years, respectively, from the date of approval 
of this Act. 
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, April 26, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 96] 
AN ACT 

Authorizing the Department of Highways of the State of Ohio to construct, 
maintain, and operate a free highway bridge across the Ottawa River at or 
near the city of Toledo, State of Ohio. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to 
facilitate ititerstate commerce, improve the postal service, and pro-
vide for military and other purposes, the Deyartment of Highways 
of the State of Ohio be, and is hereby, authorized to construct, main-
tain, and operate a free highway bridge and approaches thereto 
across the Ottawa River, at a point suitable to the interests of navi-
gation, at or near the city of Toledo, in accordance with the provi-

April 26, 1939 
[H. It. 2635] 

[Public, No. 50] 

Allegheny River. 
Bridge authorized 

across, between West-
moreland and Alle-
gheny Counties, Pa. 

Location. 

34 Stat. 84. 
33 U. S. C. §§ 491-

498. 

Amendment. 

April 26, 1939 
[H. R. 2661] 

[Public, No. 51] 

Saint Lawrence 
River. 
Time extended for 

bridging, at Ogdens-
burg, N. Y. 

48 Stat. 141, 927; 49 
Stet. 301, 1202; 50 Stat. 
631. 

Amendment. 

April 26, 1939 
[H. R. 3225] 

[Public, No. 52] 

Ottawa River. 
Bridge authorized 

across, near Toledo, 
Ohio. 
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34 Stat. 84.
33 U. S. C. §§ 491-

498.
Right to acquire real

estate, etc.

Amendment.

sions of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the construction of
bridges over navigable waters", approved March 23, 1906, and subject
to the conditions and limitations contained in this Act.

SEC. 2. There is hereby conferred upon the Department of High-
ways of the State of Ohio all such rights and powers to enter upon
lands and to acquire, condemn, occupy, possess, and use real estate
and other property needed for the location, construction, operation.
and maintenance of such bridge and its approaches as are possessed
by railroad corporations for railroad purposes or by bridge corpora-
tions for bridge purposes in the State in which real estate or other
property is situated, upon making just compensation therefor, to be
ascertained and paid according to the laws of such State, and the
proceedings therefor shall be the same as in the condemnation or
expropriation of property for public purposes in such State.

SEC. 3. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, April 26, 1939.

[CHAPTER 97]

tr
t;

tt

e

st

11

April 26, 1939
[H. R.3234]

[Public, No. 531

AN ACT
To provide for the completion of the Navy and Marine Memorial.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Navy and Marine United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is author-
Appropriaton an- ized to be appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-

horized for comple- wise appropriated, the sum of $100,000, said sum to be expended asion of.
Designated exPendi- follows: Not to exceed $5,000 for architectural fees and full satisfac-
ures. tion of all obligations in connection with the original contract between

the Navy and Marine Memorial Association and the architect, and not
more than $44,384 for the design, professional services, disbursements,
materials, and in full satisfaction of all obligations in connection with
the original contract between the Navy and Marine Memorial Asso-
ciation and the sculptor, and the remainder, or so much thereof as may
be necessary, to be expended under the direction of the National Park
Service for the completion of the Navy and Marine Memorial, in
accordance with the official plans therefor as approved by the Fine

Use of green granite, Arts Commission, except that the contract proposal shall not exclude
Modification of any suitable green granite or stone appropriate for that use. The

tructura details. National Park Service is authorized to modify the structural details
if necessary, without deviating from the design.

Time imitation. SEC. 2. All contracts shallbe on condition that the work shall be
completed within one year from the passage of the Act.

pDrivea ndkanpg SEC. 3. The National Park Service is further authorized and
g. 'directed to provide adequate drives2 parking space, and landscaping

to provide for the enjoyment of this memorial by its visitors.
Approved, April 26, 1939.

April 26, 1939
[H. R. 34181

[Public, No. 64]

Cumberland River.
Bridge authorized

across, near Clees
Ferry, Tenn.

[CHAPTER 98]
AN ACT

Granting the consent of Congress to the Highway Department of Davidson
County, of the State of Tennessee, to construct a bridge across Cumberland
River, at a point approximately one and three-fourths miles below Clees Ferry,
connecting a belt-line highway in Davidson County, State of Tennessee, known
as the Old Hickory Boulevard.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent
of Congress is hereby granted to the Highway Department of David-
son County, of the State of Tennessee, and its successors and assigns,
to construct, maintain, and operate a bridge and approaches thereto
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34 Stat. 84. 
33 U. S. C. 5§ 491-

498. 
Right to acquire real 

estate, etc. 

Amendment. 

April 28, 1939 
[H. R.3234] 

[Public, No. 53] 

Navy and Marine 
Memorial. 
Appropriation au-

thorized for comple-
tion of. 
Designated expendi-

tures. 

Use of green granite, 
etc. 
Modification of 

structural details. 

Time limitation. 

Drives, parking 
space, and landscap-
ing. 

April 28, 1939 
[II. R. 3418] 

[Public, No. 54] 

Cumberland River. 
Bridge authorized 

across, near Clees 
Ferry, Tenn. 

sions of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the construction of 
bridges over navigable waters", approved March 23, 1906, and subject 
to the conditions and limitations contained in this Act. 
SEC. 2. There is hereby conferred upon the Department of High-

ways of the State of Ohio all such rights and powers to enter upon 
lands and to acquire, condemn, occupy, possess, and use real estate 
and other property needed for the location, construction, operation, 
and maintenance of such bridge and its approaches as are possessed 
by railroad corporations for railroad purposes or by bridge corpora-
tions for bridge purposes in the State in which real estate or other 
property is situated, upon making just compensation therefor, to be 
ascertained and paid according to the laws of such State, and the 
proceedings therefor shall be the same as in the condemnation or 
expropriation of property for public purposes in such State. 
SEC. 3. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, April 26, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 971 
AN ACT 

To provide for the completion of the Navy and Marine Memorial. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is author-
ized to be appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, the sum of $100,000, said sum to be expended as 
follows: Not to exceed $5,000 for architectural fees and full satisfac-
tion of all obligations in connection with the original contract between 
the Navy and Marine Memorial Association and the architect, and not 
more than $44,384 for the design, professional services, disbursements, 
materials, and in full satisfaction of all obligations in connection with 
the original contract between the Navy and Marine Memorial Asso-
ciation and the sculptor, and the remainder, or so much thereof as may 
be necessary, to be expended under the direction of the National Park 
Service for the completion of the Navy and Marine Memorial, in 
accordance with the official plans therefor as approved by the Fine 
Arts Commission, except that the contract proposal shall not exclude 
any suitable green granite or stone appropriate for that use. The 
National Park Service is authorized to modify the structural details 
if necessary, without deviating from the design. 
SEC. 2. All contracts shall be on condition that the work shall be 

completed within one year from the passage of the Act. 
SEC. 3. The National Park Service is further authorized and 

directed to provide adequate drives2 parking. space, and landscaping 
to provide for the enjoyment of this memorial by its visitors. 
Approved, April 26, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 98] 
AN ACT 

Granting the consent of Congress to the Highway Department of Davidson 
County, of the State of Tennessee, to construct a bridge across Cumberland 
River, at a point approximately one and three-fourths miles below Clees Ferry, 
connecting a belt-line highway in Davidson County, State of Tennessee, known 
as the Old Hickory Boulevard. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent 
of Congress is hereby granted to the Highway Department of David-
son County, of the State of Tennessee, and its successors and assigns, 
to construct, maintain, and operate a bridge and approaches thereto : 
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across the Cumberland River at a point suitable to the interests of
navigation, at a point approximately one and three-fourths miles
below Clees Ferry, connecting a belt-line highway in Davidson
County, State of Tennessee, known as the Old Hickory Boulevard,
in accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to
regulate the construction of bridges over navigable waters", approved
March 23, 1906.

SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, April 26, 1939.

[CHAPTER 99]
AN ACT

Granting the consent of Congress to the State Highway Commission of North
Carolina to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge across
Waccamaw River between Old Dock and Ash, North Carolina.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent
of Congress is hereby granted to the State Highway Commission of
North Carolina to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway
bridge and approaches thereto across Waccamaw River, at a point
suitable to the interests of navigation, between Old Dock and Ash,
in the counties of Columbus and Brunswick, State of North Carolina,
in accordance with the provisions of an Act entitled "An Act to
regulate the construction of bridges over navigable waters",
approved March 23, 1906.

SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, April 26, 1939.

[CHAPTER 100]
AN ACT

Granting the consent of Congress to the State of Indiana to construct, maintain,
and operate a free highway bridge across the Wabash River at or near Peru,
Indiana.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent of
Congress is hereby granted to the State of Indiana to construct, main-
tain, and operate a free highway bridge and approaches thereto
across the Wabash River, at a point suitable to the interests of navi-
gation, at or near Peru, Indiana, in accordance with the provisions of
an Act entitled "An Act to regulate the construction of bridges over
navigable waters", approved March 23, 1906.

SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, April 26, 1939.

[CHAPTER 101]
AN ACT

Granting the consent of Congress to the city of Warren, Ohio, to construct,
maintain, and operate a free footbridge over Mahoning River. near Stiles
Street Northwest, Warren, Ohio.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent
of Congress is hereby granted to the city of Warren, Ohio, to con-
struct, maintain, and operate a free footbridge, and approaches
thereto, across the Mahoning River, at a point suitable to the interests

623

Location.

34 Stat. 84.
33 U. S. C. §I 491-

498.

Amendment.

April 26, 1939
[H. R. 3589]

[Public, No. 55]

Waccamaw River.
Bridge authorized

across, between Old
Dock and Ash, N. C.

34 Stat. 84.
33 U. S. C. S§ 491-

498.

Amendment.

April 26, 1939
[H. R. 4243]

[Public, No. 56]

Wabash River.
Bridge authorized

across, near Peru, Ind.

34 Stat. 84.
33 U. S. C. § 491-

498.

Amendment.

April 26, 1939
[H. R. 44321

[Public, No. 57]

Mahoning River.
Footbridge author-

ized across, at Warren,
Ohio.
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across the Cumberland River at a point suitable to the interests of 
navigation, at a point approximately one and three-fourths miles 
below Clees Ferry, connecting a belt-line highway in Davidson 
County, State of Tennessee, known as the Old Hickory Boulevard, 
in accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to 
regulate the construction of bridges over navigable waters", approved 
March 23, 1906. 
SEC. 2. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, April 26, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 99] 
AN ACT 

Location. 

34 Stat. 84. 
33 U. S. C. §§ 491-

498. 

Amendment. 

April 26, 1939 
Granting the consent of Congress to the State Highway Commission of North  [ff. R. 3589]  

Carolina to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge across 
Waccamaw River between Old Dock and Ash, North Carolina. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent 
of Congress is hereby granted to the State Highway Commission of 
North Carolina to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway 
bridge and approaches thereto across Waccamaw River, at a point 
suitable to the interests of navigation, between Old Dock and Ash, 
in the counties of Columbus and Brunswick, State of North Carolina, 
in accordance with the provisions of an Act entitled "An Act to 
regulate the construction of bridges over navigable waters", 
approved March 23, 1906. 
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, April 26, 1939. 

[Public, No. 55] 

Waccamaw River. 
Bridge authorized 

across, between Old 
Dock and Ash, N. C. 

34 Stat. 84. 
33 U. S. C. §§ 491-

498. 

Amendment. 

[CHAPTER 100] 
AN ACT April 26, 1939 

[Public, No. 56] 
Granting the consent of Congress to the State of Indiana to construct, maintain,  [ I. R. 4243]  

and operate a free highway bridge across the Wabash River at or near Peru, 
Indiana. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent of 
Congress is hereby granted to the State of Indiana to construct, main-
tain, and operate a free highway bridge and approaches thereto 
across the Wabash River, at a point suitable to the interests of navi-
gation, at or near Peru, Indiana, in accordance with the provisions of 
an Act entitled "An Act to regulate the construction of .bridges over 
navigable waters", approved March 23, 1906. 
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, April 26, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 101] 
AN ACT 

Wabash River. 
Bridge authorized 

across, near Peru, Ind. 

34 Stat. 84. 
33 U. S. C. 491-

498. 

Amendment. 

April 26, 1939 
Granting the consent of Congress to the city of Warren, Ohio, to construct,  [H. R. 4432]  

maintain, and operate a free footbridge over Mahoning River, near Stiles 
Street Northwest, Warren, Ohio. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent 
of Congress is hereby granted to the city of Warren, Ohio, to con-
struct, maintain, and operate a free footbridge, and approaches 
thereto, across the Mahoning River, at a point suitable to the interests 

[Public, No. 571 

Mahoning River. 
Footbridge author-

ized across, at Warren, 
Ohio. 
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34 Stat. 84.
33 U. S. C. §§ 491-

498.
Amendment.

of navigation, at or near Stiles Street Northwest, Warren, Trumbull
County, Ohio, in accordance with the provisions of an Act entitled
"An Act to regulate the construction of bridges and other structures
over navigable waters", approved March 23, 1906, and subject to the
conditions and limitations contained in this Act.

SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, April 26, 1939.

[CHAPTER 102]

April 26, 1939
[H. R. 4527]

[Public, No. 58]

Mississippi River.
Time extended for

bridging, Rock Island,
Ill., to Davenport,
Iowa.

52 Stat. 110.

Amendment.

April 26, 1939
[H. R. 4830]

[Public, No. 59]

Simplification of ac-
counting.

50 Stat. 119.
31 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, 668a.
Payments for me-

tered services.

AN ACT

To extend the times for commencing and completing the construction of a bridge
across the Mississippi River at or near Rock Island, Illinois, to a place at or
near the city of Davenport, Iowa.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the times for
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge across the
Mississippi River at or near Rock Island, Illinois, to a place at or
near the city of Davenport, Iowa, authorized to be built by the city
of Rock Island, Illinois, or its assigns, by an Act of Congress
approved March 18, 1938, are hereby extended one and three years,
respectively, from the date of the approval of this Act.

SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, April 26, 1939.

[CHAPTER 103]
AN ACT

To amend the Act approved April 27, 1937, entitled "An Act to simplify
accounting."

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act
approved April 27, 1937 (Public, Numbered 57), is amended to read
as follows:

"Hereafter, in making payments for commodities or services the
quantity of which is determined by metered readings, such as gas,
electricity, water, steam, and the like, and for telephone services,
where the period covered by the charge begins in one fiscal year or
allotment period and ends in another, the entire amount of the pay-
ment may be regarded as a charge against the appropriation or
allotment current at the end of such period."

Approved, April 26, 1939.

[CHAPTER 104]
rITT R 7'.aT.TT'TrTin

April26, 1939 - .. ,,
[S. J. Res. 90] To amend the joint resolution approved June 16, 1938, entitled "Joint resolution

[Pub. Res., No. 12] to create a Temporary National Economic Committee."

Temporary Nation-
al Economic Commit-
tee, authorized appro-
priation increased.

52 Stat. 706.
Post, pp. 629, 984.

Allotments of cer-
tain funds increased.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That subsection (a) of
section 6 of the joint resolution entitled "Joint resolution to create a
Temporary National Economic Committee", approved June 16, 1938
is amended by striking out "$500,000" and inserting in lieu thereof
"$1,100,000".

SEC. 2. Subsection (b) of such section is amended by striking out
"$100,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "$220,000"; and by striking
out "$400,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "$880,000".

Approved, April 26, 1939.
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34 Stat. 84. 
33 U. 8. C. §§ 491-

498. 

Amendment. 

April 26, 1939 
[II. 11. 4527] 

[Public, No. 58] 

Mississippi River. 
Time extended for 

bridging, Rock Island, 
III., to Davenport. 
Iowa. 

52 Stat. 110. 

Amendment. 

April 26, 1939 
[H. R. 4830] 

[Public, No. 59] 

Simplification of ac-
counting. 

50 Stat. 119. 
31 C. S. C., Supp. 

IV, § 668a. 
Payments for me-

tered services. 

April 26, 1939 
[S. J. Res. 90] 

[Pub. Res., No. 12] 

Temporary Nation-
al Economic Commit-
tee, authorized appro-
priation increased. 

52 Stat. 706. 

Post, pp. 629, 984. 

Allotments of cer-
tain funds increased. 

of navigation, at or near Stiles Street Northwest, Warren, Trumbull 
County, Ohio, in accordance with the provisions of an Act entitled 
"An Act to regulate the construction of bridges and other structures 
over navigable waters", approved March 23, 1906, and subject to the 
conditions and limitations contained in this Act. 
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, April 26, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 102] 
AN ACT 

To extend the times for commencing and completing the construction of a bridge 
across the Mississippi River at or near Rock Island, Illinois, to a place at or 
near the city of Davenport, Iowa. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the times for 
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge across the 
Mississippi River at or near Rock Island, Illinois, to a place at or 
near the city of Davenport, Iowa, authorized to be built by the city 
of Rock Island, Illinois, or its assigns, by an Act of Congress 
approved March 18, 1938, are hereby extended one and three years, 
respectively, from the date of the approval of this Act. 
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, April 26, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 103] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Act approved April 27, 1937, entitled "An Act to simplify 
accounting." 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act 
approved April 27, 1937 (Public, Numbered 57), is amended to read 
as follows: 

"Hereafter, in making payments for commodities or services the 
quantity of which is determined by metered readings, such as gas, 
electricity, water, steam, and the like, and for telephone services, 
where the period covered by the charge begins in one fiscal year or 
allotment period and ends in another, the entire amount of the pay-
ment may be regarded as a charge against the appropriation or 
allotment current at the end of such period." 
Approved, April 26, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 164] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To amend the joint resolution approved June 16, 1938, entitled "Joint resolution 
to create a Temporary National Economic Committee." 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That subsection (a) of 
section 6 of the joint resolution entitled "Joint resolution to create a 
Temporary National Economic Committee", approved June 16, 1938, 
is amended by striking out "$500,000" and inserting in lieu thereof 
"$1,100,000". 
SEC. 2. Subsection (b) of such section is amended by striking out 

"$10(),000" and inserting in lieu thereof "$220,000"• and by striking 
out "$400,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "$880,000". 
Approved, April 26, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 106]
AN ACT

Relating to the importation of distilled spirits for consumption at the New York
World's Fair, 1939, and the Golden Gate International Exposition of 1939, and
to duties on certain articles to be exhibited at the New York World's Fair, 1939.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Federal
Alcohol Administration Act, as amended, shall not apply to the
importation, for the account of a foreign government, of distilled
spirits, wine, or malt beverages produced in its own country, for
on-premises consumption in the national pavilion restaurant of such
foreign government at the New York World's Fair, 1939, or at the
Golden Gate International Exposition of 1939; nor shall regulations
13 under the provisions of section 2871 of the Internal Revenue Code
apply to such importation, if such distilled spirits, wine, or malt bev-
erages are entered for customs purposes in the name of the duly
authorized representative of the national pavilion restaurant of the
foreign government responsible for the importation: Provided, That
the individual containers of all such distilled spirits, wine, or malt
beverages shall, prior to release from customs custody, have firmly
affixed thereto a label stating the country of origin of such beverages,
and bearing a statement to the effect that the same have been imported
solely for consumption at the New York World's Fair, 1939, or the
Golden Gate International Exposition of 1939, as the case may be:
Provided further, That the removal from the premises of any national
pavilion restaurant of any distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages
imported under the provisions of this Act for on-premises consump-
tion in such national pavilion is forbidden otherwise than for destruc-
tion or exportation under customs supervision, and in the event any
of the distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages so imported are not
consumed upon the premises of the national pavilion restaurant and
are removed from such premises for consumption or for sale or other
commercial purposes in the United States, such distilled spirits, wine,
and malt beverages so removed shall be seized and forfeited. All
distilled spirits, wine, and malt beverages removed in violation of
this proviso, the containers thereof, and every vehicle or vessel used
in tle transportation thereof, shall be seized and forfeited. Such
seizure and forfeiture, and the disposition of such property subsequent
to seizure and forfeiture, or the disposition of the proceeds from the
sale of such property, shall be in accordance with existing laws or
those hereafter in existence relating to seizures, forfeitures, and dis-
positions of property or proceeds, for violation of the internal-revenue
laws: And provided further, That nothing in this section shall author-
ize the importation of distilled spirits in containers of larger than
one gallon capacity.

SEC. 2. The joint resolution entitled "Joint resolution to permit
articles imported from foreign countries for the purpose of exhibition
at the New York World's Fair, 1939, New York City. New York, to
be admitted without payment of tariff, and for other purposes",
approved August 16, 1937 (50 Stat. 668), is amended by adding at
the end thereof the following:

"SEC. 2. Notwithstanding the provisions of the last proviso to the
foregoing section, the New York World's Fair 1939, Incorporated.
shall not be liable for the payment of duty on articles imported under
this joint resolution, to be exhibited or used by or for the account of
a foreign government, if (a) the New York World's Fair 1939,
Incorporated, declares at the time of entry that the articles are to be
so exhibited or used; (b) the New York World's Fair 1939, Incor-
porated, furnishes to the appropriate collector of customs the name

April 29, 1939
[H. R. 5287]

[Public, No. 60]

New York World's
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[CHAPTER 106] 
AN ACT 

Relating to the importation of distilled spirits for consumption at the New York 
World's Fair, 1939, and the Golden Gate International Exposition of 1939, and 
to duties on certain articles to be exhibited at the New York World's Fair, 1939. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That the Federal 
Alcohol Administration Act, as amended, shall not apply to the 
importation, for the account of a foreign government, of distilled 
spirits, wine, or malt beverages produced in its own country, for 
on-premises consumption in the national pavilion restaurant of such 
foreign government at the New York World's Fair, 1939, or at the 
Golden Gate International Exposition of 1939; nor shall regulations 
13 under the provisions of section 2871 of the Internal Revenue Code 
apply to such importation, if such distilled spirits, wine, or malt bev-
erages are entered for customs purposes in the name of the duly 
authorized representative of the national pavilion restaurant of the 
foreign government responsible for the importation: Provided, That 
the individual containers of all such distilled spirits, wine, or malt 
beverages shall, prior to release from customs custody, have firmly 
affixed thereto a label stating the country of origin of such beverages, 
and bearing a statement to the effect that the same have been imported 
solely for consumption at the New York World's Fair, 1939, or the 
Golden Gate International Exposition of 1939, as the case may be: 
Provided further, That the removal from the premises of any national 
pavilion restaurant of any distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages 
imported under the provisions of this Act for on-premises consump-
tion in such national pavilion is forbidden otherwise than for destruc-
tion or exportation under customs supervision, and in the event any 
of the distilled spirits, wine, or malt beverages so imported are not 
consumed upon the premises of the national pavilion restaurant and 
are removed from such premises for consumption or for sale or other 
commercial purposes in the United States, such distilled spirits, wine, 
and malt beverages so removed shall be seized and forfeited. All 
distilled spirits, wine, and malt beverages removed in violation of 
this proviso, the containers thereof, and every vehicle or vessel used 
in the transportation thereof, shall be seized and forfeited. Such 
seizure and forfeiture, and the disposition of such property subsequent 
to seizure and forfeiture, or the disposition of the proceeds from the 
sale of such property, shall be in accordance with existing laws or 
those. hereafter in existence relating to seizures, forfeitures, and dis-
positions of property or proceeds, for violation of the internal-revenue 
laws: And provided further, That nothing in this section shall author-
ize the importation of distilled spirits in containers of larger than 
one gallon capacity. 

SEc. 2. The joint resolution entitled "Joint resolution to permit 
articles imported from foreign countries for the purpose of exhibition 
at the New York World's Fair, 1939, New York City, New York, to 
be admitted without payment of tariff, and for other purposes", 
approved August 16, 1937 (50 Stat. 668), is amended by adding at 
the end thereof the following: 

"SEC. 2. Notwithstanding the provisions of the last proviso to the 
foregoing section, the New York World's Fair 1939, Incorporated, 
shall not be liable for the payment of duty on articles imported under 
this joint resolution, to be exhibited or used by or for the account of 
a foreign government, if (a) the New York World's Fair 1939, 
Incorporated, declares at the time of entry that the articles are to be 
so exhibited or used; (b) the New York World's Fair 1939, Incor-
porated, furnishes to the appropriate collector of customs the name 
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and address of the duly authorized commissioner of the foreign gov-
ernment by which or for whose account the articles are to be so
exhibited or used; and (c) the New York World's Fair 1939, Incor-
porated, within thirty days from the date of entry furnishes to the
appropriate collector of customs a declaration of such duly authorized
commissioner that his government will pay all duties, taxes, and other
charges accruing on such articles, under such regulations as the Sec-
retary of the Treasury may prescribe. Such commissioner shall pos-

ection. sess all the rights of a consignee. This section shall remain in full
force and effect until ninety days after the final termination of the
New York World's Fair."

Bay SEO. 3. The joint resolution entitled "Joint resolution providing
for the importation of articles free from tariff or other customs duty
for the purpose of exhibition at the Golden Gate International Expo-
sition, to be held at San Francisco, California, in 1939, and for other
purposes", approved May 18, 1937 (50 Stat. 187), is amended by add-
ing at the end thereof the following:

ability SEC. 2. Notwithstanding the provisions of the last proviso to the
etm foregoing section, the San Francisco Bay Exposition shall not be

liable for the payment of duty on articles imported under this joint
resolution, to be exhibited or used by or for the account of a foreign
government, if (a) the San Francisco Bay Exposition declares at the
tune of entry that the articles are to be so exhibited or used; (b) the
San Francisco Bay Exposition furnishes to the appropriate collector
of customs the name and address of the duly authorized commissioner
of the foreign government by which or for whose account the articles
are to be so exhibited or used; and (c) the San Francisco Bay Expo-
sition within thirty days from the date of entry furnishes to the
appropriate collector of customs a declaration of such duly authorized
commissioner that his government will pay all duties, taxes, and other
charges accruing on such articles under such regulations as the Secre-
tary of the Treasury may prescribe. Such commissioner shall possess

action. all the rights of a consignee. This section shall remain in full force
and effect until ninety days after the final termination of the Golden
Gate International Exposition."

Vorld's SEC. 4. Tourist literature containing scenic, historical, geographic,
rature time table, travel, hotel, or similar information, chiefly with respect
bution, to places or travel facilities outside the continental United States, all

the foregoing, if their entry is not prohibited, and if of bona fide
foreign authorship and classifiable under paragraph 1410 of the

00, Tariff Act of 1930, shall be admitted without payment of duty if
imported for gratuitous distribution within the exhibits of foreign
governments at the New York World's Fair, 1939.

Approved, April 29, 1939.

[CHAPTER 107]

May 2, 1939
[H. R. 52191

[Public. No. 61]

Second Deficiency
Appropriation Act,
fiscal year 1939.

AN ACT

Making appropriations to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1939, and for prior fiscal years, to provide supple-
mental appropriations for the fiscal years ending June 30, 1939, and June 30,
1940, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations for
the fiscal year ending June 30? 1939, and for prior fiscal years to pro-
vide supplemental appropriations for the fiscal years ending June 30,
1939, and June 30, 1940, and for other purposes, namely:
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and address of the duly authorized commissioner of the foreign gov-
ernment by which or for whose account the articles are to be so 
exhibited or used; and (c) the New York World's Fair 1939, Incor-
porated, within thirty days from the date of entry furnishes to the 
appropriate collector of customs a declaration of such duly authorized 
commissioner that his government will pay all duties taxes, and other 
charges accruing on such articles, under such regulations as the Sec-
retary of the Treasury may prescribe. Such commissioner shall pos-
sess all the rights of a consignee. This section shall remain in full 
force and effect until ninety days after the final termination of the 
New York World's Fair." 
SEC. 3. The joint resolution entitled "Joint resolution providing 

for the importation of articles free from tariff or other customs duty 
for the purpose of exhibition at the Golden Gate International Expo-
sition, to be held at San Francisco, California, in 1939, and for other 
purposes", approved May 18, 1937 (50 Stat. 187), is amended by add-
ing at the end thereof the following: 
"SEC. 2. Notwithstanding the provisions of the last proviso to the 

foregoing section, the San Francisco Bay. Exposition shall not be 
liable for the payment of duty on articles imported under this joint 
resolution, to be exhibited or used by or for the account of a foreign 
government, if (a) the San Francisco Bay Exposition declares at the 
time of entry that the articles are to be so exhibited or used; (b) the 
San Francisco Bay Exposition furnishes to the appropriate collector 
of customs the name and address of the duly authorized commissioner 
of the foreign government by which or for whose account the articles 
are to be so exhibited or used; and (c) the San Francisco Bay Expo-
sition within thirty days from the date of entry furnishes to the 
appropriate collector of customs a declaration of such duly authorized 
commissioner that his government will pay all duties, taxes, and other 
charges accruing on such articles under such regulations as the Secre-
tary of the Treasury may prescribe. Such commissioner shall possess 
all the rights of a consignee. This section shall remain in full force 
and effect until ninety days after the final termination of the Golden 
Gate International Exposition." 
SEC. 4. Tourist literature containing scenic, historical, geographic, 

time table, travel, hotel, or similar information, chiefly with respect 
to places or travel facilities outside the continental United States, all 
the foregoing, if their entry is not prohibited, and if of bona fide 
foreign authorship and classifiable under paragraph 1410 of the 
Tariff Act of 1930, shall be admitted without payment of duty if 
imported for gratuitous distribution within the exhibits of foreign 
governments at the New York World's Fair, 1939. 
Approved, April 29, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 107] 
AN ACT 

Making appropriations to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations for the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1939, and for prior fiscal years, to provide supple-
mental appropriations for the fiscal years ending June 30, 1939, and June 30, 
1940, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following 
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations for 
the fiscal year ending June 302 1939, and for prior fiscal years to pro-
vide supplemental appropriations for the fiscal years ending Jime 30, 
1939, and June 30, 1940, and for other purposes, namely: 
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TITLE I-GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS
LEGISLATIVE

SENATE

For payment to Rose Douglas Lewis, widow of Honorable James
Hamilton Lewis, late a Senator from the State of Illinois, $10,000.

For miscellaneous items, exclusive of labor, fiscal year 1939, $75,000.
The unobligated balance of the appropriation for miscellaneous

items, exclusive of labor, contingent fund of the Senate, for the fiscal
year 1939, is reappropriated and made available for the fiscal year
1940.

The unobligated balance of the appropriation for expenses of
inquiries and investigations ordered by the Senate, contingent fund
of the Senate, for the fiscal year 1939, is reappropriated and made
available for the fiscal year 1940.

For repairs, improvements, equipment, and supplies for Senate
kitchens and restaurants, Capitol Building and Senate Office Build-
ing, including personal and other services, to be expended from the
contingent fund of the Senate, under supervision of the Committee
on Rules, United States Senate, fiscal year 1939, $15,000.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

For payment to the widow of J. Burrwood Daly, late a Representa-
tive from the State of Pennsylvania, $10,000.

Contingent expenses, telegraph and telephone service: For an addi-
tional amount for telegraph and telephone service, House of Repre-
sentatives, fiscal year, 1938, $11,000.

ARCHITECT OF THE CAPITOL

CAPITOL BUILDING AND GROUNDS

Capitol buildings: For an additional amount for the Capitol Build-
ing, including the same objects specified under this head in the Legis-
lative Branch Appropriation Act, 1939, $14,569.

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

Acquisition of the Pinckney Papers: For the purpose of acquiring
for the Library of Congress by purchase, or otherwise, the whole, or
any part, of the papers of Charles Cotesworth Pinckney and Thomas
Pinckney, including therewith a group of documents relating to the
Constitutional Convention of 1787, now in the possession of Harry
Stone, of New York City, as authorized by law, fiscal year 1939, to
continue available during the fiscal year 1940, $37,500.

GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE

OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS

General expenses: For an additional amount for the fiscal year
1939, for general expenses, Office of Superintendent of Documents,
including the same objects specified under this head in the Legisla-
tive Branch Appropriation Act, 1939, $20,000.

INDEPENDENT ESTABLISHMENTS

BOARD OF TAX APPEALS

Printing and binding, Board of Tax Appeals: For an additional
amount for printing and binding for the Board of Tax Appeals, fiscal
year 1939, $12,000.
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TITLE I—GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS 

LEGISLATIVE 

SENATE 

For payment to Rose Douglas Lewis, widow of Honorable James 
Hamilton Lewis, late a Senator from the State of Illinois, $10,000. 
For miscellaneous items, exclusive of labor, fiscal year 1939, $75,000. 
The unobligated balance of the appropriation for miscellaneous 

items, exclusive of labor, contingent fund of the Senate, for the fiscal 
year 1939, is reappropriated and made available for the fiscal year 
1940. 
The unobligated balance of the appropriation for expenses of 

inquiries and investigations ordered by the Senate, contingent fund 
of the Senate, for the fiscal year 1939, is reappropriated and made 
available for the fiscal year 1940. 
For repairs, improvements, equipment, and supplies for Senate 

kitchens and restaurants, Capitol Building and Senate Office Build-
ing, including personal and other services, to be expended from the 
contingent fund of the Senate, under supervision of the Committee 
on Rules, United States Senate, fiscal year 1939, $15,000. 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

For payment to the widow of J. Burr wood Daly, late a Representa-
tive from the State of Pennsylvania, $10,000. 
Contingent expenses, telegraph and telephone service For an addi-

tional amount for telegraph and telephone service, House of Repre-
sentatives, fiscal year, 1938, $11,000. 

ARCHITECT OF THE CAPITOL 

CAPITOL BUILDING AND GROUNDS 

Capitol buildings: For an additional amount for the Capitol Build-
ing, including the same objects specified under this head in the Legis-
lative Branch Appropriation Act, 1939, $14,569. 

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS 

Acquisition of the Pinckney Papers: For the purpose of acquiring 
for the Library of Congress by purchase, or otherwise, the whole, or 
any part, of the papers of Charles Cotesworth Pinckney and Thomas 
Pinckney, including therewith a group of documents relating to the 
Constitutional Convention of 1787, now in the possession of Harry 
Stone, of New York City, as authorized by law, fiscal year 1939, to 
continue available during the fiscal year 1940, $37,500. 

GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 

OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS 

General expenses: For an additional amount for the fiscal year 
1939, for general expenses, Office of Superintendent of Documents, 
including the same objects specified under this head in the Legisla-
tive Branch Appropriation Act, 1939, $20,000. 

INDEPENDENT ESTABLISHMENTS 

BOARD OF TAX APPEALS 

Printing and binding, Board of Tax Appeals: For an additional 
amount for printing and binding for the Board of Tax Appeals, fiscal 
year 1939, $12,000. 
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CIVIL AERONAUTICS AUTHORITY

Civil Aeronautics Civil Aeronautics Authority Fund, 1939: For carrying out the
5 Stat . 39. provisions of the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938, in addition to the

amount provided for that purpose by section 203 (b) of said Act,
Airplanes for Air fiscal year 1939, $1,186,195, of which $144,750 shall be available exclu-

Safety Board. year
sively for the procurement of airplanes for the use of the Air Safety
Board.
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52 Stat. 433.

Ante, p. 511.

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount for salaries and
expenses of the Maritime Labor Board, fiscal year 1939, including
the same objects and under the same limitations specified under this
head in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938,
$20,000.

NATIONAL MEDIATION BOARD

The limitation of $35,000 contained in the appropriation "Salaries
and Expenses, National Railroad Adjustment Board, National Media-
tion Board, 1939", available only for the services of referees, is hereby
increased to not to exceed $50,000 and there is hereby transferred to
such appropriation from the appropriation "Printing and Binding,
National Railroad Adjustment Board, National Mediation Board,
1939", not to exceed $10,000.

RAILROAD RETIREMENT BOARD

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount for three Board
members and for all other authorized and necessary expenditures of
the Railroad Retirement Board in performing the duties imposed
by law or in pursuance of law, fiscal year 1939, including the same
objects and under the same limitations specified under this head in
the Independent Offices Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1939, $325,000.

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

For an additional amount for scientific research, technical investi-
gations, and special reports in the field of aeronautics, fiscal years
1939 and 1940, including the same objects and under the same limita-
tions specified in tle Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1940,
$223,980: Provided, That the limitation under this head in said Act
upon the amount that may be expended for personal services in the
District of Columbia during the fiscal year 1940 is hereby increased
to $150,000.

For construction and equipment of additional laboratory buildings
and research facilities on the military reservation at Langley Field,
Virginia, including connections to public utilities, and rights-of-way
for, and installation of, power lines, to be immediately available and
to remain available until expended, $2,140,000.

EXPORT-IMPORT BANK OF WASHINGTON

Export-Import Bank of Washington: The limitation of $50,000 for
administrative expenses of the Export-Import Bank of Washington
for the fiscal year 1939 contained in the Independent Offices Appro-
priation Act, 1939, is hereby increased to $60,000.

FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION

ex- Salaries and expenses, Federal Housing Administration: In addi-
tion to the funds made available to the Federal Housing Admin-
istration for administrative expenses by the Independent Offices
Appropriation Act, 1939, and Public Resolution Numbered 3 of the
Seventy-sixth Congress, approved March 4, 1939, not to exceed
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Glyn. AERONAUTICS AUTHORITY 

Civil Aeronautics Authority Fund, 1939: For carrying out the 
provisions of the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938, in addition to the 
amount provided for that purpose by section 203 (b) of said Act, 
fiscal year 1939, $1,186,195, of which $144,750 shall be available exclu-
sively for the procurement of airplanes for the use of the Air Safety 
Board. 

MARITIME LABOR BOARD 

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount for salaries and 
expenses of the Maritime Labor Board, fiscal year 1939, including 
the same objects and under the same limitations specified under this 
head in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938, 
$20,000. 

NATIONAL MEDIATION BOARD 

The limitation of $35,000 contained in the appropriation "Salaries 
and Expenses, National Railroad Adjustment Board, National Media-
tion Board, 1939", available only for the services of referees, is hereby 
increased to not to exceed $50,000 and there is hereby transferred to 
such appropriation from the appropriation "Printing and Binding, 
National Railroad Adjustment Board, National Mediation Board, 
1939", not to exceed $10,000. 

RAILROAD KfflIREMENT BOARD 

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount for three Board 
members and for all other authorized and necessary expenditures of 
the Railroad Retirement Board in performing the duties imposed 
by law or in pursuance of law, fiscal year 1939, including the same 
objects and under the same limitations specified under this head in 
the Independent Offices Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1939, $325,000. 

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR .AERONAUTICS 

For an additional amount for scientific research, technical investi-
gations and special reports in the field of aeronautics, fiscal years 
1939 and 1940, including the same objects and under the same limita-
tions specified in the Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1940, 
$223,980: Provided, That the limitation under this head in said Act 
upon the amount that may be expended for personal services in the 
District of Columbia during the fiscal year 1940 is hereby increased 
to $150,000. 
For construction and equipment of additional laboratory buildings 

and research facilities on the military reservation at Langley Field, 
Virginia, including connections to public utilities, and rights-of-way 
for, and installation of, power lines' to be immediately available and 
to remain available until expended, $2,140,000. 

EXPORT-IMPORT BANK OF WASHINGTON 

Export-Import Bank of Washington: The limitation of $50,000 for 
administrative expenses of the Export-Import Bank of Washington 
for the fiscal year 1939 contained in the Independent Offices Appro-
priation Act, 1939, is hereby increased to $60,000. 

FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION 

Salaries and expenses, Federal Housing Administration: In addi-
tion to the funds made available to the Federal Housing Admin-
istration for administrative expenses by the Independent Offices 
Appropriation Act, 1939, and Public Resolution Numbered 3 of the 
Seventy-sixth Congress, approved March 4, 1939, not to exceed 
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$1,600,000 of the mutual mortgage insurance fund and not to exceed
$900,000 of the funds advanced to the Administration by the Recon-
struction Finance Corporation are hereby made available for admin-
istrative expenses of such Administration for the fiscal year 1939,
including the same objects specified under this head in such Act.

GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

Salaries and expenses, General Accounting Office: For an addi-
tional amount for administrative expenses incident to carrying out
the work of the General Accounting Office in connection with duties
imposed upon that Office by the Emergency Relief Appropriation
Act of 1938, fiscal year 1939, $150,000.

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount for five Commis-
sioners, and other personal services in the District of Columbia, and
for all other authorized expenditures of the Securities and Exchange
Commission in performing the duties imposed by law or in pursuance
of law, including the employment of experts when necessary, fiscal
year 1939, including the same objects specified under this head in the
Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1939, $350,000.

Printing and binding: For an additional amount for printing and
binding for the Securities and Exchange Commission, fiscal year 1939,
$15,000.

COMMODITY CREDIT CORPORATION

The limitation of $520,288 for administrative expenses of the Com-
modity Credit Corporation for the fiscal year 1939 contained in the
Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1939, which was increased
to $700,000 in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1938, is
hereby further increased to $2,200,000.

TEMPORARY NATIONAL ECONOMIC COMMITTEE

For an additional amount for each and every purpose requisite and
incident to carrying out the provisions of the joint resolution of the
Seventy-fifth Congress entitled "Joint resolution to create a temporary
national economic committee", approved June 16, 1938, to be imme-
diately available and to remain available until expended, including
rent and personal services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere
by contract or otherwise; contract stenographic reporting services;
books of reference; traveling expenses; employment of messen-
ger service by contract or otherwise, and all other necessary expenses,
$120,000, of which amount not to exceed $24,000 shall be available
for expenditure by the Temporary National Economic Committee,
and not to exceed $96,000 shall be available for allocation by the
President to the departments and agencies represented on the com-
mittee to enable them to carry out their functions under the joint
resolution: Provided, That section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41
U. S. C. 5) shall not be construed to apply to any purchase or service
rendered hereunder when the aggregate amount involved does not
exceed the sum of $100: Provided further, That the committee shall
file reports as required by the said resolution prior to March 1, 1940.

RUSHMORE NATIONAL MEMORIAL COMMISSION

Appropriations for the Mount Rushmore National Memorial Com-
mission shall be available for the purchase of one automobile station
wagon at a cost not to exceed nine hundred dollars ($900) and for
the operation and maintenance of same.
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$1,600,000 of the mutual mortgage insurance fund and not to exceed 
$900,000 of the funds advanced to the Administration by the Recon-
struction Finance Corporation are hereby made available for admin-
istrative expenses of such Administration for the fiscal year 1939, 
including the same objects specified under this head in such Act. 

GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE 

Salaries and expenses, General Accounting Office: For an addi-
tional amount for administrative expenses incident to carrying out 
the work of the General Accounting Office in connection with duties 
imposed upon that Office by the Emergency Relief Appropriation 
Act of 1938, fiscal year 1939, $150,000. 

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION 

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount for five Commis-
sioners, and other personal services in the District of Columbia, and 
for all other authorized expenditures of the Securities and Exchange 
Commission in performing the duties imposed by law or in pursuance 
of law, including the employment of experts when necessary, fiscal 
year 1939, including the same objects specified under this head in the 
Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1939, $350,000. 

Printing and binding: For an additional amount for printing and 
binding for the Securities and Exchange Commission, fiscal year 1939, 
$15,000. 

COMMODITY CREDIT CORPORATION 

The limitation of $520,288 for administrative expenses of the Com-
modity Credit Corporation for the fiscal year 1939 contained in the 
Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1939, which was increased 
to $700,000 in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1938, is 
hereby further increased to $2,200,000. 

TEMPORARY NATIONAL ECONOMIC COMMITTEE 

For an additional amount for each and every purpose requisite and 
incident to carrying out the provisions of the joint resolution of the 
Seventy-fifth Congress entitled "Joint resolution to create a temporary 
national economic committee", approved June 16, 1938, to be imme-
diately available and to remain available until expended, including 
rent and personal services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere 
by contract or otherwise; contract stenographic reporting services; 
books of reference; traveling expenses; employment of messen-
ger service by contract or otherwise, and all other necessary expenses, 
$120,000, of which amount not to exceed $24,000 shall be available 
for expenditure by the Temporary National Economic Committee, 
and not to exceed $96,000 shall be available for allocation by the 
President to the departments and agencies represented on the com-
mittee to enable them to carry out their functions under the joint 
resolution: Provided, That section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 
U. S. C. 5) shall not be construed to apply to any purchase or service 
rendered hereunder when the aggregate amount involved does not 
exceed the sum of $100: Provided further, That the committee shall 
file reports as required by the said resolution prior to March 1, 1940. 

RUSHMORE NATIONAL MEMORIAL COMMISSION 

Appropriations for the Mount Rushmore National Memorial Com-
mission shall be available for the purchase of one automobile station 
wagon at a cost not to exceed nine hundred dollars ($900) and for 
the operation and maintenance of same. 
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SOCIAL SECURITY BOARD

Grants to States for Grants to States for unemployment compensation administration:unemployment com-
pensation administra- For an additional amount for grants to States, fiscal year 1939, for

49 Stat. 626. unemployment compensation administration, as authorized in Title
42 U. s.., Supp. III of the Social Security Act, approved August 14, 1935, as

amended, including rentals in the District of Columbia and else-
where, $10,000,000.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Commission on Commission on Mental Health, District of Columbia: For an addi-
tional amount for compensation of members of the Commission on
Mental Health of the District of Columbia, and other personal
services, including payment of witness fees and mileage, fiscal year
1939, $9,820.

istrict Buldings, District Buildings, salaries, District of Columbia: For an addi-
tional amount for personal services, including the same objects and
under the same limitations and conditions applicable to the appro-
priation for this purpose in the District of Columbia Appropriation

52 tat. . Act, fiscal year 1939, $5,066.
Expenses. District Buildings, expenses, District of Columbia: For an addi-

tional amount for fuel, light and power, repairs, laundry, and mis-
cellaneous supplies, fiscal year 1939, $1,630.

Minimum Wage Minimum Wage Board, salaries, District of Columbia: For an
oar additional amount for personal services, fiscal year 1939, $1,200.

Pubic shools, ad- Public schools, salaries: For an additional amount for personalministrative and su-
pervisory officers. services of administrative and supervisory officers in accordance with

the Act fixing and regulating the salaries of teachers, school officers,
and other employees of the Board of Education of the District of

43 Stat. 37. Columbia, approved June 4, 1924 (43 Stat. 367-375), including sal-
aries of presidents of teachers colleges in the salary schedule for first
assistant superintendents, fiscal year 1939, $10,000.

employeesa other Public schools, salaries, District of Columbia: For an additional
amount for personal services of clerks and other employees, fiscal year
1939, $1,370.

Maintenance epen- Public schools, expenses: For an additional amount for fuel, gas,
and electric light and power, under the same conditions and limita-
tions applicable to the appropriation for this purpose in the District

2 Stat. of Columbia Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1939, $3,000.
tobercuioss sana- Tuberculosis sanatoria: For an additional amount for provisions,

fuel, forage, including the same objects and under the same limitations
and conditions applicable to the appropriation for this purpose in the

52 stat. 175. District of Columbia Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1939, $15,000.
iFees of urors and Fees of jurors and witnesses: For an additional amount for fees of

jurors and witnesses, District Court of the United States for the
District of Columbia, including the same objects specified under this
head in the District of Columbia Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938,
$11,812.95.

Writs of lunac. Writs of lunacy: For an additional amount for writs of lunacy,
including the same objects specified under this head in the District of

50 Stat. 379. Columbia Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938, $190.
Judgments. Judgments: For the payment of final judgments, including costs,

rendered against the District of Columbia, as set forth in House
interest. Document Numbered 77, Seventy-sixth Congress, $29,318.57, together

with the further sum to pay the interest at not exceeding 4 per centum
per annum on such judgments, as provided by law, from the date the
same became due until the date of payment.
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SOCIAL SECURITY BOARD 

Grants to States for unemployment compensation administration: 
For an additional amount for grants to States, fiscal year 1939, for 
unemployment compensation administration, as authorized in Title 
III of the Social Security Act, approved August 14, 1935, as 
amended, including rentals in the District of Columbia and else-
where, $10,000,000. 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

Commission on Mental Health, District of Columbia: For an addi-
tional amount for compensation of members of the Commission on 
Mental Health of the District of Columbia, and other personal 
services including payment of witness fees and mileage, fiscal year 
1939, $9,820. 

District Buildings, salaries, District of Columbia: For an addi-
tional amount for personal services, including the same objects and 
under the same limitations and conditions applicable to the appro-
priation for this purpose in the District of Columbia Appropriation 
Act, fiscal year 1939, $5,066. 

District Buildings, expenses, District of Columbia: For an addi-
tional amount for fuel, light and power , repairs, laundry, and mis-
cellaneous supplies, fiscal year 1939, $1,630. 
Minimum Wage Board, salaries, District of Columbia: For an 

additional amount for personal services, fiscal year 1939, $1,200. 
Public schools, salaries: For an additional amount for personal 

services of administrative and supervisory officers in accordance with 
the Act fixing and regulating the salaries of teachers, school officers, 
and other employees of the Board of Education of the District of 
Columbia, approved June 4, 1924 (43 Stat. 367-375), including sal-
aries of presidents of teachers colleges in the salary schedule for first 
assistant superintendents, fiscal year 1939, $10,000. 

Public schools, salaries, District of Columbia: For an additional 
amount for personal services of clerks and other employees, fiscal year 
1939, $1,370. 
Public schools, expenses: For an additional amount for fuel, gas, 

and electric light and power, under the same conditions and limita-
tions applicable to the appropriation for this purpose in the District 
of Columbia Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1939, $3,000. 

Tuberculosis sanatoria: For an additional amount for provisions, 
fuel, forage, including the same objects and under the same limitations 
and conditions applicable to the appropriation for this purpose in the 
District of Columbia Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1939, $15,000. 
Fees of jurors and witnesses: For an additional amount for fees of 

jurors and witnesses, District Court of the United States for the 
District of Columbia, including the same objects specified under this 
head in the District of Columbia Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938, 
$11,812.95. 
Writs of lunacy: For an additional amount for writs of lunacy, 

including the same objects specified under this head in the District of 
Columbia Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938, $190. 
Judgments: For the payment of final judgments, including costs, 

rendered against the District of Columbia, as set forth in House 
Document Numbered 77, Seventy-sixth Congress, $29,318.57, together 
with the further sum to pay the interest at not exceeding 4 per centum 
per annum on such judgments, as provided by law, from the date the 
same became due until the date of payment. 
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Judgments, highway fund: For the payment of final judgments,
including costs, rendered against the District of Columbia, as set
forth in House Document Numbered 77, Seventy-sixth Congress,
$4,520.14, together with the further sum to pay the interest at not
exceeding 4 per centum per annum on such judgments, as provided
by law, from the date the same became due until the date of payment,
payable from the special fund created by section 1 of the Act entitled
"An Act to provide for a tax on motor vehicle fuels sold within the
District of Columbia, and for other purposes", approved April 23,
1924 (43 Stat. 106), as amended, and accretions by repayment of
assessments.

Department of Vehicles and Traffic, inspection of motor vehicles,
highway fund, District of Columbia: For an additional amount for
carrying out the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to provide
for the annual inspection of all motor vehicles in the District of
Columbia", approved February 18, 1938, including the same objects
and under the same conditions and limitations applicable to the appro-
priation for this purpose in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act,
fiscal year 1938, approved June 25, 1938, $22,330.

Division of expenses: The foregoing sums for the District of
Columbia, unless otherwise therein specifically provided, shall be
paid out of the revenues of the District of Columbia and the Treasury
of the United States in the manner prescribed by the District of
Columbia Appropriation Acts for the respective fiscal years for which
such sums are provided.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

FOREST SERVICE

Fighting forest fires: For an additional amount for fighting and
preventing forest fires, including the same purposes and objects speci-
fied under this head in the Agricultural Appropriation Act for the
fiscal year 1939, $2,480,000.

The appropriation under the Forest Service, Department of Agri-
culture, for New England hurricane damage, contained in the First
Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1939, is hereby amended by
including with the States named therein the State of New York:
Provided, That the Federal Government shall not expend of such
appropriation in such State an amount in excess of $60,000.

BUREAU OF ENTOMOLOGY AND PLANT QUARANTINE

Dutch elm disease eradication: For an additional amount for
Dutch elm disease eradication, including the same objects and condi-
tions specified under this heading in the Agricultural Appropriation
Act for the fiscal year 1939, $100,000.

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION

Enforcement of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act: For an
additional amount to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry into
effect the provisions of the Act of June 25, 1938 (52 Stat. 1040),
including the employment of persons and means in the District of
Columbia and elsewhere, fiscal year 1939, $15,000, which shall be
available immediately for listing and certification of coal-tar colors
in accordance with section 706 of such Act, which section is hereby
made immediately effective; and the current appropriation for the
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Judgments, highway fund: For the payment of final judgments, 
including costs, rendered against the District of Columbia, as set 
forth in House Document Numbered 77, Seventy-sixth Congress, 
$4,520.14, together with the further sum to pay the interest at not 
exceeding 4 per centum per annum on such judgments, as provided 
by law, from the date the same became due until the date of payment, 
payable from the special fund created by section 1 of the Act entitled 
"An Act to provide for a tax on motor vehicle fuels sold within the 
District of Columbia, and for other purposes", approved April 23, 
1924 (43 Stat. 106), as amended, and accretions by repayment of 
assessments. 
Department of Vehicles and Traffic, inspection of motor vehicles, 

highway fund, District of Columbia: For an additional amount for 
carrying out the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to provide 
for the annual inspection of all motor vehicles in the District of 
Columbia", approved February 18, 1938, including the same objects 
and under the same conditions and limitations applicable to the appro-
priation for this purpose in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, 
fiscal year 1938, approved June 25, 1938, $22,330. 

Division of expenses: The foregoing sums for the District of 
Columbia, unless otherwise therein specifically provided, shall be 
paid out of the revenues of the District of Columbia and the Treasury 
of the United States in the manner prescribed by the District of 
Columbia Appropriation Acts for the respective fiscal years for which 
such sums are provided. 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

Fighting forest fires: For an additional amount for fighting and 
preventing forest fires, including the same purposes and objects speci-
fied under this head in the Agricultural Appropriation Act for the 
fiscal year 19392 $2,480,000. 
The appropriation under the Forest Service, Department of Agri-

culture, for New England hurricane damage, contained in the First 
Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1939, is hereby amended by 
including with the States named therein the State of New York: 
Provided, That the Federal Government shall not expend of such 
appropriation in such State an amount in excess of $60,000. 

BUREAU OF ENTOMOLOGY AND PLANT QUARANTINE 

Dutch elm disease eradication: For an additional amount for 
Dutch elm disease eradication, including the same objects and condi-
tions specified under this heading in the Agricultural Appropriation 
Act for the fiscal year 1939, $100,000. 

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION 

Enforcement of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act: For an 
additional amount to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry into 
effect the provisions of the Act of June 25, 1938 (52 Stat. 1040), 
including the employment of persons and means in the District of 
Columbia and elsewhere, fiscal year 1939, $15,000, which shall be 
available immediately for listing and certification of coal-tar colors 
in accordance with section 706 of such Act, which section is hereby 
made immediately effective; and the current appropriation for the 
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enforcement of the Food and Drugs Act of June 30, 1906, as amended
is hereby made available to carry out the provisions of such Act of
June 25, 1938, for such periods as they are effective during the fiscal
year 1939.

THE SUGAR ACT OF 1937

Administration of the Sugar Act of 1937: For an additional amount
to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry into effect the provi-
sions, other than those specifically relating to the Philippine Islands,
of the Sugar Act of 1937, approved September 1, 1937 (7 U. S. C.
1100-1183), fiscal year 1939, including the same objects specified under
this head in the Department of Agriculture Appropriation Act, 1939,
$5,000,000, together with $1,500,000 of the unobligated balance of the
appropriation provided under this head by the joint resolution
approved February 4, 1938 (52 Stat. 27); in all, not to exceed
$6,500,000.

INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION CONTROL COMMITTEES

The limitation in the amount which the Secretary of Agriculture
may expend for the objects specified under this heading in the Depart-
ment of Agriculture Appropriation Act, 1939, is hereby increased
from $17,500 to $25,500, such additional amount to be payable from
the appropriation for the fiscal year 1939 for carrying into effect the
Sugar Act of 1937.

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

BUREAU OF MARINE INSPECTION AND NAVIGATION

Extra compensation Salaries and general expenses: The amount of $50,000, available
or overtime services,
cal inspectors, cus- only for the payment of extra compensation for overtime services of
nms officers, etc. local inspectors of steam vessels and their assistants and United

States shipping commissioners and their deputies and assistants, con-
tained under the heading "Bureau of Marine Inspection and Naviga-
tion, salaries and general expenses", in the Department of Commerce

52 Stat. 275. Appropriation Act, 1939, is hereby made available also for the pay-
ment of extra compensation for overtime services of customs officers
and employees, for which the United States receives reimbursement,

52 Stat. 345. in accordance with the provisions of the Act of May 11, 1938 (52 Stat.
275-276, 345).

NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS

es and eSalar ies and en-xpenses: For an additional amount for the general
operation and administration of the Bureau, fiscal year 1939, includ-
ing the same objects specified under this head in the Department of

52 Stat. 276. Commerce Appropriation Act, 1939, $3,000.

BUREAU OF LIGHTHOUSES

Transportation of
effects of employees;
limitation increased.

52 Stat. 278.

Aids to navigation,
special projects.

52 Stat. 279.

General expenses: The limitation of $3,500 for packing, crating,
and transporting personal household effects of employees, not exceed-
ing six thousand pounds in any one case, when transferred from one
official station to another for permanent duty, contained under the
heading "Bureau of Lighthouses, general expenses", in the Depart-
ment of Commerce Appropriation Act, 1939, is hereby increased to
$5,000.

Special projects aids to navigation: For an additional amount for
establishing and improving aids to navigation and other works,
fiscal year 1939, to be expended in accordance with the provisions
appearing under the heading "Special projects vessels, and aids to
navigation", contained in the Department of Commerce Appropria-
tion Act, 1939, $837,000, to continue available until expended.
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enforcement of the Food and Drugs Act of June 30, 1906, as amended, 
is hereby made available to carry out the provisions of such Act of 
June 25, 1938, for such periods as they are effective during the fiscal 
year 1939. 

1HE SUGAR ACT OF 1937 

Administration of the Sugar Act of 1937: For an additional amount 
to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry into effect the provi-
sions, other than those specifically relating to the Philippine Islands, 
of the Sugar Act of 1937, approved September 1, 1937 (7 U. S. C. 
1100-1183), fiscal year 1939, including the same objects specified under 
this head in the Department of Agriculture Appropriation Act, 1939, 
$5,000,000, together with $1,500,000 of the unobligated balance of the 
appropriation provided under this head by the joint resolution 
approved February 4, 1938 (52 Stat. 27) ; in all, not to exceed 
$6,500,000. 

INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION CONTROL COMMI1TEES 

The limitation in the amount which the Secretary of Agriculture 
may expend for the objects specified under this heading in the Depart-
ment of Agriculture _Appropriation Act, 1939, is hereby increased 
from $17,500 to $25,500, such additional amount to be payable from 
the appropriation for the fiscal year 1939 for carrying into effect the 
Sugar Act of 1937. 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

BUREAU OF MARINE INSPECTION AND NAVIGATION 

Salaries and general expenses: The amount of $50,000, available 
only for the payment of extra compensation for overtime services of 
local inspectors of steam vessels and their assistants and United 
States shipping commissioners and their deputies and assistants, con-
tained under the heading "Bureau of Marine Inspection and Naviga-
tion, salaries and general expenses", in the Department of Commerce 
Appropriation Act, 1939, is hereby made available also for the pay-
ment of extra compensation for overtime services of customs officers 
and employees, for which the United States receives reimbursement, 
in accordance with the provisions of the Act of May 11, 1938 (52 Stat. 
275-276, 345). 

NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS 

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount for the general 
operation and administration of the Bureau, fiscal year 1939, includ-
ing the same objects specified under this head in the Department of 
Commerce Appropriation Act, 1939, $3,000. 

BUREAU OF LIGHTHOUSES 

General expenses: The limitation of $3,500 for packing, crating, 
and transporting personal household effects of employees, not exceed-
ing six thousand pounds in any one case, when transferred from one 
official station to another for permanent duty, contained under the 
heading "Bureau of Lighthouses, general expenses", in the Depart-
ment of Commerce Appropriation Act, 1939, is hereby increased to 
$5,000. 

Special projects aids to navigation: For an additional amount for 
establishing and improving aids to navigation and other works, 
fiscal year 1939, to be expended in accordance with the provisions 
appearing under the heading "Special projects, vessels, and aids to 
navigation", contained in the Department of Commerce Appropria-
tion Act, 1939, $837,000, to continue available until expended. 
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PATENT OFFICE

Salaries: For an additional amount for salaries for the Commis-
sioner of Patents and other personal services in the District of
Columbia, fiscal year 1939, $145,000.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

NATIONAL BITUMINOUS COAL COMMISSION

The paragraph in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal
year 1938, under the caption "National Bituminous Coal Commis-
sion" is hereby amended by striking out the following proviso:
"Provided, That expenditures during the fiscal year 1939 under this
head and under the head 'Salaries and expenses, Office of the Con-
sumers' Counsel, National Bituminous Coal Commission,' shall not
exceed an amount equal to the aggregate receipts covered into the
Treasury under the provisions of section 3 of the Bituminous Coal
Act of 1937."

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

Salaries and general expenses, public buildings and grounds in the
District of Columbia: For an additional amount for administration,
protection, and maintenance of public buildings and grounds in the
District of Columbia, under the jurisdiction of the National Park
Service, including the same objects specified under this head in the
Interior Department Appropriation Act, 1939, fiscal year 1939,
$375,000.

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

Maintenance, San Carlos irrigation project, Gila River Reserva-
tion, Arizona: For an additional amount for the operation and
maintenance (including excess water charges for the calendar year
1937) of the San Carlos project for the irrigation of lands in the
Gila River Indian Reservation, Arizona, $75,000, reimbursable,
together with $67,975 (power revenues), from which latter amount
expenditures shall not exceed the aggregate receipts covered into the
Treasury in accordance with section 4 of the Permanent Appropria-
tion Repeal Act, 1934; in all, $142,975.

Irrigation systems on Indian reservations: For an additional
amount for the construction, repair, and rehabilitation of irrigation
systems on Indian reservations, including the same objects and limi-
tations specified under this head in the Interior Department Appro-
priation Act, 1939, to remain available until June 30, 1940, as follows:

Arizona: Colorado River, $1,000,000, reimbursable.

BUREAU OF RECLAMATION, GENERAL FUND, CONSTRUCTION

Parker Dam power project, Arizona: For continuation of con-
struction of the Parker power plant, transmission lines, substations,
and appurtenant works, fiscal years 1939 and 1940, $4,000,000, from
the general fund of the Treasury, to be repaid from net revenues
received under contracts made pursuant to the authority of the Act
of August 30, 1935 (49 Stat. 1039).

OFFICE OF EDUCATION

Further development of vocational education: For an additional
amount for carrying out the provisions of sections 1, 2, and 3 of the
Act entitled "An Act to provide for the further development of
vocational education in the several States and Territories", approved
June 8, 1936 (49 Stat. 1488-1490), fiscal year 1939, $52,068.
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PATENT OFFICE 

Salaries: For an additional amount for salaries for the Commis-
sioner of Patents and other personal services in the District of 
Columbia, fiscal year 1939, $145,000. 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL BITUMINOUS COAL COMMISSION 

The paragraph in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal 
year 1938, under the caption "National Bituminous Coal Commis-
sion" is hereby amended by striking out the following proviso: 
"Provided, That expenditures during the fiscal year 1939 under this 
head and under the head 'Salaries and expenses, Office of the Con-
sumers' Counsel, National Bituminous Coal Commission,' shall not 
exceed an amount equal to the aggregate receipts covered into the 
Treasury under the provisions of section 3 of the Bituminous Coal 
Act of 1937." 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

Salaries and general expenses, public buildings and grounds in the 
District of Columbia: For an additional amount for administration, 
protection, and maintenance of public buildings and grounds in the 
District of Columbia, under the jurisdiction of the National Park 
Service, including the same objects specified under this head in the 
Interior Department Appropriation Act, 1939, fiscal year 1939, 
$375,000. 

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 

Maintenance, San Carlos irrigation project, Gila River Reserva-
tion, Arizona: For an additional amount for the operation and 
maintenance (including excess water charges for the calendar year 
1937) of the San Carlos project for the irrigation of lands in the 
Gila River Indian Reservation, Arizona, $75,000, reimbursable, 
together with $67,975 (power revenues), from which latter amount 
expenditures shall not exceed the aggregate receipts covered into the 
Treasury in accordance with section 4 of the Permanent Appropria-
tion Repeal Act, 1934; in all, $142,975. 

Irrigation systems on Indian reservations: For an additional 
amount for the construction, repair, and rehabilitation of irrigation 
systems on Indian reservations, including the same objects and limi-
tations specified under this head in the Interior Department Appro-
priation Act, 1939, to remain available until June 30, 1940, as follows: 
Arizona: Colorado River, $1,000,000, reimbursable. 

BUREAU OF RECLAMATION, GENERAL FUND, CONSTRUCTION 

Parker Dam power project, Arizona: For continuation of con-
struction of the Parker power plant, transmission lines, substations, 
and appurtenant works, fiscal years 1939 and 1940, $4,000,000, from 
the general fund of the Treasury, to be repaid from net revenues 
received under contracts made pursuant to the authority of the Act 
of August 30, 1935 (49 Stat. 1039). 

OFFICE OF EDUCATION 

Further development of vocational education: For an additional 
amount for carrying out the provisions of sections 1, 2, and 3 of the 
Act entitled "An Act to provide for the further development of 
vocational education in the several States and Territories", approved 
June 8, 1936 (49 Stat. 1488-1490), fiscal year 1939, $52,068. 

Salaries. 

Certain limitations 
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moved. 
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GOVERNMENT IN THE TERRITORIES

Alaska . Territory of Alaska, the Alaska Railroad: For an additionalAlaska Railroad.
amount to be available from the general fund of the Treasury for
every expenditure requisite for and incident to the authorized work
of the Alaska Railroad, including the same purposes and the same
objects specified under this head in the Interior Department Appro-

52 Stat. 339. pration Act, 1939, including $1,000 additional for pinting andPrinting and bind-
areose. binding, and including $45,000 for replacement of a warehouse

destroyed by fire, $200,000, to continue available until expended.
Careofinsne. Insane of Alaska: For an additional amount for the care and

custody of persons legally adjudged insane in Alaska, including the
same objects and for the same services specified in the Interiors5 Stat. 612. Department Appropriation Act, 1938, fiscal year 1938, $759.50.

Puerto iico Re- Puerto Rico Reconstruction Administration: For relief and workconstruction AdminisR
tration. relief in Puerto Rico, fiscal year 1939, including the same objectsPot, a. 80. and for the same purposes specified in section 1 (4) of the Emergency

52 stat. 810. Relief Appropriation Act of 1938, $1,000,000, which amount shall
be added to and become a part of the appropriation contained in

Division section 1 (4) of said Act.
tories and Island os- Expenses, Division of Territories and Island Possessions: For
seopnsp. p98i s expenses of the Division of Territories and Island Possessions in the

administration and development of possessions of the United States,
including salaries in the District of Columbia and elsewhere (such
employment to be by contract, if deemed necessary, without regard

R4. S. I3. . to the provisions of section 3709 of the Revised Statutes), rent, travel-
ing expenses, purchase of necessary books documents, newspapers
and periodicals, stationery, hire of automobiles, purchase of equip-
ment, supplies, and provisions, and all other necessary expenses, fiscal
year 1939, to remain available until June 30, 1940, $10,000.

Saint Croix defray- Government of the Virgin Islands: For an additional amount for
defraying the deficit in the treasury of the municipal government of
Saint Croix because of the excess of current expenses over current
revenues for the fiscal year 1939, $45,000.

Continuous-treat-
ment buildings.

SAINT ELIZABETHS HOSPITAL

Continuous-treatment buildings: For an additional amount for com-
pletion of construction and equipment of two continuous-treatment
buildins, including preparation of plans and specifications, advertis-

ing, and supervision, fiscal year 1939, to remain available until June
30, 1940, $70,000.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Contingent ex-
penses.

52 Stat. 259.

Printing and bind-
ing.

Salaries and ex-
penses.

52 Stat. 289.

CONTINGENT EXPENSES

Contingent expenses: For an additional amount for contingent
expenses, Department of Justice, fiscal year 1939, including the same
objects specified under this head in the Department of Justice
Appropriation Act, 1939, $21,000.

Printing and binding: For an additional amount for printing and
binding for the Department of Justice and the courts of the United
States, fiscal year 1939, $30,000.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount for salaries and
expenses, Federal Bureau of Investigation, fiscal year 1939, includingthe same objects specified under this head in the Department of
Justice Appropriation Act, 1989, $450,000.
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ing. 
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52 Stat. 259. 

GOVERNMENT IN THE TERRITORIES 

Territory of Alaska, the Alaska Railroad: For an additional 
amount to be available from the general fund of the Treasury for 
every expenditure requisite for and incident to the authorized work 
of the Alaska Railroad, including the same purposes and the same 
objects specified under this head in the Interior Department Appro-
priation Act, 1939, including $1,000 additional for printing and 
binding, and including $45,000 for replacement of a warehouse 
destroyed by fire, $200,000, to continue available until expended. 
Insane of Alaska: For an additional amount for the care and 

custody of persons legally adjudged insane in Alaska, including the 
same objects and for the same services specified in the Interior 
Department Appropriation Act, 1938, fiscal year 1938, $759.50. 
Puerto Rico Reconstruction Administration: For relief and work 

relief in Puerto Rico, fiscal year 1939, including the same objects 
and for the same purposes specified in section 1 (4) of the Emergency 
Relief Appropriation Act of 1938, $1,000,000, which amount shall 
be added to and become a part a the appropriation contained in 
section 1 (4) of said Act. 

Expenses, Division of Territories and Island Possessions: For 
expenses of the Division of Territories and Island Possessions in the 
administration and development of possessions of the United States, 
including salaries in the District of Columbia and elsewhere (such 
employment to be by contract, if deemed necessary, without regard 
to the provisions of section 3709 of the Revised Statutes), rent, travel-
ing expenses, purchase of necessary books, documents, newspapers 
and periodicals, stationery, hire of automobiles, purchase of equip-
ment, supplies, and provisions, and all other necessary expenses, fiscal 
year 1939, to remain available until June 30, 1940: $10,000. 
Government of the Virgin Islands: For an additional amount for 

defraying the deficit in the treasury of the municipal government of 
Saint Croix because of the excess of current expenses over current 
revenues for the fiscal year 1939, $45,000. 

SAINT ELIZABETHS HOSPITAL 

Continuous-treatment buildings: For an additional amount for com-
pletion of construction and equipment of two continuous-treatment 
buildings, including preparation of plans and specifications, advertis-
ing, and supervision, fiscal year 1939, to remain available until June 
30, 1940, $70,000. 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

CONTINGENT EXPENSES 

Contingent expenses: For an additional amount for contingent 
expenses, Department of Justice, fiscal year 1939, including the same 
objects specified under this head in the Department of Justice 
Appropriation Act, 1939, $21,000. 

Printing and binding: For an additional amount for printing and 
binding for the Department of Justice and the courts of the United 
States, fiscal year 1939, $30,000. 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount for salaries and 
expenses, Federal Bureau of Investigation, fiscal year 1939, including 
the same objects specified under this head in the Department of 
Justice Appropriataon Act, 1939, $450,000. 
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Claims for damages: For the payment of claims for damages to Claims for damages.
any person or damages to or loss of privately owned property caused
by employees of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, acting within
the scope of their employment, considered, adjusted, and determined
by the Attorney General, under the provisions of the Act entitled
"An Act to provide for the adjustment and settlement of certain
claims arising out of the activities of the Federal Bureau of Inves-
tigation", approved March 20, 1936 (49 Stat. 1184), as fully set forth 49 Sta. 1184.

in House Document Numbered 198, Seventy-sixth Congress, $16. § 300b.' u

Construction of target range: For an additional amount for con- Quantico, Va., tar-
struction of target range, fiscal year 1939, to remain available until get range.

June 30, 1940, including the same objects specified under this head
in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938, $100,000. 52 Stat -. 1137.

PENAL AND CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS

United States Penitentiary, Leavenworth, Kansas: For an addi- Leavenworth, ans.
tional amount for the United States Penitentiary at Leavenworth,
Kansas, fiscal year 1939, including the same objects specified under
this head in the Department of Justice Appropriation Act. 1939. 52 Stat. 262.
$39,000, of which amount not to exceed $2,790 may be expended for
salaries and wages of officers and employees.

United States Penitentiary Annex, Leavenworth, Kansas: For an
additional amount for the United States Penitentiary Annex at
Leavenworth, Kansas, fiscal year 1939, including the same objects
specified under this head in the Department of Justice Appropria-
tion Act, 1939, $50,000, of which amount not to exceed $2,325 may be 52 Stat. 262.
expended for salaries and wages of officers and employees.

United States Penitentiary, Atlanta, Georgia: For an additional Atlanta, Ga.
amount for the United States Penitentiary at Atlanta, Georgia, fiscal
year 1939, including the same objects specified under this head in
the Department of Justice Appropriation Act, 1939, $80,000, of 52 stat. 22.
which amount not to exceed $3,225 may be expended for salaries and
wages of officers and employees.

United States Northeastern Penitentiary: For an additional Northeastern Penl-
amount for the United States penitentiary in the Northeast, fiscal tent
year 1939, including the same objects specified under this head in
the Department of Justice Appropriation Act 1939, $80,000, of which 52 Stat. 262.
amount not to exceed $9,300 may be expended for salaries and wages
of officers and employees.

Federal Industrial Institution for Women, Alderson, West Vir- Federal Industrial
ginia: For an additional amount for the Federal Industrial Institu- Women, Alderson,
tion for Women, at Alderson, West Virginia, fiscal year 1939, includ- w2a2at. 262.
ing the same objects specified under this head in the Department of
Justice Appropriation Act, 1939, $30,000.

United States Southwestern Reformatory: For an additional formato.erRe-
amount for the United States Southwestern Reformatory, fiscal year
1939 including the same objects specified under this head in the
Department of Justice Appropriation Act, 1939, $65,000, of which 52Stat.262.
amount not to exceed $10,230 may be expended for salaries and
wages of officers and employees.

United States Hospital for Defective Delinquents: For an addi- pitalforDefSttve De-
tional amount for the United States Hospital for Defective Delin- linqnents.
quents, fiscal year 1939, including the same objects specified under
this head in the Department of Justice Appropriation Act, 1939, 52 Stat. 263
$20,000, of which amount not to exceed $1,530 may be expended for
salaries and wages of officers and employees.

Federal Reformatory Camp, Petersburg, Virginia: For an addi- toryCamrp eters-
tional amount for the Federal Reformatory Camp at Petersburg, burg, Va.
Virginia, fiscal year 1939, including the same objects specified under

98907° -- 39--PT 2-9
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Claims for damages: For the payment of claims for damages to 
any person or damages to or loss of privately owned property caused 
by employees of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, acting within 
the scope of their employment, considered, adjusted, and determined 
by the Attorney General, under the provisions of the Act entitled 
"An Act to provide for the adjustment and settlement of certain 
claims arising out of the activities of the Federal Bureau of Inves-
tigation", approved March 20, 1936 (49 Stat. 1184), as fully set forth 
in House Document Numbered 198, Seventy-sixth Congress, $16. 

Construction of target range: For an additional amount for con-
struction of target range, fiscal year 1939, to remain available until 
June 30, 1940, including the same objects specified under this head 
in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938, $100,000. 

PENAL AND CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS 

United States Penitentiary, Leavenworth, Kansas: For an addi-
tional amount for the United States Penitentiary at Leavenworth, 
Kansas, fiscal year 1939, including the same objects specified under 
this head in the Department of Justice Appropriation Act, 1939, 
$39,000, of which amount not to exceed $2,790 may be expended for 
salaries and wages of officers and employees. 
United States Penitentiary Annex, Leavenworth, Kansas: For an 

additional amount for the United States Penitentiary Annex at 
Leavenworth, Kansas fiscal year 1939, including the same objects 
specified under this head in the Department of Justice Appropria-
tion Act, 1939, $50,000, of which amount not to exceed $2,325 may be 
expended for salaries and wages of officers and employees. 
United States Penitentiary, Atlanta, Georgia: For an additional 

amount for the United States Penitentiary at Atlanta, Georgia' fiscal 
year 1939, including the same objects specified under this head in 
the Department of Justice Appropriation Act, 1939, $80,000, of 
which amount not to exceed $3,225 may be expended for salaries and 
wages of officers and employees. 
United States Northeastern Penitentiary: For an additional 

amount for the United States penitentiary in the Northeast, fiscal 
year 1939, including the same objects specified under this head in 
the Department of justice Appropriation Act, 1939, $80000, of which 
amount not to exceed $9,300 may be expended for salaries and wages 
of officers and employees. 

Federal Industrial Institution for Women, Alderson, West Vir-
ginia: For an additional amount for the Federal Industrial Institu-
tion for Women, at Alderson, West Virginia, fiscal year 1939, includ-
ing the same objects specified under this head in the Department of 
Justice Appropriation Act, 1939, $30,000. 
United States Southwestern Reformatory: For an additional 

amount for the United States Southwestern Reformatory, fiscal year 
1939, including the same objects specified under this head in the 
Department of Justice Appropriation Act, 1939, $65,000, of which 
amount not to exceed $10,230 may be expended for salaries and 
wages of officers and employees. 
United States Hospital for Defective Delinquents: For an addi-

tional amount for the United States Hospital for Defective Delin-
quents, fiscal year 1939, including the same objects specified under 
this head in the Department of Justice Appropriation Act, 1939, 
$20,000, of which amount not to exceed $1,530 may be expended for 
salaries and wages of officers and employees. 
Federal Reformatory Camp, Petersburg, Virginia: For an addi-

tional amount for the Federal Reformatory Camp at Petersburg, 
Virginia, fiscal year 1939, including the same objects specified under 

Claims for damages. 

49 Stat. 1184. 
5 U. S. C., Supp. IV, 

§ 300b. 
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52 Stat. 263.

Support of prison-
ers in non-Federal in-
stitutions and in
Alaska.

52 Stat. 264.

Hawaii.

52 Stat. 266.
52 Stat. 591.
48 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, §§ 634 b, c.

Salaries.

52 Stat. 267.

this head in the Department of Justice Appropriation Act, 1939,
$35,000, of which amount not to exceed $5,115 may be expended for
salaries and wages of officers and employees.

Support of United States prisoners in non-Federal institutions
and in Alaska: For an additional amount for support of United
States prisoners, fiscal year 1939, including the same objects specified
under this head in the Department of Justice Appropriation Act,
1939, $280,000.

JUDICIAL

TERRITORIAL COURTS

Salaries: For an additional amount for salaries, justices and judges,
Territory of Hawaii, fiscal year 1939, including the same objects
specified under this head in the Department of Justice Appropriation
Act, 1939, and including salaries of judges retired under the Act of
May 31, 1938, $7,500.

SALARIES OF JUDGES

For an additional amount for salaries of circuits, district, and
retired judges, fiscal year 1939, including the same objects specified
under this head in the Department of Justice Appropriation Act,
1939, $100,000.

MARSHALS, AND OTHER EXPENSES OF UNITED STATES COURTS

Jurors and witness- Fees of jurors and witnesses: For an additional amount for fees
of jurors and witnesses, United States courts, fiscal year 1938,
including the same objects specified under this head in the Depart-

50 stat. 27. ment of Justice Appropriation Act, 1938, $46,500.
Bailiffs, etc. Salaries and expenses of bailiffs, and so forth: For an additional

amount for pay of bailiffs, and so forth, United States courts, fiscal
year 1939, including the same objects specified under this head in52 Stat. 268. the Department of Justice Appropriation Act, 1939, $37,000.

Miscellaneous sal- Miscellaneous salaries: For an additional amount for miscellaneous
salaries, United States courts, fiscal year 1939, including the same
objects specified under this head in the Department of Justice Appro-

52 Stat. 268. priation Act, 1939, $30,000.
piscellaneous ex- Miscellaneous expenses (other than salaries): For an additional

amount for miscellaneous expenses, United States courts, fiscal year
1939, including the same objects specified under this head in the52 Stat. 268. Department of Justice Appropriation Act, 1939, $150,000.

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

Commissioners of
Conciliation.

47 Stat. 1408.

Investigation of la-
bor conditions in
Hawaii.

52 Stat. 1139.

Commissioners of Conciliation: For an additional amount for sal-
aries and expenses, Commissioners of Conciliation, including the same
objects specified under this head in the Department of Labor Appro-
priation Act for the fiscal year 1934, $380.15.

BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS

Not to exceed $2,000 of the unexpended balance of the appropria-
tion "Investigation of Labor Conditions in Hawaii, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, 1939", contained in the Second Deficiency Appropriation
Act, fiscal year 1938, is hereby continued available until June 30,
1940.
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this head in the Department of Justice Appropriation Act, 1939, 
$35,000, of which amount not to exceed $5,115 may be expended for 
salaries and wages of officers and employees. 
Support of United States prisoners in non-Federal institutions 

and in Alaska: For an additional amount for support of United 
States prisoners, fiscal year 1939, including the same objects specified 
under this head in the Department of Justice Appropriation Act, 
1939, $280,000. 

J UDICIAL 

TERRITORIAL COURTS 

Salaries: For an additional amount for salaries, justices and judges, 
Territory of Hawaii, fiscal year 1939, including the same objects 
specified under this head in the Department of Justice Appropriation 
Act, 1939, and including salaries of judges retired under the Act of 
May 31, 1938, $7,500. 

SALARIES OF JUDGES 

For an additional amount for salaries of circuits, district, and 
retired judges, fiscal year 1939, including the same objects specified 
under this head in the Department of Justice Appropriation Act, 
1939, $100,000. 

MARSHALS, AND OTHER EXPENSES OF UNITED STATES COURTS 

Fees of jurors and witne-qses: For an additional amount for fees 
of jurors and witnesses, United States courts, fiscal year 1938, 
including the same objects specified under this head in the Depart-
ment of Justice Appropriation Act, 1938, $46,500. 

Salaries and expenses of bailiffs, and so forth: For an additional 
amount for pay of bailiffs, and so forth, United States courts, fiscal 
year 1939, including the same objects specified under this head in 
the Department of Justice Appropriation Act, 1939, $37,000. 

Miscellaneous salaries: For an additional amount for miscellaneous 
salaries, United States courts, fiscal year 1939, including the same 
objects specified under this head in the Department of Justice Appro-
priation Act, 1939, $30,000. 

Miscellaneous expenses (other than salaries) : For an additional 
amount for miscellaneous expenses, United States courts, fiscal year 
1939, including the same objects specified under this head in the 
Department of Justice Appropriation Act, 1939, $150,000. 

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

Commissioners of Conciliation: For an additional amount for sal-
aries and expenses, Commissioners of Conciliation, including the same 
objects specified under this head in the Department of Labor Appro-
priation Act for the fiscal year 1934, $380.15. 

BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS 

Not to exceed $2,000 of the unexpended balance of the appropria-
tion "Investigation of Labor Conditions in Hawaii, Bureau of Labor 
Statistics, 1939", contained in the Second Deficiency Appropriation 
Act, fiscal year 1938, is hereby continued available until June 30, 
1940. 
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IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE

Salaries, Office of Commissioner of Immigration and Naturaliza-
tion: For an additional amount for the employment of temporary
personal services in the District of Columbia, fiscal year 1939, to
remain available until December 31, 1939, $20,700.

Salaries, field service, Immigration and Naturalization Service:
For an additional amount for the employment of temporary per-
sonnel, fiscal year 1939, to remain available until December 31, 1939,
$24,520.

NAVY DEPARTMENT

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

Claim for damages by collision with naval vessels: To pay claims
for damages adjusted and determined by the Secretary of the Navy
under the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to amend the Act
authorizing the Secretary of the Navy to settle claims for damages to
private property arising from collisions with naval vessels", approved
December 28, 1922, as fully set forth in House Document Numbered
186, Seventy-sixth Congress, $3,187.36.

Contingent expenses, Navy Department: For professional and
technical books and periodicals, and so forth, including the same
objects specified under this head in the Navy Department and Naval
Service Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1939, $750.

BUREAU OF NAVIGATION

NAVAL OBSERVATORY

Salaries: For an additional amount for salaries, Naval Observa-
tory, fiscal year 1939, $1,700.

TRAINING, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, NAVY

Naval Training Station, Newport, Rhode Island: For an addi-
tioilal amount for maintenance, operation, and so forth, for the fiscal
year 1939, including the same objects specified under this head in the
Naval Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1939, $120,000.

BUREAU OF SUPPLIES AND ACCOUNTS

637

Temporary personal
services.

Field service.

Collision damage
claims.

42 Stat. 1066.
34 U. S. C. § 599.

Contingent ex-
penses.

52 Stat. 245.

Salaries.

New port, R. TI.
Naval Training Sta-
tion.

52 Stat. 225.

Fuel and transportation: The Secretary of the Treasury is hereby
authorized and directed to transfer the sum of $490,000 of the unex-
pended balance of the appropriation "Fuel and Transportation,
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, 1939" to the appropriation "Fuel
and Transportation, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, 1938".

BUREAU OF YARDS AND DOCKS

Contingent, Bureau of Yards and Docks: For an additional
amount for contingent expenses, and so forth, including the same
object specified under this head in the Act making appropriation
for the Navy Department and the naval service for the fiscal year
1939 (52 Stat. 238), $47,000.

Public works, Bureau of Yards and Docks: Toward the following
public-works and public-utilities projects at a cost not to exceed the
amount stated for such project, respectively, $200,000, which amount,
together with unexpended balances of appropriations heretofore
made under this head, shall be disbursed and accounted for in
accordance with existing law and shall constitute one fund:

Fuel and transpor-
tation.

52 Stat. 236.

50 Stat. 108.

Contingent ex-
penses.

52 Stat. 238.

Public works.
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IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE 

Salaries, Office of Commissioner of Immigration and Naturaliza-
tion: For an additional amount for the employment of temporary 
personal services in the District of Columbia, fiscal year 1939, to 
remain available until December 31, 1939, $20,700. 

Salaries, field service, Immigration and Naturalization Service: 
For an additional amount for the employment of temporary per-
sonnel, fiscal year 1939, to remain available until December 31, 1939, 
$24,520. 

NAVY DEPARTMENT 

k OJr iCE OF TFIE SECRETARY 

Claim for damages by collision with naval vessels: To pay claims 
for damages adjusted and determined by the Secretary of the Navy 
under the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to amend the Act 
authorizing the Secretary of the Navy to settle claims for damages to 
private property arising from collisions with naval vessels", approved 
December 28, 1922, as fully set forth in House Document Numbered 
186, Seventy-sixth Congress, $3,187.36. 
Contingent expenses, Navy Department: For professional and 

technical books and periodicals, and so forth, including the same 
objects specified under this head in the Navy Department and Naval 
Service Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1939, $750. 

BUREAU OF NAVIGATION 

NAVAL OBSERVATORY 

Salaries: For an additional amount for salaries, Naval Observa-
tory, fiscal year 1939, $1,700. 

TRAINING, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, NAVY 

Naval Training Station, Newport, Rhode Island: For an addi-
tional amount for maintenance, operation, and so forth, for the fiscal 
year 1939, including the same objects specified under this head in the 
Naval Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1939, $120,000. 

BUREAU OF SUPPLIES AND ACCOUNTS 

Fuel and transportation: The Secretary of the Treasury is hereby 
authorized and directed to transfer the sum of $490,000 of the unex-
pended balance of the appropriation "Fuel and Transportation, 
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, 1939" to the appropriation "Fuel 
and Transportation, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, 1938". 
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claims. 
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34 U. S. C. § 599. 
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Newport, R. T., 
Naval Training Sta-
tion. 

52 Stat. 225. 

Fuel and transpor-
tation. 

52 Stat. 236. 

50 Stat. 108. 

BUREAU OF YARDS AND DOCKS 

ex-Contingent, Bureau of Yards and Docks: For an additional Contingent penses. 

amount for contingent expenses, and so forth, including the same 52 Stat. 238. 

object specified under this head in the Act making appropriation 
for the Navy Department and the naval service for the fiscal year 
1939 (52 Stat. 238), $47,000. 
Public works, Bureau of Yards and Docks: Toward the following Public works. 

public-works and public-utilities projects at a cost not to exceed the 
amount stated for such project, respectively, $200,000, which amount, 
together with unexpended balances of appropriations heretofore 
made under this head, shall be disbursed and accounted for in 
accordance with existing law and shall constitute one fund: 
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52 Stat. 141.
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52 Stat. 144.

62 Stat. 143.

Printing and bind-
ing.

52 Stat. 249.

Colombia and Vene-
zuela. ambassadors.

52 Stat. 249.

Foreign Service
clerks, salaries.

52 Stat. 251.

Naval Radio Station, Annapolis, Maryland: Purchase of land,
$125,000;

Naval Proving Ground, Dahlgren, Virginia: Replacement of
Gambo Creek Bridge, $75,000.

REPLACEMENT OF NAVAL VESSELS

Construction and machinery: For an additional amount on account
of hulls and outfits of vessels and machinery of vessels heretofore
authorized (and appropriated for in part), to remain available until
expended, including the same objects and under the same conditions
and limitations prescribed under this head in the Naval Appropria-
tion Act for the fiscal year 1939, $24,000,000.

Armor, armament, and ammunition: For an additional amount
toward the armor, armament, and ammunition for vessels heretofore
authorized (and appropriated for in part), to remain available until
expended, including the same objects and under the same conditions
and limitations prescribed under this head in the Naval Appropria-
tion Act for the fiscal year 1939, $12,500,000.

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT

OuT OF THE POSTAL REvENUEs

OFFICE OF THE POSTMASTER GENERAL

Personal or property damage claims, 1939: For an additional
amount to enable the Postmaster General to pay claims for damages,
occurring during the fiscal year 1939, or in prior fiscal years, including
the same objects specified under this head in the Post Office Depart-
ment Appropriation Act, 1939, $30,000.

Unexpended balances of appropriations for the Post Office Depart-
ment are hereby transferred and made available for the purposes of
the appropriations to which transferred, as follows: The sum of
$130,000 from "Foreign Mail Transportation, 1937" to "Contract Air
Mail Service, 1937"; the sum of $247,403 from "Foreign Mail Trans-
portation, 1938" to "Contract Air Mail Service, 1938"; the sum of
$590,000 from "Foreign Mail Transportation, 1939" to "Contract Air
Mail Service, 1939"; and the sum of $100,000 from "Railway Mail
Service, Salaries, 1939" to "Railway Postal Clerks, Travel Allow-
ances, 1939".

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

Printing and binding: For an additional amount for printing and
binding, Department of State, fiscal year 1939, including the same
objects specified under this head in the Department of State Appro-
priation Act, 1939, $15,000.

FOREIGN INTERCOURSE

So much as may be necessary of the appropriation for salaries of
Ambassadors and Ministers contained in the Department of State
Appropriation Act, 1939, shall be available for the salaries of Ambas-
sadors Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary to Colombia and Vene-
zuela at the rate of $17,500 per annum each.

Salaries, Foreign Service clerks: For an additional amount for
salaries, Foreign Service clerks, fiscal year 1939, including the same
objects specified under this head in the Department of State Appro-
priation Act, 1939, $41,700.
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Naval Radio Station, Annapolis, Maryland: Purchase of land, 
$125,000; 
Naval Proving Ground, Dahlgren, Virginia: Replacement of 

Gambo Creek Bridge, $75,000. 

REPLACEMENT OF NAVAL VESSELS 

Construction and machinery: For an additional amount on account 
of hulls and outfits of vessels and machinery of vessels heretofore 
authorized (and appropriated for in part), to remain available until 
expended, including the same objects and under the same conditions 
and limitations prescribed under this head in the Naval Appropria-
tion Act for the fiscal year 1939, $24,000,000. 
Armor, armament, and ammunition: For an additional amount 

toward the armor, armament, and ammunition for vessels heretofore 
authorized (and appropriated for in part), to remain available until 
expended, including the same objects and under the same conditions 
and limitations prescribed under this head in the Naval Appropria-
tion Act for the fiscal year 1939, $12,500,000. 

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT 

Our or THE POSTAL REVENITES 

OFFICE OF THE POSTMASTER GENERAL 

Personal or property damage claims, 1939: For an additional 
amount to enable the Postmaster General to pay claims for damages, 
occurring during the fiscal year 1939, or in prior fiscal years, including 
the same objects specified under this head in the Post Office Depart-
ment Appropriation Act, 1939, $30,000. 
Unexpended balances of appropriations for the Post Office Depart-

ment are hereby transferred and made available for the purposes of 
the appropriations to which transferred, as follows: The sum of 
$130,000 from "Foreign Mail Transportation, 1937" to "Contract Air 
Mail Service, 1937"; the sum of $247,403 from "Foreign Mail Trans-
portation, 1938" to "Contract Air Mail Service, 1938"; the sum of 
$590,000 from "Foreign Mail Transportation, 1939" to "Contract Air 
Mail Service, 1939"; and the sum of $100,000 from "Railway Mail 
Service, Salaries, 1939" to "Railway Postal Clerks, Travel Allow-
ances, 1939". 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

Printing and binding: For an additional amount for printing and 
binding, Department of State, fiscal year 1939, including the same 
objects specified under this head in the Department of State Appro-
priation Act, 1939, $15,000. 

FOREIGN INTERCOURSE 

So much as may be necessary of the appropriation for salaries of 
Ambassadors and Ministers contained in the Department of State 
Appropriation Act, 1939, shall be available for the salaries of Ambas-
sadors Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary to Colombia and Vene-
zuela at the rate of $17,500 per annum each. 

Salaries, Foreign Service clerks: For an additional amount for 
salaries, Foreign Service clerks, fiscal year 1939, including the same 
objects specified under this head in the Department of State Appro-
priation Act, 1939, $41,700. 
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Contingent expenses, Foreign Service: For an additional amount Contingen
for contingent expenses, Foreign Service, fiscal year 1939, including ense

the same objects specified under this head in the Department of State 52 Stat. 252.
Appropriation Act, 1939, $140,000.

Allowances, Foreign Service: The amount which may be expended Living quart
for allowances for living quarters, including heat, fuel, and light,
from the appropriation "Office and Living Quarters, Foreign Service, 52 Stat. 250.

1939", is hereby increased from $1,140,000 to $1,160,000.
For an additional amount for allowance to widows or heirs of Allowance t

Foreign Service officers who die abroad, fiscal year 1933, including w s' tc

the same objects specified under this head in the Act making appro-
priations for the Department of State for the fiscal year 1933, $91.67. 52 Stat. 250.

CONTRIBUTIONS, QUOTAS, AND SO FORTH

Not to exceed $72.84 of the unexpended balance of the appropria- Interparlam
tion "United States Contributions to International Commissions, Con- American gro
gresses, and Bureaus, 1938", is hereby made available for expenses 50 tat. 267.
incurred during the fiscal year 1938 of the American group of the
Interparliamentary Union.

MISCELLANEOUS
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International Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commission: For an addi-
tional amount for International Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commis-
sion, fiscal year 1939, including the same objects specified under this
head in the Department of State Appropriation Act, 1939, and includ-
ing the purchase and exchange of one passenger-carrying automobile
for official use in the field, $10,000.

Fifteenth International Congress of Architects: For an additional
amount for the Fifteenth International Congress of Architects, fiscal
year 1939, to remain available until December 31, 1939, including the
same objects specified under this head in the Department of State
Appropriation Act, 1939, $6,000.

Arbitration of smelter fumes controversy, United States and Can-
ada: For an additional amount for arbitration of smelter fumes con-
troversy, United States and Canada, including the same objects speci-
fied under this head in the Department of State Appropriation Act,
1937, fiscal year 1939, to remain available until June 30, 1940, $10,000,
together with the unexpended balance of the appropriation for this
purpose for the fiscal years 1936-1938.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT

There is authorized to be transferred, during the fiscal year 1939,
with the approval of the Director of the Bureau of the Budget, from
the funds appropriated to the Office of Commissioner of Accounts
and Deposits and Division of Bookkeeping and Warrants by section
1 (5) of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1938, not to
exceed $375,000 to the Procurement Division, Branch of Supply,
and not to exceed $54,000 to the Office of the Treasurer of the
United States, for administrative expenses incurred by those offices
in carrying out the purposes of the Emergency Relief Appropriation
Act of 1938, the amounts so transferred to be in addition to funds
appropriated by the aforesaid Act to the two offices, respectively, for
the same purpose.

Payments to Federal land banks on account of reductions in the
interest rate on mortgages: For an additional amount to enable the
Secretary of the Treasury to pay each Federal land bank such amount
as the Land Bank Commissioner certifies to the Secretary of the
Treasury is equal to the amount by which interest payments on
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Contingent expenses, Foreign Service: For an additional amount 
for contingent expenses, Foreign Service, fiscal year 1939, including 
the same objects specified under this head in the Department of State 
Appropriation Act, 1939, $140,000. 

Allowances, Foreign Service: The amount which may be expended 
for allowances for living quarters, including heat, fuel, and light, 
from the appropriation "Office and Living Quarters, Foreign Service, 
1939", is hereby increased from $1,140,000 to $1,160,000. 
For an additional amount for allowance to widows or heirs of 

Foreign Service officers who die abroad, fiscal year 1933, including 
the same objects specified under this head in the Act making appro-
priations for the Department of State for the fiscal year 1933, $91.67. 

CONTRIBUTIONS, QUOTAS, AND SO FORTH 

Not to exceed $72.84 of the unexpended balance of the appropria-
tion "United States Contributions to International Commissions, Con-
gresses, and Bureaus, 1938", is hereby made available for expenses 
incurred during the fiscal year 1938 of the American group of the 
Interparliamentary Union. 

M ISCELLANEOUS 

International Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commission: For an addi-
tional amount for International Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commis-
sion, fiscal year 1939, including the same objects specified under this 
head in the Department of State Appropriation Act, 1939, and includ-
ing the purchase and exchange of one passenger-carrying automobile 
for official use in the field, $10,000. 
Fifteenth International Congress of Architects: For an additional 

amount for the Fifteenth International Congress of Architects, fiscal 
year 1939, to remain available until December 31, 1939, including the 
same objects specified under this head in the Department of State 
Appropriation Act, 1939, $6,000. 

Arbitration of smelter fumes controversy2 United States and Can-
ada: For an additional amount for arbitration of smelter fumes con-
troversy, United States and Canada, including the same objects speci-
fied under this head in the Department of State Appropriation Act, 
1937, fiscal year 1939, to remain available until June 301 1940, $10,000, 
together with the unexpended balance of the appropriation for this 
purpose for the fiscal years 1936-1938. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT 

There is authorized to be transferred, during the fiscal year 1939, 
with the approval of the Director of the Bureau of the Budget, from 
the funds appropriated to the Office of Commissioner of Accounts 
and Deposits and Division of Bookkeeping and Warrants by section 
1 (5) of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1938, not to 
exceed $375,000 to the Procurement Division, Branch of Supply, 
and not to exceed $54,000 to the Office of the Treasurer of the 
United States, for administrative expenses incurred by those offices 
in carrying out the purposes of the Emergency Relief Appropriation 
Act of 1938, the amounts so transferred to be in addition to funds 
appropriated by the aforesaid Act to the two offices, respectively, for 
the same purpose. 
Payments to Federal land banks on account of reductions in the 

interest rate on mortgages: For an additional amount to enable the 
Secretary of the Treasury to pay each Federal land bank such amount 
as the Land Bank Commissioner certifies to the Secretary of the 
Treasury is equal to the amount by which interest payments on 
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mortgages held by such land banks have been reduced during the
fiscal year 1939, and prior thereto, in accordance with the provisions
of paragraph twelfth of section 12 of the Federal Farm Loan Act
(12 U. S. C. 771), as amended, fiscal year 1939, $10,250,000.

BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE

Refunding internal-revenue collections: For an additional amount
for refunding internal-revenue collections, as provided by law, includ-
ing the payment of claims for the fiscal year 1939 and prior years and
accounts arising under "Allowance or draw-back (Internal Rev-
enue)", "Redemption of stamps (Internal Revenue)", "Refunding
legacy taxes, Act of March 30, 1928", and "Repayment of taxes on
distilled spirits destroyed by casualty", $3,800,000: Provided, That a
report shall be made to Congress by internal-revenue districts and
alphabetically arranged of all disbursements hereunder in excess of
$500 as required by section 3 of the Act of May 29, 1928 (26 U. S. C.
1676), including the names of all persons and corporations to whom
such payments are made, together with the amount paid to each.

COAST GUARD

Claims for damages, operation of vessels, Coast Guard, and Public
Health Service: To pay claims for damages adjusted and determined
by the Secretary of the Treasury under the provisions of the Act
entitled "An Act to provide for the adjustment and settlement of
certain claims for damages resulting from the operation of vessels
of the Coast Guard and the Public Health Service, in sums not
exceeding $3,000 in any one case", approved June 15, 1936, as fully
set forth in Senate Document Numbered 49, and House Document
Numbered 197, Seventy-sixth Congress, $941.44.

Outfits: For an additional amount for outfits, fiscal year 1939,
including the same objects specified under this head in the Treasury
Department Appropriation Act, 1939, $142,200, to remain available
until June 30, 1940.

Rebuilding and repairing stations, and so forth: For an additional
amount for rebuilding and repairing stations, fiscal year 1939, includ-
ing the same objects specified under this head in the Treasury Depart-
ment Appropriation Act, 1939, $1,318,400, to remain available until
June 30,1940.

Rebuilding and repairing stations, and so forth: For an additional
amount for rebuilding and repairing stations, fiscal year 1940, includ-
ing the same objects specified under this head in the Treasury Depart-
ment Appropriation Act, 1939, $334,000.

Communication lines: For an additional amount for communica-
tion lines, fiscal year 1939, including the same objects specified under
this head in the Treasury Department Appropriation Act, 1939,
$106,400, to remain available until June 30,1940.

Repairs to vessels: For an additional amount for repairs to Coast
Guard vessels, fiscal year 1939, including the same objects specified
under this head in the Treasury Department Appropriation Act
1939, $28,000, to remain available until June 30, 1940.

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

The limitation of not to exceed $400,000 in the amount authorized
to be allocated by the Administrator of the Works Progress Adminis-
tration to the Public Health Service for furnishing medical, surgical,
and hospital services to injured emergency relief workers as contained
in the Se cond Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938 (52 Stat.
1152), is hereby increased to not to exceed $800,000.
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mortgages held by such land banks have been reduced during the 
fiscal year 1939, and prior thereto, in accordance with the provisions 
of paragraph twelfth of section 12 of the Federal Farm Loan Act 
(12 U. S. C. 771), as amended, fiscal year 1939, $10,250,000. 

BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE 

Refunding internal-revenue collections: For an additional amount 
for refunding internal-revenue collections, as provided by law, includ-
ing the payment of claims for the fiscal year 1939 and prior years and 
accounts arising under "Allowance or draw-back (Internal Rev-
enue)", "Redemption of stamps (Internal Revenue)", "Refunding 
legacy taxes, Act of March 30, 1928", and "Repayment of taxes on 
distilled spirits destroyed by casualty", $3,800,000: Provided2 That a 
report shall be made to Congress by internal-revenue districts and 
alphabetically arranged of all disbursements hereunder in excess of 
$500 as required by section 3 of the Act of May 29, 1928 (26 U. S. C. 
1676), including the names of all persons and corporations to whom 
such payments are made, together with the amount paid to each. 

COAST GUARD 

Claims for damages, operation of vessels, Coast Guard, and Public 
Health Service: To pay claims for damages adjusted and determined 
by the Secretary of the Treasury under the provisions of the Act 
entitled "An Act to provide for the adjustment and settlement of 
certain claims for damages resulting from the operation of vessels 
of the Coast Guard and the Public Health Service, in sums not 
exceeding $3,000 in any one case", approved June 15, 1936, as fully 
set forth in Senate Document Numbered 49, and House Document 
Numbered 197, Seventy-sixth Congress, $941.44. 

Outfits: For an additional amount for outfits, fiscal year 1939, 
including the same objects specified under this head in the Treasury 
Department Appropriation Act, 1939, $142,200, to remain available 
until June 30, 1940. 

Rebuilding and repairing stations, and so forth: For an additional 
amount for rebuilding and repairing stations, fiscal year 1939, includ-
ing the same objects specified under this head in the Treasury Depart-
ment Appropriation Act, 1939, $1,318,400, to remain available until 
June 30, 1940. 
Rebuilding and repairing stations, and so forth: For an additional 

amount for rebuilding and repairing stations, fiscal year 1940, includ-
ing the same objects specified under this head in the Treasury Depart-
ment Appropriation Act, 1939, $334,000. 
Communication lines: For an additional amount for communica-

tion lines, fiscal year 1939, including the same objects specified under 
this head in the Treasury Department Appropriation Act, 1939, 
$106,400, to remain available until June 30, 1940. 
Repairs to vessels: For an additional amount for repairs to Coast 

Guard vessels, fiscal year 1939, including the same objects specified 
under this head in the Treasury Department Appropriation Act, 
1939, $28,000, to remain available until June 30, 1940. 

PUBLIC ITEALTEI SERVICE 

The limitation of not to exceed $400,000 in the amount authorized 
to be allocated by the Administrator of the Works Progress Adminis-
tration to the Public Health Service for furnishing medical, surgical, 
and hospital services to injured emergency relief workers as contained 
in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938 (52 Stat. 
1152), is hereby increased to not to exceed $800,000. 
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Pay of other employees: For an additional amount for pay of other Pay of ott
employees, Public Health Service, fiscal year 1939, including the same p y e .
objects specified under this head in the Treasury Department Appro- 52 Stat. 132.
priation Act, 1939, $40,350.

National Institute of Health, maintenance: For an additional National I
amount for maintaining the National Institute of Health, fiscal year
1939, $51,000.

WAR DEPARTMENT

MILITARY ACTIVITIES

GENERAL STAFF CORPS

Contingencies, Military Intelligence Division: There is hereby
transferred to the appropriation "Contingencies, Military Intelli-
gence Division, 1939", the sum of $12,500 from the appropriation
"Pay of the Army, 1939".

QUARTERMASTER CORPS

Army transportation: For an additional amount for Army trans-
portation, including the same objects specified under this head in
the Military Appropriation Act, 1939, to remain available until
June 30, 1940, $426,456: Provided, That the amount authorized for
the purchase or construction of boats and other vessels in such appro-
priation is hereby increased from $242,000 to $262,000.

Barracks and quarters: For an additional amount for barracks
and quarters, including the same objects specified under this head in
the Military Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1939, to remain
available until June 30, 1940, and to be expended without reference
to the limitation as to the cost of construction contained in said
Act and in section 1339, title 10, U. S. C., $790,000.

Acquisition of land: For the acquisition of land, as authorized by
the Act of August 12, 1935 (49 Stat. 610), in the vicinity of Wright
Field, Ohio, fiscal year 1939, to remain available until June 30, 1940,
$8,000.

AIR CORPS

Development of rotary-wing aircraft: For rotary-wing aircraft
research, development, procurement, experimentation, and operation
for service testing, as authorized by the Act approved June 30, 1938
(52 Stat. 1255), and for all purposes authorized therein, including
the employment of personnel in the departmental service at the seat
of overnment, printing and binding, and travel of military and
civilan personnel engaged on work for which this appropriation is
made, fiscal year 1939, to remain available until expended, $300,000.

SEACOAST DEFENSES

For an additional amount for seacoast defenses, United States,
including the same objects specified under this head in the Military
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1939, to remain available until
June 30, 1940, $265,000.

UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY

Pay of Military Academy: There is hereby transferred to the
appropriation "Pay of Military Academy, 1939", for the pay of
cadets, the sum of $50,000 from the appropriation "Reserve Of(icers'
Training Corps, 1939".
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Pay of other employees: For an additional amount for pay of other 
employees, Public Health Service, fiscal year 1939, including the same 
objects specified under this head in the Treasury Department Appro-
priation Act, 1939, $40,350. 
National Institute of Health, maintenance: For an additional 

amount for maintaining the National Institute of Health, fiscal year 
1939, $51,000. 

WAR DEPARTMENT 

MILITARY ACTIVITIES 

GENERAL STAFF CORPS 

Contingencies, Military Intelligence Division: There is hereby 
transferred to the appropriation "Contingencies, Military Intelli-
gence Division, 1939", the sum of $12,500 from the appropriation 
"Pay of the Army, 1939". 

QUARTERMASTER conns 

Army transportation: For an. additional amount for Army trans-
portation, including the same objects specified under this head in 
the Military Appropriation Act, 1939, to remain available until 
June 30, 1940, $426,456: Provided, That the amount authorized for 
the purchase or construction of boats and other vessels in such appro-
priation is hereby increased from $242,000 to $262,000. 
Barracks and quarters: For an additional amount for barracks 

and quarters, including the same objects specified under this head in 
the Military Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1939, to remain 
available until June 30, 1940, and to be expended without reference 
to the limitation as to the cost of construction contained in said 
Act and in section 1339, title 10, U. S. C., $790,000. 

Acquisition of land: For the acquisition of land, as authorized by 
the Act of August 12, 1935 (49 Stat. 610), in the vicinity of Wright 
Field, Ohio, fiscal year 1939, to remain available until June 30, 1940, 
$8,000. 

AIR CORPS 

Development of rotary-wing aircraft: For rotary-wing aircraft 
research, development, procurement, experimentation, ancr operation 
for service testing, as authorized by the Act approved June 30, 1938 
(52 Stat. 1255) ' and for all purposes authorized therein, including 
the employment of personnel in the departmental service at the seat 
of government, printing and binding, and travel of military and 
civilian personnel engaged on work for which this appropriation is 
made, fiscal year 1939, to remain available until expended, $300,000. 

SEACOAST DEFENSES 

For an additional amount for seacoast defenses, United States, 
including the same objects specified under this head in the Military 
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1939, to remain available until 
June 30, 1940, $265,000. 

UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY 

Pay of Military Academy,: There is hereby transferred to the 
appropriation "Pay of Military Academy, 1939", for the pay of 
cadets, the sum of $50,000 from the appropriation "Reserve Officers' 
Training Corps, 1939". 

Pay of other em-
ployees. 
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Army transporta-
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Instruction, etc., ex-
penses.

52 Stat. 660.

Battleship Oregon,
mooring.

52 Stat. 678

Goethals Memorial,
C. Z., completion.

49 Stat. 743; 52 Stat.
436.

Travel expenses.

Architect.

50 Stat. 520.
Proviso.
Minor purchases.
R. S. § 3709.
41 U. S.C. §5.

NATIONAL GUARD

Expenses, camps of instruction, field and supplemental training:
For an additional amount for expenses, camps of instruction, field
and supplemental training, including the same objects specified under
this head in the Military Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1939,
to remain available until June 30, 1940, $73,000.

CIVIL FUNCTIONS

CORPS OF ENGINEERS

For payment of expenses chargeable to the Federal Government in
preparing and constructing a mooring for the battleship Oregon and
removing such battleship to such mooring, as authorized by the Act
approved June 14, 1938 (52 Stat. 678), fiscal year 1939, to remain
available until expended, $25,000.

THE PANAMA CANAL

For completion of a memorial to Major General George W.
Goethals within the Canal Zone authorized by the Act of August
24, 1935 (49 Stat. 743), as amended by the Act of May 23, 1938 (52
Stat. 436), including travel expenses of the members of the Goethals
Memorial Commission appointed by the President under authority of
said Act of August 24, 1935, and of the employees of said Commis-
sion, employment of an architect or architects without regard to the
provisions of other laws applicable to the employment or compensa-
tion of officers and employees of the United States, stationery and
supplies, and all other necessary expenses, fiscal year 1939, to remain
available until expended, $155,000, together with the unexpended
balance of the appropriation of $5,000 made under this head by the
War Department Civil Appropriation Act, 1938: Provided, That
section 3709, Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5), shall not apply in the
case of any expenditure hereunder where the aggregate amount
involved does not exceed $500.

TITLE II-SPECIAL APPROPRIATIONS, MILITARY
ESTABLISHMENT

MILITARY A;rIVIrrIE

QUARTERMASTER CORPS

Clothing and equi- Clothing and equipage: For an additional amount for clothing
page. and equipage for the Army, comprising the same objects specified

52 Stat. 649. under this head in the Military Appropriation Act, 1939, and includ-
upplies and serv- ing the employment of persons and the procurement of supplies and

c e '. services, printing and binding, and communication service, at the
seat of government and elsewhere, fiscal year 1939, to remain avail-
able until June 30, 1940, $1,017,388.

Army transport- Army transportation: For an additional amount for Army trans-
portation, comprising the same objects specified under this head in

52 Stat. 650. the Military Appropriation Act, 1939, and including the employment
of persons and the procurement of supplies and services, printing
and binding, and communication service, at the seat of government
and elsewhere, fiscal year 1939, to remain available until June 30,

Boats,tc. 1940, $1,000,000, of which amount not in excess of $130,000 may be
utilized for the purchase or construction of boats and other vessels.
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52 Stat. 649. 

Supplies and serv-
ices. 

Army transporta-
tion. 

52 Stat. MO. 

Boats, etc. 

NATIONAL GUARD 

Expenses, camps of instruction, field and supplemental training: 
For an additional amount for expenses, camps of instruction, field 
and supplemental training, including the same objects specified under 
this head in the Military Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1939, 
to remain available until June 30, 1940, $73,000. 

CIVIL FUNCTIONS 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS 

For payment of expenses chargeable to the Federal Government in 
preparing and constructing a mooring for the battleship Oregon and 
removing such battleship to such mooring, as authorized by the Act 
approved June 14, 1938 (52 Stat. 678), fiscal year 1939, to remain 
available until expended, $25,000. 

Ilit, PANAMA CANAL 

For completion of a memorial to Major General George W. 
Goethals within the Canal Zone authorized by the Act of August 
24, 1935 (49 Stat. 743), as amended by the Act of May 23, 1938 (52 
Stat. 436), including travel expenses of the members of the Goethals 
Memorial Commission appointed by the President under authority of 
said Act of August 24, 1935, and of the employees of said Commis-
sion, employment of an architect or architects without regard to the 
provisions of other laws applicable to the employment or compensa-
tion of officers and employees of the United States, stationery and 
supplies, and all other necessary expenses, fiscal year 1939, to remain 
available until expended, $155,000, together with the unexpended 
balance of the appropriation of $5,000 made under this head 10537 the 
War Department Civil Appropriation Act, 1938: Provided, That 
section 3709, Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5), shall not apply in the 
case of any expenditure hereunder where the aggregate amount 
involved does not exceed $500. 

TITLE II—SPECIAL APPROPRIATIONS, MILITARY 
ESTABLISHMENT 

MILITARY ACTIVITIES 

QUARTERMASTER CORPS 

Clothing and equipage: For an additional amount for clothing 
and equipage for the Army, comprising the same objects specified 
under this head in the Military Appropriation Act, 1939, and includ-
ing the employment of persons and the procurement of supplies and 
services, printing and binding, and communication service, at the 
seat of government and elsewhere, fiscal year 1939, to remain avail-
able until June 30, 1940, $1,017,388. 
Army transportation: For an additional amount for Army trans-

portation, comprising the same objects specified under this head in 
the Military Appropriation Act, 1939, and including the employment 

of and and the procurement of supplie,s and services, printing 
and binding, and communication service, at the seat of government 
and elsewhere, fiscal year 1939, to remain available until June 30, 
1940, $1,000,000, of which amount not in excess of $130,000 may be 
utilized for the purchase or construction of boats and other vessels. 
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SIGNAL CORPS

Signal Service of the Army: For an additional amount for Signal
Service of the Army, comprising the same objects specified under this
head in the Military Appropriation Act, 1939, and including the
employment of persons and the procurement of supplies and services,
printing and binding, and communication service, at the seat of gov-
ernment and elsewhere, fiscal year 1939, to remain available until
June 30, 1940, $2,571,250.

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT

Medical and Hospital Department: For an additional amount for
Medical and Hospital Department, Army, comprising the same
objects specified under this head in the Military Appropriation Act,
1939, and including the employment of persons and the procurement
of supplies and services, printing and binding, and communication
service, at the seat of government and elsewhere, fiscal year 1939, to
remain available until June 30, 1940, $295,000.

CORPS OF ENGINEERS

Engineer Service, Army: For an additional amount for Engineer
Service Army, comprising the same objects specified under this head
in the Military Appropriation Act, 1939, and including the employ-
ment of persons and the procurement of supplies and services,
printing and binding, and communication service, at the seat of gov-
ernment and elsewhere, fiscal year 1939, to remain available until
June 30, 1940, $2,900,000, and, in addition, the Chief of Engineers,
when authorized by the Secretary of War, may enter into contracts
prior to July 1, 1940, for the procurement of engineer equipment to
an amount not in excess of $1,000,000, and his action in so doing
shall be deemed a contractual obligation of the Federal Government
for the payment of costs thereof.

ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT

Ordnance service and supplies, Army: For an additional amount
for ordnance service and supplies, Army, comprising the same objects
specified under this head in the Military Appropriation Act, 1939
and including the employment of persons and the procurement of
supplies and services, printing and binding, tuition of officers of the
Ordnance Department at educational institutions, and communica-
tion service, at the seat of government and elsewhere, fiscal year
1939, to remain available until June 30, 1940, $55,366,362, and in
addition, the Chief of Ordnance, when authorized by the Secretary
of War, may enter into contracts prior to July 1, 1940, for ordnance
service and supplies, to an amount not in excess of $44,000,000, and
his action in so doing shall be deemed a contractual obligation of the
Federal Government for the payment of the cost thereof: Provided,
That the President may with their consent, order Ordnance Reserve
officers and Specialist Reserve officers assigned to the Ordnance
Department to active duty for such periods as may be necessary to
carry out the purposes of this appropriation, and the pay and
allowances of such officers while so assigned shall be charged to this
appropriation.

CHEMICAL WARFARE SERVICE

Chemical Warfare Service, Army: For an additional amount for
Chemical Warfare Service, Army, comprising the same objects
specified under this head in the Military Appropriation Act, 1939,
and including the employment of persons and the procurement of
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SIGNAL CORPS 

Signal Service of the Army: For an additional amount for Signal 
Service of the Army, comprising the same objects specified under this 
head in the Military Appropriation Act, 1939, and including the 
employment of persons and the procurement of supplies and services, 
printing and binding, and communication service, at the seat of gov-
ernment and elsewhere, fiscal year 1939, to remain available until 
June 30, 1940, $2,571,250. 

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT 

Medical and Hospital Department: For an additional amount for 
Medical and Hospital Department, Army, comprising the same 
objects specified under this head in the Military Appropriation Act, 
1939, and including the employment of persons and the procurement 
of supplies and services, printing and binding, and communication 
service, at the seat of government and elsewhere, fiscal year 1939, to 
remain available until June 30, 1940, $295,000. 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS 

Engineer Service, Army: For an additional amount for Engineer 
Service, Army, comprising the same objects specified under this head 
in the Military Appropriation Act, 1939, and including the employ-
ment of persons and the procurement of supplies and services, 
printing and binding, and communication service, at the seat of gov-
ernment and elsewhere, fiscal year 1939, to remain available until 
June 30, 1940, $2,900,000, and, in addition, the Chief of Engineers, 
when authorized by the Secretary of War, may enter into contracts 
prior to July 1, 1940, for the procurement of engineer equipment to 
an amount not in excess of $1,000,000, and his action in so doing 
shall be deemed a contractual obligation of the Federal Government 
for the payment of costs thereof. 

ORDNA NCE DEPARTMENT 

Ordnance service and supplies, Army: For an additional amount 
for ordnance service and supplies, Army, comprising the same objects 
specified under this head in the Military Appropriation Act, 1939, 
and including the employment of persons and the procurement of 
supplies and services, printing and binding, tuition of officers of the 
Ordnance Department at educational institutions, and communica-
tion service, at the seat of government and elsewhere fiscal year 
1939, to remain available until June 30, 1940, $55,366,362, and in 
addition, the Chief of Ordnance, when authorized by the Secretary 
of War, may enter into contracts prior to July 1, 1940, for ordnance 
service and supplies, to an amount not in excess of $44,000,000, and 
his action in so doing shall be deemed a contractual obligation of the 
Federal Government for the payment of the cost thereof: Provided, 
That the President may, with their consent, order Ordnance Reserve 
officers and Specialist Reserve officers assigned to the Ordnance 
Department to active duty for such periods as may be necessary to 
carry out the purposes of this appropriation, and the pay and 
allowances of such officers while so assigned shall be charged to this 
appropriation. 

CHEMICAL WARFARE SERVICE 

Chemical Warfare Service, Army: For an additional amount for 
Chemical Warfare Service, Army, comprising the same objects 
specified under this head in the Military Appropriation Act, 1989, 
and including the employment of persons and the procurement of 
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Contracts.

Expenses.
Post, p. 996.

52 Stat. 659.

Availability.

Contracts.

Payment.

42 Stat. 1066.
31 U. S. C. i§ 215-

217.

supplies and services, printing and binding, and communication serv-
ice, at the seat of government and elsewhere, fiscal year 1939, to
remain available until June 30, 1940, $1,110,000, and, in addition, the
Chief of Chemical Warfare Service, when authorized by the Secre-
tary of War, may enter into contracts prior to July 1, 1940, for the
procurement of chemical-warfare equipment to an amount not in
excess of $740,000, and his action in so doing shall be deemed a
contractual obligation of the Federal Government for the payment
of costs thereof.

SEACOAST DEFENSES

For additional amounts for seacoast defenses, comprising the same
objects specified under this head in the Military Appropriation Act,
1939, and including the employment of persons and the procurement
of supplies and services, printing and binding, and communication
service, at the seat of government and elsewhere, fiscal year 1939,
as follows:

United States, $3,295,631, of which $1,222,738 shall remain available
until expended;

Insular departments, $766,284, of which $41,900 shall remain avail-
able until expended;

Panama Canal, $1,416,372, of which $688,805 shall remain available
until expended;

In all, $5,478,287, of which $1,953,443 shall remain available until
expended; and in addition, when authorized by the Secretary of
War, contracts may be entered into prior to July 1, 1940, for the
procurement of equipment for seacoast defenses, such action in each
case to be deemed a contractual obligation of the Federal Govern-
ment for the payment of the cost thereof, as follows:

United States, $591,000;
Insular Departments, $339,000;
Panama Canal, $131,000;
In all, $1,061,000.

TITLE III-JUDGMENTS AND AUTHORIZED CLAIMS

PROPERTY DAMAGE CLAIMS

SEC. 301. (a) For the payment of claims for damages to or losses
of privately owned property, adjusted and determined by the follow-
ing respective departments and independent offices, under the pro-
visions of the Act entitled "An Act to provide a method for the
settlement of claims arising against the Government of the United
States in the sums not exceeding $1,000 in any one case", approved
December 28, 1922 (U. S. C., title 31, secs. 215-217), as fully set
forth in House Document Numbered 195 of the Seventy-sixth Con-
gress, as follows:

Farm Credit Administration, $25.80;
Veterans' Administration, $20;
Works Progress Administration, $418.67;
Department of Agriculture, $406.31;
Department of the Interior, $476;
Navy Department, $309.75;
War Department, $1,627.65;
Treasury Department, $262.01;
Post Office Department (payable from postal revenues), $272.32;
In all. $3,818.51.
(b) For the payment of claims for damages to or losses of pri-

vately owned property, adjusted and determined by the following
respective departments and independent offices, under the provisions
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supplies and services, printing and binding, and communication serv-
ice, at the seat of government and elsewhere, fiscal year 1939, to 
remain available until June 30, 1940, $1,110,000, and, in addition, the 
Chief of Chemical Warfare Service, when authorized by the Secre-
tary of War, may enter into contracts prior to July 1, 1940, for the 
procurement of chemical-warfare equipment to an amount not in 
excess of $740,000, and his action in so doing shall be deemed a 
contractual obligation of the Federal Government for the payment 
of costs thereof. 

SEACOAST DEFENSES 

For additional amounts for seacoast defenses, comprising the same 
objects specified under this head in the Military Appropriation Act, 
1939, and including the employment of persons and the procurement 
of supplies and services, printing and binding, and communication 
service, at the seat of government and elsewhere, fiscal year 1939, 
as follows: 
United States, $3,295,631, of which $1,222,738 shall remain available 

until expended; 
Insular departments, $766,284, of which $41,900 shall remain avail-

able until expended; 
Panama Canal, $1,416,372, of which $688,805 shall remain available 

until expended; 
In all, $5,478,287, of which $1,953,443 shall remain available until 

expended; and in addition, when authorized by the Secretary of 
War, contracts may be entered into prior to July 1, 1940, for the 
procurement of equipment for seacoast defenses, such action in each 
case to be deemed a contractual obligation of the Federal Govern-
ment for the payment of the cost thereof, as follows: 
United States, $591,000; 
Insular Departments, $339,000; 
Panama Canal, $131,000; 
In all, $1,061,000. 

TITLE III—J UDGMENTS AND AUTHORIZED CLAIMS 

PROP.1Y DAMAGE CLAIMS 

SEC. 301. (a) For the payment of claims for damages to or losses 
of privately owned property, adjusted and determined by the follow-
ing respective departments and independent offices, under the pro-
visions of the Act entitled "An Act to provide a method for the 
settlement of claims arising against the Government of the United 
States in the sums not exceeding $1,000 in any one case", approved 
December 28, 1922 (U. S. C., title 31, secs. 215-217), as fully set 
forth in House Document Numbered 195 of the Seventy-sixth Con-
gress, as follows: 
Farm Credit Administration, $25.80; 
Veterans' Administration, $20; 
Works Progress Administration, $418.67; 
Department of Agriculture, $406.31; 
Department of the Interior, $476; 
Navy Department, $309.75; 
War Department, $1,627.65; 
Treasury Department, $262.01; 
Post Office Department (payable from postal revenues), $272.32; 
In all, $3,818.51. 
(b) For the payment of claims for damages to or losses of pri-

vately owned property, adjusted and determined by the following 
respective departments and independent offices, under the provisions 
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of the Act entitled "An Act to provide a method for the settlement
of claims arising against the Government of the United States in
the sums not exceeding $1,000 in any one case", approved December
28, 1922 (U. S. C., title 31, sees. 215-217), as fully set forth in Senate
Document Numbered 47 of the Seventy-sixth Congress, as follows:

Social Security Board, $11;
Works Progress Administration, $1,374.46;
Department of Agriculture, $1,125.69;
Department of Commerce, $195;
Department of the Interior, $1,247.33;
Department of Justice, $36.36;
Navy Department, $76.80;
Treasury Department, $5;
War Department, $2,172.23;
Post Office Department (payable from postal revenues), $188.70;
In all, $6,432.57.

645

42 Stat. 1066.
31 U. S. C. §§ 215-

217.

JUDGMENTS, UNITED STATES COURTS

SEC. 302. (a) For payment of the final judgments and decrees, Payment.
including costs of suits, which have been rendered under the provi-
sions of the Act of March 3, 1887, entitled "An Act to provide for
the bringing of suits against the Government of the United States", as
amended by the Judicial Code, approved March 3, 1911 (28 U. S. C. 24

Stat. 5 5
C. 28 U.S. C. § 41, par.41, 258, 761-765), certified to the Seventy-sixth Congress in Senate 2o;§§258, 761-765.

Document Numbered 48, and House Document Numbered 185 under
the following Departments and establishments, namely:

Department of Agriculture, $1,105.68;
Department of the Interior, $5,675;
War Department, $5,920;
In all, $12,700.68, together with such additional sum as may be Interest and costs.

necessary to pay interest and costs as specified in such judgments
or as provided by law.

(b) For the payment of judgment, including costs of suit, rendered sits in admuralty
against the Government of the United States by a United States dis- "me
trict court under the provisions of an Act entitled "An Act author-
izing suits against the United States in admiralty for damages caused
by and salvage services rendered to public vessels belonging to the
United States, and for other purposes", approved March 3, 1925 (46 4 Stt 11. 12. 71-46 U. S. C. §§ 7 81-U. S. C. 781-789), certified to the Seventy-sixth Congress in House 71.
Document Numbered 185, under the following department:

Navy Department, $2,764.90; together with such additional sum
as may be necessary to pay interest as specified in such judgment or
as provided by law.

(c) None of the judgments contained under this caption shall be Time of payment.

paid until the right of appeal shall have expired, except such as have
become final and conclusive against the United States by failure of '
the parties to appeal or otherwise.

(d) Payment of interest wherever provided for judgments con- Interest.
tained in this Act shall not in any case continue for more than thirty
days after the date of approval of the Act.

JUDGMENTS, COURT OF CLAI[MS

SEC. 303. (a) For payment of the judgments rendered by the Payment.
Court of Claims and reported to the Seventy-sixth Congress in
Senate Document Numbered 50, and House Document Numbered
196, under the following departments and establishments, namely:

Department of the Interior, $296,011.42;
Department of Justice, $40;
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of the Act entitled "An Act to provide a method for the settlement 
of claims arising against the Government of the United States in 
the sums not exceeding $1,000 in any one case", approved December 
28, 1922 (U. S. C., title 31, secs. 215-217), as fully set forth in Senate 
Document Numbered 47 of the Seventy-sixth Congress, as follows: 

Social Security Board, $11; 
Works Progress Administration, $1,374.46; 
Department of Agriculture, $1,125.69; 
Department of Commerce, $195; 
Department of the Interior, $1,247.33; 
Department of Justice, $36.36; 
Navy Department, $76.80; 
Treasury Department, $5; 
War Department, $2,172.23; 
Post Office Department (payable from postal revenues), $188.70; 
In all, $6,432.57. 

JUDGMENTS, UNITED STATES COURTS 
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SEC. 302. (a) For payment of the final judgments and decrees, Payment, 

including costs of suits, which have been rendered under the provi-
sions of the Act of March 3, 1887, entitled "An Act to provide for 
the bringing of suits against the Government of the United States", as 
amended by the Judicial Code, approved March 3, 1911 (28 U. S. C. 24 Stat. 505. 

41, par. 41, 258, 761-765), certified to the Seventy-sixth Congress in Senate 20; 55 258, 761-765. 
Document Numbered 48, and House Document Numbered 185 under 
the following Departments and establishments, namely: 
Department of Agriculture, $1,105.68; 
Department of the Interior, $5,675; 
War Department, $5,920; 
In all, 812,700.68, together with such additional sum as may be Interest and costs. 

necessary to pay interest and costs as specified in such judgments 
or as provided by law. 

(b) For the payment of judgment, including costs of suit, rendered Suits in admiralty, 
Navy Department. 

against the Government of the United States by a United States dis-
trict court under the provisions of an Act entitled "An Act author-
izing suits against the United States in admiralty for damages caused 
by and salvage services rendered to public vessels belonging to the 
United States, and for other purposes", approved March 3, 1925 (46 43 Stat. 1112. 

U. S. C. 781-789), certified to the Seventy-sixth Congress in House No. 
Document Numbered 185, under the following department: 
Navy Department, $2,764.90; together with such additional sum 

as may be necessary to pay interest as specified in such judgment or 
as provided by law. 

(c) None of the judgments contained under this caption shall be Time of payment. 

paid until the right of appeal shall have expired, except such as have 
become final and conclusive against the United States by failure of • 
the parties to appeal or otherwise. 

(d) Payment of interest wherever provided for judgments con- Interest. 

tamed in this Act shall not in any case continue for more than thirty 
days after the date of approval of the Act. 

JUDGMENTS, COURT OF CLAIMS 

SEC. 303. (a) For payment of the judgments rendered by the 
Court of Claims and reported to the Seventy-sixth Congress in 
Senate Document Numbered 50, and House Document Numbered 
196, under the following departments and establishments, namely: 
Department of the Interior, $296,011.42; 
Department of Justice, $40; 

Payment. 
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Interest.
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Department of Labor, $13,493.36;
Navy Department, $36,122.91;
Treasury Department, $28,795.64;
War Department, $49,306.43.
In all, $423,769.76, together with such additional sum as may be

necessary to pay interest as and where specified in such judgments.
(b) None of the judgments contained under this caption shall be

paid until the right of appeal shall have expired, except such as have
become final and conclusive against the United States by failure of
the parties to appeal or otherwise.

AUDITED CLAIMS

Payment. Seo. 304. (a) For the payment of the following claims, certified to
be due by the General Accounting Office under appropriations the
balances of which have been carried to the surplus fund under the

18 Stat. 110. provisions of section 5 of the Act of June 20, 1874 (31 U. S. C. 713),
31 .S C and under appropriations heretofore treated as permanent, being for

the service of the fiscal year 1936 and prior years, unless otherwise
stated, and which have been certified to Congress under section 2 of

2 U. St.c s. the Act of July 7, 1884 (5 U. S. C. 266), as fully set forth in HouseDocument Numbered 190, Seventy-sixth Congress, there is appropri-
ated as follows:

Legislative. Legislative: For public printing and binding, Government Print-
ing Office, $178.20.

Independentff. Independent Offices: For salaries and expenses, Civil Service
Commission, $52.44.

For Federal Civil Works Administration, $8.55.
For farmers' crop production and harvesting loans, Farm Credit

Administration, $322.25.
For loans and relief in stricken agricultural areas (transfer toFarm Credit Administration), $55.
For salaries and expenses, Farm Credit Administration, $55.96.
For special investigation, Federal Communications Commission,

$33.45.
For Federal Trade Commission, $48.06.
For Interstate Commerce Commission, $7.
For salaries and expenses National Archives, $73.89.
For National Industrial Recovery, National Recovery Administra-

tion, $195.55.
0 stat. 1009. For operations under Mineral Act of October 5, 1938, $443.78.

For Public Works Administration, allotment to National Resources
Board, $1.87.

For Securities and Exchange Commission, $202.07.
For military and naval compensation, Veterans' Bureau, $20.10.
For salaries and expenses, Veterans' Administration, $7,221.49.

'rtmento Department of Agriculture: For salaries and expenses, Exten-
sion Service, $14.80.

For salaries and expenses, Weather Bureau, $3.10.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Animal Industry, $3.62.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Plant Industry, $31.67.
For salaries and expenses, Forest Service, $165.06.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Agricultural Economics,

$25.99.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Biological Survey, $12.07.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Home Economics, $16.40.
For salaries and expenses, Food and Drug Administration, $129.81.For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quar-

antine, $80.05.
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Department of Labor, $13,493.36; 
Navy Department, $36,122.91; 
Treasury Department, $28,795.64; 
War Department, $49,306.43. 
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necessary to pay interest as and where specified in such judgments. 
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the parties to appeal or otherwise. 
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For special investigation, Federal Communications Commission, 

$33.45. 
For Federal Trade Commission, $48.06. 
For Interstate Commerce Commission, $7. 
For salaries and expenses, National Archives, $73.89. 
For National Industrial Recovery, National Recovery Administra-

tion, $195.55. 
For operations under Mineral Act of October 5, 1938, $443.78. 
For Public Works Administration, allotment to National Resources 

Board, $1.87. 
For Securities and Exchange Commission, $202.07. 
For military and naval compensation, Veterans' Bureau, $20.10. 
For salaries and expenses, Veterans' Administration, $7,221.49. 
Department of Agriculture: For salaries and expenses, Exten-

sion Service, $14.80. 
For salaries and expenses, Weather Bureau, $3.10. 
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For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Plant Industry, $31.67. 
For salaries and expenses, Forest Service, $165.06. 
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, 

$25.99. 
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Biological Survey, $12.07. 
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Home Economics, $16.40. 
For salaries and expenses, Food and Drug Administration, $129.81. 
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quar-

antine, $80.05. 
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For salaries and expenses, Soil Conservation Service, $16.11.
For miscellaneous expenses, Department of Agriculture, 46 cents.
For special research fund, Department of Agriculture, $33.
For plant reserve stations, Soil Conservation Service, 45 cents.
For loans and relief in stricken agricultural areas (transfer to

Agriculture), $185.79.
For working fund, Agriculture, Agricultural Adjustment Adminis-

tration, $19.86.
For working fund, Agriculture, Biological Survey (Federal emer-

gency relief, surplus relief, National Industrial Recovery), $6.63.
For National Industrial Recovery, Agricultural Adjustment

Administration, $4.12.
For exportation and domestic consumption of agricultural com-

modities, Department of Agriculture, $4,071.25.
Department of Commerce: For miscellaneous expenses, Bureau

of Fisheries, $177.93.
For party expenses, Coast and Geodetic Survey, $4.50.
For general expenses, Lighthouse Service, $83.30.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Navigation and Steamboat

Inspection, $51.31.
For air-navigation facilities, $112.59.
For testing, inspection, and information service, National Bureau

of Standards, $18.64.
For shellfish investigation, Bureau of Fisheries, $13.05.
For district and cooperative office service, Department of Com-

merce, $3.35.
For promoting commerce in Europe and other areas, $17.30.
For aircraft in Commerce, $13.86.
Department of the Interior: For Petroleum Administration

(transfer to Interior), $21.03.
For Geological Survey, $16.24.
For salaries and expenses, vocational education, Office of Educa-

tion, $28.69.
For conservation of health among Indians, $45.
For Indian school support, $12.30.
For purchase and transportation of Indian supplies, $25.58.
For Indian service supply fund, $894.81.
For Indian boarding schools, $1,103.89.
For emergency conservation fund (transfer from War to Interior,

Indians, Act of June 19, 1934), $5.60.
For expenses of organizing Indian corporations, and so forth,

$17.30.
For loans and relief in stricken agricultural areas (transfer from

Agriculture to Interior, Indians), $13.72.
For maintenance, Wapato irrigation and drainage system2 and so

forth, Yakima Reservation, Washington (receipt limitation),
$2,288.39.

Department of Justice: For salaries, fees, and expenses of mar-
shals, United States courts, $1,110.85.

For fees of jurors and witnesses, United States courts, $117.91.
For salaries and expenses, veterans' insurance litigation, Depart-

ment of Justice, $22.50.
For salaries and expenses, Division of Investigation, Department

of Justice, $6.86.
For contingent expenses, Department of Justice, 75 cents.
For fees of commissioners, United States courts, $972.
For fees and expenses of Conciliation Commissioners, United States

courts, $25.
For salaries, district court, Panama Canal Zone, $320.86.
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boepartment of La- Department of Labor: For salaries and expenses, Immigration
and Naturalization Service, $347.80.

For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Labor Statistics, $22.43.
For United States Employment Service, Department of Labor,

$42.08.
For salaries and expenses, Women's Bureau, $35.45.
For investigation of cost of living in the United States, $8.26.
For salaries and expenses, Commissioners of Conciliation, $8.26.

Navy Deprtment. Navy Department: For payment to officers and employees of theUnited States in foreign countries due to appreciation of foreign
currencies (Navy), $467.57.

For miscellaneous expenses, Navy, $2.64.
For organizing the Naval Reserve, $336.96.
For engineering, Bureau of Engineering, $10,200.
For pay, subsistence, and transportation, Navy, $1,829.98.
For pay of the Navy, $1.40.
For maintenance, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, $176.80.
For general expenses, Marine Corps, $12.16.
For pay, Marine Corps, $225.28.
For aviation, Navy, $3,040.87.
For increase of the Navy, emergency construction, $17,348.83.
For construction and repair, Bureau of Construction and Repair,

$9,748.75.
staDtetment o Department of State: For salaries, Foreign Service officers,

$834.18.
For transportation of Foreign Service officers, $23.94.
For contingent expenses, Foreign Service, $1.90.
For office and living quarters, Foreign Service, $42.66.
For payment to officers and employees of the United States in for-eign countries due to appreciation of foreign currencies (State),

$241.90.
Treasury Depart- Treasury Department: For stationery, Treasury Department,

* $14.20.
For salaries and expenses, Division of Disbursement, $11.28.
For collecting the revenue from customs, $82.15.
For collecting the internal revenue, $237.47.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Narcotics, $54.52.
For contingent expenses, Coast Guard, $611.02.
For Coast Guard, $7.47.
For repairs to Coast Guard vessels, $5.36.
For pay and allowances, Coast Guard, $984.33.
For pay of personnel and maintenance of hospitals, Public Health

Service, $142.86.
For interstate quarantine service, $10.
For furniture and repairs of same for public buildings, $79.70.
For furniture and repairs of same for public buildings, Procure-

ment Division, $3.15.
For general expenses, Procurement Division, $7.75.
For general administrative expenses, public works branch, Procure-

ment Division, $3.
For mechanical equipment for public buildings, Procurement

Division, $9.
For repairs and preservation of public buildings, Procurement

Division, 50 cents.
For repairs, preservation, and equipment, public buildings, Pro-

curement Division, $80.21.
For plate printing, Bureau of Engraving and Printing, $14.40.
For increase of compensation, Treasury Department, $4.82.
For expenses, Division of Mental Hygiene, Public Health Service,

$11.50.
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War Department: For pay, and so forth, of the Army, $869.40.
For pay of the Army, $431.14.
For extra pay to volunteers, War with Spain, $440.80.
For Reserve Officers' Training Corps, $128.06.
For National Guard, $100.59.
For Organized Reserves, $46.22.
For Army transportation, $524.21.
For increase of compensation, Military Establishment, $79.67.
For Air Corps, Army, $85.70.
For replacing Army transportation, $271.37.
For cFaims of officers and men of the Army for destruction of

private property (Act March 3, 1885), $114.61.
For promotion of rifle practice, $6.90.
For pay, and so forth, of the Army, War with Spain, $32.56.
For travel of the Army, 81 cents.
For travel, military and civil personnel, War Department, $52.12.
For replacing ordnance and ordnance stores, $38.72.
For supplies, services, and transportation, Quartermaster Corps,

$5.98.
For replacing clothing and equipage, $78.12.
For clothing and equipage, $23.50.
For general appropriations, Quartermaster Corps, $5,962.49.
For cemeterial expenses, War Department, $11.14.
For emergency conservation fund (transfer to War, Act March 31,

1933), $79.64.
For emergency conservation fund (transfer to War, Act June 19,

1934), $115.98.
Post Office Department-Postal Service (Out of the Postal

Revenues): For clerks, first- and second-class post offices, $68.75.
For freight, express, or motor transportation of equipment, and so

forth, $15.29.
For indemnities, domestic mail, $162.74.
For operating supplies for public buildings, Post Office Depart-

ment, $3.31.
For railroad transportation and mail messenger service, $206.
For railway postal clerk, travel allowance, $82.63.
For Rural Delivery Service, $412.59.
For special-delivery fees, $8.53.
For village delivery service, $5.11.
Total, audited claims, section 304 (a), $79,124.48, together with such

additional sum due to increases in rates of exchange as may be neces-
sary to pay claims in the foreign currency as specified in certain of
the settlements of the General Accounting Office.

(b) For the payment of the following claims, certified to be due
by the General Accounting Office under appropriations the balances
of which have been carried to the surplus fund under the provisions
of section 5 of the Act of June 20, 1874 (31 U. S. C. 713), and under
appropriations heretofore treated as permanent, being for the service
of the fiscal year 1936 and prior years, unless otherwise stated, and
which have been certified to Congress under fection 2 of the Act of
July 7, 1884 (5 U. S. C. 266), as fully set forth in Senate Document
Numbered 51, Seventy-sixth Congress, there is appropriated as
follows:

Independent Offices: For Federal Civil Works Administration,
$18.47.

For farmers' crop production and harvesting loans, Farm Credit
Administration, $184.95.

For National Industrial Recovery, Federal Emergency Relief
Administration, surplus relief, $4.93.

For Federal Trade Commission, $64.67.
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For National Industrial Recovery, National Recovery Administra-
tion, $10.90.

For operations under Mineral Act of October 5, 1918, $2,500.
For Army pensions, $5.55.
For medical and hospital services, Veterans' Bureau, $39.75.
For salaries and expenses, Veterans' Bureau, $6.15.
For salaries and expenses, Veterans' Administration, $22,376.20.
Department of Agriculture: For salaries and expenses, Bureau

of Animal Industry, $16.41.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Plant Industry, $12.04.
For salaries and expenses, Forest Service, $5.97.
For salaries and expenses, Food and Drug Administration, $8.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quar-

antine, $242.66.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Biological Survey, $42.65.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Agricultural Economics,

$16.04.
For salaries and expenses, Soil Conservation Service, $107.48.
For plant reserve stations, Soil Conservation Service, $5.25.
For general expenses, Agricultural Adjustment Administration,

$1,280.53.
For working fund, Agriculture, Animal Industry (Agricultural

Adjustment Administration), $325.
For chinch bug control, Department of Agriculture, $43.96.
For emergency relief and public works, Agriculture, wildlife

refuges, $589.20.
For loans and relief in stricken agricultural areas (transfer to

Agriculture) (silviculture), $35.95.
For elimination of diseased cattle, Department of Agriculture, $25.
For exportation and domestic consumption of agricultural com-

modities, Department of Agriculture, $617.84.
Department of Commerce: For air-navigation facilities, $7.31.
For general expenses Lighthouse Service, $88.20.
Department of the Interior: For salaries and expenses, Division

of Grazing Control, Department of the Interior, $26.25.
For salaries and expenses, public buildings and grounds in the

District of Columbia, National Park Service, $1.28.
For general expenses, Indian Service $1.80.
For purchase and transportation of Indian supplies, $4.49.
For pay of Indian police, $23.41.
For agriculture and stock raising among Indians, $4.
For Indian schools support, $6.
For Indian school buildings, $7.25.
For clinical survey of disease conditions among Indians, $3.87.
For conservation of health among Indians, $51.05.
For support of Indians and administration of Indian property,

$116.14.
For loans and relief in stricken agricultural areas (transfer from

Agriculture to Interior, Indians), $12.50.
Department of Justice: For salaries and expenses, Bureau of

Prohibition, $25.75.
For salaries and expenses, Division of Investigation, $184.27.
For fees and expenses of conciliation commissioners, United States

courts, $175.
For fees of commissioners, United States courts, $1,771.96.
For miscellaneous expenses, United States courts, $2.
For support of United States prisoners, $189.30.
For pay of special assistant attorneys, United States courts, $2.20.
For United States penitentiary, McNeil Island, Washington, main-

tenance, $351.86.
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For loans and relief in stricken agricultural areas (transfer to 

Agriculture) (silviculture), $35.95. 
For elimination of diseased cattle, Department of Agriculture, $25. 
For exportation and domestic consumption of agricultural com-

modities, Department of Agriculture, $617.84. 
Department of Commerce: For air-navigation facilities, $7.31. 
For general expenses Lighthouse Service, $88.20. 
Department of the Interior: For salaries and expenses, Division 

of Grazing Control, Department of the Interior, $26.25. 
For salaries and expenses, public buildings and grounds in the 

District of Columbia, National Park Service, $1.28. 
For general expenses, Indian Service $1.80. 
For purchase and transportation of Indian supplies, $4.49. 
For pay of Indian police, $23.41. 
For agriculture and stock raising among Indians, $4. 
For Indian schools, support, $6. 
For Indian school builduigs, $7.25. 
For clinical survey of disease conditions among Indians, $3.87. 
For conservation of health among Indians, $51.05. 
For support of Indians and administration of Indian property, 

$116.14. 
For loans and relief in stricken agricultural areas (transfer from 

Agriculture to Interior, Indians), $12.50. 
Department of Justice: For salaries and expenses, Bureau of 

Prohibition,. $25.75. 
For salaries and expenses, Division of Investigation, $184.27. 
For fees and expenses of conciliation commissioners, United States 

courts, $175. 
For fees of commissioners, United States courts, $1,771.96. 
For miscellaneous expenses' United States courts, $2. 
For support of United States prisoners $189.30. 
For pay of special assistant attorneys prisoners, States courts, $2.20. 
For United States penitentiary, McNeil Island, Washington, main-

tenance, $351.86. 
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Department of Labor: For miscellaneous expenses, Bureau of Department
Naturalization, $1.60.

For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Immigration, $3.95.
For salaries and expenses, Immigration and Naturalization Serv-

ice, $61.84.
For National Industrial Recovery, Labor, United States Employ-

ment Service, $3.36.
For United States Employment Service, Department of Labor,

$5.75.
Navy Department: For payment to officers and employees of the Navy DepE

United States in foreign countries due to appreciation of foreign
currencies (Navy), $163.86.

For aviation, Navy, $18,288.28.
For pay, subsistence, and transportation, Navy, $197.25.
For transportation, Bureau of Navigation, $10.55.
For engineering, Bureau of Engineering, $300.05.
For pay of the Navy, $44.67.
For maintenance, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, $1.98.
Department of State: For salaries, charges d'affaires ad interim, Departm

$27.08.
For payment to officers and employees of the United States in

foreign countries due to appreciation of foreign currencies (State),
$17.09.

For contingent expenses, Foreign Service, $449.63.
For contingent expenses, Foreign Missions, $65.88.
Treasury Department: For Coast Guard, $60. Treasury

For pay and allowances, Coast Guard, $75.25.
For contingent expenses, Coast Guard, $68.71.
For collecting the internal revenue, $83.37.
For enforcement of Narcotic and National Prohibition Acts,

internal revenue, 75 cents.
For collecting the revenue from customs, $2.
For pay of personnel and maintenance of hospitals, Public Health

Service, $3.
For general administrative expenses, Public Works branch, Pro-

curement Division, $334.25.
For general expenses of public buildings, $4.40.
For repairs, preservation, and equipment, public buildings, Procure-

ment Division, $46.
War Department: For general appropriations, Quartermaster WarDepar

Corps, $4,324.76.
For pay, and so forth, of the Army, $817.28.
For pay of the Army, $6.84.
For Army transportation, $56.81.
For Reserve Officers' Training Corps, $21.30.
For National Guard, $82.48.
For travel of the Army, $55.83.
For Signal Service of the Army, $30,151.68.
For extra pay to volunteers, War with Spain, $64.
For Air Corps, Army, $26.28.
For supplies, services, and transportation, Quartermaster Corps,

$50.25.
For barracks and quarters, $26.67.
For claims of officers and men of the Army for destruction of

private property (Act March 3, 1885), $56.62. 3 Stat. 350
For increase of compensation, Military Establishment, $92.60. 2.

For cemeterial expenses, $35.62.
For emergency conservation fund (transfer to War, Act March 48stat.22.

31, 1933), $1,062.91.
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Department of Labor: For miscellaneous expenses, Bureau of 
Naturalization, $1.60. 
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Immigration, $3.95. 
For salaries and expenses, Immigration and. Naturalization Serv-

ice, $61.84. 
For National Industrial Recovery, Labor, United States Employ-

ment Service, $3.36. 
For United States Employment Service, Department of Labor, 

$5.75. 
Navy Department: For payment to officers and employees of the 

United States in foreign countries due to appreciation of foreign 
currencies (Navy), $163.86. 
For aviation, Navy, $18,288.28. 
For pay, subsistence, and transportation, Navy, $197.25. 
For transportation, Bureau of Navigation, $10.55. 
For engineering, Bureau of Engineering, $300.05. 
For pay of the Navy, $44.67. 
For maintenance, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, $1.98. 
Department of State: For salaries, charges d'affaire„s ad interim, 

$27.08. 
For payment to officers and employees of the United States in 

foreign countries due to appreciation of foreign currencies (State), 
$17.09. 
For contingent expenses, Foreign Service, $449.63. 
For contingent expenses, Foreign Missions, $65.88. 
Treasury Department: For Coast Guard, $60. 
For pay and allowances, Coast Guard, $75.25. 
For contingent expenses, Coast Guard, $68.71. 
For collecting the internal revenue, $83.37. 
For enforcement of Narcotic and National Prohibition Acts, 

internal revenue, 75 cents. 
For collecting the revenue from customs, $2. 
For pay of personnel and maintenance of hospitals, Public Health 

Service, $3. 
For general administrative expenses, Public Works branch, Pro-

curement Division, $334.25. 
For general expenses of public buildings, $4.40. 
For repairs, preservation, and equipment, public buildings, Procure-

ment Division, $46. 
War Department: For general appropriations, Quartermaster 

Corps, $4,324.76. 
For pay, and so forth, of the Army, $817.28. 
For pay of the Army, $6.84. 
For Army transportation, $56.81. 
For Reserve Officers' Training Corps, $21.30. 
For National Guard, $82.48. 
For travel of the Army, $55.83. 
For Signal Service of the Army, $30,151.68. 
For extra pay to volunteers, War with Spain, $64. 
For Air Corps, Army, $26.28. 
For supplies, services, and transportation, Quartermaster Corps, 

$50.25. 
For barracks and quarters, $26.67. 
For claims of officers and men of the Army for destruction of 

private property (Act March 3, 1885), $56.62. 
For increase of compensation, Military Establishment, $92.60. 
For ceme-terial expenses, $35.62. 
For emergency conservation fund (transfer to War, Act March 

31, 1933), $1,062.91. 

Department of La-
bor. 

Navy Department. 

Department of 
State. 

Treasury Depart-
ment. 

War Department. 

23 Stat. 350. 
31 C. S. C. §§ 218-

222. 

48 Stat. 22. 
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48 Stat. 1021.

Post Office Depart-
ment.

Total; additional
sum, increases in rates
of exchange.

Short title.

May 3, 1939
[H. R. 2320]

[Public, No. 62]

Veterans of desig-
nated wars, etc.

Domiciliary care,
medical, etc., treat-
ment, and burial bene-
fits extended to cer-
tain.

48 Stat. 9, 11; 49 Stat.
729.

38 U. S. C. §§ 706,
717; Supp. IV, § 706.

May 3, 1939
[H. R. 3134]

[Public, No. 63]

American Repub-
lics, Philippine Is-
lands, and Liberia.

52 Stat. 442.
5 U.S. C., Supp. IV,
118e.
Temporary detail of

United States em-
ployees to, authorized.
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For emergency conservation fund (transfer to War, Act June 19,
1934), $20.78.

For increase of compensation, rivers and harbors, $5.
Post Office Department-Postal Service (out of the Postal

Revenues): For clerks, first- and second-class post offices, $200.
For indemnities, domestic mail, $13.30.
For Railway Mail Service, salaries, $448.12.
For Rural Delivery Service, $394.09.
For separating mails, $90.
Total, audited claims, section 304 (b), $90,065.21, together with

such additional sum due to increases in rates of exchange as may
be necessary to pay claims in the foreign currency as specified in
certain of the settlements of the General Accounting Office.

SEC. 305. This Act may be cited as the "Second Deficiency Appro-
priation Act, fiscal year 1939".

Approved, May 2, 1939.

[CHAPTER 109]
AN ACT

To provide domiciliary care, medical and hospital treatment, and burial benefits
to certain veterans of the Spanish-American War, the Philippine Insurrection,
and the Boxer Rebellion.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in addition to
persons entitled to domiciliary care, medical and hospital treatment,
and burial benefits under the provisions of sections 6 and 17, Public
Law Numbered 2, Seventy-third Congress, as amended (U. S. C., title
38, secs. 706 and 717), and regulations issued pursuant thereto, as
amended, those persons recognized as veterans of the Spanish-Ameri-
can War, including the Boxer Rebellion and Philippine Insurrection,
under public laws in effect on March 19, 1933, are hereby included
within the provisions of the aforesaid section 6, as amended, and the
second proviso of the aforesaid section 17, and regulations issued
pursuant thereto, as amended, in the same manner and to the same
extent as the provisions are now or may hereafter be applied to vet-
erans of any war as specified therein.

Approved, May 3, 1939.

[CHAPTER 110]
AN ACT

To amend the Act entitled "An Act authorizing the temporary detail of United
States employees, possessing special qualifications, to governments of American
republics and the Philippines, and for other purposes", approved May 25, 1938.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act
entitled "An Act authorizing the temporary detail of United States
employees, possessing special qualifications, to governments of Ameri-
can republics and the Philippines, and for other purposes", approved
May 25, 1938, be, and the same is hereby, amended to read as follows:

"That the President of the United States be, and hereby is, author-
ized, whenever he finds that the public interest renders such a course
advisable, upon agreement with the government of any other Ameri-
can republic or the Government of the Commonwealth of the Phil-
ippine Islands, or the Government of Liberia, if such government is
desirous of obtaining the services of a person having special scientific
or other technical or professional qualifications, other than those
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48 Stat. 1021. 

Post Office Depart-
ment. 

Total; additional 
sum, increases in rates 
of exchange. 

Short title. 

May 3, 1939 
[H. R. 2320] 

[Public, No. 62] 

Veterans of desig-
nated wars, etc. 
Domiciliary care, 

medical, etc., treat-
ment, and burial bene-
fits extended to cer-
tain. 
48 Stat. 9, 11; 49 Stat. 

729. 
38 U. S. C. §§ 706, 

717; Supp. IV, § 706. 

May 3, 1939 
[H. R. 3134]  To amend the Act entitled "An Act authorizing the temporary detail of United 

[Public, No. 63] States employees, possessing special qualifications, to governments of American 
republics and the Philippines, and for other purposes", approved May 25, 1938. 

For emergency conservation fund (transfer to War, Act June 19, 
1934), $20.78. 
For increase of compensation, rivers and harbors, $5. 
Post Office Department—Postal Service (out of the Postal 

Revenues): For clerks, first- and second-class post offices, $200. 
For indemnities, domestic mail, $13.30. 
For Railway Mail Service, salaries, $448.12. 
For Rural Delivery Service, $394.09. , 
For separating mails, $90. 
Total, audited claims, section 304 (b), $90,065.21, together with 

such additional sum due to increases in rates of exchange as may 
be necessary to pay claims in the foreign currency as specified in 
certain of the settlements of the General Accounting Office. 
SEC. 305. This Act may be cited as the "Second Deficiency Appro-

priation Act, fiscal year 1939". 
Approved, May 2, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 109] 
AN ACT 

To provide domiciliary care, medical and hospital treatment, and burial benefits 
to certain veterans of the Spanish-American War, the Philippine Insurrection, 
and the Boxer Rebellion. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in addition to 
persons entitled to domiciliary care, medical and hospital treatment, 
and burial benefits under the provisions of sections 6 and 17, Public 
Law Numbered 2, Seventy-third Congress i • S. •I , as amended (II S C title 
38, secs. 706 and 717), and regulations issued pursuant thereto, as 
amended, those persons recognized as veterans of the Spanish-Ameri-
can War, including the Boxer Rebellion and Philippine Insurrection, 
under public laws in effect on March 19, 1933, are hereby included 
within the provisions of the aforesaid section 6, as amended, and the 
second proviso of the aforesaid section 17, and regulations issued 
pursuant thereto, as amended, in the same manner and to the same 
extent as the provisions are now or may hereafter be applied to vet-
erans of any war as specified therein. 

Approved, May 3, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 110] 
AN ACT 

American Repub-
lics, Philippine Is-
lands, and Liberia. 
52 Stat. 442. 
5 U. S. C., Supp. IV, 
118e. 
Temporary detail of 

United States em-
ployees to, authorized. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act 
entitled "An Act authorizing the temporary detail of United States 
employees, possessing special qualifications, to governments of Ameri-
can republics and the Philippines, and for other purposes", approved 
May 25, 1938, be, and the same is hereby, amended to read as follows: 

"'That the President of the United States be, and hereby is, author-
ized, whenever he finds that the public interest renders such a course 
advisable, upon agreement with the government of any other Ameri-
can republic or the Government of the Commonwealth of the Phil-
ippine Islands, or the Government of Liberia, if such government is 
desirous of obtaining the services of a person having special scientific 
or other technical or professional qualifications, other than those 
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persons covered by the Act of May 19, 1926 (44 Stat. 565), as
amended by the Act of May 14, 1935 (49 Stat. 218), from time to
time to detail for temporary service of not exceeding one year at a
time, under such government, any such person in the employ of the
Government of the United States: Provided, That the President may,
in extraordinary circumstances, extend the period of such detail for
one or more additional periods of not to exceed six months each:
Provided further, That while so detailed, such person shall be con-
sidered, for the purpose of preserving his rights and privileges as
such, an officer or employee of the Government of the United States
and of the department or agency from which detailed and shall con-
tinue to receive therefrom compensation, and he may receive addi-
tional compensation from the department or agency from which
detailed not to exceed 50 per centum of the compensation he was
receiving as an officer or employee of the United States at the time
of detail, and shall receive from the United States reimbursement for
travel expenses to and from the place of detail and monthly allow-
ances determined by the President to be adequate for quarters and
subsistence during the period of such detail. The additional com-
pensation, travel expenses, and other allowances authorized by this
Act to be paid to any such officer or employee shall be paid from any
appropriations available for the payment of compensation and travel
expenses of the officers and employees of the department or agency
from which he is detailed: Provided, however, That if any govern-
ment to which a detail is authorized by this Act shall express the
desire to reimburse this Government in whole or in part for the
expenses of such detail, the President is authorized, when he deems it
in the public interest, to accept such reimbursement and the amount
so received may be credited to (a) appropriations current at the time
the expenses of such detail are to be or have been paid, (b) appro-
priations current at the time such amounts are received, or (c) in
part as provided under (a) and in part as provided under (b) hereof;
and such amount shall be available for the purposes of the appropri-
ations to which credited: And provided further, That if any such
government shall express the desire to provide advances of funds to
be used by this Government. in whole or in part for the expenses of
such detail, the President is authorized, when he deems it in the
public interest, to accept such advances of funds, and the amounts so
received may be established as a trust fund, to be available for the
purpose and under the provisions of this Act until the termination
of the detail; any unexpended balance of the trust fund to be returned
to the foreign government making the advance."

Approved, May 3, 1939.

[CHAPTER 113]
JOINT RESOLUTION

Making supplemental appropriations for printing and binding and stationery
for the Treasury Department for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the following sums
are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, for the Treasury Department for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1939, namely:

Printing and binding, Treasury Department: For an additional
amount for printing and binding, Treasury Department, fiscal year
1939, including the same objects specified under this head in the
Treasury Department Appropriation Act, 1939, $163,000.

44 Stat. 565; 49 Stat.
218.

34 U. S. C. § 441a;
Supp. IV, § 441a.

Maximum period.

Provisos.
Extensions.

Status.

Additional compen-
sation.

Travel expenses.

Monthly allow-
ances.

Funds available for
payment of additional
compensation, etc.

Acceptance of reim-
bursement for ex-
penses.

Credit of amount so
received.

Acceptance of ad-
vallic(s of funds.

May 6, 1939
[H. J. Res. 279]

[Pub. Res., No. 13]

Treasury Depart-
ment.

Supplemental ap-
propriations, fiscal
year 1939.

Printing and bind-
ing.

52 Stat. 123.
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persons covered by the Act of May 19, 1926 (44 Stat. 565), as 
amended by the Act of May 14, 1935 (49 Stat. 218), from time to 
time to detail for temporary service of not exceeding one year at a 
time, under such government, any such person in the employ of the 
Government of the United States: Provided, That the President may, 
in extraordinary circumstances, extend the period of such detail for 
one or more additional periods of not to exceed six months each: 
Provided further, That while so detailed, such person shall be con-
sidered, for the purpose of preserving his rights and privileges as 
such, an officer or employee of the Government of the United States 
and of the department or agency from which detailed and shall con-
tinue to receive therefrom compensation, and he may receive addi-
tional compensation from the department or agency from which 
detailed not to exceed 50 per centum of the compensation he was 
receiving as an officer or employee of the United States at the time 
of detail, and shall receive from the United States reimbursement for 
travel expenses to and from the place of detail and monthly allow-
ances determined by the President to be adequate for quarters and 
subsistence during the period of such detail. The additional com-
pensation, travel expenses, and other allowances authorized by this 
Act to be paid to any such officer or employee shall be paid from any 
appropriations available for the payment of compensation and travel 
expenses of the officers and employees of the department or agency 
from which he is detailed: Provided, however, That if any govern-
ment to which a detail is authorized by this Act shall express the 
desire to reimburse this Government in whole or in part for the 
expenses of such detail, the President is authorized, when he deems it 
in the public interest, to accept such reimbursement and the amount 
so received may be credited to (a) appropriations current at the time 
the expenses of such detail are to be or have been paid, (b) appro-
priations current at the time such amounts are received, or (c) in 
part as provided under (a) and in part as provided under (b) hereof; 
and such amount shall be available for the purposes of the appropri-
ations to which credited: And provided further, That if any such 
government shall express the desire to provide advances of funds to 
be used by this Government2 in whole or in part for the expenses of 
such detail, the President is authorized, when he deems it in the 
public interest, to accept such advances of funds, and the amounts so 
received may be established as a trust fund, to be available for the 
purpose and under the provisions of this Act until the termination 
of the detail; any unexpended balance of the trust fund to be returned 
to the foreign government making the advance." 
Approved, May 3, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 113] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Making supplemental appropriations for printing and binding and stationery 
for the Treasury Department for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the following sums 
are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise 
appropriated, for the Treasury Department for the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1939, namely: 

Printing and binding, Treasury Department: For an additional 
amount for printing and binding, Treasury Department, fiscal year 
1939, including the same objects specified under this head in the 
Treasury Department Appropriation Act, 1939, $163,000. 

44 Stat. 565; 49 Stat. 
218. 

34 U. S. C. § 441a; 
Supp. IV, § 441a. 
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May 6, 1939 
[II. J. Res. 279] 

[Pub. Res., No. 13] 
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Printing and bind-
ing. 

52 Stat. 123. 
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Stationery, Treasury Department: For an additional amount for
stationery for the Treasury Department, fiscal year 1939, including
the same objects specified under this head in the Treasury Depart-
ment Appropriation Act, 1939, $113,400.

Approved, May 6, 1939.

[CHAPTER 114]
AN ACTMay 6, 1939 AN ACT

[S. 1034] To authorize the Secretary of War to terminate certain leases of the Long Island
[Public, No. 641 Railroad Company.

Long Island Rail-
road Company.

Termination of cer-
tain leases authorized.

Terms and condi-
tions.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secre-
tary of War be, and he is hereby, authorized to terminate the leases
between the Long Island Railroad Company and the Secretary of
War dated May 7, 1926, and November 1, 1926, of property described
therein as the United States Army Base, Bay Ridge, Brooklyn, New
York, upon the railroad company placing the railroad tracks and
facilities located on the premises covered by these leases in good and
safe operating condition, giving all title to the railroad company's
freight station, railroad tracks, and facilities to the United States
now on the said premises, and paying in addition six months' rental,
at the going rate, from the time of the termination of the leases as
the consideration for the termination thereof.

Approved, May 6, 1939.

[CHAPTER 115]
AN ACT

May 6, 1939 AN ACT
[H. R. 4492] Making appropriations for the Treasury and Post Office Departments for the

[Public, No. 65] fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled,

TITLE I-TREASURY DEPARTMENT
Treasury Depart-

ment Appropriation
Act 1940.

Salaries.

Experts.

Provisos.
Salaries limited to

average rates under
Classification Act; ex-
eeptions.

5U. S.C. 661-674;
Supp. IV, 1 673, 673c.

Advances in merito-
rious cals.

That the following sums are appropriated out of any money in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the Treasury Department
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, namely:

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

Salaries: Secretary of the Treasury, Under Secretary of the Treas-
ury, three Assistant Secretaries of the Treasury, and other personal
services in the District of Columbia, including the temporary employ-
ment of experts, $235,860: Provided, That in expending appropria-
tions or portions of appropriations contained in this Act for the
payment of personal services in the District of Columbia in accordance
with the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, with the exception
of the Assistant Secretaries of the Treasury and the Assistant Post-
masters General, the average of the salaries of the total number of
persons under any grade in any bureau, office, or other appropriation
unit shall not at any time exceed the average of the compensation
rates specified for the grade by such Act, as amended, and in grades
in which only one position is allocated the salary of such position
shall not exceed the average of the compensation rates for the grade,
except that in unusually meritorious cases of one position in a grade
advances may be made to rates higher than the average of the com-

Stationery.

52 Stat. 123.

654 [53 STAT.654 

Stationery. 

52 Stat. 123. 
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[Public, No. 841 
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road Company. 
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May 6, 1939 
[H. R. 4492] 
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ment Appropriation 
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Stationery, Treasury Department: For an additional amount for 
stationery for the Treasury Department, fiscal year 1939, including 
the same objects specified under this head in the Treasury Depart-
ment Appropriation Act, 1939, $113,400. 
Approved, May 6, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 114] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Secretary of War to terminate certain leases of the Long Island 
Railroad Company. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives qf the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secre-
tary of War be, and he is hereby, authorized to terminate the leases 
between the Long Island Railroad Company and the Secretary of 
War dated May 7, 1926, and November 1, 1926, of property described 
therein as the United States Army Base, Bay Ridge, Brooklyn, New 
York, upon the railroad company placing the railroad tracks and 
facilities located on the premises covered by these leases in good and 
safe operating condition, giving all title to the railroad company's 
freight station, railroad tracks, and facilities to the United States 
now on the said premises, and paying in addition six months' rental, 
at the going rate, from the time of the termination of the leases as 
the consideration for the termination thereof. 
Approved, May 6, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 115] 
AN ACT 

Making appropriations for the Treasury and Post Office Departments for the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, 

TITLE I—TREASURY DEPARTMENT 

That the following sums are appropriated out of any money in the 
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the Treasury Department 
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, namely: 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

Salaries: Secretary of the Treasury, Under Secretary of the Treas-
ury, three Assistant Secretaries of the Treasury, and other personal 
services in the District of Columbia, including the temporary employ-
ment of experts, $235,860: Provided, That in expending appropria-
tions or portions of appropriations contained in this Act for the 
payment of personal services in the District of Columbia in accordance 
with the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, with the exception 
of the Assistant Secretaries of the Treasury and the Assistant Post-
masters General, the average of the salaries of the total number of 
persons under any grade in any bureau, office, or other appropriation 
unit shall not at any time exceed the average of the compensation 
rates specified for the grade by such Act, as amended, and in grades 
in which only one position is allocated the salary of such position 
shall not exceed the average of the compensation rates for the grade, 
except that in unusually meritorious cases of one position in a grade 
advances may be made to rates higher than the average of the coin-
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pensation rates of the grade, but not more often than once in any
fiscal year, and then only to the next higher rate: Provided further,
That this restriction shall not apply (1) to grades 1, 2, 3, and 4 of
the clerical-mechanical service, (2) to require the reduction in salary
of any person whose compensation was fixed, as of July 1, 1924, in
accordance with the rules of section 6 of such Act, (3) to require the
reduction in salary of any person who is transferred from one posi-
tion to another position in the same or different grade in the same or
a different bureau, office, or other appropriation unit, (4) to prevent
the payment of a salary under any grade at a rate higher than the
maximum rate of the grade when such higher rate is permitted by
the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, and is specifically author-
ized by other law, or (5) to reduce the compensation of any person in
a grade in which only one position is allocated.

Old-age reserve account, Social Security Act: For an amount suffi-
cient as an annual premium for the payments required under title II
of the Social Security Act, approved August 14, 1935 (42 U. S. C.
401), and authorized to be appropriated to the old-age reserve account
established under section 201 (a) of the Act, $580,000,000, of which
$30,000,000 shall be available immediately: Provided, That such
amount shall be available until expended for making payments
required under the Act, and the amounts not required for current
payments shall be invested in accordance with the provisions of such
Act.

Payments to Federal land banks on account of reductions in interest
rate on mortgages: To enable the Secretary of the Treasury to pay
each Federal land bank such amount as the Land Bank Commissioner
certifies to the Secretary of the Treasury is equal to the amount by
which interest payments on mortgages held by such land bank have
been reduced during the fiscal year 1940, and prior thereto, in accord-
ance with the provisions of paragraph "Twelfth" of section 12 of
the Federal Farm Loan Act (12 U. S. C. 771), as amended,
$29,700,000.

Payments to the Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation on account
of reductions in interest rate on mortgages: To enable the Secretary
of the Treasury to pay to the Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation
such amount as the Governor of the Farm Credit Administration
certifies to the Secretary of the Treasury is equal to the amount by
which interest payments on mortgages held by such Corporation
have been reduced during the fiscal year 1940, in accordance with
the provisions of section 32 of the Emergency Farm Mortgage Act
of 1933, approved May 12, 1933 (12 U. S. C. 1016), as amended,
such payments to be made quarterly, beginning as soon as practicable
after October 1, 1939, $7,425,000.

Advances to Railroad Unemployment Insurance Account: To
enable the Secretary of the Treasury to advance to the Railroad
Unemployment Insurance Account, pursuant to Section 10 (d) of
the Act of June 25, 1938 (52 Stat. 1104), such sums as the Railroad
Retirement Board shall request for the purpose of paying benefits,
$23,750,000, to be immediately available.

DIVISION OF RESEARCH AND STATISTICS

Salaries: For personal services in the District of Columbia,
$170,000.

OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL

Salaries: For the General Counsel and other personal services in
the District of Columbia, $135,420.
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pensation rates of the grade, but not more often than once in any 
fiscal year, and then only to the next higher rate: Provided further, 
That this restriction shall not apply (1) to grades 1, 2, 3, and 4 of 
the clerical-mechanical service, (2) to require the reduction in salary 
of any person whose compensation was fixed, as of July 1, 1924, in 
accordance with the rules of section 6 of such Act, (3) to require the 
reduction in salary of any person who is transferred from one posi-
tion to another position in the same or different grade in the same or 
a different bureau, office, or other appropriation unit, (4) to prevent 
the payment of a salary under any grade at a rate higher than the 
maximum rate of the grade when such higher rate is permitted by 
the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, and is specifically author-
ized by other law, or (5) to reduce the compensation of any person in 
a grade in which only one position is allocated. 
Old-age reserve account, Social Security Act: For an amount suffi-

cient as an annual premium for the payments required under title II 
of the Social Security Act, approved August 14, 1935 (42 TI. S. C. 
401), and authorized to be appropriated to the old-age reserve account 
established under section 201 (a) of the Act, $580,000,000, of which 
$30,000,000 shall be available immediately: Provided, That such 
amount shall be available until expended for making payments 
required under the Act, and the amounts not required for current 
payments shall be invested in accordance with the provisions of such 
Act. 
Payments to Federal land banks on account of reductions in interest 

rate on mortgages: To enable the Secretary of the Treasury to pay 
each Federal land bank such amount as the Land Bank Commissioner 
certifies to the Secretary of the Treasury is equal to the amount by 
which interest payments on mortgages held by such land bank have 
been reduced during the fiscal year 1940, and prior thereto, in accord-
ance with the provisions of paragraph "Twelfth" of section 12 of 
the Federal Farm Loan Act (12 TI. S. C. 771), as amended, 
$29,700,000. 
Payments to the Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation on account 

of reductions in interest rate on mortgages: To enable the Secretary 
of the Treasury to pay to the Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation 
such amount as the Governor of the Farm Credit Administration 
certifies to the Secretary of the Treasury is equal to the amount by 
which interest payments on mortgages held by such Corporation 
have been reduced during the fiscal year 1940, in accordance with 
the provisions of section 32 of the Emergency Farm Mortgage Act 
of 1933, approved May 12, 1933 (1.2 U. S. C. 1016), as amended, 
such payments to be made quarterly, beginning as soon as practicable 
after October 1, 1939, $7,425,000. 
Advances to Railroad Unemployment Insurance Account: To 

enable the Secretary of the Treasury to advance to the Railroad 
Unemployment Insurance Account, pursuant to Section 10 (d) of 
the Act of June 25, 1938 (52 Stat. 1104), such sums as the Railroad 
Retirement Board shall request for the purpose of paying benefits, 
$23,750,000, to be immediately available. 
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OFFICE OF CHIEF CLERK

Salaries. Salaries: For the Chief Clerk and other personal services in the
District of Columbia, $146,660.

MISCEJTANEOUS AND CONTINGENT EXPENSES, TREASURY DEPARTMENT

genr, tcm, expenses. For miscellaneous and contingent expenses of the office of the
Secretary and the bureaus and offices of the Department, including

Operaperating expenseserating expenses of the Treasury, Treasury Annex, Auditors',Department build- - -
ings. and Liberty Loan Buildings newspaper clippings, financial journals,

Books, perodicas, books of reference, law books, technical and scientific books, news-
papers, and periodicals, expenses incurred in completing imperfect
series, library cards, supplies, and all other necessary expenses con-

Traveling epenses- nected with the library; not exceeding $5,000 for traveling expenses,
including the payment of actual transportation and subsistence
expenses to any person whom the Secretary of the Treasury may
from time to time invite to the city of Washington or elsewhere for
conference and advisory purposes in furthering the work of the
Department; freight, expressage, telegraph and telephone service;

vehicles. purchase and exchange of motortrucks and one passenger auto-
mobile (at a cost not exceeding $1,800) for the Secretary of the
Treasury, and maintenance and repair of motortrucks and three
passenger automobiles (one for the Secretary of the Treasury and
two for general use of the Department), all to be used for official

Fuel, light, power, purposes only; file holders and cases; fuel, oils, grease, and heating
. supplies and equipment; gas and electricity for lighting, heating,

and power purposes, including material, fixtures, and equipment
therefor; purchase, exchange, and repair of typewriters and labor-
saving machines and equipment and supplies for same; floor cover-

Furniture, etc. ing and repairs thereto; furniture and office equipment, including
supplies therefor and repairs thereto; awnings, window shades, and
fixtures; cleaning supplies and equipment; drafting equipment;

treetcar fares. flags; hand trucks, ladders; miscellaneous hardware; streetcar fares
not exceeding $750; thermometers; lavatory equipment and supplies;
tools and sharpening same; laundry service; laboratory supplies and

otherpopeflds and equipment, removal of rubbish; postage; custody, care, protection,
and expenses of sales of lands and other property of the United

R. S. §'3749' 3750. States, acquired and held under sections 3749 and 3750 of the Revised300 U.s. C. §§ 30,a
302. Statutes (40 IT. S. C. 301, 302), the examination of titles, recording

of deeds, advertising, and auctioneers' fees in connection therewith;
and other absolutely necessary articles, supplies, and equipment not

Adionafunds, otherwise provided for; $220,000: Provided, That the appropria-
Post, pp. 658, 60, tions for the Public Debt Service, Internal Revenue Service, Federal

662, 67. Alcohol Administration, and Division of Disbursement for the fiscal
year 1940 are hereby made available for the payment of items other-
wise properly chargeable to this appropriation, the provisions of

37Stat. 414-. section 6, Act of August 23, 1912 (31 U. S. C. 669), to the contrary
Minor purchases notwithstanding: Provided further, That section 3709 of the Revisedwithout advertising.

t 3dvertisg. Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) shall not be construed to apply to any pur-
41 U. . C. §. chase or service rendered for the Treasury Department when the

aggregate amount involved does not exceed the sum of $50.

CUSTODY OF TREASURY BUILDINGS

pesrating f ce. Salaries of operating force: For the Superintendent of Treasury
Buildings and for other personal services in the District of Columbia,
including the operating force of the Treasury Building, the Treasury
Annex, the Liberty Loan Building, the Auditors' Building, and of
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OFFICE OF CHIEF CLERK 

Salaries: For the Chief Clerk and other personal services in the 
District of Columbia, $146,660. 

MISCELLANEOUS AND CONTINGENT EXPENSES, TREASURY DEPARTMENT 

For miscellaneous and contingent expenses of the office of the 
Secretary and the bureaus and offices of the Department, including 
operating expenses of the Treasury, Treasury Annex, Auditors', 
and Liberty Loan Buildings; newspaper clippings, financial journals, 
books of reference, law books, technical and scientific books, news-
papers, and periodicals, expenses incurred in completing imperfect 
series, library cards, supplies, and all other necessary expenses con-
nected with the library; not exceeding $5,000 for traveling expenses, 
including the payment of actual transportation and subsistence 
expenses to any person whom the Secretary of the Treasury may 
from time to time invite to the city of Washington or elsewhere for 
conference and advisory purposes in furthering the work of the 
Department; freight, expressage, telegraph and telephone service; 
purchase and exchange of motortrucks and one passenger auto-
mobile (at a cost not exceeding $1,800) for the Secretary of the 
Treasury, and maintenance and repair of motortrucks and three 
passenger automobiles (one for the Secretary of the Treasury and 
two for general use of the Department), all to be used for official 
purposes only; file holders and cases; fuel, oils, grease, and heating 
supplies and equipment; gas and electricity for lighting, heating, 
and power purposes, including material, fixtures, and equipment 
therefor; purchase, exchange, and repair of typewriters and labor-
saving machines and equipment and supplies for same; floor cover-
ing and repairs thereto; furniture and office equipment, including 
supplies therefor and repairs thereto; awnings, window shades, and 
fixtures; cleaning supplies and equipment; drafting equipment; 
flags; hand trucks, ladders; miscellaneous hardware; streetcar fares 
not exceeding $750; thermometers; lavatory equipment and supplies; 
tools and sharpening same; laundry service; laboratory supplies and 
equipment, removal of rubbish; postage; custody, care, protection, 
and expenses of sales of lands and other property of the United 
States, acquired and held under sections 3749 and 3750 of the Revised 
Statutes (40 IT. S. C. 301, 302), the examination of titles, recording 
of deeds, advertising, and auctioneers' fees in connection therewith; 
and other absolutely necessary articles, supplies, and equipment not 
otherwise provided for; $220,000: Provided, That the appropria-
tions for the Public Debt Service, Internal Revenue Service, Federal 
Alcohol Administration, and Division of Disbursement for the fiscal 
year 1940 are hereby made available for the payment of items other-
wise properly chargeable to this appropriation, the provisions of 
section 6, Act of August 23, 1912 (31 U. S. C. 669), to the contrary 
notwithstanding: Provided further, That section 3709 of the Revised 
Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) shall not be construed to apply to any pur-
chase or service rendered for the Treasury Department when the 
aggregate amount involved does not exceed the sum of $50. 

CUSTODY OF TREASURY BUILDINGS 

Salaries of operating force: For the Superintendent of Treasury 
Buildings and for other personal services in the District of Columbia, 
including the operating force of the Treasury Building, the Treasury 
Annex, the Liberty Loan Building, the Auditors' Building, and of 
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other buildings under the control of the Treasury Department,
except the buildings of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing,
$320,000.

Salaries and expenses, guard force: For salaries and expenses of
the guard force for Treasury Department buildings in the District
of Columbia, including the Bureau of Engraving and Printing,
including not to exceed $4,000 for purchase, repair, and cleaning
of uniforms, and for the purchase of arms and ammunition and
miscellaneous equipment, $279,500: Provided, That this appropria-
tion may be reimbursed in an amount not exceeding $40,000, for
service rendered in the Bureau of Engraving and Printing in con-
nection with the protection of currency, bonds, stamps, and other
papers of value the cost of producing which is not covered and
embraced in the direct appropriations for such Bureau: Provided
further, That the Secretary of the Treasury may detail an agent of
the Secret Service to supervise such force.
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Guard force, salaries
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Reimbursement for

designated service.

Secret Servicesuper-
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DIVISION OF PRINTING

Salaries: For the Chief, Division of Printing, and other personal Salaries.

services in the District of Columbia, $70,060.
Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the Treasury ,Printing and bind-

Department, including all of its bureaus, offices, institutions, and
services located in Washington, District of Columbia, and elsewhere,
except the Bureau of Internal Revenue, and including materials for
the use of the bookbinder, located in the Treasury Department, but Work excluded.

not including work done at the New York Customhouse bindery
authorized by the Joint Committee on Printing in accordance with
the Act of March 1, 1919 (44 U. S. C. 111), and for the cost of trans- 40 Sa. 1270.
portation to field offices of printed and bound material, including cost
of necessary packing boxes and packing materials, $473,000.

Stationery: For stationery for the Treasury Department and its Stationery.

several bureaus and offices, and field services thereof, including tags,
labels, and index cards, printed in the course of manufacturing, pack-
ing boxes and other materials necessary for shipping stationery sup-
plies, and cost of transportation of stationery supplies purchased free
on board point of shipment and of such supplies shipped from
Washington to field offices, $610,000.

OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF ACCOUNTS AND DEPOSITS

Salaries: For Commissioner of Accounts and Deposits and other
personal services in the District of Columbia, including the Division
of Bookkeeping and Warrants, $356,180.

Division of Disbursement, salaries and expenses: For personal
services in the District of Columbia and in the field, stationery, travel,
rental of equipment, and all other necessary miscellaneous and con-
tingent expenses, $1,400,000: Provided, That with the approval of
the Director of the Bureau of the Budget there may be transferred
to this appropriation from funds available for the Agricultural
Adjustment Administration, Federal Housing Administration, United
States Housing Authority, Federal Surplus Commodities Corpora-
tion, Federal Prison Industries, Railroad Retirement Board, Social
Security Board, United States Maritime Commission, and the Fed-
eral Crop Insurance Corporation, such sums as may be necessary to
cover the expense incurred in performing the function of disburse-
ment therefor.

Contingent expenses, public moneys: For contingent expenses
under the requirements of section 3653 of the Revised Statutes (31
U. S. C. 545), for the collection, safekeeping, transfer, and disburse-

Salaries.

Division of Dis-
bursement.

Salaries and ex-
penses.

Proviso.
Transfer of funds

from designated agen-
cies.

Contingent ex-
penses, public
moneys.

R. S. s 353.
31 U. S. C. J 545.
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other buildings under the control of the Treasury Department, 
except the buildings of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, 
$320,000. 

Salaries and expenses, guard force: For salaries and expenses of 
the guard force for Treasury Department buildings in the District 
of Columbia, including the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, 
including not to exceed $4,000 for purchase, repair, and cleaning 
of uniforms, and for the purchase of arms and ammunition and 
miscellaneous equipment, $279,500: Provided, That this appropria-
tion may be reimbursed in an amount not exceeding $40,000, for 
service rendered in the Bureau of Engraving and Printing in con-
nection with the protection of currency, bonds, stamps, and other 
papers of value the cost of producing which is not covered and 
embraced in the direct appropriations for such Bureau: Provided 
-further, That the Secretary of the Treasury may detail an agent of 
the Secret Service to supervise such force. 

DIVISION OF PRINTING 

Salaries: For the Chief, Division of Printing, and other personal 
services in the District of Columbia, $70,060. 
Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the Treasury 

Department, including all of its bureaus, offices, institutions, and 
services located in Washington, District of Columbia, and elsewhere, 
except the Bureau of Internal Revenue, and including materials for 
the use of the bookbinder, located in the Treasury Department, but 
not including work done at the New York Customhouse bindery 
authorized by the Joint Committee on Printing in accordance with 
the Act of March 1, 1919 (14 U. S. C. 111), and for the cost of trans-
portation to field offices of printed and bound material, including cost 
of necessary packing boxes and packing materials, $473,000. 

Stationery: For stationery for the Treasury Department and its 
several bureaus and offices, and field services thereof, including tags, 
labels, and index cards, printed in the course of manufacturing, pack-
ing boxes and other materials necessary for shipping stationery sup-
plies, and cost of transportation of stationery supplies purchased free 
on board point of shipment and of such supplies shipped from 
Washington to field offices, $610,000. 

OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF ACCOUNTS AND DEPOSITS 

Salaries: For Commissioner of Accounts and Deposits and other 
personal services in the District of Columbia, including the Division 
of Bookkeeping and Warrants, $356,180. 

Division of Disbursement, salaries and expenses: For personal 
services in the District of Columbia and in the field, stationery, travel, 
rental of equipment, and all other necessary miscellaneous and con-
tingent expenses, $1,400,000: Provided, That with the approval of 
the Director of the Bureau of the Budget there may be transferred 
to this appropriation from funds available for the Agricultural 
Adjustment Administration, Federal Housing Administration, United 
States Housing Authority, Federal Surplus Commodities Corpora-
tion, Federal Prison Industries, Railroad Retirement Board, Social 
Security Board, United States Maritime Commission, and the Fed-
eral Crop Insurance Corporation, such sums as may be necessary to 
cover the expense incurred in performing the function of disburse-
ment therefor. 
Contingent expenses, public moneys: For contingent expenses 

under the requirements of section 3653 of the Revised Statutes (31 
U. S. C. 545), for the collection, safekeeping, transfer, and disburse-
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Examination of de-
positories.

R. S. § 3649.
31 U. S. C. 548.

Recoinage of minor
coins.

Recoinage of silver
coins.

Relief of the indi-
gent, Alaska.

Refund of moneys
erroneously received
and covered.

48 Stat. 1231.
31 U.S. C. § 725q.

Government losses
in shipment (Revolv-
ing Fund).

60 Stat. 479.
6 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, § 134a.

Payment of un-
claimed moneys.

48 Stat. 1230.
31 U. S.C. i 725p.

Salaries and ex-
penses.

Reference books,
etc

ment of the public money, transportation of notes, bonds, and other
securities of the United States, transportation of gold coin, gold
bullion, and gold certificates transferred to Federal Reserve banks
and branches, United States mints and assay offices and the Treasury,
after March 9, 1933, actual expenses of examiners detailed to examine
the books, accounts, and money on hand at the several depositories,
including national banks acting as depositories under the requirements
of section 3649 of the Revised Statutes (31 U. S. C. 548), also
including examinations of cash accounts at mints, $150,000.

Recoinage of minor coins: To enable the Secretary of the Treasury
to continue the recoinage of worn and uncurrent minor coins of the
United States now in the Treasury or hereafter received, and to
reimburse the Treasurer of the United States for the difference
between the nominal or face value of such coins and the amount the
same will produce in new coins, $25,000.

Recoinage of silver coins: To enable the Secretary of the Treasury
to continue the recoinage of worn and uncurrent subsidiary silver
coins of the United States now in the Treasury or hereafter received,
and to reimburse the Treasurer of the United States for the difference
between the nominal or face value of such coins and the amount the
same will produce in new coins, $475,000.

Relief of the indigent, Alaska: For the payment to the United
States district judges in Alaska but not to exceed 10 per centum of
the receipts from licenses collected outside of incorporated towns in
Alaska, to be expended for the relief of persons in Alaska who are
indigent and incapacitated through nonage, old age, sickness, or acci-
dent, $20,000.

Refund of moneys erroneously received and covered: To enable the
Secretary of the Treasury to meet any expenditures of the character
formerly chargeable to the appropriation accounts abolished under
section 18 of the Permanent Appropriation Repeal Act of 1934,
approved June 26, 1934, and any other collections erroneously received
and covered which are not properly chargeable to any other appro-
priation, $35,000.

Fund for Payment of Government Losses in Shipment (Revolving
Fund): For an additional amount for the revolving fund for pay-
ment of Government losses in shipment, created in accordance with
the provisions of section 2 of the Government Losses in Shipment
Act, approved July 8, 1937 (50 Stat. 479-484), including not to
exceed $1,000 for expenses other than personal services, incurred in
the defense, safeguard, or recovery of valuables, or the value thereof,
replacement of which shall have been made out of the fund, or for
which a claim for replacement shall have been made, $1,000.

Payment of unclaimed moneys: To enable the Secretary of the
Treasury to meet any expenditures of the character formerly charge-
able to the appropriation accounts abolished under section 17 of the
Permanent Appropriation Repeal Act of 1934, approved June 26,
1934 payable from the funds held by the United States in the trust
fund receipt account "Unclaimed moneys of individuals whose where-
abouts are unknown", $15,000.

PUBIC DEBT SERVICE

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses connected with the
administration of any public-debt issues and United States paper-
currency issues with which the Secretary of the Treasury is charged,
including the purchase of law books, directories, books of reference,
pamphlets, periodicals, and newspapers and the maintenance, oper-
ation, and repair of a motor-propelled bus or station wagon for use
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ment of the public money, transportation of notes, bonds, and other 
securities of the United States, transportation of gold coin, gold 
bullion, and gold certificates transferred to Federal Reserve banks 
and branches, United States mints and assay officks, and the Treasury, 
after March 9, 1933, actual expenses of examiners detailed to examine 
the books, accounts, and money on hand at the several depositories, 
including national banks acting as depositories under the requirements 
of section 3649 of the Revised Statutes (31 U. S. C. 548), also 
including examinations of cash accounts at mints, $150,000. 

Recoinage of minor coins: To enable the Secretary of the Treasury 
to continue the recoinage of worn and uncurrent minor coins of the 
United States now in the Treasury or hereafter received, and to 
reimburse the Treasurer of the United States for the difference 
between the nominal or face value of such coins and the amount the 
same will produce in new coins, $25,000. 

Recoinage of silver coins: To enable the Secretary of the Treasury 
to continue the recoinage of worn and uncurrent subsidiary silver 
coins of the United States now in the Treasury or hereafter received, 
and to reimburse the Treasurer of the United States for the difference 
between the nominal or face value of such coins and the amount the 
same will produce in new coins, $475,000. 
Relief of the indigent, Alaska: For the payment to the United 

States district judges in Alaska but not to exceed 10 per centum of 
the receipts from licenses collected outside of incorporated towns in 
Alaska, to be expended for the relief of persons in Alaska who are 
indigent and incapacitated through nonage, old age, sickness, or acci-
dent, $20,000. 
Refund of moneys erroneously received and covered: To enable the 

Secretary of the Treasury to meet any expenditures of the character 
formerly chargeable to the appropriation accounts abolished under 
section 18 of the Permanent Appropriation Repeal Act of 1934, 
approved June 26, 1934, and any other collections erroneously received 
and covered which are not properly chargeable to any other appro-
priation, $35,000. 
Fund for Payment of Government Losses in Shipment (Revolving 

Fund) : For an additional amount for the revolving fund for pay-
ment of Government losses in shipment, created in accordance with 
the provisions of section 2 of the Government Losses in Shipment 
Act, approved July 8, 1937 (50 Stat. 479-484), including not to 
exceed $1,000 for expenses other than personal services, incurred in 
the defense, safeguard, or recovery of valuables, or the value thereof, 
replacement of which shall have been made out of the fund, or for 
which a claim for replacement shall have been made, $1,000. 
Payment of unclaimed moneys: To enable the Secretary of the 

Treasury to meet any expenditures of the character formerly charge-
able to the appropriation accounts abolished under section 17 of the 
Permanent Appropriation Repeal Act of 1934, approved June 26, 
1934, payable from the funds held by the United States in the trust 
fund receipt account "Unclaimed moneys of individuals whose where-
abouts are unknown", $15,000. 

PUBLIC DEBT SERVICE 

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses connected with the 
administration of any public-debt issues and United States paper-
currency issues with which the Secretary of the Treasury is charged, 
including the purchase of law books, directories, books of reference, 
pamphlets, periodicals, and newspapers, and the maintenance, oper-
ation, and repair of a motor-propelled bus or station wagon for use 
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of the Destruction Committee, and including the Commissioner of
the Public Debt and other personal services in the District of Colum-
bia, $2,348,000: Provided, That the amount to be expended for per-
sonal services in the District of Columbia shall not exceed $2,319,500.

Expenses of loans: The indefinite appropriation "Expenses of
loans, Act of September 24, 1917, as amended and extended" (31
U. S. C. 760, 761), shall not be used during the fiscal year 1940 to
supplement the appropriation herein made for the current work of
the Public Debt Service, and the amount obligated under such indefi-
nite appropriation during such fiscal year shall not exceed $3,595,000.

Distinctive paper for United States securities: For distinctive
paper for United States currency and Federal Reserve bank currency,
including transportation of paper, traveling, mill, and other neces-
sary expenses, and salaries of employees and allowance, in lieu of
expenses, of officer or officers detailed from the Treasury Department,
not exceeding $50 per month each when actually on duty; in all,
$851,470: Provided, That in order to foster competition in the manu-
facture of distinctive paper for United States securities, the Secre-
tary of the Treasury is authorized, in his discretion, to split the award
for such paper for the fiscal year 1940 between the two bidders whose
prices per pound are the lowest received after advertisement.

DIVISION OF APPOINTMENTS

Salaries: For the Chief of the Division, and other personal services
in the District of Columbia, $44,700.

BUREAU OF CUSTOMS

Salaries and expenses: For collecting the revenue from customs,
for the detection and prevention of frauds upon the customs revenue,
and not to exceed $100,000 for the securing of evidence of violations
of the customs laws; for expenses of transportation and transfer of
customs receipts from points where there are no Government deposi-
tories; not to exceed $84,500 for allowances for living quarters, includ-
ing heat, fuel, and light, as authorized by the Act approved June 26,
1930 (5 U. S. C. 118a), but not to exceed $1,700 for any one person; not
to exceed $500 for subscriptions to newspapers; not to exceed $2,000
for improving, repairing, maintaining cr preserving buildings,
inspection stations, office quarters, including living quarters for
officers, sheds, and sites along the Canadian and Mexican borders
acquired under authority of the Act of June 26, 1930 (19 U. S. C. 68);
and including the purchase (not to exceed $87,500), exchange, main-
tenance, repair, and operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicles when necessary for official use in field work; $21,204,600, of
which such amount as may be necessary shall be available for the pay-
ment of extra compensation earned by customs officers or employees
for overtime services, at the expense of the parties in interest. in
accordance with the provisions of section 5 of the Act approved
February 13, 1911, as amended by the Act approved February 7,
1920, and section 451 of the Tariff Act, 1930 (19 U. S. C. 261, 267,
and 1451): Provided, That the receipts from such parties in interest
for such overtime services shall be deposited as a refund to the
appropriation from which such overtime compensation is paid, in
accordance with the provisions of section 524 of the Tariff Act of
1930 (19 U. S. C. 1524); for the cost of seizure, storage, and disposi-
tion of any merchandise, vehicle and team, automobile, boat, air or
water craft, or any other conveyance seized under the provisions of
the customs laws, for the purchase of arms, ammunition, and accesso-
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of the Destruction Committee, and including the Commissioner of 
the Public Debt and other personal services in the District of Colum-
bia, $2,348,000: Provided, That the amount to be expended for per-
sonal services in the District of Columbia shall not exceed $2,319,500. 
Expenses of loans: The indefinite appropriation "Expenses of 

loans, Act of September 24, 1917, as amended and extended" (31 
U. S. C. 760, 761), shall not be used during the fiscal year 1940 to 
supplement the appropriation herein made for the current work of 
the Public Debt Service, and the amount obligated under such indefi-
nite appropriation during such fiscal year shall not exceed $3,595,000. 

Distinctive paper for United States securities: For distinctive 
paper for United States currency and Federal Reserve bank currency, 
including transportation of paper, traveling, mill, and other neces-
sary expenses, and salaries of employees and allowance, in lieu of 
expenses, of officer or officers detailed from the Treasury Department, 
not exceeding $50 per month each when actually on duty; in all, 
$851,470: Provided, That in order to foster competition in the manu-
facture of distinctive paper for United States securities, the Secre-
tary of the Treasury is authorized, in his discretion, to split the award 
for such paper for the fiscal year 1940 between the two bidders whose 
prices per pound are the lowest received after advertisement. 

DIVISION OF APPOINTMENTS 

Salaries: For the Chief of the Division, and other personal services 
in the District of Columbia, $44,700. 

BUREAU OF CUSTOMS 

Salaries and expenses: For collecting the revenue from customs, 
for the detection and prevention of frauds upon the customs revenue, 
and not to exceed $100,000 for the securing of evidence of violations 
of the customs laws; for expenses of transportation and transfer of 
customs receipts from points where there are no Government deposi-
tories; not to exceed $84,500 for allowances for living quarters, includ-
ing heat, fuel, and light, as authorized by the Act approved June 26, 
1930 (5 U. S. C. 118a), but not to exceed $1,700 for any one person; not 
to exceed $500 for subscriptions to newspapers; not to exceed $2,000 
for improving, repairing, maintaining, Cr preserving buildings, 
inspection stations, office quarters, including living quarters for 
officers, sheds, and sites along the Canadian and Mexican borders 
acquired under authority of the Act of June 26, 1930 (19 U. S. C. 68) ; 
and including the purchase (not to exceed $87,500), exchange, main-
tenance, repair, and operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying 
vehicles when necessary for official use in field work; $21,204,600, of 
which such amount as may be necessary shall be available for the pay-
ment of extra compensation earned by customs officers or employees 
for overtime services, at the expense of the parties in interest, in 
accordance with the provisions of section 5 of the Act approved 
February 13, 1911, as amended by the Act approved February 7, 
1920, and section 451 of the Tariff Act, 1930 (19 U. S. C. 261, 267, 
and 1451) : Provided, That the receipts from such parties in interest 
for such overtime services shall be deposited as a refund to the 
appropriation from which such overtime compensation is paid, in 
accordance with the provisions of section 524 of the Tariff Act of 
1930 (19 U. S. C. 1524) ; for the cost of seizure, storage, and disposi-
tion of any merchandise, vehicle and team, automobile, boat, air or 
water craft, or any other conveyance seized under the provisions of 
the customs laws, for the purchase of arms, ammunition, and accesso-
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Details to D. C.
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backs.

ries, and $493,360 shall be available for personal services in the
District of Columbia exclusive of ten persons from the field force
authorized to be detailed under section 525 of the Tariff Act of 1930:
Provided, That no part of this appropriation shall be expended for
maintenance or repair of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles
for use in the District of Columbia except one for use in connection
with the work of the customhouse in Georgetown: Provided further,
That hereafter section 3648 of the Revised Statutes (31 U. S. C.
529b) shall not apply to payments made for the Bureau of Customs
in foreign countries.

Refunds and drawbacks: For the refund or payment of customs
collections or receipts, and for the payment of debentures or draw-
backs, bounties, and allowances, as authorized by law, $17,000,000.

BUREAU OF THE BUDGET

salaries and ex- Salaries and expenses: For every expenditure requisite for and
pens. incident to the work of the Bureau of the Budget, including personal

services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, contract steno-
graphic reporting services, traveling expenses, including expenses of
attendance at meetings when necessary in furthering the work of

Reference books, the Bureau of the Budget, streetcar fares, law books, books of refer-
Automobiles. ence, periodicals, office equipment and supplies, maintenance, repair

and operation of passenger-carrying automobiles for official use, and
Temporary employ- not to exceed $5,000 for temporary employment of persons or organi-
R. s. 3709. zations by contract or otherwise without regard to section 3709 of the
5 Uu.S.C.§§661-674; Revised Statutes, or the civil-service laws, or the Classification Act

Supp. IV, § 673,673c. of 1923, as amended, $479,280.
Printing and bind- For printing and binding, $40,000; and not to exceed $4,000 of

ing. the appropriation for salaries and expenses, Bureau of the Budget,
fiscal year 1939, may be transferred to the appropriation for printing
and binding, Bureau of the Budget, fiscal year 1939.

OFFICE OF TREASURER OF THE UNITED STATES

Salaries.

Redeeming Federal
Reserve and national
currency.

Salaries.

Salaries and ex-
penses.

Commissioner, As-
sistant General Coun-
sel, and other per-
sonal services.

Salaries: For Treasurer of the United States, Assistant Treasurer,
and for other personal services in the District of Columbia, $1,209,000.

Salaries (Reimbursable): For personal services in the District of
Columbia, in redeeming Federal Reserve and national currency,
$69,000, to be reimbursed by the Federal Reserve and national banks.

OFFICE OF THE COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY

Salaries: Comptroller of the Currency and other personal services
in the District of Columbia, $248,000.

BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE

Salaries and expenses: For salaries and expenses in connection with
the assessment and collection of internal-revenue taxes and the admin-
istration of the internal-revenue laws, including the administration
of such provisions of other laws as are authorized by or pursuant to
law to be administered by or under the direction of the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue; including the Commissioner of Internal Rev-
enue, Assistant General Counsel for the Bureau of Internal Revenue,
an assistant to the Commissioner, a special deputy commissioner, five
deputy commissioners, one stamp agent (to be reimbursed by the
stamp manufacturers), and the necessary officers, collectors, deputy
collectors, attorneys, experts, agents, accountants, inspectors, investi-
gators, chemists, supervisors, storekeeper-gaugers, guards, clerks,
janitors, and messengers in the District of Columbia, the several col-
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rice, and $493,360 shall be available for personal services in the 
District of Columbia exclusive of ten persons from the field force 
authorized to be detailed under section 525 of the Tariff Act of 1930: 
Provided, That no part of this appropriation shall be expended for 
maintenance or repair of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles 
for use in the District of Columbia except one for use in connection 
with the work of the customhouse in Georgetown: Provided further, 
That hereafter section 3648 of the Revised Statutes (31 U. S. C. 
529b) shall not apply to payments made for the Bureau of Customs 
in foreign countries. 
Refunds and drawbacks: For the refund or payment of customs 

collections or receipts, and for the payment of debentures or draw-
backs, bounties, and allowances, as authorized by law, $17,000,000. 

BUREAU OF THE BUDGET 

Salaries and expenses: For every expenditure requisite for and 
incident to the work of the Bureau of the Budget, including personal 
services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, contract steno-
graphic reporting services, traveling expenses including expenses of 
attendance at meetings when necessary in furthering the work of 
the Bureau of the Budget, streetcar fares, law books, books of refer-
ence, periodicals, office equipment and supplies, maintenance, repair 
and operation of passenger-carrying automobiles for official use, and 
not to exceed $5,000 for temporary employment of persons or organi-
zations by contract or otherwise without regard to section 3709 of the 
Revised Statutes, or the civil-service laws, or the Classification Act 
of 1923, as amended, $479,280. 
For printing and binding, $40,000; and not to exceed $4,000 of 

the appropriation for salaries and expenses, Bureau of the Budget, 
fiscal year 1939, may be transferred to the appropriation for printing 
and binding, Bureau of the Budget, fiscal year 1939. 

OFFICE or TREASURER OF THE -UNITED STATES 

Salaries: For Treasurer of the "United States, Assistant Treasurer, 
and for other personal services in the District of Columbia, $1,209,000. 

Salaries (Reimbursable) : For personal services in the District of 
Columbia, in redeeming Federal Reserve and national currency, 
$69,000, to be reimbursed by the Federal Reserve and national banks. 

OFFICE OF ink. COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY 

Salaries: Comptroller of the Currency and other personal services 
in the District of Columbia, $248,000. 

BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE 

Salaries and expenses: For salaries and expenses in connection with 
the assessment and collection of internal-revenue taxes and the admin-
istration of the internal-revenue laws, including the administration 
of such provisions of other laws as are authorized by or pursuant to 
law to be administered by or under the direction of the Commissioner 
of Internal Revenue; including the Commissioner of Internal Rev-
enue, Assistant General Counsel for the Bureau of Internal Revenue, 
an assistant to the Commissioner, a special deputy commissioner, five 
deputy commissioners, one stamp agent (to be reimbursed by the 
stamp manufacturers), and the necessary officers, collectors, deputy 
collectors, attorneys, experts, agents, accountants, inspectors, investi-
gators, chemists, supervisors, storekeeper-gaugers, guards, clerks, 
janitors, and messengers in the District of Columbia, the several col-
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lection districts, the several divisions of internal-revenue agents and
the several supervisory districts, to be appointed as provided by law;
the securing of evidence of violations of the Acts, the cost of chemical Scuringofevidence

analyses made by others than employees of the United States and
expenses incident to such chemists testifying when necessary; tele- Miscellaneous ex-

graph and telephone service, rent in the District of Columbia and
elsewhere, postage, freight, express, necessary expenses incurred in
making investigations in connection with the enrollment or disbar-
ment of practitioners before the Treasury Department in internal-
revenue matters, expenses of seizure and sale, and other necessary
miscellaneous expenses, including stenographic reporting services;
for the acquisition of property under the provisions of title III of Acquisition of prop-

the Liquor Law Repeal and Enforcement Act, approved August 27, 49 Stat. 879.
40 U.S. C., Supp.

1935 (49 Stat. 872-881), and the operation, maintenance, and repair iv, §304f.
of property acquired under such title III; for the purchase (not to
exceed $25,000), exchange, hire, maintenance, repair, and operation
of motor-propelled or horse-drawn passenger-carrying vehicles when
necessary, for official use of the Alcohol Tax Unit in field work; print- Printing and bind-

ing and binding (not to exceed $525,000); and the purchase of such jng.

supplies, equipment, furniture, mechanical devices, laboratory sup- Supplies, furniture,

plies, law books and books of reference, and such other articles as may c
be necessary for use in the District of Columbia, the several collection
districts, the several divisions of internal-revenue agents, and the
several supervisory districts, $59,877,500, of which amount not to Personalservices.
exceed $10,812,000 may be expended for personal services in the Dis-
trict of Columbia: Provided, That no part of this amount shall be Provios.

used in defraying the expenses of any officer designated above, sub- attending trials, etc

penaed by the United States court to attend any trial before a United
States court or preliminary examination before any United States
commissioner, which expenses shall be paid from the appropriation
for "Fees of jurors and witnesses, United States courts": Provided Post, p905.
further, That not more than $100,000 of the total amount appropriated Detection and pros-

herein may be expended by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue for ecut violtions

detecting and bringing to trial persons guilty of violating the internal-
revenue laws or conniving at the same, including payments for
information and detection of such violation.

Salaries and administrative expenses for refunding processing and iefnteof t rixss-
related taxes and administering Title III, Revenue Act of 1936: 49 St;it. 17:4.

(1) U. s. C., Supp.
For salaries and expenses in connection with (1) the assessment and IV, '§§ 45-34.e.

collection of the tax on unjust enrichment imposed by Title III, Post, . 1325.

Revenue Act of 1936, (2) the making of refunds and payments of
n - i149Stat. 1739,1747.

processing and related taxes, as authorized by Titles IV and VII 7 u.. C., Supp.

of the Revenue Act of 1936, and (3) the refund of taxes collected IV, 5S -641-3; § 644-

under the Cotton Act of April 21, 1934, as amended (48 Stat. 598), Tax refunds under

the Tobacco Act of June 28, 1934, as amended (48 Stat. 1275), and PotatoAts nd
the Potato Act of August 24, 1935 (49 Stat. 782), as authorized by 48Stat. 598, 1275; 49

the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938, including 52 Stat. 1150.

personal services and rent in the District of Columbia and elsewhere,
the hiring of experts, stationery and office supplies, equipment, furni-
ture, mechanical devices, law books and books of reference, trade
journals, stenographic reporting service, telegraph and telephone
services, postage, freight, express, printing and binding, notarial fees, Printng and bind-

travel expenses, fees of expert witnesses, and fees and mileage of witness fees and

witnesses, which shall be the same as are paid witnesses in the courts mleage.
of the United States and may be paid in advance upon certification
of such officer as the Commissioner of Internal Revenue or the Secre-
tary of the Treasury may designate, $3.500,000, of which amount
not to exceed $1,160,000 may be expended for personal services in the Personal sevces.
District of Columbia.
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lection districts, the several divisions of internal-revenue agents and 
the several supervisory districts, to be appointed as provided by law; 
the securing of evidence of violations of the Acts, the cost of chemical 
analyses made by others than employees of the United States and 
expenses incident to such chemists testifying when necessary; tele-
graph and telephone service, rent in the District of Columbia and 
elsewhere, postage, freight, express, necessary expenses incurred in 
making investigations in connection with the enrollment or disbar-
ment of practitioners before the Treasury Department in internal-
revenue matters, expenses of seizure and sale, and other necessary 
miscellaneous expenses, including stenographic reporting services; 
for the acquisition of property under the provisions of title III of 
the Liquor Law Repeal and Enforcement Act, approved August 27, 
1935 (49 Stat. 872-881), and the operation, maintenance, and repair 
of property acquired under such title III; for the purchase (not to 
exceed $25,000), exchange, hire, maintenance, repair, and operation 
of motor-propelled or horse-drawn passenger-carrying vehicles when 
necessary, for official use of the Alcohol Tax Unit in field work; print-
ing and binding (not to exceed $525,000) ; and the purchase of such 
supplies, equipment, furniture, mechanical devices, laboratory sup-
plies, law books and books of reference, and such other articles as may 
be necessary for use in the District of Columbia, the several collection 
districts, the several divisions of internal-revenue agents, and the 
several supervisory districts, $59,877,500, of which amount not to 
exceed $10,812,000 may be expended for personal services in the Dis-
trict of Columbia: Provided, That no part of this amount shall be 
used in defraying the expenses of any officer designated above, sub-
penaed by the -United States court to attend any trial before a United 
States court or preliminary examination before any United States 
commissioner, which expenses shall be paid from the appropriation 
for "Fees of jurors and witnesses, United States courts": Provided 
further, That not more than $100,000 of the total amount appropriated 
herein may be expended by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue for 
detecting and bringing to trial persons guilty of violating the internal-
revenue laws or conniving at the same, including payments for 
information and detection of such violation. 

Salaries and administrative expenses for refunding processing and 
related taxes and administering Title III, Revenue Act of 1936: 
For salaries and expenses in connection with (1) the assessment and 
collection of the tax on unjust enrichment imposed by Title III, 
Revenue Act of 1936, (2) the making of refunds and payments of 
processing and related taxes, as authorized by Titles IV and VII 
of the Revenue Act of 1936, and (3) the refund of taxes collected 
under the Cotton Act of April 21, 1934, as amended (48 Stat. 598), 
the Tobacco Act of June 28, 1931, as amended (48 Stat. 1275), and 
the Potato Act of August 24, 1935 (49 Stat. 782), as authorized by 
the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938, including 
personal services and rent in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, 
the hiring of experts, stationery and office supplies, equipment, furni-
ture, mechanical devices, law books and books of reference, trade 
journals, stenographic reporting service, telegraph and telephone 
services, postage, freight, express, printing and binding, notarial fees, 
travel expenses, fees of expert witnesses, and fees and mileage of 
witnesses, which shall be the same as are paid witnesses in the courts 
of the United States and may be paid in advance upon certification 
of such officer as the Commissioner of Internal Revenue or the Secre-
tary of the Treasury may designate, $3.500,000, of which amount 
not to exceed $1,160,000 may be expended for personal services in the 
District of Columbia. 
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Refunding internal-
revenue collections.

45 Stat. 3C8.

Proviso.
Report to Congress.

45 Stat. 996.
26 U. S. C. i 1676.
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ments of processing
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49 Stat. 1748.
7 U. S. (., Supp.

IV, § 648.

49 Stat. 1747.
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Printing and bind-
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Salaries and ex-
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49 Stat. 977.
27 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, II 201-212.

Securing of evidence
of violations.

Refunding internal-revenue collections: For refunding internal-
revenue collections, as provided by law, including the payment of
claims for the fiscal year 1940 and prior years and accounts arising
under "Allowance or draw-back (Internal Revenue)", "Redemption
of stamps (Internal Revenue)", "Refunding legacy taxes, Act of
March 30 1928", and "Repayment of taxes on distilled spirits
destroyed by casualty", $38,000,000: Provided, That a report shall be
made to Congress by internal-revenue districts and alphabetically
arranged of all disbursements hereunder in excess of $500 as required
by section 3 of the Act of May 29, 1928 (26 U. S. C. 1676), including
the names of all persons and corporations to whom such payments
are made, together with the amount paid to each.

Refunds and payments of processing and related taxes: For refunds
and payments of processing and related taxes as authorized by Titles
IV and VII, Revenue Act of 1936; for refunds of taxes collected
(including penalties and interest) under the Cotton Act of April 21,
1934, as amended (48 Stat., p. 598), the Tobacco Act of June 28,
1934, as amended (48 Stat., p. 1275), and the Potato Act of August
24, 1935 (49 Stat., p. 782), in accordance with the Second Deficiency
Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938 (52 Stat. 1150), and as otherwise
authorized by law; and for redemption of tax stamps purchased
under the aforesaid Tobacco and Potato Acts, there is hereby con-
tinued available during the fiscal year 1940 the unexpended balance
of the funds made available to the Treasury Department for these
purposes for the fiscal year 1939 by the Second Deficiency Appro-
priation Act, fiscal year 1938.

Additional income tax on railroads in Alaska: For the payment to
the Treasurer of Alaska of an amount equal to the tax of 1 per
centum collected on the gross annual income of all railroad corpora-
tions doing business in Alaska, on business done in Alaska, which
tax is in addition to the normal income tax collected from such
corporations on net income, and the amount of such additional tax
to be applicable to general Territorial purposes, $19,200.

UNITED STATES PROCESSING TAX BOARD OF REVIEW

Salaries and expenses: For salaries and expenses of the Board of
Review established by section 906 of the Revenue Act of 1936 for
review of the disallowance by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
of claims for refund of processing taxes filed under title VII, Reve-
nue Act of 1936, including personal services and rent in the District
of Columbia and elsewhere, stationery and office supplies, equipment,
furniture, mechanical devices, law books and books of reference, press
releases, trade journals, periodicals and newspapers, contract report-
ing services, telegraph and telephone services, postage, freight,
express, printing and binding, notarial fees, travel expenses, and such
other miscellaneous expenses as may be authorized or approved by
the Secretary of the Treasury for the work of this Board, $162,500.

FEDERAL ALCOHOL ADMINISTRATION

Salaries and expenses: For the purpose of administering the provi-
sions of the "Federal Alcohol Administration Act", approved August
29, 1935 (27 U. S. C. 201), as amended, including personal and other
services; supplies and materials; equipment; communication service;
stationery; travel and subsistence expenses as authorized by law;
maintenance, repair2 and operation of automobiles; law books, books
of reference, magazies, periodicals, and newspapers; contract steno-
graphic reporting service; the securing of evidence of violations of
the Act; and miscellaneous and contingent expenses, $425,000.
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and payments of processing and related taxes as authorized by Titles 
IV and VII, Revenue Act of 1936; for refunds of taxes collected 
(including penalties and interest) under the Cotton Act of April 21, 
1934, as amended (48 Stat., p. 598), the Tobacco Act of June 28, 
1934, as amended (48 Stat, p. 1275), and the Potato Act of August 
24, 1935 (49 Stat., p. 782), in accordance with the Second Deficiency 
Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938 (52 Stat. 1150), and as otherwise 
authorized by law; and for redemption of tax stamps purchased 
under the aforesaid Tobacco and Potato Acts, there is hereby con-
tinued available during the fiscal year 1940 the unexpended balance 
of the funds made available to the Treasury Department for these 
purposes for the fiscal year 1939 by the Second Deficiency Appro-
priation Act, fiscal year 1938. 

Additional income tax on railroads in Alaska: For the payment to 
the Treasurer of Alaska of an amount equal to the tax of 1 per 
centum collected on the gross annual income of all railroad corpora-
tions doing business in Alaska, on business done in Alaska, which 
tax is in addition to the normal income tax collected from such 
corporations on net income, and the amount of such additional tax 
to be applicable to general Territorial purposes, $19,200. 

UNITED STATES PROCESSING TAX BOARD OF REVIEW 

Salaries and expenses: For salaries and expenses of the Board of 
Review established by section 906 of the Revenue Act of 1936 for 
review of the disallowance by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue 
of claims for refund of processing taxes filed under title VII, Reve-
nue Act of 1936, including personal services and rent in the District 
of Columbia and elsewhere, stationery, and office supplies, equipment, 
furniture, mechanical devices, law books and books of reference, press 
releases, trade journals, periodicals and newspapers, contract report-
ing services, telegraph and telephone services, postage, freight, 
express, printing and binding, notarial fees, travel expenses, and such 
other miscellaneous expenses as may be authorized or approved by 
the Secretary of the Treasury for the work of this Board, $162,500. 

EDERAL ALCOHOL ADMINISTRATION 

Salaries and expenses: For the purpose of administering the provi-
sions of the "Federal Alcohol Administration Act", approved August 
29, 1935 (27 U. S. C. 201), as amended, including personal and other 
services; supplies and materials; equipment; communication service; 
stationery; travel and subsistence expenses as authorized by law; 
maintenance, repair2 and operation of automobiles; law books, books 
of reference, magazines, periodicals, and newspapers; contract steno-
graphic reporting service; the securing of evidence of violations of 
the Act; and miscellaneous and contingent expenses, $425,000. 
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BuREAU OF NARCOTICS

Salaries and expenses: For expenses to enforce the Act of Decem-
ber 17, 1914 (26 U. S. C. 1383-1391), as amended by the Revenue Act
of 1918 (26 U. S. C. 1040-1064), the Narcotic Drugs Import and
Export Act, as amended (21 U. S. C. 171-184), and the Marihuana
Tax Act of 1937 (26 U. S. C. 1399-1399q); pursuant to the Act of
March 3, 1927 (5 U. S. C. 281c), and the Act of June 14, 1930 (5
U. S. C. 282-282c), including the employment of executive officers,
attorneys, agents, inspectors, chemists, supervisors, clerks, messengers,
and other necessary employees in the field and in the Bureau of Nar-
cotics in the District of Columbia, to be appointed as authorized by
law; the securing of information and evidence of violations of the
Acts; the costs of chemical analyses made by others than employees
of the United States; the transportation of household and other per-
sonal effects incident to the change of headquarters of all employees
engaged in field activities, not to exceed five thousand pounds in any
one case, together with the necessary expenses incident to packing,
crating, boxing, and draying same; the purchase of such supplies,
equipment, mechanical devices, books, and such other expenditures as
may be necessary in the several field offices; cost incurred by officers
and employees of the Bureau of Narcotics in the seizure, storage, and
disposition of property under the internal-revenue laws when the
same is disposed of under section 3460, Revised Statutes (26 U. S. C.
1624); purchase (not to exceed $10,000), exchange, hire, maintenance,
repair, and operation of motor-propelled or horse-drawn passenger-
carrying vehicles when necessary for official use in field work; pur-
chase of arms and ammunition, and for rental of necessary quarters
in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; in all, $1,306,700 of which
amount not to exceed $192,000 may be expended for personal services
in the District of Columbia: Provided, That the Secretary of the
Treasury may authorize the use by narcotic agents of motor vehicles
confiscated under the provisions of the Act of August 27, 1935 (27
U. S. C. 157), and to pay the cost of acquisition, maintenance, repair,
and operation thereof: Provided further, That not exceeding $10,000
may be expended for the collection and dissemination of information
and appeal for law observance and law enforcement, including cost
of printing, purchase of newspapers, and other necessary expenses in
connection therewith and not exceeding $1,500 for attendance at meet-
ings concerned with the work of the Bureau of Narcotics: Provided
further, That not exceeding $10,000 may be expended for services or
information looking toward the apprehension of narcotic law viola-
tors who are fugitives from justice: Provided further, That moneys
expended from this appropriation for the purchase of narcotics
including marihuana, and subsequently recovered shall be reimbursed
to the appropriation for enforcement of the Narcotic Acts current
at the time of the deposit.

COAST GUARD

Office of the Commandant: For personal services in the District of
Columbia, $400,000: Provided, That no part of any appropriation
contained in this Act shall be used to pay any enlisted man of the
Coast Guard while detailed for duty at Coast Guard headquarters
if such detail increases the total number of enlisted men detailed on
such duty at any time above ten.

For every expenditure requisite for and incident to the authorized
work of the Coast Guard, including the expense of maintenance,
repair, and operation of vessels forfeited to the United States and
delivered to the Treasury Department under the terms of the Act
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.3S ats. 11. 5 approved March 3, 1925 (27 U. S. C. 41), maintenance, repair,19U. S. C. are522-
624. exchange, and operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehi-

cles, to be used only for official purposes at headquarters and in the
field, motion-picture equipment (not to exceed $30,000) and material
for official purposes, and the rental of quarters in the District of
Columbia, as follows:

Paand, allowances. Pay and allowances: For pay and allowances prescribed by law for
commissioned officers, cadets, warrant officers, petty officers, and other
enlisted men, active and retired, temporary cooks, surfmen, substitute

retired members of surfmen, and three civilian instructors, retired pay for certain mem-
Service. bers of the former Life Saving Service authorized by the Act

4 sta. 164 78 approved April 14, 1930 (14 U. S. C. 178a), and not exceeding $8,000
Cash prizes. for cash prizes for men for excellence in boatmanship, gunnery, target
Deathallowances. practice, and engineering competitions; for carrying out the provi-
41 Stat. 824. sions of the Act of June 4, 1920 (34 U. S. C. 943); not to exceed

$7,500 for cost of special instruction, including maintenance of stu-
dents; rations or commutation thereof for cadets, petty officers, and
other enlisted men, mileage and expenses allowed by law for officers;

Traveling expenses. and traveling expenses of other persons traveling on duty under
orders from the Treasury Department, including transportation of
cadets, enlisted men, and applicants for enlistment, with subsistence

Recruiting. and transfers en route, or cash in lieu thereof; expenses of recruiting
for the Coast Guard, rent of rendezvous, and expenses of maintaining
the same; advertising for and obtaining men and apprentice seamen
and applicants for appointment as cadets; transportation and packing
allowances for baggage or household effects of commissioned officers,
warrant officers, and enlisted men; and including not to exceed
$23,000 for the recreation, amusement, comfort, contentment, and
health of the enlisted men of the Coast Guard, to be expended in the

roviso. discretion of the Secretary of the Treasury, $18,445,500: Provided,
aerilig 

pay 
t

or That no part of this appropriation shall be used for increased pay at
a rate in excess of $1,440 per annum to any nonflying commissioned
officer or commissioned officer observer for making aerial flights;
which rate shall be the legal maximum rate of such increased pay as to
any such officer;

Fuel and water. Fuel and ater: For fuel, lubricating oil, kerosene, and water, and
for the furnishing of heat, light, and power (service) for vessels,
stations, and houses of refuge, $1,450,000;

outits, stores, et Outfits: For outfits, including necessary supplies and equipment,
medals, newspapers, and periodicals for statistical purposes, rental of
mechanical accounting machinery, repairs to portable equipment at
shore units, ship chandlery, engineers stores, and draft animals and
their maintenance, $1,6002000;

Station improve- Rebuilding and repairing stations: For rebuilding and repairing
stations and houses of refuge, temporary leases, rent, and improve-
ments of property for Coast Guard purposes, including use of addi-
tional land where necessary, $265,000;

Communication Communication lines: For coastal communication lines and facili-
ties and their maintenance, and communication service, $136,000;

Civieian field e
m- Civilian employees: For compensation of civilian employees in the

field, including clerks to district commanders and per diem labor,
$206,750;

Contingent ex. Contingent expenses: For contingent expenses, including subsis-penses.
Pot, p. 132. tence of shipwrecked and destitute persons succored by the Coast

Guard, and of prisoners while in the custody of the Coast Guard;
instruments, apparatus, and services necessary to the carrying on
of scientific investigation, and not exceeding $4,000 for experimental
and research work; care, transportation, and burial of deceased
officers and enlisted men, including those who die in Government
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the same; advertising for and obtaining men and apprentice seamen 
and applicants for appointment as cadets; transportation and packing 
allowances for baggage or household effects of commissioned officers, 
warrant officers, and enlisted men; and including not to exceed 
$23,000 for the recreation, amusement, comfort, contentment, and 
health of the enlisted men of the Coast Guard, to be expended in the 
discretion of the Secretary of the Treasury, $18,445,500: Provided, 
That no part of this appropriation shall be used for increased pay at 
a rate in excess of $1,440 per annum to any nonflying commissioned 
officer or commissioned officer observer for making aerial flights; 
which rate shall be the legal maximum rate of such increased pay as to 
any such officer; 

Fuel and water: For fuel, lubricating oil, kerosene., and water, and 
for the furnishing of heat, light, and power (service) for vessels, 
stations, and houses of refuge; $1,450,000; 

Outfits: For outfits, including necessary supplies and equipment, 
medals, newspapers; and periodicals for statistical purposes, rental of 
mechanical accounting machinery, repairs to portable equipment at 
shore units, ship chandlery, engineers' stores, and draft animals and 
their maintenance, $1,6002000; 

Rebuilding and repairing stations: For rebuilding and repairing 
stations and houses of refuge, temporary leases, rent, and improve-
ments of property for Coast Guard purposes, including use of addi-
tional land where necessary, $265,000; 
Communication lines: For coastal communication lines and facili-

ties and their maintenance, and communication service, $136,000; 
Civilian employees: For compensation of civilian employees in the 

field, including clerks to district commanders and per diem labor, 
$206,750; 

Contingent expenses: For contingent expenses, including subsis-
tence of shipwrecked and destitute persons succored by the Coast 
Guard, and of prisoners while in the custody of the Coast Guard; 
instruments, apparatus, and services necessary to the carrying on 
of scientific investigation, and not exceeding $4,000 for experimental 
and research work; care, transportation, and burial of deceased 
officers and enlisted men, including those who die in Government 
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hospitals; apprehension of deserters; wharfage, towage, freight,
storage, advertising, surveys, entrance fees in matches for the rifle
team, and special equipment therefor; and all other necessary
expenses which are not included under any other heading, $85,300;

Repairs to vessels: For repairs to Coast Guard vessels and boats,
exclusive of aircraft, including cost of salvage operations when inci-
dent to the repairs thereof, $1,600,000;

For repairs to Coast Guard aircraft, including cost of salvage
operations when incident to the repairs thereof, $525,000;

Additional airplanes: For additional airplanes and their equip-
ment, including radio equipment, spare parts, and accessories, to be
constructed or purchased in the discretion of the Secretary of the
Treasury, $477,000, to remain available until June 30, 1941;

No part of the appropriations contained in this Act under the
Coast Guard, nor of any appropriation heretofore made, shall be
used for the construction for the Coast Guard of any new permanent
aviation shore station or for the permanent enlargement of the
capacity of any existing aviation shore station, but this limitation
shall not apply to expenditures for completion of construction for
which funds were made available by the Second Deficiency Appro-
priation Act, fiscal year 1938;

Interchange of appropriations: Such part of any appropriation
for the Coast Guard, contained in this Act, except the appropria-
tions "Pay and allowances", "Civilian employees", and "Salaries,
Office of the Commandant", as may be necessary for freight and
express charges on materials, supplies, and equipment, may be trans-
ferred, with the approval of the Director of the Bureau of the
Budget, to the appropriation for contingent expenses of the Coast
Guard in order to make such payments;

Total, Coast Guard, exclusive of Office of the Commandant,
$24,790,550: Provided, That not more than a total of $2,200,000 out
of the appropriations contained in this Act under the caption
"Coast Guard" except the appropriations "Salaries, Office of the
Commandant" and "Additional airplanes" may be expended for
aviation.

BUREAU OF ENGRAVING ANTD PRINTING

For the work of engraving and printing, exclusive of repay work,
during the fiscal year 1940, United States currency and internal-
revenue stamps, including opium orders and special-tax stamps
required under the Act of December 17, 1914 (26 U. S. C. 1040, 1383),
checks, drafts, and miscellaneous work, as follows:

Salaries and expenses: For the Director, two Assistant Directors,
and other personal services in the District of Columbia, including
wages of rotary press plate printers at per diem rates and all other
plate printers at piece rates to be fixed by the Secretary of the
Treasury, not to exceed the rates usually paid for such work; for
engravers' and printers' materials and other materials, including dis-
tinctive and nondistinctive paper, except distinctive paper for United
States currency and Federal Reserve bank currency; equipment of,
repairs to, and maintenance of buildings and grounds and for minor
alterations to buildings; directories, technical books and periodicals,
examples of engraving and printing, including foreign securities and
stamps, and books of reference, not exceeding $500; traveling expenses
not to exceed $2,000; miscellaneous expenses, including not to exceed
$1,500 for articles approved by the Secretary of the Treasury as
being necessary for the protection of the person of employees; for
transfer to the Bureau of Standards for scientific investigations in
connection with the work of the Bureau of Engraving and Print-
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hospitals; apprehension of deserters; wharfage, towage, freight, 
storage, advertising, surveys, entrance fees in matches for the rifle 
team, and special equipment therefor; and all other necessary 
expenses which are not included under any other heading, $85,300; 

Repairs to vessels: For repairs to Coast Guard vessels and boats, 
exclusive of aircraft, including cost of salvage operations when inci-
dent to the repairs thereof, $1,600,000; 
For repairs to Coast Guard aircraft, including cost of salvage 

operations when incident to the repairs thereof, $525,000; 
Additional airplanes: For additional airplanes and their equip-

ment, including radio equipment, spare parts, and accessories, to be 
constructed or purchased in the discretion of the Secretary of the 
Treasury, $477,000, to remain available until June 30, 1941; 
No part of the appropriations contained in this Act under the 

Coast Guard, nor of any appropriation heretofore made, shall be 
used for the construction for the Coast Guard of any new permanent 
aviation shore station or for the permanent enlargement of the 
capacity of any existing aviation shore station, but this limitation 
shall not apply to expenditures for completion of construction for 
which funds were made available by the Second Deficiency Appro-
priation Act, fiscal year 1938; 
Interchange of appropriations: Such part of any appropriation 

for the Coast Guard, contained in this Act, except the appropria-
tions "Pay and allowances", "Civilian employees", and "Salaries, 
Office of the Commandant", as may be necessary for freight and 
express charges on materials, supplies, and equipment, may be trans-
ferred, with the approval of the Director of the Bureau of the 
Budget, to the appropriation for contingent expenses of the Coast 
Guard in order to make such payments; 

Total, Coast Guard, exclusive of Office of the Commandant, 
$24,790,550: Provided, That not more than a total of $2,200,000 out 
of the appropriations contained in this Act under the caption 
"Coast Guard" except the appropriations "Salaries, Office of the 
Commandant" and "Additional airplanes" may be expended for 
aviation. 

BUREAU OF ENGRAVING AND PRINTING 

Rifle matches, en-
trance fees. 

Repairs to vessels. 

Aircraft repairs. 

Additional air-
planes. 

Aviation shore sta-
tions, etc., restrictions. 

Exceptions. 

52 Stat. 1151. 

Interchange of ap-
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Proviso. 
Aviation expendi-

ture. 

For the work of engraving and printing, exclusive of repay work, work authorized. 

during the fiscal year 1940, United States currency and internal-
revenue stamps, including opium orders and special-tax stamps 
required under the Act of December 17, 1914 (26 U. S. C. 1040, 1383), 38 Stat. 786. §§ 1040, 

checks, drafts, and miscellaneous work, as follows: 1383; Supp. IV, § 1383. 

Salaries and expenses: For the Director, two Assistant Directors, Salaries and ex-

and other personal services in the District of Columbia, including penses. 

wages of rotary press plate printers at per diem rates and all other 
plate printers at piece rates to be fixed by the Secretary of the 
Treasury, not to exceed the rates usually paid for such work; for Materials, etc. 

engravers' and printers' materials and other materials, including dis-
tinctive and nondistinctive paper, except distinctive paper for United 
States currency and Federal Reserve bank currency; equipment of, 
repairs to, and maintenance of buildings and grounds and for minor 
alterations to buildings; directories, technical books and periodicals, Reference books, 

examples of engraving and printing, including foreign securities and etc. 
stamps, and books of reference, not exceeding $500; traveling expenses 
not to exceed $2,000; miscellaneous expenses, including not to exceed 
$1,500 for articles approved by the Secretary of the Treasury as 
being necessary for the protection of the person of employees; for Scientific investiga-tions. 

transfer to the Bureau of Standards for scientific investigations in 
connection with the work of the Bureau of Engraving and Print-
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Vehicles. ing, not to exceed $15,000; and for the maintenance and driving of
two motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles; $8,450,000, to be
expended under the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury.

fCrdit o proceeds During the fiscal year 1940 all proceeds derived from work per-
formed by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, by direction of
the Secretary of the Treasury, not covered and embraced in the
appropriation for such Bureau for such fiscal year, instead of being

24 St. 27 covered into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts, as provided by
31 . . C. 176. the Act of August 4, 1886 (31 U. S. C. 176), shall be credited when

received to the appropriation for said Bureau for the fiscal year 1940.

SECRET SERVICE DIVISION

Sala ri
es. Salaries: For the Chief of the Division and other personal services

in the District of Columbia, $53,460.
Suppresing co

0n- Suppressing counterfeiting and other crimes: For salaries and
other expenses under the authority or with the approval of the Secre-
tary of the Treasury in detecting, arresting, and delivering into the
custody of the United States marshal or other officer having juris-
diction, dealers and pretended dealers in counterfeit money, persons
engaged in counterfeiting, forging, and altering United States notes,
bonds, national-bank notes, Federal Reserve notes, Federal Reserve
bank notes, and other obligations and securities of the United States
and of foreign governments (including endorsements thereon and
assignments thereof), as well as the coins of the United States and

ther crimes. of foreign governments, and persons committing other crimes against
the laws of the United States relating to the Treasury Department
and the several branches of the public service under its control;

Vehicles. purchase (not to exceed $15,000), exchange, hire, maintenance, repair,
and operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles when
necessary; purchase of arms and ammunition; traveling expenses;
and for no other purpose whatsoever, except in the performance of

President. the other duties specifically authorized by law, and in the protection of
the person of the President and the members of his immediate family
and of the person chosen to be President of the United States

Wstness fee. $817,500: Provided, That no part of the amount herein appropriated
shall be used in defraying the expenses of any person subpenaed by
the United States courts to attend any trial before a United States
court or preliminary examination before any United States com-
missioner, which expenses shall be paid from the appropriation for
"Fees of witnesses and jurors, United States courts": Provided fur-

Securing c nforma- ther, That of the amount herein appropriated not to exceed $15,000
tions,etc. may be expended in the discretion of the Secretary of the Treasury

for the purpose of securing information concerning violations of the
laws relating to the Treasury Department, and for services or infor-
mation looking toward the apprehension of criminals.

wlite House Po- White House Police: Captain, lieutenant, three sergeants, and for
fifty-five privates, at rates of pay provided by law; in all, $146,900.

vmtormndequip- For uniforming and equipping the White House Police, including
the purchase, issue, and repair of revolvers, and the purchase and
issue of ammunition and miscellaneous supplies, to be procured in
such manner as the President in his discretion may determine, $3,750.

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

Sasraies, Offiee of Salaries, Office of Surgeon General: For personal services in the
District of Columbia, $323,340.

Coemmiioned 
off

- Commissioned officers, pay, and so forth: For pay, allowance, and
Por, p. 901. commutation of quarters for not to exceed 445 regular active com-

missioned officers (including the Surgeon General and assistant sur-
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ing, not to exceed $15,000; and for the maintenance and driving of 
two motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles; $8,450,000, to be 
expended under the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury. 
During the fiscal year 1940 all proceeds derived from work per-

formed by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, by direction of 
the Secretary of the Treasury, not covered and embraced in the 
appropriation for such Bureau for such fiscal year, instead of being 
covered into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts, as provided by 
the Act of August 4, 1886 (31 U. S. C. 176), shall be credited when 
received to the appropriation for said Bureau for the fiscal year 1940. 

SECRET SERVICE DIVISION 

Salaries: For the Chief of the Division and other personal services 
in the District of Columbia, $53,460. 
Suppressing counterfeiting and other crimes: For salaries and 

other expenses under the authority or with the approval of the Secre-
tary of the Treasury in detecting, arresting, and delivering into the 
custody of the United States marshal or other officer having juris-
diction, dealers and pretended dealers in counterfeit money, persons 
engaged in counterfeiting, forging, and altering United States notes, 
bonds, national-bank notes, Federal Reserve notes, Federal Reserve 
bank notes, and other obligations and securities of the United States 
and of foreign governments (including endorsements thereon and 
assignments thereof), as well as the coins of the United States and 
of foreign governments, and persons committing other crimes against 
the laws of the United States relating to the Treasury Department 
and the several branches of the public service under its control; 
purchase (not to exceed $15,000), exchange, hire, maintenance, repair, 
and operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles when 
necessary; purchase of arms and ammunition; traveling expenses; 
and for no other purpose whatsoever, except in the performance of 
other duties specifically authorized by law, and in the protection of 
the person of the President and the members of his immediate family 
and of the person chosen to be President of the United States, 
$817,500: Provided, That no part of the amount herein appropriated 
shall be used in defraying the expenses of any person subpenaed by 
the United States courts to attend any trial before a United States 
court or preliminary examination before any United States com-
missioner, which expenses shall be paid from the appropriation for 
"Fees of witnesses and jurors, United States courts": Provided fur-
Ober, That of the amount herein appropriated not to exceed $15,000 
may be expended in the discretion of the Secretary of the Treasury 
for the purpose of securing information concerning violations of the 
laws relating to the Treasury Department, and for services or infor-
mation looking toward the apprehension of criminals. 
White House Police: Captain, lieutenant, three sergeants, and for 

fifty-five privates, at rates of pay provided by law; in all, $146,900. 
For uniforming and equipping the White House Police, including 

the purchase, issue, and repair of revolvers, and the purchase and 
issue of ammunition and miscellaneous supplies, to be procured in 
such manner as the President in his discretion may determine, $3,750. 

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE 

Salaries, Office of Surgeon General: For personal services in the 
District of Columbia, $323,340. 
Commissioned officers, pay, and so forth: For pay, allowance, and 

commutation of quarters for not to exceed 445 regular active com-
missioned officers (including the Surgeon General and assistant sur-
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geons general) and for pay of regular commissioned officers on
waiting orders, $1,959,800: Provided, That the above limitation on
the number of regular active commissioned officers may be exceeded
by the number (not in excess of twenty) of regular active com-
missioned officers assigned to Federal penal and correctional
institutions.

Acting assistant surgeons, pay: For pay of acting assistant sur-
geons (noncommissioned medical officers), $320,000.

Pay of other employees: For pay of all other employees (attend-
ants, and so forth), $1,000,000.

Freight, transportation, and so forth: For freight, transportation,
and traveling expenses, including allowances for living quarters,
including heat, fuel, and light, as authorized by the Act approved
June 26, 1930 (5 U. S. C. 118a), not to exceed $5,000 but not to
exceed $1,700 for any one person; the expenses, except membership
fees, of officers when officially detailed to attend meetings for the
promotion of public health; contract stenographic reporting services;
not to exceed $450 for journals and scientific books, office of the
Surgeon General; not to exceed $1,000 for the preparation of public-
health exhibits designed to demonstrate the cause, prevalence, methods
of spread, and measures for preventing diseases dangerous to the
public health, including personal services and the cost of acquiring,
transporting, and displaying exhibit material; and the packing, crat-
ing, drayage, and transportation of the personal effects of commis-
sioned officers, scientific personnel, administrative assistants, aides,
dietitians, pharmacists, and nurses of the Public Health Service, upon
permanent change of station, $25,000: Provided, That funds expend-
able for transportation and traveling expenses may also be used for
preparation for shipment and transportation to their former homes
of remains of officers who die in line of duty.

National Institute of Health, maintenance: For maintaining the
National Institute of Health, $125,000.

Pay of personnel and maintenance of hospitals: For medical
examinations, including the amount necessary for the medical inspec-
tion of aliens, as required by section 16 of the Act of February 5,
1917 (8 I. S. C. 152), medical, surgical, and hospital services and
supplies, including prosthetic and orthopedic supplies to be furnished
under regulations approved by the Secretary of the Treasury, for
beneficiaries (other than patients of the Veterans' Administration)
of the Public Health Service and persons detained in hospitals of the
Public Health Service under the quarantine or immigration laws
and regulations, including necessary personnel and reserve commis-
sioned officers of the Public Health Service, personal services in the
District of Columbia and elsewhere, including the furnishing and
laundering of white duck coats, trousers, smocks, aprons, and caps to
employees whose duties make necessary the wearing of same, main-
tenance, minor repairs, equipment, leases, fuel, lights, water, freight,
transportation and travel, the maintenance, exchange, and operation
of motortrucks and passenger motor vehicles for official use in field
work (including not to exceed $3,000 for the purchase of motor-
propelled passenger-carrying vehicles) and one for use in connection
with the administrative work of the Public Health Service in the
District of Columbia, purchase of ambulances, transportation, care,
maintenance, and treatment of lepers, including transportation to
their homes in the continental United States of recovered indigent
leper patients, court costs, and other expenses incident to proceedings
heretofore or hereafter taken for commitment of mentally incom-
petent persons to hospitals for the care and treatment of the insane,
and reasonable burial expenses (not exceeding $100 for any patient

9
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geons general) and for pay of regular commissioned officers on 
waiting orders, $1,959,800: Provided, That the above limitation on 
the number of regular active commissioned officers may be exceeded 
by the number (not in excess of twenty) of regular active com-
missioned officers assigned to Federal penal and correctional 
institutions. 
Acting assistant surgeons, pay: For pay of acting assistant sur-

geons (noncommissioned medical officers), S320,000. 
Pay of other employees: For pay of all other employees (attend-

ants, and so forth), $1,000,000. 
Freight, transportation, and so forth: For freight, transportation, 

and traveling expenses, including allowances for living quarters, 
including heat, fuel, and light, as authorized by the Act approved 
June 26, 1930 (5 U. S. C. 118a), not to exceed $5,000 but not to 
exceed $1,700 for any one person; the expenses, except membership 
fees, of officers when officially detailed to attend meetings for the 
promotion of public health; contract stenographic reporting services; 
not to exceed $450 for journals and scientific books, office of the 
Surgeon General; not to exceed $1,000 for the preparation of public-
health exhibits designed to demonstrate the cause, prevalence, methods 
of spread, and measures for preventing diseases dangerous to the 
public health, including personal services and the cost of acquiring, 
transporting, and displaying exhibit material; and the packing, crat-
ing, drayage, and transportation of the personal effects of commis-
sioned officers, scientific personnel, administrative assistants, aides, 
dietitians, pharmacists, and nurses of the Public Health Service, upon 
permanent change of station, $25,000: Provided, That funds expend-
able for transportation and traveling expenses may also be used for 
preparation for shipment and transportation to their former homes 
of remains of officers who die in line of duty. 

National Institute of Health, maintenance: For maintaining the 
National Institute of Health, $125,000. 
Pay of personnel and maintenance of hospitals: For medical 

examinations, including the amount necessary for the medical inspec-
tion of aliens, as required by section 16 of the Act of February 5, 
1917 (8 U. S. C. 152), medical, surgical, and hospital services and 
supplies, including prosthetic and orthopedic supplies to be furnished 
under regulations approved by the Secretary of the Treasury, for 
beneficiaries (other than patients of the Veterans' Administration) 
of the Public Health Service and persons detained in hospitals of the 
Public Health Service under the quarantine or immigration laws 
and regulations, including necessary personnel and reserve commis-
sioned officers of the Public Health Service, personal services in the 
District of Columbia and elsewhere, including the furnishing and 
laundering of white duck coats, trousers, smocks, aprons, and caps to 
employees whose duties make necessary the wearing of same, main-
tenance, minor repairs, equipment, leases, fuel, lights, water, freight, 
transportation and travel, the maintenance, exchange, and operation 
of motortrucks and passenger motor vehicles for official use in field 
work (including not to exceed $3,000 for the purchase of motor-
propelled passenger-carrying vehicles) and one for use in connection 
with the administrative work of the Public Health Service in the 
District of Columbia, purchase of ambulances2 transportation, care, 
maintenance, and treatment of lepers, including transportation to 
their homes in the continental United States of recovered indigent 
leper patients, court costs, and other expenses incident to proceedings 
heretofore or hereafter taken for commitment of mentally incom-
petent persons to hospitals for the care and treatment of the insane, 
and reasonable burial expenses (not exceeding $100 for any patient 
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°ohospi tals at dying in hospital), $6,719,000: Provided, That the Immigration
Ellis Island Immigra- Service shall permit the Public Health Service to use the hospitals
tion Station. at Ellis Island Immigration Station for the care of Public Health

Service patients free of expense for physical upkeep, but with a
charge of actual cost of fuel, light, water, telephone, and similar
supplies and services, to be covered into the proper Immigration

Designatedreceipts Service appropriations; and money collected by the Immigration
Treasury. Service on account of hospital expenses of persons detained in hos-

pitals of the Public Health Service under the immigration laws and
regulations shall be covered into the Treasury as miscellaneous

Uses forbidden. receipts: Provided further, That no part of this sum shall be used for
the quarantine service (except for persons detained in hospitals of
the Public Health Service at points where no quarantine hospital
facilities are available), the prevention of epidemics, or scientific
work of the character provided for under the appropriations which
follow.

Quarantine service. Quarantine service: For maintenance and ordinary expenses, exclu-
sive of pay of officers and employees of United States quarantine
stations, including the exchange, maintenance, repair, and operation
of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles for official use
in field work and not to exceed $9,500 for the purchase of motor-
propelled passenger-carrying vehicles, $287,980.

Prevention of epi- Prevention of epidemics: To enable the President, in case only of
em

s
. threatened or actual epidemic of infectious or contagious disease, to

aid State and local boards or otherwise in his discretion, in preventing
and suppressing the spread of the same, and in such emergency in the
execution of any quarantine laws which may be then in force, $305,000,
including the purchase of newspapers and clippings from newspapers
containing information relating to the prevalence of disease and the
public health.

tinterstate quaran Interstate quarantine service: For cooperation with State and
municipal health authorities in the prevention of the spread of con-
tagious and infectious diseases in interstate traffic, including the
purchase and exchange, not to exceed $1,000, and maintenance, repair,
and operation of passenger-carrying automobiles, $36,500.

Beluationdo sale oft Biologic products: To regulate the propagation and sale of viruses,
viruses, etc. serums, toxins, and analogous products, including arsphenamine, for

the preparation of curative and diagnostic biologic products, including
personal services of Reserve commissioned officers and other personnel,
$53,000.

Dielesve manereae- Division of Venereal Diseases: For the maintenance and expenses
nance. of the Division of Venereal Diseases, established by sections 3 and 4,

42u.s. C. i24,25. chapter XV, of the Act approved July 9, 1918 (42 U. S. C. 24, 25),
452 SUS. C, upp. and for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of the Act of

IV,§25a. May 24, 1938 (52 Stat. 439-440), including rent and personnel and
General expenses. other services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; items other-

wise properly chargeable to the appropriations for printing and
binding, stationery, and miscellaneous and contingent expenses for
the Treasury Department; purchase of reports, documents, and other
material for publication and of reprints from State, city, and private

Vehicles. publications; purchase (not to exceed $1,500), maintenance, repair,
and operation of passenger-carrying automobiles for official use in

Attendanceatmeet- field work; transportation; traveling expenses, including attendance
at public meetings when directed by the Surgeon General; and the
packing, crating, drayage, and transportation of personal effects of
commissioned officers, scientific personnel, pharmacists, administrative
assistants, aides, dietitians, and nurses of the Public Health Service
upon permanent change of station, $5,000,000.
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dying in hospital), $6,719,000: Provided, That the Immigration 
Service shall permit the Public Health Service to use the. hospitals 
at Ellis Island Immigration Station for the care of Public Health 
Service patients free of expense for physical upkeep, but with a 
charge of actual cost of fuel, light, water, telephone, and . similar 
supplies and services, to be covered into the proper Immigration 
Service appropriations; and money collected by the Immigration 
Service on account of hospital expenses of persons detained in hos-
pitals of the Public Health Service under the immigration laws and 
regulations shall be covered into the Treasury as miscellaneous 
receipts: Provided further, That no part of this sum shall be used for 
the quarantine service (except for persons detained in hospitals. of 
the Public Health Service at points where no quarantine hospital 
facilities are available), the prevention of epidemics, or scientific 
work of the character provided for under the appropriations which 
follow. 
Quarantine service: For maintenance and ordinary expenses, exclu-

sive of pay of officers and employees of United States quarantine 
stations, including the exchange, maintenance, repair, and operation 
of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles for official use 
in field work and not to exceed $9,500 for the purchase of motor-
propelled passenger-carrying vehicles, $287,980. 

Prevention of epidemics: To enable the President, in case only of 
threatened or actual epidemic of infectious or contagious disease, to 
aid State and local boards or otherwise in his discretion, in preventing 
and suppressing the spread of the same, and in such emergency in the 
execution of any quarantine laws which may be then in force, $305,000, 
including the purchase of newspapers and clippings from newspapers 
containing information relating to the prevalence of disease and the 
public health. 

Interstate quarantine service: For cooperation with State and 
municipal health authorities in the prevention of the spread of con-
tagious and infectious diseases in interstate traffic, including the 
purchase and exchange, not to exceed $1,000, and maintenance, repair, 
and operation of passenger-carrying automobiles, $36.500. 

Biologic products: To regulate the propagation and sale of viruses, 
serums, toxins, and analogous products, including arsphenamine, for 
the preparation of curative and diagnostic biologic products, including 
personal services of Reserve commissioned officers and other personnel, 
$53,000. 

Division of Venereal Diseases: For the maintenance and expenses 
of the Division of Venereal Diseases, established by sections 3 and 4, 
chapter XV, of the Act approved July 9, 1918 (42 U. S. C. 24, 25), 
and for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of the Act of 
May 24, 1938 (52 Stat. 439 440), including rent and personnel and 
other services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; items other-
wise properly chargeable to the appropriations for printing and 
binding, stationery, and misrellaneous and contingent expenses for 
the Treasury Department; purchase of reports, documents, and other 
material. for publication and of reprints from State, city, and private 
publications; purchase (not to exceed $1,500), maintenance, repair, 
and operation of passenger-carrying automobiles for official use in 
field work; transportation; traveling expenses, including attendance 
at public meetings when directed by the Surgeon General; and the 
packing, crating, drayage, and transportation of personal effects of 
commissioned officers, scientific personnel, pharmacists, administrative 
assistants, aides, dietitians, and nurses of the Public Health Service 
upon permanent change of station, $5,000,000. 
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Division of Mental Hygiene: For carrying out the provisions of
section 4 of the Act of June 14, 1930 (21 U. S. C. 196, 225); for
maintenance and operation of the United States Public Health Serv-
ice Hospital, Lexington, Kentucky, and the United States Public
Health Service Hospital of Fort Worth, Texas, in accordance with
the provisions of the Act of January 19, 1929 (21 U. S. C. 221-237),
including personal services in the District of Columbia (not to exceed
$39,180) and elsewhere; traveling expenses; firearms and ammunition;
necessary supplies and equipment; reimbursement to the working
capital fund for articles or services furnished by the industrial activi-
ties; subsistence and care of inmates; expenses incurred in pursuing
and identifying escaped inmates, including rewards for their capture;
expenses of interment or transporting remains of deceased inmates
including the remains of persons voluntarily admitted; purchase and
exchange of farm products and livestock; law books, books of ref-
erence, newspapers, and periodicals; furnishing and laundering of
uniforms and other distinctive wearing apparel necessary for employ-
ees in the performance of their official duties; transportation when
necessary, within continental United States and under regulations
approved by the Secretary of the Treasury, of persons voluntarily
admitted and discharged as cured; tobacco for inmates; purchase and
exchange (not to exceed $1,250), and maintenance, operation, and
repair of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles, $1,217,700.

Grants to States for public-health work: For the purpose of assist-
ing States, counties, health districts, and other political subdivisions
of the States in establishing and maintaining adequate public-health
services, including the training of personnel for State and local health
work, as authorized in sections 601 and 602, title VI, of the Social
Security Act, approved August 14, 1935 (49 Stat. 634), $8,000,000.

Disease and sanitation investigations: For carrying out the pro-
visions of section 603 of the Social Security Act, approved August
14, 1935, and section 1 of the Act of August 14, 1912, including rent
and personnel and other services in the District of Columbia and
elsewhere and items otherwise properly chargeable to the appropria-
tions for printing and binding, stationery, and miscellaneous and
contingent expenses for the Treasury Department, the provisions
of section 6, Act of August 23, 1912 (31 U. S. C. 669), to the con-
trary notwithstanding, the packing, crating, drayage, and trans-
portation of the personal effects of commissioned officers, scientific
personnel, pharmacists, administrative assistants, aides, dietitians,
and nurses of the Public Health Service upon permanent change of
station, and including the purchase (not to exceed $2,500), exchange,
maintenance, repair, and operation of passenger-carrying automo-
biles for official use in field work, $1,600,000, of which not to exceed
$50,000 shall be available for investigations to determine the possibly
harmful effects on human beings of spray insecticides on fruits and
vegetables.

National Cancer Institute: For carrying into effect the provisions
of section 7 (b) of the National Cancer Institute Act, approved
August 5, 1937, $570,000.
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37 Stat. 414.
31 U. S.C. 669.

Automobiles.

National Cancer In-
stitute.

50 Stat. 562.
42 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, §137 f(b).

BuwREA OF THE MINT

OFFICE OF DIRECTOR OF THE MINT

Salaries: For the Director of the Mint and other personal services Salaries
in the District of Columbia, $106,500.

Transportation of bullion and coin: For transportation of bullion buToalnortaiS of
and coin, by registered mail or otherwise, between mints, assay
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Division of Mental Hygiene: For carrying out the provisions of 
section 4 of the Act of June 14, 1930 (21 U. S. C. 196, 225) ; for 
maintenance and operation of the United States Public Health Serv-
ice Hospital, Lexington, Kentucky, and the United States Public 
Health Service Hospital of Fort Worth, Texas, in accordance with 
the provisions of the Act of January 19, 1929 (21 U. S. C. 221-237), 
including personal services in the District of Columbia (not to exceed 
$39,180) and elsewhere; traveling expenses; firearms and ammunition; 
necessary supplies and equipment; reimbursement to the working 
capital fund for articles or services furnished by the industrial activi-
ties; subsistence and care of inmates; expenses incurred in pursuing 
and identifying escaped inmates, including rewards for their capture; 
expenses of interment or transporting remains of deceased inmates 
including the remains of persons voluntarily admitted; purchase and 
exchange of farm products and livestock; law books, books of ref-
erence, newspapers, and periodicals; furnishing and laundering of 
uniforms and other distinctive wearing apparel necessary for employ-
ees in the performance of their official duties; transportation when 
necessary, within continental United States and under regulations 
approved by the Secretary of the Treasury, of persons voluntarily 
admitted and discharged as cured; tobacco for inmates; purchase and 
exchange (not to exceed $1,250), and maintenance, operation, and 
repair of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles, $1,217,700. 
Grants to States for public-health work: For the purpose of assist-

ing States, counties, health districts, and other political subdivisions 
of the States in establishing and maintaining adequate public-health 
services, including the training of personnel for State and local health 
work, as authorized in sections 601 and 602, title VI, of the Social 
Security Act, approved August 14, 1935 (49 Stat. 634), $8,000,000. 

Disease and sanitation investigations: For carrying out the pro-
visions of section 603 of the Social Security Act, approved August 
14, 1935, and section 1 of the Act of August 14, 1912, including rent 
and personnel and other services in the District of Columbia and 
elsewhere and items otherwise properly chargeable to the appropria-
tions for printing and binding, stationery, and miscellaneous and 
contingent expenses for the Treasury Department, the provisions 
of section 6, Act of August 23, 1912 (31 U. S. C. 669), to the con-
trary notwithstanding, the packing, crating, drayage, and trans-
portation of the personal effects of commissioned officers, scientific 
personnel, pharmacists, administrative assistants, aides, dietitians, 
and nurses of the Public Health Service upon permanent change of 
station, and including the purchase (not to exceed $2,500), exchange, 
maintenance, repair, and operation of passenger-carrying automo-
biles for official use in field work, $1,600,000, of which not to exceed 
$50,000 shall be available for investigations to determine the possibly 
harmful effects on human beings of spray insecticides on fruits and 

vegetables. 

National Cancer Institute: For carrying into effect the provisions 

of section 7 (b) of the National Cancer Institute Act, approved 

August 5, 1937, $570,000. 
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OFFICE OF DIRECTOR OF T.Lit. MINT 

Salaries: For the Director of the Mint and other personal services 
in the District of Columbia, $106,500. 

Transportation of bullion and coin: For transportation of bullion 
and coin, by registered mail or otherwise, between mints, assay 
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offices, and bullion depositories, $215,000, including compensation of
temporary employees and other necessary expenses incident thereto.

Contingent ex- Contingent expenses and examination of mints: For assay labora-
tory chemicals, fuel, materials, balances, weights, and other neces-
saries, including books, periodicals, specimens of coins, ores, and
incidentals, for rent in the District of Columbia, and for examina-
tion of mints, expense in visiting mints for the purpose of super-
intending the annual settlements, and for special examinations and
for the collection of statistics relative to the annual production and
consumption of the precious metals in the United States, $12,000.

officts and assay Salaries and expenses, mints and assay offices: For compensation
Salaries and ex- of officers and employees of the mints at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,

p e s e s  San Francisco, California, Denver, Colorado, and New Orleans,
Louisiana, the assay offices at New York, New York, and Seattle,
Washington, and the bullion depositories at Fort Knox, Kentucky,Expenses. Gold Re-serve ansd ilve u- and West Point, New York, including necessary personal services

chase A.117 for carrying out the provisions of the Gold Reserve Act of 1934 and
31 U. S. .C § 440- the Silver Purchase Act of 1934, and any Executive orders, proc-

446; 448-448e. lamations and regulations issued thereunder, and for incidental and
contingent expenses, including traveling expenses, new machinery,
and repairs, arms, and ammunition, uniforms and accessories for

Protective devices guards, protective devices and their maintenance, training of
Motorbusses. employees in use of firearms and protective devices, purchase (not

exceeding $1,500) of a motor bus, maintenance, repair, and opera-
tion of two motor busses for use at the Fort Knox Bullion Deposi-
tory, cases and enameling for medals manufactured, net wastage in
melting and refining and in coining departments, loss on sale of

Auil s o - sweeps arising from the treatment of bullion and the manufacture
minussi ay 

c o  of coins, not to exceed $500 for the expenses of the annual assay
nqunisitiondofspeci- commission, not exceeding $1,000, for the acquisition, at the dollar

face amount or otherwise of specimen and rare coins including
United States and foreign gold coins and pieces of gold used as,
or in lieu of, money, and ores, for addition to the Government's
collection of such coins, pieces and ores, $2,016,000.

Ricthar ldrich and Medals to Mrs. Richard Aldrich and posthumously to Anna
touslygnmy.'oAnn Bouligny: For carrying out the provisions of the Act entitled "An

Act authorizing the President to present gold medals to Mrs. Richard
Aldrich and posthumously to Anna Bouligny", approved June 20,

52 Stat. 135. 1938 (Private, Numbered 644, Seventy-fifth Congress, third session),
$1,200.

PROCUREMENT DIVISION-PUBLIC BUILDINGS BRANCH

Maintenance.

35 Stat. 537.
31 U. S.C. 683.

General administra-
tive expenses.

For carrying into effect the provisions of the Public Buildings Acts,
as provided in section 6 of the Act of May 30, 1908 (31 U. S. C. 683),
and for the repair, preservation and upkeep of all completed public
buildings under the control of the Treasury Department (other than
life saving stations of the United States Coast Guard), the mechanical
equipment and the grounds thereof, and sites acquired for buildings,
and for the operation of certain completed and occupied Treasury
buildings, including furniture and repairs thereof, but exclusive, with
respect to operation, of buildings of the United States Coast Guard,
of hospitals, quarantine stations, and other Public Health Service
buildings, mints, bullion depositories, and assay offices, the Treasury,
Treasury Annex, Liberty Loan, and Auditors' Buildings:

General administrative expenses: For architectural, engineering,
mechanical, administrative, clerical, and other personal services;
traveling expenses, including expenses of employees directed by the
Secretary of the Treasury to attend meetings of technical and pro-
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offices, and bullion depositories, $215,000, including compensation of 
temporary employees and other necessary expenses incident thereto. 

Contingent expenses and examination of mints: For assay labora-
tory chemicals, fuel, materials, balances, weights, and other neces-
saries, including books, periodicals, specimens of coins, ores, and 
incidentals, for rent in the District of Columbia, and for examina-
tion of mints, expense in visiting mints for the purpose of super-
intending the annual settlements, and for special examinations and 
for the collection of statistics relative to the annual production and 
consumption of the precious metals in the United States, $12,000. 

Salaries and expenses, mints and assay offices: For compensation 
of officers and employees of the mints at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 
San Francisco, California, Denver, Colorado, and New Orleans, 
Louisiana, the assay offices at New York, New York, and Seattle, 
Washington, and the bullion depositories at Fort Knox, Kentucky, 
and West Point, New York, including necessary personal services 
for carrying out the provisions of the Gold Reserve Act of 1934 and 
the Silver Purchase Act of 1934, and any Executive orders, proc-
lamations and regulations issued thereunder, and for incidental and 
contingent expenses, including traveling expenses, new machinery, 
and repairs, arms, and ammunition, uniforms and accessories for 
guards, protective devices and their maintenance, training of 
employees in use of firearms and protective devices, purchase (not 
exceeding $1,500) of a motor bus, maintenance, repair, and opera-
tion of two motor busses for use at the Fort Knox Bullion Deposi-
tory, cases and enameling for medals manufactured, net wastage in 
melting and refining and in coining departments, loss on sale of 
sweeps arising from the treatment of bullion and the manufacture 
of coinsz not to exceed $500 for the expenses of the annual assay 
commission, not exceeding $1,000, for the acquisition, at the dollar 
face amount or otherwise of specimen and rare coins, including 
United States and foreign gold coins and pieces of gold used as, 
or in lieu of, money, and ores, for addition to the Government's 
collection of such coins, pieces and ores, $2,016,000. 
Medals to Mrs. Richard Aldrich and posthumously to Anna 

Bouligny: For carrying out the provisions of the Act entitled "An 
Act authorizing the President to present gold medals to Mrs. Richard 
Aldrich and posthumously to Anna Bouligny", approved June 20, 
1938 (Private, Numbered 644, Seventy-fifth Congress, third session), 
$1,200. 

PROCUREMENT DIVISION—PUBLIC BUILDINGS BRANCH 

For carrying into effect the provisions of the Public Buildings Acts, 
as provided in section 6 of the Act of May 30, 1908 (31 U. S. C. 683), 
and for the repair, preservation, and upkeep of all completed public 
buildings under the control of the Treasury Department (other than 
life saving stations of the United States Coast Guard), the mechanical 
equipment and the grounds thereof, and sites acquired for buildings, 
and for the operation of certain completed and occupied Treasury 
buildings, including furniture and repairs thereof, but exclusive, with 
respect to operation, of buildings of the United States Coast Guard, 
of hospitals, quarantine stations, and other Public Health Service 
buildings, mints, bullion depositories, and assay offices, the Treasury, 
Treasury Annex, Liberty Loan, and Auditors' Buildings: 
General administrative expenses: For architectural, engineering, 

mechanical, administrative, clerical, and other personal services; 
traveling expenses, including expenses of employees directed by the 
Secretary of the Treasury to attend meetings of technical and pro-
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fessional societies and educational exhibits in connection with subjects
related to the work of the Division of Procurement, Public Buildings
Branch, and transportation of household goods, incident to change
of headquarters of all employees engaged in field activities not to
exceed five thousand pounds at any one time, together with the
necessary expenses incident to packing and draying same; adver-
tising, not exceeding $1,000 for expenses of educational exhibits,
specifically approved by the Secretary of the Treasury, testing instru-
ments, law books, books of reference, technical periodicals and
journals, drafting materials, especially prepared paper, typewriting
machines, adding machines, and other mechanical labor-saving
devices, and exchange of same, carpets, electric-light fixtures, furni-
ture, equipment, and repairs thereto, telegraph and telephone service,
freight, expressage, and postage incident to the transportation of
drawings to and from the office and such other contingencies, articles,
services, or supplies as the Secretary of the Treasury may deem
necessary and specially order or approve in connection with any of
the work of the Procurement Division, Public Buildings Branch; rent
in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, including ground rent of Salamanca, N. Y.,
the Federal buildings at Salamanca, New York, and Columbus, Mis- groundlmtbs Miss.
sissippi, for which payment may be made in advance, and including p atSonusing Cor
such expenses necessary to wind up the affairs of the United States
Housing Corporation and effect its dissolution; $938,000, of which Personalservices.

amount not to exceed $509,000 may be expended for personal services
in the District of Columbia and not to exceed $286,000 for personal
services in the field: Provided, That the foregoing appropriations c,"f s .Cost of surveys,
shall not be available for the cost of surveys, plaster models, progress models, etc.
photographs, test pits and borings, or mill and shop inspections, but
the cost thereof shall be construed to be chargeable against the con-
struction appropriations of the respective projects to which they
relate: Provided further, That no expenditures shall be made here- pTrafsportation of

under for transportation of operating supplies for public buildings:
And provided further, That in no case shall the rates of compensa- icalylabor foerce.ch
tion for the mechanical labor force in the field under this appropria-
tion be in excess of the rates current at the time and in the place where
such services are employed.

Repair, preservation, and equipment, public buildings: For repairs, o
Rpair, preservation. and eq uipmernt

alterations, improvement, and preservation of completed Federal public buildings.

buildings (including Marcus Hook), the grounds and approaches
thereof, wharves, and piers, together with the necessary dredging
adjacent thereto, and care and safeguarding, not otherwise provided
for, of sites acquired for Federal buildings, including tools and mate-
rials for the use of the custodial and mechanical force, wire partitions
and insect screens, installation and repair of mechanical equipment,
gas, and electric-light fixtures, conduits, wiring, platform scales, and
tower clocks; vaults and lockbox equipment in all buildings com-
pleted and occupied, and for necessary safe equipments in buildings
under the administration of the Treasury Department, including
repairs thereto, and changes in, maintenance of, and repairs to the Pneumatic-tube

system, New York
pneumatic-tube system in New York City installed under franchise of city.
the city of New York, approved June 29, 1909, and June 11, 1928,
and the payment of any obligations arising thereunder in accordance 6 st. 120; 45 Stt.
with the provisions of the Acts approved August 5, 1909 (36 Stat. 533.
120), and May 15, 1928 (45 Stat. 533), $2,750,000: Provided, That the PPtservies.r
appropriation herein made shall not be available for the payment of striction-
personal services, except for work done under contract, or for tempo-
rary job labor under exigency in an amount not to exceed $100 at one
time at any one building: Provided further, That the total expendi- amounittforn epair,

tures for the fiscal year for the repair and preservation of buildings etc.
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fessional societies and educational exhibits in connection with subjects 
related to the work of the Division of Procurement, Public Buildings 
Branch, and transportation of household goods, incident to change 
of headquarters of all employees engaged in field activities not to 
exceed five thousand pounds at any one time, together with the 
necessary expenses incident to packing and draying same; adver-
tising, not exceeding $1,000 for expenses of educational exhibits, 
specifically approved by the Secretary of the Treasury, testing instru-
ments, law books, books of reference, technical periodicals and 
journals, drafting materials, especially prepared paper, typewriting 
machines, adding machines, and other mechanical labor-saving 
devices, and exchange of same, carpets, electric-light fixtures, furni-
ture, equipment, and repairs thereto, telegraph and telephone service, 
freight, expressage, and postage incident to the transportation of 
drawings to and from the office and such other contingencies, articles, 
services, or supplies as the Secretary of the Treasury may deem 
necessary and specially order or approve in connection with any of 
the work of the Procurement Division, Public Buildings Branch; rent 
in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, including ground rent of 
the Federal buildings at Salamanca, New York, and. Columbus, Mis-
sissippi, for which payment may be made in advance, and including 
such expenses necessary to wind up the affairs of the United States 
Housing Corporation and effect its dissolution; $938,000, of which 
amount not to exceed $509,000 may be expended for personal services 
in the District of Columbia and not to exceed $286,000 for personal 
services in the field: Provided, That the foregoing appropriations 
shall not be available for the cost of surveys, plaster models, progress 
photographs, test pits and borings, or mill and shop inspections, but 
the cost thereof shall be construed to be chargeable against the con-
struction appropriations of the respective projects to which they 
relate: Provided further, That no expenditures shall be made here-
under for transportation of operating supplies for public buildings: 
And provided further, That in no case shall the rates of compensa-
tion for the mechanical labor force in the field under this appropria-
tion be in excess of the rates current at the time and in the place where 
such services are employed. 

Repair, preservation, and equipment, public buildings: For repairs, 
alterations, improvement, and preservation of completed Federal 
buildings (including Marcus Hook), the grounds and approaches 
thereof, wharves, and piers, together with the necessary dredging 
adjacent thereto, and care and safeguarding, not otherwise provided 
for, of sites acquired for Federal buildings, including tools and mate-
rials for the use of the custodial and mechanical force, wire partitions 
and insect screens, installation and repair. of mechanical equipment, 
gas, and electric-light fixtures, conduits, wiring, platform scales, and 
tower clocks; vaults and lockbox equipment in all buildings com-
pleted and occupied, and for necessary safe equipments in buildings 
under the administration of the Treasury Department, including 
repairs thereto, and changes in, maintenance of, and repairs to the 
pneumatic-tube system in New York City installed under franchise of 
the city of New York, approved June 29, 1909, and June 11, 1928, 
and the payment of any obligations arising thereunder in accordance 
with the provisions of the Acts approved August 5, 1909 (36 Stat. 
120), and May 15, 1928 (45 Stat. 533), $2,750,000: Provided, That the 
appropriation herein made shall not be available for the payment of 
personal services, except for work done under contract, or for tempo-
rary job labor under exigency in an amount not to exceed $100 at one 
time at any one building: Provided further, That the total expendi-
tures for the fiscal year for the repair and preservation of buildings 
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not reserved by the vendors on sites acquired for buildings or the
enlargement of buildings and the installation and repair of the
mechanical equipment thereof shall not exceed 20 per centum of the
annual rental of such buildings.

Operating force for Operating force for public buildings: For personal services, includ-
ing also telephone operators for the operation of telephone switch-
boards or equivalent telephone switching equipment jointly serving
in each case two or more governmental activities, $1,650,000: Pro-

Provso. vided, That in no case shall the rates of compensation for the mechan-
'age rates. ical labor force under this appropriation be in excess of the rates

current at the time and in the place where such services are employed.
Furniture, etc. Furniture and repairs of furniture, public buildings: For furniture,

carpets, and repairs of same, for certain completed and occupied
Treasury buildings, and for public buildings in course of construc-
tion which are to be operated by the Public Buildings Branch,

Personiservices,re- $60,000: Provided, That the foregoing appropriation shall not be used
striction. for personal services except for work done under contract or for tem-

porary job labor under exigency and not exceeding at one time the
nise of present fur- sum of $100 at any one building: Provided further, That all furniture

now owned by the United States in other public buildings or in build-
ings rented by the United States shall be used, so far as practicable,
whether it corresponds with the present regulation plan for furniture
or not.

Operating supplies.
Fuel lightpower, Operating supplies, public buildings: For fuel, steam, gas for light-

etc. ing and heating purposes, water, ice, lighting supplies, electric cur-
rent for lighting, heating, and power purposes, telephone service for

Miscellaneous custodial forces; removal of ashes and rubbish, snow, and ice; cutting
grass and weeds, washing towels, and miscellaneous items for use of
the custodial forces in the care and maintenance of such public build-
ings, the grounds thereof, and the equipment and furnishings therein;
temporary job labor under exigency not exceeding at one time the
sum of $100 at any one building; miscellaneous supplies, tools, and
appliances required in the operation (not embracing repairs) of the
mechanical equipment, including heating, plumbing, hoisting, gas
piping, ventilating, vacuum-cleaning, air-conditioning and refrigerat-
ing apparatus, electric-light plants, meters, interior pneumatic tube
and intercommunicating telephone systems, conduit wiring, call bell
and signal systems in such buildings, and for the transportation of

Proviso. articles or supplies, authorized herein, $510,000: Provided, That this
phone switchboareds appropriation shall be available for contracts for telephone switch-
etc. boards or equivalent telephone-switching equipment jointly serving in

each case two or more governmental activities in buildings under the
aymentforservceTreasury Department where it is found that joint service is economi-

cal and in the interest of the Government, and any Government
activity receiving such service shall pay promptly by check upon the
written request of the Director of Procurement, either in advance or
after the service has been furnished, for deposit to the credit of this
appropriation, all or part of the estimated or actual cost thereof, as
the case may be, and proper adjustments upon the basis of the actual

onstruction out- cost shall be made for service paid for in advance.
sideD. C. u Construction of public buildings outside of the District of

Pot p. 1305. Columbia: For continuation of construction of, and acquisition of
sites for, public buildings outside of the District of Columbia, includ-
ing the purposes and objects, and subject to the limitations, specified
under this head in the Third Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal

50 Stat. 73. year 1937, and also including those increases in the limits of cost of
certain authorized projects, twenty-five in number, as specified in
House Document Numbered 177, Seventy-sixth Congress, $30,000,000:
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not reserved by the vendors on sites acquired for buildings or the 
enlargement of buildings and the installation and repair of the 
mechanical equipment thereof shall not exceed 20 per centum of the 
annual rental of such buildings. 

Operating force for public buildings: For personal services, includ-
ing also telephone operators for the operation of telephone switch-
boards or equivalent telephone switching equipment jointly serving 
in each case two or more governmental activities, $1,650,000: Pro-
vided, That in no case shall the rates of compensation for the mechan-
ical labor force under this appropriation be in excess of the rates 
current at the time and in the place where such services are employed. 

Furniture and repairs of furniture, public buildings: For furniture, 
carpets, and repairs of same, for certain completed and occupied 
Treasury buildings, and for public buildings in course of construc-
tion which are to be operated by the Public Buildings Branch, 
$60,000: Provided, That the foregoing appropriation shall not be used 
for personal services except for work done under contract or for tem-
porary job labor under exigency and not exceeding at one time the 
sum of $100 at any one building: Provided further, That all furniture 
now owned by the United States in other public buildings or in build-
ings rented by the United States shall be used, so far as practicable, 
whether it corresponds with the present regulation plan for furniture 
or not. 

Operating supplies, public buildings: For fuel, steam, gas for light-
ing and heating purposes, water, ice, lighting supplies, electric cur-
rent for lighting, heating, and power purposes, telephone service for 
custodial forces; removal of ashes and rubbish, snow, and ice; cutting 

and weeds, washing towels, and miscellaneous items for use of 
the custodial forces in the care and maintenance of such public build-
ings, the grounds thereof, and the equipment and furnishings therein; 
temporary job labor under exigency not exceeding at one time the 
sum of $100 at any one building; miscellaneous supplies, tools, and 
appliances required in the operation (not embracing repairs) of the 
mechanical equipment, including heating, plumbing, hoisting, gas 
piping, ventilating, vacuum-cleaning, air-conditioning and refrigerat-
ing apparatus, electric-light plants, meters, interior pneumatic tube 
and intercommunicating telephone systems, conduit wiring, call bell 
and signal systems in such buildings, and for the transportation of 
articles or supplies, authorized herein, $510,000: Provided, That this 
appropriation shall be available for contracts for telephone switch-
boards or equivalent telephone-switching equipment jointly serving in 
each case two or more governmental activities in buildings under the 
Treasury Department where it is found that joint service is economi-
cal and in the interest of the Government, and any Government 
activity receiving such service shall pay promptly by check upon the 
written request of the Director of Procurement, either in advance or 
after the service has been furnished, for deposit to the credit of this 
appropriation, all or part of the estimated or actual cost thereof, as 
the case may be, and proper adjustments upon the basis of the actual 
cost shall be made for service paid for in advance. 
Construction of public buildings outside of the District of 

Columbia: For continuation of construction of, and acquisition of 
sites for, public buildings outside of the District of Columbia, includ-
ing the purposes and objects, and subject to the limitations specified 
under this head in the Third Deficiency Appropriation .A.ct, fiscal 
year 1937, and also including those increases in the limits of cost of 
certain authorized projects, twenty-five in number, as specified in 
House Document Numbered 177, Seventy-sixth Congress, $30,000,000: 
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Provided, That the provisions of section 322 of the Act of June 30,
1932 (47 Stat. 412), shall not apply with respect to the rental of
temporary quarters for housing Federal activities during the replace-
ment or remodeling of buildings authorized under this or previous
Acts.

Social Security Board and Railroad Retirement Board Buildings:
For continuation of the acquisition of the necessary land and the
construction of buildings for the Social Security Board and the Rail-
road Retirement Board, $8,000,000.

War Department Building: For continuation of the acquisition
of land as a site for buildings for the War Department, and for
continuation of the construction of the first building unit, $5,000,000.

Government Printing Office, annex buildings, Washington, District
of Columbia: For completion of construction of annex buildings for
the Government Printing Office, $2,800,000.

Payment of claims for relief of contractors, Act of June 16, 1934:
To enable the Secretary of the Treasury to make payment of claims
settled and certified by'the Comptroller General of the United States
under the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to provide relief to
Government contractors whose costs of performance were increased
as a result of compliance with the Act approved June 16, 1933, and
for other purposes", approved June 16, 1934 (41 U. S. C. 28), not to
exceed $300,000 of the unexpended balance of the appropriation
available for this purpose for the fiscal year 1939 is continued avail-
able until June 30, 1940.
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PROCUREMENT DIVISION--BRANCH OF SUPPLY

Salaries and expenses: For the Director of Procurement and other
personal services in the District of Columbia and in the field service,
and for miscellaneous expenses, including office supplies and mate-
rials, purchase and exchange of motortrucks and maintenance thereof,
telegrams, telephone service, traveling expenses, office equipment, fuel,
light, electric current, and other expenses for carrying into effect
regulations governing the procurement, warehousing, and distribu-
tion by the Procurement Division of the Treasury Department of
property, equipment, stores, and supplies in the District of Columbia
and in the field (including not to exceed $500 to settle claims for
damages caused to private property by motor vehicles used by the
Procurement Division), $460,000: Provided, That the Secretary of
the Treasury is authorized and directed during the fiscal year 1940
to transfer to this appropriation from any appropriations or funds
available to the several departments and establishments of the Gov-
ernment such amounts as may be approved by the Director of the
Bureau of the Budget, not to exceed the amount of the annual com-
pensation of employees heretofore or hereafter transferred or detailed
to the Procurement Division, Branch of Supply, respectively, from
any such department or establishment, where the transfer or detail
of such employees was or will be incident to a transfer of a function
or functions to that Division: Provided further, That payments dur-
ing the fiscal year 1940 to the general supply fund for materials,
supplies (including fuel), and services, and overhead expenses, for
all issues shall be made on the books of the Treasury Department
by transfer and counter-warrants prepared by the Procurement Divi-
sion of the Treasury Department and countersigned by the Comp-
troller General, such warrants to be based solely on itemized invoices
prepared by the Procurement Division at issue prices to be fixed by
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Provided, That the provisions of section 322 of the Act of June 30, 
1932 (47 Stat. 412), shall not apply with respect to the rental of 
temporary quarters for housing Federal activities during the replace-
ment or remodeling of buildings authorized under this or previous 
Acts. 

Social Security Board and Railroad Retirement Board Buildings: 
For continuation of the acquisition of the necessary land and the 
construction of buildings for the Social Security Board and the Rail-
road Retirement Board, $8,000,000. 
War Department Building: For continuation of the acquisition 

of land as a site for buildings for the War Department, and for 
continuation of the construction of the first building unit, $5,000,000. 
Government Printing Office, annex buildings, Washington, District 

of Columbia: For completion of construction of annex buildings for 
the Government Printing Office, $2,800,000. 
Payment of claims for relief of contractors, Act of June 16, 1934: 

To enable the Secretary of the Treasury to make payment of claims 
settled and certified by the Comptroller General of the United States 
under the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to provide relief to 
Government contractors whose costs of performance were increased 
as a result of compliance with the Act approved June 16, 1933, and 
for other purposes", approved June 16, 1934 (41 U. S. C. 28), not to 
exceed $300,000 of the unexpended balance of the appropriation 
available for this purpose for the fiscal year 1939 is continued avail-
able until June 30, 1940. 

PROCUREMENT DIVISION—BRANCH OF SUPPLY 

Salaries and expenses: For the Director of Procurement and other 
personal services in the District of Columbia and in the field service, 
and for miscellaneous expenses, including office supplies and mate-
rials, purchase and exchange of motortrucks and maintenance thereof, 
telegrams, telephone service, traveling expenses, office equipment, fuel, 
light, electric current, and other expenses for carrying into effect 
regulations governing the procurement, warehousing, and distribu-
tion by the Procurement Division of the Treasury Department of 
property, equipment, stores, and supplies in the District of Columbia 
and in the field (including not to exceed $500 to settle claims for 
damages caused to private property by motor vehicles used by the 
Procurement Division), $460,000: Provided, That the Secretary of 
the Treasury is authorized and directed during the fiscal year 1940 
to transfer to this appropriation from any appropriations or funds 
available to the several departments and establishments of the Gov-
ernment such amounts as may be approved by the Director of the 
Bureau of the Budget, not to exceed the amount of the annual com-
pensation of employees heretofore or hereafter transferred or detailed 
to the Procurement Division, Branch of Supply, respectively, from 
any such department or establishment, where the transfer or detail 
of such employees was or will be incident to a transfer of a function 
or functions to that Division: Provided Prater, That payments dur-
ing the fiscal year 1940 to the general supply fund for materials, 
supplies (including fuel), and services, and overhead expenses, for 
all issues shall be made on the books of the Treasury Department 
by transfer and counter-warrants prepared by the Procurement Divi-
sion of the Treasury Department and countersigned by the Comp-
troller General, such warrants to be based solely on itemized invoices 
prepared by the Procurement Division at issue prices to be fixed by 
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the Director of Procurement: Provided further, That advances
received pursuant to law (31 U. S. C. 686) from departments and
establishments of the United States Government and the government
of the District of Columbia during the fiscal year 1940 shall be cred-
ited to the general supply fund: Provided further, That not to exceed
$700,000 shall be available from the general supply fund during the
fiscal year 1940 for personal services: Provided further, That the
term "fuel" shall be held to include "fuel oil": Provided further,
That the requirements of sections 3711 and 3713 of the Revised Stat-
utes (40 U. S. C. 109) relative to the weighing of coal and wood and
the separate certificate as to the weight, measurement, or quantity
of coal and wood purchased shall not apply to purchases by the Pro-
curement Division at free-on-board destination outside of the Dis-
trict of Columbia: Provided further, That the reconditioning and
repair of surplus property and equipment, for disposition or reissue
to Government service, may be made at cost by the Procurement
Division, payment therefor to be effected by charging the proper
appropriation and crediting the appropriation "Salaries and expenses,
Branch of Supply, Procurement Division".

Repairs to typewriting machines (except bookkeeping and billing
machines) in the Government service in the District of Columbia
may be made at cost by the Procurement Division, payment therefor
to be effected by charging the proper appropriation and crediting
the appropriation "Salaries and expenses, Procurement Division,
Branch of Supply".

No part of any money appropriated by this or any other Act shall
be used during the fiscal year 1940 for the purchase of any standard
typewriting machines, except bookkeeping and billing machines, at
a price in excess of the following for models with carriages which
will accommodate paper of the following widths, to wit: Ten inches
(correspondence models), $70; twelve inches, $75; fourteen inches,
$77.50; sixteen inches, $82.50; eighteen inches, $87.50; twenty
inches, $94; twenty-two inches, $95, twenty-four inches, $97.50;
twenty-six inches, $103.50; twenty-eight inches, $104; thirty inches,
$105; thirty-two inches, $107.50; or, for standard typewriting
machines distinctively quiet in operation, the maximum prices shall
be as follows for models with carriages which will accommodate paper
of the following widths, to wit: Ten inches, $80; twelve inches, $85;
fourteen inches, $90; eighteen inches, $95.

With the approval of the Director of the Bureau of the Budget,
there may be transferred sums (not exceeding a total of $475,000)
to the appropriations, "Salaries, Office of Treasurer of the United
States, 1940', "Contingent expenses, Treasury Department, 1940",
"Printing and binding, Treasury Department, 1940", and "Stationery,
Treasury Department, 1940", from funds available for the Agric-
tural Adjustment Administration, Home Owners' Loan Corporation
Farm Credit Administration, Tennessee Valley Authority, Federal
Farm Mortgage Corporation, Reconstruction Finance Corporation,
Federal land banks and other banks and corporations under the
supervision of the Farm Credit Administration, Railroad Retirement
Board, Soil Conservation Service, including Soil Conservation and
Domestic Allotment, Social Security Board, Federal Housing Admin-
istration, United States Housing Authority, Civilian Conservation
Corps Public Works Administration, Commodity Credit Corpora-
tion, Rural Electrification Administration, and corporations and
banks under the Federal Home Loan Bank Board to cover the
expenses incurred on account of such respective activities in clearing
of checks, servicing of bonds, handling of collections, and rendering
of accounts therefor.
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the Director of Procurement: Provided further, That advances 
received pursuant to law (31 U. S. C. 686) from departments and 
establishments of the United States Government and the government 
of the District of Columbia during the fiscal year 1940 shall be cred-
ited to the general supply fund: Provided further, That not to exceed 
$700,000 shall be available from the general supply fund during the 
fiscal year 1940 for personal services: Provided further, That the 
term "fuel" shall be held to include "fuel oil": Provided further, 
That the requirements of sections 3711 and 3713 of the Revised Stat-
utes (40 U. S. C. 109) relative to the weighing of coal and wood and 
the separate certificate as to the weight, measurement, or quantity 
of coal and wood purchased shall not apply to purchases by the Pro-
curement Division at free-on-board destination outside of the Dis-
trict of Columbia: Provided further, That the reconditioning and 
repair of surplus property and equipment, for disposition or reissue 
to Government service, may be made at cost by the Procurement 
Division, payment therefor to be effected by charging the proper 
appropriation and crediting the appropriation "Salaries and expenses, 
Branch of Supply, Procurement Division". 
Repairs to typewriting machines (except bookkeeping and billing 

machines) in the Government service in the District of Columbia 
may be made at cost by the Procurement Division, payment therefor 
to be effected by charging the proper appropriation and crediting 
the appropriation "Salaries and expenses, Procurement Division, 
Branch of Supply". 
No part of any money appropriated by this or any other Act shall 

be used during the fiscal year 1940 for the purchase of any standard 
typewriting machines, except bookkeeping and billing machines, at 
a price in excess of the following for models with carriages which 
will accommodate paper of the following widths, to wit: Ten inches 
(correspondence models), $70; twelve inches, $75; fourteen inches, 
$77.50; sixteen inches, $82.50; eighteen inches, $87.50; twenty 
inches, $94; twenty-two inches, $95; twenty-four inches, $97.50; 
twenty-six inches, $103.50; twenty-eight inches, $104; thirty inches, 
$105; thirty-two inches, $107.50; or, for standard typewriting 
machines distinctively quiet in operation, the maximum prices shall 
be as follows for models with carriages which will accommodate paper 
of the following widths, to wit: Ten inches, $80; twelve inches, $85; 
fourteen inches, $90; eighteen inches, $95. 
With the approval of the Director of the Bureau of the Budget, 

there may be transferred sums (not exceeding a total of $475,000) 
to the appropriations, "Salaries, Office of Treasurer of the United 
States, 1940", "Contingent expenses, Treasury Department, 1940", 
"Printing and binding, Treasury Department, 1940", and "Stationery, 
Treasury Department, 1940", from funds available for the Agricul-
tural Adjustment Administration, Home Owners' Loan Corporation, 
Farm Credit Administration, Tennessee Valley Authority, Federal 
Farm Mortgage Corporation, Reconstruction Finance Corporation, 
Federal land banks and other banks and corporations under the 
supervision of the Farm Credit Administration, Railroad Retirement 
Board, Soil Conservation Service, including Soil Conservation and 
Domestic Allotment, Social Security Board, Federal Housing Admin-
istration, United States Housing Authority, Civilian Conservation 
Corps, Public Works Administration, Commodity Credit Corpora-
tion, Rural Electrification Administration, and corporations and 
banks under the Federal Home Loan Bank Board to cover the 
expenses incurred on account of such respective activities in clearing 
of checks, servicing of bonds, handling of collections, and rendering 
of accounts therefor. 
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MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS, TREASURY DEPARTMENT

AMERICAN PRINTING HOUSE FOR THE BLIND

To enable the American Printing House for the Blind more
adequately to provide books and apparatus for the education of the
blind in accordance with the provisions of the Act approved Feb-
ruary 8, 1927 (20 U. S. C. 101), $115,000.

This title may be cited as the "Treasury Department Appropriation
Act 1940".

TITLE II-POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT
The following sums are appropriated in conformity with the Act

of July 2, 1836 (5 U. S. C. 380, 39 U. S. C. 786), for the Post Office
Department for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, namely:

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT, WASHINGTON, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

OFFICE OF THE POSTMASTER GENERAL

Salaries: For the Postmaster General and other personal services
in the office of the Postmaster General in the District of Columbia,
$228,344.

SALARIES IN BUREAUS AND OFFICES

For personal services in the District of Columbia in bureaus and
offices of the Post Office Department in not to exceed the following
amounts, respectively:

Office of the First Assistant Postmaster General, $388,500.
Office of the Second Assistant Postmaster General, $579,260.
Office of the Third Assistant Postmaster General, $798,560.
Office of the Fourth Assistant Postmaster General, $474,240.
Office of the Solicitor for the Post Office Department, $92,500.
Office of the chief inspector, $237,000.
Office of the purchasing agent, $47,240.
Bureau of Accounts, $108,000.

CONTINGENT EXPENSES, POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT
For contingent and miscellaneous expenses; stationery and blank

books, index and guide cards, folders and binding devices, including
purchase of free penalty envelopes; telegraph and telephone service,
furniture and filing cabinets and repairs thereto; purchase, exchange,
maintenance, and repair of tools, electrical supplies, typewriters, add-
ing machines, and other labor-saving devices; purchase (including
exchange) of one motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicle at not
to exceed $1,800, and for maintenance of motor trucks and of two
motor-driven passenger-carrying vehicles, to be used only for official
purposes (one for the Postmaster General and one for the general
use of the Department); streetcar fares; floor coverings; postage
stamps for correspondence addressed abroad, which is not exempt
under article 49 of the London convention of the Universal Postal
Union; purchase and exchange of law books, books of reference,
railway guides, city directories, and books necessary to conduct the
business of the Department; newspapers, not exceeding $200;
expenses, except membership fees, of attendance at meetings or con-
ventions concerned with postal affairs, when incurred on the written
authority of the Postmaster General, not exceeding $2,000; expenses
of the purchasing agent and of the Solicitor and attorneys connected
with his office while traveling on business of the Department, not
exceeding $800; and other expenses not otherwise provided for;
$86,500.
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MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS, TREASURY DEPARTMENT 

AMERICAN PRINTING HOUSE FOR THE BLIND 

To enable the American Printing House for the Blind more 
adequately to provide books and apparatus for the education of the 
blind in accordance with the provisions of the Act approved Feb-
ruary 8, 1927 (20 U. S. C. 101), $115,000. 
This title may be cited as the "Treasury Department Appropriation 

Act 1940". 

TITLE II—POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT 

The following sums are appropriated in conformity with the Act 
of July 2, 1836 (5 U. S. C. 380, 39 U. S. C. 786), for the Post Office 
Department for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, namely: 

POST OrTICE DEPARTMENT, WASHINGTON, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

OFFICE OF Thu; POSTMASTER GENERAL 

Salaries: For the Postmaster General and other personal services 
in the office of the Postmaster General in the District of Columbia, 
$228,344. 

SALARIES IN BUREAUS AND 0.roiCES 

For personal services in the District of Columbia in bureaus and 
offices of the Post Office Department in not to exceed the following 
amounts, respectively: 

Office of the First Assistant Postmaster General, $388,500. 
Office of the Second Assistant Postmaster General, $579,260. 
Office of the Third Assistant Postmaster General, $798,560. 
Office of the Fourth Assistant Postmaster General, $474,240. 
Office of the Solicitor for the Post Office Department, $92,500. 
Office of the chief inspector, $237,000. 
Office of the purchasing agent, $47,240. 
Bureau of Accounts, $108,000. 

CONTINGENT EXPENSES, POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT 

For contingent and miscellaneous expenses; stationery and blank 
books, index and guide cards, folders and binding devices, including 
purchase of free penalty envelopes; telegraph and telephone service, 
furniture and filing cabinets and repairs thereto; purchase, exchange, 
maintenance, and repair of tools, electrical supplies, typewriters, add-
ing machines, and other labor-saving devices; purchase (including 
exchange) of one motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicle at not 
to exceed $1,800, and for maintenance of motor trucks and of two 
motor-driven passenger-carrying vehicles, to be used only for official 
purposes (one for the Postmaster General and one for the general 
use of the Department) ; streetcar fares; floor coverings; postage 
stamps for correspondence addressed abroad, which is not exempt 
under article 49 of the London convention of the Universal Postal 
Union; purchase and exchange of law books, books of reference, 
railway guides, city directories, and books necessary to conduct the 
business of the Department; newspapers, not exceeding $200; 
expenses, except membership fees, of attendance at meetings or con-
ventions concerned with postal affairs, when incurred on the written 
authority of the Postmaster General, not exceeding $2,000; expenses 
of the purchasing agent and of the Solicitor and attorneys connected 
with his office while traveling on business of the Department, not 
exceeding $800; and other expenses not otherwise provided for; 
$86,500. 
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Printing and bind- For printing and binding for the Post Office Department, including
lg. all of its bureaus, offices, institutions, and services located in Wash-

ington, District of Columbia, and elsewhere, $905,000.
Fieldservice appro- Appropriations hereinafter made for the field service of the Post

use for sDepart- Office Department, except as otherwise provided, shall not be expended
lent. for any of the purposes hereinbefore provided for on account of the
TPrv einses Post Office Department in the District of Columbia: Provided, That

expense the actual and necessary expenses of officials and employees of the
Post Office Department and Postal Service, when traveling on official
business, may continue to be paid from the appropriations for the
service in connection with which the travel is performed, and appro-
priations for the fiscal year 1940 of the character heretofore used for

Examination of such purposes shall be available therefor: Provided further, Thatstimates for appro-
riations in the feld. appropriations hereinafter made, except such as are exclusively for

payment of compensation, shall be immediately available for expenses
in connection with the examination of estimates for appropriations in
the field including per diem allowances in lieu of actual expenses of
subsistence.

FIELD SERVICE, POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT

OFFICE OF THE POSTMASTER GENERAL

p

1:

a

Travel, etc., ex- Travel expenses, Postmaster General and Assistant Postmasters
ens. General: For travel and miscellaneous expenses in the Postal Service,

offices of the Postmaster General and Assistant Postmasters General,
$3,000.

Damage claims. Personal or property damage claims: To enable the Postmaster
General to pay claims for damages, occurring during the fiscal year
1940, or in prior fiscal years, to persons or property in accordance
with the provisions of the Deficiency Appropriation Act, approved

42 Stat. 63; 48 Stat. June 16, 1921 (5 U. S. C. 392), as amended by the Act approved
5 U. .s. . 392. June 22, 1934 (48 Stat. 1207), $45,000.
Adjustednlsses and Adjusted losses and contingencies: To enable the Postmaster Gen-

eral to pay to postmasters, Navy mail clerks, and assistant Navy mail
clerks or credit them with the amount ascertained to have been lost
or destroyed during the fiscal year 1940, or prior fiscal years, through
burglary, fire, or other unavoidable casualty resulting from no fault
or negligence on their part, as authorized by the Act approved March

22 Stat. 29. 17, 1882, as amended, $220,000.
39 U. S. C. S 49.

Inspectors, salaries.

Traveling and mis-
cellaneous expenses.

Investigations, etc.

Proviso.
Chemical, etc., in-

vestigations.

OFFICE OF CHIEF INSPECTOR

Salaries of inspectors: For salaries of fifteen inspectors in charge
of divisions and six hundred inspectors, $2,336,000.

Traveling and miscellaneous expenses: For traveling expenses of
inspectors, inspectors in charge, the chief post-office inspector, and the
assistant chief post-office inspector, and for the traveling expenses of
four clerks performing stenographic and clerical assistance to post-
office inspectors in the investigation of important fraud cases; for
tests, exhibits, documents, photographs, office and other necessary
expenses incurred by post-office inspectors in connection with their
official investigations, including necessary miscellaneous expenses of
division headquarters, and not to exceed $500 for technical and
scientific books and other books of reference needed in the operation
of the Post Office Inspection Service, $630,000: Provided, That not
exceeding $28,000 of this sum shall be available for transfer by the
Postmaster General to other departments and independent establish-
ments for chemical and other investigations.
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For printing and binding for the Post Office Department, including 
all of its bureaus, offices, institutions, and services located in Wash-
ington, District of Columbia, and elsewhere, $905,000. 

Appropriations hereinafter made for the field. service of the Post 
Office Department, except as otherwise provided, shall not be expended 
for any of the purposes hereinbef ore provided for on account of the 
Post Office Department in the District of Columbia: Provided, That 
the actual and necessary expenses of officials and employees of the 
Post Office Department and Postal Service, when traveling on official 
business, may continue to be paid from the appropriations for the 
service in connection with which the travel is performed, and appro-
priations for the fiscal year 1940 of the character heretofore used for 
such purposes shall be available therefor: Provided further, That 
appropriations hereinafter made, except such as are exclusively for 
payment of compensation, shall be immediately available for expenses 
in connection with the examination of estimates for appropriations in 
the field including per diem allowances in lieu of actual expenses of 
subsistence. 

FIELD SERVICE, POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICE or THE POSTMAS1ER GENERAL 

Travel expenses, Postmaster General and Assistant Postmasters 
General: For travel and miscellaneous expenses in the Postal Service, 
offices of the Postmaster General and Assistant Postmasters General, 
$3,000. 

Personal or property damage claims: To enable the Postmaster 
General to pay claims for damages, occurring during the fiscal year 
1940, or in prior fiscal years, to persons or property in accordance 
with the provisions of the Deficiency Appropriation Act, approved 
June 16, 1921 (5 U. S. C. 392), as amended by the Act approved 
June 22, 1934 (48 Stat. 1207), $45,000. 
Adjusted losses and contingencies: To enable the Postmaster Gen-

eral to pay to postmasters, Navy mail clerks, and assistant Navy mail 
clerks or credit them with the amount ascertained to have been lost 
or destroyed during the fiscal year 1940, or prior fiscal years, through 
burglary, fire, or other unavoidable casualty resulting from no fault 
or negligence on their part, as authorized by the Act approved March 
17, 1882, as amended, $220,000. 

OFFICE OF CHIEF INSPECTOR 

Salaries of inspectors: For salaries of fifteen inspectors in charge 
of divisions and six hundred inspectors, $2,336,000. 

Traveling and miscellaneous expenses: For traveling expenses of 
inspectors, inspectors in charge, the chief post-office inspector, and the 
assistant chief post-office inspector, and for the traveling expenses of 
four clerks performing stenographic and clerical assistance to post-
office inspectors in the investigation of important fraud cases; for 
tests, exhibits, documents, photographs, office and other necessary 
expenses incurred by post-office inspectors in connection with their 
official investigations, including necessary miscellaneous expenses of 
division headquarters, and not to exceed $500 for technical and 
scientific books and other books of reference needed in the operation 
of the Post Office Inspection Service, $630,000: Provided, That not 
exceeding $28,000 of this sum shall be available for transfer by the 
Postmaster General to other departments and independent establish-
ments for chemical and other investigations. 
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Clerks, division headquarters: For compensation of one hundred
and ninety-four clerks at division headquarters of post-office inspec-
tors, $480,000.

Payment of rewards: For payment of rewards for the detection,
arrest, and conviction of post-office burglars, robbers, highway mail
robbers, and persons mailing or causing to be mailed any bomb,
infernal machine, or mechanical, chemical, or other device or com-
position which may ignite or explode, $55,000: Provided, That
rewards may be paid in the discretion of the Postmaster General,
when an offender of the classes mentioned was killed in the act of
committing the crime or in resisting lawful arrest: Provided further,
That no part of this sum shall be used to pay any rewards at rates
in excess of those specified in Post Office Department Order 9273,
dated July 25, 1936: Provided further, That of the amount herein
appropriated not to exceed $20,000 may be expended, in the discretion
of the Postmaster General, for the purpose of securing information
concerning violations of the postal laws and for services and infor-
mation looking toward the apprehension of criminals.

OFFICE OF THE FIRST ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL

Compensation to postmasters: For compensation to postmasters,
including compensation as postmaster to persons who, pending the
designation of an acting postmaster, assume and properly perform
the duties of postmaster in the event of a vacancy in the office of
postmaster of the third or fourth class, and for allowances for rent,
light, fuel, and equipment to postmasters of the fourth class,
$49,650,000.

Compensation to assistant postmasters: For compensation to
assistant postmasters at first- and second-class post offices, $6,975,000.

Clerks, first- and second-class post offices: For compensation to
clerks and employees at first- and second-class post offices, including
auxiliary clerk hire at summer and winter post offices, printers,
mechanics, skilled laborers, watchmen, messengers, laborers, and
substitutes, $200,000,000.

Clerks, contract stations: For compensation to clerks in charge of
contract stations, $1,550,000.

Separating mails: For separating mails at third- and fourth-class
post offices, $410,000.

Unusual conditions: For unusual conditions at post offices $80,000.
Clerks, third-class post offices: For allowances to third-class post

offices to cover the cost of clerical services, $7,725,000.
Miscellaneous items, first- and second-class post offices: For mis-

cellaneous items necessary and incidental to the operation and protec-
tion of post offices of the first and second classes, and the business
conducted in connection therewith, not provided for in other appro-
priations, $1,900,000.

Village delivery service: For village delivery service in towns and
villages having post offices of the second or third class, and in com-
munities adjacent to cities having city delivery, $1,675,000.

Detroit River service: For Detroit River postal service, $11,460.
Carfare and bicycle allowance: For carfare and bicycle allowance,

including special-delivery carfare, $1,350,000.
City delivery carriers: For pay of letter carriers, City Delivery

Service, $139,250,000.
Special-delivery fees: For fees to special-delivery messengers,

$8 300,000.
Domestic Air Mail Service: For the inland transportation of mail

by aircraft, as authorized by law, and for the incidental expenses
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Clerks, division headquarters: For compensation of one hundred 
and ninety-four clerks at division headquarters of post-office inspec-
tors, $480,000. 
Payment of rewards: For payment of rewards for the detection, 

arrest, and conviction of post-office burglars, robbers, highway mail 
robbers, and persons mailing or causing to be mailed any bomb, 
infernal machine, or mechanical, chemical, or other device or com-
position which may ignite or explode, $55,000: Provided, That 
rewards may be paid in the discretion of the Postmaster General, 
when an offender of the classes mentioned was killed in the act of 
committing the crime or in resisting lawful arrest: Provided further, 
That no part of this sum shall be used to pay any rewards at rates 
in excess of those specified in Post Office Department Order 9273, 
dated July 25, 1936: Provided further, That of the amount herein 
appropriated not to exceed $20,000 may be expended, in the discretion 
of the Postmaster General, for the purpose of securing information 
concerning violations of the postal laws and for services and infor-
mation looking toward the apprehension of criminals. 

OFFICE OF THE FIRST ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL 

Compensation to postmasters: For compensation to postmasters, 
including compensation as postmaster to persons who, pending the 
designation of an acting postmaster, assume and properly perform 
the duties of postmaster in the event of a vacancy in the office of 
postmaster of the third or fourth class, and for allowances for rent, 
light, fuel, and equipment to postmasters of the fourth class, 
$49,650,000. 
Compensation to assistant postmasters: For compensation to 

assistant postmasters at first- and second-class post offices, $6,975,000. 
Clerks, first- and second-class post offices: For compensation to 

clerks and employees at first- and second-class post offices, including 
auxiliary clerk hire at summer and winter post offices, printers, 
mechanics, skilled laborers, watchmen, messengers, laborers, and 
substitutes, $200,000,000. 

Clerks, contract stations: For compensation to clerks in charge of 
contract stations, $1,550,000. 

Separating mails: For separating mails at third- and fourth-class 
post offices, $410,000. 
Unusual conditions: For unusual conditions at post offices, $80,000. 
Clerks, third-class post offices: For allowances to third-class post 

offices to cover the cost of clerical services, $7,725,000. 
Miscellaneous items, first- and second-class post offices: For mis-

cellaneous items necessary and incidental to the operation and protec-
tion of post offices of the first and second classes, and the business 
conducted in connection therewith, not provided for in other appro-
priations, $1,900,000. 

Village delivery service: For village delivery service in towns and 
villages having post offices of the second or third class, and in com-
munities adjacent to cities having city delivery, $1,675,000. 

Detroit River service: For Detroit River postal service, $11,460. 
Carfare and bicycle allowance: For carfare and bicycle allowance, 

including special-delivery carfare, $1,350,000. 
City delivery carriers: For pay of letter carriers, City Delivery 

Service, $139,250,000. 
Special-delivery fees: For fees to special-delivery messengers, 

$8,300,000. 
Domestic Air Mail Service: For the inland transportation of mail 

by aircraft, as authorized by law, and for the incidental expenses 
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thereof, including not to exceed $39,000 for supervisory officials and
clerks at air-mail transfer points, travel expenses and not to exceed
$53,000 for personal services in the District of Columbia, $17,930,000.

Foreign air mail transportation: For transportation of foreign
mails by aircraft, as authorized by law, $10,200,000.

OFFICE OF THE SECOND ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL

Star Route Service: For inland transportation by star routes
(excepting service in Alaska), including temporary service to newly
established offices, $11,500,000.

Star Route Service, Alaska: For inland transportation by star
routes in Alaska, $140,000.

Powerboat service: For inland transportation by steamboat or other
powerboat routes, including ship, steamboat, and way letters,
$1,225,000.

Railroad transportation and mail messenger service: For inland
transportation by railroad routes and for mail messenger service,
$101,990,000: Provided, That separate accounts be kept of the amount
expended for mail messenger service: Provided further, That there
may be expended from this appropriation for personal services in
the District of Columbia not exceeding the sum of $23,000 to carry
out the provisions of section 5 of the Act of July 28, 1916 (39 U. S. C.
562) (the space basis Act), and not exceeding the sum of $33,050
to carry out the provisions of section 214 of the Act of February 28,
1925 (39 U. S. C. 826) (cost ascertainment).

Railway Mail Service: For fifteen division superintendents, fifteen
assistant division superintendents, one assistant superintendent at
large, one hundred and nineteen chief clerks, one hundred and nine-
teen assistant chief clerks, clerks in charge of sections in the offices of
division superintendents, railway postal clerks, substitute railway
postal clerks, joint employeeeesand laborers in the Railway Mall
Service, $56,000,000.

Railway postal clerks, travel allowance: For travel allowance to
railway postal clerks and substitute railway postal clerks, $3,150,000.

Railway Mail Service, traveling expenses: For actual and necessary
expenses, general superintendent and assistant general superin-
tendent, division superintendents, assistant division superintendents,
assistant superintendents, chief clerks, and assistant chief clerks,
Railway Mail Service, and railway postal clerks, while actually
traveling on business of the Post Office Department and away from
their several designated headquarters, $65,000.

Railway Mail Service miscellaneous expenses: For rent, light,
heat, fuel, telegraph, miscellaneous and office expenses, telephone
service, badges for railway postal clerks, rental of space for terminal
railway post offices for the distribution of mails when the furnishing
of space for such distribution cannot, under the Postal Laws and
Regulations, properly be required of railroad companies without
additional compensation, and for equipment and miscellaneous items
necessary to terminal railway post offices, $455,000.

Electric- and cable-car service: For electric- and cable-car service,
$290,000.

Foreign mail transportation: For transportation of foreign mails,
except by aircraft, $3,250,000: Provided, That the Postmaster Gen-
eral is authorized to expend such sums as may be necessary, not to
exceed $170,000, to cover the cost to the United States for maintaining
sea post service on ocean steamships conveying the mails to and from
the United States, including the salary of the Assistant Director,
Division f International Postal Service, with headquarters at New
York City.
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thereof, including not to exceed $39,000 for supervisory officials and 
clerks at air-mail transfer points, travel expenses, and not to exceed 
$53,000 for personal services in the District of Columbia, $17,930,000. 

Foreign air mail transportation: For transportation of foreign 
mails by aircraft, as authorized by law, $10,200,000. 

OFFICE OF TUE SECOND ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL 

Star Route Service: For inland transportation by star routes 
(excepting service in Alaska), including temporary service to newly 
established offices $11,500,000. 

Star Route Service, Alaska: For inland transportation by star 
routes in Alaska, $140,000. 
Powerboat service: For inland transportation by steamboat or other 

powerboat routes, including ship, steamboat, and way letters, 
$1,225,000. 

Railroad transportation and mail messenger service: For inland 
transportation by railroad routes and for mail messenger service, 
$101,990,000: Provided, That separate accounts be kept of the amount 
expended for mail messenger service: Provided further, That there 
may be expended from this appropriation for personal services in 
the District of Columbia not exceeding the sum of $23,000 to carry 
out the provisions of section $ of the Act of July 28, 1916 (39 U. S. C. 
562) (the space basis Act), and not exceeding the sum of $33,050 
to carry out the provisions of section 211 of the Act of February 28, 
1925 (39 U. S. C. 826) (cost ascertainment). 
Railway Mail Service: For fifteen division superintendents, fifteen 

assistant division superintendents, one assistant superintendent at 
large, one hundred and ninkeen chief clerks, one hundred and nine-
teen assistant chief clerks, clerks in charge of sections in the offices of 
division superintendents, railway postal clerks, substitute railway, 
postal clerks, joint employees, and laborers in the Railway Mail 
Service, $56,000,000. 
Railway postal clerks, travel allowance: For travel allowance to 

railway postal clerks and substitute railway postal clerks, $3,150,000. 
Railway Mail Service, traveling expenses: For actual and necessary 

expenses' general superintendent and assistant general superin-
tendent, division superintendents, assistant division superintendents, 
assistant superintendents, chief clerks, and assistant chief clerks, 
Railway Mail Service, and railway postal clerks, while actually 
traveling on business of the Post Office Department and away from 
their several designated headquarters, $65,000. 
Railway Mail Service: miscellaneous expenses: For rent, light, 

heat2 fuel' telegraph, miscellaneous and office expensp.s, telephone 
service, badges for railway postal clerks, rental of space for terminal 
railway post offices for the distribution of mails when the furnishing 
of space for such distribution cannot, under the Postal Laws and 
Regulations, properly be required of railroad companies without 
additional compensation, and for equipment and miscellaneous items 
necessary to terminal railway post offices $455,000. 

Electric- and cable-car service: For electric- and cable-car service, 
$290,000. 
Foreign mail transportation: For transportation of foreign mails, 

except by aircraft, $3,250,000: Provided, That the Postmaster Gen-
eral is authorized to expend such sums as may be necessary, not to 
exceed $170,000, to cover the cost to the United States for maintaining 
sea post service on ocean steamships conveying the mails to and from 
the United States, including the salary of the Assistant Director, 
Division of, International Postal Service, with headquarters at New 
York City. 
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Balances due foreign countries: For balances due foreign countries,
fiscal year 1940 and prior years, $1,250,000.

Indemnities, international mail: For payment of limited indemnity
for the injury or loss of international mail in accordance with
convention, treaty, or agreement stipulations, fiscal year 1940 and
prior years, $11,000.

Rural Delivery Service: For pay of rural carriers, auxiliary car-
riers, substitutes for rural carriers on annual and sick leave, clerks
in charge of rural stations, and tolls and ferriage, Rural Delivery
Service, and for the incidental expenses thereof, $91,600,000, of which
not less than $200,000 shall be available for extensions and new
service.

OFFICE OF THE THIRD ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL

Manufacture and distribution of stamps and stamped paper: For
manufacture of adhesive postage stamps, special-delivery stamps,
books of stamps, stamped envelopes, newspaper wrappers, postal
cards, and for coiling of stamps, and including not to exceed $22,500
for pay of agent and assistants to examine and distribute stamped
envelopes and newspaper wrappers, and for expenses of agency,
$4,599,000: Provided, That not to exceed $2,000 of this appropriation
may be available for expenses, including the cost of preparing an
appropriate display frame of United States postage stamps for exhi-
bition purposes, of delegates designated from the Post Office Depart-
ment by the Postmaster General to attend the British Philatelic
Congress to be held in London, England, during the fiscal year 1940.

Indemnities, domestic mail: For payment of limited indemnity for
the injury or loss of pieces of domestic registered matter, insured and
collect-on-delivery mail, and for failure to remit collect-on-delivery
charges, $550,000.

Unpaid money orders more than one year old: For payment of
domestic money orders after one year from the last day of the month
of issue of such orders, $200,000.

OFFICE OF THE FOURTH ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL

Post office stationery equipment, and supplies: For stationery for
the Postal Service, including the money-order and registry system;
and also for the purchase of supplies for the Postal Savings System,
including rubber stamps, canceling devices, certificates, envelopes,
and stamps for use in evidencing deposits, and free penalty envelopes;
and for the reimbursement of the Secretary of the Treasury for
expenses incident to the preparation, issue, and registration of the
bonds authorized by the Act of June 25, 1910 (39 U. S. C. 760); for
miscellaneous equipment and supplies, including the purchase and
repair of furniture, package boxes, posts, trucks, baskets, satchels,
straps, letter-box paint, baling machines, perforating machines,
duplicating machines, printing presses, directories, cleaning supplies,
and the manufacture, repair, and exchange of equipment, the erection
and painting of letter-box equipment, and for the purchase and
repair of presses and dies for use in the manufacture of letter boxes;
for postmarking, rating, money-order stamps, and electrotype plates
and repairs to same; metal, rubber, and combination type, dates and
figures, type holders, ink pads for canceling and stamping purposes,
and for the purchase, exchange, and repair of typewriting machines,
envelope-opening machines, and computing machines, numbering
machines, time recorders, letter balances, scales (exclusive of dor-
mant or built-in platform scales in Federal buildings), test weights,
and miscellaneous articles purchased and furnished directly to the
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Balances due foreign countries: For balances due foreign countries, 
fiscal year 1940 and prior years, $1,250,000. 

Indemnities, international mail: For payment of limited indemnity 
for the injury or loss of international mail in accordance with 
convention, treaty, or agreement stipulations, fiscal year 1940 and 
prior years, $11,000. 
Rural Delivery Service: For pay of rural carriers, auxiliary car-

riers, substitutes for rural carriers on annual and sick leave clerks 
in charge of rural stations, and tolls and ferriage, Rural Delivery 
Service, and for the incidental expenses thereof, $91,600,000, of which 
not less than $200,000 shall be available for extensions and new 
service. 

OFFICE or THE THIRD ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL 

Manufacture and distribution of stamps and stamped paper: For 
manufacture of adhesive postage stamps, special-delivery stamps, 
books of stamps, stamped envelopes, newspaper wrappers, postal 
cards, and for coiling of stamps, and including not to exceed $22,500 
for pay of agent and assistants to examine and distribute stamped 
envelopes and newspaper wrappers, and for expenses of agency, 
$4,599,000: Provided, That not to exceed $2,000 of this appropriation 
may be available for expenses including the cost of preparing an 
appropriate display frame of -United States postage stamps for exhi-
bition purposes, of delegates designated from the Post Office Depart-
ment by the Postmaster General to attend the British Philatelic 
Congress to be held in London, England, during the fiscal year 1940. 
Indemnities domestic mail: For payment of limited indemnity for 

the injury or foss of pieces of domestic registered matter, insured and 
collect-on-delivery mail, and for failure to remit collect-on-delivery 
charges, $550,000. 
Unpaid money orders more than one year old: For payment of 

domestic money orders after one year from the last day of the month 
of issue of such orders, $200,000. 

OFFICE OF THE FOURTH ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL 

Post office stationery, equipment, and supplies: For stationery for 
the Postal Service, including the money-order and registry system; 
and also for the purchase of supplies for the Postal Savings System, 
including rubber stamps canceling devices, certificates, envelopes, 
and stamps for use in evidencing deposits, and free penalty envelopes; 
and for the reimbursement of the Secretary of the Treasury for 
expenses incident to the preparation, issue, and registration of the 
bonds authorized by the Act of June 25, 1910 (39 U. S. C. 760) ; for 
miscellaneous equipment and supplies including the purchase and 
repair of furniture, package boxes, supplies, trucks, baskets, satchels, 
straps, letter-box paint, baling machines perforating machines, 
duplicating machines, printing presses, directories, cleaning supplies, 
and the manufacture, repair, and exchange of equipment, the erection 
and painting of letter-box equipment, and for the purchase and 
repair of presses and dies for use in the manufacture of letter boxes; 
for postmarking, rating, money-order stamps and electrotype plates 
and repairs to same; metal, rubber, and combination type, dates and 
figures, type holders, ink pans for canceling and stamping purposes, 
and for the purchase, exchange, and repair of typewriting machines, 
envelope-opening machines and computing machines, numbering 
machines, time recorders, fetter balances, scales (exclusive of dor-
mant or built-in platform scales in Federal buildings) test weights, 
and miscellaneous articles purchased and furnished, directly to the 
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Furniture, etc., Postal Service, including complete equipment and furniture for post
quarrs. offices in leased and rented quarters; for the purchase, repair, and

replacement of arms and miscellaneous items necessary for the pro-
Post-route maps, tection of the mails; for miscellaneous expenses in the preparation

etc. and publication of post-route maps and rural delivery maps or blue-
prints, including tracing for. photolithographic reproduction; for
other expenditures necessary and incidental to post offices of the first,
second, and third classes, and offices of the fourth class having or
to have rural delivery service, and for letter boxes; for the purchase
of atlases and geographical and technical works not to exceed $1,500;

Twine andtying de- for wrapping twine and tying devices; (not more than three-fourths
of the funds herein appropriated for the purchase of twine shall be
expended in the purchase of twine manufactured from materials
or commodities produced outside the United States) for expenses
incident to the shipment of supplies, including hardware, boxing,

Personal services. packing, and not exceeding $62,300 for the pay of employees in con-
nection therewith in the District of Columbia; for rental, purchase,
exchange, and repair of canceling machines and motors, mechanical
mail-handling apparatus, accident prevention, and other labor-saving
devices, including cost of power in rented buildings and miscellaneous

craveling melani- expenses of installation and operation of same, including not to
ans. exceed $35,000 for salaries of thirteen traveling mechanicians, and

Saeofmaps,etc. for traveling expenses, $3,000,000: Provided, That the Postmaster
General may authorize the sale to the public of post-route maps and
rural delivery maps or blueprints at the cost of printing and 10 per
centum thereof added.

uiptment shots, Equipment shops, Washington, District of Columbia: For the
purchase, manufacture, and repair of mail bags and other mail con-
tainers and attachments, mail locks, keys, chains, tools, machinery,
and material necessary for same, and for incidental expenses per-
taining thereto; material, machinery, and tools necessary for the
manufacture and repair of such other equipment for the Postal
Service as may be deemed expedient; accident prevention; for the
expenses of maintenance and repair of the mail bag equipment shops
building and equipment, including fuel, light, power and miscellane-
ous supplies and services; maintenance of grounds; for compensation
to labor employed in the equipment shops and in the operation, care,
maintenance, and protection of the equipment shops building,

Personal services. grounds, and equipment, $1,200,000, of which not to exceed $635,000
may be expended for personal services in the District of Columbia:

Potive eui Provided, That out of this appropriation the Postmaster General is
ments, manacture. authorized to use as much of the sum, not exceeding $15,000, as may

be deemed necessary for the purchase of material and the manufac-
ture in the equipment shops of such small quantities of distinctive
equipments as may be required by other executive departments; and
for service in Alaska, Puerto Rico, Philippine Islands, Hawaii, or
other island possessions.

Rentlight,fueland Rent, light, fuel, and water: For rent, light, fuel, and water, for
waerfirst-, second-, and third-class post offices, and the cost of advertising

for lease proposals for such offices, $10,450,000.
Pneumatic-tube Pneumatic-tube service, New York City: For rental of not exceed-

City. ing twenty-eight miles of pneumatic tubes, hire of labor, communica-
tion service, electric power and other expenses for transmission of
mail in the city of New York including the Borough of Brooklyn,

Reotionexpenses, $550,000: Provded, That not to exceed $7,300 of this sum shall be
etc. available toward the cost of the relocation of the pneumatic-tube

line and machinery incidental to removal of the post-office station
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Postal Service, including complete equipment and furniture for post 
offices in leased and rented quarters; for the purchase, repair, and 
replacement of arms and miscellaneous items necessary for the pro-
tection of the mails; for miscellaneous expenses in the preparation 
and publication of post-route maps and rural delivery maps or blue-
prints, including tracing for. photolithographic reproduction - for 
other expenditures necessary and incidental to post offices of the first, 
second, and third classes, and offices of the fourth class. having or 
to have rural delivery service, and for letter boxes; for the purchase 
of atlases and geographical and technical works not to exceed $1,500; 
for wrapping twine and tying devices; (not more than three-fourths 
of the funds herein appropriated for the purchase of twine shall be 
expended in the purchase of twine manufactured from materials 
or commodities produced outside the United States) for expenses 
incident to the shipment of supplies, including hardware, boxing, 
packing, and not exceeding $62,300 for the pay of employees in con-
nection therewith in the District of Columbia; for rental, purchase, 
exchange, and repair of canceling machines and motors, mechanical 
mail-handling apparatus, accident prevention, and other labor-saving 
devices, including cost of power in rented buildings and miscellaneous 
expenses of installation and operation of same, including not to 
exceed $35,000 for salaries of thirteen traveling mechanicians, and 
for traveling expenses' $3,000,000; Provided, That the Postmaster 
General may authorize the sale to the public of post-route maps and 
rural delivery maps or blueprints at the cost of printing and 10 per 
centum thereof added. 
Equipment shops, Washington, District of Columbia: For the 

purchase, manufacture, and repair of mail bags and other mail con-
tainers and attachments, mail locks, keys, chains, tools, machinery, 
and material necessary for same, and for incidental expenses per-
taining thereto; material, machinery, and tools necessary for the 
manufacture and repair of such other equipment for the Postal 
Service as may be deemed expedient; accident prevention; for the 
expenses of maintenance and repair of the mail bag equipment shops 
building and equipment, including fuel, light, power, and miscellane-
ous supplies and services; maintenance of grounds; for compensation 
to labor employed in the equipment shops and in the operation, care, 
maintenance, and protection of the equipment shops building, 
grounds, and equipment, $1,200,0001 of which not to exceed $635,000 
may be expended for personal services in the District of Columbia: 
Provided, That out of this appropriation the Postmaster General is 
authorized to use as much of the sum, not exceeding $15,000, as may 
be deemed necessary for the purchase of material and the manufac-
ture in the equipment shops of such small quantities of distinctive 
equipments as may be required by other executive departments; and 
for service in Alaska, Puerto Rico, Philippine Islands, Hawaii, or 
other island possessions. 

Rent, light, fuel, and water: For rent, light, fuel, and water, for 
first-, second-, and third-class offices, and the cost of advertising 
for lease proposals for such offices, $10,450,000. 

Pneumatic-tube Pneumatic-tube service, New York City: For rental of not exceed-
, 

service New York 
City. ing twenty-eight miles of pneumatic tubes, hire of labor, communica-

tion service, electric power, and other expenses for transmission of 
mail in the city of New York including the Borough of Brooklyn, 

Provisotion expenses s. $550,000: Prowled, That not to exceed $7,300 of this sum shall be 
, 

Reloca 
etc. available toward the cost of the relocation of the pneumatic-tube 

line and machinery incidental to removal of the post-office station 
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from Varick Street to Canal Street: Provided further, That the pro-
visions of the Acts of April 21, 1902, May 27, 1908, and June 19, 1922
(39 U. S. C. 423), relating to contracts for the transmission of mail
by pneumatic tubes or other similar devices shall not be applicable
hereto.

Pneumatic-tube service, Boston: For the rental of not exceeding
two miles of pneumatic tubes, not including labor and power in oper-
ating the same, for the transmission of mail in the city of Boston,
Massachusetts, $24,000: Provided, That the provisions not incon-
sistent herewith of the Acts of April 21, 1902 (39 U. S. C. 423),
and May 27, 1908 (39 U. S. C. 423), relating to the transmission of
mail by pneumatic tubes or other similar devices shall be applicable
hereto.

Vehicle service: For vehicle service; the hire of vehicles; the rental
of garage facilities; the purchase, exchange, maintenance, and repair
of motor vehicles; accident prevention; the hire of supervisors, clerical
assistance, mechanics, drivers, garage men, and such other employees
as may be necessary in providing vehicles and vehicle service for use
in the collection, transportation, delivery, and supervision of the mail,
$15,500,000: Provided, That the Postmaster General may, in his dis-
bursement of this appropriation, apply a part thereof to the leasing of
quarters for the housing of Government-owned motor vehicles at a
reasonable annual rental for a term not exceeding ten years: Pro-
vided further, That the Postmaster General, during the fiscal year
1940 may purchase and maintain from the appropriation "Vehicle
service" such tractors and trailer trucks as may be required in the
operation of the vehicle service: Provided further, That no part of
this appropriation shall be expended for maintenance or repair of
motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles for use in connection
with the administrative work of the Post Office Department in the
District of Columbia.

Transportation of equipment and supplies: For the transportation
and delivery of equipment, materials, and supplies for the Post
Office Department and Postal Service by freight. express, or motor
transportation, and other incidental expenses, $350,000.

PUBLIC BUIIDINGS, MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION

Operating force: For personal services in connection with the oper-
ation of public buildings, including the Washington Post Office and
the Customhouse Building in the District of Columbia, operated by
the Post Office Department, together with the grounds thereof and
the equipment and furnishings therein, including telephone operators
for the operation of telephone switchboards or equivalent telephone
switchboard equipment in such buildings jointly serving in each case
two or more governmental activities, $22,742,640: Provided, That in
no case shall the rates of compensation for the mechanical labor force
be in excess of the rates current at the time and in the place where
such services are employed.

Operating supplies, public buildings: For fuel, steam, gas, and
electric current for lighting, heating, and power purposes, water, ice,
lighting supplies, removal of ashes and rubbish, snow and ice, cutting
grass and weeds, washing towels, telephone service for custodial forces,
and for miscellaneous services and supplies, accident prevention,
vacuum cleaners, tools and appliances and repairs thereto, for the
operation of completed and occupied public buildings and grounds,
including mechanical and electrical equipment, but not the repair
thereof, operated by the Post Office Department, including the Wash-
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from Varick Street to Canal Street: Provided further, That the pro-
visions of the Acts of April 21, 1902, May 27, 1908, and June 19, 1922 
(39 U. S. C. 423), relating to contracts for the transmission of mail 
by pneumatic tubes or other similar devices shall not be applicable 
hereto. 

Pneumatic-tube service, Boston: For the rental of not exceeding 
two miles of pneumatic tubes, not including labor and power in oper-
ating the same, for the transmission of mail in the city of Boston, 
Massachusetts, $24,000: Provided, That the provisions not incon-
sistent herewith of the Acts of April 21, 1902 (39 U. S. C. 423), 
and May 27, 1908 (39 U. S. C. 423), relating to the transmission of 
mail by pneumatic tubes or other similar devices shall be applicable 
hereto. 

Vehicle service: For vehicle service; the hire of vehicles; the rental 
of garage facilities; the purchase, exchange, maintenance, and repair 
of motor vehicles; accident prevention; the hire of supervisors, clerical 
assistance, mechanics7 drivers, garage men, and such other employees 
as may be necessary in providing vehicles and vehicle service for use 
in the collection, transportation, delivery, and supervision of the mail, 
$15,500,000: Provided, That the Postmaster General may, in his dis-
bursement of this appropriation, apply a. part thereof to the leasing of 
quarters for the housing of Government-owned motor vehicles at a 
reasonable annual rental for a term not exceeding ten years: Pro-
vided further, That the Postmaster General, during the fiscal year 
1940 may purchase and maintain from the appropriation "Vehicle 
service" such tractors and trailer trucl& as may be required in the 
operation of the vehicle service: Provided further, That no part of 
this appropriation shall be expended for maintenance or repair of 
motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles for use in connection 
with the administrative work of the Post Office Department in the 
District of Columbia. 

Transportation of equipment and supplies: For the transportation 
and delivery of equipment, materials, and supplies for the Post 
Office Department and Postal Service by freight, express, or motor 
transportation, and other incidental expenses, $350,000. 

PUBLIC BUILDINGS, MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION 

Operating force: For personal services in connection with the oper-
ation of public buildings, including the Washington Post Office and 
the Customhouse Building in the District of Columbia, operated by 
the Post Office Department, together with the grounds thereof and 
the equipment and furnishings therein, including telephone operators 
for the operation of telephone switchboards or equivalent telephone 
switchboard equipment in such buildings jointly serving in each case 
two or more governmental activities, $22,742,640: Provided, That in 
no case shall the rates of compensation for the mechanical labor force 
be in excess of the rates current at the time and in the place where 
such services are employed. 
Operating supplies, public buildings: For fuel, steam, gas, and 

electric current for lighting, heating, and power purposes, water, ice, 
lighting supplies, removal of ashes and rubbish, snow and ice, cutting 
grass and weeds, washing towels, telephone service for custodial forces, 
and for miscellaneous services and supplies, accident prevention, 
vacuum cleaners, tools and appliances and repairs thereto, for the 
operation of completed and occupied public buildings and grounds, 
including mechanical and electrical equipment, but not the repair 
thereof, operated by the Post Office Department, including the Wash-
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ington Post Office and the Customhouse Building in the District of
Columbia, and for the transportation of articles and supplies author-

Peroisovices irezed herein, $5,500,000: Provided, That the foregoing appropriation
striction. shall not be available for personal services except for work done by

contract, or for temporary job labor under exigency not exceeding at
Conetrars for tele- one time the sum of $100 at any one building: Provided further, That

the Postmaster General is authorized to contract for telephone service
in public buildings under his administration by means of telephone
switchboards or equivalent telephone switching equipment jointly
serving in each case two or more governmental activities, where he
determines that joint service is economical and in the interest of the
Government, and to secure reimbursement for the cost of such joint
service from available appropriations for telephone expenses of the
bureaus and offices receiving the same.

Furniture, etc. Furniture, carpets, and safes, public buildings: For the procure-
ment, including transportation, of furniture, carpets, safes, safe and
vault protective devices, and repairs of same, for use in public build-
ings which are now, or may hereafter be, operated by the Post Office

Personaservicesre- Department, $675,000: Provided, That, excepting expenditures for
striction. labor for or incidental to the moving of equipment from or into

public buildings, the foregoing appropriation shall not be used for
personal services except for work done under contract or for tempo-
rary job labor under exigency and not exceeding at one time the sum

ture. ent of $100 at any one building: Provided further, That all furniture now
owned by the United States in other public buildings or in buildings
rented by the United States shall be used, so far as practicable,
whether it corresponds with the present regulation plan of furniture
or not.

tioSent8 c vestiga- Scientific investigations: In the disbursement of appropriations
Transferoffunds to contained in this title for the field service of the Post Office Depart-

Bureau o S d. ment the Postmaster General may transfer to the Bureau of Stand-
ards not to exceed $20,000 for scientific investigations in connection
with the purchase of materials, equipment, and supplies necessary in
the maintenance and operation of the Postal Service.

revenues os Deficiency in postal revenues: If the revenues of the Post Office
Department shall be insufficient to meet the appropriations made
under title II of this Act, a sum equal to such deficiency in the reve-
nues of such Department is hereby appropriated, to be paid out of
any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to supply
such deficiency in the revenues of the Post Office Department for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, and the sum needed may be advanced
to the Post Office Department upon requisition of the Postmaster
General.

Short title. This title may be cited as the "Post Office Department Appropria-
tion Act, 1940".

Travel expenses on SEC. 2. Appropriations for the fiscal year 1940 available for
expenses of travel of civilian officers and employees of the executive
departments and establishments shall be available also for expenses of
travel performed by them on transfer from one official station to
another when authorized by the head of the department or establish-

Best°ction. ment concerned in the order directing such transfer: Provided, That
such expenses shall not be allowed for any transfer effected for the
convenience of any officer or employee.

pestrictions on ex- SEC. 3. No appropriation available for the executive departments
and independent establishments of the Government for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1940, whether contained in this Act or any other Act,
s h a ll be expended-Cost limitation on sal be expended-

automobilest (a) To purchase any motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicle
(exclusive of busses, ambulances, and station wagons), at a cost, com-
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ington Post Office and the Customhouse Building in the District of 
Columbia, and for the transportation of articles and supplies author-
ized herein, $5,500,000: Provided, That the foregoing appropriation 
shall not be available for personal services except for work done by 
contract, or for temporary job labor under exigency not exceeding at 
one time the sum of $100 at any one building: Provided further, That 
the Postmaster General is authorized to contract for telephone service 
in public buildings under his administration by means of telephone 
switchboards or equivalent telephone switching equipment jointly 
serving in each case two or more governmental activities, where he 
determines that joint service is economical and in the interest of the 
Government, and to secure reimbursement for the cost of such joint 
service from available appropriations for telephone expenses of the 
bureaus and offices receiving the same. 

Furniture, carpets, and safes, public buildings: For the procure-
ment, including transportation, of furniture, carpets, safes, safe and 
vault protective devices, and repairs of same, for use in public build-
ings which are now, or may hereafter be, operated by the Post Office 
Department, $675,000: Provided, That, excepting expenditures for 
labor for or incidental to the moving of equipment from or into 
public buildings, the foregoing appropriation shall not be used for 
personal services except for work done under contract or for tempo-
rary job labor under exigency and not exceeding at one time the sum 
of $100 at any one building: Provided further That all furniture now 
owned by the United States in other public buildings or in buildings 
rented by the United States shall be used, so far as practicable, 
whether it corresponds with the present regulation plan of furniture 
or not. 

Scientific investigations: In the disbursement of appropriations 
contained in this title for the field service of the Post Office Depart-
ment the Postmaster General may transfer to the Bureau of Stand-
ards not to exceed $20,000 for scientific investigations in connection 
with the purchase of materials, equipment, and supplies necessary in 
the maintenance and operation of the Postal Service. 

Deficiency in postal revenues: If the revenues of the Post Office 
Department shall be insufficient to meet the appropriations made 
under title II of this Act, a sum equal to such deficiency in the reve-
nues of such Department is hereby appropriated, to be paid out of 
any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to supply 
such deficiency in the revenues of the Post Office Department for the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, and the sum needed may be advanced 
to the Post Office Department upon requisition of the Postmaster 
General. 
This title may be cited as the "Post Office Department Appropria-

tion Act, 1940". 
SEC. 2. Appropriations for the fiscal year 1940 available for 

expenses of travel of civilian officers and employees of the executive 
departments and establishments shall be available also for expenses of 
travel performed by them on transfer from one official station to 
another when authorized by the head of the department or establish-
ment concerned in the order directing such transfer: Provided, That 
such expenses shall not be allowed for any transfer effected for the 
convenience of any officer or employee. 

Szc. 3. No appropriation available for the executive departments 
and independent establishments of the Government for the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1940, whether contained in this Act or any other Act, 
shall be expended— 

(a) To purchase any motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicle 
(exclusive of busses, ambulances, and station wagons), at a cost, corn-
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pletely equipped for operation, and including the value of any vehicle
exchanged, in excess of $750, unless otherwise specifically provided
for in the appropriation.

(b) For the maintenance, operation, and repair of any Govern- Maintenance, etfc.
ment-owned motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicle not used officialpurposes.
exclusively for official purposes; and "official purposes" shall not "Orffcial purposes"
include the transportation of officers and employees between their consrue
domiciles and places of employment, except in cases of medical officers
on out-patient medical services and except in cases of officers and
employees engaged in field work the character of whose duties makes
such transportation necessary and then only as to such latter cases
when the same is approved by the head of the department or estab-
lishment concerned. The limitations of this subsection (b) shall not Exceptions.

apply to any motor vehicles for official use of the President, or of the
heads of the executive departments.

(c) For the maintenance, upkeep, and repair (exclusive of garage Maintenancet up-
rent, pay of operators, tires, fuel, and lubricants) on any one motor-
propelled passenger-carrying vehicle, except busses and ambulances,
in excess of one-third of the market price of a new vehicle of the
same make and class and in no case in excess of $400.

SEC. 4. No part of the money appropriated under this Act shall be mestreition onmi pa
paid to any person for the filling of any position for which he or she after Senate rejection.
has been nominated after the Senate upon vote has failed to confirm
the nomination of such person.

SEC. 5. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act or provi etns.
authorized hereby to be expended shall be used to pay the compen-
sation of any officer or employee of the Government of the United
States, or of any agency the majority of the stock of which is owned
by the Government of the United States, whose post of duty is in
continental United States unless such officer or employee is a citizen
of the United States or a person in the service of the United States
on the date of the approval of this Act who being eligible for citizen-
ship has filed a declaration of intention to become a citizen or who
owes allegiance to the United States: Provided, That this section Proviso.
shall not apply to enlisted men of the United States Coast Guard Exceptions.
who are on active duty in that service on the effective date of this
Act, until the expiration of the period required for such enlisted men
to complete their naturalization, nor shall it apply to personnel of
the Coast Guard on the retired list, and enlisted men on active duty
with over twelve years' honorable service who are ineligible for
United States citizenship.

SEC. 6. On and after July 1, 1939, no executive department or inde- miRssionountrnols
pendent establishment of the Government shall transmit through the ited offcial mail mat-
mail, free of postage, any book, report, periodical, bulletin, pamphlet, tPot, p. 9.pe
list, or other article or document (except official letter correspondence,
mail concerning the sale of Government securities, and all forms and
blanks necessary in the administration of such departments and
establishments), unless a request therefor has been previously received
by such department or independent establishment or such transmis-
sion is required by law. For each quarter, beginning with the quarter mearterly state-
commencing July 1, 1939, the head of each independent establishment clises.
and executive department (other than the Post Office Department)
shall submit to the Postmaster General, within thirty days after the
close of the quarter, a statement of the weight of the mail matter by
classes of mail that the independent establishment or department has
transmitted free of postage during such quarter, and he shall also Certificationofeom-
certify to the Postmaster General at the end of each such quarter
that nothing was transmitted through the mail free of postage by the
independent establishment or department in violation of the pro-
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pletely equipped for operation, and including the value of any vehicle 
exchanged, in excess of $750, unless otherwise specifically provided 
for in the appropriation. 

(b) For the maintenance, operation, and repair of any Govern- Maintenance, etc., of automobiles not for ment-owned motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicle not used official purposes. 
exclusively for official purposes; and "official purposes" shall not "Official purposes" construed. include the transportation of officers and employees between their 
domiciles and places of employment, except in cases of medical officers 
on out-patient medical services and except in cases of officers and 
employees engaged in field work the character of whose duties makes 
such transportation necessary and then only as to such latter cases 
when the same is approved by the head of the department or estab-
lishment concerned. The limitations of this subsection (b) shall not Exceptions. 
apply to any motor vehicles for official use of the President, or of the 
heads of the executive departments. 

(c) For the maintenance, upkeep, and repair (exclusive of garage Maintenance, up-keep,limitation. 
rent, pay of operators, tires, fuel, and lubricants) on any one motor-
propelled passenger-carrying vehicle, except busses and ambulances, 
in excess of one-third of the market price of a new vehicle of the 
same make and class and in no case in excess of $400. 
SEC. 4. No part of the money appropriated under this Act shall be Restriction on pay-ments to nominees 

paid to any person for the filling of any position for which he or she after Senate rejection. 
has been nominated after the Senate upon vote has failed to confirm 
the nomination of such person. 
SEC. 5. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act or Citizenship, provisions. etc., 

authorized hereby to be expended shall be used to pay the compen-
sation of any officer or employee of the Government of the United 
States, or of any agency the majority of the stock of which is owned 
by the Government of the United States, whose post of duty is in 
continental United States unless such officer or employee is a citizen 
of the United States or a person in the service of the United States 
on the date of the approval of this Act who being eligible for citizen-
ship has filed a declaration of intention to become a citizen or who 
owes allegiance to the United States: Provided, That this section Proviso. 

ti shall not apply to enlisted m en of the United States Coast Guard Excep ons. 
who are on active duty in that, service on the effective date of this 
Act, until the expiration of the period required for such enlisted men 
to complete their naturalization, nor shall it apply to personnel of 
the Coast Guard on the retired list, and enlisted men on active duty 
with over twelve years' honorable service who are ineligible for 
United States citizenship. 

SEC. 6. On and after July- 1, 1939, no executive department or inde- miRssIsetnricteir oun tr 
nail pendent establishment of the Government shall transmit through the itterdfroZepplos mat-

mail, free of postage, any book, report, periodical, bulletin, pamphlet, Post, p.989. 
list: or other article or document (except official letter correspondence, 
mail concerning the sale of Government securities, and all forms and 
blanks necessary in the administration of such departments and 
establishments), unless a request therefor has been previously received 
by such department or independent establishment or such transmis-
sion is required by law. For each quarter, beginning w ith the quarter ni ent as to weight by 
commencing July 1, 1939, the head of each independent establishment dases• 
and executive department (other than the Post Office Department) 
shall submit to the Postmaster General, within thirty days after the 
close of the quarter, a statement of the weight of the mail matter by 
classes of mail that the independent establishment or department has 
transmitted free of postage during such quarter, and he shall also Certification of corn. 
certify to the Postmaster General at the end of each such quarter pliance. 
that nothing was transmitted through the mail free of postage by the 
independent establishment or department in violation of the pro-
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PgriCol. visions of this section: Provided, That nothing herein shall be con-Lists of agnricultural . . .
bulletins, etc., ex- strued to prohibit the mailing free of postage of lists of agricultural
cepted. bulletins or of lists of public documents which are offered for sale by

Transmission of the Superintendent of Documents: Provided further, That this pro-
books, etc., to educa-
tional institutions or hibition shall not apply to the transmission of such books, reports,
public libraries periodicals, bulletins, pamphlets, lists, articles, or documents to edu-

cational institutions or public libraries.
Approved, May 6, 1939.

[CHAPTER 116]
AN ACT

May 8, 1939
[S. 70] To amend section 90 of the Judicial Code, as amended, with respect to the terms

[Public, No. 66] of the Federal District Court for the Northern District of Mississippi.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Judicial Code, United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 90 of
49 Stat. 1362. the Judicial Code, as amended (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 28, sec.

I, §o. C7 Supp. 170), is amended to read as follows:
Msitssippi judicial "SEC. 90. The State of Mississippi is divided into two judicial

districts to be known as the northern and southern districts of
Northern district. Mississippi. The northern district shall include the territory

aster division embraced on the 1st day of December 1923 in the counties of Alcorn,
Attala, Chickasaw, Choctaw, Clay, Itawamba, Lee, Lowndes, Monroe,
Oktibbeha, Pontotoc, Prentiss, Tishomingo, and Winston, which

western division, shall constitute the eastern division of said district; also the terri-
tory embraced on the date last mentioned in the counties of Benton,
Calhoun, Carroll, De Soto, Grenada, Lafayette, Marshall, Mont-
gomery, Panola, Tate, Tippah, Union, Webster, and Yalabusha,

Delta division. which shall constitute the western division of said district; also the
territory embraced on the date last mentioned in the counties of
Bolivar, Coahoma, Leflore, Quitman, Sunflower, Tallahatchie, and
Tunica, which shall constitute the Delta division of said district.

Easterndivision. The terms of the district court for the eastern division shall be held
at Aberdeen on the first Mondays in April and October; for the

Western division. western division, at Oxford on the first Mondays in June and
Delta division. December; and for the Delta division, at Clarksdale on the first
Sacuuterndisvisont Mondays in May and November. The southern district shall include

the territory embraced on the 1st day of December 1923 in the
counties of Amite, Copiah, Franklin, Hinds, Holmes, Leake, Lin-
coln, Madison, Pike Rankin, Simpson, Smith, Scott, Wilkinson,

Western division. and Yazoo, 'which shall constitute the Jackson division; also the
territory embraced on the date last mentioned in the counties of
Adams, Claiborne, Humphreys, Issaquena, Jefferson, Sharkey, War-
ren, and Washington, which shall constitute the western division;

Eastern division. also the territory embraced on the date last mentioned in the counties
of Clarke, Jasper, Kemper, Lauderdale, Neshoba, Newton, Noxubee,

Southern division. and Wayne, which shall constitute the eastern division; also the
territory embraced on the date last mentioned in the counties of
George, Hancock, Harrison, Jackson, Pearl River, and Stone, which

Hattiesburg divi- shall constitute the southern division of said district; also the terri-
sion. tory embraced on the date last mentioned in the counties of Coving-

ton, Forrest, Greene, Jefferson Davis, Jones, Lamar, Lawrence,
Marion, Perry, and Walthall, which shall constitute the Hattiesburg

Terms of court. division. Terms of the district court for the Jackson division shall
Jackson divion. be held at Jackson on the first Mondays in May and November- for

estern division. the western division, at Vicksburg on the third Mondays in May
Easterndivision. and November; for the eastern division, at Meridian on the third
southern division. Mondays in March and September; for the southern division, at

Biloxi on the third Monday in February and the first Monday in
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May 8, 1939 
[S. 70]  To amend section 90 of the Judicial Code, as amended, with respect to the terms 

[Public, No. 66] 

visions of this section: Provided, That nothing herein shall be con-
strued to prohibit the mailing free of postage of lists of agricultural 
bulletins or of lists of public documents which are offered for sale by 
the Superintendent of Documents; Provided further, That this pro-
hibition shall not apply to the transmission of such books, reports, 
periodicals, bulletins, pamphlets, lists, articles, or documents to edu-
cational institutions or public libraries. 
Approved, May 6, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 116] 
AN ACT 

Judicial Code, 
amendment. 

49 Stat. 1362. 
28 U. S. C., Supp. 

IV, § 170. 
Mississippi judicial 

districts. 

Northern district. 
Eastern division. 

Western division. 

Delta division. 

Terms of court. 
Eastern division. 

Western division. 

Delta division. 

Southern district. 
Jackson division. 

Western division. 

Eastern division. 

Southern division. 

Hattiesburg divi-
sion. 

Terms of court. 
Jackson division. 

Western division. 

Eastern division. 

Southern division. 

of the Federal District Court for the Northern District of Mississippi. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 90 of 
the Judicial Code, as amended (IJ. S. C., 1934 edition, title 28, sec. 
170), is amended to read as follows: 

"SEc. 90. The State of Mississippi is divided into two judicial 
districts to be known as the northern and southern districts of 
Mississippi. The northern district shall include the territory 
embraced on the 1st day of December 1923 in the counties of Alcorn, 
Attala, Chickasaw, Choctaw, Clay, Itawamba, Lee, Lowndes, Monroe, 
Oktibbeha, Pontotoc, Prentiss, Tishomingo, and Winston, which 
shall constitute the eastern division of said district; also the terri-
tory embraced on the date last mentioned in the counties of Benton, 
Calhoun, Carroll, De Soto, Grenada, Lafayette, Marshall, Mont-
gomery, Panola, Tate, Tippah, Union, Webster, and Yalabusha, 
which shall constitute the western division of said district; also the 
territory embraced on the date last mentioned in the counties of 
Bolivar, Coahoma, Leflore, Quitman, Sunflower, Tallahatchie, and 
Tunica, which shall constitute the Delta division of said district. 
The terms of the district court for the eastern division shall be held 
at Aberdeen on the first Mondays in April and October; for the 
western division, at Oxford on the first Mondays in June and 
December; and for the Delta division, at Clarksdale on the first 
Mondays in May and November. The southern district shall include 
the territory embraced on the 1st day of December 1923 in the 
counties of Amite, Copiah, Franklin, Hinds, Holmes, Leake, Lin-
coln, Madison, Pike, Rankin, Simpson, Smith, Scott, Wilkinson, 
and Yazoo, 'which shall constitute the Jackson division; also the 
territory embraced on the date last mentioned in the counties of 
Adams, Claiborne, Humphreys, Issaquena, Jefferson, Sharkey, War-
ren, and Washington, which shall constitute the western division; 
also the territory embraced on the date last mentioned in the counties 
of Clarke, Jasper, Kemper, Lauderdale, Neshoba, Newton, Noxubee, 
and Wayne, which shall constitute the eastern division; also the 
territory embraced on the date last mentioned in the counties of 
George, Hancock, Harrison, Jackson, Pearl River, and Stone, which 
shall constitute the southern division of said district; also the terri-
tory embraced on the date last mentioned in the counties of Coving-
ton, Forrest, Greene, Jefferson Davis, Jones, Lamar, Lawrence, 
Marion, Perry, and Walthall, which shall constitute the Hattiesburg 
division. Terms of the district court for the Jackson division shall 
be held at Jackson on the first Mondays in May and November May 
the western division, at Vicksburg on the third Mondays in May 
and November; for the eastern division, at Meridian on the third 
Mondays in March and September; for the southern division, at 
Biloxi on the third Monday in February and the first Monday in 
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June; and for the Hattiesburg division at Hattiesburg on the second
Mondays in April and October. The clerk of the court for each
district shall maintain an office in charge of himself or a deputy
at each place in his district at which court is now required to be
held, at which he shall not himself reside, which shall be kept open
at all times for the transaction of the business of the court. The
marshal for each of said districts shall maintain an office in charge
of himself or a deputy at each place of holding court in his district."

SEC. 2. This Act shall take effect on July 1, 1939.
Approved, May 8, 1939.

[CHAPTER 117]
AN ACT

Making inapplicable certain reversionary provisions in the Act of March 4, 1923
(42 Stat. 1450), and a certain deed executed by the Secretary of War, in the
matter of a lease to be entered into by the United States for the use of a part of
the former Fort Armistead Military Reservation for air-navigation purposes.

Whereas the Secretary of War, pursuant to the authority contained in
the Act of March 4, 1923 (42 Stat. 1450), executed a deed dated
February 23, 1927, conveying to the mayor and City Council of the
City of Baltimore, Maryland, the Fort Armistead Military Reser-
vation, which Act and deed provide for a reversion of said property
to the United States when it shall cease to be used for public park
purposes; and

Whereas the United States is desirous of leasing for air-navigation
purposes a part (three and one-quarter acres, more or less) of said
property: Now, therefore
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United States of America in Congress assembled, That the reversion-
ary provisions of the aforesaid Act and deed shall not be applicable
to the aforesaid property by virtue of the leasing of said part thereof
(three and one-quarter acres, more or less) by the mayor and City
Council of the City of Baltimore to the United States for air-naviga-
tion purposes.

Approved, May 8, 1939.

[CHAPTER 119]
AN ACT

Making appropriations for the Department of the Interior for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1940, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for the Department of the Interior for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1940, namely:

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

SALARIES

Salaries: For the Secretary of the Interior, Under Secretary, First
Assistant Secretary, Assistant Secretary, and other personal services
in the District of Columbia, $549,630: Provided, That in expending
appropriations or portions of appropriations, contained in this Act,
for the payment for personal services in the District of Columbia in
accordance with the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, with the
exception of the First Assistant Secretary and the Assistant Secre-
tary, the average of the salaries of the total number of persons under
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June; and for the Hattiesburg division at Hattiesburg on the second 
Mondays in April and October. The clerk of the court for each 
district shall maintain an office in charge of himself or a deputy 
at each place in his district at which court is now required to be 
held, at which he shall not himself reside, which shall be kept open 
at all times for the transaction of the business of the court. The 
marshal for each of said districts shall maintain an office in charge 
of himself or a deputy at each place of holding court in his district." 

SEc. 2. This Act shall take effect on July 1, 1939. 
Approved, May 8, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 117] 
AN ACT 

Rattiesbnrg 
sion. 

Clerks 
shals. 
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divi-

and mar-

Effective date. 

May 8, 1939 
Making inapplicable certain reversionary provisions in the Act of March 4, 1923  [S. 2044]  

(42 Stat. 1450), and a certain deed executed by the Secretary of War, in the [Public, No. 67] 

matter of a lease to be entered into by the United States for the use of a part of 
the former Fort Armistead Military Reservation for air-navigation purposes. 

Whereas the Secretary of War, pursuant to the authority contained in 
the Act of March 4, 1923 (42 Stat. 1150), executed a deed dated 
February 23, 1927, conveying to the mayor and City Council of the 
City of Baltimore, Maryland, the Fort Armistead Military Reser-
vation, which Act and deed provide for a reversion of said property 
to the United States when it shall cease to be used for public park 
purposes; and 

Whereas the United States is desirous of leasing for air-navigation 
purposes a part (three and one-quarter acres, more or less) of said 
property: Now, therefore 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 

United States of America in Congress assembled, That the reversion-
ary provisions of the aforesaid Act and deed shall not be applicable 
to the aforesaid property by virtue of the leasing of said part thereof 
(three and one-quarter acres, more or less) by the mayor and City 
Council of the City of Baltimore to the United States for air-naviga-
tion purposes. 
Approved, May 8, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 119] 
AN ACT 

Port Armistead Mil-
itary Reservation, Md. 
Preamble. 
42 Stat. 1450. 
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May 10, 1939 
Making appropriations for the Department of the Interior for the fiscal year  In. R. 4852]  

ending June 30, 1940, and for other purposes. [Public, No. 68] 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following 
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for the Department of the Interior for the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 1940, namely: 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

SALARIES 

Salaries: For the Secretary of the Interior, Under Secretary, First 
Assistant Secretary, Assistant Secretary, and other personal services 
m the District of Columbia, $549,630: Provided, That in expending 
appropriations or portions of appropriations, contained in this Act, 
for the payment for personal services in the District of Columbia in 
accordance with the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, with the 
exception of the First Assistant Secretary and the Assistant Secre-
tary, the average of the salaries of the total number of persons under 

Interior Department 
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any grade in any bureau, office, or other appropriation unit shall not
at any time exceed the average of the compensation rates specified
for the grade by such Act, as amended, and in grades in which only
one position is allocated the salary of such position shall not exceed
the average of the compensation rates for the grade, except that in
unusually meritorious cases of one position in a grade advances may
be made to rates higher than the average of the compensation rates
of the grade but not more often than once in any fiscal year and then
only to the next higher rate: Provided, That this restriction shall not
apply (1) to grades 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the clerical-mechanical service,
or (2) to require the reduction in salary of any person whose com-
pensation was fixed, as of July 1, 1924, in accordance with the rules
of section 6 of such Act, (3) to require the reduction in salary of any
person who is transferred from one position to another position in the
samebr different grade in the same or a different bureau, office, or
other appropriation unit, (4) to prevent the payment of a salary
under any grade at a rate higher than the maximum rate of the grade
when such higher rate is permitted by the Classification Act of 1923,
as amended, and is specifically authorized by other law, or (5) to
reduce the compensation of any person in a grade in which only one
position is allocated.

OFFICE OF SOLICITOR

For personal services in the District of Columbia and in the field,
$290,000.

DIVISION OF TERRtrORIES AND ISLAND POSSESSIONS

For personal services in the District of Columbia, $57,000.

DIVISION OF INVESTIGATIONS

For investigating official matters under the control of the Depart-
ment of the Interior; for protecting timber on the public lands, and
for the more efficient execution of the law and rules relating to the
cutting thereof; for protecting public lands from illegal and fraudu-
lent entry or appropriation; for adjusting claims for swamplands and
indemnity for swamplands; and for traveling and other expenses of
persons employed hereunder, $548,000, including not exceeding $42,370
for personal services in the District of Columbia; not exceeding $56,050
for the purchase, exchange, operation, and maintenance of motor-
propelled passenger-carrying vehicles and motorboats for the use of
agents and others employed in the field service. The Secretary of the
Interior shall include in his annual report a full statement of all
expenditures made under authority of this paragraph.

DIVISION OF GRAZING

For carrying out the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to stop
injury to the public grazing lands by preventing overgrazing and soil
deterioration, to provide for their orderly use, improvement, and
development, to stabilize the livestock industry dependent upon the
public range, and for other purposes", approved June 28, 1934 (48
Stat. 1269), and as amended by the Act of June 26, 1936 (49 Stat.
1976), including examination and classification of lands with respect
to grazing or agricultural utility, preparation of land classification
maps and reports, traveling and other necessary expenses, payments
for the cost of packing, crating, and transportation (including dray-
age) of personal effects of employees upon permanent change of
station, under regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary of the
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any grade in any bureau, office, or other appropriation unit shall not 
at any time exceed the average of the compensation rates specified 
for the grade by such Act, as amended, and in grades in which only 
one position is allocated the salary of such position shall not exceed 
the average of the compensation rates for the grade, except that in 
unusually meritorious cases of one position in a grade advances may 
be made to rates higher than the average of the compensation rates 
of the grade but not more often than once in any fiscal year and then 
only to the next higher rate: Provided, That this restriction shall not 
apply (1) to grades 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the clerical-mechanical service, 
or (2) to require the reduction in salary of any person whose com-
pensation was fixed, as of July 1, 1924, in accordance with the rules 
of section 6 of such Act, (3) to require the reduction in salary of any 
person who is transferred from one position to another position in the 
same *or different grade in the same or a different bureau, office, or 
other appropriation unit, (4) to prevent the payment of a salary 
under any grade at a rate higher than the maximum rate of the grade 
when such higher rate is permitted by the Classification Act of 1923, 
as amended, and is specifically authorized by other law, or (5) to 
reduce the compensation of any person in a grade in which only one 
position is allocated. 

OFFICE OF SOLICITOR 

For personal services in the District of Columbia and in the field, 
$290,000. 

DIVISION OF TERRITORIES AND ISLAND POSSESSIONS 

For personal services in the District of Columbia, $57,000. 

DIVISION OF INVESTIGATIONS 

For investigating official matters under the control of the Depart-
ment of the Interior; for protecting timber on the public lands, and 
for the more efficient execution of the law and rules relating to the 
cutting thereof; for protecting public lands from illegal and fraudu-
lent entry or appropriation; for adjusting claims for swamplands and 
indemnity for swamplands; and for traveling and other expenses of 
persons employed hereunder, $548,000, including not exceeding $42,370 
for personal services in the District of Columbia; not exceeding $56,050 
for the purchase, exchange, operation, and maintenance of motor-
propelled passenger-carrying vehicles and motorboats for the use of 
agents and others employed in the field service. The Secretary of the 
Interior shall include in his annual report a full statement of all 
expenditures made under authority of this paragraph. 

DIVISION OF GRAZING 

For carrying out the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to stop 
injury to the public grazing lands by preventing overgrazing and soil 
deterioration, to provide for their orderly use, improvement, and 
development, to stabilize the livestock industry dependent upon the 
public range, and for other purposes", approved June 28, 1934 (48 
Stat. 1269), and as amended by the Act of June 26, 1936 (49 Stat. 
1976), including examination and classification of lands with respect 
to grazing or agricultural utility, preparation of land classification 
maps and reports, traveling and other necessary expenses, payments 
for the cost of packing, crating, and transportation (including dray-
age) of personal effects of employees _upon permanent change of 
station, under regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary of the 
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Interior, not to exceed $62,700 for personal services in the District
of Columbia, not to exceed $30,000 for the purchase, exchange, opera-
tion, and maintenance of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles,
and not to exceed $1,000 for expenses of attendance at meetings con-
cerned with the work of the Division of Grazing when authorized by
the Secretary of the Interior, $650,000; for payment of a salary of $5
per diem while actually employed and for the payment of necessary
travel expenses, exclusive of subsistence, of members of advisory com-
mittees of local stockmen, $100,000; in all, $750,000.

For construction, purchase, and maintenance of range improvements
within grazing districts, pursuant to the provisions of sections 10
and 11 of the Act of June 28, 1934 (48 Stat. 1269), and as amended
by the Act of June 26, 1936 (49 Stat. 1976), and not including con-
tributions under section 9 of said Act, $250,000: Provided, That
expenditures hereunder shall not exceed 25 per centum of all moneys
received from grazing districts under the provisions of said Act
during the fiscal years 1939 and 1940.

PETROOLSUM CONSERVATION DIVISION

For cooperation with Federal and State authorities, the Interstate
Oil Compact Commission and other agencies, in the conservation of oil
and gas and in the enactment of uniform oil and gas conservation laws
and the issuance of regulations and orders thereunder, and for the
coordinating and interchange of information relative thereto, includ-
ing necessary personal services in the District of Columbia, traveling
expenses, rent, stationery, and office supplies, not to exceed $1,000 for
necessary expenses of attendance at meetings and conferences con-
cerned with the work of petroleum conservation when authorized by
the Secretary of the Interior, not to exceed $600 for printing and
binding, and not to exceed $500 for books and periodicals, $30,000.

CONTINGENT EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

For contingent expenses of the office of the Secretary and the
bureaus and offices of the Department; furniture, carpets, ice, lumber,
hardware, dry goods, advertising, teletype rentals and service, tele-
graphing, telephone service, including personal services of temporary
or emergency telephone operators; street-car fares for use by messen-
gers not exceeding $150; expressage, diagrams, awnings, filing devices,
typewriters, adding and addressing machines, and other labor-saving
devices, including the repair, exchange, and maintenance thereof; con-
structing model and other cases and furniture; postage stamps to pre-
pay postage on foreign mail and for special-delivery and air-mail
stamps for use in the United States; traveling expenses, including
necessary expenses of inspectors and attorneys; fuel and light; exam-
ination of estimates for appropriations in the field for any bureau,
office, or service of the Department; not exceeding $500 for the pay-
ment of damages caused to private property by Department motor
vehicles; not to exceed $1,800, to be immediately available, for the
purchase, including exchange, of an automobile for the official use
of the Secretary of the Interior; purchase and exchange of motor
trucks, motorcycles, and bicycles, maintenance, repair, and operation
of three motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles and motor trucks,
motorcycles, and bicycles to be used only for official purposes; rent
of Department garage; expense of taking testimony and preparing
the same in connection with disbarment proceedings instituted against
persons charged with improper practices before the Department, its
bureaus and offices; expense of translations, and not exceeding $1,000
for contract stenographic reporting services; not exceeding $700 for
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Interior, not to exceed $62,700 for personal services in the District 
of Columbia, not to exceed $30,000 for the purchase, exchange, opera-
tion, and maintenance of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles, 
and not to exceed $1,000 for expenses of attendance at meetings con-
cerned with the work of the Division of Grazing when authorized by 
the Secretary of the Interior, $650,000; for payment of a salary of $5 
per diem while actually employed and for the payment of necessary 
travel expenses, exclusive of subsistence, of members of advisory com-
mittees of local stockmen, $100,000; in all, $750,000. 
For construction, purchase, and maintenance of range improvements 

within grazing districts, pursuant to the provisions of sections 10 
and 11 of the Act of June 28, 1931 (48 Stat. 1269), and as amended 
by the Act of June 26, 1936 (49 Stat. 1976), and not including con-
tributions under section 9 of said Act, $250,000: Provided, That 
expenditures hereunder shall not exceed 25 per centum of all moneys 
received from grazing districts under the provisions of said Act 
during the fiscal years 1939 and 1910. 

rtaROLEIIM CONSERVATION DIVISION 

For cooperation with Federal and State authorities, the Interstate 
Oil Compact Commission and other agencies, in the conservation of oil 
and gas and in the enactment of uniform oil and gas conservation laws 
and the issuance of regulations and orders thereunder, and for the 
coordinating and interchange of information relative thereto, includ-
ing necessary personal services in the District of Columbia, traveling 
expenses, rent, stationery, and office supplies, not to exceed $1,000 for 
necessary expenses of attendance at meetings and conferences con-
cerned with the work of petroleum conservation when authorized by 
the Secretary of the Interior, not to exceed $600 for printing and 
binding, and not to exceed $500 for books and periodicals, $30,000. 

CONTINGENT ExPENSES, DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

For contingent expenses of the office of the Secretary and the 
bureaus and offices of the Department; furniture, carpets, ice, lumber, 
hardware, dry goods, advertising, teletype rentals and service, tele-
graphing, telephone service, including personal services of temporary 
or emergency telephone operators; street-car fares for use by messen-
gers not exceeding $150; expressage, diagrams, awnings, filing devices, 
typewriters, adding and addressing machines, and other labor-saving 
devices, including the repair, exchange, and maintenance thereof; con-
structing model and other cases and furniture; postage stamps to pre-
pay postage on foreign mail and for special-delivery and air-mail 
stamps for use in the United States; traveling expenses, including 
necessary expenses of inspectors and attorneys; fuel and light; exam-
ination of estimates for appropriations in the field for any bureau, 
office, or service of the Department; not exceeding $500 for the pay-
ment of damages caused to private property by Department motor 
vehicles; not to exceed $1,800, to be immediately available, for the 
purchase, including exchange, of an automobile for the official use 
of the Secretary of the Interior; purchase and exchange of motor 
trucks, motorcycles, and bicycles, maintenance, .repair, and operation 
of three motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles and motor trucks, 
motorcycles, and bicycles to be used only for official purposes; rent 
of Department garage; expense of taking testimony and preparing 
the same in connection with disbarment proceedings instituted against 
persons charged with improper practices before the Department, its 
bureaus and offices; expense of translations, and not exceeding $1,000 
for contract stenographic reporting services; not exceeding $700 for 
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Stationery, etc. newspapers; stationery, including tags, labels, index cards, cloth-lined
wrappers, and specimen bags, printed in the course of manufacture,
and such printed envelopes as are not supplied under contracts made
by the Postmaster General, for the Department and its several bureaus
and offices, and other absolutely necessary expenses not hereinafter

sAdditional from provided for, $125,000; and, in addition thereto, sums amounting to
tions. $49,600 for stationery supplies shall be deducted from other appro-

priations made for the fiscal year 1940 as follows: General Land Office
$3,500; Geological Survey, $7,000; Freedmen's Hospital, $2,000; Saint
Elizabeths Hospital, $2,200; National Park Service, $11,000; Bureau
of Reclamation, $8,400, any unexpended portion of which shall revert
and be credited to the reclamation fund; Division of Investigations,
$2,000; Bureau of Mines, $9,000; Division of Grazing, $4,500; and
said sums so deducted shall be credited to and constitute, together
with the first-named sum of $125,000, the total appropriation for con-
tingent expenses for the Department and its several bureaus and
offices for the fiscal year 1940.

rofessional aend For the purchase or exchange of professional and scientific books,
odicals, etc. law and medical books, and books to complete broken sets, periodicals

directories, and other books of reference relating to the business of
specifiena apron the Department, $700, and in addition there is hereby made available
ations. from any appropriations made for any of the following bureaus or

offices of the Department not to exceed the following respective sums:
Indian Service, $500; Office of Education, $3,000; Bureau of Recla-
mation, $6,000; Geological Survey, $6,000; National Park Service,
$2,200; General Land Office, $500; Bureau of Mines, $3,560.

PRINTING AND BINDING

Printing and bind-
ing.

Post, p. 1313.

Restriction.
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40 U. 8.. . 104.
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ings.

For printing and binding for the Department of the Interior,
$292,550, of which $83,420 shall be for the National Park Service,
$85,290 for the Bureau of Mines, and $54,500 for the Office of Educa-
tion, no part of which shall be available for correspondence instruc-
tion.

COMMISSION OF FINE ARTS

For expenses made necessary by the Act entitled "An Act estab-
lishing a Commission of Fine Arts", approved May 17, 1910 (40
U. S. C. 104), including the purchase of periodicals, press clippings,
maps, and books of reference, and payment of actual traveling
expenses of the members and secretary of the Commission in attending
meetings and committee meetings of the Commission either within or
outside of the District of Columbia, to be disbursed on vouchers
approved by the Commission, $9,700, of which amount not to exceed
$6,480 may be expended for personal services in the District of
Columbia.

For all printing and binding for the Commission of Fine Arts,
$300.

Total, Commission of Fine Arts, $10,000.

NATIONAL BITUMINOUS COAL COMMISSION

Salaries and expenses: For all necessary expenditures of the
National Bituminous Coal Commission in performing the duties
imposed upon said Commission by the Bituminous Coal Act of 1937,
approved April 26, 1937 (50 Stat. 72), including personal services
and rent in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; traveling
expenses, including expenses of attendance at meetings which, in the
discretion of the Commission, are necessary for the efficient discharge
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newspapers; stationery, including tags, labels, index cards, cloth-lined 
wrappers, and specimen bags, printed in the course of manufacture, 
and such printed envelopes as are not supplied under contracts made 
by the Postmaster General, for the Department and its several bureaus 
and offices, and other absolutely necessary expenses not hereinafter 
provided for, $125,000; and, in addition thereto, sums amounting to 
$49,600 for stationery supplies shall be deducted from other appro-
priations made for the fiscal year 1940 as follows: General Land Office 
$3,500; Geological Survey, $7,000; Freedmen's Hospital, $2,000; Saint 
Elizabeths Hospital, $2,200; National Park Service, $11,000; Bureau 
of Reclamation, $8,400, any unexpended portion of which shall revert 
and be credited to the reclamation fund; Division of Investigations, 
$2,000; Bureau of Mines, $9,000; Division of Grazing, $4,500; and 
said sums so deducted shall be credited to and constitute, together 
with the first-named sum of $125,000, the total appropriation for con-
tingent expenses for the Department and its several bureaus and 
offices for the fiscal year 1940. 
For the purchase or exchange of professional and scientific books, 

law and medical books, and books to complete broken sets, periodicals, 
directories, and other books of reference relating to the business of 
the Department, $7002 and in addition there is hereby made available 
from any appropriations made for any of the following bureaus or 
offices of the Department not to exceed the following respective sums: 
Indian Service, $500; Office of Education, $3,000; Bureau of Recla-
mation, $6,000; Geological Survey, $6,000; National Park Service, 
$2,200; General Land Office, $500; Bureau of Mines, $3,560. 

PRINTING AND BINDING 

For printing and binding for the Department of the Interior, 
$292,550, of which $83,420 shall be for the National Park Service, 
$85,290 for the Bureau of Mines, and $54,500 for the Office of Educa-
tion, no part of which shall be available for correspondence instruc-
tion. 

COMMISSION OF FINE ARTS 

For expenses made necessary by the Act entitled "An Act estab-
lishing a Commission of Fine Arts", approved May 17, 1910 (40 
U. S. C. 104), including the purchase of periodicals, press clippings, 
maps, and books of reference, and payment of actual traveling 
expenses of the members and secretary of the Commission in attending 
meetings and committee meetings of the Commission either within or 
outside of the District of Columbia, to be disbursed on vouchers 
approved by the Commission, $9,700, of which amount not to exceed 
$6,480 may be expended for personal services in the District of 
Columbia. 
For all printing and binding for the Commission of Fine Arts, 

$300. 
Total, Commission of Fine Arts, $10,000. 

NATIONAL BITUMINOUS COAL COMMISSION 

Salaries and expenses: For all necessary expenditures of the 
National Bituminous Coal Commission in performing the duties 
imposed upon said Commission by the Bituminous Coal Act of 1937, 
approved April 26, 1937 (50 Stat. 72), including personal services 
and rent in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; traveling 
expenses, including expenses of attendance at meetings which, in the 
discretion of the Commission, are necessary for the efficient discharge 
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of its responsibilities; contract stenographic reporting services; sta-
tionery and office supplies; purchase, rental, exchange, operation,
maintenance, and repair of reproducing, photographing, and other
such equipment, typewriters, calculating machines, mechanical tabu-
lating equipment, and other office appliances and labor-saving devices;
printing and binding; witness fees and fees and mileage in accordance
with section 8 of the Bituminous Coal Act of 1937; not to exceed
$12,500 for purchase, exchange, hire, maintenance, operation, and
repair of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles including one
for use in the District of Columbia; garage rentals; miscellaneous
items, including those for public instruction and information deemed
necessary by the Commission; and not to exceed $6,000 for purchase
and exchange of newspapers, law books, reference books, and peri-
odicals, $3,500,000.

Consumers' Counsel of the National Bituminous Coal Commission,
salaries and expenses: For all necessary expenditures of the office of
the Consumers' Counsel of the National Bituminous Coal Commis-
sion, in performing the duties imposed upon said office of Consumers'
Counsel by the Bituminous Coal Act of 1937, approved April 26,
1937 (50 Stat. 72), including witness fees and mileage for witnesses
appearing in his behalf before the National Bituminous Coal Com-
mission and including witnesses before the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, personal services and rent in the District of Columbia and
elsewhere, traveling expenses, including not to exceed $3,000 for
expenses of attendance at meetings at which matters of importance
to the work of the Consumers' Counsel are to be discussed, printing
and binding, contract stenographic reporting services, stationery and
office supplies and equipment, and not to exceed $1,000 for newspapers,
books, and periodicals, $285,000.

WAR MINERALS RELIEF COMMISSION

Administrative expenses: For administrative expenses made neces-
sary by section 5 of the Act entitled "An Act to provide relief in
cases of contracts connected with the prosecution of the war, and for
other purposes", approved March 2, 1919 (40 Stat. 1272), including
personal services, without regard to the civil-service laws and regu-
lations; traveling and subsistence expenses; supplies and all other
expenses incident to the proper prosecution of this work, both in the
District of Columbia and elsewhere, $11,200.

BONNEVILLE PROJECT

For operation and maintenance of the Bonneville Project, Oregon,
in accordance with the provisions of an Act entitled "An Act to
authorize the completion, maintenance, and operation of the Bonne-
ville project, for navigation and for other purposes", approved
August 20 1937, including maintenance and operation of trans-
mission lines, communicating systems, and substations, purchase and
exchange, maintenance and operation of automobiles, purchase of
stationery and office supplies, purchase of equipment and other sup-
plies, rent, traveling expenses, telegraph and telephone expenses,
printing and binding, and all other necessary expenses, and including
not to exceed $8,200 for personal services in the District of Columbia,
$400,000.

For construction, purchase and improvement of transmission lines,
substations, and facilities and structures appurtenant thereto, and the
purchase of easements and rights-of-way and improvements thereon,
including personal services incident to the foregoing, in carrying out
the provisions of an Act entitled "An Act to authorize the completion,
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of its responsibilities; contract stenographic reporting services; sta-
tionery and office supplies; purchase, rental, exchange, operation, 
maintenance, and repair of reproducing, photographing, and other 
such equipment, typewriters, calculating machines, mechanical tabu-
lating equipment, and other office appliances and labor-saving devices; 
printing and binding; witness fees and fees and mileage in accordance 
with section 8 of the Bituminous Coal Act of 1937; not to exceed 
$12,500 for purchase, exchange, hire, maintenance, operation, and 
repair of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles including one 
for use in the District of Columbia; garage rentals; miscellaneous 
items, including those for public instruction and information deemed 
necessary by the Commission; and not to exceed $6,000 for purchase 
and exchange of newspapers, law books, reference books, and peri-
odicals, $3,500,000. 
Consumers' Counsel of the National Bituminous Coal Commission, 

salaries and expenses: For all necessary expenditures of the office of 
the Consumers' Counsel of the National Bituminous Coal Commis-
sion, in performing the duties imposed upon said office of Consumers' 
Counsel by the Bituminous Coal Act of 1937, approved April 26, 
1937 (50 Stat. 72), including witness fees and mileage for witnesses 
appearing in his behalf before the National Bituminous Coal Com-
mission and including witnesses before the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, personal services and rent in the District of Columbia and 
elsewhere, traveling expenses, including not to exceed $3,000 for 
expenses of attendance at meetings at which matters of importance 
to the work of the Consumers' Counsel are to be discussed, prmtmg 
and binding, contract stenographic reporting services, stationery and 
office supplies and equipment, and not to exceed $1,000 for newspapers, 
books, and periodicals, $285,000. 

WAR MINERALS RELIEF COMMISSION 

Administrative expenses: For administrative expenses made neces-
sary by section 5 of the Act entitled "An Act to provide relief in 
cases of contracts connected with the prosecution of the war, and for 
other purposes", approved March 2, 1919 (40 Stat. 1272), including 
personal services, without regard to the civil-service laws and regu-
lations; traveling and subsistence expenses; supplies and all other 
expenses incident to the proper prosecution of this work, both in the 
District of Columbia and. elsewhere, $11,200. 

BONNEVILLE PROJECT 

For operation and maintenance of the Bonneville Project, Oregon, 
in accordance with the provisions of an Act entitled "An Act to 
authorize the completion, maintenance, and operation of the Bonne-
ville project, for navigation and for other purposes", approved 
August 20, 1937, including maintenance and operation of trans-
mission lines, communicating systems, and substations, purchase and 
exchange, maintenance and operation of automobiles, purchase of 
stationery and office supplies, purchase of equipment and other sup-
plies, rent, traveling expenses, telegraph and telephone expenses, 
printing and binding, and all other necessary expenses, and including 
not to exceed $8,200 for personal services in the District of Columbia, 
$400,000. 
For construction, purchase and improvement of transmission lines, 

substations, and facilities and structures appurtenant thereto, and the 
purchase of easements and rights-of-way and improvements thereon, 
including personal services incident to the foregom i .g, n carrying out 
the provisions of an Act entitled "An Act to authorize the completion, 
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maintenance, and operation of the Bonneville project, for navigation
50 Stat. 73L and for other purposes", approved August 20, 1937, to be immediately

IV16 . .
upp. available, $13,000,000.

UNITED STATES HOUSING AUTHORITY

salaries and ex- Salaries and expenses: Not to exceed $4,500,000 of the funds of the
penses. United States Housing Authority, established by the United States

50 Stat. 888; 52 Stat. Housing Act of 1937 (50 Stat. 888), as amended by the United States
2 U. s. c., Supp. Housing Act Amendments of 1938 (52 Stat. 820), shall be available

IV, § 40-1430. during the fiscal year 1940 for administrative expenses of the Author-
Services and rent. ity in carrying out the provisions of said Acts, including personal

services and rent in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; traveling
Printing and bind- expenses; printing and binding; procurement of supplies, equipment,

ing
. and services; reproducing, photographing, and labor-saving devices

Traveling, etc., ex- and office appliances, including their repair and exchange; payment
penses  of the necessary traveling and other expenses of officers and employees

of any agency of the Federal, State, or local governments whose serv-
Reference books, ices are utilized in the work of the Authority; not to exceed $5,000

etc. for the purchase and exchange of law books and other books of refer-
Vehicles. ence, periodicals, newspapers, and press clippings; not to exceed

$10,000 for purchase, including exchange, hire, maintenance, repair,
and operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles, to be
used only for official purposes; not to exceed $2,500 for expenses of
attendance, when specifically authorized by the Administrator, at
meetings or conventions concerned with the work of the Authority;

Exhibits. not to exceed $15,000 for the preparation, mounting, shipping, and
installation of exhibits; not to exceed $25,000 for employing persons

Special services. or organizations, by contract or otherwise, for special reporting, engi-
neering, technical, legal and other services determined necessary by

R. s. 3709. the Administrator, without regard to section 3709 of the Revised
1

U S C§ 631- Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5), and without regard to the civil-service laws
652,66-674; Supp. V, and the Classification Act of 1923, as amended: Provided, That of the

11rWiso. $4,500,000 hereby made available for administrative expenses of the
cNon-Federal pro- Authority, not to exceed $1,500,000 shall be available for such expenses

incurred at the site, and in connection with the construction, of the
Reimbursement. United States Housing Authority non-Federal projects, and shall be

reimbursed by the public housing agencies constructing such projects,
and such reimbursements shall be available for administrative expenses

Nonadministrative Of the Authority: Provided further, That hereafter all necessary
expensesexpenses in connection with the management and operation of projects

transferred to the Authority by Executive Order Numbered 7732 of
October 27, 1937, as modified by Executive Order Numbered 7839
of March 12, 1938, may be considered as nonadministrative expenses,
notwithstanding the provisions of section 7 of the Act of June 22,

49 Stat. 1647. 1936 (49 Stat. 1647, 1648), and be paid from the rents received from
Transportation, per each transferred project: Provided further, That hereafter the funds

diem, etc. made available for administrative expenses of the United States Hous-
ing Authority shall be available for the payment, when specifically
authorized by the Administrator, of actual transportation expenses
and not to exceed $10 per diem in lieu of subsistence and other
expenses to persons serving, while away from their homes, without
other compensation from the United States, in an advisory capacity

asly fincrease r to the Authority: Provided further, That no part of the funds made
s
t ri c te d

. available in this paragraph for administrative expenses of the Author-
ity shall be used to increase the salary of any position which on the
date of the approval of this Act is provided for at the rate of $4,000

sV. S. or more per annum, except in consequence of a reallocation of position
Supp. IV. §t67a36 under the Classification Act of 1923, as amended.
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maintenance, and operation of the Bonneville project, for navigation 
and for other purposes", approved August 20, 1937, to be immediately 
available, $13,000,000. 
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UNITED STATES HOUSING AUTHORITY 

Salaries and expenses: Not to exceed $4,500,000 of the funds of the 
United States Housing Authority, established by the United States 
Housing Act of 1937 (50 Stat. 888), as amended by the United States 
Housing Act Amendments of 1938 (52 Stat. 820), shall be available 
during the fiscal year 1940 for administrative expenses of the Author-
ity in carrying out the provisions of said Acts, including personal 
services and rent in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; traveling 
expenses; printing and binding; procurement of supplies, .equipment, 
and services; reproducing, photographing, and labor-saving devices 
and office appliances, including their repair and exchange; payment 
of the necessary traveling and other expenses of officers and employees 
of any agency of the Federal, State, or local governments whose serv-
ices are utilized in the work of the Authority; not to exceed $5,000 
for the purchase and exchange of law books and other books of refer-
ence, periodicals, newspapers, and press clippings; not to exceed 
$10,000 for purchase, including exchange, hire, maintenance, repair, 
and operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles, to be 
used only for official purposes; not to exceed $2,500 for expenses of 
attendance, when specifically authorized by the Administrator,. at 
meetings or conventions concerned with the work of the Authority; 
not to exceed $15,000 for the preparation, mounting, shipping, and 
installation of exhibits; not to exceed $25,000 for employing persons 
or organizations, by contract or otherwise, for special reportmg, engi-
neering, technical, legal, and other services determined necessary by 
the Administrator, without regard to section 3709 of the Revised 
Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5), and without regard to the civil-service laws 
and the Classification Act of 1923, as amended: Provided, That of the 
$4,500,000 hereby made available for administrative expenses of the 
Authority, not to exceed $1,500,000 shall be available for such expenses 
incurred at the site, and in connection with the construction, of the 
United States Housing Authority non-Federal projects, and shall be 
reimbursed by the public housing agencies constructing such projects, 
and such reimbursements shall be available for administrative expenses 
of the Authority: Provided further, That hereafter all necessary 
expenses in connection with the management and operation of projects 
transferred to the Authority by Executive Order Numbered 7732 of 
October 27, 1937, as modified by Executive Order Numbered 7839 
of March 12, 1938, may be considered as nonadministrative expenses, 
notwithstanding the provisions of section 7 of the Act of June 22, 
1936 (49 Stat. 1647, 1648), and be paid from the rents received from 
each transferred project: Provided further, That hereafter the funds 
made available for administrative expenses of the United States Hous-
ing Authority shall be available for the payment, when specifically 
authorized by the Administrator, of actual transportation expenses 
and not to exceed $10 per diem in lieu of subsistence and other 
expenses to persons serving, while away from their homes, without 
other compensation from the United States, in an advisory capacity 
to the Authority: Provided further, That no part of the funds made 
available in this paragraph for administrative expenses of the Author-
ity shall be used to increase the salary of any position which on the 
date of the approval of this Act is provided for at the rate of $4,000 
or more per annum, except in consequence of a reallocation of position 
under the Classification Act of 1923, as amended. 
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Annual contributions: For the payment of annual contributions
to public housing agencies in accordance with section 10 of the United
States Housing Act of 1937 (50 Stat. 888), as amended by the United
States Housing Act Amendments of 1938 (52 Stat. 820), $5,000,000.

GENERAL LAND OFFICE

SALARIES

For Commissioner of the General Land Office and other personal
services in the District of Columbia, $787,000, including $25,000 for
temporary employees and, including one clerk, who shall be desig-
nated by the President, to sign land patents.

Transcribing records: For special personal services in the District
of Columbia to transcribe worn and defaced records of the General
Land Office, $10,000.

Binding records: For personal services in the District of Columbia,
purchase and maintenance of equipment, and all other expenses requi-
site for and incidental to the establishment, operation, and main-
tenance of a branch of the Government Printing Office in the Interior
Building, to bind, rebind, and repair books of record in the General
Land Office, to be expended under the supervision of the Public
Printer, $10,000.

GENERAL EXPENSES

For traveling expenses of officers and employees, including employ-
ment of stenographers and other assistants when necessary, for sepa-
rate maps of public-land States and Alaska; for the reproduction by
photolithography or otherwise of official plats of surveys; for
expenses of restoration to the public domain of lands in forest
reserves and of lands temporarily withdrawn for forest-reserve pur-
poses; and for expenses of hearings or other proceedings held by
order of the General Land Office to determine the character of lands,
whether alleged fraudulent entries are of that character or have been
made in compliance with the law, and of hearings in disbarment pro-
ceedings, $15,000.

Surveying public lands: For surveys and resurveys of public lands,
examination of surveys heretofore made and reported to be defective
or fraudulent, inspecting mineral deposits, coal fields, and timber
districts, making fragmentary surveys, and such other surveys or
examinations as may be required for identification of lands for pur-
poses of evidence in any suit or proceeding in behalf of the United
States, under the supervision of the Commissioner of the General
Land Office and direction of the Secretary of the Interior, $1,000,000,
including not to exceed $5,000 for the purchase, exchange, operation,
and maintenance of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles:
Provided, That not to exceed $5,000 of this appropriation may be
expended for salaries of employees of the field surveying service tem-
porarily detailed to the General Land Office: Provided further, That
not to exceed $10,000 of this appropriation may be used for the
survey, classification, and sale of the lands and timber of the so-called
Oregon and California Railroad lands and the Coos Bay Wagon
Road lands: Provided further, That this appropriation may be
expended for surveys made under the supervision of the Commis-
sioner of the General Land Office, but when expended for surveys
that would not otherwise be chargeable hereto it shall be reimbursed
from the applicable appropriation, fund, or special deposit.

Registers: For salaries and commissions of registers of district land
offices, $78,000.
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Annual contributions: For the payment of annual contributions 
to public housing agencies in accordance with section 10 of the United 
States Housing Act of 1937 (50 Stat. 888), as amended by the United 
States Housing Act Amendments of 1938 (52 Stat. 820), $5,000,000. 

GENERAL LAND OFFICE 

SALARIES 

For Commissioner of the General Land Office and other personal 
services in the District of Columbia, $787,000, including $25,000 for 
temporary employees and, including one clerk, who shall be desig-
nated by the President, to sign land patents. 
Transcribing records: For special personal services in the District 

of Columbia to transcribe worn and defaced records of the General 
Land Office, $10,000. 
Binding records: For personal services in the District of Columbia, 

purchase and maintenance of equipment, and all other expenses requi-
site for and incidental to the establishment, operation, and main-
tenance of a branch of the Government Printing Office in the Interior 
Building, to bind, rebind, and repair books of record in the General 
Land Office, to be expended under the supervision of the Public 
Printer, $10,000. 

GENERAL EXPENSES 

For traveling expenses of officers and employees, including employ-
ment of stenographers and other assistants when necessary, for sepa-
rate maps of public-land States and Alaska; for the reproduction by 
photolithography or otherwise of official plats of surveys; for 
expenses of restoration to the public domain of lands in forest 
reserves and of lands temporarily withdrawn for forest-reserve pur-
pose-s ; and for expenses of hearings or other proceedings held by 
order of the General Land Office to determine the character of lands, 
whether alleged fraudulent entries are of that character or have been 
made in compliance with the law, and of hearings in disbarment pro-
ceedings, $15,000. 
Surveying public lands: For surveys and resurveys of public lands, 

examination of surveys heretofore made and reported to be defective 
or fraudulent, inspecting mineral deposits, coal fields, and timber 
districts, making fragmentary surveys, and such other surveys or 
examinations as may be required for identification of lands for pur-
poses of evidence in any suit or proceeding in behalf of the United 
States, under the supervision of the Commissioner of the General 
Land Office and direction of the Secretary of the Interior, $1,000,000, 
including not to exceed $5,000 for the purchase, exchange, operation, 
and maintenance of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles: 
Provided, That not to exceed $5,000 of this appropriation may be 
expended for salaries of employees of the field surveying service tem-
porarily detailed to the General Land Office: Provided further, That 
not to exceed $10,000 of this appropriation may be used for the 
survey, classification, and sale of the lands and timber of the so-called 
Oregon and California Railroad lands and the Coos Bay Wagon 
Road lands: Provided further, That this appropriation may be 
expended for surveys made under the supervision of the Commis-
sioner of the General Land Office, but when expended for surveys 
that would not otherwise be chargeable hereto it shall be reimbursed 
from the applicable appropriation, fund, or special deposit. 

Registers: For salaries and commissions of registers of district land 
offices, $78,000. 
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contingent ex- Contingent expenses of land offices: For clerk hire, rent, and other
incidental expenses of the district land offices, including the expenses
of depositing public money; traveling expenses of clerks detailed to
examine the books and management of district land offices and to assist
in the operation of said offices, and for traveling expenses of clerks
transferred in the interest of the public service from one district land

striction. office to another, $160,000: Provided, That no expenses chargeable to
the Government shall be incurred by registers in the conduct of local
land offices except upon previous specic authorization by the Com-
missioner of the General Land Office.

Fire suppression, For the prevention and suppression of fires on the public domain
etc., Alaska.

in Alaska, including the maintenance of patrols, the employment of
field personnel, and the use of airplanes by charter or otherwise,
$37,500, of which not to exceed $5,000 may be used for the purchase,
maintenance and operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicles.

Payments to States Payments to States of 5 per centum of proceeds from sales of
from sales of lands.

public lands: For payment to the several States of 5 per centum of
the net proceeds of sales of public lands lying within their limits, for
the purpose of education or of making public roads and improve-

nitues lioit ments, $2,000: Provided, That expenditures hereunder shall not exceed
ed. the aggregate receipts covered into the Treasury in accordance with

3 u.s. c. §72. section 4 of the Permanent Appropriation Repeal Act, 1934.
coos Bay Wagon Payment of proceeds of sales of Coos Bay Wagon Road grant

Road grant lands, etc.
Payment of pro- lands and timber: For payment of 25 per centum of the balance of

ceedsfromsalesof. the proceeds from sales of the Coos Bay Wagon Road grant lands
and timber within each of the counties of Coos and Douglas, Oregon,
after deducting the accrued taxes in said counties and a sum equal to
$2.50 per acre for the land title to which revested in the United States

40 Stat. 1179. pursuant to the Act of February 26, 1919 (40 Stat. 1179), to be paid
to the treasurer of the county for common schools, roads, highways,

proviso. bridges, and port districts, $25,000: Provided, That expenditures
Expenditures lim- ,

ited. hereunder shall not exceed the aggregate receipts covered into the
318 .St. 1c2 725c. Treasury in accordance with section 4 of the Permanent Appropria-

tion Repeal Act, 1934.
Revested Oregon Revested Oregon and California Railroad and Reconveyed Coos

and California Rail-
road, etc.,grant lands. Bay Wagon Road Grant Lands, Oregon: For carrying out the provi-

Consetrvtion man- sions of title I of the Act entitled "An Act relating to the revested
Oregon and California Railroad and Reconveyed Coos Bay Wagon
Road Grant Lands situated in the State of Oregon", approved Auegust

50 Stat. 874. 28, 1937 (50 Stat. 874), including fire protection and patrol on these
and adjacent and intermingled public lands, through cooperative
agreements with Federal, State, and county agencies, or otherwise,

Services in the Dis- and including travel and other necessary expenses, and including not
ehicles. to exceed $5,000 for personal services in the District of Columbia, and

not to exceed $2,000 for the purchase, exchange, operation, and main-
tenance of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles, $150,000:

eimbursement. Provided, That such expenditures shall be reimbursed from the 25
per centum referred to in section c, title II of the Act approved

0 Stat. 876. August 28, 1937, of the special fund designated the "Oregon and
California Land Grant Fund".

Ranmen imouts ve Range improvements on public lands outside of grazing districts
ing districts. (receipt limitation): For construction, purchase, and maintenance of

range improvements on the public lands subject to grazing leases
under the provisions of section 15 and pursuant to the provisions of

48stat. 127,1273;49 section 10 of the Act of June 28, 1934 (48 Stat. 1269), as amended
43u. s. c. a 31.5m, by the Act of June 26, 1936 (49 Stat. 1976), $60,000: Provided, That

315; Supp.Iv,5315m, expenditures hereunder shall not exceed 25 per centum of all moneys
Protso. received under the provisions of section 15 of said Act during the
Limitation.cal years 1939 and 1940.
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Contingent expenses of land offices: For clerk hire, rent, and other 
incidental expenses of the district land offices, including the expenses 
of depositing public money; traveling expenses of clerks detailed to 
examine the books and management of district land offices and to assist 
in the operation of said offices, and for traveling expenses of clerks 
transferred in the interest of the public service from one district land 
office to another, $160,000: Provided, That no expenses chargeable to 
the Government shall be incurred by registers in the conduct of local 
land offices except upon previous specific authorization by the Com-
missioner of the General Land Office. 
For the prevention and suppression of fires on the public domain 

in Alaska, including the maintenance of patrols, the employment of 
field personnel, and the use of airplanes by charter or otherwise, 
$372500, of which not to exceed $5,000 may be used for the purchase, 
maintenance and operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying 
vehicles. 
Payments to States of 5 per centum of proceeds from sales of 

public lands: For payment to the several States of 5 per centum of 
the net proceeds of sales of public lands lying within their limits, for 
the purpose of education or of making public roads and improve-
ments, $2,000: Provided, That expenditures hereunder shall not exceed 
the aggregate receipts covered into the Treasury in accordance with 
section 4 of the Permanent Appropriation Repeal Act, 1934. 
Payment of proceeds of sales of Coos Bay Wagon Road grant 

lands and timber: For payment of 25 per centum of the balance of 
the proceeds from sales of the Coos Bay Wagon Road grant lands 
and timber within each of the counties of Coos and Douglas, Oregon, 
after deducting the accrued taxes in said counties and a sum equal to 
$2.50 per acre for the land title to which revested in the United States 
pursuant to the Act of February 26, 1919 (40 Stat. 1179), to be paid 
to the treasurer of the county for common schools, roads, highways, 
bridges, and port districts, $25,000: Provided, That expenditures 
hereunder shall not exceed the aggregate receipts covered into the 
Treasury in accordance with section 4 of the Permanent Appropria-
tion Repeal Act, 1934. 

Revested Oregon and California Railroad and Reconveyed Coos 
Bay Wagon Road Grant Lands, Oregon: For carrying out the provi-
sions of title I of the Act entitled "An Act relating to the revested 
Oregon and California Railroad and Reconveyed Coos Bay Wagon 
Road Grant Lands situated in the State of Oregon", approved August 
28, 1937 (50 Stat. 874), including fire protection and patrol on these 
and adjacent and intermingled public lands, through cooperative 
agreements with Federal, State, and county agencies, or otherwise, 
and including travel and other necessary expenses, and including not 
to exceed $5,000 for personal services in the District of Columbia, and 
not to exceed $2,000 for the purchase, exchange, operation, and main-
tenance of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles, $150,000: 
Provided, That such expenditures shall be reimbursed from the 25 
per centum referred to in section c, title II of the Act approved 
August 28, 1937, of the special fund designated the "Oregon and 
California Land Grant Fund". 
Range improvements on public lands outside of grazing districts 

(receipt limitation) : For construction, purchase, and maintenance of 
range improvements on the public lands subject to grazing leases 
under the provisions of section 15 and pursuant to the provisions of 
section 10 of the Act of June 28, 1934 (48 Stat. 1269), as amended 
by the Act of June 26, 1936 (49 Stat. 1976), $60,000: Provided, That 
expenditures hereunder shall not exceed 25 per centum of all moneys 
received under the provisions of section 15 of said Act during the 
fiscal years 1939 and 1910. 
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Payment to Oklahoma from royalties, oil and gas, south half of
Red River: For payment of 371/2 per centum of the royalties derived
from the south half of Red River in Oklahoma under the provisions
of the Act of March 4, 1923 (30 U. S. C. 233), which shall be paid
to the State of Oklahoma in lieu of all State and local taxes upon
tribal funds accruing under said Act, to be expended by the State
in the same manner as if received under section 35 of the Act
approved February 25, 1920 (30 U. S. C. 191), $7,000: Provided, That
expenditures hereunder shall not exceed the aggregate receipts cov-
ered into the Treasury in accordance with section 4 of the Permanent
Appropriation Repeal Act, 1934.

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

SALARIES

For the Commissioner of Indians Affairs and other personal serv-
ices in the District of Columbia, $533,100.

GENERAL EXPENSES

For transportation and incidental expenses of officers and clerks of
the Bureau of Indian Affairs when traveling on official duty; for
radio, telegraph, and telephone toll messages on business pertaining
to the Indian Service sent and received by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs at Washington, and for other necessary expenses of the
Indian Service for which no other appropriation is available, $35,500.

For advertising, inspection, storage, and all other expenses incident
to the purchase of goods and supplies for the Indian Service and for
payment of railroad, pipe-line, and other transportation costs of such
goods and supplies, $750,000: Provided, That no part of this appro-
priation shall be used in payment for any services except bill therefor
is rendered within one year from the time the service is performed.

For maintaining law and order on Indian reservations, including
pay of judges of Indian courts, pay of Indian police, and pay of
employees engaged in the suppression of the traffic in intoxicating
liquors, marihuana, and deleterious drugs anong Indians, and
including traveling expenses, supplies, and equipmenlt, $257,390.

For lease, purchase, construction, repair, and inprovement of
agency buildings, exclusive of hospital buildings, including the pur-
chase of necessary lands for agency purposes and the installation,
repair, and improvement of heating, lighting, power, and sewerage
and water systems in connection therewith, $200,000: Provided, That
no part of this appropriation shall be available for the construction
of any building the total cost of which is in excess of $1,500: Pro-
vided further, That no part of this appropriation shall be available
for tearing down or removing any building or buildings at the
Federal Indian School at Tomah, Wisconsin.

For expenses of organizing Indian chartered corporations, or
other tribal organizations, in accordance with the provisions of the
Act of June 18, 1934 (48 Stat. 986), as supplemented and amended
by the Acts of June 15, 1935 (49 Stat. 378), May 1, 1936 (49 Stat.
1250), and June 26, 1936 (49 Stat. 1967), including personal services,
purchase of equipment and supplies, not to exceed $3,000 for printing
and binding, and other necessary expenses, $80,000, of which not to
exceed $18,000 may be used for personal services in the District of
Columbia: Provided, That in the discretion of the Secretary of the
Interior, not to exceed $3 per diem in lieu of subsistence may be
allowed to Indians actually traveling away from their place of resi-
dence when assisting in organization work: Provided further, That
no part of this appropriation shall be available for expenditure in
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Payment to Oklahoma from royalties, oil and gas, south half of 
Red River: For payment of 371/2 per centum of the royalties derived 
from the south half of Red River in Oklahoma under the provisions 
of the Act of March 4, 1923 (30 U. S. C. 233), which shall be paid 
to the State of Oklahoma in lieu of all State and local taxes upon 
tribal funds accruing under said Act, to be expended by the State 
in the same manner as if received under section 35 of the Act 
approved February 25, 1920 (30 U. S. C. 191), $7,000: Provided, That 
expenditures hereunder shall not exceed the aggregate receipts cov-
ered into the Treasury in accordance with section 4 of the Permanent 
Appropriation Repeal Act, 1934. 

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 

SALARIES 

For the Commissioner of Indians Affairs and other personal serv-
ices in the District of Columbia, $533,100. 

GENERAL EXPENSES 

For transportation and incidental expenses of officers and clerks of 
the .Bureau of Indian Affairs when traveling on official duty; for 
radio, telegraph, and telephone toll messages on business pertaining 
to the Indian Service sent and received by the Bureau of Indian 
Affairs at Washington, and for other necessary expenses of the 
Indian Service for which no other appropriation is available, $35,500. 
For advertising, inspection, storage, and all other expenses incident 

to the purchase of goods and supplies for the Indian Service and for 
payment of railroad, pipe-line, and other transportation costs of such 
goods and supplies, $750,000: Provided, That no part of this appro-
priation shall be used in payment for any services except bill therefor 
is rendered within one year from the time the service is performed. 
For maintaining law and order on Indian reservations, including 

pay of judges of Indian courts, pay of Indian police, and pay of 
employees engaged in the suppression of the traffic in intoxicating 
liquors, marihuana, and deleterious drugs among Indians, and 
including traveling expenses, supplies, and equipment, $257,390. 
For lease, purchase, construction, repair, and improvement of 

agency buildings, exclusive of hospital buildings, including the pur-
chase of necessary lands for agency purposes and the installation, 
repair, and improvement of heating, lighting, power, and sewerage 
and water systems in connection therewith, $200,000: Provided, That 
no part of this appropriation shall be available for the construction 
of any building the total cost of which is in excess of $1,500: Pro-
vided further, That no part of this appropriation shall be available 
for tearing down or removing any building or buildings at the 
Federal Indian School at Tomah, Wisconsin. 
For expenses of organizing Indian chartered corporations, or 

other tribal organizations, in accordance with the provisions of the 
Act of June 18, 1934 (48 Stat. 986), as supplemented and amended 
by the Acts of June 15, 1935 (49 Stat. 378), May 1, 1936 (49 Stat. 
1250), and June 26, 1936 (49 Stat. 1967), including personal services, 
purchase of equipment and supplies, not to exceed $3,000 for printing 
and binding, and other necessary expenses, $80,000, of which not to 
exceed $18,000 may be used for personal services in the District of 
Columbia: Provided, That in the discretion of the Secretary of the 
Interior, not to exceed $3 per diem in lieu of subsistence may be 
allowed to Indians actually traveling away from their place of resi-
dence when assisting in organization work: Provided further, That 
no part of this appropriation shall be available for expenditure in 
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that part of the State of New Mexico embraced in the Navajo
Indian Reservation, and not to exceed $5,000 shall be available for
expenditure in said State.

Vehicles, Indian Service: Not to exceed $479,800 of applicable
appropriations made herein for the Bureau of Indian Affairs shall
be available for the maintenance, repair, and operation of motor-
propelled and horse-drawn passenger-carrying vehicles for the use
of employees in the Indian field service, and the transportation of
Indian school pupils, and not to exceed $225,000 of applicable
appropriations may be used for the purchase and exchange of motor-
propelled passenger-carrying vehicles, and such vehicles shall be used
only for official service, including the transportation of Indian school
pupils.

Replacement of property destroyed by fire, flood, or storm: That
to meet possible emergencies not exceeding $35,000 of the appropria-
tions made by this Act for support of reservation and nonreservation
schools, for school and agency buildings, and for conservation of
health among Indians shall be available, upon approval of the Secre-
tary of the Interior, for replacing any buildings, equipment, supplies,
livestock, or other property of those activities of the Indian Service
above referred to which may be destroyed or rendered unserviceable
by fire, flood, or storm: Provided, That any diversions of appropria-
tions made hereunder shall be reported to Congress in the annual
Budget.

Authorization for attending health and educational meetings: Not
to exceed $7,000 shall be available from applicable funds for expenses
(not membership fees) of employees of the Indian Service when
authorized by the Secretary of the Interior to attend meetings of
medical, health, educational, agricultural, forestry, engineering, and
industrial associations in the interest of work among the Indians.

For the relief of William C. Willahan, or his heirs as authorized
by and in conformity with sections 2, 3, and 4 of the Act of June 25,
1938 (Private Law Numbered 715, Seventy-fifth Congress), $855.23,
or so much thereof as may be necessary.

INDIAN LANDS

Purchase of land and water rights, and so forth, Pueblo Indians,
New Mexico (tribal funds): The unexpended balance of the appro-
priation from the tribal funds to the credit of the Pojoaque Pueblo,
New Mexico, contained in the Interior Department Appropriation
Act, fiscal year 1939, for the purchase of additional land and water
rights, the development of water for irrigation and domestic pur-
poses, the purchase of equipment for industrial advancement, and for
such other purposes, except per capita payments, as may be recom-
mended by the governing officials of the Pueblo and be approved by
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, is hereby continued available
for the same purposes and under the same conditions until expended.

Purchase of land for the Navajo Indians, Arizona, reimbursable:
The unexpended balance of the appropriation contained in the
Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1934, for the purchase of
land, and improvements thereon, including water rights, for the
Navajo Indians in Arizona, as authorized by and in conformity with
the provisions of the Act of June 14, 1934 (48 Stat. 961), is hereby
continued available for the same purposes until June 30, 1940.

Purchase of land for the Navajo Indians, Arizona (tribal funds):
The unexpended balance of the appropriation of $40,000 from funds
to the credit of the Navajo tribe, contained in the Interior Department
Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1939, for the purchase, in accordance
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that part of the State of New Mexico embraced in the Navajo 
Indian Reservation, and not to exceed $5,000 shall be available for 
expenditure in said State. 

Vehicles, Indian Service: Not to exceed $479,800 of applicable 
appropriations made herein for the Bureau of Indian Affairs shall 
be available for the maintenance, repair, and operation of motor-
propelled and horse-drawn passenger-carrying vehicles for the use 
of employees in the Indian field service, and the transportation of 
Indian school pupils, and not to exceed $225,000 of applicable 
appropriations may be used for the purchase and exchange of motor-
propelled passenger-carrying vehicles, and such vehicles shall be used 
only for official service, including the transportation of Indian school 
pupils. 
Replacement of property destroyed by fire, flood, or storm: That 

to meet possible emergencies not exceeding $35,000 of the appropria-
tions made by this Act for support of reservation and nonreservation 
schools, for school and agency buildings, and for conservation of 
health among Indians shall be available, upon approval of the Secre-
tary of the Interior, for replacing any buildings, equipment, supplies, 
livestock, or other property of those activities of the Indian Service 
above referred to which may be destroyed or rendered unserviceable 
by fire, flood, or storm: Provided, That any diversions of appropria-
tions made hereunder shall be reported to Congress in the annual 
Budget. - 
Authorization for attending health and educational meetings: Not 

to exceed $7,000 shall be available from applicable funds for expenses 
(not membership fees) of employees of the Indian Service when 
authorized by the Secretary of the Interior to attend meetings of 
medical, health, educational, agricultural, forestry, engineering, and 
industrial associations in the interest of work among the Indians. 
For the relief of William C. Willahan, or his heirs, as authorized 

by and in conformity with sections 2, 3, and 4 of the Act of June 25, 
1938 (Private Law Numbered 715, Seventy-fifth Congress), $855.23, 
or so much thereof as may be necessary. 

INDIAN LANDS 

Purchase of land and water rights, an so forth, Pueblo Indians, 
New Mexico (tribal funds) : The unexpended balance of the appro-
priation from the tribal funds to the credit of the Pojoaque Pueblo, 
New Mexico, contained in the Interior Department Appropriation 
Act, fiscal year 1939, for the purchase of additional land and water 
rights, the development of water for irrigation and domestic pur-
poses, the purchase of equipment for industrial advancement, and for 
such other purposes, except per capita payments, as may be recom-
mended by the governing officials of the Pueblo and be approved by 
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, is hereby continued available 
for the same purposes and under the same conditions until expended. 
Purchase of land for the Navajo Indians, Arizona, reimbursable: 

The unexpended balance of the appropriation contained in the 
Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1934, for the purchase of 
land, and improvements thereon, including water rights, for the 
Navajo Indians in Arizona, as authorized by and in conformity with 
the provisions of the Act of June 14, 1934 (48 Stat. 961), is hereby 
continued available for the same purposes until June 30, 1940. 
Purchase of land for the Navajo Indians, Arizona (tribal funds) : 

The unexpended balance of the appropriation of $40,000 from funds 
to the credit of the Navajo tribe, contained in the Interior Department 
Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1939, for the purchase, in accordance 
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with the provisions of the Act of June 14, 1934 (48 Stat. 961), of
lands from the New Mexico and Arizona Land Company within the
Navajo Indian Reservation, Arizona, is hereby continued available
for the same purpose and under the same conditions until June 30,
1940.

Leasing of lands for Navajo Indians (tribal funds): For lease,
pending purchase, of land and water rights for the use and benefit of
Indians of the Navajo Tribe in Arizona and New Mexico, $20,000,
payable from funds on deposit to the credit of the Navajo Tribe.

For the acquisition of lands, interest in lands, water rights and
surface rights to lands, and for expenses incident to such acquisition,
in accordance with the provisions of the Act of June 18, 1934 (48
Stat. 985), including personal services, purchase of equipment and
supplies, and other necessary expenses, $650,000, together with the
unexpended balance of the appropriation for this purpose for the
fiscal year 1939, of which not to exceed $25,000 shall be available for
personal services in the District of Columbia: Provided, That in addi-
tion to the amount herein appropriated the Secretary of the Interior
may also incur obligations, and enter into contracts for the acqui-
sition of additional land, not exceeding a total of $300,000, and his
action in so doing shall be deemed a contractual obligation of the
Federal Government for the payment of the cost thereof, and appro-
priations hereafter made for the acquisition of land pursuant to the
authorization contained in the Act of June 18, 1934, shall be available
for the purpose of discharging the obligation or obligations so
created: Provided further, That no part of the sum herein appro-
priated or of this contract authorization shall be used for the
acquisition of land within the States of Arizona, Colorado, New
Mexico, and Wyoming outside of the boundaries of existing Indian
reservations.

The unexpended balance of the appropriation of $25,000 contained
in the Interior Department Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938, for
the payment of taxes, including penalties and interest, assessed
against individually owned Indian land, title to which is held subject
to restrictions against alienation or encumbrance except with the
consent or approval of the Secretary of the Interior, when such land
was purchased with trust or restricted funds with the understanding
that after purchase it would be nontaxable, as authorized by the Act
of June 20, 1936 (49 Stat. 1542), is hereby continued available for
the same purposes until June 30, 1940.

Purchase of land, Confederated Bands of Utes, Utah (tribal
funds): The unexpended balances of the amounts authorized to be
expended by the Interior Department Appropriation Act for the
fiscal year 1939 for the purchase of additional lands and improve-
ments for the Confederated Bands of Ute Indians in Utah, are hereby
continued available for the same purposes, and for the purchase of
improvements on public-domain lands, until June 30, 1940.

Purchase of land, Cheyenne River Reservation, South Dakota
(tribal funds): The unexpended balances of the appropriations from
tribal funds of the Cheyenne River Indians, South Dakota, available
during the fiscal year 1939 for the purchase of Indian-owned and
privately owned land; and improvements thereon, in the Cheyenne
River Reservation, South Dakota, are hereby continued available
for the same purposes and under the same conditions, until June 30,
1940.

Purchase of land, Fort Hall Reservation, Idaho (tribal funds):
The unexpended balance of the appropriation of $40,000 contained in
the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938, for the
purchase of Indian-owned and privately owned lands or interests
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with the provisions of the Act of June 14, 1934 (48 Stat. 961), of 
lands from the New Mexico and Arizona Land Company within the 
Navajo Indian Reservation, Arizona, is hereby continued available 
for the same purpose and under the same conditions until June 30, 
1940. 
Leasing of lands for Navajo Indians (tribal funds) : For lease, 

pending purchase, of land and water rights for the use and benefit of 
Indians of the Navajo Tribe in Arizona and New Mexico, $20,000, 
payable from funds on deposit to the credit of the Navajo Tribe. 
For the acquisition of lands, interest in lands, water rights and 

surface rights to lands, and for expenses incident to such acquisition, 
in accordance with the provisions of the Act of June 18, 1934 (48 
Stat. 985), including personal services, purchase of equipment and 
supplies, and other necessary expenses, $650,000, together with the 
unexpended balance of the appropriation for this purpose for the 
fiscal year 1939, of which not to exceed $25,000 shall be available for 
personal services in the District of Columbia: Provided, That in addi-
tion to the amount herein appropriated the Secretary of the Interior 
may also incur obligations, and enter into contracts for the acqui-
sition of additional land, not exceeding a total of $300,000, and his 
action in so doing shall be deemed a contractual obligation of the 
Federal Government for the payment of the cost thereof, and appro-
priations hereafter made for the acquisition of land pursuant to the 
authorization contained in the Act of June 18, 1934, shall be available 
for the purpose of discharging the obligation or obligations so 
created: Provided further, That no part of the sum herein appro-
priated or of this contract authorization shall be used for the 
acquisition of land within the States of Arizona, Colorado, New 
Mexico, and Wyoming outside of the boundaries of existing Indian 
reservations. 
The unexpended balance of the appropriation of $25,000 contained 

in the Interior Department Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938, for 
the payment of taxes, including penalties and interest, assessed 
against individually owned Indian land, title to which is held subject 
to restrictions against alienation or encumbrance except with the 
consent or approval of the Secretary of the Interior, when such land 
was purchased with trust or restricted funds with the understanding 
that after purchase it would be nontaxable, as authorized by the Act 
of June 20, 1936 (49 Stat. 1542), is hereby continued available for 
the same purposes until June 30, 1940. 
Purchase of land, Confederated Bands of Utes, Utah (tribal 

funds) : The unexpended balances of the amounts authorized to be 
expended by the Interior Department Appropriation Act for the 
fiscal year 1939 for the purchase of additional lands and improve-
ments for the Confederated Bands of The Indians in Utah, are hereby 
continued available for the same purposes, and for the purchase of 
improvements on public-domain lands, until June 30, 1940. 

P.urchase of land, Cheyenne River Reservation, South Dakota 
(tribal funds) : The unexpended balances of the appropriations from 
tribal funds of the Cheyenne River Indians, South Dakota, available 
during the fiscal year 1939 for the purchase of Indian-owned and 
privately owned land; and improvements thereon, in the Cheyenne 
River Reservation, South Dakota, are hereby continued available 
for the same purposes and under the same conditions, until June 30, 
1940. 
Purchase of land, Fort Hall Reservation, Idaho (tribal funds) : 

The unexpended balance of the appropriation of $40,000 contained in 
the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938, for the 
purchase of Indian-owned and privately owned lands or interests 
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therein, and improvements thereon, payable from funds on deposit to
the credit of the Fort Hall Indians, is hereby continued available, for
the same purposes and under the same conditions, until June 30, 1940.

Purchase of land for the Southern Ute Indians, Colorado (tribal
funds): The unexpended balance of the appropriation of $20,000 con-
tained in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938,
for the purchase of land and improvements thereon for the Southern
Ute Indians in Colorado, payable from funds on deposit to the credit
of the Southern Ute Band of Ute Indians, is hereby continued avail-
able, for the same purposes and under the same conditions, until
June 30, 1940.

Purchase of land for Ute Mountain Indians, Colorado (tribal
funds): The unexpended balance of the appropriation of $20,000 con-
tained in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938,
for the purchase of land and improvements thereon for the Ute
Mountain Band of Indians in Colorado, payable from funds on
deposit to the credit of the Ute Mountain Band, is hereby continued
available, for the same purposes and under the same conditions, until
June 30, 1940.

For completion of a survey of the disputed boundary of the
Yakima Reservation, Washington, $4,000, payable from funds on
deposit in the Treasury to the credit of the Yakima Indian Tribe.

Improvement of land records: For improvement of the land
records in the Bureau of Indian Affairs, including personal services
in the District of Columbia, printing and binding, purchase of equip-
ment and supplies, and such other expenses as may be necessary to
make permanent the land records of the Indian Service, $10,000.

Payment to loyal Shawnee Indians, Oklahoma: The unexpended
balance of the appropriation of $109,746.25 contained in the First
Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1930, for payment to the
loyal Shawnee Indians, in settlement of their claim arising under
the twelfth article of the treaty with said Indians proclaimed
October 14, 1868 (15 Stat. 513), as authorized by and in accordance
with the Act of March 4, 1929 (45 Stat. 1550), is hereby reappropri-
ated and made available until expended for the purposes authorized
by the said Act of March 4, 1929.

INDUSTRIAL ASSISTANCE AND ADVANCEMENT

For the preservation of timber on Indian reservations and allot-
ments other than the Menominee Indian Reservation in Wisconsin,
the education of Indians in the proper care of forests, and the gen-
eral administration of forestry and grazing work, including fire pre-
vention and payment of reasonable rewards for information leading
to arrest and conviction of a person or persons setting forest fires, or
taking or otherwise destroying timber, in contravention of law on
Indian lands, $341,500: Provided, That this appropriation shall be
available for the expenses of administration of Indian forest lands
from which timber is sold to the extent only that proceeds from the
sales of timber from such lands are insufficient for that purpose.

For expenses incidental to the sale of timber, and for the expenses
of administration, including fire prevention, of Indian forest lands
from which such timber is sold to the extent that the proceeds of such
sales are sufficient for that purpose, $120,000, reimbursable to the
United States as provided in the Act of February 14, 1920 (25
U. S. C. 413): Provided, That this appropriation shall be available
for the payment of reasonable rewards for information leading to
arrest and conviction of a person or persons setting forest fires, or
taking or otherwise destroying timber, in contravention of law.
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therein, and improvements thereon, payable from funds on deposit to 
the credit of the Fort Hall Indians, is hereby continued available, for 
the same purposes and under the same conditions, until June 30, 1940. 
Purchase of land for the Southern Ute Indians, Colorado (tribal 

funds) : The unexpended balance of the appropriation of $20,000 con-
tained in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938, 
for the purchase of land and improvements thereon for the Southern 
Ute Indians in Colorado, payable from funds on deposit to the credit 
of the Southern Ute Band of Ute Indians, is hereby continued avail-
able, for the same purposes and under the same conditions, until 
June 30, 1940. 

Purchase of land for Ute Mountain Indians, Colorado (tribal 
funds) : The unexpended balance of the appropriation of $20,000 con-
tained in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938, 
for the purchase of land and improvements thereon for the Ute 
Mountain Band of Indians in Colorado, payable from funds on 
deposit to the credit of the Ute Mountain Band, is hereby continued 
available, for the same purposes and under the same conditions, until 
June 30, 1940. 
For completion of a survey of the disputed boundary of the 

Yakima Reservation, Washington, $4,000, payable from funds on 
deposit in the Treasury to the credit of the Yakima Indian Tribe. 
Improvement of land records: For improvement of the land 

records in the Bureau of Indian Affairs, including personal services 
in the District of Columbia, printing and binding, purchase of equip-
ment and supplies, and such other expenses as may be necessary to 
make permanent the land records of the Indian Service, $10,000. 
Payment to loyal Shawnee Indians, Oklahoma: The unexpended 

balance of the appropriation of $109,746.25 contained in the First 
Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1930, for payment to the 
loyal Shawnee Indians, in settlement of their claim arising under 
the twelfth article of the treaty with said Indians proclaimed 
October 14, 1868 (15 Stat. 513), as authorized by and in accordance 
with the Act of March 4, 1929 (45 Stat. 1550), is hereby reappropri-
ated and made available until expended for the purposes authorized 
by the said Act of March 4, 1929. 

INDUSTRIAL ASSISTANCE AND ADVANCEMENT 

For the preservation of timber on Indian reservations and allot-
ments other than the Menominee Indian Reservation in Wisconsin, 
the education of Indians in the proper care of forests, and the gen-
eral administration of forestry and grazing work, including fire pre-
vention and payment of reasonable rewards for information leading 
to arrest and conviction of a person or persons setting forest fires, or 
taking or otherwise destroying timber, in contravention of law on 
Indian lands, $341,500: Provided, That this appropriation shall be 
available for the expenses of administration of Indian forest lands 
from which timber is sold to the extent only that proceeds from the 
sales of timber from such lands are insufficient for that purpose. 
For expenses incidental to the sale of timber, and for the expenses 

of administration, including fire prevention, of Indian forest lands 
from which such timber is sold to the extent that the proceeds of such 
sales are sufficient for that purpose, $120,000, reimbursable to the 
United States as provided in the Act of February 14, 1920 (25 
U. S. C. 413) : Provided, That this appropriation shall be available 
for the payment of reasonable rewards for information leading to 
arrest and conviction of a person or persons setting forest fires, or 
taking or otherwise destroying timber, in contravention of law. 
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For the suppression or emergency prevention of forest fires on or
threatening Indian reservations, $15,000, together with $25,000 from
funds held by the United States in trust for the respective tribes of
Indians interested: Provided, That not to exceed $50,000 of appro-
priations herein made for timber operations shall be available upon
the approval of the Secretary of the Interior, for fire-suppression or
emergency prevention purposes: Provided further, That any diver-
sions of appropriations made hereunder shall be reported to Congress
in the annual Budget.

For transfer to the Geological Survey for expenditures to be made
in inspecting mines and examining mineral deposits on Indian lands
and in supervising mining operations on restricted, tribal, and
allotted Indian lands leased under the provisions of the Acts of
February 28, 1891 (25 U. S. C. 336, 371, 397), May 27, 1908 (35
Stat. 312), March 3, 1909 (25 U. S. C. 396), and other Acts author-
izing the leasing of such lands for mining purposes, including not
to exceed $5,000 for the purchase and exchange (not to exceed
$2,000), maintenance, repair, and operation of passenger-carrying
vehicles, and not to exceed $11,000 for personal services in the Dis-
trict of Columbia, $100,000, to be reimbursed under the provisions of
the Act of February 14, 1920, as amended (25 U. S. C. 413), except
that reimbursement shall not be required for expenditures in connec-
tion with nonproductive Indian lands.

For the purpose of obtaining remunerative employment for
Indians, $40,500.

For the purpose of developing agriculture and stock raising among
the Indians, including necessary personnel, traveling and other
expenses, and purchase of supplies and equipment, $675,000, of which
not to exceed $15,000 may be used to conduct agricultural experi-
ments and demonstrations on Indian school or agency farms and to
maintain a supply of suitable plants or seed for issue to Indians, and
not to exceed $30,000 may be used for the operation and maintenance
of a sheep-breeding station on the Navajo Reservation.

For the purpose of encouraging industry and self-support among
the Indians and to aid them in the culture of fruits, grains, and
other crops, $175,000, which sum may be advanced to Indians for
the purchase of seeds, animals, machinery tools, implements, and
other equipment; for advances to old, disabled, or indigent Indian
allottees for their support; and for advances to Indians having
irrigable allotments to assist them in the development and cultiva-
tion thereof: Provided, That except for the Navajo Indians in Ari-
zona and New Mexico not to exceed $25,000 of the amount herein
appropriated shall be expended on any one reservation or for the
benefit of any one tribe of Indians: Provided further, That not to
exceed $15,000 may be advanced to worthy Indian youths to enable
them to take educational courses, including courses in nursing, home
economics, forestry, and other industrial subjects in colleges, univer-
sities, or other institutions, and advances so made shall be reim-
bursed in not to exceed eight years, under such rules and regula-
tions as the Secretary of the Interior may prescribe.

Industrial assistance (tribal funds): For advances to individual
members of the tribes for the construction of homes and for the pur-
chase of seed, animals, machinery, tools, implements, building mate-
rial, and other equipment and supplies; and for advances to old, dis-
abled, or indigent Indians for their support and burial, and Indians
having irrigable allotments to assist them in the development and
cultivation thereof, to be immediately available, $200,000, payable
from tribal funds as follows: San Carlos, Arizona, $90,000; Menom-
inee, Wisconsin, $100,000; Lac Court Orielles, Wisconsin, $10,000, and
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For the suppression or emergency prevention of forest fires on or 
threatening Indian reservations, $15,000, together with $25,000 from 
funds held by the United States in trust for the respective tribes of 
Indians interested: Provided, That not to exceed $50,000 of appro-
priations herein made for timber operations shall be available upon 
the approval of the Secretary of the Interior, for fire-suppression or 
emergency prevention purposes: Provided further, That any diver-
sions of appropriations made hereunder shall be reported to Congress 
in the annual Budget. 
For transfer to the Geological Survey for expenditures to be made 

in inspecting mines and examining mineral deposits on Indian lands 
and in supervising mining operations on restricted, tribal, and 
allotted Indian lands leased under the provisions of the Acts of 
February 28, 1891 (25 U. S. C. 336, 371, 397), May 27, 1908 (35 
Stat. 312), March 3, 1909 (25 U. S. C. 396), and other Acts author-
izing the leasing of such lands for mining purposes, including not 
to exceed $5,000 for the purchase and exchange (not to exceed 
$2,000), maintenance, repair, and operation of passenger-carrying 
vehicles, and not to exceed $11,000 for personal services in the Dis-
trict of Columbia, $100,000, to be reimbursed under the provisions of 
the Act of February 14, 1920, as amended (25 U. S. C. 413), except 
that reimbursement shall not be required for expenditures in connec-
tion with nonproductive Indian lands. 
For the purpose of obtaining remunerative employment for 

Indians, $40,500. 
For the purpose of developing agriculture and stock raising among 

the Indians, including necessary personnel, traveling and other 
expenses, and purchase of supplies and equipment, $675,000, of which 
not to exceed $15,000 may be used to conduct agricultural experi-
ments and demonstrations on Indian school or agency farms and to 
maintain a supply of suitable plants or seed for issue to Indians, and 
not to exceed $30,000 may be used for the operation and maintenance 
of a sheep-breeding station on the Navajo Reservation. 
For the purpose of encouraging industry and self-support among 

the Indians and to aid them in the culture of fruits, grains, and 
other crops, $175,000, which sum may be advanced to Indians for 
the purchase of seeds, animals, machinery, tools, implements, and 
other equipment; for advances to old, disabled, or indigent Indian 
.11ottees for their support; and for advances to Indians having 
irrigable allotments to assist them in the development and cultiva-
tion thereof: Provided, That except for the Navajo Indians in Ari-
zona and New Mexico not to exceed $25,000 of the amount herein 
appropriated shall be expended on any one reservation or for the 
benefit of any one tribe of Indians: Provided further, That not to 
exceed $15,000 may be advanced to worthy Indian youths to enable 
them to take educational courses, including courses in nursing, home 
economics, forestry, and other industrial subjects in colleges, univer-
sities, or other institutions, and advances so made shall be reim-
bursed in not to exceed eight years, under such rules and regula-
tions as the Secretary of the Interior may prescribe. 

Industrial assistance (tribal funds) : For advances to individual 
members of the tribes for the construction of homes and .for the pur-
chase of seed, animals, machinery, tools, implements, building mate-
rial, and other equipment and supplies; and for advances to old, dis-
abled, or indigent Indians for their support and burial, and Indians 
having irrigable allotments to assist them in the development and 
cultivation thereof, to be immediately available, $200,000, payable 
from tribal funds as follows: San Carlos, Arizona, $90,000; Menom-
inee, Wisconsin, $100,000; Lac Court Orielles, Wisconsin, $10,000, and 
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the unexpended balances of funds available under this head in the
52 Stat. 302 1130. Interior Department Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1939, and

the Second Deficiency Act, fiscal year 1938, are hereby continued
available during the fiscal year 1940 for the purposes for which

PrdvaetoIndian. they were appropriated: Provided, That advances may be made to
youths foreducational worthy Indian youths to enable them to take educational courses,
mntS.S; reimburse- including courses in nursing, home economics, forestry, and other

industrial subjects in colleges, universities, or other institutions, and
advances so made shall be reimbursed in not to exceed eight years
under such rules and regulations as the Secretary of the Interior

Credits and avai- may prescribe: Provided further, That all moneys reimbursed dur-
abity. ing the fiscal year 1940 shall be credited to the respective appropria-

tions and be available for the purposes of this paragraph: Provided
Establishment, etc., further, That funds available under this paragraph may be used

for the establishment and operation of tribal enterprises when pro-
posed by Indian tribes and approved by the Secretary of the Interior,
and revenues derived therefrom shall be covered into the Treasury to

Loans from revolv- the credit of the respective tribes: Provided further, That the unex-
pended balances of prior appropriations under this head for any
tribe, including reimbursements to such appropriations and the appro-
priations made herein, may be advanced to such tribe, if incor-
porated, for making loans to members of the tribal corporation under
rules and regulations established for the making of loans from the

425 8tt. 47O. revolving loan fund authorized by the Act ofJune 18, 1934 (25
Regulation of bene- U. S. C. 470): Provided further, That the aforesaid $100,000 for

Trib, Wi enonee advances to individual members of the Menominee Tribe of Wiscon-
sin shall be advanced under rules and regulations approved by the
advisory council of the Menominee Indians and the Commissioner of

Menominee 5 Per Indian Affairs: Provided further, That in no event shall thecentun log fund not
to be used. "Menominee 5 per centum log fund" be used for this purpose.

Revolving loan For an additional amount to be added to the appropriations here-fund, additional
amount. tofore made, for the establishment of a revolving fund for the pur-

pose of making and administering loans to Indian chartered cor-
48Stat. 98. porations in accordance with the Act of June 18, 1934 (48 Stat.
Loans to individual 986), and of making and administering loans to individual Indians

Indians etc. and to associations or corporate groups of Indians of Oklahoma in
49Stat. 1967. accordance with the Act of June 26, 1936 (49 Stat. 1967), $400,000,

I, 5oS. C. 
pp1 of which amount not to exceed $22,500 shall be available for per-

ervices in the Dis- sonal services in the District of Columbia, and $100,000 shall be
available for personal services in the field, for traveling expenses
of employees, for purchase of equipment and supplies, and for other
necessary expenses of administering such loans, including not more

Poaio. than $3,500 for printing and binding: Provided, That hereafter noIndividuals of less
than onelarter individual ofthan onhan onerter ter degree of Indian blood shall be
degreeofIndianblood. eligible for a loan from funds made available in accordance with the

provisions of the Act of June 18, 1934 (48 Stat. 986), and the Act of
June 26, 1936 (49 Stat. 1967).

Indian arts and For the development, under the direction of the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs, of Indian arts and crafts, as authorized by the Act

25 U. 89, supp. of August 27, 1935 (49 Stat. 891), including personal services, pur-
rv. §05

. chase and transportation of equipment and supplies, purchase of
periodicals, directories, and books of reference, purchase and opera-

Vehiles. tion of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles, telegraph and
telephone services, cost of packing, crating, drayage, and transporta-
tion of personal effects of employees upon permanent change of sta-
tion, expenses of exhibits and of attendance at meetings concerned
with the development of Indian arts and crafts, traveling expenses,

Printng and bind- including payment of actual transportation expenses, not to exceed
$2,500 for printing and binding, and other necessary expenses,
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the unexpended balances of funds available under this head in the 
Interior Department Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1939, and 
the Second Deficiency Act, fiscal year 1938, are hereby continued 
available during the fiscal year 1940 for the purposes for which 
they were appropriated: Provided, That advances may be made to 
worthy Indian youths to enable them to take educational courses, 
including courses in nursing, home economics, forestry, and other 
industrial subjects in colleges, universities, or other institutions, and 
advances so made shall be reimbursed in not to exceed eight years 
under such rules and regulations as the Secretary of the Interior 
may prescribe: Provided further, That all moneys reimbursed dur-
ing the fiscal year 1940 shall be credited to the respective appropria-
tions and be available for the purposes of this paragraph: Provided 
further, That funds available under this paragraph may be used 
for the establishment and operation of tribal enterprises when pro-
posed by Indian tribes and approved by the Secretary of the Interior, 
and revenues derived therefrom shall be covered into the Treasury to 
the credit of the respective tribes: Provided further, That the unex-
pended balances of prior appropriations under this head for any 
tribe, including reimbursements to such appropriations and the appro-
priations made herein, may be advanced to such tribe, if incor-
porated, for making loans to members of the tribal corporation under 
rules and regulations established for the making of loans from the 
revolving loan fund authorized by the Act of June 18, 1934 (25 
U. S. C. 470) : Provided further, That the aforesaid $100,000 for 
advances to individual members of the Menominee Tribe of Wiscon-
sin shall be advanced under rules and regulations approved by the 
advisory council of the Menominee Indians and the Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs: Provided further, That in no event shall the 
"Menominee 5 per centum log fund" be used for this purpose. 
For an additional amount to be added to the appropriations here-

tofore made, for the establishment of a revolving fund for the pur-
pose of making and administering loans to Indian chartered cor-
porations in accordance with the .Act of June 18, 1934 (48 Stat. 
986), and of making and administering loans to individual Indians 
and to associations or corporate groups of Indians of Oklahoma in 
accordance with the Act of June 26, 1936 (49 Stat. 1967), $400,000, 
of which amount not to exceed $22,500 shall be available for per-
sonal services in the District of Columbia, and $100,000 shall be 
available for personal services in the field, for traveling, expenses 
of employees, for purchase of equipment and supplies, and for other 
necessary expenses of administering such loans, including not more 
than $3,500 for printing and binding: Provided, That hereafter no 
individual of less than one-quarter degree of Indian blood shall be 
eligible for a loan from funds made available in accordance with the 
provisions of the Act of June 18, 1934 (48 Stat. 986), and the Act of 
June 26, 1936 (49 Stat. 1967). 
For the development, under the direction of the Commissioner of 

Indian Affairs, of Indian arts and crafts, as authorized by the Act 
of August 27, 1935 (49 Stat. 891), including personal services, pur-
chase and transportation of equipment and supplies, purchase of 
periodicals, directories, and books of reference, purchase and opera-
tion of motor-propelled passenger-carving vehicles, telegraph and 
telephone services, cost of packing, crating, drayage, and transporta-
tion of personal effects of employees upon permanent change of sta-
tion, expenses of exhibits and of attendance at meetings concerned 
with the development of Indian arts and crafts, traveling expenses, 
including payment of actual transportation expenses, not to exceed 
$2,500 for printing and binding, and other necessary expenses, 
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$46,250, of which not to exceed $16,000 shall be available for personal
services in the District of Columbia: Provided, That no part of this
appropriation shall be used to pay any salary at a rate exceeding
$7,500 per annum: Provided further, That hereafter any appropria-
tion for the development of Indian arts and crafts, made pursuant to
the Act of August 27, 1935 (49 Stat. 891), shall be available for the
payment of not to exceed $10 per diem in lieu of subsistence and other
expenses of members of the Indian Arts and Crafts Board, serving
without other compensation from the United States while absent from
their homes on official business of the Board.

Suppressing contagious diseases among livestock of Indians: The
unexpended balance of the appropriation of $7,500 contained in the
Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1937, for reimburs-
ing Indians of the Mescalero Reservation, New Mexico, for stock
destroyed on account of being infected with Malta fever, and for
expenses in connection with the eradication and prevention of this
disease, is hereby made available for the same purposes for the fiscal
year 1940.

DEVELOPMENT OF WATER SUPPLY

For the development, rehabilitation, repair, maintenance, and
operation of domestic and stock water facilities on the Navajo Res-
ervation in Arizona, New Mexico, and Utah, the Hopi Reservation in
Arizona, the Papago Reservation in Arizona, and the several Pueblos
in New Mexico, including the purchase and installation of pumping
and other equipment, $100,000.

IRRIGATION AND DRAINAGE

For the construction, repair, and maintenance of irrigation sys-
tems, and for purchase or rental of irrigation tools and appliances,
water rights, ditches, and lands necessary for irrigation purposes for
Indian reservations and allotments; for operation of irrigation sys-
tems or appurtenances thereto when no other funds are applicable
or available for the purpose; for drainage and protection of irrigable
lands from damage by floods or loss of water rights, upon the Indian
irrigation projects named below, in not to exceed the following
amounts, respectively:

Miscellaneous projects, $20,000; Arizona: Ak Chin, $4,000; Chiu
Chui, $4,000; Ganado, $1,500, together with $1,000 from which amount
expenditures shall not exceed the aggregate receipts covered into the
Treasury in accordance with section 4 of the Permanent Appropria-
tion Repeal Act, 1934; Navajo and Hopi, miscellaneous projects, Ari-
zona and New Mexico, $13,500; San Xavier, $2,000; California:
Coachella Valley, $1,000; Morongo, $4,000; Pala and Rincon, $3,500,
together with $500, from which expenditures shall not exceed the
aggregate receipts covered into the Treasury in accordance with sec-
tion 4 of said Repeal Act; Colorado: Southern Ute, $13,000, together
with $3,000, from which amount expenditures shall not exceed the
aggregate receipts covered into the Treasury in accordance with
section 4 of the said Repeal Act; Montana: Tongue River, $3,000;
Nevada: Pyramid Lake, $4,000; Walker River, $6,000; Western
Shoshone, $10,000; New Mexico: Miscellaneous Pueblos, $27,500;
Oregon: Warm Springs, $3,000; Washington: Colville, $5,000,
together with $1,000, from which amount expenditures shall not
exceed the aggregate receipts covered into the Treasury in accordance
with section 4 of said Repeal Act; Lummi Diking Project, $1,000,
together with $2,000, from which amount expenditures shall not
exceed the aggregate receipts covered into the Treasury in accordance
with section 4 of said Repeal Act;
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$46,250, of which not to exceed $16,000 shall be available for personal 
services in the District of Columbia: Provided, That no part of this 
appropriation shall be used to pay any salary at a rate exceeding 
$7,500 per annum: Provided further, That hereafter any appropria-
tion for the development of Indian arts and crafts, made pursuant to 
the Act of August 27, 1935 (49 Stat. 891), shall be available for the 
payment of not to exceed $10 per diem in lieu of subsistence and other 
expenses of members of the Indian Arts and Crafts Board, serving 
without other compensation from the United States while absent from 
their homes on official business of the Board. 
Suppressing contagious diseases among livestock of Indians: The 

unexpended balance of the appropriation of $7,500 contained in the 
Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1937, for reimburs-
ing Indians of the Mescalero Reservation, New Mexico, for stock 
destroyed on account of being infected with Malta fever, and for 
expenses in connection with the eradication and prevention of this 
disease, is hereby made available for the same purposes for the fiscal 
year 1940. 

DEVELOPMENT OF WATER SUPPLY 

For the development, rehabilitation, repair, maintenance, and 
operation of domestic and stock water facilities on the Navajo Res-
ervation in Arizona, New Mexico, and Utah, the Hopi Reservation in 
Arizona, the Papago Reservation in Arizona, and the several Pueblos 
in New Mexico, including the purchase and installation of pumping 
and other equipment, $100,000. 

IRRIGATION AND DRAINAGE 

For the construction, repair, and maintenance of irrigation sys-
tems, and for purchase or rental of irrigation tools and appliances, 
water rights, ditches, and lands necessary for irrigation purposes for 
Indian reservations and allotments; for operation of irrigation sys-
tems or appurtenances thereto when no other funds are applicable 
or available for the purpose; for drainage and protection of irrigable 
lands from damage by floods or loss of water rights, upon the Indian 
irrigation projects named below, in not to exceed the following 
amounts, respectively: 
Miscellaneous projects, $20,000; Arizona: Ak Chin, $4,000; Chiu 

Chin, $4,000; Ganado, $1,500, together with $1,000 from which amount 
expenditures shall not exceed the aggregate receipts covered into the 
Treasury in accordance with section 4 of the Permanent Appropria-
tion Repeal Act, 1934; Navajo and Hopi, miscellaneous projects, Ari-
zona and New Mexico, $13,500; San Xavier, $2,000; California: 
Coachella Valley, $1,000; Morongo, $4,000; Pala and Rincon, $3,500, 
together with $500, from which expenditures shall not exceed the 
aggregate receipts covered into the Treasury in accordance with sec-
tion 4 of said Repeal Act; Colorado: Southern Ute, $13,000, together 
with $3,000, from which amount expenditures shall not exceed the 
aggregate receipts covered into the Treasury in accordance with 
section 4 of the said Repeal Act; Montana; Tongue River, $3,000; 
Nevada: Pyramid Lake, $4,000; Walker River, $6,000; Western 
Shoshone, $10,000; New Mexico: Miscellaneous Pueblos, $27,500; 
Oregon: Warm Springs, $3,000; Washington: Colville, $5,000, 
together with $1,000, from which amount expenditures shall not 
exceed the aggregate receipts covered into the Treasury in accordance 
with section 4 of said Repeal Act; Lummi Diking Project, $1,000, 
together with $2,000, from which amount expenditures shall not 
exceed the aggregate receipts covered into the Treasury in accordance 
with section 4 of said Repeal Act; 
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Administrative ex-
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48 Stat. 1227.
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Subjugation and

cropping operations
on lands of.

Irrigation operation,
etc., charges.

Colorado River Res-
ervation, Ariz.

Maintenance, etc.,
of system.

36 Stat. 273.
Reimbursable.

48 Stat. 1227.
31 U. S. C. 725c.

San Carlos Reser-
vation, Ariz.

Operation, etc., of
pumping plants.

Proriso.
Reimbursement.

Yuma Reservation,
Calif.-Ariz.

Reclamation, etc.,
charges.

Fort Hall system,
Idaho.

Maintenance, etc.
Limitation.

48 Stat. 1227.
31 U. S. C. § 725c.

Fort Belnap Res-
ervation, Mont.

Maintenance; etc.,
of systems.

Iimitation.

For necessary miscellaneous expenses incident to the general admin-
istration of Indian irrigation projects, including pay of employees
and their traveling and incidental expenses, $75,000;

In all, for irrigation on Indian reservations, not to exceed $208,500,
reimbursable: Provided, That the foregoing amounts shall be avail-
able interchangeably, in the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior,
for the necessary expenditures for damages by floods and other
unforeseen exigencies, but the amount so interchanged shall not
exceed in the aggregate 10 per centum of all the amounts so appro-
priated: Provided further, That the cost of irrigation projects and
of operating and maintaining such projects where reimbursement
thereof is required by law shall be apportioned on a per-acre basis
against the lands under the respective projects and shall be collected
by the Secretary of the Interior as required by such law, and any
unpaid charges outstanding against such lands shall constitute a first
lien thereon which shall be recited in any patent or instrument issued
for such lands.

For operation and maintenance of the San Carlos project for the
irrigation of lands in the Gila River Indian Reservation, Arizona,
$140,000 (operation and maintenance collections) and $180,000 (power
revenues), of which latter sum not to exceed $24,000 shall be available
for major repairs in case of unforeseen emergencies caused by fire,
flood, or storm, from which amount, of $140,000 and $180,000, respec-
tively, expenditures shall not exceed the aggregate receipts covered
into the Treasury in accordance with section 4 of the Permanent
Appropriation Repeal Act, 1934; in all, $320,000.

For continuing subjugation and for cropping operations on the
lands of the Pima Indians in Arizona, there shall be available not
to exceed $200,000 of the revenues derived from these operations and
deposited into the Treasury of the United States to the credit of such
Indians, and such revenues are hereby made available for payment
of irrigation operation and maintenance charges assessed against tribal
or allotted lands of said Pima Indians.

For improvement, operation, and maintenance of the pumping
plants and irrigation system on the Colorado River Indian Reserva-
tion, Arizona, as provided in the Act of April 4, 1910 (36 Stat. 273),
$20,000, reimbursable, together with $20,000, from which amount
expenditures shall not exceed the aggregate receipts covered into the
Treasury in accordance with section 4 of the Permanent Appropria-
tion Repeal Act, 1934.

Operation and maintenance, pumping plants, San Carlos Reserva-
tion, Arizona (tribal funds): For the operation and maintenance of
pumping plants for the irrigation of lands on the San Carlos Reserva-
tion, in Arizona, $5,000, to be paid from the funds held by the United
States in trust for the Indians of such reservation: Provided, That
the sum so used shall be reimbursed to the tribe by the Indians bene-
fited under such rules and regulations as the Secretary of the Interior
may prescribe.

For reclamation and maintenance charges on Indian lands within
the Yuma Reservation, California, and on ten acres within each of
the eleven Yuma homestead entries in Arizona under the Yuma
reclamation project, $3,500, reimbursable.

For improvements, maintenance, and operation of the Fort Hall
irrigation system, Idaho, $43,000, together with $25,000, from which
amount expenditures shall not exceed the aggregate receipts covered
into the Treasury in accordance with section 4 of the Permanent
Appropriation Repeal Act, 1934.

For maintenance and operation, repairs, and purchase of stored
waters, irrigation systems, Fort Belknap Reservation, Montana,
$14,800, reimbursable, together with $4,200 from which amount expen-
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and their traveling and incidental expenses, $75,000; 
In all, for irrigation on Indian reservations, not to exceed $208,500, 

reimbursable: Provided, That the foregoing amounts shall be avail-
able interchangeably, in the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior, 
for the necessary expenditures for damages by floods and other 
unforeseen exigencies, but the amount so interchanged shall not 
exceed in the aggregate 10 per centum of all the amounts so appro-
priated: Provided further That the cost of irrigation projects and 
of operating and maintaining such projects where reimbursement 
thereof is required by law shall be apportioned on a per-acre basis 
against the lands under the respective projects and shall be collected 
by the Secretary of the Interior as required by such law, and any 
unpaid charges outstanding against such lands shall constitute a first 
lien thereon which shall be recited in any patent or instrument issued 
for such lands. 
For operation and maintenance of the San Carlos project for the 

irrigation of lands in the Gila River Indian Reservation, Arizona, 
$140,000 (operation and maintenance collections) and $180,000 (power 
revenues), of which latter sum not to exceed $24,000 shall be available 
for major repairs in case of unforeseen emergencies caused by fire, 
flood, or storm, from which amount, of $140,000 and $180,000, respec-
tively, expenditures shall not exceed the aggregate receipts covered 
into the Treasury in accordance with section 4 of the Permanent 
Appropriation Repeal Act, 1934; in all, $320,000. 
For continuing subjugation and for cropping operations on the 

lands of the Pima Indians in Arizona, there shall be available not 
to exceed $200,000 of the revenues derived from these operations and 
deposited into the Treasury of the United States to the credit of such 
Indians, and such revenues are hereby made available for payment 
of irrigation operation and maintenance charges assessed against tribal 
or allotted lands of said Pima Indians. 
For improvement, operation, and maintenance of the pumping 

plants and irrigation system on the Colorado River Indian Reserva-
tion, Arizona, as provided in the Act of April 4, 1910 (36 Stat. 273), 
$20,000, reimbursable, together with $20,000, from which amount 
expenditures shall not exceed the aggregate receipts covered into the 
Treasury in accordance with section 4 of the Permanent Appropria-
tion Repeal Act, 1934. 

Operation and maintenance, pumping plants, San Carlos Reserva-
tion, Arizona (tribal funds) : For the operation and maintenance of 
pumping plants for the irrigation of lands on the San Carlos Reserva-
tion, in Arizona, $5,000, to be paid from the funds held by the United 
States in trust for the Indians of such reservation: Provided, That 
the sum so used shall be reimbursed to the tribe by the Indians bene-
fited under such rules and regulations as the Secretary of the Interior 
may prescribe. 
For reclamation and maintenance charges on Indian lands within 

the Yuma Reservation, California, and on ten acres within each of 
the eleven Yuma homestead entries in Arizona under the Yuma 
reclamation project, $3,500, reimbursable. 
For improvements, maintenance, and operation of the Fort Hall 

irrigation system, Idaho, $43,000, together with $25,000, from which 
!mount expenditures shall not exceed the aggregate receipts covered 
into the Treasury in accordance with section 4 of the Permanent 
Appropriation Repeal Act, 1934. 
For maintenance and operation, repairs, and purchase of stored 

waters, irrigation systems, Fort Belknap Reservation, Montana7 
$14,800, reimbursable, together with $4,200 from which amount expen-
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ditures shall not exceed the aggregate receipts covered into the Treas-
ury in accordance with section 4 of the Permanent Appropriation
Repeal Act, 1934.

For maintenance and operation of the several units of the Fort
Peck project, Montana, including not to exceed four thousand acres
under the West Side Canal of the Poplar River Division, $19,000,
reimbursable, together with $3,000 from which amount expenditures
shall not exceed the aggregate receipts covered into the Treasury in
accordance with section 4 of the Permanent Appropriation Repeal
Act, 1934.

For the improvement, maintenance, and operation of the irriga-
tion systems on the Blackfeet Indian Reservation in Montana, $15,000,
reimbursable, together with $6,000, from which amount expenditures
shall not exceed the aggregate receipts covered into the Treasury in
accordance with section 4 of the Permanent Appropriation Repeal
Act, 1934.

For operation and maintenance of the irrigation and power sys-
tems on the Flathead Reservation, Montana, $10,000, reimbursable,
together with $120,000 (operation and maintenance collections) and
$75,000 (power revenues), from which amounts of $120,000 and
$75,000, respectively, expenditures shall not exceed the aggregate
receipts covered into the Treasury in accordance with section 4 of
the Permanent Appropriation Repeal Act, 1934; in all, $205,000.

For improvement, maintenance, and operation of the irrigation
systems on the Crow Reservation, Montana, including maintenance
assessments payable to the Two Leggins Water Users' Association
and Bozeman Trail Ditch Company, Montana, properly assessable
against lands allotted to the Indians and irrigable thereunder, $5,000,
reimbursable, together with $35,000 from which amount expenditures
shall not exceed the aggregate receipts covered into the Treasury in
accordance with section 4 of the Permanent Appropriation Repeal
Act, 1934.

For payment of annual installment of reclamation charges against
Paiute Indian lands within the Newlands reclamation project,
Nevada, $5,381; and for payment in advance, as provided by district
law, of operation and maintenance assessments, including assessments
for the operation of drains to the Truckee-Carson irrigation district,
$6.053, to be immediately available; in all, $11,434.

For operation and maintenance of the Hogback irrigation project
on the Navajo Reservation in New Mexico, $15,000, reimbursable,
together with $5,000, from which amount expenditures shall not
exceed the aggregate receipts covered into the Treasury in accordance
with section 4 of the Permanent Appropriation Repeal Act, 1934.

For maintenance and operation of the Fruitlands irrigation project,
Navajo Reservation, New Mexico, $14,000, reimbursable, together with
$4,000, from which amount expenditures shall not exceed the aggre-
gate receipts covered into the Treasury in accordance with section 4
of the Permanent Appropriation Repeal Act, 1934.

For operation and maintenance assessments on Indian lands, and
the buildings and grounds of the Albuquerque Indian School, within
the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District, New Mexico, $10,139,
of which amount $7,168 shall be reimbursed in accordance with
existing law.

For final payment to the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District,
New Mexico, in accordance with the provisions of the Acts of March
13, 1928 (45 Stat. 312), and June 20, 1938 (52 Stat. 778-779), to be
immediately available, $36,000, of which $15,529.29 shall be reim-
bursed to the United States in accordance with existing law; and the
unexpended balance of the appropriation of $311,452 for payment to
the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District contained m the Act
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49 Stat. 188. of May 9, 1935 (49 Stat. 188), is hereby reappropriated and made
available for the same purposes during the fiscal year 1940.

Klamath Reserva- For improvements, maintenance, and operation of miscellaneous irri-tion, Oreg.
operation of proJ- gation projects on the Klamath Reservation, Oregon, $3,000, reim-

ects on; reimbursable. bursable, together with $4,000, from which amount expenditures shall
not exceed the aggregate receipts from operation and maintenance
collections on the Sand Creek and Modoc Point units covered into

48 Stat. C 725 the Treasury in accordance with section 4 of the Permanent Appro-
priation Repeal Act, 1934.

ncompahgre, etc., For continuing operation and maintenance and betterment of the
Irrigationofanotted irrigation system to irrigate allotted lands of the Uncompahgre,

lands. Uintah, and White River Utes in Utah, authorized under the Act of
34Stat. 375. June 21, 1906 (34 Stat. 375), $20,000, reimbursable, together with
Reimbursable. $38,000, from which amount expenditures shall not exceed the aggre-

gate receipts covered into the Treasury in accordance with section 4
of the Permanent Appropriation Repeal Act, 1934.

Yakima Reserva- For operation and maintenance of the Wapato irrigation and drain-
japanto system, age system, and auxiliary units thereof, Yakima Indian Reservation,

maintenance Washington, $1,000, reimbursable, together with $164,000 (collections
from the water users on the Wapato-Satus, Toppenish-Simcoe, and
Ahtanum units), from which amount expenditures shall not exceed
the aggregate receipts covered into the Treasury in accordance with

48 Stat. 1cSc. section 4 of the Permanent Appropriation Repeal Act, 1934.
Reimbursement to For reimbursement to the reclamation fund the proportionate

reclamation fund for
reservoir mainte- expense of operation and maintenance of the reservoirs for furnishing
nance, etc. stored water to lands in the Yakima Indian Reservation, Washington,

in accordance with the provisions of section 22 of the Act of August 1,
38 Stat. 804. 1914 (38 Stat. 604), $11,000.
aWind River Reser- For operation and maintenance of irrigation systems within the
Maintenance, etc. ceded and diminished portions of the Wind River Reservation, Wyo-

ming, including the Indians' pro rata share of the cost of operation
Riverton-Le Clair and maintenance of the Riverton-Le Clair irrigation district and the

district.
Big Bend district. Big Bend drainage district on the ceded reservation, $30,000, reim-

bursable, together with $20,000 from which amount expenditures shall
not exceed the aggregate receipts covered into the Treasury in accord-

31 U. S. C. § 725c. ance with section 4 of the Permanent Appropriation Repeal Act, 1934.
pConstrctiosn, re- For the construction, repair, and rehabilitation of Irrigation sys-pair, etc., of designated

projects. tems on Indian reservations; for the purchase or rental of equipment,
tools, and appliances; for the acquisition of rights-of-way, and pay-
ment of damages in connection with such irrigation systems' for the
development of domestic and stock water and water for subsistence
gardens; for the purchase of water rights, ditches, and lands needed
for such projects; and for drainage and protection of irrigable lands
from damage by floods or loss of water rights, as follows:

Ariona. Arizona: Colorado River, as authorized by and in accordance with
49 Stat. 1039. section 2 of the River and Harbor Act, approved August 30, 1935 (49

Stat. 1039, 1040), $1,500,000, reimbursable; Hopi, $25,000, reimbursa-
ble; Navajo Arizona and New Mexico, $50,000, reimbursable;
domestic and stock water, $50,000, reimbursable; Papago, domestic
and stock water, $20,000, reimbursable; Salt River, $10,000, reim-
bursable; San Xavier, $30,000, reimbursable;

California. California: Mission, $10,000, reimbursable; Sacramento, $10,000,
reimbursable; Owens Valley (Carson Agency, Nevada), $75,000,
reimbursable;

Colorado. Colorado: Southern Ute, $25,000, reimbursable;
crow R vatio Montana: Crow: The Secretary of the Interior may incur obliga-

dam. tions and enter into a contract or contracts not exceeding $500,000 for
the completion of a storage dam and reservoir on the Crow Indian
Reservation, Montana, at a total cost of not to exceed $1,000,000, and
his action in so doing shall be deemed a contractual obligation of the
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California. 
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Montana. 
Crow Reservation, 

dam. 

of May 9, 1935 (49 Stat. 188), is hereby reappropriated and made 
available for the same purposes during the fiscal year 1940. 
For improvements, maintenance, and operation of miscellaneous irri-

gation projects on the Klamath Reservation, Oregon, $3,000, reim-
bursable, together with $4,000, from which amount expenditures shall 
not exceed the aggregate receipts from operation and maintenance 
collections on the Sand Creek and Modoc Point units covered into 
the Treasury in accordance with section 4 of the Permanent Appro-
priation Repeal Act, 1934. 
For continuing operation and maintenance and betterment of the 

irrigation system to irrigate allotted lands of the Uncompahgre, 
ilintah, and White River Utes in Utah, authorized under the Act of 
June 21, 1906 (34 Stat. 375), $20,000, reimbursable, together with 
$38,000, from which amount expenditures shall not exceed the aggre-
gate receipts covered into the Treasury in accordance with section 4 
of the Permanent Appropriation Repeal Act, 1934. 
For operation and maintenance of the Wapato irrigation and drain-

age system, and auxiliary units thereof, Yakima Indian Reservation, 
Washington, $1,000, reimbursable, together with $164,000 (collections 
from the water users on the Wapato-Satus, Toppenish-Simcoe, and 
Ahtanum units), from which amount expenditures shall not exceed 
the aggregate receipts covered into the Treasury in accordance with 
section 4 of the Permanent Appropriation Repeal Act, 1934. 
For reimbursement to the reclamation fund the proportionate 

expense of operation and maintenance of the reservoirs for furnishing 
stored water to lands in the Yakima Indian Reservation, Washington, 
in accordance with the provisions of section 22 of the Act of August 1, 
1914 (38 Stat. 604), $11,000. 
For operation and maintenance of irrigation systems within the 

ceded and diminished portions of the Wind River Reservation, Wyo-
ming, including the Indians' pro rata share of the cost of operation 
and maintenance of the Riverton-Le Clair irrigation district and the 
Big Bend drainage district on the ceded reservation, $30,000, reim-
bursable, together with $20,000 from which amount expenditures shall 
not exceed the aggregate receipts covered into the Treasury in accord-
ance with section 4 of the Permanent Appropriation Repeal Act, 1934. 
For the construction, repair, and rehabilitation of irrigation sys-

tems on Indian reservations; for the purchase or rental of equipment, 
tools, and appliances; for the acquisition of rights-of-way, and pay-
ment of damages in connection with such irrigation systems,• for the 
development of domestic and stock water and water for subsistence 
gardens; for the purchase of water rights, ditches, and lands needed 
for such projects; and for drainage and protection of irrigable lands 
from damage by floods or loss of water rights, as follows: 
Arizona: Colorado River, as authorized by and in accordance with 

section 2 of the River and Harbor Act, approved August 30, 1935 (49 
Stat. 1039, 1040), $1,500,000, reimbursable; Hopi, $25,000, reimbursa-
ble; Navajo, Arizona and New Mexico, $50,000, reimbursable; 
domestic and stock water, $50,000, reimbursable; Papago, domestic 
and stock water, $20,000, reimbursable; Salt River, $10,000, reim-
bursable; San Xavier, $30,000, reimbursable; 

California: Mission, $10,000, reimbursable; Sacramento, $10,000, 
reimbursable; Owens Valley (Carson Agency, Nevada), $75,000, 
reimbursable; 

Colorado: Southern Ute, $25,000, reimbursable; 
Montana: Crow: The Secretary of the Interior may incur obliga-

tions and enter into a contract or contracts not exceeding $500,000 for 
the completion of a storage dam and reservoir on the Crow Indian 
Reservation, Montana, at a total cost of not to exceed $1,000,000, and 
his action in so doing shall be deemed a contractual obligation of the 
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Federal Government for the payment of the cost thereof, and appro-
priations hereafter made for this project shall be available for the
purpose of discharging the obligation or obligations so created; Flat-
head, $500,000, reimbursable; Fort Belknap, $19,000, reimbursable;
Blackfeet, $50,000, reimbursable; Fort Peck, $50,000, reimbursable;

Nevada: Western Shoshone, $25,000, reimbursable; Walker River,
$10,000, reimbursable; Pyramid Lake, $75,000, reimbursable;

New Mexico: Mescalero, $10,000, reimbursable, Pueblo, $75,000,
reimbursable;

Utah: Uintah, $20,000, reimbursable;
Washington: Wapato, $200,000, reimbursable; Colville, $25,000,

reimbursable;
Wyoming: Wind River, $15,000, reimbursable;
Miscellaneous garden tracts, $60,000, reimbursable;
For surveys, investigations, and administrative expenses, including

personal services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, and not
to exceed $3,000 for printing and binding, $125,000, reimbursable;

In all, $3,064,000, to be immediately available which amount,
together with the unexpended balances of funds made available under
this head in the Interior Department Appropriation Act, fiscal year
1939, shall remain available until June 30, 1940: Provided, That the
foregoing amounts may be used interchangeably in the discretion of
the Secretary of the Interior, but not more than 10 per centum of any
specific amount shall be transferred to any other amount, and no
appropriation shall be increased by more than 15 per centum.
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changeable.

EDUCATION

For the support of Indian schools not otherwise provided for, and support of Indian
for other Indian educational purposes, including apprentice teachers hool etc.
for reservation and nonreservation schools, educational facilities
authorized by treaty provisions, care of Indian children of school
age attending public and private schools, and tuition and other
assistance for Indian pupils attending public schools, $6,034,790:
Provided, That not to exceed $20.000 of this appropriation may be nd dumb or

used for the support and education of deaf and dumb or blind, physi- blil l
nd etc.

cally handicapped, or mentally deficient Indian children: Provided
further, That $60,000 of this appropriation shall be available for sub- inglsco bord
sistence of pupils in reservation and nonreservation boarding schools
during summer months: Provided further, That not more than Vocational. etc..
$15,000 of the amount herein appropriated may be expended for the
tuition (which may be paid in advance) of Indian pupils attending
vocational or higher educational institutions, under such rules and
regulations as the Secretary of the Interior may prescribe: Provided
further, That formal contracts shall not be required, for compliance notrequaedontract
with section 3744 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 16), for pay- R.s.§3744.
ment (which may be made from the date of admission) of tuition and 41 U. .C. 16.

for care of Indian pupils attending public and private schools, higher
educational institutions, or schools for the deaf and dumb, bind,
physically handicapped, or mentally deficient: Provided further,
That not to exceed $10,000 of this appropriation may be used for rinting and bind-

printing and binding (including illustrations) in authorized Indian- ingitaon.
school printing plants: Provided further, That no part of any appro- tinentael uitidtates
priation in this Act for the Bureau of Indian Affairs shall be available limitation.
for expenses of travel for the study of educational systems or
practices outside the continental limits of the United States and the
Territory of Alaska.

Support of Indian schools from tribal funds: For the support of soPt, f ds.h'O
Indian schools, and for other educational purposes, including care of
Indian children of school age attending public and private schools,
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Federal Government for the payment of the cost thereof, and appro-
priations hereafter made for this project shall be available for the 
purpose of discharging the obligation or obligations so created; Flat-
head, $500,000, reimbursable; Fort Belknap, $19,000, reimbursable; 
Blackfeet, $50,000, reimbursable; Fort Peck, $50,000, reimbursable; 
Nevada: Western Shoshone, $25,000, reimbursable; Walker River, 

$10,000, reimbursable; Pyramid Lake, $75,000, reimbursable; 
New Mexico: Mescalero, $10,000, reimbursable, Pueblo, $75,000, 

reimbursable; 
Utah: Ilintah, $20,000, reimbursable; 
Washington: Wapato, $200,000, reimbursable; Colville, $25,000, 

reimbursable; 
Wyoming: Wind River, $15,000, reimbursable; 
Miscellaneous garden tracts, $60,000, reimbursable; 
For surveys, investigations, and administrative expenses, including 

personal services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, and not 
to exceed $3,000 for printing and binding, $125,000, reimbursable; 
In all, $3,064,000, to be immediately available, which amount, 

together with the unexpended balances of funds made available under 
this head in the Interior Department Appropriation Act, fiscal year 
1939, shall remain available until June 30, 1940: Provided, That the 
foregoing amounts may be used interchangeably in the discretion of 
the Secretary of the Interior, but not more than 10 per centum of any 
specific amount shall be transferred to any other amount, and no 
appropriation shall be increased by more than 15 per centum. 

EDUCATION 

For the support of Indian schools not otherwise provided for, and 
for other Indian educational purposes, including apprentice teachers 
for reservation and nonreservation schools, educational facilities 
authorized by treaty provisions, care of Indian children of school 
age attending public and private schools, and tuition and other 
assistance for Indian pupils attending public schools, $6,034,790: 
Provided, That not to exceed $20,000 of this appropriation may be 
used for the support and education of deaf and dumb or blind, physi-
cally handicapped, or mentally deficient Indian children: Provided 
further, That $60,000 of this appropriation shall be available for sub-
sistence of pupils in reservation and nonreservation boarding schools 
during summer months: Provided further, That not more than 
$15,000 of the amount herein appropriated may be expended for the 
tuition (which may be paid in advance) of Indian pupils attending 
vocational or higher educational institutions, under such rules and 
regulations as the Secretary of the Interior may prescribe: Provided 
further, That formal contracts shall not be required, for compliance 
with section 3744 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 16), for pay-
ment (which may be made from the date of admission) of tuition and 
for care of Indian pupils attending public and private schools, higher 
educational institutions, or schools for the deaf and dumb, blind, 
physically handicapped, or mentally deficient: Provided further, 
That not to exceed $10,000 of this appropriation may be used for 
printing and binding (including illustrations) in authorized Indian-
school printing plants: Provided further, That no part of any appro-
priation in this Act for the Bureau of Indian Affairs shall be available 
for expenses of travel for the study of educational systems or 
practices outside the continental limits of the United States and the 
Territory of Alaska. 
Support of Indian schools from tribal funds: For the support of 

Indian schools, and for other educational purposes, including care of 
Indian children of school age attending public and private schools, 
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tuition and other assistance for Indian pupils attending public
schools, and support and education of deaf and dumb or blind,
physically handicapped or mentally deficient Indian children, there
may be expended from Indian tribal funds and from school revenues

44Stat. 560. arising under the Act of May 17, 1926 (25 U. S. C. 155), not more
2hippewas in Mm- than $305,250, including not to exceed $63,750 for payment of tuition

nesota. for Chippewa Indian children enrolled in public schools and care of
children of school age attending private schools in the State of
Minnesota, payable from the principal sum on deposit to the credit
of the Chippewa Indians in the State of Minnesota arising under

25 Stat. 645. section 7 of the Act of January 14, 1889 (25 Stat. 645): Provided,
Proviso.
Formal contracts That formal contracts shall not be required, for compliance with

notrequired section 3744 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 16), for paymentR. S. § 3744.
41 u s. c. 16. (which may be made from the date of admission) of tuition and for

care of Indian pupils attending public schools, or schools for the
deaf and dumb, blind, physically handicapped, or mentally deficient.

Saint Louis Mission Educati
BoardinguisMool Education, Osage Nation, Oklahoma (tribal funds): For the
Okla. education of unallotted Osage Indian children in the Saint Louis

Osage pupils. Mission Boarding School, Oklahoma, $2,000, payable from funds held
in trust by the United States for the Osage Tribe.

traoctional nd For reimbursable loans to Indians for the payment of tuition andtrade schools, educa-
tionalloans;reimburs- other expenses in recognized vocational and trade schools, including
able. colleges and universities offering recognized vocational, trade, and

professional courses, in accordance with the provisions of the Act of
4Sta.S

6 471. 
J une 18, 1934 (48 Stat. 986), and for apprentice training in manu-
facturing and other commercial establishments, $135,000: Provided,

rs ourss. That not more than $50,000 of the amount available for the fiscal year
1940 shall be available for loans to Indian students pursuing liberal-

Advances, reim- arts courses in high schools and colleges: Provided further, That
advances made under this authorization shall be reimbursed in not
to exceed eight years, under such rules and regulations as the Secre-
tary of the Interior may prescribe.

Sho'eal buildingse For lease, purchase, repair, and improvement of buildings at IndianLease, improve-
ment, etc. schools not otherwise provided for, including the purchase of neces-

sary lands for school purposes and the installation, repair, and
improvement of heating, lighting, power, sewer, and water systems in
connection therewith, and including not to exceed $15,000 for the
purchase of materials for the use of Indian pupils in the construc-
tion of buildings (not to exceed $1,500 for any one building) at

Proviso. eto Indian schools not otherwise provided for, $462,200: Provided, ThatConstruction, etc.,
under Works Progress the foregoing appropriation, and appropriations in this Act for
tionaisouathoodmin- repairs and improvements at nonreservation boarding schools, shall
Istration. be available to provide sponsor's contributions to projects for the

construction, repair, or improvement of Indian school buildings
approved by and carried on under funds of the Works Progress
Administration or the National Youth Administration.

Nonreservation For support and education of Indian pupils at the following non-boarding schools.
Support, etc., of reservation boarding schools in not to exceed the following amounts,

designated. respectively:
Phoenix, Ariz. Phoenix, Arizona: For four hundred and fifty pupils, including

not to exceed $2,500 for printing and issuing school paper, $154,750;
for pay of superintendent or other officer in charge, drayage, and
general repairs and improvements, $25,000; for printing equipment,
$6,000; in all, $185,750;

Sherman Institute, Sherman Institute, Riverside, California: For six hundred and
Riverside, Cal. ifty pupils, including not to exceed $2,000 for printing and issuing

school paper, $221,000; for pay of superintendent, drayage, and gen-
eral repairs and improvements, $23,500; for printing equipment,
$6,000; in all, $250,500;
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tuition and other assistance for Indian pupils attending public 
schools, and support and education of deaf and dumb or blind, 
physically handicapped or mentally deficient Indian children, there 
may be expended from Indian tribal funds and from school revenues 
arising under the Act of May 17, 1926 (25 U. S. C. 155), not more 
than $305,250, including not to exceed $63,750 for payment of tuition 
for Chippewa Indian children enrolled in public schools and care of 
children of school age attending private schools in the State of 
Minnesota, payable from the principal sum on deposit to the credit 
of the Chippewa Indians in the State of Minnesota arising under 
section 7 of the Act of January 14, 1889 (25 Stat. 645) : Provided, 
That formal contracts shall not be required, for compliance with 
section 3744 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 16), for payment 
(which may be made from the date of admission) of tuition and for 
care of Indian pupils attending public schools, or schools for the 
deaf and dumb, blind, physically handicapped, or mentally deficient. 
Education, Osage Nation, Oklahoma (tribal funds): For the 

education of unallotted Osage Indian children in the Saint Louis 
Mission Boarding School, Oklahoma, $2,000, payable from funds held 
in trust by the United States for the Osage Tribe. 
For reimbursable loans to Indians for the payment of tuition and 

other expenses in recognized vocational and trade schools, including 
colleges and universities offering recognized vocational, trade, and 
professional courses, in accordance with the provisions of the Act of 
June 18, 1934 (48 Stat. 986), and for apprentice training in manu-
facturing and other commercial establishments, $135,000: Provided, 
That not more than $50,000 of the amount available for the fiscal year 
1940 shall be available for loans to Indian students pursuing liberal-
arts courses in high schools and colleges: Provided further, That 
advances made under this authorization shall be reimbursed in not 
to exceed eight years, under such rules and regulations as the Secre-
tary of the Interior may prescribe. 
For lease, purchase, repair, and improvement of buildings at Indian 

schools not otherwise provided for, including the purchase of neces-
sary lands for school purposes and the installation, repair, and 
improvement of heating, lighting, power, sewer, and water systems in 
connection therewith, and including not to exceed $15,000 for the 
purchase of materials for the use of Indian pupils in the construc-
tion of buildings (not to exceed $1,500 for any one building) at 
Indian schools not otherwise provided for, $462,200: Provided, That 
the foregoing appropriation, and appropriations in this Act for 
repairs and improvements at nonre,servation boarding schools, shall 
be available to provide sponsor's contributions to projects for the 
construction, repair, or improvement of Indian school buildings 
approved by and carried on under funds of the Works Progress 
Administration or the National Youth Administration. 
For support and education of Indian pupils at the following non-

reservation boarding schools in not to exceed the following amounts, 
respectively: 

Phoenix, Arizona: For four hundred and fifty pupils, including 
not to exceed $2,500 for printing and issuing school paper, $154,750; 
for pay of superintendent or other officer in charge, drayage, and 
general repairs and improvements, $25,000; for printing equipment, 
$6,000; in all, $185,750; 
Sherman Institute, Riverside, California: For six hundred and 

fifty pupils, including not to exceed $2,000 for printing and issuing 
school paper, $221,000; for pay of superintendent, drayage, and gen-
eral repairs and improvements, $23,500; for printing equipment, 
$6,000; in all, $250,500; 
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Haskell Institute, Lawrence, Kansas: For six hundred and twenty-
five pupils, including not to exceed $2,500 for printing and issuing
school paper, $212,500; for pay of superintendent, drayage, and gen-
eral repairs and improvements, including necessary drainage work,
$25,000; in all, $237,500;

Pipestone, Minnesota: For three hundred pupils, $97,750; for pay
of superintendent, drayage, and general repairs and improvements,
$16,000; in all, $113,750;

Carson City, Nevada: For five hundred and twenty-five pupils,
$168,500; for pay of principal, drayage, and general repairs and
improvements, $20,000; for the purchase of land and' improvements,
including water rights, livestock and farm equipment, and for the
development of a farm unit, including the erection of improvements
and the purchase of machinery and equipment, $50,000; in all,
$238,500;

Albuquerque, New Mexico: For six hundred pupils, $204,000; for
pay of superintendent or other officer in charge, drayage, and general
repairs and improvements, $25,000; for the purchase of land and
improvements thereon, $37,500; in all, $266,500;

Santa Fe, New Mexico: For four hundred pupils, $142,000; for
drayage, and general repairs and improvements, $15,000; in all,
$157,000;

Wahpeton, North Dakota: For three hundred pupils, $97,250; for
pay of superintendent, drayage, and general repairs and improve-
ments, $13,000; in all, $110,250;

Chilocco, Oklahoma: For six hundred and fifty pupils, including
not to exceed $2,000 for printing and issuing school paper, $221,000;
for pay of superintendent, drayage, and general repairs and improve-
ments, $25,000; in all, $246,000;

Sequoyah Orphan Training School, near Tahlequah, Oklahoma:
For three hundred and fifty orphan Indian children of the State of
Oklahoma belonging to the restricted class, $114,250; for pay of super-
intendent, drayage, and general repairs and improvements, $15,000;
in all, $129,250;

Carter Seminary, Oklahoma: For one hundred and sixty-five
pupils, $57,525; for pay of principal, drayage, and general repairs
and improvements, $7,000; in all, $64,525;

Euchee, Oklahoma: For one hundred and fifteen pupils, $41,025;
for pay of principal, drayage, and general repairs and improvements,
$7,000; in all, $48,025;

Eufaula, Oklahoma: For one hundred and forty pupils, $48,650;
for pay of principal, drayage, and general repairs and improvements,
$7,000; in all, $55,650;

Jones Academy, Oklahoma: For one hundred and seventy-five
pupils, $61,125; for pay of principal, drayage, and general repairs
and improvements, $7,000; in all, $68,125;

Wheelock Academy, Oklahoma: For one hundred and thirty pupils,
$45,050; for pay of principal, drayage, and general repairs and
improvements, $7,000; in all, $52,050;

Chemawa, Oregon: For four hundred and fifty pupils, including
not to exceed $1,000 for printing and issuing school paper, $152,250;
for local vocational-training program directed from the school,
$10,000; for pay of superintendent, drayage, and general repairs and
improvements, $20,000; in all, $182,250;

Flandreau, South Dakota: For four hundred and fifty pupils,
$159,750; for pay of superintendent, drayage, and general repairs and
improvements, $19,000; in all, $178,750;

Pierre, South Dakota: For three hundred pupils, $97,750; for pay
of superintendent, drayage, and general repairs and improvements,
$16,000; in all, $113,750;
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Haskell Institute, Lawrence, Kansas: For six hundred and twenty-
five pupils, including not to exceed $2,500 for printing and issuing 
school paper, $212,500; for pay of superintendent, drayage, and gen-
eral repairs and improvements, including necessary dramage work, 
$25,000; in all, $237,500; 

Pipestone, Minnesota: For three hundred pupils, $97,750; for pay 
of superintendent, drayage, and general repairs and improvements, 
$16,000; in all, $113,750; 

Carson City, Nevada: For five hundred and twenty-five pupils, 
$168,500; for pay of principal, drayage, and general repairs and 
improvements, $20,000; for the purchase of land and improvements, 
including water rights, livestock and farm equipment, and for the 
development of a farm unit, including the erection of improvements 
and the purchase of machinery and equipment, $50,000; in all, 
$238,500; 
Albuquerque, New Mexico: For six hundred pupils, $204,000; for 

pay of superintendent or other officer in charge, drayage, and general 
repairs and improvements, $25,000; for the purchase of land and 
improvements thereon, $37,500; in all, $266,500; 
Santa Fe, New Mexico: For four hundred pupils, $142,000; for 

drayage, and general repairs and improvements, $15,000; in all, 
$157,000; 
Wahpeton, North Dakota: For three hundred pupils, $972250; for 

pay of superintendent, drayage, and general repairs and improve-
ments, $13,000; in all, $110,250; 

Chilocco, Oklahoma: For six hundred and fifty pupils, including 
not to exceed $2,000 for printing and issuing school paper, $221,000; 
for pay of superintendent, drayage, and general repairs and improve-
ments, $25,000; in all, $246,000; 
Sequoyah Orphan Training School, near Tahlequah, Oklahoma: 

For three hundred and fifty orphan Indian children of the State of 
Oklahoma belonging to the restricted class, $114,250; for pay of super-
intendent, drayage, and general repairs and improvements, $15,000; 
in all, $129,250; 

Carter Seminary, Oklahoma: For one hundred and sixty-five 
pupils, $57,525; for pay of principal, drayage, and general repairs 
and improvements, $7,000; in all, $64,525; 

Euchee, Oklahoma: For one hundred and fifteen pupils, $41,025; 
for pay of principal, drayage, and general repairs and improvements, 
$7,000; in all, $48,025; 

Eufaula, Oklahoma: For one hundred and forty pupils, $48,650; 
for pay of principal, drayage, and general repairs and improvements, 
$7,000; in all, $55,650; 
Jones Academy, Oklahoma: For one hundred and seventy-five 

pupils, $61,125; for pay of principal, drayage, and general repairs 
and improvements, $7,000; in all, $68,125; 
Wheelock Academy, Oklahoma: For one hundred and thirty pupils, 

$45,050; for pay of principal, drayage, and general repairs and 
improvements, $7,000; in all, $52,050; 
Chemawa, Oregon: For four hundred and fifty pupils, including 

not to exceed $1,000 for printing and issuing school paper, $152,250; 
for local vocational-training program directed from the school, 
$10,000; for pay of superintendent, drayage, and general repairs and 
improvements, 820,000; in all, $182,250; 
Flandreau, South Dakota: For four hundred and fifty pupils, 

$159,750; for pay of superintendent, drayage, and general repairs and 
improvements, $19,000; in all, $178,750; 

Pierre, South Dakota: For three hundred pupils, $97,750; for pay 
of superintendent, drayage, and general repairs and improvements, 
$16,000; in all, $113,750; 
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Total, nonreserva-
tion boarding schools.

Proviso.
Sums interchange-

able.

Report to Congress.

Public and special
Indian day schools,
Five Civilized Tribes,
etc., tuition.

Promvso.
Employment of

public-school teachers
when facilities inade-
quate.

Alaska natives.
Support, education,

relief of destitution,
etc.

Miscellaneous ex-
penses.

Proiso.
Report to Congress.

Designated ex-
penses.

Suppressing tracho-
ma, etc.

Allotments to speci-
fied hospitals.

Arizona.

In all, for above-named nonreservation boarding schools, not to
exceed $2,698,125: Provided, That 10 per centum of the foregoing
amounts shall be available interchangeably for expenditures for
similar purposes in the various boarding schools named, but not more
than 10 per centum shall be added to the amount appropriated for any
one of said boarding schools or for any particular item within any
boarding school. Any such interchanges shall be reported to Congress
in the annual Budget.

For tuition and for care and other assistance for Indian pupils
attending public schools and special Indian day schools in the
Cherokee, Creek, Choctaw, Chickasaw, and Seminole Nations and
the Quapaw Agency in Oklahoma, $397,200, to be expended in the
discretion of the Secretary of the Interior and under rules and regu-
lations to be prescribed by him: Provided, That not to exceed $21,500
may be expended for the payment of salaries of public-school teachers,
employed by the State, county, or district in special Indian day schools
in full-blood Indian communities, where there are not adequate white
day schools available for their attendance.

Natives in Alaska: To enable the Secretary of the Interior, in his
discretion and under his direction, to provide for support and educa-
tion and relief of destitution of the Eskimos, Aleuts, Indians, and
other natives of Alaska, including necessary traveling expenses of
pupils to and from boarding schools in Alaska; purchase, repair, and
rental of school buildings, including purchase of necessary lands;
textbooks and industrial apparatus; pay and necessary traveling
expenses of superintendents, teachers, physicians, and other employ-
ees; repair, equipment, maintenance, and operation of vessels; and
all other necessary miscellaneous expenses which are not included
under the above special heads, $951,380, to be immediately available
and to remain available until June 30, 1941: Provided, That a report
shall be made to Congress covering expenditures from the amount
herein provided for relief of destitution.

CONSERVATION OF HEALTH

For conservation of health among Indians, including equipment,
materials, and supplies; repairs and improvements to buildings and
plants; compensation and traveling expenses of officers and employees
and renting of quarters for them when necessary; transportation of
patients and attendants to and from hospitals and sanatoria; return-
ing to their former homes and interring the remains of deceased
patients; and not exceeding $25,000 for clinical surveys and general
medical research in connection with tuberculosis, trachoma, and
venereal and other disease conditions among Indians, including
cooperation with State and other organizations engaged in similar
work and payment of traveling expenses and per diem of physicians,
nurses, and other persons whose services are donated by such organi-
zations, and including printing and binding circulars and pamphlets
for use in preventing and suppressing trachoma and other contagious
and infectious diseases, $5,088,170, including not to exceed $3,743,060
for the following-named hospitals and sanatoria:

Arizona: Indian Oasis Hospital, $27,260; Kayenta Sanatorium,
$52,000: Fort Defiance Sanatorium and Southern Navajo General
Hospital, $268,780; Phoenix Sanatorium, $107,560; Pima Hospital,
$27,600; Truxton Canyon Hospital, $14,000; Western Navajo Hos-
pital, $35,700; Chin Lee Hospital, $16,620; Fort Apache Hospital,
$29,700; Hopi spital, $40,000; Leupp Hospital, $27,800; San Carlos
Hospital, $32,300; Tohatchi Hospital, $17,200; Colorado River Hos-
pital, $22,000; San Xavier Sanatorium, $45,000; Phoenix Hospital,
$42,000; Winslow Sanatorium, $60,000;
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Arizona. 

In all, for above-named nonreservation boarding schools, not to 
exceed $2,698,125: Provided, That 10 per centum of the foregoing 
amounts shall be available interchangeably for expenditures for 
similar purposes in the various boarding schools named, but not more 
than 10 per centum shall be added to the amount appropriated for any 
one of said boarding schools or for any particular item within any 
boarding school. Any such interchanges shall be reported to Congress 
in the annual Budget. 
For tuition and for care and other assistance for Indian pupils 

attending public schools and special Indian day schools in the 
Cherokee, Creek, Choctaw, Chickasaw, and Seminole Nations and 
the Quapaw Agency in Oklahoma, $397,200, to be expended in the 
discretion of the Secretary of the Interior and under rules and regu-
lations to be prescribed by him: Provided, That not to exceed $21,500 
may be expended for the payment of salaries of public-school teachers, 
employed by the State, county, or district in special Indian day schools 
in full-blood Indian communities, where there are not adequate white 
day schools available for their attendance. 

Natives in Alaska: To enable the Secretary of the Interior, in his 
discretion and under his direction, to provide for support and educa-
tion and relief of destitution of the Eskimos, Aleuts, Indians, and 
other natives of Alaska, including necessary traveling expenses of 
pupils to and from boarding schools in Alaska; purchase, repair, and 
rental of school buildings, including purchase of necessary lands; 
textbooks and industrial apparatus; pay and necessary traveling 
expenses of superintendents, teachers, physicians, and other employ-
ees; repair, equipment, maintenance, and operation of vessels; and 
all other necessary miscellaneous expenses which are not included 
under the above special heads, $951,380, to be immediately available 
and to remain available until June 30, 1941: Provided, That a report 
shall be made to Congress covering expenditures from the amount 
herein provided for relief of destitution. 

CONSERVATION OF HEALTH 

For conservation of health among Indians, including equipment, 
materials, and supplies; repairs and improvements to buildings and 
plants; compensation and traveling expenses of officers and employees 
and renting of quarters for them when necessary; transportation of 
patients and attendants to and from hospitals and sanatoria; return-
ing to their former homes and interring the remains of deceased 
patients; and not exceeding $25,000 for clinical surveys and general 
medical research in connection with tuberculosis, trachoma, and 
venereal and other disease conditions among Indians, including 
cooperation with State and other organizations engaged in similar 
work and payment of traveling expenses and per diem of physicians, 
nurses, and other persons whose services are donated by such organi-
zations, and including printing and binding circulars and pamphlets 
for use in preventing and suppressing trachoma and other contagious 
and infectious diseases, $5,088,170, including not to exceed $3,743,060 
for the following-named hospitals and sanatoria: 
Arizona: Indian Oasis Hospital, $27,260; Kayenta Sanatorium, 

$52,000; Fort Defiance Sanatorium and Southern Navajo General 
Hospital, $268,780; Phoenix Sanatorium, $107,560; Pima Hospital, 
$27,600; Truxton Canyon Hospital, $14,000; Western Navajo Hos-
pital, $35,700; Chin Lee Hospital, $16,620; Fort Apache Hospital, 
$29,700; Hopi Hospital, $40,000; Leupp Hospital, $27,800; San Carlos 
Hospital, $32,300; Tohatchi Hospital, $17,200; Colorado River Hos-
pital, $22,000; San Xavier Sanatorium, $45,000; Phoenix Hospital, 
$42,000; Winslow Sanatorium, $60,000; 
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California: Hoopa Valley Hospital, $25,000; Soboba Hospital,
$25,620; Fort Bidwell Hospital, $25,000; Fort Yuma Hospital,
$22,000;

Colorado: Ute Mountain Hospital, $15,000; Edward T. Taylor
Hospital, $25,000;

Idaho: Fort Lapwai Sanatorium, $90,000; Fort Hall Hospitals,
$15,900;

Iowa: Sac and Fox Sanatorium, $75,000;
Minnesota: Pipestone Hospital, $22,500; Cass Lake Hospital,

$30,000; Fond du Lac Hospital, $25,000; Red Lake Hospital, $22,500;
White Earth Hospital, $22,000;

Mississippi: Choctaw Hospital, $25,000;
Montana: Blackfeet Hospital, $45,000; Fort Peck Hospital, $26,400;

Crow Hospital, $32,000; Fort Belknap Hospital, $30,000; Tongue
River Hospital, $28,000;

Nebraska: Winnebago Hospital, $47,000;
Nevada: Carson Hospital, $27,000; Walker River Hospital, $25,000;

Western Shoshone Hospital, $20,000;
New Mexico: Albuquerque Sanatorium, $104,660; Jicarilla Hospital

and Sanatorium, $62,620; Mescalero Hospital, $23,000; Eastern Navajo
Hospital, $55,000; Northern Navajo Hospital, $45,000; Taos Hospital,
$20,000; Zufii Hospital, $35,000; Albuquerque Hospital, $50,000;
Charles H. Burke Hospital, $30,000; Santa Fe Hospital, $44,000;
Toadlena Hospital, $13,000;

North Carolina: Cherokee Hospital, $25,000;
North Dakota: Turtle Mountain Hospital, $41,600; Fort Berthold

Hospital, $18,000; Fort Totten Hospital, $23,000; Standing Rock
Hospital, $38,000; Fort Totten Preventorium, $20,000;

Oklahoma: Cheyenne and Arapahoe Hospital, $36,000; Choctaw
and Chickasaw Sanatorium and General Hospital, $195,000; Shawnee
Sanatorium, $100,000; Claremore Hospital, $76,300; Clinton Hospital,
$22,000; Pawnee and Ponca Hospital $38,000; Kiowa Hospital,
$130,000; William W. Hastings Hospital, $70,000;

Oregon: Warm Springs Hospital, $20,000;
South Dakota: Crow Creek Hospital, $22,000; Pine Ridge Hos-

pitals, $53,000; Rosebud Hospital, $45,000; Yankton Hospital, $23,000;
Cheyenne River Hospital, $35,000; Sioux Sanatorium, $140,000; Sisse-
ton Hospital, $33,000;

Utah: Uintah Hospital, $30,000;
Washington: Yakima Sanatorium, $40,000; Tacoma Sanatorium,

$225,000; Tulalip Hospital, $12,600; Colville Hospital, $35,000;
Wisconsin: Hayward Hospital, $40,600; Tomah Hospital, $32,620:
Wyoming: Wind River Hospital, $29,620:
Provided, That 10 per centum of the foregoing amounts shall be

available interchangeably for expenditures in the various hospitals
named, but not more than 10 per centum shall be added to the amount
appropriated for any one of said hospitals or for any particular item
within any hospital, and any interchange of appropriations hereunder
shall be reported to Congress in the annual Budget: Provided further,
That nonreservation boarding schools receiving specific appropria-
tions shall contribute on a per diem basis for the hospitalization of
pupils in hospitals located at such schools and supported from this
appropriation: Provided further, That in the discretion of the Secre-
tary of the Interior and under such rules and regulations as may be
prescribed by him, fees may be collected from Indians for medical,
hospital, and dental service and any fees so collected shall be covered
into the Treasury of the United States.

Medical relief in Alaska: To enable the Secretary of the Interior,
in his discretion and under his direction through the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, with the advice and cooperation of the Public Health Service,
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California: Hoopa Valley Hospital, $25,000; Soboba Hospital, 
$25,620; Fort Bidwell Hospital, $25,000; Fort Yuma Hospital, 
$22,000; 

Colorado: Ute Mountain Hospital, $15,000; Edward T. Taylor 
Hospital, $25,000; 

Idaho: Fort Lapwai Sanatorium, $90,000; Fort Hall Hospitals, 
$15,900; 
Iowa: Sac and Fox Sanatorium, $75,000; 
Minnesota: Pipestone Hospital, $22,500; Cass Lake Hospital, 

$30,000; Fond du Lac Hospital, $25,000; Red Lake Hospital, $22,500; 
White Earth Hospital, $22,000; 

Mississippi: Choctaw Hospital, $25,000; 
Montana: Blackfeet Hospital, $45,000; Fort Peck Hospital, $26,400; 

Crow Hospital, $32,000; Fort Belknap Hospital, $30,000; Tongue 
River Hospital, $28,000; 
Nebraska: Winnebago Hospital, $47,000; 
Nevada: Carson Hospital, $27,000; Walker River Hospital, $25,000; 

Western Shoshone Hospital, $20,000; 
New Mexico: Albuquerque Sanatoriumt $104,660; Jicarilla Hospital 

and Sanatorium, $62,620; Mescalero Hospital, $23,000; Eastern Navajo 
Hospital, $55,000; Northern Navajo Hospital, $45,000; Taos Hospital, 
$20,000; Zulii Hospital, $35,000; Albuquerque Hospital, $50,000; 
Charles H. Burke Hospital, $30,000; Santa Fe Hospital, $44,000; 
Toadlena Hospital, $13,000; 
North Carolina: Cherokee Hospital, $25,000; 
North Dakota: Turtle Mountain Hospital, $41,600; Fort Berthold 

Hospital, $18,000; Fort Totten Hospital, $23,000; Standing Rock 
Hospital, $38,000; Fort Totten Preventorium, $20,000; 
Oklahoma: Cheyenne and Arapahoe Hospital, $36,000; Choctaw 

and Chickasaw Sanatorium and General Hospital, $195,000; Shawnee 
Sanatorium, $100,000; Claremore Hospital, $76,300; Clinton Hospital, 
$22,000; Pawnee and Ponca Hospital, $38,000; Kiowa Hospital, 
$130,000; William W. Hastings Hospital, $70,000; 

Oregon: Warm Springs Hospital, $20,000; 
South Dakota: Crow Creek Hospital, $22,000; Pine Ridge Hos-

pitals, $53,000; Rosebud Hospital, $45,000; Yankton Hospital, $23,000; 
Cheyenne River Hospital, $35,000; Sioux Sanatorium, $140,000; Sisse-
ton Hospital, $33,000; 
Utah: Uintah Hospital, $30,000; 
Washington: Yakima Sanatorium, $40,000; Tacoma Sanatorium, 

$225,000; Tulalip Hospital, $12,600; Colville Hospital, $35,000; 
Wisconsin: Hayward Hospital, $40,600; Tomah Hospital, $32,620; 
Wyoming: Wind River Hospital, $29,620: 
Provided, That 10 per centum of the foregoing amounts shall be 

available interchangeably for expenditures in the various hospitals 
named, but not more than 10 per centum shall be added to the amount 
appropriated for any one of said hospitals or for any particular item 
within any hospital, and any interchange of appropriations hereunder 
shall be reported to Congress in the annual Budget: Provided further, 
That nonreservation boarding schools receiving specific appropria-
tions shall contribute on a per diem basis for the hospitalization of 
pupils in hospitals located at such schools and supported from this 
appropriation: Provided further, That in the discretion of the Secre-
tary of the Interior and under such rules and regulations as may be 
prescribed by him, fees may be collected from Indians for medical, 
hospital, and dental service and any fees so collected shall be covered 
into the Treasury of the United States. 
Medical relief in Alaska: To enable the Secretary of the Interior, 

in his discretion and under his direction through the Bureau of Indian 
Affairs, with the advice and cooperation of the Public Health Service, 
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to provide for the medical and sanitary relief of the Eskimos, Aleuts,
eospital buildings, Indians, and other natives of Alaska; purchase, repair, rental, and

equipment of hospital buildings; books and surgical apparatus; pay
and necessary traveling expenses of physicians, nurses, and other
employees, and all other necessary miscellaneous expenses which are

Availability. not included under the above special heads, $440,000, to be available
immediately and to remain available until June 30, 1941.

Reindeer service. Reindeer service: For supervision of reindeer in Alaska and
instruction in the care and management thereof, including salaries
and travel expenses of employees, purchase, rental, erection, and
repair of range cabins, purchase and maintenance of communication
and other equipment, and all other necessary miscellaneous expenses,
including $3,000 for the purchase and distribution of reindeer,
$75,000, to be immediately available, and to remain available until
June 30, 1941.

GENERAL SUPPORT AND ADMINISTRATION

admsitportsn For general support of Indians and administration of Indian prop-
erty, including pay of employees authorized by continuing or per-

esfo services, manent treaty provisions, $2,743,700: Provided, That in the discretion
of the Secretary of the Interior, and under such rules and regulations
as may be prescribed by him, fees may be collected from individual
Indians for services performed for them, and any fees so collected
shall be covered into the Treasury of the United States.

Support of Indians, For general support of Indians and administration of Indian prop-
agencies, from tribal erty under the jurisdiction of the following agencies, to be paid from

the funds held by the United States in trust for the respective tribes,
in not to exceed the following sums, respectively:

Arizona. Arizona: Fort Apache, $54,000; Navajo, $2,500 for all necessary
expenses of holding a tribal fair, including erection of structures,
awards for exhibits and events, feeding of livestock, and labor and
materials; Pima (Camp McDowell), $300; San Carlos, $60,000; Trux-
ton Canyon, $6,500; in all, $123,300;

California. California: Mission, $20,000;
Colorado. Colorado: Consolidated Ute (Southern Ute), $78,000, including the

P', . 1315. purchase of land, the subjugation thereof, and the construction ofimprovements thereon;
Florida. Florida: Seminole, $6,000, including the purchase of cattle for the

establishment of a tribal herd;
Idaho. Idaho: Fort Hall, $4,000 for the purchase of equipment, materials,

and supplies for the eradication of noxious weeds;
Iowa. Iowa: Sac and Fox, $2,000;
Montana. Montana: Flathead, $24,000;
Nevada. Nevada: Carson, the unexpended balances of the appropriations

under this head for the Walker River, Summit Lake, and Pyramid
Lake Indians, for the fiscal year 1938 are hereby continued available
for the same purposes until June 30, 1940; Western Shoshone, $3,000;

North Carolina North Carolina: Cherokee, $8,000;
Oklahoma. Oklahoma: Seminole, $7,787 for reconstruction of community

house;
ego. 1315 Oregon: Klamath, $93,760;

Utah. Utah: Uintah and Ouray, $10,000, of which amount not to exceed
$3,000 shall be available for the payment of an agent employed under
a contract approved by the Secretary of the Interior;

Washington. Washington: Puyallup, $1,000 for upkeep of the Puyallup Indian
cemetery; Taholah, $24,650 (Makah, $9,500; Shoalwater, $15,150);

isconsinakima, $250; Tulalip, $1,000; in all, $26,900;
Pos, p. 13 Wisconsin: eshena, $71,500, including $20,000 for monthly allow-

ances, under such rules and regulations as the Secretary of the Inte-
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to provide for the medical and sanitary relief of the Eskimos, Aleuts, 
Indians, and other natives of Alaska; purchase, repair, rental, and 
equipment of hospital buildings; books and surgical apparatus; pay 
and necessary traveling expenses of physicians, nurses, and other 
employees, and all other necessary miscellaneous expenses which are 
not included under the above special heads, $440,000, to be available 
immediately and to remain available until June 30, 1941. 
Reindeer service: For supervision of reindeer in Alaska and 

instruction in the care and management thereof, including salaries 
and travel expenses of employees, purchase, rental, erection, and 
repair of range cabins, purchase and maintenance of communication 
and other equipment, and all other necessary miscellaneous expenses, 
including $3,000 for the purchase and distribution of reindeer, 
$75,000, to be immediately available, and to remain available until 
June 30, 1941. 

GENERAL SUPPORT AND ADMINISTRATION 

For general support of Indians and administration of Indian prop-
erty, including pay of employees authorized by continuing or per-
manent treaty provisions, $2,743,700: Provided, That in the discretion 
of the Secretary of the Interior, and under such rules and regulations 
as may be prescribed by him, fees may be collected from individual 
Indians for services performed for them, and any fees so collected 
shall be covered into the Treasury of the United States. 
For general support of Indians and administration of Indian prop-

erty under the jurisdiction of the following agencies, to be paid from 
the funds held by the United States in trust for the respective tribes, 
in not to exceed the following sums, respectively: 
Arizona: Fort Apache, $54,000; Navajo, $2,500 for all necessary 

expenses of holding a tribal fair , including erection of structures, 
awards for exhibits and events, feeding of livestock, and labor and 
materials; Pima (Camp McDowell), $300; San Carlos, $60,000; Trux-
ton Canyon, $6,500; in all, $123,300; 

California: Mission, $20,000; 
Colorado: Consolidated The (Southern Ute), $78,000, including the 

purchase of land, the subjugation thereof, and the construction of 
improvements thereon; 

Florida: Seminole, $6,000, including the purchase of cattle for the 
establishment of a tribal herd; 

Idaho: Fort Hall, $4,000 for the purchase of equipment, materials, 
and supplies for the eradication of noxious weeds; 
Iowa: Sac and Fox, $2,000; 
Montana: Flathead, $24,000; 
Nevada: Carson, the unexpended balances of the appropriations 

under this head for the Walker River, Summit Lake and Pyramid 
Lake Indians, for the fiscal year 1938 are hereby continued available 
for the same purposes until June 30, 1940; Western Shoshone, $3,000; 
North Carolina: Cherokee, $8,000; 
Oklahoma: Seminole, $7,787 for reconstruction of community 

house; 
Oregon: Klamath, $93,760; 
Utah: 1:lintah and Ouray, $10,000, of which amount not to exceed 

$3,000 shall be available for the payment of an agent employed under 
a contract approved by the Secretary of the Interior; 
Washington: Puyallup, $1,000 for upkeep of the Puyallup Indian 

cemetery; Taholah, $24,650 (Makah, $9,500; Shoalwater, $15,150) ; 
Yakima, $250; Tulalip, $1,000; in all, $26,900; 
Wisconsin: Keshena, $71,500, including $20,000 for monthly allow-

ances, under such rules and regulations as the Secretary of the Into-
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rior may prescribe, to old and indigent members of the Menominee
Tribe who reside with relatives or friends;

In all, not to exceed $478,247.
Expenses of attorneys, Quinaielt Reservation, Washington (tribal

funds): The unexpended balance of the appropriation of $1,500 of
the funds on deposit to the credit of the Quinaielt Indians, Wash-
ington, contained in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal
year 1938, for expenses incurred by the attorney of record in prose-
cuting the claims of the Quinaielt Tribe in the Court of Claims, as
authorized by the Act of February 12, 1925 (43 Stat. 886), is hereby
continued available, for the same purposes and under the same condi-
tions, until expended.

Relief of Chippewa Indians in Minnesota (tribal funds): Not to
exceed $40,000 of the principal sum on deposit to the credit of the
Chippewa Indians of Minnesota, arising under section 7 of the Act
entitled "An Act for the relief and civilization of the Chippewa
Indians in the State of Minnesota", approved January 14, 1889
(25 Stat. 645), may be expended, in the discretion of the Secretary
of the Interior, in aiding indigent Chippewa Indians including
boarding-home care of pupils attending public or high schools.

Relief of needy Indians: For the relief of Indians in need of
assistance, including cash grants; the purchase of subsistence sup-
plies, clothing, and household goods; medical, burial, housing, trans-
portation, and all other necessary expenses, $100,000, payable from
funds on deposit to the credit of the particular tribe concerned:
Provided, That expenditures hereunder may be made without regard
to section 3709, United States Revised Statutes, or to the Act of May
27, 1930 (46 Stat. 391), as amended.

For compensation and expenses of an attorney or attorneys
employed by the Chippewa Tribe under a contract, approved by the
Secretary of the Interior on April 15, 1937, $6,000, or so much thereof
as may be necessary, payable from the principal sum on deposit to
the credit of the Chippewa Indians of Minnesota, arising under sec-
tion 7 of the Act entitled "An Act for the relief and civilization of
the Chippewa Indians in the State of Minnesota", approved Jan-
uary 14, 1889 (25 Stat. 645), and the amount herein appropriated
shall be available for compensation earned and expenses incurred
during the period covered by said contract.

Expenses of tribal officers, Five Civilized Tribes, Oklahoma (tribal
funds): For the current fiscal year money may be expended from the
tribal funds of the Choctaw, Chickasaw, Creek, and Seminole Tribes
for equalization of allotments, per capita, and other payments author-
ized by law to individual members of the respective tribes, salaries
and contingent expenses of the governor of the Chickasaw Nation and
chief of the Choctaw Nation, one mining trustee for the Choctaw and
Chickasaw Nations, at salaries at the rate heretofore paid for the said
governor and said chief and $3,000 for the said mining trustee, chief
of the Creek Nation at $600 and one attorney each for the Choctaw
and Chickasaw Tribes employed under contract approved by the
President under existing law: Provided, That the expenses of the
above-named officials shall be determined and limited by the Com-
missioner of Indian Affairs at not to exceed $2,500 each: Provided
further, That so much as may be necessary may be expended from the
tribal funds of the Creek Nation for payment of the salary of the
principal chief for the period from February 12, 1935, to June 30,
1936.

Support of Osage Agency and pay of tribal officers, Oklahoma
(tribaf funds): For the support of the Osage Agency, and for neces-
sary expenses in connection with oil and gas production on the Osage
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nor may prescribe, to old and indigent members of the Menominee 
Tribe who reside with relatives or friends; 
In all, not to exceed $478,247. 
Expenses of attorneys, Quinaielt Reservation, Washington (tribal 

funds) : The unexpended balance of the appropriation of $1,500 of 
the funds on deposit to the credit of the Quinaielt Indians, Wash-
ington, contained in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal 
year 1938, for expenses incurred by the attorney of record in prose-
cuting the claims of the Quinaielt Tribe in the Court of Claims, as 
authorized by the Act of February 12, 1925 (43 Stat. 886), is hereby 
continued available, for the same purposes and under the same condi-
tions, until expended. 

Relief of Chippewa Indians in Minnesota (tribal funds) : Not to 
exceed $40,000 of the principal sum on deposit to the credit of the 
Chippewa Indians of Minnesota, arising under section 7 of the Act 
entitled "An Act for the relief and civilization of the Chippewa 
Indians in the State of Minnesota", approved January 14, 1889 
(25 Stat. 645), may be expended, in the discretion of the Secretary 
of the Interior, in aiding indigent Chippewa Indians including 
boarding-home care of pupils attending public or high schools. 

Relief of needy Indians: For the relief of Indians in need of 
assistance, including cash grants; the purchase of subsistence sup-
plies, clothing, and household goods; medical, burial, housing, trans-
portation, and all other necessary expenses, $100,000, payable from 
funds on deposit to the credit of the particular tribe concerned: 
Provided, That expenditures hereunder may be made without regard 
to section 3709, United States Revised Statutes, or to the Act of May 
27, 1930 (46 Stat. 391), as amended. 
For compensation and expenses of an attorney or attorneys 

employed by the Chippewa Tribe under a contract, approved by the 
Secretary of the Interior on April 15, 1937, $6,000, or so much thereof 
as may be necessary, payable from the principal sum on deposit to 
the credit of the Chippewa Indians of Minnesota, arising under sec-
tion 7 of the Act entitled "An Act for the relief and civilization of 
the Chippewa Indians in the State of Minnesota", approved Jan-
uary 14, 1889 (25 Stat. 645), and the amount herein appropriated 
shall be available for compensation earned and expenses incurred 
during the period covered by said contract. 
Expenses of tribal officers, Five Civilized Tribes, Oklahoma (tribal 

funds) : For the current fiscal year money may be expended from the 
tribal funds of the Choctaw, Chickasaw, Creek, and Seminole Tribes 
for equalization of allotments, per capita, and other payments author-
ized by law to individual members of the respective tribes, salaries 
and contingent expenses of the governor of the Chickasaw Nation and 
chief of the Choctaw Nation, one mining trustee for the Choctaw and 
Chickasaw Nations, at salaries at the rate heretofore paid for the said 
governor and said chief and $3,000 for the said mining trustee, chief 
of the Creek Nation at $600 and one attorney each for the Choctaw 
and Chickasaw Tribes employed under contract approved by the 
President under existing law: Provided, That the expenses of the 
above-named officials shall be determined and limited by the Com-
missioner of Indian Affairs at not to exceed $2,500 each: Provided 
further, That so much as may be necessary may be expended from the 
tribal funds of the Creek Nation for payment of the salary of the 
principal chief for the period from February 12, 1935, to June 30, 
1936. 
Support of Osage Agency and pay of tribal officers, Oklahoma 

(tribal funds) : For the support of the Osage Agency, and for neces-
sary expenses in connection with oil and gas production on the Osage 
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Reservation, Oklahoma, including pay of necessary employees, the
tribal attorney and his stenographer, one special attorney in tax and
other matters, and pay of tribal officers; payment of damages to
individual allottees; repairs to buildings, rent of quarters for em-
ployees, traveling expenses, printing, telegraphing, and telephoning,
and purchase, repair, and operation of automobiles, $189,680, payable
from funds held by the United States in trust for the Osage Tribe of

Employment of Indians in Oklahoma: Provided, That not more than $1,800 may be
curator for Museum. used for the employment of a curator for the Osage Museum, which

employee shall be an Osage Indian and shall be appointed without
regard to civil-service laws and regulations upon the recommendation

Travel, etc. of the Osage tribal council: Provided further, That this appropria-
tion shall be available, for traveling and other expenses, including
not to exceed $5 per diem in lieu of subsistence, and not to exceed 5
cents per mile for use of personally owned automobiles, of members
of the tribal council and other members of the tribe, when engaged on
tribal business, including visits to the District of Columbia when
duly authorized or approved in advance by the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs.

needy hoctaw In- Rehabilitation of needy Choctaw Indians: For the rehabilitation
dians, Okla. of needy Choctaw Indians, in Oklahoma, including the purchase of

land in the vicinity of the Council House of the Choctaw Indians,
Tuskahoma, Oklahoma, the construction of improvements on newly
acquired land, and such other purposes as may be recommended by
the advisory council of the Choctaw Tribe and approved by the Com-
missioner of Indian Affairs, $100,000, payable from funds on deposit
to the credit of the Choctaw Indians of Oklahoma, which sum
together with the unexpended balance of the appropriation of $50,000
from Choctaw tribal funds for the acquisition of lands, and so forth,
contained in the Interior Department Appropriation Act, fiscal year

52 stat. 315. 1939, shall remain available until expended: Provided, That title to
Proviso.
Title in trust. any land or improvements purchased under the provisions of this

paragraph shall be taken in the name of the United States in trust
for the Choctaw Tribe.

tralveing etcounclsx Expenses of tribal councils or committees thereof (tribal funds):
ses. ' For traveling and other expenses of members of tribal councils, busi-

ness committees, or other tribal organizations, when engaged on busi-
upplies and equip- ness of the tribes, including supplies and equipment, not to exceed

$5 per diem in lieu of subsistence, and not to exceed 5 cents per mile
ton, Dct Washin. for use of personally owned automobiles, and including not more

than $25,000 for visits to Washington, District of Columbia, when
duly authorized or approved in advance by the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs, $50,000, payable from funds on deposit to the credit

Lmittion on ex- of the particular tribe interested: Provided, That, except for the
penditures. Navajo Tribe, not more than $5,000 shall be expended from the funds

of any one tribe or band of Indians for the purposes herein specified:
imine. allowance, Provided further, That no part of this appropriation shall be avail-

able for expenses of members of tribal councils, business committees,
or other tribal organizations, when in Washington, for more than a
thirty-day period, unless the Secretary of the Interior shall in writing
approve a longer period.

tion, Wash
1
. attor- Expenses of attorneys, Makah Reservation, Washington (tribal

ney. funds): Not to exceed $1,700 of the funds on deposit to the credit
of the Makah Indians, Washington, is hereby made available for the
fiscal years 1939 and 1940 for payment of the compensation and
expenses of an attorney employed by the Makah Tribe under a con-
tract executed September 7, 1938, and approved by the Secretary of

ki di the Interior on November 30, 1938.
attorney. . For expenses of an attorney or attorneys employed by the Yakima

Tribe under a contract approved by the Secretary of the Interior on
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Reservation, Oklahoma, including pay of necessary employees, the 
tribal attorney and his stenographer, one special attorney in tax and 
other matters, and pay of tribal officers; payment ,of damages to 
individual allottees; repairs to buildings, rent. of quarters for em-
ployees, traveling expenses, printing, telegraphing, and telephoning, 
and purchase, repair, and operation of automobiles, $189,680, payable 
from funds held by the United States in trust for the Osage Tribe of 
Indians in Oklahoma: Provided, That not more than $1,800 may be 
used for the employment of a curator for the Osage Museum, which 
employee shall be an Osage Indian and shall be appointed without 
regard to civil-service laws and regulations upon the recommendation 
of the Osage tribal council: Provided further, That this appropria-
tion shall be available, for traveling and other expenses, including 
not to exceed $5 per diem in lieu of subsistence, and not to exceed 5 
cents per mile for use of personally owned automobiles, of members 
of the tribal council and other members of the tribe, when engaged on 
tribal business, including visits to the District of Columbia when 
duly authorized or approved in advance by the Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs. 

Rehabilitation of needy Choctaw Indians: For the rehabilitation 
of needy Choctaw Indians, in Oklahoma, including the purchase of 
land in the vicinity of the Council House of the Choctaw Indians, 
Tuskahoma, Oklahoma, the construction of improvements on newly 
acquired land, and such other purposes as may be recommended by 
the advisory council of the Choctaw Tribe and approved by the Com-
missioner of Indian Affairs, $100,000, payable from funds on deposit 
to the credit of the Choctaw Indians of Oklahoma, which sum 
together with the unexpended balance of the appropriation of $50,000 
from Choctaw tribal funds for the acquisition of lands, and so forth, 
contained in the Interior Department Appropriation Act, fiscal year 
1939, shall remain available until expended: Provided, That title to 
any land or improvements purchased under the provisions of this 
paragraph shall be taken in the name of the United States in trust 
for the Choctaw Tribe. 
Expenses of tribal councils or committees thereof (tribal funds) : 

For traveling and other expenses of members of tribal councils, busi-
ness committees, or other tribal organizations, when engaged on busi-
ness of the tribes, including supplies and equipment, not to exceed 
$5 per diem in lieu of subsistence, and not to exceed 5 cents per mile 
for use of personally owned automobiles1 and including not more 
than $25,000 for visits to Washington, District of Columbia, when 
duly authorized or approved in advance by the Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs, $50,000, payable from funds on deposit to the credit 
of the particular tribe interested: Provided, That, except for the 
Navajo Tribe, not more than $5,000 shall be expended from the funds 
of any one tribe or band of Indians for the purposes herein specified: 
Provided further, That no part of jthis appropriation shall be avail-
able for expenses of members.  of tribal councils, business committees, 
or other tribal organizations, when in Washington, for more than a 
thirty-day period, unless the Secretary of the Interior shall in writing 
approve a longer period. 
Expenses of attorneys, Makah Reservation, Washington (tribal 

funds) : Not to exceed $1,700 of the funds on deposit to the credit 
of the Makah Indians, Washington, is hereby made available for the 
fiscal years 1939 and 1940 for payment of the compensation and 
expenses of an attorney employed by the Makah Tribe under a con-
tract executed September 7, 1938, and approved by the Secretary of 
the Interior on November 30, 1938. 
For e of an attorney or attorneys by the Yakima 

Tribe unIr str contract approved by the Secretary of the Interior on 
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July 27, 1938, $3,000, payable from funds on deposit to the credit of
the Yakima Indians: Provided, That expenditures hereunder shall be
deducted from the expenses allowed to the attorney or attorneys in
connection with any judgment recovered by said Indians.

For compensation and expenses of an attorney or attorneys
employed by the Shoshone Indian Tribe under a contract approved
by the Secretary of the Interior on January 30, 1939, $20,000, or so
much thereof as may be necessary, payable from funds on deposit
in the Treasury to the credit of such tribe; and the amount herein
appropriated shall be available for compensation earned and expenses
incurred during the period covered by said contract.

ROADS AND BRIDGES

For maintenance and repair of that portion of the Gallup-Shiprock
Highway within the Navajo Reservation, New Mexico, including the
purchase of machinery, $20,000, reimbursable: Provided, That other
than for supervision and engineering only Indian labor shall be
employed for such maintenance and repair work.

For construction, improvement, repair, and maintenance of Indian
reservation roads under the provisions of the Acts of May 26, 1928
(25 U. S. C. 318a), June 16, 1936 (49 Stat. 1521), and June 8, 1938
(52 Stat. 633-636), $2,250,000, to be immediately available and to
remain available until expended: Provided, That not to exceed $11,200
of the foregoing amount may be expended for personal services in
the District of Columbia: Provided further, That not to exceed
$100,000 of this appropriation shall be available for purchase, lease,
construction, or repair of structures for housing road materials, sup-
plies, and equipment, and for quarters for road crews but the cost
of any structure erected hereunder shall not exceed $7,500: Provided
further, That the unexpended balance of the appropriation under
this head contained in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal
year 1938, shall continue available for the same purpose until
expended.

CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

For the construction, repair, or rehabilitation of school, agency
hospital, or other buildings and utilities, including the purchase of
land and the acquisition of easements or rights-of-way when neces-
sary, and including the purchase of furniture, furnishings, and
equipment, as follows:

Alaska: Hospital and quarters, $210,000;
Carson, Nevada: Dormitory facilities, $165,000-
Cherokee, North Carolina: Reconstruction of farm and dairy

facilities, $10,000; improvements to heating plant and distribution
lines, $15,000; day school and quarters, $23,000;

Cheyenne and Arapahoe, Oklahoma: Dormitory facilities, $75,000;
employees' quarters, $15,000; employees' quarters (student project),
$6,000;

Cheyenne River, South Dakota: Office building, $35,000; one dwell-
ing, $7,500;

Chilocco, Oklahoma: Employees' quarters (student project),
$7,500;

Consolidated Ute, Colorado: Office building, $30,000; employees'
quarters, $15,000;

Flandreau, South Dakota: Employees' quarters (student project),
$10,000;

Fort Berthold, North Dakota: Improvement of sewer system,
$20,000;

Fort Peck, Montana: One dwelling, $7,500;
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July 27, 1938, $3,000, payable from funds on deposit to the credit of 
the Yakima Indians: Provided, That expenditures hereunder shall be 
deducted from the expenses allowed to the attorney or attorneys in 
connection with any judgment recovered by said Indians. 
For compensation and expenses of an attorney or attorneys 

employed by the Shoshone Indian Tribe under a contract approved 
by the Secretary of the Interior on January 30, 1939, $20,000, or so 
much thereof as may be necessary, payable from funds on deposit 
in the Treasury to the credit of such tribe; and the amount herein 
appropriated shall be available for compensation earned and expenses 
incurred during the period covered by said contract. 

ROADS AND BRIDGES 

For maintenance and repair of that portion of the Gallup-Shiprock 
Highway within the Navajo Reservation, New Mexico, including the 
purchase of machinery, $20,000, reimbursable: Provided, That other 
than for supervision and engineering only Indian labor shall be 
employed for such maintenance and repair work. 
For construction, improvement, repair, and maintenance of Indian 

reservation roads under the provisions of the Acts of May 26, 1928 
(25 U. S. C. 318a), June 16, 1936 (49 Stat. 1521), and June 8, 1938 
(52 Stat. 633-636), $2,250,000, to be immediately available and to 
remain available until expended: Provided, That not to exceed $11,200 
of the foregoing amount may be expended for personal services in 
the District of Columbia: Provided further, That not to exceed 
$100,000 of this appropriation shall be available for purchase, lease, 
construction, or repair of structures for housing road materials, sup-
plies, and equipment, and for quarters for road crews but the cost 
of any structure erected hereunder shall not exceed $7,500: Provided 
further, That the unexpended balance of the appropriation under 
this head contained in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal 
year 1938, shall continue available for the same purpose until 
expended. 

CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR 

For the construction, repair, or rehabilitation of school, agency, 
hospital, or other buildings and utilities, including the purchase of 
land and the acquisition of easements or rights-of-way when neces-
sary, and including the purchase of furniture, furnishings, and 
equipment, as follows: 
Alaska: Hospital and quarters, $210,000; 
Carson, Nevada: Dormitory facilities, $165,000; 
Cherokee, North Carolina: Reconstruction a farm and dairy 

facilities, $10,000; improvements to heating plant and distribution 
lines, $15,000; day school and quarters, $23,000; 
Cheyenne and Arapahoe, Oklahoma: Dormitory facilities, $75,000; 

employees' quarters, $15,000; employees' quarters (student project), 
$6,000; 
Cheyenne River, South Dakota: Office building, $35,000; one dwell-

ing, $7,500; 
Chilocco, Oklahoma: Employees' quarters (student project), 

$7,500; 
Consolidated Ute, Colorado: Office building, $30,000; employees' 

quarters, $15,000; 
Flandreau, South Dakota: Employees' quarters (student project), 

$10,000; 
Fort Berthold, North Dakota: Improvement of sewer system, 

$20,000; 
Fort Peck, Montana: One dwelling, $7,500; 
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Great Lakes, Wis. Great Lakes, Wisconsin: Addition to school building (Lac du
Flambeau), $40,000;

Haskell Institute, Haskell Institute, Kansas: Employees' quarters (student project),
Kans.$6,000; improvements to utilities, $10,000;

HoopaValley, Calif. Hoopa Valley, California: Remodeling and enlarging hospital,
$13,000;

Jicarilla, N. Mex. Jicarilla, New Mexico: Improvements to power plant, $25,000;
dormitory facilities, $75,000;

Keshena. Wis. Keshena, Wisconsin: Dwellings for employees, $15,000;
Kiowa, Okla. Kiowa, Oklahoma: Riverside, dormitory facilities, $75,000; Fort

Sill, dormitory facilities, $75,000;
Navajo, Ariz. Navajo, Arizona: Superintendent's residence (Window Rock),

$10,000; dwelling for employee at sheep experiment station (Fort
Wingate), $6,500; employees' building (Fort Defiance), $75,000;

Pima, Ariz. Pima, Arizona: Hospital and quarters, $175,000; one dwelling,
$7,500;

Pine Ridge, S. Dak. Pine Ridge, South Dakota: Employees' cottages, $22,500;
RockyBoy's, Mont. Rocky Boy's, Montana: Improvements to sewer system, $15,000;
Rosebud, s. Dak. Rosebud, South Dakota: Quarters for hospital attendants, $15,000;
Sac and Fox, Iowa. Sac and Fox, Iowa: Improvements to heating plant and distribu-

tion lines, $25,000;
Chemawa, Oreg. Chemawa, Oregon: Remodeling and improving hospital, $15,000;

an arlos, Ariz. San Carlos, Arizona: One dwelling, $7,500;
San xavier, Ariz. San Xavier, Arizona: Cottages for employees, $15,000;
ells, Ariz. Sells, Arizona: Improving water supply, $15,000; cottages for

employees, $15,000; warehouse, $20,000;
Seminole Fla. Seminole, Florida: Cottage for employee, $4,500;
SnanOl Sanatori- Shawnee Sanatorium, Oklahoma: Remodeling women's semiambu-

lant building, $25,000; fireproof auditorium and occupational-therapy
building, $35,000;

herman Insti Sheran Instituten Institute, California: Improvements to utilities, including
the connection of the school sewer lines with the system of the city
of Riverside, $35,000; warehouse (student project), $10,000;

Standing Rock, N. Standing Rock, North Dakota: Utilities distribution lines, $35,000;
jail and quarters, $15,000; cottages for employees, $22,500; dairy barn,
$15,000;

United Pueblos, N. United Pueblos, New Mexico: Cottages for employees, $8,000;
Mex. remodeling dormitory (Santa Fe), $60,000; repairs to buildings

(Taos), $10,000;
Warm Springs, Warm Springs, Oregon: Dairy barn, $12,000; office building,

Oreg. $25,000;
Winnebago, Nebr. Winnebago, Nebraska: Improvements to water system, $10,000; cot-

tages for farm agents, $15,000;
Administrative ex- For administrative expenses, including personal services in the Dis-

trict of Columbia and elsewhere; not to exceed $2,500 for printing and
binding; purchase of periodicals, directories, and books of reference;
purchase and operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehi-
cles; traveling expenses of employees; rent of office and storage space;
telegraph and telephone tolls; and all other necessary expenses not
specifically authorized herein, $175,000; in all, $1,936,500, to be imme-

Proosos. diately available, and to remain available until June 30, 1941: Pro-
aToruns feristtionf t ided, That not to exceed 10 per centum of the amount of any specific

authorization may be transferred, in the discretion of the Commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs, to the amount of any other specific authoriza-
tion, but no limitation shall be increased more than 10 per centum by

nexpended balan- any such transfer: Provided further, That the unexpended balances
able. O f appropriations made available under this head in the Interior
1 1 0tat.590;52 Sta. Department Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938, and in the Second

Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938, shall continue avail-
able for the same purposes until June 30, 1940.
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Sherman Institute, 
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Administrative ex-
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Transfers of 
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50 Stat. 590; 52 Stat. 

1130. 
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Great Lakes, Wisconsin: Addition to school building (Lac du 
Flambeau), $40,000; 
Haskell Institute, Kansas: Employees' quarters (student project), 

$6,000; improvements to utilities, $10,000; 
Hoopa Valley, California: Remodeling and enlarging.  hospital, 

$13,900; 
Jicarilla, New Mexico: Improvements to power plant, $25,000; 

dormitory facilities, $75,000; 
Keshena, Wisconsin: Dwellings for employees, $15,000; 
Kiowa, Oklahoma: Riverside, dormitory facilities, $75,000; Fort 

Sill, dormitory facilities, $75,000; 
Navajo, Arizona: Superintendent's residence (Window Rock), 

$10,000; dwelling for employee at sheep experiment station (Fort 
Wingate), $6,500; employees' building (Fort Defiance), $75,000; 
Pima, Arizona: Hospital and quarters, $175,000; one dwelling, 

$7,500; 
Pine Ridge, South Dakota: Employees' cottages, $22,500; 
Rocky Boy's, Montana: Improvements to sewer system, $15,000; 
Rosebud, South Dakota: Quarters for hospital attendants, $15,000; 
Sac and Fox, Iowa: Improvements to heating plant and distribu-

tion lines, $25,000; 
Chemawa, Oregon: Remodeling and improving hospital, $15,000; 
San Carlos, Arizona: One dwelling, $7,500; 
San Xavier, Arizona: Cottages for employees, $15,000; 
Sells, Arizona: Improving water supply, $15,000; cottages for 

employees $15,000; warehouse, $20,000; 
Seminole, Florida: Cottage for employee $4,500; 
Shawnee Sanatorium, Oklahoma: Remodeling women's semiambu-

lant building, $25,000; fireproof auditorium and occupational-therapy 
building, $35,000; 
Sherman Institute California: Improvements to utilities, including 

the connection of the school sewer lines with the system of the city 
of Riverside, $35,000; warehouse (student project) $10,000; 

Standing Rock, North Dakota: Utilities distribution lines, $35,000; 
jail and quarters, $15,000; cottages for employees, $22,500; dairy barn, 
$15,000; 
United Pueblos New Mexico: Cottages for em ployees, $8,000; 

remodeling dormitory (Santa Fe), $60,000; repairs to buildings 
(Taos), $10,000; 
Warm Springs, Oregon: Dairy barn, $12,000; office building, 

$25,000; 
Winnebago, Nebraska: Improvements to water system, $10,000; cot-

tages for farm agents, $15,000; 
For administrative expenses, including personal services in the Dis-

trict of Columbia and elsewhere; not to exceed $2,500 for printing and 
binding; purchase of periodicals, directories, and books of reference; 
purchase and operation of motor-propelled passenger-cartying vehi-
cles; traveling expenses of employees; rent of office and storage space; 
telegraph and telephone tolls; and all other necessary expenses not 
specifically authorized herein, $175,000; in all, $1,936,500, to be imme-
diately available, and to remain available until June 30, 1941: Pro-
vided, That not to exceed 10 per centum of the amount of any specific 
authorization may be transferred, in the discretion of the Commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs to the amount of any other specific authoriza-
tion, but no limitation shall be increased more than 10 per centum by 
any such transfer: Provided further, That the unexpended balances 
of appropriations made available under this head in the Interior 
Department Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938, and in the Second 
Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938, shall continue avail-
able for the same purposes until June 30, 1940. 
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ANNUITIES AND PER CAPITA PAYMENTS

For fulfilling treaties with Senecas of New York: For permanent
annuity in lieu of interest on stock (Act of February 19, 1831, 4 Stat.
442), $6,000.

For fulfilling treaties with Six Nations of New York: For per-
manent annuity, in clothing and other useful articles (article 6, treaty
of November 11, 1794), $4,500.

For fulfilling treaties with Choctaws, Oklahoma: For permanent
annuity (article 2, treaty of November 16, 1805, and article 13, treaty
of June 22, 1855), $3,000; for permanent annuity for support of light
horsemen (article 13, treaty of October 18, 1820, and article 13, treaty
of June 22, 1855), $600; for permanent annuity for support of black-
smith (article 6, treaty of October 18, 1820, and article 9, treaty of
January 20, 1825, and article 13, treaty of June 22, 1855), $600; for
permanent annuity for education (article 2, treaty of January 20, 1825,
and article 13, treaty of June 22, 1855), $6,000; for permanent annuity
for iron and steel (article 9, treaty of January 20, 1825, and article
13, treaty of June 22, 1855), $320; in all, $10,520.

For fulfilling treaties with Pawnees, Oklahoma: For permanent
annuity (article 2, treaty of September 24, 1857, and article 3, agree-
ment of November 23, 1892), $30,000.

For payment of Sioux benefits to Indians of the Sioux reservations,
as authorized by the Act of March 2, 1889 (25 Stat. 895), as amended,
$250,000.

For payment of interest on moneys held in trust for the several
Indian tribes, as authorized by various Acts of Congress, $950,000.

The balance of $262.18 of the fund appropriated by the Act of
August 23, 1894 (28 Stat. 451), to pay the judgment of the Court of
Claims in favor of the Western Cherokees, and turned into the
Treasury of the United States pursuant to the Act of February 12,
1929 (45 Stat. 1164), and reappropriated and restored on the books
of the Treasury to the credit of the Western Cherokees by the Act of
May 9, 1938 (52 Stat. 318), is hereby made available for expenses of
attorneys in connection with suits on behalf of said Indians.

Appropriations herein made for the support of Indians and admin-
istration of Indian property, the support of schools, including non-
reservation boarding schools and for conservation of health among
Indians shall be available for the purchase of supplies, materials,
and repair parts, for storage in and distribution from central ware-
houses, garages, and shops, and for the maintenance and operation
of such warehouses, garages, and shops, and said appropriations shall
be reimbursed for services rendered or supplies furnished by such
warehouses, garages, or shops to any activity of the Indian Service.

Appropriations made for the Indian Service for the fiscal year 1940
shall be available for travel expenses of employees on official business;
for travel expenses and the cost of packing, crating, drayage, and
transportation of personal effects of employees upon permanent
change of station with or without a change in official position; for
the purchase of ice, and for the purchase of rubber boots for official
use of employees.

The appropriations available for expenditure for the benefit of the
natives of Alaska may be used for the payment of traveling expenses
of new appointees from Seattle, Washington, to their posts of duty
in Alaska, and of traveling expenses, packing, crating, and transpor-
tation (including drayage) of personal effects of employees upon
permanent change of station within Alaska, under regulations to be
prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior.

Senecas, N. Y.
4 Stat. 442.

Six Nations, N. Y.
7 Stat. 46.

Choctaws, Okla.

7 Stat. 98.

11 Stat. 611.

7 Stat. 210.

7 Stat. 234.

Pawnees, Okla.
11 Stat. 729; 27 Stat.

644.

Indians of Sioux
reservations.

25 Stat. 895.

Interest on trust
funds.

Western Cherokees.
Fund made avail-

able for attorneys'
expenses.

28 Stat. 451; 45 Stat.
1164.

52 Stat. 318.

Central warehouses.
Availability ofiinds

for purclhase, distri-
bution, etc., of sup-
plies, from.

Travel expenses,
etc.

Traveling expenses,
new appointees from
Seattle to Alaska.
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For fulfilling treaties with Senecas of New York: For permanent 
annuity in lieu of interest on stock (Act of February 19, 1831, 4 Stat. 
442), $6,000. 
For fulfilling treaties with Six Nations of New York: For per-

manent annuity, in clothing and other useful articles (article 6, treaty 
of November 11, 1794), $4,500. 
For fulfilling treaties with Choctaws, Oklahoma: For permanent 

annuity (article 2, treaty of November 16, 1805, and article 13, treaty 
of June 22, 1855), $3,000; for permanent annuity for support of light 
horsemen (article 13, treaty of October 18, 1820, and article 13, treaty 
of June 22, 1855), $600; for permanent annuity for support of black-
smith (article 6, treaty of October 18, 1820, and article 9, treaty of 
January 20, 1825, and article 13, treaty of June 22, 1855), $600; for 
permanent annuity for education (article 2, treaty of January 20, 1825, 
and article 13, treaty of June 22, 1855), $6,000; for permanent annuity 
for iron and steel (article 9, treaty of January 20, 1825, and article 
13, treaty of June 22, 1855), $320; in all, $10,520. 
For fulfilling treaties with Pawnees, Oklahoma: For permanent. 

annuity (article 2, treaty of September 24, 1857, and article 3, agree-
ment of November 23, 1892), $30,000. 
For payment of Sioux benefits to Indians of the Sioux reservations, 

as authorized by the Act of March 2, 1889 (25 Stat. 895), as amended, 
$250,000. 
For payment of interest on moneys held in trust for the several 

Indian tribes, as authorized by various Acts of Congress, $950,000. 
The balance of $262.18 of the fund appropriated by the Act of 

August 23, 1894 (28 Stat. 451), to pay the judgment of the Court of 
Claims in favor of the Western Cherokees, and turned into the 
Treasury of the United States pursuant to the Act of February 12, 
1929 (45 Stat. 1164), and reappropriated and restored on the books 
of the Treasury to the credit of the Western Cherokees by the Act of 
May 9, 1938 (52 Stat. 318), is hereby made available for expenses of 
attorneys in connection with suits on behalf of said Indians. 
Appropriations herein made for the support of Indians and admin-

istration of Indian property, the support of schools, including non-
reservation boarding schools and for conservation of health among 
Indians shall be available for the purchase of supplies, materials, 
and repair parts, for storage in and distribution from central ware-
houses, garages, and shops, and for the maintenance and operation 
of such warehouses, garages, and shops, and said appropriations shall 
be reimbursed for services rendered or supplies furnished by such 
warehouses, garages, or shops to any activity of the Indian Service. 
Appropriations made for the Indian Service for the fiscal year 1940 

shall be available for travel expenses of employees on official business; 
for travel expenses and the cost of packing, crating, drayage, and 
transportation of personal effects of employees upon permanent 
change of station with or without a change in official position; for 
the purchase of ice, and for the purchase of rubber boots for official 
use of employees. 
The appropriations available for expenditure for the benefit of the 

natives of Alaska may be used for the payment of traveling expenses 
of new appointees from Seattle, Washington, to their posts of duty 
in Alaska, and. of traveling expenses, packing, crating, and transpor-
tation (including drayage) of personal effects of employees upon 
permanent change of station within Alaska, under regulations to be 
prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior. 

Senecas, N. Y. 
4 Stat. 442. 

Six Nations, N. Y. 
7 Stat. 46. 

Choctaws, Okla. 

7 Stat. 98. 

11 Stat. 611. 

7 Stat. 210. 

7 Stat. 234. 

Pawnees, Okla. 
11 Stat. 729; 27 Stat. 
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26 Stat. 895. 
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Seattle to Alaska. 
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Sums appropriated
from reclamation
fund; availability.

32 Stat. 388.
43 U. S. C. §§ 391,

411.

Salaries and ex-
penses.

Printing and bind-
ing.

Administrative pro-
visions and limita-
tions.

32 Stat. 388.
43 U. S. C. § 391.

Vehicles.

Property damages.

Attendance at meet-
ings, etc.

Proviso.
Restriction where

district is in arrears.

Examination and
inspection of projects.

BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

The following sums are appropriated out of the special fund in
the Treasury of the United States created by the Act of June 17, 1902
(43 U. S. C. 391, 411) and therein designated "the reclamation fund",
to be available immediately:

Salaries and expenses: For the Commissioner of Reclamation and
other personal services in the District of Columbia, $115,000; for
travel and other necessary expenses, $35,000, including not to exceed
$15,000 for printing and binding; in all, $150,000;

Administrative provisions and limitations: For all expenditures
authorized by the Act of June 17, 1902, and Acts amendatory thereof
or supplementary thereto, known as the reclamation law, and all other
Acts under which expenditures from said fund are authorized, includ-
ing not to exceed $100,000 for personal services and $15,000 for other
expenses in the office of the chief engineer, $20,000 for telegraph,
telephone, and other communication service, $5,000 for photographing
and making photographic prints, $41,250 for personal services, and
$7,500 for other expenses in the field legal offices; examination of
estimates for appropriations in the field; refunds of overcollections
and deposits for other purposes; not to exceed $15,000 for litho-
graphing, engraving, printing, and binding; purchase of ice; purchase
of rubber boots for official use by employees; maintenance and opera-
tion of horse-drawn and motor-propelled passenger vehicles; not to
exceed $25,000 for purchase and exchange of horse-drawn and motor-
propelled passenger-carrying vehicles; packing, crating, and trans-
portation (including drayage) of personal effects of employees upon
permanent change of station, under regulations to be prescribed by
the Secretary of the Interior; payment of damages caused to the
owners of lands or other private property of any kind by reason of
the operations of the United States, its officers or employees, in the
survey, construction, operation, or maintenance of irrigation works;
payment for official telephone service in the field hereafter incurred
in case of official telephones installed in private houses when author-
ized under regulations established by the Secretary of the Interior;
not to exceed $1,000 for expenses, except membership fees, of attend-
ance, when authorized by the Secretary, upon meetings of technical
and professional societies required in connection with official work
of the Bureau; payment of rewards, when specifically authorized by
the Secretary of the Interior, for information leading to the appre-
hension and conviction of persons found guilty of the theft, damage,
or destruction of public property: Provided, That no part of any
sum provided for in this Act for operation and maintenance of any
project or division of a project by the Bureau of Reclamation shall

bused for the irrigation of any lands within the boundaries of an
irrigation district which has contracted with the Bureau of Reclama-
tion and which is in arrears for more than twelve months in the
payment of any charges due the United States, and no part of any
sum provided for in this Act for such purpose shall be used for the
irrigation of any lands which have contracted with the Bureau of
Reclamation and which are in arrears for more than twelve months
in the payment of any charges due from said lands to the United
States;

Examination and inspection of projects and operation and main-
tenance of reserved works: For examination of accounts and inspec-
tion of the works of various projects and divisions of projects
operated and maintained by irrigation districts or water users' asso-
ciations, and bookkeeping, accounting, clerical, legal, and other
expenses incurred in accordance with contract provisions for the
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BUREAU OF RECLAMATION 

The following sums are appropriated out of the special fund in 
the Treasury of the United States created by the Act of June 17, 1902 
(43 U. S. C. 391, 411), and therein designated "the reclamation fund", 
to be available immediately: 

Salaries and expenses: For the Commissioner of Reclamation and 
other personal services in the District of Columbia, $115,000; for 
travel and other necessary expenses, $35,000, including not to exceed 
$15,000 for printing and binding; in all, $150,000; 

Administrative provisions and limitations: For all expenditures 
authorized by the Act of June 17, 1902, and Acts amendatory thereof 
or supplementary thereto, known as the reclamation law, and all other 
Acts under which expenditures from said fund are authorized, includ-
ing not to exceed $100,000 for personal services and $15,000 for other 
expenses in the office of the chief engineer, $20,000 for telegraph, 
telephone, and other communication service, $5,000 for photographing 
and making photographic prints, $41,250 for personal services, and 
$7,500 for other expenses in the field legal offices; examination of 
estimates for appropriations in the field; refunds of overcollections 
and deposits for other purposes; not to exceed $15,000 for litho-
graphing, engraving, printing, and binding; purchase of ice; purchase 
of rubber boots for official use by employees; maintenance and opera-
tion of horse-drawn and motor-propelled passenger vehicles; not to 
exceed $25,000 for purchase and exchange of horse-drawn and motor-
propelled passenger-carrying vehicles; packing, crating, and trans-
portation (including drayage) of personal effects of employees upon 
permanent change of station, under regulations to be prescribed by 
the Secretary of the Interior; payment of damages caused to the 
owners of lands or other private property of any kind by reason of 
the operations of the United States, its officers or employees, in the 
survey, construction, operation, or maintenance of irrigation works; 
payment for official telephone service in the field hereafter incurred 
in case of official telephones installed in private houses when author-
ized under regulations established by the Secretary of the Interior; 
not to exceed $1,000 for expenses, except membership fees, of attend-
ance, when authorized by the Secretary, upon meetings of technical 
and professional societies required in connection with official work 
of the Bureau; payment of rewards, when specifically authorized by 
the Secretary of the Interior, for information leading to the appre-
hension and conviction of persons found guilty of the theft, damage, 
or destruction of public property: Provided, That no part of any 
sum provided for in this Act for operation and maintenance of any 
project or division of a project by the Bureau of Reclamation shall 
be used for the irrigation of any lands within the boundaries of an 
irrigation district which has contracted with the Bureau of Reclama-
tion and which is in arrears for more than twelve months in the 
payment of any charges due the United States, and no part of any 
sum provided for in this Act for such purpose shall be used for the 
irrigation of any lands which have contracted with the Bureau of 
Reclamation and which are in arrears for more than twelve months 
in the payment of any charges due from said lands to the United 
States; 
Examination and inspection of projects and operation and main-

tenance of reserved works: For examination of accounts and inspec-
tion of the works of various projects and divisions of projects 
operated and maintained by irrigation districts or water users' asso-
ciations, and bookkeeping, accounting, clerical, legall and other 
expenses incurred in accordance with contract provisions for the 
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repayment of such expenses by the districts or associations; and for Maintenance of

operation and maintenance of the reserved works of a project or
division of a project when irrigation districts, waters users' associa-
tions, or Warren Act contractors have contracted to pay in advance
but have failed to pay their proportionate share of the cost of such
operation and maintenance, to be expended under regulations to be
prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior, $10,000;

Yuma project, Arizona-California: For operation and maintenance, Yma, Ariz.-Calif.

$70,000: Provided, That not to exceed $25,000 from the power reve- Proviso.
Operation of com-

nues shall be available during the fiscal year 1940 for the operation mercial system.

and maintenance of the commercial system;
Boise project, Idaho: For operation and maintenance, $30,000; Boise, Idaho.

Minidoka project, Idaho: For operation and maintenance, reserved Minidoka, Idaho-

works, $11,600: Provided, That not to exceed $50,000 from the power Operation of con-

revenues shall be available during the fiscal year 1940 for the opera- mercial system.
tion of the commercial system; and not to exceed $100,000 from South tside division,

power revenues shall be available during the fiscal year 1940 for
continuation of construction, south side division;

Buffalo Rapids project, Montana: For operation and maintenance, Buffalo Rapids,

$25,000;
North Platte project, Nebraska-Wyoming: Not to exceed $70,000 NorthPlatte, Nebr.-

from the power revenues shall be available during the fiscal year Operation of com-

1940, for the operation and maintenance of the commercial system; merial system

and not to exceed $6,000 from power revenues allocated to the North- Payment to Farm-
ers' district for water.

port irrigation district under subsection I, section 4, of the Act of
December 5, 1924 (43 U. S. C. 501), shall be available during the 43 s7.c. 503.
fiscal year 1940 for payment on behalf of the Northport irrigation
district, to the Farmers' irrigation district for carriage of water;
and not to exceed $175,000 from power revenues shall be available
for betterments and additions to the power system;

Rio Grande project, New Mexico-Texas: For operation and main- Rie, Grande, N.

tenance, $30,000;
Owyhee project, Oregon: For operation and maintenance, $100,000; Owyhec, Oreg.

Klamath project, Oregon-California: For operation and mainte- C"amathf. Oreg-

nance, $68,000: Provided, That revenues received from the lease of Proviso.
Ilse of revenues from

marginal lands, Tule Lake division, shall be available for refunds Tule Latkelivision.
to the lessees in such cases where it becomes necessary to make refunds
because of flooding or other reasons within the terms of such leases;

Yakima project, Washington: For operation and maintenance, Yakim, \wash.
$260,000: Provided, That not to exceed $25,000 from power revenues of poweree Operation of power
shall be available during the fiscal year 1940 for operation and main- system.
tenance of the power system;

Kendrick project, Wyoming: Not to exceed $100,000 from the power Kendrick, wyo.
revenues shall be available during the fiscal year 1940, for the opera-
tion and maintenance of the power system;

Riverton project, Wyoming: For operation and maintenance, Riverton, Wyo.

$50,000: Provided, That not to exceed $30,000 from the power reve- Proviso
Operation of cornm-

nues shall be available during the fiscal year 1940 for the operation mnercial system.

and maintenance of the commercial system;
Shoshone project, Wyoming: For operation and maintenance Shoshone, Wyo.

Willwood division, $15,000: Provided, That not to exceed $25,000 Prorio fo
from power revenues shall be available during the fiscal year 1940 mercialsysem.
for the operation and maintenance of the commercial system;

Secondary and economic investigations: For cooperative and gen- Secondary esadtio
eral investigations, including investigations necessary to determine noc investigation

the economic conditions and financial feasibility of projects and inves-
tigations and other activities relating to the reorganization, settlement
of lands, and financial adjustments of existing projects, includ-
ing examination of soils, classification of land, land-settlement activ-
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repayment of such expenses by the districts or associations; and for 
operation and maintenance of the reserved works of a project or 
division of a project when irrigation districts, waters users associa-
tions, or Warren Act contractors have contracted to pay in advance 
but have failed to pay their proportionate share of the cost of such 
operation and maintenance, to be expended under regulations to be 
prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior, $10,000; 
Yuma project, Arizona-California: For operation and maintenance, 

$70,000: Provided, That not to exceed $25,000 from the power reve-
nues shall be available during the fiscal year 1940 for the operation 
and maintenance of the commercial system; 

Boise project, Idaho: For operation and maintenance, $30,000; 
Minidoka project, Idaho: For operation and maintenance, reserved 

works, $11,600: Provided, That not to exceed $50,000 from the power 
revenues shall be available during the fiscal year 1940 for the opera-
tion of the commercial system; and not to exceed $100,000 from 
power revenues shall be available during the fiscal year 1940 for 
continuation of construction south side division; 

Buffalo Rapids project, Montana: For operation and maintenance, 
$25,000; 
North Platte project, Nebraska-Wyoming: Not to exceed $70,000 

from the power revenues shall be available during the fiscal year 
1940, for the operation and maintenance of the commercial system; 
and not to exceed $6,000 from power revenues allocated to the North-
port irrigation district under subsection I, section 4, of the Act of 
December 5, 1924 (43 U. S. C. 501), shall be available during the 
fiscal year 1940 for payment on behalf of the Northport irrigation 
district, to the Farmers' irrigation district for carriage of water; 
and not to exceed $175,000 from power revenues shall be available 
for betterments and additions to the power system; 
Rio Grande project, New Mexico-Texas: For operation and main-

tenance, $30,000; 
Owyhee project, Oregon: For operation and maintenance, $100,000; 
Klamath project, Oregon-California: For operation and mainte-

nance, $68,000: Provided That revenues received from the lease of 
marginal lands, Tule Lake division, shall be available for refunds 
to the lessees in such cases where it becomes necessary to make refunds 
because of flooding or other reasons within the terms of such leases; 
Yakima project, Washington: For operation and maintenance, 

$260,000: Provided, That not to exceed $25,000 from power revenues 
shall be available during the fiscal year 1940 for operation and main-
tenance of the power system; 
Kendrick project, Wyoming: Not to exceed $100,000 from the power 

revenues shall be available during the fiscal year 1940, for the opera-
tion and maintenance of the power system; 

Riverton project, Wyoming: For operation and maintenance, 
$50,000: Provided, That not to exceed $30,000 from the power reve-
nues shall be available during the fiscal year 1940 for the operation 
and maintenance of the commercial system; 
Shoshone project, Wyoming: For operation and maintenance. 

Willwood division, $15,000: Provided, That not to exceed $25,000 
from power revenues shall be available during the fiscal year 1940 
for the operation and maintenance of the commercial system; 
Secondary and economic investigations: For cooperative and gen-

eral investigations, including investigations necessary to determine 
the economic conditions and financial feasibility of projects and inves-
tigations and other activities relating to the reorganization, settlement 
of lands, and financial adjustments of existing projects, includ-
ing examination of soils, classification of land, land-settlement activ-
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ities, including advertising in newspapers and other publications, and
obtaining general economic and settlement data, $25,000, together

52 Stat. 320. with the unexpended balance of the appropriation for these purposes
Expoenditures con- for the fiscal year 1939: Provided, That the expenditures from this

sidered supplemen- appropriation for any reclamation project shall be considered as
tary;accounting. supplementary to the appropriation for that project and shall be

accounted for and returned to the reclamation fund as other expendi-
Investigations;divi- tures under the Reclamation Act: Provided further, That the expen-

diture of any sums from this appropriation for investigations of any
nature requested by States, municipalities, or other interests shall be
upon the basis of the State, municipality, or other interest advancing
at least 50 per centum of the estimated cost of such investigation;

Operation and Operation and maintenance administration: For necessary pay ofmaintenance adminis-
tration. employees, traveling and other expenses incident to the general admin-

Pos. p. 1316. istration of reclamation projects, either operated and maintained by
the Bureau or transferred to water users' organizations for operation
and maintenance, and incident to the sale of temporarily and perma-
nently unproductive public lands as authorized by the Act of May 16,

46 stat. 367. 1930 (46 Stat. 367), including giving information and advice to
Information to settlers on reclamation projects in the selection of lands, equipment,

settlers. and livestock, the preparation of land for irrigation, the selection of
crops, methods of irrigation and agricultural practice, and general
farm management, the cost of which shall be charged to the general
reclamation fund and shall not be charged as a part of the construc-
tion or operation and maintenance cost payable by the water users
under the projects, $15,000;

penditi oue - Limitation of expenditures: Under the provisions of this Act no
greater sum shall be expended, nor shall the United States be obli-
gated to expend during the fiscal year 1940, on any reclamation project
appropriated for herein, an amount in excess of the sum herein appro-
priated therefor, nor shall the whole expenditures or obligations
incurred for all of such projects for the fiscal year 1940 exceed the
whole amount in the reclamation fund for the fiscal year;

pr hansge of ap- Interchange of appropriations: Ten per centum of the foregoing
amounts shall be available interchangeably for expenditures on the
reclamation projects named; but not more than 10 per centum shall
be added to the amount appropriated for any one of said projects,

Emergency flood except that should existing works or the water supply for lands under
cultivation be endangered by floods or other unusual conditions, an
amount sufficient to make necessary emergency repairs shall become
available for expenditure by further transfer of appropriation from
any of said projects upon approval of the Secretary of the Interior;

dsinatdrcts.n o Construction: For commencement and continuation of construction
of the following projects in not to exceed the following amounts,
respectively, to be expended from the Reclamation Fund under the
same general conditions and in the same manner and for the same
objects of expenditure as specified for projects hereinbefore in this
Act under the caption "Bureau of Reclamation", to be reimbursable
under the reclamation law, and to remain available until expended:

Gila, Ariz. Gila project, Arizona, $700,000;
Thompson, Coio. Colorado-Big Thompson project, Colorado, $1,500,000;

Paonia, Colo. Paonia project, Colorado, $300.000;
sions, daayeedivi- Boise project, Idaho, Payette division, $500,000;

Minoka, Idaho. Minidoka pr6ject, Idaho, $100,000: Provided, That expenditures
Additional unit; re- from this or any other appropriation for the installation of an addi-
nmbursement. tional unit in the Minidoka power plant shall be reimbursed wholly

from power revenues derived from operation of said unit and after
such reimbursement said revenues shall be the property of the United
States;
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ities, including advertising in newspapers and other ublications, and 
obtaining general economic and settlement data, 925,000, together 
with the unexpended balance of the appropriation for these purposes 
for the fiscal year 1939: Provided, That the expenditures from this 
appropriation for any reclamation project shall be considered as 
supplementary to the appropriation for that project and shall be 
accounted for and returned to the reclamation fund as other expendi-
tures under the Reclamation Act: Provided further, That the expen-
diture of any sums from this appropriation for investigations of any 
nature requested by States, municipalities, or other interests shall be 
upon the basis of the State, municipality, or other interest advancing 
at least 50 per centum of the estimated cost of such investigation; 

Operation and maintenance administration: For necessary pay of 
employees, traveling and other expenses incident to the general admin-
istration of reclamation projects, either operated and maintained .by 
the Bureau or transferred to water users' organizations for operation 
and maintenance, and incident to the sale of temporarily and perma-
nently unproductive public lands as authorized by the Act of May 16, 
1930 (46 Stat. 367), including giving information and advice to 
settlers on reclamation projects in the selection of lands, equipment, 
and livestock, the preparation of land for irrigation, the selection of 
crops, methods of irrigation and agricultural practice, and general 
farm management, the cost of which shall be charged to the general 
reclamation fund and shall not be charged as a part of the construc-
tion or operation and maintenance cost payable by the water users 
under the projects, $15,000; 
Limitation of expenditures: Under the provisions of this Act no 

greater sum shall be expended, nor shall the United States be obli-
gated to expend during the fiscal year 1940, on any reclamation project 
appropriated for herein, an amount in excess of the sum herein appro-
priated therefor, nor shall the whole expenditures or obligations 
incurred for all of such projects for the fiscal year 1940 exceed the 
whole amount in the reclamation fund for the fiscal year; 
Interchange of appropriations: Ten per centum of the foregoing 

amounts shall be available interchangeably for expenditures on the 
reclamation projects named; but not more than 10 per centum shall 
be added to the amount appropriated for any one of said projects, 
except that should existing works or the water supply for lands under 
cultivation be endangered by floods or other unusual conditions, an 
amount sufficient to make necessary emergency repairs shall become 
available for expenditure by further transfer of appropriation from 
any of said projects upon approval of the Secretary of the Interior; 

Construction: For commencement and continuation of construction 
of the following projects in not to exceed the following amounts, 
respectively, to be expended from the Reclamation Fund under the 
same general conditions and in the same manner and for the same 
objects of expenditure as specified for projects hereinbefore in this 
Act under the caption "Bureau of Reclamation", to be reimbursable 
under the reclamation law, and to remain available until expended: 
Gila project, Arizona, $700,000; 
Colorado-Big Thompson project, Colorado, $1,500,000; 
Paonia project, Colorado, $300,000; 
Boise project, Idaho, Payette division, $500,000; 
Minidoka prOject, Idaho, $100,000: Provided, That expenditures 

from this or any other appropriation for the installation of an addi-
tional unit in the Minidoka power plant shall be reimbursed wholly 
from power revenues derived from operation of said unit and after 
such reimbursement said revenues shall be the property of the United 
States; 
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Carlsbad project, New Mexico, $100,000;
Tucumcari project, New Mexico, $250,000;
Rio Grande project, New Mexico-Texas, $483,000;
Lugert-Altus project, Oklahoma, $500,000: Provided, That as a

condition precedent to the expenditure of this appropriation for such
project an amount at least equal thereto shall be made available for
expenditure by the Secretary of the Interior, by transfer from any
funds appropriated for the construction of flood-control projects, as
authorized in the Act of June 28, 1938 (52 Stat. 1215, 1219);

Owyhee project, Oregon, $270,000;
Deschutes project, Oregon, $400,000;
Provo River project, Utah, $1,350,000;
Yakima project, Washington, Roza division, $900,000;
Kendrick project, Wyoming, $925,000;
Riverton project, Wyoming, $100,000;
Shoshone project, Wyoming: Heart Mountain division, $450,000;

Willwood division, $45,000;
General investigations: To enable the Secretary of the Interior,

through the Bureau of Reclamation, to carry on engineering and
economic investigations of proposed Federal reclamation projects,
surveys for reconstruction, rehabilitation, or extensions of existing
projects, and studies of water conservation and development plans,
including Colorado River Basin investigations, such investigations,
surveys, and studies to be carried on by said Bureau either inde-
pendently, or, if deemed advisable by the Secretary of the Interior,
in cooperation with State agencies and other Federal agencies, includ-
ing the Corps of Engineers, National Resources Committee, and the
Federal Power Commission, $900,000;

For administrative expenses on account of the above projects,
including personal services and other expenses in the District of
Columbia and in the field, $750,000, in addition to and for the same
objects of expenditure as are hereinbefore enumerated in paragraphs
2 and 3 under the caption "Bureau of Reclamation"; in all, $10,523,000:
Provided, That of this amount not to exceed $75,000 may be expended
for personal services in the District of Columbia.

The unexpended balances of the amounts appropriated from the
reclamation fund, special fund, under the caption "Bureau of Recla-
mation, Construction", in the Interior Department Appropriation
Acts, fiscal years 1937, 1938, and 1939 and in the Second Deficiency
Act, fiscal year 1938, shall remain available for the same purposes
until expended.

The Public Works Administration allotments made available to the
Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, pursuant to the
National Industrial Recovery Act of June 16, 1933, either by direct
allotments or by transfer of allotments originally made to another
Department or agency, and the allocations made to the Department of
the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, from the appropriation con-
tained in the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935 and the
Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1937, shall remain available
for the purposes for which allotted during the fiscal year 1940: Pro-
vided, That the allocation from the Emergency Relief Appropriation
Act of 1937 for official project numbered 505-2-73, Fruit Growers'
Dam and Reservoir, in Colorado, shall be immediately available for
the acquisition of rights-of-way.

Total, from reclamation fund, $11,382,600.
To defray the cost of operating and maintaining the Colorado River

front work and levee system adjacent to the Yuma Federal irriga-
tion project in Arizona and California, subject only to section 4 of
the Act entitled "An Act authorizing the construction, repair, and
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Carlsbad project, New Mexico, $100,000; 
Tucumcari project, New Mexico, $250,000; 
Rio Grande project, New Mexico-Texas, $483,000; 
Lugert-Altus project, Oklahoma, $500,000: Provided, That as a 

condition precedent to the expenditure of this appropriation for such 
project an amount at least equal thereto shall be made available for 
expenditure by, the Secretary of the Interior, by transfer from any 
funds appropriated for the construction of flood-control projects, as 
authorized in the Act of June 28, 1938 (52 Stat. 1215, 1219) ; 
Owyhee project, Oregon, $270,000; 
Deschutes project, Oregon, $400,000; 
Provo River project, Utah, $1,350,000; 
Yakima project, Washington, Roza division, $900,000; 
Kendrick project, Wyoming, $925,000; 
Riverton project, Wyoming, $100,000; 
Shoshone project, Wyoming: Heart Mountain division, $450,000; 

Willwood division, $45,000; 
General investigations: To enable the Secretary of the Interior, 

through the Bureau of Reclamation, to carry on engineering and 
economic investigations of proposed Federal reclamation projects, 
surveys for reconstruction, rehabilitation, or extensions of existing 
projects, and studies of water conservation and development plans, 
including Colorado River Basin investigations, such investigations, 
surveys, and studies to be carried on by said Bureau either inde-
pendently, or, if deemed advisable by the Secretary of the Interior, 
in cooperation with State agencies and other Federal agencies, includ-
ing the Corps of Engineers, National Resources Committee, and the 
Federal Power Commission, $900,000; 
For administrative expenses on account of the above projects, 

including personal services and other expenses in the District of 
Columbia and in the field, $750,000, in addition to and for the same 
objects of expenditure as are hereinbefore enumerated in paragraphs 
2 and 3 under the caption "Bureau of Reclamation"; in all, $10,523,000: 
Provided, That of this amount not to exceed $75,000 may be expended 
for personal services in the District of Columbia. 
The unexpended balances of the amounts appropriated from the 

reclamation fund, special fund, under the caption "Bureau of Recla-
mation, Construction", in the Interior Department Appropriation 
Acts, fiscal years 1937, 1938, and 1939 and in the Second Deficiency 
Act, fiscal year 1938, shall remain available for the same purposes 
until expended. 
The Public Works Administration allotments made available to the 

Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, pursuant to the 
National Industrial Recovery Act of June 16, 1933, either by direct 
allotments or by transfer of allotments originally made to another 
Department or agency, and the allocations made to the Department of 
the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, from the appropriation con-
tained in the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935 and the 
Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1937, shall remain available 
for the purposes for which allotted during the fiscal year 1940: Pro-
vided, That the allocation from the Emergency Relief Appropriation 
Act of 1937 for official project numbered 505-2-73, Fruit Growers' 
Dam and Reservoir, in Colorado, shall be immediately available for 
the acquisition of rights-of-way. 

Total, from reclamation fund, $11,382,600. 
To defray the cost of operating and maintaining the Colorado River 

front work and levee system adjacent to the Yuma Federal irriga-
tion project in Arizona and California, subject only. to section 4 of 
the Act entitled "An Act authorizing the construction, repair, and 
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preservation of certain public works on rivers and harbors, and for
other purposes", approved January 21, 1927 (44 Stat. 1010), $15,000,
together with the unexpended balance of the appropriation for the
fiscal year 1939.

Boulder Canyon project: For the continuation of construction of
the Boulder Canyon Dam and incidental works in the main stream of
the Colorado River at Black Canyon, to create a storage reservoir, and
of a complete plant and incidental structures suitable for the fullest
economic development of electrical energy from the water discharged
from such reservoir; to acquire by proceedings in eminent domain,
or otherwise, all lands, rights-of-way, and other property neces-
sary for such purposes; and for incidental operations, as author-
ized by the Boulder Canyon Project Act, approved December 21,
1928 (43 U. S. C., ch. 12A); $4,000,000 to be immediately available
and to remain available until advanced to the Colorado River Dam
fund; and there shall also be available from power and other revenues
not to exceed $550,000 for operation and maintenance of the Boulder
Canyon Dam, power plant, and other facilities, including payment to
the Boulder City School District, as reimbursement for instruction
during the 1938-1939 and 1939-1940 school years in the schools
operated by said district of each pupil who is a dependent of any
employee of the United States living in or in the immediate vicinity
of Boulder City, in the sum of $45 per semester per pupil in average
daily attendance at said schools, payable after the term of instruction
in any semester has been completed, under regulations to be prescribed
by the Secretary of the Interior, and in addition thereto the sum of
$25,000 shall be available from such revenues for the construction of
school buildings; which amounts of $4,000,000 and $550,000 shall be
available for personal services in the District of Columbia (not to
exceed $25,000) and in the field and for all other objects of expendi-
ture that are specified for projects hereinbefore included in this Act,
under the caption "Bureau of Reclamation, Administrative provisions
and limitations", without regard to the amounts of the limitations
therein set forth.

Boulder Canyon project (All-American Canal): For continuation
of construction of a diversion dam, and main canal (and appurtenant
structures including distribution and drainage systems) located entirely
within the United States connecting the diversion dam with the
Imperial and Coachella Valleys in California; to acquire by proceed-
ings in eminent domain, or otherwise, all lands, rights-of-way, and
other property necessary for such purposes; and for incidental opera-
tions, as authorized by the Boulder Canyon Project Act, approved
December 21, 1928 (43 U. S. C., ch. 12A); to be immediately available
and to remain available until advanced to the Colorado River Dam
Fund, $2,000,000, which amount shall be available for personal serv-
ices in the District of Columbia (not to exceed $5,000) and in the
field and for all other objects of expenditure that are specified for
projects hereinbefore included in this Act under the caption "Bureau
of Reclamation, administrative provisions and limitations", without
regard to the amounts of the limitations therein set forth.

GENERAL FUND, CONSTRUCTION

For continuation of construction of the following projects and for
general investigations in not to exceed the following amounts, respec-
tively, to be expended from the general fund of the Treasury in the
same manner and for the same objects of expenditures as specified
for projects included hereinbefore in this Act under the caption
"Bureau of Reclamation", to be immediately available, to remain
available until expended, and to be reimbursable (except as to the
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preservation of certain public works on rivers and harbors, and for 
other purposes", approved January 21, 1927 (44 Stat. 1010), $15,000, 
together with the unexpended balance of the appropriation for the 
fiscal year 1939. 
Boulder Canyon project: For the continuation of construction of 

the Boulder Canyon Dam and incidental works in the main stream of 
the Colorado River at Black Canyon, to create a storage reservoir, and 
of a complete plant and incidental structures suitable for the fullest 
economic development of electrical energy from the water discharged 
from such reservoir; to acquire by proceedings in eminent domain, 
or otherwise, all lands, rights-of-way, and other property neces-
sary for such purposes; and for incidental operations, as author-
ized by the Boulder Canyon Project Act, approved December 21, 
1928 (43 U. S. C., ch. 12A) $4,000,000 to be immediately available 
and to remain available until advanced to the Colorado River Dam 
fund; and there shall also be available from power and other revenues 
not to exceed $550,000 for operation and maintenance of the Boulder 
Canyon Dam, power plant, and other facilities, including payment to 
the Boulder City School District, as reimbursement for instruction 
during the 1938-1939 and 1939-1940 school years in the schools 
operated by said district of each pupil who is a dependent of any 
employee of the United States living in or in the immediate vicinity 
of Boulder City, in the sum of $45 per semester per pupil in average 
daily attendance at said schools, payable after the term of instruction 
in any semester has been completed, under regulations to be prescribed 
by the Secretary of the Interior, and in addition thereto the sum of 
$25,000 shall be available from such revenues for the constrUction of 
school buildings; which amounts of $4,000,000 and $550,000 shall be 
available for personal services in the District of Columbia (not to 
exceed $25,000) and in the field and for all other objects of expendi-
ture that are specified for projects hereinbefore included in this Act, 
under the caption "Bureau of Reclamation, Administrative provisions 
and limitations"' without regard to the amounts of the limitations 
therein set forth. 
Boulder Canyon project (All-American Canal) : For continuation 

of construction of a diversion dam, and main canal (and appurtenant 
structures including distribution and drainage systems) located entirely 
within the United States connecting the diversion dam with the 
Imperial and Coachella Valleys in California; to acquire by proceed-

in eminent domain, or otherwise, all lands, rights-of-way, and 
proceed-

ings necessary for such purposes; and for incidental opera-
tions, as authorized by. the Boulder Canyon Project Act, approved 
December 211 1928 (43 U. S. C., ch. 12A) ' • to be immediately available 
and to remain available until advanced to the Colorado River Dam 
Fund, $2,000,000, which amount shall be available for personal serv-
ices in the District of Columbia (not to exceed $5,000) and in the 
field and for all other objects of expenditure that are specified for 
projects hereinbef ore included in this Act under the caption "Bureau 
of Reclamation, administrative provisions and limitations", without 
regard to the amounts of the limitations therein set forth. 

GENERAL FUND, CONSTRUCTION 

For continuation of construction of the following projects and for 
general investigations in not to exceed the following amounts, respec-
tively, to be expended from the general fund of the Treasury in the 
same manner and for the same objects of expenditures as specified 
for projects included hereinbefore in this Act under the caption 
"Bureau of Reclamation", to be immediately available, to remain 
available until expended, and to be reimbursable (except as to the 
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Pine River project 2 Colorado, and the Colorado River project, Texas)
under the reclamation law:

Central Valley project, California, $10,000,000: Provided, That
this appropriation and the unexpended balances of appropriations
heretofore made for the construction of this project shall be available
until expended and shall be accounted for as one fund, entitled
"Central Valley project, California";

Pine River project, Colorado, $1,000,000;
Colorado River project, Texas, $5,000,000, together with the unex-

pended balance of the appropriation of $2,030,000 under this head
in the Interior Department Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1939:
Provided, That the Secretary of the Interior by contracts entered
into pursuant to the authority of the Act of August 26, 1937 (50 Stat.
844, 850), shall require reimbursement of expenditures for construc-
tion of Marshall Ford Dam, to the extent and in the manner deter-
mined by him;

Grand Coulee Dam project, Washington: For continuation of con-
struction of Grand Coulee Dam and appurtenant works, $23,000,000,
of which not to exceed $350,000 may be used for the purposes set out
in section 2 of the Act of May 27, 1937 (50 Stat. 208) : Provided, That
this appropriation and the unexpended balances of appropriations
heretofore made for the construction of this project shall be available
until expended and shall be accounted for as one fund, entitled "Grand
Coulee Dam project, Washington";

Cooperative investigations: The appropriation of $200,000 for
cooperative investigations, contained in the Interior Department
Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1939, shall remain available for the
same purposes until expended;

For administrative expenses on account of the above projects,
including personal services in the District of Columbia and in the
field $700,000, in addition to and for the same objects of expenditure
as are hereinbefore enumerated in paragraphs 2 and 3 under the
caption "Bureau of Reclamation"; in all, $39,700,000: Provided, That
of this amount not to exceed $50,000 may be expended for personal
services in the District of Columbia.

WATER CONSERVATION AND UTILITY PROJECTS

For construction, in addition to labor and materials to be supplied
by the Works Progress Administration, of water conservation and
utilization projects, including acquisition of water rights, rights-of-
way, and other interests in land, in the Great Plains and arid and
semiarid areas of the United States, to be immediately available,
$5,000,000, to be allocated by the President, in such amounts as he
deems necessary, to such Federal Departments, establishments, and
other agencies as he may designate, and to be reimbursed to the
United States by the water users on such projects in not to exceed
forty annual installments: Provided, That expenditures from Works
Progress Administration funds shall be subject to such provisions
with respect to reimbursability as the President may determine.

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

For every expenditure requisite for and incident to the authorized
work of the Geological Survey, including personal services in the
District of Columbia and in the field, including not to exceed $40,000
for the purchase and exchange, and not to exceed $65,000 for the
hire, maintenance, repair, and operation of motor-propelled and horse-
drawn passenger-carrying vehicles for field use only by geologists,
topographers, engineers, and land classifiers, and the Geological
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Pine River project, Colorado, and the Colorado River project, Texas) 
under the reclamation law: 

Central Valley project, California, $10,000,000: Provided, That 
this appropriation and the unexpended balances of appropriations 
heretofore made for the construction of this project shall be available 
until expended and shall be accounted for as one fund, entitled 
"Central Valley project, California"; 
Pine River project, Colorado, $1,000,000; 
Colorado River project, Texas, $5,000,000, together with the unex-

pended balance of the appropriation of $2,030,000 under this head 
in the Interior Department Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1939: 
Provided, That the Secretary of the Interior by contracts entered 
into pursuant to the authority of the Act of August 26, 1937 (50 Stat. 
844, 850), shall require reimbursement of expenditures for construc-
tion of Marshall Ford Dam, to the extent and in the manner deter-
mined by him; 
Grand Coulee Dam project, Washington: For continuation of con-

struction of Grand Coulee Dam and appurtenant works, $23,000,000, 
of which not to exceed $350,000 may be used for the purposes set out 
in section 2 of the Act of May 27, 1937 (50 Stat. 208) : Provided, That 
this appropriation and the unexpended balances of appropriations 
heretofore made for the construction of this project shall be available 
until expended and shall be accounted for as one fund, entitled "Grand 
Coulee Dam project, Washington"; 

Cooperative investigations: The appropriation of $200,000 for 
cooperative investigations, contained in the Interior Department 
Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1939, shall remain available for the 
same purposes until expended; 
For administrative expenses on account of the above projects, 

including personal services in the District of Columbia and in the 
field $700,000, in addition to and for the same objects of expenditure 
as are hereinbefore enumerated in paragraphs 2 and 3 under the 
caption "Bureau of Reclamation"; in all, S39,700,000: Provided, That 
of this amount not to exceed $50,000 may be expended for personal 
services in the District of Columbia. 

WATER CONSERVATION AND UTILITY PROJECTS 

For construction, in addition to labor and materials to be supplied 
by the Works Progress Administration, of water conservation and 
utilization projects, including acquisition of water rights, rights-of-
way, and other interests in land, in the Great Plains and arid and 
semiarid areas of the United States, to be immediately available, 
$5,000,000, to be allocated by the President, in such amounts as he 
deems necessary, to such Federal Departments, establishments, and 
other agencies as he may designate, and to be reimbursed to the 
United States by the water users on such projects in not to exceed 
forty annual installments: Provided, That expenditures from Works 
Progress Administration funds shall be subject to such provisions 
with respect to reimbursability as the President may determine. 

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

For every expenditure requisite for and incident to the authorized 
work of the Geological Survey, including personal services in the 
District of Columbia and in the field, including not to exceed $40,000 
for the purchase and exchange, and not to exceed $65,000 for the 
hire, maintenance, repair, and operation of motor-propelled and horse-
drawn passenger-carrying vehicles for field use only by geologists, 
topographers, engineers, and land classifiers, and the Geological 
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Survey is authorized to exchange unserviceable and worn out passen-
ger-carrying and freight-carrying vehicles as part payment for new
freight-carrying vehicles, and including not to exceed $3,000 for
necessary traveling expenses of the Director and members of the
Geological Survey acting under his direction, for attendance upon
meetings of technical, professional, and scientific societies when
required in connection with the authorized work of the Geological
Survey, to be expended under the regulations from time to time
prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior, and under the following
heads:

Salaries: For the Director of the Geological Survey and other
personal services in the District of Columbia, $150,000;

Topographic surveys: For topographic surveys in various portions
of the United States, $725,000, of which amount not to exceed
$250,000 may be expended for personal services in the District of
Columbia: Provided, That no part of this appropriation shall be
expended in cooperation with States or municipalities except upon the
basis of the State or municipality bearing all of the expense incident
thereto in excess of such an amount as is necessary for the Geological
Survey to perform its share of standard topographic surveys, such
share of the Geological Survey in no case exceeding 50 per centum
of the cost of the survey: Provided further, That $280,500 of this
amount shall be available only for such cooperation with States or
municipalities;

Geologic surveys: For geologic surveys in the various portions of
the United States and chemical and physical researches relative
thereto, $500,000, of which not to exceed $300,000 may be expended
for personal services in the District of Columbia;

Mineral resources of Alaska: For continuation of the investigation
of the mineral resources of Alaska, $60,000, to be available immedi-
ately, of which amount not to exceed $25,000 may be expended for
personal services in the District of Columbia;

Gaging streams: For gaging streams and determining the water
supply of the United States, the investigation of underground cur-
rents and artesian wells, and the preparation of reports upon the
best methods of utilizing the water resources, $1,118,000, of which
amount not to exceed $140,000 may be expended for personal services
in the District of Columbia: Provided, That no part of this appro-
priation shall be expended in cooperation with States or municipal-
ities except upon the basis of the State or municipality bearing all of
the expense incident thereto in excess of such an amount as is neces-
sary for the Geological Survey to perform its share of general water
resource investigations, such share of the Geological Survey in no
case exceeding 50 per centum of the cost of the investigation: Pro-
vided further, That $900,000 of this amount shall be available only
for such cooperation with States or municipalities;

Classification of lands: For the examination and classification of
lands with respect to mineral character and water resources as
required by the public-land laws and for related administrative oper-
ations; for the preparation and publication of mineral-land classifi-
cation and water-resources maps and reports; for engineering
supervision of power permits and grants under the jurisdiction of
the Secretary of the Interior; and for performance of work of the
Federal Power Commission, $105,000, of which amount not to exceed
$60,000 may be expended for personal services in the District of
Columbia;

Printing and binding, and so forth: For printing and binding,
$125,000; for preparation of illustrations, $25,000; and for engravin
and printing geologic and topographic maps, $170,000; in all,
$320,000;
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Survey is authorized to exchange unserviceable and worn out passen-
ger-carrying and freight-carrying vehicles as part payment for new 
freight-carrying vehicles, and including not to exceed $3,000 for 
necessary traveling expenses of the Director and members of the 
Geological Survey acting under his direction, for attendance upon 
meetings of technical, professional, and scientific societies when 
required in connection with the authorized work of the Geological 
Survey, to be expended under the regulations from time to time 
prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior, and under the following 
heads: 

Salaries: For the Director of the Geological Survey and other 
personal services in the District of Columbia, $150,000; 
Topographic surveys: For topographic surveys in various portions 

of the United States, $725,000, of which amount not to exceed 
$250,000 may be expended for personal services in the District of 
Columbia: Provided, That no part of this appropriation shall be 
expended in cooperation with States or municipalities except upon the 
basis of the State or municipality bearing all of the expense incident 
thereto in excess of such an amount as is necessary for the Geological 
Survey to perform its share of standard topographic surveys, such 
share of the Geological Survey in no case exceeding 50 per centum 
of the cost of the survey: Provided further, That $280,500 of this 
amount shall be available only for such cooperation with States or 
municipalities; 

Geologic surveys: For geologic surveys in the various portions of 
the United States and chemical and physical researches relative 
thereto, $500,000, of which not to exceed $300,000 may be expended 
for personal services in the District of Columbia; 
Mineral resources of Alaska: For continuation of the investigation 

of the mineral resources of Alaska, $60,000, to be available immedi-
ately, of which amount not to exceed $25,000 may be expended for 
personal services in the District of Columbia; 
Gaging streams: For gaging streams and determining the water 

supply of the United States, the investigation of underground cur-
rents and artesian wells, and the preparation of reports upon the 
best methods of utilizing the water resources, $1,118,000, of which 
amount not to exceed $1402000 may be expended for personal services 
in the District of Columbia: Provided, That no part of this appro-
priation shall be expended in cooperation with States or municipal-
ities except upon the basis of the State or municipality bearing all of 
the expense incident thereto in excess of such an amount as is neces-
sary for the Geological Survey to perform its share of general water 
resource investigations, such share of the Geological Survey in no 
case exceeding 50 per centum of the cost of the investigation: Pro-
vided further, That $900,000 of this amount shall be available only 
for such cooperation with States or municipalities; 

Classification of lands: For the examination and classification of 
lands with respect to mineral character and water resources as 
required by the public-land laws and for related administrative oper-
ations; for the preparation and publication of mineral-land classifi-
cation and water-resources maps and reports; for engineering 
supervision of power permits and grants under the jurisdiction of 
the Secretary of the Interior; and for performance of work of the 
Federal Power Commission, $105,000, of which amount not to exceed 
$60,000 may be expended for personal services in the District of 
Columbia; 
Printing and binding, and so forth: For printing and binding, 

$125,000.; for preparation of illustrations, $25,000; and for engraving 
and printing geologic and topographic maps, $170,000; in all, 
$320,000; 
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Mineral leasing: For the enforcement of the provisions of the Acts
of October 20, 1914 (48 U. S. C. 435), October 2, 1917 (30 U. S. C.
141), February 25, 1920 (30 U. S. C. 181), as amended, and March 4,
1921 (48 U. S. C. 444), and other Acts relating to the mining and
recovery of minerals on Indian and public lands and naval petroleum
reserves; and for every other expense incident thereto, including
supplies, equipment, expenses of travel and subsistence, the construc-
tion, maintenance, and repair of necessary camp buildings and
appurtenances thereto, $315,000, of which amount not to exceed
$65,000 may be expended for personal services in the District of
Columbia;

During the fiscal year 1940 the head of any department or inde-
pendent establishment of the Government having funds available for
scientific and technical investigations and requiring cooperative work
by the Geological Survey on scientific and technical investigations
within the scope of the functions of that Bureau and which it is
unable to perform within the limits of its appropriations may, with
the approval of the Secretary of the Interior, transfer to the Geolog-
ical Survey such sums as may be necessary to carry on such investi-
gations. The Secretary of the Treasury shall transfer on the books
of the Treasury Department any sums which may be authorized
hereunder, and such amounts shall be placed to the credit of the
Geological Survey for the performance of work for the department
or establishment from which the transfer is made: Provided, That
any sums transferred by any department or independent establish-
ment of the Government to the Geological Survey for cooperative
work in connection with this appropriation may be expended in the
same manner as sums appropriated herein may be expended: Pro-
vided further, That any funds herein appropriated for the Geological
Survey for cooperative work may be utilized prior to July 1, 1939,
as required to enable the Geological Survey to continue its coopera-
tive work pending reimbursement from cooperative agencies, the
amount so utilized to be repaid to the appropriation from which
advanced;

During the fiscal year 1940, upon the request of the Secretary of
the Interior, the Secretary of War or the Secretary of the Navy is
authorized to furnish aerial photographs required for mapping
projects, insofar as the furnishing of such photographs will be eco-
nomical to the Federal Government and does not conflict with military
or naval operations or the other parts of the regular training program
of the Army, Navy, and Marine Corps flying services, and the Secre-
tary of the Interior is authorized to reimburse the War or Navy
Department for the cost of making the photographs, such cost to be
confined to the actual cost of gasoline, oil, film, paper, chemicals, and
the labor performed in developing the photographic negatives and
the printing of copies of photographs, and the per diem expenses of
the personnel authorized by law, together with such incidental
expenses as care and minor repairs to plane and transportation of
personnel to and from projects, and the War Department or the Navy
Department, on request of the Department of the Interior, is author-
ized to furnish copies to any State, county, or municipal agency
cooperating with the Federal Government in the mapping project
for which the photographs were taken. In the event that the Director
of the Geological Survey deems it advantageous to the Government,
the Geological Survey is authorized to contract with civilian aerial
photographic concerns for the furnishing of such photographs;

Appropriations herein made, and funds transferred thereto, shall
be available for payment of the costs of packing, crating, and trans-
portation (including drayage) of personal effects of employees upon
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Mineral leasing: For the enforcement of the provisions of the Acts 
of October 20, 1914 (48 U. S. C. 435), October 2, 1917 (30 U. S. C. 
141), February 25, 1920 (30 U. S. C. 181), as amended, and March 4, 
1921 (48 U. S. C. 444), and other Acts relating to the mining and 
recovery of minerals on Indian and public lands and naval petroleum 
reserves; and. for every other expense incident thereto, including 
supplies, equipment, expenses of travel and subsistence, the construc-
tion, maintenance, and repair of necessary camp buildings and 
appurtenances thereto, $315,000, of which amount not to exceed 
$65,000 may be expended for personal services in the District of 
Columbia; 
During the fiscal year 1940 the head of any department or inde-

pendent establishment of the Government having funds available for 
scientific and technical investigations and requiring cooperative work 
by the Geological Survey on scientific and technical investigations 
within the scope of the functions of that Bureau and which it is 
unable to perform within the limits of its appropriations may, with 
the approval of the Secretary of the Interior, transfer to the Geolog-
ical Survey such sums as may be necessary to carry on such investi-
gations. The Secretary of the Treasury shall transfer on the books 
of the Treasury Department any sums which may be authorized 
hereunder, and such amounts shall be placed to the credit of the 
Geological Survey for the performance of work for the department 
or establishment from which the transfer is made: Provided, That 
any sums transferred by any department or independent establish-
ment of the Government to the Geological Survey for cooperative 
work in connection with this appropriation may be expended in the 
same manner as sums appropriated herein may be expended: Pro-
vided further, That any funds herein appropriated for the Geological 
Survey for cooperative work may be utilized prior to July 1, 1939, 
as required to enable the Geological Survey to continue its coopera-
tive work pending reimbursement from cooperative agencies, the 
amount so utilized to be repaid to the appropriation from which 
advanced; 
During the fiscal year 1940, upon the request of the Secretary of 

the Interior, the Secretary of War or the Secretary of the Navy is 
authorized to furnish aerial photographs required for mapping 
projects, insofar as the furnishing of such photographs will be eco-
nomical to the Federal Government and does not conflict with military 
or naval operations or the other parts of the regular training program 
of the Army, Navy, and Marine Corps flying services, and the Secre-
tary of the Interior is authorized to reimburse the War or Navy 
Department for the cost of making the photographs, such cost to be 
confined to the actual cost of gasoline, oil, film, paper, chemicals, and 
the labor performed in developing the photographic negatives and 
the printing of copies of photographs, and the per diem expenses of 
the personnel authorized by law, together with such incidental 
expenses as care and minor repairs to plane and transportation of 
personnel to and from projects, and the War Department or the Navy 
Department, on request of the Department of the Interior, is author-
ized to furnish copies to any State, county, or municipal agency 
cooperating with the Federal Government in the mapping project 
for which the photographs were taken. In the event that the Director 
of the Geological Survey deems it advantageous to the Government, 
the Geological Survey is authorized to contract with civilian aerial 
photographic concerns for the furnishing of such photographs; 
Appropriations herein made, and funds transferred thereto, shall 

be available. for payment of the costs of packing, crating, and trans-
portation (including drayage) of personal effects of employees upon 
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permanent change of station, under regulations to be prescribed by
the Secretary of the Interior;

In all, salaries and expenses, United States Geological Survey,
$3,293,000.

BUREAU OF MINES

SALARIES AND GENERAL EXPENSES

Salaries and general expenses: For general expenses, including pay
of the Director and necessary assistants, clerks, and other employees,
in the office in the District of Columbia and in the field, and every
other expense requisite for and incident to the general work of the
Bureau m the District of Columbia and in the field, to be expended
under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, $66,000, of which
amount not to exceed $53,440 may be expended for personal services
in the District of Columbia;

Operating mine rescue cars and stations and investigation of mine
accidents: For the investigation and improvement of mine-rescue
and first-aid methods and appliances and the teaching of mine safety,
rescue, and first-aid methods; investigations as to the causes of mine
explosions, causes of falls of roof and coal, methods of mining,
especially in relation to the safety of miners, the appliances best
adapted to prevent accidents, the possible improvement of conditions
under which mining operations are carried on, the use of explosives
and electricity, the prevention of accidents, statistical studies and
reports relating to mine accidents, and other inquiries and technologic
investigations pertinent to the mining industry; the exchange in part
payment for operation, maintenance, and repair of mine-rescue trucks;
the construction of temporary structures and the repair, maintenance,
and operation of mine-rescue cars and the Government-owned mine-
rescue stations and appurtenances thereto; personal services, traveling
expenses and subsistence, equipment, and supplies; travel and sub-
sistence, and other incidental expenses of employees in attendance
at meetings and conferences held for the purpose of promoting safety
and health in the mining and allied industries; purchase not exceed-
ing $6,000, exchange as part payment for, operation, maintenance,
and repair of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles for official
use in field work; purchase and exchange in part payment therefor
of cooks' uniforms, goggles, gloves, rubber boots, aprons, and such
other articles or equipment as may be necessary in connection with
the purposes of this paragraph; including not to exceed $67,100 for
personal services in the District of Columbia, $656,000: Provided,
That of this amount not to exceed $500 may be expended for the
purchase and bestowal of trophies in connection with mine-rescue and
first-aid contests;

Testing fuel: To conduct inquiries and scientific and technologic
investigations concerning the mining, preparation, treatment, and
use of mineral fuels, and for investigation of mineral fuels belonging
to or for the use of the United States, with a view to their most
efficient utilization; to recommend to various departments such changes
in selection and use of fuel as may result in greater economy, and,
upon request of the Director of the Bureau of the Budget, to investi-
gate the fuel-burning equipment in use by or proposed for any of the
departments, establishments, or institutions of the United States in
the District of Columbia, $257,400, of which amount not to exceed
$29,400 may be expended for personal services in the District of
Columbia;

Mineral mining investigations: For inquiries and scientific and
technologic investigations concerning the mining, preparation, treat-
ment, and utilization of ores and mineral substances, other than fuels,

f
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permanent change of station, under regulations to be prescribed by 
the Secretary of the Interior; 
In all, salaries and expenses, United States Geological Survey, 
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Salaries and general expenses: For general expenses, including pay 
of the Director and necessary assistants, clerks, and other employees, 
in the office in the District of Columbia and in the field, and every 
other expense requisite for and incident to the general work of the 
Bureau in the District of Columbia and in the field, to be expended 
under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, $66,000, of which 
amount not to exceed $53,440 may be expended for personal services 
in the District of Columbia; 
Operating mine rescue cars and stations and investigation of mine 

accidents: For the investigation and improvement of mine-rescue 
and first-aid methods and appliances and the teaching of mine safety, 
rescue, and first-aid methods; investigations as to the causes of mine 
explosions, causes of falls of roof and coal, methods of mining, 
especially in relation to the safety of miners, the appliances best 
adapted to prevent accidents, the possible improvement of conditions 
under which mining operations are carried on, the use of explosives 
and electricity, the prevention of accidents, statistical studies and 
reports relating to mine accidents, and other inquiries and technologic 
investigations pertinent to the mining industry; the exchange in part 
payment for operation, maintenance, and repair of mine-rescue trucks; 
the construction of temporary structures and the repair, maintenance, 
and operation of mine-rescue cars and the Government-owned mine-
rescue stations and appurtenances thereto; personal services, traveling 
expenses and subsistence, equipment, and supplies; travel and sub-
sistence, and other incidental expenses of employees in attendance 
at meetings and conferences held for the purpose of promoting safety 
and health in the mining and allied industries; purchase not exceed-
ing $6,000, exchange as part payment for, operation, maintenance, 
and repair of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles for official 
use in field work; purchase and exchange in part payment therefor 
of cooks' uniforms, goggles, gloves, rubber boots, aprons, and such 
other articles or equipment as may be necessary in connection with 
the purposes of this paragraph; including not to exceed $67,100 for 
personal services in the District of Columbia, $656,000: Provided, 
That of this amount not to exceed $500 may be expended for the 
purchase and bestowal of trophies in connection with mine-rescue and 
first-aid contests; 

Testing fuel: To conduct inquiries and scientific and technologic 
investigations concerning the mining, preparation, treatment, and 
use of mineral fuels, and for investigation of mineral fuels belonging 
to or for the use of the United States, with a view to their most 
efficient utilization; to recommend to various departments such changes 
in selection and use of fuel as may result in greater economy, and, 
upon request of the Director of the Bureau of the Budget, to investi-
gate the fuel-burning equipment in use by or proposed for any of the 
departments, establishments, or institutions of the United States in 
the District of Columbia, $257,400, of which amount not to exceed 
$29,400 may be expended for personal services in the District of 
Columbia; 
Mineral mining investigations: For inquiries and scientific and 

technologic investigations concerning the mining, preparation, treat-
ment, and utilization of ores and mineral substances, other than fuels, 
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with a view to improving health conditions and increasing safety,
efficiency, economic development, and conserving resources through
the prevention of waste in the mining, quarrying, metallurgical, and
other mineral industries; to inquire into the economic conditions affect-
ing these industries; and including all equipment, supplies, expenses
of travel and subsistence, and the purchase, not to exceed $12,000,
including exchange, operation, maintenance and repair of motor-
propelled passenger-carrying vehicles for oficial use in field work,
including not to exceed $27,900 for personal services in the District
of Columbia, $274,860: Provided, That no part of this appropriation
may be expended for an investigation in behalf of any private party:

Oil and gas investigations: For inquiries and investigations and
dissemination of information concerning the mining, preparation,
treatment, and utilization of petroleum and natural gas, including
economic conditions affecting the industry, with a view to economic
development and conserving resources through the prevention of
waste; for the purchase of newspapers relating to the oil, gas, and
allied industries: Provided, That section 192 of the Revised Statutes
(5 U. S. C. 102) shall not apply to such purchase of newspapers from
this appropriation; and for every other expense incident thereto,
including supplies, equipment, expenses of travel and subsistence, pur-
chase, not to exceed $4,000, exchange as part payment for, maintenance,
and operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles for offi-
cial use in field work, purchase of laboratory gloves, goggles, rubber
boots, and aprons, $260,000, of which amount not to exceed $22,600
may be expended for personal services in the District of Columbia;

Mining experiment stations: For the employment of personal serv-
ices, purchase of laboratory gloves, goggles, rubber boots, and aprons,
the purchase not to exceed $3,000, exchange as part payment for,
maintenance and operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicles for official use in field work, and all other expenses in connec-
tion with the establishment, maintenance, and operation of mining
experiment stations, as provided in the Act authorizing additional
mining experiment stations, approved March 3, 1915 (30 T. S. C. 8),
$527,000, of which appropriation not to exceed $17,100 may be
expended for personal services in the District of Columbia,

Building and equipment, University of Utah, Bureau of Mines: The
unexpended balance of the appropriation under this head for the fiscal
year 1939 contained in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal
year 1938, is hereby continued available for the same purposes until
June 30, 1940;

Buildings and grounds, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: For care and
maintenance of buildings and grounds at Pittsburgh and Bruceton,
Pennsylvania, including personal services, the purchase, exchange as
part payment for, operation, maintenance, and repair of passenger
automobiles for official use, and all other expenses requisite for and
incident thereto, including not to exceed $5,000 for additions and
improvements, $95,000;

For the purchase of land at Bruceton, Pennsylvania, adjacent to
the land now owned by the United States and occupied and used for
the purposes of the explosives testing station and experimental mine of
the Bureau of Mines; the purchase of unmined crop coal, oil and gas
in and under the land to be purchased and the land now owned and
occupied in connection with the said testing station and experimental
mine; the recording of deeds; and the purchase and erection of fences,
including personal services, materials and supplies, $35,000;

Economics of mineral industries: For inquiries and investigations,
and the dissemination of information concerning the economic prob-
lems of the mining, quarrying, metallurgical, and other mineral indus-
tries, with a view to assuring ample supplies and efficient distribution
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with a view to improving health conditions and increasing safety, 
efficiency, economic development, and conserving resources through 
the prevention of waste in the mining, quarrying, metallurgical, and 
other mineral industries; to inquire into the economic conditions affect-
ing these industries; and including all equipment, supplies, expenses 
of travel and subsistence, and the purchase, not to exceed $12,000, 
including exchange, operation, maintenance, and repair of motor-
propelled passenger-carrying vehicles for official use in field work, 
including not to exceed 527,900 for personal services in the District 
of Columbia, $274,860: Provided, That no part of this appropriation 
may be expended for an investigation in behalf of any private party ; 
. 011 and . gas investigations: For inquiries and investigations and 

dissemination of information concerning the mining, preparation, 
treatment, and utilization of petroleum and natural gas, including 
economic conditions affecting the industry, with a view to economic 
development and conserving resources through the prevention of 
waste;. for the purchase of newspapers relating to the oil, gas, and 
allied industries: Provided, That section 192 0f the Revised Statutes 
(5 U. S. C. 102) shall not apply to such purchase of newspapers from 
this appropriation; and for every other expense incident thereto, 
including supplies, equipment, expenses of travel and subsistence, pur-
chase, not to exceed $4,000, exchange as part payment for, maintenance, 
and operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles for offi-
cial use in field work, purchase of laboratory gloves, goggles, rubber 
boots, and aprons, $260,000, of which amount not to exceed $22,600 
may be expended for personal services in the District of Columbia; 
Mining experiment stations: For the employment of personal serv-

ices, purchase of laboratory gloves, goggles, rubber boots, and aprons, 
the purchase not to exceed $3,000, exchange as part payment for, 
maintenance and operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying 
vehicles for official use in field work, and all other expenses in connec-
tion with the establishment, maintenance, and operation of mining 
experiment stations, as provided in the Act authorizin,a additional 
mining experiment stations, approved March 3, 1915 (30 TJ. S. C. 8), 
$527,000, of which appropriation not to exceed $17,100 may be 
expended for personal services in the District of Columbia; 

Building and equipment, University of Utah, Bureau of Mines: The 
unexpended balance of the appropriation under this head for the fiscal 
year 1939 contained in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal 
year 1938, is hereby continued available for the same purposes until 
June 30, 1940; 

Buildings and grounds, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: For care and 
maintenance of buildings and grounds at Pittsburgh and Bruceton, 
Pennsylvania, including personal services, the purchase, exchange as 
part payment for, operation, maintenance, and repair of passenger 
automobiles for official use, and all other expenses requisite for and 
incident thereto, including not to exceed $5,000 for additions and 
improvements, $95,000; 
For the purchase of land at Bruceton, Pennsylvania, adjacent to 

the land now owned by the United States and occupied and used for 
the purposes of the explosives testing station and experimental mine of 
the Bureau of Mines; the purchase of unmined crop coal, oil and gas 
in and under the land to be purchased and the land now owned and 
occupied in connection with the said testing station and experimental 
mine; the recording of deeds; and the purchase and erection of fences, 
including personal services, materials and supplies, $3,000; . 
Economics of mineral industries: For inquiries and investigations, 

and the dissemination of information concerning the eco.nomic.prob-
lems of the mining, quarrying, metallurgical, and other mineral. indus-
tries, with a view to assuring ample supplies and efficient distribution 
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of the mineral products of the mines and quarries, including studies
and reports relating to uses, reserves, production, distribution, stocks,
consumption, prices, and marketing of mineral commodities and pri-
mary products thereof; preparation of the reports of the mineral
resources of the United States, including special statistical inquiries;
and including personal services in the District of Columbia and else-
where; purchase of furniture and equipment; stationery and supplies;
typewriting, adding and computing machines, accessories and repairs;
newspapers; traveling expenses; purchase, not exceeding $1,200,
exchange as part payment for, operation, maintenance, and repair of
motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles for official use in field
work; and for all other necessary expenses not included in the fore-
going, $324,500, of which amount not to exceed $230,000 may be
expended for personal services in the District of Columbia;

Helium production and investigations: The sums made available
for the fiscal year 1940 in the Acts making appropriations for the
War and Navy Departments for the acquisition of helium from the
Bureau of Mines shall be transferred to the Bureau of Mines on July
1, 1939, for operation and maintenance of the plants for the produc-
tion of helium for military and naval purposes, including laboratory
gloves, goggles, rubber boots, and aprons; purchase, not to exceed
$1,200, and exchange as part payment for, maintenance, operation, and
repair of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles for official use
in field work, and all other necessary expenses, and including $11,300
for personal services in the District of Columbia;

During the fiscal year 1940 the head of any department or inde-
pendent establishment of the Government having funds available
for scientific investigations and requiring cooperative work by the
Bureau of Mines on scientific investigations within the scope of the
functions of that Bureau and which it is unable to perform within
the limits of its appropriations may, with the approval of the Secre-
tary of the Interior, transfer to the Bureau of Mines such sums as
may be necessary to carry on such investigations. The Secretary of
the Treasury shall transfer on the books of the Treasury Department
any sums which may be authorized hereunder, and such amounts shall
be placed to the credit of the Bureau of Mines for the performance of
work for the department or establishment from which the transfer
is made: Provided, That any sums transferred by any department or
independent establishment of the Government to the Bureau of Mines
for cooperative work in connection with this appropriation may be
expended in the same manner as sums appropriated herein may be
expended;

For necessary traveling expenses of the Director and employees of
the Bureau, acting under his direction, for attendance upon meetings
of technical, professional, and scientific societies, when required in
connection with the authorized work of the Bureau of Mines and
incurred on the written authority of the Secretary of the Interior,
there is hereby made available from any appropriations made to the
Bureau of Mines not to exceed in all, $3,000;

Persons employed during the fiscal year 1940 in field work outside
of the District of Columbia under the Bureau of Mines may be
detailed temporarily for service in the District of Columbia for the
purpose of preparing results of their field work; all persons so
detailed shall be paid in addition to their regular compensation only
traveling expenses in going to and returning therefrom: Provided,
That nothing herein shall prevent the payment to employees of the
Bureau of Mines of their necessary expenses, or per diem in lieu of
subsistence, while on temporary detail in the District of Columbia
for purposes only of consultation or investigations on behalf of the
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of the mineral products of the mines and quarries,. including studies 
and reports relating to uses, reserves, production, distribution, stocks, 
consumption, prices, and marketing of mineral commodities and pri-
mary products thereof; preparation of the reports. of the mineral 
resources of the United States, including special statistical inquiries; 
and including personal services in the District of Columbia and else-
where; purchase of furniture and equipment; stationery and supplies; 
typewriting, adding and computing machines, accessories and repairs; 
newspapers; traveling expenses; purchase, not exceeding $1,200, 
exchange as part payment for, operation, maintenance, and repair of 
motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles for official use in field 
work; and for all other necessary expenses not included in the fore-
going, $324,500, of which amount not to exceed $230,0. 00 may be 
expended for personal services in the District of Columbia; 
Helium production and investigations: The sums made available 

for the fiscal year 1940 in the Acts making appropriations for the 
War and Navy Departments for the acquisition of helium from the 
Bureau of Mines shall be transferred to the Bureau of Mines on July 
1, 1939, for operation and maintenance of the plants for the produc-
tion of helium for military and naval purposes, including laboratory 
gloves, goggles, rubber boots, and aprons; purchase, not to exceed 
$1,200, and exchange as part payment for, maintenance, operation, and 
repair of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles for official use 
in field work, and all other necessary expenses, and including $11,300 
for personal services in the District of Columbia; 
During the fiscal year 1940 the head of any department or inde-

pendent establishment of the Government having funds available 
for scientific investigations and requiring cooperative work by the 
Bureau of Mines on scientific investigations within the scope of the 
functions of that Bureau and which it is unable to perform within 
the limits of its appropriations may, with the approval of the Secre-
tary of the Interior, transfer to the Bureau of Mines such sums as 
may be necessary to carry on such investigations. The Secretary of 
the Treasury shall transfer on the books of the Treasury Department 
any sums which may be authorized hereunder, and such amounts shall 
be placed to the credit of the Bureau of Mines for the performance of 
work for the department or establishment from which the transfer 
is made: Provided, That any sums transferred by any department or 
independent establishment of the Government to the Bureau of Mines 
for cooperative work in connection with this appropriation may be 
expended in the same manner as sums appropriated herein may be 
expended; 
For necessary traveling expenses of the Director and employees of 

the Bureau, acting under his direction, for attendance upon meetings 
of technical, professional, and scientific societies, when required in 
connection with the authorized work of the Bureau of Mines and 
incurred on the written authority of the Secretary of the Interior, 
there is hereby made available from any appropriations made to the 
Bureau of Mines not to exceed in all, $3,000; 

Persons employed during the fiscal year 1940 in field work outside 
of the District of Columbia under the Bureau of Mines may be 
detailed temporarily for service in the District of Columbia for the 
purpose of preparing results of their field work; all persons so 
detailed shall be paid in addition to their regular compensation only 
traveling expenses in going to and returning therefrom: Provided, 
That nothing herein shall prevent the payment to employees of the 
Bureau of Mines of their necessary expenses, or per diem in lieu of 
subsistence, while on temporary detail in the District of Columbia 
for purposes only of consultation or investigations on behalf of the 
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United States. All details made hereinunder, and the purposes of

each, during the preceding fiscal year shall be reported in the annual
estimates of appropriations to Congress at the beginning of each
regular session thereof;

The Secretary of the Treasury may detail medical officers of the

Public Health Service for cooperative health, safety, or sanitation
work with the Bureau of Mines, and the compensation and expenses

of the officers so detailed may be paid from the applicable appropria-
tions made herein for the Bureau of Mines;

Appropriations for the fiscal year 1940 available for expenses of

travel of officers and employees of the Bureau of Mines, and funds
transferred thereto, shall be available for expenses of travel per-

formed by them on transfer from one official station to another when

authorized by the Secretary of the Interior, and for the expenses

incurred in packing, crating, drayage, and transportation of house-

hold effects and other personal property of employees so transferred,
under regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior;

Total, Bureau of Mines, $2,495,760.

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

Salaries: For the Director of the National Park Service and other
personal services in the District of Columbia, including accounting
services in checking and verifying the accounts and records of the

various operators, licensees, and permittees conducting utilities and

other enterprises within the national parks and monuments, and
including the services of specialists and experts for investigations
and examinations of lands to determine their suitability for national-

park and national-monument purposes: Provided, That such spe-

cialists and experts may be employed for temporary service at rates

to be fixed by the Secretary of the Interior to correspond to those
established by the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, and without

reference to the Civil Service Act of January 16, 1883, $259,580, of

which amount not to exceed $19,200 may be expended for the services

of field employees engaged in examination of lands and in developing
the educational work of the National Park Service.

Regional offices: For salaries and expenses of regional offices neces-

sary m the administration, protection, maintenance, and improvement
of the National Park System, including not to exceed $1,200 for the

purchase, maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven pas-

senger-carrying vehicles, and not exceeding $8,000 for personal
services in the District of Columbia, $34,000.

General expenses: For every expenditure requisite for and incident
to the authorized work of the office of the Director of the National

Park Service not herein provided for, including traveling expenses,
telegrams, photographic supplies, prints, and motion-picture films,

necessary expenses of attendance at meetings concerned with the work

of the National Park Service when authorized by the Secretary of

the Interior, and necessary expenses of field employees engaged in

examination of lands and in developing the educational work of the

National Park Service, $36,500: Provided, That necessary expenses of

field employees in attendance at such meetings, when authorized by

the Secretary, shall be paid from the various park and monument
appropriations.

Acadia National Park, Maine: For administration, protection, and

maintenance, including $3,000 for George B. Dorr as superintendent
without regard to the requirements of the provisions of the Civil
Service Retirement Act approved May 22, 1920 (5 U. S. C. 691-693,

697-731), as amended, $3,000 for temporary clerical services for inves-
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United States. All details made hereinunder, and the purposes of 
each, during the preceding fiscal year shall be reported in the annual 
estimates of appropriations to Congress at the beginning of each 
regular session thereof; 
The Secretary of the Treasury may detail medical officers of the 

Public Health Service for cooperative health, safety, or sanitation 
work with the Bureau of Mines, and the compensation and expenses 
of the officers so detailed may be paid from the applicable appropria-
tions made herein for the Bureau of Mines; 

Appropriations for the fiscal year 1940 available for expenses of 
travel of officers and employees of the Bureau of Mines, and funds 
transferred thereto, shall be available for expenses of travel per-
formed by them on transfer from one official station to another when 
authorized by the Secretary of the Interior, and for the expenses 
incurred in packing, crating, drayage, and transportation of house-
hold effects and other personal property of employees so transferred, 
under regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior; 

Total, Bureau of Mines, $2,495,760. 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

Salaries: For the Director of the National Park Service and other 
personal services in the District of Columbia, including accounting 
services in checking and verifying the accounts and records of the 
various operators, licensees, and perraittees conducting utilities and 
other enterprises within the national parks and monuments, and 
including the services of specialists and experts for investigations 
and examinations of lands to determine their suitability for national-
park and national-monument purposes: Provided, That such spe-
cialists and experts may be employed for temporary service at rates 
to be fixed by the Secretary of the Interior to correspond to those 
established by the Classification Act of 1923, as amended., and without 
reference to the Civil Service Act of January 16, 1883, $259,580, of 
which amount not to exceed $19,200 may be expended for the services 
of field employees engaged in examination of lands and in developing 
the educational work of the National Park Service. 

Regional offices: For salaries and expenses of regional offices neces-
sary in the administration, protection, maintenance, and improvement 
of the National Park System, including not to exceed $1,200 for the 
purchase, maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven pas-
senger-carrying vehicles, and not exceeding $8,000 for personal 
services in the District of Columbia, $34,000. 

General expenses: For every expenditure requisite for and incident 
to the authorized work of the office of the Director of the National 
Park Service not herein provided for, including traveling expenses, 
telegrams, photographic supplies, prints, and motion-picture films, 
necessary expenses of attendance at meetings concerned with the work 
of the National Park Service when authorized by the Secretary of 
the Interior, and necessary expenses of field employees engaged in 
examination of lands and in developing the educational work of the 
National Park Service, $36,500: Provided, That necessary expenses of 
field employees in attendance at such meetings, when authorized by 
the Secretary, shall be paid from the various park and monument 
appropriations. 
Acadia National Park, Maine: For administration, protection, and 

maintenance, including $3,000 for George B. Dorr as superintendent 
without regard to the requirements of the provisions of the Civil 
Service Retirement Act approved May 22, 1920 (5 Ti. S. C. 691-693, 
697-731), as amended, $3,000 for temporary clerical services for inves-
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tigation of titles and preparation of abstracts thereof of lands donated
to the United States for inclusion in the Acadia National Park, and

Vehicles. not exceeding $2,250 for the purchase, maintenance, operation, and
repair of motor-driven passenger-carrying vehicles for the use of the
superintendent and employees in connection with general park work,
$55,000.

uBryce Canyon, Bryce Canyon National Park, Utah: For administration, protec-
tion, and maintenance, including not exceeding $300 for the purchase,
maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-carry-
ing vehicles for the use of the superintendent and employees in con-
nection with the general park work, and including not exceeding $3,200
for the construction of a comfort station, and water and sewer line
connections, $20,980.

NCasbad Caverns, Carlsbad Caverns National Park, New Mexico: For administration,
protection, and maintenance, including not exceeding $800 for the pur-
chase, maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-
carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent and employees in
connection with general park work, $102,170.

rater Lake, Oreg. Crater Lake National Park, Oregon: For administration, protec-
tion, and maintenance, including not exceeding $1,430 for the purchase,
maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-carry-
ing vehicles for the use of the superintendent and employees in con-
nection with general park work, $85,000.

aeneral Grant, General Grant National Park, California: For administration, pro-
tection, and maintenance, including not exceeding $500 for the pur-
chase, maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-
carrying vehicles, $23,345.

Glacier, Mont. Glacier National Park, Montana: For administration, protection,
and maintenance, including necessary repairs to the roads from Glacier
Park Station through the Blackfeet Indian Reservation to the various
points in the boundary line of the Glacier National Park and the
international boundary, including not exceeding $2,200 for the pur-
chase, maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-
carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent and employees in
connection with general park work, $221,210.

Grand Canyon, Grand Canyon National Park, Arizona: For administration, pro-
tection, and maintenance, including not exceeding $1,750 for the
purchase, maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven pas-
senger-carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent and
employees in conection with general park work, $129,200.

and Teton, yo. Grand Teton National Park, Wyoming: For administration, pro-
tection, and maintenance, including not exceeding $870 for the
purchase, maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven pas-
senger-carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent and
employees in connection with general park work, $28,400.

treatNSmoky Mun- Great Smoky Mountains National Park, North Carolina and Ten-
nessee: For administration, protection, and maintenance, including
not to exceed $1,150 for the purchase, maintenance, operation, and
repair of motor-driven passenger-carrying vehicles for use in con-
nection with general park work, $89,400.

Hawai. Hawaii National Park: For administration, protection, and main-
tenance, including not exceeding $1,380 for the purchase, mainte-
nance, operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-carrying
vehicles for the use of the superintendent and employees in connec-
tion with general park work, $62,000.

otspngs, . 13H. Hot Springs National Park, Arkansas: For administration, pro-
tection, maintenance, and improvement, including not exceeding $700
for the purchase, maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven
passenger-carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent and
employees in connection with general park work, $73,870.
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tigation of titles and preparation of abstracts thereof of lands donated 
to the United States for inclusion in the Acadia National Park, and 
not exceeding $2,250 for the purchase: maintenance, operation, and 

repair of motor-driven passenger-carrying vehicles for the use of the i superintendent and employees n connection with general park work, 

$55,000. 
Bryce Canyon National Park, Utah: For administration, protec-

tion, and maintenance, including not exceeding $300 for the purchase, 
maintenance' operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-carry-
ing vehicles for the use of the superintendent and employees in con-
nection with the general park work, and including not exceeding $3,200 
for the construction of a comfort station, and water and sewer line 
connections' $20,980. 

Carlsbad Caverns National Park, New Mexico: For administration, 
protection, and maintenance, including not exceeding $800 for the pur-
chase: maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-
carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent and employees in 
connection with general park work, $102,170. 

Crater Lake National Park, Oregon: For administration, protec-
tion, and maintenance, including not exceeding $1,430 for the purchase, 
maintenance' operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-carry-
ing vehicles for the use of the superintendent and employees in con-
nection with general park work, $85,000. 

General Grant National Park, California: For administration, pro-
tection, and maintenance including not exceeding $500 for the pur-
chase: maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-
carrying vehicles, $23,345. 

Glacier National Park, Montana: For administration, protection, 
and maintenance, including necessary repairs to the roads from Glacier 
Park Station through the Blackfeet Indian Reservation to the various 
points in the boundary line of the Glacier National Park and the 
international boundary, including not exceeding $2,200 for the pur-
chase: maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-
carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent and employees in 
connection with general park work, $221,210. 
Grand Canyon National Park, Arizona: For administration, pro-

tection, and maintenance, including not exceeding $1,750 for the 
purchase, maintenance operation, and repair of motor-driven pas-
senger-carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent and 
employees in conection with general park work, $129200. 
Grand Teton National Park, Wyoming: For administration, pro-

tection, and maintenance, including not exceeding $870 for the 
purchase, maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven pas-
senger-carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent and 
employees in connection with general park work, $28,400. 

Great Smoky Mountains National Park, North Carolina and Ten-
nessee: For administration, protection, and maintenance, including 
not to exceed $1,150 for the purchase, maintenance, operation, and 
repair of motor-driven passenger-carrying vehicles for use in con-
nection with general park work, $89,400. 
Hawaii National Park: For administration, protection, and main-

tenance, including not exceeding $1,380 for the purchase, mainte-
nance, operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-carrying 
vehicles for the use of the superintendent and employees in connec-
tion with general park work, $62,000. 
Hot Springs National Park, Arkansas: For administration, pro-

tection, maintenance,. and improvement, including not exceeding $700 
for the purchase, maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven 

passenger-carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent and i employees n connection with general park work, $73,870. 
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Proposed Isle Royale National Park, Michigan: For administra- Isle Royale, Mich.,

tion, protection, and maintenance, $20,000: Provided, That no part Proviso.
of this appropriation shall be available for expenditure in advance establishmdent n for

of the establishment of said park in accordance with the provisions bdden 114

of the Act of March 3, 1931. 16 U. S.C. § 408.

Lassen Volcanic National Park, California: For administration, Lassen Volcanic,

protection, and maintenance, including not exceeding $700 for the Cal

purchase, maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven passen-
ger-carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent and employees
in connection with general park work, and including not to exceed
$1,000 for the maintenance of approach roads through the Lassen
National Forest, $53225.

Mesa Verde National Park, Colorado: For administration, protec- Mesa Verde, Colo.

tion, and maintenance, including not exceeding $750 for the pur-
chase, maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-
carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent and employees
in connection with general park work, $59,715.

Mount McKinley National Park, Alaska: For administration, pro- Molnt McKinley,
tection, and maintenance, including not exceeding $200 for the pur-
chase, maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-
carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent and employees in
connection with general park work, $29,970.

Mount Rainier National Park, Washington: For administration, Maunt Rainier,

protection, maintenance, and improvement, including not exceeding
$1,775 for the purchase, maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-
driven passenger-carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent
and employees in connection with general park work, $156,275.

Olympic National Park, Washington: For administration, protec- Olympic, Wash.

tion, and maintenance, including not exceeding $300 for the pur-
chase, maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-
carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent and employees
in connection with general park work, $50,000.

Platt National Park, Oklahoma: For administration, protection, Platt, Okla.

and maintenance, including not exceeding $300 for the purchase,
maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-
carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent and employees in
connection with general park work, $20,325.

Rocky Mountain National Park, Colorado: For administration, Rocky Montain.

protection, and maintenance, including not exceeding $400 for the
purchase, maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven pas-
senger-carrying vehicles for the use of superintendent and employees
in connection with general park work, and not exceeding $3,100 for
the purchase of land, $98,485.

Sequoia National Park, California: For administration, protection, Sequoia, Calif.

and maintenance, including not exceeding $1,275 for the purchase,
maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-carry-
ing vehicles for the use of the superintendent and employees in con-
nection with general park work, including maintenance and repair of Gmantenance, etc.
the Generals Highway between the boundaries of Sequoia and General
Grant National Parks, $131,735, and the unexpended balance of the opmentCi ave, de-

appropriation of $25,000 contained in the Interior Department .2 Stat. 332.

Appropriation Act, 1939, under this head for the development of
Crystal Cave and the approach road thereto is continued available
for this purpose until June 30, 1940.

Shenandoah National Park, Virginia: For administration, protec- Shenandoah, Va.

tion, and maintenance, including not exceeding $1,650 for the pur-
chase, maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-
carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent and employees in
connection with general park work, $75,460.
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Proposed Isle Royale National Park, Michigan: For administra-
tion, protection, and maintenance, $20,000: Provided, That no part 
of this appropriation shall be available for expenditure in advance 
of the establishment of said park in accordance with the provisions 
of the Act of March 3, 1931. 
Lassen Volcanic National Park, California: For administration, 

protection, and maintenance, including not exceeding $700 for the 
purchase, maintenance operation, and repair of motor-driven passen-
ger-carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent and employees 
in connection with general park work, and including not to exceed 
$1,000 for the maintenance of approach roads through the Lassen 
National Forest, $53,225. 
Mesa Verde National Park, Colorado: For administration, protec-

tion, and maintenance, including not exceeding $750 for the pur-
chase, maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-
carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent and employees 
in connection with general park work, $59,715. 
Mount McKinley National Park, Alaska: For administration, pro-

tection, and maintenance, including not exceeding $200 for the pur-
chase, maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-
carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent and employees in 
connection with general park work, $29,970. 
Mount Rainier National Park, Washington: For administration, 

protection' maintenance, and improvement, including not exceeding 
$1,775 for the purchase, maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-
driven passenger-carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent 
and employees in connection with general park work, $156,275. 
Olympic National Park, Washington: For administration, protec-

tion, and maintenance, including not exceeding $300 for the pur-
chase, maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-
carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent and employees 
in connection with general park work, $50,000. 
Platt National Park, Oklahoma: For administration, protection, 

and maintenance, including not exceeding $300 for the purchase, 
maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-
carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent and employees in 
connection with general park work, $20,325. 
Rocky Mountain National Park, Colorado: For administration, 

protection, and maintenance, including not exceeding $400 for the 
purchase, maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven pas-
senger-carrying vehicles for the use of superintendent and employees 
in connection with general park work, and not exceeding $3,100 for 
the purchase of land, $98,485. 

Sequoia National Park, California: For administration, protection, 
and maintenance, including not exceeding $1,275 for the purchase, 
maintenance operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-carry-
ing vehicles 'for the use of the superintendent and employees in con-
nection with general park work, including maintenance and repair of 
the Generals Highway between the boundaries of Sequoia and General 
Grant National Parks, $131,735, and the unexpended balance of the 
appropriation of $25,000 contained in the Interior Department 
Appropriation Act, 1939, under this head for the development of 
Crystal Cave and the approach road thereto is continued available 
for this purpose until June 30, 1940. 
Shenandoah National Park, Virginia: For administration, protec-

tion, and maintenance, including not exceeding $1,650 for the pur-
chase, maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-
carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent and employees in 
connection with general park work, $75,460. 
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Wind ave, S. Dak. Wind Cave National Park, South Dakota: For administration,
protection, and maintenance, including not exceeding $150 for the
purchase, maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven pas-
senger-carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent and
employees in connection with general park work, $20,170.

Yeoowstone, w yo. Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming: For administration, pro-
tection, and maintenance, including not exceeding $3,675 for the
purchase, maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven pas-
senger-carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent and em-
ployees in connection with general park work, not exceeding $15,500
for maintenance of the roads in the national forests leading out of
the park from the east, northeast, southwest, and south boundaries,
and including feed for buffalo and other animals and salaries of
buffalo keepers, $463,520.

Yosemite, calif. Yosemite National Park, California: For administration, protec-
tion, and maintenance, including not exceeding $2,550 for the pur-
chase, maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-
carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent and employees in
connection with general park work, not exceeding $2,000 for mainte-
nance of the road in the Stanislaus National Forest connecting the
Tioga Road with the Hetch Hetchy Road near Mather Station, and
including necessary expenses of a comprehensive study of the prob-
lems relating to the use and enjoyment of the Yosemite National
Park and the preservation of its natural features, $335,000.

Zion, Utah. Zion National Park, Utah: For administration, protection, and
maintenance, including not exceeding $620 for the purchase, mainte-
nance, operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-carrying
vehicles for the use of the superintendent and employees in connec-
tion with general park work, $49,220.

Natsional mon- National monuments: For administration, protection, maintenance,ments, administra-
tion, etc. and preservation of national monuments, including not exceeding

$7,000 for the purchase, maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-
driven passenger-carrying vehicles for the use of the custodians and
employees in connection with general monument work, $283,515.

Natir n onal rical National historical parks and monuments: For administration, pro-
ments. tection, maintenance, and improvement, including not exceeding $2,400

for the purchase, maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven
passenger-carrying vehicles, $159,560.

paronal ttmilitrys National military parks, battlefields, monuments, and cemeteries:
etc. For administration, protection, maintenance, and improvement, includ-

ing not exceeding $10,000 for the purchase, maintenance, operation,
and repair of motor-driven passenger-carrying vehicles, $388,860.

Manassas, Va., ad- Manassas National Battlefield Park, Virginia: For the construc-
building. tion of an administration-museum building in the Manassas National

Battlefield Park, Virginia, $56,000, to remain available until expended.
armiesineorgia dur- The unexpended balance of the amount of $10,000, included in the
ing War between the appropriation for the fiscal year 1938 for "National military parks,
States mi p .s

52 Stat. 1134. battlefields, monuments, and cemeteries", to provide for the erection
and maintenance of permanent markers along the route followed by
the armies in Georgia during the War between the States, is con-
tinued available for the same purposes until June 30, 1940.

Appomattox court Not to exceed $8,000 of the amount of $100,000 appropriated in the
House, Va., addition
and improvements. Interior Department Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1937, for the

development and improvement of the Appomattox Court House
National Historical Monument, Virginia, in accordance with the pro-

49 Stat. 1794, 613. visions of the Act approved August 13, 1935 (49 Stat. 613), is hereby
made available for the acquisition of approximately fifteen acres of
land and improvements thereon within the proposed boundaries of
the monument.
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Wind Cave National Park, South Dakota: For administration, 
protection, and maintenance, including not .exceeding $150 for the 
purchase, maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven pas-
senger-carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent and 

employees in connection with general park work, $20,170.  Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming: For administration, pro-

tection, and maintenance, including not exceeding $3,675. for the 
purchase, maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven pas-
senger-carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent and em-
ployees in connection with general park work, not exceeding $15,500 
for maintenance of the roads in the national forests leading out. of 
the park from the east, northeast, southwest, and south boundaries, 
and including feed for buffalo and other animals and salaries of 
buffalo keepers, $463,520. 
Yosemite National Park, California: For administration, protec-

tion, and maintenance, including not exceeding $2,550 for the pur-
chase, maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-
carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent and employees in 
connection with general park work, not exceeding $2,000 for mainte-
nance of the road in the Stanislaus National Forest connecting the 
Tioga Road with the Retch Hetchy Road near Mather Station, and 
including necessary expenses of a comprehensive study of the prob-
lems relating to the use and enjoyment of the Yosemite National 
Park and the preservation of its natural features, $335,000. 

Zion National Park, Utah: For administration, protection, and 
maintenance, including not exceeding $620 for the purchase, mainte-
nance, operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-carrying 
vehicles for the use of the superintendent and employees in connec-
tion with general park work, $49,220. 

National monuments: For administration, protection, maintenance, 
and preservation of national monuments, including not exceeding 
$7,000 for the purchase, maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-
driven passenger-carrying vehicles for the use of the custodians and 
employees in connection with general monument work, $283,515. 

National historical parks and monuments: For administration, pro-
tection, maintenance, and improvement, including not exceeding $2,400 
for the purchase, maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven 
passenger-carrying vehicles, $159,560. 

National military parks, battlefields, monuments, and cemeteries: 
For administration, protection, maintenance, and improvement, includ-
ing not exceeding $10,000 for the purchase, maintenance, operation, 
and repair of motor-driven passenger-carrying vehicles, $388,860. 
Manassas National Battlefield Park, Virginia: For the construc-

tion of an administration-museum building in the Manassas National 
Battlefield Park, Virginia, $56,000, to remain available until expended. 
The unexpended balance of the amount of $10,000, included in the 

appropriation for the fiscal year 1938 for "National military parks, 
battlefields, monuments, and cemeteries", to provide for the erection 
and maintenance of permanent markers along the route followed by 
the armies in Georgia during the War between the States, is con-
tinued available for the same purposes until June 30, 1940. 
Not to exceed $8,000 of the amount of $100,000 appropriated in the 

Interior Department Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1937, for the 
development and improvement of the Appomattox Court House 
National Historical Monument, Virginia, in accordance with the pro-
visions of the Act approved August 13, 1935 (49 Stat. 613), is hereby 
made available for the acquisition of approximately fifteen acres of 
land and improvements thereon within the proposed boundaries of 
the monument. 
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Ackia National Memorial Commission and Battleground National
Monument: The unexpended balance of the appropriation to carry
out the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the
commemoration of the two-hundredth anniversary of the Battle of
Ackia, Mississippi, and the establishment of the Ackia Battleground
National Monument, and for other purposes", approved August 27,
1935, contained in the Supplemental Appropriation Act, fiscal year
1936, and continued available during the fiscal year 1938, is hereby
continued available for the same purposes during the fiscal year 1940.

Boulder Dam National Recreational Area, Arizona and Nevada:
For administration, protection, improvement, and maintenance of the
recreational activities of the Boulder Dam National Recreational Area
and any lands that may be added thereto by Presidential or other
authority, including not exceeding $800 for the purchase, mainte-
nance, operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-carrying
vehicles, and not to exceed $10,000 for the lighting of the airplane
landing field at Boulder City, Nevada, $99,730.

Emergency reconstruction and fighting forest fires in national
parks: For reconstruction, replacement, and repair of roads, trails,
bridges, buildings, and other physical improvements and of equip-
ment in national parks or national monuments that are damaged or
destroyed by flood, fire, storm, or other unavoidable causes during the
fiscal year 1940, and for fighting or emergency prevention of forest
fires in national parks or other areas administered by the National
Park Service, or fires that endanger such areas, $40,000, and in addi-
tion thereto the unexpended balance for this purpose for the fiscal
year 1939 is continued available during the fiscal year 1940, together
with not to exceed $100,000 to be transferred upon the approval of
the Secretary of the Interior from the various appropriations for
national parks and national monuments herein contained, any such
diversions of appropriations to be reported to Congress in the annual
Budget: Provided, That the allotment of these funds to the various
national parks or areas administered by the National Park Service
as may be required for fire-fighting purposes shall be made by the
Secretary of the Interior, and then only after the obligation for the
expenditure has been incurred.

Forest protection and fire prevention: For the control and the pre-
vention of spread of forest insects and tree diseases and for fire-
prevention measures, including equipment, and personal services in
the District of Columbia (not to exceed $20,500) and elsewhere,
$120,000, to be immediately available.

The total of the foregoing amounts shall be available in one fund
for the National Park Service: Provided, That 10 per centum of the
foregoing amounts shall be available interchangeably and shall be
reported to Congress in the annual Budget.

Appropriations herein made for the national parks, national monu-
ments, and other reservations under the jurisdiction of the National
Park Service, shall be available for the giving of educational lectures
therein: for the services of field employees in cooperation with such
nonprofit scientific and historical societies engaged in educational
work in the various parks and monuments as the Secretary, in his
discretion, may designate; and for travel expenses of employees
attending Government camps for training in forest-fire prevention
and suppression.

Appropriations herein and hereafter made for the National Park
Service shall be available for the printing of information and direc-
tional signs made of cloth and required in the administration of areas
under its jurisdiction.
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Ackia, National Memorial Commission and Battleground National 
Monument: The unexpended balance of the appropriation to carry 
out the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the 
commemoration of the two-hundredth anniversary of the Battle of 
Ackia, Mississippi, and the establishment of the Ackia Battleground 
National Monument, and for other purposes", approved August 27, 
1935, contained in the Supplemental Appropriation Act, fiscal year 
1936, and continued available during the fiscal year 1938, is hereby 
continued available for the same purposes during the fiscal year 1940. 
Boulder Dam National Recreational Area, Arizona and Nevada: 

For administration, protection, improvement, and maintenance of the 
recreational activities of the Boulder Dam National Recreational Area 
and any lands that may be added thereto by Presidential or other 
authority, including not exceeding $800 for the purchase, mainte-
nance operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-carrying 
vehicles, and not to exceed $10,000 for the lighting of the airplane 
landing field at Boulder City, Nevada, $99,730. 
Emergency reconstruction and fighting forest fires in national 

parks: For reconstruction, replacement, and repair of roads, trails, 
bridges, buildings, and other physical improvements and of equip-
ment in national parks or national monuments that are damaged or 
destroyed by flood, fire, storm, or other unavoidable causes during the 
fiscal year 1940, and for fighting or emergency prevention of forest 
fires in national parks or other areas administered by the National 
Park Service, or fires that endanger such areas, $40,000, and in addi-
tion thereto the unexpended balance for this purpose for the fiscal 
year 1939 is continued available during the fiscal year 1940, together 
with not to exceed $100,000 to be transferred upon the approval of 
the Secretary of the Interior from the various appropriations for 
national parks and national monuments herein contained, any such 
diversions of appropriations to be reported to Congress in the annual 
Budget: Provided, That the allotment of these funds to the various 
national parks or areas administered by the National Park Service 
as may be required for fire-fighting purposes shall be made by the 
Secretary of the Interior, and then only after the obligation for the 
expenditure has been incurred. 

Forest protection and fire prevention: For the control and the pre-
vention of spread of forest insects and tree diseases and for fire-
prevention measures, including equipment, and personal services in 
the District of Columbia (not to exceed $20,500) and elsewhere, 
$120,000, to be immediately available. 
The total of the foregoing amounts shall be available in one fund 

for the National Park Service: Provided, That 10 per centum of the 
foregoing amounts shall be available interchangeably and shall be 
reported to Congress in the annual Budget. 
Appropriations herein made for the national parks, national monu-

ments, and other reservations under the jurisdiction of the National 
Park Service, shall be available for the giving of educational lectures 
therein; for the services of field employees in cooperation with such 
nonprofit scientific and historical societies engaged in educational 
work in the various parks and monuments as the Secretary, in his 
discretion, may designate; and for travel expenses of employees 
attending Government camps for training in forest-fire prevention 
and suppression. 
Appropriations herein and hereafter made for the National Park 

Service shall be available for the printing of information and direc-
tional signs made of cloth and required in the administration of areas 
under its jurisdiction. 
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Telephones in Gov- Appropriations herein made for the National Park Service shall
ernment-owned resi-
dences, etc. be available for the installation and operation of telephones in Gov.

ernment-owned residences, apartments, or quarters occupied by
employees of the National Park Service.

Roads and trails. Roads and Trails, National Park Service: For the construction,
reconstruction, and improvement of roads and trails, inclusive of nec-
essary bridges, in the national parks, monuments, and other areas
administered by the National Park Service, including the Boulder
Dam National Recreational Area, and other areas authorized to be
established as national parks and monuments, and national park and
monument approach roads authorized by the Act of January 31, 1931

46 Stat. 1053. (16 U. S. C. 8a and 8b), as amended, including the roads from Glacier
16U.s.c. 8a,8b. Park Station through the Blackfeet Indian Reservation to various

points in the boundary line of the Glacier National Park and the
Colonial National international boundary, and for the acquisition of lands and interests

nect'nri arkays.c in land and expenses incidental thereto necessary for the construction
of connecting parkways for the Colonial National Historical Park in
accordance with the provisions of the Act of Congress approved June

49 Stat. 1483; 52Stat. 5, 1936 (49 Stat. 1483), as amended by the Act of June 28, 1938 (Pub-
16 u. s. c. supp. lie Law Numbered 753, Seventy-fifth Congress), and pursuant to the

46Iv.ta81-81h. authorization of the Act of March 3, 1931 (46 Stat. 1490), $3,500,000,
16 u.. C. C 443c; to be immediately available and to remain available until expended:

SuPrpoiI'so . Provided, That not to exceed $60,000 of the amount herein appropri-
Services in the Dis ated may be expended for personal services in the District of Colum-

bia during the fiscal year 1940.
Blue dge and Blue Ridge and latchez Trace Parkways: For continuing the con-

waez Trace ark- struction and maintenance, under the provisions of section 8 of the
52 Stat. 635. Act of June 8, 1938 (52 Stat. 635), of the Blue Ridge and Natchez
Vehicles. Trace Parkways, including not exceeding $3,100 for the purchase,

maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-carry-
ing vehicles, to be immediately available and remain available until
expended, $4,500,000, of which amount not to exceed $50,000 shall be

Proisavailable for personal services in the District of Columbia: Provided,
Alfotmentstodesig- That $1,350,000 and any other sums received from other sources for

nated states. said Natchez Trace Parkway shall he allotted and expended ratably
between the States of Mississippi, Alabama, and Tennessee according
to mileage of said parkway in each respective State and said allot-

Statement ofexpen- ments shall be used for no other purpose: Provided further, That the
diturestoCongress. Secretary of the Interior shall make a detailed statement of expendi-

tures from this appropriation to the Senate and House Committees on
Appropriations at the beginning of the next regular session of Con-
gress.

Historic sites and Historic sites and buildings: For carrying out the provisions of the
buildings. Act entitled "An Act to provide for the preservation of historic Amer-

ican sites, buildings, objects, and antiquities of national significance,
49 Stat. upp and for other purposes", approved August 21, 1935 (49 Stat. 666),

iv, 461. including personal services in the District of Columbia, $24,000.
Water rights, inves- Investigation and purchase of water rights: For the investigation

tigations, etc. and establishment of water rights, including the purchase thereof or
of lands or interests in lands or rights-of-way for use and protection
of water rights necessary or beneficial in connection with the admin-
istration and public use of the national parks and monuments, and
including not exceeding $500 for the purchase, maintenance, opera-
tion, and repair of motor-driven passenger-carrying vehicles, $42,000.

andgrounbds, D. C. Salaries and general expenses, public buildings and grounds in the
Salaries and ex- District of Columbia: For administration, protection, maintenance,

pases. and improvement of public buildings, monuments, memorials, and
grounds in the District of Columbia under the jurisdiction of the
National Park Service, including the National Archives Building; per
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Appropriations herein made for the National Park Service shall 
be available for the installation and operation of telephones in Gov-
ernment-owned residences, apartments, or quarters occupied by 
employees of the National Park Service. 
Roads and Trails, National Park Service: For the construction, 

reconstruction, and improvement of roads and trails, inclusive of nec-
essary bridges, in the national parks, monuments, and other areas 
administered by the National Park Service, including the Boulder 
Dam National Recreational Area, and other areas authorized to be 
established as national parks and monuments' and national park and 
monument approach roads authorized by the Act of January 31, 1931 
(16 U. S. C. 8a and 8b), as amended, including the roads from Glacier 
Park Station through the Blackfeet Indian Reservation to various 
points in the boundary line of the Glacier National Park and the 
international boundary, and for the acquisition of lands and interests 
in land and expenses incidental thereto necessary for the construction 
of connecting parkways for the Colonial National Historical Park in 
accordance with the provisions of the Act of Congress approved June 
5, 1936 (49 Stat. 1483), as amended by the Act of June 28, 1938 (Pub. 
lie Law Numbered 753, Seventy-fifth Congress), and pursuant to the 
authorization of the Act of March 3, 1931 (46 Stat. 1490), $3,500,000, 
to be immediately available and to remain available until expended: 
Provided, That not to exceed $60,000 of the amount herein appropri-
ated may be expended for personal services in the District of Colum-
bia during the fiscal .year 1940. 

Blue Ridge and Natchez Trace Parkways: For continuing the con-
struction and maintenance, under the provisions of section 8 of the 
Act of June 8, 1938 (52 Stat. 635), of the Blue Ridge and Natchez 
Trace Parkways, including not exceeding $3,100 for the purchase, 
maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-carry-
ing vehicles to be immediately available and remain available until 
expended, 4500,000, of which amount not to exceed $50,000 shall be 
available for personal services in the District of Columbia: Provided, 
That $1,350,000 and any other sums received from other sources for 
said Natchez Trace Parkway shall be allotted and expended ratably 
between the States of Mississippi, Alabama, and Tennessee according 
to mileage of said parkway in each respective State and said allot-
ments shall be used for no other purpose: Provided further, That the 
Secretary of the Interior shall make a detailed statement of expendi-
tures from this appropriation to the Senate and House Committees on 
Appropriations at the beginning of the next regular session of Con-
gress. 

Historic sites and buildings: For carrying out the provisions of the 
Act entitled "An Act to provide for the preservation of historic Amer-
ican sites, buildings, objects, and antiquities of national significance, 
and for other purposes", approved August 21, 1935 (49 Stat. 666), 
including personal services in the District of Columbia, $24,000. 

Investigation and purchase of water rights: For the investigation 
and establishment of water rights, including the purchase thereof or 
of lands or interests in lands or rights-of-way for use and protection 
of water rights necessary or beneficial in connection with the admin-
istration and public use of the national parks and monuments, and 
including not exceeding $500 for the purchase, maintenance, opera-
tion, and repair of motor-driven passenger-carrying vehicles, $42,000. 

Salaries and general expenses, public buildings and grounds in the 
District of Columbia: For administration, protection, maintenance, 
and improvement of public buildings, monuments, memorials, and 
grounds in the District of Columbia under the jurisdiction of the 
National Park Service, including the National Archives Building; per 
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diem employees at rates of pay approved by the Director, not exceed-
ing current rates for similar services in the District of Columbia, and
such employees in emergencies may be entered on duty subject to
confirmation by the Secretary of the Interior; rent of buildings;
demolition of buildings; expenses incident to moving various execu-
tive departments and establishments in connection with the assign-
ment, allocation, transfer, and survey of building space; traveling
expenses and carfare; leather and rubber articles and gas masks for
the protection of public property and employees; furnishings and
equipment; arms and ammunition for the guard force; not exceeding
$37,400 for purchase, repair, and cleaning of uniforms for guards and
elevator conductors; and the purchase, maintenance, repair, exchange,
storage, and operation of four motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicles; $7,950,962, of which amount not to exceed $500,000 shall be
available for major repairs and improvements to public buildings,
monuments, memorials, and grounds in the District of Columbia.

Salaries and expenses, public buildings outside the District of
Columbia: For administration, protection, and maintenance, includ-
ing improvement, repair, cleaning, heating, lighting, rental of build-
ings and equipment, supplies, materials, furnishings and equipment,
personal services, arms, ammunition, leather and rubber articles and
gas masks for the protection of public property and employees, and
every expenditure requisite for and incidental to such maintenance
and operation of public buildings outside of the District of Columbia
under the jurisdiction of the National Park Service, $783,700: Pro-
vided, That not to exceed $5,040 of the amount herein appropriated
may be expended for personal services in the District of Columbia and
not to exceed $200,000 shall be available for major repairs and
improvements to the building located at 45 Broadway, New York,
New York.

Salaries and expenses, National Capital parks: For administration,
protection, maintenance, and improvement of the Mount Vernon
Memorial Highway, Arlington Memorial Bridge, George Washington
Memorial Parkway, Federal parks in the District of Columbia, and
other Federal lands authorized by the Act of May 29, 1930 (46 Stat.
482), including the pay and allowances in accordance with the provi-
sions of the Act of May 27, 1924, as amended, of the police force
for the Mount Vernon Memorial Highway and the George Wash-
ington Memorial Parkway, and the operation, maintenance, repair,
exchange, and storage of three automobiles, revolvers, ammunition,
uniforms, and equipment, per-diem employees at rates of pay
approved by the Director not exceeding current rates for similar
services in the District of Columbia, the hire of draft animals with
or without drivers at local rates approved by the Director, traveling
expenses and carfare, and leather and rubber articles for the protec-
tion of public property and employees, $263,200, of which $67,500
shall be available for repairs to the Arlington Memorial Bridge and
approaches thereto.

OFFICE OF EDUCATION
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GENEAL EXPENSES
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ees acting under his direction, including attendance at meetings of
educational associations, societies, and other organizations, and includ-
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diem employees at rates of pay approved by the Director, not exceed-
ing current rates for similar services in the District of Columbia, and 
such employees in emergencies may be entered on duty subject to 
confirmation by the Secretary of the Interior; rent of buildings; 
demolition of buildings; expenses incident to moving various execu-
tive departments and establishments in connection with the assign-
ment, allocation, transfer, and survey of building space; traveling 
expenses and carfare; leather and rubber articles and gas masks for 
the protection of public property and employees; furnishings and 
equipment; arms and ammunition for the guard force; not exceeding 
$37,400 for purchase, repair, and cleaning of uniforms for guards and 
elevator conductors; and the purchase, maintenance, repair, exchange, 
storage, and operation of four motor-propelled passenger-carrying 
vehicles; $7,950,962, of which amount not to exceed $500,000 shall be 
available for major repairs and improvements to public buildings, 
monuments, memorials, and grounds in the District of Columbia. 

Salaries and expenses, public buildings outside the District of 
Columbia: For administration, protection, and maintenance, includ-
ing improvement, repair, cleaning, heating, lighting, rental of build-
ings and equipment, supplies, materials, furnishings and equipment, 
personal services, arms, ammunition, leather and rubber articles and 
gas masks for the protection of public property and employees, and 
every expenditure requisite for and incidental to such maintenance 
and operation of public buildings outside of the District of Columbia 
under the jurisdiction of the National Park Service, $783,700: Pro-
vided, That not to exceed $5,040 of the amount herein appropriated 
may be expended for personal services in the District of Columbia and 
not to exceed $200,000 shall be available for major repairs and 
improvements to the building located at 45 Broadway, New York, 
New York. 

Salaries and expenses, National Capital parks: For administration, 
protection, maintenance, and improvement of the Mount Vernon 
Memorial Highway, Arlington Memorial Bridge, George Washington 
Memorial Parkway, Federal parks in the District of Columbia, and 
other Federal lands authorized by the Act of May 29, 1930 (46 Stat. 
482), including the pay and allowances in accordance with the provi-
sions of the Act of May 27, 1924, as amended, of the police force 
for the Mount Vernon Memorial Highway and the George Wash-
ington Memorial Parkway, and the operation, maintenance, repair, 
exchange, and storage of three automobiles, revolvers, ammunition, 
uniforms, and equipment, per-diem employees at rates of pay 
approved by the Director not exceeding current rates for similar 
services in the District of Columbia, the hire of draft animals with 
or without drivers at local rates approved by the Director, traveling 
expenses and carfare, and leather and rubber articles for the protec-
tion of public property and employees, $263,200, of which $67,500 
shall be available for repairs to the Arlington Memorial Bridge and 
approaches thereto. 
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For the Commissioner of Education and other personal services in 
the District of Columbia, $278,780. 
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ing not to exceed $3,000 for the expenses of persons attending con-
ferences called to meet in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; for
compensation, not to exceed $500, of employees in field service; for
purchase, distribution, and exchange of educational documents
motion-picture films, and lantern slides; collection, exchange, and
cataloging of educational apparatus and appliances, articles of school
furniture and models of school buildings illustrative of foreign and
domestic systems and methods of education, and repairing the same;
and other expenses not herein provided for, $19,500.

Libraries of educa- For making surveys, studies, investigations, and reports regarding
tional institutions.

Surveys, repots blic, school, college, university, and other libraries; fostering coor-
etc.,of. dination of public and school library service; coordinating library

service on the national level with other forms of adult education;
developing library participation in Federal projects; fostering
Nation-wide coordination of research materials among the more
scholarly libraries, inter-State library cooperation, and the develop-
ment of public, school, and other library service throughout the coun-
try, and for the administrative expenses incident to performing these
duties, including salaries of such assistants, experts, clerks, and other
employees in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, as the Com-
missioner of Education may deem necessary, necessary traveling

Attendanceatmeet- expenses, including attendance at meetings of educational associations,
ings, etc. societies, and other organizations, purchase of miscellaneous supplies,

equipment, stationery, typewriters, and exchange thereof, postage on
foreign mail, purchase of books of reference, law books, and periodi-
cals, printing and binding, and all other necessary expenses, $25,000.

Study of higheredu- Study of higher education for Negroes: For all expenses, including
cation or egroes. personal services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, purchase

and rental of equipment, purchase of supplies, traveling expenses,
including attendance at meetings of educational associations, societies,
and other organizations, printing and binding, and all other inci-
dental expenses not included in the foregoing, to enable the Secretary
of the Interior, through the Office of Education, at a total cost of not
to exceed $40,000, to make a study of higher education for Negroes to
determine first the higher education needs of Negroes, and second,
the areas of educational concentration or specialization upon which

Promiso. the various colleges should embark, $15,000: Provided, That special-
cialists, et

s
c. ists and experts for temporary service in this study may be employed

674. S. CIV. 66-, at rates to be fixed by the Secretary of the Interior to corresond to
673c. those established by the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, and
652. without reference to the Civil Service Act of January 16, 1883.

Agricultureandme- Further endowment of colleges of agriculture and the mechanic
Furtherendowment arts: For carrying out the provisions of section 22 of the Act entitled

of colleges of. "An Act to provide for research into basic laws and principles relating
to agriculture and to provide for the further development of coopera-
tive agricultural extension work and the more complete endowment

49 Stat 439. and support of land-grant colleges", approved June 29, 1935 (49 Stat.7 U. S. C., Supp.
V, § 343d. 436), $2,480,000.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Salaries and ex- Salaries and expenses: For carrying out the provisions of section 7
p e

nses. of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the promotion of voca-
39 Stt.940tat. 933; 40 tional education, and so forth", approved February 23, 1917, as
20 U. . . 15. amended by the Act of October 6, 1917 (20 U. S. C. 15), and of sec-
49 Stat. 1489.
20 U.S. ., Supp. tion 4 of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the further develop-

IV, J 15k. ment of vocational education in the several States and Territories",
approved June 8, 1936 (49 Stat. 1488), $428,200.

men" ! Further devel urther development of vocational education: For carrying out the
Territories. provisions of sections 1, 2, and 3 of the Act entitled "An Act to provide

S20t .S. l , upp. for the further development of vocational education in the several
Ni, ii5h-j. States and Territories", approved June 8, 1936 (49 Stat. 1488-1490),
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ing not to exceed $3,000 for the expenses of persons attending con-
ferences called to meet in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; for 
compensation, not to exceed $500, of employees in field service; for 
purchase, distribution, and exchange of educational documents, 
motion-picture films, and lantern slides; collection, exchange, and 
cataloging of educational apparatus and appliances, articles of school 
furniture and models of school buildings illustrative of foreign and 
domestic systems and methods of education, and repairing the same; 
and other expenses not herein provided for, $19,500. 
For making surveys, studies, investigations, and reports regarding 

public, school, college, university, and other libraries; fostering coor-
dination of public and school library service; coordinating library 
service on the national level with other forms of adult education; 
developing library participation in Federal projects; fostering 
Nation-wide coordination of research materials among the more 
scholarly libraries, inter-State library cooperation, and the develop-
ment of public, school, and other library service throughout the coun-
try, and for the administrative expenses incident to performmg these 
duties, including salaries of such assistants, experts, clerks, and other 
employees in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, as the Com-
missioner of Education may deem necessary, necessary traveling 
expenses, including attendance at meetings of educational associations, 
societies, and other organizations, purchase of miscellaneous supplies, 
equipment, stationery, typewriters, and exchange thereof, postage on 
foreign mail, purchase of books of reference, law books, and periodi-
cals, printing and binding, and all other necessary expenses, $25,000. 
Study of higher education for Negroes: For all expenses, including 

personal services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, purchase 
and rental of equipment, purchase of supplies, traveling expenses, 
including attendance at meetings of educational associations, societies, 
and other organizations, printing and binding, and all other inci-
dental expenses not included in the foregoing, to enable the Secretary 
of the Interior, through the Office of Education, at a total cost of not 
to exceed $40,000, to make a study of higher education for Negroes to 
determine first, the higher education needs of Negroes, and second, 
the areas of educational concentration or specialization upon which 
the various colleges should embark, $15,000: Provided, That special-
ists and experts for temporary service in this study may be employed 
at rates to be fixed by the Secretary of the Interior to correspond to 
those established by the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, and 
without reference to the Civil Service Act of January 16, 1883. 

Further endowment of colleges of agriculture and the mechanic 
arts: For carrying out the provisions of section 22 of the Act entitled 
"An Act to provide for research into basic laws and principles relating 
to agriculture and to provide for the further development of coopera-
tive agricultural extension work and the more complete endowment 
and support of land-grant colleges", approved June 29, 1935 (49 Stat. 
436), $2,480,000. 
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Salaries and expenses: For carrying out the provisions of section 7 
of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the promotion of voca-
tional education, and so forth", approved February 23, 1917, as 
amended by the Act of October 6, 1917 (20 U. S. C. 15), and of sec-
tion 4 of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the further develop-
ment of vocational education in the several States and Territories", 
approved June 8, 1936 (49 Stat. 1488), $428,200. 
Further development of vocational education: For carrying out the 

provisions of sections 1, 2, and 3 of the Act entitled "An Act to provide 
for the further development of vocational education in the several 
States and Territories", approved June 8, 1936 (49 Stat. 1488-1490), 
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$13,750,000: Provided, That the apportionment to the States shall be
computed on the basis of not to exceed $14,483,000 for the fiscal year
1940, as authorized by the Act approved June 8, 1936.

For extending to the Territory of Hawaii the benefits of the Act
entitled "An Act to provide for the promotion of vocational education,
and so forth", approved February 23, 1917 (20 U. S. C. 11-18), in
accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to extend
the provisions of certain laws to the Territory of Hawaii", approved
March 10, 1924 (20 U. S. C. 29), $30,000.

For extending to Puerto Rico the benefits of the Act entitled "An
Act to provide for the promotion of vocational education, and so
forth", approved February 23, 1917 (20 U. S. C. 11-18), in accord-
ance with the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to extend the
provisions of certain laws relating to vocational education and civilian
rehabilitation to Puerto Rico", approved March 3, 1931 (20 U. S. C.
11-18; 29 U. S. C. 31-35; 20 U. S. C. 30), $105,000.

Cooperative vocational rehabilitation of persons disabled in indus-
try: For carrying out the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to
provide for the promotion of vocational rehabilitation of persons
disabled in industry or otherwise and their return to civil employ-
ment", approved June 2, 1920 (29 U. S. C. 35), as amended by the Act
of June 5, 1924 (29 U. S. C. 31), and the Acts of June 9, 1930, and
June 30, 1932 (29 U.. C. .31-40), and section 531 (a) of the Act of
August 14,1935 (49 Stat. 620), $1,800,000: Provided, That the appor-
tionment to the States shall be computed on the basis of not to exceed
$1,938,000, as authorized by the Acts approved June 2, 1920, June 5,
1924, June 9, 1930, June 30, 1932, and August 14, 1935.

Salaries and expenses, vocational rehabilitation: For carrying out
the provisions of section 6 of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for
the promotion of vocational rehabilitation of persons disabled in
industry, and so forth", approved June 2,1920 (29 U. S. C. 35), and
the Acts of June 5, 1924 (29 U. S. C. 31), June 9, 1930, and June 30,
1932 (29 U. S. C. 31, 40), and August 14, 1935 (49 Stat. 620), and for
carrying out the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to authorize
the operation of stands in Federal buildings by blind persons, to
enlarge the economic opportunities of the blind, and for other pur-
poses", approved June 20, 1936 (49 Stat. 1559, 1560), $111,500.

Cooperative vocational rehabilitation of disabled residents of the
District of Columbia: For personal services, printing and binding,
travel and subsistence, and itennpayment of expenses of training, place-
ment, and other phases of rehabilitating disabled residents of the
District of Columbia under the provisions of the Act entitled "An
Act to provide for the vocational rehabilitation of disabled residents
of the District of Columbia", approved February 23, 1929 (45 Stat.
1260), as amended by the Act approved April 17, 1937 (50 Stat. 69),
$25,000.

Promotion of vocational rehabilitation of persons disabled in indus-
try in Hawaii: For extending to the Territory of Hawaii the benefits
of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the promotion of vocational
rehabilitation of persons disabled in industry", approved June 2,
1920, as amended (29 U. S. C. 31-44), in accordance with the pro-
visions of the Act entitled "An Act to extend the provisions of certain
laws to the Territory of Hawaii", approved March 10, 1924 (29
U. S. C. 45), $5,000.

Promotion of vocational rehabilitation of persons disabled in indus-
try in Puerto Rico: For extending to the island of Puerto Rico the
benefits of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the promotion
of vocational rehabilitation of persons disabled in industry", approved
June 2, 1920, as amended (29 U. S. C. 31-44), in accordance with the
provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to extend the provisions of
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$13,750,000: Provided, That the apportionment to the States shall be 
computed on the basis of not to exceed $14,483,000 for the fiscal year 
1940, as authorized by the Act approved June 8, 1936. 
For extending to the Territory of Hawaii the benefits of the Act 

entitled "An Act to provide for the promotion of vocational education, 
and so forth", approved February 23, 1917 (20 U. S. C. 11-18) in 
accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to extend 
the provisions of certain laws to the Territory of Hawaii", approved 
March 10, 1924 (20 U. S. C. 29), $30,000. 
For extending to Puerto Rico the benefits of the Act entitled "An 

Act to provide for the promotion of vocational education, and so 
forth", approved February 23, 1917 (20 U. S. C. 11-18), in accord-
ance with the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to extend the 
provisions of certain laws relating to vocational education and civilian 
rehabilitation to Puerto Rico" approved March 3, 1931 (20 U. S. C. 
11-18; 29 U. S. C. 31-35; 20 U. S. C. 30), $105,000. 
Cooperative vocational rehabilitation of persons disabled in indus-

try: For carrying out the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to 
provide for the promotion of vocational rehabilitation of persons 
disabled in industry or otherwise and their return to civil employ-
ment", approved June 2, 1920 (29 U. S. C. 35), as amended by the Act 
of June 5, 1924 (29 U. S. C. 31), and the Acts of June 9, 1930, and 
June 30, 1932 (29 U. S. C. 31-40), and section 531 (a) of the Act of 
August 14, 1935 (49 Stat. 620), $1,800,000: Provided, That the appor-
tionment to the States shall be computed on the basis of not to exceed 
$1,938,000, as authorized by the Acts approved June 2, 1920, June 5, 
1924, June 9, 1930, June 30, 1932, and August 14, 1935. 

Salaries and expenses, vocational rehabilitation: For carrying out 
the provisions of section 6 of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for 
the promotion of vocational rehabilitation of persons disabled in 
industry, and so forth", approved June 2, 1920 (29 U. S. C. 35), and 
the Acts of June 5, 1924 (29 U. S. C. 31), June 9, 1930, and June 30, 
1932 (29 U. S. C. 31, 40), and August 14, 1935 (49 Stat. 620), and for 
carrying out the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to authorize 
the operation of stands in Federal buildings by blind persons, to 
enlarge the economic opportunities of the blind, and for other pur-
poses", approved June 20, 1936 (49 Stat. 1559, 1560), $111,500. 

Cooperative vocational rehabilitation of disabled residents of the 
District of Columbia: For personal services, printing and binding, 
travel and subsistence, and payment of expenses of training, place-
ment, and other phases of rehabilitating disabled residents of the 
District of Columbia under the provisions of the Act entitled "An 
Act to provide for the vocational rehabilitation of disabled residents 
of the District of Columbia", approved February 23, 1929 (45 Stat. 
1260), as amended by the Act approved April 17, 1937 (50 Stat. 69), 
$25,000. 
Promotion of vocational rehabilitation of persons disabled in indus-

try in Hawaii: For extending to the Territory of Hawaii the benefits 
of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the promotion of vocational 
rehabilitation of persons disabled in industry", approved June 2, 
1920, as amended (29 U. S. C. 31-44) in accordance with the pro-
visions of the Act entitled "An Act to extend the provisions of certain 
laws to the Territory of Hawaii", approved March 10, 1924 (29 
U. S. C. 45), $5,000. 
Promotion of vocational rehabilitation of persons disabled in indus-

try in Puerto Rico: For extending to the island of Puerto Rico the 
benefits of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the promotion 
of vocational rehabilitation of persons disabled in industry", approved 
June 2, 1920, as amended (29 U. S. C. 31-44) in accordance with the 
provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to extend the provisions of 
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46 Stat. 1489.
29 U.S. C. §46a.
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certain laws relating to vocational education and civilian rehabilita-
tion to Puerto Rico", approved March 3, 1931 (29 U. S. C. 45a),
$15,000.

Not to exceed an aggregate of $3,000 of appropriations available
to the Office of Education for salaries and expenses for vocational
education may be used for expenses of attendance at meetings of
educational associations and other organizations concerned with voca-
tional education.

All appropriations for vocational education under the Office of
Education in this Act shall be used exclusively for vocational educa-
tion purposes.

GOVERNMENT IN THE TERRITORIES

TERRB'ORY OF ATLASA

Salaries of the Governor and the secretary, $15,600.
For incidental and contingent expenses of the offices of the Gov-

ernor and the secretary of the Territory, clerk hire, not to exceed
$7,520; janitor service for the Governor's office and the executive
mansion, not to exceed $3,180; traveling expenses of the Governor
while absent from the capital on official business and of the secretary
of the Territory while traveling on official business under direction
of the Governor; repair and preservation of Governor's house and
furniture; for care of grounds and purchase of necessary equipment;
stationery, lights, water, and fuel; in all, $22,400, to be expended
under the direction of the Governor.

For the establishment and maintenance of public schools, Territory
of Alaska, $50,000: Provided, That expenditures hereunder shall not
exceed the aggregate receipts covered into the Treasury in accordance
with section 4 of the Permanent Appropriation Repeal Act, 1934.

Insane of Alaska: For care and custody of persons legally adjudged
insane in Alaska, including compensation and travel expenses of
medical supervisor, transportation, burial, and other expenses,
$205,840: Provided, That authority is granted to the Secretary of the
Interior to pay from this appropriation to the Sanitarium Company,
of Portland, Oregon, or to other contracting institution or institu-
tions, not to exceed $648 per capita per annum for the care and main-
tenance of Alaskan insane patients during the fiscal year 1940:
Provided further, That so much of this sum as may be required shall
be available for all necessary expenses in ascertaining the residence
of inmates and in returning those who are not legal residents of
Alaska to their legal residence or to their friends, and the Secretary
of the Interior shall, as soon as practicable, return to their places of
residence or to their friends all inmates not residents of Alaska at the
time they became insane, and the commitment papers for any person
hereafter adjudged insane shall include a statement by the commit-
ting authority as to the legal residence of such person.

For the repair and maintenance of roads, tramways, ferries,
bridges, and trails, Territory of Alaska, to be expended under the
provisions of the Act approved June 30, 1932 (48 U. S. C. 321a-321c),
$560,000, including not to exceed $1,500 for repair and maintenance
of Government wharf at Juneau, Alaska, to be immediately available.

For the construction, repair, and maintenance of roads, tramways,
bridges trails, and aviation fields, Territory of Alaska, $140,000, to
be available until expended: Provided, That expenditures hereunder
shall not exceed the aggregate receipts covered into the Treasury in
accordance with section 4 of the Permanent Appropriation Repeal
Act, 1934.
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The Alaska Railroad: All amounts received by the Alaska Rail-
road during the fiscal year 1940 shall be available, and continue avail-
able until expended, for every expenditure requisite for and incident
to the authorized work of the Alaska Railroad, including mainte-
nance, operation, and improvements of railroads in Alaska; main-
tenance and operation of river steamers and other boats on the
Yukon River and its tributaries in Alaska; operation and mainte-
nance of ocean-going or coastwise vessels by ownership, charter, or
arrangement with other branches of the Government service, for the
purpose of providing additional facilities for the transportation of
freight, passengers, or mail, when deemed necessary, for the benefit
and development of industries and travel affecting territory tribu-
tary to the Alaska Railroad; stores for resale; payment of claims
for losses and damages arising from operations, including claims of
employees of the Railroad for loss and damage resulting from wreck
or accident on the railroad, not due to negligence of the claimant,
limited to clothing and other necessary personal effects used in con-
nection with his duties and not exceeding $100 in value; payment of
amounts due connecting lines; payment of compensation and expenses
as authorized by section 42 of the Injury Compensation Act approved
September 7, 1916 (5 U. S. C. 793), to be reimbursed as therein pro-
vided: Provided, That not to exceed $6,000 of this fund shall be
available for personal services in the District of Columbia during
the fiscal year 1940, and no one other than the general manager of
said railroad shall be paid an annual salary out of this fund of more
than $7,500: Provided further, That not to exceed $10,000 of such
fund shall be available for printing and binding.

TERRITORY OF HAWAII

Salaries of the Governor and of the Secretary, $15,800.
For contingent expenses, to be expended by the Governor for sta-

tionery, postage, and incidentals, and for traveling expenses of the
Governor while absent from the capital on officiar business, $2,000;
private secretary to the Governor, $3,100; temporary clerk hire, $750;
in all, $5,850.

GOVERNMENT OF THE VIRGIN ISLANDS

For salaries of the Governor and employees incident to the execu-
tion of the Acts of March 3, 1917 (48 U. S. C. 1391), and June 22,
1936 (48 U. S. C. 1405v), traveling expenses of officers and employees,
necessary janitor service, care of Federal grounds, repair and preser-
vation of Federal buildings and furniture, purchase of equipment,
stationery, lights, water, and other necessary miscellaneous expenses,
including not to exceed $5,000 for purchase, including exchange,
maintenance, repair, and operation of motor-propelled passenger-
carrying vehicles, and not to exceed $4,000 for personal services,
household equipment, and furnishings, fuel, ice, and electricity neces-
sary in the operation of Government House at Saint Thomas and
Government House at Saint Croix, $127,250.

For salaries and expenses of the agricultural experiment station
and the vocational school in the Virgin Islands, including technical
personnel, clerks, and other persons; scientific investigations of plants
and plant industries, and diseases of animals; demonstrations in prac-
tical farming; official traveling expenses, fixtures, apparatus, and
supplies; clearing and fencing of land; and other necessary expenses,
including not to exceed $2,000 for purchase, including exchange,
maintenance, repair, and operation of motor-propelled passenger-
carrying vehicles, $38,000.
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For defraying the deficit in the treasury of the municipal govern-
ment of Saint Croix because of the excess of current expenses over
current revenues for the fiscal year 1940, $30,000, to be paid to the
said treasury in monthly installments.

PUErTO RICAN HURRICANE RELIEF

To enable the Division of Territories and Island Possessions to
continue collection and administration of moneys due the United
States on account of loans made under the joint resolutions approved
December 21, 1928 (45 Stat. 1067), and January 22, 1930 (46 Stat.
57), and to make compositions and adjustments in any loan hereto-
fore made,' as authorized bv Public Resolutions Numbered 59 (49
Stat. 926) and 60 (49 Stat. 928), Seventy-fourth Congress, approved
August 27, 1935, not to exceed $20,000 of any unobligated balances
of appropriations made by authority of those joint resolutions,
including repayment of principal and payments of interest on such
loans, is hereby made available for administrative expenses during
the fiscal year 1940.

EQUATORIAL AND SOUTH SEA ISLANDS

Administrative ex- For administrative expenses of the Division of Territories and
penses. Island Possessions, in carrying out the provisions of Executive

Orders Numbered 7368 and 7828, approved May 13, 1936, and March
3, 1938, respectively, relating to certain islands of the United States
situate in the Pacific Ocean, including personal services outside the

Contracts. District of Columbia (such employment to be by contract, if deemed
necessary, without regard to the provisions of section 3709 of the

R. . I 3709. Revised Statutes), rent, traveling expenses, purchase of necessary
41 U. . C. . books, documents, newspapers and periodicals, stationery, hire of

automobiles, purchase of equipment, supplies and provisions, and all
other necessary expenses, $40,000.

SAINT ELIZABETHS HOSPITAL

Maintenance, etc. For support, clothing, and treatment in Saint Elizabeths Hospital
for the Insane of insane persons from the Army, Navy, Marine
Corps, and Coast Guard, insane inmates of the National Home for
Disabled Volunteer Soldiers, persons charged with or convicted of
crimes against the United States who are insane, all persons who
have become insane since their entry into the military and naval
services of the United States, insane civilians in the quartermaster
service of the Army, insane persons transferred from the Canal Zone
who have been admitted to the hospital and who are indigent,

Cnanae citizens in American citizens legally adjudged insane in the Dominion of Can-
ada whose legal residence in one of the States, Territories, or the
District of Columbia it has been impossible to establish, insane
beneficiaries of the United States Employees' Compensation Com-
mission, insane beneficiaries of the United States Veterans' Admin-
istration, and insane Indian beneficiaries of the Bureau of Indian

ehicles. Affairs, including not exceeding $27,000 for the purchase (including
one at not to exceed $1,200), exchange, maintenance, repair, and
operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles for the use
of the superintendent, purchasing agent, and general hospital busi-

Buildings and ness, and including not to exceed $185,000 for repairs and improve-
ments to buildings and grounds, $1,227,280, including cooperation
with organizations or individuals in scientific research into the
nature, causes, prevention, and treatment of mental illness, and
including maintenance and operation of necessary facilities for feed-
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including maintenance and operation of necessary facilities for feed-
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ing employees and others (at not less than cost), and the proceeds
therefrom shall reimburse the appropriation for the institution;
and not exceeding $1,500 of this sum may be expended in the removal
of patients to their friends; not exceeding $1,000 for expenses of
attendance at meetings or conventions concerned with the work of
psychiatry, medicine, and other scientific subjects of interest to Saint
Elizabeths Hospital, when specifically authorized by the Secretary
of the Interior; not exceeding $1,500 in the purchase of such books,
periodicals, and newspapers as may be required for the purposes of
the hospital and for the medical library, and not exceeding $1,500
for the actual and necessary expenses incurred in the apprehension
and return to the hospital of escaped patients: Provided, That so
much of this sum as may be required shall be available for all neces-
sary expenses in ascertaining the residence of inmates who are not
or who cease to be properly chargeable to Federal maintenance in
the institution and in returning them to such places of residence:
Provided further, That not exceeding $200 additional may be paid
to two employees to provide mail facilities for patients in the hos-
pital: Provided further, That no part of this appropriation shall be
expended for the purchase of oleomargarine or butter substitutes
except for cooking purposes: Provided further, That during the
fiscal year 1940 the District of Columbia, or any branch of the Gov-
ernment requiring Saint Elizabeths Hospital to care for patients for
which they are responsible, shall pay by check to the Superintendent,
upon his written request, either in advance or at the end of each
month, all or part of the estimated or actual cost of such mainte-
nance, as the case may be, and bills rendered by the Superintendent
of Saint Elizabeths Hospital in accordance herewith shall not be
subject to audit or certification in advance of payment; proper
adjustments on the basis of the actual cost of the care of patients
paid for in advance shall be made monthly or quarterly, as may be
agreed upon between the Superintendent of Saint Elizabeths Hos-
pital and the District of Columbia government, department, or estab-
lishments concerned. All sums paid to the Superintendent of Saint
Elizabeths Hospital for the care of patients that lie is authorized by
law to receive shall be deposited to the credit on the books of the
Treasury Department of the appl)opriation made for the care and
maintenance of the patients at Saint Elizabetls Hospital for the
year in which the support, clothing, and treatment is provided, and
be subject to requisition upon the approval of the Secretary of the
Interior.
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COLUMBIA INSTITUTION FOR THE DEAF

For support of the institution, including salaries and incidental
expenses, books and illustrative apparatus, and general repairs and
improvements, and including not to exceed $11,000 for improvement
to the power, heating, and lighting system, $150,950.

HOWARD UNIVERSITY

Salaries: For payment in full or in part of the salaries of the
officers, professors, teachers, and other regular employees of the uni-
versity, the balance to be paid from privately contributed funds,
$557,000;

General expenses: For equipment, supplies, apparatus, furniture,
cases and shelving, stationery, ice, repairs to buildings and grounds,
and for other necessary expenses, $188,000;

Total, Howard University, $745,000.

Maintenance, etc.

Salaries.

General expenses.
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available for purchase,
operation, repair, etc.

Executive depart-
ments, etc.

Long-distance tele-
phone tolls; use of ap-
propriations restrict-
ed.

Short title.

May 11, 1939
[S. 752]

[Public, No. 69]

Judicial Code,
amendment.

36 Stat. 1109.
28 U. S. C. i 151.

Idaho judicial dis-
trict.

Northern division.

Central division.

For officers and employees and compensation for all other pro-
fessional and other services that may be required and expressly
approved by the Secretary of the Interior, $318,640; for subsistence,
fuel and light, not exceeding $1,000 for expenses of attendance
upon meetings of a technical nature, pertaining to hospital adminis-
tration and medical advancement, when authorized by the Secretary
of the Interior, clothing, to include white duck suits and white canvas
shoes for the use of internes, and cotton or duck uniforms or aprons
for cooks, maids, and attendants, and rubber surgical gloves, bedding,
forage, medicine, medical and surgical supplies, surgical instruments,
electric lights, repairs, replacement of X-ray apparatus, furniture;
purchase, maintenance, and operation of passenger-carrying vehicles,
including not exceeding $500 for the purchase of books, periodicals,
and newspapers; and not to exceed $2,000 for the special instruction
of pupil nurses, and other absolutely necessary expenses, $166,200;
in all, for Freedmen's Hospital, $484,840, including reimbursement to
the appropriation for Howard University of actual cost of heat and
light furnished, of which amount of $484,840 one-half shall be charge-
able to the District of Columbia and paid in like manner as other
appropriations of the District of Columbia are paid.

SEC. 2. Appropriations herein made for field work shall be avail-
able for the hire, with or without personal services, of work animals
and animal-drawn and motor-propelled vehicles and equipment.

SEC. 3. Appropriations herein made shall be available for the pur-
chase, maintenance, operation, and repair of vehicles generally known
as quarter-ton or half-ton pick-up trucks without such trucks being
considered as passenger-carrying vehicles and without the cost of
purchase, maintenance, operation, and repair being included in the
limitation in the various appropriation items for the purchase, main-
tenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-carrying
vehicles.

SEC. 4. That hereafter no part of this or any other appropriation
for any executive department, establishment, or agency shall be used
for the payment of long-distance telephone tolls except for the trans-
action of public business which the interests of the Government
require to be so transacted; and all such payments shall be supported
by a certificate by the head of the department, establishment, or
agency concerned, or such subordinates as he may specially designate,
to the effect that the use of the telephone in such instances was neces-
sary in the interest of the Government.

SEC. 5. This Act may be cited as the "Interior Department Appro-
priation Act, 1940".

Approved, May 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 121]
AN ACT

To amend section 78 of the Judicial Code, relating to the district of Idaho.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 78
of the Judicial Code (36 Stat. 1109; U. S. C., title 28, sec. 151) be
amended so as to read as follows:

"That the State of Idaho shall constitute one judicial district to
be known as the district of Idaho. It is divided into four divisions,
to be known as the northern, central, southern, and eastern divisions.
The territory embraced on the 1st day of February 1938, in the
counties of Benewah, Bonner, Boundary, Kootenai, and Shoshone,
shall constitute the northern division of said district; and the terri-
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May 11, 1939 
[S. 752] 

[Public, No. 691 

Judicial Code, 
amendment. 

36 Stat. 1109. 
28 U. S. C. 151. 

Idaho judicial dis-
trict. 

Northern division. 

Central division. 

FREEDMEN'S HOSPITAL 

For officers and employees and compensation for all other pro-
fessional and other services that may be required and expressly 
approved by the Secretary of the Interior, $318,640; for subsistence, 
fuel and light, not exceeding $1,000 for expenses of attendance 
upon meetings of a technical nature, pertaining to hospital adminis-
tration and medical advancement, when authorized by the Secretary 
of the Interior, clothing, to include white duck suits and white canvas 
shoes for the use of internes, and cotton or duck uniforms or aprons 
for cooks, maids, and attendants, and rubber surgical gloves, bedding, 
forage, medicine, medical and surgical supplies, surgical instruments, 
electric lights, repairs, replacement of X-ray apparatus, furniture; 
purchase, maintenance, and operation of passenger-carrying vehicles, 
including not exceeding $500 for the purchase of books, periodicals, 
and newspapers; and not to exceed $2,000 for the special instruction 
of pupil nurses, and other absolutely necessary expenses, $166,200; 
in all, for Freedmen's Hospital, $484,840, including reimbursement to 
the appropriation for Howard University of actual cost of heat and 
light furnished, of which amount of $484,840 one-half shall be charge-
able to the District of Columbia and paid in like manner as other 
appropriations of the District of Columbia are paid. 
SEC. 2. Appropriations herein made for field work shall be avail-

able for the hire, with or without personal services, of work animals 
and animal-drawn and motor-propelled vehicles and equipment. 
SEC. 3. Appropriations herein made shall be available for the pur-

chase, maintenance, operation, and repair of vehicles generally known 
as quarter-ton or half-ton pick-up trucks without such trucks being 
considered as passenger-carrying vehicles and without the cost of 
purchase, maintenance, operation, and repair being included in the 
limitation in the various appropriation items for the purchase, main-
tenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-carrying 
vehicles. 
SEC. 4. That hereafter no part of this or any other appropriation 

for any executive department, establishment, or agency shall be used 
for the payment of long-distance telephone tolls except for the trans-
action of public business which the interests of the Government 
require to be so transacted; and all such payments shall be supported 
by a certificate by the head of the department, establishment, or 
agency concerned, or such subordinates as he may specially designate, 
to the effect that the use of the telephone in such instances was neces-
sary in the interest of the Government 
SEC. 5. This Act may be cited as the "Interior Department Appro-

priation Act, 1940". 
Approved, May 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 121] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 78 of the Judicial Code, relating to the district of Idaho. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 78 
of the Judicial Code (36 Stat. 1109; U. S. C., title 28, sec. 151) be 
amended so as to read as follows: 
"That the State of Idaho shall constitute one judicial district to 

be known as the district of Idaho. It is divided into four divisions, 
to be known as the northern, central, southern, and eastern divisions. 
The territory embraced on the 1st day of February 193.8, in the 
counties of Benewah, Bonner, Boundary, Kootenai, and Shoshone, 
shall constitute the northern division of said district; and the terri-
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tory embraced on the date last mentioned in the counties of Clear-
water, Idaho, Latah, Lewis, and Nez Perce shall constitute the cen-
tral division of said district; and the territory embraced on the
date last mentioned in the counties of Ada, Adams, Blaine, Boise,
Camas, Canyon, Cassia, Elmore, Gem, Gooding, Jerome, Lincoln,
Minidoka, Owyhee, Payette, Twin Falls, Valley, and Washington
shall constitute the southern division of said district; and the terri-
tory embraced on the date last mentioned in the counties of Bannock,
Bear Lake, Bingham, Bonneville, Butte, Caribou, Clark, Custer,
Franklin, Fremont, Jefferson, Lemhi, Madison, Oneida, Power, and
Teton shall constitute the eastern division of said district. Terms
of the district court for the northern division of said district shall
be held at Coeur d'Alene City on the fourth Monday in May and
the third Monday in November; for the central division, at Moscow
on the second Monday in May and the first Monday in November;
for the southern division, at Boise City on the first Monday in
February and the first Tuesday in September; and for the eastern
division at Pocatello on the second Mondays in March and October.
The clerk of the court shall maintain an office in charge of himself
or a deputy at Coeur d'Alene City, at Moscow, at Boise City, and at
Pocatello, which shall be open at all times for the transaction of
the business of the court."

SEC. 2. That in the event the Legislature of the State of Idaho
should hereafter at any time change the description or name of any
of the counties embraced in the divisions hereinbefore referred to,
then the District Court of the United States for the District of Idaho
may by rule or order make such changes in the description or names
of the counties in the said divisions to conform with any Act of
the Legislature of the State of Idaho.

Approved, May 11, 1939.

[CHAPTER 122]

739

Southern division.

Eastern division.

Terms of district
court.

Northern division.

Central division.

Southern division.

Eastern division.

Clerk's offices.

Change in name of
any county permitted
to conform with any
Act of Legislature.

AN ACT

To authorize the Secretary of War to exchange obsolete, unsuitable, and un-
serviceable machines and tools pertaining to the manufacture or repair of
ordnance materiel for new machines and tools.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of War be, and he is hereby, authorized to exchange obsolete, unsuit-
able, and unserviceable machines and tools, and parts thereof,
pertaining to the manufacture or repair of ordnance materiel for use
In the national defense, for new machines and tools of the same or
equivalent general character.

Approved, May 11, 1939.

May 11, 1039
[I I. . 35871

[Public, No. 70]

War Department.
Exchange of certain

obsolete, etc., ma-
chines and tools for
new.

[CHAPTER 123]
JOINT RESOLUTION

Designating August 19 of each year as National Aviation Day.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the President of the
United States is authorized to designate August 19 of each year as
National Aviation Day, and to issue a proclamation calling upon
officials of the Government to display the flag of the United States
on all Government buildings on that day, and inviting the people
of the United States to observe the day with appropriate exercises
to further and stimulate interest in aviation in the United States.

Approved, May 11, 1939.

May 11, 1939
[S. J. Res. 111]

[Pub. Res., No. 14j

National Aviation
Day.

President author-
ired to designate Au-
gust 19 of each year as.

Observance invited.
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tory embraced on the date last mentioned in the counties of Clear-
water, Idaho, Latah, Lewis, and Nez Perce shall constitute the cen-
tral division of said district; and the territory embraced on the 
date last mentioned in the counties of Ada, Adams, Blaine, Boise, 
Camas, Canyon, Cassia, Elmore, Gem, Gooding, Jerome, Lincoln, 
Minidoka, Owyhee, Payette, Twin Falls, Valley, and Washington 
shall constitute the southern division of said district; and the terri-
tory embraced on the date last mentioned in the counties of Bannock, 
Bear Lake, Bingham, Bonneville, Butte, Caribou, Clark, Custer, 
Franklin, Fremont, Jefferson, Lemhi, Madison, Oneida, Power, and 
Teton shall constitute the eastern division of said district. Terms 
of the district court for the northern division of said district shall 
be held at Coeur d'Alene City on the fourth Monday in May and 
the third Monday in November; for the central division, at Moscow 
on the second Monday in May and the first Monday in November; 
for the southern division, at Boise City on the first Monday in 
February and the first Tuesday in September; and for the eastern 
division at Pocatello on the second Mondays in March and October. 
The clerk of the court shall maintain an office in charge of himself 
or a deputy at Coeur d'Alene City, at Moscow, at Boise City, and at 
Pocatello, which shall be open at all times for the transaction of 
the business of the court." 
SEC. 2. That in the event the Legislature of the State of Idaho 

should hereafter at any time change the description or name of any 
of the counties embraced in the divisions hereinbefore referred to, 
then the District Court of the United States for the District of Idaho 
may by rule or order make such changes in the description or names 
of the counties in the said divisions to conform with any Act of 
the Legislature of the State of Idaho. 
Approved, May 11, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 122] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Secretary of War to exchange obsolete, unsuitable, and un-
serviceable machines and tools pertaining to the manufacture or repair of 
ordnance materiel for new machines and tools. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of War be, and he is hereby, authorized to exchange obsolete, unsuit-
able, and unserviceable machines and tools, and parts thereof, 
pertaining to the manufacture or repair of ordnance materiel for use 
in the national defense, for new machines and tools of the same or 
equivalent general character. 
Approved, May 11, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 123] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Designating August 19 of each year as National Aviation Day. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the President of the 
United States is authorized to designate August 19 of each year as 
National Aviation Day, and to issue a proclamation calling upon 
officials of the Government to display the flag of the United States 
on all Government buildings on that day, and inviting the people 
of the United States to observe the day with appropriate exercises 
to further and stimulate interest in aviation in the United States. 
Approved, May 11, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 126]

May 12, 1939
[H. R. 3811]

[Public, No. 71]

Pneumatic mail
tube systems, New
York and Boston,
appraisal authorized.

Appropriation au-
thorized.

May 12, 1939
[H. R. 4087]

[Public, No. 72)

Army.
Commanding gen-

eral, G. H. Q. Air
Force, retirement
privileges.

41 Stat. 762.
10 U. S. c. § 1026.

May 12, 1939
[II. R. 4772]

[Public, No. 73]

AN ACT
To provide for the appraisal of the pneumatic mail tube systems in New York

and Boston.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Postmaster
General is authorized and directed to provide for an appraisal by
competent engineers of the properties comprising the pneumatic mail
tube systems in New York and Boston and the franchises enjoyed
and patent rights utilized in connection therewith.

SEc. 2. There is authorized to be appropriated, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such sum as may be
necessary to carry out this Act, but not to exceed $25,000.

Approved, May 12, 1939.

[CHAPTER 127]
AN ACT

To amend an Act entitled "An Act for making further and more effectual pro-
vision for the national defense, and for other purposes", approved June 3, 1916,
as amended by the Act of June 4, 1920, so as to confer on the commanding gen-
eral, General Headquarters Air Force, the same retirement privileges now
enjoyed by chiefs of branches.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act
entitled "An Act for making further and more effectual provision
for the national defense, and for other purposes", approved June 8,
1916, as amended by the Act of June 4, 1920 (41 Stat. 762), be, and
the same is hereby, amended by inserting immediately after the word
"branch", in line 27 of section 4c of that Act, as amended, the words
"or as commanding general of the General Headquarters Air Force",
and by inserting in line 29 of said section, immediately preceding the
word "grade", the word "highest", and immediately after the word
"chief", the words "or commanding general of the General Head-
quarters Air Force".

Approved, May 12, 1939.

[CHAPTER 128]
AN ACT

To provide time credits for substitutes in the pneumatic-tube service.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Postal Service. United States of America in Congress assembled, That the last para-

graph of section 11 of the Act entitled "An Act reclassifying the
salaries of postmasters and employees of the Postal Service, read-
justing their salaries and compensation on an equitable basis, increas-

43 Stat. 104; 45 ing postal rates to provide for such readjustment and for otherStat. 1016;,50 Stat. W50.
39 tU. s. c 150o4 purposes", approved February 28, 1925, as amended, is amended to

Supp. IV, 104. read as follows:
Subscred itutes time "Substitute clerks, substitute garagemen-drivers, substitute driver-credits allowed: pneu-

matic-tube service in- mechanics, and substitute general mechanics, when appointed regular
clerks, garagemen-drivers, driver-mechanics, or general mechanics in
the motor-vehicle service, and substitutes in the pneumatic-tube
service when appointed as regular employees in the pneumatic-tube
service, shall be given credit for the actual time served as a substitute
on the basis of one year for each three hundred and six days of eight
hours, and shall be appointed to the grade to which such clerk,
garageman-driver, driver-mechanic, general mechanic, or employee in
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enjoyed by chiefs of branches. 

[CHAPTER 126] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the appraisal of the pneumatic mail tube systems in New York 
and Boston. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Postmaster 
General is authorized and directed to provide for an appraisal by 
competent engineers of the properties comprising the pneumatic mail 
tube systems in New York and Boston and the franchises enjoyed 
and patent rights utilized in connection therewith. 
SEO. 2. There is authorized to be appropriated, out of any money 

in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such sum as may be 
necessary to carry out this Act, but not to exceed $25,000. 
Approved, May 12, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 127] 
AN ACT 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act 
entitled "An Act for making further and more effectual provision 
for the national defense, and for other purposes", approved June 3, 
1916, as amended by the Act of June 4, 1920 (41 Stat. 762), be, and 
the same is hereby, amended by inserting immediately after the word 
"branch", in line 27 of section 4c of that Act, as amended, the words 
"or as commanding general of the General Headquarters Air Force", 
and by inserting in line 29 of said section, immediately preceding the 
word "grade", the word "highest", and immediately after the word 
"chief", the words "or commanding general of the General Head-
quarters Air Force". 
Approved, May 12, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 128] 
AN ACT 

To provide time credits for substitutes in the pneumatic-tube service. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the last para-
graph of section 11 of the Act entitled "An Act reclassifying the 
salaries of postmasters and employees of the Postal Service, read-
justing their salaries and compensation on an equitable basis, increas-
ing postal rates to provide for such readjustment, and for other 
purposes", approved February 28, 1925, as amended, is amended to 
read as follows: 

"Substitute clerks, substitute garagemen-drivers, substitute driver-
mechanics, and substitute general mechanics, when appointed regular 
clerks, garagemen-drivers, driver-mechanics, or general mechanics in 
the motor-vehicle service, and substitutes in the pneumatic-tube 
service when appointed as regular employees in the pneumatic-tube 
service, shall be given credit for the actual time served as a substitute 
on the basis of one year for each three hundred and six days of eight 
hours, and shall be appointed to the grade to which such clerk, 
garageman-driver, driver-mechanic, general mechanic, or employee in 
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the pneumatic-tube service, would have progressed had his original
appointment as a substitute been made to grade one. Substitute
service shall be computed from the date of original appointment as a
regular classified substitute, and the salaries of the employees shall
be fixed accordingly upon the date of their advancement to a regular
position under section 116 of this title. Any fractional part of a
year's substitute service, rendered after the enactment of this sen-
tence, shall be included with his service as a regular clerk, garage-
man-driver, driver-mechanic, or general mechanic in the motor-
vehicle service, or employee in the pneumatic-tube service, in deter-
mining eligibility for promotion to the next higher grade following
appointment to a regular position."

Approved, May 12, 1939.

[CHAPTER 129]
AN ACT

To provide a differential in pay for night work to pneumatic-tube-system em-
ployees in the Postal Service.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act
entitled "An Act to provide a differential in pay for night work in the
Postal Service", enacted May 24, 1928 (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 39,
sec. 828), is amended by striking out the words "motor-vehicle
service" and inserting in lieu thereof the following: "motor-vehicle
and pneumatic-tube services".

Approved, May 12, 1939.

[CHAPTER 130]
AN ACT

May 12, 1939
[H. R. 4785]

[Public, No. 74]

Postal Service.
Differential in pay

for night work, in-
clusion of pneumatic-
tube-system em-
ployees.

45 Stat. 725.
39 U. S. C. § 828.

May 12, 1939
To extend the provisions of the forty-hour law to pneumatic-tube-system employees 1[. R. 4786fi

in the Postal Service [Public. No. 75]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the first sec-
tion of the Act entitled "An Act to fix the hours of duty of postal
employees, and for other purposes", approved August 14, 1935, as
amended, is further amended by striking out the words "motor-
vehicle service" and inserting in lieu thereof the following: "motor-
vehicle and pneumatic-tube services".

Approved, May 12, 1939.

[CHAPTER 131]
JOINT RESOLUTION

Authorizing the President to invite other nations to participate in the Sacra-
mento Golden Empire Centennial commemorating the one-hundredth anni-
versary of the founding of Sacramento by Captain John A. Sutter.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the President of the
United States is authorized to invite by proclamation, or in such
manner as he may deem proper, foreign nations to participate in
the Sacramento Golden Empire Centennial to be held at Sacramento,
California, from May 1, 1939, to September 10, 1939, inclusive, for
the purpose of properly commemorating and observing the one-
hundredth anniversary of the arrival in California, at the confluence
of the American and Sacramento Rivers, of John Augustus Sutter,
a Swiss adventurer, and the founding by him, through the estab-

Postal Service.
Forty-hour law pro-

visions, extension to
pneunmatic-tube-
system employees.

49 Stat. 650.
39 I. .SC., Supp.

IV, § 832.

May 12, 1939
[H. J. Res. 221]

[Pub. Res., No. 151
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the pneumatic-tube service, would have progressed had his original 
appointment as a substitute been made to grade one. Substitute 
service shall be computed from the date of original appointment as a 
regular classified substitute, and the salaries of the employees shall 
be fixed accordingly upon the date of their advancement to a regular 
position under section 116 of this title. Any fractional part of a 
year's substitute service, rendered after the enactment of this sen-
tence, shall be included with his service as a regular clerk, garage-
man-driver, driver-mechanic, or general mechanic in the motor-
vehicle service, or employee in the pneumatic-tube service, in deter-
mining eligibility for promotion to the next higher grade following 
appointment to a regular position." 
Approved, May 12, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 129] 
AN ACT 

To provide a differential in pay for night work to pneumatic-tube-system em-
ployees in the Postal Service. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act 
entitled "An Act to provide a differential in pay for night work in the 
Postal Service", enacted May 24, 1928 (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 39, 
sec. 828), is amended by striking out the words "motor-vehicle 
service" and inserting in lieu thereof the following: "motor-vehicle 
and pneumatic-tube services". 
Approved, May 12, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 130] 
AN ACT 

To extend the provisions of the forty-hour law to pneumatic-tube-system employees 
in the Postal Service 

Be it enacted by Ow Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the first sec-
tion of the Act entitled "An Act to fix the hours of duty of postal 
employees, and for other purposes", approved August 14, 1935, as 
amended, is further amended by striking out the words "motor-
vehicle service" and inserting in lieu thereof the following: "motor-
vehicle and pneumatic-tube services". 
Approved, May 12, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 131] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Authorizing the President to invite other nations to participate in the Sacra-
mento Golden Empire Centennial commemorating the one-hundredth anni-
versary of the founding of Sacramento by Captain John A. Sutter. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the President of the 
United States is authorized to invite by proclamation, or in such 
manner as he may deem proper, foreign nations to participate in 
the Sacramento Golden Empire Centennial to be held at Sacramento, 
California, from May 1, 1939, to September 10, 1939, inclusive, for 
the purpose of properly commemorating and observing the one-
hundredth anniversary of the arrival in California, at the confluence 
of the American and Sacramento Rivers, of John Augustus Sutter, 
a Swiss adventurer, and the founding by him, through the estab-
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lishment of Sutter's Fort, of what is today California's capital city
of Sacramento, which establishment and the subsequent development
of the region adjacent resulted in the discovery of gold at Coloma,
California.

No Federal obliga- SEC. 2. The Government of the United States is not by this reso-
tion- lution obligated to any expense in connection with the holding of

such exposition.
Approved, May 12, 1939.

[CHAPTER 133] AN ACT
AN ACT

May 15, 1939
[H R. 32301 To amend the statutes providing punishment for transmitting threatening

[Public, No. 76] communications.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Postal Service. United States of America in Congress assembled, That sections 1
47 Stat.649;49Stat. and 2 of the Act of July 8, 1932 (47 Stat. 649), as amended (U. S. C.,
41.s. o. ts33sa, title 18, sees. 338a and 338b), be, and the same are hereby, further

338b; upp.Iv, 38a. amended to read as follows:
Deposit, etc., of "SECTrON 1. (a) Whoever shall knowingly deposit or cause to be

comunicaionin deposited in any post office or station thereof, or in any authorized
mails. depository for mail matter, to be sent or delivered by the Post

Office Establishment of the United States, or shall knowingly cause
to be delivered by the Post Office Establishment of the United
States according to the direction thereon, any written or printed
letter or other communication, with or without a name or designat-
ing mark subscribed thereto, addressed to any other person, and
containing any demand or request for ransom or reward for the
release of any kidnaped person; or whoever, with intent to extort
from any person any money or other thing of value, shall deposit,
cause to be deposited, or cause to be delivered, as aforesaid, any
letter or other communication containing any threat to kidnap any
person or any threat to injure the person of the addressee or of

Penalty. another, shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not more
than twenty years, or both.

etreat to kidnap, "(b) Whoever shall knowingly deposit or cause to be deposited in
any post office or station thereof, or in any authorized depository
for mail matter, to be sent or delivered by the Post Office Establish-
ment of the United States, or shall knowingly cause to be delivered
by the Post Office Establishment of the United States according to
the direction thereon, any written or printed letter or other com-
munication with or without a name or designating mark subscribed
thereto, addressed to any other person and containing any threat
to kidnap any person or any threat to injure the person of the

Penalty. addressee or of another shall be fined not more than $1,000, or
imprisoned not more than five years, or both.

Extortion messages. (c) Whoever, with intent to extort from any person any money
or other thing of value, shall knowingly deposit or cause to be
deposited in any post office or station thereof, or in any authorized
depository for mail matter, to be sent or delivered by the Post Office
Establishment of the United States, or shall knowingly cause to be
delivered by the Post Office Establishment of the United States ac-
cording to the direction thereon, any written or printed letter or
other communication, with or without a name or designating mark
subscribed thereto, addressed to any other person and containing
any threat to injure the property or reputation of the addressee or of
another, or the reputation of a deceased person, or any threat to

Penalty. accuse the addressee or any other person of a crime shall be fined
not more than $500, or imprisoned not more than two years, or both.
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lishment of Sutter's Fort, of what is today California's capital city 
of Sacramento, which establishment and the subsequent development 
of the region adjacent resulted in the discovery of gold at Coloma, 
California. 

SEc. 2. The Government of the United States is not by this reso-
lution obligated to any expense in connection with the holding of 
such exposition. 
Approved, May 12, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 133] 
AN ACT 

To amend the statutes providing punishment for transmitting threatening 
communications. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That sections 1 
and 2 of the Act of July 8, 1932 (47 Stat. 649), as amended (U. S. C., 
title 18, secs. 338a and 338b), be, and the same are hereby, further 
amended to read as follows: 

"SEcriox 1. (a) Whoever shall knowingly deposit or cause to be 
deposited in any post office or station thereof, or in any authorized 
depository for mail matter, to be sent or delivered by the Post 
Office Establishment of the United States, or shall knowingly cause 
to be delivered by the Post Office Establishment of the United 
States according to the direction thereon, any written or printed 
letter or other communication, with or without a name or designat-
ing mark subscribed thereto, addressed to any other person, and 
containing any demand or request for ransom or reward for the 
release of any kidnaped person; or whoever, with intent to extort 
from any person any money or other thing of value, shall deposit, 
cause to be deposited, or cause to be delivered, as aforesaid, any 
letter or other communication containing any threat to kidnap any 
person or any threat to injure the person of the addressee or of 
another, shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not more 
than twenty years, or both. 

"(b) Whoever shall knowingly deposit or cause to be deposited in 
any post office or station thereof, or in any authorized depository 
for mail matteri to be sent or delivered by the Post Office Establish-
ment of the United States, or shall knowingly cause to be delivered 
by the Post Office Establishment of the United States according to 
the direction thereon, any written or printed letter or other com-
munication with or without a name or designating mark subscribed 
thereto, addressed to any other person and containing any threat 
to kidnap any person or any threat to injure the person of the 
addressee or of another shall be fined not more than $1,000, or 
imprisoned not more than five years, or both. 

"(c) Whoever, with intent to extort from any person any money 
or other thing of value, shall knowingly deposit, or cause to be 
deposited in any post office or station thereof, or in any authorized 
depository for mail matter, to be sent or delivered by the Post Office 
Establishment of the United States, or shall knowingly cause to be 
delivered by the Post Office Establishment of the United States ac-
cording to the direction thereon, any written or printed letter or 
other communication, with or without a name or designating mark 
subscribed thereto, addressed to any other person and containing 
any threat to injure the property or reputation of the addressee or of 
another, or the reputation of a deceased person, or any threat to 
accuse the addressee or any other person of a crime shall be fined 
not more than $500, or imprisoned not more than two years, or both. 
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"(d) Any person violating this section may be prosecuted in the
judicial district in which such letter or other communication is depos-
ited in such post office, station, or authorized depository for mail
matter, or in the judicial district into which such letter or other com-
munication was carried by the United States mail for delivery
according to the direction thereon: Provided, That any defendant
in an indictment hereunder, relating to communications originating
in the United States, shall, upon motion duly made, be entitled as a
matter of right to be tried in the district court of the United States
in which the matter mailed or otherwise transmitted was first set
in motion; that is, in the mails or in commerce between the States.

"SEC. 2. (a) Whoever shall knowingly deposit or cause to be
deposited in any post office or station thereof, or in any authorized
depository for mail matter, of any foreign country any written or
printed letter or other communication addressed to any person within
the United States, for the purpose of having such communication
delivered by the Post Office Establishment of such foreign country
to the Post Office Establishment of the United States and by it
delivered to such addressee in the United States, and as a result
thereof such communication is delivered by the Post Office Estab-
lishment of such foreign country to the Post Office Establishment of
the United States and by it delivered to the address to which it is
directed in the United States, and containing any demand or request
for ransom or reward for the release of any kidnaped person; or who-
ever, with intent to extort from any person any money or other
thing of value, shall deposit or cause to be deposited, as aforesaid,
any letter or other communication for the purpose aforesaid, con-
taining any threat to kidnap any person or any threat to injure the
person of the addressee or of another, shall be fined not more than
$5,000 or imprisoned not more than twenty years, or both.

"(b) Whoever shall knowingly deposit or cause to be deposited in
any post office or station thereof, or in any authorized depository for
mail matter, of any foreign country any written or printed letter or
other communication addressed to any person within the United
States, for the purpose of having such communication delivered by
the Post Office Establishment of such foreign country to the Post
Office Establishment of the United States and by it delivered to such
addressee in the United States, and as a result thereof such communi-
cation is delivered by the Post Office Establishment of such foreign
country to the Post Office Establishment of the United States and by
it delivered to the address to which it is directed in the United States,
and containing any threat to kidnap any person or any threat to
injure the person of the addressee or of another, shall be fined not
more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or both.

"(c) Whoever, with intent to extort from any person any money
or other thing of value, shall knowingly deposit or cause to be
deposited in any post office or station thereof, or in any authorized
depository for mail matter, of any foreign country any written or
printed letter or other communication, addressed to any person within
the United States for the purpose of having such communication
delivered by the Post Office Establishment of such foreign country to
the Post Office Establishment of the United States and by it delivered
to such addressee in the United States, and as a result thereof such
communication is delivered by the Post Office Establishment of such
foreign country to the Post Office Establishment of the United States
and by it delivered to the address to which it is directed in the
Unite States, and containing any threat to injure the property or
reputation of the addressee or of another, or the reputation of a
deceased person, or any threat to accuse the addressee or any other
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• "(d) Any person violating this section may be prosecuted in the 
judicial district in which such letter or other communication is depos-
ited in such post office station, or authorized depository for mail 
matter, or in the judicial. district into which such letter or other com-
munication was carried by the United States mail for delivery 
according to the direction thereon: Provided, That any defendant 
in an indictment hereunder, relating to communications originating 
in the United States shall, upon motion duly made, be entitled as a 
matter of right to be tried in the district court of the United States 
in which the matter mailed or otherwise transmitted was first set 
in motion; that is, in the mails or in commerce between the States. 

"SEc. 2. (a) Whoever shall knowingly deposit or cause to be 
deposited in any post office or station thereof, or in any authorized 
depository for mail matter, of any foreign country any written or 
printed letter or other communication addressed to any person within 
the United States, for the purpose of having such communication 
delivered by the Post Office Establishment of such foreign country 
to the Post Office Establishment of the United States and by it 
delivered to such addrecsee in the United States, and as a result 
thereof such communication is delivered by the Post Office Estab-
lishment of such foreign country to the Post Office Establishment of 
the United States and by it delivered to the address to which it is 
directed in the United States, and containing any demand or request 
for ransom or reward for the release of any kidnaped person; or who-
ever, with intent to extort from any person any money or other 
thing of value, shall deposit or cause to be deposited, as aforesaid, 
any letter or other communication for the purpose aforesaid, con-
taining any threat to kidnap any person or any threat to injure the 
person of the addressee or of another, shall be fined not more than 
$5,000 or imprisoned not more than twenty years, or both. 
"(b) Whoever shall knowingly deposit or cause to be deposited in 

any post office or station thereof, or in any authorized depository for 
mail matter, of any foreign country any written or printed letter or 
other communication addressed to any person within the United 
States, for the purpose of having such communication delivered by 
the Post Office Establishment of such foreign country to the Post 
Office Establishment of the United States and by it delivered to such 
addressee in the United States, and as a result thereof such communi-
cation is delivered by the Post Office Establishment of such foreign 
country to the Post Office Establishment of the United States and by 
it delivered to the address to which it is directed in the United States, 
and containing any threat to kidnap any person or any threat to 
injure the person of the addressee or of another, shall be fined not 
more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or both. 

"(c) Whoever, with intent to extort from any person any money 
or other thing of value shall knowingly deposit or cause to be 
deposited in any post office or station thereof, or in any authorized 
depository for mail matter, of any foreign country any written or 
printed letter or other communication, addressed to any person within 
the United States for the purpose of having such communication 
delivered by the Post Office Establishment of such foreign country to 
the Post Office Establishment of the United States and by it delivered 
to such addressee in the United States and as a result thereof such 
communication is delivered by the Post Office Establishment of such 
foreign country to the Post Office Establishment of the United States 
and by it delivered to the address to which it is directed in the 
United States, and containing any threat to injure the property or 
reputation of the addressee or of another, or the reputation of a 
deceased person, or any threat to accuse the addressee or any other 
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person of a crime, shall be fined not more than $500 or imprisoned
not more than two years, or both.

"(d) Any person violating this section may be prosecuted either
in the district into which such letter or other communication was
carried by the United States mail for delivery according to the direc-
tion thereon, or in which it was caused to be delivered by the United
States mail to the person to whom it was addressed: Provided, That
any defendant in an indictment hereunder, relating to communica-
tions originating in the United States, shall, upon motion duly made,
be entitled as a matter of right to be tried in the district court of
the United States in which the matter mailed or otherwise transmitted
was set first in motion; that is, in the mails or in commerce between
the States."

SEC. 2. That the Act of May 18, 1934 (48 Stat. 781; U. S. C., title
18, sec. 408d), be, and the same is hereby, amended to read as follows:

"(a) Whoever shall transmit in interstate commerce, by any means
whatsoever, any communication containing any demand or request for
a ransom or reward for the release of any kidnaped person; or who-
ever, with intent to extort from any person, firm, association, or cor-
poration, any money or other thing of value, shall transmit, as afore-
said, any communication containing any threat to kidnap any person
or any threat to injure the person of another shall be fined not more
than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than twenty years, or both.

"(b) Whoever shall transmit in interstate commerce by any means
whatsoever any communication containing any threat to kidnap any
person or any threat to injure the person of another shall be fined not
more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or both.

"(c) Whoever, with intent to extort from any person, firm, associ-
ation, or corporation, any money or other thing of value, shall trans-
mit in interstate commerce by any means whatsoever any communi-
cation containing any threat to injure the property or reputation of
the addressee or of another or the reputation of a deceased person
or any threat to accuse the addressee or any other person of a crime
shall be fined not more than $500 or imprisoned not more than two
years, or both.

"(d) Any person violating the provisions of this section may be
prosecuted in the judicial district from or into which such threat is
transmitted, as aforesaid: Provided, That any defendant in an
indictment hereunder, relating to communications originating in the
United States, shall, upon motion duly made, be entitled as a matter
of right to be tried in the district court of the United States in which
the matter mailed or otherwise transmitted was set first in motion;
that is, in the mails or in commerce between the States. The term
'interstate commerce,' as used in this section, shall include commu-
nication from one State, Territory, or the District of Columbia, to
another State, Territory, or the District of Columbia."

Approved, May 15, 1939.

[CHAPTER 134]
May 15, 1939
[H. R. 3231]

[Public, No. 77]

Firearms.
Conveyance in the

mails to Coast Guard
oflicers, authorized.

AN ACT

To authorize the mailing of pistols, revolvers, and other firearms capable of being
concealed on the person, to officers of the Coast Guard.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 of
the Act entitled "An Act declaring pistols, revolvers, and other fire-
arms capable of being concealed on the person nonmailable and
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May 15, 1939 
[II. R. 3231] 

[Public, No. 77] 

Firearms. 
Conveyance in the 

mails to Coast Guard 
officers, authorized. 

person of a crime, shall be fined not more than $500 or imprisoned 
not more than two years or both. 
" (d) Any person violating this section may be prosecuted either 

in the district into which such letter or other communication was 
carried by the United States mail for delivery according to the direc-
tion thereon, or in which it was caused to be delivered by the United 
States mail to the person to whom it was addressed: Provided, That 
any defendant in an indictment hereunder, relating to communica-
tions originating in the United States, shall, upon motion duly made, 
be entitled as a matter of right to be tried in the district court of 
the United States in which the matter mailed or otherwise transmitted 
was set first in motion; that is, in the mails or in commerce between 
the States." 
SEC. 2. That the Act of May 18, 1934 (48 Stat. 781; U. S. C., title 

18, sec. 408d), be, and the same is hereby, amended to read as follows: 
"(a) Whoever shall transmit in interstate commerce, by any means 

whatsoever, any communication containing any demand or request for 
a ransom or reward for the release of any kidnaped person; or who-
ever, with intent to extort from any person, firm, association, or cor-
poration, any money or other thing of value, shall transmit, as afore-
said, any communication containing any threat to kidnap any person 
or any threat to injure the person of another shall be fined not more 
than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than twenty years, or both. 

"(b) Whoever shall transmit in interstate commerce by any means 
whatsoever any communication containing any threat to kidnap any 
person or any threat to injure the person of another shall be fined not 
more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or both. 
"(c) Whoever, with intent to extort from any person, firm, associ-

ation, or corporation, any money or other thing of value, shall trans-
mit in interstate commerce by any means whatsoever any communi-
cation containing any threat to injure the property or reputation of 
the addressee or of another or the reputation of a deceased person 
or any threat to accuse the addressee or any other person of a crime 
shall be fined not more than $500 or imprisoned not more than two 
years, or both. 

"(d) Any person violating the provisions of this section may be 
prosecuted in the judicial district from or into which such threat is 
transmitted, as aforesaid: Provided, That any defendant in an 
indictment hereunder, relating to communications originating in the 
United States, shall, upon motion duly made, be entitled as a matter 
of right to be tried in the district court of the United States in which 
the matter mailed or otherwise transmitted was set first in motion; 
that is, in the mails or in commerce between the States. The term 
'interstate commerce' as used in this section shall include commu-
nication from one State, Territory, or the District of Columbia, to 
another State, Territory, or the District of Columbia." 
Approved, May 15, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 134] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the mailing of pistols, revolvers, and other firearms capable of being 
concealed on the person, to officers of the Coast Guard. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 of 
the Act entitled "An Act declaring pistols, revolvers, and other fire-
arms capable of being concealed on the person nonmailable and 
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providing penalty", approved February 8, 1927 (44 Stat. 1059;
U. S. C., title 18, sec. 361), is hereby amended by inserting the words
"Coast Guard," after the word "Navy," in the first proviso thereof.

Approved, May 15, 1939.

[CHAPTER 135]
AN ACT

745

44 Stat. 1059.
18 U. . C.. § 31l.

May 15, 1939
Granting postal employees credit for Saturday in annual and sick leave law, [H. R. 38132

thereby conforming to the forty-hour workweek or five-day-week law. [Public, No. 78]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That paragraph 1
of section 11 of the Act entitled "An Act reclassifying the salaries of
postmasters and employees of the Postal Service, readjusting their
salaries and compensation on an equitable basis, increasing postal
rates to provide for such readjustment, and for other purposes",
approved February 28, 1925 (U. S. C., title 39, 1934 edition, sec. 823),
as amended, is amended to read as follows:

"Employees in the Postal Service shall be granted fifteen days'
leave of absence with pay, exclusive of Saturdays, Sundays, and
holidays, each fiscal year, and sick leave with pay at the rate of ten
days a year, exclusive of Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays, to be
cumulative. but no sick leave with pay in excess of six months shall
be granted during any one fiscal year. Sick leave shall be granted
only upon satisfactory evidence of illness in accordance with the regu-
lations to be prescribed by the Postmaster General: Provided, That
the fifteen days' leave shall be credited at the rate of one and one-
quarter days for each month of actual service."

SEC. 2. This Act shall become effective as of February 1, 1939.

Approved, May 15, 1939.

[CHAPTER 136]
AN ACT

Limiting working hours of pneumatic-tube-system employees to eight in ten
hours a day.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the fifth para-
graph of section 116, title 39, United States Code, is amended to read
as follows:

"Special mechanics, general mechanics, mechanics' helpers, driver-
mechanics, and garagemen-drivers in the motor-vehicle service, and
employees of the pneumatic-tube system, shall be required to work
not more than eight hours a day. The eight hours of service shall
not extend over a longer period than ten consecutive hours, and the
schedules of duties of the employees shall be regulated accordingly.
In cases of emergency, or if the needs of the service require, special
clerks, clerks, special mechanics, general mechanics, mechanics'
helpers, driver-mechanics, and garagemen-drivers in the motor-
vehicle service, and employees of the pneumatic-tube system, can be
required to work in excess of eight hours per day, and for such over-
time service they shall be paid on the basis of the annual pay received
by such employees. In computing the compensation for such over-
time the annual salary or compensation for such employees shall be
divided by three hundred and six (five?), the number of working
days in the year less all Sundays and legal holidays enumerated in
section 119 of this title; the quotient thus obtained will be the daily
compensation which divided by eight will give the hourly compen-
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providing penalty", approved February 8, 1927 (44 Stat. 1059; 
U. S. C., title 18, sec. 361), is hereby amended by inserting the words 
"Coast Guard," after the word "Navy," in the first proviso thereof. 
Approved, May 15, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 135] 
AN ACT 

745 

44 Stat. 1059. 
18 U. S. C. § 301. 

May 15, 1939 
Graniing postal employees credit for Saturday in annual and sick leave law,   

thereby conforming to the forty-hour workweek or five-day-week law. [Public, No. 78] 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That paragraph 1 
of section 11 of the Act entitled "An Act reclassifying the salaries of 
postmasters and employees of the Postal Service, readjusting their 
salaries and compensation on an equitable basis, increasing postal 
rates to provide for such readjustment, and for other purposes", 
approved February 28, 1925 (U. S. C., title 39, 1934 edition, sec. 823), 
as amended, is amended to read as follows: 
"Employees in the Postal Service shall be granted fifteen days' 

leave of absence with pay, exclusive of Saturdays, Sundays, and 
holidays, each fiscal year, and sick leave with pay at the rate of ten 
days a year, exclusive of Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays, to be 
cumulative, but no sick leave with pay in excess of six months shall 
be granted during any one fiscal year. Sick leave shall be granted 
only upon satisfactory evidence of illness in accordance with the regu-
lations to be prescribed by the Postmaster General: Provided, That 
the fifteen days' leave shall be credited at the rate of one and one-
quarter days for each month of actual service." 
SEC. 2. This Act shall become effective as of February 1, 1939. 
Approved, May 15, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 136] 
AN ACT 

Limiting working hours of pneumatic-tube-system employees to eight in ten 
hours a day. 

Be it enaPted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the fifth para-
graph of section 116, title 39, United States Code, is amended to read 
as follows: 

"Special mechanics, general mechanics, mechanics' helpers, driver-
mechanics, and garagemen-drivers in the motor-vehicle service, and 
employees of the pneumatic-tube system, shall be required to work 
not more than eight hours a day. The eight hours of service shall 
not extend over a longer period than ten consecutive hours, and the 
schedules of duties of the employees shall be regulated accordingly. 
In cases of emergency, or if the needs of the service require, special 
clerks, clerks, special mechanics, general mechanics, mechanics' 
helpers, driver-mechanics, and garagemen-drivers in the motor-
vehicle service, and employees of the pneumatic-tube system, can be 
required to work in excess of eight hours per day, and for such over-
time service they shall be paid on the basis of the annual pay received 
by such employees. In computing the compensation for such over-
time the annual salary or compensation for such employees shall be 
divided by three hundred and six (five?), the number of working 
days in the year less all Sundays and legal holidays enumerated in 
section 119 of this title; the quotient thus obtained will be the daily 
compensation which divided by eight will give the hourly compen-
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sation for such overtime service. When the needs of the service
require the employment on Sundays and holidays of route super-
visors, special clerks, clerks, dispatchers, mechanics in charge, spe-
cial mechanics, general mechanics, mechanics' helpers, driver-
mechanics, and garagemen-drivers in the motor-vehicle service, and
employees of the pneumatic-tube system, they shall be allowed com-
pensatory time on one day within six days next succeeding the
Sunday, except the last three Sundays in the calendar year, and on
one day within thirty days next succeeding the holiday and the last
three Sundays in the year on which service is performed: Provided,
however, That the Postmaster General may, if the exigencies of the
service require it, authorize the payment of overtime in lieu of com-
pensatory time for service on Sundays and holidays."

Approved, May 15, 1939.

[CHAPTER 137]
JOINT RESOLUTION

Providing for the participation of the United States in the celebration of the one
hundred and fiftieth anniversary of the establishment of the United States
Lighthouse Service.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the week commencing
August 7, 1939, is hereby designated as Lighthouse Week in com-
memoration of the one hundred and fiftieth anniversary of the enact-
ment by the first Congress of the United States of the ninth Act of
said Congress, which was approved by President George Washington
on August 7, 1789, and laid the foundation of the United States
Lighthouse Service by providing that all expenses in the necessary
support, maintenance, and repairs of all lighthouses, beacons, buoys,
and public piers to render navigation safe and easy should be paid for
by the Treasury of the United States. During said week all Govern-
ment officials are hereby directed to display the flag of the United
States on all Government buildings, and are requested in appropriate
manner to celebrate the enactment and approval of said Act.

SEa. 2. That the President of the United States is hereby re-
quested, by appropriate proclamation, to call attention of all citizens
of the United States to said event and to request the cooperation of
all citizens, communities, civic organizations, States, municipalities,
counties, public agencies, churches, and schools in an appropriate
recognition of the devoted, efficient, faithful, and splendid work of
the Lighthouse Service for one hundred and fifty years in the safe-
guarding of life and property upon the sea.

SEO. 3. That the heads of all departments and independent estab-
lishments of the Government are requested to take such steps respec-
tively as each of said heads may deem most appropriate to celebrate
said event, to commemorate the work of the Lighthouse Service, to
acquaint the public generally with the responsible, devoted, and
hazardous work of the said Service, and to express the thanks and
gratitude of the Nation to all employees of said Service for the fear-
less manner in which their work has been performed continuously
from the date of the creation of said Service to the present time.

SEc. 4. That the Commissioner of Lighthouses is hereby authorized
to expend, out of any moneys appropriated or allotted for the Bureau
of Lighthouses, not exceeding $2,500 for any expenses connected with
ceremonies for the celebration authorized and requested by this Act,
including the printing and issuance of appropriate literature, pam-
phlets, and programs.

Approved, May 15, 1939.
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sation for such overtime service. When the needs of the service 
require the employment on Sundays and holidays of route super-
visors, special clerks, clerks, dispatchers, mechanics in charge, spe-
cial mechanics, general mechanics, mechanics' helpers, driver-
mechanics, and garagemen-drivers in the motor-vehicle service, and 
employees of the pneumatic-tube system, they shall be allowed com-
pensatory time on one day within six days next succeeding the 
Sunday, except the last three Sundays in the calendar year, and on 
one day within thirty days next succeeding the holiday and the last 
three Sundays in the year on which service is performed: Provided, 
however, That the Postmaster General may, if the exigencies of the 
service require it, authorize the payment of overtime in lieu of com-
pensatory time for service on Sundays and holidays." 
Approved, May 15, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 137] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Providing for the participation of the United States in the celebration of the one 
hundred and fiftieth anniversary of the establishment of the United States 
Lighthouse Service. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the week commencing 
August 7, 1939, is hereby designated as Lighthouse Week in com-
memoration of the one hundred and fiftieth anniversary of the enact-
ment by the first Congress of the United States of the ninth Act of 
said Congress which was approved by President George Washington 
on August 7; 1789, and laid the foundation of the -United States 
Lighthouse Service by providing that all expenses in the necessary 
support, maintenance, and repairs of all lighthouses, beacons, buoys, 
and public piers to render navigation safe and easy should be paid for 
by the Treasury of the United States. During said week all Govern-
ment officials are hereby directed to display the flag of the United 
States on all Government buildings, and are requested in appropriate 
manner to celebrate the enactment and approval of said Act. 

SF.c. 2. That the President of the United States is hereby re-
quested by appropriate proclamation to call attention of all citizens 
of the United States to said event and to request the cooperation of 
all citizens, communities, civic organizations, States, municipalities, 
counties t public agencies churches and schools in an appropriate 
recognition of the devoted, efficient', faithful, and splendid work of 
the Lighthouse Service for one hundred and fifty years in the safe-
guarding of life and property upon the sea. 

SEo. 3. That the heads of all departments and independent estab-
lishments of the Government are requested to take such steps respec-
tively as each of said heads may deem most appropriate to celebrate 
said event, to commemorate the work of the Lighthouse Service, to 
acquaint the public generally with the responsible, devoted, and 
hazardous work of the said Service, and to express the thanks and 
gratitude of the Nation to all employees of said Service for the fear-
less manner in which their work has been performed continuously 
from the date of the creation of said Service to the present time. 

SEc. 4. That the Commissioner of Lighthouses is hereby authorized 
to expend, out of any moneys appropriated or allotted for the Bureau 
of Lighthouses, not exceeding $2,500 for any expenses connected with 
ceremonies for the celebration authorized and requested by this Act, 
including the printing and issuance of appropriate literature, pam-
phlets, and programs. 
Approved, May 15, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 139]
AN ACT

Creating the Arkansas-Mississippi Bridge Commission; defining the authority,
power, and duties of said Commission; and authorizing said Commission and its
successors and assigns to construct, maintain, and operate a bridge across the
Mississippi River at or near Friar Point, Mississippi, and Helena, Arkansas, and
for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to
facilitate interstate commerce, improve the postal service, and provide
for military and other purposes, the Arkansas-Mississippi Bridge
Commission (hereinafter created, and hereinafter referred to as the
"Commission"), and its successors and assigns, be, and are hereby,
authorized to construct, maintain, and operate a bridge and
approaches thereto, across the Mississippi River at or near the cities
of Friar Point, Mississippi, and Helena, Arkansas, at a point suitable
to the interest of navigation, in accordance with the provisions of
the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the construction of bridges over
navigable waters", approved March 23, 1906, subject to the conditions
and limitations contained in this Act.

SEC. 2. There is hereby conferred upon the Commission and its
successors and assigns the right and power to enter upon such lands
and to acquire, condemn, occupy, possess, and use such real estate
and other property in the State of Arkansas and the State of
Mississippi, as may be needed for the location, construction, opera-
tion, and maintenance of any such bridge and its approaches, upon
making just compensation therefor, to be ascertained and paid accord-
ing to the laws of the State in which such real estate or other
property is situated, and the proceedings therefor shall be the same
as in the condemnation of private property for public purposes in
said State, respectively. The Commission, its successors, and assigns
is further authorized to enter into agreements with the States of
Arkansas and Mississippi, and any political subdivision thereof, for
the acquisition, lease, or use of any lands or property owned by such
State or political subdivision.

SEC. 3. The Commission and its successors and assigns are hereby
authorized to fix and charge tolls for transit over such bridge in
accordance with the provisions of this Act, subject to the approval of
the Secretary of War, as provided by the Act of Congress approved
March 23, 1906.

SEC. 4. The Commission and its successors and assigns are hereby
authorized to provide for the payment of the cost of such bridge as
may be constructed, as provided herein, and approaches (including
the approach highways which, in the judgment of the Commission,
it is necessary or advisable to construct or cause to be constructed to
provide suitable and adequate connection with existing improved
highways) and the necessary lands, easements, and appurtenances
thereto, by an issue or issues of negotiable bonds of the Commission,
bearing interest at the rate or rates of not more than 6 per centum
per annum, the principal and interest of which bonds, and any pre-
mium to be paid for retirement thereof before maturity, shall be
payable solely from the sinking fund provided in accordance with
this Act, and such payments may be further secured by a mortgage
of the bridge. All such bonds may be registrable as to principal
alone, or both principal and interest, shall be in such form not incon-
sistent with this Act, shall mature at such time or times not exceeding
twenty-five years from their respective dates, shall be in such denomi-
nations, shall be executed in such manner, and shall be payable in such
medium and at such place or places, as the Commission may deter-
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[CHAPTER 139] 
AN ACT 

Creating the Arkansas-Mississippi Bridge Commission; defining the authority, 
power, and duties of said Commission; and authorizing said Commission and its 
successors and assigns to construct, maintain, and operate a bridge across the 
Mississippi River at or near Friar Point, Mississippi, and Helena, Arkansas, and 
for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That in order to 
facilitate interstate commerce, improve the postal service, and provide 
for military and other purposes, the Arkansas-Mississippi Bridge 
Commission (hereinafter created, and hereinafter referred to as the 
"Commission"), and its successors and assigns, be, and are hereby, 
authorized to construct, maintain, and operate a bridge and 
approaches thereto, across the Mississippi River at or near the cities 
of Friar Point, Mississippi, and Helena, Arkansas, at a point suitable 
to the interest of navigation, in accordance with the provisions of 
the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the construction of bridges over 
navigable waters", approved March 23, 1906, subject to the conditions 
and limitations contained in this Act. 

SEc. 2. There is hereby conferred upon the Commission and its 
successors and assigns the right and power to enter upon such lands 
and to acquire, condemn, occupy, possess, and use such real estate 
and other property in the State of Arkansas and the State of 
Mississippi, as may be needed for the location, construction, opera-
tion, and maintenance of any such bridge and its approaches, upon 
making just compensation therefor, to be ascertained and paid accord-
ing to the laws of the State in which such real estate or other 
property is situated, and the proceedings therefor shall be the same 
as in the condemnation of private property for public purposes in 
said State, respectively. The Commission, its successors, and assigns 
is further authorized to enter into agreements with the States of 
Arkansas and Mississippi, and any political subdivision thereof, for 
the acquisition, lease, or use of any lands or property owned by such 
State or political subdivision. 
SEC. 3. The Commission and its successors and assigns are hereby 

authorized to fix and charge tolls for transit over such bridge in 
accordance with the provisions of this Act, subject to the approval of 
the Secretary of War, as provided by the Act of Congress approved 
March 23, 1906. 
SEC. 4. The Commission and its successors and assigns are hereby 

authorized to provide for the payment of the cost of such bridge as 
may be constructed, as provided herein, and approaches (including 
the approach highways which, in the judgment of the Commission, 
it is necessary or advisable to construct or cause to be constructed to 
provide suitable and adequate connection with existing improved 
highways) and the necessary lands, easements, and appurtenances 
thereto, by an issue or issues of negotiable bonds of the Commission, 
bearing interest at the rate or rates of not more than 6 per c,entum 
per annum, the principal and interest of which bonds, and any pre-
mium to be paid for retirement thereof before maturity, shall be 
payable solely from the sinking fund provided in accordance with 
this Act, and such payments may be further secured by a mortgage 
of the bridge. All such bonds may be registrable as to principal 
alone, or both principal and interest, shall be in such form not incon-
sistent with this Act, shall mature at such time or times not exceeding 
twenty-five years from their respective dates, shall be in such denomi-
nations, shall be executed in such manner, and shall be payable in such 
medium and at such place or places, as the Commission may deter-
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mine. The Commission may repurchase and may reserve the right to
redeem all or any of said bonds before maturity in such manner and
at such price or prices, not exceeding 105 and accrued interest, as may
be fixed by the Commission prior to the issuance of the bonds. The
Commission, when it deems it to be to the best interest of the Com-
mission, may issue refunding bonds to repurchase and redeem any
outstanding bonds before the maturity thereof: Provided, That the
refunding bonds shall mature at such time or times, not exceeding
forty years from the date of approval of this Act, as the Commis-
sion may determine. The Commission may enter into any agreement
with any bank or trust company in the United States as trustee having
the power to make such agreement, setting forth the duties of the
Commission in respect to the purchase, construction, maintenance,
operation, repair and insurance of the bridge, the conservation and
application of all funds, the security for payment of the bonds, the
safeguarding of money on hand or on deposit, and the rights and
remedies of said trustee and the holders of the bonds, restricting the
individual right of action of the bondholders as is customary in trust
agreements respecting bonds of corporations. Such trust agreement
may contain such provisions for protecting and Enforcing the rights
and remedies of the trustee and the bondholders as may be reasonable
and proper and not inconsistent with the law.

Said bonds shall be sold in such manner and at such time or times
and at such price as the Commission may determine, but no such sale
shall be made at a price so low as to require the payment of interest
at the rate of more than 6 per centum per annum on the money
received therefor, computed with relation to the absolute maturity of
the bonds in accordance with standard tables of bond values, and
the face amount thereof shall be so calculated as to produce, at the
price of their sale, the cost of the bridge constructed, and approaches
and the lands, easements, and appurtenances, used in connection
therewith when added to any other funds made available to the
Commission for the use of said purposes. The cost of the bridge to
be constructed as provided herein, together with approaches and
approach highways, shall be deemed to include interest during con-
struction of said bridge, and for twelve months thereafter, and all
engineering, legal, architectural, traffic surveying, and other expense
incident to the construction of the bridge and the acquisition of the
necessary property, incident to the financing thereof, including cost
of acquiring lands. If the proceeds of the bonds issued shall exceed
the cost as finally determined, the excess shall be placed in the sinking
fund hereinafter provided. Prior to the preparation of definite bonds
the Commission may, under like restrictions, issue temporary bonds
or interim certificates, with or without coupons, of any denomination
whatsover, exchangeable for definite bonds when such bonds that
have been executed are available for delivery.

SEC. 5. In fixing the rates of toll to be charged for the use of such
bridge, in accordance with the Act of Congress approved March 23.
1906, the same shall be so adjusted as to provide a fund sufficient to
pay for the reasonable cost of maintaining, repairing, and operating
the bridge and approaches under economical management, and to pro-
vide a sinking fund sufficient to pay the principal and interest of
such bonds as the same shall fall due, and the redemption or repur-
chase price of all or any thereof redeemed or repurchased before
maturity as herein provided. All tolls and other revenues from said
bridge are hereby pledged to such uses and to the application thereof
as hereinafter in this section required. After payment or provision
for payment therefrom of all such cost of maintaining, repairing,
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mine. The Commission may repurchase and may reserve the right to 
redeem all or any of said bonds before maturity in such manner and 
at such price or prices, not exceeding 105 and accrued interest, as may 
be fixed by the Commission prior to the issuance of the bonds. The 
Commission, when it deems it to be to the best interest of the Com-
mission, may issue refunding bonds to repurchase and redeem an v 
outstanding bonds before the maturity thereof: Provided, That the 
refunding bonds shall mature at such time or times, not exceeding 
forty years from the date of approval of this Act, as the Commis-
sion may determine. The Commission may enter into any agreement 
with any bank or trust company in the United States as trustee having 
the power to make such agreement, setting forth the duties of the 
Commission in respect to the purchase, construction, maintenance, 
operation, repair, and insurance of the bridge, the conservation and 
application of all funds, the security for payment of the bonds, the 
safeguarding of money on hand or on deposit, and the rights and 
remedies of said trustee and the holders of the bonds, restricting the 
individual right of action of the bondholders as is customary in trust 
agreements respecting bonds of corporations. Such trust agreement 
may contain such provisions for protecting and nforcing the rights 
and remedies of the trustee and the bondholders as may be reasonable 
and proper and not inconsistent with the law. 

Said bonds shall be sold in such manner and at such time or times 
and at such price as the Commission may determine, but no such sale 
shall be made at a price so low as to require the payment of interest 
at the rate of more than 6 per centum per annum on the money 
received therefor, computed wi,th relation to the absolute maturity of 
the bonds in accordance with standard tables of bond values, and 
the face amount thereof shall be so calculated as to produce, at the 
price of their sale, the cost of the bridge constructed, and approaches 
and the lands, easements, and appurtenances, used in connection 
therewith when added to any other funds made available to the 
Commission for the use of said purposes. The cost of the bridge to 
be constructed as provided herein, together with approaches and 
approach highways, shall be deemed to include interest during con-
struction of said bridge, and for twelve months thereafter, and all 
engineering, legal, architectural, traffic surveying, and other expense 
incident to the construction of the bridge and the acquisition of the 
necessary property, incident to the financing thereof, including cost 
of acquiring lands. If the proceeds of the bonds issued shall exceed 
the cost as finally determined, the excess shall be placed in the sinking 
fund hereinafter provided. Prior to the preparation of definite bonds 
the Commission may, under like restrictions, issue temporary bonds 
or interim certificates, with or without coupons of any denomination 
whatsover, exchangeable for definite bonds when such bonds that 
have been executed are available for delivery. 
SEC. 5. In fixing the rates of toll to be charged for the use of such 

bridge, in accordance with the Act of Congress approved March 23, 
1906, the same shall be so adjusted as to provide a fund sufficient to 
pay for the reasonable cost of maintaining, repairing, and operating 
the bridge and approaches under economical management, and to pro-
vide a sinking fund sufficient to pay the principal and interest of 
such bonds as the same shall fall due, and the redemption or repur-
chase price of all or any thereof redeemed or repurchased before 
maturity as herein provided. All tolls and other revenues from said 
bridge are hereby pledged to such uses and to the application thereof 
as hereinafter in this section required. After payment or provision 
for payment therefrom of all such cost of maintaining, repairing, 
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and operating, and the reservation of an amount of money estimated
to be sufficient for the same purpose during an ensuing period of not
more than six months, the remainder of tolls collected shall be placed
in the sinking fund, at intervals to be determined by the Commission
prior to the issuance of the bonds. An accurate record of the cost Record of expendi-

of the bridge and approaches, the expenditures for maintaining,
repairing, and operating the same, and of the daily tolls collected,
shall be kept and shall be available for the information of all persons
interested. The Commission shall classify in a reasonable way all claficationoftra-
traffic over the bridge so that the tolls shall be so fixed and adjusted
by it as to be uniform in the application thereof to all traffic falling
within reasonable classes, regardless of the status or character of any
person, firm, or corporation participating in such traffic, and shall
prevent all use of such bridge for traffic except upon payment of tolls
so fixed and adjusted.

Within a reasonable time after the construction of the bridge the Sworn itemized

Commission shall file with the Bureau of Public Roads of the United etc., to be filed.

States Department of Agriculture a sworn itemized statement, show-
ing the cost of constructing the bridge and its approaches, the cost
of acquiring any interest in real or other property necessary therefor,
and the amount of bonds, debentures, or other evidence of indebtedness
issued in connection with the construction of said bridge.

SEC. 6. After payment of the bonds and interest, or after a sinking terCest payf

fund sufficient for such payment shall have been provided and shall of bonds, etc.

be held for that purpose, the Commission shall deliver deeds or other
suitable instruments of conveyance of the interest of the Commission
in and to the bridge extending between the State of Arkansas and the
State of Mississippi, that part of said bridge within Arkansas to the
State of Arkansas, or any municipality or agency thereof as may be
authorized by or pursuant to law to accept the same (hereafter referred
to as the "Arkansas interest") and that part of said bridge within
Mississippi to the State of Mississippi, or any municipality or agency
thereof as may be authorized by or pursuant to law to accept the same
(hereinafter referred to as the "Mississippi interest"), under the
condition that the bridge shall thereafter be free of tolls and be prop-
erly maintained, operated, and repaired, by the Arkansas interest and
the Mississippi interest as may be agreed upon; but if the Arkansas miertIon by Cort:

interest or the Mississippi interest, or any other interest hereinabove est fails to accept.

mentioned, shall not be authorized to accept or shall not accept the
same under such conditions, then the bridge shall continue to be
owned, maintained, operated, and repaired by the Commission, and
the rates of tolls shall be so adjusted as to provide a fund of not to
exceed the amount necessary for the maintenance, repair, and opera-
tion of the bridge and approaches under economical management,
until such time as the Arkansas interest and the Mississippi interest,
or any other interest hereinabove mentioned, shall be authorized to
accept and shall accept such conveyance under such conditions.

Notwithstanding any restriction or limitation imposed by the Act Federal aid-

entitled "An Act to provide that the United States shall aid the States
in the construction of rural post roads, and for other purposes",
approved July 11, 1916, or by the Federal Highway Act, or by an .St 35; 42Stat
Act amendatory of, or supplemental to either thereof, the Secretary 23 I S. . ch. 1;
of Agriculture, or any other Federal Department or agency of the S Ich

United States Government may extend Federal aid under such Acts
for the construction of said bridge out of any money allocated to the
State of Arkansas with the consent of the State Highway Commission
of said State, and out of money allocated to the State of Mississippi
with the consent of the Highway Department of said State.
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and operating, and the reservation of an amount of money estimated 
to be sufficient for the same purpose during an ensuing period of not 
more than six months, the remainder of tolls collected shall be placed 
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prevent all use of such bridge for traffic except upon payment of tolls 
so fixed and adjusted. 
Within a reasonable time after the construction of the bridge the 

Commission shall file with the Bureau of Public Roads of the United 
States Department of Agriculture a sworn itemized statement, show-
ing the cost of constructing the bridge and its approaches, the cost 
of acquiring any interest in real or other property necessary therefor, 
and the amount of bonds, debentures, or other evidence of indebtedness 
issued in connection with the construction of said bridge. 
SEC. 6. After payment of the bonds and interest, or after a sinking 

fund sufficient for such payment shall have been provided and shall 
be held for that purpose, the Commission shall deliver deeds or other 
suitable instruments of conveyance of the interest of the Commission 
in and to the bridge extending between the State of Arkansas and the 
State of Mississippi, that part of said bridge within Arkansas to the 
State of Arkansas, or any municipality or agency thereof as may be 
authorized by or pursuant to law to accept the same (hereafter referred 
to as the "Arkansas interest") and that part of said bridge within 
Mississippi to the State of Mississippi, or any municipality or agency 
thereof as may be authorized by or -aursuant to law to accept the same 
(hereinafter referred to as the "Mississippi interest"), under the 
condition that the bridge shall thereafter be free of tolls and be prop-
erly maintained, operated, and repaired, by the Arkansas interest and 
the Mississippi interest as may be agreed upon; but if the Arkansas 
interest or the Mississippi interest, or any other interest hereinabove 
mentioned, shall not be authorized to accept or shall not accept the 
same under such conditions, then the bridge shall continue to be 
owned, maintained, operated, and repaired by the Commission, and 
the rates of tolls shall be so adjusted as to provide a fund of not to 
exceed the amount necessary for the maintenance, repair, and opera-
tion of the bridge and approaches under economical management, 
until such time as the Arkansas interest and the Mississippi interest, 
or any other interest hereinabove mentioned, shall be authorized to 
accept and shall accept such conveyance under such conditions. 
Notwithstanding any restriction or limitation imposed by the Act 

entitled "An Act to provide that the United States shall aid the States 
in the construction of rural post roads, and for other purposes", 
approved July 11, 1916, or by the Federal Highway Act, or by an 
Act amendatory of, or supplemental to either thereof, the Secretary 
of Agriculture, or any other Federal Department or agency of the 
United States Government may extend Federal aid under such Acts 
for the construction of said bridge out of any money allocated to the 
State of Arkansas with the consent of the State Highway Commission 
of said State, and out of money allocated to the State of Mississippi 
with the consent of the Highway Department of said State. 
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Arkansas-Mississip- SE. 7. For the purpose of carrying into effect the objects statedpi Bridge Colmms-
sion. in this Act, there is hereby created the Arkansas-Mississippi Bridge
powers,et. 

c o p or a t e Commission, and by that name, style, and title said body shall have
perpetual succession, may contract, and be contracted with, sue and be
sued, implead and be impleaded, complain and defend in all courts
of law and equity; may make and have a common seal; may purchase
or otherwise acquire and hold or dispose of real estate and other
property; may accept and receive donations or gifts of money or
property and apply the same to the purposes of this Act; and shall
have and possess all powers necessary, convenient, or proper for carry-
ing into effect the objects stated in this Act.

Membership. The Commission shall consist of six members to be appointed by
the Secretary of Agriculture, three of whom are to be residents and
citizens of the State of Mississippi and the other three to be residents
and citizens of the State of Arkansas. Such Commission shall be a
public body corporate and politic. Each member of the Commission
shall qualify within thirty days after his appointment by filing in
the office of the Secretary of Agriculture an oath that he will faith-
fully perform the duties imposed upon him by this Act, and each
person appointed to fill a vacancy shall file in like manner within

vancies. thirty days after his appointment. Any vacancy occurring in said
Commission by reason of failure to qualify as above provided, or by
reason of death or resignation, shall be filled by the Secretary of
Agriculture, and in filling such vacancy the Secretary of Agriculture
shall at all times make the appointment so that the respective States
shall at all times have equal representation on said Commission.

Surety bonds. Before the issuance of bonds, as hereinabove provided, each member
of the Commission shall give such bond as may be fixed by the Chief
of the Bureau of Public Roads of the Department of Agriculture,
conditioned upon the faithful performance of all duties required by
this Act. The cost of such surety prior to and during the construction
of the bridge shall be paid or reimbursed from the bond proceeds and

Organization; rules, thereafter such cost shall be deemed an operating expense. The Com-
quorum, etc. mission shall elect a chairman and vice chairman from its members,

and shall establish rules and regulations for the government of its
own business. A majority of the members shall constitute a quorum
for the transaction of business.

Caital stock, etc., SEO. 8. The Commission shall have no capital stock or shares of
interest or participation, and all revenues and receipts thereof shall

TComcpes"tion al be applied to the purposes specified in this Act. The members of
the Commission shall be entitled to a per diem compensation for their
services of $10 for each day actually spent in the business of the
Commission but the maximum compensation of the chairman in any
year shall not exceed $1,200, and of each other member shall not
exceed $600. The members of the Commission shall also be entitled to
receive traveling-expense allowance of 10 cents a mile for each mile

Employees. actually traveled on the business of the Commission. The Commission
may employ a secretary, treasurer, engineers, attorneys, and such other
experts, assistants, and employees as they may deem necessary, who
shall be entitled to receive such compensation as the Commission may
determine. All salaries and expenses shall be paid solely from the

Disolution of Com. funds provided under the authority of this Act. After all bonds
and interest thereon shall have been paid and all other obligations
of the Commission paid or discharged, or provision for all such pay-
ment shall have been made as hereinbefore provided, and after the
bridge shall have been conveyed to the Arkansas interest and the
Mississippi interest, as herein provided, or otherwise disposed of, as
provided herein, the Commission shall be dissolved and shall cease
to have further existence by an order of the Chief of the Bureau
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SEC. 7. For the purpose of carrying into effect the objects stated 
in this Act, there is hereby created the Arkansas-Mississippi Bridge 
Commission, and by that name, style, and title said body shall have 
perpetual succession, may contract, and be contracted with, sue and be 
sued, implead and be impleaded, complain and defend in all courts 
of law and equity; may make and have a common seal; may purchase 
or otherwise acquire and hold or dispose of real estate and other 
property; may accept and receive donations or gifts of money or 
property and apply the same to the purposes of this Act; and shall 
have and possess all powers necessary, convenient, or proper for carry-
ing into effect the objects stated in this Act.. 
The Commission shall consist of six members to be appointed by 

the Secretary of Agriculture, three of whom are to be residents and 
citizens of the State of Mississippi and the other three to be residents 
and citizens of the State of Arkansas. Such Commission shall be a 
public body corporate and politic. Each member of the Commission 
shall qualify within thirty days after his appointment by filing in 
the office of the Secretary of Agriculture an oath that he will faith-
fully perform the duties imposed upon him by this Act, and each 
person appointed to fill a vacancy shall file in like manner within 
thirty days after his appointment. Any vacancy occurring in said 
Commission by reason of failure to qualify as above provided, or by 
reason of death or resignation, shall be filled by the Secretary of 
Agriculture, and in filling such vacancy the Secretary of Agriculture 
shall at all times make the appointment so that the respective States 
shall at all times have equal representation on said Commission. 
Before the issuance of bonds, as hereinabove provided, each member 
of the Commission shall give such bond as may be fixed by the Chief 
of the Bureau of Public Roads of the Department of Agriculture, 
conditioned upon the faithful performance of all duties required by 
this Act. The cost of such surety prior to and during the construction 
of the bridge shall be paid or reimbursed from the bond proceeds and 
thereafter such cost shall be deemed an operating expense. The Com-
mission shall elect a chairman and vice chairman from its members, 
and shall establish rules and regulations for the government of its 
own business. A majority of the members shall constitute a quorum 
for the transaction of business. 
SEC. 8. The Commission shall have no capital stock or shares of 

interest or participation, and all revenues and receipts thereof shall 
be applied to the purposes specified in this Act. The members of 
the Commission shall be entitled to a per diem compensation for their 
services of $10 for each day actually spent in the business of the 
Commission but the maximum compensation of the chairman in any 
year shall not exceed $1,200, and of each other member shall not 
exceed $600. The members of the Commission shall also be entitled to 
receive traveling-expense allowance of 10 cents a mile for each mile 
actually traveled on the business of the Commission. The Commission 
may employ a secretary, treasurer, engineers, attorneys, and such other 
experts, assistants, and employees as they may deem necessary, who 
shall be entitled to receive such compensation as the Commission may 
determine. All salaries and expenses shall be paid solely from the 
funds provided under the authority of this Act. After all bonds 
and interest thereon shall have been paid and all other obligations 
of the Commission paid or discharged, or provision for all such pay-
ment shall have been made as hereinbefore provided, and after the 
bridge shall have been conveyed to the Arkansas interest and the 
Mississippi interest, as herein provided, or otherwise disposed of, as 
provided herein, the Commission shall be dissolved and shall cease 
to have further existence by an order of the Chief of the Bureau 
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of Public Roads, made upon his own initiative or upon application
of the Commission or any member or members thereof, but only after
a public hearing in the city of Helena, Arkansas, notice of time and
place of which hearing and the purpose thereof shall have been
published once, at least thirty days before the date thereof, in a news-
paper published in the cities of Helena, Arkansas, and Clarksdale,
Mississippi. At the time of such dissolution all moneys in the hands
of or to the credit of the Commission shall be divided and distribution
made between the interests of the States as may be determined by the
Chief of the Bureau of Public Roads of the United States.

SEc. 9. Notwithstanding any of the provisions of this Act, the Com-
mission shall have full power and authority to negotiate and enter
into a contract or contracts with the State Highway Commission of
Arkansas, and the State Highway Commission of Mississippi, the
cities of Helena, Arkansas, and Clarksdale, Mississippi, or any county
or municipality in the State of Arkansas and State of Mississippi,
whereby the Commission may receive financial aid in the construction
or maintenance of the bridge and approaches thereto, and said Com-
mission, in its discretion, may avail itself of all of the facilities of the
State Highway Commission of the State of Arkansas and the State
of Mississippi with regard to the construction of said bridge, and
the Commission may make and enter into any contract or contracts
which it deems expedient and proper with the State Highway Com-
missions of Arkansas and Mississippi, whereby said highway depart-
ments. or either of them, may construct, operate, and maintain, or
participate with the Commission in the construction, operation, and
maintenance of said bridge constructed hereunder, and the approaches
thereto. It is hereby declared to be the purpose of Congress to facil-
itate the construction of a bridge and proper approaches across the
Mississippi River at or near Helena, Arkansas, and Friar Point,
Mississippi, and to authorize the Commission to promote said object
and purpose, with full power to contract with either the State High-
way Commission of Arkansas or the State Highway Commission of
Mississippi, or with any agency or department of the Federal Govern-
ment, or both, in relation to the construction, operation, and mainte-
nance of said bridge and approaches.

SEc. 10. Nothing herein contained shall be construed to authorize
or permit the Commission or any member thereof to create or obligate
or incur any liability other than such obligations and liabilities as are
dischargeable solely from funds contemplated to be provided by this
Act. No obligation created or liability incurred pursuant to this
Act shall be a personal obligation or liability of any member or mem-
bers of the Commission but shall be chargeable solely to the funds
herein provided, nor shall any indebtedness created pursuant to this
Act be an indebtedness of the United States.

SEC. 11. The design and construction of any bridge which may be
built pursuant to this Act shall be in accordance with the standard
specifications for highway bridges adopted by the American Associa-
tion of State Highway Officials.

SEC. 12. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, May 17, 1939.
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of Public Roads, made upon his own initiative or upon application 
of the Commission or any member or members thereof, but only after 
a public hearing in the city of Helena, Arkansas, notice of time and 
place of which hearing and the purpose thereof shall have been 
published once, at least thirty days before the date thereof, in a news-
paper published in the cities of Helena, Arkansas, and Clarksdale, 
Mississippi. At the time of such dissolution all moneys in the hands 
of or to the credit of the Commission shall be divided and distribution 
made between the interests of the States as may be determined by the 
Chief of the Bureau of Public Roads of the United States. 

Sac. 9. Notwithstanding any of the provisions of this Act, the Com-
mission shall have full power and authority to negotiate and enter 
into a contract or contracts with the State Highway Commission of 
Arkansas, and the State Highway Commission of Mississippi, the 
cities of Helena, Arkansas, and Clarksdale, Mississippi, or any county 
or municipality in the State of Arkansas and State of Mississippi, 
whereby the Commission may receive financial aid in the construction 
or maintenance of the bridge and approaches thereto, and said Com-
mission, in its discretion, may avail itself of all of the facilities of the 
State Highway Commission of the State of Arkansas and the State 
of Mississippi with regard to the construction of said bridge, and 
the Commission may make and enter into any contract or contracts 
which it deems expedient and proper with the State Highway Com-
missions of Arkansas and Mississippi, whereby said highway depart-
ments, or either of them, may construct, operate, and maintain, or 
participate with the Commission in the construction, operation, and 
maintenance of said bridge constructed hereunder, and the approaches 
thereto. It is hereby declared to be the purpose of Congress to facil-
itate the construction of a bridge and proper approaches across the 
Mississippi River at or near Helena, Arkansas, and Friar Point, 
Mississippi, and to authorize the Commission to promote said object 
and purpose, with full power to contract with either the State High-
way Commission of Arkansas or the State Highway Commission of 
Mississippi, or with any agency or department of the Federal Govern-
ment, or both, in relation to the construction, operation, and mainte-
nance of said bridge and approaches. 
SE°. 10. Nothing herein contained shall be construed to authorize 

or permit the Commission or any member thereof to create or obligate 
or incur any liability other than such obligations and liabilities as are 
dischargeable solely from funds contemplated to be provided by this 
Act. No obligation created or liability incurred pursuant to this 
Act shall be a personal obligation or liability of any member or mem-
bers of the Commission but shall be chargeable solely to the funds 
herein provided, nor shall any indebtedness created pursuant to this 
Act be an indebtedness of the United States. 
SEC. 11. The design and construction of any bridge which may be 

built pursuant to this Act shall be in accordance with the standard 
specifications for highway bridges adopted by the American Associa-
tion of State Highway Officials. 

Sac. 12. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 
expressly reserved. 
Approved, May 17, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 140]
AN ACT

To provide that records certified by the Court of Claims to the Supreme Court,
in response to writs of certiorari, may include material portions of the evidence,
and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Code, United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 3,

subsection b, of the Act of February 13, 1925 (43 Stat. 936, 939,
!s(b). . 229; U. S. Code, title 28, sec. 288 b), be amended so as to read as

follows:
urt of "(b) In any case in the Court of Claims, including those begun
of er- under section 180 of the Judicial Code, it shall be competent for the

by cer Supreme Court, upon the petition of either party, whether Govern-
etition ment or claimant, to require, by certiorari, that the cause be certified

to it for review and determination of all errors assigned, with the
same power and authority, and with like effect, as if the cause had

arts of been brought there by appeal. In such event, the Court of Claims
al shall include in the papers certified by it the findings of fact, the

conclusions of law, and the judgment or decree, as well as such other
parts of the record as are material to the errors assigned, to be

in settled by the Court.
record. "The Court of Claims shall promulgate rules to govern the prepa-

ration of such record in accordance with the provisions of this section.
of u. "In such cases the Supreme Court shall have authority to review,

in addition to other questions of law, errors assigned to the effect that
there is a lack of substantial evidence to sustain a finding of fact;
that an ultimate finding or findings are not sustained by the findings
of evidentiary or primary facts; or that there is a failure to make any
finding of fact on a material issue."

Approved, May 22, 1939.

[CHAPTER 141]
May 22, 1939 AN ACT

IS. 12811 To prohibit reproductions of official badges, identification cards, and other insignia.
[Public. No. 821

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Official insigia of United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 of

the Act entitled "An Act to prohibit the misuse of official insignia"
47 Stat. 342. approved on June 29, 1932 (47 Stat. 342; U. S. C., title 18, sec. 76a),

be amended to read as follows:
Unauthorized man- "That hereafter the manufacture, sale, or possession of any badge,ufacture, sale, or pos-

session, prohibited. identification card, or other insignia, of the design prescribed by the
head of any department or independent office of the United States
for use by any officer or subordinate thereof, or of any colorable
imitation thereof, or the photographing, printing, or in any other
manner making or executing any engraving, photograph, print, or
impression in the likeness of any such badge, identification card, or
other insignia, or of any colorable imitation thereof, is prohibited,
except when and as authorized under such regulations as may be
prescribed by the head of the department or independent office of
which such insignia indicates the wearer is an officer or subordinate."

Approved, May 22, 1939.
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[CHAPTER 140] 
AN ACT 

May 22, 1939 
[s. 198]  To provide that records certified by the Court of Claims to the Supreme Court, 

in response to writs of certiorari, may include material portions of the evidence, 
and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That section 3, 
subsection b, of the Act of February 13, 1925 (43 Stat. 936, 939, 
c. 229; U. S. Code, title 28, sec. 288 b), be amended so as to read as 
follows: 

"(b) In any case in the Court of Claims, including those begun 
under section 180 of the Judicial Code, it shall be competent for the 
Supreme Court, upon the petition of either party, whether Govern-
ment or claimant, to require, by certiorari, that the cause be certified 
to it for review and determination of all errors assigned, with the 
same power and authority, and with like effect, as if the cause had 
been brought there by appeal. In such event, the Court of Claims 
shall include in the papers certified by it the findings of fact, the 
conclusions of law, and the judgment or decree, as well as such other 
parts of the record as are material to the errors assigned, to be 
settled by the Court. 
"The Court of Claims shall promulgate rules to govern the prepa-

ration of such record in accordance with the provisions of this section. 
"In such cases the Supreme Court shall have authority to review, 

in addition to other questions of law, errors assigned to the effect that 
there is a lack of substantial evidence to sustain a finding of fact; 
that an ultimate finding or findings are not sustained by the findings 
of evidentiary or primary facts; or that there is a failure to make any 
finding of fact on a material issue." 

Approved, May 22, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 141] 
AN ACT 

To prohibit reproductions of official badges, identification cards, and other insignia. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 of 
the Act entitled "An Act to prohibit the misuse of official insignia", 
approved on June 29, 1932 (4'7 Stat. 342; U. S. C., title 18, sec. 76a), 
be amended to read as follows: 

"That hereafter the manufacture, sale, or possession of any badge, 
identification card, or other insignia, of the design prescribed by the 
head of any department or independent office of the United States 
for use by any officer or subordinate thereof, or of any colorable 
imitation thereof, or the photographing, printing, or in any other 
manner making or executing any engraving, photograph, print, or 
impression in the likeness of any such .badge, identification card, or 
other insignia, or of any colorable imitation thereof, is prohibited, 
except when and as authorized under such regulations as may be 
prescribed by the head of the department or independent office of 
which such insignia indicates the wearer is an officer or subordinate." 
Approved, May 22, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 142]
AN ACT

To authorize a sale of the old Carson City (Nevada) Mint site and building not-
withstanding the provisions of Joint Resolution Numbered 18 of February 23,
1865.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the old Carson
City (Nevada) Mint site and building may be sold under the pro-
visions of the Act of August 26, 1935 (49 Stat. 800; U. S. C., title
40, sec. 345b), or the Act of August 27, 1935 (49 Stat. 885; U. S. C.,
title 40, sec. 304a), notwithstanding Joint Resolution Numbered 18
of February 23, 1865 (13 Stat. 569), providing that said site shall be
reserved from public sale and shall remain the property of the
United States.

Approved, May 22, 1939.

[CHAPTER 143]
AN ACT

To authorize the Secretary of the Treasury to accept real estate devised to the
United States by the late Lizzie Beck, of Mena, Arkansas, and for other pur-
poses.

Be .it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to
accept on behalf of the United States the real estate devised to the
United States by the late Lizzie Beck, of Mena, Arkansas, and to deal
with the same in the manner provided by the Act of August 27, 1935
(49 Stat. 885; U. S. C., title 40, sec. 304a), or the Act of August 26,
1935 (49 Stat. 800; U. S. C., title 40, sec. 345b).

Approved, May 22, 1939.

[CHAPTER 144]
AN ACT:'

Relating to the disposition of funds derived from the Coos Bay Wagon Road
grant lands.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That beginning
with the fiscal year next following the date of the passage of this
Act, not to exceed 75 per centum of the receipts derived in any one
year from the Coos Bay Wagon Road grant lands in Oregon and
deposited in the special fund in the Treasury created by the Act of
February 26, 1919 (40 Stat. 1179), and designated "The Coos Bay
Wagon Road grant fund" shall be paid annually, in lieu of taxes, by
the Secretary of the Treasury, upon certification by the Secretary of
the Interior, to the treasurers of Coos and Douglas Counties according
to the ratio that the total assessed valuation of the reconveyed Coos
Bay Wagon Road grant lands, belonging to the United States, in
each of said counties bears to the total assessed valuation of all said
lands in those counties, to be used for the purposes mentioned in
said Act: Provided, That until such time as the general fund of the
Treasury of the United States shall have been fully reimbursed by
Douglas County for expenditures which were made charges against
the Coos Bay Wagon Road grant fund by section 5 of the Act of
February 26, 1919, said Douglas County shall be entitled to receive
only 50 per centum of the amount to which it would otherwise be
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[CHAPTER 142] 
AN ACT 

To authorize a sale of the old Carson City (Nevada) Mint site and building not-
withstanding the provisions of Joint Resolution Numbered 18 of February 23, 
1865. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in. Congress assembled, That the old Carson 
City (Nevada) Mint site and building may be sold under the pro-
visions of the Act of August 26, 1935 (49 Stat. 800; U. S. C., title 
40, sec. 345b), or the Act of August 27, 1935 (49 Stat. 885; U. S. C., 
title 40, sec. 304a), notwithstanding Joint Resolution Numbered 18 
of February 23, 1865 (13 Stat. 569), providing that said site shall be 
reserved from public sale and shall remain the property of the 
United States. 
Approved, May 22, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 143] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Secretary of the Treasury to accept real estate devised to the 
United States by the late Lizzie Beck, of Mena, Arkansas, and for other pur-
poses. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to 
accept on behalf of the United States the real estate devised to the 
United States by the late Lizzie Beck, of Mena, Arkansas, and to deal 
with the same in the manner provided by the Act of August 27, 1935 
(49 Stat. 885; U. S. C., title 40, sec. 304a), or the Act of August 26, 
1935 (49 Stat. 800; U. S. C., title 40, sec. 345b). 
Approved, May 22, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 144] 
AN ACT 

Relating to the disposition of funds derived from the Coos Bay Wagon Road 
grant lands. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That beginning 
with the fiscal year next following the date of the passage of this 
Act, not to exceed 75 per centum of the receipts derived in any one 
year from the Coos Bay Wagon Road grant lands in Oregon and 
deposited in the special fund in the Treasury created by the Act of 
February 26, 1919 (40 Stat. 1179), and designated "The Coos Bay 
Wagon Road grant fund" shall be paid annually, in lieu of taxes, by 
the Secretary of the Treasury, upon certification by the Secretary of 
the Interior, to the treasurers of Coos and Douglas Counties according 
to the ratio that the total assessed valuation of the reconveyed Coos 
Bay Wagon Road grant lands, belonging to the United States, in 
each of said counties bears to the total assessed valuation of all said 
lands in those counties, to be used for the purposes mentioned in 
said Act: Provided, That until such time as the general fund of the 
Treasury of the United States shall have been fully reimbursed by 
Douglas County for expenditures which were made charges against 
the Coos Bay Wagon Road grant fund by section 5 of the Act of 
February 26, 1919, said Douglas County shall be entitled to receive 
only 50 per centum of the amount to which it would otherwise be 
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[CHAPTER 145]
AN ACT

May 24, 1939
MI. 542]3 To further extend the times for commencing and completing the construction of a

I Public, No. 861 bridge across the Missouri River at or near Garrison, North Dakota.

Missouri River.
Time extended for

bridging, at Garrison,
N. Dak.

47 Stat. 43, 804;
48 Stat. 946; 49 Stat.
288, 1476; 52 Stat. 764.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the times for
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge across the
Missouri River, at or near Garrison, North Dakota authorized to be
built by the State of North Dakota, by the Act of Congress approved
February 10 1932, and heretofore extended by Acts of Congress
approved February 14, 1933, June 12, 1934, May 24, 1935, June 5,
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Appraisal of land entitled under this Act: Provided further, That prior to making any
and timber by com-
mittee prior to pay- payment under this authorization an appraisal of the land and timber
me

n t
. thereon shall be made, within six months after the passage of this

Act, by a committee to consist of a representative of the Secretary of
the Interior, one representative for the two counties interested, and
a third person satisfactory to the Secretary of the Interior and the
county officials, but who shall not be an employee of the United States
nor a resident of, nor a property owner in, either Coos or Douglas

Assessment and County. Upon appraisal thereof, the land and timber thereon shall
payments. be assessed as are other similar properties within the respective coun-

ties, and payments hereunder in lieu of taxes shall be computed by
applying the same rates of taxation as are applied to privately owned
property of similar character in such counties.

Manner and fre- SEC. 2. Appraisals of the land and timber thereon shall be made,
quency of appraisals;
co m pu t a tion of in the manner prescribed in section 1 hereof, not less frequently than
amounts due. once in each ten-year period, and the amounts due hereunder in any

year shall be computed as specified in section 1 of this Act upon the
Payment of ex- basis of the last appraisement. The expenses of making the appraise-

p e n s e s
. ments provided for in this Act shall be paid by the Secretary of the

Treasury upon certification by the Secretary of the Interior, from that
portion of the receipts derived from such lands and timber payable
to the counties and shall be deducted from any amount due said
counties.

Receipts insufl- SEC. 3. If, during any one year, 75 per centum of the receipts are
ments due; additioai insufficient fully to meet the payments due the counties hereunder, the
sum fom suru. Secretary of the Treasury, upon certification by the Secretary of the

Interior, may pay an additional sum from any surplus of 75 per
praomos. centum of prior year receipts: Provided, however, That in no event
Maximm aggre- shhall the aggregate of payments during any ten-year period com-

mencing with the period beginning July 1, 1940, exceed 75 per centum
of the receipts deposited in the Treasury to the credit of the Coos Bay

Excess covered in. Wagon Road grant fund for such period: Provided further, That at
the end of each ten-year period, any balance of the 75 per centum
not required for payments to the counties shall be covered into the
general fund of the Treasury of the United States.

Amount available SEC. 4. Not to exceed 25 per centum of the annual receipts shall be
for administration of .
designatedlegislation. available, in such amounts as the Congress shall from time to time

50 Stat. 874.tat.874. appropriate for the administration of the Act of August 28, 1937 (50
Stat. 874), insofar as it applies to the Coos Bay Wagon Road grant

Balance covered in. lands. Any balance not used for administrative purposes shall be
covered into the general fund of the Treasury of the United States.

Inconsistent Acts, SEC. 5. All Acts or parts of Acts inconsistent with this Act are
etc.reeald. hereby repealed.

Approved, May 24, 1939.
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entitled under this Act: Provided further, That prior to making any 
payment under this authorization an appraisal of the land and timber 
thereon shall be made, within six months after the passage of this 
Act, by a committee to consist of a representative of the Secretary of 
the Interior, one representative for the two counties interested, and 
a third person satisfactory to the Secretary of the Interior and the 
county officials, but who shall not be an employee of the United States 
nor a resident of, nor a property owner in, either Coos or Douglas 
County. Upon appraisal thereof, the land and timber thereon shall 
be assessed as are other similar properties within the respective coun-
ties, and payments hereunder in lieu of taxes shall be computed by 
applying the same rates of taxation as are applied to privately owned 
property of similar character in such counties. 
SEC. 2. Appraisals of the land and timber thereon shall be made, 

in the manner prescribed in section 1 hereof, not less frequently than 
once in each ten-year period, and the amounts due hereunder in any 
year shall be computed as specified in section 1 of this Act upon the 
basis of the last appraisement. The expenses of making the appraise-
ments provided for in this Act shall be paid by the Secretary of the 
Treasury upon certification by the Secretary of the Interior, from that 
portion of the receipts derived from such lands and timber payable 
to the counties and shall be deducted from any amount due said 
counties. 
SEC, 3. If, during any one year, 75 per centum of the receipts are 

insufficient fully to meet the payments due the counties hereunder, the 
Secretary of the Treasury, upon certification by the Secretary of the 
Interior, may pay an additional sum from any surplus of 75 per 
centum of prior year receipts: Provided, however, That in no event 
shall the aggregate of payments during any ten-year period com-
mencing with the period beginning July 1, 1940, exceed 75 per centum 
of the receipts deposited in the Treasury to the credit of the Coos Bay 
Wagon Road grunt fund for such period: Provided further, That at 
the end of each ten-year period, any balance of the 75 per centum 
not required for payments to the counties shall be covered into the 
general fund of the Treasury of the United States. 
SEC. 4. Not to exceed 25 per centum of the annual receipts shall be 

available, in such amounts as the Congress shall from time to time 
appropriate for the administration of the Act of August 28, 1937 (50 
Stat. 874), insofar as it applies to the Coos Bay Wagon Road grant 
lands. Any balance not used for administrative purposes shall be 
covered into the general fund of the Treasury of the United States. 
SEC. 5. All Acts or parts of Acts inconsistent with this Act are 

hereby repealed. 
Approved, May 24, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 1451 
AN ACT 

To further extend the times for commencing and completing the construction of a 
bridge across the Missouri River at or near Garrison, North Dakota. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and Howe of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the times for 
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge across the 
Missouri River, at or near Garrison, North Dakota., authorized to be 
built by the State of North Dakota, by the Act of Congress approved 
February 10, 1932, and heretofore extended by Acts of Congress 
approved February 14, 1933, June 12, 1934, May 24, 1935, June 5, 
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1936, and June 16, 1938, are hereby further extended two and four
years, respectively, from June 12, 1938.

SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, May 24, 1939.

[CHAPTER 146]
AN ACT

To increase further the efficiency of the Coast Guard by authorizing the retire-
ment under certain conditions of enlisted personnel thereof with twenty or
more years of service.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comman-
dant of the Coast Guard (hereinafter referred to as the "Commandant")
shall assemble annually a Coast Guard Enlisted Personnel Board
(hereinafter referred to as the "Board"), to be composed of not less
than three commissioned officers on the active list of the Coast Guard.
It shall be the duty of the Board to recommend for retirement such
enlisted men of the Coast Guard, who have twenty or more years of
service, whom the Board determines, in its discretion, should be retired
from active service. The recommendations of the Board shall be
transmitted to the Commandant for final action. If the Commandant
shall approve the recommendations of the Board, the enlisted man con-
cerned shall be notified thereof in writing, and any enlisted man who,
within thirty days after receipt of such notification, files with the Com-
mandant a written protest of the action taken by the Board in his case,
shall not be retired involuntarily under this Act unless a subsequent
annual Board again determines in its discretion, that such enlisted man
should be retired and so recommends, in which case such enlisted man
may, upon approval by the Commandant, be retired from active service
with retired pay as prescribed by section 5 hereof. At the expiration
of thirty days after receipt by an enlisted man of notice as aforesaid,
in the event that no such protest is filed by him within the period pre-
scribed, such enlisted man may, upon approval by the Commandant,
be retired from active service with retired pay as prescribed by section
5 hereof. If the Commandant shall disapprove any recommendation
of the Board, the enlisted man concerned shall retain his status in the
Coast Guard to the same extent as if his case had not been considered.

SEO. 2. An enlisted man of the Coast Guard who has twenty or
more years of service may, upon suitable application to and approval
by the Commandant, be retired from active service with retired pay
as prescribed by section 5 hereof.

SEC. 3. The total number of enlisted men who may be retired in
any one fiscal year under sections 1 and 2 of this Act shall not exceed
the whole number nearest to 1 per centum of the total enlisted
force of the Coast Guard on the active list as of January 1 of
such year, to be divided in such proportion between retirements
under sections 1 and 2 of this Act as may be determined by the
Commandant.

SEC. 4. The Commandant is authorized to call any enlisted man
who has been retired pursuant to this Act into active service for
such duty as he may be able to perform. While so employed such
enlisted man shall receive full pay, allowances, and benefits author-
ized by law, shall be eligible for promotion, and shall be entitled
to the benefits of continuous service for such rank and for such
length of time as he is or has been employed in active service, and
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1936, and June 16, 1938, are hereby further extended two and four 
years, respectively, from June 12, 1938. 
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, May 24, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 146] 
AN ACT 

To increase further the efficiency of the Coast Guard by authorizing the retire-
ment under certain conditions of enlisted personnel thereof with twenty or 
more years of service. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comman-
dant of the Coast Guard (hereinafter referred to as the "Commandant") 
shall assemble annually a Coast Guard Enlisted Personnel Board 
(hereinafter referred to as the "Board"), to be composed of not less 
than three commissioned officers on the active list of the Coast Guard. 
It shall be the duty of the Board to recommend for retirement such 
enlisted men of the Coast Guard, who have twenty or more years of 
service, whom the Board determines, in its discretion, should be retired 
from active service. The recommendations of the Board shall be 
transmitted to the Commandant for final action. If the Commandant 
shall approve the recommendations of the Board, the enlisted man con-
cerned shall be notified thereof in writing, and any enlisted man who, 
within thirty days after receipt of such notification, files with the Com-
mandant a written protest of the action taken by the Board in his case, 
shall not be retired involuntarily under this Act unless a subsequent 
annual Board again determines in its discretion, that such enlisted man 
should be retired and so recommends, in which case such enlisted man 
may, upon approval by the Commandant, be retired from active service 
with retired pay as prescribed by section 5 hereof. At the expiration 
of thirty days after receipt by an enlisted man of notice as aforesaid, 
in the event that no such protest is filed by him within the period pre-
scribed, such enlisted man may, upon approval by the Commandant, 
be retired from active service with retired pay as prescribed by section 
5 hereof. If the Commandant shall disapprove any recommendation 
of the Board, the enlisted man concerned shall retain his status in the 
Coast Guard to the same extent as if his case had not been considered. 
Sul 2. An enlisted man of the Coast Guard who has twenty or 

more years of service may, upon suitable application to and approval 
by the Commandant, be retired from active service with retired pay 
as prescribed by section 5 hereof. 
SEC. 3. The total number of enlisted men who may be retired in 

any one fiscal year under sections 1 and 2 of this Act shall not exceed 
the whole number nearest to 1 per centum of the total enlisted 
force of the Coast Guard on the active list as of January 1 of 
such year, to be divided in such proportion between retirements 
under sections 1 and 2 of this Act as may be determined by the 
Commandant. 
SEC. 4. The Commandant is authorized to call any enlisted man 

who has been retired pursuant to this Act into active service for 
such duty as he may be able to perform. While so employed such 
enlisted man shall receive full pay, allowances, and benefits author-
ized by law, shall be eligible for promotion, and shall be entitled 
to the benefits of continuous service for such rank and for such 
length of time as he is or has been employed in active service, and 
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Status when relieved
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May 24, 1939
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fied.

52 Stat. 1256.

when relieved of active service shall retain upon the retired list the
rank and service held by him at the time of such relief, with pay and
such increases as are prescribed in section 5 of this Act.

SEC. 5. The annual rate of pay of any enlisted man retired under
this Act shall be 21/2 per centum of the sum of his base pay and
all permanent additions thereto at the time of his retirement,
multiplied by the number of years of his service: Provided, That
any enlisted man retired under this Act who has been cited for
extraordinary heroism in line of duty, or whose average marks in
conduct during his service in the Coast Guard shall be not less
than 971/2 per centum of the maximum, shall be entitled to have
his retired pay increased by an amount equal to 10 per centum of
the sum of his base pay and all permanent additions thereto at the
time of his retirement: Provided further, That the retired pay of
any enlisted man retired under this Act shall not in any case exceed
75 per centum of the sum of his base pay and all permanent additions
thereto at the time of his retirement: And provided further, That the
determination of the Secretary of the Treasury as to what consti-
tutes extraordinary heroism for the purpose of this section shall be
final and conclusive.

SEc. 6. (a) The provisions of this Act shall be supplementary to,
but shall not be construed to limit or supersede, existing laws relating
to the retirement of enlisted personnel of the Coast Guard.

(b) The Commandant may prescribe such regulations which shall
be subject to approval by the Secretary of the Treasury, as may be
necessary to carry out the purposes of this Act.

Approved, May 24, 1939.

[CHAPTER 147]
AN ACT

To amend the Act entitled "An Act authorizing the Port Authority of Duluth,
Minnesota, and the Harbor Commission of Superior, Wisconsin, to construct
a highway bridge across the Saint Louis River from Rice's Point in Duluth,
Minnesota, to Superior in Wisconsin", approved June 30, 1938.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the first section
of the Act entitled "An Act authorizing the Port Authority of
Duluth, Minnesota, and the Harbor Commission of Superior, Wis-
consin, to construct a, highway bridge across the Saint Louis River
from Rice's Point in Duluth, Minnesota, to Superior in Wisconsin",
approved June 30, 1938, is amended by striking out "to the vicinity
of the lower end of Banks Avenue extended to the shore line in
Superior, Wisconsin", and inserting in lieu thereof "to such point in
Superior, Wisconsin, as the Harbor Commission of Superior shall
designate".

Approved, May 24, 1939.

[CHAPTER 148]
AN ACT

May 24, 1939
[S. 1876] To readjust the commissioned personnel of the Coast Guard, and for other purposes.

IPublic, No. 891

Coast Guard.
Readjustment of

commissioned person-
nel.

45 Stat. 1533.
14 U. S. C. 10.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 of the
Act entitled "An Act to readjust the commissioned personnel of the
Coast Guard, and for other purposes", approved March 2, 1929 (45
Stat. 1533; U. S. C., title 14, sec. 10), is hereby amended by adding at
the end thereof the following paragraph:
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when relieved of active service shall retain upon the retired list the 
rank and service held by him at the time of such relief, with pay and 
such increases as are prescribed in section 5 of this Act. 
SEC. 5. The annual rate of pay of any enlisted man retired under 

this Act shall be 21/2 per centum of the sum of his base pay and 
all permanent additions thereto at the time of his retirement, 
multiplied by the number of years of his service: Provided, That 
any enlisted man retired under this Act who has been cited for 
extraordinary heroism in line of duty, or whose average marks in 
conduct during his service in the Coast Guard shall be not less 
than 971/2 per centum of the maximum, shall be entitled to have 
his retired pay increased by an amount equal to 10 per centum of 
the sum of his base pay and all permanent additions thereto at the 
time of his retirement: Provided further, That the retired pay of 
any enlisted man retired under this Act shall not in any case exceed 
75 per centum of the sum of his base pay and all permanent additions 
thereto at the time of his retirement: And provided further, That the 
determination of the Secretary of the Treasury as to what consti-
tutes extraordinary heroism for the purpose of this section shall be 
final and conclusive. 
SEC. 6. (a) The provisions of this Act shall be supplementary to, 

but shall not be construed to limit or supersede, existing laws relating 
to the retirement of enlisted personnel of the Coast Guard. 

(b) The Conunandant may 'Prescribe such regulations which shall 
be subject to approval by the Secretary of the Treasury, as may be 
necessary to carry out the purposes of this Act. 
Approved, May 24, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 147] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Act entitled "An Act authorizing the Port Authority of Duluth, 
Minnesota, and the Harbor Commission of Superior, Wisconsin, to construct 
a highway bridge across the Saint Louis River from Rice's Point in Duluth, 
Minnesota, to Superior in Wisconsin", approved June 30, 1938. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the first section 
of the Act entitled "An Act authorizing the Port Authority of 
Duluth, Minnesota, and the Harbor Commission of Superior, Wis-
consin, to construct a highway bridge across the Saint Louis River 
from Rice's Point in Duluth, Minnesota, to Superior in Wisconsin", 
approved June 30, 1938, is amended by striking out "to the vicinity 
of the lower end of Banks Avenue extended to the shore line in 
Superior, Wisconsin", and inserting in lieu thereof "to such point in 
Superior, Wisconsin, as the Harbor Commission of Superior shall 
designate". 
Approved, May 24, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 148] 
AN ACT 

To readjust the commissioned personnel of the Coast Guard, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 of the 
Act entitled "An Act to readjust the commissioned personnel of the 
Coast Guard, and for other purposes", approved March 2, 1929 (45 
Stat. 1533; U. S. C., title 14, sec. 10), is hereby amended by adding at 
the end thereof the following paragraph: 
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"The total number of commissioned officers in the Coast Guard is
hereby increased by one hundred and fifty-four line officers (exclusive
of commissioned warrant officers) and two district commanders. Such
additional line officers shall be distributed in grades in the same pro-
portion as prescribed by the foregoing provisions of this section: Pro-
vided, That the total number of vacancies created hereby in each of
the grades of captain, commander, lieutenant commander, and lieu-
tenant shall be filled at a rate not exceeding, in any one year following
the enactment hereof, 20 per centum of such total number."

SEC. 2. Section 2 of the Act entitled "An Act to distribute the com-
missioned line and engineer officers of the Coast Guard in grades, and
for other purposes", approved January 12, 1923 (42 Stat. 1130; U. S. C.,
title 14, sec. 12), is hereby amended by changing the second proviso
thereof to read as follows: "Provided fwrther, That the engineer in
chief, while so serving, shall have the rank of a rear admiral and the
pay and allowances of a rear admiral (lower half), and hereafter the
engineer in chief shall be selected from the active list of engineer offi-
cers not below the grade of commander (engineering)."

SEC. 3. Section 1 of the Act entitled "An Act to increase the efficiency
of the personnel of the Revenue Cutter Service", approved April 16,
1908 (35 Stat. 61, as amended; U. S. C., title 14, sec. 11), is hereby
amended by adding at the end thereof the following paragraph:

"The President is authorized to appoint in the Coast Guard, by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate, one Assistant Commandant
who shall serve for a term of four years unless sooner relieved by the
President. The Assistant Commandant shall be selected from the
active list of line officers not below the grade of commander, and such
appointment shall not create a vacancy; and the Commandant of the
Coast Guard shall make recommendations for the appointment of the
Assistant Commandant. The Assistant Commandant shall have the
rank of a rear admiral and the pay and allowances of a rear admiral
(lower half) : Provided, That an officer whose term of service as Assist-
ant Commandant has expired shall take his place on the lineal list in
the grade that he would have attained had he not served as Assistant
Commandant."

Approved, May 24, 1939.

[CHAPTER 149]
AN ACT

Making appropriations for the Navy Department and the naval service for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for the Navy Department and the naval service for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, namely:
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upon meetings of technical, professional, scientific, and other similar
organizations when, in the judgment of the Secretary of the Navy,
such attendance would be of benefit in the conduct of the work of the
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"The total number of commissioned officers in the Coast Guard is 
hereby increased by one hundred and fifty-four line officers (exclusive 
of commissioned warrant officers) and two district commanders. Such 
additional line officers shall be distributed in grades in the same pro-
portion as prescribed by the foregoing provisions of this section: Pro-
vided, That the total number of vacancies created hereby in each of 
the grades of captain, commander, lieutenant commander, and lieu-
tenant shall be filled at a rate not exceeding, in any one year following 
the enactment hereof, 20 per centum of such total number." 
SEC. 2. Section 2 of the Act entitled "An Act to distribute the com-

missioned line and engineer officers of the Coast Guard in grades, and 
for other purposes", approved January 12, 1923 (42 Stat. 1130; U. S. C., 
title 14, sec. 12), is hereby amended by changing the second proviso 
thereof to read as follows: "Provided fun-then That the engineer in 
chief, while so serving, shall have the rank of a rear admiral and the 
pay. and allowances of a rear admiral (lower half), and hereafter the 
engineer in chief shall be selected from the active list of engineer offi-
cers not below the grade of commander (engineering)." 
SEC- 3. Section 1 of the Act entitled "An Act to increase the efficiency 

of the personnel of the Revenue Cutter Service", approved April 16, 
1908 (35 Stat. 61, as amended; U. S. C., title 14, sec. 11), is hereby 
amended by adding at the end thereof the following paragraph: 
"The President is authorized to appoint in the Coast Guard, by and 

with the advice and consent of the Senate, one Assistant Commandant 
who shall serve for a term of four years unless sooner relieved by the 
President. The Assistant Commandant shall be selected from the 
active list of line officers not below the grade of commander , and such 
appointment shall not create a vacancy; and the Commandant of the 
Coast Guard shall make recommendations for the appointment of the 
Assistant Commandant. The Assistant Commandant shall have the 
rank of a rear admiral and the pay and allowances of a rear admiral 
(lower half) : Provided, That an officer whose term of service as Assist-
ant Commandant has expired shall take his place on the lineal list in 
the grade that he would have attained had he not served as Assistant 
Commandant." 
Approved, May 24, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 149] 
AN ACT 

Making appropriations for the Navy Department and the naval service for the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and Home of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following 
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for the Navy Department and the naval service for 
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, namely: 

NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES 

For traveling expenses of civilian employees, including not to 
exceed $2,500 for the expenses of attendance, at home and abroad, 
upon meetings of technical, professional, scientific, and other similar 
organizations when, in the judgment of the Secretary of the Navy, 
such attendance would be of benefit in the conduct of the work of the 
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Experts. Navy Department; not to exceed $2,000 for the part-time or inter-
mittent employment in the District of Columbia or elsewhere of such
experts and at such rates of compensation as may be contracted for

Courts martial, etc. by and in the discretion of the Secretary of the Navy; expenses of
courts martial, purchase of law and reference books, expenses of pris-
oners and prisons, courts of inquiry, boards of investigations, exam-
ining boards, clerical assistance; witnesses' fees and traveling

Accident preven- expenses; not to exceed $15,000 for promoting accident prevention
tion, shorestation and safety in shore establishments of the Navy, to be expended in

the discretion of the Secretary of the Navy; newspapers and periodi-
Advertising. cals for the naval service; all advertising of the Navy Department

and its bureaus (except advertising for recruits for the Bureau of
Navigation); costs of suits; relief of vessels in distress; recovery of
valuables from shipwrecks; maintenance of attaches abroad, includ-

Livig quarters, etc.in office rental and pay of employees, and not to exceed $12,000 in
the aggregate or $900 for any one person for allowances for living
quarters, including heat, fuel, and light, as authorized by the Act

54v st
8

t. 8l 1 a. approved June 26, 1930 (5 U. S. C. 118a); for contingencies for the
Director of Naval Intelligence, to be expended in his discretion, not
to exceed $1,000; the collection and classification of information; not
to exceed $215,000 for telephone, telegraph, and teletype rentals and

Taeleramg. radio- tolls, telegrams, radiograms, and cablegrams; postage, foreign and
etc. domestic, and post-office box rentals; necessary expenses for interned

persons and prisoners of war under the jurisdiction of the Navy
Department, including funeral expenses for such interned persons or

Damage lams prisoners of war as may die while under such jurisdiction; payment
of claims for damages as provided in the Act making appropriations

4. s.C. 26. for the naval service for the fiscal year 1920, approved July 11 1919
(34 U. S. C. 600); and other necessary and incidental expenses; in all,

provis . $1,345,990: Provided, That no part of any appropriation contained in
inRcertaln naval dis- this Act shall be available for the expense of any naval district in
tricts. which there may be an active navy yard, naval training station, or

naval operating base, unless the commandant of the naval district
shall be also the commandant of one of such establishments: Provided

plop IV (b) em- further, That the sum to be paid out of this appropriation for
employees assigned to group IV (b) and those performing similar
services carried under native and alien schedules in the Schedule of
Wages for Civil Employees in the Field Service of the Navy Depart-
ment shall not exceed $515,000.

CONTINGENT, NAVY

Contingent, Navy. For all emergencies and extraordinary expenses, exclusive of per-
sonal services, in the Navy Department or any of its subordinate
bureaus or offices at Washington, District of Columbia, arising at
home or abroad, but impossible to be anticipated or classified, to be
expended on the approval and authority of the Secretary of the
Navy, and for such purposes as he may deem proper, and for exami-
nation of estimates for appropriations and of naval activities in the
field for any branch of the naval service, $30,000, of which $2,500
shall be available immediately.

CARE OF LEPERS, AND 80 FORTH, ISLAND OF GUAM

GCae a leuetc., Naval station, Island of Guam: For maintenance and care of lepers
p . . special patients, and for other purposes, including cost of transfer of

lepers from Guam to the island of Culion, in the Philippines, and
their maintenance, $22,000; for educational purposes, $15,000; in all,
$3T,000.
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Navy Department; not to exceed $2,000 for the part-time or inter-
mittent employment in the District of Columbia or elsewhere of such 
experts and at such rates of compensation as may be contracted for 
by and in the discretion of the Secretary of the Navy; expenses of 
courts martial, purchase of law and reference books, expenses of pris-
oners and prisons, courts of inquiry, boards of investigations, exam-
ining boards, clerical assistance; witnesses' fees and traveling 
expenses; not to exceed $15,000 for promoting accident prevention 
and safety in shore establishments of the Navy, to be expended in 
the discretion of the Secretary of the Navy; newspapers and periodi-
cals for the naval service; all advertising of the Navy Department 
and its bureaus (except advertising for recruits for the Bureau of 
Navigation) ; costs of suits; relief of vessels in distress; recovery of 
valuables from shipwrecks; maintenance of attaches abroad, includ-
ing office rental and pay of employees, and not to exceed $12,000 in 
the aggregate or $900 for any one person for allowances for living 
quarters, including heat, fuel, and light, as authorized by the Act 
approved June 26, 1930 (5 U. S. C. 118a) ; for contingencies for the 
Director of Naval Intelligence, to be expended in his discretion, not 
to exceed $1,000; the collection and classification of information; not 
to exceed $215,000 for telephone, telegraph, and teletype rentals and 
tolls, telegrams, radiograms, and cablegrams; postage, foreign and 
domestic, and post-office box rentals; necessary expenses for interned 
persons and prisoners of war under the jurisdiction of the Navy 
Department, including funeral expenses for such interned persons or 
prisoners of war as may die while under such jurisdiction; payment 
of claims for damages as provided in the Act making appropriations 
for the naval service for the fiscal year 1920, approved July 112 1919 
(34 U. S. C. 600) ; and other necessary and incidental expenses; in all, 
$1,345,990: Provided, That no part of any appropriation contained in 
this Act shall be available for the expense of any naval district in 
which there may be an active navy yard, naval training station, or 
naval operating base, unless the commandant of the naval district 
shall be also the commandant of one of such establishments: Provided 
further, That the sum to be paid out of this appropriation for 
employees assigned to group rv- (b) and those performing similar 
services carried under native and alien schedules in the Schedule of 
Wages for Civil Employees in the Field Service of the Navy Depart-
ment shall not exceed $515,000. 

CONTINGENT, NAVY 

For all emergencies and extraordinary expenses, exclusive of per-
sonal services, in the Navy Department or any of its subordinate 
bureaus or offices at Washington, District of Columbia, arising at 
home or abroad, but impossible to be anticipated or classified, to be 
expended on the approval and authority of the Secretary of the 
Navy, and for such purposes as he may deem proper, and for exami-
nation of estimates for appropriations and of naval activities in the 
field for any branch of the naval service, $30,000, of which $2,500 
shall be available immediately. 

CARE OF LEPERS, AND SO Form, ISLAND OF GUAM 

Naval station, Island of Guam: For maintenance and care of lepers, 
special patients, and for other purposes, including cost of transfer of 
lepers from Guam to the island of Culion, in the Philippines, and 
their maintenance, $22,000; for educational purposes, $15,000; in all, 
$37,000. 
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NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

For laboratory and research work and other necessary work of the
Naval Research Laboratory for the benefit of the naval service,
including operation and maintenance of a laboratory, additions to
equipment necessary properly to carry on work in hand, maintenance
of buildings and grounds, temporary employment of such scientific
and technical civilian assistants as may become necessary, and sub-
scriptions to technical periodicals, to be expended under the direction
of the Secretary of the Navy, $370,000: Provided, That $60,000 of
this appropriation shall be available for the temporary employment
of civilian scientists and technicists required on special problems:
Provided further, That the sum to be paid out of this appropriation
for employees assigned to group IV (b) and those performing simi-
lar services carried under native and alien schedules in the Schedule
of Wages for Civil Employees in the Field Service of the Navy
Department shall not exceed $135,000, in addition to the amount
authorized by the preceding proviso.

OPERATION AND CONSERVATION OF NAVAL PETROLEUM RESERVES

To enable the Secretary of the Navy to carry out the provisions
contained in the Act approved June 4, 1920 (34 U. S. C. 524), requir-
ing him to conserve, develop, use, and operate the naval petroleum
reserves, $70,000, of which amount not to exceed $20,000 shall be
available for employees assigned to group IV (b) and those perform-
ing similar services carried under native and alien schedules in the
Schedule of Wages for Civil Employees in the Field Service of the
Navy Department: Provided, That out of any sums appropriated for
naval purposes by this Act any portion thereof, not to exceed $10,000,-
000, shall be available to enable the Secretary of the Navy to protect
Naval Petroleum Reserve Numbered 1, established by Executive
order of September 2, 1912, pursuant to the Act of June 25, 1910 (43
U. S. C. 141-143), by drilling wells and performing any work inci-
dent thereto, of which amount not to exceed $100,000 shall be avail-
able for employees assigned to group IV (b) and those performing
similar services carried under native and alien schedules in the
Schedule of Wages for Civil Employees in the Field Service of the
Navy Department: Provided further, That no part of the sum made
available for the protection of this property shall be expended if a
satisfactory agreement can be made with adjoining landowners not
to drill offset wells for the purpose of producing oil.

NAVAL PRISON FARMS AND PRISON PERSONNEL

For the operation, maintenance, and improvement of naval prison
farms and for the welfare, recreation, and education of prison per-
sonnel, to be expended under such regulations as the Secretary of the
Navy may prescribe, $12,000: Provided, That expenditures hereunder
shall not exceed the aggregate receipts covered into the Treasury in
accordance with section 4 of the Permanent Appropriation Repeal
Act, 1934.

BUREAU OF NAVIGATION

TRAINING, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, NAVY

Naval War College: For maintenance and operation, including
repairs, improvements and care of grounds; services of a professor
of international law, $2,000; services of lecturers, $2,000; and other
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NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY 

For laboratory and research work and other necessary work of the 
Naval Research Laboratory for the benefit of the naval service, 
including operation and maintenance of a laboratory, additions to 
equipment necessary properly to carry on work in hand, maintenance 
of buildings and grounds, temporary employment of such scientific 
and technical civilian assistants as may become necessary, and sub-
scriptions to technical periodicals, to be expended under the direction 
of the Secretary of the Navy, $370,000: Provided, That $60,000 of 
this appropriation shall be available for the temporary employment 
of civilian scientists and technicists required on special problems: 
Provided further, That the sum to be paid out of this appropriation 
for employees assigned to group IV (b) and those performing simi-
lar services carried under native and alien schedules in the Schedule 
of Wages for Civil Employees in the Field Service of the Navy 
Department shall not exceed $135,000, in addition to the amount 
authorized by the preceding proviso. 

OPERATION AND CONSERVATION OF NAVAL PETROLEUM RESERVES 

To enable the Secretary of the Navy to carry out the provisions 
contained in the Act approved June 4, 1920 (34 U. S. C. 524), requir-
ing him to conserve, develop, use, and operate the naval petroleum 
reserves, $70,000, of which amount not to exceed $20,000 shall be 
available for employees assigned to group IV (b) and those perform-
ing similar services carried under native and alien schedules in the 
Schedule of Wages for Civil Employees in the Field Service of the 
Navy Department: Provided, That out of any sums appropriated for 
naval purposes by this Act any portion thereof, not to exceed $10,000,-
000, shall be available to enable the Secretary of the Navy to protect 
Naval Petroleum Reserve Numbered 1, established by Executive 
order of September 2, 1912, pursuant to the Act of June 25, 1910 (43 
U. S. C. 141-143), by drilling wells and performing any work inci-
dent thereto, of which amount not to exceed $100,000 shall be avail-
able for employees assigned to group IV (b) and those performing 
similar services carried under native and alien schedules in the 
Schedule of Wages for Civil Employees in the Field Service of the 
Navy Department: Provided further, That no part of the sum made 
available for the protection of this property shall be expended if a 
satisfactory agreement can be made with adjoining landowners not 
to drill offset wells for the purpose of producing oil. 

NAVAL PRISON FARMS AND PRISON PERSONNEL 

For the operation, maintenance, and improvement of naval prison 
farms and for the welfare, recreation, and education of prison per-
sonnel, to be expended under such regulations as the Secretary of the 
Navy may prescribe, $12,000: Provided, That expenditures hereunder 
shall not exceed the aggregate receipts covered into the Treasury in 
accordance with section 4 of the Permanent Appropriation Repeal 
Act, 1934. 

BUREAU OF NAVIGATION 

TRAINING, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, NAVY 

Naval War College: For maintenance and operation, including 
repairs, improvements and care of grounds; services of a professor 
of international law, 000; services of lecturers, $2,000; and other 
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Naval training sta-
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civilian services; library expenses, including the purchase, binding,
and repair of books and periodicals and subscriptions to newspapers
and periodicals; and including contingencies of the president of the
Naval War College, to be expended in his discretion, not exceeding
$1,000; and for other necessary expenses, $124,500;

Naval training stations: For maintenance, operation, and other
necessary expenses, including repairs, improvements, and care of
grounds of the naval training stations which follow:

San Diego, California, $161,000;
Newport, Rhode Island, $152,000;
Great Lakes, Illinois, $244,000;
Norfolk, Virginia, $465,000;
Fleet training: For trophies and badges for excellence in gunnery,

target practice, communication, engineering exercises, and for econ-
omy in fuel consumption, to be awarded under such rules as the
Secretary of the Navy may formulate; for the purpose of recording,
classifying, compiling, and publishing the rules and results; for the
establishment and maintenance of shooting galleries, target houses,
targets, and ranges; for hiring established ranges, and for transport-
ing equipment to and from ranges; entrance fees in matches for the
rifle team, and special equipment therefor, $55,690;

Instruction: For postgraduate instruction of officers in other than
civil government and literature, including such amounts as may be
necessary to carry out the provisions of the Act approved January
16, 1936 (34 U. S. C. 1073), and for special instruction, education,
and individual training of officers and enlisted men at home and
abroad, including maintenance of students abroad, except aviation
training and submarine training otherwise appropriated for, $222,290:
Provided, That no part of this or any other appropriation contained
in this Act shall be available for or on account of any expense inci-
dent to giving special educational courses or post-graduate instruction
to officers with view to qualifying them or better qualifying them for
the performance of duties required to be performed by or in pursu-
ance of law by officers of the Supply Corps, Construction Corps, or
Corps of Civil Engineers, except present students and except such
officers who are commissioned in such corps or who have not been
commissioned in the line of the Navy more than three years and four
months prior to the commencement of such educational courses or
postgraduate instruction;

Libraries: For libraries, professional books, textbooks, religious
books, periodicals, and newspaper subscriptions for ships and shore
stations not otherwise appropriated for, $60,000;

Welfare and recreation: For welfare and recreation of the Navy
including periodicals and newspaper subscriptions, and not exceeding
$4,000 for care and operation of schools at naval stations at Guan-
tanamo Bay, Guam, and Tutuila, for the children of Naval and
Marine Corps commissioned, enlisted, and civilian personnel, to be
expended in the discretion of the Secretary of the Navy, under such
regulations as he may prescribe, $280,000;

Naval Reserve Officers' Training Corps: For all expenses incident
to the conduct of the Naval Reserve Officers' Training Corps under
such regulations as the President has prescribed or hereafter may
prescribe under the provisions of section 22 of the Act approved
March 4, 1925, as amended by the Act of August 6, 1937 (34 U. S. C.
821), $142,000: Provided, That uniforms and other equipment or ma-
terial issued to the Naval Reserve Officers' Training Corps in accord-
ance with law may be furnished from surplus or reserve stocks of
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civilian services; library expenses, including the purchase, binding, 
and repair of books and periodicals and subscriptions to newspapers 
and periodicals; and including contingencies of the president of the 
Naval War College, to be expended in his discretion, not exceeding 
$1,000; and for other necessary expenses, $124,500; 
Naval training stations: For maintenance, operation, and other 

necessary expenses, including repairs, improvements, and care of 
grounds of the naval training stations which follow: 
San Diego, California, $161,000; 
Newport, Rhode Island, $152,000; 
Great Lakes, Illinois, $244,000; 
Norfolk, Virginia, $465,000; 
Fleet training: For trophies and badges for excellence in gunnery, 

target practice, communication, engineering exercises, and for econ-
omy in fuel consumption, to be awarded under such rules as .the 
Secretary of the Navy may formulate; for the purpose of recording, 
classifying, compiling, and publishing the rules and results; for the 
establishment and maintenance of shooting galleries, target houses, 
targets, and ranges; for hiring established ranges, and for transport-
ing equipment to and from ranges; entrance fees in matches for the 
rifle team, and special equipment therefor, $55,690; 

Instruction: For postgraduate instruction of officers in other than 
civil government and literature, including such amounts as may be 
necessary to carry out the provisions of the Act approved January 
16, 1936 (34 U. S. C. 1073), and for special instruction, education, 
and individual training of officers and enlisted men at home and 
abroad, including maintenance of students abroad, except aviation 
training and submarine training otherwise appropriated for, $222,290: 
Provided, That no part of this or any other appropriation contained 
in this Act shall be available for or on account of any expense inci-
dent to giving special educational courses or post-graduate instruction 
to officers with view to qualifying them or better qualifying them for 
the performance of duties required to be performed by or in pursu-
ance of law by officers of the Supply Corps, Construction Corps, or 
Corps of Civil Engineers, except present students and except such 
officers who are commissioned in such corps or who have not been 
commissioned in the line of the Navy more than three years and four 
months prior to the commencement of such educational courses or 
postgraduate instruction; 

Libraries: For libraries, professional books, textbooks, religious 
books, periodicals, and newspaper subscriptions for ships and shore 
stations not otherwise appropriated for, $60,000; 
Welfare and recreation: For welfare and recreation of the Navy, 

including periodicals and newspaper subscriptions, and not exceeding 
$4,000 for care and operation of schools at naval stations at Guan-
tanamo Bay, Guam, and Tutuila, for the children of Naval and 
Marine Corps commissioned, enlisted, and civilian personnel, to be 
expended in the discretion of the Secretary of the Navy, under such 
regulations as he may prescribe, $280,000; 
Naval Reserve Officers' Training Corps: For all expenses incident 

to the conduct of the Naval Re serve Officers' Training Corps under 
such regulations as the President has prescribed or hereafter may 
prescribe under the provisions of section 22 of the Act approved 
March 4, 1925, as amended by the Act of August 6, 1937 (34 U. S. C. 
821), $142,000: Provided, That uniforms and other equipment or ma-
terial issued to the Naval Reserve Officers' Training Corps in accord-
ance with law may be furnished from surplus or reserve stocks of 
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the Navy without payment under this appropriation, except for ac-
tual expenses incurred in the manufacture or issue;

In all, training, education, and welfare, Navy, $1,906,480: Pro-
vided, That the sum to be paid out of this appropriation for em-
ployees assigned to group IV (b) and those performing similar
services carried under native and alien schedules in the Schedule
of Wages for Civil Employees in the Field Service of the Navy
Department, exclusive of temporary services, shall not exceed the
following amounts, respectively: Naval War College, $77,000; Naval
Training Station, San Diego, $3,050; Naval Training Station, New-
port, $7,800; Naval Training Station, Great Lakes, $12,350; Naval
Training Station, Norfolk, $2,100; Instruction, $22,300; Libraries,
$19,115; Welfare and Recreation, $4,000.

STATE MARINE SCHOOLS, ACT OF MARCH 4, 1911

To reimburse the State of California, $25,000; the State of Massa-
chusetts, $25,000; the State of New York, $25,000; and the State of
Pennsylvania, $25,000, for expenses incurred in the maintenance and
support of marine schools in such States as provided in the Act
authorizing the establishment of marine schools, and so forth,
approved March 4, 1911 (34 U. S. C. 1121), and for the maintenance
and repair of the particular vessels loaned by the United States to
the said States on the date of the approval of this Act for use in
connection with such State marine schools, $90,000, and no other
vessels shall be furnished by or through the Navy Department;
in all, $190,000.

INSTRUMENTS AND SUPPLIES, NAVY

For supplies for seamen's quarters; and for the purchase of all
other articles of equipage at home and abroad; and for the pay-
ment of labor in equipping vessels therewith and manufacture of
such articles in the several navy yards; all pilotage and towage
of ships of war; canal tolls, wharfage, dock and port charges, and
other necessary incidental expenses of a similar nature; hire of
launches or other small boats in Asiatic waters; quarantine expenses;
services and materials in repairing, correcting, adjusting, and testing
compasses on shore and on board ship; nautical and astronomical
instruments and repairs to same; compasses; compass fittings includ-
ing binnacles, tripods, and other appendages of ship's compasses;
logs and other appliances for measuring the ship's way and leads
and other appliances for sounding; photographs, photographic
instruments and materials, printing outfit and materials; music and
musical instruments; commissions, warrants, diplomas, discharges,
good-conduct badges, and medals for men and boys; transporta-
tion of effects of deceased officers, nurses, and enlisted men of the
Navy, and of officers and men of the Naval Reserve who die while
on duty; not to exceed $5,000 for contingent expenses and emer-
gencies arising under cognizance of the Bureau of Navigation,
unforeseen and impossible to classify; and for the necessary civilian
electricians for gyrocompass testing and inspection, $700,000: Pro-
vided, That the sum to be paid out of this appropriation for em-
ployees assigned to group IV (b) and those performing similar
services carried under native and alien schedules in the Schedule
of Wages for Civil Employees in the Field Service of the Navy
Department shall not exceed $38,000.
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the Navy without payment under this appropriation, except for ac-
tual expenses incurred in the manufacture or issue; 
In all, training, education, and welfare, Navy, $1,906,480: Pro-

vided, That the sum to be paid out of this appropriation for em-
ployees assigned to group IV (b) and those performing similar 
services carried under native and alien schedules in the Schedule 
of Wages for Civil Employees in the Field Service of the Navy 
Department, exclusive of temporary services, shall not exceed the 
following amounts, respectively: Naval War College, $77,000; Naval 
Training Station, San Diego, $3,050; Naval Training Station, New-
port, $7,800; Naval Training Station, Great Lakes, $12,350; Naval 
Training Station, Norfolk, $2,100; Instruction, $22,300; Libraries, 
$19,115; Welfare and Recreation, $4,000. 

STATE MARINE SCHOOLS, ACT OF MARCH 4, 1911 

To reimburse the State of California, $25,000; the State of Massa-
chusetts, $25,000; the State of New York, $25,000; and the State of 
Pennsylvania, $25,000, for expenses incurred in the maintenance and 
support of marine schools in such States as provided in the Act 
authorizing the establishment of marine schools, and so forth, 
approved March 4, 1911 (34 U. S. C. 1121), and for the maintenance 
and repair of the particular vessels loaned by the United States to 
the said States on the date of the approval of this Act for use in 
connection with such State marine schools, $90,000, and no other 
vessels shall be furnished by or through the Navy Department; 
in all, $190,000. 

INSTRUMENTS AND SUPPLIES, NAVY 

For supplies for seamen's quarters; and for the purchase of all 
other articles of equipage at home and abroad; and for the pay-
ment of labor in equipping vessels therewith and manufacture of 
such articles in the several navy yards; all pilotage and towage 
of ships of war; canal tolls, wharfage, dock and port charges, and 
other necessary incidental expenses of a similar nature; hire of 
launches or other small boats in Asiatic waters; quarantine expenses; 
services and materials in repairing, correcting, adjusting, and testing 
compasses on shore and on board ship; nautical and astronomical 
instruments and repairs to same; compasses; compass fittings includ-
ing binnacles, tripods, and other appendages of ship's compasses; 
logs and other appliances for measuring the ship's way and leads 
and other appliances for sounding; photographsz photographic 
instruments and materials, printing outfit and materials; music and 
musical instruments; commissions, warrants, diplomas, discharges, 
good-conduct badges, and medals for men and boys; transporta-
tion of effects of deceased officers, nurses, and enlisted men of the 
Navy, and of officers and men of the Naval Reserve who die while 
on duty; not to exceed $5,000 for contingent expenses and emer-
gencies arising under cognizance of the Bureau of Navigation, 
unforeseen and impossible to classify; and for the necessary civilian 
electricians for gyrocompass testing and inspection, $700,000: Pro-
vided, That the sum to be paid out of this appropriation for em-
ployees assigned to group IV (b) and those performing similar 
services carried under native and alien schedules in the Schedule 
of Wages for Civil Employees in the Field Service of the Navy 
Department shall not exceed $38,000. 

Total. 
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designated States for 
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Hydrographic sur-
veys.

Proviso.
Group IV (b) em-

ployees.

Organizing, recruit-
ing, etc.

52 Stat. 1175; 49
Stat. 156.

34 U. S. C., Supp.
IV, 6§ 852-853i, 842-
848.

Naval and Marine
Corps Reserve, avia-
tion activities.

Group IV (b) em-
ployees.

Provisos.
Drills, limitation.

Reserve officers per-
forming active duty.

Pay, allowances,
etc., restriction.

Pay of professors,
etc.

OCEAN AND LAKE SURVEYS, NAVY

For hydrographic surveys, including the pay of the necessary
hydrographic surveyors, cartographic draftsmen, and recorders, and
for the purchase of nautical books, charts, and sailing directions,
$80,000: Provided, That the sum to be paid out of this appropria-
tion for employees assigned to group IV (b) and those performing
similar services carried under native and alien schedules in the
Schedule of Wages for Civil Employees in the Field Service of the
Navy Department shall not exceed $34,000.

NAVAL RESERVE

For all expenses not otherwise provided for, authorized by the
"Naval Reserve Act of 1938", and the Act approved April 15, 1935
(49 Stat. 156), in connection with organizing, administering, recruit-
ing, instructing, training, and drilling the Naval Reserve, including
the designing, purchasing, and engraving of medals and trophies;
medical supplies and equipment; purchase, maintenance, and opera-
tion of ambulances; aviation materiel, equipment, and fuel in connec-
tion with the aviation activities of the Naval and Marine Corps
Reserve; maintenance and operation of floating equipment; and
rental, maintenance, and operation of such shore stations as may be
required in connection with Naval Reserve activities, $9,937,205, of
which amount not more than $7,222,615 shall be available, in addi-
tion to other appropriations, for and on account of Naval and Marine
Corps Reserve aviation; not more than $2,714,590 shall be available,
in addition to other appropriations, for all other Naval Reserve
activities; and not more than $81,000 shall be available for employees
assigned to group IV (b) and those performing similar services car-
ried under native and alien schedules in the Schedule of Wages for
Civil Employees in the Field Service of the Navy Department: Pro-
vided, That no part of any of the foregoing amounts shall be avail-
able for the performance of more than forty-eight drills per annum
or other equivalent instruction or duty or appropriate duties: Pro-
vided further, That, except in time of war or during the existence of
a national emergency declared by the President, no appropriation
contained in this Act shall be available to pay more than twenty
officers of the Naval Reserve and four officers of the Marine Corps
Reserve above the grade of lieutenant or captain, respectively, the
pay and allowances of their grade for the performance of active duty
other than the performance of drills or other equivalent instruction
or duty, or appropriate duties and the performance of fifteen days'
active training duty, and other officers above such grades employed
on such class of active duty (not to exceed four months in any
calendar year) shall not be entitled to be paid a greater rate of pay
and allowances than authorized by law for a lieutenant of the Navy
or a captain of the Marine Corps entitled to not exceeding ten years'
longevity pay: Provided further, That no appropriation made in
this Act shall be available for pay, allowances, travel, or other
expenses of any officer or enlisted men of the Naval or Marine Corps
Reserve who may be drawing a pension, disability allowance, dis-
ability compensation, or retired pay from the Government of the
United States, and "retired pay" as here used shall not include the
pay of members of the Fleet Reserve, Fleet Marine Corps Reserve,
or members on the honorary retired list of such Reserve forces.

NAVAL ACADEMY

Pay, Naval Academy: For pay of professors and instructors,
including one professor as librarian, and such amounts as may be
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Group IV (b) em-
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OCEAN AND LAKE SURVEYS, NAVY 

For hydrographic surveys, including the pay of the necessary 
hydrographic surveyors, cartographic draftsmen, and recorders, and 
for the purchase of nautical books, charts, and sailing directions, 
$80,000: Provided, That the sum to be paid out of this appropria-
tion for employees assigned to group IV (b) and those performing 
similar services carried under native and alien schedules in the 
Schedule of Wages for Civil Employees in the Field Service of the 
Navy Department shall not exceed $34,000. 

NAVAL RESERVE 

For all expenses not otherwise provided for, authorized by the 
"Naval Reserve Act of 1938", and the Act approved April 15, 1935 
(49 Stat. 156), in connection with organizing, administering, recruit-
ing, instructing, training, and drilling the Naval Reserve, including 
the designing, purchasing, and engraving of medals and trophies; 
medical supplies and equipment; purchase, maintenance, and opera-
tion of ambulances • aviation materiel, equipment, and fuel in connec-
tion with the aviation activities of the Naval and Marine Corps 
Reserve; maintenance and operation of floating equipment; and 
rental, maintenance and operation of such shore stations as may be 
required in connection with Naval Reserve activities? $9,937,205, of 
which amount not more than $7,222,615 shall be available, in addi-
tion to other appropriations, for and on account of Naval and Marine 
Corps Reserve aviation; not more than $2,714,590 shall be available, 
in addition to other appropriations, for all other Naval Reserve 
activities; and not more than $81,000 shall be available for employees 
assigned to group IV (b) and those performing similar services car-
ried under native and alien schedules in the Schedule of Wages for 
Civil Employees in the Field Service of the Navy Department: Pro-
vided, That no part of any of the foregoing amounts shall be avail-
able for the performance of more than forty-eight drills per annum 
or other equivalent instruction or duty or appropriate duties: Pro-
vided further, That, except in time of war or during the existence of 
a national emergency declared by the President, no appropriation 
contained in this Act shall be available to pay more than twenty 
officers of the Naval Reserve and four officers of the Marine Corps 
Reserve above the grade of lieutenant or captain, respectively, the 
pay and allowances of their grade for the performance of active duty 
other than the performance of drills or other equivalent instruction 
or duty, or appropriate duties and the performance of fifteen days' 
active training duty, and other officers above such grades employed 
on such class of active duty (not to exceed four months in any 
calendar year) shall not be entitled to be paid a greater rate of pay 
and allowances than authorized by law for a lieutenant of the Navy 
or a captain of the Marine Corps entitled to not exceeding ten years 
longevity pay: Provided further, That no appropriation made in 
this Act shall be available for pay, allowances, travel, or other 
expenses of any officer or enlisted men of the Naval or Marine Corps 
Reserve who may be drawing a pension, disability allowance, dis-
ability compensation, or retired, pay from the Government of the 
United States and "retired pay" as here used shall not include the 
pay of members of the Fleet Reserve, Fleet Marine Corps Reserve, 
or members on the honorary retired list of such Reserve forces. 

NAVAL ACADEMY 

Pay? Naval Academy: For pay of professors and instructors, 
including one professor as librarian, and such amounts as may be 
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necessary to carry out the provisions of the Act approved January
16, 1936 (34 U. S. C. 1073), $294,938: Provided, That this appropria-
tion shall not be available for the employment of more than nine
masters and instructors in swordsmanship and physical training.

For pay of other employees, $619,735: Provided, That the sum
to be paid out of this appropriation for employees assigned to group
IV (b) and those performing similar services carried under native
and alien schedules, in the Schedule of Wages for Civil Employees in
the Field Service of the Navy Department, shall not exceed $263,539.

Current and miscellaneous expenses, Naval Academy: For text
and reference books for use of instructors; stationery, blank books
and forms, models, maps, newspapers, and periodicals; apparatus
and materials for instruction in physical training and athletics;
expenses of lecturers and entertainments, not exceeding $3,000, in-
cluding pay and expenses of lecturers and visiting clergymen; chem-
icals, philosophical apparatus and instruments, stores, machinery,
tools, fittings, apparatus, materials for instruction purposes, and
purchase of and engraving of trophies and badges, $50,600; for pur-
chase, binding, and repair of books for the library (to be purchased
in the open market on the written order of the superintendent),
$5,500; for purchase of the Culver collection of ship and ship model
manuscripts, documents, books, photographs, prints, and so forth,
$3,000; for expenses of the Board of Visitors to the Naval Academy,
$1,200; for contingencies for the Superintendent of the Academy, to
be expended in his discretion, not exceeding $4,000; for contingencies
for the commandant of midshipmen, to be expended in his discre-
tion, not exceeding $1,200; in all, $65,500, to be accounted for as
one fund.

Maintenance and repairs, Naval Academy: For necessary repairs
of public buildings, wharves, and walls enclosing the grounds of
the Naval Academy, accident prevention, improvements, repairs, and
fixtures; for books, periodicals, maps, models, and drawings; pur-
chase and repair of fire engines; fire apparatus and plants, ma-
chinery; purchase and maintenance of all horses and horse-drawn
vehicles for use at the academy, including the maintenance, opera-
tion, and repair of three horse-drawn passenger-carrying vehicles
to be used only for official purposes; seeds and plants; tools and
repairs of the same; stationery; furniture for Government build-
ings and offices at the academy, including furniture for midship-
men's rooms; coal and other fuels; candles, oil, and gas; attendance
on light and power plants; cleaning and clearing up station and care
of buildings; attendance on fires, lights, fire engines, fire apparatus,
and plants, and telephone, telegraph, and clock systems; incidental
labor, advertising, water tax, postage. telephones, telegrams, tolls,
and ferriage; flags and awnings; packing boxes; pay of inspectors
and draftsmen; and music and astronomical instruments, $1,107,566,
of which $2.000 shall be available exclusively on account of the col-
lection of ship models bequeathed by the late Henry H. Rogers:
Provided, That the sum to be paid out of this appropriation for
employees assigned to group IV (b) and those performing similar
services carried under native and alien schedules in the Schedule of
Wages for Civil Employees in the Field Service of the Navy
Department shall not exceed $27,606.

NAVAL HOMLE, PImTLADELPMA, PENNSYLVANIA

For pay of employees, $100,120: Provided, That the sum to be paid
out of this appropriation for employees assigned to group IV (b)
and those performing similar services carried under native and alien
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necessary to carry out the provisions of the Act approved January 
16, 1936 (34 U. S. C. 1073), $294,938: Provided, That this appropria-
tion shall not be available for the employment of more than nine 
masters and instructors in swordsmanship and physical training. 
For pay of other employees, $619,735: Provided, That the sum 

to be paid out of this appropriation for employees assigned to group 
IV (b) and those performing similar services carried under native 
and alien schedules, in the Schedule of Wages for Civil Employees in 
the Field Service of the Navy Department, shall not exceed $263,539. 
Current and miscellaneous expenses, Naval Academy: For text 

and reference books for use of instructors; stationery, blank books 
and forms, models, maps, newspapers, and periodicals; apparatus 
and materials for instruction in physical training and athletics; 
expenses of lecturers and entertainments, not exceeding $3,000, in-
cluding pay and expenses of lecturers and visiting clergymen; chem-
icals, philosophical apparatus and instruments, stores, machinery, 
tools, fittings, apparatus, materials for instruction purposes, and 
purchase of and engraving of trophies and badges, $50,600; for pur-
chase, binding, and repair of books for the library (to be purchased 
in the open market on the written order of the superintendent), 
$5,500; for purchase of the Culver collection of ship and ship model 
manuscripts, documents, books, photographs, prints, and so forth, 
$3,000; for expenses of the Board. of Visitors to the Naval Academy, 
$1,200; for contingencies for the Superintendent of the Academy, to 
be expended in his discretion, not exceeding $4,000; for contingencies 
for the commandant of midshipmen, to he expended in his discre-
tion, not exceeding $1,200; in all, $65,500, to be accounted for as 
one fund. 
Maintenance and repairs, Naval Academy: For necessary repairs 

of public buildings, wharves, and walls enclosing the grounds of 
the Naval Academy, accident prevention, improvements, repairs, and 
fixtures; for books, periodicals, maps, models, and drawings; pur-
chase and repair of fire engines; fire apparatus and plants, ma-
chinery; purchase and maintenance of all horses and horse-drawn 
vehicles for use at the academy, including the maintenance, opera-
tion, and repair of three horse-drawn passenger-carrying vehicles 
to be used only for official purposes; seeds and plants; tools and 
repairs of the same; stationery; furniture for Government build-
ings and offices at the academy, including furniture for midship-
men's rooms; coal and other fuels; candles, oil, and gas; attendance 
on liaht and power plants; cleaning and clearing up station and care 
of buildings; attendance on fires, lights, fire engines, fire apparatus, 
and plants, and telephone, telegraph, and clock systems; incidental 
labor, advertising, water tax, postage, telephones, telegrams, tolls, 
and ferriage; flags and awnings; packing boxes; pay of inspectors 
and draftsmen; and music and astronomical instruments, $1,107,566, 
of which $2,000 shall be available exclusively on account of the col-
lection of ship models bequeathed by the late Henry H. Rogers: 
Provided, That the sum to be paid out of this appropriation for 
employees assigned to group IV (b) and those performing similar 
services carried under native and alien schedules in the Schedule of 
Wages for Civil Employees in the Field Service of the Navy 
Department shall not exceed $27,606. 

NAVAL HOME, PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 

For pay of employees, $100,120: Provided, That the sum to be paid 
out of this appropriation for employees assigned to group IV (b) 
and those performing similar services carried under native and alien 
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Maintenance.
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Field force.

Annapolis, Md., en-
gineering experiment
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Contracts.

Proviso.
Group IV (b) em-

ployees.

schedules in the Schedule of Wages for Civil Employees in the Field
Service of the Navy Department shall not exceed $13,800;

Maintenance: For water rent, heating, and lighting; cemetery,
burial expenses, and headstones; general care and improvements of
grounds, buildings, walls, and fences; repairs to power-plant equip-
ment, implements, tools, and furniture, and purchase of the same;
music in chapel and entertainment for beneficiaries; stationery, books,
and periodicals; transportation of indigent and destitute beneficiaries
to the Naval Home, and of sick and insane beneficiaries, their attend-
ants and necessary subsistence for both, to and from other Govern-
ment hospitals; employment of such beneficiaries in and about the
Naval Home as may be authorized by the Secretary of the Navy, on
the recommendation of the governor; support of beneficiaries and
all other contingent expenses, including the maintenance, repair, and
operation of two motor-propelled vehicles, and one motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicle to be used only for official purposes,
$99,880;

In all, Naval Home, $200,000.

BUREAU OF ENGINEERING

ENGINEERING

For repairs, preservation, and renewal of machinery, auxiliary
machinery, and boilers of naval vessels, yard craft, and ships' boats,
distilling and refrigerating apparatus; repairs, preservation, and
renewals of electric interior and exterior signal communications and all
electrical appliances of whatsoever nature on board naval vessels, ex-
cept range finders, battle order and range transmitters and indicators,
and motors and their controlling apparatus used to operate machinery
belonging to other bureaus; searchlights and fire-control equipments
for antiaircraft defense at shore stations; maintenance and operation
of coast signal service; equipage, supplies, and materials under the
cognizance of the Bureau required for the maintenance and operation
of naval vessels, yard craft, and ships' boats; purchase, installation,
repair, and preservation of machinery, tools, and appliances in navy
yards and stations, accident prevention, pay of classified field force
under the Bureau; incidental expenses for naval vessels, navy yards,
and stations, inspectors' offices, the engineering experiment station,
such as photographing, technical books and periodicals, stationery,
and instruments; services, instruments, machines and auxiliaries,
apparatus and supplies, and technical books and periodicals necessary
to carry on experimental and research work; maintenance and equip-
ment of buildings and grounds at the engineering experiment station,
Annapolis, Maryland; payment of part-time or intermittent employ-
ment in the District of Columbia or elsewhere of such scientists and
technicists as may be contracted for by the Secretary of the Navy, in
his discretion, at a rate of pay not exceeding $20 per diem for any
persons so employed, and payment of the travel expenses of such per-
sons if they be members of the Naval Reserve ordered to active duty;
in all, $26,317,500, and, in addition, the Secretary of the Navy may
enter into contracts prior to July 1, 1940, for the procurement of tools
to an amount not in excess of $1,035,800, and his action in so doing
shall be deemed a contractual obligation of the Federal Government
for the payment of the cost thereof: Provided, That the sum to be
paid out of this appropriation for employees assigned to group IV
(b) and those performing similar services carried under native and
alien schedules in the Schedule of Wages for Civil Employees in the
Field Service of the Navy Department shall not exceed $2,000,000.
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Maintenance. 

Employment 
beneficiaries. 

schedules in the Schedule of Wages for Civil Employees in the Field 
Service of the Navy Department shall not exceed $13,800; 
Maintenance: For water rent, heating, and lighting; cemetery, 

burial expenses, and headstones; general care and improvements of 
grounds, buildings, walls, and fences; repairs to power-plant equip-
ment, implements, tools, and furniture, and purchase of the same; 
music in chapel and entertainment for beneficiaries; stationery, books, 
and periodicals; transportation of indigent and destitute beneficiaries 
to the Naval Home, and of sick and insane beneficiaries, their attend-
ants and necessary subsistence for both, to and from other Govern-

o f ment hospitals; employment of such beneficiaries in and about the 
Naval Home as may be authorized by the Secretary of the Navy, on 
the recommendation of the governor; support of beneficiaries and 
all other contingent expenses, including the maintenance, repair, and 
operation of two motor-propelled vehicles, and one motor-propelled 
passenger-carrying vehicle to be used only for official purposes, 
$99,880; 
In all, Naval Home, $200,000. 
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BUREAU OF ENGINEERING 

ENGINEERING 

For repairs, preservation, and renewal of machinery, auxiliary 
machinery, and boilers of naval vessels, yard craft, and ships' boats, 
distilling and refrigerating apparatus; repairs, preservation, and 
renewals of electric interior and exterior signal communications and all 
electrical appliances of whatsoever nature on board naval vessels, ex-
cept range finders, battle order and range transmitters and indicators, 
and motors and their controlling apparatus used to operate machinery 
belonging to other bureaus; searchlights and fire-control equipments 
for antiaircraft defense at shore stations; maintenance and operation 
of coast signal service; equipage, supplies, and materials under the 
cognizance of the Bureau required for the maintenance and operation 
of naval vessels, yard craft, and ships' boats; purchase, installation, 
repair, and preservation of machinery, tools, and appliances in navy 
yards and stations, accident prevention, pay of classified field force 
under the Bureau; incidental expenses or naval vessels, navy yards, 
and stations, inspectors' offices, the engineering experiment station, 
such as photographing: technical books and periodicals, stationery, 
and instruments; services, instruments, machines and auxiliaries, 
apparatus and supplies, and technical books and periodicals necessary 
to carry on experimental and research work; maintenance and equip-
ment of buildings and grounds at the engineering experiment station, 
Annapolis, Maryland; payment of part-time or intermittent employ-
ment in the District of Columbia or elsewhere of such scientists and 
technicists as may be contracted for by the Secretary of the Navy, in 
his discretion, at a rate of pay not exceeding $20 per diem for any 
persons so employed, and payment of the travel expenses of such per-
sons if they be members of the Naval Reserve ordered to active duty; 
in all, $26,317,500, and, in addition, the Secretary of the Navy may 
enter into contracts prior to July 1, 1940, for the procurement of tools 
to an amount not in excess of $1,035,800, and his action in so doing 
shall be deemed a contractual obligation of the Federal Government 
for the payment of the cost thereof: Provided, That the sum to be 
paid out of this appropriation for employees assigned to group IV 
(b) and those performing similar services carried under native and 
alien schedules in the Schedule of Wages for Civil Employees in the 
Field Service of the Navy Department shall not exceed $2,000,000. 
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BUREAU OF CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

For designing naval vessels, including services, instruments, appa-
ratus, and materials necessary for experimental and research work;
payment of part-time or intermittent employment in the District of
Columbia, or elsewhere, of such scientists and technicists as may be
contracted for by the Secretary of the Navy, in his discretion, at a
rate of pay not exceeding $25 per diem for any person so employed,
and payment of the travel expenses of such persons if they be mem-
bers of the Naval Reserve ordered to active duty; maintenance,
repairs, and alterations of vessels; care and preservation of vessels
out of commission; docking of vessels; salvage and salvage services
for naval floating property; construction and repair of district and
yard craft; purchase and manufacture of equipage, appliances, sup-
plies, and materials at home and abroad as required for the mainte-
nance, repair, alteration, and operation of naval vessels and district
and yard craft; carrying on work of the experimental model basin and
wind tunnel; tools and appliances for all purposes in navy yards and
naval stations; labor in navy yards and naval stations and elsewhere
at home and abroad; accident prevention; pay of classified field force,
including employees in material inspection and superintending con-
structors' offices; incidental expenses at navy yards and naval stations
and in material inspection and superintending constructors' offices
such as photographing, technical and professional books and maga-
zines, plans, stationery, drafting instruments, and other materials,
$24,422,500, and, in addition, the Secretary of the Navy may enter into
contracts prior to July 1, 1940, for the procurement of tools to an
amount not in excess of $1,035,800, and his action in so doing shall be
deemed a contractual obligation of the Federal Government for the
payment of the cost thereof: Provided, That the sum to be paid out of
this appropriation for employees assigned to group IV (b) and those
performing similar services carried under native and alien schedules
in the Schedule of Wages for Civil Employees in the Field Service of
the Navy Department shall not exceed $1,655,000.

BUREAU OF ORDNANCE

ORDNANCE AND ORDNANCE STORES, NAVY

For procuring, producing, preserving, and handling ordnance
material for the armament of ships; for the purchase and manufac-
ture of torpedoes and appliances; for the purchase and manufacture
of smokeless powder; for fuel, material, and labor to be used in the
general work under the cognizance of the Bureau of Ordnance; for
furniture at naval ammunition depots, torpedo stations, naval ordnance
plants, and proving grounds; for technical books; plant appliances
as now defined by the "Navy Classification of Accounts"; for machin-
ery and machine tools; for accident prevention; for experimental work
in connection with the development of ordnance material for the
Navy; for maintenance of proving grounds, powder factory, torpedo
stations, gun factory, ammunition depots, and naval ordnance plants,
and for target practice; not to exceed $20,000 for minor improve-
ments to buildings, grounds, and appurtenances of a character which
can be performed by regular station labor; for payment of part-time
or intermittent employment in the District of Columbia, or elsewhere,
of such scientists and technicists as may be contracted for by the
Secretary of the Navy in his discretion at a rate of pay not exceeding
$20 per diem for any person so employed, and payment of the travel
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BUREAU OF CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR 

CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR 

For designing naval vessels, including services, instruments, appa-
ratus, and materials necessary for experimental and research work; 
payment of part-time or intermittent employment in the District of 
Columbia, or elsewhere, of such scientists and technicists as may be 
contracted for by the Secretary of the Navy, in his discretion, at a 
rate of pay not exceeding $25 per diem for any person so employed, 
and payment of the travel expenses of such persons if they be mem-
bers of the Naval Reserve ordered to active duty; maintenance, 
repairs, and alterations of vessels; care and preservation of vessels 
out of commission; docking of vessels; salvage and salvage services 
for naval floating property; construction and repair of district and 
yard craft; purchase and manufacture of equipage, appliances, sup-
plies, and materials at home and abroad as required for the mainte-
nance, repair, alteration, and operation of naval vessels and district 
and yard craft; carrying on work of the experimental model basin and 
wind tunnel; tools and appliances for all purposes in navy yards and 
naval stations; labor in navy yards and naval stations and elsewhere 
at home and abroad; accident prevention; pay of classified field force, 
including employees in material inspection and superintending con-
structors' offices; incidental expenses at navy yards and naval stations 
and in material inspection and superintending constructors' offices 
such as photographing, technical and professional books and maga-
zines, plans, stationery, drafting instruments, and other materials, 
$24,422,500, and, in addition, the Secretary of the Navy may enter into 
contracts prior to July 1, 1940, for the procurement of tools to an 
amount not in excess of $1,035,800, and his action in so doing shall be 
deemed a contractual obligation of the Federal Government for the 
payment of the cost thereof: Provided, That the sum to be paid out of 
this appropriation for employees assigned to group IV (b) and those 
performing similar services carried under native and alien schedules 
in the Schedule of Wages for Civil Employees in the Field Service of 
the Navy Department shall not exceed $1,655,000. 

BUREAU OF ORDNANCE 

ORDNANCE AND ORDNANCE STORES, NAVY 

For procuring, producing, preserving, and handling ordnance 
material for the armament of ships; for the purchase and manufac-
ture of torpedoes and appliances; for the purchase and manufacture 
of smokeless powder; for fuel, material, and labor to be used in the 
general work under the cognizance of the Bureau of Ordnance; for 
furniture at naval ammunition depots, torpedo stations, naval ordnance 
plants, and proving grounds; for technical books; plant appliances 
as now defined by the "Navy Classification of Accounts"; for machin-
ery and machine tools; for accident prevention; for experimental work 
in connection with the development of ordnance material for the 
Navy; for maintenance of proving grounds, powder factory, torpedo 
stations, gun factory, ammunition depots, and naval ordnance plants, 
and for target practice; not to exceed $20,000 for minor improve-
ments to buildings, grounds, and appurtenances of a character which 
can be performed by regular station labor; for payment of part-time 
or intermittent employment in the District of Columbia, or elsewhere, 
of such scientists and technicists as may be contracted for by the 
Secretary of the Navy in his discretion at a rate of pay not exceeding 
$20 per diem for any person so employed, and payment of the travel 
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expenses of such persons if they be members of the Naval Reserve
ordered to active duty; for the maintenance, repair, and operation
of horse-drawn and motor-propelled freight and passenger-carrying
vehicles, to be used only for official purposes at naval ammunition
depots, naval proving grounds, naval ordnance plants, and naval tor-
pedo stations; for the pay of chemists, clerical, drafting, inspection,
and messenger service in navy yards, naval stations, naval ordnance
plants, and naval ammunition depots, and for care and operation of
schools at ordnance stations at Indianhead, Maryland; Dahlgren,
Virginia; and South Charleston, West Virginia, $32,548,000: Pro-
vided, That the sum to be paid out of this appropriation for employees
assigned to group IV (b) and those performing similar services car-
ried under native and alien schedules in the Schedule of Wages for
Civil Employees in the Field Service of the Navy Department shall
not exceed $1,460,000.

BUREAU OF SUPPLIES AND ACCOUNTS

PAY, SUBSISTENCE, AND TRANSPORTATION OF NAVAL PERSONNEL

Pay of naval personnel: For pay and allowances prescribed by law
of officers on sea duty and other duty, and officers on waiting orders,
pay $37,037,664, including not to exceed $1,887,045 for increased pay
for making aerial flights, no part of which shall be available for
increased pay for making aerial flights by more than five officers
above the rank of captain, nor by nonflying officers or observers at
rates in excess of those prescribed by law for the Army, which shall
be the legal maximum rates as to such nonflying officers or observers;
rental allowance, $7,698,476; subsistence allowance, $4,657,071; in all,
$49,393,211; officers on the retired list, $9,801,590; for hire of quarters
for officers serving with troops where there are no public quarters
belonging to the Government, and where there are not sufficient
quarters possessed by the United States to accommodate them, and
hire of quarters for officers and enlisted men on sea duty at such times
as they may be deprived of their quarters on board ship due to
repairs or other conditions which may render them uninhabitable,
$7,865; pay of enlisted men on the retired list, $9,452,619; interest on
deposits by men, $8,400; pay of petty officers (not to exceed an aver-
age of nine thousand and forty-four chief petty officers, of which
number those with a permanent appointment as chief petty officer
shall not exceed an average of seven thousand nine hundred), seamen,
landsmen, and apprentice seamen, 'including men in the engineer's
force and men detailed for duty with the Bureau of Fisheries,
enlisted men, men in trade schools, pay of enlisted men of the Hospi-
tal Corps, extra pay for men as authorized by law, and cash prizes
(not to exceed $113,050) for men for excellence in gunnery, target
practice, communication, and engineering competitions, $96,252,950;
outfits for all enlisted men and apprentice seamen of the Navy on
first enlistment, civilian clothing not to exceed $15 per man to men
given discharges for bad conduct or undesirability or inaptitude,
reimbursement in kind of clothing to persons in the Navy for losses
in cases of marine or aircraft disasters or in the operation of water-
or air-borne craft, and the authorized issue of clothing and equip-
ment to the members of the Nurse Corps, $2,195,222; pay of enlisted
men undergoing sentence of court martial, $35,445, and as many
machinists as the President may from time to time deem necessary to
appoint; pay and allowances of the Nurse Corps, including assistant
superintendents, directors, and assistant directors-pay, $545,740;
rental allowance, $38,400; subsistence allowance, $24,156; pay retired
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expenses of such persons if they be members of the Naval Reserve 
ordered to active duty; for the maintenance, repair, and operation 
of horse-drawn and motor-propelled freight and passenger-carrying 
vehicles, to be used only for official purposes at naval ammunition 
depots, naval proving grounds, naval ordnance plants, and inspection, tor-
pedo stations; for the pay of chemists, clerical, drafting,  
and messenger service in navy yards, naval stations, naval ordnance 
plants, and naval ammunition depots, and for care and operation of 
schools at ordnance stations at Indianhead, Maryland; Dahlgren, 
Virginia; and South Charleston, West Virginia, $32,548,000: Pro-
vided, That the sum to be paid out of this appropriation for employees 
assigned to group IV (b) and those performing similar services car-
ried under native and alien schedules in the Schedule of Wages for 
Civil Employees in the Field Service of the Navy Department shall 
not exceed $1,460,000. 

BUREAU OF SUPPLIES AND ACCOUNTS 

PAY, SUBSISTENCE, AND TRANSPORTATION OF NAVAL PERSONNEL 

Pay of naval personnel: For pay and allowances prescribed by law 
of officers on sea duty and other duty, and officers on waiting orders, 
pay $37,037,664, including not to exceed $1,887,045 for increased pay 
for making aerial flights, no part of which shall be available for 
increased pay for making aerial flights by more than five officers 
above the rank of captain, nor by nonflying officers or observers at 
rates in excess of those prescribed by law for the Army, which shall 
be the legal maximum rates as to such nonflying officers or observers; 
rental allowance, $7,698,476; subsistence allowance, $4,657,071; in all, 
$49,393,211; officers on the retired list, $9,801,590; for hire of quarters 
for officers serving with troops where there are no public quarters 
belonging to the Government, and where there are not sufficient 
quarters possessed by the United States to accommodate them, and 
hire of quarters for officers and enlisted men on sea duty at such times 
as they may be deprived of their quarters on board ship due to 
repairs or other conditions which may render them uninhabitable, 
$7,865; pay of enlisted men on the retired list, $9,452,619; interest on 
deposits by men, $8,400; pay of petty officers (not to exceed an aver-
age of nine thousand and forty-four chief petty officers, of which 
number those with a permanent appointment as chief petty officer 
shall not exceed an average of seven thousand nine hundred), seamen, 
landsmen, and apprentice seamen, 'including men in the engineer's 
force and men detailed for duty with the Bureau of Fisheries, 
enlisted men men in trade schools, pay of enlisted men of the Hospi-
tal Corps, extra pay for men as authorized by law, and cash prizes 
(not to exceed $113,050) for men for excellence in gunnery, target 
practice, communication, and engineering competitions, $96,252,950; 
outfits for all enlisted men and apprentice seamen of the Navy on 
first enlistment, civilian clothing not to exceed $15 per man to men 
given discharges for bad conduct or undesirability or inaptitude, 
reimbursement in kind of clothing to persons in the Navy for losses 
in cases of marine or aircraft disasters or in the operation of water-
or air-borne craft, and the authorized issue of clothing and equip-
ment to the members of the Nurse Corps, $2,195,222; pay of enlisted 
men undergoing sentence of court martial, $35,445, and as many 
machinists as the President may from time to time deem necessary to 
appoint; pay and allowances of the Nurse Corps including assistant 
superintendents, directors, and assistant directors—pay, $545,740; 
rental allowance, $38,400; subsistence allowance, $24,156; pay retired 
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list, $315,333; in all, $923,629; rent of quarters for members of the
Nurse Corps; pay and allowances of transferred and assigned men of
the Fleet Naval Reserve, $15,144,575; reimbursement for losses of
property as provided in the Act approved October 6, 1917 (34
U. S. C. 981, 982), as amended by the Act of March 3, 1927 (34
U. S. C. 983), $10,000; payment of six months' death gratuity
$230,039; in all, $183,455,545; and, except during war or national
emergency declared by the President to exist, no part of such sum
shall be available to pay active-duty pay and allowances to officers
on the retired list, except seven for assignments filled on September
30,1937, exclusive of the assignments at the Naval Mine Depot, York-
town, Virginia, and in the Treasury Department, three for duty
exclusively with the Maritime Commission, two for duty exclusively
in connection with the naval petroleum reserves, one for duty as cura-
tor of the Naval Academy Museum, and one for duty at the Naval
Gun Factory. Washington, District of Columbia, and except retired
officers temporarily ordered to active duty as members of retiring
and selection boards as authorized by law: Provided, That, except for
the public quarters occupied by the Chief of Office of Naval Opera-
tions, the Superintendent of the Naval Academy, and the Command-
ant of the Marine Corps, and messes temporarily set up on shore for
officers attached to seagoing vessels, to aviation units based on sea-
going vessels including officers' messes at the fleet air bases, and to
landing forces and expeditions, and in addition not to exceed forty
in number at such places as shall be designated by the Secretary of
the Navy, no appropriation contained in this Act shall be available
for the pay, allowances, or other expenses of any enlisted man or
civil employee performing service in the residence or quarters of an
officer or officers on shore as a cook, waiter, or other work of a char-
acter performed by a household servant, but nothing herein shall be
construed as preventing the voluntary employment in any such capac-
ity of a retired enlisted man or a transferred member of the Fleet
Naval Reserve without additional expense to the Government nor the
sale of meals to officers by general messes on shore as regulated by
detailed instructions from the Navy Department;

Subsistence of naval personnel: For provisions and commuted
rations for enlisted men of the Navy, which commuted rations may
be paid to caterers of messes in case of death or desertion, upon
orders of the commanding officers, at 50 cents per diem, and mid-
shipmen at 75 cents per diem, and commuted rations stopped on
account of sick in hospital and credited at the rate of 70 cents per
ration to the naval hospital fund; subsistence of men unavoidably
detained or absent from vessels to which attached under orders
(during which subsistence rations to be stopped on board ship and
no credit for commutation therefor to be given); quarters and sub-
sistence of men on detached duty; subsistence of members of the
Naval Reserve during period of active service; subsistence in kind
at hospitals and on board ship in lieu of subsistence allowance of
female nurses and Navy and Marine Corps general courts-martial
prisoners undergoing imprisonment with sentences of dishonorable
discharge from the service at the expiration of such confinement;
in all, $21,421,261: Provided, That no part of this or any other
appropriation contained in this Act shall be available for the pro-
curement of any article of food not grown or produced in the United
States or its possessions, except articles of food not so grown or
produced or which cannot be procured in sufficient quantities as and
when needed, and except procurements by vessels or establishments
in foreign waters or countries for the personnel attached thereto;
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list, $315,333; in all, $923,629; rent of quarters for members of the 
Nurse Corps; pay and allowances of transferred and assigned men of 
the Fleet Naval Reserve, $15,144,575; reimbursement for losses of 
property as provided in the Act approved October 6, 1917 (34 
U. S. C. 981, 982), as amended by the Act of March 3, 1927 (34 
U. S. C. 983), $10,000; payment of six months' death gratuity, 
$230,039; in all, $183,455,545; and, except during war or national 
emergency declared by the President to exist, no part of such sum 
shall be available to pay active-duty pay and allowances to officers 
on the retired list, except seven for assignments filled on September 
30, 1937, exclusive of the assignments at the Naval Mine Depot, York-
town, Virginia, and in the Treasury Department, three for duty 
exclusively with the Maritime Commission, two for duty exclusively 
in connection with the naval petroleum reserves, one for duty as cura-
tor of the Naval Academy Museum, and one for duty at the Naval 
Gun Factory, Washington, District of Columbia, and except retired 
officers temporarily ordered to active duty as members of retiring 
and selection boards as authorized by law: Provided, That, except for 
the public quarters occupied by the Chief of Office of Naval Opera-
tions, the Superintendent of the Naval Academy, and the Command-
ant of the Marine Corps, and messes temporarily set up on shore for 
officers attached to seagoing vessels, to aviation units based on sea-
going vessels including officers' messes at the fleet air bases, and to 
landing forces and expeditions, and in addition not to exceed forty 
in number at such places as shall be designated by the Secretary of 
the Navy, no appropriation contained in this Act shall be available 
for the pay, allowances, or other expenses of any enlisted man or 
civil employee performing service in the residence or quarters of an 
officer or officers on shore as a cook, waiter, or other work of a char-
acter performed by a household servant, but nothing herein shall be 
construed as preventing the voluntary employment in any such capac-
ity of a retired enlisted man or a transferred member of the Fleet 
Naval Reserve without additional expense to the Government, nor the 
sale of meals to officers by general messes on shore as regulated by 
detailed instructions from the Navy Department; 

Subsistence of naval personnel: For provisions and commuted 
rations for enlisted men of the Navy, which commuted rations may 
be paid to caterers of messes in case of death or desertion, upon 
orders of the commanding officers, at 50 cents per diem, and mid-
shipmen at 75 cents per diem, and commuted rations stopped on 
account of sick in hospital and credited at the rate of 70 cents per 
ration to the naval hospital fund; subsistence of men unavoidably 
detained or absent from vessels to which attached under orders 
(during which subsistence rations to be stopped on board ship and 
no credit for commutation therefor to be given) ; quarters and sub-
sistence of men on detached duty; subsistence of members of the 
Naval Reserve during period of active service; subsistence in kind 
at hospitals and on board ship in lieu of subsistence allowance of 
female nurses and Navy and Marine Corps general courts-martial 
prisoners undergoing imprisonment with sentences of dishonorable 
discharge from the service at the expiration of such confinement; 
in all, $21,421,261: Provided, That no part of this or any other 
appropriation contained in this Act shall be available for the pro-
curement of any article of food not grown or produced in the United 
States or its possessions, except articles of food not so grown or 
produced or which cannot be procured in sufficient quantities as and 
:when needed, and except procurements by vessels or establishments 
in foreign waters or countries for the personnel attached thereto; 
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Transportation and Transportation and recruiting of naval personnel: For mileage and
recrung. actual and necessary expenses and per diem in lieu of subsistence as

authorized by law to officers of the Navy while traveling under
orders, including the cost of a compartment or such other accom-
modations, as may be authorized by the Secretary of the Navy,
for security when secret documents are transported by officer mes-

Attendanceatmeet- senger, and including not to exceed $5,000 for the expenses of attend-
ance, at home and abroad, upon meetings of technical, professional,
scientific, and other similar organizations, when, in the judgment
of the Secretary of the Navy, such attendance would be of benefit

Midshipmen, etc. in the conduct of the work of the Navy Department; for mileage,
at 5 cents per mile, to midshipmen entering the Naval Academy while
proceeding from their homes to the Naval Academy for examination
and appointment as midshipmen, and not more than $2,500 shall be
available for transportation of midshipmen, including reimburse-
ment of traveling expenses while traveling under orders, after
appointment as midshipmen; for actual traveling expenses of female

Enlistedmen,etc. nurses; for travel allowance or for transportation and subsistence
as authorized by law of enlisted men upon discharge; transportation
of enlisted men and apprentice seamen and applicants for enlistment
at home and abroad, with subsistence and transfers en route, or cash
in lieu thereof; transportation to their home, if residents of the
United States, of enlisted men and apprentice seamen discharged
on medical survey, with subsistence and transfers en route, or cash
in lieu thereof; transportation of sick or insane enlisted men and
apprentice seamen and insane supernumerary patients to hospitals,
with subsistence and transfers en route, or cash in lieu thereof;

,pserers, e'tc". d apprehension and delivery of deserters and stragglers, and for rail-
way, steamship, and airway guides and other expenses incident to

Recruiting. transportation; expenses of recruiting for the naval service; rent
of rendezvous and expenses of maintaining the same; advertising for
and obtaining men and apprentice seamen; actual and necessary
expenses in lieu of mileage to officers on duty with traveling recruiting

deTperantation of parties; transportation of dependents of officers and enlisted men,
Funeral escorts. $1,045,592: expenses of funeral escorts of naval personnel; actual

expenses of officers and midshipmen while on shore-patrol duty,
including the hire of automobiles when necessary for the use of
shore-patrol detachment: in all, $5,642,411;

Total. In all, for pay, subsistence, and transportation of naval personnel,
including members of the Naval Reserve when called to active duty
in time of war or during the existence of a national emergency

Amount immedi- declared by the President, $210,519,217, and $1,000,000 of suchately available.
amount shall be available immediately, and the money herein specifi-
cally appropriated for "Pay, subsistence, and transportation of naval

Accounting. personnel" shall be disbursed and accounted for in accordance with
Additional medical existing law and shall constitute one fund: Provided, That additional

detail, Veterans' Ad- commissioned, warranted, appointed, enlisted, and civilian personnel
min avalt hospitatls 0 of the Medical Department of the Navy, required for the care of

patients of the United States Veterans' Administration in naval
hospitals, may be employed in addition to the numbers appropriated

misstions to Na al for in this Act: Provided further, That no part of this appropriation
Academy after Janu- shall be available for the pay of any midshipmen whose admission
ary30, 1939. subsequent to January 30, 1939, would result in exceeding at any

time an allowance of four midshipmen for each Senator, Representa-
tive, and Delegate in Congress; of one midshipman for Puerto Rico,
a native of the island, appointed on nomination of the Governor,
and of four midshipmen from Puerto Rico appointed on nomination
of the Resident Commissioner; and of four midshipmen from the

Appointments at District of Columbia: Provided further, That nothing herein shall
large, from be construed to repeal or modify in any way existing laws relativemen, etc. be construed to repeal or modify in any way existing laws relative
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Transportation and recruiting of naval personnel: For mileage and 
actual and necessary expenses and per diem in lieu of subsistence as 
authorized by law to officers of the Navy while traveling under 
orders, including the cost of a compartment or such other accom-
modations, as may be authorized by the Secretary of the Navy, 
for security when secret documents are transported by officer mes-
senger, and including not to exceed $5,000 for the expenses of attend-
ance, at home and abroad, upon meetings of technical, professional, 
scientific, and other similar organizations, when, in the judgment 
of the Secretary of the Navy, such attendance would be of benefit 
in the conduct of the work of the Navy Department; for mileage, 
at 5 cents per mile, to midshipmen entering the Naval Academy while 
proceeding from their homes to the Naval Academy for examination 
and appointment as midshipmen, and not more than $2,500 shall be 
available for transportation of midshipmen, including reimburse-
ment of traveling expenses while traveling under orders, after 
appointment as midshipmen; for actual traveling expenses of female 
nurses; for travel allowance or for transportation and subsistence 
as authorized by law of enlisted men upon discharge; transportation 
of enlisted men and apprentice seamen and applicants for enlistment 
at home and abroad, with subsistence and transfers en route, or cash 
in lieu thereof; transportation to their home, if residents of the 
United States, of enlisted men and apprentice seamen discharged 
on medical survey, with subsistence and transfers en route, or cash 
in lieu thereof; transportation of sick or insane enlisted men and 
apprentice seamen and insane supernumerary patients to hospitals, 
with subsistence and transfers en route, or cash in lieu thereof; 
apprehension and delivery of deserters and stragglers, and for rail-
way, steamship, and airway guides and other expenses incident to 
transportation; expenses of recruiting for the naval service; rent 
of rendezvous and expenses of maintaining the same; advertising for 
and obtaining men and apprentice seamen; actual and necessary 
expenses in lieu of mileage to officers on duty with traveling recruiting 
parties; transportation of dependents of officers and enlisted men, 
$1,045,592; expenses of funeral escorts of naval personnel; actual 
expenses of officers and midshipmen while on shore-patrol duty, 
including the hire of automobiles when necessary for the use of 
shore-patrol detachment; in all, $5,642,411; 
In all, for pay, subsistence, and transportation of naval personnel, 

including members of the Naval Reserve when called to active duty 
in time of war or during the existence of a national emergency 
declared by the President., $210,519,217, and $1,000,000 of such 
amount shall be available immediately, and the money herein specifi-
cally appropriated for "Pay, subsistence, and transportation of naval 
personnel" shall be disbursed and accounted for in accordance with 
existing law and shall constitute one fund: Provided, That additional 
commissioned, warranted, appointed, enlisted, and civilian personnel 
of the Medical Department of the Navy, required for the care of 
patients of the United States Veterans' Administration in naval 
hospitals, may be employed in addition to the numbers appropriated 
for in this Act: Provided further, That no part of this appropriation 
shall be available for the pay of any midshipmen whose admission 
subsequent to January 30, 1939, would result in exceeding at any 
time an allowance of four midshipmen for each Senator, Representa-
tive, and Delegate in Congress; of one midshipman for Puerto Rico, 
a native of the island, appointed on nomination of the Governor, 
and of four midshipmen from Puerto Rico appointed on nomination 
of the Resident Commissioner; and of four midshipmen from the 
District of Columbia: Provided further, That nothing herein shall 
be construed to repeal or modify in any way existing laws relative 
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to the appointment of midshipmen at large, from the enlisted
personnel of the naval service, from the Naval Reserve, from honor
graduates of military schools or Naval Reserve Officers' Training
Corps: Provided further, That no part of this appropriation shall
be available for the pay of any midshipman appointed from enlisted
men of the Navy who has not served aboard a vessel of the Navy
in full commission for at least nine months prior to admission to
the Naval Academy.

MAINTENANCE, BUREAU OF SUPPLIES AND ACCOUNTS

For equipage, supplies, and services under the cognizance of the
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, including stationery for com-
manding, executive, comnunication, and navigating officers of ships,
boards and courts on ships, and chaplains; commissions, interest,
and exchange; ferriage and bridge tolls, including streetcar fares;
rent of buildings and offices not in navy yards except for use of
naval attaches and recruiting officers; accident prevention; services
of civilian employees under the cognizance of the Bureau of Supplies
and Accounts; freight, express, and parcel-post charges, including
transportation of funds and cost of insurance on shipments of money
when necessary; for transportation on Government-owned vessels,
notwithstanding the provisions of other law, of privately owned
automobiles of Regular Navy and Marine Corps personnel upon
change of station, and ice for cooling drinking water on shore
(except at naval hospitals and shops at industrial navy yards), per-
taining to the Navy Department and Naval Establishment, $10,524,-
000, of which amount $500,000 shall be available immediately: Pro-
vided, That no part of this or any other appropriation contained
in this Act shall be available for or on account of the supply or
replacement of table linen, dishes, glassware, silver, and kitchen
utensils for use in the residences or quarters of officers on shore,
except for messes temporarily set up on shore for officers attached
to seagoing vessels, to aviation units based on seagoing vessels, to
the fleet air bases, or to landing forces and expeditions: Provided
further, That the sum to be paid out of this appropriation for
employees assigned to group IV (b) and those performing similar
services carried under native and alien schedules in the Schedule
of Wages for Civil Employees in the Field Service of the Navy
Department shall not exceed $4,900,000: Provided further, That,
without deposit to the credit of the Treasurer of the United States
and withdrawal on money requisitions, receipts of public moneys
from sales or other sources by officers of the Navy and Marine Corps
on disbursing duty and charged in their official accounts may be
used by them as required for current expenditures, all necessary
bookkeeping adjustments of appropriations, funds, and accounts to
be made in the settlement of their disbursing accounts.

CLOTIING, NAVAL RESERVE

The clothing and small-stores fund shall be charged with the
value of all issues of clothing and small stores made to aviation
cadets and enlisted men of the Naval Reserve and the uniform gratu-
ity paid to officers and aviation cadets of the Naval Reserve.

NAVAL SUPPLY ACCOUNT FUND

To increase the Naval Supply Account Fund established by the
Act approved March 1, 1921 (31 U. S. C. 644), an amount not to
exceed such sum or sums as may be deposited from time to time in the
Treasury during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, to the credit of
"Miscellaneous receipts", realized from the sale of old material, con-
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to the appointment of midshipmen at large, from the enlisted 
personnel of the naval service, from the Naval Reserve, from honor 
graduates of military schools or Naval Reserve Officers' Training 
Corps: Provided further, That no part of this appropriation shall 
be available for the pay of any midshipman appointed from enlisted 
men of the Navy who has not served aboard a vessel of the Navy 
in full commission for at least nine months prior to admission to 
the Naval Academy. 

MAINTENANCE, BUREAU OF SUPPLIES AND ACCOUNTS 

For equipage, supplies, and services under the cognizance of the 
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, including stationery for com-
manding, executive, communication, and navigating officers of ships, 
boards and courts on ships, and chaplains; commissions, interest, 
and exchange; ferriage and bridge tolls, including streetcar fares; 
rent of buildings and offices not in navy yards except for use of 
naval attaches and recruiting officers; accident prevention; services 
of civilian employees under the cognizance of the Bureau of Supplies 
and Accounts; freight, express, and parcel-post charges, including 
transportation of funds and cost of insurance on shipments of money 
when necessary; for transportation on Government-owned vessels, 
notwithstanding the provisions of other law, of privately owned 
automobiles of Regular Navy and Marine Corps personnel upon 
change of station, and ice for cooling drinking water on shore 
(except at naval hospitals and shops at industrial navy yards), per-
taining to the Navy Department and Naval Establishment, $10,524,-
000, of which amount $500,000 shall be available immediately: Pro-
vided, That no part of this or any other appropriation contained 
in this Act shall be available for or on account of the supply or 
replacement of table linen, dishes, glassware, silver, and kitchen 
utensils for use in the residences or quarters of officers on shore, 
except for messes temporarily set up on shore for officers attached 
to seagoing vessels, to aviation units based on seagoing vessels, to 
the fleet air bases, or to landing forces and expeditions: Provided 
further, That the sum to be paid out of this appropriation for 
employees assigned to group IV (b) and those performing similar 
services carried under native and alien schedules in the Schedule 
of Wages for Civil Employees in the Field Service of the Navy 
Department shall not exceed $4,900,000: Provided further, That, 
without deposit to the credit of the. Treasurer of the United States 
and withdrawal on money requisitions, receipts of public moneys 
from sales or other sources by officers of the Navy and Marine Corps 
on disbursing duty and charged in their official accounts may be 
used by them as required for current expenditures, all necessary 
bookkeeping adjustments of appropriations, funds, and accounts to 
be made in the settlement of their disbursing accounts. 

CLOTHING, NAVAL RESERVE 

The clothing and small-stores fund shall be charged with the 
value of all issues of clothing and small stores made to aviation 
cadets and enlisted men of the Naval Reserve and the uniform gratu-
ity paid to officers and aviation cadets of the Naval Reserve. 

NAVAL SUPPLY ACCOUNT FUND 
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demned stores, supplies, or other surplus public property of any
kind belonging to the Navy Department and not otherwise
reappropriated.

STRATEGIC AND CRITICAL MATEBIALS

For the procurement and transportation of strategic and critical
materials, $500,000, to remain available until expended: Provided,
That materials acquired hereunder shall not be issued for current use
in time of peace without the approval of the Secretary of the Navy,
except that materials acquired under this title may be issued for
current use when replaced by materials purchased from current
appropriations: Provided further, That for the purposes of this
paragraph, the Secretary of the Navy shall determine what materials
are strategic and critical.

RESERVE MATERIAL, NAVY

For procuring and maintaining stores of materials (except ord-
nance materials) as a reserve for use in the national defense in time
of war or when, in the opinion of the President, a national emergency
exists, to be immediately available and to continue available until
expended, $7502374: Provided, however, That materials purchased with
funds appropriated by this paragraph shall be used for current naval
purposes whenever a demand exists therefor in order to avoid
deterioration or obsolescence, and when so used the cost thereof
shall be reimbursed to this appropriation from applicable naval
appropriations.

FUEL AND TRANSPORTATION, NAVY

For coal and other fuel for submarine bases and steamers' and
ships' use, including expenses of transportation, storage, and han-
dling the same and the removal of fuel refuse from ships; main-
tenance and general operation of machinery of naval fuel depots and
fuel plants; water for all purposes on board naval vessels, and ice
for the cooling of water, including the expense of transportation
and storage of both, $8,401,075, of which $1,000,000 shall be immedi-
ately available: Provided, That fuel acquired other than by purchase
shall not be issued without charging the applicable appropriation
with the cost of such fuel at the rate current at the time of issue for
fuel purchased: Provided further, That the President may direct the
use, wholly or in part, of fuel on hand, however acquired to be
charged at the last issue rate for fuel acquired by purchase, when, in
his judgment, prices quoted for supplying fuel are excessive.

BUREAU OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT

For surgeons' necessaries for vessels in commission, navy yards,
naval stations, and Marine Corps; and for the civil establishment at
the several naval hospitals, navy yards naval medical supply depots,
Naval Medical Center, Naval Medical School, and Naval Dispensary,
Washington, and Naval Academy; for tolls and ferriages; purchase
of books and stationery; hygienic and sanitary investigation and
illustration sanitary, hygienic, administrative, and special instruc-
tion, including the issuing of naval medical bulletins and supple-
ments; purchase and repairs of non-passenger-carrying wagons,
automobile ambulances, and harness; purchase of and feed for horses
and cows; maintenance, repair, and operation of three passenger-
carrying motor vehicles for Naval Dispensary, Washington, District
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demned stores, supplies, or other surplus public property of any 
kind belonging to the Navy Department and not otherwise 
reappropriate,d. 

STRATEGIC AND CRITICAL MATERIALS 

For the procurement and transportation of strategic and critical 
materials, $500,000, to remain available until expended: Provided, 
That materials acquired hereunder shall not be issued for current use 
in time of peace without the approval of the Secretary of the Navy, 
except that materials acquired under this title may be issued for 
current use when replaced by materials purchased from current 
appropriations: Provided further, That for the purposes of this 
paragraph, the Secretary of the Navy shall determine what materials 
are strategic and critical. 

RESERVE MATERIAL, NAVY 

For procuring and maintaining stores of materials (except ord-
nance materials) as a reserve for use in the national defense in time. 
of war or when, in the opinion of the President, a national emergency 
exists, to be immediately available and to continue available until 
expended, $7502374: Prodded, however, That materials purchased with 
funds appropriated by this paragraph shall be used for current naval 
purposes whenever a demand exists therefor in order to avoid 
deterioration or obsolescence, and when so used the cost thereof 
shall be reimbursed to this appropriation from applicable naval 
appropriations. 

puLL AND TRANSPORTATION, NAVY 

For coal and other fuel for submarine bases and steamers' and 
ships' use, including expenses of transportation, storage, and han-
dling the same and the removal of fuel refuse from ships; main-
tenance and general operation of machinery of naval fuel depots and 
fuel plants; water for all purposes on board naval vessels, and ice 
for the cooling of water, including the expense of transportation 
and storage of both, $8,401,015, of which $1,000,C100 shall be immedi-
ately available: Provided, That fuel acquired other than by purchase 
shall not be issued without charging the applicable appropriation 
with the cost of such fuel at the rate current at the time of issue for 
fuel purchased: Provided further, That the President may direct the 
use, wholly or in part, of fuel on handl however acquired, to be 
charged at the last issue rate for fuel acquired by purchase, when, in 
his judgment, prices quoted for supplying fuel are excessive. 

BUREAU OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY 

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT 

For surgeons' necessaries for vessels in commission' navy yards, 
naval stations, and Marine Corps; and for the civil establishment at 
the several naval hospitals, navy yards, naval medical supply depots, 
Naval Medical Center, Naval Medical School, and Naval Dispensary, 
Washington, and Naval Academy; for tolls and ferriages; purchase 
of books and stationery; hygienic and sanitary investigation and 
illustration; sanitary:, hygienic, administrative, and special instruc-
tion, including the issuing of naval medical bulletins and supple-
ments; purchase and repairs of non-passenger-carrying wagons, 
automobile ambulances, and harness; purchase of and feed for horses 
and cows; maintenance, repair, and operation of three passenger-
carrying motor vehicles for Naval Dispensary, Washington, District 
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of Columbia, and of one motor-propelled vehicle for official use
only for the medical officer on out-patient medical service at the
Naval Academy; trees, plants, care of grounds, garden tools, and
seeds: incidental articles for the Naval Medical Center, Naval Med-
ical School, and Naval Dispensary, Washington, naval medical sup-
ply depots, sick quarters at Naval Academy and marine barracks;
washing for medical department at Naval Medical Center, Naval
Medical School, and Naval Dispensary, Washington, naval medical
supply depots, sick quarters at Naval Academy and marine bar-
racks, dispensaries at navy yards and naval stations, and ships; and
for minor repairs on buildings and grounds of the Naval Medical
School and naval medical supply depots; for dental outfits and
dental material; and all other necessary contingent expenses; in all,
$2,600,000: Provided, That the sum to be paid out of this appro-
priation for employees assigned to group IV (b) and those perform-
ing similar services carried under native and alien schedules in the
Schedule of Wages for Civil Employees in the Field Service of the
Navy Department shall not exceed $135,000.

CARE OF THE DEAD

For the care of the dead; for funeral expenses and interment or
transportation to their homes or to designated cemeteries of the
remains of officers and enlisted men of the Navy and Marine Corps,
of members of the Nurse Corps, reservists on active or training duty,
and accepted applicants for enlistment, civilian employees of the
Navy Department and Naval Establishment who die outside of the
continental limits of the United States, and former enlisted men
who are discharged while in hospitals and are inmates of said hos-
pitals on the date of their death; for funeral expenses and interment
of the remains of pensioners and destitute patients who die in naval
hospitals; for purchase and care of cemetery lots; for care of graves
outside of the continental limits of the United States, including
those in sites not owned by the United States; for removal of remains
from abandoned cemeteries to naval or national cemeteries, or to
their homes, including remains interred in isolated graves at home
and abroad. and remains temporarily interred, $70,000: Provided,
That the above provision shall apply in the case of officers and
enlisted men of the Navy and Marine Corps on the retired list who
die while on active duty.

BUREAU OF YARDS AND DOCKS

MAINTENANCE, BUREAU OF YARDS AND DOCKS

For the labor, materials, and supplies necessary, as determined
by the Secretary of the Navy, for the general maintenance of the
activities and properties now or hereafter under the cognizance of
the Bureau of Yards and Docks, including accident prevention, and
including such sum as may be necessary incident to the utilization
of the Naval Station, New Orleans, Louisiana, for vessels to be placed
and maintained in a decommissioned status; the purchase, main-
tenance, repair, and operation of passenger-carrying vehicles for the
Navy Department (not to exceed ten in number) and the Naval
Establishment not otherwise provided for- not to exceed $1,550,000
for employees assigned to group IV (b) and those performing similar
services carried under native and alien schedules in the Schedule of
Wages for Civil Employees in the Field Service of the Navy Depart-
ment, and part-time or intermittent employment in the District of
Columbia, or elsewhere, of such engineers and architects as may be
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of Columbia, and of one motor-propelled vehicle for official use 
only for the medical officer on out-patient medical service at the 
Naval Academy; trees, plants, care of grounds, garden tools, and 
seeds; incidental articles for the Naval Medical Center, Naval Med-
ical School, and Naval Dispensary, Washington, naval medical sup-
ply depots, sick quarters at Naval Academy and marine barracks; 
washing for medical department at Naval Medical Center, Naval 
Medical School, and Naval Dispensary, Washington, naval medical 
supply depots, sick quarters at Naval Academy and marine bar-
racks, dispensaries at navy yards and naval stations, and ships; and 
for minor repairs on buildings and grounds of the Naval Medical 
School and naval medical supply depots; for dental outfits and 
dental material; and all other necessary contingent expenses; in all, 
$2,600,000: Provided, That the sum to be paid out of this appro-
priation for employees assigned to group IV (b) and those perform-
ing similar services carried under native and alien schedules in the 
Schedule of Wages for Civil Employees in the Field Service of the 
Navy Department shall not exceed $135,000. 

CARE OF nit. DEAD 

For the care of the dead; for funeral expenses and interment or 
transportation to their homes or to designated cemeteries of the 
remains of officers and enlisted men of the Navy and Marine Corps, 
of members of the Nurse Corps, reservists on active or training duty, 
and accepted applicants for enlistment, civilian employees of the 
Navy Department and Naval Establishment who die outside of the 
continental limits of the United States, and former enlisted men 
who are discharged while in hospitals and are inmates of said hos-
pitals on the date of their death; for funeral expenses and interment 
of the remains of pensioners and destitute patients who die in naval 
hospitals; for purchase and care of cemetery lots; for care of graves 
outside of the continental limits of the United States, including 
those in sites not owned by the United States; for removal of remains 
from abandoned cemeteries to naval or national cemeteries, or to 
their homes, including remains interred in isolated graves at home 
and abroad, and remains temporarily interred, $70,000: Provided, 
That the above provision shall apply in the case of officers and 
enlisted men of the Navy and Marine Corps on the retired list who 
die while on active duty. 

BUREAU OF YARDS AND DOCKS 

MAINTENANCE, BUREAU OF YARDS AND DOCKS 

For the labor, materials, and supplies necessary, as determined 
by the Secretary of the Navy, for the general maintenance of the 
activities and properties now or hereafter under the cognizance of 
the Bureau of Yards and Docks, including accident prevention, and 
including such sum as may be necessary incident to the utilization 
of the Naval Station, New Orleans, Louisiana, for vessels to be placed 
and maintained in a decommissioned status; the purchase, main-
tenance, repair, and operation of passenger-carrying vehicles for the 
Navy Department (not to exceed ten in number) and the Naval 
Establishment not otherwise provided for; not to exceed $1,550,000 
for employees assigned to group IV (h) and those performing similar 
services carried under native and ahen schedules in the Schedule of 
Wages for Civil Employees in the Field Service of the Navy Depart-
ment, and part-time or intermittent employment in the District of 
Columbia, or elsewhere, of such engineers and architects as may be 
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contracted for by the Secretary of the Navy, in his discretion, at a
rate of pay not exceeding $25 per diem for any person so employed
and payment of the travel expenses of such persons if they be mem-
bers of the Naval Reserve ordered to active duty, $8,530,000: Provided,
That during the fiscal year 1940 the motor-propelled passenger-
carrying vehicles to be purchased hereunder shall not exceed the
following respective numbers and costs: One at $1,800 for the use
of the Secretary of the Navy, four at $1,600 each, ten at $600 each,
six motorbusses at $4,500 each, and motortruck chasses with station-
wagon-type bodies as required: Provided further, That expenditures
from appropriations contained in this Act for the maintenance,
operation, and repair of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles,
including the compensation of civilian chauffeurs and the compensa-
tion of any greater number than ninety enlisted men detailed to
such duty, shall not exceed in the aggregate $100,000, exclusive of
such vehicles owned and operated by the Marine Corps in connection
with expeditionary duty without the continental limits of the United
States, motorbusses, station-wagon motortrucks, and motorcycles
and on any one vehicle, except busses and ambulances, shall not exceed
for maintenance, upkeep, and repair, exclusive of garage rent, pay
of operators, tires, fuel, and lubricants, one-third of the market
price of a new vehicle of the same make or class, and in any case
not more than $400.

CONTINGENT, BUREAU OF YARDS AND DOCKS

For contingent expenses and minor extensions and improvements
of public works at navy yards and stations, $140,000.

PUBLIC WORKS, BUREAU OF YARDS AND DOCKS

For public works and public utilities, Bureau of Yards and Docks,
$55,328,550, which, together with the unexpended balances of appro-
priations heretofore made under this head, shall be disbursed and
accounted for in accordance with existing law and shall constitute
one fund, which fund shall be available for the payment of obliga-
tions incurred under the provisions of sections 3 and 4 of the Act
approved April 2;5, 1939 (Public, Numbered 43, Seventy-sixth Con-
gress), insofar as they relate to naval public works and utilities
projects and for part-time and intermittent employment by contract
of scientists, technicists, and other personnel and payment of travel
expenses of members of the Naval Reserve ordered to active duty:
Provided, That of the amount herein appropriated under this head
$10,000,000 shall be immediately available: Provided further, That
not to exceed 21/2 per centum of the aggregate amount available on
July 1, 19392 shall be available for the employment of classified
personal services in the Bureau of Yards and Docks and in the field
service to be engaged upon such work and to be in addition to
employees otherwise provided for: Provided further, That the Secre-
tary of the Navy is authorized to commence, continue, or complete
the construction of, or make provision for, by contract or otherwise,
projects heretofore authorized and appropriated for under this head,
and, in addition, the following-named public works and public util-
ities projects at a limit of cost not to exceed the amount stated for
each project enumerated, respectively:

Base facilities, Navy: Additional facilities as authorized by the
Act approved April 25, 1939 (Public, Numbered 43, Seventy-sixth
Congress), including the acquisition of land and the construction of
buildings and accessories, at or in the vicinity of Kaneohe Bay
Hawaii; Midway Island; Johnston Island; Palmyra Island; Kodiak,
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contracted for by the Secretary of the Navy, in his discretion, at a 
rate of pay not exceeding $25 per diem for any person so employed 
and payment of the travel expenses of such persons if they be mem-
bers of the Naval Reserve ordered to active duty, $8,530,000: Provided, 
That during the fiscal year 1940 the motor-propelled passenger-
carrying vehicles to be purchased hereunder shall not exceed the 
following respective numbers and costs: One at $1,800 for the use 
of the Secretary of the Navy, four at $1,600 each, ten at $600 each, 
six motorbusses at $4,500 each, and motortruck chasses with station-
wagon-type bodies as required: Provided further, That expenditures 
from appropriations contained in this Act for the maintenance, 
operation, and repair of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles, 
including the compensation of civilian chauffeurs and the compensa-
tion of any greater number than ninety enlisted men detailed to 
such duty, shall not exceed in the aggregate $100,000, exclusive of 
such vehicles owned and operated by the Marine Corps in connection 
with expeditionary duty without the continental limits of the United 
States, motorbusses' station-wagon motortrucks, and motorcycles, 
and on any one vehicle, except busses and ambulances, shall not exceed 
for maintenance, upkeep, and repair, exclusive of garage rent, pay 
of operators, tires,. fuel, and lubricants, one-third of the market 
price of a new vehicle of the same make or class, and in any case 
not more than $400. 

CONTINGENT, BUREAU OF YARDS AND DOCKS 

For contingent expenses and minor extensions and improvements 
of public works at navy yards and stations, $140,000. 

PUBLIC WORKS, BUREAU OF YARDS AND DOCKS 

For public works and public utilities, Bureau of Yards and Docks, 
$55,328,550, which, together with the unexpended balances of appro-
priations heretofore made under this head, shall be disbursed and 
accounted for in accordance with existing law and shall constitute 
one fund, which fund shall be available for the payment of oblig Aca-
tions incurred under the provisions of sections 3 and 4 of the t 
approved April 25, 1939 (Public, Numbered 43, Seventy-sixth Con-
gress), insofar as they relate to naval public works and utilities 
projects and for part-time and intermittent employment by contract 
of scientists, technicists, and other personnel and payment of travel 
expenses of members of the Naval Reserve ordered to active duty: 
Provided, That of the amount herein appropriated under this head 
$10,000,000 shall be immediately available: Provided further, That 
not to exceed 21/2 per centum of the aggregate amount available on 
July 1, 1939: shall be available for the employment of classified 
personal services in the Bureau of Yards and Docks and in the field 
service to be engaged upon such work and to be in addition to 
employees otherwise provided for: Provided further, That the Secre-
tary of the Navy is authorized to commence, continue, or complete 
the construction of, or make provision for, by contract or otherwise, 
projects heretofore authorized and appropriated for under this head, 
and, in addition, the following-named public works and public util-
ities projects at a limit of cost not to exceed the amount stated for 
each project enumerated, respectively: 

Base facilities, Navy: Additional facilities as authorized by the 
Act approved April 25, 1939 (Public, Numbered 43, Seventy-sixth 
Congress), including the acquisition of land and the construction of 
buildings and accessories, at or in the vicinity of Kaneohe Bay, 
Hawaii; Midway Island; Johnston Island; Palmyra Island; Kodiak, 
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Alaska; Sitka, Alaska; San Juan, Puerto Rico; Pensacola, Florida;
Jacksonville, Florida; Banana River, Florida; Pearl Harbor, Hawaii;
and Tongue Point, Oregon; and the acquisition of land at Norfolk,
Virginia, and Quonset Point, Rhode Island, $63,000,000;

Navy Yard, Portsmouth, New Hampshire: Outside machine and NaPortmth, N. H.,

pipe shop and accessories for new ship construction, $225,000; addi-
tional power generation and distribution, $555,000; accessory con-
struction for new shipbuilding ways, $106,000; special high-speed
weight-handling equipment for new ship construction, $100,000;

Navy Yard, Boston, Massachusetts: Extension of machine shop BNasvy l Massr.
and accessories and incidental work for ship construction, $735,000;
two shipway cranes for ship construction, $125,000; special high-speed
weight-handling equipment for new ship construction, $185,000;

Navy Yard, New York, New York: Completion of shipways num- New York, N. Y.,

bered 2 for forty-five thousand-ton battleship, $1,400,000; additional Nay Yard.

power generation for new ship construction, $200,000; special high-
speed weight-handling equipment for ship construction, $110,000;
improvement of berths 11 and 12 and pier "G" to facilitate berthing
ships under three hundred and fifty-ton crane, $750,000; turret and
erection shop buildings and accessories and facilities, including
purchase of land, $3,300,000;

Navy Yard, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Material assembly shop Philadelphia, Pa.,

and accessories for new ship construction and power-service lines,avy ard
$460,000; improvement of pier numbered 2 and fitting-out pier num-
bered 5 to facilitate new ship construction, $510,000; improvement
of shipways numbered 2 for the construction of a forty-five-thousand-
ton battleship, $560,000;

Naval Academy, Annapolis, Maryland: Improvement of power Annaval cademy,
plant, $350,000;

Navy Yard, Washington, District of Columbia: Centralized offices Washington, D. C.,

and drafting rooms, $825,000; extension of power distribution for
naval ordnance construction, $200,000; foundry storage facilities,
$30,000;

Navy Yard, Washington (Bellevue), District of Columbia: Fuse
loading plant building and accessories for new ship ammunition.
$200,000; extension of storehouses numbered 2 and 4 for storage of
ordnance material and equipment, $200,000; railroad brow and
extension of railroad tracks for car handling, $40,000; weight
handling and transportation equipment, $60,000;

Navy Yard, Norfolk, Virginia: Storehouse and accessories for Norfolk, a.. Navy

battleship materials and equipment, $225,000; subassembly building Yard

and accessories for new ship construction, $600,000; additional power
generation and distribution for new ship construction, $1,025,000;
railroad cars for handling shipbuilding materials, $80,000;

Naval Operating Base, Norfolk, Virginia: Improvement of heating Naval Operating

plant, $100,000;
Navy Yard, Charleston, South Carolina: Plate storage yard and Navy Yard .

pickling plant for new ship construction materials, $105,000; com-
pletion of shipbuilding facilities, $262,000; drydock crane, $135,000;
improvement and rearrangement of existing shops, $123,000; labor-
board building, $50,000; riggers and laborers shop building (to
replace structure destroyed by fire on May 2, 1939), $150,000; two
fifteen-ton shipbuilding cranes $150,000;

Navy Yard, Puget Sound, Washington: Provision of additional Pug et Sound,
office space for new ship design drafting rooms, $60,000;

Navy Yard, Mare Island, California: Accessory construction for NMareY lardcamL.

drydock numbered 3, $500,000;
Fourteenth Naval District: Mooring facilities, $125.000; improve- Diorith Naval

ment of channels and harbors, $1,000,000;
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Alaska; Sitka, Alaska; San Juan, Puerto Rico; Pensacola, Florida; 
Jacksonville, Florida; Banana River, Florida; Pearl Harbor, Hawaii; 
and Tongue Point, Oregon; and the acquisition of land at Norfolk, 
Virginia, and Quonset Point, Rhode Island, $63,000,000; 
Navy Yard, Portsmouth, New Hampshire: Outside machine and 

pipe shop and accessories for new ship construction, $225,000; addi-
tional power generation and distribution, $555,000; accessory con-
struction for new shipbuilding ways, $106,000; special high-speed 
weight-handling equipment for new ship construction, $100,000; 
Navy Yard, Boston, Massachusetts: Extension of machine shop 

and accessories and incidental work for ship construction, $735,000; 
two shipway cranes for ship construction, $125,000; special high-speed 
weight-handling equipment for new ship construction, $185,000; 
Navy Yard, New York, New York: Completion of shipways num-

bered 2 for forty-five thousand-ton battleship, $1,400,000; additional 
power generation for new ship construction, $200,000; special high-
speed weight-handling equipment for ship construction, $110,000; 
improvement of berths 11 and 12 and pier "G" to facilitate berthing 
ships under three hundred and fifty-ton crane, $750,000; turret and 
erection shop buildings and accessories and facilities, including 
purchase of land, $3,300,000; 
Navy Yard, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Material assembly shop 

and accessories for new ship construction and power-service lines, 
$460,000; improvement of pier numbered 2 and fitting-out pier num-
bered 5 to facilitate new ship construction, $510,000; improvement 
of shipways numbered 2 for the construction of a forty-five-thousand-
ton battleship, $560,000; 
Naval Academy, Annapolis, Maryland: Improvement of power 

plant, $350,000; 
Navy Yard, Washington, District of Columbia: Centralized offices 

and drafting rooms, $825,000; extension of power distribution for 
naval ordnance construction, $200,000; foundry storage facilities, 
$30,000; 
Navy Yard, Washington (Bellevue), District of Columbia: Fuse 

loading plant building and accessories for new ship ammunition, 
$200,000; extension of storehouses numbered 2 and 4 for storage of 
ordnance material and equipment, $200,000; railroad brow and 
extension of railroad tracks for car handling, $40,000; weight 
handling and transportation equipment, $60,000; 
Navy Yard, Norfolk, Virginia: Storehouse and accessories for 

battleship materials and equipment, $225,000; subassembly building 
and accessories for new ship construction, $600,000; additional power 
generation and distribution for new ship construction, $1,025,000; 
railroad cars for handling shipbuilding materials, $80,000; 
Naval Operating Base, Norfolk, Virginia: Improvement of heating 

plant, $100,000; 
Navy Yard, Charleston, South Carolina: Plate storage yard and 

pickling plant for new ship construction materials, $105,000; com-
pletion of shipbuilding facilities, $262,000; drydock crane, $135,000; 
improvement and rearrangement of existing shops, $123,000; labor-
board building, $50,000; riggers and laborers shop building (to 
replace structure destroyed by fire on May 2, 1939), $150,000; two 
fifteen-ton shipbuilding cranes, $150,000; 
Navy Yard, Puget Sound, Washington: Provision of additional 

office space for new ship design drafting rooms, $60,000; 
Navy Yard, Mare Island, California: _Accessory construction for 

drydock numbered 3, $500,000; 
Fourteenth Naval District: Mooring facilities, $125.000; improve-

ment of channels and harbors, $1,000,000; 
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Pearl Harbor, Ha- Navy Yard, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii: Purchase of land, $165,000;
barracks and mess hall and accessories for enlisted men, $225,000;

uantana Cb roads, walks, and services, $50,000;
NavUalStatiUon. Naval Station, Guantanamo, Cuba: Improvement of piers,

$190,000;
anaRoliso taiMd. Naval Radio Station, Annapolis, Maryland: Facilities, including
Pronm o. buildings, accessories, and submarine cable, $162,000: Provided, That
Acquisition of land;

condi.tions. the appropriation contained in the Second Deficiency Appropria-
Ane, p. 638. tion Act, fiscal year 1939, for the acquisition of land for such station

shall not be available for the acquisition, free from all encumbrances,
of less than three hundred and two and twenty-five one-hundredths
acres;

oe Londnane Submarine Base, New London, Connecticut: Replacement, repair,
Base. and improvement of facilities and electric system on or adjacent

to piers, $225,000;
S arisoles c. Z. Submarine Base, Coco Solo, Canal Zone: Barracks, mess hall,

laundry, and boiler plant buildings and accessories, $975,000;
Nareland, Caitn Naval Ammunition Depot, Mare Island, California: Additional
Depot. ammunition storage facilities for ships under construction, $275,000;
NavalTorpedo ta Naval Torpedo Station, Newport, Rhode Island: Extension of
tion. assembly building and accessories for torpedoes for ships under

construction, $670,000; extension of automatic machine shop for
construction of torpedoes for new ships, $275,000; improvement of
electric-distribution system, Gould Island, $25,000;

NaPviladielpia Pa. Naval Aircraft Factory Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Aeronau-
tory. tical engine and materials laboratory buildings and equipment,

$2,000,000;
FtCoco Solo, Z. Fleet Air Base, Coco Solo, Canal Zone: Quarters and accessories

for officers, $200,000; roads, walks, and services, $57,000;
Nala edsa, Cal, Naval Air Station, Alameda, California: To continue the develop-Naval Air Station.
49 Stat. 1901. ment authorized by the Act approved June 24, 1936 (49 Stat., pp.

1901, 1902), as amended, $4,318,000;
antico, Vas. Ma- Marine Barracks, Quantico, Virginia: Replace buildings, $750,000.

BUREAU OF AERONAUTICS

Designated aviation
expenses.

Helium.
Ante, p. 724.

Experimentsandde.
velopment work.

AVIATION, NAVY

For aviation, as follows: For navigational, photographic, aero-
logical, radio, and miscellaneous equipment, including repairs
thereto, for use with aircraft built or building on June 30, 1939,
$1,500,000; for maintenance, repair, and operation of aircraft
factory, air stations, fleet air bases, fleet and all other aviation
activities, accident prevention, testing laboratories, overhauling of
planes, technical periodicals, and the purchase for aviation pur-
poses only of special clothing, wearing apparel, and special equip-
ment, $24,900,000, including not to exceed $50,000 for the procure-
ment of helium, which sum of $50,000 shall be transferred to and
made available to the Bureau of Mines on July 1, 1939, in addition
to which sum the Bureau of Mines may use for helium-plant opera-
tion in the fiscal year 1940 the unexpended balance of funds trans-
ferred to it for such operation in the fiscal year 1939, and the
Bureau may lease, after competition, surplus metal cylinders
acquired for use as helium containers; for continuing experiments
and development work on all types of aircraft, including the pay-
ment of part-time or intermittent employment in the District of
Columbia or elsewhere of such scientists and technicists as may be
contracted for by the Secretary of the Navy, in his discretion at a
rate of pay not exceeding $20 per diem for any person so employed
and payment of the travel expenses of such persons if they be
members of the Naval Reserve ordered to active duty, $9,500,000;
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Navy Yard, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii: Purchase of land, $165,000; 
barracks and mess hall and accessories for enlisted men, *25,000; 
roads, walks, and services, $50,000; 
Naval Station, Guantanamo, Cuba: Improvement of piers, 

$190,000; 
Naval Radio Station, Annapolis, Maryland: Facilities, including 

buildings, accessories, and submarine cable, $162,000: Provided, That 
the appropriation contained in the Second Deficiency Appropria-
tion Act, fiscal year 1939, for the acquisition of land for such station 
shall not be available for the acquisition, free from all encumbrances, 
of less than three hundred and two and twenty-five one-hundredths 
acres; 
Submarine Base, New London, Connecticut: Replacement, repair, 

and improvement of facilities and electric system on or adjacent 
to piers, $225,000; 
Submarine Base, Coco Solo, Canal Zone: Barracks, mess hall, 

laundry, and boiler plant buildings and accessories, $975,000; 
Naval Ammunition Depot, Mare Island, California: Additional 

ammunition storage facilities for ships under construction, $275,000; 
Naval Torpedo Station, Newport, Rhode Island: Extension of 

assembly building and accessories for torpedoes for ships under 
construction, $670,000; extension of automatic machine shop for 
construction of torpedoes for new ships, $275,000; improvement of 
electric-distribution system, Gould Island, $25,000; 
Naval Aircraft Factory, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Aeronau-

tical engine and materials laboratory buildings and equipment, 
$2,000,000; 

Fleet Air Base, Coco Solo, Canal Zone: Quarters and accessories 
for officers, $200,000; roads, walks, and services, $57,000; 
Naval Air Station, Alameda, California: To continue the develop-

ment authorized by the Act approved June 24, 1936 (49 Stat., pp. 
1901, 1902), as amended, $4,318,000; 
Marine Barracks, Quantico, Virginia: Replace buildings, $750,000. 

BUREAU OF AERONAUTICS 

AVIATION, NAVY 

For aviation, as follows: For navigational, photographic, aero-
logical, radio, and miscellaneous equipment, including repairs 
thereto, for use with aircraft built or building on June 30, 1939, 
$1,500,000; for maintenances repair, and operation of aircraft 
factory, air stations, fleet air bases, fleet and all other aviation 
activities' accident prevention, testing laboratories, overhauling of 
planes, technical periodicals and the purchase for aviation pur-
poses only of special clothing, wearing apparel, and special equip-
ment, $24,900,000, including not to exceed $50,000 for tlprocure-
ment of helium, which sum of $502000 shall be transferred to and 
made available to the Bureau of Mines on July 1, 1939, in addition 
to which sum the Bureau of Mines may use for helium-plant opera-
tion in the fiscal year 1940 the unexpended balance of funds trans-
ferred to it for such operation in the fiscal year 1939, and the 
Bureau may lease, after competition, surplus metal cylinders 
acquired for use as helium containers; for continuing experiments 
and development work on all types of aircraft, including the pay-
ment of part-time or intermittent employment in the District of 
Columbia or elsewhere of such scientists and technicists as may be 
contracted for by the Secretary of the Navy, in his discretion, at a 
rate of pay not exceeding $20 per diem for anyperson so employed 
and payment of the travel expenses of such persons if they be 
members of the Naval Reserve ordered to active duty, $0,500,000; 
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for new construction and procurement of aircraft and equipment,
spare parts and accessories, $46,898,000, of which amount not to
exceed $15,000,000 shall be available for the payment of obligations
incurred under the contract authorization carried in the Navy
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1939; in all, $82,798,000, and
the money herein specifically appropriated for "Aviation" shall be
disbursed and accounted for in accordance with existing law and
shall constitute one fund: Provided, That the sum to be paid out
of this appropriation foi employees assigned to group IV (b) and
those performing similar services carried under native and alien
schedules in the Schedule of Wages for Civil Employees in the
Field Service of the Navy Department shall not exceed $1,966,500:
Provided further, That in addition to the amount herein appro-
priated, the Secretary of the Navy may, prior to July 1, 1941, enter
into contracts for the production and purchase of new airplanes and
their equipment, spare parts and accessories, to an amount not in
excess of $20.000,000: Provided further, That the Secretary of the
Treasury is authorized and directed, upon the request of the Secre-
tary of the Navy, to transfer not to exceed in the aggregate $50,000
from this appropriation to the appropriations "Pay, subsistence,
and transportation, Navy" and "Pay, Marine Corps" to cover auth-
orized traveling expenses of officers and enlisted men in connection
with flying new airplanes from contractor's works to assigned
station or ship, including travel to contractor's works and return
of personnel to stations of duty, and the amount so transferred
shall be in addition to any limitations contained in the appropria-
tions "Pay, subsistence, and transportation, Navy" and "Pay,
Marine Corps": Provided further, That no part of this appropria-
tion shall be used for the construction of a factory for the manu-
facture of airplanes: Provided further, That the Secretary of the
Navy is hereby authorized to consider, ascertain, adjust, determine,
and pay out of this appropriation the amounts due on claims for
damages which have occurred or may occur to private property
growing out of the operations of naval aircraft where such claim
does not exceed the sum of $500.

New construction,
etc.

Incurred obliga-
tions.

Aggregate; account-
ing.

Provisos.
Group I' (b) em-

ployees.

Contracts for new
airplanes, etc.

Transfer of sums for
traveling expenses.

Airplane factory
construction forbid-
den.

Adjustment of dam-
age claims.

MARINE CORPS

PAY, MARINE CORPS

Pay of officers, active list: For pay and allowances prescribed by
law for all officers on the active list-pay and allowance, $4,488,083,
including not to exceed $263,994 for increased pay for making aerial
flights, none of which shall be available for increased pay for making
aerial flights by nonflying officers at a rate in excess of $1,440 per
annum, which shall be the legal maximum rate as to such nonflying
officers; subsistence allowance, $637,728; rental allowance, $799,735;
in all, $5,925,546; and no part of such sum shall be available to pay
active-duty pay and allowances to officers on the retired list;

For pay of officers prescribed by law on the retired list, $1,739,000;
Pay of enlisted men, active list: For pay and allowances of non-

commissioned officers, musicians, and privates, as prescribed by law,
and for the expenses of clerks of the United State Marine Corps travel-
ing under orders, including not to exceed $250 for the expenses of
attendance upon meetings of technical, professional, scientific, and
other organizations, when, in the judgment of the Secretary of the
Navy, such attendance would be of benefit in the conduct of the
work of the Marine Corps, and including additional compensation
for enlisted men of the Marine Corps qualified as expert riflemen,
sharpshooters, marksmen, or regularly detailed as gun captains, gun
pointers, cooks, messmen, including interest on deposits by enlisted

Pay, etc., officers on
active list.

Post, p. 1322.
Aerial flights, limi-

tation on increased
pay for.

Allowances.

Retired officers.

Enlisted men, ac-
tive list.

Attendance at meet-
ings.
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for new construction and procurement of aircraft and equipment, 
spare parts and accessories, $46,898,000, of which amount not to 
exceed $15,000,000 shall be available for the payment of obligations 
incurred under the contract authorization carried in the Navy 
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1939; in all, $82,798,000, and 
the money herein specifically appropriated for "Aviation" shall be 
disbursed and accounted for in accordance with existing law and 
shall constitute one fund: Provided, That the sum to be paid out 
of this appropriation foi employees assigned to group IV (b) and 
those performing similar services carried under native and alien 
schedules in the Schedule of Wages for Civil Employees in the 
Field Service of the Navy Department shall not exceed $1,966,500: 
Provided further, That in addition to the amount herein appro-
priated, the Secretary of the Navy may, prior to July 1, 1941, enter 
into contracts for the production and purchase of new airplanes and 
their equipment, spare parts and accessories, to an amount not in 
excess of S20,000,000: Provided further, That the Secretary of the 
Treasury is authorized and directed, upon the request of the Secre-
tary of the Navy, to transfer not to exceed in the aggregate $50,000 
from this appropriation to the appropriations "Pay, subsistence, 
and transportation, Navy" and "Pay, Marine Corps" to cover auth-
orized traveling expenses of officers and enlisted men in connection 
with flying new airplanes from contractor's works to assigned 
station or ship, including travel to contractor's works and return 
of personnel to stations of duty, and the amount so transferred 
shall be in addition to any limitations contained in the appropria-
tions "Pay, subsistence, and transportation, Navy" and "Pay, 
Marine Corps": Provided further, That no part of this appropria-
tion shall be used for the construction of a factory for the manu-
facture of airplanes: Provided further, That the Secretary of the 
Navy is hereby authorized to consider, ascertain, adjust, determine, 
and pay out of this appropriation the amounts due on claims for 
damages which have occurred or may occur to private property 
growing out of the operations of naval aircraft where such claim 
does not exceed the sum of $500. 

MARINE CORPS 

PAY, MARINE CORPS 

Pay of officers, active list: For pay and allowances prescribed by 
law for all officers on the active list—pay and allowance, $4,488,083, 
including not to exceed $263,994 for increased pay for making aerial 
flights, none of which shall be available for increased pay for making 
aerial flights by nonflying officers at a rate in excess of $1,440 per 
annum, which shall be the legal maximum rate as to such nonflymg 
officers; subsistence allowance, $637,728; rental allowance, $799,735; 
in all, $5,925,546; and no part of such sum shall be available to pay 
active-duty pay and allowances to officers on the retired list; 
For pay of officers prescribed by law on the retired list, $1,739,000; 
Pay of enlisted men, active list: For pay and allowances of non-

commissioned officers, musicians, and privates, as prescribed by law, 
and for the expenses of clerks of the United State Marine Corps travel-
ing under orders, including not to exceed $250 for the .expenses of 
attendance upon meetings of technical, professional, scientific, and 
other organizations, when, in the judgment of the Secretary of the 
Navy, such attendance would be of benefit in the conduct of the 
work of the Marine Corps, and including additional compensation 
for enlisted men of the Marine Corps qualified as expert riflemen, 
sharpshooters, marksmen, or regularly detailed as gun captains, gun 
pointers, cooks, messmen, including interest on deposits by enlisted 
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Pay and allowances.

Retired enlisted
men.

Undrawn clothing.

Marine Corps Re-
serve.

Mileage, etc.

Aggregate; account-
ing.

Civil force.

Proviso.
Number of enlisted

men at headquarters.

Filling of vacancies
by civilians; pay rates.

5 U. S. c. § 6161-674;
Supp. IV, J§ 673, 673c.

men, post-exchange debts of deserters, and of men discharged or sen-
tenced to terms of imprisonment while in debt to the United States,
under such rules as the Secretary of the Navy may prescribe, and
the authorized travel allowance of discharged enlisted men, and for
prizes for excellence in gunnery exercises and target practices, and
communication competitions, and for pay of enlisted men designated
as Navy mail clerks and assistant Navy mail clerks both afloat and
ashore, and for gratuities to enlisted men discharged not under
honorable conditions-pay and allowances, $9,192,143; allowance for
lodging and subsistence, $735,848; in all, $9,927,991;

For pay and allowances prescribed by law of enlisted men on the
retired list, $877,481;

Undrawn clothing: For payment to discharged enlisted men for
clothing undrawn, $208,850;

For pay and allowances of the Marine Corps Reserve (a) exclud-
ing transferred and assigned men, $1,000,913; (b) transferred and
assigned men, $534,219; in all, $1,535,132;

For mileage and actual and necessary expenses and per diem in
lieu of subsistence as authorized by law to officers traveling under
orders without troops, $175,000;

In all, $20,389,000, and the money herein specifically appropriated
for pay of the Marine Corps shall be disbursed and accounted for in
accordance with existing law and shall constitute one fund.

PAY OF CIVIL EXPLOYEES, MARINE CORPS

Pay of civil force: For personal services in the District of Colum-
bia, as follows:

Offices of the Major General Commandant and adjutant inspector,
$136,200;

Office of the paymaster, $48,700;
Office of the quartermaster, $152,920; in all, $337,820: Provided,

That the total number of enlisted men on duty at Marine Corps Head-
quarters on May 7, 1930, shall not be increased, and in lieu of enlisted
men whose services at such headquarters shall be terminated for any
cause prior to July 1, 1940, their places may be filled by civilians, for
the pay of whom, in accordance with the Classification Act of 1923,
as amended, either or both the appropriations "Pay, Marine Corps"
and "General expenses, Marine Corps" shall be available.

GENERAL EXPENSES, MARINE CORPS

eneral expenses. For every expenditure requisite for, and incident to, the authorized
work of the Marine Corps, other than as appropriated for under the
headings of pay and salaries, as follows:

rovisnFor provisions, . For provonssubsistence, board, and lodging of enlisted men,
recruits and recruiting parties, and applicants for enlistment; cash
allowance for lodging and subsistence to enlisted men traveling on
duty; ice, ice machines and their maintenance, $2,961,255;

Clothing. PFor clothing for enlisted men, $1,125,000;
Fuel, etc. For fuel, heat, light, and power, including sales to officers, $635,000;
Military supplies, For military supplies and equipment, including their purchase,

repair, preservation, and handling; recreational, school, educational,
library, musical, amusement, field sport and gymnasium supplies,
equipment, services, and incidental expenses; purchase and marking
of prizes for excellence in gunnery and rifle practice, good-conduct
badges, medals, and buttons awarded to officers and enlisted men by
the Government for conspicuous, gallant, and special service; rental
and maintenance of target ranges and entrance fees for competitions,
$940,000;

Transportation, etc. For transportation of troops and applicants for enlistment, includ-
ing cash in lieu of ferriage and transfers en route; toilet kits for issue
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men, post-exchange debts of deserters, and of men discharged or sen-
tenced to terms of imprisonment while in debt to the United States, 
under such rules as the Secretary of the Navy may prescribe, and 
the authorized travel allowance of discharged enlisted men, and for 
prizes for excellence in gunnery exercises and target practices, and 
communication competitions, and for pay of enlisted men designated 
as Navy mail clerks and assistant Navy mail clerks both afloat and 
ashore, and for gratuities to enlisted men discharged not under 
honorable conditions—pay and allowances, $9,192,143; allowance for 
lodging and subsistence, $735,848; in all, $9,927,991; 
For pay and allowances prescribed by law of enlisted men on the 

retired list, $877,481; 
Undrawn clothing: For payment to discharged enlisted men for 

clothing undrawn, $208,850; 
For pay and allowances of the Marine Corps Reserve (a) exclud-

ing transferred and assigned men, $1,000,913; (b) transferred and 
assigned men, $534,219; in all, $1,535,132; 
For mileage and actual and necessary expenses and per diem in 

lieu of subsistence as authorized by law to officers traveling under 
orders without troops, $175,000; 
In all, $20,389,000, and the money herein specifically appropriated 

for pay of the Marine Corps shall be disbursed and accounted for in 
accordance with existing law and shall constitute one fund. 

PAY OP CIVIL EMPLOYEES, MARINE CORPS 

Pay of civil force: For personal services in the District of Colum-
bia,, as follows: 

offices the Major General Commandant and adjutant inspector, 
$136,200; 

Office of the paymaster, $48,700; 
Office of the quartermaster, $152,920; in all, $337,820: Provided, 

That the total number of enlisted men on duty at Marine Corps Head-
quarters on May 7, 1930, shall not be increased, and in lieu of enlisted 
men whose services at such headquarters shall be terminated for any 
cause prior to July 1, 1940, their places may be filled by civilians, for 
the pay of whom, in accordance with the Classification Act of 1923, 
as amended, either or both the appropriations "Pay, Marine Corps" 
and "General expenses, Marine Corps" shall be available. 

GENERAL EXPENSES, MARINE CORPS 

For every expenditure requisite for, and incident to, the authorized 
work of the Marine Corps, other than as appropriated for under the 
headings of pay and salaries, as follows: 
For provisions, subsistence, board, and lodging of enlisted men, 

recruits and recruiting parties, and applicants for enlistment; cash 
allowance for lodging and subsistence to enlisted men traveling on 
duty; ice, ice machines and their maintenance, $2,961,255; 
For clothing for enlisted men, $1,125,000; 
For fuel, heat, light, and power, including sales to officers, $635,000; 
For military supplies and equipment, including their purchase, 

repair, preservation, and handling; recreational, school, educational, 
library, musical, amusement, field sport and gymnasium supplies, 
equipment, services, and incidental expenses; purchase and marking 
of prizes for excellence in gunnery and rifle practice, good-conduct 
badges, medals, and buttons awarded to officers and enlisted men by 
the Government for conspicuous, gallant, and special service; rental 
and maintenance of target ranges and entrance fees for competitions, 
$940,000; 
For transportation of troops and applicants for enlistment, includ-

ing cash in lieu of ferriage and transfers en route; toilet kits for issue 
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to recruits upon their first enlistment and other incidental expenses
of the recruiting service; and for transportation for dependents of Dependents.

officers and enlisted men, $340,000;
For repairs and improvements to barracks, quarters, and other pub- Repairs, etc., to

lic buildings at posts and stations; for the renting, leasing, and im- etc.

provement of buildings in the District of Columbia, and at such other
places as the public exigencies require, and the erection of temporary
buildings upon the approval of the Secretary of the Navy at a total
cost of not to exceed $10.000 during the year, $690,000;

For forage and stabling of public animals and the authorized Forage, etc.

number of officers' horses, $16,000;
For miscellaneous supplies, material, equipment, personal and other Miscellaneous sup-

services, and for other incidental expenses for the Marine Corps not
otherwise provided for; purchase, repair, and exchange of typewriters
and calculating machines; purchase and repair of furniture and fix-
tures; repair of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles; and Vehicles, etc.

purchase, exchange, and repair of horse-drawn passenger-carrying
and other vehicles, including parts; veterinary services and medi- Horses, etc.

cines for public animals and the authorized number of officers' horses;
purchase of mounts and horse equipment for all officers below the
grade of major required to be mounted; shoeing for public animals
and the authorized number of officers' horses; books, newspapers, and
periodicals; printing and binding; packing and crating of officers' nPrinting and bind-

allowance of baggage; funeral expenses of officers and enlisted men Funeral expenses.

and accepted applicants for enlistment and retired officers on active
duty, including the transportation of their bodies, arms, and wearing
apparel from the place of demise to the homes of the deceased in the
United States; construction, operation, and maintenance of laundries; Laundries.
care and operation of schools at Marine Barracks, Quantico, Virginia,
and Parris Island, South Carolina; and for all emergencies and
extraordinary expenses, $2,212,000: Provided, That there may be Purchaseofvehicles.
expended out of this appropriation (including the exchange value of
any vehicle that may be used as part payment) for the purchase of
motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles, the gross cost of any
one vehicle not to be in excess of the respective amounts as follows:
Eight at $750 each; and five motorcycles at $425 each;

Marine Corps Reserve: For clothing, including clothing for avia- l"'arii (Cr,,s l'r-

tion cadets, subsistence, heat, light, transportation, and miscellaneous
expenses, $300,000;

Expenses, Marine Band, United Confederate Veterans' Reunion, Marfine B'hadi,

Trinidad, Colorado, and National Encampment, Grand Army of the designated nletings.

Republic, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: For expenses of the United
States Marine Band in attending the United Confederate Veterans'
1939 Reunion at Trinidad, Colorado, August 22 to 25, 1939, and in
attending the National Encampment of the Grand Army of the
Republic, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, August 27 to September 1, 1939,
as authorized by the Acts approved April 20, 1939, and April 24, Ant, pp. 582, 59.

1939, $13,000;
In all, $9,232,255, to be accounted for as one fund: Provided, That. Pcoutng

the sum to be paid out of this appropriation for employees assigned Group iv (b) em-

to group IV (b) and those performing similar services carried under poy
ees

native and alien schedules in the Schedule of Wages for Civil
Employees in the Field Service of the Navy Department shall not
exceed $115,000.

ALTERATION TO NAVAL VESSELS

Toward the alterations and repairs required for the purpose of U.S.S."Lexington"and "Saratoga", al-
modernizing the United States ships Lexington and Saratoga, terations and repairs.

authorized by the Act entitled "An Act to authorize alterations and P- P 13-

repairs to certain naval vessels, and for other purposes", approved
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to recruits upon their first enlistment and other incidental expenses 
of the recruiting service; and for transportation for dependents of 
officers and enlisted men, $340,000; 
For repairs and improvements to barracks, quarters, and other pub-

lic buildings at posts and stations; for the renting, leasing, and im-
provement of buildings in the District of Columbia, and at such other 
places as the public exigencies require, and the erection of temporary 
buildings upon the approval of the Secretary of the Navy at a total 
cost of not to exceed $10,000 during the year, $690,000; 
For forage and stabling of public animals and the authorized 

number of officers' horses, $16,000; 
For miscellaneous supplies, material, equipment, personal and other 

services, and for other incidental expenses for the Marine Corps not 
otherwise provided for; purchase, repair, and exchange of typewriters 
and calculating machines; purchase and repair of furniture and fix-
tures; repair of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles; and 
purchase, exchange, and repair of horse-drawn passenger-carrying 
and other vehicles, including parts; veterinary services and medi-
cines for public animals and the authorized number of officers' horses; 
purchase of mounts and horse equipment for all officers below the 
grade of major required to be mounted; shoeing for public animals 
and the authorized number of officers' horses; books, newspapers, and 
periodicals; printing and binding; packing and crating of officers' 
allowance of baggage; funeral expenses of officers and enlisted men 
and accepted applicants for enlistment and retired officers on active 
duty, including the transportation of their bodies, arms, and wearing 
apparel from the place of demise to the homes of the deceased in the 
United States; construction, operation, and maintenance of laundries; 
care and operation of schools at Marine Barracks, Quantico, Virginia, 
and Parris Island, South Carolina; and for all emergencies and 
extraordinary expenses, $2,212,000: Provided, That there may be 
expended out of this appropriation (including the exchange value of 
any vehicle that may be used as part payment) for the purchase of 
motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles, the gross cost of any 
one vehicle not to be in excess of the respective amounts as follows: 
Eight at $750 each; and five motorcycles at $425 each; 
Marine Corps Reserve: For clothing, including clothing for avia-

t ion cadets, subsistence, heat, light, transportation, and miscellaneous 
expenses, $300,000; 

Expenses, Marine Band, United Confederate Veterans' Reunion, 
Trinidad, Colorado, and National Encampment, Grand Army of the 
Republic, Pittsburgh? Pennsylvania: For expenses of the United 
States Marine Band in attending the United Confederate Veterans' 
1939 Reunion at Trinidad, Colorado, August 22 to 25, 1939, and in 
attending the National Encampment of the Grand Army of the 
Republic, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, August 27 to September 1, 1939, 
as authorized by the Acts approved April 20, 1939, and April 24, 
1939, $13,000; 
In all, $9,232,255, to be accounted for as one fund: Provided, That 

the sum to be paid out of this appropriation for employees assigned 
to group IV (b) and those performing similar services carried under 
native and alien schedules in the Schedule of Wages for Civil 
Employees in the Field Service of the Navy Department shall not 
exceed $115,000. 

ALTERATION TO NAVAL VES9V.LS 

Toward the alterations and repairs required for the purpose of 
modernizing the United States ships Lexington and Saratoga, 
authorized by the Act entitled "An Act to authorize alterations and 
repairs to certain naval vessels, and for other purposes", approved 
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52 Stat. 688.

Proviso.
Group IV (b) em-

ployees.

Construction and
machinery.

Commencement of
designated vessels.

52 Stat. 401.

Prorisos.
Group IV (b) em-

ployees.
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Armor, armament,
and ammunition.

Post, p. 1322.

Proviso.
Group IV (b) em-

ployees.

Designated appro-
priations not avail-
able for ships com-
missioned prior to
July 1, 1938.

Purchase of letters
patent, etc.

June 15, 1938 (52 Stat. 688), $4,000,000, to remain available until
expended: Provided, That the sum to be paid out of the amount
available for expenditure under this head for the fiscal year 1940
for employees in the field service assigned to group IV (b) and those
performing similar services carried under native and alien schedules
in the Schedule of Wages for Civil Employees in the Field Service
of the Navy Department shall not exceed 5 per centum of the
aggregate amount available under this heading on July 1, 1939.

REPLACEMENT OF NAVAL VESSELS

Construction and machinery: On account of hulls and outfits of
vessels and machinery of vessels heretofore authorized (and appro-
priated for in part), and for the commencement of the following
vessels authorized by the Act approved May 17, 1938 (52 Stat.
401-403), two battleships, two cruisers of subcategory (b), eight
destroyers, eight submarines, two small seaplane tenders, and one
repair ship, $207,593,712, to remain available until expended:
Provided, That the sum to be paid out of the amount available for
expenditure under the head of "Construction and machinery" for the
fiscal year 1940 for employees in the field service assigned to group
IV (b) and those performing similar services carried under native
and alien schedules in the Schedule of Wages for Civil Employees
in the Field Service of the Navy Department shall not exceed 5 per
centum of the aggregate amount available under this heading on
July 1, 1939: Provided further That, of the appropriations made
available by this Act under the head of "Replacement of naval
vessels", there shall be available such sums as the Secretary of the
Navy may from time to time determine to be necessary for the
engagement of technical services, and the employment of personnel
in the Navy Department and in the field, the purchase of plans
drafting and other supplies, telephone and telegraph expenses, and
the expenses of printing and travel, in addition to those otherwise
provided for, owing to the construction of vessels which have been
or may hereafter be authorized.

Armor, armament, and ammunition: Toward the armor, arma-
ment, and ammunition for vessels hereinbefore described under the
head of "Construction and machinery", $46,011,000, to remain
available until expended: Provided, That the sum to be paid out of
the amount available for expenditure under this head for the fiscal
year 1940 for employees in the field service assigned to group IV (b)
and those performing similar services carried under native and alien
schedules in the Schedule of Wages for Civil Employees in the Field
Service of the Navy Department shall not exceed 5 per centum of the
aggregate amount available under this heading on July 1, 1939.

Neither the appropriation "Replacement of naval vessels, construc-
tion and machinery", nor the appropriation "Replacement of naval
vessels, armor, armament, and ammunition", shall be available for
obligation for any purpose as to ships commissioned prior to July 1,
1938, nor as to any ship commissioned subsequent to such date after
twelve months shall have elapsed from commissioning date.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

The appropriations made in this Act for the purchase or manu-
facture of equipment or material or of a particular class of equip-
ment or material shall be available for the purchase of letters
patent, applications for letters patent, licenses under letters patent,
and applications for letters patent that pertain to such equipment or
material for which the appropriations are made.
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June 15, 1938 (52 Stat. 688), $4,000,000, to remain available until 
expended: Provided, That the sum to be paid out of the amount 
available for expenditure wider this head for the fiscal year 1940 
for employees in the field service assigned to group IV (b) and those 
performing similar services carried under native and alien schedules 
in the Schedule of Wages for Civil Employees in the Field Service 
of the Navy Department shall not exceed 5 per centum of the 
aggregate amount available under this heading on July 1, 1939. 

REFLACEIIENT OF NAVAL VESSELS 

Construction and machinery: On account of hulls and outfits of 
vessels and machinery of vessels heretofore authorized (and appro-
priated for in part), and for the commencement of the following 
vessels authorized by the Act approved May 17, 1938 (52 Stat. 
401 403), two battleships, two cruisers of subcategory (b), eight 
destroyers, eight submarines, two small seaplane tenders, and one 
repair ship, $207,593,712, to remain available until expended: 
Provided, That the sum to be paid out of the amount available for 
expenditure under the head of "Construction and machinery" for the 
fiscal year 1940 for employees in the field service assigned to group 
W (b) and those performing similar services carried under native 
and alien schedules in the Schedule of Wages for Civil Employees 
in the Field Service of the Navy Department shall not exceed 5 per 
centum of the aggregate amount available under this heading on 
July 1, 1939: Provided further, That, of the appropriations made 
available by this Act under the head of "Replacement of naval 
vessels", there shall be available such sums as the Secretary of the 
Navy may from time to time determine to be necessary for the 
engagement of technical services, and the employment of personnel 
in the Navy Department and in the field, the purchase of plans, 
drafting and other supplies, telephone and telegraph expenses, and 
the expenses of printing and travel, in addition to those otherwise 
provided for, owing to the construction of vessels which have been 
or may hereafter be authorized. 
Armor, armament, and ammunition: Toward the armor, arma-

ment, and ammunition for vessels hereinbefore described under the 
head of "Construction and machinery", $46,011,000, to remain 
available until expended: Provided, That the sum to be paid out of 
the amount available for expenditure under this head for the fiscal 
year 1940 for employees in the field service assigned to group IV (b) 
and those performing similar services carried under native and alien 

i schedules n the Schedule of Wages for Civil Employees in the Field 
Service of the Navy Department shall not exceed 5 per centuin of the 
aggregate amount available under this heading on July 1, 1939. 
Neither the appropriation "Replacement of naval vessels, construc-

tion and machinery", nor the appropriation "Replacement of naval 
vessels, armor, armament, and ammunition", shall be available for 
obligation for any purpose as to ships commissioned prior to July 1, 
1938, nor as to any ship commissioned subsequent to such date after 
twelve months shall have elapsed from commissioning date. 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

The appropriations made in this Act for the purchase or manu-
facture of equipment or material or of a particular class of equip-
ment or material shall be available for the purchase of letters 
patent, applications for letters patent, licenses under letters patent, 
and applications for letters patent that pertain to such equipment or 
material for which the appropriations are made. 
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No part of any appropriation made for the Navy shall be expended
for any of the purposes herein provided for on account of
the Navy Department in the District of Columbia, including per-
sonal services of civilians and of enlisted men of the Navy, except
as herein expressly authorized: Provided, That there may be detailed
to the Bureau of Navigation not to exceed at any one time seven
enlisted men of the Navy: Provided further, That enlisted men
detailed to the Naval Dispensary and the Radio Communication
Service shall not be regarded as detailed to the Navy Department in
the District of Columbia.

No part of the appropriations made in this Act shall be avail-
able for the salary or pay of any officer, manager, superintendent,
foreman, or other person or persons having charge of the work of
any employee of the United States Government while making or
causing to be made with a stop watch or other time-measuring
device a time study of any job of any such employee between the
starting and completion thereof, or of the movements of any such
employee while engaged upon such work; nor shall any part of the
appropriations made in this Act be available to pay any premiums
or bonus or cash reward to any employee in addition to his regular
wages, except for suggestions resulting in improvements or economy
in the operation of any Government plant; and no part of the
moneys herein appropriated for the Naval Establishment or herein
made available therefor shall be used or expended under contracts
hereafter made for the repair, purchase, or acquirement, by or from
any private contractor, of any naval vessel, machinery, article, or
articles that at the time of the proposed repair, purchase, or acquire-
ment can be repaired, manufactured, or produced in each or any of
the Government navy yards or arsenals of the United States, when
time and facilities permit, and when, in the judgment of the Secre-
tary of the Navy, such repair, purchase, acquirement, or production
would not involve an appreciable increase in cost to the Government,
except when the repair, purchase, or acquirement, by or from any
private contractor, would, in the opinion of the Secretary of the
Navy, be advantageous to the national defense: Provided, That
nothing herein shall be construed as altering or repealing the provisos
contained in the Acts to authorize the construction of certain naval
vessels, approved February 13, 1929, and March 27, 1934, which pro-
vide that the first and succeeding alternate vessels in each category,
except the fifteen-thousand-ton aircraft carrier, upon which work is
undertaken, together with the main engines, armor, and armament,
shall be constructed or manufactured in the Government navy yards,
naval gun factories, naval ordnance plants, or arsenals of the United
States, except such material or parts as are not customarily manu-
factured in such Government plants.

No part of the funds herein appropriated shall be available to
pay a contractor upon any contract for a naval vessel entered into
under authority of this Act unless, at the time of filing his bid, he
shall also file the estimates upon which such bid was based.

NAVY DEPARTMENT

SALARIES

779
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For compensation for personal services in the District of Columbia, salaries.
as follows:

Office of the Secretary of the Navy: Secretary of the Navy, As- Office of Seretaryand other designated
sistant Secretary of the Navy, and other personal services, $202,570. offices, etc.

General Board, $12,220.
Naval examining and retiring boards, $12,360.
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No part of any appropriation made for the Navy shall be expended 
for any of the purposes herein provided for on account of 
the Navy Department in the District of Columbia, including per-
sonal services of civilians and of enlisted men of the Navy, except 
as herein expressly authorized: Provided, That there may be detailed 
to the Bureau of Navigation not to exceed at any one time seven 
enlisted men of the Navy: Provided further, That enlisted men 
detailed to the Naval Dispensary and the Radio Communication 
Service shall not be regarded as detailed to the Navy Department in 
the District of Columbia. 
No part of the appropriations made in this Act shall be avail-

able for the salary or pay of any officer, manager, superintendent, 
foreman, or other person or persons having charge of the work of 
any employee of the United States Government while making or 
causing to be made with a stop watch or other time-measuring 
device a time study of any job of any such employee between the 
starting and completion thereof, or of the movements of any such 
employee while engaged upon such work; nor shall any part of the 
appropriations made in this Act be available to pay any premiums 
or bonus or cash reward to any employee in addition to his regular 
wages, except for suggestions resulting in improvements or economy 
in the operation of any Government plant; and no part of the 
moneys herein appropriated for the Naval Establishment or herein 
made available therefor shall be used or expended under contracts 
hereafter made for the repair, purchase, or acquirement, by or from 
any private contractor, of any naval vesselz machinery, article, or 
articles that at the time of the proposed repair, purchase, or acquire-
ment can be repaired, manufactured, or produced in each or any of 
the Government navy yards or arsenals of the United States, when 
time and facilities permit, and when, in the judgment of the Secre-
tary of the Navy, such repair, purchase, acquirement, or production 
would not involve an appreciable increase in cost to the Government, 
except when the repair, purchase, or acquirement, by or from any 
private contractor, would, in the opinion of the Secretary of the 
N avy, be advantageous to the national defense: Provided, That 
nothing herein shall be construed as altering or repealing the provisos 
contained in the Acts to authorize the construction of certain naval 
vessels, approved February 13, 1929, and March 27, 1934, which pro-
vide that the first and succeeding alternate vessels in each category, 
except the fifteen-thousand-ton aircraft carrier, upon which work is 
undertaken, together with the main engines, armor, and armament, 
shall be constructed or manufactured in the Government navy yards, 
naval gun factories, naval ordnance plants, or arsenals of the United 
States, except such material or parts as are not customarily manu-
factured in such Government plants. 
No part of the funds herein appropriated shall be available to 

pay a contractor upon any contract for a naval vessel entered into 
under authority of this Act unless, at the time of filing his bid, he 
shall also file the estimates upon which such bid was based. 
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General Board, $12,220. 
Naval examining and retiring boards, $12,360. 
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American Ephem-
eris, etc.
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Compensation board, $7,040.
Office of Naval Records and Library, $34,360.
Office of Judge Advocate General, $126,620.
Office of Chief of Naval Operations, $76,500.
Board of Inspection and Survey, $20,560.
Office of Director of Naval Communications, $142,000.
Office of Naval Intelligence, $80,000.
Bureau of Navigation, $494,000.
Hydrographic Office, $417,000.
Naval Observatory, including $2,500 for pay of computers on piece-

work in preparing for publication the American Ephemeris and Nau-
tical Almanac and in improving the tables of the planets, moon, and
stars, $178,120.

Bureau of Engineering, $310,480.
Bureau of Construction and Repair, $347,479.
Bureau of Ordnance, $150,000.
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, $812,680.
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, $102,270.
Bureau of Yards and Docks, $276,000.
Bureau of Aeronautics, $360,400: Provided, That the services of

technical and clerical personnel may be employed only in the Bureau
of Aeronautics in connection with the design and construction of air-
craft, to be paid from the appropriation "Aviation, Navy, 1940":
Provided further, That the expenditures on this account for the fiscal
year 1940 shall not exceed $89,400.

In all, salaries, Navy Department, $4,162,659.
In expending appropriations or portions of appropriations con-

tained in this Act, f ththe payment for personal services in the Dis-
trict of Columbia in accordance with the Classification Act of 1923, as
amended, with the exception of the Assistant Secretaries of the Navy,
the average of the salaries of the total number of persons under any
grade in any bureau, office, or other appropriation unit shall not at
any time exceed the average of the compensation rates specified for
the grade by such Act, as amended, and in grades in which only one
position is allocated the salary of such position shall not exceed the
average of the compensation rates for the grade, except that in
unusually meritorious cases of one position in a grade advances may
be made to rates higher than the average of the compensation rates
of the grade but not more often than once in any fiscal year and then
only to the next higher rate: Provided, That this restriction shall not
apply (1) to grades 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the clerical-mechanical service, or
(2) to require the reduction in salary of any person whose compensa-
tion was fixed as of Jul 1, 1924, in accordance with the rules of
section 6 of such Act, (3) to require the reduction in salary of any
person who is transferred from one position to another position in
the same or different grade in the same or a different bureau, office, or
other appropriation unit, (4) to prevent the payment of a salary
under any grade at a rate higher than the maximum rate of the grade
when such higher rate is permitted by the Classification Act of 1923,
as amended, and is specifically authorized by other law, or (5) to
reduce the compensation of any person in a grade in which only one
position is allocated.

CONTINGENT EXPENSES

For professional and technical books and periodicals, lawbooks, and
necessary reference books, including city directories, railway guides,
freight, passenger, and express tariff books and photostating, for
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Compensation board, $7,040. 
Office of Naval Records and Library, $34,360. 
Office of Judge Advocate General, $126,620. 
Office of Chief of Naval Operations, $76,500. 
Board of Inspection and Survey, $20,560. 
Office of Director of Naval Communications, $142,000. 
Office of Naval Intelligence $80,000. 
Bureau of Navigation $49400. 
Hydrographic Office, $4172000. 
Naval Observatory, including $2,500 for pay of computers on piece-

work in preparing for publication the American Ephemeris and Nau-
tical Almanac and in improving the tables of the planets, moon, and 
stars, $178,120. 
Bureau of Engineering, $310,480. 
Bureau of Construction and Repair, $347,479. 
Bureau of Ordnance, $150,000. 
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts $812,680. 
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, $102,270. 
Bureau of Yards and Docks, $276,000. 
Bureau of Aeronautics, $360,400: Provided, That the services of 

technical and clerical personnel may be employed only in the Bureau 
of Aeronautics in connection with the design and construction of air-
craft, to be paid from the appropriation "Aviation, Navy, 1940": 
Provided further, That the expenditures on this account for the fiscal 
year 1940 shall not exceed $89,400. 
In all, salaries, Navy Department, $4,162,659. 
In expending appropriations or portions of appropriations con-

tained in this Act, for the payment for personal services in the Dis-
trict of Columbia in accordance with the Classification Act of 1923, as 
amended, with the exception of the Assistant Secretaries of the Navy, 
the average of the salaries of the total number of persons under any 
grade in any bureau, office, or other appropriation unit shall not at 
any time exceed the average of the compensation rates specified for 
the grade by such Act, as amended, and in grades in which only one 
position is allocated the salary of such position shall not exceed the 
average of the compensation rates for the grade, except that in 
unusually meritorious cases of one position in a grade advances may 
be made to rates higher than the average of the compensation rates 
of the grade but not more often than once in any fiscal. year and then 
only to the next higher rate: Provided, That this restriction shall not 
apply (1) to grades 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the clerical-mechanical service, or 
(2) to require the reduction in salary of any person whose compensa-
tion was fixed as of July 1, 1924: in accordance with the rules of 
section 6 of such Act, (3 to require the reduction in salary of any 
person who is transferred from one position to another position in 
the same or different grade in the same or a different bureau, office, or 
other appropriation unit, (4) to prevent the payment of a salary 
under any grade at a rate higher than the maximum rate of the grade 
when such higher rate is permitted by the Classification Act of 1923, 
as amended, and is specifically authorized by other law, or (5) to 
reduce the compensation of any person in a grade in which only one 
position is allocated. 

CONTINGENT EXPENSES 

Contingent "Pen" For professional and technical books and periodicals, lawbooks, and ses. 

necessary reference books, including city directories, railway guides, 
freight, passenger, and express tariff books and photostating, for 
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Department library; for purchase of photographs, maps, documents,
and pictorial records of the Navy, photostating and other necessary
incidental expenses in connection with the preparation for publication
of the naval records of the war with the Central Powers of Europe;
for stationery, furniture, newspapers, plans, drawings, and drawing
materials; purchase and exchange of motortrucks or motor-delivery
wagons, maintenance, repair, and operation of motortrucks or motor-
delivery wagons; garage rent; streetcar fares; freight, expressage,
postage, typewriters, and computing machines, and other absolutely
necessary expenses of the Navy Department and its various bureaus
and offices, $148,000: Provided, That it shall not be lawful to expend,
unless otherwise specifically provided herein, for any of the offices or
bureaus of the Navy Department in the District of Columbia, any
sum out of appropriations made for the naval service for any of the
purposes mentioned or authorized in this paragraph.

PRINTING AND BINDING

For printing and binding for the Navy Department and the Naval
Establishment (including the Hydrographic Office and the Naval
Reserve Officers' Training Corps) executed at the Government Print-
ing Office, $600,000.

PRINTING HISTORICAL AND NAVAL DOCUMENTS

For continuing the printing of historical and naval documents,
including composition, clerical copying in the Navy Department, and
other preparatory work, in accordance with the provisions of the
appropriation made for the commencement of this work as contained
in the Naval Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1935, $12,000,
together with the unexpended balance for this purpose for the fiscal
year 1939: 'Provided, That nothing in such Act shall preclude the
Public Printer from furnishing one hundred and fifty copies of each
volume published to the Library of Congress.

CONTINGENT AND MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES, IIYDROGRAPIIIO OFFICE

For purchase and printing of nautical books, charts, and sailing
directions, copper plates, steel plates, chart paper, packing boxes,
chart portfolios, electrotyping copper plates, cleaning copper plates;
tools, instruments, power, and material for drawing, engraving, and
printing; materials for and mounting charts; reduction of charts by
photography; photolithographing charts for immediate use; transfer
of photolithographic and other charts to copper; purchase of equip-
ment for the storage of plates used in making charts and for the stor-
age of Hydrographic Office charts and publications; modernization,
care, and repair to printing presses, furniture, instruments, and tools;
extra drawing and engraving; translating from foreign languages;
telegrams on public business; preparation of pilot charts and their
supplements, and printing and mailing same; purchase of data for
charts and sailing directions and other nautical publications; books of
reference and works and periodicals relating to hydrography, marine
meteorology, navigation, surveying, oceanography, and terrestrial
magnetism, and to other professional and technical subjects connected
with the work of the Hydrographic Office, $62,000.

For contingent expenses of branch hydrographic offices at Boston,
New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Norfolk, Savannah, New
Orleans, San Francisco, Portland (Oregon), Portland (Maine), Chi-
cago, Cleveland, Detroit, Buffalo, Duluth, Sault Sainte Marie, Seattle,
Panama, San Juan (Puerto Rico), Los Angeles, Honolulu, and Gal-
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Department library; for purchase of photographs, maps, documents, 
and pictorial records of the Navy, photostating and other necessary 
incidental expenses in connection with the preparation for publication 
of the naval records of the war with the Central Powers of Europe; 
for stationery, furniture, newspapers, plans, drawings, and drawing 
materials; purchase and exchange of motortrucks or motor-delivery 
wagons, maintenance, repair, and operation of motortrucks or motor-
delivery wagons; garage rent; streetcar fares; freight, expressage, 
postage, typewriters, and computing machines, and other absolutely 
necessary expenses of the Navy Department and its various bureaus 
and offices, $148,000: Provided, That it shall not be lawful to expend, 
unless otherwise specifically provided herein, for any of the offices or 
bureaus of the Navy Department in the District of Columbia, any 
sum out of appropriations made for the naval service for any of the 
purposes mentioned or authorized in this paragraph. 

PRINTING AND BINDING 

For printing and binding for the Navy Department and the Naval 
Establishment (including the Hydrographic Office and the Naval 
Reserve Officers' Training Corps) executed at the Government Print-
ing Office, $600,000. 

PRINTING HISTORICAL AND NAVAL DOCUMENTS 

For continuing the printing of historical and naval documents, 
including composition, clerical copying in the Navy Department, and 
other preparatory work, in accordance with the provisions of the 
appropriation made for the commencement of this work as contained 
in the Naval Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1935, $12,000, 
together with the unexpended balance for this purpose for the fiscal 
year 1939: Provided, That nothing in such Act shall preclude the 
Public Printer from furnishing one hundred and fifty copies of each 
volume published to the Library of Congress. 

CONTINGENT AND MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES, HYDROGRAPHIO OFFICE 

.For purchase and printing of nautical books, charts, and sailing 
directions, copper plates, steel plates, chart paper, packing boxes, 
chart portfolios, electrotyping copper plates, cleaning copper plates; 
tools, nstruments, power, and material for drawing, engraving, and 
printing; materials for and mounting charts; reduction of charts by 
photography; photolithographing charts for immediate use; transfer 
of photolithographic and other charts to copper; purchase of equip-
ment for the storage of plates used in making charts and for the stor-
age of Hydrographic Office charts and publications; modernization, 
care, and repair to printing presses, furniture, instruments, and tools; 
extra drawing and engraving; translating from foreign languages; 
telegrams on public business; preparation of pilot charts and their 
supplements, and printing and mailing same; purchase of data for 
charts and sailing directions and other nautical publications; books of 
reference and works and periodicals relating to hydrography, marine 
meteorology, navigation, surveying, oceanography, and terrestrial 
magnetism, and to other professional and technical subjects connected 
with the work of the Hydrographic Office, $62,000. 
For contingent expenses of branch hydrographic offices at Boston, 

New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Norfolk, Savannah, New 
Orleans, San Francisco, Portland (Oregon), Portland (Maine), Chi-
cago, Cleveland, Detroit, Buffalo, Duluth, Sault Sainte Marie, Seattle, 
Panama, San Juan (Puerto Rico), Los Angeles, Honolulu, and Gal-
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veston, including furniture, fuel, lights, works and periodicals, relat-
ing to hydrography, marine meteorology, navigation, surveying,
oceanography and terrestrial magnetism, stationery, miscellaneous
articles, rent, and care of offices, care of time balls, carfare and fer-
riage in visiting merchant vessels, freight and express charges, tele-
grams, and other necessary expenses incurred in collecting the latest
information for pilot charts, and for other purposes for which the
offices were established, $11,380.

For services of necessary employees at branch offices, $48,210.

CONTINGENT AND MISCELLANEOU S EXPENSES, NAVAL OBSERVATORY

For professional and scientific books, books of reference, periodicals,
engravings, photographs, and fixtures for the library; for apparatus
and instruments, and for repairs of the same; for repairs to build-
ings (including quarters), fixtures, and fences; for cleaning, repair,
and upkeep of grounds and roads; furniture and furnishings for
offices and quarters, gas, chemicals, paints, and stationery, including
transmission of public documents through the Smithsonian exchange,
foreign postage; plants, seeds, and fertilizers; for fuel, oil, grease,
pipe, wire, and other materials needed for the maintenance and
repair of boilers, engines, heating apparatus, electric lighting and
power, and water supply; purchase and maintenance of teams; main-
tenance, repair, and operation of motortrucks and passenger auto-
mobiles, and of horse-drawn vehicles; telegraph and telephone service;
and other absolutely necessary expenses, $25,485.

SB. 2. No part of any money appropriated by this Act shall be
used for maintaining, driving, or operating any Government-owned
motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicle not used exclusively for
official purposes; and "official purposes" shall not include the trans-
portation of officers and employeesbetween their domiciles and places
of employment except in cases of medical officers on out-patient medi-
cal service and except in cases of officers and employees engaged in
field work the character of whose duties makes such transportation
necessary and then only as to such latter cases when the same is
approved by the head of the Department. This section shall not apply
to any motor vehicle for official use of the Secretary of the Navy, and
no other persons connected with the Navy Department or the naval
service, except the commander in chief of the United States Asiatic
Fleet, Marine Corps officers serving with expeditionary forces in for-
eign countries, and medical officers on out-patient medical service,
shall have a Government-owned motor vehicle assigned for their
exclusive use.

Approved, May 25, 1939.

[CHAPTER 150]
ANT APT

May 26, 1939
[S. 1579] To extend the time during which orders and marketing agreements under the

[Public, No. 91] Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended, may be applicable to hops.

Agricultural Ad-
justment Act, amend-
ment.

52 Stat. 215.
7 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, § 60c-1.
Time extended in

which orders, etc.,
under, may be appli-
cable to hops.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 3 of
the Act entitled "An Act to amend the Agricultural Adjustment
Act, as amended, by including hops as a commodity to which orders
under such Act are applicable", approved April 13, 1938, is amended
to read as follows:

"SEC. 3. No orders issued pursuant to section 8c of the Agricultural
Adjustment Act, as amended, shall be applicable to hops after Sep-
tember 1, 1942."

Approved, May 26, 1939.
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veston, including furniture, fuel, lights, works and periodicals, relat-
ing to hydrography, marine meteorology, navigation, surveying, 
oceanography and terrestrial magnetism, stationery, miscellaneous 
articles, rent, and care of offices, care of time balls, carfare and fer-
riage in visiting merchant vessels, freight and express charges, tele-
grams, and other necessary expenses incurred in collecting the latest 
information for pilot charts, and for other purposes for which the 
offices were established, $11,380. 
For services of necessary employees at branch offices, $48,210. 

CONTINGENT AND MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES, NAVAL OBSERVATORY 

For professional and scientific books, books of reference, periodicals, 
engravings, photographs, and fixtures for the library; for apparatus 
and instruments, and for repairs of the same; for repairs to build-
ings (including quarters), fixtures and fences; for cleaning, repair, 
and upkeep of grounds and roads; furniture and furnishings for 
offices and quarters, gas chemicals, paints, and stationery, including 
transmission of public documents through the Smithsonian exchange, 
foreign postage; plants, seeds, and fertilizers ' • for fuel, oil, grease, 
pipe, wire, and other materials needed for the maintenance and 
repair of boilers, engines, heating apparatus electric lighting and 
power, and water supply ; purchase and. maintenance of teams; main-
tenance, repair, and operation of motortrucks and passenger auto-
mobiles, and of horse-drawn vehicles; telegraph and telephone service; 
and other absolutely necessary expenses, $25,485. 

SEo. 2. No part of any money appropriated by this Act shall be 
used for maintaining, driving, or operating any Government-owned 
motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicle not used exclusively for 
official purposes; and "official purposes" shall not include the trans-
portation of officers and employees between their domiciles and places 
of employment except in cases of medical officers on out-patient medi-
cal service and except in cases of officers and employees engaged in 
field work the character of whose duties makes such transportation 
necessary and then only as to such latter cases when the same is 
approved by the head of the Department. This section shall not apply 
to any motor vehicle for official use of the Secretary of the Navy, and 
no other persons connected with the Navy Department or the naval 
service, except the commander in chief of the United States Asiatic 
Fleet, Marine Corps officers serving with expeditionary forces in for-
eign countries, and medical officers on out-patient medical service, 
shall have a lovernment-owned motor vehicle assigned for their 
exclusive use. 
Approved, May 25, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 150] 
AN ACT 

To extend the time during which orders and marketing agreements under the 
Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended, may be applicable to hops. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 3 of 
the Act entitled "An Act to amend the Agricultural Adjustment 
Act, as amended, by including hops as a commodity to which orders 
under such Act are applicable, approved April 13, 1938, is amended 
to read as follows: 

"SEc. 3. No orders issued pursuant to section 8c of the Agricultural 
Adjustment Act, as amended, shall be applicable to hops after Sep-
tember 1, 1942." 
Approved, May 26, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 151]
AN ACT

To amend the Act of March 2, 1929 (45 Stat. 1492), entitled "An Act to establish
load lines for American vessels, and for other purposes."

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 of
the Act of March 2, 1929 (45 Stat. 1492; U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 46,
sec. 85). entitled "An Act to establish load lines for American vessels,
and for other purposes", is amended to read as follows:

"Load lines are hereby established for the following vessels:
"(a) Merchant vessels of one hundred and fifty gross tons or over,

loading at or proceeding to sea from any port or place within the
United States or its possessions for a foreign voyage by sea, the Great
Lakes excepted.

"(b) Merchant vessels of the United States of one hundred and
fifty gross tons or over, loading at or proceeding to sea from any
foreign port or place for a voyage by sea, the Great Lakes excepted.

"(c) This Act shall not apply to merchant vessels that are being
towed and which are carrying neither cargo nor passengers."

SEC. 2. That section 8 (c) of the Act of March 2, 1929 (45 Stat.
1494; U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 46, sec. 85g (c)), is amended to read
as follows:

"If any person shall knowingly permit or cause or attempt to cause
any vessel subject to this Act and to the regulations established there-
under to depart, or if, being the owner, manager, agent, or master of
such vessel. he shall fail to take reasonable care to prevent her from
departing from her loading port or place when loading in violation
of section 4, or if any person shall knowingly permit or cause or
attempt to cause a foreign vessel exempted pursuant to section 5 to
depart, or if, being the owner, manager, agent, or master of such vessel,
he shall fail to take reasonable care to prevent her from departing
from her loading port or place when loaded more deeply than permitted
by the laws and regulations of the country to which she belongs, he
shall, in respect of each offense, be liable to the United States in a
penalty of $500. The Secretary of Commerce may, in his discretion,
remit or mitigate any penalty imposed under this paragraph."

Approved, May 26, 1939.

[CHAPTER 152]
ANT Af'
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To authorize the transfer to the State of Minnesota of the Fort Snelling Bridge at [H. R. 17741

Fort Snelling, Minnesota. [Public. No. 931

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
7nited States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary

of War be, and he is hereby, authorized to quitclaim to the State of
Minnesota the right, title, and interest of the United States in the
Fort Snelling Brdge across the Mississippi River at Fort Snelling,
Minnesota, and the site of the bridge, approach, and abutment
thereof in the county of Ramsey, acquired by the United States by
decree of the United States district court dated May 23, 1908,
recorded in the office of register of deeds for Ramsey County, Minne-
sota, in book 541 of deeds at page 193, including that certain easement
on and across the right-of-way of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St.
Paul Railway Company in Hennepin County, acquired by decree
dated October 6, 1909, recorded in the office of register of deeds for
Hennepin County, Minnesota, in book 123 of miscellany, page 573,
and an easement in lands forming the site of the abutment and bridge
end on the Fort Snelling Military Reservation for so long as the
bridge as now located, or as may be rebuilt or replaced with a new

Fort Snelling
Bridge.

Transfer of Federal
title, etc., to State of
Minnesota author-
ized.

Easements includ-
ed.
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[CHAPTER 151] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Act of March 2, 1929 (45 Stat. 1492), entitled "An Act to establish 
load lines for American vessels, and for other purposes." 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 of 
the Act of March 2, 1929 (45 Stat. 1492; U. S. C.' 1934 edition, title 46, 
sec. 85). entitled "An Act to establish load lines for American vessels, 
and for other purposes", is amended to read as follows: 
"Load lines are hereby established for the following vessels: 
"(a) Merchant vessels of one hundred and fifty gross tons or over, 

loading at or proceeding to sea from any port or place within the 
United States or its possessions for a foreign voyage by sea, the Great 
Lakes excepted. 

"(b) Merchant vessels of the United States of one hundred and 
fifty gross tons or over, loading at or proceeding to sea from any 
foreign port or place for a voyage by sea, the Great Lakes excepted. 

"(c) This Act shall not apply to merchant vessels that are being 
towed and which are carrying neither cargo nor passengers." 
SEC. 2. That section 8 (c) of the Act of March 2, 1929 (45 Stat. 

1494; U. S. C., 1931 edition, title 46, sec. 85g (c) ), is amended to read 
as follows: 
"If any person shall knowingly permit or cause or attempt to cause 

any vessel subject to this Act and to the regulations established there-
under to depart, or if, being the owner, manager' agent, or master of 
such vessel, he shall fail to take reasonable care to prevent her from 
departing from her loading port or place when loading in violation 
of section 4, or if any person shall knowingly permit or cause or 
attempt to cause a foreign vessel exempted pursuant to section 5 to 
depart, or if, being the owner , manager, agent, or master of such vessel, 
he shall fail to take reasonable care to prevent her from departing 
from her loading port or place when loaded more deeply than permitted 
by the laws and regulations of the country to which she belongs, he 
shall, in respect of each offense, be liable to the United States in a 
penalty of $500. The Secretary of Commerce may, in his discretion, 
remit or mitigate any penalty imposed under this paragraph." 
Approved, May 26, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 152] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the transfer to the State of Minnesota of the Fort Snelling Bridge at 
Fort Snelling, Minnesota. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of War be, and he is hereby, authorized to quitclaim to the State of 
Minnesota the right, title, and interest of the United States in the 
Fort Snelling Bridge across the Mississippi River at Fort Snelling, 
Minnesota, and the site of the bridge, approach, and abutment 
thereof in the county of Ramsey, acquired by the United States by 
decree of the United States district court dated May 23, 1908, 
recorded in the office of register of deeds for Ramsey County, Minne-
sota, in book 541 of deeds at page 193, including that certain easement 
on and across the right-of-way of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. 
Paul Railway Company in Hennepin County, acquired by decree 
dated October 6, 1909, recorded in the office of register of deeds for 
Hennepin County, Minnesota, in book 123 of miscellany, page 573, 
and an easement in lands forming the site of the abutment and bridge 
end on the Fort Snelling Military Reservation for so long as the 
bridge as now located, or as may be rebuilt or replaced with a new 
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bridge, is maintained and used as a public bridge on said site: Pro-
Proeiss. vided, That the said conveyance shall be subject to the rights of

those who contributed to the funds out of which said bridge was
originally constructed as provided in the Act of Congress approved

34 Stat. 66. March 17, 1906 (34 Stat. 66), and also subject to the State of Minne-
sota keeping said bridge in repair for use as a public bridge and as
a part of its trunk highway system until by mutual agreement between
the State of Minnesota and the United States a new bridge shall be
constructed reasonably near the site of the present bridge: Provided

Rights reserved. further, That the United States shall have the right to use the bridge
or any new bridge which replaces it for the support of Government
water mains and other utilities serving said reservation of the United
States, and for all traffic to and from said reservation, free of tolls

Maintenance and or other charges: And provided further, That the existing bridgeoperation. ,. . .shall be maintained and operated in accordance with the provisions
34 Stat. 84. of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the construction of bridges33 U. S. C. §§ 491-

498. over navigable waters", approved March 23, 1906.
Approved, May 26, 1939.

[CHAPTER 153]

May 26, 1939
[H. R. 3593]

[Public, No. 94]

AN ACT
Authorizing and directing the Secretary of War to execute an easement deed to

the city of Duluth for park, recreational, and other public purposes covering
certain federally owned lands.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Duluth, Minn. United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary

thorizedforuseof er- of War be, and he is hereby, authorized and empowered, under such
nd federally owned terms and conditions as are deemed advisable by him, to grant to the

city of Duluth, Minnesota, for park, recreational, and other public
Description. purposes, an easement for the use and occupation of that portion of lot

1 and all accretions or filled land adjacent thereto, including riparian
rights, located in section 20, township 49 north, range 13 west, of the
fourth principal meridian, county of Saint Louis, and State of Minne-
sota, not necessary for river and harbor purposes.

SEC. 2. Said foregoing-described property was temporarily with-
drawn from settlement, location, sale, or entry, and reserved for the
use of the War Department for river and harbor purposes by Execu-
tive order dated April 6, 1938.

Right reserved. SEC. 3. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, May 26, 1939.

May 26, 1939
[H. R. 57461

[Public, No. 95]

Sioux Indians of
Pine Ridge Reserva-
tion, S. Dak.

Correction of list of
lost allotment claims
authorized.

45 Stat. 484.

Provsos.
Limitation.

Payment; funds au-
thorized.

50 Stat. 441.

[CHAPTER 154]
AN ACT

To provide for the correction of the list of approved Pine Ridge lost allotment
claims, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized to correct the list of
nine hundred and seventy-nine Pine Ridge Sioux lost allotment claims,
approved December 18, 1936, under the Act of May 3, 1928 (45 Stat.
484), by eliminating certain names erroneously placed thereon and
the substitution of others in lieu thereof: Provided, That the total
number of approved claims shall not exceed nine hundred and seventy-
nine: And provided further, That such part of the appropriation
authorized by the Act of June 29, 1937 (50 Stat. 441), as would have
been used to pay those to be eliminated shall be used to pay those to be
substituted.

Approved, May 26, 1939.
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bridge, is maintained and used as a public bridge on said site: Pro-
vided, That the said conveyance shall be subject to the rights of 
those who contributed to the funds out of which said bridge was 
originally constructed as provided in the Act of Congress approved 
March 17, 1906 (34 Stat. 66), and also subject to the State of Minne-
sota keeping said bridge in repair for use as a public bridge and as 
a part of its trunk highway system until by mutual agreement between 
the State of Minnesota and the United States a new bridge shall be 
constructed reasonably near the site of the present bridge: Provided 
further, That the United States shall have the right to use the bridge 
or any new bridge which replaces it for the support of Government 
water mains and other utilities serving said reservation of the United 
States, and for all traffic to and from said reservation, free of tolls 
or other charges: And provided further, That the existing bridge 
shall be maintained and operated in accordance with the provisions 
of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the construction of bridges 
over navigable waters", approved March 23, 1906. 
Approved, May 26, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 153] 
AN ACT 

Authorizing and directing the Secretary of War to execute an easement deed to 
the city of Duluth for park, recreational, and other public purposes covering 
certain federally owned lands. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of War be, and he is hereby, authorized and empowered, under such 
terms and conditions as are deemed advisable by him, to grant to the 
city of Duluth, Minnesota, for park, recreational, and other public 
purposes, an easement for the use and occupation of that portion of lot 
1 and all accretions or filled land adjacent thereto, including riparian 
rights, located in section 20, township 49 north, range 13 west, of the 
fourth principal meridian, county of Saint Louis, and State of Minne-
sota, not necessary for river and harbor purposes. 
SEC. 2. Said foregoing-described property was temporarily with-

drawn from settlement, location, sale, or entry, and reserved for the 
use of the War Department for river and harbor purposes by Execu-
tive order dated April 6, 1938. 
SEC. 3. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, May 26, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 154] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the correction of the list of approved Pine Ridge lost allotment 
claims, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized to correct the list of 
nine hundred and seventy-nine Pine Ridge Sioux lost allotment claims, 
approved December 18, 1936, under the Act of May 3, 1928 (45 Stat. 
484), by eliminating certain names erroneously placed thereon and 
the substitution of others in lieu thereof: Provided, That the total 
number of approved claims shall not exceed nine hundred and seventy-
nine: And provided further, That such part of the appropriation 
authorized by the Act of June 29, 1937 (50 Stat. 441), as would have 
been used to pay those to be eliminated shall be used to pay those to be 
substituted. 
Approved, May 26, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 155]
AN ACT May 31, 1939

Giving the consent and approval of Congress to the Rio Grande compact signed [H. R. 4997]
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on March 18, 1938. [Public, No. 96]

Be it enacted by the Senate anul House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent Rio Grande com-

and approval of Congress is hereby given to the compact signed by Consent of Conress
the commissioners for the States of Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas granted to.
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on March 18, 1938, and thereafter approved
by the legislatures of the States of Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas,
which compact reads as follows:

RIO GRANDE COMPACT Text.

The State of Colorado, the State of New Mexico, and the State
of Texas, desiring to remove all causes of present and future contro-
versy among these States and between citizens of one of these States
and citizens of another State with respect to the use of the waters of
the Rio Grande above Fort Quitman, Texas, and being moved by
considerations of interstate comity, and for the purpose of effecting
an equitable apportionment of such waters, have resolved to conclude
a Compact for the attainment of these purposes, and to that end,
through their respective Governors, have named as their respective
Commissioners:

For the State of Colorado-M. C. Hinderlider
For the State of New Mexico-Thomas M. McClure
For the State of Texas-Frank B. Clayton

who, after negotiations participated in by S. O. Harper, appointed
by the President as the representative of the United States of
America, have agreed upon the following articles, to-wit:

ARTICLE I.

(a) The State of Colorado, the State of New Mexico, the State of
Texas, and the United States of America, are hereinafter designated
"Colorado," "New Mexico," "Texas," and the "United States,"
respectively.

(b) "The Commission" means the agency created by this Compact
for the administration thereof.

(c) The term "Rio Grande Basin" means all of the territory
drained by the Rio Grande and its tributaries in Colorado, in New
Mexico, and in Texas above Fort Quitman, including the Closed
Basin in Colorado.

(d) The "Closed Basin" means that part of the Rio Grande Basin
in Colorado where the streams drain into the San Luis Lakes and
adjacent territory, and do not normally contribute to the flow of the
Rio Grande.

(e) The term "tributary" means any stream which naturally con-
tributes to the flow of the Rio Grande.

(f) "Transmountain Diversion" is water imported into the drain-
age basin of the Rio Grande from any stream system outside of the
Rio Grande Basin, exclusive of the Closed Basin.

(g) "Annual Debits" are the amounts by which actual deliveries
in any calendar year fall below scheduled deliveries.

(h) "Annual Credits" are the amounts by which actual deliveries
in any calendar year exceed scheduled deliveries.

(i) "Accrued Debits" are the amounts by which the sum of all
annual debits exceeds the sum of all annual credits over any common
period of time.
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[CHAPTER 155] 
AN ACT 

Giving the consent and approval of Congress to the Rio Grande compact signed 
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on March 18, 1938. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent 
and approval of Congress is hereby given to the compact signed by 
the commissioners for the States of Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas 
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on March 18, 1938, and thereafter approved 
by the legislatures of the States of Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas, 
which compact reads as follows: 

RIO GRANDE COMPACT 

The State of Colorado, the State of New Mexico, and the State 
of Texas, desiring to remove all causes of present and future contro-
versy among these States and between citizens of one of these States 
and citizens of another State with respect to the use of the waters of 
the Rio Grande above Fort Quitman, Texas, and being moved by 
considerations of interstate comity, and for the purpose of effecting 
an equitable apportionment of such waters, have resolved to conclude 
a Compact for the attainment of these purposes, and to that end, 
through their respective Governors, have named as their respective 
Commissioners: 
For the State of Colorado—M. C. Hinderlider 
For the State of New Mexico—Thomas M. McClure 
For the State of Texas—Frank B. Clayton 

who, after negotiations participated in by S. 0. Harper, appointed 
by the President as the representative of the United States of 
America, have agreed upon the following articles, to-wit: 

ARTICLE I. 

(a) The State of Colorado, the State of New Mexico, the State of 
Texas, and the United States of America, are hereinafter designated 
"Colorado," "New Mexico," "Texas," am! the "United States," 
respectively. 

(b) "The Commission" means the agency created by this Compact 
for the administration thereof. 

(c) The term "Rio Grande Basin" means all of the territory 
drained by the Rio Grande and its tributaries in Colorado, in New 
Mexico, and in Texas above Fort Quitman, including the Closed 
Basin in Colorado. 

(d) The "Closed Basin" means that part of the Rio Grande Basin 
in Colorado where the streams drain into the San Luis Lakes and 
adjacent territory, and do not normally contribute to the flow of the 
Rio Grande. 

.(e) The term "tributary" means any stream which naturally con-
tributes to the flow of the Rio Grande. 

(f) "Transmountain Diversion" is water imported into the drain-
age basin of the Rio Grande from any stream system outside of the 
Rio Grande Basin, exclusive of the Closed Basin. 

(g) "Annual Debits" are the amounts by which actual deliveries 
in any calendar year fall below scheduled deliveries. 

(h) "Annual Credits" are the amounts by which actual deliveries 
in any calendar year exceed scheduled deliveries. 

(i) "Accrued Debits" are the amounts by which the sum of all 
annual debits exceeds the sum of all annual credits over any common 
period of time.. 

May 31, 1939 
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(j) "Accrued Credits" are the amounts by which the sum of all
annual credits exceeds the sum of all annual debits over any common
period of time.

(k) "Project Storage" is the combined capacity of Elephant Butte
Reservoir and all other reservoirs actually available for the storage
of usable water below Elephant Butte and above the first diversion
to lands of the Rio Grande Project, but not more than a total of
2,638,860 acre-feet.

(1) "Usable Water" is all water, exclusive of credit water, which
is in project storage and which is available for release in accordance
with irrigation demands, including deliveries to Mexico.

(m) "Credit Water" is that amount of water in project storage
which is equal to the accrued credit of Colorado, or New Mexico, or
both.

(n) "Unfilled Capacity" is the difference between the total physical
capacity of project storage and the amount of usable water then in
storage.

(o) "Actual Release" is the amount of usable water released in any
calendar year from the lowest reservoir comprising project storage.

(p) "Actual Spill" is all water which is actually spilled from
Elephant Butte Reservoir, or is released therefrom for flood control,
in excess of the current demand on project storage and which does not
become usable water by storage in another reservoir; provided, that
actual spill of usable water cannot occur until all credit water shall
have been spilled.

(q) "Hypothetical Spill" is the time in any year at which usable
water would have spilled from project storage if 790,000 acre-feet
had been released therefrom at rates proportional to the actual release
in every year from the starting date to the end of the year in which
hypothetical spill occurs; in computing hypothetical spill the initial
condition shall be the amount of usable water in project storage at
the beginning of the calendar year following the effective date of this
Compact, and thereafter the initial condition shall be the amount of
usable water in project storage at the beginning of the calendar year
following each actual spill.

ARTICLE II.

The Commission shall cause to be maintained and operated a stream
gaging station equipped with an automatic water stage recorder at
each of the following points, to-wit:

(a) On the Rio Grande near Del Norte above the principal points
of diversion to the San Luis Valley;

(b) On the Conejos River near Mogote;
c) On the Los Pinos River near Ortiz;
d) On the San Antonio River at Ortiz;
e) On the Conejos River at its mouths near Los Sauces;

(f) On the Rio Grande near Lobatos;
(g) On the Rio Chama below El Vado Reservoir;
(h) On the Rio Grande at Otowi Bridge near San Ildefonso;
(i) On the Rio Grande near San Acacia;
(j) On the Rio Grande at San Marcial;
(k) On the Rio Grande below Elephant Butte Reservoir;
(1) On the Rio Grande below Caballo Reservoir.
Similar gaging stations shall be maintained and operated below any

other reservoir constructed after 1929, and at such other points as
may be necessary for the securing of records required for the carrying
out of the Compact; and automatic water stage recorders shall be
maintained and operated on each of the reservoirs mentioned, and
on all others constructed after 1929.
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(j) "Accrued Credits" are the amounts by which the sum of all 
annual credits exceeds the sum of all annual debits over any common 
period of time. 

(k) "Project Storage" is the combined capacity of Elephant Butte 
Reservoir and all other reservoirs actually available for the storage 
of usable water below Elephant Butte and above the first diversion 
to lands of the Rio Grande Project, but not more than a total of 
2,638,860 acre-feet. 

(1) "Usable Water" is all water, exclusive of credit water, which 
is in project storage and which is available for release in accordance 
with irrigation demands, including deliveries to Mexico. 

(m) "Credit Water" is that amount of water in project storage 
which is equal to the accrued credit of Colorado, or New Mexico, or 
both. 

(n) "Unfilled Capacity" is the difference between the total physical 
capacity of project storage and the amount of usable water then in 
storage. 

(o) "Actual Release" is the amount of usable water released in any 
calendar year from the lowest reservoir comprising project storage. 

(p) "Actual Spill" is all water which is actually spilled from 
Elephant Butte Reservoir, or is released therefrom for flood control, 
in excess of the current demand on project storage and which does not 
become usable water by storage in another reservoir; provided, that 
actual spill of usable water cannot occur until all credit water shall 
have been spilled. 

(q) "Hypothetical Spill" is the time in any year at which usable 
water would have spilled from project storage if 790,000 acre-feet 
had been released therefrom at rates proportional to the actual release 
in every year from the starting date to the end of the year in which 
hypothetical spill occurs; in computing hypothetical spill the initial 
condition shall be the amount of usable water in project storage at 
the beginning of the calendar year following the effective date of this 
Compact, and thereafter the initial condition shall be the amount of 
usable water in project storage at the beginning of the calendar year 
following each actual spill. 

Arrims II. 

The Commission shall cause to be maintained and operated a stream 
gaging station equipped with an automatic water stage recorder at 
each of the following points, to-wit: 

(a) On the Rio Grande near Del Norte above the principal points 
of diversion to the San Luis Valley; 

(b) On the Conejos River near Mogote; 
c) On the Los Pinos River near Ortiz; 
d) On the San Antonio River at Ortiz; 
e) On the Conejos River at its mouths near Los Sauces; 

(f) On the Rio Grande near Lobatos; 
(g) On the Rio Chama below El Vado Reservoir; 
(h) On the Rio Grande at Otowi Bridge near San Ildefonso; 
(i) On the Rio Grande near San Acacia; 
(j) On the Rio Grande at San Marcial; 
(k) On the Rio Grande below Elephant Butte Reservoir; 
(1) On the Rio Grande below Caballo Reservoir. 
Similar gaging stations shall be maintained and operated below any 

other reservoir constructed after 1929, and at such other points as 
may be necessary for the securing of records required for the carrying 
out of the Compact; and automatic water stage recorders shall be 
maintained and operated on each of the reservoirs mentioned, and 
on all others constructed after 1929. 
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Such gaging stations shall be equipped, maintained, and operated
by the Commission directly or in cooperation with an appropriate
Federal or State agency, and the equipment, method and frequency
of measurement at such stations shall be such as to produce reliable
records at all times.

ARTICLE III.

The obligation of Colorado to deliver water in the Rio Grande at
the Colorado-New Mexico State Line, measured at or near Lobatos,
in each calendar year, shall be ten thousand acre feet less than the
sum of those quantities set forth in the two following tabulations of
relationship, which correspond to the quantities at the upper index
stations:

DISCHARGE OF CONEJOS RIVER

Quantities in Thousands of Acre Feet

Conejos Index Conejos River Conejos Index Conejos River
Supply (1) at Mouths (2) Supply (1) at Mouths (2)

100 0 450 232
150 20 500 278
200 45 550 326
250 75 600 376
300 109 650 426
350 147 700 476
400 188

Intermediate quantities shall be computed by proportional parts.

(1) Conejos Index Supply is the natural flow of Conejos River at
the U. S. G. S. gaging station near Mogote during the calendar year,
plus the natural flow of Los Pinos River at the U. S. G. S. gaging
station near Ortiz and the natural flow of San Antonio River at the
U. S. G. S. gaging station at Ortiz, both during the months of April
to October, inclusive.

(2) Conejos River at Mouths is the combined discharge of branches
of this river at the U. S. G. S. gaging stations near Los Sauces during
the calendar year.

DISCHARGE OF RIO GRANDE EXCLUSIVE OF CONEJOS RIVER

Quantities in Thousands of Acre Feet

Rio Grande at Lobatos Rio Grande at Lo
Rio Grande at Del less Conejos at Rio Orande at Del less Conejos

Norte (3) Mouths (4) Norte (3) Mouths (41

200 60 750 229
250 65 800 257
300 75 850 292
350 86 900 335
400 98 950 380
450 112 1000 430
500 127 1100 540
550 144 1200 640
600 162 1300 740
650 182 1400 840
700 204

Intermediate quantities shall be computed by proportional parts.

hatos
at

(3) Rio Grande at Del Norte is the recorded flow of the Rio Grande
at the U. S. G. S. gaging station near Del Norte during the calendar
year (measured above all principal points of diversion to San Luis
Valley) corrected for the operation of reservoirs constructed after
1937.

(4) Rio Grande at Lobatos less Conejos at Mouths is the total flow
of the Rio Grande at the U. S. G. S. ngaing stations near Lobatos, less
the discharge of Conejos River at its Mouths, during the Calendar
year.
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Such gaging stations shall be equipped, maintained, and operated 
by the Commission directly or in cooperation with an appropriate 
Federal or State agency, and the equipment, method and frequency 
of measurement at such stations shall be such as to produce reliable 
records at all times. 

ARTICLE III. 

The obligation of Colorado to deliver water in the Rio Grande at 
the Colorado-New Mexico State Line, measured at or near Lobatos, 
in each calendar year, shall be ten thousand acre feet less than the 
sum of those quantities set forth in the two following tabulations of 
relationship, which correspond to the quantities at the upper index 
stations: 

Conejos Index 
Supply (1) 

100 
150 
200 
250 
300 
350 
400 

DISCHARGE OF GoNEJOS RIFER 

Quantities in Thousands of Acre Feet 

Conejos River 
at Mouths (2) 

0 
20 
45 
75 
109 
147 
188 

Conejos Index 
Supply (0 
450 
500 
550 
600 
650 
700 

Conejos River 
at Mouths (2) 

232 
278 
326 
376 
426 
476 

Intermediate quantities shall be computed by proportional parts. 

(1) Conejos Index Supply is the natural flow of Conejos River at 
the U. S. G. S. gaging station near Mogote during the calendar year, 
plus the natural flow of Los Pinos River at the U. S. G. S. gaging 
station near Ortiz and the natural flow of San Antonio River at the 
U. S. G. S. gaging station at Ortiz, both during the months of April 
to October, inclusive. 

(2) Conejos River at Mouths is the combined discharge of branches 
of this river at the U. S. G. S. gaging stations near Los Sauces during 
the calendar year. 

DISCHARGE OF RIO GRANDE EXCLUSIVE OF CONEJOS RIVER 

Rio Grande at Del 
Norte (3) 

200 
250 
300 
350 
400 
450 
500 
550 
600 
650 
700 

Quantities in Thousands of Acre Feet 
Rio Grande at Lobatos 

less Conejos at 
Mouths (4) 

60 
65 
75 
86 
98 
112 
127 
144 
162 
182 
204 

Rio Grande at Del 
Norte (3) 

750 
800 
850 
900 
950 
1000 
1100 
1200 
1300 
1400 

RIO Grande at Lobatos 
less Conejos at 
Mouths (4) 

229 
257 
292 
335 
380 
430 
540 
640 
740 
840 

Intermediate quantities shall be computed by proportional parts. 

(3) Rio Grande at Del Norte is the recorded flow of the Rio Grande 
at the U. S. G. S. gaging station near Del North during the calendar 
year (measured above all principal points of diversion to San Luis 
Valley) corrected for the operation of reservoirs constructed after 
1937. 

(4) Rio Grande at Lobatos less Conejos at Mouths is the total flow 
of the Rio Grande at the U. S. G. S. ,gaging stations near Lobatos, less 
the discharge of Conejos River at its Mouths, during the Calendar 
year. 
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The application of those schedules shall be subject to the provisions
hereinafter set forth and appropriate adjustments shall be made for
(a) any change in location of gaging stations; (b) any new or in-
creased depletion of the runoff above inflow index gaging stations;
and (c) any transmountain diversions into the drainage basin of the
Rio Grande above Lobatos.

In event any works are constructed after 1937 for the purpose of
delivering water into the Rio Grande from the Closed Basin, Colorado
shall not be credited with the amount of such water delivered, unless
the proportion of sodium ions shall be less than forty-five percent of
the total positive ions in that water when the total dissolved solids
in such water exceeds three hundred fifty parts per million.

ARTICLE IV.
The obligation of New Mexico to deliver water in the Rio Grande

at San Marcial, during each calendar year, exclusive of the months
of July, August and September, shall be that quantity set forth in
the following tabulation of relationship, which corresponds to the
quantity at the upper index station:

DISCHARGE OF RIO GRANDE AT OTOWI BRIDGE AND AT SAN MARCIAL
EXCLUSIVE OF JULY, AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER

Quantities in Thousands of Acre Feet
Otowi Index San Marcial Index Otowi Index San Marcial IndexSupply (5) Supply (6) Supply (5) Supply (6)

100 0 1300 1042
200 65 1400 1148
300 141 1500 1257
400 219 1600 1370
500 300 1700 1489
600 383 1800 1608
700 469 1900 1730
800 557 2000 1856
900 648 2100 1985

1000 742 2200 2117
1100 839 2300 2253
1200 939

Intermediate quantities shall be computed by proportional parts.

(5) The Otowi Index Supply is the recorded flow of the Rio Grande
at the U. S. G. S. gaging station at Otowi Bridge near San Ildefonso
(formerly station near Buckman) during the calendar year, exclusive
of the flow during the months of July, August and September, cor-
rected for the operation of reservoirs constructed after 1929 in the
drainage basin of the Rio Grande between Lobatos and Otowi Bridge.

(6) San Marcial Index Supply is the recorded flow of the Rio
Grande at the gaging station at San Marcial during the calendar year
exclusive of the flow during the months of July, August and Sep-
tember.

The application of this schedule shall be subject to the provisions
hereinafter set forth and appropriate adjustments shall be made for
(a) any change in location of gaging stations; (b) depletion after
1929 in New Mexico at any time of the year of the natural runoff at
Otowi Bridge; (c) depletion of the runoff during July, August and
September of tributaries between Otowi Bridge and San Marcial, by
works constructed after 1937; and (d) any transmountain diversions
into the Rio Grande between Lobatos and San Marcial.

Concurrent records shall be kept of the flow of the Rio Grande at
San Marcial, near San Acacia, and of the release from Elephant Butte
Reservoir, to the end that the records at these three stations may be
correlated.
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The application of those schedules shall be subject to the provisions 
hereinafter set forth and appropriate adjustments shall be made for 
(a) any change in location of gaging stations; (b) any new or in-
creased depletion of the runoff above inflow index gaging stations; 
and (c) any transmountain diversions into the drainage basin of the 
Rio Grande above Lobatos. 
In event any works are constructed after 1937 for the purpose of 

delivering water into the Rio Grande from the Closed Basin, Colorado 
shall not be credited with the amount of such water delivered, unless 
the proportion of sodium ions shall be less than forty-five percent of 
the total positive ions in that water when the total dissolved solids 
in such water exceeds three hundred fifty parts per million. 

ARTICLE IV. 

The obligation of New Mexico to deliver water in the Rio Grande 
at San Marcial, during each calendar year, exclusive of the months 
of July, August and September, shall be that quantity set forth in 
the following tabulation of relationship, which corresponds to the 
quantity at the upper index station: 

DISCHARGE OF RIO GRANDE AT OTOWI BRIDGE AND AT SAN MARCIAL 
EXCLUSIVE OF JULY, AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER 

Quantities in Thousands of Acre Feet 

Otowl Index San Marcia! Index Otowi Index San Marcia! Index 
Supply (5) Supply (6) Supply (5) Supply (0) 

100 0 1300 1042 
200 65 1400 1148 
300 141 1500 1257 
400 219 1600 1370 
500 300 1700 1489 
600 - 383 1800 1608 
700 469 1900 1730 
800 557 2000 1856 
900 648 2100 1985 
1000 742 2200 2117 
1100 839 2300 2253 
1200 939 

Intermediate quantities shall be computed by proportional parts. 

(5) The Otowi Index Supply is the recorded flow of the Rio Grande 
at the U. S. G. S. gaging station at Otowi Bridge near San Ildefonso 
(formerly station near Buckman) during the calendar year, exclusive 
of the flow during the months of July, August and September, cor-
rected for the operation of reservoirs constructed after 1929 in the 
drainage basin of the Rio Grande between Lobatos and Otowi Bridge. 

(6) San Marcial Index Supply is the recorded flow of the Rio 
Grande at the gaging station at San Marcial during the calendar year 
exclusive of the flow during the months of July, August and Sep-
tember. 
The application of this schedule shall be subject to the provisions 

hereinafter set forth and appropriate adjustments shall be made for 
(a) any change in location of gaging stations; (b) depletion after 
1929 in New Mexico at any time of the year of the natural runoff at 
Otowi Bridge; (c) depletion of the runoff during July, August and 
September of tributaries between Otowi Bridge and San Marcial, by 
works constructed after 1937; and (d) any transmountain diversions 
into the Rio Grande between Lobatos and San Marcial. 

Concurrent records shall be kept of the flow of the Rio Grande at 
San Marcial, near San Acacia, and of the release from Elephant Butte 
Reservoir' to the end that the records at these three stations may be 
correlated. 
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ARTICLE V.

If at any time it should be the unanimous finding and determination
of the Commission that because of changed physical conditions, or for
any other reason, reliable records are not obtainable or cannot be ob-
tained, at any of the stream-gaging stations herein referred to, such
stations may, with the unanimous approval of the Commission, be
abandoned, and with such approval another station, or other stations,
shall be established and new measurements shall be substituted which,
in the unanimous opinion of the Commission, will result in substan-
tially the same results, so far as the rights and obligations to deliver
water are concerned, as would have existed if such substitution of
stations and measurements had not been so made.

ARTICLE VI.

Commencing with the year following the effective date of this Com-
pact, all credits and debits of Colorado and New Mexico shall be com-
puted for each calendar year; provided, that in a year of actual spill
no annual credits nor annual debits shall be computed for that year.

In the case of Colorado, no annual debit nor accrued debit shall
exceed 100.000 acre feet, except as either or both may be caused by
holdover storage of water in revervoirs constructed after 1937 in the
drainage basin of the Rio Grande above Lobatos. Within the physical
limitations of storage capacity in such reservoirs, Colorado shall retain
water in storage at all times to the extent of its accrued debit.

In the case of New Mexico, the accrued debit shall not exceed 200,000
acre feet at any time, except as such debit may be caused by holdover
storage of water in reservoirs constructed after 1929 in the drainage
basin of the Rio Grande between Lobatos and San Marcial. Within
the physical limitations of storage capacity in such reservoirs, New
Mexico shall retain water in storage at all times to the extent of its
accrued debit. In computing the magnitude of accrued credits or
debits, New Mexico shall not be charged with any greater debit in
any one year than the sum of 150,000 acre feet and all gains in the
quantity of water in storage in such year.

The Commission by unanimous action may authorize the release
from storage of any amount of water which is then being held in
storage by reason of accrued debits of Colorado or New Mexico; pro-
vided. that such water shall be replaced at the first opportunity
thereafter.

In computing the amount of accrued credits and accrued debits of
Colorado or New Mexico, any annual credits in excess of 150,000 acre
feet shall be taken as equal to that amount.

In any year in which actual spill occurs, the accrued credits of
Colorado, or New Mexico, or both, at the beginning of the year shall
be reduced in proportion to their respective credits by the amount
of such actual spill; provided, that the amount of actual spill shall
be deemed to be increased by the aggregate gain in the amount of
water in storage, prior to the time of spill, in reservoirs above San
Marcial constructed after 1929; provided, further, that if the Com-
missioners for the States having accrued credits authorize the release
of part, or all, of such credits in advance of spill, the amount so
released shall be deemed to constitute actual spill.

In any year in which there is actual spill of usable water, or at the
time of hypothetical spill thereof, all accrued debits of Colorado,
or New Mexico, or both, at the beginning of the year shall be cancelled.

In any year in which the aggregate of accrued debits of Colorado
and New Mexico exceeds the minimum unfilled capacity of project
storage, such debits shall be reduced proportionally to an aggregate
amount equal to such minimum unfilled capacity.
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ARTICLE V. 

If at any time it should be the unanimous finding and determination 
of the Commission that because of changed physical conditions, or for 
any other reason, reliable records are not obtainable or cannot be ob-
tained, at any of the stream-gaging stations herein referred to, such 
stations may, with the unanimous approval of the Commission, be 
abandoned, and with such approval another station, or other stations, 
shall be established and new measurements shall be substituted which, 
in the unanimous opinion of the Commission, will result in substan-
tially the same results, so far as the rights and obligations to deliver 
water are concerned, as would have existed if such substitution of 
stations and measurements had not been so made. 

ARTICLE VI. 

Commencing with the year following the effective date of this Com-
pact, all credits and debits of Colorado and New Mexico shall be com-
puted for each calendar year; provided, that in a year of actual spill 
no annual credits nor annual debits shall be computed for that year. 
In the case of Colorado, no annual debit nor accrued debit shall 

exceed 100,000 acre feet, except as either or both may be caused by 
holdover storage of water in revervoirs constructed after 1937 in the 
drainage basin of the Rio Grande above Lobatos. Within the physical 
limitations of storage capacity in such reservoirs, Colorado shall retain 
water in storage at all times to the extent of its accrued debit. 
In the case of New Mexico, the accrued debit shall not exceed 200,000 

acre feet at any time, except as such debit may be caused by holdover 
storage of water in reservoirs constructed after 1929 in the drainage 
basin of the Rio Grande between Lobatos and San Marcial. Within 
the physical limitations of storage capacity in such reservoirs, New 
Mexico shall retain water in storage at all times to the extent of its 
accrued debit. In computing the magnitude of accrued credits or 
debits, New Mexico shall not be charged with any greater debit in 
any one year than the sum of 150,000 acre feet and all gains in the 
quantity of water in storage in such year. 
The Commission by unanimous action may authorize the release 

from storage of any amount of water which is then being held in 
storage by reason of accrued debits of Colorado or New Mexico; pro-
vided, that, such water shall be replaced at the first opportunity 
thereafter. 
In computing the amount of accrued credits and accrued debits of 

Colorado or New Mexico, any annual credits in excess of 150,000 acre 
feet shall be taken as equal to that amount. 
In any year in which actual spill occurs, the accrued credits of 

Colorado, or New Mexico, or both, at the beginning of the year shall 
be reduced in proportion to their respective credits by the amount 
of such actual spill; provided, that the amount of actual spill shall 
be deemed to be increased by the aggregate gain in the amount of 
water in storage, prior to the time of spill, in reservoirs above San 
Marcia' constructed after 1929; provided, further, that if the Com-
missioners for the States having accrued credits authorize the release 
of part., or all, of such credits in advance of spill, the amount so 
released shall be deemed to constitute actual spill. 
In any year in which there is actual spill of usable water, or at the 

time of hypothetical spill thereof, all accrued debits of Colorado, 
or New Mexico, or both, at the beginning of the year shall be cancelled. 
In any year in which the aggregate of accrued debits of Colorado 

and New Mexico exceeds the minimum unfilled capacity of project 
storage, such debits shall be reduced proportionally to an aggregate 
amount equal to such minimum unfilled capacity. 
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To the extent that accrued credits are impounded in reservoirs
between San Marcial and Courchesne, and to the extent that accrued
debits are impounded in reservoirs above San Marcial, such credits
and debits shall be reduced annually to compensate for evaporation
losses in the proportion that such credits or debits bore to the total
amount of water in such reservoirs during the year.

ARTICLE VII.
Neither Colorado nor New Mexico shall increase the amount of water

in storage in reservoirs constructed after 1929 whenever there is less
than 400,000 acre feet of usable water in project storage; provided,
that if the actual releases of usable water from the beginning of the
calendar year following the effective date of this Compact, or from the
beginning of the calendar year following actual spill, have aggregated
more than an average of 790,000 acre feet per annum, the time at which
such minimum stage is reached shall be adjusted to compensate for
the difference between the total actual release and releases at such
average rate; provided, further, that Colorado or New Mexico, or
both, may relinquish accrued credits at any time, and Texas may
accept such relinquished water, and in such event the state, or states,
so relinquishing shall be entitled to store water in the amount of the
water so relinquished.

ARTICLE VIII.
During the month of January of any year the Commissioner for

Texas may demand of Colorado and New Mexico, and the Commis-
sioner for New Mexico may demand of Colorado, the release of water
from storage reservoirs constructed after 1929 to the amount of theaccrued debits of Colorado and New Mexico, respectively, and such
releases shall be made by each at the greatest rate practicable under
the conditions then prevailing, and in proportion to the total debit
of each, and in amounts, limited by their accrued debits, sufficientto bring the quantity of usable water in project storage to 600,000acre-feet by March first and to maintain this quantity in storage until
April thirtieth, to the end that a normal release of 790,000 acre feet
may be made from project storage in that year.

ARTICLE IX.

Colorado agrees with New Mexico that in event the United Statesor the State of New Mexico decides to construct the necessary works
for diverting the waters of the San Juan River, or any of its tributaries,
into the Rio Grande, Colorado hereby consents to the construction ofsaid works and the diversion of waters from the San Juan River, or
the tributaries thereof, into the Rio Grande in New Mexico, providedthe present and prospective uses of water in Colorado by other diver-
sions from the San Juan River, or its tributaries, are protected.

ARTICLE X.

In the event water from another drainage basin shall be imported
into the Rio Grande Basin by the United States or Colorado or New
Mexico, or any of them jointly, the State having the right to the useof such water shall be given proper credit therefor in the application
of the schedules.

ARTICLE XI.

New Mexico and Texas agree that upon the effective date of this
Compact all controversies between said States relative to the quantity
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such minimum stage is reached shall be adjusted to compensate for 
the difference between the total actual release and releases at such 
average rate; provided, further, that Colorado or New Mexico, or 
both, may relinquish accrued credits at any time, and Texas may 
accept such relinquished water, and in such event the state, or states, 
so relinquishing shall be entitled to store water in the amount of the 
water so relinquished. 

ARTICLE VIII. 

During the month of January of any year the Commissioner for 
Texas may demand of Colorado and New Mexico, and the Commis-
sioner for New Mexico may demand of Colorado, the release of water 
from storage reservoirs constructed after 1929 to the amount of the 
accrued debits of Colorado and New Mexico, respectively, and such 
releases shall be made by each at the greatest rate practicable under 
the conditions then prevailing, and in proportion to the total debit 
of each, and in amounts, limited by their accrued debits, sufficient 
to bring the quantity of usable water in project storage to 600,000 
acre-feet by March first and to maintain this quantity in storage until 
April thirtieth, to the end that a normal release of 790,000 acre feet 
may be made from project storage in that year. 

ARTICLE IX. 

Colorado agrees with New Mexico that in event the United States 
or the State of New Mexico decides to construct the necessary works 
for diverting the waters of the San Juan River, or any of its tributaries, 
into the Rio Grande, Colorado hereby consents to the construction of 
said works and the diversion of waters from the San Juan River, or 
the tributaries thereof, into the Rio Grande in New Mexico, provided 
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• ARTICLE X. 

In the event water from another drainage basin shall be imported 
into the Rio Grande Basin by the United States or Colorado or New 
Mexico, or any of them jointly, the State having the right to the use 
of such water shall be given proper credit therefor in the application 
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New Mexico and Texas agree that upon the effective date of this 
Compact all controversies between said States relative to the quantity 
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or quality of the water of the Rio Grande are composed and settled;
however, nothing herein shall be interpreted to prevent recourse by a
signatory state to the Supreme Court of the United States for redress
should the character or quality of the water, at the point of delivery,
be changed hereafter by one signatory state to the injury of another.
Nothing herein shall be construed as an admission by any signatory
state that the use of water for irrigation causes increase of salinity for
which the user is responsible in law.

ARTICLE XII.

To administer the provisions of this Compact there shall be con-
stituted a Commission composed of one representative from each state,
to be known as the Rio Grande Compact Commission. The State
Engineer of Colorado shall be ex-officio the Rio Grande Compact
Commissioner for Colorado. The State Engineer of New Mexico
shall be ex officio the Rio Grande Compact Commissioner for New
Mexico. The Rio Grande Compact Commissioner for Texas shall be
appointed by the Governor of Texas. The President of the United
States shall be requested to designate a representative of United States
to sit with such Commission, and such representative of the United
States, if so designated by the President, shall act as Chairman of the
Commission without vote.

The salaries and personal expenses of the Rio Grande Compact
Commissioners for the three States shall be paid by their respective
States, and all other expenses incident to the administration of this
Compact, not borne by the United States, shall be borne equally by the
three States.

In addition to the powers and duties hereinbefore specifically con-
ferred upon such Commission, and the members thereof, the jurisdic-
tion of such Commission shall extend only to the collection, correlation,
and presentation of factual data and the maintenance of records having
a bearing upon the administration of this Compact, and, by unanimous
action, to the making of recommendations to the respective States
upon matters connected with the administration of this Compact. In
connection therewith, the Commission may employ such engineering
and clerical aid as may be reasonably necessary within the limit of
funds provided for that purpose by the respective States. Annual
reports compiled for each calendar year shall be made by the Com-
mission and transmitted to the Governors of the signatory States on
or before March first following the year covered by the report. The
Commission may, by unanimous action, adopt rules and regulations
consistent with the provisions of this Compact to govern their
proceedings.

The findings of the Commission shall not be conclusive in any court
or tribunal which may be called upon to interpret or enforce this
Compact.

ARTICLE XIII.

At the expiration of every five-year period after the effective date
of this Compact, the Commission may, by unanimous consent, review
any provisions hereof which are not substantive in character and
which do not affect the basic principles upon which the Compact is
founded, and shall meet for the consideration of such questions on the
request of any member of the Commission; provided, however, that
the provisions hereof shall remain in full force and effect until
changed and amended within the intent of the Compact by unanimous
action of the Commissioners and until any changes in this Compact
are ratified by the legislatures of the respective states and consented to
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of this Compact, the Commission may, by unanimous consent, review 
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by the Congress, in the same manner as this Compact is required to be
ratified to become effective.

ARTICLE XIV.
The schedules herein contained and the quantities of water herein

allocated shall never be increased nor diminished by reason of any
increases or diminution in the delivery or loss of water to Mexico.

ARTICLE XV.
The physical and other conditions characteristic of the Rio Grande

and peculiar to the territory drained and served thereby, and to the
development thereof, have actuated this Compact and none of the
signatory states admits that any provisions herein contained estab-
lishes any general principle or precedent applicable to other interstate
streams.

ARTICLE XVI.

Nothing in this Compact shall be construed as affecting the obliga-
tions of the United States of America to Mexico under existing
treaties or to the Indian tribes, or as impairing the rights of the
Indian tribes.

ARTICLE XVII.

This Compact shall become effective when ratified by the legisla-
tures of each of the signatory States and consented to by the Congress
of the United States. Notice of ratification shall be given by the
Governor of each State to the Governors of the other States and tothe President of the United States, and the President of the United
States is requested to give notice to the Governors of each of the
signatory States of the consent of the Congress of the United States.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Commissioners have signed this
Compact in quadruplicate original, one of which shall be deposited inthe archives of the Department of State of the United States ofAmerica and shall be deemed the authoritative original, and of which
a duly certified copy shall be forwarded to the Governor of each ofthe signatory States.

Done at the City of Santa Fe, in the State of New Mexico, on the
18th day of March, in the year of our Lord, One Thousand Nine
Hundred and Thirty-eight.

M. C. HINDERLIDER.
THOMAS M. MCCLURE.
FRANK B. CLA TroN.Approved:

S. O. HARPER.
Approved, May 31, 1939.

[CHAPTER 156]
AN ACTMay 31, 1939[l. R. 5076] To authorize further relief to water users on United States reclamation projects[Public, No. 97] and on Indian reclamation projects.

Be it enacted by the Senate and Hose of Representatives of the
Indian reclamation United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretaryprojects. of the Interior is hereby authorized and directed to determine as toDetermination ofability of water nsers each United States and Indian reclamation project whether any of
o pay cnstrction the water users' organizations or water users, as the case may be,Pohp. P9s. . owing construction charges to the United States on each such project
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Post. p. 1198. 

by the Congress, in the same manner as this Compact is required to be 
ratified to become effective. 

ARTICLE XIV. 

The schedules herein contained and the quantities of water herein 
allocated shall never be increased nor diminished by reason of any 
increases or diminution in the delivery or loss of water to Mexico. 

ARTICLE XV. 

The physical and other conditions characteristic of the Rio Grande 
and peculiar to the territory drained and served thereby, and to the 
development thereof, have actuated this Compact and none of the 
signatory states admits that any provisions herein contained estab-
lishes any general principle or precedent applicable to other interstate 
streams. 

ARTICLE XVI. 

Nothing in this Compact shall be construed as affecting the obliga-
tions of the United States of America to Mexico under existing 
treaties or to the Indian tribes, or as impairing the rights of the 
Indian tribes. 

Amax XVII. 

This Compact shall become effective when ratified by the legisla-
tures of each of the signatory States and consented to by the Congress 
of the United States. Notice of ratification shall be given by the 
Governor of each State to the Governors of the other States and to 
the President of the United States, and the President of the United 
States is requested to give notice to the Governors of each of the 
signatory States of the consent of the Congress of the United States. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Commissioners have signed this 

Compact in quadruplicate original, one of which shall be deposited in 
the archives of the Department of State of the United States of 
America and shall be deemed the authoritative original, and of which 
a duly certified copy shall be forwarded to the Governor of each of 
the signatory States. 
Done at the City of Santa Fe, in the State of New Mexico, on the 

18th day of March, in the year of our Lord, One Thousand Nine 
Hundred and Thirty-eight. 

Approved: 
S. 0. HARPER. 

Approved, May 31, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 1561 
AN ACT 

To authorize further relief to water users on United States reclamation projects 
and on Indian reclamation projects. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Interior is hereby authorized and directed to determine as to 
each United States and Indian reclamation project whether any of 
the water users' organizations or water users, as the case may be, 
owing construction charges to the United States on each such project 

M. C. HINDERLIDER. 
THOMAS M. MCCLURE. 
FRANK B. CLAYTON. 
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are unable, due to partial crop failure attributable to a water shortage
or due to other causes beyond the control of the water users, to pay
without great hardship or undue burden the full amount of the
construction charges due and payable for the calendar year 1938 and
of any unpaid construction charges required to be paid as a condi-
tion precedent to delivery of water in 1939. Said Secretary shall
base his determinations on such data furnished by water users'
organizations and water users and on such investigations and reports
by the Bureau of Reclamation and the Office of Indian Affairs as he
deems necessary. As to any such water users' organization or water
user who according to the said Secretary's determination is unable
to pay in full the construction charges due and payable for the
calendar year 1938 and any unpaid construction charges required to
be paid as a condition precedent to delivery of water in 1939, said
Secretary is hereby authorized to grant an extension of time for the
payment of such proportion of said charges as in his judgment in
each case is just and equitable: Provided, That said Secretary may
make any extension granted pursuant to the authority of this Act
subject to such conditions as in his judgment are desirable in the
interest of the United States. The charges so extended shall be paid
at such time or times as the said Secretary may determine.

SEc. 2. As used in this Act the term "United States reclamation
project" shall mean any irrigation project constructed by the United
States, or in connection with which there has been executed a repay-
ment contract with the United States, pursuant to the Reclamation
Act of June 17, 1902 (32 Stat. 388), or any Act amendatory thereof
or supplementary thereto; the term "Indian reclamation project"
shall mean any irrigation project constructed by the United States
under the direction of the Office of Indian Affairs, or in connection
with which there has been executed a repayment contract with the
United States, pursuant to Acts of Congress relating to Indian recla-
mation projects; and the term "construction charges" shall mean the
installments on the principal obligations due each year to the United
States under water-right applications, repayment contracts, orders
of the Secretary of the Interior, or other forms of obligations entered
into pursuant to said Federal reclamation laws, or Acts of Congress
relating to Indian reclamation projects.

Approved, May 31, 1939.

[CHAPTER 157]
AN ACT

To amend the Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act of 1937, as amended, to
make its provisions applicable to apples produced in the States of Washington,
Oregon, and Idaho.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 2 of
the Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act of 1937, as amended, is
amended by adding at the end thereof the following: "(m)". Para-
graphs (2) and (6) of section 8c are amended by inserting after
the word "apples" the words ", other than apples produced in the
States of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho,".

Approved, May 31, 1939.
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are unable, due to partial crop failure attributable to a water shortage 
or due to other causes beyond the control of the water users, to pay 
without great hardship or undue burden the full amount of the 
construction charges due and payable for the calendar year 1938 and 
of any unpaid construction charges required to be paid as a condi-
tion precedent to delivery of water in 1939. Said Secretary shall 
base his determinations on such data furnished by water users' 
organizations and water users and on such investigations and reports 
by the Bureau of Reclamation and the Office of Indian Affairs as he 
deems necessary. As to any such water users' organization or water 
user who according to the said Secretary's determination is unable 
to pay in full the construction charges due and payable for the 
calendar year 1938 and any unpaid construction charges required to 
be paid as a condition precedent to delivery of water in 1939, said 
Secretary is hereby authorized to grant an extension of time for the 
payment of such proportion of said charges as in his judgment in 
each case is just and equitable: Provided, That said Secretary may 
make any extension granted pursuant to the authority of this Act 
subject to such conditions as in his judgment are desirable in the 
interest of the United States. The charges so extended shall be paid 
at such time or times as the said Secretary may determine. 
SEC. 2. As used in this Act the term "United States reclamation 

project" shall mean any irrigation project constructed by the United 
States, or in connection with which there has been executed a repay-
ment contract with the United States, pursuant to the Reclamation 
Act of June 17, 1902 (32 Stat. 388), or any Act amendatory thereof 
or supplementary thereto; the term "Indian reclamation project" 
shall mean any irrigation project constructed by the United States 
under the direction of the Office of Indian Affairs, or in connection 
with which there has been executed a repayment contract with the 
United States, pursuant to Acts of Congress relating to Indian recla-
mation projects; and the term "construction charges" shall mean the 
installments on the principal obligations due each year to the United 
States under water-right applications, repayment contracts, orders 
of the Secretary of the Interior, or other forms of obligations entered 
into pursuant to said Federal reclamation laws, or Acts of Congress 
relating to Indian reclamation projects. 
Approved, May 31, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 158]
AN ACT

[53 STAT.

To amend section 10 (b), (c), and (d) of the Act of June 26, 1884, as amended
(U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 46, sec. 599), relative to the allotment of wages by
seamen.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsections
(b), (c), and (d) of section 10 of the Act of June 26,1884, as amended
(U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 46, sec. 599), are amended to read as
follows:

"(b) That it shall be lawful for any seaman to stipulate in hisshipping agreement for an allotment of any portion of the wages he
may earn to his grandparents, parents, wife, sister, or children, or for
deposits to be made in an account opened by him and maintained in
his name either at a savings bank or a United States postal savings
depository subject to the governing regulations thereof.

"(c) That no allotment shall be valid unless in writing and signed
by and approved by the shipping commissioner. It shall be the duty
of the said commissioner to examine such allotments and the parties to
them and enforce compliance with the law. All stipulations for the
allotment of any part of the wages of a seaman during his absencewhich are made at the commencement of the voyage shall be inserted
in the agreement and shall state the amounts and times of the pay-
ments to be made and the persons to whom the payments are to bemade, or by directing the payments to be made to a savings bankor a United States postal savings depository in an account maintained
in his name.

"(d) No allotment except as provided in this section shall be legal.Any person who shall falsely claim to be such relation, as abovedescribed, or to be a savings bank or a United States postal savingsdepository and as such an allottee of the seaman under this sectionshall for every such offense be punished by a fine not exceeding $500or imprisonment not exceeding six months, at the discretion of the
court."

Approved, May 31, 1939.

[CHAPTER 159]
AN ACT

To amend section 4335 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, relative to
change of masters of vessels.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 4335of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 46, sec. 276) ishereby amended to read as follows:

"(a) Whenever the master of any licensed vessel, ferryboatsexcepted, is changed, the new master, or, in case of his absence, theowner or one of the owners thereof, shall report such change to thecollector residing at the port where the same happens, if there be one;otherwise, to the collector residing at any port where such vessel nextarrives, who, upon the oath of such new master, or, in case of hisabsence, of the owner, that such master is a citizen of the United States,and that such vessel shall not, while such license continues in force, be
employed in any manner whereby the revenue of the United Statesmay be defrauded, shall endorse such change on the license, with thename of the new master. Whenever such change is not reported, and
endorsed, as herein required, such vessel, if found carrying on thecoasting trade or fisheries, shall be subject to pay the same fees andtonnage as a vessel of the United States having a register, and the new
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[CHAPTER 158] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 10 (b), (c), and (d) of the Act of June 26, 1884, as amended 
(U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 46, sec. 599), relative to the allotment of wages by 
seamen. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That subsections 
(b), (c), and (d) of section 10 of the Act of June 26, 1884, as amended 
(U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 46, sec. 599), are amended to read as 
follows: 

"(b) That it shall be lawful for any seaman to stipulate in his 
shipping agreement for an allotment of any portion of the wages he 
may earn to his grandparents, parents, wife, sister, or children, or for 
deposits to be made in an account opened by him and maintained in 
his name either at a savings bank or a United States postal savings 
depository subject to the governing regulations thereof. 

"(c) That no allotment shall be valid unless in writing and signed 
by and approved by the shipping commissioner. It shall be the duty 
of the said commissioner to examine such allotments and the parties to 
them and enforce compliance with the law. All stipulations for the 
allotment of any part of the wages of a seaman during his absence 
which are made at the commencement of the voyage shall be inserted 
in the agreement and shall state the amounts and times of the pay-
ments to be made and the persons to whom the payments are to be 
made, or by directing the payments to be made to a savings bank 
or a United States postal savings depository in an account maintained 
in his name. 
"(d) No allotment except as provided in this section shall be legal. 

Any person who shall falsely claim to be such relation, as above 
described, or to be a savings bank or a United States postal savings 
depository and as such an allottee of the seaman under this section 
shall for every such offense be punished by a fine not exceeding $500 
or imprisonment not exceeding six months, at the discretion of the 
court." 
Approved, May 31, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 159] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 4335 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, relative to 
change of masters of vessels. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 4335 
of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 46, sec. 276) is 
hereby amended to read as follows: 
"(a) Whenever the master of any licensed vessel, ferryboats 

excepted, is changed, the new master , or, in case of his absence, the 
owner or one of the owners thereof, ;hall report such change to the 
collector residing at the port where the same happens, if there be one; 
otherwise, to the collector residing at any port where such vessel next 
arrives, who, upon the oath of such new master , or in case of his 
absence, of the owner, that such master is a citizen of the United States, 
and that such vessel shall not, while such license continues in force, be 
employed in any manner whereby the revenue of the United States 
may be defrauded, shall endorse such change on the license, with the 
name of the new master. Whenever such change is not reported, and 
endorsed, as herein required, such vessel, if found carrying on the 
coasting trade or fisheries, shall be subject to pay the same fees and 
tonnage as a vessel of the -United States having a register, and the new 
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master shall be liable to a penalty of $10: Provided, That the Secre-
tary of Commerce may authorize the endorsement of not more than
two alternate masters in addition to the one already endorsed on the
license, whenever in his judgment the condition of employment of the
vessel warrants such action: Provided further, That in the case of
vessels navigated within the limits of the harbor of any town or city,
the name of the owner or some responsible person acting for the
owner who otherwise meets all requirements of the laws of the United
States with regard to masters, may be endorsed on the license of such
vessel, although not actually employed thereon, in accordance with
rules and regulations prescribed by the Secretary of Commerce: And
provided further, That in the case of unrigged vessels which are not
required by law to have on board a certificate of inspection, the name
of the owner or any responsible person acting for the owner who other-
wise meets all requirements of the laws of the United States with regard
to masters, may be endorsed on the license of such unrigged vessel
although not actually employed on board the vessel.

"(b) In the case of those vessels on the licenses of which there are
endorsed the names of more than one master, the master actually in
charge of the vessel shall assume all of the duties and responsibilities
imposed by any statute upon masters of vessels, and incur the liabilities
provided by any law against masters of vessels during any period in
which he is in charge of the vessel.

"(c) The term 'unrigged vessel' as used herein, means any vessel
that is not self-propelled."

Approved, May 31, 1939.

[CHAPTER 160]
AN ACT

To amend section 4325 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, as amended,
relative to renewal of licenses of vessels.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 4325
of the Revised Statutes, as amended (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 46,
sec. 267), is hereby amended to read as follows:

"The license granted to any vessel shall be presented for renewal
by endorsement to the collector of customs of the district in which
the vessel then may be within three days after the expiration of time
for which it was granted, or, if she be absent at that time, within
three days from her first arrival within a district. In case of change
of build, ownership, district, trade, or arrival under temporary papers
in the district where she belongs the license shall be surrendered. If
the master shall fail to deliver the license he shall be liable to a penalty
of $10. Such penalty on application may be mitigated or remitted by
the Secretary of Commerce."

Approved, May 31, 1939.

[CHAPTER 161]
AN ACT

To authorize the Secretary of War to provide for the sale of aviation supplies and
services to aircraft operated by foreign military and air attach6s accredited to
the United States, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of War, under such regulations as he may prescribe, may provide
for the sale to any aircraft operated by any foreign military or air
attache accredited to the United States of fuel, oil, equipment, and
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master shall be liable to a penalty of $10: Provided, That the Secre-
tary of Commerce may authorize the endorsement of not more than 
two alternate masters in addition to the one already endorsed on the 
license, whenever in his judgment the condition of employment of the 
vessel warrants such action: Provided further That in the case of 
vessels navigated within the limits of the harbor of any town or city, 
the name of the owner or some responsible person acting for the 
owner who otherwise meets all requirements of the laws of the United 
States with regard to masters, may be endorsed on the license of such 
vessel, although not actually employed thereon, in accordance with 
rules and regulations prescribed by the Secretary of Commerce: And 
provided further , That in the case of unrigged. vessels which are not 
required by law to have on board a certificate of inspection, the name 
of the owner or any responsible person acting for the owner who other-
wise meets all requirements of the laws of the -United States with regard 
to masters, may be endorsed on the license of such unrigged vessel 
although not actually employed on board the vessel. 
"(b) In the case of those vessels on the licenses of which there are 

endorsed the names of more than one master, the master actually in 
charge of the vessel shall assume all of the duties and responsibilities 
imposed by any statute upon masters of vessels, and incur the liabilities 
provided by any law against masters of vessels during any period in 
which he is in charge of the vessel. 

"(c) The term `unrigged vessel' as used herein, means any vessel 
that is not self-propelled." 
Approved, May 31, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 160] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 4325 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, as amended, 
relative to renewal of licenses of vessels. 

Be it en,cteted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 4325 
of the Revised Statutes, as amended (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 46, 
sec. 267), is hereby amended to read as follows: 
"The license granted to any vessel shall be presented for renewal 

by endorsement to the collector of customs of the district in which 
the vessel then may be within three days after the expiration of time 
for which it was granted, or, if she be absent at that time, within 
three days from her first arrival within a district. In case of change 
of build, ownership, district, trade, or arrival under temporary papers 
in the district where she belongs the license shall be surrendered. If 
the master shall fail to deliver the license he shall be liable to a penalty 
of $10. Such penalty on application may be mitigated or remitted by 
the Secretary of Commerce." 
Approved, May 31, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 161] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Secretary of War to provide for the sale of aviation supplies and 
services to aircraft operated by foreign military and air attaches accredited to 
the United States, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of War, under such regulations as he may prescribe, may provide 
for the sale to any aircraft operated by any foreign military or air 
attaché accredited to the -United States of fuel, oil, equipment, and 
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supplies, and for the furnishing to such aircraft of mechanical service,
Sale at cost. shelter, and other assistance. Except for shelter for which no charge

shall be made, all such articles shall be sold and such mechanical
service and other assistance furnished at the cost thereof to the

Credit of amounts United States. All amounts received shall be credited to the appro-received. priation from which such cost was paid.
Approved, May 31, 1939.

[CHAPTER 162]
AN ACTMay 31, 1939

[H. R. 5447] Authorizing the President to invite the States of the Union and foreign countries[Public, No. 103] to participate in the International Petroleum Exposition at Tulsa, Oklahoma,
to be held May 18 to May 25, 1940.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
International Petro- United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Presidentleum Exposition,

Tulsa, osition of the United States is authorized to invite by proclamation, or in
President author- such other manner as he may deem proper, the States of the Union

States and foreign and all foreign countries to participate in the proposed Internationalcountries to partici-
pate. Petroleum Exposition, to be held at Tulsa, Oklahoma, from May 18 to

May 25, 1940, inclusive, for the purposes of exhibiting samples of
fabricated and raw products of all countries used in the petroleum
industry and bringing together buyers and sellers for promotion of
trade and commerce in such products.

Dutiable articles SEC. 2. All articles which shall be imported from foreign countriesimported for exhibi-
tion, etc.; admission for the purpose of exhibition at the International Petroleum Expo-free,underregulations. sition or for use in constructing, installing, or maintaining foreign

buildings or exhibits at the said exposition, upon which articles there
shall be a tariff or customs duty, shall be admitted without payment
of such tariff, customs duty, fees, or charges under such regulations

Sales permitted. as the Secretary of the Treasury shall prescribe; but it shall be law-
ful at any time during or within three months after the close of
the said exposition to sell within the area of the exposition any
articles provided for herein subject to such regulations for the secu-
rity of the revenue and for the collection of import duties as the Secre-

Poio. ticletary of the Treasury may prescribe: Provided, That all such articles,
withdrawn, when withdrawn for consumption or use in the United States, shall

be subject to the duties, if any, imposed upon such articles by the
Deterioration allow- revenue laws in force at the date of their withdrawal; and on such

an. articles, which shall have suffered diminution or deterioration from
incidental handling or exposure, the duties if payable, shall be
assessed according to the appraised value at the time of withdrawal
from entry hereunder for consumption or entry under the general

Marking require- tariff law: Provided further, That imported articles provided forherein shall not be subject to any marking requirements of the gen-
eral tariff laws except when such articles are withdrawn for consump-
tion or use in the United States, in which case they shall not be
released from customs custody until properly marked, but no addi-
tional duty shall be assessed because such articles were not sufficiently
marked when imported into the United States: Provided further,Abandonedarticles. That at any time during or within three months after the close of
the exposition, any article entered hereunder may be abandoned to
the Government or destroyed under customs supervision, whereuponTransfer privilege any duties on such article shall be remitted: Provided further, That
articles which have been admitted without payment of duty for exhi-
bition under any tariff law, and which have remained in continuous
customs custody or under a customs exhibition bond, and imported
articles in bonded warehouses under the general tariff law may be
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supplies, and for the furnishing to such aircraft of mechanical service, 
shelter, and other assistance. Except for shelter for which no charge 
shall be made, all such articles shall be sold and such mechanical 
service and other assistance furnished at the cost thereof to the 
United States. All amounts received shall be credited to the appro-
priation from which such cost was paid. 
Approved, May 31, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 162] 
AN ACT 

Authorizing the President to invite the States of the Union and foreign countries 
to participate in the International Petroleum Exposition at Tulsa, Oklahoma, 
to be held May 18 to May 25, 1940. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the President 
of the United States is authorized to invite by proclamation, or in 
such other manner as he may deem proper, the States of the Union 
and all foreign countries to participate in the proposed International 
Petroleum Exposition, to be held at Tulsa, Oklahoma, from May 18 to 
May 25, 1940, inclusive, for the purposes of exhibiting samples of 
fabricated and raw products of all countries used in the petroleum 
industry and bringing together buyers and sellers for promotion of 
trade and commerce in such products. 
SEC. 2. All articles which shall be imported from foreign countries 

for the purpose of exhibition at the International Petroleum Expo-
sition or for use in constructing, installing, or maintaining foreign 
buildings or exhibits at the said exposition, upon which articles there 
shall be a tariff or customs duty, shall be admitted without payment 
of such tariff, customs duty, fees, or charges under such regulations 
as the Secretary of the Treasury shall prescribe; but it shall be law-
ful at any time during or within three months after the close of 
the said exposition to sell within the area of the exposition any 
articles provided for herein subject to such regulations for the secu-
rity of the revenue and for the collection of import duties as the Secre-
tary of the Treasury may prescribe: Provided, That all such articles, 
when withdrawn for consumption or use in the United States, shall 
be subject to the duties, if any, imposed upon such articles by the 
revenue laws in force at the date of their withdrawal and on such 
articles, which shall have suffered diminution or deterioration from 
incidental handling or exposure, the duties, if payable, shall be 
assessed according to the appraised value at the time of withdrawal 
from entry hereunder for consumption or entry under the general 
tariff law: Provided further, That imported articles provided for 
herein shall not be subject to any marking requirements of the gen-
eral tariff laws except when such articles are withdrawn for consump-
tion or use in the United States in which case they shall not be 
released from customs custody until properly marked, but no addi-
tional duty shall be assessed because such articles were not sufficiently 
marked when imported into the United States: Provided further, 
That at any time during or within three months after the close of 
the exposition, any article entered hereunder may be abandoned to 
the Government or destroyed under customs supervision, whereupon 
any duties on such article shall be remitted: Provided further, That 
articles which have been admitted without payment of duty for exhi-
bition under any tariff law, and which have remained in continuous 
customs custody or under a customs exhibition bond, and imported 
articles in bonded warehouses under the general tariff law may be 
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accorded the privilege of transfer to and entry for exhibition at the
said exposition under such regulations as the Secretary of the Treas-
ury shall prescribe: And provided further, That the International
Petroleum Exposition shall be deemed for customs purposes only, to
be the sole consignee of all merchandise imported under the provi-
sions of this Act, and that the actual and necessary customs charges
for labor, services, and other expenses in connection with the entry,
examination, appraisement, release, or custody, together with the
necessary charges for salaries of customs officers and employees in
connection with the supervision, custody of, and accounting for,
articles imported under the provisions of this Act, shall be reimbursed
by the International Petroleum Exposition to the Government of the
United States, under regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary of
the Treasury, and that receipts from such reimbursements shall be
deposited as refunds to the appropriation from which paid, in the
manner provided for in section 524, Tariff Act of 1930.

SEC. 3. That the Government of the United States is not by this
Act obligated to any expense in connection with the holding of such
exposition and is not hereafter to be obligated other than for suitable
representation thereat.

Approved, May 31, 1939.

[CHAPTER 167]
AN ACT
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June 2, 1939To authorize necessary facilities for the Coast Guard in the interest of national [S. 1369]
defense and the performance of its maritime police functions. [Public, No. 104]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, in the interest
of national defense, and to provide adequate facilities for the Coast
Guard for the performance of maritime police functions, the Secre-
tary of the Treasury is hereby authorized (1) to construct and equip
three Coast Guard cutters, of approximately two thousand tons dis-
placement each and designed to have a speed of not less than twenty
knots; (2) to establish, equip, and maintain a Coast Guard base and
air station on the coast of Alaska in such locality as the Commandant
of the Coast Guard may recomnlend; and (3) to purchase or construct,
and to equip, fifteen seaplanes having a cruising range of not less
than two thousand statute miles: Proeided, That the Secretary of
the Treasury may, in his discretion, authorize the construction of
the public works and the provision of the public utilities required
for the establishment of said Coast Guard base and air station on
the coast of Alaska to be accomplished by the Secretary of the Navy
under a provision to be incorporated in such contract as the Secretary
of the Navy may negotiate for naval aviation facilities in Alaska
under the authority contained in the Act approved April 25, 1939,
entitled "An Act to authorize the Secretary of the Navy to proceed
with the construction of certain public works, and for other purposes"
and the Secretary of the Navy, upon request and a transfer of the
necessary funds, is authorized to accomplish said work accordingly.

SEC. 2. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such amount as
may be necessary to carry out the purposes of this Act.

Approved, June 2, 1939.
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accorded the privilege of transfer to and entry for exhibition at the 
said exposition under such regulations as the Secretary of the Treas-
ury shall prescribe: And provided further, That the International 
Petroleum Exposition shall be deemed for customs purposes only, to 
be the sole consignee of all merchandise imported under the provi-
sions of this Act, and that the actual and necessary customs charges 
for labor, services, and other expenses in connection with the entry, 
examination, appraisement, release, or custody, together with the 
necessary charges for salaries of customs officers and employees in 
connection with the supervision, custody of, and accounting for, 
articles imported under the provisions of this Act, shall be reimbursed 
by the International Petroleum Exposition to the Government of the 
United States, under regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary of 
the Treasury, and that receipts from such reimbursements shall be 
deposited as refunds to the appropriation from which paid, in the 
manner provided for in section 524, Tariff Act of 1930. 
SEC. 3. That the Government of the United States is not by this 

Act obligated to any expense in connection with the holding of such 
exposition and is not hereafter to be obligated other than for suitable 
representation thereat. 
Approved, May 31, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 167] 
AN ACT 

To authorize necessary facilities for the Coast Guard in the interest of national 
defense and the performance of its maritime police functions. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, in the interest 
of national defense, and to provide adequate facilities for the Coast 
Guard for the performance of maritime police functions, the Secre-
tary of the Treasury is hereby authorized (1) to construct and equip 
three Coast Guard cutters, of approximately two thousand tons dis-
placement each and designed to have a speed of not less than twenty 
knots; (2) to establish, equip, and maintain a Coast Guard base and 
air station on the coast of Alaska in such locality as the Commandant 
of the Coast Guard may recommend; and (3) to purchase or construct, 
and to equip, fifteen seaplanes having a cruising range of not less 
than two thousand statute miles: Provided, That the Secretary of 
the Treasury may, in his discretion, authorize the construction of 
the public works and the provision of the public utilities required 
for the establishment of said Coast Guard base and air station on 
the coast of Alaska to be accomplished by the Secretary of the Navy 
under a provision to be incorporated in such contract as the Secretary 
of the Navy may negotiate for naval aviation facilities in Alaska 
under the authority contained in the Act approved April 25, 1939, 
entitled "An Act to authorize the Secretary of the Navy to proceed 
with the construction of certain public works, and for other purposes" 
and the Secretary of the Navy, upon request and a transfer of the 
necessary funds, is authorized to accomplish said work accordingly. 
SEC. 2. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any 

money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such amount as 
may be necessary to carry out the purposes of this Act. 
Approved, June 2, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 168]

[53 STAT.

June 2, 1939 AN ACT
[H. R. 1784] To amend section 4498 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, as amended,

[Public, No. 105] relative to the renewal of licenses of vessels.
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Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representaties of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 4498 of
the Revised Statutes, as amended (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 46, sec.
496), is hereby amended to read as follows:

"A register, enrollment, or license shall not be granted, or other
papers be issued by any collector or other chief officer of customs to
any vessel subject by law to inspection under this title (R. S. 4399-
4500) until all the provisions of this title applicable to such vessel
have been fully complied with and until the copy of the certificate
of inspection required by this title for such vessel has been filed with
said collector or other chief officer of customs: Provided, That the
license granted to any vessel, if presented to any collector of customs
at any time within thirty calendar days prior to the date of expiration
shown thereon, may be renewed by the endorsement by the collector
of customs for a period of one year from the date of expiration shown
on the license, if there be on file in the office of the collector at that
time a copy of the certificate of inspection required by title LII of the
Revised Statutes, which is in force on the date renewal is made."

Approved, June 2, 1939.

[CHAPTER 169]
AN ACT

To authorize the Secretary of the Navy to proceed with the construction of
certain public works, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Navy is hereby authorized to proceed with the construction
of the following public works projects at a cost not to exceed the
amount stated after each item enumerated:

Navy Yard, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii: Graving drydock for large
vessels, services, and accessories, $8,485,000; personnel buildings and
accessories, $4,214,000; recreation facilities, including buildings and
accessories, $125,000; pipe and copper shop building and accessories,
$150,000; electric shop building and accessories, $465,000; galvanizing
shop building and accessories, $85,000; graving drydock for small
vessels, services, and accessories, $2,000,000; public works shop and
storage building, $170,000; ordnance shop building and accessories,
$165,000; storehouse building and accessories, $750,000.

Navy Yard, Mare Island, California: Graving drydock services,
and accessories, $1,750,000; utility and transportation buildings and
accessories, $100,000; laboratory building and accessories, $120,000.

Navy Yard, Portsmouth, New Hampshire: Submarine barracks and
mess hall, $270,000.

Navy Yard, Puget Sound, Washington: Graving drydock, services,
and accessories, $3,000,000.

Naval Station, Guam: Officers' quarters and accessories, $75,000.
Naval Station, Tutuila, Samoa: Chief petty officers' quarters and

accessories, $66,000; officers' quarters and accessories, $45,000; recrea-
tion building and accessories, $70,000.

Naval Station, Guantanamo, Cuba: Enlisted men's quarters and
accessories, $50,000.

Naval Torpedo Station, Newport, Rhode Island: Explosive-manu-
facturing building and accessories, $250,000.
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[CHAPTER 168] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 4498 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, as amended, 
relative to the renewal of licenses of vessels. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 4498 of 
the Revised Statutes, as amended (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 46, sec. 
496), is hereby amended to read as follows: 
"A register, enrollment, or license shall not be granted, or other 

papers be issued by any collector or other chief officer of customs to 
any vessel subject by law to inspection under this title (R. S. 4399-
4500) until all the provisions of this title applicable to such vessel 
have been fully complied with and until the copy of the certificate 
of inspection required by this title for such vessel has been filed with 
said collector or other chief officer of customs: Provided, That the 
license granted to any vessel, if presented to any collector of customs 
at any time within thirty calendar days prior to the date of expiration 
shown thereon, may be renewed by the endorsement by the collector 
of customs for a period of one year from the date of expiration shown 
on the license, if there be on file in the office of the collector at that 
time a copy of the certificate of inspection required by title LII of the 
Revised Statutes, which is in force on the date renewal is made." 
Approved, June 2, 1939. 
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Naval Proving Ground, Dahlgren, Virginia: Magazine building
and accessories, $35,000; dispensary building and accessories, $40,000;
locomotive and crane shed and accessories, $20,000; garage building
and accessories, $20,000; carpenter shop building and accessories,
$25,000.

Naval Powder Factory, Indianhead, Maryland: Barracks building
and accessories, $125,000.

Naval Ammunition Depot, Hawthorne, Nevada: Additional maga-
zine buildings and accessories, $1,260,000.

Naval Ammunition Depot, Oahu, Hawaii: Additional magazine
buildings and accessories, $223,500.

Naval Ammunition Depot, Saint Juliens Creek, Virginia: Explo-
sive-loading plant and accessories for TNT and black powder,
$165,000.

Naval Ammunition Depot, Iona Island, New York: Replacement
of filling house numbered 307 and accessories, $30,000.

Naval Ammunition Depot, Fort Mifflin, Pennsylvania: Projectile
loading plant building and accessories, $45,000.

Naval Training Station, San Diego, California: Trade school and
auditorium buildings and accessories, $525,000.

Naval Training Station, Norfolk, Virginia: Dispensary building
and accessories, $190,000; receiving station mess hall and galley
building and accessories, $375,000; receiving station barracks build-
ings and accessories, $800,000.

Naval Operating Base, Norfolk, Virginia: Chapel, $150,000.
Destroyer Base, San Diego, California: Power plant building and

accessories, $50,000; torpedo storehouse and accessories, $90,000; dis-
pensary building and accessories, $40,000; bachelor officers' quarters
and accessories, $70,000.

Submarine Base, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii: Individual storehouse and
accessories, $20,000.

Naval Air Station, San Diego, California: Purchase and improve-
ment of auxiliary landing fields, $321,000.

Naval Air Station, Norfolk, Virginia: Purchase of auxiliary land-
ing fields, $300 000.

Naval Air Station, Seattle, Washington: Radio direction-finder
house and accessories, $5,000.

Fleet Air Base and Submarine Base, Coco Solo, Canal Zone:
Personnel buildings and accessories, $1,736,000.

Fleet Air Base, Coco Solo, Canal Zone: Aircraft storehouse and
accessories, $285,000.

Marine Aviation Facilities Charlotte Amalie, Virgin Islands:
Quarters for naval personnel, including services and accessories,
$259,000; dispensary building and accessories, $30,000.

Marine Corps Flying Field, Quantico, Virginia: Aircraft and
engine overhaul building and accessories, $250,000; motor-test-stand
building and accessories, $80,000.

Marine Barracks, Parris Island, South Carolina: Buildings and
accessories, $3,018,500.

Marine Barracks, San Diego, California: Development of rifle
range at La Jolla, California, $305,000.

Marine Barracks, Quantico, Virginia: Contagious ward and acces-
sories, $65,000; barracks building and accessories, $60,000; shop
building and accessories, $172,000; nurses' quarters and accessories,
$56,000; school building and accessories, $250,000.

Marine Corps Depot of Supplies, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania:
Storage buildings and accessories, $1,300,000.

Naval Research Laboratory 2 Bellevue, District of Columbia: Bar-
racks, mess hall, and instruction building, and accessories, $230,000.
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Overlapping activi-
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Naval Supply Depot, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii: Provision storage
building and accessories, $250,000.

Naval Hospital, Mare Island, California: Administration and sub-
sistence building and accessories, $475,000.

Naval Hospital, San Diego, California: Sick officers' quarters and
out-patients' clinic and accessories, $175,000.

Naval Hospital, Norfolk, Virginia: Barracks building and acces-
sories, $200,000.

Naval Hospital, Guam: Isolation and tuberculosis wards and acces-
sories, $47,000.

Naval Hospital, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii: Barracks building and'
accessories, $105,000.

Naval Radio Station, Gatun, Canal Zone: Quarters and accessories,
$40,000.

Naval Radio Station, Eureka, California: Quarters and accessories,
$15,000.

Naval Radio Station, Point Loma, California: Quarters and acces-
sories, $22,000.

Naval Radio Station, Dutch Harbor, Alaska: Recreation building
and accessories, $12,000.

Naval Direction Finder Station, Point Saint George, California:
Purchase of land, $2,500.

Naval Direction Finder Station, Point Arguello, California: Power-
house, garage, dormitory building, and accessories, $27,000; quarters
and accessories, $6,000.

Naval Direction Finder Station, Folly Island, South Carolinia:
Reconstruction of station at new location, $60,000.

Naval Direction Finder Station, Poyners Hill, North Carolina:
Barracks, compass house quarters, and accessories, $52,000.

Naval Direction Finder Station, Jupiter, Florida: Barracks, com-
pass house, quarters, and accessories, $50,000.

SEC. 2. The Act entitled "An Act to authorize the Secretary of
the Navy to proceed with the construction of certain public works,
and for other purposes", approved April 15, 1935 (49 Stat. 155) is
hereby amended by deleting the words and figures "floating drydock,
type D, including mooring facilities and accessories, $750,000" from
the paragraph headed "Navy Yard, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii:", and by
adding to the Act of April 15, 1935, the following paragraph:

"Floating drydock, type D, including mooring facilities and acces-
sories, $1,710,000."

SEC. 3. (a) The Secretary of the Navy is hereby authorized to
accept or acquire title in fee simple at a cost of not more than $300,000
to all that area of land, including tide and submerged lands, filled
and unfilled, situate lying, and being in the middle harbor area of
the city of Oakland, county of Alameda, State of California, now
owned in part by the said city of Oakland and in part by the
Southern Pacific Company, and described on a so-called Map and
Description of Naval Supply Depot Site, dated September 17, 1936,
as parcels A, B, C, D-l, D-2, D-3, and E, containing in all four
hundred and two acres, more or less, for use as a site for a naval
supply depot: Provided, That such land shall be used only as a naval
supply depot and for no other purpose, shall be a part of the Navy
Yard, Mare Island, and shall be so administered by the commandant
of that yard: Provided further, That the activities of said depot
shall not overlap or encroach upon the storage of supplies, materials,
and equipment required in connection with the industrial activities
of the Navy Yard, Mare Island, California.
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and for other purposes", approved April 15, 1935 (49 Stat. 155) is 
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(b) The Secretary of the Navy is hereby authorized to proceed
with the construction of fleet supply facilities, including buildings
and accessories, on the land of which title has been accepted and
acquired under authority of section 3 (a) of this Act, at a cost of not
more than $6,500,000.

(c) There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any
money in the Treasury of the United States not otherwise appro-
priated, such sums not to exceed $6,500,000 as may be necessary to
effectuate the purposes of section 3 (a) of this Act.

SEC. 4. The Secretary of the Navy is hereby authorized to acquire
by purchase the two graving drydocks situated on San Francisco
Bay and known as the Hunters Point drydocks and approximately
forty-eight acres of adjoining land and improvements thereon and to
construct on said land an assembly building, storehouse, latrine, and
galley, and accessories to each and to provide a quay wall and weight-
handling facilities, all to constitute an annex of the Navy Yard,
Mare Island, California, and to be operated under the direction of the
commandant of said navy yard, and to cost not to exceed $6,000,000:
Provided, That no part of any appropriation made to effectuate
the purposes of this Act shall be used to needlessly duplicate at said
annex any manufacturing, construction, or repair facilities available
at the Navy Yard, Mare Island, California, except as herein specifi-
cally authorized, and no such duplicate facilities shall be provided
hereafter at said annex unless specifically authorized by law: Pro-
vided further, That should the Secretary of the Navy, after ninety
days negotiations with the owners of said drydocks, land, and
improvements, be unable to agree with said owners upon a purchase
price not to exceed for such properties $4,000,000, then, and in that
event, the said Secretary is authorized to acquire a suitable tract of
land on San Francisco Bay and to construct thereon, by contract or
otherwise, a graving drydock capable of docking the largest vessel
built, building, or projected, together with buildings, accessories, and
incidental facilities, all at a cost not to exceed $6,000,000 and to be
used and operated as hereinbefore provided, but not more than 10 per
centum of $6,000,000 shall be expended for the acquisition of the site
of the said dock.

SE(. 5. (a) The Secretary of the Navy is hereby authorized to
proceed with the construction of such public works and utilities,
including buildings and accessories, as are needed to equip South
Boston drydock for use as an annex of the Boston Navy Yard in
the repair of naval vessels.

(b) There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any
money in the Treasury of the United States not otherwise appropri-
ated, such sums not to exceed $2,545,000 as may be necessary to
effectuate the purposes of section 5 (a) of this Act.

SEC. 6. The Secretary of the Navy is hereby authorized to continue
the employment, in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, of such
employees now carried on the rolls as will be required for the prepa-
ration of plans and specifications and administrative work in connec-
tion with the public works and public utilities projects authorized by
this Act, or heretofore otherwise authorized.

Approved, June 2, 1939.
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galley, and accessories to each and to provide a quay wall and weight-
handling facilities, all to constitute an annex of the Navy Yard, 
Mare Island, California, and to be operated under the direction of the 
commandant of said navy yard, and to cost not to exceed $6,000,000: 
Provided, That no part of any appropriation made to effectuate 
the purposes of this Act shall be used to needlessly duplicate at said 
annex any manufacturing, construction, or repair facilities available 
at the Navy Yard, Mare Island, California, except as herein specifi-
cally authorized, and no such. duplicate facilities shall be provided 
hereafter at said annex unless specifically authorized by law: Pro-
vided further, That should the Secretary of the Navy, after ninety 
days negotiations with the owners of said drydocks, land, and 
improvements, be unable to agree with said owners upon a purchase 
price not to exceed for such properties $4,000,000, then, and in that 
event, the said Secretary is authorized to acquire a suitable tract of 
land on San Francisco Bay and to construct thereon, by contract or 
otherwise, a graving drydock capable of docking the largest vessel 
built, building, or projected, together with buildings, accessories, and 
incidental facilities, all at a cost not to exceed $6,000,000 and to be 
used and operated as hereinbefore provided, but not more than 10 per 
centurn of $6,000,000 shall be expended for the acquisition of the site 
of the said dock. 
SEC. 5. (a) The Secretary of the Navy is hereby authorized to 

proceed with the construction of such public works and utilities, 
including buildings and accessories, as are needed to equip South 
Boston drydock for use as an annex of the Boston Navy Yard in 
the repair of naval vessels. 

(b) There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any 
money in the Treasury of the United States not otherwise appropri-
ated, such sums not to exceed $2,545,000 as may be necessary to 
effectuate the purposes of section 5 (a) of this Act. 
SEC. 6. The Secretary of the Navy is hereby authorized to continue 

the employment, in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, of such 
employees now carried on the rolls as will be required for the prepa-
ration of plans and specifications and administrative work in connec-
tion with the public works and public utilities projects authorized by 
this Act, or heretofore otherwise authorized. 
Approved, June 2, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 170]
AN ACT

[53 STAT.

June 2, 1939
[H. R. 501] Authorizing the Secretary of Commerce to convey a certain tract of land to the

[Public, No. 107] State of Oregon for use as a public park and recreational site.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Umpqna River United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary

tiogn, reegva of Commerce is authorized and directed to convey by quitclaim deed
of to nyae of ortegn to the State of Oregon, subject to the condition and the easement

specified in section 2 of this Act, the following-described tract of land
situated in the State of Oregon and now constituting a part of the
Umpqua River Lighthouse Reservation, such tract of land being more

Description. specifically described as follows: All of the north half southwest
quarter section 13 and that portion of the southeast quarter northwest
quarter section 13, township 22 south, range 13 west, Willamette
meridian, lying easterly of the meanders of the center line of the
creek flowing northerly from Lake Marie, containing approximately
one hundred and ten acres; the conveyance thereof being subject to the
payment of a purchase price to be determined by the Procurement

roa. Division, Treasury Department: Provided, That the total purchase
u re ce  price shall not be less than 50 per centum of the appraised value of

the land.
Use for public park, SEC. 2. The tract of land authorized to be conveyed by the first

etc., purposes. section of this Act shall be used by the grantee for the purpose of a
public park and recreational site and for similar and related purposes.

Reversionary pro- The conveyance of such tract of land shall contain the express condi-
vislon. tion that if the grantee shall cease to use such tract of land for such

purposes, or shall alienate or attempt to alienate such tract of land
or shall fail to perform any contract entered into with the United
States for the purchase of the property title thereto shall revert to
the United States for the use of the Lighthouse Service, Department
of Commerce, or other agencies of the United States, or for disposal

9 tat. 885 s00. under the Act of August 27, 1935 (49 Stat. 885; U. S. C., title 40,
40 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, § 304a, 3isb. sec. 304a), or under the Act of August 26, 1935 (49 Stat. 800; U. S. C.,
Reservation of title 40, sec. 345b). Such conveyance shall contain appropriate provi-

ghes.of ngress and sions for the purpose of reserving to the United States such rights of
ingress and egress over the land conveyed as may be necessary for the
maintenance of the light station and other aids to navigation estab-
lished upon such reservation and as may be necessary for the perform-
ance of other governmental activities on such reservation.

Approved, June 2, 1939.

[CHAPTER 171]

June 2, 1939
[H. J. Res. 280]

[Pub. Res., No. 17]

Congressional em-
ployees, etc.

50 Stat. 199.
2U.S.C.,Supp.IV,

i60d.
Payment of salaries

when last day of month
falls on Sunday or legal
holiday.

JOINT RESOLUTION

Authorizing the payment of salaries of the officers and employees of Congress on
the first workday preceding the last day of any month when the last day falls
on Sunday or a legal holiday.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the joint resolution
entitled "Joint resolution authorizing the payment of salaries of
officers and employees of Congress for December on the 20th day of
that month each year", approved May 21, 1937, is amended by adding
at the end thereof a new section as follows:

"SEC. 2. The Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk of the House
of Representatives are authorized and directed to pay to the officers
and employees of the Senate and House of Representatives, including
the Capitol Police and Office of Legislative Counsel, and employees
paid on voucher under authority of resolutions, their respective sal-
aries on the first workday preceding the last day of any month
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June 2, 1939 
[H. J. Res. 280] 

[Pub. Res., No.17] 

Congressional em-
ployees, etc. 

50 Stat. 199. 
2 II. S. C., Bopp. IV, 
§ 60d. 
Payment of salaries 

when last day of month 
falls on Sunday or legal 
holiday. 

[CHAPTER 170] 
AN ACT 

Authorizing the Secretary of Commerce to convey a certain tract of land to the 
State of Oregon for use as a public park and recreational site. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of Commerce is authorized and directed to convey by quitclaim deed 
to the State of Oregon, subject to the condition and the easement 
specified in section 2 of this Act, the following-described tract of land 
situated in the State of Oregon and now constituting a part of the 
Umpqua River Lighthouse Reservation, such tract of rand being more 
specifically described as follows: All of the north half southwest 
quarter section 13 and that portion of the southeast quarter northwest 
quarter section 13, township 22 south, range 13 west, Willamette 
meridian, lying easterly of the meanders of the center line of the 
creek flowing northerly from Lake Marie, containing approximately 
one hundred and ten acres; the conveyance thereof being subject to the 
payment of a purchase price to be determined by the Procurement 
Division, Treasury Department: Provided, That the total purchase 
price shall not be less than 50 per centum of the appraised value of 
the land. 
SEC. 2. The tract of land authorized to be conveyed by the first 

section of this Act shall be used by the grantee for the purpose of a 
public park and recreational site and for similar and related purposes. 
The conveyance of such tract of land shall contain the express condi-
tion that if the grantee shall cease to use such tract of land for such 
purposes, or shall alienate or attempt to alienate such tract of land, 
or shall fail to perform any contract entered into with the United 
States for the purchase of the property, title thereto shall revert to 
the United States for the use of the Lighthouse Service, Department 
of Commerce, or other agencies of the United States, or for disposal 
under the Act of August 27, 1935 (49 Stat. 885; U. S. C., title 40, 
sec. 304a), or under the Act of August 26, 1935 (49 Stat. 800; U. S. C., 
title 40, sec. 345b). Such conveyance shall contain appropriate provi-
sions for the purpose of reserving to the United States such rights of 
ingress and egress over the land conveyed as may be necessary for the 
maintenance of the light station and other aids to navigation estab-
lished upon such reservation and as may be necessary for the perform-
ance of other governmental activities on such reservation. 
Approved, June 2, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 171] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Authorizing the payment of salaries of the officers and employees of Congress on 
the first workday preceding the last day of any month when the last day falls 
on Sunday or a legal holiday. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the joint resolution 
entitled "Joint resolution authorizing the payment of salaries of 
officers and employees of Congress for December on the 20th day of 
that month each year", approved May 21, 1937, is amended by adding 
at the end thereof a new section as follows: 

"SEc. 2. The Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk of the House 
of Representatives are authorized and directed to pay to the officers 
and employees of the Senate and House of Representatives, including 
the Capitol Police and Office of Legislative Counsel, and employees 
paid on voucher under authority of resolutions, their respective sal-
aries on the first workday preceding the last day of any month 
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(except the month of December) when the last day of such month
falls on a Sunday or a legal holiday."

Approved, June 2, 1939.

[CHAPTER 172]
AN ACT

To authorize the construction of certain vessels for the Coast and Geodetic Sur-
vey, Department of Commerce, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is
hereby authorized to be appropriated not to exceed $1,425,000 to be
expended by the Secretary of Commerce for the construction of one
main surveying ship of not over one thousand five hundred tons
light displacement tonnage and of one auxiliary surveying vessel
of not over one hundred and twenty-five tons light displacement
tonnage, including purchase or construction of complete equipment
and outfit and including cost of preparation of plans, specifications
and inspection during construction, said ships to be designed and
equipped for Coast and Geodetic Survey duties in Alaska.

Approved, June 2, 1939.

[CHAPTER 173]
AN ACT

Providing for the transfusion of blood by members and former members of the
Military Establishment, and by employees of the United States Government.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 of
the Act of February 9, 1927, entitled "An Act relating to the trans-
fusion of blood by members of the Military Establishment" (U. S. C.,
title 24, sec. 30) is hereby amended so as to read as follows: "That
any person in the Military Establishment, or who has been a member
of the Military Establishment, and any employee of the United States
Government, who shall furnish blood from his or her veins for trans-
fusion to the veins of a member or former member of the Military
Establishment who is a patient in a Government hospital shall be
entitled to be paid therefor such reasonable sum, not to exceed $50, as
may be determined by the head of the hospital concerned, from public
funds available for the operation of such hospital: Provided2 That
expenditures heretofore made to persons in Government service for
blood furnished from his or her veins for transfusion to the veins of
an official patient in a Government hospital are hereby authorized and
validated.

Approved, June 2, 1939.

[CHAPTER 174]
AN ACT

To authorize the Secretary of War to convey certain lands owned by the United
States for other lands needed in connection with the expansion of West Point
Military Reservation, New York, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress ssembled, That the Secretary
of War be, and he is hereby, authorized to convey to the Palisades
Interstate Park Commission, a joint corporate municipal instrumen-
tality of the States of New York and New Jersey, all or any part
of a certain tract of land, in the vicinity of Popolopen Creek, Orange

June 2, 1939
[S. 1842]

[Public, No. 108]
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June 2, 1939
[H. R. 3131]
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(except the month of December) when the last day of such month 
falls on a Sunday or a legal holiday." 
Approved, June 2, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 172] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the construction of certain vessels for the Coast and Geodetic Sur-
vey, Department of Commerce, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That there is 
hereby authorized to be appropriated not to exceed $1,425,000 to be 
expended by the Secretary of Commerce for the construction of one 
main surveying ship of not over one thousand five hundred tons 
light displacement tonnage and of one auxiliary surveying vessel 
of not over one hundred and twenty-five tons light displacement 
tonnage, including purchase or construction of complete equipment 
and outfit and including cost of preparation of plans, specifications, 
and inspection during construction, said ships to be designed and duittst'Alaset 
equipped for Coast and Geodetic Survey duties in Alaska. 
Approved, June 2, 1939. 

June 2, 1939 
[S. 1842] 

[CHAPTER 173] 
AN ACT 

Providing for the transfusion of blood by members and former members of the 
Military Establishment, and by employees of the United States Government. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of Ameri'ca in Congress assembled, That section 1 of 
the Act of February 9, 1927, entitled "An Act relating to the trans-
fusion of blood by members of the Military Establishment" (U. S. C., 
title 24, sec. 30) is hereby amended so as to read as follows: "That 
any person in the Military Establishment, or who has been a member 
of the Military Establishment, and any employee of the United States 
Government, who shall furnish blood from his or her veins for trans-
fusion to the veins of a member or former member of the Military 
Establishment who is a patient in a Government hospital shall be 
entitled to be paid therefor such reasonable sum, not to exceed $50, as 
may be determined by the head of the hospital concerned, from public 
funds available for the operation of such hospital: Providedi That 
expenditures heretofore made to persons in Government service for 
blood furnished from his or her veins for transfusion to the veins of 
an official patient in a Government hospital are hereby authorized and 
validated." 
Approved, June 2, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 174] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Secretary of War to convey certain lands owned by the United 
States for other lands needed in connection with the expansion of West Point 
Military Reservation, New York, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of War be, and he is hereby, authorized to convey to the Palisades 
Interstate Park Commission, a joint corporate municipal instrumen-
tality of the States of New York and New Jersey, all or any part 
of a certain tract of land, in the vicinity of Popolopen Creek, Orange 
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County, New York, containing approximately three hundred and two
acres and constituting a part of the West Point Military Reservation,
New York, in exchange for other lands in said county and State under
the control of the said commission, the acquisition of which is author-

6tat.149
1
. ized by the Act of Congress approved March 3, 1931 (46 Stat. 1491):

Compensation. Provided, That if in the opinion of the Secretary of War the lands
to be conveyed by the United States under the authority of this Act
do not represent fair and reasonable compensation for the lands to be
conveyed to the United States as aforesaid, the Secretary of War is
authorized to pay, from appropriations available for the purpose of
carrying out the provisions of the aforesaid Act of Congress, such
additional sum as shall, in his opinion, with the lands to be conveyed
by the United States, constitute fair and reasonable compensation

terrepation of wa- therefore: Provided further, That the Secretary of War shall reserve
to the United States in any conveyance made under authority of this
Act such rights as in his opinion shall be necessary for the preserva-
tion and protection of the water supply of the West Point Military
Reservation, New York.

Approved, June 2, 1939.

June 3, 1939
[H. R. 6324]

[Public, No. 111]

[CHAPTER 175]
AN ACT

To amend certain sections of the National Housing Act.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
NationalHomsing United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsections (a)Act, amendments.
52 Stat. 9. and (b) of section 2 of the National Housing Act, as amended, are
12 U. S. C., Supp.

iv, 173. amended to read as follows:
Insurance of finan- "SEC. 2. (a) The Administrator is authorized and empowered uponcial institutions

against losses. such terms and conditions as he may prescribe, to insure banks, trust
to July 94.eded companies, personal finance companies, mortgage companies, building

and loan associations, installment lending companies, and other such
financial institutions, which the Administrator finds to be qualified by
experience or facilities and approves as eligible for credit insurance,
against losses which they may sustain as a result of loans and advances
of credit, and purchases of obligations representing loans and
advances of credit, made by them on and after July 1, 1939, and

inancring ofs ald prior to July 1, 1941, for the purpose of financing alterations, repairs
rinmrovcmcnts. and improvements upon or in connection with existing structures, and

the building of new structures, upon urban, suburban, or rural real
property (including the restoration, rehabilitation, rebuilding, and
replacement of such improvements which have been damaged or
destroyed by earthquake, conflagration, tornado, hurricane, cyclone
flood, or other catastrophe), by the owners thereof or by lessees of
such real property under a lease expiring not less than six months

aimitantiotitian°ce n after the maturity of the loan or advance of credit. In no case shall
the insurance granted by the Administrator under this section to
any such financial institution on loans, advances of credit, and pur-
chases made by such financial institution for such purposes on and
after July 1, 1939, exceed 10 per centum of the total amount of such

Total liability loans, advances of credit, and purchases. The total liability which
may be outstanding at any time plus the amount of claims paid in
respect of all insurance heretofore and hereafter granted under this

Stat. 233supp. section and section 6, as amended, less the amount collected from
iv, I 106a. insurance premiums and deposited in the Treasury of the United

p", p.mW5. States under the provisions of subsection (f) of this section, shall
not exceed in the aggregate $100,000,000.

Restrictions. "(b) No insurance shall be granted under this section to any such
financial institution with respect to any obligation representing any
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46 Stat. 1491. 
Provisos. 
Compensation. 

Preservation of wa-
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June 3, 1939 
[H. R. 5324] 

[Public, No. 111] 

National Housing 
Act, amendments. 
52 Stat. 9. 
12 U. S. C., Supp. 

IV, § 1703. 
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County, New York, containing approximately three hundred and two 
acres and constituting a part of the West Point Military Reservation, 
New York, in exchange for other lands in said county and State under 
the control of the said commission, the acquisition of which is author-
ized by the Act of Congress approved March 3, 1931 (46 Stat. 1491) : 
Provided, That if in the opinion of the Secretary of War the lands 
to be conveyed by the United States under the authority of this Act 
do not represent fair and reasonable compensation for the lands to be 
conveyed to the United States as aforesaid, the Secretary of War is 
authorized to pay, from appropriations available for the purpose of 
carrying out the provisions of the aforesaid Act of Congress, such 
additional sum as shall, in his opinion, with the lands to be conveyed 
by the United States, constitute fair and reasonable compensation 
therefore: Provided further, That the Secretary of War shall reserve 
to the United States in any conveyance made under authority of this 
Act such rights as in his opinion shall be necessary for the preserva-
tion and protection of the water supply of the West Point Military 
Reservation, New York. 
Approved, June 2, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 175] 
AN ACT 

To amend certain sections of the National Housing Act. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsections (a) 
and (b) of section 2 of the National Housing Act, as amended, are 
amended to read as follows: 

"SEc. 2. (a) The Administrator is authorized and empowered upon 
such terms and conditions as he may prescribe, to insure banks1 trust 
companies, personal finance companies, mortgage companies, building 
and loan associations, installment lending companies, and other such 
financial institutions, which the Administrator finds to be qualified by 
experience or facilities and approves as eligible for credit insurance, 
against losses which they may sustain as a result of loans and advances 
of credit, and purchases of obligations representing loans and 
advancPs of credit, made by them on and after July 1, 1939, and 
prior to July 1, 1941, for the purpose of financing alterations, repairs, 
and improvements upon or in connection with existing structures, and 
the building of new structures, upon urban, suburban, or rural real 
property (including the restoration, rehabilitation, rebuilding, and 
replacement of such improvements which have been damaged or 
destroyed by earthquake, conflagration, tornado, hurricane, cyclone, 
flood, or other catastrophe), by the owners thereof or by lessees of 
such real property under a lease expiring not less than six months 
after the maturity of the loan or advance of credit. In no case shall 
the insurance granted by the Administrator under this section to 
any such financial institution on loans, advances of credit, and pur-
chases made by such financial institution for such purposes on and 
after July 1, 1939, exceed 10 per centum of the total amount of such 
loans, advances of credit, and purchases. The total liability which 
may be outstanding at any time plus the amount of claims paid in 
respect of all insurance heretofore and hereafter granted under this 
section and section 6, as amended, less the amount collected from 
insurance premiums and deposited in .the Treasury of the United 
States under the provisions of subsection (f) of this section, shall 
not exceed in the aggregate $100,000,000. 

"(b) No insurance shall be granted under this section to any such 
financial institution with respect to any obligation representing any 
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such loan, advance of credit, or purchase by it (1) if the amount of
such loan, advance of credit, or purchase exceeds $2,500; (2) if such
obligation has a maturity in excess of three years and thirty-two
days, unless such loan, advance of credit, or purchase is for the pur-
pose of financing the construction of a new structure for use in whole
or in part for residential or agricultural purposes; or (3) unless the
obligation bears such interest, has such maturity, and contains such
other terms, conditions, and restrictions as the Administrator shall
prescribe in order to make credit available for the purposes of this
title."

SEC. 2. Section 2 of such Act, as amended, is further amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new subsections:

"(f) The Administrator shall fix a premium charge for the insur-
ance hereafter granted under this title, but in the case of any obliga-
tion representing any loan, advance of credit, or purchase, such
premium charge shall not exceed an amount equivalent to three-
fourths of 1 per centum per annum of the net proceeds of such loan,
advance of credit, or purchase, for the term of such obligation, and
such premium charge shall be payable in advance by the financial
institution and shall be paid at such time and in such manner as
may be prescribed by the Administrator. The moneys derived from
such premium charges shall be deposited in an account in the Treas-
ury of the United States, which account shall be available for defray-
ing the operating expenses of the Federal Housing Administration
under this title, and any amounts in such account which are not
needed for such purpose may be used for the payment of claims in
connection with the insurance granted under this title.

"(g) The Administrator is authorized and directed to make such
rules and regulations as may be necessary to carry out the provisions
of this title."

SEC. 3. Section 6 of such Act, as amended, is hereby repealed.
SEc. 4. The provisions of sections 1, 2, and 3 of this Act shall take

effect on July 1, 1939.
SEC. 5. Section 202 of the National Housing Act, as amended, is

hereby amended by striking out the word "create" and inserting in
lieu thereof the word "created".

SEC 6. Section 203 (a) of such Act, as amended, is amended to
read as follows:

"SEC. 203. (a) The Administrator is authorized, upon application
by the mortgagee, to insure as hereinafter provided any mortgage
offered to him which is eligible for insurance as hereinafter provided,
and, upon such terms as the Administrator may prescribe, to make
commitments for the insuring of such mortgages prior to the date of
their execution or disbursement thereon: Provided, That the aggregate
amount of principal obligations of all mortgages insured under this
title and outstanding at any one time shall not exceed $3,000,000,000,
except that with the approval of the President such aggregate amount
may be increased to not to exceed $4,000,000,000: Provided further,
That the aggregate amount of principal obligations of all mortgages
that cover property the construction of which was completed more than
one year prior to the date of the application for insurance, and that
are insured under this title after the effective date of this amendment
and outstanding at any one time, shall not exceed 25 per centum of
the total amount of the principal obligations of mortgages with respect
to which insurance may be granted under this title after such effective
date: Provided further, That on and after July 1, 1941, no mortgages
shall be insured under this title except mortgages that cover prop-
erty which is approved for mortgage insurance prior to the completion
of the construction of such property, or which has been previously
covered by a mortgage insured by the Administrator."
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such loan, advance of credit, or purchase by it (1) if the amount of 
such loan, advance of credit, or purchase exceeds $2,500; (2) if such 
obligation has a maturity in excess of three years and thirty-two 
days, unless such loan, advance of credit, or purchase is for the pur-
pose of financing the construction of a new structure for use in whole 
or in part for residential or agricultural purposes; or (3) unless the 
obligation bears such interest, has such maturity, and contains such 
other terms, conditions, and restrictions as the Administrator shall 
prescribe in order to make credit available for the purposes of this 
title." 
SEC. 2. Section 2 of such Act, as amended, is further amended by 

adding at the end thereof the following new subsections: 
"(f) The Administrator shall fix a premium charge for the insur-

ance hereafter granted under this title, but in the case of any obliga-
tion representing any loan, advance of credit, or purchase, such 
premium charge shall not exceed an amount equivalent to three-
fourths of 1 per centum per annum of the net proceeds of such loan, 
advance of credit, or purchase, for the term of such obligation, and 
such premium charge shall be payable in advance by the financial 
institution and shall be paid at such time and in such manner as 
may be prescribed by the Administrator. The moneys derived from 
such premium charges shall be deposited in an account in the Treas-
ury of the United States, which account shall be available for defray-
ing the operating expenses of the Federal Housing Administration 
under this title, and any amounts in such account which are not 
needed for such purpose may be used for the payment of claims in 
connection with the insurance granted under this title. 
"(g) The Administrator is authorized and directed to make such 

rules and regulations as may be necessary to carry out the provisions 
of this title." 
SEC. 3. Section 6 of such Act, as amended, is hereby repealed. 
SEo. 4. The provisions of sections 1, 2, and 3 of this Act shall take 

effect on July 1, 1939. 
SEC. 5. Section 202 of the National Housing Act, as amended, is 

hereby amended by striking out the word "create" and inserting in 
lieu thereof the word "created". 
SEC 6. Section 203 (a) of such Act, as amended, is amended to 

read as follows: 
"SEo. 203. (a) The Administrator is authorized, upon application 

by the mortgagee, to insure as hereinafter provided any mortgage 
offered to him which is eligible for insurance as hereinafter provided, 
and, upon such terms as the Administrator may prescribe, to make 
commitments for the insuring of such mortgages prior to the date of 
their execution or disbursement thereon: Provided, That the aggregate 
amount of principal obligations of all mortgages insured under this 
title and outstanding at any one time shall not exceed $3,000,000,000, 
except that with the approval of the President such aggregate amount 
may be increased to not to exceed $4,000,000,000: Provided further, 
That the aggregate amount of principal obligations of all mortgages 
that cover property the construction of which was completed more than 
one year prior to the date of the application for insurance, and that 
are insured under this title after the effective date of this amendment 
and outstanding at any one time, shall not exceed 25 per centum of 
the total amount of the principal obligations of mortgages with respect 
to which insurance may be granted under this title after such effective 
date: Provided further, That on and after July 1, 1941, no mortgages 
shall be insured under this title except mortgages that cover prop-
erty which is approved for mortgage insurance prior to the completion 
of the construction of such property, or which has been previously 
covered by a mortgage insured by the Administrator." 
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Conveyance of title,
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erty; authority of Ad-
ministrator, etc.

SEC. 7. Paragraph (3) of section 203 (b) of such Act, as amended,
is amended by striking out the words "until July 1, 1939".

SEC. 8. Section 203 of such Act, as amended, is further amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new subsections:

"(e) Any contract of insurance heretofore or hereafter executed by
the Administrator under this title shall be conclusive evidence of the
eligibility of the mortgage for insurance, and the validity of any con-
tract of insurance so executed shall be incontestable in the hands of an
approved mortgagee from the date of the execution of such contract
except for fraud or misrepresentation on the part of such approved
mortgagee.

"( oo mortgage which in whole or in part refinances a then exist-
ing mortgage shall be insured under this section unless the mortgagor
files with the application his certificate to the Administrator that prior
to the making of the application the mortgagor applied to the holder
of such existing mortgage for such refinancing and that, after reason-
able opportunity such holder failed or refused to make a loan of a like
amount and on as favorable terms as those of the loan secured by the
mortgage offered for insurance after taking into account amortiza-
tion provisions, commission, interest rate, mortgage insurance pre-
mium, and costs to the mortgagor for legal services, appraisal fees,
title expenses, and similar charges."

SEC. 9. The last sentence of section 204 (a) of such Act, as amended,
is amended to read as follows: "For the purposes of this subsection,
the value of the mortgage shall be determined, in accordance with
rules and regulations prescribed by the Administrator, by adding to
the amount of the original principal obligation of the mortgage which
was unpaid on the date of the institution of foreclosure proceedings,
or on the date of the acquisition of the property after default other
than by foreclosure, the amount of all payments which have been
made by the mortgagee for taxes, ground rents, and water rates,
which are liens prior to the mortgage, special assessments which are
noted on the application for insurance or which become liens after
the insurance of the mortgage, insurance on the mortgaged property,
and any mortgage insurance premiums paid after either of such
dates, and by deducting from such total amount any amount received
on account of the mortgage after either of such dates, and any amount
received as rent or other income from the property, less reasonable
expenses incurred in handling the property, after either of such
dates: Provided, That with respect to mortgages which are accepted
for insurance prior to July 1, 1941, under section 203 (b) (2) (B)
of this Act, and which are foreclosed before there shall have been
paid on account of the principal obligation of the mortgage a sum
equal to 10 per centum of the appraised value of the property as of
the date the mortgage was accepted for insurance, there may be
included in the debentures issued by the Administrator, on account of
foreclosure costs actually paid by the mortgagee and approved by the
Administrator an amount not in excess of 2 per centum of the unpaid
principal of the mortgage as of the date of the institution of fore-
closure proceedings, but in no event in excess of $75."

SEC. 10. Section 204 (g) of such Act, as amended, is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "The power to
convey and to execute in the name of the Administrator deeds of
conveyance, deeds of release, assignments and satisfactions of mort-
gages, and any other written instrument relating to real property or
any interest therein heretofore or hereafter acquired by the Adminis-
trator pursuant to the provisions of this Act, may be exercised by
the Administrator or by any Assistant Administrator appointed by
him, without the execution of any express delegation of power or
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SEC. 7. Paragraph (3) of section 203 (b) of such Act, as amended, 
is amended by striking out the words "until July 1, 1939". 
SEC. 8. Section 203 of such Act, as amended, is further amended by 

adding at the end thereof the following new subsections: 
" (e) Any contract of insurance heretofore or hereafter executed by 

the Administrator under this title shall be conclusive evidence of the 
eligibility of the mortgage for insurance, and the validity of any con-
tract of insurance so executed shall be incontestable in the hands of an 
approved mortgagee from the date of the execution of such contract, 
except for fraud or misrepresentation on the part of such approved 
mortgagee. 

"(f) No mortgage which in whole or in part refinances a then exist-
ing mortgage shall be insured under this section unless the mortgagor 
files with the application his certificate to the Administrator that prior 
to the making of the application the mortgagor applied to the holder 
of such existing mortgage for such refinancing and that, after reason-
able opportunity such holder failed or refused to make a loan of a like 
amount and on as favorable terms as those of the loan secured by the 
mortgage offered for insurance after taking into account amortiza-
tion provisions, commission, interest rate, mortgage insurance pre-
mium, and costs to the mortgagor for legal services, appraisal fees, 
title expenses, and similar charges." 

Sac. 9. The last sentence of section 204 (a) of such Act2 as amended, 
is amended to read as follows: "For the purposes of this subsection, 
the value of the mortgage shall be determined, in accordance with 
rules and regulations prescribed by. the Administrator, by adding to 
the amount of the original principal obligation of the mortgage which 
was unpaid on the date of the institution of foreclosure proceedings, 
or on the date of the acquisition of the property after default other 
than by foreclosure, the amount of all payments which have been 
made by the mortgagee for taxes, ground rents, and water rates, 
which are liens prior to the mortgage, special assessments which are 
noted on the application for insurance or which become liens after 
the insurance of the mortgage, insurance on the mortgaged property, 
and any mortgage insurance premiums paid after either of such 
dates, and by deducting from such total amount any amount received 
on account of the mortgage after either of such dates, and any amount 
received as rent or other income from the property, less reasonable 
expenses incurred in handling the property, after either of such 
dates: Provided, That with respect to mortgages which are accepted 
for insurance prior to July 1, 1941, under section 203 (b) (2) (B) 
of this Act, and which are foreclosed before there shall have been 
paid on account of the principal obligation of the mortgage a sum 
equal to 10 per centum of the appraised value of the property as of 
the date the mortgage was accepted for insurance, there may be 
included in the debentures issued by the Administrator, on account of 
foreclosure costs actually paid by the mortgagee and approved by the 
Administrator an amount not in excess of 2 per centum of the unpaid 
principal of the mortgage as of the date of the institution of fore-
closure proceedings, but in no event in excess of $75." 

Sac. 10. Section 204 (g) of such Act, as amended, is amended by 
adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "The power to 
convey and to execute in the name of the Administrator deeds of 
conveyance, deeds of release, assignments and satisfactions of mort-
gages, and any other written instrument relating to real property or 
any interest therein heretofore or hereafter acquired by the Adminis-
trator pursuant to the provisions of this Act, may be exercised by 
the Administrator or by any Assistant Administrator appointed by 
him, without the execution of any express delegation of power or 
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power of attorney: Provided, That nothing in this subsection shall Derion
be construed to prevent the Administrator from delegating such etc.
power by order or by power of attorney, in his discretion, to any
officer, agent, or employee he may appoint."

SEC. 11. The last sentence of section 205 (b) of such Act, as acount, lale
amended, is amended by inserting after "expenses incurred" the words general expel
"prior to July 1, 1939"

SEC. 12. The first sentence of section 207 (c) of such Act, as 52Stat.18.

amended, is amended to read as follows:
"(c) To be eligible for insurance under this section a mortgage on surance

any property or project shall involve a principal obligation in an
amount-

"(1) Not to exceed $5,000,000; and Maximum

"(2) Not to exceed 80 per centum of the amount which the cottoeum
Administrator estimates will be the value of the property or value.
project when the proposed improvements are completed: Pro-
vided, That such mortgage shall not in any event exceed the Mortggei
amount which the Administrator estimates will be the cost of the ceed estimat
completed physical improvements on the property or project, excepted.
exclusive of the following: Public utilities and streets; taxes,
interest, and insurance during construction; organization and
legal expenses; and miscellaneous charges during or incidental to
construction; and

"(3) Not to exceed $1,350 per room for such part of such prop- Amount p
erty or project as may be attributable to dwelling use.

The mortgage shall provide for complete amortization by periodic Aiortizati
payments within such term as the Administrator shall prescribe, and
shall bear interest (exclusive of premium charges for insurance) at
not to exceed 41/2 per centur per annum on the amount of the prin-
cipal obligation outstanding at any time."

SEC. 13. Section 210 of such Act, as amended, is hereby repealed: Multifami]
Provided, That the Administrator is authorized to insure under said pealed.

section any mortgage for the insurance of which an application has Prtso.
22

been filed with him prior to the effective date of this Act. Applictio
SEC. 14. Title II of the National Housing Act, as amended, is fur- of this Act.

ther amended by adding at the end thereof the following new section: 2 t"at.s
9

"LABOR STANDARDS

"SEC. 212. (a) The Administrator shall not insure under section
207 or section 210 of this title, pursuant to any application for insur-
ance filed subsequent to the effective date of this section, a mortgage
which covers property on which there is or is to be located a dwelling
or dwellings, or a housing project, the construction of which was or is
to be commenced subsequent to such date, unless the principal con-
tractor files a certificate or certificates (at such times, in course of
construction or otherwise, as the Administrator may prescribe) cer-
tifying that the laborers and mechanics employed in the construction
of the dwelling or dwellings or the housing project involved have been
paid not less than the wages prevailing in the locality in which the
work was performed for the corresponding classes of laborers and
mechanics employed on construction of a similar character as deter-
mined by the Secretary of Labor prior to the beginning of construc-
tion and after the date of the filing of the application for insurance.

"(b) The Administrator is authorized to make such rules and reg-
ulations as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this
section.

"(c) There is hereby authorized to be appropriated for the remain-
der of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939, and for each fiscal year
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power of attorney: Provided, That nothing in this subsection shall 
be construed to prevent the Administrator from delegating such 
power by order or by power of attorney, in his discretion, to any 
officer, agent, or employee he may appoint." 
SEC. 11. The last sentence of section 205 (b) of such Act, as  

amended, is amended by inserting after "expenses incurred" the words 
"prior to July 1, 1939". 
SEC. 12. The first sentence of section 207 (c) of such Act, as 

amended, is amended to read as follows: 
"(c) To be eligible for insurance under this section a mortgage on 

any property or project shall involve a principal obligation in an 
amount— 

" (1) Not to exceed $5,000,000; and 
"(2) Not to exceed 80 per centum of the amount which the 

Administrator estimates will be the value of the property or 
project when the proposed improvements are completed: Pro-
vided, That such mortgage shall not in any event exceed the 
amount which the Administrator estimates will be the cost of the 
completed physical improvements on the property or project, 
exclusive of the following: Public utilities and streets; taxes, 
interest, and insurance during construction organization and 
legal expenses; and miscellaneous charges during or incidental to 
construction ' • and 

"(3) Not to exceed $1,350 per room for such part of such prop-
erty or project as may be attributable to dwelling use. 

The mortgage shall provide for complete amortization by periodic 
payments within such term as the Administrator shall prescribe, and 
shall bear interest (exclusive of premium charges for insurance) at 
not to exceed 41/2  per centum per annum on the amount of the prin-
cipal obligation outstanding at any time." 
SEC. 13. Section 210 of such Act, as amended, is hereby repealed: 

Provided, That the Administrator is authorized to insure under said 
section any mortgage for the insurance of which an application has 
been filed with him prior to the effective date of this Act. 
SEC. 14. Title II of the National Housing Act, as amended, is fur-

ther amended by adding at the end thereof the following new section: 

"LABOR STANDARDS 

"SE°. 212. (a) The Administrator shall not insure under section 
207 or section 210 of this title, pursuant to any application for insur-
ance filed subsequent to the effective date of this section a mortgage 
which covers property on which there is or is to be located a dwelling 
or dwellings, or a housing project, the construction of which was or is 
to be commenced subsequent to such date, unless the principal con-
tractor files a certificate or certificates (at such times, in course of 
construction or otherwise, as the Administrator may prescribe) cer-
tifying that the laborers and mechanics employed in the construction 
of the dwelling or dwellings or the housing project involved have been 
paid not less than the wages prevailing in the locality in which the 
work was performed for the corresponding classes of laborers and 
mechanics employed on construction of a similar character, as deter-
mined by the Secretary of Labor prior to the beginning of construc-
tion and after the date of the filing of the application for insurance. 

"(b) The Administrator is authorized to make such rules and reg-
ulations as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this 
section. 

"(c) There is hereby authorized to be appropriated for the remain-
der of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939, and for each fiscal year 
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thereafter, a sum sufficient to meet all necessary expenses of the
Department of Labor in making the determinations provided for in
subsection (a)."

SEC. 15. The last sentence of section 301 (b) of such Act, as
amended, is amended to read as follows: "If the Administrator is of
the opinion that the establishment of such an association is desirable
to provide a market for mortgages insured under title II and is in
the public interest, that the incorporators transmitting the articles
of association are responsible persons, and that such articles of asso-
ciation are satisfactory in all respects, he may issue or cause to be
issued to such incorporators a certificate of approval, and the associa-
tion shall become, as of the date of issuance of such certificate, a
body corporate by the name set forth in its articles of association."

SEC. 16. Paragraph (4) of section 301 (c) of such Act, as amended,
is amended to read as follows:

"(4) To conduct its business in any State of the United States, or in
the District of Columbia, Alaska, Hawaii, or Puerto Rico, and to
have one or more officers in such State, or in the District of Columbia,
Alaska, Hawaii, or Puerto Rico, one of which officers shall be desig-
nated at the time of organization as its principal office."

Approved, June 3, 1939.

[CHAPTER 176]
AN ACT

June 3, 1939
[H. R. 5485] Permitting the War Department to transfer old horses and mules to the care of

[Public, No. 112] reputable humane organizations.

Government horses
and mules.

52 Stat. 693.
40 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, § 311b.

Disposition of un-
serviceable.

45 Stat. 1030.
40 U. S. C. 311a.

Transfer of, to care
of reputable humane
organizations.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act of
June 15,1938, to require that horses and mules belonging to the United
States which have become unfit for service be destroyed or put to
pasture, be amended to read as follows:

"That notwithstanding the first proviso in the fourth paragraph
under the heading 'Division of Supply' in title I of the Act entitled
'An Act making appropriations for the Treasury and Post Office
Departments for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1930, and for other
purposes', approved December 20, 1928 (45 Stat. 1030), horses and
mules belonging to the United States which have become unfit for
service may be destroyed or put out to pasture, either on the pastures
belonging to the United States Government or those belonging to
financially sound and reputable humane organizations whose facilities
permit them to care for them during the remainder of their natural
life, at no cost to the Government."

Approved, June 3, 1939.

[CHAPTER 180]
AN ACT

June 5, 1939
[S. 23141 To establish the position of Under Secretary in the Department of Commerce.

[Public. No. 1131* - , * -* -

Department of
Commerce.

Under Secretary;
position established,
compensation, ap-
pointment.

Duties, etc.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby
established in the Department of Commerce the position of Under
Secretary of Commerce with compensation at the rate of $10,000 per
annum and with appointment thereto by the President, by and with
the advice and consent of the Senate.

SEe. 2. Such Under Secretary shall perform the duties of the
Secretary of Commerce in the case of absence or sickness of the
Secretary, or in the case of the death or resignation of the
Secretary until a successor is appointed.
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thereafter, a sum sufficient to meet all necessary expenses of the 
Department of Labor in making the determinations provided for in 
subsection (a)." 

SEo. 15. The last sentence of section 301 (b) of such Act, as 
amended, is amended to read as follows: "If the Administrator is of 
the opinion that the establishment of such an association is desirable 
to provide a market for mortgages insured under title II and is in 
the public interest, that the incorporators transmitting the articles 
of association are responsible persons, and that such articles of asso-
ciation are satisfactory in all respects, he may issue or cause to be 
issued to such incorporators a certificate of approval, and the associa-
tion shall become, as of the date of issuance of such certificate, a 
body corporate by the name set forth in its articles of association." 
SEC. 16. Paragraph (4) of section 301 (c) of such Act, as amended, 

is amended to read as follows: 
"(4) To conduct its business in any State of the United States, or in 

the District of Columbia, Alaska' Hawaii, or Puerto Rico and to 
have one or more officers in such State, or in the District of COlumbia, 
Alaska, Hawaii, or Puerto Rico, one of which officers shall be desig-
nated at the time of organization as its principal office." 
Approved, June 3, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 176] 
AN ACT 

Permitting the War Department to transfer old horses and mules to the care of 
reputable humane organizations. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act of 
June 15, 1938, to require that horses and mules belonging to the United 
States which have become unfit for service be destroyed or put to 
pasture, be amended to read as follows: 
"That notwithstanding the first proviso in the fourth paragraph 

under the heading 'Division of Supply' in title I of the Act entitled 
'An Act making appropriations for the Treasury and Post Office 
Departments for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1930, and for other 
purposes', approved December 20, 1928 (45 Stat. 1030), horses and 
mules belonging to the United States which have become unfit for 
service may be destroyed or put out to pasture, either on the pastures 
belonging to the United States Government or those belonging to 
financially sound and reputable humane organizations whose facilities 
permit them to care for them during the remainder of their natural 
life, at no cost to the Government." 
Approved, June 3, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 180] 
AN ACT 

To establish the position of Under Secretary in the Department of Commerce. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby 
established in the Department of Commerce the position of Under 
Secretary of Commerce with compensation at the rate of $10,000 per 
annum and with appointment thereto by the President, by and with 
the advice and consent of the Senate. 

Site. 2. Such Under Secretary shall perform the duties of the 
Secretary of Commerce in the case of absence or sickness of the 
Secretary, or in the case of the death or resignation of the 
Secretary until a successor is appointed. 
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SEC. 3. Whenever a vacancy shall occur in any one of the two
positions of Assistant Secretary heretofore established in the Depart-
ment of Commerce, such vacancy shall not be filled and there shall
thereafter be only one position of Assistant Secretary in such
Department.

Approved, June 5, 1939.
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Vacancy occurring
in either position of
Assistant Secretary.

[CHAPTER 181]
JOINT RESOLUTION June 5,1939

To define the status of the Under Secretary of Agriculture, and for other purposes. [H. J. Res. 189]
[Pub. Res., No. 18]

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Under Secretary
of Agriculture is authorized to exercise the functions and perform
the duties of the first assistant of the Secretary of Agriculture within
the meaning of section 177 of the Revised Statutes of the United
States (U. S. C., title 5, sec. 4) and shall perform such other duties
as may be required by law or prescribed by the Secretary of
Agriculture.

Approved, June 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 184]
AN ACT

Department of Ag-
riculture.

Under Secretary;
functions and duties.

R. S. § 177.
5 U. S. C. § 4.

June 5, 1939
To prohibit the unauthorized use of the name or insignia of the 4-H clubs, and [H. R. 913]

for other purposes. [Public, No. 114]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That it shall be
unlawful for any person falsely and with intent to defraud to hold
himself out as or represent or pretend himself to be a member of,
associated with, or an agent or representative for the 4-H clubs, an
organization established by the Extension Service of the United
States Department of Agriculture and the land grant colleges, for any
purpose whatsoever; or for any person with intent to defraud to wear
or display the sign or emblem of said 4-H clubs or any insignia
in colorable imitation thereof for the purpose of inducing the belief
that he is a member of, associated with, or an agent or representative
for said 4-H clubs. It shall be unlawful for any person other than
said 4-H clubs and those duly authorized by them, the representatives
of the United States Department of Agriculture, the land grant col-
leges, and persons authorized by the Secretary of Agriculture, to use
within the territory of the United States of America and its exterior
possessions, for the purpose of trade or as an advertisement to induce
the sale of any article whatsoever or for any business or charitable
purpose, the recognized emblem of said 4-H clubs, consisting of a
green four-leaf clover with stem and the letter H in white or gold
on each leaflet, or any sign, insignia, or symbol in colorable imitation
thereof, or the words "4-H Club" or "4-H Clubs" or any combination
of these or other words or characters in colorable imitation thereof.
If any person violates any provision of this Act, he shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined
not more than $300 or imprisoned not more than six months, or both,
for each and every offense.

SEC. 2. The term "person" includes individuals, partnerships, cor-
porations, and associations.

Approved, June 5, 1939.
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SEC. 3. Whenever a vacancy shall occur in any one of the two 
positions of Assistant Secretary heretofore established in the Depart-
ment of Commerce, such vaOancy shall not be filled and there shall 
thereafter be only one position of Assistant Secretary in such 
Department. 
Approved, June 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 181] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To define the status of the Under Secretary of Agriculture, and for other purposes. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Under Secretary 
of Agriculture is authorized to exercise the functions and perform 
the duties of the first assistant of the Secretary of Agriculture within 
the meaning of section 177 of the Revised Statutes of the United 
States (U. S. C., title 5, sec. 4) and shall perform such other duties 
as may be required by law or prescribed by the Secretary of 
Agriculture. 
Approved, June 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 184] 
AN ACT 

To prohibit the unauthorized use of the name or insignia of the 4-H clubs, and 
for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That it shall be 
unlawful for any person falsely and with intent to defraud to hold 
himself out as or represent or pretend himself to be a member of, 
associated with, or an agent or representative for the 4—H clubs, an 
organization established by the Extension Service of the United 
States Department of Agriculture and the land grant colleges, for any 
purpose whatsoever; or for any person with intent to defraud to wear in 

signia in display the sign or emblem of said 4—H clubs or any  
in colorable imitation thereof for the purpose of inducing the belief 
that he is a member of, associated with, or an agent or representative 
for said 4—H clubs. It shall be unlawful for any person other than 
said 4-11 clubs and those duly authorized by them, the representatives 
of the United States Department of Agriculture, the land grant col-
leges, and persons authorized by the Secretary of Agriculture, to use 
within the territory of the United States of America and its exterior 
possessions, for the purpose of trade or as an advertisement to induce 
the sale of any article whatsoever or for any business or charitable 
purpose, the recognized emblem of said 4—H clubs, consisting of a 
green four-leaf clover with stem and the letter H in white or gold 
on each leaflet, or any sign, insignia, or symbol in colorable imitation 
thereof, or the words"4—H Club" or "4-11 Clubs" or any combination 
of these or other words or characters in colorable imitation thereof. 
If any person violates any provision of this Act, he shall be deemed 
guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined 
not more than $300 or imprisoned not more than six months, or both, 
for each and every offense. 
SEC. 2. The term "person" includes individuals, partnerships, cor-

porations, and associations. 

Approved, June 5, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 1851

June 6, 1939
[H. R. 3646]

[Public, No. 115]

Oaths to expense ac-
counts.

37 Stat. 487.
S U.S. C. §97.

Officers and em-
ployees authorized to
administer.

[53 STAT.

AN ACT

To authorize certain officers and employees to administer oaths to expense accounts.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 8 of the
Sundry Civil Appropriation Act for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1913, approved August 24, 1912 (37 Stat. 487), be, and it is hereby,
amended to read as follows:

"SEc. 8. Postmasters, assistant postmasters, collectors of customs,
collectors of internal revenue, chief clerks of the various executive
departments, independent establishments, and other Government
agencies, or of bureaus thereof, the superintendent, the acting superin-
tendent, custodian, and principal clerks of the various national parks
and other Government reservations, superintendent, acting superin-
tendent, and principal clerks of the different Indian superintendencies
or Indian agencies, chiefs of field parties, and any officer or employee
of any executive department, independent establishment, or other Gov-
ernment agency, in the District of Columbia or elsewhere, who shall
have been designated in writing for such purpose by the head of the
department, establishment, or agency concerned, are required, empow-
ered, and authorized, when requested, to administer oaths, required by
law or otherwise, to accounts for travel or other expenses against the
United States, with like force and effect as officers having a seal; for
such services when so rendered, or when rendered on demand by
notaries public, who at the time are also salaried officers or employees
of the United States, no charge shall be made; and no fee or money paid
for the services herein described shall be paid or reimbursed by the
United States."

Approved, June 6, 1939.

[CHAPTER 186]

June 6, 139
[H. R. 5766]

[Public, No. 116]

Merchant Marine
Act, 1936, amend-
ments.

49Stat. 2000; 52 Stat.
959.

46 U. S. C., Supp.
IV, 11159.

Construction of new
vessels.

Terms and condi-
tions; no construction-
differential subsidy al-
lowed.

Payment require-
ments on designated
vessels.

AN ACT

To amend section 509 of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as amended.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 509 of
the Merchant Marine Act 1936, as amended (52 Stat. 959; U. S. C.,
1934 edition, Supp. IV title 46, sec. 1159), is amended as follows:

(1) By amending the second sentence thereof to read as follows:
"If such application is approved by the Commission, the vessel may
be constructed under the terms and conditions of this title, but no
construction-differential subsidy shall be allowed."; and

(2) By amending so much of the fourth sentence thereof as pre-
cedes the first semicolon therein to read as follows: "In case the vessel
is designed to be of not less than three thousand five hundred gross
tons and to be capable of a sustained speed of not less than fourteen
knots, the applicant shall be required to pay the Commission not less
than 12Y2 per centum of the cost of such vessel, and in the case of any
other vessel the applicant shall be required to pay the Commission not
less than 25 per centum of the cost of such vessel (excluding from
such cost, in either case, the cost of national-defense features) ;.

Approved, June 6, 1939.
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[CHAPTER 185] 
AN ACT 

To authorize certain officers and employees to administer oaths to expense accounts. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 8 of the 
Sundry Civil Appropriation Act for the fiscal year ending June 30, 
1913, approved August 24, 1912 (37 Stat. 487), be, and it is hereby, 
amended to read as follows: 

"SEc. 8. Postmasters, assistant postmasters, collectors of customs, 
collectors of internal revenue, chief clerks of the various executive 
departments, independent establishments, and other Government 
agencies, or of bureaus thereof, the superintendent, the acting superin-
tendent, custodian, and principal clerks of the various national parks 
and other Government reservations, superintendent, acting superin-
tendent, and principal clerks of the different Indian superintendencies 
or Indian agencies, chiefs of field parties, and any officer or employee 
of any executive department, independent establishment, or other Gov-
ernment agency, in the District of Columbia or elsewhere, who shall 
have been designated in writing for such purpose by the head of the 
department, establishment, or agency concerned, are required, empow-
ered, and authorized, when requested, to administer oaths, required by 
law or otherwise, to accounts for travel or other expenses against the 
United States, with like force and effect as officers having a seal; for 
such services when so rendered, or when rendered on demand by 
notaries public, who at the time are also salaried officers or employees 
of the United States, no charge shall be made; and no fee or money paid 
for the services herein described shall be paid or reimbursed by the 
United States." 
Approved, June 6, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 186] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 509 of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as amended. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 509 of 
the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as amended (52 Stat. 959; U. S. C., 
1934 edition, Supp. IV, title 46, sec. 1159), is amended as follows: 

(1) By amending the second sentence thereof to read as follows: 
"If such application is approved by the Commission, the vessel may 
be constructed under the terms and conditions of this title, but no 
construction-differential subsidy shall be allowed."; and 

(2) By amending so much of the fourth sentence thereof as pre-
cedes the first semicolon therein to read as follows: "In case the vessel 
is designed to be of not less than three thousand five hundred gross 
tons and to be capable of a sustained speed of not less than fourteen 
knots, the applicant shall be required to pay the Commission not less 
than 121/2 per centtun of the cost of such vew4.1, and in the case of any 
other vessel the applicant shall be required to pay the Commission not 
less than 25 per centum of the cost of such vessel (excluding from 
such cost, in either ease, the cost of national-defense features);". 
Approved, June 6, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 190]
June 7,1939

To provide for the common defense by acquiring stocks of strategic and critical Is. 572]

materials essential to the needs of industry for the manufacture of supplies for [Public, No. 117]

the armed forces and the civilian population in time of a national emer-

gency, and to encourage, as far as possible, the further development of strategic

and critical materials within the United States for common defense.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the natural Acquisition of cer-

tain strategic and crit-

resources of the United States in certain strategic and critical ical materials.

materials being deficient or insufficiently developed to supply the policy.l n

industrial, military, and naval needs of the country for common
defense, it is the policy of Congress and the purpose and intent of

this Act to provide for the acquisition of stocks of these materials
and to encourage the development of mines and deposits of these
materials within the United States, and thereby decrease and pre-

vent wherever possible a dangerous and costly dependence of the
United States upon foreign nations for supplies of these materials in
times of national emergency.

SEC. 2. To effectuate the policy set forth in section 1 hereof the Muons Board, de-

Secretary of War, the Secretary of the Navy, and the Secretary of termination of strate-
gic and critical mate-

the Interior? acting jointly through the agency of the Army and rials.

Navy Munitions Board, are hereby authorized and directed to deter-
mine which materials are strategic and critical under the provisions
of this Act and to determine the quality and quantities of such tQitui and quan-

tities to be purchased.

materials which shall be purchased within the amount of the appro- ph

priations authorized by this Act. In determining the materials which iCtedP Departments.

are strategic and critical and the quality and quantities of same to
be purchased the Secretaries of State, Treasury, and Commerce shall
each designate representatives to cooperate with the Secretary of
War, the Secretary of the Navy, and the Secretary of the Interior
in carrying out the provisions of this Act.

SEc. 3. The Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Navy, when Purchases by Treas-
ury Dlepartment when

they deem such action appropriate because the domestic production domesti prouc

or supply of any of the above materials is insufficient to meet the to sutply eeds. nt

industrial, military, and naval needs of the country, shall direct the

Secretary of the Treasury, through the medium of the Procurement
Division of his Department and from the funds authorized by the
provisions of this Act, to make purchases of such materials in accord-
ance with specifications prepared by the Procurement Division of
the Treasury Department and approved by the Secretary of War

and the Secretary of the Navy, and to provide for the storage and Strge and main-

maintenance, and, where necessary to prevent deterioration, for the
rotation of such materials. To accomplish such rotation, the Secre- Replacement of

stocks of material sub-

tary of the Treasury, with the approval of the Secretary of War and ject to deterioration.

the Secretary of the Navy, is authorized to replace acquired stocks
of any such material subject to deterioration by equivalent quantities
of the same material in such manner as he deems will best serve the

purposes of this Act. The Secretary of the Treasury is empowered
to meet, out of the funds authorized in this Act, expenses necessary
to accomplish such rotation. The Secretary shall include in his peAndiureport a eth-

annual report to Congress a detailed statement of expenditures made od of rotation em-

under this section and the method of rotation employed. The mate- ployed.

rials so purchased shall be stored by the Procurement Division of the
Treasury Department on military and naval reservations or in other
locations approved by the Secretary of War and the Secretary of
the Navy.

SEc. 4. Materials acquired under this Act except for rotation to Userestr

prevent deterioration shall be used only upon the order of the Presi-

98907°-39-P- 2-20
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[CHAPTER 190] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the common defense by acquiring stocks of strategic and critical 
materials essential to the needs of industry for the manufacture of supplies for 
the armed forces and the civilian population in time of a national emer-
gency, and to encourage, as far as possible, the further development of strategic 
and critical materials within the United States for common defense 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the natural 
resources of the United States in certain strategic and critical 
materials being deficient or insufficiently developed to supply the 
industrial, military, and naval needs of the country for common 
defense, it is the policy of Congress and the purpose and intent of 
this Act to provide for the acquisition of stocks of these materials 
and to encourage the development of mines and deposits of these 
materials within the United States, and thereby decrease and pre-
vent wherever possible a dangerous and costly dependence of the 
United States upon foreign nations for supplies of these materials in 
times of national emergency. 
SEC. 2. To effectuate the policy set forth in section 1 hereof the 

Secretary of War, the Secretary of the Navy, and the Secretary of 
the Interior7 acting jointly through the agency of the Army and 
Navy Munitions Board, are hereby authorized and directed to deter-
mine which materials are strategic and critical under the provisions 
of this Act and to determine the quality and quantities of such 
materials which shall be purchased within the amount of the appro-
priations authorized by this Act. In determining the materials which 
are strategic and critical and the quality and quantities of same to 
be purchased the Secretaries of State, Treasury, and Commerce shall 
each designate representatives to cooperate with the Secretary of 
War, the Secretary of the Navy, and the Secretary of the Interior 
in carrying out the provisions of this Act. 

Sim. 3. The Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Navy, when 
they deem such action appropriate because the domestic production 
or supply of any of the above materials is insufficient to meet the 
industrial, military, and naval needs of the country, shall direct the 
Secretary of the Treasury, through the medium of the Procurement 
Division of his Department and from the funds authorized by the 
provisions of this Act, to make purchases of such materials in accord-
ance with specifications prepared by the Procurement Division of 
the Treasury Department and approved by the Secretary of War 
and the Secretary of the Navy, and to provide for the storage and 
maintenance, and, where necessary to prevent deterioration, for the 
rotation of such materials. To accomplish such rotation the Secre-
tary of the Treasury, with the approval of the Secretary of War and 
the Secretary of the Navy, is authorized to replace acquired stacks 
of any such material subject to deterioration by equivalent quantities 
of the same material in such manner as he deems will best serve the 
purposes of this Act. The Secretary of the Treasury is empowered 
to meet, out of the funds authorized in this Act, expenses necessary 
to accomplish such rotation. The Secretary shall include in his 
annual report to Congress a detailed statement of expenditures made 
under this section and the method of rotation employed. The mate-
rials so purchased shall be stored by the Procurement Division of the 
Treasury Department on military and naval reservations or in other 
locations approved by the Secretary of War and the Secretary of 
the Navy. 
Sm. 4. Materials acquired under this Act except for rotation to 

prevent deterioration shall be used only upon the order of the Presi-
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Purchases of Ameri-
can materials.

47 Stat. 1520.
41 U. S. C. §§ lOa-

lOc.
Period allowed for

production and deliv-
ery from domestic
sources.

Appropriation au-
thorized, fiscal years
1939-1943.

Pod, p. 1326.

Supervision of ex-
penditure.

Investigations with
respect to develop-
ment of domestic min-
eral resources.

Treatment and uti-
lization of lower grade
reserves, substitutes,
etc.

Funds authorized
for fiscal years 1940-
1943.

Post, p. 1317.

Specific allotments.

June 7, 1939
[H. R. 5136]

[Public, No. 118]

Books, etc., foradult
blind.

46 Stat. 1487.
2 U. . c. C 135a;

Supp. IV, § 135a.
Purchase of, prefer-

ence to certain institu-
tions or agencies.

R. S. § 3709.
41 U. S. SC..

dent in time of war, or when he shall find that a national emergency
exists with respect to national defense as a consequence of the threat
of war.

SEC. 5. Purchases under this Act shall be made in accordance with
Title III of the Act of March 3, 1933 (47 Stat. 1520), but a reason-
able time (not to exceed one year) shall be allowed for production and
delivery from domestic sources and in the case of any such material
available in the United States but which has not been developed com-
mercially, the Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Navy may,
if they find that the production of such material is economically
feasible, direct the purchase of such material without requiring the
vendor to give bond.

SEC. 6. For the procurement, transportation, maintenance, rotation,
and storage of the materials to be acquired under this Act, there is
hereby authorized to be appropriated the sum of $100,000,000, out of
any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, during the
fiscal years June 302 1939, to and including June 30, 1943, to be
expended under the joint direction of the Secretary of War and the
Secretary of the Navy.

SEC. 7. (a) That the Secretary of the Interior, through the Director
of the Bureau of Mines and the Director of the Geological Survey, is
hereby authorized and directed to make scientific, technologic, and
economic investigations concerning the extent and mode of occurrence
the development, mining, preparation, treatment, and utilization of
ores and other mineral substances found in the United States or its
Territories or insular possessions, which are essential to the common
defense or the industrial needs of the United States, and the quan-
tities or grades of which are inadequate from known domestic sources,
in order to determine and develop domestic sources of supply, to devise
new methods for the treatment and utilization of lower grade reserves,
and to develop substitutes for such essential ores and mineral prod-
ucts; to explore and develop, on public lands and on privately owned
lands, with the consent of the owner, deposits of such minerals, includ-
ing core drilling, trenching, test-pitting, shaft sinking, drifting, cross-
cutting, sampling, and metallurgical investigations and tests as may
be necessary to determine the extent and quality of such deposits, the
most suitable methods of mining and beneficiatng them, and the cost
at which the minerals or metals may be produced.

(b) For the purposes of carrying out the provisions of this section
there is hereby authorized to be appropriated out of any money in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for each of the fiscal years
ending June 30, 1940, 1941, 1942, and 1943, the sum of $500,000, of
which amount $350,000 shall be appropriated to the Bureau of Mines
and $150,000 to the Geological Survey.

Approved, June 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 191]
AN ACT

To amend the Act entitled "An Act to provide books for the adult blind", ap-
proved March 3, 1931.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 of the
Act entitled "An Act to provide books for the adult blind", approved
March 3, 1931, as amended (U. S. C., 1924 edition Supp. IV, title 2,
sec. 135a), is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new
sentence: "In the purchase of such books, the Librarian of Congress,
without reference to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C.,
1934 edition, title 41, sec. 5), shall give preference to non-profit-
making institutions or agencies whose activities are primarily con-
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dent in time of war , or when he shall find that a national emergency 
exists with respect 1,0 national defense as a consequence of the threat 
of war. 
SEC. 5. Purchases under this Act shall be made in accordance with 

Title III of the Act of March 3, 1933 (47 Stat. 1520), but a reason-
able time (not to exceed one year) shall be allowed for production and 
delivery from domestic sources and in the case of any such material 
available in the United States but which has not been developed com-
mercially, the Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Navy may, 
if they find that the production of such material is economically 
feasible direct the purchase of such material without requiring the 
vendor to give bond. 
SEC. 6. For the procurement, transportation, maintenance, rotation, 

and storage of the materials to be acquired under this Act, there is 
hereby authorized to be appropriated the sum of $100,000,000, out of 
any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, during the 
fiscal years June 302 1939, to and including June 30, 1943, to be 
expended under the joint direction of the Secretary of War and the 
Secretary of the Navy. 
SEC. 7. (a) That the Secretary of the Interior, through the Director 

of the Bureau of Mines and the Director of the Geological Survey, is 
hereby authorized and directed to make scientific, technologic, and 
economic investigations concerning the extent and mode of occurrence, 
the development, mining, preparation, treatment, and utilization of 
ores and other mineral substances found in the United States or its 
Territories or insular possessions which are essential to the common 
defense or the industrial needs possessions, United States, and the quan-
tities or grades of which are inadequate from known domestic sources, 
in order to determine and develop domestic sources of supply, to devise 
new methods for the treatment and utilization of lower grade reserves, 
and to develop substitutes for such essential ores and mineral prod-, 
ucts; to explore and develop, on public lands and on privately owned 
lands, with the consent of the owner, deposits of such minerals, includ-
ing core drilling, trenching, test-pitting, shaft sinking, drifting, cross-
cutting, sampling, and m,etallurgical investigations and tests as may 
be necessary to determine the extent and quality of such deposits, the 
most suitable methods of mining and beneficiatmg them, and the cost 
at which the minerals or metals may be produced. 

(b) For the purposes of carrying out the provisions of this section 
there is hereby authorized to be appropriated out of any money in the 
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for each of the fiscal years 
ending June 30, 1940, 1941, 1942, and 1943, the sum of $500,000, of 
which amount $350,000 shall be appropriated to the Bureau of Mines 
and $150,000 to the Geological Survey. 
Approved, June 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 191] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Act entitled "An Act to provide books for the adult blind", ap-
proved March 3, 1931. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 of the 
Act entitled "An Act to provide books for the adult blind", approved 
March 3, 1931, as amended (U. S. C., 1924 edition, Supp. IV, title 2, 
sec. 135a), is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new 
sentence: "In the purchase of such books, the Librarian of Congress, 
without reference to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., 
1934 edition, title 41, sec. 5), shall give preference to non-profit-
making institutions or agencies whose activities are primarily con-
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cerned with the blind, in all cases where the prices or bids submitted
by such institutions or agencies are, by said Librarian, under all
the circumstances and needs involved, determined to be fair and
reasonable."

Approved, June 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 192]
JOINT RESOLUTION

Authorizing the President of the United States to accept on behalf of the United
States a conveyance of certain lands on Government Island from the city of
Alameda, California, and for other purposes.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the President of
the United States is hereby authorized to accept on behalf of the
United States, without cost to the United States other than a nominal
consideration of $1 and expenses incident to procuring abstract of
title, the examination of title, and the preparation, execution, and
recording of necessary transfer papers, all of which expenses are
hereby authorized to be paid out of administrative funds available
from the Federal Highway Act, as amended or supplemented, but
subject otherwise to the provisions of section 355 of the Revised
Statutes, title in fee simple to thirty-five acres, more or less, of lands
above the low-water mark, forming a part of what is known as
Government Island, as described and proposed by ordinance num-
bered 681, new series, to be conveyed to the United States by the
city of Alameda, California, to be used for public purposes of the
Government of the United States.

SEC. 2. The President of the United States is authorized to permit
the lands conveyed to the United States pursuant to this resolution
to be used for such Government purposes as he may deem advisable.

Approved, June 7, 1939.
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June 7, 1939
[H. J. Res. 171]

[Pub. Res., No. 19]

Alameda, Calif.
Acceptance of cer-

tain lands from, au-
thorized.

42 Stat. 212.
23 U. S. C. §§ 1-25;

Supp. IV,h. 1.
R. S.356.
33 U. S. C. § 733.

Use of conveyed
lands.

[CHAPTER 193]

JOINT RESOLUTION
June 7, 1939

Providing that reorganization plans numbered I and II shall take effect on Is.J. Res. is]
July 1, 1939. [Pub. Res., No. 201

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the provi-
sions of reorganization plan numbered I, submitted to the Congress
on April 25, 1939, and the provisions of reorganization plan num-
bered II, submitted to the Congress on May 9, 1939, shall take effect
on July 1, 1939, notwithstanding the provisions of the Reorganiza-
tion Act of 1939.

SEC. 2. Nothing in such plans or this joint resolution shall be
construed as having the effect of continuing any agency or function
beyond the time when it would have terminated without regard to
such plans or this joint resolution or of continuing any function
beyond the time when the agency in which it was vested would have
terminated without regard to such plans or this joint resolution.

Approved, June 7, 1939.

Reorganization plans
Nos. I and II; effective
date.

Post, pp. 1423, 1431.

Ante, p. 562.

Continuation of
agency or function
afterterminationdate,
restriction.
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cerned with the blind, in all cases where the prices or bids submitted 
by such institutions or agencies are, by said Librarian, under all 
the circumstances and needs involved, determined to be fair and 
reasonable." 
Approved, June 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 192] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Authorizing the President of the United States to accept on behalf of the United 
States a conveyance of certain lands on Government Island from the city of 
Alameda, California, and for other purposes. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the President of 
the United States is hereby authorized to accept on behalf of the 
United States, without cost to the United States other than a nominal 
consideration of $1 and expenses incident to procuring abstract of 
title, the examination of title, and the preparation, execution, and 
recording of necessary transfer papers, all of which expenses are 
hereby authorized to be paid out of administrative funds available 
from the Federal Highway Act, as amended or supplemented, but 
subject otherwise to the provisions of section 355 of the Revised 
Statutes, title in fee simple to thirty-five acres, more or less, of lands 
above the low-water mark, forming a part of what is known as 
Government Island, as described and proposed by ordinance num-
bered 681, new series, to be conveyed to the United States by the 
city of Alameda, California, to be used for public purposes of the 
Government of the United States. 
SEC. 2. The President of the United States is authorized to permit 

the lands conveyed to the United States pursuant to this resolution 
to be used for such Government purposes as he may deem advisable. 
Approved, June 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 193] 

JOINT RESOLUTION 

Providing that reorganization plans numbered I and II shall take effect on 
July 1, 1939. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the provi-
sions of reorganization plan numbered I, submitted to the Congress 
on April 25, 1939, and the provisions of reorganization plan num-
bered II, submitted to the Congress on May 9, 1939, shall take effect 
on July 1, 1939, notwithstanding the provisions of the Reorganiza-
tion Act of 1939. 

SEc. 2. Nothing in such plans or this joint resolution shall be 
construed as having the effect of continuing any agency or function 
beyond the time when it would have terminated without regard to 
such plans or this joint resolution or of continuing any function 
beyond the time when the agency in which it was vested would have 
terminated without regard to such plans or this joint resolution. 
Approved, June 7, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 195]
AN ACTJune 8. 1939 AN ACT

Is. 588] To provide for an additional midshipman at the United States Naval Academy,
[Public, No. 119] and for other purposes.

Naval Academy.
Appointment of ad-

ditional midshipman
on recommendation of
Governor of Panama
Canal.

Be it enacted by the Senate and Hose of Representaives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there shall
be at the United States Naval Academy one midshipman to be
selected from among the sons of civilians residing in the Canal Zone
and the sons of civilian employees of the United States Government
and the Panama Railroad Company residing in the Republic of
Panama, whose appointment shal be made by the Secretary of the
Navy on the recommendation of the Governor of the Panama Canal

Approved, June 8, 1939.

[CHAPTER 196]

June 10, 1939
[S. 499]

[Public, No. 120]

Navy.
35 stat. 768; 50 Stat.

63.
34 U. C. 8 533;

Supp. IV, § 533.

Procurement and
sale of stores to certain
officers and men and
to civilian employees.

Privileges extended.

AN ACT
To amend the Act entitled "An Act making appropriations for the naval service

for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ten, and for
other purposes", approved March 3, 1909, as amended, so as to extend commis-
sary privileges to civilian officers and employees of the United States at naval
stations beyond the continental limits of the United States or in Alaska.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That such part of
the Act of March 3, 1909 (ch. 255, 35 Stat. 768; U. S. C., title 34,
sec. 533), as amended by the Act of April 14, 1937 (50 Stat. 63), which
provides-

"That hereafter such stores as the Secretary of the Navy may desig-
nate may be procured and sold to officers and enlisted men of the
Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard; to the widows of such officers
and enlisted men; to civilian employees of the Navy Department and
to officers of the Foreign Service of the United States at naval stations
beyond the continental limits of the United States and in Alaska,
under such regulations as the Secretary of the Navy may prescribe."
is further amended to read as follows:

"That hereafter such stores as the Secretary of the Navy may desig-
nate may be procured and sold to officers and enlisted men of the
Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard; to the widows of such officers
and enlisted men; and to civilian officers and employees of the United
States at naval stations and post exchanges beyond the continental
limits of the United States or in Alaska under such regulations as
the Secretary of the Navy may prescribe.'

Approved, June 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 197]
June 13, 1939 AN ACT[8 .1891 To provide for the confiscation of firearms in possession of persons convicted of[Public. No. 1211 felony and disposition thereof.

Firearms.
Confiscation and

disposal of, in posses-
sion of persons con-
victed of certain fel-
onies.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That when any
person is convicted in any court of the United States of any of the
crimes of murder, manslaughter, felonious assault, rape, killing or
assaulting a Federal officer, robbery, burglary, bank robbery, kining
or kidnaping in committing bank robbery or in avoiding or attempt-
ing to avoid apprehension for the commission of bank robbery or
in freeing one's self or attempting to free one's self from arrest or
confinement for bank robbery, transporting or causing to be trans-
ported a kidnaped person in interstate or foreign commerce, trans-
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[CHAPTER 195] 
AN ACT 

June 8. 1939 

(S. 588]  To provide for an additional midshipman at the United States Naval Academy, 
[Public, No. 119] and for other purposes. 

Naval Academy. 
Appointment of ad-

ditional midshipman 
on recommendation of 
Governor of Panama 
Canal. 

June 10, 1939 
[S. 499] 

[Public, No. 120] 

Navy. 

35 Stat. 768; 50 Stat. 
63. 
34 U. S. C. § 533; 

Supp. IF, I 533-

Procurement and 
sale of stores to certain 
officers and men and 
to civilian employees. 

Privileges extended. 

June 13, 1939 
[S. 189] 

[Public. No. 121] 

Firearms. 
Confiscation and 

disposal of, in posses-
sion of persons con-
victed of certain fel-
onies. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there shall 
be at the United States Naval Academy one midshipman to be 
selected from among the sons of civilians residing in the Canal Zone 
and the sons of civilian employees of the United States Government 
and the Panama Railroad Company residing in the Republic of 
Panama, whose appointment shall be made by the Secretary of the 
Navy on the recommendation of the Governor of the Panama Canal. 
Approved, June 8, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 196] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Act entitled "An Act making appropriations for the naval service 
for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ten, and for 
other purposes", approved March 3, 1909, as amended, so as to extend commis-
sary privileges to civilian officers and employees of the United States at naval 
stations beyond the continental limits of the United States or in Alaska. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That such part of 
the Act of March 3, 1909 (ch. 255, 35 Stat. 768; U. S. C. title 34, 
sec. 533), as amended by the Act of April 14, 1937 (50 Stat. 63), which 
provides--
"That hereafter such stores as the Secretary of the Navy may desig-

nate may be procured and sold to officers and enlisted men of the 
Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard; to the widows of such officers 
and enlisted men; to civilian employees of the Navy Department and 
to officers of the Foreign Service of the United States at naval stations 
beyond the continental limits of the United States and in Alaska, 
under such regulations as the Secretary of the Navy may prescribe." 
is further amended to read as follows: 
"That hereafter such stores as the Secretary of the Navy may desig-

nate may be procured and sold to officers and enlisted men of the 
Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard; to the widows of such officers 
and enlisted men; and to civilian officers and employees of the United 
States at naval stations and post exchanges beyond the continental 
limits of the United States or in Alaska, under such regulations as 
the Secretary of the Navy may prescribe." 
Approved, June 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 197] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the confiscation of firearms in possession of persons convicted of 
felony and disposition thereof. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That when any 
person is convicted in any court of the United States of any of the 
crimes of murder, manslaughter , felonious assault, rape, killing or 

assaulting a Federal officer, robbery, burglary, bank robbery, killingor kidnaping in committing bank robbery or in avoiding or attempt-

ing to avoid apprehension for the commission of bank robbery or 
in freeing one's self or attempting to free one's self from arrest or 
confinement for bank robbery1 transporting or causing to be trans-
ported a kidnaped person in interstate or foreign commerce, trans-
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porting or causing to be transported a stolen motor vehicle in inter-
state or foreign commerce, or any felony perpetrated in whole or in
part by the use of firearms, or an attempt to commit any of the

Additional to other
foregoing crimes, the court in its judgment of conviction may, in peAinalti 

o o h e

addition to the penalty or penalties prescribed by law for the punish-
ment of such crime or crimes, order the confiscation and disposal
of firearms and ammunition found in the possession or under they agency

immediate control of such person at the time of his arrest. The apprehending such

court may direct the delivery of such firearms or ammunition to peson, etc.

the law-enforcement agency which apprehended such person, for
its use or for any other disposition in its discretion.

Approved, June 13, 1939.

[CHAPTER 198]
AN ACT June 13, 1939

To add certain lands of the Front Royal Quartermaster Depot Military Reser- (. 509]
vation, Virginia, to the Shenandoah National Park, and for other purposes. [Public, No. 122]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following- Shenandoah Na-

described lands of the Front Royal Quartermaster Depot Military t"ertain lands of
Reservation, Virginia, are hereby made a part of the Shenandoah Front RoyalQuarter-

National Park, subject to all laws and regulations applicable thereto: tary Reservation add-

Beginning at concrete monument numbered 10 in the boundary line Description.
of the Front Royal Remount Depot, and running thence along said
boundary line, north 70 degrees 00 minutes west 3,465.0 feet to monu-
ment numbered 11, thence north 40 degrees 30 minutes west 1,881.0
feet to monument numbered 12, thence north 2 degrees 00 minutes
west 792.0 feet to monument numbered 13, thence north 78 degrees 00
minutes west 693.0 feet to monument numbered 14, thence south 1
degree 30 minutes west 379.5 feet to monument numbered 15, thence
south 61 degrees 15 minutes west 2,244.0 feet to monument numbered
16, thence south 16 degrees 00 minutes east 2,640.0 feet to monument
numbered 17, thence south 61 degrees 15 minutes west 3,333.0 feet to
monument numbered 18, thence south 15 degrees 00 minutes east 646.8
feet to monument numbered 19, thence south 63 degrees 00 minutes
west 627.0 feet to monument numbered 20, thence south 15 degrees 00
minutes west 1,254.0 feet to monument numbered 21, thence south 48
degrees 00 minutes east 3,267.0 feet to monument numbered 22, thence
north 34 degrees 00 minutes east 297.0 feet to monument numbered
23, thence north 25 degrees 00 minutes west 1,551.0 feet to monument
numbered 24, thence north 67 degrees 00 minutes east 1,716.0 feet to
monument numbered 25, thence north 58 degrees 00 minutes east
2,862.75 feet to monument numbered 26, thence north 79 degrees 00
minutes east 2,377.15 feet to monument numbered 27, thence south 28
degrees 30 minutes west 338.25 feet to monument numbered 28 (offset
4 feet west), thence south 30 degrees 00 minutes west 462.0 feet to
monument numbered 29 (offset 14 feet east), thence south 40 degrees
00 minutes west 396.0 feet to monument numbered 30 (offset 9.0 feet
east), thence south 54 degrees 00 minutes west 132.0 feet to monu-
ment numbered 31 (offset 10.0 feet east), thence south 75 degrees 00
minutes west 429.0 feet to monument numbered 32, thence south 62
degrees 00 minutes west 297.0 feet to monument numbered 33 (offset
3.0 feet southeast), thence south 41 degrees 00 minutes west 462.0
feet to monument numbered 34 (offset 5.0 feet south), thence south
53 degrees 00 minutes west 264.0 feet to monument numbered 35
(offset 4 feet south), thence south 80 degrees 00 minutes west 165.0
feet to monument numbered 36 (offset 8.0 feet south), thence north
85 degrees 00 minutes west 396.0 feet to monument numbered 37
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porting or causing to be transported a stolen motor vehicle in inter-
state or foreign commerce, or any felony perpetrated in whole or in 
part by the use of firearms, or an attempt to commit any of the 
foregoing crimes, the court in its judgment of conviction may, in 
addition to the penalty or penalties prescribed by law for the punish-
ment of such crime or crimes, order the confiscation and disposal 
of firearms and ammunition found in the possession or under the 
immediate control of such person at the time of his arrest. The 
court may direct the delivery of such firearms or ammunition to 
the law-enforcement agency which apprehended such person, for 
its use or for any other disposition in its discretion. 
Approved, June 13, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 198] 
AN ACT 

To add certain lands of the Front Royal Quartermaster Depot Military Reser-
vation, Virginia, to the Shenandoah National Park, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That the following-
described lands of the Front Royal Quartermaster Depot Military 
Reservation, Virginia, are hereby made a part of the Shenandoah 
National Park, subject to all laws and regulations applicable thereto: 
Beginning at concrete monument numbered 10 in the boundary line 
of the Front Royal Remount Depot, and running thence along said 
boundary line, north 70 degrees 00 minutes west 3,465.0 feet to monu-
ment numbered 11, thence north 40 degrees 30 minutes west 1,881.0 
feet to monument numbered 12, thence north 2 degrees 00 minutes 
west 792.0 feet to monument numbered 13, thence north 78 degrees 00 
minutes west 693.0 feet to monument numbered 14, thence south 1 
degree 30 minutes west 379.5 feet to monument numbered 15, thence 
south 61 degrees 15 minutes west 2,244.0 feet to monument numbered 
16, thence south 16 degrees 00 minutes east 2,640.0 feet to monument 
numbered 17, thence south 61 degrees 15 minutes west 3,333.0 feet to 
monument numbered 18, thence south 15 degrees 00 minutes east 646.8 
feet to monument numbered 19, thence south 63 degrees 00 minutes 
west 627.0 feet to monument numbered 20, thence south 15 degrees 00 
minutes west 1,254.0 feet to monument numbered 21, thence south 48 
degrees 00 minutes east 3,267.0 feet to monument numbered 22, thence 
north 34 degrees 00 minutes east 297.0 feet to monument numbered 
23, thence north 25 degrees 00 minutes west 1,551.0 feet to monument 
numbered 24, thence north 67 degrees 00 minutes east 1,716.0 feet to 
monument numbered 25, thence north 58 degrees 00 minutes east 
2,862.75 feet to monument numbered 26, thence north 79 degrees 00 
minutes east 2,377.15 feet to monument numbered 27, thence south 28 
degrees 30 minutes west 338.25 feet to monument numbered 28 (offset 
4 feet west), thence south 30 degrees 00 minutes west 462.0 feet to 
monument numbered 29 (offset 14 feet east), thence south 40 degrees 
00 minutes west 396.0 feet to monument numbered 30 (offset 9.0 feet 
east), thence south 54 degrees 00 minutes west 132.0 feet to monu-
ment numbered 31 (offset 10.0 feet east), thence south 75 degrees 00 
minutes west 429.0 feet to monument numbered 32, thence south 62 
degrees 00 minutes west 297.0 feet to monument numbered 33 (offset 
3.0 feet southeast), thence south 41 degrees 00 minutes west 462.0 
feet to monument numbered 34 (offset 5.0 feet south), thence south 
53 degrees 00 minutes west 264.0 feet to monument numbered 35 
(offset 4 feet south), thence south 80 degrees 00 minutes west 165.0 
feet to monument numbered 36 (offset 8.0 feet south), thence north 
85 degrees 00 minutes west 396.0 feet to monument numbered 37 
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(offset 9.0 feet north), south 40 degrees 00 minutes west 354.75 feet
to monument numbered 38, thence south 27 degrees 00 minutes east
1,023.0 feet to monument numbered 39, thence north 73 degrees 30
minutes east, 1,518.0 feet to monument numbered 40, thence north 52
degrees 00 minutes east 330.0 feet to monument numbered 41, thence
along a proposed boundary line north 19 degrees 51 minutes east
1,684.5 feet to point A.1, thence north 52 degrees 20 minutes east
1,107.0 feet to point A.2, thence north 39 degrees 26 minutes east
717.5 feet to a point A.3, thence north 26 degrees 11 minutes east
1,978.0 feet to concrete monument numbered 10, the point of begin-
ning, it being the intent of this Act to add to the Shenandoah
National Park all that portion of the Front Royal Quartermaster
Depot Military Reservation lying west of a line between monuments
numbered 41 and 10, as described by the last four courses of the
above description. The tract as described contains an area 977%
acres, more or less.

Approved, June 13, 1939.

[CHAPTER 199]
AN ACTJune 13, 1939

Is. 12431 To authorize the use of War Department equipment for the Confederate Veterans'
[Public, No. 123] 1939 reunion at Trinidad, Colorado, August 22, 23, 24, and 25, 1939.

United Confederate
Veterans.

Loan of War De-
partment equipment
for reunion at Trini.
dad, Colo.

Provisos.
No Federal expense.

Bond.

June 13, 1939
[S. 1409]

[Public, No. 124]

Pemaquid Point
Lighthouse Reserva-
tion, Maine.

Conveyance of por-
tion to Bristol, Maine.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of War be, and he is hereby, authorized to lend, at his discretion, to
the reunion committee of the United Confederate Veterans, for use
at the National Confederate Veterans' reunion, to be held at Trini-
dad, Colorado, August 22, 23, 24, and 25, 1939, two hospital ward
tents, with all pegs, poles, and equipment necessary for their erection;
one storage tent complete with all equipment; one large wall tent
complete with all equipment; six small wall tents complete with all
equipment; ten pyramidal tents complete with all equipment; fifty
14-quart G. I. buckets; two thousand blankets, olive drab, wool; one
thousand cots, iron; one thousand comforters; one thousand cotton-
felted pillows complete with cotton pillowcases; two thousand cotton
bedsheets: Provided, That no expense shall be caused the United
States Government by the delivery and return of said property; the
same to be delivered from the nearest quartermaster depot at such
time prior to the holding of said reunion as may be agreed upon by
the Secretary of War and the Confederate Reunion Committee: Pro-
vided further, That the Secretary of War, before delivery of such
property, shall take from said reunion committee of the United Con-
federate Veterans a good and sufficient bond for the safe return of
said property in good order and condition, and the whole without
expense to the United States.

Approved, June 13, 1939.

[CHAPTER 200]
AN ACT

To authorize the conveyance by the United States to the town of Bristol, Maine,
of a portion of the Pemaquid Point Lighthouse Reservation, and for other
purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, subject to
the conditions hereinafter specified, the Secretary of the Treasury is
authorized to convey at any time within three years of the effective
date of this Act to the town of Bristol, Maine, for public-park pur-
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(offset 9.0 feet north), south 40 degrees 00 minutes west 354.75 feet 
to monument numbered 38, thence south 27 degrees 00 minutes east 
1,023.0 feet to monument numbered 39, thence north 73 degrees 30 
minutes east, 1,518.0 feet to monument numbered 40, thence north 52 
degrees 00 minutes east 330.0 feet to monument numbered 41, thence 
along a proposed boundary line north 19 degrees 51 minutes east 
1,684.5 feet to point A.1, thence north 52 degrees 20 minutes east 
1,107.0 feet to point £2, thence north 39 degrees 26 minutes east 
717.5 feet to a point A.3, thence north 26 degrees 11 minutes east 
1,978.0 feet to concrete monument numbered 10, the point of be • 
ning, it being the intent of this Act to add to the Shenandoah 
National Park all that portion of the Front Royal Quartermaster 
Depot Military Reservation lying west of a line between monuments 
numbered 41 and 10, as described by the last four courses of the 
above description. The tract as described contains an area 9771/2  
acres, more or less. 
Approved, June 13, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 1991 
AN ACT 

June 13, 1939 

[S. 1243]  To authorize the use of War Department equipment for the Confederate Veterans' 
[Public, No. 123] 1939 reunion at Trinidad, Colorado, August 22, 23, 24, and 25, 1939. 

United Confederate 
veterans. 
Loan of War De-

partment equipment 
for reunion at Trini-
dad, Colo. 

Protriaos. 
No Federal expense. 

Bond. 

June 13, 1939 
[S. 1409] 

[Public, No. 124] 

Pemaquid Point 
Lighthouse Reserva-
tion, Maine. 
Conveyance of por-

tion to Bristol, Maine. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of War be, and he is hereby, authorized to lend, at his discretion, to 
the reunion committee of the United Confederate Veterans, for use 
at the National Confederate Veterans' reunion, to be held at Trini-
dad, Colorado, August 22, 23, 24, and 25, 1939, two hospital ward 
tents, with all pegs, poles, and equipment necessary for their erection; 
one storage tent complete with all equipment; one large wall tent 
complete with all equipment; six small wall tents complete with all 
equipment; ten pyramidal tents complete with all equipment; fifty 
14-quart G. I. buckets; two thousand blankets, olive drab, wool; one 
thousand cots, iron; one thousand comforters; one thousand cotton-
felted pillows complete with cotton pillowcases; two thousand cotton 
bedsheets: Provided, That no expense shall be caused the United 
States Government by the delivery and return of said property; the 
same to be delivered from the nearest quartermaster depot at such 
time prior to the holding of said reunion as may be agreed upon by 
the Secretary of War and the Confederate Reunion Committee: Pro-
vided further, That the Secretary of War, before delivery of such 
property, shall take from said reunion committee of the United Con-
federate Veterans a good and sufficient bond for the safe return of 
said property in good order and condition, and the whole without 
expense to the United States. 
Approved, June 13, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 200] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the conveyance by the United States to the town of Bristol, Maine, 
of a portion of the Pemaquid Point Lighthouse Reservation, and for other 
purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, subject to 
the conditions hereinafter specified, the Secretary of the Treasury is 
authorized to convey at any time within three years of the effective 
date of this Act to the town of Bristol, Maine, for public-park pur-
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poses all the right, title, and interest of the United States in and to
that portion of the Pemaquid Point Lighthouse Reservation, Lincoln
County, Maine, which is not required to be retained for lighthouse
purposes subject to the payment of a purchase price to be determined
by the Treasury Department: Provided, That the total purchase price
shall not be less than 50 per centum of the appraised value of the
land and buildings thereon, except the light tower, and the Secre-
tary of the Treasury may enter into a long-term contract for the
payment of the purchase price in such installments as he deems fair
and reasonable and may furthermore waive any requirement for
interest charges on deferred payments: Provided further, That the
proceeds of the sale shall be deposited in the Treasury as miscel-
laneous receipts. The Secretary of the Treasury shall describe by
metes and bounds in the deed of conveyance the exact portion of such
reservation transferred.

SEC. 2. Such conveyance shall contain the express condition that
if the town of Bristol shall at any time cease to use the property as
a park for public recreation, or shall alienate or attempt to alienate
such property, or shall fail to perform any contract entered into with
the United States for the purchase of the property, title thereto shall
revert to the United States for the use of the Lighthouse Service,
Commerce Department, or other agencies of the United States, or
for disposal under the Act of August 27, 1935 (49 Stat. 885; U. S. C.,
title 40, sec. 304a), or under the Act of August 26, 1935 (49 Stat.
800; U. S. C., title 40, sec. 345).

Approved, June 13, 1939.

[CHAPTER 201]
AN ACT

To amend the United States mining laws applicable to the area known as the
watershed of the headwaters of the Bonito River in the Lincoln National
Forest within the State of New Mexico.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That hereafter
mining locations made under the United States mining laws upon
lands within the watershed of the headwaters of the Bonito River in
the Lincoln National Forest within the State of New Mexico, specifi-
cally described as those certain pieces or parcels of land situate,
lying, and being in the county of Lincoln, State of New Mexico,
described as follows:

The east half east half section 12, east half east half section 13,
east half northeast quarter section 24, township 10 south, range 10
east, New Mexico principal meridian; southeast quarter section 25,
southwest quarter section 26, south half section 27, southeast quarter
and south half southwest quarter section 28, southeast quarter section
31, and all of sections 32, 33, 34, 35, and 36, township 9 south, range
11 east, New Mexico principal meridian; all of sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 27, 28, and 29,
north half section 19, north half and southwest quarter section 24,
northwest quarter section 26, north half northeast quarter section 32,
and north half north half section 33, township 10 south, range 11
east, New Mexico principal meridian; southwest quarter section 25,
south half of fractional section 26, all of fractional section 35, and
all of section 36, township 9 south, range 12 east, New Mexico prin-
cipal meridian; all of section 1, all of fractional section 2, all of frac-
tional section 11, all of section 12, all of section 13, all of fractional
section 14, north half of fractional section 23, and north half section
24, township 10 south, range 12 east, New Mexico principal meridian;

Provisos.
Purchase price.

Use of proceeds of
sale.

Deed to describe
portion transferred.

Reversionary provi-
sion.
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June 13, 1939
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poses all the right, title, and interest of the United States in and to 
that portion of the Pemaquid Point Lighthouse Reservation, Lincoln 
County, Maine, which is not required to be retained for lighthouse 
purposes subject to the payment of a purchase price to be determined 
by the Treasury Department: Provided, That the total purchase price 
shall not be less than 50 per centum of the appraised value of the 
land and buildings thereon, except the light tower, and the Secre-
tary of the Treasury may enter into a long-term contract for the 
payment of the purchase price in such installments as he deems fair 
and reasonable and may furthermore waive any requirement for 
interest charges on deferred payments: Provided further, That the 
proceeds of the sale shall be deposited in the Treasury as miscel-
laneous receipts. The Secretary of the Treasury shall describe by 
metes and bounds in the deed of conveyance the exact portion of such 
reservation transferred. 
SEC. 2. Such conveyance shall contain the express condition that 

if the town of Bristol shall at any time cease to use the property as 
a park for public recreation, or shall alienate or attempt to alienate 
such property, or shall fail to perform. any contract entered into with 
the United States for the purchase of the property, title thereto shall 
revert to the United States for the use of the Lighthouse Service, 
Commerce Department, or other agencies of the United States, or 
for disposal under the Act of August 27, 1935 (49 Stat. 885; U. S. C., 
title 40, sec. 304a), or under the Act of August 26, 1935 (49 Stat. 
800; U. S. C., title 40, sec. 345). 
Approved, June 13, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 201] 
AN ACT 

To amend the United States mining laws applicable to the area known as the 
watershed of the headwaters of the Bonito River in the Lincoln National 
Forest within the State of New Mexico. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That hereafter 
mining locations made under the United States mining laws upon 
lands within the watershed of the headwaters of the Bonito River in 
the Lincoln National Forest within the State of New Mexico, specifi-
cally described as those certain pieces or parcels of land situate, 
lying, and being in the county of Lincoln, State of New Mexico, 
described as follows: 
The east half east half section 12, east half east half section 13, 

east half northeast quarter section 24, township 10 south, range 10 
east, New Mexico principal meridian; southeast quarter section 25, 
southwest quarter section 26, south half section 27, southeast quarter 
and south half southwest quarter section 28, southeast quarter section 
31, and all of sections 32, 33, 34, 35, and 36, township 9 south, range 
11 east, New Mexico principal meridian; all of sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 27, 28, and 29, 
north half section 19, north half and southwest quarter section 24, 
northwest quarter section 26, north half northeast quarter section 32, 
and north half north half section 33, township 10 south, range 11 
east, New Mexico principal meridian; southwest quarter section 25, 
south half of fractional section 26, all of fractional section 35, and 
all of section 36, township 9 south, range 12 east, New Mexico prin-
cipal meridian; all of section 1, all of fractional section 2, all of frac-
tional section 11, all of section 12, all of section 13, all of fractional 
section 14, north half of fractional section 23, and north half section 
24, township 10 south, range 12 east, New Mexico principal meridian; 
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[S. 1982]

[Public, No. 126J

El Campo. Tex.
Conveyance of land

to.

having an area of approximately thirty-nine and three hundred and
seventy-six one-thousandths square miles, shall confer on the locator
the right to occupy and use only so much of the surface of the land
covered by the location as may be reasonably necessary to carry on
prospecting and mining, including the taking of mineral deposits and
timber required by or in the mining operations, and no permit shall
be required or charge made for such use or occupancy: Provided,
however, That the cutting and removal of timber, except where clear-
ing is necessary in connection with mining operations or to provide
space for buildings or structures used in connection with mining
operations, shall be conducted in accordance with the rules for timber
cutting on adjoining national-forest land, and no use of the surface of
the claim or the resources therefrom not reasonably required for car-
rying on mining and prospecting shall be allowed except under the
national-forest rules and regulations, nor shall the locator prevent
or obstruct other occupancy of the surface or use of surface resources
under authority of national-forest regulations, or permits issued there-
under, if such occupancy or use is not in conflict with mineral
development.

SEC. 2. That hereafter all patents issued under the United States
mining laws affecting lands within the watershed of headwaters of
the Bonito River in the Lincoln Forests in the State of New Mexico,
shall convey title to the mineral deposits within the claim, together
with the right to cut and remove so much of the mature timber
therefrom as may be needed in extracting and removing the mineral
deposits, if the timber is removed in accordance with the rules for
timber cutting on adjoining national-forest land, but each patent shall
reserve to the United States all title in or to the surface of the lands
and products thereof, and no use of the surface of the claim or the
resources therefrom not reasonably required for carrying on mining
or prospecting shall be allowed except under the rules and regulations
of the Department of Agriculture.

SEC. 3. That valid mining claims within the watershed of the head-
waters of the Bonito River in the Lincoln National Forest, within
the State of New Mexico, as above described, existing on the date
of the enactment of this Act and thereafter maintained in compliance
with the law under which they were initiated and the laws of the
State of New Mexico, may be perfected under this Act or under the
laws under which they were initiated, as the claimant may desire.

Approved, June 13, 1939.

[CHAPTER 202]
AN ACT

To convey certain property to the city of El Campo, Texas.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to convey to the city of
El Campo, Texas, all the right, title, and interest of the United States
in a strip of land on the west side of the present post-office site fifty
feet wide and two hundred feet long between Railroad Avenue and
First Street. Such conveyance shall be subject to the express condi-
tion that the land be used for street purposes.

Approved, June 13, 1939.
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[Public, No. 1281 

El Campo, Tex. 
Conveyance of land 

to. 

having an area of approximately thirty-nine and three hundred and 
seventy-six one-thousandths square miles, shall confer on the locator 
the right to occupy and use only so much of the surface of the land 
covered by the location as may be reasonably necessary to carry on 
prospecting and mining, including the taking of mineral deposits and 
timber required by or in the mining operations, and no permit shall 
be required or charge made for such use or occupancy: Provided, 
however, That the cutting and removal of timber, except where clear-
ing is necessary in connection with mining operations or to provide 
space for buildings or structures used in connection with mining 
operations, shall be conducted in accordance with the rules for timber 
cutting on adjoining national-forest land, and no use of the surface of 
the claim or the resources therefrom not reasonably required for car-
rying on mining and prospecting shall be allowed except under the 
national-forest rules and regulations, nor shall the locator prevent 
or obstruct other occupancy of the surface or use of surface resources 
under authority of national-forest regulations, or permits issued there-
under, if such occupancy or use is not in conflict with mineral 
development. 
SEC. 2. That hereafter all patents issued under the United States 

mining laws affecting lands within the watershed of headwaters of 
the Bonito River in the Lincoln Forest1 in the State of New Mexico, 
shall convey title to the mineral deposits within the claim, together 
with the right to cut and remove so much of the mature timber 
therefrom as may be needed in extracting and removing the mineral 
deposits, if the timber is removed in accordance with the rules for 
timber cutting on adjoining national-forest land, but each patent shall 
reserve to the United States all title in or to the surface of the lands 
and products thereof, and no use of the surface of the claim or the 
resources therefrom not reasonably required for carrying on mining 
or prospecting shall be allowed except under the rules and regulations 
of the Department of Agriculture. 
SEc. 3. That valid mining claims within the watershed of the head-

waters of the Bonito River in the Lincoln National Forest, within 
the State of New Mexico, as above described1 existing on the date 
of the enactment of this Act and thereafter maintained in compliance 
with the law under which they were initiated and the laws of the 
State of New Mexico, may be perfected under this Act or under the 
laws under which they were initiated, as the claimant may desire. 
Approved, June 13, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 202] 
AN ACT 

To convey certain property to the city of El Campo, Texas. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to convey to the city of 
El Campo, Texas, all the right, title, and interest of the United States 
in a strip of land on the west side of the present post-office site fifty 
feet wide and two hundred feet long between Railroad Avenue and 
First Street. Such conveyance shall be subject to the express condi-
tion that the land be used for street purposes. 
Approved, June 13, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 203]
AN ACT

To add certain lands to the Papago Indian Reservation in Arizona.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Interior is hereby authorized to purchase for the use and
benefit of the Papago Indians with any funds heretofore or hereafter
appropriated pursuant to authority contained in section 5 of the Act
of June 18, 1934 (48 Stat. 984), notwithstanding any general limita-
tion in Acts making such appropriations against the use of the
appropriated funds for the acquisition of lands outside of Indian
reservations in Arizona, all privately owned lands, water rights, and
improvements within the south half of section 9, township 14 south,
range 11 east, Gila and Salt River base and meridian, containing
three hundred and twenty acres, more or less, in the State of Arizona,
at the appraised value of $5,570.

SEC. 2. Title to the lands shall be taken in the name of the United
States in trust for the Papago Tribe, and the lands, when purchased,
shall become a part of the Papago Indian Reservation.

Approved, June 13, 1939.

[CHAPTER 204]
AN ACT

To authorize the disposal of the Portland, Oregon, old courthouse building.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the proviso
reading as follows: "Provided, That the present Federal building
and site at Morrison, Fifth, Yamhill, and Sixth Streets shall not be
sold for an amount less than $1,750,000", limiting the paragraph
making an appropriation for a courthouse and so forth, at Portland,
Oregon, in the Act entitled "An Act making appropriations for the
Treasury and Post Office Departments for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1929, and for other purposes", approved March 5, 1928
(Public, Numbered 93, Seventieth Congress; 45 Stat. 181), shall not
apply to any contract providing for the demolition of said building
which does not involve a sale of the land upon which the building is
located.

Approved, June 13, 1939.

[CHAPTER 205]
AN ACT

To authorize commissioning aviation cadets in the Naval and Marine Corps
Reserves upon completion of training, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act
may be cited as the "Naval Aviation Reserve Act of 1939" and shall
take effect on July 1, 1939.

SEC. 2. Aviation cadets may, if qualified after completion of train-
ing, be commissioned ensigns in the Naval Reserve or second lieu-
tenants in the Marine Corps Reserve.

SEC. 3. Ensigns or second lieutenants commissioned pursuant to
this Act may, after three years of service as such and if found
qualified after such examinations as the Secretary of the Navy
may prescribe, be commissioned lieutenants (junior grade) in the
Naval Reserve or first lieutenants in the Marine Corps Reserve,

June 13, 1939
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[CHAPTER 203] 
AN ACT 

To add certain lands to the Papago Indian Reservation in Arizona. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Interior is hereby authorized to purchase for the use and 
benefit of the Papago Indians with any funds heretofore or hereafter 
appropriated pursuant to authority contained in section 5 of the Act 
of June 18, 1934 (48 Stat. 984), notwithstanding any general limita-
tion in Acts making such appropriations against the use of the 
appropriated funds for the acquisition of lands outside of Indian 
reservations in Arizona, all privately owned lands, water rights, and 
improvements within the south half of section 9, township 14 south, 
range 11 east, Gila and Salt River base and meridian, containing 
three hundred and twenty, acres, more or less, in the State of Arizona, 
at the appraised value of $5,570. 
SEC. 2. Title to the lands shall be taken in the name of the United 

States in trust for the Papago Tribe, and the lands, when purchased, 
shall become a part of the Papago Indian Reservation. 
Approved, June 13, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 204] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the disposal of the Portland, Oregon, old courthouse building. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the proviso 
reading as follows: "Provided, That the present Federal building 
and site at Morrison, Fifth, Yamhill, and Sixth Streets shall not be 
sold for an amount less than $1,750,000", limiting the paragraph 
making an appropriation for a courthouse and so forth, at Portland, 
Oregon, in the Act entitled "An Act making appropriations for the 
Treasury and Post Office Departments for the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1929, and for other purposes", approved March 5, 1928 
(Public, Numbered 93, Seventieth Congress; 45 Stat. 181), shall not 
apply to any contract providing for the demolition of said building 
which does not involve a sale of the land upon which the building is 
located. 
Approved, June 13, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 205] 
AN ACT 

To authorize commissioning aviation cadets in the Naval and Marine Corps 
Reserves upon completion of training, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act 
may be cited as the "Naval Aviation Reserve Act of 1939" and shall 
take effect on July 1, 1939. 
SEC. 2. Aviation cadets may, if qualified after completion of train-

ing, be commissioned ensigns in the Naval Reserve or second lieu-
tenants in the Marine Corps Reserve. 
SEC. 3. Ensigns or second lieutenants commissioned pursuant to 

this Act may, after three years of service as such and if found 
qualified after such examinations as the Secretary of the Navy 
may prescribe, be commissioned lieutenants (junior grade) in the 
Naval. Reserve or first lieutenants in the Marine Corps Reserve, 
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orcecredits respectively: Provided, That the active duty of aviation cadets subse-
quent to completion of their active duty while undergoing training
shall be counted as such service for the purposes of promotions
authorized by this section.

Commencement of SE O . 4. All members of a class of aviation cadets entering thecommissioned service.
Naval service at approximately the same time shall be deemed for
all purposes of this Act, to have commenced their commissioned
service on the same date.

Active duty in time SEC. 5. Officers commissioned pursuant to this Act may be employed
on active duty in time of peace only during the seven-year period
next following the completion of their duty as aviation cadets under-

Instruction, etc., going training, except that such officers may be ordered to active
duty thereafter for the purpose of instructing and training members
of the Naval Reserve and the Marine Corps Reserve.

Payment upon re- . 6. When officers, commissioned pursuant to this Act, are
released from active duty that has been continuous for a period of
four or more years, including active duty both as aviation cadets and
as commissioned officers, they shall be paid a lump sum of $500 in
addition to any pay and allowances which they may otherwise be
entitled to receive, except as hereinafter provided.

overnment life in- SEC. 7. Government life insurance issued in accordance with sec-surance, continuance.
49 tat. 157. tion 5 of the Act of April 15, 1935 (34 U. S. C., 846), shall con-

iv, u 46S. C Supp. tinue when an aviation cadet is commissioned pursuant to this Act;
Premium charges. the premiums thereon shall be deducted from the pay of the officers

concerned and paid by the Secretary of the Navy to the Adminis-
trator of Veterans' Affairs. When released from active duty or
discharged they shall have the option of continuing such insurance
at their own expense.

Pay adjustment,aa- Sw. 8. Aviation cadets who have completed active duty under-dets completing train-
ing. going training on the date of approval of this Act and who may be

commissioned pursuant thereto shall, upon completion of four years'
active duty, be paid a lump sum determined as $1,000 minus the
excess of the pay and allowances received by them prior to the date
of such completion of duty over the pay and allowances, with which
shall be included Government paid insurance premiums, which they
would have received as aviation cadets had they not been commis-
sioned. No person shall be held to be indebted to the United States

Payments addition- as a result of the provisions of this section. Payments authorized by
this section shall be in addition to that authorized by section 6 of
this Act.

Appropriationstrom SEC. 9. Pay and allowances of officers commissioned pursuant towhich pay and allow-
ancespayable. this Act shall be paid from appropriations for "Pay, Subsistence,

Pod, pp. 321, 1322. and Transportation of Naval Personnel" and "Pay, Marine Corps",
except for those officers ordered to active duty pursuant to author-
ity contained in the exception in section 5 of this Act the pay and
allowances of whom shall be paid from appropriations for "Naval
Reserve" and "Pay, Marine Corps".

Restriction on back SEC. 10. No back pay or allowances shall be held to have accrued
under this Act prior to its enactment.

Uniformallowance. SE. 11. When first commissioned pursuant to this Act, officers
shall be paid a uniform allowance of $150 provided they have not
already received the uniform allowance of $150 authorized to be
paid to aviation cadets upon their first assignment to duty after

49 Stat. 157. completion of training, and as provided in section 3 of the Act of
i4Vus. C., s" p. April 15, 1935 (49 Stat. 157; 34 U. S. C. 844).

Designated prov- SEC. 12. (a) Section 1 of the Act of April 15, 1935 (49 Stat.
49 Sat. s16. 156; 34 U. S . C. 842), is hereby amended by deleting therefrom

I, u 4 . C., Supp. the last sentence.
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respectively: Provided, That the active duty of aviation cadets subse-
quent to completion of their active duty while undergoing training 
shall be counted as such service for the purposes of promotions 
authorized by this section. 
SEC. 4. All members of a class of aviation cadets entering the 

Naval service at approximately the same time shall be deemed, for 
all purpases of this Act, to have commenced their commissioned 
service on the same date. 
SEC. 5. Officers commissioned pursuant to this Act may be employed 

on active duty in time of peace only during the seven-year period 
next following the completion of their duty as aviation cadets under-
going training, except that such officers may be ordered to active 
duty thereafter for the purpose of instructing and training members 
of the Naval Reserve and the Marine Corps Reserve. 
SEC. 6. When officers, commissioned pursuant to this Act, are 

released from active duty that has been continuous for a period of 
four or more years including active duty both as aviation cadets and 
as commissioned officers, they shall be paid a lump sum of $500 in 
addition to any pay and allowances which they may otherwise be 
entitled to receive, except as hereinafter provided. 
SEC. 7. Government life insurance issued in accordance with sec-

tion 5 of the Act of April 15, 1935 (34 U. S. C., 846), shall con-
tinue when an aviation cadet is commissioned pursuant to this Act; 
the premiums thereon shall be deducted from the pay of the officers 
concerned and paid by the Secretary of the Navy to the Adminis-
trator of Veterans' Affairs. When released from active duty or 
discharged they shall have the option of continuing such insurance 
at their own expense. 

Sze. 8. Aviation cadets who have completed active duty under-
going training on the date of approval of this Act and who may be 
commissioned pursuant thereto shall, upon completion of four years' 
active duty, be paid a lump sum determined as $1,000 minus the 
excess of the pay and allowances received by them prior to the date 
of such completion of duty over the pay and allowances, with which 
shall be included Government paid insurance premiums which they 
would have received as aviation cadets had they not been commis-
sioned. No person shall be held to be indebted to the United States 
as a result of the provisions of this section. Payments authorized by 
this section shall be in addition to that authorized by section 6 of 
this Act. 
SEC. 9. Pay and allowances of officers commissioned pursuant to 

this Act shall be paid from appropriations for "Pay, Subsistence, 
and Transportation of Naval Personnel" and "Pay, Marine Corps", 
except for those officers ordered to active duty pursuant to author-
ity contained in the exception in section 5 of this Act the pay and 
allowances of whom shall be paid from appropriations for "Naval 
Reserve" and "Pay, Marine Corps". 
SEC. 10. No back pay or allowances shall be held to have accrued 

under this Act prior to its enactment. 
SEc. 11. When first commissioned pursuant to this Act, officers 

shall be paid a uniform allowance of $150 provided they have not 
already received the uniform allowance of $150 authorized to be 
paid to aviation cadets upon their first assignment to duty after 
completion of training, and as provided in section 3 of the Act of 
April 15, 1935 (49 Stat. 157; 34 U. S. C. 844). 

Sze. 12. (a) Section 1 of the Act of April 15, 1935 (49 Stat. 
156; 34 U. S. C. 842), is hereby amended by deleting therefrom 
the last sentence. 
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(b) Section 3 of the Act of April 15, 1935 (49 Stat. 157; 34
U. S. C. 844), is hereby amended by deleting therefrom the last
sentence.

(c) Section 6 of the Act of April 15, 1935 (49 Stat. 157; 34
U. S. C. 847), is hereby repealed.

(d) The first proviso of section 5 of the Naval Reserve Act of
1938 (52 Stat. 1176; 34 U. S. C. 853c) is hereby amended to read
as follows: "Provided, That aviation cadets and officers commis-
sioned pursuant to authority contained in the Naval Aviation Reserve
Act of 1939 may be required to serve on active duty for a continuous
period of four years from date of appointment as aviation cadets."

SEC. 13. Section 10 of the Naval Reserve Act of 1938 (52 Stat.
1178; 34 U. S. C. 853h), shall be applicable to the procurement and
training of aviation cadets and of officers of the Naval Reserve
and Marine Corps Reserve commissioned pursuant to this Act. The
minimum numerical strength to be achieved in aviation officers of
the reserves is set at six thousand.

SEc. 14. The Secretary of the Navy is hereby authorized and
directed to appoint a board of officers of the Navy and Marine Corps
to investigate and report upon all matters concerning the regular
and reserve aviation personnel of the Navy and Marine Corps. The
board shall make such recommendations, including recommenda-
tions regarding the enactment of permanent legislation, as it deems
appropriate and justified concerning the subject matter herein
referred to. The Secretary of the Navy is further directed to
cause the report of the board herein authorized to be transmitted
to the Congress within ten days of the beginning of the session of
the Seventy-sixth Congress, commencing on or about January 3,
1940.

Approved, June 13, 1939.

[CHAPTER 2061
JOINT RESOLUTION

To provide for the lending to the Virginia Military Institute of the equestrian
portrait of General Winfield Scott now stored in the Capitol.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Architect of the
Capitol is authorized and directed to permit the Virginia Military
Institute to remove from the Capitol the equestrian portrait of Gen-
eral Winfield Scott, to transport such portrait to Lexington, Virginia,
and to have custody of such portrait until such time as the Architect
of the Capitol shall request its return to the Capitol. The United
States shall be subject to no expense by reason of the enactment of
this joint resolution.

Approved, June 13, 1939.
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[CHAPTER 207]
CHAPTER 207JOINT RESOLUTION June 13,1939

[HMaking an adi. . R es. 3221
Making an additional appropriation for the control of outbreaks of insect pests. [Pub. Res., No. 221]

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That for an additional
amount, fiscal year 1939, for carrying out the purposes of and for
expenditures authorized under, Public Resolution Numbered 91,
Seventy-fifth Congress, entitled "Joint resolution to amend the joint
resolution entitled 'Joint resolution making funds available for the
control of incipient or emergency outbreaks of insect pests or plant
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(b) Section 3 of the Act of April 15, 1935 (49 Stat. 157; 34 
U. S. C. 844), is hereby amended by deleting therefrom the last 
sentence. 

(c) Section 6 of the Act of April 15, 1935 (49 Stat. 157; 34 
U. S. C. 847), is hereby repealed. 

(d) The first proviso of section 5 of the Naval Reserve Act of 
1938 (52 Stat. 1176; 34 U. S. C. 853e) is hereby amended to read 
as follows: "Provided, That aviation cadets and officers commis-
sioned pursuant to authority contained in the Naval Aviation Reserve 
Act of 1939 may be required to serve on active duty for a continuous 
period of four years from date of appointment as aviation cadets." 
SEC. 13. Section 10 of the Naval Reserve Act of 1938 (52 Stat. 

1178; 34 U. S. C. 853h), shall be applicable to the procurement and 
training of aviation cadets and of officers of the Naval Reserve 
and Marine Corps Reserve commissioned pursuant to this Act. The 
minimum numerical strength to be achieved in aviation officers of 
the reserves is set at six thousand. 
SEC. 14. The Secretary of the Navy is hereby authorized and 

directed to appoint a board of officers of the Navy and Marine Corps 
to investigate and report upon all matters concerning the regular 
and reserve aviation personnel of the Navy and Marine Corps. The 
board shall make such recommendations, including recommenda-
tions regarding the enactment of permanent legislation, as it deems 
appropriate and justified concerning the subject matter herein 
referred to. The Secretary of the Navy is further directed to 
cause the report of the board herein authorized to be transmitted 
to the Congress within ten days of the beginning of the session of 
the Seventy-sixth Congress, commencing on or about January 3, 
1940. 
Approved, June 13, 1939. 
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JOINT RESOLUTION 

To provide for the lending to the Virginia Military Institute of the equestrian 
portrait of General Winfield Scott now stored in the Capitol. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Architect of the 
Capitol is authorized and directed to permit the Virginia Military 
Institute to remove from the Capitol the equestrian portrait of Gen-
eral Winfield Scott, to transport such portrait to Lexington, Virginia, 
and to have custody of such portrait until such time as the Architect 
of the Capitol shall request its return to the Capitol. The United 
States shall be subject to no expense by reason of the enactment of 
this joint resolution. 
Approved, June 13, 1939. 
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diseases, including grasshoppers, Mormon crickets, and chinch bugs',
approved April 6, 1937", approved May 9, 1938 (52 Stat. 344), there
is hereby appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, the sum of $1,750,000, to be immediately available
and to remain available until December 31, 1939.

Approved, June 13, 1939.

[CHAPTER 208]
AN ACT

Making appropriations for the Legislative Branch of the Government for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for the Legislative Branch of the Government for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, namely:

SENATE

SALARIES AND MILEAGE OF SENATORS

For compensation of Senators, $960,000.
For mileage of the President of the Senate and of Senators, $51,000.
For compensation of officers, clerks, messengers, and others:

OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT

Salaries: Secretary to the Vice President $4,620; clerk, $2,400;
assistant clerks-one $2,280, one $2,160; in all, $11,460.

CHAPLAIN

Chaplain of the Senate, $1,680.

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

Salaries: Secretary of the Senate, including compensation as dis-
bursing officer of salaries of Senators and of contingent fund of the
Senate, $8,000; Chief Clerk, who shall perform the duties of reading
clerk, $5,500 and $1,000 additional so long as the position is held by
the present incumbent; financial clerk, $5,000 and $2,000 additional
so long as the position is held by the present incumbent; assistant
financial clerk, $4,500; Parliamentarian, $5,000 and $1,000 additional
so long as the position is held by the present incumbent; Journal
Clerk, $3,780; principal clerk, $3,780; legislative clerk, $4,000 and
$1,000 additional so long as the position is held by the present incum-
bent; enrolling clerk, $4,000; printing clerk $3,540; chief bookkeeper,
$3,600; librarian, $3,360; assistant Journal Clerk, $3,360; executive
clerk, $3,180; first assistant librarian, $3,120; keeper of stationery,
$3,320; clerks-one at $3,180, one at $2,880 and $300 additional so
long as the position is held by the present incumbent, three at $2,880
each, three at $2,640 each, clerk in Disbursing Office, $2,400, six at
$2,400 each, three at $1,860 each, three at $1,740 each; special officer,
$2,460; press relations officer, $2,140; messenger, $1,260; laborers-
one at $1,740, one at $1,620, five at $1,380 each, one in Secretary's
office, $1,680, one $1,560, one, $1,260; in all, $143,180.

DOCUMENT ROOM

Salaries: Superintendent, $3,960 and $1,040 additional so long as
the position is held by the present incumbent; first assistant, $2,640;
second assistant, $2,040; four assistants, at $2,040 each; skilled
laborer, $1,380; in all, $19,220.
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Making appropriations for the Legislative Branch of the Government for the 
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Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following 
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$3,600; librarian, $3,360; assistant Journal Clerk, $3,360; executive 
clerk, $3,180; first assistant librarian, $3,120; keeper of stationery, 
$3,320; clerks-one at $3,180, one at $2,880 and $300 additional so 
long as the position is held by the present incumbent, three at $2,880 
each, three at $2,640 each, clerk in Disbursing Office, $2,400, six at 
$2,400 each, three at $1,860 each, three at $1,740 each; special officer, 
$2,460; press relations officer, $2,140; messenger, $1,260; laborers-
one at $1,740, one at $1,620, five at $1,380 each, one in Secretary's 
office, $1,680, one $1,560, one, $1,260; in all, $143,180. 
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Salaries: Superintendent, $3,960 and $1,040 additional so long as 
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COMMI'TEE EMPLOYEES

Clerks and messengers to the following committees: Agriculture Clerks and messen-
and Forestry-clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk, $2,880; assistant clerk,
$2,580; assistant clerk, $2,400; assistant clerk, $2,220; additional clerk,
$1,800. Appropriations-clerk, $7,000 and $1,000 additional so long as
the position is held by the present incumbent; assistant clerk, $4,800;
assistant clerk, $3,900; three assistant clerks at $3,000 each; two assist-
ant clerks at $2,220 each; messenger, $1,800. To Audit and Control
the Contingent Expenses of the Senate-clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk,
$2,880; assistant clerk, $2,400; assistant clerk, $2,220; additional
clerk, $1,800. Banking and Currency-clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk,
$2,880; assistant clerk, $2,400; assistant clerk, $2,220. Civil Service-
clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk, $2,400; assistant clerk, $2,220; additional
clerk, $1,800. Claims-clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk, $2 880; assist-
ant clerk, $2,580; two assistant clerks, at $2,220 each. Commerce-
clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk, $2,880; assistant clerk, $2,580; assistant
clerk, $2,400; two assistant clerks, at $2,220 each. Conference Major-
ity of the Senate-clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk, $2,880; two assistant
clerks at $2,580 each; assistant clerk, $2,220. Conference Minority
of the Senate-clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk, $2,880; two assistant
clerks at $2,580 each; assistant clerk, $2,220. District of Columbia-
clerk, $3,900; two assistant clerks at $2,880 each; assistant clerk,
$2,220; additional clerk, $1,800. Education and Labor-clerk, $3,900;
assistant clerk, $2,580; assistant clerk, $2,220; additional clerk, $1,800.
Enrolled Bills-clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk, $2,400; assistant clerk,
$2,220; additional clerk, $1,800. Expenditures in the Executive
Departments-clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk, $2,580; assistant clerk,
$2,220; additional clerk, $1,800. Finance-clerk, $4,200; special
assistant to the committee, $3,600; assistant clerk, $2,880; assistant
clerk, $2,700; assistant clerk, $2,400; two assistant clerks at $2,220
each; two experts (one for majority and one for the minority) at
$3,600 each; messenger, $1,800. Foreign Relations-clerk, $3,900;
assistant clerk, $2,880 and $500 additional so long as the position is
held by the present incumbent; assistant clerk, $2,580; assistant clerk,
$2,220; additional clerk, $1,800; messenger, $1,800. Immigration-
clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk, $2,580; assistant clerk, $2,220; addi-
tional clerk, $1,800. Indian Affairs-clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk,
$3,600, and $1,400 additional so long as the position is held by the
present incumbent; assistant clerk, $2,880; assistant clerk, $2,400;
assistant clerk, $2,220; additional clerk, $1,800. Interoceanic
Canals-clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk, $2,580; assistant clerk, $2,220;
additional clerk, $1,800. Interstate Commerce--clerk, $3,900; assist-
ant clerk, $3,600; assistant clerk, $2,880; two assistant clerks at $2,580
each; assistant clerk, $2,220. Irrigation and Reclamation-clerk,
$3,900; assistant clerk, $2,580; assistant clerk, $2,220; two additional
clerks at $1,800 each. Judiciary-clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk,
$2,880; two assistant clerks at $2,580 each; assistant clerk, $2,220.
Library-clerk, $3,900; two assistant clerks at $2,400 each; assistant
clerk, $2,220; additional clerk, $1,800. Manufactures-clerk, $3,900;
assistant clerk, $2,400; assistant clerk, $2,220; additional clerk, $1,800.
Military Affairs-clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk, $2,880; assistant clerk,
$2,580; assistant clerk $2,400; two assistant clerks at $2,220 each.
Mines and Mining-clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk, $2,400; assistant
clerk, $2,220; two additional clerks at $1,800 each. Naval Affairs-
clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk, $2,880; assistant clerk, $2,400; two
assistant clerks at $2,220 each. Patents-clerk, $3,900; assistant
clerk, $2,400; assistant clerk, $2,220; additional clerk, $1,800. Pen-
sion-clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk, $2,580; four assistant clerks at
$2,220 each. Post Offices and Post Roads-clerk, $3,900; assistant
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clerk, $2,880; four assistant clerks at $2,220 each; additional clerk,
$1,800. Printing-clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk, $2,580; assistant
clerk, $2,220; additional clerk, $1,800. Privileges and Elections-
clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk, $2,400; assistant clerk, $2,220; additional
clerk, $1,800. Public Buildings and Grounds-clerk, $3,900; assist-
ant clerk, $2,400; assistant clerk, $2,220; additional clerk, $1,800.
Public Lands and Surveys-clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk, $2,880;
assistant clerk, $2,580; two assistant clerks at $2,220 each. Revision
of the Laws-clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk, $2,400; assistant clerk,

Senate Manual. $2,20; additional clerk, $1,800. Rules-clerk, $3,900 and $200 toward
the preparation biennially of the Senate Manual under the direction
of the Committee on Rules; assistant clerk, $2,880; assistant clerk,
$2,580; assistant clerk, $2,220; additional clerk, $1,800. Territories
and Insular Affairs-clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk, $2,580; two assist-
ant clerks at $2,220 each; assistant clerk, $2,000; additional clerk,
$1,800; in all, $505,960.

CLERICAL ASSISTANTS TO SENATORS

Clerical assistance
to enators not chair- Clerical assistance to Senators who are not chairmen of the com-
men of specfied cor mittees specially provided for herein as follows: Seventy clerks

ttees. at $3,900 each; seventy assistant clerks at $2,400 each; and seventy
assistant clerks at $2,220 each; such clerks and assistant clerks shall
be ex officio clerks and assistant clerks of any committee of which
their Senator is chairman; seventy additional clerks at $1,800 each,
one for each Senator having no more than one clerk and two assistant
clerks for himself or for the committee of which he is chairman;
messenger, $1,800; in all, $724,200.

OFFICE OF SERGEANT AT ARMS AND DOORKEEPER
s a

lari
es. Salaries: Sergeant at Arms and Doorkeeper, $8,000; two secre-

taries (one for the majority and one for the minority), at $5,400 each
and $1,000 additional each so long as the respective positions are held
by the present respective incumbents; two assistant secretaries (one for
the majority and one for the minority), at $4,320 each; Deputy Ser-
geant at Arms and storekeeper, $4,800; clerks-one $3,000, one $2,100,
two at $2,000 each, one $1,800, one to the secretary for the majority,
$1,800, one to the secretary of the minority, $1,800, one $1,500;
assistant doorkeeper, $2,880; messengers-three (acting as assistant
doorkeepers) at $2,400 each; thirty (including four for minority) at
$1,740 each; four at $1,620 each; one at card door, $2,640, and $240
additional so long as the position is held-by the present incumbent;
clerk on Journal work for Congressional Record to be selected by the
Official Reporters, $3,360; upholsterer and locksmith, $2,400; cabinet-
maker, $2,040; three carpenters, at $2.040 each; janitor, $2,400; five
skilled laborers, $1,680 each; laborer in charge of private passage,
$1,740; four female attendants in charge of ladies' retiring rooms,
at $1,500 each; three female attendants in charge of ladies' retiring
rooms, Senate Office Building, at $1,500 each; attendant authorized by
S. Res. 252 adopted May 13, 1938, $1,500; telephone operators--
chief $2,460 and $280 additional so long as the position is held by the
present incumbent; fourteen at $1,560 each; laborer in charge of
Senate toilet rooms in old library space, $1,200; press gallery-super-
intendent, $3,660; assistant superintendent, $2,520; assistant superin-
tendent, $2.400; messengers for service to press correspondents-four
at $1,440 each, and S. Res. 236 adopted February 20, 1936, provid-
ing for a messenger for service to press correspondents, is hereby
repealed; laborers-three at $1,380 each, thirty at $1,260 each, three at
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of the Laws-clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk, $2,400; assistant clerk, 
$2,220; additional clerk, $1,800. Rules-clerk, $3,900 and $200 toward 
the preparation biennially of the Senate Manual under the direction 
of the Committee on Rules; assistant clerk, $2,880; assistant clerk, 
$2,580; assistant clerk, $2,220; additional clerk, $1,800. Territories 
and Insular Affairs-clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk, $2,580; two assist-
ant clerks at $2,220 each; assistant clerk, $2,000; additional clerk, 
$1,800; in all, $505,960. 

CLERICAL ASSISTANTS TO SENATORS 

Clerical assistance to Senators who are not chairmen of the com-
mittees specially provided for herein as follows: Seventy clerks 
at $3,900 each; seventy assistant clerks at $2,400 each; and seventy 
assistant clerks at $2,220 each; such clerks and assistant clerks shall 
be ex officio clerks and assistant clerks of any committee of which 
their Senator is chairman; seventy additional clerks at $1,800 each, 
one for each Senator having no more than one clerk and two assistant 
clerks for himself or for the committee of which he is chairman; 
messenger, $1,800; in all, $724,200. 

OFFICE OF SERGEANT AT ARMS AND DOORKEEPER 

Salaries: Sergeant at Arms and Doorkeeper, $8,000; two secre-
taries (one for the majority and one for the minority), at $5,400 each 
and $1,000 additional each so long as the respective positions are held 
by the present respective incumbents; two assistant secretaries (one for 
the majority and one for the minority), at $4,320 each; Deputy Ser-
geant at Arms and storekeeper, $4,800; clerks-one $3,000, one $2,100, 
two at $2,000 each, one $1,800, one to the secretary for the majority, 
$1,800, one to the secretary of the minority, $1,800, one $1,500; 
assistant doorkeeper, $2,880; messengers-three (acting as assistant 
doorkeepers) at $2,400 each; thirty (including four for minority) at 
$1,740 each; four at $1,620 each; one at card door, $2,640, and $240 
additional so long as the position is held-by the present incumbent; 
clerk on Journal work for Congressional Record to be selected by the 
Official Reporters, $3,360; upholsterer and locksmith, $2,400; cabinet-
maker, $2,040; three carpenters, at $2,040 each; janitor, $2,400; five 
skilled laborers, $1,680 each; laborer in charge of private passage, 
$1,740; four female attendants in charge of ladies' retiring rooms, 
at $1,500 each; three female attendants in charge of ladies' retiring 
rooms, Senate Office Building, at $1,500 each; attendant authorized by 
S. Res. 252 adopted May 13, 1938, $1,500; telephone operators-
chief $2,460 and $280 additional so long as the position is held by the 
present incumbent; fourteen at $1,560 each; laborer in charge of 
Senate toilet rooms in old library space, $1,200; press gallery-super-
intendent, $3,660; assistant superintendent, $2,520; assistant superin-
tendent, $2,400; messengers for service to press correspondents-four 
at $1,440 each, and S. Res. 236 adopted February 20, 1936, provid-
ing for a messenger for service to press correspondents, is hereby 
repealed; laborers-three at $1,380 each, thirty at $1,260 each, three at 
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$480 each; special employees-seven at $1,000 each; twenty-one pages
for the Senate Chamber, at the rate of $4 per day each, during the
session, $15,288; in all, $266.128.

Police force for Senate Office Building under the Sergeant at
Arms: Lieutenant, $1,740; special officer, $1,740; thirty-one privates
at $1,620 each; in all, $53,700.

POST OFFICE

Salaries: Postmaster, $3,600; assistant postmaster, $2,880; Chief
Clerk, $2,460; wagon master, $2,280; twenty-six mail carriers, at
$1,620 each; in all, $53,340.

FOLDING ROOM

Salaries: Foreman, $2,460; assistant, $2,160; clerk, $1,740; folders-
chief, $2,040, fourteen at $1,440 each; in all, $28,560.

CONTINGENT EXPENSES OF THE SENATE

For purchase, exchange, driving, maintenance, and operation of an
automobile for the Vice President, $4,000.

For reporting the debates and proceedings of the Senate, payable
in equal monthly installments, $60,340.

For services in cleaning, repairing, and varnishing furniture, $2,000.
For expenses of inquiries and investigations ordered by the Senate,

including compensation to stenographers of committees, at such rate
as may be fixed by the Committee to Audit and Control the Con-
tingent Expenses of the Senate, but not exceeding 25 cents per
hundred words, $150,000: Provided, That no part of this appropria-
tion shall be expended for per diem and subsistence expenses except
in accordance with the provisions of the Subsistence Expense Act of
1926, approved June 3, 1926, as amended.

For payment of one-half of the salaries and other expenses of the
Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation as authorized by law,
$28,250.

For folding speeches and pamphlets at a rate not exceeding $1 per
thousand, $18,000.

For materials for folding, $1,500.
For fuel, oil, cotton waste, and advertising, exclusive of labor,

$2,000.
For repairs, improvements, equipment, and supplies for Senate

kitchens and restaurants, Capitol Building and Senate Office Build-
ing, including personal and other services, to be expended from the
contingent fund of the Senate, under the supervision of the Committee
on Rules, United States Senate, $35,000.

For maintaining, exchanging, and equipping motor vehicles for
carrying the mails and for official use of the offices of the Secretary
and Sergeant at Arms, $8,760.

For miscellaneous items, exclusive of labor, $350,000.
For packing boxes, $970.
Postage stamps: For office of Secretary, $350; office of Sergeant at

Arms, $150; in all, $500.
For materials for furniture and repairs of same, exclusive of labor,

and for the purchase of furniture, $8,000.
For stationery for Senators and for the President of the Senate,

including $7,500 for stationery for committees and officers of the
Senate, $19,500.

For rent of warehouse for storage of public documents, $2,000.
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$480 each; special employees—seven at $1,000 each; twenty-one pages 
for the Senate Chamber, at the rate of $4 per day each, during the 
session, $15,288; in all, $266,128. 

Police force for Senate Office Building under the Sergeant at 
Arms: Lieutenant, $1,740; special officer, $1,740; thirty-one privates 
at $1,620 each; in all, $53,700. 

POST 0.t _NICE 

Salaries: Postmaster, $3,600; assistant postmaster, $2,880; Chief 
Clerk, $2,460; wagon master, $2,280; twenty-six mail carriers, at 
$1,620 each; in all, $53,340. 

FOLDING ROOM 

Salaries: Foreman, $2,460; assistant, $2,160; clerk, $1,740; folders— 
chief, $2,040, fourteen at $1,440 each; in all, $28,560. 

CONTINGENT EXPENSES OF .i.ELL SENATE 

For purchase, exchange, driving, maintenance, and operation of an 
automobile for the Vice President, $4,000. 
For reporting the debates and proceedings of the Senate, payable 

in equal monthly installments, $60,340. 
For services in cleaning, repairing, and varnishing furniture, $2,000. 
For expenses of inquiries and investigations ordered by the Senate, 

including compensation to stenographers of committees, at such rate 
as may be fixed by the Committee to Audit and Control the Con-
tingent Expenses of the Senate, but not exceeding 25 cents per 
hundred words, $150,000: Provided, That no part of this appropria-
tion shall be expended for per diem and subsistence expenses except 
in accordance with the provisions of the Subsistence Expense Act of 
1926, approved June 3, 1926, as amended. 
For payment of one-half of the salaries and other expenses of the 

Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation as authorized by law, 
$28,250. 
For folding speeches and pamphlets at a rate not exceeding $1 per 

thousand, $18,000. 
For materials for folding, $1,500. 
For fuel, oil, cotton waste, and advertising, exclusive of labor, 

$2,000. 
For. repairs, improvements, equipment, and supplies for Senate 

kitchens and restaurants, Capitol Building and Senate Office Build-
ing, including personal and other services, to be expended from the 
contingent fund of the Senate, under the supervision of the Committee 
on Rules, United States Senate, $35,000. 
For maintaining, exchanging, and equipping motor vehicles for 

carrying the mails and for official use of the offices of the Secretary 
and Sergeant at Arms, $8,760. 
For miscellaneous items, exclusive of labor, $350,000. 
For packing boxes, $970. 
Postage stamps: For office of Secretary, $350; office of Sergeant at 

Arms, $150; in all, $500. 
For materials for furniture and repairs of same, exclusive of labor, 

and for the purchase of furniture, $8,000. 
For stationery for Senators and for the President of the Senate, 

including $7,500 for stationery for committees and officers of the 
Senate, $19,500. 
For rent of warehouse for storage of public documents, $2,000. 
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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SALARIES AND MILEAGE OF MEMBERS

For compensation of Members of the House of Representatives,
Delegates from Territories, and the Resident Commissioner from
Puerto Rico, $4,385,000.

For mileage of Representatives, the Delegate from Hawaii, and the
Resident Commissioner from Puerto Rico, and for expenses of the
Delegate from Alaska, $171,000.

For compensation of officers, clerks, messengers, and others:

OFFICE OF THE SPEAKER

Salaries: Secretary to the Speaker $4,620; three clerks to the
Speaker, at $2,400 each; messenger to Speaker, $1,680; in all, $13,500.

THE SPEAKER'S TABLE

Salaries: Parliamentarian $4,500, and $1,500 additional so long
as the position is held by the present incumbent, and for preparing
Digest of the Rules $1,000 per annum; Assistant Parliamentarian,
$2,760 and $750 additional so long as the position is held by the
present incumbent; messenger to Speaker's Table, $1,740; in all,
$12,250.

CHAPLAIN

Chaplain of the House of Representatives, $1,680.

OFFICE OF THE CLERK

Salaries: Clerk of the House of Representatives, including com-
pensation as disbursing officer of the contingent fund, $8,000; Journal
clerk, two reading clerks, and tally clerk, at $5,000 each; enrolling
clerk, $4,000; disbursing clerk, $3,960 and $1,040 additional so long
as the position is held by the present incumbent; file clerk, $3,780;
chief bill clerk, $3,540; assistant enrolling clerk, $3,900; assistant to
disbursing clerk, $3,120 and $780 additional so long as the position
is held by the present incumbent; stationery clerk, $2,880; librarian,
$2,760; assistant librarian, and assistant file clerk, at $2,520 each;
assistant Journal clerk, and assistant librarian, at $2,460 each;
clerks-one at $2,460, four at $2 340 each; bookkeeper, and assistant
in disbursing office, at $2,160 each; three assistants to chief bill clerk
at $2,100 each; stenographer to the Clerk, $2,500; assistant in station-
ery room, $1,740; three messengers at $1,680 each; stenographer to
Journal clerk, $1,560; laborers-three at $1,440 each, ten at $1,260
each; telephone operators-assistant chief, $1,800; twenty-three at
$1,560 each; substitute telephone operator, when required, at $4 per
day, $1,464; property custodian and superintendent of furniture and
repair shop, who shall be a skilled cabinetmaker or upholsterer and
experienced in the construction and purchase of furniture, $3,960; two
assistant custodians at $3,360 each; locksmith and typewriter repairer,
$1,860; messenger and clock repairer, $1,740; operation, maintenance,
and repair of motor vehicles, $1,200; in all, $172,544.

COMMIITTEE EMPLOYEES

Clerks, messengers, and janitors to the following committees:
Accounts-clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk, $2,460; janitor, $1,560. Agri-
culture-clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk, $2,460; janitor, $1,560. Appro-
priations-clerk, $7,000 and $1,000 additional so long as the position
is held by the present incumbent; assistant clerk, $5,000 and $2,500
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

SALARIES AND MILEAGE OF MEMBERS 

For compensation of Members of the House of Representatives, 
Delegates from Territories, and the Resident Commissioner from 
Puerto Rico, $4,385,000. 
For mileage of Representatives, the Delegate from Hawaii, and the 

Resident Commissioner from Puerto Rico, and for expenses of the 
Delegate from Alaska, $171,000. 
For compensation of officers, clerks, messengers, and others: 

OFFICE OF THE SPEAKER 

Salaries: Secretary to the Speaker, $4,620; three clerks to the 
Speaker, at $2,400 each; messenger to Speaker, $1,680; in all, $13,500. 

lilt. SPEAKER'S TABLE 

Salaries: Parliamentarian $4,500, and $1,500 additional so long 
as the position is held by the present incumbent, and for preparing 
Digest of the Rules, $1,000 per annum; Assistant Parliamentarian, 
$2,760 and $750 additional so long as the position is held by the 
present incumbent; messenger to Speaker's Table, $1,740; in all, 
$12,250. 

CHAPLAIN 

Chaplain of the House of Representatives, $1,680. 

OFFICE OF THE CLERK 

Salaries: Clerk of the House of Representatives including com-
pensation as disbursing officer of the contingent fund, $8,000; journal 
clerk, two reading clerks, and tally clerk, at $5,000 each; enrolling 
clerk, $4,000; disbursing clerk, $3,960 and $1,040 additional so long 
as the position is held by the present incumbent; file clerk? $3,780; 
chief bill clerk, $3,540; assistant enrolling clerk, $3,900; assistant to 
disbursing clerk, $3,120 and $780 additional so long as the position 
is held by the present incumbent; stationery clerk, $2,880; librarian, 
$2,760; assistant librarian, and assistant file clerk, at $2,520 each; 
assistant Journal clerk, and assistant librarian, at $2,460 each; 
clerks—one at $2,460, four at $2,340 each; bookkeeper, and assistant 
in disbursing office, at $2,160 each; three assistants to chief bill clerk 
at $2,100 each; stenographer to the Clerk, $2,500; assistant in station-
ery room, $1,740; three messengers at $1,680 each; stenographer to 
Journal clerk, $1,560; laborers—three at $1,440 each, ten at $1,260 
each; telephone operators—assistant chief, $1,800; twenty-three at 
$1,560 each; substitute telephone operator, when required, at $4 per 
day, $1,464; property custodian and superintendent of furniture and 
repair shop, who shall be a skilled cabinetmaker or upholsterer and 
experienced in the construction and purchase of furniture, $3,960; two 
assistant custodians at $3,360 each; locksmith and typewriter repairer, 
$1,860; messenger and clock repairer, $1,740; operation, maintenance, 
and repair of motor vehicles, $1,200; in all, $172,544. 

COIIIIIIITEE EMPLOYEES 

Clerks, messengers, and janitors to the following committees: 
Accounts—clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk, $2,460; janitor, $1,560. Agri-
culture—clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk, $2,460; janitor, $1,560. Appro-
priations—clerk, $7,000 and $1,000 additional so long as the position 
is held by the present incumbent; assistant clerk, $5,000 and $2,500 
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additional so long as the position is held by the present incumbent;
assistant clerk, $3,900, and $1,100 additional so long as the position is
held by the present incumbent; two assistant clerks at $3,900 each and
$600 each additional so long as the respective positions are held by the
present respective incumbents; assistant clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk,
$3,600 and $900 additional so long as the position is held by the pres-
ent incumbent; assistant clerk, $3,300 and $600 additional so long as
the position is held by the present incumbent; assistant clerk, $3,300;
messenger, $1,680; four clerk-stenographers, at the annual rate of
$1,800 each, one for each subcommittee of the Committee on Appro-
priations having jurisdiction over a regular annual appropriation bill
as shall be designated by the Chairman of the Committee on Appro-
priations and to be appointed by the chairmen of the subcommittees
so designated, subject to the approval of the Chairman, $7,200.
Banking and Currency-clerk, $2,760; assistant clerk, $1,740; janitor,
$1,260. Census-clerk, $2,760; janitor, $1,260. Civil Service-clerk,
$2,760; janitor, $1,260. Claims-clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk, $1,740;
janitor, $1,260. Coinage, Weights, and Measures-clerk, $2,760; jani-
tor, $1,260. Disposition of Executive Papers-clerk, $2,760. District
of Columbia-clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk, $2,460; janitor, $1,260.
Education-clerk, $2,760; janitor, $1,260. Election of the President,
Vice President, and Representatives in Congress-clerk, $2,760. Elec-
tions Numbered 1-clerk, $2,760; janitor, $1,260. Elections Num-
bered 2-clerk, $2,760; janitor, $1,260. Elections Numbered 3-clerk,
$2,760; janitor, $1,260. Enrolled Bills-clerk, $2,760; janitor, $1,260.
Expenditures in Executive Departments-clerk, $3,300; janitor,
$1,260. Flood Control-clerk, $2,760; janitor, $1,260. Foreign
Affairs-clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk, $2,460; janitor, $1,260. Immi-
gration and Naturalization-clerk, $3,300; janitor, $1,260. Indian
Affairs-clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk, $2,460; janitor, $1,260. Insular
Affairs-clerk, $2,760; janitor, $1,260. Interstate and Foreign Com-
merce-clerk, $3,900; additional clerk, $2,640; assistant clerk, $2,100;
janitor, $1,560. Irrigation and Reclamation-clerk, $2,760; janitor,
$1,260. Invalid Pensions-clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk, $2,880;
expert examiner, $2,700; stenographer, $2,640; janitor, $1,500. Judi-
ciary-clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk, $2,460; assistant clerk, $1,980;
janitor, $1,560. Labor-clerk, $2,760, assistant clerk, $1,740; janitor,
$1,260. Library-clerk, $2,760; janitor $1,260. Merchant Marine
and Fisheries-clerk, $2,760; assistant clerk, $1,740; janitor, $1,260.
Military Affairs-clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk, $2,100; janitor, $1,560.
Mines and Mining-clerk, $2.7G0; janitor, $1,260. Naval Affairs--
clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk, $2,100; janitor, $1,560. Patents-clerk,
$2,760; janitor, $1,260. Pensions-clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk,
$2,160; janitor, $1,260. Post Office and Post Roads-clerk, $3,300;
assistant clerk, $2,100; janitor, $1,560. Printing-clerk, $2,760; jani-
tor, $1,560. Public Buildings and Grounds--clerk, $3,300; assistant
clerk, $1,740; janitor, $1,260. Public Lands-clerk, $3,300; assistant
clerk, $1,740; janitor, $1,260. Revision of the Laws-clerk, $3,300;
janitor, $1,260. Rivers and Harbors-clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk,
$2,460; janitor, $1,560. Roads-clerk, $2,760; assistant clerk, $1,740;
janitor, $1,260. Rules-clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk, $2,100; janitor,
$1,260. Territories-clerk, $2,760; janitor, $1,260. War Claims--
clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk, $1,740; janitor, $1,260. Ways and
Means-clerk, $4,620; assistant clerk and stenographer, $2,640; assist-
ant clerk, $2,580; clerk for minority, $3,180 and $420 additional so
long as the position is held by the present incumbent; janitors-one,
$1,560; two at $1,260 each. World War Veterans' Legislation-clerk,
$3,300; assistant clerk, $2,460; in all, $319,720.
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additional so long as the position is held by the present incumbent; 
assistant clerk, $3,900, and $1,100 additional so long as the position is 
held by the present incumbent; two assistant clerks at $3,900 each and 
$600 each additional so long as the respective positions are held by the 
present respective incumbents; assistant clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk, 
3,600 and $900 additional so long as the position is held by the pres-

ent incumbent; assistant clerk, $3,300 and $600 additional so long as 
the position is held by the present incumbent; assistant clerk, $3,300; 
messenger, $1,680; four clerk-stenographers, at the annual rate of 
$1,800 each, one for each subcommittee of the Committee on Appro-
priations having jurisdiction over a regular annual appropriation bill 
as shall be designated by the Chairman of the Committee on Appro-
priations and to be appointed by the chairmen of the subcommittees 
so designated, subject to the approval of the Chairman, $7,200. 
Banking and Currency-clerk, $2,760; assistant clerk, $1,740; janitor, 
$1,260. Census clerk, $2,760; janitor, $1,260. Civil Service-clerk, 
$2,760; janitor, $1,260. Claims-clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk, $1,740; 
janitor, $1,260. Coinage, Weights, and Measures-clerk, $2,760; jani-
tor, $1,260. Disposition of Executive Papers-clerk, $2,760. District 
of Columbia-clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk, $2,460; janitor, $1,260. 
Education-clerk, $2,760; janitor, $1,260. Election of the President, 
Vice President, and Representatives in Congress-clerk, $2,760. Elec-
tions Numbered 1-clerk, $2,760; janitor, $1,260. Elections Num-
bered 2-clerk, $2,760; janitor, $1,260. Elections Numbered 3-clerk, 
$2,760; janitor, $1,260. Enrolled Bills-clerk, $2,760; janitor, $1,260. 
Expenditures in Executive Departments-clerk, $3,300; janitor, 
$1,260. Flood Control-clerk, $2,760; janitor, $1,260. Foreign 
Affairs-clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk, $2,460; janitor, $1,260. Immi-
gration and Naturalization-clerk, $3,300; janitor, $1,260. Indian 
Affairs-clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk, $2,460; janitor, $1,260. Insular 
Affairs-clerk, $2,760; janitor, $1,260. Interstate and Foreign Com-
merce-clerk, $3,900; additional clerk, $2,640; assistant clerk, $2,100; 
janitor, $1,560. Irrigation and Reclamation-clerk, $2,760; janitor, 
$1,260. Invalid Pensions clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk, $2,880; 
expert examiner, $2,700; stenographer, $2,640; janitor, $1,500. Judi-
ciary-clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk, $2,460; assistant clerk, $1,980; 
Janitor, $1,560. Labor-clerk, $2,7605 assistant clerk, $1,740; janitor, 

$1,260. Library-clerk, $2,760; janitor, $1,260. Merchant and MarineFisheries-clerk, $2,760; assistant clerk, $1,740; janitor, $1,260. 

Military Affairs-clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk, $2,100; janitor, $1,560. 
Mines and Mining-clerk, $2.76'0; janitor, $1,260. Naval Affairs-
clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk, $2,100; janitor, $1,560. Patents-clerk, 
$2,760; janitor, $1,260. Pensions-clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk, 
$2,160; janitor, $1,260. Post Office and Post Roads-clerk, $3,300; 
assistant clerk, $2,100; janitor, $1,560. Printing-clerk, $2,760; jani-
tor, $1,560. Public Buildings and Grounds-clerk, $3,300; assistant 
clerk, $1,740; janitor, $1,260. Public Lands-clerk, $3,300; assistant 
clerk, $1,740; janitor, $1,260. Revision of the Laws-clerk, $3,300; 
janitor, $1,260. Rivers and Harbors-clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk, 
$2,460; janitor, $1,560. Roads-clerk, $2,760; assistant clerk, $1,740; 
janitor, $1,260. Rules-clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk, $2,100; janitor, 
$1,260. Territories-clerk, $2,760; janitor, $1,260. War Claims-
clerk, $3,300; assistant clerk, $1,740; janitor, $1,260. Ways and 
Means--clerk, $4,620; assistant clerk and stenographer, $2,640; assist-
ant clerk, $2,580; clerk for minority, $3,180 and $420 additional so 
long as the position is held by the present incumbent; janitors one, 
$1,560; two at $1,260 each. World War Veterans' Legislation-clerk, 
$3,300; assistant clerk, $2,460; in all, $319,720. 
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Salaries.

Police force, House
Office Building.

OFFICE OF SERGEANT AT ARMS

Salaries: Sergeant at Arms, $8,000; Deputy Sergeant at Arms in
charge of mace, $3,180; cashier, $6,000; assistant cashier, $4,000; two
bookkeepers, at $3,360 each; Deputy Sergeant at Arms in charge of
pairs, $3,600; pair clerk and messenger, $2,820; stenographer and
typewriter, $1,800; skilled laborer, $1,380; hire of automobile, $600;
in all, $38,100.

Police force, House Office Building, under the Sergeant at Arms:
Lieutenant, $1,740; sergeant, $1,680; thirty-seven privates at $1,620
each; in all, $63,360.

OFFICE OF DOORKEEPER

Salaries. Salaries: Doorkeeper, $6,000; special employee, $2,820; superin-
tendent of House press gallery, $3,660; assistants to the superintend-
ent of the House press gallery-one at $2,520 and one at $2,400;
chief janitor, $2,700; messengers-one chief messenger, $2,240, sixteen
messengers at $1,740 each, fourteen on soldiers' roll at $1,740 each;
laborers -eventeen at $1,260 each, two (cloakroom) at $1,380 each,
one (cloakroom), $1,260, and seven (cloakroom) at $1,140 each;
three female attendants in ladies' retiring rooms at $1,680 each

Folding room. attendant for the ladies' reception room, $1,440; superintendent of
folding room, $3,180; foreman of folding room, $2,640; chief clerk
to superintendent of folding room, $2,460; three clerks at $2,160
each; janitor, $1,260; laborer, $1,260; thirty-one folders at $1,440

Pages. each; shipping clerk, $1,740; two drivers at $1,380 each; two chief
pages at $1,980 each; two telephone pages at $1,680 each; two floor
managers of telephones (one for the minority) at $3,180 each; two
assistant floor managers in charge of telephones (one for the
minority) at $2,100 each; forty-eight pages during the session,
including ten pages for duty at the entrances to the Hall of the
House and one for duty in the Committee on Appropriations to be
appointed by the Chairman of such committee, at $4 per day each,

Document room. $34,944; superintendent of document room (Elmer A. Lewis), $3,960
and $1,040 additional so long as the position is held by the present
incumbent; assistant superintendent of document room, $2,760 and
$420 additional so long as the position is held by the present incum-
bent; clerk, $2,320; assistant clerk, $2,160; eight assistants at $1,860
each; janitor, $1,440; messenger to press room, $1,560; maintenance
and repair of folding room motortruck, $500; in all, $264,724.

SPECIAL AND MINORITY EMPLOYEES

Minority employ-
ees.

Special employees.

Appointment of suc-
cessors.

Office of majority
floor leader.

For the minority employees authorized and named in the House
Resolutions Numbered 51 and 53 of December 11, 1931, and Num-
bered 281 of July 21, 1937: Two at $5,000 each, three at $2,820 each;
one at $3,600 (minority pair clerk, House Resolution Numbered 313
of August 7, 1935); in all, $22,060.

Special employees: Assistant foreman of the folding room, author-
ized in the resolution of September 30, 1913, $1,980; laborer, author-
ized and named in the resolution of April 28, 1914, $1,380; laborer,
$1,380; in all, $4,740.

Successors to any of the employees provided for in the two preced-
ing paragraphs may be named by the House of Representatives at
any time.

Office of majority floor leader: Legislative clerk, $3,110; clerk,
$2,530; two assistant clerks, at $1,800 each; for official expenses
of the majority leader, as authorized by House Resolution Numbered
101, Seventy-first Congress, adopted December 18, 1929, $2,000; in
all, $11,240.
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folding room, $3,180; foreman of folding room, $2,640; chief clerk 
to superintendent of folding room, $2,460; three clerks at $2,160 
each; janitor, $1,260; laborer, $1,260; thirty-one folders at $1,440 
each; shipping clerk, $1,740; two drivers at $1,380 each; two chief 
pages at $1,980 each; two telephone pages at $1,680 each; two floor 
managers of telephones (one for the minority) at $3,180 each; two 
assistant floor managers in charge of telephones (one for the 
minority) at $2,100 each; forty-eight pages during the session, 
including ten pages for duty at the entrances to the Hall of the 
House and one for duty in the Committee on Appropriations to be 
appointed by the Chairman of such committee, at $4 per day each, 
$34,944; superintendent of document room (Elmer A. Lewis), $3,960 
and $1,040 additional so long as the position is held by the present 
incumbent; assistant superintendent of document room, $2,760 and 
$420 additional so long as the position is held by the present incum-
bent; clerk, $2,320; assistant clerk, $2,160; eight assistants at $1,860 
each; janitor, $1,440; messenger to press room, $1,560; maintenance 
and repair of folding room motortruck, $500; in all, $264,724. 

SPECIAL AND MINORITY EMPLOYEES 

For the minority employees authorized and named in the House 
Resolutions Numbered 51 and 53 of December 11, 1931, and Num-
bered 281 of July 21, 1937: Two at $5,000 each, three at $2,820 each; 
one at $3,600 (minority pair clerk, House Resolution Numbered 313 
of August 7, 1935) ; in all, $22,060. 

Special employees: Assistant foreman of the folding room, author-
ized in the resolution of September 30, 1913, $1,980; laborer, author-
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Conference minority: Clerk, $3,180; legislative clerk, $3,060;
assistant clerk, $2,100; janitor, $1,560; in all, $9,900. The foregoing
employees to be appointed by the minority leader.

Two messengers, one in the majority caucus room and one in the
minority caucus room, to be appointed by the majority and minority
whips, respectively, at $1,740 each; in all, $3,480.

POST OFFICE

Salaries: Postmaster, $5,000; assistant postmaster, $2,880; two
registry and money-order clerks, at $2,100 each; forty messengers
(including one to superintend transportation of mails), at $1,740
each; substitute messengers and extra services of regular employees,
when required, at the rate of not to exceed $145 per month each,
$1,740; laborer, $1,260; in all, $84,680.

For the purchase, exchange, maintenance, and repair of motor
vehicles for carrying the mails, $2,500.

OFFICIAL REPORTERS OF DEBATES

Salaries: Six official reporters of the proceedings and debates of
the House at $7,500 each; clerk, $4,000; assistant clerk, $2,000; six
expert transcribers at $2,000 each; in all, $63,000.

COMMITTEE STENOGRAPHERS

Salaries: Four stenographers to committees, at $7,000 each and
two stenographers to committees, at $6,000 each; clerk, $3,360; in
all, $43,360.

Whenever the words "during the session" occur in the foregoing
paragraphs they shall be construed to mean the one hundred and
eighty-two days from January 1 to June 30, 1940, both inclusive.

CLERK HIRE, MEMBERS, AND DELEGATES

For clerk hire necessarily employed by each Member and Dele-
gate, and the Resident Commissioner from Puerto Rico, in the dis-
charge of his official and representative duties, in accordance with
the Act entitled "An Act to fix the compensation of officers and
employees of the legislative branch of the Government", approved
June 20, 1929, $2,190,000.

CONTINGENT EXPENSES OF THE HOUSE

For furniture and materials for repairs of the same, including not
to exceed $29,000 for labor, tools, and machinery for furniture repair
shops, $43,000.

For packing boxes, $1,500: Provided, That no part of this appro-
priation shall be used to furnish a packing box to any Repre-
sentative, Delegate, or Resident Commissioner for any session of
Congress unless request therefor has been made not later than thirty
days after the sine die adjournment of any such session: Provided
further, That all boxes remaining in the hands of the Clerk of the
House on July 1, 1939, which were assigned for sessions prior to
the first session of the Seventy-sixth Congress shall revert to the
general stock of the Clerk of the House.

For miscellaneous items, exclusive of salaries unless specifically
ordered by the House of Representatives, including reimbursement
to the official stenographers to committees for the amounts actually
paid out by them for transcribing hearings, and including materials
for folding, $95,000.
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Reports of commit- For stenographic reports of hearings of committees other than
tee hearings, special and select committees, $18,000.

special and select For expenses of special and select committees authorized by the
committees. House, $60,000.

Joint ommittee on For payment of one-half of the salaries and other expenses of the
Internal Revenue
Taxation; one-halfex- Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation as authorized by

A p 825. law, $28,250.
r .E ixenditures No part of the appropriations contained herein for the contingent

expenses of the House of Representatives shall be used to defray
the expenses of any committee consisting of more than six persons
(not more than four from the House and not more than two from
the Senate) nor to defray the expenses of any other person except
the Sergeant at Arms of the House or a representative of his office,
and except the widow or minor children or both of the deceased,

Funeral expenses, to attend the funeral rites and burial of any person who at the time
lmtation. of his or her death is a Representative, a Delegate from a Territory,

or a Resident Commissioner from Puerto Rico.
Telegraph and tele- For telegraph and telephone service, exclusive of personal services,

phone service. $90,000

Stationery. For stationery for Representatives, Delegates, and the Resident
Commissioner from Puerto Rico, for the first and second sessions of
the Seventy-sixth Congress, and for stationery for the use of the
committees and officers of the House (not to exceed $5,000), $125,450,
of which $32,850 shall be available immediately for the first session

Aprwo. of the Seventy-sixth Congress: Provided, That commencing with the
Reprentativeoetec first session of the Seventy-sixth Congress the allowance for stationery

for each Representative, Delegate, and the Resident Commissioner
from Puerto Rico for each session of Congress shall be $200.

Emergency room, For medical supplies, equipment, and contingent expenses for the
expenses. emergency room and for the attending physician and his assistants,

including an allowance of not to exceed $30 per month each to three
assistants as provided by the House resolutions adopted July 1, 1930,
and January 20, 1932, $3,500.

Postage stamps. Postage stamps: Postmaster, $200; Clerk, $400; Sergeant at
Arms, $250; Doorkeeper, $100; in all $950.

Folding. For folding speeches and pamphlets, at a rate not exceeding $1 per
thousand, $25,000.

United states Code, For preparation and editing of the laws as authorized, by the Act
preparation, etc.

p45 Stti .0t. approved May 29, 1928 (1 U. S. C., 59), $6,500, to be expended under
I U S. S. C 59. the direction of the Committee on Revision of the Laws.
Assistants to lerk For assistants in compiling lists of reports to be made to Congress
S°opeci'ed objects by public officials; compiling copy and revising proofs for the House

portion of the Official Register; preparing and indexing the statistical
reports of the Clerk of the House; compiling the telephone and
Members' directories; preparing and indexing the daily calendars of
business; preparing the official statement of Members' voting
records; preparing lists of congressional nominees and statistical
summary of elections; preparing and indexing questions of order
printed in the Appendix to the Journal pursuant to House Rule m;

Political commit- for recording and filing statements of political committees and can-
tees, etc., recording
and 'llng statement's. didates for election to the House of Representatives pursuant to the
2u.c S.Ci241-2. Federal Corrupt Practices Act, 1925 (2 U. S. C. 241-256); and for

such other assistance as the Clerk of the House may deem necessary
and proper in the conduct of the business of his office, $4,500:

Proeio. Provid, That no part of this appropriation shall be used to
Restriction. augment the annual salary of any employee of the House of

Representatives.
fAtomobile for For exchange, driving, maintenance, repair, and operation of an

automobile for the Speaker, $4,000.
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For stenographic reports of hearings of committees other than 
special and select committees, $18,000. 
For expenses of special and select committees authorized by the 

House, $60,000. 
For payment of one-half of the salaries and other expenses of the 

Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation as authorized by 
law , $28,250. 
No part of the appropriations contained herein for the contingent 

expenses of the House of Representatives shall be used to defray 
the expenses of any committee consisting of more than six persons 
(not more than four from the House and not more than two from 
the Senate) nor to defray the expenses of any other person except 
the Sergeant at Arms of the House or a representative of his office, 
and except the widow or minor children or both of the deceased, 
to attend the funeral rites and burial of any person who at the time 
of his or her death is a Representative a Delegate from a Territory, 
or a Resident Commissioner from Puerto Rico. 
For telegraph and telephone service, exclusive of personal services, 

$90,000. 
For stationery for Representatives, Delegates, and the Resident 

Commissioner from Puerto Rico, for the first and second sessions of 
the Seventy-sixth Congress, and for stationery for the use of the 
committees and officers of the House (not to exceed $5,000), $125,450, 
of which $32,850 shall be available immediately for the first session 
of the Seventy-sixth Congress: Provided, That commencing with the 
first session of the Seventy-sixth Congress the allowance for stationery 
for each Representative, Delegate, and the Resident Commissioner 
from Puerto Rico for each session of Congress shall be $200. 
For medical supplies, equipment, and contingent expenses for the 

emergency room and for the attending physician and his assistants, 
including an allowance of not to exceed $30 per month each to three 
assistants as provided by the House resolutions adopted July 1, 1930, 
and January 20, 1932, $3,500. 
Postage stamps: Postmaster, $200; Clerk, $400; Sergeant at 

Arms, $250; Doorkeeper, $100; in all $950. 
For folding speeches and pamphlets, at a rate not exceeding $1 per 

thousand, $25,000. 
For preparation and editing of the laws as authorized, by the Act 

approved May 29, 1928 (1 U. S. C. 59)., $6,500, to be expended under 
the direction of the Committee on ilevision of the Laws. 
For assistants in compiling lists of reports to be made to Congress 

by public officials; compiling copy and revising proofs for the House 
portion of the Official Register; preparing and indexing the statistical 
reports of the Clerk of the House; compiling the telephone and 
Members' directories; preparing and indexing the daily calendars of 
business; preparing the official statement of Members' voting 
records; preparing lists of congressional nominees and statistical 
summary of elections; preparing and indexing questions of order 
printed in the Appendix to the Journal pursuant to House Rule III; 
for recording and filing statements of political committees and can-
didates for election to the House of Representatives pursuant to the 
Federal Corrupt Practices Act, 1925 (2 U. S. C. 241-256) ; and for 
such other assistance as the Clerk of the House may deem necessary 
and proper in the conduct of the business of his office, $4,500: 
Provided, That no part of this appropriation shall be used to 
augment the annual salary of any employee of the House of 
Representatives. 
For exchange, driving, maintenance, repair, and operation of an 

automobile for the Speaker, $4,000. 
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CAPITOL POLICE

Salaries: Captain, $2,700; three lieutenants, at $1,740 each; two
special officers, at $1,740 each; three sergeants, at $1,680 each; fifty-
two privates, at $1,620 each; one-half of said privates to be selected
by the Sergeant at Arms of the Senate and one-half by the Sergeant
at Arms of the House; in all, $100,680: Provided, That no part of
any appropriation contained in this Act shall be paid as compensation
to any person appointed after June 30, 1935, as an officer or member
of the Capitol Police (including those for the Senate and House Office
Buildings) who does not meet the standards to be prescribed for such
appointees by the Capitol Police Board: Provided further, That the
Capitol Police Board is hereby authorized to detail police from the
House and Senate Office Buildings for police duty on the Capitol
Grounds.

For purchasing and supplying uniforms, purchase, exchange,
maintenance, and repair of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehi-
cles, contingent expenses, including $25 per month for extra services
performed by a member of such force for the Capitol Police Board,
$9,400.

One-half of the foregoing amounts under "Capitol Police" shall be
disbursed by the Secretary of the Senate and one-half by the Clerk
of the House.

JOINT COMMITTEE ON PRINTING

Salaries: Clerk, $4,000 and $800 additional so long as the position
is held by the present incumbent; inspector under section 20 of the
Act approved January 12, 1895 (44 U. S. C. 49), $2,820; assistant
clerk and stenographer, $2,640; for expenses of compiling, preparing,
and indexing the Congressional Directory, $1,600; in all, $11,860, one-
half to be disbursed by the Secretary of the Senate and the other half
to be disbursed by the Clerk of the House.

OFFICE OF LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL

For salaries and expenses of maintenance of the Office of Legisla-
tive Counsel, as authorized by law, $75,000, of which $37,500 shall be
disbursed by the Secretary of the Senate and $37,500 by the Clerk of
the House of Representatives.

STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS

For preparation, under the direction of the Committees on Appro-
priations of the Senate and House of Representatives of the state-
ments for the first session of the Seventy-sixth Congress, showing
appropriations made, indefinite appropriations, and contracts author-
ized, together with a chronological history of the regular appro-
priation bills, as required by law, $4,000, to be paid to the persons
designated by the chairmen of such committees to do the work.
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ARCHITECT OF THE CAPITOL

OFFICE OF THE ARCHITECT OF THE CAPITOL

Salaries: For the Architect of the Capitol, Assistant Architect sa a es-
of the Capitol, and other personal services at rates of pay provided
by law; and the Assistant Architect of the Capitol shall act as Archi-
tect of the Capitol during the absence or disability of that official or
whenever there is no Architect; $59,100.
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half to be disbursed by the Secretary of the Senate and the other half 
to be disbursed by the Clerk of the House. 

OFFICE OF LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL 

For salaries and expenses of maintenance of the Office of Legisla-
tive Counsel, as authorized by law, $75,000, of which $37,500 shall be 
disbursed by the Secretary of the Senate and $37,500 by the Clerk of 
the House of Representatives. 

STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS 

For preparation under the direction of the Committees on Appro-
priations of the Senate and House of Representatives of the state-
ments for the first session of the Seventy-sixth Congress, showing 
appropriations made, indefinite appropriations, and contracts author-
ized, together with a chronological history of the regular appro-
priation bills, as required by law, $4,000, to be paid to the persons 
designated by the chairmen of such committees to do the work. 

ARCHITECT OF THE CAPITOL 

OFFICE OF THE ARCHITECT OF THE CAPITOL 

Salaries: For the Architect of the Capitol, Assistant Architect 
of the Capitol, and other personal services at rates of pay provided 
by law; and the Assistant Architect of the Capitol shall act as Archi-
tect of the Capitol during the absence or disability of that official or 
whenever there is no Architect; $59,100. 

Salaries. 

Prorisos. 
Standards required. 

Details for police 
duty on Capitol 
Grounds. 

Uniforms, etc. 

Division of disburse-
menu. 

Salaries and ex-
penses. 
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CAPITOL BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS

Capitol Buldings. Capitol Buildings: For necessary expenditures for the Capitol
Building and electrical substations of the Senate and House Office
Buildings, under the jurisdiction of the Architect of the Capitol,

pMatntenane, re- including minor improvements, maintenance, repair, equipment, sup-
plies, material, fuel, oil, waste, and appurtenances; furnishings and
office equipment; special clothing for workmen; personal and other
services; cleaning and repairing works of art; purchase or exchange
(not to exceed $1,000), maintenance, and driving of motor-propelled
passenger-carrying office vehicle- not exceeding $300 for the purchase
of technical and necessary reference books, periodicals, and city
directory; $327,200.

uig study oroofs and For a structural-engineering study of the roofs and skylights over
skyight Senate and the Senate and House wings of the United States Capitol Building

with a view to determining the strength and safety of such roofs and
skylights and the need of their replacement, to be made under the
direction and supervision of a committee of two, one a Senator to be
appointed by the President of the Senate and the other a Member of
the House of Representatives to be appointed by the Speaker of the
House, $10,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary, to be immedi-
ately available. Said committee shall have authority to employ a
structural engineer or firm of engineers, and to make such other
expenditures as may be necessary to carry out the purposes of this

Reportto Congress. paragraph. The committee shall make a report to the Congress at
the earliest possible date.

Travel expenses. Appropriations under the control of the Architect of the Capitol
shall be available for expenses of travel on official business not to
exceed in the aggregate under all funds the sum of $1,500.

Capitol Grounds. Capitol Grounds: For care and improvement of grounds surround-
ing the Capitol, Senate and House Office Buildings; Capitol power
plant; personal and other services; care of trees; planting; fertilizers;
repairs to pavements, walks, and roadways; purchase of waterproof
wearing apparel; maintenance of signal lights; and for snow removal
by hire of men and equipment or under contract without compliance

4R 
U..,S6

7 4. with sections 3709 (41 U. S. C., 5) and 3744 (41 U. S. C., 16) of the
Revised Statutes, $104,000.

Legislative garage. Legislative garage: For maintenance, repairs, alterations, personal
and other services, and all necessary incidental expenses, $11,880.

tionUapitolandsen Subway transportation, Capitol and Senate Office Buildings: For
ate Office Buildings. repairs, rebuilding, and maintenance of the subway system connecting

the Senate Office Building with the Senate wing of the United States
Capitol and for personal and other services, including maintenance
of the cars, tracks, and electrical equipment connected therewith,
$2,000.

Senate Office Build- $2,000.
ing, maintenance, etc. Senate Office Building: For maintenance, miscellaneous items and

supplies, including furniture, furnishings, and equipment, and for
labor and material incident thereto, and repairs thereof; and for
personal and other services for the care and operation of the Senate
Office Building, under the direction and supervision of the Senate
Committee on Rules, including four female attendants in charge of
ladies' retiring rooms at $1,500 each; in all, $314,428, of which $14,000

Ptreturai changes, shall be immediately available: Provided, That structural changes in
restriction. 'the Senate Office Building shall only be made with the approval of

the Architect of the Capitol.
shopb and beauty For the repair, alteration, and equipment of rooms 90-B, 92B,

94-B, and 96-B for use as barber shop and beauty shop, $1,905.
aiHousnceBeuld- House Office Buildings: For maintenance, including equipment,

miscellaneous items, and for all necessary services, $376,860.
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CAPITOL BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS 

Capitol Buildings: For necessary expenditures for the Capitol 
Building and electrical substations of the Senate and House Office 
Buildings, under the jurisdiction of the Architect of the Capitol, 
including minor improvements, maintenance, repair, equipment, sup-
plies, material, fuel, oil, waste, and appurtenances; furnishings and 
office equipment; special clothing for workmen; personal and other 
services; cleaning and repairing works of art; purchase or exchange 
(not to exceed $1,000), maintenance, and driving of motor-propelled 
passenger-carrying office vehicle,• not exceeding $300 for the purchase 
of technical and necessary reference books, periodicals, and city 
directory; $327,200. 
For a structural-engineering study of the roofs and skylights over 

the Senate and House wings of the United States Capitol Building 
with a view to determining the strength and safety of such roofs and 
skylights and the need of their replacement, to be made under the 
direction and supervision of a committee of two, one a Senator to be 
appointed by the President of the Senate and the other a Member of 
the House of Representatives to be appointed by the Speaker of the 
House, $10,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary, to be immedi-
ately available. Said committee shall have authority to employ a 
structural engineer or firm of engineers, and to make such other 
expenditures as may be necessary to carry out the purposes of this 
paragraph. The committee shall make a report to the Congress at 
the earliest possible date. 
Appropriations under the control of the Architect of the Capitol 

shall be available for expenses of travel on official business not to 
exceed in the aggregate under all funds the sum of $1,500. 

Capitol Grounds: For care and improvement of grounds surround-
ing the Capitol, Senate and House Office Buildings; Capitol power 
plant; personal and other services; care of trees; planting; fertilizers; 
repairs to pavements, walks, and roadways; purchase of waterproof 
wearing apparel; maintenance of signal lights; and for snow removal 
by hire of men and equipment or under contract without compliance 
with sections 3709 (41 U. S. C., 5) and 3744 (41 U. S. C., 16) of the 
Revised Statutes, $104,000. 

Legislative garage: For maintenance, repairs, alterations, personal 
and other services, and all necessary incidental expenses, $11,880. 
Subway transportation, Capitol and Senate Office Buildings: For 

repairs, rebuilding, and maintenance of the subway system connecting 
the Senate Office Building with the Senate wing of the United States 
Capitol and for personal and other services, including maintenance 
of the cars, tracks, and electrical equipment connected therewith, 
$2,000. 
Senate Office Building: For maintenance, miscellaneous items and 

supplies, including furniture' furnishings, and equipment, and for 
labor and material incident thereto, and repairs thereof; and for 
personal and other services for the care and operation of the Senate 
Office Building, under the direction and supervision of the Senate 
Committee on Rules, including four female attendants in charge of 
ladies' retiring rooms at $1,500 each; in all, $314,428, of which $14,000 
shall be immediately available: Provided, That structural changes in 
the Senate Office Building shall only be made with the approval of 
the Architect of the Capitol. 
For the repair, alteration, and equipment of rooms 90—B, 92—B, 

94—B, and 96—B for use as barber shop and beauty shop, $1,905. 
House Office Buildings: For maintenance, including equipment, 

miscellaneous items, and for all necessary services, $376,860. 
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Capitol Power Plant: For lighting, heating, and power for the
Capitol, Senate and House Office Buildings, Supreme Court Building,
Congressional Library Buildings, and the grounds about the same,
Botanic Garden, legislative garage, and folding and storage rooms
of the Senate, and for air-conditioning refrigeration not supplied from
plants in any of such buildings; for heating the Government Printing
Office and Washington City Post Office and for light and power there-
for whenever available; personal and other services, engineering
instruments, fuel, oil, materials, labor, advertising, and purchase of
waterproof wearing apparel in connection with the maintenance and
operation of the plant, $542,050.

The appropriations under the control of the Architect of the
Capitol may be expended without reference to section 4 of the Act
approved June 17, 1910 (41 U. S. C. 7), concerning purchases for
executive departments.

The Government Printing Office and the Washington City Post
Office shall reimburse the Capitol power plant for heat, light, and
power whenever any such service is furnished during the fiscal year
1940, and the amounts so reimbursed shall be covered into the
Treasury.

LIBRARY BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS

Salaries: For chief engineer and all personal services at rates of
pay provided by law, $81,220.

Salaries, Sunday opening: For extra services of employees and
additional employees under the Architect of the Capitol to provide
for the opening of the Library Buildings on Sundays and on holi-
days, at rates to be fixed by such Architect, $6,768.

For necessary expenditures for the Library Buildings and Grounds
under the jurisdiction of the Architect of the Capitol, including
minor improvements, maintenance, repair, equipment, supplies, mate-
rial, and appurtenances, and personal and other services in connection
with the mechanical and structural maintenance of such buildings
and grounds, $48,600, of which amount $20,000 shall be immediately
available.

For furniture, including partitions, screens, shelving, and electrical
work pertaining thereto and repairs thereof, $36,500, of which
amount $15,000 shall be available immediately.

BOTANIC GARDEN

Salaries: For personal services (including not exceeding $3,000 for
miscellaneous temporary labor without regard to the Classification
Act of 1923, as amended), $81,330; all under the direction of the
Joint Committee on the Library.

Maintenance, operation, repairs, and improvements: For all neces-
sary expenses incident to maintaining, operating, repairing, and
improving the Botanic Garden, and the nurseries, buildings, grounds,
and equipment pertaining thereto, including procuring fertilizers,
soils, tools, trees, shrubs, plants, and seeds; materials and miscella-
neous supplies, including rubber boots and aprons when required for
use by employees in connection with their work; not to exceed $25
for emergency medical supplies; disposition of waste; traveling
expenses of the Director and his assistants not to exceed $250; street-
car fares not exceeding $25; office equipment and contingent expenses;
the prevention and eraditionion of insect and other pests and plant
diseases by purchase of materials and procurement of personal serv-
ices by contract without regard to the provisions of any other Act;
repair, maintenance, operation, purchase, and exchange of motor-
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Capitol Power Plant: For lighting, heating, and power for the 
Capitol, Senate and House Office Buildings, Supreme Court Building, 
Congressional Library Buildings, and the grounds about the same, 
Botanic Garden, legislative garage, and folding and storage rooms 
of the Senate, and for air-conditioning refrigeration not supplied from 
plants in any of such buildings; for heating the Government Printing 
Office and Washington City Post Office and for light and power there-
for whenever available; personal and other services, engineering 
instruments, fuel, oil, materials, labor, advertising, and purchase of 
waterproof wearing apparel in connection with the maintenance and 
operation of the plant, $542,050. 
The appropriations under the control of the Architect of the 

Capitol may be expended without reference to section 4 of the Act 
approved June 17, 1910 (41 U. S. C. 7), concerning purchases for 
executive departments. 
The Government Printing Office and the Washington City Post 

Office shall reimburse the Capitol power plant for heat, light, and 
power whenever any such service is furnished during the fiscal year 
1940, and the amounts so reimbursed shall be covered into the 
Treasury. 

LIBRARY BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS 

Salaries: For chief engineer and all personal services at rates of 
pay provided by law, $81,220. 

Salaries, Sunday opening: For extra services of employees and 
additional employees under the Architect of the Capitol to provide 
for the opening of the Library Buildings on Sundays and on holi-
days, at rates to be fixed by such Architect, $6,768. 
For necessary expenditures for the Library Buildings and Grounds 

under the jurisdiction of the Architect of the Capitol, including 
minor improvements, maintenance, repair, equipment, supplies, mate-
rial, and appurtenances, and personal and other services in connection 
with the mechanical and structural maintenance of such buildings 
and grounds, $48,600, of which amount $20,000 shall be immediately 
available. 
For furniture, including partitions2 screens, shelving, and electrical 

work pertaining thereto and repairs thereof, $36,500, of which 
amount $15,000 shall be available immediately. 

BOTANIC GARDEN 

Salaries: For personal services (including not exceeding $3,000 for 
miscellaneous temporary labor without regard to the Classification 
Act of 1923, as amended), $81,330; all under the direction of the 
Joint Committee on the Library. 

Maintenance, operation, repairs, and improvements: For all neces-
sary expenses incident to maintaining, operating, repairing, and 
improving the Botanic Garden, and the nurseries, buildings, grounds, 
and equipment pertaining thereto, including procuring fertilizers, 
soils, tools, trees, shrubs, plants, and seeds; materials and miscella-
neous supplies, including rubber boots and aprons when required for 
use by employees in connection with their work; not to exceed $25 
for emergency medical supplies; disposition of waste; traveling 
expenses of the Director and his assistants not to exceed $250; street-
car fares not exceeding $25; office equipment and contingent expenses; 
the prevention and eradication of insect and other pests and plant 
diseases by purchase of materials and procurement of personal serv-
ices by contract without regard to the provisions of any other Act; 
repair, maintenance, operation, purchase, and exchange of motor-
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trucks and a passenger motor vehicle (the cost of such passenger
vehicle not to exceed $750, including the amount allowed on any
vehicle given in part payment therefor); purchase of botanical books
periodicals, and books of reference, not to exceed $100; repairs and
improvements to Director's residence; and all other necessary
expenses; all under the direction of the Joint Committee on the
Library, $25,125.

Purchases without The sum of $300 may be expended at any one time by the Botanic
Garden for the purchase of plants, trees, shrubs, and other nursery

41 U.. 375. stock, without reference to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes
(41 U. S. C. 5).

istribution of No part of the appropriations contained herein for the Botanic
Garden shall be used for the distribution, by congressional allotment,
of trees, plants, shrubs, or other nursery stock.

Open-market pur- The purchase of supplies and equipment and the procurement of
services at the Botanic Garden may be made in the open market with-

R. S:. 370,4^. out compliance with sections 3709 and 3744 of the Revised Statutes
of the United States in the manner common among businessmen,
when the aggregate amount of the purchase or the services does not
exceed $50 in any instance.

Salaries.

Register of Copy-
rights, etc.

Personnel.

Digests of public
general bills.

Distribution, etc.

Piecework, etc.,
amount Immediately
available.

Preparation of index
and digest.

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

SALARIES.

For the Librarian, the Librarian Emeritus, Chief Assistant Librar-
ian, Chief Reference Librarian, and other personal services, includ-
ing special and temporary services and extra special services of
regular employees (not exceeding $2,000) at rates to be fixed by the
Librarian, $1,073,020.

For the Register of Copyrights, assistant register, and other per-
sonal services, $284,160, of which sum $12,400 shall be immediately
available.

LEISLATIVE REFERENCE SERVICE

To enable the Librarian of Congress to employ competent persons
to gather, classify, and make available, in translations, indexes,
digests, compilations, and bulletins, and otherwise, data for or bear-
ing upon legislation, and to render such data serviceable to Congress,
and committees and Members thereof, and for printing and binding
the digests of public general bills, and including not to exceed $5,700
for employees engaged on piece work and work by the day or hour
at rates to be fixed by the Librarian, $99,500.

DISTRIBUTION OF CARD INDEXES

For the distribution of card indexes and other publications of the
Library, including personal services, freight charges (not exceeding
$500), expressage, postage, traveling expenses connected with such
distribution, expenses of attendance at meetings when incurred on
the written authority and direction of the Librarian, and including
not to exceed $68,000 for employees engaged in piece work and work
by the day or hour and for extra special services of regular employ-
ees at rates to be fixed by the Librarian; in all, $224,560, of which
sum $9,500 shall be immediately available for employees engaged
in piece work and work by the day or hour.

INDEX TO STATE LEGISLATION

To enable the Librarian of Congress to prepare an index to the
legislation of the several States, together with a supplemental digest
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trucks and a passenger motor vehicle (the cost of such passenger 
vehicle not to exceed $750, including the amount allowed on any 
vehicle given in part payment therefor) ; purchase of botanical books, 
periodicals, and books of reference, not to exceed $100; repairs and 
improvements to Director's residence; and all other necessary 
expenses ' • all under the direction of the Joint Committee on the 
Library, $25,125. 
The sum of $300 may be expended at any one time by the Botanic 

Garden for the purchase of plants, trees, shrubs and other nursery 
stock, without reference to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes 
(41 U. S. C. 5). 
No part of the appropriations contained herein for the Botanic 

Garden shall be used for the distribution, by congressional allotment, 
of trees, plants, shrubs, or other nursery stock. 
The purchase of supplies and equipment and the procurement of 

services at the Botanic Garden may be made in the open market with-
out compliance with sections 3709 and 3744 of the Revised Statutes 
of the United States in the manner common among businessmen, 
when the aggregate amount of the purchase or the services does not 
exceed $50 in any instance. 

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS 

SALARIES. 

For the Librarian, the Librarian Emeritus, Chief Assistant Librar-
ian, Chief Reference Librarian, and other personal services, includ-
ing special and temporary services and extra special services of 
regular employees (not exceeding $2,000) at rates to be fixed by the 
Librarian, $1,073,020. 
For the Register of Copyrights, assistant register, and other per-

sonal services, $284,160, of which sum $12,400 shall be immediately 
available. 

LE015LAT1V14 REFERENCE SERVICE 

To enable the Librarian of Congress to employ competent persons indexes, 
digests, gather, classify, and make available, in translations,  
digests, compilations, and bulletins, and otherwise, data for or bear-
ing upon legislation, and to render such data serviceable to Congress, 
and committees and Members thereof, and for printing and binding 
the digests of public general bills, and including not to exceed $5,700 
for employees engaged on piece work and work by the day or hour 
at rates to be fixed by the Librarian, $99,500. 

DISTRIBUTION OF CARD INDEXES 

For the distribution of card indexes and other publications of the 
Library, including personal services, freight charges (not exceeding 
$500), expressage, postage, traveling expenses connected with such 
distribution, expenses of attendance at meetings when incurred on 
the written authority and direction of the Librarian, and including 
not to exceed $68,000 for employees engaged in piece work and work 
by the day or hour and for extra special services of regular employ-
ees at rates to be fixed by the Librarian; in all, $224,560, of which 
sum $9,500 shall be immediately available for employees engaged 
in piece work and work by the day or hour. 

INDEX TO STATE LEGISLATION 

To enable the Librarian of Congress to prepare an index to the 
legislation of the several States, together with a supplemental digest 
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of the more important legislation, as authorized and directed by the
Act entitled "An Act providing for the preparation of a biennial
index to State legislation", approved February 10, 1927 (2 U. S. C.
164, 165), including personal and other services within and without
the District of Columbia, including not to exceed $2,500 for special
and temporary services at rates to be fixed by the Librarian, travel,
necessary material and apparatus, and for printing and binding the
indexes and digests of State legislation for official distribution only,
and other printing and binding incident to the work of compilation,
stationery, and incidentals, $39,200.

SUNDAY OPENING

To enable the Library of Congress to be kept open for reference
use on Sundays and on holidays within the discretion of the Librar-
ian, including the extra services of employees and the services of
additional employees under the Librarian, at rates to be fixed by
the Librarian, $23,437 of which sum $350 shall be immediately
available.

UNION CATALOGUES

To continue the development and maintenance of the Union Cata-
logues, including personal services within and without the District of
Columbia (and not to exceed $700 for special and temporary services,
including extra special services of regular employees, at rates to be
fixed by the Librarian), travel, necessary material and apparatus,
stationery, photostat supplies, and incidentals, $26,180.

INCREASE OF THE LIBRARY

For purchase of books, miscellaneous periodicals and newspapers,
and all other material for the increase of the Library, including
payment in advance for subscription books and society publications,
and for freight, commissions, and traveling expenses not to exceed
$5,000, including expenses of attendance at meetings when incurred
on the written authority and direction of the Librarian in the
interest of collections, and all other expenses incidental to the acquisi-
tion of books, miscellaneous periodicals and newspapers, and all
other material for the increase of the Library, by purchase, gift,
bequest, or exchange, $118,000, to continue available during the fiscal
year 1941.

For the purchase of books and for legal periodicals for the law
library, including payment for legal society publications and for
freight, commissions, and all other expenses incidental to the acquisi-
tion of law books and all other material for the increase of the law
library, $85.000, to continue available, during the fiscal year 1941.

BOOKS FOR ADULT BLIND

To enable the Librarian of Congress to carry out the provisions
of the Act entitled "An Act to provide books for the adult blind",
approved March 3, 1931 (2 U. S. C. 135a), as amended, $275,000,
including not exceeding $13,000 for personal services and not exceed-
ing $500 for necessary traveling expenses connected with such service
and for expenses of attendance at meetings when incurred on the
written authority and direction of the Librarian: Provided, That
the unexpended balance of the appropriation for this purpose for the
fiscal year 1939 is hereby reappropriated and made available for the
fiscal year 1940, and of such reappropriated sum not to exceed $4,000
shall be available for personal services.
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of the more important legislation, as authorized and directed by the 
Act entitled "An Act providing for the preparation of a biennial 
index to State legislation", approved February 10, 1927 (2 U. S. C. 
164, 165), including personal and other services within and without 
the District of Columbia, including not to exceed $2,500 for special 
and temporary services at rates to be fixed by the Librarian, travel, 
necessary material and apparatus, and for printing and binding the 
indexes and digests of State legislation for official distribution only, 
and other printing and binding incident to the work of compilation, 
stationery, and incidentals, $39,200. 

SUNDAY OPENING 

To enable the Library of Congress to be kept open for reference 
use on Sundays and on holidays within the discretion of the Librar-
ian, including the extra services of employees and the services of 
additional employees under the Librarian, at rates to be fixed by 
the Librarian, $23,437 of which sum $350 shall be immediately 
available. 

UNION CATALOGUES 

To continue the development and maintenance of the Union Cata-
logues, including personal services within and without the District of 
Columbia (and not to exceed $700 for special and temporary services, 
including extra special services of regular employees, at rates to be 
fixed by the Librarian), travel, necessary material and apparatus, 
stationery, photostat supplies, and incidentals, $26,180. 

INCREASE OF THE LIBRARY 

For purchase of books, miscellaneous periodicals and newspapers, 
and all other material for the increase of the Library, including 
payment in advance for subscription books and society publications, 
and for freight, commissions, and traveling expenses not to exceed 
$5,000, including expenses of attendance at meetings when incurred 
on the written authority and direction of the Librarian in the 
interest of collections, and all other expenses incidental to the acquisi-
tion of books, miscellaneous periodicals and newspapers, and all 
other material for the increase of the Library, by purchase, gift, 
bequest, or exchange, $118,000, to continue available during the fiscal 
year 1941. 
For the purchase of books and for legal periodicals for the law 

library, including payment for legal society publications and for 
freight, commissions, and all other expenses incidental to the acquisi-
tion of law books and all other material for the increase of the law 
library, $85,000, to continue available, during the fiscal year 1941. 

BOOBS FOR ADULT BLIND 

To enable the Librarian of Congress to carry out the provisions 
of the Act entitled "An Act to provide books for the adult blind", 
approved March 3, 1931 (2 U. S. C. 135a), as amended, $275,000, 
including not exceeding $13,000 for personal services and not exceed-
ing $500 for necessary traveling expenses connected with such service 
and for expenses of attendance at meetings when incurred on the 
written authority and direction of the Librarian: Provided, That 
the unexpended balance of the appropriation for this purpose for the 
fiscal year 1939 is hereby reappropriated and made available for the 
fiscal year 1940, and of such reappropriated sum not to exceed $4,000 
shall be available for personal services. 

44 Stat. 1066. 
2 U. S. C. §§ 164,165. 
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PRINTING AND BINDING

rinting and bind- For miscellaneous printing and binding for the Library of Con-
gress, including the Copyright Office, and the binding, rebinding,
and repairing of library books, and for the Library Buildings,
$300,000.

nCtarilue of Title For the publication of the Catalogue of Title Entries of the Copy-
right Office and the decisions of the United States courts involving
copyright, $53,300.

atalogFor the printing of catalog cards, $185,000 of which sum $20,000
shall be immediately available.

Contingent ex-
penses.

Attendance at meet-
ings.

Photoduplicating
expenses.

Salaries.

Sunday, etc., open.
ing.

Incidentals.

Trust Fund Board,
expenses.

Working capital for
execution of printing,
binding, etc.

Salaries, etc.

CONTINGENT EXPENSES OF THE LIBRARY

For miscellaneous and contingent expenses, stationery, office sup-
plies, stock, and materials directly purchased, miscellaneous travel-
ing expenses, postage, transportation, incidental expenses connected
with the administration of the Library and Copyright Office, includ-
ing not exceeding $500 for expenses of attendance at meetings when
incurred on the written authority and direction of the Librarian,
$11,000 of which sum $2,000 shall be immediately available.

For paper, chemicals, and miscellaneous supplies necessary for the
operation of the photoduplicating machines of the Library and the
making of photoduplicate prints, $6,000.

lIBRARY BUILDINGS

Salaries: For the superintendent, disbursing officer, and other per-
sonal services, in accordance with the Classification Act of 1923, as
amended, including special and temporary services and special serv-
ices of regular employees in connection with the custody, care, and
maintenance of the Library Buildings, in the discretion of the
Librarian (not exceeding $750), at rates to be fixed by the Librarian,
$280,470.

For extra services of employees and additional employees under
the Librarian to provide for the opening of the Library Buildings
on Sundays and on holidays, at rates to be fixed by the Librarian,
$10,880.

For mail, delivery, including purchase or exchange, maintenance,
operation, and repair of a motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicle, and telephone services, rubber boots, rubber coats, and other
special clothing for workmen, uniforms for guards and elevator
conductors, medical supplies, equipment, and contingent expenses
for the emergency room, stationery, miscellaneous supplies, and all
other incidental expenses in connection with the custody and mainte-
nance of the Library Buildings, $12,500.

For any expense of the Library of Congress Trust Fund Board
not properly chargeable to the income of any trust fund held by
the Board, $500.

GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE

To provide the Public Printer with a working capital for the
following purposes for the execution of printing, binding, litho-
graphing, mapping, engraving, and other authorized work of the
Government Printing Office for the various branches of the Gov-
ernment: For salaries of Public Printer and Deputy Public Printer-
for salaries, compensation, or wages of all necessary officers and
employees additional to those herein appropriated for, including

il
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PRINTING AND BINDING 

For miscellaneous printing and binding for the Library of Con-
gress, including the Copyright Office, and the binding, rebinding, 
and repairing of library books, and for the Library Buildings, 
$300,000. 
For the publication of the Catalogue of Title Entries of the Copy-

right Office and the decisions of the United States courts involving 
copyright, $53,300. 
For the printing of catalog cards, $185,000 of which sum $20,000 

shall be immediately available. 

CONTINGENT EXPENSES OF THE LIBRARY 

For miscellaneous and contingent expenses, stationery, office sup-
plies, stock, and materials directly purchased, miscellaneous travel-
ing expenses, postage, transportation, incidental expenses connected 
with the administration of the Library and Copyright Office, includ-
ing not exceeding $500 for expenses of attendance at meetings when 
incurred on the written authority and direction of the Librarian, 
$11,000 of which sum $2,000 shall be immediately available. 
For paper, chemicals, and miscellaneous supplies necessary for the 

operation of the photoduplicating machines of the Library and the 
making of photoduplicate prints, $6,000. 

LIBRARY BUILDINGS 

Salaries: For the superintendent, disbursing officer' and other per-
sonal services in accordance with the Classification Act of 1923, as 
amended, including special and temporary services and special serv-
ices of regular employees in connection with the custody, care, and 
maintenance of the Library Buildings, in the discretion a the 
Librarian (not exceeding $750), at rates to be fixed by the Librarian, 
$280,470. 
For extra services of employees and additional employees under 

the Librarian to provide for the opening of the Library Buildings 
on Sundays and on holidays, at rates to be fixed by the Librarian, 
$10,880. 
For mail, delivery, including purchase or exchange, maintenance, 

operation, and repair of a motor-propelled passenger-carrying 
vehicle, and telephone services, rubber boots, rubber coats, and other 
special clothing for workmen, uniforms for guards and elevator 
conductors, medical supplies, equipment, and contingent expenses 
for the emergency room, stationery, miscellaneous supplies, and all 
other incidental expenses in connection with the custody an mainte-
nance of the Library Buildings, $12,500. 
For any expense of the Library of Congress Trust Fund Board 

not properly chargeable to the income of any trust fund held by 
the Board, $500. 

GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 

To provide the Public Printer with a working capital for the 
following purposes for the execution of printing, binding, litho-
graphing, mapping, engraving, and other authorized work of the 
Government Printing Office for the various branches of the Gov-
ernment: For salaries of Public Printer and Deputy Public Printer; 
for salaries, compensation, or wages of all necessary officers and 
employees additional to those herein appropriated for, including 
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employees necessary to handle waste paper and condemned material
for sale; to enable the Public Printer to comply with the provisions
of law granting holidays and half holidays and Executive orders
granting holidays and half holidays with pay to employees; to enable
the Public Printer to comply with the provisions of law granting
leave to employees with pay, said pay to be at the rate for their
regular positions at the time the leave is granted; rental of buildings
and equipment, fuel, gas, heat, electric current, gas and electric fix-
tures; bicycles, motor-propelled vehicles for the carriage of printing
and printing supplies, and the maintenance, repair, and operation of
the same, to be used only for official purposes, including operation,
repair, and maintenance of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehi-
cles, and the purchase or exchange of two such passenger vehicles (at
a cost, including the allowance on any vehicle given in part payment
therefor, of not to exceed $1,000 and $750, respectively), for official
use of the officers of the Government Printing Office when in writing
ordered by the Public Printer; freight, expressage, telegraph and
telephone service, furniture, typewriters, and carpets; traveling
expenses; stationery, postage, and advertising; directories, technical
books, newspapers and magazines, and books of reference (not exceed-
ing $500); adding and numbering machines, time stamps, and other
machines of similar character; rubber boots, coats, and gloves;
machinery (not exceeding $300,000); equipment, and for repairs to
machinery, implements, and buildings, and f or minor alterations to
buildings; necessary equipment, maintenance, and supplies for the
emergency room for the use of all employees in the Government Print-
ing Office who may be taken suddenly ill or receive injury while on
duty; other necessary contingent and miscellaneous items authorized
by the Public Printer; for expenses authorized in writing by the Joint
Committee on Printing for the inspection of printing and binding
equipment, material, and supplies and Government printing plants in
the District of Columbia or elsewhere (not exceeding $1,000); for
salaries and expenses of preparing the semimonthly and session
indexes of the Congressional Record under the direction of the Joint
Committee on Printing (chief indexer at $3,480, one cataloger at
$3,180, two catalogers at $2,460 each, and one cataloger at $2,100);
for the printing and distribution of the Federal Register in accord-
ance with the provisions of the Act approved July 26, 1935; and for
all the necessary labor, paper, materials, and equipment needed in
the prosecution and delivery and mailing of the work; in all,
$3,685,000; to which sum shall be charged the printing and binding
authorized to be done for Congress including supplemental and
deficiency estimates of appropriations, the printing, binding, and
distribution of the Federal Register (not exceeding $120000), the
printing and binding for use of the Government Printing Ofice, and
printing and binding (not exceeding $2,000) for official use of the
Architect of the Capitol upon requisition of the Secretary of the
Senate, in all to an amount not exceeding $2,685,000: Provided, That
not less than $1,000,000 of such working capital shall be returned to
the Treasury as an unexpended balance not later than six months after
the close of the fiscal year 1940.

Printing and binding for Congress chargeable to the foregoing
appropriation, when recommended to be done by the Committee on
Printing of either House, shall be so recommended in a report con-
taining an approximate estimate of the cost thereof, together with a
statement from the Public Printer of estimated approximate cost of
work previously ordered by Congress within the fiscal year for which
this appropriation is made.
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employees necessary to handle waste paper and condemned material 
for sale; to enable the , Public Printer to comply with the provisions 
of law granting holidays and half holidays and Executive orders 
granting holidays and half holidays with pay to employees; to enable 
the Public Printer to comply with the provisions of law granting 
leave to employees with pay, said pay to be at the rate for their 
regular positions at the time the leave is granted; rental of buildings 
and equipment, fuel, gas, heat, electric current, gas and electric fix-
tures; bicycles, motor-propelled vehicles for the carriage of printing 
and printing supplies, and the maintenance, repair, and operation of 
the same, to be used only for official purposes, including operation, 
repair, and maintenance of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehi-
cles, and the purchase or exchange of two such passenger vehicles (at 
a cost, including the allowance on any vehicle given in part payment 
therefor, of not to exceed $1,000 and $750, respectively), for official 
use of the officers of the Government Printing Office when in writing 
ordered by the Public Printer ' • freight, expressage, telegraph and 
telephone service, furniture, typewriters, and carpets; traveling 
expenses; stationery, postage, and advertising; directories, technical 
books, newspapers and magazines, and books of reference (not exceed-
ing $500) ; adding and numbering machines time stamps, and other 
machines of similar character; rubber boots, coats, and gloves; 
machinery (not exceeding $300,000) ; equipment, and for repairs to 
machinery, implements, and buildings, and for minor alterations to 
buildings; necessary equipment, maintenance, and supplies for the 
emergency room for the use of all employees in the Government Print-
ing Office who may be taken suddenly ill or receive injury while on 
duty; other necessary contingent and miscellaneous items authorized 
by the Public Printer; for expenses authorized in writing by the Joint 
Committee on Printing for the inspection of printing and binding 
equipment, material, and supplies and Government printing plants in 
the District of Columbia or elsewhere (not exceeding $1,000) ; for 
salaries and expenses of preparing the semimonthly and session 
indexes of the Congressional Record under the direction of the Joint 
Committee on Printing (chief indexer at $3,480, one cataloger at 
$3,180, two catalogers at $2,460 each, and one cataloger at $1,100); 
for the printing and distribution of the Federal Register in accord-
ance with the provisions of the Act approved July 26, 1935; and for 
all the necessary labor, paper, materials, and equipment needed in 
the prosecution and delivery and mailing of the work; in all, 
$3,685,000; to which sum shall be charged the printing and binding 
authorized to be done for Congress including supplemental and 
deficiency estimates of appropriations the printing, binding, and 
distribution of the Federal Register (not exceeding $120p00), the 
printing and binding for use of the Government Printing Office, and 
printing and binding (not exceeding $2,000) for official use of the 
Architect of the Capitol upon requisition of the Secretary of the 
Senate, in all to an amount not exceeding $2,685,000: Provided, That 
not less than $1,000,000 of such working capital shall be returned to 
the Treasury as an unexpended balance not later than six months after 
the close of the fiscal year 1940. 

Printing and binding for Congress chargeable to the foregoing 
appropriation, when recommended to be done by the Committee on 
Printing of either House shall be so recommended in a report con-
taining an approximate estimate of the cost thereof, together with a 
statement from the Public Printer of estimated approximate cost of 
work previously ordered by Congress within the fiscal year for which 
this appropriation is made. 
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Payment for work During the fiscal year 1940 any executive department or independ-
ments, etc. ent establishment of the Government ordering printing and binding

from the Government Printing Office shall pay promptly by check
to the Public Printer upon his written request, either m advance or
upon completion of the work, all or part of the estimated or actual
cost thereof, as the case may be, and bills rendered by the Public
Printer in accordance herewith shall not be subject to audit or certi-

Adjstments. fication in advance of payment: Provided, That proper adjustments
on the basis of the actual cost of delivered work paid for in advance
shall be made monthly or quarterly and as may be agreed upon by
the Public Printer and the department or establishment concerned.

ore ofring cpayent Ah sums paid to the Public Printer for work that he is authorized
by law to do shall be deposited to the credit, on the books of the
Treasury Department, of the appropriation made for the working
capital of the Government Printing Office for the year in which the
work is done, and be subject to requisition by the Public Printer.

ingand gncor All amounts in the Budget for the fiscal year 1941 for printing
poration in a single and binding for any department or establishment, so far as the

t in udge. Bureau of the Budget may deem practicable, shall be incorporated
in a single item for printing and binding for such department or
establishment and be eliminated as a part of any estimate for any

asmont includeds other purpose. And if any amounts for printing and binding, includ-
aspart ofestimates for o 1other purp. ing the total cost of work produced on the multilith, multigraph,

and other similar equipment are included as a part of any estimates
for any other purposes, such amounts shall be set forth in detail in
a note immediately following the general estimate for printing and

Bureau of Engrav- binding: Provided, That the foregoing requirements shall not apply
ing and Printing ex- to work to be executed at the Bureau of Engraving and Printing.

estriction on pay- No part of any money appropriated in this Act shall be paid to
ee^o; ecPe mplo any person employed in the Government Printing Office while

detailed for or performing service in the executive branch of the
public service of the United States unless such detail be authorized
by law.

OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS

Salaries.
Post, p. 1302.
6 U. S. C. § 661-

674; Supp. IV, § 673,
673c.

Employees paid by
the hour, rates of pay.

43 Stat. 658.
44 U.S. C. 40.
Proviso.
Item a separate ap-

propriation unit.

General expenses.

Provisos.
Restriction on sup

plying depository li-
braries.

For the Superintendent of Documents, assistant superintendent,
and other personal services in accordance with the Classification Act
of 1923, as amended, and compensation of employees paid by the
hour who shall be subject to the provisions of the Act entitled "An
Act to regulate and fix rates of pay for employees and officers of the
Government Printing Office", approved June 7, 1924 (44 U. S. C. 40),
$665,000: Provided, That for the purpose of conforming to section 8
of this Act this appropriation shall be considered a separate appro-
priation unit.

For furniture and fixtures, typewriters, carpets, labor-saving
machines and accessories, time stamps, adding and numbering
machines, awnings, curtains, books of reference: directories, books,
miscellaneous office and desk supplies, paper, twine, glue, envelopes,
postage, carfares, soap, towels, disinfectants, and ice; drayage,
express, freight, telephone, and telegraph service; traveling expenses
(not to exceed $200); repairs to buildings, elevators, and machinery;
rental of equipment; preserving sanitary condition of building; light,
heat, and power; stationery and office printing, including blanks,
price lists, bibliographies, catalogs, and indexes; for supplying books
to depository libraries; in all, $272,430: Provided, That no part of
this sum shall be used to supply to depository libraries any docu-
ments, books, or other printed matter not requested by such libraries,
and the requests therefor shall be subject to approval by the Super-
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During the fiscal year 1940 any executive department or independ-
ent establishment of the Government ordering printing and binding 
from the Government Printing Office shall pay promptly by check 
to the Public Printer upon his written request, either in advance or 
upon completion of the work, all or part of the estimated or actual 
cost thereof, as the case may be, and bills rendered by the Public 
Printer in accordance herewith shall not be subject to audit or certi-
fication in advance of payment: Provided, That proper adjustments 
on the basis of the actual cost of delivered work paid for in advance 
shall be made monthly or quarterly and as may be agreed upon by 
the Public Printer and the department or establishment concerned. 
All sums paid to the Public Printer for work that he is authorized 
by law to do shall be deposited to the credit, on the books of the 
Treasury Department, of the appropriation made for the working 
capital of the Government Printing Office for the year in which the 
work is done and be subject to requisition by the Public Printer. 
All amounts in the Budget for the fiscal year 1941 for printing 

and binding for any department or establishment, so far as the 
Bureau of the Budget may deem practicable, shall be incorporated 
in a single item for printing and binding for such department or 
establishment and be eliminated as a part of any estimate for any 
other purpose. And if any amounts for printing and binding, includ-
ing the total cost of work produced on the multilith, multiFaph, 
and other similar equipment are included as a part of any estimates 
for any other purposes, such amounts shall be set forth in detail in 
a note immediately following the general estimate for printing and 
binding: Provided, That the foregoing requirements shall not apply 
to work to be executed at the Bureau of Engraving and Printing. 
No part of any money appropriated in this Act shall be paid to 

any person employed in the Government Printing Office while 
detailed for or performing service in the executive branch of the 
public service of the United States unless such detail be authorized 
by law. 

OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS 

For the Superintendent of Documents, assistant superintendent, 
and other personal services in accordance with the Classification Act 
of 1923, as amended, and compensation of employees paid by the 
hour who shall be subject to the provisions of the Act entitled "An 
Act to regulate and fix rates of pay for employees and officers of the 
Government Printing Office", approved June 7, 1924 (44 U. S. C. 40), 
$665,000: Provided, That for the purpose of conforming to section 8 
of this Act this appropriation shall be considered a separate appro-
priation unit. 
For furniture and fixtures, typewriters, carpets, labor-saving 

machines and accessories, time stamps, adding and numbering 
machines, awnings, curtains, books of reference; directories, books, 
miscellaneous office and desk supplies, paper, twine, glue, envelopes, 
postage, carfares, soap, towels, disinfectants, and ice; drayage, 
express, freight, telephone, and telegraph service; traveling expenses 
(not to exceed $200) ; repairs to buildings, elevators, and machinery; 
rental of equipment; preserving sanitary condition of building; light, 
heat, and power; stationery and office printing, including blanks, 
price lists, bibliographies, catalogs, and indexes; for supplying books 
to depository libraries; in all, $272,430: Provided, That no part of 
this sum shall be used to supply to depository libraries any docu-
ments, books, or other printed matter not requested by such libraries, 
and the requests therefor shall be subject to approval by the Super-
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intendent of Documents: Provided further, That the appropriations
for construction of Annex Buildings, Government Printing Office,
Washington, District of Columbia, shall be available for rental and
repair of temporary quarters, and the heating and ventilation (includ-
ing operating personnel) thereof, commencing July 1, 1937, and
continuing until the completion of such project.

In order to keep the expenditures for printing and binding for the
fiscal year 1940 within or under the appropriations for such fiscal
year, the heads of the various executive departments and independent
establishments are authorized to discontinue the printing of annual or
special reports under their respective jurisdictions: Provided, That
where the printing of such reports is discontinued the original copy
thereof shall be kept on file in the offices of the heads of the respective
departments or independent establishments for public inspection.

Purchases may be made from the foregoing appropriation under
the "Government Printing Office", as provided for in the Printing
Act approved January 12, 1895, and without reference to section 4 of
the Act approved June 17, 1910 (41 U. S. 0. 7), concerning purchases
for executive departments.

SEC. 2. No part of the funds herein appropriated shall be used for
the maintenance or care of private vehicles.

SEC. 3. In expending appropriations or portions of appropriations
contained in this Act, for the payment for personal services in the
District of Columbia in accordance with the Classification Act of
1923, as amended, the average of the salaries of the total number of
persons under any grade in the Botanic Garden, the Library of Con-
gress, or the Government Printing Office, shall not at any time exceed
the average of the compensation rates specified for the grade by such
Act, as amended, and in grades in which only one position is allocated
the salary of such position shall not exceed the average of the com-
pensation rates for the grade, except that in unusually meritorious
cases of one position in a grade, advances may be made to rates higher
than the average of the compensation rates of the grade, but not more
often than once in any fiscal year, and then only to the next higher
rate: Provided, That this restriction shall not apply (1) to grades 1,
2, 3, and 4 of the clerical-mechanical service; (2) to require the reduc-
tion in salary of any person whose compensation was fixed as of July
1, 1924, in accordance with the rules of section 6 of such Act; (3)
to require the reduction in salary of any person who is transferred
from one position to another position in the same or different grade
in the same or a different bureau, office, or other appropriation unit;
(4) to prevent the payment of a salary under any grade at a rate
higher than the maximum rate of the grade when such higher rate
is permitted by the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, and is
specifically authorized by other law; or (5) to reduce the compensa-
tion of any person in a grade in which only one position is allocated.

SEC. 4. Whenever any office or position not specifically established
by the Legislative Pay Act of 1929 is specifically appropriated for
herein or whenever the rate of compensation or designation of any
position specifically appropriated for herein is different from that
specifically established for such position by such Act, the rate of com-
pensation and the designation of the position, or either, specifically
appropriated for herein, shall be the permanent law with respect
thereto; and the authority for any position specifically established by
such Act which is not specifically appropriated for herein shall cease
to exist.

SEC. 5. This Act may be cited as the "Legislative Branch Appropria-
tion Act, 1940".

Approved, June 16, 1939.
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intendent of Documents: Provided further, That the appropriations 
for construction of Annex Buildings, Government Printing Office, 
Washington, District of Columbia, shall be available for rental and 
repair of temporary quarters, and the heating and ventilation (includ-
ing operating personnel) thereof, comMencing July 1, 1937, and 
continuing until the completion of such project. 
In order to keep the expenditures for printing and binding for the 

fiscal year 1940 within or under the appropriations for such fiscal 
year, the heads of the various executive departments and independent 
establishments are authorized to discontinue the printing of annual or 
special reports under their respective jurisdictions: Provided, That 
where the printing of such reports is discontinued the original copy 
thereof shall be kept on file in the offices of the heads of the respective 
departments or independent establishments for public inspection. 

Purchases may be made from the foregoing appropriation under 
the "Government Printing Office", as provided for in the Printing 
Act approved January 12, 1895, and without reference to section 4 of 
the Act approved June 17, 1910 (41 U. S. 0. 7), concerning purchases 
for executive departments. 

SEc. 2. No part of the funds herein appropriated shall be used for 
the maintenance or care of private vehicles. 
SEC. 3. In expending appropriations or portions of appropriations 

contained in this Act, for the payment for personal services in the 
District of Columbia in accordance with the Classification Act of 
1923, as amended, the average of the salaries of the total number of 
persons under any grade in the Botanic Garden, the Library of Con-
gress, or the Government Printing Office, shall not at any time exceed 
the average of the compensation rates specified for the grade by such 
Act, as amended, and in grades in which only one position is allocated 
the salary of such position shall not exceed the average of the com-
pensation rates for the grade, except that in unusually meritorious 
cases of one position in a grade, advances may be made to rates higher 
than the average of the compensation rates of the grade, but not more 
often than once in any fiscal year, and then only to the next higher 
rate: Provided, That this restriction shall not apply (1) to grades 1, 
2, 3, and 4 of the clerical-mechanical service; (2) to require the reduc-
tion in salary of any person whose compensation was fixed as of July 
1, 1924, in accordance with the rules of section 6 of such Act; (3) 
to require the reduction in salary of any person who is transferred 
from one position to another position in the same or different grade 
in the same or a different bureau, office, or other appropriation unit; 
(4) to prevent the payment of a salary under any grade at a rate 
higher than the maximum rate of the grade when such higher rate 
is permitted by the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, and is 
specifically authorized by other law; or (5) to reduce the compensa-
tion of any person in a grade in which only one position is allocated. 
SEC. 4. Whenever any office or position not specifically established 

by the Legislative Pay Act of 1929 is specifically appropriated for 
herein or whenever the rate of compensation or designation of any 
position specifically appropriated for herein is different from that 
specifically established for such position by such Act, the rate of com-
pensation and the designation of the position, or either, specifically 
appropriated for herein, shall be the permanent law with respect 
thereto; and the authority for any position specifically established by 
such Act which is not specifically appropriated for herein shall cease 
to exist. 
SEC. 5. This Act may be cited as the "Legislative Branch Appropria-

tion Act, 1940". 
Approved, June 16, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 209]
AN ACT

To amend section 243 of the Penal Code of the United States, as amended by the
Act of June 15, 1935 (49 Stat. 378), relating to the marking of packages con-
taining wild animals and birds.and parts thereof.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 243 of
the Act of March 4, 1909, entitled "An Act to codify, revise, and
amend the penal laws of the United States", as amended by section
201 of the Act of June 15, 1935 (49 Stat. 378), is hereby amended so
as to read as follows:

"SEC. 243. All packages or containers in which wild animals or
birds, or the dead bodies or parts thereof (except furs, hides, or skins
of such animals, for which provision is hereinafter made), or the eggs
of such birds are shipped, transported, carried, brought or conveyed,
by any means whatever from one State, Territory, or the District of
Columbia to, into, or through another State, Territory, or the District
of Columbia, or to a foreign country, shall be plainly and clearly
marked, labeled, or tagged on the outside thereof with the names and
addresses of the shipper and consignee and with an accurate state-
ment showing by number and kind the contents thereof: Provided,
That packages or containers in which migratory birds included in
any convention to which the United States is a party, or the dead
bodies or parts thereof or eggs of such birds, are shipped, transported,
carried, brought, or conveyed, as aforesaid, shall be marked labeled,
or tagged as prescribed in any such convention or law or regulation
thereunder.

"All packages or containers in which the furs, hides, or skins of
wild animals are shipped, transported, carried, brought, or conveyed
by any means whatever, from one State, Territory, or the District of
Columbia to, into, or through another State, Territory, or the District
of Columbia, or to a foreign country shall be plainly and clearly
marked, labeled, or tagged on the outside thereof with the names and
addresses of the shipper and consignee."

Approved, June 19, 1939.

[CHAPTER 210]
AN ACT

To modify the provisions of section 14 of the Act of June 30, 1834, and section 10
of the Act of June 22, 1874, relating to the Indians.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That anything
contained in section 14 of the Act of June 30, 1834 (4 Stat. 738),
or in section 10 of the Act of June 22, 1874 (18 Stat. 177), now
sections 68 and 87, respectively, title 25, United States Code, to the
contrary notwithstanding, employees of the United States Govern-
ment, including those in the Indian Service, may, under such rules
and regulations as the Secretary of the Interior shall prescribe, be
permitted to purchase from any Indian or Indian organization any
arts and crafts or any other product, service, or commodity, pro-
duced, rendered, owned, controlled, or furnished by any Indian or
Indian organization: Provided, however, That no employee of the
United States Government shall be permitted to make any such
purchases for the purpose of engaging directly or indirectly in the
commercial selling, reselling, trading, or bartering of said pur-
chases by the said employee: Provided further, That nothing con-
tained in the Acts of Congress above referred to shall be construed
as preventing Indian employees of the United States Government,
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[CHAPTER 209] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 243 of the Penal Code of the United States, as amended by the 
Act of June 15, 1935 (49 Stat. 378), relating to the marking of packages con-
taining wild animals and birds-and parts thereof. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 243 of 
the Act of March 4, 1909, entitled "An Act to codify, revise, and 
amend the penal laws of the United States", as amended by section 
201 of the Act of June 15, 1935 (49 Stat. 378), is hereby amended so 
as to read as follows: 

"SEc. 243. All packages or containers in which wild animals or 
birds, or the dead bodies or parts thereof (except furs, hides, or skins 
of such animals, for which provision is hereinafter made), or the eggs 
of such birds are shipped, transported, carried, brought, or conveyed, 
by any means whatever from one State, Territory, or the District of 
Columbia to, into, or through another State, Territory, or the District 
of Columbia, or to a foreign country, shall be plainly and clearly 
marked, labeled, or tagged on the outside thereof with the names and 
addresses of the shipper and consignee and with an accurate state-
ment showing by number and kind the contents thereof: Provided, 
That packages or containers in which migratory birds included in 
any convention to which the United States is a party, or the dead 
bodies or parts thereof or eggs of such birds, are shipped, transported, 
carried, brought, or conveyed, as aforesaid, shall be marked labeled, 
or tagged as prescribed in any such convention or law or regulation 
thereunder. 

"All packages or containers in which the furs, hides, or skins of 
wild animals are shipped, transported, carried, brought, or conveyed., 
by any means whatever, from one State, Territory, or the District of 
Columbia to, into, or through another State, Territory, or the District 
of Columbia, or to a foreign country shall be plainly and clearly 
marked, labeled, or tagged on the outside thereof with the names and 
addresses of the shipper and consignee." 
Approved, June 19, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 210] 
AN ACT 

To modify the provisions of section 14 of the Act of June 30, 1834, and section 10 
of the Act of June 22, 1874, relating to the Indians. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That anything 
contained in section 14 of the Act of June 30, 1834 (4 Stat. 738), 
or in section 10 of the Act of June 22, 1874 (18 Stat. 177), now 
sections 68 and 87, respectively, title 25, United States Code„ to the 
contrary notwithstanding, employees of the United States Govern-
ment, including those in the Indian Service, may, under such rules 
and regulations as the Secretary of the Interior shall prescribe, be 
permitted to purchase from any Indian or Indian organization any 
arts and crafts or any other product, service, or commodity, pro-
duced, rendered, owned, controlled, or furnished by any Indian or 
Indian organization: Provided, however, That no employee of the 
United States Government shall be permitted to make any such 
purchases for the purpose of engaging directly or indirectly in the 
commercial selling, reselling, trading, or bartering of said pur-
chases by the said employee: Provided further, That nothing con-
tained in the Acts of Congress above referred to shall be construed 
as preventing Indian employees of the United States Government, 
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of whatever degree of Indian blood, during their term of employ-
ment or otherwise, from obtaining or receiving any benefit or bene-
fits made available to the Indians generally or to the members of
any particular tribe, under any Act of Congress, nor to prevent
such employees having Indian blood from being members of or
receiving benefits by reason of their membership in Indian tribes,
corporations, or cooperative associations organized by the Indians,
when authorized by the Secretary of the Interior under appropriate
regulations to be promulgated by him.

Approved, June 19, 1939.

[CHAPTER 211]
AN ACT

To make effective in the district court for the Territory of Hawaii rules pro-
mulgated by the Supreme Court of the United States governing pleading,
practice, and procedure in the district courts of the United States.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That a new section
be inserted in the Act entitled "An Act to provide a government for
the Territory of Hawaii", approved April 30, 1900 (31 Stat. 141),
as amended, immediately following section 86 thereof, to read as
follows:

"86a. That the rules heretofore or hereafter promulgated and made
effective by the Supreme Court of the United States under authority
of the Act approved June 19, 1934 (48 Stat. 1064; U. S. C., title 28,
secs. 723b, 723c), or under authority of any other statute, regulating
the forms of process, writs, and motions, and the pleadings, practice,
and procedure, in action of a civil nature in the district courts of the
United States, and regulating appeals therefrom, shall apply to the
district court of the United States for Hawaii and to appeals there-
from."

Approved, June 19, 1939.

[CHAPTER 212]
AN ACT

To amend Public Law Numbered 370, Seventy-fourth Congress, approved
August 27, 1935 (49 Stat. 906).

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Public Law
Numbered 370, Seventy-fourth Congress, approved August 27, 1935,
is amended by adding a paragraph to the said Act reading as follows:

"The Secretary of State acting through such officers as he may
designate, is further authorized to consider, adjust, and pay from
funds appropriated for the project, the construction of which resulted
in damages, any claim for damages accruing after March 31, 1937,
caused to owners of lands or other private property of any kind by
reason of the operations of the United States, its officers or employees,
in the survey, construction, operation, or maintenance of any project
constructed or administered through the American Commissioner,
International Boundary Commission, United States and Mexico, if
such claim for damages does not exceed $1,000 and has been filed with
the American Commissioner within one year after the damage is
alleged to have occurred, and when in the opinion of the American
Commissioner such claim is substantiated by a report of a board
appointed by the said Commissioner."

Approved, June 19, 1939.
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of whatever degree of Indian blood, during their term of employ-
ment or otherwise, from obtaining or receiving any benefit or bene-
fits made available to the Indians generally or to the members of 
any particular tribe, under any Act of Congress, nor to prevent 
such employees having Indian blood from being members of or 
receiving benefits by reason of their membership in Indian tribes, 
corporations, or cooperative associations organized by the Indians, 
when authorized by the Secretary of the Interior under appropriate 
regulations to be promulgated by him. 
Approved, June 19, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 211] 
AN ACT 

To make effective in the district court for the Territory of Hawaii rules pro-
mulgated by the Supreme Court of the United States governing pleading, 
practice, and procedure in the district courts of the United States. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That a new section 
be inserted in the Act entitled "An Act to provide a government for 
the Territory of Hawaii", approved April 30, 1900 (31 Stat. 141), 
as amended, immediately following section 86 thereof, to read as 
follows: 

"86a. That the rules heretofore or hereafter promulgated and made 
effective by the Supreme Court of the United States under authority 
of the Act approved June 19, 1934 (48 Stat. 1064; U. S. C., title 28, 
secs. 723b, 723c), or under authority of any other statute, regulating 
the forms of process, writs, and motions, and the pleadings, practice, 
and procedure, in action of a civil nature in the district courts of the 
United States, and regulating appeals therefrom, shall apply to the 
district court of the United States for Hawaii and to appeals there-
from." 
Approved, June 19, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 212] 
AN ACT 

To amend Public Law Numbered 370, Seventy-fourth Congress, approved 
August 27, 1935 (49 Stat. 906). 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Public Law 
Numbered 370, Seventy-fourth Congress, approved August 27, 1935, 
is amended by adding a paragraph to the said Act reading as follows: 
"The Secretary of State acting through such officers as he may 

designate, is further authorized to consider, adjust, and pay from 
funds appropriated for the project, the construction of which resulted 
in damages, any claim for damages accruing after March 31, 1937, 
caused to owners of lands or other private property of any kind by 
reason of the operations of the United States, its officers or employees, 
in the survey, construction, operation, or maintenance of any project 
constructed or administered through the American Commissioner, 
International Boundary Commission, United States and Mexico, if 
such claim for damages does not exceed $1,000 and has been filed with 
the American Commissioner within one year after the damage is 
alleged to have occurred, and when in the opinion of the American 
Commissioner such claim is substantiated by a report of a board 
appointed by the said Commissioner." 
Approved, June 19, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 214]
AN ACT

To extend to June 16 1942, the period within which certain loans to executive
officers of member banks of the Federal Reserve System may be renewed or
extended.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the first
sentence of subsection (g) of section 22 of the Federal Reserve Act,
as amended (U. S. C., title 12, sec. 375a), is amended to read as
follows:

"(g) No executive officer of any member bank shall borrow from
or otherwise become indebted to any member bank of which he is
an executive officer, and no member bank shall make any loan or
extend credit in any other manner to any of its own executive officers:
Provided, That loans made to any such officer prior to June 16, 1933,
may be renewed or extended for periods expiring not more than five
years from June 16,1939, where the board of directors of the member
bank shall have satisfied themselves that such extension or renewal
is in the best interest of the bank, and that the officer indebted has
made reasonable effort to reduce his obligation, these findings to be
evidenced by resolution of the board of directors spread upon the
minute book of the bank: Provided further, That with the prior
approval of a majority of the entire board of directors, any member
bank may extend credit to any executive officer thereof, and such
officer may become indebted thereto, in an amount not exceeding
$2,500."

SEC. 2. Paragraph (1) of subsection (y) of section 12B of the
Federal Reserve Act, as amended, is hereby repealed and paragraph
(2) of said subsection is amended by striking out "(2)" at the
beginning of said paragraph.

Approved, June 20, 1939.

[CHAPTER 215]
AN ACT

To authorize the grant of a sewer right-of-way and operation of sewage-treatment
plant on the Fort Niagara Military Reservation, New York, by the village of
Youngstown, New York.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of War be, and he is hereby, authorized to grant to the village of
Youngstown, Niagara County, New York, a municipal corporation,
for a term of fifty years, an easement for right-of-way for a sewer
line to be constructed by said village on theFort Niagara Military
Reservation, New York, from said village to a sewage-treatment plant
to be constructed by the Secretary of War on said reservation, and
to contract from time to time for the operating and maintenance of
said plant by the village for the treatment of sewage of said post
and the village, upon such terms and conditions as the Secretary of
War deems advisable.

SEC. 2. That said easement shall not be granted until the Legislature
of the State of New York shall have first provided by appropriate
legislation that the granting of the easement shall not impair or
invalidate any of the rights, title, or privileges granted to the United
States pursuant to the act of the Legislature of New York passed
April21, 1840 (N. Y. Laws, 1840, ch. 155, p. 113).

Sin. . That the Act of May 31, 1938 (52 Stat. 592), to authorize
the Secretary of War to lease to the village of Youngstown, New
York, a portion of the Fort Niagara Military Reservation, New York,
be, and the same is hereby repealed.
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[CHAPTER 214] 
AN ACT 

To extend to June 16, 1942, the period within which certain loans to executive 
officers of member banks of the Federal Reserve System may be renewed or 
extended. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the first 
sentence of subsection (g) of section 22 of the Federal Reserve Act, 
as amended (U. S. C., title 12, sec. 375a), is amended to read as 
follows: 

"(g) No executive officer of any member bank shall borrow from 
or otherwise become indebted to any member bank of which he is 
an executive officer, and no member bank shall make any loan or 
extend credit in any other manner to any of its own executive officers: 
Provided, That loans made to any such officer prior to June 16, 1933, 
may be renewed or extended for periods expiring not more than five 
years from June 16, 1939, where the board of directors of the member 
bank shall have satisfied themselves that such extension or renewal 
is in the best interest of the bank, and that the officer indebted has 
made reasonable effort to reduce his obligation, these findings to be 
evidenced by, resolution of the board of directors spread upon the 
minute book of the bank: Provided further, That with the prior 
approval of a majority of the entire board of directors, any member 
bank may extend credit to any executive officer thereof, and such 
officer may become indebted thereto, in an amount not exceeding 
$2,500." 
SEC. 2. Paragraph (1) of subsection (y) of section 12B of the 

Federal Reserve Act, as amended, is hereby repealed and paragraph 
(2) of said subsection is amended by striking out "(2)" at the 
beginning of said paragraph. 
Approved, June 20, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 215] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the grant of a sewer right-of-way and operation of sewage-treatment 
plant on the Fort Niagara Military Reservation, New York, by the village of 
Youngstown, New York. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of War be, and he is hereby, authorized to grant to the village of 
Youngstown, Niagara County, New York, a municipal corporation, 
for a term of fifty years, an easement for right-of-way for a sewer 
line to be constructed by said village on the Fort Niagara Military 
Reservation, New York, from said village to a sewage-treatment plant 
to be constructed by the Secretary of War on said reservation, and 
to contract from time to time for the operating and maintenance of 
said plant by the village for the treatment of sewage of said post 
and the village, upon such terms and conditions as the Secretary of 
War deems advisable. 
SEC. 2. That said easement shall not be granted until the Legislature 

of the State of New York shall have first provided by appropriate 
legislation that the granting of the easement shall not impair or 
invalidate any of the rights, title, or privileges granted to the United 
States pursuant to the act of the Legislature of New York passed 
Apri121, 1840 (N. Y. Laws, 1840, ch. 155, p. 113). 
SW. a. That the Act of May 31, 1938 (52 Stat. 592), to authorize 

the Secretary of War to lease to the village of Youngstown, New 
York, a portion of the Fort Niagara Military Reservation, New York, 
be, and the same is hereby repealed. 
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SEC. 4. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated the sum of thpropriation au-

$60,000 to carry out the provisions of this Act.
Approved, June 20, 1939.

[CHAPTER 220]
AN ACT

To authorize the disposal of cemetery lots.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of War be, and he is hereby, authorized to dispose of by sale or
exchange for other lots, in the manner and upon such terms as he
shall deem expedient, all the right, title, and interest of the United
States of America in and to burial lots located in commercial ceme-
teries, and to execute and deliver in the name of the United States
of America and in its behalf any and all contracts, conveyances, or
other instruments necessary to effectuate such sale or exchange, and
that the expense of any sale shall be paid from the proceeds thereof
and the net proceeds deposited in the Treasury to the credit of mis-
cellaneous receipts.

Approved, June 20, 1939.

[CHAPTER 224]
AN ACT

To dispense with particular allegations as to renunciation of allegiance in petitions
for naturalization and in the oath of renunciation of foreign allegiance, by
omitting the name of "the prince, potentate, state, or sovereignty" of which
the petitioner for naturalization is a subject or citizen.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the first sub-
division of section 4 of the Act of June 29, 1906, as amended (45 Stat.
1545; U. S. C., title 8, sec. 373), is amended to read as follows:

"First. He shall declare on oath before the clerk of any court
authorized by this Act to naturalize aliens, or his authorized deputy,
in the district in which such alien resides, two years at least prior to
his admission, and after he has reached the age of eighteen years
that it is bona fide his intention to become a citizen of the United
States and to reside permanently therein, and that he will, before
being admitted to citizenship renounce forever all allegiance and
fidelity to any foreign prince, potentate, state, or sovereignty. Such
declaration shall set forth the name, age, occupation, personal descrip-
tion, place of birth, last foreign residence, the date of arrival, the
name of the vessel, if any, in which he came to the United States, and
the present place of residence in the United States of said alien. No
declaration of intention or petition for naturalization shall be made
outside of the office of the clerk of court."

SEC. 2. The second paragraph of the second subdivision of section
4 of the Act of June 29, 1906 (34 Stat. 597 i U. S. C., title 8, sec. 379),
is amended to read as follows: "The petition shall set forth that he
is not a disbeliever in or opposed to organized government or a mem-
ber of or affiliated with any organization or body or persons teaching
disbelief in or opposed to organized government, a polygamist or
believer in the practice of polygamy, and that it is his intention to
become a citizen of the United States and to renounce absolutely and
forever all allegiance and fidelity to any foreign prince, potentate,
state, or sovereignty, and that it is his intention to reside permanently
within the United States whether or not he has been denied admis-
sion as a citizen of the United States, and if denied, the ground or
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SEc. 4. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated the sum of 
$60,000 to carry out the provisions of this Act. 
Approved, June 20, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 220] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the disposal of cemetery lots. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of War be, and he is hereby, authorized to dispose of by sale or 
exchange for other lots, in the manner and upon such terms as he 
shall deem expedient, all the right, title, and interest of the United 
States of America in and to burial lots located in commercial ceme-
teries, and to execute and deliver in the name of the United States 
of America and in its behalf any and all contracts, conveyances, or 
other instruments necessary to effectuate such sale or exchange, and 
that the expense of any sale shall be paid from the proceeds thereof 
and the net proceeds deposited in the Treasury to the credit of mis-
cellaneous receipts. 
Approved, June 20, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 224] 
AN ACT 

To dispense with particular allegations as to renunciation of allegiance in petitions 
for naturalization and in the oath of renunciation of foreign allegiance, by 
omitting the name of "the prince, potentate, state, or sovereignty" of which 
the petitioner for naturalization is a subject or citizen. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the first sub-
division of section 4 of the Act of June 29, 1906, as amended (45 Stat. 
1545; U. S. C., title 8, sec. 373), is amended to read as follows: 

"First. He shall declare on oath before the clerk of any court 
authorized by this Act to naturalize aliens, or his authorized deputy, 
in the district in which such alien resides, two years at least prior to 
his admission, and after he has reached the age of eighteen years, 
that it is bona fide his intention to become a citizen of the United 
States and to reside permanently therein, and that he will, before 
being admitted to citizenship renounce forever all allegiance and 
fidelity to any foreign prince, potentate, state, or sovereignty. Such 
declaration shall set forth the name, age, occupation, personal descrip-
tion, place of birth, last foreign residence, the date of arrival, the 
name of the vessel, if any, in which he came to the United States, and 
the present place of residence in the United States of said alien. No 
declaration of intention or petition for naturalization shall be made 
outside of the office of the clerk of court." 
SEC. 2. The second paragraph of the second subdivision of section 

4 of the Act of June 29, 1906 (34 Stat. 597; U. S. C., title 8, sec. 379), 
is amended to read as follows: "The petition shall set forth that he 
is not a disbeliever in or opposed to organized government or a mem-
ber of or affiliated with any organization or body or persons teaching 
disbelief in or opposed to organized government, a polygamist or 
believer in the practice of polygamy, and that it is his intention to 
become a citizen of the United States and to renounce absolutely and 
forever all allegiance and fidelity to any foreign prince, potentate, 
state: or sovereignty, and that it is his intention to reside permanently 
within the United States, whether or not he has been denied admis-
sion as a citizen of the United States, and if denied, the ground or 
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Oath to support
Constitution and
laws; renunciation of
foreign allegiance.

34 Stat. 697.
8 U. S. 0. § 381.

grounds of such denial, the court or courts in which such decision was
rendered, and that the cause for such denial has been since cured or
removed and every fact material to his naturalization and required to
be proved upon the final hearing of his application.

Sw. 3. The third subdivision of section 4 of said Act of June 29
1906 (34 Stat. 597-598; U. S. C., title 8, sec. 381), is amended to read
as follows: "He shall, before he is admitted to citizenship, declare on
oath, in open court, that he will support the Constitution of the
United States, and that he absolutely and entirely renounces and
abjures all allegiance and fidelity to any foreign prince, potentate
state, or sovereignty of which he was before a citizen or subject; and
he will support and defend the Constitution and laws of the United
States against all enemies, foreign and domestic, and bear true faith
and allegiance to the same."

Approved, June 20, 1939.

[CHAPTER 225]
AN A CT

June 20, 1939 I
[H. R. 4745] Relating to benefit assessments from condemnation proceedings for the opening,

[Public, No. 139] extension, widening, or straightening of alleys or minor streets.

District of Colum-
bia.

33 Stat. 733.
Condemnation pro-

ceedings for opening,
etc., of alleys or minor
streets; benefit assess-
ments.

ProisMs.
If damages plus

costs of proceedings
exceed amount of
benefits.

Payment of excess
of damages plus costs
over amount of assess-
ment for benefits.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in all con-
demnation proceedings instituted by the Commissioners of the Dis-
trict of Columbia in accordance with the provisions of sections 1608
to 1610 of the Code of Law for the District of Columbia for the
acquisition of land for the opening, extension, widening, or straight-
ening of alleys or minor streets, all, or any part of the entire amount
found to be due and awarded by the jury in said proceedings as
damages for, and in respect of, the land condemned, plus all or any
part of the costs and expenses of said proceedings, may be assessed
by the jury as benefits: Provided, however, That if the total amount
of damages awarded by the jury in any such proceedings, plus the
costs and expenses of said proceedings, be in excess of the total
amount of benefits, it shall be optional with the Commissioners of
the District of Columbia to abide by the verdict of the jury, or, at
any time before the final ratification and confirmation of the verdict,
to enter a voluntary dismissal of the cause: Provided further, That
if the total amount of damages awarded by the jury in any such
proceedings, plus the costs and expenses of said proceedings, be in
excess of the total amount of the assessment for benefits, any such
excess in any verdict for the acquisition of land for minor streets or
alleys, shall be paid out of the appropriation available for the pay-
ment of damages awarded and costs incurred under said verdict.

Approved, June 20, 1939.

[CHAPTER 226]
ATN APT

June 20, 1939 "' -
[H. R. 5066] To amend the Act entitled "An Act to regulate proceedings in adoption in the

[Public, No. 140] District of Columbia", approved August 25, 1937.

District of Colum-
bia.

Adoption proceed-
ings; extension of peri-
od for investigation.

50 Stat. 806.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 of
the Act entitled "An Act to regulate proceedings in adoption in the
District of Columbia" be amended by striking out the word "sixty"
in the last paragraph thereof and inserting in lieu thereof the word
"ninety".

Approved, June 20, 1939.
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grounds of such denial, the court or courts in which such decision was 
rendered, and that the cause for such denial has been since cured or 
removed and every fact material to his naturalization and required to 
be proved upon the final hearing of his application. 
Sul 3. The third subdivision of section 4 of said Act of June 29, 

1906 (34 Stat. 597-598,- U. S. C., title 8, sec. 381), is amended to read 
as follows: "He shall, before he is admitted to citizenship, declare on 
oath, in open court, that he will support the Constitution of the 
United States, and that he absolutely and entirely renounces and 
abjures all allegiance and fidelity to any foreign prince, potentate, 
state, or sovereignty of which he was before a citizen or subject; and 
he will support and defend the Constitution and laws of the United 
States against all enemies, foreign and domestic, and bear true faith 
and allegiance to the same." 
Approved, June 20, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 225] 
AN ACT 

Relating to benefit assessments from condemnation proceedings for the opening, 
extension, widening, or straightening of alleys or minor streets. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in all con-
demnation proceedings instituted by the Commissioners of the Dis-
trict of Columbia in accordance with the provisions of sections 1608 
to 1610 of the Code of Law for the District of Columbia for the 
acquisition of land for the opening, extension, widening, or straight-
ening of alleys or minor streets, all, or any part of the entire amount 
found to be due and awarded by the jury in said proceedings as 
damages for, and in respect of, the land condemned, plus all or any 
partof the costs and expenses of said proceedings, may be assessed 

the jury as benefits: Provided, however, That if the total amount 
of damages awarded by the jury in any such proceedings, plus the 
costs and expenses of said proceedings, be in excess of the total 
amount of benefits, it shall be optional with the Commissioners of 
the District of Columbia to abide by the verdict of the jury, or, at 
any time before the final ratification and confirmation of the verdict, 
to enter a voluntary dismissal of the cause: Provided further, That 
if the total amount of damages awarded by the jury in any such 
proceedings, plus the costs and expenses of said proceedings, be in 
excess of the total amount of the assessment for benefits, any such 
excess in any verdict for the acquisition of land for minor streets or 
alleys, shall be paid out of the appropriation available for the pay-
ment of damages awarded and costs incurred under said verdict. 
Approved, June 20, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 226] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Act entitled "An Act to regulate proceedings in adoption in the 
District of Columbia", approved August 25, 1937. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 of 
the Act entitled "An Act to regulate proceedings in adoption in the 
District of Columbia" be amended by striking out the word "sixty" 
in the last paragraph thereof and inserting in lieu thereof the word 
"ninety". 
Approved, June 20, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 227]
AN ACT

To amend the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act, approved June 25, 1938.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the second
paragraph of subsection (d) of section 1 of the Railroad Unemploy-
ment Insurance Act, approved June 25, 1938 (52 Stat. 1094), is
hereby amended by inserting "(e)" at the beginning thereof, and by
changing the period at the end thereof to a colon and adding the
following: "Provided further, That an individual not a citizen or
resident of the United States shall not be deemed to be in the service
of an employer when rendering service outside the United States to
an employer who is required under the laws applicable in the place
where the service is rendered to employ therein, in whole or in part,
citizens or residents thereof."

SEC. 2. Subsection (e) of section 1 of said Act is hereby amended
by striking out "(e)" at the beginning thereof and substituting "(f)"
therefor.

SEC. 3. Subsection (f) of section 1 of said Act is hereby stricken
out.

SEC. 4. Subsection (h) of section 1 of said Act is hereby amended
to read as follows:

"(h) The term 'half-month' means such period of any fifteen con-
secutive days as the Board may by regulation prescribe."

SEC. 5. Subsection (i) of section 1 of said Act is hereby amended
by striking out the comma following the word "money".

SEC. 6. Subsection (k) of section 1 of said Act is hereby amended
to read as follows:

"(k) Subject to the provisions of section 4 of this Act, a day of
unemployment, with respect to any employee, means a calendar day
on which he is able to work and is available for work and with respect
to which (i) no remuneration is payable to him, and (ii) he has, in
accordance with such regulations as the Board may prescribe, regis-
tered at an employment office: Provided, however, That, with respect
to any employee whose normal work shift includes a part of each of
two consecutive calendar days, the term 'calendar day', as heretofore
used in this subsection, shall mean such equivalent period of twenty-
four hours as the Board may by regulation prescribe."

SEC. 7. The first paragraph of subsection (a) of section 2 of said
Act is hereby amended to read as follows:

"SEC. 2. (a) A qualified employee shall be paid benefits for each
day of unemployment in excess of seven during any half-month
which begins after June 30 1939."

SEC. 8. Subsection (d) o section 2 of said Act is hereby stricken
out.

SEC. 9. Subsections (e), (f), and (g) of section 2 of said Act are
hereby amended by striking out the designations "(e)", "(f)", and
"(g)" and substituting therefor "(d)", "(e)", and "(f) ", respectively;
and said subsection (g) is further amended by striking out from the
last sentence thereof the words "subsections (a) and", and substitut-
ing therefor the word "subsection".

SEC. 10. Subsection (b) of section 3 of said Act is hereby amended
by striking out the words "fifteen consecutive days of unemployment,
or two half-months", by inserting in place thereof the words "one
half-month", and by striking out the words "each of".
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[CHAPTER 227] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act, approved June 25, 1938. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the second 
paragraph of subsection (d) of section 1 of the Railroad Unemploy-
ment Insurance Act, approved June 25, 1938 (52 Stat. 1094), is 
hereby amended by inserting "(e)" at the beginning thereof, and by 
changing the period at the end thereof to a colon and adding the 
following: "Provided further That an individual not a citizen or 
resident of the United States shall not be deemed to be in the service 
of an employer when rendering service outside the United States to 
an employer who is required under the laws applicable in the place 
where the service is rendered to employ therein, in whole or in part, 
citizens or residents thereof." 

SEc. 2. Subsection (e) of section 1 of said Act is hereby amended 
by striking out "(e)" at the beginning thereof and substituting "(f)" 
therefor. 
SEC. 3. Subsection (f) of section 1 of said Act is hereby stricken 

out. 
SEC. 4. Subsection (h) of section 1 of said Act is hereby amended 

to read as follows: 
"(h) The term 'half-month' means such period of any fifteen con-

secutive days as the Board may by regulation prescribe." 
SEc. 5. Subsection (i) of section 1 of said Act is hereby amended 

by striking out the comma following the word "money". 
SEC. 6. Subsection (k) of section 1 of said Act is hereby amended 

to read as follows: 
"(k) Subject to the provisions of section 4 of this Act, a day of 

unemployment, with respect to any employee, means a calendar day 
on which he is able to work and is available for work and with respect 
to which (i) no remuneration is payable to him, and (ii) he has, in 
accordance with such regulations as the Board may prescribe, regis-
tered at an employment to'ffice: Provided, however, That, with respect 
to any employee whose normal work shift includes a part of each of 
two consecutive calendar days, the term 'calendar day', as heretofore 
used in this subsection, shall mean such equivalent period of twenty-
four hours as the Board may by regulation prescribe.' 
SEC. 7. The first paragraph of subsection (a) of section 2 of said 

Act is hereby amended to read as follows: 
"SEC. 2. (a) A qualified employee shall be paid benefits for each 

day of unemployment in excess of seven during any half-month 
which begins after June 30, 1939." 
SEc. 8. Subsection (d) of section 2 of said Act is hereby stricken 

out. 
SEC. 9. Subsections (e), (f), and (g) of section 2 of said Act are 

hereby amended by striking out the designations "(e)", "(f)", and 
"(g)" and substituting therefor "(d)", "(e)", and "(f)", respectively; 
anl said subsection (g) is further amended lay striking out from the 
last sentence thereof the words "subsections (a) and", and substitut-
ing therefor the word "subsection". 
SEo. 10. Subsection (b) of section 3 of said Act is hereby amended 

by striking out the words "fifteen consecutive days of unemployment, 
or two half-months", by inserting in place thereof the words "one 
half-month", and by striking out the words "each of". 
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SEC. 11. Section 4 of said Act is hereby amended to read as follows:
"SEC. 4. (a) There shall not be considered as a day of unemploy-

ment, with respect to any employee-
"(i) any of the thirty days beginning with the day with respect

to which the Board finds that he left work voluntarily without
good cause;

"(ii) any of the thirty days beginning with the day with
respect to which the Board finds that he failed, without good
cause, to accept suitable work available on such day and offered
to him;

"(iii) subject to the provisions of subsection (b) of this section,
any day with respect to which the Board finds that his unemploy-
ment was due to a stoppage of work because of a strike in the
establishment, premises, or enterprise at which he was last
employed, and the Board finds that such strike was commenced
in violation of the provisions of the Railway Labor Act or in
violation of the established rules and practices of a bona fide
labor organization of which he was a member;

"(iv) any of the seventy-five days beginning with the first day
of any half-month with respect to which the Board finds that he
knowingly made or aided in making or caused to be made any
false or fraudulent statement or claim for the purpose of causing
benefits to be paid;

"(v) any day in any period with respect to which the Board
finds that he is receiving, has received, or has a right to receive
compensation or other wages in lieu of notice, annuity payments
or pensions under the Railroad Retirement Act of 1935 or the
Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, or old-age benefits under title II
of the Social Security Act or payments for similar purposes
under any other Act of Congress; or he is receiving or has
received unemployment benefits under an unemployment-compen-
sation law of any State or of the United States other than
this Act;

"(vi) any day in any half-month with respect to which the
Board finds that, pursuant to a contract of employment provid-
ing for the determination of his compensation wholly or par-
tially, on a mileage basis, he earned at least the equivalent of
eight times the schedule daily rate of compensation for the
service in which he was last employed during that half-month.

"(b) The disqualification provided in section 4 (a) (iii) of this Act
shall not apply if the Board finds that-

"(i) the employee is not participating in or financing or
directly interested in the strike which causes the stoppage of
work: Provided, That payment of regular union dues shall not
be construed to constitute financing a strike or direct interest in a
strike within the meaning of this and the following paragraphs;
and

"(ii) he does not belong to a grade or class of workers of
which, immediately before the commencement of the stoppage,
there were members employed in the establishment, premises, or
enterprise at which the stoppage occurs, any of whom are par-
ticipating in or financing or directly interested in the dispute:
Provided, That if separate types of work are commonly con-
ducted in separate departments of a single enterprise, each such
department shall, for the purposes of this subsection, be deemed
to be a separate establishment, enterprise, or other premises.
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SEC. 11. Section 4 of said Act is hereby amended to read as follows: 
"SE°. 4. (a) There shall not be considered as a day of unemploy-

ment, with respect to any employee— 
" (1) any of the thirty days beginning with the day with respect 

to which the Board finds that he left work voluntarily without 
good cause; 

(ii) any of the thirty days beginning with the day with 
respect to which the Board finds that he failed, without good 
cause, to accept suitable work available on such day and offered 
to him; 

"(iii) subject to the provisions of subsection (b) of this section, 
any day with respect to which the Board finds that his unemploy-
ment was due to a stoppage of work because of a strike in the 
establishment, premises, or enterprise at which he was last 
employed, and the Board finds that such strike was commenced 
in violation of the provisions of the Railway Labor Act or in 
violation of the established rules and practices of a bona fide 
labor organization of which he was a member; 

"(iv) any of the seventy-five days beginning with the first day 
of any half-month with respect to which the Board finds that he 
knowingly made or aided in making or caused to be made any 
false or fraudulent statement or claim for the purpose of causing 
benefits to be paid; 

"(v) any day in any period with respect to which the Board 
finds that he is receiving, has received, or has a right to receive 
compensation or other wages in lieu of notice, annuity payments 
or pensions under the Railroad Retirement .Act of 1935 or the 
Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, or old-age benefits under title II 
of the Social Security Act or payments for similar purposes 
under any other Act of Congress; or he is receiving or has 
received unemployment benefits under an unemployment-compen-
sation law of any State or of the United States other than 
this Act; 

"(vi) any day in any half-month with respect to which the 
Board finds that, pursuant to a contract of employment provid-
ing for the determination of his compensation, wholly or par-
tially, on a mileage basis, he earned at least the equivalent of 
eight times the schedule daily rate of compensation for the 
service in which he was last employed during that half-month. 

"(b) The discinalification provided in section 4 (a) (iii) of this Act 
shall not apply if the Board finds that--

"(i) the employee is not participating in or financing or 
directly interested in the strike which causes the stoppage of 
work: Provided, That payment of regular union dues shall not 
be construed to constitute financing a strike or direct interest in a 
strike within the meaning of this and the following paragraphs; 
and 

"(ii) he does not belong to a grade or class of workers of 
which, immediately before the commencement of the stoppage, 
there were members employed in the establishment, premises, or 
enterprise at which the stoppage occurs any of whom are par-
ticipating in or financing or directly interested in the dispute: 
Provided, That if separate types of work are commonly con-
ducted in separate departments of a single enterprise, each such 
department shall, for the purposes of this subsection, be deemed 
to be a separate establishment, enterprise, or other premises. 
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"(c) No work shall be deemed suitable for the purposes of section
4 (a) (ii) of this Act, and benefits shall not be denied under this Act
to any otherwise qualified employee for refusing to accept work if-

"(i) the position offered is vacant due directly to a strike,
lockout, or other labor dispute;

"(ii) the remuneration, hours, or other conditions of work
offered are substantially less favorable to the employee than those
prevailing for similar work in the locality, or the rate of remu-
neration is less than the union wage rate, if any, for similar
work in the locality;

"(iii) as a condition of being employed he would be required
to join a company union or to resign from or refrain from join-
ing any bona fide labor organization;

"(iv) acceptance of the work would require him to engage
in activities in violation of law or which, by reason of their
being in violation of reasonable requirements of the constitution,
bylaws, or similar regulations of a bona fide labor organization
of which he is a member, would subject him to expulsion from
such labor organization- or

"(v) acceptance of the work would subject him to loss of
substantial seniority rights under any collective bargaining
agreement between a railway labor organization, organized in
acordance with the provisions of the Railway Labor Act, and
any other employer.

"(d) In determining, within the limitations of section 4 (c) of this
Act, whether or not any work is suitable for an employee for the
purposes of section 4 (a) (ii) of this Act, the Board shall consider,
in addition to such other factors as it deems relevant, (i) the current
practices recognized by management and labor with respect to such
work; (ii) the degree of risk involved to such employee's health,
safety, and morals; (iii) his physical fitness and prior training; (iv)
his experience and prior earnings; (v) his length of unemployment
and prospects for securing work in his customary occupation; and
(vi) the distance of the available work from his residence and from
his most recent work.

"(e) For the purposes of section 4 (a) (i) of this Act, no volun-
tary leaving of work shall be deemed to have been without good
cause if the Board finds that such work would not have been suitable
for the purposes of section 4 (a) (ii) of this Act."

SEC. 12. Section 6 of said Act is hereby amended to read as follows:
"SEc. 6. Employers shall file with the Board, in such manner and

at such times as the Board by regulations may prescribe, returns
under oath of monthly compensation of employees, and, if the Board
shall so require, shall distribute to employees annual statements of
compensation prepared by the Board: Provided, That no returns
shall be required of employers which would duplicate information
contained in similar returns required under any other Act of Con-
gress administered by the Board. Any such return shall be con-
clusive as to the amount of compensation earned by an employee
during the period covered by the return, and the fact that no return
was made of the compensation claimed to be earned by an employee
during a particular period shall be taken as conclusive that no com-
pensation was earned by such employee during that period, unless
the error in the amount of compensation returned in the one case,
or failure to make return of the compensation in the other case, is
called to the attention of the Board within eighteen months after
the date on which the last return covering any portion of the calendar
year which includes such period is required to have been made."
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"(c) No work shall be deemed suitable for the purposes of section 
4 (a) (ii) of this Act, and benefits shall not be denied under this Act 
to any otherwise qualified employee for refusing to accept work if— 

"(i) the position offered is vacant due directly to a strike, 
lockout, or other labor dispute; 

"(ii) the remuneration, hours, or other conditions of work 
offered are substantially less favorable to the employee than those 
prevailing for similar work in the locality, or the rate of remu-
neration is less than the union wage rate, if any, for similar 
work in the locality; 

"(iii) as a condition of being employed he would be required 
to join a company union or to resign from or refrain from join-
ing any bona fide labor organization; 

(iv) acceptance of the work would require him to engage i in activities n violation of law or which, by reason of their 

being in violation of reasonable requirements of the constitution, 
bylaws, or similar regulations of a bona fide labor organization 
of which he is a member, would subject him to expulsion from 
such labor organization,- or 

"(v) acceptance of the work would subject him to loss of 
substantial seniority rights under any collective bargaining 
agreement between a railway labor organization, organized in 
acordanc,e with the provisions of the Railway Labor Act, and 
any other employer. 

"(d) In determining, within the limitations of section 4 (c) of this 
Act, whether or not any work is suitable for an employee for the 
purposes of section 4 (a) (ii) of this Act, the Board shall consider, 
in addition to such other factors as it deems relevant, (i) the current 
practices recognized by management and labor with respect to such 
work; (ii) the degree of risk involved to such employee's health, 
safety, and morals; (iii) his physical fitness and prior training; (iv) 
his experience and prior earnings; (v) his length of unemployment 
and prospects for securing work in his customary occupation; and 
(vi) the distance of the available work from his residence and from 
his most recent work. 

"(e) For the purposes of section 4 (a) (i) of this Act, no volun-
tary leaving of work shall be deemed to have been without good 
cause if the Board finds that such work would not have been suitable 
for the purposes of section 4 (a) (ii) of this Act." 
SEC. 12. Section 6 of said Act is hereby amended to read as follows: 
"Ssc. 6. Employers shall file with the Board, in such manner and 

at such times as the Board by regulations may prescribe, returns 
under oath of monthly compensation of employees, and, if the Board 
shall so require, shall distribute to employees annual statements of 
compensation prepared by the Board: Provided, That no returns 
shall be required of employers which would duplicate information 
contained in similar returns required under any other Act of Con-
gress administered by the Board. Any such return shall be con-
clusive as to the amount of compensation earned by an employee 
during the period covered by the return, and the fact that no return 
was made of the compensation claimed to be earned by an employee 
during a particular period shall be taken as conclusive that no com-
pensation was earned by such employee during that period, unless 
the error in the amount of compensation returned in the one case, 
or failure to make return of the compensation in the other case is 
called to the attention of the Board within eighteen months idler 
the date on which the last return covering any portion of the calendar 
year which includes such period is required to have been made." 
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53 Stat., pt. 1.

SEc. 13. Subsection (a) of section 10 of said Act is hereby amended
by striking out "2 (g)" and substituting "2 (f)" therefor.

SEO. 14. The second paragraph of subsection (b) of section 11
of said Act is hereby amended by striking out the comma after the
words "of administering this Act" and by striking out the words
"including personal services in the District of" and substituting
therefor a period and the words "Such advance shall be repaid from
the fund at".

SEC. 15. Subsection (c) of section 11 of said Act is hereby amended
by striking out the period after the words "administering this Act"
and by striking out the words "Such advance shall be repaid from
the fund at" and substituting therefor a comma and the words
"including personal services in the District of".

SEC. 16. Subsection (g) of section 12 of said Act is hereby amended
by inserting after the word "eligible" a comma and the words "with
respect to unemployment after June 30, 1939," and by striking out
the words "after June 30, 1939".

SEc. 17. Subsection (d) of section 13 of said Act is hereby amended
by striking out the word "unemployment-compensation" before the
word "account" in the first paragraph of said section, and substi-
tuting therefor the words "unemployment insurance", and by striking
out the word "compensation" before the word "account" in the second
paragraph of said section and substituting therefor the word
"insurance".

SEC. 18. Subsection (c) of section 303 of the Social Security Act
as added by subsection (g) of section 13 of said Railroad Unemploy-
ment Insurance Act is hereby amended by striking out the word
"employment" and substituting therefor the word "unemployment".

SEC. 19. Section 15 of said Act is hereby amended to read as
follows:

"SEO. 15. The restrictions in the second sentence of section 3 (b)
and in section 4 (a) (v) of this Act, insofar as they involve the
receipt of unemployment benefits under an unemployment compen-
sation law of any State, shall not be applicable to any day of unem-
ployment which occurs after June 15, 1939, but before July 1, 1939."

SEC. 20. Subsection (n) of section 1 of said Act is hereby amended
to read as follows:

"(n) The term 'benefit year', with respect to any employee, means
the twelve-months period which begins with the first day of the first
half-month containing days of unemployment for which benefits are
payable to him, and thereafter the twelve-months period which begins
with the first day of the first half-month, after the termination of
his last preceding benefit year, containing days of unemployment for
which benefits are payable to him."

SEC. 21. Section 2 of said Act is hereby further amended by
adding thereto the following subsections:

"(g) Benefits accrued to an individual but not yet paid at death
shall, upon certification by the Board, be paid, without necessity of
filing further claims therefor, to the same individual or individuals
to whom any death benefit that may be payable under the provisions
of section 5 of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937 or any accrued
annuities under section 3 (f) of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937
are paid; and in the event that no death benefit or accrued annuity
is so paid, such benefits accrued under this Act shall be paid as
though this subsection had not been enacted."

SEC. 22. The provisions of the Railroad Unemployment Insurance
Act, as herein amended, shall be in full force and effect notwith-
standing the enactment of the Internal Revenue Code.

Approved, June 20, 1939.
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SEC. 13. Subsection (a) of section 10 of said Act is hereby amended 
by striking out "2 (g)" and substituting "2 (f)" therefor. 
SEC. 14. The second paragraph of subsection (b) of section 11 

of said Act is hereby amended by striking out the comma after the 
words "of administering this Act" and by striking out the words 
"including personal services in the District of" and substituting 
therefor a period and the words "Such advance shall be repaid from 
the fund at". 
SEC. 15. Subsection (c) of section 11 of said Act is hereby amended 

by striking out the period after the words "administering this Act" 
and by? striking out the words "Such advance shall be repaid from 
the fund at" and substituting therefor a comma and the words 
"including personal services in the District of". 
SEC. 16. Subsection (g) of section 12 of said Act is hereby amended 

by inserting after the word "eligible" a comma and the words "with 
respect to unemployment after June 30, 1939," and by striking out 
the words "after June 30, 1939". 
SEC. 17. Subsection (d) of section 13 of said Act is hereby amended 

by striking out the word "unemployment-compensation" before the 
word "account" in the first paragraph of said section, and substi-
tuting therefor the words "unemployment insurance", and by striking 
out the word "compensation" before the word "account" in the second 
paragraph of said section and substituting therefor the word 
insurance". 
SEc. 18. Subsection (c) of section 303 of the Social Security Act 

as added by subsection (g) of section 13 of said Railroad Unemploy-
ment Insurance Act is hereby amended by striking out the word 
"employment" and substituting therefor the word unemployment". 
SEC. 19. Section 15 of said. Act is hereby amended to read as 

follows: 
"Six,. 15. The restrictions in the second sentence of section 3 (b) 

and in section 4 (a) (v) of this Act, insofar as they involve the 
receipt of unemployment benefits under an unemployment compen-
sation law of any State, shall not be applicable to any day of unem-
ployment which occurs after June 15, 1939, but before July 1, 1939." 

SEc. 20. Subsection (n) of section 1 of said Act is hereby amended 
to read as follows: 

"(n) The term 'benefit year', with respect to any employee, means 
the twelve-months period which begins with the first day of the first 
half-month containing days of unemployment for which benefits are 
payable to him, and thereafter the twelve-months period which begins 
with the first day of the first half-month, after the termination of 
his last preceding benefit year, containing days of unemployment for 
which benefits are payable to him." 
SEC. 21. Section 2 of said Act is hereby further amended by 

adding thereto the following subsections: 
"(g) Benefits accrued to an individual but not yet paid at death 

shall, upon certification by the Board, be paid, without necessity of 
filing further claims therefor, to the same individual or individuals 
to whom any death benefit that may be payable under the provisions 
of section 5 of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937 or any accrued 
annuities under section 3 (f) of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937 
are paid.; and in the event that no death benefit or accrued annuity 
is so paid, such benefits accrued under this Act shall be paid as 
though this subsection had not been enacted." 
SEC. 22. The provisions of the Railroad Unemployment Insurance 

Act, as herein amended, shall be in full force and effect notwith-
standing the enactment of the Internal Revenue Code. 
Approved, June 20, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 228]
ANT A fT

849

d YJune 20, 1939
To provide for the widening of Wisconsin Avenue in the District of Columbia, [H. R. 5488]

and for other purposes. [Public, No. 142]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Commis-
sioners of the District of Columbia be, and they are hereby, authorized
to institute in the District Court of the United States for the District
of Columbia under subchapter 1 of chapter XV of the Code of Laws
for the District of Columbia, and amendments thereto, such proceed-
ings in rem as may be necessary to condemn the land necessary for
the widening of Wisconsin Avenue, in the District of Columbia, from
R Street to approximately the southerly line of the Mount Alto Hos-
pital property, the condemnation proceedings for the acquisition of
the land necessary for said widening to be instituted on such lines
and to be acquired to such width or widths as the said Commissioners
of the District of Columbia shall deem expedient: Provided, That
the width of said Wisconsin Avenue at any point south of the south
line of Calvert Street shall not be increased by reason of the con-
demnation proceedings authorized herein to a greater width than
seventy-eight feet.

SEc. 2. All laws now in force and effect for the condemnation of
streets as laid down on the plan of the permanent system of highways
for the District of Columbia shall be applicable to the condemnation
of land for the widening of Wisconsin Avenue as authorized in this
Act: Provided, That there is hereby authorized to be appropriated
out of the special fund entitled "Highway fund, gasoline tax, and
motor-vehicle fees, District of Columbia", such amount or amounts as
may be necessary to pay the costs and expenses of the condemnation
proceedings taken pursuant hereto and for the payment of the
amounts awarded as damages, and the jury or juries under said con-
demnation proceedings shall award such damages as may be found to
be due, and levy assessments upon such land as they may find benefited
by reason of the acquisition of said land for the widening of Wis-
consin Avenue as provided herein, all in accordance with subchapter
1 of chapter XV of the Code of Laws for the District of Columbia
and amendments thereto, and the amounts collected as benefits shall
be covered into the Treasury of the United States to the credit of the
special fund entitled "Highway fund, gasoline tax, and motor-vehicle
fees, District of Columbia."

Approved, June 20, 1939.

[CHAPTER 229]
AN ACT

To amend section 1 of the Act entitled "An Act to authorize The Philadelphia,
Baltimore and Washington Railroad Company to extend its present track
connection with the United States navy yard so as to provide adequate railroad
facilities in connection with the development of Buzzards Point as an industrial
area in the District of Columbia, and for other purposes", approved June 18,
1932 (Public, Numbered 187, Seventy-second Congress).

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 of
the Act entitled "An Act to authorize The Philadelphia, Baltijore
and Washington Railroad Company to extend its present track con-
nection with the United States navy yard so as to provide adequate
railroad facilities in connection with the development of Buzzards
Point as an industrial area in the District of Columbia, and for other
purposes", approved June 18, 1932 (Public, Numbered 187, Seventy-
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[CHAPTER 228] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the widening of Wisconsin Avenue in the District of Columbia, 
and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Commis-
sioners of the District of Columbia be, and they are hereby, authorized 
to institute in the District Court of the United States for the District 
of Columbia under subchapter 1 of chapter XV of the Code of Laws 
for the District of Columbia, and amendments thereto, such proceed-
ings in rem as may be necessary to condemn the land necessary for 
the widening of Wisconsin Avenue, in the District of Columbia, from 
R Street to approximately the southerly line of the Mount Alto Hos-
pital property, the condemnation proceedings for the acquisition of 
the land necessary for said widening to be instituted on such lines 
and to be acquired to such width or widths as the said Commissioners 
of the District of Columbia shall deem expedient: Provided, That 
the width of said Wisconsin Avenue at any point south of the south 
line of Calvert Street shall not be increased by reason of the con-
demnation proceedings authorized herein to a greater width than 
seventy-eight feet. 
SW. 2. All laws now in force and effect for the condemnation of 

streets as laid down on the plan of the permanent system of highways 
for the District of Columbia shall be applicable to the condemnation 
of land for the widening of Wisconsin Avenue as authorized in this 
Act: Provided, That there is hereby authorized to be appropriated 
out of the special fund entitled "Highway fund, gasoline tax, and 
motor-vehicle fees, District of Columbia", such amount or amounts as 
may be necessary to pay the costs and expenses of the condemnation 
proceedings taken pursuant hereto and for the payment of the 
amounts awarded as damages, and the jury or juries under said con-
demnation proceedings shall award such damages as may be found to 
be due, and levy assessments upon such land as they may find benefited 
by reason of the acquisition of said land for the widening of Wis-
consin Avenue as provided herein all in accordance with subchapter 
1 of chapter XV of the Code of Laws for the District of Columbia 
and amendments thereto, and the amounts collected as benefits shall 
be covered into the Treasury of the United States to the credit of the 
special fund entitled "Highway fund, gasoline tax, and motor-vehicle 
fees, District of Columbia." 
Approved, June 20, 1939. 
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AN ACT 
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To amend section 1 of the Act entitled "An Act to authorize The Philadelphia,  R. 5680]  

Baltimore and Washington Railroad Company to extend its present track [Public, No. 143] 

connection with the United States navy yard so as to provide adequate railroad 
facilities in connection with the development of Buzzards Point as an industrial 
area in the District of Columbia, and for other purposes", approved June 18, 
1932 (Public, Numbered 187, Seventy-second Congress). 

Be it enacted by the Smite and House of Representatimes of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 of 
the Act entitled "An Act to authorize The Philadelphia, Baltipore 
and Washington Railroad Company to extend its present track con-
nection with the United States navy yard so as to provide adequate 
railroad facilities in connection with the development of Buzzards 
Point as an industrial area in the District of Columbia, and for other 
purposes", approved June 18, 1932 (Public, Numbered 187, Seventy-
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second Congress), be amended by striking out the words "One-half
Street Southwest, One-half Street Southeast, and Second Street
Southwest, south of Potomac Avenue and north of Potomac Avenue
to P Street", and inserting in lieu thereof "One-half Street South-
west, and Second Street Southwest, south of Potomac Avenue and
north of Potomac Avenue to P Street, and One-Half Street South-
east, south of Potomac Avenue and north of Potomac Avenue to
O Street".

Approved, June 20, 1939.

[CHAPTER 230]
AN ACT

June 20 1939 A N A C T

[H. R. 5801] To grant permission for the construction, maintenance, and use of a certain
[Public, No. 144] underground conduit for electrical lines in the District of Columbia.
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bia Traffic Act,
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tors of federally owned
vehicles on transient,
etc., official business
not required.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Commis-
sioners of the District of Columbia are hereby authorized and directed
to grant permission to the Doctors' Hospital, Incorporated, its suc-
cessors and assigns, to lay down, construct, maintain, and use an
underground conduit for electrical lines in the city of Washington,
in the District of Columbia, from the building located at and known
as 1815 Eye Street Northwest, directly south to the building located
at and known as 1816 Eye Street Northwest.

SEO. 2. That all the construction and use provided for herein shall
be under such regulations and rentals as the Commissioners of the
District of Columbia may make and establish in connection therewith
and all plans and specifications for such construction shall be subject
to their approval. The Commissioners of the District of Columbia
shall have full authority to designate the location and to cause such
repairs or relocation of such conduit as the public necessity may
require, any such repairs or relocation to be at the expense of the
Doctors' Hospital, Incorporated, its successors or assigns.

Approved, June 20, 1939.

[CHAPTER 231]
AN ACT

To amend the District of Columbia Traffic Act of 1925 (43 Stat. 1119).

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subdivision
(e) of section 7 of the District of Columbia Traffic Act, approved
March 3, 1925 (43 Stat. 1119), is amended by changing the period to
a colon after the words "under the provisions of this Act" and
adding the following: "Provided, That operators of Federal Govern-
ment-owned vehicles stationed outside of the District of Columbia
shall not be required to have or obtain the operators' permits referred
to above while operating such vehicles within the limits of the Dis-
trict of Columbia on transient or temporary official business of the
Federal Government."

Approved, June 20, 1939.
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second Congress), be amended by striking out the words "One-half 
Street Southwest, One-half Street Southeast, and Second Street 
Southwest, south of Potomac Avenue and north of Potomac Avenue 
to P Street", and inserting in lieu thereof "One-half Street South-
west, and Second Street Southwest, south of Potomac Avenue and 
north of Potomac Avenue to P Street, and One-Half Street South-
east, south of Potomac Avenue and north of Potomac Avenue to 
0 Street". 
Approved, June 20, 1939. 
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AN ACT 
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[Public, No. 144] underground conduit for electrical lines in the District of Columbia. 
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June 20, 1939 
[H. R. 5987] 

[Public, No. 145] 

District of Colum-
bia Traffic Act, 
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43 Stat. 1122. 
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Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Commis-
sioners of the District of Columbia are hereby authorized and directed 
to grant permission to the Doctors' Hospital, Incorporated, its suc-
cessors and assigns, to lay down, construct, maintain, and use an 
underground conduit for electrical lines in the city of Washington, 
in the District of Columbia, from the building located at and known 
as 1815 Eye Street Northwest, directly south to the building located 
at and known as 1816 Eye Street Northwest. 

Szo. 2. That all the construction and use provided for herein shall 
be under such regulations and rentals as the Commissioners of the 
District of Columbia may make and establish in connection therewith 
and all plans and specifications for such construction shall be subject 
to their approval. The Commissioners of the District of Columbia 
shall have full authority to designate the location and to cause such 
repairs or relocation of such conduit as the public necessity may 
require, any such repairs or relocation to be at the expense of the 
Doctors' Hospital, Incorporated, its successors or assigns. 
Approved, June 20, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 231] 
AN ACT 

To amend the District of Columbia Traffic Act of 1925 (43 Stat. 1119). 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subdivision 
(e) of section 7 of the District of Columbia Traffic Act, approved 
March 3, 1925 (43 Stat. 1119), is amended by changing the period to 
a colon after the words "under the provisions of this Act" and 
adding the following: "Provided, That operators of Federal Govern-
ment-owned vehicles stationed outside of the District of Columbia 
shall not be required to have or obtain the operators' permits referred 
to above while operating such vehicles within the limits of the Dis-
trict of Columbia on transient or temporary official business of the 
Federal Government." 
Approved, June 20, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 234]
AN ACT

To extend further time for naturalization to alien veterans of the World War
under the Act approved May 25, 1932 (47 Stat. 165), to extend the same privi-
leges to certain veterans of countries allied with the United States during the
World War, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subdivision
(a) of section 1 of the Act entitled "An Act to further amend the
naturalization laws, and for other purposes", approved May 25, 1932
(47 Stat. 165; U. S. C., Supp. VII, title 8, sec. 392b (a)), shall, as
herein amended, continue in force and effect to include petitions for
citizenship filed prior to May 25, 1940, with any court having natural-
ization jurisdiction: Provided, That for the purposes of this Act
clause (1) of subdivision (a) of section 1 of the aforesaid Act of
May 25, 1932, is amended by striking out the words "all such period"
and in lieu thereof inserting the words "the five years immediately
preceding the filing of his petition;".

SEc. 2. The provisions of section 1 of this Act are hereby extended
to include any alien lawfully admitted into the United States for
permanent residence who departed therefrom, for the purpose of
serving, and actually served prior to November 11, 1918, in the
military or naval forces of the United States in the World War and
was discharged from such service under honorable circumstances:
Provided, That before any applicant for citizenship under this section
is admitted to citizenship the court shall be satisfied by competent
proof that he is entitled to and has complied in all respects with
the provisions of this Act; and that he was and had been a bona fide
lawfully admitted resident in the United States for two years before
the passage of this Act.

SEC. 3. The Commissioner of Immigration and Naturalization,
with the approval of the Secretary of Labor, shall prescribe such
rules and regulations as may be necessary for the enforcement of
this Act.

Approved, June 21, 1939.

[CHAPTER 235]
AN ACT

To define the status of certain lands purchased for the Choctaw Indians,
Mississippi.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That title to all
lands purchased by the United States for the benefit of the Choctaw
Indians of Mississippi, under authority contained in the Act of May
25, 1918 (40 Stat. L., 573), and similar subsequent Acts, not under
contract for resale to Choctaw Indians, or on which existing con-
tracts of resale may hereafter be canceled, is hereby declared to be
in the United States in trust for such Choctaw Indians of one-half
or more Indian blood, resident in Mississippi, as shall be designated
by the Secretary of the Interior.

Approved, June 21, 1939.

June 21, 1939
[H. R. 805]

[Public, No. 146]

Naturalization of
alien veterans of
World War.

47 Stat. 165.
8 U. . C. § 392b;

Supp. IV, § 392b.
Extension of priv-

ileges to May 25,1940.

Proviso.
Proof of continuous

residence and good
behavior.

Service in forces of
United States, etc.

Proviso.
Terms, conditions,

etc.

Rules to be pre-
scribed.

June 21, 1939
[H. R. 3367]

[Public, No. 147]

Choetaw Indians of
Mississippi.

Status of certain
lands purchased for,
defined.

40 Stat..573.
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[CHAPTER 234] 
AN ACT 

To extend further time for naturalization to alien veterans of the World War 
under the Act approved May 25, 1932 (47 Stat. 165), to extend the same privi-
leges to certain veterans of countries allied with the United States during the 
World War, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subdivision 
(a) of section 1 of the Act entitled "An Act to further amend the 
naturalization laws, and for other purposes", approved May 25, 1932 
(47 Stat. 165; U. S. C., Supp. VII, title 8, sec. 392b (a)), shall, as 
herein amended, continue in force and effect to include petitions for 
citizenship filed prior to May 25, 1940, with any court having natural-
ization jurisdiction: Provided, That for the purposes of this Act 
clause (1) of subdivision (a) of section 1 of the aforesaid Act of 
May 25, 1932, is amended by striking out the words "all such period" 
and in lieu thereof inserting the words "the five years immediately 
preceding the filing of his petition ;". 

Sr.o. 2. The provisions of section 1 of this Act are hereby extended 
to include any alien lawfully admitted into the United States for 
permanent residence who departed therefrom, for the purpose of 
serving, and actually served prior to November 11, 1918, in the 
military or naval forces of the United States in the World War and 
was discharged from such service under honorable circumstances: 
Provided, That before any applicant for citizenship under this section 
is admitted to citizenship the court shall be satisfied by competent 
proof that he is entitled to and has complied in all respects with 
the provisions of this Act; and that he was and had been a bona fide 
lawfully admitted resident in the United States for two years before 
the passage of this Act. 
SEC. 3. The Commissioner of Immigration and Naturalization, 

with the approval of the Secretary of Labor, shall prescribe such 
rules and regulations as may be necessary for the enforcement of 
this Act. 
Approved, June 21, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 235] 
AN ACT 

To define the status of certain lands purchased for the Choctaw Indians, 
Mississippi. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That title to all 
lands purchased by the United States for the benefit of the Choctaw 
Indians of Mississippi, under authority contained in the Act of May 
25, 1918 (40 Stat. L., 573), and similar subsequent Acts, not under 
contract for resale to Choctaw Indians, or on which existing con-
tracts of resale may hereafter be canceled, is hereby declared to be 
in the United States in trust for such Choctaw Indians of one-half 
or more Indian blood, resident in Mississippi, as shall be designated 
by the Secretary of the Interior. 
Approved, June 21, 1939. 

June 21, 1939 
[H. R. 805] 

[Public, No. 146] 

Naturalization of 
alien veterans of 
World War. 
47 Stat. 165. 
8 U. S. C. § 392b; 

Supp. IV, § 392b. 
Extension of priv-

ileges to May 25, 1940. 

Proviso. 
Proof of continuous 

residence and good 
behavior. 

Service in forces of 
United States, etc. 

Proviso. 
Terms, conditions, 

etc. 

Rules to be pro-
scribed. 

June 21, 1939 
[H. It. 3367) 

[Public, No. 147] 

Choctaw Indians of 
Mississippi. 
Status of certain 

lands purchased for, 
defined. 
40 Stat..573. 
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[CHAPTER 236]
AN ACT

[53 STAT.

June 21,1 939
[H. . 4940] To authorize the furnishing of steam from the Central Heating Plant to the

[Public, No. 148] District of Columbia.

District of Colum-
bia.

Central Heating
Plant, furnishing of
steam to certain build-
ings to be erected, au-
thorized.

Prolsos.
Payment.

Connections with
Government mains.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Interior, through the National Park Service, be, and he is
hereby, authorized to furnish steam from the Central Heating Plant
to such buildings as may be erected by the District of Columbia
on the property in the District of Columbia bounded by C Street,
Third Street, Indiana Avenue, D Street, and John Marshall Place
Northwest, and known as square 533; on the property bounded by
C Street, John Marshall Place, Louisiana Avenue, and Sixth Street
Northwest, and known as square 490; on the property bounded by
Pennsylvania Avenue, John Marshall Place, C Street, and Sixth
Street Northwest, and known as square 491; and on the property
bounded by Pennsylvania Avenue, Third Street, C Street, and John
Marshall Place Northwest, and known as reservation 10: Provided
That the District of Columbia agrees to pay for the steam furnished
at reasonable rates, not less than cost, as may be determined by the
Secretary of the Interior: And provided further, That the District
of Columbia agrees to provide all necessary connections with the
Government mains at its own expense, and in a manner satisfactory
to the Secretary of the Interior.

Approved, June 21, 1939.

[CHAPTER 237]
JOINT RESOLUTION

June 21, 1939
[H. J. Res. 180] To provide that the United States extend to foreign governments invitations to

[Pub. Res., No. 23] participate in the Seventh International Congress for the Rheumatic Diseases
to be held in the United States during the calendar year 1940, and to authorize
an appropriation to assist in meeting the expenses of the session.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
ioeenth Interns- States of America in Congress assembled, That the President istional congress for

the Rheumatic Dis- hereby authorized and requested to invite foreign governments to par-
President requested ticipate in the Seventh International Congress for the Rheumatic

to inviteparticipation Diseases to be held in New York, New York, Philadelphia, Pennsyl-
ments. vania, and Boston, Massachusetts, probably from May 26 to June 1,

inclusive, 1940, under the auspices of the Ligue Internationale contre
le Rhumatisme (the International League Against Rheumatism).

thAporoP"r't au' SEC. 2. The sum of $5,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary,
is hereby authorized to be appropriated for the expenses of organiz-
ing, holding, and publishing the proceedings of the Seventh Inter-

Personal services. national Congress for the Rheumatic Diseases, including expenditures
for personal services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere with-

57 . . C. II W66- out regard to the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, communica-
73c. tion services stenographic and other services by contract if deemed
RS. 3709 necessary without regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes

(U. S. C., title 41, sec. 5); travel expenses, local transportation, hire
of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles, rent in the District
of Columbia and elsewhere, printing and binding, entertainment,
official cards, purchase of newspapers and periodicals, necessary books
and documents, stationery, membership badges, such expenses as may
be actually and necessarily incurred by the Government of the United
States by reason of observance of appropriate courtesies in connection
therewith, and such other expenses as may be authorized by the
Secretary of State.

Approved, June 21, 1939.
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June 21, 1939 
[H. R. 4940] 

[Public, No. 148] 

District of Colum-
bia. 
Central Heating 

Plant, furnishing of 
steam to certain build-
ings to be erected, au-
thorized. 

Provisos. 
Payment. 

Connections with 
Government mains. 

June 21, 1939 
[H. J. Res. 180]  

]Pub. Res., No. 23] 

Seventh Interna-
tional Congress for 
the Rheumatic Dis-
eases. 

President requested 
to invite participation 
by foreign govern-
ments. 

Appropriation au-
thorized. 

Personal services. 

5 U. S. C. §§ 661-
674; supp. IV, ig 673, 
673e. 
R. S. § 3709. 
41 U. S. C. § 5. 

[CHAPTER 236] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the furnishing of steam from the Central Heating Plant to the 
District of Columbia. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Interior, through the National Park Service, be, and he is 
hereby, authorized to furnish steam from the Central Heating Plant 
to such buildings as may be erected by the District of Columbia 
on the property in the District of Columbia bounded by C Street, 
Third Street, Indiana Avenue, D Street, and John Marshall Place 
Northwest, and known as square 533; on the property bounded by 
C Street, John Marshall Place, Louisiana Avenue, and Sixth Street 
Northwest, and known as square 490; on the property bounded by 
Pennsylvania Avenue, John Marshall Place, C Street, and Sixth 
Street Northwest, and known as square 491; and on the property 
bounded by Pennsylvania Avenue, Third Street, C Street, and John 
Marshall Place Northwest, and known as reservation 10: Provided, 
That the District of Columbia agrees to pay for the steam furnished 
at reasonable rates, not less than cost, as may be determined by the 
Secretary of the Interior: And provided further, That the District 
of Columbia agrees to provide all necessary connections with the 
Government mains at its own expense, and in a manner satisfactory 
to the Secretary of the Interior. 
Approved, June 21, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 237] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To provide that the United States extend to foreign governments invitations to 
participate in the Seventh International Congress for the Rheumatic Diseases 
to be held in the United States during the calendar year 1940, and to authorize 
an appropriation to assist in meeting the expenses of the session. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the President is 
hereby authorized and requested to invite foreign governments to par-
ticipate in the Seventh International Congress for the Rheumatic 
Diseases to be held in New York, New York, Philadelphia, Pennsyl-
vania, and Boston, Massachusetts, probably from May 26 to June 1, 
inclusive, 1940, under the auspices of the Ligue Internationale contre 
le Rhumatisme (the International League Against Rheumatism). 
SEC. 2. The sum of $5,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary, 

is hereby authorized to be appropriated for the expenses of organiz-
ing, holding, and publishing the proceedings of the Seventh Inter-
national Congress for the Rheumatic Diseases, including expenditures 
for personal services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere with-
out regard to the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, communica-
tion servic,es, stenographic and other services by contract if deemed 
necessary without regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes 
(U. S. C., title 41, sec. 5) ; travel expenses, local transportation, hire 
of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles, rent in the District 
of Columbia and elsewhere, printing and binding, entertainment, 
official cards, purchase of newspapers. and periodicals, necessary books 
and documents, stationery, membership badges, such expenses as may 
be actually and necessarily incurred by the Government of the United 
States by reason of observance of appropriate courtesies in connection 
therewith, and such other expenses as may be authorized by the 
Secretary of State. 
Approved, June 21, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 238]
AN ACT

To amend the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That paragraph
(1) of subsection (e) of section 344 of the Agricultural Adjust-
ment Act of 1938, as amended (relating to minimum county allot-
ments of acreage), is amended by striking out "For 1938 and 1939"
and inserting in lieu thereof "For 1938, 1939, and any subsequent
year".

SEC. 2. Subsection (g) of section 344 of such Act, as amended
(relating to the 4 per centum allotment to farms), is amended by
striking out "For each of the years 1938 and 1939" and inserting in
lieu thereof "For 1938, 1939, and each subsequent year".

SEC. 3. Subsection (h) of section 344 of such Act, as amended
(relating to providing an acreage to farms of not less than 50 per
centum of 1937 planted acreage plus diverted acreage), is amended
by striking out "for each of the years 1938 and 1939" and inserting
in lieu thereof "for 1938, 1939, and each subsequent year".

Approved, June 22, 1939.

[CHAPTER 239]
AN ACT

To ratify and confirm certain interest rates on loans made from the revolving
fund authorized by section 6 of the Agricultural Marketing Act, approved
June 15, 1929 (46 Stat. 11), and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That interest rates
in excess of the rates set forth in notes or other obligations taken
by the Federal Farm Board or the Farm Credit Administration for
loans made from the revolving fund authorized by section 6 of the
Agricultural Marketing Act, approved June 15, 1929 (46 Stat. 11),
shall not be charged or collected on any of said loans, whether such
loans have been heretofore or are hereafter paid in whole or in part,
except that in those cases where a borrower by specific contract has
agreed to pay a higher rate of interest, the contract rate shall be
charged for the period agreed upon; and the amount of any interest
collected in excess of the rates thus set forth or contracted for
shall be refunded out of said fund or credited on the borrower's
indebtedness.

Approved, June 22, 1939.

[CHAPTER 242]
AN ACT

June 22, 1939
[S. 1569]

[Public, No. 149]

AgriculturalAdjust-
ment Act of 1938,
amendments.

Cotton.
Minimum county

allotments of acreage,
continuance.

52 Stat. 58, 203.
7 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, §1344 (e).
Four per centum

allotment to farms,
continuance.

52 Stat. 203.
7 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, § 1344 (g).
Increased planted

acreage plus diverted
acreage, continuance.

52 Stat. 203, 586.
7 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, §1344 (h).

June 22, 1939
[H. R. 2179]

[Public, No. 150]

Agricultural Mar-
keting Act.

Excess interest rates
on loans from revolv-
ing fund, restriction
on collection.

46 Stat. 14.
12 U.S. C. 1141d;

Supp. IV, § 1141d.

Exception.

Refund or credit of
excess interest col-
lected.

June 23, 1939
To provide for temporary postponement of the operations of certain provisions [. R. 5762]

of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. [Public, No. 151]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That (a) the
effective date of the following provisions of the Federal Food, Drug,
and Cosmetic Act is hereby postponed until January 1, 1940: Sec-
tions 402 (c); 403 (e) (1); 403 (g), (h), (i), (j) and (k); 501
(a) (4); 502 (b), (d), (e), (f), (g), and (h); 601 (e); and 602 (b).

(b) The Secretary of Agriculture shall promulgate regulations
further postponing to July 1, 1940 the effective date of the provisions
of sections 403 (e) (1); 403 (g), (h), (i), (j), and (k); 502 (b),
(d), (e), (f), (g), and (h), and 602 (b) of such Act with respect to
lithographed labeling which was manufactured prior to February 1,

Federal Food,Drug,
and Cosmetic Act,
amendments.

Postponement of
effective date of cer-
tain provisions.

52 Stat. 1047, 1048,
1049, 1050, 1051, 1054.

21 U. S. C., Supp.
IV, §§ 342 (c); 343 (e),
(g)-(k); 351 (a), 352
(b), (d)-(h); 361 (e);
362 (b).

Postponement of
certain labeling pro-
visions.
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[CHAPTER 238] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That paragraph 
(1) of subsection (e) of section 341 of the Agricultural Adjust-
ment Act of 1938, as amended (relating to minimum county allot-
ments of acreage), is amended by striking out "For 1938 and 1939" 
and inserting in lieu thereof "For 1938, 1939, and any subsequent 
year". 
SEC. 2. Subsection (g) of section 344 of such Act, as amended 

(relating to the 4 per centurn allotment to farms), is amended by 
striking out "For each of the years 1938 and 1939" and inserting in 
lieu thereof "For 1938, 1939, and each subsequent year". 
SEC. 3. Subsection (h) of section 344 of such Act, as amended 

(relating to providing an acreage to farms of not less than 50 per 
centum of 1937 planted acreage plus diverted acreage), is amended 
by striking out "for each of the years 1938 and 1939" and inserting 
in lieu thereof "for 1938, 1939, and each subsequent year". 
Approved, June 22, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 239] 
AN ACT 

June 22, 1939 
[S. 1569] 

[Public, No. 149] 

Agricultural Adjust-
Ment Act of 1938, 
amendments. 
Cotton. 
Minimum county 

allotments of acreage, 
continuance. 

52 Stat. 58, 203. 
7 U. S. C., Supp. 

IV, § 1344 (e). 
Four per centum 

allotment to farms, 
continuance. 

52 Stat. 203. 
7 U. S. C., Supp. 

IV, § 1344 (g). 

Increased planted 
acreage plus diverted 
acreage, continuance. 

52 Stat. 203, 586. 
7 U. S. C., Supp. 

IV, § 1344 (h). 

June 22, 1939 
To ratify and confirm certain interest rates on loans made from the revolving  [H. R. 2179]  

fund authorized by section 6 of the Agricultural Marketing Act, approved 
June 15, 1929 (46 Stat. 11), and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That interest rates 
in excess of the rates set forth in notes or other obligations taken 
by the Federal Farm Board or the Farm Credit Administration for 
loans made from the revolving fund authorized by section 6 of the 
Agricultural Marketing Act, approved June 15, 1929 (46 Stat. 11), 
shall not be charged or collected on any of said loans, whether such 
loans have been heretofore or are hereafter paid in whole or in part, 
except that in those cases where a borrower by specific contract has 
agreed to pay a higher rate of interest, the contract rate shall be 
charged for the period agreed upon; and the amount of any interest 
collected in excess of the rates thus set forth or contracted for 
shall be refunded out of said fund or credited on the borrower's 
indebtedness. 
Approved, June 22, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 242] 
AN ACT 

[Public, No. 150] 

Agricultural Mar-
keting Act. 
Excess interest rates 

on loans from revolv-
ing fund, restriction 
on collection. 

46 Stat. 14. 
12 U. S. C. § 1141d; 

Supp. IV, § 1141d. 

Exception. 

Refund or credit of 
excess interest col-
lected. 

June 23, 1939 
To provide for temporary postponement of the operations of certain provisions  [II. R. 5762]  

of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. [Public, No. 151] 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That (a) the 
effective date of the following provisions of the Federal Food, Drug, 
and Cosmetic Act is hereby postponed until January 1, 1940: Sec-
tions 402 (c) ; 403 (e) (1) ; 403 (g), (h), (i), (j), and (k) ; 501 
(a) (4); 502 (b), (d), (e), (f), (g), and (h); 601 (e); and 602 (b). 

(b) The Secretary of Agriculture shall promulgate regulations 
further postponing to July 1, 1940 the effective date of the provisions 
of sections 403 (e) (1) ; 403 (g), (h.), (i), (j), and (k) ; 502 (b), 
(d), (e), (f), (g), and (h), and 602 (b) of such Act with respect to 
lithographed labeling which was manufactured prior to February 1, 

Federal Food,Drug, 
and Cosmetic Act, 
amendments. 
Postponement of 

effective date of cer-
tain provisions. 
52 Stat. 1047, 1048, 

1049, 1050, 1051, 1054. 
21 U. S. C., Supp. 

IV, §§ 342 (c); 343 (e), 
(g)-(k); 3.51 (a), 352 
(b), (d)-(11); 361 (e); 
362 (b). 
Postponement of 

certain labeling pro-
visions. 
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Prociso.
Application of regu-

lations restricted.
34 Stat. 768.
21 U. S. C. §§ 1-15;

Supp. IV, chs. 1, 9.
Operation of certain

provisions of law and
regulations to remain
in force until January
1,1940.

46 Stat. 1019.
21 U. S. C. 10.

Artificial flavoring,
coloring, etc., labeling.

62 Stat. 1048.
21 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, § 343 (k).

Exceptions.

Misbranded drugs
and devices, false
labeling.

52 Stat. 1050.
21 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, 3352 (d), (e).
34 tat. 770.
21 U. S. C. 1 10.

New drugs.
52 Stat. 1050, 1052.
21 U. . C., Supp.

IV, H 352 b), (d)-(h),
355.

Label requirements,
habit forming drugs.

52 Stat. 1050.
21 U. S. C., Supp.

Iv, 1 352 (d).

June 23, 139
[H. R. 5966]

[Public, No. 152]

Coast Guard Re-
serve Act of 1939.

Objectives declared.

United States Coast
Guard Reserve, estab-
lishment, composi-
tion, qualifications.

1939, and to containers bearing labeling which, prior to February 1,
1939, was lithographed, etched, stamped, pressed, printed, fused or
blown on or in such containers, where compliance with such provi-
sions would be unduly burdensome by reason of causing the loss of
valuable stocks of such labeling or containers, and where such post-
ponement would not prevent the public interest being adequately
served: Provided, That in no case shall such regulations apply to
labeling which would not have complied with the requirements of the
Food and Drugs Act of June 30, 1906, as amended.

SEC. 2. (a) The provisions of section 8, paragraph fifth, under
the heading "In the case of food:", of the Food and Drugs Act of
June 30, 1906, as amended, and regulations promulgated thereunder,
and all other provisions of such Act to the extent that they may
relate to the enforcement of such section 8 and of such regulations,
shall remain in force until January 1, 1940.

(b) The provisions of such Act of June 30, 1906, as amended, to
the extent that they impose, or authorize the imposition of, any
requirement imposed by section 403 (k) of the Federal Food, Drug,
and Cosmetic Act, shall remain in force until January 1, 1940.

(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 1 of this Act, such
section shall not apply-

(1) to the provisions of section 502 (d) and (e) of the Fed-
eral Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, insofar as such provisions
relate to any substance named in section 8, paragraph second
under the heading "In the case of drugs:", of the Food and
Drugs Act of June 30, 1906, as amended, or a derivative of any
such substance; or

(2) to the provisions of section 502 (b), (d), (e), (f), (g),
and (h) of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, msofar
as such provisions relate to drugs to which section 505 of such
Act applies.

SEC. 3. Section 502 (d) of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act is hereby amended by striking out the words "name, quantity,
and percentage" where they appear therein and substituting in lieu
thereof "name, and quantity or proportion".

Approved, June 23, 1939.

[CHAPTER 243]
AN ACT

To establish a Coast Guard Reserve to be composed of owners of motorboats and
yachts.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may
be cited as the "Coast Guard Reserve Act of 1939".

SEC. 2. In the interest of (a) safety to life at sea and upon the
navigable waters, (b) the promotion of efficiency in the operation of
motorboats and yachts, and (c) a wider knowledge of, and better
compliance with, the laws, rules, and regulations governing the
operation and navigation of motorboats and yachts, and (d) facili-
tating certain operations of the Coast Guard, there is hereby
established a United States Coast Guard Reserve (hereinafter
referred to as the "Reserve") which shall be composed of citizens
of the United States and of its Territories and possessions, except the
Philippine Islands, who are owners (sole or part) of motorboats or
yachts, and who may be enrolled therein pursuant to regulations
prescribed under the authority of this Act.
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Proviso. 
Application of regu-

lations restricted. 
34 Stat. 768. 
21 U. S. C. §§ 1-15; 

Supp. IV, ells. 1, 9. 
Operation of certain 

provisions of law and 
regulations to remain 
in force until January 
1, 1940. 
46 Stat. 1019. 
21 U. S. C. § 10. 

Artificial flavoring, 
coloring, etc., labeling. 
52 Stat. 1043. 
21 U. 8. C., Supp. 

IV, § 343 

Exceptions. 

Misbranded drugs 
and devices, false 
labeling. 
52 Stat. 1050. 
21 U. S. C., Supp. 

IV, § 352 (d), (e). 
34 Stat. 770. 
21 U. 8. C. § 10. 

New drugs. 
52 Stat. 1050, 1052. 
21 U. S. C., Supp. 

IV, ¢§ 352 (b), (d)-(h), 
355. 

Label requirements, 
habit forming drugs. 
52 Stat. 1050. 
21 U. S. C., Supp. 

IV, § 352 (d). 

June 23, 1939 

1939, and to containers bearing labeling which, prior to February 1, 
1939, was lithographed, etched, stamped, pressed, printed, fused or 
blown on or in such containers, where compliance with such provi-
sions would be unduly burdensome by reason of causing the loss of 
valuable stocks of such labeling or containers and where such post-
ponement would not prevent the public interest being adequately 
served: Provided, That in no case shall such regulations apply to 
labeling which would not have complied with the requirements of the 
Food and Drugs Act of June 30, 1906, as amended. 

Snc. 2. (a) The provisions of section 8, paragraph fifth, under 
the heading "In the case of food :", of the Food and Drugs Act of 
June 30, 1906, as amended, and regulations promulgated thereunder, 
and all other provisions of such Act to the extent that they may 
relate to the enforcement of such section 8 and of such regulations, 
shall remain in force until January 1, 1940. 

(b) The provisions of such Act of June 30, 1906, as amended, to 
the extent that they impose, or authorize the imposition of, any 
requirement imposed by section 403 (k) of the Federal Food, Drug, 
and Cosmetic Act, shall remain in force until January 1, 1940. 

(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 1 of this Act, such 
section shall not apply— 

(1) to the provisions of section 502 (d) and (e) of the Fed-
eral Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, insofar as such provisions 
relate to any substance named in section 8, paragraph second, 
under the heading "In the case of drugs:", of the Food and 
Drugs Act of June 30, 1906, as amended, or a derivative of any 
such substance; or 

(2) to the provisions of section 502 (b), (d), (e), (f), (g), 
and (h) of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, insofar 
as such provisions relate to drugs to which section 505 of such 
Act applies. 

SEc. 3. Section 502 (d) of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act is hereby amended by striking out the words "name, quantity, 
and percentage" where they appear therein and substituting in lieu 
thereof "name, and quantity or proportion". 
Approved, June 23, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 243] 
AN ACT 

111. R. 596,11  To establish a Coast Guard Reserve to be composed of owners of motorboats and 
I Public, No. 152] yachts. 

Coast Guard Re-
serve Act of 1939. 

Objectives declared. 

United States Coast 
Guard Reserve, estab-
lishment, composi-
tion, qualifications. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may 
be cited as the "Coast Guard Reserve Act of 1939". 
Sm. 2. In the interest of (a) safety to life at sea and upon the 

navigable waters, (b) the promotion of efficiency in the operation of 
motorboats and yachts' and (c) a wider knowledge of, and better 
compliance with, the laws, rules, and regulations governing the 
operation and navigation of motorboats and yachts, and (d) facili-
tating certain operations of the Coast Guard, there is hereby 
established a United States Coast Guard Reserve (hereinafter 
referred to as the "Reserve") which shall be composed of citizens 
of the United States and of its Territories and possessions except the 
Philippine Islands, who are owners (sole or part) of motorboats or 
yachts, and who may be enrolled therein pursuant to regulations 
prescribed under the authority of this Act. 
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SEC. 3. The Reserve shall be a voluntary organization and shall be
administered by the Commandant of the Coast Guard (hereinafter
referred to as the "Commandant") under the direction of the Secre-
tary of the Treasury, and the Commandant shall, with the approval
of the Secretary of the Treasury, prescribe such regulations as may
be necessary to effectuate the purposes of this Act.

SEC. 4. The Coast Guard is authorized to utilize in the conduct
of duties incident to the saving of life and property and in the
patrol of marine parades and regattas any motorboat or yacht
temporarily placed at its disposition for any of such purposes by
any member of the Reserve: Provided, That no such motorboat or
yacht shall be assigned to any such Coast Guard duty unless it is
placed in charge of a commissioned officer, chief warrant officer,
warrant officer, or petty officer of the Coast Guard during such
assignment: Provided further, That appropriations for the Coast
Guard shall be available for the payment of actual necessary expenses
of operation of any such motorboat or yacht when so utilized, but
shall not be available for the payment of compensation for personal
services, incident to such operation, to other than the personnel of
the regular Coast Guard.

SEC. 5. Any motorboat or yacht, while assigned to Coast Guard
duty as herein authorized, shall be deemed to be a public vessel of
the United States, and, within the meaning of the Act of June 15,
1936 (49 Stat. 1514; U. S. C., Supp. IV, title 14, sec. 71), shall be
deemed to be a vessel of the United States Coast Guard.

SEC. 6. The Secretary of the Treasury shall prescribe one or more
suitable distinguishing flags to be flown from the motorboats and
yachts owned by members of the Reserve, and one or more suitable
insignias which may be worn by such members. Such flags and
insignias shall be furnished by the Coast Guard to members of the
Reserve at actual cost, and the proceeds received therefor shall be
credited to the appropriation from which paid. Any person who
shall, without proper authority, fly from a motorboat, yacht, or
other vessel, any flag of the Reserve, or wear any insignia of the
Reserve, shall, upon conviction thereof, be punished by a fine not
exceeding $100.

SEC. 7. No member of the Reserve, solely by reason of such
membership, shall be vested with or exercise any right, privilege,
power, or duty vested in or imposed upon the personnel of the Coast
Guard.

SEC. 8. The services and facilities of the Coast Guard may be
employed in the administration and operation of the Reserve; and
the appropriations for the Coast Guard shall be available to effectuate
the purposes of this Act.

Approved, June 23, 1939.

[CHAPTER 244]
AN ACT

To provide for the training of civil aircraft pilots, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assemrbled, That this Act may
be cited as the "Civilian Pilot Training Act of 1939".

SEC. 2. The Civil Aeronautics Authority is authorized, within the
limits of available appropriations made by the Congress, to train
civilian pilots or to conduct programs for such training, including
studies and researches as to the most desirable qualifications for air-
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SEC. 3. The Reserve shall be a voluntary organization and shall be 
administered by the Commandant of the Coast Guard (hereinafter 
referred to as the "Commandant") under the direction of the Secre-
tary of the Treasury, and the Commandant shall, with the approval 
of the Secretary of the Treasury, prescribe such regulations as may 
be necessary to effectuate the purposes of this Act. 

Site. 4. The Coast Guard is authorized to utilize in the conduct 
of duties incident to the saving of life and property and in the 
patrol of marine parades and regattas any motorboat or yacht 
temporarily placed at its disposition for any of such purposes by 
any member of the Reserve: Provided, That no such motorboat or 
yacht shall be assigned to any such Coast Guard duty unless it is 
placed in charge of a commissioned officer, chief warrant officer, 
warrant officer, or petty officer of the Coast Guard during such 
assignment: Provided further, That appropriations for the Coast 
Guard shall be available for the payment of actual necessary expenses 
of operation of any such motorboat or yacht when so utilized, but 
shall not be available for the payment of compensation for personal 
services, incident to such operation, to other than the personnel of 
the regular Coast Guard. 
SEC. 5. Any motorboat or yacht, while assigned to Coast Guard 

duty as herein authorized, shall be deemed to be a public vessel of 
the "United States, and, within the meaning of the Act of June 15, 
1936 (49 Stat. 1514; U. S. C., Supp. IV, title 14, sec. 71), shall be 
deemed to be a vessel of the United States Coast Guard. 

Site. 6. The Secretary of the Treasury shall prescribe one or more 
suitable distinguishing flags to be flown from the motorboats and 
yachts owned by members of the Reserve, and one or more suitable 
insignias which may be worn by such members. Such flags and 
insignias shall be furnished by the Coast Guard to members of the 
Reserve at actual cost, and the proceeds received therefor shall be 
credited to the appropriation from which paid. Any person who 
shall, without proper authority, fly from a motorboat, yacht, or 
other vessel, any flag of the Reserve, or wear any insignia of the 
Reserve, shall, upon conviction thereof, be punished by a fine not 
exceeding $100. 
SEC. 7. No member of the Reserve, solely by reason of such 

membership, shall be vested with or exercise any right, privilege, 
power, or duty vested in or imposed upon the personnel of the Coast 
Guard. 
Sw. 8. The services and facilities of the Coast Guard may be 

employed in the administration and operation of the Reserve; and 
the appropriations for the Coast Guard shall be available to effectuate 
the purposes of this Act. 
Approved, June 23, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 244] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the training of civil aircraft pilots, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and Haase of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may 
be cited as the "Civilian Pilot Training Act of 1939". 

Site. 2. The Civil Aeronautics Authority is authorized, within the 
limits of available appropriations made by the Congress, to train 
civilian pilots or to conduct programs for such training, including 
studies and researches as to the most desirable qualifications for air-
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Regulations, insur- craft pilots. Such training or programs shall be conducted pursuantance, laboratory, etc.,
fees. to such regulations as such Authority may from time to time pre-

scribe, including regulations requiring students participating therein
to maintain appropriate insurance and to pay such laboratory or
other fees for ground-school training, not exceeding $40 per student,

roiso. as the Authority may deem necessary or desirable: Provided, That
fitson account ofrac, in the administration of this Act, none of the benefits of training or

eed, or color.
Cod uctthrough programs shall be denied on account of race, creed, or color. Such

Authority's facilities training or programs may be carried out either through the use of
orbycontracts. the facilities and personnel of the Authority or by contracts with

52 Stat.97 Supp educational institutions or other persons (as defined in section 1 (27)49 U. S. C., SUpp.
IV, § 401 (27). of the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938).

Selections for train- SEC. 3. At least 5 per centum of the students selected for training
ng. under this Authority shall be selected from applicants other than

college students.
Leases, loans, etc. SEC. 4. The Authority is authorized to lease or accept loans of

such real property, and to purchase, lease, exchange, or accept loans
of such personal property, as may be necessary or desirable for carry-
ing out the provisions of this Act.

Instructorseain- SEC. 5. For the purpose of carrying out its functions under this
Act, the Authority is authorized to exercise all powers conferred

52 Stst. 97S.pp upon it by the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938 and to appoint and fix
IV, ch. 9. the compensation of experienced instructors, airmen, medical and

other professional examiners and experts in training or research with-
out regard to the provisions of other laws applicable to the employ-
ment and compensation of officers and employees of the United States.

R. S. 3709. The provisions of section 3709 of the Revised Statutes shall not apply
to contracts with educational institutions and other persons for the
use of aircraft or other facilities or for the performance of services
authorized by section 2 of this Act.

Govoernentaenciesy SEC. 6. Any executive department or independent establishment is
hereby authorized to cooperate with the Authority in carrying out
the purposes of this Act, and for such purposes may lend or transfer
to the Authority, by contract or otherwise, or if so requested by the
Authority, lend to educational institutions or other persons cooperat-
ing with the Authority in the conduct of any such training or pro-
gram, civilian officials, experts, or employees, aircraft and other
property or equipment, and lands or buildings under its control and
m excess of its own requirements.

Funds authorized SEC. 7. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated the sum offor fiscal years 1939ho
andl940;llimitationon $5,675,000 for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this Act
subsqut p eas. . during the fiscal years 1939 and i940 and not to exceed the sum of
Duration of Act. $7,000,000 during each subsequent fiscal year. This Act shall expire

on July 1, 1944, and all contracts, leases, or other obligations entered
Cirtoinhip require into under this Act shall expire on or prior to such date: Provided,

ment. That no alien shall receive training under the provisions of this Act.
Approved, June 27, 1939.

[CHAPTER 246]

June 28, 1939 AN ACT
[H. R. 6260] Making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, for civil functions

[Public, No. 154] administered by the War Department, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Ciil Appropriation United State of America in Congress assembled, That the following
Act, 1940. sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-

wise appropriated, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, for civil
functions administered by the War Department, and for other pur-
poses, namely:
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craft pilots. Such training or programs shall be conducted pursuant 
to such regulations as such Authority may from time to time pre-
scribe, including regulations requiring students participating therein 
to maintain appropriate insurance and to pay such laboratory or 
other fees for ground-school training, not exceeding $40 per student, 
as the Authority may deem necessary or desirable: Provided, That 
in the administration of this Act, none of the benefits of training or 
programs shall be denied on account of race, creed, or color. Such 
training or programs may be carried out either through the use .of 
the facilities and personnel of the Authority or by contracts with 
educational institutions or other persons (as defined in section 1 (27) 
of the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938). 
SEC. 3. At least 5 per centum of the students selected for training 

under this Authority shall be selected from applicants other than 
college students. 
SEC. 4. The Authority is authorized to lease or accept loans of 

such real property, and to purchase, lease, exchange, or accept loans 
of such personal property, as may be necessary or desirable for carry-
ing out the provisions of this Act. 

SEc. 5. For the purpose of carrying out its functions under this 
Act, the Authority is authorized to exercise all powers conferred 
upon it by the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938 and to appoint and fix 
the compensation of experienced instructors, airmen, medical and 
other professional examiners and experts in training or research with-
out regard to the provisions of other laws applicable to the employ-
ment and compensation of officers and employees of the United States. 
The provisions of section 3709 of the Revised Statutes shall not apply 
to contracts with educational institutions and other persons for the 
use of aircraft or other facilities or for the performance of services 
authorized by section 2 of this Act. 
SEC. 6. Any executive department or independent establishment is 

hereby authorized to cooperate with the Authority in carrying out 
the purposes of this Act, and for such purposes may lend or transfer 
to the Authority, by contract or otherwise, or if so requested by the 
Authority, lend to educational institutions or other persons cooperat-
ing with the Authority in the conduct of any such training or pro-
gram, civilian officials, experts, or employees, aircraft and other 
property or equipment, and lands or buildings under its control and 
in excess of its own requirements. 
SEC. 7. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated the sum of 

$5,675,000 for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this Act 
during the fiscal years 1939 and 1940 and not to exceed the sum of 
$7,000,000 during each subsequent fiscal year. This Act shall expire 
on July 1, 1944, and all contracts, leases, or other obligations entered 
into under this Act shall expire on or prior to such date: Provided, 
That no alien shall receive training under the provisions of this Act. 
Approved, June 27, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 246] 
AN ACT 

Making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, for civil functions 
administered by the War Department, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following 
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, for civil 
functions administered by the War Department, and for other pur-
poses, namely: 
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QUARTERMASTER CORPS

CEMETERIAL EXPENSES

For maintaining and improving national cemeteries, including fuel
for and pay of superintendents and the superintendent at Mexico
City, and other employees; purchase of land; purchase of tools and
materials; purchase and exchange of two passenger-carrying motor
vehicles; repair, maintenance, and operation of passenger-carrying
motor vehicles; care and maintenance of the Arlington Memorial
Amphitheater, chapel, and grounds in the Arlington National Ceme-
tery, and that portion of Congressional Cemetery to which the United
States has title and the graves of those buried therein, including
Confederate graves, and including the burial site of Pushmataha, a
Choctaw Indian chief; repair to roadways but not to more than a
single approach road to any national cemetery constructed under
special Act of Congress; headstones for unmarked graves of soldiers,
sailors, and marines under the Acts approved March 3, 1873 (24
U. S. C. 279), February 3, 1879 (24 U. S. C. 280), March 9, 1906
(34 Stat. 56), March 14, 1914 (38 Stat. 768), and February 26, 1929
(24 U. S. C. 280a), and civilians interred in post cemeteries; recovery
of bodies and disposition of remains of military personnel and civil-
ian employees of the Army under Act approved March 9, 1928 (10
U. S. C. 916); travel allowances of attendants accompanying remains
of military personnel and civilian employees; for repairs and preser-
vation of monuments, tablets, roads, fences, and so forth, made and
constructed by the United States in Cuba and China to mark the
places where American soldiers fell; care, protection, and mainte-
nance of the Confederate Mound in Oakwood Cemetery at Chicago,
the Confederate Stockade Cemetery at Johnstons Island, the Con-
federate burial plats owned by the United States in Confederate
Cemetery at North Alton, the Confederate Cemetery, Camp Chase,
at Columbus, the Confederate Cemetery at Point Lookout, and the
Confederate Cemetery at Rock Island; and for care and maintenance
of graves used by the Army for burials in commercial cemeteries,
$1,449,960, and in addition, $136,254 of the appropriation, "Ceme-
terial Expenses, War Department, 1939", such amount of such appro-
priation being hereby reappropriated: Provided, That no railroad
shall be permitted upon any right-of-way which may have been
acquired by the United States leading to a national cemetery, or to
encroach upon any roads or walks constructed thereon and main-
tained by the United States: Provided further, That no part of this
appropriation shall be used for repairing any roadway not owned by
the United States within the corporate limits of any city, town, or
village.

The Secretary of War is authorized to convey to any State, county,
municipality, or proper agency thereof, in which the same is located,
all the right, title, and interest of the United States in and to any
Government owned or controlled approach road to any national
cemetery: Provided, That prior to the delivery of any instrument of
conveyance hereunder, the State, county, municipality, or agency to
which the conveyance herein authorized is to be made, shall notify the
Secretary of War in writing of its willingness to accept and main-
tain the road included in such conveyance: Provided further, That
upon the execution and delivery of any conveyance herein authorized,
the jurisdiction of the United States of America over the road con-
veyed, shall cease and determine and shall thereafter vest in the State
in which said road is located.
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QUARTERMASTER CORPS 

CEMETERIAL EXPENSES 

For maintaining and improving national cemeteries, including fuel 
for and pay- of superintendents and the superintendent at Mexico 
City, and other employees; purchase of land; purchase of tools and 
materials; purchase and exchange of two passenger-carrying motor 
vehicles; repair, maintenance, and operation of passenger-carrying 
motor vehicles; care and maintenance of the Arlington Memorial 
Amphitheater, chapel, and grounds in the Arlington National Ceme-
tery, and that portion of Congressional Cemetery to which the United 
States has title and the graves of those buried therein, including 
Confederate graves, and including the burial site of Pushmataha, a 
Choctaw Indian chief; repair to roadways but not to more than a 
single approach road to any national cemetery constructed under 
special Act of Congress; headstones for unmarked graves of soldiers, 
sailors, and marines under the Acts approved March 3, 1873 (24 
U. S. C. 279), February 3, 1879 (24 U. S. C. 280), March 9, 1906 
(34 Stat. 56), March 14, 1914 (38 Stat. 768), and February 26, 1929 
(24 U. S. C. 280a), and civilians interred in post cemeteries; recovery 
of bodies and disposition of remains of military personnel and civil-
ian employees of the Army under Act approved March 9, 1928 (10 
U. S. C. 916) ; travel allowances of attendants accompanying remains 
of military personnel and civilian employees; for repairs and preser-
vation of monuments, tablets, roads, fences, and so forth, made and 
constructed by the United States in Cuba and China to mark the 
places where American soldiers fell; care, protection, and mainte-
nance of the Confederate Mound in Oakwood Cemetery at Chicago, 
the Confederate Stockade Cemetery at Johnstons Island, the Con-
federate burial plats owned by the United States in Confederate 
Cemetery at North Alton, the Confederate Cemetery, Camp Chase, 
at Columbus, the Confederate Cemetery at Point Lookout, and the 
Confederate Cemetery at Rock Island; and for care and maintenance 
of graves used by the Army for burials in commercial cemeteries, 
$1,449,960, and in addition, $136,254 of the appropriation, "Ceme-
terial Expenses, War Department, 1939", such amount of such appro-
priation being hereby reappropriated: Provided, That no railroad 
shall be permitted upon any right-of-way which may have been 
acquired by the United States leading to a national cemetery, or to 
encroach upon any roads or walks constructed thereon and main-
tained by the United States: Provided further, That no part of this 
appropriation shall be used for repairing any roadway not owned by 
the United States within the corporate limits of any city, town, or 
village. 
The Secretary of War is authorized to convey to any State, county, 

municipality, or proper agency thereof, in which the same is located, 
all the right, title, and interest of the United States in and to any 
Government owned or controlled approach road to any national 
cemetery; Provided, That prior to the delivery of any instrument of 
conveyance hereunder, the State, county, municipality, or agency to 
which the conveyance herein authorized is to be made, shall notify the 
Secretary of War in writing of its willingness to accept and main-
tain the road included in such conveyance: Provided further, That 
upon the execution and delivery of any conveyance herein authorized, 
the jurisdiction of the United States of America over the road con-
veyed, shall cease and determine and shall thereafter vest in the State 
in which said road is located. 
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SIGNAL CORPS
ALASKA COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
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For operation, maintenance, and improvement of the Alaska Com-
munication System, including travel allowances and travel in kind
as authorized by law, and operation and maintenance of passenger-
carrying vehicles, $200,000, to be derived from the receipts of the
Alaska Communication System which have been covered into the
Treasury of the United States, and to remain available until the close
of the fiscal year 1941: Provided, That the Secretary of War shall
report to Congress the extent and cost of any extensions and better-
ments which may be effected under this appropriation.

BUREAU OF INSULAR AFFAIRS
UNITED STATES HIGH COMMISSIONER TO THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

For the maintenance of the office of the United States High Com-
missioner to the Philippine Islands as authorized by subsection 4 of
section 7 of the Act approved March 24, 1934 (48 Stat. 456), includ-
ing salaries and wages; rental, furnishings, equipment, maintenance,
renovation, and repair of office quarters and living quarters for the
High Commissioner; supplies and equipment, purchase and exchange
of lawbooks and books of reference, periodicals, and newspapers;
traveling expenses, including for persons appointed hereunder within
the United States and their families, actual expenses of travel and
transportation of household effects from their homes in the United
States to the Philippine Islands, and return, utilizing Government
vessels whenever practicable; operation, maintenance, and repair of
motor vehicles, and all other necessary expenses, $163,130, of which
amount not exceeding $10,000 shall be available for expenditure in
the discretion of the High Commissioner for maintenance of his
household and such other purposes as he may deem proper: Provided,
That the salary of the legal adviser and the financial expert shall not
exceed the annual rate of $10,000 and $9,000 each, respectively: Pro-
vided further, That section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C.
5), shall not apply to any purchase or service rendered under this
appropriation when the aggregate amount involved does not exceed
the sum of $100.

CORPS OF ENGINEERS
To be immediately available and to be expended under the direc-

tion of the Secretary of War and the supervision of the Chief of
Engineers, and to remain available until expended:

RIVERS AND HARBORS

For the preservation and maintenance of existing river and harbor
works, and for the prosecution of such projects heretofore authorized
as may be most desirable in the interests of commerce and naviga-
tion; for survey of northern and northwestern lakes and other bound-
ary and connecting waters as heretofore authorized, including the
preparation, correction, printing, and issuing of charts and bulletins
and the investigation of lake levels- for prevention of obstructive
and injurious deposits within the harbor and adjacent waters of New
York City; for expenses of the California Debris Commission in car-
rying on the work authorized by the Act approved March 1, 1893, as
amended (33 U. S. C. 661, 678, and 683); for removing sunken vessels
or craft obstructing or endangering navigation as authorized by law;
for operating and maintaining, keeping in repair and continuing in
use without interruption any lock, canal (except the Panama Canal),
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ALASKA COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 

For operation, maintenance, and improvement of the Alaska Com-
munication System, including travel allowances and travel in kind 
as authorized by law, and operation and maintenance of passenger-
carrying vehicles, $200,000, to be derived from the receipts of the 
Alaska Communication System which have been covered into the 
Treasury of the United States/ and to remain available until the close 
of the fiscal year 1941: Provided, That the Secretary of War shall 
report to Congress the extent and cost of any extensions and better-
ments which may be effected under this appropriation. 

BUREAU OF INSULAR AFFAIRS 

UNITED STATES HIGH COMMISSIONER ro THE PHMIPPINE ISLANDS 

For the maintenance of the office of the United States High Com-
missioner to the Philippine Islands as authorized by subsection 4 of 
section 7 of the Act approved March 24, 1934 (48 Stat. 456), includ-
ing salaries and wages; rental, furnishings, equipment, maintenance, 
renovation, and repair of office quarters and living quarters for the 
High Commissioner; supplies and equipment' purchase and exchange 
of lawbooks and books of reference, periodicals, and newspapers; 
traveling expenses, including for persons appointed hereunder within 
the United States and their families, actual expenses of travel and 
transportation of household effects from their homes in the United 
States to the Philippine Islands, and return, utilizing Government 
vessels whenever practicable; operation, maintenance, and repair of 
motor vehicles, and all other necessary expenses, $163,130, of which 
amount not exceeding $10,000 shall be available for expenditure in 
the discretion of the High Coimnissioner for maintenance of his 
household and such other purposes as he may deem proper: Provided, 
That the salary of the legal adviser and the financial expert shall not 
exceed the annual rate of $10,000 and $9,0® each, respectively: Pro-
vided further, That section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 
5), shall not apply to any purchase or service rendered under this 
appropriation when the aggregate amount involved does not exceed 
the sum of $100. 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS 

To be immediately available and to be expended under the direc-
tion of the Secretary of War and the supervision of the Chief of 
Engineers, and to remain available until expended: 

RIVERS AND HARBORS 

For the preservation and maintenance of existing river and harbor 
works, and for the prosecution of such projects heretofore authorized 
as may be most desirable in the interests of commerce and naviga-
tion; for survey of northern and northwestern lakes and other bound-
ary and connecting waters as heretofore authorized, including the 
preparation, correction, printing, and issuing of charts and bulletins 
and the investigation of lake levels,• for prevention of obstructive 
and injurious deposits within the harbor and adjacent waters of New 
York City; for expenses of the California Debris Commission in car-
rying on the work authorized by the Act approved March 1, 1893, as 
amended (33 U. S. C. 661, 678, and 683) ; for removing sunken vessels 
or craft obstructing or endangering navigation as authorized by law; 
for operating and maintaining, keeping in repair, and continuing in 
use without interruption any lock, can (except the Panama Canal), 
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canalized river, or other public works for the use and benefit of navi-
gation belonging to the United States, including maintenance of the
Hennepin Canal in Illinois; for payment annually of tuition fees of
not to exceed fifty student officers of the Corps of Engineers at civil
technical institutions under the provisions of section 127a of the
National Defense Act, as amended (10 U. S. C. 535); for examina-
tions, surveys, and contingencies of rivers and harbors; for printing
and binding, newspapers, lawbooks, books of reference, periodicals,
and office supplies and equipment required in the Office of the Chief
of Engineers to carry out the purposes of this appropriation, includ-
ing such printing as may be authorized by the Committee on Print-
ing of the House of Representatives, either during a recess or session
of Congress, of surveys authorized by law, and such surveys as may
be printed during a recess of Congress shall be printed, with illustra-
tions, as documents of the next succeeding session of Congress, and
for the purchase (not to exceed $220,708) of motor-propelled passen-
ger-carrying vehicles and motorboats, for official use: Provided,
That no part of this appropriation shall be expended for any pre-
liminary examination, survey, project, or estimate not authorized by
law, $96,000,000: Provided, That from this appropriation the Secre-
tary of War may, in his discretion and on the recommendation of the
Chief of Engineers based on the recommendation by the Board of
Rivers and Harbors in the review of a report or reports authorized by
law, expend such sums as may be necessary for the maintenance of
harbor channels provided by a State, municipality, or other public
agency, outside of harbor lines and serving essential needs of general
commerce and navigation, such work to be subject to the conditions
recommended by the Chief of Engineers in his report or reports
thereon: Provided further, That no appropriation under the Corps of
Engineers for the fiscal year 1940 shall be available for any expenses
incident to operating any power-driven boat or vessel on other than
Government business: Provided further, That not to exceed $3,000
of the amount herein appropriated shall be available for the support
and maintenance of the Permanent International Commission of the
Congresses of Navigation and for the payment of the actual expenses
of the properly accredited delegates of the United States to the meet-
ing of the congresses and of the commission.
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canalized river, or other public works for the use and benefit of navi-
gation belonging to the United States, including maintenance of the 
Hennepin Canal in Illinois; for payment annually of tuition fees of 
not to exceed fifty student officers of the Corps of Engineers at civil 
technical institutions under the provisions of section 127a of the 
National Defense Act, as amended (10 U. S. C. 535) ; for examina-
tions, surveys, and contingencies of rivers and harbors; for printing 
and binding, newspapers, lawbooks, books of reference, periodicals, 
and office supplies and equipment required in the Office of the Chief 
of Engineers to carry out the purposes of this appropriation, includ-
ing such printing as may be authorized by the Committee on Print-
ing of the House of Representatives, either during a recess or session 
of Congress, of surveys authorized by law, and such surveys as may 
be printed during a recess of Congress shall be printed, with illustra-
tions, as documents of the next succeeding session of Congress, and 
for the purchase (not to exceed $220,708) of motor-propelled passen-
ger-carrying vehicles and motorboats, for official use: Provided, 
That no part of this appropriation shall be expended for any pre-
liminary examination, survey, project, or estimate not authorized by 
law, $96,000,000: Provided, That from this appropriation the Secre-
tary of War may, in his discretion and on the recommendation of the 
Chief of Engineers based on the recommendation by the Board of 
Rivers and harbors in the review of a report or reports authorized by 
law, expend such sums as may be necessary for the maintenance of 
harbor channels provided by a State, municipality, or other public 
agency, outside of harbor lines and serving essential needs of general 

commerce and navigation, such work to be subject to the conditionsrecommended by the Chief of Engineers in his report or reports 

thereon: Provided further, That no appropriation under the Corps of 
Engineers for the fiscal year 1940 shall be available for any expenses 
incident to operating any power-driven boat or vessel on other than 
Government business: Provided further, That not to exceed $3,000 
of the amount herein appropriated shall be available for the support 
and maintenance of the Permanent International Commission of the 
Congresses of Navigation and for the payment of the actual expenses 
of the properly accredited delegates of the United States to the meet-
ing of the congresses and of the commission. 

FLOOD CONTROL 

Flood control, general: For the construction and maintenance of 
certain public works on rivers and harbors for flood control, and 
for other purposes, in accordance with the provisions of the Flood 
Control Act, approved June 22, 1936, as amended and supplemented, 
including printing and binding, newspapers, law books, books of 
reference, periodicals, and office supplies and equipment required in 
the Office of the Chief of Engineers to carry out the purposes of this 
appropriation, the purchase (not to exceed $149,500) of motor-
propelled passenger-carrying vehicles and motorboats for official use, 
and for preliminary examinations and surveys of flood-control proj-
ects authorized by law, $133,000,000: Provided, That $3,000,000 of 
this appropriation shall be transferred and made available to the 
Secretary of Agriculture for preliminary examinations and surveys, 
as authorized by law, for run-off and water-flow retardation and soil-
erosion prevention on the watersheds of flood-control projects, includ-
ing the employment of persons in the District of Columbia and else-
where, purchase of books and periodicals, printing and binding, rent 
in the District of Columbia, the purchase (not to exceed $75,000) of 
motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles and motorboats, and for 
other necessary expenses: Provided further, That funds appropriate(' 
herein may be used for flood control work on the Salmon River, 
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Alaska, as authorized by law: Provided further, That funds appro-
priated herein may be used to execute detailed surveys, prepare plans
and specifications, and to procure options on land and property
necessary for the construction of authorized flood-control projects or
for flood-control projects considered for selection in accordance with
the provisions of section 4 of the Flood Control Act approved June
28, 1938: Provided further, That the expenditure of funds for com-
pleting the necessary surveys and securing options shall not be con-
strued as a commitment of the Government to the construction of any
project: Provided further, That the conditions of local cooperation
for the Memphis, Tennessee, flood-control project, authorized by the
Flood Control Act approved August 28, 1937, shall be so modified
(without increasing the total estimated construction cost of the proj-
ect) that the cost of providing pumping stations and outlet works
for interior drainage shall be borne by the United States, all in
accordance with plans to be approved by the Chief of Engineers: And
provided further, That the reservoir and other flood-control works
on Bayou Bodcau and Cypress Bayou, Louisiana, authorized by the
Flood Control Act approved June 28, 1938, shall be constructed in
accordance with the revised plans and cost estimates now in the
Office, Chief of Engineers.

Flood control, Mississippi River and tributaries: For prosecuting
work of flood control in accordance with the provisions of the Flood
Control Act approved May 15, 1928, as amended (33 U. S. C. 702a)
including printing and binding, newspapers, law books, books of
reference, periodicals, and office supplies and equipment required in
the office of the Chief of Engineers to carry out the purposes of this
appropriation, and for the purchase (not to exceed $51,400) of motor-
propelled passenger-carrying vehicles and motorboats for official use,
$39,000,000.

Emergency fund for flood control on tributaries of Mississippi
River: For rescue work and for repair or maintenance of any flood-
control work on any tributaries of the Mississippi River threatened
or destroyed by flood, in accordance with section 9 of the Flood
Control Act, approved June 15, 1936 (49 Stat. 1508), $800,000.

HYDROELECTRIC POWER

Power plant, Fort Peck Dam, Montana: For continuing the con-
struction of the hydroelectric power plant at Fort Peck Dam, Mon-
tana, as authorized by the Act approved May 18, 1938 (52 Stat. 403),
$2,000,000.

Power plant, Bonneville Dam, Columbia River, Oregon: For con-
tinuing the construction of the hydroelectric power plant at Bonne-
ville Dam, Columbia River, Oregon, as authorized by the Acts
approved August 30, 1935 (49 Stat. 1038), and August 20, 1937 (50
Stat. 731), $7,000,000.

UNITED STATES SOLDIERS' HOME

For maintenance and operation of the United States Soldiers'
Home, to be paid from the Soldiers' Home Permanent Fund, $800,500.

THE PANAMA CANAL

For every expenditure requisite for and incident to the mainte-
nance and operation, sanitation, and civil government of the Panama
Canal and Canal Zone, including the following: Compensation of all
officials and employees; foreign and domestic newspapers and periodi-
cals; law books not exceeding $1,000; textbooks and books of refer-
ence; printing and binding, including printing of annual report;
rent and personal services in the District of Columbia; purchase or
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Alaska, as authorized by law: Provided further, That funds appro-
priated herein may be used to execute detailed surveys, prepare plans 
and specifications, and to procure options on land and property 
necessary for the construction of authorized flood-control projects or 
for flood-control projects considered for selection in accordance with 
the provisions of section 4 of the Flood Control Act approved June 
28, 1938: Provided further, That the expenditure of funds for com-
pleting the necessary surveys and securing options shall not be con-
strued as a commitment of the Government to the construction of any 
project: Provided further, That the conditions of local cooperation 
for the Memphis, Tennessee, flood-control project, authorized by the 
Flood Control Act approved August 28, 1937, shall be so modified 
(without increasing the total estimated construction cost of the proj-
ect) that the cost of providing pumping stations and outlet works 
for interior drainage shall be borne by the United States, all in 
accordance with plans to be approved by the Chief of Engineers: And 
provided further, That the reservoir and other flood-control works 
on Bayou Bodcau and Cypress Bayou, Louisiana, authorized by the 
Flood Control Act approved June 28, 1938, shall be constructed in 
accordance with the revised plans and cost estimates now in the 
Office, Chief of Engineers. 
Flood control, Mississippi River and tributaries: For prosecuting 

work of flood control in accordance with the provisions of the Flood 
Control Act approved May 15, 1928, as amended (33 U. S. C. 702a), 
including printing and binding, newspapers, law books, books a 
reference, periodicals, and office supplies and equipment required in 
the office of the Chief of Engineers to carry out the purposes of this 
appropriation, and for the purchase (not to exceed $51,400) of motor-
propelled passenger-carrying vehicles and motorboats for official use, 
$39,000,000. 
Emergency fund for flood control on tributaries of Mississippi 

River: For rescue work and for repair or maintenance of any flood-
control work on any tributaries of the Mississippi River threatened 
or destroyed by flood, in accordance with section 9 of the Flood 
Control Act, approved June 15, 1936 (49 Stat. 1508), $800,000. 

HYDROELECTRIC POWER 

Power plant, Fort Peck Dam, Montana: For continuing the con-
struction of the hydroelectric power plant at Fort Peck Dam, Mon-
tana, as authorized by the Act approved May 18, 1938 (52 Stat. 403), 
$2,000,000. 
Power plant, Bonneville Dam, Columbia River, Oregon: For con-

tinuing the construction of the hydroelectric power plant at Bonne-
ville Dam, Columbia River, Oregon, as authorized by the Acts 
approved August 30, 1935 (49 Stat. 1038), and August 20, 1937 (50 
Stat. 731), $7,000,000. 

UNITED STATES SOLDIERS' HOME 

For maintenance and operation of the United States Soldiers' 
Home, to be paid from the Soldiers' Home Permanent Fund, $800,500. 

THE PANAMA CANAL 

For every expenditure requisite for and incident to the mainte-
nance and operation, sanitation, and civil government of the Panama 
Canal and Canal Zone, including the following: Compensation of all 
officials and employees; foreign and domestic newspapers and periodi-
cals; law books not exceeding $1,000; textbooks and books of refer-
ence; printing and binding, including printing of annual report; 
rent and personal services in the District of Columbia; purchase or 
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exchange of typewriting, adding, and other machines; purchase or
exchange, maintenance, repair, and operation of motor-propelled
and horse-drawn passenger-carrying vehicles; claims for damages to
vessels passing through the locks of the Panama Canal, as authorized
by the Panama Canal Act; claims for losses of or damages to prop-
erty arising from the conduct of authorized business operations;
claims for damages to property arising from the maintenance and
operation, sanitation, and civil government of the Panama Canal;
acquisition of land and land under water, as authorized in the
Panama Canal Act; expenses incurred in assembling, assorting, stor-
ing, repairing, and selling material, machinery, and equipment here-
tofore or hereafter purchased or acquired for the construction of the
Panama Canal which are unserviceable or no longer needed, to be
reimbursed from the proceeds of such sale; expenses incident to con-
ducting hearings and examining estimates for appropriations on the
Isthmus; expenses incident to any emergency arising because of calam-
ity by flood, fire, pestilence, or like character not foreseen or other-
wise provided for herein; traveling expenses, when prescribed by
the Governor of the Panama Canal to persons engaged in field work
or traveling on official business; not to exceed $2,000 for travel and
subsistence expenses of members of the police and fire forces of the
Panama Canal incident to their special training in the United States;
transportation, including insurance, of public funds and securities
between the United States and the Canal Zone; purchase, construc-
tion, repair, replacement, alteration, or enlargement of buildings,
structures, equipment, and other improvements; and for such other
expenses not in the United States as the Governor of the Panama
Canal may deem necessary best to promote the maintenance and
operation, sanitation, and civil government of the Panama Canal,
all to be expended under the direction of the Governor of the Panama
Canal and accounted for as follows:

For maintenance and operation of the Panama Canal: Salary of
the Governor, $10,000; contingencies of the Governor, to be expended
in his discretion, not exceeding $3,000; purchase, inspection, delivery,
handling, and storing of materials, supplies, and equipment for issue
to all departments of the Panama Canal, the Panama Railroad, other
branches of the United States Government, and for authorized sales;
payment in lump sums of not exceeding the amounts authorized b
the Injury Compensation Act approved September 7, 1916 (5 U. S. C.
793), to alien cripples who are now a charge upon the Panama Canal
by reason of injuries sustained while employed in the construction
of the Panama Canal; and relief payments authorized by the Act
approved July 8, 1937 (50 Stat. 478); in all, $22,632,087 together
with all moneys arising from the conduct of business operations
authorized by the Panama Canal Act. Of such sum of $22,632,087,
$14,200,000 shall be immediately available; and in addition the Gov-
ernor of the Panama Canal, when authorized by the Secretary of
War, may enter into contracts prior to July 1, 1940, for the same
objects embraced by such appropriation to an amount not in excess
of $2,300,000, and his action in so doing shall be deemed a contractual
obligation of the Federal Government for the payment of the cost
thereof.

For sanitation, quarantine, hospitals, and medical aid and support
of the insane and of lepers and aid and support of indigent persons
legally within the Canal Zone, including expenses of their deporta-
tion when practicable, the purchase of artificial limbs or other appli-
ances for persons who were injured in the service of the Isthmian
Canal Commission or the Panama Canal prior to September 7, 1916,
additional compensation to any officer of the United States Public
Health Service detailed with the Panama Canal as chief quarantine
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exchange of typewriting, adding, and other machines; purchase or 
exchange, maintenance, repair, and operation of motor-propelled 
and horse-drawn passenger-carrying vehicles; claims for damages to 
vessels passing through the locks of the Panama Canal, as authorized 
by the Panama Canal Act; claims for losses of or damages to prop-
erty arising from the conduct of authorized business operations; 
claims for damages to property arising from the maintenance and 
operation, sanitation, and civil government of the Panama Canal; 
acquisition of land and land under water, as authorized in the 
Panama Canal Act; expenses incurred in assembling, assorting, stor-
ing, repairing, and selling material, machinery, and equipment here-
tofore or hereafter purchased or acquired for the construction of the 
Panama Canal which are unserviceable or no longer needed, to be 
reimbursed from the proceeds of such sale; expenses incident to con-
ducting hearings and examining estimates for appropriations on the 
Isthmus; expenses incident to any emergency arismg because of calam-
ity by flood, fire, pestilence, or like character not foreseen or other-
wise provided for herein; traveling expenses, when prescribed by 
the Governor of the Panama Canal to persons engaged in field work 
or traveling on official business; not to exceed $2,000 for travel and 
subsistence expenses of members of the police and fire forces of the 
Panama Canal incident to their special training in the United States; 
transportation, including insurance, of public funds and securities 
between the United States and the Canal Zone; purchase, construc-
tion, repair, replacement, alteration, or enlargement of buildings, 
structures, equipment, and other improvements; and for such other 
expenses not in the United States as the Governor of the Panama 
Canal may deem necessary best to promote the maintenance and 
operation, sanitation, and civil government of the Panama Canal, 
all to be expended under the direction of the Governor of the Panama 
Canal and accounted for as follows: 
For maintenance and operation of the Panama Canal: Salary of 

the Governor, $10,000; contingencies of the Governor, to be expended 
in his discretion, not exceeding $3,000; purchase, inspection, delivery, 
handling, and storing of materials, supplies, and equipment for issue 
to all departments of the Panama Canal, the Panama Railroad, other 
branches of the United States Government, and for authorized sales; 
payment in lump sums of not exceeding the amounts authorized by 
the Injury Compensation Act approved September 7, 1916 (5 U. S. C. 
793), to alien cripples who are now a charge upon the Panama Canal 
by reason of injuries sustained while employed in the construction 
of the Panama Canal; and relief payments authorized by the Act 
approved July 8, 1937 (50 Stat. 478) ; in all, $22,632,087 together 
with all moneys arising from the conduct of business operations 
authorized by the Panama Canal Act. Of such sum of $22,632,087, 
$14,200,000 shall be immediately available; and in addition the Gov-
ernor of the Panama Canal, when authorized by the Secretary of 
War, may enter into contracts prior to July 1, 1940, for the same 
objects embraced by such appropriation to an amount not in excess 
of $2,300,000, and his action in so doing shall be deemed a contractual 
obligation of the Federal Government for the payment of the cost 
thereof. 
For sanitation, quarantine, hospitals, and medical aid and support 

of the insane and of lepers and aid and support of indigent persons 
legally within the Canal Zone, including expenses of their deporta-
tion when practicable, the purchase of artificial limbs or other appli-
ances for persons who were injured in the service of the Isthmian 
Canal Commission or the Panama Canal prior to September 7, 1916, 
additional compensation to any officer of the United States Public 
Health Service detailed with the Panama Canal as chief quarantine 
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payment foru ifsh- officer, and payments of not to exceed $50 in any one case to persons
gion.b r ra within the Government service who shall furnish blood from their

veins for transfusion to the veins of patients in Panama Canal hos-
aoiaion of e- pitals: Provided, That expenditures heretofore made to any person

mditures heretofore within the Government service for blood furnished to patients in
ade. Panama Canal hospitals are hereby validated; $962,035.
Civil government, For civil government of the Panama Canal and Canal Zone, includ-
anama Canal and
anal Zone. ing gratuities and necessary clothing for indigent discharged pris-

oners, $1,180,802.
Availability. Total, Panama Canal, $24,774,924, to be available until expended.
Additional sums. In addition to the foregoing sums there is appropriated for the

fiscal year 1940 for expenditures and reinvestment under the several
heads of appropriation aforesaid, without being covered into the
Treasury of the United States, and to remain available until
expended, all moneys received by the Panama Canal during the fiscal
year 1940 and prior fiscal years (exclusive of net profits for such.
prior fiscal years) from services rendered or materials and supplies
furnished to the United States, the Panama Railroad Company, the
Canal Zone government, or to their employees, respectively, or to
the Panama Government, from hotel and hospital supplies and serv-
ices; from rentals, wharfage, and like service; from labor, materials,
and supplies and other services furnished to vessels other than those
passing through the Canal, and to others unable to obtain the same
elsewhere; from the sale of scrap and other byproducts of manufac-
turing and shop operations; from the sale of obsolete and unservice-
able materials, supplies, and equipment purchased or acquired for
the operation, maintenance, protection, sanitation, and government

Disposition of net of the Canal and Canal Zone; and any net profits accruing from
ro

fi
ts such business to the Panama Canal shall annually be covered into

the Treasury of the United States.
waterworks,sewers, There is also appropriated for the fiscal year 1940 for the opera-
ad pavements. -ane-
Ea and Co

alo'Pn.P tion, maintenance, and extension of waterworks, sewers, and pave-
ments in the cities of Panama and Colon, to remain available until
expended, the necessary portions of such sums as shall be paid during
that fiscal year as water'rentals or directly by the Government of
Panama for such expenses.

Short title.'- SEC. 2. This Act may be cited as the "War Department Civil
Appropriation Act, 1940".

Approved, June 28, 1939.

June 29, 1939
[H. R. I851]

[Public, No. 155]

Revenue Act of
1939.

Continuation until
1941.

Ante, pp. 189. 195,
196, 411, 420, 421, 422,
425.

I. R. C. §5 1700 (a)
(1), 1801, 1802. 3403 (f)
(1), 3452, 3460 (a),
3465, 3481 (b), 3482.

50 Stat. 358.
39 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, 1 280 (note).
48 Stat. 254.

[CHAPTER 247]
AN ACT

To provide revenue, equalize taxation, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may
be cited as the "Revenue Act of 1939".

TITLE I-EXCISE TAXES AND POSTAL RATES
SEC. 1. CONTINUATION OF EXCISE TAXES AND POSTAL RATES.

Sections 1700 (a) (1), 1801, 1802, 3403 (f) (1), 3452, 3460 (a),
3465, 3481 (b), and 3482 of the Internal Revenue Code are amended
by striking out "1939" wherever appearing therein and inserting in
lieu thereof "1941". Section 1001 (a), as amended, of the Revenue
Act of 1932, and section 2, as amended, of the Act entitled "An Act
to extend the gasoline tax for one year, to modify postage rates on
mail matter, and for other purposes", approved June 16, 1933, are
further amended by striking out "1939" wherever appearing therein
and inserting in lieu thereof "1941".
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officer, and payments of not to exceed $50 in any one case to persons 
within the Government service who shall furnish blood from their 
veins for transfusion to the veins of patients in Panama Canal hos-
pitals: Provided, That expenditures heretofore made to any person 
within the Government service for blood furnished to patients in 
Panama Canal hospitals are hereby validated; $962,035. 
For civil government of the Panama Canal and Canal Zone, includ-

ing gratuities and necessary clothing for indigent discharged pris-
oners, $1,180,802. 

Total, Panama Canal, $24,774,924, to be available until expended. 
In addition to the foregoing sums there is appropriated for the 

fiscal year 1940 for expenditures and reinvestment under the several 
heads of appropriation aforesaid, without being covered into the 
Treasury of the United States, and to remain available until 
expended, all moneys received by the Panama Canal during the fiscal 
year 1940 and prior fiscal years (exclusive of net profits for such 
prior fiscal years) from services rendered or materials and supplies 
furnished to the United States, the Panama Railroad Company, the 
Canal Zone government, or to their employees, respectively, or to 
the Panama Government, from hotel and hospital supplies and serv-
ices; from rentals, wharfage, and like service; from labor, materials, 
and supplies and other services furnished to vessels other than those 
passing through the Canal, and to others unable to obtain the same 
elsewhere; from the sale of scrap and other byproducts of manufac-
turing and shop operations; from the sale of obsolete and unservice-
able materials, supplies, and equipment purchased or acquired for 
the operation, maintenance, protection, sanitation, and government 
of the Canal and Canal Zone; and any net profits accruing from 
such business to the Panama Canal shall annually be covered into 
the Treasury of the United States. 
There is also appropriated for the fiscal year 1940 for the opera-

tion, maintenance, and extension of waterworks, sewers, and pave-
ments in the cities of Panama and Colon, to remain available until 
expended, the necessary portions of such sums as shall be paid during 
that fiscal year as water'rentals or directly by the Government of 
Panama for such expenses. 
SEC. 2. This Act may be cited as the "War Department Civil 

Appropriation Act, 1940". 
Approved, June 28, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 247] 
AN ACT 

To provide revenue, equalize taxation, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may 
be cited as the "Revenue Act of 1939". 

TITLE I-EXCISE TAXES AND POSTAL RATES 
SEC. 1. CONTINUATION OF EXCISE TAXES AND POSTAL RATES. 

Sections 1700 (a) (1), 1801, 1802, 3403 (f) (1), 3452, 3460 (a), 
3465, 3481 (b), and 3482 of the Internal Revenue Code are amended 
by striking out "1939" wherever appearing therein and inserting in 
lieu thereof "1941". Section 1001 (a), as amended, of the Revenue 
Act of 1932, and section 2, as amended, of the Act entitled "An Act 
to extend the gasoline tax for one year, to modify postage rates on 
mail matter, and for other purposes", approved June 16, 1933, are 
further amended by striking out "1939" wherever appearing therein 
and inserting in lieu thereof "1941". 
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SEC. 2. SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION TAX.

Section 3407 of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to the tax
on firearms, shells, and cartridges) is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new paragraph:

"The provisions of section 3452 (relating to expiration of taxes)
shall not apply to the tax imposed by this section."

SEC. 3. TOILET PREPARATIONS TAX AMENDMENTS.

(a) Section 3401 of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to the
tax on toilet preparations) is amended by inserting at the end thereof
the following new paragraphs:

"In the case of a sale by a manufacturer to a selling corporation of
an article to which the tax under this section applies, the transaction
shall be prima facie presumed to be otherwise than at arm's length
if either the manufacturer or the selling corporation owns more than
75 per centum of the outstanding stock of the other, or if more than
75 per centum of the outstanding stock of both corporations is owned
by the same persons in substantially the same proportions. Sales
by a manufacturer to a selling corporation shall in all other cases
be prima facie presumed to be at arm's length.

"Notwithstanding section 3441 (a), in determining, for the pur-
pose of this section, the price for which an article is sold, whether
at arm's length or not, there shall be included any charge for cover-
ings and containers of whatever nature, only if furnished by the
actual manufacturer of the article, and any charge incident to placing
the article in condition packed ready for shipment, only if performed
by the actual manufacturer of the article, but there shall be excluded
the amount of the tax imposed by this section, whether or not stated
as a separate charge. Whether sold at arm's length or not, a trans-
portation, delivery, insurance, or other charge, and the wholesaler's
salesmen's commissions and costs and expenses of advertising and
selling (not required by the foregoing sentence to be included), shall
be excluded from the price only if the amount thereof is established
to the satisfaction of the Commissioner, in accordance with the regu-
lations."

(b) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall be effective only
with respect to sales made after the date of the enactment of this
Act.
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1. t. C. 1 3401.
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Ante, p. 416.
I. R. C. §3441 (a).

Items excluded from
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Effective diate of
itenlldtlnelts.

TITLE II-INCOME TAX AMENDMENTS

SEC. 201. CORPORATION TAX IN GENERAL.

Sections 13, 14, and 15 of the Internal Revenue Code are amended AnteR. ' 7-l.
to read as follows:

"SEC. 13. TAX ON CORPORATIONS IN GENERAL.

"(a) DEFINrTIONrs.-For the purposes of this chapter-
"(1) ADJUSTED NET INCOME.-The term 'adjusted net income'

means the net income minus the credit provided in section 26
(a), relating to interest on certain obligations of the United
States and Government corporations.

"(2) NORMAL-TAX NET INCOME.-The term 'normal-tax net in-
come' means the adjusted net income minus the credit for divi-
dends received provided in section 26 (b).

"(b) IMPOSITION OF TAx.-There shall be levied, collected, and paid
for each taxable year upon the normal-tax net income of every cor-
poration the normal-tax net income of which is more than $25,000

Definitions.

"Adjusted net in-
come."

Ante, p. 15.
1. R. ('. §26 (a).

"Normal-tax net in-
come."

Ante, p. 19.
1. R. C. 26 (b).

Imposition of tax.
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SEC. 2. SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION TAX. 

Section 3407 of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to the tax 
on firearms, shells, and cartridges) is amended by adding at the end 
thereof the following new paragraph: 
"The provisions of section 3452 (relating to expiration of taxes) 

shall not apply to the tax imposed by this section." 

SEC. 3. TOILET PREPARATIONS TAX AMENDMENTS. 

(a) Section 3401 of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to the 
tax on toilet preparations) is amended by inserting at the end thereof 
the following new paragraphs: 
"In the case of a sale by a manufacturer to a selling corporation of 

an article to which the tax under this section applies, the transaction 
shall be prima facie presumed to be otherwise than at arm's length 
if either the manufacturer or the selling corporation owns more than 
75 per centum of the outstanding stock of the other, or if more than 
75 per centum of the outstanding stock of both corporations is owned 
by the same persons in substantially the same proportions. Sales 
by a manufacturer to a selling corporation shall in all other cases 
be prima facie presumed to be at arm's length. 
"Notwithstanding section 3441 (a), in determining, for the pur-

pose of this section, the price for which an article is sold, whether 
at arm's length or not, there shall be included any charge for cover-
ings and containers of whatever nature, only if furnished by the 
actual manufacturer of the article, and any charge incident to placing 
the article in condition packed ready for shipment, only if performed 
by the actual manufacturer of the article, but there shall be excluded 
the amount of the tax imposed by this section, whether or not stated 
as a separate charge. Whether sold at arm's length or not, a trans-
portation, delivery, insurance, or other charge, and the wholesaler's 
salesmen's commissions and costs and expenses of advertising and 
selling (not required by the foregoing sentence to be included), shall 
be excluded from the price only if the amount thereof is established 
to the satisfaction of the Commissioner, in accordance with the regu-
lations." 

(b) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall be effective only 
with respect to sales made after the date of the enactment of this 
Act. 

TITLE II-INCOME TAX AMENDMENTS 

SEC. 201. CORPORATION TAX IN GENERAL. 

Sections 13, 14, and 15 of the Internal Revenue Code are amended 
to read as follows: 

"SEC. 13. TAX ON CORPORATIONS IN GENERAL 

"(a) DErixrrioxs.—For the purposes of this chapter— 
"(1) AnJusfka) NET INCOME.—The term 'adjusted net income' 

means the net income minus the credit provided in section 26 
(a), relating to interest on certain obligations of the United 
States and Government corporations. 

"(2) NORMAL-TAX NET INCOME.—The term 'normal-tax net in-
come' means the adjusted net income minus the credit for divi-
dends received provided in section 26 (b). 

"(b) IMPOSITION or TAx.—There shall be levied, collected, and paid 
for each taxable year upon the normal-tax net income of every cor-
poration the normal-tax net income of which is more than $25,000 
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Ante, pp. 78, 71-75, (except a corporation subject to the tax imposed by section 14, see-
98 i.R.c. i 231 (a), tion 231 (a), Supplement G, or Supplement Q) whichever of the

upp. G, Supp. Q. following taxes is the lesser:
General le. "(1) GENERAL RULE.-A tax of 18 per centum of the normal-

tax net income; or
Alternative tax;nor- "(2) ALTERNATIVE TAX (CORPORATIONS WITr NORMAL-TAX NET

excessof$251000. INCOME SLIGHTLY MORE THAN $25,000).-A tax of $3,525, plus 32

per centum of the amount of the normal-tax net income in excess
of $25,000.

Exempt corpora- X (c) EXEMPT CRPORATION--
tions.

Ante,. 33. "For corporations exempt from taxation under this chapter, see sec-
I. R. C. i 101. tion 101.
Personal holding "(d) TAX ON PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANIES.-

companies. "For on Holding
Aeop. i 104. "For surtax on personal holding companies, see section 500.
I.R. C.p 500anm "(e) IMPROPER ACCUULATION OF SURPLUS.-

lationofsurplus. "For surtax on corporations which accumulate surplus to avoid surtax
Ante, p. 35. on shareholders, see section 102.
I. R. C. § 102.

"SEC. 14. TAX ON SPECIAL CLASSES OF CORPORATIONS.

Imposition of tax. "(a) IlPOSmIO N OF TAx.-There shall be levied, collected, and paid
for each taxable year upon the normal-tax net income of the following

Ante, p. 863. corporations (in lieu of the tax imposed by section 13) the tax here-
inafter in this section specified.

Normal-tax net in- (b) CORPORATIONS WrTH NORMAL-TAX NLr INCOMES OF NOT MORE
cs.o

0 0. THAN $25,000.-If the normal-tax net income of the corporation is
not more than $25,0002 and if the corporation does not come within
one of the classes specified in subsection (c), (d), or (e) of this sec-
tion, the tax shall be as follows:

"Upon normal-tax net incomes not in excess of $5,000, 121 per
centum.

"$625 upon normal-tax net incomes of $5,000, and upon normal-
tax net incomes in excess of $5,000 and not in excess of $20,000,
14 per centum in addition of such excess.

"$2,725 upon normal-tax net incomes of $20,000, and upon nor-
mal-tax net incomes in excess of $20,000, 16 per centum in addi-
tion of such excess.

Foreign corpora "(c) FOREIGN CORPORATIONS.-
t i o n s  "1) In the case of a foreign corporation engaged in trade or

business within the United States or having an office or place of
business therein, the tax shall be an amount equal to 18 per
centum of the normal-tax net income, regardless of the amount
thereof.

"(2) In the case of a foreign corporation not engaged in trade
or business within the United States and not having an office or

RAnte., (a)p. . place of business therein, the tax shall be as provided in section
I. R. C.1231 23 1 (a) .

Insurance com- "(d) INSURANCE COMPANIEs.-In the case of insurance companies,
pAnies.t, pp. 71-75. the tax shall be as provided in Supplement G.

Mutu invetment "(e) MTAL INVESTMENT COMPANIES.-In the case of mutual
companies. investment companies, as defined in Supplement Q, the tax shall be

Ante,P. .,98, 99.I. R C., Supp. Q. as provided in such Supplement.
Exempt corpora- F(f) EXEMPT CORPORATIONS.-
Antep. "For corporations exempt from taxation under this chapter, see see-
I. R. C. i101. tion 101.

companl holding "(g) TAX ON PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANIES.-
Ante, p. 104. "For surtax on personal holding companies, see section 500.
Im rop. C. §umn- (h) IMPROPER ACCUMULATION OF SURPLUS.-

lationof surplus. "For surtax on corporations which accumulate surplus to avoid surtax
A.t.'e. § on shareholders, see section 102."
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(except a corporation subject to the tax imposed by section 14, sec-
tion 231 (a), Supplement G, or Supplement Q) whichever of the 
following taxes is the lesser: 

"(1) GENERAL RULE.—A tax of 18 per centum of the normal-
tax net income; or 

"(2) ALTERNATIVE TAX (CORPORATIONS WITH. NORMAL-TAX NET 
INCOME SLIGHTLY MORE THAN $25,000) .—A. tax of $3,525, plus 32 
per centum of the amount of the normal-tax net income in excess 
of $25,000. 

"(c) Exnettrp CORPORATIONS.— 
"For corporations exempt from taxation under this chapter, see sec-

tion 101. 
"(d) Tax ON PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANIES.— 

"For surtax on personal holding companies, see section 500. 
"(e) IMPROPER ACCUMULATION OF SIMPLE'S.— 

"For surtax on corporations which accumulate surplus to avoid surtax 
on shareholders, see section 102. 

"SEC. 14. TAX ON SPECIAL CLASSES OF CORPORATIONS. 

"(a) httrosrrioN or TAX.—There shall be levied, collected, and paid 
for each taxable year upon the normal-tax net income of the following 
corporations (in lieu of the tax imposed by section 13) the tax here-
inafter in this section specified. 

"(b) Coaroiammis W ITH NORMAL-TAX NET INCOMES OF NOT MORE 
THAN $25,000.—If the normal-tax net income of the corporation is 
not more than $25,0002 and if the corporation does not come within 
one of the classes specified in subsection (c), (d), or (e) of this sec-
tion, the tax shall be as follows: 

"Upon normal-tax net incomes not in excess of $5,000, 121/2 per 
centum. 

"$625 upon normal-tax net incomes of $5,000, and upon normal-
tax net incomes in excess of $5,000 and not in excess of $20,000, 
14 per centum in addition of such excess. 

"$2,725 upon normal-tax net incomes of $20,000, and upon nor-
mal-tax net incomes in excess of $20,000, 16 per centum in addi-
tion of such excess. 
" C) FOREIGN CORPORATIONS.— 
"( 1) In the case of a foreign corporation engaged in trade or 

business within the United States or having an office or place of 
business therein, the tax shall be an amount equal to 18 per 
centum of the normal-tax net income, regardless of the amount 
thereof. 

"(2) In the case of a foreign corporation not engaged in trade 
or business within the United States and not having an office or 
place of business therein, the tax shall be as provided in section 
231 (a). 

"(d) INSERANCE ComrAmrs.—In the case of insurance companies, 
the tax shall be as provided in Supplement G. 

"(e) MUTUAL INVESTMENT ComrANTEs.—In the case of mutual 
investment companies, as defined in Supplement Q, the tax shall be 
as provided in such Supplement. 

"(f) EXEMPT CORPORATIONS.— 
"For corporations exempt from taxation under this chapter, see sec-

tion 101. 
"(g) Tax ON PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANIES.— 

"For surtax on personal holding companies, see section 500. 
"(h) IMPROPER AccuatuLATiox or SURPLUS.--

"For surtax on corporations which accumulate surplus to avoid surtax 
on shareholders, see section 102." 
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SEC. 202. TAX ON BANKS AND TRUST COMPANIES.

Section 104 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to the tax
on banks) is amended to read as follows:

" (b) RATE OF TAX.--Banks shall be subject to tax under section 13
or section 14 (b)."

SEC. 203. TAX ON LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES.

Section 201 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to the tax
on life insurance companies) is amended to read as follows:

"(b) IMPOSITION OF TAX.-
" (1) IN GENERAL.-In lieu of the tax imposed by sections 13

and 14, there shall be levied, collected, and paid for each taxable
year upon the normal-tax net income of every life insurance com-
pany a tax at the rates provided in section 13 or section 14 (b).

"(2) NORMAL-TAX NET INCOME OF FOREIGN LIFE INSURANCE COM-
PANIEs.-In the case of a foreign life insurance company, the
normal-tax net income shall be an amount which bears the same
ratio to the normal-tax net income, computed without regard to
this paragraph, as the reserve funds required by law and held
by it at the end of the taxable year upon business transacted
within the United States bear to the reserve funds held by it at
the end of the taxable year upon all business transacted.

"(3) No UNITED STATES INSURANCE BUSINESS.-Foreign life
insurance companies not carrying on an insurance business within
the United States and holding no reserve funds upon business
transacted within the United States, shall not be taxable under
this section but shall be taxable as other foreign corporations."

SEC. 204. TAX ON INSURANCE COMPANIES OTHER THAN LIFE OR
MUTUAL.

Section 204 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to the tax
on insurance companies other than life or mutual) is amended to read
as follows:

"(a) IMPosrITIN OF TAX.-
"(1) IN GENERAL.-In lieu of the tax imposed by sections 13

and 14, there shall be levied, collected, and paid for each taxable
year upon the normal-tax net income of every insurance company
(other than a life or mutual insurance company) a tax at the
rates provided in section 13 or section 14 (b).

"(2) NORMAL-TAX NET INCOME OF FOREIGN CoMPANIES.-In the

case of a foreign insurance company (other than a life or mutual
insurance company), the normal-tax net income shall be the net
income from sources within the United States minus the sum of-

"(A) INTEREST ON OBLIGATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES AND

rrs INSTRUMENTALITIES.-The credit provided in section 26 (a).
"(B) DIVIDENDS RECEIVED.-The credit provided in section

26 (b).
"(3) No UNITED STATES INSURANCE BUSINESS.-Foreign insur-

ance companies not carrying on an insurance business within the
United States shall not be taxable under this section but shall be
taxable as other foreign corporations."

SEC. 205. TAX ON MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANIES OTHER THAN LIFE.

Section 207 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to the tax
on mutual insurance companies other than life) is amended to read
as follows:

"(a) IMPOSITION OF TAX.-
"(1) IN GENERAL.-There shall be levied, collected, and paid

for each taxable year upon the normal-tax net income of every
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Life insurance com-
panies.
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Imposition of tax.
In general.
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Normal-tax net in-
come of foreign com-
panies.

No United States
business.

Insurance compa-
nies other than life or
mutual.

Ante, p. 72.
I. Rt.C. § 204 (a).
Imposition of tax.

In general.
Ante, pp. 863, s64.
I. R. 6. §i 13, 14.

Normal-tax net in-
come of foreign com-
panies.

Interest on obliga-
tions of United States
and its instrumentali-
ties.

Ante, p. 18.
I. R. C. 26(a).
Dividends received.
Ante, p. 19.
I. R. C. § 26 (b).
No United States

insurance business.

Mutual companies
other than life.

Ante, p. 74.
I. R. C. § 207 (a).

Imposition of tax.

In general.
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SEC. 202. TAX ON BANKS AND TRUST COMPANIES. 

Section 104 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to the tax 

on banks) is amended to read as follows: 

"(b) RATE OF TAX.—Banks shall be subject to tax under section 13 
or section 14 (b)." 

SEC. 203. TAX ON LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES. 

Section 201 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to the tax 

on life insurance companies) is amended to read as follows: 
"(b) IMPOSITION OF TAX.— 

" (1) IN GENERAL.—In lieu of the tax imposed by sections 13 

and 14, there shall be levied, collected, and paid for each taxable 

year upon the normal-tax net income of every life insurance com-

pany a tax at the rates provided in section 13 or section 14 (b). 

"(2) NORMAL-TAX NET INCOATF OF FOREIGN LIFE INSURANCE COM-

pANIEs.—In the case of a foreign life insurance company, the 

normal-tax net income shall be an amount which bears the same 

ratio to the normal-tax net income, computed without regard to 

this paragraph, as the reserve funds required by law and held 

by it at the end of the taxable year upon business transacted 

within the United States bear to the reserve funds held by it at 

the end of the taxable year upon all business transacted. 

"(3) No UNITED STATES INSURANCE nusibrEss.—Foreign life 

insurance companies not carrying on an insurance business within 

the United States and holding no reserve funds upon business 

transacted within the United States, shall not be taxable under 

this section but shall be taxable as other foreign corporations." 

SEC. 204. TAX ON INSURANCE COMPANIES OTHER THAN LIFE OR 
MUTUAL 

Section 204 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to the tax 

on insurance companies other than life or mutual) is amended to read 

as follows: 

"(a) IMPOSITION OF TAX.— 

"(1) IN GENERAL.—III lieu of the tax imposed by sections 13 

and 14, there shall be levied, collected, and paid for each taxable 

year upon the normal-tax net income of every insurance company 

(other than a life or mutual insurance company) a tax at the 

rates provided in section 13 or section 14 (b). 

" (2) NORMAL-TAX NET INCOME OF FOREIGN COMPANIES.—In the 

case of a foreign insurance company (other than a life or mutual 

insurance company), the normal-tax net income shall be the net 

income from sources within the United States minus the sum of— 

"(A) INTEREST ON OBLIGATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES AND 
rrs iNsTaumEivrAisrics.—The credit provided in section 26 (a). 

"(B) DIVIDENDS aecervEn.—The credit provided in section 

26 (b). 
"(3) No UNITED STATES INSURANCE nusimiss.—Foreign insur-

ance companies not carryinc, on an insurance business within the 
United States shall not be carrying under this section but shall be 

taxable as other foreign corporations." 

SEC. 205. TAX ON MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANIES OTHER THAN LIFE. 

Section 207 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to the tax 
on mutual insurance companies other than life) is amended to read 
as follows: 

"(a) IMPOSITION OF TAX.— 
" (1) IN ontsnaar...—There shall be levied, collected, and paid 

for each taxable year upon the normal-tax net income of every 
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mutual insurance company (other than a life insurance company)
a tax at the rates provided in section 13 or section 14 (b).

"(2) FOREIGN CORPORATIONS.-The tax imposed by paragraph
(1) shall apply to foreign corporations as well as domestic
corporations; but foreign insurance companies not carrying on
an insurance business within the United States shall be taxable
as other foreign corporations."

SEC. 206. TAX ON RESIDENT FOREIGN CORPORATIONS.

Section 231 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to the tax
on resident foreign corporations) is amended to read as follows:

"(b) RESIDENT CoRPoRATIoNs.-A foreign corporation engaged in
trade or business within the United States or having an office or place
of business therein shall be taxable as provided in section 14 (c) (1)."

SEC. 207. TAX ON CORPORATIONS ENTITLED TO THE BENEFITS OF
SECTION 251.

Section 251 (c) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to tax
on corporations deriving a large part of their income from sources
within a possession) is amended to read as follows:

"(1) CORPORATION TAx.-A domestic corporation entitled to the
benefits of this section shall be subject to tax under section 13
or section 14 (b)."

SEC. 208. TAX ON CHINA TRADE ACT CORPORATIONS.

Section 261 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to the tax
on China Trade Act corporations) is amended to read as follows:

"(a) CORPORATION TAX.-A corporation organized under the China
Trade Act, 1922, 42 Stat. 849 (U. S. C., 1934 ed., title 15, chap. 4),
shall be subject to tax under section 13 or section 14 (b)."

SEC. 209. TAX ON MUTUAL INVESTMENT COMPANIES.

Section 362 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to the tax
on mutual investment companies) is amended to read as follows:

"(b) IMPIosmN OF TAx.-There shall be levied, collected, and paid
for each taxable year upon the Supplement Q net income of every
mutual investment company a tax equal to 18 per centum of the
amount thereof."

SEC. 210. TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS MADE NECESSARY BY CHANGE
IN CORPORATION TAX.

(a) Section 21 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended to
read as follows:

"(b) CROss REFERENCEs.-For definition of 'adjusted net income'
and 'normal-tax net income', see section 13."

(b) Section 141 (j) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to
affiliated corporations in bankruptcy or receivership) shall not apply
with respect to a taxable year beginning after December 31, 1939.

(c) Section 262 of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to addi-
tional credits of China Trade Act corporations) is amended by strik-
ing out "sections 14 and 600" and inserting in lieu thereof "sections
13, 14, and 600"; and by striking out "section 14" wherever it appears
and inserting in lieu thereof "section 13 or 14".
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mutual insurance company (other than a life insurance company) 
a tax at the rates provided in section 13 or section 14 (b). 

"(2) FOREIGN CORPORATIONS.—The tax imposed by paragraph 
(1) shall apply to foreign corporations as well as domestic 
corporations; but foreign insurance companies not carrying on 
an insurance business within the United States shall be taxable 
as other foreign corporations." 

SEC. 206. TAX ON RESIDENT FOREIGN CORPORATIONS. 

Section 231 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to the tax 
on resident foreign corporations) is amended to read as follows: 

"(b) RESIDENT CORPORATIONS.—A foreign corporation engaged in 
trade or business within the United States or having an office or place 
of business therein shall be taxable as provided in section 14 (c) (1)." 

SEC. 207. TAX ON CORPORATIONS ENTITLED TO THE BENEFITS OF 
SECTION 251. 

Section 251 (c) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to tax 
on corporations deriving a large part of their income from sources 
within a possession) is amended to read as follows: 

"(1) CozpoRATiort TAX.—A domestic corporation entitled to the 
benefits of this section shall be subject to tax under section 13 
or section 14 (b)." 

SEC. 208. TAX ON CHINA TRADE ACT CORPORATIONS. 

Section 261, (a) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to the tax 
on China Trade Act corporations) is amended to read as follows: 

"(a) CORPORATION TAx.—A corporation organized under the China 
Trade Act, 1922, 42 Stat. 849 (U. S. C., 1934 ed., title 15, chap. 4), 
shall be subject to tax under section 13 or section 14 (b)." 

SEC. 209. TAX ON MUTUAL INVESTMENT COMPANIES. 

Section 362 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to the tax 
on mutual investment companies) is amended to read as follows: 

"(b) ImPosrriox OF TAx.—There shall be levied, collected, and paid 
for each taxable year upon the Supplement Q net income of every 
mutual investment company a tax equal to 18 per centum of the 
amount thereof." 

SEC. 210. TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS MADE NECESSARY BY CHANGE 
IN CORPORATION TAX. 

(a) Section 21 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended to 
read as follows: 

"(b) CROSS REFERENCES.—FOP definition of 'adjusted net income' 
and 'normal-tax net income' see section 13." 

(b) Section 141 (j) of income', Internal Revenue Code (relating to 
affiliated corporations in bankruptcy or receivership) shall not apply 
with respect to a taxable year beginning after December 31, 1939. 

(c) Section 262 of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to addi-
tional credits of China Trade Act corporations) is amended by strik-
ing out "sections 14 and 600" and inserting in lieu thereof "sections 
13, 14, and 600"; and by striking out "section 14" wherever it appears 
and inserting in lieu thereof "section 13 or 14". 
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SEC. 211. NET OPERATING LOSSES.

(a) Section 23 of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to deduc-
tions from gross income) is amended by inserting at the end thereof
the following:

"(s) NET OPERATING Loss DEDUCTION.-For any taxable year be-
ginning after December 31, 1939, the net operating loss deduction
computed under section 122."

(b) The Internal Revenue Code is amended by inserting after sec-
tion 121 the following new section:
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Deductions from
gross income.

Ante, p. 12.
I. R. C. §23.

Net operating loss
deduction.

Ante, p. 56.

"SEC. 122. NET OPERATING LOSS DEDUCTION.

"(a) DEFINITION OF NET OPERATING Loss.-As used in this section, o"Net od

the term 'net operating loss' means the excess of the deductions
allowed by this chapter over the gross income, with the exceptions
and limitations provided in subsection (d).

"(b) AMoUNT OF CARRY-OVER.-The term 'net operating loss carry- over. °nt

over' means in the case of any taxable year the sum of:
"(1) The amount, if any, of the net operating loss for the

first preceding taxable year; and
"(2) The amount of the net operating loss, if any, for the

second preceding taxable year reduced by the excess, if any,
of the net income (computed with the exceptions and limitations
provided in subsection (d) (1), (2), (3), and (4)) for the first
preceding taxable year over the net operating loss for the third
preceding taxable year.

"(c) AMOUNT OF NET OPERATING Loss DErUrcmoN.-The amount of Amount o
the net operating loss deduction shall be the amount of the net operat- tion.
ing loss carry-over reduced by the amount, if any, by which the net
income (computed with the exceptions and limitations provided in
subsection (d) (1), (2), (3), and (4)) exceeds, in the case of a
taxpayer other than a corporation, the net income (computed with-
out such deduction), or, in the case of a corporation, the normal-tax
net income (computed without such deduction);

"(d) EXCEPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS.-The exceptions and limita- itExctions

tions referred to in subsections (a), (b), and (c) shall be as follows:
"(1) The deduction for depletion shall not exceed the amount. Deletion"

which would be allowable if computed without reference to dis-
covery value or to percentage depletion under section 114 (b) I1ntR. 45

(2), (3), or (4); (2),(3),(4).

"(2) There shall be included in computing gross income the interest.

amount of interest received which is wholly exempt from the
taxes imposed by this chapter, decreased by the amount of in-
terest paid or accrued which is not allowed as a deduction by
section 23 (b), relating to interest on indebtedness incurred or AIte, p. §

continued to purchase or carry certain tax-exempt obligations;
"(3) No net operating loss deduction shall be allowed; loss deduc
"(4) Long-term capital gains and long-term capital losses lowed.

shall be taken into account without regard to the provisions of gainsndls
section 117 (b). As so computed the amount deductible on IAnRC 5
account of long-term capital losses shall not exceed the amount
includible on account of the long-term capital gains, and the
amount deductible on account of short-term capital losses shall
not exceed the amount includible on account of the short-term
capital gains;

erating

of carry-
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SEC. 211. NET OPERATING LOSSES. 

(a) Section 23 of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to deduc-
tions from gross income) is amended by inserting at the end thereof 
the following: 

"(s) NET OPERATING Loss DEDucrioN.—For any taxable year be-
ginning after December 31, 1939, the net operating loss deduction 
computed under section 122." 

(b) The Internal Revenue Code is amended by inserting after sec-
tion 121 the following new section: 

"SEC. 122. NET OPERATING LOSS DEDUCTION. 

"(a) DEFINITION or NET OPERATING Loss.—As used in this section, 
the term 'net operating loss' means the excess of the deductions 
allowed by this chapter over the gross income, with the exceptions 
and limitations provided in subsection (d). 
"(b) AmouNT or CARRY-Ovnu.—The term 'net operating loss carry-

over' means in the case of any taxable year the sum of: 
"(1) The amount, if any, of the net operating loss for the 

first preceding taxable year; and 
"(2) The amount of the net operating loss, if any, for the 

second preceding taxable year reduced by the excess, if any, 
of the net income (computed with the exceptions and limitations 
provided in subsection (d) (1), (2), (3), and (4)) for the first 
preceding taxable year over the net operating loss for the third 
preceding taxable year. 

"(c) AMOUNT OF NET OPERATING Loss DEDUCTION.—The amount of 
the net operating loss deduction shall be the amount of the net operat-
ing loss carry-over reduced by the amount, if any, by which the net 
Income (computed with the exceptions and limitations provided in 
subsection (d) (1), (2), (3), and (4)) exceeds, in the case of a 
taxpayer other than a corporation, the net income (computed with-
out such deduction), or, in the case of a corporation, the normal-tax 
net income (computed without such deduction) ; 
."(d) EXCEPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS.—The exceptions and limita-

tions referred to in subsections (a), (b), and (c) shall be as follows: 
"(1) The deduction for depletion shall not exceed the amount. 

which would be allowable if computed without reference to dis-
covery value or to percentage depletion under section 114 (b) 
(2), (3), or (4); 
"(2) There shall be included in computing gross income the 

amount of interest received which is wholly exempt from the 
taxes imposed by this chapter, decreased by the amount of in-
terest paid or accrued which is not allowed as a deduction by 
section 23 (b), relating to interest on indebtedness incurred or 
continued to purchase or carry certain tax-exempt obligations; 

"(3) No net operating loss deduction shall be allowed; 
"(4) Long-term capital gains and long-term capital losses 

shall be taken into account without regard to the provisions of 
section 117 (b). As so computed the amount deductible on 
account of long-term capital losses shall not exceed the amount 
includible on account of the long-term capital gains, and the 
amount deductible on account of short-term capital losses shall 
not exceed the amount includible on account of the short-term 
capital gains; 
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No carry-over from
year prior to 1939.

Estates, trusts, and
participants in com-
mon trust funds.

Ante, p. 68.

Allowance of deduc-
tion for net operating
losses.

Ante, p. 867.

Partners.
Ante, p. 71.

"(5) Deductions otherwise allowed by law not attributable to
the operation of a trade or business regularly carried on by
the taxpayer shall (in the case of a taxpayer other than a cor-
poration) be allowed only to the extent of the amount of the
gross income not derived from such trade or business. For the
purposes of this paragraph deductions and gross income shall
be computed with the exceptions and limitations specified in
paragraphs (1) to (4) of this subsection.

"(e) No CARRY-OVER FROM YEAR PRIOR TO 1939.-As used in this
section, the terms 'third preceding taxable year', 'second preceding
taxable year', and 'first preceding taxable year' do not include any
taxable year beginning prior to January 1, 1939."

(c) ALLOWANCE OF DEDUCTION TO ESTATES, TRUSTS, AND PARTICI-
PANTS IN COMMON TRUST FUNDs.-The Internal Revenue Code is
amended by inserting after the section 169 the following new section:

"SEC. 170. NET OPERATING LOSSES.

"The benefit of the deduction for net operating losses allowed by
section 23 (s) shall be allowed to estates and trusts under regulations
prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary.
The benefit of such deduction shall not be allowed to a common trust
fund, but shall be allowed to the participants in the common trust
fund under regulations prescribed by the Commissioner with the ap-
proval of the Secretary."

(d) ALLOWANCE OF DEDUCTION TO PARTNERs.-The Internal Reve-
nue Code is amended by inserting after section 188 the following new
section:

"SEC. 189. NET OPERATING LOSSES.

Net operating loss "The benefit of the deduction for net operating losses allowed by
Ante, p. 867. section 23 (s) shall not be allowed to a partnership but shall be

allowed to the members of the partnership under regulations pre-
scribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary."

Life insurance con- (e) ALLOWANCE OF DEDUCTION TO INSURANCE COMPANIES.-
pnte, e7ti1. (1) Section 203 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating

.R.. 203 (a). to deductions of life insurance companies) is amended by insert-
ing at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

"(8) The amount of the net operating loss deduction provided
Ante, p. s87. in section 23 (s)."
Ante, . 74. (2) The Internal Revenue Code is amended by inserting after
i. R.''. 207. section 207 the following:

"SEC. 208. NET OPERATING LOSSES.

Insurance compa-
nies, net operating
losses.

Ante, p. 867.

Section 102 net in-
come, definition modi-
fled.

Ante, p. 35.
I.R.C.§102(d).

Ante, p. 867.

"The benefit of the deduction for net operating losses allowed by
section 23 (s) shall be allowed to insurance companies subject to the
taxes imposed in this supplement under regulations prescribed by the
Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary."

(f) DENIAL OF DEDUCTION TO SECTION 102 CORPORATIoNS.-Section
102 (d) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to the definition
of section 102 net income) is amended by striking out "The term
'section 102 net income' means the net income minus the sum of" and
inserting in lieu thereof "The term 'section 102 net income' means
the net income, computed without the net operating loss deduction
provided in section 23 (s), minus the sum of".
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"(5) Deductions otherwise allowed by law not attributable to 
the operation of a trade or business regularly carried on by 
the taxpayer shall (in the case of a taxpayer other than a cor-
poration) be allowed only to the extent of the amount of the 
gross income not derived from such trade or business. For the 
purposes of this paragraph deductions and gross income shall 
be computed with the exceptions and limitations specified in 
paragraphs (1) to (4) of this subsection. 

"(e) No CARRY-OVER FROM YEAR PRIOR TO 1939.—As used in this 
section, the terms 'third preceding taxable year', 'second preceding 
taxable year', and 'first preceding taxable year' do not include any 
taxable year beginning prior to January 1, 1939." 

(C) ALLOWANCE or DEDUCTION TO ESTATES, TRUSTS, AND PARTICI-
PANTS IN COMMON TRUST FuNns.—The Internal Revenue Code is 
amended by inserting after the section 169 the following new section: 

"SEC. 170. NET OPERATING LOSSES. 

"The benefit of the deduction for net operating losses allowed by 
section 23 (s) shall be allowed to estates and trusts under regulations 
prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary. 
The benefit of such deduction shall not be allowed to a common trust 
fund, but shall be allowed to the participants in the common trust 
fund under regulations prescribed by the Commissioner with the ap-
proval of the Secretary." 

(d) ALLOWANCE OF DEDUCTION TO PAETNERS.—The Internal Reve-
nue Code is amended by inserting after section 188 the following new 
section: 

"SEC. 189. NET OPERATING LOSSES. 

"The benefit of the deduction for net operating losses allowed by 
section 23 (s) shall not be allowed to a partnership but shall be 
allowed to the members of the partnership under regulations pre-
scribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary." 

(e) ALLOWANCE OF DEDUCTION TO INSURANCE COMPANW4.— 
(1) Section 203 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating 

to deductions of life insurance companies) is amended by insert-
ing at the end thereof the following new paragraph: 

"(8) The amount of the net operating loss deduction provided 
in section 23 (s)." 

(2) The Internal Revenue Code is amended by inserting after 
section 207 the following: 

"SEC. 208. NET OPERATING LOSSES. 

"The benefit of the deduction for net operating losses allowed by 
section 23 (s) shall be allowed to insurance companies subject to the 
taxes imposed in this supplement under regulations prescribed by the 
Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary." 

(f) DENIAL OF DEDUCTION TO SECTION 102 ConPoRATiows.—Section 
102 (d) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to the definition 
of section 102 net income) is amended by striking out "The term 
'section 102 net income' means the net income minus the sum of" and 
inserting in lieu thereof "The term 'section 102 net income' means 
the net income, computed without the net operating loss deduction 
provided in section 23 (s), minus the sum of". 
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(g) DENIAL OF DEDIUCTON TO FOREIGN PERSONAL HOLDING COM-
PANIES.-Section 336 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to
disallowed deductions in computing net income of foreign personal
holding companies) is amended by inserting at the end thereof the
following:

"(3) NET LOSS CARRY-OVER DISALLOWED.-The deduction for net
operating losses provided in section 23 (s) shall not be allowed."

(h) DENIAL OF DEDUCTION TO MUTUAL INVESTMENT COMPANIES.-
Section 362 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to definition
of Supplement Q net income) is amended to read as follows:

"(a) SUPPLEMENT Q NET INCOME.-For the purposes of this chap-
ter the term 'Supplement Q net income' means the adjusted net in-
come, computed without the net operating loss deduction provided in
section 23 (s), minus the basic surtax credit computed under section
27 (b) without the application of paragraphs (2) and (3)."

(i) DENIAL OF DEDUCTION TO DOMESTIC PERSONAL HOLDING COM-
PANIES.-Section 505 of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to defi-
nition of subchapter A net income) is amended by inserting at the
end thereof the following:

"(c) NET Loss CARRY-OVER DISALLOWED.-The deduction for net
operating losses provided in section 23 (s) shall not be allowed."

(j) TECHNICAL AMENDMENT.-Section 26 (c) (2) of the Internal
Revenue Code (relating to operating loss credit) is amended by strik-
ing out "chapter" and inserting in lieu thereof "section".

SEC. 212. CORPORATION CAPITAL LOSSES.

(a) LMrITATIONs.-Section 117 (d) of the Internal Revenue Code
(relating to limitation on capital losses) is amended to read as
follows:

"(d) LIMITATION ON CAPITAL LOSSES.-Long-term capital losses
shall be allowed, but short-term capital losses shall be allowed only
to the extent of short-term capital gains."

(b) NET SHORT-TERM Loss CARRY-OVER.-Section 117 (e) of the
Internal Revenue Code (relating to the one-year carry-over of net
short-term capital loss) is amended to read as follows:

"(e) NET SIIORT-TFIRM CAPITAL Loss CARRY-OVER.-If any tax-
payer sustains in any taxable year, beginning after December 31,
1937, in the case of a taxpayer other than a corporation, or beginning
after December 31, 1939, in the case of a corporation, a net short-
term capital loss, such loss (in an amount not in excess of the net
income for such year) shall be treated in the succeeding taxable year
as a short-term capital loss, except that it shall not be included in
computing the net short-term capital loss for such year."

(c) CAPITAL LOSSES OF FOREIGN PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANIES.-
Section 336 of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to definition of
Supplement P net income) is amended by inserting at the end thereof
the following new subsection:

"(c) CAPITAL LOSSES.-The net income shall be computed without
regard to section 117 (d) and (e), and losses from sales or exchanges
of capital assets shall be allowed only to the extent of $2,000 plus the
gains from such sales or exchanges."

(d) CAPITAL LOSSES OF DOMESTIC PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANIES.-
Section 505 of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to definition of
subchapter A net income) is amended by inserting at the end thereof
the following new subsection:

"(d) CAPITAI LossEs.-The net income shall be computed without
regard to section 117 (d) and (e), and losses from sales or exchanges
of capital assets shall be allowed only to the extent of $2,000 plus
the gains from such sales or exchanges."
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(g) DENIAL OF DEDUCTION TO FOREIGN PERSONAL HOLDING COM-
PANIES.—Section 336 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to 
disallowed deductions in computing net income of foreign personal 
holding companies) is amended by inserting at the end thereof the 
following: 

" (3) NET LOSS CARRY-OVER DISALLOWED.—The deduction for net 
operating losses provided in section 23 (s) shall not be allowed." 

(h) DENIAL OF DEDUCTION TO MUTUAL INVESTMENT COMPANIES.— 
Section 362 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to definition 
of Supplement Q net income) is amended to read as follows: 
"(a) SUPPLEMENT Q NET INCOME.—For the purposes of this chap-

ter the term 'Supplement Q net income' means the adjusted net in-
come, computed without the net operating loss deduction provided in 
section 23 (s), minus the basic surtax credit computed under section 
27 (b) without the application of paragraphs (2) and (3)." 

(1) DENIAL OF DEDUCTION TO DOMESTIC PERSONAL HOLDING COM-
pANrEs.--Section 505 of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to defi-
nition of subchapter A. net income) is amended by inserting at the 
end thereof the following: 

"(c) NET LOSS CARRY-OVER DISALLOWED.—The deduction for net 
operating losses provided in section 23 (s) shall not be allowed." 

(j) TECHNICAL AMENDMENT.—Section 26 (c) (2) of the Internal 
Revenue Code (relating to operating loss credit) is amended by strik-
ing out "chapter" and inserting in lieu thereof "section". 

SEC. 212. CORPORATION CAPITAL LOSSES. 

(a) LIMITATIONS.—Seetion 117 (d) of the Internal Revenue Code 
(relating to limitation on capital losses) is amended to read as 
follows: 
"(d) LIMITATION ON CAPITAL LossEs.—Long-term capital losses 

shall be allowed, but short-term capital losses shall be allowed only 
to the extent of short-term capital gains." 

(b) NET SHORT-TERM Loss CARRY-OVER.—Section 117 (e) of the 
Internal Revenue Code (relating to the one-year carry-over of net 

i short-term capital loss) s amended to read as follows: 
"(e) NETSHORT-TERM CAPITAL Loss CARRY-OVER.—If any tax-

payer sustains in any taxable year, beginning after December 31, 
1937, in the case of a taxpayer other than a corporation, or beginning 
after December 31, 1939, in the case of a corporation, a net short-
term capital loss, such loss (in an amount not in excess of the net 
income for such year) shall be treated in the succeeding taxable year 
as a short-term capital loss, except that it shall not be included in 
computing the net short-term capital loss for such year." 

(C) CAPITAL LOSSES OF FOREIGN PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANIES.— 
Section 336 of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to definition of 
Supplement P net income) is amended by inserting at the end thereof 
the following new subsection: 

"(c) CAPITAL LOSSES.—The net income shall be computed without 
regard to section 117 (d) and (e), and losses from sales or exchanges 
of capital assets shall be allowed only to the extent of $2,000 plus the 
gains from such sales or exchanges." 

(d) CAPITAL LOSSES OF DOMESTIC PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANIES.— 
Section 505 of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to definition of 
subchapter A net income) is amended by inserting at the end thereof 
the following new subsection: 

"(d) CAPITAL LOSSES.—The net income shall be computed without 
regard to section 117 (d) and (e), and losses from sales or exchanges 
of capital assets shall be allowed only to the extent of $2,000 plus 
the gains from such sales or exchanges." 
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SEC. 213. ASSUMPTION OF INDEBTEDNESS.

orecognition of gain (a) ASSUMPnOON OF LABLTrrY NOT RECOGNIZED.-Section 112 of the
Ante, p. 37. Internal Revenue Code (relating to recognition of gain or loss) is
I. R. C. 112. amended by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:
Assumption of lia- "(k) AssUmrTON OF LIABILITY NOT RECOGNIZED.-Where upon an

bility. exchange the taxpayer receives as part of the consideration property
Ante, p.37. which would be permitted by subsection (b) (4) or (5) of this

section to be received without the recognition of gain if it were the
sole consideration, and as part of the consideration another party
to the exchange assumes a liability of the taxpayer or acquires from
the taxpayer property subject to a liability, such assumption or ac-
quisition shall not be considered as 'other property or money' received

Ante, p. 39. by the taxpayer within the meaning of subsection (c), (d), or (e)
of this section and shall not prevent the exchange from being within

If purpose was to th provisions of subsection () (4) or (5);except that if, taking into
avoid Federal income rovis

t consideration the nature of the lability and the circumstances in the
light of which the arrangement for the assumption or acquisition was
made, it appears that the principal purpose of the taxpayer with
respect to the assumption or acquisition was a purpose to avoid Fed-

Not a bona fide eral income tax on the exchange, or, if not such purpose, was not a
transaction. bona fide business purpose, such assumption or acquisition (in the

amount of the liability) shall, for the purposes of this section, be
considered as money received by the taxpayer upon the exchange.

Burden of proof. In any suit or proceeding where the burden is on the taxpayer to
prove that such assumption or acquisition is not to be considered as
money received by the taxpayer, such burden shall not be considered
as sustained unless the taxpayer sustains such burden by the clear
preponderance of the evidence."

amendment to defini-,eorgsni at ion, (]) AMENDMENT TO DEFINITION OF REORGANIZATION.-Section 112

tion. (g) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to definition of re-
I. R. C. 112 (g) (1). organization) is amended to read as follows:

"(1) The term 'reorganization' means (A) a statutory merger
or consolidation, or (B) the acquisition by one corporation, in
exchange solely for all or a part of its voting stock, of at least
80 per centum of the voting stock and at least 80 per centum of
the total number of shares of all other classes of stock of another
corporation, or (C) the acquisition by one corporation, in
exchange solely for all or a part of its voting stock, of sub-
stantially all the properties of another corporation, but in deter-
mining whether the exchange is solely for voting stock the
assumption by the acquiring corporation of a liability of the
other, or the fact that property acquired is subject to a liability,
shall be disregarded, or (D) a transfer by a corporation of all or
a part of its assets to another corporation if immediately after
the transfer the transferor or its shareholders or both are in con-
trol of the corporation to which the assets are transferred, or
(E) a recapitalization, or (F) a mere change in identity, form, or
place of organization, however effected."

Rtauirement rosub- (C) REQUIREMENT OF SUBSTANTIALLY PROPORTIONATE INTERESTS.-

ate interests. Section 112 (b) (5) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to

t. R.C. 1 12(b)(5). requirement of substantially proportionate interests) is amended by
Where transferee as- adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "Where

transferor. the transferee assumes a liability of a transferor, or where the
property of a transferor is transferred subject to a liability, then
for the purpose only of determining whether the amount of stock or
securities received by each of the transferors is in the proportion
required by this paragraph, the amount of such liability (if under
subsection (k) it is not to be considered as 'other property or money')
shall be considered as stock or securities received by such transferor.
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SEC. 213. ASSUMPTION OF INDEBTEDNESS. 

(a) ASSUMPTION or LIABILITY NOT REcoomzEn.—Section 112 of the 
Internal Revenue Code (relating to recognition of gain or loss) is 
amended by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection: 
"(k) ASSUMPTION or LIABILITY NOT REcooNizEn.—Where upon an 

exchange the taxpayer receives as part of the consideration property 
which would be permitted by subsection (b) (4) or (5) of this 
section to be received without the recognition of gain if it were the 
sole consideration, and as part of the consideration another party 
to the exchange assumes a liability of the taxpayer or acquires from 
the taxpayer property subject to a liability, such assumption or ac-
quisition shall not be considered as 'other property or money' received 
by the taxpayer within the meaning of subsection (c), (d.), or (e) 
of this section and shall not prevent the exchange from being within 
the provisions of subsection ) (4) or (5) • except that if, taking into 
consideration the nature of e liability and the circumstances in the 
light of which the arrangement for the assumption or acquisition was 
made, it appears that the principal purpose . of the taxpayer with 
respect to the assumption or acquisition was a purpose to avoid Fed-
eral income tax on the exchange, or, if not such purpose, was not a 
bona fide business purpose such assumption or acquisition (in the 
amount of the liability) shall, for the purposes of this section, be 
considered as money received by the taxpayer upon the exchange. 
In any suit or proceeding where the burden is on the taxpayer to 
prove that such assumption or acquisition is not to be considered as 
money received by the taxpayer, such burden shall not be considered 
as sustained unless the taxpayer sustains such burden by the clear 
preponderance of the evidence.' 

(b) AMENDMENT TO DLEJNITION or REORDANIZATION.—SeCtiOn 112 
(g) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to definition of re-
organization) is amended to read as follows: 

"(1) The term 'reorganization' means (A) a statutory merger 
or consolidation, or (B) the acquisition by one corporation, in 
exchange solely for all or a part of its voting stock, of at least 
80 per centum of the voting stock and at least 80 per centum of 
the total number of shares of all other classes of stock of another 
corporation, or (C) the acquisition by one corporation, in 
exchange solely for all or a part of its voting stock, of sub-
stantially all the properties of another corporation, but in deter-
mining whether the exchange is solely for voting stock the 
assumption by the acquiring corporation of a liability of the 
other, or the fact that property acquired is subject to a liability, 
shall be disregarded, or (D) a transfer by a corporation of all or 
a part of its assets to another corporation if immediately after 
the transfer the transferor or its shareholders or both are in con-
trol of the corporation to which the assets are transferred, or 
(E) a recapitalization, or (F) a mere change in identity, form, or 
place of organization, however effected." 

(C) REQUIREMENT or SUBSTANTIALLY PROPORTIONATE INTERESTS.— 
Section 112 (b) (5) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to 
requirement of substantially proportionate interests) is amended by 
adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "Where 
the transferee assumes a liability of a transferor, or where the 
property of a transferor is transferred subject to a liability, then 
for the purpose only of determining whether the amount of stock or 
securities received by each of the transferors is in the proportion 
required by this paragraph, the amount of such liability (if under 
subsection (k) it is not to be considered as 'other property or money') 
shall be considered as stock or securities received by such transferor." 
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(d) BASIS OF PROPERTY.-Section 113 (a) (6) of the Internal Rev-
enue Code (relating to basis of property) is amended by inserting
before the last sentence thereof the following: "Where as part of the
consideration to the taxpayer another party to the exchange assumed
a liability of the taxpayer or acquired from the taxpayer property
subject to a liability, such assumption or acquisition (in the amount
of the liability) shall, for the purposes of this paragraph, be con-
sidered as money received by the taxpayer upon the exchange."

(e) TAXABLE YEARS TO WHICH APPLICABLE.-The amendments made
by subsections (a), (b), (c), and (d) shall be applicable to taxable
years beginning after December 31, 1938.

(f) AssuMPrIoN OF LIABILITY NOT RECOGNIZED UNDER PRIOR ACTS.-
(1) Where upon an exchange occurring in a taxable year ending

after December 31, 1923, and beginning before January 1, 1939, the
taxpayer received as part of the consideration property which would
be permitted by subsection (b) (4) or (5) of section 112 of the Rev-
enue Act of 1938, or the corresponding provisions of the Revenue Act
of 1924 or subsequent revenue Acts, to be received without the recog-
nition of gain if it were the sole consideration, and as part of the
consideration another party to the exchange assumed a liability of the
taxpayer or acquired from the taxpayer property subject to a liability,
such assumption or acquisition shall not be considered as "other
property or money" received by the taxpayer within the meaning of
subsection (c), (d), or (e) of section 112 of the Revenue Act of 1938,
or the corresponding provisions of the Revenue Act of 1924 or subse-
quent revenue Acts, and shall not prevent the exchange from being
within the provisions of subsection (b) (4) or (5) of section 112 of the
Revenue Act of 1938, or the corresponding provisions of the Revenue
Act of 1924 or subsequent revenue Acts; except that if, in the deter-
mination of the tax liability of such taxpayer for the taxable year in
which the exchange occurred, by a decision of the Board of Tax
Appeals or of a court which became final before the ninetieth day
after the date of enactment of the Revenue Act of 1939, or by a clos-
ing agreement, gain was recognized to such taxpayer by reason of
such assumption or acquisition of property, then for the purposes
of section 112 of the Revenue Act of 1938, and corresponding provi-
sions of the Revenue Act of 1924 or subsequent revenue Acts, such
assumption or acquisition (in the amount of the liability considered
in computing the gain) shall be considered as money received by the
taxpayer upon the exchange.

(2) Paragraph (1) shall be effective with respect to the Revenue
Act of 1924 and subsequent revenue Acts as of the date of enactment
of each such Act.

(g) DEFINITION OF REORGANIZATION UNDER PRIOR ACTS.-

(1) Section 112 (g) (1) of the Revenue Acts of 1938, 1936, and
1934 are amended to read as follows:

"(1) The term 'reorganization' means (A) a statutory merger
or consolidation, or (B) the acquisition by one corporation, in
exchange solely for all or a part of its voting stock, of substan-
tially all the properties of another corporation, but in determin-
ing whether the exchange is solely for voting stock the assump-
tion by the acquiring corporation of a liability of the other,
or the fact that property acquired is subject to a liability, shall
be disregarded; or the acquisition by one corporation in exchange
solely for all or a part of its voting stock of at least 80 per
centum of the voting stock and at least 80 per centum of the
total number of shares of all other classes of stock of another
corporation, or (C) a transfer by a corporation of all or a part
of its assets to another corporation if immediately after the trans-
fer the transferor or its shareholders or both are in control of the
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(d) BASIS or PROPERTY.—Section 113 (a) (6) of the Internal Rev-
enue Code (relating to basis of property) is amended by inserting 
before the last sentence thereof the following: "Where as part of the 
consideration to the taxpayer another party to the exchange assumed 
a liability of the taxpayer or acquired from the taxpayer property 
subject to a liability, such assumption or acquisition (in the amount 
of the liability) shall, for the purposes of this paragraph, be con-
sidered as money received by the taxpayer upon the exchange." 

(e) TAXABLE YEARS TO W HICH APPLICABLE.—The amendments made 
by subsections (a), (b), (c), and (d) shall be applicable to taxable 
years beginning after December 31, 1938. 

(f) ASSUMPTION OF LIABILITY NOT RECOGNIZED UNDER PRIOR ACTS.— 
(1) Where upon an exchange occurring in a taxable year ending 

after December 31, 1923, and beginning before January 1, 1939, the 
taxpayer received as part of the consideration property which would 
be permitted by subsection (b) (4) or (5) of section 112 of the Rev-
enue Act of 1938, or the corresponding provisions of the Revenue Act 
of 1924 or subsequent revenue Acts, to be received without the recog-
nition of gain if it were the sole consideration, and as part of the 
consideration another party to the exchange assumed a liability of the 
taxpayer or acquired from the taxpayer property subject to a liability, 
such assumption or acquisition shall not be considered as "other 
property or money" received by the taxpayer within the meaning of 
subsection (c), (d), or (e) of section 112 of the Revenue Act of 1938, 
or the corresponding provisions of the Revenue Act of 1924 or subse-
quent revenue Acts, and shall not prevent the exchange from being 
within the provisions of subsection (b) (4) or (5) of section 112 of the 
Revenue Act of 1938, or the corresponding provisions of the Revenue 
Act of 1924 or subsequent revenue Acts; except that if, in the deter-
mination of the tax liability of such taxpayer for the taxable year in 
which the exchange occurred, by a decision of the Board of Tax 
Appeals or of a court which became final before the ninetieth day 
after the date of enactment of the Revenue Act of 1939, or by a clos-
ing agreement, gain was recognized to such taxpayer by reason of 
such assumption or acquisition of property, then for the purposes 
of section 112 of the Revenue Act of 1938, and corresponding provi-
sions of the Revenue Act of 1924 or subsequent revenue Acts, such 
assumption or acquisition (in the amount of the liability considered 
in computing the gain) shall be considered as money received by the 
taxpayer upon the exchange. 

(2) Paragraph (1) shall be effective with respect to the Revenue 
Act of 1924 and subsequent revenue Acts as of the date of enactment 
of each such Act. 

(g) DEFINITION OF REORGANIZATION UNDER PRIOR ACTS.— 
(1) Section 112 (g) (1) of the Revenue Acts of 1938, 1936, and 

1934 are amended to read as follows: 
"(1) The term 'reorganization' means (A) a statutory merger 

or consolidation, or (B) the acquisition by one corporation, in 
exchange solely for all or a part of its voting stock, of substan-
tially all the properties of another corporation, but in determin-
ing whether the exchange is solely for voting stock the assump-
tion by the acquiring corporation of a liability of the other, 
or the fact that property acquired is subject to a liability, shall 
be disregarded; or the acquisition by one corporation in exchange 
solely for all or a part of its voting stock of at least 80 per 
centum of the voting stock and at least 80 per centuin of the 
total number of shares of all other classes of stock of another 
corporation, or (C) a transfer by a corporation of all or a part 
of its assets to another corporation if immediately after the trans-
fer the transferor or its shareholders or both are in control of the 
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corporation to which the assets are transferred, or (D) a recapi-
talization, or (E) a mere change in identity, form, or place of
organization, however effected."

Effectivedate. (2) The amendments made by paragraph (1) to the respective
Acts amended shall be effective as to each of such Acts as of the
date of enactment of such Act.

poSrtionateinteres (h) SUBSTANTIALLY PROPORTIONATE INTERESTS UNDER PRIOR ACTS.-
under priorAs. 1) Section 112 (b) (5) of the Revenue Acts of 1938, 1936, 1934,
1679; 48 Stat. 704; 47 1932, and 1928, and section 203 (b) (4) of the Revenue Acts of 1926
4Stat. 16; 453 Stat. 856 and 1924 are amended by inserting at the end thereof the following:

Assumptionoftrans- "Where the transferee assumes a liability of a transferor, or where theferor's liability by
transferee; property property of a transferor is transferred subject to a liability, then for
transferdstbject to the purpose only of determining whether the amount of stock or

securities received by each of the transferors is in the proportion re-
quired by this paragraph, the amount of such liability (if under
section 213 of the Revenue Act of 1939 it is not considered as 'other
property or money') shall be considered as stock or securities re-
ceived by such transferor. If, as the result of a determination of the
tax liability of the taxpayer for the taxable year in which the ex-
change occurred, by a decision of the Board of Tax Appeals or of a
court which became final before the ninetieth day after the date of
the enactment of the Revenue Act of 1939, or by a closing agreement,
the treatment of the amount of such liability was different from the
treatment which would result from the application of the preceding
sentence, such sentence shall not apply and the result of such deter-
mination shall be deemed proper.

ffective date. (2) The amendments made by paragraph (1) to the respective
Acts amended shall be effective as to each of such Acts as of the date
of enactment of such Act.

Basis under prior i) BASIS UNDE PRIOR AcT.-
Acts.

52Stat. 491;49 Stat. (1) Section 113 (a) (6) of the Revenue Acts of 1938, 1936, 19341682; 48 Stat. 706; 47
Stat. 199; 45 Stat. 819; 1932, and 1928, and section 204 (a) (6) of the Revenue Acts of
44W tat.er1; 43 Staty. 1926 and 1924 are amended by inserting before the last sentence
liability assumed by thereof the following: "Where as part of the consideration to the
transeree, etc. taxpayer another party to the exchange assumed a liability of the

taxpayer or acquired from the taxpayer property subject to a lia-
bility, such assumption or acquisition (in the amount of the liability)
shall, for the purposes of this paragraph, be considered as money
received by the taxpayer upon the exchange."

fective date. (2) The amendments made by paragraph (1) to the respective
Acts amended shall be effective as to each of such Acts as of the
date of enactment of such Act.

SEC. 214. BASIS OF STOCK DIVIDENDS AND STOCK RIGHTS.

ppadjusted basis of (a) BASIs UNDER INTERNA REVENUE CoDE.-Section 113 (a) of theproperty.
Antf" (40. Internal Revenue Code (relating to the unadjusted basis of property)

is amended by inserting at the end thereof the following new
paragraph:

Allocations of stock. "(19) (A) If the property was acquired by a shareholder in
a corporation and consists of stock in such corporation, or rights
to acquire such stock, acquired by him after February 28, 1913,
in a distribution by such corporation (hereinafter in this para-
graph called 'new stock'), or consists of stock in respect of which
such distribution was made (hereinafter in this paragraph called
'old stock') and

"(i) the new stock was acquired in a taxable year begin-
ning before January 1, 1936; or

"(ii) the new stock was acquired in a taxable year begin-
ning after December 31, 1935, and its distribution did not
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corporation to which the assets are transferred, or (D) a recapi-
talization, or (E) a mere change in identity, form, or place of 
organization, however effected." 

(2) The amendments made by paragraph (1) to the respective 
Acts amended shall be effective as to each of such Acts as of the 
date of enactment of such Act. 

1.1.) SUBSTANTIALLY PROPORTIONATE INTERESTS UNDER PRIOR ACTS.-
1) Section 112 (b) (5) of the Revenue Acts of 1938, 1936, 1934, 

1932, and 1928, and section 203 (b) (4) of the Revenue Acts of 1926 
and 1924 are amended by inserting at the end thereof the following: 
"Where the transferee assumes a liability of a transferor, or where the 
property of a transferor is transferred subject to a liability, then for 
the purpose only of determining whether the amount of stock or 
securities received by each of the transferors is in the proportion re-
quired by this paragraph, the amount of such liability (if under 
section 213 of the Revenue Act of 1939 it is not considered as 'other 
property or money') shall be considered as stock or securities re-
ceived by such transferor. If, as the result of a determination of the 
tax liability of the taxpayer for the taxable year in which the ex-
change occurred, by a decision of the Board of Tax Appeals or of a 
court which became final before the ninetieth day after the date of 
the enactment of the Revenue Act of 1939, or by a closing agreement, 
the treatment of the amount of such liability was different from the 
treatment which would result from the application of the preceding 
sentence, such sentence shall not apply and the result of such deter-
mination shall be deemed proper." 

(2) The amendments made by paragraph (1) to the respective 
Acts amended shall be effective as to each of such Acts as of the date 
of enactment of such Act. 

(i) BASIS UNDER PRIOR ACTS.— 
(1) Section 113 (a) (6) of the Revenue Acts of 1938, 1936, 1934, 

1932, and 1928, and section 204 (a) (6) of the Revenue Acts of 
1926 and 1924 are amended by inserting before the last sentence 
thereof the following: "Where as part of the consideration to the 
taxpayer another party to the exchange assumed a liability of the 
taxpayer or acquired from the taxpayer property subject to a lia-
bility, such assumption or acquisition (in the amount of the liability) 
shall, for the purposes of this paragraph, be considered as money 
received by the taxpayer upon the exchange." 

(2) The amendments made by paragraph (1) to the respective 
Acts amended shall be effective as to each of such Acts as of the 
date of enactment of such Act. 

SEC. 214. BASIS OF STOCK DIVIDENDS AND STOCK RIGHTS. 

(a) BASIS UNDER INTERNAL REVENUE Conn.—Section 113 (a) of the 
Internal Revenue Code (relating to the unadjusted basis of property) 
is amended by inserting at the end thereof the following new 
paragraph 

"(19) (Ai If the property was acquired by a shareholder in 
a corporation and consists of stock in such corporation, or rights 
to acquire such stock, acquired by him after February 28, 1913, 
in a distribution by such corporation (hereinafter in this para-
graph called 'new stock'), or consists of stock in respect of which 
such distribution was made (hereinafter in this paragraph called 
'old stock') and 

"(i) the new stock was acquired in a taxable year begin-
ning before January 1, 1936; or 

"(ii) the new stock was acquired in a taxable year begin-
ning after December 31, 1935, and its distribution did not 
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constitute income to the shareholder within the meaning
of the Sixteenth Amendment to the Constitution;

then the basis of the new stock and of the old stock, respectively,
shall, in the shareholder's hands, be determined by allocating
between the old stock and the new stock the adjusted basis of
the old stock; such allocation to be made under regulations which
shall be prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of
the Secretary.

"(B) Where the new stock consisted of rights to acquire stock
and such rights were sold in a taxable year beginning before
January 1, 1939, and there was included in the gross income
for such year the entire amount of the proceeds of such sale,
then, if before the date of the enactment of the Revenue Act of
1939 the taxpayer has not asserted (by claim for a refund or
credit or otherwise) that any part of the proceeds of the sale
of such new stock should be excluded from gross income for the
year of its sale, the basis of the old stock shall be determined
without regard to subparagraph (A); and no part of the pro-
ceeds of the sale of such new stock shall ever be excluded from
the gross income of the year of such sale.

"(C) Subparagraph (A) shall not apply if the new stock was
acquired in a taxable year beginning before January 1, 1936,
and there was included, as a dividend, in gross income for such
year an amount on account of such stock, and after such inclu-
sion such amount was not (before the date of the enactment of
the Revenue Act of 1939) excluded from gross income for such
year.

"(D) Subparagraph (A) shall not apply if the new stock or
the old stock was sold or otherwise disposed of in a taxable year
beginning prior to January 1, 1936, and the basis (determined by
a decision of a court or the Board of Tax Appeals, or a closing
agreement, and the decision or agreement became final before the
ninetieth day after the date of the enactment of the Revenue
Act of 1939) for determining gain or loss on such sale or other
disposition was ascertained by a method other than that of
allocation of the basis of the old stock."

(h) DISTRaIUTIONs NOT TR-EATED AS DIVIDENDS.-Section 115 (d)
of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to distributions applied in
reduction of basis) is amended to read as follows:

"(d) OTHER DISTRIBUTIONS FROM CAPITAL.-If any distribution
made by a corporation to its shareholders is not out of increase in
value of property accrued before March 1, 1913, and is not a divi-
dend, then the amount of such distribution shall be applied against
and reduce the adjusted basis of the stock provided in section 113,
and if in excess of such basis, such excess shall be taxable in the
same manner as a gain from the sale or exchange of property. This
subsection shall not apply to a distribution in partial or complete
liquidation or to a distribution which, under subsection (f) (1), is
not treated as a dividend, whether or not otherwise a dividend."

(c) DErERMINATION OF PERIOD FOR WHICH HELD.-Section 117 (h)
of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to determination of period
for which property is held) is amended by adding at the end thereof
the following new paragraph:

"(5) In determining the period for which the taxpayer has held
stock or rights to acquire stock received upon a distribution, if the
basis of such stock or rights is determined under section 113 (a) (19)
(A), there shall (under regulations prescribed by the Commissioner
with the approval of the Secretary) be included the period for which
he held the stock in the distributing corporation prior to the receipt
of such stock or rights upon such distribution."
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constitute income to the shareholder within the meaning 
of the Sixteenth Amendment to the Constitution; 

then the basis of the new stock and of the old stock, respectively, 
shall, in the shareholder's hands, be determined by allocating 
between the old stock and the new stock the adjusted basis of 
the old stock; such allocation to be made under regulations which 
shall be prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of 
the Secretary. 
"(B) Where the new stock consisted of rights to acquire stock 

and such rights were sold in a taxable year beginning before 
January 1, 1939, and there was included in the gross income 
for such year the entire amount of the proceeds of such sale, 
then, if before the date of the enactment of the Revenue Act of 
1939 the taxpayer has not asserted (by claim for a refund or 
credit or otherwise) that any part of the proceeds of the sale 
of such new stock should be excluded from gross income for the 
year of its sale, the basis of the old stock shall be determined 
without regard to subparagraph (A) ; and no part of the pro-
ceeds of the sale of such new stock shall ever be excluded from 
the gross income of the year of such sale. 
"(C) Subparagraph (A) shall not apply if the new stock was 

acquired in a taxable year beginning before January 1, 1936, 
and there was included, as a dividend., in gross income for such 
year an amount on account of such stock, and after such inclu-
sion such amount was not (before the date of the enactment of 
the Revenue Act of 1939) excluded from gross income for such 
year. 
"(D) Subparagraph (A) shall not apply if the new stock or 

the old stock was sold or otherwise disposed of in a taxable year 
beginning prior to January 1, 1936, and the basis (determined by 
a decision of a court or the Board of Tax Appeals, or a closing 
agreement, and the decision or agreement became final before the 
ninetieth day after the date of the enactment of the Revenue 
Act of 1939) for determining gain or loss on such sale or other 
disposition was ascertained by a method other than that of 
allocation of the basis of the old stock." 

(b) DISTRIBUTIONS NOT TREATED AS DIVIDENDS.—SeCtion 115 (d) 
of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to distributions applied in 
reduction of basis) is amended to read as follows: 
" (d ) OTHER DISTRIBUTIONS FROM CAPITAL.—If any distribution 

made by a corporation to its shareholders is not out of increase in 
value of property accrued before March 1, 1913, and is not a divi-
dend, then the amount of such distribution shall be applied against 
and reduce the adjusted basis of the stock provided in section 113, 
and if in excess of such basis, such excess shall be taxable in the 
same manner as a gain from the sale or exchange of property. This 
subsection shall not apply to a distribution in partial or complete 
liquidation or to a distribution which, under subsection (f) (1), is 
not treated as a dividend, whether or not otherwise a dividend." 

(C) DI:EERMINATION OF PERIOD FOR W HICH ITELD.—Section 117 (h) 
of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to determination of period 
for which property is held) is amended by adding at the end thereof 
the following new paragraph: 

"(5) In determining the period for which the taxpayer has held 
stock or rights to acquire stock received upon a distribution, if the 
basis of such stock or rights is determined under section 113 (a) (19) 
(A), there shall (under regulations prescribed by the Commissioner 
with the approval of the Secretary) be included the period for which 
he held the stock in the distributing corporation prior to the receipt 
of such stock or rights upon such distribution." 
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Taxable years to (d) TAXABLE YEARS TO WHICH APPLICABLE.-The amendments
made by subsections (a), (b), and (c) shall be applicable to taxable
years beginning after December 31, 1938.

sis under pr ior (e) BASIS UNDER PRIOR Acrs.-The following rules shall be ap-
52 Stat. 447. plied, for the purposes of the Revenue Act of 1938 or any prior

revenue Act as if such rules were a part of each such Act when it was
enacted, in determining the basis of property acquired by a share-
holder in a corporation which consists of stock in such corporation,
or rights to acquire such stock, acquired by him after February 28,
1913, in a distribution by such corporation (hereinafter in this
subsection called "new stock"), or consisting of stock in respect of
which such distribution was made (hereinafter in this subsection
called "old stock") if the new stock was acquired in a taxable year
beginning before January 1, 1936, or acquired in a taxable year be-
ginning after December 31, 1935, and its distribution did not con-
stitute income to the shareholder within the meaning of the Sixteenth
Amendment to the Constitution:

basis of new and of old (1) The basis of the new stock and of the old stock, respec-
stock. tively, shall, in the shareholder's hands, be determined by allocat-

ing between the old stock and the new stock the adjusted basis of
the old stock; such allocation to be made under regulations which
shall be prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of
the Secretary.

chere esntire ps (2) Where the new stock consisted of rights to acquire stock
wereincludedingross and such rights were sold and there was included in the gross
inco

m e
. income for the taxable year of the sale the entire amount of the

asserted.f" d proceeds of such sale, then, if before the date of the enactment
of this Act the taxpayer has not asserted (by claim for a refund
or credit or otherwise) that any part of the proceeds of the sale
of such new stock should be excluded from gross income for the
year of its sale, the basis of the old stock shall be determined
without regard to paragraph (1) and no part of the proceeds
of the sale of such new stock shall ever be excluded from the
gross income of the year of such sale.

cable in certain cases. (3) Paragraph (1) shall not apply if the new stock was
acquired in a taxable year beginning before January 1, 1936, and
there was included, as a dividend, in gross income for such year
an amount on account of such stock, and after such inclusion such
amount was not (before the date of the enactment of this Act)
excluded from gross income for such year.

(4) Paragraph (1) shall not apply if the new stock or the old
stock was sold or otherwise disposed of in a taxable year begin-
ing before January 1, 1936, and the basis (determined by a deci-
sion of a court or the Board of Tax Appeals, or a closing agree-
ment, and the decision or agreement became final before the
ninetieth day after the date of the enactment of this Act) for
determining gain or loss on such sale or other disposition was
ascertained by a method other than that of allocation of the basis
of the old stock.

der prior Acts o pei (f) DIEERMINATION UNDER PRIOR ACTS OF PERIOD FOR WHICH
odfor which held. HELD.-For the purposes of the Revenue Act of 1938 or any prior

revenue Act, in determining the period for which the taxpayer has
held stock or rights to acquire stock, received upon a distribution, if
the basis of such stock or rights is determined under section 214 (e)
(1) of the Revenue Act of 1939, there shall (under regulations which
shall be prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the
Secretary) be included the period for which he held the stock in the
distributing corporation prior to the receipt of such stock or rights
upon such distribution. This subsection shall be applicable as if it
were a part of each such Act when such Act was enacted.
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(d) TAXABLE YEARS To Winos APPLICABLE.—The amendments 
made by subsections (a), (b), and (c) shall be applicable to taxable 
years beginning after December 31, 1938. 

(e) BASIS UNDER PRIOR Acrs.—The following rules shall be ap-
plied, for the purposes of the Revenue Act of 1938 or any prior 
revenue Act as if such rules were a part of each such Act when it was 
enacted, in determining the basis of property acquired by a share-
holder in a corporation which consists of stock in such corporation, 
or rights to acquire such stock, acquired by him after February 28, 
1913, in a distribution by such corporation (hereinafter in this 
subsection called "new stock"), or consisting of stock in respect of 
which such distribution was made (hereinafter in this subsection 
called "old stock") if the new stock was acquired in a taxable year 
beginning before January 1, 1936, or acquired in a taxable year be-
ginning after December 31, 1935, and its distribution did not con-
stitute income to the shareholder within the meaning of the Sixteenth 
Amendment to the Constitution: 

(1) The basis of the new stock and of the old stock, respec-
tively, shall, in the shareholder's hands, be determined by allocat-
ing between the old stock and the new stock the adjusted basis of 
the old stock; such allocation to be made under regulations which 
shall be prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of 
the Secretary. 

(2) Where the new stock consisted of rights to acquire stock 
and such rights were sold and there was included in the gross 
income for the taxable year of the sale the entire amount of the 
proceeds of such sale, then, if before the date of the enactment 
of this Act the taxpayer has not asserted (by claim for a refund 
or credit or otherwise) that any part of the proceeds of the sale 
of such new stock should be excluded from gross income for the 
year of its sale, the basis of the old stock shall be determined 
without regard to paragraph (1) and no part of the proceeds 
of the sale of such new stock shall ever be excluded from the 
gross income of the year of such sale. 

(3) Paragraph (1) shall not apply if the new stock was 
acquired in a taxable year beginning before January 1, 1936, and 
there was included, as a dividend, in gross income for such year 
an amount on account of such stock, and after such inclusion such 
amount was not (before the date of the enactment of this Act) 
excluded from gross income for such year. 

(4) Paragraph (1) shall not apply if the new stock or the old 
stock was sold or otherwise disposed of in a taxable year begin-
ing before January 1, 1936, and the basis (determined by a deci-
sion of a court or the Board of Tax Appeals, or a closing agree-
ment, and the decision or agreement became final before the 
ninetieth day after the date of the enactment of this Act) for 
determining gain or loss on such sale or other disposition was 
ascertained by a method other than that of allocation of the basis 
of the old stock. 

(f) DETERMINATION UNDER PRIOR ACTS OF PERIOD FoR W HICH 
lima—For the purposes of the Revenue Act of 1938 or any prior 
revenue Act, in determining the period for which the taxpayer has 
held stock or rights to acquire stock, received upon a distribution, if 
the basis of such stock or rights is determined under section 214 (e) 
(1) of the Revenue Act of 1939, there shall (under regulations which 
shall be prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the 
Secretary) be included the period for which he held the stock in the 
distributing corporation prior to the receipt of such stock or rights 
upon such distribution. This subsection shall be applicable as if it 
were a part of each such Act when such Act was enacted. 
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SEC. 215. DISCHARGE OF INDEBTEDNESS.

(a) INCOME FROM DISCHARGE OF INDEBTEDNESS.-Section 22 (b) of
the Internal Revenue Code (relating to exclusions from gross income)
is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new para-
graph:

"(9) INCOME FROM DISCHARGE OF INDEBTEDNESS.-In the case of
a corporation, the amount of any income of the taxpayer attribut-
able to the discharge, within the taxable year, of any indebted-
ness of the taxpayer or for which the taxpayer is liable evidenced
by a security (as hereinafter in this paragraph defined) if-

(A) it is established to the satisfaction of the Commis-
sioner, or

(B) it is certified to the Commissioner by any Federal
agency authorized to make loans on behalf of the United
States to such corporation or by any Federal agency author-
ized to exercise regulatory power over such corporation,

that at the time of such discharge the taxpayer was in an unsound
financial condition, and if the taxpayer makes and files at the
time of filing the return, in such manner as the Commissioner,
with the approval of the Secretary, by regulations prescribes, its
consent to the regulations prescribed under section 113 (b) (3)
then in effect. In such case the amount of any income of the
taxpayer attributable to any unamortized premium (computed
as of the first day of the taxable year in which such discharge
occurred) with respect to such indebtedness shall not be
included in gross income and the amount of the deduction
attributable to any unamortized discount (computed as of the
first day of the taxable year in which such discharge occurred)
with respect to such indebtedness shall not be allowed as a deduc-
tion. As used in this paragraph the term 'security' means any
bond, debenture, note, or certificate, or other evidence of indebt-
edness, issued by any corporation, in existence on June 1, 1939.
This paragraph shall not apply to any discharge occurring before
the date of the enactment of the Revenue Act of 1939, or in a
taxable year beginning after December 31, 1942."

(b) BASIS REDUCED.-Section 113 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code
(relating to the adjusted basis of property) is amended by adding at
the end thereof the following new paragraph:

"(3) DISCHARGE OF INDEWrEDNESS.-Where in the case of a cor-
poration any amount is excluded from gross income under section
22 (b) (9) on account of the discharge of indebtedness the
whole or a part of the amount so excluded from gross income
shall be applied in reduction of the basis of any property held
(whether before or after the time of the discharge) by the tax-
payer during any portion of the taxable year in which such
discharge occurred. The amount to be so applied (not in excess
of the amount so excluded from gross income, reduced by the
amount of any deduction disallowed under section 22 (b) (9))
and the particular properties to which the reduction shall be
allocated, shall be determined under regulations (prescribed by
the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary) in effect
at the time of the filing of the consent by the taxpayer referred
to in section 22 (b) (9). The reduction shall be made as of the
first day of the taxable year in which the discharge occurred
except in the case of property not held by the taxpayer on such
first day, in which case it shall take effect as of the time the
holding of the taxpayer began."
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SEC. 215. DISCHARGE OF INDEBTEDNESS. 

(a) INCOME FROM DISCHARGE OF INDEBTEDNESS.—Sedi0/1 22 (b) of 
the Internal Revenue Code (relating to exclusions from gross income) 
is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new para-
graph: 

"(9) INCOME FROM DISCHARGE OF INDEBTEDNESS.—Ill the case of 
a corporationl the amount of any income of the taxpayer attribut-
able to the discharge, within the taxable year, of any indebted-
ness of the taxpayer or for which the taxpayer is liable evidenced 
by a security (as hereinafter in this paragraph defined) if— 

(A) it is established to the satisfaction of the Commis-
sioner, or 

(B) it is certified to the Commissioner by any Federal 
agency authorized to make loans on behalf of the United 
States to such corporation or by any Federal agency author-
ized to exercise regulatory power over such corporation, 

that at the time of such discharge the taxpayer was in an unsound 
financial condition, and if the taxpayer makes and files at the 
time of filing the return, in such manner as the Commissioner, 
with the approval of the Secretary, by regulations prescribes, its 
consent to the regulations prescribed under section 113 (b) (3) 
then in effect. In such case the amount of any income of the 
taxpayer attributable to any unamortized premium (computed 
as of the first day of the taxable year in which such discharge 
occurred) with respect to such indebtedness shall not be 
included in gross income and the amount of the deduction 
attributable to any unamortized discount (computed as of the 
first day of the taxable year in which such discharge occurred) 
with respect to such indebtedness shall not be allowed as a deduc-
tion. As used in this paragraph the term 'security' means any 
bond, debenture, note, or certificate, or other evidence of indebt-
edness, issued by any corporation, in existence on June 1, 1939. 
This paragraph shall not apply to any discharge occurring before 
the date of the enactment of the Revenue Act of 1939, or in a 
taxable year beginning after December 31, 1942." 

(b) BASIS REDUCED.—Section 113 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code 
(relating to the adjusted basis of property) is amended by adding at 
the end thereof the following new paragraph: 

"(3) DISCHARGE OF INDEBTEDNESS.—Where in the case of a cor-
poration any amount is excluded from gross income under section 
22 (b) (9) on account of the discharge of indebtedness the 
whole or a part of the amount so excluded from gross income 
shall be applied in reduction of the basis of any property held 
(whether before or after the time of the discharge) by the tax-
payer during any portion of the taxable year in which such 
discharge occurred. The amount to be so applied (not in excess 
of the amount so excluded from gross income, reduced by the 
amount of any deduction disallowed under section 22 (b) (9)) 
and the particular properties to which the reduction shall be 
allocated, shall be determined under regulations (prescribed by 
the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary) in effect 
at the time of the filing of the consent by the taxpayer referred 
to in section 22 (b) (9). The reduction shall be made as of the 
first day of the taxable year in which the discharge occurred 
except in the case of property not held by the taxpayer on such 
first day, in which case it shall take effect as of the tune the 
holding of the taxpayer began." 

Exclusions from 
gross income. 
Ante, p. 10. 
I. R. C. § 22 (b). 

Income from dis-
charge of corporate 
indebtedness. 

"Security" claimed. 

Application of para-
graph. 

Adjusted basis of 
property reduced. 
Ante, p. 44. 
I. R. C. § 113 (b). 

Discharge of indebt-
edness. 
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Taxable years to
which applicable.

e

c
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(c) TAXABE YESRs TO WHICH APPrrI ABnr-The amendments
made by this section shall be applicable to taxable years beginning
after December 31, 1938.

SEC. 216. FOREIGN TAX CREDIT.

AUowance of for- (a) DISALLOWANCE OF CREDIT TO SECION 102 CORPORATIONS.-Sec-
ign tax credit.
Antex cp. .1 tion 131 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to allowance of
IR.C.§131(a). foreign tax credit) is amended by striking out "If the taxpayer

signifies in his return his desire to have the benefits of this section,
the tax imposed by this chapter shall be credited with" and inserting
in lieu thereof "If the taxpayer signifies in his return his desire to

Ate . 3 . 0 have the benefits of this section, the tax imposed by this chapter,
except the tax imposed under section 102, shall be credited with".

Limit on foreign ta (b) LITrr ON CRETrr.-Section 131 (b) of the Internal Revenue
redit.
Ant, p. 56. Code (relating to the limit on foreign tax credit) is amended to read
IR.. . 131 (b). as follows:

"(b) LIMrr ON CREDTr.-The amount of the credit taken under
this section shall be subject to each of the following limitations:

"(1) The amount of the credit in respect of the tax paid or
accrued to any country shall not exceed the same proportion of
the tax against which such credit is taken, which the taxpayer's
net income from sources within such country bears to his entire
net income, in the case of a taxpayer other than a corporation, or
to the normal-tax net income, in the case of a corporation, for the
same taxable year; and

"(2) The total amount of the credit shall not exceed the same
proportion of the tax against which such credit is taken, which
the taxpayer's net income from sources without the United States
bears to his entire net income, in the case of a taxpayer other than
a corporation, or to the normal-tax net income, in the case of a
corporation, for the same taxable year."

idiary, credit.Taieso oreignsub- (c) FOREIGN SUBSIDIARY.-Section 131 (f) of the Internal Revenue
Are, p. 57.' Code (relating to credit for taxes of foreign subsidiary) is amended
. R. C. 1131(. by striking out "entire net income" and inserting in lieu thereof

"normal-tax net income".

Tax exemption of
certain Federal em-
ployees'organizations.

Ante, p. 33.
I. It. C. § 101.

Taxable years to
which applicable.

Employees' trusts.
Ante, p. 67.
I. R. C. 165.

SEC. 217. EXEMPTION OF CERTAIN FEDERAL EMPLOYEES' ORGANI-
ZATIONS.

(a) Section 101 of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to exemp-
tions from tax on corporations) is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new paragraph:

"(19) Voluntary employees' beneficiary associations providing
for the payment of life, sick, accident, or other benefits to the
members of such association or their dependents or their desig-
nated beneficiaries, if (A) admission to membership in such
association is limited to individuals who are officers or employees
of the United States Government, and (B) no -part of the net
earnings of such association inures (other than through such
payments) to the benefit of any private shareholder or
individual."

(b) The amendment made by this section shall be applicable to
taxable years beginning after December 31, 1938.

SEC. 218. EMPLOYEES' TRUSTS.

Section 165 of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to exemption
from tax of certain trusts for the benefit of employees) is amended
by inserting before the first paragraph "(a) ExErFTxON FROM
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Limit on foreign tax 
credit. 
Ante, p. 56. 
I. R. C. § 131 (b). 

Taxes of foreign sub-
sidiary, credit. 
Ante, p. 57. 
I. R. C. § 131 (f). 

Tax exemption of 
certain Federal em-
ployees'organizations. 
Ante, p. 33. 
I. It. C. § 101. 

Taxable years to 
which applicable. 

Employees' trusts. 
Ante, p. 67. 
I. R. C. § 165. 

(D) TAXABLE YEARS TO Winca APPLICABLF —The amendments 
made by this section shall be applicable to taxable years beginning 
after December 31, 1938. 

SEC. 216. FOREIGN TAX CREDIT. 

(a) DISALLOWANCE OF CREDIT TO SECTION 102 CORPORATIONS.—Set-
tion 131 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to allowance of 
foreign tax credit) is amended by striking out "If the taxpayer 
signifies in his return his desire to have the benefits of this section, 
the tax imposed by this chapter shall be credited with" and inserting 
in lieu thereof "If the taxpayer signifies in his return his desire to 
have the benefits of this section, the tax imposed by this chapter, 
except the tax imposed under section 102, shall be credited with". 

(b) Lmirr ox CRForr.—Section 131 (b) of the Internal Revenue 
Code (relating to the limit on foreign tax credit) is amended to read 
as follows: 

"(b) Lam, ON CREprr.—The amount of the credit taken under 
this section shall be subject to each of the following limitations: 

"(1) The amount of the credit in respect of the tax paid or 
accrued to any country shall not exceed the same proportion of 
the tax against which such credit is taken, which the taxpayer's 
net income from sources within such country bears to his entire 
net income, in the case of a taxpayer other than a corporation, or 
to the normal-tax net income, in the case of a corporation, for the 
same taxable year; and 
" (2) The total amount of the credit shall not exceed the same 

proportion of the tax against which such credit is taken, which 
the taxpayer's net income from sources without the United States 
bears to his entire net income, in the case of a taxpayer other than 
a corporation, or to the normal-tax net income, in the case of a 
corporation, for the same taxable year." 

(c) FOREIGN SuBsmiART.—Section 131 (f) of the Internal Revenue 
Code (relating to credit for taxes of foreign subsidiary) is amended 
by striking out "entire net income" and inserting in lieu thereof 
"normal-tax net income". 

SEC. 217. EXEMPTION OF CERTAIN FEDERAL EMPLOYEES' ORGANI-
ZATIONS. 

(a) Section 101 of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to exemp-
tions from tax on corporations) is amended by adding at, the end 
thereof the following new paragraph: 

"(19) Voluntary employees' beneficiary associations providing 
for the payment of life, sick, accident, or other benefits to the 
members of such association or their dependents or their desig-
nated beneficiaries, if (A) admission to membership in such 
association is limited to individuals who are officers or employees 
of the United States Government, and (B) no -part of the net 
earnings of such association inures (other than through such 
payments) to the benefit of any private shareholder or 
individual." 

(b) The amendment made by this section shall be applicable to 
taxable years beginning after December 31, 1938. 

SEC. 218. EMPLOYEES' TRUSTS. 

Section 165 of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to exemption 
from tax of certain trusts for the benefit of employees) is amended 
by inserting before the first paragraph "(a) ExEmPrzoif FROM 
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TAX.-- and by inserting at the end thereof the following new sub-
section:

"(b) TAXABLE YEAR BEGINNING PRIOR TO JANUARY 1, 1940.-The
provisions of clause (2) of subsection (a) shall not apply to a taxable
year beginning prior to January 1, 1940."

SEC. 219. INVENTORIES.

(a) AMENDMENT TO CoDE.-Section 22 (d) of the Internal Revenue
Code (relating to inventories in certain industries) is amended to
read as follows:

"(d) (1) A taxpayer may use the following method (whether or
not such method has been prescribed under subsection (c)) in inven-
torying goods specified in the application required under paragraph
(2):

"(A) Inventory them at cost;
"(B) Treat those remaining on hand at the close of the tax-

able year as being: First, those included in the opening inventory
of the taxable year (in the order of acquisition) to the extent
thereof, and second, those acquired in the taxable year; and

"(C) Treat those included in the opening inventory of the
taxable year in which such method is first used as having been
acquired at the same time and determine their cost by the average
cost method.

"(2) The method described in paragraph (1) may be used-
"(A) Only in inventorying goods (required under subsection

(c) to be inventoried) specified in an application to use such
method filed at such time and in such manner as the Commis-
sioner may prescribe; and

"(B) Only if the taxpayer establishes to the satisfaction of
the Commissioner that the taxpayer has used no procedure other
than that specified in subparagraphs (B) and (C) of paragraph
(1) in inventorying (to ascertain income, profit, or loss, for
credit purposes, or for the purpose of reports to shareholders,
partners, or other proprietors, or to beneficiaries) such goods for
any period beginning with or during the first taxable year for
which the method described in paragraph (1) is to be used.

"(3) The change to, and the use of, such method shall be in ac-
cordance with such regulations as the Commissioner, with the ap-
proval of the Secretary, may prescribe as necessary in order that
the use of such method may clearly reflect income.

"(4) In determining income for the taxable year preceding the
taxable year for which such method is first used, the closing in-
ventory of such preceding year of the goods specified in such applica-
tion shall be at cost.

"(5) If a taxpayer, having complied with paragraph (2), uses
the method described in paragraph (1) for any taxable year, then
such method shall be used in all subsequent taxable years unless-

"(A) With the approval of the Commissioner a change to a
different method is authorized; or

"(B) The Commissioner determines that the taxpayer has
used for any period beginning with or during any subsequent
taxable year some procedure other than that specified in sub-
paragraph (B) of paragraph (1) in inventorying (for ascer-
taining income, profit, or loss, for credit purposes, or for the pur-
pose of reports to shareholders, partners, or other proprietors,
or to beneficiaries) the goods specified in the application, and
requires a change to a method different from that prescribed
in paragraph (1) beginning with such subsequent taxable year or
any taxable year thereafter,

877

Taxable year begin-
ning prior to Janu-
ary 1, 1940.

Inventories in cer-
tain industries.

Ante, p. 11.
I.R.C. C. 22 (d).

Election of method.

Restriction.

Regulations as to
change, etc.

Inventory at cost.

Restriction on
change of method.
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TAX.—" and by inserting at the end thereof the following new sub-
section: 

"(b) TAXABLE YEAR BEGINNING PRIOR TO JANUARY 1, 1940.—The 
provisions of clause (2) of subsection (a) shall not apply to a taxable 
year beginning prior to January 1, 1940." 

SEC. 219. INVENTORIES. 

(a) AMENDMENT TO ConE.—Section 22 (d) of the Internal Revenue 
Code (relating to inventories in certain industries) is amended to 
read as follows: 

"(d) (1) A taxpayer may use the following method (whether or 
not such method has been prescribed under subsection (c) ) in inven-
torying goods specified in the application required under paragraph 
(2) : 

"(A) Inventory them at cost; 
"(B) Treat those remaining on hand at the close of the tax-

able year as being: First, those included in the opening inventory 
of the taxable year (in the order of acquisition) to the extent 
thereof, and second, those acquired in the taxable year; and 
"(C) Treat those included in the opening inventory of the 

taxable year in which such method is first used as having been 
acquired at the same time and determine their cost by the average 
cost method. 

"(2) The method described in paragraph (1) may be used— 
"(A) Only in inventorying goods (required under subsection 

(c) to be inventoried) specified in an application to use such 
method filed at such time and in such manner as the Commis-
sioner may prescribe; and 
"(B) Only if the taxpayer establishes to the satisfaction of 

the Commissioner that the taxpayer has used no procedure other 
than that specified in subparagraphs (B) and (C) of paragraph 
(1) in inventorying (to ascertain income, profit, or loss, for 
credit purposes, or for the purpose of reports to shareholders, 
partners, or other proprietors, or to beneficiaries) such goods for 
any period beginning with or during the first taxable year for 
which the method described in paragraph (1) is to be used. 

"(3) The change to, and the use of, such method shall be in ac-
cordance with such regulations as the Commissioner, with the ap-
proval of the Secretary, may prescribe as necessary in order that 
the use of such method may clearly reflect income. 
"(4) In determining income for the taxable year preceding the 

taxable year for which such method is first used, the closing in-
ventory of such preceding year of the goods specified in such applica-
tion shall be at cost. 

"(5) If a taxpayer, having complied with paragraph (2), uses 
the method described in paragraph (1) for any taxable year, then 
such method shall be used in all subsequent taxable years unless— 

"( A) With the approval of the Commissioner a change to a 
different method is authorized; or 
"(B) The Commissioner determines that the taxpayer has 

used for any period beginning with or during any subsequent 
taxable year some procedure other than that specified in sub-
paragraph (B) of paragraph (1) in inventorying (for ascer-
taining income, profit, or loss, for credit purposes, or for the pur-
pose of reports to shareholders, partners, or other proprietors, 
or to beneficiaries) the goods specified in the application, and 
requires a change to a method different from that prescribed 
in paragraph (1) beginning with such subsequent taxable year or 
any taxable year thereafter. 
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Inventories in cer-
tain industries. 
Ante, p. 11. 
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Taxable years to
which applicable.

Inventories in cer-
tain industries.

52 Stat. 459.
26 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, § 22 (d).
Ante, p. 877.
I. R. C. §22 (d) (1).
Ante, p. 877.
I. R. C. § 22 (d) (2).

Ante, p. 36.
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year after 1938.

Taxable years to
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In either of the above cases, the change to, and the use of, the different
method shall be in accordance with such regulations as the Commis-
sioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may prescribe as necessary
in order that the use of such method may clearly reflect income."

(b) TAXABLE YEARS TO WHICH APPLICABLE.-The amendment made
by subsection (a) shall be applicable to taxable years beginning
after December 31, 1938.

(c) AMENDMENT TO 1938 ACT.-Section 22 (d) of the Revenue Act
of 1938 (relating to inventories in certain industries) is amended to
read as follows:

"(d) If the inventory method described in section 22 (d) (1),
as amended, of the Internal Revenue Code is used for the first taxable
year beginning after December 31, 1938, then, in determining income
for the preceding taxable year, the closing inventory of such year
of the goods specified in the application under section 22 (d) (2), as
amended, of such Code shall be at cost."

SEC. 220. COMPENSATION FOR SERVICES RENDERED FOR A PERIOD
OF FIVE YEARS OR MORE.

(a) The Internal Revenue Code is amended by inserting after
section 106 the following new section:

"SEC. 107. COMPENSATION FOR SERVICES RENDERED FOR A PERIOD
OF FIVE YEARS OR MORE.

"In the case of compensation (a) received, for personal services
rendered by an individual in his individual capacity, or as a member
of a partnership, and covering a period of five calendar years or
more from the beginning to the completion of such services, (b) paid
(or not less than 95 per centum of which is paid) only on completion
of such services, and (c) required to be included in gross income
of such individual for any taxable year beginning after December
31, 1938, the tax attributable to such compensation shall not be greater
than the aggregate of the taxes attributable to such compensation had
it been received in equal portions in each of the years included in
such period."

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall be applicable to
taxable years beginning after December 31, 1938.

SEC. 221. EXTENSION OF TIME OF ORDERS OF SECURITIES AND
EXCHANGE COMMISSION.

Securities anmd x- (a) Section 373 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code relating to
oriers. the definition of orders of the Securities and Exchange CommissionAnte,p. 102.

I. R. c. 373(a). with respect to which Supplement R applies) is amended to read as
follows:

Term defined. "(a) The term 'order of the Securities and Exchange Commission'
means an order (1) issued after May 28, 1938, and prior to January
1, 1941, by the Securities and Exchange Commission to effectuate the
provisions of section 11 (b) of the Public Utility Holding Company

49 Stt. 2. upp Act of 1935, 49 Stat. 820 (U. S. C., Supp. III, Title 15, § 79 (b)),
IV, 79k (b). or (2) issued by the Commission subsequent to December 31, 1940,

in which it is expressly stated that an order of the character specified
in clause (1) is amended or supplemented, and (3) which has become
final in accordance with law."

Taxabli years to (b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall be applicable
to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1938.
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Term defined. 

49 Stat. 820. 
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IV, § 79k (h). 
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In either of the above cases, the change to, and the use of, the different 
method shall be in accordance with such regulations as the Commis-
sioner, with the approval of the Secretary, may prescribe as necessary 
in order that the use of such method may clearly reflect income." 

(b) TAXABLE YEARS TO W HICH APPLICABLE.—The amendment made 
by subsection. (a) shall be applicable to taxable years beginning 
after December 31, 1938. 

(c) AMENDMENT TO 1938 Acr.—Section 22 (d) of the Revenue Act 
of 1938 (relating to inventories in certain industries) is amended to 
read as follows: 

"(d) If the inventory method described in section 22 (d) (1), 
as amended, of the Internal Revenue Code is used for the first taxable 
year beginning after December 31, 1938, then, in determining income 
for the preceding taxable year, the closing inventory of such year 
of the goods specified in the application under section 22 (d) (2), as 
amended, of such Code shall be at cost." 

SEC. 220. COMPENSATION FOR SERVICES RENDERED FOR A PERIOD 
OF FIVE YEARS OR MORE. 

(a) The Internal Revenue Code is amended by inserting after 
section 106 the following new section: 

"SEC. 107. COMPENSATION FOR SERVICES RENDERED FOR A PERIOD 
OF FIVE YEARS OR MORE. 

"In the case of compensation (a) received, for personal services 
rendered by an individual in his individual capacity, or as a member 
of a partnership, and covering a period of five calendar years or 
more from the beginning to the completion of such services, (13) paid 
(or not less than 95 per centum of which is paid) only on completion 
of such services' and (c) required to be included in gross income 
of such individual for any taxable year beginning after December 
31, 1938, the tax attributable to such compensation shall not be greater 
than the aggregate of the taxes attributable to such compensation had 
it been received in equal portion g in each of the years included in 
such period." 

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall be applicable to 
taxable years beginning after December 31, 1938. 

SEC. 221. EXTENSION OF TIME OF ORDERS OF SECURITIES AND 
EXCHANGE COMMISSION. 

(a) Section 373 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to 
the definition of orders of the Securities and Exchange Commission 
with respect to which Supplement R applies) is amended to read as 
follows: 

"(a) The term 'order of the Securities and Exchange Commission' 
means an order (1) issued after May 28, 1938, and prior to January 
1, 1941, by the Securities and Exchange Commission to effectuate the 
provisions of section 11 (b) of the Public Utility Holding Company 
Act of 1935, 49 Stat. 820 (U. S. C., Supp. III, Title 15, § 79 (b)), 
or (2) issued by the Commission subsequent to December 31, 1940, 
in which it is expressly stated that an order of the character specified 
in clause (1) is amended or supplemented, and (3) which has become 
final in accordance with law." 

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall be applicable 
to taxable years.beginning after December 31, 1938. 
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SEC. 222. RENEWAL OF INDEBTEDNESS.

(a) Section 27 (a) (4) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating
to corporation credit for amounts used or set aside to pay indebted-
ness) is amended by inserting at the end thereof the following new
sentence: "A renewal (however evidenced) of an indebtedness shall
be considered an indebtedness."

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall be applicable
to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1938.

(c) Section 27 (a) (4) of the Revenue Act of 1938 (relating to
corporation credit for amounts used or set aside to pay indebtedness)
is amended by inserting at the end thereof the following new sen-
tence: "A renewal (however evidenced) of an indebtedness shall be
considered an indebtedness."

(d) The amendment made by subsection (c) shall be applicable
to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1937.

SEC. 223. COMMODITY CREDIT LOANS.

(a) The Internal Revenue Code is amended by inserting after
section 121 the following new section:

"SEC. 123. COMMODITY CREDIT LOANS.

"(a) Amounts received as loans from the Commodity Credit Cor-
poration shall, at the election of the taxpayer, be considered as
income and shall be included in gross income for the taxable year
in which received.

"(b) If a taxpayer exercises the election provided for in subsec-
tion (a) for any taxable year beginning after December 31, 1938
then the method of computing income so adopted shall be adhered
to with respect to all subsequent taxable years unless with the
approval of the Commissioner a change to a different method is
authorized."

(b) ADJUSTMIEN-T OF BASIS.-Section 113 (b) (1) of the Internal
Revenue Code is amended by adding at the end thereof a new sub-
paragraph reading as follows:

"(G) in the case of property pledged to the Commodity
Credit Corporation, to the extent of the amount received as a
loan from the Commodity Credit Corporation and treated by
the taxpayer as income for the year in which received pursuant
to section 123 of this chapter, and to the extent of any deficiency
on such loan with respect to which the taxpayer has been relieved
from liability."

(c) The amendments made by subsections (a) and (b) shall be
applicable to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1938.

(d) RETROArTIVE APPLICATION.-The provisions of subsection (a)
shall be retroactively applied in computing income for any taxable
year subject to the provisions of the Revenue Act of 1934, the Reve-
nue Act of 1936, or the Revenue Act of 1938, or any of such Acts
as amended, if-

(1) The taxpayer elects in writing (in accordance with regu-
lations prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the
Secretary) within one year from the date of the enactment of
this Act to treat such loans as income for such year, and

(2) The records of the taxpayer are sufficient to permit an
accurate computation of income for such year, and

(3) The taxpayer consents in writing to the assessment, within
such period as may be agreed upon, of any deficiency for such
year, even though the statutory period for the assessment of any
such deficiency had expired prior to the filing of such consent.
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SEC. 222. RENEWAL OF INDEBTEDNESS. 

(a) Section 27 (a) (4) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating 
to corporation credit for amounts used or set aside to pay indebted-
ness) is amended by inserting at the end thereof the following new 
sentence: "A renewal (however evidenced) of an indebtedness shall 
be considered an indebtedness." 

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall be applicable 
to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1938. 

(c) Section 27 (a) (4) of the Revenue Act of 1938 (relating to 
corporation credit for amounts used or set aside to pay indebtedness) 
is amended by inserting at the end thereof the following new sen-
tence: "A renewal (however evidenced) of an indebtedness shall be 
considered an indebtedness." 

(d) The amendment made by subsection (c) shall be applicable 
to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1937. 

SEC. 223. COMMODITY CREDIT LOANS. 

(a) The Internal Revenue Code is amended by inserting after 
section 121 the following new section: 

"SEC. 123. COMMODITY CREDIT LOANS. 

"(a) Amounts received as loans from the Commodity Credit Cor-
poration shall, at the election of the taxpayer, be considered as 
income and shall be included in gross income for the taxable year 
in which received. 

"(b) If a taxpayer exercises the election provided for in subsec-
tion (a) for any taxable year beginning after December 31, 1938, 
then the method of computing income so adopted shall be adhered 
to with respect to all subsequent taxable years unless with the 
approval of the Commissioner a change to a different method is 
authorized." 

(b) ADJUSTMENT OF BASIS.—Section 113 (b) (1) of the Internal 
Revenue Code is amended by adding at the end thereof a new sub-
paragraph reading as follows: 

"(G) in the case of property pledged to the Commodity 
Credit Corporation, to the extent of the amount received as a 
loan from the Commodity Credit Corporation and treated by 
the taxpayer as income for the year in which received pursuant 
to section 123 of this chapter, and to the extent of any deficiency 
on such loan with respect to which the taxpayer has been relieved 
from liability." 

(c) The amendments made by subsections (a) and (b) shall be 
applicable to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1938. 

(d) RITIKOAC'TIVE APPLICATION.—The provisions of subsection (a) 
shall be retroactively applied in computing income for any taxable 
year subject to the provisions of the Revenue Act of 1934, the Reve-
nue Act of 1936, or the Revenue Act of 1938, or any of such Acts 
as amended, if— 

(1) The taxpayer elects in writing (in. accordance with regu-
lations prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the 
Secretary) within one year from the date of the enactment of 
this Act to treat such loans as income for such year, and 

(2) The records of the taxpayer are sufficient to permit an 
accurate computation of income for such year, and 

(3) The taxpayer consents in writing to the assessment, within 
such period as may be agreed upon, of any deficiency for such 
year, even though the statutory period for the assessment of any 
such deficiency had expired prior to the filing of such consent. 

Renewal of indebt-
edness. 
Ante, p. 20. 
I. R. C. § 27 (a) (4). 

Taxable years to 
which applicable. 

Renewal of indebt-
edness. 

52 Stat. 468. 

Taxable years to 
which applicable. 

Ante, pp. 66, 867. 

Commodity credit 
loans; treatment of. 

Restriction as to 
change of method. 

Ante, p. 44. 
I. R. C. § 113 (b) (1). 

Adjustment of 
basis. 

Taxable years to 
which applicable. 
Retroactive applica-

tion. 

48 Stat. 680; 49 Stat. 
1648; 52 Stat. 447. 
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Credit for overpaid
tax.

Adjustment of basis
for prior years.

48 Stat. 680; 49 Stat.
1648; 52 Stat. 447.

Charitable deduc-
tions of taxpayers
other than corpora-
tions.

Ante, p. 14.
I. R. C. § 23 (o) (1)

(2).
For public purposes.

For religious, chari-
table. etc., purposes.

Ante, p. 15.
I. . C. 23 (q).

Deductions allowed.

Verification.

Ante, p. 6.

Any tax overpaid for any such year shall be credited or refunded,
subject to the statutory period of limitation properly applicable
thereto.

(e) ADJUSTMENT OF BASIS FOR PRIOR YEARS.-In computing
income for any taxable year subject to the provisions of the Revenue
Act of 1934, the Revenue Act of 1936, or the Revenue Act of 1938,
or any of such Acts as amended, the basis, for determining gain or
loss from the sale or other disposition of any property, pledged to
the Commodity Credit Corporation as security on a loan obtained
therefrom, shall be adjusted for the amount of such loan to the extent
it was considered as income and included in gross income for the
year in which received, and for the amount of any deficiency on such
loan with respect to which the taxpayer was relieved from liability.

SEC. 224. CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS TO POSSESSIONS AND
CHARITIES IN POSSESSIONS.

(a) CHARrrABLE DIEDucIONS OF TAXPAYERS OTHER THAN CORPO-
RATIONS.-Section 23 (o) (1) and (2) of the Internal Revenue Code
are amended to read as follows:

"(1) The United States, any State, Territory, or any political
subdivison thereof or the District of Columbia, or any possession
of the United States, for exclusively public purposes;

"(2) A corporation, trust, or community chest, fund, or
foundation, created or organized in the United States or in any
possession thereof or under the law of the United States or of
any State or Territory or of any possession of the United States,
organized and operated exclusively for religious, charitable, scien-
tific, literary, or educational purposes, or for the prevention of
cruelty to children or animals, no part of the net earnings of
which inures to the benefit of any private shareholder or indi-
vidual, and no substantial part of the activities of which is carry-
ing on propaganda, or otherwise attempting, to influence
legislation;".

(b) CHARITABLE DEDUCTION OF CORPORATIONS.-Section 23 (q) of
the Internal Revenue Code is amended to read as follows:

"(q) CHARITABLE AND OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS BY CORPORATIONS.-In
the case of a corporation, contributions or gifts payment of which
is made within the taxable year to or for the use of a corporation,
trust, or community chest, fund, or foundation, created or organized
in the United States or in any possession thereof or under the law
of the United States, or of any State or Territory, or of the District
of Columbia, or of any possession of the United States, organized
and operated exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary,
or educational purposes or for the prevention of cruelty to children
(but in the case of contributions or gifts to a trust, chest. fund, or
foundation, only if such contributions or gifts are to be used within
the United States or any of its possessions exclusively for such pur-
poses), no part of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit
of any private shareholder or individual, and no substantial part
of the activities of which is carrying on propaganda, or otherwise
attempting, to influence legislation; to an amount which does not
exceed 5 per centum of the taxpayer's net income as computed without
the benefit of this subsection. Such contributions or gifts shall be
allowable as deductions only if verified under rules and regulations
prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary."

SEC. 225. PAN-AMERICAN TRADE CORPORATIONS.

The Internal Revenue Code is amended by inserting after section
151 the following new section:
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Ante, p. 15. 
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Deductions allowed. 

Verification. 

Ante, p. 66. 

Any tax overpaid for any such year shall be credited or refunded, 
subject to the statutory period of limitation properly applicable 
thereto. 

(e) ADJUSTMENT OF BASIS FOR PRIOR YEARS.—In computing 
income for any taxable year subject to the provisions of the Revenue 
Act of 1934, the Revenue Act of 1936, or the Revenue Act of 1938, 
or any of such Acts as amended, the basis, for determining gain or 
loss from the sale or other disposition of any property, pledged to 
the Commodity Credit Corporation as security on a loan obtained 
therefrom, shall be adjusted for the amount of such loan to the extent 
it was considered as income and included in gross income for the 
year in which received, and for the amount of any deficiency on such 
loan with respect to which the taxpayer was relieved from liability. 

SEC. 224. CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS TO POSSESSIONS AND 
CHARITIES IN POSSESSIONS. 

(a) CHARITABLE DEDUCTIONS OF TAXPAYERS OTHER THAN CoRpo-
RATIoNs.—Section 23 (o) (1) and (2) of the Internal Revenue Code 
are amended to read as follows: 

"(1) The United States any State, Territory, or any political 
subdivison thereof or the States, of Columbia, or any possession 
of the United States, for exclusively public purposes; 

"(2) A corporation, trust, or community chest, fund, or 
foundation, created or organized in the United States or in any 
possession thereof or under the law of the United States or of 
any State or Territory or of any possession of the United States, 
organized and operated exclusively for religious, charitable, scien-
tific, literary, or educational purposes, or for the prevention of 

cruelty to children or animals, no part of the net earnings of whichinures to the benefit of any private shareholder or indi-

vidual, and no substantial part of the activities of which is carry-
ing. on propaganda, or otherwise attempting, to influence 
legislation;". 

(b) CHARITABLE DEDUCTION OF CORPORATIONS.—Section 23 (q) of 
the Internal Revenue Code is amended to read as follows: 
"(q) CHARITABLE AND OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS BY CORPORATIONS.—In 

the case of a corporation, contributions or gifts payment of which 
is made within the taxable year to or for the use of a corporation, 
trust, or community chest, fund, or foundation, created or organized 
in the United States or in any possession thereof or under the law 
of the United States, or of any State or Territory, or of the District 
of Columbia, or of any possession of the United States, organized 
and operated exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, 
or educational purposes or for the prevention of cruelty to children 
(but in the case of contributions or gifts to a trust, chest, fund, or 
foundation, only if such contributions or gifts are to be used within 
the United States or any of its possessions exclusively for such pur-
poses), no part of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit 
of any private shareholder or individual, and no substantial part 
of the activities of which is carrying on propaganda, or otherwise 
attempting, to influence legislation; to an amount which does not 
exceed 5 per centum of the taxpayer's net income as computed without 
the benefit of this subsection. Such contributions or gifts shall be 
allowable as deductions only if verified under rules and regulations 
prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary." 

SEC. 225. PAN-AMERICAN TRADE CORPORATIONS. 

The Internal Revenue Code is amended by inserting after section 
151 the following new section: 
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"SEC. 152. PAN-AMERICAN TRADE CORPORATIONS.

"If a domestic corporation engaged in the active conduct of a trade
or business within the United States (hereinafter referred to as the
'parent corporation') owns directly 100 per centum of the capital
stock of one or more domestic corporations each of which is engaged
solely in the active conduct of a trade or business in Central or South
America (hereinafter referred to as a Pan-American trade corpora-
tion), such corporations (including the 'parent corporation') shall be
deemed to be an affiliated group of corporations within the meaning
of section 141 of this chapter, provided that the following conditions
are satisfied:

"(1) At least 80 per centum of the gross income for the taxable
year of the parent corporation is derived from sources other than
royalties, rents, dividends, interest, annuities, and gains from the
sale or exchange of stock or securities; and

"(2) At least 90 per centum of the gross income for the taxable
year of each of the Pan-American trade corporations is derived
from sources other than royalties, rents, dividends, interest,
annuities, and gains from the sale or exchange of stock or
securities; and

"(3) No part of the gross income for the taxable year of any
of the Pan-American trade corporations is derived from sources
within the United States."

SEC. 226. DEDUCTIONS OF INSURANCE COMPANIES OTHER THAN LIFE
OR MUTUAL.

(a) Section 204 (c) (10) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended
to read as follows:

'(10) Deductions (other than those specified in this subsec-
tion) as provided in section 23."

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall be applicable to
taxable years beginning after December 31, 1938.
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Benefits to domestic
corporations in active
conduct of Pan-Amer-
ican trade.

Ante, pp. 58, 866.
I. R. C. §141.

Conditions.

Deductions allowed.
Ante, p. 74.
I. R. C. § 204 (c) (10).

Ante, pp. 12,867,S0.
I. R.C. § 23.
Taxable years to

which applic:lble.

SEC. 227. DEFINITION OF GROSS INCOME OF CERTAIN INSURANCE
COMPANIES FOR PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANY TAX.

(a) Section 507 of the Internal Revenue Code is amended to read -. li,, §i,7

as follows:

"SEC. 507. MEANING OF TERMS USED.

"(a) GENERAL RULE.-The terms used in this subchapter shall have (eneralrule.
the same meaning as when used in chapter 1.

"(b) INSURANCE COMPANIES OTHER THAN LIFE OR MUTUAL.-Not- "Cross income."

withstanding subsection (a), the term 'gross income', as used in this
subchapter, means, in the case of an insurance company other than
life or mutual, the gross income, as defined in section 204 (b) (1), in: IC. a 204 (b)
increased by the amount of losses incurred, as defined in section 204 () (6) (7).204 (c) (7).

(b) (6), and the amount of expenses incurred, as defined in section
204 (b) (7), and decreased by the amount deductible under section
204 (c) (7) (relating to tax-free interest)."

(b) TAXABLE YEARS TO WHICH APPLICABLE.-The amendments Taxable yeaicb to

made by this section shall be applicable to taxable years beginning
after December 31, 1938.

SEC. 228. COMPUTATION OF DIVIDEND CARRY-OVER FOR PERSONAL-
HOLDING COMPANY TAX.

(a) Section 504 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by
inserting before the semicolon at the end thereof a comma and the
following: "and, in the computation of the dividend carry-over for

Computation; al-
lowance.

Ante, p. 107.
I. R. C. §504(a).
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"SEC. 152. PAN-AMERICAN TRADE CORPORATIONS. 

"If a domestic corporation engaged in the active conduct of a trade 
or business within the United States (hereinafter referred to as the 
'parent corporation') owns directly 100 per centum of the capital 
stock of one or more domestic corporations each of which is engaged 
solely in the active conduct of a trade or business in Central or South 
America (hereinafter referred to as a Pan-American trade corpora-
tion), such corporations (including the 'parent corporation') shall be 
deemed to be an affiliated group of corporations within the meaning 
of section 141 of this chapter, provided that the following conditions 
are satisfied: 

"(1) At least 80 per centum of the gross income for the taxable 
year of the parent corporation is derived from sources other than 
royalties, rents, dividends, interest, annuities, and gains from the 
sale or exchange of stock or securities; and 

"(2) At least 90 per centum of the gross income for the taxable 
year of each of the Pan-American trade corporations is derived 
from sources other than royalties, rents, dividends, interest, 
annuities, and gains from the sale or exchange of stock or 
securities; and 

"(3) No part of the gross income for the taxable year of any 
of the Pan-American trade corporations is derived from sources 
within the United States." 

SEC. 226. DEDUCTIONS OF INSURANCE COMPANIES OTHER THAN LIFE 
OR MUTUAL. 

(a) Section 204 (c) (10) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended 
to read as follows: 

"(10) Deductions (other than those specified in this subsec-
tion) as provided in section 23." 

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall be applicable to 
taxable years beginning after December 31, 1938. 

SEC. 227. DEFINITION OF GROSS INCOME OF CERTAIN INSURANCE 
COMPANIES FOR PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANY TAX. 

(a) Section 507 of the Internal Revenue Code is amended to read 
as follows: 

"SEC. 507. MEANING OF TERMS USED. 

"(a) GENERAL RULE.—The terms used in this subchapter shall have 
the same meaning as when used in chapter 1. 

."(b) INSURANCE COMPANIES OTHER THAN LIFE OR MUTUAL.—Not-
withstanding subsection (a), the term 'gross income', as used in this 
subchapter, means, in the case of an insurance company other than 
life or mutual, the gross income, as defined in section 204 (b) (1), 
increased by the amount of losses incurred, as defined in section 204 
(b) (6), and the amount of expenses incurred, as defined in section 
204 (b) (7), and decreased by the amount deductible under section 
204 (c) (7) (relating to tax-free interest)." 

(b) TAXABLE YEARS TO W HICH APPLICABLE.—The amendments 
made by this section shall be applicable to taxable years beginning 
after December 31, 1938. 

SEC. 228. COMPUTATION OF DIVIDEND CARRY-OVER FOR PERSONAL-
HOLDING COMPANY TAX. 

(a) Section 504 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by 
Inserting before the semicolon at the end thereof a comma and the 
following: "and, in the computation of the dividend carry-over for 
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Ante, p. 107. 
I. R. C. § 504 (a). 
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Ante, p. 20.
I. R. C. 27 (c).
Ante, p. 108.
I. R. C.505 (a)(1).
Taxable years to

which applicable.

Taxable years to
which amendments
applicable.

Ante, pp. 867, 870,
872, 875, 876, 877, 878,
879, 881.

Declaration ofvalue.
Ante, p. 169.
I. R. C. § 1202.

Additional declara-
tion years.

Tax liens on securi-
ties.

Ante, p. 449.
I. It. C. 3672.

Invalidity of lien
without notice.

the purposes of this subchapter, the term 'adjusted net income' as
used in section 27 (c) means the adjusted net income minus the deduc-
tion allowed for Federal taxes under section 505 (a) (1)".

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall be applicable to
taxable years beginning after December 31, 1938.

SEC. 229. TAXABLE YEARS TO WHICH AMENDMENTS APPLICABLE.

Except the amendments made by sections 211, 213, 214, 215, 217, 219,
220, 221, 222, 223, 226, 227, and 228, the amendments made by this title
to the Internal Revenue Code shall be applicable only with respect to
taxable years beginning after December 31, 1939.

TITLE mI--CAPITAL STOCK AND EXCESS PROFITS
TAXES

SEC. 301. DECLARATION OF VALUE FOR CAPITAL STOCK PURPOSES,
1939 AND 1940.

Section 1202 of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to declaration
of capital stock value) is amended by inserting at the end thereof the
following new subsection:

"(e) ADDITIONAL DECLARATION YEARS.-In the case of any domestic
corporation, the year ending June 30, 1939, and the year ending
June 30, 1940, shall each, if not otherwise a declaration year, con-
stitute an additional declaration year if with respect to such year
(1) the taxpayer so elects (which election cannot be changed) in its
return filed before the expiration of the statutory filing period or
any authorized extension thereof, and (2) the value declared by
the taxpayer is in excess of the adjusted declared value computed
under paragraph (1) of subsection (b). If, under this subsection,
the year ending June 30, 1939, is a declaration year, the computa-
tion, under paragraph (1) of subsection (b), of the adjusted de-
clared value for the year ending June 30, 1940, shall be made on
the basis of the value declared for the year ending June 30, 1939."

TITLE IV-MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS
SEC. 401. TAX LIENS ON SECURITIES.

Section 3672 of the Internal Revenue Code is amended to read as
follows:

"SEC. 3672. VALIDITY AGAINST MORTGAGEES, PLEDGEES, PUR-
CHASERS, AND JUDGMENT CREDITORS.

"(a) INVALDIrT OF LIEN WrIOUTr NOTICE.-Such lien shall not
be valid as against any mortgagee, pledgee, purchaser, or judgment
creditor until notice thereof has been filed by the collector-

"(1) UNDER STATE OR TERRITORIAL LAWS.-In accordance with
the law of the State or Territory in which the property subject
to the lien is situated, whenever the State or Territory has by
law provided for the filing of such notice; or

"(2) WITH CLERK OF DISTRICT COURT.-In the office of the clerk
of the United States district court for the judicial district in
which the property subject to the lien is situated, whenever the
State or Territory has not by law provided for the filing of
such notice; or

"(3) WrrH cLERK OF DISTrCT CouT OF THE UNITED STATES
FOR THEB DIsror or COLummA.-In the office of the clerk of the
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the purposes of this subchapter, the term 'adjusted net income' as 
used in section 27 (c) means the adjusted net income minus the deduc-
tion allowed for Federal taxes under section 505 (a) (1)". 

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall be applicable to 
taxable years beginning after December 31, 1938. 

SEC. 229. TAXABLE YEARS TO WHICH AMENDMENTS APPLICABLE. 

Except the amendments made by sections 211, 213, 214, 215, 217, 219, 
220, 221, 222, 223, 226, 227, and 228, the amendments made by this title 
to the Internal Revenue Code shall be applicable only with respect to 
taxable years beginning after December 31, 1939. 

TITLE III-CAPITAL STOCK AND EXCESS PROFITS 
TAXES 

SEC. 301. DECLARATION OF VALUE FOR CAPITAL STOCK PURPOSES, 
1939 AND 1940. 

Section 1202 of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to declaration 
of capital stock value) is amended by inserting at the end thereof the 
following new subsection: 

"(e) ADDITIONAL DECLARATION YEARS.—In the case of any domestic 
corporation, the year ending June 30, 1939, and the year ending 
June 30, 1940, shall each, if not otherwise a declaration year, con-
stitute an additional declaration year if with respect to such year 
(1) the taxpayer so elects (which election cannot be changed) in its 
return filed before the expiration of the statutory filing period or 
any authorized extension thereof, and (2) the value declared by 
the taxpayer is in excess of the adjusted declared value computed 
under paragraph (1) of subsection (b). If, under this subsection, 
the year ending June 30, 1939, is a declaration year, the computa-
tion, under paragraph (1) of subsection (b), of the adjusted de-
clared value for the year ending June 30, 1940, shall be made on 
the basis of the value declared for the year ending June 30, 1939." 

TITLE IV-MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS 

SEC. 401. TAX LIENS ON SECURITIES. 

Section 3672 of the Internal Revenue Code is amended to read as 
follows: 

"SEC. 3672. VALIDITY AGAINST MORTGAGEES, PLEDGEES, PUR-
CHASERS, AND JUDGMENT CREDITORS. 

"(a) INvArAnrrz or LIEN WrrnouT NOTICE.—Such lien shall not 
be valid as against any mortgagee, pledgee, purchaser, or judgment 
creditor until notice thereof has been filed by the collector— 

" (1) UNDER STATE OR TERRITORIAL LAWS.—In accordance with 
the law of the State or Territory in which the property subject 
to the lien is situated, whenever the State or Territory has by 
law provided for the filing of such notice; or 

"(2) Wrrn CLERK or DISTRICT cousT.—In the office of the clerk 
of the United States district court for the judicial district in 
which the property subject to the lien is situated, whenever the 
State or Territory has not by law provided for the filing of 
such notice; or 

"(3) W ITH CLERK or DIS'TRICT COURT OF THE UNITED STATES 
FOR THE DHHIHOT OF CoLummA.—In the office of the clerk of the 
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District Court of the United States for the District of Columbia
if the property subject to the lien is situated in the District of
Columbia.

"(b) (1) ExcEPrrio IN CASE OF SECURITIES.-Even though notice
of a lien provided in section 3670 has been filed in the manner pre-
scribed in subsection (a) of this section, or notice of a lien provided
in section 3186 of the Revised Statutes, as amended, has been filed
in the manner prescribed in such section or subsection (a) of this
section, the lien shall not be valid with respect to a security, as
defined in paragraph (2) of this subsection, as against any mort-
gagee, pledgee, or purchaser, of such security, for an adequate and
full consideration in money or money's worth, if at the time of such
mortgage, pledge, or purchase such mortgagee, pledgee, or pur-
chaser is without notice or knowledge of the existence of such lien.

"(2) DEFINITION OF SECURITY.-As used in this subsection the
term 'security' means any bond, debenture, note, or certificate, or
other evidence of indebtedness, issued by any corporation (including
one issued by a government or political subdivision thereof), with
interest coupons or in registered form, share of stock, voting trust
certificate, or any certificate of interest or participation in, certificate
of deposit or receipt for, temporary or interim certificate for, or
warrant or right to subscribe to or purchase, any of the foregoing;
negotiable instrument; or money.

"(3) APPLICABILITY OF sUBSECTION.-Except where the lien has
been enforced by a proceeding, suit, or civil action which has become
final before the date of enactment of the Revenue Act of 1939, this
subsection shall apply regardless of the time when the mortgage,
pledge, or purchase was made or the lien arose."

SEC. 402. TAX ON TRANSFERS OF WORTHLESS SECURITIES BY EXEC-
UTOR, ETC.

Section 1802 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to the
tax on transfers of capital stock and similar interests) is amended
by inserting at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

"The tax imposed by this subsection shall not be imposed upon any
delivery or transfer by an executor or administrator to a legatee,
heir, or distributee of shares or certificates of stock if it is shown to
the satisfaction of the Commissioner that the value of such shares or
certificates is not greater than the amount of the tax that would
otherwise be imposed on such delivery or transfer."

SEC. 403. CREDITS AGAINST ESTATE TAX OF TAX PAID TO POSSES-
SIONS.

(a) Section 813 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to the
80 per centum credit for estate, legacy, succession, and inheritance
taxes paid) is amended by inserting after "District of Columbia," the
following: "or any possession of the United States,".

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall be applicable
only with respect to estates of decedents dying after the date of the
enactment of this Act.

SEC. 404. RETURNS BY ATTORNEYS AS TO FOREIGN CORPORATIONS.

Effective as of the date of the enactment of the Internal Revenue
Code, section 3604 of such Code is amended by striking out "Nothing
in this section shall be construed to require the divulging of privileged
communications between attorney and client." and inserting in lieu
thereof "Nothing in this section shall be construed to require the
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District Court of the United States for the District of Columbia, 
if the property subject to the lien is situated in the District of 
Columbia. 

"(b) (1) EXCEPTION IN CASE OF sEcrunmEs.—Even though notice 
of a lien provided in section 3670 has been filed in the manner pre-
scribed in subsection (a) of this section, or notice of a lien provided 
in section 3186 of the Revised Statutes, as amended, has been filed 
in the manner prescribed in such section or subsection (a) of this 
section, the lien shall not be valid with respect to a security, as 
defined in paragraph (2) of this subsection, as against any mort-
gagee, pledgee, or purchaser, of such security, for an adequate and 
full consideration in money or money's worth, if at the time of such 
mortgage, pledge, or purchase such mortgagee, pledgee, or pur-
chaser is without notice or knowledge of the existence of such lien. 

"(2) DEFINITION OF sEcuarrr.—As used in this subsection the 
term 'security' means any bond, debenture, note, or certificate, or 
other evidence of indebtedness, issued by any corporation (including 
one issued by a government or political subdivision thereof), with 
interest coupons or in registered form, share of stock, voting trust 
certificate, or any certificate of interest or participation in, certificate 
of deposit or receipt for, temporary or interim certificate for, or 
warrant or right to subscribe to or purchase, any of the foregoing; 
negotiable instrument; or money. 

"(3) APPLICABILITY OF suesEenort.—Except where the lien has 
been enforced by a proceeding, suit, or civil action which has become 
final before the date of enactment of the Revenue Act of 1939, this 
subsection shall apply regardless of the time when the mortgage, 
pledge, or purchase was made or the lien arose." 

SEC. 402. TAX ON TRANSFERS OF WORTHLESS SECURITIES BY EXEC-
UTOR, ETC. 

Section 1802 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to the 
tax on transfers of capital stock and similar interests) is amended 
by inserting at the end thereof the following new paragraph: 
"The tax imposed by this subsection shall not be imposed upon any 

delivery or transfer by an executor or administrator to a legatee, 
heir, or distributee of shares or certificates of stock if it is shown to 
the satisfaction of the Commissioner that the value of such shares or 
certificates is not greater than the amount of the tax that would 
otherwise be imposed on such delivery or transfer." 

SEC. 403. CREDITS AGAINST ESTATE TAX OF TAX PAID TO POSSES-
SIONS. 

(a) Section 813 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to the 
80 per centum credit for estate, legacy, succession, and inheritance 
taxes paid) is amended by inserting after "District of Columbia," the 
following: "or any possession of the United States,". 

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall be applicable 
only with respect to estates of decedents dying after the date of the 
enactment of this Act. 

SEC. 404. RETURNS BY ATTORNEYS AS TO FOREIGN CORPORATIONS. 

Effective as of the date of the enactment of the Internal Revenue 
Code: section 3604 of such Code is amended by striking out "Nothing 
in this section shall be construed to require the divulging of privilege 
communications between attorney and client." and inserting in lieu 
thereof "Nothing in this section shall be construed to require the 

Exception in case of 
securities. 
Ante, p. 448. 
I. R. C. § 3670. 
R. S. § 3186. 
Ante, pp. 448-450. 
I. R. C. §§ 3670-3677. 

"Security" defined. 

Applicability of sub-
section. 

Transfers of worth-
less securities by ex-
ecutor, etc. 

Inte, p. 196. 
I. It. C. § 1802 (b). 

Credit against es-
tate tax of tax paid to 
possessions. 
Ante, p. 125. 
I. R. C. § 813 (b). 

Applicability. 

Returns by attor-
neys as to foreign cor-
porations. 
Ante, p. 436. 
I. R. C. 1 3604. 
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Filing of claims, ex-
piration of time.

49 Stat. 1747.

filing by an attorney-at-law of a return with respect to any advice
given or information obtained through the relationship of attorney
and client."

SEC. 405. FILING OF CLAIMS FOR REFUND OF AMOUNTS COLLECTED
UNDER THE AGRICULTURAL ADJUSTMENT ACT.

Section 903 of the Revenue Act of 1936 (relating to expiration of
time for filing claims for refund of amounts paid under the Agricul-
tural Adjustment Act) is amended by striking out "July 1, 1937" and
inserting in lieu thereof "January 1, 1940".

SEC. 406. INSOLVENT BANKS.

Insvent banks. (a) Section 3798 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended to
I. R. C. § 3798 (c). read as follows:

tiErroneous ollee- "(C) (1) Any such tax collected, whether collected before, on, or
after the date of enactment of the Revenue Act of 1938, shall be
deemed to be erroneously collected, and shall be refunded subject to
all provisions and limitations of law, so far as applicable, relating to
the refunding of taxes.

Assedssment etsc. "(2) Any tax, the assessment, collection, or payment of which is
tion (a), etc. barred under subsection (a) of this section, or any such tax which

Ante, p. 470. has been abated or remitted after May 28, 1938, shall be assessed or
reassessed whenever it shall appear that payment of the tax will
not diminish the assets as aforesaid.

Barred nb)der sub- "(3) Any tax, the assessment, collection, or payment of which is
Ante, p.4

7 0
. barred under subsection (b) of this section or any such tax which

has been refunded after May 28, 1938, shall be assessed or reassessed
after full payment of such claims of depositors to the extent of the
remaining assets segregated or transferred as described in subsec-
tion (b).

uspensonof stat- "(4) The running of the statute of limitations on the making of
making of assessment, assessment and collection shall be suspended, during, and for ninety
etc. days beyond, the period for which, pursuant to this section, assess-

ment or collection may not be made, and a tax may be reassessed as
provided in paragraphs (2) and (3) of this subsection, and collected,
during the time within which, had there been no abatement, collection
might have been made."

"Agent" defined. (b) The term "agent" as used in 3798 (b) of the Internal Revenue
Ante, p. 470.
1. . 3798 (b). Code shall be deemed to include a corporation acting as a liquidating

agent.
Effective date of (c) The amendments made by this section shall be effective as of

amendments.
52 Stat n44. the date of enactment of the Revenue Act of 1938.

SEC. 407. SALE OF INFORMATION DERIVED FROM INCOME TAX
RETURNS.

Sale of information
derived from income
tax returns.

Ante, p. 65.
I. R. C. 148 (f).

Penalty.

Proviso.
Exceptions.

Section 148 (f) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "It shall be
unlawful for any person to sell, offer for sale, or circulate, for any
consideration whatsoever, any copy or reproduction of any list, or
part thereof, authorized to be made public by this Act or by any
prior Act relating to the publication of information derived from
income-tax returns; and any offense against the foregoing provision
shall be a misdemeanor and be punished by a fine not exceeding
$1,000 or by imprisonment not exceeding one year, or both, at the
discretion of the court: Provided, That nothing in this sentence shall
be construed to be applicable with respect to any newspaper, or other
periodical publication, entitled to admission to the mails as second-
class mail matter."
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filing by an attorney-at-law of a return with respect to any advice 
given or information obtained through the relationship of attorney 
and client." 

SEC. 405. FILING OF CLAIMS FOR REFUND OF AMOUNTS COLLECTED 
UNDER THE AGRICULTURAL ADJUSTMENT ACT. 

Section 903 of the Revenue Act of 1936 (relating to expiration of 
time for filing claims for refund of amounts paid under the Agricul-
tural Adjustment Act) is amended by striking out "July 1, 1937" and 
inserting in lieu thereof "January 1, 1940". 

SEC. 406. INSOLVENT BANKS. 

(a) Section 3798 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended to 
read as follows: 

"(c) (1) Any such tax collected, whether collected before, on, or 
after the date of enactment of the Revenue Act of 1938, shall be 
deemed to be erroneously collected, and shall be refunded subject to 
all provisions and limitations of law, so far as applicable, relating to 
the refunding of taxes. 

"(2) Any tax, the assessment, collection, or payment of which is 
barred under subsection (a) of this section, or any such tax which 
has been abated or remitted after May 28, 1938, shall be assessed or 
reassessed whenever it shall appear that payment of the tax will 
not diminish the assets as aforesaid. 

"(3) Any tax, the assessment, collection, or payment of which is 
barred under subsection (b) of this section or any such tax which 
has been refunded after May 28, 1938, shall be assessed or reassessed 
after full payment of such claims of depositors to the extent of the 
remaining assets segregated or transferred as described in subsec-
tion (b). 

"(4) The running of the statute of limitations on the making of 
assessment and collection shall be suspended, during, and for ninety 
days beyond, the period for which, pursuant to this section, assess-
ment or collection may not be made, and a tax may be reassessed as 
provided in paragraphs (2) and (3) of this subsection, and collected, 
during the time within which, had there been no abatement, collection 
might have been made." 

(b) The term "agent" as used in 3798 (b) of the Internal Revenue 
Code shall be deemed to include a corporation acting as a liquidating 
agent. 

(c) The amendments made by this section shall be effective as of 
the date of enactment of the Revenue Act of 1938. 

SEC. 407. SALE OF INFORMATION DERIVED FROM INCOME TAX 
RETURNS. 

Section 148 (f) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by 
adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "It shall be 
unlawful for any person to sell, offer for sale, or circulate, for any 
consideration whatsoever, any copy or reproduction of any list, or 
part thereof, authorized to be made public by this Act or by any 
prior Act relating to the publication of information derived from 
income-tax returns; and any offense against the foregoing provision 
shall be a misdemeanor and be punished by a fine not exceeding 
$1,000 or by imprisonment not exceeding one year, or both, at the 
discretion of the court: Provided, That nothing in this sentence shall 
be construed to be applicable with respect to any newspaper, or other 
periodical publication, entitled to admission to the mails as second-
class mail matter." 
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SEC. 408. EXEMPTION FROM INTERNAL REVENUE TAX OF ARTICLES
BROUGHT INTO GUAM OR AMERICAN SAMOA.

Section 3361 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by
adding a comma and the words "Guam, and American Samoa" after
the words "Puerto Rico".

Approved, June 29, 1939, 10 p. m. E. S. T.

[CHAPTER 248]
AN ACT

Making appropriations for the Departments of State and Justice and for the
Judiciary, and for the Department of Commerce, for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1940, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for the Departments of State and Justice and
for the Judiciary, and for the Department of Commerce, for the
fiscal year ending June 30,. 1940, namely:

TITLE I-DEPARTMENT OF STATE

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

Salaries: For Secretary of State; Under Secretary of State,
$10.000; counselor, $10,000; and other personal services in the Dis-
trict of Columbia, including temporary employees, and not to exceed
$6.500 for employees engaged on piecework at rates to be fixed by
the Secretary of State; $2,192,000: Provided, That in expending
appropriations or portions of appropriations, contained in this Act,
for the payment of personal services in the District of Columbia in
accordance with the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, with the
exception of the four Assistant Secretaries of State and the legal
adviser of the Department of State, the Assistant to the Attorney
General, the Assistant Solicitor General, and six Assistant Attorneys
General, the Assistant Secretaries of Commerce, the average of the
salaries of the total number of persons under any grade in any
bureau, office, or other appropriation unit shall not at any time
exceed the average of the compensation rates specified for the grade
by such Act, as amended, and in grades in which only one position
is allocated the salary of such position shall not exceed the average
of the compensation rates for the grade, except that in unusually
meritorious cases of one position in a grade advances may be made
to rates higher than the average of the compensation rates of the
grade but not more often than once in any fiscal year and then only
to the next higher rate: Provided, That this restriction shall not
apply (1) to grades 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the clerical-mechanical service,
or (2) to require the reduction in salary of any person whose com-
pensation was fixed as of July 1, 1924, in accordance with the rules
of section 6 of such Act, or (3) to require the reduction in salary of
any person who is transferred from one position to another position
in the same or different grade in the same or a different bureau, office,
or other appropriation unit, or (4) to prevent the payment of a salary
under any grade at a rate higher than the maximum rate of the grade
when such higher rate is permitted by the Classification Act of 1923,
as amended, and is specifically authorized by other law, or (5) to
reduce the compensation of any person in a grade in which only one
position is allocated.
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Guam and Ameri-
can Samoa, exemption
of tax, etc.

Ante, p. 406.
I. R. C. § 3361 (b).

June 29, 1939
[H. R. 6392]

[Public, No. 156]

Department of
State Appropriation
Act, 1940.

Salaries.
Post, p. 1337.

Temporary and
piecework employees.

Provisos.
Salaries limited to

average rates inder
Classification Act; ex-
ceptions.

5U.S. C. §f61-674:
Suipp. I, §§ 673, ti7:c.

If only one position
in grade.

Advances in un-
usually meritorious
cases.

Restriction not ap-
plicable to clerical-
mechanical service.

No reduction in
fixed salaries.

42 Stat. 1490.
5 U.S.C. §666.
Transfers without

reduction.

Higher salary rates
permitted.

No reduction if only
one position in grade.
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SEC. 408. EXEMPTION FROM INTERNAL REVENUE TAX OF ARTICLES 
BROUGHT INTO GUAM OR AMERICAN SAMOA. 

Section 3361 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by 
adding a comma and the words "Guam, and American Samoa" after 
the words "Puerto Rico". 
Approved, June 29, 1939, 10 p. m. E. S. T. 

[CHAPTER 248] 
AN ACT 
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can Samoa, exemption 
of tax, etc. 
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I. R. C. § 3361 (b). 

June 29, 1939 
Making appropriations for the Departments of State and Justice and for the  R. 6392]  

Judiciary, and for the Department of Commerce, for the fiscal year ending [Public, No. 1561 
June 30, 1940, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following 
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for the Departments of State and Justice and 
for the Judiciary, and for the Department of Commerce, for the 
fiscal year ending June 30,. 1940, namely: 

TITLE I—DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

OFFICE OF 'Int, SECRETARY OF STATE 

Salaries: For Secretary of State; Under Secretary of State, 
i $10,000; counselor, $10,000; and other personal services n the Dis-

trict of Columbia, including temporary employees, and not to exceed 
$6,500 for employees engaged on piecework at rates to be fixed by 
the Secretary of State; $2,192,000: Provided, That in expending 
appropriations or portions of appropriations, contained in this Act, 
for the payment of personal services in the District of Columbia in 
accordance with the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, with the 
exception of the four Assistant Secretaries of State and the legal 
adviser of the Department of State, the Assistant to the Attorney 
General, the Assistant Solicitor General, and six Assistant Attorneys 
General, the Assistant Secretaries of Commerce, the average of the 
salaries of the total number of persons under any grade in any 
bureau, office, or other appropriation unit shall not at any time 
exceed the average of the compensation rates specified for the grade 
by such Act, as amended, and in grades in which only one position 
is allocated the salary of such position shall not exceed the average 
of the compensation rates for the grade, except that in unusually 
meritorious eases of one position in a grade advances may be made 
to rates higher than the average of the compensation rates of the 
grade but not more often than once in any fiscal year and then only 
to the next higher rate: Provided, That this restriction shall not 
apply (1) to grades 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the clerical-mechanical service, 
or (2) to require the reduction in salary of any person whose com-
pensation was fixed as of July 1, 1924, in accordance with the rules 
of section 6 of such Act, or (3) to require the reduction in salary of 
any person who is transferred from one position to another position 
in the same or different grade in the same or a different bureau, office, 
or other appropriation unit, or (4) to prevent the payment of a salary 
under any grade at a rate higher than the maximum rate of the grade 
when such higher rate is permitted by the Classification Act of 1923, 
as amended, and is specifically authorized by other law, or (5) to 
reduce the compensation of any person in a grade in which only one 
position is allocated. 
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Salaries, reciprocal
trade agreements.

Department contin-
gent expenses.

Books, periodicals,
etc.

Vehicles.

Attendance at meet -
ings.

Refund of passport
fees erroneously
charged.

41 Stat. 750.
22 U. . C. i 214,

214a.
Miscellaneous

items.

Printing and bind-
ing.

Passport agencies.

Collecting, etc., of-
ficial papers of the
Territories for publi-
cation.

Printing and bind-
inc.

45 Stat. 1412; 50
Stat.323.

5 U. C. C 16i8-
168b; Supp. IV, I 168a,
168c.

Unexpended bal-
ances reappropriated.

Proviso.
Edition limited; dis-

tribution.

Salaries, reciprocal trade agreements: For personal services in
carrying out the reciprocal trade agreements program, $225,000.

CONTINGENT EXPENSES (DEPARTMENTAL)

Contingent expenses: For contingent and miscellaneous expenses,
including stationery, furniture, fixtures; typewriters, adding ma-
chines, and other labor-saving devices, including rental, exchange
and repair thereof (not to exceed $27,500); purchase and exchange
of books, maps, and periodicals, domestic and foreign, and, when
authorized by the Secretary of State, dues for library membership
in societies or associations which issue publications to members only
or at a price to members lower than to subscribers who are not
members, newspapers, teletype rentals, and tolls (not to exceed
$12,000); purchase, including exchange, of one passenger-carrying
automobile and two automobile mail wagons; maintenance, repair,
and storage of motor-propelled vehicles, to be used only for official
purposes (including one passenger-carrying vehicle for the Secretary
of State and one for the general use of the department); streetcar
fare; traveling expenses, including not to exceed $5,000 for expenses
of attendance at meetings concerned with the work of the Depart-
ment of State when authorized by the Secretary of State; refund of
fees erroneously charged and paid for the issue of passports to per-
sons who are exempted from the payment of such fee by section 1
of the Act making appropriations for the Diplomatic and Consular
Service for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1921, approved June 4,
1920 (22 U. S. C. 214, 214a); the examination of estimates of appro-
priations in the field; and other miscellaneous items not included in
the foregoing, $138,000.

PRINTING AND BINDING

Printing and binding: For all printing and binding in the Depart-
ment of State, including all of its bureaus, offices, institutions, and
services, located in Washington, District of Columbia, and elsewhere,
$225,000.

PASSPORT AGENCIES

Passport agencies: For salaries and expenses of maintenance, rent,
cost of insurance covering shipments of money by messenger, regis-
tered mail, or otherwise, and traveling expenses not to exceed $500,
for not to exceed five passport agencies, $60,000.

COLLECTING AND EDITING OFFICIAL PAPERS OF TERRITORIES OF THE UNITED
STATES

Collecting and editing official papers of Territories of the United
States: For the expenses of collecting, editing, copying, and arrang-
ing for publication the official papers of the Territories of the United
States, including personal services in the District of Columbia and
elsewhere, printing and binding, and contingent and traveling
expenses, as provided by the Act approved February 28, 1929 (5
U. S. C. 168-168b), as amended by the Act approved June 28, 1937
(50 Stat. 323), $19,800, together with the unexpended balances of
the appropriations for this purpose for the fiscal years 1938 and
1939: Provided, That hereafter not more than one thousand two
hundred copies of any volume of this publication shall be printed,
bound, and delivered to the Superintendent of Documents for dis-
tribution in such manner and number as may be authorized and
directed by the Joint Committee on Printing.
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Salaries, reciprocal trade agreements: For personal services in 
carrying out the reciprocal trade agreements program, $225,000. 

CONTINGENT EXPENSES (DEPARTMENTAL) 

Contingent expenses: For contingent and miscellaneous expenses, 
including stationery, furniture, fixtures; typewriters, adding ma-
chines, and other labor-saving devices, including rental, exchange 
and repair thereof (not to exceed $27,500) ; purchase and exchange 
of books, maps, and periodicals, domestic and foreign, and, when 
authorized by the Secretary of State, dues for library membership 
in societies or associations which issue publications to members only 
or at a price to members lower than to subscribers who are not 
members, newspapers, teletype rentals, and tolls (not to exceed 
$12,000) purchase, including exchange, of one passenger-carrying 
automobile and two automobile mail wagons; maintenance, repair, 
and storage of motor-propelled vehicles, to be used only for official 
purposes (including one passenger-carrying vehicle for the Secretary 
of State and one for the general use of the department) ; streetcar 
fare; traveling expenses, including not to exceed $5,000 for expenses 
of attendance at meetings concerned with the work of the Depart-
ment of State when authorized by the Secretary of State; refund of 
fees erroneously charged and paid for the issue of passports to per-
sons who are exempted from the payment of such fee by section 1 
of the Act making appropriations for the Diplomatic and Consular 
Service for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1921, approved June 4, 
1920 (22 U. S. C. 214, 214a) ; the examination of estimates of appro-
priations in the field; and other miscellaneous items not included in 
the foregoing, $138,000. 

PRINTING AND BINDING 

Printing and binding: For all printing and binding in the Depart-
ment of State, including all of its bureaus, offices, institutions, and 
services, located in Washington, District of Columbia, and elsewhere, 
$225,000. 

PASSPORT AGENCIES 

Passport agencies: For salaries and expenses of maintenance, rent, 
cost of insurance covering shipments of money by messenger, regis-
tered mail, or otherwise, and traveling expenses not to exceed $500, 
for not to exceed five passport agencies, $60,000. 

COLLECTING AND EDITING OFFICIAL PAPERS OF TERRITORIES OF THE UNITED 

STATES 

Collecting and editing official papers of Territories of the United 
States: For the expenses of collecting, editing, copying, and arrang-
ing for publication the official papers of the Territories of the United 
States, including personal services in the District of Columbia and 
elsewhere, printing and binding, and contingent and traveling 
expenses, as provided by the Act approved February 28, 1929 (5 
U. S. C. 168-168b), as amended by the Act approved June 28, 1937 
(50 Stat. 323), $19,800, together with the unexpended balances of 
the appropriations for this purpose for the fiscal years 1938 and 
1939: Provided, That hereafter not more than one thousand two 
hundred copies of any volume of this publication shall be printed, 
bound, and delivered to the Superintendent of Documents for dis-
tribution in such manner and number as may be authorized and 
directed by the Joint Committee on Printing. 
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PROMOTION OF FOREIGN TRADE

Promotion of foreign trade: For the purpose of carrying into
effect the provisions of section 4 of the Act entitled "An Act to
amend the Tariff Act of 1930", approved June 12, 1934 (48 Stat. 945),
as amended, including personal services, stenographic reporting serv-
ices by contract if deemed necessary, without regard to section 3709
of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5), contingent expenses, printing
and binding, traveling expenses, and such other expenses as the
President may deem necessary, $43,000.

FOREIGN INTERCOURSE

Salaries, Ambassadors and Ministers: Ambassadors Extraordinary
and Plenipotentiary to Argentina, Brazil, Chile, China Colombia,
Cuba, France, Germany, Great Britain, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Pan-
ama, Peru. Poland, Spain, Turkey, Union of Soviet Socialist Repub-
lics, and Venezuela, at $17,500 each;

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary to Belgium and
Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to Luxemburg,
$17,500;

Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to the Nether-
lands, $12,000;

Envoys Extraordinary and Ministers Plenipotentiary to Albania,
Bolivia, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Costa Rica, Denmark, Dominican
Republic, Dominion of Canada, Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, Fin-
land, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Hungary, Iran, Ireland,
Liberia2 Lithuania, Nicaragua, Norway, Paraguay, Portugal,
Rumania, Siam, Union of South Africa, Sweden, Switzerland
Uruguay, and Yugoslavia, at $10,000 each; and to Estonia and
Latvia, $10,000;

In all, not to exceed $650,000:
Provided, That no salary herein appropriated shall be paid to any

official receiving any other salary from the United States Govern-
ment.

Salaries, Foreign Service officers: For salaries of Foreign Service
officers as provided in the Act approved February 23, 1931 (22 U. S.
C. 3, 3a); salaries of Ambassadors, Ministers, consuls, vice consuls
and other officers of the United States for the period actually and
necessarily occupied in receiving instructions and in making transits
to and from their posts and while awaiting recognition and authority
to act in pursuance withl the provisions of section 1740 of the Revised
Statutes (22 U. S. C. 121); and salaries of Foreign Service officers
or vice consuls while acting as Charges d'Affaires ad interim or
while in charge of a consulate general or consulate during the absence
of the principal officer; $3,580,000.

Transportation, Foreign Service: To pay the traveling expenses,
including travel by airplane when specifically authorized by the Secre-
tary of State, of Diplomatic, Consular, and Foreign Service officers,
and other employees of the Foreign Service, including Foreign Service
inspectors, and under such regulations as the Secretary of State may
prescribe, of their families and expenses of transportation of effects,
in going to and returning from their posts, including not to exceed
$120,000 for expenses in connection with leaves of absence; not to
exceed $7,500 for attendance at trade and other conferences and
congresses under orders of the Secretary of State as authorized by
the Act approved February 23, 1931 (22 U. S. C. 16, 17); preparation
and transportation of the remains of those officers and employees of
the Foreign Service, who have died or may die abroad or in transit
while in the discharge of their official duties, to their former homes
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PROMOTION OF FOREIGN TRADE 

Promotion of foreign trade: For the purpose of carrying into 
effect the provisions of section 4 of the .Act entitled "An Act to 
amend the Tariff Act of 1930", approved June 12, 1934 (48 Stat. 945), 
as amended, including personal services, stenographic reporting serv-
ices, by contract if deemed necessary, without regard to section 3709 
of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5), contingent expenses, printing 
and binding, traveling expenses, and such other expenses as the 
President may deem necessary, $43,000. 

FOREIGN INTERCOURSE 

Salaries, Ambassadors and Ministers: Ambassadors Extraordinary 
and Plenipotentiary to Argentina, Brazil, Chile, China,, Colombia, 
Cuba, France, Germany, Great Britain, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Pan-
ama, Peru, Poland, Spain, Turkey, Union of Soviet Socialist Repub-
lics, and Venezuela, at $17,500 each; 
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary to Belgium and 

Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to Luxemburg, 
$17,500; 
Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to the Nether-

lands, $12,000; 
Envoys Extraordinary and Ministers Plenipotentiary to Albania, 

Bolivia: Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Costa Rica, Denmark, Dominican 
Republic, Dominion of Canada, Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, Fin-
land, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Hungary, Iran, Ireland, 
Liberia: Lithuania, Nicaragua, Norway, Paraguay, Portugal, 
Rumania, Siam, Union of South Africa, Sweden, Switzerland, 
Uruguay, and Yugoslavia, at $10,000 each; and to Estonia and. 
Latvia, $10,000; 
In all, not to exceed $650,000: 
Provided, That no salary herein appropriated shall be paid to any 

official receiving any other salary from the United States Govern-
ment. 

Salaries, Foreign Service officers: For salaries of Foreign Service 
officers as provided in the Act approved February 23, 1931 (22 U. S. 
C. 3, 3a) ; salaries of Ambassadors, Ministers, consuls, vice consuls, 
and other officers of the United States for the period actually and 
necessarily occupied in receiving instructions and in making transits 
to and from their posts, and while awaiting recognition and authority 
to act in pursuance -with the provisions of section 1740 of the Revised 
Statutes (22 U. S. C. 121) ; and salaries of Foreign Service officers 
or vice consuls while acting as Charges d'Affaires ad interim or 
while in charge of a consulate general or consulate during the absence 
of the principal officer; $3,580,000. 
. Transportation, Foreign Service: To pay the traveling expenses, 
including travel by airplane when specifically authorized by the Secre-
tary of State, of Diplomatic, Consular, and Foreign Service officers, 
and other employees of the Foreign Service, including Foreign Service 
inspectors, and under such regulations as the Secretary of State may 
prescribe, of their families and expenses of transportation of effects, 
in going to and returning from their posts, including not to exceed 
$120,000 for expenses in connection with leaves of absence; not to 
exceed $7,500 for attendance at trade and other conferences and 
congresses under orders of the Secretary of State as authorized by 
the Act approved February 23, 1931 (22 U. S. C. 16, 17) ; preparation 
and transportation of the remains of those officers and employees of 
the Foreign Service, who have died or may die abroad or in transit 
while in the discharge of their official duties, to their former homes 
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in this country or to a place not more distant for interment and for
Allowances to wid- the ordinary expenses of such interment, and also for payment underows, etc.
R.S. § 1749. the provisions of section 1749 of the Revised Statutes (22 U. S. C.

.SC. 1 130) of allowances to the widows or heirs at law of Diplomatic, Con-
sular, and Foreign Service officers of the United States dying in

Tr-l der Sece foreign countries in the discharge of their duties, $600,000, of which
amount not to exceed $50,000 shall be available until June 30, 1941,
for disbursement for expenses of travel under orders issued by the

SPbitnce on te- Secretary of State during the fiscal year 1940: Provided, That this
porary detail under appropriation shall be available also for the authorized subsistence
commission. expenses of Consular and Foreign Service officers while on tempo-

rary detail under commission.
Ofce and living Office and living quarters allowances, Foreign Service: For rent,

heat, fuel, and light for the Foreign Service for offices and grounds,
46 Stat. 818. and, as authorized by the Act approved June 26, 1930 (5 U. S. C.

118a), for living quarters and for allowances for living quarters,
pdae payment including heat, fuel, and light, $2,020,000: Provided, That payment

of rent. for rent may be made in advance: Provided further, That the Secre-
Le a se s

. tary of State may enter into leases for such offices, grounds, and
living quarters for periods not exceeding ten years and without regard

4R. S. a3 09. to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5): Provided
Allowance for quar- further That no part of this appropriation shall be used for allow-

ters, etc.; limitation. ances for living quarters, including heat, fuel, and light, in an
amount exceeding $3,000 for an ambassador, minister, or charge
d'affaires, and not exceeding $1,700 for any other Foreign Service
officer: Provided further, That under this appropriation and the
appropriations herein for "Contingent expenses, Foreign Service",
and "Miscellaneous salaries and allowances, Foreign Service", not
more than $5,000 shall be expended for heat, fuel, and light for
living quarters for each ambassador or minister occupying a Govern-
ment-owned building for residence or residence and office purposes,
and not more than $1,700 for such purposes in the case of any other
Foreign Service officer, and during the incumbency of a charge
d'affaires the limitation on such expenditures shall be the same as

ivig f aw- or the occupancy by the principal officer.
ances. lv allow- Cost of living allowances, Foreign Service: To carry out the pro-

46 ta t.12 12c. visions of the Act approved February 23, 1931 (22 U. S. C. 12, 23c),
relating to allowances and additional compensation to diplomatic,
consular, and Foreign Service officers and clerks when such allowances

Pra'. and additional compensation are necessary to enable such officers and
Regulation of ex- clerks to carry on their work efficiently, $300,000: Provided, That

penditure. such allowances and additional compensation shall be granted only
in the discretion of the President, and under such regulations as he
may prescribe.

Representation al- Representation allowances, Foreign Service: For representation
46Stat. 1209. allowances as authorized by the Act approved February 23, 1931
22 U. S. C. 12. (22 U. S. C. 12), $140,000.
Foreign Servie re- Foreign Service retirement and disability fund: For financing the

bility und, Federal liability of the United States, created by the Act approved February
4contrabuti. 23, 1931 (22 U. S. C. 21), $199,400, which amount shall be placed
22 U. s. C. § 21. to the credit of the "Foreign Service retirement and disability fund".
Clerks, salaries. Salaries of clerks, Foreign Service: For salaries of clerks in the
46 USta. .c Foreign Service, as provided in the Act approved February 23, 1931

(22 U. S. C. 23a), including salaries while under instruction in the
United States and during transit to and from homes in the United
States upon the beginning and after termination of service, $2,550,000.

isellaneous sala- Miscellaneous salaries and allowances, Foreign Service: For salaries
and allowan or compensation of kavasses, guards, dragomans, porters, interpreters,

prison keepers, translators, archive collators, Chinese writers, mes-
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in this country or to a place not more distant for interment and for 
the ordinary expenses of such interment, and also for payment under 
the provisions of section 1749 of the Revised Statutes (22 U. S. C. 
130) of allowances to the widows or heirs at law of Diplomatic., Con-

sular, and Foreign Service officers of the United States dying in i foreign countries n the discharge of their duties, $600,000, of which 

amount not to exceed $50,000 shall be available until June 30, 1941, 
for disbursement for expenses of travel under orders issued by the 
Secretary of State during the fiscal year 1940: Provided, That this 
appropriation shall be available also for the authorized subsistence 
expenses of Consular and Foreign Service officers while on tempo-
rary detail under commission. 

Office and living quarters allowances, Foreign Service: For rent, 
heat, fuel, and light for the Foreign Service for offices and grounds, 
and, as authorized by the Act approved June 26, 1930 (5 U. S. C. 
118a), for living quarters and for allowances for living quarters, 
including heat, fuel, and light, $2,020,000: Provided, That payment 
for rent may be made in advance: Provided further, That the Secre-
tary of State may enter into leases for such offices, grounds, and 
living quarters for periods not exceeding ten years and without regard 
to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) : Provided 
further, That no part of this appropriation shall be used for allow-
ances for living quarters, including heat, fuel, and light, in an 
amount exceeding $3,000 for an ambassador, minister,. or charge 
d'affaires, and not exceeding $1,700 for any other Foreign Service 
officer: Provided further, That under this appropriation and the 
appropriations herein for "Contingent expenses, Foreign Service", 
and "Miscellaneous salaries and allowances Foreign Service", not 
more than $5,000 shall be expended for heat, fuel, and light for 
living quarters for each ambassador or minister occupying a Govern-
ment-owned building for residence or residence and office purposes, 
and not more than $1,700 for such purposes in the case of any other 
Foreign Service officer, and during the incumbency of a charge 
d'affaires the limitation on such expenditures shall be the same as 
for the occupancy by the principal officer. 

Cost of living allowances, Foreign Service: To carry out the pro-
visions of the Act approved February 23, 1931 (22 U. S. C. 12, 23c), 
relating to allowances and additional compensation to diplomatic, 
consular, and Foreign Service officers and clerks when such allowances 
and additional compensation are necessary to enable such officers and 
clerks to carry on their work efficiently, $300,000: Provided, That 
such allowances and additional compensation shall be granted only 
in the discretion of the President, and under such regulations as he 
may prescribe. 

Representation allowances, Foreign Service: For representation 
allowances as authorized by the Act approved February 23, 1931 
(22 U. S. C. 12), $140,000. 
Foreign Service retirement and disability fund: For financing the 

liability of the United States, created by the Act approved February 
23, 1931 (22 U. S. C. 21), $199,400, which amount shall be placed 
to the credit of the "Foreign Service retirement and disability fund". 

Salaries of clerks, Foreign Service: For salaries of clerks in the 
Foreign Service, as provided in the Act approved February 23, 1931 
(22 U. S. C. 23a), including salaries while under instruction in the 
United States and during transit to and from homes in the United 
States upon the beginning and after termination of service, $2,550,000. 

Miscellaneous salaries and allowances, Foreign Service: For salaries 
or compensation of kavmses, guards, dragomans, porters, interpreters, 
prison keepers, translators, archive collators, Chinese writers, mes-
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sengers, couriers, telephone operators, supervisors of construction,
and custodial and operating force for maintenance and operation of
Government-owned and leased diplomatic and consular properties in
foreign countries; compensation of agents and employees of dispatch
agencies at New York, San Francisco, Seattle, and New Orleans,
including salaries during transit to and from their homes in the
United States upon the beginning and after termination of service
in foreign countries; operation of motor-propelled and other pas-
senger- and non-passenger-carrying vehicles; for allowances to con-
sular officers, who are paid in whole or in part by fees, for services
necessarily rendered to American vessels and seamen, as provided in
the Act of June 26, 1884 (22 U. S. C. 89; 46 U. S. C. 101); and such
other miscellaneous personal services as the President may deem neces-
sary, $700,000: Provided, That no part of this appropriation shall
be expended for salaries or wages of persons not American citizens
performing clerical services (except interpreters, translators, and
messengers), whether officially designated as clerks or not, in any
foreign mission: Provided further, That the Secretary of the Navy
is authorized, upon request by the Secretary of State, to assign enlisted
men of the Navy and Marine Corps to serve as custodians, under
the immediate supervision of the Secretary of State or the chief of
mission, whichever the Secretary of State shall direct, at embassies,
legations, or consulates of the United States located in foreign
countries.

Contingent expenses, Foreign Service: For stationery; blanks;
record and other books; seals; presses; flags; signs; military equip-
ment and supplies; repairs and alterations; repairs, preservation, and
maintenance of Government-owned and leased diplomatic and consular
properties in foreign countries, including water, materials, supplies,
tools, seeds, plants, shrubs, and similar objects; newspapers (foreign
and domestic); freight; postage; telegrams; advertising; ice and
drinking water for office purposes; purchase, maintenance and hire of
motor-propelled or horse-drawn passenger-carrying vehicles, and pur-
chase, maintenance, and hire of other passenger-carrying vehicles-
insurance of official motor vehicles in foreign countries when required
by the law of such countries; funds for establishment and maintenance
of commissary service; uniforms- furniture; household furniture and
furnishings, except as provided by the Act of May 7, 1926, as
amended (22 U. S. C. 292-299), for Government-owned or rented
buildings; typewriters and exchange of same; maintenance and rental
of launch for embassy in Turkey, not exceeding $3,500, including per-
sonnel for operation; rent and other expenses for dispatch agencies
at New York, San Francisco, Seattle, and New Orleans; traveling
expenses, including the transportation of members of families and
personal effects of diplomatic officers or Foreign Service officers
acting as charges d'affaires in traveling to seats of government at
which they are accredited other than the city of usual residence and
returning to the city of usual residence; loss by exchange; payment
in advance for subscriptions to commercial information, telephone
and other similar services; expenses of vice consulates and consular
agencies for any of the foregoing objects; allowances for special
instruction, education, and individual training of Foreign Service
officers at home and abroad, not to exceed $7,500; cost, not exceeding
$500 per annum each, of the tuition of Foreign Service officers
assigned for the study of the languages of Asia and eastern Europe;
for relief, protection, and burial of American seamen in foreign
countries, in the Panama Canal Zone, and in the Philippine Islands,
and shipwrecked American seamen in the Territory of Alaska, in
the Hawaiian Islands, in Puerto Rico, and in the Virgin Islands, and
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sengers, couriers, telephone operators, supervisors of construction, 
and custodial and operating force for maintenance and operation of 
Government-owned and leased diplomatic and consular properties in 
foreign countries; compensation of agents and employees of dispatch 
agencies at New York, San Francisco, Seattle, and New Orleans, 
including salaries during transit to and from their homes in the 
United States upon the beginning and after termination of service 
in foreign countries; operation of motor-propelled and other pas-
senger- and non-passenger-carrying vehicles; for allowances to con-
sular officers, who are paid in whole or in part by fees, for services 
necessarily rendered to American vessels and seamen, as provided in 
the Act of June 26, 1884 (22 U. S. C. 89; 46 U. S. C. 101) ; and such 
other miscellaneous personal services as the President may deem neces-
sary, $700,000: Provided, That no part of this appropriation shall 
be expended for salaries or wages of persons not American citizens 
performing clerical services (except interpreters, translators, and 
messengers), whether officially designated as clerks or not, in any 
foreign mission: Provided further, That the Secretary of the Navy 
is authorized upon request by the Secretary of State, to assign enlisted 
men of the wavy Marine Corps to serve as custodians, under 
the immediate supervision of the Secretary of State or the chief of 
mission, whichever the Secretary of State shall direct, at embassies, 
legations, or consulates of the United States located in foreign 
countries. 

Contingent expenses, Foreign Service: For stationery; blanks; 
record and other books; seals; presses; flags; signs; military equip-
ment and supplies; repairs and alterations; repairs, preservation, and 
maintenance of Government-owned and leased diplomatic and consular 
properties in foreign countries, including water, materials, supplies, 
tools, seeds, plants, shrubs, and similar objects; newspapers (foreign 
and domestic) ; freight; postage; telegrams; advertising; ice and 
drinking water for office purposes; purchase, maintenance, and hire of 
motor-propelled or horse-drawn passenger-carrying vehicles, and pur-
chase, maintenance, and hire of other passenger-carrying vehicles; 
insurance of official motor vehicles in foreign countries when required 
by the law of such countries; funds for establishment and maintenance 
of commissary service; uniforms,• furniture; household furniture and 
furnishings, except as provided by the Act of May 7, 19'26, as 
amended (22 U. S. C. 292-299), for Government-owned or rented 
buildings; typewriters and exchange of same; maintenance and rental 
of launch for embassy in Turkey, not exceeding $3,500, including per-
sonnel for operation; rent and other expenses for dispatch agencies 
at New York, San Francisco, Seattle, and New Orleans; traveling 
expenses, including the transportation of members of families and 
personal effects of diplomatic officers or Foreign Service officers 
acting as charg6's d'affaires in traveling to seats of government at 
which they are accredited other than the city of usual residence and 
returning to the city of usual residence; loss by exchange; payment 
in advance for subscriptions to commercial information, telephone 
and other similar services; expenses of vice consulates and consular 
agencies for any of the foregoing objects; allowances for special 
instruction, education, and individual training of Foreign Service 
officers at home and abroad, not to exceed $7,500;. cost, not exceeding 
$500 per annum each, of the tuition of Foreign Service officers 
assigned for the study of the languages of Asia and eastern Europe; 
for relief, protection, and burial of American seamen in foreign 
countries, in the Panama Canal Zone, and in the Philippine Islands, 
and shipwrecked American seamen in the Territory . of Alaska, m 
the Hawaiian Islands, in Puerto Rico, and in the Virgin Islands, and 
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for expenses which may be incurred in the acknowledgment of the
services of masters and crews of foreign vessels in rescuing American
seamen or citizens from shipwreck or other catastrophe at sea; for
expenses of maintaining in China, the former Ottoman Empire,
Egypt, Ethiopia, Morocco, and Muscat institutions for incarcerating
American convicts and persons declared insane by any consular court,
rent of quarters for prisons, ice and drinking water for prison pur-
poses, and for the expenses of keeping, feeding, and transportation
of prisoners and persons declared insane by any consular court in
China, the former Ottoman Empire, Egypt, Ethiopia, Morocco, and
Muscat; for every expenditure requisite for or incident to the bring-
ing home from foreign countries of persons charged with crime as
authorized by section 5275 of the Revised Statutes (18 U. S. C. 659);
and such other miscellaneous expenses as the President may deem
necessary; $1,135,000: Provided, That this appropriation shall be
available for reimbursement of appropriations for the Navy Depart-
ment, in an amount not to exceed $35,000, for materials, supplies,
equipment, and services furnished by the Navy Department, includ-
ing pay, subsistence, allowances, and transportation of enlisted men
of the Navy and Marine Corps who may be assigned by the Secretary
of the Navy, upon request of the Secretary of State, to embassies,
legations, or consular offices of the United States located in foreign
countries.

FOREIGN SERVICE BUILDINGS FUND

Foreign Service Buildings Fund: For the purpose of carrying into
effect the provisions of the Act of May 25, 1938, entitled "An Act
to provide additional funds for buildings for the use of the diplo-
matic and consular establishments of the United States" (52 Stat.
441), including the initial alterations, repair, and furnishing of
buildings acquired under said Act, $750,000, to remain available
until expended, and in addition the Secretary of State is authorized
to enter into contracts for the acquisition of sites and preparation
of plans during the fiscal year 1940 in an amount of not to exceed
$250,000: Provided, That whenever a contract is made for the con-
struction, alteration, or repair of a Foreign Service building which
requires payments in a foreign currency, the Secretary of State is
authorized to purchase such currency at such times and in such
amounts (within the total amount of the payments to be made under
such contract) as he may deem necessary, the currency so purchased
to be disbursed and accounted for at its cost price: Provided further,
That this authorization shall also apply to the funds available to the
Secretary of State under prior appropriations for the construction
of Foreign Service buildings.

EMERGENCIES ARISING IN THE DIPLOMATIC AND CONSULAR SERVICE

Emergencies arising in the Diplomatic and Consular Service: To
enable the President to meet unforeseen emergencies arising in the
Diplomatic and Consular Service, and to extend the commercial and
other interests of the United States and to meet the necessary
expenses attendant upon the execution of the Neutrality Act, to be
expended pursuant to the requirement of section 291 of the Revised
Statutes (31 U. S. C. 107), $175,000: Provided, That whenever the
President shall find that a state of emergency exists endangering
the lives of American citizens in any foreign country, he may make
available for expenditure for the protection of such citizens, by
transfer to this appropriation, not to exceed $500,000 from the various
appropriations contained herein under the heading "Foreign Inter-
course"; and reimbursements by American citizens to whom relief
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for expenses which may be incurred in the acknowledgment of the 
services of masters and crews of foreign vessels in rescuing American 
seamen or citizens from shipwreck or other catastrophe at sea; for 
expenses of maintaining in China, the former Ottoman Empire, 
Egypt, Ethiopia, Morocco, and Muscat institutions for incarcerating 
American convicts and persons declared insane by any consular court, 
rent of quarters for prisons, ice and drinking water for prison pur-
poses, and for the expenses of keeping, feeding, and transportation 
of prisoners and persons declared insane by any consular court in 
China, the former Ottoman Empire, Egypt, Ethiopia, Morocco, and 
Muscat; for every expenditure requisite for or incident to the bring-
ing home from foreign countries of persons charged with crime as 
authorized by section 5275 of the Revised Statutes (18 U. S. C. 659) ; 
and such other miscellaneous expenses as the President may deem 
necessary; $1,135,000: Provided, That this appropriation shall be 
available for reimbursement of appropriations for the Navy Depart-
ment, in an amount not to exceed $35,000, for materials, supplies, 
equipment, and services furnished by the Navy Department, includ-
ing ray, subsistence, allowances, and transportation of enlisted men 
of the Navy and Marine Corps who may be assigned by the Secretary 
of the Navy, upon request of the Secretary of State, to embassies, 
legations, or consular offices of the United States located in foreign 
countries. 

FOREIGN SERVICE BUILDINGS FUND 

Foreign Service Buildings Fund: For the purpose of carrying into 
effect the provisions of the Act of May 25, 1938, entitled "An Act 
to provide additional funds for buildings for the use of the diplo-
matic and consular establishments of the United States" .(52 Stat. 
441), including the initial alterations, repair, and furrushing of 
buildings acquired under said Act, $750,000, to remain available 
until expended, and in addition the Secretary of State is authorized 
to enter into contracts for the acquisition of sites and preparation 
of plans during the fiscal year 1940 in an amount of not to exceed 
$250,000: Provided, That whenever a contract is made for the con-
struction, alteration, or repair of a Foreign Service building which 
requires payments in a foreign currency, the Secretary of State is 
authorized to purchase such currency at such times and in such 
amounts (within the total amount of the payments to be made under 
such contract) as he may deem necessary, the currency so purchased 
to be disbursed and accounted for at its cost price: Provided further, 
That this authorization shall also apply to the funds available to the 
Secretary of State under prior appropriations for the construction 
of Foreign Service buildings. 

EMERGENCIES ARISING IN ELM DIPLOMATIC AND CONSULAR SERVICE 

Emergencies arising in the Diplomatic and Consular Service: To 
enable the President to meet unforeseen emergencies arising in the 
Diplomatic and Consular Service, and to extend the commercial and 
other interests of the United States and to meet the necessary 
expenses attendant upon the execution of the Neutrality Act, to be 
expended pursuant to the requirement of section 291 of the Revised 
Statutes (31 U. S. C. 107), $175,000: Provided, That whenever the 
President shall find that a state of emergency exists endangering 
the lives of American citizens in any foreign country, he may make 
available for expenditure for the protection of such citizens, by 
transfer to this appropriation, not to exceed $500,000 from the various 
appropriations contained herein under the heading "Foreign Inter-
course"; and reimbursements by American citizens to whom relief 
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has been extended shall be credited to any appropriation from which
funds have been transferred for the purposes hereof, except that
reimbursements so credited to any appropriation shall not exceed
the amount transferred therefrom.

Not to exceed 10 per centum of any of the foregoing appropriations
under the caption "Foreign Intercourse" for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1940, may be transferred, with the approval of the Director
of the Bureau of the Budget, to any other foregoing appropriation
or appropriations under such caption for such fiscal year, but no
appropriation shall be increased more than 10 per centum thereby:
Provided. That all such transfers and contemplated transfers shall
be set forth in the Budget for the fiscal year 1941.

CONTRIBUTIONS, QUOTAS, AND SO FORTH

For payment of the annual contributions, quotas, and expenses,
including loss by exchange in discharge of the obligations of the
United States in connection with international commissions, con-
gresses, bureaus, and other objects, in not to exceed the respective
amounts, as follows: Cape Spartel and Tangier Light, Coast of
Morocco, $784; International Bureau of Weights and Measures,
$4,342.50; International Bureau of Publication of Customs Tariffs,
$1,318.77; Pan American Union, $195,566.96, including not to exceed
$20,000 for printing and binding; International Bureau of Perma-
nent Court of Arbitration, $1,722.57; Bureau of Interparliamentary
Union for Promotion of International Arbitration, $20,000, including
not to exceed $10,000 for the expenses of the American group of the
Interparliamentary Union, including personal services in the District
of Columbia and elsewhere without regard to the Classification Act
of 1923, as amended, stenographic reporting services by contract if
deemed necessary, without regard to section 3709 of the Revised
Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5), traveling expenses, purchase of necessary
books, documents, newspapers, periodicals, maps, stationery, official
cards, printing and binding, entertainment, and other necessary
expenses to be disbursed on vouchers approved by the president and
executive secretary of the American group; International Institute
of Agriculture at Rome, Italy, $48,756, including not to exceed $11,700
for the salary of the American member of the permanent committee
(at not more than $7,500 per annum) compensation of subordinate
employees without regard to the Classification Act of 1923, as
amended, expenses for the maintenance of the office at Rome, includ-
ing purchase of necessary books, maps, documents, and newspapers
and periodicals (foreign and domestic), printing and binding, allow-
ances for living quarters, including heat, fuel, and light, as authorized
by the Act approved June 26, 1930 (5 U. S. C. 118a), for the use of
the American member of the permanent committee, and traveling
and other necessary expenses, to be expended under the direction of
the Secretary of State; Pan American Sanitary Bureau, $58,522.75;
International Office of Public Health, $3,015.63; Bureau of Interna-
tional Telecommunication Union, Radio Section, $5,790; Govern-
ment of Panama, $250,000; International Hydrographic Bureau,
$5,404; Inter-American Trade-Mark Bureau, $14,330.20; Interna-
tional Bureau for Protection of Industrial Property, $1,471.63;
Gorgas Memorial Laboratory, $50,000: Provided, That hereafter,
notwithstanding the provisions of section 3 of the Act of May 7,
1928 (45 Stat. 491), the report of the operation and work of the
laboratory, including the statement of the receipts and expenditures,
shall be made to Congress during the first week of each regular
session thereof, such report to cover a fiscal-year period ending on
June 30 of the calendar year immediately preceding the convening
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of each such session; American International Institute for the Pro-
tection of Childhood, $2,000; International Statistical Bureau at
The Hague, $2,000; International Map of the World on the Millionth

InternationalTech- Scale, $50; International Technical Committee of Aerial Legal
eriaia Lcoam Etts. Experts, $6,745, including not to exceed $6,500 for the expenses of

participation by the Government of the United States in the meetings
of the International Technical Committee of Aerial Legal Experts
and of the commissions established by that committee, including
traveling expenses, personal services in the District of Columbia and
elsewhere without reference to the Classification Act of 1923, as
amended, stenographic and other services by contract if deemed
necessary without regrd to the provisions of section 3709 of the

41 U. .
0

. j 5. Revised Statutes (41U. S. C. 5), rent, purchase of necessary books
and documents, printing and binding, official cards, entertainment,
and such other expenses as may be authorized by the Secretary of
State; Convention Relating to Liquor Traffic in Africa, $55; Interna-
tional Penal and Penitentiary Commission, $4,332, including not
to exceed $800 for the necessary expenses of the Commissioner to
represent the United States on the Commission at its annual meet-
ings, personal services without regard to the Classification Act of
1923, as amended, printing and binding, traveling expenses, and
such other expenses as the Secretary of State may deem necessary;
Permanent Association of International Road Congresses, $588;

InternationalLabor International Labor Organization, $168,528.28, including not to
Organization. exceed $25,867 for the expenses of participation by the United States

in the meetings of the General Conference and of the Governing
Body of the International Labor Office and in such regional, indus-
trial, or other special meetings as may be duly called by such

Personal service,. Governing Body, including personal services, without reference to
Supp IV, §673, 63c. the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, in the District of Colum-

bia and elsewhere, stenographic reporting and translating services
by contract if deemed necessary without regard to section 3709 of

n. S. §3709. the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5), rent, traveling expenses,
41 U. S.. C purchase of books, documents, newspapers, periodicals, and charts,

stationery, official cards, printing and binding, entertainment, hire,
maintenance, and operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicles, and such other expenses as may be authorized by the Sec-
retary of State; Implementing the Narcotics Convention of 1931,

cnternationalCoun- $10,551.85; International Council of Scientific Unions and Associated
etc. Unions, as follows: International Council of Scientific Unions,

$19.30; International Astronomical Union, $617.60; International
Union of Chemistry $675; International Union of Geodesy and
Geophysics, $2,316; international Scientific Radio Union, $154.40;
International Union of Physics, $62.72; International Geographical
Union, $125.44; and International Union of Biological Sciences,
$154.40; in all, $4,124.86; and Pan American Institute of GeographyTotal; additional

suincease inates and History, $10,000; in all, $870,000, together with such additional
ofexchange. sums, due to increase in rates of exchange as the Secretary of State

may determine and certify to the Secretary of the Treasury to be
necessary to pay, in foreign currencies, the quotas and contributions
required by the several treaties, conventions, or laws establishing the
amount of the obligation.

PrContion fr ther Convention for the Promotion of Inter-American Cultural Rela-
American cultural tions: For meeting the obligations of the United States under the

Relations. Convention for the Promotion of Inter-American Cultural Relations
between the United States and the other American Republics, signed

51 Stat.178. at Buenos Aires, December 23, 1936, including salaries, traveling ex-
penses, tuition, and allowances for maintenance and living quarters
for professors and students in accordance with the provisions of the
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of each such session; American International Institute for the Pro-
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The Hague, $2,000; International Map of the World on the Millionth 
Scale, $50; International Technical Committee of Aerial Legal 
Experts, $6,745, including not to exceed $6,500 for the expenses of 
participation by the Government of the United States in the meetings 
of the International Technical Committee of Aerial Legal Experts 
and of the commissions established by that committee, including 
traveling expenses, personal services in the District of Columbia and 
elsewhere without reference to the Classification Act of 1923, as 
amended, stenographic and other services by contract if deemed 
necessary without regard to the provisions of section 3709 of the 
Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5), rent, purchase of necessary books 
and documents, printing and binding, official cards, entertainment, 
and such other expenses as may be authorized by the Secretary of 
State; Convention Relating to Liquor Traffic in Africa, $55; Interna-
tional Penal and Penitentiary Commission, $4,332, including not 
to exceed $800 for the necessary expenses of the Commissioner to 
represent the United States on the Commission at its annual meet-
ings, personal services without regard to the Classification Act of 
1923, as amended, printing and binding, traveling expenses, and 
such other expenses as the Secretary of State may deem necessary; 
Permanent Association of International Road Congresses, $588; 
International Labor Organization, $168,528.28, including not to 
exceed $25,867 for the expenses of participation by the United States 
in the meetings of the General Conference and of the Governing 
Body of the International Labor Office and in such regional, indus-
trial, or other special meetings as may be duly called by such 
Governing Body, including personal services, without reference to 
the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, in the District of Colum-
bia and elsewhere, stenographic reporting and translating services 
by contract if deemed necessary without regard to section 3709 of 
the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5), rent, traveling expenses, 
purchase of books, documents, newspapers, periodicals, and charts, 
stationery, official cards, printing and binding, entertainment, hire, 
maintenance, and operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying 
vehicles, and such other expenses as may be authorized by the Sec-
retary of State; Implementing the Narcotics Convention of 1931, 
$10,551.85; International Council of Scientific Unions and Associated 
Unions, as follows: International Council of Scientific Unions, 
$19.30; International Astronomical Union, $617.60; International 
Union of Chemistry, $675; International Union of Geodesy and 
Geophysics, $2,316; International Scientific Radio Union, $154.40; 
International Union of Physics, $62.72; International Geographical 
Union, $125.44; and International Union of Biological Sciences, 
$154.40; in all, $4,124.86; and Pan American Institute of Geography 
and History, $10,000; in all, $870,000, together with such additional 
sums, due to increase in rates of exchange as the Secretary of State 
may determine and certify to the Secretary of the Treasury to be 
necessary to pay, in foreign .currencies, the quotas and contributions 
required by the several treaties, conventions, or laws establishing the 
amount of the obligation. 
Convention for the Promotion of Inter-American Cultural Rela-

tions: For meeting the obligations of the United States under the 
Convention for the Promotion of Inter-American Cultural Relations 
between the United States and the other American Republics, signed 
at Buenos Aires, December 23, 1936, including salariesz traveling ex-
penses, tuition, and allowances for maintenance and living quarters 
for professors and students in accordance with the provisions of the 
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said convention, notwithstanding the provisions of any other Act,
$75,000, to be disbursed under the direction of the Secretary of State,
who is authorized to transfer to any department or independent
establishment of the Government, with the consent of the head
thereof, any part of this amount for direct expenditure by such
department or establishment for the purposes of this appropriation.

INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARY COMMISSION, UNITED STATES AND MEXICO

893

Transfer of funds
permitted.

Salaries and expenses: For expenses of meeting the obligations of Salaries and ex-
the United States under the treaties of 1884, 1889, 1905, 1906, and 24Stat.1011;26tat.
1933 between the United States and Mexico, and of compliance with S5t2 3s Stat. 186t 3 t4

the Act approved August 19, 1935, as amended (49 Stat. 660, 1370), 1621;49Stat. 660,1370.
operation and maintenance of the Rio Grande rectification project Rio orande, rectifi-
and of the American dam and canal feature of the Rio Grande canal- ation and canaliz-
ization project; construction and operation of gaging stations where
necessary and their equipment; personal services and rent in the
District of Columbia and elsewhere; fees for professional services
at rates and in amounts to be determined by the Secretary of State;
expenses of attendance at meetings which in the discretion of the
Commissioner may be necessary for the efficient discharge of the
responsibilities of the Commission (not to exceed $500); traveling
expenses, including transportation of effects; printing and binding; Printing and bind-
law books and books of reference; subscriptions to foreign and ing.
domestic newspapers and periodicals; purchase, exchange, mainte- Vehicles.
nance, repair, and operation of motor-propelled passenger- and
freight-carrying vehicles; hire, with or without personal services, of
work animals, and animal-drawn and motor-propelled vehicles and
equipment; purchase of rubber boots and waders for official use of
employees; purchase of ice; drilling and testing of dam sites, by con- Testingofdam sites.
tract if deemed necessary, and purchase in the field of planographs
and lithographs and of one special electrically operated typewriter,
without regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 4R.s. 5305.41 U. S. C. :5); equipment and such other miscellaneous expenses as the Secretary
of State may deem proper, $193,000.

Construction, operation, and maintenance, Public Works projects: ,ctlsli, lnVrks Cor
l

i-
For the construction (including surveys and operation and main- sion.
tenance and protection during construction) of the following projects
under the supervision of the International Boundary Commission,
Inited States and Mexico United States section, including salaries
and wages of employees, laborers, and mechanics; fees for profes-
sional services at rates and in amounts to be determined by the
Secretary of State; travel expenses; rents; construction and operation
of gaging stations; purchase (including exchange), maintenance, Vehicles.
repair, and operation of motor-propelled passenger- and freight-
carrying vehicles; drilling and testing of dam sites, by contract if
deemed necessary, and purchase in the field of planographs and litho-
graphs without regard to the provisions of section 3709 of the
Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5); hire, with or without personal R.S. §3709.

services, of work animals and animal-drawn and motor-propelled 41 U. S- C 5.
vehicles and equipment; acquisition by donation, purchase, or con-
demnation, of real and personal property, including expenses of
abstracts and certificates of title; transportation of things (including
drayage, packing, and crating of personal effects of employees upon
change of station for permanent duty not to exceed five thousand
pounds in any one case); printing and binding; communication serv- Printing and bind-
ices; equipment, materials and supplies, including purchase of ice, in g-
rubber boots, and waders for official use of employees, and such other
miscellaneous expenses as the Secretary of State may deem necessary:
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Rio Orande recti-
fication project.

48 Stat. 1621.

Continuance of ap-
propriation.

62 Stat. 255.
Lower Rio Grande

flood-control project.

49 Stat. 660, 1370.
Balances reappro-

priated.
Proriso.
Approval of title to

acquired land, etc.

Rio Grande canal-
ization project.

49 Stat. 961, 1463.
Balances reappro-

priated.

Fence construction
along international
boundary, Arizona.

49 Stat. 660.
Proiso.
Limitation on ex-

penditure.

Rio Grande rectification project: For completion of the rectification
of the Rio Grande in the El Paso-Juarez Valley under the convention
concluded February 1, 1933, between the United States and Mexico,
the funds made available under this head in the Department of State
Appropriation Act, 1939, are continued available until June 30, 1940.

Lower Rio Grande flood-control project: For the United States
portion of the project for flood control on the Lower Rio Grande, as
authorized by the Act approved August 19, 1935, as amended (49 Stat.
660, 1370), $800,000 together with the unexpended balances of the
appropriations for this purpose for the fiscal year 1939: Provided,
That no part of this appropriation for the Lower Rio Grande flood-
control project shall be expended for construction on any land, site,
or easement until title thereto has been conveyed to the United States
by donation and the same has been approved by the Attorney General
of the United States.

Rio Grande canalization project: For the Rio Grande canalization
project as authorized by the Acts approved August 29, 1935 (49 Stat.
961), and June 4, 1936 (49 Stat. 1463), $500,000; together with the
unexpended balances of the appropriations under this head for the
fiscal year 1939.

Fence construction on the boundary, Arizona: For construction of
fence along the international boundary as authorized by the Act of
August 19, 1935 (49 Stat. 660), $25,000: Provided, That no part of
this appropriation shall be expended for the acquisition of lands or
easements for sites for boundary fences except for procurement of
abstracts or certificates of title, payment of recording fees, and exam-
ination of titles.

INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARY COMMISSION, UNITED STATES AND CANADA AND
ALASKA AND CANADA

Rxpenses under TO enable the President to perform the obligations of the United
teaty obligato. States under the treaty between the United States and Great Britain

44 tat.2102. in respect of Canada, signed February 24, 1925; for salaries and
expenses, including the salary of the Commissioner and salaries of
the necessary engineers, clerks, and other employees for duty at the
seat of government and in the field; cost of office equipment and sup-
plies; necessary traveling expenses; commutation of subsistence to
employees while on field duty, not to exceed $4 per day each, but not
to exceed $1.75 per day each when a member of a field party and
subsisting in camp- for payment for timber necessarily cut in keep-

Demarcation of ing the boundary line clear, not to exceed $500; and for all other
necessary and reasonable expenses incurred by the United States in
maintaining an effective demarcation of the international boundary
line between the United States and Canada, and Alaska and Canada
under the terms of the treaty aforesaid, including the completion of
such remaining work as may be required under the award of the
Alaskan Boundary Tribunal and existing treaties between the United
States and Great Britain, and including the hire of freight- and
passenger-carrying vehicles from temporary field employees, to be
disbursed under the direction of the Secretary of State, $42,000.

WATEsWAYS TREATY, UNITED STATES AND GREAT BRITAIN: INTERNATIONAL

JOINT COMMISSION, UNITED STATES AND GREAT BRITAIN

Salaries and ex-
penses. Salaries and expenses: For salaries and expenses, including salaries

of Commissioners and salaries of clerks and other employees
appointed by the Commissioners on the part of the United States,
with the approval solely of the Secretary of State; for necessary
traveling expenses, and for expenses incident to holding hearings and
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Rio Grande rectification project: For completion of the rectification 
of the Rio Grande in the El Paso-Juarez Valley under the convention 
concluded February 1, 1933, between the United States and Mexico, 
the funds made available under this head in the Department of State 
Appropriation Act, 1939, are continued available until June 30, 1940. 
Lower Rio Grande flood-control project: For the United States 

portion of the project for flood control on the Lower Rio Grande, as 
authorized by the Act approved August 19, 1935, as amended (49 Stat. 
660, 1370), $800,000, together with the unexpended balances of the 
appropriations for this purpose for the fiscal year 1939: Provided, 
That no part of this appropriation for the Lower Rio Grande flood-
control project shall be expended for construction on any land, site, 
or easement until title thereto has been conveyed to the United States 
by donation and the same has been approved by the Attorney General 
of the United States. 
Rio Grande canalization project: For the Rio Grande canalization 

project as authorized by the Acts approved August 29, 1935 (49 Stat,. 
961), and June 4, 1936 (49 Stat. 1463) 1 $500,000; together with the 
unexpended balances of the appropriations under this head for the 
fiscal year 1939. 
Fence construction on the boundary, Arizona: For construction of 

fence along the international boundary as authorized by the Act of 
August 19, 1935 (49 Stat. 660), $25,000: Provided, That no part of 
this appropriation shall be expended for the acquisition of lands or 
easements for sites for boundary fences except for procurement of 
abstracts or certificates of title, payment of recording fees, and exam-
ination of titles. 

INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARY COMMISSION, UNITED STATES AND CANADA AND 

ALASKA AND CANADA 

To enable the President to perform the obligations of the United 
States under the treaty between the United States and Great Britain 
in respect of Canada, signed February 24, 1925; for salaries and 
expenses, including the salary of the Commissioner and salaries of 
the necessary engineers, clerks, and other employees for duty at the 
seat of government and in the field; cost of office equipment and sup-
plies; necessary traveling expenses; commutation of subsistence to 
employees while on field duty, not to exceed $4 per day each, but not 
to exceed $1.75 per day each when a member of a field party and 
subsisting in camp,• for payment for timber necessarily cut in keep-
ing the boundary line clear, not to exceed $500; and for all other 
necessary and reasonable expenses incurred by the United States in 
maintaining an effective demarcation of the international boundary 
line between the United States and Canada, and Alaska and Canada 
under the terms of the treaty aforesaid, including the completion of 
such remaining work as may be required under the award of the 
Alaskan Boundary Tribunal and existing treaties between the United 
States and Great Britain, and including the hire of freight- and 
passenger-carrying vehicles from temporary field employees, to be 
disbursed under the direction of the Secretary of State, $42,000. 

WATERWAYS TREATY, UNITED STATES AND GREAT BRITAIN: INTERNATIONAL 

JOINT COMMISSION, UNITED STATES AND GREAT BRITAIN 

Salaries and expenses: For salaries and expenses, including salaries 
of Commissioners and salaries of clerks and other employees 
appointed by the Commissioners on the part of the United States, 
with the approval solely of the Secretary of State; for necessary 
traveling expenses, and for expenses incident to holding hearings and 
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conferences at such places in Canada and the United States as shall
be determined by the Commission or by the American Commissioners
to be necessary, including traveling expense and compensation of
necessary witnesses, making necessary transcript of testimony and
proceedings; for cost of lawbooks, books of reference and periodicals,
office equipment and supplies; and for one-half of all reasonable and
necessary joint expenses of the International Joint Commission
incurred under the terms of the treaty between the United States and
Great Britain concerning the use of boundary waters between the
United States and Canada, and for other purposes, signed January
11, 1909; $37,500, to be disbursed under the direction of the Secretary
of State: Provided, That the salaries of the American Commission-
ers shall not exceed $7,500 each per annum: Provided further, That
traveling expenses of the Commissioners, secretary, and necessary
employees shall be allowed in accordance with the provisions of the
Subsistence Expense Act of 1926, as amended (5 U. S. C. 821-833).

Special and technical investigations: For an additional amount for
necessary special or technical investigations in connection with mat-
ters which fall within the scope of the jurisdiction of the Interna-
tional Joint Commission, including personal services in the District
of Columbia or elsewhere, traveling expenses, procurement of tech-
nical and scientific equipment, and the purchase, exchange, hire,
maintenance, repair, and operation of motor-propelled and horse-
drawn passenger-carrying vehicles, $47,000, to be disbursed under
the direction of the Secretary of State, who is authorized to transfer
to any department or independent establishment of the Government,
with the consent of the head thereof, any part of this amount for direct
expenditure by such department or establishment for the purposes
of this appropriation.

INTERNATIONAL FISHERIES COMMISSION

Salaries and expenses: For the share of the United States of the
expenses of the International Fisheries Commission, under the con-
vention between the United States and Canada, concluded January
29, 1937, including salaries of two members and other employees of
the Commission, traveling expenses, charter of vessels, purchase of
books, periodicals, furniture, and scientific instruments, contingent
expenses, rent in the District of Columbia, and such other expenses
in the United States and elsewhere as the Secretary of State may
deem proper, to be disbursed under the direction of the Secretary
of State $25,000: Provided, That not to exceed $750 shall be expended
by the Commissioners in attending meetings of the Commission.

INTERNATIONAL PACIFIC SALMON FISIERIES COMMISSION

Salaries and expenses: For the share of the United States of the
expenses of the International Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commission,
under the convention between the United States and Canada, con-
cluded May 26, 1930, including personal services; traveling expenses;
maintenance, repair, and operation of motor-propelled passenger-
carrying vehicles; charter of vessels; purchase of books, periodicals,
furniture, and scientific instruments; contingent expenses; rent in the
District of Columbia and elsewhere; and such other expenses in the
United States and elsewhere as the Secretary of State may deem
proper, including the reimbursement of other appropriations from
which payments may have been made for any of the purposes herein
specified, to be expended under the direction of the Secretary of
State, $40,000.
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conferences at such places in Canada and the United States as shall 
be determined by the Commission or by the American Commissioners 
to be necessary, including traveling expense and compensation of 
necessary witnesses, making necessary transcript of testimony and 
proceedings; for cost of lawbooks, books of reference and periodicals, 
office equipment and supplies; and for one-half of all reasonable and 
necessary joint expenses of the International Joint Commission 
incurred under the terms of the treaty between the United States and 
Great Britain concerning the use of boundary waters between the 
United States and Canada, and for other purposes, signed January 
11, 1909; $37,500, to be disbursed under the direction of the Secretary 
of State: Provided, That the salaries of the American Commission-
ers shall not exceed $7,500 each per annum: Provided further, That 
traveling expenses of the Commissioners, secretary, and necessary 
employees shall be allowed in accordance with the provisions of the 
Subsistence Expense Act of 1926, as amended (5 U. S. C. 821-833). 
Special and technical investigations: For an additional amount for 

necessary special or technical investigations in connection with mat-
ters which fall within the scope of the jurisdiction of the Interna-
tional Joint Commission, including personal services in the District 
of Columbia or elsewhere, traveling expenses, procurement of tech-
nical and scientific equipment, and the purchase, exchange, hire, 
maintenance, repair, and operation of motor-propelled and horse-
drawn passenger-carrying vehicles, $47,000, to be disbursed under 
the direction of the Secretary of State, who is authorized to transfer 
to any department or independent establishment of the Government, 
with the consent of the head thereof, any part of this amount for direct 
expenditure by such department or establishment for the purposes 
of this appropriation. 

INTERNATIONAL FISHERIES COMMISSION 

Salaries and expenses: For the share of the United States of the 
expenses of the International Fisheries Commission, under the con-
vention between the United States and Canada, concluded January 
29, 1937, including salaries of two members and other employees of 
the Commission, traveling expenses, charter of vessels, purchase of 
books, periodicals, furniture, and scientific instruments, contingent 
expenses, rent in the District of Columbia, and such other expenses 
in the United States and elsewhere as the Secretary of State may 
deem proper, to be disbursed under the direction of the Secretary 
of State, $25,000: Provided, That not to exceed $750 shall be expended 
by the Commissioners in attending meetings of the Commission. 

INTERNATIONAL PACIFIC. SALMON FISHERIES COMMISSION 

Salaries and expenses: For the share of the United States of the 
expenses of the International Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commission, 
under the convention between the United States and Canada, con-
cluded May 26, 1930, including personal services; traveling expenses; 
maintenance, repair, and operation of motor-propelled passenger-
carrying vehicles; charter of vessels; purchase of books, periodicals, 
furniture, and scientific instruments; contingent expenses; rent in the 
District of Columbia and elsewhere; and such other expenses in the 
United States and elsewhere as the Secretary of State may deem 
proper, including the reimbursement of other appropriations from 
which payments may have been made for any of the purposes herein 
specified, to be expended under the direction of the Secretary of 
State, $40,000. 
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MISCELLANEOUS INTERNATIONAL CONGRESSES. CONFERENCES, AND
COMMISSIONS

Eighth American Scientific Congress: For the expenses of organiz-
ing and holding the Eighth American Scientific Congress in the
United States, as authorized by and in accordance with the Act
approved June 13, 1938 (52 Stat. 675), $85,000, to remain available
until June 30, 1941.

Seventh General Assembly of the International Union of Geodesy
and Geophysics: For the expenses of organizing and holding the
Seventh General Assembly of the International Union of Geodesy
and Geophysics in the United States, as authorized by and in accord-
ance with the Act approved May 20, 1938 (52 Stat. 409), $4,500.

Ninth International Seed Testing Congress: For the expenses of
official entertainment and other expenses authorized by the Secre-
tary of State in connection with holding the Ninth International
Seed Testing Congress in the United States, as authorized by and in
accordance with the Act approved April 8, 1938 (52 Stat. 201), $500.

Delaware Valley Tercentenary Commission: The unexpended bal-
ance of the appropriation of $10,000 for the United States Delaware
Valley Tercentenary Commission, contained in the "Department of
State Appropriation Act, 1938", and continued available for the fis-
cal year 1939, is hereby continued available during the fiscal year
1940 for expenditure under the same conditions set forth under this
head in the "Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1938".

-PAYMENT TO GOVERNMENT OF NICARAGUA.

Payment to the Government of Nicaragua: For payment to the
Government of Nicaragua in pursuance of Article II of the Agree-
ment of April 14, 1938, providing adjustment of certain accounts and
refunds of income taxes, $72,000.

Section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) shall not apply
to any purchase by or service rendered for the Department of State
when the aggregate amount involved does not exceed $100, or with
respect to articles, materials, or supplies for use outside the United
States, $300; or when the purchase or service relates to the packing
of personal and household effects of Diplomatic, Consular, and For-
eign Service officers and clerks for foreign shipment.

Unless expressly authorized, no portion of the sums appropriated
in title I of this Act shall be expended for rent or rental allowances
in the District of Columbia or elsewhere in the United States.

The President, in his discretion, may assign officers of the Army or
Navy or officers or employees of the Treasury Department for duty as
inspectors of buildings owned or occupied by the United States in
foreign countries, or as inspectors or supervisors of buildings under
construction or repair by or for the United States in foreign countries,
under the jurisdiction of the Department of State, or for duty as
couriers of the Department of State, and when so assigned they may
receive the same traveling expenses as are authorized for officers of
the Foreign Service, payable from the applicable appropriations of
the Department of State.

This title may be cited as the "Department of State Appropriation
Act, 1940".

TITLE II-DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

For personal services in the District of Columbia as follows:
For the Office of the Attorney General, $60,000.
For the Office of the Solicitor General, $60,000.
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MISCELLANEOUS INTERNATIONAL CONGRESSES, CONFERENCES, AND 

COMMISSIONS 

Eighth American Scientific Congress: For the expenses of organiz-
ing and holding the Eighth American Scientific Congress in the 
United States, as authorized by and in accordance with the Act 
approved June 13, 1938 (52 Stat. 675), $85,000, to remain available 
until June 30, 1941. 
Seventh General Assembly of the International Union of Geodesy 

and Geophysics: For the expenses of organizing and holding the 
Seventh General Assembly of the International Union of Geodesy 
and Geophysics in the United States, as authorized by and in accord-
ance with the Act approved May 20, 1938 (52 Stat. 409), $4,500. 
Ninth International Seed Testing Congress: For the expenses of 

official entertainment and other expenses authorized by the Secre-
tary of State in connection with holding the Ninth International 
Seed Testing Congress in the United States, as authorized by and in 
accordance with the Act approved April 8, 1938 (52 Stat. 201), $500. 
Delaware Valley Tercentenary Commission: The unexpended bal-

ance of the appropriation of $10,000 for the United States Delaware 
Valley Tercentenary Commission, contained in the "Department of 
State Appropriation Act, 1938", and continued available for the fis-
cal year 1939, is hereby continued available during the fiscal year 
1940 for expenditure under the same conditions set forth under this 
head in the "Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1938". 

-PAYMENT TO GOVERNMENT OF NICARAGUA 

Payment to the Government of Nicaragua: For payment to the 
Government of Nicaragua in pursuance of Article II of the Agree-
ment of April 14, 1938, providing adjustment of certain accounts and 
refunds of income taxes, $72,000. 

Section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) shall not apply 
to any purchase by or service rendered for the Department of State 
when the aggregate amount involved does not exceed $100, or, with 
respect to articles, materials, or supplies for use outside the United 
States, $300; or when the purchase or service relates to the packing 
of personal and household effects of Diplomatic, Consular, and For-
eign Service officers and clerks for foreign shipment. 
lJnless expressly authorized, no portion of the sums appropriated 

in title I of this Act shall be expended for rent or rental allowances 
in the District of Columbia or elsewhere in the United States. 
The President, in his discretion, may assign officers of the Army or 

Navy or officers or employees of the Treasury- Department for duty as 
inspectors of buildings owned or occupied by the United States in 
foreign countries, or as inspectors or supervisors of buildings under 
construction or repair by or for the United States in foreign countries, 
under the jurisdiction of the Department of State, or for duty as 
couriers of the Department of State, and when so assigned they may 
receive the same traveling expenses as are authorized for officers of 
the Foreign Service, payable from the applicable appropriations of 
the Department of State. 
This title may be cited as the "Department of State Appropriation 

Act, 1940". 

TITLE II—DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 

For personal services in the District of Columbia as follows: 
For the Office of the Attorney General, $60,000. 
For the Office of the Solicitor General, $60,000. 
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For the Office of the Assistant Solicitor General, $47,300.
For the Office of Assistant to the Attorney General, $80,000.
For the Administrative Division, $660,000.
For the Tax Division, $567,500.
For the Criminal Division, $210,000, of which sum not to exceed

$50,000 may be available for the investigation and prosecution of
alleged violations of civil liberties.

For the Claims Division, $314,220.
For the Office of Pardon Attorney, $25,500.
For the Anti-Trust Division, $9,000.
Total, personal services, Office of the Attorney General, $2,033,520.

Not to exceed 5 per centum of the foregoing amounts shall be avail-
able interchangeably for expenditures in the various offices and divi-
sions named, but not more than 5 per centum shall be added to the
amount appropriated for any one of said offices or divisions and any
interchange of appropriations hereunder shall be reported to Congress
in the annual Budget.

Traveling expenses: For all necessary traveling expenses under
the Department of Justice and the Judiciary, including traveling
expenses of probation officers and their clerks but not including
traveling expenses otherwise payable under any appropriations for
"United States Supreme Court", "United States Court of Customs
and Patent Appeals", "United States Customs Court", "Court of
Claims", "United States Court for China", "Federal Bureau of Inves-
tigation", "Salaries and expenses of marshals", "Fees of jurors and
witnesses", and "Penal and correctional institutions" (except as
otherwise hereinbefore provided), $937,500: Provided, That this sum
shall be available, in an amount not to exceed $7,500, for expenses
of attendance at meetings concerned with the work of the Bureau
of Prisons and the Probation Service when incurred on the written
authorization of the Attorney General.

Contingent expenses: For stationery, furniture and repairs, floor
coverings, file holders and cases; miscellaneous expenditures, includ-
ing telegraphing and telephones, and teletype rentals and tolls,
postage, labor, typewriters and adding machines and the exchange
thereof and repairs thereto, streetcar fares, newspapers not exceeding
$350, press clippings, and other necessaries ordered by the Attorney
General; official transportation, including the repair, maintenance,
and operation of four motor-driven passenger cars (one for the
Attorney General and three for general use of the Department),
delivery trucks, and motorcycle, to be used only for official purposes;
purchase, including exchange, of three passenger-carrying automo-
biles for general use of the Department; purchase of lawbooks, books
of reference, and periodicals, including the exchange thereof; exam-
ination of estimates of appropriation in the field; and miscellaneous
and emergency expenses authorized and approved by the Attorney
General, to be expended at his discretion, $190,000: Provided, That
not to exceed $2 per volume shall be paid for the current and future
volumes of the United States Code, Annotated.

Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the Depart-
ment of Justice and the courts of the United States, $390,000.

FEDERAL BUREAt OF INVESTIGATION

Salaries and expenses, detection and prosecution of crimes: For
the detection and prosecution of crimes against the United States;
for the protection of the person of the President of the United
States the acquisition, collection, classification, and preservation of
identification and other records and their exchange with the duly
authorized officials of the Federal Government, of States, cities, and
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For the Office of the Assistant Solicitor General, $47,300. 
For the Office of Assistant to the Attorney General, $80,000. 
For the Administrative Division, $660,000. 
For the Tax Division, $567,500. 
For the Criminal Division, $210,000, of which sum not to exceed 

$50,000 may be available for the investigation and prosecution of 
alleged violations of civil liberties. 
For the Claims Division, $314,220. 
For the Office of Pardon Attorney, $25,500. 
For the Anti-Trust Division, $9,000. 
Total, personal services, Office of the Attorney General, $2,033,520. 

Not to exceed 5 per centum of the foregoing amounts shall be avail-
able interchangeably for expenditures in the various offices and divi-
sions named, but not more than 5 per centum shall be added to the 
amount appropriated for any one of said offices or divisions and any 
interchange of appropriations hereunder shall be reported to Congress 
in the annual Budget. 

Traveling expenses: For all necessary traveling expenses under 
the Department of Justice and the Judiciary, including traveling 
expenses of probation officers and their clerks but not including 
traveling expenses otherwise payable under any appropriations for 
"United States Supreme Court", "United States Court of Customs 
and Patent Appeals", "United States Customs Court", "Court of 
Claims", "United States Court for China", "Federal Bureau of Inves-
tigation", "Salaries and expenses of marshals", "Fees of jurors and 
witnesses", and "Penal and correctional institutions" (except as 
otherwise hereinbefore provided), $937,500: Provided, That this sum 
shall be available, in an amount not to exceed $7,500, for expenses 
of attendance at meetings concerned with the work of the Bureau 
of Prisons and the Probation Service when incurred on the written 
authorization of the Attorney General. 
Contingent expenses: For stationery, furniture and repairs, floor 

coverings, file holders and cases; miscellaneous expenditures, includ-
ing telegraphing and telephones, and teletype rentals and tolls, 
postage, labor, typewriters and adding machines and the exchange 
thereof and repairs thereto, streetcar fares, newspapers not exceeding 
$350, press clippings, and other necessaries ordered by the Attorney 
General; official transportation, including the repair, maintenance, 
and operation of four motor-driven passenger cars (one for the 
Attorney General and three for general use of the Department), 
delivery trucks, and motorcycle, to be used only for official purposes; 
purchase, including exchange, of three passenger-carrying automo-
biles for general use of the Department; purchase of lawbooks, books 
of reference, and periodicals, including the exchange thereof; exam-
ination of estimates of appropriation in the field; and miscellaneous 
and emergency expenses authorized and approved by the Attorney 
General, to be expended at his discretion, $190,000: Provided, That 
not to exceed $2 per volume shall be paid for the current and future 
volumes of the United States Code, Annotated. 

Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the Depart-
ment of Justice and the courts of the United States, $390,000. 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVEST1GATION 

Salaries and expenses, detection and prosecution of crimes: For 
the detection and prosecution of crimes against the United States; 
for the protection of the person of the President of the United 
States; the acquisition, collection, classification, and preservation of 
identification and other records and their exchange with the duly 
authorized officials of the Federal Government, of States, cities, and 
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investigations, mat- other institutions; for such other investigations regarding official
Departments of Jus matters under the control of the Department of Justice and the
tice andtate. Department of State as may be directed by the Attorney General;

Vehicles. purchase and exchange not to exceed $50,000, and hire, maintenance,
upkeep, and operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehi-
cles, to be used only on official business; maintenance, upkeep, and
operation, of not more than four armored automobiles; firearms

tationery, etc. and ammunition; such stationery, supplies, floor coverings, equip-
ment, and telegraph, teletype, and telephone service at the seat of
government or elsewhere as the Attorney General may direct; not
to exceed $10,000 for taxicab hire to be used exclusively for the
purposes set forth in this paragraph and to be expended under the

Traveling expenses. direction of the Attorney General; traveling expenses, including
expenses, in an amount not to exceed $4,500, of attendance at meet-
ings concerned with the work of such Bureau when authorized in
writing by the Attorney General; not to exceed $1,500 for member-

Rewards for in- ship in the International Criminal Police Commission; payment of
formation rewards when specifically authorized by the Attorney General for

information leading to the apprehension of fugitives from justice,
Emergencies. including not to exceed $20,000 to meet unforeseen emergencies

of a confidential character, to be expended under the direction of
the Attorney General, who shall make a certificate of the amount of
such expenditure as he may think it advisable not to specify, and
every such certificate shall be deemed a sufficient voucher for the

Personalservices. sum therein expressed to have been expended; and including not
to exceed $1,872,480 for personal services in the District of Columbia;

Minopurchases. $7,000,000: Provided, That section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41
B. s. &3709. U. S. C. 5) shall not be construed to apply to any purchase or service
41Ui. c. Cs . rendered for the Federal Bureau of Investigation in the field when

the aggregate amount involved does not exceed $50: Provided for-
se of funds. ther, That none of the funds appropriated herein under the Federal

Bureau of Investigation shall be used to pay the compensation of
any civil-service employee, except finger-print classifiers.

Emergencies. Salaries and expenses for certain emergencies: For an additional
amount for salaries and expenses, including the same purposes and
under the same conditions specified in the preceding paragraph,
$300,000, to be held as a reserve for emergencies arising in connection
with kidnaping, extortion, bank robbery, and espionage cases, and
to be released for expenditure in such amounts and at such times as
the Attorney General may determine.

BUREAU OF PRISONS

Salaries. Salaries: For salaries in the District of Columbia and elsewhere
in connection with the supervision of the maintenance and care of
United States prisoners, $295,000.

MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Conduct of customs Conduct of customs cases: Assistant Attorney General, special
Ca's. attorneys and counselors at law in the conduct of customs cases, to

be employed and their compensation fixed by the Attorney General;
necessary clerical assistance and other employees at the seat of
government and elsewhere, to be employed and their compensation
fixed by the Attorney General, including experts at such rates of
compensation as may be authorized or approved by the Attorney
General; expenses of procuring evidence, supplies, Supreme Court
Reports and Digests, and Federal Reporter and Digests, and other
miscellaneous and incidental expenses, to be expended under the
direction of the Attorney General; in all, $128,500.
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other institutions; for such other investigations regarding official 
matters under the control of the Department of Justice and the 
Department of State as may be directed by the Attorney General; 
purchase and exchange not to exceed $50,000, and hire, maintenance, 
upkeep, and operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehi-
cles, to be used only on official business; maintenance, upkeep, and 
operation, of not more than four armored automobiles; firearms 
and ammunition; such stationery, supplies, floor coverings, equip-
ment, and telegraph, teletype, and telephone service at the seat of 
government or elsewhere as the Attorney General may direct; not 
to exceed $10,000 for taxicab hire to be used exclusively for the 
purposes set forth in this paragraph and to be expended under the 
direction of the Attorney General; traveling expenses, including 
expenses, in an amount not to exceed $4,500, of attendance at meet-
ings concerned with the work of such Bureau when authorized in 
writing by the Attorney General; not to exceed $1,500 for member-
ship in the International Criminal Police Commission; payment of 
rewards when specifically authorized by the Attorney General for 
information leading to the apprehension of fugitives from justice, 
including not to exceed $20,000 to meet unforeseen emergencies 
of a confidential character, to be expended under the direction of 
the Attorney General, who shall make a certificate of the amount of 
such expenditure as he may think it advisable not to specify, and 
every such certificate shall be deemed a sufficient voucher for the 
sum therein expressed to have been expended; and including not 
to exceed $1,872,480 for personal services in the District of Columbia; 
$7,000,000: Provided, That section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 
U. S. C. 5) shall not be construed to apply to any purchase or service 
rendered for the Federal Bureau of Investigation in the field when 
the aggregate amount involved does not exceed $50: Provided fur-
ther, That none of the funds appropriated herein under the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation shall be used to pay the compensation of 
any civil-service employee, except finger-print classifiers. 

Salaries and expenses for certain emergencies: For an additional 
amount for salaries and expenses, including the same purposes and 
under the same conditions specified in the preceding paragraph, 
$300,000, to be held as a reserve for emergencies arising in connection 
with kidnaping, extortion, bank robbery, and espionage cases, and 
to be released for expenditure in such amounts and at such times as 
the Attorney General may determine. 

BUREAU OF PRISONS 

Salaries. Salaries: For salaries in the District of Columbia and elsewhere 
in connection with the supervision of the maintenance and care of 
United States prisoners, $295,000. 

Conduct of customs 
cases. 

MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Conduct of customs cases: Assistant Attorney General, special 
attorneys and counselors at law in the conduct of customs cases, to 
be employed and their compensation fixed by the Attorney General; 
necessary clerical assistance and other employees at the seat of 
government and elsewhere, to be employed and their compensation 
fixed by the Attorney General, including experts at such rates of 
compensation as may be authorized or approved by the Attorney 
General; expenses of procuring evidence, supplies, Supreme Court 
Reports and Digests, and Federal Reporter and Digests, and other 
miscellaneous and incidental expenses, to be expended under the 
direction of the Attorney General; in all, $128,500. 
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Enforcement of antitrust and kindred laws: For the enforcement
of antitrust and kindred laws, including experts at such rates of
compensation as may be authorized or approved by the Attorney
General except that the compensation paid to any person employed
hereunder shall not exceed the rate of $10,000 per annum, includ-
ing personal services in the District of Columbia, $1,300,000: Pro-
vided, That none of this appropriation shall be expended for the
establishment and maintenance of permanent regional offices of the
Antitrust Division: Provided further, That any person hereafter
appointed at a salary of $7,500 or more and paid from this appro-
priation shall be appointed by the President, by and with the advice
and consent of the Senate.

Bond and Spirits Division: For salaries and expenses in connec-
tion with the preliminary determination of civil liabilities arising
under acts pursuant to the eighteenth amendment before repeal; the
preliminary determination of compromises and petitions for remis-
sion of forfeitures arising out of current internal-revenue liquor laws;
the supervision of the collection on forfeited bail bonds and judg-
ments and fines imposed in criminal cases; personal services in the
District of Columbia and elsewhere, and such other expenditures
(not exceeding $50 for any one item) as may be necessary, $195,000:
Provided, That no part of this appropriation shall be used to com-
pensate any person not appointed pursuant to civil-service laws and
regulations, but this limitation shall not apply to attorneys or the
head of the division.

Examination of judicial offices: For the investigation of the official
acts, records, and accounts of marshals, attorneys, clerks of the
United States courts and Territorial courts, probation officers, and
United States commissioners, for which purpose all the official papers,
records, and dockets of said officers, without exception, shall be
examined by the agents of the Attorney General at any time; and
also the official acts, records, and accounts of referees and trustees
of such courts, in all, $51,300, to be expended under the direction of
the Attorney General.

Veterans Insurance Litigation Division: For salaries and expenses
incident to the defense of suits against the United States under sec-
tion 19, of the World War Veterans' Act, 1924, approved June 7,
1924, as amended and supplemented, or the compromise of the same
under the Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1934, approved
June 16, 1933, including office expenses, lawbooks, supplies, equip-
ment, stenographic reporting services by contract or otherwise,
including notarial fees or like services and stenographic work in
taking depositions at such rates of compensation as may be authorized
or approved by the Attorney General, printing and binding, the
employment of experts at such rates of compensation as may be
authorized or approved by the Attorney General, and personal
services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, $485,000.

Salaries and expenses, Lands Division: For personal services in
the District of Columbia and elsewhere, and for other necessary
expenses, including employment of experts at such rates of compen-
sation as may be authorized or approved by the Attorney General,
purchase and exchange of typewriters, adding machines and other
labor-saving devices, stenographic reporting services by contract or
otherwise, and notarial fees or like services, $1,700,000: Provided,
That all unobligated balances, at the close of business on June 30,
1939, of funds transferred to the Department of Justice for payment
of salaries and other expenses necessary for the examination of title
and prosecution of condemnation proceedings with respect to the
acquisition of lands for other departments, independent establish-
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ments, or agencies shall be transferred as of said date to the surplus
fund of the Treasury, and no funds appropriated to any other depart-
ment, establishment, or agency shall thereafter be available for trans-
fer to the Department of Justice for said purpose.

District attorneys, Salaries and expenses of district attorneys, and so forth: For sal-
aries and expenses of United States district attorneys and their
regular assistants, clerks, and other employees, including the office
expenses of United States district attorneys in Alaska, and for sal-
aries of regularly appointed clerks to United States district attorneys
for services rendered during vacancy in the office of the United States
district attorney, $3,180,000.

Special attorneys, Salaries and expenses of special attorneys, and so forth: For com-
pensation of special attorneys and assistants to the Attorney General
and to United States district attorneys employed by the Attorney

oreign counsel General to aid in special cases, and for payment of foreign counsel
employed by the Attorney General in special cases, $650,000, no part
of which, except for payment of foreign counsel, shall be used to
pay the compensation of any persons except attorneys duly licensed
and authorized to practice under the laws of any State, Territory, or

Proestion. the District of Columbia: Provided, That the amount paid as com-
Salar re pensation out of the funds herein appropriated to any person em-

ployed hereunder shall not exceed the rate of $10,000 per annum:
Reportsofperonnel Provided further, That reports be submitted to the Congress on

Congress. the 1st day of July and January showing the names of the persons
employed hereunder, the annual rate of compensation or amount of
any fee paid to each together with a description of their duties.

MARSHALS AND OTHER EXPENSES OF UNITED STATES COURTS

Salaries and ex-
penses.

Services in Alaska.

Vehicles.

Proviso.
Transportation al-

lowance.

Salaries and ex-
penses.

Attendance at meet-
ings.

Salaries and expenses of marshals, and so forth: For salaries, fees,
and expenses of United States marshals and their deputies, including
services rendered in behalf of the United States or otherwise; services
in Alaska in collecting evidence for the United States when so spe-
cifically directed by the Attorney General; traveling expenses; pur-
chase, when authorized by the Attorney General, of ten motor-pro-
pelled passenger-carrying vans at not to exceed $2,000 each; and
maintenance, alteration, repair, and operation of motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles used in connection with the transaction
of the official business of the United States marshals; $3,887,500:
Provided, That United States marshals and their deputies may be
allowed, in lieu of actual expenses of transportation, not to exceed
3 cents per mile for the use of their own automobiles for transpor-
tation when traveling on official business within the limits of their
official station.

PENAL AND CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS

Salaries and expenses: For every expenditure authorized by law
or by orders and regulations made in pursuance of law, not otherwise
provided for, requisite for and incident to the support of prisoners,
and the maintenance and operation of Federal penal and correctional
institutions; expenses of interment or transporting remains of
deceased inmates to their homes in the United States; purchase of not
to exceed twenty passenger-carrying automobiles; purchase of two
busses in an aggregate amount not exceeding $14,000; maintenance
and repair of passenger-carrying automobiles; expenses of attendance
at meetings concerned with the work of the Prison Service when
authorized in writing by the Attorney General; traveling expenses
of members of advisory boards authorized by law incurred in the dis-
charge of their official duties; packing, crating, drayage, and trans-
portation, not to exceed five thousand pounds in any one case of
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maintenance, alteration, repair, and operation of motor-propelled 
passenger-carrying vehicles used in connection with the transaction 
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allowed, in lieu of actual expenses of transportation, not to exceed 
3 cents per mile for the use of their own automobiles for transpor-
tation when traveling on official business within the limits of their 
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or by orders and regulations made in pursuance of law, not otherwise 
provided for, requisite for and incident to the support of prisoners, 
and the maintenance and operation of Federal penal and correctional 
institutions; expenses of interment or transporting remains of 
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household effects of employees, whether shipped by railroad or by
motortruck, when transferred from one official station to another for
permanent duty; uniforms for the guard force; newspapers, books,
and periodicals; firearms and ammunition; purchase and exchange of
farm products and livestock; under the following heads: Provided,
That any part of the appropriations under this heading used for pay-
ment of salaries of personnel employed in the operation of prison
commissaries shall be reimbursed from commissary earnings, and
such reimbursement shall be in addition to the amounts appropriated
herein.

Penitentiaries and reformatories: For maintenance and operation
of United States penitentiaries and reformatories, including not to
exceed $3,683,885 for salaries and wages of all officers and employees,
$7,625,000.

Medical Center for Federal Prisoners: For maintenance and
operation of the Medical Center for Federal Prisoners at Springfield,
Missouri, including not to exceed $230,000 for salaries and wages of
all officers and employees, $540,000.

Jails and correctional institutions: For maintenance and operation
of Federal jails and correctional institutions, including not to exceed
$1,085,480 for salaries and wages of all officers and employees,
$2,405,000: Provided, That not to exceed $25,000 shall be available
for the acquisition of approximately one hundred acres of land
adjoining the Federal Correctional Institution at Milan, Michigan.

Prison camps: For the construction and repair of buildings at
prison camps and for maintenance and operation of prison camps,
$588,000.

Not to exceed 5 per centum of any of the foregoing appropriations
under the general heading "Penal and Correctional Institutions"
may be transferred, with the approval of the Director of the Bureau
of the Budget, to any appropriation or appropriations from which
transfers are authorized to be made by this paragraph, but no
appropriation shall be increased by more than 5 per centum thereby
and no transfer shall be effected for the payment of personnel in
any such institution.

Medical and hospital service: For medical relief for inmates of
penal and correctional institutions and appliances necessary for
patients including personal services in the District of Columbia and
elsewhere; and furnishing and laundering of uniforms and other
distinctive wearing apparel necessary for the employees in the
performance of their official duties, $980,000: Provided, That there
may be transferred to the appropriation "Pay, and so forth, com-
missioned officers, Public Health Service", such amount as may be
necessary for the pay of not to exceed thirty officers assigned to the
Federal Prison Service, and to other appropriations of the Public
Health Service such amounts as may be necessary, in the discretion
of the Attorney General, for direct expenditure by that Service for
the other objects mentioned above.

Construction and repair: For construction of buildings and devel-
opment of island area at the United States Penitentiary, McNeil
Island, Washington, including the purchase and installation of
machinery and equipment and all expenses incident thereto, $48,600,
to be available immediately and to remain available until expended
and to be expended so as to give the maximum amount of employment
to inmates of the institution: Provided, That the ultimate cost of
the project for the development of the island area shall not exceed
$800,000.

Buildings and equipment: For completing construction, remodel-
ing, and equipping necessary buildings, purchase and installation of
machinery and equipment, and all necessary expenses incident
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thereto, for establishment of one new penal or correctional institution
at Dallas, Texas, pursuant to the Act entitled "An Act to reorganize
the administration of Federal prisons; to authorize the Attorney
General to contract for the care of United States prisoners; to estab-

46 Stat. 7632. lish Federal jails, and for other purposes", approved May 14, 1930,18 U. s.c. 753.
to be expended under the direction of the Attorney General by
contract or purchase of material and hire of labor and services and
utilization of labor of United States prisoners as the Attorney Gen-
eral may direct, to be available immediately and to remain available
until expended, $850,000.

National Training National Training School for Boys, Washington, District of
School for Boys, D. C.

Salaries and ex- Columbia, salaries and expenses: For the National Training School
penses. for Boys, Washington, District of Columbia, including expenses of

a suitable attendant to accompany the remains of deceased inmates to
their homes for burial, the purchase and exchange of one passenger-
carrying automobile, and not to exceed $181,000 for salaries and
wages of all officers and employees, $307,300.

Buildings and Buildings and equipment, National Training School for Boys,
Washington, District of Columbia: For alterations of and repairs
to buildings, including not to exceed $150,000 for construction of a
building to provide dining rooms, kitchens, and other domestic
facilities, and including the purchase and installation of machinery
and equipment, and all expenses incident thereto, to be expended so
as to give the maximum amount of employment to inmates of the
institution, $208,700.

Probation system, Probation system, United States courts: For salaries and expenses
U. s. courts. of probation officers, as authorized by the Act entitled "An Act to

amend the Act of March 4, 1925, chapter 521, and for other purposes",
18 t. ,. c. 726. approved June 6, 1930 (18 U. S. C. 726), $776,000: Provided, That
Proos. no part of this appropriation shall be used to defray the salary or

failPing to qualifyfire- expenses of any probation officer whose work fails to comply with
Pst iti . of the official orders, regulations, and probation standards promulgated
Qualifications ofap by the Attorney General: Provided further, That no funds herein

pointees. appropriated shall be used to defray the salary or expenses of any
probation officer unless the district judge shall have so far as pos-
sible required the appointee to conform with the qualifications pre-

Riugh nt of distri bed by the Attorney General: Provided further, That nothing
batin officers in their herein contained shall be construed to abridge the right of the
own courts, district judges to appoint probation officers, or to make such orders

as may be necessary to govern probation officers in their own courts:
Tranportaton al- Provided further, That United Stiates probation officers may be

allowed, in lieu of actual expenses of transportation, not to exceed
3 cents per mile for the use of their own automobiles for transpor-
tation when traveling on official business within the city limits of
their official station.

Sprt non U. ed Support of United States prisoners: For support of United States
ra institutions and prisoners in non-Federal institutions and in the Territory of Alaska,
n Alaska. including necessary clothing and medical aid, discharge gratuities

provided by law, and transportation to place of conviction or place
of bona fide residence in the United States, or such other place within
the United States as may be authorized by the Attorney General; and
including rent, repair, alteration, and maintenance of buildings and
the maintenance of prisoners therein, occupied under authority of

46 St t. I§ 763c. sections 4 and 5 of the Act of May 14, 1930 (18 U. S. C. 753c, 753d);
75a. support of prisoners becoming insane during imprisonment and who

continue insane after expiration of sentence, who have no relatives or
friends to whom they can be sent; shipping remains of deceased
prisoners to their relatives or friends in the United States and inter-
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thereto, for establishment of one new penal or correctional institution 
at Dallas, Texas, pursuant to the Act entitled "An Act to reorganize 
the administration of Federal prisons; to authorize the Attorney 
General to contract for the care of United States prisoners; to estab-
lish Federal jails, and for other purposes", approved May 14, 1930, 
to be expended under the direction of the Attorney General by 
contract or purchase of material and hire of labor and services and 
utilization of labor of United States prisoners as the Attorney Gen-
eral may direct, to be available immediately and to remain available 
until expended, $850,000. 

National Training School for Boys, Washington, District of 
Columbia, salaries and expenses: For the National Training School 
for Boys, Washington, District of Columbia, including expenses of 
a suitable attendant to accompany the remains of deceased inmates to 
their homes for burial, the purchase and exchange of one passenger-
carrying automobile, and not to exceed $181,000 for salaries and 
wages of all officers and employees, $307,300. 

Buildings and equipment, National Training School for Boys, 
Washington, District of Columbia: For alterations of and repairs 
to buildings, including not to exceed $150,000 for construction of it 
building to provide dining rooms, kitchens, and other domestic - 
facilities, and including the purchase and installation of machinery 
and equipment, and all expenses incident thereto, to be expended so 
as to give the maximum amount of employment to inmates of the 
institution, $208,700. 
Probation system, United States courts: For salaries and expenses 

of probation officers, as authorized by the Act entitled "An Act to 
amend the Act of March 4, 1925, chapter 521, and for other purposes", 
approved June 6, 1930 (18 U. S. C. 726), $776,000: Provided, That 
no part of this appropriation shall be used to defray the salary or 
expenses of any probation officer whose work fails to comply with 
the official orders, regulations, and probation standards promulgated 
by the Attorney General: Provided further, That no funds herein 
appropriated shall be used to defray the salary or expenses of any 
probation officer unless the district judge shall have so far as pos-
sible required the appointee to conform with the qualifications pre-
scribed by the Attorney General: Provided further, That nothing 
herein contained shall be construed to abridge the right of the 
district judges to appoint probation officers, or to make such orders 
as may be necessary to govern probation officers in their own courts: 
Provided further, That United Stites probation officers may be 
allowed, in lieu of actual expenses of transportation, not to exceed 
3 cents per mile for the use of their own automobiles for transpor-
tation when traveling on official business within the city limits of 
their official station. 

Support of United States prisoners: For support of United States 
prisoners in non-Federal institutions and in the Territory of Alaska, 
including necessary clothing and medical aid, discharge gratuities 
provided by law, and transportation to place of conviction or place 
of bona fide residence in the United States, or such other place within 
the United States as may be authorized by the Attorney General; and 
including rent, repair, alteration, and maintenance of buildings and 
the maintenance of prisoners therein, occupied under authority of 
sections 4 and 5 of the Act of May 14, 1930 (18 U. S. C. 753c, 753d) ; 
support of prisoners becoming insane during imprisonment and who 
continue insane after expiration of sentence, who have no relatives or 
friends to whom they can be sent; shipping remains of deceased 
prisoners to their relatives or friends in the United States and inter-
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ment of deceased prisoners whose remains are unclaimed; expenses
incurred in identifying, pursuing, and returning escaped prisoners
and for rewards for their recapture; and for repairs, betterments,
and improvements of United States jails, including sidewalks,
$1,550,000.

JUDICIAL

UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT

Salaries: For the Chief Justice and eight Associate Justices; Re-
porter of the Court; and all other officers and employees, whose com-
pensation shall be ixed by the Court, except as otherwise provided
by law-, and who may be employed and assigned by the Chief Jus-
tice to any office or work of the Court, $445,000.

Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the Supreme
Court of the United States, $23,000, to be expended as required with-
out allotment by quarters, and to be executed by such printer as the
Court may designate.

Miscellaneous expenses: For miscellaneous expenses of the Supreme
Court of the United States, to be expended as the Chief Justice may
approve, $25,000.

For the purchase of books and periodicals for the Supreme Court,
to be a part of the Library of Congress, and purchased by the
Marshal of the Supreme Court, under the direction of the Chief
Justice, $10,000.

Structural and mechanical care of the building and grounds:
For such expenditures as may be necessary to enable the Architect
of the Capitol to carry out the duties imposed upon him by the Act
approved May 7, 1934 (40 U. S. C. 13a-13d), including improve-
ments, maintenance, repairs, equipment, supplies, materials, and
appurtenances; special clothing for workmen; purchase of water-
proof wearing apparel; personal and other services, and for snow
removal by hire of men and equipment or under contract without
compliance with sections 3709 and 3744 of the Revised Statutes
(41 U. S. C. 5, 16), $62,500.

UNITED STATES COURTS FOR TIlE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Sixty per centum of the expenditures for the District Court of
the United States for the District of Columbia from all appropria-
tions under this title and 30 per centum of the expenditures for
the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
from all appropriations under this title shall be reimbursed to the
United States from any funds in the Treasury to the credit of the
District of Columbia.

Repairs and improvements, District Court of the United States
for the District of Columbia: For repairs and improvements to the
courthouse, including repair and maintenance of the mechanical
equipment, and for labor and material and every item incident
thereto, including the purchase and installation of venetian blinds,
$47,000, to be expended under the direction of the Architect of the
Capitol.

Repairs and improvements, United States Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia: For repairs and improvements to the
United States Court of Appeals Building, including repair and
maintenance of the mechanical equipment, and for labor and
material and every item incident thereto, including the purchase and
installation of venetian blinds, $4,500, to be expended under the
direction of the Architect of the Capitol.
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incurred in identifying, pursuing, and returning escaped prisoners 
and for rewards for their recapture; and for repairs, betterments, 
and improvements of United States jails, including sidewalks, 
$1,550,000. 
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Salaries: For the Chief Justice and eight Associate Justices; Re-
porter of the Court; and all other officers and employees, whose com-
pensation shall be fixed by the Court, except as otherwise provided 
by law, and who may be employed and assigned by the Chief Jus-
tice to any office or work of the Court, $445,000. 

Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the Supreme 
Court of the United States, $23,000, to be expended as required with-
out allotment by quarters, and to be executed by such printer as the 
Court may designate. 
Miscellaneous expenses: For miscellaneous expenses of the Supreme 
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to be a part of the Library of Congress, and purchased by the 
Marshal of the Supreme Court, under the direction of the Chief 
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Structural and mechanical care of the building and grounds: 
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approved May 7, 1934 (40 U. S. C. 13a-13d), including improve-
ments, maintenance, repairs, equipment, supplies, materials, and 
appurtenances; special clothing for workmen; purchase of water-
proof wearing apparel; personal and other services, and for snow 
removal by hire of men and equipment or under contract without 
compliance with sections 3709 and 3744 of the Revised Statutes 
(41 U. S. C. 5, 16), $62,500. 

UNITED STATES COURTS FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

Sixty per centum of the expenditures for the District Court of 
the United States for the District of Columbia from all appropria-
tions under this title and 30 per centum of the expenditures for 
the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia 
from all appropriations under this title shall be reimbursed to the 
United States from any funds in the Treasury to the credit of the 
District of Columbia. 
Repairs and improvements, District Court of the United States 

for the District of Columbia: For repairs and improvements to the 
courthouse, including repair and maintenance of the mechanical 
equipment, and for labor and material and every item incident 
thereto, including the purchase and installation of venetian blinds, 
$47,000, to be expended under the direction of the Architect of the 
Capitol. 
Repairs and improvements, United States Court of Appeals for 

the District of Columbia: For repairs and improvements to the 
United States Court of Appeals Building, including repair and 
maintenance of the mechanical equipment, and for labor and 
material and every item incident thereto, including the purchase and 
installation of venetian blinds, $4,500, to be expended under the 
direction of the Architect of the Capitol. 
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salaries.

Contingent ex-
penses.

printing and bind-
ing.

COURT OF CUSTOMS AND PATENT APPEALS

Salaries: Presiding judge and four associate judges and all other
officers and employees of the court, $105,780.

Contingent expenses: For books and periodicals, including their
exchange; stationery, supplies, traveling expenses; drugs, chemicals,
cleansers, furniture; and for such other miscellaneous expenses as
may be approved by the presiding judge, $3,000.

Printing and binding: For printing and binding, $7,000.

UNITED STATES CUSTOMS COURT

salaries. Salaries: Presiding judge and eight judges; and all other officers
and employees of the court, $234,600.

Contingent ex- Contingent expenses: For books and periodicals, including their
enses- exchange; stationery, supplies, traveling expenses; and for such

other miscellaneous expenses as may be approved by the presiding
judge, $14,000.

printing and bind- Printing and binding: For printing and binding, $1,000.

COURT OF CLAIMS

Salaries. Salaries: Chief justice and four judges; chief clerk at not exceed-
ing $6,500; auditor at not exceeding $5,000; and all other officers
and employees of the court, $122,160.

Contingent ex- Contingent expenses: For stationery, court library, repairs, fuel,
enes electric light, and other miscellaneous expenses, $11,560.

printing and bind- Printing and binding: For printing and binding, $25,500.
incommissioners, sal- Salaries and expenses of commissioners: For salaries of seven

aries and expenses. regular commissioners, and for traveling expenses, compensation of
stenographers authorized by the court, and for stenographic and
other fees and charges necessary in the taking of testimony and in
the performance of the duties as authorized by the Act entitled "An
Act amending section 2 and repealing section 3 of the Act approved
February 24, 1925 (28 U. S. C. 269, 270), entitled 'An Act to authorize
the appointment of commissioners by the Court of Claims and to

46 Stat7. 7 29 prescribe their powers and compensation', and for other purposes",
270. approved June 23 1930 (28 U.S. C. 270), $75,500.
inePta r s fumr ish  Repairs, furnishings, and so forth: For necessary repairs, fur-

ins e nishings, and improvements to the Court of Claims buildings, to be
expended under the supervision of the Architect of the Capitol,
$8,000.

TERRITORIAL COURTS

ilawali, salaries.

salaries.

Salaries and ex-
penses.

46 Stat. 818.
6 TU.. C. I 118a.

Traveling expenses.

Hawaii: For salaries of the chief justice and two associate justices
of the Supreme Court of the Territory of Hawaii, of judges of the
circuit courts in Hawaii, and of judges retired under the Act of May
31, 1938, $103,500.

DISTRICT COURT, PANAMA CANAL ZONE

Salaries: For salaries of the officials and employees of the District
Court of the United States for the Panama Canal Zone, $49,400.

UNITED STATES COURT FOR CHINA

Salaries and expenses: For salaries of the judge, district attorney,
and other officers and employees of the United States Court for
China; allowances for living quarters, including heat, fuel, and light,
as authorized by the Act approved June 26, 1930 (5 U. S. C. 118a),
not to exceed $1,700 for any one person; court expenses, including
reference and lawbooks, printing and binding, ice and drinking water
for office purposes, traveling expenses of officers and employees of
the court, and, under such regulations as the Attorney General may
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UNITED STATES CUSTOMS COURT 

Salaries: Presiding judge and eight judges; and all other officers 
and employees of the court, $234,600. 

Contingent expenses: For books and periodicals, including their 
exchange; stationery, supplies, traveling expenses; and for such 
other miscellaneous expenses as may be approved by the presiding 
judge, $14,000. 

Printing and binding: For printing and binding, $1,000. 

COURT OF CLAIMS 

Salaries: Chief justice and four judges; chief clerk at not exceed-
ing $6,500; auditor at not exceeding $5,000; and all other officers 
and employees of the court, $122,160. 
Contingent expenses: For stationery, court library, repairs, fuel, 

electric light, and other miscellaneous expenses, $11,560. 
Printing and binding: For printing and binding, $25,500. 
Salaries and expenses of commissioners: For salaries of seven 

regular commissioners, and for traveling expenses, compensation of 
stenographers authorized by the court, and for stenographic and 
other fees and charges necessary in the taking of testimony and in 
the performance of the duties as authorized by the Act entitled "An 
Act amending section 2 and repealing section 3 of the Act approved 
February 24, 1925 (28 U. S. C. 269, 270), entitled 'An Act to authorize 
the appointment of commissioners by the Court of Claims and to 
prescribe their powers and compensation', and for other purposes", 
approved June 23, 1930 (28 U. S. C. 270), $75,500. 

Repairs, furnishings, and so forth: For necessary repairs, fur-
nishings, and improvements to the Court of Claims buildings, to be 
expended under the supervision of the Architect of the Capitol, 
$8,000. 

TERRITORIAL COURTS 

Hawaii: For salaries of the chief justice and two associate justices 
of the Supreme Court of the Territory of Hawaii, of judges of the 
circuit courts in Hawaii, and of judges retired under the Act of May 
31, 1938, $103,500. 

DISTRICT COURT, PANAMA CANAL ZONE 

Salaries: For salaries of the officials and employees of the District 
Court of the United States for the Panama Canal Zone, $49,400. 

UNITED STATES COURT FOR CHINA 

Salaries and expenses: For salaries of the judge, district attorney, 
and other officers and employees of the United States Court for 
China; allowances for living quarters, including heat, fuel, and light, 
as authorized by the Act approved June 26, 1930 (5 U. S. C. 118a), 
not to exceed $1,700 for any one person; court expenses, including 
reference and lawbooks, printing and binding, ice and drinking water 
for office purposes, traveling expenses of officers and employees of 
the court, and, under such regulations as the Attorney General may 
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prescribe, of their families and effects, in going to and returning
from their posts; preparation and transportation of remains of
officers and employees who may die abroad or in transit while in
the discharge of their official duties to their former homes in the
United States, or to a place not more distant for interment and for
the ordinary expenses of such interment; including travel expenses
of officers and employees of the court and of their dependents, while
en route to or from places of temporary refuge in time of war,
political disturbance, earthquake, epidemic, or similar emergency;
the expense of maintaining in China American convicts and persons
declared insane by the court, rent of quarters for prisoners, ice and
drinking water for prison purposes, including wages of prison keep-
ers, and the expense of keeping, feeding, and transporting prisoners
and persons declared insane by the court, $47,600.

SALARIES OF JUDGES

Salaries of judges: For salaries of fifty-five circuit judges; one
hundred and eighty-nine district judges (including two in the Ter-
ritory of Hawaii, one in the Territory of Puerto Rico, four in the
Territory of Alaska, and one in the Virgin Islands); and judges
retired under section 260 of the Judicial Code, as amended, and
section 518 of the Tariff Act of 1930; in all, $2,950,000: Provided,
That this appropriation shall be available for the salaries of all
United States justices and circuit and district judges lawfully entitled
thereto, whether active or retired.

Salaries and expenses, clerks of courts: For salaries of clerks of
United States circuit courts of appeals and United States district
courts, their deputies, and other assistants, and expenses of conduct-
ing their respective offices, $2,330,000.

Fees of commissioners: For fees of the United States commis-
sioners and other committing magistrates acting under section 1014,
Revised Statutes (18 U. S. C. 591), $300,000.

Fees of jurors and witnesses: For mileage and per diems of jurors;
for mileage and per diems of witnesses and for per diems in lieu of
subsistence; and for payment of the expenses of witnesses, as
provided by section 850, Revised Statutes (28 U. S. C. 604), including
the expenses, mileage, and per diems of witnesses on behalf of the
Government before the United States Customs Court, such payments
to be made on the certification of the attorney for the United States
and to be conclusive as provided by section 846, Revised Statutes
(28 U. S. C. 577), $3,480,000: Provided, That not to exceed $25,000
of this amount shall be available for such compensation and expenses
of witnesses or informants as may be authorized or approved by the
Attorney General, which approval shall be conclusive: Provided
further, That no part of the sum herein appropriated shall be used
to pay any witness more than one attendance fee for any one calendar
(day, which fee shall not exceed $1.50.

Salaries and expenses of bailiffs, and so forth: For bailiffs, not
exceeding three bailiffs in each court, except in the southern district
of New York and the northern district of Illinois; meals and lodging
for jurors in United States cases, and of bailiffs in attendance upon
the same, when ordered by the court, and meals and lodging for
jurors in Alaska, as provided by section 193, title II, of the Act of
June 6, 1900 (28 U. S. C. 9, 557-570, 595, 596), and compensation for
jury commissioners, $5 per day, not exceeding three days for any
one term of court, $320,000: Provided, That the compensation of
jury commissioners for the District of Columbia shall conform to
the provisions of title 18, chapter 10, section 341, of the Code of the
District of Columbia, but such compensation shall not exceed $250
per annum: Provided further, That, excepting in the case of bailiffs
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in charge of juries over Sundays and holidays, no per diem shall be
paid to any bailiff unless the judge is present and presiding in court
or present in chambers: Provided further, That none of this appro-
priation shall be used for the pay of bailiffs when deputy marshals
or marshals are available for the duties ordinarily executed by
bailiffs, the fact of unavailability to be determined by the certificate
of the marshal.

Miscellaneous salaries: For salaries of all officials and employees of
the Federal judiciary, not otherwise specifically provided for,
$890,000: Provided, That the maximum salary paid to any stenog-
rapher or law clerk to any circuit or district judge shall not exceed
$2,500 per annum, but this limitation shall not operate to reduce
the compensation of any stenographer now employed: Provided
further, That the foregoing proviso shall not be held to apply to the
employment of a person possessing the dual qualifications of a stenog-
rapher and a licensed attorney who acts as a stenographer-law clerk,
but the maximum salary of any such person so employed shall not
exceed $3,600 per annum: Provided further, That the salary of not
more than one employee for any one district judge shall be paid from
this appropriation: Provided further, That if any United States
District Judge certifies to the Senior Judge of the Circuit Court of
Appeals having jurisdiction over his district that he is unable to
secure a law clerk who is a competent stenographer residing within
his district then the limitations contained in the two provisos imme-
diately preceding shall not apply.

Miscellaneous expenses (other than salaries): For such miscel-
laneous expenses as may be authorized or approved by the Attorney
General, for the United States courts and their officers, including
experts, and notarial fees or like services and stenographic work in
taking depositions, at such rates of compensation as may be author-
ized or approved by the Attorney General, so much as may be
necessary in the discretion of the Attorney General for such expenses
in the District of Alaska, the Court of Claims, and in courts other
than Federal courts; patent applications and contested proceedings
involving inventions; rent of rooms for United States courts and
judicial officers; supplies, including the exchange of typewriting and
adding machines, for the United States courts and judicial officers,
including firearms and ammunition therefor; purchase of law books,
including the exchange thereof, for United States judges, district
attorneys, and other judicial officers, including the libraries of the
ten United States circuit courts of appeals, and the Federal Reporter
and continuations thereto as issued, $610,000: Provided, That such
books shall in all cases be transmitted to their successors m office; all
books purchased hereunder to be marked plainly, "The Property
of the United States": Provided further, That not to exceed $2 per
volume shall be paid for the current and future volumes of the
United States Code, Annotated, and that the reports of the United
States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia shall not be
sold for a price exceeding that approved by the court and for not
more than $6.50 per volume.

None of the money appropriated by this title shall be used to pay
any witness, juror, or bailiff more than one per diem for any one
day's service even though he serves in more than one of such three
capacities on the same day.

None of the funds appropriated by this title may be used to pay
the compensation of any person hereafter employed as an attorney
unless such person shall be duly licensed and authorized to practice
as an attorney under the laws of a State, Territory, or the District
of Columbia.
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in charge of juries over Sundays and holidays, no per diem shall be 
paid to any bailiff unless the judge is present and presiding in court 
or present in chambers: Provided further, That none of this appro-
priation shall be used for the pay of bailiffs when deputy marshals 
or marshals are available for the duties ordinarily executed by 
bailiffs, the fact of unavailability to be determined by the certificate 
of the marshal. 

Miscellaneous salaries: For salaries of all officials and employees of 
the Federal judiciary, not otherwise specifically provided for, 
$890,000; Provided, That the maximum salary paid to any stenog-
rapher or law clerk to any circuit or district judge shall not exceed 
$2,500 per annum, but this limitation shall not operate to reduce 
the compensation of any stenographer now employed: Provided 
further, That the foregoing proviso shall not be held to apply to the 
employment of a person possessing the dual qualifications of a stenog-
rapher and a licensed attorney who acts as a stenographer-law clerk, 
but the maximum salary of any such person so employed shall not 
exceed $3,600 per annum: Provided further, That the salary of not 
more than one employee for any one district judge shall be paid from 
this appropriation: Provided further, That if any United States 
District Judge certifies to the Senior Judge of the Circuit Court of 
Appeals having jurisdiction over his district that he is unable to 
secure a law clerk who is a competent stenographer residing within 
his district then the limitations contained in the two provisos imme-
diately preceding shall not apply. 

Miscellaneous expenses (other than salaries); For such miscel-
laneous expenses as may be authorized or approved by the Attorney 
General, for the United States courts and their officers, including 
experts, and notarial fees or like services and stenographic work in 
taking depositions, at such rates of compensation as may be author-
ized or approved by the Attorney General, so much as may be 
necessary in the discretion of the Attorney General for such expenses 
in the District of Alaska, the Court of Claims, and in courts other 
than Federal courts; patent applications and contested proceedings 
involving inventions; rent of rooms for United States courts and 
judicial officers; supplies, including the exchange of typewriting and 
adding machines, for the United States courts and judicial officers, 
including firearms and ammunition therefor; purchase of law books, 
including the exchange thereof, for United States judges, district 
attorneys, and other judicial officers, including the libraries of the 
ten United States circuit courts of appeals, and the Federal Reporter 
and continuations thereto as issued, $610,000: Providedt That such 
books shall in all cases be transmitted to their successors in office; all 
books purchased hereunder to be marked plainly, "The Property 
of the United States": Provided further, That not to exceed $2 per 
volume shall be paid for the current and future volumes of the 
United States Code, Annotated, and that the reports of the United 
States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia shall not be 
sold for a price exceeding that approved by the court and for not 
more than $6.50 per volume. 
None of the money appropriated by this title shall be used to pay 

any witness, juror, or bailiff more than one per diem for any one 
day's service even though he serves in more than one of such three 
capacities on the same day. 
None of the funds appropriated by this title may be used to pay 

the compensation of any person hereafter employed as an attorney 
unless such person shall be duly licensed and authorized to practice 
as an attorney under the laws of a State, Territory, or the District 
of Columbia. 
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No part of the funds appropriated by this title for salaries of
judges, the Attorney General, Assistant Attorneys General, Solicitor
General, district attorneys, marshals, and clerks of court shall be
used for any other purpose whatsoever, but such salaries shall be
allotted out of appropriations herein made for such salaries and
retained by the Department and paid to such officials severally, as
and when such salaries fall due and without delay.

This title may be cited as the "Department of Justice Appropria-
tion Act, 1940".

TITLE III-DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

Salaries: Secretary of Commerce, Under Secretary of Commerce,
$10,000, two Assistant Secretaries, and other personal services in the
District of Columbia, including the Chief Clerk and Superintendent,
who shall be chief executive officer of the Department and who may
be designated by the Secretary of Commerce to sign minor routine
official papers and documents during the temporary absence of the
Secretary and the Assistant Secretaries of the Department, $541,500:
Provided, That not to exceed $100,000 of this appropriation shall be
available for expenditure by the Secretary of Commerce for per-
sonal services of experts and specialists at rates of compensation
not in excess of $9,000 per annum without regard to the civil-
service laws and regulations or the Classification Act of 1923, as
amended: Provided further, That any person paid from the said
$100,000 an annual salary of $7,500 or more shall be appointed by the
President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate.

CONTINGENT EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Contingent expenses: For contingent and miscellaneous expenses
of the offices and bureaus of the Department, except the Patent Office
and the Bureau of the Census, including those for which appropria-
tions for contingent and miscellaneous expenses are specifically made,
including professional and scientific books, lawbooks, books of ref-
erence, periodicals, blank books, pamphlets, maps, newspapers (not
exceeding $1,500); purchase of atlases or maps; stationery; furniture
and repairs to same; carpets, matting, oilcloth, file cases towels
ice, brooms, soap, sponges; fuel, lighting, and heating; purchase and
exchange of motortrucks and bicycles; maintenance, repair, and
operation of three motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles (one
for the Secretary of Commerce and two for the general use of the
Department), and motortrucks and bicycles, to be used only for
official purposes; freight and express charges; postage to foreign
countries; telegraph and telephone service; teletype service and tolls
(not to exceed $1,000); typewriters, adding machines, and other labor-
saving devices, including their repair and exchange; first-aid out-
fits for use in the buildings occupied by employees of this Depart-
ment; and all other necessary miscellaneous items including examina-
tion of estimates of appropriation in the field not included in the
foregoing, $94,500, which sum shall constitute the appropriation for
contingent expenses of the Department, except the Patent Office
and the Bureau of the Census, and shall also be available for the
purchase of necessary supplies and equipment for field services of
bureaus and offices of the Department for which contingent and
miscellaneous appropriations are specifically made in order to facili-
tate the purchase through the central purchasing office (Division of
Purchases and Sales) as provided by law.
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No part of the funds appropriated by this title for salaries of 
judges, the Attorney General, Assistant Attorneys General, Solicitor 
General, district attorneys, marshals, and clerks of court shall be 
used for any other purpose whatsoever, but such salaries shall be 
allotted out of appropriations herein made for such salaries and 
retained by the Department and paid to such officials severally, as 
and when such salaries fall due and without delay. 
This title may be cited as the "Department of Justice Appropria-

tion Act, 1940". 

TITLE III—DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

Salaries: Secretary of Commerce, Under Secretary of Commerce, 
$10,000, two Assistant Secretaries, and other personal services in the 
District of Columbia, including the Chief Clerk and Superintendent, 
who shall be chief executive officer of the Department and who may 
be designated by the Secretary of Commerce to sign minor routine 
official papers and documents during the temporary absence of the 
Secretary and the Assistant Secretaries of the Department, $541,500: 
Provided, That not to exceed $100,000 of this appropriation shall be 
available for expenditure by the Secretary of Commerce for per-
sonal services of experts and specialists at rates of compensation 
not in excess of $9,000 per annum without regard to the civil-
service laws and regulations or the Classification Act of 1923, as 
amended: Provided further, That any person paid from the said 
$100,000 an annual salary of $72500 or more shall be appointed by the 
President by and with the advice and consent of the Senate. 

CONTINGENT EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

Contingent expenses: For contingent and miscellaneous expenses 
of the offices and bureaus of the Department, except the Patent Office 
and the Bureau of the Census, including those for which appropria-
tions for contingent and miscellaneous expenses are specifically made, 
including professional and scientific books, lawbooks, books of ref-
erence, periodicals, blank books, pamphlets, maps, newspapers (not 
exceeding $1,500) ; purchase of atlases or maps; stationery; furniture 
and repairs to same; carpets, matting, oilcloth, file cases, towels, 
ice, brooms, soap, sponges ; fuel, lighting, and heating; purchase and 
exchange of motortrucks and bicycles; maintenance, repair, and 
operation of three motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles (one 
for the Secretary of Commerce and two for the general use of the 
Department), and motortrucks and bicycles, to be used only for 
official purposes; freight and express charges; postage to foreign 
countries; telegraph and telephone service; teletype service and tolls 
(not to exceed $1,000) ; typewriters, adding machines, and other labor-
saving devices, including their repair and exchange; first-aid out-
fits for use in the buildings occupied by employees of this Depart-
ment; and all other necessary miscellaneous items including examina-
tion of estimates of appropriation in the field not included, in the 
foregoing, $94,500, which sum shall constitute the appropriation for 
contingent expenses of the Department, except the Patent Office 
and the Bureau of the Census, and shall also be available for the 
purchase of necessary supplies and equipment for field .services of 
bureaus and offices of the Department for which contingent and 
miscellaneous appropriations are specifically made in order to facili-
tate the purchase through the central purchasing office (Division of 
Purchases and Sales) as provided by law. 
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Traveling expenses. Traveling expenses: For all necessary traveling expenses under the
Department of Commerce, including all bureaus and divisions there-
under except the Bureau of the Census, and traveling expenses for
the examinations authorized by the Act entitled "An Act to provide
for retirement for disability in the Lighthouse Service", approved

43 Stt. 12765. March 4, 1925 (33 U. S. C. 765), but not including travel properly
chargeable to the appropriation herein for "Transportation of fami-
lies and effects of officers and employees and allowances for living

Hrei'automobiles. quarters", Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce: Provided
That not exceeding $3,000 of this appropriation shall be available
for the hire of automobiles for travel on official business, without

3 Stt.508. regard to the provisions of the Act of July 16, 1914 (38 Stat. 508),
$465,400.

Printing and bind- Printing and binding: For all printing and binding for the De-
partment of Commerce, including all of its bureaus offices, institu-
tions, and services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, except

Detso. copy the Patent Office and the Bureau of the Census, $380,000: Provided,
editors. That an amount not to exceed $2,000 of this appropriation may be

expended for salaries of persons detailed from the Government
Printing Office for service as copy editors.

Salaries and expen-
ses, Washington Com-
merce Service.

49 Stat. 1333.

China Trade Act,
administration.

Domestic commerce
and raw-materials in-
vestigations.

District and coop-
erative office service.

BUREAU OF FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC COMMERCE

Salaries and expenses, Washington Commerce Service: For the
salary of the Director and other personal services in the District of
Columbia, including the functions set forth under the Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce, Appro-
priation Act for 1937, approved May 15, 1936, and for every necessary
expense connected with collecting and compiling lists of foreign
buyers and reports thereon; administration of the China Trade Act in
the District of Columbia; collecting and compiling information re-
garding the restrictions and regulations of trade imposed by foreign
countries; establishment, operation, and maintenance of foreign trade
zones in ports of entry of the United States, including contract
stenographic reporting services and fees for mileage of witnesses;
purchases for use in Washington or the field offices of furniture,
equipment, stationery and supplies, typewriting, adding and com-
puting, mimeographing, multigraphing, photostat, and other dupli-
cating machines and devices, including their exchange and repair
telegraph and telephone service, accessories and repairs, books of
reference, newspapers, periodicals, reports, documents, plans and
specifications, freight, express, drayage, and streetcar fares, $555,000.

Domestic commerce and raw-materials investigations: For personal
services of officers and employees to enable the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce to collect and compile information regarding
the disposition and handling of raw materials and manufactures
within the United States; and to investigate the conditions of pro-
duction and marketing of foreign raw materials essential for
American industries, $330,000.

District and cooperative office service: For all expenses necessary
to operate and maintain district and cooperative offices, including
personal services, rent outside of the District of Columbia, purchase
of furniture and equipment, stationery and supplies, typewriting,
adding, and computing machines, accessories, and repairs, purchase
of maps, books of reference, and periodicals, reports, documents,
plans, specifications, manuscripts, newspapers, both foreign and
domestic (not exceeding $300), and all other publications necessary
for the promotion of the commercial interests of the United States,
and all other necessary incidental expenses not included in the
foregoing, $350,000.
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Traveling expenses: For all necessary traveling expenses under the 
Department of Commerce, including all bureaus and divisions there-
under except the Bureau of the Census, and traveling expenses for 
the examinations authorized by the Act entitled "An Act to provide 
for retirement for disability in the Lighthouse Service", approved 
March 4, 1925 (33 U. S. C. 765), but not including travel properly 
chargeable to the appropriation herein for "Transportation of fami-
lies and effects of officers and employees and allowances for living 
quarters", Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce: Provide, 
That not exceeding $3,000 of this appropriation shall be available 
for the hire of automobiles for travel on official business, without 
regard to the provisions of the Act of July 16, 1914 (38 Stat. 508), 
$465,400. 

Printing and binding: For all printing and binding for the De-
partment of Commerce, including all of its bureaus, offices, institu-
tions, and services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, except 
the Patent Office and the Bureau of the Census, $380,000: Provided, 
That an amount not to exceed $2,000 of this appropriation may be 
expended for salaries of persons detailed from the Government 
Printing Office for service as copy editors. 

BUREAU OF FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC COMMERCE 

Salaries and expenses, Washington Commerce Service: .For the 
salary of the Director and other personal services in the District of 
Columbia, including the functions set forth under the Bureau of 
Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce, Appro-
priation Act for 1937, approved May 15, 1936, and for every necessary 
expense connected with collecting and compiling lists of foreign 
buyers and reports thereon; administration of the China Trade Act in 
the District of Columbia; collecting and compiling information re-
garding the restrictions and regulations of trade imposed by foreign 
countries; establishment, operation, and maintenance of foreign trade 
zones in ports of entry of the United States, including contract 
stenographic reporting services and fees for mileage of witnesses; 
purchases for use in Washington or the field offices of furniture, 
equipment, stationery and supplies, typewriting, adding and com-
puting, mimeographing, multigraphing, photostat, and other dupli-
cating machines and devices, .including their exchange and repair, 
telegraph and telephone service, accessories and repairs, books of 
reference, newspapers, periodicals, reports, documents, plans and 
specifications, freight, express, drayage, and streetcar fares, $555,000. 
Domestic commerce and raw-materials investigations: For personal 

services of officers and employees to enable the Bureau of Foreign and 
Domestic Commerce to collect and compile information regarding 
the disposition and handling of raw materials and manufactures 
within the United States; and to investigate the conditions of pro-
duction and marketing of foreign raw materials essential for 
American industries, $330,000. 

District and cooperative office service: For all expenses necessary 
to operate and maintain district and cooperative offices, including 
personal services, rent outside of the District of Columbia, purchase 
of furniture and equipment, stationery and supplies, typewriting, 
adding, and computing machines, accessories, and repairs, purchase 
of maps, books of reference, and periodicals, reports, documents, 
plans, .specifications,. manuscripts, newspapers, both foreign and 
domestic (not exceeding $300), and all other publications necessary 
for the promotion of the commercial interests of the United States, 
and all other necessary incidental expenses not included in the 
foregoing, $350,000. 
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Export industries: To enable the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce to investigate and report on domestic as well as foreign
problems relating to the production, distribution, and marketing,
insofar as they relate to the important export industries of the
United States, including personal services, purchase of furniture and
equipment, stationery and supplies, typewriting, adding and com-
puting machines, accessories and repairs, books of reference and
periodicals, reports, documents, plans, specifications, manuscripts,
and all other publications, rent outside of the District of Columbia,
ice and drinking water for office purposes, and all other necessary
incidental expenses connected therewith, $540,000.

Salaries and expenses, Foreign Commerce Service: For the promo-
tion and development of the foreign commerce of the United States
and for carrying out the provisions of the Act approved March 3,
1927, as amended (15 U. S. C. 197-197f, 198), to establish in the
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Department of Com-
merce, a Foreign Commerce Service of the United States, including
personal services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, the
compensation of a clerk or clerks for each commercial attache at a
rate not to exceed $3,000 per annum for each person so employed,
and to carry out the provisions of the Act entitled "China Trade Act,
1922", including rent outside of the District of Columbia, the pur-
chase of necessary furniture and equipment, loss by exchange, sta-
tionery and supplies, typewriting, adding, duplicating, and computing
machines, accessories and repairs, law books, books of reference, and
periodicals, uniforms, maps, reports, documents, plans, specifications,
manuscripts newspapers (not exceeding $2,500), ice and drinking
water for ofice purposes, and for every necessary incidental expense
not included in the above, $791,000, of which not to exceed $19,300
shall be available immediately: Provided, That Foreign Commerce
Service officers are authorized to enter into leases for office quarters,
and payment in advance for rent, telephone, or other charges required
by the customs of the country is hereby authorized: Provided further,
That the purchase of supplies and equipment or the procurement of
services in foreign countries may be made in the open market without
compliance with section 3709 of the Revised Statutes of the United
States (41 U. S. C. 5) in the manner common among businessmen
when the aggregate amount of the purchase or the service does not
exceed $100 in any instance.

Customs statistics: For all expenses necessary for the operation of
the section of customs statistics transferred to the Department of
Commerce from the Treasury Department by the Act approved
January 5, 1923 (15 U. S. C. 194), and expenses connected with the
monthly publication of statistics showing the United States exports
and imports by customs districts and destinations, including personal
services in the District of Columbia (not to exceed $100,000) and
elsewhere; rent of or purchase of tabulating, punching, sorting, and
other mechanical labor-saving machinery or devices, including adding,
typewriting, billing, computing, mimeographic, multigraphing, pho-
tostat, and other duplicating machines and devices, including their
exchange and repair; telegraph and telephone service; freight,
express, drayage; tabulating cards, stationery, and miscellaneous
office supplies; books of reference and periodicals; furniture and
equipment; ice, water, heat, light, and power; streetcar fare; and
all other necessary incidental expenses not included in the foregoing,
$403,000.

Transportation of families and effects of officers and employees and
allowances for living quarters: To pay the traveling expenses and
expenses of transportation, under such regulations as the Secretary
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Export industries: To enable the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic 
Commerce to investigate and report on domestic as well as foreign 
problems relating to the production, distribution, and marketing, 
insofar as they relate to the important export industries of the 
United States, including personal services, purchase of furniture and 
equipment, stationery and supplies, typewriting, adding and com-
puting machines, accessories and repairs, books of reference and 
periodicals, reports, documents, plans, specifications, manuscripts, 
and all other publications, rent outside of the District of Columbia, 
ice and drinking water for office purposes, and all other necessary 
incidental expenses connected therewith, $540,000. 

Salaries and expenses, Foreign Commerce Service: For the promo-
tion and development of the foreign commerce of the United States 
and for carrying out the provisions of the Act approved March 3, 
1927, as amended (15 U. S. C. 197-197f, 198), to establish in the 
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Department of Com-
merce, a Foreign Commerce Service of the United States, including 
personal services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, the 
compensation of a clerk or clerks for each commercial attaché at a 
rate not to exceed $3,000 per annum for each person so employed, 
and to carry out the provisions of the Act entitled "China Trade Act, 
1922", including rent outside of the District of Columbia, the pur-
chase of necessary furniture and equipment, loss by exchange, sta-
tionery and supplies, typewriting, adding, duplicating, and computing 
machines, accessories and repairs, law books, books of reference, and 
periodicals, uniforms, maps, reports, documents, plans, specifications, 
manuscripts, newspapers (not exceeding $2,500), ice and drinking 
water for office purposes, and for every necessary incidental expense 
not included in the above, $791,000, of which not to exceed $19,300 
shall be available immediately: Provided, That Foreign Commerce 
Service officers are authorized to enter into leases for office quarters, 
and payment in advance for rent, telephone, or other charges required 
by the customs of the country is hereby authorized: Provided further, 
That the purchase of supplies and equipment or the procurement of 
services in foreign countries may be made in the open market without 
compliance with section 3709 of the Revised Statutes of the United 
States (41 U. S. C. 5) in the manner common among businessmen 
when the aggregate amount of the purchase or the service does not 
exceed $100 in any instance. 
Customs statistics: For all expenses necessary for the operation of 

the section of customs statistics transferred to the Department of 
Commerce from the Treasury Department by the Act approved 
January 5, 1923 (15 U. S. C. 194), and expenses connected with the 
monthly publication of statistics showing the United States exports 
and imports by customs districts and destinations, including personal 
services in the District of Columbia (not to exceed $100,000) and 
elsewhere; rent of or purchase of tabulating, punching, sorting, and 
other mechanical labor-saving machinery or devices, including, adding, 
typewriting, billing, computing, mimeographic, multigraphing, pho-
tostat, and other duplicating machines and devices, including their 
exchange and repair; telegraph and telephone service; freight, 
express, drayage; tabulating cards, stationery, and miscellaneous 
office supplies; books of reference and periodicals; furniture and 
equipment; ice, water, heat, light, and power; streetcar fare; and 
all other necessary incidental expenses not included in the foregoing, 
$403,000. 

Transportation of families and effects of officers and employees and 
allowances for living quarters: To pay the traveling expenses and 
expenses of transportation, under such regulations as the Secretary 
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of Commerce may prescribe, of families and effects of officers and
employees of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce in
going to and returning from their posts, or when traveling under the
order of the Secretary of Commerce, and also for defraying the
expenses of preparing and transporting the remains of officers and
employees of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce who
may die abroad or in transit, while in the discharge of their official
duties, to their former homes in this country, or to a place not more
distant, for interment, and for the ordinary expenses of such inter-
ment; to enable the Secretary of Commerce, under such regulations
as he may prescribe, in accordance with the provisions of the Act of
June 26, 1930 (5 U. S. C. 118a), to furnish the officers and employees
in the Foreign Commerce Service of the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce stationed in a foreign country, without cost to
them and within the limits of this appropriation, allowances for liv-
ing quarters, heat, and light, notwithstanding the provisions of sec-
tion 1765 of the Revised Statutes (5 U. S. C. 70), $160,000: Provided,
That the maximum allowance to any officer or employee shall not
exceed $1,700.

The appropriation herein under title III for traveling expenses
shall be available in an amount not to exceed $5,000 for expenses of
attendance at meetings concerned with the promotion of foreign and
domestic commerce, or either and also expenses of illustrating the
work of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce by showing
of maps, charts, and graphs at such meetings, when incurred on the
written authority of the Secretary of Commerce.

BUREAU OF THE CENSUS

iEtpensesD of the For beginning the work of taking, compiling, and publishing the
Sixteenth Census of the United States, as authorized by the Act of

46 Sta t. 5 -2 June 18, 1929 (13 U. S. C. 201-218), and for carrying on other author-13 U. S. C. § 201-
218. ized census work, within a limit of cost for the period of July 1, 1939,

to December 31, 1942, of $45,100,000, including personal services and
rentals in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; the cost of tran-

Monographs. scribing State, municipal, and other records; contracts for the prep-
aration of monographs on census subjects and other work of special-
ized character which cannot be accomplished through ordinary
employment; per diem compensation of employees of the Depart-
ment of Commerce and other departments and independent establish-
ments of the Government who may be detailed for field work; expenses
of attendance at meetings concerned with the collection of statistics,
when incurred on the written authority of the Secretary of Commerce;
purchase of books of reference, periodicals maps, newspapers, man-
uscripts, first-aid outfits for use in the buildings occupied by employ-
ees of the census; purchase maintenance, operation, and repair of a
passenger-carrying automobile to be used on official business; con-

Tabulating, etc., struction, purchase, exchange, or rental of punching, tabulating, sort-machines. I
ing, and other labor-saving machines, including technical, mechani-
cal, and other services in connection therewith; printing and binding,
traveling expenses, streetcar fares, and all other contingent expenses
in the District of Columbia and in the field, $21,900,000, of which

ial Sit amount not to exceed $50,000 shall be available immediately.
salaries and expenses. Salaries and expenses, Social Security Act: For salaries and nec-

essary expenses for searching census records and supplying informa-
tion incident to carrying out the provisions of the Social Security Act,

42, v. sC., sup p . approved August 14, 1935 (42 U. S. C., ch. 7), including personal
services in the District of Columbia; binding records; supplies; serv-
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of Commerce may prescribe, of families and effects of officers and 
employees of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce in 
going to and returning from their posts, or when traveling under the 
order of the Secretary of Commerce, and also for defraying the 
expenses of preparing and transporting the remains of officers and 
employees of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce who 
may die abroad or in transit, while in the discharge of their official 
duties, to their former homes in this country, or to a place not more 
distant, for interment, and for the ordinary expenses of such inter-
ment; to enable the Secretary of Commerce, under such regulations 
as he may prescribe, in accordance with the provisions of the Act of 
June 26,1930 (5 U. S. C. 118a), to furnish the officers and employees 
in the Foreign Commerce Service of the Bureau of Foreign and 
Domestic Commerce stationed in a foreign country, without cost to 
them and within the limits of this appropriation, allowances for liv-
ing quarters, heat, and light, notwithstanding the provisions of sec-
tion 1765 of the Revised Statutes (5 U. S. C. 70), $160,000: Provided, 
That the maximum allowance to any officer or employee shall not 
exceed $1,700. 
The appropriation herein under title III for traveling expenses 

shall be available in an amount not to exceed $5,000 for expenses of 
attendance at meetings concerned with the promotion of foreign and 
domestic commerce, or either and also expenses of illustrating the 
work of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce by showing 
of maps, charts, and graphs at such meetings, when incurred on the 
written authority of the Secretary of Commerce. 

BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 

For beginning the work of taking, compiling, and publishing the 
Sixteenth Census of the United States as authorized by the Act of 
June 18, 1929 (13 U. S. C. 201-218), and for carrying on other author-
ized census work, within a limit of cost for the period of July 1, 1939, 
to December 31, 1942, of $45,100,000, including personal services and 
rentals in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; the cost of tran-
scribing State, municipal, and other records • contracts for the prep-
aration of monographs on census subjects and other work of special-
ized character which cannot be accomplished through ordinary 
employment; per diem compensation of employees of the Depart-
ment of Commerce and other departments and independent establish-
ments of the Government who may be detailed for field work; expenses 
of attendance at meetings concerned with the collection of statistics, 
when incurred on the written authority of the Secretary of Commerce; 
purchase of books of reference, periodicals, maps, newspapers, man-
uscripts, first-aid outfits for use in the buildings occupied by employ-
ees of the census; purchase, maintenance, operation, and repair of a 
passenger-carrying automobile to be used on official business; con-
struction, purchase, exchange, or rental of punching, tabulating, sort-
ing, and other labor-saving machines, including technical, mechani-
cal, and other services in connection therewith; printing and binding, 
traveling expenses streetcar fares, and all other contingent expenses 
in the District of 'Columbia and in the field, $21,900,000, of which 
amount not to exceed $50,000 shall be available immediately. 

Salaries and expenses, Social Security Act: For salaries and nec-
essary expenses for searching census records and supplying informa-
tion incident to carrying out the provisions of the Social Security Act, 
approved August 14, 1935 (42 U. S. C., ch. 7), including personal 
services in the District of Columbia; binding records; supplies; serv-
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ices, $100,000: Provided, That the procedure hereunder for the fur-
nishing from census records of evidence for the establishment of age
of individuals shall be pursuant to regulations approved jointly by
the Secretary of Commerce and the Social Security Board.

BUREAU OF MARINE INSPECTION AND NAVIGATION

Departmental salaries: For the director and other personal services
in the District of Columbia, $350,000.

Salaries and general expenses: For salaries of shipping commis-
sioners, inspectors, and other personal services; to enable the Secre-
tary of Commerce to provide and operate such motorboats and
employ such persons as may be necessary for the enforcement, under
his direction, of laws relating to navigation and inspection of vessels,
boarding of vessels, counting of passengers on excursion boats to
prevent overcrowding, and to secure uniformity in the admeasure-
ment of vessels; fees to witnesses; materials, supplies, equipment,
and services, including rent and janitor service; purchase, exchange,
and repair of instruments; plans and specifications; insignia,
braid, and chin straps; coats, caps, and aprons for stewards'
departments on vessels; and other incidental expenses of field offices,
including contract stenographic reporting services in the District of
Columbia and elsewhere, $2,320,000: Provided, That $50,000 of the
amount herein appropriated shall be available only for the payment
of extra compensation for overtime services of local inspectors of
steam vessels and their assistants, United States shipping commis-
sioners and their deputies and assistants, and customs officers and
employees for which the United States receives reimbursement in
accordance with the provisions of the Act of May 11, 1938 (52 Stat.
345).

NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS

Salaries and expenses: For carrying out the provisions of the Act
establishing the National Bureau of Standards, approved March 3,
1901 (5 U. S. C. 591, 597; 15 U. S. C. 271-278), and of Acts sup-
plementary thereto affecting the functions of the Bureau, and
specifically including the functions as set forth under the Bureau of
Standards in the 'Department of Commerce Appropriation Act,
1935", approved April 7, 1934, and for all necessary expenses, pur-
chases, and personnel connected with administration and operation,
testing, inspection, and technical information service, research and
development, and standards for commerce, including rental of labo-
ratories in the field, communication service, transportation service;
street-car fares not exceeding $100, expenses of the visiting com-
mittee, attendance of American member at the meeting of the Inter-
national Committee of Weights and Measures; compensation and
expenses of medical officers of the Public Health Service detailed to
the National Bureau of Standards for the purpose of maintaining a
first-aid station and making clinical observations; compiling and dis-
seminating scientific and technical data; demonstrating the results
of the Bureau's work by exhibits or otherwise as may be deemed
most effective; purchases of supplies, materials, stationery, electric
power, fuel for heat, light, and power, and accessories of all kinds
needed in the work of the Bureau, including supplies for office,
laboratory, shop, and plant, and cleaning and toilet supplies, gloves,
goggles, rubber boots and aprons; contingencies of all kinds; supplies
for operation, maintenance and repair of motortrucks and a pas-
senger automobile for official use, including their exchange; purchases
of equipment of all kinds, including its repair and exchange, includ-
ing apparatus, machines, and tools, furniture, typewriters, adding
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ices, $100,000: Provided, That the procedure hereunder for the fur-
nishing from census records of evidence for the establishment of age 
of individuals shall be pursuant to regulations approved jointly by 
the Secretary of Commerce and the Social Security Board. 

BUREAU OF MARINE INSPECTION AND NAVIGATION 

Departmental salaries: For the director and other personal services 
in the District of Columbia, $350,000. 

Salaries and general expenses: For salaries of shipping commis-
sioners, inspectors, and other personal services; to enable the Secre-
tary of Commerce to provide and operate such motorboats and 
employ such persons as may be necessary for the enforcement, under 
his direction, of laws relating to navigation and inspection of vessels, 
boarding of vessels, counting of passengers on excursion boats to 
prevent overcrowding, and to secure uniformity in the admeasure-
ment of vessels; fees to witnesses; materials, supplies, equipment, 
and services, including rent and janitor service; purchase, exchange, 
and repair of instruments; plans and specifications; insignia, 
braid, and chin straps; coats, caps, and aprons for stewards' 
departments on vessels; and other incidental expenses of field offices, 
including contract stenographic reporting services in the District of 
Columbia and elsewhere, $2,320,000: Provided, That $50,000 of the 
amount herein appropriated shall be available only for the payment 
of extra compensation for overtime services of local inspectors of 
steam vessels and their assistants, United States shipping commis-
sioners and their deputies and assistants, and customs officers and 
employees for which the United States receives reimbursement in 
accordance with the provisions of the Act of May 11, 1938 (52 Stat. 
345). 

NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS 

Salaries and expenses: For carrying out the provisions of the Act 
establishing the National Bureau of Standards, approved March 3, 
1901 (5 U. S. C. 591, 597; 15 U. S. C. 271-278), and of Acts sup-
plementary thereto affecting the functions of the Bureau, and 
specifically including the functions as set forth under the Bureau of 
Standards in the "Department of Commerce Appropriation Act, 
1935", approved April 7, 1934, and for all necessary expenses, pur-
chases, and personnel connected with administration and operation, 
testing, inspection, and technical information service, research and 
development, and standards for commerce, including rental of labo-
ratories in the field, communication service, transportation service; 
street-car fares not exceeding $100, expenses of the visiting com-
mittee, attendance of American member at the meeting of the Inter-
national Committee of Weights and Measures; compensation and 
expenses of medical officers of the Public Health Service detailed to 
the National Bureau of Standards for the purpose of maintaining a 
first-aid station and making clinical observations; compiling and dis-
seminating scientific and technical data; demonstrating the results 
of the Bureau's work by exhibits or otherwise as may be deemed 
most effective; purchases of supplies, materials, stationery, electric 
power, fuel for heat, light, and poweri and accessories of all kinds 
needed in the work of the Bureau, including supplies .for office, 
laboratory, shop, and plant, and cleaning and toilet supplies, gloves, 
goggles, rubber boots and aprons; contingencies of all kinds; supplies 
for operation, maintenance, and repair of motortrucks and a pas-
senger automobile for official use, including their exchange; purchases 
of equipment of all kinds, including its repair and exchange, includ-
ing apparatus, machines, and tools, furniture, typewriters, adding 
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machines, and other labor-saving devices, books, periodicals, and
reference books, including their exchange when not needed for per-

Personlservices. manent use; translation of technical articles when required; salary
of the director and other personal services in the District of Colum-

s5U. Sv. .§§ 63,674c bia and in the field, in accordance with the Classification Act of
1923, as amended:

seration Bnd ad- Operation and administration: For the general operation and
post, p. 1312. administration of the Bureau; improvement and care of the

grounds; plant equipment; necessary repairs and alterations to
buildings, $275,000.

Tetng, inspection, Testing, inspection, and information service: For calibrating and
ice. certifying measuring instruments, apparatus, and standards in terms

of the national standards- the preparation and distribution of stand-
ard materials; the broadcasting of radio signals of standard fre-
quency; the testing of equipment, materials, and supplies in connec-
tion with Government purchases; the improvement of methods of
testing; advisory services to governmental agencies on scientific and
techmcal matters; and supplying available information to the public,
upon request, in the field of physics, chemistry, and engineering;
$855,000.

pReearch and devel- Research and development: For the maintenance and development
of national standards of measurement; the development of improved
methods of measurement; the determination of physical constants
and the properties of materials; the investigation of mechanisms and
structures, including their economy, efficiency, and safety; the study
of fluid resistance and the flow of fluids and heat; the investigation
of radiation, radioactive substances, and X-rays; the study of con-
ditions affecting radio transmission; the development of methods of
chemical analysis and synthesis, and the investigation of the prop-
erties of rare substances; investigations relating to the utilization of
materials, including lubricants and liquid fuels; the study of new
processes and methods of fabrication; and the solutions of problems

Development of pH arising in connection with standards, $715,000, of which not to exceedstandards.
$75,000 may be available for the development of pH standards.

Standards for con- Standards for commerce: For cooperation with Government pur-
chasing agencies, industries, and national organizations in developing
specifications and facilitating their use; for encouraging the appli-
cation of the latest developments in the utilization and standardiza-
tion of building materials; for the development of engineering and
safety codes, simplified-practice recommendations, and commercial
standards of quality and performance, $123,000.

Investigation of Investigation of building materials: For personal services in the
District of Columbia and elsewhere and all other necessary expenses
for completing the study of the properties and suitability of build-
ing materials, with particular reference to their use in low-cost hous-
ing, including the construction of such experimental structures as
may be necessary for this purpose; and the publication including
printing and binding and dissemination of the results thereof,

Limitation. $198,000, to continue available until June 30, 1941: Provided, That no
part of this sum shall be used to duplicate any work now being per-
formed by the Forest Products Laboratory of the Department of
Agriculture.

Additio land. Additional land: For enlarging the site of the National Bureau
of Standards by the purchase of twelve and five-tenths acres of land,
more or less, including improvements thereon, being parcels num-
bered 44/4, 44/5, 44/34, 44/44, and 44/45 in the District of Columbia,
adjacent to the present site of the National Bureau of Standards,
$100,000, to be available immediately.
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machines, and other labor-saving devices, books, periodicals, and 
reference books, including their exchange when not needed for per-
manent use; translation of technical articles when required; salary 
of the director and other personal services in the District of Colum-
bia and in the field, in accordance with the Classification Act of 
1923, as amended: 
Operation and administration: For the general operation and 

administration of the Bureau; improvement and care of the 
grounds; plant equipment; necessary repairs and alterations to 
buildings, $275,000. 

Testing, inspection, and information service: For calibrating and 
certifying measuring instruments, apparatus, and standards in terms 
of the national standards; the preparation and distribution of stand-
ard materials; the broadcasting of radio signals of standard fre-
ctuency; the testing of equipment, materials, and supplies in connec-
tion with Government purchases; the improvement of methods of 
testing; advisory services to governmental agencies on scientific and 
techmcal matters; and supplying available information to the public, 
upon request, in the field of physics, chemistry, and engineering; 
$855,000. 
Research and development: For the maintenance and development 

of national standards of measurement; the development of improved 
methods of measurement; the determination of physical constants 
and the properties of materials; the investigation of mechanisms and 
structures, including their economy, efficiency, and safety; the study 
of fluid resistance and the flow of fluids and heat; the investigation 
of radiation, radioactive substances, and X-rays; the study of con-
ditions affecting radio transmission; the development of methods of 
chemical analysis and synthesis, and the investigation of the prop-
erties of rare substances; investigations relating to the utilization of 
materials, including lubricants and liquid fuels; the study of new 
processes and methods of fabrication; and the solutions of problems 
arising in connection with standards, $715,000, of which not to exceed 
$75,000 may be available for the development of pH standards. 

Standards for commerce: For cooperation with Government pur-
chasing agencies, industries, and national organizations in developing 
specifications and facilitating their use; for encouraging the appli-
cation of the latest developments in the utilization and standardiza-
tion of building materials; for the development of engineering and 
safety codes, simplified-practice recommendations, and commercial 
standards of quality and performance, $123,000. 

Investigation of building materials: For personal services in the 
District of Columbia and elsewhere and all other necessary expenses 
for completing the study of the properties and suitability of build-
ing materials, with particular reference to their use in low-cost hous-
ing, including the construction of such experimental structures as 
may be necessary for this purpose; and the publication including 
printing and binding and dissemination of the results thereof, 
$198,000, to continue available until June 30, 1941: Provided, That no 
part of this sum shall be used to duplicate any work now being per-
formed by the Forest Products Laboratory of the Department of 
Agriculture. 

Additional land: For enlarging the site of the National Bureau 
of Standards by the purchase of twelve and five-tenths acres of land, 
more or less, including improvements thereon, being parcels num-
bered 44/4, 44/5, 44/34, 44/44, and 44/45 in the District of Columbia, 
adjacent to the present site of the National Bureau of Standards, 
$100,000, to be available immediately. 
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During the fiscal year 1940 the head of any department or inde-
pendent establishment of the Government having funds available for
scientific investigations and requiring cooperative work by the Na-
tional Bureau of Standards on scientific investigations within the
scope of the functions of that Bureau, and which the National Bureau
of Standards is unable to perform within the limits of its appropria-
tions, may, with the approval of the Secretary of Commerce, transfer
to the National Bureau of Standards such sums as may be necessary
to carry on such investigations. The Secretary of the Treasury shall
transfer on the books of the Treasury Department any sums which
may be authorized hereunder, and such amounts shall be placed to
the credit of the National Bureau of Standards for performance of
work for the department or establishment from which the transfer
is made, including, where necessary, travel expenses and compensa-
tion for personal services in the District of Columbia and in the
field.

The appropriation under title III herein for traveling expenses
shall be available for the National Bureau of Standards in an amount
not to exceed $4,500 for attendance at meetings concerned with stand-
ardization and research or either, when incurred on the written
authority of the Secretary of Commerce.

Total, National Bureau of Standards, $2,266,000, of which amount
not to exceed $1,914,000 may be expended for personal services in the
District of Columbia.

BUREAU OF LIGHTHOUSES

Salaries: For the Commissioner and other personal services in the
District of Columbia, $126,400.

General expenses: For supplies, including replacement of and
necessary additions to existing equipment, repairs, maintenance, and
incidental expenses of lighthouses and other lights, beacons, buoyage,
fog signals, lighting of rivers heretofore authorized to be lighted,
light vessels, other aids to navigation, and lighthouse tenders, includ-
ing the establishment, repair, and improvement of beacons and day
marks, and purchase of land for same; establishment of post lights,
buoys, submarine signals, and fog signals; construction of necessary
outbuildings, including oil houses at light stations, at a cost not
exceeding $2,500 at any one light station in any fiscal year; improve-
nlent of grounds and buildings connected with light stations and
depots; restoring light stations and depots and buildings connected
therewith: Provided, That such restoration shall be limited to the
original purpose of the structures; wages of persons attending post
lights; temporary employees and field force while engaged on works
of general repair and maintenance, and laborers and mechanics at
lighthouse depots; rations and provisions or commutation thereof for
working parties in the field, officers and crews of light vessels and
tenders, and officials and other authorized persons of the Lighthouse
Service on duty on board of such tenders or vessels, and money
accruing from commutation for rations and provisions for the above-
named persons on board tenders and light vessels or in working parties
in the field may be paid on proper vouchers to the person having
charge of the mess of such vessel or party; not exceeding $3,500 for
packing, crating, and transporting personal household effects of
employees, not to exceed six thousand pounds in any one case, when
transferred from one official station to another for permanent duty;
purchase of rubber boots, oilskins, rubber gloves, goggles, and coats,
caps, and aprons for stewards' departments on vessels; reimbursement
under rules prescribed by the Secretary of Commerce of keepers of
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During the fiscal year 1940 the head of any department or inde-
pendent establishment of the Government having funds available for 
scientific investigations and requiring cooperative work by the Na-
tional Bureau of Standards on scientific investigations within the 
scope of the functions of that Bureau, and which the National Bureau 
of Standards is unable to perform within the limits of its appropria-
tions, may, with the approval of the Secretary of Commerce, transfer 
to the National Bureau of Standards such sums as may be necessary 
to carry on such investigations. The Secretary of the Treasury shall 
transfer on the books of the Treasury Department any sums which 
may be authorized hereunder, and such amounts shall be placed to 
the credit of the National Bureau of Standards for performance of 
work for the department or establishment from which the transfer 
is made, including, where necessary, travel expenses and compensa-
tion for personal services in the District of Columbia and in the 
field. 
The appropriation under title III herein for traveling expenses 

shall be available for the National Bureau of Standards in an amount 
not to exceed S4,500 for attendance at meetings concerned with stand-
ardization and research or either, when incurred on the written 
authority of the Secretary of Commerce. 

Total, National Bureau of Standards $2,266,000, of which amount 
not to exceed $1,914„000 may be expended for personal services in the 
District of Columbia. 

BUREAU OF LIGHTHOUSES 

Salaries: For the Commissioner and other personal services in the 
District of Columbia, $126,400. 
General expenses: For supplies, including replacement of and 

necessary additions to existing equipment, repairs, maintenance, and 
incidental expenses of lighthouses and other lights, beacons, buoyage, 
fog signals, lighting of rivers heretofore authorized to be lighted, 
light vessels, other aids to navigation, and lighthouse tenders, includ-
ing the establishment, repair, and improvement of beacons and day 
marks, and purchase of land for same; establishment of post lights, 
buoys, submarine signals, and fog signals; construction of necessary 
outbuildings, including oil houses at light stations, at a cost not 
exceeding $2,500 at any one light station in any fiscal year; improve-
ment of grounds and buildings connected with light stations and 
depots; restoring light stations and depots and buildings connected 
therewith: Provided, That such restoration shall be limited to the 
original purpose of the structures; wages of persons attending post 
lights; temporary employees and field force while engaged on works 
of general repair and maintenance, and laborers and mechanics at 
lighthouse depots; rations and provisions or commutation thereof for 
working parties in the field, officers and crews of light vessels and 
tenders, and officials and other authorized persons of the Lighthouse 
Service on duty on board of such tenders or vessels, and money 
accruing from commutation for rations and provisions for the above-
named persons on board tenders and light vessels or in working parties 
in the field may be paid on proper vouchers to the person having 
charge of the mess of such vessel or party; not exceeding $3,500 for 
packing, crating, and transporting personal household effects of 
employees, not to exceed six thousand pounds in any one case, when 
transferred from one official station to another for permanent duty; 
purchase of rubber boots, oilskins, rubber gloves, goggles, and coats, 
caps, and aprons for stewards' departments on vessels; reimbursement 
under rules prescribed by the Secretary of Commerce of keepers of 
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light stations and masters of light vessels and of lighthouse tenders
for rations and provisions and clothing furnished shipwrecked
persons who may be temporarily provided for by them, not exceeding
in all $1,000 in any fiscal year; fuel, light, and rent of quarters where
necessary for keepers of lighthouses; purchase of land sites for fog
signals; rent of necessary ground for all such lights and beacons as
are for temporary use or to mark changeable channels and which in
consequence cannot be made permanent; rent of offices, depots, and
wharves; mileage; library books for light stations and vessels, and
technical books and periodicals not exceeding $750; traveling expenses
of teachers while actually employed by States or private persons to
instruct the children of keepers of lighthouses; all other contingent
expenses of district offices and depots, including the purchase of
provisions for sale to lighthouse keepers at isolated stations, and the

Vehicles. appropriation reimbursed; purchase (not to exceed $5,000), exchange,
maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-propelled passenger-

Payment of re. carrying vehicle for official use in field work; payment of rewards for
ars. the apprehension and conviction, or for information helpful to the

apprehension and conviction of persons found interfering with aids
to navigation maintained by the Lighthouse Service, in violation of

33 U. . 7. section 6 of the Act of May 14, 1908 (33 U. S. C. 761); $4,370,000.
Vess

oeialdprocts Special projects, vessels, and aids to navigation: For constructing or
navigation. purchasing and equipping lighthouse tenders and light vessels for the

Lighthouse Service as may be specifically approved by the Secretary of
Commerce, not to exceed $880,000; and for establishing and improving
aids to navigation and other works as may be specifically approved by
the Secretary of Commerce not to exceed $450,000 in all, $1,330,000,

Availability. which sum shall be available for all expenditures directly relating to
the respective projects which are approved by the Secretary of
Commerce.

Koesperes of lght- Salaries, keepers of lighthouses, and so forth: For salaries of not
hou et., es exceeding one thousand four hundred lighthouse and fog-signal keepers

and persons attending lights, exclusive of post lights, $1,890,000.
Lighthouse vessels, Salaries lighthouse vessels: For salaries and wages of officers and

crews of light vessels and lighthouse tenders, including temporary
employment when necessary, $2,432,000.

S(uperintendents, Salaries, superintendents, clerks, and so forth: For salaries of
eighteen superintendents of lighthouses, and of assistant superintend-
ents, clerks, draftsmen, and other authorized permanent employees in
the district offices and depots of the Lighthouse Service, exclusive of
those regularly employed in the office of the Bureau of Lighthouses,
District of Columbia, $754,600.

Reed p.etired pay: For retired pay: For of officers and employees engaged in
the field service or on vessels of the Lighthouse Service, except persons
continuously employed in district offices and shops, $725,000.

COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY

Expenses. For every expenditure requisite for and incident to the work of the
Coast and Geodetic Survey, including purchase of not more than four
motor-propelled station wagons and maintenance, repair, exchange,
and operation of motor-propelled or horse-drawn vehicles for official
use in field work, purchase of motorcycles with side cars, including
their exchange, not to exceed $500, surveying instruments, including
their exchange, rubber boots, canvas and rubber gloves, goggles, and
caps, coats, and aprons for stewards' departments on vessels, packing,
crating, and transporting personal household effects of commissioned
officers, when transferred from one official station to another for perma-
nent duty, extra compensation at not to exceed $1 per day for each
station to employees of the Lighthouse Service and the Weather Bureau
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light stations and masters of light vessels and of lighthouse tenders 
for rations and provisions and clothing furnished shipwrecked 
persons who may be temporarily provided for by them, not exceeding 
in all $1,000 in any fiscal year; fuel, light, and rent of quarters where 
necessary for keepers of lighthouses; purchase of land sites for fog 
signals; rent of necessary ground for all such lights and beacons as 
are for temporary use or to mark changeable channels and which in 
consequence cannot be made permanent; rent of offices, depots, and 
wharves; mileage; library books for light stations and vessels, and 
technical books and periodicals not exceeding $750; traveling expenses 
of teachers while actually employed by States or private persons to 
instruct the children of keepers of lighthouses; all other contingent 
expenses of district offices and depots, including the purchase of 
provisions for sale to lighthouse keepers at isolated stations, and the 
appropriation reimbursed; purchase (not to exceed $5,000), exchange, 
maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-propelled passenger-
carrying vehicle for official use in field work; payment of rewards for 
the apprehension and conviction, or for information helpful to the 
apprehension and conviction of persons found interfering with aids 
to navigation maintained by the Lighthouse Service, in violation of 
section 6 of the Act of May 14, 1908 (33 U. S. C. 761) ; $4,370,000. 

Special projects, vessels, and aids to navigation: For constructing or 
purchasing and equipping lighthouse tenders and light vessels for the 
Lighthouse Service as may be specifically approved by the Secretary of 
Commerce, not to exceed $880,000; and for establishing and improving 
aids to navigation and other works as may be specifically approved by 
the Secretary of Commerce, not to exceed $450,000, in all, $1,330,000, 
which sum shall be available for all expenditures directly relating to 
the respective projects which are approved by the Secretary of 
Commerce. 

Salaries, keepers of lighthouses, and so forth: For salaries of not 
exceeding one thousand four hundred lighthouse and fog-signal keepers 
and persons attending lights, exclusive of post lights, $1,890,000. 

Salaries, lighthouse vessels: For salaries and wages of officers and 
crews of light vessels and lighthouse tenders, including temporary 
employment when necessary, $2,432,000. 

Salaries, superintendents, clerks, and so forth: For salaries of 
eighteen superintendents of lighthouses, and of assistant superintend-
ents, clerks, draftsmen, and other authorized permanent employees in 
the district offices and depots of the Lighthouse Service, exclusive of 
those regularly employed in the office of the Bureau of Lighthouses, 
District of Columbia, $754,600. 

Retired pay: For retired pay of officers and employees engaged in 
the field service or on vessels of the Lighthouse Service, except persons 
continuously employed in district offices and shops, $725,000. 

COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY 

For every expenditure requisite for and incident to the work of the 
Coast and Geodetic Survey, including purchase of not more than four 
motor-propelled station wagons and maintenance, repair, exchange, 
and operation of motor-propelled or horse-drawn vehicles for official 
use in field work, purchase of motorcycles with side cars, including 
their exchange, not to exceed $500, surveying instruments, including 
their exchange, rubber boots, canvas and rubber gloves, goggles, and 
caps, coats, and aprons for stewards' departments on vessels, packing, 
crating, and transporting personal household effects of commissioned 
officers, when transferred from one official station to another for perma-
nent duty, extra compensation at not to exceed $1 per day for each 
station to employees of the Lighthouse Service and the Weather Bureau 
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while observing tides or currents or tending seismographs, services of
one tide observer in the District of Columbia at not to exceed $1 per
day, and compensation, not otherwise appropriated for, of persons
employed in the field work, for operation, maintenance, and repair of
an airplane for photographic survey, and expenses incident to the exe-
cution of field work xon approval by the head of the Bureau, to be
expended in accordanct with the regulations relating to the Coast and
Geodetic Survey subscribed by the Secretary of Commerce, and under
the following heads:

Field expenses, coastal surveys: For surveys and necessary resurveys
of coasts on the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans and the Gulf of Mexico
under the jurisdiction of the United States; continuing researches in
physical hydrography relating to harbors and bars, and for tidal and
current observations on the coasts of the United States or other coasts
under the jurisdiction of the United States; compilation of the Coast
Pilot, including the employment of pilots and nautical experts; the
preparation or purchase of plans and specifications of vessels and the
employment of hull draftsmen; the reimbursement, under rules pre-
scribed by the Secretary of Commerce, of officers of the Coast and
Geodetic Survey for food, clothing, medicines, and other supplies fur-
nished for the temporary relief of distressed persons in remote locali-
ties and to shipwrecked persons temporarily provided for by them, not
to exceed a total of $500; actual necessary expenses of officers of the
field force temporarily ordered to the office in the District of Columbia
for consultation with the director, and not exceeding $3,000 for special
surveys that may be required by the Bureau of Lighthouses or other
proper authority, $348,000, of which amount not more than $21,200
may be expended for personal services in the District of Columbia.

Magnetic and seismological work: For continuing magnetic and
seismological observations and to establish meridian lines in connec-
tion therewith in all parts of the United States; making magnetic
and seismological observations in other regions under the jurisdiction
of the United States; purchase of additional magnetic and seismo-
logical instruments; lease of sites where necessary and the erection
of temporary magnetic and seismological buildings; and including
the employment in the field and office of such magnetic and seismo-
logical observers, and instrument makers and stenographic services
as may be necessary, $70,000.

Federal, boundary, and State surveys: For continuing lines of exact
levels between the Atlantic, Pacific, and Gulf coasts; determining
geographic positions by triangulation and traverse for the control of
Federal, State, boundary, county, city, and other surveys and engi-
neering works in all parts of the United States; including special
geodetic surveys of first-order triangulation and leveling in regions
subject to earthquakes, not exceeding $10,000; determining field astro-
nomic positions and the variation of latitude, including the mainte-
nance and operation of the latitude observatories at Ukiah, California,
and Gaithersburg, Maryland, not exceeding $2,500 each; establishing
lines of exact levels, determining geographic positions by triangula-
tion and traverse, and making astronomic observations in Alaska; and
continuing gravity observations in the United States and for making
such observations in regions under the jurisdiction of the United
States and also on islands and coasts adjacent thereto, $80,000, of
which amount not to exceed $35,440, may be expended for personal
services in the District of Columbia.

Vessels: For repair of vessels, and replacement of equipment thereon,
exclusive of engineers' supplies and other ship chandlery, $70,000.

Pay of officers and men on vessels: For all necessary employees to
man and equip the vessels, including professional seamen serving as
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while observing tides or currents or tending seismographs, services of 
one tide observer in the District of Columbia at not to exceed $1 per 
clay, and compensation, not otherwise appropriated for, of persons 
employed in the field work, for operation, maintenance, and repair of 
an airplane for photographic survey, and expenses incident to the exe-
cution of field work mon approval by the head of the Bureau, to be 
expended in accordant t with the regulations relating to the Coast and 
Geodetic Survey subscribed by the Secretary of Commerce, and under 
the following heads: 

Field expenses, coastal surveys: For surveys and necessary resurveys 
of coasts on the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans and the Gulf of Mexico 
under the jurisdiction of the United States; continuing researches in 
physical hydrography relating to harbors and bars, and for tidal and 
current observations on the coasts of the United States or other coasts 
under the jurisdiction of the United States; compilation of the Coast 
Pilot, including the employment of pilots and nautical experts; the 
preparation or purchase of plans and specifications of vessels and the 
employment of hull draftsmen; the reimbursement, under rules pre-
scribed by the Secretary of Commerce, of officers of the Coast and 
Geodetic Survey for food, clothing, medicines, and other supplies fur-
nished for the temporary relief of distressed persons in remote locali-
ties and to shipwrecked persons temporarily provided for by them, not 
to exceed a total of $500; actual necessary expenses of officers of the 
field force temporarily ordered to the office in the District of Columbia 
for consultation with the director, and not exceeding $3,000 for special 
surveys that may be required by the Bureau of Lighthouses or other 
proper authority, $348,000, of which amount not more than $21,200 
may be expended for personal services in the District of Columbia. 
Magnetic and seismological work: For continuing magnetic and 

seismological observations and to establish meridian lines in connec-
tion therewith in all parts of the United States; making magnetic 
and seismological observations in other regions under the jurisdiction 
of the United States; purchase of additional magnetic and seismo-
logical instruments; lease of sites where necessary and the erection 
of temporary magnetic and seismological buildings; and including 
the employment in the field and office of such magnetic and seismo-
logical observers, and instrument makers and stenographic services 
as may be necessary, $70,000. 

Federal, boundary, and State surveys: For continuing lines of exact 
levels between the Atlantic, Pacific, and Gulf coasts; determining 
geographic positions by triangulation and traverse for the control of 
Federal, State, boundary, county, city, and other surveys and engi-
neering works in all parts of the United States; including special 
geodetic surveys of first-order triangulation and leveling in regions 
subject to earthquakes, not exceeding $10,000; determining field astro-
nomic positions and the variation of latitude, including the mainte-
nance and operation of the latitude observatories at Ukiah, California, 
and Gaithersburg, Maryland, not exceeding $2,500 each; establishing 
lines of exact levels, determining geographic positions by triangula-
tion and traverse, and making astronomic observations in Alaska; and 
continuing gravity observations in the United States and for maki. ng 
such observations in regions under the jurisdiction of the United 
States and also on islands and coasts adjacent thereto, $80,000, of 
which amount not to exceed $35,440, may be expended for personal 
services in the District of Columbia. 

Vessels: For repair of vessels, and replacement of equipment thereon, 
exclusive of engineers' supplies and other ship chandlery, $70,000. 
Pay of officers and men on vessels: For all necessary employees to 

man and equip the vessels, including professional seamen serving as 
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mates on vessels of the Survey, to execute the work of the Survey
herein provided for and authorized by law, $589,000.

ceomissioned of- Pay, commissioned officers: For pay and allowances prescribed by
a n ce s . a' law for commissioned officers on sea duty and other duty, holding

- relative rank with officers of the Navy, including one director, six
hydrographic and geodetic engineers with relWive rank of captain,
ten hydrographic and geodetic engineers with'elative rank of com-
mander seventeen hydrographic and geodetic engineers with relative
rank of lieutenant commander, forty-seven hydrographic and geo-
detic engineers with relative rank of lieutenant, sixty-one junior
hydrographic and geodetic engineers with relative rank of lieutenant
(junior grade), twenty-nine aides with relative rank of ensign, and
including officers retired in accordance with existing law, $825,000:

ssint director. Provided, That the Secretary of Commerce may designate one of the
hydrographic and geodetic engineers to act as assistant director.

Office force. Office force: For personal services, $590,000.
Office expenses. Office expenses: For purchase of new instruments (except surveying

instruments), including their exchange, materials, equipment, and
supplies required in the instrument shop, carpenter shop, and chart
division; books, scientific and technical books, journals, books of
reference, maps, charts, and subscriptions; copper plates, chart paper,
printer's ink, copper, zinc, and chemicals for electrotyping and photo-
graphing; engraving, printing, photgraphing, rubber gloves, and
electrotyping supplies; photolithographing and printing charts for
immediate use; stationery for office and field parties; transportation of
instruments and supplies when not charged to field expenses; tele-
grams; washing; office furniture, repairs; miscellaneous expenses,
contingencies of all kinds, not exceeding $90 for streetcar fares,
$73,000.

Aeronauticalcharts. Aeronautical charts: For compilation and printing of aeronautical
charts, including personal services in the District of Columbia (not
to exceed $91,500), operation of airplane for check flights, and aerial
photographs, execution of ground surveys at air terminals, and the
purchase of drafting, photographic, photolithographic, and printing
supplies and equipment, $120,000.

Restriction on use Appropriations herein made for traveling expenses or for the Coast
and Geodetic Survey shall not be available for allowance to civilianor other officers for subsistence while on duty at Washington (except
as hereinbefore provided for officers of the field force ordered to
Washington for short periods for consultation with the director),
except as now provided by law.

IAttendanceatmeet- The appropriation under title III herein for traveling expenses
shall be available, in an amount not to exceed $650, for expenses of
attendance at meetings concerned with the work of the Coast and
Geodetic Survey when incurred on the written authority of the
Secretary of Commerce.

Temporary employ Not to exceed $2,500 of the appropriations herein made for the
etc. Coast and Geodetic Survey shall be available for the payment of

part-time or intermittent employment in the District of Columbia, or
elsewhere, of such architects, engineers, scientists, and technicists as
may be contracted for by the Secretary of Commerce, in his discre-

Rate of pay. tion at a rate of pay not exceeding $25 per diem for any person so
employed.

BURBEAU OF FITSHEIES

Salaries. Salaries: For the Commissioner and other personal services in the
District of Columbia, $183,000 of which amount not to exceed $5,000shall be expended for personal service in connection with the main-
tenance and operation of aquarium.
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$73,000. 
Aeronautical charts: For compilation and printing of aeronautical 

charts, including personal services in the District of Columbia (not 
to exceed $91,500), operation of airplane for check flights, and aerial 
photographs, execution of ground surveys at air terminals, and the 
purchase of drafting, photographic, photolithographic, and printing 
supplies and equipment, $120,000. 

Appropriations herein made for traveling expenses or for the Coast 
and Geodetic Survey shall not be available for allowance to civilian 
or other officers for subsistence while on duty at Washington (except 
as hereinbefore provided for officers of the field force ordered to 
Washington for short periods for consultation with the director), 
except as now provided by law. 
The appropriation under title III herein for traveling expenses 

shall be available, in an amount not to exceed $650, for expenses of 
attendance at meetings concerned -with the work of the Coast and 
Geodetic Survey when incurred on the written authority of the 
Secretary of Commerce. 
Not to exceed $2,500 of the appropriations herein made for the 

Coast and Geodetic Survey shall be available for the payment of 
part-time or intermittent employment in the District of Columbia, or 
elsewhere, of such architects, engineers, scientists, and technicists as 
may be contracted for by the Secretary of Commerce, in his discre-
tion, at a rate of pay not exceeding $25 per diem for any person so 
employed. 
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mates on vessels of the Survey, to execute the work of the Survey 
herein provided for and authorized by law, $589,000. 
Pay, commissioned officers: For pay and allowances prescribed by 

law for commissioned officers on sea duty and other duty, holding 
relative rank with officers of the Navy, including one director, six 
hydrographic and geodetic engineers with reilitive rank of captain, 
ten hydrographic and geodetic engineers witIr‘relative rank of com-
mander, seventeen hydrographic and geodetic engineers with relative 
rank of lieutenant commander, forty-seven hydrographic and geo-
detic engineers with relative rank of lieutenant, sixty-one junior 
hydrographic and geodetic engineers with relative rank of lieutenant 
(junior grade), twenty-nine aides with relative rank of ensign, and 
including officers retired in accordance with existing law, $825,000: 
Provided, That the Secretary of Commerce may designate one of the 
hydrographic and geodetic engineers to act as assistant director. 

Office force: For personal services, $590,000. 
Office expenses: For purchase of new instruments (except surveying 

instruments), including their exchange, materials, equipment, and 
supplies required in the instrument shop, carpenter shop, and chart 
division; books, scientific and technical books, journals, books of 
reference, maps, charts, and subscriptions; copper plates, chart paper, 
printer's ink, copper, zinc, and chemicals for electrotyping and photo-
graphing; engraving, printing, photgraphing, rubber gloves, and 
electrotyping supplies; photohthographing and printing charts for 
immediate use; stationery for office and field parties; transportation of 
instruments and supplies when not charged to field expenses; tele-
grams; washing; office furniture, repairs; miscellaneous expenses, 
contingencies of all kinds, not exceeding $90 for streetcar fares, 

BUREAU OF FISHERIES 

Salaries: For the Commissioner and other personal services in the 
District of Columbia, $183,000, of which amount not to exceed $5,000 
shall be expended for personal service in connection with the main-
tenance and operation of aquarium. 
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Propagation of food fishes: For maintenance, repair, alteration,
improvement, equipment, acquisition, and operation of fish-cultural
stations, general propagation of food fishes and their distribution,
including movement, maintenance, and repairs of cars and not to
exceed $15,000 for purchase of trucks for fish distribution; main-
tenance, repair, and operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicles for official use in the field; purchase of equipment (includ-
ing rubber boots, oilskins and first-aid outfits), and apparatus; con-
tingent expenses; pay of permanent employees not to exceed $454,250;
temporary labor; not to exceed $10,000 for propagation and distribu-
tion of fresh-water mussels and the necessary expenses connected
therewith; purchase, collection, and transportation of specimens and
other expenses incidental to the maintenance and operation of aquar-
ium, $949,400, including not to exceed $155,000 to establish or com-
mence the establishment of stations authorized by the Act approved
May 21, 1930 (46 Stat. 371), including the acquisition of necessary
land, construction of buildings and ponds, water supply, improve-
ments to grounds, purchase of equipment, and all other necessary
expenses, and including not to exceed $10,000 for the completion of
fish cultural station at Arcadia, Rhode Island, including construction
of buildings and ponds, water supply, improvements to grounds,
purchase of equipment, and all other necessary expenses.

The unobligated balance of the appropriation remaining under the
limitation of $155,000 to establish or commence the establishment of
stations authorized by the Act approved May 21, 1930 (46 Stat. 371),
contained in the Department of Commerce Appropriation Act, 1939,
under the head "Propagation of food fishes", and the unobligated
balance of the appropriation for the establishment of a fish cultural
station, contained in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal
year 1938, under the head "Fish cultural station", are continued
available during the fiscal year 1940.

Maintenance of vessels: For maintenance and operation of vessels
and launches, including purchase, and repair of boats, apparatus,
machinery, and other facilities required for use with the same, hire of
vessels, construction of small boats, temporary employees, and all
other necessary expenses in connection therewith, including the pur-
chase of plans and specifications for vessels or for contract personal
services for the preparation thereof, and money accruing from com-
mutation of rations and provisions on board vessels may be paid on
proper vouchers to the persons having charge of the mess of such
vessels, $214,000, of which amount not to exceed $13,500 may be
expended for pay of officers and employees of vessels of the Atlantic
coast, and not to exceed $75,000 for pay of officers and crews of vessels
for the Alaska Fisheries Service.

Construction of fish screens: For construction, operation, and
maintenance, in cooperation with the Bureau of Reclamation and the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, or either, of fish screens and ladders on
Federal irrigation projects, and for the conduct of investigations and
surveys, the preparation of designs and supervision of construction
of such screens and ladders; and for determining the requirements
for fishways and other fish protective devices at dams constructed
under licenses issued by the Federal Power Commission in accord-
ance with the provisions of the Federal Water Power Act (16 U. S. C.
791), $10,000, of which not to exceed $6,400 may be expended for the
pay of permanent employees.

Commutation of rations (not to exceed $1 per day) may be paid
to officers and crews of vessels of the Bureau of Fisheries during the
fiscal year 1940 under regulations prescribed by the Secretary of
Commerce (52 Stat. 282).
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Propagation of food fishes: For maintenance, repair, alteration, 
improvement, equipment, acquisition, and operation of fish-cultural 
stations, general propagation of food fishes and their distribution, 
including movement, maintenance, and repairs of cars and not to 
exceed $15,000 for purchase of trucks for fish distribution; main-
tenance, repair, and operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying 
vehicles for official use in the field; purchase of equipment (includ-
ing rubber boots, oilskins and first-aid outfits), and apparatus; con-
tingent expenses; pay of permanent employees not to exceed $454,250; 
temporary labor; not to exceed $10,000 for propagation and distribu-
tion of fresh-water mussels and the necessary expenses connected 
therewith; purchase, collection, and transportation of specimens and 
other expenses incidental to the maintenance and operation of aquar-
ium, $949,400, including not to exceed $155,000 to establish or com-
mence the establishment of stations authorized by the Act approved 
May 21, 1930 (46 Stat. 371), including the acquisition of necessary 
land, construction of buildings and ponds, water supply, improve-
ments to grounds, purchase of equipment, and all other necessary 
expenses, and including not to exceed $10,000 for the completion of 
fish cultural station at Arcadia, Rhode Island, including construction 
of buildings and ponds, water supply, improvements to grounds, 
purchase of equipment, and all other necessary expenses. 
The unobligated balance of the appropriation remaining under the 

limitation of $155,000 to establish or commence the establishment of 
stations authorized by the Act approved May 21, 1930 (46 Stat. 371), 
contained in the Department of Commerce Appropriation Act, 1939, 
under the head "Propagation of food fishes", and the unobligated 
balance of the appropriation for the establishment of a fish cultural 
station, contained in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal 
year 1938, under the head "Fish cultural station", are continued 
available during the fiscal year 1940. 
Maintenance of vessels: For maintenance and operation of vessels 

and launches, including purchase, and repair of boats, apparatus, 
machinery, and other facilities required for use with the same, hire of 
vessels, construction of small boats, temporary employees, and all 
other necessary expenses in connection therewith, including the pur-
chase of plans and specifications for vessels or for contract personal 
services for the preparation thereof, and money accruing from com-
mutation of rations and provisions on board vessels may be paid on 
proper vouchers to the persons having charge of the mess of such 
vessels, $214,000, of which amount not to exceed $13,500 may be 
expended for pay of officers and employees of vessels of the Atlantic 
coast, and not to exceed $75,000 for pay of officers and crews of vessels 
for the Alaska Fisheries Service. 
Construction of fish screens: For construction, operation, and 

maintenance, in cooperation with the Bureau of Reclamation and the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs, or either, of fish screens and ladders on 
Federal irrigation projects, and for the conduct of investigations and 
surveys, the preparation of designs, and supervision of construction 
of such screens and ladders; and for determining the requirements 
for fishways and other fish protective devices at dams constructed 
under licenses issued by the Federal Power Commission in accord-
ance with the provisions of the Federal Water Power Act (16 U. S. C. 
791), $10,000, of which not to exceed $6,400 may be expended for the 
pay of permanent employees. 
Commutation of rations (not to exceed $1 per day) may be paid 

to officers and crews of vessels of the Bureau of Fisheries during the 
fiscal year 1940 under regulations prescribed by the Secretary of 
Commerce (52 Stat. 282). 
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Food fishes inquiry. Inquiry respecting food fishes: For inquiry into the cause of the
decrease of food fishes in the waters of the United States, and for
investigation and experiments in respect to the aquatic animals,
plants, and waters, and screening of irrigation ditches and fishways,
in the interests of fish culture and the fishery industries, maintenance,
repair, improvement, equipment, and operation of biological stations,
maintenance, repair, and operation of motor-propelled passenger-
carrying vehicles for official use in the field, preparation of reports,
and not to exceed $500 for rent of suitable quarters in the District
of Columbia for laboratory and storage purposes, $322,000, of which
sum not to exceed $270,000 may be expended for personal services.

Fishery industries. Fishery industries: For collection and compilation of statistics of
the fisheries and the study of their methods and relations, and the

atooperative ssoci- methods of preservation and utilization of fishery products, and toations of producers of
aquatic products. enable the Secretary of Commerce to execute the functions imposed

upon him by the Act entitled "An Act authorizing associations of
48Stat.1213. producers of aquatic products", approved June 25, 1934 (48 Stat.
15U.S. C.21. 1213), including pay of permanent employees not to exceed $61,960,

compensation of temporary employees, preparation of reports, con-
tract stenographic reporting services, and all other necessary expenses
in connection therewith, including the purchase (not to exceed
$1,100), exchange, maintenance, repair, and operation of motor-pro-
pelled passenger-carrying vehicles for official use in the field, $80,000.

Fishery market Fishery market news service: For collecting, publishing, and dis-
tributing, by telegraph, mail, or otherwise, information on the fishery
industry, information on market supply and demand, commercial
movement, location, disposition, and market prices of fishery prod-
ucts, with or without cooperation with any department or agency
of the United States, or any State or Territory, or subdivision thereof,
purchase of equipment and supplies, preparation of reports, and all
other necessary expenses connected therewith, $76,000, of which not
to exceed $13,020 may be expended for personal services in the Dis-
trict of Columbia.

Alaska, fisheries Alaska, fisheries service: For protecting the seal and sea otter
servicefisheries of Alaska, including the furnishing of food, fuel clothing

and other necessities of life to the natives of the Pribilof Islands of
Alaska; construction, improvement, repair, and alteration of build-
ings and roads, transportation of supplies to and from the islands,
subsistence of agents and other employees while on said islands, hire
and maintenance of vessels, and for all expenses necessary to carry
out the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to protect the seal

s36 at. 326-. fisheries of Alaska, and for other purposes", approved April 21, 1910
Ma. (16 U. S. C. 631-658), and for the protection of the fisheries of

Alaska, including pay of permanent employees not to exceed $67,900,
contract stenographic reporting service, hire of boats, employment of
temporary labor, and all other necessary expenses connected there-
with, $268,200 of which $100,000 shall be available immediately.

labs law , en- Enforcement of Black Bass and Whaling Treaty Acts: To enable
the Secretary of Commerce to administer the provisions of the Act
entitled "An Act to amend the Act entitled 'An Act to regulate
interstate transportation of black bass, and for other purposes',

6 Utat8. .51- approved May 20, 1926", approved July 2, 1930 (16 U. S. C. 851-
855. 856), and to execute the functions imposed upon him by The Whaling

Whaling Treaty Treaty Act, approved May 1, 1936 (16 U. S. C. 901-915), $17,000,
41 s.at. s. of which amount not to exceed $10,600 may be expended for personal

V U 901-9 pp. services in the District of Columbia.
U Wd Rd . Misissippi Wild Life and Fish Refuge: For construction of build-

C .su m- r ings, boats, and ponds, for purchase of equipment, including boats,
for maintenance, operation, repair, and improvements, including
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Inquiry respecting food fishes: For inquiry into the cause of the 
decrease of food fishes in the waters of the United States, and for 
investigation and experiments in respect to the aquatic animals, 
plants,. and waters, and screening of irrigation ditches and fishways, 
in the interests of fish culture and the fishery industries, maintenance, 
repair, improvement, equipment, and operation of biological stations, 
maintenance, repair, and operation of motor-propelled passenger-
carrying vehicles for official use in the field, preparation of reports, 
and not to exceed $500 for rent of suitable quarters in the District 
of Columbia for laboratory and storage purposes, $322,000, of which 
sum not to exceed $270,000 may be expended for personal services. 
Fishery industries: For collection and compilation of statistics of 

the fisheries and the study of their methods and relations, and the 
methods of preservation and utilization of fishery products, and to 
enable the Secretary of Commerce to execute the functions imposed 
upon him by the Act entitled "An Act authorizing associations of 
producers of aquatic products", approved June 25, 1934 (48 Stat. 
1213), including pay of permanent employees not to exceed $61,960, 
compensation of temporary employees, preparation of reports, con-
tract stenographic reporting services, and all other necessary expenses 
in connection therewith, including the purchase (not to exceed 
$1,100), exchange, maintenance, repair, and operation of motor-pro-
pelled passenger-carrying vehicles for official use in the field, $80,000. 

Fishery market news service: For collecting, publishing, and dis-
tributing, by telegraph, mail, or otherwise, information on the fishery 
industry, information on market supply and demand, commercial 
movement, location, disposition2 and market prices of fishery prod-
ucts, with or without cooperation with any department or agency 
of the United States, or any State or Territory, or subdivision thereof, 
purchase of equipment and supplies, preparation of reports, and all 
other necessary expenses connected therewith, $76,000, of which not 
to exceed $13,020 may be expended for personal services in the Dis-
trict of Columbia. 

Alaska, fisheries service: For protecting the seal and sea otter 
fisheries of Alaska, including the furnishing of food, fuel, clothing, 
and other necessities of life to the natives of the Pribilof Islands of 
Alaska • construction, improvement, repair, and alteration of build-
ings and roads, transportation of supplies to and from the islands, 
subsistence of agents and other employees while on said islands, hire 
and maintenance of vessels, and for all expenses necessary to carry 
out the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to protect the seal 
fisheries of Alaska and for other purposes", approved April 212 1910 
(16 U. S. C. 6311658), and for the protection of the fisheries of 
Alaska including pay of permanent employees not to exceed $67,900, 
contract stenographic reporting service, hire of boats, employment of 
temporary labor, and all other necessary expenses connected there-
with, $268,200 of which $100,000 shall be available immediately. 
Enforcement of Black Bass and Whaling Treaty Acts: To enable 

the Secretary of Commerce to administer the provisions of the Act 
entitled "An Act to amend the Act entitled 'An Act to regulate 
interstate transportation of black bass, and for other purposes', 
approved May 20, 1926" approved July 2, 1930 (16 U. S. C. 851.- 
856), and to execute the functions imposed upon him by The Whaling 
Treaty Act, approved May 1, 1936 (16 U. S. C. 901-915), $17,000, 
of which amount not to exceed $10.,600 may be expended for personal 
services in the District of Columbia. 

Mississippi Wild Life and Fish Refuge: For construction of build-
ings, boats, and ponds, for purchase of equipment, including boats, 
for maintenance, operation, repair, and improvements, including 
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expenditures for personal services at the seat of government and
elsewhere as may be necessary, as authorized in the Act approved
June 7,1924 (16 U. S. C. 721-731), $17,000.

Fishery laboratory, Little Port Walter, Alaska: For the estab-
lishment and equipment of a fishery laboratory at Little Port Walter,
Alaska, including the construction of experimental spawning ponds,
$7,500.

The appropriation herein under title III for traveling expenses
shall be available, in an amount not to exceed $750, for expenses of
attendance at meetings concerned with the work of the Bureau of
Fisheries when incurred on the written authority of the Secretary
of Commerce.

Appropriations herein made for propagation of food fishes, inquiry
respecting food fishes, fishery industries, fishery market news service,
and Alaska fisheries service, shall be available, under such regula-
tions as may be prescribed by the Secretary of Commerce, for paying
the cost of packing, crating, drayage, and transporting the house-
hold effects (not to exceed six thousand pounds in any one case)
of employees of the Bureau of Fisheries when transferred from one
official station to another for permanent duty.
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43 Stat. 650.
16 U. S. C. §§ 721-

731.
Little Port Walter,

Alaska, fishery labo-
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Attendance at meet-
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Use of certain funds
for transferring house-
hold effects.

PATENT OFFICE

Salaries: For the Commissioner of Patents and other personal Salaries.

services in the District of Columbia, $3,560,000.
Photolithographing: For producing copies of weekly issue of Photoithographing.

drawings of patents and designs; reproduction of copies of drawings
and specifications of exhausted patents, designs, trade-marks, and
other papers, such other papers when reproduced for sale to be sold
at not less than cost plus 10 per centum; reproduction of foreign
patent drawings; photo prints of pending application drawings;
and photostat and photographic supplies and dry mounts, $180,000:
Provided, That the headings of the drawings for patented cases may Multigrap hehad-
be multigraphed in the Patent Office for the purpose of photo- ings.
lithography.iscllneous

Miscellaneous expenses: For purchase and exchange of law, pro- p,,s
el l

fessional, and other reference books and publications and scientific
books; expenses of transporting publications of patents issued by
the Patent Office to foreign governments; directories, furniture, and
filing cases; for investigating the question of public use or sale of
inventions for two years or more prior to filing applications for
patents, and such other questions arising in connection with applica-
tions for patents and the prior art as may be deemed necessary by
the Commissioner of Patents; for expense attending defense of suits
instituted against the Commissioner of Patents, and for other con-
tingent and miscellaneous expenses of the Patent Office, $62,500.

Printing and binding: For printing the weekly issue of patents, Printing and bind-

designs, trade-marks, prints, and labels, exclusive of illustrations;
and tor printing, engraving illustrations, and binding the Official
Gazette, including weekly and annual indices, $805,000; for miscel-
laneous printing and binding, $60,000; in all $865,000.

The appropriation under title III herein for traveling expenses inAttendane atmeet
shall be available, in an amount not to exceed $500, for expenses of
attendance at meetings concerned with the work of the Patent Office
when incurred on the written authority of the Secretary of Com-
merce.

This title may be cited as the "Department of Commerce Appro- Short tit
e -

priation Act, 1940".
Approved, June 29, 1939.
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expenditures for personal services at the seat of government and 
elsewhere as may be necessary, as authorized in the Act approved 
June 7, 1924 (16 U. S. C. 721-731), $17,000. 

Fishery laboratory, Little Port Walter, Alaska: For the estab-
lishment and equipment of a fishery laboratory at Little Port Walter, 
Alaska, including the construction of experimental spawning ponds, 
$7,500. 
The appropriation herein under title III for traveling expenses 

shall be available, in an amount not to exceed $750, for expenses of 
attendance at meetings concerned with the work of the Bureau of 
Fisheries when incurred on the written authority of the Secretary 
of Commerce. 
Appropriations herein made for propagation of food fishes, inquiry 

respecting food fishes, fishery industries, fishery market news service, 
and Alaska fisheries service, shall be available, under such regula-
tions as may be prescribed by the Secretary of Commerce, for paying 
the cost of packing, crating, drayage, and transporting the house-
hold effects (not to exceed six thousand pounds in any one case) 
of employees of the Bureau of Fisheries when transferred from one 
official station to another for permanent duty. 

PATENT OFFICE 

Salaries: For the Commissioner of Patents and other personal 
services in the District of Columbia, $3,560,000. 

Photolithographing: For producing copies of weekly issue of 
drawings of patents and designs; reproduction of copies of drawings 
and specifications of exhausted patents, designs, trade-marks, and 
other papers, such other papers when reproduced for sale to be sold 
at not less than cost plus 10 per centum; reproduction of foreign 
patent drawings; photo prints of pending application drawings; 
and photostat and photographic supplies and dry mounts, $180,000: 
Provided, That the headings of the drawings for patented cases may 
be multigraphed in the Patent Office for the purpose of photo-
lithography. 

Miscellaneous expenses: For purchase and exchange of law, pro-
fessional, and other reference books and publications and scientific 
books; expenses of transporting publications of patents issued by 
the Patent Office to foreign governments; directories, furniture, and 
filing cases; for investigating the question of public use or sale of 
inventions for two years or more .prior to filing applications for 
patents, and such other questions arising in connection with applica-
tions for patents and the prior art as may be deemed necessary by 
the Commissioner of Patents; for expense attending defense of suits 
instituted against the Commissioner of Patents, and for other con-
tingent and miscellaneous expenses of the Patent Office, $62,500. 
Printing and binding: For printing the weekly issue of patents, 

designs, trade-marks, prints, and labels, exclusive of illustrations; 
and tor printing, engraving illustrations, and binding the Official 
Gazette, including weekly and annual indices, $805,000; for miscel-
laneous printing and binding, $60,000; in all $865,000. 
The appropriation under title III herein for traveling expenses 

shall be available, in an amount not to exceed $500, for expenses of 
attendance at meetings concerned with the work of the Patent Office 
when incurred on the written authority of the Secretary of Com-
merce. 
This title may be cited as the "Department of Commerce Appro-

priation Act, 1940". 
Approved, June 29, 1939. 
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June 29, 1939
[H. R. 5 27]

[Public, No. 157]

Department of
Labor Appropriation
Act, 1940.

[CHAPTER 249]
AN ACT

Making appropriations for the Labor Department for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1940, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for the Labor Department for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1940, namely:

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

Salaries. Salaries: Secretary of Labor, Assistant Secretary, Second Assist-
ant Secretary, and other personal services in the District of Colum-

continuance of per- bia, $391,680: Provided, That persons (not exceeding ten in number)
sonnel determining now employed in the determination of wages pursuant to the pro-wagerates. visions of the Act entitled "An Act to amend the Act approved

March 3, 1931, relating to the rate of wages for laborers and me-
chanics employed by contractors and subcontractors on public build-

49 Sutat. Sup1. ings", approved August 30, 1935, may be continued in such employ-
IV, § 276a-276a-6. ment and paid from the amount herein appropriated without regardto the provisions of the civil-service laws requiring competitive
taCpontinuance ocer examinations: Provided further, That persons (not exceeding five inrain persons detailed

from US. Employ- number) now detailed to the Office of the Secretary from the UnitedStates Employment Service may be continued for the fiscal year 1940
in the Office of the Secretary and paid from the amount herein appro-
priated without regard to the provisions of the civil-service laws

Salaries limited to requiring competitive examinations: Provided further, That in expend-average rates under
ClsficationAct; ex- ing appropriations or portions of appropriations, contained in this
ceptions. Act, for the payment of personal services in the District of Colum-supp. ISV . 673, 673c bia in accordance with the Classification Act of 1923, as amended,with the exception of the Assistant Secretary and the Second

Assistant Secretary of Labor, the average of the salaries of thetotal number of persons under any grade in any bureau, office, orother appropriation unit shall not at any time exceed the average of
the compensation rates specified for the grade by such Act, asIf only one position amended, and in grades in which only one position is allocated the
salary of such position shall not exceed the average of the comlen-

Advance ri trio- sation rates for the grade, except that in unusually meritorious
cases. cases of one position in a grade advances may be made to rates

higher than the average of the compensation rates of the grade butnot more often than once in any fiscal year and then only to the
Restriction not rica- next higher rate: And provided further, That this restriction shall

mechanicalservice. not apply (1) to grades 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the clerical-mechanical
No reduction in service, or (2) to require the reduction in salary of any person whosecompensation was fixed as of July 1, 1924, in accordance with theTransfe with.ute rules of section 6 of such Act, or (3) to require the reduction inTransfer without re-

duction. salary of any person who is transferred from one position to another
position in the same or different grade in the same or a different

Higher salary rates bureau, office, or other appropriation unit, or (4) to prevent thepayment of a salary under any grade at a rate higher than the
maximum rate of the grade when such higher rate is permitted
by the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, and is specifically

in o grade. os n authorized by other law, or (5) to reduce the compensation of anyperson in a grade in which only one position is allocated.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES, DEPARBMENT OF LABOB

Dtepartment e n Contingent expenses: For contingent and miscellaneous expensesp. 1319. of the offices and bureaus of the Department, for which appropria-
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[CHAPTER 249] 
AN ACT 

Making appropriations for the Labor Department for the fiscal year endin 
June 30, 1940, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following 
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for the Labor Department for the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1940, namely: 

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

Salaries: Secretary of Labor, Assistant Secretary, Second Assist-
ant Secretary, and other personal services in the District of Colum-
bia, $391,680: Provided, That persons (not exceeding ten in number) 
now employed in the determination of wages pursuant to the pro-
visions of the Act entitled "An Act to amend the Act approved 
March 3, 1931, relating to the rate of wages for laborers and me-
chanics employed by contractors and subcontractors on public build-
ings", approved August 30, 1935, may be continued in such employ-
ment and paid from the amount herein appropriated without regard 
to the provisions of the civil-service laws requiring competitive 
examinations: Provided further, That persons (not exceeding five in 
number) now detailed to the Office of the Secretary from the United 
States Employment Service may be continued for the fiscal year 1940 
in the Office of the Secretary and paid from the amount herein appro-
priated without regard to the provisions of the civil-service laws 
requiring competitive examinations: Provided further, That in expend-
ing appropriations or portions of appropriations, contained in this 
Act, for the payment of personal services in the District of Colum-
bia in accordance with the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, 
with the exception of the Assistant Secretary and the Second 
Assistant Secretary of Labor, the average of the salaries of the 
total number of persons under any grade in any bureau, office, or 
other appropriation unit shall not at any time exceed the average of 
the compensation rates specified for the grade by such Act, as 
amended, and in grades in which only one position is allocated the 
salary of such position shall not exceed the average of the comeen-
sation rates for the grade, except that in unusually meritorious 
cases of one position in a grade advances may be made to rates 
higher than the average of the compensation rates of the grade but 
not more often than once in any fiscal year and then only to the 
next higher rate: And provided further, That this restriction shall 
not apply (1) to grades 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the clerical-mechanical 
service, or (2) to require the reduction in salary of any person whose 
compensation was fixed as of July 1, 1924, in accordance with the 
rules of section 6 of such Act, or (3) to require the reduction in 
salary of any person who is transferred from one position to another 
position in the same or different grade in the same or a different 
bureau, office, or other appropriation unit, or (4) to prevent the 
payment of a salary under any grade at a rate higher than the 
maximum rate of the grade when such higher rate is permitted 
by the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, and is specifically 
authorized by other law, or (5) to reduce the compensation of any 
person in a grade in which only one position is allocated. 

CONTINGENT EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 

Contingent expenses: For contingent and miscellaneous expenses 
of the offices and bureaus of the Department, for which appropria-
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tions for contingent and miscellaneous expenses are not specifically
made, including the purchase of stationery, furniture, and repairs
to the same, carpets, matting, oilcloths, file cases, towels, ice, brooms,
soap, sponges, laundry, streetcar fares not exceeding $1,200; pur-
chase, exchange, maintenance, and repair of motorcycles and motor-
trucks; maintenance, operation, and repair of two motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles, to be used only for official purposes;
freight and express charges; newspaper clippings not to exceed
$1,200, postage to foreign countries, telegraph and telephone service,
typewriters, adding machines, and other labor-saving devices; pur-
chase and exchange of law books, books of reference, newspapers
and periodicals, and, when authorized by the Secretary of Labor,
dues for library membership in societies or associations which issue
publications to members only or at a price to members lower than
to subscribers who are not members, not exceeding $5,300; contract
stenographic services; teletype service and tolls (not to exceed $900);
all other necessary miscellaneous expenses not included in the fore-
going; and not to exceed $25,000 for purchase of certain supplies
for the Immigration and Naturalization Service; in all, $233,620:
Provided, That section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5)
shall not be construed to apply to any purchase or service rendered
for the Department of Labor when the aggregate amount involved
does not exceed the sum of $100.

Traveling expenses: For all traveling expenses, except traveling
expenses incident to the deportation of aliens, under the Department
of Labor, including all bureaus and divisions thereunder, $1,216,700.

Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the Depart-
ment of Labor, including all its bureaus, offices, institutions, and
services located in Washington, District of Columbia, and elsewhere,
$454,800, of which amount not to exceed $2,000 shall be available
immediately.

Division of Labor Standards, salaries and expenses: For salaries
and expenses, including purchase and distribution of reports, and
of material for informational exhibits, in connection with the pro-
motion of health, safety, employment, stabilization, and amicable
industrial relations for labor and industry, $218,500, of which amount
not to exceed $115,000, may be expended for personal services in
the District of Columbia.

The appropriation herein for traveling expenses shall be available
for expenses of attendance of cooperating officials and consultants
at conferences concerned with the work of the Division of Labor
Standards when called by the Division of Labor Standards with
the written approval of the Secretary of Labor, and shall be avail-
able also in an amount not to exceed $2,000 for expenses of attend-
ance at meetings related to the work of the Division of Labor Stand-
ards when incurred on the written authority of the Secretary of
Labor.

Commissioners of conciliation: To enable the Secretary of Labor
to exercise the authority vested in him by section 8 of the Act creat-
ing the Department of Labor (5 U. S. C. 611) and to appoint com-
missioners of conciliation, telegraph and telephone service, and not
to exceed $67,000 for personal services in the District of Columbia,
$325.000: Provided, That persons now employed in such conciliation
work pursuant to authority contained under this head in the Second
Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1935, may be continued in
such employment and paid from the amount herein appropriated.

Liaison with the International Labor Organization, Geneva,
Switzerland, salaries and expenses: For a United States Labor Com-
missioner and other personal services in Geneva, Switzerland; com-
pensation of interpreters, translators, and porters; transportation of
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tions for contingent and miscellaneous expenses are not specifically 
made, including the purchase of stationery, furniture, and repairs 
to the same, carpets, matting, oilcloths, fde cases, towels, ice, brooms, 
soap, sponges, laundry, streetcar fares not exceeding $1,200; pur-
chase, exchange, maintenance, and repair of motorcycles and motor-
trucks; maintenance, operation, and repair of two motor-propelled 
passenger-carrying vehicles, to be used only for official purposes; 
freight and express charges; newspaper clippings not to exceed 
$1,200, postage to foreign countries, telegraph and telephone service, 
typewriters, adding machines, and other labor-saving devices; pur-
chase and exchange of law books, books of reference, newspapers 
and periodicals, and, when authorized by the Secretary of Labor, 
dues for library membership in societies or associations which issue 
publications to members only or at a price to members lower than 
to subscribers who are not members, not exceeding $5,300; contract 
stenographic services; teletype service and tolls (not to exceed $900) ; 
all other necessary miscellaneous expenses not included in the fore-
going; and not to exceed $25,000 for purchase of certain supplies 
for the Immigration and Naturalization Service; in all, $233,620: 
Provided, That section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) 
shall not be construed to apply to any purchase or service rendered 
for the Department of Labor when the aggregate amount involved 
does not exceed the sum of $100. 
Traveling expenses: For all traveling expenses, except traveling 

expenses incident to the deportation of aliens, under the Department 
of Labor, including all bureaus and divisions thereunder, $1,216,700. 
Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the Depart-

ment of Labor, including all its bureaus, offices, institutions, and 
services located in Washington, District of Columbia, and elsewhere, 
$454,800, of which amount not to exceed $2,000 shall be available 
immediately. 
Division of Labor Standards, salaries and expenses: For salaries 

and expenses including purchase and distribution of reports, and 
of material for informational exhibits, in connection with the pro-
motion of health, safety, employment, stabilization, and amicable 
industrial relations for labor and industry, $218,500, of which amount 
not to exceed $115,000, may be expended for personal services in 
the District of Columbia. 
The appropriation herein for traveling expenses shall be available 

for expenses of attendance of cooperating officials and consultants 
at conferences concerned with the work of the Division of Labor 
Standards when called by the Division of Labor Standards with 
the written approval of the Secretary of Labor, and shall be avail-
able also in an amount not to exceed $2,000 for expenses of attend-
ance at meetings related to the work of the Division of Labor Stand-
ards when incurred on the written authority of the Secretary of 
Labor. 
Commissioners of conciliation: To enable the Secretary of Labor 

to exercise the authority vested in him by section 8 of the Act creat-
ing the Department of Labor (5 U. S. C. 611) and to appoint com-
missioners of conciliation, telegraph and telephone service, and not 
to exceed $67,000 for personal services in the District of Columbia, 
325,000: Provided, That persons now employed in such conciliation 
work pursuant to authority contained under this head in the Second 
Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1935, may be continued in 
such employment and paid from the amount herein appropriated. 
Liaison with the International Labor Organization, Geneva, 

Switzerland, salaries and expenses: For a United States Labor Com-
missioner and other personal services in Geneva, Switzerland; com-
pensation of interpreters, translators, and porters; transportation of 
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i

employees, their families, and effects, in going to and returning from
foreign posts; rent, heat light, and fuel; hire, maintenance, and
operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles; purchase
and exchange of foreign and domestic books, periodicals, and news-

Printing and bind- papers; purchase of furniture, stationery, and supplies; printing and
binding; postage; telephone and other similar expenses, for which
payment may be made in advance; necessary technical or special
investigations in connection with matters falling within the scope ofLiving quarters. the International Labor Organization; allowances for living quarters,
including heat, fuel, and light, as authorized by the Act approved46 Stat J  1  ( . S. C. 118a), not to exceed $1,700 for any person,
and contingent and such other expenses in the United States and
elsewhere as the Secretary of Labor may deem necessary, $21,000.

Diision of Public Division of Public Contracts, salaries and expenses: For personal
salaries and expen- services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, in performing the

duties imposed by the "Act to provide conditions for the purchase of
supplies and the making of contracts by the United States, and for

49 Stat. 2 u.pp other purposes", approved June 30, 1936 (41 U. S. C. 38), and for
v, f 3s645. other necessary expenses in the field, including contract stenographic

reporting services, $322,120.

BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS

C

r

Salaries and expen-
ses.

Attendance at meet.
ings.

Salaries and expenses: For personal services including temporary
statistical clerks, stenographers, and typewriters in the District of
Columbia, and including also experts and temporary assistants for
field service outside of the District of Columbia; purchase of period-
icals, documents, envelopes, price quotations, and reports and materials
for reports and bulletins of said Bureau, $1,012,500, of which amount
not to exceed $860,000 may -be expended for the salary of the Com-
missioner and other personal services in the District of Columbia.

The appropriation herein for traveling expenses shall be available,
in an amount not to exceed $2,000, for expenses of attendance at meet-
ings concerned with the work of the Bureau of Labor Statistics when
incurred on the written authority of the Secretary of Labor.

IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE

Departmental sala- Salaries, Office of Commissioner: Departmental salaries: For the
Post, p. 1319. Commissioner and other personal services in the District of Columbia,

$563,480.
Field service, sala Salaries, field service: For salaries of field personnel of the Immi-
Pt, p. 1319. gration and Naturalization Service, including the personnel of the

Immigration Border Patrol and the services of persons authorized by
law to be detailed to the District of Columbia for duty, $7,900,420:

LPg quarters. Provided, That not to exceed $36,000 of the total amount herein appro-
priated shall be available for allowances for living quarters, including

Stat. 88s. heat, fuel, and light, as authorized by the Act approved June 26, 1930
(5 U. S. C. 118a), not to exceed $1,700 for any person: Provided

Overtime pay. further, That $130,000 of the amount herein appropriated shall be
available only for the payment of extra compensation for overtime
services of inspectors and employees of the Immigration and Naturali-
zation Service for which the United States receives reimbursement in

46 tat:. I467. accordance with the provisions of the Act of March 2, 1931 (8 U. S. C
109b. 109a-109b): Provided further, That no part of this appropriationAssistants to clerks
of i. s. cot ex- shall be available for the compensation of assistants to clerks of

Cuontract laborers, United States courts: Provided further, That notwithstanding theetc. 8 provisions of the Act of February 5, 1917 (8 U. S. C. 109), author-39 Stat. 893.
U. S. C. 109. Izing the Secretary of Labor to draw annually from the appropria-

tions for the enforcement of the laws regulating the immigration of
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employees, their families, and effects, in going to and returning from 
foreign posts; rent, heat, light, and fuel; hire, maintenance, and 
operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles; purchase 
and exchange of foreign and domestic books, periodicals, and news-
papers; purchase of furniture, stationery, and supplies; printing and 
binding; postage; telephone and other similar expenses, for which 
payment may be made in advance; necessary technical or special 
investigations in connection with matters falling within the scope of 
the International Labor Organization; allowances for living quarters, 
including heat, fuel, and light, as authorized by the Act approved 
June 26, 1930 (5 U. S. C. 118a), not to exceed $1,700 for any person, 
and contingent and such other expenses in the United States and 
elsewhere as the Secretary of Labor may deem necessary, $21,000. 

Division of Public Contracts, salaries and expenses: For personal 
services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, in performing the 
duties imposed by the "Act to provide conditions for the purchase of 
supplies and the making of contracts by the United States, and for 
other purposes", approved June 30, 1936 (41 U. S. C. 38), and for 
other necessary expenses in the field, including contract stenographic 
reporting services, $322,120. 

icortzAu OF LABOR STATISTICS 

Salaries and expenses: For personal services including temporary 
statistical clerks, stenographers, and typewriters in the District of 
Columbia, and including also experts and temporary assistants for 
field service outside of the District of Columbia; purchase of period-
icals, documents, envelopes, price quotations, and reports and materials 
for reports and bulletins of said Bureau, $1,012,500, of which amount 
not to exceed $860,000 may -be expended for the salary of the Com-
missioner and other personal services in the District of Columbia. 
The appropriation herein for traveling expenses shall be available, 

in an amount not to exceed $2,000, for expenses of attendance at meet-
ings concerned with the work of the Bureau of Labor Statistics when 
incurred on the written authority of the Secretary of Labor. 

IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION szavicz 

Salaries, Office of Commissioner: Departmental salaries: For the 
Commissioner and other personal services in the District of Columbia, 
$563,480. 

Salaries, field service: For salaries of field personnel of the Immi-
gration and Naturalization Service, including the personnel of the 
Immigration Border Patrol and the services of persons authorized by 
law to be detailed to the District of Columbia for duty, $7,900,420: 
Provided, That not to exceed $36,000 of the total amount herein appro-
priated shall be available for allowances for living quarters, including 
heat, fuel, and light, as authorized by the Act approved June 26, 1930 
(5 U. S. C. 118a), not to exceed $1,700 for any person: Provided 
further, That $130,000 of the amount herein appropriated shall be 
available only for the payment of extra compensation for overtime 
services of inspectors and employees of the Immigration and Naturali-
zation Service for which the United States receives reimbursement in 
accordance with the provisions of the Act of March 2, 1931 (8 U. S. C. 
109a-109b) : Provided further, That no part of this appropriation 
shall be available for the compensation of assistants to clerks of 
United States courts: Provided further, That notwithstanding the 
provisions of the Act of February 5, 1917 (8 U. S. C. 109), author-
izing the Secretary of Labor to draw annually from the appropria-
tions for the enforcement of the laws regulating the immigration of 
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aliens into the United States, $200,000, or so much thereof as may be
necessary, to enforce the law excluding contract laborers and induced
and assisted immigrants, not to exceed $60,000 of the sum herein
appropriated may be expended for such purposes, and such expendi-
ture shall be made in strict compliance with the provisions of the Act 41 Stst. 68.
of July 11, 1919 (18 U. S. C. 201). is U. . .0201.

General expenses (other than salaries): For all expenses of the Generalexpenses.
Enforcement of im-Immigration and Naturalization Service, including the Immigration migration, etc., laws.

Border Patrol, incurred in the enforcement of the laws regulating the
immigration to, the residence in, and the exclusion and deportation
from the United States of aliens and persons subject to the Chinese
exclusion laws; for enforcement of the laws authorizing a uniform Naturalization.
rule for the naturalization of aliens; expenses of officers, clerks, and
other employees appointed to enforce said laws; care, detention,
maintenance, transportation, and traveling expenses incident to the
deportation and removal of aliens and persons subject to the Chinese
exclusion laws, as authorized by law, in the United States, and to,
through, or in foreign countries; purchase of supplies and equipment, Vehicles.
including alterations and repairs; purchase, exchange, operation,
maintenance, and repair of motor-propelled vehicles, including pas-
senger-carrying vehicles for official use in field work; arms, ammuni-
tion, and accessories; cost of reports of decisions of the Federal courts
and digests thereof, books of reference, and foreign language text-
books for official use; verifications of legal papers; refunding of head
tax. maintenance bills, and immigration fines, upon presentation of
evidence showing conclusively that collection and deposit was made
through error; mileage and fees to witnesses subpenaed on behalf of
the United States, and for all other expenses necessary to enforce
said laws, $1,340,000: Provided, That not to exceed $45,000 of the Prwoioos.
sum herein appropriated shall be available for the purchase, includ- vehicles.
ing exchange, of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles: Pro-
vided further, That the Commissioner of Immigration and Naturali- horitesl owned
zation, with the approval of the Secretary of Labor, may contract
with officers and employees stationed outside of the District of Colum-
bia, whose salaries are payable from the appropriation for field sal-
aries of the Immigration and Naturalization Service, for the use, on
official business outside of the District of Columbia, of privately
owned horses, and the consideration agreed upon shall be payable
from the funds herein appropriated: Provided further, That not to Payment of re.
exceed $10,000 of the sum herein appropriated may be expended for
payment of rewards, when specifically authorized by the Secretary of
Labor, for information leading to the detection, arrest, or conviction
of persons violating the immigration or naturalization laws.

Immigration stations: For remodeling, repairing (including boirepis d ferry-
repairs to the ferryboat, Ellis Island), renovating buildings, and pur-
chase of equipment, $65,000.

The appropriation herein for traveling expenses shall be available inAttendance at meet-
in an amount not to exceed $400 for expenses of attendance at meet-
ings concerned with the work of the Bureau of Immigration and
Naturalization when incurred on the written authority of the Secre-
tary of Labor.

CHILDREN'S BUREAU

Salaries and expenses: For expenses of investigating and reporting
upon matters pertaining to the welfare of children and child life, and
especially to investigate the questions of infant mortality; personal
services, including experts and temporary assistants; purchase of
reports and material for the publications of the Children's Bureau
and for reprints from State, city, and private publications for distri-
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aliens into the United States, $200,000, or so much thereof as may be 
necessary, to enforce the law excluding contract laborers and induced 
and assisted immigrants, not to exceed $60,000 of the sum herein 
appropriated may be expended for such purposes, and such expendi-
ture shall be made in strict compliance with the provisions of the Act 
of July 11, 1919 (18 U. S. C. 201). 
General expenses (other than salaries) : For all expenses of the 

Immigration and Naturalization Service, including the Immigration 
Border Patrol, incurred in the enforcement of the laws regulating the 
immigration to, the residence in, and the exclusion and deportation 
from the United States of aliens and persons subject to the Chinese 
exclusion laws; for enforcement of the laws authorizing a uniform 
rule for the naturalization of aliens; expenses of officers, clerks, and 
other employees appointed to enforce said laws; care, detention, 
maintenance, transportation, and traveling expenses incident to the 
deportation and removal of aliens and persons subject to the Chinese 
exclusion laws, as authorized by law, in the United States, and to, 
through, or in foreign countries; purchase of supplies and equipment, 
including alterations and repairs; purchase, exchange, operation, 
maintenance, and repair of motor-propelled vehicles, including pas-
senger-carrying vehicles for official use in field work; arms, ammuni-
tion, and accessories; cost of reports of decisions of the Federal courts 
and digests thereof, books of reference, and foreign language text-
books for official use; verifications of legal papers; refunding of head 
tax, maintenance bills, and immigration fines, upon presentation of 
evidence showing conclusively that collection and deposit was made 
through error; mileage and fees to witnesses subpenaed on behalf of 
the United States, and for all other expenses necessary to enforce 
said laws, $1,340,000: Provided, That not to exceed $45,000 of the 
sum herein appropriated shall be available for the purchase, includ-
ing exchange, of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles: Pro-
vided further, That the Commissioner of Immigration and Naturali-
zation, with the approval of the Secretary of Labor, may contract 
with officers and employees stationed outside of the District of Colum-
bia, whose salaries are payable from the appropriation for field sal-
aries of the Immigration and Naturalization Service2 for the use, on 
official business outside of the District of Columbia, of privately 
owned horses, and the consideration agreed upon shall be payable 
from the funds herein appropriated: Provided further, That not to 
exceed $10,000 of the sum herein appropriated may be expended for 
payment of rewards, when specifically authorized by the Secretary of 
Labor, for information leading to the detection, arrest, or conviction 
of persons violating the immigration or naturalization laws. 
Immigration stations: For remodeling, repairing (including 

repairs to the ferryboat, Ellis Island), renovating buildings, and pur-
chase of equipment, $65,000. 
. The appropriation herein for traveling expenses shall be available 
in an amount not to exceed $400 for expenses of attendance at meet-
ings concerned with the work of the Bureau of Immigration and 
IN when incurred on the written authority of the Secre-
tary of Labor. 

CHILDREN'S BUREAU 

Salaries and expenses: For expenses of investigating and reporting 
upon matters pertaining to the welfare of children and child life, and 
especially to investigate the questions of infant mortality; personal 
services, including experts and temporary assistants; purchase of 
reports and material for the publications of the Children's Bureau 
and for reprints from State, city, and private publications for distri-
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bution when said reprints can be procured more cheaply than they
can be printed by the Government, and other necessary expenses,
$364,560, of which amount not to exceed $316,680 may be expended
for personal services in the District of Columbia.

Salaries and expenses, Child Labor Provisions, Fair Labor Stand-
ards Act: For all authorized and necessary expenses of the Children's
Bureau in performing the duties imposed upon it by the Fair Labor
Standards Act of 1938, including personal services and rent in the
District of Columbia and elsewhere; supplies; services; equipment;
newspapers, books of reference, periodicals, and press clippings; and
reimbursement to State and local agencies and their employees for
services rendered, as authorized by section 11 of said Act; $312,720.

MATERNAL AND CHILD WELFARE

Salaries and expenses, maternal and child welfare, Children's
Bureau: For all authorized and necessary administrative expenses of
the Children's Bureau in performing the duties imposed upon it by
title V of the Social Security Act, approved August 14, 1935, includ-
ing personal services, rentals, repairs, and alterations to buildings, in
the District of Columbia and elsewhere; supplies; services; equip-
ment; newspapers, books of reference, periodicals, and press clippings,
$324,000.

In the administration of title V of the Social Security Act for the
fiscal year 1940, payments to States for any quarter of the fiscal year
1940 under parts 1, 2, and 3 may be made with respect to any State
plan approved under such respective parts by the Chief of the Chil-
dren's Bureau prior to or during such quarter, but no such payment
shall be made with respect to any plan for any period prior to the
quarter in which such plan is submitted to the Chief of the Children's
Bureau for approval.

GRANTS TO STATES FOR MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH SERVICES

Grants to States for maternal and child health services, Children's
Bureau: For grants to States for the purpose of enabling each State
to extend and improve services for promoting the health of mothers
and children, as authorized in title V part 1, of the Social Security
Act approved August 14, 1935 (42 iU. S. C. 701), $3,800,000: Pro-
vided, That any allotment to a State pursuant to section 502 (b)
shall not be included in computing for the purposes of subsections (a
and (b) of section 504 an amount expended or estimated to be
expended by the State.

GRANTS TO STATES FOR SERVICES FOR CRIPPLED CHILDREN

Grants to States for services for crippled children, Children's
Bureau: For the purpose of enabling each State to extend and
improve services for crippled children, as authorized in title V part 2,
of the Social Security Act, approved August 14, 1935 (42 U. S. C.
711), $2,850,000.

GRANTS TO STATES FOR CHILD-WELFARE SERVICES

Grants to States for child-welfare services, Children's Bureau: For
grants to States for the purpose of enabling the United States, through
the Children's Bureau, to cooperate with State public-welfare agencies
in establishing, extending, and strengthening public-welfare services
for the care of homeless or neglected children, or children in danger
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bution when said reprints can be procured more cheaply than they 
can be printed by the Government, and other necessary expenses, 
$364,560, of which amount not to exceed $316,680 may be expended 
for personal services in the District of Columbia. 

Salaries and expenses, Child Labor Provisions, Fair Labor Stand-
ards Act: For all authorized and necessary expenses of the Children's 
Bureau in performing the duties imposed upon it by the Fair Labor 
Standards Act of 1938, including personal services and rent in the 
District of Columbia and elsewhere; supplies; services; equipment; 
newspapers, books of reference, periodicals, and press clippings; and 
reimbursement to State and local agencies and their employees for 
services rendered, as authorized by section 11 of said Act; $312,720. 

MATERNAL AND CHILD WELFARE 

Salaries and expenses, maternal and child welfare, Children's 
Bureau: For all authorized and necessary administrative expenses of 
the Children's Bureau in performing the duties imposed upon it by 
title V of the Social Security Act, approved August 14, 1935, includ-
ing personal services, rentals, repairs, and alterations to buildings, in 
the District of Columbia and elsewhere; supplies; services; equip-
ment; newspapers, books of reference, periodicals, and press clippings, 
$324,000. 
In the administration of title V of the Social Security Act for the 

fiscal year 1940, payments to States for any quarter of the fiscal year 
1940 under parts 1, 2, and 3 may be made with respect to any State 
plan approved under such respective parts by the Chief of the Chil-
dren's Bureau prior to or during such quarter, but no such payment 
shall be made with respect to any plan for any period prior to the 
quarter in which such plan is submitted to the Chief of the Children's 
Bureau for approval. 

GRANTS TO STATES FOR MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH SERVICES 

Grants to States for maternal and child health services, Children's 
Bureau: For grants to States for the purpose of enabling each State 
to extend and improve services for promoting the health of mothers 
and children, as authorized in title IT art 1, of the Social Security 
Act approved August 14, 1935 (42 Ti. S. C. 701), $3,800,000: Pro-
vided, That any allotment to a State pursuant to section 502 (b) 
shall not be included in computing for the purposes of subsections (a) 
and (b) of section 504 an amount expended or estimated to be 
expended by the State. 

GRANTS TO STATES FOR SERVICES FOR CRIPPLED CHILDREN 

Grants to States for services for crippled children, Children's 
Bureau: For the purpose of enabling each State to extend and 
improve services for crippled children, as authorized in title V, part 2, 
of the Social Security Act, approved August 14, 1935 (42 U. S. C. 
711), $2,850,000. 

GRANTS TO STATES FOR CHILD-WELFARE SERVICES 

Grants to States for child-welfare services, Children's Bureau: For 
grants to States for the purpose of enabling the United States, through 
the Children's Bureau, to cooperate with State public-welfare agencies 
in establishing, extending, and strengthening public-welfare services 
for the care of homeless or neglected children, or children in danger 
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of becoming delinquent, as authorized in title V, part 3, of the Social
Security Act, approved August 14, 1935 (42 U. S. C. 721), $1,500,000.

The appropriation herein for traveling expenses shall be available
for expenses of attendance of cooperating officials and consultants at
conferences concerned with the administration of work of the Chil-
dren's Bureau under the Fair Labor Standards Act and under title V,
parts 1, 2, and 3, of the Social Security Act when called by the
Children's Bureau with the written approval of the Secretary of
Labor, and shall be available also, in an amount not to exceed $7,000,
for expenses of attendance at meetings related to the work of the
Children's Bureau when incurred on the written authority of the
Secretary of Labor.

WOMEN'S BUREAU

Salaries and expenses: For carrying out the provisions of the Act
entitled "An Act to establish in the Department of Labor a bureau
to be known as the Women's Bureau", approved June 5, 1920 (29
U. S. C. 11-16), including personal services in the District of Colum-
bia, not to exceed $150,000; purchase of material for reports and
educational exhibits, $151,230.

The appropriation herein for traveling expenses shall be available
in an amount not to exceed $2,500 for expenses of attendance at
meetings concerned with the work of the Women's Bureau when
incurred on the written authority of the Secretary of Labor.

UNITED STATES EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

Salaries: For personal services in carrying out the provisions of
the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the establishment of a national
employment system, and for cooperation with the States in the pro-
motion of such system, and for other purposes", approved June 6,
1933 (29 U. S. C. 49-491), including the Veterans' Placement Service,
the Farm Placement Service, and the District of Columbia Public
Employment Center, $1,095,000, of which amount not to exceed
$580,000 may be expended for personal services in the Department in
the District of Columbia.

Miscellaneous expenses (other than salaries): For all administrative
expenses, other than salaries, including the Veterans' Placement Serv-
ice, the Farm Placement Service, and the District of Columbia Public
Employment Center, in carrying out the provisions of the Act entitled
"An Act to provide for the establishment of a national employment
system and for cooperation with the States in the promotion of such
system, and for other purposes", approved June 6, 1933 (U. S. C.,
title 29, sees. 49-491); rent in the District of Columbia and elsewhere;
law books, books of reference, newspapers and periodicals, supplies
and equipment, telegraph and telephone service, and miscellaneous
expenses, $47,640.

Payments to States: For payment to the several States in accord-
ance with the provisions of the said Act of June 6, 1933 (29 U. S. C.
49-491), as amended, $3,480,000, of which not to exceed $165,000 shall
be available immediately: Provided, That apportionments for the
fiscal year 1940 shall be on the basis of a total apportionment to all
States of $3,000,000: Provided further, That the unused balances of
amounts apportioned to the several States for the fiscal year 1938 for
establishing and maintaining public employment offices shall be reap-
portioned among all the States, in accordance with said Act of June
6, 1933, as amended, without regard to the sufficiency therefor of the
fund established under this head for payment to States by the Depart-
ment of Labor Appropriation Act, 1938.
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of becoming delinquent, as authorized in title IT, part 3, of the Social 
Security Act, approved August 14, 1935 (42 U. S. C. '721), $1,500,000. 
The appropriation herein for traveling expenses shall be available 

for expenses of attendance of cooperating officials and consultants at 
conferences concerned with the administration of work of the Chil-
dren's Bureau under the Fair Labor Standards Act and under title V, 
parts 1, 2, and 3, of the Social Security Act when called by the 
Children's Bureau with the written approval of the Secretary of 
Labor, and shall be available also, in an amount not to exceed $7,000, 
for expenses of attendance at meetings related to the work of the 
Children's Bureau when incurred on the written authority of the 
Secretary of Labor. 

WOMEN'S BUREAU 

Salaries and expenses: For carrying out the provisions of the Act 
entitled "An Act to establish in the Department of Labor a bureau 
to be known as the Women's Bureau", approved June 5, 1920 (29 
U. S. C. 11-16), including personal services in the District of Colum-
bia, not to exceed $150,000; purchase of material for reports and 
educational exhibits, $151,230. 
The appropriation herein for traveling expenses shall be available 

in an amount not to exceed $2,500 for expenses of attendance at 
meetings concerned with the work of the Women's Bureau when 
incurred on the written authority of the Secretary of Labor. 

UNITED STATES EMPLOYMENT SERVICE 

Salaries: For personal services in carrying out the provisions of 
the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the establishment of a national 
employment system, and for cooperation with the States in the pro-
motion of such system, and for other purposes", approved June 6, 
1933 (29 U. S. C. 49-491), including the Veterans' Placement Service, 
the Farm Placement Service, and the District of Columbia Public 
Employment Center, $1,095,000, of which amount not to exceed 
$580,000 may be expended for personal services in the Department in 
the District of Columbia. 
Miscellaneous expenses (other than salaries) : For all administrative 

expenses, other than salaries, including the Veterans' Placement Serv-
ice, the Farm Placement Service, and the District of Columbia Public 
Employment Center, in carrying out the provisions of the Act entitled 
"An Act to provide for the establishment of a national employment 
system and for cooperation with the States in the promotion of such 
system, and for other purposes", approved June 6, 1933 (U. S. C., 
title 29, secs. 49-491) ; rent in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; 
law books, books of reference, newspapers and periodicals, supplies 
and equipment, telegraph and telephone service, and miscellaneous 
expenses, $47,640. 
Payments to States: For payment to the several States in accord-

ance with the provisions of the said Act of June 6, 1933 (29 U. S. C. 
49-491), as amended, $3,480,000, of which not to exceed $165,000 shall 
be available immediately: Provided, That apportionments for the 
fiscal year 1940 shall be on the basis of a total apportionment to all 
States of $3,000,000: Provided further, That the unused balances of 
amounts apportioned to the several States for the fiscal year 1938 for 
establishing and maintaining public employment offices shall be reap-
portioned among all the States, in accordance with said Act of June 
6, 1933, as amended, without regard to the sufficiency therefor of the 
fund established under this head for payment to States by the Depart-
ment of Labor Appropriation Act, 1938. 
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Short title.

The appropriation herein for traveling expenses shall be available
in an amount not to exceed $4,000 for expenses of attendance at meet-
ings concerned with the work of the United States Employment
Service when incurred on the written authority of the Secretary of
Labor.

WAGE AND HOUB DIVISION

Salaries: For all personal services for the Wage and Hour Division
necessary in performing the duties imposed upon it by the Fair
Labor Standards Act of 1938, $2,339,000, of which amount not to
exceed $1,162,170 may be expended for personal services in the District
of Columbia.

Miscellaneous expenses (other than salaries): For all authorized
and necessary expenses, other than salaries, of the Wage and Hour
Division in performing the duties imposed upon it by the Fair
Labor Standards Act of 1938, including rent in the District of
Columbia and elsewhere, contract stenographic reporting services,
purchase (not to exceed $1,250), maintenance, repair, and operation
of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles, law books, books of
reference, periodicals, manuscripts and special reports, newspapers,
and press clippings, supplies, office equipment, advertising, postage,
telephone and telegraph service, reimbursement to State, Federal,
and local agencies and their employees for services rendered,
$207200 :.Provided, That the Secretary of Labor may allot or trans-
fer, with the approval of the Director of the Bureau of the Budget,
funds from this appropriation to any bureau or office of the Depart-
ment of Labor to enable such agency to perform services for the
Wage and Hour Division.

ITe appropriation herein for traveling expenses shall be available
in an amount not to exceed $4,750 for expenses of attendance at
meetings concerned with the work of the Wage and Hour Division
when incurred on the written authority of the Secretary of Labor.

SEC. 2. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall
be paid to any person for the filling of any position for which he
or she has been nominated after the Senate has voted not to approve
of the nomination of said person.

SEC. 3. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act or
authorized hereby to be expended shall be used to pay the compen-
sation of any officer or employee of the Government of the United
States, or of any agency the majority of the stock of which is owned
by the Government of the United States, whose post of duty is in
continental United States unless such officer or employee is a citizen
of the United States or a person in the service of the United States
on the date of the approval of this Act who being eligible for citi-
zenship has filed a declaration of intention to become a citizen or
who owes allegiance to the United States: Provided, That this sec-
tion shall not apply to the employment of interpreters in the Immi-
gration and Naturalization Service (not to exceed ten permanent
employees and such temporary employees as are required from time
to time) where competent citizen interpreters are not available.

This Act may be cited as the "Department of Labor Appropria-
tion Act, 1940".

Approved, June 29, 1939.
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The appropriation herein for traveling expenses shall be available 
in an amount not to exceed $4,000 for expenses of attendance at meet-
ings concerned with the work of the United States Employment 
Service when incurred on the written authority of the Secretary of 
Labor. 

WAGE AND HOUR DIVISION 

Salaries: For all personal services for the Wage and Hour Division 
necessary in performing the duties imposed upon it by the Fair 
Labor Standards Act of 1938, $2,339,000, of which amount not to 
exceed $1,162,170 may be expended for personal services in the District 
of Columbia. 

Miscellaneous expenses (other than salaries) : For all authorized 
and necessary expenses, other than salaries, of the Wage and Hour 
Division in performing the duties imposed upon it by the Fair 
Labor Standards Act of 1938, includmg rent in the District of 
Columbia and elsewhere, contract stenographic reporting services, 
purchase (not to exceed $1,250), maintenance, repair, and operation 
of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles, law books, books of 
reference, periodicals, manuscripts and special reports, newspapers, 
and press clippings, supplies, office equipment, advertising, postage, 
telephone and telegraph service, reimbursement to State, Federal, 
and local agencies and their employees for services rendered, 
$207,200 :.Provided, That the Secretary of Labor may allot or trans-
fer, with the approval of the Director of the Bureau of the Budget, 
funds from this appropriation to any bureau or office of the Depart-
ment of Labor to enable such agency to perform services for the 
W4,,tee and Hour Division. 

appropriation herein for traveling expenses shall be available 
in an amount not to exceed $4,750 for expenses of attendance at 
meetings concerned with the work of the Wage and Hour Division 
when incurred on the written authority of the Secretary of Labor. 

Szo. 2. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall 
be paid to any person for the filling of any position for which he 
or she has been nominated after the Senate has voted not to approve 
of the nomination of said person. 
SEC. 3. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act or 

authorized hereby to be expended shall be used to pay the compen-
sation of any officer or employee of the Government of the United 
States, or of any agency the majority of the stock of which is owned 
by the Government of the United States, whose post of duty is in 
continental United States unless such officer or employee is a citizen 
of the United States or a person in the service of the United States 
on the date of the approval of this Act who being eligible for citi-
zenship has filed a declaration of intention to become a citizen or 
who owes allegiance to the United States: Provided, That this sec-
tion shall not apply to the employment of interpreters in the Immi-
gration and Naturalization Service (not to exceed ten permanent 
employees and such temporary employees as are required from time 
to time) where competent citizen interpreters are not available. 
This Act may be cited as the "Department of Labor Appropria-

tion Act, 1940". 
Approved, June 29, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 250]
AN ACT

To continue in effect until June 30, 1942, the Act entitled "An Act to regulate
interstate and foreign commerce in petroleum and its products by prohibiting
the shipment in such commerce of petroleum and its products produced in
violation of State law, and for other purposes", approved February 22, 1935,
as amended.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 13
of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate interstate and foreign com-
merce in petroleum and its products by prohibiting the shipment in
such commerce of petroleum and its products produced in violation
of State law, and for other purposes", approved February 22, 1935,
as amended by the Act approved June 14, 1937 (50 Stat. 257), is
further amended so as to read:

"SEC. 13. This Act shall cease to be in effect on June 30, 1942."
Approved, June 29, 1939.

[CHAPTER 252]
JOINT RESOLUTION

Making appropriations for work relief and relief, for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1940.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That this joint resolution
may be cited as the "Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1939".

WORK PROJECTS ADMINISTRATION

SECTION 1. (a) In order to continue to provide work for needy
persons on useful public projects in the United States and its Terri-
tories and possessions, there is hereby appropriated to the Work
Projects Administration, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, $1,477,-
000,000, together with all balances of appropriations under subsection
(1) of section 1 of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1938,
as supplemented by Public Resolution Numbered 1 and Public Reso-
lution Numbered 10 of the Seventy-sixth Congress, which remain
unobligated on June 30, 1939, including such unobligated balances of
funds transferred to other agencies for non-construction projects
under the provisions of section 3 of such Act of 1938, as supplemented,
or set aside for specific purposes in accordance with other law: Pro-
vided, That notwithstanding any other provision of law, funds here-
tofore irrevocably set aside for the completion of Federal construction
projects under authority of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act
of 1938, as amended, shall remain available until June 30, 1940, for
such completion, and any such funds which remain unobligated by
reason of the completion or abandonment of any such Federal
construction project shall be returned to this appropriation.

(b) The funds provided in this section shall be available for (1)
administration; (2) the prosecution of projects approved by the
President under the provisions of the Emergency Relief Appropri-
ation Acts of 1935, 1936, 1937, and 1938; and (3) the prosecution
of the following types of public projects, Federal and non-Federal,
subject to the approval of the President, namely: Highways, roads,
and streets; public buildings; parks, and other recreational facilities,
including buildings therein; public utilities; electric transmission and
distribution lines or systems to serve persons in rural areas, including
projects sponsored by and for the benefit of nonprofit and coopera-
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[CHAPTER 250] 
AN ACT 

To continue in effect until June 30, 1942, the Act entitled "An Act to regulate 
interstate and foreign commerce in petroleum and its products by prohibiting 
the shipment in such commerce of petroleum and its products produced in 
violation of State law, and for other purposes", approved February 22, 1935, 
as amended. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That section 13 
of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate interstate and foreign com-
merce in petroleum and its products by prohibiting the shipment in 
such commerce of petroleum and its products produced in violation 
of State law, and for other purposes", approved February 22, 1935, 
as amended by the Act approved June 14, 1937 (50 Stat. 257), is 
further amended so as to read: 

"SEc. 13. This Act shall cease to be in effect on June 30, 1942." 
Approved, June 29, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 252] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Making appropriations for work relief and relief, for the fiscal year ending June 
30, 1940. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That this joint resolution 
may be cited as the "Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1939". 

WORK PROJECTS ADMINISTRATION 

SECTION 1. (a) In order to continue to provide work for needy 
persons on useful public projects in the United States and its Terri-
tories and possessions, there is hereby appropriated to the Work 
Projects Administration, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, $1,477,-
000,000, together with all balances of appropriations under subsection 
(1) of section 1 of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1938, 
as supplemented by Public Resolution Numbered 1 and Public Reso-
lution Numbered 10 of the Seventy-sixth Congress, which remain 
unobligated on June 30, 1939, including such unobligated balances of 
funds transferred to other agencies for non-construction projects 
under the provisions of section 3 of such Act of 1938, as supplemented, 
or set aside for specific purposes in accordance with other law: Pro-
vided, That notwithstanding any other provision of law, funds here-
tofore irrevocably set aside for the completion of Federal construction 
projects under authority of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act 
of 1938, as amended, shall remain available until June 30, 1940, for 
such completion, and any such funds which remain unobligated by 
reason of the completion or abandonment of any such Federal 
construction project, shall be returned to this appropriation. 

(b.) The funds provided in this section shall be available for (1) 
administration; (2) the prosecution of projects approved by the 
President under the provisions of the Emergency Relief Appropri-
ation Acts of 1935, 1936, 1937, and 1938; and (3) the prosecution 
of the following types of public projects, Federal and non-Federal, 
subject to the approval of the President, namely: Highways, roads, 
and streets; public buildings; parks, and other recreational facilities, 
including buildings therein; public utilities; electric transmission and 
distribution lines or systems to serve persons in rural areas, including 
projects sponsored by and for the benefit of nonprofit and coopera-
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Sewer systems, tive associations; sewer systems, water supply, and purification sys-
water supply, air-
ports, foodPcontrol, tems; airports and other transportation facilities; flood control;
conservation, etc. drainage; irrigation; conservation, including projects sponsored by

conservation districts and other bodies duly organized under State
law for soil erosion control and conservation, preference being given
to projects which will contribute to the rehabilitation of individuals

Insect, plant, d and an increase in the national income; eradication of insect, plant,
fungus pest eradica-
tion. and fungus pests; the production of lime and marl for fertilizing
tio e, et., produc- soil for distribution to farmers under such conditions as may be

determined by the sponsors of such projects under the provisions of
Educational, etc., State law; educational, professional, clerical, cultural, recreational,

projects. production, and service projects, including training for domestic
service; aid to self-help and cooperative associations for the benefit

proViso. of needy persons; and miscellaneous projects: Provided, however,
plon en. That all persons employed on work projects shall, so far as practi-

cable, be employed on projects nearest their respective homes.
Limitation on use (C) The funds appropriated in this section, exclusive of those

of funds for other than .
labor costs. used for administrative expenses, shall be so administered that

expenditure authorizations for other than labor costs for all the
work projects financed from such funds in any State, Territory,
possession, or the District of Columbia shall not exceed an average
for the fiscal year ending June 30,1940, of $6 per month per worker,
except that the Commissioner of Work Projects (hereinafter referred

Increases allowed. to as the "Commissioner") may authorize an increase in the average
in cases where the increased cost of materials would have the effect
of raising such average above $6 but in no event shall the increase
in such average exceed the amount necessary to meet such increase
in material costs and in no event shall such average exceed $7:

Restrction on pur- Provided, That the funds appropriated in this section shall not be
chase of construction used for the purchase of any construction equipment or machinery
equipment, et. in any case in which such equipment or machinery can be rented at

prices determined by the Commissioner to be reasonable, and his
determinations, made in conformity with rules and regulations pre-
scribed by him, shall be final and conclusive.

ect; allocation ofe- (d) On and after January 1, 1940, in administering the funds
penses. appropriated in this section, not to exceed three-fourths of the total

cost of all non-Federal projects thereafter approved to be under-
taken within any State, Territory, possession, or the District of
Columbia, with respect to which any such funds are used, shall be
borne by the United States, and not less than one-fourth of such total
cost shall be borne by the State and its political subdivisions, or by
the Territory, possession, or the District of Columbia, as the case may
be. The facts constituting compliance with the requirements of
this subsection shall be determined by the Commissioner, and his
determinations, made in conformity with rules and regulations pre-
scribed by him, shall be final and conclusive.

work Projects Ad- (e) The amount which may be obligated for administrative
ministration, admin-
istrativeexpenses. expenses of the Work Projects Administration in the District of

Columbia and in the field shall not exceed in the aggregate the sum
of $50,000,000 during the fiscal year 1940, of which sum the amounts
so to be obligated for the following respective purposes shall not
exceed these sums: Salaries, $42,500,000; communication service,
$600,000; travel, $4,200,000; and printing and binding, $500,000.

sOnnemetets to 
r  The Commissioner shall transmit to Congress, on the first day of

gress. each regular session thereof, a statement showing for each State the
names, addresses, positions, and compensation of all employees of the
Work Projects Administration whose compensation is at the rate of
$1,200 per annum or more. For the purposes of this paragraph, the
term "State" shall include the Territories, possessions, and the District
of Columbia.
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tive associations; sewer systems, water supply, and purification sys-
tems; airports and other transportation facilities; flood control; 
drainage; irrigation; conservation, including projects sponsored by 
conservation districts and other bodies duly organized under State 
law for soil erosion control and conservation, preference being given 
to projects which will contribute to the rehabilitation of individuals 
and an increase in the national income; eradication of insect, plant, 
and fungus pests; the production of lime and marl for fertilizing 
soil for distribution to farmers under such conditions as may be 
determined by the sponsors of such projects under the provisions of 
State law; educational, professional, clerical, cultural, recreational, 
production, and service projects, including training for domestic 
service; aid to self-help and cooperative associations for the benefit 
of needy persons; and miscellaneous projects: Provided, however, 
That all persons employed on work projects shall, so far as practi-
cable, be employed on projects nearest their respective homes. 

(e) The funds appropriated in this section, exclusive of those 
used for administrative expenses, shall be so administered that 
expenditure authorizations for other than labor costs for all the 
work projects financed from such funds in any State, Territory, 
possession, or the District of Columbia shall not exceed an average 
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, of $6 per month per worker, 
except that the Commissioner of Work Projects (hereinafter referred 
to as the "Commissioner") may authorize an increase in the average 
in cases where the increased cost of materials would have the effect 
of raising such average above $6 but in no event shall the increase 
in such average exceed the amount necessary to meet such increase 
in material costs and in no event shall such average exceed $7: 
Provided, That the funds appropriated in this section shall not be 
used for the purchase of any construction equipment or machinery 
in any case in which such equipment or machinery can be rented at 
prieP-s determined by the Commissioner to be reasonable, and his 
determinations, made in conformity with rules and regulations pre-
scribed by him, shall be final and conclusive. 

(d) On and after January 1, 1940, in administering the funds 
appropriated in this section, not to exceed three-fourths of the total 
cost of all non-Federal projects thereafter approved to be under-
taken within any State, Territory, possession, or the District of 
Columbia, with respect to which any such funds are used, shall be 
borne by the United States, and not less than one-fourth of such total 
cost shall be borne by the State and its political subdivisions, or by 
the Territory, possession, or the District of Columbia, as the case may 
be. The facts constituting compliance with the requirements of 
this subsection shall be determined by the Commissioner, and his 
determinations, made in conformity with rules and regulations pre-
scribed by him, shall be final and conclusive. 

(e) The amount which may be obligated for administrative 
expenses of the Work Projects Administration in the District of 
Columbia and in the field shall not exceed in the aggregate the sum 
of $50,000,000 during the fiscal year 1940, of which sum the amounts 
so to be obligated for the following respective purposes shall not 
exceed these sums: Salaries, $42,500,000; communication service, 
$600,000; travel, $4,200,000; and printing and binding, $500,000. 
The Commissioner shall transmit to Congress, on the first day of 

each regular session thereof, a statement showing for each State the 
names, addresses, positions, and compensation of all employees of the 
Work Projects Administration whose compensation is at the rate of 
$1,200 per annum or more. For the purposes of this paragraph, the 
term "State" shall include the Territories, possessions, and the District 
of Columbia. 
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(f) The functions heretofore vested in the Works Progress
Administration are authorized to be carried out until June 30, 1940,
by the Work Projects Administration subject to the provisions of
this joint resolution and such latter Administration is hereby
extended until such date to carry out the purposes of this section.

(g) The President may detail a commissioned officer on the active
list of the United States Army to perform the functions of the office
of Commissioner of Work Projects, without loss of or prejudice to his
status as such officer. Any commissioned officer so detailed shall
receive, in addition to his pay and allowances as such officer, an
amount sufficient to make his total compensation $10,000 per annum
while he is so detailed.
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NATIONAL YOUTH ADMINISTRATION

SEa. 2. (a) In order to provide assistance to needy young persons,
there is hereby appropriated to the National Youth Administration,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, $100,000,000, together with all
balances of appropriations for such Administration which remain
unobligated on June 30, 1939, and such amounts shall be available
for (1) administration; (2) the prosecution of projects approved by
the President for the National Youth Administration under the
provisions of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1938; and
(3) to provide, subject to the approval of the President, on projects,
Federal and non-Federal, of the types specified under section 1 hereof
for the Work Projects Administration, part-time work and training
to needy young persons who are no longer in regular attendance at
school and who have been unable to obtain employment, and to
enable needy young persons to continue their education at schools,
colleges, and universities.

(b) The Administrator of the National Youth Administration shall
fix the monthly earnings and hours of work for youth workers
engaged on work projects of such Administration financed in whole
or in part from the appropriation in this section, but such determi-
nation shall not have the effect of establishing a national average
labor cost per youth worker on such projects during the fiscal year
1940 substantially different from the national average labor cost
per such worker on such projects prevailing at the close of the fiscal
year 1939.

(c) Not to exceed 5 per centum of the amount made available in
this section may be used for administration.

(d) The National Youth Administration is hereby extended until
June 30, 1940, to carry out the purposes of this section.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

SEC. 3. (a) In order to continue to provide assistance through
rural rehabilitation and relief to needy farmers and relief to other
needy persons in the United States, its Territories and possessions,
there is hereby appropriated to the Department of Agriculture, out
of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, $143,000,000, together with the
balance of the appropriation under subsection (3) of section 1 of
the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1938 which remains
unobligated on June 30, 1939.

(b) The funds provided in this section shall be available for
(1) administration (not to exceed the amount obligated for adminis-
tration in the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939); (2) farm debt
adjustment service and making and servicing of loans under this
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(f) The functions heretofore vested in the Works Progress 
Administration are authorized to be carried out until June 30, 1940, 
by the Work Projects Administration subject to the provisions of 
this joint resolution and such latter Administration is hereby 
extended until such date to carry out the purposes of this section. 

(g) The President may, detail a commissioned officer on the active 
list of the United States Army to perform the functions of the office 
of Commissioner of Work Projects, without loss of or prejudice to his 
status as such officer. Any commissioned officer so detailed shall 
receive, in addition to his pay and allowances as such officer, an 
amount sufficient to make his total compensation $10,000 per annum 
while he is so detailed. 

NATIONAL YOUTH ADMINISTRATION 

SEC. 2. (a) In order to provide assistance to needy young persons, 
there is hereby appropriated to the National Youth Administration, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for 
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, $100,000,000, together with all 
balances of appropriations for such Administration which remain 
unobligated on June 30, 1939, and such amounts shall be available 
for (1) administration; (2) the prosecution of projects approved by 
the President for the National Youth Administration under the 
provisions of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1938; and 
(3) to provide, subject to the approval of the President, on projects, 
Federal and non-Federal, of the types specified under section 1 hereof 
for the Work Projects Administration, part-time work and training 
to needy young persons who are no longer in regular attendance at 
school and who have been unable to obtain employment, and to 
enable needy young persons to continue their education at schools, 
colleges, and universities. 

(b) The Administrator of the National Youth Administration shall 
fix the monthly earnings and hours of work for youth workers 
engaged on work projects of such Administration financed in whole 
or in part from the appropriation in this section, but such determi-
nation shall not have the effect of establishing a national average 
labor cost per youth worker on such projects during the fiscal year 
1940 substantially different from the national average labor cost 
per such worker on such projects prevailing at the close of the fiscal 
year 1939. 

(c) Not to exceed 5 per centum of the amount made available in 
this section may be used for administration. 

(d) The National Youth Administration is hereby extended until 
June 30, 1940, to carry out the purposes of this section. 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRIOU INURE 

Scc. 3. (a) In order to continue to provide assistance through 
rural rehabilitation and relief to needy farmers .and relief to other 
needy persons in the United States, its Territories and possessions, 
there is hereby appropriated to the Department of Agriculture, out 
of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, $143,000,000, together with the 
balance of the appropriation under subsection (3) of section 1 of 
the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1938 which remains 
unobligated on June 30, 1939. 

(b) The funds provided in this section shall be available for 
(1) .administration (not to exceed the amount obligated for adminis-
tration in the fiscal year ending June 30z 1939); (2) farm debt 
adjustment service and making and servicing of loans under this 
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section and prior law; (3) loans; (4) relief; (5) the prosecution of
projects approved by the President for the Farm Security Adminis-
tration under the provisions of the Emergency Relief Appropriation
Act of 1938; and (6) the following types of useful public projects,
Federal and non-Federal, subject to the approval of the President:
(a) Projects involving provision of additional water facilities, (b)
projects involving construction and operation of migratory labor
camps, and (c) projects involving land development to provide work
relief for homesteaders on rural rehabilitation projects.

(c) In making any relief payments under this section, the Secre-
tary of Agriculture is authorized to require of employable recipients
of such payments the performance of work on useful public projects,
Federal and non-Federal, including work on private or public land in
furtherance of the conservation of natural resources, and the provi-
sions of section 24 of this joint resolution, relating to disability or
death compensation and benefits, shall apply to such recipients while
performing such work.

(d) The Farm Security Administration within the Department
of Agriculture is hereby extended until June 30, 1940, to carry out the
purposes of this section.

PUERTO RICO RECONSTRUCTION ADMINISTRATION

Continuation of SEO 4. (a) In order to continue rural rehabilitation for needy per-rural rehabilitation,
etc.;appropriationfor. sons in Puerto Rico, and for other projects described in this section,

there is hereby appropriated to the Puerto Rico Reconstruction Admin-
istration, Department of the Interior, out of any money in the Treas-
ury not otherwise appropriated, for the fiscal year ending June 30,

Balances reappro- 1940, $7,000,000, together with the balance of the appropriation under
prited. subsection (4) of section 1 of the Emergency Relief Appropriation

52 stat. 810; ane, Act of 1938, as supplemented by the Second Deficiency Act, fiscal year
P &. 1939, which remains unobligated on June 30, 1939.

Obects specified. (b) The funds provided in this section shall be available for (1)
Projects approved administration; (2) loans; (3) the prosecution of projects approved

fo r Reconstruction
Administration. by the President for the Puerto Rico Reconstruction Administration

52 stat. s10. under the provisions of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of
1938; and (4) subject to the approval of the President, for projects
involving rural rehabilitation of needy persons.

INDIAN SERVICE
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for.
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penses of designated
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SEc. 5 (a) In order to continue to provide relief and rural rehabilita-
tion for needy Indians in the United States, there is hereby appro-
priated to the Bureau of Indian Affairs Department of the Interior,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, $1,350,000.

(b) The funds provided in this section shall be available for (1)
administration, not to exceed $67,500; (2) loans; (3) relief; (4) the
prosecution of projects approved by the President for the Farm
Security Administration for the benefit of Indians under the pro-
visions of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1938; and
(5) subject to the approval of the President, for projects involving
rural rehabilitation of needy Indians.

ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES

SEC. 6. In order to provide for administrative expenses incidental
to carrying out the purposes of this joint resolution, there is hereby
appropriated to the following agencies, out of any money in the Treas-
ury not otherwise appropriated, for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1940: (1) General Accounting Office, $5,225,000; (2) Treasury Depart-
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section and prior law; (3) loans; (4) relief; (5) the prosecution of 
projects approved by the President for the Farm Security Adminis-
tration under the provisions of the Emergency Relief Appropriation 
Act of 1938; and (6) the following types of useful public projects, 
Federal and non-Federal, subject to the approval of the President: 
(a) Projects involving provision of additional water facilities, (b) 
projects involving construction and operation of migratory labor 
camps, and (c) projects involving land development to provide work 
relief for homesteaders on rural rehabilitation projects. 

(c) In making any relief payments under this section the Secre-
tary of Agriculture is authorized to require of employable recipients 
of such payments the performance of work on useful public projects, 
Federal and non-Federal, including work on private or public land in 
furtherance of the conservation of natural resources, and the provi-
sions of section 24 of this joint resolution relating to disability or 
death compensation and benefits, shall apply to such recipients while 
performing such work. 

(d) The Farm Security Administration within the Department 
of Agriculture is hereby extended until June 30, 1940, to carry out the 
purposes of this section. 

PUERTO RICO RECONSTRUCTION ADMINISTRATION 

Szo. 4. (a) In order to continue rural rehabilitation for needy per-
sons in Puerto Rico, and for other projects described in this section, 
there is hereby appropriated to the Puerto Rico Reconstruction Admin-
istration, Department of the Interior, out of any money in the Treas-
ury not otherwise appropriated, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 
1940, $7,000,000, together with the balance of the appropriation under 
subsection (4) of section 1 of the Emergency Relief Appropriation 
Act of 1938, as supplemented by the Second Deficiency Act, fiscal year 
1939, which remains unobligated on June 30, 1939. 

(b) The funds provided hi. this section shall be available for (1) 
administration; (2) loans; (3) the prosecution of projects approved 
by the President for the Puerto Rico Reconstruction Administration 
under the provisions of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 
1938; and (4) subject to the approval of the President, for projects 
involving rural rehabilitation of needy persons. 

INDIAN SERVICE 

Sec. 5 (a) In order to continue to provide relief and rural rehabilita-
tion for needy Indians in the United States, there is hereby appro-
priated to the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Department of the Interior, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, $1,350,000. 

(b) The funds provided in this section shall be available for (1) 
administration, not to exceed $67,500; (2) loans; (3) relief; (4) the 
prosecution of projects approved by the President for the Farm 
Security Administration for the benefit of Indians under the pro-
visions of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1938; and 
(5) subject to the approval of the President, for projects involving 
rural rehabilitation of needy Indians. 

ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES 

SEC. 6. In order to provide for administrative expenses incidental 
to carrying out the purposes of this joint resolution, there is hereby 
appropriated to the following agencies, out of any money in the Treas-
ury not otherwise appropriated, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 
1940: (1) General Accounting Office, $5,225,000; (2) Treasury Depart-
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ment: (a) Procurement Division, Branch of Supply, $5,200,000; (b)
Division of Disbursement, $2,500,000; (c) Office of the Treasurer,
$675,000; (d) Secret Service Division, $250,000; (e) Office of Com-
missioner of Accounts and Deposits and Division of Bookkeeping and
Warrants, $5,973,825, for administrative accounting; total, Treasury
Department, $14,598,825; (3) Bureau of the Budget, $26,175; (4)
Public Health Service, $300,000; and (5) Civil Aeronautics Authority,
$250,000.

UNITED STATES EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION COMMISSION

SEC. 7. (a) In order to carry out the provisions of section 24 hereof,
there is hereby appropriated to the United States Employees' Com-
pensation Commission, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, $5,250,000:
Provided, That so much of the appropriation in this section, as the
Commission, with the approval of the Director of the Bureau of the
Budget, estimates and certifies to the Secretary of the Treasury will
be necessary for the payment of such compensation and administrative
expenses, shall be set aside in a special fund to be available and to be
administered by the Commission during the fiscal year 1940 for such
purposes; and after June 30, 1940, such special fund shall be added to
and become part of the "Employees' Compensation Fund, Emergency
Relief", set up in accordance with the provisions of the Independent
Offices Appropriation Act, 1939: Provided further, That the special
fund herein authorized shall not be limited in its use to the United
States, its Territories, and possessions.

(b) The funds appropriated in this section, together with the
balance of funds heretofore appropriated or allocated to such Com-
mission under the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1938 or
prior emergency relief appropriation acts, shall be available for
payments to Federal agencies for medical and hospital services sup-
plied by such departments and establishments in accordance with
regulations of the Commission for injured persons entitled to benefits
under section 24 hereof.

(c) Not to exceed $75,000 of the amount appropriated in this
section shall be available during the fiscal year 1940 for the purposes
specified in the appropriation for salaries and expenses of such
Commission in the Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1940.

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

SEC. 8. There is hereby appropriated to the Executive Office of
the President, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appro-
priated, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, $850,000. Such
sum shall be available for administrative expenses in carrying out
the functions heretofore vested in the National Emergency Council
and transferred to the Executive Office of the President and the
functions of the Radio Division of the Federal Security Agency.
Such functions are authorized to be carried out until June 30, 1940.
Of the sum appropriated in this section not to exceed $20,000 may
be transferred to such Radio Division.

NATIONAL RESOURCES PLANNING BOARD

SEO. 9. There is hereby appropriated to the National Resources
Planning Board, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, $750,000. Such
sum shall be available for administrative expenses in carrying out
the functions heretofore vested in the National Resources Committee,
and such functions are authorized to be carried out until June 30,
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ment: (a) Procurement Division, Branch of Supply, $5,200,000; (b) 
Division of Disbursement, $2,500,000; (c) Office of the Treasurer, 
$675,000; (d) Secret Service Division, $250,000; (e) Office of Com-
missioner of Accounts and Deposits and Division of Bookkeeping and 
Warrants, $5,973,825, for administrative accounting; total, Treasury 
Department, $14,598,825; (3) Bureau of the Budget, $26,175; (4) 
Public Health Service, $300,000; and (5) Civil Aeronautics Authority, 
$250,000. 

UNITED STATES EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION COMMISSION 

SEo. 7. (a) In order to carry out the provisions of section 24 hereof, 
there is hereby appropriated to the United States Employees' Com-
pensation Commission, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, $5,250,000: 
Provided, That so much of the appropriation in this section, as the 
Commission, with the approval of the Director of the Bureau of the 
Budget, estimates and certifies to the Secretary of the Treasury will 
be necessary for the payment of such compensation and administrative 
expenses, shall be set aside in a special fund to be available and to be 
administered by the Commission during the fiscal year 1940 for such 
purposes; and after June 30, 1940, such special fund shall be added to 
and become part of the "Employees' Compensation Fund, Emergency 
Relief", set up in accordance with the provisions of the Independent 
Offices Appropriation Act, 1939: Provided further, That the special 
fund herein authorized shall not be limited in its use to the United 
States, its Territories, and possessions. 

(b) The funds appropriated in this section, together with the 
balance of funds heretofore appropriated or allocated to such Com-
mission under the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1938 or 
prior emergency relief appropriation acts, shall be available for 
payments to Federal agencies for medical and hospital services sup-
plied by such departments and establishments in accordance with 
regulations of the Commission for injured persons entitled to benefits 
under section 24 hereof. 

(c) Not to exceed $75,000 of the amount appropriated in this 
section shall be available during the fiscal year 1940 for the purposes 
specified in the appropriation for salaries and expenses of such 
Commission in the Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1940. 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

SEC. 8. There is hereby appropriated to the Executive Office of 
the President, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appro-
priated, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, $850,000. Such 
sum shall be available for administrative expenses in carrying out 
the functions heretofore vested in the National Emergency Council 
and transferred to the Executive Office of the President and the 
functions of the Radio Division of the Federal Security Agency. 
Such functions are authorized to be carried out until June 30, 1940. 
Of the sum appropriated in this section not to exceed $20,000 may 
be transferred to such Radio Division. 

NATIONAL RESOURCES PLANNING BOARD 

SEC. 9. There is hereby appropriated to the National Resources 
Planning Board, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise 
appropriated, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, $750,000. Such 
sum shall be available for administrative expenses in carrying out 
the functions heretofore vested in the National Resources Committee, 
and such functions are authorized to be carried out until June 30, 
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1940. On and after July 1, 1939, and until June 30, 1940, said Board
shall be composed of three members to be appointed by the Presi-
dent from widely separated sections of the United States, by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate.

Total appropriations, $1,755,600,000.

GENERAL AND SPECIAL PROVISIONS

SEC. 10. (a) Funds appropriated in this joint resolution to the
various Federal agencies shall be so apportioned and distributed over
the period ending June 30, 1940, and shall be so administered during
such period as to constitute the total amount that will be furnished to
such agencies during such period for the purposes herein set forth.

(b) The funds made available by this joint resolution shall be used
only for work relief or relief for persons in need except as otherwise
specifically provided herein.

SEC. 11. (a) The Commissioner is authorized to allocate not to
exceed $60,000,000 to other Federal agencies for the operation, under
such rules and regulations as the Commissioner may prescribe, of
projects of the type specified in subsection (b) of section 1 which
are within the scope of the functions usually carried out by such
agencies, including administrative expenses of such agencies incident
to such operation: Provided, That not to exceed 4 per centum of the
total amount so allocated to any such agency shall be used for such
administrative expenses: Provided further, That no project shall
be prosecuted under any allocation under this subsection upon which
the percentage of nonrelief persons employed exceeds 10 per centum
of the total number of persons employed.

(b) No Federal construction project, except flood control and water
conservation projects authorized under other law, shall be undertaken
or prosecuted under the appropriations in this joint resolution unless
and until there shall have been allocated and irrevocably set aside
Federal funds sufficient for its completion.

(c) No non-Federal project shall be undertaken or prosecuted
under appropriations under this joint resolution (except under sec-
tion 4) unless and until the sponsor has made a written agreement to
finance such part of the entire cost thereof as the head of the agency,
if the agency administers sponsored projects, determines under the
circumstances is an adequate contribution taking into consideration
the financial ability of the sponsor. The head of the agency shall
prescribe rules and regulations relating to the valuation of contri-
butions in kind by sponsors of projects through furnishing the use of
their own facilities and equipment and the services of their own
employees, which shall also allow credit only to the extent that the
furnishing of such contributions represents a financial burden which
is undertaken by the sponsors on account of Work Projects Adminis-
tration projects, or other sponsored projects.

SEC. 12. None of the funds made available by this joint resolution
shall be expended on the construction of any building (1) the total
estimated cost of which, in the case of a Federal building, exceeds
$50,000, or (2) the portion of the total estimated cost of which payable
from Federal funds, in the case of a non-Federal building, exceeds
$52,000, unless the building is one (a) for which the project has been
approved by the President on or prior to July 1, 1939, or for which
an issue of bonds has been approved at an election held, on or prior
to such date, or (b) for the completion of which funds have been
allocated and irrevocably set aside under prior relief appropriation
Acts.
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1940. On and after July 1, 1939, and until June 30, 1940, said Board 
shall be composed of three members to be appointed by the Presi-
dent from widely separated sections of the United States, by and 
with the advice and consent of the Senate. 

Total appropriations, $1,755,600,000. 

GENERAL AND SPECIAL PROVISIONS 

SEC. 10. (a) Funds appropriated in this joint resolution to the 
various Federal agencies shall be so apportioned and distributed over 
the period ending June 30, 1940, and shall be so administered during 
such period as to constitute the total amount that will be furnished to 
such agencies during such period for the purposes herein set forth. 

(b) The funds made available by this joint resolution shall be used 
only for work relief or relief for persons in need except as otherwise 
specifically provided herein. 

SEC. 11. (a) The Commissioner is authorized to allocate not to 
exceed $60,000,000 to other Federal agencies for the operation, under 
such rules and regulations as the Commissioner may prescribe, of 
projects of the type specified in subsection (b) of section 1 which 
are within the scope of the functions usually carried out by such 
agencies, including administrative expenses of such agencies incident 
to such operation: Provided, That not to exceed 4 per centum of the 
total amount so allocated to any such agency shall be used for such 
administrative expenses: Provided furtherz That no project shall 
be prosecuted under any allocation under this subsection upon which 
the percentage of nonrelief persons employed exceeds 10 per centum 
of the total number of persons employed. 

(b) No Federal construction project, except flood control and water 
conservation projects authorized under other law, shall be undertaken 
or prosecuted under the appropriations in this joint resolution unless 
and until there shall have been allocated and irrevocably set aside 
Federal funds sufficient for its completion. 

(c) No non-Federal project shall be undertaken or prosecuted 
under appropriations under this joint resolution (except under sec-
tion 4) unless and until the sponsor has made a written agreement to 
finance such part of the entire cost thereof as the head of the agency, 
if the agency administers sponsored projects, determines under the 
circumstances is an adequate contribution taking into consideration 
the financial ability of the sponsor. The head of the agency shall 
prescribe rules and regulations relating to the valuation of contri-
butions in kind by sponsors of projects through furnishing the use of 
their own facilities and equipment and the services of their own 
employees, which shall also allow credit only to the extent that the 
furnishing of such contributions represents a financial burden which 
is undertaken by the sponsors on account of Work Projects Adminis-
tration projects, or other sponsored projects. 

SEc. 12. None of the funds made available by this joint resolution 
shall be expended on the construction of any building (1) the total 
estimated cost of which, in the case of a Federal building, exceeds 
$50,000, or (2) the portion of the total estimated cost of which payable 
from Federal funds, in the case of a non-Federal building, exceeds 
$52,000, unless the building is one (a) for which the project has been 
approved by the President on or prior to July 1, 1939, or for which 
an issue of bonds has been approved at an election held, on or prior 
to such date, or (b) for the completion of which funds have been 
allocated and irrevocably set aside under prior relief appropriation 
Acts. 
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SEC. 13. (a) The various agencies for which appropriations are Dipositionofs
made in this joint resolution are authorized to receive from sponsors sors of non-Fe
of non-Federal projects contributions in services, materials, or money, projects.
such money to be deposited with the Treasurer of the United States.
Such contributions shall be expended or utilized as agreed upon
between the sponsor and such agencies.

(b) All receipts and collections of Federal agencies by reason of reatment of

operations in consequence of appropriations made in this Joint resolu- incidenttooperat

tion, except cash contributions of sponsors of projects and amounts
credited to revolving funds authorized by this joint resolution, shall
be covered into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts.

(c) Except as authorized in this joint resolution, no alloca- Federal agenc3

tion of funds shall be made to any other Federal agency from other Federal age
the appropriation in this joint resolution for any Federal agency.

SEC. 14. Agencies receiving appropriations under this joint resolu- Rul
es to be

tion are authorized to prescribe such rules and regulations as may s
be necessary to carry out the purposes for which such appropriations
are made.

SEC. 15. (a) The Commissioner shall fix a monthly earning schedule schonhl ear
for persons engaged upon work projects financed in whole or in part
from funds appropriated by section 1 which shall not substantially
affect the current national average labor cost per person of the Work
Projects Administration. After August 31, 1939, such monthly earn- sDiferentials
ing schedule shall not be varied for workers of the same type in dif-
ferent geographical areas to any greater extent than may be justified
by differences in the cost of living. The Commissioner shall require Hors of work.

that the hours of work for all persons engaged upon work projects
financed in whole or in part by funds appropriated by section 1 shall
(1) be one hundred and thirty hours per month except that the Com-
missioner, in his discretion, may require a lesser number of hours of
work per month in the case of relief workers with no dependents and
the earnings of such workers shall be correspondingly reduced, and
(2) not exceed eight hours in any day and shall not exceed forty hours
in any week.

(b) The Commissioner may authorize exemptions from the above ize',nlltios aul
limitations of monthly earnings and hours of work to protect work
already done on a project; to permit making up lost time; in the case
of an emergency involving the public welfare and in the case of super-
visory personnel employed on work projects.

SEC. 16. (a) In employing or retaining in employment on Work Preferences in
Projects Administration work projects, preference shall be deter- ployment.
mined, as far as practicable, on the basis of relative needs and shall,
where the relative needs are found to be the same, be given in
the following order: (1) Veterans of the World War and the Spanish-
American War and veterans of any campaign or expedition in which
the United States has been engaged (as determined on the basis of
the laws administered by the Veterans' Administration) who are in
need and are American citizens; and (2) other American citizens,
Indians and other persons owing allegiance to the United States who
are in need.

(b) There shall be removed from employment on Work Projects reoaefleprrovi
Administration projects all relief workers, excepting veterans, who uously employed
have been continuously employed on such projects for more than exceptin

ls mon
eighteen months, and any relief worker so removed shall be ineligible
to be restored to employment on such projects until after (a) the
expiration of thirty days after the date of his removal, and (b) recer-
tification of his eligibility for restoration to employment on such
projects. In the case of relief workers whose period of eighteen
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SEC. 13. (a) The various agencies for which appropriations are 
made in this joint resolution are authorized to receive from sponsors 
of non-Federal projects contributions in services, materials, or money, 
such money to be deposited with the Treasurer of the United States. 
Such contributions shall be expended or utilized as agreed upon 
between the sponsor and such agencies. 

(b) All receipts and collections of Federal agencies by reason of 
operations in consequence of appropriations made in this joint resolu-
tion, except cash contributions of sponsors of projects and amounts 
credited to revolving funds authorized by this joint resolution, shall 
be covered into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts. 

(c) Except as authorized in this joint resolution, no alloca-
tion of funds shall be made to any other Federal agency from 
the appropriation in this joint resolution for any Federal agency. 
SEC. 14. Agencies receiving appropriations under this joint resolu-

tion are authorized to prescribe such rules and regulations as may 
be necessary to carry out the purposes for which such appropriations 
are made. 
SEC. 15. (a) The Commissioner shall fix a monthly earning schedule 

for persons engaged upon work projects financed in whole or in part 
from funds appropriated by section 1 which shall not substantially 
affect the current national average labor cost per person of the Work 
Projects Administration. After August 31, 1939, such monthly, earn-
ing schedule shall not be varied for workers of the same type in dif-
ferent geographical areas to any greater extent than may be justified 
by differences in the cost of living. The Commissioner shall require 
that the hours of work for all persons engaged upon work projects 
financed in whole or in part by funds appropriated by section 1 shall 
(1) be one hundred and thirty hours per month except that the Com-
missioner, in his discretion, may require a lesser number of hours of 
work per month in the case of relief workers with no dependents and 
the earnings of such workers shall be correspondingly reduced, and 
(2) not exceed eight hours in any day and shall not exceed forty hours 
in any week. 

(b) The Commissioner may authorize exemptions from the above 
limitations of monthly earnings and hours of work to protect work 
already done on a project; to permit making up lost time; in the case 
of an emergency involving the public welfare and in the case of super-
visory personnel employed on work projects. 
SEC. 16. (a) In employing or retaining in employment on Work 

Projects Administration work projects, preference shall be deter-
mined, as far as practicable, on the basis of relative needs and shall, 
where the relative needs are found to be the same, be given in 
the following order: (1) Veterans of the World War and the Spanish-
American War and veterans of any campaign or expedition in which 
the United States has been engaged (as determined on the basis of 
the laws administered by the Veterans' Administration) who are in 
need and are American citizens; and (2) other American citizens, 
Indians and other persons owing allegiance to the United States who 
are in need. 

(b) There shall be removed from employment on Work Projects 
Administration projects all relief workers, excepting veterans, who 
have been continuously employed on such projects for more. than 
eighteen months, and any relief worker so removed shall be ineligible 
to be restored to employment on such projects until after (a) the 
expiration of thirty days after the date of his removal, and (b) recer-
tification of his eligibility for restoration to employment on such 
prOjects. In the case of relief workers whose period of eighteen 
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months of continuous employment expires before September 1, 1939,
this section shall apply to require their removal not later than August
31, 1939, rather than on such expiration date.

Qualifications 
o r  (c) In considering employment of persons upon work projects

prosecuted under the appropriations contained in this joint resolu-
tion, the agency providing the employment shall determine whether
such persons are able to perform the work on work projects to which
they can be assigned and no person shall be employed or retained for
employment on any such project whose work habits are such or work
record shows that he is incapable of performing satisfactorily the
work to which he may be assigned on the project.

worers, employment (d) There shall be removed from employment on Work Projects
restriction. Administration projects all relief workers whose needs for employ-

ment have not been certified by, and, except as provided in section 17
(b), no relief worker shall be employed on such projects until
after his need for employment has been certified by (a) a local public
certifying agency or (b) the Work Projects Administration where
no such agency exists or where the Work Projects Administration
certifies by reason of its refusal to accept certification by local public
agencies.

Aliens, empbyment (e) No alien shall be given employment or continued in employ-
ment on any work project prosecuted under the appropriations con-
tained in this joint resolution and no part of the money appropriated
in this joint resolution shall be available to pay any person who has
not made or who does not make affidavit as to United States citizen-
ship, such affidavit to be considered prima facie evidence of such
citizenship.

terionlod reinvefsrto (f) The Commissioner shall cause a periodic investigation to be
eliminations. made of the rolls of relief employees on work projects, and shall

eliminate from the rolls those not in actual need, such investigation
to be made so that each case is investigated not less frequently than
once every six months.

Refuslye of rvate SEC. 17. (a) No person in need who refuses a bona fide offer of
private employment under reasonable working conditions which pays
the prevailing wage for such work in the community where he resides
and who is capable of performing such work shall be employed or
retained -in employment on work projects under the funds appro-
priated in this joint resolution for the period such private employment
would be available.

ploymestoratus e (b) Any person who takes such private employment shall at the
private employment. expiration thereof be entitled to immediate resumption of his previous

employment status with the Work Projects Administration if he is
still in need and if he has lost the private employment through no
fault of his own, and if he has first drawn all the benefits of unemploy-
ment compensation that shall have accrued to him during his term
in private employment and which are available to him.

i"g certain competi- (c) In order to insure the fulfillment of the purposes for which
tion. such appropriations are made and to avoid competition between the

Work Projects Administration and other Federal or non-Federal
agencies in the employment of labor on projects of any nature whatso-
ever, financed in whole or in part by the Federal Government, no
person in need shall be eligible for employment on any work project
of the Work Projects Administration who has refused to accept
employment on any other Federal or non-Federal project at earnings
comparable with or higher than the earnings established for similar
work on work projects of the Work Projects Administration:

Proiw. Provided frther, That any person in need who has been engaged
eption on any Federal or non-Federal project and whose service has been
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months of continuous employment expires before September 1, 1939, 
this section shall apply to require their removal not later than August 
31, 1939, rather than on such expiration date. 

(c) In considering employment of persons upon work projects 
prosecuted under the appropriations contained in this joint resolu-
tion, the agency providmg the employment shall determine whether 
such persons are able to perform the -work on work projects to which 
they can be assigned and no person shall be employed or retained for 
employment on any such project whose work habits are such or work 
record shows that he is incapable of performing satisfactorily the 
work to which he may be assigned on the project. 

(d) There shall be removed from employment on Work Projects 
Administration projects all relief workers whose needs for employ-
ment have not been certified by, and, except as provided in section 17 
(b), no relief worker shall be employed on such projects until 
after his need for employment has been certified by (a) a local public 
certifying agency or (b) the Work Projects Administration where 
no such agency exists or where the Work Projects Administration 
certifies by reason of its refusal to accept certification by local public 
agencies. 

(e) No alien shall be given employment or continued in employ-
ment on any work project prosecuted under the appropriations con-
tained in this joint resolution and no part of the money appropriated 
in this joint resolution shall be available to pay any person who has 
not made or who does not make affidavit as to United States citizen-
ship, such affidavit to be considered prima facie evidence of such 
citizenship._ 

(f) The Commissioner shall cause a periodic investigation to be 
made of the rolls of relief employees on work projects, and shall 
eliminate from the rolls those not m actual need, such investigation 
to be raade so that each case is investigated not less frequently than 
once every six months. 

Sac. 17. (a) No person in need who refuses a bona fide offer of 
private employment under reasonable working conditions which pays 
the prevailing wage for such work in the community where he resides 
and who is capable of performing such work shall be employed or 
retained -in employment on work projects under the funds appro-
priated in this joint resolution for the period such private employment 
would be available. 

(b) Any person who takes such private employment shall at the 
expiration thereof be entitled to immediate resumption of his previous 
employment status with the Work Projects Administration if he is 
still in need and if he has lost the private employment through no 
fault of his own, and if he has first drawn all the benefits of unemploy-
ment compensation that shall have accrued to him during his term 
in private employment and which are available to him. 

(c) In order to insure the fulfillment of the purposes for which 
such appropriations are made and to avoid competition between the 
Work Projects Administration and other Federal or non-Federal 
agencies in the employment of labor on projects of any nature whatso-
ever, financed in whole or in part by the Federal Government, no 
person in need shall be eligible for employment on any work project 
of the Work Projects Administration who has refused to accept 
employment on any other Federal or non-Federal project at earnings 
comparable with or higher than the earnings established for similar 
work on work projects of the Work Projects Administration: 
Provided further, That any person in need who has been engaged 
on any Federal or non-Federal project and whose service has been 
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regularly terminated through no fault of his own shall not lose his
eligibility for reemployment on any other Federal or non-Federal
work project on account of such previous employment.

SEC. 18. (a) No person shall be employed or retained in employ-
ment in any administrative position, or in any supervisory position
on any project, under the appropriations in this joint resolution unless
such person before engaging in such employment (or prior to August
1, 1939, in the case of any person employed before such date who has
not taken an oath of office) subscribes to the following oath:

"I, A B, do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will support and
defend the Constitution of the United States against all enemies,
foreign and domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to
the same; that I take this obligation freely, without any mental reser-
vation or purpose of evasion; and that I will well and faithfully dis-
charge the duties of the office (or employment) on which I am about
to enter (or which I now occupy). So help me God."

The head of the agency shall designate administrative and super-
visory employees to administer such oath, but no fee shall be charged
therefor.

(b) No portion of the appropriation made under this joint resolution
shall be used to pay any compensation after September 30, 1939, to
any person who advocates, or who is a member of an organization that
advocates, the overthrow of the Government of the United States
through force or violence.

SEC. 19. In carrying out the-purpose of the appropriations in this
joint resolution, the Secretary of the Treasury with the approval of
the Director of the Bureau of the Budget, is authorized to prescribe
rules and regulations for the establishment of special funds for any
agency receiving an appropriation under this joint resolution, in the
nature of revolving funds for use, until June 30, 1940, in the purchase,
repair, distribution, or rental of materials, supplies, equipment, and
tools.

SEC. 20. The provision of section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41
U. S. C. 5) shall not apply to any purchase made or service procured
in connection with the appropriations in this joint resolution when
the aggregate amount involved is less than $300.

SEC. 21. The appropriations in this joint resolution for administra-
tive expenses and such portions of other appropriations in this joint
resolution as are available for administrative expenses may be obli-
gated in the amounts which the agency with the approval of the
Director of the Bureau of the Budget, shall have certified to the Secre-
tary of the Treasury as necessary for personal services, in the District
of Columbia and elsewhere, and for contract stenographic reporting
services, supplies and equipment; purchase and exchange of lawbooks,
books of reference, directories, and periodicals, newspapers and press
clippings- travel expenses, including expenses of attendance at meet-
ings of oficials and employees of the agency on official business; rental
at the seat of government and elsewhere; purchase, operation, and
maintenance of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles; printing
and binding and such other expenses as may be necessary for the
accomplishment of the objectives of this joint resolution.

SEC. 22. (a) The provisions of Executive Order Numbered 7916,
dated June 24 1938, shall not apply to positions the compensation of
which is payable from appropriations contained in this joint resolu-
tion, and such appropriations shall not be available for the compen-
sation of the incumbent of any position placed in the competitive
classified civil service of the United States after January 10, 1939.

(b) In carrying out the purposes of this joint resolution the agencies
receiving appropriations herein or allocations under such appropria-
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regularly terminated through no fault of his own shall not lose his 
eligibility for reemployment on any other Federal or non-Federal 
work project on account of such previous employment. 

SEC. 18. (a) No person shall be employed or retained in employ-
ment in any administrative position, or in any supervisory position i 
on any project, under the appropriations n this joint resolution unless 
such person before engaging in such employment (or prior to August 
1, 1939, in the case of any person employed before such date who has 
not taken an oath of office) subscribes to the following oath: 

"I, A B, do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will support and 
defend the Constitution of the United States against all enemies, 
foreign and domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to 
the same; that I take this obligation freely, without any mental reser-
vation or purpose of evasion; and that I will well and faithfully dis-
charge the duties of the office (or employment) on which I am about 
to enter (or which I now occupy). So help me God." 
The head of the agency. shall designate administrative and super-

visory employees to administer such oath, but no fee shall be charged 
therefor. 

(b) No portion of the appropriation made under this joint resolution 
shall be used to pay any compensation after September 30, 1939, to 
any person who advocates, or who is a member of an organization that 
advocates, the overthrow of the Government of the United States 
through force or violence. 
SEC. 19. In carrying out the.purpose of the appropriations in this 

joint resolution, the Secretary of the Treasury with the approval of 
the Director of the Bureau of the Budget, is authorized to prescribe 
rules and regulations for the establishment of special funds for any 
agency receiving an appropriation under this joint resolution, in the 
nature of revolving funds for use, until June 30, 1940, in the purchase, 
repair, distribution, or rental of materials, supplies, equipment, and 
tools. 

SEc. 20. The provision of section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 
U. S. C. 6) shall not apply to any purchase made or service procured 
in connection with the appropriations in this joint resolution when 
the aggregate amount involved is less than $300. 
SEC. 21. The appropriations in this joint resolution for administra-

tive expenses and such portions of other appropriations in this joint 
resolution as are available for administrative expenses may be obli-
gated in the amounts which the agency, with the approval of the 
Director of the Bureau of the Budget, shall have certified to the Secre-
tary of the Treasury as necessary for personal services, in the District 
of Columbia and elsewhere, and for contract stenographic reporting 
services, supplies and equipment; purchase and exchange of lawbooks, 
books of reference, directories, and periodicals, newspapers and press 
clippings ; travel expenses, including expenses of attendance at meet-
ings of officials and employees of the agency on official business; rental 
at the seat of government and elsewhere; purchase, operation, and 
maintenance of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles; printing 
and binding and such other expenses as may be necessary for the 
accomplishment of the objectives of this joint resolution. 

SEC. 22. (a) The provisions of Executive Order Numbered 7916, 
dated June 24, 1938, shall not apply to positions the compensation of 
which is payable from appropriations contained in this joint resolu-
tion, and such appropriations shall not be available for the compen-
sation of the incumbent of any position placed in the competitive 
classified civil service of the United States after January 10, 1939. 

(b) In carrying out the purposes of this joint resolution the agencies 
receiving appropriations herem or allocations under such appropria-
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tions are authorized to accept and utilize such voluntary and uncom-
pensated services, appoint, without regard to civil-service laws, such
officers and employees, and utilize, with the consent of the head of the
Federal agency by which they are employed, such Federal officers and
employees, and with the consent of the State such State and local
officers and employees at such compensation as shall be determined by
the head of the agency involved, as may be necessary, and prescribe
their authorities, duties, responsibilities, and tenure, and, without
regard to the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, to fix the com-
pensation of any officers and employees so appointed.

(c) Appointments to Federal positions of an administrative or
advisory capacity under the appropriations in this joint resolution in
any State shall be made from among the bona fide citizens of that
State so far as not inconsistent with efficient administration.

SEc. 23. In making separations from the Federal service, or fur-
loughs without pay to last as long as three months, of persons
employed within the District of Columbia, under the provisions of
this joint resolution, the appointing power shall give preference, as
nearly as good administration will warrant, in retention to appointees
from States that have not received their share of appointments accord-
ing to population: Provided, however, That soldiers, sailors, and
marines, the widows of such, or the wives of injured soldiers, sailors,
and marines, who themselves are not qualified, but whose wives are
qualified to hold a position in the Government service, shall be given
preference in retention, in their several grades and classes, where their
ratings are good or better.

SEc. 24. The provisions of the Act of February 15, 1934 (48 Stat.
351), as amended, relating to disability or death compensation and
benefits shall apply to persons (except administrative employees
qualifying as civil employees of the United States) receiving com-
pensation from the appropriations in this joint resolution for services
rendered as employees of the United States: Provided, That this sec-
tion shall not apply in any case coming within the purview of the
workmen's compensation law of any State, Territory, or possession,
or in which the claimant has received or is entitled to receive similar
benefits for injury or death.

SEC. 25. None of the funds made available by this joint resolution
shall be available-

(a) After June 30, 1939, for the operation of any theater project,
except that any person employed on any such project on June 30, 1939,
may continue to be carried on the pay roll, with or without assignment
of duty incidental to the closing down of such project, and paid his
salary or wage (1) for the month of July 1939, if such person is an
administrative, supervisory, or other noncertified worker, or (2) for
a period ending not later than September 30, 1939, if such person is a
certified relief worker; or

(b) After August 31, 1939, for the operation of any project spon-
sored solely by the Work Projects Administration.

This section shall not prohibit the payment of wages or salaries
accrued, or of nonlabor obligations incurred, in connection with any
such project if the wages or salaries accrued or the obligation was
incurred prior to August 1, 1939, October 1, 1939, or September 1,
1939, as the case may be.

SEo. 26. The Commissioner and the National Youth Administrator
are authorized to consider, ascertain, adjust, determine, and pay from
the appropriation in section 1 or section 2 hereof any claim arising
out of operations thereunder accruing after the effective date of this
joint resolution on account of damage to or loss of privately owned
property caused by the negligence of any employee of the Work Proj-
ects Administration or the National Youth Administration, as the case
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tions are authorized to accept and utilize such voluntary and uncom-
pensated services, appoint, without regard to civil-service laws, such 
officers and employees . and utilize, with the consent of the head of the 
Federal agency by winch they are employed, such Federal officers and 
employees, and with the consent of the State such State and local 
officers and employees at such compensation as shall be determined by 
the head of the agency involved, as may be necessary, and prescribe 
their authorities, duties, responsibilities, and tenure, and, without 
regard to the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, to fix the com-
pensation of any officers and employees so appointed. 

(c) Appointments to Federal positions of an administrative or 
advisory capacity under the appropriations in this joint resolution in 
any State shall be made from among the bona fide citizens of that 
State so far as not inconsistent with efficient administration. 
SEC. 23. In making separations from the Federal service, or fur-

loughs without pay to last as long as three months, of persons 
employed within the District of Columbia, under the provisions of 
this joint resolution the appointing power shall give preference, as 
nearly as good administration will warrant, in retention to appointees 
from States that have not received their share of appointments accord-
ing to population: Provided, however, That soldiers, sailors, and 
marines, the widows of such, or the wives of injured soldiers, sailors, 
and marines, who themselves are not qualified, but whose wives are 
qualified to hold a position in the Government service, shall be given 
preference in retention in their several grades and classes, where their 
ratings are good or better. 

&sc. 24. The provisions of the Act of February 15, 1934 (48 Stat. 
351), as amended, relating to disability or death compensation and 
benefits shall apply to persons (except administrative employees 
qualifying as civil employees of the United States) receiving com-
pensation from the appropriations in this joint resolution for services 
rendered as employees of the United States: Provided, That this sec-
tion shall not apply in any case coming within the purview of the 
workmen's compensation law of any State, Territory, or possession, 
or in which the claimant has received or is entitled to receive similar 
benefits for injury or death. 
SEC. 25. None of the funds made available by this joint resolution 

shall be available— 
(a) After June 30, 1939, for the operation of any theater project, 

except that any person employed on any such project on June 30, 1939, 
may continue to be carried on the pay roll, with or without assignment 
of duty incidental to the closing down of such project, and paid his 
salary or wage (1) for the month of July 1939, if such person is an 
administrative, supervisory, or other noncertified worker, or (2) for 
a period ending not later than September 30, 1939, if such person is a 
certified relief worker; or 

(b) After August 31, 1939, for the operation of any project spon-
sored solely by the Work Projects Administration. 
This section shall not prohibit the payment of wages or salaries 

accrued, or of nonlabor obligations incurred, in connection with any 
such project if the wages or salaries accrued or the obligation was 
incurred prior to August 1, 1939, October 1, 1939, or September 1, 
1939, as the case may be. 
SEC. 26. The Commissioner and the National Youth Administrator 

are authorized to consider, ascertain, adjust, determine, and pay from 
the appropriation in section 1 or section 2 hereof any claim arising 
out of operations thereunder accruing after the effective date of this 
joint resolution on account of damage to or loss of privately owned 
property caused by the negligence of any employee of the Work Proj-
ects Administration or the National Youth Administration, as the case 
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may be, while acting within the scope of his employment. No claim
shall be considered hereunder which is in excess of $500, or which is not
presented in writing within one year from the date of accrual thereof.
Acceptance by a claimant of the amount allowed on account of his
claim shall be deemed to be in full settlement thereof, and the action
upon such claim so accepted by the claimant shall be conclusive.

SEC. 27. The Commissioner is authorized to call to the attention of
the city, county, and State governments the unemployment situation
of that city, county, or State, and to seek the cooperation of the State
or any subdivision thereof in meeting the unemployment problem.

SEC. 28. Any person who knowingly and with intent to defraud the
United States makes any false statement in connection with any appli-
cation for any work project, employment, or relief aid under the
appropriations in this joint resolution, or diverts, or attempts to divert
or assists in diverting, for the benefit of any person or persons not
entitled thereto, any portion of such appropriations, or any services
or real or personal property acquired thereunderor r who knowingly,
by means of any fraud, force, threat, intimidation, or boycott, or dis-
crimination on account of race, religion, political affiliations, or mem-
bership in a labor organization, deprives any person of any of the
benefits to which he may be entitled under any such appropriations, or
attempts so to do, or assists in so doing, or who disposes of, or assists
in disposing of, except for the account of the United States, any prop-
erty upon which there exists a lien securing a loan made under the
provisions of this joint resolution or the Emergency Relief Appropria-
tion Acts of 1935, 1936, 1937, and 1938, shall be deemed guilty of a
felony and fined not more than $2,000 or imprisoned not more than
two years, or both. The provisions of this section shall be in addition
to, and not in substitution for, any other provisions of existing law, or
of this joint resolution.

SEC. 29. (a) It shall be unlawful for any person knowingly to
solicit, or knowingly be in any manner concerned in soliciting, any
assessment, subscription, or contribution for the campaign expenses
of any individual or political party from any person receiving com-
pensation or employment provided for by this joint resolution.

(b) Any person who knowingly violates any provision of this
section shall be guilty of a felony and, upon conviction, shall be fined
not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or
both. The provisions of this section shall be in addition to, and not
in substitution for, any other provisions of existing law, or of this
joint resolution.

SEC. 30. (a) It shall be unlawful for any person, directly or indi-
rectly, to promise any employment, position, work, compensation,
or other benefit, provided for or made possible by this joint resolution,
or any other Act of the Congress, to any person as consideration,
favor, or reward for any political activity or for the support of or
opposition to any candidate in any election or any political party.

(b) Except as may be required by the provisions of subsection (b)
of section 31 hereof, it shall be unlawful for any person to deprive,
attempt to deprive, or threaten to deprive, by any means, any person
of any employment, position, work, compensation, or other benefit,
provided for or made possible by this joint resolution, on account of
race, creed, color, or any political activity, support of, or opposition
to any candidate or any political party in any election.

(c) Any person who knowingly violates any provision of this
section shall be guilty of a felony and, upon conviction, shall be
fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year,
or both. The provisions of this section shall be in addition to, and
not in substitution for, any other provisions of existing law, or of
this joint resolution.
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SEC. 31. (a) It shall be unlawful for any person employed in any
administrative or supervisory capacity by any agency of the Federal
Government, whose compensation or any part thereof is paid from
funds authorized or appropriated by this joint resolution, to use his
official authority or influence for the purpose of interfering with an
election or affecting the results thereof. While such persons shall
retain the right to vote as they please and to express privately their
opinions on all political subjects, they shall take no active part,
directly or indirectly, in political management or in political cam-
paigns or in political conventions.

(b) Any person violating the provisions of this section shall be
immediately removed from the position or office held by him, and
thereafter no part of the funds appropriated by this joint resolution
shall be used to pay the compensation of such person. The provisions
of this section shall be in addition to, and not in substitution for, any
other provisions of existing law, or of this joint resolution.

SEC. 32. No part of any appropriation in this joint resolution shall
be used to pay the salary or expenses of any person in a supervisory
or administrative position who is a candidate for any State, district,
county, or municipal office (such office requiring full time of such
person and to which office a salary or per diem attaches), in any
primary, general or special election, or who is serving as a campaign
manager or assistant thereto for any such candidate.

SEC. 33. Reports of the operations under the appropriations in
this joint resolution and the appropriations contained in the Emer-
gency Relief Appropriation Act of 1938, as supplemented by Public
Resolution Numbered 1 and Public Resolution Numbered 10 of the
Seventy-sixth Congress, including a statement of the expenditures
made and obligations incurred by classes of projects and amounts,
shall be submitted to Congress by the President on or before the 15th
of January in each of the next two regular sessions of Congress:
Provided, That such reports shall be in lieu of the report required
by section 21 of said Act of 1938 as amended by said Public
Resolution Numbered 1.

SEC. 34. No funds appropriated in this joint resolution, whether
administered by the Federal Government or by the States or local
governmental agencies from funds contributed in whole or in part
by the Federal Government, shall be used by any Federal, State,
or other agency to purchase, establish, relocate, or expand mills,
factories, or plants which would manufacture or produce for sale
articles, commodities, or products (other than those derived from
the first processing of sweetpotatoes) in competition with existing
industries. This section shall not apply to municipal electric plants
in communities not now adequately served at reasonable rates.

SEC. 35. None of the funds appropriated by this joint resolution
shall be used for the manufacture, purchase, or construction of any
naval vessel, any armament, munitions, or implement of war for
military or naval forces, and no funds herein appropriated or
authorized shall be diverted or allocated to any other department
or bureau for such purpose.

SEC. 36. No part of the funds made available in this joint resolu-
tion shall be loaned or granted, except pursuant to an obligation
incurred prior to the date of the enactment of this joint resolution,
to any State, or any of its political subdivisions or agencies, for the
purpose of carrying out or assisting in carrying out any program
or project of constructing, rebuilding, repairing, or replanning its
penal or reformatory institutions, unless the President shall find
that the projects to be financed with such loan or grant will not
cause or promote competition of the products of convict labor with
the products of free labor.
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SEc. 37. In expending appropriations or portions of appropria-
tions, contained in this joint resolution, for the payment for per-
sonal services in the District of Columbia in accordance with the
Classification Act of 1923, as amended, the average of the salaries
of the total number of persons under any grade in any appropriation
unit herein shall not at any time exceed the average of the compen-
sation rates specified for the grade by such Act, as amended, and
in grades in which only one position is allocated the salary of such
position shall not exceed the average of the compensation rates for
the grade: Provided, That this restriction shall not apply (1) to
grades 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the clerical-mechanical service, or (2) to
require the reduction in salary of any person whose compensation
was fixed as of July 1, 1924, in accordance with the rules of section
6 of such Act, or (3) to require the reduction in salary of any person
who is transferred from one position to another position in the same
or different grade in the same or a different bureau, office, or other
appropriation unit, or (4) to prevent the payment of a salary under
any grade at a rate higher than the maximum rate of the grade
when such higher rate is permitted by the Classification Act of 1923,
as amended, and is specifically authorized by other law, or (5) to
reduce the compensation of any person in a grade in which only one
position is allocated.

SEC. 38. Any Administrator or other officer named to have gen-
eral supervision at the seat of government over the program and
work contemplated under the appropriations contained in this joint
resolution and receiving a salary of $5,000 or more per annum from
such appropriations, and any State or regional administrator receiv-
ing a salary of $5,000 or more per annum from such appropriations
(except persons now serving as such under other law) shall be
appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent of
the Senate: Provided, That the provisions of section 1761 of the
Revised Statutes shall not apply to any such appointee and the salary
of any person so appointed shall not be increased for a period of six
months after confirmation.

Approved, June 30, 1939.

[CHAPTER 2531
AN ACT

Making appropriations for the Department of Agriculture and for the Farm
Credit Administration for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, and for other
purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for the Department of Agriculture and for the
Farm Credit Administration for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940,
namely:

TITLE I-DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

OFFIE OF THE SECRETARY

SALARTES

For the Secretary of Agriculture, Under Secretary of Agriculture,
Assistant Secretary, and for other personal services in the District
of Columbia, and elsewhere, $581,920: Provided, That in expending
appropriations or portions of appropriations contained in this Act
for the payment of personal services in the District of Columbia in
accordance with the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, with the
exception of the Assistant Secretary, the average of the salaries of
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SEC. 37. In expending appropriations or portions of appropria-
tions, contained in this joint resolution, for the payment for per-
sonal services in the District of Columbia in accordance with the 
Classification Act of 1923, as amended, the average of the salaries 
of the total number of persons under any grade in any appropriation 
unit herein shall not at any time exceed the average of the compen-
sation rates specified for the grade by such Act, as amended, and 
in grades in which only one position is allocated the salary of such 
position shall not exceed the average of the compensation rates for 
the grade: Provided, That this restriction shall not apply (1) to 
grades 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the clerical-mechanical service, or (2) to 
require the reduction in salary of any person whose compensation 
was fixed as of July 1, 1924, in accordance with the rules of section 
6 of such Act, or (3) to require the reduction in salary of any person 
who is transferred from one position to another position in the same 
or different grade in the same or a different bureau, office, or other 
appropriation unit, or (4) to prevent the payment of a salary under 
any grade at a rate higher than the maximum rate of the grade 
when such higher rate is permitted by the Classification Act of 1923, 
as amended, and is specifically authorized by other law, or (5) to 
reduce the compensation of any person in a grade in which only one 
position is allocated. 
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the Senate: Provided, That the provisions of section 1761 of the 
Revised Statutes shall not apply to any such appointee and the salary 
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months after confirmation. 

Approved, June 30, 1939. 
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the total number of persons under any grade in any bureau, office, or
other appropriation unit shall not at any time exceed the average of
the compensation rates specified for the grade by such Act as
amended and in grades in which only one position is allocated the
salary of such position shall not exceed the average of the compensa-
tion rates for the grade, except that in unusually meritorious cases of
one position in a grade advances may be made to rates higher than the
average of the compensation rates of the grade but not more often
than once in any fiscal year and then only to the next higher rate:
Provided further, That this restriction shall not apply (1) to grades
1, 2, 3, and 4 of the clerical-mechanical service, or (2) to require the
reduction in salary of any person whose compensation was fixed as of
July 1, 1924, in accordance with the rules of section 6 of such Act,
(3) to require the reduction in salary of any person who is transferred
from one position to another position in the same or different grade,
in the same or different bureau, office, or other appropriation unit,
(4) to prevent the payment of a salary under any grade at a rate
higher than the maximum rate of the grade when such higher rate is
permitted by the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, and is specifi-
cally authorized by other law, or (5) to reduce the compensation of
any person in a grade in which only one position is allocated: Pro-
vided further, That the Secretary of Agriculture is authorized to
contract for stenographic reporting services, and the appropriations
made in this Act shall be available for such purposes: Provided
further, That the Secretary of Agriculture is authorized to expend
from appropriations available for the purchase of lands not to exceed
$1 for each option to purchase any particular tract or tracts of land:
Provided further, That not to exceed $54,000 of the appropriations
available for salaries and expenses of officers and employees of the
Department of Agriculture permanently stationed in foreign countries
may be used for payment of allowances for living quarters, including
heat, fuel, and light, as authorized by the Act approved June 26,
1930 (5 U. S. C. 118a): Provided further, That with the approval of
the Secretary of Agriculture employees of the Department of Agricul-
ture stationed abroad may enter into leases for official quarters, for
periods not exceeding one year, and may pay rent, telephone, sub-
scriptions to publications, and other charges incident to the conduct of
their offices and the discharge of their duties, in advance, in any for-
eign country where custom or practice requires payment in advance:
Provided further, That no part of the funds appropriated by this
Act shall be used for the payment of any officer or employee of the
Department of Agriculture who, as such officer or employee, or on
behalf of the Department or any division, commission, or bureau
thereof, issues, or causes to be issued, any prediction, oral or written,
or forecast with respect to future prices of cotton or the trend of same:
Provided further, That no part of the funds appropriated by this Act
shall be used for laboratory investigations to determine the possibly
harmful effects on human beings of spray insecticides on fruits and
vegetables.

MISCEL LANEOUS EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

For stationery, supplies, materials, and equipment, freight, express,
and drayage charges, advertising and press clippings, communication
service, postage, washing towels, repairs, and alterations; for the main-
tenance, repair, and operation of one motorcycle and not to exceed
three motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles (including one for
the Secretary of Agriculture, one for general utility needs of the
entire Department, and one for the Forest Service) and purchase of
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the total number of persons under any grade in any bureau, office, or 
other appropriation unit shall not at any time exceed the average of 
the compensation rates specified for the grade by such Act as 
amended and in grades in which only one position is allocated the 
salary of such position shall not exceed the average of the compensa-
tion rates for the grade, except that in unusually meritorious cases of 
one position in a grade advances may be made to rates higher than the 
average of the compensation rates of the grade but not more often 
than once in any fiscal year and then only to the next higher rate: 
Provided further, That this restriction shall not apply (1) to grades 
1, 2, 3, and 4 of the clerical-mechanical service, or (2) to require the 
reduction in salary of any person whose compensation was fixed as of 
July 1, 1924, in accordance with the rules of section 6 of such Act, 
(3) to require the reduction in salary of any person who is transferred 
from one position to another position in the same or different grade, 
in the same or different bureau, office, or other appropriation unit, 
(4) to prevent the payment of a salary under any grade at a rate 
higher than the maximum rate of the grade when such higher rate is 
permitted by the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, and is specifi-
cally authorized by other law, or (5) to reduce the compensation of 
any person in a grade in which only one position is allocated: Pro-
vided further, That the Secretary of Agriculture is authorized to 
contract for stenographic reporting services, and the appropriations 
made in this Act shall be available for such purposes: Provided 
further, That the Secretary of Agriculture is authorized to expend 
from appropriations available for the purchase of lands not to exceed 
$1 for each option to purchase any particular tract or tracts of land: 
Provided further, That not to exceed $54,000 of the appropriations 
available for salaries and expenses of officers and employees of the 
Department of Agriculture permanently stationed in foreign countries 
may be used for payment of allowances for living quarters, including 
heat, fuel, and hght, as authorized by the Act approved June 26, 
1930 (5 U. S. C. 118a) : Provided further, That with the approval of 
the Secretary of Agriculture employees of the Department of Agricul-
ture stationed abroad may enter into leases for official quarters, for 
periods not exceeding one year, and may pay rent, telephone, sub-
scriptions to publications, and other charges incident to the conduct of 
their offices and the discharge of their duties, in advance, in any for-
eign country where custom or practice requires payment in advance: 
Provided further, That no part of the funds appropriated by this 
Act shall be used for the payment of any officer or employee of the 
Department of Agriculture who, as such officer or employee, or on 
behalf of the Department or any division, commission, or bureau 
thereof, issues, or causes to be issued, any prediction, oral or written, 
or forecast with respect to future prices of cotton or the trend of same: 
Provided further, That no part of the funds appropriated by this Act 
shall be used for laboratory investigations to determine the possibly 
harmful effects on human beings of spray insecticides on fruits and 
vegetables. 

MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

For stationery, supplies, materials, and equipment, freight, express, 
and drayage charges, advertising and press clippings, communication 
service, postage, washing towels, repairs, and alterations; for the main-
tenance, repair, and operation of one motorcycle and not to exceed 
three motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles (including one for 
the. Secretary of Agriculture, one for general utility needs of the 
entire Department, and one for the Forest Service) and purchase of 
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one motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicle at not to exceed $1,500,
including the exchange value of one such vehicle, for official purposes
only; for official traveling expenses, including examination of esti-
mates for appropriations in the field for any bureau, office, or service
of the Department; and for other miscellaneous supplies and expenses
not otherwise provided for and necessary for the practical and effi-
cient work of the Department, which are authorized by such officer
as the Secretary may designate, $108,250: Provided, That this appro-
priation shall be available for the payment of salaries of employees
engaged in the maintenance, repair, and operation of motor transport
vehicles, and that this appropriation shall be reimbursed from the
appropriation made for any bureau or office for which such service is
performed, in accordance with the provisions of the Act of May 11,
1922 (5 U. S. C. 543): Provided further, That the Secretary of Agri-
culture, during the fiscal year for which this appropriation is made,
may maintain stocks of stationery, supplies, equipment, and miscel-
laneous materials sufficient to meet, in whole or in part, requirements
of the bureaus and offices of the Department in the city of Washington
and elsewhere, but not to exceed in the aggregate $200,000 in value at
the close of the fiscal year, and the appropriations of such bureaus,
offices, and agencies available for the purchase of stationery, supplies,
equipment, and miscellaneous materials shall be available to reimburse
the appropriation for miscellaneous expenses current at the time sup-
plies are allotted, assigned, or issued, or when payment is received;
or transfer for the purchase of inventory; and for transfer pursuant

to the provisions of section 601 of the Act approved June 30, 1932
(31 U. S. C. 686): Provided further, That the appropriations made
hereunder shall be available for the payment of salaries and expenses
for purchasing, storing, handling, packing, or shipping supplies and
blank forms, and there shall be charged proportionately as a part of
the cost of supplies issued an amount to cover such salaries and
expenses, and in the case of blank forms and supplies not purchased
from this appropriation an amount to cover such salaries and expenses
shall be charged proportionately to the proper appropriation: Pro-
vided further, That the facilities of the central storehouse of the
Department shall to the fullest extent practicable be used to make
unnecessary the maintenance of separate bureau storehouse activities
in the Department: Provided further, That a separate schedule of
expenditures, transfers of funds, or other transactions hereunder shall
be included in the annual Budget: Provided further, That, except
to provide materials required in or incident to research or experi-
mental work where no suitable domestic product is available, no part
of the funds appropriated by this Act shall be expended in the pur-
chase of twine manufactured from commodities or materials produced
outside of the United States.

RENT OF BUILDINGS IN THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBLA

For rent of buildings and parts of buildings in the District of
Columbia, for use of the various bureaus, divisions, and offices of the
Department of Agriculture, $193,600.

Total, Office of the Secretary, $883,770.

OFFICE OF THE SOLICITOR

Salaries and expenses: For the employment of personal services in
the District of Columbia and elsewhere, and for other necessary
expenses, $232,480, of which not to exceed $187,781 may be expended
for personal services in the District of Columbia.
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one motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicle at not to exceed $1,500, 
including the exchange value of one such vehicle, for official purposes 
only; for official traveling expenses, including examination of esti-
mates for appropriations in the field for any bureau office, or service 
of the Department; and for other miscellaneous supplies and expenses 
not otherwise provided for and necessary for the practical and effi-
cient work of the Department, which are authorized by such officer 
as the Secretary may designate, $108,250: Provided, That this appro-
priation shall be available for the payment of salaries of employees 
engaged in the maintenance, repair, and operation of motor transport 
vehicles, and that this appropriation shall be reimbursed from the 
appropriation made for any bureau or office for which such service is 
performed, in accordance with the provisions of the Act of May 11, 
1922 (5 U. S. C. 543) : Provided further, That the Secretary of Agri-
culture, during the fiscal year for which this appropriation is made, 
may maintain stocks of stationery, supplies, equipment, and miscel-
laneous materials sufficient to meet, in whole or in part, requirements 
of the bureaus and offices of the Department in the city of Washington 
and elsewhere, but not to exceed in the aggregate $200,000 in value at 
the close of the fiscal year, and the appropriations of such bureaus, 
offices, and agencies available for the purchase of stationery, supplies, 
equipment, and miscellaneous materials shall be available to reimburse 
the appropriation for miscellaneous expenses current at the time sup-
plies are allotted, assigned, or issued, or when payment is received; 
for transfer for the purchase of inventory.; and for transfer pursuant 
to the provisions of section 601 of the Act approved June 30, 1932 
(31 U. S. C. 686) : Provided further, That the appropriations made 
hereunder shall be available for the payment of salaries and expenses 
for purchasing, storing, handling, packing, or shipping supplies and 
blank forms and there shall be charged proportionately as a part of 
the cost of 'supplies issued an amount to cover such salaries and 
expenses, and in the case of blank forms and supplies not purchased 
from this appropriation an amount to cover such salaries and expenses 
shall be charged proportionately to the proper appropriation: Pro-
vided further, That the facilities of the central storehouse of the 
Department shall to the fullest extent practicable be used to make 
unnecessary the maintenance of separate bureau storehouse activities 
in the Department: Provided further, That a separate schedule of 
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be included in the annual Budget: Provided further, That, except 
to provide materials required in or incident to research or experi-
mental work where no suitable domestic product is available, no part 
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RENT OF BUILDINGS IN THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

For rent of buildings and parts of buildings in the District of 
Columbia, for use of the various bureaus, divisions, and offices of the 
Department of Agriculture, $193,600. 

Total, Office of the Secretary, $883,770. 

OFFICE OF THE SOLICITOR 

Salaries and expenses: For the employment of personal services in 
the District of Columbia and elsewhere, and for other necessary 
expenses, $232,480, of which not to exceed $187,781 may be expended 
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OFFICE OF INFORMATION

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For necessary expenses in connection with the publication, index-
ing, illustration, and distribution of bulletins, documents, and reports,
including labor-saving machinery and supplies, envelopes, stationery
and materials, office furniture and fixtures, photographic equipment
and materials, artists' tools and supplies, telephone and telegraph
service, freight and express charges; purchase and maintenance of
bicycles; purchase of manuscripts; traveling expenses; electrotypes,
illustrations, and other expenses not otherwise provided for, $383,040,
of which not to exceed $360,780 may be used for personal services in
the District of Columbia.

PRINTING AND BINDING

For all printing and binding for the Department of Agriculture,
including all of its bureaus, offices, institutions, and services located
in Washington, District of Columbia, and elsewhere, $1,609,570,
including the purchase of reprints of scientific and technical articles
published in periodicals and journals; the Annual Report of the
Secretary of Agriculture, as required by the Acts of January 12,
1895 (44 U. S. C. 111, 212-220, 222, 241, 244), March 4, 1915 (7
U. S. C. 418), and June 20, 1936 (5 U. S. C. 108), and in pursuance
of the Act approved March 30, 1906 (44 U. S. C. 214, 224), and also
including not to exceed $250,000 for farmers' bulletins, which shall
be adapted to the interests of the people of the different sections
of the country, an equal proportion of four-fifths of which shall be
delivered to or sent out under the addressed franks furnished by the
Senators, Representatives, and Delegates in Congress, as they shall
direct, but not including work done at the field printing plants of
the Weather Bureau and of the Forest Service authorized by the
Joint Committee on Printing, in accordance with the Act approved
March 1, 1919 (44 U. S. C. 111, 220): Provided, That the Secretary
of Agriculture may transfer to this appropriation from the appro-
priation made for "Conservation and Use of Agricultural Land
Resources" such sums as may be necessary for printing and binding
in connection with marketing quotas under the Agricultural Adjust-
ment Act of 1938, and from funds appropriated to carry into effect
the terms of section 32 of the Act of August 24, 1935 (7 U. S. C.
612c), as amended, such sums as may be necessary for printing and
binding in connection with the activities under said section 32, and
from funds appropriated for parity payments under section 303
of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, such sums as may be
necessary for printing and binding in connection with such payments:
Provided further, That the total amount that may be transferred
under the authority granted in the preceding proviso shall not exceed
$600,000.

Total, Office of Information, $1,992,610.

LIBRARY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Salaries and expenses: For purchase and exchange of books of
reference, law books, technical and scientific books, periodicals, and
for expenses incurred in completing imperfect series; not to exceed
$1,200 for newspapers; for dues, when authorized by the Secretary
of Agriculture, for library membership in societies or associations
which issue publications to members only or at a price to members
lower than to subscribers who are not members; for salaries in the
city of Washington and elsewhere; for official traveling expenses, and
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SALARIES AND EXPENSES 

For necessary expenses in connection with the publication, index-
ing, illustration, and distribution of bulletins, documents, and reports, 
including labor-saving machinery and supplies, envelopes, stationery 
and materials, office furniture and fixtures, photographic equipment 
and materials, artists' tools and supplies, telephone and telegraph 
service, freight and express charges; purchase and maintenance of 
bicycles; purchase of manuscripts; traveling expenses; electrotypes, 
illustrations, and other expenses not otherwise provided for, $383,040, 
of which not to exceed $360,780 may be used for personal services in 
the District of Columbia. 

PRINTING AND BINDING 

For all printing and binding for the Department of Agriculture, 
including all of its bureaus, offices, institutions, and services located 
in Washington, District of Columbia, and elsewhere, $1,609,570, 
including the purchase of reprints of scientific and technical articles 
published in periodicals and journals; the Annual Report of the 
Secretary of Agriculture, as required by the Acts of January 12, 
1895 (44 U. S. C. 111, 212-220, 222, 241, 21.4), March 4, 1915 (7 
U. S. C. 418), and June 20, 1936 (5 U. S. C. 108), and in pursuance 
of the Act approved March 30, 1906 (44 U. S. C. 214, 224), and also 
including not to exceed $250,000 for farmers' bulletins, which shall 
be adapted to the interests of the people of the different sections 
of the country, an equal proportion of four-fifths of which shall be 
delivered to or sent out under the addressed franks furnished by the 
Senators, Representatives, and Delegates in Congress, as they shall 
direct, but not including work done at the field printing plants of 
the Weather Bureau and of the Forest Service authorized by the 
Joint Committee on Printing, in accordance with the Act approved 
March 1, 1919 (44 U. S. C. 111, 220) : Provided: That the Secretary 
of Agriculture may transfer to this appropriation from the appro-
priation made for "Conservation and Use of Agricultural Land 
Resources" such sums as may be necessary for printing and binding 
in connection with marketing quotas under the Agricultural Adjust-
ment Act of 1938, and from funds appropriated to carry into effect 
the terms of section 32 of the Act of August 24, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 
612c), as amended, such sums as may be necessary for printing and 
binding in connection with the activities under said section 32, and 
from funds appropriated for parity payments under section 303 
of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, such sums as may be 
necessary for printing and binding in connection with such payments: 
Provided further, That the total amount that may be transferred 
under the authority granted in the preceding proviso shall not exceed 
$600,000. 

Total, Office of Information, $1,992,610, 

LIBRARY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

Salaries and expenses: For purchase and exchange of books of 
reference, law books, technical and scientific books, periodicals, and 
for expenses incurred in completing imperfect series; not to exceed 
$1,200 for newspapers; for dues, when authorized by the Secretary 
of Agriculture, for library membership in societies or associations 
which issue publications to members only or at a price to members 
lower than to subscribers who are not members; for salaries in the 
city of Washington and elsewhere; for official traveling expenses, and 
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for library fixtures, library cards, supplies, and for all other neces-
sary expenses, $109,220, of which amount not to exceed $75,250 may
be expended for personal services in the District of Columbia.

OFFICE OF EXPERIMENT STATIONS

PAYMENTS TO STATES, HAWAII, ALASKA, AND PUERTO RICO FOR AGRICUL-
TURAL EXPERIMENT STATIONS

Hatch Act: To carry into effect the provisions of an Act approved
March 2, 1887 (7 U. S. C. 362, 363, 365, 368, 377-379), entitled "An
Act to establish agricultural experiment stations in connection with
the colleges established in the several States under the provisions of
an Act approved July 2, 1862 (7 U. S. C. 301-308), and of the Acts
supplementary thereto", the sums apportioned to the several States,
to be paid quarterly in advance, $720,000.

Adams Act: To carry into effect the provisions of an Act approved
March 16, 1906 (7 U. S. C. 369), entitled "An Act to provide for an
increased annual appropriation for agricultural experiment stations
and regulating the expenditure thereof", and Acts supplementary
thereto, the sums apportioned to the several States to be paid quar-
terly in advance, $720,000.

Purnell Act: To carry into effect the provisions of an Act entitled
"An Act to authorize the more complete endowment of agricultural
experiment stations", approved February 24, 1925 (7 U. S. C. 361,
366, 370, 371, 373-376, 380, 382), $2,880,000.

Hawaii: To carry into effect the provisions of an Act entitled "An
Act to extend the benefits of certain Acts of Congress to the Territory
of Hawaii", approved May 16, 1928 (7 U. S. C. 386-386b), $60,000.

Alaska: To carry into effect the provisions of an Act entitled "An
Act to extend the benefits of the Hatch Act and the Smith-Lever Act
to the Territory of Alaska", approved February 23, 1929 (7 U. S. C.
386c), $15,000; and the provisions of section 2 of the Act entitled "An
Act to extend the benefits of the Adams Act, the Purnell Act, and the
Capper-Ketcham Act to the Territory of Alaska, and for other pur-
poses", approved June 20, 1936 (7 U. S. C. 369a), $8,750; in all, for
Alaska, $23,750.

Puerto Rico: To carry into effect the provisions of an Act entitled
"An Act to coordinate the agricultural experiment station work and
to extend the benefits of certain Acts of Congress to the Territory of
Puerto Rico", approved March 4, 1931 (7 U. S. C. 386d-386f), $45,000.

Title I, Bankhead-Jones Act: For payments to States, Hawaii,
Alaska, and Puerto Rico, pursuant to authorizations contained in
title I of an Act entitled "An Act to provide for research into basic
laws and principles relating to agriculture and to provide for the
further development of cooperative agricultural extension work and
the more complete endowment and support of land-grant colleges",
approved June 29, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 427-427g), $2,400,000.

In all, payments to States, Hawaii, Alaska, and Puerto Rico for
agricultural experiment stations, $6,848,750.

SALARES AND EXPENSES

Administration of grants to States and coordination of research: To
enable the Secretary of Agriculture to enforce the provisions of the
Acts approved March 2, 1887 (7 U. S. C. 362, 363, 365, 368, 377-379),
March 16, 1906 (7 U. S. C. 369, 375), February 24, 1925 (7 U. S. C.
361, 366, 370, 371, 373-376, 380, 382), May 16, 1928 (7 U. S. C. 386-
386b), February 23, 1929 (7 U. S. C. 386c), March 4, 1931 (7 U. S. C.
386d-386f), and June 20, 1936 (7 U. S. C. 369a), and Acts amendatory
or supplementary thereto, relative to their administration and for
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for library fixtures, library cards, supplies, and for all other neces-
sary expenses, $109,220, of which amount not to exceed $75,250 may 
be expended for personal services in the District of Columbia. 
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Hatch Act: To carry into effect the provisions of an Act approved 
March 2, 1887 (7 U. S. C. 362, 363, 365, 368, 377-379), entitled "An 
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to be paid quarterly in advance, $720,000. 
Adams Act: To carry into effect the provisions of an Act approved 

March 16, 1906 (7 U. S. C. 369), entitled "An Act to provide for an 
increased annual appropriation for agricultural experiment stations 
and regulating the expenditure thereof", and Acts supplementary 
thereto, the sums apportioned to the several States to be paid quar-
terly in advance, $720,000. 

Purnell Act: To carry into effect the provisions of an Act entitled 
"An Act to authorize the more complete endowment of agricultural 
experiment stations", approved February 24, 1925 (7 U. S. C. 361, 
366, 370, 371, 373-376, 380, 382), $2,880,000. 
Hawaii: To carry into effect the provisions of an Act entitled "An 

Act to extend the benefits of certain Acts of Congress to the Territory 
of Hawaii", approved May 16, 1928 (7 U. S. C. 386-386b), $60,000. 
Alaska: To carry into effect the provisions of an Act entitled "An 

Act to extend the benefits of the Hatch Act and the Smith-Lever Act 
to the Territory of Alaska", approved February 23, 1929 (7 U. S. C. 
386c), $15,000; and the provisions of section 2 of the Act entitled "An 
Act to extend the benefits of the Adams Act, the Purnell Act, and the 
Capper-Ketcham Act to the Territory of Alaska, and for other pur-
poses", approved June 20, 1936 (7 U. S. C. 369a), $8,750; in all, for 
Alaska, $23,750. 
Puerto Rico: To carry into effect the provisions of an Act entitled 

"An Act to coordinate the agricultural experiment station work and 
to extend the benefits of certain Acts of Congress to the Territory of 
Puerto Rico", approved March 4, 1931 (7 U. S. C. 386d-386f), $45,000. 

Title I, Bankhead-Jones Act: For payments to States, Hawaii, 
Alaska, and Puerto Rico, pursuant to authorizations contained in 
title I of an Act entitled "An Act to provide for research into basic 
laws and principles relating to agriculture and to provide for the 
further development of cooperative agricultural extension work and 
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approved June 29, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 427-427g), $2,400,000. 
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7 U. S. C. §§ 362, 

363, 365, 368, 377-379. 
College-aid land 

grants. 
12 Stat. 503. 
7 U. S. C. §§301-308. 

Increased allot-
ments. 
34 Stat. 63. 
7 U. S. C. § 369. 

Further allotments. 
43 Stat. 970. 
7 U. S. C. §§ 361, 

366, 370, 371, 373-376, 
380, 382. 

Hawaii. 
45 Stat. 571. 
7 U. S. C. §§ 386-

386b. 

Alaska. 
45 Stat. 1256. 
7 U. S. C. § 3860. 

Benefits of other 
provisions extended 
to. 
49 Stat. 1554. 
7 U. S.C., Supp. IV, 

§ toss. 

Puerto Rico. 

46 Stat. 1520 
7 U. S. C. §§ 386d - 

386f. 
Research into basic 

agricultural laws and 
principles. 

49 Stat. 436. 
7 U. S. C., Supp. IV, 

§§ 427-427g. 

Total. 

Administration of 
grants to States, etc. 

24 Stat. 440; 34 Stat. 
63; 43 Stat. 970; 45 
Stat. 571, 1256; 46 
Stat. 1520; 49 Stat. 
1553. 
7 II. S. C. §§361-363, 

365, 386, 368-371, 373-
380, 382, 386-386f; 
Supp. IV. I 369a. 
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Puerto R
tion.

Form of i
nancial state

Insular e]
stations.

Proviso.
Transfer

ment.

45 Stat. 57
7 U. S. C

386b.
Sale of pro

posit of recei

Personal s

Vehicles, i
ice.

Lico, sta- the administration of an agricultural experiment station in Puerto
Rico, including the employment of persons and means in the city of

amnnuetf Washington and elsewhere, $161,735; and the Secretary of Agricul-
ture shall prescribe the form of the annual financial statement required
under the above Acts, ascertain whether the expenditures are in
accordance with their provisions, coordinate the research work of
the Department of Agriculture and coordinate the research work of
the Department with that of the State agricultural colleges and experi-
ment stations in the lines authorized in said Acts, and make report
thereon to Congress.

iperiment Insular experiment stations: To enable the Secretary of Agriculture
to establish and maintain an agricultural experiment station in
Puerto Rico, including the erection of buildings, the preparation,
illustration, and distribution of reports and bulletins, $83,000: Pro-
voided, That the Secretary of Agriculture may, at his discretion,

f equp transfer such property and equipment including the library, of the
Hawaii Experiment Station, formerly maintained by the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, as he may deem necessary and advisable to the
experiment station of the University of Hawaii, which has been
conducted jointly and in collaboration with the former Federal

:5 38, station under the Act of May 16, 1928 (7 U. S. C. 386-386b); and
dct the Secretary of Agriculture is authorized to sell such products as

ipts.; are obtained on the land belonging to the agricultural experiment
station in Puerto Rico, and the amount obtained from the sale
thereof shall be covered into the Treasury of the United States as
miscellaneous receipts.

In all, salaries and expenses, $244,735.
er Total, Office of Experiment Stations, $7,093,485, of which amount

not to exceed $150,105 may be expended for personal services in the
eld serv- District of Columbia, and not to exceed $750 shall be available for

the purchase of motor-propelled and horse-drawn passenger-carrying
vehicles necessary in the conduct of field work outside the District ol
Columbia.

Administrative ex-
penses.

49 Stat. 436.
7U. . C., Supp. IV,
427, 427b, 427c, 427f.

Special research
work.

Personal services.

Vehicles.

Further cooperation
with State colleges.

SPECIAL RESEARCH FUND, DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE

For enabling the Secretary of Agriculture to carry into effect the
provisions of an Act entitled "An Act to provide for research into
basic laws and principles relating to agriculture and to provide for
the further development of cooperative agricultural extension work
and the more complete endowment and support of land-grant col-
leges", approved June 29, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 427, 427b, 427c, 427f); for
administration of the provisions of section 5 of the said Act, and
for special research work, including the planning, programming,
coordination, and printing the results of such research, to be con-
ducted by such agencies of the Department of Agriculture as the
Secretary of Agriculture may designate or establish, and to which
he may make allotments from this fund, including the employment
of persons and means in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, and
the purchase, maintenance, repair, and operation of motor-propelled
and horse-drawn passenger-carrying vehicles necessary in the con-
duct of field work outside the District of Columbia, $1,400,000.

EXTENSION SERVICE

PAYMENTS TO STATES, HAWAII, ALASKA, AND PUERTO BICO

Capper-Ketcham extension work: To enable the Secretary of Agri-
culture to carry into effect the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act
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386b. 
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ice. 

Administrative ex-
penses. 

49 Stat. 436. 
7 U. S. C., Supp. IV, 

§§ 427, 427b, 427c, 4271. 
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work. 
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the administration of an agricultural experiment station in Puerto 
Rico, including the employment of persons and means in the city of 
Washington and elsewhere, $161,735; and the Secretary of Agricul-
ture shall prescribe the form of the annual financial statement required 
under the above Acts, ascertain whether the expenditures are in 
accordance with their provisions, coordinate the research work of 
the Department of Agriculture and coordinate the research work of 
the Department with that of the State agricultural colleges and experi-
ment stations in the lines authorized in said Acts, and make report 
thereon to Congress. 

Insular experiment stations: To enable the Secretary of Agriculture 
to establish and maintain an agricultural experiment station in 
Puerto Rico, including the erection of buildings, the preparation, 
illustration, and distribution of reports and bulletins, $83,000: Pro-
vided, That the Secretary, of Agriculture may, at his discretion, 
transfer such property and equipment including the library, of the 
Hawaii Experiment Station, formerly maintained by the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, as he may deem necessary and advisable to the 
experiment station of the University of Hawaii, which has been 
conducted jointly and in collaboration with the former Federal 
station under the Act of May 16, 1928 (7 U. S. C. 386-386b) ; and 
the Secretary of Agriculture is authorized to sell such products as 
are obtained on the land belonging to the agricultural experiment 
station in Puerto Rico, and the amount obtained from the sale 
thereof shall be covered into the Treasury of the United States as 
miscellaneous receipts. 
In all, salaries and expenses, $244,735. 
Total, Office of Experiment Stations, $7,093,485, of which amount 

not to exceed $150,105 may be expended for personal services in the 
District of Columbia, and not to exceed $750 shall be available for 
the purchase of motor-propelled and horse-drawn passenger-carrying 
vehicles necessary in the conduct of field work outside the District of 
Columbia. 

SPECIAL RESEARCH FUND, DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE 

For enabling the Secretary of Agriculture to carry into effect the 
provisions of an Act entitled "An Act to provide for research into 
basic laws and principles relating to agriculture and to provide for 
the further development of cooperative agricultural extension work 
and the more complete endowment and support of land-grant col-
leges", approved June 29, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 427, 427b, 427c, 427f) ; for 
administration of the provisions of section 5 of the said Act, and 
for special research work, including the planning, programming, 
coordination, and printing the results of such research, to be con-
ducted by such agencies of the Department of Ag;riculture as the 
Secretary of Agriculture may designate or establish, and to which 
he may make allotments from this fund, including the employment 
of persons and means in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, and 
the purchase, maintenance, repair, and operation of motor-propelled 
and horse-drawn passenger-carrying vehicles necessary in the con-
duct of field work outside the District of Columbia, $1,400,000. 

EXTENSION SERVICE 

PAYMENTS TO STATES, HAWAII, ALASKA, AND PUERTO RICO 

Capper-Ketcham extension work:. To enable the Secretary of Agri-
culture to carry into effect the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act 
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to provide for the further development of agricultural extension work
between the agricultural colleges in the several States receiving the
benefits of the Act entitled 'An Act donating public lands to the
several States and Territories which may provide colleges for the
benefit of agriculture and mechanic arts', approved July 2, 1862 (7 1 .2 

Stat 
5

03; 4
5 

Stat.

U. S. C. 301-308), and all Acts supplementary thereto, and the United 7 U. S. .§§ 301-308,

States Department of Agriculture", approved May 22, 1928 (7 U. S. C. 343a, 343b.
343a, 343b), $1,480,000.

Extension work, Act of April 24, 1939: To enable the Secretary of Cooperative exten-
Agriculture to carry into effect the provisions of the Act entitled sionwork etc-

"An Act to provide for the further development of cooperative agri-
cultural extension work", approved April 24, 1939 (Public, Numbered Ante, p. 589.
41, Seventy-sixth Congress), $203,000.

Extension work, section 21, Bankhead-Jones Act: To enable the Cooperative State
agricultural extension

Secretary of Agriculture to carry into effect the provisions of section work.

21, title II, of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for research into
basic laws and principles relating to agriculture and to provide for
the further development of cooperative agricultural extension work
and the more complete endowment and support of land-grant col- 7tU. S.., Supp. IV,

leges", approved June 29, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 343c), $12,000,000. 343c.

Alaska: To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry into effect Alask
a-

the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to extend the benefits of
the Hatch Act and the Smith-Lever Act to the Territory of Alaska",
approved February 23, 1929 (7 U. S. C. 386c), $13,918; and the pro- 45 tsat. 1256.

7 U. S. C. § 386c.
visions of section 3 of the Act entitled "An Act to extend the benefits Benefits of desig-
of the Adams Act, the Purnell Act, and the Capper-Ketcham Act to t

ted etended
the Territory of Alaska, and for other purposes", approved June 20, 49 Stat. 1554.

7 U. S. C., Supp.
1936 (7 U. S. C. 343e), $7,500; in all, for Alaska, $21,418. Iv, 343e.

Puerto Rico: To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry into Puerto Rico.

effect the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to extend the benefits 7 u. s. C., supp.

of section 21 of the Bankhead-Jones Act to Puerto Rico", approved IV, § 343f. 343g.

August 28, 1937 (7 U. S. C. 343f-343g), $65,000.
In all, payments to States, Hawaii, Alaska, and Puerto Rico for Total-

agricultural extension work, $13,769,418.

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

General administrative expenses: For necessary expenses for gen-
eral administrative purposes, including personal services in the Dis-
trict of Columbia, $126,246.

Farmers' cooperative demonstration work: For farmers' coopera-
tive demonstration work, including special suggestions of plans and
methods for more effective dissemination of the results of the work of
the Department of Agriculture and the agricultural experiment sta-
tions and of improved methods of agricultural practice, at farmers'
institutes and in agricultural instruction, and for such work on Gov-
ernment reclamation projects, and for personal services in the city
of Washington and elsewhere, supplies, and all other necessary
expenses, $560,170: Provided, That the expense of such service shall
be defrayed from this appropriation and such cooperative funds as
may be voluntarily contributed by State, county, and municipal
agencies, associations of farmers, and individual farmers, universi-
ties, colleges, boards of trade, chambers of commerce, other local
associations of businessmen, business organizations, and individuals
within the State.

Motion pictures: For the preparation and distribution of motion
and sound pictures, and sound recordings, as a means of disseminating
information to farmers and others on the results of scientific research
of the Department, and of teaching improved methods and practices

General administra-
tive expenses.

Farmers' coopera-
tive demonstration
work.

Farmers' institutes.

Proviso.
Acceptance of vol-

untary contributions
within State.

Motion and sound
pictures, etc.

Preparationanddis-
tribution.
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to provide for the further development of agricultural extension work 
between the agricultural colleges in the several States receiving the 
benefits of the Act entitled 'An Act donating public lands to the 
several States and Territories which may provide colleges for the 
benefit of agriculture and mechanic arts', approved July 2, 1862 (7 
U. S. C. 301-308), and all Acts supplementary thereto, and the United 
States Department of Agriculture", approved May 22, 1928 (7 U. S. C. 
343a, 343b), $1,480,000. 
Extension work, Act of April 24, 1939: To enable the Secretary of 

Agriculture to carry into effect the provisions of the Act entitled 
"An Act to provide for the further development of cooperative agri-
cultural extension work", approved April 24, 1939 (Public, Numbered 
41, Seventy-sixth Congress), $203,000. 
Extension work, section 21, Bankhead-Jones Act: To enable the 

Secretary of Agriculture to carry into effect the provisions of section 
21, title II, of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for research into 
basic laws and principles relating to agriculture and to provide for 
the further development of cooperative agricultural extension work 
and the more complete endowment and support of land-grant col-
leges", approved June 29, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 343c), $12,000,000. 
Alaska: To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry into effect 

the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to extend the benefits of 
the Hatch Act and the Smith-Lever Act to the Territory of Alaska", 
approved February 23, 1929 (7 U. S. C. 386c), $13,918; and the pro-
visions of section 3 of the Act entitled "An Act to extend the benefits 
of the Adams Act, the Purnell Act, and the Capper-Ketcham Act to 
the Territory of Alaska, and for other purposes", approved June 20, 
1936 (7 U. S. C. 343e), $7,500; in all, for Alaska, $21,418. 
Puerto Rico: To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry into 

effect the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to extend the benefits 
of section 21 of the Bankhead-Jones Act to Puerto Rico", approved 
August 28, 1937 (7 U. S. C. 343f-343g), $65,000. 
In all, payments to States, Hawaii, Alaska, and Puerto Rico for 

agricultural extension work, $13,769,418. 

SALARIES AND EXPENSES 

General administrative expenses: For necessary expenses for gen-
eral administrative purposes, including personal services in the Dis-
trict of Columbia, $126,246. 
Farmers' cooperative demonstration work: For farmers' coopera-

tive denionstration work, including special suggestions of plans and 
methods for more effective dissemination of the results of the work of 
the Department of Agriculture and the agricultural experiment sta-
tions and of improved methods of agricultural practice, at farmers' 
institutes and in agricultural instruction, and for such work on Gov-
ernment reclamation projects, and for personal services in the city 
of Washington and elsewhere, supplies, and all other necessary 
expenses, $560,170: Provided, That the expense of such service shall 
be defrayed from this appropriation and such cooperative funds as 
may be voluntarily contributed by State, county, and municipal 
agencies, associations of farmers, and individual farmers, universi-
ties, colleges, boards of trade, chambers of commerce, other local 
associations of businessmen, business organizations, and individuals 
within the State. 
Motion pictures: For the preparation and distribution of motion 

and sound pictures, and sound recordings, as a means of disseminating 
information to farmers and others on the results of scientific research 
of the Department, and of teaching improved methods and practices 

12 Stat 503; 45 Stat. 
71L 
7 U. S. C. §§ 301-308, 

343a, 343b. 

Cooperative exten-
sion work, etc. 

Ante, p. 589. 

Cooperative State 
agricultural extension 
work. 

49 Stat. 438. 
7 U. S. c., Supp. IV, 
§ 343c. 
Alaska. 

45 Stat. 1256. 
7 U. S. C. § 386c. 
Benefits of desig-

nated Acts extended 
to. 
49 Stat. 1554. 
7 U. S. C., Supp. 

IV, § 343e. 
Puerto Rico. 
50 Stat. 881. 
7 U. S. C., Stipp. 

IV, §§ 343f, 343g. 

Total. 

General ad ministra-
tive expenses. 

Farmers' coopera-
tive demonstration 
work. 

Farmers' institutes. 

Proviso. 
Acceptance of vol-

untary contributions 
within State. 

Motion and sound 
pictures, etc. 
Preparation and dis-

tribution. 
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in agriculture, home economics, and other subjects related to the work
of the Department of Agriculture; including the employment of
persons and means in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, $79,000.

Agricultral exhib- Agricultural exhibits at fairs: To enable the Secretary of Agricul-
ture to make suitable agricultural exhibits at State, interstate, and
international fairs held within the United States, including the
employment of persons and means in the District of Columbia and
elsewhere, $85,000.

forestry extension Cooperative farm forestry extension work: For cooperation with
work. appropriate officials of the various States or with other suitable

agencies to assist the owners of farms in establishing, improving, and
renewing wood lots, shelterbelts, windbreaks, and other valuable forest
growth, and in growing and renewing useful timber crops under the
provisions of section 5 of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the
protection of forest lands, for the reforestation of denuded areas, for
the extension of national forests, and for other purposes, in order to
promote the continuous production of timber on lands chiefly suitable

16 St.6: §568. therefor", approved June 7, 1924 (16 U. S. C. 564-570), including
personal services in the District of Columbia, $77,898.

Personal services. In all, salaries and expenses, $928,314, of which amount not to
exceed $692,816 may be expended for personal services in the District
of Columbia.

Total, Extension Service, $14,697,732.

FOREIGN AGRICULTURAL SERVICE

Administrative ex-
penses.

46 Stat. 497.
7 U. S. C. §5 541-

545.

Cooperation with
Government agencies.

Salaries and ex-
penses.

26 Stat. 653.
15 U. S. C. §§ 311-

313, 317; Supp. IV, §
313.

52 Stat. 1014.
49 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, § 603.
Buildings and

grounds.

To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry into effect the pro-
visions of the Act entitled "An Act to promote the agriculture of the
United States by expanding in the foreign field the service now ren-
dered by the United States Department of Agriculture in acquiring
and diffusing useful information regarding agriculture, and for other
purposes", approved June 5,1930 (7 U. S. C. 541-545), and for collect-
ing and disseminating to American producers, importers, exporters,
and other interested persons information relative to the world supply
of and need for American agricultural products, marketing methods,
conditions, prices, and other factors, a knowledge of which is neces-
sary to the advantageous disposition of such products in foreign coun-
tries, independently and in cooperation with other branches of the
Government, State agencies, purchasing and consuming organizations,
and persons engaged in the transportation, marketing, and distribu-
tion of farm and food products, and including the employment of
persons and means in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, and the
purchase of such books and periodicals and not to exceed $1,000 for
newspapers as may be necessary in connection with this work,
$295,000.

Grand total, Office of the Secretary of Agriculture, $26,704,297.

WEATHER BUREAU

SAIARTES AND EXPENSES

For the employment of persons and means required for carrying
into effect in the District of Columbia and elsewhere in the United
States, in the West Indies, in the Panama Canal, the Caribbean Sea,
and on adjacent coasts, in the Hawaiian Islands, in Bermuda, and in
Alaska the provisions of an Act approved October 1, 1890 (15 U. S. C.
311-313, 317), so far as they relate to the weather service transferred
thereby to the Department of Agriculture, and section 803 of the Civil
Aeronautics Act of 1938 (49 U. S. C. 603); for repair, alterations, and
improvements to existing buildings and care and preservation of
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in agriculture home economics, and other subjects related to the work 
of the Department of Agriculture; including the employment of 
persons and means in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, $79,000. 

Agricultural exhibits at fairs: To enable the Secretary of Agricul-
ture to make suitable agricultural exhibits at State, interstate, and 
international fairs held within the United States, including the 
employment of persons and means in the District of Columbia and 
elsewhere, $85,000. 

Cooperative farm forestry extension work: For cooperation with 
appropriate officials of the various States or with other suitable 
agencies to assist the owners of farms in establishing, improving, and 
renewing wood lots, shelterbelts, windbreaks, and other valuable forest 
growth, and in growing and renewing useful timber crops under the 
provisions of section 5 of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the 
protection of forest lands, for the reforestation of denuded areas, for 
the extension of national forests, and for other purposes2 in order to 
promote the continuous production of timber on lands chiefly suitable 
therefor", approved June 7, 1924 (16 U. S. C. 564-570), including 
personal services in the District of Columbia, $77,898. 
In all, salaries and expenses, $928,314, a which amount not to 

exceed $692,816 may be expended for personal services in the District 
of Columbia. 

Total, Extension Service, $14,697,732. 

FOREIGN AGRICULTURAL SERVICE 

To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry into effect the pro-
visions of the Act entitled "An Act to promote the agriculture of the 
United States by expanding in the foreign field the service now ren-
dered by the United States Department of Agriculture in acquiring 
and diffusing useful information regarding agriculture, and for other 
purposes", approved June 5,1930 (7 U. S. C. 541-545), and for collect-
ing and disseminating to American producers, importers, exporters, 
and other interested persons information relative to the world supply 
of and need for American agricultural products, marketing methods, 
conditions, prices, and other factors, a knowledge of which is neces-
sary to the advantageous disposition of such products in foreign coun-
tries, independently and in cooperation with other branches of the 
Government, State agencies, purchasing and consuming organizations, 
and persons engaged in the transportation, marketing, and distribu-
tion of farm and food products, and including the employment of 
persons and means in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, and the 
purchase of such books and periodicals and not to exceed $1,000 for 
newspapers as may be necessary in connection with this work, 
$295,000. 
Grand total, Office of the Secretary of Agriculture, $26,704,297. 

WEATHER BUREAU 

SALARIES AND EXPENSES 

For the employment of persons and means required for carrying 
into effect in the District of Columbia and elsewhere in the United 
States, in the West Indies, in the Panama Canal,. the Caribbean Sea, 
and on adjacent coasts, in the Hawaiian Islands, in Bermuda and in 
Alaska the provisions of an Act approved October 1, 1890 (15 Bermuda, S. C. 
311-313, 317), so far as they relate to the weather service transferred 
thereby to the Department of Agriculture, and section 803 of the Civil 
Aeronautics Act of 1938 (49 U. S. C. 603) ; for repair, alterations, and 
improvements to existing buildings and care and preservation of 
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grounds, including the construction of necessary outbuildings and side-
walks on public streets, abutting Weather Bureau grounds; for the
erection of temporary buildings for living quarters of observers; for
telephone rentals, and for telegraphing, telephoning, and cabling
reports and messages, rates to be fixed by the Secretary of Agriculture
by agreement with the companies performing the service; for the
establishment, equipment, and maintenance of meteorological offices
and stations and for the issuing of weather forecasts and warnings of
storms, cold waves, frosts, and heavy snows, the gaging and measur-
ing of the flow of rivers and the issuing of river forecasts and warn-
ings; for observations and reports relating to crops; and for other
necessary observations and reports, including cooperation with other
bureaus of the Government and societies and institutions of learning
as follows:

General administrative expenses: For necessary expenses for gen-
eral administrative purposes, including the salary of chief of bureau
and other personal services in the District of Columbia, $145,000.

General weather service and research: For necessary expenses inci-
dent to collecting and disseminating meteorological, climatological,
and marine information, and for investigations in meteorology, cli-
matology, seismology, evaporation, and aerology in the District of
Columbia and elsewhere, including $3,930 for investigations of the
relationship of weather conditions to forest fires, under section 6 of
the Act approved May 22, 1928 (16 U. S. C. 581e), $2,527,870, of
which not to exceed $1,500 may be expended for the contribution of
the United States to the cost of the office of the secretariat of the
International Meteorological Committee, and not to exceed $10,000
may be expended for the maintenance of a printing office in the city
of Washington for the printing of weather maps, bulletins, circulars,
forms, and other publications: Provided, That no printing shall be
done by the Weather Bureau that can be done at the Government
Printing Office without impairing the service of said Bureau.

Airways weather service and research: For promoting the safety
and efficiency of aircraft as provided by section 803 of the Civil Aero-
nautics Act of 1938, and for the maintenance of stations for observ-
ing, measuring, and investigating atmospheric phenomena, including
salaries and other expenses, in the city of Washington and elsewhere,
$3,500,000.

Total, salaries and expenses, Weather Bureau, $6,172,870, of which
amount not to exceed $722,719 may be expended for personal services
in the District of Columbia: Provided, That Weather Bureau part-
time employees, appointed by designation or otherwise, under regula-
tions of the Civil Service Commission, for observational work, may
perform odd jobs in the installation, repair, improvement, alteration,
cleaning, or removal of Government property and receive compensa-
tion therefor at rates of pay to be fixed by the Secretary of
Agriculture.

WEATHER BtJREAU BUILDING, WASHINGTON, DISTRICT OF COLUTMBIA

Weather Bureau Building: For the construction and equipment,
on the site of the Weather Bureau in the District of Columbia, of the
first unit of an extensible building for the use of said Bureau, includ-
ing necessary alterations in the existing Weather Bureau buildings,
to remain available until expended. $250,000.

Total, Weather Bureau, $6,172,870.

947
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grounds, including the construction of necessary outbuildings and side-
walks on public streets, abutting Weather Bureau grounds; for the 
erection of temporary buildings for living quarters of observers; for 
telephone rentals, and for telegraphing, telephoning, and cabling 
reports and messages, rates to be fixed by the Secretary of Agriculture 
by agreement with the companies performing the service; for the 
establishment, equipment, and maintenance of meteorological offices 
and stations and for the issuing of weather forecasts and warnings of 
storms, cold waves, frosts, and heavy snows, the gaging and measur-
ing of the flow of rivers and the issuing of river forecasts and warn-
ings; for observations and reports relating to crops; and for other 
necessary observations and reports, including cooperation with other 
bureaus of the Government and societies and institutions of learning 
as follows: 
General administrative expenses: For necessary expenses for gen-

eral administrative purposes, including the salary of chief of bureau 
and other personal services in the District of Columbia, $145,000. 
General weather service and research: For necessary expenses inci-

dent to collecting and disseminating meteorological, climatological, 
and marine information, and for investigations in meteorology, cli-
matology, seismology, evaporation, and aerology in the District of 
Columbia and elsewhere, including $3,930 for investigations of the 
relationship of weather conditions to forest fires, under section 6 of 
the Act approved May 22, 1928 (16 U. S. C. 581e), $2,527,870, of 
which not to exceed $1,500 may be expended for the contribution of 
the United States to the cost of the office of the secretariat of the 
International Meteorological Committee, and not to exceed $10,000 
may be expended for the maintenance of a printing office in the city 
of Washington for the printing of weather maps, bulletins, circulars, 
forms, and other publications: Provided, That no printing shall be 
done by the Weather Bureau that can be done at the Government 
Printing Office without impairing the service of said Bureau. 
Airways weather service and research: For promoting the safety 

and efficiency of aircraft as provided by section 803 of the Civil Aero-
nautics Act of 1938, and for the maintenance of stations for observ-
ing, measuring, and investigating atmospheric phenomena, including 
salaries and other expenses, in the city of Washington and elsewhere, 
$3,500,000. 

Total, salaries and expenses, Weather Bureau, $6,172,870, of which 
amount not to exceed $722,719 may be expended for personal services 
in the District of Columbia: Provided, That Weather Bureau part-
time employees, appointed by designation or otherwise, under regula-
tions of the Civil Service Commission, for observational work, may 
perform odd jobs in the installation, repair, improvement, alteration, 
cleaning, or removal of Government property and receive compensa-
tion therefor at rates of pay to be fixed by the Secretary of 
Agriculture. 

WEATHER BUREAU BUILDING, WASHINGTON, DISTRICT OF COLITMBIA 

Weather Bureau Building: For the construction and equipment, 
on the site of the Weather Bureau in the District of Columbia, of the 
first unit of an extensible building for the use of said Bureau, includ-
ing necessary alterations in the existing Weather Bureau buildings, 
to remain available until expended. $250,000. 

Total, Weather Bureau, $6,172,870. 
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BUREAU OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For carrying out the provisions of the Act approved May 29, 1884
(7 U. S. C. 391; 21 U. S. C. 112-119, 130), establishing a Bureau of
Animal Industry, and the provisions of the Act approved March 3,
1891 (45 U. S. C. 75, 76), providing for the safe transport and
humane treatment of export cattle from the United States to foreign
countries, and for other purposes; the Act approved August 30, 1890
(21 U. S. C. 101-105), providing for the importation of animals into
the United States, and for other purposes; and the provisions of the
Act approved February 2, 1903 (21 U. S. C. 111-113, 120-122), to
enable the Secretary of Agriculture to more effectually suppress and
prevent the spread of contagious and infectious diseases of livestock
and for other purposes; and also the provisions of the Act approved
March 3, 1905 (21 U. S. C. 123-128), to enable the Secretary of Agri-
culture to establish and maintain quarantine districts, to permit and
regulate the movement of cattle and other livestock therefrom, and
for other purposes; and for carrying out the provisions of the Act of
June 29, 1906 (45 U. S. C. 71-74) entitled "An Act to prevent cruelty
to animals while in transit by railroad or other means of transporta-
tion"; and for carrying out the provisions of the Meat Inspection Act
of June 30, 1906 (21 U. S. C. 95), as amended by the Act of March 4
1907 (21 U. S. C. 71-94) as extended to equine meat by the Act of
July 24, 1919 (21 U. S. C. 96), as authorized by section 2 (a) of the
Act of June 26, 1934 (31 U. S. C. 725a), and as further amended by
the Act of June 29, 1938 (21 U. S. C. 91); and for carrying out the
provisions of the Act approved March 4, 1913 (21 U. S. C. 151-158),
regulating the preparation, sale, barter, exchange, or shipment of any
virus, serum, toxin, or analogous products manufactured in the United
States and the importation of such products intended for use in the
treatment of domestic animals; and the Secretary of Agriculture,
upon application of any exporter, importer, packer, owner, agent of,
or dealer, in livestock, hides, skins, meat, or other animal products,
may, in his discretion, make inspections and examinations at places
other than the headquarters of inspectors for the convenience of said
applicants and charge the applicants for the expenses of travel and
subsistence incurred for such inspections and examinations, the funds
derived from such charges to be deposited in the Treasury of the
United States to the credit of the appropriation from which the
expenses are paid; and to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to
collect and disseminate information concerning livestock and animal
products; to prepare and disseminate reports on animal industry; to
employ persons and means in the city of Washington or elsewhere;
to purchase in the open market samples of all tuberculin, serums,
antitoxins, or analogous products, of foreign or domestic manufacture,
which are sold in the United States, for the detection, prevention,
treatment, or cure of diseases of domestic animals, to test the same,
and to disseminate the results of said tests in such manner as he may
deem best; to purchase and destroy diseased or exposed animals,
including poultry, or quarantine the same whenever in his judgment
essential to prevent the spread of pleuro-pneumonia, tuberculosis,
contagious poultry diseases, or other diseases of animals from one
State to another, as follows:

General administrative expenses: For necessary expenses for gen-
eral administrative purposes, including the salary of chief of bureau
and other personal services in the District of Columbia, $170,120.

Animal husbandry: For investigations and experiments in animal
husbandry; for experiments in animal feeding and breeding, including
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BUREAU OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY 

SALARIES AND EXPENSES 

For carrying out the provisions of the Act approved May 29, 1884 
(7 U. S. C. 391; 21 U. S. C. 112-119, 130), establishing a Bureau of 
Animal Industry, and the provisions of the Act approved March 3, 
1891 (45 U. S. C. 75, 76), providing for the safe transport and 
humane treatment of export cattle from the United States to foreign 
countries, and for other purposes; the Act approved August 30, 1890 
(21 U. S. C. 101-105), providing for the importation of animals into 
the United States, and for other purposes; and the provisions of the 
Act approved February 2, 1903 (21 U. S. C. 111-113, 120-122), to 
enable the Secretary of Agriculture to more effectually suppress and 
prevent the spread of contagious and infectious diseases of livestock, 
and for other purposes; and also the provisions of the Act approved 
March 3, 1905 (21 U. S. C. 123-128), to enable the Secretary of Agri-
culture to establish and maintain quarantine districts, to permit and 
regulate the movement of cattle and other livestock therefrom, and 
for other purposes; and for carrying out the provisions of the Act of 
June 29, 1906 (45 U. S. C. 71-74) 2 entitled "An Act to prevent cruelty 
to animals while in transit by railroad or other means of transporta-
tion"; and for carrying out the provisions of the Meat Inspection Act 
of June 30, 1906 (21 U. S. C. 95), as amended by the Act of March 4, 
1907 (21 U. S. C. 71-94), as extended to equine meat by the Act a 
July 24, 1919 (21 U. S. C. 96), as authorized by section 2 (a) of the 
Act of June 26, 1934 (31 U. S. C. 725a), and as further amended by 
the Act of June 29, 1938 (21 U. S. C. 91) ; and for carrying out the 
provisions of the Act approved March 4, 1913 (21 U. S. C. 151-158), 
regulating the preparation, sale, barter, exchange, or shipment of any 
virus, serum, toxin, or analogous products manufactured in the United. 
States and the importation of such products intended for use in the 
treatment of domestic animals; and the Secretary of Agriculture, 
upon application of any exporter, importer, packer, owner, agent of, 
or dealer, in livestock, hides, skins, meat, or other animal products, 
may, in his discretion, make inspections and examinations at places 
other than the headquarters of inspectors for the convenience of said 
applicants and charge the applicants for the expenses of travel and 
subsistence incurred for such inspections and examinations, the funds 
derived from such charges to be deposited in the Treasury of the 
United States to the credit of the appropriation from which the 
expenses are paid; and to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to 
collect and disseminate information concerning livestock and animal 
products; to prepare and disseminate reports on animal industry; to 
employ persons and means in the city of Washington or elsewhere; 
to purchase in the open market samples of all tuberculin, serums, 
antitoxins, or analogous products, of foreign or domestic manufacture, 
which are sold in the United States, for the detection, prevention, 
treatment, or cure of diseases of domestic animals, to test the same, 
and to disseminate the results of said tests in such manner as he may 
deem best; to purchase and . destroy diseased or exposed animals, 
including poultry, or quarantine the same whenever in his judgment 
essential to prevent the spread of pleuro-pneumonia, tuberculosis, 
contagious poultry diseases, or other diseases of animals from one 
State to another, as follows: 

General administrative expenses :.For necessary expenses for gen-
eral administrative purposes, including the salary of chief of bureau 
and other personal services in the District of Columbia, $170,120. 
Animal husbandry For investigations and experiments in animal 
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cooperation with the State agricultural experiment stations and other
agencies, including repairs and additions to and erection of buildings
absolutely necessary to carry on the experiments, $802,880, including
$12,500 for livestock experiments and demonstrations at Big Spring
or elsewhere in Texas, to be available only when the State of Texas, or
other cooperating agency in Texas, shall have appropriated an equal
amount or, in the opinion of the Secretary of Agriculture, shall have
furnished its equivalent in value in cooperation for the same purpose
during the fiscal year 1940: Provided, That of the sum thus appro-
priated $243,957 may be used for experiments in poultry feeding and
reeding, of which amount $45,000 may be used in cooperation with

State authorities in the administration of regulations for the improve-
ment of poultry, poultry products, and hatcheries.

Diseases of animals: For scientific investigations of diseases of
animals, including the construction of necessary buildings at Belts-
ville. Maryland, and necessary expenses for investigations of tuber-
culin, serums, antitoxins, and analogous products, $462,000: Provided,
That of said sum $78,182 may be used for researches concerning the
cause, modes of spread, and methods of treatment and prevention of
the disease of contagious abortion of animals.

Eradicating tuberculosis and Bang's disease: For the control and
eradication of the diseases of tuberculosis and paratuberculosis of
animals, avian tuberculosis, and Bang's disease of cattle, $8,300,000
together with the unobligated balances of the funds reappropriated
under this head for the fiscal year 1939 by the Agricultural Appro-
priation Act for that year from unobligated balances of funds made
available by the Act of May 25, 1934 (48 Stat. 805), and section 37 of
the Act of August 24, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 612b): Provided, That in car-
rying out the purpose of this appropriation, if in the opinion of the
Secretary of Agriculture it shall be necessary to condemn and destroy
tuberculous or paratuberculous cattle, or cattle reacting to the test
for Bang's disease, and if such animals have been destroyed, con-
demned, or die after condemnation, he may, in his discretion, and in
accordance with such rules and regulations as he may prescribe, expend
in the city of Washington or elsewhere such sums as he shall deter-
mine to be necessary for the payment of indemnities to owners of such
animals but, except as hereinafter provided, no part of the money
hereby appropriated shall be used in compensating owners of such
cattle except in cooperation with and supplementary to payments to be
made by State, Territory, county, or municipality where condemnation
of such cattle shall take place, nor shall any payment be made here-
under as compensation for or on account of any such animal if at
the time of inspection or test, or at the time of condemnation thereof,
it shall belong to or be upon the premises of any person, firm, or cor-
poration to which it has been sold, shipped, or delivered for the pur-
pose of being slaughtered: Provided further, That out of the money
hereby appropriated no payment as compensation for any cattle con-
demned for slaughter shall exceed one-third of the difference between
the appraised value of such cattle and the value of the salvage thereof;
that no payment hereunder shall exceed the amount paid or to be
paid by the State, Territory, county, and municipality where the
animal shall be condemned; and that in no case shall any payment
hereunder be more than $25 for any grade animal or more than $50
for any purebred animal: Provided further, That not to exceed
$100,000 of the amount herein made available may be used for con-
tinuation of scientific experimentation in diseases of livestock as
authorized by section 37 of the Act of August 24, 1935 (7 U. S. C.
612b).
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cooperation with the State agricultural experiment stations and other 
agencies, including repairs and additions to and erection of buildings 
absolutely necessary to carry on the experiments, $802,880, including 
$12,500 for livestock experiments and demonstrations at Big Spring 
or elsewhere in Texas, to be available only when the State of Texas, or 
other cooperating agency in Texas, shall have appropriated an equal 
amount or, in the opinion of the Secretary of Agriculture, shall have 
furnished its equivalent in value in cooperation for the same purpose 
during the fiscal year 1940: Provided, That of the sum thus appro-
priated $243,957 may be used for experiments in poultry feeding and 
breeding, of which amount $45,000 may be used in cooperation with 
State authorities in the administration of regulations for the improve-
ment of poultry, poultry products, and hatcheries. 

Diseases of animals: For scientific investigations of diseases of 
animals, including the construction of necessary buildings at Belts-
ville. Maryland, and necessary expenses for investigations of tuber-
culin, serums, antitoxins, and analogous products, $462,000: Provided, 
That of said sum $78,182 may be used for researches concerning the 
cause, modes of spread, and methods of treatment and prevention of 
the disease of contagious abortion of animals. 

Eradicating tuberculosis and Bang's disease: For the control and 
eradication of the diseases of tuberculosis and paratuberculosis of 
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available by the Act of May 25, 1934 (48 Stat. 805), and section 37 of 
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Secretary of Agriculture it shall be necessary to condemn and destroy 
tuberculous or paratuberculous cattle, or cattle reacting to the test 
for Bang's disease, and if such animals have been destroyed, con-
demned, or die after condemnation, he may, in his discretion, and in 
accordance with such rules and regulations as he may prescribe, expend 
in the city of Washington or elsewhere such sums as he shall deter-
mine to be necessary for the payment of indemnities to owners of such 
animals but, except as hereinafter provided, no part of the money 
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cattle except in cooperation with and supplementary to payments to be 
made by State, Territory, county, or municipality where condemnation 
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the time of inspection or test, or at the time of condemnation thereof, 
it shall belong to or be upon the premises of any person, firm, or cor-
poration to which it has been sold, shipped, or delivered for the pur-
pose of being slaughtered: Provided further, That out of the money 
hereby appropriated no payment as compensation for any cattle con-
demned for slaughter shall exceed one-third of the difference between 
the appraised value of such cattle and the value of the salvage thereof; 
that no payment hereunder shall exceed the amount paid or to be 
paid by the State, Territory, county, and municipality where the 
animal shall be condemned; and that in no case shall any payment 
hereunder be more than $25 for any grade animal or more than $50 
for any purebred animal: Provided further, That not to exceed 
$100,000 of the amount herein made available may be used for con-
tinuation of scientific experimentation in diseases of livestock as 
authorized by section 37 of the Act of August 24, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 
612b). 
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Eradicating cattle ticks: For the eradication of southern cattle
ticks, $475,000: Provided, That, except upon the written order of the
Secretary of Agriculture, no part of this appropriation shall be
used for the purchase of animals ithe purhe purchase of materials for
or in the construction of dipping vats upon land not owned solely
by the United States, except at fairs or expositions where the Depart-
ment of Agriculture makes exhibits or demonstrations; nor shall any
part of this appropriation be used in the purchase of materials or
mixtures for use in dipping vats except in experimental or demon-
stration work carried on by the officials or agents of the Bureau of
Animal Industry: Provided further, That on and after May 1 of the
fiscal year for which this appropriation is made, in any State or
Territory whose legislature has been in regular session subsequent to
the beginning of such fiscal year, no expenditures shall be made for
these purposes until a sum or sums at least equal to such expenditures,
or contributions other than money of the value equivalent to such
expenditures, shall have been appropriated, subscribed, or contributed
by the State, county, or local authorities, or by individuals or organi-
zations concerned.

Hog-cholera control: For the control and eradication of hog cholera
and related swine diseases, by such means as may be necessary, includ-
ing demonstrations, the formation of organizations, and other
methods, either independently or in cooperation with farmers' asso-
ciations, State or county authorities, $122,000.

Inspection and quarantine: For inspection and quarantine work,
including the eradication of scabies in sheep and cattle and dourine
in horses, the inspection of southern cattle, the supervision of the
transportation of livestock, and the inspection of vessels, the execu-
tion of the twenty-eight-hour law, the inspection and quarantine of
imported animals, including the establishment and maintenance of
quarantine stations and repairs, alterations, improvements, or addi-
tions to buildings thereon; the inspection work relative to the exist-
ence of contagious diseases, and the mallein testing of animals,
$680,000.

Meat inspection: For expenses in carrying out the provisions of the
Meat Inspection Act of June 30, 1906 (21 U. S. C. 95), as amended
by the Act of March 4, 1907 (21 U. S. C. 71-94), as extended to
equine meat by the Act of July 24, 1919 (21 U. S. C. 96), as author-
ized by section 2 (a) of the Act of June 26, 1934 (31 U. S. C. 725a),
and as further amended by the Act of June 29, 1938 (21 U. S. C. 91),
including the purchase of printed tags, labels, stamps, and certificates
without regard to existing laws applicable to public printing,
$5,433,000.

Virus Serum Toxin Act: For carrying out the provisions of the Act
approved March 4, 1913 (21 U. S. C. 151-158), regulating the prepara-
tion, sale, barter, exchange, or shipment of any virus, serum, toxin,
or analogous product manufactured in the United States and the
importation of such products intended for use in the treatment of
domestic animals, $218,712.

Marketing agreements with respect to hog cholera virus and serum:
The sum of $30,000 of the appropriation made by section 12 (a) of
the Agricultural Adjustment Act, approved May 12, 1933, is hereby
made available during the fiscal year for which appropriations are
herein made to carry into effect sections 56 to 60, inclusive, of the
Act approved August 24, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 851-855), entitled "An Act
to amend the Agricultural Adjustment Act, and for other purposes"
including the employment of persons and means in the District of
Columbia and elsewhere.

In all, salaries and expenses, Bureau of Animal Industry,
$16,663,712.
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Eradicating cattle ticks: For the eradication of southern cattle 
ticks, $475,000: Provided, That, except upon the written order of the 
Secretary of Agriculture, no part of this appropriation shall be 
used for the purchase of animals or in the purchase of materials for 
or in the construction of dipping vats upon land not owned solely 
by the United States, except at fairs or expositions where the Depart-
ment of Agriculture makes exhibits or demonstrations; nor shall any 
part of this appropriation be used in the purchase of materials or 
mixtures for use in dipping vats except in experimental or demon-
stration work carried on by the officials or agents of the Bureau of 
Animal Industry: Provided further, That on and after May 1 of the 
fiscal year for which this appropriation is made, in any State or 
Territory whose legislature has been in regular session subsequent to 
the beginning of such fiscal year, no expenditures shall be made for 
these purposes until a sum or sums at least equal to such expenditures, 
or contributions other than money of the value equivalent to such 
expenditures, shall have been appropriated, subscribed, or contributed 
by the State, county, or local authorities, or by individuals or organi-
zations concerned. 
Hog-cholera control: For the control and eradication of hog cholera 

and related swine diseases, by such means as may be necessary, includ-
ing demonstrations, the formation of organizations, and other 
methods, either independently or in cooperation with farmers' asso-
ciations, State or county authorities, $122,000. 

Inspection and quarantine: For inspection and quarantine work, 
including the eradication of scabies in sheep and cattle and dourine 
in horses, the inspection of southern cattle, the supervision of the 
transportation of livestock, and the inspection of vessels, the execu-
tion of the twenty-eight-hour law, the inspection and quarantine of 
imported animals, including the establishment and maintenance of 
ctuarantine stations and repairs, alterations, improvements, or addi-
tions to buildings thereon; the inspection work relative to the exist-
ence of contagious diseases, and the mallein testing of animals, 
$680,000. 
Meat inspection: For expenses in carrying out the provisions of the 

Meat Inspection Act of June 30, 1906 (21 U. S. C. 95), as amended 
by the Act of March 4, 1907 (21 U. S. C. 71-94), as extended to 
equine meat by the Act of July 24, 1919 (21 U. S. C. 96), as author-
ized by section 2 (a) of the Act of June 26, 1934 (31 U. S. C. 725a), 
and as further amended by the Act of June 29, 1938 (21 U. S. C. 91), 
including the purchase of printed tags, labels, stamps, and certificates 
without regard to existing laws applicable to public printing, 
$5,433,000. 
Virus Serum Toxin Act: For carrying out the provisions of the Act 

approved March 4, 1913 (21 U. S. C. 151-158) , regulating the prepara-
tion, sale, barter, exchange, or shipment of any virus, serum, toxin, 
or analogous product manufactured in the United States and the 
importation of such products intended for use in the treatment of 
domestic animals, $218,712. 
Marketing agreements with respect to hog cholera virus and serum: 

The sum of $30,000 of the appropriation made by section 12 (a) of 
the Agricultural Adjustment Act, approved May 12, 1933, is hereby 
made available during the fiscal year for which appropriations are 
herein made to carry into effect sections 56 to 60, mclusive, of the 
Act approved August 24, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 851-855), entitled "An Act 
to amend the Agricultural Adjustment Act, and for other purposes", 
including the employment of persons and means in the District of 
Columbia and elsewhere. 
In all, salaries and expenses, Bureau of Animal Industry, 

$16,663,712. 
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ERADICATION OF FOOT-AND-MOUTH AND OTHER CONTAGIOUS DISEASES OF

ANIMALS

In case of an emergency arising out of the existence of foot-and-
mouth disease, rinderpest, contagious pleuropneumonia, or other
contagious or infectious disease of animals, which, in the opinion
of the Secretary of Agriculture, threatens the livestock industry of
the country, he may expend in the city of Washington or elsewhere
any unexpended balances of appropriations heretofore made for this
purpose in the arrest and eradication of any such disease, including
the payment of claims growing out of past and future purchases
and destruction, in cooperation with the States, of animals affected
by or exposed to, or of materials contaminated by or exposed to, any
such disease, wherever found and irrespective of ownership, under
like or substantially similar circumstances, when such owner has
complied with all lawful quarantine regulations: Provided, That the
payment for animals hereafter purchased may be made on appraise-
ment based on the meat, dairy, or breeding value, but in case of
appraisement based on breeding value no appraisement of any ani-
mal shall exceed three times its meat or dairy value, and, except
in case of an extraordinary emergency to be determined by the
Secretary of Agriculture, the payment by the United States Gov-
ernment for any animals shall not exceed one-half of any such
appraisements: Provided further, That the sum of $5,000 of the
unexpended balance of the appropriation of $3,500,000 contained in
the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1924, approved
December 5, 1924, for the eradication of the foot-and-mouth disease
and other contagious or infectious diseases of animals, is hereby
made available during the fiscal year for which appropriations are
herein made to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to control and
eradicate the European fowl pest and similar diseases in poultry.

Total, Bureau of Animal Industry, $16,663,712, of which amount
not to exceed $768,898 may be expended for departmental personal
services in the District of Columbia, and not to exceed $100,000
shall be available for the purchase of motor-propelled and horse-
drawn passenger-carrying vehicles necessary in the conduct of field
work outside the District of Columbia.

BUREAU OF DAIRY INDUSTRY

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For carrying out the provisions of the Act approved May 29,
1924 (7 U. S. C. 401-404), establishing a Bureau of Dairying, for
salaries in the city of Washington and elsewhere, and for all other
necessary expenses, as follows:

General administrative expenses: For necessary expenses for gen-
eral administrative purposes, including the salary of the Chief of
Bureau and other personal services in the District of Columbia,
$75,500.

Dairy investigations: For conducting investigations, experiments
and demonstrations in dairy industry, cooperative investigations of
the dairy industry in the various States, and inspection of renovated-
butter factories, including repairs to buildings, not to exceed $5,000
for the construction of buildings, $645,905.

Total, salaries and expenses, Bureau of Dairy Industry, $721,405,
of which amount not to exceed $343,510 may be expended for per-
sonal services in the District of Columbia.
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ERADICATION OF FOOT-AND-MOUTH AND OTHER CONTAGIOUS DISEASES OF 

ANIMALS 

In case of an emergency arising out of the existence of foot-and-
mouth disease, rinderpest, contagious pleuropneumonia, or other 
contagious or infectious disease of animals, which, in the opinion 
of the Secretary of Agriculture, threatens the livestock industry of 
the country, he may expend in the city of Washington or elsewhere 
any unexpended balances of appropriations heretofore made for this 
purpose in the arrest and eradication of any such disease, including 
the payment of claims growing out of past and future purchases 
and destruction, in cooperation with the States, of animals affected 
by or exposed to, or of materials contaminated by or exposed to, any 
such disease, wherever found and irrespective of ownership, under 
like or substantially similar circumstances, when such owner has 
complied with all lawful quarantine regulations: Provided, That the 
payment for animals hereafter purchased may be made on appraise-
ment based on the meat, dairy, or breeding value, but in case of 
appraisement based on breeding value no appraisement of any ani-
mal shall exceed three times its meat or dairy value, and, except 
in case of an extraordinary emergency, to be determined by the 

ry Secreta of Agriculture, the payment by the United States Gov-
eminent for any animals shall not exceed one-half of any such 
appraisements: Provided further, That the sum of $5,000 of the 
unexpended balance of the appropriation of $3,500,000 contained in 
the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1924, approved 
December 5, 1924, for the eradication of the foot-and-mouth disease 
and other contagious or infectious diseases of animals, is hereby 
made available during the fiscal year for which appropriations are 
herein made to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to control and 
eradicate the European fowl pest and similar diseases in poultry. 

Total, Bureau of Animal Industry, $16,663,712, of which amount 
not to exceed $768,898 may be expended for departmental personal 
services in the District of Columbia, and not to exceed $100,000 
shall be available for the purchase of motor-propelled and horse-
drawn passenger-carrying vehicles necessary in the conduct of field 
work outside the District of Columbia. 

BUREAU OF DAIRY INDUSTRY 

SALARIES AND EXPENSES 

For carrying out the provisions of the Act approved May 29, 
1924 (7 U. S. C. 401-404), establishing a Bureau of Dairying, for 
salaries in the city of Washington and elsewhere, and for all other 
necessary expenses, as follows: 
General administrative expenses: For necessary expenses for gen-

eral administrative purposes, including the salary of the Chief of 
Bureau and other personal services in the District of Columbia, 
$75,500. 
Dairy investigations: For conducting investigations, experiments, 

and demonstrations in dairy industry, cooperative investigations of 
the dairy industry in the various States, and inspection of renovated-
butter factories, including repairs to buildings, not to exceed $5,000 
for the construction of buildings, $645,905. 

Total, salaries and expenses, Bureau of Dairy Industry, $721,405, 
of which amount not to exceed $343,510 may be expended for per-
sonal services in the District of Columbia. 
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BUREAU OF PLANT INDUSTRY

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

Investigation of For the investigation of fruits, fruit trees, grain, cotton, tobacco,
vegetables, grasses, forage, drug, medicinal, poisonous, fiber, and other
plants and plant industries, and of soils and soil-plant relationships,
in cooperation with other branches of the Department, the State
experiment stations, and practical farmers; for the erection of nec-

Cost of bildings. essary farm buildings: Provided, That the cost of any building
erected, except head houses connecting greenhouses, shall not exceed
$2,500; and for the employment of persons and means in the city of
Washington and elsewhere required for the investigations, experi-
ments, and demonstrations herein authorized, as follows:

Administrativ ex- General administrative expenses: For necessary expenses for gen-
eral administrative purposes, including the salary of chief of bureau
and other personal services in the District of Columbia, $202,442.

Arlington, Va., ex- Arlington Farm: For continuing the necessary improvements to
establish and maintain a general experiment farm and agricultural
station on the Arlington estate, in the State of Virginia, in accordance

31 stat. .. with the provisions of the Act of Congress approved April 18, 1900
(31 Stat. 135, 136), $49,414.

graildg land d  Botany: For investigation, improvement, and utilization of wild
provement, etc. plants and grazing lands, and for determining the distribution of

weeds and means of their control, $76,635, of which $40,000 shall be
Eradication of nox- expended for scientific investigation concerning control and eradica-

tion of whitetop, bind weed, and other noxious weeds.
diseeass cm t and Cereal crops and diseases: For the investigation and improvementdiseases, investiga-
tion, etc. of cereals, including corn, and methods of cereal production and for

the study and control of cereal diseases, and for the investigation of
the cultivation and breeding of flax for seed purposes, including a
study of flax diseases, and for the investigation and improvement of
broomcorn and methods of broomcorn production, $551,121.

duction and diseases. Cotton and other fiber crops and diseases: For investigation of the
production of cotton and other fiber crops, including the improvement
by cultural methods, breeding, and selection, fiber yield and quality,

Sea Islandcotton. and the control of diseases, $424,385, of which sum not less than
$14,700 shall be used for experimenting in Sea Island cotton, includ-
ing its hybridization with other varieties.

Drug, etc., plants. Drug and related plants: For the investigation, testing, and improve-
ment of plants yielding drugs, spices, poisons, oils, and related prod-
ucts and byproducts, $47,139.

ture-lan agricul- Dry-land agriculture: For the investigation and improvement of
methods of crop production under subhumid, semiarid, or dry-land

New field stations conditions, $226,828: Provided, That no part of this appropriation
forbidden. shall be used for the establishment of any new field station.

Exhermental grneen- Experimental greenhouse maintenance: For maintenance and opera-
tion of experimental greenhouses and adjacent experimental grounds
and plots, $77,372.

Foae crops and Forage crops and diseases: For the investigation and improvement
of forage crops, including grasses, alfalfas, clovers, soybeans, les-
pedezas, vetches, cowpeas, field peas, and miscellaneous legumes; for
the investigation of green-manure crops and cover crops; for investi-
gations looking to the improvement of pastures; and for the investi-
gation of forage-crop diseases and methods of control, $313,450.

Forest pathology. Forest pathology: For the investigation of diseases of forest and
ornamental trees and shrubs, including a study of the nature and
habits of the parasitic fungi causing the chestnut-tree bark disease,
the white-pine blister rust, and other epidemic tree diseases, for the
purpose of discovering new methods of control and applying methods
of eradication or control already discovered, and including $132,569
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BUREAU OF PLANT INDUSTRY 

SALARIES AND EXPENSES 

For the investigation of fruits, fruit trees, grain, cotton, tobacco, 
vegetables, grasses, forage, drug, medicinal, poisonous, fiber, and other 
plants and plant industries, and of soils and soil-plant relationships, 
in cooperation with other branches of the Department, the State 
experiment stations, and practical farmers; for the erection of nec-
essary farm buildings: Provided, That the cost of any building 
erected, except head houses connecting greenhouses, shall not exceed 
$2,500; and for the employment of persons and means in the city of 
Washington and elsewhere required for the investigations, experi-
ments, and demonstrations herein authorized, as follows: 

General administrative expenses: For necessary expenses for gen-
eral administrative purposes, including the salary of chief of bureau 
and other personal services in the District of Columbia, $202,442. 
Arlington Farm: For continuing the necessary improvements to 

establish and maintain a general experiment farm and agricultural 
station on the Arlington estate, in the State of Virginia, in accordance 
with the provisions of the Act of Congress approved April 18, 1900 
(31 Stat. 135, 136), $49,414. 
Botany: For investigation, improvement: and utilization of wild 

plants and grazing lands, and for determining the distribution of 
weeds and means of their control, $76,635, of which $40,000 shall be 
expended for scientific investigation concerning control and eradica-
tion of whitetop, bind weed, and other noxious weeds. 

Cereal crops and diseases: For the investigation and improvement 
of cereals, including corn, and methods of cereal production and for 
the study and control of cereal diseases, and for the investigation of 
the cultivation and breeding of flax for seed purposes, including a 
study of flax diseases, and for the investigation and improvement of 
broomcorn and methods of broomcorn production, $551,121. 

Cotton and other fiber crops and diseases: For investigation of the 
production of cotton and other fiber crops, including the improvement 
by cultural methods, breeding, and selection, fiber yield and quality, 
and the control of diseases, $424,385, of which sum not less than 
$14,700 shall be used for experimenting in Sea Island cotton, includ-
ing its hybridization with other varieties. 
Drug and related plants: For the investigation, testing, and improve-

ment of plants yielding drugs, spices, poisons, oils, and related prod-
ucts and byproclucts, $47,139. 
Dry-land agriculture: For the investigation and improvement of 

methods of crop production under subhumid, semiarid, or dry-land 
conditions, $226,828: Provided, That no part of this appropriation 
shall be used for the establishment of any new field station. 
Experimental greenhouse maintenance: For maintenance and opera-

tion of experimental greenhouses and adjacent experimental grounds 
and plots, $77,372. 
Forage crops and diseases: For the investigation and improvement 

of forage crops, including grasses, alfalfas, clovers, soybeans, les-
pedezas, vetches, cowpeas, field peas, and miscellaneous legumes; for 
the investigation of green-manure crops and cover crops; for investi-
gations looking to the improvement of pastures; and for the investi-
gation of forage-crop diseases and methods of control, $313,450. 

Forest pathology: For the investigation of diseases of forest and 
ornamental trees and shrubs, including a study of the nature and 
habits of the parasitic fungi causing the chestnut-tree bark disease, 
the white-pine blister rust, and other epidemic tree diseases, for the 
purpose of discovering new methods of control and applying methods 
of eradication or control already discovered, and including $132,569 
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for investigations of diseases of forest trees and forest products,
under section 3 of the Act approved May 22, 1928 (16 U. S. C. 581b),
$265,392.

Fruit and vegetable crops and diseases: For investigation and con-
trol of diseases, for improvement of methods of culture, propagation,
breeding, selection, and related activities concerned with the produc-
tion of fruits, nuts, vegetables, ornamentals, and related plants, for
investigation of methods of harvesting, packing, shipping, storing
and utilizing these products, and for studies of the physiological and
related changes of such products during processes of marketing and
while in commercial storage, $1,348,982.

Genetics and biophysics: For biophysical investigations in connec-
tion with the various lines of work herein authorized, $31,675.

Irrigation agriculture: For investigations of crop production on
irrigable lands, the quality of irrigation water and its use by crops,
and methods for improving and maintaining the productivity of irri-
gated soils, $152,674.

Mycology and disease survey: For mycological collections and the
maintenance of a plant-disease survey, $45,818.

National Arboretum: For the maintenance and development of the
National Arboretum established under the provisions of the Act
entitled "An Act authorizing the Secretary of Agriculture to estab-
lish a National Arboretum, and for other purposes", approved March
4, 1927 (20 U. S. C. 191-194), erection of buildings, employment of
persons and means in the city of Washington and elsewhere, and
traveling expenses of employees and advisory council, $54,587, of
which such amounts as may be necessary may be expended by con-
tract or otherwise for the services of consulting landscape architects
without reference to the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, or
civil-service rules.

Nematology: For crop technological investigations, including the
study of plant-infesting nematodes, $48,961.

Plant exploration and introduction: For investigations in seed
and plant introduction, including the study, collection, purchase,
testing, propagation, and distribution of rare and valuable seeds,
bulbs, trees, shrubs, vines, cuttings, and plants from foreign countries
and from our possessions, and for experiments with reference to their
introduction and cultivation in this country, $200,933: Provided,
That not to exceed $1,400 of this amount may be expended for the
purchase of approximately twenty acres of land to enlarge the United
States Plant Introduction Garden at Glenn Dale, Maryland.

Plant nutrition: For plant-nutrition investigations, $16,024.
Rubber and other tropical plants: For investigation of crops from

tropical regions and for the study and improvement of rubber plants
by cultural methods, breeding, acclimatization, adaptation, and selec-
tion, and for investigation of their diseases, $46,749.

Soil chemical and physical investigations: For chemical, physical,
and physical-chemical investigations of soil types, soil composition,
and soil minerals, the soil solution, solubility of soil, and all chem-
ical and physical properties of soils in their relation to soil forma-
tion, soil texture, erosibility, and soil productivity, $76,700.

Soil-fertility investigations: For soil investigations into causes of
infertility; maintenance of productivity; effects of soil composition,
cultural methods, and fertilizers on yield and quality of crops; and
the properties, composition, formation, and transformation of soil
organic matter, $121,622.

Soil microbiology investigations: For investigations of the micro-
organisms of the soil and their activities, including the testing of
samples procured in the open market, of cultures for inoculating
legumes, other crops, or soil, and the publication of results, and if
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for investigations of diseases of forest trees and forest products, 
under section 3 of the Act approved May 22, 1928 (16 U. S. C. 581b), 
$265,392. 

Fruit and vegetable crops and diseases: For investigation and con-
trol of diseases, for improvement of methods of culture, propagation, 
breeding, selection, and related activities concerned with the produc-
tion of fruits, nuts, vegetables, ornamentals, and related plants, for 
investigation of methods of harvesting, packing, shipping, storing 
and utilizing these products, and for studies of the physiological and 
related changes of such products during processes of marketing and 
while in commercial storage, $1,348,982. 

Genetics and biophysics: For biophysical investigations in connec-
tion with the various lines of work herein authorized, $31,675. 

Irrigation agriculture: For investigations of crop production on 
irrigable lands, the quality of irrigation water and its use by crops, 
and methods for improving and maintaining the productivity of irri-
gated soils, $152,674. 
Mycology and disease survey: For mycological collections and the 

maintenance of a plant-disease survey, $45,818. 
National Arboretum: For the maintenance and development of the 

National Arboretum established under the provisions of the Act 
entitled "An Act authorizing the Secretary of Agriculture to estab-
lish a National Arboretum, and for other purposes", approved March 
4, 1927 (20 U. S. C. 191-194), erection of buildings, employment of 
persons and means in the city of Washington and elsewhere, and 
traveling expenses of employees and advisory council, $54,587, of 
which such amounts as may be necessary may be expended by con-
tract or otherwise for the services of consulting landscape architects 
without reference to the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, or 
civil-service rulds. 
Nematology: For crop technological investigations, including the 

study of plant-infesting nematodes, $48,961. 
Plant exploration and introduction: For investigations in seed 

and plant introduction, including the study, collection, purchase, 
testing, propagation, and distribution of rare and valuable seeds, 
bulbs trees, shrubs, vines, cuttings, and plants from foreign countries 
and from our possessions, and for experiments with reference to their 
introduction and cultivation in this country, $200,933: Provided, 
That not to exceed $1,400 of this amount may be expended for the 
purchase of approximately twenty acres of land to enlarge the United 
States Plant Introduction Garden at Glenn Dale, Maryland. 
Plant nutrition: For plant-nutrition investigations, $16,024. 
Rubber and other tropical plants: For investigation of crops from 

tropical regions and for the study and improvement of rubber plants 
by cultural methods, breeding, acclimatization, adaptation, and selec-
tion, and for investigation of their diseases, $46,749. 

Soil chemical and physical investigations: For chemical, physical, 
and physical-chemical investigations of soil types, soil composition, 
and soil minerals, the soil solution, solubility of soil, and all chem-
ical and physical properties of soils in their relation to soil forma-
tion, soil texture, erosibility, and soil productivity, $76,700. 

Soil-fertility investigations: For soil investigations into causes of 
infertility; maintenance of productivity; effects of soil composition, 
cultural methods, and fertilizers on yield and quality of crops; and 
the properties, composition, formation, and transformation of soil 
organic matter, $121,622. 

Soil microbiology investigations: For investigations of the micro-
organisms of the soil and their activities, including the testing of 
samples procured in the open market, of cultures for inoculating 
legumes, other crops, or soil, and the publication of results, and if 
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any such samples are found to be impure, nonviable, or misbranded,
the results of the tests may be published, together with the names
of the manufacturers and of the persons by whom the cultures were
offered for sale, $39,854.

Soil survey: For the investigation of soils and their origin, for
survey of the extent of classes and types, and for indicating upon
maps and plats, by coloring or otherwise, the results of such investi-
gations and surveys, $298,708.

Sugar-plant investigations: For sugar-plant investigations, includ-
ing studies of diseases and the improvement of sugar beets and sugar-
beet seed, $330,000.

Tobacco investigations: For the investigation and improvement of
tobacco and the methods of tobacco production and handling,
$135,544.

Total, salaries and expenses, Bureau of Plant Industry, $5,183,009,
of which amount not to exceed $1,761,950 may be expended for depart-
mental personal services in the District of Columbia and not to
exceed $25,325 shall be available for the purchase of motor-propelled
and horse-drawn passenger-carrying vehicles necessary in the con-
duct of field work outside the District of Columbia.

FOREST SERVICE

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

ves entsandln For the employment of persons and means in the District of Colum-
bia and elsewhere to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to experi-
ment and to make and continue investigations and report on forestry,

Restricted to nited national forests, forest fires, and lumbering, but no part of this appro-
ate. priation shall be used for any experiment or test made outside the

jurisdiction of the United States; to advise the owners of woodlands
as to the proper care of the same; to investigate and test American
timber and timber trees and their uses, and methods for the preserv-
ative treatment of timber; to seek, through investigations and the
planting of native and foreign species, suitable trees for the treeless

Provisos. regions; to erect necessary buildings: Provided, That the cost of anyCost of buildings.
building purchased, erected, or as improved, exclusive of the cost of
constructing a water-supply or sanitary system and of connecting the
same with any such building, and exclusive of the cost of any tower
upon which a lookout house may be erected, shall not exceed $7,500,
with the exception that any building erected, purchased, or acquired,
the cost of which was $7,500 or more, may be improved out of the
appropriations made under this Act for the Forest Service by an
amount not to exceed 2 per centum of the cost of such building as

Protection, etc., of certified by the Secretary of Agriculture; to protect, administer, and
improve the national forests, including tree planting and other meas-
ures to prevent erosion, drift, surface wash, soil waste, and the for-
mation of floods, and to conserve water and including the payment
of rewards under regulations of the Secretary of Agriculture for
information leading to the arrest and conviction for violation of the
laws and regulations relating to fires in or near national forests, or
for the unlawful taking of, or injury to, Government property; to
ascertain the natural conditions upon and utilize the national forests,

gaCre of fsh and to transport and care for fish and game supplied to stock the national
forests or the waters therein; to collate, digest, report, and illustrate
the results of experiments and investigations made by the Forest Serv-
ice; to purchase law books, reference and technical books, and technical
journals for officers of the Forest Service stationed outside of Wash-

Suppliesete. mgton, and for medical supplies and services and other assistance
necessary for the immediate relief of artisans, laborers, and other
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any such samples are found to be impure, nonviable, or misbranded, 
the results of the tests may be published, together with the names 
of the manufacturers and of the persons by whom the cultures were 
offered for sale, $39,854. 

Soil survey: For the investigation of soils and their origin, for 
survey of the extent of classes and types, and for indicating upon 
maps and plats, by coloring or otherwise, the results of such investi-
gations and surveys, $298,708. 

Sugar-plant investigations: For sugar-plant investigations, includ-
ing studies of diseases and the improvement of sugar beets and sugar-
beet seed, $330,000. 
Tobacco investigations: For the investigation and improvement of 

tobacco and the methods of tobacco production and handling, 
$135,544. 

Total, salaries and expenses, Bureau of Plant Industry, $5,183,009, 
of which amount not to exceed $1,761,950 may be expended for depart-
mental personal services in the District of Columbia and not to 
exceed $25,325 shall be available for the purchase of motor-propelled 
and horse-drawn passenger-carrying vehicles necessary in the con-
duct of field work outside the District of Columbia. 

FOREST SERVICE 

SALARIES AND EXPENSES 

For the employment of persons and means in the District of Colum-
bia and elsewhere to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to experi-
ment and to make and continue investigations and report on forestry, 
national forests, forest fires, and lumbering, but no part of this appro-
priation shall be used for any experiment or test made outside the 
jurisdiction of the United States;, to advise the owners of woodlands 
as to the proper care of the same; to investigate and test American 
timber and timber trees and their uses, and methods for the preserv-
ative treatment of timber; to seek, through investigations and the 
planting of native and foreign species, suitable trees for the treeless 
regions; to erect necessary buildings: Provided, That the cost of any 
building purchased, erected, or as improved, exclusive of the cost of 
constructing a water-supply or sanitary system and of connecting the 
same with any such building, and exclusive of the cost of any tower 
upon which a lookout house may be erected, shall not exceed $7,500, 
with the exception that any building erected, purchased, or acquired, 
the cost of which was $7,500 or more, may be improved out of the 
appropriations made under this Act for the Forest Service by an 
amount not to exceed 2 per cent= of the cost of such building as 
certified by the Secretary of Agriculture; to protect, administer, and 
improve the national forests, including tree planting and other meas-
ures to prevent erosion, drift, surface wash, soil waste, and the for-
mation of floods, and to conserve water and including the payment 
of rewards under regulations of the Secretary of Agriculture for 
information leading to the arrest and conviction for violation of the 
laws and regulations relating to fires in or near national forests, or 
for the unlawful taking of, or injury to, Government property; to 
ascertain the natural conditions upon and utilize the national forests, 
to transport and care for fish and game supplied to stock the national 
forests or the waters therein; to collate, digest, report, and illustrate 
the results of experiments and investigations made by the Forest Serv-
ice; to purchase law books, reference and technical books, and technical 
journals for officers of the Forest Service stationed outside of Wash-
ington, and for medical supplies and services and other assistance 
necessary for the immediate relief of artisans, laborers, and other 
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employees engaged in any hazardous work under the Forest Service:
Provided further, That the appropriations for the work of the Forest
Service shall be available for meeting the expenses of warehouse
maintenance and the procurement, care, and handling of supplies,
equipment, and materials stored therein for distribution to projects
under the supervision of the Forest Service and for sale and distri-
bution to other Government activities and to State and private
agencies who cooperate with the Forest Service in fire control under
terms of written cooperative agreements, the cost of such supplies,
equipment, and materials, including the cost of supervision, trans-
portation, warehousing, and handling, to be reimbursed to appropria-
tions current at the time additional supplies and materials are
procured for warehouse stocks: Provided further, That the Forest
Service may rent equipment to other Federal agencies at rates suffi-
cient to reimburse the appropriations of the Forest Service that would
otherwise be chargeable with the cost of the repair, maintenance, and
depreciation of such equipment, as follows:

General administrative expenses: For necessary expenses for gen-
eral administrative purposes, including the salary of the Chief For-
ester, for the necessary expenses of the National Forest Reservation
Commission as authorized by section 14 of the Act of March 1, 1911
(16 U. S. C. 514), and for other personal services in the District of
Columbia. $607,500.

National forest protection and management: For the administra-
tion, protection, use, maintenance, improvement, and development of
the national forests, including the establishment and maintenance
of forest tree nurseries, including the procurement of tree seed and
nursery stock by purchase, production, or otherwise, seeding and tree
planting and the care of plantations and young growth; the mainte-
nance and operation of aerial fire control by contract or otherwise;
the maintenance of roads and trails and the construction and main-
tenance of all other improvements necessary for the proper and eco-
nomical administration protection, development, and use of the
national forests, including experimental forests: Provided, That
where, in the opinion of the Secretary of Agriculture, direct pur-
chllses will be more economical than construction, improvements may
be purchased; the construction, equipment: and maintenance of san-
itary, fire preventive, and recreational facilities; control of destruc-
tive forest tree diseases and insects; timber cultural operations;
development and application of fish and game management plans;
propagation and transplanting of plants suitable for lanting on
semiarid portions of the national forests; estimating an appraisin
of timber and other resources and development and application of
plans for their effective management, sale, and use; examination,
classification, surveying, and appraisal of land incident to effecting
exchanges authorized by law and of lands within the boundaries of
the national forests that may be opened to homestead settlement and
entry under the Act of June 11, 1906, and the Act of August 10,
1912 (16 U. S. C. 506-509), as provided by the Act of March 4, 1913
(16 U. S. C. 512); and all expenses necessary for the use, mainte-
nance, improvement, protection, and general administration of the
national forests, including lands under contract for purchase or for
the acquisition of which condemnation proceedings have been insti-
tuted under the Act of March 1, 1911 (16 U. S. C. 521), and the Act
of June 7, 1924 (16 U. S. C. 471, 499, 505, 564-570), lands transferred
by authority of the Secretary of Agriculture from the Resettlement
Administration to the Forest Service, and lands transferred to the
Forest Service under authority of the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant
Act, $12,004,000: Provided, That $200 of this appropriation shall be
available for the expenses of properly caring for the graves of fire
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employees engaged in any hazardous work under the Forest Service: 
Provided further, That the appropriations for the work of the Forest 
Service shall be available for meeting the expenses of warehouse 
maintenance and the procurement, care, and handling of supplies, 
equipment, and materials stored therein for distribution to projects 
under the supervision of the Forest Service and for sale and distri-
bution to other Government activities and to State and private 
agencies who cooperate with the Forest Service in fire control under 
terms of written cooperative agreements, the cost of such supplies, 
equipment, and materials, including the cost of supervision, trans-
portation, warehousing, and handling, to be reimbursed to appropria-
tions current at the time additional supplies and materials are 
procured for warehouse stocks: Provided further, That the Forest 
Service may rent equipment to other Federal agencies at rates suffi-
cient to reimburse the appropriations of the Forest Service that would 
otherwise be chargeable with the cost of the repair, maintenance, and 
depreciation of such equipment, as follows: 
General administrative expenses: For necessary expenses for gen-

eral administrative purposes, including the salary of the Chief For-
ester, for the necessary expenses of the National Forest Reservation 
Commission as authorized by section 14 of the Act of March 1, 1911 
(16 U. S. C. 514), and for other personal services in the District of 
Columbia, $607,500. 
National forest protection and management: For the administra-

tion, protection, use, maintenance, improvement, and development of 
the national forests, including the establishment and maintenance 
of forest tree nurseries, including the procurement of tree seed and 
nursery stock by purchase, production, or otherwise, seeding and tree 
planting and the care of plantations and young growth; the mainte-
nance and operation of aerial fire control by contract or otherwise; 
the maintenance of roads and trails and the construction and main-
tenance of all. other improvements necessary for the proper and eco-
nomical administration, protection, development, and use of the 
national forests, including experimental forests: Provided, That 
where, in the opinion of the Secretary of Agriculture, direct pur-
chases will be more economical than construction, improvements may 
he purchased; the construction, equipment1 and maintenance of san-
itary, fire preventive, and recreational facilities; control of destruc-
tive forest tree diseases and insects; timber cultural operations; 
development and application of fish and garne management plans; 
propagation and transplanting of plants suitable for planting on 
semiarid portions of the national forests; estimating and appraising 
of timber and other resources and development and application of 
plans for their effective management, sale, and use; examination, 
classification, surveying, and appraisal of land incident to effecting 
exchanges authorized by law and of lands within the boundaries of 
the national forests that may be opened to homestead settlement and 
entry under the Act of June 11, 1906, and the Act of August 10, 
1912 (16 U. S. C. 506-509), as provided by the Act of March 4, 1913 
(16 U. S. C. 512) ; and all expenses necessary for the use, mainte-
nance, improvement, protection, and general administration of the 
national forests, including lands under contract for purchase or for 
the acquisition of which condemnation proceedings have been insti-
tuted under the Act of March 1, 1911 (16 U. S. C. 521), and the Act 
of June 7, 1924 (16 U. S. C. 471, 499, 505, 564-570), lands transferred 
by authority of the Secretary of Agriculture from the Resettlement 
Administration to the Forest Service, and lands transferred to the 
Forest Service under authority of the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant 
Act, $12,004,000: Provided, That $200 of this appropriation shall be 
available for the expenses of properly caring for the graves of fire 
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fighters buried at Wallace, Idaho; Newport, Washington; and Saint
foBsiosexpendioas Maries, Idaho: Provided further, That in sales of logs, ties, poles,
from sales of forest posts, cordwood, pulpwood, and other forest products the amounts
products.P35 Stat. 260 37 stat. made available for schools and roads by the Act of May 23, 1908
843 U. . C. 500 (16 U. S. C. 500), and the Act of March 4, 1913 (16 U. S. C. 501),
501. shall be based upon the stumpage value of the timber.

Investigation, etc., Water rights: For the investigation and establishment of water
of waterrights. rights, including the purchase thereof or of lands or interests in

lands or rights-of-way for use and protection of water rights neces-
sary or beneficial in connection with the administration and public
use of the national forests, $20,000.

Fighting forest fires. Fighting forest fires: For fighting and preventing forest fires on
or threatening the national forests and unappropriated public forest
lands, $100,000, which amount shall be immediately available.

Private foresty 
c o

- Private forestry cooperation: For cooperation with and advice to
perationtimberland owners and associations, wood-using industries or other

appropriate agencies in the application of forest management prin-
ciples to private forest lands, so as to attain sustained yield manage-
ment, the conservation of the timber resource, the productivity of
forest lands, and the stabilization of employment and economic con-
tinuance of forest industries, $100,000.

Forest research. Forest research: For forest research in accordance with the provi-
sions of sections 1, 2, 7, 8, 9, and 10 of the Act entitled "An Act to
insure adequate supplies of timber and other forest products for the
people of the United States, to promote the full use for timber grow-
ig and other purposes of forest lands in the United States, including
farm wood lots and those abandoned areas not suitable for agricul-
tural production, and to secure the correlation and the most eco-
nomical conduct of forest research in the Department of Agriculture
through research in reforestation, timber growing, protection, utiliza-

16 U.S. C. § i 581, tion, forest economics, and related subjects", approved May 22, 1928,
s5la, 581fai; Supp. as amended (16 U. S. C. 581, 581a, 581f-581i), as follows:

Forest management. Forest management: Fire, silvicultural, and other forest investiga-
45 stat. 700. tions and experiments under section 2, as amended, at forest experi-

ment stations or elsewhere, $613,403, of which $5,000 shall be for
investigations of the lowland hardwoods in the lower Mississippi
River Basin.

tiansge investiga- Range investigations: Investigations and experiments to develop
improved methods of management of forest and other ranges under

46 Stat. 701. section 7, at forest or range experiment stations or elsewhere,
$245,935.

Forest products. Forest products: Experiments, investigations, and tests of forest
products under section 8, at the Forest Products Laboratory, or else-
where, $664,181.

Forestatsurve. Forest survey: A comprehensive forest survey under section 9,
$250,000.

Forest economics. Forest economics: Investigations in forest economics under section
10, $149,295.

Forest influences. Forest influences: For investigations and experiments at forest
experiment stations or elsewhere for determining and demonstrating
the influence of natural vegetative cover characteristic of forest, range,
or other wild land on water conservation, flood control, stream-flow
regulation, erosion, climate, and maintenance of soil productivity, and
for developing preventive and control measures therefor, $139,152.

Tropical forest ex- Tropical forest experiment station: For the establishment and
maintenance of a forest experiment station in the tropical possessions

45 Stat. I 581a of the United States in the West Indies, pursuant to section 2 of the
upp. IV, 581ia. Act of May 222 1928 (16 U. S. C. 581a), $30,000.
Aggregate; addi- In all, salares and expenses, $14,923,466; and in addition thereto

ional, there from ontribu-tion
tionsf there are hereby appropriated all moneys received as contributions
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fighters buried at Wallace, Idaho; Newport, Washington; and Saint 
Manes, Idaho: Provided further, That in sales of logs, ties, poles, 
posts, cordwood, pulpwood, and other forest products the amounts 
made available for schools and roads by the Act of May 23, 1908 
(16 U. S. C. 500), and the Act of March 4, 1913 (16 U. S. C. 501), 
shall be based upon the stumpage value of the timber. 
Water rights: For the investigation and establishment of water 

rights, including the purchase thereof or of lands or interests in 
lands or rights-of-way for use and protection of water rights neces-
sary or beneficial in connection with the administration and public 
use of the national forests, $20,000. 
Fighting forest fires: For fighting and preventing forest _fires on 

or threatening the national forests and unappropriated public forest 
lands, $100,000, which amount shall be immediately available. 

Private forestry cooperation: For cooperation with and advice to 
timberland owners and associations, wood-using industries or other 
appropriate agencies in the application of forest management prin-
ciples to private forest lands, so as to attain sustained yield manage-
ment, the conservation of the timber resource, the productivity of 
forest lands, and the stabilization of employment and economic con-
tinuance of forest industries, $100,000. 

Forest research: For forest research in accordance with the provi-
sions of sections 1, 2, 7, 8, 9, and 10 of the Act entitled "An Act to 
insure adequate supplies of timber and other forest products for the 
people of the United States, to promote the full use for timber grow-
ing and other purposes of forest lands in the United States, including 
farm wood lots and those abandoned areas not suitable for agricul-
tural production, and to secure the correlation and the most eco-
nomical conduct of forest research in the Department of Agriculture 
through research in reforestation, timber growing, protection, utiliza-
tion, forest economics, and related subjects", approved May 22, 1928, 
as amended (16 U. S. C. 581, 581a, 581f-581i), as follows: 

Forest management: Fire, silvicultural, and other forest investiga-
tions and experiments under section 2, as amended, at forest experi-
ment stations or elsewhere, $613,403, of which $5,000 shall be for 
investigations of the lowland hardwoods in the lower Mississippi 
River Basin. 
Range investigations: Investigations and experiments to develop 

improved methods of management of forest and other ranges under 
section 7, at forest or range experiment stations or elsewhere, 
$245,935. 

Forest products: Experiments, investigations, and tests of forest 
products under section 8, at the Forest Products Laboratory, or else-
where, $664,181. 

Forest survey: A comprehensive forest survey under section 9, 
$250,000. 

Forest economics: Investigations in forest economics under section 
10, $149,295. 

Forest influences: For investigations and experiments at forest 
experiment stations or elsewhere for determining and demonstrating 
the influence of natural vegetative cover characteristic of forest, range, 
or other wild land on water conservation, flood control, stream-flow 
regulation, erosion, climate, and maintenance of soil productivity, and 
for developing preventive and control measures therefor, $139,152. 

Tropical forest experiment station: For the establishment and 
maintenance of a forest experiment station in the tropical possessions 
of the United States in the West Indies, pursuant to section 2 of the 
Act of May 22: 1928 (16 U. S. C. 581a), $30,000. 
In all, salaries and expenses, $14,923,466; and in addition thereto 

there are hereby appropriated all moneys received as contributions 
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toward cooperative work under the provisions of section 1 of the Act
approved March 3, 1925 (16 U. S. C. 572), which funds shall be
covered into the Treasury and constitute a part of the special funds
provided by the Act of June 30, 1914 (16 U. S. C. 498): Provided,
That not to exceed $859,659 may be expended for departmental
personal services in the District of Columbia: Provided further, That
not to exceed $1,500 may be expended for the contribution of the
United States to the cost of the office of the secretariat of the Inter-
national Union of Forest Research Stations and of the Department
of Timber Utilization of the Comit6 International du Bois.

FOREST-FIRE COOPERATION

For cooperation with the various States or other appropriate
agencies in forest-fire prevention and suppression and the protection
of timbered and cut-over lands in accordance with the provisions of
sections 1, 2, and 3 of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the
protection of forest lands, for the reforestation of denuded areas, for
the extension of national forests, and for other purposes, in order to
promote continuous production of timber on lands chiefly valuable
therefor", approved June 7, 1924 (16 U. S. C. 564-570), as amended,
including also the study of the effect of tax laws and the investigation
of timber insurance as provided in section 3 of said Act, $2,200,000,
of which not to exceed $54,800 shall be available for departmental
personal services in the District of Columbia and not to exceed $2,500
for the purchase of supplies and equipment required for the purposes
of said Act in the District of Columbia.
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COOPERATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF FOREST PLANTING STOCK

For cooperation with the various States in the procurement, pro-
duction, and distribution of forest-tree seeds and plants in establish-
ing windbreaks, shelterbelts, and farm wood lots upon denuded or
nonforested lands within such cooperating States, under the provisions
of section 4 of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the protection
of forest lands, for the reforestation of denuded areas, for the exten-
sion of national forests, and for other purposes, in order to promote
the continuous production of timber on lands chiefly suitable therefor",
approved June 7, 1924 (16 U. S. C. 567), and Acts supplementary
thereto, $100,000, which amount shall be available for the employment
of persons and means in the District of Columbia and elsewhere.

ACQUISITION OF LANDS FOR NATIONAL FORESTS

For the acquisition of forest lands under the provisions of the Act
approved March 1, 1911, as amended (16 U.S. C. 513-519,521), under
sound commercial title satisfactory to the Attorney General as pro-
vided in said Act, including the transfer to the Office of the Solicitor
of such funds for the employment by that office of persons and means
in the District of Columbia and elsewhere as may be necessary in
connection with the acquisition of such lands, $3,000,000: Provided,
That not to exceed $112,500 of the sum appropriated in this paragraph
may be expended for departmental personal services in the District
of Columbia.

For the acquisition of land to facilitate the control of soil erosion
and flood damage originating within the exterior boundaries of the
following national forests, in accordance with the provisions of the
following Acts authorizing annual appropriations of forest receipts
for such purposes, and in not to exceed the following amounts from
such receipts: Uinta and Wasatch National Forests, Utah, Act of
August 26, 1935 (49 Stat. 866), $40,000; Cache National Forest, Utah,

Cooperation with
States, etc.

43 Stat. 654.
16U.S. C. M07.
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toward cooperative work under the provisions of section 1 of the Act 
approved March 3, 1925 (16 U. S. C. 572), which funds shall be 
covered into the Treasury and constitute a part of the special funds 
provided by the Act of June 30, 1914 (16 U. S. C. 498) : Provided, 
That not to exceed $859,659 may be expended for departmental 
personal services in the District of Columbia: Provided further, That 
not to exceed, $1,500 may be expended for the contribution of the 
United States to the cost of the office of the secretariat of the Inter-
national Union of Forest Research Stations and of the Department 
of Timber Utilization of the Comite International du Bois. 

FOREST-FIRE COOPERATION 

For cooperation with the various States or other appropriate 
agencies in forest-fire prevention and suppression and the protection 
of timbered and cut-over lands in accordance with the provisions of 
sections 1, 2, and 3 of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the 
protection of forest lands, for the reforestation of denuded areas, for 
the extension of national forests, and for other purposes, in order to 
promote continuous production of timber on lands chiefly valuable 
therefor", approved June 7, 1924 (16 U. S. C. 564-570), as amended, 
including also the study of the effect of tax laws and the investigation 
of timber insurance as provided in section 3 of said Act, $2,200,000, 
of which not to exceed $54,800 shall be available for departmental 
personal services in the District of Columbia and not to exceed $2,500 
for the purchase of supplies and equipment required for the purposes 
of said Act in the District of Columbia. 

COOPERATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF FOREST PLANTING STOCK 

For cooperation with the various States in the procurement, pro-
duction, and distribution of forest-tree seeds and plants in establish-
ing windbreaks, shelterbelts, and farm wood lots upon denuded or 
nonforested lands within such cooperating States, under the provisions 
of section 4 of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the protection 
of forest lands, for the reforestation of denuded areas, for the exten-
sion of national forests, and for other purposes, in order to promote 
the continuous production of timber on lands chiefly suitable therefor", 
approved June 7, 1924 (16 U. S. C. 567), and Acts supplementary 
thereto, $100,000, which amount shall be available for the employment 
of persons and means in the District of Columbia and elsewhere. 

ACQUISITION OF LANDS FOR NATIONAL FORESTS 

For the acquisition of forest lands under the provisions of the Act 
approved March 1, 1911, as amended (16 U. S. C. 513-519, 521), under 
sound m com i ercial title satisfactory to the Attorney General as pro-
vided n said Act, including the transfer to the Office of the Solicitor 
of such funds for the employment by that office of persons and means 
in the District of Columbia and elsewhere as may be necessary in 
connection with the acquisition of such lands, $3,000,000: Provided, 
That not to exceed $112,500 of the sum appropriated in this paragraph 
may be expended for departmental personal services in the District 
of Columbia. 
For the acquisition of land to facilitate the control of soil erosion 

and flood damage originating within the exterior boundaries of the 
following national forests, in accordance with the provisions of the 
following Acts authorizing annual appropriations of forest receipts 
for such purposes, and in not to exceed the following amounts from 
such receipts: Uinta and Wasatch National Forests, Utah, Act of 
August 26, 1935 (49 Stat. 866), $40,000; Cache National Forest, Utah, 
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Vehicles, field work.

42 Stat. 217.
23 U. S. C. I 21,23.

Investigations, dem-
onstrations, etc.

Administrative ex-
penses.

Agricultural chemi-
cal investigations.

12 Stat. 387.
U.S. 0. 1611,512.

Biological, etc., in-
vestigations.

Methods of sugar
manufacture, etc.

Utilization of fruits
and vegetables.

Frozen pack inves-
tigations.

Control of noxious
weeds, etc.

Winter Haven, Fla.,
Citrus Products Lab-
oratory, addition.

Industrial utiliza-
tion of farm products
and byproducts.

Utilization of native
substances for color,
medicinal, etc., pur-
poses.

Act of May 11, 1938 (52 Stat. 347), $6,000; San Bernardino and Cleve-
land National Forests in Riverside County, California, Act of June
15, 1938 (52 Stat. 699) $15,000; Nevada and Toiyabe National
Forests, Nevada, Act of June 25, 1938 (52 Stat. 1205), $10,000; in
all, $71,000.

Total, Forest Service, $20,294,466, of which amount not to exceed
$61,628 shall be available for the purchase of motor-propelled and
horse-drawn passenger-carrying vehicles necessary in the conduct of
field work outside the District of Columbia, and in addition thereto
there is authorized for expenditure from funds provided for carrying
out the provisions of the Federal Highway Act of November 9, 1921
(23 U. S. C. 21, 23), not to exceed $9,755 for the purchase of motor-
propelled passenger-carrying vehicles for use by the Forest Service in
the construction and maintenance of national-forest roads.

BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY AND
ENGINEERING

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For investigations, experiments, and demonstrations hereinafter
authorized, independently or in cooperation with other branches of
the Department of Agriculture, other departments or agencies of the
Federal Government, States, State agricultural experiment stations,
universities, and other State agencies and institutions, counties,
municipalities, business, farm, or other organizations and corporations,
individuals, associations, and scientific societies, including the employ-
ment of necessary persons and means in the city of Washington and
elsewhere; and for erection, alteration, and repair of buildings out-
side the District of Columbia at a total cost not to exceed $15,000, as
follows:

General administrative expenses: For necessary expenses for gen-
eral administrative purposes, including the salary of Chief of Bureau
and other personal services in the District of Columbia, $112,800.

Agricultural chemical investigations: For conducting the investiga-
tions contemplated by the Act of May 15, 1862 (5 U. S. C. 511, 512),
relating to the application of chemistry to agriculture; for the biologi-
cal, chemical, physical, micros icalc, and technological investigation
of foods, feeds, drugs, plant and animal products, and substances used
in the manufacture thereof; for investigations of the physiological
effects and for the pharmacological testing of such products and of
insecticides; for the investigation and development of methods for
the manufacture of sugars, sugar sirups, and starches and the utiliza-
tion of new agricultural materials for such purposes; for the tech-
nological investigation of the utilization of fruits and vegetables and
for frozen pack investigations; for the investigation of chemicals for
the control of noxious weeds and plants; and to cooperate with asso-
ciations and scientific societies in the development of methods of
analysis, $411,500, of which amount not to exceed $19,000 shall be
available for the construction and equipment of an addition to the
United States Citrus Products Laboratory, Winter Haven, Florida.

Industrial utilization of farm products and byproducts: For the
investigation, development, experimental demonstration and applica-
tion of methods for the industrial utilization of agricultural products,
waste, and byproducts, and products made therefrom, except as other-
wise provided for in this Act, by the application of chemical, physi-
cal, and technological methods, including the changes produced by
micro-organisms such as yeasts, bacteria, molds, and fungi; the
utilization for color, medicinal, and technical purposes of substances
grown or produced in the United States, $191,200.
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Act of May 11, 1938 (52 Stat. 347), $6,000; San Bernardino and Cleve-
land National Forests in Riverside County, California, Act of June 
15, 1938 (52 Stat. 699), $15,000; Nevada and Toiyabe National 
Forests, Nevada, Act of June 25, 1938 (52 Stat. 1205), $10,000; in 
all, $71,000. 

Total, Forest Service, $20,294,466, of which amount not to exceed 
$61,628 shall be available for the purchase of motor-propelled and 
horse-drawn passenger-carrying vehicles necessary- in the conduct of 
field work outside the District of Columbia, and in addition thereto 
there is authorized for expenditure from funds provided for carrying 
out the provisions of the Federal Highway Act of November 9, 1921 
(23 U. S. C. 21, 23), not to exceed $9,755 for the purchase of motor-
propelled passenger-carrying vehicles for use by the Forest Service in 
the construction and maintenance of national-forest roads. 

BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY AND 
ENGINEERING 

SALARIES AND EXPENSES 

For investigations, experiments, and demonstrations hereinafter 
authorized, independently or m cooperation with other branches of 
the Department of Agriculture, other departments or agencies of the 
Federal Government, States, State agricultural experiment stations, 
universities, and other State agencies and institutions, counties, 
municipalities, business, farm, or other organizations and corporations, 
individuals, associations, and scientific societies including the employ-
ment of necessary persons and means in the city of Washington and 
elsewhere • and for ere,ction2 alteration and repair of buildmgs out-
side the elsewhere; Columbia at a total cost not to exceed $15,000, as 
follows: 

General administrative expenses: For necessary expenses for gen-
eral administrative purposes, including the salary of Chief of Bureau 
and other personal services in the District of Columbia, $112,800. 

Agricultural chemical investigations: For conducting the investiga-
tions contemplated by the Act of May 15, 1862 (5 U. S. C. 5112 512), 
relating to the application of chemistry to agriculture; for the biologi-
cal, chemical, physical, microscopical, and technological investigation 
of foods, feeds, drugs, plant and animal products, and substances used 
in the manufacture thereof; for investigations of the physiological 
effects and for the pharmacological testing of such products and of 
insecticides; for the investigation and development of methods for 
the manufacture of sugars, sugar sirups, and starches and the utiliza-
tion of new agricultural materials for such purposes; for the tech-
nological investigation of the utilization of fruits and vegetables and 
for frozen pack investigations; for the investigation of chemicals for 
the control of noxious weeds and plants; and to cooperate with asso-
ciations and scientific societies in the development of methods of 
analysis, $411,500, of which amount not to exceed $19,000 shall be 
available for the construction and equipment of an addition to the 
United States Citrus Products Laboratory, Winter Haven, Florida. 

Industrial utilization of farm products and byproducts: For the 
investigation development, experimental demonstration and applica-
tion of methods for the industrial utilization of agricultural products, 
waste, and byproducts, and products made therefrom, except as other-
wise provided for in this Act, by the application of chemical, physi-
cal, and technological methods including the changes produced by 
micro-organisms such as yeasts, bacteria, molds, and fungi; the 
utilization for color., medicinal, and technical purposes of substances 
grown or produced in the United States, $191,200. 
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Agricultural engineering investigations: For investigations, experi-
ments, and demonstrations involving the application of engineering
principles to agriculture for the investigation, development, experi-
mental demonstration, and application of methods for the prevention
and control of dust explosions and fires during the harvesting, han-
dling, milling, processing, fumigating, and storing of agricultural
products, and of other dust explosions and resulting fires not otherwise
provided for, including fires in grain mills and elevators, cotton gins,
cotton-oil mills, and other structures; the heating, charring, and igni-
tion of agricultural products; fires on farms and in rural communities
and other explosions and fires in connection with farm and agricul-
tural operations; for investigating and reporting upon the different
kinds of farm power and appliances: upon farm domestic water supply
and sewage disposal, upon the design and construction of farm
buildings and their appurtenances and of buildings for processing
and storing farm products; upon farm power and mechanical farm
equipment and rural electrification; upon the engineering problems
relating to the processing, transportation, and storage of perishable
and other agricultural products; and upon the engineering problems
involved in adapting physical characteristics of farm land to the use
of modern farm machinery; for investigations of cotton ginning under
the Act approved April 19, 1930 (7 U. S. C., 424, 425); for giving
expert advice and assistance in agricultural and chemical engineering;
for collating, reporting, and illustrating the results of investigations
and preparing, publishing, and distributing bulletins, plans, and
reports, $349,469.

Naval-stores investigations: For the investigation of naval stores
(turpentine and rosin) and their components; the investigation and
experimental demonstration of improved equipment, methods, or proc-
esses of preparing naval stores; the weighing, storing, handling, trans-
portation, and utilization of naval stores; and for the assembling and
compilation of data on production, distribution, and consumption of
turpentine and rosin, pursuant to the Act of August 15, 1935
(5 U. S. C. 556b), $89,400.

Fertilizer investigations: For investigations within the United
States of fertilizers, fertilizer ingredients, including phosphoric acid
and potash, and other soil amendments and their suitability for agri-
cultural use, $225,000.

Total, salaries and expenses, Bureau of Agricultural Chemistry
and Engineering, $1,379,369, of which amount not to exceed $895,500
may be expended for personal services in the District of Columbia, and
not to exceed $3,725 shall be available for the purchase of motor-
propelled and horse-drawn passenger-carrying vehicles necessary in
the conduct of field work outside the District of Columbia.

BUREAU OF ENTOMOLOGY AND PLANT QUARANTINE

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For necessary expenses connected with investigations, experiments,
and demonstrations for the promotion of economic entomology, for
investigating and ascertaining the best means of destroying insects
and related pests injurious to agriculture, for investigating and
importing useful and beneficial insects and bacterial, fngal, and
other diseases of insects and related pests, for investigating and ascer-
taining the best means of destroying insects affecting man and
animals, to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry into effect the
provisions of the Plant Quarantine Act of August 20, 1912, as
amended, to conduct other activities hereinafter authorized, and for
the eradication, control, and prevention of spread of injurious insects
and plant pests, independently or in cooperation with other branches
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Agricultural engineering investigations: For investigations, experi-
ments, and demonstrations involving the application of engineering 
principles to agriculture for the investigation, development, experi-
mental demonstration, and application of methods for the prevention 
and control of dust explosions and fires during the harvesting, han-
dling, milling, processing' fumigating, and storing of agricultural 
products' and of other dust explosions and resulting fires not otherwise 
provided for, including fires in grain mills and elevators, cotton gins, 
cotton-oil mills, and other structures; the heating, charring, and igni-
tion of agricultural products; fires on farms and in rural communities 
and other explosions and fires in connection with farm and agricul-
tural operations; for investigating and reporting upon the different 
kinds of farm power and appliances; upon farm domestic water supply 
and sewage disposal, upon the design and construction of farm 
buildings and their appurtenances and of buildings for processing 
and storing farm products; upon farm power and mechanical farm 
equipment and rural electrification; upon the engineering problems 
relating to the processing transportation, and storage of perishable 
and other agricultural products; and upon the engineering problems 
involved in adapting physical characteristics of farm land to the use 
of modern farm machinery; for investigations of cotton ginning under 
the Act approved April 19, 1930 (7 U. S. C., 424, 425) ; for giving 
expert advice and assistance in agricultural and chemical engineering; 
for collating, reporting, and illustrating the results of investigations 
and preparing, publishing, and distributing bulletins, plans, and 
reports, S349,469. 

Naval-stores investigations: For the investigation of naval stores 
(turpentine and rosin) and their components; the investigation and 
experimental demonstration of improved equipment, methods, or proc-
esses of preparing naval stores; the weighing, storing, handling, trans-
portation, and utilization of naval stores; and for the assembling and 
compilation of data on production, distribution, and consumption of 
turpentine and rosin, pursuant to the Act of August 15, 1935 
(5 U. S. C. 556b), $89,400. 

Fertilizer investigations: For investigations within the United 
States of fertilizers, fertilizer ingredients, including phosphoric acid 
and potash, and other soil amendments and their suitability for agri-
cultural use $225,000. 

Total, salaries and expenses, Bureau of Agricultural Chemistry 
and Engineering, $1,379,369, of which amount not to exceed $895,500 
may be expended for personal services in the District of Columbia, and 
not to exceed $3,725 shall be available for the purchase of motor-
propelled and horse-drawn passenger-carrying vehicles necessary in 
the conduct of field work outside the District of Columbia. 

BUREAU OF ENTOMOLOGY AND PLANT QUARANTINE 

SALARIES AND EXPENSES 

For necessary expenses connected with investigations, experiments, 
and demonstrations for the promotion of economic entomology, for 
investigating and ascertaining the best means of destroying insects 
and related pests injurious to agriculture, for investigating and 
importing useful and beneficial insects and bacterial2 fungal, and 
other diseases of insects and related pests, for investigating and ascer-
taining the best means of destroying insects affecting man and 
animals, to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry into effect the 
provisions of the Plant Quarantine Act of August 20, 1912, as 
amended, to conduct other activities hereinafter authorized, and for 
the eradication, control, and !prevention of spread of injurious insects 
and plant pests, independently or in cooperation with other branches 
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of the Federal Government, States, counties, municipalities, corpora-
tions, agencies, individuals, or with foreign governments; including
the employment of necessary persons and means in the District of
Columbia and elsewhere, rent, construction, or repair of necessary

ngs. buildings outside the District of Columbia: Provided, That, unless
otherwise specifically provided, the cost for the construction of any
building shall not exceed $1,500 and the total amount expended for
such construction in any one year shall not exceed $7,000, as follows:

nistra- General administrative expenses: For general administrative pur-
poses, including the salary of Chief of Bureau and other personal
services, $166,280.

Fruit insects: For insects affecting fruits, grapes, and nuts,
$428,600.

le con- Japanese beetle control: For the control and prevention of spread
of the Japanese beetle, $395,000.

weevil Sweetpotato weevil control: For the determination and application
of such methods of control for sweetpotato weevils as, in the judg-
ment of the Secretary of Agriculture, may be necessary, $75,000:

ton. Provided, That, in the discretion of the Secretary of Agriculture, no
part of this appropriation shall be expended for the control of sweet-
potato weevil in any State until such State has provided cooperation

tyor necessary to accomplish this purpose: Provided further, That no
part of this appropriation shall be used to pay the cost or value of
farm animals, farm crops, or other property injured or destroyed.

itfly Mexican fruitfly control: For the control and prevention of spread
of the Mexican fruitfly, including necessary surveys and control
operations in Mexico in cooperation with the Mexican Government or
local Mexican authorities, $160,460.

erad- Citrus canker eradication: For determining and applying such
methods of eradication or control of the disease of citrus trees known
as "citrus canker" as in the judgment of the Secretary of Agriculture
may be necessary, including cooperation with such authorities of the
States concerned, organizations of growers, or individuals, as he may

ty for deem necessary to accomplish such purposes, $13,485: Provided, That
prop- no part of the money herein appropriated shall be used to pay the

cost or value of trees or other property injured or destroyed.
moth Gypsy and brown-tail moth control: For the control and preven-

tion of spread of the gypsy and brown-tail moths, $375,000.
disease Dutch elm disease eradication: For determining and applying

methods of eradication, control, and prevention of spread of the
disease of elm trees known as "Dutch elm disease" and of a virus

contri disease of elm trees prevalent in the Ohio Valley, $500,000: Provided,
That, in the discretion of the Secretary of Agriculture, no expendi-
tures from this appropriation shall be made for these purposes until
a sum or sums at least equal to such expenditures shall have been
appropriated, subscribed, or contributed by State, county, or local
authorities, or by individuals, or organizations concerned: Provided

ty for further, That no part of this appropriation shall be used to pay the
,pro" cost or value of trees or other property injured or destroyed.
1, etc., Phony peach and peach mosaic eradication: For determining and

applying such methods of eradication, control, and prevention of
spread of the diseases of peach trees known as "phony peach" and
"peach mosaic" as in the judgment of the Secretary of Agriculture
may be necessary, including cooperation with such authorities of
the States concerned, organizations of growers, or individuals, as
he may deem necessary to accomplish such purposes, including the
certification of products out of the infested areas to meet the require-

ty for ments of State quarantines, $89,800: Provided, That no part of the
prop- money herein appropriated shall be used to pay the cost or value

of trees or other property injured or destroyed.
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of the Federal Government, States, counties, municipalities, corpora-
tions, agencies, individuals, or with foreign governments; including 
the employment of necessary persons and means in the District of 
Columbia and elsewhere, rent, construction, or repair of necessary 
buildings outside the District of Columbia: Provided, That, unless 
otherwise specifically provided, the cost for the construction of any 
building shall not exceed $1,500 and the total amount expended for 
such construction in any one year shall not exceed $7,000, as follows: 
General administrative expenses: For general administrative pur-

poses, including the salary of Chief of Bureau and other personal 
services, $166,280. 

Fruit insects: For insects affecting fruits, grapes, and nuts, 
$428,600. 
Japanese beetle control: For the control and prevention of spread 

of the Japanese beetle, $395,000. 
Sweetpotato weevil control: For the determination and application 

of such methods of control for sweetpotato weevils as, in the judg-
ment of the Secretary of Agriculture, may be necessary, $75,000: 
Provided, That, in the discretion of the Secretary of Agriculture, no 
part of this appropriation shall be expended for the control of sweet-
potato weevil in any State until such State has provided cooperation 
necessary to accomplish this purpose: Provided further, That no 
part of this appropriation shall be used to pay the cost or value of 
farm animals, farm crops, or other property injured or destroyed. 
Mexican fruitfly control: For the control and prevention of spread 

of the Mexican fruitfiy, including necessary surveys and control 
operations in Mexico in cooperation with the Mexican Government or 
local Mexican authorities, $160,460. 

Citrus canker eradication: For determining and applying such 
methods of eradication or control of the disease of citrus trees known 
as "citrus canker" as in the judgment of the Secretary of Agriculture 
may be necessary, including cooperation with such authorities of the 
States concerned, organizations of growers, or individuals, as he may 
deem necessary to accomplish such purposes, $13,485: Provided, That 
no part of the money herein appropriated shall be used to pay the 
cost or value of trees or other property injured or destroyed. 
Gypsy and brown-tail moth control: For the control and preven-

tion of spread of the gypsy and brown-tail moths, $375,000. 
Dutch elm disease eradication: For determining and applying 

methods of eradication, control, and prevention of spread of the 
disease of elm trees known as "Dutch elm disease" and of a virus 
disease of elm trees prevalent in the Ohio Valley: $500,000: Provided, 
That, in the discretion of the Secretary of Agriculture, no expendi-
tures from this appropriation shall be made for these purposes until 
a sum or sums at least equal to such expenditures shall have been 
appropriated, subscribed, or contributed by State, county, or local 
authorities, or by individuals, or organizations concerned: Provided 
further, That no part of this appropriation shall be used to pay the 
cost or value of trees or other property injured or destroyed. 
Phony peach and peach mosaic eradication: For determining and 

applying such methods of eradication, control, and prevention of 
spread of the diseases of peach trees known as "phony peach" and 
"peach mosaic" as in the judgment of the Secretary of Agriculture 
may be necessary, including cooperation with such authorities of 
the States concerned, organizations of growers, or individuals, as 
he may deem necessary to accomplish such purposes, including the 
certification of products out of the infested areas to meet the require-
ments of State quarantines, $89,800: Provided, That no part of the 
money herein appropriated shall be used to pay the cost or value 
of trees or other property injured or destroyed. 
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Forest insects: For insects affecting forests and forest products,
under section 4 of the Act approved May 22, 1928 (16 U. S. C.
581c), entitled "An Act to insure adequate supplies of timber and
other forest products for the people of the United States, to pro-
mote the full use for timber growing and other purposes of forest
lands in the United States, including farm wood lots and those aban-
doned areas not suitable for agricultural production, and to secure
the correlation and the most economical conduct of forest research
in the Department of Agriculture, through research in reforestation,
timber growing, protection, utilization, forest economics, and related
subjects", and for insects affecting ornamental trees and shrubs,
$253,100: Provided, That $40,000 of this amount shall only be avail-
able for expenditure when matched by State funds.

Blister rust control: For applying such methods of eradication,
control, and prevention of spread of the white pine blister rust as
in the judgment of the Secretary of Agriculture may be necessary
to accomplish such purposes, and in the discretion of the Secretary
of Agriculture no expenditures shall be made for these purposes
until a sum or sums at least equal to such expenditures shall have
been appropriated, subscribed, or contributed by State, county, or
local authorities, or by individuals or organizations concerned,
$300,000: Provided, That no part of this appropriation shall be used
to pay the cost or value of trees or other property injured or
destroyed.

Truck crop and garden insects: For insects affecting truck crops,
ornamental and garden plants, including tobacco, sugar beets, and
greenhouse and bulbous crops, $381,580.

Cereal and forage insects: For insects affecting cereal and forage
crops, including sugarcane and rice, and including research on the
European corn borer, $383,700.

European corn borer control: For the control and prevention of
spread of the European corn borer and for the certification of prod-
ucts out of the infested areas to meet the requirements of State
quarantines on account of the European corn borer, $32,939.

Barberry eradication: For the eradication of the common barberry
and for applying such other methods of eradication, control, and
prevention of spread of cereal rusts as in the judgment of the
Secretary of Agriculture may be necessary to accomplish such pur-
poses, $175,000: Provided, That, in the discretion of the Secretary
of Agriculture, no expenditures from this appropriation shall be
made for these purposes until a sum or sums at least equal to such
expenditures shall have been appropriated, subscribed, or contributed
by States, counties, or local authorities, or by individuals or organi-
zations for the accomplishment of such purposes: Provided further,
That no part of the money herein appropriated shall be used to pay
the cost or value of property injured or destroyed.

Cotton insects: For insects affecting cotton, $144,544.
Pink bollworm control: For the control and prevention of spread

of the pink bollworm, including the establishment of such cotton-
free areas as may be necessary to stamp out any infestation, and for
necessary surveys and control operations in Mexico in cooperation
with the Mexican Government or local Mexican authorities,
$906.800.

Bee culture: For bee culture and apiary management, $83,000.
Thurberia weevil control: For the control and prevention of spread

of the Thurberia weevil, $2,808.
Insects affecting man and animals: For insects affecting man,

household possessions, and animals, $181,500.
Insect-pest survey and identification: For the identification and

classification of insects, including taxonomic, morphological, and
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Forest insects: For insects affecting forests and forest products, 
under section 4 of the Act approved May 22, 1928 (16 U. S. C. 
581c), entitled "An Act to insure adequate supplies of timber and 
other forest products for the people of the United States, to pro-
mote the full use for timber growing and other purposes of forest 
lands in the United States, including farm wood lots and those aban-
doned areas not suitable for agricultural production, and to secure 
the correlation and the most economical conduct of forest research 
in the Department of Agriculture, through research in reforestation, 
timber growing, protection, utilization, forest economics, and related 
subjects", and for insects affecting ornamental trees and shrubs, 
$253,100: Provided, That $40,000 of this amount shall only be avail-
able for expenditure when matched by State funds. 

Blister rust control: For applying such methods of eradication, 
control, and prevention of spread of the white pine blister rust as 
in the judgment of the Secretary of Agriculture may be necessary 
to accomplish such purposes, and in the discretion of the Secretary 
of Agriculture no expenditures shall be made for these purposes 
until a sum or sums at least equal to such expenditures shall have 
been appropriated, subscribed, or contributed by State, county, or 
local authorities, or by individuals or organizations concerned, 
$300,000: Provided, That no part of this appropriation shall be used 
to pay the cost or value of trees or other property injured or 
destroyed. 
Truck crop and garden insects: For insects affecting truck crops, 

ornamental and garden plants, including tobacco, sugar beets, and 
greenhouse and bulbous crops, $381,580. 

Cereal and forage insects: For insects affecting cereal and forage 
crops, including sugarcane and rice, and including research on the 
European corn borer, $383,700. 
European corn borer control: For the control and prevention of 

spread of the European corn borer and for the certification of prod-
ucts out of the infested areas to meet the requirements of State 
quarantines on account of the European corn borer, $32,939. 
Barberry eradication: For the eradication of the common barberry 

and for applying such other methods of eradication, control, and 
prevention of spread of cereal rusts as in the judgment of the 
Secretary of Agriculture may be necessary to accomplish such pur-
poses, $175,000: Provided, That, in the discretion of the Secretary 
of Agriculture, no expenditures from this appropriation shall be 
made for these purposes until a sum or sums at .least equal to such 
expenditures shall have been appropriated, subscribed, or contributed 
by States, counties, or local authorities, or by individuals or organi-
zations for the accomplishment of such purposes: Provided further, 
That no part of the money herein appropriated shall be used to pay 
the cost or value of property injured or destroyed. 
Cotton insects: For insects affecting cotton, $144,544. 
Pink bollworm control: For the control and prevention of spread 

of the pink bollworm, including the establishment of such cotton-
free areas as may be necessary to stamp out any infestation, and for 
necessary surveys and control operations in Mexico in cooperation 
with the Mexican . Government or local Mexican authorities, 
$906.800. 
Bee culture: For bee culture and apiary management, $83,000. 
Thurberia weevil control: For the control and prevention of spread 

of the Thurberia weevil, $2,808. 
Insects affecting man and animals: For insects affecting man, 

household possessions, and animals, $181,500. 
Insect-pest survey and identification: For the identification and 

classification of insects, including taxonomic, morphological, and 
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related phases of insect-pest control and the maintenance of an
insect-pest survey for the collection and dissemination of informa-
tion to Federal, State, and other agencies concerned with insect-pest
control, $154,790.

Foreign parasites: For administrative expenses in connection with
the introduction of natural enemies of injurious insects and related
pests and for the exchange with other countries of useful and bene-
ficial insects and other arthropods, $38,000.

Control investigations: For developing equipment or apparatus
to aid in enforcing plant quarantines, eradication and control of
plant pests, determining methods of disinfecting plants and plant
products to eliminate injurious pests, determining the toxicity of
insecticides, and related phases of insect-pest control, $67,518.

Insecticide and fungicide investigations: For the investigation and
development of methods of manufacturing insecticides and fungi-
cides, and for investigating chemical problems relating to the com-
position, action, and application of insecticides and fungicides,
$134,984.

Transit inspection: For the inspection in transit or otherwise of
articles quarantined under the Act of August 20, 1912 (7 U. S. C.
161, 164a), as amended, and for the interception and disposition of
materials found to have been transported interstate in violation of
quarantines promulgated thereunder, $44,059.

Foreign plant quarantines: For enforcement of foreign plant
quarantines, at the port of entry and port of export, and to prevent
the movement of cotton and cottonseed from Mexico into the United
States, including the regulation of the entry into the United States
of railway cars and other vehicles, and freight, express, baggage, or
other materials from Mexico, and the inspection, cleaning, and disin-
fection thereof, including construction and repair of necessary build-
ings, plants, and equipment, for the fumigation, disinfection, or
cleaning of products, railway cars, or other vehicles entering the
United States from Mexico, $680,000: Provided, That any moneys
received in payment of charges fixed by the Secretary of Agriculture
on account of such cleaning and disinfection shall be covered into
the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts.

Certification of exports: For the inspection, under such rules and
regulations as the Secretary of Agriculture may prescribe, of domestic
plants and plant products when offered for export and to certify to
shippers and interested parties as to the freedom of such products
from injurious plant diseases and insect pests according to the sani-
tary requirements of the foreign countries affected and to make such
reasonable charges and to use such means as may be necessary to
accomplish this object, $31,862: Provided, That moneys received on
account of such inspection and certification shall be covered into the
Treasury as miscellaneous receipts.

Control of incipient and emergency outbreaks of insect pests and
plant diseases: Not to exceed $400,000 of the funds appropriated
under this head in the First Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year
1939 (Public, Numbered 7, Seventy-sixth Congress), approved March
15, 1939, shall remain available until June 30, 1940.

Total salaries and expenses, Bureau of Entomology and Plant
Quarantine, $6,199,809, of which amount not to exceed $879,986 may
be expended for personal services in the District of Columbia, and
not to exceed $40,900 shall be available for the purchase of motor-
propelled and horse-drawn passenger-carrying vehicles necessary in
the conduct of field work outside the District of Columbia.
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related phases of insect-pest control and the maintenance of an 
insect-pest survey for the collection and dissemination of informa-
tion to Federal, State, and other agencies concerned with insect-pest 
control, $154,790. 

Foreign parasites: For administrative expenses in connection with 
the introduction of natural enemies of injurious insects and related 
pests and for the exchange with other countries of useful and bene-
ficial insects and other arthropods, $38,000. 

Control investigations: For developing equipment or apparatus 
to aid in enforcing plant quarantines, eradication and control of 
plant pests determining methods of disinfecting plants and plant 
products t.:3 eliminate injurious pests, determining the toxicity of 
insecticides, and related phases of insect-pest control, $67,518. 

Insecticide and fungicide investigations: For the investigation and 
development of methods of manufacturing insecticides and fungi-
cides, and for investigating chemical problems relating to the com-
position action, and application of insecticides and fungicides, 
$134,984: 

Transit inspection: For the inspection in transit or otherwise of 
articles quarantined under the Act of August 20, 1912 (7 U. S. C. 
161, 164a), as amended, and for the interception and disposition of 
materials found to have been transported interstate in violation of 
quarantines promulgated thereunder, $44,059. 

Foreign plant quarantines: For enforcement of foreign plant 
quarantines, at the port of entry and port of export, and to prevent 
the movement of cotton and cottonseed from Mexico into the United 
States, including the regulation of the entry into the United States 
of railway cars and other vehicles, and freight, express, baggage, or 
other materials from Mexico, and the inspection, cleaning, and disin-
fection thereof, including construction and repair of necessary build-
ings, . plants, and equipment, for the fumigation disinfection, or 
cleaning of products, railway cars, or other vehicles entering the 
United States from Mexico, $680,000: Provided, That any moneys 
received in payment of charges fixed by the Secretary of Agriculture 
on account of such cleaning and disinfection shall be covered into 
the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts. 

Certification of exports: For the inspection, under such rules and 
regulations as the Secretary of Agriculture may prescribe, of domestic 
plants and plant products when offered for export and to certify to 
shippers and interested parties as to the freedom of such products 
from injurious plant diseases and insect pests according to the sani-
tary requirements of the foreign countries affected and to make such 
reasonable charges and to use such means as may be necessary to 
accomplish this object, $31,862: Provided, That moneys received on 
account of such inspection and certification shall be covered into the 
Treasury as miscellaneous receipts. 

Control of incipient and emergency outbreaks of insect pests and 
plant diseases: Not to exceed $400,000 of the funds appropriated 
under this head in the First Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 
1939 (Public, Numbered 7, Seventy-sixth Congress), approved March 
15, 1939, shall remain available until June 30, 1940. 

Total salaries and expenses, Bureau of Entomology and Plant 
Quarantine, $6,199,809, of which amount not to exceed 879,986 may 
be expended for personal services in the District of Columbia, and 
not to exceed $40,900 shall be available for the purchase of motor-
propelled and horse-drawn passenger-carrying vehicles necessary in 
the conduct of field work outside the District of Columbia. 
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BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For the employment of persons and means in the city of Washing-
ton and elsewhere, including the purchase of printed bags, tags, and
labels, without regard to existing laws applicable to public printing,
and all other expenses necessary in conducting investigations and
carrying out the work of the Bureau, including cooperation with
Federal, State, county, or other agencies or with farm bureaus, organ-
izations, or individuals, as follows:

General administrative expenses: For necessary expenses for gen-
eral administrative purposes, including the salary of Chief of Bureau
and other personal services in the District of Columbia, $118,000.

Food habits of birds and animals: For investigating the food habits
and economic value of North American birds and animals in relation
to agriculture, horticulture, and forestry, including methods of con-
serving beneficial and controlling injurious birds and animals, $68,140.

Fur resources investigations: For investigations, experiments,
demonstrations, and cooperation in connection with the production and
utilization of animals the pelts of which are used commercially for
fur, including the erection of necessary buildings and other structures,
$91,000.

Biological investigations: For biological investigations, including
the relations, habits, geographic distribution, and migration of
animals and plants, and the preparation of maps of the life zones, and
including $30,738 for investigations of the relations of wild animal
life to forests, under section 5 of the Act approved May 22, 1928 (16
U. S. C. 581d), and for investigations of the wildlife resources of the
Territory of Alaska, including the erection of necessary buildings and
other structures, $186,000.

Control of predatory animals and injurious rodents: For investiga-
tions, demonstrations, and cooperation in destroying animals injurious
to agriculture, horticulture, forestry, animal husbandry, and wild
game, as authorized by the Act of March 2? 1931 (7 U. S. C. 426426b);
and in protecting stock and other domestic animals through the sup-
pression of raldies and other diseases in predatory wild animals; and
for construction, repairs, additions, and installations in and about the
grounds and buildings of the game-management supply depot and
laboratory at Pocatello, Idaho, including purchase, transportation, and
handling of supplies and materials for distribution from said depot to
other projects, in accordance with the provisions of the Act approved
June 24, 1936 (16 U. S. C. 667), $700,000.

Protection of migratory birds: For all necessary expenses for
enforcing the provisions of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3,
1918, as amended by the Act of June 20, 1936 (16 U. S. C. 703-711),
to carry into effect the treaty with Great Britain for the protection of
birds migrating between the United States and Canada (39 Stat., pt. 2,
1702), and the convention between the United States and the United
Mexican States for the protection of migratory birds and game mam-
mals; for cooperation with local authorities in the protection of migra-
tors birds. and for necessary investigations connected therewith; for
the enforcement of sections 241, 242, 243, and 244 of the Act approved
March 4, 1909 (18 U. S. C. 391-394), entitled "An Act to codify, revise,
and amend the penal laws of the United States", as amended by title
II of the Act approved June 15, 1935 (18 U. S. C. 392-394), and for
the enforcement of section 1 of the Act approved May 25, 1900 (16
U. S. C. 701), entitled "An Act to enlarge the powers of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture prohibit the transportation by interstate com-
merce of game killed in violation of local laws, and for other pur-
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For the employment of persons and means in the city of Washing-
ton and elsewhere, including the purchase of printed bags, tags, and 
labels without regard to existing laws applicable to public printing, 
and all other expenses necessary in conducting investigations and 
carrying out the work of the Bureau, including cooperation with 
Federal, State, county, or other agencies or with farm bureaus, organ-
izations, or individuals, as follows: 
General administrative expenses: For necessary expenses for gen-

eral administrative purposes, including the salary of Chief of Bureau 
and other personal services in the District of Columbia, $118,000. 
Food habits of birds and animals: For investigating the food habits 

and economic value of North American birds and animals in relation 
to agriculture, horticulture, and forestry, including methods of con-
serving beneficial and controlling injurious birds and animals, $68,140. 
Fur resources investigations: For investigations, experiments, 

demonstrations, and cooperation in connection with the production and 
utilization of animals the pelts of which are used commercially for 
fur, including the erection of necessary buildings and other structures, 
$91,000. 

Biological investigations: For biological investigations, including 
the relations, habits, geographic distribution, and migration of 
animals and plants, and the preparation of maps of the life zones, and 
including $30,738 for investigations of the relations of wild animal 
life to forests, under section 5 of the Act approved May 22, 1928 (16 
U. S. C. 581d), and for investigations of the wildlife resources of the 
Territory of Alaska, including the erection of necessary buildings and 
other structures, $186,000. 
Control of predatory animals and injurious rodents: For investiga-

tions, demonstrations, and cooperation in destroying animals injurious 
' to agriculture, horticulture forestry, animal hulandry' and wild 

game, as authorized by the Act of March 22 1931 (7 U. S. C.426 426b) ; 
and in protecting stock and other domestic animals through the sup-
pression of rallies and other diseases in predatory wild animals; and 
for construction, repairs, additions, and installations in and about the 
grounds and buildings of the game-management supply depot and 
laboratory at Pocatello, Idaho, including purchase, transportation, and 
handling of supplies and materials for distribution from said depot to 
other projects, in accordance with the provisions of the Act approved 
June 24, 1936 (16 U. S. C. 667), $700,000. 

Protection of migratory birds: For all necessary expenses for 
enforcing the provisions of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 
1918, as amended by the Act of June 20, 1936 (16 U. S. C. 703-711), 
to carry into effect the treaty with Great Britain for the protection of 
birds migrating between the United States and Canada (39 Stat. pt. 2, 
1702), and the convention between the United States and the Stat., 
Mexican States for the protection of migratory birds and game mam-
mals; for cooperation with local authorities in the protection of migra-
tory birds, and for necessary investigations connected therewith; for 
the enforcement of sections 241, 242, 243, and 244 of the Act approved 
March 4, 1909 (18 U. S. C. 391-394), entitled "An Act to codify, revise, 
and amend the penal laws of the United States", as amended by title 
II of the Act approved June 15, 1935 (18 U. S. C. 392-394), and for 
the enforcement of section 1 of the Act approved May 25, 1900 (16 
U. S. C. 701), entitled "An Act to enlarge the powers of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, prohibit the transportation by interstate com-
merce of game killed in violation of local laws, and for other pur-
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poses", including all necessary investigations in connection therewith,
$365,000, of which not to exceed $10,000 may be expended in the dis-
creticn of the Secretary of Agriculture for the purpose of securing
information concerning violations of the laws for the enforcement of
which this appropriation is made available.

Enforcement of Alaska game law: For the enforcement of the pro-
visions of the Alaska game law, approved January 13, 1925, as
amended by the Act of February 14, 1931, and by the Act of June 25,
1938 (48 U. S. C. 192-211), $130,798.

Maintenance of mammal and bird reservations: For the maintenance
of the Montana National Bison Range, the Upper Mississippi River
Wildlife Refuge, the Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge, the Wichita
Mountains Wildlife Refuge, and other reservations, and for the main-
tenance of game introduced into suitable localities on public lands,
under supervision of the Biological Survey, including construction
of fencing, wardens' quarters, shelters for animals, landings, roads,
including the purchase of necessary materials to be used in conjunction
with Works Progress Administration labor in improving roads in the
Wichita Mountains Wildlife Refuge, not exceeding $30,000, trails,
bridges, ditches, telephone lines, rockwork, bulkheads, and other
improvements necessary for the economical administration and pro-
tection of the reservations; for the enforcement of section 84 of the
Act approved March 4, 1909 (18 U. S. C. 145), entitled "An Act to
codify, revise, and amend the penal laws of the United States", and
Acts amendatory thereto, and section 10 of the Migratory Bird Con-
servation Act of February 18, 1929 (16 U. S. C. 715i).; for the pur-
chase, capture, and transportation of game for national reservations;
and for the maintenance of the herd of long-horned cattle on the
Wichita Mountains Wildlife Refuge, $630,000.

Migratory bird conservation refuges: For carrying into effect the
provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to more effectively meet the
obligations of the United States under the migratory-bird treaty
with Great Britain (39 Stat., pt. 2, 1702) by lessening the dangers
threatening migratory game birds from drainage and other causes
by the acquisition of areas of land and water to furnish in perpetuity
reservation for the adequate protection of such birds' and authoriz-
ing appropriations for the establishment of such areas, their main-
tenance and improvement, and for other purposes", approved Feb-
ruary 18, 1929, as amended by title III of the Act approved June 15,
1935 (16 U. S. C. 715-715r), $79,753, authorized by section 12 of the
Act, which sum is a part of the remaining $410,887 of the $1,000,000
authorized to be appropriated for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1933.

In all, salaries and expenses, $2,368,691.

UPPER MISSISSIPPI RIVER WILDLIFE REFUGE

For the acquisition of areas of land or land and water pursuant
to the Act entitled "An Act to establish the Upper Mississippi River
Wildlife and Fish Refuge", approved June 7, 1924 (16 U. S. C. 721-
731), as amended, and for all necessary expenses incident thereto, to
remain available until expended, $60,000.

MIGRATORY BIRD CONSERVATION FUND

For carrying into effect the provisions of section 4 of the Act
entitled "An Act to supplement and support the Migratory Bird
Conservation Act by providing funds for the acquisition of areas
for use as migratory-bird sanctuaries, refuges, and breeding grounds,
for developing and administering such areas, for the protection of
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poses", including all necessary investigations in connection therewith, 
$365,000, of which not to exceed $10,000 may be expended in the dis-
creticn of the Secretary of Agriculture for the purpose of securing 
information concerning violations of the laws for the enforcement of 
which this appropriation is made available. 
Enforcement of Alaska game law: For the enforcement of the pro-

visions of the Alaska game law, approved January 13, 1925, as 
amended by the Act of February 14, 1931, and by the Act of June 25, 
1938 (48 U. S. C. 192-211), $130,798. 
Maintenance of mammal and bird reservations: For the maintenance 

of the Montana National Bison Range, the Upper Mississippi River 
Wildlife Refuge, the Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge, the Wichita 
Mountains Wildlife Refuge, and other reservations, and for the main-
tenance of game introduced into suitable localities on public lands, 
under supervision of the Biological Survey, including construction 
of fencing, wardens' quarters, shelters for animals, landings, roads, 
including the purchase of necessary, materials to be used in conjunction 
with Works Progress Administration labor in improving roads in the 
Wichita Mountains Wildlife Refuge, not exceeding $30,000, trails, 
bridges, ditches, telephone lines, rockwork, bulkheads, and other 
improvements necessary for the economical administration and pro-
tection of the reservations; for the enforcement of section 84 of the 
Act approved March 4, 1909 (18 U. S. C. 145), entitled "An Act to 
codify, revise, and amend the penal laws of the United States", and 
Acts amendatory thereto, and section 10 of the Migratory Bird Con-
servation Act of February 18, 1929 (16 U. S. C. 715i); for the pur-
chase, capture, and transportation of game for national reservations; 
and for the maintenance of the herd of long-horned cattle on the 
Wichita Mountains Wildlife Refuge, $630,000. 

Migratory bird conservation refuges: For carrying into effect the 
provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to more effectively meet the 
obligations of the United States under the migratory-bird treaty 
with Great Britain (39 Stat., pt. 2, 1702) by lessening the dangers 
threatening migratory game birds from drainage and other causes 
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ing appropriations for the establishment of such areas, their main-
tenance and improvement, and for other purposes", approved Feb-
ruary 18, 1929, as amended by title III of the Act approved June 15, 
1935 (16 U. S. C. 715-715r), $79,753, authorized by section 12 of the 
Act, which sum is a part of the remaining $410,887 of the $1,000,000 
authorized to be appropriated for the fiscal year ending June 30, 
1933. 
In all, salaries and expenses, $2,368,691. 
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For the acquisition of areas of land or land and water pursuant 
to the Act entitled "An Act to establish the Upper Mississippi River 
Wildlife and Fish Refuge", approved June 7, 1924 (16 U. S. C. 721-
731), as amended, and for all necessary expenses incident thereto, to 
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For carrying into effect the provisions of section 4 of the Act 
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for use as migratory-bird sanctuaries, refuges, and breeding grounds, 
for developing and administering such areas, for the protection of 
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certain migratory birds, for the enforcement of the Migratory Bird
Treaty Act and regulations thereunder, and for other purposes",
approved March 16, 1934, as amended by an Act entitled "An Act to
amend the Migratory Bird Hunting Stamp Act of March 16, 1934,
and certain other Acts relating to game and other wildlife, admin-
istered by the Department of Agriculture, and for other purposes",
approved June 15, 1935 (16 U. S. C. 718-718h), an amount equal to
the sum received during the fiscal year 1940 from the proceeds from
the sale of stamps, to be warranted monthly; and in addition thereto
an amount equal to the unobligated balance on June 30, 1939, of the
total of the proceeds received from the sale of stamps prior to July
1, 1939: Provided, That the sum of $125,000 shall be advanced from
the general fund of the Treasury on the first day of the fiscal year to
the foregoing appropriation, to be returned to the surplus fund of
the Treasury when the first $125,000 of revenue from the sale of
stamps has been received and warranted for the fiscal year 1940.

FEDERAL AID IN WILDLIFE RESTORATION

For carrying out the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to
provide that the United States shall aid the States in wildlife resto-
ration projects, and for other purposes", approved September 2, 1937
(16 U. S. C. 669-669j), $1,500,000: Provided, That expenditures
hereunder shall not exceed the aggregate receipts covered into the
Treasury under the provisions of said Act.

Total, Bureau of Biological Survey, $4,053,691, of which amount
not to exceed $681,610 may be expended for personal services in the
District of Columbia, and not to exceed $72,100 shall be available
for the purchase of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles nec-
essary in the conduct of field work outside the District of Columbia:
Provided, That the appropriation of $6,000,000 contained in title VII
of the Act of June 15, 1935 (16 U. S. C. 715k-1), shall be available
for the maintenance, repair, and operation of motor-propelled pas-
senger-carrying vehicles.

BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS

General administrative expenses: For the employment of persons
and means, including rent, in the city of Washington and elsewhere
for the purpose of conducting research and investigational studies,
either independently or in cooperation with State highway depart-
ments, or other agencies, including studies of highway administration,
legisl.tion, filace, economics, transport, construction, operation,
maintenance, utilization, and safety, and of street and highway traffic
control; investigations and experiments in the best methods of road
making, especially by the use of local materials; and studies of types
of mechanical plants and appliances used for road building and main-
tenance and of methods of road repair and maintenance suited to the
needs of different localities; for maintenance and repairs of experi-
mental highways; for furnishing expert advice on these subjects; for
collating, reporting, and illustrating the results of same; and for
preparing, publishing, and distributing bulletins and reports; to be
paid from any moneys available from the administrative funds pro-
vided under the Act of July 11, 1916 (39 Stat. 355-359), as amended,
or as otherwise provided.
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certain migratory birds, for the enforcement of the Migratory Bird 
Treaty Act and regulations thereunder, and for other purposes", 
approved March 16, 1934, as amended by an Act entitled "An Act to 
amend the Migratory Bird Hunting Stamp Act of March 16, 1934, 
and certain other Acts relating to game and other wildlife, admin-
istered by the Department of Agriculture, and for other purposes", 
approved June 15, 1935 (16 U. S. C. 718-718h), an amount equal to 
the sum received during the fiscal year 1940 from the proceeds from 
the sale of stamps, to be warranted monthly; and in addition thereto 
an amount equal to the unobligated balance on June 30, 1939, of the 
total of the proceeds received from the sale of stamps prior to July 
1, 1939: Provided, That the sum of $125,000 shall be advanced from 
the general fund of the Treasury on the first day of the fiscal year to 
the foregoing appropriation, to be returned to the surplus fund of 
the Treasury when the first $125,000 of revenue from the sale of 
stamps has been received and warranted for the fiscal year 1940. 

FEDERAL AID IN WILDLIFE RESTORATION 

For carrying out the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to 
provide that the United States shall aid the States in wildlife resto-
ration projects, and for other purposes", approved September 2, 1937 
(16 U. S. C. 669-669j), $1,500,000: Provided, That expenditures 
hereunder shall not exceed the aggregate receipts covered into the 
Treasury under the provisions of said Act. 

Total, Bureau of Biological Survey, $4,053,691, of which amount 
not to exceed $681,610 may be expended for personal services in the 
District of Columbia, and not to exceed $72,100 shall be available 
for the purchase of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles nec-
essary in the conduct of field work outside the District of Columbia: 
Provided, That the appropriation of $6,000,000 contained in title VII 
of the Act of June 15, 1935 (16 U. S. C. 715k-1), shall be available 
for the maintenance, repair, and operation of motor-propelled pas-
senger-carrying vehicles. 

BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS 

General administrative expenses: For the employment of persons 
and means, including rent, in the city of Washington and elsewhere 
for the purpose of conducting research and investigational studies, 
either independently or in cooperation with State highway depart-
ments, or other agencies, including studies of highway administration, 
leg!slation, finance, economics, transport, construction, operation, 
maintenance, utilization, and safety, and of street and highway traffic 
control; investigations and experiments in the best methods of road 
making, especially by the use of local materials; and studies of types 
of mechanical plants and appliances used for road building and main-
tenance and of methods of road repair and maintenance suited to the 
needs of different localities; for maintenance and repairs of experi-
mental highways; for furnishing expert advice on these subjects; for 
collating, reporting, and illustrating the results of same; and for 
preparing, publishing, and distributing bulletins and reports; to be 
paid from any moneys available from the administrative funds pro-
vided under the Act of July 11, 1916 (39 Stat. 355-359), as amended, 
or as otherwise provided. 

FEDERAL-AID HIGHWAY SYSTEM 

For carrying out the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to 
provide that the United States shall aid the States in the construction 
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of rural post roads, and for other purposes", approved July 11, 1916
39 stat. 35; 42 (39 Stat. 355-359), and all Acts amendatory thereof and supple-

s2^t' s. C. 1 i-25; mentary thereto, to be expended in accordance with the provisions
sUPernalices. of said Act, as amended, including not to exceed $1,120,000 for depart-

mental personal services in the District of Columbia, $125,000,000, to
be immediately available and to remain available until expended
which sum is the amount authorized to be appropriated for the fiscal

49 Stat. 1519. year 1939, by section 1 of the Act approved June 16, 1936 (49 Stat.
i23 u S' C. su pp- 1519-1520): Provided, That none of the money herein appropriated

prmow M. shall be paid to any State on account of any project on which convict
labor shall be employed, except this provision shall not apply to con-
vict labor performed by convicts on parole or probation: Provided

Vehicles. fwrther, That not to exceed $45,000 of the funds provided for carrying
423Ltat.217. i 2,1 . out the provisions of the Federal Highway Act of November 9, 1921

(23 U. S. C. 21, 23), shall be available for the purchase of motor-

propelled passenger-carrying vehicles necessary for carrying out the
Replacements. provisions of said Act, including the replacement of not to exceed one

such vehicle for use in the administrative work of the Bureau of
Depreciation on en- Public Roads in the District of Columbia: Provided further, That,

meng' etc. equiduring the fiscal year 1940, whenever performing authorized engineer-
ing or other services in connection with the survey, construction, and
maintenance, or improvement of roads for other Government agencies
the charge for such services may include depreciation on engineering
and road-building equipment used, and the amounts received on
account of such charges shall be credited to the appropriation con-

Warehouse main- cerned: Provided further, That during the fiscal year 1940 the appro-
tenance, etc. priations for the work of the Bureau of Public Roads shall be avail-

able for meeting the expenses of warehouse maintenance and the
procurement, care, and handling of supplies, materials, and equip-
ment stored therein for distribution to projects under the supervision
of the Bureau of Public Roads, and for sale and distribution to other
Government activities, the cost of such supplies and materials or the

Reimbursement for value of such equipment (including the cost of transportation and
costofmaterialsetc. handling) to be reimbursed to appropriations current at the time

additional supplies, materials, or equipment are procured, from the
appropriation chargeable with the cost or value of such supplies,

Medical supplies, materials, or equipment: Provided further, That the appropriations
etc., in emrgnc available to the Bureau of Public Roads may be used in emergency for

medical supplies and services and other assistance necessary for the
immediate relief of employees engaged on hazardous work under that
Bureau.

FEDERAL-AID SECONDARY OR FEEDER ROADS

Federal-aid second- For secondary or feeder roads, including farm-to-market roads,
ryorfeederroads. rural free delivery mail roads, and public-school bus routes,

$25,000,000, to be immediately available and to remain available until
expended, which sum is the amount authorized to be appropriated

49 tat. 1521. for the fiscal year 1939 by section 7 of the Act approved June 16, 1936
(49 Stat. 1521).

ELIMINATION OF GRADE CROSSINGS

Elimination of rail- For the elimination of hazards to life at railroad grade crossings,
road grade crossings. including the separation or protection of grades at crossings, the recon-

struction of existing railroad grade-crossing structures, and the reloca-
tion of highways to eliminate grade crossings, $40,000,000, to be
immediately available and to remain available until expended, which
sum is part of the $50,000,000 authorized to be appropriated for the

49 stat. 1521. fiscal year 1939 by section 8 of the Act approved June 16, 1936 (49
Stat. 1521).
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of rural post roads, and for other purposes", approved July 11, 1916 
(39 Stat. 355-359), and all Acts amendatory thereof and supple-
mentary thereto, to be expended in accordance with the provisions 
of said Act, as amended, including not to exceed $1,120,000 for depart-
mental personal services in the District of Columbia, $125,000,000, to 
be immediately available and to remain available until expended, 
which sum is the amount authorized to be appropriated for the fiscal 
year 1939, by section 1 of the Act approved June 162 1936 (49 Stat. 
1519-1520) : Provided, That none of the money herein appropriated 
shall be paid to any State on account of any project on which convict 
labor shall be employed, except this provision shall not apply to con-
• vict labor performed by convicts on parole or probation: Provided 
further, That not to exceed $45,000 of the funds provided for carrying 
out the provisions of the Federal Highway Act of November 9, 1921 
(23 U. S. C. 21, 23), shall be available for the purchase of motor-
propelled passenger-carrying vehicles necessary for carrying out the 
provisions of said Act, including the replacement of not to exceed one 
such vehicle for use in the administrative work of the Bureau of 
Public Roads in the District of Columbia: Provided further, That, 
during the fiscal year 1940, whenever performing authorized engineer-
ing or other services in connection with the survey, construction, and 
maintenance, or improvement of roads for other Government agencies 
the charge for such services may include depreciation on engineering 
and road-building equipment used, and the amounts received on 
account of such charges shall be credited to the appropriation con-
cerned: Provided further, That during the fiscal year 1940 the appro-
priations for the work of the Bureau of Public Roads shall be avail-
able for meeting the expenses of warehouse maintenance and the 
procurement, care, and handling of supplies' materials, and equip-
ment stored therein for distribution to projects under the supervision 
of the Bureau of Public Roads, and for sale and distribution to other 
Government activities, the cost of such supplies and materials or the 
value of such equipment (including the cost of transportation and 
handling) to be reimbursed to appropriations current at the time 
additional supplies, materials, or equipment are procured, from the 
appropriation chargeable with the cost or value of such supplies, 
materials' or equipment: Provided further, That the appropriations 
available to the Bureau of Public Roads may be used in emergency for 
medical supplies and services and other assistance necessary for the 
immediate relief of employees engaged on hazardous work under that 
Bureau. 
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For secondary or feeder roads, including farm-to-market roads, 
rural free delivery mail roads, and public-school bus routes, 
$25,000,000, to be immediately available and to remain available until 
expended, which sum is the ?mount authorized to be appropriated 
for the fiscal year 1939 by section 7 of the Act approved June 16, 1936 
(49 Stat. 1521). 

ELIMINATION OF GRADE CROSSINGS 

For the elimination of hazards to life at railroad grade crossings, 
including the separation or protection of grades at crossings, the recon-
struction of existing railroad grade-crossing structures and the reloca-
tion of highways to eliminate grade crossings, $46,000,000, to be 
immediately available and to remain available until expended, which 
sum is part of the $50,000,000 authorized to be appropriated for the 
fiscal year 1939 by section 8 of the Act approved June 16, 1936 (49 
Stat. 1521). 
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PUBLIC-LANDS HIGHWAYS

For the survey, construction, reconstruction, and maintenance of
main roads through unappropriated or unreserved public lands, non-
taxable Indian lands, or other Federal reservations other than the
forest reservations, under the provisions of the Act of June 24, 1930
(23 U. S. C. 3), $1,000,000, to be immediately available and to remain
available until expended, which sum is the amount authorized for the
fiscal year 1940 by section 6 of the Act approved June 8, 1938
(52 Stat. 635).

Total, Bureau of Public Roads, $191,000,000.

BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For the employment of such persons and means in the city of Wash-
ington and elsewhere as may be necessary in conducting investigations,
experiments, and demonstrations, either independently or in coopera-
tion with public or private agencies, organizations, or individuals, as
follows:

General administrative expenses: For necessary expenses for gen-
eral administrative purposes, including personal services in the Dis-
trict of Columbia, $88,900.

Economic investigations: For acquiring and diffusing useful
information among the people of the United States, and for aiding
in formulating programs for authorized activities of the Department
of Agriculture, relative to agricultural production, distribution, land
utilization, and conservation in their broadest aspects, including farm
management and practice, utilization of farm and food products, pur-
chasing of farm supplies, farm population and rural life, farm labor,
farm finance, insurance and taxation, adjustments in production to
probable demand for the different farm and food products; land
ownership and values, costs, prices and income in their relation to
agriculture, including causes for their variations and trends, $839,100:
Provided, That the Secretary may transfer to this appropriation
from the funds available for authorized activities of the Department
of Agriculture, such sums as may be necessary for aiding in formulat-
ing programs for such authorized activities, including expenditures
for employment of persons and means in the District of Columbia
and elsewhere.

Total, salaries and expenses, Bureau of Agricultural Economics,
$928,000, of which amount not to exceed $803,858 may be expended for
personal services in the District of Columbia.

AGRICULTURAL MARKETING SERVICE
SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For the employment of such persons and means in the city of Wash-
ington and elsewhere as may be necessary in conducting investigations,
experiments, and demonstrations, either independently or in coopera-
tion with public or private agencies, organizations, or individuals, as
follows:

General administrative expenses: For necessary expenses for gen-
eral administrative purposes, including personal services in the Dis-
trict of Columbia, $157,306.

Marketing farm products: For acquiring and diffusing among the
people of the United States useful information relative to the stand-
ardization classification, gradin, preparation for market, handling,
and marketing of farm and food products, including the demonstra-
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PUBLIC-LANDS HIGHWAYS 

For the survey, construction, reconstruction, and maintenance of 
main roads through unappropriated or unreserved public lands, non-
taxable Indian lands, or other Federal reservations other than the 
forest reservations, under the provisions of the Act of June 24, 1930 
(23 U. S. C. 3), $1,000,000, to be immediately available and to remain 
available until expended, which sum is the amount authorized for the 
fiscal year 1940 by section 6 of the Act approved June 8, 1938 
(52 Stat. 635). 
Total, Bureau of Public Roads, $191,000,000. 

BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 

SALARIES AND EXPENSES 

For the employment of such persons and means in the city of Wash-
ington and elsewhere as may be necessary in conducting investigations, 
experiments, and demonstrations, either independently or in coopera-
tion with public or private agencies, organizations, or individuals, as 
follows: 
General administrative expenses: For necessary expenses for gen-

eral administrative purposes, including personal services in the Dis-
trict of Columbia, $88,900. 
. Economic investigations: For acquiring and diffusing useful 
information among the people of the United States, and for aiding 
in formulating programs for authorized activities of the Department 
of Agriculture, relative to agricultural production, distribution, land 
utilization, and conservation in their broadest aspects, including farm 
management and practice, utilization of farm and food products, pur-
chasing of farm supplies, farm population and rural life, farm labor, 
farm finance, insurance and taxation, adjustments in production to 
probable demand for the different farm and food products;. land 
ownership and values, costs, prices and income in their relation to 
agriculture, including causes for their variations and trends, $839,100: 
Provided, That the Secretary may transfer to this appropriation 
from the funds available for authorized activities of the Department 
of Agriculture, such sums as may be necessary for aiding in formulat-
ing programs for such authorized activities, including expenditures 
for employment of persons and means in the District of Columbia 
and elsewhere. 

Total, salaries and expenses, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, 
$928,000, of which amount not to exceed $803,858 may be expended for 
personal services in the District of Columbia. 

AGRICULTURAL MARKETING SERVICE 

SALARIES AND EXPENSES 

For the employment of such persons and means in the city of Wash-
ington and elsewhere as may be necessary in conducting investigations, 
experiments, and demonstrations, either independently or in coopera-
tion with public or private agencies, organizations, or individuals, as 
follows: 
General administrative expenses: For necessary expenses for gen-

eral administrative purposes, including personal services in the Dis-
trict of Columbia, $157,306. 
Marketing farm products: For acquiring and diffusing among the 

people of the United States useful information relative to the stand-
ardization, classification, grading., preparation for market, handling, 
and marketing of farm and food products, including the demonstra-
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tion and promotion of the use of uniform standards of classification
of American farm and food products throughout the world, $431,470:
Provided, That samples, illustrations, practical forms, or sets of the
grades recommended or promulgated by the Secretary of Agriculture
for farm or food products may be sold under such rules and regula-
tions as he may prescribe, and the receipts therefrom deposited in the
Treasury to the credit of miscellaneous receipts.

Crop and livestock estimates: For collecting, compiling, abstracting,
analyzing, summarizing, interpreting, and publishing data relating
to agriculture, including crop and livestock estimates, acreage, yield,
grades, staples of cotton, stocks, and value of farm crops and num-
bers, grades, and value of livestock and livestock products on farms,
in cooperation with the Extension Service and other Federal, State,
and local agencies, and for the collection and publication of statistics
of peanuts as provided by the Act approved June 24, 1936, as amended
May 12, 1938 (7 U. S. C. 951-957), $747,510: Provided, That no part
of the funds herein appropriated shall be available for any expense
incident to ascertaining, collating, or publishing a report stating the
intention of farmers as to the acreage to be planted in cotton: Pro-
vided further, That estimates of apple production shall be confined
to the commercial crop.

Market inspection of farm products: For enabling the Secretary of
Agriculture, independently and in cooperation with other branches
of the Government, State agencies, purchasing and consuming organ-
izations, boards of trade, chambers of commerce, or other associations
of businessmen or trade organizations, and persons or corporations
engaged in the production, transportation, marketing, and distribution
of farm and food products, whether operating in one or more juris-
dictions, to investigate and certify to shippers and other interested
parties the class, quality, and condition of cotton, tobacco, fruits,
and vegetables, whether raw, dried, or canned, poultry, butter, hay,
and other perishable farm products when offered for interstate ship-
ment or when received at such important central markets as the
Secretary of Agriculture may from time to time designate, or at
points which may be conveniently reached therefrom, under such rules
and regulations as he may prescribe, including payment of such fees
as will be reasonable and as nearly as may be to cover the cost for
the service rendered: Provided, That certificates issued by the author-
ized agents of the Department shall be received in all courts of the
United States as prima facie evidence of the truth of the statements
therein contained, $459,000.

Tobacco Inspection Act: To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to
carry into effect the provisions of an Act entitled "An Act to establish
and promote the use of standards of classification for tobacco, to
provide and maintain an official tobacco-inspection service, and for
other purposes", approved August 23, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 511-511q),
$425,000.

Tobacco stocks and standards: To enable the Secretary of Agri-
culture to carry into effect the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act
to provide for the collection and publication of statistics of tobacco
by the Department of Agriculture", approved January 14, 1929 (7
U. S. C. 501-508), as amended, $17,187.

Market news service: For collecting, publishing, and distributing,
by telegraph, mail, or otherwise, timely information on the market
supply and demand, commercial movement, location, disposition,
quality, condition, and market prices of livestock, meats, fish, and
animal products, dairy and poultry products, fruits and vegetables,
peanuts and their products, grain, hay, feeds, cottonseed, and seeds,
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tion and promotion of the use of uniform standards of classification 
of American farm and food products throughout the world, $431,470: 
Provided, That samples, illustrations, practical forms, or sets of the 
grades recommended or promulgated by the Secretary of Agriculture 
for farm or food products may be sold under such rules and regula-
tions as he may prescribe, and the receipts therefrom deposited in the 
Treasury to the credit of miscellaneous receipts. 
Crop and livestock estimates: For collecting, compiling, abstracting, 

analyzing, summarizing, interpreting, and publishing data relating 
to agriculture, including crop and livestock estimates, acreage, yield, 
grades, staples of cotton, stocks, and value of farm crops and num-
bers, grades" and value of livestock and livestock products on farms, 
in cooperation with the Extension Service and other Federal, State, 
and local agencies, and for the collection and publication of statistics 
of peanuts as provided by the Act approved June 24, 1936, as amended 
May 12, 1938 (7 U. S. C. 951-957), $747,510: Provided, That no part 
of the funds herein appropriated shall be available for any expense 
incident to ascertaining, collating, or publishing a report stating the 
intention of farmers as to the acreage to be planted in cotton: Pro-
vided further, That estimates of apple production shall be confined 
to the commercial crop. 
Market inspection of farm products: For enabling the Secretary of 

Agriculture, independently and in cooperation with other branches 
of the Government, State agencies, purchasing and consuming organ-
izations, boards of trade, chambers of commerce, or other associations 
of businessmen or trade organizations, and persons or corporations 
engaged in the production, transportation, marketing, and distribution 
of farm and food products, whether operating in one or more juris-
dictions, to investigate and certify to shippers and other interested 
parties the class, quality, and condition of cotton, tobacco, fruits, 
and vegetables, whether raw, dried, or canned, poultry, butter, hay, 
and other perishable farm products when offered for interstate ship-
ment or when received at such important central markets as the 
Secretary of Agriculture may from time to time designate, or at 
points which may be conveniently reached therefrom, under such rules 
and regulations as he may prescribe, including payment of such fees 
as will be reasonable and as nearly as may be to cover the cost for 
the service rendered: Provided, That certificates issued by the author-
ized agents of the Department shall be received in all courts of the 
United States as prima facie evidence of the truth of the statements 
therein contained, $459,000. 
Tobacco Inspection Act: To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to 

carry into effect the provisions of an Act entitled "An Act to establish 
and promote the use of standards of classification for tobacco, to 
provide and maintain an official tobacco-inspection service, and for 
other purposes", approved August 23, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 511-511q), 
$425,000. 

Tobacco stocks and standards: To enable the Secretary of Agri-
culture to carry into effect the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act 
to provide for the collection and publication of statistics of tobacco 
by the Department of Agriculture", approved January 14, 1929 (7 
U. S. C. 501-508), as amended, $17,187. 
Market news service: For collecting, publishing, and distributing, 

by telegraph, mail, or otherwise, timely information on the market 
supply and demand, commercial • movement, location, disposition, 
quality, condition, and market prices of livestock, meats, fish, and 
animal products, dairy and poultry products, fruits and vegetables, 
peanuts and their products, grain, hay, feeds, cottonseed, and seeds, 
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and other agricultural products, independently and in cooperation
with other branches of the Government, State agencies, purchasing
and consuming organizations, and persons engaged in the production,
transportation, marketing, and distribution of farm and food prod-
ucts, $1,138,302.

Perishable Agricultural Commodities and Produce Agency Acts:
To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry into effect the pro-
visions of the Act entitled "An Act to suppress unfair and fraudulent
practices in the marketing of perishable agricultural commodities in
interstate and foreign commerce", as amended (7 U. S. C. 499a-
499r), and the Act entitled "An Act to prevent the destruction or
dumping, without good and sufficient cause therefor, of farm produce
received in interstate commerce by commission merchants and others
and to require them truly and correctly to account for all farm prod-
uce received by them", approved March 3, 1927 (7 U. S. C. 491-497),
$155,000.

Standard Container Acts: To enable the Secretary of Agriculture
to carry into effect the Act entitled "An Act to fix standards for
Climax baskets for grapes and other fruits and vegetables, and to fix
standards for baskets and other containers for small fruits, berries,
and vegetables, and for other purposes", approved August 31, 1916
(15 U. S. C. 251-256), the Act entitled "An Act to fix standards for
hampers, round stave baskets, and splint baskets for fruits and vege-
tables, and for other purposes", approved May 21, 1928 (15 U. S. C.
257-257i), $20,000.

Cotton quality statistics and classing Acts: To enable the Secretary
of Agriculture to carry into effect the Act entitled "An Act author-
izing the Secretary of Agriculture to collect and publish statistics of
the grade and staple length of cotton", approved March 3, 1927, as
amended by the Act entitled "An Act authorizing the Secretary of
Agriculture to provide for the classification of cotton, to furnish
information on market supply, demand, location, condition, and mar-
ket prices for cotton, and for other purposes", approved April 13,
1937 (7 U. S. C. 471-476), $475,000.

United States Cotton Futures and United States Cotton Standards
Acts: To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry into effect the
provisions of the United States Cotton Futures Act, as amended March
4,1919 (26 U. S. C. 1090-1106), and to carry into effect the provisions
of the United States Cotton Standards Act, approved March 4, 1923
(7 U. S. C. 51-65), including such means as may be necessary for
effectuating agreements heretofore or hereafter made with cotton asso-
ciations, cotton exchanges, and other cotton organizations in foreign
countries, for the adoption, use, and observance of universal standards
of cotton classification, for the arbitration or settlement of disputes
with respect thereto, and for the preparation, distribution, inspection,
and protection of the practical forms or copies thereof under such
agreements, $495,000.

United States Grain Standards Act: To enable the Secretary of
Agriculture to carry into effect the provisions of the United States
Grain Standards Act, $723,941.

United States Warehouse Act: To enable the Secretary of Agricul-
ture to carry into effect the provisions of the United States Warehouse
Act, $400,000.

Federal Seed Act: For testing commercial seeds, including the test-
ing of samples of seeds of grasses, clover, or alfalfa, and lawn-grass
seeds secured in the open market, and where such samples are found
to be adulterated or misbranded the results of the tests shall be pub-
lished, together with the names of the persons by whom the seeds were
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and other agricultural products, independently and in cooperation 
with other branches of the Government, State agencies, purchasing 
and consuming organizations, and persons engaged in the production, 
transportation, marketing, and distribution of farm and food prod-
ucts, $1,138,302. 

Perishable Agricultural Commodities and Produce Agency Acts: 
To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry into effect the pro-
visions of the Act entitled "An Act to suppress unfair and fraudulent 
practices in the marketing of perishable agricultural commodities in 
interstate and foreign commerce", as amended (7 U. S. C. 499a-
499r), and the Act entitled "An Act to prevent the destruction or 
dumping, without good and sufficient cause therefor, of farm produce 
received in interstate commerce by commission merchants and others 
and to require them truly and correctly to account for all farm prod-
uce received by them", approved March 3, 1927 (7 U. S. C. 491-497), 
$155,000. 
Standard Container Acts: To enable the Secretary of Agriculture 

to carry into effect the Act entitled "An Act to fix standards for 
Climax baskets for grapes and other fruits and vegetables, and to fix 
standards for baskets and other containers for small fruits, berries, 
and vegetables, and for other purposes", approved August 31, 1916 
(15 U. S. C. 251-256), the Act entitled "An Act to fix standards for 
hampers, round stave baskets, and splint baskets for fruits and vege-
tables, and for other purposes", approved May 21, 1928 (15 U. S. C. 
257-257i), $20,000. 

Cotton quality statistics and classing Acts: To enable the Secretary 
of Agriculture to carry into effect the Act entitled "An Act author-
izing the Secretary of Agriculture to collect and publish statistics of 
the grade and staple length of cotton", approved March 3, 1927, as 
amended by the Act entitled "An Act authorizing the Secretary of 
Agriculture to provide for the classification of cotton, to furnish 
information on market supply, demand, location, condition, and mar-
ket prices for cotton, and for other purposes", approved April 13, 
1937 (7 U. S. C. 471-476), $475,000. 
United States Cotton Futures and United States Cotton Standards 

Acts: To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry into effect the 
provisions of the United States Cotton Futures Act, as amended March 
4, 1919 (26 U. S. C. 1090-1106), and to carry into effect the provisions 
of the United States Cotton Standards Act, approved March 4, 1923 
(7 U. S. C. 51-65), including such means as may be necessary for 
effectuating agreements heretofore or hereafter made with cotton asso-
ciations, cotton exchanges, and other cotton organizations in foreign 
countries, for the adoption, use, and observance of universal standards 
of cotton classification, for the arbitration or settlement of disputes 
with respect thereto, and for the preparation, distribution, inspection, 
and protection of the practical forms or copies thereof under such 
agreements, $495,000. 
United States Grain Standards Act: To enable the Secretary of 

Agriculture to carry into effect the provisions of the United States 
Grain Standards Act, $723,941. 
United States Warehouse Act: To enable the Secretary of Agricul-

ture to carry into effect the provisions of the United States Warehouse 
Act, $400,000. 
Federal Seed Act: For testing commercial seeds, including the test-

ing of samples of seeds of grasses, clover, or alfalfa, and lawn-grass 
seeds secured in the open market, and where such samples are found 
to be adulterated or misbranded the results of the tests shall be pub-
lished, together with the names of the persons by whom the seeds were 
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37Stat. 5g 1 offered for sale, and for carrying out the provisions of the Act
114. approved August 24, 1912 (7 U S. C. 111-114), entitled "An Act to
sion o adulterateSd regulate foreign commerce by prohibiting the admission into the
grain and see. United States of certain adulterated grain and seeds unfit for seeding

7 u. s. c. o§ i,ll purposes", as amended by the Act approved April 26, 1926 (7 U. S. C.
pr115o. 111 , 115, 116), $52,293: Provided, That not to exceed $250 of this
Internationaleed amount may be used for meeting the share of the United States in the

expenses of the International Seed Testing Congress in carrying out
plans for correlating the work of the various adhering governments
on problems relating to seed analysis or other subjects which the Con-
gress may determine to be necessary in the interest of international
seed trade.

Packrs and Stock- Packers and Stockyards Act: For carrying out the provisions ofyards Act.
42 stat. 19; 49 stat. the Packers and Stockyards Act, approved August 15,1921 (7 U. S. C.
'7 . s.c. s 181- 181-229) as amended by the Act of August 14, 1935 (7 U. S. C.

22; Supp. v, 2- 218-218d), $381,879: Provided, That the Secretary of Agriculture
Promr. may require reasonable bonds from every market agency and dealer,
Bonds from agencies

and dealers." e under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe, to secure the
fspension for vo performance of their obligations, and whenever, after due notice

and hearing, the Secretary finds any registrant is insolvent or has
violated any provisions of said Act he may issue an order suspend-
ing such registrant for a reasonable specified period. Such order
of suspension shall take effect within not less than five days, unless
suspended or modified or set aside by the Secretary of Agriculture

Inspection ee. or a court of competent jurisdiction: Provided further, That the
Secretary of Agriculture may, whenever necessary, authorize the
charging and collection from owners of a reasonable fee for the
inspection of brands appearing upon livestock subject to the provi-
sions of the said Act for the purpose of determining the ownership

oreut iosed uness of such livestock: Provided further, That such fee shall not be
imposed except upon written request made to the Secretary of Agri-
culture by the Board of Livestock Commissioners, or duly organized
livestock association of the States from which such livestock have
originated or been shipped to market.

Total, salaries and expenses, Agricultural Marketing Service,
eronsrvics. $6,078,888, of which amount not to exceed $1,564,733 may be expended

Vehicles. for personal services in the District of Columbia, and not to exceed
$40,100 shall be available for the purchase of motor-propelled and
horse-drawn passenger-carrying vehicles necessary in the conduct of
field work outside the District of Columbia.

BUREAU OF HOME ECONOMICS

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

General administra. General administrative expenses: For necessary expenses for gen-
eral administrative purposes, including the salary of Chief of Bureau
and other personal services in the District of Columbia, $31,735.

vesEatnmtions icsn- Home economics investigations: For conducting either independ-
ently or in cooperation with other agencies, investigations of the rela-
tive utility and economy of agricultural products for food, clothing,
and other uses in the home, with special suggestions of plans and
methods for the more effective utilization of such products for these
purposes, and for disseminating useful information on this subject,
mcluding the employment of persons and means in the District of
Columbia and elsewhere, $293,350.

Total, salaries and expenses, Bureau of Home Economics, $325,085,
Personal services. of which amount not to exceed $273,350 may be expended for per-

sonal services in the District of Columbia.
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offered for sale, and for carrying out the provisions of the Act 
approved August 24, 1912 (7 U S. C. 111-114), entitled "An Act to 
regulate foreign commerce by prohibiting the admission into the 
United States of certain adulterated grain and seeds unfit for seeding 
purposes", as amended by the Act approved April 26, 1926 (7 U. S. C. 
111, 115, 116), $52,293: Provided, That not to exceed $250 of this 
amount may be used for meeting the share of the United States in the 
expenses of the International Seed Testing Congress in carrying out 
plans for correlating the work of the various adhering governments 
on problems relating to seed analysis or other subjects which the Con-
gress may determine to be necessary in the interest of international 
seed trade. 

Packers and Stockyards Act: For carrying out the provisions of 
the Packers and Stockyards Act, approved .August 15,1921 (7 U. S. C. 
181-229), as amended by the Act of August 14, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 
218-218d), $381,879: Provided, That the Secretary of Agriculture 
may require reasonable bonds from every market agency and dealer, 
under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe, to secure the 
performance of their obligations, and whenever, after due notice 
and hearing, the Secretary finds any registrant is insolvent or has 
violated any provisions of said Act he may issue an order suspend-
ing such registrant for a reasonable specified period. Such order 
of suspension shall take effect within not less than five days, unless 
suspended or modified or set aside by the Secretary of Agriculture 
or a court of competent jurisdiction: Provided further, That the 
Secretary of Agriculture may, whenever necessary, authorize the 
charging and collection from owners of a reasonable fee for the 
inspection of brands appearing upon livestock subject to the provi-
sions of the said Act for the purpose of determining the ownership 
of such livestock: Provided further, That such fee shall not be 
imposed except upon written request made to the Secretary of Agri-
culture by the Board of Livestock Commissioners, or duly organized 
livestock association of the States from which such livestock have 
originated or been shipped to market. 

Total, salaries and. expenses, Agricultural Marketing Service, 
$6,078,888, of which amount not to exceed $1,564,733 may be expended 
for personal services in the District of Columbia, and not to exceed 
$40,100 shall be available for the purchase of motor-propelled and 
horse-drawn passenger-carrying vehicles necessary in the conduct of 
field work outside the District of Columbia. 

BUREAU OF HOME ECONOMICS 

SAT.APTP,E; AND EXPENSES 

General administrative expenses: For necessary expenses for gen-
eral administrative purposes, including the salary of Chief of Bureau 
and other personal services in the District of Columbia, $31,735. 
Home economics investigations: For conducting either independ-

ently or in cooperation with other agencies, investigations of the rela-
tive utility and economy of agricultural products for food, clothing, 
and other uses in the home, with special suggestions of plans and 
methods for the more effective utilization of such products for these 
purposes, and for disseminating useful information on this subject, 
including the employment of persons and means in the District of 
Columbia and elsewhere, $293,350. 

Total, salaries and expenses, Bureau of Home Economics, $325,085, 
of which amount not to exceed $273,350 may be expended for per-
sonal services in the District of Columbia. 
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ENFORCEMENT OF THE COMMODITY EXCHANGE ACT

To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry into effect the pro-
visions of the Commodity Exchange Act, as amended (7 U. S. C.
1-17a), $623,380, of which amount not to exceed $240,940 may be
expended for personal services in the District of Columbia.

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For all necessary expenses, for chemical apparatus, chemicals, and
supplies, repairs to apparatus, gas, electric current, official traveling
expenses, telegraph and telephone service, express and freight charges,
for the employment of such assistants, clerks, and other persons as
the Secretary of Agriculture may consider necessary for the purposes
named, in the city of Washington and elsewhere, in conducting inves-
tigations; collecting, reporting, and illustrating the results of such
investigations; and for rent outside the District of Columbia for
carrying out the investigations and work herein authorized, as
follows:

General administrative expenses: For necessary expenses for gen-
eral administrative purposes, including the salary of chief of admin-
istration and other personal services in the District of Columbia,
$100,802.

Enforcement of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act: For
enabling the Secretary of Agriculture to carry into effect the provi-
sions of the Act of June 25, 1938 (21 U. S. C. 301-392), entitled "An
Act to prohibit the movement in interstate commerce of adulterated
and misbranded food, drugs, devices, and cosmetics, and for other
purposes"; to cooperate with associations and scientific societies in the
revision of the United States Pharmacopoeia and development of
methods of analysis, and for investigating the character of the chemi-
cal and physical tests which are applied to American food products in
foreign countries, and for inspecting the same before shipment when
desired by the shippers or owners of these products intended for coun-
tries where chemical and physical tests are required before the said
products are allowed to be sold therein, $2,288,380: Provided, That
not more than $4,280 shall be used for travel outside the United States.

Enforcement of the Tea Importation Act: For enabling the Secre-
tary of Agriculture to carry into effect the provisions of the Act
approved March 2, 1897 (21 U. S. C. 41-50), entitled "An Act to pre-
vent the importation of impure and unwholesome tea", as amended,
including payment of compensation and expenses of the members of
the Board appointed under section 2 of the Act and all other neces-
sary officers and employees, $30,094.

Naval Stores Act: For enabling the Secretary of Agriculture to
carry into effect the provisions of the Naval Stores Act of March 3,
1923 (7 U. S. C. 91-99), $34,700.

Enforcement of the Insecticide Act: For enabling the Secretary of
Agriculture to carry into effect the provisions of the Act of April 26,
1910 (7 U. S. C. 121-134), entitled '"An Act for preventing the manu-
facture, sale, or transportation of adulterated or misbranded paris
greens, lead arsenates, other insecticides, and also fungicides, and for
regulating traffic therein, and for other purposes", $193,180.

Enforcement of the Milk Importation Act: For enabling the Secre-
tary of Agriculture to carry into effect the provisions of an Act
approved February 15, 1927 (21 U. S. C. 141-149), entitled "An Act
to regulate the importation of milk and cream into the United States
for the purpose of promoting the dairy industry of the United States
and protecting the public health", $19,241.
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ENFORCEMENT OF THE COMMODITY EXCHANGE ACT 

To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry into effect the pro-
visions of the Commodity Exchange Act, as amended (7 U. S. C. 
1-17a), $623,380, of which amount not to exceed $240,940 may be 
expended for personal services in the District of Columbia. 

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION 

SALARIES AND EXPENSES 

For all necessary expenses, for chemical apparatus, chemicals, and 
supplies, repairs to apparatus, gas, electric current, official traveling 
expenses, telegraph and telephone service, express and freight charges, 
for the employment of such assistants, clerks, and other persons as 
the Secretary of Agriculture may consider necessary for the purposes 
named, in the city of Washington and elsewhere, in conducting inves-
tigations; collecting, reporting, and illustrating the results of such 
investigations; and for rent outside the District of Columbia for 
carrying out the investigations and work herein authorized, as 
follows: 
General administrative expenses: For necessary expenses for gen-

eral administrative purposes, including the salary of chief of admin-
istration and other personal services in the District of Columbia, 
$100,802. 
Enforcement of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act: For 

enabling the Secretary of Agriculture to carry into effect the provi-
sions of the Act of June 25, 1938 (21 U. S. C. 301-392), entitled "An 
Act to prohibit the movement in interstate commerce of adulterated 
and misbranded food, drugs, devices, and cosmetics, and for other 
purposes"; to cooperate with associations and scientific societies in the 
revision of the United States Pharmacopoeia and development of 
methods of analysis, and for investigating the character of the chemi-
cal and physical tests which are applied to American food products in 
foreign countries, and for inspecting the same before shipment when 
desired by the shippers or owners of these products intended for coun-
tries where chemical and physical tests are required before the said 
products are allowed to be sold therein, $2,288,380: Provided, That 
not more than $4,280 shall be used for travel outside the United States. 
Enforcement of the Tea Importation Act: For enabling the Secre-

tary of Agriculture to carry_ into effect the provisions of the Act 
approved March 2, 1897 (21 U. S. C. 41-50), entitled "An Act to pre-
vent the importation of impure and unwholesome tea", as amended, 
including payment of compensation and expenses of the members of 
the Board appointed under section 2 of the Act and all other neces-
sary officers and employees, $30,094. 
Naval Stores Act: For enabling the Secretary of Agriculture to 

carry into effect the provisions of the Naval Stores Act of March 3, 
1923 (7 U. S. C. 91-99), $34,700. 
Enforcement of the Insecticide Act: For enabling the Secretary of 

Agriculture to carry into effect the provisions of the Act of April 26, 
1910 (7 U. S. C. 121-134), entitled ".An Act for preventing the manu-
facture, sale, or transportation of adulterated or misbranded paris 
greens, lead arsenates, other insecticides, and also fungicides, and for 
regulating traffic therein, and for other purposes", $193,180. 
Enforcement of the Milk Importation Act: For enabling the Secre-

tary of Agriculture to carry into effect the provisions of an Act 
approved February 15, 1927 (21 U. S. C. 141-149), entitled "An Act 
to regulate the importation of milk and cream into the United States 
for the purpose of promoting the dairy industry of the United States 
and protecting the public health", $19,241. 
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Enforcement of the Caustic Poison Act: For enabling the Secretary
of Agriculture to carry into effect the provisions of an Act approved
March 4, 1927 (15 U. S. C. 401-411), entitled "An Act to safeguard
the distribution and sale of certain dangerous caustic or corrosive
acids, alkalies, and other substances in interstate and foreign com-
merce", $24,741.

Enforcement of the Filled Milk Act: For enabling the Secretary
of Agriculture to carry into effect the provisions of the Act entitled
"An Act to prohibit the shipment of filled milk in interstate or for-
eign commerce", approved March 4, 1923 (21 U. S. C. 61-63), as
amended by the Act of August 27, 1935 (21 U. S. C. 64), $10,000.

Enforcement of the Sea Food Inspectors Act: For personal services
of sea food inspectors designated to examine and inspect sea food and
the production, packing, and labeling thereof upon the application of
any packer of any sea food for shipment or sale within the jurisdiction
of the Federal Food and Drugs Act, in accordance with the provisions
of an Act entitled "An Act to amend section 10A of the Federal Food
and Drugs Act of June 30, 1906, as amended", approved August 27,
1935 (21 U. S. C. 14a), $40,000.

Total salaries and expenses, Food and Drug Administration,
$2,741,138, of which amount not to exceed $826,158 may be expended
for personal services in the District of Columbia, and not to exceed
$27,375 shall be available for the purchase of motor-propelled and
horse-drawn passenger-carrying vehicles necessary in the conduct of
field work outside the District of Columbia.

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

To carry out the provisions of an Act entitled "An Act to provide
for the protection of land resources against soil erosion and for
other purposes", approved April 27, 1935 (16 U. S. C. 590a-590f),
which provides for a national program of erosion control and soil
and moisture conservation to be carried out directly and in coopera-
tion with other agencies; including the employment of persons and
means in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, purchase of books
and periodicals, maintenance, repair, and operation of one passenger-
carrying automobile in the District of Columbia, furnishing of sub-
sistence to employees, training of employees, and the purchase and
erection of permanent buildings: Provided, That the cost of any
building purchased, erected, or as improved, exclusive of the cost of
constructing a water supply or sanitary system and connecting the
same with any such building, shall not exceed $2,500 except where
buildings are acquired in conjunction with land being purchased for
other purposes and except for ten buildings to be constructed at a
cost not to exceed $15,000 per building: Provided further, That no
money appropriated in this Act shall be available for the construction
of any such building on land not owned by the Government: Provided
further, That during the fiscal year for which appropriations are
herein made the appropriations for the work of the Soil Conservation
Service shall be available for meeting the expenses of warehouse main-
tenance and the procurement, care, and handling of supplies, mate-
rials, and equipment stored therein for distribution to projects under
the supervision of the Soil Conservation Service and for sale and dis-
tribution to other Government activities, the cost of such supplies
and materials or the value of such equipment (including the cost of
transportation and handling), to be reimbursed to appropriations
current at the time additional supplies, materials, or equipment are
procured from the appropriations chargeable with the cost or value
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Enforcement of the Caustic Poison Act: For enabling the Secretary 
of Agriculture to carry into effect the provisions of an Act approved 
March 4, 1927 (15 U. S. C. 401-411), entitled "An Act to safeguard 
the distribution and sale of certain dangerous caustic or corrosive 
acids, alkalies, and other substances in interstate and foreign com-
merce", $24,741. 
Enforcement of the Filled Milk Act: For enabling the Secretary 

of Agriculture to carry into effect the provisions of the Act entitled 
"An Act to prohibit the shipment of filled milk in interstate or for-
eign commerce", approved March 4, 1923 U. U. S. C. 61-63), as 
amended by the Act of August 27, 1935 (21 U. S. C. 64), $10,000. 
Enforcement of the Sea Food Inspectors Act: For personal services 

of sea food inspectors designated to examine and inspect sea food and 
the production, packing, and labeling thereof upon the application of 
any packer of any sea food for shipment or sale within the jurisdiction 
of the Federal Food and Drugs Act, in accordance with the provisions 
of an Act entitled "An Act to amend section 10A of the Federal Food 
and Drugs Act of June 30, 1906, as amended", approved August 27, 
1935 (21 U. S. C. 14a), $40,000. 
Total salaries and expenses, Food and Drug Administration, 

$2,741,138, of which amount not to exceed $826,158 may be expended 
for personal services in the District of Columbia, and not to exceed 
$27,375 shall be available for the purchase of motor-propelled and 
horse-drawn passenger-carrying vehicles necessary in the conduct of 
field work outside the District of Columbia. 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

SALARIES AND EXPENSES 

To carry out the provisions of an Act entitled "An Act to provide 
for the protection of land resources against soil erosion and for 
other purposes", approved April 27, 1935 (16 U. S. C. 590a-590f), 
which provides for a national program of erosion control and soil 
and moisture conservation to be carried out directly and in coopera-
tion with other agencies; including the employment of persons and 
means in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, purchase of books 
and periodicals, maintenance, repair, and operation of one passenger-
carrying automobile in the District of Columbia, furnishing of sub-
sistence to employees, training of employees, and the purchase and 
erection of permanent buildings: Provided, That the cost of any 
building purchased, erected, or as improved, exclusive of the cost of 
constructing a water supply or sanitary system and connecting the 
same with any such building, shall not exceed $2,500 except where 
buildings are acquired in conjunction with land being purchased for 
other purposes and except for ten buildings to be constructed at a 
cost not to exceed $15,000 per building: Provided furrth,er, That no 
money appropriated in this Act shall be available for the construction 
of any such building on land not owned by the Government: Provided 
further, That during the fiscal year for which appropriations are 
herein made the appropriations for the work of the Soil Conservation 
Service shall be available for meeting the expenses of warehouse main-
tenance and the procurement, care, and handling of supplies, mate-
rials, and equipment stored therein for distribution to projects under 
the supervision of the Soil Conservation Service and for sale and dis-
tribution to other Government activities, the cost of such supplies 
and materials or the value of such equipment (including the cost of 
transportation and handling), to be reimbursed to appropriations 
current at the time additional supplies, materials, or equipment are 
procured from the appropriations chargeable with the cost or value 
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of such supplies, materials, or equipment: Provided further, That
reproductions of such aerial or other photographs, mosaics, and maps
as shall be required in connection with the authorized work of the
Soil Conservation Service may be furnished at the cost of reproduc-
tion to Federal, State, county, or municipal agencies requesting such
reproductions, the money received from such sales to be deposited in
the Treasury to the credit of this appropriation; as follows:

General administrative expenses: For necessary expenses for gen-
eral administrative purposes, including the salary of the Chief of the
Soil Conservation Service and other personal services in the District
of Columbia, $552,050: Provided, That no part of the money appro-
priated in this paragraph shall be available for expenditure if any
emergency appropriations are made available for administrative
expenses in administering the funds provided in regular appropria-
tions to the Soil Conservation Service.

Soil and moisture conservation and land-use investigations: For
research and investigations into the character, cause, extent, history,
and effects of erosion, soil and moisture depletion and methods of soil
and moisture conservation (including the construction and hydrologic
phases of farm irrigation and land drainage); and for construction,
operation. and maintenance of experimental watersheds, stations,
laboratories, plots, and installations, $1,631,185.

Soil and moisture conservation and land use operations, demon-
strations, and information: For carrying out preventive measures
to conserve soil and moisture, including such special measures as
may be necessary to prevent floods and the siltation of reservoirs,
and including the improvement of farm irrigation and land drain-
age, the establishment and operation of erosion nurseries, the making
of conservation plans and surveys, and the dissemination of infor-
mation, $21,462,349.

Emergency erosion control, Everglades region, Florida: For
research and demonstration work in soil conservation control meas-
ures, including research and demonstration work in fire control and
irrigation construction work to eliminate fire hazards, in the Ever-
glades region of Florida, $75,000: Provided, That no expenditures
shall be made for these purposes until a sum at least equal to such
expenditures shall have been made available by the State of Florida
for the same purposes.

Total salaries and expenses, Soil Conservation Service,
$23,720,584, of which not to exceed $1,734,636 may be expended for
personal services in the District of Columbia, and not to exceed
$100,000 shall be available for the purchase of motor-propelled and
horse-drawn passenger-carrying vehicles necessary in the conduct of
field work outside the District of Columbia.

CONSERVATION AND USE OF AGRICULTURAL LAND
RESOURCES, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry into effect the
provisions of sections 7 to 17, inclusive, of the Soil Conservation
and Domestic Allotment Act, approved February 29, 1936 (16
U. S. C. 590g-590q), and the provisions of the Agricultural Adjust-
ment Act of 1938 (52 Stat. 31-70) (except the making of payments
pursuant to sections 303 and 381 and the provisions of titles IV
and V), including the employment of persons and means in the
District of Columbia and elsewhere; rent in the District of Colum-
bia; not to exceed $50,000 for the preparation and display of exhibits,
including such displays at State, interstate, and international fairs
within the United States; purchase of law books, books of refer-
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of such supplies, materials' or equipment: Provided further, That 
reproductions of such aerial or other photographs, mosaics, and maps 
as shall be required in connection with the authorized work of the 
Soil Conservation Service may be furnished at the cost of reproduc-
tion to Federal, State, county, or municipal agencies requesting such 
reproductions' the money received from such sales to be deposited in 
the Treasury to the credit of this appropriation; as follows: 
General administrative expenses: For necessary expenses for gen-

eral administrative purposes, including the salary of the Chief of the 
Soil Conservation Service and other personal services in the District 
of Columbia, $552,050: Provided, That no part of the money appro-
priated in this paragraph shall be available for expenditure if any 
emergency appropriations are made available for administrative 
expenses in administering the funds provided in regular appropria-
tions to the Soil Conservation Service. 

Soil and moisture conservation and land-use investigations: For 
research and investigations into the character, cause, extent, history, 
and effects of erosion, soil and moisture depletion and methods of soil 
and moisture conservation (including the construction and hydrologic 
phases of farm irrigation and land drainage) ; and for construction, 
operation, and maintenance of experimental watersheds, stations, 
laboratories, plots, and installations, $1,631,185. 

Soil and moisture conservation and land use operations, demon-
strations, and information: For carrying out preventive measures 
to conserve soil and moisture, including such special measures as 
may be necessary to prevent floods and the siltation of reservoirs, 
and including the improvement of farm irrigation and land drain-
age, the establishment and operation of erosion nurseries, the making 
of conservation plans and surveys, and the dissemination of infor-
mation, $21,462,349. 
Emergency erosion control, Everglades region, Florida: For 

research and demonstration work in soil conservation control meas-
ures, including research and demonstration work in fire control and 
irrigation construction work to eliminate fire hazards, in the Ever-
glades region of Florida, $75,000: Provided, That no expenditures 
shall be made for these purposes until a sum at least equal to such 
expenditures shall have been made available by the State of Florida 
for the same purposes. 
Total salaries and expenses, Soil Conservation Service, 

$23,720,584, of which not to exceed $1,734,636 may be expended for 
personal services in the District of Columbia, and not to exceed 
$100,000 shall be available for the purchase of motor-propelled and 
horse-drawn passenger-carrying vehicles necessary in the conduct of 
field work outside the District of Columbia. 

CONSERVATION AND USE OF AGRICULTURAL LAND 
RESOURCES, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry into effect the 
provisions of sections 7 to 17, inclusive, of the Soil Conservation 
and Domestic Allotment Act, approved February 29, 1936 (16 
U. S. C. 590g-590q), and the provisions of the Agricultural Adjust-
ment Act of 1938 (52 Stat. 31-70) (except the making of payments 
pursuant to sections 303 and 381 and the provisions of titles IV 
and V), including the employment of persons and means in the 
District of Columbia and elsewhere; rent in the District of Colum-
bia; not to exceed $50,000 for the preparation and display of exhibits, 
including such displays at State, interstate, and international fairs 
within the United States; purchase of law books, books of refer-
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atAdiountreapprpri- ence, periodicals, and newspapers, $429,560,000, together with not to
exceed $70,000,000 of the unobligated balance of the appropriation
made under this head by the Department of Agriculture Appropria-
tion Act for the fiscal year 1938, in all, not to exceed $499,560,000,

Availability. to remain available until June 30, 1941, for compliances under said
Act of February 29, 1936, as amended, pursuant to the provisions of
the 1939 programs carried out during the period October 1, 1938, to

P'risos. December 31, 1939, inclusive: Provided, That no part of such amount
se restricted. shall be available for carrying out the provisions of section 202 (f)

52 Stat. 3 .u of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, and not to exceed
i1292. $3,200,000 shall be available under the provisions of section 202 (a)

to 202 (e), inclusive, of said Act, including research on food products
Li mitof farm commodities: Provided further, That no part of such amount

shall be available after June 30, 1940, for salaries and other admin-
istrative expenses except for payment of obligations therefor

pAvarabiity for 190 incurred prior to July 1, 1940: Provided further, That such amountprograms.
shall be available for salaries and other administrative expenses
in connection with the formulation and administration of the 1940
programs or plans now or hereafter authorized under section

49 stat. 1148, 1149; 7 or 8, or both, of said Act of February 29, 1936, or under said52 Stat. 31.
16 U. s. C., Supp. provisions of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938: Provided

S. C 5upp. 59 ch7 
. further, That the Secretary of Agriculture may, in his discretion,S. C., Supp. IV, ch. 35. fh Tha the

Transfer of funds. from time to time transfer to the General Accounting Office
such sums as may be necessary to pay administrative expenses of
the General Accounting Office in auditing payments under this

Purchase of seeds item: Provided further, That such amount shall be available for
etc.; grants to pro-d u c e r

s. the purchase of seeds, fertilizers, lime, trees, or any other farming
materials and making grants thereof to agricultural producers to
aid them in carrying out farming practices approved by the Secre-
tary of Agriculture m the 1939 and 1940 programs under said Act

TennesseeValley of February 29, 1936, as amended; for the reimbursement of the
Authority, etc., reim-
bursement. Tennessee Valley Authority or any other Government agency for

fertilizers, seeds, lime, trees, or other farming materials furnished
by such agency; and for the payment of all expenses necessary in
making such grants including all or part of the costs incident to

traotdvnemxpe in- the delivery thereof: And provided further, That the funds pro-
49 stat. 774. vided by section 32 of the Act entitled "An Act to amend the Agri-

v, 6ic. C P cultural Adjustment Act and for other purposes, approved August
24, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 612c), shall be available during the fiscal year
1940 for administrative expenses in accordance with the provisions

52 Stat. 69. of section 392 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, in carry-
Ui .1 C., upp. ing out the provisions of said section 32, including the employment

of persons and means in the District of Columbia and elsewhere,
in accordance with the provisions of law applicable to the employ-
ment of persons and means by the Agricultural Adjustment Admin-
istration.

PAIRIT PAYMENTS

Parity payments. To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to make parity payments to
producers of wheat, cotton, corn (in the commercial corn-producing

52 stat. 45. area), rice, and tobacco pursuant to the provisions of section 303 of7 U.S. C., Supp. IV,
1303. the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, $225,000,000: Provided,
s^of"payment. however, That in expending the appropriation in this paragraph the

rate of payment with respect to any commodity shall not exceed the
amount by which the average farm price of the commodity is less than

ondition. 5 per centum of the parity price: Provided further, That such pay-
ments with respect to any such commodity shall be made with respect
to a farm only in the event that the acreage planted to the com-
modity for harvest on the farm in 1940 is not in excess of the
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ence, periodicals and newspapers, $429,560,000, together with not to 
exceed $70,000,000 of the unobligated balance of the appropriation 
made under this head by the Department of Agriculture Appropria-
tion Act for the fiscal year 1938, in all, not to exceed $499,560,000, 
to remain available until June 30, 1941, for compliances under said 
Act of February 29, 1936, as amended, pursuant to the provisions of 
the 1939 programs carried out during the period October 1, 1938, to 
December 31, 1939, inclusive: Provided, That no part of such amount 
shall be available for carrying out the provisions of section 202 (f) 
of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, and not to exceed 
$3,200,000 shall be available under the provisions of section 202 (a) 
to 202 (e), inclusive, of said Act, including research on food products 
of farm commodities: Provided further, That no part of such amount 
shall be available after June 30, 1940, for salaries and other admin-
istrative expenses except for payment of obligations therefor 
incurred prior to July 1, 1940: Provided further, That such amount 
shall be available for salaries and other administrative expenses 
in connection with the formulation and administration of the 1940 
programs or plans now or hereafter authorized under section 
7 or 8, or both, of said Act of February 29, 1936, or under said 
provisions of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938: Provided 
further, That the Secretary of Agriculture may, in his discretion, 
from time to time transfer to the General Accounting Office 
such sums as may be necessary to pay administrative expenses of 
the General Accounting Office in auditing payments under this 
item: Provided further, That such amount shall be available for 
the purchase of seeds, fertilizers, lime trees, or any other farming 
materials and making grants thereof to agricultural producers to 
aid them in carrying out farming practices approved by the Secre-
tary of Agriculture in the 1939 and 1940 programs under said Act 
of February 29, 1936, as amended; for the reimbursement of the 
Tennessee Valley Authority or any other Government agency for 
fertilizers, seeds, lime, trees, or other farming materials furnished 
by such agency; and for the payment of all expenses necessary in 
making such grants including all or part of the costs incident to 
the delivery thereof: And provided further, That the funds pro-
vided by section 32 of the Act entitled "An Act to amend the Agri-
cultural Adjustment Act and for other purposes", approved August 
24, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 612c), shall be available during the fiscal year 
1940 for administrative expenses, in accordance with the provisions 
of section 392 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, in carry-
ing out the provisions of said section 32, including the employment 
of persons and means in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, 
in accordance with the provisions of law applicable to the employ-
ment of persons and means by the Agricultural Adjustment Admin-
istration. 

PARITY PAYMENTS 

To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to make parity payments to 
producers of wheat, cotton, corn (in the commercial corn-producing 
area), rice, and tobacco pursuant to the provisions of section 303 of 
the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, $225,000,000: Provided, 
however, That in expending the appropriation in this paragraph the 
rate of payment with respect to any commodity shall not exceed the 
amount by which the average farm price of the commodity is less than 
75 per centum of the parity price: Provided further, That such pay-
ments with respect to any such commodity shall be made with respect 
to a farm only in the event that the acreage planted to the com-
modity for harvest on the farm in 1940 is not in excess of the 
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farm acreage allotment established for the commodity under the
agricultural conservation program.

DISPOSAL OF SURPLUS COMMODITIES

To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to further carry out the pro-
visions of section 32, as amended, of the Act entitled "An Act to
amend the Agricultural Adjustment Act, and for other purposes",
approved August 24, 1935, and subject to all provisions of law relat-
ing to the expenditure of funds appropriated by such section,
$113,000,000. Such sum shall be immediately available and shall be in
addition to, and not in substitution for, other appropriations made by
such section or for the purpose of such section: Provided, That not
in excess of 25 per centum of the funds herein made available may be
devoted to any one agricultural commodity: Provided further, That
of that part of the funds appropriated in this paragraph which may
be allocated for expenditure in connection with cotton not less than
50 per centum shall be allocated for use in carrying out clause (3) of
such section, or in carrying out clause (2) of such section, which
clause (2) is hereby amended by inserting before the semicolon after
"commerce" the following: "or by increasing their utilization through
benefits, indemnities, donations or by other means, among persons in
low income groups as determined by the Secretary of Agriculture."
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THE SUGAR ACT OF 1937

To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry into effect the pro-
visions, other than those specifically relating to the Philippine Islands,
of the Sugar Act of 1937, approved September 1, 1937 (7 U. S. C.
1100-1183), and the employment of persons and means, in the District
of Columbia and elsewhere, as authorized by said Act, $31,975,000
together with $16,000,000 of the unobligated balance of the appro-
priation provided under this head by the joint resolution approved
February 4, 1938 (52 Stat. 27); in all, not to exceed $47,975,000.

INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION CONTROL COMMITTE1ES

During the fiscal year 1940 the Secretary of Agriculture may
expend not to exceed $17,500 from the funds available to the Agri-
cultural Adjustment Administration for the share of the United
States as a member of the International Wheat Advisory Committee
the International Sugar Council, or like events or bodies concerned
with the reduction of agricultural surpluses or with other objec-
tives of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration, together with
traveling and other necessary expenses relating thereto.

FEDERAL CROP INSURANCE ACT

Administrative and operating expenses: For operating and admin-
istrative expenses under the Federal Crop Insurance Act (52 Stat.
72-77), approved February 16, 1938, $5,423,200, together with a reap-
propriation of not to exceed $500,000 of the unexpended balance of the
funds available for this purpose for the fiscal year 1939, to be allotted
by the Secretary of Agriculture (a) to the Federal Crop Insurance
Corporation, as authorized by section 516 (a) of such Act, and (b) to
bureaus and offices of the Department of Agriculture or for transfer
to other agencies of State and Federal Governments, as authorized
by section 507 (d) of such Act; and such part as the Secretary allots
under clause (b) hereof shall be available for the employment of
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farm acreage allotment established for the commodity under the 
agricultural conservation program. 

DISPOSAL OF SURPLUS COMMODITIES 

To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to further carry out the pro-
visions of section 32, as amended, of the Act entitled "An Act to 
amend the Agricultural Adjustment Act, and for other purposes", 
approved August 24, 1935, and subject to all provisions of law relat-
ing to the expenditure of funds appropriated by such section, 
$113,000,000. Such sum shall be immediately available and shall be in 
addition to, and not in substitution for, other appropriations made by 
such section or for the purpose of such section: Provided, That not 
in excess of 25 per centum of the funds herein made available may be 
devoted to any one agricultural commodity: Provided further, That 
of that part of the funds appropriated in this paragraph which may 
be allocated for expenditure in connection with cotton not less than 
50 per centum shall be allocated for use in carrying out clause (3) of 
such section, or in carrying out clause (2) of such section, which 
clause (2) is hereby amended by inserting before the semicolon after 
"commerce" the following: "or by increasing their utilization through 
benefits, indemnities, donations or by other means, among persons m 
low income groups as determined by the Secretary of Agriculture." 

THE SUGAR ACT OF 1937 

To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry into effect the pro-
visions, other than those specifically relating to the Philippine Islands, 
of the Sugar Act of 1937, approved September 1, 1937 (7 U. S. C. 
1100-1183), and the employment of persons and means, in the District 
of Columbia and elsewhere, as authorized by said Act, $31,975,000 
together with $16,000,000 of the unobligated balance of the appro-
priation provided under this head by the joint resolution approved 
February 4, 1938 (52 Stat. 27) ; in all, not to exceed $47,975,000. 

INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION CONTROL commirrEEs 
During the fiscal year 1940 the Secretary of Agriculture may 

expend not to exceed $17,500 from the funds available to the Agri-
cultural Adjustment Administration for the share of the United 
States as a member of the International Wheat Advisory Committee, 
the International Sugar Council, or like events or bodies concerned 
with the reduction of agricultural surpluses or with other objec-
tives of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration, together with 
traveling and other necessary expenses relating thereto. 

FEDERAL CROP INSURANCE ACT 

Administrative and operating expenses: For operating and admin-
istrative expenses under the Federal Crop Insurance Act (52 Stat. 
72-77), approved February 16, 1938, $5,423,200, together with a reap-
propriation of not to exceed $500,000 of the unexpended balance of the 
funds available for this purpose for the fiscal year 1939, to be allotted 
by the Secretary of Agriculture (a) to the Federal Crop Insurance 
Corporation, as authorized by section 516 (a) of such Act, and (b) to 
bureaus and offices of the Department of Agriculture or for transfer 
to other agencies of State and Federal Governments, as authorized 
by section 507 (d) of such Act; and such part as the Secretary allots 
under clause (b) hereof shall be available for the employment of 
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persons and means in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, rent in
the District of Columbia, purchase of law books, books of reference,
periodicals, and newspapers.

FARM TENANT ACT

FARM TENANCY

To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry out the provisions
of title I of the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act, approved July
22, 1937 (7 U. S. C. 1000-1006), including the employment of persons
and means in the District of Columbia, and elsewhere, exclusive of
printing and binding, as authorized by said Act, $40,000,000 reim-
bursable, together with the unexpended balance of the appropriation
made under said Act for the fiscal year 1939.

LIQUIDATION AND MANAGEMENT OF RESETTLEMENT PROJECTS

To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry out the provisions
of section 43 of title IV of the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act,
approved July 22, 1937 (7 U. S. C. 1014-1029), including the employ-
ment of persons and means, in the District of Columbia and elsewhere,
exclusive of printing and binding, as authorized by said Act,
$1,987,400.

LAND UTILIZATION AND RETIREMENT OF SUBMARGINAL LAND

To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry out the provisions
of title III of the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act, approved July
22, 1937 (7 U. S. C. 1010-1013), including the employment of persons
and means in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, exclusive of
printing and binding, as authorized by said Act, $4,978,330, together
with the unexpended balances of the appropriations made pursuant to
said Act for the fiscal year 1939.

Total, Farm Tenant Act, $46,965,730.

WATER FACILITIES, ARID AND SEMI-ARID AREAS

To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry into effect the pro-
visions of the Act entitled "An Act to promote conservation in the
arid and semi-arid areas of the United States by aiding in the develop-
ment of facilities for water storage and utilization, and for other pur-
poses", approved August 28, 1937 (16 U. S. C. 590r-590x), including
the employment of persons and means in the District of Columbia and
elsewhere; printing and binding; the purchase, exchange, operation,
and maintenance of passenger-carrying vehicles; and rent in the Dis-
trict of Columbia and elsewhere, $500,000, of which not to exceed
$25,000 may be expended for personal services in the District of
Columbia: Provided, That not to exceed $50,000 of this appropriation
shall be available for expenditure for any one project designed in
whole or in part to benefit lands by the irrigation thereof and all
project facilities and appurtenances which depend for their utility in
whole or in part upon each other or upon any common facility shall
be deemed one project, and the authorty contained in said Act shall
not be deemed to authorize the construction of any project not in
accord with this limitation.

BELTSVILLE RESEARCH CENTER

For general administrative purposes, including maintenance, opera-
tion, repairs, and other expenses, $85,000; and, in addition thereto,
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persons and means in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, rent in 
the District of Columbia, purchase of law books, books of reference, 
periodicals, and newspapers. 

FARM TENANT ACT 

FARM TENANCY 

To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry out the provisions 
of title I of the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act, approved July 
22, 1937 (7 U. S. C. 1000-1006), including the employment of persons 
and means in the District of Columbia, and elsewhere, exclusive of 
printing and binding, as authorized by said Act, $40,000,000 reim-
bursable, together with the unexpended balance of the appropriation 
made under said Act for the fiscal year 1939. 

LIQUIDATION AND MANAGEMENT OF RESETTLEMENT PROJECTS 

To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry out the provisions 
of section 43 of title IV of the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act, 
approved July 22, 1937 (7 U. S. C. 1014-1029), including the employ-
ment of persons and means, in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, 
exclusive of printing and binding, as authorized by said Act, 
$1,987,400. 

LAND UTILIZATION AND RETIREMENT OF SUBMARGINAL LAND 

To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry out the provisions 
of title III of the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act, approved July 
22, 1937 (7 U. S. C. 1010-1013), including the employment of persons 
and means in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, exclusive of 
printing and binding, as authorized by said Act, $4,978,330, together 
with the unexpended balances of the appropriations made pursuant to 
said Act for the fiscal year 1939. 

Total, Farm Tenant Act, $46,965,730. 

WATER FACILITIES, ARID AND SEMI-ARID AREAS 

To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry into effect the pro-
visions of the Act entitled "An Act to promote conservation in the 
arid and semi-arid areas of the United States by aiding in the develop-
ment of facilities for water storage and utilization, and for other pur-
poses", approved August 28, 1937 (16 U. S. C. 590r-590x), including 
the employment of persons and means in the District of Columbia and 
elsewhere; printing and binding; the purchase, exchange, operation, 
and maintenance of passenger-carrying vehicles; and rent in the Dis-
trict of Columbia and elsewhere, $500,000, of which not to exceed 
$25,000 may be expended for personal services in the District of 
Columbia: Provided, That not to exceed $50,000 of this appropriation 
shall be available for expenditure for any one project designed in 
whole or in part to benefit lands by the irrigation thereof and all 
project facilities and appurtenances which depend for their utility in 
whole or in part upon each other or upon any common facility shall 
be deemed one project, and the authority contained in said Act shall 
not be deemed to authorize the construction of any project not in 
accord with this limitation. 

BELTSVILLE RESEARCH CENTER 

For general administrative purposes, including maintenance, opera-
tion, repairs, and other expenses, $85,000; and, in addition thereto, 
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this appropriation may be augmented, by transfer of funds or by
reimbursement, from applicable appropriations, to cover the cost,
including handling and other related charges, of services and supplies,
equipment and materials furnished, stores of which may be main-
tained at the Center, and to cover the cost of building construction,
alteration, and repair performed by the Center in carrying out the
purposes of such applicable appropriations and the applicable appro-
priations may also be charged their proportionate share of the neces-
sary general expenses of the Center not covered by this appropriation.

COOPERATIVE FARM FORESTRY

To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry into effect the
provisions of the Cooperative Farm Forestry Act, approved May
18, 1937 (16 U. S. C. 568b), including the employment of persons
and means in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; printing and
binding; not to exceed $7,700 for the purchase of passenger-carrying
vehicles; the purchase of reference books and technical journals; not
to exceed $30,000 for the construction or purchase of necessary build-
ings, and other improvements, $300,000: Provided, That no part of
this appropriation shall be expended in any State or Territory unless
the State or Territory, or local subdivision thereof, or individuals,
or associations contribute a sum equal to that to be allotted by the
Government or make contributions other than money deemed by the
Secretary of Agriculture to be the value equivalent thereof: Provided
further, That no part of this appropriation shall be used to establish
new nurseries or to acquire land for the establishment of such new
nurseries.

FOREST ROADS AND TRAILS

For carrying out the provisions of section 23 of the Federal High-
way Act approved November 9, 1921 (23 U. S. C. 23), including not
to exceed $59,500 for departmental personal services in the District
of Columbia, $10,000,000, which sum consists of the balance of the
amount authorized to be appropriated for the fiscal year 1939 by the
Act approved June 16, 1936 (49 Stat. 1520), and $3,000,000 of the
amount authorized to be appropriated for the fiscal year 1940 by tlh
Act approved June 8, 1938 (52 Stat. 635), to be immediately available
and to remain available until expended: Provided, That this appro-
priation shall be available for the rental, purchase, or construction
of buildings necessary for the storage of equipment and supplies used
for road and trail construction and maintenance, but the total cost
of any such building purchased or constructed under this authoriza-
tion shall not exceed $7,500.

INTERCHANGE OF APPROPRIATIONS

Not to exceed 5 per centum of the foregoing amounts for the
miscellaneous expenses of the work of any bureau, division, or office
herein provided for shall be available interchangeably for expendi-
tures on the objects included within the general expenses of such
bureau, division, or office, but no more than 5 per centum shall be
added to any one item of appropriation except in cases of extraordi-
nary emergency.

WORK FOR OTHER DEPARTMENTS

During the fiscal year for which appropriations are herein made
the head of any department or independent establishment of the
Government requiring inspections, analyses, and tests of food and
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this appropriation may be augmented, by transfer of funds or by 
reimbursement, from applicable appropriations, to cover the cost, 
including handling and other related charges, of services and supplies, 
equipment and materials furnished, stores of which may be main-
tained at the Center., and to cover the cost of building construction, 
alteration, and repair performed by the Center in carrying out the 
purposes of such applicable appropriations and the applicable appro-
priations may also be charged their proportionate share of the neces-
sary general expenses of the Center not covered by this appropriation. 

COOPERATIVE FARM FORESTRY 

To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry into effect the 
provisions of the Cooperative Farm Forestry Act, approved May 
18, 1937 (16 U. S. C. 568b), including the employment of persons 
and means in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; printing and 
binding; not to exceed $7,700 for the purchase of passenger-carrying 
vehicles; the purchase of reference books and technical journals; not 
to exceed $30,000 for the construction or purchase of necessary build-
ings, and other improvements, $300,000: Provided, That no part of 
this appropriation shall be expended in any State or Territory unless 
the State or Territory, or local subdivision thereof, or individuals, 
or associations contribute a sum equal to that to be allotted by the 
Government or make contributions other than money deemed by the 
Secretary of Agriculture to be the value equivalent thereof: Provided 
further, That no part of this appropriation shall be used to establish 
new nurseries or to acquire land for the establishment of such new 
nurseries. 

FOREST ROADS AND TRAILS 

For carrying out the provisions of section 23 of the Federal High-
way Act approved November 9, 1921 (23 U. S. C. 23) 1 including not 
to exceed $59,500 for departmental personal services in the District 
of Columbia, $10,000,000, which sum consists of the balance of the 
amount authorized to be appropriated for the fiscal year 1939 by the 
Act approved June 16, 1936 (49 Stat. 1520), and $3,000,000 of the 
amount authorized to be appropriated for the fiscal year 1940 by the 
Act approved June 8, 1938 (52 Stat. 635), to be immediately available 
and to remain available until expended: Provided, That this appro-
priation shall be available for the rental, purchase, or construction 
of buildings necessary for the storage of equipment and supplies used 
for road and trail construction and maintenance, but the total cost 
of any such building purchased or constructed under this authoriza-
tion shall not exceed $7,500. 

INTERCHANGE OF APPROPRIATIONS 

Not to exceed 5 per centum of the foregoing amounts for the 
miscellaneous expenses of the work of any bureau, division, or office 
herein provided for shall be available interchangeably for expendi-
tures on the objects included within the general expenses of such 
bureau, division, or office, but no more than 5 per centum shall be 
added to any one item of appropriation except in cases of extraordi-
nary emergency. 

WORK FOR OTHER DEPARTMENTS 

During the fiscal year for which appropriations are herein made 
the head of any department or independent establishment of the 
Government requiring inspections, analyses, and tests of food and 
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other products, within the scope of the functions of the Department
of Agriculture and which that Department is unable to perform
within the limits of its appropriations, may, with the approval of
the Secretary of Agriculture transfer to the Department of Agricul-
ture for direct expenditure such sums as may be necessary for the
performance of such work.

PASSENGER-CARRYING VEHICLES

Within the limitations specified under the several headings the
lump-sum appropriations herein made for the Department of Agri-
culture shall be available for the purchase of motor-propelled and
horse-drawn passenger-carrying vehicles necessary in the conduct of
the field work of the Department of Agriculture outside the District
of Columbia: Provided, That such vehicles shall be used only for
official service outside the District of Columbia, but this shall not
prevent the continued use for official service of motortrucks in the
District of Columbia: Provided further, That the limitation on
expenditures for purchase of passenger-carrying vehicles in the field
service shall be interchangeable between the various bureaus and
offices of the Department, to such extent as the exigencies of the
service may require: Provided further, That appropriations con-
tained in this Act shall be available for the maintenance, operation,
and repair of motor-propelled and horse-drawn passenger-carrying
vehicles: Provided further, That the Secretary of Agriculture may
exchange motor-propelled and horse-drawn vehicles, tractors, road
equipment, and boats, and parts, accessories, tires, or equipment
thereof, in whole or in part payment for vehicles, tractors, road equip-
ment or boats, or parts, accessories, tires, or equipment of such
vehicles, tractors, road equipment, or boats purchased by him: Pro-
vided further, That the funds available to the Agricultural Adjust-
ment Administration may be used during the fiscal year for which
appropriations are herein made for the maintenance, repair, and
operation of one passenger-carrying vehicle for official purposes in
the District of Columbia.

This title may be cited as the "Department of Agriculture Appro-
priation Act, 1940".

TITLE II-FARM CREDIT ADMINISTRATION

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For salaries and expenses of the Farm Credit Administration in
the District of Columbia and the field; traveling expenses of officers
and employees including not to exceed $5,000 for travel incurred under
proper authority attending meetings or conventions of members of
organizations at which matters of importance to the work of the Farm
Credit Administration are to be discussed or transacted; printing and
binding; contingent and miscellaneous expenses, including law books,
books of reference, and not to exceed $1,000 for periodicals, news-
papers, and maps; contract stenographic reporting services, and
expert services for the preparation of amortization tables; library
membership fees or dues in organizations which issue publications to
members only or to members at a lower price than to others, payment
for which may be made in advance; purchase of manuscripts, data,
and special reports by personal service without regard to the pro-
visions of any other Act; procurement of supplies and services with-
out regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5)
when the aggregate amount involved does not exceed $50; purchase
(including one at not to exceed $1,500), exchange, maintenance, repair,
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other products, within the scope of the functions of the Department 
of Agriculture and which that Department is unable to perform 
within the limits of its appropriations, may, with the approval of 
the Secretary of Agriculture transfer to the Department of Agricul-
ture for direct expenditure such sums as may be necessary for the 
performance of such work. 

PASSENGER-CARRYING VEHICLES 

Within the limitations specified under the several headings the 
lump-sum appropriations herein made for the Department of Agri-
culture shall be available for the purchase of motor-propelled and 
horse-drawn passenger-carrying vehicles necessary in the conduct of 
the field work of the Department of Agriculture outside the District 
of Columbia: Provided, That such vehicles shall be used only for 
official service outside the District of Columbia, but this shall not 
prevent the continued use for official service of motortrucks in the 
District of Columbia: Provided further, That the limitation on 
expenditures for purchase of passenger-carrying vehicles in the field 
service shall be interchangeable between the various bureaus and 
offices of the Department, to such extent as the exigencies of the 
service may require: Provided further, That appropriations con-
tained in this Act shall be available for the maintenance, operation, 
and repair of motor-propelled and horse-drawn passenger-carrying 
vehicles: Provided further, That the Secretary of Agriculture may 
exchange motor-propelled and horse-drawn vehicles, tractors, road 
equipment, and boats, and parts, accessories, tires, or equipment 
thereof, in whole or in part payment for vehicles, tractors, road equip-
ment, or boats, or parts, accessories, tires, or equipment of such 
vehicles, tractors, road equipment, or boats purchased by him: Pro-
vided further, That the funds available to the Agricultural Adjust-
ment Administration may be used during the fiscal year for which 
appropriations are herein made for the maintenance, repair, and 
operation of one passenger-carrying vehicle for official purposes in 
the District of Columbia. 

This title may be cited as the "Department of Agriculture Appro-
priation Act, 1940". 

TITLE II—FARM CREDIT ADMINISTRATION 

SALARIES AND EXPENSES 

For salaries and expenses of the Farm Credit Administration in 
the District of Columbia and the field; traveling expenses of officers 
and employees including not to exceed $5,000 for travel incurred under 
proper authority attending meetings or conventions of members of 
organizations at which matters of importance to the work of the Farm 
Credit Administration are to be discussed or transacted; printing and 
binding; contingent and miscellaneous expenses, including law books, 
books of reference, and not to exceed $1,000 for periodicals, news-
papers, and maps; contract stenographic reporting services, and 
expert services for the preparation of amortization tables; library 
membership fees or dues in organizations which issue publications to 
members only or to members at a lower price than to others, payment 
for which may be made in advance; purchase of manuscripts, data, 
and special reports by personal service without regard to the pro-
visions of any other Act; procurement of supplies and services with-
out regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) 
when the aggregate amount involved does not exceed $50; purchase 
(including one at not to exceed $1,500), exchange, maintenance, repair, 
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and operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles and
motortrucks to be used only for official purposes; typewriters, adding
machines, and other labor-saving devices, including their repair and
exchange; garage rental in the District of Columbia and elsewhere;
payment of actual transportation expenses and not to exceed $10 per
diem in lieu of subsistence and other expenses of persons serving,
while away from their homes, without other compensation from the
United States, in an advisory capacity to the Farm Credit Adminis-
tration; employment of persons, firms, and others for the performance
of special services, including legal services, and other miscellaneous
expenses; necessary administrative expenses in connection with the
making of loans under the provisions of the Act of January 29, 1937
(50 Stat. 5), and the collection of moneys due the United States on
account of loans made under the provisions of the Acts of March 3,
1921 (41 Stat. 1347), March 20, 1922 (42 Stat. 467), April 26, 1924
(43 Stat. 110), February 28, 1927 (44 Stat. 1251), February 25, 1929
(45 Stat. 1306), as amended May 17, 1929 (46 Stat. 3), March 3, 1930
(46 Stat. 78, 79), December 20, 1930 (46 Stat. 1032), February 14,
1931 (46 Stat. 1160), and February 23, 1931 (46 Stat. 1276); January
22, 1932 (47 Stat. 5), February 4, 1933 (47 Stat. 795), March 4, 1933
(47 Stat. 1547), February 23, 1934 (48 Stat. 354), March 10, 1934 (48
Stat. 402), June 19, 1934 (48 Stat. 1021), February 20, 1935 (49 Stat.
28), March 21, 1935 (49 Stat. 49), April 8, 1935 (49 Stat. 115), Janu-
ary 29, 1937 (50 Stat. 5), February 9, 1937 (50 Stat. 8, 11), February
4, 1938 (52 Stat. 26), and Executive Order Numbered 7305, dated
February 28, 1936; examination of corporations, banks, associations,
credit unions, and institutions operated, supervised, or regulated by
the Farm Credit Administration: Provided, That the expenses and
salaries of employees engaged in such examinations shall be assessed
against the said corporations, banks, or institutions in accordance with
the provisions of existing laws; in all, $3,650,000, together with not to
exceed $3,950,000 from the funds made available to the Farm Credit
Administration under the Acts of January 29, 1937 (50 Stat. 5),
February 9, 1937 (50 Stat. 8, 11), and February 4, 1938 (52 Stat. 26).

Farmers' crop production and harvesting loans: For loans to
farmers under the Act of January 29, 1937 (50 Stat. 5), as amended
by the Act of February 4, 1938 (52 Stat. 26), $15,000,000, together with
the unobligated balance (exclusive of the amount of such balance made
available for "Salaries and expenses, Farm Credit Administration,
1940") of the appropriation "Crop production and harvesting loans"
as made in the First Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1937
(50 Stat. 8, 11), and as continued available by the Act of February 4
1938 (52 Stat. 26), and together with all collections of principal and
interest on loans heretofore or hereafter made under said Act of
January 29, 1937 (50 Stat. 5): Provided, That no employee of the
United States on whose certificate or approval loans under said Act of
January 29, 1937, as amended, or other acts of the same general char-
acter, are or have been made, shall be held personally liable for any
loss or deficiency occasioned by the fraud or misrepresentation of
applicants or borrowers, if the Governor of the Farm Credit Admin-
istration shall determine that such employee has exercised reasonable
care in the circumstances, and has complied with the regulations of the
Farm Credit Administration in executing such certificate or giving
such approval. Notwithstanding any such determination by the
Governor of the Farm Credit Administration, this provision shall
not be construed to prevent any criminal process against any person
who was a party to or had guilty knowledge of such fraud or
misrepresentation.
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and operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles and 
motortrucks to be used only for official purposes; typewriters, adding 
machines, and other labor-saving devices, including their repair and 
exchange; garage rental in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; 
payment of actual transportation expenses and not to exceed $10 per 
diem in lieu of subsistence and other expenses of persons serving, 
while away from their homes, without other compensation from the 
United States, in an advisory capacity to the Farm Credit Adminis-
tration; employment of persons, firms, and others for the performance 
of special services, including legal services, and other miscellaneous 
expenses; necessary administrative expenses in connection with the 
making of loans under the provisions of the Act of January 29, 1937 
(50 Stat. 5), and the collection of moneys due the United States on 
account of loans made under the provisions of the Acts of March 3, 
1921 (41 Stat. 1347), March 20, 1922 (42 Stat. 467), April 26, 1924 
(43 Stat. 110), February 28, 1927 (44 Stat. 1251), February 25, 1929 
(45 Stat. 1306), as amended May 17, 1929 (46 Stat. 3), March 3, 1930 
(46 Stat. 78, 79), December 20, 1930 (46 Stat. 1032), February 14, 
1931 (46 Stat. 1160), and February 23, 1931 (46 Stat. 1276) ; January 
22, 1932 (47 Stat. 5), February 4, 1933 (47 Stat. 795), March 4, 1933 
(47 Stat. 1547), February 23, 1934 (48 Stat. 354), March 10, 1934 (48 
Stat. 402), June 19, 1934 (48 Stat. 1021), February 20, 1935 (49 Stat. 
28), March 21, 1935 (49 Stat. 49), April 8, 1935 (49 Stat. 115), Janu-
ary 29, 1937 (50 Stat. 5), February 9, 1937 (50 Stat. 8, 11), February 
4, 1938 (52 Stat. 26), and Executive Order Numbered 7305, dated 
February 28, 1936; examination of corporations, banks, associations, 
credit unions, and institutions operated, supervised, or regulated by 
the Farm Credit Administration: Provided, That the expenses and 
salaries of employees engaged in such examinations shall be assessed 
against the said corporations, banks, or institutions in accordance with 
the provisions of existing laws; in all, $3,650,000, together with not to 
exceed $3,950,000 from the funds made available to the Farm Credit 
Administration under the Acts of January 29, 1937 (50 Stat. 5), 
February 9, 1937 (50 Stat. 8, 11), and February 4, 1938 (52 Stat. 26). 
Farmers' crop production and harvesting loans: For loans to 

farmers under the Act of January 29, 1937 (50 Stat. 5), as amended 
by the Act of February 4, 1938 (52 Stat. 26), $15,000,000, together with 
the unobligated balance (exclusive of the amount of such balance made 
available for "Salaries and expenses, Farm Credit Administration, 
1940") of the appropriation "Crop production and harvesting loans" 
as made in the First Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1937 
(50 Stat. 8, 11), and as continued available by the Act of February 4, 
1938 (52 Stat. 26), and together with all collections of principal and 
interest on loans heretofore or hereafter made under said Act of 
January 29, 1937 (50 Stat. 5) : Provided, That no employee of the 
United States on whose certificate or approval loans under said Act of 
January 29, 1937, as amended, or other acts of the same general char-
acter, are or have been made, shall be held personally liable for any, 
loss or deficiency occasioned by the fraud or misrepresentation .of 
applicants or borrowers, if the Governor of the Farm Credit Admin-
istration shall determine that such employee has exercised reasonable 
care in the circumstances, and has complied with the regulations of the 
Farm Credit Administration in executing such certificate or giving 
such approval. Notwithstanding any such determination by the 
Governor of the Farm Credit Administration, this :provision shall 
not be construed to prevent any criminal process against any person 
who was a party to or had guilty knowledge of such fraud or 
misrepresentation. 
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[CHAPTER 254]

June 30, 1939
[U. R. 6970]

[Public, No. 160]

Urgent Deficiency
and Supplemental Ap-
propriation Act, fiscal
years 1939 and 1940.

Pages.

AN ACT

Making appropriations to supply urgent deficiencies in certain appropriations
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939, to provide appropriations required
immediately for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, to supply urgent deficiencies in certain appro-
priations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939, to provide appro-
priations required immediately for the fiscal year ending June .30,
1940, and for other purposes, namely:

LEGISLATIVE

SENATE

For twenty-one pages for the Senate Chamber at the rate of $4
each per day during the month of July 1939, $2,604.

980

Administrative ex- Not to exceed $9,500,000 of the funds of the Federal Farm Mortgage
48 Stat. 344. Corporation, established by the Act of January 31, 1934 (48 Stat.
12 . S. C. 1020. 344), shall be available during the fiscal year 1940 for administrative

expenses of the Corporation, including personal services in the District
Travel expenses of Columbia and elsewhere; travel expenses of officers and employees

of the Corporation, in accordance with the Standardized Government
44 Stsat.68 33. Travel Regulations and the Act of June 3, 1926, as amended (5 U. S.5 U.S. C. §§821-833.
Printing and bind- C. 821-833); printing and binding; law books, books of reference, and

ng. not to exceed $250 for periodicals and newspapers; contract steno-
graphic reporting services; procurement of supplies, equipment, and

ehicles services; purchase (at not to exceed $750 each), exchange, mainte-
nance, repair, and operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying

Labce0or-
s a vi n g vehicles, to be used only for official purposes; typewriters, adding

machines, and other labor-saving devices, including their repair and
exchange; rent in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; payment
of actual transportation expenses and not to exceed $10 per diem in
lieu of subsistence and other expenses of persons serving, while away
from their homes, without other compensation from the United States,

Specialservices. in an advisory capacity to the Corporation; employment on a contract
or fee basis of persons, firms, and corporations for the performance
of special services, including legal services; use of the services and
facilities of Federal land banks, national farm loan associations, Fed-
eral Reserve banks, and agencies of the Government as authorized by

48 stat. 344. said Act of January 31, 1934; and all other necessary administrative
Provisos. expenses: Provided, That all necessary expenses (including services

eeCmed nonadminis- performed on a force account, contract or fee basis, but not including
sative. other personal services) in connection with the operation, mainte-

nance, improvement, or disposition of real or personal property of
the Corporation shall be considered as nonadministrative expenses

Payment, etc., of for the purposes hereof: Provided further, That except for the limi-
bligtions. tations in amounts hereinbefore specified, and the restrictions in

respect to travel expenses, the administrative expenses and other obli-
gations of the Corporation shall be incurred, allowed, and paid, in

4l8Sat."s344. 0 accordance with the provisions of said Act of January 31, 1934, as
020(h). amended (12 U. S. C. 1016-1020 (h)).
Short title. This title may be cited as the "Farm Credit Administration Appro-

priation Act of 1940".
Approved, June 30, 1939.
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Not to exceed $9,500,000 of the funds of the Federal Farm Mortgage 
Corporation, established by the Act of January 31, 1934 (48 Stat. 
344), shall be available during the fiscal year 1940 for administrative 
expenses of the Corporation, including personal services in the District 
of Columbia and elsewhere; travel expenses of officers and employees 
of the Corporation, in accordance with the Standardized Government 
Travel Regulations and the Act of June 3, 1926, as amended (5 U. S. 
C. 821-833) ; printing and binding; law books, books of reference, and 
not to exceed $250 for periodicals and newspapers; contract steno-
graphic reporting services; procurement of supplies, equipment, and 
services; purchase (at not to exceed $750 each), exchange, mainte-
nance, repair, and operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying 
vehicles, to be used only for official purposes; typewriters, adding 
machines, and other labor-saving devices, including their repair and 
exchange; rent in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; payment 
of actual transportation expenses and not to exceed $10 per diem in 
lieu of subsistence and other expenses of persons serving, while away 
from their homes, without other compensation from the United States, 
in an advisory capacity to the Corporation; employment on a contract 
or fee basis of persons, firms, and corporations for the performance 
of special services, including legal services; use of the services and 
facilities of Federal land banks, national farm loan associations, Fed-
eral Reserve banks, and agencies of the Government as authorized by 
said Act of January 31, 1934; and all other necessary administrative 
expenses: Provided, That all necessary expenses (including services 
performed on a force account, contract or fee basis, but not including 
other personal services) in connection with the operation, mainte-
nance, improvement, or disposition of real or personal property of 
the Corporation shall be considered as nonadministrative expenses 
for the purposes hereof: Provided further, That except for the limi-
tations in amounts hereinbefore specified, and the restrictions in 
respect to travel expenses, the administrative expenses and other obli-
gations of the Corporation shall be incurred, allowed, and paid, in 
accordance with the provisions of said Act of January 31, 1934, as 
amended (12 U. S. C. 1016-1020 (h)). 

This title may be cited as the "Farm Credit Administration Appro-
priation Act of 1940". 

Approved, June 30, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 254] 
AN ACT 

Making appropriations to supply urgent deficiencies in certain appropriations 
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939, to provide appropriations required 
immediately for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following 
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, to supply urgent deficiencies in certain appro-
priations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939, to provide appro-
priations required immediately for the fiscal year ending June ,30, 
1940, and for other purposes, namely: 

LEGISLATIVE 

SENATE _ 

For twenty-one pages for the Senate Chamber at the rate of $4 
each per day during the month of July 1939, $2,604. 
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

To pay the widow of Bert Lord, late a Representative from the
State of New York, $10,000.

To pay the widow of Clarence W. Turner, late a Representative
from the State of Tennessee, $10,000.

The two foregoing sums to be disbursed by the Sergeant at Arms
of the House of Representatives.

Office of Doorkeeper: For forty-seven pages, including ten pages
for duty at the entrances to the Hall of the House, at $4 each per
day during the month of July 1939, $5,828.

For the services of an additional messenger to the press room of
the House Press Gallery as provided by H. Res. 172, Seventy-sixth
Congress, fiscal year 1940, $1,440.

For the services of a superintendent for the radio room of the House
Radio Press Gallery as provided by H. Res. 199, Seventy-sixth Con-
gress, fiscal year 1940, $2,700.

Contingent expenses: For stenographic reports of hearings of
committees other than special and select committees, fiscal year 1939,
$6.000.

For telegraph and telephone service, exclusive of personal services,
fiscal year 1939, $25,000.

The unexpended balance of the appropriation "Contingent Expenses,
House of Representatives, Expenses of Special and Select Commit-
tees, 1938", is hereby reappropriated and made available during the
fiscal years 1939 and 1940 for expenses of special and select committees.

CAPITOL BUILDING

For carrying into effect the provisions of Public Resolution Num-
bered 11, Seventy-sixth Congress, approved April 20, 1939, entitled
"Joint resolution to authorize the painting of the signing of the
Constitution for placement in the Capitol Building", fiscal year 1940,
$30,000, to remain available until June 30, 1941, to be disbursed by the
Clerk of the House of Representatives for the purposes of such joint
resolution upon vouchers approved by the Commission or such mem-
ber thereof as the Commission may designate for that purpose at such
times and in such amounts as the Commission may direct.
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Ante, p. 583.

INDEPENDENT ESTABLISHMENTS

EXECUTIVE OFFICE

Salaries: For an additional amount to be added to the appropria- Administrativesistants to the Prem

tion "Salaries, Executive Office, 1940", to provide six administrative dent, etc.

assistants to the President at $10,000 each a year and for their clerical Ante. pp. 524,565.

and secretarial assistants, $86,400.
Contingent expenses, Executive Office: For an additional amount Contingent e

for contingent expenses of the Executive Office, including the same
objects specified under this head in the Independent Offices Appropria- Ante, p. 52

4-

tion Act, 1940, $6,600.
Traveling expenses of the President: For an additional amount Traveling esents

for traveling and official entertainment expenses of the President of Ane,. p. 525.

the United States, to be expended, in his discretion and accounted
for on his certificate solely, fiscal year 1940,$5,000.

Bureau of the Budget, salaries and expenses: The unobligated etsalaries ande
balance on June 30, 1939, of the appropriation, "Salaries and penses.

Expenses, Bureau of the Budget, 1939", shall be added to and become
a part of the appropriation, "Salaries and Expenses, Bureau of the 52stat. 126, 1149.
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

To pay the widow of Bert Lord, late a Representative from the 
State of New York, $10,000. 
To pay the widow of Clarence W. Turner, late a Representative 

from the State of Tennessee, $10,000. 
The two foregoing sums to be disbursed by the Sergeant at Arms 

of the House of Representatives. 
Office of Doorkeeper: For forty-seven pages, including ten pages 

for duty, at the entrances to the Hall of the House, at $4 each per 
day during the month of July 1939, $5,828. 
For the services of an additional messenger to the press room of 

the House Press Gallery as provided by H. Res. 172, Seventy-sixth 
Congress, fiscal year 1940, $1,440. 
For the services of a superintendent for the radio room of the House 

Radio Press Gallery as provided by H. Res. 199, Seventy-sixth Con-
gress, fiscal year 1940, $2,700. 

Contingent expenses: For stenographic reports of hearings of 
committees other than special and select committees, fiscal year 1939, 
$6.000. 
For telegraph and telephone service, exclusive of personal services, 

fiscal year 1939, $25,000. 
The unexpended balance of the appropriation "Contingent Expenses, 

House of Representatives, Expenses of Special and Select Commit-
tees, 1938", is hereby reappropriated and made available during the 
fiscal years 1939 and 1940 for expenses of special and select committees. 

CAPITOL BUILDING 

For carrying into effect the provisions of Public Resolution Num-
bered 11, Seventy-sixth Congress, approved April 20, 1939, entitled 
"Joint resolution to authorize the painting of the signing of the 
Constitution for placement in the Capitol Building", fiscal year 1940, 
$30,000, to remain available until June 30, 1941, to be disbursed by the 
Clerk of the House of Representatives for the purposes of such joint 
resolution upon vouchers approved by the Commission or such mem-
ber thereof as the Commission may designate for that purpose at such 
times and in such amounts as the Commission may direct. 

INDEPENDENT ESTABLISHMENTS 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE 

Salaries : For an additional amount to be added to the appropria-
tion "Salaries, Executive Office, 1940", to provide six administrative 
assistants to the President at $10,000 each a year and for their clerical 
and secretarial assistants, $86,400. 
Contingent expenses, Executive Office: For an additional amount 

for contingent expenses of the Executive Office, including the same 
objects specified under this head in the Independent Offices Appropria-
tion Act, 1940, $6,600. 
Traveling expenses of the President: For an additional .amount 

for traveling and official entertainment expenses of the President of 
the United States, to be expended, in his discretion and accounted 
for on his certificate solely, fiscal year 1940,15,000. 
Bureau of the Budget, salaries and expenses: The unobligated 

balance on June 30, 1939, of the appropriation, "Salaries and 
Expenses, Bureau of the Budget, 1939", shall be added to and become 
a part of the appropriation, "Salaries and Expenses, Bureau of the 
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Proviso.
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Budget, 1940": Provided, That the limitation of $5,000 on the amount
that may be expended from the appropriation "Salaries and Expenses,
Bureau of the Budget, 1940", for the temporary employment of per-
sons or organizations by contract or otherwise without regard to
section 3709 of the Revised Statutes, or the civil-service laws, or the
Classification Act of 1923, as amended, is hereby increased to $50,000.

FEDERAL LOAN AGENCY

Electric Home and Farm Authority, salaries and administrative
expenses: Not to exceed $500,000 of the funds of the Electric Home
and Farm Authority, established as an agency of the Government by
Executive Order Numbered 7139 of August 12, 1935, and continued as
such agency until June 30, 1941, by the Act of March 4, 1939 (Public
Act Numbered 2, Seventy-sixth Congress), shall be available during
the fiscal year 1940 for administrative expenses of the Authority,
including personal services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere;
travel expenses, in accordance with the Standardized Government
Travel Regulations and the Act of June 3, 1926, as amended (5
U. S. C. 821-833); printing and binding; lawbooks and books of
reference; not to exceed $200 for periodicals, newspapers, and maps;
procurement of supplies, equipment, and services; typewriters, adding
machines, and other labor-saving devices, including their repair and
exchange; rent in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; and all
other administrative expenses: Provided, That all necessary expenses
(including legal and special services performed on a contract or fee
basis, but not including other personal services) in connection with
the acquisition, care, repair, and disposition of any security or col-
lateral now or hereafter held or acquired by the Authority shall be
considered as nonadministrative expenses for the purposes hereof.

Export-Import Bank of Washington, salaries and administrative
expenses: Not to exceed $75,000 of the funds of the Export-Import
Bank of Washington, established as an agency of the Government by
Executive Order Numbered 6581 of February 2, 1934, and continued
as such agency until June 30, 1941, by the Act approved March 4,
1939 (Public Act Numbered 3, Seventy-sixth Congress), shall be
available during the fiscal year 1940 for administrative expenses of
the bank, including personal services in the District of Columbia and
elsewhere; travel expenses, in accordance with the Standardized Gov-
ernment Travel Regulations and the Act of June 3, 1926, as amended
(5 U. S. C. 821-833); printing and binding; lawbooks and books of
reference; not to exceed $250 for periodicals, newspapers, and maps;
procurement of supplies, equipment, and services; typewriters, adding
machines, and other labor-saving devices, including their repair and
exchange; rent in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; and all
other necessary administrative expenses: Provided, That all necessary
expenses (including special services performed on a contract or fee
basis, but not including other personal services) in connection with
the acquisition, operation, maintenance, improvement, or disposition
of any real or personal property belong to the bank or in which it
has an interest, including expenses of collections of pledged collateral,
shall be considered as nonadministrative expenses for the purposes
hereof.

The funds made available herein under the caption "Federal Loan
Agency" shall be subject to section 4 of the Independent Offices
Appropriation Act, 1940.

EMPOYEES' COMPENSATION COMMISSION

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount for salaries and
expenses of the Employees' Compensation Commission, fiscal year
1939, including the same objects and under the same limitations speci-
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Budget, 1940"; Provided, That the limitation of $5,000 on the amount 
that may be expended from the appropriation "Salaries and Expenses, 
Bureau of the Budget, 1940", for the temporary employment of per-
sons or organizations by contract or otherwise without regard to 
section 3709 of the Revised Statutes, or the civil-service laws, or the 
Classification Act of 1923, as amended, is hereby increased to $50,000. 

FEDERAL LOAN AGENCY 

Electric Home and Farm Authority, salaries and administrative 
expenses: Not to exceed $500,000 of the funds of the Electric Home 
and Farm Authority, established as an agency of the Government by 
Executive Order Numbered 7139 of August 12, 1935, and continued as 
such agency until June 30, 1941, by the Act of March 4, 1939 (Public 
Act Numbered 2, Seventy-sixth Congress), shall be available during 
the fiscal year 1940 for administrative expenses of the Authority, 
including personal services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; 
travel expenses, in accordance with the Standardized Government 
Travel Regulations and the Act of June 3, 1926, as amended (5 
U. S. C. 821-833) ; printing and binding; lawbooks and books of 
reference; not to exceed $200 for periodicals, newspapers, and maps; 
procurement of supplies, equipment, and services; typewriters, adding 
machines, and other labor-saving devices, including their repair and 
exchange; rent in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; and all 
other administrative expenses: Provided, That all necessary expenses 
(including legal and special services performed on a contract or fee 
basis, but not including other personal services) in connection with 
the acquisition, 'care, repair, and disposition of any security or col-
lateral now or hereafter held or acquired by the Authority shall be 
considered as nonadministrative expenses for the purposes hereof. 
Export-Import Bank of Washington, salaries and administrative 

expenses: Not to exceed $75,000 of the funds of the Export-Import 
Bank of Washington, established as an agency of the Government by 
Executive Order Numbered 6581 of February 2, 1934, and continued 
as such agency until June 30, 1941, by the Act approved March 4, 
1939 (Public Act Numbered 3, Seventy-sixth Congress), shall be 
available during the fiscal year 1940 for administrative expenses of 
the bank, including personal services in the District of Columbia and 
elsewhere; travel expenses, in accordance with the Standardized Gov-
ernment Travel Regulations and the Act of June 3, 1926, as amended 
(5 U. S. C. 821-833) ; printing and binding; lawbooks and books of 
reference; not to exceed $250 for periodicals, newspapers, and maps; 
procurement of supplies, equipment, and services; typewriters, adding 
machines, and other labor-saving devices, including their repair and 
exchange; rent in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; and all 
other necessary administrative expenses: Provided, That all necessary 
expenses (including special services performed on a contract or fee 
basis, but not including other personal services) in connection with 
the acquisition, operation, maintenance, improvement, or disposition 
of any real or personal property belong to the bank or in which it 
has an interest, including expenses of collections of pledged collateral, 
shall be considered as nonadministrative expenses for the purposes 
hereof. 
The funds made available herein under the caption "Federal Loan 

Agency" shall be subject to section 4 of the Independent Offices 
Appropriation Act, 1940. 

EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION COMMISSION 

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount for salaries and 
expenses of the Employees' Compensation Commission, fiscal year 
1939, including the same objects and under the same limitations speci-
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fled in the appropriation for this purpose in the Independent Offices
Appropriation Act, 1939, $17,500.

Employees' compensation fund, emergency relief: The paragraph
in the Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1939, under the head
"Employees' Compensation Fund, Emergency Relief", is hereby
amended by striking out the sum "$2,936,546" and inserting in lieu
thereof the sum "$3,686,546".

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

Salaries and expenses: For seven Commissioners, and for all other
authorized expenditures of the Federal Communications Commission
in performing the duties imposed by the Communications Act of
1934, approved June 19, 1934 (48 Stat. 1064), the Ship Act of 1910,
approved June 24, 1910, as amended (46 U. S. C. 484-487), the Inter-
national Radiotelegraphic Convention (45 Stat., pt. 2, p. 2760),
Executive Order Numbered 3513, dated July 9, 1921, as amended
under date of June 30, 1934, relating to applications for submarine
cable licenses, and the radiotelegraphy provisions of the Convention
for Promoting Safety of Life at Sea, ratified by the President of the
United States, July 7, 1936, including personal services, contract
stenographic reporting services, rental of quarters, newspapers,
periodicals, reference books, law books, special counsel fees, supplies
and equipment, including purchase and exchange of instruments,
which may be purchased without regard to section 3709 of the
Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) when the aggregate amount involved
does not exceed $25, improvement and care of grounds and repairs to
buildings, not to exceed $5,000, purchase, including exchange, mainte-
nance, operation, and repair of motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicles for official use in the field, not to exceed $3,000, traveling
expenses, including expenses of attendance at meetings which in the
discretion of the Commission are necessary for the efficient discharge
of its responsibilities, reimbursement to ships of the United States
for charges incurred by such ships in transmitting information in
compliance with section 357 of the Communications Act of 1934, as
amended, expenses of packing, crating, drayage, and transportation
of household goods and other personal effects (not to exceed in any
case five thousand pounds) of officers and employees when transferred
from one official station to another for permanent duty upon specific
authorization by the Commission, and other necessary expenses; fiscal
year 1940, $1,800,000, of which amount not to exceed $1,151,000 may
be expended for personal services in the District of Columbia.

Special study of radio requirements necessary for ships navigating
the Great Lakes and inland waters of the United States: To enable
the Federal Communications Commission to study and report to
Congress the radio requirements necessary or desirable for safety
purposes for ships navigating the Great Lakes and the inland waters
of the United States, as provided in section 15 of the Act entitled
"An Act to amend the Communications Act of 1934, approved June
19, 1934, for the purpose of promoting safety of life and property at
sea through the use of wire and radio communications, to make more
effective the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea,
1929. and for other purposes", approved May 20, 1937 (50 Stat.
189-i98), including personal services in the District of Columbia and
elsewhere; travel expenses, supplies and equipment, and such other
contingent and miscellaneous expenses as may be necessary; fiscal
year 1940, $13,175.

Printing and binding: For all printing and binding for the
Federal Communications Commission, fiscal year 1940, $25,000.

Total, Federal Communications Commission, $1,838,175.
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fled in the appropriation for this purpose in the Independent Offices 
Appropriation Act, 1939, $17,500. 

Employees' compensation fund, emergency relief: The paragraph 
in the Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1939, under the head 
"Employees' Compensation Fund, Emergency Relief", is hereby 
amended by striking out the sum "$2,936,546" and inserting in lieu 
thereof the sum "$3,686,546". 

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION 

Salaries and expenses: For seven Commissioners, and for all other 
authorized expenditures of the Federal Communications Commission 
in performing the duties imposed by the Communications Act of 
1934, approved June 19, 1931 (48 Stat. 1064), the Ship Act of 1910, 
approved June 24, 1910, as amended (46 U. S. C. 481 187), the Inter-
national Radiotelegraphic Convention (45 Stat., pt. 2, p. 2760), 
Executive Order Numbered 3513, dated July 9, 1921, as amended 
under date of June 30, 1934, relating to applications for submarine 
cable licenses, and the radiotelegraphy provisions of the Convention 
for Promoting Safety of Life at Sea, ratified by the President of the 
United States, July 7, 19362 including personal services, contract 
stenographic reporting services, rental of quarters, newspapers, 
periodicals, reference books, law books, special counsel fees, supplies 
and equipment, including purchase and exchange of instruments, 
which may be purchased without regard to section 3709 of the 
Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) when the aggregate amount involved 
does not exceed $25, improvement and care of grounds and repairs to 
buildings, not to exceed $5,000, purchase, including exchange, mainte-
nance, operation, and repair of motor-propelled passenger-carrying 
vehicles for official use in the field, not to exceed $3,000, traveling 
expenses, including expenses of attendance at meetings which in the 
discretion of the Commission are necessary for the efficient discharge 
of its responsibilities, reimbursement to ships of the United States 
for charges incurred by such ships in transmitting information in 
compliance with section 357 of the Communications Act of 1934, as 
amended, expenses of packing, crating, drayage, and transportation 
of household goods and other personal effects (not to exceed in any 
case five thousand pounds) of officers and employees when transferred 
from one official station to another for permanent duty upon specific 
authorization by the Commission, and other necessary expenses; fiscal 
year 1940, $1,800,000, of which amount not to exceed $1,151,000 may 
be expended for personal services in the District of Columbia. 

Special study of radio requirements necessary for ships navigating 
the Great Lakes and inland waters of the United States: To enable 
the Federal Communications Commission to study and report to 
Congress the radio requirements necessary or desirable for safety 
purposes for ships navigating the Great Lakes and the inland waters 
of the United States, as provided in section 15 of the Act entitled 
"An Act to amend the Communications Act of 1934, approved June 
19, 1934, for the purpose of promoting safety of life and property at 
sea through the use of wire and radio communications, to make more 
effective the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 
1929. and for other purposes", approved May 20, 1937 (50 Stat. 
189-198), including personal services in the District of Columbia and 
elsewhere; travel expenses, supplies and equipment, and such other 
contingent and miscellaneous expenses as may be necessary; fiscal 
year 1940, $13,175. 

Printing and binding: For all printing and binding for the 
Federal Communications Commission, fiscal year 1940, $25,000. 

Total, Federal Communications Commission, $1,838,175. 
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Limitation on ad-
ministrative expenses
increased.

52 Stat. 434.

National Gallery of
Art, maintenance.

50 Stat. 51; ante,
p. 577.

Personal services.

Administrative ex-
penses.

52 Stat. 705; ante,
p. 624.

Rent.

Availability.

Allocations to de-
partments, etc.

Proviso.
Minor purchases.
R. S. § 3709.
41 U. S.C. 5.

Direct relief to des-
titute citizens, Anoka
and Hennepin Coun-
ties, Minn.

Proviso.
State, etc., contribu-

tions.

Board of Tax Ap-
peals.

RECONSTRUCTION FINANCE CORPORATION

Salaries and administrative expenses: The limitation of $9,250,000
for administrative expenses of the Reconstruction Finance Corpora-
tion and the Reconstruction Finance Corporation Mortgage Company
for the fiscal year 1939, contained in the Independent Offices Appro-
priation Act, 1939, is hereby increased to $9,500,000.

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION

Salaries and expenses, National Gallery of Art: For the upkeep
and operation of the National Gallery of Art, the protection and care
of the works of art therein, and all administrative expenses incident
thereto, as authorized by the Act of March 24, 1937 (50 Stat. 51), as
amended by the public resolution of April 13, 1939 (Public Resolution
Numbered 9, Seventy-sixth Congress), including personal services in
the District of Columbia (except as otherwise provided in sec. 4 (c)
of such Act) ; traveling expenses; supplies and equipment; periodicals
and books of reference; rental of equipment; services; uniforms for
guards and elevator operators; not to exceed $2,000 for printing and
binding; purchase or rental of devices for protecting buildings and
contents thereof; and maintenance and repair of buildings, approaches,
and grounds, fiscal year 1940, $159,000.

TEMPORARY NATIONAL ECONOMIC COMMITTEE

For an additional amount for each and every purpose requisite and
incident to carrying out the provisions of the public resolution entitled
"Joint resolution to create a temporary national economic committee",
approved June 16, 1938, as amended by the public resolution approved
April 26, 1939, including rent and personal services in the District
of Columbia and elsewhere by contract or otherwise; contract steno-
graphic reporting services; books of reference; traveling expenses;
employment of messenger service by contract or otherwise, and all
other necessary expenses; $390,000, to be available until the expira-
tion of the Seventy-sixth Congress, of which amount not to exceed
$96,000 shall be available for expenditure by the Temporary National
Economic Committee and $294,000 for allocation by the President to
the departments and agencies represented on the Committee to enable
them to carry out their functions under such public resolution approved
June 16 1938: Provided, That section 3709 of the Revised Statutes
(41 U. S. C. 5) shall not apply to any purchase or service rendered
hereunder when the aggregate amount involved does not exceed $100.

WORK PROJECTS ADMINISTRATION

To enable the Commissioner of Work Projects to afford direct relief
to citizens of the counties of Anoka and Hennepin, in the State of
Minnesota, made destitute by the recent tornado which occurred in
that State, either by grants to the Governor of the State of Minnesota
or local authorities, or otherwise, as he may determine, fiscal year
1940, $35,000, payable from funds of the Work Projects Admin-
istration: Provided, That, in the discretion of the Commissioner
of Works Projects, no part of this sum shall be used for grants unless
a sum or sums at least equal to such grants shall have been made
available by the State of Minnesota or a political subdivision thereof
for the accomplishment of the same purpose.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Board of Tax Appeals: For an additional amount for salaries of
the Board of Tax Appeals for the District of Columbia, in accordance
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RECONSTRUCTION FINANCE CORPORATION 

Salaries and, administrative expenses: The limitation of $9,250,000 
for administrative expenses of the Reconstruction Finance Corpora-
tion and the Reconstruction Finance Corporation Mortgage Company 
for the fiscal year 1939, contained in the Independent Offices Appro-
priation Act, 1939, is hereby increased to $9,500,000. 

SMITHSONIAN INSTITC IION 

Salaries and expenses, National Gallery of Art: For the upkeep 
and operation of the National Gallery of Art, the protection and care 
of the works of art therein, and all administrative expenses incident 
thereto, as authorized by the Act of March 24, 1937 (50 Stat. 51), as 
amended by the public resolution of April 13, 1939 (Public Resolution 
Numbered 9, Seventy-sixth Congress), including personal services in 
the District of Columbia (except as otherwise provided in sec. 4 (c) 
of such Act) ; traveling expenses; supplies and equipment; periodicals 
and books of reference; rental of equipment; services; uniforms for 
guards and elevator operators; not to exceed $2,000 for printing and 
binding; purchase or rental of devices for protecting buildings and 
contents thereof; and maintenance and repair of buildings, approaches, 
and grounds, fiscal year 1940, $159,000. 

TEMPORARY NATIONAL ECONOMIC COMMIllk.h. 

For an additional amount for each and every purpose requisite and 
incident to carrying out the provisions of the public resolution entitled 
"Joint resolution to create a temporary national economic committee", 
approved June 16, 1938, as amended by the public resolution approved 
April 26, 1939, including rent and personal services in the District 
of Columbia and elsewhere by contract or otherwise; contract steno-
graphic reporting services; books of reference; traveling expenses; 
employment of messenger service by contract or otherwise, and all 
other necessary expenses; $390,000, to be available until the expira-
tion of the Seventy-sixth Congress, of which amount not to exceed 
$96,000 shall be available for expenditure by the Temporary National 
Economic Committee and $294,000 for allocation by the President to 
the departments and agencies represented on the Committee to enable 
them to carry out their functions under such public resolution approved 
June 16, 1938: Provided, That section 3709 of the Revised Statutes 
(41 U. S. C. 5) shall not apply to any purchase or service rendered 
hereunder when the aggregate amount involved does not exceed $100. 

WORK PROJECTS ADMINISTRATION 

To enable the Commissioner of Work Projects to afford direct relief 
to citizens of the counties of Anoka and Hennepin, in the State of 
Minnesota, made destitute by the recent tornado which occurred in 
that State, either by grants to the Governor of the State of Minnesota 
or local authorities, or otherwise, as he may determine, fiscal year 
1940, $35,000, payable from funds of the Work Projects Admin-
istration: Provided, That, in the discretion of the Commissioner 
of Works Projects, no part of this sum shall be used for grants unless 
a sum or sums at least equal to such grants shall have been made 
available by the State of Minnesota or a political subdivision thereof 
for the accomplishment of the same purpose. 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

Board of Tax Appeals: For an additional amount for salaries of 
the Board of Tax Appeals for the District of Columbia, in accordance 
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with title IX of the Act entitled "An Act to amend the District of
Columbia Revenue Act of 1937, and for other purposes", approved 52

s t t. 37
0.

May 16, 1938, fiscal year 1939, $350. Supp. IV, § 97
Commission on Mental Health: For an additional amount for corn- Commissi

pensation of members of the Commission on Mental Health of the MentalHealt
l

District of Columbia, and other personal services, including payment
of witness fees and mileage, fiscal year 1939, $750.

Public schools: For an additional amount for personal services of Publie sc

clerks and other employees, fiscal year 1939, $705.
Policemen and firemen's relief: For an additional amount to pay mPliceme a

the policemen and firemen's relief and other allowances as authorized
by law, fiscal year 1939, $65,000.

Municipal court, jurors: For an additional amount for compensa- Municipal

tion of jurors, under the same conditions and limitations applicable to juror

the appropriation for this purpose in the District of Columbia Appro- 52 Stat. 176-

priation Act, fiscal year 1939, $725.
Division of expenses: The foregoing sums for the District of peDS'ion.

Columbia, unless otherwise therein specifically provided, shall be paid
out of the revenues of the District of Columbia and the Treasury of
the United States in the manner prescribed by the District of
Columbia Appropriation Acts for the respective fiscal years for which
such sums are provided.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

COMMODITY CREDIT CORPORATION

Salaries and administrative expenses: Not to exceed $2,000,000 of
the funds of the Commodity Credit Corporation, established as an
agency of the Government by Executive Order Numbered 6340, dated
October 16, 1933, and continued as such agency to June 30, 1941, by
the Act of March 4, 1939 (Public Act Numbered 3, Seventy-sixth
Congress), shall be available during the fiscal year 1940 for adminis-
trative expenses of the Corporation, including personal services in the
District of Columbia and elsewhere; travel expenses, in accordance
with the Standardized Government Travel Regulations and the Act
of June 3, 1926, as amended (5 U. S. C. 821-833); printing and bind-
ing; law books and books of reference; not to exceed $150 for peri-
odicals, maps, and newspapers; procurement of supplies, equipment,
and services; typewriters, adding machines, and other labor-saving
devices, including their repair and exchange; rent in the District of
Columbia and elsewhere; and all other necessary administrative
expenses: Provided, That all necessary expenses (including legal and
special services performed on a contract or fee basis, but not including
other personal services) in connection with the acquisition, operation,
maintenance, improvement, or disposition of any real or personal
property belonging to the Corporation or in which it has an interest,
including expenses of collections of pledged collateral, shall be con-
sidered as nonadministrative expenses for the purposes hereof: Pro-
vided, That the funds made available by this paragraph shall be
subject to section 4 of the Independent Offices Appropriation Act,
1940.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

Salaries: The sum of $216,560 of the funds appropriated by sec-
tion 201 (a) of the Public Works Administration Appropriation Act
of 1938 is hereby transferred, effective July 1, 1939, to the appro-
priation "Salaries, Office of the Secretary of the Interior, 1940", such
amount to be taken from the sum made available for the fiscal year
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'ravel expenses.
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with title IX of the Act entitled "An Act to amend the District of 
Columbia Revenue Act of 1937, and for other purposes", approved 
May 16, 1938, fiscal year 1939, $350. 
Commission on Mental Health: For an additional amount for com-

pensation of members of the Commission on Mental Health of the 
District of Columbia, and other personal services, including payment 
of witness fees and mileage, fiscal year 1939, $750. 

Public schools: For an additional amount for personal services of 
clerks and other employees, fiscal year 1939, $705. 
Policemen and firemen's relief: For an additional amount to pay 

the policemen and firemen's relief and other allowances as authorized 
by law, fiscal year 1939, $65,000. 

Municipal court, jurors: For an additional amount for compensa-
tion of jurors, under the same conditions and limitations applicable to 
the appropriation for this purpose in the District of Columbia Appro-
priation Act, fiscal year 1939, $725. 

Division of expenses: The foregoing sums for the District of 
Columbia, unless otherwise therein specifically provided, shall be paid 
out of the revenues of the District of Columbia and the Treasury of 
the United States in the manner prescribed by the District of 
Columbia Appropriation Acts for the respective fiscal years for which 
such sums are provided. 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

COMMODITY CREDIT CORPORATION 

Salaries and administrative expenses: Not to exceed $2,000,000 of 
the funds of the Commodity Credit Corporation, established as an 
agency of the Government by Executive Order Numbered 6340, dated 
October 16, 1933, and continued as such agency to June 30, 1941, by 
the Act of March 4, 1939 (Public Act Numbered 3, Seventy-sixth 
Congress), shall be available during the fiscal year 1940 for adminis-
trative expenses of the Corporation, including personal services in the 
District of Columbia and elsewhere; travel expenses, in accordance 
with the Standardized Government Travel Regulations and the Act 
of June 3, 1926, as amended (5 U. S. C. 821-833) ; printing and bind-
ing; law books and books of reference; not to exceed $150 for peri-
odicals, maps, and newspapers; procurement of supplies, equipment, 
and services; typewriters, adding machines, and other labor-saving 
devices, including their repair and exchange; rent in the District of 
Columbia and elsewhere; and all other necessary administrative 
expenses: Provided, That all necessary expenses (including legal and 
special services performed on a contract or fee basis, but not including 
other personal services) in connection with the acquisition, operation, 
maintenance, improvement, or disposition of any real or personal 
property belonging to the Corporation or in which it has an interest, 
including expenses of collections of pledged collateral, shall be con-
sidered as nonadministrative expenses for the purposes hereof: Pro-
vided, That the funds made available by this paragraph shall be 
subject to section 4 of the Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 
1940. 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

OFFICE OF 1131. SECRETARY 

Salaries: The sum of $216,560 of the funds appropriated by sec-
tion 201 (a) of the Public Works Administration _Appropriation Act 
of 1938 is hereby transferred, effective July 1, 1939, to the appro-
priation "Salaries, Office of the Secretary of the Interior, 1940", such 
amount to be taken from the sum made available for the fiscal year 
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Ante, p. 548.

Registers of land
offices.

Hospitals, etc.,
Alaska.

50 Stat. 222.

r(
rf

P
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p

1940 for administrative expenses of the Federal Emergency Adminis-
tration of Public Works by the Independent Offices Appropriation
Act, 1940.

GENERAL LAND OFFICE

Registers: For an additional amount for salaries and commissions
of registers of district land offices, fiscal year 1939, $1,000.

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

Construction, and so forth, buildings and utilities, Indian Service:
The unexpended balance of the appropriation of $100,000 contained
in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1937, for the
construction and equipment of a hospital at Point Barrow, Alaska,
is hereby made available under this head until June 30, 1941, for the
construction and equipment of hospitals and quarters in Alaska.

GOVERNMENT IN THE TERRITORIES

esource, f natura Division of Territories and Island Possessions: For an additional
,gioens. amount for expenses of the Division of Territories and IslandAnte, p. 634; post,
. 1321. Possessions in the investigation and survey of natural resources of the
Personal services. land and sea areas of the Antarctic regions, including personal serv-
5 .s.. C. 661-674; ices in the District of Columbia and elsewhere without regard to

app. v, 1673,673c. the civil-service laws or the Classification Act of 1923, as amended,
or by contract, if deemed necessary, without regard to the provisions

R. S. 1 39. of section 3709 of the Revised Statutes, rent, traveling expenses, pur-
chase of necessary books, documents, newspapers and periodicals,
stationery, hire of automobiles, purchase of equipment, supplies and
provisions, and all other necessary expenses, fiscal year 1939, to

conitso. remain available until June 30, 1940, $340,000: Provided, That fuel,
liesinforeignorts. repairs, and emergency supplies may be contracted for in foreign

ports.
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

JUDICIAL

U. S. Courts.
Transfer of appro-

priations; availabil-

52 Stat. 268.
Printing and bind-

ing.
52 Stat. 259.
District court,

C. Z.
52 Stat. 266.
Marshals.
52 Stat. 267.
Clerks.
52 Stat. 268.
Miscellaneous sal-

aries.
52 Stat. 268.
Proviso.
Department defi-

ciencies, 1938 and prior
years.

52 Stat. 268.

Conciliation Com-
missioners, U. S.
Courts.

MARSHALS, AND OTHER EXPENSES OF UNITED STATES COURTS

The sum of $136,000 of the unexpended balance of the appropria-
tion "Fees of Jurors and Witnesses, United States Courts, 1939", is
hereby transferred and made available for the purposes of the
appropriations to which transferred, as follows: The sum of $50,000
to "Printing and Binding, Department of Justice and Courts, 1939";
the sum of $2,000 to "Salaries District Court, Panama Canal Zone,
1939"; the sum of $40,000 to "Salaries, Fees, and Expenses of Mar-
shals, United States Courts? 1939"; the sum of $27,000 to "Salaries
and Expenses of Clerks, United States Courts, 1939"; and the sum of
$17,000 to "Miscellaneous Salaries, United States Courts, 1939":
Provided, That the deficiencies under appropriations for the Depart-
ment of Justice for the fiscal year 1938 and prior fiscal years due
to settlements of accounts and claims by the Comptroller General of
the United States, set forth on page 134 of the hearing of June 19,
1939, before the subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations
in charge of deficiency appropriations, may be charged against the
appropriation "Fees of Jurors and Witnesses, United States Courts,
1939".

Conciliation Commissioners, United States Courts: The unexpended
balances of the appropriations "Fees and Expenses of Conciliation
Commissioners, United States Courts, 1937-1939", and "Fees of Con-
ciliation Commissioners, United States Courts, 1938", are hereby
continued available for the same purposes until June 30, 1940.
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1940 for administrative expenses of the Federal Emergency Adminis-
tration of Public Works by the Independent Offices Appropriation 
Act, 1940. 

GENERAL LAND OFFICE 

Registers: For an additional amount for salaries and commissions 
of registers of district land offices, fiscal year 1939, $1,000. 

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 

Construction, and so forth, buildings and utilities, Indian Service: 
The unexpended balance of the appropriation of $100,000 contained 
in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1937, for the 
construction and equipment of a hospital at Point Barrow, Alaska, 
is hereby made available under this head until June 30, 1941, for the 
construction and equipment of hospitals and quarters in Alaska. 

GOVERNMENT IN THE TERRITORIES 

Division of Territories and Island Possessions: For an additional 
amount for expenses of the Division of Territories and Island 
Possessions in the investigation and survey of natural resources of the 
land and sea areas of the Antarctic regions, including personal serv-
ices in the District of Columbia and elsewhere without regard to 
the civil-service laws or the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, 
or by contract, if deemed necessary, without regard to the provisions 
of section 3709 of the Revised Statutes, rent, traveling expenses, pur-
chase of necessary books, documents, newspapers and periodicals, 
stationery, hire of automobiles, purchase of equipment, supplies and 
provisions, and all other necessary expenses, fiscal year 1939, to 
remain available until June 30, 1940, $340,000: Provided, That fuel, 
repairs, and emergency supplies may be contracted for in foreign 
ports. 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

JUDICIAL 

MARSHALS, AND OTHER EXPENSES OF UNITED STATES COURTS 

The sum of $136,000 of the unexpended balance of the appropria-
tion "Fees of Jurors and Witnesses, United States Courts, 1939", is 
hereby transferred and made available for the purposes of the 
appropriations to which transferred, as follows: The sum of $50,000 
to "Printing and Binding, Department of Justice and Courts, 1939"; 
the sum of $2,000 to "Salaries, District Court, Panama Canal Zone, 
1939"; the sum of $40,000 to "Salaries, Fees, and Expenses of Mar-
shals, United States Courts? 1939"; the sum of $27,000 to "Salaries 
and Expenses of Clerks, United States Courts, 1939"; and the sum of 
$17,000 to "Miscellaneous Salaries, United States Courts, 1939": 
Provided, That the deficiencies under appropriations for the Depart-
ment of Justice for the fiscal year 1938 and prior fiscal years due 
to settlements of accounts and claims by the Comptroller General of 
the United States, set forth on page 134 of the hearing of June 19, 
1939, before the subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations 
in charge of deficiency appropriations, may be charged against the 
appropriation "Fees of Jurors and Witnesses, United States Courts, 
1939" 

Conciliation Commissioners, United States Courts: The unexpended 
balances of the appropriations "Fees and Expenses of Conciliation 
Commissioners, United States Courts, 1937-1939", and "Fees of Con-
ciliation Commissioners, United States Courts,1938", are hereby 
continued available for the same purposes until June 30, 1940. 
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POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT

(OUT OF POSTAL REVENUES)

Unexpended balances of appropriations for the Post Office Depart-
ment are hereby transferred and made available for the purposes of
the appropriations to which transferred, as follows: The sum of
$1,500,000 from "Railway Mail Service, Salaries, 1939" to "Clerks,
First- and Second-Class Post Offices, 1939"; the sum of $1,000,000
from "Railroad Transportation and Mail Messenger Service, 1939"
to "City Delivery Carriers, 1939"; the sum of $350,000 from "Rural
Delivery Service, 1939" to "Special Delivery Fees, 1939"; the sum
of $15,000 from "Electric- and Cable-Car Service, 1939" to "Power-
Boat Service, 1939"; and the sum of $35,000 from "Manufacture and
Distribution of Stamps and Stamped Paper, 1939" to "Unpaid Money
Orders More Than One Year Old, 1939".

The appropriation "Vehicle Service, 1940", contained in the Post
Office Department Appropriation Act, 1940, approved May 6, 1939, is
hereby made available also for the repair of vehicles owned by, or
under the control of, units of the National Guard and departments
and agencies of the Federal Government where repairs are made nec-
essary because of utilization of such vehicles in the Postal Service.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Alaskan International Highway Commission: For the expenses of
the Alaskan International Highway Commission, created by the Act
of May 31, 1938 (52 Stat. 590), including personal services in the
District of Columbia or elsewhere without regard to the civil-service
laws and the Classification Act of 1923, as amended; stenographic,
translating, and other services by contract if deemed necessary, with-
out regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5);
communication service; rent; travel expenses; local transportation;
transportation of things; purchase of necessary books, documents,
newspapers, periodicals, and maps; stationery; equipment; official
cards; entertainment; printing and binding; and such other expenses
as the President shall deem proper in the fulfillment of the duty of
the Commission, including the United States share of necessary joint
expenses of the two Governments, fiscal year 1940, $6,200.

Eighth Pan American Child Congress, San Jos6, Costa Rica: For
the expenses of participation by the United States in the Eighth Pan
American Child Congress, to be held at San Jose, Costa Rica in 1939,
including personal services in the District of Columbia or elsewhere,
without regard to the Classification Act of 1923, as amended; steno-
graphic reporting, translating, and other services by contract if
deemed necessary, without regard to section 3709 of the Revised Stat-
utes (41 U. S. C. 5); communication service; rent; travel expenses;
local transportation; transportation of things; purchase of necessary
books, documents, newspapers, and periodicals; stationery; equipment;
official cards; entertainment; printing and binding; cost of assem-
bling, installing, packing, transporting, safekeeping, demonstrating,
and renovating a suitable exhibit, and the purchase of supplies inci-
dent thereto, by contract if deemed necessary without regard to section
3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5); and such other expenses
as may be authorized by the Secretary of State, including the reim-
bursement of other appropriations from which payments may have
been made for any of the purposes herein specified, to be expended
under the direction of the Secretary of State, fiscal year 1940, $5,000.

First Pan American Housing Conference, Buenos Aires, Argentina:
For the expenses of participation by the United States in the First
Pan American Housing Conference, to be held at Buenos Aires,
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POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT 

(01:T OF POSTAL REVENUES) 

Unexpended balances of appropriations for the Post Office Depart-
ment are hereby transferred and made available for the purposes of 
the appropriations to which transferred, as follows: The sum of 
$1,500,000 from "Railway Mail Service, Salaries, 1939" to "Clerks, 
First- and Second-Class Post Offices, 1939"; the sum of $1,000,000 
from "Railroad Transportation and Mail Messenger Service, 1939" 
to "City Delivery Carriers, 1939"; the sum of $350,000 from "Rural 
Delivery Service, 1939" to "Special Delivery Fees, 1939"; the sum 
of $15,000 from "Electric- and Cable-Car Service, 1939" to "Power-
Boat Service, 1939"; and the sum of $35,000 from "Manufacture and 
Distribution of Stamps and Stamped Paper, 1939" to "Unpaid Money 
Orders More Than One Year Old, 1939". 
The appropriation "Vehicle Service, 1940", contained in the Post 

Office Department Appropriation Act, 1940, approved May 6, 1939, is 
hereby made available also for the repair of vehicles owned by, or 
under the control of, units of the National Guard and departments 
and agencies of the Federal Government where repairs are made nec-
essary because of utilization of such vehicles in the Postal Service. 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

Alaskan International Highway Commission: For the expenses of 
the Alaskan International Highway Commission, created by the Act 
of May 31, 1938 (52 Stat. 590), including personal services in the 
District of Columbia or elsewhere without regard to the civil-service 
laws and the Classification Act of 1923, as amended; stenographic, 
translating, and other services by contract if deemed necessary, with-
out regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) ; 
communication service; rent; travel expenses; local transportation; 
transportation of things; purchase of necessary books, documents, 
newspapers, periodicals, and maps; stationery; equipment; official 
cards; entertainment; printing and binding; and such other expenses 
as the President shall deem proper in the fulfillment of the duty of 
the Commission, including the United States share of necessary joint 
expenses of the two Governments, fiscal year 1940, $6,200. 
Eighth Pan American Child Congress, San Jose, Costa Rica: For 

the expenses of participation by the United States in the Eighth Pan 
American Child Congress, to be held at San Jos6, Costa Rica, in 1939, 
including personal services in the District of Columbia or elsewhere, 
without regard to the Classification Act of 1923, as amended; steno-
graphic reporting, translating, and other services by contract if 
deemed necessary, without regard to section 3709 of the Revised Stat-
utes (41 U. S. C. 5) ; communication service; rent; travel expenses; 
local transportation; transportation of things; purchase of necessary 
books, documents, newspapers, and periodicals;. stationery; equipment; 
official cards; entertainment; printing and binding; cost of assem-
bling, installing, packing, transporting, safekeeping, demonstrating, 
and renovating a suitable exhibit, and the purchase of supplies inci-
dent thereto, by contract if deemed necessary without regard to section 
3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) ; and such other expenses 
as may be authorized by the Secretary of State, including the reim-
bursement of other appropriations from which. payments may have 
been made for any of the purposes herein specified, to be expended 
under the direction of the Secretary of State, fiscal year 1940, $5,000. 

First Pan American Housing Conference, Buenos Aires, Argentina: 
For the expenses of participation by the United States in the First 
Pan American Housing Conference, to be held at Buenos Aires, 
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Personal services. Argentina, in 1939, including personal services in the District of
upp. IV, §§673,673c. Columbia or elsewhere, without regard to the Classification Act of
R. nst. r 3709. 1923, as amended; stenographic reporting, translating, and other serv-
41 u. S. 0. § 5. ices by contract if deemed necessary, without regard to section 3709

of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5); communication service; rent;
travel expenses; local transportation; transportation of things; pur-
chase of necessary books, documents, newspapers, and periodicals;
stationery; equipment; official cards; entertainment; printing and
binding; cost of assembling, installing, packing, transporting, safe-
keeping, demonstrating, and renovating a suitable exhibit; and such
other expenses as may be authorized by the Secretary of State, includ-
ing the reimbursement of other appropriations from which payments
may have been made for any of the purposes herein specified, to be
expended under the direction of the Secretary of State, fiscal year
1940, $2,000.

International Cor- 1940, $2,000.
mittee rnonalolit International Committee on Political Refugees: for the expenses
Refugees. of participation by the United States in the International Committee

P ersonaC se rvi6312 on Political Refugees, including personal services in the District of
661-674; Supp. IV Columbia and elsewhere without regard to the civil-service laws and
Js 673,673c. regulations or the Classification Act of 1923, as amended; steno-

contract services. graphic reporting, translating, and other services by contract if
deemed necessary, without regard to section 3709 of the Revised

R. S. § 3709. Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5); rent; traveling expenses; purchase of neces-
4 1  sary books, documents, newspapers, and periodicals; stationery; equip-

ment; official cards; printing and binding; entertainment; and such
other expenses as may be authorized by the Secretary of State, includ-
ing the reimbursement of other appropriations from which payments
may have been made for any of the purposes herein specified, fiscal

Unexpendaped bal. year 1940, $20,000, together with the unexpended balance of the
anreappropated. appropriation for this purpose for the fiscal years 1938 and 1939 con-

52 Stat. 1147. tained in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938:
Proviso. Provided, That no salary shall be paid hereunder at a rate in excess
Salary limitation, o 7,500 per annum.

of $7,500 per annum.
Third International Third International Congress for Microbiology: For the expenses

biology. of participation by the United States in the Third International Con-
gress for Microbiology, to be held in the United States during the
calendar year 1939, as authorized by and in accordance with Public

Ante P 554. Resolution Numbered 6, approved March 29, 1939, fiscal year 1940,
$5,000.

Mixed Claims Com- Mixed Claims Commission, United States and Germany: For the
m fission, United States
and Germany. Mixed Claims Commission, United States and Germany, fiscal year

1939, including the same objects specified under this head in the First
49 stat. 1631. Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1936, $34,400, to remain

available until June 30, 1940.
Emergencies, Diplo- Emergencies arising in the Diplomatic and Consular Service: The

matic and Consular *
Service. unexpended balance of the appropriation "Emergencies Arising in the

Diplomatic and Consular Service, 1938 and 1939", contained in the
52 stat. 1145. Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938, is continued

available for the same purposes until June 30, 1940.
International con- International Monetary and Economic Conference and General
Balances reappro- Disarmament Conference: The unexpended balances of the appropria-

pri
a ted. tions "International Monetary and Economic Conference, 1933-1939",

and "General Disarmament Conference, Geneva, Switzerland, 1933-
1939", contained in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal

52 Stat. 1147. year 1938, are continued available for the same purposes until June
30, 1940.
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Argentina, in 1939, including personal services in the District of 
Columbia or elsewhere, without regard to the Classification Act of 
1923, as amended; stenographic reporting, translating, and other serv-
ices by contract if deemed necessary, without regard to section 3709 
of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) ; communication service; rent; 
travel expenses; local transportation; transportation of things; pur-
chase of necessary books, documents, newspapers, and periodicals; 
stationery; equipment; official cards; entertainment; printing and 
binding; cost of assembling, installing, packing, transporting, safe-
keeping, demonstrating, and renovating a suitable exhibit; and such 
other expenses as may be authorized by the Secretary of State, includ-
ing the reimbursement of other appropriations from which payments 
may have been made for any of the purposes herein specified, to be 
expended under the direction of the Secretary of State, fiscal year 
1940, $2,000. 

International Committee on Political Refugees: for the expenses 
of participation by the United States in the International Committee 
on Political Refugees, including personal services in the District of 
Columbia and elsewhere without regard to the civil-service laws and 
regulations or the Classification Act of 1923, as amended; steno-
graphic reporting, translating, and other services by contract if 
deemed necessary, without regard to section 3709 of the Revised 
Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) ; rent; traveling expenses; purchase of neces-
sary books, documents, newspapers, and periodicals; stationery; equip-
ment; official cards; printing and binding; entertainment; and such 
other expenses as may be authorized by the Secretary of State, includ-
ing the reimbursement of other appropriations from which payments 
may have been made for any of the purposes herein specified, fiscal 
year 1940, $20,000, together with the unexpended balance of the 
appropriation for this purpose for the fiscal years 1938 and 1939 con-
tained in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938: 
Provided, That no salary shall be paid hereunder at a rate in excess 
of $7,500 per annum. 
Third International Congress for Microbiology: For the expenses 

of participation by the United States in the Third International Con-
gress for Microbiology, to be held in the United States during the 
calendar year 1939, as authorized by and in accordance with Public 
Resolution Numbered 6, approved March 29, 1939, fiscal year 1940, 
$5,000. 
Mixed Claims Commission, United States and Germany: For the 

Mixed Claims Commission, United States and Germany, fiscal year 
1939, including the same objects specified under this head in the First 
Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1936, $34,400, to remain 
available until June 30, 1940. 
Emergencies arising in the Diplomatic and Consular Service: The 

unexpended balance of the appropriation "Emergencies Arising in the 
Diplomatic and Consular Service, 1938 and 1939", contained in the 
Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938, is continued 
available for the same purposes until June 30, 1940. 

International Monetary and Economic Conference and General 
Disarmament Conference: The unexpended balances of the appropria-
tions "International Monetary and Economic Conference, 1933-1939", 
and "General Disarmament Conference, Geneva, Switzerland, 1933-
1939", contained in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal 
year 1938, are continued available for the same purposes until June 
30, 1940. 
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TREASURY DEPARTMENT

OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF ACCOUNTS AND DEPOSITS

Contingent expenses, public moneys: For an additional amount for
contingent expenses, public moneys, fiscal year 1939, including the
same objects specified under this head in the Treasury Department
Appropriation Act, 1939, $6,500.

COAST GUARD

Office of the Commandant: Not exceeding $6,600 of the amount
appropriated for "Fuel and water, Coast Guard", in the Treasury
Department Appropriation Act, 1939, may be transferred to the
appropriation for "Salaries, office of Coast Guard, 1939".

PROCUREMENT DIVISION, PUBLIC BUILDINGS BRANCH

Operating force for public buildings: For an additional amount for
personal services, fiscal year 1939, including the same objects specified
under this head in the Treasury Department Appropriation Act, 1939,
$15,500.

SEC. 2. That section 6 of the Treasury and Post Office Departments
Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1940 (Public, Numbered 65, Seventy-
sixth Congress), approved May 6, 1939, is hereby amended to read
as follows:

"SEC. 6. On and after July 1, 1939, no executive department or
independent establishment of the Government shall transmit through
the mail, free of postage, any book, report, periodical, bulletin, pam-
phlet, list, or other article or document (except official letter corre-
spondence, including such enclosures as are reasonably related to the
subject matter of the correspondence; informational releases in con-
nection with the decennial census of the United States, mail concern-
ing the sale of Government securities, and all forms and blanks and
copies of statutes, rules, regulations, and instructions and administra-
tive orders and interpretations necessary in the administration of
such departments and establishments), unless a request therefor has
been previously received by such department or independent establish-
nlent; or such transmission is required by law; or such docunlent is
transmitted to inform the recipient thereof of the adoption, amend-
ment, or interpretation of a statute, rule, regulation, or order to which
he is subject. For each quarter, beginning with the quarter com-
mencing July 1, 1939, the head of each independent establishment and
executive department (other than the Post Office Department) shall
submit to the Postmaster General, within thirty days after the close
of the quarter, a statement of the weight of the mail matter by
classes of mail that the independent establishment or department has
transmitted free of postage during such quarter, and he shall also
certify to the Postmaster General at the end of each such quarter
that nothing was transmitted through the mail free of postage by the
independent establishment or department in violation of the pro-
visions of this section: Provided, That nothing herein shall be con-
strued to prohibit the mailing free of postage of lists of agricultural
bulletins, lists of public documents which are offered for sale by
the Superintendent of Documents, or of announcements of publica-
tions of maps, atlases, statistical, and other reports offered for sale
by the Federal Power Commission as authorized by section 312 of
the Federal Power Act: Provided further, That this prohibition shall
not apply to the transmission of such books, reports, periodicals,
bulletins, pamphlets, lists, articles, or documents to educational insti-
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TREASURY DEPARTMENT 

OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF ACCOUNTS AND DEPOSITS 

Contingent expenses, public moneys: For an additional amount for 
contingent expenses, public moneys, fiscal year 1939, including the 
same objects specified under this head in the Treasury Department 
Appropriation Act, 1939, $6,500. 

COAST GUARD 

Office of the Commandant: Not exceeding $6,600 of the amount 
appropriated for "Fuel and water, Coast Guard", in the Treasury 
Department Appropriation Act, 1939, may be transferred to the 
appropriation for "Salaries, office of Coast Guard, 1939". 

PROCUREMENT DIVISION, PUBLIC BUILDINGS BRANCH 

Operating force for public buildings: For an additional amount for 
personal services, fiscal. year 1939, including the same objects specified 
under this head in the Treasury Department Appropriation Act, 1939, 
$15,500. 
SEC. 2. That section 6 of the Treasury and Post Office Departments 

Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1940 (Public, Numbered 65, Seventy-
sixth Congress), approved May 6, 1939, is hereby amended to read 
as follows: 

"Snc. 6. On and after July 1, 1939, no executive department or 
independent establishment of the Government shall transmit through 
the mail, free of postage, any book, report, periodical, bulletin, pam-
phlet, list, or other article or document (except official letter corre-
spondence, including such enclosures as are reasonably related to the 
subject matter of the correspondence; informational releases in con-
nection with the decennial census of the United States, mail concern-
ing.the sale of Government securities, and all forms and blanks and 
copies of statutes, rules, regulations, and instructions and administra-
tive orders and interpretations necessary in the administration of 
such departments and establishments), unless a, request therefor has 
been previously received by such department or independent establish-
ment; or such transmission is required by law; or such document is 
transmitted to inform the recipient thereof of the adoption, amend-
ment, or interpretation of a statute, rule, regulation, or order to which 
he is subject. For each quarter, beginning with the quarter com-
mencing July 1, 1939, the head of each independent establishment and 
executive department (other than the Post Office Department) shall 
submit to the Postmaster General, within thirty clays after the close 
of the quarter, a statement of the weight of the mail matter by 
classes of mail that the independent establishment or department has 
transmitted free of postage during such quarter, and he shall also 
certify to the Postmaster General at the end of each such quarter 
that nothing was transmitted through the mail free of postage by the 
independent establishment or department in violation of the pro-
visions of this section: Provided, That nothing herein shall be con-
strued to prohibit the mailing free of postage of lists of agricultural 
bulletins, lists of public documents which are offered for sale by 
the Superintendent of Documents, or of announcements of publica-
tions of maps, atlases, statistical, and other reports offered for sale 
by the Federal Power Commission as authorized by section 312 of 
the Federal Power Act: Provided further, That this prohibition shall 
not apply to the transmission of such books, reports, periodicals, 
bulletins, pamphlets, lists, articles, or documents to educational msti-
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tutions or public libraries, or to Federal, State, or other public
authorities.

SEC. 3. This Act may be cited as the "Urgent Deficiency and Sup-
plemental Appropriation Act, fiscal years 1939 and 1940".

Approved, June 30, 1939.

[CHAPTER 255]
AN ACT

June 30, 1939
[8. 1805] To establish a lien for moneys due hospitals for services rendered in cases caused

(Publc. No. 161] by negligence or fault of others and providing for the recording and enforcing
of such liens.
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Short title.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
colum- United States of America in Congress assembled, That every associa-

im'ent of tion, corporation, or other institution maintaining a hospital in the
eys ,vce District of Columbia, which shall furnish medical or other service to

any patient injured by reason of an accident causing injuries not
. ch. 15; covered by the Employees' Compensation Act or the Workmen's
18;Supp. Compensation Act, shall, if such injured party shall assert or main-

tain a claim against another for damages on account of such injuries,
ceivd by have a lien upon that part going or belonging to such patient, of any
damages
of such recovery or sum had or collected or to be collected by such patient,
e., in or by his heirs or personal representatives in the case of his death,

whether by judgment or by settlement or compromise to the amount
of the reasonable and necessary charges of such hospital for the
treatment, care, and maintenance of such patient in such hospital

vered by up to the date of payment of such damages: Provided, That the lien
ompensa- herein set forth shall not be applied or considered valid against any

one suffering injuries coming under the Employees' Compensation
Act or the Workmen's Compensation Act in this District.

SEC. 2. No such lien shall be effective, however, unless a written
notice containing the name and address of the injured person, the
date of the accident, the name and location of the hospital, and the
name of the person or persons, firm or firms, corporation or corpo-

befledin rations alleged to be liable to the injured party for the injuries
irt of the
uate for received, shall be filed in the office of the clerk of the District Court

of the United States for the District of Columbia in a docket provided
for such liens, prior to the payment of any moneys to such injured
person, his attorneys, or legal representatives as compensation for

irtyllable such injuries; nor unless the hospital shall also mail, postage prepaid,
arty prior a copy of such notice with a statement of the date of filing thereof

to the person or persons, firm or firms, corporation or corporations
alleged to be liable to the injured party for the injuries sustained
prior to the payment of any moneys to such injured person, his
attorneys, or legal representatives as compensation for such injuries.

insurance Such hospital shall mail a copy of such notice to any insurance carrier
which has insured such person, firm, or corporation against such
liability, where the name of such insurance carrier is ascertained.

r amount SEC. 3. Any person or persons, firm or firms, corporation or cor-
porations, including an insurance carrier, making any payment to
such patient or to his attorneys or heirs or legal representatives as
compensation for the injury sustained, after the filing and mailing of
such notice without paying to such hospital the amount of its lien or
so much thereof as can be satisfied out of the moneys due under any
final judgment or compromise or settlement agreement after paying
the amount of any prior liens, shall for a period of one year from the
date of payment to such patient or his heirs, attorneys or legal repre-
sentatives as aforesaid, be and remain liable to such hospital for the
amount which such hospital was entitled to receive as aforesaid; and

Copy to
carrier.

Liability f(
due.
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tutions or public libraries, or to Federal, State, or other public 
authorities." 

SEc. 3. This Act may be cited as the "Urgent Deficiency and Sup-
plemental Appropriation Act, fiscal years 1939 and 1940". 
Approved, June 30, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 255] 
AN ACT 

To establish a lien for moneys due hospitals for services rendered in cases caused 
by negligence or fault of others and providing for the recording and enforcing 
of such liens. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That every associa-
tion, corporation, or other institution maintaining a hospital in the 
District of Columbia, which shall furnish medical or other service to 
any patient injured by reason of an accident causing injuries not 
covered by the Employees' Compensation Act or the Workmen's 
Compensation Act, shall, if such injured party shall assert or main-
tain a claim against another for damages on account of such injuries, 
have a lien upon that part going or belonging to such patient, of .any 
recovery or sum had or collected or to be collected by such patient, 
or by his heirs or personal representatives in the case of his death, 
whether by judgment or by settlement or compromise to the amount 
of the reasonable and necessary charges of such hospital for the 
treatment, care, and maintenance of such patient in such hospital 
up to the date of payment of such damages: Provided, That the lien 
herein set forth shall not be applied or considered valid against any 
one suffering injuries coming under the Employees' Compensation 
Act or the Workmen's Compensation Act in this District. 
SEC. 2. No such lien shall be effective, however, unless a written 

notice containing the name and address of the injured person, the 
date of the accident, the name and location of the hospital, and the 
name of the person or persons, firm or firms, corporation or corpo-
rations alleged to be liable to the injured party for the injuries 
received, shall be filed in the office of the clerk of the District Court 
of the United States for the District of Columbia in a docket provided 
for such liens, prior to the payment of any moneys to such injured 
person, his attorneys, or legal representatives as compensation for 
such injuries; nor unless the hospital shall also mail, postage prepaid, 
a copy of such notice with a statement of the date of filing thereof 
to the person or persons, firm or firms, corporation or corporations 
alleged to be liable to the injured party for the injuries sustained 
prior to the payment of any moneys to such injured person, his 
attorneys, or legal representatives as compensation for such injuries. 
Such hospital shall mail a copy of such notice to any insurance carrier 

which has insured such person, firm, or corporation against such  liability, where the name of such insurance carrier is ascertained. 

SEC. 3. Any person or  persons, firm or firms, corporation or cor-
porations, including .an insurance carrier, making any payment to 
such patient or to his attorneys or heirs or legal representatives as 
compensation for the injury sustained, after the filing and mailing of 
such notice without paying to such hospital the amount of its lien or 
so much thereof as can be satisfied out of the moneys due under any 
final judgment or compromise or settlement agreement after paying 
the amount of any prior liens, shall for a period of one year from the 
date of payment to such patient or his heirs, attorney; or legal repre-
sentatives,as aforesaid, be and remain liable to such hospital for the 
amount which such hospital was entitled to receive as aforesaid; and 
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any such association, corporation, or other institution maintaining
such hospital may, within such period, enforce its lien by a suit at
law against such person or persons, firm or firms, corporation or
corporations making any such payment.

SEC. 4. Any person or persons, firm or firms, corporation or cor-
porations legally liable for such lien or against whom a claim shall
be asserted for compensation for such injuries, shall be permitted
to examine the ledger entries and similar records of any such asso-
ciation, corporation, or other institution or body maintaining such
hospital for the purpose of ascertaining the basis for such lien.

SEC. 5. The clerk of the District Court of the United States for
the District of Columbia shall provide a suitable bound book to be
called the hospital lien docket, in which, upon the filing of any lien
claim under the provisions of this Act, he shall enter the name of
the injured person, the name of the person, firm, or corporation
alleged to be liable for the injuries, the date of the accident, and
the name of the hospital or other institution making the claim. Said
clerk shall make a proper index of the same in the name of the injured
person and the clerk shall charge such reasonable fees, not to exceed
the sum of $1, as the court may by rule fix for the recording, index-
ing, and the releasing of the lien so filed.

Approved, June 30, 1939.

[CHAPTER 256]
AN ACT

To extend the period during which direct obligations of the United States may be
used as collateral security for Federal Reserve notes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the second
paragraph of section 16 of the Federal Reserve Act, as amended, is
hereby amended by striking therefrom the words "until June 30,
1939" and by inserting in lieu thereof the words "until June 30,
1941".

Approved, June 30, 1939.

[CHAPTER 257]
AN ACT

To extend the time within which annual assessment work on mining claims held
by location in the United States may be commenced, for the year commencing
at 12 o'clock meridian July 1, 1938.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That to comply with
the provisions of section 2324 of the Revised Statutes of the United
States, which requires on each mining claim located, and until a patent
has been issued therefor, not less than $100 worth of labor to be per-
formed or improvements aggregating such amount to be made each
year, it shall be sufficient, for the year beginning at 12 o'clock merid-
ian July 1, 1938, if such work or improvements are in good faith
commenced on or before 12 o'clock meridian September 1, 1939, and
prosecuted with reasonable diligence to completion.

Approved, June 30, 1939.
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any such association,. corporation, or other institution maintaining 
such hospital may, within such period, enforce its lien by a suit at 
law against such person or persons, firm or firms, corporation or 
corporations making any such payment. 
SEC. 4. Any person or persons, firm or firms, corporation or cor-

porations legally liable for such lien or against whom a claim shall 
be asserted for compensation for such injuries, shall be permitted 
to examine the ledger entries and .similar records of any such asso-
ciation, corporation, or other institution or body maintaining such 
hospital for the purpose of ascertaining the basis for such lien. 
SEE. 5. The clerk of the District Court of the United States for 

the District of Columbia shall provide a suitable bound book to be 
called the hospital lien docket, in which, upon the filing of any lien 
claim under the provisions of this Act, he shall enter the name of 
the injured person, the name of the person, firm, or corporation 
alleged to be liable for the injuries, the date of the accident, and 
the name of the hospital or other institution making the claim. Said 
clerk shall make a proper index of the same in the name of the injured 
person and the clerk shall charge such reasonable fees, not to exceed 
the sum of $1, as the court may by rule fix for the recording, index-
ing, and the releasing of the lien so filed. 
Approved, June 30, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 256] 
AN ACT 

To extend the period during which direct obligations of the United States may be 
used as collateral security for Federal Reserve notes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the second 
paragraph of section 16 of the Federal Reserve Act, as amended, is 
hereby amended by striking therefrom the words "until June 30, 
1939" and by inserting in lieu thereof the words "until June 30, 
1941". 
Approved, June 30, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 257] 
AN ACT 

To extend the time within which annual assessment work on mining claims held 
by location in the United States may be commenced, for the year commencing 
at 12 o'clock meridian July 1, 1938. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That to comply with 
the provisions of section 2324 of the Revised Statutes of the tTnited 
States, which requires on each mining claim located, and until a patent 
has been issued therefor, not less than $100 worth of labor to be per-
formed or improvements aggregating such amount to be made each 
year, it shall be sufficient, for the year beginning at 12 o'clock merid-
ian July 1, 1938, if such work or improvements are in good faith 
commenced on or before 12 o'clock meridian September 1, 1939, and 
prosecuted with reasonable diligence to completion. 
Approved, June 30, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 258]
AN ACT

Making additional appropriations for the Military Establishment for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1940, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for the Military Establishment for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1940, and for other purposes, namely:

SALARIES, WAR DEPARTMENT

Personal services. For compensation for temporary personal services in the District
of Columbia, fiscal year 1940, as follows:

Office of Secretary of War, $28,923.
Office of Chief of Staff, $21,505.
Adjutant General's Office, $97,942.
Office of the Judge Advocate General, $9,967.
Office of the Chief of Finance, $29,095.
Office of the Quartermaster General, $10,422.
Office of the Chief Signal Officer, $33,964.
Office of the Chief of Air Corps, $52,153.
Office of the Surgeon General, $14,610.
In all, $298,581.

stdictn average s In expending appropriations or portions of appropriations con-
ries. tained in this Act, for the payment for personal services in the

S7; supp. iv, 667 District of Columbia in accordance with the Classification Act of
7 3c  1923, as amended, with the exception of the Assistant Secretary of

War, the average of the salaries of the total number of persons under
any grade in any bureau, office, or other appropriation unit shall not
at any time exceed the average of the compensation rates specified for
the grade by such Act, as amended, and in grades in which only one
position is allocated the salary of such position shall not exceed the

Exception. average of the compensation rates for the grade, except that in
unusually meritorious cases of one position in a grade advances may
be made to rates higher than the average of the compensation rates
of the grade but not more often than once in any fiscal year and then

Proviso. only to the next higher rate: Provided, That this restriction shall not
Restrction not a\),

licable to certain apply (1) to grades 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the clerical-mechanical service,
rades of clerical-me-
hanical service. or (2) to require the reduction in salary of any person whose com-
No reduction in pensation was fixed as of July 1, 1924, in accordance with the rules

xed salaries.
42 tat. 1490. of section 6 of such Act, (3) to require the reduction in salary of any
Transferwithoutre- person who is transferred from one position to another position in

uction. the same or different grade in the same or a different bureau, office,
nigher rates per- or other appropriation unit, (4) to prevent the payment of a salary

under any grade at a rate higher than the maximum rate of the grade
when such higher rate is permitted by the Classification Act of 1923,

I onl odene postion as amended, and is specifically authorized by other law; or (5) to
reduce the compensation of any person in a grade in which only one
position is allocated.

Department contin.
gent expenses.

Ante, p. 694.

Printing and bind.
ing.

Ante, p. 594.

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

CONTINGENT EXPENSES, WAR DEPARTMENT

For an additional amount for contingent expenses, War Depart-
ment, fiscal year 1940, comprising the same objects specified under
this head in the Military Appropriation Act, 1940, $110,750.

PRINTING AND BINDING, WAR DEPARTMENT

For an additional amount for printing and binding for the War
Department, except such as may be otherwise provided for in accord-
ance with existing law, fiscal year 1940, $63,645.
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[CHAPTER 2581 
AN ACT 

Making additional appropriations for the Military Establishment for the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 1940, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following 
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for the Military Establishment for the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1940, and for other purposes, namely: 

SALARIES, WAR DEPARTMENT 

For compensation for temporary personal services in the District 
of Columbia, fiscal year 1940, as follows: 

Office of Secretary of War, $28,923. 
Office of Chief of Staff, $21,505. 
Adjutant General's Office, $97,942. 
Office of the Judge Advocate General, $9,967. 
Office of the Chief of Finance, $29,095. 
Office of the Quartermaster General, $10,422. 
Office of the Chief Signal Officer, $33,964. 
Office of the Chief of Air Corps, $52,153. 
Office of the Surgeon General, $14,610. 
In all, $298,581. 
In expending appropriations or portions of appropriations con-

tained in this Act, for the payment for personal services in the 
District of Columbia in accordance with the Classification Act of 
1923, as amended, with the exception of the Assistant Secretary of 
War, the average of the salaries of the total number of persons under 
any grade in any bureau, office, or other appropriation unit shall not 
at any time exceed the average of the compensation rates specified for 
the grade by such Act, as amended, and in grades in which only one 
position is allocated the salary of such position shall not exceed the 
average of the compensation rates for the grade, except that in 
unusually meritorious cases of one position in a grade advances may 
be made to rates higher than the average of the compensation rates 
of the grade but not more often than once in any fiscal year and then 
only to the next higher rate: Provided, That this restriction shall not 
apply (1) to grades 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the clerical-mechanical service, 
or (2) to require the reduction in salary of any person whose com-
pensation was fixed as of July 1, 1924, in accordance with the rules 
of section 6 of such Act, (3) to require the reduction in salary of any 
person who is transferred from one position to another position in 
the same or different grade in the same or a different bureau, office, 
or other appropriation unit, (4) to prevent the payment of a salary 
under any grade at a rate higher than the maximum rate of the grade 
when such higher rate is permitted by the Classification Act of 1923, 
as amended, and is specifically authorized by other law; or (5) to 
reduce the compensation of any person in a grade in which only one 
position is allocated. 

OFFICE OF THI, SECRETARY 

CONTINGENT EXPENSES, WAR DEPARTMENT 
For an additional amount for contingent expenses, War Depart-

ment, fiscal year 1940, comprising the same objects specified under 
this head in the Military Appropriation Act, 1940, $110,750. 

PRINTING AND BINDING, WAR DEPARTMENT 
For an additional amount for printing and binding for the War 

Department, except such as may be otherwise provided for in accord-
ance with existing law, fiscal year 1940, $63,645. 
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MILITARY ACTIVITIES

EDUCATIONAL ORDERS

For placing educational orders to familiarize private manufactur-
ing establishments with the production of munitions of war of special
or technical design, noncommercial in character, as authorized by law,
fiscal year 1940, $14,250,000.

GENERAL STAFF CORPS

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES

For an additional amount for military intelligence activities, fiscal
year 1940, comprising the same objects specified under this head in
the Military Appropriation Act, 1940, $5,000.

FINANCE DEPARTMENT

PAY OF THE ARMY

For an additional amount for pay of the Army, fiscal year 1940,
comprising the same objects but not subject to the limitations as to
the numbers of commissioned officers and enlisted men specified under
this head in the Military Appropriation Act for said fiscal year,
$10,175,940.

TRAVEL OF THE ARMY

For an additional amount for travel of the Army, fiscal year 1940,
comprising the same objects specified under this head in the Military
Appropriation Act for said fiscal year, $1,853,578.

EXPENSES OF COURTS MARTIAL

For an additional amount for expenses of courts martial, fiscal
year 1940, comprising the same objects specified under this head in
the Military Appropriation Act for said fiscal year, $4,000.

FINANCE SERVICE

For an additional amount for compensation of clerks and other
employees of the Finance Department, fiscal year 1940, $155,545.

QUAIRTERIMASTER CORPS

993

Educational orders.

Ante, pp. 595, 660.

Military intelli-
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Ante, p. 596.

Travel.

Ante, p. 597.
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Ante, p. 59S.

Personal :srvices.

Ante, p. 19J.

Subsistence of the Army: For an additional amount for subsistence Subsistence
of the Army, fiscal year 1940, comprising the same objects specified Army.

under this head in the Military Appropriation Act for said fiscal Antcep.s99.
year, $2,771,015.

Regular supplies of the Army: For an additional amount for regu- tRegula sup
lar supplies of the Army, fiscal year 1940, comprising the same objects
specified under this head in the Military Appropriation Act for said Ante,p.600.

fiscal year, $944,545.
Clothing and equipage: For an additional amount for clothing and Clothing an

equipage for the Army, fiscal year 1940, comprising the same objects pa
specified under this head in the Military Appropriation Act for said Antep.6o.

fiscal year, $6,965,228.
Incidental expenses of the Army: For an additional amount for Incidentalei

incidental expenses of the Army, fiscal year 1940, comprising the same
objects specified under this head in the Military Appropriation Act Antep. 01.

for said fiscal year, $138,255.
Army transportation: For an additional amount for Army trans- ta1my tr-

portation, fiscal year 1940, comprising the same objects specified under
this head in the Military Appropriation Act for said fiscal year, Ante p601.

$3.384,559, and of such amount not to exceed $650,000 may be
expended for the purchase or construction of boats and other vessels, Boats, etc

of the

plies of

d equi-

:penses.

isporta-
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MILITARY A_cTiviTirs 
EDUCATIONAL ORDERS 

For placing educational orders to familiarize private manufactur-
ing establishments with the production of munitions of war of special 
or technical design, noncommercial in character, as authorized by law, 
fiscal year 1940, $14,250,000. 

GENERAL STAFF CORPS 
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE AcTrvrms 

For an additional amount for military intelligence activities, fiscal 
year 1940, comprising the same objects specified under this head in 
the Military Appropriation Act, 1940, $5,000. 

FINANCE DEPARTMENT 

PAY OF TILE ARMY 
For an additional amount for pay of the Army, fiscal year 1940, 

comprising the same objects but not subject to the limitations as to 
the numbers of commissioned officers and enlisted men specified under 
this head in the Military Appropriation Act for said fiscal year, 
$10,175,940. 

TRAVEL OF TH 1, ARMY 

For an additional amount for travel of the Army, fiscal year 1940, 
comprising the same objects specified under this head in the Military 
Appropriation Act for said fiscal year, $1,853,578. 

EXPENSES OF COURTS MARTIAL 

For an additional amount for expenses of courts martial, fiscal 
year 1940, comprising the same objects specified under this head in 
the Military Appropriation Act for said fiscal year, $4,000. 

FINANCE SERVICE 

For an additional amount for compensation of clerks and other 
employees of the Finance Department, fiscal year 1940, $155,545. 

QUARTERMASTER CORPS 

Subsistence of the Army: For an additional amount for subsistence 
of the Army, fiscal year 1940, comprising the same objects specified 
under this head in the Military Appropriation Act for said fiscal 
year, $2,771,015. 
Regular supplies of the Army: For an additional amount for regu-

lar supplies of the Army, fiscal year 1940, comprising the same objects 
specified under this head in the Military Appropriation Act for said 
fiscal year, $944,545. 
Clothing and equipage: For an additional amount for clothing and 

equipage for the Army, fiscal year 1940, comprising the same objects 
specified under this head in the Military Appropriation Act for said 
fiscal year, $6,965,228. 

Incidental expenses of the Army: For an additional amount for 
incidental expenses of the Army, fiscal year 1940, comprising the same 
objects specified under this head in the Military Appropriation Act 
for said fiscal year, $138,255. 
Army transportation: For an additional amount for Army trans-

portation, fiscal year 1940, comprising the same objects specified under 
this head in the Military Appropriation Act for said fiscal year, 
$3,384,559, and of such amount not to exceed $650,000 may be 
expended for the purchase or construction of boats and other vessels, 
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and not to exceed $216,000 may be expended for the purchase of
passenger-carrying automobiles, motorcycles, ambulances, and trucks
of station-wagon type.

MrILITARY POSTS

For construction and installation of buildings, flying fields, and
appurtenances thereto, authorized by the Act entitled "An Act to
provide more effectively for the national defense by carrying out the
recommendations of the President in his message of January 12,
1939, to the Congress", approved April 3, 1939, including interior
facilities, fixed equipment, necessary services, roads, connections to
water, sewer, gas, and electric mains, purchase and installation of
telephone and radio equipment, and similar improvements, and pro-
curement of transportation incident thereto, without reference to
sections 1136 and 3734, Revised Statutes (10 U. S. C. 1339; 40 U. S.
C. 267); employment of personnel without regard to civil-service
requirements and restrictions of law relating thereto; general over-
head expenses of transportation, engineering, supplies, inspection
and supervision, and such services as may be necessary in the Office
of the Quartermaster General; and the engagement by contract or
otherwise without regard to section 3709, Revised Statutes (41
U. S. C. 5), and at such rates of compensation as the Secretary of
War may determine, of the services of architects or firms or corpo-
rations thereof and other technical and professional personnel as
may be necessary, fiscal year 1940, $64,862,500, to remain available
until expended, and, in addition, the Quartermaster General, when
authorized by the Secretary of War, may enter into contracts prior
to July 1, 1940, for the same purposes, to an amount not in excess
of $21,337,500, and his action in so doing shall be deemed a contrac-
tual obligation of the Federal Government for the payment of the
cost thereof.

ACQISITIoN OF LAND

For the acquisition of land in the Republic of Panama as author-
ized by the Act entitled "An Act to provide more effectively for the
national defense by carrying out the recommendations of the Presi-
dent in his message of January 12, 1939, to the Congress", approved
April 3, 1939, fiscal year 1940, $400,000, to remain available until
expended.

BARRACKS AND QUARTERS AND OTHE BUILDINGS AND 'rLrUTIIES

For an additional amount for barracks and quarters and other
buildings and utilities, fiscal year 1940, comprising the same objectsspecifie under this head in the Military Appropriation Act for said
fiscal year, $3,461,159.

CONSTRUCTION AND REPAiI OF HOSPITALS

For an additional amount for construction and repair of hospitals,
fiscal year 1940, comprising the same objects specified under thishead in the Military Appropriation Act for said fiscal year, $288,300.

SIGNAL CaRPS

SIGNAL SERVICE OF THE ARMY

For an additional amount for signal service of the Army, fiscal
yar 194, including the same objects specified under this head in theMilitary Appropriation Act for said fiscal year, $6,04,564 and, inaddition, the Chief Signal Officer, when authoried by the Secretary
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and not to exceed $216,000 may be expended for the purchase of 
passenger-carrying automobiles, motorcycles, ambulances, and trucks 
of station-wagon type. 

MILITARY POSTS 

For construction and installation of buildings, flying fields, and 
appurtenances thereto, authorized by the Act entitled "An Act to 
provide more effectively for the national defense by carrying out the 
recommendations of the President in his message of January 12, 
1939, to the Congress", approved April 3, 1939, including interior 
facilities, fixed equipment, necessary services, roads, connections to 
water, sewer, gas, and electric mains, purchase and installation of 
telephone and radio equipment, and similar improvements, and pro-
curement of transportation _incident thereto, without reference to 
sections 1136 and 3734, Revised Statutes (10 U. S. C. 1339; 40 U. S. 
C. 267) ; employment of personnel without regard to civil-service 
requirements and restrictions of law relating thereto; general over-
head expenses of transportation, engineering, supplies, inspection 

i and supervision, and such services as may be necessary n the Office 
of the Quartermaster General; and the engagement by contract or 
otherwise without regard to section 3709, Revised Statutes (41 
U. S. C. 5), and at such rates of compensation as the Secretary of 
War may determine, of the services of architects or firms or corpo-
rations thereof and other technical and professional personnel as 
may be necessary, fiscal year 1940, $64,862,500, to remain available 
until expended, and, in addition, the Quartermaster General, when 
authorized by the Secretary of War, may enter into contracts prior 
to July 1, 1940, for the same purposes, to an amount not in excess 
of $21,337,500, and his action in so doing shall be deemed a contrac-
tual obligation of the Federal Government for the payment of the 
cost thereof. 

ACQUISITION OF LAND 

For the acquisition of land in the Republic of Panama as author-
ized by the Act entitled "An Act to provide more effectively for the 
national defense by carrying out the recommendations of the Presi-
dent in his message of January 12, 1939, to the Congress", approved 
April 3, 1939, fiscal year 1940, $400,000, to remain available until 
expended. 

BARRACKS AND QUARTERS AND diktat BUILDINGS AND UTILITIES 

For an additional amount for barracks and quarters and other 
buildings and utilities, fiscal year 1940, comprising the same objects 
specified under this head in the Military Appropriation Act for said 
fiscal year, $3,461,159. 

CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR OF HOSPITALS 

re- For an additional amount for construction and repair of hospitals, 
fiscal year 1940, comprising the same objects specified under this 
head in the Military Appropriation Act for said fiscal year, $288,300. 

SIGNAL Colas 

SIGNAL SERVICE OF MEE ARMY 

For an additional amount for signal service of the Army, fiscal 

i year 1940, including the same objects specified under this head n the 
Military Appropriation Act for said fiscal year, $6,074,564, and, in 
addition, the Chief Signal Officer, when authorized by the Secretary 
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of War, may enter into contracts prior to July 1, 1940, for the pro- Contracts for addi-

curement of aircraft-communication equipment and ground radio
and telephone facilities to an amount not in excess of $1,160.000, and
his action in so doing shall be deemed a contractual obligation of
the Federal Government for the payment of the cost thereof.

AIR CORPS

AIR CORPS, ARMY

For an additional amount for Air Corps, Army, fiscal year 1940,
comprising the same objects specified under this head in the Military
Appropriation Act for said fiscal year, including maintenance and
repair of aeronautical equipment loaned to aviation schools under
the provisions of section 4 of the Act entitled "An Act to provide
more effectively for the national defense by carrying out the recom-
mendations of the President in his message of January 12, 1939, to
the Congress", approved April 3, 1939, $89,727,655: Provided, That
not to exceed $2,500,000 of such amount shall be available until June
30, 1941, for transportation to first destination of equipment pro-
cured hereunder, for salaries and travel of personnel in connection
with the inspection of new aircraft, equipment, and accessories, and
for the cost of tuition for training of Regular Army personnel at
civilian educational institutions, under authority of sections 2 and
4 of said Act of April 3, 1939: Provided further, That $27,000 of
the amount herein appropriated shall be available exclusively for
the engagement of personal services, by contract or otherwise, at
such rates of compensation as the Secretary of War may determine,
for preparing a comprehensive digest of the data which has been
collected upon geographic, meteorologic, and weather conditions in
northern latitudes pursuant to authority contained in the War
Department Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1935: Provided further,
That in addition to the amount herein appropriated the Chief of
the Air Corps, when authorized by the Secretary of War, may
enter into contracts prior to July 1, 1940, for the procurement of
new airplanes, and for the procurement of equipment, spare parts,
and accessories for airplanes to an amount not in excess of
$44,000,000, and his action in so doing shall be deemed a contractual
obligation of the Federal Government for the payment of the cost
thereof.

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT

ARMY

MEDICAL AND HOSPITAL DEPARTMENT

For an additional amount for Medical and Hospital Department,
fiscal year 1940, comprising the same objects specified under this
head in the Military Appropriation Act for said fiscal year,
$1,375,399.

ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT

ORDNANCE SERVICE AND SUPPLIES, ARMY

For an additional amount for ordnance service and supplies,
Army, fiscal year 1940, comprising the same objects specified under
this head in the Military Appropriation Act for said fiscal year, and
including communication service in connection therewith, $6,552,833,
and, in addition, the Chief of Ordnance, when authorized by the
Secretary of War, may enter into contracts prior to July 1, 1940,
for ordnance service and supplies to an amount not in excess of

Designated
poses.

Ante, p. 605.

pur-

Ante, p. 556.
Prorisos.
Transportation of

equipment.

Inspection expenses.
Training at civilian

educational institu-
tions.

Ante, p. 556.

Digest of data upon
geographic, etc., con-
ditions in northern
latitudes.

48 Stat. 28.
Contracts author-

ized.

Supplies, etc.

Ante, p. 607.

Ordnance service
and supplies, Army.

Ante, p. 608.

Contracts author-
ized.
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of War, may enter into contracts prior to July 1, 1940, for the pro-
curement of aircraft-communication equipment and ground radio 
and telephone facilities to an amount not in excess of $1,160,000, and 
his action in so doing shall be deemed a contractual obligation of 
the Federal Government for the payment of the cost thereof. 

AIR CORPS 

AIR CORPS, ARMY 

For an additional amount for Air Corps, Army, fiscal year 1940, 
comprising the same objects specified under this head in the Military 
Appropriation Act for said fiscal year, including maintenance and 
repair of aeronautical equipment loaned to aviation schools under 
the provisions of section 4 of the Act entitled "An Act to provide 
more effectively for the national defense by carrying out the recom-
mendations of the President in his message of January 12, 1939, to 
the Congress", approved April 3, 1939, $89,727,655: Provided, That 
not to exceed $2,500,000 of such amount shall be available until June 
30, 1941, for transportation to first destination of equipment pro-
cured hereunder, for salaries and travel of personnel in connection 
with the inspection of new aircraft, equipment, and accessories, and 
for the cost of tuition for training of Regular Army personnel at 
civilian educational institutions, under authority of sections 2 and 
4 of said Act of April 3, 1939: Provided further, That $27,000 of 
the amount herein appropriated shall be available exclusively for 
the engagement of personal services, by contract or otherwise, at 
such rates of compensation as the Secretary of War may determine, 
for preparing a comprehensive digest of the data which has been 
collected upon geographic, meteorologic, and weather conditions in 
northern latitudes pursuant to authority contained in the War 
Department Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1935: Provided further, 
That in addition to the amount herein appropriated the Chief of 
the Air Corps, when authorized by the Secretary of War, may 
enter into contracts prior to July 1, 1940, for .the procurement of 
new airplanes, and for the procurement of equipment2 spare parts, 
and accessories for airplanes to an amount not in excess of 
$44,000,000, and his action in so doing shall be deemed a contractual 
obligation of the Federal Government for the payment of the cost 
thereof. 

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT 

ARMY 

MEDICAL AND HOSPITAL DEPARTMENT 

For an additional amount for Medical and Hospital Department, 
fiscal year 1940, comprising the same objects specified under this 
head in the Military Appropriation Act for said fiscal year, 
$1,375,399. 

ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT 

ORDNANCE SERVICE AND SUPPLIES, ARMY 

For an additional amount for ordnance service and supplies, 
Army, fiscal year 1940, comprising the same objects specified under 
this head in the Military Appropriation Act for said fiscal year, and 
including communication service in connection therewith, $6,552,833, 
and, in addition, the Chief of Ordnance, when authorized by the 
Secretary of War,. may enter into contracts prior to July 1, 1940, 
for ordnance service and supplies to an amount not in excess of 
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Repairs of arsenals.

Ante, p. 609.

Ordnance storage
and loading facilities.

Ante, p. 555.

Expenses.

Ante, p. 609.

Expenses.
Ante, p. 644.

Care of materials,
animals, etc.

Ante, p. 611.
Proviso.
Caretakers, increase.

39 Stat. 205.
32 U. S. C. § 42;

Supp. IV, § 42.

General expenses,
etc.

Ante, p. 611.

Travel, Army offi-
cers, etc.

Ante, p. 612.

Transportation of
equipment.

Ante, p. 612.
Army enlisted men,

details.

Ante, p. 612.

Pay, armory drills.
Ante, p. 612.

No pay to National
Guard officer, etc.,
drawing pension.

$4,000,000, and his action in so doing shall be deemed a contractual
obligation of the Federal Government for the payment of the cost
thereof.

REPAIRS OF ARSENALS

For an additional amount for repairs of arsenals, fiscal year 1940,
comprising the same objects specified under this head in the Military
Appropriation Act for said fiscal year, and including provision for
additional ordnance storage and loading facilities incident to the
aviation-expansion program authorized by the Act approved April 3,
1939, $1,059,000.

CHEMICAL WARFARE SERVICE

For an additional amount for Chemical Warfare Service, fiscal
year 1940, comprising the same objects specified under this head in
the Military Appropriation Act for said fiscal year, $354,352.

SEACOAST DEFENSES

The following amounts appropriated under title II, Second
Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1939, for seacoast defenses
for the fiscal year 1939, shall remain available until June 30, 1940:

United States, $2,072,893.
Insular departments, $724,384.
Panama Canal, $727,567.
In all, $3,524,844.

NATIONAL GUARD

ARMING, EQUIPPING, AND TRAINING THE NATIONAL GUARD

For an additional amount for compensation of help for care of
materials, animals, and equipment, fiscal year 1940, $48,665: Pro-
vided, That during the fiscal year 1940 the number of caretakers
authorized to be employed for any one heavier-than-air squadron
under the provisions of section 90 of the National Defense Act of
June 3, 1916, as amended, may be increased from thirteen to twenty-
one.

For an additional amount for general expenses, equipment, and
instruction, National Guard, fiscal year 1940, including the same
objects specified under this head in the Military Appropriation Act
for said fiscal year, $47,892.

For an additional amount for travel of officers, warrant officers, and
enlisted men of the Regular Army detailed to, or while on duty with,
the National Guard, fiscal year 1940, comprising the same objects
specified under this head in the Military Appropriation Act for said
fiscal year, $908.

For an additional amount for transportation of equipment and
supplies, fiscal year 1940, $15,663.

For an additional amount for expenses of enlisted men of the
Regular Army on duty with the National Guard, fiscal year 1940.
comprising the same objects specified under this head in the Military
Appropriation Act for said fiscal year, $1,624.

For an additional amount for pay of National Guard (armory
drills), fiscal year 1940, $90,935.

No part of the appropriations made in this Act shall be available
for pay, allowances, or traveling or other expenses of any officer or
enlisted man of the National Guard who may be drawing a pension,
disability allowance, disability compensation, or retired pay (where
retirement has been made on account of physical disability or age)
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$4,000,000, and his action in so doing shall be deemed a contractual 
obligation of the Federal Government for the payment of the cost 
thereof. 

REPAIRS OF ARSENALS 

For an additional amount for repairs of arsenals, fiscal year 1940, 
comprising the same objects specified under this head in the Military 
Appropriation Act for said fiscal year, and including provision for 
additional ordnance storage and loading facilities incident to the 
aviation-expansion program authorized by the Act approved April 3, 
1939, $1,059,000. 

CHEMICAL WARFARE SERVICE 

For an additional amount for Chemical Warfare Service, fiscal 
year 1940, comprising the same objects specified under this head in 
the Military Appropriation Act for said fiscal year, $354,352. 

SEACOAST DIXENSES 

The following amounts appropriated under title II, Second 
Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1939, for seacoast defenses 
for the fiscal year 1939, shall remain available until June 30, 1940: 
United States, $2,072,893. 
Insular departments, $724,384. 
Panama Canal, $727,567. 
In all, $3,524,844. 

NATIONAL GUARD 

ARMING, EQUIPPING, AND TRAINING THE NATIONAL GUARD 

For an additional amount for compensation of help for care of 
materials, animals, and equipment, fiscal year 1940, $48,665: Pro-
vided, That during the fiscal year 1940 the number of caretakers 
authorized to be employed for any one heavier-than-air squadron 
under the provisions of section 90 of the National Defense Act of 
June 3, 1916, as amended, may be increased from thirteen to twenty-
one. 
For an additional amount for general expenses, equipment, and 

instruction, National Guard, fiscal year 1940, including the same 
objects specified under this head in the Military Appropriation Act 
for said fiscal year, $47,892. 
For an additional amount for travel of officers, warrant officers, and 

enlisted men of the Regular Army detailed to, or while on duty with, 
the National Guard, fiscal year 1940, comprising the same objects 
specified under this head in the Military Appropriation Act for said 
fiscal year, $908. 
For an additional amount for transportation of equipment and 

supplies, fiscal year 1940, $15,663. 
For an additional amount for expenses of enlisted men of the 

Regular Army on duty with the National Guard, fiscal year 1940, 
comprising the same objects specified under this head in the Military 
Appropriation Act for said fiscal year, $1,624. 
For an additional amount for pay of National Guard (armory 

drills), fiscal year 1940, $90,935. 
No part of the appropriations made in this Act shall be available 

for pay, allowances, or traveling or other expenses of any officer or 
enlisted man of the National Guard who may be drawing a pension, 
disability allowance, disability compensation, or retired pay (where 
retirement has been made on account of physical disability or age) 
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from the Government of the United States: Provided, That nothing
in this provision shall be so construed as to prevent the application
of funds herein contained to the pay, allowances, or traveling expenses
of any officer or enlisted man of the National Guard who may sur-
render said pension, disability allowance, disability compensation, or
retired pay for the period of his service in the National Guard: Pro-
vided further, That adjutants general who may be drawing such
emoluments may be continued in a federally recognized status with-
out pay under this Act.

ARMS, UNIFORMS, EQUIPMENT, AND SO FORTH, FOR FIELD SERVICE,
NATIONAL GUARD

For an additional amount for arms, uniforms, equipment, and so
forth, for field service, National Guard, fiscal year 1940, including the
same objects specified under this head in the Military Appropriation
Act for said fiscal year, $7,436,653, and all of the sums appropriated
in this Act on account of the National Guard shall be accounted for
as one fund.

No appropriation contained in this Act shall be available for any
expense for or on account of a larger number of mounted units and
wagon companies of the National Guard than were in existence on
June 30, 1932.

ORGANIZED RESERVES

997
Provisos.
Surrender of pen-

sion.

Adjutants general,
continuance in feder-
ally recognized status.

Arms, uniforms,
etc., for field service.

Ante, p. 612.

Mounted units, etc.,
restriction.

For an additional amount for Organized Reserves, fiscal year 1940, Payandallo
comprising the same objects specified under this head in the Military
Appropriation Act for said fiscal year; and for all expenditures Ante,p.613.
necessary for such Medical Department Reserve officers, Reserve chap-
lains, and Reserve officers of the Judge Advocate General's Depart-
ment, as may be called to active duty under the provisions of section 5
of the Act approved April 3, 1939 (Public, Numbered 18, Seventy- Ante,p. 557.
sixth Congress), $479,304: Provided, That funds available for Pro'iso.
Organized Reserves for the fiscal year 1940 may be expended for the tivedutyrwrio
pay of Reserve officers ordered to active duty for longer periods than
fifteen days under the provisions of section 10 of said Act of April :3,
1939.

No appropriation made in this Act shall be available for pay, dN Pny ns
allowances, or traveling or other expenses of any officer of the raw
Organized Reserves who may be drawing a pension, disability allow-
ance, disability compensation, or retired pay from the Government
of the United States: Provided, That nothing in this provision shall Purr"oe
be so construed as to prevent the application of funds herein con- siorreder
tained to the pay, allowances, or traveling expenses of any officer
or enlisted man of the Reserve Corps who may surrender said
pension, disability allowance, disability compensation, or retired pay
for the period of his active duty in the Reserve Corps.
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NATIONAL BOARD FOR PROMOTION OF RIFLE PRACTICE, ARMY

The appropriations "Promotion of rifle practice, 1939", and "Pro- Instruction expen-
motion of rifle practice, 1940", shall be available for all purposes 52 Stat. 666; ante,
enumerated in section 113, National Defense Act, as amended, and 39 Stat. 211; 43
in the Act of June 7, 1924 (43 Stat. 510), including incidental travel Stat.51.

32U. S. C. §§ 183, 186of rifle teams and individuals attending regional, national, and 181.
international competitions, and for the purchase of medals and
badges for use in National Rifle Association competitions, including
those fired as a part of the national matches.

SEC. 2. This Act may be cited as the "Supplemental Military Shorttitle.
Appropriation Act, 1940".

Approved, July 1, 1939.
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from the Government of the United States: Provided, That nothing 
in this provision shall be so construed as to prevent the application 
of funds herein contained to the pay, allowances, or traveling expenses 
of any officer or enlisted man of the National Guard who may sur-
render said pension, disability allowance, disability compensation, or 
retired pay for the period of his service in the National Guard: Pro-
vided further, That adjutants general who may be drawing such 
emoluments may be continued in a federally recognized status with-
out pay under this Act. 

ARMS, UNIFORMS, EQUIPMENT, AND SO FORTH, FOR FIELD SERVICE, 

NATIONAL GUARD 

For an additional amount for arms, uniforms, equipment, and so 
forth, for field service, National Guard, fiscal year 1940, including the 

i same objects specified under this head n the Military Appropriation 
Act for said fiscal year, $7,436,653, and all of the sums appropriated 
in this Act on account of the National Guard shall be accounted for 
as one fund. 
No appropriation contained in this Act shall be available for any 

expense for or on account of a larger number of mounted units and 
wagon companies of the National Guard than were in existence on 
June 30, 1932. 

ORGANIZED RESERVES 

For an additional amount for Organized Reserves, fiscal year 1940, 
comprising the same objects specified under this head in the Military 
Appropriation Act for said fiscal year; and for all expenditures 
necessary for such Medical Department Reserve officers, Reserve chap-
lains, and Reserve officers of the Judge Advocate General's Depart-
ment, as may be called to active duty under the provisions of section 5 
of the Act approved April 3, 1939 (Public, Numbered 18, Seventy-
sixth Congress), $479,304: Provided, That funds available for 
Organized Reserves for the fiscal year 1940 may be expended for the 
pay of Reserve officers ordered to active duty for longer periods than 
fifteen days under the provisions of section 10 of said Act of April 3, 
1939, 
No appropriation made in this Act shall be available for pay, 

allowances, or traveling or other expenses of any officer of the 
Organized Reserves who may be drawing a pension, disability allow-
ance, disability compensation, or retired pay from the Government 
of the United States: Provided, That nothing in this provision shall 
be so construed as to prevent the application of funds herein con-
tained to the pay, allowances, or traveling expenses of any officer 
or enlisted man of the Reserve Corps who may surrender said 
pension, disability allowance, disability compensation, or retired pay 
for the period of his active duty in the Reserve Corps. 

NATIONAL BOARD FOR PROMOTION OF RIFLE PRACTICE, ARMY 

The appropriations "Promotion of rifle practice, 1939", and "Pro-
motion of rifle practice, 1940", shall be available for all purposes 
enumerated in section 113, National Defense Act, as amended, and 
in the Act of June 7, 1924 (43 Stat. 510), including incidental travel 
of rifle teams and individuals attending regional, national, and 
international competitions, and for the purchase of medals and 
badges for use in National Rifle Association competitions, including 
those fired as a part of the national matches. 
SEC. 2. This Act may be cited as the "Supplemental Military 

Appropriation Act, 1940". 
Approved, July 1, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 259]

[53 STAT.

July ,1939 JOINT RESOLUTION
[H. J. Res. 345] Providing an appropriation for the month of July 1939, for the Petroleum Con-

[Pub. Res., No. 25] servation Division, Department of the Interior.

Petroleum Conser-
vation Division, In-
terior Department.

Appropriation for
expenses, month of
July 1939.

49 Stat. 30.
15 U. . C., Supp.

IV, §§ 715-7151.

Attendance at meet-
ings.

Printing and bind-
ing.

Resolved by the Senate and the House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby
appropriated out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appro-
priated, the sum of $20,000 for the month of July 1939, for administer-
ing and enforcing the provisions of the Act approved February 22,
1935 (49 Stat. 30), entitled "An Act to regulate interstate and foreign
commerce in petroleum and its products by prohibiting the shipment
in such commerce of petroleum and its products produced in violation
of State law, and for other purposes", as amended, and to include
necessary personal services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere
without regard to the civil-service laws and regulations, traveling
expenses, contract stenographic reporting services, rent, stationery,
and office supplies, not to exceed $500 for necessary expenses of attend-
ance at meetings and conferences concerned with the work of petroleum
conservation when authorized by the Secretary of the Interior, not
to exceed $2,500 for printing and binding, not to exceed $100 for books
and periodicals, and for the hire, maintenance, operation, and repair
of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles.

Approved, July 1, 1939.

[CHAPTER 260]
AN ACT

July 6, 1939
[H. R. 332] To extend the time within which the powers relating to the stabilization fund

[Public, No. 165] and alteration of the weight of the dollar may be exercised.

Gold Reserve Act
of 1934, amendments.

Stabilization fund.
Annual audit; re-

port to Congress.
48 Stat. 341.
31 U. S. C. I 822a.

50 Stat. 4.
31 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, 5 822a.

I)uration of emer-
gency powers of Pres-
dent.

48 Stat. 52, 342; 50
Stat. 4.

31 U. S. C. §821;
Supp. IV, 1 821.

Weight of gold
dollar, etc.

Specified powers of
President defined.

Duration.

Coinage of domestic
silver mined since
July 1, 1939.

Seigniorage, etc., de-
ductions.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsection (a)
of section 10 of the Gold Reserve Act of 1934, approved January 30,
1934, as amended, is further amended by striking out the period
at the end of such subsection and adding thereto the words "and to
the Congress."

SEC. 2. Subsection (c) of section 10 of the Gold Reserve Act of
1934, approved January 30, 1934, as amended, is further amended to
read as follows:

"(c) All the powers conferred by this section shall expire June 30.
1941, unless the President shall sooner declare the existing emergency
ended and the operation of the stabilization fund terminated."

SEC. 3. The second sentence added to paragraph (b) (2) of Section
43, title III, of the Act approved May 12, 1933, by section 12 of said
Gold Reserve Act of 1934, as amended, is further amended to read
as follows: "The powers of the President specified in this paragraph
shall be deemed to be separate, distinct, and continuing powers, and
may be exercised by him, from time to. time, severally or together,
whenever and as the expressed objects of this section in his judgment
may require; except that such powers shall expire June 30, 1941, unless
the President shall sooner declare the existing emergency ended."

SEC. 4. (a) Each United States coinage mint shall receive for
coinage into standard silver dollars any silver which such mint, sub-
ject to regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury, is
satisfied has been mined subsequently to July 1, 1939 from natural
deposits in the United States or any place subject to the jurisdiction
thereof.

(b) The Director of such mint with the consent of the owner shall
deduct and retain of such silver so received 45 per centum as seign-
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[CHAPTER 259] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Providing an appropriation for the month of July 1939, for the Petroleum Con-
servation Division, Department of the Interior. 

Resolved by the Senate and the House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby 
appropriated out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appro-
priated, the sum of $20,000 for the month of July 1939, for administer-
ing and enforcing the provisions of the Act approved February 22, 
1935 (49 Stat. 30), entitled "An Act to regulate interstate and foreign 
commerce in petroleum and its products by prohibiting the shipment 
in such commerce of petroleum and its products produced in violation 
of State law, and for other purposes", as amended, and to include 
necessary personal services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere 
without regard to the civil-service laws and regulations, traveling 
expenses, contract stenographic reporting services, rent, stationery, 
and office supplies, not to exceed $500 for necessary expenses of attend-
ance at meetings and conferences concerned with the work of petroleum 
conservation when authorized by the Secretary of the Interior, not 
to exceed $2,500 for printing and binding, not to exceed $100 for books 
and periodicals, and for the hire, maintenance, operation, and repair 
of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles. 
Approved, July 1, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 260] 
AN ACT 

To extend the time within which the powers relating to the stabilization fund 
and alteration of the weight of the dollar may be exercised. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsection (a) 
of section 10 of the Gold Reserve Act of 1934, approved January 30, 
1934, as amended, is further amended by striking out the period 
at the end of such subsection and adding thereto the words "and to 
the Congress." 
SEC. 2. Subsection (c) of section 10 of the Gold Reserve Act of 

1934, approved January 30, 1934, as amended, is further amended to 
read as follows: 

"(c) All the powers conferred by this section shall expire June 30, 
1941, unless the President shall sooner declare the existing emergency 
ended and the operation of the stabilization fund terminated." 
SEC. 3. The second sentence added to paragraph (b) (2) of Section 

43, title III, of the Act approved May 12, 1933, by section 12 of said 
Gold Reserve Act of 1934, as amended, is further amended to read 
as follows: "The powers of the President specified in this paragraph 
shall be deemed to be separate, distinct, and continuing powers, and 
may be exercised by him, from time to. time, severally or together, 
whenever and as the expressed objects of this section in his judgment 
may require; except that such powers shall expire June 30, 1941, unless 
the President shall sooner declare the existing emergency ended." 
SEC. 4. (a) Each United States coinage mint shall receive for 

coinage into standard silver dollars any silver which such mint, sub-
ject to regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury, is 
satisfied has been mined subsequently to July 1, 1939, from natural 
deposits in the United States or any place subject to the jurisdiction 
thereof. 

(b) The Director of such mint with the consent of the owner shall 
deduct and retain of such silver so received 45 per centum as seign-
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iorage for services performed by the Government of the United States
relative to the coinage and delivery of silver dollars. The balance of
such silver so received, that is 55 per centum, shall be coined into
standard silver dollars and the same or any equal number of other
standard silver dollars shall be delivered to the owner or depositor of
such silver, and no provisions of law taxing transfers of silver shall
extend or apply to any delivery of silver to a United States mint
under this section. The 45 per centum of such silver so deducted shall
be retained as bullion by the Treasury or coined into standard silver
dollars and held or disposed of in the same manner as other bullion
or silver dollars held in or belonging to the Treasury.

(c) The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to prescribe regu-
lations to carry out the purposes of this section. Such regulations
shall contain provisions substantially similar to the provisions con-
tained in the regulations issued pursuant to the Act of Congress
approved April 23, 1918 (40 Stat. L., p. 535), known as the Pittman
Act, with such changes as he shall determine prescribing how silver
tendered to such mints shall be identified as having been produced
from natural deposits in the United States or any places subject to
its jurisdiction subsequent to July 1, 1939.

Approved, July 6, 1939.

[CHAPTER 261]
JOINT RESOLUTION

Providing for the presentation through the American Minister to Greece of a
certain monument to the people of Greece.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the President is
authorized and requested on behalf of the Order of the Sons of
Pericles (the Junior Order of Ahepa), a national fraternity of youth-
ful American citizens of Hellenic descent, to provide through the
American Minister to Greece for the presentation to the people of
Greece of the monument recently erected in the Garden of Heroes at
Missolonghi, Greece, the shrine of Greek independence, as a tribute
to and in commemoration of those patriotic Americans who, aided by
the moral and material support and assistance of the entire American
people, gave their services, their fortunes, and their lives to the cause
of Greek independence in the Greek Revolutionary War of 1821.

Approved, July 6, 1939.

[CHAPTER 263]
AM ACPT

999
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into standard silver
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40 Stat. 035.

July 6, 1939
[H. J. Res. 294]

[Pub. Res., No. 26]

Greece.
Presentation of cer-

tain monument to
people of, authorized.

July 11, 1939
To provide national flags for the burial of honorably discharged former service [H. R. 2310]

men and women. [Public, No. 166]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That paragraph I,
Veterans Regulations Numbered 9 (a), as amended (U. S. C., 1934
edition, title 38, ch. 12, appendix), be amended to read as follows:

"I. Where an honorably discharged veteran of any war, or a person
honorably discharged from the United States Army, Navy, Marine
Corps, or Coast Guard after serving at least one enlistment or for
disability incurred in line of duty, dies after discharge, a flag to drape
the casket shall be furnished in all cases; such flag to be given to the
next of kin after burial of the veteran.": Provided, That this amend-
ment shall become effective on the date of enactment hereof.

Approved, July 11, 1939.

National flags for
burial of honorably
discharged veterans,
etc.

38 U. S. C. ch. 12,
appendix.

Proiso.
Effective date.
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iorage for services performed by the Government of the United States 
relative to the coinage and delivery of silver dollars. The balance of 
such silver so received, that is 55 per centum, shall be coined into 
standard silver dollars and the same or any equal number of other 
standard silver dollars shall be delivered to the owner or depositor of 
such silver, and no provisions of law taxing transfers of silver shall 
extend or apply to any delivery of silver to a United States mint 
under this section. The 45 per centum of such silver so deducted shall 
be retained as bullion by the Treasury or coined into standard silver 
dollars and held or disposed of in the same manner as other bullion 
or silver dollars held in or belonging to the Treasury. 

(c) The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to prescribe regu-
lations to carry out the purposes of this section. Such regulations 
shall contain provisions substantially similar to the provisions con-
tained in the regulations issued pursuant to the Act of Congress 
approved April 23, 1918 (40 Stat. Ia., p. 535), known as the Pittman 
Act, with such changes as he shall determine prescribing how silver 
tendered to such mints shall be identified as having been produced 
from natural deposits in the United States or any places subject to 
its jurisdiction subsequent to July 1, 1939. 
Approved, July 6, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 2611 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Providing for the presentation through the American Minister to Greece of a 
certain monument to the people of Greece. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in, Congress assembled, That the President is 
authorized and requested on behalf of the Order of the Sons of 
Pericles (the Junior Order of Ahepa), a national fraternity of youth-
ful American citizens of Hellenic descent, to provide through the 
American Minister to Greece for the presentation to the people of 
Greece of the monument recently erected in the Garden of Heroes at 
Missolonghi, Greece, the shrine of Greek independence, as a tribute 
to and in commemoration of those patriotic Americans who, aided by 
the moral and material support and assistance of the entire American 
people, gave their services, their fortunes, and their lives to the cause 
of Greek independence in the Greek Revolutionary War of 1821. 
Approved, July 6, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 263] 

To provide national 

AN ACT 
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July 11, 1939 
flags for the burial of honorably discharged former service  [H. R. 2310]  

[Public, No. 166] men and women. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That paragraph I, 
Veterans Regulations Numbered 9 (a), as amended (U. S. C., 1934 
edition, title 38, ch. 12, appendix), be amended to read as follows: 

"I. Where an honorably discharged veteran of any war, or a person 
honorably discharged from the United States Army, Navy, Marine 
Corps, or Coast Guard after serving at least one enlistment or for 
disability incurred in line of duty, dies after discharge, a flag to drape 
the casket shall be furnished in all cases; such flag to be given to the 
next of kin after burial of the veteran.": Provided, That this amend-
ment shall become effective on the date of enactment hereof. 
Approved, July 11, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 264]
ANT A T

July 12, 1939
[H. R.4674] To provide for the establishment of a Coast Guard station at or near the city of

[Public, No. 167] Monterey, California.

Monterey, Calif.
Establishment of

Coast Guard station
authorized.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized to establish a Coast
Guard station on the Pacific coast at or in the vicinity of the city of
Monterey, California, in such locality as the Commandant of the
Coast Guard may recommend.

Approved, July 12, 1939.

[CHAPTER 265]
AN ACT

July 13, 1939
[S. 101S3 9  To authorize the procurement, without advertising, of certain aircraft parts and

[Public, No. 168] instruments or aeronautical accessories, and for other purposes.

war Department.
Procurement of cer-

tainaircraftpartsetc.,
without advertising.

Provisos.
Existing provisions

not affected.
44 Stat. 780.

Restriction.

Inconsistent laws,
etc., repealed.

July 14. 1939
I[. sX|1

[1'ublic, No. 169']

United States dis-
bursing officers, etc.

Credit allowed in
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plane travel.

Period.
Provisos.
Certificate of neces-

sity.

Charge of refunds
to appropriate appro-
priation.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That whenever
proposals are invited for the furnishing of aircraft parts or instru-
ments or aeronautical accessories for the War Department, the charac-
ter of which or the ingredients thereof are of such a nature that the
interests of the public service would be injured by publicly divulging
them, the Chief of the Air Corps is authorized to purchase, without
advertising, such aircraft parts or instruments or aeronautical acces-
sories in such manner as he may deem most economical and efficient:
Provided, That this Act will not be construed as in any way amend-
ing the Act of July 2, 1926 (44 Stat. 780), or as authorizing the open
market purchase of airplanes for purposes other than as provided in
that Act: and provided further, That no purchase shall be made
under this Act until the Secretary of War shall have certified that
a secret order is necessary, and only then after submitting the pro-
posal to three reputable concerns for their respective bids. All laws
and parts of laws which are inconsistent herewith or in conflict with
the provisions hereof are hereby repealed.

Approved, July 13, 1939.

[CHAPTER 2661
AN ACT

For the relief of disbursing officers and other officers and employees of the United
States for disallowances and charges on account of airplane travel.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States be, and he is hereby, author-
ized and directed to allow credit in the accounts of disbursing
officers of the United States, to remove charges raised against officers
and employees of the United States, and to refund to such officers
and employees upon application amounts collected from them, rep-
resenting the excess in cost of airplane transportation used by such
officers and employees on official business prior to December 10, 1935,
as compared with the cost by rail: Provided, That action as herein
provided shall be taken only when the head of the department or
establishment shall certify that the use of airplane transportation
was necessary in the interest of the United States: Provided fur-
ther, That in cases of refunds there shall be charged the appropria-
tions to which the collections were credited, and the amounts found
due certified for payment in the usual manner.

Approved, July 14, 1939.
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plane travel. 
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July 12, 1939 

[CHAPTER 264] 
AN ACT 

[H. R. 4674]  To provide for the establishment of a Coast Guard station at or near the city of 
[Public, No. 167] Monterey, California. 

Monterey, Calif. 
Establishment of 

Coast Guard station 
authorized. 

July 13, 1939 
[S. 1018] 

[Public, No. 168] 

War Department. 
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tainaircraft parts, etc., 
without advertising. 
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Existing provisions 

not affected. 
44 Stat. 780. 

Restriction. 
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July 14, 1939 
N. 68  For the relief of disbursing officers and other officers and employees of the United 

States for disallowances and charges on account of airplane travel. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized to establish a Coast 
Guard station on the Pacific coast at or in the vicinity of the city of 
Monterey, California, in such locality as the Commandant of the 
Coast Guard may recommend. 

Approved, July 12, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 265] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the procurement, without advertising, of certain aircraft parts and 
instruments or aeronautical accessories, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That whenever 
proposals are invited for the furnishing of aircraft parts or instru-
ments or aeronautical accessories for the War Department, the charac-
ter of which or the ingredients thereof are of such a nature that the 
interests of the public service would be injured by publicly divulging 
them, the Chief of the Air Corps is authorized to purchase, without 
advertising, such aircraft parts or instruments or aeronautical acces-
sories in such manner as he may deem most economical and efficient: 
Provided, That this Act will not be construed as in any way amend-
ing the Act of July 2, 1926 (44 Stat. 780), or as authorizing the open 
market purchase of airplanes for purposes other than as provided in 
that Act: and provided further, That no purchase shall be made 
under this Act until the Secretary of War shall have certified that 
a secret order is necessary, and only then after submitting the pro-
posal to three reputable concerns for their respective bids. All laws 
and parts of laws which are inconsistent herewith or in conflict with 
the provisions hereof are hereby repealed. 
Approved, July 13, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 266] 
AN ACT 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States be, and he is hereby, author-
ized and directed to allow credit in the accounts of disbursing 
officers of the United States, to remove charges raised against officers 
and employees of the United States, and to refund to such officers 
and employees upon application amounts collected from them, rep-
resenting the excess in cost of airplane transportation used by such 
officers and employees on official business prior to December 10, 1935, 
as compared with the cost by rail: Provided, That action as herein 
provided shall be taken only when the head of the department or 
establishment shall certify that the use of airplane transportation 
was necessary in the interest of the United States: Provided fur-
ther, That in cases of refunds there shall be charged the appropria-
tions to which the collections were credited, and the amounts found 
due certified for payment in the usual manner. 
Approved, July 14, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 267]
AN ACT

To provide for the status cf warrant officers and of enlisted men of the Regular
Army who serve as commissioned officers.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That hereafter any
warrant officer or enlisted man of the Regular Army who shall
serve on active duty as a Reserve officer of the Army of the United
States or who shall be discharged to accept a commission in the
Army of the United States and whose active service as a commis-
sioned officer shall terminate honorably, shall be entitled, without
regard to any physical disqualification incurred, or having its
inception, while on active duty in line of duty, to reappointment as
warrant officer or to reenlistment in the grade held prior to such
commissioned service, without loss of service or seniority and with-
out regard to whether a vacancy exists in the grade of warrant
officer or in the appropriate enlisted grade: Provided, That applica-
tion for reappointment or reenlistment shall be made within six
months after the termination of such commissioned service in
each case: Provided further, That warrant officers and enlisted
men of the Regular Army shall be entitled to count active commis-
sioned service in the Army of the United States as warrant or
enlisted service for all purposes.

SEC. 2. The Act approved March 30, 1918 (40 Stat. 501), is hereby
repealed.

Approved, July 14, 1939.

[CHAPTER 268]
AN ACT

Authorizing the Secretary of War to grant a revocable license to the Union Pacific
Railroad Company to maintain certain railroad trackage on the Fort Leaven-
worth Military Reservation.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Represen.tatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of War (hereinafter referred to as the Secretary) is authorized to
grant to the Union Pacific Railroad Company and its successors in
interest a license to maintain, operate, repair, renew, alld reconstlruct,
at its own expense, upon the Fort Leavenworth Military Reservation
suclh railroad trackage as, in the opinion of the Secretary, will not
conflict with the use of such reservation for any governmental pur-
pose: Provided, however, Thlat nothing herein, or in such license,
shall be construed as relieving said railroad company of compliance
with any of the provisions of the Interstate Commerce Act, as
amended, or as it may hereafter be amended. Any license so granted
shall (1) be revocable at the will of the Secretary, (2) provide that
the Secretary may, in lieu of revoking such license, require the
grantee to relocate any such trackage for the purpose of preventing
such trackage from interfering with the use of such reservation for
governmental purposes, and (3) provide that the privileges granted
thereby shall be exercised subject to such rules and regulations as the
Secretary, or the commanding officer at such reservation with the
approval of the Secretary, may prescribe in the interests of mainte-
nance of good order, sanitation, discipline, public safety, and the
interests of the United States.

Approved, July 14, 1939.
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[CHAPTER 267] 
AN ACT 

July 14, 1939 
To provide for the status cf warrant officers and of enlisted men of the Regular  IS. 1181]  

Army who serve as commissioned officers. [Public, No. 170] 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That hereafter any 
warrant officer or enlisted man of the Regular Army who shall 
serve on active duty as a Reserve officer of the Army of the United 
States or who shall be discharged to accept a commission in the 
Army of the United States and whose active service as a commis-
sioned officer shall terminate honorably, shall be entitled, without 
regard to any physical disqualification incurred, or having its 
inception, while on active duty in line of duty, to reappointment as 
warrant officer or to reenlistment in the grade held prior to such 
commissioned service, without loss of service or seniority and with-
out regard to whether a vacancy exists in the grade of warrant 
officer or in the appropriate enlisted grade: Provided, That applica-
tion for reappointment or reenlistment shall be made within six 
months after the termination of such commissioned service in 
each case: Provided further, That warrant officers and enlisted 
men of the Regular Army shall be entitled to count active commis-
sioned service in the Army of the United States as warrant or 
enlisted service for all purposes. 
SEC. 2. The Act approved March 30, 1918 (40 Stat. 501), is hereby 

repealed. 
Approved, July 14, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 268] 
AN ACT 
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July 14, 1939 

Authorizing the Secretary of War to grant a revocable license to the Union Pacific  ts. 1307]  
Railroad Company to maintain certain railroad trackage on the Fort Leaven- [Public, No. 171] 

worth Military Reservation. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of War (hereinafter referred to as the Secretary) is authorized to 
grant to the Union Pacific Railroad Comeany and its successors in 
interest a license to maintain, operate, repair, renew, and reconstruct, 
at its own expense, upon the Fort Leavenworth Military Reservation 
such railroad trackage as, in the opinion of the Secretary, will not 
conflict with the use of such reservation for any governmental pur-
pose: Provided, however, That nothing herein, or in such license, 
shall be construed as relieving said railroad company of compliance 
with any of the provisions of the Interstate Commerce Act, as 
amended, or as it may hereafter be amended. Any license so granted 
shall (1) be revocable at the will of the Secretary, (2) provide that 
the Secretary may, in lieu of revoking such license, require the 
grantee to relocate any such trackage for the purpose of preventing 
such trackage from interfering with the use of such reservation for 
governmental purposes, and (3) provide that the privileges granted 
thereby shall be exercised subject to such rules and regulations as the 
Secretary, or the commanding officer at such reservation with the 
approval of the Secretary, may prescribe in the interests of mainte-
nance of good order, sanitation, discipline, public safety, and the 
interests of the United States. 
Approved, July 14, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 269]
AN ACT

To provide for a Deputy Chief of Staff, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the first para-
graph of section 5 of the National Defense Act of June 3, 1916 (39
Stat. 166), as amended by the Act of June 3, 1938 (52 Stat. 610),be,
and the same is hereby, amended by inserting in line 4 of said para-
graph, after the words "Chief of Staff", a comma followed by the
words "the Deputy Chief of Staff" and a comma; by striking out the
word "four" appearing in line 4 of said paragraph and inserting in
lieu thereof the word 'five"; and by striking out the word "eighty-
eight" in line 6 of said paragraph and inserting in lieu thereof the
words "one hundred and two".

Approved, July 14, 1939.

[CHAPTER 270]
AN ACT

To amend the Taylor Grazing Act.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act
entitled "An Act to stop injury to the public grazing lands by pre-
venting overgrazing and soil deterioration, to provide for their
orderly use, improvement, and development, to stabilize the livestock
industry dependent upon the public range, and for other purposes",
approved June 28, 1934, as amended, is amended by adding at the
end thereof the following new section:

"SEC. 18. (a) In order that the Secretary of the Interior may have
the benefit of the fullest information and advice concerning physical,
economic, and other local conditions in the several grazing districts,
there shall be an advisory board of local stockmen in each such dis-
trict, the members of which shall be known as grazing district
advisers. Each such board shall consist of not less than five nor
more than twelve members, exclusive of wildlife representatives, one
such representative to be appointed by the Secretary, in his discre-
tion, to membership on each such board. Except for such wildlife
representatives, the names of the members of each district advisory
board shall be recommended to the Secretary by the users of the
range in that district through an election conducted under rules and
regulations prescribed by the Secretary. No grazing district adviser
so recommended, however, shall assume office until he has been
appointed by the Secretary and has taken an oath of office. The
Secretary may, after due notice, remove any grazing district adviser
from office if in his opinion such removal would be for the good
of the service.

"(b) Each district advisory board shall meet at least once annually
at a time to be fixed by the Director of Grazing, or by such other
officer to whom the Secretary may delegate the function of issuing
grazing permits, and at such other times as its members may be called
by such officer. Each board shall offer advice and make a recom-
mendation on each application for such a grazing permit within its
district: Provided, That in no case shall any grazing district adviser
participate in any advice or recommendation concerning a permit, or
an application therefor, in which he is directly or indirectly inter-
ested. Each board shall further offer advice or make recommenda-
tions concerning rules and regulations for the administration of this
Act, the establishment of grazing districts and the modification of
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[CHAPTER 269] 
AN ACT 

To provide for a Deputy Chief of Staff, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the first para-
graph of section 5 of the National Defense Act of June 3, 1916 (39 
Stat. 166), as amended by the Act of June 3, 1938 (52 Stat. 610), be, 
and the same is hereby, amended by inserting in line 4 of said para-
graph, after the words "Chief of Staff", a comma followed by the 
words "the Deputy Chief of Staff" and a comma; by striking out the 
word "four" appearing in line 4 of said paragraph and inserting in 
lieu thereof the word•"five"; and by striking out the word "eighty-
eight" in line 6 of said paragraph and inserting in lieu thereof the 
words "one hundred and two". 
Approved, July 14, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 270] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Taylor Grazing Act. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act 
entitled "An Act to stop injury to the public grazing lands by pre-
venting overgrazing and soil deterioration, to provide for their 
orderly use, improvement, and development, to stabilize the livestock 
industry dependent upon the public range, and for other purposes", 
approved June 28, 1934, as amended, is amended by adding at the 
end thereof the following new section: 

"Sac. 18. (a) In order that the Secretary of the Interior may have 
the benefit of the fullest information and advice concerning physical, 
economic, and other local conditions in the several grazing districts, 
there shall be an advisory board of local stockmen in each such dis-
trict, the members of which shall be known as grazing district 
advisers. Each such board shall consist of not less than five nor 
more than twelve members, exclusive of wildlife representatives, one 
such representative to be appointed by the Secretary, in his discre-
tion, to membership on each such board. Except for such wildlife 
representatives, the names of the members of each district advisory 
board shall be recommended to the Secretary by the users of the 
range in that district through an election conducted under rules and 
regulations prescribed by the Secretary. No grazing district adviser 
so recommended, however, shall assume office until he has been 
appointed by the Secretary and has taken an oath of office. The 
Secretary may, after due notice, remove any grazing district adviser 
from office if in his opinion such removal would be for the good 
of the service. 

"(b) Each district advisory board shall meet at least once annually 
at a time to be fixed by the Director of Grazing, or by such other 
officer to whom the Secretary may delegate the function of issuing 
grazing permits, and at such other times as its members may be called 
by such officer. Each board shall offer advice and make a recom-
mendation on each application for such a grazing permit within its 
district: Provided, That in no case shall any grazing district adviser 
participate in any advice or recommendation concerning a permit, or 
an application therefor, in which he is directly or indirectly inter-
ested. Each board shall further offer advice or make recommenda-
tions concerning rules and regulations for the administration of this 
Act, the establishment of grazing districts and the modification of 
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the boundaries thereof, the seasons of use and carrying capacity of
the range, and any other matters affecting the administration of this
Act within the district. Except in a case where in the judgment of
the Secretary an emergency shall exist, the Secretary shall request the
advice of the advisory board in advance of the promulgation of any
rules and regulations affecting the district."

Approved, July 14, 1939.

[CHAPTER 271]
AN ACT

July 14, 1939
To authorize appropriation for the construction of a medical school building at [s. 2353]

Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. [Public, No. 174]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is
hereby authorized to be appropriated not to exceed $375,000 to be
expended for the construction, rehabilitation, and installation at
Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania, of a medical field service school, and
such utilities and appurtenances thereto as may be necessary.

Approved, July 14, 1939.

[CHAPTER 272]
AN ACT

To prescribe rules for the enrollment of Menominee Indian children born to
enrolled parents, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, regardless of
the Act of June 15, 1934 (48 Stat. L. 965), upon receipt of proper
birth certificates the names of unenrolled living Menominee Indian
children born prior to that date of an enrolled parent or parents
residing on the reservation at the time of their birth, and the names
of children born thereafter otherwise qualified under section 4 of said
Act but irrespective of the derivation of their Menominee blood, shall
be automatically placed upon the official roll approved on December
27, 1935; and such children shall be entitled to participate in any
tribal payments made between the time of their birth and enrollment.

SFC. 2. The Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized and
directed on or before June 30, 1941, to investigate and determine the
correct degree of Menominee Indian blood of every person whose
name appears on the basic official roll as originally approved Decem-
ber 27, 1935. The determination made by the Secretary of the Inte-
rior shall be final and conclusive for enrollment purposes under the
Act of June 15, 1934, as modified herein, and any changes necessary
to conform to such determination shall be made in the appropriate
column of said roll.

Approved, July 14, 1939.

[CHAPTER 2731
JOINT RESOLUTION

Authorizing the President to invite foreign countries to participate in the San
Diego-Cabrillo Quadricentennial Celebration, to be held in 1942.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the President is
authorized to invite by proclamation, or in such other manner as he
may deem proper, foreign countries to send naval (or merchant)
vessels to San Diego, California, to participate in the San Diego-
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the boundaries thereof, the seasons of use and carrying capacity of 
the range, and any other matters affecting the administration of this 
Act within the district. Except in a case where in the judgment of 
the Secretary an emergency shall exist, the Secretary shall request the 
advice of the advisory board in advance of the promulgation of any 
rules and regulations affecting the I istriet." 
Approved, July 14, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 271] 
AN ACT 

To authorize appropriation for the construction of a medical school building at 
Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is 
hereby authorized to be appropriated not to exceed $375,000 to be 
expended for the construction, rehabilitation, and installation at 
Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania, of a medical field service school, and 
such utilities and appurtenances thereto as may be necessary. 
Approved, July 14, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 272] 
AN ACT 

To prescribe rules for the enrollment of Menominee Indian children born to 
enrolled parents, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That, regardless of 
the Act of June 15, 1934 (48 Stat. L. 965), upon receipt of proper 
birth certificates the names of unenrolled living Menominee Indian 
children born prior to that date of an enrolled parent or parents 
residing on the reservation at the time of their birth, and the names 
of children born thereafter otherwise qualified under section 4 of said 
Act but irrespective of the derivation of their Menominee blood, shall 
be automatically placed upon the official roll approved on December 
27, 1935; and such children shall be entitled to participate in any 
tribal payments made between the time of their birth and enrollment. 
SEC. 2. The Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized and 

directed on or before June 30, 1941, to investigate and determine the 
correct degree of Menominee Indian blood of every person whose 
name appears on the basic official roll as originally approved Decem-
ber 27, 1935. The determination made by the Secretary of the Inte-
rior shall be final and conclusive for enrollment purposes under the 
Act of June 15, 1934, as modified herein, and any changes necessary 
to conform to such determination shall be made in the appropriate 
column of said roll. 
Approved, July 14, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 273] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Authorizing the President to invite foreign countries to participate in the San 
Diego-Cabrillo Quadricentennial Celebration, to be held in 1942. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the President is 
authorized to invite by proclamation, or in such other manner as he 
may deem proper, foreign countries to send naval (or merchant) 
vessels to San Diego, California, to participate in the San Diego-
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July 15, 1939
[H. R. 5610]

[Public, No. 176]
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Cabrillo Quadricentennial Celebration, to be held in 1942, in com-
memoration of the discovery of California and the West Coast of
the United States by Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo, a native of Portugal,
who, while in the service of the King of Spain, entered San Diego
Harbor on September 28, 1542.

Approved, July 14, 1939.

[CHAPTER 281]
AN ACT

Making appropriations for the government of the District of Columbia and
other activities chargeable in whole or in part against the revenues of such
District for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
District of colum- United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to

,ia.
Appropriations for defray the expenses of the District of Columbia for the fiscal year

rpenses of fscal year
940, from SDistrict ending June 30, 1940, any revenue (not including the proportionate
venues and $6,000,- share of the United States in any revenue arising as the result of the

fromthereasury. expenditure of appropriations made for the fiscal year 1924 and
prior fiscal years) now required by law to be credited to the District
of Columbia and the United States in the same proportion that each
contributed to the activity or source from whence such revenue was
derived shall be credited wholly to the District of Columbia, and,
in addition, $6,000,000 is appropriated, out of any money in the Treas-
ury not otherwise appropriated, to be advanced July 1, 1939, and
all of the remainder out of the combined revenues of the District

Effective date. of Columbia, and this Act shall be effective as of July 1, 1939, and
any appropriations and authority contained herein shall have the
same force and effect between June 30, 1939, and the date of the
enactment of this Act as though the same had become law on July 1,

iValidsatio o ad- 1939; and the acts of any officer or employee performed during such
period in anticipation of the appropriations or authority contained
herein shall not be invalidated, declared ineffective, or questioned
solely because of the lack of such appropriations or authority during
such period, namely:

Personal services.
Additional, for En-

gineer Commissioner.

Prorisos.
Salaries limited to

average rates under
Classification Act; ex-
ceptions.

5.U. S.C. §661-674;
Supp. IV, § 673,673c.

If only one position
in a grade.

Advances in meri-
torious cases.

GENERAL EXPENSES

EXECUTIVE OFFICE

For personal services, $48,600, plus so much as may be necessary
to compensate the Engineer Commissioner at such rate in grade 8
of the professional and scientific service of the Classification Act of
1923, as amended, as may be determined by the Board of Commis-
sioners: Provided, That in expending appropriations or portions of
appropriations contained in this Act for the payment of personal
services in accordance with the Classification Act of 1923, as amended,
with the exception of the two civilian Commissioners, the average of
the salaries of the total number of persons under any grade in any
bureau, office, or other appropriation unit shall not at any time exceed
the average of the compensation rates specified for the grade by such
Act, as amended, and in grades in which only one position is allocated
the salary of such position shall not exceed the average of the com-
pensation rates for the grade, except that in unusually meritorious
cases of one position in a grade advances may be made to rates higher
than the average of the compensation rates of the grade, but not more
often than once in any fiscal year and then only to the next higher
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July 15, 1939 
[II. It. 5610] 

[Public, No. 176] 

District of Colum-
bia. 
Appropriations for 

expenses of fiscal year 
1940, from District 
revenues and $6,000,-
000from the Treasury. 

Effective date. 
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ministrative acts. 

Personal services. 
Additional, for En-

gineer Commissioner. 
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Salaries limited to 
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Classification Act; ex-
ceptions. 

5 U. S. C. §§ 661-674; 
Stipp. IV, §¢ 673, 673c. 

If only one position 
in a grade. 

Advances in meri-
torious cases. 

Cabrillo Quadricentennial Celebration to be held in 1942, in com-
memoration of the discovery of California and the West Coast of 
the United States by Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo,. a native of Portugal, 
who, while in the service of the King of Spam, entered San Diego 
Harbor on September 28, 1542. 
Approved, July 14, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 281] 
AN ACT 

Making appropriations for the government of the District of Columbia and 
other activities chargeable in whole or in part against the revenues of such 
District for the fiscal year ending June SO, 1940, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to 
defray the expenses of the District of Columbia for the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1940, any revenue (not including the proportionate 
share of the United States in any revenue arising as the result of the 
expenditure of appropriations made for the fiscal year 1924 and 
prior fiscal years) now required by law to be credited to the District 
of Columbia and the United States in the same proportion that each 
contributed to the activity or source from whence such revenue was 
derived shall be credited wholly to the District of Columbia, and, 
in addition, $6,000,000 is appropriated, out of any money in the Treas-
ury not otherwise appropriated, to be advanced July 1, 1939, and 
all of the remainder out of the combined revenues of the District 
of Columbia, and this Act shall be effective as of July 1, 1939, and 
any appropriations and authority contained herein shall have the 
same force and effect between June 30, 1939, and the date of the 
enactment of this Act as though the same had become law on July 1, 
1939; and the acts of any officer or employee performed during such 
period in anticipation of the appropriations or authority contained 
herein shall not be invalidated, declared ineffective, or questioned 
solely because of the lack of such appropriations or authority during 
such period, namely: 

GENERAL EXPENSES 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE 

For personal services, $48,600, plus so much as may be necessary 
to compensate the Engineer Commissioner at such rate in grade 8 
of the professional and scientific service of the Classification Act of 
1923, as amended, as may be determined by the Board of Commis-
sioners: Provided, That in expending appropriations or portions of 
appropriations contained in this Act for the payment of personal 
services in accordance with the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, 
with the exception of the two civilian Commissioners, the average of 
the salaries of the total number of persons under any grade in any 
bureau, office, or other appropriation unit shall not at any time exceed 
the average of the compensation rates specified for the grade by such 
Act, as amended, and in grades in which only one position is allocated 
the salary of such position shall not exceed the average of the com-
pensation rates for the grade, except that in unusually meritorious 
cases of one position in a grade advances may be made to rates higher 
than the average of the compensation rates of the grade, but not more 
often than once in any fiscal year and then only to the next higher 
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rate: Provided furthter, That this restriction shall not apply (1) to
grades 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the clerical-mechanical service; (2) to require
the reduction in salary of any person whose compensation was fixed,
as of July 1, 1924, in accordance with the rules of section 6 of such
Act; (3) to require the reduction in salary of any person who is
transferred from one position to another position in the same or
different grade in the same or a different bureau, office, or other
appropriation unit; (4) to prevent the payment of a salary under any
grade at a rate higher than the maximum rate of the grade when
such higher rate is permitted by the Classification Act of 1923, as
amended, and is specifically authorized by other law; or (5) to reduce
the compensation of any person in a grade in which only one position
is allocated.

Purchasing division: For personal services, $56,960.
Department of inspections: For personal services, $249,960, includ-

ing two members of plumbing board at $150 each, and two members,
board of examiners, steam engineers, at $150 each, the inspector of
boilers to serve without additional compensation.

Office of Poundmaster: For personal services in accordance with
the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, maintenance and opera-
tion of motor vehicles, and other necessary expenses, $10,790.

PUBLIC CONVENIENCE STATIONS

For maintenance of public convenience stations, including com-
pensation of necessary employees, $14,000.

CARE OF THE DISTRICT BUILDINGS

For personal services, including temporary labor, and service of
cleaners as necessary at not to exceed 48 cents per hour, $135,140:
Provided, That no other appropriation made in this Act shall be
available for the employment of additional assistant engineers or
watchmen for the care of the District buildings.

For fuel, light, and power, repairs, laundry, and miscellaneous
supplies, $52,080.

ASSESSOR'S OFFICE

For personal services, $254,480.
For office equipment, supplies, and labor-saving office devices, to

be immediately available, $28,640.

BOARD OF TAX APPEALS

For personal services in accordance with title IX of the Act
entitled "An Act to amend the District of Columbia Revenue Act of
1937, and for other purposes", approved May 16, 1938, $13,540.

COLLECTOR'S OFFICE

For personal services, $55,740, of which $2,600 shall be immediately
available.

AUDrrTOR'S OFFICE

For personal services, $158,400, of which not exceeding $500 shall
be immediately available; and the compensation of the present incum-
bent of the position of disbursing officer of the District of Columbia
shall be exclusive of his compensation as United States property
and disbursing officer for the National Guard of the District of
Columbia.
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rate: Provided further, That this restriction shall not apply (1) to 
grades 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the clerical-mechanical service; (2) to require 
the reduction in salary of any person whose compensation was fixed, 
as of July 1, 1924, in accordance with the rules of section 6 of such 
Act; (3) to require the reduction in salary of any person who is 
transferred from one position to another position in the same or 
different grade in the same or a different bureau, office, or other 
appropriation unit; (4) to prevent the payment of a salary under any 
grade at a rate higher than the maximum rate of the grade when 
such higher rate is permitted by the Classification Act of 1923, as 
amended, and is specifically authorized by other law; or (5) to reduce 
the compensation of any person in a grade in which only one position 
is allocated. 
Purchasing division: For personal services, $56,960. 
Department of inspections: For personal services, $249,960, includ-

ing two members of plumbing board at $150 each, and two members, 
board of examiners, steam engineers, at $150 each, the inspector of 
boilers to serve without additional compensation. 

Office of Poundmaster: For personal services in accordance with 
the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, maintenance and opera-
tion of motor vehicles, and other necessary expenses, $10,790. 

PUBLIC CONVENIENCE STATIONS 

For maintenance of public convenience stations, including com-
pensation of necessary employees, $14,000. 

CARE OF ItiE DISTRICT BUILDINGS 

For personal services, including temporary labor, and service of 
cleaners as necessary at not to exceed 48 cents per hour, $135,140: 
Provided, That no other appropriation made in this Act shall be 
available for the employment of additional assistant engineers or 
watchmen for the care of the District buildings. 
For fuel, light, and power, repairs, laundry, and miscellaneous 

supplies, $52,080. 
ASSESSOR'S OFFICE 

For personal services, $254,480. 
For office equipment, supplies, and labor-saving office devices, to 

be immediately available, $28,640. 

BOARD OF TAX APPEALS 

For personal services in accordance with title IX of the Act 
entitled "An Act to amend the District of Columbia Revenue Act of 
1937, and for other purposes", approved May 16, 1938, $13,540. 

COLLECTOR'S OFFICE 

For personal services, $55,740, of which $2,600 shall be immediately 
available. 

AUDITOR'S OFFICE 

For personal services, $158,400, of which not exceeding $500 shall 
be immediately available; and the compensation of the present incum-
bent of the position of disbursing officer of the District of Columbia 
shall be exclusive of his compensation as United States property 
and disbursing officer for the National Guard of the District of 
Columbia. 
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OFFICE OF CORPORATION COUNSEL

Corporation coun-
sel; extra pay.

Personal services.

Personal services
and expenses.

Personal services.
5 U. . C. a. 661-

674; Supp. IV, § 673,
673c.

Morgue, etc., ex-
penses.

Personalservices.
Contingent ex-

penses.

Vehicles.

Gasoline, etc., test-
ing and inspection.

Personal services.
Safety Inspector.

Corporation counsel, including extra compensation as general
counsel of the Public Utilities Commission, and other personal serv-
ices, including one clerk at $1,800 per annum to be appointed without
civil-service requirements, $122,440.

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE CONTROL BOARD

For personal services, streetcar and bus transportation, telephone
service, not exceeding $1,000 for the purchase of samples, not exceed-
ing $100 for witness fees, and not less than $8,000 for beverage tax
stamps, and other necessary contingent and miscellaneous expenses,
$44,580.

CORONER'S OFFICE

For personal services, including deputy coroners, in accordance
with the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, $13,180.

For the maintenance of a non-passenger-carrying motor wagon
for the morgue, jurors' fees, witnesses' fees, ice, disinfectants, tele-
phone service, and other necessary supplies, repairs to the morgue,
and the necessary expenses of holding inquests, including steno-
graphic services in taking testimony and photographing unidentified
bodies, $4,700.

OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT OF WEIGHTS, MEASURES, AND MARKETS

For personal services, $58,460.
Weights, measures, and markets, expenses: For contingent

expenses, and maintenance and repairs to markets, including not to
exceed $1,000 for purchase of commodities and for personal services
in connection with investigation and detection of sales of short
weight and measure, maintenance and repair of motor vehicles, and
not exceeding $750 for the purchase, including exchange, of one motor
vehicle equipped for making investigations of sales of gasoline and
oil by short measure, $23,875, of which amount $7,500 shall be avail-
able for testing and inspection of gasoline and other petroleum prod-
ucts, and $6,700 shall be available for repairs to and replacement of
electrical work at the Municipal Fish Wharf and Market.

OFFICE OF CIIEF CLERK, ENGINEER DEPARTMENT

For personal services, $32,340, including $2,600 for the employment
of one safety inspector.

MUNICIPAL ARCHITECT'S OFFICE

Personal services. For personal services, $65,080, of which $7,200 shall be available
Supp. iv, §673.673 without reference to the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, and

civil-service requirements, for the employment of one chief engineer-
ing inspector, and one engineering examiner and computer.

pprorioent of All apportionments of appropriations for the use of the municipal
architect in payment of personal services employed on construction
work provided for by said appropriations shall be based on an
amount not exceeding 3 per centum of a total of not more than
$2,000,000 of appropriations made for such construction projects and
not exceeding 23/4 per centum of a total of the appropriations in
excess of $2,000,000, and appropriations specifically made in this Act
for the preparation of plans and specifications shall be deducted from

Reimbursements. any allowances authorized under this paragraph: Provided, That
reimbursements may be made to this fund from appropriations con-
tained in this Act for services rendered other activities of the Dis-
trict Government, without reference to fiscal-year limitations on such
appropriations.
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Proviack. 
Reimbursements. 

OFFICE OF CORPORATION COUNSEL 

Corporation counsel, including extra compensation as general 
counsel of the Public Utilities Commission, and other personal serv-
ices, including one clerk at $1,800 per annum to be appointed without 
civil-service requirements, $122,440. 

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE CONTROL BOARD 

For personal services, streetcar and bus transportation, telephone 
service, not exceeding $1,000 for the purchase of samples not exceed-
ing $100 for witness fees, and not less than $8,900 for beverage tax 
stamps and other necessary contingent and miscellaneous expenses, 
$44,580. 

CORONER'S OFFICE 

For personal services, including deputy coroners, in accordance 
with the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, $13,180. 
For the maintenance of a non-passenger-carrying motor wagon 

for the morgue, jurors' fees, witnesses' fees, ice, disinfectants, tele-
phone service, and other necessary supplies, repairs to the morgue, 
and the necessary expenses of holding inquests, including steno-
graphic services in taking testimony and photographing unidentified 
bodies, $4,700. 

OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT OF WEIGHTS, MEASURES, AND MARKETS 

For personal services, $58,460. 
Weights, measures, and markets, expenses: For contingent 

expenses, and maintenance and repairs to markets, including not to 
exceed $1,000 for purchase of commodities and for personal services 
in connection with investigation and detection of sales of short 
weight and measure, maintenance and repair of motor vehicles, and 
not exceeding $750 for the purchase, including exchange, of one motor 
vehicle equipped for making investigations of sales of gasoline and 
oil by short measure, $23,875, of which amount $7,500 shall be avail-
able for testing and inspection of gasoline and other petroleum prod-
ucts, and $6,700 shall be available for repairs to and replacement of 
electrical work at the Municipal Fish Wharf and Market. 

OFFICE OF CHIEF CLERK, ENGINEER DEPARTMENT 

For personal services, $32,340, including $2,600 for the employment 
of one safety inspector. 

MUNICIPAL ARCHITECT'S OFFICE 

For personal services, $65,080, of which $7,200 shall be available 
without reference to the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, and 
civil-service requirements, for the employment of one chief engineer-
ing inspector, and one engineering examiner and computer. 

All apportionments of appropriations for the use of the municipal 
architect in payment of personal services employed on construction 
work provided for by said appropriations shall be based on an 
amount not exceeding 3 per centum of a total of not more than 
$2,000,000 of appropriations made for such construction projects and 
not exceeding 23/4 per centurn of a total of the appropriations in 
excess of $2,000,000, and appropriations specifically made in this Act 
for the preparation of plans and specifications shall be deducted from 
any allowances authorized under this paragraph: Provided, That 
reimbursements may be made to this fund from appropriations con-
tamed in this Act for services rendered other activities of the Dis-
trict Government, without reference to fiscal-year limitations on such 
appropriations. 
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PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION

For two commissioners, and for other personal services, $70,420.
For incidental and all other general necessary expenses authorized

by law, including the purchase of newspapers, $1,500.
No part of the appropriations contained in this Act shall be used

for or in connection with the preparation, issuance, publication, or
enforcement of any regulation or order of the Public Utilities Com-
mission requiring the installation of meters in taxicabs, or for or in
connection with the licensing of any vehicle to be operated as a taxi-
cab except for operation in accordance with such system of uniform
zones and rates and regulations applicable thereto as shall have been
prescribed by the Public Utilities Commission.

DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE

For personal services, $28,900.

SURVEYOR'S OFFICE

For personal services, $80,820.

MINIMUM WAGE BOARD

For personal services, $15,380.

ZONING COMMISSION

For salaries and expenses necessary for the administration of the
Act entitled "An Act providing for the zoning of the District of
Columbia and the regulation of the location, height, bulk, and uses of
buildings and other structures and of the uses of land in the District
of Columbia, and for other purposes", approved June 20, 1938,
$10,760.

Commission on Mental Health, District of Columbia: For compen-
sation of members of the Commission on Mental Health of the Dis-
trict of Columbia, and other personal services, including payment of
witness fees and mileage, $22,320: Provided, That the salary of the
executive secretary shall be at the rate of $3,000 per annum.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION FUND

For carrying out the provisions of section 11 of the District of
Columbia Appropriation Act approved July 11, 1919, extending to
the employees of the government of the District of Columbia the pro-
visions of the Act entitled "An Act to provide compensation for
employees of the United States suffering injuries while in the per-
formance of their duties, and for other purposes", approved Sep-
tember 7, 1916, $50,000.

Administrative expenses, compensation to injured employees in
the District of Columbia: For the enforcement of the Act entitled
"An Act to provide compensation for disability or death resulting
from injury to employees in certain employments in the District of
Columbia, and for other purposes", approved May 17, 1928 (45 Stat.
600), $65.900, for transfer to and expenditure by the Employees'
Compensation Commission under its appropriations "Salaries and
expenses", $65,600, and "Printing and binding", $300.

For financing of the liability of the government of the District of
Columbia, created by the Act entitled "An Act for the retirement of
employees in the classified civil service, and for other purposes",
approved May 22, 1920, and Acts amendatory thereof (5 U. S. C.
707a), $842,760, which amount shall be placed to the credit of the
"civil service retirement and disability fund".
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PUBLIC UTILILLLS COMMISSION 

For two commissioners, and for other personal services, $70,420. 
For incidental and all other general necessary expenses authorized 

by law, including the purchase of newspapers, $1,500. 
No part of the appropriations contained in this Act shall be used 

for or in connection with the preparation, issuance, publication, or 
enforcement of any regulation or order of the Public Utilities Com-
mission requiring the installation of meters in taxicabs, or for or in 
connection with the licensing of any vehicle to be operated as a taxi-
cab except for operation in accordance with such system of uniform 
zones and rates and regulations applicable thereto as shall have been 
prescribed by the Public Utilities Commission. 

DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE 

For personal services, $28,900. 

SURVEYOR'S OFFICE 

For personal services, $80,820. 

MINIMUM WAGE BOARD 

For personal services, $15,380. 

ZONING COMMISSION 

For salaries and expenses necessary for the administration of the 
Act entitled "An Act providing for the zoning of the District of 
Columbia and the regulation of the location, height, bulk, and uses of 
buildings and other structures and of the uses of land in the District 
of Columbia, and for other purposes", approved June 20, 1938, 
$10,760. 
Commission on Mental Health, District of Columbia: For compen-

sation of members of the Commission on Mental Health of the Dis-
trict of Columbia, and other personal services, including payment of 
witness fees and mileage' $22,320: Provided, That the salary of the 
executive secretary shall be at the rate of $3,000 per annum. 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION FUND 

For carrying out the provisions of section 11 of the District of 
Columbia Appropriation Act approved July 11, 1919, extending to 
the employees of the government of the District of Columbia the pro-
visions of the Act entitled "An Act to provide compensation for 
employees of the United States suffering injuries while in the per-
formance of their duties, and for other purposes", approved Sep-
tember 7, 19162 $50,000. 
Administrative expenses, compensation to injured employees in 

the District of Columbia: For the enforcement of the Act entitled 
"An Act to provide compensation for disability or death resulting 
from injury to employees in certain employments in the District of 
Columbia, and for other purposes", approved May 17, 1928 (45 Stat. 
600), $65,900, for transfer to and expenditure 'by the Employees' 
Compensation Commission under its appropriations "Salaries and 
expenses", $65,600, and "Printing and binding", $300. 
For financing of the liability of the government of the District of 

Columbia, created by the Act entitled "An Act for the retirement of 
employees in the classified civil service, and for other purposes", 
approved May 22, 1920, and Acts amendatory thereof (5 U. S. C. 
707a), $842,760, which amount shall be placed to the credit of the 
"civil service retirement and disability fund". 
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Personal services.

Contingent ex-
penses.

Personal services.

Contingent ex-
penses.

Rent.
Post, p. 1041.

REGISTER OF WILLS

For personal services, $78,020.
For miscellaneous and contingent expenses, telephone bills, print-

ing, contract statistical services, typewriters, photostat paper and
supplies, including laboratory coats and photographic developing-
room equipment, towels, towel service, window washing, streetcar
tokens, furniture and equipment and repairs thereto, and purchase
of books of reference, law books, and periodicals, $13,120.

RECORDER OF DEEDS

For personal services, $112,920.
For miscellaneous and contingent expenses, including telephone

service, printing, binding, rebinding, repairing, and preservation of
records; typewriters, towels, towel service, furniture and equip-
ment and repairs thereto; books of reference, law books and peri-
odicals, streetcar tokens, postage; not exceeding $100 for rest room
for sick and injured employees and the equipment of and medical
supplies for said rest room, and all other necessary incidental
expenses, $14,400.

For rent of offices of the recorder of deeds, $15,000, to be expended
without reference to the provisions of section 6 of this Act.

CONTINGENT AND MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES

Obects spefied. For checks, books, law books, books of reference, including $1,500
for law books and books of reference for the Corporation Counsel's
office, periodicals, newspapers, stationery; surveying instruments and
implements; drawing materials; binding, rebinding, repairing, and

Traveling expenses preservation of records; ice; traveling expenses not to exceed $3,000;
including payment of dues and traveling expenses in attending con-
ventions when authorized by the Commissioners of the District of

et., buildings. ' Columbia; expenses authorized by law in connection with the removal
of dangerous or unsafe and insanitary buildings, including payment
of a fee of $6 per diem to each member of board of survey, other

Settlement o lais. than the inspector of buildings, while actually employed on surveys
of dangerous or unsafe buildings; not exceeding $3,000 for the
settlement of claims not in excess of $250 each, approved by the
Commissioners under and in accordance with the provisions of the
Act entitled "An Act authorizing the Commissioners of the District
of Columbia to settle claims and suits against the District of Colum-

Stat. 1160; 46 bia", approved February 11, 1929 (45 Stat. 1160), as amended by
Conference of com- the Act approved June 5, 1930 (46 Stat. 500); not to exceed $250

missioners on uniform
State laws. to .aid in support of the national conference of commissioners on
pubnlicreltieof uniform State laws; not exceeding $2,513 as final payment for the

investigation of public relief in the District of Columbia, to be
immediately available; and other general necessary expenses of Dis-

Printing, etc., lst trict offices, $37,943: Provided, That no part of this or any other
of supplies. appropriation contained in this Act shall be expended for printing

or binding a schedule or list of supplies and materials for the furnish-
ing of which contracts have been or may be awarded.

Post, p. 108. For postage for strictly official mail matter, including the rental
of postage-meter equipment, $27,200.

udicial expenses. For judicial expenses, including witness fees, and expert services
in District of Columbia cases before the District Court of the United

Stenographicreport- States for the District of Columbia, $1,500: Provided, That the
ing services. Commissioners of the District of Columbia are authorized, when in

their judgment such action be deemed in the public interest, to con-
tract for stenographic reporting services without regard to section
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REGISTER or WILLS 

For personal services, $78,020. 
For miscellaneous and contingent expenses, telephone bills, print-

ing, contract statistical services, typewriters, photostat paper and 
supplies, including laboratory coats and photographic developing-
room equipment, towels, towel service, window washing, streetcar 
tokens, furniture and equipment and repairs thereto, and purchase 
of books of reference, law books, and periodicals, $13,120. 

RECORDER or DEEDS 

For personal services, $112,920. 
For miscellaneous and contingent expenses, including telephone 

service, printing, binding, rebinding, repairing, and preservation of 
records; typewriters, towels, towel service, furniture and equip-
ment and repairs thereto; books of reference, law books and peri-
odicals, streetcar tokens, postage; not exceeding $100 for rest room 
for sick and injured employees and the equipment of and medical 
supplies for said rest room, and all other necessary incidental 
expenses, $14,400. 
For rent of offices of the recorder of deeds, $15,000, to be expended 

without reference to the provisions of section 6 of this Act. 

CONTINGENT AND MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES 

For checks, books, law books, books of reference, including $1,500 
for law books and books of reference for the Corporation Counsel's 
office, periodicals, newspapers, stationery; surveying instruments and 
implements; drawing materials; binding, rebinding, repairing, and 
preservation of records; ice; traveling expenses not to exceed $3,000; 
including payment of dues and traveling expenses in attending con-
ventions when authorized by the Commissioners of the District of 
Columbia; expenses authorized by law in connection with the removal 
of dangerous or unsafe and insanitary buildings, including payment 
of a fee of $6 per diem to each member of board of survey, other 
than the inspector of buildings, while actually employed on surveys 
of dangerous or unsafe buildings; not exceeding $3,000 for the 
settlement of claims not in excess of $250 each, approved by the 
Commissioners under and in accordance with the provisions of the 
Act entitled "An Act authorizing the Commissioners of the District 
of Columbia to settle claims and suits against the District of Colum-
bia", approved February 11, 1929 (45 Stat. 1160), as amended by 
the Act approved June 5, 1930 (46 Stat. 500) ; not to exceed $250 
to .aid in support of the national conference of commissioners on 
uniform State laws; not exceeding $2.513 as final payment for the 
investigation of public relief in the District of Columbia, to be 
immediately available; and other general necessary expenses of Dis-
trict offices, $37,943: Provided, That no part of this or any other 
appropriation contained in this Act shall be expended for printing 
or binding a schedule or list of supplies and materials for the furnish-
ing of which contracts have been or may be awarded. 
For postage for strictly official mail matter, including the rental 

of postage-meter equipment, $27,200. 
For judicial expenses, including witness fees, and expert services 

in District of Columbia cases before the District Court of the United 
States for the District of Columbia, $1,500: Provided, That the 
Commissioners of the District of Columbia are authorized, when in 
their judgment such action be deemed in the public interest, to con-
tract for stenographic reporting services without regard to section 
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3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) under available appro-
priations contained in this Act: Provided further, That neither the
District of Columbia nor any officer thereof acting in his official
capacity for the District of Columbia shall be required to pay court
costs to the clerk of the District Court of the United States for the
District of Columbia.

For general advertising, authorized and required by law, and for
tax and school notices and notices of changes in regulations, $9,000:
Provided, That this appropriation shall not be available for the pay-
ment of advertising in newspapers published outside of the District
of Columbia, notwithstanding the requirement for such advertising
provided by existing law.

For advertising notice of taxes in arrears July 1, 1939, as required
to be given by the Act of February 28, 1898, as amended, to be reim-
bursed by a charge of 50 cents for each lot or piece of property
advertised, $4,500: Provided, That this appropriation shall not be
available for the payment of advertising the delinquent tax list for
more than once a week for two weeks in the regular issue of one
morning or one evening newspaper published in the District of
Columbia, notwithstanding the provisions of existing law.

For printing and binding, $53,300: Provided, That no part of the
appropriation contained in this Act shall be available for expenditure
for printing and binding unless the need for such expenditure shall
have been specifically approved by the Commissioners of the District
of Columbia, or by the purchasing officer and the auditor for the
District of Columbia acting for such Commissioners.

For the use of the Senate and House Committees on the District
of Columbia, acting jointly or separately as the chairmen of the
two committees may decide, to pay for technical counsel and for bill
drafting, statistical, and other assistance in connection with legisla-
tion for the revision of the organization of the District of Columbia
and for extra services performed in the making of sundry investiga-
tions and examinations and the drafting of proposals for the revision
of the organization of the District of Columbia, to be expended with-
out reference to the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, alnd the
provisions of section 3709 of the Revised Statutes of tie United
States (41 U. S. C. 5), $12,500, to be immediately available: Pro-
vided, That the foregoing appropriation shall be for payment in full
for all services heretofore or hereafter rendered in connection with
the study for the revision of the organization of the District of
Columbia.

CENTRAL GARAGE

For maintenance, care, repair, and operation of passenger-carrying
automobiles owned by the District of Columbia, including personal
services, $62,560; for purchase (including exchange) of passenger-
carrying automobiles, $10,000; and for purchase (including exchange)
of three passenger-carrying automobiles for the executive office,
$5,400; and purchase of one passenger-carrying automobile for the
auditor's office, $900; in all, $78,860.

For allowances for furnishing privately owned motor vehicles
in the performance of official duties at a rate of not to exceed $264
per year for each automobile, $10,296: Provided, That allowances
under this appropriation shall be made only to persons whose duties
require full-time field service.

All motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles owned by the Dis-
trict of Columbia shall be used exclusively for "official purposes"
directly pertaining to the public services of said District, and shall
be under the direction and control of the Commissioners, who may
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3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) under available appro-
priations contained in this Act: Provided further That neither the 
District of Columbia nor any officer thereof acting in his official 
capacity for the District of Columbia shall be required to pay court 
costs to the clerk of the District Court of the United States for the 
District of Columbia. 
For general advertising, authorized and required by law, and for 

tax and school notices and notices of changes in regulations, $9,000: 
Provided, That this appropriation shall not be avail-able for the pay-
ment of advertising in newspapers published outside of the District 
of Columbia, notwithstanding the requirement for such advertising 
provided by existing law. 
For advertising notice of taxes in arrears July 1, 1939, as required 

to be given by the Act of February 28, 1898, as amended, to be reim-
bursed by a charge of 50 cents for each lot or piece of property 
advertised, $4,500: Provided, That this appropriation shall not be 
available for the payment of advertising the delinquent tax list for 

i more than once a week for two weeks n the regular issue of one 
i morning or one evening newspaper published n the District of 

Columbia, notwithstanding the provisions of existing law. 
For printing and binding, $53,300: Provided, That no part of the 

appropriation contained in this Act shall be available for expenditure 
for printing and binding unless the need for such expenditure shall 
have been specifically approved by the Commissioners of the District 
of Columbia or by the purchasing officer and the auditor for the 
District of Columbia acting for such Commissioners. 
For the use of the Senate and House Committees on the District 

of Columbia, acting jointly or separately as the chairmen of the 
two committees may decide to pay for technical counsel and for bill 
drafting, statistical, and other assistance in connection with legisla-
tion for the revision of the organization of the District of Columbia 
and for extra services performed in the making of sundry investiga-
tions and examinations and the drafting of proposals for the revision 
of the organization of the District of Columbia, to be expended with-
out reference to the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, and the 
provisions of section 3709 of the Revised Statutes of the United 
States (41 U. S. C. 5), $12,500, to be immediately available: Pro-
vided, That the foregoing appropriation shall be for payment in full 
for all services heretofore or hereafter rendered in connection with 
the study for the revision of the organization of the District of 
Columbia. 

CENTRAL GARAGE 

For maintenance, care, repair, and operation of passenger-carrying 
automobiles owned by the District of Columbia, including personal 
services, $62,560; for purchase (including exchange) of passenger-
carrying automobiles, $10,000; and for purchase (including exchange) 
of three passenger-carrying automobiles for the executive office, 
$5,400; and purchase of one passenger-carrying automobile for the 
auditor's office, $900; in all, $78,860. 
For allowances for furnishing privately owned motor vehicles 

in the performance of official duties at a rate of not to exceed $264 
per year for each automobile, $10,296: Provided, That allowances 
under this appropriation shall be made only to persons whose duties 
require full-time field service. 

All motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles owned by the Dis-
trict of Columbia shall be used exclusively for "official purposes" 
directly pertaining to the public services of said District, and shall 
be under the direction and control of the Commissioners, who may 
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from time to time alter or change the assignment for use thereof or
direct the joint or interchangeable use of any of the same by officials
and employees of the District, except as otherwise provided in this

twrteenotatio bd Act; and "official purposes" shall not include the transportation of
place of employment. officers and employees between their domiciles and places of employ-

ment, except as to the Commissioners of the District of Columbia and
in cases of officers and employees the character of whose duties makes
such transportation necessary, and then only as to such latter cases

Proiso. when the same is approved by the Commissioners: Provided, That no
Cost lmiton passenger-carrying automobile, except busses, station wagons, patrol

wagons, and ambulances, and except as otherwise specifically author-
ized in this Act, shall be acquired under any provision of this Act,
by purchase or exchange, at a cost, including the value of a vehicle

Transfersforbidden. exchanged, exceeding $650. No motor vehicles shall be transferred
from the police or fire departments to any other branch of the govern-
ment of the District of Columbia.

Fie insurane pr Appropriations in this Act shall not be used for the payment of
premiums or other cost of fire insurance.

streetcar and bus The Commissioners are authorized, in their discretion, to furnish
fares

. necessary transportation in connection with strictly official business
of the District of Columbia by the purchase of streetcar and bus

Litation on ex- fares from appropriations contained in this Act: Provided, That the
penditures. expenditures herein authorized shall be so apportioned as not to

exceed a total of $11,100: Provided further, That the provisions of
Fire and police de- this paragraph shall not include the appropriations herein made for

partments excepted. the fire and police departments.

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

Personal services.
etc. For personal services and miscellaneous and contingent expenses

required for maintaining a public employment service for the Dis-
trict of Columbia, $4,640.

EMERGENCY FUND

Etume'sency'expend To be expended in case of emergency, such as riot, pestilence, public
insanitary conditions, calamity by flood, or fire, or storm, and of like
character, and for other purposes, in the discretion of the Commis-
sioners, $3,500, of which sum $1,000 shall be immediately available:

ouche fr r e Provided, That the certificate of the Commissioners shall be suffi-
pendlture. cient voucher for the expenditure of this appropriation for such pur-

poses as they may deem necessary.

REFUND OF ERRONEOUS COLLECTIONS

Payments author-
fhed.

Building permits.
36 Stat. 967.

Prooiso.
Availability.

Reconstruction,
maintenance, etc.

To enable the Commissioners, in any case where taxes, special
assessments, school-tuition charges, payments for lost library books,
rents, fines, fees, or collections of any character have been errone-
ously covered into the Treasury to the credit of the general revenues
of the District of Columbia, to refund such erroneous payments,
wholly or in part, including the refunding of fees paid for building
permits authorized by the District of Columbia Appropriation Act
approved March 2, 1911 (36 Stat. 967), $65,000: Provided, That this
appropriation shall be available for such refunds of payments made
within the past three years.

WHARVES

For reconstruction, where necessary, and for maintenance and
repair of wharves under the control of the Commissioners of the Dis-
trict of Columbia, in the Washington Channel of the Potomac River,
$2,000.
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from time to time alter or change the assignment for use thereof or 
direct the joint or interchangeable use of any of the same by officials 
and employees of the District, except as otherwise provided in this 
Act; and "official purposes" shall not include the transportation of 
officers and employees between their domiciles and places of employ-
ment, except as to the Commissioners of the District of Columbia and 
in cases of officers and employees the character of whose duties makes 
such transportation necessary, and then only as to such latter cases 
when the same is approved by the Commissioners: Provided, That no 
passenger-carrying automobile, except busses, station wagons, patrol 
wagons, and ambulances, and except as otherwise specifically author-
ized in this Act, shall be acquired under any provision of this Act, 
by purchase or exchange, at a cost, including the value of a vehicle 
exchanged, exceeding $650. No motor vehicles shall be transferred 
from the police or fire departments to any other branch of the govern-
ment of the District of Columbia. 
Appropriations in this Act shall not be used for the payment of 

premiums or other cost of fire insurance. 
The Commissioners are authorized, in their discretion, to furnish 

necessary transportation in connection with strictly official business 
of the District of Columbia by the purchase of streetcar and bus 
fares from appropriations contained in this Act: Provided, That the 
expenditures herein authorized shall be so apportioned as not to 
exceed a total of $11,100: Provided further, That the provisions of 
this paragraph shall not include the appropriations herein made for 
the fire and police departments. 

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE 

For personal services and miscellaneous and contingent expenses 
required for maintaining a public employment service for the Dis-
trict of Columbia, $4,640. 

EMERGENCY FUND 

To be expended in case of emergency, such as riot, pestilence, public 
insanitary conditions, calamity by flood, or fire, or storm, and of like 
character, and for other purposes, in the discretion of the Commis-
sioners, $3,500, of which sum $1,000 shall be immediately available: 
Provided, That the certificate of the Commissioners shall be suffi-
cient voucher for the expenditure of this appropriation for such pur-
poses as they may deem necessary. 

REFUND OF ERRONEOUS COLLECTIONS 

To enable the Commissioners, in any case where taxes, special 
assessments, school-tuition charges, payments for lost library books, 
rents, fines, fees, or collections of any character have been errone-
ously covered into the Treasury to the credit of the general revenues 
of the District of Columbia, to refund such erroneous payments, 
wholly or in part, including the refunding of fees paid for building 
permits authorized by the District of Columbia Appropriation Act 
approved March 2, 1911 (36 Stat 967), $65,000: Provided, That this 
appropriation shall be available for such refunds of payments made 
within the past three years. 

WHARVES 

For reconstruction, where necessary, and for maintenance and 
repair of wharves under the control of the Commissioners of the Dis-
trict of Columbia, in the Washington Channel of the Potomac River, 
$2,000. 
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REPAYMENT OF LOAN FROM PUBLIC WORKS
ADMINISTRATION

For reimbursement to the United States, in compliance with sec-
tion 3 of the Act approved June 25, 1934 (48 Stat. 1215), of funds
loaned under the authority of said Act, $462,500: Provided, That
during the fiscal year 1940 no greater sum shall be deposited in the
Treasury of the United States to the credit of the special account
established under section 3 of said Act than is required by said sec-
tion for reimbursement to the United States.

Payment of interest on loan by Federal Emergency Administra-
tion of Public Works: For payment to the United States, in com-
pliance with section 3 of the Act approved June 25. 1934 (48 Stat.
1215), of interest on funds loaned under the authority of said Act,
$15277.

FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY

For personal services, and for substitutes and other special and
temporary services, including extra services on Sundays, holidays,
and Saturday half holidays, at the discretion of the librarian,
$412,830.

Miscellaneous: For books, periodicals, newspapers, and other
printed material, including payment in advance for subscription
books, and society publications, including not exceeding $300 for
music records and sound recordings, $65,000: Provided, That the dis-
bursing officer of the District of Columbia is authorized to advance to
the librarian of the Free Public Library, upon requisition previously
approved by the auditor of the District of Columbia, sums of money
not exceeding $25 at the first of each month, to be expended for the
purchase of certain books, pamphlets, numbers of periodicals or news-
papers, or other printed material, and to be accounted for on itemized
vouchers.

For binding, including necessary personal services, $20,000.
For maintenance, alterations, repairs, fuel, lighting, fitting up

buildings, care of grounds, maintenance of motor delivery vehicles,
and other contingent expenses, $44,000.

For rent of suitable quarters for branch libraries in Chevy Chase
and Woodridge, $5,760.

Not to exceed $350,000 of the unexpended balance of the appropria-
tion of $500,000 contained in the District of Columbia Appropriation
Act for the fiscal year 1939 for beginning the construction in square
533 of the first unit of an extensible building for the government of
the District of Columbia is hereby reappropriated and made available
for beginning the construction in square 491 of the first unit of an
extensible library building, including quarters for the administrative
offices of the Board of Education and the Commissioners are author-
ized to enter into contract or contracts for the construction of such
first unit at a total cost, including improvement of grounds and all
necessary furniture and equipment, not to exceed $1,118,000: Pro-
vided, That not to exceed $40,000 of the said sum of $350,000, together
with the unexpended balance of the appropriation of $60,000 con-
tained in such Act for the preparation of plans and specifications for
a library building to be constructed on square 491, which is continued
available for the same purpose in the fiscal year 1940, shall be imme-
diately available for the preparation of plans and specifications, and
for the employment of professional and other services without refer-
ence to the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, section 3709 of the
Revised Statutes, and civil-service requirements, and for other neces-
sary expenses, and the Procurement Division of the Treasury Depart-
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with the unexpended balance of the appropriation of $60,000 con-
tained in such Act for the preparation of plans and specifications for 
a library building to be constructed on square 491, which is continued 
available for the same purpose in the fiscal year 1940, shall be imme-
diately available for the preparation of plans and specifications, and 
for the employment of professional and other services, without refer-
ence to the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, section 3709 of the 
Revised Statutes, and civil-service requirements, and for other neces-
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et

ment is authorized and directed to render such services in planning as
the Commissioners may deem necessary, subject to reimbursement for
such services.

SEWERS

For personal services, including one chief engineering inspector at
$2,600 per annum, to be appointed without reference to civil-service
requirements, $183,860.

For cleaning and repairing sewers and basins; including the replace-
ment of the following motortrucks: Two at not to exceed $975 each
and one at not to exceed $4,000; and for operation and maintenance
of the sewage pumping service, including repairs to equipment,
machinery, and pumping stations, and employment of mechanics and
laborers, purchase of electricity, fuel, oil, waste, and other supplies,
and the maintenance of non-passenger-carrying motor vehicles used
in this work, $230,000.

For construction of sewers and receiving basins, including the main-
tenance of non-passenger-carrying motor vehicles used in this work,
and the replacement of one motortruck at not to exceed $975 and two
hydraulic diggers mounted on tractors at not to exceed $2,500 each;
and including not to exceed $16,710 for the construction of a shop
building at the sewer division yard, $275,000.

For assessment and permit work, sewers, including not to exceed
$1,000 for purchase or condemnation of rights-of-way for construc-
tion, maintenance, and repair of public sewers, $225,000.

For the control and prevention of the spread of mosquitoes in the
District of Columbia, including personal services, operation, mainte-
nance, and repair of motor-propelled vehicles, the replacement of one
motortruck at not to exceed $650, purchase of oil, and other neces-
sary expenses, $12,000: Provided, That of the amount herein appro-
priated there may be transferred, in the interest of coordinating the
work of mosquito control in the District of Columbia, not to exceed
$4,100 to the Public Health Service of the Treasury Department, the
amount so transferred to be available for the objects herein specified.

Sewage treatment plant: For operation and maintenance, including
salaries and wages of necessary employees, supplies, repairs to build-
ings and equipment, purchase of electric power, fuel, oil, waste, and
other necessary expenses including the maintenance of non-passenger-
carrying motor vehicles used in this work, $206,940.

COLLECTION AND DISPOSAL OF REFUSE

Personal services. For personal services, $137,820.
Sweeping, cleaning, For dust prevention, sweeping and cleaning streets, avenues, alleys,

and suburban streets, under the immediate direction of the Commis-
sioners, including services and purchase and maintenance of equip-
ment, rent of storage rooms; maintenance and repair of garages;
maintenance and repair of non-passenger-carrying motor-propelled
vehicles necessary in cleaning streets, purchase and exchange of
motor-propelled street-cleaning equipment, not to exceed $29,400, and
necessary incidental expenses, $433,130.

Garbage, dead anl- To enable the Commissioners to carry out the provisions of exist-
ing law governing the collection and disposal of garbage, dead
animals, night soil, and miscellaneous refuse and ashes in the District
of Columbia, including inspection; fencing of public and private
property designated by the Commissioners as public dumps; includ-

Vehics. ing not to exceed $47,000 for the purchase and exchange of non-
passenger-carrying motor vehicles; and incidental expenses, $896,000:
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and the replacement of one motortruck at not to exceed $975 and two 
hydraulic diggers mounted on tractors at not to exceed $2,500 each; 
and including not to exceed $16,710 for the construction of a shop 
building at the sewer division yard, $275,000. 
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For the control and prevention of the spread of mosquitoes in the 
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nance, and repair of motor-propelled vehicles, the replacement of one 
motortruck at not to exceed $650, purchase of oil, and other neces-
sary expenses, $12,000: Provided, That of the amount herein appro-
priated there may be transferred, in the interest of coordinating the 
work of mosquito control in the District of Columbia, not to exceed 
$4,100 to the Public Health Service of the Treasury Department, the 
amount so transferred to be available for the objects herein specified. 
Sewage treatment plant: For operation and maintenance, including 

salaries and wages of necessary employees, supplies, repairs to build-
ings and equipment, purchase of electric power, fuel, oil, waste, and 
other necessary expenses including the maintenance of non-passenger-
carrying motor vehicles used in this work, $206,940. 

COLLECTION AND DISPOSAL OF REFUSE 

For personal services, $137,820. 
For dust prevention, sweeping and cleaning streets, avenues, alleys, 

and suburban streets, under the immediate direction of the Commis-
sioners, including services and purchase and maintenance of equip-
ment, rent of storage rooms; maintenance and repair of garages; 
maintenance and repair of .non-passenger-carrying motor-propelled 
vehicles necessary in cleaning streets, purchase and exchange of 
motor-propelled street-cleaning equipment, not to exceed $29,400, and 
necessary incidental expenses, $433,130. 
To enable the Commissioners to carry out the provisions of exist-

ing law governing the collection and disposal of garbage, dead 
animals, night soil, and miscellaneous refuse and ashes in the District 
of Columbia, including inspection; fencing of public and private 
property designated by the Commissioners as public dumps; includ-
ing not to exceed $47,000 for the purchase and exchange of non-
passenger-carrying motor vehicles; and incidental expenses, $896,000: 
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Provided, That this appropriation shall not be available for collect-
ing ashes or miscellaneous refuse from hotels and places of business
or from apartment houses of four or more apartments in which the
landlord furnishes heat to tenants.

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT

1013

Proviso.
Collection restric-

tion.

For personal services, $96,640. Personalservies.

For general supplies, repairs, new batteries and battery supplies supplies, contingent

telephone rental and purchase, telephone service charges, wire and expenses,et

cable for extension of telegraph and telephone service, repairs of
lines and instruments, purchase of poles, tools, insulators, brackets,
pins, hardware, cross arms, ice, record book, stationery, extra labor,
new boxes, maintenance of motortrucks, and other necessary items,
$39,300.

For placing wires of fire alarm, police patrol, and telephone serv- Placing wires underground, police patrol

ices underground, extension and relocation of police-patrol and and fire alarm sys-

fire-alarm systems, purchase and installing additional cables, labor, tems.

material, appurtenances, and other necessary equipment and expenses,
$30,000.

Street lighting: For purchase, installation, and maintenance of Street lighting.

public lamps, lampposts, street designations, lanterns, and fixtures of
all kinds on streets, avenues, roads, alleys, and public spaces, part
cost of maintenance of airport and airway lights necessary for opera- Airway lights.

tion of the air mail, and for all necessary expenses in connection
therewith, including rental of storerooms, extra labor, operation,
maintenance, and repair of motortrucks, this sum to be expended in
accordance with the provisions of sections 7 and 8 of the District

36 St at. 1008; 37
of Columbia Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1912 (36 Stat. St3t.t ;
1008-1011, sec. 7), and with the provisions of the District of Colum-
bia Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1913 (37 Stat. 181-184,
sec. 7), and other laws applicable thereto, $757,500: Provided That ti° ltaton.
this appropriation shall not be available for the payment of rates

for electric street lighting in excess of those authorized to be paid
in the fiscal year 1927, and payment for electric current for new
forms of street lighting shall not exceed 2 cents per kilowatt-hour
for current consumed: Provided further, That no part of this appro- iailrdls to lI"west

priation shall be available for the payment on any contract required
by law to be awarded through competitive bidding, which is not
awarded to the lowest responsible bidder on specifications, and such
specifications shall be so drawn as to admit of fair competition.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS

For personal services of administrative and supervisory officers in
accordance with the Act fixing and regulating the salaries of teachers,
school officers, and other employees of the Board of Education of the
District of Columbia, approved June 4, 1924 (43 Stat. 367-375),
including salaries of presidents of teachers colleges in the salary
schedule for first assistant superintendents, $689,803.

For personal services of clerks and other employees, $189,160.
For personal services in the department of school attendance and

work permits in accordance with the Act approved June 4, 1924 (43
Stat. 367-375), the Act approved February 5, 1925 (43 Stat. 806-
808), and the Act approved May 29, 1928 (45 Stat. 998), $41,167.

For personal services of teachers and librarians in accordance with
the Act approved June 4, 1924 (43 Stat. 367-375), including for
teachers colleges assistant professors in salary class eleven, and pro-
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fessors in salary class twelve, and including $12,200 for health and
physical education teachers to supervise play in schools of the central
area bounded by North Capitol Street on the east, Florida Avenue on
the north, the Mall on the south, and Twelfth Street on the west,
$7,191,930: Provided, That teaching vacancies that occur during the
fiscal year 1940 wherever found may be filled by the assignment of
teachers of special subjects teacheachers not now assigned to class-
room instruction, and such teachers are hereby made eligible for such
assignment without further examination: Provided further, That the
average of the salaries paid librarians in the public schools shall not
exceed the average of the salaries paid employees performing the
same grade of work in the Free Public Library: And providedfur-
ther, That the Board of Education is hereby authorized to appoint a
teacher, class 2-A for instruction in automobile driving at the Abbott
Vocational School at a beginning salary of $2,000.

For the instruction and supervision of children in the vacation
schools, and supervisors and teachers of vacation schools may also be
supervisors and teachers of day schools, $30,400.

Qualified Federal personnel is authorized with the approval of the
head of the Federal agency concerned, and upon request by the Board
of Education, to give lectures in the public schools on the effects of
alcoholic liquors and narcotics.

NIGHT SCHOOLS

For teachers and janitors of night schools, including teachers of
industrial, commercial, and trade instruction, and teachers and
janitors of night schools may also be teachers and janitors of day
schools, $102,180.

For contingent and other necessary expenses, including equipment
and purchase of all necessary articles and supplies for classes m indus-
trial, commercial, and trade instruction, $4,000.

AMERICANIZATION WORK

Instruction of for- For Americanization work and instruction of foreigners of all ages
in both day and night classes, and teachers and janitors of Americani-
zation schools may also be teachers and janitors of the day schools,
$8,800.

Contingent ex- For contingent and other necessary expenses, including books,
equipment, and supplies, $600.

drentructieerans illed For carrying out the provisions of the Act of June 19, 1934 (34
et, during World U. S. C. 945), entitled "An Act providing educational opportunities

48s tat. 125. for the children of soldiers, sailors, and marines who were killed in
34 U. s. C. 945. action or died during the World War", $1,600.
vocational educa- For the development of vocational education in the District oftion.
49 stat. 1488. Columbia in accordance with the Act entitled "An Act to provide for20 U. S. C., Supp.

Iv, d 1i6--15p. the further development of vocational education in the several States
and Territories", approved June 8, 1936 (49 Stat. 1488), $22,099.

COMMUNITY CENTER DEPARTMENT

Saaries and ex- For personal services of the director, general secretaries, and com-
43 Stat. 39. munity secretaries in accordance with the Act approved June 4, 1924

(43 Stat. 369, 370); clerks and part-time employees, includin
janitors on account of meetings of parent-teacher associations and

ePlaygrond person- other activities; directors, supervisors, and other playground per-
5 . .C. ti C 61-74; sonnel, at rates of pay to be fixed by the Board of Education without

supp. Iv,5 H,673,c. reference to the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, and contingent
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exceed the average of the salaries paid employees performing the 
same grade of work in the Free Public Library: And provided fur-
ther, That the Board of Education is hereby authorized to appoint a 
teacher, class 2-A, for instruction in automobile driving at the Abbott 
Vocational School at a beginning salary of $2,000. 
For the instruction and supervision of children in the vacation 

schools, and supervisors and teachers of vacation schools m ay also be 
supervisors and teachers of day schools: $30,400. 

Qualified Federal personnel is authorized with the approval of the 
head of the Federal agency concerned, and upon request by the Board 
of Education, to give lectures in the public schools on the effects of 
alcoholic liquors and narcotics. 

NIGHT scHooLs 

For teachers a.nd janitors of night schools, including teachers of 
industrial, commercial, and trade instruction, and teachers and 
janitors of night schools may also be teachers and janitors of day 
schools, $102,180. 

e X • For contingent and other necessary expenses, including equipment 
and purchase of all necessary articles and supplies for classes in indus-
trial, commercial, and trade instruction, $4,000. 
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etc., during World 
War. 
48 Stat. 1125. 
34 U. B. C. 945. 

Vocational educa-
tion. 
49 Stat. 1488. 
20 U. B. C., Supp. 

IV, ft 16h-15p. 

Salaries and ex-
penses. 

43 Stat. 389. 

Playground person-
nel. 
5 1J. S. C. §§ 661-674; 

Supp. IV, I§ 673, 673c. 

AMERICANIZATION WORK 

For Americanization work and instruction of foreigners of all ages 
in both day and night classes, and teachers and janitors of Americani-
zation schools may also be teachers and janitors of the day schools, 
$8,800. 
For contingent and other necessary expenses, including books, 

equipment, and supplies, $600. 
For carrying out the provisions of the Act of June 19, 1934 (34 

U. S. C. 945), entitled "An Act providing educational opportunities 
for the children of soldiers, sailors, and marines who were killed in 
action or died during the World War", $1,600. 
For the development of vocational education in the District of 

Columbia in accordance with the Act entitled "An Act to provide for 
the further development of vocational education in the several States 
and Territories", approved June 8, 1936 (49 Stat. 1488), $22,099. 

COMMUNITY CENTER IMPARTMENT 

For personal services of the director, general secretaries, and com-
munity secretaries in accordance with the Act approved June 4, 1924 
(43 Stat. 369, 370); clerks and part-time employees, including 
janitors on account of meetings of parent-teacher associations and 
other activities; directors, supervisors, and other playground per-
sonnel, at rates of pay to be fixed by the Board of Education without 
reference to the Cla-ssification Act of 1923, as amended, and contingent 
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expenses, equipment, supplies, and lighting fixtures, $255,320: Pro-
vided, That the activities provided for under this appropriation shall
be operated under the joint control, supervision, and direction of
the Commissioners of the District of Columbia and the Board of
Education.

For the maintenance and contingent expenses of keeping open
during the summer months the public-school playgrounds; for
special and temporary services, directors, assistants, and janitor serv-
ice during the summer vacation, and, in the larger yards, daily after
school hours during the school term, $25,000.

For the purchase, installation, and maintenance of equipment for
school yards for the purposes of play of pupils, $7,000: Provided,
That such playgrounds shall be kept open for play purposes in
accordance with the schedule heretofore maintained for playgrounds
while under the jurisdiction of the playground department.

CARE OF BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS

For personal services, including care of portable buildings at a
rate not to exceed $96 per annum for the care of each building,
$968,725.

MISCELLANEOUS

For the maintenance of schools for tubercular and crippled pupils,
$7,750.

For transportation for pupils attending schools for tubercular
pupils, sight-conservation pupils, and crippled pupils, $23,200: Pro-
vided, That expenditures for streetcar and bus fares from this fund
shall not be subject to the general limitations on the use of streetcar
and bus fares covered by this Act.

For purchase and repair of furniture, tools, machinery, material,
and books, and apparatus to be used in connection with instruction
in manual and vocational training, and incidental expenses connected
therewith, $70,400, to be immediately available.

For fuel, gas, and electric light and power, $312,500: Provided,
That this appropriation shall be so apportioned and distributed over
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, and shall be so administered,
during such fiscal year, as to constitute the total amount that will
be utilized during such fiscal year for such purposes.

For contingent expenses, including United States flags, furniture
and repairs of same, stationery, ice, paper towels, and other necessary
items not otherwise provided for, and including not exceeding $8,000
for books of reference and periodicals, not exceeding $1,500 for
replacement of pianos at an average cost of not to exceed $300 each,
and not exceeding $6,800 for labor; in all, $150,000, to be immediately
available, of which not to exceed $2,100 may be expended for tabulat-
ing school census cards either by contract or by day labor as the
Commissioners may determine: Provided, That a bond shall not be
required on account of military supplies or equipment issued by the
War Department for military instruction and practice by the students
of high schools in the District of Columbia.

For the purchase of furniture and equipment to replace worn-out
furniture and equipment at Central High School, $2,076, McKinley
High School, $3,824, and Armstrong High School, $3,824; in all,
$9,724.

For completely furnishing and equipping buildings and additions
to buildings, as follows: Eastern High School; Deal Junior High
School; Anacostia Junior-Senior High School Stadium; Banneker
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expenses, equipment, supplies, and lighting fixtures, $255,320: Pro-
vided, That the activities provided for under this appropriation shall 
be operated under the joint control, supervision, and direction of 
the Commissioners of the District of Columbia and the Board of 
Education. 
For the maintenance and contingent expenses of keeping open 

during the summer months the public-school playgrounds; for 
special and temporary services, directors, assistants, and janitor serv-
ice during the summer vacation, and, in the larger yards, daily after 
school hours during the school term, $25,000. 
For the purchase, installation, and maintenance of equipment for 

school yards for the purposes of play of pupils, $7,000: Provided, 
That such playgrounds shall be kept open for play purposes in 
accordance with the schedule heretofore maintained for playgrounds 
while under the jurisdiction of the playground department. 

CARE OF BULLDINGS AND GROUNDS 

For personal services, including care of portable buildings at a 
rate not to exceed $96 per annum for the care of each building, 
$968,725. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

For the maintenance of schools for tubercular and crippled pupils, 
$7,750. 
For transportation for pupils attending schools for tubercular 

pupils, sight-conservation pupils, and crippled pupils, $23,200: Pro-
vided, That expenditures for streetcar and bus fares from this fund 
shall not be subject to the general limitations on the use of streetcar 
and bus fares covered by this Act. 
For purchase and repair of furniture, tools, machinery, material, 

and books, and apparatus to be used in connection with instruction 
in manual and vocational training, and incidental expenses connected 
therewith, $70,400, to be immediately available. 
For fuel, gas, and electric light and power, $312,500: Provided, 

That this appropriation shall be so apportioned and distributed over 
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, and shall be so administered, 
during such fiscal year, as to constitute the total amount that will 
be utilized during such fiscal year for such purposes. 
For contingent expenses, including United States flags, furniture 

and repairs of same, stationery, ice, paper towels, and other necessary 
items not otherwise provided for, and including not exceeding $8,000 
for books of reference and periodicals, not exceeding $1,500 for 
replacement of pianos at an average cost of not to exceed $300 each, 
and not exceeding $6,800 for labor; in all, $150,000, to be immediately 
available, of which not to exceed $2,100 may be expended for tabulat-
ing school census cards either by contract or by day labor as the 
Commissioners may determine: Provided, That a bond shall not be 
required on account of military supplies or equipment issued by the 
War Department for military instruction and practice by the students 
of high schools in the District of Columbia. 
For the purchase of furniture and equipment to replace worn-out 

furniture and equipment at Central High School, $2,076, McKinley 
High School, $3,824, and Armstrong High School, $3,824; in all, 
$9,724. 
For completely furnishing and equipping buildings and additions 

to buildings, as follows: Eastern High School; Deal Junior High 
School; .Anacostia Junior-Senior High School Stadium; Banneker 
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Junior High School; Noyes School, second floor; Rudolph School;
New building re Woodrow Wilson Stadium; $87,000: Provided, That the new school

placing Lenox Voca- building built to replace the Lenox Vocational School shall, when
tional School; desig-
nation. 

c  esig occupied, be known as the John A. Chamberlain Vocational School.
Supplies toppi. For textbooks and other educational books and supplies as author-

ized by the Act of January 31, 1930 (46 Stat. 62), including not to
exceed $7,000 for personal services, $190,000, to be immediately
available.

Kindergartens. For maintenance of kindergartens, $5,600, to be immediately avail-
able.

scice, etc., depart- For purchase of apparatus, fixtures, specimens, technical books,
ments. and for extending the equipment and for the maintenance of labora-

tories of the department of physics, chemistry, biology, and general
science in the several high and junior high schools, vocational schools,
and teachers colleges, and for the installation of the same, $17,875, to
be immediately available.

uSchool tgardens, For utensils, materials, and labor, for establishment and mainte-
nance of school gardens, and for use in teaching elementary science
in connection therewith, $2,400.

Repairs, etc., to For repairs and improvements to school buildings and grounds,
including maintenance of motor trucks, and not to exceed $975 for the
replacement of one one and one-half ton truck, not to exceed $40,000

ige ntSchol, heat- for replacement of boilers, not to exceed $12,000 for replacement of
the heating plant at the Gage School, not to exceed $3,000 for replace-
ment of insanitary drinking fountains, not to exceed $7,000 for
replacement of insanitary toilet facilities, $490,525, of which amount

Cntrs etc. $100,000 shall be immediately available: Provided, That work per-
formed for repairs and improvements under appropriations contained
in this Act shall be by contract or otherwise, as may be determined
by the Commissioners to be most advantageous to the District of

Availabiity for bre- Columbia: Provided further, That this appropriation shall be avail-
ings; reimbursement, able for performing work of repairs and improvements to other
etc. municipal buildings, subject to reimbursement covering the cost of

such work, and a report of expenditures for such repairs and improve-
ments to other municipal buildings shall be submitted to Congress
in the annual Budget.

Improvement of For improvement of various municipal playgrounds and recreationmunicipal play- . m an.
grounds. centers, including erection of shelter houses, $25,000, of which not

exceeding $1,000 shall be immediately available for the preparation
of architectural and landscaping plans.

Annuities. To carry out the purposes of the Act approved June 11, 1926,
entitled "An Act to amend the Act entitled 'An Act for the retire-
ment of public-school teachers in the District of Columbia', approved

41 8tat. 387; 44 Stat. January 15, 1920, and for other purposes" (41 Stat. 387-390),
$550,000.

TIHE DEAF, DUMB, AND BLIND

Min tenancei and For maintenance and instruction of deaf and dumb persons admit-
ted to the Columbia Institution for the Deaf from the District of

R. S. 4864. Columbia, under section 4864 of the Revised Statutes, and as pro-
31 Stat 844
7 D.C. Code 0218. vided for in the Act approved March 1, 1901 (24 U. S. C. 238), and

under a contract to be entered into with the said institution by the
Commissioners, $35,500.

c°alnred deaf-mutes For maintenance and instruction of colored deaf-mutes of teachableine and
instruction. age belonging to the District of Columbia, in Maryland, or some other

State, under a contract to be entered into by the Commissioners,
Supervision of ex- $9,500: Provided, That all expenditures under this appropriation

penditures. shall be made under the supervision of the Board of Education.
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Junior High School; Noyes School, second floor; Rudolph School; 
Woodrow Wilson Stadium; $87,000: Provided, That the new school 
building built to replace the Lenox Vocational School shall, when 
occupied, be known as the John A. Chamberlain Vocational School. 
For textbooks and other educational books and supplies as author-

ized by the Act of January 31, 1930 (46 Stat. 62), including not to 
exceed $7,000 for personal services, $190,000, to be immediately 
available. 
For maintenance of kindergartens, $5,600, to be immediately avail-

able. 
For purchase of apparatus, fixtures, specimens, technical books, 

and for extending the equipment and for the maintenance of labora-
tories of the department of physics, chemistry, biology, and general 
science in the several high and junior high schools, vocational schools, 
and teachers colleges, and for the installation of the same, $17,875, to 
be immediately available. 
For utensils, materials, and labor, for establishment and mainte-

nance of school gardens, and for use in teaching elementary science 
in connection therewith, $2,400. 
For repairs and improvements to school buildings and grounds, 

including maintenance of motor trucks, and not to exceed $975 for the 
replacement of one one and one-half ton truck, not to exceed $40,000 
for replacement of boilers, not to exceed $12,000 for replacement of 
the heating plant at the Gage School, not to exceed $3,000 for replace-
ment of insanitary drinking fountains, not to exceed $7,000 for 
replacement of insanitary toilet facilities, $490,525, of which amount 
$100,000 shall be immediately available: Provided, That work per-
formed for repairs and improvements under appropriations contained 
in this Act shall be by contract or otherwise, as may be determined 
by the Commissioners to be most advantageous to the District of 
Columbia: Provided further, That this appropriation shall be avail-
able for performing work of repairs and improvements to other 
municipal buildings, subject to reimbursement covering the cost of 
such work, and a report of expenditures for such repairs and improve-
ments to other municipal buildings shall be submitted to Congress 
in the annual Budget. 
For improvement of various municipal playgrounds and recreation 

centers, including erection of shelter houses, $25,000, of which not 
exceeding $1,000 shall be immediately available for the preparation 
of architectural and landscaping plans. 
To carry out the purposes of the Act approved June 11, 1926, 

entitled "An Act to amend the Act entitled 'An Act for the retire-
ment of public-school teachers in the District of Columbia', approved 
January 15, 1920, and for other purposes" (41 Stat. 387-390), 
$550,000. 

TIIE DEAF, DUMB, AND BLIND 

For maintenance and instruction of deaf and dumb persons admit-
ted to the Columbia Institution for the Deaf from the District of 
Columbia, under section 4864 of the Revised Statutes, and as pro-
vided for in the Act approved March 1, 1901 (24 U. S. C. 238), and 
under a contract to be entered into with the said institution by the 
Commissioners, $35,500. 
For maintenance and instruction of colored deaf-mutes of teachable 

age belonging to the District of Columbia, in Maryland, or some other 
State, under a contract to be entered into by the Commissioners, 
$9,500: Provided, That all expenditures under this appropriation 
shall be made under the supervision of the Board of Education. 
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For maintenance and instruction of blind children of the District
of Columbia, in Maryland, or some other State, under a contract to
be entered into by the Commissioners, $11,500: Provided, That all
expenditures under this appropriation shall be made under the super-
vision of the Board of Education.

No part of any appropriation made in this Act shall be paid to any
person employed under or in connection with the public schools of
the District of Columbia who shall solicit or receive, or permit to be
solicited or received, on any public-school premises, any subscription
or donation of money or other thing of value from any pupil enrolled
in such public schools for presentation of testimonials to school offi-
cials or for any purpose except such as may be authorized by the
Board of Education at a stated meeting upon the written recommen-
dation of the superintendent of schools.

No money appropriated in this Act for the purchase of furniture
and equipment and school supplies for the public schools of the
District of Columbia shall be expended unless the requisitions of the
Board of Education therefor shall be approved by the Commissioners
of the District of Columbia, or by the purchasing officer and the
auditor for the District of Columbia acting for the Commissioners.

The Board of Education is authorized to designate the months in
which the ten salary payments now required by law shall be made to
teachers assigned to instruction in nature study and school gardening,
and in health, physical education, and playground activities.

The children of officers and men of the United States Army, Navy,
and Marine Corps, and children of other employees of the United
States stationed outside the District of Columbia shall be admitted
to the public schools without payment of tuition.

BUILDINGS AND GRIOUNDS

For completing the construction of a new senior high school on a
site already owned by the Iistrict of Columbia at Fifth and Sheridan
Streets Northwest, $525.000, and the limit of cost of said building
is increased to $1,425,000;

For the construction of an eight-room addition to the Mlontgomery
School, including an assembly hall-gymnasium, and the necessary
re(nodeling of t he present building, $229,000;

For completing the construction of the Thomas Jefferson Memorial
Junior High School and Library, $500,000, of which sum $7,200 shall
lie available for supervision of construction, the employment of per-
sonal services thereunder to be without reference, to section 3709 of
the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5), the Classification Act of 1923,
as amended, and civil-service requirements;

For the construction of an eight-room addition to the Ketcham
School, including assembly hall-gymnasium, and the necessary remod-
eling of the present building, to replace the Van Buren School and the
Van Buren Annex, $229,000;

For construction of a ten-room addition to the Randall Junior
High School including necessary remodeling of the present building,
$140,000;

In all, $1,623,000, to be immediately available and to be disbursed
and accounted for as "Buildings and grounds, public schools", and
for that purpose shall constitute one fund and remain available until
expended: Provided, That no part of this appropriation shall be
used for or on account of any school building not herein specified.

For the purchase of school building and playground sites as follows:
For the purchase of additional land at the Montgomery School for

the construction of an eight-room addition and assembly hall-gym-
nasium to replace the Briggs School;
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For maintenance and instruction of blind children of the District 
of Columbia, in Maryland, or some other State, under a contract to 
be entered into by the Commissioners $11,500; Provided, That all 
expenditures under this appropriation shall be made under the super-
vision of the Board of Education. 
No part of any appropriation made in this Act shall be paid to any 

person employed under or in connection with the public schools of 
the District of Columbia who shall solicit or receive, or permit to be 
solicited or received, on any public-school premises, any subscription 
or donation of money or other thing of value from any pupil enrolled 
in such public schools for presentation of testimonials to school offi-
cials or for any purpose except such as may be authorized by the 
Board of Education at a stated meeting upon the written recommen-
dation of the superintendent of schools. 
No money appropriated in this Act for the purchase of furniture 

and equipment and school supplies for the public schools of the 
District of Columbia shall be expended unless the requisitions of the 
Board of Education therefor shall be approved by the Commissioners 
of the District of Columbia, or by the purchasing officer and the 
auditor for the District of Columbia acting for the Commissioners. 
The Board of Education is authorized to designate the months in 

which the ten salary payments now required by law shall be made to 
teachers assigned to instruction in nature study and school gardening, 
and in health, physical education, and playground activities. 
The children of officers and men of the United States Army, Navy-, 

and Marine Corps, and children of other employees of the United 
States stationed outside the District of Columbia shall be admitted 
to the public schools without payment of tuition. 

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS 

For completing, the construction of a new senior high school on a 
site already owned by the District of Columbia at Fifth and Sheridan 
Streets Northwest, $525,000, and the limit of cost of said building 
is increased to $1.425,000; 
For the construction of an eight-room addition to the Montgomery 

School, including an assembly hall-gymnasium, and the necessary 
remodeling of t he present building, $229,000; 
For completing the construction of the Thomas Jefferson Memorial 

Junior High School and Library, $500,000, of which sum $7,200 shall 
be available for supervision of construction, the employment of per-
sonal services thereunder to be without reference, to section 3709 of 
the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5), the Classification Act of 1923, 
as amended, and civil-service requirements; 
For the construction of an eight-room addition to the Ketcham 

School, including assembly hall-gymnasium, and the necessary remod-
eling of the present building, to replace the Van Buren School and the 
Van Buren Annex, $229,000; 
For construction of a ten-room addition to the Randall Junior 

High School including necessary remodeling of the present building, 
S140,000; 
In all, $1,623,000, to be immediately available and to be disbursed 

and accounted for as "Buildings and grounds, public schools", and 
for that. purpose shall constitute one fund and remain available until 
expended: Provided, That no part of this appropriation shall be 
used for or on account of any school building not herein specified. 
For the purchase of school building and playground sites as follows: 
For the purchase of additional land at the Montgomery School for 

the. construction of an eight-room addition and assembly hall-gym-
nasium to replace the Briggs School; 
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For the purchase of a site for school purposes in the vicinity of
Massachusetts Avenue and Macomb Street;

For the purchase of land adjoining the Syphax School for the
construction of an eight-room addition and assembly hall-gymnasium;

For the purchase of a site for a northeast senior high school;
In all, $205,000.
No part of the foregoing appropriations for public schools shall

be used for instructing children under five years of age except chil-
dren entering during the first half of the school year who will be
five years of age by November 1, 1939, and children entering during
the second half of the school year who will be five years of age by
March 15, 1940: Provided, That this limitation shall not be considered
as preventing the employment of a matron and the care of children
under school age at the Webster School whose parent or parents are
in attendance in connection with Americanization work.

None of the money appropriated by this Act shall be paid or obli-
gated toward the construction of or addition to any building the
whole and entire construction of which, exclusive of heating, lighting,
plumbing, painting, and treatment of grounds, shall not have been
awarded in one or a single contract, separate and apart from any
other contract, project, or undertaking, to the lowest responsible
bidder complying with all the legal requirements as to a deposit of
money or the execution of a bond, or both, for the faithful per-
formance of the contract: Provided, That nothing herein shall be
construed as repealing existing law giving the Commissioners the
right to reject all bids.

The plans and specifications for all building provided for in this
Act under appropriations administered by the Commissioners of the
District of Columbia shall be prepared under the supervision of the
municipal architect, and those for school buildings after consultation
with the Board of Education, and shall be approved by the Commis-
sioners and shall be constructed in conformity thereto.

The school buildings authorized and appropriated for herein shall
be constructed with all doors intended to be used as exits or entrances
opening outward, and each of said buildings having in excess of
eight rooms shall have at least four exits. Appropriations carried
in this Act shall not be used for the maintenance of school in any
building unless all outside doors thereto used as exits or entrances
shall open outward and be kept unlocked every school day from
one-half hour before until one-half hour after school hours.

METROPOLITAN POLICE

SALARIES

For the pay and allowances of officers and members of the Metro-
politan Police force, in accordance with the Act entitled "An Act to
fix the salaries of the Metropolitan Police force, the United States
Park Police force, and the fire department of the District of Colum-
bia" (43 Stat. 174-175), as amended by the Act of July 1, 1930 (46
Stat. 839-841), including one captain, who shall be property clerk,
and the present acting sergeant in charge of police automobiles, who
shall have the rank and pay of a sergeant, $2,943,945.

For personal services, $146,280.

MISCELLANEOUS

For fuel, $6,500.
For repairs and improvements to police stations and station

grounds, $13,000, of which amount not to exceed $5,000, together with
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Fuel. 
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For the purchase of a site for school purposes in the vicinity of 
Massachusetts Avenue and Macomb Street; 
For the purchase of land adjoining the Syphax School for the 

construction of an eight-room addition and assembly hall-gymnasium; 
For the purchase of a site for a northeast senior high school; 
In all, $205,000. 
No part of the foregoing appropriations for public schools shall 

be used for instructing children under five years of age except chil-
dren entering during the first half of the school year who will be 
five years of age by November 1, 1939, and children entering during 
the second half of the school year who will be five years of age by 
March 15, 1940: Provided, That this limitation shall not be considered 
as preventing the employment of a matron and the care of children 
under school age at the Webster School whose parent or parents are 
in attendance in connection with Americanization work. 
None of the money appropriated by this Act shall be paid or obli-

gated toward the construction of or addition to any building the 
whole and entire construction of which, exclusive of heating, lighting, 
plumbing painting, and treatment of grounds, shall not have been 
awarded in one or a single contract, separate and apart from any 
other contract, project, or undertaking, to the lowest responsible 
bidder complying with all the legal requirements as to a deposit of 
money or the execution of a bond, or both, for the faithful per-
formance of the contract: Provided, That nothing herein shall be 
construed as repealing existing law giving the Commissioners the 
right to reject all bids. 
The plans and specifications for all building provided for in this 

Act under appropriations administered by the Commissioners of the 
District of Columbia shall be prepared under the supervision of the 
municipal architect, and those for school buildings after consultation 
with the Board of Education, and shall be approved by the Commis-
sioners and shall be constructed in conformity thereto. 
The school buildings authorized and appropriated for herein shall 

be constructed with all doors intended to be used as exits or entrances 
opening outward, and each of said buildings having in excess of 
eight rooms shall have at least four exits. Appropriations carried 
in this Act shall not be used for the maintenance of school in any 
building unless all outside doors thereto used as exits or entrances 
shall open outward and be kept unlocked every school day from 
one-half hour before until one-half hour after school hours. 

'METROPOLITAN POLICE 

SALARIES 

For the pay and allowances of officers and members of the Metro-
politan Police force, in accordance with the Act entitled "An Act to 
fix the salaries of the Metropolitan Police force, the United States 
Park Police force, and the fire department of the District of Colum-
bia" (43 Stat. 174-175), as amended by the Act of July 1, 1930 (46 
Stat. 839-841), including one captain, who shall be property clerk, 
and the present acting sergeant in charge of police automobiles, who 
shall have the rank and pay of a sergeant, $2,943,945. 
For personal services, $146,280. 

3111SMLLANEOES 

For fuel, $6,500. 
For repairs and improvements to police stations and station 

grounds, $13,000, of which amount not to exceed $5,000, together with 
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the sum of $10,000 contained in the District of Columbia Appropria-
tion Act for the fiscal year 1939 for converting the quarters occupied
by the Women's Bureau for use as a police precinct station, shall be
available during the fiscal year 1940 for alterations, repairs, improve-
ments, and additions to the Women's Bureau Building.

For the erection of a police precinct station house to be located on
land owned by the District of Columbia, in square south of 482,
$68,000.

For miscellaneous and contingent expenses, including rewards for
fugitives, purchase of gas equipment and firearms, maintenance of
card system, stationery, city directories, books of reference, periodi-
cals, newspapers, telegraphing, telephoning, photographs, rental and
maintenance of teletype system and labor-saving devices, telephone
service charges, purchase, maintenance, and servicing of radio broad-
casting systems, purchase of equipment, gas, ice, washing, meals for
prisoners, medals of award, not to exceed $300 for car tickets, furni-
ture and repair thereto, beds and bed clothing, insignia of office,
police equipments and repairs to same, and mounted equipment, flags
and halyards, storage and hauling of stolen or abandoned property,
and traveling and other expenses incurred in prevention and detec-
tion of crime, not to exceed $3,000 for expenses of officers and mem-
bers of the police force in attending, without loss of pay or time,
specialized police training classes and pistol matches, including tui-
tion, entrance fees, travel and subsistence, and other necessary
expenses, including expenses of harbor patrol, $77,750, of which
amount not exceeding $10,000 shall be immediately available and may
be expended by the Major and Superintendent of Police for preven-
tion and detection of crime, under his certificate, approved by the
Commissioners, and every such certificate shall be deemed a sufficient
voucher for the sum therein expressed to have been expended.

For purchase and exchange, and maintenance of passenger-carrying
and other motor vehicles and the replacement of those worn out in
the service and condemned, $66,700.

Uniforms: For furnishing uniforms and other official equipment
prescribed by department regulations as necessary and requisite in
the performance of duty to officers and members of the Metropolitan
Police, including cleaning, alteration, and repair of articles trans-
ferred from one individual to another, $47,600.

HOUSE OF DETENTION

For maintenance of a suitable place for the reception and detention
of girls and women over seventeen years of age, arrested by the police
on charge of offense against any laws in force in the District of
Columbia, or held as witnesses or held pending final investigation or
examination, or otherwise, including transportation, clinic supplies,
food, clothing, upkeep and repair of buildings, fuel, gas, ice, laundry,
supplies and equipment, electricity, and other necessary expenses,
$8,500; for personal services, $9,360; in all, $17,860.

POLICEMEN AND FIREMEN'S RELIEF

To pay the policemen and firemen's relief and other allowances as
authorized by law, $1,080,000.

FIRE DEPARTMENT

SALABIES
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the sum of $10,000 contained in the District of Columbia Appropria-
tion Act for the fiscal year 1939 for converting the quarters occupied 
by the Women's Bureau for use as a police precinct station, shall be 
available during the fiscal year 1940 for alterations, repairs, improve-
ments, and additions to the Women's Bureau Building. 
For the erection of a police precinct station house to be located on 

land owned by the District of Columbia, in square south of 482, 
$68,000. 
For miscellaneous and contingent expenses, including rewards for 

fugitives, purchase of gas equipment and firearms, maintenance of 
card system, stationery, city directories, books of reference, periodi-
cals, newspapers, telegraphing, telephoning, photographs, rental and 
maintenance of teletype system and labor-saving devices, telephone 
service charges, purchase, maintenance, and servicing of radio broad-
casting systems, purchase of equipment, gas, ice, washing, meals for 
prisoners, medals of award, not to exceed $300 for car tickets, furni-
ture and repair thereto, beds and bed clothing, insignia of office, 
police equipments and repairs to same, and mounted equipment, flags 
and halyards, storage and hauling of stolen or abandoned property, 
and traveling and other expenses incurred in prevention and detec-
tion of crime, not to exceed $3,000 for expenses of officers and mem-
bers of the police force in attending, without loss of pay or time, 
specialized police training classes and pistol matches, including tui-
tion, entrance fees, travel and subsistence, and other necessary 
expenses, including expenses of harbor patrol, $77,750, of which 
amount not exceeding $10,000 shall be immediately available and may 
be expended by the Major and Superintendent of Police for preven-
tion and detection of crime, under his certificate, approved by the 
Commissioners, and every such certificate shall be deemed a sufficient 
voucher for the sum therein expressed to have been expended. 
For purchase and exchange, and maintenance of passenger-carrying 

and other motor vehicles and the replacement of those worn out in 
the service and condemned, $66,700. 
Uniforms: For furnishing uniforms and other official equipment 

prescribed by department regulations as necessary and requisite in 
the performance of duty to officers and members of the Metropolitan 
Police, including cleaning, alteration, and repair of articles trans-
ferred from one individual to another, $47,600. 

HOUSE OF DE' LNTION 

For maintenance of a suitable place for the reception and detention 
of girls and women over seventeen years of age, arrested by the police 
on charge of offense against any laws in force in the District of 
Columbia, or held as witnesses or held pending final investigation or 
examination, or otherwise, including transportation, clinic supplies, 
food, clothing, upkeep and repair of buildings, fuel, gas, ice, laundry, 
supplies and equipment, electricity, and other necessary expenses, 
$8,500; for personal services, $9,360; in all, $17,860. 

POLICEMEN AND FIREMEN'S RELIEF 

To pay the policemen and firemen's relief and other allowances as 
authorized by law, $1,080,000. 

FIRE DEPARTMENT 

SALA RATES 

For the pay of officers and members of the fire department, in 
accordance with the Act entitled "An Act to fix the salaries of officers 
and members of the Metropolitan Police force, the United States Park 
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Police force, and the fire department of the District of Columbia"
43 Stat. 175; 46 (43 Stat. 175), as amended by the Act of July 1, 1930 (46 Stat. 839-Stat. 839.
Prorisos. 841), $2,186,000: Provided, That no appointment shall be made during

pointments. the fiscal year 1940 in the grade of private until sixteen vacancies
exist in such grade, and fifteen of such vacancies shall not be filled

Survey of possible during such fiscal year: Provided further, That the Commissioners
consolidation, etc., of ring
stations of the District of Columbia are hereby directed to cause a survey to

be made for the purpose of determining what consolidations of
present fire department stations can be effected and as a result thereof
what, if any, economies may be made in the cost of operating the
fire department, and what additional amount would be needed for

Report to Congress. new construction, a report of such survey to be made and submitted
to Congress on the first day of the next regular session of Congress.

Personalservices. For personal services, $5,740.

Repairs, etc.

Uniforms.

Repairs to appara-
tus,etc.

Proviso.
Construction at re-

pairshop.

Hose.

Fuel.

Contingent expenses.

New apparatus, etc.

Proriso.
Exchange of appara-

tus to be replaced.

MISCELLANEOUS

For repairs and improvements to buildings and grounds, $20,000.
Uniforms: For furnishing uniforms and other official equipment

prescribed by department regulations as necessary and requisite in the
performance of duty to officers and members of the fire department,
including cleaning, alteration, and repair of articles transferred from
one individual to another, $21,750.

For repairs to apparatus, motor vehicles, and other motor-driven
apparatus, fireboat and for new apparatus, new motor vehicles, new
appliances, employment of mechanics, helpers, and laborers in the
fire department repair shop, and for the purchase of necessary sup-
plies, materials, equipment, and tools, $37,500: Provided, That the
Commissioners are authorized, in their discretion, to build or con-
struct, in whole or in part, fire-fighting apparatus in the fire depart-
ment repair shop.

For hose, $12,000.
For fuel, $21,750.
For contingent expenses, furniture, fixtures, oil, blacksmithing, gas

and electric lighting, flags, and halyards, medals of award, and other
necessary items, including $750 for the purchase of an electrocardio-
graph machine for the police and fire clinic, $23,250.

For additional fire-fighting apparatus, including two passenger
automobiles, at not to exceed $650 each, and two chiefs' automobiles,
at not to exceed $1,100 each, $55,000: Provided, That no part of this
appropriation shall be available for such purchases except by the
exchange of fire-fighting apparatus and motor vehicles to be replaced.

HEALTH DEPARTMENT

Salr. j30§ Salaries: For personal services, including not to exceed $6,000 for
41v. s.c. sS. contract investigational services, without reference to section 3709 of

the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5), $226,850.
Prevention of con- Prevention of contagious diseases: For contingent expenses inci-

dent to the enforcement of the provisions of an Act to prevent the
spread of contagious diseases in the District of Columbia, approved

29Stat. 635. March 3, 1897 (29 Stat. 635-641), and an Act for the prevention of
Scarlet fever, etc. scarlet fever diphtheria, measles, whooping cough, chickenpox,

epidemic cerebrospinal meningitis, and typhoid fever in the District
34 stat. 88 of Columbia, approved February 9, 1907 (34 Stat. 889-890), and an
Tuberculosis regis- Act to provide for registration of all cases of tuberculosis in thetration. I

District of Columbia, for free examination of sputum in suspected
cases, and for preventing the spread of tuberculosis in said District

35 Stat. . of Columbia, approved May 13, 1908 (35 Stat. 126-127), under the
direction of the health officer of said District, manufacture of serums,
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Police force, and the fire department of the District of Columbia" 
(43 Stat. 175), as amended by the Act of July 1, 1930 (46 Stat. 839-
841) , $2,186,000 : Provided, That no appointment shall be made during 
the fiscal year 1940 in the grade of private until sixteen vacancies 
exist in such grade, and fifteen of such vacancies shall not be filled 
during such fiscal year: Provided further, That the Commissioners 
of the District of Columbia are hereby directed to cause a survey to 
be made for the purpose of determining what consolidations of 
present fire department stations can be effected and as a result thereof 
what, if any, economies may be made in the cost of operating the 
fire department, and what additional amount would be needed for 
new construction, a report of such survey to be made and submitted 
to Congress on the first day of the next regular session of Congress. 
For personal services, $5,740. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

For repairs and improvements to buildings and grounds, $20,000. 
Uniforms: For furnishing uniforms and other official equipment 

prescribed by department regulations as necessary and requisite in the 
performance of duty to officers and members of the fire department, 
including cleaning, alteration, and repair of articles transferred from 
one individual to another, $21,750. 
For repairs to apparatus, motor vehicles, and other motor-driven 

apparatus, fireboat and for new apparatus, new motor vehicles, new 
appliances, employment of mechanics, helpers, and laborers in the 
fire department repair shop, and for the purchase of necessary sup-
plies, materials, equipment, and tools, $37,500: Provided, That the 
Commissioners are authorized, in their discretion, to build or con-
struct, in whole or in part, fire-fighting apparatus in the fire depart-
ment repair shop. 
For hose, $12,000. 
For fuel, $21,750. 
For contingent expenses, furniture, fixtures, oil, blacksmithing, gas 

and electric lighting, flags, and halyards, medals of award, and other 
necessary items, including $750 for the purchase of an electrocardio-
graph machine for the police and fire clinic, $23,250. 
For additional fire-fighting apparatus, including two passenger 

automobiles, at not to exceed $650 each, and two chiefs' automobiles, 
at not to exceed $1,100 each? $55,000: Provided, That no part of this 
appropriation shall be available for such purchases except by the 
exchange of fire-fighting apparatus and motor vehicles to be replaced. 

HEALTH DEPARTMENT 

Salaries: For personal services, including not to exceed $6,000 for 
contract investigational services without reference to section 3709 of 
the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. (. 5), $226,850. 

Prevention of contagious diseases: For contingent expenses inci-
dent to the enforcement of the provisions. of an Act to prevent the 
spread of contagious diseases in the District of Columbia, approved 
March 3, 1897 (29 Stat. 635-641), and an Act for the prevention of 
scarlet fever, diphtheria, measles, whooping cough, chickenpox, 
epidemic cerebrospinal meningitis, and typhoid fever in the District 
of Columbia, approved February 9, 1907 (34 Stat. 889-890), and an 
Act to provide for registration of all cases of tuberculosis in the 
District of Columbia, for free examination of sputum in suspected 
cases, and for preventing the spread of tuberculosis in said District 
of Columbia, approved May 13, 1908 (35 Stat. 126-127), under the 
direction of the health officer of said District, manufacture of serums, 
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including their use in indigent cases, and for the prevention of
infantile paralysis and other communicable diseases, and of an Act
for the prevention of venereal diseases in the District of Columbia,
and for other purposes, approved February 26, 1925 (43 Stat.
1001-1003), and for maintenance of disinfecting service, including
salaries or compensation for personal services, when ordered in writ-
ing by the Commissioners and necessary for the enforcement and
execution of said Acts, and for the prevention of such other commu-
nicable diseases as hereinbefore provided, and purchase of reference
books and medical journals, $47,230: Provided, That any bacteriolo-
gist employed under this appropriation may be assigned by the health
officer to the bacteriological examination of milk and other dairy
products and of the water supplies of dairy farms, and to such other
sanitary works as in the judgment of the health officer will promote
the public health, whether such examinations be or be not directly
related to contagious diseases.

Maintenance of dispensaries: For the maintenance of a dispensary
or dispensaries for the treatment of indigent persons suffering from
tuberculosis and of indigent persons suffering from venereal diseases,
including payment for personal services, rent, supplies, and con-
tingent expenses, $53,340: Provided, That the Commissioners may
accept such volunteer services as they deem expedient in connection
with the establishment and maintenance of the dispensaries herein
authorized: Provided further, That this shall not be construed to
authorize the expenditure or the payment of any money on account
of any such volunteer service.

Nursing service: For maintaining a nursing service, including per-
sonal services, uniforms, supplies, and contingent expenses, $154,340:
Provided, That the Commissioners may accept such volunteer services
as they deem expedient in connection with the maintenance of the
nursing service herein authorized: Provided further, That this shall
not be construed to authorize the expenditure or payment of any
money on account of any such volunteer service.

Abatement of nuisances: For enforcement of the provisions of an
Act to provide for the drainage of lots in the District of Columbia,
approved May 19, 1896 (29 Stat. 125-126), and an Act to provide
for the abatement of nuisances in the District of Columbia by the
Commissioners, and for other purposes, approved April 14, 1906,
$1,000.

School hygiene and sanitation, salaries: For personal services in
the conduct of hygiene and sanitation work in schools in the District
of Columbia, including the necessary expenses of maintaining free
dental clinics, $114,700.

For maintenance of laboratories, including reference books and
periodicals, apparatus, equipment, and necessary contingent and
miscellaneous expenses, $6,000.

Contingent expenses, foods and drugs: For contingent expenses
incident to the enforcement of an Act relating to the adulteration
of foods and drugs in the District of Columbia approved February
17, 1898 (30 Stat. 246-248), an Act to prevent the adulteration of
candy in the District of Columbia, approved May 5, 1898 (30 Stat.
398), an Act for preventing the manufacture, sale, or transportation
of adulterated or misbranded or poisonous or deleterious foods, drugs,
medicines, and liquors, and for regulating traffic therein, and for
other purposes, approved June 30, 1906 (34 Stat. 768-772), and an
Act to regulate, within the District of Columbia, the sale of milk,
cream, and ice cream, and for other purposes, approved February
27, 1925 (43 Stat. 1004-1008), including traveling and other neces-
sary expenses of dairy farm inspectors, and car tokens and passes for
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including their use in indigent cases, and for the prevention of 
infantile paralysis and other communicable diseases, and of an Act 
for the prevention of venereal diseases in the District of Columbia, 
and for other purposes, approved February 26, 1925 (43 Stat. 
1001-1003), and for maintenance of disinfecting service, including 
salaries or compensation for personal services, when ordered in writ-
ing by the Commissioners and necessary for the enforcement and 
execution of said Acts, and for the prevention of such other commu-
nicable diseases as hereinbefore provided, and purchase of reference 
books and medical journals, $47,230: Provided, That any bacteriolo-
gist employed under this appropriation may be assigned by the health 
officer to the bacteriological examination of milk and other dairy 
products and of the water supplies of dairy farms, and to such other 
sanitary works as in the judgment of the health officer will promote 
the public health, whether such examinations be or be not directly 
related to contagious diseases. 
Maintenance of dispensaries: For the maintenance of a dispensary 

or dispensaries for the treatment of indigent persons suffering from 
tuberculosis and of indigent persons suffering from venereal diseases, 
including payment for personal services, rent, supplies, and con-
tingent expenses, $53,340: Provided, That the Commissioners may 
accept such volunteer services as they deem expedient in connection 
with the establishment and maintenance of the dispensaries herein 
authorized: Provided further, That this shall not be construed to 
authorize the expenditure or the payment of any money on account 
of any such volunteer service. 
Nursing service: For maintaining a nursing service, including per-

sonal services, uniforms, supplies, and contingent expenses, $154,340: 
Provided, That the Commissioners may accept such volunteer services 
as they deem expedient in connection with the maintenance of the 
nursing service herein authorized: Provided further, That this shall 
not be construed to authorize the expenditure or payment of any 
money on account of any such volunteer service. 
Abatement of nuisances: For enforcement of the provisions of an 

Act to provide for the drainage of lots in the District of Columbia, 
approved May 19, 1896 (29 Stat. 125-120, and an Act to provide 
for the abatement of nuisances in the District of Columbia by the 
Commissioners, and for other purposes, approved April 14, 1906, 
$1,000. 

School hygiene and sanitation, salaries: For personal services in 
the conduct of hygiene and sanitation work in schools in the District 
of Columbia, including the necessary expenses of maintaining free 
dental clinics, $114,700. 
For maintenance of laboratories, including reference books and 

periodicals, apparatus, equipment, and necessary contingent and 
miscellaneous expenses, $6,000. 
Contingent expenses, foods and drugs: For contingent expenses 

incident to the enforcement of an Act relating to the adulteration 
of foods and drugs in the District of Columbia approved February 
17, 1898 (30 Stat. 246-248), an Act to prevent the adulteration of 
candy in the District of Columbia, approved May 5, 1898 (30 Stat. 
398), an Act for preventing the manufacture, sale, or transportation 
of adulterated or misbranded or poisonous or deleterious foods, drugs, 
medicines, and liquors, and for regulating traffic therein, and for 
other purposes, approved June 30, 1906 (34 Stat. 768-772), and an 
Act to regulate, within the District of Columbia, the sale of milk, 
cream, and ice cream, and for other purposes, approved February 
27, 1925 (43 Stat. 1004  1008), including traveling and other neces-
sary expenses of dairy farm inspectors, and car tokens and passes for 
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nurses, sanitary inspectors and food inspectors; and including not to
exceed $200 for special services in detecting adulteration of drugs

vPec iiowa. and foods, including candy and milk, $7,312: Provided, That inspec-
tors of dairy farms may receive an allowance for furnishing privately
owned motor vehicles in the performance of official duties at the rate
of not to exceed $312 per annum for each inspector.

Maternal and chdd Maternal and child health service: For maintaining a maternal
healthservice and child health service, including the establishment and mainte-
ance of maternal and child health stations for clinical examinations,
payment for personal services, rent, fuel, books, periodicals, and sup-

VOneerservies. plies, $36,280: Provided, That the Commissioners may accept such
volunteer services as they may deem expedient in connection with
the establishment and maintenance of the service herein authorized:

comensation re- Provided further, That this shall not be construed to authorize the
expenditure or the payment of any money on account of any such
volunteer service.

For the following hospital and sanatoria:
Tuberculosis Sana- Tuberculosis Sanatoria: For personal services, including $3,000 for

rs, chief visiting consultant, and not to exceed $3,000 for compensation
of consulting physicians at rates to be fixed by the Commissioners,
$383,868.

rrovisions etc. For provisions, fuel, forage, harness and vehicles and repairs to
same, gas, water, ice, shoes, clothing, dry goods, tailoring, drugs
and medical supplies, furniture and bedding, kitchen utensils, medi-
cal books, schoolbooks, classroom supplies, books of reference, and
periodicals not to exceed $500, maintenance of motortrucks, and other
necessary items, $238,000.

repairs and im- For repairs and improvements to buildings and grounds, including
roads and sidewalks, $5,500.

Gallinger Munici. Gallinger Municipal Hospital: For personal services, including two
associate medical officers at $3,200 per annum each, to be appointed
without reference to civil service requirements, and including not to
exceed $2,000 for temporary labor, $599,340, of which $26,760 shall
be available for out-patient relief of the poor including medical and

Us restricted. surgical supplies, artificial limbs, and pay of physicians: Provided,
That no part of this appropriation shall be available for the care
of persons, except in emergency cases, where the person has been a
resident of the District of Columbia for less than one year at the
time of application for admission.

Maintenance, etc. For maintenance of the hospital; for maintenance of the quaran-
tine station, smallpox hospital, and public crematorium, including
expenses incident to furnishing proper containers for the reception,
burial, and identification of the ashes of all human bodies of indi-
gent persons that are cremated at the public crematorium and remain
unclaimed after twelve months from the date of such cremation; for
maintenance and purchase of horses and horse-drawn vehicles; for
medical books, books of reference, and periodicals not to exceed
$500; for maintenance of non-passenger-carrying motor vehicles; and
for all other necessary expenses, $291,000.

Repairs,etc. For repairs and improvements to buildings and grounds, $8,500.
Incidental expenses. Purchase of books, musical instruments and music, expense of

commencement exercises, entertainments, and inspection by New
York State Board of Regents, and other incidental expenses of the
training school for nurses, $600.

Meditca, of indi. Medical charities: For care and treatment of indigent patients
gent patientsatdesig- under contracts to be made by the Health Officer of the District of

a 8
hpis. Columbia and approved by the Commissioners with the following

institutions and for not to exceed the following amounts, respectively:
children'sHospita. Children's Hospital, including not to exceed $15,000 for dispensary

cases to be paid for at existing rates, $80,000.
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nurses sanitary inspectors and food inspectors; and including not to 
exceed' $200 for special services in detecting adulteration of drugs 
and foods, including candy and milk, $7,312: Provided, That inspec-
tors of dairy farms may receive an allowance for furnishing privately 
owned motor vehicles in the performance of official duties at the rate 
of not to exceed $312 per annum for each inspector. 
Maternal and child health service: For maintaining a maternal 

and child health service, including the establishment and mainte-
ance of maternal and child health stations for clinical examinations, 
payment for personal services rent, fuel, books, periodicals, and sup-
phes, $36,280: Provided, That the Commissioners may accept such 
volunteer services as they may deem expedient in connection with 
the establishment and maintenance of the service herein authorized: 
Provided further, That this shall not be construed to authorize the 
expenditure or the payment of any money on account of any such 
volunteer service. 
For the following hospital and sanatoria: 
Tuberculosis Sanatoria: For personal services, including $3,000 for 

chief visiting consultant, and not to exceed $3,000 for compensation 
of consulting physicians at rates to be fixed by the Commissioners, 
$383,868. 
For provisions, fuel, forage, harness and vehicles and repairs to 

same, gas, water , ice, shoes, clothing, dry goods, tailoring, drugs 
and medical supplies , furniture and bedding, kitchen utensils, medi-
cal books, schoolbooks, classroom supplies, books of reference, and 
periodicals not to exceed $500, maintenance of motortrucks, and other 
necessary items, $238,000. 
For repairs and improvements to buildings and grounds, including 

roads and sidewalks, $5,500. 
Gallinger Municipal Hospital: For personal services including two 

associate medical officers at $3,200 per annum each, to be appointed 
without reference to civil service requirements, and including not to 
exceed $2,000 for temporary labor, $599,340, of which $26,760 shall 
be available for out-patient relief of the poor including medical and 
surgical supplies, artificial limbs, and pay of physicians: Provided, 
That no part of this appropriation shall be available for the care 
of persons, except in emergency cases, where the person has been a 
resident of the District of Columbia for less than one year at the 
time of application for admission. 
For maintenance of the hospital; for maintenance of the quaran-

tine station, smallpox hospital, and public crematorium, including 
expenses incident to furnishing proper containers for the reception, 
burial, and identification of the ashes of all human bodies of indi-
gent persons that are cremated at the public crematorium and remain 
unclaimed after twelve months from the date of such cremation; for 
maintenance and purchase of horses and horse-drawn vehicles; for 
medical books books of reference, and periodicals not to exceed 
$500; for maintenance of non-passenger-carrying motor vehicles; and 
for all other necessary expenses $291,000. 
For repairs and improvements to buildings and grounds, $8,500. 
Purchase of books7 musical instruments and music: expense of 

commencement exercises entertainments, and inspection by New 
York State Board of Regents, and other incidental expenses of the 
training school for nurses, $600. 
Medical charities: For care and treatment of indigent patients 

under contracts to be made by the Health Officer of the District of 
Columbia and approved by the Commissioners with the following 
institutions and for not to exceed the following amounts, respectively: 

Children's Hospital, including not to exceed $15,000 for dispensary 
cases to be paid for at existing rates, $80,000. 
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Central Dispensary and Emergency Hospital, $80,000, including
$25,000 for the establishment of a twenty-four hour clinic at the
Emergency-George Washington University clinic, of which not to
exceed $20,000 shall be available for payment to said clinic for
employment of personal services, and $5,000 for dispensary cases,
redressings, radiographs, and other services, to be paid at existing
rates.

Eastern Dispensary and Casualty Hospital, $75,000.
Providence Hospital: For repairs, alterations, and improvements

to the building erected at the cost of the District of Columbia, to
make such building available for an out-patient clinic for indigent
persons, such work to be performed under contract or contracts
entered into by the Commissioners of said District, $50,000.

Washington Home for Incurables, $15,000.
Columbia Hospital and Lying-in Asylum: For general repairs,

including labor and material, to be expended in the discretion and
under the direction of the Architect of the Capitol, including $30,000
for reimbursement to such hospital for the replacement of boilers,
$35,000.

COURTS

JUVENILE COURT

Salaries: For personal services, $98,190.
Miscellaneous: For compensation of jurors, $1,500.
For stationery, books of reference, periodicals, typewriters and

repairs thereto, preservation of records, telephone service, traveling
expenses, meals of jurors and prisoners, furniture, fixtures, and
equipment, and other incidental expenses not otherwise provided
for, $3,000.

The disbursing officer of the District of Columbia is authorized
to advance to the chief probation officer of the juvenile court upon
requisition previously approved by the judge of the juvenile court
and the auditor of the District of Columbia, sums of money not to
exceed $50 at any one time, to be expended for transportation and
traveling expenses to secure the return of absconding probationers,
and to be accounted for monthly on itemized vouchers to the account-
ing officer of the District of Columbia.

POLICE COURT

Salaries: For personal services, $105,520.
For law books, books of reference, directories, periodicals, sta-

tionery, rebinding of books, preservation of records, typewriters and
repairs thereto, telephone service, laundry work, medicines, lodging
and meals for jurors and bailiffs when ordered by the court, and all
other necessary and incidental expenses of every kind not otherwise
provided for, $3,250.

For witness fees and compensation of jurors, $31,500.

MUNICIPAL COURT

Salaries: For personal services, including compensation of five
judges without reference to the limitation in this Act restricting
salaries within the grade, $87,620.

For compensation of jurors, $8,700: Provided, That deposits made
on demands for jury trials in accordance with rules prescribed by the
court under authority granted in section 11 of the Act approved
March 3, 1921 (41 Stat. 1312), shall be earned unless, prior to three
days before the time set for such trials, including Sundays and legal
holidays, a new date for trial be set by the court, cases be discon-
tinued or settled, or demands for jury trials be waived.
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Central Dispensary and Emergency Hospital, $80,000, including 
$25,000 for the establishment of a twenty-four hour clinic at the 
Emergency-George Washington University clinic, of which not to 
exceed $20,000 shall be available for payment to said clinic for 
employment of personal services, and $5,000 for dispensary cases, 
redressings, radiographs, and other services, to be paid at existing 
rates. 
Eastern Dispensary and Casualty Hospital, $75,000. 
Providence Hospital: For repairs, alterations, and improvements 

to the building erected at the cost of the District of Columbia, to 
make such building available for an out-patient clinic for indigent 
persons, such work to be performed under contract or contracts 
entered into by the Commissioners of said District, $50,000. 
Washington Home for Incurables, $15,000. 
Columbia Hospital and Lying-in Asylum: For general repairs, 

including labor and material, to be expended in the discretion and 
under the direction of the Architect of the Capitol, including $30,000 
for reimbursement to such hospital for the replacement of boilers, 
$35,000. 

COURTS 

JUVENILE COURT 

Salaries: For personal services, $98,190. 
Miscellaneous: For compensation of jurors, $1,500. 
For stationery, books of reference, periodicals, typewriters and 

repairs thereto, preservation of records, telephone service, traveling 
expenses, meals of jurors and prisoners, furniture, fixtures, and 
equipment, and other incidental expenses not otherwise provided 
for, $3,000. 
The disbursing officer of the District of Columbia is authorized 

to advance to the chief probation officer of the juvenile court upon 
requisition previously approved by the judge of the juvenile court 
and the auditor of the District of Columbia, sums of money not to 
exceed $50 at any one time, to be expended for transportation and 
traveling expenses to secure the return of absconding probationers, 
and to be accounted for monthly on itemized vouchers to the account-
ing officer of the District of Columbia. 

POLICE COURT 

Salaries: For personal services, $105,520. 
For law books, books of reference, directories, periodicals, sta-

tionery, rebinding of books, preservation of records, typewriters and 
repairs thereto, telephone service, laundry work, medicines, lodging 
and meals for jurors and bailiffs when ordered by the court, and all 
other necessary and incidental expenses of every kind not otherwise 
provided for, $3,250. 
For witness fees and compensation of jurors, $31,500. 

MUNICIPAL COURT 

Salaries: For personal services, including compensation of five 
judges without reference to the limitation in this Act restricting 
salaries within the grade, $87,620. 
For compensation of jurors, $8,700: Provided, That deposits made 

on demands for jury trials in accordance with rules prescribed by the 
court under authority granted in section 11 of the Act approved 
March 3., 1921 (41 St:at. 1312), shall be earned unless, prior to three 
days before the time set for such trials, including Sundays and legal 
holidays, a new date for trial be set by the court, cases be discon-
tinued or settled, or demands for jury trials be waived. 
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Contingent ex-
penses.

Probation system.

For contingent expenses, including books, law books, books of
reference, fuel, light, telephone, lodging and meals for jurors, and
for deputy United States marshals while in attendance upon jurors,
when ordered by the court; fixtures, repairs to furniture, building
and building equipment, and all other necessary miscellaneous items
and supplies, $1,000.

MISCELLANEOUS

Probation system: For personal services, $16,880; contingent
expenses, $800, in all, $17,680.

PUBLIC WELFARE

BOARD OF PUBLIC WELFARE

Salaries;contraetin- For personal services, including the assistant director of public
vesigational services welfare who shall also be coordinator of child welfare services, and

including not to exceed $7,250 for contract investigational services,
. US. 3709. without reference to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41

41iU.S.C.I5. U. S. C. 5), $144,530.

DIVISION OF CHILD WELFARE

Administration.

Restriction on ex-
penditures.

Board and care of
children.

Temporary care
pending investigation,
etc.

Receiving home for
children under eight-
een.

Advances to direc-
tor.

Placing and visiting
children.

Administration: For administrative expenses, including placing
and visiting children, city directory, purchase of books of reference
and periodicals not exceeding $50, and all office and sundry expenses,
$5,000, and no part of the money herein appropriated shall be used
for the purpose of visiting any ward of the Board of Public Welfare
placed outside the District of Columbia and the States of Virginia
and Maryland; and a ward placed outside said District and the States
of Virginia and Maryland shall be visited not less than once a year
by a voluntary agent or correspondent of said Board, and that said
Board shall have power, upon proper showing, in its discretion, to
discharge from guardianship any child committed to its care.

For board and care of all children committed to the guardianship
of said Board by the courts of the District, and for temporary care
of children pending investigation or while being transferred from
place to place, with authority to pay not more than $2,500 each to
institutions under sectarian control and not more than $400 for burial
of children dying while under charge of the Board, $290,000.

For the maintenance, under the jurisdiction of the Board of Public
Welfare, of a suitable place in a building entirely separate and apart
from the house of detention for the reception and detention of chil-
dren under eighteen years of age arrested by the police on charge of
offense against any laws in force in the District of Columbia, or com-
mitted to the guardianship of the Board, or held as witness, or held
temporarily, or pending hearing, or otherwise, including transporta-
tion, food, clothing, medicine, and medicinal supplies, rental, repair
and upkeep of buildings, fuel, gas, electricity, ice, supplies, and equip-
ment, and other necessary expenses, including not to exceed $20,920
for personal services, $39,800.

The disbursing officer of the District of Columbia is authorized to
advance to the director of public welfare, upon requisitions previously
approved by the auditor of the District of Columbia and upon such
security as may be required of said director by the Commissioners,
sums of money not to exceed $400 at any one time, to be used for
expenses in placing and visiting children, traveling on official busi-
ness of the Board, and for office and sundry expenses, all such expend-
itures to be accounted for to the accounting officers of the District
of Columbia within one month on itemized vouchers properly
approved.
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For contingent expenses, including books, law books, books of 
reference, fuel, light, telephone, lodging and meals for jurors, and 
for deputy United States marshals while in attendance upon jurors, 
when ordered by the court; fixtures, repairs to furniture, building 
and building equipment, and all other necessary miscellaneous items 
and supplies, $1,000. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Probation system: For personal services, $16,880; contingent 
expenses, $800, in all, $17,680. 

PUBLIC WELFARE 

BOARD OF PUBLIC WELFARE 

For personal services, including the assistant director of public 
welfare who shall also be coordinator of child welfare services, and 
including not to exceed $7,250 for contract investigational services, 
without reference to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 
U. S. C. 5), $144,530. 

DIVISION OF CHILD WELFARE 

Administration: For administrative expenses, including /placing 
and visiting children, city directory, purchase of books of reference 
and periodicals not exceeding $50, and all office and sundry expenses, 
$5,000, and no part of the money herein appropriated shall be used 
for the purpose of visiting any ward of the Board of Public Welfare 
placed outside the District of Columbia and the States of Virginia 
and Maryland; and a ward placed outside said District and the States 
of Virginia and Maryland shall be visited not less than once a year 
by a voluntary agent or correspondent of said Board, and that said 
Board shall have power, upon proper showing, in its discretion, to 
discharge from guardianship any child committed to its care. 
For board and care of all children committed to the guardianship 

of said Board by the courts of the District, and for temporary care 
of children pending investigation or while being transferred from 
place to place, with authority to pay not more than $2,500 each to 
institutions under sectarian control and not more than $400 for burial 
of children dying while under charge of the Board, $290,000. 
For the maintenance, under the jurisdiction of the Board of Public 

Welfare, of a suitable place in a building entirely separate and apart 
from the house of detention for the reception and detention of chil-
dren under eighteen years of age arrested by the police on charge of 
offense against any laws in force in the District of Columbia, or com-
mitted to the guardianship of the Board, or held as witness, or held 
temporarily, or pending hearing, or otherwise, including transporta-
tion, food, clothing,. medicine, and medicinal supplies, rental, repair 
and upkeep of buildings, fuel, gas, electricity, ice, supplies, and equip-
ment, and other necessary expenses, including not to exceed $20,920 
for personal services, $39,800. 
The disbursing officer of the District of Columbia is authorized to 

advance to the director of public welfare, upon requisitions previously 
approved by the auditor of the District of Columbia and upon such 
security as may be required of said director by the Commissioners, 
sums of money not to exceed $400 .at any one time, to be used for 
expenses in placing and visiting children, traveling on official busi-
ness of the Board, and for office and sundry expenses, all such expend-
itures to be accounted for to the accounting officers of the District 
of Columbia within one month on itemized vouchers properly 
approved. 
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JAIL

Salaries: For personal services, $98,220.
For maintenance and support of prisoners of the District of Colum-

bia at the jail, including not to exceed $1,000 for furnishing uni-
forms and caps for guards; subsistence of internes; expenses incurred
in identifying and pursuing escaped prisoners and rewards for their
capture; repair and improvements to buildings, cells, and locking
devices; newspapers, books, and periodicals not to exceed $100; main-
tenance of non-passenger-carrying motor vehicle; and expense of
electrocutions, $75,400.

Addition to jail: For completing construction of an addition to,
and for the necessary remodeling of, the jail, to provide for adminis-
trative offices, a hospital, execution facilities, and a walled exercise
yard, $125,000.

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION, WORKHOUSE AND REFORMATORY, DISTRICT
OF COLUMIBIA

For personal services, $511,340.
For maintenance, care, and support of inmates, including sub-

sistence of internes, discharge gratuities provided by law, medical
supplies, newspapers, books, books of reference and periodicals, farm
implements, tools, equipment, transportation expenses, purchase and
maintenance of livestock and horses; purchase of a moving-picture
machine at not to exceed $1,500; purchase, exchange, maintenance,
operation, and repair of non-passenger-carrying vehicles and motor-
bus; fuel for heating, lighting, and power, and all other necessary
items, including uniforms and caps for guards, $479,000.

For repairs to buildings and grounds, and maintenance of utilities,
marine and railroad transportation facilities, and mechanical equip-
ment not used in industrial enterprises, $27,000.

To provide a working capital fund for such industrial enterprises
as may be approved by the Commissioners of the District of Colum-
bia, $30,000: Provided, That the various departments and institu-
tions of the District of Columbia and the Federal Government may
purchase, at fair market prices, as determined by the Commissioners,
such products and services as meet their requirements; receipts from
the sale of products and services shall be deposited to the credit of
said working capital fund, and said fund, including all receipts
credited thereto, shall be used as a revolving fund for the fiscal year
1940 for the purchase and repair of machinery, tools, and equipment,
purchase of raw materials and manufacturing supplies, purchase,
maintenance, and operation of non-passenger-carrying vehicles, and
purchase of fuel for manufacturing purposes; for freight, personal
services, and all other necessary expenses; and for the payment to
inmates or their dependents of such pecuniary earnings as the Com-
missioners may deem proper.

For continuing construction and equipment of permanent buildings
for women, including sewers, water mains, and other necessary
utilities, $45,000.

For continuing construction of buildings and enclosing walls,
including purchase of equipment and furniture, to provide for the
custody of such prisoners as should be confined within a walled
enclosure, $75,000.

For constructing an enclosed reservoir for filtered water, and for
remodeling shop and dormitory buildings, $37,000.

Replacing dredge, workhouse and reformatory: For replacing a
sand dredge, $12,000.
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JAIL 

Salaries: For personal services, $98,220. 
For maintenance and support of prisoners of the District of Colum-

bia at the jail, including not to exceed $1,000 for furnishing uni-
forms and caps for guards; subsistence of internes; expenses incurred 
in identifying and pursuing escaped prisoners and rewards for their 
capture; repair and improvements to buildings, cells, and locking 
devices; newspapers, books, and periodicals not to exceed $100; main-
tenance of non-passenger-carrying motor vehicle; and expense of 
electrocutions, $75,400. 
Addition to jail: For completing construction of an addition to, 

and for the necessary remodeling of, the jail, to provide for adminis-
trative offices, a hospital, execution facilities, and a walled exercise 
yard, $125,000. 

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION, WORKHOUSE .AND REFORMATORY, DISTRICT 

or COLUMBIA. 

For personal services, $511,340. 
For maintenance, care, and support of inmates, including sub-

sistence of mternes, discharge gratuities provided by law, medical 
supplies, newspapers, books, books of reference and periodicals, farm 
implements, tools, equipment, transportation expenses, purchase and 
maintenance of livestock and horses; purchase of a moving-picture 
machine at not to exceed $1,500; purchase, exchange, maintenance, 
operation, and repair of non-passenger-carrying vehicles and motor-
bus; fuel for heating, lighting, and power, and all other necessary 
items, including uniforms and caps for guards, $479,000. 
For repairs to buildings and grounds, and maintenance of utilities, 

marine and railroad transportation facilities, and mechanical equip-
ment not used in industrial enterprises, $27,000. 
To provide a working capital fund for such industrial enterprises 

as may be approved by the Commissioners of the District of Colum-
bia, $30,000: Provided, That the various departments and institu-
tions of the District of Columbia and the Federal Government may 
purchase, at fair market prices, as determined by the Commissioners, 
such products and services as meet their requirements; receipts from 
the sale of products and services shall be deposited to the credit of 
said working capital fund, and said fund, including all receipts 
credited thereto, shall be used as a revolving fund for the fiscal year 
1940 for the purchase and repair of machinery, tools, and equipment, 
purchase of raw materials and manufacturing supplies, purchase, 
maintenance, and operation of non-passenger-carrying vehicles, and 
purchase of fuel for manufacturing purposes; for freight, personal 
services, and all other necessary expenses and for the payment to 
inmates or their dependents of such pecuniary earnings as the Com-
missioners may deem proper. 
For continuing construction and equipment of permanent buildings 

for women, including sewers, water mains, and other necessary 
utilities, $45,000. 
For continuing construction of buildings and enclosing walls, 

including purchase of equipment and furniture, to provide for the 
custody of such prisoners as should be confined within a walled 
enclosure, $75,000. 
For constructing an enclosed reservoir for filtered water, and for 

remodeling shop and dormitory buildings, $37,000. 
Replacing dredge, workhouse and reformatory: For replacing a 

sand dredge, $12,000. 
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of title.

Support of convicts: For support, maintenance, and transportation
of convicts transferred from District of Columbia; expenses of ship-
ping remains of deceased convicts to their homes in the United States,
expenses of interment of unclaimed remains of deceased convicts;
expenses incurred in identifying, pursuing, recapturing (including
rewards therefor), and returning to institutions, escaped convicts
and parole and conditional-release violators; and transportation
expenses of returning released convicts to their residences, $100,000.

The disbursing officer of the District of Columbia is authorized to
advance to the general superintendent of penal institutions, upon
requisitions previously approved by the auditor of the District of
Columbia, and upon such security as the Commissioners may require
of said superintendent, sums of money not exceeding $300 at one time,
to be used only for expenses in returning escaped prisoners, condi-
tional releases, and parolees, payable from the appropriation, "Sup-
port of convicts", all such expenditures to be accounted for to the
accounting officers of the District of Columbia within one month on
itemized vouchers properly approved.

NATIONAL TRAINING SCHOOL FOR BOYS

For care and maintenance of boys committed to the National Train-
ing School for Boys by the courts of the District of Columbia under
a contract to be made by the Board of Public Welfare with the
authorities of said National Training School for Boys, $75,000.

NATIONAL TRAINING SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

National Training School for Girls: For personal services; grocer-
ies, provisions, light, fuel, clothing, shoes; forage and farm supplies;
medicine and medical service (including not to exceed $2,000 for
medical care and not to exceed $600 for dental care); transportation;
maintenance of non-passenger-carrying vehicles; equipment, fixtures,
books, magazines, and other educational supplies; recreational equip-
ment and supplies, including rental of motion-picture films; station-
ery; postage; repairs; and other necessary items, including expenses
incident to securing suitable homes for paroled or discharged girls,
$38,200, of which sum not to exceed $20,840 may be expended for
personal services: Provided, That the total cost of maintaining
inmates in said school, including all administrative expenses, shall
not exceed an average per capita of $500 per annum.

For the acquisition by the Commissioners of the District of Colum-
bia of approximately one hundred acres of land in Prince Georges
County, Maryland, as a site for the National Training School for
Girls, $10,000: Provided, That the title to said property shall be
taken directly to and in the name of the United States, and in case a
satisfactory price cannot be agreed upon for the purchase of said land
the Attorney General of the United States, at the request of the Com-
missioners of the District of Columbia, shall institute condemnation
proceedings to acquire such land as may be selected in accordance
with the laws of the State of Maryland, and expenses of procuring
evidences of title or of condemnation, or both, shall be paid out of the
appropriation made for the purchase of said land.

DISTRICT TRAINING SCHOOL

Personal services. For personal services, including not to exceed $500 for compensa-
tion of consulting physicians at rates to be fixed by the Commissioners,
and not to exceed $2,500 for temporary labor, $129,020.

Maintenance, etc. For maintenance and other necessary expenses, including the main-
tenance of non-passenger-carrying motor vehicles, the purchase and
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Support of convicts: For support, maintenance, and transportation 
of convicts transferred from District of Columbia; expenses of ship-
ping remains of deceased convicts to their homes in the United States, 
expenses of interment of unclaimed remains of deceased convicts; 
expenses incurred in identifying, pursuing, recapturing (including 
rewards therefor), and returning to institutions, escaped convicts 
and parole and conditional-release violators; and transportation 
expenses of returning released convicts to their residences, $100,000. 
The disbursing officer of the District of Columbia is authorized to 

advance to the general superintendent of penal institutions, upon 
requisitions previously approved by the auditor of the District of 
Columbia, and upon such security as the Commissioners may require 
of said superintendent, sums of money not exceeding $300 at one time, 
to be used only for expenses in returning escaped prisoners, condi-
tional releases, and parolees, payable from the appropriation, "Sup-
port of convicts", all such expenditures to be accounted for to the 
accounting officers of the District of Columbia within one month on 
itemized vouchers properly approved. 

NATIONAL TRAINING SCHOOL FOR BOYS 

For care and maintenance of boys committed to the National Train-
ing School for Boys by the courts of the District of Columbia under 
a contract to be made by the Board of Public Welfare with the 
authorities of said National Training School for Boys, $75,000. 

NATIONAL TRAINING SCHOOL FOR GIRLS 

National Training School for Girls: For personal services; grocer-
ies, provisions, light, fuel, clothing, shoes; forage and farm supplies; 
medicine and medical service (including not to exceed $2,000 for 
medical care and not to exceed $600 for dental care) ; transportation; 
maintenance of non-passenger-carrying vehicles; equipment, fixtures, 
books, magazines, and other educational supplies; recreational equip-
ment and supplies, including rental of motion-picture films; station-
ery; postage; repairs; and other necessary items, including expenses 
incident to securing suitable homes for paroled or discharged girls, 
$38,200, of which sum not to exceed $20,840 may be expended for 
personal services: Provided, That the total cost of maintaining 
inmates in said school, including all administrative expenses, shall 
not exceed an average per capita of $500 per annum. 
For the acquisition by the Commissioners of the District of Colum-

bia of approximately one hundred acres of land in Prince Georges 
County, Maryland, as a site for the National Training School for 
Girls, $10,000: Provided, That the title to said property shall be 
taken directly to and in the name of the United States, and in case a 
satisfactory price cannot be agreed upon for the purchase of said land 
the Attorney General of the United States, at the request of the Com-
missioners of the District of Columbia, shall institute condemnation 
proceedings to acquire such land as may be selected in accordance 
with the laws of the State of Maryland, and expenses of procuring 
evidences of title or of condemnation, or both, shall be paid out of the 
appropriation made for the purchase of said land. 

DISTRICT TRAINING SCHOOL 

For personal services, including not to exceed $500 for compensa-
tion of consulting physicians at rates to be fixed by the Commissioners, 
and not to exceed $2,500 for temporary labor, $129,020. 
For maintenance and other necessary expenses, including the main-

tenance of non-passenger-carrying motor vehicles, the purchase and 
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maintenance of horses and wagons, farm machinery and implements,
and not to exceed $300 for the purchase of books, books of reference,
and periodicals, $100,000.

For repairs and improvements to buildings and grounds, $5,000.
The unexpended balance of the appropriation of $175,000 for "Hos-

pital and Administration Building", contained in the District of
Columbia Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1938 is hereby made
available for the construction and equipment of additional dormitory
buildings.

For construction and equipment of a milk house and milking barn,
such work to be performed by day labor or otherwise, in the discretion
of the Commissioners, $10,000.

INDUSTRIAL HOME SCHOOL FOR COLORED CHILDREN

Salaries: For personal services, $40,205; temporary labor, $500;
in all, $40,705.

For maintenance, including purchase and maintenance of farm
implements, horses, wagons, and harness, maintenance of non-passen-
ger-carrying motor vehicles, not to exceed $2,250 for manual-training
equipment and materials, $29,000.

For repairs and improvements to buildings and grounds, $3,000.

INDUSTRIAL HOME SCHOOL

Salaries: For personal services, $28,740; temporary labor, $1,000;
in all, $29,740.

For maintenance, including purchase of equipment, maintenance
of non-passenger-carrying motor vehicles, $23,900.

For repairs and improvements to buildings and grounds, $2,500.

HOME FOR AGED AND INFIRM

Salaries: For personal services, $66,560; temporary labor, $2,000;
in all, $68,560.

For provisions, fuel, forage, harness and vehicles and repairs to
same, ice, shoes, clothing, dry goods, tailoring, drugs and medical
supplies, furniture and bedding, kitchen utensils, and other necessary
items, and maintenance of non-passenger-carrying motor vehicles,
$75,550.

For repairs and improvements to buildings and grounds, such
work to be performed by day labor or otherwise in the discretion
of the Commissioners, $5,000.

For construction of an addition to the infirmary building, such
work to be performed by day labor or otherwise in the discretion
of the Commissioners, $15,000.
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PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

For the purpose of affording relief to residents of the District of
Columbia who are unemployed or otherwise in distress because of
the existing emergency, to be expended by the Board of Public
Welfare of the District of Columbia by employment and direct relief,
in the discretion of the Board of Commissioners and under rules
and regulations to be prescribed by the Board and without regard
to the provisions of any other law, payable from the revenues of
the District of Columbia, $900,000, and not to exceed 10 per centum
of this appropriation and of Federal grants reimbursed under this
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maintenance of horses and wagons, farm machinery and implements, 
and not to exceed $300 for the purchase of books, books of reference, 
and periodicals, $100,000. 
For repairs and improvements to buildings and grounds, $5,000. 
The unexpended balance of the appropriation of $175,000 for "Hos-

pital and Administration Building", contained in the District of 
Columbia Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1938 is hereby made 
available for the construction and equipment of additional dormitory 
buildings. 
For construction and equipment of a milk house and milking barn, 

such work to be performed by day labor or otherwise, in the discretion 
of the Commissioners, $10,000. 

INDUSTRIAL HOME SCHOOL FOR COLORED CHILDREN 

Salaries: For personal services, $40,205; temporary labor, $500; 
in all, $40,705. 
For maintenance, including purchase and maintenance of farm 

implements, horses, wagons, and harness, maintenance of non-passen-
ger-carrying motor vehicles, not to exceed $2,250 for manual-training 
equipment and materials, $29,000. 
For repairs and improvements to buildings and grounds, $3,000. 

INDUSTRIAL HOME SCHOOL 

Salaries: For personal services, $28,740; temporary labor, $1,000; 
in all, $29,740. 
For maintenance, including purchase of equipment, maintenance 

of non-passenger-carrying motor vehicles, $23,900. 
For repairs and improvements to buildings and grounds, $2,500. 

HOME FOR AGED AND INFIRM 

Salaries: For personal services, $66,560; temporary labor, $2,000; 
in all, $68,560. 
For provisions, fuel, forage, harness and vehicles and repairs to 

same, ice, shoes, clothing, dry goods, tailoring, drugs and medical 
supplies, furniture and bedding, kitchen utensils, and other necessary 
items, and maintenance of non-passenger-carrying motor vehicles, 
$75,550. 
For repairs and improvements to buildings and grounds, such 

work to be performed by day labor or otherwise in the discretion 
of the Commissioners, $5,000. 
For construction of an addition to the infirmary building, such 
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of the Commissioners, $15,000. 
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PUBLIC ASSISTANCE 

For the purpose of affording relief to residents of the District of 
Columbia who are unemployed or otherwise in distress because of 
the existing emergency, to be expended by the Board of Public 
Welfare of the District of Columbia by employment and direct relief, 
in the discretion of the Board of Commissioners and under rules 
and regulations to be prescribed by the Board and without regard 
to the provisions of any other law, payable from the revenues of 
the District of Columbia, $900,000, and not to exceed 10 per centum 
of this appropriation and of Federal grants reimbursed under this 
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appropriation shall be expended for personal services, including the
employment of one general superintendent of public assistance serv-
ices at $5,600 per annum, one assistant superintendent of such services
at $4,600 per annum, and one stenographer-typist (secretary) at
$2,000 per annum, to be appointed without reference to civil-service
requirements, and not to exceed $25,000 may be expended for the
distribution of surplus commodities, including $5,300 for personal
services: Provided, That all auditing, disbursing, and accounting for
funds administered through the Public Assistance Division of the
Board of Public Welfare, including all employees engaged in such
work and records relating thereto, shall be under the supervision and
control of the Auditor of the District of Columbia: Provided, That
no part of this appropriation shall be expended in such a manner
as to require a deficiency to supplement such appropriation.

Home Care for Dependent Children: To carry out the purposes of
the Act entitled "An Act to provide home care for dependent chil-
dren in the District of Columbia", approved June 22, 1926 (44
Stat. 758-760), including not to exceed $13,060 for personal services
in the District of Columbia, $163,000: Provided, That this appro-
priation shall be so apportioned and distributed by the Commis-
sioners over the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, and shall be so
administered during such fiscal year, as to constitute the total amount
that will be utilized during such fiscal year for such purposes, and no
more than $400 shall be paid for burial of children dying while
beneficiaries under said Act.

Assistance against old-age want: To carry out the provisions of
the Act entitled "An Act to amend the Code of Laws for the Dis-
trict of Columbia in relation to providing assistance against old-age
want", approved August 24, 1935 (49 Stat. 747), including not to
exceed $57,265 for personal services and other necessary expenses,
$597,000.

Pensions for needy blind persons: To carry out the provisions of
the Act entitled "An Act to provide aid for needy blind persons of
the District of Columbia and authorizing appropriations therefor",
approved August 24, 1935 (49 Stat. 744), $40,000.

In expending appropriations contained in this Act under the
caption "Public Assistance", not more than the following monthly
amounts shall be paid therefrom: Emergency Relief of Residents:
Single persons, not more than $24; family of two persons, not more
than $30, and for each person in excess of such number under sixteen
years of age not more than $6; and not to exceed a total of $60 to any
one family; Home Care for Dependent Children: Family of two per-
sons, not more than $30, and for each person in excess of such number
under sixteen years of age not more than $6; and not to exceed a total
of $60 to any one family; Assistance Against Old Age Want, and Aid
for Needy Blind Persons: Not more than $30 per month shall be paid
therefrom to any one person.

SPONSOR'S CONTRIBUTIONS TO WORK PROJECTS ADMINISTRATION

tionsor's ontrebu-s For amount required by the District of Columbia as sponsor's con-
nated. tributions toward Work Projects Administration nonconstruction

projects for free lunches for necessitous school children, sewing, house-
hold service, housekeeping aides, adult education, and recreation,
including the purchase of food, supplies, materials, streetcar and bus
fares, rent, equipment, rental of equipment, personal services, and
other necessary expenses, $177,500, together with not to exceed $12,000
of the unexpended balance of the appropriation for the same purposes
for the fiscal year 1939 contained in the Second Deficiency Appropria-

52 Stat. 1123. tion Act, fiscal year 1938.
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appropriation shall be expended for personal services, including the 
employment of one general superintendent of public assistance serv-
ices at $5,600 per annum, one assistant superintendent of such services 
at $4,600 per annum, and one stenographer-typist (secretary) at 
$2,000 per annum, to be appointed without reference to civil-service 
requirements, and not to exceed $25,000 may be expended for the 
distribution of surplus commodities, including $5,300 for personal 
services: Provided, That all auditing, disbursing, and accounting for 
funds administered through the Public Assistance Division of the 
Board of Public Welfare, including all employees engaged in such 
work and records relating thereto, shall be under the supervision and 
control of the Auditor a the District of Columbia: Provided, That 
no part of this appropriation shall be expended in such a manner 
as to require a deficiency to supplement such appropriation. 
Home Care for Dependent Children: To carry out the purposes of 

the Act entitled "An Act to provide home care for dependent chil-
dren in the District of Columbia", approved June 22, 1926 (44 
Stat. 758-760), including not to exceed $13,060 for personal services 
in the District of Columbia, $163,000: Provided, That this appro-
priation shall be so apportioned and distributed by the Commis-
sioners over the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, and shall be so 
administered during such fiscal year, as to constitute the total amount 
that will be utilized during such fiscal year for such purposes, and no 
more than $400 shall be paid for burial of children dying while 
beneficiaries under said Act. 

Assistance against old-age want: To carry out the provisions of 
the Act entitled "An Act to amend the Code of Laws for the Dis-
trict of Columbia in relation to providing assistance against old-age 
want", approved August 24, 1935 (49 Stat. 747), including not to 
exceed $57,265 for personal services and other necessary expenses, 
$597,000. 

Pensions for needy blind persons: To carry out the provisions of 
the Act entitled "An Act to provide aid for needy blind persons of 
the District of Columbia and authorizing appropriations therefor", 
approved August 24, 1935 (49 Stat. 744), $40,000. 
In expending appropriations contained in this Act under the 

caption "Public Assistance", not more than the following monthly 
amounts shall be paid therefrom: Emergency Relief of Residents: 
Single persons, not more than $24; family of two persons, not more 
than $30, and for each person in excess of such number under sixteen 
years of age not more than $6; and not to exceed a total of $60 to any 
one family; Home Care for Dependent Children: Family of two per-
sons, not more than $30, and for each person in excess of such number 
under sixteen years of age not more than $6; and not to exceed a total 
of $60 to any one family; Assistance Against Old Age Want, and Aid 
for Needy Blind Persons: Not more than $30 per month shall be paid 
therefrom to any one person. 

SPONSOR'S CONTRIBUTIONS TO WORK PROJECTS ADMINISTRATION 

For amount required by the District of Columbia as sponsor's con-
tributions toward Work Projects Administration nonconstruction 
projects for free lunches for necessitous school children, sewing, house-
hold service, housekeeping aides, adult education, and recreation, 
including the purchase of food, supplies, materials, streetcar and bus 
fares, rent, equipment, rental of equipment, personal services, and 
other necessary expenses, $177,500, together with not to exceed $12,000 
of the unexpended balance of the appropriation for the same purposes 
for the fiscal year 1939 contained in the Second Deficiency Appropria-
tion Act, fiscal year 1938. 
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TEMPORARY HOME FOR FORMER SOLDIERS AND SAILORS

For personal services, $4,620; maintenance, $11,750; and repairs to
buildings and grounds, $1,000; in all, $17,370, to be expended under
the direction of the Commissioners; and former Union soldiers,
sailors, or marines of the Civil War, former soldiers, sailors, or
marines of the Spanish War, Philippine Insurrection, or China relief
expedition, and former soldiers, sailors, or marines of the World War
or who served prior to July 2, 1921, shall be admitted to the home,
all under the supervision of a board of management.

FLORENCE CRITTENTON HOME

For care and maintenance of women and children under contracts
to be made by the Board of Public Welfare, with the Florence Crit-
tenton Home and other like institutions, $8,000.

SOUTHERN RELIEF SOCIETY

For care and maintenance of needy and infirm Confederate vet-
erans, their widows and dependents, residents in the District of
Columbia, under a contract to be made with the Southern Relief
Society by the Board of Public Welfare, $10,000.

NATIONAL LIBRARY FOR THE BLIND

For aid and support of the National Library for the Blind, located
at 1800 D Street Northwest, to be expended under the direction of the
Commissioners of the District of Columbia, $5,000.

COLUMBIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE

To aid the Columbia Polytechnic Institute for the Blind, located at
1808 H Street Northwest, to be expended under the direction of the
Commissioners of the District of Columbia, $3,000.

SAINT ELIZABETHS HOSPITAL

For support of indigent insane of the District of Columbia in
Saint Elizabeths Hospital, as provided by law, $2,602,260.

NONRESIDENT INSANE

For deportation of nonresident insane persons, in accordance with
the Act of Congress entitled "An Act to provide for insanity pro-
ceedings in the District of Columbia", approved June 8, 1938, includ-
ing persons held in the psychopathic ward of the Gallinger Municipal
Hospital, $12,000.

In expending the foregoing sum the disbursing officer of the Dis-
trict of Columbia is authorized to advance to the Director of Public
Welfare, upon requisitions previously approved by the auditor of the
District of Columbia, and upon such security as the Commissioners
may require of said Director, sums of money not exceeding $300 at
one time, to be used only for deportation of nonresident insane per-
sons, and to be accounted for monthly on itemized vouchers to the
accounting officer of the District of Columbia.

BURIAL OF EX-SERVICE MEN

For expenses of burying in the Arlington National Cemetery, or in
the cemeteries of the District of Columbia, indigent Union ex-soldiers,
ex-sailors, or ex-marines, of the United States service, either Regular
or Volunteer, who have been honorably discharged or retired, and
who died in the District of Columbia, to be disbursed by the Secre-
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TEMPORARY HOME FOR FORMER SOLDIERS AND SAILORS 

For personal services, $4,620; maintenance, $11,750; and repairs to 
buildings and grounds, $1,000; in all, $17,370, to be expended under 
the direction of the Commissioners; and former Union soldiers, 
sailors, or marines of the Civil War, former soldiers, sailors, or 
marines of the Spanish War, Philippine Insurrection, or China relief 
expedition, and former soldiers, sailors, or marines of the World War 
or who served prior to July 2, 1921, shall be admitted to the home, 
all under the supervision of a board of management. 

FLORENCE CRITTENTON HOME 

For care and maintenance of women and children under contracts 
to be made by the Board of Public Welfare, with the Florence Crit-
tenton Home and other like institutions, $8,000. 

SOUTIFERN RELIEF SOCIETY 

For care and maintenance of needy and infirm Confederate vet-
erans, their widows and dependents, residents in the District of 
Columbia, under a contract to be made with the Southern Relief 
Society by the Board of Public Welfare, $10,000. 

NATIONAL LIBRARY FOR THE BLIND 

For aid and support of the National Library for the Blind, located 
at 1800 D Street Northwest, to be expended under the direction of the 
Commissioners of the District of Columbia, $5,000. 

COLUMBIA POLYTECHNIC INSITUT1t. 

To aid the Columbia Polytechnic Institute for the Blind, located at 
1808 H Street Northwest, to be expended under the direction of the 
Commissioners of the District of Columbia, $3,000. 

SAINT ELIZABETHS HOSPITAL 

For support of indigent insane of the District of Columbia in 
Saint Elizabetlis Hospital, as provided by law, $2,602,260. 

NONRESIDENT INSANE 

For deportation of nonresident insane persons, in accordance with 
the Act of Congress entitled "An Act to provide for insanity . pro-
ceedings in the District of Columbia", approved June 8, 1938, includ-
ing persons held in the psychopathic ward of the Gallinger Municipal 
Hospital, $12,000. 

In expending the foregoing sum the disbursing officer of the Dis-
trict of Columbia is authorized to advance to the Director of Public 
Welfare, upon requisitions previously approved by the auditor of the 
District of Columbia, and upon such security as the Commissioners 
may require of said Director, sums of money not exceeding $300 at 
one time, to be used only for deportation of nonresident insane per-
sons, and to be accounted for monthly on itemized vouchers to the 
accounting officer of the District of Columbia. 

BURIAL OF EX-SERVICE MEN 

For expenses of burying in the Arlington National Cemetery, or in 
the cemeteries of the District of Columbia, indigent Union ex-soldiers, 
ex-sailors, or ex-marines, of the United States service, either Regular 
or Volunteer, who have been honorably discharged or retired, and 
who died in the District of Columbia, to be disbursed by the Seere-
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tary of War at a cost not exceeding $45 for such burial expenses in
each case, exclusive of cost of grave, $270.

TRANSPORTATION OF NONRESIDENT AND INDIGENT PERSONS

Expenses. For transportation of indigent nonresident persons to their legal
residence or to the home of a relative or relatives, including mainte-
nance pending transportation, and transportation of other indigent
persons, including indigent veterans of the World War and their
families, $20,000, of which amount not to exceed $7,100 shall be avail-
able for personal services.

VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION

Expenses. Vocational rehabilitation of disabled residents, District of Colum-
bia: To carry out the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to pro-
vide for the vocational rehabilitation of disabled residents of the Dis-

45 tat. 120. trict of Columbia, and for other purposes", approved February 23,
1929, $25,000.

MILITIA
Expenses author-

ized, under command- For the following, to be expended under the authority and direction
ing general. of the commanding general, who is hereby authorized and empowered

to make necessary contracts and leases, namely:
Perlseices. For personal services, $27,600, including compensation to the com-

manding general at the rate of $3,600 per annum; temporary labor,
camps etc. $5,800; for expenses of camps, including hire of horses for officers

required to be mounted, and for the payment of commutation of sub-
sistence for enlisted men who may be detailed to guard or move the
United States pates property at home stations on days immediately pre-
ceding and immediately following the annual encampments;
damages to private property incident to encampment; reim-
bursement to the United States for loss of property for which the
District of Columbia may be held responsible; cleaning and repairing
uniforms, arms, and equipment; instruction, purchase, and mainte-
nance of athletic, gymnastic, and recreational equipment at armory or
field encampments, not to exceed $500; practice marches, drills, and
parades; rent of armories, drill halls, and storehouses; fuel, light, heat,
care, and repair of armories, offices, and storehouses; machinery and
dock, including dredging alongside of dock; construction of buildings
for storage and other purposes at target range; telephone service;
printing, stationery, and postage; horses and mules for mounted
organizations; maintenance and operation of passenger and non-
passenger-carrying motor vehicles; streetcar fares (not to exceed
$200) necessarily used in the transaction of official business; not
exceeding $400 for traveling expenses, including attendance at meet-
ings or conventions of associations pertaining to the National Guard;

roo. and for general incidental expenses of the service, $15,480; in all,
Dented extra $48,880: Provided, That so much of the Act of March 1, 1889 (25

pey legislation re- Stat. 773), as amended by the Act of February 18, 1909 (35 Stat. 629),pealed.
25 Stat.780;35 Stat. as provides and fixes the rates of extra compensation to members of

35. the regularly enlisted bands of the Militia of the District of Columbia,
is hereby repealed.

tinory. construc- For beginning construction of an armory for the Militia of the
District of Columbia on all or any of squares 1121. 1122, 1128, 1129,
1135, and 1136, as may be determined by the Commissioners of said
District, $350,000, together with an additional sum of not to exceed
$150,000 which is hereby reappropriated from the unexpended balance
of the appropriation of $500,000 contained in the District of Colum-
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care, and repair of armories, offices, and storehouses; machinery and 
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struction in square 533 of the first unit of an extensible building for
the government of the District of Columbia, and the Commissioners
are authorized to enter into contract or contracts for the construction
of such armory at a total cost, exclusive of furniture and equipment,
not to exceed $2,750,000: Provided, That not to exceed $60,000 shall
be immediately available for the preparation of plans and specifica-
tions, in consultation with the Commanding General of the District
of Columbia Militia, and for the employment of professional and
other services without reference to the Classification Act of 1923, as
amended, section 3709 of the Revised Statutes, and civil-service
requirements, and for other necessary expenses, and the Procurement
Division of the Treasury Department is authorized and directed to
render such services in planning as the Commissioners may deem nec-
essary, subject to reimbursement for such services.

ANACOSTIA RIVER AND FLATS

For continuing the reclamation and development of Anacostia
Park, in accordance with the revised plan as set forth in Senate Docu-
ment Numbered 37, Sixty-eighth Congress, first session, $65,000.

IMPROVEMENT OF WASHINGTON CHANNEL

Toward the payment by the District of Columbia of its proportion-
ate part of the cost of improving the north side of Washington Chan-
nel, District of Columbia, as set forth in the Act of Congress
approved August 30, 1935, entitled "An Act authorizing the con-
struction, repair, and preservation of certain public works on rivers
and harbors, and for other purposes", $64,000, which sum shall be
transferred to the War Department and be expended under the direc-
tion of the Secretary of War and the supervision of the Chief of
Engineers, and shall continue available until expended.

NATIONAL CAPITAL PARKS

SALARIES, PUBLIC PARKS, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

For personal services, $353,590.

GENERAL EXPENSES, PUBLIC PARKS

General expenses: For general expenses in connection with the
maintenance, care, improvement, furnishing of heat, light, and power
of public parks, grounds, fountains and reservations, propagating
gardens and greenhouses under the jurisdiction of the National Par
Service, including the tourists' camp on its present site in East
Potomac Park, and including personal services of seasonal or inter-
mittent employees at per-diem rates of pay approved by the Secre-
tary of the Interior, not exceeding current rates of pay for similar
employment in the District of Columbia; placing and maintaining
portions of the parks in condition for outdoor sports and for expenses
incident to the conducting of band concerts in the parks; the hire of
draft animals with or without drivers at local rates approved by said
Secretary; the purchase and maintenance of draft animals, harness,
and wagons; contingent expenses; city directories; communication
service; carfare; traveling expenses; professional, scientific, technical,
and law books; periodicals and reference books, blank books and
forms; photographs; dictionaries and maps; leather and rubber
articles for the protection of employees and property; the mainte-
nance, repair, exchange, and operation of not to exceed two motor-
propelled passenger-carrying vehicles and all necessary bicycles,
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Proiso.
Minor auxiliary

structures.

Salaries.
43 Stat. 175; 44 Stat.

834; 46 Stat. 839.

Uniforms, equip-
ment, etc.

motorcycles, and self-propelled machinery; the purchase, mainte-
nance, and repair of equipment and fixtures, and so forth, $409,333:
Provided, That not to exceed $10,000 of the amount herein appro-
priated may be expended for the erection of minor auxiliary
structures.

PARK POLICE

Salaries: For pay and allowances of the United States Park
Police force, in accordance with the Act approved May 27, 1924, as
amended, $175,470.

For uniforming and equipping the United States Park Police
force, including the purchase, issue, operation, maintenance, repair,
exchange, and storage of revolvers, bicycles, and motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles, uniforms, ammunition, and radio equip-
ment and the rental of teletype service, $9,400.

NATIONAL CAPITAL PARK AND PLANNING
COMMISSION

Federal reimaburs For reimbursement to the United States in compliance with sectionment for lands ac-
quired. 4 of the Act approved May 29, 1930 (46 Stat. 482), as amended,

4 Stat. 45 $500,000.
Incidental expenses. For each and every purpose, except the acquisition of land, requisite

for and incident to the work of the National Capital Park and Plan-
ning Commission as authorized by the Act entitled "An Act pro-
viding for a comprehensive development of the park and playground

40 vUs.C. ' 71. system of the National Capital", approved June 6, 1924 (40 U. S. C.
71), as amended, including personal services in the District of Colum-
bia, maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-propelled passenger-
carrying vehicles, not to exceed $1,000 for printing and binding, not
to exceed $500 for traveling expenses and carfare of employees of the
Commission, and not to exceed $300 for professional scientific, techni-
cal, and reference books, and periodicals, $41,230.

NATIONAL ZOOLOGICAL PARK

Expenses.

Uniforms.

Sums appropriated
wholly out of special
fund.

For roads, walks, bridges, water supply, sewerage, and drainage;
grading, planting, and otherwise improving the grounds, erecting and
repairing buildings and enclosures; care, subsistence, purchase, and
transportation of animals; necessary employees traveling and inci-
dental expenses not otherwise provided for including not to exceed
$2,000 for travel and field expenses in the United States and foreign
countries for the procurement of live specimens and for the care,
subsistence, and transportation of specimens obtained in the course
of such travel; maintenance and operation of one motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicle required for official purposes; for the pur-
chase, issue, operation, maintenance, repair, and exchange of bicycles
and non-passenger-carrying motor vehicles, revolvers, and ammuni-
tion; not exceeding $2,500 for purchasing and supplying uniforms
to Park Police, keepers, and assistant keepers; not exceeding $100 for
the purchase of necessary books and periodicals, $237,060, no part of
which sum shall be available for architect's fees or compensation.

HIGHWAY FUND, GASOLINE TAX AND MOTOR VEHICLE
FEES

The following sums are appropriated wholly out of the special
fund created by the Act entitled "An Act to provide for a tax on
motor-vehicle fuels sold within the District of Columbia, and for
other purposes", approved April 23, 1924, and the Act entitled "An
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Act to provide additional revenue for the District of Columbia, and
for other purposes", approved August 17, 1937, for expenses of the
following departments and activities:

DEPARTMENT OF VEHICLES AND TRAFFIO

For personal services, including $6,000 for temporary clerk hire,
and including an administrative assistant at $4,000 per annum, to be
appointed without reference to civil-service requirements, $177,420.

For purchase, installation, and modification of electric traffic lights,
signals, and controls, markers, painting white lines, labor, main-
tenance of non-passenger-carrying motor vehicles, purchase (includ-
ing exchange) of a one-ton truck at not to exceed $870, printing and
binding, postage, telephone service, heating, electricity, repairs to
equipment of inspection stations, continuation of the operation of
parking meters on the streets of the District of Columbia, including
maintenance and repair, not to exceed $7,500 for such expenses as the
Commissioners, in their discretion, may deem necessary in connection
with traffic safety education, and such other expenses as may be
necessary in the judgment of the Commissioners, including not to
exceed $32,000 for the operation and maintenance of electric traffic
lights, signals, and controls, $165,250, of which not less than $50,000
shall be expended for the purchase, installation, and modification of
electric traffic-light signals and $5,000 shall be available for direc-
tional signs: Provided, That no part of this or any other appropria-
tion contained in this Act shall be expended for building, installing,
and maintaining streetcar loading platforms and lights of any
description employed to distinguish same, except that a permanent
type of platform may be constructed from appropriations contained
in this Act for street improvements when such work is undertaken in
connection with roadway paving, repaving or resurfacing, and plans
and locations thereof are approved by the Public Utilities Commis-
sion and the Director of Vehicles and Traffic: Provided further, That
the street railway company shall pay the cost of maintenance, mark-
ing, and lighting after construction.

The Commissioners of the District of Columbia are authorized and
directed to designate, reserve, and properly mark appropriate and
sufficient parking spaces on the streets adjacent to all public buildings
in such District for the use of Members of Congress engaged on
public business.

For the purchase of motor-vehicle identification number plates,
$20,000.

POLICE TRAFFIC CONTROL

For expenses necessarily involved in the police control, regulation,
and administration of traffic upon the highways, $518,885, which
amount shall be transferred to the appropriation contained in this
Act for pay and allowances of officers and members of the Metro-
politan Police force.

HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT

For personal services, $250,360.

STREET IMPROVEMENTS

For paving, repaving, grading, and otherwise improving streets,
avenues, and roads, including temporary per diem services, surveying
instruments and implements, and drawing materials, and the main-
tenance of motor vehicles used in this work, including curbing and
gutters and replacement of curb-line trees where necessary, and
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including assessment and permit work and the several purposes pro-
vided for thereunder, as follows:

For paving, repaving, and surfacing, including curbing and gutters
where necessary, the following:

Northeast: Montana Avenue, Seventeenth Street to Rhode Island
Avenue, $45,000;

Northeast: South Dakota Avenue, Eighteenth Street to Michigan
Avenue, $35,000;

Northwest: Loughboro Road, Glenbrook Road to Conduit Road,
$68,000;

Northeast: Lincoln Road, Rhode Island Avenue to Douglas Street,
$48,000;

Northwest: Kennedy Street, Kansas Avenue to North Capitol
Street, $32,000;

Southeast: Thirty-third Street, Alabama Avenue to Denver Street,
$18,800;

Southeast: Nineteenth Street, A Street to B Street, $5,300;
Southeast: Burke Street, Nineteenth Street west to concrete, $2,900;
Northeast: D Street, Eighteenth Street to Nineteenth Street, $7,500;
Northeast: Sixteenth Street, C Street to D Street, $6,000;
Northeast: Lyman Place, Nineteenth Street west to concrete, $4,200;
Northeast: Staples Street, Neal Street to Oates Street, $6,000;
Northeast: Capitol Avenue and Corcoran Street, Mount Olivet

Road to West Virginia Avenue, $12,000;
Northeast: Franklin Street, Twenty-second Street to Twenty-

fourth Street, $9,000;
Northeast: Clinton Street, Walnut Street to Central Avenue, $5,800;
Northeast: Twenty-sixth Street, Newton Street to Perry Street,

$10,500;
Northeast: Twenty-fifth Place, Perry Street to Bunker Hill Road,

$7,200;
Northeast: Eighteenth Street, Irving Street to Rhode Island Ave-

nue, $7,500;
Northeast: Taylor Street, Seventh Street to Tenth Street, $16,200;
Northeast: Evarts Street, Third Street to Sixth Street, $16,000;
Northeast: Douglas Street, Lincoln Road to Third Street, $6,000;
Northwest: Tuckerman Street, Blair Road to Second Place, $4,500;
Northwest: Gallatin Street, New Hampshire Avenue to Third

Street, $13,000;
Northwest: Seventh Street, Peabody Street to Quackenbos Street,

$6,000;
Northwest: Quackenbos Street, Seventh Street to Eighth Street,

$6,800;
Northwest: Seventh Place, Quackenbos Street to Rittenhouse Street,

$4,800;
Northwest: Underwood Street, Eighth Street to Ninth Street,

$7,200;
Northwest: Seventh Place, Underwood Street to Van Buren Street,

$6,800;
For widening, altering, paving, and repaving roadways, in accord-

ance with the plans and profiles to be approved by the Commissioners
of the District of Columbia, including the necessary replacement and
relocation of sewers, water mains, and fire-alarm and police-patrol
boxes, as follows:

Seventh Street west, Constitution Avenue north to Independence
Avenue south, $88,000;

Northwest: Eleventh Street, Rhode Island Avenue to Vermont
Avenue, $49,500;

For grading, paving, repaving, surfacing and otherwise improv-
ing streets, avenues and roads, including curbing and gutters, drain-
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Northeast: Capitol Avenue and Corcoran Street, Mount Olivet 

Road to West Virginia Avenue, $12,000; 
Northeast: Franklin Street, Twenty-second Street to Twenty-

fourth Street, $9,000; 
Northeast: Clinton Street, Walnut Street to Central Avenue, $5,800; 
Northeast: Twenty-sixth Street, Newton Street to Perry Street, 

$10,500; 
Northeast: Twenty-fifth Place, Perry Street to Bunker Hill Road, 

$7,200; 
Northeast: Eighteenth Street, Irving Street to Rhode Island Ave-

nue, $7,500; 
Northeast: Taylor Street, Seventh Street to Tenth Street, $16,200; 
Northeast: Evarts Street, Third Street to Sixth Street, $16,000; 
Northeast: Douglas Street, Lincoln Road to Third Street, $6,000; 
Northwest: Tuckerman Street, Blair Road to Second Place, $4,500; 
Northwest: Gallatin Street, New Hampshire Avenue to Third 

Street, $13,000 ; 
Northwest: Seventh Street, Peabody Street to Quackenbos Street, 

$6,000; 
Northwest: Quackenbos Street, Seventh Street to Eighth Street, 

$6,800 ; 
Northwest: Seventh Place, Quackenbos Street to Rittenhouse Street, 

$4,800; 
Northwest: Underwood Street, Eighth Street to Ninth Street, 

$7,200; 
Northwest: Seventh Place, Underwood Street to Van Buren Street, 

$6,800; 
For widening, altering, paving, and repaving roadways, in accord-

ance with the plans and profiles to be approved by the Commissioners 
of the District of Columbia, including the necessary replacement and 
relocation of sewers, water mains, and fire-alarm and police-patrol 
boxes, as follows: 

Seventh Street west, Constitution Avenue north to Independence 
Avenue south, $88,000; 
Northwest: Eleventh Street, Rhode Island Avenue to Vermont 

Avenue, $49,500; 
For grading, paving, repaving, surfacing and otherwise improv-

ing streets, avenues and roads, including curbing and gutters, drain-
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age structures, retaining walls, the replacement and relocation of
sewers, water mains and fire-alarm boxes and police-patrol boxes and
replacement of curb-line trees, when necessary, as Federal aid high-
way projects under section 1-b of the Federal Aid Highway Act of
1938 (Public, Numbered 584, Seventy-fifth Congress), $560,000:
Provided, That in connection with the highway-planning survey,
involving surveys, plans, engineering, and economic investigations
of projects for future construction in the District of Columbia, as
provided for under section 10 of the Federal Aid Highway Act of
1938, this fund shall be available to the extent authorized in said
section for the employment of engineering or other professional
services by contract or otherwise, and without reference to section
3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5), the Classification Act
of 1923, as amended, and civil-service requirements, and for engi-
neering and incidental expenses;

For grading streets, alleys, and roads, including construction of
necessary culverts and retaining walls, $50,000;

For paving the unpaved center strips of paved roadways, $5,000;
For minor changes in roadway and sidewalks on plans to be

approved by the Commissioners of the District of Columbia to facili-
tate vehicular and pedestrian traffic, $5,000;

For construction of curbs and gutters, or concrete shoulders in
connection with all forms of macadam roadways and adjustment of
roadways thereto together with resurfacing and replacing of base of
such roadways where necessary, $200,000;

For the surfacing and resurfacing or replacement of asphalt,
granite block, or concrete pavements with the same or other approved
material, $350,000;

For construction, maintenance, operation, and repair of bridges,
$50,000;

For current work of repairs to streets, avenues, roads, and alleys,
including the reconditioning of existing gravel streets and roads;
for cleaning snow and ice from streets, sidewalks, cross walks, and
gutters in the discretion of the Commissioners; and including the
purchase, exchange, maintenance, and operation of non-passenger-
carrying motor vehicles used in this work, $850,000, of which amount
$25,000 shall be available exclusively for snow removal: Provided,
That appropriations contained in this Act for highways, sewers,
city refuse, and the water department shall be available for snow
removal when specifically and in writing ordered by the Commis-
sioners: Provided further, That the Commissioners of the District of
Columbia, should they deem such action to be to the advantage of
the District of Columbia, are hereby authorized to purchase a
municipal asphalt plant at a cost not to exceed $30,000;

This appropriation shall be available for the construction and
repair of pavements of street railways in accordance with the pro-
visions of the Merger Act, approved January 14, 1933 (47 Stat. 752).
The proportion of the amount thus expended which under the terms
of the said Act is required to be paid by the street-railway company
shall be collected, upon the neglect or the refusal of such street-
railway company to pay, from the said street-railway company in
the manner provided by section 5 of "An Act providing a permanent
form of government for the District of Columbia", approved June
11, 1878, and shall be deposited to the credit of the appropriation for
the fiscal year in which it is collected;

For the preparation of studies, plans and surveys, estimates and
investigation of foundation conditions for a grade separation struc-
ture in the vicinity of Fourteenth Street and Maine Avenue south-
west, including the necessary changes in outlet bridge, curbing, road-
ways and walkways in streets, parks, and other public areas, street
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age structures, retaining walls, the replacement and relocation of 
sewers, water mains and fire-alarm boxes and police-patrol boxes and 
replacement of curb-line trees, when necessary, as Federal aid high-
way projects under section 1—b of the Federal Aid Highway Act of 
1938 (Public, Numbered 584, Seventy-fifth Congress), $560,000: 
Provided, That in connection with the highway-planning survey, 
involving surveys, plans, engineering, and economic investigations 
of projects for future construction in the District of Columbia, as 
provided for under section 10 of the Federal Aid Highway Act of 
1938, this fund shall be available to the extent authorized in said 
section for the employment of engineering or other professional 
services by contract or otherwise, and without reference to section 
3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5), the Classification Act 
of 1923, as amended, and civil-service requirements, and for engi-
neering and incidental expenses; 
For grading streets, alleys, and roads, including construction of 

necessary culverts and retaining walls, $50,000; 
For paving the unpaved center strips of paved roadways, $5,000; 
For minor changes in roadway and sidewalks on plans to be 

approved by the Commissioners of the District of Columbia to facili-
tate vehicular and pedestrian traffic, $5,000; 
For construction of curbs and gutters, or concrete shoulders in 

connection with all forms of macadam roadways and adjustment of 
roadways thereto, together with resurfacing and replacing of base of 
such roadways where necessary, $200,000; 
For the surfacing and resurfacing or replacement of asphalt, 

granite block, or concrete pavements with the same or other approved 
material, $350,000; 
For construction, maintenance, operation, and repair of bridges, 

$50,000; 
For current work of repairs to streets, avenues, roads, and alleys, 

including the reconditioning of existing gravel streets and roads; 
for cleaning snow and ice from streets, sidewalks, cross walks, and 
gutters in the discretion of the Commissioners; and including the 
purchase, exchange, maintenance, and operation of non-passenger-
carrying motor vehicles used in this work, $850,000, of which amount 
$25,000 shall be available exclusively for snow removal: Provided, 
That appropriations contained in this Act for highways, sewers, 
city refuse, and the water department shall be available for snow 
removal when specifically and in writing ordered by the Commis-
sioners: Provided further, That the Commissioners of the District of 
Columbia, should they deem such action to be to the advantage of 
the District of Columbia, are hereby authorized to purchase a 
municipal asphalt plant at a cost not to exceed $30,000; 
This appropriation shall be available for the construction and 

repair of pavements of street railways in accordance with the pro-
visions of the Merger Act, approved January 14, 1933 (47 Stat. 752). 
The proportion of the amount thus expended which under the terms 
of the said Act is required to be paid by the street-railway company 
shall be collected, upon the neglect or the refusal of such street-
railway company to pay, from the said street-railway company in 
the manner provided by section 5 of "An Act providing a permanent 
form of government for the District of Columbia", approved June 
11, 1878, and shall be deposited to the credit of the appropriation for 
the fiscal year in which it is collected; 
For the preparation of studies, plans and surveys, estimates and 

investigation of foundation conditions for a grade separation struc-
ture in .the vicinity of Fourteenth Street and Maine Avenue south-
west, including the necessary changes in outlet bridge, curbing, road-
ways and walkways in streets, parks, and other public areas, street 
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railway tracks and underground structures, and including the employ-
ment of engineering or other professional services by contract or
otherwise, and without reference to section 3709 of the Revised Stat-
utes (41 U. S. C. 5), the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, or
the civil-service requirements, and engineering and incidental
expenses, $25,000;

For the preparation of a report for additional highway and park-
way facilities in the vicinity of, into and through Rock Creek Park,
Rock Creek and Potomac connecting Parkway and National Zoologi-
cal Park, $10,000, said report to include such preliminary plans, sur-
veys, and estimates as may be necessary and to be prepared jointly
by the National Capital Park Service and the Commissioners of the
District of Columbia in cooperation with the National Capital Park
and Planning Commission, and including employment of engineering
and other professional services by contract or otherwise, without
reference to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5),
or the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, or the civil-service
requirements, and including engineering and incidental expenses;

For the preparation of a report by the Commissioners of the
District of Columbia in cooperation with such other agencies as may
be deemed advisable, for a through highway, parkway or by-pass
road including a combination thereof in the District of Columbia
to connect with the main routes north and south of adjoining States,
$5,000, said report to include preliminary surveys and estimates for
all necessary bridges, grade-separation structures, and highway
improvements, and including employment of engineering and other
professional services by contract or otherwise, without reference to
section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5), or the Classifica-
tion Act of 1923, as amended, or the civil-service requirements, and
including engineering and incidental expenses;

For continuing the construction of a bridge to replace the bridge
in line of Pennsylvania Avenue over the Anacostia River in accord-
ance with plans and profiles to be approved by the Commissioners of
the District of Columbia, including construction of and changes in
sewer and water mains, traveling expenses in connection with the
inspection of material at the point of manufacture, employment of
engineering and other professional services, by contract or otherwise,
and without reference to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41
U. S. C. 5), the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, or the civil-
service requirements, and engineering and incidental expenses,
$700,000;

For the construction of a bridge in line of Massachusetts Avenue
northwest over Rock Creek and Rock Creek and Potomac Parkway
in accordance with plans and profiles to be approved by the Com-
missioners of the District of Columbia, including necessary changes,
construction, and reconstruction of roadways, sidewalks and curbing,
construction of and changes in sewer and water mains, fire alarm and
police patrol boxes, construction, reconstruction, and relocation of
parkway roads, walkways, and such other work as may be necessary,
travel expenses in connection with the inspection of material at the
point of manufacture, employment of engineering and other profes-
sional services by contract or otherwise, without reference to section
3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5), or the Classification
Act of 1923, as amended and civil-service requirements, including
engineering and incidental expenses, $175,000, and in addition thereto
the unexpended balance of the appropriation of $125,000 contained
in the District of Columbia Appropriation Act for the fiscal year
1939 for the construction of an additional culvert under Massachusetts
Avenue northwest, is hereby reappropriated and made available for
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railway tracks and underground structures, and including the employ-
ment of engineering or other professional services by contract or 
otherwise, and without reference to section 3709 of the Revised Stat-
utes (41 U. S. C. 5), the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, or 
the civil-service requirements, and engineering and incidental 
expenses, $25,000; 
For the preparation of a report for additional highway and park-

way facilities in the vicinity of, into and through Rock Creek Park, 
Rock Creek and Potomac connecting Parkway and National Zoologi-
cal Park, $10,000, said report to include such preliminary plans, sur-
veys, and estimates as may be necessary and to be prepared jointly 
by the National Capital Park Service and the Commissioners of the 
District of Columbia in cooperation with the National Capital Park 
and Planning Commission, and including employment of engineering 
and other professional services by contract or otherwise, without 
reference to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5), 
or the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, or the civil-service 
requirements, and including engineering and incidental expenses; 
For the preparation of a report by the Commissioners of the 

District of Columbia in cooperation with such other agencies as may 
be deemed advisable, for a through highway, parkway or by-pass 
road including a combination thereof in the District of Columbia 
to connect with the main routes north and south of adjoining States, 
$5,000, said report to include preliminary surveys and estimates for 
all necessary bridges, grade-separation structures, and highway 
improvements, and including employment of engineering and other 
professional services by contract or otherwise, without reference to 
section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5), or the Classifica-
tion Act of 1923, as amended, or the civil-service requirements, and 
including engineering and incidental expenses; 
For continuing the construction of a bridge to replace the bridge 

in line of Pennsylvania Avenue over the Anacostia River in accord-
ance with plans and profiles to be approved by the Commissioners of 
the District of Columbia, including construction of and changes in 
sewer and water mains, traveling expenses in connection with the 
inspection of material at the point of manufacture, employment of 
engineering and other professional services, by contract or otherwise, 
and without reference to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 
U. S. C. 5), the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, or the civil-
service requirements, and engineering and incidental expenses, 
$700,000; 
For the construction of a bridge in line of Massachusetts Avenue 

northwest over Rock Creek and Rock Creek and Potomac Parkway 
in accordance with plans and profiles to be approved by the Com-
missioners of the District of Columbia, including necessary changes, 
construction, and reconstruction of roadways, sidewalks and curbing, 
construction of and changes in sewer and water mains, fire alarm and 
police patrol boxes, construction, reconstruction, and relocation of 
parkway roads, walkways, and such other work as may be necessary, 
travel expenses in connection with the inspection of material at the 
point of manufacture, employment of engineering and other profes-
sional services by contract or otherwise, without reference to section 
3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5), or the Classification 
Act of 1923, as amended, and civil-service requirements, including 
engineering and incidental expenses, $175,000, and in addition thereto 
the unexpended balance of the appropriation of $125,000 contained 
in the District of Columbia Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 
1939 for the construction of an additional culvert under Massachusetts 
Avenue northwest, is hereby reappropriated and made available for 
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the construction of such bridge, and the Commissioners are authorized
to enter into contract or contracts for the completion of such bridge
at a cost not to exceed $550,000;

For the construction of a second story to the highway garage, at
Second and Bryant Streets Northwest, to provide additional storage
space for motor vehicles and other equipment, including the prepa-
ration of plans, inspection, construction, and incidental expenses,
$50,000;

To carry out the provisions of existing law which authorize the
Commissioners of the District of Columbia to open, extend,
straighten, or widen any street, avenue, road, or highway, in accord-
ance with the plan of the permanent system of highways for the
District of Columbia, including the procurement of chains of title,
$150,000, to remain available until June 30, 1941: Provided, That this
appropriation shall be available to carry out the provision of exist-
ing law for the opening, extension, widening, or straightening of
alleys and minor streets and for the establishment of building lines
in the District of Columbia;

For assessment and permit work, paving of roadways under the
permit system, and construction and repair of sidewalks and curbs
around public reservations and municipal and United States build-
ings, including purchase or condemnation of streets, roads, and
alleys, and of areas less than two hundred and fifty square feet at
the intersection of streets, avenues, or roads in the District of Colum-
bia, to be selected by the Commissioners, and including maintenance
of non-passenger-carrying motor vehicles, $150,000;

In all, $3,890,500, to be immediately available, to be disbursed and
accounted for as "Street improvements", and for that purpose shall
constitute one fund: Provided, That assessments in accordance with
existing law shall be made for paving and repaving roadways, alleys,
and sidewalks where such roadways, alleys, and sidewalks are paved
or repaved with funds herein appropriated: Provided further, That
any portion of this appropriation may be used for payment to con-
tractors and for other expenses in connection with the expense of
design, construction, and inspection of grade-crossing elimination
and other construction projects authorized under section 8 of the Act
approved June 16, 1936 (49 Stat. 1521), and section 1-b of the Fed-
eral Aid Highway Act of 1938 (Public, Numbered 584, Seventy-fifth
Congress), pending reimbursement to the District of Columbia by
the Department of Agriculture, reimbursement to be credited to
fund from which payment was made.

The Commissioners of the District of Columbia are authorized and
empowered, in their discretion, to fix or alter the respective widths of
sidewalks and roadways (including tree spaces and parking) of all
highways that may be improved under appropriations contained in
this Act.

No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall be avail-
able for repairing, resurfacing, or paving any street, avenue, or road-
way by private contract unless the specifications for such work shall
be so prepared as to permit of fair and open competition in paving
material as well as in price.

In addition to the provision of existing law requiring contractors
to keep new pavements in repair for a period of one year from the
date of the completion of the work, the Commissioners of the Dis-
trict of Columbia shall further require that where repairs are neces-
sary during the four years following the said one-year period, due
to inferior work or defective materials, such repairs shall be made
at the expense of the contractor, and the bond furnished by the con-
tractor shall be liable for such expense.
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the construction of such bridge, and the Commissioners are authorized 
to enter into contract or contracts for the completion of such bridge 
at a cost not to exceed $550,000; 
For the construction of a second story to the highway garage, at 

Second and Bryant Streets Northwest, to provide additional storage 
space for motor vehicles and other equipment, including the prepa-
ration of plans, inspection, construction, and incidental expenses, 
$50,000; 
To carry out the provisions of existing law which authorize the 

Commissioners of the District of Columbia to open, extend, 
straighten, or widen any street, avenue, road, or highway, in accord-
ance with the plan of the permanent system of highways for the 
District of Columbia, including the procurement of chains of title, 
$150,000, to remain available until June 30, 1941: Provided, That this 
appropriation shall be available to carry out the provision of exist-
ing law for the opening, extension, widening, or straightening of 
alleys and minor streets and for the establishment of building lines 
in the District of Columbia; 
For assessment and permit work, paving of roadways under the 

permit system, and construction and repair of sidewalks and curbs 
around public reservations and municipal and United States build-
ings, including purchase or condemnation of streets, roads, and 
alleys, and of areas less than two hundred and fifty square feet at 
the intersection of streets, avenues, or roads in the District of Colum-
bia, to be selected by the Commissioners, and including maintenance 
of non-passenger-carrying motor vehicles, $150,000; 
In all, $3,890,500, to be immediately available, to be disbursed and 

accounted for as "Street improvements", and for that purpose shall 
constitute one fund: Provided, That assessments in accordance with 
existing law shall be made for paving and repaving roadways, alleys, 
and sidewalks where such roadways, alleys, and sidewalks are paved 
or repaved with funds herein appropriated: Provided further, That 
any portion of this appropriation may be used for payment to con-
tractors and for other expenses in connection with the expense of 
design, construction, and inspection of grade-crossing elimination 
and other construction projects authorized under section 8 of the Act 
approved June 16, 1936 (49 Stat. 1521), and section 1—b of the Fed-
eral Aid Highway Act of 1938 (Public, Numbered 584, Seventy-fifth 
Congress), pending reimbursement to the District of Columbia by 
the Department of Agriculture, reimbursement to be credited to 
fund from which payment was made. 
The Commissioners of the District of Columbia are authorized and 

empowered, in their discretion, to fix or alter the respective widths of 
sidewalks and roadways (including tree spaces and parking) of all 
highways that may be improved under appropriations contained in 
this Act. 
No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall be avail-

able for repairing, resurfacing, or paving any street, avenue, or road-
way by private contract unless the specifications for such work shall 
be so prepared as to permit of fair and open competition m paving 
material as well as in price. 
In addition to the provision of existing law requiring contractors 

to keep new pavements in repair for a period of one year from the 
date of the completion of the work, the Commissioners of the Dis-
trict of Columbia shall further require that where repairs are neces-
sary during the four years following the said one-year period, due 
to inferior work or defective materials, such repairs shall be made 
at the expense of the contractor, and the bond furnished by the con-
tractor shall be liable for such expense. 
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No part of the appropriations contained in this Act shall be used
for the operation of a testing laboratory of the highways department
for making tests of materials in connection with any activity of the
District government.

For personal services, trees, and parkings, $26,840;
For contingent expenses, trees and parkings, including laborers,

trimmers, nurserymen, repairmen, teamsters, hire of carts, wagons,
or motortrucks, trees, tree boxes, tree stakes, tree straps, tree labels,
planting and care of trees, and tree spaces on city and suburban
streets, purchase and maintenance of non-passenger-carrying motor
vehicles, and miscellaneous items, $110,000;

Refunding erroneous collections: To enable the Commissioners, in
cases where motor-vehicle registration fees, motor-vehicle operators'
permit fees, motor-vehicle title fees, motor-vehicle fuel taxes,
importers' license fees, special assessments, or collections of any
character have been erroneously covered into the Treasury to the
credit of the special fund created by the Act entitled "An Act to
provide for a tax on motor-vehicle fuels sold within the District of
Columbia, and for other purposes", approved April 23, 1924, and the
Act entitled "An Act to provide additional revenue for the District
of Columbia, and for other purposes", approved August 17, 1937, to
refund such erroneous payments, $1,500: Provided, That this appro-
priation shall also be available for refunding such payments made
within the last three fiscal years prior to the fiscal year for which
this appropriation is made available: Provided further, That this
appropriation shall not be available for refunds authorized by section
10 of the Act of April 23, 1924.

WATER SERVICE

The following sums are appropriated wholly out of the revenues
of the water department for expenses of the Washington Aqueduct
and its appurtenances and for expenses for Water Department,
namely:

WASHINGTON AQUEDUCT

For operation, including salaries of all necessary employees, main-
tenance and repair of Washington aqueducts and their accessories,
including Dalecarlia, Georgetown, McMillan Park, first and second
High Service Reservoirs, Washington aqueduct tunnel, the filtration
plants, the pumping plants, and the plant for the preliminary treat-
ment of the water supply, ordinary repairs, grading, opening ditches,
and other maintenance of Conduit Road, purchase, installation, and
maintenance of water meters on Federal services; purchase, care,
repair, and operation of vehicles, including the purchase and exchange
of one passenger-carrying motor vehicle at a cost not to exceed $650;
purchase and repair of rubber boots and protective apparel; printing
and binding; and for each and every purpose connected therewith,
$478,700.

For replacement of the filter strainer system at Dalecarlia; motor-
ization of blow-off gate on the Dalecarlia conduit; installation of
ventilating air-intake screens for the Dalecarlia hydroelectric station;
procurement of portable electric pumping equipment for the city
water tunnel; and for each and every purpose connected therewith,
$63,000.

Nothing herein shall be construed as affecting the superintendence
and control of the Secretary of War over the Washington Aqueduct,
its rights, appurtenances, and fixtures connected with the same and
over appropriations and expenditures therefor as now provided by
law.
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No part of the appropriations contained in this Act shall be used 
for the operation of a testing laboratory of the highways department 
for making tests of materials in connection with any activity of the 
District government. 
For personal services, trees, and parkings, $26,840; 
For contingent expenses, trees and parkings, including laborers, 

trimmers, nurserymen, repairmen, teamsters, hire of carts, wagons, 
or motortrucks, trees, tree boxes, tree stakes, tree straps, tree labels, 
planting and care of trees, and tree spaces on city and suburban 
streets, purchase and maintenance of non-passenger-carrying motor 
vehicles, and miscellaneous items, $110,000; 
Refunding erroneous collections: To enable the Commissioners, in 

cases where motor-vehicle registration fees, motor-vehicle operators' 
permit fees, motor-vehicle title fees, motor-vehicle fuel taxes, 
importers' license fees, special assessments, or collections of any 
character have been erroneously covered into the Treasury to the 
credit of the special fund created by the Act entitled "An Act to 
provide for a tax on motor-vehicle fuels sold within the District of 
Columbia, and for other purposes", approved April 23, 1924, and the 
Act entitled "An Act to provide additional revenue for the District 
of Columbia, and for other purposes", approved August 17, 1937, to 
refund such erroneous payments, $1,500: Provided, That this appro-
priation shall also be available for refunding such payments made 
within the last three fiscal years prior to the fiscal year for which 
this appropriation is made available: Provided further, That this 
appropriation shall not be available for refunds authorized by section 
10 of the Act of April 23, 1924. 

WATER SERVICE 

The following sums are appropriated wholly out of the revenues 
of the water department for expenses of the Washington Aqueduct 
and its appurtenances and for expenses for Water Department, 
namely: 

WASHINGTON AQUEDUCT 

For operation, including salaries of all necessary employees, main-
tenance and repair of Washington aqueducts and their accessories, 
including Dalecarlia, Georgetown, McMillan Park, first and second 
High Service Reservoirs, Washington aqueduct tunnel, the filtration 
plants, the pumping plants, and the plant for the preliminary treat-
ment of the water supply, ordinary repairs, grading, opening ditches, 
and other maintenance of Conduit Road, purchase, installation, and 
maintenance of water meters on Federal services; purchase, care, 
repair, and operation of vehicles, including the purchase and exchange 
of one passenger-carrying motor vehicle at a cost not to exceed $650; 
purchase and repair of rubber boots and protective apparel; printing 
and binding; and for each and every purpose connected therewith, 
$478,700. 
For replacement of the filter strainer system at Dalecarlia; motor-

ization of blow-off gate on the Dalecarlia conduit; installation of 
ventilating air-intake screens for the Dalecarlia hydroelectric station; 
procurement of portable electric pumping equipment for the city 
water tunnel; and for each and every purpose connected therewith, 
$63,000. 
Nothing herein shall be construed as affecting the superintendence 

and control of the Secretary of War over the Washington Aqueduct, 
its rights, appurtenances, and fixtures connected with the same and 
over appropriations and expenditures therefor as now provided by 
law. 
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WATER DEPARTMENT

For revenue and inspection and distribution branches: For per-
sonal services, $214,480.

For the maintenance of the water-department distribution system,
including pumping stations and machinery, water mains, valves, fire
and public hydrants, and all buildings and accessories, and motor-
trucks, and motor vehicles such as are now owned, and the replace-
ment by purchase and exchange of the following motor-propelled
vehicles: Two trucks at not to exceed $600 each; one truck at not to
exceed $1,000; two trucks at not to exceed $3,000 each; and one special
truck at not to exceed $4,000; and one passenger-carrying automobile
at not to exceed $650; purchase of fuel, oils, waste, and other mate-
rials, and the employment of all labor necessary for the proper
execution of this work; and for contingent expenses including books,
blanks, stationery, printing and binding not to exceed $3,300; postage,
purchase of technical reference books and periodicals not to exceed
$275, and other necessary items; in all for maintenance, $357,220,
of which not exceeding $5,000 shall be available for operation of
pumps at Bryant Street pumping station upon interruption of service
from Dalecarlia pumping station.

For extension of the water department distribution system, laying
of such service mains as may be necessary under the assessment
system, $225,000.

For installing and repairing water meters on services to private
residences and business places as may not be required to install meters
under existing regulations, as may be directed by the Commissioners;
said meters at all times to remain the property of the District of
Columbia, $220,000.

For installing fire and public hydrants, $22,500.
For replacement of old mains and divide valves in various loca-

tions, on account of inadequate size and bad condition of pipe on
account of age, and laying mains in advance of pavements, $135,000.

For investment by the Secretary of the Treasury in United States
securities for the account of the water fund of the District of Colum-
bia, $500,000.

For the refunding of water rents and other water charges errone-
ously paid in the District of Columbia, to be refunded in the manner
prescribed by law for the refunding of erroneously paid taxes, $3,500:
Provided, That this appropriation shall be available for such refunds
of payments made within the past two years.

For the construction of approximately six thousand two hundred
linear feet of forty-eight inch trunk line water-main, including con-
trol cables, from the Bryant Street Pumping Station to the first
high service reservoir in the grounds of the United States Soldiers'
Home, $200,000, to continue available until June 30, 1941.

Pumps, Anacostia and Reno stations: For additional pumping
equipment at the Anacostia and Reno pumping stations. including
necessary appurtenances, and including alterations in existing piping,
$20,000.

SEc. 2. That the services of draftsmen, assistant engineers, levelers
transitmen, rodmen, chainmen, computers, copyists, overseers, and
inspectors temporarily required in connection with sewer, water, street,
street-cleaning, or road work, or construction and repair of buildings
and bridges, or any general or special engineering or construction
work authorized by appropriations may be employed exclusively to
carry into effect said appropriations when specifically and in writing
ordered by the Commissioners, and all such necessary expenditures for
the proper execution of said work shall be paid from and equitably
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WATER DEPARTMENT 

For revenue and inspection and distribution branches: For per-
sonal services, $214,480. 
For the maintenance of the water-department distribution system, 

including pumping stations and machinery, water mains, valves, fire 
and public hydrants, and all buildings and accessories, and motor-
trucks, and motor vehicles such as are now owned, and the replace-
ment by purchase and exchange of the following motor-propelled 
vehicles: Two trucks at not to exceed $600 each; one truck at not to 
exceed $1,000; two trucks at not to exceed $3,000 each; and one special 
truck at not to exceed $4,000; and one passenger-carrying automobile 
at not to exceed $650; purchase of fuel, oils, waste, and other mate-
rials, and the employment of all labor necessary f6r the proper 
execution of this work; and for contingent expenses including books, 
blanks, stationery, printing and binding not to exceed $3,300; postage, 
purchase of technical reference books and periodicals not to exceed 
$275, and other necessary items; in all for maintenance, $357,220, 
of which not exceeding $5,000 shall be available for operation of 
pumps at Bryant Street pumping station upon interruption of service 
from Dalecarlia pumping station. 
For extension of the water department distribution system, laying 

of such service mains as may be necessary under the assessment 
system, $225,000. 
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said meters at all times to remain the property of the District of 
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ously paid in the District of Columbia, to be refunded in the manner 
prescribed by law for the refunding of erroneously paid taxes, $3,500: 
Provided, That this appropriation shall be available for such refunds 
of payments made within the past two years. 
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linear feet of forty-eight inch trunk line water-main, including con-
trol cables, from the Bryant Street Pumping Station to the first 
high service reservoir in the grounds of the United States Soldiers' 
Home, $200,000, to continue available until June 30, 1941. 
Pumps, Anacostia and Reno stations: For additional pumping 

equipment at the Anacostia and Reno pumping stationsi including 
necessary appurtenances, and including alterations in existing piping, 
$20,000. 
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and bridges, or any general or special engineering or construction 
work authorized by appropriations may be employed exclusively to 
carry into effect said appropriations when specifically and in writing 
ordered by the Commissioners, and all such necessary expenditures for 
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charged against the sums appropriated for said work; and the Com-
missioners in their Budget estimates shall report the number of such
employees performing such services, and their work, and the sums
paid to each, and out of what appropriation: Provided, That the
expenditures hereunder shall not exceed $42,000 during the fiscal year
1940: Provided further, That, excluding inspectors in the sewer
department, one inspector in the electrical department, and one inspec-
tor in the repair shop, no person shall be employed in pursuance of
the authority contained in this paragraph for a longer period than
nine months in the aggregate during the fiscal year.

Appropriations in this Act shall be available for payment by the
District of Columbia of its contributions as an employer, in accord-
ance with the provisions of the District of Columbia Unemployment
Compensation Act (49 Stat. 946).

The Commissioners, or their duly designated representatives, are
further authorized to employ temporarily such laborers, skilled
laborers, drivers, hostlers, and mechanics as may be required exclu-
sively in connection with sewer, water, street, and road work, and
street cleaning, or the construction and repair of buildings, and
bridges, furniture and equipments, and any general or special engi-
neering or construction or repair work, and to incur all necessary
engineering and other expenses, exclusive of personal services, inci-
dental to carrying on such work and necessary for the proper execu-
tion thereof, said laborers, skilled laborers, drivers, hostlers, and
mechanics to be employed to perform such work as may not be
required by law to be done under contract, and to pay for such
services and expenses from the appropriations under which such
services are rendered and expenses incurred.

Sro. 3. That all horses, harness, horse-drawn vehicles necessary
for use in connection with construction and supervision of sewer,
street, street lighting, road work, and street-cleaning work, including
maintenance of said horses and harness, and maintenance and repair
of said vehicles, and purchase of all necessary articles and supplies
in connection therewith, or on construction and repair of buildings
and bridges, or any general or special engineering or construction
work authorized by appropriations, may be purchased, hired, and
maintained, and motortrucks may be hired exclusively to carry into
effect said appropriations, when specifically and in writing ordered
by the Commissioners; and all such expenditures necessary for the
proper execution of said work, exclusive of personal services, shall
be paid from and equitably charged against the sums appropriated
for said work; and the Commissioners m the Budget estimates shall
report the number of horses, vehicles, and harness purchased, and
horses and vehicles hired, and the sums paid for same, and out of
what appropriation; and all horses owned or maintained by the Dis-
trict shall, so far as may be practicable, be provided for in stables
owned or operated by said District: Provided, That such horses,
horse-drawn vehicles, and carts as may be temporarily needed for
hauling and excavating material in connection with works authorized
by appropriations may be temporarily employed for such purposes
under the conditions named in section 2 of this Act in relation to the
employment of laborers, skilled laborers, and mechanics.

SEc. 4. That the Commissioners are authorized to employ in the
execution of work, the cost of which is payable from the appropria-
tion account created in the District of Columbia Appropriation Act,
approved April 27, 1904, and known as the miscellaneous trust-fund
deposits, District of Columbia necessary personal services, horses,
carts, and wagons, and to hire therefor motortrucks when specifically
and in writing authorized by the Commissioners, and to incur all
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charged against the sums appropriated for said work; and the Com-
missioners in their Budget estimates shall report the number of such 
employees performing such services, and their work, and the sums 
paid to each, and out of what appropriation: Provided, That the 
expenditures hereunder shall not exceed $42,000 during the fiscal year 
1940: Provided further, That, excluding inspectors in the sewer 
department, one inspector in the electrical department, and one inspec-
tor in the repair shop, no person shall be employed in pursuance of 
the authority contained in this paragraph for a longer period than 
nine months in the aggregate during the fiscal year. 

Appropriations in this Act shall be available for payment by the 
District of Columbia of its contributions as an employer, in accord-
ance with the provisions of the District of Columbia Unemployment 
Compensation Act (49 Stat. 946). 
The Commissioners, or their duly designated representatives, are 

further authorized to employ temporarily such laborers, skilled 
laborers, drivers, hostlers, and mechanics as may be required exclu-
sively in connection with sewer, water, street, and road work, and 
street cleaning, or the construction and repair of buildings, and 
bridges, furniture and equipments, and any general or special engi-
neering or construction or repair work, and to incur all necessary 
engineering and other expenses, exclusive of personal services, inci-
dental to carrying on such work and necessary for the proper execu-
tion thereof, said laborers, skilled laborers, drivers, hostlers, and 
mechanics to be employed to perform such work as may not be 
required by law to be done under contract, and to pay for such 
services and expenses from the appropriations under which such 
services are rendered and expenses incurred. 

Sro. 3. That all horses, harness, horse-drawn vehicles necessary 
for use in connection with construction and supervision of sewer, 
street, street lighting, road work, and street-cleaning work, including 
maintenance of said horses and harness, and maintenance and repair 
of said vehicles, and purchase of all necessary articles and supplies 
in connection therewith, or on construction and repair of buildings 
and bridges, or any general or special engineering or construction 
work authorized by appropriations, may be purchased, hired, and 
maintained, and motortrucks may be hired exclusively to carry into 
effect said appropriations, when specifically and in writing ordered 
by the Commissioners;. and all such expenditures necessary for the 
proper execution of said work, exclusive of personal services, shall 
be paid from and equitably charged against the sums appropriated 
for said work; and the Commissioners in the Budget estimates shall 
report the number of horses, vehicles, and harness purchased, and 
horses and vehicles hired, and the sums paid for same, and out of 
what appropriation; and all horses owned or maintained by the Dis-
trict shall, so far as may be practicable, be provided for in stables 
owned or operated by said District: Provided, That such horses, 
horse-drawn vehicles, and carts as may be temporarily needed for 
hauling and excavating material in connection with works authorized 
by appropriations may be temporarily employed for such purposes 
under the conditions named in section 2 of this Act in relation to the 
employment of laborers, skilled laborers, and mechanics. 

Sac. 4. That the Commissioners are authorized to employ in the 
execution of work, the cost of which is payable from the appropria-
tion account created in the District of Columbia Appropriation Act, 
approved April 27, 1904, and known as the miscellaneous trust-fund 
deposits, District of Columbia, necessary personal services, horses, 
carts1 and wagons, and to hire therefor motortrucks when specifically 
and in writing authorized by the Commissioners, and to incur all 
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necessary expenses incidental to carrying on such work and necessary
for the proper execution thereof, including the purchase, exchange,
maintenance, and operation of motor vehicles for inspection and
transportation purposes, such services and expenses to be paid from
said appropriation account: Provided, That the Commissioners may
delegate to their duly authorized representatives the employment
under this section of laborers, mechanics, and artisans.

SEC. 5. That the Commissioners and other responsible officials, in
expending appropriations contained in this Act, so far as possible,
shall purchase material, supplies, including food supplies and equip-
ment, when needed and funds are available, in accordance with the
regulations and schedules of the procurement Division of the Treas-
ury Department or from various services of the Government of the
United States possessing materials, supplies, passenger-carrying and
other motor vehicles, and equipment no longer required. Surplus
articles purchased from the Government, if the same have not been
used, shall be paid for at a reasonable price, not to exceed actual
cost, and if the same have been used, at a reasonable price based
upon length of usage. The various services of the Government of
the United States are authorized to sell such surplus articles to the
municipal government under the conditions specified, and the pro-
ceeds of such sales shall be covered into the Treasury as miscella-
neous receipts: Provided, That this section shall not be construed to
amend, alter, or repeal the Executive order of December 3, 1918, con-
cerning the transfer of office materials, supplies, and equipment in the
District of Columbia falling into disuse because of the cessation of
war activities.

SEC. 6. No part of the funds appropriated in this Act shall be
available for the payment of rental of quarters for any activity at a
rate in excess of 90 per centum of the per annum rate paid by the Dis-
trict of Columbia for such quarters on June 30, 1933: Provided, That
the provisions of this paragraph shall not apply to leases made prior
to the passage of this Act, except when renewals thereof are made
hereafter: Provided further, That the appropriations or portions of
appropriations unexpended by reason of the operation of this para-
graph shall not be used for any purpose, but shall be impounded and
eposited in the Treasury to the credit of the District of Columbia.
SEC.7. Appropriations contained in this Act shall be used to pay

increases in the salaries of officers and employees by reason of the
reallocation of the position of any officer or employee by the Civil
Service Commission, and administrative promotions within the sev-
eral grades: Provided, That the total reallocation increases under
such appropriations shall not exceed $35,000 and administrative pro-
motions shall not exceed $50,000: Provided further, That such reallo-
cation increases and administrative promotions shall be subject to
the approval of the Commissioners of the District of Columbia.

SEC. 8. Section 3709 of the Revised Statutes of the United States
shall not be construed to apply to any purchase made or service
rendered under the appropriations contained in this Act when the
aggregate amount does not exceed the sum of $50.

SEC. 9. No part of this appropriation shall be available for any
expense for or incident to the issuance of congressional tags except
to those persons set out in the Act of December 19, 1932 (47 Stat.
750), including the Speaker and the Vice President.

SEC. 10. This Act may be cited as the "District of Columbia
Appropriation Act, 1940'.

Approved, July 15, 1939.
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necessary expenses incidental to carrying on such work and necessary 
for. the proper execution thereof, including the purchase, exchange, 
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transportation purposes, such services and expenses to be paid from 
said appropriation account: Provided, That the Commissioners may 
delegate to their duly authorized representatives the em ployment 
under this section of laborers, mechanics, and artisans. 

SEc. 5. That the Commissioners and other responsible officials, in 
expending appropriations contained in this Act, so far as possible, 
shall purchase material, supplies, including food supplies and equip-
ment, when needed and funds are available, in accordance with the 
regulations and schedules of the procurement Division of the Treas-
ury Department or from various services of the Government of the 
United States possessing materials, supplies, passenger-carrying and 
other motor vehicles, and equipment no longer required. Surplus 
articles purchased from the Government, if the same have not been 
used, shall be paid for at a reasonable price, not to exceed actual 
cost, and if the same have been used, at a reasonable price based 
upon length of usage. The various services of the Government of 
the United States are authorized to sell such surplus articles to the 
municipal government under the conditions specified, and the pro-
ceeds of such sales shall be covered into the Treasury as miscella-
neous receipts: Provided, That this section shall not be construed to 
amend, alter, or repeal the Executive order of December 3, 1918, con-
cerning the transfer of office materials, supplies, and equipment in the 
District of Columbia falling into disuse because of the cessation of 
war activities. 
SEC. 6. No part of the funds appropriated in this Act shall be 

available for the payment of rental of quarters for any activity at a 
rate in excess of 90 per centum of the per annum rate paid by the Dis-
trict of Columbia for such quarters on June 30, 1933: Provided, That 
the provisions of this paragraph shall not apply to leases made prior 
to the passage of this Act, except when renewals thereof are made 
hereafter: Provided further, That the appropriations or portions of 
appropriations unexpended by reason of the operation of this para-
graph shall not be used for any purpose, but shall be impounded and 
deposited in the Treasury to the credit of the District of Columbia. 

EC. 7. Appropriations contained in this Act shall be used to pay 
increases in the salaries of officers and employees by reason of the 
reallocation of the position of any officer or employee by the Civil 
Service Commission, and administrative promotions within the sev-
eral grades: Provided, That the total reallocation increases under 
such appropriations shall not exceed $35,000 and administrative pro-
motions shall not exceed $50,000: Provided further, That such reallo-
cation increases and administrative promotions shall be subject to 
the approval of the Commissioners of the District of Columbia. 

SEc. 8. Section 3709 of the Revised Statutes of the United States 
shall not be construed to apply to any purchase made or service 
rendered under the appropriations contained in this Act when the 
aggregate amount does not exceed the sum of $50. 
SEC. 9. No part of this appropriation shall be available for any 

expense for or incident to the issuance of congressional tags except 
to those persons set out in the Act of December 19, 1932 (47 Stat. 
750), including the Speaker and the Vice President. 
SEC. 10. This Act may be cited as the "District of Columbia 

Appropriation Act, 1940". 
Approved, July 15, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 282]

July 15, 1939
[S. 840]

[Public, No. 177]

Army.
Hospitalization, etc.,

of persons in active
military service with-
out reference to line-
of-duty status.

49 Stat. 1507.

Proviso.
Exceptions.

[53 STAT.

AN ACT

To amend and clarify the provisions of the Act of June 15, 1936 (49 Stat. 1507),
and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That neither of the
provisions of the Act of June 15, 1936 (49 Stat. 1507), nor any other
law of the United States shall be construed as limiting the power and
authority of the Secretary of War, under such regulations as he may
prescribe, to require the hospitalization and medical treatment of
persons in the active military service, and to incur obligations with
respect thereto, without reference to their line-of-duty status: Pro-
vided, That this Act shall not apply to officers and enlisted men
who are treated in private hospitals or by civilian physicians while
on furloughs or leaves of absence in excess of twenty-four hours.

Approved, July 15, 1939.

[CHAPTER 283]
AN ACT

July 15, 139
[S. 1020] To authorize the purchase of equipment and supplies for experimental and test

[Public, No. 178] purposes.

War Department.
Purchase of equip-

ment and supplies for
experimental pur-
poses, etc., author-
ized.

Contract provisions.
R. S. § 379.
41U.S. C. 5.

July 15, 1939
_ . .1021]
[I'ublic, No. 179]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of War may, at his discretion, purchase abroad or in the United States
with or without competition, by contract or otherwise, such ordnance,
signal, and chemical-warfare equipment, supplies, parts, accessories,
or designs thereof, as may be necessary in his judgment for experi-
mental or test purposes in the development of the best kind of equip-
ment and supplies required for the national defense. Nothing herein
contained shall be construed to waive or alter the provisions of
Revised Statutes, section 3709, when purchases are made in quantity.

Approved, July 15, 1939.

[CHAPTER 284]
AN ACT

To extend the benefits of the United States Employees' Compensation Act to
members of the Officers' Reserve Corps and of the Enlisted Reserve Corps of
the Army who are physically injured in line of duty while performing active
duty or engaged in authorized training, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
U. S. Employees' United States of America in Congress assembled, That if in timeCompensation Act.

enefitsextendedto of peace any member of the Officers' Reserve Corps or of the Enlisted
members of oc' Reserve Corps of the Army is physically injured in line of duty (1)Reserve Corp, etc.,
on actfve dutyint'e while on active duty, or 2) when engaged in authorized travel to
of peace.

39 stat. 742. and from such duty, or (3) when engaged in authorized training
5 U. S. C.ch. 15;

Supp. I, cCh. 15
; without pay, or dies as the result of such physical injury, he or his

beneficiary shall be entitled to all the benefits prescribed by law for
civil employees of the United States who are physically injured in

plresdiction of Em- line of duty or who die as a result thereof, and the United States
tionCommission. Employees' Compensation Commission shall have jurisdiction in

such cases and shall perform the same duties with reference thereto
as in the cases of civil employees of the United States so injured:

SPtscared. Provided, That the benefits shall accrue to any such member, or his
beneficiary, whether the disability or death is the result of sickness
or disease contracted in line of duty while on active duty when such
sickness or disease is proximately caused by service on active duty:
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Exceptions. 

July 15, 1939 
[S. 1020] 

[Public, No. 178] 

War Department. 
Purchase of equip-

ment and supplies for 
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It. S. 113709. 
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[CHAPTER 282] 
AN ACT 

To amend and clarify the provisions of the Act of June 15, 1936 (49 Stat. 1507), 
and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That neither of the 
provisions of the Act of June 15, 1936 (49 Stat. 1507), nor any other 
law of the United States shall be construed as limiting the power and 
authority of the Secretary of Wart under such regulations as he may 
prescribe, to require the hospitalization and medical treatment of 
persons in the active military service, and to incur obligations with 
respect thereto, without reference to their line-of-duty status: Pro-
vided, That this Act shall not apply to officers and enlisted men 
who are treated in private hospitals or by civilian physicians while 
on furloughs or leaves of absence in excess of twenty-four hours. 
Approved, July 15, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 283] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the purchase of equipment and supplies for experimental and test 
purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of War may, at his discretion, purchase abroad or in the United States 
with or without competition, by contract or otherwise, such ordnance, 
signal, and chemical-warfare equipment, supplies, parts, accessories, 
or designs thereof, as may be necessary in his judgment for experi-
mental or test purposes in the development of the best kind of equip-
ment and supplies required for the national defense. Nothing herein 
contained shall be construed to waive or alter the provisions of 
Revised Statutes, section 3709, when purchases are made in quantity. 
Approved, July 15, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 284] 
AN ACT 

July 15, 1939 
[S. 1021]  To extend the benefits of the United States Employees' Compensation Act to 

[Public, No. 179] members of the Officers' Reserve Corps and of the Enlisted Reserve Corps of 
the Army who are physically injured in line of duty while performing active 
duty or engaged in authorized training, and for other purposes. 

U. S. Employees' 
Compensation Act. 
Benefits extended to 

members of Officers' 
Reserve Corps, etc., 
on active duty in time 
of peace. 

39 Stat. 742. 
5 U. S. C. ch. 15: 

Supp. IV, ch. 15. 

Jurisdiction of Em-
ployees' Compensa-
tion Commission. 

Provisos. 
Status clarified. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That if in time 
of peace any member of the Officers Reserve Corps or of the Enlisted 
Reserve Corps of the Army is physically injured in line of duty (1) 
while on active duty, or 2) when engaged in authorized travel to 
and from such duty, or 3) when engaged in authorized training 
without pay, or dies as the result of such physical injury, he or his 
beneficiary shall be entitled to all the benefits prescribed by law for 
civil employees of the United States who are physically injured in 
line of duty or who die as a result thereof, and the United States 
Employees Compensation Commission shall have jurisdiction in 
such cases and shall perform the same duties with reference thereto 
as in the cases of civil employees of the United States so injured: 
Provided, That the benefits shall accrue to any such member, or his 
beneficiary, whether the disability or death is the result of sickness 
or disease contracted in line of duty while on active duty when such 
sickness or disease is proximately caused by service on active duty: 
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Provided further, That employees' compensation under this Act
shall not be paid concurrently with active-duty pay or pension based
upon military service, and in the event a person becomes eligible for
the benefits of the United States Employees' Compensation Act and
is also eligible for, or is in receipt of, a pension based upon military
service, he shall elect which benefit to receive: Provided further, That
authorized training without pay is defined as inactive-status train-
ing under written authorization by competent military authority
covering a specific training assignment and prescribing a time limit:
Provided further, That for the purpose of determining the benefits
to which entitled under the provisions of this Act members of the
Officers' Reserve Corps or of the Enlisted Reserve Corps of the Army
physically injured when engaged in authorized training without
pay will be held and considered as receiving the pay and allowances
they would have received if in a pay status: Provided further,
That Reserve Officers entitled to the benefits of the last pro-
viso of section 5 of the Act of April 3, 1939 (Public, Numbered
18, Seventy-sixth Congress), shall not be entitled to the benefits of
this Act: And provided further, That nothing herein shall be con-
strued to authorize compensation benefits for any period prior to the
approval of this Act.

Approved, July 15, 1939.

[CHAPTER 285]
AN ACT

To provide for acceptance and cashing of Government pay checks of retired naval
personnel and members of the Naval and Marine Corps Reserves by commissary
stores and ship's stores ashore, located outside the continental limits of the
United States.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwithstand-
ing the provisions of section 3639 and 3651, Revised Statutes, as
amended (31 U. S. C. 521, 543), the Secretary of the Navy, in his
discretion, may hereafter authorize the officer in charge of any
commissary store or ship's store ashore, located outside the conti-
nental limits of the United States, to accept Government checks
tendered by retired personnel of the Navy and Marine Corps and by
members of the Naval and Marine Corps Reserves in payment
of amounts due by such personnel to any such commissary store or
ship's store ashore, and to refund, in cash, to the payees of the
tendered checks any difference between the amounts due and the
amounts of the tendered checks.

Approved, July 15, 1939.

[CHAPTER 286]
AN ACT

To authorize the payment of burial expenses and expenses in connection with
last illness and death of native employees who die while serving in offices abroad
of executive departments of the United States Government.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the head of
any executive department, which maintains permanent staffs of
employees in foreign countries is hereby authorized to pay out of
any appropriation available to the department concerned for miscel-
laneous or contingent expenses, burial expenses, and expenses in con-
nection with last illness and death, not in excess of $100 in any one
case, of the native employees of such department in those countries
with respect to which the Secretary of State shall determine it is
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Provided further, That employees' compensation under this Act 
shall not be paid concurrently with active-duty pay or pension based 
upon military service, and in the event a person becomes eligible for 
the benefits of the United States Employees' Compensation Act and 
is also eligible for, or is in receipt of, a pension based upon military 
service2 he shall elect which benefit to receive: Provided further, That 
authorized training without pay is defined as inactive-status train-
ing under written authorization by competent military authority 
covering a specific training assignment and prescribing a time limit: 
Provided further, That for the purpose of determining the benefits 
to which entitled under the provisions of this Act members of the 
Officers' Reserve Corps or of the Enlisted Reserve Corps of the Army 
physically injured when engaged in authorized training without 
pay will be held and considered as receiving the pay and allowances 
they would have received if in a pay status: Provided further, 
That Reserve Officers entitled to the benefits of the last pro-
viso of section 5 of the Act of April 3, 1939 (Public, Numbered 
18, Seventy-sixth Congress), shall not be entitled to the benefits of 
this Act: And provided further, That nothing herein shall be con-
strued to authorize compensation benefits for any period prior to the 
approval of this Act. 
Approved, July 15, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 285] 
AN ACT 

To provide for acceptance and cashing of Government pay checks of retired naval 
personnel and members of the Naval and Maxine Corps Reserves by commissary 
stores and ship's stores ashore, located outside the continental limits of the 
United States. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwithstand-
ing the provisions of section 3639 and 3651, Revised Statutes, as 
amended (31 U. S. C. 521, 543), the Secretary of the Navy, in his 
discretion, may hereafter authorize the officer in charge of any 
commissary store or ship's store ashore, located outside the conti-
nental limits of the United States, to accept Government checks 
tendered by retired personnel of the Navy and Marine Corps and by 
members of the Naval and Marine Corps Reserves in payment 
of amounts due by such personnel to any such commissary store or 
ship's store ashore, and to refund, in cash, to the payees of the 
tendered checks any difference between the amounts due and the 
amounts of the tendered checks. 
Approved, July 15, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 286] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the payment of burial expenses and expenses in connection with 
last illness and death of native employees who die while serving in offices abroad 
of executive departments of the United States Government. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the head of 
any executive department, which maintains permanent staffs of 
employees in foreign countries is hereby authorized to pay out of 
any appropriation available to the department concerned for miscel-
laneous or contingent expenses, burial expenses, and expenses in con-
nection with last illness and death, not in excess of $100 in any one 
case, of the native employees of such department in those countries 
with respect to which the Secretary of State shall determine it is 
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Payments In certain
destitute cases, au-
thorized.

July 15, 1939
[S. 2096]

[Public, No. 182]

A

ji
ra

SE

customary for employers to pay such expenses; and the head of any
executive department, which maintains permanent staffs of employees
in foreign countries where such custom does not exist, is authorized,
upon finding that the immediate family of the deceased is destitute,
to make such payments within the limitations prescribed above to the
family, heirs-at-law, or persons responsible for the debts of the
deceased, as the officer in charge of the office abroad in which the
deceased was employed shall determine to be proper.

Approved, July 15, 1939.

[CHAPTER 287]
AN ACT

To amend section 4a of the Act entitled "An Act for making further and more
effectual provision for the national defense, and for other purposes", approved
June 3, 1916, as amended.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
National Defense United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 4a of

the Act entitled "An Act for making further and more effectual pro-
vision for the national defense, and for other purposes", approved

41Stat. 761. June 3, 1916, as amended (41 Stat. 761), be, and the same is hereby,
amended by striking out the last clause thereof reading as follows:

Warrant officersad "and shall take rank next below second lieutenants and among them-istment of relative
ank. selves according to the dates of their respective warrants" and insert-

ervie added. 
ing in lieu thereof the following: "and all warrant officers, including
those of the Army Mine Planter Service, shall take rank next below
second lieutenants and among themselves according to the dates of

Ranaboardvee. their respective warrants: Provided, That aboard their vessels, war-
rant officers of the Army Mine Planter Service shall take rank among
themselves, in the order, master, chief engineer, first mate, assistant
engineer, second mate, each according to the date of appointment to
such rating".

Approved, July 15, 1939.

July 15, 1939
[S. 2503]

[Public, No. 183]

Coast Guard Acad-
emy.

50 Stat. 67.
14 U. S. C., Bupp.

IV, §15h.
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Proovio.
Substitutes for orig-

inal appointees.

[CHAPTER 288]
AN ACT

To amend an Act entitled "An Act to authorize the establishment of a permanent
instruction staff at the United States Coast Guard Academy", approved April
16, 1937.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 7 of
the Act of April 16 1937 (50 Stat. 67; U. S. C., 1934 edition, Supp.
IV, title 14, sec. 15h), is hereby amended by striking out the first
paragraph and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

"In addition to the Advisory Board, there shall be appointed in
January of each year a Board of Visitors to the Coast Guard Acad-
emy, which shall consist of two Senators and three Members of the
House of Representatives, appointed by the chairmen of the com-
mittees of the Senate and the House of Representatives, respectively,
having cognizance of legislation pertaining to the Coast Guard Acad-
emy, the chairmen of said committees being ex officio members of
the Board, and of one Senator and two Members of the House of
Representatives appointed by the President of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives, respectively: Provided,
That whenever a member or an ex officio member is unable to attend
the annual meeting as provided in paragraph (b) of this section
another member may be appointed in his stead in the manner as
herein provided but without restriction as to month of appointment."

Approved, July 15, 1939.
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customary for employers to pay such expenses; and the head of any 
executive department, which maintains permanent staffs of employees 
in foreign countries where such custom does not exist, is authorized, 
upon finding that the immediate family of the deceased is destitute, 
to make such payments within the limitations prescribed above to the 
family, heirs-at-law, or persons responsible for the debts of the 
deceased, as the officer in charge of the office abroad in which the 
deceased was employed shall determine to be proper. 
Approved, July 15, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 287] 
AN ACT 

Payments in certain 
destitute cases, au-
thorized. 

July 15, 1939 

[S. 2096]  To amend section 4a of the Act entitled "An Act for making further and more 
[Public, No. 182] effectual provision for the national defense, and for other purposes", approved 

June 3, 1916, as amended. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 4a of 
the Act entitled "An Act for making further and more effectual pro-
vision for the national defense, and for other purposes", approved 
June 3, 1916, as amended (41 Stat. 761), be, and the same is hereby, 
amended by striking out the last clause thereof reading as follows: 
"and shall take rank next below second lieutenants and among them-
selves according to the dates of their respective warrants" and insert-
ing in lieu thereof the following: "and all warrant officers, including 
those of the Army Mine Planter Service, shall take rank next below 
second lieutenants and among themselves according to the dates of 
their respective warrants: Provided, That aboard their ves,sels, war-
rant officers of the Army Mine Planter Service shall take rank among 
themselves, in the order, master, chief engineer, first mate, assistant 
engineer, second mate, each according to the date of appointment to 
such rating". 
Approved, July 15, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 288] 
AN ACT 

July 15, 1939 

[S. 2503]  To amend an Act entitled "An Act to authorize the establishment of a permanent 
[Public, No. 1831 instruction staff at the United States Coast Guard Academy", approved April 

16, 1937. 

Coast Guard Acad-
emy. 

50 Stat. 67. 
14 U. S. C., SuPp• 

IV, 115h. 
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ment. 
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Substitutes for orig-

inal appointees. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 7 of 
the Act of April 16, 1937 (50 Stat. 67; U. S. C., 1934 edition, Supp. 
IV, title 14, sec. 1519, is hereby amended by striking out the first 
paragraph and inserting in lieu thereof the following: 
"In addition to the Advisory Board, there shall be appointed in 

January of each year a Board of Visitors to the Coast Guard Acad-
emy, which shall consist of two Senators and three Members of the 
House of Representatives, appointed by the chairmen of the com-
mittees of the Senate and the House of Representatives, respectively, 
having cognizance of legislation pertaining to the Coast Guard Acad-
emy, the chairmen of said committees being ex officio members of 
the Board, and of one Senator and two Members of the House of 
Representatives appointed by the President of the Senate and the 
Speaker of the House of Representatives, respectively: Provided, 
That whenever a member or an ex officio member is unable to attend 
the annual meeting as provided in paragraph (b) of this section 
another member may be appointed in his stead in the manner as 
herein provided but without restriction as to month of appointment." 
Approved, July 15, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 289]
AN ACT

To amend section 1223 of the Revised Statutes of the United States.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1223
of the Revised Statutes of the United States be amended by adding
at the end thereof the following proviso: "Provided, however, That
the foregoing provision shall not apply to any officer of the Army on
the retired list."

Approved, July 15, 1939.
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July 15, 1939
[S. 2539]

[Public, No. 184]
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[CHAPTER 290]
JOINT RESOLUTITON

July 15, 19839
To amend the Act to authorize alterations and repairs to certain naval vessels, [8. J. Res. 126]

and for other purposes, approved April 20, 1939. [Pub. Res., No. 28]

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act to authorize
alterations and repairs to certain naval vessels, and for other pur-
poses, approved April 20, 1939 (Public, Numbered 37, Seventy-sixth
Congress), be, and the same is hereby, amended by striking out in
the proviso the figures "$5,000,000" and inserting in lieu thereof
"$5,500,000", so as to make the proviso read: "Provided That the
total cost of such alterations and repairs shall not exceed $5,500,000."

Approved, July 15, 1939.

Navy.
Alterations, etc., of

certain vessels, cost
limitation modified.

Ante, p. 582.

[CHAPTER 291]
JOINT RESOLUTION

Authorizing the President of the United States of America to proclaim October
11, 1939, General Pulaski's Memorial Day for the observance and commemo-
ration of the death of Brigadier General Casimir Pulaski.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the President of the
United States of America is authorized to issue a proclamation call-
ing upon officials of the Government to display the flag of the United
States on all governmental buildings on October 11, 1939, and invit-
ing the people of the United States to observe the day in schools and
churches, or other suitable places, with appropriate ceremonies in
commemoration of the death of General Casimir Pulaski.

Approved, July 15, 1939.

[CHAPTER 313]
AN ACT

To provide that the annual registration of motor vehicles and the annual licensing
of certain public vehicles in the District of Columbia shall be for the period
from April 1 in each year to March 31 in the succeeding year.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That paragraph
(c) of section 2 of title IV of the District of Columbia Revenue Act
of 1937, as amended, is amended to read as follows:

"(c) Every registration made under this title shall expire at mid-
night on the last day of the registration year for which the registration
was made, unless the time be extended by the Commissioners. Any
such registration may be renewed for the ensuing registration year
upon application made by the owner during the months of February
and March, and upon payment of the fees required by law. During
the month of March it shall be lawful to operate a motor vehicle

July 15, 1939
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[CHAPTER 289] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 1223 of the Revised Statutes of the United States. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1223 
of the Revised Statutes of the United States be amended by adding 
at the end thereof the following proviso: "Provided, however, That 
the foregoing provision shall not apply to any officer of the Army on 
the retired list." 
Approved, July 15, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 290] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To amend the Act to authorize alterations and repairs to certain naval vessels, 
and for other purposes, approved April 20, 1939. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act to authorize 
alterations and repairs to certain naval vessels, and for other pur-
poses, approved April 20, 1939 (Public, Numbered 37, Seventy-sixth 
Congress), be, and the same is hereby, amended by striking out in 
the proviso the figures "$5,000,000" and inserting in lieu thereof 
"0,500,000", so as to make the proviso read: "Provided, That the 
total cost of such alterations and repairs shall not exceed 0,500,000." 
Approved, July 15, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 291] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Authorizing the President of the United States of America to proclaim October 
11, 1939, General Pulaski's Memorial Day for the observance and commemo-
ration of the death of Brigadier General Casimir Pulaski. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the President of the 
United States of America is authorized to issue a proclamation call-
ing upon officials of the Government to display the flag of the United 
States on all governmental buildings on October 11, 1939, and invit-
mg the people of the United States to observe the day in schools and 
churches, or other suitable places, with appropriate ceremonies in 
commemoration of the death of General Casimir Pulaski. 
Approved, July 15, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 313] 
AN ACT 

To provide that the annual registration of motor vehicles and the annual licensing 
of certain public vehicles in the District of Columbia shall be for the period 
from April 1 in each year to March 31 in the succeeding year. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That paragraph 
(c) of section 2 of title IV of the District of Columbia Revenue Act 
of 1937, as amended, is amended to read as follows: 
."(c) Every registration made under this title shall expire at mid-

night on the last day of the registration year for which the registration 
was made, unless the time be extended by the Commissioners. Any 
such registration may be renewed for the ensuing registration year 
upon application made by the owner during the months of February 
and March, and upon payment of the fees required by law. During 
the month of March it shall be lawful to operate a motor vehicle 
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trBginnng of regis- registered for the ensuing registration year. For the purposes of this
title, a registration year shall be deemed to begin on April 1 and

Pr onofperiod end on March 31: Provided, That motor vehicles that may have
ending February 29, been registered for the period ending February 29, 1940, shall be
1940. deemed to be registered for the registration year ending March 31,

1940."
Registration appli-cation received f SEC. 2. Paragraph (c) of section 3 of such title, as amended, is

October l;fee. amended by striking out "September" and inserting in lieu thereof
52 tat.360. "October."

"Publicveiclesfees. SEC. 3. That subparagraphs (c) and (d) of paragraph 31 and
paragraph 33 of an Act entitled "An Act to amend section 7 of an
Act entitled 'An Act making appropriations to provide for the gov-
ernment of the District of Columbia for the fiscal year ending June

4 Stt 5C Code. 30, 1903, and for other purposes', approved July 1 1902, and for
Supp. IV, 1731(c), other purposes", approved July 1, 1932, are amended to read as
(d); 1733. followsfollows:

Vehicles of eight a seating capac-
passenger, etc., capac- seating
ity. ity o eight passengers or more, in addition to the driver or operator,

other than those licensed in the preceding subparagraph, shall pay
Display of license license tax of $100 per annum for each vehicleused. No such

vehicle shall be operated unless there shall be conspicuously dis-
played therein a license issued under the terms of this subparagraph.

Dateoficeses. Licenses issued under this subparagraph shall date from April 1
of each year, but may be issued on or after March 15 of such year:

praion, pro Proided, however, That all licenses issued for a period prior to AprilExpiration provi1 ProvuidedoweveT
sion;fee. 1, 1940, shall expire on March 31, 1940, and the license fee therefor

shall be prorated accordingly.
Other passenger ve- "(d) Owners of passenger vehicles for hire, whether operated

from a private establishment or from public space, other than those
licensed in the two preceding subparagraphs, shall pay a license
tax of $25 per annum for each such vehicle used in the conduct of

ublic stands. their business. Stands for such vehicles upon public space, adjacent
to hotels or otherwise, may be established in the manner provided in
section 6 (e) of the Act entitled 'An Act to amend the Acts approved

6 DStt. .de upp. March 3 1925, and July 3 1926, known as the District of Columbia
pI, §243 (e).t Traffic Acts, and so forth'. The Public Utilities Commission is

o reaons hereby authorized to make and enforce all such reasonable and usual
police regulations as it may deem necessary for the proper conduct,
control, and regulation of all vehicles described in this and the pre-

Dateolicenses. ceding subparagraphs and paragraph 33 hereof. Licenses issued
under this subparagraph shall date from April 1 of each year, but

Expirton provi. may be issued on or after March 15 of such year: Provided, however,
sion;fee. That all licenses issued for a period prior to April 1, 1940, shall

expire on March 31, 1940, and the license fee therefor shall be pro-
rated accordingly.

used inling goodr "P A R. 33. Owners of vehicles for hire, used in hauling goods,
etcnt p. 70 wares, or merchandise, and operating from public space, shall pay a

Stands. license tax of $25 per annum for each vehicle. Stands for such
vehicles upon public space may be established in the manner pro-
vided in section 6 (e) of the Act entitled 'An Act to amend the Acts

6D. C. ode, supp. approved March 3, 1925, and July 3, 1926, known as the District of
IV 243(e). Columbia Traffic Acts, and so forth'. Licenses issued under this sub-

paragraph shall date from April 1 of each year, but may be issued
Expration provision; on or after March 15 of such year: Provided, however, That all

fee. licenses issued for a period prior to April 1, 1940, shall expire on
March 31, 1940, and the license fee therefor shall be prorated
accordingly."

Act repealed. "SEc. 4. That an Act entitled 'An Act to amend paragraphs 31 and
33 of an Act entitled "An Act to amend section 7 of an Act entitled
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Act repealed. 

registered for the ensuing registration year. For the purposes of this 
title, a registration year shall be deemed to begin on April 1 and 
end on March 31: Provided, That motor vehicles that may have 
been registered for the period ending February 29, 1940, shall be 
deemed to be registered for the registration year ending March 31, 
1940." 

SEc. 2. Paragraph (c) of section 3 of such title, as amended, is 
amended by striking out "September" and inserting in lieu thereof 
"October." 

Site. 3. That subparagraphs (c) and (d) of paragraph 31 and 
paragraph 33 of an Act entitled "An Act to amend section 7 of an 
Act entitled 'An Act making appropriations to provide for the gov-
ernment of the District of Columbia for the fiscal year ending June 
30, 1903, and for other purposes', approved July 1, 1902, and for 
other purposes", approved July 1, 1932, are amended to read as 
follows: 

"(c) Owners of passenger vehicles for hire having a seating capac-
ity of eight passengers or more, in addition to the driver or operator, 
other than those licensed in the preceding subparagraph, shall pay 
a license tax of $100 per annum for each vehicle used. No such 
vehicle shall be operated unless there shall be conspicuously dis-
played therein a license issued under the terms of this subparagraph. 
Licenses issued under this subparagraph shall date from April 1 
of each year, but may be issued on or after March 15 of such year: 
Provided, however, That all licenses issued for a period prior to April 
1, 1940, shall expire on March 31, 1940, and the license fee therefor 
shall be prorated. accordingly. 

"(d) Owners of passenger vehicles for hire, whether operated 
from a private establishment or from public space, other than those 
licensed in the two preceding subparagraphs, shall pay a license 
tax of $25 per annum for each such vehicle used in the conduct of 
their business. Stands for such vehicles upon public space, adjacent 
to hotels or otherwise, may be established in the manner provided in 
section 6 (e) of the Act entitled 'An Act to amend the Acts approved 

March 3 1925, and July 3, 1926, known as the District of Columbia TrafficActs, and so forth'. The Public Utilities Commission is 

hereby authorized to make and enforce all such reasonable and usual 
police regulations as it may deem necessary for the proper conduct, 
control, and regulation of all vehicles described in this and the pre-
ceding subparagraphs and paragraph 33 hereof. Licenses issued 
under this subparagraph shall date from April 1 of each year, but 
may be issued on or after March 15 of such year: Provided, however, 
That all licenses issued for a period prior to April 1, 1940, shall 
expire on March 31, 1940, and the license fee therefor shall be pro-
rated accordingly. 
"PAR. 33. Owners of vehicles for hire, used in hauling goods, 

wares, or merchandise, and operating from public space, shall pay a 
license tax of $25 per annum for each vehicle. Stands for such 
vehicles upon public space may be established in the manner pro-
vided in section 6 (e) of the Act entitled 'An Act to amend the Acts 
approved March 3, 1925, and July 3, 1926, known as the District of 
Columbia Traffic Acts, and so forth'. Licenses issued under this sub-
paragraph shall date from April 1 of each year, but may be issued 
on or after March 15 of such year: Provided, however, That all 
licenses issued for a period prior to April 1, 1940, shall expire on 
March 31, 1940, and the license fee therefor shall be prorated 
accordingly." 

"Szc. 4. That an Act entitled 'An Act to amend paragraphs 31 and 
33 of an Act entitled "An Act to amend section 7 of an Act entitled 
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'An Act making appropriations to provide for the government of the
District of Columbia for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1903, and
for other purposes', approved July 1, 1902, and for other purposes",
approved July 1, 1932' (Public, Numbered 24, Seventy-sixth Con- Antp.570.
gress), approved April 5, 1939, is hereby repealed."

Approved, July 17, 1939.

[CHAPTER 314]
AN ACT

Authorizing Federal participation in the commemoration and observance of the
four-hundredth anniversary of the explorations of Francisco Vasquez de
Coronado.

Be it enacted by the Senate, and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is
hereby established a Commission, to be known as the United States
Coronado Exposition Commission (hereinafter referred to as the
"Commission"), to be composed of the Vice President, the Speaker
of the House of Representatives, the Secretary of the Interior, and
the Secretary of Commerce; which Commission shall serve without
additional compensation and shall represent the United States in
connection with the holding of an exposition and celebration during
the observance and commemoration of the four-hundredth anni-
versary of the exploration of the States of New Mexico, Arizona,
Colorado, Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas by Francisco Vasquez de
Coronado.

SEC. 2. The heads of the various executive departments and inde-
pendent offices and establishments of the Government are authorized
to cooperate with the Commission in the procurement, installation,
and display of exhibits, and to lend to the Commission and to the
Coronado Cuatro Centennial Commission, established by an Act of
the Legislature of the State of New Mexico, for exhibition during
the period of such observance and commemoration such articles,
materials, documents, specimens, exhibits, or papers in the possession
of the Government which the Commission shall deem to be in the
interest of the United States and in keeping with the purposes of
such commemoration and observance and which relate to the
exploration of such States, or illustrate the function and administra-
tive faculty of the Government in the advancement of industry,
science, invention, agriculture, the arts, and peace, or demonstrate
the nature of our institutions, particularly with regard to their
adaptation to the needs of the people. Any such articles, materials.
documents, specimens, exhibits, or papers so lent, shall be lent only
under such conditions as will assure their return in good condition
and without expense to the Government.

SEC. 3. The Commission is authorized and directed to prepare,
print, bind, and distribute a pamphlet on the explorations of Fran-
cisco Vasquez de Coronado, and for such purpose is authorized to
have printing, binding, photolithography, and other work done at
establishments other than the Government Printing Office.

SEC. 4. The Commission is authorized to procure advice and assist-
ance from any governmental agency and to procure advice and
assistance from and cooperate with individuals and agencies, public
or private. The Commission is authorized to accept and utilize vol-
untary and uncompensated services of any person and, without
additional compensation, the services of such experts, consultants,
research assistants, clerks, and stenographers as may be detailed by
the heads of the various executive departments and establishments of
the Government for the purpose of assisting the Commission to carry
out the provisions of this Act.

July 17, 1939
[S. 2197]

[Public, No. S16]
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'An Act making appropriations to provide for the government of the 
District of Columbia for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1903, and 
for other purposes', approved July 1, 1902, and for other purposes", 
approved July 1, 1932' (Public, i Numbered 24, Seventy-sixth Con-
gress), approved April 5, 1939, s hereby repealed." 
Approved, July 17, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 314] 
AN ACT 

Authorizing Federal participation in the commemoration and observance of the 
four-hundredth anniversary of the explorations of Francisco Vasquez de 
Coronado. 

Be it enacted by the Senate. and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is 
hereby established a Commission, to be known as the United States 
Coronado . Exposition Commission (hereinafter referred to as the 
"Commission"), to be composed of the Vice President, the Speaker 
of the House of Representatives, the Secretary of the Interior, and 
the Secretary of Commerce; which Commission shall serve without 
additional compensation and shall represent the United States in 
connection with the holding of an exposition and celebration during 
the observance and commemoration of the four-hundredth anni-
versary of the exploration of the States of New Mexico, Arizona, 
Colorado, Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas by Francisco Vasquez de 
Coronado. 
SEC. 2. The heads of the various executive departments and inde-

pendent offices and establishments of the Government are authorized 
to cooperate with the Commission in the procurement, installation, 
and display of exhibits, and to lend to the Commission and to the 
Coronado Cuatro Centennial Commission, established by an Act of 
the Legislature of the State of New Mexico, for exhibition during 
the period of such observance and commemoration such articles, 
materials, documents, specimens, exhibits, or papers in the possession 
of the Government which the Commission shall deem to be in the 
interest of the United States and in keeping with the purposes of 
such commemoration and observance and which relate to the 
exploration of such States, or illustrate the function and administra-
tive faculty of the Government in the advancement of industry, 
science, invention, agriculture, the arts, and peace, or demonstrate 
the nature of our institutions, particularly with regard to their 
adaptation to the needs of the people. Any such articles, materials, 
documents, specimens, exhibits, or papers so lent, shall be lent only 
under such conditions as will assure their return in good condition 
and without expense to the Government. 
SEC. 3. The Commission is authorized and directed to prepare, 

print, bind, and distribute a pamphlet on the explorations of Fran-
cisco Vasquez de Coronado, and for such purpose is authorized to 
have printing, binding, photolithography, and other work done at 
establishments other than the Government Printing Office. 
SEC. 4. The Commission is authorized to procure advice and assist-

ance from any governmental agency and to procure advice and 
assistance from and cooperate with individuals and agencies, public 
or private. The Commission is authorized to accept and utilize vol-
untary and uncompensated services of any person and, without 
additional compensation, the services of such experts, consultants, 
research assistants, clerks, and stenographers as may be detailed by 
the heads of the various executive departments and establishments of 
the Government for the purpose of assisting the Commission to carry 
out the provisions of this Act. 

Ante, p. 570. 
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SEC. 5. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated the sum of
$250,000 for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this Act,
and such sum when appropriated shall remain available until
expended. Subject to the provisions of this Act and any subsequent
Act appropriating the money authorized herein, the Commission
is authorized to make any expenditures or allotments deemed neces-
sary by it to fulfill properly the purposes of this Act (including the
expenditure of not to exceed $10,000 for the erection of a suitable
monument at or near the point on the international boundary
between the United States and Mexico where Coronado first entered
what is now the United States) and to allocate such sums to the
said Coronado Cuatro Centennial Commission for expenditure as the
Commission deems necessary and proper in carrying out the
purposes of this Act for (1) the erection of monuments; (2) the
erection and enlargement of museum facilities for the housing of
historical and anthropological material and material illustrative of
the arts and crafts of such States; (3) the preparation and publica-
tion of historical pamphlets; (4) aiding in defraying the expenses
of National, State, and local programs in celebration of such anni-
versary; and (5) aiding in defraying any other expenses incurred
in properly observing and commemorating such anniversary.

All amounts and vouchers covering expenditures shall be approved
by such person as the Commission may designate, but this provision
shall not be construed to waive the submission of accounts and
vouchers to the General Accounting Office for audit, nor to permit
any obligations to be incurred in excess of the amount authorized to
be appropriated herein. In the construction of buildings and
exhibits requiring skilled and unskilled labor, the prevailing rate of
wages, as provided in the Act of March 3, 1931, shall be paid.

SEC. 6. The Commission shall transmit to Congress on or before
January 3, 1941, a detailed statement of the manner of expenditure
of any funds appropriated pursuant to the authorization contained
in this Act.

Approved, July 17, 1939.

[CHAPTER 315]
AN ACT

July 17. 1939
Is. 23]61 To authorize an exchange of lands at the Fort Francis E. Warren Military Reser-

[Public, No. 187] vation, Wyominlg.

Fort Francis E.
Warren Military Res-
ervation, Wyo.

Exchange of por-
tions, authorized.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secre-
tary of War is hereby authorized to convey to N. P. Black, of
Cheyenne, Wyoming, all right, title, and interest of the United
States to a portion of the Fort Francis E. Warren Military Reser-
vation, Wyoming, consisting of twenty-five acres, more or less, and
to convey another portion of the reservation consisting of ten acres,
more or less, to the city of Cheyenne, Wyoming, and to accept in
exchange for such conveyances a deed from the said N. P. Black,
conveying a fee-simple title to a tract of land consisting of thirty-
five acres, more or less, lying contiguous to the reservation, the three
conveyances to be made under such terms and conditions as may be
prescribed by the Secretary of War.

Approved, July 17, 1939.
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[Public, No. 187] 

Fort Francis E. 
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ervation, Wyo. 
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tions, authorized. 

SEC. 5. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated the sum of 
$250,000 for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this Act, 
and such sum when appropriated shall remain available until 
expended. Subject to the provisions of this Act and any subsequent 
Act appropriating the money authorized herein, the Commission 
is authorized to make any expenditures or allotments deemed neces-
sary by it to fulfill properly the purposes of this Act (including the 
expenditure of not to exceed $10,000 for the erection of a suitable 
monument at or near the point on the international boundary 
between the United States and Mexico where Coronado first entered 
what is now the United States) and to allocate such sums to the 
said Coronado Cuatro Centennial Commission for expenditure as the 
Commission deems necessary and proper in carrying out the 
purposes of this Act for (1) the erection of monuments; (2) the 
erection and enlargement of museum facilities for the housing of 
historical and anthropological material and material illustrative of 
the arts and crafts of such States; (3) the preparation and publica-
tion of historical pamphlets; (4) aiding in defraying the expenses 
of National, State, and local programs in celebration of such anni-
versary; and (5) aiding in defraying any other expenses incurred 
in properly observing and commemorating such anniversary. 
All amounts and vouchers covering expenditures shall be approved 

by such person as the Commission may designate, but this provision 
shall not be construed to waive the submission of accounts and 
vouchers to the General Accounting Office for audit, nor to permit 
any obligations to be incurred in excess of the amount authorized to 
be appropriated herein. In the construction of buildings and 
exhibits requiring skilled and unskilled labor, the prevailing rate of 
wages, as provided in the Act of March 3, 1931, shall be paid. 
SEC. 6. The Commission shall transmit to Congress on or before 

January 3, 1941, a detailed statement of the manner of expenditure 
of any funds appropriated pursuant to the authorization contained 
in this Act. 

Approved, July 17, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 315] 
AN ACT 

To authorize an exchange of lands at the Fort Francis E. Warren Military Reser-
vation, Wyoming. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secre-
tary of War is hereby authorized to convey to N. P. Black, of 
Cheyenne, Wyoming, all right, title, and interest of the United 
States to a portion of the Fort Francis E. Warren Military Reser-
vation, Wyoming, consisting of twenty-five acres, more or less, and 
to convey another portion of the reservation consisting of ten acres, 
more or less, to the city of Cheyenne, Wyoming, and to accept in 
exchange for such conveyances a deed from the said N. P. Black, 
conveying a fee-simple title to a tract of land consisting of thirty-
five acres, more or less, lying contiguous to the reservation, the three 
conveyances to be made under such terms and conditions as may be 
prescribed by the Secretary of War. 
Approved, July 17, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 316]
AN ACT

1049

July 17, 1939
To make effective the provisions of the Officers' Competency Certificates Conven- [1i. R. 3576]

tion, 1936. [Public, No. 188]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That title 52 of the
Revised Statutes is amended by inserting after section 4438 thereof a
new section designated section 4438a, to read as follows:

"SEC. 4438a. (1) That the Officers' Competency Certificates Con-
vention, 1936 (International Labor Organization I)raft Convention
Numbered 53, 'concerning the minimum requirement of professional
capacity for masters and officers on board merchant ships'), as ratified
by the President on September 1,1938, with understandings appended,
and this section shall apply to all vessels, however propelled, navigat-
ing on the high seas, which are registered, enrolled and licensed, or
licensed under the laws of the United States, whether permanently,
temporarily, or provisionally, including yachts enrolled and licensed,
or licensed, with the exception of-

"(a) ships of war;
"(b) Government vessels, or vessels in the service of a public

authority, which are not engaged in trade;
"(c) wooden ships of primitive build, such as dhows and junks;
"(d) unrigged vessels;
"(e) all vessels of less than two hundred gross tons.

"(2) All laws in effect on the effective date of this section covering
the issuance, duration, renewal, suspension, and revocation of licenses
of masters, mates, chief engineers, and assistant engineers be, and they
are hereby, made applicable to the issuance, duration, renewal, sus-
pension, or revocation of licenses of masters, mates, chief engineers,
and assistant engineers of all vessels to which the Officers' Compe-
tency Certificates Convention, 1936, and this section apply, to such
extent and upon such conditions as may be required by the regulations
of the Board of Supervising Inspectors with the approval of the
Secretary of Commerce: Provided, That examinations for licenses of
masters, mates, chief engineers, and assistant engineers of fishing
vessels, not subject to the inspection laws of the United States, shall
he oral: Provided further, That applicants for licenses as masters,
mates, chief engineers, and assistant engineers of fishing vessels not
subject to the inspection laws of the United States shall not be
required to obtain a certificate from the United States Public Health
Service based upon the subject of ship sanitation, and first aid.

"(3) Any license issued (whether before, or on, or after, the effec-
tive date of this section) to a master, mate, chief engineer, or assistant
engineer of a vessel to which this section applies shall be deemed to be
a certificatefor a master or skipper, navigating officer
in charge of a watch, chief engineer, or engineer in charge of a watch,
respectively.

"(4) No person shall be engaged to perform, or shall perform on
board any vessel to which this section applies, the duties of master,
mate, chief engineer, or assistant engineer unless he holds a license
to perform such duties, issued in accordance with the provisions
of subsection 2 of this section: Provided, That a license as master,
mate, chief engineer, or assistant engineer of vessels subject to this
section may be issued without examination at any time prior to
October 29, 1941, to any applicant who has had sufficient practical
experience in the position for which he applies to be licensed and
has no record of any serious technical error against him: Provided
further, That no person to whom a license as master, mate, chief
engineer, or assistant engineer is issued without examination may

Officers' Compe-
tency Certificates Con-
vention, 1936.

R. S. § 4438.
46 U. S. C. § 224.
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[CHAPTER 316] 
AN ACT 

July 17, 1939 
To make effective the provisions of the Officers' Competency Certificates Convert-  [II. R. 3576]  

tion, 1936. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That title 52 of the 
Revised Statutes is amended by inserting after section 4438 thereof a 
new section designated section 4438a, to read as follows: 
"SEC. 4438a. (1) That the Officers' Competency Certificates Con-

vention, 1936 (International Labor Organization Draft Convention 
Numbered 53, 'concerning the minimum requirement of professional 
capacity for masters and officers on board merchant ships') , as ratified 
by the President on September 1, 1938, with understandings appended, 
and this section shall apply to all vessels, however propelled, navigat-
ing on the high seas, which are registered, enrolled and licensed, or 
licensed under the laws of the United States, whether permanently, 
temporarily, or provisionally, including yachts enrolled and licensed, 
or licensed, with the exception of— 

" ( a) ships of war; 
"(b) Government vessels, or vessels in the service of a public 

authority, which are not engaged in trade; 
"(c) wooden ships of primitive build, such as dhows and junks; 
"(d) unrigged vessels; 
"(e) all vessels of less than two hundred gross tons. 

"(2) All laws in effect on the effective date of this section covering 
the issuance, duration, renewal, suspension, and revocation of licenses 
of masters, mates, chief engineers, and assistant engineers be, and they 
are hereby, made applicable to the issuance, duration, renewal, sus-
pension, or revocation of licenses of masters, mates, chief engineers, 
and assistant engineers of all vessels to which the Officers' Compe-
tency Certificates Convention, 1936, and this section apply, to such 
extent and upon such conditions as may be required by the regulations 
of the Board of Supervising Inspectors with the approval of the 
Secretary of Commerce: Provided, That examinations for licenses of 
masters, mates, chief engineers, and assistant engineers of fishing 
vessels, not subject to the inspection laws of the United States, shall 
be oral: Provided further, That applicants for licenses as masters, 
mates, chief engineers, and assistant engineers of fishing vessels not 
subject to the inspection laws of the United States shall not be 
required to obtain a certificate from the United States Public Health 
Service based upon the subject of ship sanitation, and first aid. 
. "(3) Any license issued (whether before, or on, or after, the effec-

tive date of this section) to a master, mate, chief engineer, or assistant 
engineer of a vessel to which this section applies shall be deemed to be 
a certificate of competency for a master or skipper, navigating officer 
in charge of a watch, chief engineer, or engineer in charge of a watch, 
respectively. 

"(4) No person shall be engaged to perform, or shall perform on 
board any vessel to which this section applies, the duties of master, 
mate, chief engineer, or assistant engineer unless he holds a license 
to perform such duties, issued in accordance with the provisions 
of subsection 2 of this section: Provided, That a license as master, 
mate, chief engineer, or assistant engineer of vessels subject to this 
section may be issued without examination at any time prior to 
October 29, 1941, to any applicant who has had sufficient practical 
experience in the position for which he applies to be. licensed and 
has no record of any serious technical error against him: Provided 
further, That no person to whom a license as master,. mate, chief 
engineer, or assistant engineer is issued without examination may 
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serve under authority of that license as master, mate, chief engineer,
or assistant engineer on any vessel subject to the inspection laws of
the United States.

Penalty for viola- "(5) It shall be unlawful to engage or employ any person or for
any person to serve as a master, mate, or engineer on any such vessel
who is not licensed by the inspectors; and anyone violating this
section shall be liable to a penalty of $100 for each offense.

Enforcement pro- "(6) If any collector of customs has reason to believe, on com-
plaint or otherwise, that a vessel subject to this section and to the
regulations established thereunder is about to proceed to the high
seas from a port in the United States or any Territory over which
the United States exercises jurisdiction, except the Philippine
Islands and the Panama Canal Zone, in violation of any provision of
this section or of any provision of the Officers' Competency Certifi-
cates Convention, 1936, he may, by written order served on the

Detention of vessel. master or officer in charge of such vessel, detain her until such time
as this section shall have been complied with. Clearance shall be

Appeal, efect o. refused to any vessel which shall have been ordered detained. If
the vessel be ordered detained the master may, within five days,
appeal to the Secretary of Commerce, who may, after investigation,
af rm set aside, or modify the order of the collector.

vensection o orein- "(7 Foreign vessels to which the Officers' Competency Certifi-
ventionapplies. cates Convention, 1936, applies shall be subject to such inspection,

within the jurisdiction of the United States, except the Philippine
Islands and the Panama Canal Zone, as may be necessary to determine
that there has been a compliance with the terms of the conven-

Detention, if breach tion, and in case of any breach of the provisions of the con-
of provisions fo. venton y such vessel the collector of customs may, by written

order served on the master or officer in charge of such vessel, detain
her and refuse clearance to her until such time as the convention

Notice to consul o shall have been complied with; the collector shall also immediately
country in which ves-
eelis registered. notify the consul ofthe country in which the vessel is registered.

Appeal effect of If the vessel be ordered detained the master may, within five days,
appeal to the Secretary of Commerce, who may, after investigation,
affirm, set aside, or modify the order of the collector.

cable to U. S. vessels "(8) No provision of the Officers' Competency Certificates Con-
of less than 200 gross vention, 1936, or of this section, shall apply to any vessel of the
tons, etc.

Ante, p. 554. United States of less than two hundred gross tons, nor shall any
provision of that convention or this section be deemed to alter,
amend, or repeal any statute of the United States in effect on the
effective date of this section with regard to any such vessel.

esflatiodl. to be "(9) The Secretary of Commerce shall establish such regulations
as may be necessary to secure the enforcement of the provisions of
this section by any officer of the United States authorized to enforce
the navigation or inspection laws of the United States.

gRema iion or miti- "(10) The Secretary of Commerce or any officer of the Department
of Commerce authorized by the Secretary of Commerce may, upon
application therefor, remit or mitigate any fine or penalty incurred
under this section or any regulation thereunder.

Lakeese emnted "((11) No provision of the Officers' Competency Certificates Con-
vention, 1936, nor of this section, shall apply to any vessel, how-
ever propelled, navigating on the Great Lakes.

Terms dened. "(12) Where used in this section-
High seas." (a) the term 'high seas' means all waters outside the line

33 U.. c. 015. dividing the inland waters from the high seas, as defined in
section 2 of the Act of February 19, 1895;

"Unrigged vessel." "(b) the term 'unrigged vessel' means any vessel that is not
self-propelled.
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serve under authority of that license as master, mate, chief engineer, 
or assistant engineer on any vessel subject to the inspection laws of 
the United States. 

"(5) It shall be unlawful to engage or employ any person or for 
any person to serve as a master, mate, or engineer on any such vessel 
who is not licensed by the inspectors; and anyone violating this 
section shall be liable to a penalty of $100 for each offense. 
"(6) If any collector of customs has reason to believe, on com-

plaint or otherwise, that a vessel subject to this section and to the 
regulations established thereunder is about to proceed to the high 
seas from a port in the United States or any Territory over which 
the United States exercises jurisdiction, except the Philippine 
Islands and the Panama Canal Zone, in violation of any provision of 
this section or of any provision of the Officers' Competency Certifi-
cates Convention, 1936, he may, by written order served on the 
master or officer in charge of such vessel, detain her until such time 
as this section shall have been complied with. Clearance shall be 
refused to any vessel which shall have been ordered detained. If 
the vessel be ordered detained the master may, within five days, 
appeal to the Secretary of Commerce, who may, after investigation, 
affirm, set aside, or modify the order of the collector. 

"(7) Foreign vessels to which the Officers' Competency Certifi-
cates Convention, 1936, applies shall be subject to such inspection, 
within the jurisdiction of the United States, except the Philippine 
Islands and the Panama Canal Zone, as may be necessary to determine 
that there has been a compliance with the terms of the conven-
tion, and in case of any breach of the provisions of the con-
vention by such vessel the collector of customs may, by written 
order served on the master or officer in charge of such vessel, detain 
her and refuse clearance to her until such time as the convention 
shall have been complied with; the collector shall also immediately 
notify the consul of the country in which the vessel is registered. 
If the vessel be ordered detained the master may, within five days, 
appeal to the Secretary of Commerce, who may, after investigation, 
affirm, set aside, or modify the order of the collector. 

"(8) No provision of the Officers' Competency Certificates Con-
vention, 1936, or of this section, shall apply to any vessel of the 
United States of less than two hundred gross tons, nor shall any 
provision of that convention or this section be deemed to alter, 
amend, or repeal any statute of the United States in effect on the 
effective date of this section with regard to any such vessel. 

"(9) The Secretary of Commerce shall establish such regulations 
as may be necessary to secure the enforcement of the provisions of 
this section by any officer of the United States authorized to enforce 
the navigation or inspection laws of the United States. 

"(10) The Secretary of Commerce or any officer of the Department 
of Commerce authorized by the Secretary of Commerce may, upon 
application therefor, remit or mitigate any fine or penalty incurred 
under this section or any regulation thereunder. 

"(11) No provision of the Officers' Competency Certificates Con-
vention, 1936, nor of this section, shall apply to any vessel, how-
ever propelled, navigating on the Great Lakes. 

"(12) 'Where used in this section— 
"(a) the term 'high seas' means all waters outside the line 

dividing the inland waters from the high seas, as defined in 
section 2 of the Act of February 19, 1895; 

"(b) the term ‘unrigged vessel' means any vessel that is not 
self-propelled. 
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"(13) Nothing contained in the Officers' Competency Certificates
Convention, 1936, nor in this section, shall be deemed to extend any
provision of section 2 of the Act of March 4, 1915, as amended
(U. S. C., 1934 edition, Supp. IV, title 46, sec. 673), or to alter,
modify, or repeal any statute of the United States in effect on the
effective date of this section, except as hereinbefore provided.

"(14) This section shall become effective on October 29, 1939:
Provided, That licenses may be issued by boards of local inspectors
in accordance with the provisions of this section at any time prior to
such date.

"(15) There are hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums
as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this section."

Approved, July 17, 1939.

[CHAPTER 318]
AN ACT

Creating the City of Dubuque Bridge Commission and authorizing said Com-
mission and its successors to purchase and/or construct, maintain, and operate
a bridge or bridges across the Mississippi River at or near Dubuque, Iowa, and
East Dubuque, Illinois.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to
facilitate interstate commerce, improve the postal service, and pro-
vide for military and other purposes, the City of Dubuque Bridge
Commission (hereinafter created, and hereinafter referred to as the
"Commission"), and its successors and assigns be, and are hereby,
authorized to construct, maintain, and operate a bridge or bridges
and approaches thereto, across the Mississippi River at or near the
cities of Dubuque, Iowa, and East Dubuque, Illinois, at a point suit-
able to the interest of navigation, subject to the conditions and limi-
tations contained in this Act. For like purposes said Commission,
or its successors and assigns, are hereby authorized to purchase, recon-
struct, maintain, and operate all or any existing bridges for vehicular
traffic crossing the Mississippi River at or near the city of Dubuque,
Iowa, and may acquire control of any or all such existing bridges by
purchase of stock in any corporation owning any such bridges, or

y a conveyance from such corporation and in any case, said Com-
mission shall be authorized to maintain and operate said bridge or
bridges subject to the conditions and limitations contained in this
Act.

SEC. 2. There is hereby conferred upon the Commission and its
successors and assigns the right and power to enter upon such lands
and to acquire, condemn, occupy, possess, and use such privately
owned real estate and other property in the State of Iowa and the
State of Illinois as may be needed for the location, construction,
operation, and maintenance of any such bridge and its approaches,
upon making just compensation therefor, to be ascertained and paid
according to the laws of the State in which such real estate or other
property is situated, and the proceedings therefor shall be the same
as In the condemnation of private property for public purpose in
said State, respectively. The Commission, its successors, and assigns,
is further authorized to enter into agreements with the States of
Illinois and Iowa, and any political subdivision thereof, for the
acquisition, lease, or use of any lands or property owned by such
State or political subdivision.

SEC. 3. The Commission and its successors and assigns are hereby
authorized to fix and charge tolls for transit over such bridge or
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"(13) Nothing contained in the Officers' Competency Certificates 
Convention 1936, nor in this section, shall be deemed to extend any 
provision of section 2 of the Act of March 4, 1915, as amended 
(U. S. C., 1934 edition, Supp. IV, title 46, sec. 673), or to alter, 
modify, or repeal any statute of the United States in effect on the 
effective date of this section' except as hereinbefore provided. 

"(14) This section shall become effective on October 29, 1939: 
Provided, That licenses may be issued by boards of local inspectors 
in accordance with the provisions of this section at any time prior to 
such date. 

"(15) There are hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums 
as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this section." 
Approved, July 17, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 318] 
AN ACT 

Creating the City of Dubuque Bridge Commission and authorizing said Com-
mission and its successors to purchase and/or construct, maintain, and operate 
a bridge or bridges across the Mississippi River at or near Dubuque, Iowa, and 
East Dubuque, Illinois. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to 
facilitate interstate commerce, improve the postal service, and pro-
vide for military and other purposes, the City of Dubuque Bridge 
Commission (hereinafter created, and hereinafter referred to as the 
"Commission"), and its successors and assigns be, and are hereby, 
authorized to construct, maintain, and operate a bridge or bridges 
and approaches thereto, across the Mississippi River at or near the 
cities of Dubuque, Iowa, and East Dubuque, Illinois, at a point suit-
able to the interest of navigation, subject to the conditions and limi-
tations contained in this Act. For like purposes said Commission, 
or its successors and assigns, are hereby authorized to purchase, recon-
struct, maintain, and operate all or any existing bridges for vehicular 
traffic crossing the Mississippi River at or near the city of Dubuque, 
Iowa, and may acquire control of any or all such existing bridges by 
purchase of stock in any corporation owning any such bridges, or 
by a conveyance from such corporation and in any case, said Com-
mission shall be authorized to maintain and operate said bridge or 
bridges subject to the conditions and limitations contained in this 
Act. 
SEC. 2. There is hereby conferred upon the Commission and its 

successors and assigns the right and power to enter upon such lands 
and to acquire, condemn, occupy, possess, and use such privately 
owned real estate and other property in the State of Iowa and the 
State of Illinois as may be needed for the location, construction, 
operation, and maintenance of any such bridge and its approaches, 
upon making just compensation therefort to be ascertained and paid 
according to the laws of the State in which such real estate or other 
property is situated, and the proceedings therefor shall be the same 
as. in the condemnation of private property for public purpose in 
said State, respectively. The Commission, its successors, and assigns, 
is further authorized to enter into agreements with the States of 
Illinois and Iowa, and any political subdivision thereof, for the 
acquisition, lease, or use of any lands or property owned by such 
State or political subdivision. 

SEc. 3. The Commission and its successors and assigns are hereby 
authorized to fix and charge tolls for transit over such bridge or 
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bridges in accordance with the provisions of this Act, subject to the
approval of the Secretary of War as provided by the Act of Congress
approved March 23, 1906.

SEC. 4. The Commission and its successors and assigns are hereby
authorized to provide for the payment of the cost of such bridge or
bridges as may be purchased, reconstructed, or constructed, as pro-
vided herein, and approaches (including the approach highways
which, in the judgment of the Commission, it is necessary or advisable
to construct or cause to be constructed to provide suitable and ade-
quate connection with existing improved highways) and the necessary
land easements, and appurtenances thereto, by an issue or issues
of negotiable bonds of the Commission, bearing interest at the rate
or rates of not more than 6 per centum per annum, the principal
and interest of which bonds, and any premium to be paid for retire-
ment thereof before maturity, shall be payable solely from the sinking
fund provided in accordance with this Act, and such payments may
be further secured by mortgage of the bridge or bridges. All such
bonds may be registerable as to principal alone or both principal
and interest, shall be in such form not inconsistent with this Act,
shall mature at such time or times not exceeding twenty years from
the date of approval of this Act, shall be in such denominations, shall
be executed in such manner, and shall be payable in such medium and
at such place or places as the Commission may determine. The Com-
mission may repurchase and may reserve the right to redeem all or
any of said bonds before maturity in such manner and at such price
or prices, not exceeding 105 and accrued interest, as may be fixed by
the Commission prior to the issuance of the bonds. The Commission,
when it deems it to be to the best interest of the Commission, may
issue refunding bonds to repurchase and redeem any outstanding
bonds, before the maturity thereof: Provided, That the refunding
bonds shall mature at such time or times, not exceeding thirty years
from the approval of this Act, as the Commission may determine.
The Commission may enter into an agreement with any bank or
trust company in the United States as trustee having the power to
make such agreement, setting forth the duties of the Commission in
respect to the purchase, construction, maintenance, operation, repair,
and insurance of the bridge or bridges, the conservation and applica-
tion of all funds, the security for the payment of the bonds, the
safeguarding of money on hand or on deposit, and the rights and
remedies of said trustee and the holders of the bonds, restricting the
individual right of action of the bondholders as is customary in trust
agreements respecting bonds of corporations. Such trust agreement
may contain such provisions for protecting and enforcing the rights
and remedies of the trustee and the bondholders as may be reasonable
and proper and not inconsistent with the law.

Said bonds shall be sold in such manner and at such time or times
and at such price as the Commission may determine, but no such sale
shall be made at a price so low as to require the payment of more
than 5 per centum interest on the money received therefor, computed
with relation to the absolute maturity of the bonds in accordance
with standard tables of bond values, and the face amount thereof
shall be so calculated as to produce, at the price of their sale, the
cost of the bridge or bridges, acquired and/or constructed, and
approaches and the land, easements, and appurtenances used in con-
nection therewith when added to any other funds made available to
the Commission for the use of said purposes. The cost of the bridge
or bridges acquired hereunder and the cost of the bridge to be con-
structed as provided herein, together with approaches and approach
highways, shall be deemed to include interest during construction of
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bridges in accordance with the provisions of this Act, subject to the 
approval of the Secretary of War as provided by the Act of Congress 
approved March 23, 1906. 
SEC. 4. The Commission and its successors and assigns are hereby 

authorized to provide for the payment of the cost of such bridge or 
bridges as may be purchased, reconstructed, or constructed,. as pro-
vided herein, and approaches (including the approach highways 
which, in the judgment of the Commission, it is necessary or advisable 
to construct or cause to be constructed to provide suitable and ade-
quate connection with existing improved highways) and the necessary 
land easements, and appurtenances thereto, by an issue or issues 
of negotiable bonds of the Commission, bearing interest at the rate 
or rates of not more than 6 per centum per annum, the principal 
and interest of which bonds, and any premium to be paid for retire-
ment thereof before maturity, shall be payable solely from the sinking 
fund provided in accordance with this Act, and such payments may 
be further secured by mortgage of the bridge or bridges. All such 
bonds may be registerable as to principal alone or both principal 
and interest, shall be in such form not inconsistent with this Act, 
shall mature at such time or times not exceeding twenty years from 
the date of approval of this Act, shall be in such denominations, shall 
be executed in such manner, and shall be payable in such medium and 
at such place or places as the Commission may determine. The Com-
mission may repurchase and may reserve the right to redeem all or 
any of said bonds before maturity in such manner and at such price 
or prices, not exceeding 105 and accrued interest, as may be fixed by 
the Commission prior to the issuance of the bonds. The Commission, 
when it deems it to be to the best interest of the Commission, may 
issue refunding bonds to repurchase and redeem any outstanding 
bonds, before the maturity thereof: Provided, That the refunding 
bonds shall mature at such time or times, not exceeding thirty years 
from the approval of this Act, as the Commission may determine. 
The Commission may enter into an agreement with any bank or 
trust company in the United States as trustee having the power to 
make such agreement, setting forth the duties of the Commission in 
respect to the purchase, construction, maintenance, operation, repair, 
and insurance of the bridge or bridges, the conservation and applica-
tion of all funds, the security for the payment of the bonds, the 
safeguarding of money on hand or on deposit, and the rights and 
remedies of said trustee and the holders of the bonds, restricting the 
individual right of action of the bondholders as is customary in trust 
agreements respecting bonds of corporations. Such trust agreement 
may contain such provisions for protecting and enforcing the rights 
and remedies of the trustee and the bondholders as may be reasonable 
and proper and not inconsistent with the law. 
Said bonds shall be sold in such manner and at such time or times 

and at such price as the Commission may determine, but no such sale 
shall be made at a price so low as to require the payment of more 
than 5 per centum interest on the money received therefor, computed 
with relation to the absolute maturity of the bonds in accordance 
with standard tables of bond values, and the face amount thereof 
shall be so calculated as to produce, at the price of their sale, the 
cost of the bridge or bridges, acquired and/or constructed, and 
approaches and the land, easements, and appurtenances used in con-
nection therewith when added to any other funds made available to 
the Commission for the use of said purpocas. The cost of the bridge 
or bridges acquired hereunder and the cost of the bridge to be con-
structed as provided herein, together with approaches and approach 
highways, shall be deemed to include interest during construction of 
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the said bridge, and for twelve months thereafter, and all engineer-
ing, legal, architectural, traffic-surveying, and other expenses incident
to the construction of the bridge and the acquisition of the necessary
property, incident to the financing thereof, including the cost of
acquiring existing franchises, riparian rights, plans, and works of
and relating to the bridge or bridges now owned by any person, firm,
or corporation, and the cost of purchasing all or any part of the
shares of stock of any such corporate owner, or by conveyance from
such corporation, if, in the judgment of the Commission, such pur-
chases should be found expedient. If the proceeds of the bonds
issued shall exceed the cost as finally determined, the excess shall be
placed in the sinking fund hereinafter provided. Prior to the prep-
aration of definite bonds the Commission may, under like restrictions,
issue temporary bonds or interim certificates, with or without cou-
pons, of any denominations whatsoever, exchangeable for definite
bonds when such bonds that have been executed are available for
delivery.

SEC. 5. In fixing the rates of toll to be charged for the use of such
bridge or bridges, in accordance with the Act of Congress approved
March 23, 1906, the same shall be so adjusted as to provide a fund
sufficient to pay for the reasonable cost of maintaining, repairing,
and operating the bridge or bridges and approaches under econom-
ical management, and to provide a sinking fund sufficient to pay
the principal and interest of such bonds as the same shall fall due
and the redemption or repurchase price of all or any thereof
redeemed or repurchased before maturity as herein provided. All
tolls and other revenues from said bridge or bridges are hereby
pledged to such uses and to the application thereof as hereinafter in
this section required. After payment or provision for payment
therefrom of all such cost of maintaining, repairing, and operat-
ing and the reservation of an amount of money estimated to be suffi-
cient for the same purpose during an ensuing period of not more
than six months, the remainder of tolls collected shall be placed in
the sinking fund, at intervals to be determined by the Commission
prior to the issuance of the bonds. An accurate record of the cost
of the bridge or bridges and approaches; the expenditures for main-
taining, repairing, and operating the same; and of the daily tolls
collected, shall be kept and shall be available for the information of
all persons interested. The Commission shall classify in a reason-
able way all traffic over the bridge or bridges so that the tolls shall
be so fixed and adjusted by it as to be uniform in the application
thereof to all traffic falling within reasonable classes, regardless of
the status or character of any person, firm, or corporation partici-
pating in such traffic, and shall prevent all use of such bridge or
bridges for traffic except upon payment of tolls so fixed and adjusted.
No toll shall be charged officials or employees of the Commission,
nor shall toll be charged officials of the Government of the United
States while in the discharge of duties incident to their office or
employment, nor shall toll be charged members of the fire depart-
ment or peace officers when engaged in the performance of their
official duties.

Within a reasonable time after the construction of any bridge or
bridges, or the purchase of any bridge or bridges, the Commission
shall file with the Public Roads Administration of the Federal Works
Agency a sworn itemized statement showing the cost of constructing
or purchasing the bridge or bridges and their approaches, the cost
of acquiring any interest in real or other property necessary there-
for, and the amount of bonds, debentures, or other evidence of
indebtedness issued in connection with the construction or purchase
of said bridge or bridges.
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the said bridge, and for twelve months thereafter, and all engineer-
ing, legal, architectural, traffic-surveying, and other expenses incident 
to the construction of the bridge and the acquisition of the necessary 
property, incident to the financing thereof, including the cost of 
acquiring existing franchises, riparian rights, plans, and works of 
and relating to the bridge or bridges now owned by any person, firm, 
or corporation, and the cost of purchasing all or any part of the 
shares of stock of any such corporate owner, or by conveyance from 
such corporation, if, in the judgment of the Commission, such pur-
chases should be found expedient. If the proceeds of the bonds 
issued shall exceed the cost as finally determined, the excess shall be 
placed in the sinking fund hereinafter provided. Prior to the prep-
aration of definite bonds the Commission may, under like restrictions, 
issue temporary bonds or interim certificates, with or without cou-
pons, of any denominations whatsoever, exchangeable for definite 
bonds when such bonds that have been executed are available for 
delivery. 
SEC. 5. In fixing the rates of toll to be charged for the use of such 

bridge or bridges, in accordance with the Act of Congress approved 
March 23, 1906, the same shall be so adjusted as to provide a fund 
sufficient to pay for the reasonable cost of maintaining, repairing, 
and operating the bridge or bridges and approaches under econom-
ical management, and to provide a sinking fund sufficient to pay 
the principal and interest of such bonds as the same shall fall due 
and the redemption or repurchase price of all or any thereof 
redeemed or repurchased before maturity as herein provided. All 
tolls and other revenues from said bridge or bridges are hereby 
pledged to such uses and to the application thereof as hereinafter in 
this section required. After payment or provision for payment 
therefrom of all such cost of maintaining, repairing, and operat-
ing and the reservation of an amount of money estimated to be suffi-
cient for the same purpose during an ensuing period of not more 
than six months, the remainder of tolls collected shall be placed in 
the sinking fund, at intervals to be determined by the Commission 
prior to the issuance of the bonds. An accurate record of the cost 
of the bridge or bridges and approaches; the expenditures for main-
taining, repairing, and operating the same; and of the daily tolls 
collected, shall be kept and shall be available for the information of 
all persons interested. The Commission shall classify in a reason-
able way all traffic over the bridge or bridges so that the tolls shall 
be so fixed and adjusted by it as to be uniform in the application 
thereof to all traffic falling within reasonable classes, regardless of 
the status or character of any person, firm or corporation partici-
pating in such traffic, and shall prevent all use of such bridge or 
bridges for traffic except upon payment of tolls so fixed and adjusted. 
No toll shall be charged officials or employees of the Commission, 
nor shall toll be charged officials of the Government of the United 
States while in the discharge of duties incident to their office or 
employment, nor shall toll be charged members of the fire depart-
ment or peace officers when engaged in the performance of their 
official duties. 
Within a reasonable time after the construction of any bridge or 

bridges, or the purchase of any bridge or bridges, the Commission 
shall file with the Public Roads Administration of the Federal Works 
Agency, a sworn itemized statement showing the cost of constructing 
or purchasing the bridge or bridges and their approaches, the cost 
of acquiring any interest in real or other property necessary there-
for , and the amount of bonds, debentures, or other evidence of 
indebtedness issued in connection with the construction or purchase 
of said bridge or bridges. 
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SEC. 6. Nothing herein contained shall require the Commission or
its successors to maintain or operate any bridge or bridges purchased
hereunder, if and when all bonds issued for account of such bridge
or bridges shall have been retired or provision for the payment of
interest on and retirement of such bonds from the revenues from
any other bridge or bridges shall have been made at the time of
issuance of such bonds. Any bridge or bridges so purchased, with
appurtenances and property thereto connected and belonging, may
be sold or otherwise disposed of or may be abandoned or dismantled
whenever in the judgment of the Commission or its successors, and
subject to the approval of the Commissioner of Public Roads, Federal
Works Agency, and the United States Secretary of War, it may be
declared expedient so to do, and provisions with respect to and
regulating any such sale, disposal, abandonment, or dismantlement
may be included in proceedings for the issuance and sale of bonds
for account of any such bridge or bridges. The Commission and
its successors may fix such rates of toll for the use of such bridge
or bridges as it may deem proper, subject to the same conditions
as are hereinabove required as to tolls for traffic over the bridge
to be constructed provided tolls shall be fixed and revised from
time to time for traffic over all bridges so as not to adversely reflect
upon the earnings of any bridge or bridges for account of which
bonds may be outstanding. An accurate record of the cost of
purchasing or constructing each such bridge; the expenditures for
maintaining, repairing, and operating the same; and of the daily
tolls collected shall be kept and shall be available for the information
of all persons interested.

SEr. 7. (a) After payment of the bonds and interest, or after a
sinking fund sufficient for such payment shall have been provided
and shall be held for that purpose, the Commission shall deliver deeds
or other suitable instruments of conveyance of the interest of the
Commission in and to the bridge or bridges extending between the
State of Iowa and the State of Illinois, that part of said bridge or
bridges within Iowa to the State of Iowa or any municipality or
agency thereof as may be authorized by or pursuant to law to accept
the same (hereafter referred to as the "Iowa interests"), and that
part of said bridge or bridges within Illinois to the State of Illinois
or any municipality or agency thereof as may be authorized by or
pursuant to law to accept the same (hereafter referred to as the
"Illinois interests"); likewise the Commission shall deliver deeds or
other suitable instruments of conveyance of the interest of the Com-
mission in and to any bridge that may cross the Mississippi River
between the city of Dubuque, Iowa, and the State of Wisconsin,
that part of said bridge within Iowa to the State of Iowa or any
municipality or agency thereof as may be authorized by or pursuant
to law to accept the same (hereafter referred to as the "Iowa inter-
ests"), and that part of said bridge within Wisconsin to the State
of Wisconsin or any municipality or agency thereof as may be
authorized by or pursuant to law to accept the same (hereafter
referred to as the "Wisconsin interests"), under the condition that the
bridge or bridges shall thereafter be free of tolls and be properly
maintained, operated, and repaired by the Iowa interests, the Illi-
nois interests, and the Wisconsin interests, as may be agreed upon;
but if the Iowa, Illinois, or Wisconsin interests, as the case may be,
fail to accept, or are not authorized to accept, their respective por-
tions of said bridge or bridges, then the Commission may deliver
deeds, or other suitable instruments or conveyance of said portions,
to any other interest which may accept and may be authorized to
accept the same, under the condition that the bridge or bridges shall
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SEC. 6. Nothing herein contained shall require the Commission or 
its successors to maintain or operate any bridge or bridges purchased 
hereunder, if and when all bonds issued for account of such bridge 
or bridges shall have been retired or provision for the payment of 
interest on and retirement of such bonds from the revenues from 
any other bridge or bridges shall have been made at the time of 
issuance of such bonds. Any bridge or bridges so purchased, with 
appurtenances and property thereto connected and belonging, may 
be sold or otherwise disposed of or may be abandoned or dismantled 
whenever in the judgment of the Commission or its successors, and 
subject to the approval of the Commissioner of Public Roads, Federal 
Works Agency, and the United States Secretary of War, it may be 
declared expedient so to do, and provisions with respect to and 
regulating any such sale, disposal, abandonment, or dismantlement 
may be included in proceedings for the issuance and sale of bonds 
for account of any such bridge or bridges. The Commission and 
its successors may fix such rates of toll for the use of such bridge 
or bridges as it may deem proper, subject to the same conditions 
as are hereinabove required as to tolls for traffic over the bridge 
to be constructed provided tolls shall be fixed and revised from 
time to time for traffic over all bridges so as not to adversely reflect 
upon the earnings of any bridge or bridges for account of which 
bonds may be outstanding. An accurate record of the cost of 
purchasing or constructing each such bridge; the expenditures for 
maintaining, repairing, and operating the same; and of the daily 
tolls collected shall be kept and shall be available for the information 
of all persons interested. 
SEc. 7. (a) After payment of the bonds and interest, or after a 

sinking fund sufficient for such payment shall have been provided 
and shall be held for that purpose, the Commission shall deliver deeds 
or other suitable instruments of conveyance of the interest of the 
Commission in and to the bridge or bridges extending between the 
State of Iowa and the State of Illinois, that part of said bridge or 
bridges within Iowa to the State of Iowa or any municipality or 
agency thereof as may be authorized by or pursuant to law to accept 
the same (hereafter referred to as the "Iowa interests"), and that 
part of said bridge or bridges within Illinois to the State of Illinois 
or any municipality or agency thereof as may be authorized by or 
pursuant to law to accept the same (hereafter referred to as the 
"Illinois interests") ; likewise the Commission shall deliver deeds or 
other suitable instruments of conveyance of the interest of the Com-
mission in and to any bridge that may cross the Mississi?pi River 
between the city of Dubuque, Iowa, and the State of Wisconsin, 
that part of said bridge within Iowa to the State of Iowa or any 
municipality or agency thereof as may be authorized by or pursuant 
to law to accept the same (hereafter referred to as the "Iowa inter-
ests"), and that part of said bridge within Wisconsin to the State 
of Wisconsin or any municipality or agency thereof as may be 
authorized by or pursuant to law to accept the same (hereafter 
referred to as the "Wisconsin interests"), under the condition that the 
bridge or bridges shall thereafter be free of tolls and be properly 
maintained, operated, and repaired by the Iowa interests, the Illi-
nois interests, and the Wisconsin interests, as may be agreed upon; 
but if the Iowa, Illinois, or Wisconsin interests, as the case may be, 
fail to accept, or are not authorized to accept, their respective por-
tions of said bridge or bridges, then the Commission may deliver 
deeds, or other suitable instruments or conveyance of said portions, 
to any other interest which may accept and may be authorized to 
accept the same, under the condition that the bridge or bridges shall 
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thereafter be free of toll and be properly maintained, operated, and
repaired by said interests to whom said conveyances are delivered;
but if either the Iowa interests, or the Illinois interests, or the Wis-
consin interests, or any other interest hereinabove mentioned shall
not be authorized to accept or shall not accept the same under such
conditions, then the bridge or bridges shall continue to be owned,
maintained, operated, and repaired by the Commission as a free
bridge, until such time as the Iowa interests, the Illinois interests,
the Wisconsin interests, or any other interest hereinabove men-
tioned, shall be authorized to accept and shall accept such conveyance
under such conditions. The rate or rates of toll for crossing any
bridge now existing or hereafter constructed which abuts upon or
enters into the corporate limits of the city of Dubuque, Iowa, shall
not be reduced below the rate or rates now in effect on existing
bridges so long as any indebtedness of said Commission for the
account of any bridge or bridges shall be outstanding and unpaid.

(b) Notwithstanding any restrictions or limitation imposed by the
Act entitled "An Act to provide that the United States shall aid the
States in the construction of rural post roads, and for other purposes",
approved July 11, 1916, or by the Federal Highway Act, or by an Act
amendatory of or supplemental to either thereof, the Federal Works
Administrator or any other Federal department or agency of the
United States Government may extend Federal aid under such Acts
for the construction of said bridge or bridges out of any moneys
allocated to the State of Iowa with the consent of the State highway
commission of said State, and out of moneys allocated to the State of
Illinois with the consent of the department of highways of said State.

SEC. 8. For the purpose of carrying into effect the objects stated in
this Act, there is hereby created the City of Dubuque Bridge Com-
mission, and by that name, style, and title said body shall have
perpetual succession; may contract and be contracted with, sue and be
sued, implead and be impleaded, complain and defend in all courts of
law and equity; may make and have a common seal; may purchase or
otherwise acquire and hold or dispose of real estate and other property-
may accept and receive donations or gifts of money or property and
apply same to the purposes of this Act; and shall have and possess all
powers necessary, convenient, or proper for carrying into effect the
objects stated in this Act.

The Commission shall consist of W. M. Clemens, Charles G.
Kretschmer Charles T. Landon, Thomas M. Stampfer, of Dubuque,
Iowa, and R. E. Werner, of East Dubuque, Illinois; such Commission
shall be a public body corporate and politic. Each member of the
Commission shall qualify within thirty days after the approval of this
Act by filing in the Office of the Federal Works Administrator an oath
that he will faithfully perform the duties imposed upon him by this
Act, and each person appointed to fill a vacancy shall qualify in like
manner within thirty days after his appointment. Any vacancy
occurring in said Commission by reason of failure to qualify as above
provided, or by reason of death or resignation, shall be filled by the
Federal Works Administrator. Before the issuance of bonds as here-
inabove provided, each member of the Commission shall give such
bond as may be fixed by the Chief of the Bureau of Public Roads of the
Department of Agriculture, conditioned upon the faithful perform-
ance of all duties required by this Act, the cost of such surety prior to
and during the construction of the bridge shall be paid or reimbursed
from the bond proceeds and thereafter such costs shall be deemed an
operating expense. The Commission shall elect a chairman and a vice
chairman from its members, and may establish rules and regulations
for the government of its own business. A majority of the members
shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business.
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thereafter be free of toll and be properly maintained, operated, and 
repaired by said interests to whom said conveyances are delivered; 
but if either the Iowa interests, or the Illinois interests, or the Wis-
consin interests, or any other interest hereinabove mentioned shall 
not be authorized to accept or shall not accept the same under such 
conditions, then the bridge or bridges shall continue to be owned, 
maintained, operated, and repaired by the Commission as a free 
bridge, until such time as the Iowa interests, the Illinois interests, 
the Wisconsin interests, or any other interest hereinabove men-
tioned, shall be authorized to accept and shall accept such conveyance 
under such conditions. The rate or rates of toll for crossing any 
bridge now existing or hereafter constructed which abuts upon or 
enters into the corporate limits of the city of Dubuque, Iowa, shall 
not be reduced below the rate or rates now in effect on existing 
bridges so long as any indebtedness of said Commission for the 
account of any bridge or bridges shall be outstanding and unpaid. 

(b) Notwithstanding any restrictions or limitation imposed by the 
Act entitled "An Act to provide that the United States shall aid the 
States in the construction of rural post roads, and for other purposes", 
approved July 11, 1916, or by the Federal Highway Act, or by an Act 
amendatory of or supplemental to either thereof, the Federal Works 
Administrator or any other Federal department or agency of the 
United States Government may extend Federal aid under such Acts 
for the construction of said bridge or bridges out of any moneys 
allocated to the State of Iowa with the consent of the State highway 
commission of said State, and out of moneys allocated to the State of 
Illinois with the consent of the department of highways of said State. 
SEC. 8. For the purpose of carrying into effect the objects stated in 

this Act, there is hereby created the City of Dubuque Bridge Com-
mission, and by that name, style, and title said body shall have 
perpetual succession; may contract and be contracted with, sue and be 
sued, implead and be impleaded, complain and defend in all courts of 
law and equity.; may make and have a common seal; may purchase or 
otherwise acquire and hold or dispose of real estate and other property; 
may accept and receive donations or gifts of money or property and 
apply same to the purposes of this Act; and shall have and possxsss all 
powers necessary, convenient, or proper for carrying into effect the 
objects stated in this Act. 
The Commission shall consist of W. M. Clemens, Charles G. 

Kretscluner, Charles T. Landon, Thomas M. Stampfer, of Dubuque, 
Iowa, and H. E. Werner, of East Dubuquet Illinois; such Commission 
shall be a public body corporate and politic. Each member of the 
Commission shall qualify within thirty days after the approval of this 
Act by filing in the Office of the Federal Works Administrator an oath 
that he will faithfully perform the duties imposed upon him by this 
Act, and each person appointed to fill a vacancy shall qualify in like 
manner within thirty days after his appointment. Any vacancy 
occurring in said Commission by reason of failure to qualify as above 
provided, or by reason of death or resignation, shall be filled by the 
Federal Works Administrator. Before the issuance of bonds as here-
inabove provided, each member of the Commission shall give such 
bond as may be fixed by the Chief of the Bureau of Public Roads of the 
Department of Agriculture, conditioned upon the faithful perform-
ance of all duties required by this Act, the cost of such surety prior to 
and during the construction of the bridge shall be paid or reimbursed 
from the bond proceeds and thereafter such costs shall be deemed an 
operating expense. The Commission shall elect a chairman and a vice 
chairman from its members, and may establish rules and regulations 
for the government of its own business. A majority of the members 
shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business. 
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Capital stock, etc., SEC. 9. The Commission shall have no capital stock or shares of
restctoninterest or participation, and all revenues and receipts thereof shall

Compensation, al- be applied to the purposes specified in this Act. The members of
lowancesetc. the Commission shall be entitled to a per diem compensation for

their services of $10 for each day actually spent in the business of the
Commission, but the maximum compensation of the chairman in any
year shall not exceed $1,200, and of each other member shall not
exceed $600. The members of the Commission shall also be entitled
to receive traveling-expense allowance of 10 cents a mile for each

Employees. mile actually traveled on the business of the Commission. The Com-
mission may employ a secretary, treasurer, engineers, attorneys, and
other such experts, assistants, and employees as they may deem neces-
sary, who shall be entitled to receive such compensation as the Com-
mission may determine. All salaries and expenses shall be paid
solely from the funds provided under the authority of this Act.

Dissolution of Con- After all bonds and interest thereon shall have been paid and all other
obligations of the Commission paid or discharged, or provision for all
such payment shall have been made as hereinbefore provided and
after the bridge or bridges shall have been conveyed to the Iowa
interests, the Illinois interests and the Wisconsin interests, as herein
provided, or otherwise disposed of as provided herein, the Commis-
sion shall be dissolved and shall cease to have further existence by
an order of the Commissioner of Public Roads made upon his own
initiative or upon application of the Commission or any member or

Public hearing, no- members thereof, but only after a public hearing in the city of
Dubuque, Iowa, notice of the time and place of which hearing and
the purpose thereof shall have been published once, at least thirty
days before the date thereof, in a newspaper published in the city of

Division of moneys. Dubuque, Iowa. At the time of such dissolution all moneys in the
hands of or to the credit of the Commission shall be divided and dis-
tribution made between the interests of the States, as may be deter-
mined by the Chief of the Bureau of Public Roads of the United
States.

State, etc., aid. SEC. 10. Notwithstanding any of the provisions of this Act, the
Commission shall have full power and authority to negotiate and
enter into a contract or contracts with the State Highway Commis-
sion of Iowa and the Department of Highways of Illinois, the State
Highway Department of Wisconsin, the city of Dubuque, Dubuque
County, Iowa, or any county or municipality in the State of Illinois,
whereby the Commission may receive financial aid in the construc-
tion or maintenance of a bridge or bridges and approaches thereto,
and said Commission in its discretion may avail itself of all of the
facilities of the State Highway Commission of the State of Iowa and
the Department of Highways of the State of Illinois with regard to

Contracts. the construction of said proposed bridge or bridges, and the Com-
mission may make and enter into any contract or contracts which it
deems expedient and proper with the State Highway Commission of
Iowa and the Department of Highways of Illinois, whereby said
highway departments or either of them may construct, operate, and
maintain or participate with the Commission in the construction,
operation, maintenance of said bridge or bridges to be constructed

Purposedeclared. hereunder, and approaches. It is hereby declared to be the purpose
of Congress to facilitate the construction of a bridge and proper
approaches across the Mississippi River at or near Dubuque, Iowa,
and East Dubuque, Illinois, and to authorize the Commission to pro-
mote said object and purposes, with full power to contract with either
the State Highway Commission of Iowa or the department of High-
ways of Illinois or with any agency or department of the Federal
Government, or both, in relation to the purchase or condemnation,
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SEC. 9. The Commission shall have no capital stock or shares of 
interest or participation, and all revenues and receipts thereof shall 
be applied to the purposes specified in this Act. The members of 
the Commission shall be entitled to a per diem compensation for 
their services of $10 for each day actually spent in the business of the 
Commission, but the maximum compensation of the chairman in any 
year shall not exceed $1,200, and of each other member shall not 
exceed $600. The members of the Commission shall also be entitled 
to receive traveling-expense allowance of 10 cents a mile for each 
mile actually traveled on the business of the Commission. The Com-
mission may employ a secretary, treasurer, engineers, attorneys, and 
other such experts, assistants, and employees as they may deem neces-
sary, who shall be entitled to receive such compensation as the Com-
mission may determine. All salaries and expenses shall be paid 
solely from the funds provided under the authority of this Act. 
After all bonds and interest thereon shall have been paid and all other 
obligations of the Commission paid or discharged, or provision for all 
such payment shall have been made as hereinbefore provided and 
after the bridge or bridges shall have been conveyed to the Iowa 
interests, the Illinois interests and the Wisconsin interests, as herein 
provided, or otherwise disposed of as provided herein, the Commis-
sion shall be dissolved and shall cease to have further existence by 
an order of the Commissioner of Public Roads made upon his own 
initiative or upon application of the Commission or any member or 
members thereof, but only after a public hearing in the city of 
Dubuque, Iowa, notice of the time and place of which hearing and 
the purpose thereof shall have been published once, at least thirty 
days before the date thereof, in a newspaper published in the city of 
Dubuque, Iowa. At the time of such dissolution all moneys in the 
hands of or to the credit of the Commission shall be divided and dis-
tribution made between the interests of the States, as may be deter-
mined by the Chief of the Bureau of Public Roads of the United 
States. 

SEc. 10. Notwithstanding any of the provisions of this Act, the 
Commission shall have power and authority to negotiate and 
enter into a contract or contracts with the State Highway Commis-
sion of Iowa and the Department of Highways of Illinois, the State 
Highway Department of Wisconsin, the city of Dubuque, Dubuque 
County, Iowa, or any county or municipality in the State of Illinois, 
whereby the Commission may receive financial aid in the construc-
tion or maintenance of a bridge or bridges and approaches thereto, 
and said Commission in its discretion may avail itself of all of the 
facilities of the State Highway Commission of the State of Iowa and 
the Department of Highways of the State of Illinois with regard to 
the construction of said proposed bridge or bridges, and the Com-
mission may make and enter into any contract or contracts which it 
deems expedient and proper with the State Highway Commission of 
Iowa and the Department of Highways of Illinois, whereby said 
highway departments or either of them may construct, operate, and 
maintain or participate with the Commission in the construction, 
operation, maintenance of said bridge or bridges to be constructed 
hereunder, and approaches. It is hereby declared to be the purpose 
of Congress to facilitate the construction of a bridge and proper 
approaches across the Mississippi River at or near Dubuque, Iowa, 
and East Dubuque, Illinois, and to authorize the Commission to pro-
mote said object and purposes, with full power to contract with either 
the State Highway Commission of Iowa or the department of High-
ways of Illinois or with any agency or department of the Federal 
Government, or both, in relation to the purchase or condemnation, 
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construction, operation, and maintenance of said bridges and
approaches.

SEC. 11. Nothing herein contained shall be construed to authorize Creationn of other

or permit the Commission or any member thereof to create any obli- obligations, etc.

gation or incur any liability other than such obligations and liabili-
ties as are dischargeable solely from funds contemplated to be
provided by this Act. No obligation created or liability incurred
pursuant to this Act shall be a personal obligation or liability of
any member or members of the Commission but shall be chargeable
solely to the funds herein provided, nor shall any indebtedness
created pursuant to this Act be an indebtedness of the United States.

SEo 12. The design and construction of any bridge which may be Design and con-

built pursuant to this Act shall be in accordance with the standard structon
specifications for highway bridges adopted by the American Associa-
tion of State Highway Officials.

SEC. 13. In the event that the State of Iowa, or some political sub- Successor in inter-

division or agency thereof, shall appoint or constitute, pursuant to estauthor

statute duly enacted, the Commission hereby created as a bridge
commission or board for the city of Dubuque, with authority to
construct, purchase, or acquire bridges across the Mississippi River,
abutting upon or entering the corporate limits of the city of Dubuque,
then such bridge commission or board shall have authority to con-
struct, purchase, or acquire the bridge or bridges referred to in this
Act in the manner herein set forth, or in the manner prescribed by
State law, and if said commission or board shall elect to proceed in
the manner prescribed by State law, it shall ipso facto succeed to all
right of the City of Dubuque Bridge Commission under this Act,
and all right, title, and interest of the City of Dubuque Bridge
Commission under this Act to any bridge and bridges referred to Obligations as-

in this Act, subject to any outstanding obligations of said Commis- sumed.

sion as hereby created, which obligations shall thereby be assumed
by, and become the obligations of, the new bridge commission or
board.

SEC. 14. Any bridge or bridges constructed, acquired, or recon- ('onstructiln, etc.,
structed under authority of this Act shall be constructed, maintained, provisions
and operated in accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled
"An Act to regulate the construction of bridges over navigable 3 Stat.,84,

waters", approved March 23, 1906, notwithstanding any provisions 498.
contained herein to the contrary.

SEC. 15. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby Amendment.

expressly reserved.
Approved, July 18, 1939.

[CHAPTER 319]
AN ACT

July 18, 1939
To extend the times for commencing and completing the construction of a bridge [S. 19071

across the Missouri River, at or near Poplar, Montana. [Public, No. 1901

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the times for Missouri River.

commencing and completing the construction of a bridge across the bridging, at Poplfr,
Missouri River, at or near Poplar, Montana, authorized to be built by Mont-

the State of Montana, the counties of Roosevelt, Richland, and
McCone thereof, or any of them, by an Act of Congress approved
July 28, 1937, are hereby extended one and three years, respectively, 0 Stat- 542.
from the date of approval hereof.

SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby Amendment.

expressly reserved.
Approved, July 18, 1939.
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built pursuant to this Act shall be in accordance with the standard 
specifications for highway bridges adopted by the American Associa-
tion of State Highway Officials. 
SEc. 13. In the event that the State of Iowa, or some political sub-

division or agency thereof, shall appoint or constitute, pursuant to 
statute duly enacted, the Commission hereby created as a bridge 
commission or board for the city of Dubuque, with authority to 
construct, purchase, or acquire bridges across the Mississippi River, 
abutting upon or entering the corporate limits of the city of Dubuque, 
then such bridge commission or board shall have authority to con-
struct, purchase, or acquire the bridge or bridges referred to in this 
Act in the manner herein set forth, or in the manner prescribed by 
State law, and if said commission or board shall elect to proceed in 
the manner prescribed by State law, it shall ipso facto succeed to all 
right of the City of Dubuque Bridge Commission under this Act, 
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Commission under this Act to any bridge and bridges referred to 
in this Act, subject to any outstanding obligations of said Commis-
sion as hereby created, which obligations shall thereby be assumed 
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board. 

SEc. 14. Any bridge or bridges constructed, acquired, or recon-
structed under authority of this Act shall be constructed, maintained, 
and operated in accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled 
"An -Act to regulate the construction of bridges over navigable 
waters", approved March 23, 1906, notwithstanding any provisions 
contained herein to the contrary. 
SEC. 15. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, July 18, 1039. 

[CHAPTER 319] 
AN ACT 

To extend the times for commencing and completing the construction of a bridge 
across the Missouri River, at or near Poplar, Montana. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the times for 
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge across the 
Missouri River, at or near Poplar, Montana, authorized to be built by 
the State of Montana, the counties of Roosevelt, Richland, and 
McCone thereof, or any of them, by an Act of Congress approved 
July 28, 1937, are hereby extended one and three years, respectively, 
from the date of approval hereof. 
SEc. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, July 18, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 320]
July 18, 1939
[H. R. 4370]

[Public, No. 191]
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July 18, 1939
[H. R. 4499]

[Public, No. 192]

Ohio River.
Bridge authorized

across, at Shawnee-
town, nl.

AN ACT

[53 STAT.

Authorizing the city of Chester, Illinois, to construct, maintain, and operate a
toll bridge across the Mississippi River at or near Chester, Illinois.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to
promote interstate commerce, improve the Postal Service, and provide
for military and other purposes, the city of Chester, Illinois, be,
and is hereby, authorized to construct, maintain, and operate a bridge
and approaches thereto across the Mississippi River, at a point suit-
able to the interests of navigation, at or near Chester, Illinois, in
accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to regu-
late the construction of bridges over navigable waters", approved
March 23, 1906, and subject to the conditions and limitations con-
tained in this Act.

SEC. 2. There is hereby conferred upon the city of Chester, Illinois,
all such rights and powers to enter upon lands and to acquire, con-
demn, occupy, possess, and use real estate and other property needed
for the location, construction, maintenance, and operation of such
bridge and its approaches, as are possesssed by railroad corpora-
tions for railroad purposes or by bridge corporations for bridge
purposes in the State in which such real estate or other property is
situated, upon making just compensation therefor, to be ascertained
and paid according to the laws of such State, and the proceedings
therefor shall be the same as in the condemnation or expropriation
of property for public purposes in such State.

SEC. 3. The said city of Chester, Illinois, is hereby authorized to
fix and charge tolls for transit over such bridge, and the rates of
toll so fixed shall be the legal rates until changed by the Secretary
of War under the authority contained in the Act of March 23, 1906.

SEC. 4. In fixing the rates of toll to be charged for the use of
such bridge the same shall be so adjusted as to provide a fund suffi-
cient to pay for the reasonable cost of maintaining, repairing, and
operating the bridge and its approaches under economical manage-
ment, and to provide a sinking fund sufficient to amortize the cost
of such bridge and its approaches, including interest at a rate of not
to exceed 5 per centum per annum and reasonable financing cost, as
soon as possible, under reasonable charges, but within a period of not
to exceed thirty years from the completion thereof. After a sinking
fund sufficient for such amortization shall have been so provided,
such bridge shall thereafter be maintained and operated free of tolls.
An accurate record of the cost of the bridge and its approaches, the
expenditures for maintaining, repairing, and operating the same, and
of the daily tolls collected shall be kept and shall be available for
the information of all persons interested.

SEC. 5. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, July 18, 1939.

[CHAPTER 3211
AN ACT

Authorizing the county of Gallatin, State of Illinois, its successors and assigns,
to construct, maintain, and operate a bridge across the Ohio River at or near
the city of Shawneetown, Gallatin County, Illinois, to a point opposite thereto
in the county of Union, State of Kentucky.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to
promote interstate commerce, improve the Postal Service, and pro-
vide for military and other purposes, the county of Gallatin, in the
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[CHAPTER 320] 
AN ACT 

Authorizing the city of Chester, Illinois, to construct, maintain, and operate a 
toll bridge across the Mississippi River at or near Chester, Illinois. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to 
promote interstate commerce, improve the Postal Service, and provide 
for military and other purposes, the city of Chester, Illinois, be, 
and is hereby, authorized to construct, maintain, and operate a bridge 
and approaches thereto across the Mississippi River, at a point suit-
able to the interests of navigation, at or near Chester, Illinois, in 
accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to regu-
late the construction of bridges over navigable waters", approved 
March 23, 1906, and subject to the conditions and limitations con-
tained in this Act. 
SRO. 2. There is hereby conferred upon the city of Chester, Illinois, 

all such rights and powers to enter upon lands and to acquire, con-
demn, occupy, possess, and use real estate and other property needed 
for the location, construction, maintenance, and operation of such 
bridge and its approaches, as are possesssed by railroad corpora-
tions for railroad purposes or by bridge corporations for bridge 
purposes in the State in which such real estate or other property is 
situated, upon making just compensation therefor, to be ascertained 
and paid according to the laws of such State, and the proceedings 
therefor shall be the same as in the condemnation or expropriation 
of property for public purposes in such State. 
SEC. 3. The said city of Chester, Illinois, is hereby authorized to 

fix and charge tolls for transit over such bridge, and the rates of 
toll so fixed shall be the legal rates until changed by the Secretary 
of War under the authority contained in the Act of March 23, 1906. 
SEC. 4. In fixing the rates of toll to be charged for the use of 

such bridge the same shall be so adjusted as to provide a fund suffi-
cient to pay for the reasonable cost of maintaining, repairing, and 
operating the bridge and its approaches under economical manage-
ment, and to provide a sinking fund sufficient to amortize the cost 
of such bridge and its approaches, including interest at a rate of not 
to exceed 5 per centum per annum and reasonable financing cost, as 
soon as possible, under reasonable charges, but within a period of not 
to exceed thirty years from the completion thereof. After a sinking 
fund sufficient for such amortization shall have been so provided, 
such bridge shall thereafter be maintained and operated free of tolls. 
An accurate record of the cost of the bridge and its approaches, the 
expenditures for maintaining, repairing, and operating the same, and 
of the daily tolls collected shall be kept and shall be available for 
the information of all persons interested. 

Szc. 5. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 
expressly reserved. 
Approved, July 18, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 321] 
AN ACT 

Authorizing the county of Gallatin, State of Illinois, its successors and assigns, 
to construct, maintain, and operate a bridge across the Ohio River at or near 
the city of Shawneetown, Gallatin County, Illinois, to a point opposite thereto 
in the county of Union, State of Kentucky. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to 
promote interstate commerce, improve the Postal Service, and pro-
vide for military and other purposes, the county of Gallatin, in the 
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State of Illinois, its successors and assigns, be and is hereby author-
ized to construct, maintain, and operate a bridge and approaches
thereto across the Ohio River at a point suitable to the interests of
navigation at or near the city of Shawneetown, Gallatin County,
Illinois, to a point opposite thereto in Union County, Kentucky, in
accordance with the provisions of an Act entitled "An Act to regulate
the construction of bridges over navigable waters", approved March 34 Stt.84.33 U.s.C. I 491-
23, 1906, and subject to the conditions and limitations contained in 49 8. C. * 01-
this Act.

For like purposes said county of Gallatin, its successors and assigns, nPurcts, e-
are hereby authorized to acquire by purchase any and all ferries oper-
ating across the said Ohio River within ten miles on either side of
the said bridge and to maintain and operate the same, or abandon the
operation thereof, at the discretion of the said county of Gallatin, its
successors and assigns, subject to the limitations contained in this Act.

SEC. 2. There is hereby conferred upon the county of Gallatin, in Acusition 
of real

the State of Illinois, its successors and assigns, all such rights and
powers to enter upon land and to acquire, condemn, occupy, possess,
and use real estate and other property in the State of Illinois,
including real estate and other property acquired for or devoted to
public use or other purposes by the State of Illinois, or any other
governmental or political subdivisions thereof, as may be needed for
the location, construction, maintenance, and operation of such bridge
and its approaches upon making just compensation therefor to be
ascertained and paid according to the laws of such State, and the
proceedings therefor shall be the same as in the condemnation of
private property for public purpose in said States, respectively.

SEC. 3. The said county of Gallatin, in the State of Illinois, its Ton charges.
successors and assigns, is hereby authorized to fix and charge tolls for
transit over such bridge, and the rates of toll so fixed shall be the
legal rates until changed by the Secretary of War under the authority
contained in the Act of March 23, 1906.

SEC. 4. In fixing the rates of toll to be charged for the use of such Application of tolls

bridge the same shall be so adjusted as to provide a fund sufficient to ing fundn sntc.

pay for the reasonable cost of maintaining, repairing, and operating
the bridge and its approaches under economical management, and to
provide a sinking fund sufficient to amortize the cost of such bridge
and its approaches, including interest at a rate of not to exceed 5
per centum and reasonable financing cost, and the cost of the acquisi-
tion of any ferries as hereinabove provided, as soon as possible, under
reasonable charges, but within a period of not to exceed twenty years
from the completion thereof. After a sinking fund sufficient for such Maintesneao as fr
amortization shall have been so provided, such bridge shall thereafter ing costs, etc.
be maintained and operated free of tolls. An accurate record of the Rtuord ofr een
cost of the bridge and its approaches, the expenditures for maintain-
ing, repairing, and operating the same, and of the daily tolls collected
shall be kept and shall be available for the information of all persons
interested.

SEC. 5. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby Amendment.

expressly reserved.
Approved, July 18, 1939.
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State of Illinois, its successors and assigns, be and is hereby author-
ized to construct, maintain, and operate a bridge and approaches 
thereto across the Ohio River at a point suitable to the interests of 
navigation at or near the city of Shawneetown, Gallatin County, 
Illinois, to a point opposite thereto in Union County, Kentucky, in 
accordance with the provisions of an Act entitled "An Act to regulate 
the construction of bridges over navigable waters", approved March 
23, 1906, and subject to the conditions and limitations contained in 
this Act. 
For like purposes said county of Gallatin, its successors and assigns, 

are hereby authorized to acquire by purchase any and all ferries oper-
ating across the said Ohio River within ten miles on either side of 
the said bridge and to maintain and operate the same, or abandon the 
operation thereof, at the discretion of the said county of Gallatin, its 
successors and assigns, subject to the limitations contained in this Act. 

SEe. 2. There is hereby conferred upon the county of Gallatin, in 
the State of Illinois, its successors and assigns, all such rights and 
powers to enter upon land and to acquire, condemn, occupy, possess, 
and use real estate and other property in the State of Illinois, 
including real estate and other property acquired for or devoted to 
public use or other purposes by the State of Illinois, or any other 
governmental or political subdivisions thereof, as may be needed for 
the location, construction, maintenance, and operation of such bridge 
and its approaches upon making just compensation therefor to be 
ascertained and paid according to the laws of such State, and the 
proceedings therefor shall be the same as in the condemnation of 
private property for public purpose in said States, respectively. 

Sac. 3. The said county of Gallatin, in the State of Illinois, its 
successors and assigns, is hereby authorized to fix and charge tolls for 
transit over such bridge, and the rates of toll so fixed shall be the 
legal rates until changed by the Secretary of War under the authority 
contained in the Act of March 23, 1906. 

Sec. 4. In fixing the rates of toll to be charged for the use of such 
bridge the same shall be so adjusted as to provide a fund sufficient to 
pay for the reasonable cost of maintaining, repairing, and operating 
the bridge and its approaches under economical management, and to 
provide a sinking fund sufficient to amortize the cost of such bridge 
and its approaches, including interest at a rate of not to exceed 5 
per centum and reasonable financing cost, and the cost of the acquisi-
tion of any ferries as hereinabove provided, as soon as possible, under 
reasonable charges, but within a period of not to exceed twenty years 
from the completion thereof. After a sinking fund sufficient for such 
amortization shall have been so provided, such bridge shall thereafter 
be maintained and operated free of tolls. An accurate record of the 
cost of the bridge and its approaches, the expenditures for maintain-
ing, repairing, and operating the same, and of the daily tolls collected 
shall be kept and shall be available for the information of all persons 
interested. 

SEc. 5. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 
expressly reserved. 
Approved, July 18, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 322]
July 18, 193 AN ACT
[H. R. 5288] To amend section 691-a of the Code of Law of the District of Columbia, approved

[Public, No. 193] March 3, 1901, and of any Act or Acts amendatory thereof relating to foreign
building and loan associations doing business in the District of Columbia.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
District of olunm- United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 691-a

bia Code amendments.
31 Stat. 1189; 35 of the code entitled "An Act to establish a Code of Law for the

Dat. OC5Code, §45. District of Columbia", approved March 3, 1901, and of any Act or
Acts amendatory thereof (D. C. Code, title 5, sec. 45), is amended
to read as follows:

Foreign building, "SEC. 691-a. No foreign association shall make loans of any kind
etc., associations do-
ing business within or transact any building and loan business within the District
the District.

Certificate of au- of Columbia or maintain an office in the District of Columbia for
thority required. the purpose of transacting such business until it procures from

the Comptroller of the Currency a certificate of authority to do
such business in said District, after complying with the following
provisions:

Deposit as security "(a) It shall deposit with the Treasurer of the United States
forams $50,000 in cash or bonds of the United States or bonds which the

United States guarantees the payment of both principal and interest.
Collectionanduseof A foreign association may collect and use the interest on securities

interest on securities
deposited. deposited with the Treasurer of the United States, as hereinabove

provided, so long as it fulfills its obligations and complies with the
Exchange for other laws of the District of Columbia. It may also exchange them for

securities. other securities of the United States or for cash. The deposit made
by a foreign association with the Treasury of the United States
shall be held as security for all claims of residents of the District of
Columbia against such association, and be liable for all judgments
or decrees thereon, and subjected to the payment thereof in the same

Release upon cessa- manner as the property of other nonresidents. Should an associa-
tion of business; out- o
standing liabilities. tion cease to do business in said District, the Treasurer of the United

States, upon a certificate from the Comptroller of the Currency may
release securities in his discretion, retaining sufficient to satisfy all
outstanding liabilities;

Cmeorporate docu- "(b) It shall file with the Comptroller of the Currency a certified
ments to he filed with
Comptroller. copy of its charter, constitution, and bylaws, and other rules and

regulations showing its manner of conducting business, together
with a statement such as is required semiannually from all associa-
tions;

Powver of attorney, (C) It shall file with the Comptroller of the Currency a power
of attorney appointing a citizen of the District of Columbia, resident
within said District, the agent or attorney for such foreign associa-
tion upon whom process of law can be served. There must also be
filed a certified copy of the vote or resolution of the directors appoint-
ing such agent or attorney, which appointment shall continue until

Service ofproces. another agent or attorney is substituted, and said writing or power
of attorney shall stipulate and agree on the part of such foreign
association making the same that any lawful process against said
association, which is served on such agent or attorney, shall be of
the same legal force and validity as if served on such association

Serviceuponcomp- within the District of Columbia; and, also, that in the case of the
troller if agent dead,
absent, etc. dead death or absence of the agent or attorney so appointed, service or

process may be made upon the Comptroller of the Currency, and
such power of attorney cannot be revoked or modified (except that
a new one may be substituted) so long as any liability remains out-
standing against such foreign association in the District of Columbia.

Term defined. The term Cprocess', used above, shall be held and deemed to include
any writ, summons, or order whereby any action, suit, or proceeding
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[CHAPTER 322] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 691-a of the Code of Law of the District of Columbia, approved 
March 3, 1901, and of any Act or Acts amendatory thereof relating to foreign 
building and loan associations doing business in the District of Columbia. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled-, That section 691—a 
of the code entitled "An Act to establish a Code of Law for the 
District of Columbia", approved March 3, 1901, and of any Act or 
Acts amendatory thereof (D. C. Code, title 5, sec. 45), is amended 
to read as follows: 
"SEC. 691—a. No foreign association shall make loans of any kind 

or transact any building and loan business within the District 
of Columbia or maintain an office in the District of Columbia for 
the purpose of transacting such business until it procures from 
the Comptroller of the Currency a certificate of authority to do 
such business in said District, after complying with the following 
provisions: 

"(a) It shall deposit with the Treasurer of the United States 
$50,000 in cash or bonds of the United States or bonds which the 
United States guarantees the payment of both principal and interest. 
A foreign association may collect and use the interest on securities 
deposited with the Treasurer of the United States, as hereinabove 
provided, so long as it fulfills its obligations and complies with the 
laws of the District of Columbia. It may also exchange them for 
other securities of the United States or for cash. The deposit made 
by a foreign association with the Treasury of the United States 
shall be held as security for all claims of residents of the District of 
Columbia against such association, and be liable for all judgments 
or decrees thereon, and subjected to the payment thereof in the same 
manner as the property of other nonresidents. Should an associa-
tion cease to do business in said District, the Treasurer of the United 
States, upon a certificate from the Comptroller of the Currency, may 
release securities in his discretion, retaining sufficient to satisfy all 
outstanding liabilities; 

"(b) It shall file with the Comptroller of the Currency a certified 
copy of its charter, constitution, and bylaws, and other rules and 
regulations showing its manner of conducting business, together 
with a statement such as is required semiannually from all associa-
tions; 

"(c) It shall file with the Comptroller of the Currency a power 
of attorney appointing a citizen of the District of Columbia, resident 
within said District, the agent or attorney for such foreign associa-
tion upon whom process a law can be served. There must also be 
filed a certified copy of the vote or resolution of the directors appoint-
ing such agent or attorney, which appointment shall continue until 
another agent or attorney its substituted, and said writing or power 
of attorney shall stipulate and agree on the part of such foreign 
association making the same that any lawful process against said 
association, which is served on such agent or attorney, shall be of 
the same legal force and validity as if served on such association 
within the District of Columbia; and, also, that in the case of the 
death or absence of the agent or attorney so appointed, service or 
process may be made upon the Comptroller of the Currency, and 
such power of attorney cannot be revoked or modified (except that 
a new one may be substituted) so long as any liability remains out-
standing against such foreign association in the District of Columbia. 
The term 'process', used above, shall be held and deemed to include 
any writ, summons, or order whereby any action, suit, or proceeding 
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shall be commenced, or which shall be issued in or upon any action,
suit, or proceeding by any court, officer, or magistrate.

"(d) It shall pay to the collector of taxes the following fees:
"For filing an application for admission to do business in the Dis-

trict of Columbia, $500;
"For each certificate of authority and annual renewal thereof, $200.
"(e) When a foreign association has complied with the provisions

of paragraph (c) of said section 691-a, and the Comptroller of the
Currency is satisfied that it is doing or will do its building and loan
business in the District of Columbia in accordance with the laws of
the District of Columbia, he may issue his certificate of authority to
such foreign association to do a building and loan business in the
District of Columbia. Annually thereafter, if the Comptroller of the
Currency is satisfied as herein provided, he shall issue a renewal of
such certificate.

"(f) Should the Comptroller of the Currency find that such foreign
association does not conduct its building and loan business in accord-
ance with law, or that the affairs of such association are in unsafe
condition, or if such foreign association refuses to permit examina-
tion to be made, the Comptroller of the Currency may revoke the
certificate of authority granted, after ninety days' notice, to such
foreign association to do a building and loan business in the District
of Columbia: Provided, That upon revocation of such certificate of
authority the Comptroller of the Currency shall mail a notice thereof
to the home office of such foreign association and cause a similar
notice to be published in at least one daily newspaper of general
circulation in the District of Columbia. After so notifying said home
office and after the publication of said notice, it shall be unlawful for
any agent of such foreign association to receive any further payments
from shareholders residing in the District of Columbia.

"(g) Every foreign association doing a building and loan business
in the District of Columbia shall be subject to the same examination
as are domestic associations and such examination may include exam-
ination of all subsidiaries of such foreign associations and all business
operations wherever apparent: Provided, That the Comptroller of the
Currency may accept reports of examination by other supervisory
agents in lieu of making such examinations and provided that all the
.actual and necessary expense of such examinations of such foreign
associations shall be paid by the association examined if said exami-
nation is made beyond the limits of the District of Columbia, but if
nmade within the limits of the District of Columbia, the cost of the

examination to be at the same rate and upon the same terms as
provided in section 691.

"(h) Whenever any taxes, fines, penalties, fees, licenses, or con-
ditions precedent are imposed by the laws of any State upon building
and loan associations organized or incorporated under the laws of
the District of Columbia, and doing business in the said State, in
excess of the taxes, fines, penalties, fees, licenses, or conditions
precedent imposed by the laws of the District of Columbia upon
foreign associations doing a building and loan business in the Dis-
trict of Columbia, the same taxes, fines, penalties, fees, licenses, or
conditions precedent shall be imposed upon every association incor-
porated under the laws of such State doing, or applying to do, a
building and loan business in the District of Columbia, so long as
such excess taxes, fines, penalties, fees, licenses, or conditions prece-
dent are imposed by such State; and upon the failure of any associa-
tion incorporated under the laws of such State to comply therewith
the Comptroller of the Currency shall revoke the certificate of
authority of such association to do a building and loan business
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shall be commenced, or which shall be issued in or upon any action, 
suit, or proceeding by any court, officer, or magistrate. 
"(d) It shall pay to the collector of taxes the following fees: 
"For filing an application for admission to do business in the Dis-

trict of Columbia, $500; 
"For each certificate of authority and annual renewal thereof, $200. 
"(e) When a foreign association has complied with the provisions 

of paragraph (c) of said section 691—a, and the Comptroller of the 
Currency is satisfied that it is doing or will do its building and loan 
business in the District of Columbia in accordance with the laws of 
the District of Columbia, he may issue his certificate of authority to 
such foreign association to do a building and loan business in the 
District of Columbia. Annually thereafter, if the Comptroller of the 
Currency is satisfied as herein provided, he shall issue a renewal of 
such certificate. 

"(f) Should the Comptroller of the Currency find that such foreign 
association does not conduct its building and loan business in accord-
ance with law, or that the affairs of such association are in unsafe 
condition, or if such foreign association refuses to permit examina-
tion to be made, the Comptroller of the Currency may revoke the 
certificate of authority granted, after ninety days' notice, to such 
foreign association to do a building and loan business in the District 
of Columbia: Provided, That upon revocation of such certificate of 
authority the Comptroller of the Currency shall mail a notice thereof 
to the home office of such foreign association and cause a similar 
notice to be published in at least one daily newspaper of general 
circulation in the District of Columbia. After so notifying said home 
office and after the publication of said notice, it shall be unlawful for 
any agent of such foreign association to receive any further payments 
from shareholders residing in the District of Columbia. 
"(g) Every foreign association doing a building and loan business 

in the District of Columbia shall be subject to the same examination 
as are domestic associations and such examination may include exam-
ination of all subsidiaries of such foreign associations and all business 
operations wherever apparent: Provided, That the Comptroller of the 
Currency may accept reports of examination by other supervisory 
agents in lieu of making such examinations and provided that all the 
actual and necessary expense of such examinations of such foreign 
associations shall be paid by the association examined if said exami-
nation is made beyond the limits of the District of Columbia, but if 
made within the limits of the District of Columbia, the cost of the 
examination to be at the same rate and upon the same terms as 
provided in section 691. 
"(h) Whenever any taxes, fines penalties, fees, licenses, or con-

ditions precedent are imposed by the laws of any State upon building 
and loan associations organized or incorporated under the laws of 
the District of Columbia, and doing business in the said State, in 
excess of the taxes, fines, penalties, fees, licenses' or conditions 
precedent imposed lsy the laws of the District of Columbia upon 
foreign associations doing a building and loan business in the Dis-
trict of Columbia, the same taxes, fines, penalties, fees, licenses, or 
conditions precedent shall be imposed upon every association incor-
porated under the laws of such State doing, or applying to do, a 
building and loan business in the District of Columbia, so long as 
such excess taxes, fines, penalties, fees, licenses, or conditions prece-
dent are imposed by such State; and upon the failure of any associa-
tion incorporated under the laws of such State to comply therewith 
the Comptroller of the Currency shall revoke the certificate of 
authority of such association to do a building and loan business 
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in the District of Columbia or shall refuse to grant such certificate
of authority in the first instance.

"(i) A foreign association which does a building and loan busi-
ness in the District of Columbia without first complying with the
provisions of this chapter, or which willfully violates or fails to
comply with the provisions of laws relating to foreign associations,
shall forfeit and pay not less than $25 or more than $500, to be
recovered by an action in the name of the United States and on
collection paid into the Treasury of the United States."

SEc. 2. All other Acts or parts of Acts inconsistent herewith are
hereby repealed. This Act shall take effect on the date of its
enactment.

Approved, July 18, 1939.

[CHAPTER 323]
AN ACT

Granting annual and sick leave with pay to substitutes in the Postal Service.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
ick United States of America in Congress assembled, That hereafterab- substitutes in the Postal Service shall be rated as employees and each

substitute postal employee in the classified civil service shall be granted
the same rights and benefits with respect to annual and sick leave
that accrue to regular employees in proportion to the time actually

ing employed. Sick leave shall be computed on the basis of illness or
disability incurred during the period of actual employment in the
Postal Service.

on SEC. 2. No substitute shall be entitled to sick leave for an illness
or disability incurred while such substitute is not on active duty
or on annual leave.

W" SEC. 3. In no event shall a substitute employee be granted more
than fifteen days' annual and ten days' sick leave allowed by existing
law to regular employees.

SEC. 4. No substitute shall be entitled to the benefits of this Act
until he has served two thousand four hundred and forty-eight
hours.

be SEC. 5. The Postmaster General is authorized and directed to pre-
scribe such rules and regulations as may be necessary or appropriate
to carry out the provisions of this Act.

Approved, July 18, 1939.

[CHAPTER 324]
JOINT RESOLUTION

July 18, 1939
IS[. . Res. 118 To provide for the establishment and maintenance of the Franklin D. Roosevelt

[Pub. Res., No. 30] Library, and for other purposes.

Franklin D. Roose-
velt Library.

Terms defined.
"Donor."
"Historical mate.

rial."

"Board."

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled,

TITLE I-DEFINITIONS

SEFrION 1. As used in this joint resolution-
(a) The term "donor" means Franklin D. Roosevelt.
(b) The term "historical material" includes books, correspondence,

papers, pamphlets, works of art, models, pictures, photographs, plats,
maps, and other similar material.

(c) The term "Board" means the Trustees of the Franklin D.
Roosevelt Library.
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in the District of Columbia or shall refuse to grant such certificate 
of authority in the first instance. 

"(i i) A foreign association which does a building and loan busi-
ness n the District of Columbia without first complying with the 
provisions of this chapter, or which willfully violates or fails to 
comply with the provisions of laws relating to foreign associations, 
shall forfeit and pay not less than $25 or more than $500, to be 
recovered by an action in the name of the United States and on 
collection paid into the Treasury of the United States." 

SFx). 2. All other Acts or parts of Acts inconsistent herewith are 
hereby repealed. This Act shall take effect on the date of its 
enactment. 
Approved, July 18, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 323] 
AN ACT 

Granting annual and sick leave with pay to substitutes in the Postal Service. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That hereafter 
substitutes in the Postal Service shall be rated as employees and each 
substitute postal employee in the classified civil service shall be granted 
the same rights and benefits with respect to annual and sick leave 
that accrue to regular employees in proportion to the time actually 
employed. Sick leave shall be computed on the basis of illness or 
disability incurred during the period of actual employment in the 
Postal Service. 
SEC. 2. No substitute shall be entitled to sick leave for an illness 

or disability incurred while such substitute is not on active duty 
or on annual leave. 
SEC. 3. In no event shall a substitute employee be granted more 

than fifteen days' annual and ten days' sick leave allowed by existing 
law to regular employees. 
SEC. 4. No substitute shall be entitled to the benefits of this Act 

until he has served two thousand four hundred and forty-eight 
hours. 
SEC. 5. The Postmaster General is authorized and directed to pre-

scribe such rules and regulations as may be necessary or appropriate 
to carry out the provisions of this Act. 
Approved, July 18, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 324] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To provide for the establishment and maintenance of the Franklin D. Roosevelt 
Library, and for other purposes. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, 

TITLE I—DEFINITIONS 

Smarrox 1. As used in this joint resolution--
(a) The term "donor" means Franklin D. Roosevelt. 
(b) The term "historical material" includes books, correspondence, 

papers, pamphlets, works of art, models, pictures, photographs, plats, 
maps, and other similar material. 

(c) The term "Board" means the Trustees of the Franklin D. 
Roosevelt Library. 
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TITLE II-FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT LIBRARY

SEC. 201. The Archivist of the United States is authorized to accept
for and in the name of the United States from the donor, or from such
person or persons as shall be empowered to act for the donor, title to
a tract of land consisting of an area of twelve acres, more or less, of
the Hyde Park estate of the donor and his family, located on the New
York-Albany Post Road, in the town of Hyde Park, Dutchess County,
State of New York; such area to be selected and carved out of the
said estate by the donor and to be utilized as a site for the Franklin D.
Roosevelt Library provided for in this title.

SEC. 202. The Archivist is authorized to permit the Franklin D.
Roosevelt Library, Incorporated, a New York corporation organized
for that purpose, to construct on the area referred to in section 201 of
this title a building, or buildings, to be designated as the Franklin D.
Roosevelt Library, and to landscape the grounds within the said area.
Such project shall be carried out in accordance with plans and specifi-
cations approved by the Archivist. The Federal Works Administra-
tion is authorized to permit the facilities and personnel of the Public
Building Administration to be utilized in the preparation of plans for
and in the construction and equipping of the project: Provided, That
the Franklin D. Roosevelt Library, Incorporated, shall enter into an
arrangement satisfactory to the Secretary of the Treasury to reim-
burse the said Public Building Administration for the costs and
expenses incurred for such purposes, as determined by the Federal
Works Administration.

SEc. 203. Upon the completion of the project authorized in section
202 of this title, the Archivist shall accept for the Franklin D. Roose-
velt Library, as a gift from the donor, such collection of historical
material as shall be donated by the donor. The Archivist may also
acquire for the said Library from other sources, by gift, purchase, or
loan, historical books related to and other historical material con-
temporary with and related to the historical material acquired from
the donor. The historical material acquired under this section shall be
permanently housed in the Franklin D. Roosevelt Library: Provided,
That the Archivist may temporarily remove any of such material from
the said Library when he deems it to be necessary: And provided
further, That the Archivist may dispose of any duplicate printed
material in the said Library by sale or exchange, and, with the
approval of the National Archives Council, may dispose of by sale,
exchange, or otherwise any material in the said Library which appears
to have no permanent value or historical interest. The proceeds of
any sale made under this section shall be paid into the special
account provided for in subsection (d) of section 205 of this title, to
be held, administered, and expended in accordance with the provisions
of that subsection.

SEC. 204. The faith of the United States is pledged that, upon the
construction of the Franklin D. Roosevelt Library and the acquisition
from the donor of the collection of historical material in accordance
with the terms of this title, the United States will provide such funds
as may be necessary for the upkeep of the said Library and the admin-
istrative expenses and costs of operation thereof, including the preser-
vation and care of historical material acquired under this title, so
that the said Library shall be at all times properly maintained.

SEC. 205. (a) A Board to be known as the Trustees of the Franklin
D. Roosevelt Library is hereby established. The Archivist and the
Secretary of the Treasury shall be ex officio members and the
Archivist shall be chairman of the Board. There shall also be five
members of the Board appointed by the President for life, but the
President may remove any such member for cause. Vacancies on the
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TITLE II—FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT LIBRARY 

SEC. 201. The Archivist of the United States is authorized to accept 
for and in the name of the United States from the donor, or from such 
person or persons as shall be empowered to act for the donor, title to 
a tract of land consisting of an area of twelve acres, more or less, of 
the Hyde Park estate of the donor and his family, located on the New 
York-Albany Post Road, in the town of Hyde Park, Dutchess County, 
State of New York; such area to be selected and carved out of the 
said estate by the donor and to be utilized as a site for the Franklin D. 
Roosevelt Library provided for in this title. 
SEC. 202. The Archivist is authorized to permit the Franklin D. 

Roosevelt Library, Incorporated, a New York corporation organized 
for that purpose, to construct on the area referred to in section 201 of 
this title a building, or buildings, to be designated as the Franklin D. 
Roosevelt Library, and to landscape the grounds within the said area. 
Such project shall be carried out in accordance with plans and specifi-
cations approved by the Archivist. The Federal Works Administra-
tion is authorized to permit the facilities and personnel of the Public 
Building Administration to be utilized in the preparation of plans for 
and in the construction and equipping of the project: Provided, That 
the Franklin D. Roosevelt Library, Incorporated, shall enter into an 
arrangement satisfactory to the Secretary of the Treasury to reim-
burse the said Public Building Administration for the costs and 
expenses incurred for such purposes, as determined by the Federal 
Works Administration. 
SEC. 203. Upon the completion of the project authorized in section 

202 of this title, the Archivist shall accept for the Franklin D. Roose-
velt Library, as a gift from the donor, such collection of historical 
material as shall be donated by the donor. The Archivist may also 
acquire for the said Library from other sources, by gift, purchase, or 
loan, historical books related to and other historical material con-
temporary with and related to the historical material acquired from 
the donor. The historical material acquired under this section shall be 
permanently housed in the Franklin D. Roosevelt Library: Provided, 
That the Archivist may temporarily remove any of such material from 
the said Library when he deems it to be necessary: And provided 
further, That the Archivist may dispose of any duplicate printed 
material in the said Library by sale or exchange, and, with the 
approval of the National Archives Council, may dispose .of by sale, 
exchange, or otherwise any material in the said Library which appears 
to have no permanent value or historical interest. The proceeds of 
any sale made under this section shall be paid into the special 
account provided for in subsection (d) of section 205 of this title, to 
be held, administered, and expended in accordance with the provisions 
of that subsection. 
SEC. 204. The faith of the United States is pledged that, upon the 

construction of the Franklin D. Roosevelt Library and the acquisition 
from the donor of the collection of historical material in accordance 
with the terms of this title, the United States will provide such funds 
as may be necessary for the upkeep of the said Library and the admin-
istrative expenses and costs of operation thereof, including the preser-
vation and care of historical material acquired under this title, so 
that the said Library shall be at all times properly maintained. 
SEC. 205. (a) A Board to be known as the Trustees of the Franklin 

D. Roosevelt Library is hereby established. The Archivist and the 
Secretary of the Treasury shall be ex officio members, and the 
Archivist shall be chairman of the Board. There shall also be five 
members of the Board appointed by the President for life., but the 
President may remove any such member for cause. Vacancies on the 
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Board shall be filled by the President. Membership on the Board
shall not be deemed to be an office within the meaning of the Con-
stitution and statutes of the United States.

(b) No compensation shall be paid to the members of the Board
for their services as such members, but they shall be allowed their
necessary expenses incurred in the discharge of their duties under
this title. The certificate of the chairman of the Board shall be
sufficient evidence that the expenses are properly allowable.

(c) The Board is hereby authorized to accept and receive gifts
and bequests of personal property and to hold and administer the
same as trust funds for the benefit of the Franklin D. Roosevelt
Library. The moneys or securities composing trust funds given or
bequeathed to the Board shall be receipted for by the Secretary of
the Treasury who shall invest, reinvest, and retain investments as the
Board may from time to time determine: Provided, however, That
the Board is not authorized to engage in any business nor to exercise
any voting privilege which may be incidental to securities in such
trust funds, nor shall the Secretary of the Treasury make any invest-
ments for the account of the Board which could not lawfully be made
by a trust company in the District of Columbia, except that he may
make any investment directly authorized by the instrument of gift
under which the funds to be invested are derived, and may retain any
investments accepted by the Board.

(d) The income from any trust funds held by the Board, as and
when collected, shall be deposited with the Treasurer of the United
States who shall enter it in a special account to the credit of the
Franklin D. Roosevelt Library and subject to disbursement by the
Archivist, except where otherwise restricted by the instrument of
gift, in the purchase of equipment for the Franklin D. Roosevelt
Library; in the preparation and publication of guides, inventories,
calendars, and textual reproduction of material in the said Library;
and in the purchase under section 203 of this title, of historical
material for the said Library. The Archivist may make sales of any
publications authorized by this section at a price which will cover
their cost and 10 per centum added, and all moneys received from
such sales shall be paid into, administered, and expended as a part of
the special account herein provided for.

(e) Unless otherwise restricted by the instrument of gift, the
Board, by resolution duly adopted, may authorize the Archivist to
use the principal of any gift or bequest made to it for any of the
purposes mentioned in subsection (d) hereof.

(f) The Board shall have all the usual powers of a trustee in
respect to all funds administered by it, but the members of the Board
shall not be personally liable, except for misfeasance. In the admin-
istration of such trust funds the actions of the Board, including any
payments made or authorized to be made by it from such funds, shall
not be subject to review or attack except in an action brought in the
United States District Court for the District of Columbia, which is
hereby given jurisdiction of such suits, for the purpose of enforcing
the provision of any trust accepted by the Board.

SEO. 206. The Commissioner of Public Buildings shall be respon-
sible for the care, maintenance, and protection of the buildings and
grounds of the Franklin D. Roosevelt Library in the same manner
and to the same extent as he is responsible for the National Archives
Building in the District of Columbia. Except as provided in the
preceding sentence, the immediate custody and control of the Franklin
D. Roosevelt Library, and such other buildings, grounds, and equip-
ment as may from time to time become a part thereof, and their
contents shall be vested in the Archivist of the United States, and
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Board shall be filled by the President. Membership on the Board 
shall not be deemed to be an office within the meaning of the Con-
stitution and statutes of the United States. 

(b) No compensation shall be paid to the members of the Board 
for their services as such members, but they shall be allowed their 
necessary expenses incurred in the discharge of their duties under 
this title. The certificate of the chairman of the Board shall be 
sufficient evidence that the expenses are properly allowable. 

(c) The Board is hereby authorized to accept and receive gifts 
and bequests of personal property and to hold and administer the 
same as trust funds for the benefit of the Franklin D. Roosevelt 
Library. The moneys or securities composing trust funds given or 
bequeathed to the Board shall be receipted for by the Secretary of 
the Treasury who shall invest, reinvest, and retain investments as the 
Board may from time to time determine: Provided, however, That 
the Board is not authorized to engage in any business nor to exercise 
any voting privilege which may be incidental to securities in such 
trust funds, nor shall the Secretary of the Treasury make any invest-
ments for the account of the Board which could not lawfully be made 
by a trust company in the District of Columbia, except that he may 
make any investment directly authorized by the instrument of gift 
under which the funds to be invested are derived, and may retain any 
investments accepted by the Board. 

(d) The income from any trust funds held by the Board, as and 
when collected, shall be deposited with the Treasurer of the United 
States who shall enter it in a special account to the credit of the 
Franklin D. Roosevelt Library and subject to disbursement by the 
Archivist, except where otherwise restricted by the instrument of 
gift, in the purchase of equipment for the Franklin D. Roosevelt 
Library; in the preparation and publication of guides, inventories, 
calendars, and textual reproduction of material in the said Library; 
and in the purchase, under section 203 of this title, of historical 
material for the said Library. The Archivist may make sales of any 
publications authorized by this section at a price which will cover 
their cost and 10 per centum added, and all moneys received from 
such sales shall be paid into, administered, and expended as a part of 
the special account herein provided for. 

(e) Unless otherwise restricted by the instrument of gift, the 
Board, by resolution duly adopted, may authorize the Archivist to 
use the principal of any gift or bequest made to it for any of the 
purposes mentioned in subsection (d) hereof. 

(f) The Board shall have all the usual powers of a trustee in 
respect to all funds administered by it, but the members of the Board 
shall not be personally liable, except for misfeasance. In the admin-
istration of such trust funds the actions of the Board, including any 
payments made or authorized to be made by it from such funds7 shall 
not be subject to review or attack except in an action brought m the 
United States District Court for the District of Columbia, which is 
hereby given jurisdiction of such suits, for the purpose of enforcing 
the provision of any trust accepted by the Board. 
SEC. 206. The Commissioner of Public Buildings shall be respon-

sible for the care, maintenance, and protection of the buildings and 
grounds of the Franklin D. Roosevelt Library in the same manner 
and to the same extent as he is responsible for the National Archives 
Building in the District of Columbia. Except as provided in the 
preceding sentence, the immediate custody and control of the Franklin 
D. Roosevelt Library, and such other buildings, grounds, and equip-
ment as may from time to time become a part thereof, and their 
contents shall be vested in the Archivist of the United States, and 
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he is authorized to appoint and prescribe the duties of such officers
and employees, including clerical assistance for the Board, as may
be necessary for the execution of the functions vested in him by
this title.

SEC. 207. The Archivist shall prescribe regulations governing the
arrangement, custody, protection, and use of the historical material
acquired under this title; and, subject to such regulations, such
material shall be available to the public free of charge: Provided,
That the Archivist is authorized to charge and collect, under regula-
tions prescribed by him, a fee not in excess of 25 cents per person
for the privilege of visiting and viewing the exhibit rooms or museum
portion of the said Library; and any funds so derived shall be paid
by the Archivist into the special account provided for in subsection
(d) of section 205 of this title, to be held, administered, and expended
under the provisions of that subsection.

SEC. 208. The Archivist shall make to the Congress, at the begin-
ning of each regular session, a report for the preceding fiscal year
as to the Franklin D. Roosevelt Library. Such report shall include
a detailed statement of all accessions, all dispositions of historical
material, and all receipts and expenditures on account of the said
Library.

SEC. 209. The costs incurred by the Archivist in carrying out
the duties placed upon him by this title, including the expenses of the
members of the Board and the costs of the Board's necessary cler-
ical assistance, shall be paid out of the appropriations for The
National Archives Establishment as other costs and expenses of
The National Archives Establishment are paid; and such sums as
may be necessary for such purposes are hereby authorized to be
appropriated.

TITLE III-FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT RESIDENCE

SEC. 301. The head of any executive department, pursuant to
agreement between him and the donor, may accept for and in the
name of the United States from the donor, or from such person or
persons as shall be empowered to act for the donor, title to any part
or parts of the said Hyde Park estate of the donor and his family
which shall be donated to the United States for use in connection
with any designated function of the Government administered in such
department. The title to any such property may be accepted under
this section notwithstanding that it may be subject to the life estate
of the donor or of any other person or persons now living: Provided,
That during the continuance of any life estate reserved therein no
expense to the United States in connection with the ordinary main-
tenance of the property so acquired shall be incurred: Provided fur-
ther, That the acceptance hereunder by the United States of the
title to property in which any life estate is reserved shall not during
the existence of such life estate exempt the property, except to the
extent provided in section 304 of this title, from taxation by the town
of Hyde Park, Dutchess County, or the State of New York as other
real property in the said town, county, or State is taxed under the
applicable laws relating to taxation of real property.

SEC. 302. Upon the expiration of all life estates reserved in any
property acquired under this title for use in connection with a desig-
nated function of the Government, or, if no life estate is reserved,
immediately upon the acceptance of title thereto, the head of the
department administering the said function shall assume jurisdiction
and control over the property so acquired and administer it for the
purpose designated, subject to the applicable provisions of law.
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he is authorized to appoint and prescribe the duties of such officers 
and employees including clerical assistance for the Board, as may 
be necessary for the execution of the functions vested in him by 
this title. 
SEC. 207. The Archivist shall prescribe regulations governing the 

arrangement, custody, protection, and use of the historical material 
acquired under this title; and, subject to such regulations, such 
material shall be available to the public free of charge: Provided, 
That the Archivist is authorized to charge and collect, under regula-
tions prescribed by him, a fee not in excess of 25 cents per person 
for the privilege of visiting and viewing the exhibit rooms or museum 
portion of the said Library; and any funds so derived shall be paid 
by the Archivist into the special account provided for in subsection 
(d) of section 205 of this title, to be held, administered, and expended 
under the provisions of that subsection. 
SEC. 208. The Archivist shall make to the Congress: at the begin-

ning of each regular session, a report for the preceding fiscal year 
as to the Franklin D. Roosevelt Library. Such report shall include 
a detailed statement of all accessions, all dispositions of historical 
material, and all receipts and expenditures on account of the said 
Library. 
SEC. 209. The costs incurred by the Archivist in carrying out 

the duties placed upon him by this title, including the expenses of the 
members of the Board and the costs of the Board's necessary cler-
ical assistance, shall be paid out of the appropriations for The 
National Archives Establishment as other costs and expenses of 
The National Archives Establishment are paid; and such sums as 
may be necessary for such purposes are hereby authorized to be 
appropriated. 

TITLE III—FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT RESIDENCE 

SEC. 301. The head of any executive department, pursuant to 
agreement between him and the donor, may accept for and in the 
name of the United States from the donor, or from such person or 
persons as shall be empowered to act for the donor, title to any part 
or parts of the said Hyde Park estate of the donor and his family 
which shall be donated to the United States for use in connection 
with any designated function of the Government administered in such 
department. The title to any such property may be accepted under 
this section notwithstanding that it may be subject to the life estate 
of the donor or of any other person or persons now living: Provided, 
That during the continuance of any life estate reserved therein no 
expense to the United States in connection with the ordinary main-
tenance of the property so acquired shall be incurred: Provided fur-
ther, That the acceptance hereunder by, the United States of the 
title to property in which any life estate is reserved shall not during 
the existence of such life estate exempt the property, except to the 
extent provided in section 304 of this title, from taxation by the town 
of Hyde Park, Dutchess County, or the State of New York as other 
real property in the said town, county, or State is taxed under the 
applicable laws relating to taxation of real property. 

EC. 302. Upon the expiration of all life estates reserved in any 
property acquired under this title for use in connection with a desig-
nated function of the Government, or, if no life estate is reserved, 
immediately upon the acceptance of title thereto, the head of the 
department administering the said function shall assume jurisdiction 
and control over the property so acquired and administer it for the 
purpose designated, subject to the applicable provisions of law. 
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Rights reserved by SEC. 303. The right is reserved in the Congress to take such action
and to make such changes, modifications, alterations, and improve-
ments in connection with and upon any property acquired under this
title, during or after the expiration of any life estate reserved therein,
as the Congress shall deem proper and necessary to protect and pre-
serve the same; but neither the improvements so made nor any increase
in the value of the property by reason thereof shall be subject to
taxation during the existence of any life estate reserved in the property.

Approved, July 18, 1939.

[CHAPTER 328]
AN ACT

July 19, 1939
I[. 1109] To amend the Act entitled "An Act to aid the several States in making, or for

[Public, No. 195] having made, certain toll bridges on the system of Federal-aid highways free
bridges, and for other purposes", by providing that funds available under such
Act may be used to match regular and secondary Federal-aid road funds, and
for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Toll brides on Fed- United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act

t0 tat .. entitled "An Act to aid the several States in making, or for having
n23 U. noc. upp. made, certain toll bridges on the system of Federal-aid highways

free bridges, and for other purposes", approved August 14, 1937, is
hereby amended to read as follows:

Lmited raid to, be- "That in the case of each and every State, or political subdivisioncoming free of to er State, political sbvision-
prior to July i,. 1. or subdivisions thereof, which, prior to July 1, 1941, shall have con-

structed or acquired any toll bridges on the approved system of
Federal-aid highways, and which has caused or shall, prior to July
1, 1941, cause any such toll bridge or toll bridges to be made free,

Funds available. the Federal Works Administrator shall be, and he is hereby, author-
ized to pay out of the regular and secondary Federal-aid road funds

Amount. apportioned to such State not to exceed 50 per centum of such
amount as may be approved by the Federal Works Administrator as
the reasonable value or construction cost of any such bridge which-

Proois. ever shall be least: Provided, That no payment of Federal funds
denifnot according shall be made on account of any such bridge which was not con-
to Governmentstand- structed in accordance with plans and specifications which would

ards,etc. meet the standards required by the Secretary of Agriculture at the
time such bridge was constructed, nor on account of any bridge the
construction of which was completed prior to March 3, 1927: And

Maximum allow- provided further, That no such payment shall be made which will
anc. exceed 50 per centum of the reasonable value or cost of the labor

and materials which were actually incorporated in the construction
of such bridge, excluding all costs of rights-of-way, property dam-
ages, and financing costs, whichever, value or cost, shall be least,

se of, by State. and any amount so paid on account of any such bridge from regular
Federal-aid road funds shall be used for matching unobligated
regular Federal-aid road funds available to the State for expendi-
ture in the improvement of highways on the system of Federal-aid
highways, and any amount so paid on account of any such bridge
from secondary Federal-aid road funds shall be used for matching
unobligated secondary Federal-aid road funds available to the State
for expenditure in the improvement of secondary or feeder roads."

52 tat. 636. SEC. 2. That section 10 of the Federal Aid Highway Act of 193823 U. S. C., Supp.
Iv, ch. 2 (note). is hereby amended to read as follows:

Surveys, etc., for "SE 10. With the approval of the Federal Works Administrator
urco on not to exceed 1/2 per centum of the amount apportioned for any

4 Suat. 2  ch .; year to any State under the Federal Highway Act, as amended and
upp.IV, ch. . supplemented, except sections 3 and 23 thereof, shall hereafter be

used with or without State funds for surveys, plans, engineering,
and economic investigations of projects for future construction m
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Szc. 303. The right is reserved in the Congress to take such action 
and to make such changes, modifications, alterations, and improve-
ments in connection with and upon any property acquired under this 
title, during or after the expiration of any life estate reserved therein, 
as the Congress shall deem proper and necessary to protect and pre-
serve the same; but neither the improvements so made nor any increase 
in the value of the property by reason thereof shall be subject to 
taxation during the existence of any life estate reserved in the property. 

Approved, July 18, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 328] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Act entitled "An Act to aid the several States in making, or for 
having made, certain toll bridges on the system of Federal-aid highways free 
bridges, and for other purposes" by providing that funds available under such 
Act may be used to match regular and secondary Federal-aid road funds, and 
for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act 
entitled "An Act to aid the several States in making, or for having 
made, certain toll bridges on the system of Federal-aid highways 
free bridges, and for other purposes", approved August 14, 1937, is 
hereby amended to read as follows: 
"That in the case of each and every State, or political subdivision 

or subdivisions thereof, which, prior to July 1, 1941, shall have con-
structed or acquired any toll bridges on the approved system of 
Federal-aid highways, and which has caused or shall, prior to July 
1, 1941, cause any such toll bridge or toll bridges to be made free, 
the Federal Works Administrator shall be, and he is hereby, author-
ized to pay out of the regular and secondary Federal-aid road funds 
apportioned to such State not to exceed 50 per centum of such 
amount as may be approved by the Federal Works Administrator as 
the reasonable value or construction cost of any such bridge which-
ever shall be least: Provided, That no payment of Federal funds 
shall be made on account of any such bridge which was not con-
structed in accordance with plans and specifications which would 
meet the standards required by the Secretary of Agriculture at the 
time such bridge was constructed, nor on account of any bridge the 
construction of which was completed prior to March 3, 1927: And 
provided further, That no such payment shall be made which will 
exceed 50 per centum of the reasonable value or cost of the labor 
and materials which were actually incorporated in the construction 
of such bridge, excluding all costs of rights-of-way, property dam-
ages, and financing costs, whichever, value or cost, shall be least, 
and any amount so paid on account of any such bridge from regular 
Federal-aid road funds shall be used for matching unobligated 
regular Federal-aid road funds available to the State for expendi-
ture in the improvement of highways on the system of Federal-aid 
highways, and any amount so paid on account of any such bridge 
from secondary Federal-aid road funds shall be used for matching 
unobligated secondary Federal-aid road funds available to the State 
for expenditure in the improvement of secondary or feeder roads." 
SEC. 2. That section 10 of the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1938 

is hereby amended to read as follows: 
"Sac. 10. With the approval of the Federal Works Administrator 

not to exceed 11/2 per centum of the amount apportioned for any 
year to any State under the Federal Highway Act, as amended and 
supplemented, except sections 3 and 23 thereof, shall hereafter be 
used with or without State funds for surveys, plans, engineering, 
and economic investigations of projects for future construction in 
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such State, either on the Federal-aid highway system and
extensions thereof or on secondary or feeder roads or grade-crossing
eliminations."

Approved, July 19, 1939.

[CHAPTER 329]
AN ACT

To restore certain benefits to World War veterans suffering with paralysis, paresis,
or blindness, or who are helpless or bedridden, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of Amrerica in Congress assembled, That on and after
the date of enactment of this Act any World War veteran suffering
from paralysis, paresis, or blindness, or who is helpless or bedridden,
as the result of any disability, and who was in receipt of compensa-
tion therefor on March 19, 1933, may be awarded compensation under
the laws and interpretations governing this class of cases prior to the
enactment of Public Law Numbered 2, Seventy-third Congress, March
20, 1933, subject, however, to the limitations, except as to misconduct
or willful misconduct, contained in sections 27 and 28 of Public Law
Numbered 141, Seventy-third Congress, March 28, 1934, as amended
by section 5 of Public Law Numbered 304, Seventy-fifth Congress,
August 16, 1937: Provided, That the language herein contained shall
not be construed to reduce or discontinue compensation authorized
under the provisions of section 26 of Public Law Numbered 141,
Seventy-third Congress: Provided further, That where a World War
veteran dies or has died from disease or injury, service connection of
which is or would have been reestablished under the provisions of this
Act, his surviving widow, child, or children, if otherwise eligible
thereto, shall be awarded death compensation under Public Law Num-
bered 484, Seventy-third Congress, as amended.

SEC. 2. Payments to veterans restored to the rolls under the pro-
visions of this Act shall be effective the date of enactment of this
Act and payments to widows or children shall be effective the date of
enactment of this Act or the date of filing claim therefor, whichever
is the later.

Approved, July 19, 1939.

[CHAPTER 330]
AN ACT

To amend the Act entitled "An Act for the grading and classification of clerks in
the Foreign Service of the United States of America, and providing compensa-
tion therefor", approved February 23, 1931, as amended.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That paragraph
(n) of section 26 of the Act entitled "An Act for the grading and

classification of clerks in the Foreign Service of the United States
of America, and providing compensation therefor", approved Feb-
ruary 23, 1931, as amended, is amended to read as follows:

"(n) Any diplomatic secretary or consular officer who has been,
or any Foreign Service officer who may hereafter be, promoted from
the classified service to the grade of Ambassador or Minister, or
appointed to a position in the Department of State, shall be entitled
to all the benefits of this section in the same manner and under the
same conditions as Foreign Service officers: Provided, That any officer
now included under the Act of May 24, 1924, and the amendment
thereto of July 3, 1926, shall be entitled to the benefits of this
section: And provided further, That hereafter an Ambassador or
Minister, or a former Ambassador or Minister, or a person appointed
to a position in the Department of State after serving as Ambas-
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such State, either on the Federal-aid highway system and 
extensions thereof or on secondary or feeder roads or grade-crossing 
eliminations." 
Approved, July 19, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 329] 
AN ACT 

To restore certain benefits to World War veterans suffering with paralysis, paresis, 
or blindness, or who are helpless or bedridden, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That on and after 
the date of enactment of this Act any World War veteran suffering 
from paralysis, paresis, or blindness, or who is helpless or bedridden, 
as the result of any disability, and who was in receipt of compensa-
tion therefor on March 19, 1933, may be awarded compensation under 
the laws and interpretations governing this class of cases prior to the 
enactment of Public Law Numbered 2, Seventy-third Congress, March 
20, 1933, subject, however, to the limitations, except as to misconduct 
or willful misconduct, contained in sections 27 and 28 of Public Law 
Numbered 141, Seventy-third Congress, March 28, 1934, as amended 
by section 5 of Public Law Numbered 304, Seventy-fifth Congress, 
August 16, 1937: Provided, That the language herein contained shall 
not be construed to reduce or discontinue compensation authorized 
under the provisions of section 26 of Public Law Numbered 141, 
Seventy-third Congress: Provided further, That where a World War 
veteran dies or has died from disease or injury, service connection of 
which is or would have been reestablished under the provisions of this 
Act, his surviving widow, child, or children, if otherwise eligible 
thereto, shall be awarded death compensation under Public Law Num-
bered 484, Seventy-third Congress, as amended. 
SEC. 2. Payments to veterans restored to the rolls under the pro-

visions of this Act shall be effective the date of enactment of this 
Act and payments to widows or children shall be effective the date of 
enactment of this Act or the date of filing claim therefor, whichever 
is the later. 
Approved, July 19, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 330] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Act entitled "An Act for the grading and classification of clerks in 
the Foreign Service of the United States of America, and providing compensa-
tion therefor", approved February 23, 1931, as amended. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That paragraph 
(n) of section 26 of the Act entitled "An Act for the grading and 
classification of clerks in the Foreign Service of the United States 
of America, and providing compensation therefor", approved Feb-
ruary 23, 1931, as amended, is amended to read as follows: 
"(n) Any diplomatic secretary or consular officer who has been, 

or any Foreign Service officer who may hereafter be, promoted from 
the classified service to the grade of Ambassador or Minister, or 
appointed to a position in the Department of State, shall be entitled 
to all the benefits of this section in the same manner and under the 
same conditions as Foreign Service officers: Provided, That any officer 
now included under the Act of May 24, 1924, and the amendment 
thereto of July 3, 1926, shall be entitled to the benefits of this 
section: And provided further, That hereafter an Ambassador or 
Minister, or a former Ambassador or Minister, or a person appointed 
to a position in the Department of State after serving as Ambas-
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sador, Minister, or Foreign Service officer, who is not otherwise
entitled to an annuity under this section and who shall have served
as such for the period mentioned in the following paragraph (1),
shall nevertheless be entitled to the benefits thereof in the same
manner and under the same conditions as Foreign Service officers, but
subject to the following terms and conditions:

"(1) Any person who has served as Ambassador or Minister, or
a person appointed to a position in the Department of State after
serving as Ambassador, Minister, or Foreign Service officer, con-
tinuously or at different times for an aggregate period of twenty
years or more, in which period may be included any periods of
service in any of the capacities and as provided in paragraph (o)
of this section, may become entitled to the benefits of this section
as hereinafter provided by paying into the Foreign Service retire-
ment and disability fund a special contribution equal to 5 per
centum of his annual salary for each year of such employment sub-
sequent to July 1, 1924, with interest thereon to date of payment
compounded annually at 4 per centum.

"(2) Any Ambassador or Minister, or a person appointed to a
position in the Department of State after serving as Ambassador,
Minister, or Foreign Service officer, who becomes entitled to the
benefits of this section as provided in the preceding paragraph
(1) shall receive an annuity computed in accordance with paragraph
(e) of this section, including the right to voluntary retirement as
provided by paragraph (d) of this section: Provided, however,
That in case any Ambassador or Minister, or a person appointed to
a position in the Department of State after serving as Ambassador,
Minister, or Foreign Service officer, is retired from active service
at less than sixty-five years of age and with at least twenty but less
than thirty years of service, computed in accordance with this sec-
tion, and assuming that he shall have complied with the require-
ments of the law entitling him to such annuity, he shall receive an
annuity computed in accordance with paragraph (d) of this section
on the basis of the total period of service thus computed, including
extra service credits as provided in paragraph (k) of this section,
the fractional part of a month, if any, to be eliminated from such
total period of service; or if he is over sixty-five years of age (unless
he is retained in active service as provided in paragraph (d) of
this section), or not in active service, on the effective date of this
Act such annuity shall begin on the date he complies with all the
requirements of law to entitle him to such annuity."

Approved, July 19, 1939.

[CHAPTER 331]
AN ACT

To provide certain benefits for World War veterans and their dependents, and
for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 of
Public Law Numbered 484, Seventy-third Congress, June 28, 1934, as
amended, is hereby amended to read as follows:

"SEc. 1. (a) The surviving widow, child, or children of any deceased
person who served in the World War before November 12, 1918, or if
the person was serving with the United States military forces in
Russia before April 2, 1920, who, while receiving or entitled to receive
compensation, pension, or retirement pay for 10 per centum disability
or more presumptively or directly incurred in or aggravated by service
in the World War, dies or has died from a disease or disability not
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sador, Minister, or Foreign Service officer, who is not otherwise 
entitled to an annuity under this section and who shall have served 
as such for the period mentioned in the following paragraph (1), 
shall nevertheless be entitled to the benefits thereof in the same 
manner and under the same conditions as Foreign Service officers, but 
subject to the following terms and conditions: 

"(1) Any person who has served as Ambassador or Minister, or 
a person appointed to a position in the Department of State after 
serving as Ambassador, Minister, or Foreign Service officer, con-
tinuously or at different times for an aggregate period of twenty 
years or more, in which period may be included any periods of 
service in any of the capacities and as provided in paragraph (o) 
of this section, may become entitled to the benefits of this section 
as hereinafter provided by paying into the Foreign Service retire-
ment and disability fund a special contribution equal to 5 per 
centum of his annual salary for each year of such employment sub-
sequent to July 1, 1924, with interest thereon to date of payment 
compounded annually at 4 per centum. 

"(2) Any Ambassador or Minister, or a person appointed to a 
position in the Department of State after serving as Ambassador, 
Minister, or Foreign Service officer, who becomes entitled to the 
benefits of this section as provided in the preceding paragraph 
(1) shall receive an annuity computed in accordance with paragraph 
(e) of this section, including the right to voluntary retirement as 
provided by paragraph (d) of this section: Provided, however, 
That in case any Ambassador or Minister, or a person appointed to 
a position in the Department of State after serving as Ambassador, 
Minister, or Foreign Service officer, is retired from active service 
at less than sixty-five years of age and with at least twenty but less 
than thirty years of service, computed in accordance with this sec-
tion, and assuming that he shall have complied with the require-
ments of the law entitling him to such annuity, he shall receive an 
annuity computed in accordance with paragraph (d) of this section 
on the basis of the total period of service thus computed, including 
extra service credits as provided in paragraph (k) of this section, 
the fractional part of a month, if any, to be eliminated from such 
total period of service; or if he is over sixty-five years of age (unless 
he is retained in active service as provided in paragraph (d) of 
this section), or not in active service, on the effective date of this 
Act such annuity shall begin on the date lie complies with all the 
requirements of law to entitle him to such annuity." 
Approved, July 19, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 331] 
AN ACT 

To provide certain benefits for World War veterans and their dependents, and 
for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 of 
Public Law Numbered 484, Seventy-third Congress, June 28, 1934, as 
amended, is hereby amended to read as follows: 

"SEc. 1. (a) The surviving widow, child, or children of any deceased 
person who served in the World War before November 12, 1918, or if 
the person was serving with the United States military forces in 
Russia before April 2, 1920, who, while receiving or entitled to receive 
compensation, pension, or retirement pay for 10 per centum disability 
or more_presumptively or directly incurred in or aggravated by service 
in the World War, dies or has died from a disease or disability not 
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service connected shall, upon filing application and such proofs in the
Veterans' Administration as the Administrator of Veterans' Affairs
may prescribe, be entitled to receive compensation as provided by this
Act.

"(b) The surviving widow, child, or children of any deceased per- Siervicee qualifte

son who served in the World War before November 12, 1918, or if
the person was serving with the United States military forces in
Russia before April 2, 1920, and who was honorably discharged after
having served ninety days or more (or who, having served less than
ninety days, was discharged for disability incurred in the service in
line of duty), who dies or has died from a disease or disability not
service connected and at the time of death had a disability directly,
or presumptively incurred in or aggravated by service in the World
War for which compensation would be payable if 10 per centum or
more in degree, shall, upon filing application and such proofs in the
Veterans' Administration as the Administrator of Veterans' Affairs
may prescribe, be entitled to receive compensation as provided by this
Act.

"(c) Payment of compensation under the provisions of this Act Pymentofompen

shall not be made to any widow without child, or a child, whose annual n;

income exceeds $1,000, or to a widow with a child or children whose
annual income exceeds $2,500. In determining annual income, pay-
ments of war risk term insurance, United States Government life
(converted) insurance, and payments under the World War Adjusted
Compensation Act, as amended (U. S. C., title 38, ch. 11), and the 3 Stat. 121; 49

Adjusted Compensation Payment Act, 1936, as amended, shall not 38 U. S. C. ch. 11;

be considered. Except as provided in section 6 of Public Law Num- SuppIVchs. 11,la.

bered 304, Seventy-fifth Congress, August 16, 1937 (U. S. C., title 0 ts 1 , stap.
38, sec. 472d), compensation authorized by this Act shall not be pay- IV, 472d.
able effective prior to the receipt of application therefor in the Vet- Timeofpayment

erans' Administration; and in no event shall compensation herein
authorized be effective prior to the date of enactment of this Act.".

SEC. 2. Section 2 of Public Law Numbered 484, Seventy-third Con- 8 st. 1. c8§ 51.

gress, as amended (U. S. C., title 38, sec. 504), is hereby amended to
read as follows: Iates of cormpe.a-

"SEC. 2. (a) The monthly rates of compensation shall be as follows: tio,,.
Widow but no child, $30; widow with one child, $38 (with $4 for each
additional child); no widow but one child, $15; no widow but two
children, $22 (equally divided); no widow but three children, $30
(equally divided) (with $3 for each additional child; total amount
to be equally divided).

"(b) The total compensation payable under this section shall not aptioiu; whe

exceed $64. Where such benefits would otherwise exceed $64, the
amount of $64 may be apportioned as the Administrator of Veterans'
Affairs may prescribe."

SEC. 3. Section 4 of Public Law Numbered 484, Seventy-third 48 tt1 C. § 2
Congress, June 28, 1934, as amended (U. S. C., title 38, sec. 506), Supp. iv,5 0so6.

is hereby amended to read as follows:rmination of

"SEC. 4. For the purpose of awarding compensation under the Deeric nntion

provisions of this Act, as amended, service connection of a disability adisability.
at the date of death, and degree thereof where required, may be
determined in any case where a claim has been or is filed by the
widow, child, or children of a deceased World War veteran. Proof Evidence.

of disability at the date of death, and degree thereof where required,
and evidence as to service connection, may be filed at any time after
the date of enactment of this Act or the date of death. Evidence
required in connection with any claim must be submitted in accord-
ance with regulations prescribed by the Administrator of Veterans'
Affairs."
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service connected shall, upon filing application and such proofs in the 
Veterans' Administration as the Administrator of Veterans' Affairs 
may prescribe, be entitled to receive compensation as provided by this 
Act. 

"(b) The surviving widow, child, or children of any deceased per-
son who served in the World War before November 12, 1918, or if 
the person was serving with the United States military forces in 
Russia before April 2, 1920, and who was honorably discharged after 
having served ninety days or more (or who, having served less than 
ninety days, was discharged for disability incurred in the service in 
line of duty), who dies or has died from a disease or disability not 
service connected and at the time of death had a disability directly, 
or presumptively incurred in or aggravated by service in the World 
War for which compensation would be payable if 10 per centum or 
more in degree, shall, upon filing application and such proofs in the 
Veterans' _Administration as the Administrator of Veterans' Affairs 
may prescribe, be entitled to receive compensation as provided by this 
Act. 

"(c) Payment of compensation under the provisions of this Act 
shall not be made to any widow without child, or a child, whose annual 
income exceeds $1,000, or to a widow with a child or children whose 
annual income exceeds $2,500. In determining annual income, pay-
ments of war risk term insurance, United States Government life 
(converted) insurance, and payments under the World War Adjusted 
Compensation Act, as amended (U. S. C., title 38, ch. 11), and the 
Adjusted Compensation Payment Act, 1936, as amended, shall not 
be considered. Except as provided in section 6 of Public Law Num-
bered 304, Seventy-fifth Congress, August 16, 1937 (U. S. C., title 
38, sec. 412d), compensation authorized by this Act shall not be pay-
able effective prior to the receipt of application therefor in the Vet-
erans' Administration; and in no event shall compensation herein 
authorized be effective prior to the date of enactment of this Act." 
SEC. 2. Section 2 of Public Law Nuipbered 484, Seventy-third Con-

gress, as amended (U. S. C., title 38, sec. 504), is hereby amended to 
read as follows: 
"SEC. 2. (a) The monthly rates of compensation shall be as follows: 

Widow but no child, $30; widow with one child, $38 (with $4 for each 
additional child) ; no widow but one child, $15; no widow but two 
children, $22 (equally divided) ; no widow but three children, $30 
(equally divided) (with $3 for each additional child; total amount 
to be equally divided). 
"(b) The total compensation payable under this section shall not 

exceed $64. Where such benefits would otherwise exceed $64, the 
amount of $64 may be apportioned as the Administrator of Veterans' 
Affairs may prescribe." 
SEC. 3. Section 4 of Public Law Numbered 484, Seventy-third 

Congress, June 28, 1934, as amended (U. S. C., title 38, sec. 506), 
is hereby amended to read as follows: 
"SEc. 4. For the purpose of awarding compensation under the 

provisions of this Act, as amended, service connection of a disability 
at the date of death, and degree thereof where required, may be 
determined in any case where a claim has been or is filed by the 
widow, child, or children of a deceased World War veteran. Proof 
of disability at the date of death, and degree thereof where required, 
and, evidence as to service connection, may be filed at any time after 
the date of enactment of this Act or the date of death. Evidence 
required in connection with any claim must be submitted in accord-
ance with regulations prescribed by the Administrator of Veterans' 
Affairs." 
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Hospitalization and
domiciliary care pro-
visions.

Rates of death com-
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Condition.
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Interest rate on
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SEC. 4. In the administration of laws pertaining to veterans,
retired officers, and enlisted men of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps,
and Coast Guard, who served honorably during a war period as
recognized by the Veterans' Administration, shall be, and are,
entitled to hospitalization and domiciliary care in Veterans' Admin-
istration facilities on parity with other war veterans and subject to
those provisions of paragraph VI (A) of Veterans Regulation
Numbered 6 (c), which provide for reduction of monetary benefits
to veterans having neither wife, child, nor dependent parent while
being furnished hospital treatment, institutional, or domiciliary care.

SEC. 5. Effective on the 1st day of the month next following the
.date of enactment of this Act, the rates of death compensation pay-
able under the provisions of existing laws or veterans regulations to
a surviving widow, child, or children, and/or dependent mother or
father now on the rolls or hereafter to be placed on the rolls as the
surviving widow, child, or children, and/or dependent mother or
father of any World War veteran who died as the result of injury
or disease incurred in or aggravated by active military or naval
service in the World War, shall be as follows:

Widow, age under fifty years, $38; widow, age fifty years or over,
$45; widow with one child, $10 additional for such child up to ten
years of age, increased to $15 from age ten (with $8 for each addi-
tional child up to ten years of age, increased to $13 from age ten)
(subject to apportionment regulations); no widow but one child,

$20; no widow but two children, $33 (equally divided); no widow
but three children, $46 (equally divided) (with $8 for each additional
child, total amount to be equally divided); dependent mother or
father, $45 (or both) $25 each. As to the widow, child, or children,
the total compensation payable under this section shall not exceed
$83. The amount of compensation herein authorized shall be paid
in the event the monthly payment of compensation under Veterans
Regulation Numbered 1 (g) and the monthly payment of yearly
renewable term or automatic insurance does not aggregate or exceed
the amount of compensation herein authorized.

As to the surviving widow, child, or children, and/or dependent
mother or father on the rolls on the date of enactment of this Act,
any increased award herein authorized shall be effective from the
date of enactment of this Act and in all other cases, except as pro-
vided in section 6 of Public Law Numbered 304, Seventy-fifth Con-
gress, approved August 16, 1937, effective dates of awards shall be
governed by the provisions of veterans regulations promulgated under
Public Law Numbered 2, Seventy-third Congress, March 20, 1933.

SEC. 6. Subparagraph (k) of paragraph II, part I, of Veterans
Regulation Numbered 1 (a), promulgated under Public Law Num-
bered 2, Seventy-third Congress, March 20, 1933, is hereby amended to
read as follows:

"(k) If the disabled person, as the result of service-incurred dis-
ability, has suffered the anatomical loss or the loss of the use of only
one foot, or one hand, or one eye, the rate of pension provided in
part I, paragraph II (a) to (j), shall be increased by $35 per month."

SEC. 7. On and after the date of enactment of this Act, the rate
of interest charged on any loan secured by a lien on United States
Government life (converted) insurance shall not exceed 5 per centum
per annum.

Approved, July 19, 1939.
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SEC. 4. In the administration of laws pertaining to veterans, 
retired officers, and enlisted men of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, 
and Coast Guard, who served honorably during a war period as 
recognized by the Veterans' Administration, shall be, and are, 
entitled to hospitalization and domiciliary care in Veterans' Admin-
istration facilities on parity with other war veterans and subject to 
those provisions of paragraph VI (A) of Veterans Regulation 
Numbered 6 (c), which provide for reduction of monetary benefits 
to veterans having neither wife, child, nor dependent parent while 
being furnished hospital treatment, institutional, or domiciliary care. 
SEC. 5. Effective on the 1st day of the month next following the 

date of enactment of this Act, the rates of death compensation pay-
able under the provisions of existing laws or veterans regulations to 
a surviving widow, child, or children, and/or dependent mother or 
father now on the rolls or hereafter to be placed on the rolls as the 
surviving widow, child, or children, and/or dependent mother or 
father of any World War veteran who died as the result of injury 
or disease incurred in or aggravated by active military or naval 
service in the World War, shall be as follows: 
Widow, age under fifty years, $38; widow, age fifty years or over, 

$45; widow with one child, $10 additional for such child up to ten 
years of age, increased to $15 from age ten (with $8 for each addi-
tional child up to ten years of age, increased to $13 from age ten) 
(subject to apportionment regulations) ; no widow but one child, 
$20; no widow but two children, $33 (equally divided) ; no widow 
but three children, $46 (equally divided) (with $8 for each additional 
child, total amount to be equally divided): dependent mother or 
father, $45 (or both) $25 each. As to the widow, child, or children, 
the total compensation payable under this section shall not exceed 
$83. The amount of compensation herein authorized shall be paid 
in the event the monthly payment of compensation under Veterans 
Regulation Numbered 1 (g) and the monthly payment of yearly 
renewable term or automatic insurance does not aggregate or exceed 
the amount of compensation herein authorized. 
As to the surviving widow, child, or children, and/or dependent 

mother or father on the rolls on the date of enactment of this Act, 
any increased award herein authorized shall be effective from the 
date of enactment of this Act and in all other cases, except as pro-
vided in section 6 of Public Law Numbered 304, Seventy-fifth Con-
gress, approved August 16, 1937, effective dates of awards shall be 
governed by the provisions of veterans regulations promulgated under 
Public Law Numbered 2, Seventy-third Congress, March 20, 1933. 
SEC. 6. Subparagraph (k) of paragraph II, part I, of Veterans 

Regulation Numbered 1 (a), promulgated under Public Law Num-
bered 2, Seventy-third Congress, March 20, 1933, is hereby amended to 
read as follows: 

"(k) If the disabled person, as the result of service-incurred dis-
ability, has suffered the anatomical loss or the loss of the use of only 
one foot, or one hand, or one eye, the rate of pension provided in 
part I, paragraph II (a) to (j), shall be increased by $35 per month." 

SEc. 7. On and after the date of enactment of this Act, the rate 
of interest charged on any loan secured by a lien on United States 
Government life (converted) insurance shall not exceed 5 per centum 
per annum. 
Approved, July 19, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 334]
AiN A 1 July 20, 1939

To empower the President of the United States to create new national forest units Is. 261

and make additions to existing national forests in the State of Montana. [Public, No. 199]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United States of America in Congress assembled, That the President
of the United States is authorized, in his discretion, to add to existing

national forests, or to include within new national forests, by procla-
mation or Executive order, any unappropriated public lands of the

United States situated in the State of Montana which, in his opinion,

are chiefly valuable for the production of timber or the protection of

watersheds: Provided, That the inclusion of such lands within a

national forest shall be subject to any claim, entry, or appropriation
under the public land laws then valid and subsisting and thereafter

legally maintained.
SEC. 2. All previous Acts and parts of Acts in conflict herewith are

hereby repealed insofar as they apply to the State of Montana.

Approved, July 20, 1939.

[CHAPTER 3351
AN ACT

To authorize an appropriation to meet such expenses as the President, in his

discretion, may deem necessary to enable the United States to cooperate with

the Republic of Panama in completing the construction of a national highway

between Chorrera and Rio Hato, Republic of Panama, for defense purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby

authorized to be appropriated the sum of not to exceed $1,500,000,

to meet such expenses as the President, in his discretion, may deem

necessary to enable the United States to cooperate with the Republic

of Panama in connection with the construction of a highway between

Chorrera and Rio Hato, in the Republic of Panama: Provided, That

the expenditure of such sum shall be subject to the receipt of assur-

ances satisfactory to the President from the Government of the

Republic of Panama of its cooperation in such construction.

Approved, July 20, 1939.

[CHAPTER 3361
AN ACT

To amend the Second Liberty Bond Act, as amended.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Re esentatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 21 of

the Second Liberty Bond Act (49 Stat. 21, as amended; U. S. C.,

Supp. IV, title 31, sec. 757b), is amended by striking out the follow-

ing proviso: "Provided, That the face amount of bonds issued

under the authority of this Act shall not exceed in the aggregate

$30,000,000,000 outstanding at any one time."

Approved, July 20, 1939.

i

[CHAPTER 337]
JOINT RESOLUTION

Consenting to an interstate oil compact to conserve oil and gas.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent of Con-

gress is hereby given to an extension and renewal for a period of two

years from September 1, 1939, of the interstate compact to conserve

oil and gas, executed in the city of Dallas, Texas, the 16th day of

February 1935 by the representatives of the States of Oklahoma,

July 20, 1939
[H. J. Res. 329]

[Pub. Res., No. 31]
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[CHAPTER 334] 
AN ACT July 20, 1939 

To empower the President of the United States to create new national forest units  [S. 26]  
and make additions to existing national forests in the State of Montana. (Public, No. 199] 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the President 
of the United States is authorized, in his discretion, to add to existing 
national forests, or to include within new national forests, by procla-
mation or Executive order, any unappropriated public lands of the 
United States situated in the State of Montana which, in his opinion, 
are chiefly valuable for the production of timber or the protection of 
watersheds: Provided, That the inclusion of such lands within a 
national forest shall be subject to any claim, entry, or appropriation 
under the public land laws then valid and subsisting and thereafter 
legally maintained. 
SEC. 2. All previous Acts and parts of Acts in conflict herewith are 

hereby repealed insofar as they apply to the State of Montana. 
Approved, July 20, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 335] 
AN ACT 

To authorize an appropriation to meet such expenses as the President, in his 
discretion, may deem necessary to enable the United States to cooperate with 
the Republic of Panama in completing the construction of a national highway 
between Chorrera and Rio Hato, Republic of Panama, for defense purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby 
authorized to be appropriated the sum of not to exceed $1,500,000, 
to meet such expenses as the President, in his discretion, may deem 
necessary to enable the United States to cooperate with the Republic 
of Panama in connection with the construction of a highway between 
Chorrera and Rio Hato, in the Republic of Panama: Provided, That 
the expenditure of such sum shall be subject to the receipt of assur-
ances satisfactory to the President from the Government of the 
Republic of Panama of its cooperation in such construction. 
Approved, July 20, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 336] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Second Liberty Bond Act, as amended. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 21 of 
the Second Liberty Bond Act (49 Stat. 21, as amended; U. S. C., 
Supp. IV, title 31, sec. 757b), is amended by striking out the follow-
ing proviso: "Provided, That the face amount of bonds issued 
under the authority of this Act shall not exceed in the aggregate 
$30,000,000,000 outstanding at any one time." 

Approved, July 20, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 337] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Consenting to an interstate oil compact to conserve oil and gas. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent of Con-
gress is hereby given to an extension and renewal for a period of two 
years from September 1, 1939, of the interstate compact to conserve 
oil and gas, executed in the city of Dallas, Texas, the 16th day of 
February 1935 by the representatives of the States of Oklahoma, 
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Texas, California, and New Mexico, and thereafter recommended
for ratification by the representatives of the States of Arkansas,
Colorado, Illinois, Kansas, and Michigan, and subsequently ratified
by the States of New Mexico, Kansas, Oklahoma, Illinois, Colorado,
and Texas, which said compact was deposited in the Department of
State of the United States, and thereafter such compact was, by the
President, presented to the Congress and the Congress gave consent
to such compact by H. J. Res. 407, approved August 27, 1935 (Public

49Stat. 3o. Resolution Numbered 64, Seventy-fourth Congress), and which said
compact was thereafter extended and renewed for a period of two
years from September 1, 1937, by an agreement executed in New
Orleans, Louisiana, the 10th day of May 1937, by the representatives
of the States of Oklahoma, Texas, Kansas, and New Mexico, and
was duly ratified by the States of Oklahoma, Texas, Kansas, New
Mexico, Illinois, and Colorado, and was deposited in the Department
of State of the United States, and thereafter such extended and
renewed compact was, by the President, presented to the Congress
and the Congress gave consent to such extended and renewed com-
pact by S. J. Res. 183, approved August 10, 1937 (Public Resolution

sOstat.617. Numbered 57, Seventy-fifth Congress).
The extended and renewed compact, dated the 5th day of April

1939, duly executed by the representatives of the States of Oklahoma,
Texas, Kansas, New Mexico, Colorado, and Michigan, and duly
authorized and ratified by the said States of Oklahoma, Texas, Kansas,
New Mexico, Colorado, and Michigan, and which extended and
renewed compact has been deposited in the Department of State of

Textofcompact. the United States, reads as follows:

"AN AGREEMENT TO EXTEND THE INTERSTATE COMPACT TO CONSERVE
OIL AND GAS

"Whereas, on the 16th day of February 1935, in the city of Dallas,
Texas, there was executed 'An interstate compact to conserve oil
and gas' which was thereafter formally ratified and approved by
the States of Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico, Illinois, Colorado,
and Kansas, the original of which is now on deposit with the
Department of State of the United States, a true copy of which
follows:

"AN INTERSTATE COMPACT TO CONSERVE OIL AND GAS

"ARTICLE I

"This agreement may become effective within any compacting State
at any time as prescribed by that State, and shall become effective
within those States ratifying it whenever any three of the States of
Texas, Oklahoma, California, Kansas, and New Mexico have ratified
and Congress has given its consent. Any oil-producing State may
become a party hereto as hereinafter provided.

"ARTICLE II

"The purpose of this compact is to conserve oil and gas by the
prevention of physical waste thereof from any cause.

"ARTICLE III

"Each State bound hereby agrees that within a reasonable time it
will enact laws, or if laws have been enacted, then it agrees to con-
tinue the same in force, to accomplish within reasonable limits the
prevention of:

"(a) The operation of any oil well with an inefficient gas-oil ratio.
" (b) The drowning with water of any stratum capable of produc-

ing oil or gas, or both oil and gas in paying quantities.
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49 Stat. 930. 

50 Stat. 617. 

Text of compact. 

Texas, California, and New Mexico, and thereafter recommended 
for ratification by the representatives of the States of Arkansas, 
Colorado' Illinois Kansas, and Michigan, and subsequently ratified 
by the States of New Mexico, Kansas, Oklahoma, Illinois, Colorado, 
and Texas, which said compact was deposited in the Department of 
State of the United States, and thereafter such compact was, by the 
President, presented to the Congress and the Congress gave consent 
to such compact by H. J. Res. 407, approved August 27, 1935 (Public 
Resolution Numbered 64, Seventy-fourth Congress), and which said 
compact was thereafter extended and renewed for a period of two 
years from September 1, 1937, by an agreement executed in New 
Orleans, Louisiana, the 10th day of May 1937, by the representatives 
of the States of Oklahoma, Texas, Kansas, and New Mexico, and 
was duly ratified by the States of Oklahoma, Texas, Kansas New 
Mexico, Illinois, and Colorado, and was deposited in the Department 
of State of the United States, and thereafter such extended and 
renewed compact was, by the President, presented to the Congress 
and the Congress gave consent to such extended and renewed com-
pact by S. J. Res. 183, approved August 10, 1937 (Public Resolution 
Numbered 57, Seventy-fifth Congress). 
The extended and renewed compact, dated the 5th day of April 

1939, duly executed by the representatives of the States of Oklahoma, 
Texas, Kansas, New Mexico, Colorado, and Michigan, and duly 
authorized and ratified by the said States of Oklahoma, Texas, Kansas, 
New Mexico, Colorado, and Michigan, and which extended and 
renewed compact has been deposited in the Department of State of 
the United States, reads as follows: 

"AN AGREEMENT TO EXTEND THE INTERSTATE COMPACT TO CONSERVE 
OIL AND GAS 

"Whereas, on the 16th day of February 1935, in the city of Dallas, 
Texas, there was executed 'An interstate compact to conserve oil 
and gas' which was thereafter formally ratified and approved by 
the States of Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico, Illinois, Colorado, 
and Kansas, the original of which is now on deposit with the 
Department of State of the United States, a true copy of which 
follows: 

"AN INTERSTATE COMPACT TO CONSERVE OIL AND GAS 

"ARTICLE I 

"This agreement may become effective within any compacting State 
at any time as prescribed by that State, and shall become effective 
within those States ratifying it whenever any three of the States of 
Texas, Oklahoma, California, Kansas, and New Mexico have ratified 
and Congress has given its consent. Any. oil-producing State may 
become a party hereto as hereinafter provided. 

"ARTICLE II 

"The purpose of this compact is to conserve oil and gas by the 
prevention of physical waste thereof from any cause. 

"ARTICLE III 

"Each State bound hereby agrees that within a reasonable time it 
will enact laws, or if laws have been enacted, then it agrees to con-
tinue the same in force, to accomplish within reasonable limits the 
prevention of: 

"(a) The operation of any oil well with an inefficient gas-oil ratio. 
"(b) The drowning with water of any stratum capable of produc-

ing oil or gas, or both oil and gas in paying quantities. 
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"(c) The avoidable escape into the open air or the wasteful burn-
ing of gas from a natural-gas well.

"(d) The creation of unnecessary fire hazards.
"(e) The drilling, equipping, locating, spacing, or operating of a

well or wells so as to bring about physical waste of oil or gas or loss
in the ultimate recovery thereof.

"(f) The inefficient, excessive, or improper use of the reservoir
energy in producing any well.

"The enumeration of the foregoing subjects shall not limit the
scope of the authority of any State.

"ARTICLE IV

"Each State bound hereby agrees that it will, within a reasonable
time, enact statutes, or if such statutes have been enacted then that
it will continue the same in force, providing in effect that oil pro-
duced in violation of its valid oil and/or gas-conservation statutes or
any valid rule, order, or regulation promulgated thereunder, shall
be denied access to commerce; and providing for stringent penalties
for the waste of either oil or gas.

c"ARTICLE V

"It is not the purpose of this compact to authorize the States joining
herein to limit the production of oil or gas for the purpose of stabiliz-
ing or fixing the price thereof, or create or perpetuate monopoly, or
to promote regimentation, but is limited to the purpose of conserving
oil and gas and preventing the avoidable waste thereof within reason-
able limitations.

"ARTICLE VI

"Each State joining herein shall appoint one representative to a
commission hereby constituted and designated as 'The Interstate Oil
Compact Commission', the duty of which said Commission shall be
to make inquiry and ascertain from time to time such methods, prac-
tices, circumstances, and conditions as may be disclosed for bringing
about conservation and the prevention of physical waste of oil and
gas, and at such intervals as said Commission deems beneficial it
shall report its findings and recommendations to the several States
for adoption or rejection.

"The Commission shall have power to recommend the coordination
of the exercise of the police powers of the several States within their
several jurisdictions to promote the maximum ultimate recovery from
the petroleum reserves of said States, and to recommend measures for
the maximum ultimate recovery of oil and gas. Said Commission
shall organize and adopt suitable rules and regulations for the con-
duct of its business.

"No action shall be taken by the Commission except: (1) By the
affirmative votes of the majority of the whole number of the compact-
ing States, represented at any meeting, and (2) by a concurring vote
of a majority in interest of the compacting States at said meeting,
such interest to be determined as follows: Such vote of each State
shall be in the decimal proportion fixed by the ratio of its daily aver-
age production during the preceding calendar half-year to the daily
average production of the compacting States during said period.

"ARTICLE VII

"No State by joining herein shall become financially obligated to
any other State, nor shall the breach of the terms hereof by any State
subject such State to financial responsibility to the other States
joining herein.
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"(c) The avoidable escape into the open air or the wasteful burn-
ing of gas from a natural-gas well. 

"(d) The creation of unnecessary fire hazards. 
"(e) The drilling, equipping, locating, spacing, or operating of a 

well or wells so as to bring about physical waste of oil or gas or loss 
in the ultimate recovery thereof. 

"(f) The inefficient, excessive, or improper use of the reservoir 
energy in producing any well. 
"The enumeration of the foregoing subjects shall not limit the 

scope of the authority of any State. 

"ARTICLE IV 

"Each State bound hereby agrees that it will, within a reasonable 
time, enact statutes, or if such statutes have been enacted then that 
it will continue the same in force, providing in effect that oil pro-
duced in violation of its valid oil and/or gas-conservation statutes or 
any valid rule, order, or regulation promulgated thereunder, shall 
be denied access to commerce; and providing for stringent penalties 
for the waste of either oil or gas. 

"ARTICLE V 

"It is not the purpose of this compact to authorize the States joining 
herein to limit the production of oil or gas for the purpose of stabiliz-
ing or fixing the price thereof, or create or perpetuate monopoly,. or 
to promote regimentation, but is limited to the purpose of conserving 
oil and gas and preventing the avoidable waste thereof within reason-
able limitations. 

"ARTICLE VI 

"Each State joining herein shall appoint one representative to a 
commission hereby constituted and designated as 'The Interstate Oil 
Compact Commission', the duty of which said Commission shall be 
to make inquiry and ascertain from time to time such methods, prac-
tices, circumstances, and conditions as may be disclosed for bringing 
about conservation and the prevention of physical waste of oil and 
gas, and at such intervals as said Commission deems beneficial it 
shall report its findings and recommendations to the several States 
for adoption or rejection. 
"The Commission shall have power to recommend the coordination 

of the exercise of the police powers of the several States within their 
several jurisdictions to promote the maximum ultimate recovery from 
the petroleum reserves of said States, and to recommend measures for 
the maximum ultimate recovery of oil and gas. Said Commission 
shall organize and adopt suitable rules and regulations for the con-
duct of its business. 
"No action shall be taken by the Commission except: (1) By the 

affirmative votes of the majority of the whole number of the compact-
ing States, represented at any meeting, and (2) by a concurring vote 
of a majority in interest of the compacting States at said meeting, 
such interest to be determined as follows: Such vote of each State 
shall be in the decimal proportion fixed by the ratio of its daily aver-
age production during the preceding calendar half-year to the daily 
average production of the compacting States during said period. 

"ARTICLE VII 

"No State by joining herein shall become financially obligated to 
any other State, nor shall the breach of the terms hereof by any State 
subject such State to financial responsibility to the other States 
joining herein. 
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"ARTICLE VIII

"This compact shall expire September 1, 1937. But any State join-
ing herein may, upon sixty days' notice, withdraw herefrom.

"The representatives of the signatory States have signed this agree-
ment in a single original which shall be deposited in the archives of
the Department of State of the United States, and a duly certified
copy shall be forwarded to the governor of each of the signatory
States.

"This compact shall become effective when ratified and approved
as provided in article 1. Any oil-producing State may become a
party hereto by affixing its signature to a counterpart to be similarly
deposited, certified, and ratified.

"Done in the city of Dallas, Texas, this 16th day of February 1935."
Whereas said Interstate Compact was heretofore duly renewed and

extended for two years from September 1, 1937, its original expi-
ration date, to September 1, 1939; and,

Whereas it is desired to again extend and renew said Interstate Com-
pact to Conserve Oil and Gas for another period of two years from
September 1, 1939, its present expiration date, to September 1, 1941:
Now therefore, this writing witnesseth:
It is hereby agreed that the said Compact entitled "An Interstate

Compact to Conserve Oil and Gas" executed in the city of Dallas,
Texas, on the 16th day of February 1935, and now on deposit with
the Department of State of the United States, a correct copy of which
appears above, be, and the same hereby is, extended for a period of
two years from September 1, 1939, its present date of expiration, this
agreement to become effective within those States joining herein
when executed by any three of the States of Texas, Oklahoma, Cali-
fornia, Kansas, and New Mexico, and consent thereto is given by
Congress.

The signatory States executed this agreement in a single original
which shall be deposited in the archives of the Department of State
of the United States and a duly certified copy thereof shall be for-
warded to the governor of each of the signatory States.

Executed as of this the 5th day of April 1939 by the several under-
signed States, at their several capitols, through their proper officials
thereunto duly authorized by statutes, resolutions, or proclamations
of the several States.

Rights reserved. SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal the provisions of sec-
tion 1 is hereby expressly reserved.

Approved, July 20, 1939.

[CHAPTER 338]
AN ACTJuly 25, 1939

[. 1155] To provide for probationary appointments of officers in the Regular Army.
[Public, No. 202]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
National D efense United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 23 ofAct, amendment.
41 Stat. 771. the National Defense Act, as amended by the Act of June 4, 1920

(41 Stat. 771), be, and the same is hereby, amended to read as follows:
Probationary ap.o "SEC. 23. ORIGINAL APPOINTMENTS TO BE PROBATIONARY.-The Sec-pointments of officers

in the Regular Amy. retary of War, under such regulations as he may prescribe, may
hereafter revoke the commission of any officer on the active list,
initially commissioned after the date of this Act, who, at the date
of said revocation, has had less than three years of continuous service
as a commissioned officer of the Army, and each officer whose com-
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Rights reserved. 

July 25, 1939 
[8. 1155] 

[Public, No. 2021 

National Defense 
Act, amendment. 

41 Stat. 771. 

Probationary ap-
pointments of officers 
in the Regular Army. 

"ARTICLE VIII 

"This compact shall expire September 1, 1937. But any State join-
ing herein may, upon sixty days' notice, withdraw herefrom. 
"The representatives of the signatory States have signed this agree-

ment in a single original which shall be deposited in the archives of 
the Department of State of the United States, and a duly certified 
copy shall be forwarded to the governor of each of the signatory 
States. 
"This compact shall become effective when ratified and approved 

as provided in article 1. Any oil-producing State may become a 
party hereto by affixing its signature to a counterpart to be similarly 
deposited, certified, and ratified. 
"Done in the city of Dallas, Texas, this 16th day of February 1935." 

Whereas said Interstate Compact was heretofore duly renewed and 
extended for two years from September 1, 1937, its original expi-
ration date, to September 1, 1939; and, 

Whereas it is desired to again extend and renew said Interstate Com-
pact to Conserve Oil and Gas for another period of two years from 
September 1, 1939, its present expiration date, to September 1, 1941: 
Now therefore, this writing witne,sseth: 
It is hereby agreed that the said Compact entitled "An Interstate 

Compact to Conserve Oil and Gas" executed in the city of Dallas, 
Texas, on the 16th day of February 1935, and now on deposit with 
the Department of State of the United States, a correct copy of which 
appears above, be, and the same hereby is, extended for a period of 
two years from September 1, 1939, its present date of expiration, this 
agreement to become effective within those States joining herein 
when executed by any three of the States of Texas, Oklahoma, Cali-
fornia, Kansas, and New Mexico, and consent thereto is given by 
Congress. 
The signatory States executed this agreement in a single original 

which shall be deposited in the archives of the Department of State 
of the United States and a duly, certified copy thereof shall be for-
warded to the governor of each of the signatory States. 
Executed as of this the 5th day of April 1939 by the several under-

signed States, at their several capitols, through their proper officials 
thereunto duly authorized by statutes, resolutions, or proclamations 
of the several States. 
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal the provisions of sec-

tion 1 is hereby expressly reserved. 
Approved, July 20, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 338] 
AN ACT 

To provide for probationary appointments of officers in the Regular Army. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 23 of 
the National Defense Act, as amended by the Act of June 4, 1920 
(41 Stat. 771), be, and the same is hereby, amended to read as follows: 
"SEc. 23. ORIGINAL APPOINTMENTS TO BE PROBATIONARY.—The Sec-

retary of War, under such regulations as he may prescribe, may 
hereafter revoke the commission of any officer on the active list, 
initially commissioned after the date of this Act, who, at the date 
of said revocation, has had less than three years of continuous service 
as a commissioned officer of the Army, and each officer whose com-
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mission is so revoked shall be discharged from the Army: Provided,
That until July 1, 1942, the marriage of an officer shall not be a cause
for revocation of commission but that after that date, under regula-
tions issued pursuant to the authority contained in this Act, mar-
riage may be a cause for revocation of commission only in the event
that the officer marries within one year subsequent to the date of his
original commission."

Approved, July 25, 1939.

[CHAPTER 339]
AN ACT

To authorize the Secretary of War to make contracts, agreements, or other ar-
rangements for the supplying of water to the Golden Gate Bridge and Highway
District.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That power and
authority are hereby granted to the Secretary of War to make and
enter into contracts, agreements, or other arrangements, whereby
the Golden Gate Bridge and Highway District will receive water
through the water-pipe lines on the Military Reservation of the
Presidio of San Francisco, California, for use at the toll plaza of
the Golden Gate Bridge. Such contracts, agreements, or other
arrangements, will be for periods of not more than five years each,
and shall provide that the water received through the Government's
lines shall be metered and delivered at the water mains on the mili-
tary reservation. Water so delivered shall be replaced in kind from
the water mains of the city of San Francisco, California, or other
acceptable source, at the expense of the Golden Gate Bridge and
Highway District, by an equal quantity of water plus 5 per centum
additional to cover wastage. Any expense incident to the extension
and maintenance of the lines or additional equipment necessary to
bring the water to the toll plaza must be met by the Golden Gate
Bridge and Highway District.

Approved, July 25, 1939-

[CHAPTER 340]
AN ACT

To transfer the control and jurisdiction of the Park Field Military Reservation,
Shelby County, Tennessee, from the War Department to the Department of
Agriculture.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the lands
embracing the Park Field Military Reservation, Shelby County,
Tennessee, together with all improvements and equipment thereon,
be, and they are hereby, transferred from the control and jurisdiction
of the War Department to the control and jurisdiction of the
Department of Agriculture.

SEC. 2. The Secretary of Agriculture of the United States is
authorized to supervise, control, and direct the development and
administration of the said lands, improvements, and equipment pur-
suant to the powers, functions, and duties heretofore vested in him
bv Executive Order Numbered 7530 of December 31,1936, as amended
by Executive Order Numbered 7557 of February 19, 1937.

Approved, July 25, 1939.
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mission is so revoked shall be discharged from the Army: Provided, 
That until July 1, 1942, the marriage of an officer shall not be a cause 
for revocation of commission but that after that date, under regula-
tions issued pursuant to the authority contained in this Act, mar-
riage may be a cause for revocation of commission only in the event 
that the officer marries within one year subsequent to the date of his 
original commission." 
Approved, July 25, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 339] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Secretary of War to make contracts, agreements, or other ar-
rangements for the supplying of water to the Golden Gate Bridge and Highway 
District. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That power and 
authority are hereby granted to the Secretary of War to make and 
enter into contracts, agreements, or other arrangements, whereby 
the Golden Gate Bridge and Highway District will receive water 
through the water-pipe lines on the Military Reservation of the 
Presidio of San Francisco, California, for use at the toll plaza of 
the Golden Gate Bridge. Such contracts, agreements, or other 
arrangements, will be for periods of not more than five years each, 
and shall provide that the water received through the Government's 
lines shall be metered and delivered at the water mains on the mili-
tary reservation. Water so delivered shall be replaced in kind from 
the water mains of the city of San Francisco, California, or other 
acceptable source, at the expense of the Golden Gate Bridge and 
Highway District, by an equal quantity of water plus 5 per centum 
additional to cover wastage. Any expense incident to the extension 
and maintenance of the lines or additional equipment necessary to 
bring the water to the toll plaza must be met by the Golden Crate 
Bridge and Highway District. 
Approved, July 25, 1939-

[CHAPTER 340] 
AN ACT 

To transfer the control and jurisdiction of the Park Field Military Reservation, 
Shelby County, Tennessee, from the War Department to the Department of 
Agriculture. 

,Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
linited States of America in Congress assembled, That the lands 
embracing the Park Field Military Reservation, Shelby County, 
Tennessee, together with all improvements and equipment thereon, 
be, and they are hereby, transferred from the control and jurisdiction 
of the War Department to the control and jurisdiction of the 
Department of Agriculture. 

Szo. 2. The Secretary of Agriculture of the United States is 
authorized to supervise, control, and direct the development and 
administration of the said lands, improvements, and equipment pur-
suant to the powers, functions, and duties heretofore vested in him 
by Executive Order Numbered 7530 of December 31, 1936, as amended 
by Executive Order Numbered 7557 of February 19, 1937. 
Approved, July 25, 1939. 
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July 25, 1939
[H. R. 5523]

[Public, No. 205]

[53 STAT.

[CHAPTER 341]
AN ACT

Authorizing the States of Minnesota and Wisconsin to construct, maintain, and
operate a free highway bridge across the Saint Croix River at or near Osceola,
Wisconsin, and Chisago County, Minnesota.

a

IE

July 25, 1939
[H. R. 5785]

[Public, No. 206]

Pearl River.
Bridge authorized

across, at Georgetown,
Miss.

34 Stat. 84.
3:3 US. C. §§ 491-

498.

Amendment.

July 25, 1939
[I. R. 5786]

[Public, No. 207]

Pearl River.
Bridge authorized

across, at Ratliffs
Ferry, Miss.

AN ACT
Granting the consent of Congress to the State of Mississippi to construct, main-

tain, and operate a free highway bridge across Pearl River at or near George-
town, Mississippi ..

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent
of Congress is hereby granted to the State of Mississippi to construct,
maintain, and operate a free highway bridge and approaches thereto,
across Pearl River at or near Georgetown, Mississippi, in accordance
with the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the
construction of bridges over navigable waters" approved March 23,
1906, and subject to the conditions and limitations contained in
this Act.

SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, July 25, 1939.

[CHAPTER 343]
AN ACT

Granting the consent of Congress to the State of Mississippi or Madison County,
Mississippi, to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge across
Pearl River at or near Ratliffs Ferry in Madison County, Mississippi.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That
the consent of Congress is hereby granted to the State of Mississippi
or Madison County, Mississippi, to construct, maintain, and operate

1076

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Saint Croix River. United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order toBridge authorized

cross, at Osceola, facilitate interstate commerce, improve the postal service, and pro-
is.5 vide for military and other purposes, the States of Wisconsin and

Minnesota be, and are hereby, authorized to construct, maintain, and
operate a free highway bridge and approaches thereto across the
Saint Croix River, at a point suitable to the interests of navigation,
at or near Osceola in accordance with the provisions of the Act
entitled "An Act to regulate the construction of bridges over navi-

34 Stat. 84. gable waters", approved March 23, 1906, and subject to the conditions
33U.S.C. §491-498. and limitations contained in this Act.
Acquisition of real SEC. 2. There is hereby conferred upon the States of Minnesota

tate,etc. and Wisconsin all such rights and powers to enter upon lands and
to acquire, condemn, occupy, possess, and use real estate and other
property needed for the location, construction, operation, and main-
tenance of such bridge and its approaches as are possessed by rail-
road corporations for railroad purposes or by bridge corporations for
bridge purposes in the State in which real estate or other property
is situated, upon making just compensation therefor, to be ascertained
and paid according to the laws of such State, and the proceedings
therefor shall be the same as in the condemnation or expropriation of
property for public purposes in such State.

Amendment. SEC. 3. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved

Approved, July 25, 1939.

[CHAPTER 342]

1076 
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[CHAPTER 341] 
AN ACT 

Authorizing the States of Minnesota and Wisconsin to construct, maintain, and 
operate a free highway bridge across the Saint Croix River at or near Osceola, 
Wisconsin, and Chisago County, Minnesota. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to 
facilitate interstate commerce, improve the postal service, and pro-
vide for military and other purposes, the States of Wisconsin and 
Minnesota be, and are hereby, authorized to construct, maintain, and 
operate a free highway bridge and approaches thereto across the 
Saint Croix River, at a point suitable to the interests of navigation, 
at or near Osceola in accordance with the provisions of the Act 
entitled "An Act to regulate the construction of bridges over navi-
gable waters", approved March 23, 1906, and subject to the conditions 
and limitations contained in this Act. 
SEC. 2. There is hereby conferred upon the States of Minnesota 

and Wisconsin all such rights and powers to enter upon lands and 
to acquire, condemn, occupy, possess, and use real estate and other 
property needed for the location, construction, operation, and main-
tenance of such bridge and its approaches as are possessed by rail-
road corporations for railroad purposes or by bridge corporations for 
bridge purposes in the State in which real estate or other property 
is situated, upon making just compensation therefor, to be ascertained 
and paid according to the laws of such State, and the proceedings 
therefor shall be the same as in the condemnation or expropriation of 
property for public purposes in such State. 

SEc. 3. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 
expressly reserved. 
Approved, July 25, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 342] 
AN ACT 

Granting the consent of Congress to the State of Mississippi to construct, main-
tain, and operate a free highway bridge across Pearl River at or near George-
town, Mississippi. • 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent 
of Congress is hereby granted to the State of Mississippi to construct, 
maintain, and operate a free highway bridge and approaches thereto, 
across Pearl River at or near Georgetown, Mississippi, in accordance 
with the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the 
construction of bridges over navigable waters"2 approved March 23, 
1906, and subject to the conditions and limitations contained in 
this Act. 
Sw. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, July 25, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 343] 
AN ACT 

Granting the consent of Congress to the State of Mississippi or Madison County, 
Mississippi, to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge across 
Pearl River at or near Ratlills Ferry in Madison County, Mississippi. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives 
of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That 
the consent of Congress is hereby granted to the State of Mississippi 
or Madison County, Mississippi, to construct, maintain, and operate 
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a free highway bridge and approaches thereto across Pearl River,
at a point suitable to the interests of navigation, at or near Ratliffs
Ferry in Madison County, Mississippi, in accordance with the pro-
visions of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the construction of
bridges over navigable waters", approved March 23, 1906, and subject
to the conditions and limitations contained in this Act.

SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, July 25, 1939.

[CHAPTER 344]
AN ACT

To extend the times for commencing and completing the construction of a bridge
across the Mississippi River at or near a point between Morgan and Wash
Streets in the city of Saint Louis, Missouri, and a point opposite thereto in the
city of East Saint Louis, Illinois.

1077

34 Stat. 84.
33 U. S. C. §§ 491-

498.
Amendment.

July 25, 1939
[H. R. 5963]

[Public, No. 208]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the times for MississippiRiver.Time extended for

commencing and completing the construction of a bridge across the bridging, Saint Louis,

Mississippi River, at or near a point between Morgan and Wash Louis,tI East Saint

Streets in the city of Saint Louis, Missouri, and a point opposite
thereto in the city of East Saint Louis, Illinois, authorized to be
built by the city of East Saint Louis, Illinois, by an Act of Congress
approved May 3, 1934, and heretofore extended by Acts of Congress 45 Stat. 661; 49 Stat.

536, 124: 30 Stat. 244:

approved August 5, 1935, May 1, 1936, June 2, 1937, and June 29, 52 Stat. 1228.

1938, are hereby further extended one and three years, respectively,
from May 3, 1939.

SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby Amendment.

expressly reserved.
Approved, July 25, 1939.

[CHAPTER 345]
AN ACT

To extend the times for commencing and completing the construction of a bridge
across the Mississippi River between Saint Louis, Missouri, and Stites, Illinois.

July 25, 1939
111. It. .'i961

[ 'ullic, 'N. 'a3i

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the times for lftssiiexPtenit
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge across the bridging, Saint

Mississippi River, at or near a point on Broadway between Florida o tites

and Mullanphy Streets in the city of Saint Louis, Missouri, and
a point opposite thereto, in the town of Stites, in the county of Saint
Clair, State of Illinois, and connecting with Saint Clair Avenue
extended, in said town, authorized to be built by the county of Saint

49 Stat. Io57

Clair, Illinois, by an Act of Congress approved August 30, 1935, 50 siat 251;

heretofore extended by Acts of Congress approved May 1, 1936, June 1227.

9, 1937, and June 29, 1938 are hereby further extended one and three
years, respectively, from August 30, 1939.

SEc. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby Amendment.

expressly reserved.
Approved, July 25, 1939.

is er.
ed for
LouiO,
Ill.

. 2 t.
2 St t.
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a free highway bridge and approaches thereto across Pearl River, 
at a point suitable to the interests of navigation, at or near Ratliffs 
Ferry in Madison County, Mississippi, in accordance with the pro-
visions of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the construction of 
bridges over navigable waters", approved March 23, 1906, and subject 
to the conditions and limitations contained in this Act. 
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, July 25, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 344] 
AN ACT 

To extend the times for commencing and completing the construction of a bridge 
across the Mississippi River at or near a point between Morgan and Wash 
Streets in the city of Saint Louis, Missouri, and a point opposite thereto in the 
city of East Saint Louis, Illinois. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the times for 
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge across the 
Mississippi River, at or near a point between Morgan and Wash 
Streets in the city of Saint Louis, Missouri, and a point opposite 
thereto in the city of East Saint Louis, Illinois, authorized to be 
built by the city of East Saint Louis, Illinois, by an Act of Congress 
approved May 3, 1934, and heretofore extended by Acts of Congress 
approved August 5, 1935, May 1, 1936, June 2, 1937, and June 29, 
1938, are hereby further extended one and three years, respectively, 
from May 3, 1939. 
SEC, 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, July 25, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 345] 
AN ACT 

To extend the times for commencing and completing the construction of a bridge 
across the Mississippi River between Saint Louis, Missouri, and Stites, Illinois. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That the times for 
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge across the 
Mississippi River, at or near a point on Broadway between Florida 
and .Mullanphy Streets in the city of Saint Louis, Missouri, and 
a point opposite thereto, in the town of Stites, in the county of Saint 
Clair, State of Illinois, and connecting with Saint Clair Avenue 
extended, in said town, authorized to be built by the county of Saint 
Clair, Illinois, by an Act of Congress approved August 30, 1935, 
heretofore extended by Acts of Congress approved May 1, 1936, June 
9, 1937, and June 29, 1938, are hereby further extended one and three 
years, respectively, from August 30, 1939. 
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, July 25, 1939. 
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bridging, Saint Lou. 
Mo., to Stites, 111. 

49 Stat. 1057. 1253; 
50 Stat. 251; 52 Stat. 
1227. 

Amendment. 
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July 25, 1939
[H. R. 5984]

[Public, No. 210]

Monongahela River.
Bridges authorized

across, in Allegheny
Co., Pa.

Dravosburg to Mc-
Keesport.

Rankin to Whit-
aker.

34 Stat. 84.
33 U. . C. . 491-

498.
Amendment.
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[CHAPTER 346]
AN ACT

[53 STAT.

Granting the consent of Congress to the county of Allegheny, Pennsylvania, to
construct, maintain, and operate free highway bridges across the Monongahela
River, in Allegheny County, State of Pennsylvania.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent
of Congress is hereby granted to the county of Allegheny, Pennsyl-
vania, its successors and assigns, to construct, maintain, and operate
free highway bridges and approaches thereto-

(a) Across the Monongahela River, at a point suitable to the
interests of navigation, from Dravosburg, Pennsylvania, to a terminus
at or near the dividing line between the city of McKeesport and the
borough of Glassport, Pennsylvania, to replace the existing Dravos-
burg Bridge from Dravosburg to McKeesport, Pennsylvania.

(b) Across the Monongahela River, at a point suitable to the
interests of navigation, from the borough of Rankin, Pennsylvania,
to the borough of Whitaker, Pennsylvania, to replace the existing
Rankin Bridge, all in accordance with the provisions of the Act
entitled "An Act to regulate the construction of bridges over navigable
waters", approved March 23, 1906, and subject to the conditions and
limitations contained in this Act.

SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, July 25, 1939.

[CHAPTER 347]
AN ACT

July 25, 1939
IH. R. 605] To authorize the Secretary of the Navy to accept on behalf of the United States

(Public, No. 211] certain land in the city of Seattle, King County, Washington, with improvements
thereon.

Seattle, Wash.
Acceptance of cer-

tain land with im-
provements thereon
from, authorized.

Use.
Provisos.
No Federal expense.

Conditions of ac-
ceptance.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Navy is hereby authorized on behalf of the United States to
accept from the city of Seattle and county of King, Washington, a
site free from all encumbrances, the title in fee simple, together with
the improvements, rights, privileges, and appurtenances belonging
thereto, including an armory building constructed or to be con-
structed thereon in accordance with plans to be approved by the
Secretary of the Navy, for use of the United States Naval and Marine
Corps Reserve: Provided, That the acquisition of said land shall be
without cost to the United States, and that the grading and land-
scaping of said land and the construction and completion of said
armory building thereon shall not entail any obligation against
appropriations of the Navy Department or relief funds apportioned
to it: Provided further That the acceptance by the Secretary of the
Navy shall not be made until the grading and landscaping of the
said land and the construction of said armory building are
satisfactorily completed.

Approved, July 25, 1939.
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[CHAPTER 346] 
AN ACT 

Granting the consent of Congress to the county of Allegheny, Pennsylvania, to 
construct, maintain, and operate free highway bridges across the Monongahela 
River, in Allegheny County, State of Pennsylvania. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent 
of Congress is hereby granted to the county of Allegheny, Pennsyl-
vania, its successors and assigns, to construct, maintain, and operate 
free highway bridges and approaches thereto— 

(a) Across the Monongahela River, at a point suitable to the 
interests of navigation, from Dravosburg, Pennsylvania, to a terminus 
at or near the dividing line between the city of McKeesport and the 
borough of Glassport, Pennsylvania to replace the existing Dravos-
burg Bridge from Dravosburg to McKeesport, Pennsylvania. 

(b) Across the Monongahela River, at a point suitable to the 
interests of navigation from the borough of Rankin, Pennsylvania, 
to the borough of Whitaker, Pennsylvania to replace the existing 
Rankin Bridge, all in accordance w ith the provisions of the Act 
entitled "An Act to regulate the construction of bridges over navigable 
waters", approved March 23, 1906, and subject to the conditions and 
limitations contained in this Act. 
Sm. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, July 25, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 347] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Secretary of the Navy to accept on behalf of the United States 
certain land in the city of Seattle, King County, Washington, with improvements 
thereon. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Navy is hereby authorized on behalf of the United States to 
accept from the city of Seattle and county of King, Washington, a 
site free from all encumbrances, the title in fee simple, together w ith 
the improvements, rights, privileges, and appurtenances belonging 
thereto, including an armory building constructed or to be con-
structed thereon in accordance with plans to be approved by the 
Secretary of the Navy, for use of the United States Naval and Marine 
Corps Reserve: Provided, That the acquisition of said land shall be 
without cost to the United States, and that the grading and land-
scaping of said land and the construction and completion of said 
armory building thereon shall not entail any obligation against 
appropriations of the Navy Department or relief funds apportioned 
to it: Provided further, That the acceptance by the Secretary of the 
Navy shall not be made until the grading and landscaping of the 
said land and the construction of said armory building are 
satisfactorily completed. 
Approved, July 25, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 348]
AN ACT

1079

July 25, 1939
To authorize major overhauls for certain naval vessels, to authorize the aequisi- [H. R. 616s]

tion of two motor vessels for the Navy, and for other purposes. [Public, No. 212]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That for the pur-
pose of effecting major overhauls of the United States ships Ten-
nessee, California, Colorado, Maryland, and West Virginia altera-
tions and repairs to such vessels are hereby authorized and expendi-
tures therefor shall not be limited by the provisions of the Act
approved July 18, 1935 (49 Stat. 482; 5 U. S. C. 468a), but the total
cost of such alterations and repairs shall not exceed $6,660,000 for all
five vessels, in addition to $450,000 per vessel for each period of
eighteen consecutive months.

SEC. 2. The President is hereby authorized to acquire two motor
vessels from the Maritime Commission and to convert them for use
by the Navy at a total cost of such acquisition and conversion of not
more than $2,500,000.

Approved, July 25, 1939.

[CHAPTER 349]
AN ACT

To amend section 5 of the Act of April 3, 1939 (Public, Numbered 18, Seventy-
sixth Congress).

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 5 of
the Act approved April 3, 1939 (Public, Numbered 18, Seventy-sixth
Congress), is hereby amended by inserting after the comma in line 5
of the final proviso of that section the expression "other than for
service with the Civilian Conservation Corps,".

Approved, July 25, 1939.

[CHAPTER 350]
AN ACT

Granting the consent of Congress to the Arkansas State Highway Commission to
construct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge across the Black River
at or near the town of Black Rock, Arkansas.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent
of Congress is hereby granted to the Arkansas State Highway Com-
mission to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge
and approaches thereto across the Black River, at a point suitable
to the interests of navigation, at or near the town of Black Rock,
Arkansas, in accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled "An
Act to regulate the construction of bridges over navigable waters",
approved March 23, 1906, and subject to the conditions and
limitations contained in this Act.

SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, July 25, 1939.
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[CHAPTER 348] 
AN ACT 

To authorize major overhauls for certain naval vessels, to authorize the acquisi-
tion of two motor vessels for the Navy, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That for the pur-
pose of effecting major overhauls of the United States ships Ten-
nessee, California, Colorado, Maryland, and West Virginia altera-
tions and repairs to such vessels are hereby authorized and expendi-
tures therefor shall not be limited by the provisions of the Act 
approved July 18, 1935 (49 Stat. 482; 5 U. S. C. 468a), but the total 
cost of such alterations and repairs shall not exceed $6,660,000 for all 
five vessels, in addition to $450,000 per vessel for each period of 
eighteen consecutive months. 
SEC. 2. The President is hereby authorized to acquire two motor 

vessels from the Maritime Commission and to convert them for use 
by the Navy at a total cost of such acquisition and conversion of not 
more than $2,500,000. 
Approved, July 25, 1939. 

July 25, 1939 
Ill. R. 6065] 

[Public, No. 212] 

Navy. 
Removal of certain 

cost limitations for 
overhauls of desig-
nated vessels. 

49 Stat. 482. 
5 U. S. C., Supp. 

IV, § 463a. 
Totalcost,limitation. 

Acquisition and con-
version of two motor 
vessels. 
Poet, p. 1322. 

[CHAPTER 349] 
AN ACT 

July 25, 1939 
To amend section 5 of the Act of April 3, 1939 (Public, Numbered 18, Seventy-  [H. R. 6070]  

sixth Congress). [Public, No. 213] 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 5 of 

the Act approved April 3, 1939 (Public, Numbered 18, Seventy-sixth i Congress), s hereby amended by inserting after the comma in line 5 

of the final proviso of that section the expression "other than for 
service with the Civilian Conservation Corps,". 
Approved, July 25, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 350] 
AN ACT 

Granting the consent of Congress to the Arkansas State Highway Commission to 
construct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge across the Black River 
at or near the town of Black Rock, Arkansas. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent 
of. Congress is hereby granted to the Arkansas State Highway Com-
mission to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge 
and approaches thereto across the Black River, at a point suitable 
to the interests of navigation, at or near the town of Black Rock, 
Arkansas, in accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled "An 
Act to regulate the construction of bridges over navigable waters", 
approved March 23, 1906, and subject to the conditions and 
limitations contained in this Act. 
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, July 25, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 351]
July 25, 1939
[H. R. 6111]

[Public, No. 215]

Red River.
Time extended for

bridging, Walsh Co.,
N. Dak., to Mar-
shall Co., Minn.

Location.

52 Stat. 763.

Amendment.

July 25, 1939
[H. R. 6205]
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AN ACT
To extend the times for commencing and completing the construction of a bridge

across the Red River at or near a point suitable to the interests of navigation,
from a point in Walsh County, North Dakota, at or near the terminus of North
Dakota State Highway Numbered 17.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the times for
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge across the
Red River, at or near a point suitable to the interests of navigation
from a point in Walsh County, North Dakota, at or near the ter-
minus of North Dakota State Highway Numbered 17, such point
being located near the dividing line between sections 18 and 19, town-
ship 157 north, range 51 west, fourth principal meridian, to a point
in Marshall County, Minnesota, located near the dividing line between
sections 17 and 20, township 157 north, range 50 west, fourth prin-
cipal meridian, authorized to be built by the North Dakota State
Highway Department and the Department of Highways of the State
of Minnesota, by an Act of Congress approved June 16, 1938, are
hereby extended one and three years, respectively, from June 16, 1939.

SEO. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, July 25, 1939.

[CHAPTER 352]
AN ACT

To provide for additional clerk hire in the House of Representatives, and for other
purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the joint
resolution entitled "Joint resolution providing for pay to clerks to
Members of Congress and Delegates', approved January 25, 1923
(U. S. C., title 2, sec. 92), is amended by striking out "to one or two
persons" and inserting in lieu thereof "to one, two, or three persons".

SEO. 2. Section 1 of the Legislative Pay Act of 1929 (U. S. C., title
2, sec. 60 (a)), is amended by adding two new paragraphs under
the caption "Clerical Assistance to Senators" as follows:

"Ninety-six additional clerks at $1,800 each, one for each Senator,
in lieu of the assistant clerks now authorized by S. Res. 144, agreed
to August 15, 1935, which resolution is hereby repealed as of January
1, 1940.

"Each Senator shall have one additional clerk at $1,500 per annum,
and in addition thereto each Senator from any State which has a
population of three million or more inhabitants shall be entitled, in
addition to the one clerical assistant provided for in this paragraph,
to one additional clerk at the rate of $1,500 per annum."

SEC. 3. Section 2 of the Legislative Pay Act of 1929 (U. S. C.,
title 2, sec. 60 (b)) is amended to read as follows:

"SEc. 2. The clerk hire of each Member, Delegate, and Resident
Commissioner shall be at the rate of $6,500 per annum and shall
be paid in accordance with the joint resolution of January 25, 1923,
as amended: Provided, That no person shall receive a salary from
such clerk hire at a rate in excess of $3,900 per annum."

SEC. 4. This Act shall become effective on January 1, 1940.
Approved, July 25, 1939.

[53 STAT.
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across the Red River at or near a point suitable to the interests of navigation, 
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Dakota State Highway Numbered 17. 
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[CHAPTER 351] 

Red River. 
Time extended for 

bridging, Walsh Co., 
N. Dak., to Mar-
shall Co., Minn. 

Location. 

52 Stat. 763. 

Amendment. 

July 25, 1939 
[H. R. 6205] 

[Public, No. 216] 

Congressional em-
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Additional clerk 
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Congress, etc. 
42 Stat. 1217. 
2 U. S. C. § 92. 
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Legislative Pay Act 
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2 U. S. C. § 60a, 

Sup). IV, § 60a. 
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48 Stat. 38. 
2 U. S. C. § 60b. 
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42 Stat. 1217. 
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Proviso. 
Maximum salary. 

Effective date. 

AN ACT 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the times for 
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge across the 
Red River, at or near a point suitable to the interests of navigation 
from a point in Walsh County, North Dakota, at or near the ter-
minus of North Dakota State Highway Numbered 17, such point 
being located near the dividing line between sections 18 and 19, town-
ship 157 north, range 51 west, fourth principal meridian, to a point 
in Marshall County, Minnesota, located near the dividing line between 
sections 17 and 20, township 157 north, range 50 west, fourth prin-
cipal meridian, authorized to be built by the North Dakota State 
Highway Department and the Department of Highways of the State 
of Minnesota, by an Act of Congress approved June 16, 1938, are 
hereby extended one and three years, respectively, from June 16, 1939. 
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, July 25, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 352] 
AN ACT 

To provide for additional clerk hire in the House of Representatives, and for other 
purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the joint 
resolution entitled "Joint resolution providing for pay to clerks to 
Members of Congress and Delegates", approved January 25, 1923 
(U. S. C., title 2, sec. 92), is amended by striking out "to one or two 
persons" and inserting in lieu thereof "to one, two, or three persons". 
SEC. 2. Section 1 of the Legislative Pay Act of 1929 (U. S. C., title 

2, sec. 60 (a)), is amended by adding two new paragraphs under 
the caption "Clerical Assistance to Senators", as follows: 

"Ninety-six additional clerks at $1,800 each, one for each Senator, 
in lieu of the assistant clerks now authorized by S. Res. 144, agreed 
to August 15, 1935, which resolution is hereby repealed as of January 
1, 1940. 
"Each Senator shall have one additional clerk at $1,500 per annum, 

and in addition thereto each Senator from any State which has a 
population of three million or more inhabitants shall be entitled, in 
addition to the one clerical assistant provided for in this paragraph, 
to one additional clerk at the rate of $1,500 per annum." 
SEC. 3. Section 2 of the Legislative Pay Act of 1929 (U. S. C., 

title 2, sec. 60 (b)) is amended to read as follows: 
"SEc. 2. The clerk hire of each Member, Delegate, and Resident 

Commissioner shall be at the rate of $6,500 per annum and shall 
be paid in accordance with the joint resolution of January 25, 1923, 
as amended: Provided, That no person shall receive a salary from 
such clerk hire at a rate in excess of $3,900 per annum." 
SEC. 4. This Act shall become effective on January 1, 1940. 
Approved, July 25, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 353]
AN ACT

Granting the consent of Congress to the State of Minnesota or the Minnesota [H. R. 65021
Department of Highways to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway [Public, No. 2171
bridge across the Mississippi River at or near Little Falls, Minnesota.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent Mississippi River.

Bridge authorizedof Congress is hereby granted to the State of Minnesota or the across, at Little Falls,
Minnesota Department of Highways to construct, maintain, and Minn.
operate a free highway bridge and approaches thereto across the
Mississippi River, at a point suitable to the interests of navigation,
at or near Little Falls, Minnesota, in accordance with the provisions
of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the construction of bridges
over navigable waters", approved March 23, 1906, and subject to the 34 Stat.8. 41.

33 U. S. C. J§ 491-conditions and limitations contained in this Act. 498.
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby Amendment.

expressly reserved.
Approved, July 25, 1939.

[CHAPTER 354]
AN ACT

July 25, 1939Granting the consent of Congress to the Commissioners of Mahoning County, [H. R. 6527]
Ohio, to replace a bridge which has collapsed, across the Mahoning River at [Public, No. 218]
Division Street, Youngstown, Mahoning County, Ohio.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent of Mahoning River.
Congress is hereby granted to the Commissioners of Mahoning County, across, at Youngs-
Ohio, to replace a bridge which has collapsed, across the Mahoning town, Ohio.
River at Division Street, Youngstown, Mahoning County, Ohio, in
accordance with the provisions of an Act entitled "An Act to regulate
the construction of bridges over navigable waters", approved March 34Sat. S 49
23, 1906, and subject to the conditions and limitations contained in uis.
this Act.

SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby Arilnndcnt.
expressly reserved.

Approved, July 25, 1939.

[(HIIAPTERI 355]
AN ACT

July 25, 1939
(ranting the consent of Congress to Northern Natural Gas Company of Delaware [u1 R. R65781

to construct, maintain, and operate a pipe-line bridge across the Missouri [public, No. 2191
River.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent of
Congress is hereby granted to Northern Natural Gas Company of
Delaware, its successors and assigns, to construct, maintain, and oper-
ate a pipe-line bridge and approaches thereto across the Missouri
River from a point in Dakota County in the State of Nebraska to a
point in Woodbury County in the State of Iowa, at a point suitable
to the interests of navigation: Provided, That the work shall not be
commenced until the plans therefor have been submitted to and
approved by the Chief of Engineers, United States Army, and by
the Secretary of War: Provided further, That in approving the plans
for said pipe-line bridge, such conditions and stipulations may be
imposed as the Chief of Engineers and the Secretary of War may
deem necessary to protect the present and future interests of the
United States

Missouri River.
Pipe-line bridge au-

thorized across, Da-
kota Co., Nebr., to
Woodbury Co., Iowa.

Prorisos.
Submission of plans.

Conditions and stip-
ulations imposed.
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[CHAPTER 353] 
AN ACT 

Granting the consent of Congress to the State of Minnesota or the Minnesota 
Department of Highways to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway 
bridge across the Mississippi River at or near Little Falls, Minnesota. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent 
of Congress is hereby granted to the State of Minnesota . or the 
Minnesota Department of Highways to construct, maintain, and 
operate a free highway bridge and approaches thereto across the 
Mississippi River, at a point suitable to the interests of navigation, 
at or near Little Falls, Minnesota, in accordance with the provisions 
of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the construction of bridges 
over navigable waters", approved March 23, 1906, and subject to the 
conditions and limitations contained in this Act. 

SEc. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 
expressly reserved. 
Approved, July 25, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 354] 
AN ACT 

Granting the consent of Congress to the Commissioners of Mahoning County, 
Ohio, to replace a bridge which has collapsed, across the Mahoning River at 
Division Street, Youngstown, Mahoning County, Ohio. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent of 
Congress is hereby granted to the Commissioners of Mahoning County, 
Ohio, to replace a bridge which has collapsed, across the Mahoning 
River at Division Street, Youngstown, Mahoning County, Ohio, in 
accordance with the provisions of an Act entitled "An Act to regulate 
the construction of bridges over navigable waters", approved March 
23, 1906, and subject to the conditions and limitations contained in 
this Act. 
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, July 25, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 355] 
AN ACT 

1081 

July 25, 1939 
[H. R. 6502] 

[Public, No. 217] 
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A mendment. 

July 25, 1939 
Granting the consent of Congress to Northern Natural Gas Company of Delaware  [u. R. 6578]  

to construct, maintain, and operate a pipe-line bridge across the Missouri 
River. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent of 
Congress is hereby granted to Northern Natural Gas Company of 
Delaware, its successors and assigns, to construct, maintain, and oper-
ate a pipe-line bridge and approaches thereto across the Missouri 
River from a point in Dakota County in the State of Nebraska to a 
point in Woodbury County in the State of Iowa, at a point suitable 
to the interests of navigation: Provided, That the work shall not be 
commenced until the plans therefor have been submitted to and 
approved by the Chief of Engineers, United States Army, and by 
the Secretary of War: Provided further, That in approving the plans 
for said pipe-line bridge, such conditions and stipulations may be 
imposed as the Chief of Engineers and the Secretary of War may 
deem necessary to protect the present and future interests of the 
United States. 
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Transfer of rights. SEC. 2. The right to sell, assign, transfer, and mortgage all the
rights, powers, and privileges conferred by this Act is hereby granted
to Northern Natural Gas Company of Delaware, its successors and
assigns, and any corporation to which such rights, powers, and privi-
leges may be sold, assigned, or transferred, or which shall acquire the
same by mortgage foreclosure or otherwise, is fully authorized to
exercise the same as fully as though conferred herein directly upon
such corporation.

Amendment. SEC. 3. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved

Approved, July 25, 1939.

[CHAPTER 356]

July 25, 1939
[H. B. 6672]

[Public, No. 220]

AN ACT

To amend the Act entitled "An Act to create a new division of the District Court
of the United States for the Northern District of Texas", approved May 26,
1928 (45 Stat. 747).

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
diTxas nortther Ju United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act to

create a new division of the District Court of the United States for
45 u.s. 7c'l. the Northern District of Texas, approved May 26, 1928 (45 Stat.

747), be, and is hereby amended to read as follows:
Lubbock division. "That there is hereby created, in addition to those now provided

by law, a new division of the District Court of the United States for
the Northern District of Texas, which shall include the territory
now embraced in the counties of Bailey, Borden, Lamb, Floyd, Kent,
Motley, Hale, Dickens, Crosby Lubbock, Scurry, Hockley, Cochran,
Yoakum, Terry, Lynn, Garza, Dawson, and Gaines, which shall con-

Termsofcort. stitute the Lubbock division of said district. Terms of the district
court for the Lubbock division shall be held at Lubbock on the third
Monday in May and the fourth Monday in November.

Clerk's office. "The clerk of the court for the northern district shall maintain
an office in charge of himself or a deputy, in addition to the places
now provided, at Lubbock, which shall be kept open at all times for
the transaction of the business of the court."

Conrflicting as r laws and parts of laws in conflict herewith are hereby
repealed.

Approved, July 25, 1939.

July 25, 1939
[H. R. 6748]

[Public, No. 2211

[CHAPTER 357]
AN ACT

To extend the times for commencing and completing the construction of a bridge
across the Mississippi River at or near Winona, Minnesota.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Missssippi Riveor. United States of America in Congress assembled, That the times forTime extended for

bridging, at Winona. commencing and completing the construction of a bridge across the
Minn. Mississippi River, at or near Winona, Minnesota, authorized to be

built by the States of Minnesota and Wisconsin, jointly or separately,
52 Stat. 1214. by an Act of Congress approved June 28, 1938, are hereby extended

one and three years, respectively, from the date of approval of
this Act.

Amendment. SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, July 25, 1939.
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52 Stat. 1214. 

Amendment. 

Sze. 2. The right to sell, assign, transfer, and mortgage all the 
rights, powers, and privileges conferred by this Act is hereby granted 
to Northern Natural Gas Company of Delaware, its successors and 
assigns, and any corporation to which such rights, powers, and privi-
leges may be sold, assigned, or transferred, or which shall acquire the 
same by mortgage foreclosure or otherwise, is fully authorized to 
exercise the same as fully as though conferred herein directly upon 
such corporation. 
SEC. 3. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, July 25, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 356] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Act entitled "An Act to create a new division of the District Court 
of the United States for the Northern District of Texas", approved May 26, 
1928 (45 Stat. 747). 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of .America in Congress assembled, That the Act to 
create a new division of the District Court of the United States for 
the Northern District of Texas, approved May 26, 1928 (45 Stat. 
747), be, and is hereby, amended to read as follows: 
"That there is hereby created, in addition to those now provided 

by law, a new division of the District Court of the United States for 
the Northern District of Texas, which shall include the territory 
now embraced in the counties of Bailey, Borden, Lamb, Floyd, Kent, 
Motley, Hale, Dickens, Crosby, Lubbock, Scurry, Hockley, Cochran, 
Yoakum, Terry_, Lynn2 Garza, Dawson, and Gaines, which shall con-
stitute the Lubbock division of said district. Terms of the district 
court for the Lubbock division shall be held at Lubbock on the third 
Monday in May and the fourth Monday in November. 
"The clerk of the court for the northern district shall maintain 

an office in charge of himself or a deputy, in addition to the places 
now provided, at Lubbock, which shall be kept open at all times for 
the transaction of the business of the court." 
SEQ. 2. All laws and parts of laws in conflict herewith are hereby 

repealed. 
Approved, July 25, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 357] 
AN ACT 

To extend the times for commencing and completing the construction of a bridge 
across the Mississippi River at or near Winona, Minnesota. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States. of America in Congress assembled, That the times for 
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge across the 
Mississippi River, at or near Winona, Minnesota, authorized to be 
built by the States of Minnesota and Wisconsin, jointly or separately, 
by an Act of Congress approved June 28, 1938, are hereby extended 
one and three years, respectively, from the date of approval of 
this Act. 

Sze. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 
expressly reserved. 
Approved, July 25, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 358]
AN ACT

To extend the times for commencing and completing the construction of a bridge
across the Niagara River at or near the city of Niagara Falls, New York, and
for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatwves of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the times for
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge across the
Niagara River, at or near the city of Niagara Falls, New York, and
the city of Niagara Falls, Canada, authorized to be built by the
Niagara Falls Bridge Commission by an Act of Congress approved
June 16, 1938, are hereby extended one and three years, respectively,
from June 16, 1939: Provided, That the Niagara Falls Bridge Com-
mission shall have received offers for the sale of its bonds and
securities for the said bridge from responsible interested parties
and the contract made as a result of such offers shall have the approval
of the comptroller and the attorney general of the State of New York.

SEC. 2. That so much of section 4 of Public Resolution Numbered
117 of the Seventy-fifth Congress which reads as follows: "The bridge
constructed under the authority of this joint resolution shall be deemed
to be an instrumentality for international commerce authorized by the
Government of the United States, and said bridge and the income
derived therefrom shall be exempt from all Federal, State, municipal,
and local taxation, and said bonds and the interest thereon shall be
exempt from all Federal, State, municipal, and local taxation", is
hereby repealed.

SEC. 3. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, July 25, 1939.

[CHAPTER 359]
AN ACT
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July 25, 1939
[H. R. 6928]

[Public, No. 222]

Niagara River.
Time extended for

bridging, at Niagara
Falls, N. Y.

52 Stat. 767.

Proviso.
Bond, etc., stipula-

tions.

Certain existing pro-
visions repealed.

52 Stat. 768.

Amendment.

July 25, 1939To authorize the attendance of the United States Naval Academy Band at the [S. 2805]
New York World's Fair on the day designated as Maryland Day at such fair. I[ublic, No. 223]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the President
is authorized to permit the band of the United States Naval Academy
to attend and give concerts, without expense to the United States,
at the New York World's Fair on July 28, 1939, which has been
designated as Maryland Day at such fair.

Approved, July 25, 1939.

[CHAPTER 366]
AN ACT

To amend the Tennessee Valley Authority Act of 1933.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Tennessee
Valley Authority Act of 1933, as amended, is amended by adding
after section 15a the following new sections:

"SEC. 15b. No bonds shall be issued by the Corporation after the
date of enactment of this section under section 15 or section 15a.

"SEC. 15c. With the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury the
Corporation is authorized, after the date of enactment of this section,
to issue bonds not to exceed in the aggregate $61,500,000. Such bonds
may be sold by the Corporation to obtain funds which may be used
for the following purposes only:

"(1) Not to exceed $46,000,000 may be used for the purchase
of electric utility properties of the Tennessee Electric Power
9 8
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[CHAPTER 358] 
AN ACT 

To extend the times for commencing and completing the construction of a bridge 
across the Niagara River at or near the city of Niagara Falls, New York, and 
for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the times for 
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge across the 
Niagara River, at or near the city of Niagara Falls, New York, and 
the city of Niagara Falls, Canada, authorized to be built by the 
Niagara Falls Bridge Commission by an Act of Congress approved 
June 16, 1938, are hereby extended one and three years, respectively, 
from June 16, 1939: Provided, That the Niagara Falls Bridge Com-
mission shall have received offers for the sale of its bonds and 
securities for the said bridge from responsible interested parties 
and the contract made as a result of such offers shall have the approval 
of the comptroller and the attorney general of the State of New York. 

Sac. 2. That so much of section 4 of Public Resolution Numbered 
117 of the Seventy-fifth Congress which reads as follows: "The bridge 
constructed under the authority of this joint resolution shall be deemed 
to be an instrumentality for international commerce authorized by the 
Government of the United. States, and said bridge and the income 
derived therefrom shall be exempt from all Federal, State, municipal, 
and local taxation, and said bonds and the interest thereon shall be 
exempt from all Federal, State, municipal, and local taxation", is 
hereby repealed. 
SEC. 3. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, July 25, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 359] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the attendance of the United States Naval Academy Band at the 
New York World's Fair on the day designated as Maryland Day at such fair. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the President 
is authorized to permit the band of the United States Naval Academy 
to attend and give concerts, without expense to the United States, 
at the New York World's Fair on July 28, 1939, which has been 
designated as Maryland Day at such fair. 
Approved, July 25, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 366] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Tennessee Valley Authority Act of 1933. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Tennessee 
Valley Authority Act of 1933, as amended, is amended by adding 
after section 15a the following new sections: 
"Sac. 15b. No bonds shall be issued by the Corporation after the 

date of enactment of this section under section 15 or section 15a. 
"SEc. 15c. With the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury the 

Corporation is authorized, after the date of enactment of this section 
to issue bonds not to exceed in the aggregate $61,500,000. Such bond 
may be sold by the Corporation to obtain funds which may be used 
for the following purposes only: 

"(1) Not to exceed $46,000,000 may be used for the .purchase 
of electric utility properties of the Tennessee Electric Power 
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Company and Southern Tennessee Power Company, as contem-
plated in the contract between the Corporation and the Com-
monwealth and Southern Corporation and others, dated as of
May 12, 1939.

"(2) Not to exceed $6,500,000 may be used for the purchase
and rehabilitation of electric utility properties of the Alabama
Power Company and Mississippi Power Company in the follow-
ing named counties in northern Alabama and northern Missis-
sippi: The counties of Jackson, Madison, Limestone, Lauderdale,
Colbert, Lawrence, Morgan, Marshall, De Kalb, Cherokee, Cull-
man, Winston, Franklin, Marion, and Lamar in northern Ala-
bama, and the counties of Calhoun, Chickasaw, Monroe, Clay,
Lowndes, Oktibbeha, Choctaw, Webster, Noxubee, Winston,
Neshoba, and Kemper in northern Mississippi.

purchased properties "(3) Not to exceed $3,500,000 may be used for rebuilding,
replacing, and repairing electric utility properties purchased by
the Corporation in accordance with the foregoing provisions of
this section.

Construction of this section.
necting electrical "(4) Not to exceed $3,500,000 may be used for constructing
cilities. electric transmission lines, substations, and other electrical facili-

ties necessary to connect the electric utility properties purchased
by the Corporation in accordance with the foregoing provisions
of this section with the electric power system of the Corporation.

foraciringtproperty. "(5) Not to exceed $2,000,000 may be used for making loans
under section 12a to States, counties, municipalities, and non-
profit organizations to enable them to purchase any electric
utility properties referred to in the contract between the Cor-

Prporaties in north- and the Commonwealth and Southern Corporation and
ernAlabama and others, dated as of May 12, 1939, or any electric utility proper-
northern Mississippi. ies of the Alabama Power Company or Mississippi Power Com-

pany in any of the counties in northern Alabama or northern
Mississippi named in paragraph (2).

Annual financial The Corporation shall file with the President and with the Congress
penditt ua tofunds in December of each year a financial statement and complete report
derived from sale of. as to the expenditure of funds derived from the sale of bonds under

this section covering the period not covered by any such previous
tions, maturity, etc. statement or report. Such bonds shall be in such forms and denom-

inations, shall mature within such periods not more than fifty years
Rledemption. from the date of their issue, may be redeemable at the option of the

Corporation before maturity in such manner as may be stipu-
nterest rate. lated therein, shall bear such rates of interest not exceeding 31/2 per

centum per annum, shall be subject to such terms and conditions, shall
purchase price, be issued in such manner and amount, and sold at such prices, as may

be prescribed by the Corporation with the approval of the Secretary
Limitato n in- of the Treasury: Provided, That such bonds shall not be sold at such

vestment yield. prices or on such terms as to afford an investment yield to the holders
Unconditionalguar- in excess of 31/2 per centum per annum. Such bonds shall be fully

anty. and unconditionally guaranteed both as to interest and principal by
the United States, and such guaranty shall be expressed on the face

se as security. thereof, and such bonds shall be lawful investments, and may be
accepted as security, for all fiduciary, trust, and public funds, the
investment or deposit of which shall be under the authority or con-

tion to pay principal, trol of the United States or any officer or officers thereof. In the
etc.; payment from event that the Corporation should not pay upon demand when due,
Treasury. the principal of, or interest on, such bonds, the Secretary of the

Treasury shall pay to the holder the amount thereof, which is hereby
authorized to be appropriated out of any moneys in the Treasury
not otherwise appropriated, and thereupon to the extent of the
amount so paid the Secretary of the Treasury shall succeed to all the
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Company and Southern Tennessee Power Company, as contem-
plated in the contract between the Corporation and the Com-
monwealth and Southern Corporation and others, dated as of 
May 12, 1939. 

(2) Not to exceed $6,500,000 may be used for the purchase 
and rehabilitation of electric utility properties of the Alabama 
Power Company and Mississippi Power Company in the follow-
ing named counties in northern Alabama and northern Missis-
sippi: The counties of Jackson Madison Limestone, Lauderdale, 
Colbert, Lawrence, Morgan Marshall, De Kalb, Cherokee, Cull-
man, Winston, Franklin, Marion, and Lamar in northern Ala-
bama and the counties of Calhoun Chickasaw, Monroe, Clay, 
Lowndes, Oktibbeha, Choctaw, Webster, Noxubee, Winston, 
Neshoba and Kemper in northern Mississippi. 

"(3) isTot to exceed $3,500,000 may be used for rebuilding, 
replacing, and repairing electric utility properties purchased by 
the Corporation in accordance with the foregoing provisions of 
this section. 

"(4) Not to exceed $3,500,000 may be used for constructing 
electric transmission lines, substations, and other electrical facili-
ties necessary to connect the electric utility properties purchased 
by the Corporation in accordance with the foregoing provisions 
of this section with the electric power system of the Corporation. 

"(5) Not to exceed $2,000,000 may be used for making loans 
under section 12a to States, counties, municipalities, and non-
profit organizations to enable them to purchase any electric 
utility properties referred to in the contract between the Cor-
poration and the Commonwealth and Southern Corporation and 
others dated as of May 12, 1939, or any electric utility proper-
ties of the Alabama Power Company or Mississippi Power Com-
pany in any of the counties in northern Alabama or northern 
Mississippi named in paragraph (2). 

The Corporation shall file with the President and with the Congress 
in December of each year a financial statement and complete report 
as to the expenditure of funds derived from the sale of bonds under 
this section covering the period not covered by any such previous 
statement or report. Such bonds shall be in such forms and denom-
inations, shall mature within such periods not more than fifty years 
from the date of their issue, may be redeemable at the option of the 
Corporation before maturity in such manner as may be stipu-
lated therein, shall bear such rates of interest not exceeding 31/2 per 
centum per annum, shall be subject to such terms and conditions, shall 
be issued in such manner and amount, and sold at such prices, as may 
be prescribed by the Corporation with the approval of the Secretary 
of the Treasury: Provided, That such bonds shall not be sold at such 
prices or on such terms as to afford an investment yield to the holders 
in excess of 31/2 per centum per annum. Such bonds shall be fully 
and unconditionally guaranteed both as to interest and principal by 
the United States, and such guaranty shall be expressed on the face 
thereof, and such bonds shall be lawful investments, and may be 
accepted as security, for all fiduciary, trust, and public funds, the 
investment or deposit of which shall be under the authority or con-
trol of the United States or any officer or officers thereof. In the 
event that the Corporation should not pay upon demand when due, 
the principal of, or interest on, such bonds, the Secretary of the 
Treasury shall pay to the holder the amount thereof, which is hereby 
authorized to be appropriated out of any moneys in the Treasury 
not otherwise appropriated, and thereupon to the extent of the 
amount so paid the Secretary of the Treasury shall succeed to all the 
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rights of the holders of such bonds. The Secretary of the Treasury,
in his discretion, is authorized to purchase any bonds issued here-
under, and for such purpose the Secretary of the Treasury is author-
ized to use as a public-debt transaction the proceeds from the sale of
any securities hereafter issued under the Second Liberty Bond Act,
as amended, and the purposes for which securities may be issued under
such Act, as amended, are extended to include any purchases of the
Corporation's bonds hereunder. The Secretary of the Treasury may,
at any time, sell any of the bonds of the Corporation acquired by him
under this section. All redemptions, purchases, and sales by the Sec-
retary of the Treasury of the bonds of the Corporation shall be
treated as public-debt transactions of the United States. With the
approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, the Corporation shall have
power to purchase such bonds in the open market at any time and at
any price. None of the proceeds of the bonds shall be used for the
performance of any proposed contract negotiated by the Corporation
under the authority of section 12a of this Act until the proposed con-
tract shall have been submitted to and approved by the Federal
Power Commission. When any such proposed contract shall have
been submitted to the said Commission, the matter shall be given
precedence and shall be in every way expedited and the Commis-
sion's determination of the matter shall be final. The authority of
the Corporation to issue bonds under this section shall expire January
1, 1941, except that if at the time such authority expires the amount
of bonds issued by the Corporation under this section is less than
$61,500,000, the Corporation may, subject to the foregoing provisions
of this section, issue, after the expiration of such period, bonds in an
amount not in excess of the amount by which the bonds so issued prior
to the expiration of such period is less than $61,500,000, for refund-
ing purposes, or, subject to the provisions of paragraph (5) of this
section (limiting the purposes for which loans under section 12a of
funds derived from bond proceeds may be made) to provide funds
found necessary in the performance of any contract entered into by
the Corporation prior to the expiration of such period, under the
authority of section 12a."

Approved, July 26, 1939.

[CHAPTER 3671
AN ACT

To provide revenue for the District of Columbia, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act
divided into titles and sections may be cited as the "District of
Columbia Revenue Act of 1939."

TITLE I-FEDERAL PAYMENT

For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, and for each fiscal year
thereafter, there is hereby authorized to be appropriated, as the
annual payment by the United States toward defraying the expenses
of the government of the District of Columbia, the sum of $6,000,000.

TITLE II-INCOME TAX

This title divided into sections and paragraphs according to the
following table of contents, may be cited as the "District of Columbia
Income Tax Act":

1085
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rights of the holders of such bonds. The Secretary of the Treasury, 
in his discretion, is authorized to purchase any bonds issued here-
under, and for such purpose the Secretary of the Treasury is author-
ized to use as a public-debt transaction the proceeds from the sale of 
any securities hereafter issued under the Second Liberty Bond Act, 
as amended, and the purposes for which securities may be issued under 
such Act, as amended, are extended to include any purchases of the 
Corporation's bonds hereunder. The Secretary of the Treasury may, 
at any time, sell any of the bonds of the Corporation acquired by him 
under this section. All redemptions, purchases, and sales by the Sec-
retary of the Treasury of the bonds of the Corporation shall be 
treated as public-debt transactions of the United States. With the 
approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, the Corporation shall have 
power to purchase such bonds in the open market at any time and at 
any price. None of the proceeds of the bonds shall be used for the 
performance of any proposed contract negotiated by the Corporation 
under the authority of section 12a of this Act until the proposed con-
tract shall have been submitted to and approved by the Federal 
Power Commission. When any such proposed contract shall have 
been submitted to the said Commission, the matter shall be given 
precedence and shall be in every way expedited and the Commis-
sion's determination of the matter shall be final. The authority of 
the Corporation to issue bonds under this section shall expire January 
1, 1941, except that if at the time such authority expires the amount 
of bonds issued by the Corporation under this section is less than 
$61,500,000, the Corporation may, subject to the foregoing provisions 
of this section, issue, after the expiration of such period, bonds in an 
amount not in excess of the amount by which the bonds so issued prior 
to the expiration of such period is less than $61,500,000, for refund-
ing purposes, or, subject to the provisions of paragraph (5) of this 
section (limiting the purposes for which loans under section 12a of 
funds derived from bond proceeds may be made) to provide funds 
found necessary in the performance of any contract entered into by 
the Corporation prior to the expiration of such period, under the 
authority of section 12a." 
Approved, July 26, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 367] 
AN ACT 

To provide revenue for the District of Columbia, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act 
divided into titles and sections may be cited as the "District of 
Columbia Revenue Act of 1939." 

TITLE I—FEDERAL PAYMENT 

For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, and for each fiscal year 
thereafter, there is hereby authorized to be appropriated, as the 
annual payment by the United States toward defraying the expenses 
of the government of the District of Columbia, the sum of $6,000,000. 

TITLE II—INCOME TAX 

This title divided into sections and paragraphs according to the 
following table of contents, may be cited as the "District of Columbia 
Income Tax Act": 
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APPLICATION OF TITLE

SECTION 1. The provisions of this title shall apply to the taxable Taxable year 1939
year 1939 and succeeding taxable years except that in the case of a thi .n..
taxable year beginning in 1938 and ending in 1939 the income tax-
able under this title shall be that fraction of the income for the
entire fiscal year equal to the number of days remaining in the fiscal
year after January 1, 1939, divided by three hundred and sixty-five:
Provided, however, That if the taxpayer's records properly reflect proio.
the income for that part of the fiscal year falling in the calendar y^enar ts' f9sca
year 1939, then the portion of the fiscal year's income taxable here-
under shall be the portion received or accrued during the calendar
year 1939.

IMPOSITION OF TAX

SEC. 2. (a) TAX ON INDIVIDUALS.-There is hereby levied for each Individuals doml-
taxable year upon the taxable income of every individual domiciled c e

n
in the District of Columbia on the last day of the taxable year a tax
at the following rates: Rates.

One per centum on the first $5,000 of taxable income.
One and one-half per centum on the next $5,000 of taxable income.
Two per centum on the next $5,000 of taxable income.
Two and one-half per centum on the next $5,000 of taxable income.
Three per centum on the taxable income in excess of $20,000.
(b) TAX ON CORPORATIONS.-There is hereby levied for each tax- Corporations.

able year upon the taxable income from District of Columbia sources
of every corporation, whether domestic or foreign (except those
organizations expressly exempt under paragraph (d) of this section),
a tax at the rate of 5 per centum thereof.
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APPLICATION OF TITLE 

SECTION 1. The provisions of this title shall apply to the taxable 
year 1939 and succeeding taxable years, except that in the case of a 
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able under this title shall be that fraction of the income for the 
entire fiscal year equal to the number of days remaining in the fiscal 
year after January 1, 1939, divided by three hundred and sixty-five: 
Provided, however, That if the taxpayer's records properly reflect 
the income for that part of the fiscal year falling in the calendar 
year 1939, then the portion of the fiscal year's income taxable here-
under shall be the portion received or accrued during the calendar 
year 1939. 

IMPOSITION OF TAX 

SEC. 2. (a) TAX ON iNnivinum.s.—There is hereby levied for each 
taxable year upon the taxable income of every individual domiciled 
in the District of Columbia on the last day of the taxable year a tax 
at the following rates: 
One per centum on the first $5,000 of taxable income. 
One and one-half per centum on the next $5,000 of taxable income. 
Two per centum on the next $5,000 of taxable income. 
Two and one-half per centum on the next $5,000 of taxable income. 
Three per centum on the taxable income in excess of $20,000. 
(b) TAX ON coRroRATioris.—There is hereby levied for each tax-

able year upon the taxable income from District of Columbia sources 
of every corporation, whether domestic or foreign (except those 
organizations expressly exempt under paragraph (d) of this section), 
a tax at the rate of 5 per centuna thereof. 

Taxable year 1939 
and thereafter; excep-
tion. 

Proviso. 
Adjustments, fiscal 

year 1939. 

Individuals dom.'. 
riled in D. C. 

Rates. 

Corporations. 



d
"Taxable income" (C) DEFINITION OF "TAXABLE INCOME".-AS used in this section, the

le
ined. term "taxable income" means the amount of the net income in excess

Pow, p. 1092. of the credits against net income provided in section 9 of this title.

Exemptions. (d) EXEMPTIONS FROM TAx.-There shall be exempt from taxation

under this title the following organizations: Corporations, including
any community chest, fund, foundation, cemetery, association,
teachers' retirement fund association, church, or club, organized and
operated exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, edu-
cational, or social purposes, or for the prevention of cruelty to chil-
dren or animals, no part of the net earnings of which inures to the
benefit of any private shareholder or individual and no substantial
part of the activities of which is carrying on propaganda, or other-
wise attempting to influence legislation; and labor organizations,
trade associations, boards of trade, chambers of commerce, citizens'
associations or organizations, not organized for profit and no part of
the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any private share-
holder or individual; banks, insurance companies, building and loan
associations, and companies, incorporated or otherwise, which guar-
antee the fidelity of any individual or individuals, such as bonding
companies, all of which pay taxes upon gross premiums or earnings

voluntary em- under existing laws of the District of Columbia; voluntary employees'
associations. beneficiary associations providing for the payment of life, sick, acci-

dent, or other benefits to the members of such association or their
dependents, if (1) no part of their net earnings inures (other than
such payments) to the benefit of any private shareholder or indi-
vidual, and (2) 85 per centum or more of the income consists of
amounts collected from members for the sole purpose of making such

Federal instrumen- payments and meeting expenses; and corporations organized under
talities. Act of Congress, if such corporations are instrumentalities of the

United States.

"Net income" de-
fined.

NET INCOME

SEC. 3. DEFNITrrION.-The term "net income" means the gross
income of a taxpayer less the deductions allowed by this title.

GRoss INCOME AND EXCLUSIONS THEREFROM

ndividuals.mecon  SEC. 4. (a) OF INDIVIDUALS.-The words "gross income", as used

strued. in this title, include gains, profits, and income derived from salaries,
wages, or compensation for personal services of whatever kind and in
whatever form paid, including salaries, wages, and compensation paid

by the United States to its officers and employees to the extent the
same is not immune from taxation under the Constitution, or income
derived from professions, vocations, trades, businesses, commerce, or
sales or dealings in property, whether real or personal, growing out
of the ownership, or use of, or interest in, such property; also from
rent, royalties, interest, dividends, securities, or transactions of any
business carried on for gain or profit, or gains or profits, and income
derived from any source whatever.

Corporations. (b) OF CORPORATIONS.-In the case of any corporation, gross income
includes only the gross income from sources within the District of

Columbia. The proper apportionment and allocation of income with
respect to sources of income within and without the District may be
determined by processes or formulas of general apportionment under
rules and regulations prescribed by the Commissioners.

Exclusions from (C) EXCLUSIONS FROM GROSS INCOME.-The following items shall

roscome. not be included in gross income and shall be exempt from taxation
under this title:

Lifeinsrance. (1) LIFE nsSUnRANCE.-Amounts received under a life-insur-

ance contract paid by reason of the death of the insured, whether
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(C) DEFINITION or "TAXABLE INCOME".—As used in this section, the 
term "taxable income" means the amount of the net income in excess 
of the credits against net income provided in section 9 of this title. 

(d) EXEMPTIONS FROM TAx.—There shall be exempt from taxation 
under this title the following organizations: Corporations, including 
any community chest, fund, foundation, cemetery, association, 
teachers' retirement fund association, church, or club, organized and 
operated exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, edu-
cational, or social purposes, or for the prevention of cruelty to chil-
dren or animals, no part of the net earnings of which inures to the 
benefit of any private shareholder or individual and no substantial 
part of the activities of which is carrying on propaganda, or other-
wise attempting to influence legislation; and labor organizations, 
trade associations, boards of trade, chambers of commerce, citizens' 
associations or organizations, not organized for profit and no part of 
the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any private share-
holder or individual; banks, insurance companies, building and loan 
associations, and companies, incorporated or otherwise, which guar-
antee the fidelity of any individual or individuals, such as bonding 
companies, all of which pay taxes upon gross premiums or earnings 
under existing laws of the District of Columbia; voluntary employees' 
beneficiary associations providing for the payment of life, sick, acci-
dent, or other benefits to the members of such association or their 
dependents, if (1) no part of their net earnings inures (other than 
such payments) to the benefit of any private shareholder or indi-
vidual, and (2) 85 per centum or more of the income consists of 
amounts collected from members for the sole purpose of making such 
payments and meeting expenses; and corporations organized under 
Act of Congress, if such corporations are instrumentalities of the 
United States. 

NET INCOME 

Sw. 3. DEFirtmort.—The term "net income" means the gross 
income of a taxpayer less the deductions allowed by this title. 

GROSS INCOME AND EXCLUSIONS THEREFROM 

SEC. 4. (a) OF ntnivinums.—The words "gross income", as used 
in this title, include gains, profits, and income derived from salaries, 
wages, or compensation for personal services of whatever kind and in 
whatever form paid, including salaries, wages, and compensation paid 
by the United States to its officers and employees to the extent the 
same is not immune from taxation under the Constitution, or income 
derived from professions, vocations, trades, businesses, commerce, or 
sales or dealings in property, whether real or personal, growing out 
of the ownership, or use of, or interest in, such property; also from 
rent, royalties, interest, dividends, securities, or transactions of any 
business carried on for gain or profit, or gains or profits, and income 
derived from any source whatever. 

(b) Or CORPORATIONS.—III the case of any corporation, gross income 
includes only the gross income from sources within the District of 
Columbia. The proper apportionment and allocation of income with 
respect to sources of income within and without the District may be 
determined by processes or formulas of general apportionment under 
rules and regulations prescribed by the Commissioners. 

(c) EXCLUSIONS FROM GROSS mtcomu.—The following items shall 
not be included in gross income and shall be exempt from taxation 
under this title: 

(1) LIFE nrsucArtm—Amounts received under a life-insur-
ance contract paid by reason of the death of the insured, whether 
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in a single sum or otherwise (but if such amounts are held by
the insurer under an agreement to pay interest thereon, the
interest payments shall be included in gross income).

(2) ANNUITIES, AND SO FORTH.-Amounts received (other than
amounts paid by reason of the death of the insured and interest
payments on such amounts and other than amounts received as
annuities) under a life-insurance or endowment contract, but if
such amounts (when added to amounts received before the tax-
able year under such contract) exceed the aggregate premiums
or consideration paid (whether or not paid during the taxable
year) then the excess shall be included in gross income. Amounts
received as an annuity under an annuity or endowment contract
shall be included in gross income; except that there shall be
excluded from gross income the excess of the amount received in
the taxable year over an amount equal to 3 per centum of the
aggregate premiums or consideration paid for such annuity
(whether or not paid during such year), until the aggregate
amount excluded from gross income under this title in respect
to such annuity equals the aggregate premiums or consideration
paid for such annuity. In the case of a transfer for a valuable
consideration, by assignment or otherwise, of a life-insurance,
endowment, or annuity contract, or any interest therein, only the
actual value of such consideration and the amount of the pre-
miums and other sums subsequently paid by the transferee shall
be exempt from taxation under paragraph (1) or this paragraph.

(3) GIFTS, BEQUESTS, AND DEVISES.-The value of property
acquired by gift, bequest, devise, or inheritance (but the income
from such property shall be included in gross income).

(4) TAX-FREE INTEREST.-Interest upon (A) the obligations of
a State, Territory, or any political subdivision thereof, or the
District of Columbia; or (B) obligations of a corporation organ-
ized under Act of Congress, if such corporation is an instru-
mentality of the United States; or (C) the obligations of the
United States or its possessions.

(5) COMPENSATION FOR INJURIES OR SICKNESS.-Amounts
received, through accident or health insurance or under work-
men's compensation acts, as compensation for personal injuries
or sickness, plus the amount of any damages received, whether
by suit or agreement on account of such injuries or sickness.

(6) MINISTERs.-The rental value of a dwelling house and
appurtenances thereof furnished to a minister of the gospel as
part of his compensation.

(7) INCOME EXEMPT UNDER TREATY.-Income of any kind to
the extent required by any treaty obligation of the United States.

(8) DIVIDENDS FROM CHINA TRADE ACT CORPORATIONS.-In the
case of a person, amounts distributed as dividends to or for his
benefit by a corporation organized under the China Trade Act,
1922, if, at the time of such distribution, he is a resident of China,
and the equitable right to the income of the shares of stock of
the corporation is in good faith vested in him.

(9) Income of foreign governments.

DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS INCOME

SEC. 5. (a) ITEMS OF DEDUCTION.-In computing net income there
shall be allowed as deductions:

(1) EXPENSES.-All the ordinary and necessary expenses paid
or incurred during the taxable year in carrying on any trade or
business, including a reasonable allowance for salaries or other
compensation for personal services actually rendered; traveling
expenses (including the entire amount expended for meals and
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in a single sum or otherwise (but if such amounts are held by 
the insurer under an agreement to pay interest thereon, the 
interest payments shall be included in gross income). 

(2) ANNUITIES, AND SO rosm.—Amounts received (other than 
amounts paid by reason of the death of the insured and interest 
payments on such amounts and other than amounts received as 
annuities) under a life-insurance or endowment contract, but if 
such amounts (when added to amounts received before the tax-
able year under such contract) exceed the aggregate premiums 
or consideration paid (whether or not paid during the taxable 
year) then the excess shall be included in gross income. Amounts 
received as an annuity under an annuity or endowment contract 
shall be included in gross income; except that there shall be 
excluded from gross income the excess of the amount received in 
the taxable year over an amount equal to 3 per centum of the 
aggregate premiums or consideration paid for such annuity 
(whether or not paid during such year), until the aggregate 
amount excluded from gross income under this title in respect 
to such annuity equals the aggregate premiums or consideration 
paid for such annuity. In the case of a transfer for a valuable 
consideration, by assignment or otherwise, of a life-insurance, 
endowment, or annuity contract, or any interest therein, only the 
actual value of such consideration and the amount of the pre-
miums and other sums subsequently paid by the transferee shall 
be exempt from taxation under paragraph (1) or this paragraph. 

(3) GIFTS, BEQUESTS, AND DEVISES.—The value of property 
acquired by gift, bequest, devise, or inheritance (but the income 
from such property shall be included in gross income). 

(4) TAX-FREE INTEREST.—Interest upon (A) the obligations of 
a State, Territory, or any political subdivision thereof, or the 
District of Columbia; or (B) obligations of a corporation organ-
ized under Act of Congress, if such corporation is an instru-
mentality of the United States; or (C) the obligations of the 
United States or its possessions. 

(5) COMPENSATION FOR INJURIES OR SICKNESS.—AIT101Ints 

received, through accident or health insurance or under work-
men's compensation acts, as compensation for personal injuries 
or sickness, plus the amount of any damages received, whether 
by suit or agreement on account of such injuries or sickness. 

(6) MINISTERS.—The rental value of a dwelling house and 
appurtenances thereof furnished to a minister of the gospel as 
part of his compensation. 

(7) INCOME EXEMPT UNDER TREATT.—IIICOMe of any kind to 
the extent required by any treaty obligation of the United States. 

(8) DIVIDENDS FROM CHINA TRADE ACT CORFORATIONS.—ID the 
case of a person, amounts distributed as dividends to or for his 
benefit by a corporation organized under the China Trade Act, 
1922, if, at the time of such distribution, he is a resident of China, 
and the equitable right to the income of the shares of stock of 
the corporation is in good faith vested in hum. 

(9) Income of foreign governments. 

DEDUCTIONS FROM Goss INCOME 

SEC. 5. (a) ITEMS OF DEDUCTION.—In computing 
shall be allowed as deductions: 

(1) EXPENSES.—All the ordinary and necessary expenges paid 
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lodging) while away from home in the pursuit of a trade or
business; and rentals or other payments required to be made as
a condition to the continued use or possession, for purposes of
the trade or business, of property to which the taxpayer has not
taken or is not taking title or in which he has no equity.

(2) INTEREST.-All interest paid or accrued within the taxable
year on indebtedness.

(3) TAXES.-Taxes paid or accrued within the taxable year,
except-

(A) income taxes;
B) estate, inheritance, legacy, succession, and gift taxes;

(C) taxes assessed against local benefits of a kind tending
to increase the value of the property assessed; but this para-
graph shall not exclude the allowance as a deduction of so
much of such taxes as is properly allocable to maintenance
or interest charges; and

(D) taxes paid to any State or Territory on property,
business, or occupation the income from which is not tax-
able under this title;

(4) LOSSES IN TRADE OR BUSINESS.-Losses sustained during the
taxable year and not compensated for by insurance or otherwise,
if incurred in trade or business, the income from which is subject
to taxation under this title.

(5) LOSSES IN TRANSACTIONS FOR PROFIT.-Losses sustained dur-
ing the taxable year and not compensated for by insurance or
otherwise, if incurred in any transaction entered into for profit
would be subject to taxation under this title, though not con-
nected with the trade or business.

(6) INTERCOMPANY DIVIDENDS.-In the case of a corporation,
the amount received as dividends from a corporation which is
subject to taxation under this title.

(7) BAD DEBTS.-Debts ascertained to be worthless and charged
off within the taxable year or, in the discretion of the assessor, a
reasonable addition to a reserve for bad debts; and when satisfied
that a debt is recoverable only in part, the assessor may allow
such debt, in an amount not in excess of the part charged off
within the taxable year, as a deduction.

(8) INSURANCE PREMIUMS.-All fire-, tornado-, and casualty-
insurance premiums paid during the taxable year in connection
with property held for investment or business.

(9) DEPRECIATION.-A reasonable allowance for exhaustion,
wear, and tear of property used in the trade or business, including
a reasonable allowance for obsolescence; and including in the case
of natural resources allowances for depletion as permitted by
reasonable rules and regulations which the Commissioners are
hereby authorized to promulgate.

(10) CHARITABLE CONTRIBuTIONS.-Contributions or gifts actu-
ally paid within the taxable year to or for the use of any corpo-
ration, or trust, or community fund, or foundation, maintaining
activities in the District of Columbia and organized and operated
exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, military,
or educational purposes, no part of the net income of which
inures to the benefit of any private shareholder or individual:
Provided, That such deductions shall be allowed only in an
amount which in all of the above cases combined does not exceed
15 per centum of the taxpayer's net income as computed without
the benefit of this subparagraph.

(11) WAGERING LOssE.-Losses from wagering transactions
shall be allowed only to the extent of the gains from such
transactions.
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lodging) while away from home in the pursuit of a trade or 
business; and rentals or other payments required to be made as 
a condition to the continued use or possession, for purposes of 
the trade or business, of property to which the taxpayer has not 
taken or is not taking title or in which he has no equity. 

(2) INTEREST.—All interest paid or accrued within the taxable 
year on indebtedness. 

(3) TAxEs.—Taxes paid or accrued within the taxable year, 
except— 

(A) income taxes; 
(B) estate, inheritance, legacy, succession, and gift taxes; 
(C) taxes assessed against local benefits of a kind tending 

to increase the value of the property assessed; but this para-
graph shall not exclude the allowance as a deduction of so 
much of such taxes as is properly allocable to maintenance 
or interest charges; and 

(D) taxes paid to any State or Territory on property, 
business, or occupation the income from which is not tax-
able under this title; 

(4) LOSSES IN TRADE OR BOSINESS.—Losses sustained during the 
taxable year and not compensated for by insurance or otherwise, 
if incurred in trade or business, the income from which is subject 
to taxation under this title. 

(5) LOSSES IN TRANSACTIONS FOR PROFIT.—Losses sustained dur-
ing the taxable year and not compensated for by insurance or 
otherwise, if incurred in any transaction entered into for profit 
would be subject to taxation under this title, though not con-
nected with the trade or business. 

(6) INTERCOMPANY DIVIDENDS.—In the case of a corporation, 
the amount received as dividends from a corporation which is 
subject to taxation under this title. 

(7) BAD nriars.—Debts ascertained to be worthless and charged 
off within the taxable year or, in the discretion of the assessor, a 
reasonable addition to a reserve for bad debts; and when satisfied 
that a debt is recoverable only in part, the assessor may allow 
such debt, in an amount not in excess of the part charged off 
within the taxable year, as a deduction. 

(8) INSURANCE rrirmunrs.—All fire-, tornado-, and casualty-
insurance premiums paid during the taxable year in connection 
with property held for investment or business. 

(9) DEPRECIATION.—A reasonable allowance for exhaustion, 
wear, and tear of property used in the trade or business, including 
a reasonable allowance for obsolescence; and including in the case 
of natural resources allowances for depletion as permitted by 
reasonable rules and regulations which the Commissioners are 
hereby authorized to promulgate. 

(10) CHARITABLE comrninuTioNs.—Contributions or gifts actu-
ally paid within the taxable year to or for the use of any corpo-
ration, or trust, or community fund, or foundation, maintaining 
activities in the District of Columbia and organized and operated 
exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, military, 
or educational purposes, no part of the net income of which 
inures to the benefit of any private shareholder or individual: 
Provided, That such deductions shall be allowed only in an 
amount which in all of the above cases combined does not exceed 
15 per centum of the taxpayer's net income as computed without 
the benefit of this subparagraph. 

(11) W ADERFNG LossEs.—Losses from wagering transactions 
shall be allowed only to the extent of the gains from such 
transactions. 
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(b) ALLOCATION OF DEDUCTIONS.-In the case of a taxpayer, other
than an individual, the deductions allowed in this section shall be
allowed only for and to the extent that they are connected with income
arising from sources within the District and taxable under this title
to a nonresident taxpayer; and the proper apportionment and alloca-
tion of the deductions with respect to sources of income within and
without the District shall be determined by processes or formulas
of general apportionment under rules and regulations to be prescribed
by the Commissioners. The so-called charitable contribution deduc-
tion allowed by subparagraph (10) of paragraph (a) of this section
shall be allowed whether or not connected with income from sources
within the District.

(c) CORPORATIONS TO FILE RETURN OF TOTAL INCOME.--A corpora-
tion shall receive the benefits of the deductions allowed to it under
this title only by filing or causing to be filed with the assessor a true
and accurate return of its total income received from all sources,
whether within or without the District.

GAINS OR LOSSES FROM SAL. OF ASSETS

SEC. 6. (a) GAIN OR LOSS IN CAPITAL ASSETS NOT RECOGNIZED.--NO
gain or loss from the sale or exchange of a capital asset shall be
recognized in the computation of net income under this title. For the
purposes of this title, "capital assets" means property held by the
taxpayer for more than two years (whether or not connected with
his trade or business) but does not include stock in trade of the tax-
payer or other property of a kind which would properly be included
in the inventory of a taxpayer if on hand at the close of the taxable
year, or property held by the taxpayer primarily for sale to custom-
ers in the ordinary course of his trade or business.

(b) GAIN OR LOSS IN ASSETS OTHR THAN cAPITAL.-Gains or losses
from the sale or exchange of property other than a capital asset shall
be treated in the same manner as other income or deductible losses,
and the basis for computing such gain or loss shall be the cost of
such property or, if acquired by some means other than purchase, the
fair market value thereof at the date of acquisition.

EXCHANGES

SEC. 7. Where property is exchanged for other property, the prop-
erty received in exchange for the purpose of determining the gain or
loss shall be treated as the equivalent of cash to the amount of its
fair market value: but when in connection with the reorganization,
merger, or consolidation of a corporation a taxpayer receives, in
place of stock or securities owned by him, new stock or securities of
the reorganized, merged, or consolidated corporation, no gain or loss
shall be deemed to occur from the exchange until the new stock or
securities are sold or realized upon and the gain or loss is definitely
ascertained, until which time the new stock or securities received shall
be treated as taking the place of the stock and securities exchanged;
provided such reorganization, merger, or consolidation is a "reor-
ganization" within the meaning of the term "reorganization" as
defined in section 112 (g) of the Federal Revenue Act of 1936.

DEDUCTIONS NOT ALLOWED

SEC. 8. (a) GENERAL RULE.-In computing net income no deductions
shall be allowed in any case in respect to-

(1) personal, living, or family expenses;
(2) any amount paid out for new buildings or for permanent

improvements or betterments, made to increase the value of any
property or estate;
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(b) ALLOCATION or DEntrarioNs.—In the case of a taxpayer, other 
than an individual, the deductions allowed in this section shall be 
allowed only for and to the extent that they are connected with income 
arising from sources within the District and taxable under this title 
to a nonresident taxpayer; and the proper apportionment and alloca-
tion of the deductions with respect to sources of income within and 
without the District shall be determined by processes or formulas 
of general apportionment under rules and regulations to be prescribed 
by the Commissioners. The so-called charitable contribution deduc-
tion allowed by subparagraph (10) of paragraph (a) of this section 
shall be allowed whether or not connected with income from sources 
within the District. 

(0) CORPORATIONS TO FILE REMRN OF TOTAL iNcomE.—A corpora-
tion shall receive the benefits of the deductions allowed to it under 
this title only by filing or causing to be filed with the assessor a true 
and accurate return of its total income received from all sources, 
whether within or without the District. 

GAINS OR LOSSES FROlki SAT,F, OF ASSETS 

SEC. 6. (a) GAIN OR LOSS IN CAPITAL ASSETS NOT RECOGNIZED.—No 
gain or loss from the sale or exchange of a capital asset shall be 
recognized in the computation of net income under this title. For the 
purposes of this title, "capital assets" means property held by the 
taxpayer for more than two years (whether or not connected with 
his trade or business) but does not include stock in trade of the tax-
payer or other property of a kind which would properly be included 
in the inventory of a taxpayer if on hand at the close of the taxable 
year, or property held by the taxpayer primarily for sale to custom-
ers in the ordinary course of his trade or business. 

(b) GAIN OR LOSS IN ASSETS OTHER THAN cArivAL.—Gains or losses 
from the sale or exchange of property other than a capital asset shall 
be treated in the same manner as other income or deductible losses, 
and the basis for computing such gain or loss shall be the cost of 
such property or, if acquired by some means other than purchase, the 
fair market value thereof at the date of acquisition. 

EXCHANGES 

SEC. 7. Where property is exchanged for other property, the prop-
erty received in exchange for the purpose of determining the gain or 
loss shall be treated as the equivalent of cash to the amount of its 
fair market value; but when in connection with the reorganization, 
merger, or consolidation of a corporation a taxpayer receives, in 
place of stock or securities owned by him, new stock or securities of 
the reorganized, merged, or consolidated corporation, no gain or loss 
shall be deemed to occur from the exchange until the new stock or 
securities are sold or realized upon and the gain or loss is definitely 
ascertained, until which time the new stock or securities received shall 
be treated as taking the place of the stock and securities exchanged; 
provided such reorganization, merger, or consolidation is a "reor-
ganization" within the meaning of the term "reorganization" as 
defined in section 112 (g) of the Federal Revenue Act of 1936. 

DEDUCTIONS NOT ALLOWED 

SEC. 8. (a) GENERAL RU-LE.—In computing net income no deductions 
shall be allowed in any es-se in respect to— 

(1) personal, living, or family expenses 
(2) any amount paid out for new buildings or for permanent 

improvements or betterments, made to increase the value of any 
property or estate; 
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Property restora-
tion, etc.

Life insurance pre-
miums for employees,
etc.

Holders of life or
terminable interest.

Exceptions.

Credits.

Personal exemption.

Credit for depend-
ents.

Change of status.

In return for frac-
tional part of year.

Net income comput-
ed on basis of annual
accounting period.

(3) any amount expended in restoring property or in making
good the exhaustion thereof for which an allowance is or has been
made; and

(4) premiums paid on any life-insurance policy covering the
life of any officer or employee or of any person financially inter-
ested in any trade or business carried on by the taxpayer when
the taxpayer is directly or indirectly a beneficiary under such
policy.

(b) HOLDERS OF LIFE OR TERMINABLE INTEREST.-Amounts paid
under the laws of any State, Territory, District of Columbia, pos-
session of the United States, or foreign country as income to the
holder of a life or terminable interest acquired by gift, bequest, or
inheritance shall not be reduced or diminished by any deduction for
shrinkage (by whatever name called) in the value of such interest
due to the lapse of time, nor by any deduction allowed by this Act
(except the deductions provided for in subsections (1) and (m) of
section 23 of the Federal Revenue Act of 1926 as amended) for the
purpose of computing the net income of an estate or trust but not
allowed under the laws of such State, Territory, District of Colum-
bia, possession of the United States, or foreign country for the pur-
pose of computing the income to which such holder is entitled.

PERSONAL EXEMPTIONS AND CREDIT FOR DEPENDENTS

SEC. 9. (a) CREDITs.-There shall be allowed to individuals the
following credits against net income:

(1) PERSONAL ExEMPTION.-In the case of a single person or
married person not living with husband or wife, a personal
exemption of $1,000; in the case of the head of a family or a
married person living with husband or wife, a personal exemp-
tion of $2,500; a husband and wife living together shall receive
but one personal exemption, the amount of such personal exemp-
tion shall be $2,500. If such husband and wife make separate
returns the personal exemption may be taken by either or divided
between them.

(2) CREDIT FOR DEPENDENTS.-$400 for each person (other than
husband or wife) dependent upon and receiving his chief support
from the taxpayer if such dependent person is under eighteen
years of age or is incapable of self-support because mentally or
physically defective.

(b) CHANGE OF STATUS.-If the status of the taxpayer, insofar as it
affects personal exemption or credit for dependents, changes during
the taxable year, the personal exemption and credit shall be appor-
tioned under rules and regulations prescribed by the Commissioners,
in accordance with the number of months before and after such
change. For the purpose of such apportionment a fractional portion
of a month shall be disregarded unless it amounts to more than half
a month in which case it shall be considered as a month.

(c) IN RETURN FOR FRACTIONAL PART OF YEAR.-In the case of a
return made for a fractional part of a year, the personal exemption
and credit for dependents shall be reduced respectively to amounts
which bear the same ratio to the full credits provided as the number
of months in the period for which the return is made bears to twelve
months.

ACCOUNTING PERIODS

SEC. 10. The net income shall be computed upon the basis of the
taxpayer's annual accounting period (fiscal year or calendar year, as
the case may be) in accordance with the method of accounting regu-
larly employed in keeping the books of such taxpayer; but if no such
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(3) any amount expended in restoring property or in making 
good the exhaustion thereof for which an allowance is or has been 
made; and 

(4) premiums paid on any life-insurance policy covering the 
life of any officer or employee or of any person financially inter-
ested in any trade or business carried on by the taxpayer when 
the taxpayer is directly or indirectly a beneficiary under such 
policy. 

(b) HOLDERS OF LIFE OR TERMINABLE INTEREST.—AMOIIIAS paid 
under the laws of any State, Territory, District of Columbia, pos-
session of the United States, or foreign country as income to the 
holder of a life or terminable interest acquired by gift, bequest, or 
inheritance shall not be reduced or diminished by any deduction for 
shrinkage (by whatever name called) in the value of such interest 
due to the lapse of time, nor by any deduction allowed by this Act 
(except the deductions provided for in subsections (1) and (m) of 
section 23 of the Federal Revenue Act of 1926 as amended) for the 
purpose of computing the net income of an estate or trust but not 
allowed under the laws of such State, Territory, District of Colum-
bia, possession of the United States, or foreign country for the pur-
pose of computing the income to which such holder is entitled. 

PERSONAL EXEMPTIONS AND CREDIT FOR DEPENDENTS 

SEC. 9. (a) CREnrrs.—There shall be allowed to individuals the 
following credits against net income: 

(1) PERSONAL EXEMPTION.—In the case of a single person or 
married person not living with husband or wife, a personal 
exemption of $1,000; in the case of the head of a family or a 
married person living with husband or wife, a personal exemp-
tion of $2,500; a husband and wife living together shall receive 
but one personal exemption, the amount of such personal exemp-
tion shall be $2,500. If such husband and wife make separate 
returns the personal exemption may be taken by either or divided 
between them. 

(2) CREDIT FOR DEPENDENTS.—$400 for each person (other than 
husband or wife) dependent upon and receiving his chief support 
from the taxpayer if such dependent person is under eighteen 
years of age or is incapable of self-support because mentally or 
physically defective. 

(b) CHANGE OF STATUS.—If the status of the taxpayer, insofar as it 
affects personal exemption or credit for dependents, changes during 
the taxable year, the personal exemption and credit shall be appor-
tioned under rules and regulations prescribed by the Commissioners, 
in accordance with the number of months before and after such 
change. For the purpose of such apportionment a fractional portion 
of a month shall be disregarded unless it amounts to more than half 
a month in which case it shall be considered as a month. 
(C) IN RETURN FOR FRACTIONAL PART OF X.LAR.—In the case of a 

return made for a fractional part of a year, the personal exemption 
and credit for dependents shall be reduced respectively to amounts 
which bear the same ratio to the full credits provided as the number 
of months in the period for which the return is made bears to twelve 
months. 

ACCOUNTING PERIODS 

SEC. 10. The net income shall be computed upon the basis of the 
taxpayer's annual accounting period (fiscal year or calendar year, as 
the case may be) in accordance with the method of accounting regu-
larly employed in keeping the books of such taxpayer; but if no such 
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method of accounting has been so employed, or if the method
employed does not clearly reflect the income, the computation shall
be made in accordance with such method as in the opinion of the
assessor does clearly reflect the income. If the taxpayer's annual
accounting period is other than a fiscal year as defined in section 43
or if the taxpayer has no annual accounting period or does not keep
books, the net income shall be computed on the basis of the calendar
year. If the taxpayer makes a Federal income-tax return, his income
shall be computed, for the purposes of this title, on the basis of the
same calendar or fiscal year as in such Federal income-tax return.

PERIOD IN WHICH ITEMS OF GROSS INCOME INCLUDED

SEC. 11. The amount of all items of gross income shall be included
in the gross income for the taxable year in which received by the
taxpayer unless, under methods of accounting permitted under sec-
tion 10, any such amounts are to be properly accounted for as of a
different period. In the case of the death of a taxpayer there shall
be included, in computing net income for the taxable period in which
falls the date of his death, amounts accrued up to the date of his
death if not otherwise properly includible in respect to such period
or a prior period.

PERIOD FOR WTHICH DEDUCTIONS AND CREDITS TAKEN

SEC. 12. The deductions and credits provided for in this title shall
be taken for the taxable year in which "paid or accrued" or "paid or
incurred", dependent upon the method of accounting upon the basis
of which the net income is computed unless, in order to clearly reflect
the income, the deductions or credits should be taken as of a different
period. In the case of the death of a taxpayer there shall be allowed
as deductions and credits for the taxable period in which falls the
date of his death, amounts accrued up to the date of his death if not
otherwise properly allowable in respect to such period or a prior
period.

INSTALLMENT BASIS

SEC. 13. (a) DEALFRS IN PERSONAL PROPERTY.-Under regulations
prescribed by the Commissioners, a person who regularly sells or
otherwise disposes of personal property on the installment plan may
return as income therefrom in any taxable year that proportion of
the installment payments actually received in that year which the
gross profit realized or to be realized when payment is completed
bears to the total contract price.

(b) SALES OF REALTY AND CASUAL SALES OF PERSONALTY.--In the
case of (1) a casual sale or other casual disposition of personal prop-
erty (other than property of a kind which would properly be included
in the inventory of the taxpayer if on hand at the close of the taxable
year) for a price exceeding $1,000, or (2) of a sale or other disposi-
tion of real property, if in either case the initial payments do not
exceed 30 per centum of the selling price, the income may, under
regulations prescribed by the Commissioners, be returned on the
basis and in the manner above prescribed in this section. As used in
this section the term "initial payments" means the payments received
in cash or property other than evidences of indebtedness of the pur-
chaser during the taxable period in which the sale or other disposition
is made.

(c) CHANGE FROM ACCRUAL TO INSTALLMENT BASIS.-If a taxpayer
entitled to the benefits of subsection (a) elects for any taxable year to
report his net income on the installment basis, then in computing his
income for the year of change or any subsequent year, amounts actually
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method of accounting has been so employed, or if the method 
employed does not clearly reflect the income, the computation shall 
be made in accordance with such method as in the opinion of the 
assessor does clearly reflect the income. If the taxpayer's annual 
accounting period is other than a fiscal year as defined in section 43 
or if the taxpayer has no annual accounting period or does not keep 
books, the net income shall be computed on the basis of the calendar 
year. If the taxpayer makes a Federal income-tax return, his income 
shall be computed, for the purposes of this title, on the basis of the 
same calendar or fiscal year as in such Federal income-tax return. 

PERIOD IN W HICH ITEMS OF GROSS INCOME INCLUDED 

SEC. 11. The amount of all items of gross income shall be included 
in the gross income for the taxable year in which received by the 
taxpayer unless, under methods of accounting permitted under sec-
tion 10, any such amounts are to be properly accounted for as of a 
different period. In the case of the death of a taxpayer there shall 
be included, in computing net income for the taxable period in which 
falls the date of his death, amounts accrued up to the date of his 
death if not otherwise properly includible in respect to such period 
or a prior period. 

PERIOD FOR W HICH DEDUCTIONS AND CREDITS TAXEN 

SEC. 12. The deductions and credits provided for in this title shall 
be taken for the taxable year in which "paid or accrued" or "paid or 
incurred", dependent upon the method of accounting upon the basis 
of which the net income is computed unless, in order to clearly reflect 
the income, the deductions or credits should be taken as of a different 
period. In the case of the death of a taxpayer there shall be allowed 
as deductions and credits for the taxable period in which falls the 
date of his death, amounts accrued up to the date of his death if not 
otherwise properly allowable in respect to such period or a prior 
period. 

INSTALLMENT BASIS 

SEC. 13. (a) DEALERS IN PERSONAL PROPERTY.—Under regulations 
prescribed by the Commissioners, a person who regularly sells or 
otherwise disposes of personal property on the installment plan may 
return as income therefrom in any taxable year that proportion of 
t he installment payments actually received in that year which the 
gross profit realized or to be realized when payment is completed 
bears to the total contract price. 

(b) SALES OF REALTY AND CASUAL SALES OF PERSONALTY.—Ifl the 
case of (1) a casual sale or other casual disposition of personal prop-
erty (other than property of a kind which would properly be included 
in the inventory of the taxpayer if on hand at the close of the taxable 
year) for a price exceeding $1,000, or (2) of a sale or other disposi-
tion of real property, if in either case the initial payments do not 
exceed 30 per centum of the selling price, the income may, under 
regulations prescribed by the Commissioners, be returned on the 
basis and in the manner above prescribed in this section. As used in 
this section the term "initial payments" means the payments received 
in cash or property other than evidences of indebtedness of the pur-
chaser during the taxable period in which the sale or other disposition 
is made. 

(C) CHANGE FROM ACCRUAL TO INSTALLMENT BASIS.—If a taxpayer 
entitled to the benefits of subsection (a) elects for any taxable year to 
report his net income on the installment basis, then in computing his 
income for the year of change or any subsequent year, amounts actually 
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received during any such year on account of sales or other disposition
of property made in any prior year shall not be excluded.

(d) GAIN OR LOSS UPON DISPOSITION OF INSTALLMENT OBLIGATIONS.-
If an installment obligation is satisfied at other than its face value or
distributed, transmitted, sold, or otherwise disposed of, gain or loss
shall result to the extent of the difference between the basis of the obli-
gation and (1) in the case of satisfaction at other than face value or a
sale or exchange-the amount realized, or (2) in case of a distribution,
transmission, or disposition otherwise than by sale or exchange-the
fair market value of the obligation at the time of such distribution,
transmission, or disposition. Any gain or loss so resulting shall be
considered as resulting from the sale or exchange of the property in
respect to which the installment obligation was received. The basis
of the obligation shall be the excess of the face value of the obligation
over an amount equal to the income which would be returnable were
the obligation satisfied in full. This paragraph shall not apply to the
transmission at death of installment obligations if there is filed with
the assessor, at such time as he may by regulation prescribe, a bond
in such amount and with such sureties as he may deem necessary, con-
ditioned upon the return as income, by the person receiving any pay-
ment in such obligations, of the same proportion of such payment as
would be returnable as income by the decedent if he had lived and had
received such payment.

INVENTORIES

SEC. 14. Whenever in the opinion of the assessor the use of inven-
tories is necessary in order clearly to determine the income of any tax-
payer, inventories shall be taken by such taxpayer upon such basis as
the assessor may prescribe as conforming as nearly as may be to the
best accounting practice in the trade or business and as most clearly
reflecting the income.

INDIVIDUAL RETURNS

SEC. 15. (a) REQUIREMENT.-The following individuals shall each
make under oath a return stating specifically the items of his gross
income and the deductions and credits allowed under this title and
such other information for the purpose of carrying out the provisions
of this title as the Commissioners may by regulations prescribe:

(1) Every individual having a net income for the taxable year
of $1,000 or over, if single, or if married and not living with hus-
band or wife;

(2) Every individual having a net income for the taxable year
of $2,500 or over, if married and living with husband or wife;
and

(3) Every individual having a gross income for the taxable
year of $5,000 or over, regardless of the amount of his net income.

(b) HUSBAND AND wrFE.If a husband and wife living together
have an aggregate net income for the taxable year of $2,500 or over,
or an aggregate gross income for such year of $5,000 or over-

(1) Each shall make a return, or
(2) The income of each shall be included in a single joint

return, in which case the tax shall be computed on the aggregate
income.

(c) PERSONS UNDER DISABILrrY.-If the taxpayer is unable to make
his own return, the return shall be made by a duly authorized agent
or by the guardian or other person charged with the care of the
person or property of such taxpayer.

(d) FIDucIRBES.-For returns to be made by fiduciaries, see sec-
tion 23.
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received during any such year on account of sales or other disposition 
of (property made in any prior year shall not be excluded. 

41) GAIN OR LOSS UPON DISPOSIIION OF INSTALLMFNT OBLIGATIONS.— 
If an installment obligation is satisfied at other than its face value or 
distributed, transmitted, sold, or otherwise disposed of, gain or loss 
shall result to the extent of the difference between the basis of the obli-
gation and (1) in the case of satisfaction at other than face value or a 
sale or exchange—the amount realized, or (2) in case of a distribution, 
transmission, or disposition otherwise than by sale or exchange—the 
fair market value of the obligation at the time of such distribution, 
transmission, or disposition. Any gain or loss so resulting shall be 
considered as resulting from the sale or exchange of the property in 
respect to which the installment obligation was received. The basis 
of the obligation shall be the excess of the face value of the obligation 
over an amount equal to the income which would be returnable were 
the obligation satisfied in full. This paragraph shall not apply to the 
transmission at death of installment obligations if there is filed with 
the assessor, at such time as he may by regulation prescribe, a bond 
in such amount and with such sureties as he may deem necessary, con-
ditioned upon the return as income, by the person receiving any pay-
ment in such obligations, of the same proportion of such payment as 
would be returnable as income by the decedent if he had lived and had 
received such payment. 

INVENTORIES 

Sm. 14. Whenever in the opinion of the assessor the use of inven-
tories is necessary in order clearly to determine the income of any tax-
payer, inventories shall be taken by such taxpayer upon such basis as 
the assessor may prescribe as conforming as nearly as may be to the 
best accounting practice in the trade or business and as most clearly 
reflecting the income. 

INDIVIDUAL RETURNS 

SEC. 15. (a) REQUIREMENT.—ThO following individuals shall each 
make under oath a return stating specifically the items of his gross 
income and the deductions and credits allowed under this title and 
such other information for the purpose of carrying out the provisions 
of this title as the Commissioners may by regulations prescribe: 

(1) Every individual having a net income for the taxable year 
of $1,000 or over, if single, or if married and not living with hus-
band or wife; 

(2) Every individual having a net income for the taxable year 
of $2,500 or over, if married and living with husband or wife; 
and 

(3) Every individual having a gross income for the taxable 
year of $5,000 or over, regardless of the amount of his net income. 

(b) HUSBAND AND wirE.--If a husband and wife living together 
have an aggregate net income for the taxable year of $2,500 or over, 
or an aggregate gross income for such year of $5,000 or over— 

(1 Each shall make a return, or 
(2 The income of each shall be included in a single joint 

return, in which case the tax shall be computed on the aggregate 
income. 

(c) PERSONS UNDER DisAromrry.—If the taxpayer is unable to make 
his own return, the return shall be made by a duly authorized agent 
or by the guardian or other person charged with the care of the 
person or property of such taxpayer. 

(d) FinuouRrEs.—For returns to be made by fiduciaries, see sec-
tion 23. 
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CORPORATION RETURNS

SEC. 16. Every corporation not expressly exempt from the tax
imposed by this title shall make a return and pay a filing fee of $25
which shall be credited against the tax. Such returns shall state
specifically the items of its gross income and the deductions and
credits allowed by this title, and such other information for the pur-
pose of carrying out the provisions of this title as the Commissioners
may by regulations prescribe. The return shall be sworn to by the
president, vpresiresident, or other principal officer, and by the treas-
urer, asstant treasurer, or chief accounting officer. In cases where
receivers, trustees in bankruptcy, or assignees are operating the prop-
erty or business of corporations, such receivers, trustees, or assignees
shall make returns for such corporations in the same manner and
form as corporations are required to make returns. Any tax due on
the basis of such returns made by receivers, trustees, or assignees
shall be collected in the same manner as if collected from the corpo-
rations of whose business or property they have custody and control.

TAXPAYER TO MAKE RETURN WHETHER RETURN FORM IS SENT OR NOT

SEC. 17. Blank forms of returns for income shall be supplied by
the assessor. It shall be the duty of the assessor to obtain an income-
tax return from every taxpayer who is liable under the law to file
such return; but this duty shall in no manner diminish the obliga-
tion of the taxpayer to file a return without being called upon to
do so.

TIME AND PLACE FOR FILING RETURNS

SEC. 18. All returns of income for the preceding taxable year shall
be made to the assessor on or before the 15th day of March in each
year, except that such returns, if made on the basis of a fiscal year,
shall be made on or before the 15th day of the third month following
the close of such fiscal year, unless such fiscal year has expired in
the calendar year 1939 prior to the approval of this Act, in which
event returns shall be made on or before the 15th day of the third
month following the approval of this Act.

EXTENSION OF TIME FOR FILINO RETUIRN

SEC. 19. The assessor may grant a reasonable extension of time for
filing income returns whenever in his judgment good cause exists and
shall keep a record of every such extension. Except in case of a tax-
payer who is abroad, no such extension shall be granted for more than
six months, and in no case for more than one year. In the event time
for filing a return is deferred, the taxpayer is hereby required to pay,
as a part of the tax, an amount equal to 6 per centum per annum
on the tax ultimately assessed from the time the return was due until
it is actually filed in the office of the assessor.

ALLOCATION OF INCOME AND DEDUCTIONS

SEC. 20. In any of two or more organizations, trades, or businesses
(whether or not incorporated, whether or not organized in the District
of Columbia, and whether or not affiliated) owned or controlled
directly or indirectly by the same interests, the assessor is authorized
to distribute, apportion, or allocate gross income or deductions between
or among such organizations, trades, or businesses, if he determines
that such distribution, apportionment, or allocation is necessary in
order to prevent evasion of taxes or clearly to reflect the income of
any of such organizations, trades, or businesses. The provisions of
this section shall apply, but shall not be limited in application to any
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CORPORATION RETURNS 

SEC. 16. Every corporation not expressly exempt from the tax 
imposed by this title shall make a return and pay a filing fee of $25 
which shall be credited against the tax. Such returns shall state 
specifically the items of its gross income and the deductions and 
credits allowed by this title, and such other information for the pur-
pose of carrying out the provisions of this title as the Commissioners 
may by regulations prescribe. The return shall be sworn to by the 
president, vice president, or other principal officer, and by the treas-
urer, assistant treasurer, or chief accounting officer. In cases where 
receivers, trustees in bankruptcy, or assignees are operating the prop-
erty or business of corporations, such receivers, trustees, or assignees 
shall make returns for such corporations in the same manner and 
form as corporations are required to make returns. Any tax due on 
the basis of such returns made by receivers, trustees, or assignees 
shall be collected in the same manner as if collected from the corpo-
rations of whose business or property they have custody and control. 

TAXPAYER TO MAKE RETURN W EKIIIT,R RETURN FORM IS SENT OR NOT 

SEC. 17. Blank forms of returns for income shall be supplied by 
the assessor. It shall be the duty of the ap.RPssor to obtain an income-
tax return from every taxpayer who is liable under the law to file 
such return; but this duty shall in no manner diminish the obliga-
tion of the taxpayer to file a return without being called upon to 
do so. 

TIME AND PLACE FOR FILING RETURNS 

SEC. 18. All returns of income for the preceding taxable year shall 
be made to the assessor on or before the 15th day of March in each 
year, except that such returns, if made on the basis of a fiscal year, 
shall be made on or before the 15th day of the third month following 
the close of such fiscal year, unless such fiscal year has expired in 
the calendar year 1939 prior to the approval of this Act, in which 
event returns shall be made on or before the 15th day of the third 
month following the approval of this Act. 

EXTENSION OF' TIME FOR FILING RFD'. INS 

SEC. 19. The assessor may grant a reasonable extension of time for 
filing income returns whenever in his judgment good cause exists and 
shall keep a record of every such extension. Except in case of a tax-
payer who is abroad, no such extension shall be granted for more than 
six months, and in no case for more than one year. In the event time 
for filing a return is deferred, the taxpayer is hereby required to pay, 
as a part of the tax, an amount equal to 6 per centuin per annum 
on the tax ultimately assessed from the time the return was due until 
it is actually filed in the office of the assessor. 

ALLOCATION OF INCOME AND DEDUCTIONS 

SEC. 20. In any of two or more organizations, trades, or businesses 
(whether or not incorporated, whether or not organized in the District 
of Columbia, and whether or not affiliated) owned or controlled 
directly or indirectly by the same interests, the assessor is authorized 
to distribute, apportion, or allocate gross income or deductions between 
or among such organizations, trades, or businesses, if he determines 
that such distribution, apportionment, or allocation is necessary in 
order to prevent evasion of taxes or clearly to reflect the income of 
any of such organizations, trades, or businesses. The provisions of 
this section shall apply, but shall net be limited in application to any 
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case of a common carrier by railroad subject to the Interstate Com-
merce Act and jointly owned or controlled directly or indirectly by
two or more common carriers by railroad subject to said Act.

PUBLICITY OF RETURNS

SEC. 21. (a) SECRECY OF RETURNs.-Except to any official of the
District, having a right thereto in his official capacity, it shall be
unlawful for any officer or employee of the District to divulge or
make known in any manner the amount of income or any particulars
set forth or disclosed in any report or return under this title.

(b) WHEN COPIES MAY BE FURNISHED.-Neither the original nor a
copy of the return desired for use in litigations in court shall be fur-
nished where the District of Columbia is not interested in the result
whether or not the request is contained in an order of the court:
Provided, That nothing herein shall be construed to prevent the fur-
nishing to a taxpayer of a copy of his return upon the payment of a
fee of $1.

(c) RECIPROCAL EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION WITH STATES.-Notwith-
standing the provisions of this section, the assessor may permit the
proper officer of any State imposing an income tax or his authorized
representative to inspect income-tax returns, filed with the assessor
or may furnish to such officer or representative a copy of any income-
tax return provided such State grants substantially similar privileges
to the assessor or his representative or to the proper officer of the
District charged with the administration of this title.

(d) PUBLICATION OF STATISTICS.-Nothing herein shall be construed
to prohibit the publication of statistics so classified as to prevent the
identification of particular reports and the items thereof, or of the
publication of delinquent lists showing the names of taxpayers who
have failed to pay their taxes at the time and in the manner provided
by law, together with any relevant information which in the opinion
of the assessor may assist in the collection of such delinquent taxes.

(e) PENALTIES FOR VIOLATION OF THIS SECTION.-Any offense against
the provisions of this section shall be a misdemeanor and shall be
punishable by a fine not exceeding $1,000 or imprisonment for six
months, or both, in the discretion of the court.

RETURNS To BE PRESERVED

SEC. 22. Reports and returns received by the assessor under the pro-
visions of this title shall be preserved for six years and thereafter
until the assessor orders them to be destroyed.

FIDUCIARY RETURNS

SEC. 23. (a) REQUIREMENT OF RETTrRN.-Every fiduciary (except a
receiver appointed by authority of law in possession of part only of
the property of an individual) shall make under oath a return for
any of the following individuals, estates, or trusts for which he acts,
stating specifically the items of gross income thereof and the deduc-
tions and credits allowed under this title and such other information
for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this title as the
Commissioners may by regulations prescribe:

(1) Every individual having a net income for the taxable year
of $1,000 or over, if single, or if married and not living with
husband and wife;

(2) Every individual having a net income for the taxable year
of $2,500 or over, if married and living with husband or wife;

(3) Every individual having a gross income for the taxable
year of $5,000 or over, regardless of the amount of his net
income;
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case of a common carrier by railroad subject to the Interstate Com-
merce Act and jointly owned or controlled directly or indirectly by 
two or more common carriers by railroad subject to said Act. 

PUBLICITY OF RETURNS 

SEC. 21. (a) SECRECY OF nyruitris.—Except to any official of the 
District, having a right thereto in his official capacity, it shall be 
unlawful for any officer or employee of the District to divulge or 
make known in any manner the amount of income or any particulars 
set forth or disclosed in any report or return under this title. 

(b) WHEN COPIES MAY BE Fiumsnrii.—Neither the original nor a 
copy of the return desired for use in litigations in court shall be fur-
nished where the District of Columbia is not interested in the result 
whether or not the request is contained in an order of the court: 
Provided, That nothing herein shall be construed to prevent the fur-
nishing to a taxpayer of a copy of his return upon the payment of a 
fee of $1. 

(C) RECIPROCAL EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION WITH STATES.—Notwith-

standing the provisions of this section, the assessor may permit the 
proper officer of any State imposing an income tax or his authorized 
representative to inspect income-tax returns, filed with the assessor 
or may furnish to such officer or representative a copy of any income-
tax return provided such State grants substantially similar privileges 
to the assessor or his representative or to the proper officer of the 
District charged with the administration of this title. 

(d) PUBLICATION OF smnerlos.—Nothing herein shall be construed 
to prohibit the publication of statistics so classified as to prevent the 
identification of particular reports and the items thereof, or of the 
publication of delinquent lists showing the names of taxpayers who 
have failed to pay their taxes at the time and in the manner provided 
by law, together with any relevant information which in the opinion 
of the assessor may assist in the collection of such delinquent taxes. 

(e) PENALTIES FOR VIOLATION OF saris SECTION.—Any offense against 
the provisions of this section shall be a misdemeanor and shall be 
punishable by a fine not exceeding $1,000 or imprisonment for six 
months, or both, in the discretion of the court. 

RETURNS To BE PRESERVED 

SEC. 22. Reports and returns received by the assessor under the pro-
visions of this title shall be preserved or six years and thereafter 
until the assessor orders them to be destroyed. 

FIDUCIARY RETURNS 

SEC. 23. (a) REQUIREMENT OF ErruRN:—Every fiduciary (except a 
receiver appointed by authority of law in possession of part only of 
the property of an individual) shall make under oath a return for 
any of the following individuals, estates, or trusts for which he acts, 
stating specifically the items of gross income thereof and the deduc-
tions and credits allowed under this title and such other information 
for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this title as the 
Commissioners may by regulations prescribe: 

(1) Every individual having a net income for the taxable year 
of $1,000 or over, if single, or if married and not living with 
husband and wife; 

(2) Every individual having a net income for the taxable year 
of $2,500 or over, if married and living with husband or wife; 

(3) Every individual having a gross income for the taxable 
year of $5,000 or over, regardless of the amount of his net 
income; 
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(4) Every estate or trust the net income of which for the tax-
able year is $1,000 or over;

(5) Every estate or trust the gross income of which for the
taxable year is $5,000 or over, regardless of the amount of the net
income.

(b) JOINT FIDUCIARIES.-Under such regulations as the Commis-
sioners may prescribe, a return by one of two or more joint fiduciaries
and filed in the office of the assessor shall be sufficient compliance
with the above requirement. Such fiduciary shall make oath (1) that
he has sufficient knowledge of the affairs of the individual, estate, or
trust for which the return is made, to enable him to make the return,
and (2) that the return is, to the best of his knowledge and belief,
true and correct.

(c) LAW APPLICABLE TO FIDUCIARIES.-Any fiduciary required to
make a return under this title shall be subject to all the provisions of
law which apply to individuals.

ESTATES AND TRUSTS

SEc. 24. (a) APPLICATION OF TAx.-The taxes imposed by this title
upon individuals shall apply to the income of estates or of any kind
of property held in trust, including-

(1) income accumulated in trust for the benefit of unborn or
unascertained person or persons with contingent interests, and
income accumulated or held for future distribution under the
terms of the will or trust;

(2) income which is to be distributed currently by the fidu-
ciary to the beneficiaries, and income collected by a guardian of
an infant which is to be held or distributed as the court may
direct;

(3) income received by estates of deceased persons during the
period of administration or settlement of the estate; and

(4) income which, in the discretion of the fiduciary, may be
either distributed to the beneficiaries or accumulated.

(b) COMPUTATION OF TAx.-The tax shall be computed upon the
net income of the estate or trust, and shall be paid by the fiduciary,
except as provided in paragraph (e) of this section (relating to
revocable trusts) and paragraph (f) of this section (relating to
income for benefit of the grantor).

(c) NET INCOME.-The net income of the estate or trust shall be
computed in the sane manner and on the same basis as in the case of
an individual, except that-

(1) there shall be allowed as an additional deduction in com-
puting the net income of the estate or trust the amount of the
income of the estate or trust for its taxable year which is to be
distributed currently by the fiduciary to the beneficiaries, and the
amount of the income collected by a guardian of an infant which
is to be held or distributed as the court may direct, but the
amount so allowed as a deduction shall be included in computing
the net income of the beneficiaries whether distributed to them
or not. Any amount allowed as a deduction under this para-
graph shall not be allowed as a deduction under subsection (2)
of this section in the same or any succeeding taxable year;

(2) in the case of income received by estates of deceased per-
sons during the period of administration or settlement of the
estate, and in the case of income which, in the discretion of the
fiduciary, may be either distributed to the beneficiary or accumu-
lated, there shall be allowed as an additional deduction in com-
puting the net income of the estate or trust the amount of the
income of the estate or trust for its taxable year, which is prop-
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(4) Every estate or trust the net income of which for the tax-
able year is $1,000 or over; 

(5) Every estate or trust the gross income of which for the 
taxable year is $5,000 or over, regardless of the amount of the net 
income. 

(b) JOINT FIDUCIARIES.—Under such regulations as the Commis-
sioners may prescribe, a return by one of two or more joint fiduciaries 
and filed in the office of the assessor shall be sufficient compliance 
with the above requirement. Such fiduciary shall make oath (1) that 
he has sufficient knowledge of the affairs of the individual, estate, or 
trust for which the return is made, to enable him to make the return, 
and (2) that the return is, to the best of his knowledge and belief, 
true and correct. 

(c) LAW APPLICABLE TO FIDUCIARIES.—Ally fiduciary required to 
make a return under this title shall be subject to all the provisions of 
law which apply to individuals. 

ESTATES AND TRUSTS 

SEC. 24. (a) APPLICATION (IF TAx.—The taxes imposed by this title 
upon individuals shall apply to the income of estates or of any kind 
of property held in trust, including— 

(1) income accumulated in trust for the benefit of unborn or 
unascertained person or persons with contingent interests, and 
income accumulated or held for future distribution under the 
terms of the will or trust; 

(2) income which is to be distributed currently by the fidu-
ciary to the beneficiaries, and income collected by a guardian of 
an infant which is to be held or distributed as the court may 
direct; 

(3) income received by estates of deceased persons during the 
period of administration or settlement of the estate; and 

(4) income which, in the discretion of the fiduciary, may be 
either distributed to the beneficiaries or accumulated. 

(b) COMPUTATION or TAx.—The tax shall be computed upon the 
net income of the estate or trust, and shall be paid by the fiduciary, 
except as provided in paragraph (e) of this section (relating to 
revocable trusts) and paragraph (f) of this section (relating to 
income for benefit of the grantor). 

(c) NET INCOME.—The net income of the estate or trust shall be 
computed in the same manner and on the same basis as in the case of 
an individual, except that— 

(1) there shall be allowed as an additional deduction in com-
puting the net income of the estate or trust the amount of the 
income of the estate or trust for its taxable year which is to be 
distributed currently by the fiduciary to the beneficiaries, and the 
amount of the income collected by a guardian of an infant which 
is to be held or distributed as the court may direct, but the 
amount so allowed as a deduction shall be included in computing 
the net income of the beneficiaries whether distributed to them 
or not. Any amount allowed as a deduction under this para-
graph shall not be allowed as a deduction under subsection (2) 
of this section in the same or any succeeding taxable year; 

(2) in the case of income received by estates of deceased per-
sons during the period of administration or settlement of the 

i estate, and n the case of income which, in the discretion of the 
fiduciary, may be either distributed to the beneficiary or accumu-
lated, there shall be allowed as an additional deduction in com-
puting the net income of the estate or trust the amount of the 
income of the estate or trust for its taxable year, which is prop-
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erly paid or credited during such year to any legatee, heir, or
beneficiary, but the amount so allowed as a deduction shall be
included in computing the net income of the legatee, heir, or
beneficiary;

(3) there shall be allowed as a deduction (in lieu of the deduc-
tions for charitable contributions authorized by section 5 (a)
(10)) any part of the gross income, without limitation, which
pursuant to the terms of the will or deed creating a trust, is
during the taxable year paid or permanently set aside for the
purposes and in the manner provided in section 5 (a) (10) or is
to be used exclusively for the purposes enumerated in section 5
(a) (10).

(d) DIRENT TAXABLE YEALR-If the taxable year of a beneficiary
is different from that of the estate or trust, the amount which he is
required, under subparagraph (1) of paragraph (c) of this section, to
include in computing his net income, shall be based upon the income
of the estate or trust for any taxable year of the estate or trust ending
within or with his taxable year.

(e) REVOCABLE TRUSTS.--Where at any time the power to revest in
the grantor title to any part of the corpus of the trust is vested-

(1) in the grantor, either alone or in conjunction with any
person not having a substantial adverse interest in the disposition
of such part of the corpus or the income therefrom; or

(2) in any person not having a substantial adverse interest in
the disposition of such part of the corpus or the income there-
from,

then the income of such part of the trust shall be included in comput-
ing the net income of the grantor.

(f) INCOME FOR BENEFIT OF GRANrTOR.-Where any part of the income
of a trust-

(1) is, or in the discretion of the grantor or of any person not
having a substantial adverse interest in the disposition of such
part of the income may be, held or accumulated for future distri-
bution to the grantor; or

(2) may, in the discretion of the grantor or of any person not
having a substantial adverse interest in the disposition of such
part of the income, be distributed to the grantor; or

(3) is, or in the discretion of the grantor or of any person not
having a substantial adverse interest in the disposition of such
part of the income may be applied to the payment of premiums
upon policies of insurance on the life of the grantor (except
policies of insurance irrevocably payable for the purposes and
in the manner specified in section 5 (a) (10), relating to the
so-called "charitable contribution" deduction);

then such part of the income of the trust shall be included in comput-
ing the net income of the grantor.

(g) DEFINrIION OF "IN DISCRETION OF GRANTOR."-As used in this
section, the term "in the discretion of the grantor" means "in the dis-
cretion of the grantor, either alone or in conjunction with any person
not having a substantial adverse interest in the disposition of the part
of the income in question."

(h) INCOME FROM INTANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPErY .HELD BY TRUST.-
Income from intangible personal property held by any trust company
or by any national bank situated in the District (with or without an
individual trustee, resident or nonresident) in trust to pay the income
for the time being to, or to accumulate or apply such income for the
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erly paid or credited during such year to any legatee, heir, or 
beneficiary, but the amount so allowed as a deduction shall be 
included in computing the net income of the legatee, heir, or 
beneficiary; 

(3) there shall be allowed as a deduction (in lieu of the deduc-
tions for charitable contributions authorized by section 5 (a) 
(10)) any part of the gross income, without hmitation, which 
pursuant to the terms of the will or deed creating a trust, is 
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purposes and in the manner provided in section 5 (a) (10) or is 
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(a) (10). 
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within or with his taxable year. 
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person not having a substantial adverse interest in the disposition 
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(2) in any person not having a substantial adverse interest in 
the disposition of such part of the corpus or the income there-
from, 

then the income of such part of the trust shall be included in comput-
ing the net income of the grantor. 
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(2) may, in the discretion of the grantor or of any person not 
having a substantial adverse interest in the disposition of such 
part of the income, be distributed to the grantor; or 

(3) is, or in the discretion of the grantor or of any person not 
having a substantial adverse interest in the disposition of such 
part of the income may be applied to the payment of premiums 
upon policies of insurance on the life of the grantor (except 
policies of insurance irrevocably payable for the purposes and 
in the manner specified in section 5 (a) (10), relating to the 
so-called "charitable contribution" deduction) ; 

then such part of the income of the trust shall be included in comput-
ing the net income of the grantor. 

(g) DErnirrioN or "IN DISCRETION or caAarros."—As used in this 
section, the term "in the discretion of the grantor" means "in the dis-
cretion of the grantor, either alone or in conjunction with any 13erson 
not having a substantial adverse interest in the disposition of the part 
of the income in question." 

(h) INCOME FROM INTANCIRT.E PERSONAL PROPERTY HELD BY TRUST.— 
Income from intangible personal property held by any trust company 
or by any national bank situated in the District (with or without an 
individual trustee, resident or nonresident) in trust to pay the income 
for the time being to, or to accumulate or apply such income for the 
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benefit of any nonresident of the District, shall not be taxable here-
under if-

(1) such beneficial owner or cestui que trust was at the time of
the creation of the trust a nonresident of the District; and

(2) the testator, settlor, or grantor was also at the time of the
creation of the trust a nonresident of the District.

PARTNERSHIPS

SEC. 25. (a) PARTNERS ONLY TAXABLE.-Individuals carrying on abe.tne
business in partnership shall be liable for income tax only in their
individual capacity, and no income tax shall be assessable hereunder
upon the net income of any partnership. All such income shall be
assessable to the individual partners; it shall be reported by such
partners as individuals upon their respective individual income
returns; and it shall be taxed to them as individuals along with their
other income at the rate and in the manner herein provided for the
taxation of income received by individuals. There shall be included insteri
in computing the net income of each partner his distributive share, come.
whether distributed or not, of the net income of the partnership for
the taxable year; or if his net income for such taxable year is corm- yeaDere
puted upon the basis of a period different from that upon the basis
of which the net income of the partnership is computed, then his dis-
tributive share of the net income of the partnership for any account-
ing period of the partnership ending within the taxable year upon
the basis of which the partner's net income is computed.

(b) PARTNERSHIP RETURN.-Every partnership shall make a return artne
for each taxable year stating specifically the items of its gross income
and the deductions allowed by this title, and shall include in the
return the names and the addresses of the individuals who would be
entitled to share in the net income if distributed, and the amount of
the distributive share of each individual. The return shall be sworn sworn

to by any one of the partnersrequired.to by any one of the partners.
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PAYMENT OF TAX

SEC. 26. (a) TIME OF PAYMENT.-The total amount of tax imposed
by this title shall be paid on the 15th day of March following the
close of the calendar year, or if the return should be made on the
basis of a fiscal year, then on the 15th day of the third month follow-
ing the close of the fiscal year, except a fiscal year which expired in
the calendar year 1939 prior to the approval of this Act, in which
event the tax shall be paid on the 15th day of the third month follow-
ing the approval of this Act.

(b) EXTENSION OF TIME FOR PAYMENTs.-At the request of the tax-
payer the assessor may extend the time for payment by the taxpayer
of the amount determined as the tax, for a period not to exceed six
months from the date prescribed for the payment of the tax or an
installment thereof. In such case the amount in respect to which
the extension is granted shall be paid on or before the date of the
expiration of the period of the extension.

(c) VOLrTNTARY ADVANCE PAYMENT.-A tax imposed by this title, or
any installment thereof, may be paid, at the election of the taxpayer,
prior to the date prescribed for its payment.

(d) FRAcTIoNAL PART OF CENT.-In the payment of any tax under
this title a fractional part of a cent shall be disregarded unless it
amounts to one-half cent or more, in which case it shall be increased
to 1 cent.

Time of payment.

Time extensions.

Voluntary advance
payment.

Fractional part of
cent.
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(e) PAYMENT TO COLLECTOR AND RECEIPTS.-The tax provided under
this title shall be collected by the collector and the revenues derived
therefrom shall be turned over to the Treasury of the United States
for the credit to the District in the same manner as other revenues are
turned over to the United States Treasury for the credit to the Dis-
trict. The collector shall, upon written request, give to the person
making payment of any income tax a full written or printed receipt
therefor.

TAX A PERSONAL DEBT

SEC. 27. Every tax imposed by this title, and all increases, interest,
and penalties thereof, shall become, from the time it is due and pay-
able, a personal debt, from the person or persons liable to pay the
same to the District, and shall be entitled to the same priority as
other District taxes, and the taxes levied hereunder and the interest
and penalties thereon shall be collected by the collector of taxes in the
manner provided by law for the collection of taxes due the District
on personal property in force at the time of such collection.

INFORMATION FROM THE BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE

SEC. 28. The Bureau of Internal Revenue of the Treasury Depart-
ment of the United States is authorized and required to supply such
information as may be requested by the Commissioners relative to
any person subject to the taxes imposed by this title.

ASSESSOR TO ADMINISTER

Duties of assessor. SEC. 29. (a) DUTIES OF ASSESSOR.-The assessor is hereby required
to administer the provisions of this title. The assessor shall prescribe
forms identical with those utilized by the Federal Government, except
to the extent required by differences between this title and its appli-
cation and the Federal Act and its application. He shall apply as
far as practicable the administrative and judicial interpretations of
the Federal income-tax law so that computations of income for pur-
poses of this title shall be, as nearly as practicable, identical with the
calculations required for Federal income-tax purposes. As soon as
practicable after the return is filed the assessor shall examine it and
shall determine the correct amount of the tax.

special returns. (b) STATEMENTS AND SPECIAL RETURNS.-Every taxpayer liable to
any tax imposed by this title shall keep such records, render under
oath such statements, make such returns, and comply with such rules
and regulations as the Commissioners from time to time may pre-
scribe. Whenever the assessor judges it necessary he may require any
taxpayer, by notice served upon him, to make a return, render under
oath such statements, or keep such records as he deems sufficient to
show whether or not such taxpayer is liable to tax under this title and
the extent of such liability.

boExaination ofts (c) EXAMINATION OF BOOKS AND WITNESSES.-The assessor, for the
purpose of ascertaining the correctness of any return filed hereunder,
or for the purpose of making an estimate of the taxable income of
any taxpayer, is authorized to examine any books, papers, records, or
memoranda of any person bearing upon the matters required to be

oroeduction of ree- included in the return and may summon any person to appear and
produce books, records, papers, or memoranda bearing upon the mat-
ters required to be included in the return, and to give testimony or
answer interrogatories under oath respecting the same, and the
assessor shall have power to administer oaths to such person or

m mons,' testi- persons. Such summons may be served by any members of the Metro-
politan Police Department. If any person having been personally
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(e) PAYMENT TO COLLECTOR AND REC]mTS.—The tax provided under 
this title shall be collected by the collector and the revenues derived 
therefrom shall be turned over to the Treasury of the United States 
for the credit to the District in the same manner as other revenues are 
turned over to the United States Treasury for the credit to the Dis-
trict. The collector shall, upon written request, give to the person 
making payment of any income tax a full written or printed receipt 
therefor. 

TAX A PERSONAL DEBT 

SEC. 27. Every tax imposed by this title, and all increases, interest, 
and penalties thereof, shall become, from the time it is due and pay-
able, a personal debt, from the person or persons liable to pay the 
same to the District, and shall be entitled to the same priority as 
other District taxes, and the taxes levied hereunder and the interest 
and penalties thereon shall be collected by the collector of taxes in the 
manner provided by law for the collection of taxes due the District 
on personal property in force at the time of such collection. 

INFORMATION FROM 1111.0 BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE 

SEC. 28. The Bureau of Internal Revenue of the Treasury Depart-
ment of the United States is authorized and required to supply such 
information as may be requested by the Commissioners relative to 
any person subject to the taxes imposed by this title. 

ASSESSOR TO ADMINISTER 

SEC. 29. (a) Durrus OF AssEssoR.—The assessor is hereby required 
to administer the provisions of this title. The assessor shall prescribe 
forms identical with those utilized by the Federal Government, except 
to the extent required by differences between this title and its appli-
cation and the Federal Act and its application. He shall apply as 
far as practicable the administrative and judicial interpretations of 
the Federal income-tax law so that computations of income for pur-
poses of this title shall be, as nearly as practicable, identical with the 
calculations required for Federal income-tax purposes. As soon as 
practicable after the return is filed the assessor shall examine it and 
shall determine the correct amount of the tax. 

(b) STATEMENTS AND SPECIAL RE FuRNS.—Every taxpayer liable to 
any tax imposed by this title shall keep such records, render under 
oath such statements, make such returns, and comply with such rules 
and regulations as the Commissioners from time to time may pre-
scribe. Whenever the assessor judges it necessary he may require any 
taxpayer, by notice served upon him, to make a return, render under 
oath such statements, or keep such records as he deems sufficient to 
show whether or not such taxpayer is liable to tax under this title and 
the extent of such liability. 

(c) EXAMINATION OF BOOBS AND WITNESSES.—The assessor, for the 
purpose of ascertaining the correctness of any return filed hereunder, 
or for the purpose of making an estimate of the taxable income of 
any taxpayer, is authorized to examine any books, papers, records, or 
memoranda of any person bearing upon the matters required to be 
included in the return and may summon any person to appear and 
produce books, records, papers, or memoranda bearing upon the mat-
ters required to be included in the return, and to give testimony or 
answer interrogatories under oath. respecting the same, and the 
assessor shall have power to administer oaths to such person or 
persons. Such summons may be served by any members of the Metro-
politan Police Department. If any person having been personally 
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summoned shall neglect or refuse to obey the summons issued as
herein provided, then, and in that event, the assessor may report
that fact to the District Court of the United States for the District
of Columbia, or one of the justices thereof, and said court or any
justice thereof hereby is empowered to compel obedience to such
summons to the same extent as witnesses may be compelled to obey
the subpenas of that court. Any person in custody or control of
any books, papers, records, or memoranda bearing upon the matters
required to be included in such returns, who shall refuse to permit the
examination by the assessor or any person designated by him of any
such books, papers, records, or memoranda, or who shall obstruct or
hinder the assessor or any person designated by him in the examina-
tion of any books, papers, records, or memoranda, shall upon convic-
tion thereof be fined not more than $300. All prosecutions under
this section shall be brought in the police court of the District of
Columbia on information by the corporation counsel of the District
of Columbia in the name of the District of Columbia.

(d) RETUTRN BY ASSESSOR.-If any person fails to make and file a
return at the time prescribed by law or by regulations made under
authority of law, or makes, willfully or otherwise, a false or fraudu-
lent return, the assessor shall make the return from his own knowl-
edge and from such information as he can obtain through testimony
or otherwise. Any return so made and subscribed by the assessor
shall be prima facie good and sufficient for all legal purposes.

ASSESSMENT AND COLLECION OF DIFICIENsCIE

SEC. 30. DEFINITION OF "DEFICIENCY."-As used in this title in
respect of a tax imposed by this title "deficiency" means-

(1) the amount by which the tax imposed by this title exceeds
the amount shown as the tax by the taxpayer upon his return;
but the amount so shown on the return shall first be increased
by the amounts previously assessed (or collected without assess-
ment) as a deficiency, and decreased by the amounts previously
abated, credited, refunded, or otherwise repaid in respect of such
tax; or

(2) if no amount is shown as the tax by the taxpayer upon his
return, or if no return is made by the taxpayer, then the amount
by which the tax exceeds the amounts previously assessed (or
collected without assessment) as a deficiency; but such amounts
previously assessed, or collected without assessment, shall
first be decreased by the amounts previously abated, credited,
refunded, or otherwise repaid in respect of such tax.

DETERMINATION AND ASSESSMIENT OF DEFICIENCY

SEC. 31. If a deficiency in tax is determined by the assessor, the
taxpayer shall be notified thereof and given a period of not less than
thirty days, after such notice is sent by registered mail, in which to
file a protest and show cause or reason why the deficiency should
not be paid. Opportunity for hearing shall be granted by the asses-
sor, and a final decision thereon shall be made as quickly as prac-
ticable. Any deficiency in tax then determined to be due shall be
assessed and paid, together with any addition to the tax applicable
thereto, within ten days after notice and demand by the collector.
The taxpayer may appeal from such assessment to the Board of Tax
Appeals for the District of Columbia in the same manner and to
the same extent as set forth in sections 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 of
title IX of an Act to amend the District of Columbia Revenue Act
of 1937, and for other purposes, approved May 16, 1938.
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SEC. 32. (a) AUTHORITY FOR MAKING.-If the assessor believes that
the collection of any tax imposed by this title will be jeopardized by
delay, he shall, whether or not the time otherwise prescribed by law
for making return and paying such tax has expired, immediately
assess such tax (together with all interest and penalties, the assess-
ment of which is provided for by law). Such tax, penalties, and
interest shall thereupon become immediately due and payable, and
immediate notice and demand shall be made by the collector for the
payment thereof. Upon failure or refusal to pay such tax, penalty,
and interest, collection thereof by distraint shall be lawful.

(b) BOND TO STAY COLLECTION.-The collection of the whole or any
part of the amount of such assessment may be stayed by filing with
the collector a bond in such amount, not exceeding double the amount
as to which the stay is desired, and with such sureties as the col-
lector deems necessary, conditioned upon the payment of the amount,
the collection of which is stayed, at the time at which, but for this
section, such amount would be due.

PERIOD OF LIMITATION UPON ASSESSMENT AND COLLECTION

SEO. 33. (a) GENERAL RULE.-Except as provided in paragraph (b)
of this section-

(1) The amount of income taxes imposed by this title shall
be assessed within two years after the return is filed, and no
proceeding in court without assessment for the collection of such
taxes shall be begun after the expiration of such period.

(2) In the case of income received during the lifetime of a
decedent, or by his estate during the period of administration, or
by a corporation, the tax shall be assessed, and any proceeding in
court without assessment for the collection of such tax shall be
begun, within twelve months after written request therefor (filed
after the return is made) by the executor, administrator, or other
fiduciary representing the estate of such decedent, or by the
corporation, but not after the expiration of two years after the
return is filed. This subparagraph shall not apply in the case
of a corporation unless-

(A) such written request notifies the assessor that the cor-
poration contemplates dissolution at or before the expiration
of such twelve-month period; and

(B) the dissolution is in good faith begun before the
expiration of such twelve-month period; and

(C) the dissolution is completed.
(3) If the taxpayer omits from gross income an amount prop-

erly includible therein which is in excess of 25 per centum of the
amount of gross income stated in the return, the tax may be
assessed, or a proceeding in court for the collection of such tax
may be begun without assessment, at any time within five years
after the return was filed.

(4) For the purposes of subparagraphs (1), (2), and (3), a
return filed before the last day prescribed by law for the filing
thereof shall be considered as filed on such last day.

(b) FALSE RETURN.-In the case of a false or fraudulent return
with intent to evade tax or of a failure to file a return, the tax may
be assessed, or a proceeding in court for the collection of such tax
may be begun without assessment, at any time.

(c) WAavm.-Where before the expiration of the time prescribed
in paragraph (a) for the assessment of the tax, both the assessor and
the taxpayer have consented in writing to its assessment after such
time, the tax may be assessed at any time prior to the expiration of
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JEOPARDY ASSESSMENT 

SEC. 32. (a) Airrisonrry FOR mmurra.—If the assessor believes that 
the collection of any tax imposed by this title will be jeopardized by 
delay, he shall, whether or not the time otherwise prescribed by law 
for making return and paying such tax has expired, immediately 
assess such tax (together with all interest and penalties, the assess-
ment of which is provided for by law). Such tax, penalties, and 
interest shall thereupon become immediately due and payable, and 
immediate notice and demand shall be made by the collector for the 
payment thereof. Upon failure or refusal to pay such tax, penalty, 
and interest, collection thereof by distraint shall be lawful. 

(b) BOND TO STAY cormEcnoN.—The collection of the whole or any 
part of the amount of such assessment may be stayed by filing with 
the collector a bond in such amount, not exceeding double the amount 
as to which the stay is desired, and with such sureties as the col-
lector deems necessary, conditioned upon the payment of the amount, 
the collection of which is stayed, at the time at which, but for this 
section, such amount would be due. 

PERIOD or LIMITATION UPON ASSESSMENT AND COLLECTION 

SE0. 33. (a) GENERAL ntnE.—Except as provided in paragraph (b) 
of this section— 

(1) The amount of income taxes imposed by this title shall 
be assessed within two years after the return is filed, and no 
proceeding in court without assessment for the collection of such 
taxes shall be begun after the expiration of such period. 

(2) In the case of income received during the lifetime of a 
decedent, or by his estate during the period of administration, or 
by a corporation, the tax shall be assessed, and any proceeding in 
court without assessment for the collection of such tax shall be 
begun, within twelve months after written request therefor (filed 
after the return is made) by the executor, administrator, or other 
fiduciary representing the estate of such decedent, or by the 
corporation, but not after the expiration of two years after the 
return is filed. This subparagraph shall not apply in the case 
of a corporation unless— 

(A ) such written request notifies the assessor that the cor-
poration contemplates dissolution at or before the expiration 
of such twelve-month period; and 

(B) the dissolution is in good faith begun before the 
expiration of such twelve-month period; and 

(C) the dissolution is completed. 
(3) If the taxpayer omits from gross income an amount prop-

erly includible therein which is in excess of 25 per centum of the 
amount of gross income stated in the return, the tax may be 
assessed, or a proceeding in court for the collection of such tax 
may be begun without assessment, at any time within five years 
after the return was filed. 

(4) For the purposes of subparagraphs (1), (2), and (3), a 
return filed before the last day prescribed by law for the filing 
thereof shall be considered as filed on such last day. 

Fa's° return or II° (b) FALSE imp:mt.—In the case of a false or fraudulent return return; assessment. 

with intent to evade tax or of a failure to file a return, the tax may 
be assessed, or a proceeding in court for the collection of such tax 
may be begun without assessment, at any time. 

(c) Wervm.—Where before the expiration of the time prescribed 
in paragraph (a) for the assessment of the tax, both the assessor and 
the taxpayer have consented in writing to its assessment after such 
time, the tax may be assessed at any time prior to the expiration of 

Waiver. 
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the period agreed upon. The period so agreed upon may be extended
by subsequent agreements in writing made before the expiration of
the period previously agreed upon.

(d) COLUECTION AFTER ASSESSMENT.-Where the assessment of any
income tax imposed by this title has been made within the period of
limitation properly applicable thereto, such tax may be collected by
distraint or by a proceeding in court, but only if begun (A) within
three years after the assessment of the tax or (B) prior to the expira-
tion of any period for collection agreed upon in writing by the
assessor and the taxpayer before the expiration of such three-year
period. The period so agreed upon may be extended by subsequent
agreements in writing made before the expiration of the period
previously agreed upon.

REFUNDS

SEC. 34. Except as otherwise provided in section 31 of this title,
where there has been an overpayment of any tax imposed by this title,
the amount of such overpayment shall be refunded to the taxpayer.
No such refund shall be allowed after two years from the time the
tax is paid unless before the expiration of such period a claim there-
for is filed by the taxpayer. The amount of the refund shall not
exceed the portion of the tax paid during the two years immediately
preceding the filing of the claim, or, if no claim was filed, then during
the two years immediately preceding the allowance of the refund.
Every claim for refund must be in writing, under oath; must state
the specific grounds upon which the claim is founded, and must be
filed with the assessor. If the assessor disallows any part of a claim
for refund, he shall send to the taxpayer by registered mail a notice
of the part of the claim so disallowed. Within ninety days after the
mailing of such notice, the taxpayer may file an appeal with the
Board of Tax Appeals for the District of Columbia, in the same
manner and to the same extent as set forth in sections 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, and 12 of title IX of an Act to amend the District of Columbia
Revenue Act of 1937, and for other purposes, approved May 16,
1938. The remedy provided to the taxpayer under this section shall
not be deemed to take away from the taxpayer any remedy which he
might have under any other provision of law; but no suit by the
taxpayer for the recovery of any part of such tax shall be instituted in
any court if the taxpayer has elected to file an appeal in accordance
with this section.

CLOSING AGREEMENTS

SEC. 35. The assessor is authorized to enter into an agreement with
any person relating to the liability of such person (or of the person
or estate for whom he acts) in respect of any income tax for any
period ending prior to the date of the agreement. If such agreement
is approved by the Commissioners within such time as may be stated
in such agreement, or later agreed to, such agreement shall be final
and conclusive and except upon a showing of fraud or malfeasance,
or misrepresentation of a material fact-the case shall not be
reopened as to the matters agreed upon or the agreement modified;
and in any suit or proceeding relating to the tax liability of the tax-
payer such agreement shall not be annulled, modified, set aside, or
disregarded.

COMPEOISES

SEC. 36. (a) AUTHoRlTr TO MAKE.-Whenever in the opinion of the
Commissioners there shall arise with respect of any tax imposed
under this title any doubt as to the liability of the taxpayer or the
collectibility of the tax for any reason whatsoever the Commissioners
may compromise such tax.
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the period agreed upon. The period so agreed upon may be extended 
by subsequent agreements in writing made before the expiration of 
the period previously agreed upon. 

(d) COLLFCTION AFTER AssEssiumxr.—Where the assessment of any 
income tax imposed by this title has been made within the period of 
limitation properly applicable thereto, such tax may be collected by 
distraint or by a proceeding in court, but only if begun (A) within 
three years after the assessment of the tax or (B) prior to the expira-
tion of any period for collection agreed upon in writing by the 
assessor and the taxpayer before the expiration of such three-year 
period. The period so agreed upon may be extended by subsequent 
agreements in writing made before the expiration of the period 
previously agreed upon. 

REFUNDS 

SEC. 34. Except as otherwise provided in section 31 of this title, 
where there has been an overpayment of any tax imposed by this title, 
the amount of such overpayment shall be refunded to the taxpayer. 
No such refund shall be allowed alter two years from the time the 
tax is paid unless before the expiration of such period a claim there-
for is filed by the taxpayer. The amount of the refund shall not 
exceed the portion of the tax paid during the two years immediately 
preceding the filing of the claim, or, if no claim was filed, then during 
the two years immediately preceding the allowance of the refund. 
Every claim for refund must be in writing, under oath; must state 
the specific grounds upon which the claim is founded, and must be 
filed with the assessor. If the assessor disallows any part of a claim 
for refund, he shall send to the taxpayer by registered mail a notice 
of the part of the claim so disallowed. Within ninety days after the 
mailing of such notice, the taxpayer may file an appeal with the 
Board of Tax Appeals for the District of Columbia, in the same 
manner and to the same extent as set forth in sections 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 
11, and 12 of title IX of an Act to amend the District of Columbia 
Revenue Act of 1937, and for other purposes, approved May 16, 
1938. The remedy provided to the taxpayer under this section shall 
not be deemed to take away from the taxpayer any remedy which he 
might have under any other provision of law; but no suit by the 
taxpayer for the recovery of any part of such tax shall be instituted in 
any court if the taxpayer has elected to file an appeal in accordance 
with this section. 

CLOSING AGREEMENTS 

SEC. 35. The assessor is authorized to enter into an agreement with 
any person relating to the liability of such person (or of the person 
or estate for whom he acts) in respect of any income tax for any 
period ending prior to the date of the agreement. If such agreement 
is approved by the Commissioners within such time as may be stated 
hi such agreement, or later agreed to, such agreement shall be final 
and conclusive and except upon a showing of fraud or malfeasance 
or misrepresentation of a material fact—the case shall not be 
reopened as to the matters agreed upon or the agreement modified; 
and in any suit or proceeding relating to the tax liability of the tax-
payer such agreement shall not be annulled, modified, set aside, or 
disregarded. 

COAIPROMSES 

SEC. 36. (a) AUTHORITY TO rA1.—Whenever in the opinion of the 
Commissioners there shall arise with respect of any tax imposed 
under this title any doubt as to the liability of the taxpayer or the 
collectibility of the tax for any reason whatsoever the Commissioners 
may compromise such tax. 
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(b) CONCEALMENT OF ASSETS.-Any person who, in connection with
any compromise under this section or offer of such compromise or in
connection with any closing agreement under this title or offer to
enter into any such agreement, willfully (1) conceals from any officer
or employee of the District of Columbia any property belonging to
the estate of the taxpayer or other person liable with respect of the
tax, or (2) receives, destroys, mutilates, or falsifies any book, docu-
ment, or record or makes under oath any false statement relating to
the estate or the financial condition of the taxpayer or to the person
liable in respect of the tax, shall, upon conviction thereof, be fined
not more than $5,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or
both.

(c) OF PENALTIEs.-The Commissioners shall have the power for
cause shown to compromise any penalty arising under this title.

FAILURE TO FILE RETURN

SEC. 37. In case of any failure to make and file a return required
by this title, within the time prescribed by law or prescribed by the
Commissioners in pursuance of law, 25 per centum of the tax shall be
added to the tax, except that when a return is filed after such time
and it is shown that the failure to file it was due to reasonable cause
and not due to willful neglect, no such addition shall be made to the
tax. The amount so added to any tax shall be collected at the same
time and in the same manner and as a part of the tax unless the tax
has been paid before the discovery of the neglect, in which case the
amount so added shall be collected in the same manner as the tax.

INTEREST ON DEFICIENCIES

SEC. 38. Interest upon the amount determined as a deficiency shall
be assessed at the same time as the deficiency, shall be paid upon
notice and demand from the collector, and shall be collected as a part
of the tax, at the rate of 1 per centum per month from the date pre-
scribed for the payment of the tax (or, if the tax is paid in install-
ments, from the date prescribed for the payment of the first install-
ment) to the date the deficiency is assessed.

ADDITIONS TO THE TAX IN CASE OF DEFICIENCY

SEC. 39. (a) NEGLIOENCE.-If any part of any deficiency is due
to negligence, or intentional disregard of rules and regulations but
without intent to defraud, 5 per centum of the total amount of the
deficiency (in addition to such deficiency) shall be assessed, collected,
and paid in the same manner as if it were a deficiency.

(b) FRAUD.-If any part of any deficiency is due to fraud with
intent to evade tax, then 50 per centum of the total amount of the
deficiency (in addition to such deficiency) shall be so assessed, col-
lected, and paid.

ADDITIONS TO THE TAX IN CASE OF NONPAYMENT

SEC. 40. (a) TAX SHOWN ON RETURN.--
(1) GENERAL RuOE.-Where the amount determined by the

taxpayer as the tax imposed by this title, or any installment
thereof, or any part of such amount or installment, is not paid
on or before the date prescribed for its payment, there shall be
collected as a part of the tax, interest upon such unpaid amount
at the rate of 1 per centum a month from the date prescribed
for its payment until it is paid.

(2) IF EXTENSION GRANTED.--Where an extension of time for
payment of the amount so determined as the tax by the taxpayer,
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(b) CONCEALMENT or AssETs.—Any person who, in connection with 
any compromise under this section or offer of such compromise or in 
connection with any closing agreement under this title or offer to 
enter into any such agreement, willfully (1) conceals from any officer 
or employee of the District of Columbia any property belonging to 
the estate of the taxpayer or other person liable with respect of the 
tax, or (2) receives, destroys, mutilates, or falsifies any book, docu-
ment, or record or makes under oath any false statement relating to 
the estate or the financial condition of the taxpayer or to the person 
liable in respect of the tax, shall, upon conviction thereof, be fined 
not more than $5,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or 
both. 

(c) OF rENALTIEs.—The Commissioners shall have the power for 
cause shown to compromise any penalty arising under this title. 

FAILURE TO FILE REI uRN 

SEC. 37. In case of any failure to make and file a return required 
by this title, within the time prescribed by law or prescribed by the 
Commissioners in pursuance of law, 25 per centum of the tax shall be 
added to the tax, except that when a return is filed after such time 
and it is shown that the failure to file it was due to reasonable cause 
and not due to willful neglect, no such addition shall be made to the 
tax. The amount so added to any tax shall be collected at the same 
time and in the same manner and as a part of the tax unless the tax 
has been paid before the discovery of the neglect, in which case the 
amount so added shall be collected in the same manner as the tax. 

INTEREST ON DEFICIENCIES 

SEc. 38. Interest upon the amount determined as a deficiency shall 
be assessed at the same time as the deficiency, shall be paid upon 
notice and demand from the collector, and shall be collected as a part 
of the tax, at the rate of 1 per centum per month from the date pre-
scribed for the payment of the tax (or, if the tax is paid in install-
ments, from the date prescribed for the payment of the first install-
ment) to the date the deficiency is assessed. 

ADDITIONS TO THE TAX IN CASE OF DEFICIENCY 

SEC. 39. (a) NEGLIGENCE.—If any part of any deficiency is due 
to negligence, or intentional disregard of rules and regulations but 
without intent to defraud, 5 per centum of the total amount of the 
deficiency (in addition to such deficiency) shall be assessed, collected, 
and paid in the same manner as if it were a deficiency. 

(b) FRAUD.—If any part of any deficiency is due to fraud with 
intent to evade tax, then 50 per centum of the total amount of the 
deficiency (in addition to such deficiency) shall be so assessed, col-
lected, and paid. 

ADDFITONS TO THE TAX IN CASE OF NONPAYMENT 

SEC. 40. (a) TAX SHOWN ON RETURN.— 
(1) GENERAL RuLE.—Where the amount determined by the 

taxpayer as the tax imposed by this title, or any installment 
thereof, or any part of such amount or installment, is not paid 
on or before the date prescribed for its payment, there shall be 
collected as a part of the tax, interest upon such unpaid amount 
at the rate of 1 per centum a month from the date prescribed 
for its payment until it is paid. 

(2) Jr EXTENSION GRANTED.—Where an extension of time for 
payment of the amount so determined as the tax by the taxpayer, 
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or any installment thereof, has been granted, and the amount
the time for payment of which has been extended, and the inter-
est thereon determined under section 41 is not paid in full prior
to the expiration of the period of the extension, then, in lieu of
the interest provided for in subparagraph (1) of this paragraph,
interest at the rate of 1 per centum a month shall be collected
on such unpaid amount from the date of the expiration of the
period of the extension until it is paid.

(b) DEFIENcY.-Where a deficiency, or any interest or additional
amounts assessed in connection therewith under section 38, or under
section 39, or any addition to the tax in case of delinquency provided
for in section 37 is not paid in full within ten days from the date of
notice and demand from the collector, there shall be collected, as part
of the tax, interest upon the unpaid amount at the rate of 1 per
centum a month from the date of such notice and demand until it is
paid.

(c) FIDucIARIES.-For any period an estate is held by a fiduciary
appointed by order of any court of competent jurisdiction or by will,
there shall be collected interest at the rate of 1 per centum per month
in lieu of the interest provided in subparagraphs (a) and (b) of this
section.

TIME EXTENDED FOR PAYMENT OF TAX SHOWN ON RETrERN

SEO. 41. If the time for payment of the amount determined as the
tax by the taxpayer, or any installment thereof, is extended under
the authority of section 26 (c), there shall be collected, as a part of
such amount, interest thereon at the rate of 1 per centum per month
from the date when such payment should have been made if no
extension had been granted, until the expiration of the period of the
extension.

PENALTIES

SEc. 42. (a) NEGLIGENCE.-Any person required under this title to
pay or collect any tax, or required by law or regulations made under
authority thereof to make a return, keep any records, or supply
information, who fails to pay or collect such tax, to make such return,
to keep such records, or supply such information, at the time or times
required by law or regulations shall, upon conviction thereof (in
addition to other penalties provided by law), be fined not more than
$300 for each andevery such failure, and each and every day that
such failure continues shall constitute a separate and distinct offense.
All prosecutions under this paragraph shall be brought in the police
court of the District of Columbia on information by the corporation
counsel or his assistants in the name of the District of Columbia.

(b) WILLFUL VIOLATION.-Any person required under this title to
pay or collect any tax, or required by law or regulations made under
authority thereof to make a return, keep any records, or supply any
information, for the purposes of this title, who willfully refuses to
pay or collect such tax, to make such returns, to keep such records,
or to supply such information, or who willfully attempts in any
manner to defeat or evade the tax imposed by this title, shall, in addi-
tion to other penalties provided by law, be guilty of a misdemeanor
and shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned for not more
than one year, or both, together with costs of prosecution.

(c) DEFINITION OF "PERSON."-The term "person" as used in this
section includes an officer or employee of a corporation, or a member
or employee of a partnership, who as such officer, employee, or mem-
ber is under duty to perform the act in respect to which the violation
occurs.
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or any.  installment thereof, has been granted, and the amount 
the time for payment of which has been extended, and the inter-
est thereon determined under section 41 is not paid in full prior 
to the expiration of the period of the extension, then, in lieu of 
the interest provided for in subparagraph (1) a this paragraph, 
interest at the rate of 1 per centum a month shall be collected 
on such unpaid amount from the date of the expiration of the 
period of the extension until it is paid. 

(b) DEricrEicor.—Where a deficiency, or any interest or additional 
amounts assessed in connection therewith under section 38, or under 
section 39, or any addition to the tax in case of delinquency provided 
for in section 37 is not paid in full within ten days from the date of 
notice and demand from the collector, there shall be collected, as part 
of the tax, interest upon the unpaid amount at the rate of 1 per 
centum a month from the date of such notice and demand until it is 
paid. 

(c) FIDUCIARIES.—FOr any period an estate is held by a fiduciary 
appointed by order of any court of competent jurisdiction or by will, 
there shall be collected interest at the rate of 1 per centum per month 
in lieu of the interest provided in subparagraphs (a) and (b) of this 
section. 

TIME RsALNDED FOR PAYMENT OF TAX SHOWN ON RETURN 

Sw. 41. If the time for payment of the amount determined as the 
tax by the taxpayer, or any installment thereof, is extended under 
the authority of section 26 (c), there shall be collected, as a part of 
such amount, interest thereon at the rate of 1 per centum per month 
from the date when such payment should have been made if no 
extension had been granted, until the expiration of the period of the 
extension. 

PENALTIES 

SEC. 42. (a) NEGLIGENCE.—Any person required under this title to 
pay or collect any tax, or required by law or regulations made under 
authority thereof to make a return, keep any records, or supply 
information, who fails to pay or collect such tax, to make such return, 
to keep such records, or supply such information, at the time or times 
required by law or regulations shall, upon conviction thereof (in 
addition to other penalties provided by law), be fined not more than 
$300 for each and every such failure, and each and every day that 
such failure continues shall constitute a separate and distinct offense. 
All prosecutions under this paragraph shall be brought in the police 
court of the District of Columbia on information by the corporation 
counsel or his assistants in the name of the District of Columbia. 

(b) WILLFUL vimAvox.—Any person required under this title to 
pay or collect any tax, or required by law or regulations made under 
authority thereof to make a return, keep any records, or supply any 
information, for the purposes of this title, who willfully refuses to 
pay or collect such tax, to make such returns, to keep such records, 
or to supply such information, or who willfully attempts .m any 
manner to defeat or evade the tax imposed by this title, shall, in addi-
tion to other penalties provided by law, be guilty of a misdemeanor 
and shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned for not more 
than one year, or both, together with costs of prosecution. 

(c) DEFINITION OF "PERsoN."—The term "person": as used in this 
section includes an officer or employee of a corporation, or a member 
or employee of a partnership, who as such officer, employee, or mem-
ber is under duty to perform the act in respect to which the violation 
occurs. 
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DEFINITIONS

Definitions. SEC. 43. For the purpose of this title and unless otherwise required
by the context-

erson." (1) The word "person" means an individual, a trust or estate, a
partnership, or a corporation.

"Taxpayer." (2) The word "taxpayer" means any person subject to a tax
imposed by this title.

(3) The word "partnership" includes a syndicate, group, pool, joint
adventure, or other unincorporated organization, through or by
means of which any business, financial operation, or venture is car-
ried on, and which is not, within the meaning of this title, a trust

Partner. or estate or a corporation; and the word "partner" includes a member
in such a syndicate, group, pool, joint adventure, or organization.

"Corporation." (4) The word "corporation" includes associations, joint-stock com-
panies, and insurance companies.

"Domestic." (5) The word "domestic" when applied to a corporation other than
an association, means created under the law of United States appli-
cable to the District of Columbia; and when applied to an association
or partnership means having the principal office or place of business
within the District of Columbia.

"Foreign." (6) The word "foreign" when applied to a corporation or partner-
ship means a corporation or partnership which is not domestic.
a"Fiduciarm(7) The word "fiduciary" means a guardian, trustee, executor,
administrator, receiver, conservator, or any person acting in any fidu-
ciary capacity for any person.

"Individual." (8) The word "individual" means all natural persons, whether
married or unmarried; and also all trusts, estates, and fiduciaries
acting for other persons; it does not include corporations or partner-
ships acting for or in their own behalf.

"Taxable yer." (9) The words "taxable year" mean the calendar year or the fiscal
year ending during such calendar year upon the basis of which the
net income is computed under this title. The term "taxable year"
includes, in the case of a return made for a fractional part of a year
under the provisions of this title, the period for which such return is
made.

"Fiscal year." (10) The words "fiscal year" mean an accounting period of twelve
months and ending on the last day of any month other than
December.

"Paid or ancuru0ed" (11) The words "paid or incurred" and "paid or accrued" shall be
construed according to the method of accounting upon the basis of
which the net income is computed under this title.

nesrade or busl- (12) The words "trade or business" include the engaging in or
carrying on of any trade, business, profession, vocation or calling, or
commercial activity in the District of Columbia; and include the
performance of the functions of a public office.

Stock. (13) The word "stock" includes a share in an association, joint-
stock company, or insurance company.

"Shareholder." (14) The word "shareholder" includes a member in an association,
joint-stock company, or insurance company.

ted tates. (15) The words "United States" when used in a geographical sense
include only the States, the Territories of Alaska and Hawaii, and the
District of Columbia.

"Dividend (16) The word "dividend" means any distribution made by a
corporation out of its earnings or profits to its stockholders or mem-
bers whether such distribution be made in cash, or any other prop-
erty, other than stock of the same class in the corporation. It includes
such portion of the assets of a corporation distributed at the time of
dissolution as are in effect a distribution of earnings.
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imposed by this title. 
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adventure, or other unincorporated organization, through or by 
means of which any business, financial operation, or venture is car-
ried on, and which is not, within the meaning of this title, a trust 

"Partner." or estate or a corporation; and the word "partner" includes a member 
in such a syndicate, group, pool, joint adventure, or organization. 

"Corporation." (4) The word "corporation" includes associations, joint-stock com-
panies, and insurance companies. 

"Domestic." (5) The word "domestic" when applied to a corporation other than 
an association, means created under the law of United States appli-
cable to the District of Columbia; and when applied to an association 
or partnership means having the principal office or place of business 
within the District of Columbia. 

"Foreign." (6) The word "foreign" when applied to a corporation or partner-
ship means a corporation or partnership which is not domestic. 

"Fiduciary." (7) The word "fiduciary" means a guardian, trustee, executor, 
administrator, receiver, conservator, or any person acting in any fidu-
ciary capacity for any person. 

"Individual." (8) The word "individual" means all natural persons, whether 
married or unmarried; and also all trusts, estates, and fiduciaries 
acting for other persons; it does not include corporations or partner-
ships acting for or in their own behalf. 

"Taxable year." (9) The words "taxable year" mean the calendar year or the fiscal 
year ending during such calendar year upon the basis of which the 
net income is computed under this title. The term "taxable year" 
includes, in the case of a return made for a fractional part of a year 
under the provisions of this title, the period for which such return is 
made. 

"Fiscal Year." (10) The words "fiscal year" mean an accounting period of twelve 
months and ending on the last day of any month other than 
December. 

" "Pahl or incurred"; (11) The words "paid or incurred" and "paid or accrued" shall be 
paid or accrued." 

construed according to the method of accounting upon the basis of 
which the net income is computed under this title. 

"Trade or busi- (12) The words "trade or business" include the engaging in or ness." 

carrying on of any trade, business, profession, vocation or calling, or 
commercial activity- in the District of Columbia; and include the 
performance of the functions of a public office. 

"Stock." (13) The word "stock" includes a share in an association, joint-
stock company, or insurance company. 

"Shareholder." (14) The word "shareholder" includes a member in an association, 
joint-stock company, or insurance company. 

"United States." (15) The words "United States" yilien used in a geographical sense 
include only the States, the Territories of Alaska and Hawaii, and the 
District of Columbia. 

"Dividend." (16) The word "dividend" means any distribution made by a 
corporation out of its earnings or profits to its stockholders or mem-
bers whether such distribution be made in cash, or any other prop-
erty, other than stock of the same class in the corporation. It includes 
such portion of the assets of a corporation distributed at the time of 
dissolution as are in effect a distribution of earnings. 
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(17) The word "include", when used in a definition contained in
this title, shall not be deemed to exclude other things otherwise within
the meaning of the term defined.

(18) The word "Commissioners" means the Commissioners of the
District of Columbia or their duly authorized representative or
representatives.

(19) The word "District" means the District of Columbia.
(20) The word "assessor" means the assessor of the District of

Columbia.
(21) The word "collector" means the collector of taxes of the

District of Columbia.

TITLE III-FEES AND FINES

On and after July 1, 1939, there shall be credited to the District of
Columbia that proportion of the fees and fines collected by the Dis-
trict Court of the United States for the District of Columbia, includ-
ing fees and fines collected by the offices of the clerk of that court
and of the United States marshal for the District of Columbia, as
the amount paid by the District of Columbia toward salaries and
expenses of such court and of the offices of the United States district
attorney for the District of Columbia and of the United States mar-
shal for the District of Columbia bears to the total amount of such
salaries and expenses; and such proportion of the fees and fines, if
any, collected by the United States Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia, including fees and fines, if any, collected by the office
of the clerk of that court, as the amount paid by the District of
Columbia toward the salaries and expenses of such court bears to the
total amount of such salaries and expenses.

TITLE IV-AMENDMENTS TO AND REPEAL OF PRIOR
ACTS

INTANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY

SEC. 1. The tax on intangible personal property imposed by any
law relating to the District shall not apply with respect to ally year
subsequent to the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939.

TAX ON CERTAIN UTILITIES

SEC. 2. (a) Paragraph 5 of section 6 of the Act entitled "An Act
making appropriations to provide for the expenses of the government
of the District of Columbia for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred and three, and for other purposes, approved July
1, 1902, is hereby amended to read as follows:

"PAR. 5. Each national bank as the trustee for its stockholders,
through its president or cashier, and all other incorporated banks and
trust companies in the District of Columbia, through their presidents
or cashiers, and all gas, electric lighting, and telephone companies,
through their proper officers, shall make affidavit to the board of
personal-tax appraisers on or before the 1st day of August each year
as to the amount of its or their gross earnings or gross receipts, as
the case may be, for the preceding year ending the 30th day of June,
and each national bank and all other incorporated banks and trust
companies respectively shall pay to the collector of taxes of the Dis-
trict of Columbia per annum 6 per centum on such gross earnings
and each gas company, electric lighting company, and telephone
company shall pay to the collector of taxes of the District of Colum-
bia per annum 4 per centum on such gross receipts, from the sale
of public utility commodities and services within the District of
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(17) The word "include", when used in a definition contained in 
this title, shall not be deemed to exclude other things otherwise within 
the meaning of the term defined. 

(18) The word "Commissioners" means the Commissioners of the 
District of Columbia or their duly authorized representative or 
representatives. 

(19) The word "District" means the District of Columbia. 
(20) The word "assessor" means the assessor of the District of 

Columbia. 
(21) The word "collector" means the collector of taxes of the 

District of Columbia. 

TITLE III—FEES AND FINES 

On and after July 1, 1939, there shall be credited to the District of 
Columbia that proportion of the fees and fines collected by the Dis-
trict Court of the United States for the District of Columbia, includ-
ing fees and fines collected by the offices of the clerk of that court 
and of the United States marshal for the District of Columbia, as 
the amount paid by the District of Columbia toward salaries and 
expenses of such court and of the offices of the United States district 
attorney for the District of Columbia and of the United States mar-
shal for the District of Columbia bears to the total amount of such 
salaries and expenses; and such proportion of the fees and fines, if 
any, collected by the United States Court of Appeals for the District 
of Columbia, including fees and fines, if any, collected by the office 
of the clerk of that court, as the amount paid by the District of 
Columbia toward the salaries and expenses of such court bears to the 
total amount of such salaries and expenses. 

TITLE IV—AMENDMENTS TO AND REPEAL OF PRIOR 
ACTS 

INTANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY 

SEC. 1. The tax on intangible personal property imposed by any 
law relating to the District shall not apply with respect to any year 
subsequent to the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939. 

TAX ON CERTAIN UTIL/TIES 

SEC. 2. (a) Paragraph 5 of section 6 of the Act entitled "An Act 
making appropriations to provide for the expenses of the government 
of the District of Columbia for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, 
nineteen hundred and three, and for other purposes," approved July 
1, 1902, is hereby amended to read as follows: 
"PAR. 5. Each national bank as the trustee for its stockholders, 

through its president or cashier, and all other incorporated banks and 
trust companies in the District of Columbia, through their presidents 
or cashiers, and all gas, electric lighting, and telephone companies, 
through their proper officers, shall make affidavit to the board of 
personal-tax appraisers on or before the 1st day of August each year 
as to the amount of its or their gross earnings or gross receipts, as 
the case may be, for the preceding year ending the 30th day of June, 
and each national bank and all other incorporated banks and trust 
companies respectively shall pay to the collector of taxes of the Dis-
trict of Columbia per annum 6 per centum on such gross earnings 
and each gas company, electric lighting company, and telephone 
company shall pay to the collector of taxes of the District of Colum-
bia per annum 4 per centum on such gross receipts, from the sale 
of public utility commodities and services within the District of 
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Columbia. And in addition thereto the real estate owned by each
national or other incorporated bank, and each trust, gas, electric-
lighting, and telephone company in the District of Columbia shall
be taxed as other real estate in said District: Provided, That street-
railroad companies shall pay 3 per centum per annum on their gross
receipts and other taxes as provided by existing law, and insurance
companies shall continue to pay the 2 per centum on premium receipts
as provided by existing law. Each gas, electric-lighting, telephone
and street railroad company shall pay, in addition to the tax herein
mentioned, the corporate income tax imposed by title II of the Dis-
trict of Columbia Revenue Act of 1939, and the personal property
tax on merchandise stock in trade. So much of the Act approved
October 1, 1890, entitled 'An Act to provide for the incorporation
of trust, loan, mortgage, and certain other corporations within the
District of Columbia' as is inconsistent with the provisions of this
section is hereby repealed."

(b) This section shall not apply to gross earnings or gross receipts
for any fiscal year ending the 30th day of June prior to the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1940. Taxes shall be levied and collected for
the fiscal years preceding the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, under
said paragraph 5 of section 6 of said Act of July 1, 1902, as if this
title had not been enacted.

(c) Section 6 of the Act of July 1, 1902, (c. 1352, 32 Stat. 619), is
amended by striking out paragraph 8, so that the corporate excess
tax therein provided shall become inoperative.

TAX ON REAL. PROPERTY

SEC. 3. Title VII of the District of Columbia Revenue Act of 1937,
as amended, is amended to read as follows: "For the fiscal year end-
ing June 30, 1940, the rate of taxation imposed on real and tangible
personal property in the District of Columbia shall be 1.75 per centum
of the assessed value of such property."

TAXABLE STATUS OF MOTOR VEHICLES AS TANGIBLE PERSONAL
PROPERTY

SEC. 4. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the tangible
personal-property tax on motor vehicles, except when consisting of
stock in trade of merchants, shall be prorated according to the num-
ber of months such property has a situs within the District; and all
such motor vehicles shall be assessed at their value as of April 1
each year: Provided, however, That where a motor vehicle shall be
registered in the District of Columbia for the first time on a date
between April 1 of one year and April 1 of the succeeding year, such
motor vehicle shall be assessed, for taxation for the period ending
with the succeeding April 1, at its value as of date of application for
such first registration.

TAX APPEALS

peard of Ta Ap- SEC. 5. (a) The first sentence of the second paragraph of section 2
2Stat. 371. of title IX of the District of Columbia Revenue Act of 1937, as

amended by the Act approved May 16, 1938, is amended to read as
Salary. follows: "The salary of such person so appointed shall be $8,000
Effective date. per annum." This amendment shall be effective on and after July

1, 1939.
52Stat.371. (b) Section 3 of title IX of the District of Columbia Revenue Act

of 1937, as amended, is amended as follows:
xAppel from assess- "S. 3. Any person aggrieved by any assessment by the District

against him of any personal-property, inheritance, estate, business-
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Columbia. And in addition thereto the real estate owned by each 
national or other incorporated bank, and each trust, gas, electric-
lighting, and telephone company in the District of Columbia shall 
be taxed as other real estate in said District: Provided, That street-
railroad companies shall pay 3 per centum per annum on their gross 
receipts and other taxes as provided by existing law, and insurance 
companies shall continue to pay the 2 per centum on premium receipts 
as provided by existing law. Each gas, electric-lighting, telephone 
and street railroad company shall pay, in addition to the tax herein 
mentioned, the corporate income tax imposed by title II of the Dis-
trict of Columbia Revenue Act of 1939, and the personal property 
tax on merchandise stock in trade. So much of the Act approved 
October 1, 1890, entitled 'An Act to provide for the incorporation 
of trust, loan, mortgage, and certain other corporations within the 
District of Columbia as is inconsistent with the provisions of this 
section is hereby repealed." 

(b) This section shall not apply to gross earnings or gross receipts 
for any fiscal year ending the 30th day of June prior to the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 1940. Taxes shall be levied and collected for 
the fiscal years preceding the fiscal year ending. June 30, 1940, under 
said paragraph 5 of section 6 of said Act of July 1, 1902, as if this 
title had not been enacted. 

(c) Section 6 of the Act of July 1, 1902, (c. 1352, 32 Stat. 619), is 
amended by striking out paragraph 8, so that the corporate excess 
tax therein provided shall become inoperative. 

TAX ON R.EAL PROPERTY 

SEc. 3. Title VII of the District of Columbia Revenue Act of 1937, 
as amended, is amended to read as follows: "For the fiscal year end-
ing June 30, 1940, the rate of taxation imposed on real and tangible 
personal property in the District of Columbia shall be 1.75 per centum 
of the assessed value of such property." 

TAXABLE STATUS OF MOTOR VEHICLES AS TANGIBLE PERSONAL 
PROPERTY 

SEC. 4. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the tangible 
personal-property tax on motor vehicles, except when consisting of 
stock in trade of merchants, shall be prorated according to the num-
ber of months such property has a situs within the District; and all 
such motor vehicles shall be assessed at their value as of April 1 
each year: Provided, however, That where a motor vehicle shall be 
registered in the District of Columbia for the first time on a date 
between April 1 of one year and April 1 of the succeeding year, such 
motor vehicle shall be assessed, for taxation for the period ending 
with the succeeding April 1, at its value as of date of application for 
such first registration. 

TAX APPEALS 

SEC. 5. (a) The first sentence of the second paragraph of section 2 
of title IX of the District of Columbia Revenue Act of 1937, as 
amended by the Act approved May 16, 1938, is amended to read as 
follows: "The salary of such person so appointed shall be $8,000 
per annum." This amendment shall be effective on and after July 
1, 1939. 

(h) Section 3 of title IX of the District of Columbia Revenue Act 
of 1937, as amended, is amended as follows: 
"SE°. 3. Any person aggrieved by any assessment by the District 

against him of any personal-property, inheritance, estate, business-
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privilege, gross-receipts, gross-earnings, insurance-premiums, or
motor-vehicle-fuel tax or taxes, or penalties thereon, may, within
ninety days after notice of such assessment, appeal from such assess-
ment to the Board, provided such person shall first pay such tax, Paymentoftaxete.,
together with penalties and interest due thereon, to the collector of
taxes of the District of Columbia under protest in writing. The
mailing to the taxpayer of a statement of taxes due shall be considered
notice of assessment with respect of such taxes. The Board shall etcarngs, fndings,

hear and determine all questions arising on said appeal and shall
make separate findings of fact and conclusions of law, and shall ren-
der its decision thereon in writing. The Board may affirm, cancel, Powersenumerated.

reduce, or increase such assessment."
(b) Subsections (a), (b), and (c) of section 5 of title IX of the Dis- 62Stat.372.

trict of Columbia Revenue Act of 1937, as amended, are amended
to read as follows:

"(a) The assessor and deputy assessor of the District and the board Board of Equaliza-tion and Review;
of all of the assistant assessors, with the assessor as chairman, shall composition, meet-
compose a Board of Equalization and Review, and as such Board of ings, etc.

Equalization and Review they shall convene in a room to be provided
for them by the Commissioners, on the first Monday of January of
each year, and shall remain in session until the first Monday in April
of each year, after which date no complaint as to valuation as herein
provided shall be received or considered by such Board of Equaliza-
tion and Review. Public notice of the time and place of such session Public notice of ses.

shall be given by publication for two successive days in two daily 5

newspapers in the District not more than two weeks or less than ten
days before the beginning of said session. It shall be the duty of Duty of Board to

equalize value as basis
said Board of Equalization and Review to fairly and impartially forassessment.
equalize the value of real property made by the board of assistant
assessors as the basis for assessment. Any five of said Board of Quorum,etc.

Equalization and Review shall constitute a quorum for business, and,
in the absence of the Assessor, a temporary chairman may be selected.
They shall immediately proceed to equalize the valuations made by
the board of assistant assessors so that each lot and tract and
improvements thereon shall be entered upon the tax list at their value
in money; and for this purpose they shall hear such complaints as ,llaring," co'n-

may be made in respect of said assessmelnts, and in determiling them
they may raise the valuation of such tracts or lots as in their opinion
may have been returned below their value and reduce the valuation
of such as they may believe to have been returned above their value
to such sum as in their opinion may be the value thereof. The valua- Completion of val-

tion of the real property made and equalized as aforesaid shall be
completed not later than the first Monday of May annually. The Approval; use asbasis for taxation for
valuation of said real property made and equalized as aforesaid shall succeeding year.
be approved by the Commissioners not later than July 1 annually,
and when approved by the Commissioners shall constitute the basis
of taxation for the next succeeding year and until another valuation
is made according to law, except as hereinafter provided. Any per- mppeal from assess-ment, equalization, or
son aggrieved by any assessment, equalization, or valuation made, valuation.

may, within ninety days after October 1 of the year in which such
assessment, equalization, or valuation is made, appeal from such
assessment, equalization, or valuation in the same manner and to the
same extent as provided in sections 3 and 4 of this title: Provided,
however, That such person shall have first made his complaint to the Provio.
Board of Equalization and Review respecting such assessment as first making con-
herein provided. plant.

"(b) Annually, on or prior to July 1 of each year, the board of Annual liting oftaxable real estate not
assistant assessors shall make a list of all real estate which shall have thenonta list.

become subject to taxation and which is not then on the tax list, and
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privilege, gross-receipts, gross-earnings, insurance-premiums, or 
motor-vehicle-fuel tax or taxes, or penalties thereon, may, within 
ninety days after notice of such assessment, appeal from such assess-
ment to the Board, provided such person shall first pay such tax, 
together with penalties and interest due thereon, to the collector of 
taxes of the District of Columbia under protest in writing. The 
mailing to the taxpayer of a statement of taxes due shall be considered 
notice of assessment with respect of such taxes. The Board shall 
hear and determine all questions arising on said appeal and shall 
make separate findings of fact and conclusions of law, and shall ren-
der its decision thereon in writing. The Board may affirm, cancel, 
reduce, or increase such assessment." 

(b) Subsections (a), (b), and (c) of section 5 of title IX of the Dis-
trict of Columbia Revenue Act of 1937, as amended, are amended 
to read as follows: 
"(a) The assessor and deputy assessor of the District and the board 

of all of the assistant assessors, with the assessor as chairman, shall 
compose a Board of Equalization and Review, and as such Board of 
Equalization and Review they shall convene in a room to be provided 
for them by the Commissioners, on the first Monday of January of 
each year, and shall remain in session until the first Monday in April 
of each year, after which date no complaint as to valuation as herein 
provided shall be received or considered by such Board of Equaliza-
tion and Review. Public notice of the time and place of such session 
shall be given by publication for two successive days in two daily 
newspapers in the District not more than two weeks or less than ten 
days before the beginning of said session. It shall be the duty of 
said Board of Equalization and Review to fairly and impartially 
equalize the value of real property made by the board of assistant 
assessors as the basis for assessment. Any five of said Board of 
Equalization and Review shall constitute a quorum for business, and, 
in the absence of the Assessor, a temporary chairman may be selected. 
They shall immediately proceed to equalize the valuations made by 
the board of assistant assessors so that each lot and tract and 
improvements thereon shall be entered upon the tax list at their value 
in money; and for this purpose they shall hear such complaints as 
may be made in respect of said assessments, and in determining them 
they may raise the valuation of such tracts or lots as in their opinion 
may have been returned below their value and reduce the valuation 
of such as they may believe to have been returned above their value 
to such sum as in their opinion may be the value thereof. The valua-
tion of the real property made and equalized as aforesaid shall be 
completed not later than the first Monday of May annually. The 
valuation of said real property made and equalized as aforesaid shall 
be approved by the Commissioners not later than July 1 annually, 
and when approved by the Commissioners shall constitute the basis 
of taxation for the next succeeding year and until another valuation 
is made according to law, except as hereinafter provided. Any per-
son aggrieved by any assessment, equalization, or valuation made, 
may, within ninety days after October 1 of the year in which such 
assessment, equalization, or valuation is made, appeal from such 
assessment, equalization, or valuation in the same manner and to the 
same extent as provided in sections 3 and 4 of this title: Provided, 
however, That such person shall have first made his complaint to the 
Board of Equalization and Review respecting such assessment as 
herein provided. 
"(b) .Annually, on or prior to July 1 of each year, the board of 

assistant assessors shall make a list of all real estate which shall have 
become subject to taxation and which is not then on the tax list, and 
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affix a value thereon, according to the rules prescribed by law for
roftures assessing real estate; shall make return of all new structures erected
uresaddi- or roofed, and additions to or improvements of old structures which
mprove- shall not have been theretofore assessed, specifying the tract or lot of

land on which each of such structures has been erected, and the value
of such structure, and they shall add such valuation to the assessment

for dam- made on such tract or lot. When the improvements on any lot orruction of
ats. tract of land shall become damaged or be destroyed from any cause,

the said board of assistant assessors shall reduce the assessment on
hearingof said property to the extent of such damage: Provided, That the

Board of Equalization and Review shall hear such complaints as
may be made in respect of said assessments between September 1 and
September 30 and determine the same not later than October 15 of the

iom ases- same year. Any person aggrieved by any assessment or valuation
made in pursuance of this paragraph may, within ninety days after
October 15 of the year in which said valuation or assessment is made,
appeal from such assessment or valuation in the same manner and
to the same extent as provided in sections 3 and 4 of this title: Pro-

n, upon vided, however, That such person shall have first made his complaint
to the Board of Equalization and Review respecting such assessment
as herein provided.

SOldipng "(c) In addition to the annual assessment of all real estate made onofed prior
l of each or prior to July 1 of each year there shall be added a list of all new

buildings erected or under roof prior to January 1 of each year, in the
same manner as provided by law for all annual additions; and the

o current amounts thereof shall be added as assessment for the second half of
for dam- the then current year payable in the month of March. When the
to ̂ a.. improvements on any lot or tract of land shall become damaged or be

destroyed from any cause prior to January 1 of each year the said
board of assistant assessors shall reduce the assessment on said prop-
erty to the extent of said damage for the second half of the then

of corn- current year payable in the month of March. The Board of Equaliza-
tion and Review shall hear such complaints as may be made in respect
of said assessments for the second half of said year between March
1 and March 31 and determine said complaints not later than April

em assess- 15 of the same year. Any person aggrieved by any assessment made
in pursuance of this paragraph may, within ninety days after April
15 of the year in which such assessment is made, appeal from such
assessment in the same manner and to the same extent as provided in

l upon sections 3 and 4 of this title: Provided, however, That such person
ng con- shall have first made his complaint to the Board of Equalization and

Review respecting such assessment as herein provided."
°. (c) Title IX of the District of Columbia Revenue Act of 1937, as

amended, is amended by adding thereto a new section reading as
follows:

ofertin "SEC. 13. In any matter affecting taxation, the determination of
which is by law left to the discretion of the Commissioners, the Com-
missioners may, if they so elect, refer such matter to the Board to

yfiondiy make findings of fact and submit recommendations, such findings of
fact and recommendations, if any, to be advisory only and not binding
on the Commissioners, and shall be without prejudice to the Commis-
sioners to make such further and other inquiry and investigation con-
cerning such matter as they in their discretion shall consider necessary
or advisable."

Tangible personal
property stored in
transit.

TANGIBLEE PERONAL PROPERTY STORED IN TRANSIT

SEC. 6. Nothing in this Act contained nor shall any prior Act of
Congress relating to the District of Columbia be deemed to impose
upon any person, firm, association, company, or corporation a tax
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affix a value thereon, according to the rules prescribed by law for 
assessing real estate; shall make return of all new structures erected 
or roofed, and additions to or improvements of old structures which 
shall not have been theretofore assessed, specifying the tract or lot of 
land on which each of such structures has been erected, and the value 
of such structure, and they shall add such valuation to the assessment 
made on such tract or lot. When the improvements on any lot or 
tract of land shall become damaged or be destroyed from any cause, 
the said board of assistant assessors shall reduce the assessment on 
said property to the extent of such damage: Provided, That the 
Board of Equalization and Review shall hear such complaints as 
may be made in respect of said assessments between September 1 and 
September 30 and determine the same not later than October 15 of the 
same year. Any person aggrieved by any assessment or valuation 
made in pursuance of this paragraph may, within ninety days after 
October 15 of the year in which said valuation or assessment is made, 
appeal from such assessment or valuation in the same manner and 
to the same extent as provided in sections 3 and 4 of this title: Pro-
vided, however, That such person shall have first made his complaint 
to the Board of Equalization and Review respecting such assessment 
as herein provided. 

"(c) In addition to the annual assessment of all real estate made on 
or prior to July 1 of each year there shall be added a list of all new 
buildings erected or under roof prior to January 1 of each year, in the 
same manner as provided by law for all annual additions; and the 
amounts thereof shall be added as assessment for the second half of 
the then current year payable in the month of March. When the 
improvements on any lot or tract of land shall become damaged or be 
destroyed from any cause prior to January 1 of each year the said 
board of assistant assessors shall reduce the assessment on said prop-
erty to the extent of said damage for the second half of the then 
current year payable in the month of March. The Board of Equaliza-
tion and Review shall hear such complaints as may be made in respect 
of said assessments for the second half of said year between March 
1 and March 31 and determine said complaints not later than April 
15 of the same year. Any person aggrieved by any assessment made 
in pursuance of this paragraph may, within ninety days after April 
15 of the year in which such assessment is made, appeal from such 
assessment in the same manner and to the same extent as provided in 
sections 3 and 4 of this title: Provided, however, That such person 
shall have first. made his complaint to the Board of Equalization and 
Review respecting such assessment as herein provided." 

(c) Title IX of the District of Columbia Revenue Act of 1937, as 
amended, is amended by adding thereto a new section reading as 
follows: 

"SEc. 13. In any matter affecting taxation, the determination of 
which is by law left to the discretion of the Commissioners, the Com-
missioners may, if they so elect, refer such matter to the Board to 
make findings of fact and submit recommendations, such findings of 
fact and recommendations, if any, to be advisory only and not binding 
on the Commissioners, and shall be without prejudice to the Commis-
sioners to make such further and other inquiry and investigation con-
cerning such matter as they in their discretion shall consider necessary 
or advisable." 

TANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY STORED IN TRANSIT 

Tangible personal SEC. 6. Nothing in this Act contained, nor shall any prior Act of property stored In 
transit. Congress relating to the District of Columbia be deemed to impose 

upon any person, firm, association, company, or corporation a tax 
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based upon tangible personal property owned and stored by such
person in a public warehouse in the District of Columbia for a period
of time no longer than is necessary for the convenience or exigencies
of reshipment and transportation to its destination without the Dis-
trict of Columbia.

TITLE V-INHERITANCE AND ESTATE TAXES

Title V of the District of Columbia Revenue Act of 1937, as
amended by an Act entitled "An Act to amend the District of Colum-
bia Revenue Act of 1937, and for other purposes", approved May 16,
1938, is amended to read as follows:

"Taxes shall be imposed in relation to estates of decedents, the shares
of beneficiaries of such estates, and gifts as hereinafter provided:

"ARTICiE I--INHERITANCE TAX

"SEC. 1. (a) All real property and tangible and intangible personal
property, or any interest therein, having its taxable situs in the
District of Columbia, transferred from any person who may die
seized or possessed thereof, either by will or by law, or by right of
survivorship, and all such property, or interest therein, transferred
by deed, grant, bargain, gift, or sale (except in cases of a bona fide
purchase for full consideration in money or money's worth), made
or intended to take effect in possession or enjoyment after the death
of the decedent, or made in contemplation of death, to or for the use
of, in trust or otherwise (including property of which the decedent
has retained for his life or for any period not ascertainable without
reference to his death or for any period which does not in fact end
before his death (1) the possession or enjoyment of, or the right to
the income from such property or (2) the right, either alone or in
conjunction with any person, to designate the persons who shall
possess or enjoy the property or the income therefrom), to the father,
mother, husband, wife, children by blood or legally adopted children,
or any other lineal descendants or lineal ancestors of the decedent
shall be subject to a tax as follows: 1 per centum of so much of said
property as is in excess of $5,000 and not in excess of $50,000; 2 per
centum of so much of said property as is in excess of $50,000 and not
in excess of $100,000; 3 per centum of so much of said property as
is in excess of $100,000 and not in excess of $500,000; 4 per centum
of so much of said property as is in excess of $500,000 and not in
excess of $1,000,000; 5 per centum of so much of said property as
is in excess of $1,000,000.

"(b) So much of said property so transferred to each of the brothers
and sisters of the whole or half blood of the decedent shall be subject
to a tax as follows: 3 per centum of so much of said property as is
in excess of $2,000 and not in excess of $25,000; 4 per centum of so
much of said property as is in excess of $25,000 and not in excess of
$50,000; 6 per centum of so much of said property as is in excess of
$50,000 and not in excess of $100,000; 8 per centum of so much of said
property as is in excess of $100,000 and not in excess of $500,000;
10 per centum of so much of said property as is in excess of $500,000.

"(c) So much of said property so transferred to any person other
than those included in paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section and
all firms, institutions, associations, and corporations shall be subject
to a tax as follows: 5 per centum of so much of said property as is
in excess of $1,000 and not in excess of $25,000; 7 per centum of so
much of said property as is in excess of $25,000 and not in excess
of $50,000; 9 per centum of so much of said property as is in excess of
$50,000 and not in excess of $100,000; 12 per centum of so much of
said property as is in excess of $100,000 and not in excess of $500,000;
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based upon tangible personal property owned and stored by such 
person in a public warehouse in the District of Columbia for a period 
of time no longer than is necessary for the convenience or exigencies 
of reshipment and transportation to its destination without the Dis-
trict of Columbia. 

TITLE V—INHERITANCE AND ESTATE TAXES 

Title V of the District of Columbia Revenue Act of 1937, as 
amended by an Act entitled "An Act to amend the District of Colum-
bia Revenue Act of 1937, and for other purposes", approved May 16, 
1938, is amended to read as follows: 
"Taxes shall be imposed in relation to estates of decedents, the shares 

of beneficiaries of such estates, and gifts as hereinafter provided: 

"ARTICLE I—INHERITANCE TAX 

50 Stat. 683; 52 
Stat.360. 

"SEC. 1. (a) All real property and tangible and intangible personal Inheritance tax. 

property, or any interest therein, having its taxable situs in the 
District of Columbia, transferred from any person who may die 
seized or possessed thereof, either by will or by law, or by right of 
survivorship, and all such property, or interest therein, transferred. 
by deed, grant, bargain, gift, or sale (except in cases of a bona fide 
purchase for full consideration in money or money's worth), made 
or intended to take effect in possession or enjoyment after the death 
of the decedent, or made in contemplation of death, to or for the use 
of, in trust or otherwise (including property of which the decedent 
has retained for his life or for any period not ascertainable without 
reference to his death or for any period which does not in fact end 
before his death (1) the possession or enjoyment of, or the right to 
the income from such property or (2) the right, either alone or in 
conjunction with any person, to designate the persons who shall 
possess or enjoy the property or the income therefrom), to the father, Transfer to lineal 

descendants or awes-
mother, husband, wife, children by blood or legally adopted children, tors. 

or any other lineal descendants or lineal ancestors of the decedent, 
shall be subject to a tax as follows: 1 per centum of so much of said Rates. 

property as is in excess of $5,000 and not in excess of $50,000; 2 per 
centum of so much of said property as is in excess of $50,000 and not 
in excess of $100,000; 3 per centum of so much of said property as 
is in excess of $100,000 and not in excess of $500,000; 4 per centum 
of so much of said property as is in excess of $500,000 and not in 
excess of $1,000,000; 5 per centum of so much of said property as 
is in excess of $1,000,000. 
"(b) So much of said property so transferred to each of the brothers Transfers to broth-

ers, etc. 
and sisters of the whole or half blood of the decedent shall be subject 
to a tax as follows: 3 per centum of so much of said property as is Rates. 

in excess of $2,000 and not in excess of $25,000; 4 per centum of so 
much of said property as is in excess of $25,000 and not in excess of 
$50,000; 6 per centum of so much of said property as is in excess of 
$50,000 and not in excess of $100,000; 8 per centum of so much of said 
property as is in excess of $100,000 and not in excess of $500,000; 
10 per centum of so much of said property as is in excess of $500,000. 
" (c) So much of said property so transferred to any person other cluded in Transfers not in-first two 

than those included in paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section and classes. 

all firms, institutions, associations, and corporations shall be subject 
to a tax as follows: 5 per centum of so much of said property as is 
in excess of $1,000 and not in excess of $25,000; 7 per centum of so 
much of said property as is in excess of $25,000 and not m excess 
of $50,000; 9 per centum of so much of said property as is in excess of 
$50,000 and not in excess of $100,000; 12 per centum of so much of 
said property as is in excess of $100,000 and not in excess of $500,000; 
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15 per centum of so much of said property as is in excess of $500,000.
bitcharyge from la- "(d) Executors, administrators, trustees, and other persons making

distribution shall only be discharged from liability for the amount
of such tax, with the payment of which they are charged, by paying
the same as hereinafter described.

Propertytransferred "(e) Property transferred exclusively for public or municipal
etc.,purposes. purposes, to the United States or the District of Columbia, or exclu-

sively for charitable, educational, or religious purposes within the
District of Columbia, shall be exempt from any and all taxation
under the provisions of this section.

Beneficiary dying "(f) Where any beneficiary has died or may hereafter die within sixwithin six months
after testator's death months after the death of the decedent and before coming into theand before possesson, *om
etc.fore possession, possession and enjoyment of any property passing to him, and before

selling, assigning, transferring, or in any manner contracting with
respect to his interest in such property, such property shall be taxed
only once, and if the tax on the property so passing to said beneficiary
has not been paid, then the tax shall be assessed on the property
received from such share by each beneficiary thereof, finally entitled
to the possession and enjoyment thereof, as if he had been the original
beneficiary, and the exemptions and rates of taxation shall be gov-
erned by the respective relationship of each of the ultimate benefici-
aries to the first decedent.

Applicationof article. "(g) The provisions of article I of this title shall apply to property
in the estate of every person who shall die after this title becomes
effective.

Transwers within (h) The transfer of any property, or interest therein within 2
death. years prior to death, shall, unless shown to the contrary, be deemed

to have been made in contemplation of death.
property and inter- (i) All property and interest therein which shall pass from a
ests. decedent to the same beneficiary by one or more of the methods speci-

fied in this section, and all beneficial interests which shall accrue in
the manner herein provided to such beneficiary on account of the
death of such decedent, shall be united and treated as a single interest
for the purpose of determining the tax hereunder.

epneral power of "(j) Whenever any person shall exercise a general power of appoint-
ment derived from any disposition of property, made either before
or after the passage of this title, such appointment, when made,
shall be deemed a transfer taxable, under the provisions of this title,
in the same manner as though the property to which such appoint-
ment relates belonged absolutely to the donee of such power; and
whenever any person possessing such power of appointment so derived
shall omit or fail to exercise the same, within the time provided
therefor, in whole or in part, a transfer taxable under the provisions
of this title shall be deemed to take place to the extent of such
omissions or failure in the same manner as though the person or
persons thereby becoming entitled to the possession or enjoyment of
the property to which such power related had succeeded thereto by
the will of the donee of the power failing to exercise such power,
taking effect at the time of such omission or failure.

table conversion not (k) The doctrine of equitable conversion shall not be invoked in
invoked, the assessment of taxes under this article.

Tax based on mar- "SEC. 2. The tax provided in section 1 shall be paid on the marketket value; appraisal.
value of the property or interest therein at the time of the death of the
decedent as appraised by the assessor, or, in the discretion of the
assessor, upon the value as appraised by the probate court of the
District. The taxable portion of real or personal property held
jointly or by the entireties shall be determined by dividing the value
of the entire property by the number of persons in whose joint names
it was held.
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15 per centum of so much of said property as is in excess of $500,000. 
"(d) Executors, administrators, trustees, and other persons making 

distribution shall only be discharged from liability for the amount 
of such tax, with the payment of which they are charged, by paying 
the same as hereinafter described. 

"(e) Property transferred exclusively for public or municipal 
purposes, to the United States or the District of Columbia, or exclu-
sively for charitable, educational, or religious purposes within the 
District of Columbia, shall be exempt from any and all taxation 
under the provisions of this section. 

"(f) Where any beneficiary has died or may hereafter die within six 
months after the death of the decedent and before coming into the 
possession and enjoyment of any property passing to him, and before 
selling, assigning, transferring, or in any manner contracting with 
respect to his interest in such property, such property shall be taxed 
only once, and if the tax on the property so passing to said beneficiary 
has not been paid, then the tax shall be assessed on the property 
received from such share by each beneficiary thereof, finally entitled 
to the possession and enjoyment thereof, as if he had been the original 
beneficiary, and the exemptions and rates of taxation shall be gov-
erned by the respective relationship of each of the ultimate benefici-
aries to the first decedent. 
"(g) The provisions of article I of this title shall apply to property 

in the estate of every person who shall die after this title becomes 
effective. 

"(h) The transfer of any property, or interest therein, within 2 
years prior to death, shall, unless shown to the contrary, be deemed 
to have been made in contemplation of death. 

"(i) All property and interest therein which shall pass from a 
decedent to the same beneficiary by one or more of the methods speci-
fied in this section, and all beneficial interests which shall accrue in 
the manner herein provided to such beneficiary on account of the 
death of such decedent, shall be united and treated as a single interest 
for the purpose of determining the tax hereunder. 

"(j) Whenever any person shall exercise a general power of appoint-
ment derived from any disposition of property, made either before 
or after the passage of this title, such appointment, when made, 
shall be deemed a transfer taxable, under the provisions of this title, 
in the same manner as though the property to which such appoint-
ment relates belonged absolutely to the donee of such power; and 
whenever any person possessing such power of appointment so derived 
shall omit or fail to exercise the same, within the time provided 
therefor, in whole or in part, a transfer taxable under the provisions 
of this title shall be deemed to take place to the extent of such 
omissions or failure in the same manner as though the person or 
persons thereby becoming entitled to the possession or enjoyment of 
the property to which such power related had succeeded thereto by 
the will of the donee of the power failing to exercise such power, 
taking effect at the time of such omission or failure. 

"(k) The doctrine of equitable conversion shall not be invoked in 
the assessment of taxes under this article. 

"SEc. 2. The tax provided in section 1 shall be paid on the market 
value of the property or interest therein at the time of the death of the 
decedent as appraised by the assessor, or, in the discretion of the 
assessor, upon the value as appraised by the probate court of the 
District. The taxable portion of real or personal property held 
jointly or by the entireties shall be determined by dividing the value 
of the entire property by the number of persons in whose joint names 
it was held. 
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"SEC. 3. The appraisal thus made shall be deemed and taken to be
the true value of the said property or interest therein upon which the
said tax shall be paid, and the amount of said tax and the tax imposed
by article II of this title shall be a lien on said property or interest
therein for the period of ten years from the date of death of the
decedent: Provided, however, That such lien shall not attach to any
personal property sold or disposed of for value by an administrator,
executor, or collector, of the estate of such decedent appointed by the
District Court of the United States for the District of Columbia or
by a trustee appointed under a will filed with the register of wills
for the District or by order of said court, or his successor approved
by said court, but a lien for said taxes shall attach on all property
acquired in substitution therefor for a period of ten years after the
acquisition of such substituted property: And provided further, That
such lien upon such substituted property shall, upon sale by such
personal representatives, be extinguished and shall reattach in the
manner as provided with respect of such original property.

"SEC. 4. The personal representative of every decedent, the gross
value of whose estate is in excess of $1,000, shall, within fifteen
months after the death of the decedent, report under oath to the
assessor, on forms provided for that purpose an itemized schedule
of all the property (real, personal, and mixed) of the decedent, the
market value thereof at the time of the death of the decedent, the
name or names of the persons to receive the same and the actual value
of the property that each will receive, the relationship of such per-
sons to the decedent, and the age of any persons who receive a life
interest in the property, and any other information which the assessor
may require. Said personal representative shall, within eighteen
months of the date of the death of the decedent and before distribu-
tion of the estate, pay to the collector of taxes the taxes imposed by
section 1 upon the distributive shares and legacies in his hands and
the tax imposed by section 1 hereof against each distributive share or
legacy shall be charged against such distributive share or legacy
unless the will shall otherwise direct.

"SEC. 5. The personal representative of the decedent shall collect
from each beneficiary entitled to a distributive share or legacy the
tax imposed upon such distributive share or legacy in section 1
hereof, and if the said beneficiary shall neglect or fail to pay the
same within fifteen months after the date of the death of the decedent
such personal representative shall, upon the order of the District
Court of the United States for the District of Columbia, sell for cash
so much of said distributive share or legacy as may be necessary to
pay said tax and all the expenses of said sale.

"SEC. 6. Every person entitled to receive property taxable under
section 1 hereof, which property is not under the control of a per-
sonal representative, and is over $1,000 in value, shall, within six
months after the death of the decedent, report under oath to the
assessor, on forms provided for that purpose, an itemized schedule of
all property (real, personal, and mixed) received or to be received
by such person; the market value of the same at the time of the death
of the decedent and the relationship of such person to the decedent;
and any other information which the assessor may require. The tax
on the transfer of any such property shall be paid by such person
to the collector of taxes within nine months after the date of the
death of the decedent: Provided, however, That with respect to real
estate passing by will or inheritance such report shall be made within
fifteen months after the death of the decedent, and the tax on the
transfer thereof shall be paid within eighteen months after the date
of the death of the decedent.
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"SEC. 3. The appraisal thus made shall be deemed and taken to be 
the true value of the said property or interest therein upon which the 
said tax shall be paid, and the amount of said tax and the tax imposed 
by article II of this title shall be a lien on said property or interest 
therein for the period of ten years from the date of death of the 
decedent: Provided, however, That such lien shall not attach to any 
personal property sold or disposed of for value by an administrator, 
executor, or collector, of the estate of such decedent appointed by the 
District Court of the United States for the District of Columbia or 
by a trustee appointed under a will filed with the register of wills 
for the District or by order of said court, or his successor approved 
by said court, but a lien for said taxes shall attach on all property 
acquired in substitution therefor for a period of ten years after the 
acquisition of such substituted property: And provided further, That 
such lien upon such substituted property shall, upon sale by such 
personal representatives, be extinguished and shall reattach in the 
manner as provided with respect of such original property. 

"SEc. 4. The personal representative of every decedent, the gross 
value of whose estate is in excess of $1,000, shall, within fifteen 
months after the death of the decedent, report under oath to the 
assessor, on forms provided for that purpose an itemized schedule 
of all the property (real, personal, and mixed) of the decedent, the 
market value thereof at the time of the death of the decedent, the 
name or names of the persons to receive the same and the actual value 
of the property that each will receive, the relationship of such per-
sons to the decedent, and the age of any persons who receive a life 
interest in the property, and any other information which the assessor 
may require. Said personal representative shall, within eighteen 
months of the date of the death of the decedent and before distribu-
tion of the estate, pay to the collector of taxes the taxes imposed by 
section 1 upon the distributive shares and legacies in his hands and 
the tax imposed by section 1 hereof against each distributive share or 
legacy shall be charged against such distributive share or legacy 
unless the will shall otherwise direct. 
"SEC. 5. The personal representative of the decedent shall collect 

from each beneficiary entitled to a distributive share or legacy the 
tax imposed upon such distributive share or legacy in section 1 
hereof, and if the said beneficiary shall neglect or fail to pay the 
same within fifteen months after the date of the death of the decedent 
such personal representative shall, upon the order of the District 
Court of the United States for the District of Columbia, sell for cash 
so much of said distributive share or legacy as may be necessary to 
pay said tax and all the expenses of said sale. 

"SEc. 6. Every person entitled to receive property taxable under 
section 1 hereof, which property is not under the control of a per-
sonal representative, and is over $1,000 in value, shall, within six 
months after the death of the decedent, report under oath to the 
assessor, on forms provided for that purpose, an itemized schedule of 
all property (real, personal, and mixed) received or to be received 
by such person; the market value of the same at the time of the death 
of the decedent and the relationship of such person to the decedent; 
and any other information which the assessor may require. The tax 
on the transfer of any such property shall be paid by such person 
to the collector of taxes within nine months after the date of the 
death of the decedent: Provided, however, That with respect to real 
estate passing by will or inheritance such report shall be made within 
fifteen months after the death of the decedent, and the tax on the 
transfer thereof shall be paid within eighteen months after the date 
of the death of the decedent. 
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"SEC. 7. In the case of any grant, deed, devise, descent, or bequest
of a life interest or term of years, the donee for life or years shall
pay a tax only on the value of his interest, determined in a manner
as the Commissioners by regulation may prescribe, and the donee of
the future interest shall pay a tax only on his interest as based upon
the value thereof at the time of the death of the decedent creating
such interest. The value of any future interest shall be determined
by deducting from the market value of such property at the time
of the death of such decedent the value of the precedent life interest
or term of years. Where the future interest is vested the donee
thereof shall pay the tax within the time in which the tax upon the
precedent life interest or term of years is required to be paid under
the provisions of sections 4 and 6 of this article, as the case may be.
Where the future interest is contingent the personal representative
of such decedent or the persons interested in such contingent future
estate shall have the option of (1) paying, within the time herein
provided for the payment of taxes due upon vested future interests,
a tax equal to the mean between the highest possible tax and the
lowest possible tax which could be imposed under any contingency or
condition whereby such contingent future interest might be wholly
or in part created, defeated, extended, or abridged; or (2) paying the
tax upon such transfer at the time when such future interest shall
become vested at rates and with exemptions in force at the time of
the death of the decedent: Provided, That the personal representa-
tive or trustee of the estate of the decedent or the persons interested
in the future contingent interest shall deposit with the assessor a
bond in the penal sum of an amount equal to twice the tax payable
under option (1) hereof. Such bonds shall be payable to the District
and shall be conditioned for the payment of such tax when and as
the same shall become due and payable. The tax upon the transfer
of future interests or remainders shall be a lien upon the property
or interest transferred from the date of the death of the decedent
creating the interests and shall remain in force and effect until ten
years after the date when such remainder or future interest shall
become vested in the donee thereof. If the tax upon the transfer of
a contingent future interest is paid before the same shall become
vested, such tax shall be paid by the personal representative out
of the corpus of the estate of the decedent, otherwise by the person
or persons entitled to receive the same.

"ARTICLE II-ESTATE TAXES
Estate taxes. "SEC. 1. In addition to the taxes imposed by article I, there is

hereby imposed upon the transfer of the estate of every decedent
who, after this title becomes effective, shall die a resident of the Dis-
trict, a tax equal to 80 per centum of the Federal estate tax imposed

t2 .a. Ct410. by subdivision (a) of section 301, title III, of the Revenue Act of
edits. 1926, as amended, or as hereafter amended or reenacted.c re dits. "SEC. 2. There shall be credited against and applied in reduction

of the tax imposed by section 1 of this article the amount of any
estate, inheritance, legacy, or succession tax lawfully imposed by any
State or Territory of the United States, in respect of any property

2s4tsc.. i 4; included in the gross estate for Federal estate-tax purposes as pre-
Supp. IV, 1411. scribed in title III of the Revenue Act of 1926, as amended, or as

Limitation. hereafter amended or reenacted: Provided, however, That only such
taxes as are actually paid and credit therefor claimed and allowed
against the Federal estate tax may be applied as a credit against and
in reduction of the tax imposed by section 1.

Taxlimitations. "SC. 3. In no event shall the tax imposed by section 1 of this
article exceed the difference between the maximum credit which
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"SEc. 7. In the case of any grant, deed, devise, descent, or bequest 
of a life interest or term of years, the donee for life or years shall 
pay a tax only on the value of his interest, determined in a manner 
as the Commissioners by regulation may prescribe, and the donee of 
the future interest shall pay a tax only on his interest as based upon 
the value thereof at the time of the death of the decedent creating 
such interest. The value of any future interest shall be determined 
by deducting from the market value of such property at the time 
of the death of such decedent the value of the precedent life interest 
or term of years. Where the future interest is vested the donee 
thereof shall pay the tax within the time in which the tax upon the 
precedent life interest or term of years is required to be paid under 
the provisions of sections 4 and 6 of this article, as the case may be. 
Where the future interest is contingent the personal representative 
of such decedent or the persons interested in such contingent future 
estate shall have the option of (1) paying, within the time herein 
provided for the payment of taxes due upon vested future interests, 
a tax equal to the mean between the highest possible tax and the 
lowest possible tax which could be imposed under any contingency or 
condition whereby such contingent future interest might be wholly 
or in part created, defeated, extended, or abridged; or (2) paying the 
tax upon such transfer at the time when such future interest shall 
become vested at rates and with exemptions in force at the time of 
the death of the decedent: Provided, That the personal representa-
tive or trustee of the estate of the decedent or the persons interested 
in the future contingent interest shall deposit with the assessor a 
bond in the penal sum of an amount equal to twice the tax payable 
under option (1) hereof. Such bonds shall be payable to the District 
and shall be conditioned for the payment of such tax when and as 
the same shall become due and payable. The tax upon the transfer 
of future interests or remainders shall be a lien upon the property 
or interest transferred from the date of the death of the decedent 
creating the interests and shall remain in force and effect until ten 
years after the date when such remainder or future interest shall 
become vested in the donee thereof. If the tax upon the transfer of 
a contingent future interest is paid before the same shall become 
vested, such tax shall be paid by the personal representative out 
of the corpus of the estate of the decedent, otherwise by the person 
or persons entitled to receive the same. 

"ARTICLE II—ESTATE TAXES 

"SEC. 1. In addition to the taxes imposed by article I, there is 
hereby imposed upon the transfer of the estate of every decedent 
who, after this title becomes effective, shall die a resident of the Dis-
trict, a tax equal to 80 per centum of the Federal estate tax imposed 
by subdivision (a) of section 301, title III, of the Revenue Act of 
1926, as amended, or as hereafter amended or reenacted. 

"SEc. 2. There shall be credited against and applied in reduction 
of the tax imposed by section 1 of this article the amount of any 
estate, inheritance, legacy, or succession tax lawfully imposed by any 
State or Territory of the United States, in respect of any property 
included in the gross estate for Federal estate-tax purposes as pre-
scribed in title III of the Revenue Act of 1926, as amended, or as 
hereafter amended or reenacted: Provided, however, That only such 
taxes as are actually paid and credit therefor claimed and allowed 
against the Federal estate tax may be applied as a credit against and 
in reduction of the tax imposed by section 1. 
"SEC. 3. In no event shall the tax imposed by section 1 of this 

article exceed the difference between the maximum credit which 
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might be allowed against the Federal estate tax imposed by title III
of the Revenue Act of 1926, as amended, or as hereafter amended or
reenacted, and the aggregate amount of the taxes described in section
2 of this article (but not including the tax imposed by section 1)
allowable as a credit against the Federal estate tax.

"SEC. 4. The purpose of section 1 of this article is to secure for the
District the benefit of the credit allowed under the provisions of
section 301 (c) of title III of the Revenue Act of 1926, as amended,
or as hereafter amended or reenacted, to the extent that the District
may be entitled by the provisions of said Revenue Act, by imposing
additional taxes, and the same shall be liberally construed to effect
such purpose: Provided, That the amount of the tax imposed by sec-
tion 1 of this article shall not be decreased by any failure to secure
the allowance of credit against the Federal estate tax.

"SEC. 5. A tax is hereby imposed upon the transfer of real prop-
erty or tangible personal property in the District of every person
who at the time of death was a resident of the United States but not
a resident of the District, and upon the transfer of all property, both
real and personal, within the District of every person who at the time
of death was not a resident of the United States, the amount of which
shall be a sum equal to such proportion of the amount by which the
credit allowable under the applicable Federal revenue Act for estate,
inheritance, legacy, and succession taxes actually paid to the several
States exceeds the amount actually so paid for such taxes, exclusive
of estate taxes based upon the difference between such credit and
other estate taxes and inheritance, legacy, and succession taxes, as
the value of the property in the District bears to the value of the
entire estate, subject to estate tax under the applicable Federal
revenue Act.

"SEC. 6. Every executor or administrator of the estate of a decedent
dying a resident of the District or of a nonresident decedent owning
real estate or tangible personal property situated in the District, or
of an alien decedent owning any real estate, tangible or intangible
personal property situated in the District, or, if there is no executor
or administrator appointed, qualified, and acting, then any person in
actual or constructive possession of any property forming a part of
an estate subject to estate tax under this title shall, within sixteen
months after the death of the decedent file with the assessor a copy
of the return required by section 304 of the Revenue Act of 1926,
verified by the affidavit of the person filing said return with the
assessor, and shall, within thirty days after the date of any com-
munication from the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, confirming
increasing, or diminishing the tax shown to be due, file a copy of
such communication with the assessor. With the copy of the Federal
estate-tax return there shall be filed an affidavit as to the several
amounts paid or expected to be paid as taxes within the purview of
section 2 of this article: Provided, however, That in any case where
the time for the filing of such return as required by section 304 of
the Revenue Act of 1926 is extended without penalty by the Bureau
of Internal Revenue, then the copy thereof verified as aforesaid may
be filed with the assessor within thirty days after the expiration of
said extended period.

"SEC. 7. The assessor shall, upon receipt of the return and accom-
panying affidavit, assess such amount as he may determine, from the
basis of the return, to be due the District. Upon receipt of a copy
of any communication from the Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
herein required to be filed, the assessor shall make such additional
assessment or shall make such abatement of the assessment as may
appear proper.
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might be allowed against the Federal estate tax imposed by title III 
of the Revenue Act of 1926, as amended, or as hereafter amended or 
reenacted, and the aggregate amount of the taxes described in section 
2 of this article (but not including the tax imposed by section 1) 
allowable as a credit against the Federal estate tax. 

"SEc. 4. The purpose of section 1 of this article is to secure for the 
District the benefit of the credit allowed under the provisions of 
section 301 (c) of title III of the Revenue Act of 1926, as amended, 
or as hereafter amended or reenacted, to the extent that the District 
may be entitled by the provisions of said Revenue Act, by imposing 
additional taxes, and the same shall be liberally construed to effect 
such purpose: Provided, That the amount of the tax imposed by sec-
tion 1 of this article shall not be decreased by any failure to secure 
the allowance of credit against the Federal estate tax. 

"SEc. 5. A tax is hereby imposed upon the transfer of real prop-
erty or tangible personal property in the District of every person 
who at the time of death was a resident of the United States but not 
a resident of the District, and upon the transfer of all property, both 
real and personal, within the District of every person who at the time 
of death was not a resident of the United States, the amount of which 
shall be a sum equal to such proportion of the amount by which the 
credit allowable under the applicable Federal revenue Act for estate, 
inheritance, legacy, and succession taxes actually paid to the several 
States exceeds the amount actually so paid for such taxes, exclusive 
of estate taxes based upon the difference between such credit and 
other estate taxes and inheritance, legacy, and succession taxes, as 
the value of the property in the District bears to the value of the 
entire estate, subject to estate tax under the applicable Federal 
revenue Act. 
"SEc. 6. Every executor or administrator of the estate of a decedent 

dying a resident of the District or of a nonresident decedent owning 
real estate or tangible personal property situated in the District, or 
of an alien decedent owning any real estate, tangible or intangible 
personal property situated in the District, or, if there is no executor 
or administrator appointed, qualified, and acting, then any person in 
actual or constructive possession of any property forming a part of 
an estate subject to estate tax under this title shall, within sixteen 
months after the death of the decedent file with the assessor a copy 
of the return required by section 304 of the Revenue Act of 1926, 
verified by the affidavit of the person filing said return with the 
assessor, and shall, within thirty days after the date of any com-
munication from the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, conthming, 
increasing, or diminishing the tax shown to be due, file a copy of 
such communication with the assessor. With the copy of the Federal 
estate-tax return there shall be filed an affidavit as to the several 
amounts paid or expected to be paid as taxes within the purview of 
section 2 of this article: Provided, however, That in any case where 
the time for the filing of such return as required by section 304 of 
the Revenue Act of 1926 is extended without penalty by the Bureau 
of Internal Revenue, then the copy thereof verified as aforesaid may 
be filed with the assessor within thirty days after the expiration of 
said extended period. 
"SEc. 7. The assessor shall, upon receipt of the return and accom-

panying affidavit, assess such amount as he may determine, from the 
basis of the return, to be due the District. Upon receipt of a copy 
of any communication from the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, 
herein required to be filed, the assessor shall make such additional 
assessment or shall make such abatement of the assessment as may 
appear proper. 
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paTme limitation for "SEC. 8. The estate taxes imposed by this article shall be paid to the
collector of taxes within seventeen months after the death of the

Ension; interest. decedent: Provided, however, That in any case where the time for
44 Stat. 69. the payment of taxes imposed by subdivision (a) of section 301, title

U. S. C III, of the Revenue Act of 1926, is extended by the Bureau of Inter-
nal Revenue, then the tax imposed by this article shall be paid within
sixty days after the expiration of such extended period, together with
interest as provided in section 4 of article IV of this title: Provided

tiPasnmentddi- further That any additional assessment found to be due under section
7 of this article shall be paid to the collector of taxes within thirty
days after the determination of such additional assessment by the
assessor.

"ARTICLE III-GENERAL
repreondotative ofdel "SEC. 1. The bond of the personal representative of the decedent
cedent; liability. shall be liable for all taxes and penalties assessed under this title,

except inheritance taxes and penalties imposed in relation to the
Proiso transfer of property not inder the control of such personal repre-

Limitation. sentative: Provided, That in no case shall the bond of the personal
representative be liable for a greater sum than is actually received by
him.Register of wills. ofmsReport by, to as- "SnE. 2. The register of wills of the District shall report to the

sessor. assessor on forms provided for the purpose every qualification in the
District upon the estate of a decedent. Such report shall be filed with
the assessor at least once every month, and shall contain the name
of the decedent, the date of his death, the name and address of the
personal representative, and the value of the estate, as shown by the
petition for administration or probate.

tenforcement of CSE. 3. The Commissioners shall have supervision of the enforce-
ment of this title and shall have the power to make such rules and
regulations, consistent with its provisions, as may be necessary for
its enforcement and efficient administration and to provide for the
granting of extension of time within which to perform the duties

tDetermnatin of imposed by this title. The assessor shall determine all taxes assess-
able under this title and immediately upon the determination of same,
shall forward a statement of the taxes determined to the person or
persons chargeable with the payment thereof and shall give advice

Evidence. thereof to the collector of taxes. The assessor is hereby authorized
and empowered to summon any person before him to give testimony
on oath or affirmation or to produce all books, records, papers, docu-
ments, or other legal evidence as to any matter relating to this title,
and the assessor is authorized to administer oaths and to take testi-

Summons. mony for the purposes of the administration of this title. Such
summons may be served by any member of the Metropolitan Police
Department. If any person having been personally summoned shall
neglect or refuse to obey the summons issued as herein provided,
then and in that event the assessor may report that fact to the Dis-
trict Court of the United States for the District of Columbia or one
of the justices thereof, and said court or any justice thereof hereby
is empowered to compel obedience to said summons to the same
extent as witnesses may be compelled to obey the subpenas of that

Collection of de- court.
linquent payments. "SEC. 4. If the taxes imposed by this title are not paid when due, 1

per centum interest for each month or portion of a month from the
date when the same were due until paid shall be added to the amount
of said taxes and collected as a part of the same, and said taxes shall
be collected by the collector of taxes in the manner provided by the
law for the collection of taxes due the District on personal property

ime extension. in force at the time of such collection: Provided, however, That
where the time for payment of the tax imposed by this title is extended
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"SEG. 8. The estate taxes imposed by this article shall be paid to the 
collector of taxes within seventeen months after the death of the 
decedent: Provided, however, That in any case where the time for 
the payment of taxes imposed by subdivision (a) of section 301, title 
III, of the Revenue Act of 1926, is extended by the Bureau of Inter-
nal Revenue, then the tax imposed by this article shall be paid within 
sixty days after the expiration of such extended period, together with 
interest as provided in section 4 of article IV of this title: Provided 
furth,er2 That any additional assessment found to be due under section 
7 of this article shall be paid to the collector of taxes within thirty 
days after the determination of such additional assessment by the 
assessor. 

"AirricLE III—GENERAL 

"SEc. 1. The bond of the personal representative of the decedent 
shall be liable for all taxes and penalties assessed under this title, 
except inheritance taxes and penalties imposed in relation to the 
transfer of property not under the control of such personal repre-
sentative: Provided, That in no case shall the bond of the personal 
representative be liable for a greater sum than is actually received by 
him. 
"Sul 2. The register of wills of the District shall report to the 

assessor on forms provided for the purpose every qualification in the 
District upon the estate of a decedent. Such report shall be filed with 
the assessor at least once every month, and shall contain the name 
of the decedent, the date of his death, the name and address of the 
personal representative, and the value of the estate, as shown by the 
petition for administration or probate. 
"SEC. 3. The Commissioners shall have supervision of the enforce-

ment of this title and shall have the power to make such rules and 
regulations, consistent with its provisions, as may be necessary for 
its enforcement and efficient administration and to provide for the 
granting of extension of time within which to perform the duties 
imposed by this title. The assessor shall determine all taxes assess-
able under this title and immediately upon the determination of same, 
shall forward a statement of the taxes determined to the person or 
persons chargeable with the payment thereof and shall give advice 
thereof to the collector of taxes. The assessor is hereby authorized 
and empowered to summon any person before him to give testimony 
on oath or affirmation or to produce all books, records, papers, docu-
ments, or other legal evidence as to any matter relating to this title, 
and the assessor is authorized to administer oaths and to take testi-
mony for the purposes of the administration of this title. Such 
summons may be served by any member of the Metropolitan Police 
Department. If any person having been personally summoned shall 
neglect or refuse to obey the summons issued as herein provided, 
then and in that event the assessor may report that fact to the Dis-
trict Court of the United States for the District of Columbia or one 
of the justices thereof, and said court or any justice thereof hereby 
is empowered to compel obedience to said summons to the same 
extent as witnesses may be compelled to obey the subpenas of that 
court. 
"SEC. 4. If the taxes imposed by this title are not paid when due, 1 

per centum interest for each month or portion of a month from the 
date when the same were due until paid shall be added to the amount 
of said taxes and collected as a part of the same, and said taxes shall 
be collected by the collector of taxes in the manner provided by the 
law for the collection of taxes due the District on personal property 
in force at the time of such collection: Provided, however, That 
where the time for payment of the tax imposed by this title is extended 
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by the assessor or where the payment of the tax is lawfully suspended
under the regulations for the administration of this title, interest
shall be paid at the rate of 6 per centum per annum from the date
on which the tax would otherwise be payable.

"SEC. 5. If any person shall fail to perform any duty imposed upon
him by the provisions of this title or the regulations made hereunder
the Commissioners may proceed by petition for mandamus to compel
performance and upon the granting of such writ the court shall
adjudge all costs of such proceeding against the delinquent.

"SEC. 6. Any person required by this title to file a return who fails
to file such return within the time prescribed by this title, or within
such additional time as may be granted under regulations promul-
gated by the Commissioners, shall become liable in his own person
and estate to the District in an amount equal to 10 per centum of the
tax found to be due. In case any person required by this title to file
a return knowingly files a false or fraudulent return, he shall become
liable in his own person and estate to the said District in an amount
equal to 50 per centum of the tax found to be due. Such amounts
shall be collected in the same manner as is herein provided for the
collection of the taxes levied under this title.

"SEC. 7. Any person required by this title to pay a tax or required
by law or regulation made under authority thereof to make a return
or keep any records or supply any information for the purposes of
computation, assessment, or collection of any tax imposed by this
title, who willfully fails to pay such tax, make any such return, or
supply any such information at the time or times required by law or
regulation shall, in addition to other penalties provided by law, be
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof be fined not
more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or both.

"SEC. 8. When the assessor is satisfied that the tax liability imposed
by this title has been fully discharged or provided for, he may, under
regulations prescribed by the Commissioners2 issue his certificate,
releasing any or all property from the lien herein imposed.

"SE. 9. No person holding, within the District, tangible or intan-
gible assets of any resident or nonresident decedent, of the value of

300 or more, shall deliver or transfer the same or any part thereof
to any person other than an executor, administrator, or collector of
the estate of such decedent appointed by the District Court of the
United States for the District of Columbia, unless notice of the date
and place of such intended transfer be served upon the assessor of the
District of Columbia at least ten days prior to such delivery or trans-
fer, nor shall any person holding, within the District of Columbia,
any assets of a resident or nonresident decedent, of the value of $300
or more, deliver or transfer the same or any part thereof to any per-
son other than an executor, administrator, or collector of the estate
of such decedent appointed by said District Court without retaining
a sufficient portion or amount thereof to pay any tax which may be
assessed on account of the transfer of such assets under the provisions
of articles I and II without an order from the assessor of the District
of Columbia authorizing such transfer. It shall be lawful for the
assessor of the District, personally, or by his representatives, to
examine said assets at any time before such delivery or transfer.
Failure to serve such notice or to allow such examination or to retain
as herein required a sufficient portion or amount to pay the taxes
imposed by this title shall render such person liable to the payment
of such taxes. The assessor of the District may issue a certificate
authorizing the transfer of any such assets whenever it appears to the
satisfaction of said assessor that no tax is due thereon: Provided,
however, That any corporation, foreign or domestic to the District
having outstanding stock or other securities registered in the sole
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by the assessor or where the payment of the tax is lawfully suspended 
under the regulations for the administration of this title, interest 
shall be paid at the rate of 6 per centum per annum from the date 
on which the tax would otherwise be payable. 

"SEc. 5. If any person shall fail to perform any duty imposed upon 
him by the provisions of this title or the regulations made hereunder 
the Commissioners may proceed by petition for mandamus to compel 
performance and upon the granting of such writ the court shall 
adjudge all costs of such proceeding against the delinquent. 

"SEc. 6. Any person required by this title to file a return who fails 
to file such return within the time prescribed by this title, or within 
such additional time as may be granted under regulations promul-
gated by the Commissioners, shall become liable in his own person 
and estate to the District in an amount equal to 10 per centum of the 
tax found to be due. In case any person required by this title to file 
a return knowingly files a false or fraudulent return, he shall become 
liable in his own person and estate to the said District in an amount 
equal to 50 per centum of the tax found to be due. Such amounts 
shall be collected in the same manner as is herein provided for the 
collection of the taxes levied under this title. 
"SEC. 7. Any person required by this title to pay a tax or required 

by law or regulation made under authority thereof to make a return 
or keep any records or supply any information for the purposes of 
computation, assessment, or collection of any tax imposed by this 
title, who willfully fails to pay such tax, make any such return, or 
supply any such information at the time or times required by law or 
regulation shall, in addition to other penalties provided by law, be 
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof be fined not 
more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or both. 
"SEC. 8. When the assessor is satisfied that the tax liability imposed 

by this title has been fully discharged or provided for, he may, under 
regulations prescribed by the Commissioners2 issue his certificate, 
releasing any or all property from the lien herein imposed. 
"SEC. 9. No person holding, within the District, tangible or intan-

gible assets of any resident or nonresident decedent, of the value of 
$300 or more, shall deliver or transfer the same or any part thereof 
to any person other than an executor, administrator, or collector of 
the estate of such decedent appointed by the District Court of the 
United States for the District of Columbia, unless notice of the date 
and place of such intended transfer be served upon the assessor of the 
District of Columbia at least ten days prior to such delivery or trans-
fer, nor shall any person holding, within the District of Columbia, 
any assets of a resident or nonresident decedent, of the value of $300 
or more, deliver or transfer the same or any part thereof to any per-
son other than an executor, administrator, or collector of the estate 
of such decedent appointed by said District Court without retaining 
a sufficient portion or amount thereof to pay any tax which may be 
assessed on account of the transfer of such assets under the provisions 
of articles I and II without an order from the assessor of the District 
of Columbia authorizing such transfer. It shall be lawful for the 
assessor of the District, personally, or by his representatives, to 
examine said assets at any time before such delivery or transfer. 
Failure to serve such notice or to allow such examination or to retain 
as herein required a sufficient portion or amount to pay the taxes 
imposed by this title shall render such person liable to the payment 
of such taxes. The assessor of the District may issue a certificate 
authorizing the transfer of any such assets whenever it appears to the 
satisfaction of said assessor that no tax is due thereon: Provided, 
however, That any corporation, foreign or domestic to the District 
having outstanding stock or other securities registered in the sole 
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name of a decedent whose estate or any part thereof is taxable under
this title, may transfer the same, without notice to the assessor and
without liability for any tax imposed thereon under this title, upon
the order of an administrator, executor, or collector of the estate of
such decedent appointed by the District Court of the United States
for the District of Columbia, or by a trustee appointed under a will
filed with the register of wills of the District, or appointed by said
court, or his successor approved by said court: Provided further,
That the lessor of a safe-deposit box standing in the joint names of
a decedent and a survivor or survivors may deliver the entire contents
of such safe-deposit box to the survivor or survivors, after examina-
tion of such contents by the assessor or his representative, without
any liability on the part of the said lessor for the payment of such
tax.

"SiO. 10. The Bureau of Internal Revenue of the Treasury Depart-
ment of the United States is authorized and required to supply such
information as may be requested by the Commissioners relative to
any person subject to the taxes imposed under this title or relative
to any person whose estate is subject to the provisions of this title.

"SEm. 11. If any return required by this title is not filed with the
assessor when due, the assessor shall have the right to determine and
assess the tax or taxes from such information as he may possess or
obtain.

"StE. 12. The assessor is authorized to enter into an agreement with
any person liable for a tax on a transfer under article I of this title,
in which remainders or expectant estates are of such nature or so dis-
posed and circumstanced that the value of the interest is not ascer-
tainable under the provisions of this title, and to compound and settle
such tax upon such terms as the assessor may deem equitable and
expedient.

"SEc. 13. In the interpretation of this title unless the context indi-
cates a different meaning the term 'tax' means the tax or taxes men-
tioned in this title.

"(a) The term 'District' means the District of Columbia.
"(b) The term 'Commissioners' means the Commissioners of the

District of Columbia, or their duly authorized representative or
representatives.

" (c) The term 'assessor' means the assessor of the District of
Columbia or his duly authorized representative or representatives.

"(d) The term 'collector of taxes' means the collector of taxes for
the District of Columbia, or his duly authorized representative or
representatives.

" (e) The term 'Metropolitan Police Department' means the Metro-
politan Police Department of the District of Columbia.

"(f) The term'include' when used in a definition contained in this
title, shall not be deemed to exclude other things otherwise within
the meaning of the term defined.

"(g) The term 'resident' means domiciled and the term 'residence'
means domicile.

"SEC. 14. The provisions of this title shall become effective at
12:01 antemeridian, the day immediately following its approval."

TITLE VI-ADVANCEMENT OF MONEY BY TREASURY

Until and including June 30, 1940, the Secretary of the Treasury,
notwithstanding the provisions of the District of Columbia Appro-
priation Act, approved June 29 1922, is authorized and directed to
advance? on the requisition of the Commissioners of the District of
Columbia, made in the manner now prescribed by law, out of any
money in the Treasury of the United States not otherwise appro-
priated, such sums as may be necessary from time to time to meet
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name of a decedent whose estate or any part thereof is taxable under 
this title, may transfer the same, without notice to the assessor and 
without liability for any tax imposed thereon under this title, upon 
the order of an administrator, executor, or collector of the estate of 
such decedent appointed by the District Court of the United States 
for the District of Columbia, or by a trustee appointed. under a will 
filed with the register of wills of the District, or appointed by said 
court, or his successor approved by said court: Provided further, 
That the lessor of a safe-deposit box standing in the joint names of 
a decedent and a survivor or survivors may deliver the entire contents 
of such safe-deposit box to the survivor or survivors, after examina-
tion of such contents by the assessor or his representative, without 
any liability on the part of the said lessor for the payment of such 
tax. 

"Sao. 10. The Bureau of Internal Revenue of the Treasury Depart-
ment of the United States is authorized and required to supply such 
information as may be requested by the Commissioners relative to 
any person subject to the taxes imposed under this title or relative 
to any person whose estate is subject to the provisions of this title. 

"Sac. 11. If any return required by this title is not filed with the 
assessor when due, the assessor shall have the right to determine and 
assess the tax or taxes from such information as he may possess or 
obtain. 

"Sac. 12. The assessor is authorized to enter into an agreement with 
any person liable for a tax on a transfer under article I of this title, 
in which remainders or expectant estates are of such nature or so dis-
posed and circumstanced that the value of the interest is not ascer-
tainable under the provisions of this title, and to compound and settle 
such tax upon such terms as the assessor may deem equitable and 
expedient. 

"Sac. 13. In the interpretation of this title unless the context indi-
cates a different meaning the term 'tax' means the tax or taxes men-
tioned in this title. 

(a) The term 'District' means the District of Columbia. 
"(b) The term 'Commissioners' means the Commissioners of the 

District of Columbia, or their duly authorized representative or 
representatives. 

"(c) The term 'assessor' means the assessor of the District of 
Columbia or his duly authorized representative or representatives. 
"(d) The term 'collector of taxes means the collector of taxes for 

the District of Columbia, or his duly authorized representative or 
representatives. 

"(e) The term 'Metropolitan Police Department' means the Metro-
politan Police Department of the District of Columbia. 

"(f) The term include' when used in a definition contained in this 
title, shall not be deemed to exclude other things otherwise within 
the meaning of the term defined. 
"(g) The term 'resident' means domiciled and the term 'residence' 

means domicile. 
"Sac. 14. The provisions of this title shall become effective at 

12 : 01 antemeridian, the day immediately following its approval." 

TITLE VI—ADVANCEMENT OF MONEY BY TREASURY 

Until and including June 30, 1940, the Secretary of the Treasury, 
notwithstanding the provisions of the District of Columbia Appro-
priation Act, approved June 29, 1922, is authorized and directed to 
advance2 on the requisition of the Commissioners of the District of 
Columbia, made in the manner now prescribed by law, out of any 
money in the Treasury of the United States not otherwise appro-
priated, such sums as may be necessary from time to time to meet 
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the general expenses of said District as authorized by Congress, and
such amounts so advanced shall be reimbursed by the said Commis-
sioners to the Treasury out of taxes and revenue collected for the
support of the government of the said District of Columbia.

TITLE VII-EXTENSION OF CERTAIN TAX PROVISIONS

The laws authorizing the imposition by the District of Columbia
of intangible personal property taxes and business privilege taxes
are hereby extended from and after June 30, 1939, for the following
purposes in connection with the taxes accrued or due under such laws
prior to July 1, 1939-

(1) For the imposition of assessments and penalties, civil and
criminal, for the violation of or failure to comply with such laws
and the regulations issued thereunder;

(2) For requiring the making, filing, and submission of
returns and reports required by such laws;

(3) For the examination of all books, records, and other docu-
ments, and witnesses; and

(4) For the assessment and collection of such taxes, and the
filing of liens therefor.

TITLE VIII-GENERAL PROVISIONS

SEPARABILITY CLAUSE

SEc. 1. If any provision of this Act or the application thereof to
any person or circumstances is held invalid, the remainder of the
Act, and the application of such provision to other persons or cir-
cumstances, shall not be affected thereby.

RULES AND REGULATIONS

SEC. 2. The Commissioners shall prescribe and publish all needful
rules and regulations for the enforcement of this Act.

Approved, July 26, 1939.

[CHAPTER 368]
AN ACT

To provide a right-of-way.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of War be, and he is hereby, authorized and empowered, under such
terms and conditions as are deemed advisable by him, to grant to the
Stanolind Pipe Line Company, its successors and/or assigns, an ease-
ment for a right-of-way for an oil pipe line over, across, in, and upon
the Ellington Field Military Reservation, in the State of Texas:
Provided, That such right-of-way shall be granted only upon a find-
ing by the Secretary of War that the same will be in the public
interest and will not substantially injure the interest of the United
States in the property affected thereby: Provided further, That all
or any part of such right-of-way may be annulled and forfeited
by the Secretary of War if the property is needed for governmental
purposes or for failure to comply with the terms or conditions of
any grant hereunder, or for nonuse or for abandonment of rights
granted under authority hereof: And provided further, That all
moneys which may accrue to the United States under the provisions
of this Act shall be deposited in the Treasury as miscellaneous
receipts.

Approved, July 26, 1939.
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the general expenses of said District as authorized by Congress, and 
such amounts so advanced shall be reimbursed by the said Commis-
sioners to the Treasury out of taxes and revenue collected for the 
support of the government of the said District of Columbia. 

TITLE VII—EXTENSION OF CERTAIN TAX PROVISIONS 

The laws authorizing the imposition by the District of Columbia 
of intangible personal property taxes and business privilege taxes 
are hereby extended from and after June 30, 1939, for the following 
purposes in connection with the taxes accrued or due under such laws 
prior to July 1, 1939— 

(1) For the imposition of assessments and penalties, civil and 
criminal, for the violation of or failure to comply with such laws 
and the regulations issued thereunder; 

(2) For requiring the making, filing, and submission of 
returns and reports required by such laws; 

(3) For the examination of all books, records, and other docu-
ments, and witnesses; and 

(4) For the assessment and collection of such taxes, and the 
filing of liens therefor. 

TITLE VIII—GENERAL PROVISIONS 

SEPARABILITY CLAUSE 

SW. 1. If any provision of this Act or the application thereof to 
any person or circumstances is held invalid, the remainder of the 
Act, and the application of such provision to other persons or cir-
cumstances, shall not be affected thereby. 

RULES AND REGULATIONS 

Snc. 2. The Commissioners shall prescribe and publish all needful 
rules and regulations for the enforcement of this Act. 
Approved, July 26, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 368] 
AN ACT 

To provide a right-of-way. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of War be, and he is hereby, authorized and empowered, under such 
terms and conditions as are deemed advisable by him, to grant to the 
Stanolind Pipe Line Company, its successors and/or assigns, an ease-
ment for a right-of-way for an oil pipe line over, across, in, and upon 
the Ellington Field Military Reservation, in the State of Texas: 
Provided, That such right-of-way shall be granted only upon a find-
ing by the Secretary of War that the same will be in the public 
interest and will not substantially injure the interest of the United 
States in the property affected thereby: Provided further, That all 
or any part of such right-of-way may be annulled and forfeited 
by the Secretary of War if the property is needed for governmental 
purposes or for failure to comply with the terms or conditions of 
any grant hereunder, or for nonuse or for abandonment of rights 
granted under authority hereof: And provided further, That all 
moneys which may accrue to the United States under the provisions 
of this Act shall be deposited in the Treasury as miscellaneous 
receipts. 
Approved, July 26, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 369]
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AN ACT

To grant to the State of California a retrocession of jurisdiction over certain
rights-of-way granted to the State of California over a certain road about to
be constructed in the Presidio of San Francisco Military Reservation.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is
hereby granted to the State of California a retrocession of jurisdic-
tion over the rights-of-way covered by a certain grant from the
Secretary of War to the State of California dated July 27, 1938, to
extend, maintain, and operate a State road, known as the Funston
Avenue approach, across the Presidio of San Francisco Military Res-
ervation, as heretofore or hereafter amended by the Secretary of
War, subject to all of the terms and conditions contained in said
permit as so granted and any amendments thereof as aforesaid. The
land and premises over which such retrocession of jurisdiction is
hereby granted shall be the whole of the rights-of-way so granted in
said permit and any amendments thereof throughout their entire
length and width and for the entire distance granted therein.

SEC. 2. Should the United States assume exclusive control and
management of said road as provided in said permit and any amend-
ments thereof, the jurisdiction herein retroceded shall be suspended
and revest in the United States for the duration of such control and
management. Whenever the State of California shall cease to occupy
said rights-of-way and land for the purpose authorized in said per-
mit and any amendments thereof, then the same, including all juris-
diction thereover, shall revert to the United States.

SEC. 3. The retrocession of jurisdiction herein granted shall not
become effective until the same is accepted by the Legislature of the
State of California.

Approved, July 26, 1939.

[CHAPTER 370]

July 26, 1939
[1. R. 50361

[Public, No. 228]
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AN ACT

Authorizing the State highway departments of North Dakota and Minnesota and
the counties of Grand Forks of North Dakota and Polk of Minnesota, to con-
struct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge across the Red River near
Thompson, North Dakota, and Crookston, Minnesota.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to
facilitate interstate commerce, improve the postal service, and provide
for military and other purposes, the State highway departments of
North Dakota and Minnesota and the counties of Grand Forks of North
Dakota and Polk of Minnesota, be, and are hereby, authorized to con-
struct, maintain and operate a free highway bridge and approaches
thereto across the Red River, at a point suitable to the interests of navi-
gation, at or near Thompson, North Dakota, and Crookston, Minnesota,
in accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to
regulate the construction of bridges over navigable waters", approved
March 23, 1906, and subject to the conditions and limitations contained
in this Act.

SEC. 2. There is hereby conferred upon the State highway depart-
ments of North Dakota and Minnesota and the counties of Grand
Forks of North Dakota and Polk of Minnesota, all such rights and
powers to enter upon lands and to acquire, condemn, occupy, possess,
and use real estate and other property needed for the location, con-
struction, operation, and maintenance of such bridge and its approaches
as are possessed by railroad corporations for railroad purposes or
by bridge corporations for bridge purposes in the States in which real
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[Public, No. 228] 
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[CHAPTER 369] 
AN ACT 

To grant to the State of California a retrocession of jurisdiction over certain 
rights-of-way granted to the State of California over a certain road about to 
be constructed in the Presidio of San Francisco Military Reservation. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is 
hereby granted to the State of California a retrocession of jurisdic-
tion over the rights-of-way covered by a certain grant from the 
Secretary of War to the State of California dated July 27, 1938, to 
extend, maintain, and operate a State road, known as the Funston 
Avenue approach, across the Presidio of San Francisco Military Res-
ervation, as heretofore or hereafter amended by the Secretary of 
War, subject to all of the terms and conditions contained in said 
permit as so granted and any amendments thereof as aforesaid. The 
land and premises over which such retrocession of jurisdiction is 
hereby granted shall be the whole of the rights-of-way so granted in 
said permit and any amendments thereof throughout their entire 
length and width and for the entire distance granted therein. 

SEc. 2. Should the United States assume exclusive control and 
management of said road as provided in said permit and any amend-
ments thereof, the jurisdiction herein retroceded shall be suspended 
and revest in the United States for the duration of such control and 
management. Whenever the State of California shall cease to occupy 
said rights-of-way and land for the purpose authorized in said per-
mit and any amendments thereof, then the same, including all juris-
diction thereover, shall revert to the United States. 
SEC. 3. The retrocession of jurisdiction herein granted shall not 

become effective until the same is accepted by the Legislature of the 
State of California. 
Approved, July 26, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 370] 
AN ACT 

Authorizing the State highway departments of North Dakota and Minnesota and 
the counties of Grand Forks of North Dakota and Polk of Minnesota, to con-
struct, maintain, and operate a free highwa 7 bridge across the Red River near 
Thompson, North Dakota, and Crookston, Minnesota. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to 
facilitate interstate commerce, improve the postal service, and provide 
for military and other purposes, the State highway departments of 
North Dakota and Minnesota and the counties of Grand Forks of North 
Dakota and Polk of Minnesota, be, and are hereby, authorized to con-
struct, maintain and operate a free highway bridge and approaches 
thereto across the Red River, at a point suitable to the interests of navi-
gation, at or near Thompson, North Dakota, and Crookston, Minnesota, 
in accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to 
regulate the construction of bridges over navigable waters", approved 
March 23, 1906, and subject to the conditions and limitations contained 
in this Act. 
SEC. 2. There is hereby conferred upon the State highway depart-

ments of North Dakota and Minnesota and the counties of Grand 
Forks of North Dakota and Polk of Minnesota, all such rights and 
powers to enter upon lands and to acquire, condemn, occupy2 possess, 
and use real estate and other property needed for the location, con-
struction, operation, and maintenance of such bridge and its approaches 
as are possessed by railroad corporations for railroad purposes or 
by bridge corporations for bridge purposes in the States in which real 
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estate or other property is situated, upon making just compensation
therefor, to be ascertained and paid according to the laws of such
States, and the proceedings therefor shall be the same as in the
condemnation or expropriation of property for public purposes in
such States.

SEC. 3. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby Amendment.

expressly reserved.
Approved, July 26, 1939.

[CHAPTER 371]
AN ACT

To amend the Act approved June 25, 1910, authorizing establishment of the
Postal Savings System.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 6 of
the Act approved June 25, 1910, entitled "An Act to establish postal
savings depositories for depositing savings at interest with the
security of the Government for repayment thereof, and for other
purposes", as amended (U. S. C., title 39, sec. 756), is amended to
read as follows:

"At least $1, or a larger amount in multiples thereof, must be
deposited before an account is opened with the person depositing the
same, and $1, or multiples thereof, may be deposited after such
account has been opened, but the balance to the credit of any one
person, upon which interest is payable, shall not exceed $2,500,
exclusive of accumulated interest, and non-interest-paying deposits
shall not be accepted.

"In order that smaller amounts may be accumulated for deposit
any person may purchase from any postal-savings depository spe-
cially prepared adhesive stamps to be known as 'postal-savings
stamps' and attach them to a card which shall be furnished for that
purpose. A card with postal-savings stamps affixed shall be accepted
as a deposit of equivalent value in sums of $1 or multiples thereof
either in opening an account or in adding to an existing account or
mlay be redeemed in cash. It is hereby made the duty of the Post-
nlaster General to prepare such postal-savings cards antd postal-
savings stamps of such denominations as he may prescribe and to
keep them on sale at every postal-savings depository office and at
such other offices as he may designate and to make all necessary rules
and regulations for the issue, sale, and cancelation thereof."

Approved, July 26, 1939.

[CHAPTER 372]
AN ACT

To extend the times for commencing and completing the construction of a bridge
over Lake Sabine at or near Port Arthur, Texas, to amend the Act of June 18,
1934 (48 Stat. 1008), and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the times for
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge over Lake
Sabine at or near Port Arthur, Texas, authorized to be built by the
city of Port Arthur, Texas, or the Port Arthur Bridge Commis-
sion and its successors, by an Act of Congress approved June 18,
1934 (48 Stat. 1008), and heretofore amended and extended by Acts
of Congress, approved April 10, 1936, August 12, 1937, and June 14,
1938, are hereby further extended one and three years, respectively,
from August 12, 1939.

July 26, 1939
[H. R. 50641
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estate or other property is situated, upon making just compensation 
therefor, to be ascertained and paid according to the laws of such 
States, and the proceedings therefor shall be the same as in the 
condemnation or expropriation of property for public purposes in 
such States. 
SEC. 3. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, July 26, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 371] 
AN ACT 

Amendment. 

July 26, 1939 
To amend the Act approved June 25, 1910, authorizing establishment of the  [H. R. 5064]  

Postal Savings System. [Public, No. 229] 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 6 of 
the Act approved June 25, 1910, entitled "An Act to establish postal 
savings depositories for depositing savings at interest with the 
security of the Government for repayment thereof, and for other 
purposes", as amended (U. S. C., title 39, sec. 756), is amended to 
read as follows: 
"At least $1, or a larger amount in multiples thereof, must be 

deposited before an account is opened with the person depositing the 
same, and $1, or multiples thereof, may be deposited after such 
account has been opened, but the balance to the credit of any one 
person, upon which interest is payable, shall not exceed $2,500, 
exclusive of accumulated interest, and non-interest-paying deposits 
shall not be accepted. 
"In order that smaller amounts may be accumulated for deposit 

any person may purchase from any postal-savings depository spe-
cially prepared adhesive stamps to be known as 'postal-savings 
stamps' and attach tljem to a card which shall be furnished for that 
purpose. A card with postal-savings stamps affixed shall be accepted 
as a deposit of equivalent value in sums of $1 or multiples thereof 
either in opening an account or in adding to an existing account or 
may be redeemed in cash. It is hereby made the duty of the Post-
master General to prepare such postal-savings cards and postal-
savings stamps of such denominations as he may prescribe and to 
keep them on sale at every postal-savings depository office and at 
such other offices as he may designate and to make all necessary rules 
and regulations for the issue, sale, and cancelation thereof." 
Approved, July 26, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 372] 
AN ACT 

To extend the times for commencing and completing the construction of a bridge 
over Lake Sabine at or near Port Arthur, Texas, to amend the Act of June 18, 
1934 (48 Stat. 1008), and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the times for 
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge over Lake 
Sabine at or near Port Arthur, Texas, authorized to be built by the 
city of Port Arthur, Texas, or the Port Arthur Bridge Commis-
sion and its successors, by an Act of Congress approved June 18, 
1934 (48 Stat. 1008), and heretofore amended and extended by Acts 
of Congress, approved April 10, 1936, August 12, 1937, and June 14, 
1938, are hereby further extended one and three years, respectively, 
from August 12, 1939. 
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48Stat. 1oo. SC. .2. The said Act approved June 18, 1934 (48 Stat. 1008), as
heretofore amended and extended, is further amended as follows:

bridgeaften a cortz (a) The second sentence of section 4 of said Act is amended to
tion provided. read, "After a sinking fund sufficient for such amortization shall

have been so provided, such bridge shall thereafter be maintained
and operated free of tolls."

(b) Section 5 of said Act is amended to read as follows:
C"port ArthurBridge "SEc. 5. There is hereby created a body corporate and politic to be
Commission," crea-
tion,powers, etc. known as the 'Port Arthur Bridge Commission' which shall have

and possess all powers necessary, convenient, or proper for carrying
into effect the objects stated in this Act, as amended."

(c) Section 6 of said Act is amended to read as follows:
Designated persOn- "SEC. 6. The Commission shall consist of Fred L. Bachert, Frank

n J. Imhoff, Henry J. LeBlanc, C. W. Loeb, B. T. McWhorter, Junior,
Benson Vincent, and W. E. Holbrook.

Members to qualify "Each member of the Commission shall qualify within thirty days
cancies, etc. after the approval of this amendatory Act by filing in the office of

the Federal Works Administrator an oath that he will faithfully
perform the duties imposed upon him by this Act, as amended, and
each person hereafter appointed to fill a vacancy shall qualify in
like manner within thirty days after his appointment. Any vacancy
occurring in said Commission by reason of failure to qualify as
above provided, or by reason of death, expiration of term, or resig-
nation, shall be filled by the Federal Works Administrator. The

Organation, pow- Commission shall elect a chairman and a vice chairman from its
era, etc.

members, may employ a secretary, treasurer, engineers, attorneys,
experts, and fix their compensation, and may establish rules and
regulations for the government of its own business. A majority
of the members shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of busi-

Members'bonds. ness. Before the issuance of bonds as herein provided, each member
of the Commission shall give such bond as may be fixed by the Com-
missioner of Public Roads of the Federal Works Agency, condi-
tioned upon the faithful performance of all duties required by this

Term ofofice. Act, as amended. Each member of the Commission shall serve for a
term of five years and until his successor has been appointed and
has qualified as herein provided, except that the initial terms of the
above-named members shall be, respectively, in the order above

No salar;e expense named, one, one, two, three, four, one, and five years. No member
shall receive a salary for his services as a member, but each member
shall be paid his actual expenses not exceeding $10 per day in the
performance of his duties hereunder. All salaries and expenses
shall be paid solely from funds provided under the authority of this
Act, as amended.'

48Stat. 1012. (d) The portion of section 9 of said Act which reads as follows:
"then the bridge shall continue to be owned, maintained, operated,
insured, and repaired by the commission, and the rates of tolls shall
be so adjusted as to provide a fund not to exceed the amount neces-
sary for the proper maintenance, repair, insurance, and operation of
the bridge and its approaches under economical management, includ-
ing reasonable reserves, until such time as the Texas interests or the
Louisiana interests, or both, shall be authorized to accept and shall
accept such conveyance under the conditions aforesaid.", is amended

sConditiona owner- S as to read as follows: "then the bridge shall continue to be owned,
ship, .maintenance,
etc., by Commission maintained, operated, insured, and repaired by the Commission as a
asceptane by state free bridge until such time as the Texas interests or the Louisiana
interests. interests, or both, shall be authorized to accept and shall accept such

conveyance under the conditions aforesaid."
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48 Stat. 1009. 

Maintenance as free 
bridge after amortiza-
tion provided. 

"Port Arthur Bridge 
Commission," crea-
tion, powers, etc. 

Designated person-
nel of Commission. 

Members to qualify 
within 30 days; va-
cancies, etc. 

Organization, pow-
ers, etc. 

Members' bonds. 

Term of office. 

No salary; expense 
allowance. 

48 Stat. 1012. 

Conditional owner-
ship, maintenance, 
etc., by Commission, 
as free bridge until 
acceptance by State 
Interests. 

SEC. 2. The said Act approved June 18, 1934 (48 Stat. 1008), as 
heretofore amended and extended, is further amended as follows: 

(a) The second sentence of section 4 of said Act is amended to 
read, "After a sinking fund sufficient for such amortization shall 
have been so provided such bridge shall thereafter be maintained 
and operated free of tolls." 

(b) Section 5 of said Act is amended to read as follows: 
"SE°. 5. There is hereby created a body corporate and politic to be 

known as the 'Port Arthur Bridge Commission' which shall have 
and possess all powers necessary, convenient, or proper for carrying 
into effect the objects stated in this Act, as amended." 

(c) Section 6 of said Act is amended to read as follows: 
‘SEo. 6. The Commission shall consist of Fred L. Bachert, Frank 

J. Imhoff, Henry J. LeBlanc, C. W. Loeb, B. T. McWhorter, Junior, 
Benson Vincent, and W. E. Holbrook. 
"Each member of the Commission shall qualify within thirty days 

after the approval of this amendatory Act by filing in the office of 
the Federal -Works Administrator an oath that he will faithfully 
perform the duties imposed upon him by this Act, as amended, and 
each person hereafter appointed to fill a vacancy shall qualify in 
like manner within thirty days after his appointment. Any vacancy 
occurring in said Commission by reason of failure to qualify as 
above provided, or by reason of death, expiration of term, or resig-
nation, shall be filled by the Federal Works Administrator. The 
Commission shall elect a chairman and a vice chairman from its 
members, may employ a secretary, treasurer, engineers, attorneys, 
experts1 and fix their compensation, and may establish rules and 
regulations for the government of its own business. A majority 
of the members shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of busi-
ness. Before the issuance of bonds as herein provided, each member 
of the Commission shall give such bond as may be fixed by the Com-
missioner of Public Roads of the Federal Works Agency, condi-
tioned upon the faithful performance of all duties required by this 
Act, as amended. Each member of the Commission shall serve for a 
term of five years and until his successor has been appointed and 
has qualified as herein provided, except that the initial terms of the 
above-named members shall be, respectively, in the order above 
named, one, one, two three, four, one, and five years. No member 
shall receive a salary two, his services as a member , but each member 
shall be paid his actual expenses not exceeding $10 per day in the 
performance of his duties hereunder. All salaries and expenses 
shall be paid solely from funds provided under the authority of this 
Act, as amended." 

(d) The portion of section 9 of said Act which reads as follows: 
"then the bridge shall continue to be owned, maintained, operated, 
insured, and repaired by the commission, and the rates of tolls shall 
be so adjusted as to provide a fund not to exceed the amount neces-
sary for the proper maintenance repair, insurance, and operation of 
the bridge and its approaches under economical management, includ-
ing reasonable reserves' until such time as the Texas interests or the 
Louisiana interests, or both, shall be authorized to accept and shall 
accept such conveyance under the conditions aforesaid.', is amended 
so as to read as follows: "then the bridge shall continue to be owned, 
maintained, operated, insured, and repaired by the Commission as a 
free bridge until such time as the Texas interests or the Louisiana 
interests, or both, shall be authorized to accept and shall accept such 
conveyance under the conditions aforesaid." 
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SEC. 3. The Commission created by section 2 (b) and (c) of this ucession of Com-
amendatory Act, when its members have qualified as provided, shall mission
be deemed the successor commission to any commission heretofore
operating and functioning pursuant to the provisions of the said Act
approved June 18, 1934 (48 Stat. 1008), as heretofore amended and 48 tat. 10o8.
extended.

SEC. 4. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby Amendment.

expressly reserved.
Approved, July 26, 1939.

[CHAPTER 373]
AN ACT

To authorize the acquisition of additional land for military purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of War is hereby authorized to acquire, in such order or priority as
he may determine, title to additional land, or interest therein, or right
pertaining thereto, to the extent of the approximate areas hereinafter
set forth, for the establishment, enlargement, and essential improve-
ment of the following military reservations, posts, and facilities:

Fort Ethan Allen Artillery Range, Vermont, four thousand four
hundred and fifty-one acres, more or less.

Antiaircraft Firing Range, Mohave Desert, north of Barstow and
Baker, California, seven hundred and forty-nine thousand four hun-
dred and forty acres, more or less.

Fort Bliss, Texas, fifty-one thousand three hundred acres, more or
less.

Fort Devens, Massachusetts, six thousand four hundred and forty-
eight acres, more or less.

Fort Dix, New Jersey, one thousand seven hundred and fifty acres,
more or less.

Fort Knox, Kentucky, fifty-one thousand three hundred and forty-
two acres, more or less.

Leon Springs, Texas, thirteen thousand two hundred and fifty-three
acres, more or less.

Camp McCoy, Wisconsin one thousand acres, more or less.
Fort George G. Meade, Maryland, ten thousand acres, more or less.
Pine Camp, New York, one thousand six hundred and seventy acres,

more or less.
Seventh Corps Area Training Center, south central Iowa, forty

thousand acres, more or less.
Fort Meade, South Dakota, seven thousand six hundred and eighty

acres, more or less.
Fort Lewis, Washington, two thousand eight hundred and thirty

acres, more or less.
Maxwell Field, Alabama, one hundred acres, more or less.
SEC. 2. In order to accomplish the purposes of this Act there is

hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any money in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to be expended under the direc-
tion of the Secretary of War, the sum of $5,000,000, approximately
one-half of which is authorized to be appropriated in each of the
fiscal years 1941 and 1942.

Approved, July 26, 1939.

July 26, 1939
[H. R. 5735]

[Public, No. 231]

Military reserva-
tions.

Acquisition of addi-
tional land at desig-
nated, authorized.

Fort Ethan Allen
Artillery Range, Vt.

Antiaircraft Firing
Range, Mohave Des-
ert, Calif.

Fort Bliss, Tex.

Fort Devens, Mass.

Fort Dix, N. J.

Fort Knox, Ky.

Leon Springs, 'ri'x.

('amp McCoy, Wis.

Fort George O.
Meade, Md.

Pine Camp, N. Y.

Seventh Corps Area
Training Center, Ia.

Fort Meade,S. Dak.

Fort Lewis, Wash.

Maxwell Field, Ala.

Appropriation au-
thorized.
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SEC. 3. The Commission created by section 2 (b) and (c) of this 
amendatory Act, when its members have qualified as provided, shall 
be deemed the successor commission to any commission heretofore 
operating and functioning pursuant to the provisions of the said Act 
approved June 18, 1934 (48 Stat. 1008), as heretofore amended and 
extended. 
SEC. 4. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, July 26, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 373] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the acquisition of additional land for military purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of War is hereby authorized to acquire, in such order or priority as 
he may determine, title to additional land, or interest therein, or right 
pertaining thereto, to the extent of the approximate areas hereinafter 
set forth, for the establishment, enlargement, and essential improve-
ment of the following military reservations, posts, and facilities: 
Fort Ethan Allen Artillery Range, Vermont, four thousand four 

hundred and fifty-one acres, more or less. 
Antiaircraft Firing Range, Mohave Desert, north of Barstow and 

Baker, California, seven hundred and forty-nine thousand four hun-
dred and forty acres, more or less. 

Fort Bliss, Texas, fifty-one thousand three hundred acres, more or 
less. 
Fort Devens, Massachusetts, six thousand four hundred and forty-

eight acres, more or less. 
Fort Dix, New Jersey, one thousand seven hundred and fifty acres, 

more or less. 
Fort Knox, Kentucky, fifty-one thousand three hundred and forty-

two acres, more or less. 
Leon Springs, Texas, thirteen thousand two hundred and fifty-three 

acres, more or less. 
Camp McCoy, Wisconsin, one thousand acres, more or less. 
Fort George G. Meade, Maryland, ten thousand acres, more or less. 
Pine Camp, New York, one thousand six hundred and seventy acres, 

more or less. 
Seventh Corps Area Training Center, south central Iowa, forty 

thousand acres, more or less. 
Fort Meade, South Dakota, seven thousand six hundred and eighty 

acres, more or less. 
Fort Lewis, Washington, two thousand eight hundred and thirty 

acres, more or less. 
Maxwell Field, Alabama, one hundred acres, more or less. 
SEc. 2. In order to accomplish the purposes of this Act there is 

hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any money in. the 
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to be expended under the direc-
tion of the Secretary of War, the sum of $5,009,000, approximately 
one-half of which is authorized to be appropriated in each of the 
fiscal years 1941 and 1942. 
Approved, July 26, 1939. 

Succession of Com-
mission. 

48 Stat. 1008. 

Amendment. 

July 26, 1939 
[H. R. 5735] 

[Public, No. 231] 

Military reserva-
tions. 
Acquisition of addi-

tional land at desig-
nated, authorized. 

Fort Ethan Allen 
Artillery Range, Vt. 

Antiaircraft Firing 
Range, Mohave Des-
ert, Calif. 

Fort Bliss, Tex. 

Fort Devens, Mass. 

Fort Dix, N. J. 

Fort Knox, Ky. 

Leon Springs, Tex. 

Camp McCoy, Wis. 

Fort George O. 
Meade, Mil. 
Pine Camp, N. Y. 

Seventh Corps Area 
Training Center, Ia. 

Fort Meade,S. Dak. 

Fort Lewis, Wash. 

Maxwell Field, Ala. 

Appropriation au-
thorized. 
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July 26, 1939
[H. R. 5781]

[Public, No. 232]

Mobile Bay.
Time extended for

bridging, Cedar Point
to Dauphin Island,
Ala.

44 Stat. 1242.

52 Stat. 682.

Amendment.

July 26, 1939
[H. R. 6876]

[Public, No. 233]

District of Colum-
bia.

Uniform Act on
Fresh Pursuit.

Arrests in District
by officers of other
States.

Court, etc., hearing.

Commitment pend-
ing extradition if ar-
rest deemed lawful.

Discharge if deter-
mined unlawful.

Construction of sec-
tion 1.

"Fresh pursuit",
term defined.
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[CHAPTER 374]
AN ACT

[53 STAT.

To extend the times for commencing and completing the construction of a bridge
and causeway across the water between the mainland, at or near Cedar Point
and Dauphin Island, Alabama.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the times for
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge and cause-
way between the mainland at or near Cedar Point and Dauphin
Island, Alabama, heretofore authorized to be built by Dauphin
Island Railway and Harbor Company, its successors and assigns
(Alabama Bridge Commission, an agency of the State of Alabama,
transferee), as last extended by Public Law Numbered 605, Seventy-
fifth Congress, approved June 14, 1938, are hereby further extended
one and three years, respectively, from the date of approval of
this Act.

SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, July 26, 1939.

[CHAPTER 375]
AN ACT

To make uniform in the District of Columbia the law on fresh pursuit and to
authorize the Commissioners of the District of Columbia to cooperate with the
States.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That any member
of a duly organized State, county, or municipal peace unit of any
State of the United States who enters the District of Columbia in
fresh pursuit and continues within the said District in such fresh
pursuit of a person in order to arrest him on the ground that he is
believed to have committed a felony in such State shall have the
same authority to arrest and hold such person in custody as has any
member of any duly organized peace unit of the said District to
arrest and hold in custody a person on the ground that he is believed
to have committed a felony in the said District.

SEC. 2. If an arrest is made in the District of Columbia by an
officer of another State in accordance with the provisions of section
1 of this Act, he shall without unnecessary delay take the person
arrested before a judge of the police court of the District of Colum-
bia, or a United States commissioner for the District of Columbia,
who shall conduct a hearing for the purpose of determining the law-
fulness of the arrest. If the judge of the police court of the District
of Columbia or the United States commissioner before whom the
hearing is conducted determines that the arrest was lawful, he shall
commit the person arrested to await for a reasonable time the issu-
ance of an extradition warrant by the chief justice of the District
Court of the United States for the District of Columbia. If the
judge of the police court or the United States commissioner for the
District of Columbia, before whom the hearing is held, determines
that the arrest was unlawful he shall discharge the person arrested.

SEC. 3. Section 1 of this Act shall not be construed so as to make
unlawful any arrest in this District which would be otherwise lawful.

SEC. 4. The term "fresh pursuit" used in this Act shall include
fresh pursuit as defined by the common law, also the pursuit of a
person who has committed a felony or one whom the pursuing officer
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[Public, No. 232] 

July 26, 1939 

[H. R. 5781]  To extend the times for commencing and completing the construction of a bridge 
and causeway across the water between the mainland, at or near Cedar Point 
and Dauphin Island, Alabama. 

[CHAPTER 374] 

Mobile Bay. 
Time extended for 

bridging, Cedar Point 
to Dauphin Island, 
Ala. 
44 Stat. 1242. 

52 Stat. 682. 

Amendment. 

July 26, 1939 
[H. R. 6876] 

[Public, No. 233] 

District of Colum-
bia. 
Uniform Act on 

Fresh Pursuit. 
Arrests in District 

by officers of other 
States. 

Court, etc., hearing. 

Commitment pend-
ing extradition if ar-
rest deemed lawful. 

Discharge if deter-
mined unlawful. 

Construction of sec-
tion 1. 

"Fresh pursuit", 
term defined. 

AN ACT 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the times for 
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge and cause-
way between the mainland at or near Cedar Point and Dauphin 
Island, Alabama, heretofore authorized to be built by Dauphin 
Island Railway and Harbor Company, its successors and assigns 
(Alabama. Bridge Commission, an agency of the State of Alabama, 
transferee), as last extended by Public Law Numbered 605, Seventy-
fifth Congress, approved June 14, 1938, are hereby further extended 
one and three years, respectively, from the date of approval of 
this Act. 
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, July 26, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 375] 
AN ACT 

To make uniform in the District of Columbia the law on fresh pursuit and to 
authorize the Commissioners of the District of Columbia to cooperate with the 
States. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That any member 
of a duly organized State, county, .or municipal peace unit of any 
State of the United States who enters the District of Columbia in 
fresh pursuit and continues within the. said District in such fresh 
pursuit of a person in order to arrest him on the ground that he is 
believed to have committed a felony in such State shall have the 
same authority to arrest and hold such person in custody as has any 
member of any duly organized peace unit of the said District to 
arrest and hold in custody a person on the ground that he is believed 
to have committed a felony in the said District. 
SEC. 2. If an arrest is made in the District of Columbia by an 

officer of another State in accordance with the provisions of section 
1 of this Act, he shall without unnecessary delay take the person 
arrested before a judge of the police court of the District of Colum-
bia, or a United States commissioner for the District of Columbia, 
who shall conduct a hearing for the purpose of determining the law-
fulness of the arrest. If the judge of the police court of the District 
of Columbia or the United States commissioner before whom the 
hearing is conducted determines that the arrest was lawful, he shall 
commit the person arrested to await for a reasonable time the issu-
ance of an extradition warrant by the chief justice of the District 
Court of the United States for the District of Columbia. If the 
judge of the police court or the United States commissioner for the 
District of Columbia, before whom the hearing is held, determines 
that the arrest was unlawful he shall discharge the person arrested. 
SEo. 3. Section 1 of this Act shall not be construed so as to make 

unlawful any arrest in this District which would be otherwise lawful. 
SEo. 4. The term "fresh pursuit" used in this Act shall include 

fresh pursuit as defined by the common law, also the pursuit of a 
person who has committed a felony or one whom the pursuing officer 
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has reasonable grounds to believe has committed a felony. It shall
also include the pursuit of a person whom the pursuing officer has
reasonable grounds to believe has committed a felony, although no
felony has actually been committed, if there is reasonable ground
for believing that a felony has been committed. "Fresh pursuit" as
used herein shall not necessarily imply an instant pursuit, but pur-
suit without unreasonable delay.

SEC. 5. That if any part of this Act is for any reason declared
void, it is declared to be the intent of this Act that such invalidity
shall not affect the validity of the remaining portions of this Act.

SEC. 6. That this Act may be cited as the Uniform Act on Fresh
Pursuit.

Approved, July 26, 1939.

[CHAPTER 376]
JOINT RESOLUTION

To provide minimum national allotments for cotton.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That section 343 (b) of the
Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended (relating to the
national allotment for cotton), is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new sentence: "The national allotment for any
year (after 1939) shall be not less than ten million bales."

Approved, July 26, 1939.

1125

Saving clause.

Short title.

July 26,1939
[H. J. Res. 247]

[Pub. Res., No. 32]

Agricultural A d -
justment Act of 1938,
amendment.

52 Stat. 57.
7 U.S. C., Supp. IV,
1343(b).
Minimum national

allotment for cotton.

[CHAPTER 377]
JOINT RESOLUTION

To provide minimum national allotments for wheat.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the last sentence of
section 333 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended
(relating to the minimum acreage allotment for wheat), is anlended
to read as follows: "The national acreage allotment for wheat for
any year shall be not less than fifty-five million acres."

Approved, July 26, 1939.

July 26, 1939
IlI. J. Res. 2451

[Pub. Res., No. 331

Agricultural A d -
jtstlltnllt Act of 1938,

IIlldIrll 'llnr t.
L2 Slat. B3, 775.
7 Il. S. (C., Sllp. IV,

§ :1:):3.
Minlirnlti national

allitOlient for whelt.

[CHAPTER 378]
ITOTVTT RFSqnT.'TTTTM

July 26, 1939
Relating to section 322 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended. IH. J. Res. 342]

[Pub. Res., No. 34]

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That notwithstanding the
provisions of section 322 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938,
as amended, the determinations under subsection (c) may be pro-
claimed at any time prior to September 15, the result of the refer-
endum under subsection (d) may be proclaimed at any time prior
to October 10, and the marketing percentage under subsection (b)
shall be 100 per centum.

Approved, July 26, 1939.

Agricultural A d -
justment Act of 1938,
amendment.

52 Stat. 50.
7 U. S. C., Supp. IV,

§ 1322 (c).
Time for proclama-

tion of quotas; refer-
endum.
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has reasonable grounds to believe has committed a felony. It shall 
also include the pursuit of a person whom the pursuing officer has 
reasonable grounds to believe has committed a felony, although no 
felony has actually been committed, if there is reasonable ground 
for believing that a felony has been committed. "Fresh pursuit" as 
used herein shall not necessarily imply an instant pursuit, but pur-
suit without unreasonable delay. 
SEC. 5. That if any part of this Act is for any reason declared 

void, it is declared to be the intent of this Act that such invalidity 
shall not affect the validity of the remaining portions of this Act. 

SEc. 6. That this Act may be cited as the Uniform Act on Fresh 
Pursuit. 
Approved, July 26, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 376] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To provide minimum national allotments for cotton. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That section 343 (b) of the 
Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended (relating to the 
national allotment for cotton), is amended by adding at the end 
thereof the following new sentence: "The national allotment for any 
year (after 1939) shall be not less than ten million bales." 
Approved, July 26, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 377] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To provide minimum national allotments for wheat. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the last sentence of 
section 333 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended 
(relating to the minimum acreage allotment for wheat), is amended 
to read as follows: "Ile national acreage allotment for wheat for 
any year shall be not less than fifty-five million acres." 
Approved, July 26, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 378] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Relating to section 322 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in, Congress assembled, That notwithstanding the 
provisions of section 322 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, 
as amended, the determinations under subsection (c) may be pro-
claimed at any time prior to September 15, the result of the refer-
endum under subsection (d) may be proclaimed at any time prior 
to October 10, and the marketing percentage under subsection (b) 
shall be 100 per centum. 
Approved, July 26, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 379]
uly 26,1939 JOINT RESOLUTIONJuly 2, 1939

[H. J. Res. 343] To amend section 335 (c) of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended.
[Pub. Res., No. 35]

Agricultural A d -
justment Act of 1938,
amendment.

62 Stat. 54.
7 U. S. C., Supp. IV,
1335 (c).
Farm marketing

quota, wheat.

Computation.

Where marketing is
not in excess of normal
or actual production,
etc.

52 Stat. 55.
7 U.. C., Supp. IV,

11339.
Storage provisions.

July 27, 1939
[H. R. 161]

[Public, No. 234]

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That section 335 (c) of
the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended, is amended to
read as follows:

"(c) The farm marketing quota for any farm for any marketing
year shall be a number of bushels of wheat equal to the sum of-

"(1) A number of bushels equal to the normal production or the
actual production, whichever is the greater, of the farm acreage
allotment; and

"(2) A number of bushels equal to the amount, or part thereof,
of wheat from any previous crop which the farmer has on hand
which, had such amount, or part thereof, been marketed during the
preceding marketing year in addition to the wheat actually marketed
during such preceding marketing year, could have been marketed
without penalty.

"(3) Any farmer who does not market wheat in excess of the nor-
mal production or the actual production, whichever is the greater, of
the farm acreage allotment shall not be subject to penalty under the
provisions of section 339. Any farmer who stores, in accordance
with regulations issued by the Secretary, an amount of wheat which
is less than the amount subject to penalty, shall be presumed to have
marketed the amount of such wheat subject to penalty which is not
so stored."

Approved, July 26, 1939.

[CHAPTER 383]
AN ACT

To amend section 73 of the Hawaiian Organic Act, approved April 30, 1900, as
amended.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
HawcamendmBrngani United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 73 of
31Stat. 154. the Hawaiian Organic Act, as amended, be, and the same is hereby,
48 u .s c . further amended by adding at the end of paragraph (i) of said
Proisos. section 73 the following: ": Provided, however, That any such lot not

dispoal of forfeited taken or taken and forfeited, or any lot or part thereof surrendered
e., for cash to qai- with the consent of the Commissioner, may, instead of being disposed

of as hereinabove provided, be disposed of for cash and forthwith
patented to any citizen of the United States, possessing the qualifica-
tions of a homesteader as now provided by law, applying therefor
and who has qualified for and received a loan under the provisions of

7 5ts.tupp. IV the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act, approved July 22, 1937
h. 33. (U. S. C., 1934 edition, Supp. IV, title 7, ch. 33), for the acquisition
Patent, provisions. of a farm: And provided further, That any patent issued upon any

such sale shall contain the same restrictive provisions as are now
contained in a patent issued after compliance with a right of
purchase lease, cash freehold agreement, or special homestead
agreements."

Efectve date. SEC. 2. This Act shall be in force and effect from and after its
passage.

Approved, July 27, 1939.
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[CHAPTER 379] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To amend section 335 (c) of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That section 335 (c) of 
the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended, is amended to 
read as follows: 

"(c) The farm marketing quota for any farm for any marketing 
year shall be a number of bushels of wheat equal to the sum of— 

"(1) A number of bushels equal to the normal production or the 
actual production, whichever is the greater, of the farm acreage 
allotment; and 

"(2) A. number of bushels equal to the amount, or part thereof, 
of wheat from any previous crop which the farmer has on hand 
which, had such amount, or part thereof, been marketed during the 
preceding marketing year in addition to the wheat actually marketed 
during such preceding marketing year, could have been marketed 
without penalty. 

"(3) Any farmer who does not market wheat in excess of the nor-
mal production or the actual production, whichever is the greater, of 
the farm acreage allotment shall not be subject to penalty under the 
provisions of section 339. Any farmer who stores, in accordance 
with regulations issued by the Secretary, an amount of wheat which 
is less than the amount subject to penalty, shall be presumed to have 
marketed the amount of such wheat subject to penalty which is not 
so stored." 
Approved, July 26, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 383] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 73 of the Hawaiian Organic Act, approved April 30, 1900, as 
amended. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 73 of 
the Hawaiian Organic Act, as amended, be, and the same is hereby, 
further amended by adding at the end of paragraph (i) of said 
section 73 the following: ": Provided, however, That any such lot not 
taken or taken and forfeited, or any lot or part thereof surrendered 
with the consent of the Commissioner, may, instead of being disposed 
of as hereinabove provided, be disposed of for cash and forthwith 
patented to any citizen of the United States, possessing the qualifica-
tions of a homesteader as now provided by law, applying therefor 
and who has qualified for and received a loan under the provisions of 
the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act, approved July 22, 1937 
(U. S. C., 1934 edition, Supp. IV, title 7, ch. 33), for the acquisition 
of a farm: And provided further, That any patent issued upon any 
such sale shall contain the same restrictive provisions as are now 
contained in a patent issued after compliance with a right of 
purchase lease, cash freehold agreement, or special homestead 
agreements." 
SEC. 2. This Act shall be in force and effect from and after its 

passage. 
Approved, July 27, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 384]
AN ACT

July 27, 1939
To extend the period of restrictions on lands of the Quapaw Indians, Oklahoma, [H. R. 3796]

and for other purposes. [Public, No. 235]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That all existing
restrictions, tax limitations, and exemptions affecting lands of
Quapaw Indians in Oklahoma be, and the same are hereby, extended
for a further period of twenty-five years from the date on which
such restrictions, limitations, and exemptions would otherwise expire:
Provided, however, That nothing herein contained shall be construed
as preventing the Secretary of the Interior, in his discretion, from
removing such restrictions, in whole or in part, upon application of
any adult Indian owner of any such lands, on any interest therein,
whenever the Secretary of the Interior finds it to be advantageous
to the Indian owner to do so.

SEC. 2. That said restricted tracts of land or any part thereof, may
be leased for business, mining, or other purposes in accordance with
such rules and regulations as the Secretary of the Interior may pre-
scribe, and not otherwise: Provided, however, That no lease, modi-
fication, or assignment thereof shall be made over the written protest
of adult Indians owning a majority interest therein.

Approved, July 27, 1939.

[CHAPTER 385]

AN ACT
To grant to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts a retrocession of jurisdiction

over the General Clarence R. Edwards Memorial Bridge, bridging Watershops
Pond of the Springfield Armory Military Reservation in the city of Springfield,
Massachusetts.
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July 27, 1939
[H. R. 68701

[Public, No. 236]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby Gen. Clarence R.
granted to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts a retrocession of Bridge, SeprSinieOld
jurisdiction over the General Clarence R. Edwards Memorial Bridge, ^iisdicn
bridging Watershops Pond of the Springfield Armory Military Reser- retroceded to Corn

nonwealth of Maaa-vation in the city of Springfield, Massachusetts, covered by a certain chusetts. 
M

grant from the Secretary of War to the city of Springfield, Massa-
chusetts, dated October 15, 1936, authorized by Act of Congress
approved July 14, 1932 (47 State 663), as heretofore or hereafter 47 Stat. 63.
amended by the Secretary of War? and subject to all the terms and Terms and condl-

conditions contained in said permit as so granted, and any amend-
ments thereof, as aforesaid. The land, premises, and bridge over Descriptionofgrant.
which such retrocession of jurisdiction is hereby granted shall be the
whole of the bridge constructed under said permit and any amend-
ments thereof, throughout its entire length and width, and for the
entire distance granted therein.

SEC. 2. Whenever the city of Springfield, Massachusetts, shall cease ^Reversionary provi-
to occupy and use the land, premises, and bridge for highway pur-
poses as authorized in said permit, and any amendments thereof,
then all jurisdiction thereover shall revert to the United States.

SEC. 3. The retrocession of jurisdiction granted shall not become subject to state c-
effective until the same is accepted by the General Court of the Cor- eptance.
monwealth of Massachusetts.

Approved, July 27, 1939.
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[CHAPTER 384] 
AN ACT 

To extend the period of restrictions on lands of the Quapaw Indians, Oklahoma, 
and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That all existing 
restrictions, tax limitations, and exemptions affecting lands of 
Quapaw Indians in Oklahoma be, and the same are hereby, extended 
for a further period of twenty-five years from the date on which 
such restrictions, limitations, and exemptions would otherwise expire: 
Provided, however, That nothing herein contained shall be construed 
as preventing the Secretary of the Interior, in his discretion, from 
removing such restrictions, in whole or in part, upon application .of 
any adult Indian owner of any such lands, on any interest therein, 
whenever the Secretary of the Interior finds it to be advantageous 
to the Indian owner to do so. 

SEc. 2. That said restricted tracts of land or any part thereof, may 
be leased for business, mining, or other purposes in accordance with 
such rules and regulations as the Secretary of the Interior may pre-
scribe, and not otherwise: Provided, however, That no lease, modi-
fication, or assignment thereof shall be made over the written protest 
of adult Indians owning a majority interest therein. 
Approved, July 27, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 385] 

AN ACT 

To grant to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts a retrocession of jurisdiction 
over the General Clarence R. Edwards Memorial Bridge, bridging Watershops 
Pond of the Springfield Armory Military Reservation in the city of Springfield, 
Massachusetts. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby 
granted to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts a retrocession of 
jurisdiction over the General Clarence R. Edwards Memorial Bridge, 
bridging Watershops Pond of the Springfield Armory Military Reser-
vation in the city of Springfield, Massachusetts, covered by a certain 
grant from the Secretary of War to the city of Springfield, Massa-
chusetts, dated October 15, 1936, authorized by Act of Congress 
approved July 14, 1932 (47 State 663), as heretofore or hereafter 
amended by the Secretary of War, and subject to all the terms and 
conditions contained in said permit as so granted, and any amend-
ments thereof, as aforesaid. The land, premises, and bridge over 
which such retrocession of jurisdiction is hereby granted shall be the 
whole of the bridge constructed under said permit and any amend-
ments thereof, throughout its entire length and width, and for the 
entire distance granted therein. 
SEC. 2. Whenever the city of Springfield, Massachusetts, shall cease 

to occupy and use the land, premises, and bridge for highway pur-
poses as authorized in said permit, and any amendments thereof, 
then all jurisdiction thereover shall revert to the United States. 

SEc. 3. The retrocession of jurisdiction granted shall not become 
effective until the same is accepted by the General Court of the Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts. 
Approved, July 27, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 386]
AN ACT

July 27 1939
[S. 1725] Relating to the acquisition of the site for the post-office building to be con-

[Public, No. 237] structed in Poplarville, Mississippi.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Poplarville, Miss. United States of America in Congress assembled, That the provisions

restrictions respecting of section 3741 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title
otffce buislding sitp- 41, sec. 22) and sections 114 and 115 of the Criminal Code of the

41U S.37 22. United States (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 18, secs. 204 and 205) shall
35 Stat. 1109. not be applicable with respect to any contract or agreement entered

205 U. . 2  into by or on behalf of the United States for the acquisition of any
part of the site for the post-office building to be constructed in
Poplarville, Mississippi.

Approved, July 27, 1939.

[CHAPTER 387]
AN ACT

[S. 1878] To provide for the distribution of the judgment fund of the Shoshone Tribe of
[Public, No. 238] the Wind River Reservation in Wyoming, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Shoshone Indians of United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary

Wind River Reserva-
tion, wyo. of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed, with the

advice and consent of the business council of the Shoshone Tribe of the
Tribal rol, prepara- Wind River Reservation in Wyoming, to prepare a roll showing the

tion; basis for distri-
bution of judgment members of said tribe living on the date of the approval of this Act,
fund. and such roll shall form the basis for the distribution of the judgment

fund of said tribe created as the result of the passage of the Act of
52 Stat. 1156. June 25, 1938 (52 Stat. 1114-1156), and accrued interest thereon.
Credit to each en- SEO. 2. That there shall be credited on the books of the Office of

rolleeauthorized.roeeauthozed. Indian Affairs the sum of $2,450 to each member of said tribe whose
name appears on the roll provided for in section 1 hereof; and out

Immediate per cap- of such sum so credited the Secretary of the Interior is hereby
ita distribution. authorized to make available immediately to each individual member

Sums for specified of the tribe the sum of $100; and, under such rules and regulations
purposes as he may prescribe, the sum of $1,350 to each adult and the sum of

$500 to each minor for the following purposes: Purchase of land,
improvement of lands to be acquired or already held by the Indian,
for the erection and improvement of suitable homes, the purchase
of building material, farming equipment, livestock, feed, food, seed,
grain, tools, machinery, implements, household goods, bedding,
clothing, and any other equipment or supplies necessary to enable
the Indians to fit themselves for or to engage in farming, livestock,
industry, or such other pursuits or vocations, including education,

roioanoa ed as will enable them to become self-supporting: Provided, however,
and infirm members. That the funds of the aged, infirm, decrepit, and incapacitated

members may be used for their proper maintenance and support in
Disposition of re the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior. The remainder of

maider. the share of each adult individual Indian, including accrued interest,
shall be made available under such rules and regulations as the
Secretary of the Interior may prescribe, and the remainder of the
share of each minor Indian shall, with accrued interest, be held
intact until such Indian reaches the age of eighteen years, when it
shall be available under the same conditions as herein provided for

Terms defined. adults. As herein used the term "adult" shall include the members
of the tribe eighteen years of age or over, and the term "minor" shall

Death of enrolee, include all members less than eighteen years of age. On the death
avabitydeposit. of any enrolled member, adult or minor, the sum on deposit to his
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[CHAPTER 386] 
AN ACT 

Relating to the acquisition of the site for the post-office building to be con-
structed in Poplarville, Mississippi. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the provisions 
of section 3741 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 
41, sec. 22) and sections 114 and 115 of the Criminal Code of the 
United States (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 18, secs. 204 and 205) shall 
not be applicable with respect to any contract or agreement entered 
into by or on behalf of the United States for the acquisition of any 
part of the site for the post-office building to be constructed in 
Poplarville, Mississippi. 
Approved, July 27, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 387] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the distribution of the judgment fund of the Shoshone Tribe of 
the Wind River Reservation in Wyoming, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed, with the 
advice and consent of the business council of the Shoshone Tribe of the 
Wind River Reservation in Wyoming, to prepare a roll showing the 
members of said tribe living on the date of the approval of this Act, 
and such roll shall form the basis for the distribution of the judgment 
fund of said tribe created as the result of the passage of the Act of 
June 25, 1938 (52 Stat. 1114-1156), and accrued interest thereon. 
SEG. 2. That there shall be credited on the books of the Office of 

Indian Affairs the sum of $2,450 to each member of said tribe whose 
name appears on the roll provided for in section 1 hereof; and out 
of such sum so credited the Secretary of the Interior is hereby 
authorized to make available immediately to each individual member 
of the tribe the sum of .$100 ; and, under such rules and regulations 
as he may prescribe, the sum of $1,350 to each adult and the sum of 
$500 to each minor for the following purposes: Purchase of land, 
improvement of lands to be acquired or already held by the Indian, 
for the erection and improvement of suitable homes, the purchase 
of building material, farming equipment, livestock, feed, food, seed, 
grain, tools, machinery, implements, household goods, bedding, 
clothing, and any other equipment or supplies necessary to enable 
the Indians to fit themselves for or to engage in farming, livestock, 
industry, or such other pursuits or vocations, including education, 
as will enable them to become self-supporting: Provided, however, 
That the funds of the aged, infirm, decrepit, and incapacitated 
members may be used for their proper maintenance and support in 
the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior. The remainder of 
the share of each adult individual Indian, including accrued interest, 
shall be made available under such rules and regulations as the 
Secretary of the Interior may prescribe, and the remainder of the 
share of each minor Indian shall, with accrued interest, be held 
intact until such Indian reaches the age of eighteen years, when it 
shall be available under the same conditions as herein provided for 
adults. As herein used the term "adult" shall include the members 
of the tribe eighteen years of age or over, and the term "minor" shall 
include all members less than eighteen years of age. On the death 
of any enrolled member, adult or minor, the sum on deposit to his 
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credit shall be available for expenditure for the benefit of his heirs
for the purposes herein authorized.

SEC. 3. (a) Not to exceed $1,000,000 of said judgment fund, or
interest thereon, shall be available for expenditure upon the request
of the tribe and with the approval of the Secretary of the Interior,
for the purchase of lands in the manner prescribed in section 6 of this
Act.

(b) The sum of $125,000 of said judgment fund, or interest thereon,
shall, at the request of the tribe and with the approval of the Secre-
tary of the Interior, be set aside as a loan fund for making loans
to individual members, or groups of members, of said tribe under
such rules and regulations as may be prescribed by the Secretary of
the Interior.

(c) The remainder of said judgment fund, including interest
thereon, after making the segregation provided for in section 2, and
after setting aside the respective amounts authorized by this section,
shall be available for appropriation, upon the recommendation of the
Secretary of the Interior, and with the consent of the tribe, for
purposes of benefit to the tribe, including the establishment and
administration of productive enterprises for the benefit of said tribe,
and any income derived from such enterprises shall be credited to
the Shoshone tribal judgment fund: Provided, That should such
enterprises also benefit the Arapaho Tribe repayment proportionate
to the benefit to the Arapaho Tribe shall be made into the Shoshone
judgment fund by the Arapaho Tribe out of such tribal income as
the Arapaho Tribe may enjoy.

SEC. 4. That the Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby,
authorized and directed to establish land-use districts within the
diminished and ceded portions of the Wind River Indian Reservation,
Wyoming, and, under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe,
to effect the consolidation of Indian and privately owned lands within
said districts through exchange, relinquishment, donation, assign-
ment, or purchase of lands or interests therein, including water rights
or surface rights to lands, improvements thereon and improvements
on undisposed-of ceded lands, to the end that the respective Indian
and non-Indian land holdings may be consolidated for more beneficial
use. Exchanges of lands hereunder shall be made on the basis of
equal value, and the value of improvements on lands to be relinquished
to the Indians or by Indians to non-Indians shall be given due con-
sideration, and allowance made therefor in the valuation of lieu lands.
This section shall apply to tribal land, and trust or otherwise restricted
Indian allotments, whether the allottees be living or deceased. In
all transactions involving tribal Indian land, the consent of the Sho-
shone and Arapaho Tribes shall first be obtained. Title to all lands
or interests therein acquired by the Government through exchange
of tribal land shall be taken in the name of the United States in trust
for the Shoshone and Arapaho Tribes of Indians of the Wind River
Reservation, Wyoming. Title to lands exchanged for individual
Indian allotments, or purchased for individual Indians with restricted
funds shall be taken by the United States in trust for the individual
Indian allottee or heir. The right herein granted individual Indians
to acquire lands by purchase with restricted funds or by exchange shall
not extend to lands on the ceded or opened portion of the reservation.

SEC. 5. That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby directed to
restore to tribal ownership all undisposed-of surplus or ceded lands
within the land use districts which are not at present under lease or
permit to non-Indians; and, further, to restore to tribal ownership
the balance of said lands progressively as and when the non-Indian
owned lands within a given land use district are acquired by the
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credit shall be available for expenditure for the benefit of his heirs 
for the purposes herein authorized. 
SEC. 3. (a) Not to exceed $1,000,000 of said judgment fund, or 

interest thereon, shall be available for expenditure upon the request 
of the tribe and with the approval of the Secretary of the Interior, 
for the purchase of lands in the manner prescribed in section 6 of this 
Act. 

(b) The sum of $125,000 of said judgment fund, or interest thereon, 
shall, at the request of the tribe and with the approval of the Secre-
tary of the Interior, be set aside as a loan fund for making loans 
to individual members, or groups of members, of said tribe under 
such rules and regulations as may be prescribed by the Secretary of 
the Interior. 

(c) The remainder of said judgment fund, including interest 
thereon, after making the segregation provided for in section 2, and 
after setting aside the respective amounts authorized by this section, 
shall be available for appropriation, upon the recommendation of the 
Secretary of the Interior, and with the consent of the tribe, for 
purposes of benefit to the tribe, including the establishment and 
administration of productive enterprises for the benefit of said tribe, 
and any income derived from such enterprises shall be credited to 
the Shoshone tribal judgment fund: Provided, That should such 
enterprises also benefit the Arapaho Tribe repayment proportionate 
to the benefit to the Arapaho Tribe shall be made into the Shoshone 
judgment fund by the Arapaho Tribe out of such tribal income as 
the Arapaho Tribe may enjoy. 

SEc. 4. That the Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby, 
authorized and directed to establish land-use districts within the 
diminished and ceded portions of the Wind River Indian Reservation, 
Wyoming, and, under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe, 
to effect the consolidation of Indian and privately owned lands within 
said districts through exchange, relinquishment, donation, assign-
ment, or purchase of lands or interests therein, including water rights 
or surface rights to lands, improvements thereon and improvements 
on undisposed-of ceded lands, to the end that the respective Indian 
and non-Indian land holdings may be consolidated for more beneficial 
use. Exchanges of lands hereunder shall be made on the basis of 
equal value, and the value of improvements on lands to be relinquished 
to the Indians or by Indians to non-Indians shall be given due con-
sideration, and allowance made therefor in the valuation of lieu lands. 
This section shall apply to tribal land, and trust or otherwise restricted 
Indian allotments, whether the allottees be living or deceased. In 
all transactions involving tribal Indian land, the consent of the Sho-
shone and Arapaho Tribes shall first be obtained. Title to all lands 
or interests therein acquired by the Government through exchange 
of tribal land shall be taken in the name of the United States in trust 
for the Shoshone and Arapaho Tribes of Indians of the Wind River 
Reservation, Wyoming. Title to lands exchanged for individual 
Indian allotments, or purchased for individual Indians with restricted 
funds shall be taken by the United States in trust for the individual 
Indian allottee or heir. The right herein granted individual Indians 
to acquire lands by purchase with restricted funds or by exchange shall 
not extend to lands on the ceded or opened portion of the reservation. 

SEC. 5. That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby directed to 
restore to tribal ownership all undisposed-of surplus or ceded lands 
within the land use districts which are not at present under lease or 
permit to non-Indians; and, further, to restore to tribal ownership 
the balance of said lands progressively as and when the non-Indian 
owned lands within a given land use district are acquired by the 
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Government for Indian use pursuant to the provisions of this Act.
All such restorations shall be subject to valid existing rights and

nsio inappli- claims: Provided, That no restoration to tribal ownership shall be
cable to certain recla- made of any lands within any reclamation project heretofore author-
mation projects. ized within the diminished or ceded portions of the reservation.
thropri avaability, SEC. 6. That the sum of $1,000,000 authorized in section 3 for
reimbursement. use in carrying out the land purchase and consolidation program

hereinbefore authorized shall remain available until expended and
any amount expended shall be reimbursed with interest at 4 per
centum per annum to the Shoshone Tribe of Indians of the Wind
River Reservation from joint funds to the credit of the Shoshone
and Arapaho Tribes of the Wind River Reservation or from future

Title in trust for accruals to said joint fund, as and when said funds accrue. Title to
all land purchases made hereunder shall be taken in the name of
the United States in trust for the Shoshone and Arapaho Tribes of

Purchasas, etc., su Indians of the Wind River Reservation, Wyoming. All purchases
of lands or interests therein made pursuant to this section shall receive
the approval of the Shoshone and Arapaho Tribal Councils or of the
business committees thereof.

debiLty for prior SEc. 7. That in no event shall any portion of the Shoshone judg-
ment fund become liable, payable, or subject to any debt or debts
contracted prior to the passage of this Act by any Indian of the
Shoshone Tribe except debts to the United States or to the tribe.

Approved, July 27, 1939.

July 27, 1939
IS. 21701

[Public, No. 239]

[CHAPTER 388]
AN ACT

To improve the efficiency of the Coast Guard, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Seate and House of Representatives of the
coast Guard. United States of America in Congress assembled, That the last clause36 Stat. a38.
33 U. s.. s 716. of section 9 of the Act approved June 17, 1910 (36 Stat., 538; U. S. C.,

title 33, sec. 716), is amended to read as follows:
Temorary employ- "and the Commandant of the Coast Guard is authorized to employment of draftsmen,

etc., at seat of govern- temporarily at the seat of government, draftsmen and engineers forment. the preparation of plans and specifications for vessels, lighthouses,
aids to navigation, and other works for the Coast Guard that may
be authorized or appropriated for by Congress, to be paid from the
appropriations applicable to such works."

Saint Loui, Mo., SEO. 2. The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to acquire by
purchase and/or lease the necessary land for locating a Coast Guard
depot at or in the vicinity of Saint Louis, Missouri, and he is author-
ized to erect thereon such wharves, docks, buildings, or other struc-
tures as he may determine to be necessary.

Atlantic City, N.J., SEC. 3. The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to purchase a
site for a servicing base for the Coast Guard at or in the vicinity of
Atlantic City, New Jersey.

Yerba Buena slnd SEC. 4. The Secretary of War is authorized to transfer to theMilitary Reservation,
alif.; transfer of por- Treasury Department for the use of the Coast Guard, the tract of

tion o oast uard land no longer needed for military purposes and comprising the
whole of tract numbered 2 of the United States Military Reservation
on Yerba Buena Island in San Francisco Bay, State of California,
containing twenty-six and fifty-one one-hundredths acres, more or
less, exclusive of the two parcels, together containing two and sixty-
nine one-hundredths acres, now under the control and jurisdiction of
the Navy Department, all as shown on map numbered 6797-101,
entitled "Yerba Buena Island, California (Goat Island) Reservation
Map", dated December 1935, revised to May 21, 1938, on file in the
office of the Quartermaster General, War Department, Washington,
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SEC. 7. That in no event shall any portion of the Shoshone judg-

ment fund become liable, payable, or subject to any debt or debts 
contracted prior to the passage of this Act by any Indian of the 
Shoshone Tribe except debts to the United States or to the tribe. 
Approved, July 27, 1939. 
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District of Columbia, the specific tract of land to be more fully
described by metes and bounds at the time of transfer.

SEC. 5. The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and empowered
to lease for a period not to exceed twenty-five years to the New York
Central Railroad Company, a corporation organized and existing
under and by virtue of the laws of the State of New York and other
States, its successors and assigns, for railroad track purposes, that
portion of the Rochester Harbor Lighthouse property at Charlotte,
New York, now occupied by wye track of said railroad company
under the terms and provisions of a revocable license granted by the
Department of Commerce, which license expires by limitation during
1939, or such modification thereof as may be deemed to be in the
public interest. The New York Central Railroad Company for such
use of the property in question shall pay the same yearly rental as
stipulated in stated existing revocable license or such yearly rental
as may be hereafter determined by the Secretary of the Treasury, at
his discretion: Provided, That nothing herein contained shall grant
or convey or be held to grant or convey to said railroad company, its
successors or assigns, during such time as it or they may hold, said
land under the lease hereby authorized, nor any right or privilege
to take or remove any of such land or structures other than the
property of the said railroad company: Provided further, That the
Secretary of the Treasury may at any time during the said lease
period of twenty-five years, at his discretion, terminate and cancel
said lease, in case said company shall fail to comply with the stipu-
lated terms or conditions. It shall also be stipulated in the lease
hereby authorized that upon termination or expiration the said rail-
road company shall promptly remove from the land all of its property
and restore the same to the condition when first taken or condition
otherwise satisfactory to the Government.

SEC. 6. Section 1 of the Act entitled "An Act to authorize the Secre-
tary of Commerce to convey to the Commissioners of the Palisades
Interstate Park, a body politic of the State of New York, certain
portions of the Stony Point Light Station Reservation, Rockland
County, New York, including certain appurtenant structures, and for
other purposes", approved July 30, 1937 (50 Stat. 549), is amended
by striking out "the Commissioners of the Palisades Interstate Park"
and inserting in lieu thereof "the Palisades Interstate Park Commis-
sion, a body corporate and politic established by compact between the
States of New York and New Jersey, authorized by joint resolution of
Congress approved August 19, 1937 (50 Stat. 719)"; and section 2 of
such Act of July 30,1937, is amended by striking out "In exchange for
the property to be transferred the Commissioners of the Palisades
Interstate Park shall transfer title to the United States to" and
inserting in lieu thereof "The Secretary of the Treasury is also
authorized to accept on behalf of the United States".

Approved, July 27, 1939.

[CHAPTER 389]
AN ACT

For the protection of the water supply of the city of Ketchikan, Alaska.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the two
tracts of public lands within the areas hereinafter described,
situated in the Territory of Alaska, are hereby reserved from all
forms of location, entry, or appropriation, whether under the
mineral or nonmineral land laws of the United States, and set
aside as municipal water-supply reserves for the use and benefit
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District of Columbia, the specific tract of land to be more fully 
described by metes and bounds at the time of transfer. 
SEC. 5. The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and empowered 

to lease for a period not to exceed twenty-five years to the New York 
Central Railroad Company, a corporation organized and existing 
under and by virtue of the laws of the State of New York and other 
States, its successors and assigns, for railroad track purposes, that 
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New York, now occupied by wye track of said railroad company 
under the terms and provisions of a revocable license granted by the 
Department of Commerce, which license expires by limitation during 
1939, or such modification thereof as may be deemed to be in the 
public interest. The New York Central Railroad Company for such 
use of the property in question shall pay the same yearly rental as 
stipulated in stated existing revocable license or such yearly rental 
as may be hereafter determined by the Secretary of the Treasury, at 
his discretion: Provided, That nothing herein contained shall grant 
or convey or be held to grant or convey to said railroad company, its 
successors or assigns, during such time as it or they may hold, said 
land under the lease hereby authorized, nor any right or privilege 
to take or remove any of such land or structures other than the 
property of the said railroad company: Provided further, That the 
Secretary of the Treasury may at any time during the said lease 
period of twenty-five years, at his discretion, terminate and cancel 
said lease, in case said company shall fail to comply with the stipu-
lated terms or conditions. It shall also be stipulated in the lease 
hereby authorized that upon termination or expiration the said rail-
road company shall promptly remove from the land all of its property 
and restore the same to the condition when first taken or condition 
otherwise satisfactory to the Government. 
SEC. 6. Section 1 of the Act entitled "An Act to authorize the Secre-

tary of Commerce to convey to the Commissioners of the Palisades 
Interstate Park, a body politic of the State of New York, certain 
portions of the Stony Point Light Station Reservation, Rockland 
County, New York, including certain appurtenant structures, and for 
other purposes", approved July 30, 1937 (50 Stat. 549), is amended 
by striking out "the Commissioners of the Palisades Interstate Park" 
and inserting in lieu thereof "the Palisades Interstate Park Commis-
sion, a body corporate and politic established by compact between the 
States of New York and New Jersey, authorized by joint resolution of 
Congress approved August 19, 1937 (50 Stat. 719)"; and section 2 of 
such Act of July 30, 1937, is amended by striking out "In exchange for 
the property to be transferred the Commissioners of the Palisades 
Interstate Park shall transfer title to the United States to" and 
inserting in lieu thereof "The Secretary of the Treasury is also 
authorized to accept on behalf of the United States". 
Approved, July 27, 1939. 
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aside as municipal water-supply reserves for the use and benefit 
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of the people of the city of Ketchikan, a municipal corporation of
Description, the Territory of Alaska, as follows, to wit: (a) Starting at the east

end of the Ketchikan Public Utilities Dam, situated at lower end
of the lower Ketchikan Lake, and extending thence in a north-
westerly direction, following the divide to the summit of Minerva
Mountain; thence in a northerly direction along the divide to the
summit of Diana Mountain; thence following the high divide
around the Ketchikan Lakes and Granite Basin over the summits of
Dude Mountain and John Mountain; and thence in a southerly
direction along the divide to the summit of Sylvis Mountain to the
summit of Deer Mountain; thence in a westerly direction along the
small divide to Ketchikan Creek at a point approximately four
thousand eight hundred feet below the dam; thence along Ketchikan
Creek to the dam, the place of beginning; said area being the
drainage area of Ketchikan Lakes and Granite Basin above the
Ketchikan city water supply. (b) And starting at the east end of
the Ketchikan Public Utilities Dam at lower end of Carlanna Lake,
and extending thence along the small divide in a northerly direction
to the summit of Ward Mountain; thence along the high divide in
an easterly direction to the summit of Juno Mountain; thence along
the same divide in a southeasterly direction to the summit of
Minerva Mountain; thence in a southerly direction along the small
divide to the eastern side line of United States Survey 1229, of
E. A. Heath, approximately two thousand eight hundred and fifty
feet from the northeast corner of said survey; thence along said
side line to the northeast corner; thence in a westerly direction along
the northern boundary the northhe northwest corner of said survey;
thence in a northerly direction along the divide to Carlanna Lake
Dam, the point of beginning; said area being the drainage area of
Carlanna Lake and Hoadley Creek above the Ketchikan city water
supply.

Jnisrditionnd ad- SEC.2. The public lands heretofore described and reserved for
municipal water-supply purposes, not a part of the Tongass National
Forest, shall be administered by the Secretary of the Interior, and
those within the Tongass National Forest shall be administered by
the Secretary of Agriculture, for the purpose of storing, conserving,
and protecting from pollution the said water supply, and preserv-
ing, improving, and increasing the timber growth on said lands, to
more fully accomplish such purposes; and to that end said munici-
pality shall have the right, subject to the approval of the Secretary
of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture, to the use of any
and all parts of the lands reserved for the storage and conveying
of water and construction and maintenance thereon of all improve-

'rovoime. ments for such purposes: Provided, That the merchantable timber on
the land to be used by the said municipality which is under the juris-
diction of the Secretary of the Interior may be sold by the said
Secretary under rules and regulations to be prescribed by him: And

,eversionary pro proided further, That the right to the use by the city of Ketchikan
of the lands reserved by this Act shall terminate upon the abandon-
ment of the use by such municipality in accordance with the terms
of this Act, and upon a finding of such nonuse or abandonment, for
a period of two years, by the head of the department having juris-
diction over the land involved, whereupon the reservation created by
this Act shall terminate to the extent of such lands involved.

pReguatiod d t ebe SEC. 3. The Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of Agri-
forced. culture are hereby authorized to prescribe and enforce such regula-

tions as may be found necessary to carry out the purpose of this Act,
including the right to forbid persons other than those authorized
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by them and the municipal authorities of said municipal corpora-
tion from entering or otherwise trespassing upon these lands, and
any violation of this Act or of regulations issued thereunder shall
be a misdemeanor and shall be punishable as is provided for in sec-
tion 5050, Compiled Laws of Alaska, 1933.

SEC. 4. Nothing herein contained shall affect any valid right or
claim to any part of said lands heretofore acquired under any law
of the United States.

Approved, July 27, 1939.

[CHAPTER 390]
AN ACT

To provide means by which certain Filipinos can emigrate from the United States.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That any native
Filipino residing in any State or Territory or the District of Colum-
bia on the effective date of this Act, who desires to return to the
Philippine Islands, may apply to the Secretary of Labor, upon such
form as the Secretary may prescribe, through any officer of the
Immigration Service for the benefits of this Act. Upon approval of
such application, the Secretary of Labor shall notify such Filipino
forthwith, and shall certify to the Secretary of the Navy and the
Secretary of War that such Filipino is eligible to be returned to the
Philippine Islands under the terms of this Act. Every Filipino
who is so certified shall be entitled, at the expense of the United
States, to transportation and maintenance from his present residence
to a port on the west coast of the United States, or in the case of a
Filipino residing in Hawaii, to a port in that Territory, and from
such port, to passage and maintenance to the port of Manila, Philip-
pine Islands, on either Navy or Army transports, whenever space on
such transports is available, or on any ship of United States registry
operated by a commercial steamship company which has a contract
with the Secretary of Labor as provided in section 2.

SEC. 2. The Secretary of Labor is hereby niltllorizedl and (irected
to enter into contracts with any railroad or other transportation coinl-
pany, for the transportation front their present residences to a port
on the west coast of the United States or, in the cases of residellts
of Hawaii, to a port in ithat Territory, of Filipinos eligible under
section 1 to receive such transportation, and with any commercial
steamship company, controlled by citizens of the United States and
operating ships under United States registry, for transportation and
maintenance of such Filipinos from such ports to the port of Manila,
Philippine Islands, at such rates as may be agreed upon between the
Secretary and such steamship, railroad, or other transportation
company.

SEC. 3. The Secretary of Labor is authorized and directed to pre-
scribe such rules and regulations as may be necessary to carry out
this Act, to enter into the necessary arrangements with the Secretary
of War and the Secretary of the Navy, to fix the ports on the west
coast of the United States and in Hawaii from which any Filipinos
shall be transported and the dates upon which transportation shall
be available from such ports, to provide for the identification of the
Filipinos entitled to the benefits of this Act, and to prevent volun-
tary interruption of the journey between the port of embarkation
in the United States or Hawaii and the port of Manila, Philippine
Islands.
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by them and the municipal authorities of said municipal corpora-
tion from entering or otherwise trespassing upon these lands, and 
any violation of this Act or of regulations issued thereunder shall 
be a misdemeanor and shall be punishable as is provided for in sec-. 
tion 5050, Compiled Laws of Alaska, 1933. 
SEC. 4. Nothing herein contained shall affect any valid right or 

claim to any part of said lands heretofore acquired under any law 
of the United States. 

Approved, July 27, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 393]
AN ACT

To amend an Act entitled "An Act to establish a uniform system of bankruptcy
throughout the United States", approved July 1, 1898, and Acts amendatory
thereof and supplementary thereto.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act of
July 1,1898, entitled "An Act to establish a uniform system of bank-
ruptcy throughout the United States", as amended, is hereby further
amended by adding thereto a new chapter, to be designated chapter
XV, and to read as follows:

"CHAPTER XV-RAILROAD ADJUSTMENTS

"ARTICLE I-JURISDICTION

"SEC. 700. In addition to the jurisdiction otherwise exercised, courts
of bankruptcy shall exercise original jurisdiction, as provided in this
chapter, for postponements or modifications of debt, interest, rent,
and maturities or for modifications of the securities or capital struc-
tures of railroads.

"ARTICLE II-DEFINITIONS

"SEC. 705. The following terms, as used in this chapter unless a
different meaning is plainly required by the context, shail be con-
strued as follows:

"(1) 'Petitioner' means any carrier as defined in section 20a of the
Interstate Commerce Act, excluding any corporation in equity
receivership or in proceedings for reorganization under section 77 of
this Act, petitioning for a plan of adjustment, as hereinafter defined.

"(2) 'Claims' includes debts whether liquidated or unliquidated,
certificates of deposits of securities (other than stock and option
warrants to subscribe to stock), including demands and obligations
of whatever character made, assumed or guaranteed by the petitioner.

"(3) 'Debt' shall be considered to include all claims held or owned
by 'creditors' as hereinafter defined.
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Reentry of benef - SEC. 4. No Filipino who receives the benefits of this Act shall be
entitled to return to the United States, its Territories or possessions,
except as a quota immigrant under the provisions of section 8 (a)

48Stat. 462. (1) of the Philippine Independence Act of March 24, 1934, during
.S..1238. the period such section 8 (a) (1) is applicable.

Appropriation au- SEC. 5. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated from moneys
horized.

ot, p. 1319. in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, amounts necessary to
Administration. carry out the provisions of this Act. All amounts so appropriated

shall be administered by the Secretary of Labor, and ali expenses,
including those incurred by the Navy and War Departments, shall be
charged thereto.

Time limitation. SEC. 6. No application for the benefits of this Act shall be accepted
by any officer of the Immigration Service after December 1, 1940;
and all benefits under this Act shall finally terminate on December
31, 1940, unless the journey has been started on or before that date,
in which case the journey to Manila shall be completed.

Nottobeconsidered SEC. 7. Nothing in this Act shall be construed as authority to deport
any native of the Philippine Islands, and no Filipino removed from
any State or Territory or the District of Columbia under the provi-
sions of this Act shall hereafter be held to have been deported from
the United States.

Approved, July 27, 1939.
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SEC. 4. No Filipino who receives the benefits of this Act shall be 
entitled to return to the United States, its Territories or possessions, 
except as a quota immigrant under the provisions of section 8 (a) 
(1) of the Philippine Independence Act of March 24, 1934, during 
the period such section 8 (a) (1) is applicable. 

SEc. 5. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated from moneys 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, amounts necessary to 
carry out the provisions of this Act. All amounts so appropriated 
shall be administered by the Secretary of Labor, and all expenses, 
including those incurred by the Navy and War Departments, shall be 
charged thereto. 
SEC. 6. No application for the benefits of this Act shall be accepted 

by any officer of the Immigration Service after December 1, 1940; 
and all benefits under this .Act shall finally terminate on December 
31, 1940, unless the journey has been started on or before that date, 
in which case the journey to Manila shall be completed. 

SEc. 7. Nothing in this Act shall be construed as authority to deport 
any native of the Philippine Islands, and no Filipino removed from 
any State or Territory or the District of Columbia under the provi-
sions of this Act shall hereafter be held to have been deported from 
the United States. 
Approved, July 27, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 3931 
AN ACT 

To amend an Act entitled "An Act to establish a uniform system of bankruptcy 
throughout the United States", approved July 1, 1898, and Acts amendatory 
thereof and supplementary thereto. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act of 
July 1, 1898, entitled "An Act to establish a uniform system of bank-
ruptcy throughout the United States", as amended, is hereby further 
amended by adding thereto a new chapter, to be designated chapter 
XV, and to read as follows: 

"CHAPTER XV—RAILROAD ADJUSTMENTS 

"ARTICLE I—JURISDICTION 

"SEC. 700. In addition to the jurisdiction otherwise exercised, courts 
of bankruptcy shall exercise original jurisdiction, as provided in this 
chapter, for postponements or modifications of debt, interest, rent, 
and maturities or for modifications of the securities or capital struc-
tures of railroads. 

ttANTICLE II—DEFINITIONS 

"SEC. 705. The following terms, as used in this chapter, unless a 
different meaning is plainly required by the context, shall be con-
strued as follows; 

"(1) 'Petitioner' means any carrier as defined in section 20a of the 
Interstate Commerce Act, excluding any corporation in equity 
receivership or in proceedings for reorganization under section 77 of 
this Act, petitioning for a plan of adjustment, as hereinafter defined. 

"(2) 'Claims' includes debts whether liquidated or unliquidated, 
certificates of deposits of securities (other than stock and option 
warrants to subscribe to stock), including demands and obligations 
of whatever character made, assumed or guaranteed by the petitioner. 

"(3) 'Debt' shall be considered to include all claims held or owned 
by 'creditors' as hereinafter defined. 
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"(4) 'Creditors' shall include all holders of claims, demands, and
obligations of whatever character against the petitioner or its prop-
erty, whether or not such claims would otherwise constitute provable
claims in bankruptcy, including the holders of claims made, assumed,
or guaranteed by the petitioner.

"(5) 'Securities' shall include those defined in section 20a of the
Interstate Commerce Act, as amended, and also certificates of deposit
and all other evidences of ownership of or interest in securities.

"(6) 'Commission' refers to the Interstate Commerce Commission.
"(7 'Adjustment' shall include postponements or modifications of

debt, interest, rent, and maturities and modifications of the securities
or capital structures.

"SEC. 706. No creditor shall be deemed to be 'affected' by any plan
unless such plan proposes a modification of the evidence of debt or
other instrument defining the rights of such creditor, or a modification
of the security, if any, for the claim of such creditor.

"ARTICLE III--PETTON AND POWERS OF COURT

"SEC. 710. Any railroad corporation not in equity receivership or
in process of reorganization under section 77 of the Bankruptcy Act
at the time of filing its petition hereunder, and which has not been
in equity receivership or in process of reorganization under said
section 77 within ten years prior to the filing of such petition, which
shall have-

"(1) Prepared a plan of adjustment and secured assurances
satisfactory to the Commission of the acceptance of such plan from
creditors holding at least 25 per centum of the aggregate amount
of all claims affected by said plan of adjustment (including all
such affected claims against said corporation, its parents and
subsidiaries), and

"(2) Thereafter obtained an order of the Commission, (but not
of a division thereof), under section 20a of the Interstate Com-
merce Act authorizing the issuance or modification of securities as
proposed by such plan of adjustment (other than securities held
by, or to be issued to Reconstruction Finance Corporation), such
order of the Commission to include also specific findings:

"(a) That such corporation is not in need of financial reor-
ganization of the character provided for under section 77 of
this Act;

"(b) That such corporation's inability to meet its debts
matured or about to mature is reasonably expected to be
temporary only; and

"(c) That such plan of adjustment, after due consideration
of the probable prospective earnings of the property in the
light of its earnings experience and of such changes as may
reasonably be expected,-

"(i) is in the public interest and in the best interests of each
class of creditors and stockholders;

"(ii) is feasible, financially advisable, and not likely to be
followed by the insolvency of said corporation, or by need of
financial reorganization or adjustment;

"(iii) does not provide for fixed charges (of whatsoever nature
including fixed charges on debt, amortization of discount on debt,
and rent for leased roads) in an amount in excess of what will
be adequately covered by the probable earnings available for the
payment thereof;

"(iv) leaves adequate means for such future financing as may
be requisite;
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"(4) 'Creditors' shall include all holders of claims, demands, and 
obligations of whatever character against the petitioner or its prop-
erty, whether or not such claims would otherwise constitute provable 
claims in bankruptcy, including the holders of claims made, assumed, 
or guaranteed by the petitioner. 

"(5) 'Securities' shall include those defined in section 20a of the 
Interstate Commerce Act, as amended, and also certificates of deposit 
and all other evidences of ownership of or interest in securities. 
"(6) 'Commission' refers to the Interstate Commerce Commission. 
"(7) 'Adjustment' shall include postponements or modifications of 

debt, interest, rent, and maturities and modifications of the securities 
or capital structures. 
"SEC. 706. No creditor shall be deemed to be 'affected' by any plan 

unless such plan proposes a modification of the evidence of debt or 
other instrument defining the rights of such creditor, or a modification 
of the security, if any, for the claim of such creditor. 

"ARTICLE III—PM TION AND POWERS OF COURT 

"Src. 710. Any railroad corporation not in equity receivership or 
in process of reorganization under section 77 of the Bankruptcy Act 
at the time of filing its petition hereunder, and which has not been 
in equity receivership or in process of reorganization under said 
section 77 within ten years prior to the filing of such petition, which 
shall have— 

"(1) Prepared a plan of adjustment and secured assurances 
satisfactory to the Commission of the acceptance of such plan from 
creditors bolding at least 25 per centum of the aggregate amount 
of all claims affected by said plan of adjustment (including all 
such affected claims against said corporation, its parents and 
subsidiaries), and 

"(2) Thereafter obtained an order of the Commission, (but not 
of a division thereof), under section 20a of the Interstate Com-
merce Act authorizing the issuance or modification of securities as 
proposed by such plan of adjustment (other than securities held 
by, or to be issued to Reconstruction Finance Corporation), such 
order of the Commission to include also specific findings: 

"(a) That such corporation is not in need of financial reor-
ganization of the character provided for under section 77 of 
this Act; 

"(b) That such corporation's inability to meet its debts 
matured or about to mature is reasonably expected to be 
temporary only; and 
"(c) That such plan of adjustment, after due consideration 

of the probable prospective earnings of the property in the 
light of its earnings experience and of such changes as may 
reasonably be expected,— 
" (i) is in the public interest and in the best interests of each 

class of creditors and stockholders; 
"(ii) is feasible, financially advisable, and not likely to be 

followed by the insolvency of said corporation, or by need of 
financial reorganization or adjustment; 

"(iii) does not provide for fixed charges (of whatsoever nature 
including fixed charges on debt, amortization of discount on debt, 
and rent for leased roads) in an amount in excess of what will 
be adequately covered by the probable earnings available for the 
payment thereof; 

"(iv) leaves adequate means for such future financing as may 
be requisite; 
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"(v) is consistent with adequate maintenance of the property;
and

"(vi) is consistent with the proper performance by such rail-
road corporation of service to the public as a common carrier,
will not impair its ability to perform such service:

Scruty of facts. Provided, That in making the foregoing specific findings the Com-
mission shall scrutinize the facts independently of the extent of
acceptances of such plan and of any lack of opposition thereto: Pro-

Designated orders vided further, That an order of the Commission (or of a division
939e ontainingfaSvor thereof) under section 20a of the Interstate Commerce Act, made
ble findings, prior to April 1, 1939, authorizing the issuance or modification of

securities as proposed by a plan of adjustment (other than securi-
ties held by, or to be issued to, Reconstruction Finance Corpora-
tion), shall be effective for the purpose of this subparagraph (2)
of the first sentence of section 710, notwithstanding failure to
include therein the foregoing specific findings, if such order did
include the specific findings that such proposed issuance or modi-
fication of securities is compatible with the public interest, is con-
sistent with the proper performance by the railroad corporation of
service to the public as a common carrier, and will not impair its
ability to perform such service, and

Assents by credi- "(3) Secured assents to such plan of adjustment by creditors
holding more than two-thirds of the aggregate amount of the claims
affected by said plan, which two-thirds shall include at least a
majority of the aggregate amount of the claims of each affected
class,

Pmettion of inabity may file in the United States district court in whose territorial juris-
diction such railroad corporation has had its principal executive or
principal operating office during the preceding six months or a
greater period thereof, its petition averring that it is unable to meet
its debts, matured or about to mature, and desires to carry out the
plan of adjustment.

Copy of Commis-
ion'sor toacom- "A copy of the order obtained from the Commission, as above pro-
any. vided, shall be filed with the petition and made a part thereof.
Consoidation of "SEC. 711. Any corporation which has complied with subpara-

graphs (1), (2), and (3) of the first sentence of section 710, and in
which corporation the majority of the capital stock having power to
vote for the election of directors is owned, directly or indirectly
through an intervening medium by any railroad corporation which
has filed a petition hereunder, or any corporation which is a lessor
of the petitioning corporation and which has complied with the afore-
said subparagraphs (1), (2), and (3) of section 710, may file its peti-
tion in the same court in which the petition first aforesaid shall
have been filed, and such petitions shall be heard and disposed of in
a single proceeding.

Filing ee. "SEC. 712. The petition shall be accompanied by payment to the
clerk of a filing fee of $100, which shall be in addition to the fees
required to be collected by the clerk under other sections of this Act,
or any other Act.

ngSbeforethree-judge "SEC. 713. Immediately following the filing of the petition, there
ourt . shall be convened a special court of three judges in the manner pro-
2s v. . c. 380. vided by section 266, as amended, of the Judicial Code, and thereafter

all proceedings relative to such plan or any modification thereof shall
Powers of court be conducted before such court. Such three-judge court shall be

vested with and shall exercise all the powers of a district court sitting
in equity and all the powers as a court of bankruptcy necessary to
carry out the intent and provisions of this chapter, including the
classification of claims at such time and in such manner as the court
may direct.
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"(v) is consistent with adequate maintenance of the property; 
and 

"(vi) is consistent with the proper performance by such rail-
road corporation of service to the public as a common carrier, 
will not impair its ability to perform such service: 

Provided, That in making the foregoing specific findings the Com-
mission shall scrutinize the facts independently of the extent of 
acceptances of such plan and of any lack of opposition thereto: Pro-
vided further, That an order of the Commission (or of a division 
thereof) under section 20a of the Interstate Commerce Act, made 
prior to April 1, 1939, authorizing the issuance or modification of 
securities as proposed by a plan of adjustment (other than securi-
ties held by, or to be issued to, Reconstruction Finance Corpora-
tion), shall be effective for the purpose of this subparagraph (2) 
of the first sentence of section 710, notwithstanding failure to 
include therein the foregoing specific findings, if such order did 
include the specific findings that such proposed issuance or modi-
fication of securities is compatible with the public interest, is con-
sistent with the proper performance by the railroad corporation of 
service to the public as a common carrier, and will not impair its 
ability to perform such service, and 

"(3) Secured assents to such plan of adjustment by creditors 
holding more than two-thirds of the aggregate amount of the claims 
affected by said plan, which two-thirds shall include at least a 
majority of the aggregate amount of the claims of each affected 
class, 

may file in the United States district court in whose territorial juris-
diction such railroad corporation has had its principal executive or 
principal operating office during the preceding six months or a 
greater period thereof, its petition averring that it is unable to meet 
its debts, matured or about to mature, and desires to carry out the 
plan of adjustment. 
"A copy of the order obtained from the Commission, as above 'Pro-

vided, shall be filed with the petition and made a part thereof. 
"SEc. 711. Any corporation which has complied with subpara-

graphs (1), (2), and (3) of the first sentence of section 710, and in 
which corporation the majority of the capital stock having power to 
vote for the election of directors is owned, directly or indirectly 
through an intervening medium by any railroad corporation which 
has filed a petition hereunder, or any corporation which is a lessor 
of the petitioning corporation and which has complied with the afore-
said subparagraphs (1), (2), and (3) of section 710, may file its peti-
tion in the same court in which the petition first aforesaid shall 
have been filed, and such petitions shall be heard and disposed of in 
a single proceeding. 

"SEc. 712. The petition shall be accompanied by payment to the 
clerk of a filing fee of $100, which shall be in addition to the fees 
required to be collected by the clerk under other sections of this Act, 
or any other Act. 

"SEc. 713. Immediately following the filing of the petition, there 
shall be convened a special court of three judges in the manner pro-
vided by section 266, as amended, of the Judicial Code, and thereafter 
all proceedings relative to such plan or any modification thereof shall 
be conducted before such court. Such three-judge court shall be 
vested with and shall exercise all the powers of a district court sitting 
in equity and all the powers as a court of bankruptcy necessary to 
carry out the intent and provisions of this chapter, including the 
classification of claims at such time and in such manner as the court 
may direct. 
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"SEc. 714. The special court, after hearing, promptly shall enter
an order approving the petition as properly filed under this chapter
if satisfied that such petition complies with this chapter and has been
filed in good faith, or dismissing such petition if not so satisfied.

"SEC. 715. If the petition is approved by the special court, the said
court, during the pendency of the proceedings under this chapter,
shall have exclusive jurisdiction of the petitioner and of its property
wherever located to the extent which may be necessary to protect the
same against any action which might be inconsistent with said plan
of adjustment or might interfere with the effective execution of said
plan if approved by the court, or otherwise inconsistent with or con-
trary to the purposes and provisions of this chapter: Provided, how-
ever, That nothing herein contained shall be construed to authorize
the court to appoint any trustee or receiver for said properties or
any part thereof, or otherwise take possession of such properties or
control the operation or administration thereof.
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'ARTICLE IV--HEARINGS

"SEC. 720. The special court shall fix a date for a hearing to be Hearings; notices to
held promptly after the filing of the petition and notice of such hear- all persons in interest.
ing or hearings shall be given to all persons in interest in such rea-
sonable manner as the court shall direct. In such proceeding, the
court may allow such interventions of persons in interest as it may
deem just and proper, but any person in interest shall have the right
to present evidence and be heard thereon, in person or by attorney,
with or without intervention.

"SEC. 721. After such hearing, the special court may approve the Court findings.
plan as filed or propose to modify such plan and as hereinafter pro-
vided approve the same as so modified. If the court shall propose to proposal to modify
modify the plan, then: (a) if such modification substantially alters slbstantiauly altering
the basis for the specific findings included in the order made by the basis.
Commission under section 20a of the Interstate Colmmerce Act, the 41 Stat. 494
plan as so proposed to be modified shall be resubmitted to the Com- . S. C

mission and shall not be finally approved by the court until the
Conlmission (but not a division thereof) has authorized the issuance
or modification of securities as proposed by the plan as so nlodified
(other than securities held by, or to be issued to, Reconstrlction
Finance Corporation) making the findings required by clause (c) of
subparagraph (2) of the first sentence of section 710, even in a case Ante, . 15.

where the original order of the Commission under said section 20a
was made prior to April 1, 1939; and (b) if such modification sub- Adversely affecting
stantially or adversely affects the interests of any class or classes of creditors' interests.
creditors, such plan shall be resubmitted, in such manner as the court
may direct, to those creditors so affected by such modification and
shall not be finally approved until after (1) a hearing on such modi- Hearing on pro.
fication, to be held within such reasonable time as the court may fix, poed modification-
at which hearing any person in interest may object to such modifica-
tion, and (2) a reasonable opportunity (within a period to be fixed Opportunity to
by the court), following such hearing, within which such affected wthdrawassents.
creditors who have assented to the plan may withdraw or cancel their
assents to the plan, and failure by any such creditor to withdraw or
cancel an assent within such period shall constitute an acceptance by
such assenting creditor of the plan as so modified. After such Approval and con-
authorization and finding by the Commission, where required hereby, mroationd of plan as
and after such hearing and opportunity to withdraw or cancel, where
required hereby, the court may make the proposed modification, and
as provided in section 725 finally approve and confirm the plan as so
modified.
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"SEC. 714. The special court, after hearing, promptly shall enter 
an order approving the petition as properly filed under this chapter 
if satisfied that such petition complies with this chapter and has been 
filed in good faith, or dismissing such petition if not so satisfied. 
"SEc. 715. If the petition is approved by the special court, the said 

court, during the pendency of the proceedings under this chapter, 
shall have exclusive jurisdiction of the petitioner and of its property 
wherever located to the extent which may be necessary to protect the 
same against any action which might be inconsistent with said plan 
of adjustment or might interfere with the effective execution of said 
plan if approved by the court, or otherwise inconsistent with or con-
trary to the purposes and provisions of this chapter: Provided, how-
ever, That nothing herein contained shall be construed to authorize 
the court to appoint any trustee or receiver for said properties or 
any part thereof, or otherwise take possession of such properties or 
control the operation or administration thereof. 

tCARTICLE IV—HEARINGS 

"SEC. 720. The special court shall fix a date for a hearing to be 
held promptly after the filing of the petition and notice of such hear-
ing or hearings shall be given to all persons in interest in such rea-
sonable manner as the court shall direct. In such proceeding, the 
court may allow such interventions of persons in interest as it may 
deem just and proper, but any person in interest shall have the right 
to present evidence and be heard thereon, in person or by attorney, 
with or without intervention. 
"SEC. 721. After such hearing, the special court may approve the 

plan as filed or propose to modify such plan and as hereinafter pro-
vided approve the same as so modified. If the court shall propose to 
modify the plan, then: (a) if such modification substantially alters 
the basis for the specific findings included in the order made by the 
Commission under section 20a of the Interstate Commerce Act, the 
plan as so proposed to be modified shall be resubmitted to the Com-
mission and shall not be finally approved by the court until the 
Commission (but not a division thereof) has authorized the issuance 
or modification of securities as proposed by the plan as so modified 
(other than securities held by, or to be issued to, Reconstruction 
Finance Corporation) making the findings required by clause (c) of 
subparagraph (2) of the first sentence of section 710, even in a case 
where the original order of the Commission under said section 20a 
was made prior to April 1, 1939; and (b) if such modification sub-
stantially or adversely affects the interests of any class or classes of 
creditors, such plan shall be resubmitted, in such manlier as the court 
may direct, to those creditors so affected by such modification and 
shall not be finally approved until after (1) a hearing on such modi-
fication, to be held within such reasonable time as the court may fix, 
at which hearing any person in interest may object to such modifica-
tion, and (2) a reasonable opportunity (within a period to be fixed 
by the court), following such hearing, within which such affected 
creditors who have assented to the plan may withdraw or cancel their 
assents to the plan, and failure by any such creditor to withdraw or 
cancel an assent within such period shall constitute an acceptance by 
such assenting creditor of the plan as so modified. After such 
authorization and finding by the Commission, where required hereby, 
and after such hearing and opportunity to withdraw or cancel, where 
required hereby, the court may make the proposed modification, and 
as provided in section 725 finally approve and confirm the plan as so 
modified. 
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"SEO. 722. If the United States, or any agency thereof, or any cor-
poration (other than the Reconstruction Finance Corporation) the
majority of the stock of which is owned by the United States, is a
creditor or stockholder, the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby
authorized to act in respect of the interests or claims of the United
States or of such agency or other corporation. If in any proceeding
under this chapter the United States is a creditor on claims for taxes
or customs duties (whether or not the United States has any other
interest in or claim against the debtor as creditor or stockholder), no
plan which does not provide for the payment thereof shall be approved
by the court except upon the acceptance of a lesser amount or of a
postponement by the Secretary of the Treasury certified to the court:
Provided, That if the Secretary of the Treasury shall fail to accept
or reject such lesser amount or such postponement for more than
sixty days after receipt of written notice so to do from the court,
accompanied by a certified copy of the plan, the consent of the United
States insofar as its claims for taxes or customs duties are concerned
shall be conclusively presumed.

"ARTICLE V-PROCEEDINGS SUBSEQUENT TO APPROVAL OF PETITION

"SEC. 725. If the special court shall find-
"(1) That, at the time of the filing of said petition as provided

in article III hereof, the proposed plan of adjustment had been
assented to by not less than two-thirds of the aggregate amount of
all claims of the petitioner affected by such plan, including at least
a majority of the aggregate amount of claims of each such class;

"(2) That the plan of adjustment as submitted or as modified
by the court has been accepted as submitted or, if modified, then
as modified by or on behalf of creditors affected by such plan
holding more than three-fourths of the aggregate amount of the
claims affected by said plan, including at least three-fifths of the
aggregate amount of the claims of each affected class;

(3) That the plan meets the requirements of clause (c), and the
petitioner meets the requirements of clauses (a) and (b) of sub-
paragraph (2) of the first sentence of section 710, and that the
plan is fair and equitable as an adjustment, affords due recognition
to the rights of each class of creditors and stockholders and fair
consideration to each class thereof adversely affected, and will con-
form to the law of the land regarding the participation of the
various classes of creditors and stockholders: Provided, That in
making the findings required by this clause (3), the court shall
scrutinize the facts independently of the extent of acceptances of
such plan, and of any lack of opposition thereto, and of the fact
that the Commission, under section 20a of the Interstate Commerce
Act, has authorized the issuance or modification of securities as
proposed by such plan, and of the fact that the Commission has
made such or similar findings;

"(4) That all corporate action required to authorize the issuance
or modification of securities pursuant to such plan shall have been
duly taken;

"(5) That the petitioner has not, in connection with said plan
or the effectuation thereof, done any act or failed to perform any
duty which act or failure would be a bar to the discharge of a
bankrupt, and that the plan and the acceptance thereof are in
good faith and have not been made or procured by any means,
promises, or acts forbidden by this Act; and

"(6) That, after hearings for the purpose, all amounts or consid-
erations, directly or indirectly paid or to be paid by or for the
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"SEC. 722. If the United States, or any agency thereof, or any cor-
poration (other than the Reconstruction Finance Corporation) the 
majority of the stock of which is owned by the United States, is a 
creditor or stockholder, the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby 
authorized to act in respect of the interests or claims of the United 
States or of such agency or other corporation. If in any proceeding 
under this chapter the United States is a creditor on claims for taxes 
or customs duties (whether or not the United States has any other 
interest in or claim against the debtor as creditor or stockholder), no 
plan which does not provide for the payment thereof shall be approved 
by the court except upon the acceptance of a lesser amount or of a 
postponement by the Secretary of the Treasury certified to the court: 
Provided, That if the Secretary of the Treasury shall fail to accept 
or reject such lesser amount or such postponement for more than 
sixty days after receipt of written notice so to do from the court, 
accompanied by a certified copy of the plan, the consent of the United 
States insofar as its claims for taxes or customs duties are concerned 
shall be conclusively presumed. 

"ARTICLE V—PROCEEDINGS SUBSEQUENT TO APPROVAL OF PETITION 

"SEc. 725. If the special court shall find— 
"(1) That, at the time of the filing of said petition as provided 

in article III hereof, the proposed plan of adjustment had been 
assented to by not less than two-thirds of the aggregate amount of 
all claims of the petitioner affected by such plan, including at least 
a majority of the aggregate amount of claims of each such class; 

"(2) That the plan of adjustment as submitted or as modified 
by the court has been accepted as submitted or, if modified, then 
as modified by or on behalf of creditors affected by such plan 
holding more than three-fourths of the aggregate amount of the 
claims affected by said plan, including at least three-fifths of the 
aggregate amount of the claims of each affected class; 
"(3) That the plan meets the requirements of clause (c), and the 

petitioner meets the requirements of clauses (a) and (b) of sub-
paragraph (2) of the first sentence of section 710, and that the 
plan is fair and equitable as an adjustment, affords due recognition 
to the rights of each class of creditors and stockholders and fair 
consideration to each class thereof adversely affected, and will con-
form to the law of the land regarding the participation of the 
various classes of creditors and stockholders: Provided, That in 
making the findings required by this clause (3), the court shall 
scrutinize the facts independently of the extent of acceptances of 
such plan, and of any lack of opposition thereto, and of the fact 
that the Commission, under section 20a of the Interstate Commerce 
Act, has authorized the issuance or modification of securities as 
proposed by such plan, and of the fact that the Commission has 
made such or similar findings; 

"(4) That all corporate action required to authorize the issuance 
or modification of securities pursuant to such plan shall have been 
duly taken; 

"(5) That the petitioner has not, in connection with said plan 
or the effectuation thereof, done any act or failed to perform any Ulrich act or failure would be a bar to the discharge of a 

t, and that the plan and the acceptance thereof are in 
good faith and have not been made or procured by any means, 
promises, or acts forbidden by this Act; and 

"(6) That, after hearings or the purpose, all amounts or consid-
erations, directly or indirectly paid or to be paid by or for the 
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petitioner for expenses, fees, reimbursement or compensation of
any character whatsoever incurred in connection with the proceed-
ing and plan, or preliminary thereto or in aid thereof, together
with all the facts and circumstances relating to the incurring
thereof, have been fully disclosed to the Court so far as such
amounts or considerations can be ascertained at the time of such
hearings, that all such amounts or consideration are fair and rea-
sonable, and to the extent that any such amounts or considerations
are not then ascertainable, the same are to be so disclosed to the
Court when ascertained, and are to be subject to approval by the
special court as fair and reasonable, and except with such approval
no amounts or considerations covered by this clause (6) shall be
paid.

Said court shall file an opinion setting forth its conclusions and the
reasons therefor and shall enter a decree approving and confirming
such plan and the adjustment provided thereby, which decree shall
be binding upon the petitioner and upon all creditors and security
holders of the petitioner; and thereafter the petitioner shall have
full power and authority to and shall put into effect and carry out
the plan and the orders of the special court relative thereto and issue
the securities provided by the plan without further reference to or
authority from the Commission or any other authority, State or
Federal, except where required by any law relating to the Recon-
struction Finance Corporation, and the rights of all creditors and
security holders with respect to claims and securities affected by the
plan shall be those provided by the plan as so approved and con-
firmed: Provided, however, That the title of any owner, whether as
trustee or otherwise, to rolling-stock equipment leased or condi-
tionally sold to the petitioner, and any right of such owner to take
possession of such property in compliance with the provisions of any
such lease or conditional sale contract, shall not be affected by the
provisions of this chapter.

"No plan shall be approved under this chapter unless the special
court finds that with respect to the continuation of, or any change in,
the voting rights in the petitioner, control of the petitioner, and the
identity of, and the power and manner of selection of the persons who
are to be directors, officers, or voting trustees, if any, upon the con-
summation of the plan and their respective successors, the plan makes
full disclosure, is adequate, equitable, in the best interests of creditors
and stockholders of each class, and consistent with public policy.

"SEC. 726. After the special court shall have approved as properly
filed a petition pursuant to article III hereof, the special court, from
time to time during the pendency of the proceedings hereunder, may
enjoin the institution of, or stay, for a reasonable time, any action
or proceeding to enforce any right against the petitioner or its prop-
erty based upon claims affected by the proposed plan of adjustment
in any court, State or Federal, whether for the enforcement of any
such claim or for the appointment of receivers in equity or of the
institution or prosecution of a proceeding under section 77 of the
Bankruptcy Act or otherwise: Provided, however, That no such stay
shall affect any proceeding based on or to enforce any claim which
would be required to be paid if the plan of adjustment proposed by
the petitioner were then in effect.

"SEC. 727. Unless the plan of adjustment as submitted or as modi-
fied shall have been confirmed by the special court within one year
from the date of filing the petition, the proceedings shall be dis-
missed unless, for good cause shown, on motion of any party in
interest the court, if satisfied that confirmation of a plan is in
immediate prospect shall determine otherwise.
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petitioner for expenses, fees, reimbursement or compensation of 
any character whatsoever incurred in connection with the proceed-
ing and plan, or preliminary thereto or in aid thereof, together 
with all the facts and circumstances relating to the incurring 
thereof, have been fully disclosed to the Court so far as such 
amounts or considerations can be ascertained at the time of such 
hearings, that all such amounts or consideration are fair and rea-
sonable, and to the extent that any such amounts or considerations 
are not then ascertainable, the same are to be so disclosed to the 
Court when ascertained, and are to be subject to approval by the 
special court as fair and reasonable, and except with such approval 
no amounts or considerations covered by this clause (6) shall be 
paid. 

Said court shall file an opinion setting forth its conclusions and the 
reasons therefor and shall enter a decree approving and confirming 
such plan and the adjustment provided thereby, which decree shall 
be binding upon the petitioner and upon all creditors and security 
holders of the petitioner; and thereafter the petitioner shall have 
full power and authority to and shall put into effect and carry out 
the plan and the orders of the special court relative thereto and issue 
the securities provided by the plan without further reference to or 
authority from the Commission or any other authority, State or 
Federal, except where required by any law relating to the Recon-
struction Finance Corporation, and the rights of all creditors and 
security holders with respect to claims and securities affected by the 
plan shall be those provided by the plan as so approved and con-
firmed: Provided, however, That the title of any owner, whether as 
trustee or otherwise, to rolling-stock equipment leased or condi-
tionally sold to the petitioner, and any right of such owner to take 
possession of such property in compliance with the provisions of any 
such lease or conditional sale contract, shall not be affected by the 
provisions of this chapter. 
"No plan shall be approved under this chapter unless the special 

court finds that with respect to the continuation of, or any change in, 
the voting rights in the petitioner, control of the petitioner, and the 
identity of, and the power and manner of selection of the persons who 
are to be directors, officers, or voting trustees, if any, upon the con-
summation of the plan and their respective successors, the plan makes 
full disclosure, is adequate, equitable, in the best interests of creditors 
and stockholders of each class, and consistent with public policy. 

"SEc. 726. After the special court shall have approved as properly 
filed a petition pursuant to article III hereof, the special court, from 
time to time during the pendency of the proceedings hereunder, may 
enjoin the institution of, or stay, for a reasonable time, any action 
or proceeding to enforce any right against the petitioner or its prop-
erty based upon claims affected by the proposed plan of adjustment 
in any court, State or Federal, whether for the enforcement of any 
such claim or for the appointment of receivers in equity or of the 
institution or prosecution of a proceeding under section 77 of the 
Bankruptcy Act or otherwise: Provided, however, That no such stay 
shall affect any proceeding based on or to enforce any claim which 
would be required to be paid if the plan of adjustment proposed by 
the petitioner were then in effect. 

"SEc. 727. Unless the plan of adjustment as submitted or as modi-
fied shall have been confirmed by the special court within one year 
from the date of filing the petition, the proceedings shall be dis-
missed unless, for good cause shown, on motion of any party in 
interest the court, if satisfied that confirmation of a plan is in 
immediate prospect shall determine otherwise. 
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"SEc. 728. Without prejudice to existing rights of all creditors,
including those affected by the plan, and as a condition to the
approval of any plan by the special court, the petitioner, from and
after the filing of the petition with the court and until the making
of a final order by the special court approving a plan or dismissing
the petition, shall continue to make or tender payment to all creditors
affected by the plan of sums currently payable to such creditors equal
to the amounts proposed to be paid to such creditors under the plan:
Provided, That the making of such payments shall not constitute a
preference within the meaning of the Bankruptcy Act, nor shall
acceptance of such payments constitute an acceptance of a plan. If,
from and after the filing of the petition with the special court, there
shall be any failure to make or tender such payments, the special
court, unless there is good cause shown for the failure, shall dismiss
the proceedings. In finally approving any plan, the court may make
or require to be made such adjustments with respect to said payments
or any of them as may be necessary to make the same conform to the
provisions of said plan as finally approved.

"SEC. 729. In providing for any such payments the petitioner may
require any bond or other security, including interest coupons affected
by such payments to be presented to or deposited with a paying
agent or depositary named by the petitioner for appropriate stamp-
ing to show the amounts of such payment.

"ARTICLE VI--TAX PROVISIONS

"SEC. 735. The provisions of Sections 1801, 1802, 3481, and 3482
of the Internal Revenue Code and any amendments thereto, unless
specifically providing to the contrary shall not apply to the issuance,
transfer, or exchange of securities or the making or delivery of con-
veyances to make effective any plan of adjustment confirmed under
the provisions of this chapter. No income, gain, or profit taxable
under any law of the United States or of any State, now in force or
hereafter enacted, shall in respect to the adjustment of the indebted-
ness of any petitioner in a proceeding under this chapter be deemed
to have accrued to or to have been realized by such petitioner by
reason of a modification of or cancelation in whole or in part of any
of the indebtedness of the petitioner affected by a proceeding under
this chapter.

"SEC. 736. In addition to the notices elsewhere expressly provided,
the clerk of the court in which any proceedings under this chapter are
pending shall forthwith transmit to the Secretary of the Treasury
copies of-

'(1) Every petition filed under this chapter-
"(2) The orders approving or dismissing petitions;
"(3) The orders approving plans as filed or as modified, together

with copies of such plans as approved;
"(4) The decrees approving and confirming plans and the adjust-

ments provided thereby, together with copies of such plans as
approved;

"(5) The injunctions or other orders made under section 726 of
this chapter;

"(6) The orders dismissing proceedings under this chapter; and
(7) Such other papers filed in the proceedings as the Secretary

of the Treasury may request or which the court may direct to be
transmitted to him.

"SEC. 737. Any order fixing the time for confirming a plan which
affects claims or stock of the United States shall include a notice
of not less than thirty days to the Secretary of the Treasury.
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"SEc. 728. Without prejudice to existing rights of all creditors, 
including those affected by the plan, and as a condition to the 
approval of any plan by the special court, the petitioner, from and 
after the filing of the petition with the court and until the making 
of a final order by the special court approving a plan or dismissing 
the petition, shall continue to make or tender payment to all creditors 
affected by the plan of sums currently payable to such creditors equal 
to the amounts proposed to be paid to such creditors under the plan: 
Provided, That the making of such payments shall not constitute a 
preference within the meaning of the Bankruptcy Act, nor shall 
acceptance of such payments constitute an acceptance of a plan. If, 
from and after the filing of the petition with the special court, there 
shall be any failure to make or tender such payments, the special 
court, unless there is good cause shown for the failure, shall dismiss 
the proceedings. In finally approving any plan, the court may make 
or require to be made such adjustments with respect to said payments 
or any of them as may be necessary to make the same conform to the 
provisions of said plan as finally approved. 

"SEc. 729. In providing for any such payments the petitioner may 
require any bond or other security, including interest coupons affected 
by such payments to be presented to or deposited with a paying 
agent or depositary named by the petitioner for appropriate stamp-
ing to show the amounts of such payment. 

"ARTICLE VI—TAX PROVISIONS 

"SEc. 735. The provisions of Sections 1801, 1802, 3481, and 3482 
of the Internal Revenue Code and any amendments thereto, unless 
specifically providing to the contrary shall not apply tothe issuance, 
transfer, or exchange of securities or the making or delivery of con-
veyances to make effective any plan of adjustment confirmed under 
the provisions of this chapter. No income, gain, or profit taxable 
under any law of the United States or of any State, now in force or 
hereafter enacted, shall in respect to the adjustment of the indebted-
ness of any petitioner in a proceeding under this chapter be deemed 
to have accrued to or to have been realized by such petitioner by 
reason of a modification of or cancelation in whole or in part of any 
of the indebtedness of the petitioner affected by a proceeding under 
this chapter. 

"SEc. 736. In addition to tile notices elsewhere expressly provided, 
the clerk of the court in which any proceedings under this chapter are 
pending shall forthwith transmit to the Secretary of the Treasury 
copies of— 
" 1) Every petition filed under this chapter i 
" 2) The orders approving or dismissing petitions; 
" 3) The orders approving plans as filed or as modified, together 

with copies of such plans as approved; 
"(4) The decrees approving and confirming plans and the adjust-

ments provided thereby, together with copies of such plans as 
approved; 
" (5) The injunctions or other orders made under section 726 of 

this chapter; 
"(6) The orders dismissing proceedings under this chapter; and 
"(7) Such other papers filed in the proceedings as the Secretary 

of the Treasury may request or which the court may direct to be 
transmitted to him. 

"SEc. 737. Any order fixing the time for confirming a plan which 
affects claims or stock of the United States shall include a notice 
of not less than thirty days to the Secretary of the Treasury. 
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"SEC. 738. The special court shall have power to determine the
amount and legality of claims of the United States for taxes or
customs duties, and to order payment thereof; and the order of the
special court (provided for in section 714) approving the petition
shall have the effect of an adjudication of bankruptcy of the peti-
tioner for the purposes of section 274 of the Internal Revenue Code
and the corresponding provisions of prior and subsequent revenue
acts. The running of the statute of limitations on the assessment or
collection of any internal-revenue tax shall be suspended while a pro-
ceeding under this chapter is pending and until it is finally dismissed.

"ARTICLE VII-INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION

"SEC. 740. If, in any application filed with the Commission pur-
suant to section 20a of the Interstate Commerce Act for authority
to issue or modify securities, the applicant shall allege that the pur-
pose in making such application is to enable it to file a petition under
the provisions of this chapter, the Commission shall take final action
on such application as promptly as possible, and in any event within
one hundred and twenty days after the filing of such application,
unless the Commission finds that a longer time, not exceeding sixty
days is needed in the public interest.

"ARTICLE VIII-FINAL DECREE AND REVIEW

"SEC. 745. Any final order or decree of the special court may be
reviewed by the Supreme Court of the United States upon applica-
tion for certiorari made by any person affected by the plan who deems
himself aggrieved within sixty days after the entry of such order or
decree, pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Judicial Code.

"SEC. 746. In the decree approving and confirming the plan the
court may require such reports of the action taken by the petitioner
thereunder in the execution of the plan as may be necessary to a
final disposition of the cause, and in its final decree disposing of the
cause the court shall retain jurisdiction in the district court to the
extent necessary to protect and enforce the rights of the parties under
said plan and the orders of the court thereon.

"ARTICLE IX-FILING RECOIII) WITH COMMISSION

"SEC. 750. The clerk of the court in which any proceedings under
this chapter are pending, shall forthwith transmit to the Interstate
Commerce Commission copies of all pleadings, petitions, motions,
applications, orders, judgments, decrees and other papers in such
proceedings filed with the court or entered therein, including copies
of any transcripts of testimony, hearings or other proceedings that
nmay he transcribed and filed in such proceedings together with copies
of all exhibits, except to the extent that the court finds that com-
pliance with this section would be impracticable.

"ARTICLE X-TERMINATION OF JURISDICTION

1141
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"SEC. 755. The jurisdiction conferred upon any court bv this Termination of ju-
chapter shall not be exercised by such court after July 31, 1940, risdiction.

except in respect of any proceeding initiated by filing a petition Ante, p. 1135.
under section 710 hereof on or before July 31, 1940."

Approved, July 28, 1939, 9:45 a. m., E. S. T.
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"SEC. 738. The special court shall have power to determine the 
amount and legality of claims of the United States for taxes or 
customs duties, and to order payment thereof; and the order of the 
special court (provided for in section 714) approving the petition 
shall have the effect of an adjudication of bankruptcy of the peti-
tioner for the purposes of section 274 of the Internal Revenue Code 
and the corresponding provisions of prior and subsequent revenue 
acts. The running of the statute of limitations on the assessment or 
collection of any internal-revenue tax shall be suspended while a pro-
ceeding under this chapter is pending and until it is finally dismissed. 

"ARTICLE VII—INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION 

"SEC. 740. If, in any application filed with the Commission pur-
suant to section 20a of the Interstate Commerce Act for authority 
to issue or modify securities, the applicant shall allege that the pur-
pose in making such application is to enable it to file a petition under 
the provisions of this chapter, the Commission shall take final action 
on such application as promptly as possible, and in any event within 
one hundred and twenty days after the filing of such application, 
unless the Commission finds that a longer time, not exceeding sixty 
days is needed in the public interest. 

"ARTICLE VIII—FINAL DECREE AND REVIEW 

"Six. 745. Any final order or decree of the special court may be 
reviewed by the Supreme Court of the United States upon applica-
tion for certiorari made by any person affected by the plan who deems 
himself aggrieved within sixty days after the entry of such order or 
decree, pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Judicial Code. 
"SEC. 746. In the decree approving and confirming the plan the 

court may require such reports of the action taken by the petitioner 
thereunder in the execution of the plan as may be necessary to a 
final disposition of the cause, and in its final decree disposing of the 
cause the court shall retain jurisdiction in the district court to the 
extent necessary to protect and enforce the rights of the parties under 
said plan and the orders of the court thereon. 

"ARTICLE IX—FILING RECORD WITH COMMISSION 

"SEc. 750. The clerk of the court in which any proceedings under 
this chapter are pending, shall forthwith transmit to the Interstate 
Commerce Commission copies of all pleadings, petitions, motions, 
applications, orders, judgments, decrees and other papers in such 
proceedings filed with the court or entered therein, including copies 
of any transcripts of testimony, hearings or other proceedings that 
may be transcribed and filed in such proceedings together with copies 
of all exhibits, except to the extent that the court finds that com-
pliance with this section would be impracticable. 

"ARTICLE X—TERMINATION OF JURISDICTION 

"SEC. 755. The jurisdiction conferred upon any court by this 
chapter shall not be exercised by such court after July 31, 1940, 
except in respect of any proceeding initiated by filing a petition 
under section 710 hereof on or before July 31, 1940." 
Approved, July 28, 1939, 9:45 a. m., E. S. T. 
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[CHAPTER 395]
July 31, 1939 AN ACT

Is. 770] To authorize the addition to Glacier National Park, Montana, of certain property
[Public, No. 243] acquired for the establishment of a fish hatchery, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
placier National United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of
Lands acquired for the Interior is hereby authorized to administer as a part of the Glacier

to. hatchey added National Park, in the State of Montana, subject to all laws and regu-
lations applicable thereto, the lands, or interests in lands, within the
State of Montana, in township 28 north, range 20 west, Montana
meridian, which may be acquired by the United States for the estab-
lishment by the National Park Service of a fish hatchery for restocking
the waters of the said park.

Approved, July 31, 1939.

[CHAPTER 396]
AN ACT

July 31, 1939
in. i. 153] To transfer jurisdiction over commercial prints and labels, for the purpose of

[Public, No. 244] copyright registration, to the Register of Copyrights.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Copyrights. United States of America in Congress assembled, That effective at

istraon o prntand the close of business June 30, 1940, section 3 of the Act entitled "An
labels by Comis- Act to amend the law relating to patents, trade-marks, and copy-sioner of Patents re-
pealed, effective June rights", approved June 18, 1874 (17 U. S. C. 63), is hereby repealed,

01 at. . but all original or renewal copyrights effected thereunder shall con-
cn7 U.S. c. i 3. tinue in full force and effect for the balance of the respective unex-Continuance of un-

expired copyrights. pired terms, subject to all the rights and remedies accorded by
existing copyright law.

35 Stat.1077. SEC. 2. Section 5 (k) of the Act entitled "An Act to amend and
17U. .C.§(k). consolidate the Acts respecting copyright" approved March 4, 1909,

and°iCbei prm is hereby amended to read: '(k) Prints and pictorial illustrations
including prints or labels used for articles of merchandise."

Registration by SEC. 3. That commencing July 1, 1940, the Register of Copyrights
rightsr effectiveCP y is charged with the registration of claims to copyright properly pre-
1, 190. sented, in all prints and labels published in connection with the sale

Pending and un- or advertisement of articles of merchandise, including all claims to
cleared caims. copyright in prints and labels pending in the Patent Office and

Return of applica- uncleared at the close of business June 30, 1940. All such pending
tons, fees, etc. applications and all fees which have been submitted or paid to or

into the Patent Office for such pending applications, and all funds
deposited and at the close of business June 30, 1940, held in the
Patent Office to be applied to copyright business in that Office, shall
be returned by the Commissioner of Patents to the applicants.

Copyright fee. There shall be paid for registering a claim of copyright in any such
print or label not a trade-mark $6, which sum shall cover the expense
of furnishing a certificate of such registration, under the seal of the
Copyright Office, to the claimant of copyright.

rigsts oriinally ey- SEC. 4. Subsisting copyrights originally registered in the Patent
istered in Patent Of- Office prior to July 1, 1940, under the provision of law repealed by
fce, renewal. section 1 hereof, shall be subject to renewal in behalf of the proprietor

upon application made to the Register of Copyrights within one year
prior to the expiration of the original term of twenty-eight years.

Approved, July 31, 1939.
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[CHAPTER 3951 
AN ACT 

To authorize the addition to Glacier National Park, Montana, of certain property 
acquired for the establishment of a fish hatchery, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and Howse of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of 
the Interior is hereby authorized to administer as a part of the Glacier 
National Park, in the State of Montana, subject to all laws and regu-
lations applicable thereto, the lands, or interests in lands, within the 
State of Montana, in township 28 north, range 20 west, Montana 
meridian, which may be acquired by the United States for the estab-
lishment by the National Park Service of a fish hatchery for restocking 
the waters of the said park. 
Approved, July 31, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 3961 
AN ACT 

To transfer jurisdiction over commercial prints and labels, for the purpose of 
copyright registration, to the Register of Copyrights. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and Howe of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That effective at 
the close of business June 301 1940, section 3 of the Act entitled "An 
Act to amend the law relating to patents, trade-marks, and copy-
rights", approved June 18, 1874 (17 U. S. C. 63), is hereby repealed, 
but all original or renewal copyrights effected thereunder shall con-
tinue in full force and effect for the balance of the respective unex-
pired terms, subject to all the rights and remedies accorded by 
existing copyright law. 
Sm. 2. Section 5 (k) of the Act entitled "An Act to amend and 

consolidate the Acts respecting copyright" approved March 4, 1909, 
is hereby amended to read: "(k) Prints and pictorial illustrations 
including prints or labels used for articles of merchandise." 

Sac. 3. That commencing July 1, 1940, the Register of Copyrights 
is charged with the registration of claims to copyright properly pre-
sented, in all prints and labels published in connection with the sale 
or advertisement of articles of merchandise, including all claims to 
copyright in prints and labels pending in the Patent Office and 
uncleared at the close of business June 30, 1940. All such pending 
applications and all fees which have been submitted or paid to or 
into the Patent Office for such pending applications, and all funds 
deposited and at the close of business June 30, 1940, held in the 
Patent Office to be applied to copyright business in that Office, shall 
be returned by the Commissioner of Patents to the applicants. 
There shall be paid for registering a claim of copyright in any such 
print or label not a trade-mark $6, which sum shall cover the expense 
of furnishing a certificate of such registration, under the seal of the 
Copyright Office, to the claimant of copyright. 
SEC. 4. Subsisting copyrights originally registered in the Patent 

Office prior to July 1, 1940, under the provision of law repealed by 
section 1 hereof, shall be subject to renewal in behalf of the proprietor 
upon application made to the Register of Copyrights within one year 
prior to the expiration of the original term of twenty-eight years. 

Approved, July 31, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 397]
AN ACT

To amend the Act entitled "An Act to classify officers and members of the Fire
Department of the District of Columbia, and for other purposes."

Be it enacted by the Senate and Hovse of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 5 of
the Act entitled "An Act to classify officers and members of the Fire
Department of the District of Columbia and for other purposes",
approved June 20, 1906, and amended January 24, 1920 (D. C. Code,
title 20, part 2, sec. 557), is hereby amended by deleting the first
sentence of the second paragraph thereof and inserting in its place
the following provision: "No member of the Fire Department of the
District of Columbia shall directly or indirectly engage in any strike
of such department."

Approved, July 31, 1939.

July 31, 1939
[H. R. 1982]

[Public. No. 245]

District of Colum.
bia.

Fire Department.
Restrictionon mem-

bers engaging in
strikes.

34 Stat. 315; 41 Stat.
398.

20 D. C. Code § 557.

[CHAPTER 398]
AN ACT

July 31, 1939To amend the Act entitled "An Act to regulate steam and other operating engi- [H. R.3834]
neering in the District of Columbia", approved February 28, 1887, as amended. [Public, No. 2461

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 7 of
the Act entitled "An Act to regulate steam and other operating engi-
neering in the District of Columbia", approved February 28, 1887,
as amended, is amended to read as follows:

"SEC. 7. (a) The foregoing provisions of this Act shall not apply
to engineers employed by the United States Government or licensed
by the laws of any State having reciprocity with the District of
Columbia."

Approved, July 31, 1939.

[CHAPTER 399]
AN ACT

To amend section 1860 of the Revised Statutes, as amended (-18 U. S. C. 1460),
to permit retired officers and enlisted men of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps,
and Coast Guard to hold civil office in any Territory of the United States.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the fourth
clause of section 1860 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, as
amended (48 U. S. C. 1460), is hereby further amended to read as
follows:

"Fourth. No person belonging to the Army, Navy, Marine Corps,
or Coast Guard shall be elected to or hold any civil office or appoint-
ment in any Territory, except officers and enlisted men of the Army,
the Navy, the Marine Corps, or the Coast Guard on the retired list,
and except officers of the Coast Guard who heretofore have been, or
hereafter may be, appointed as United States Commissioners or United
States Deputy Marshals in and for the Territory of Alaska."

Approved, July 31, 1939.
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bia.

Steam and otherop-
erating engineers.

24 Stat. 427.
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License provisions
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July 3i, 19O9
1S._ I li
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[CHAPTER 397] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Act entitled "An Act to classify officers and members of the Fire 
Department of the District of Columbia, and for other purposes." 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 5 of 
the Act entitled "An Act to classify officers and members of the Fire 
Department of the District of Columbia and for other purposes", 
approved June 20, 1906, and amended January 24, 1920 (D. C. Code, 
title 20, part 2, sec. 557), is hereby amended by deleting the first 
sentence of the second paragraph thereof and inserting in its place 
the following provision: "No member of the Fire Department of the 
District of Columbia shall directly or indirectly engage in any strike 
of such department." 
Approved, July 31, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 3981 
AN ACT 

To amend the Act entitled "An Act to regulate steam and other operating engi-
neering in the District of Columbia", approved February 28, 1887, as amended. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 7 of 
the Act entitled "An Act to regulate steam and other operating engi-
neering in the District of Columbia", approved February 28, 1887, 
as amended, is amended to read as follows: 
"SEC. 7. (a) The foregoing provisions of this Act shall not apply 

to engineers employed by the United States Government or licensed 
by the laws of any State having reciprocity with the District of 
Columbia." 
Approved, July 31, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 399] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 1860 of the Revised Statutes, as amended (48 U. S. C. 1460), 
to permit retired officers and enlisted men of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, 
and Coast Guard to hold civil office in any Territory of the United States. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the fourth 
clause of section 1860 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, as 
amended (48 U. S. C. 1460), is hereby further amended to read as 
follows: 
"Fourth. No person belonging to the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, 

or Coast Guard shall be elected to or hold any civil office or appoint-
ment in any Territory, except officers and enlisted men of the Army, 
the Navy, the Marine Corps, or the Coast Guard on the retired list, 
and except officers of the Coast Guard who heretofore have been, or 
hereafter may be, appointed as United States Commissioners or United 
States Deputy Marshals in and for the Territory of Alaska." 
Approved, July 31, 1939. 
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July 31, 1939
[H. R. 5660]

[Public, No. 248]

District of Colum-
bia.

46 Stat. 366.
40 U. S. C. §121.
Inclusion of Lafay-

ette Park under zon-
ing regulation.

Recommendations
and action.

Proviso.
Failure of Com-

mission of Fine Arts
to disapprove plans;
issuance of permit.

July 31, 1939
[1I. I. 65031

[Public, No. 249]

[CHAPTER 400]
AN ACT

To include Lafayette Park within the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to
regulate the height, exterior design, and construction of private and semipublic
buildings in certain areas of the National Capital", approved May 16, 1930.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the second
sentence of section 1 of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the
height, exterior design, and construction of private and semipublic
buildings in certain areas of the National Capital", approved May
16, 1930 (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 40, sec. 121) is amended to
read as follows: "To this end, hereafter when application is made
for permit for the erection or alteration of any building, any portion
of which is to front or abut upon the grounds of the Capitol, the
grounds of the White House, the portion of Pennsylvania Avenue
extending from the Capitol to the White House, Lafayette Park,
Rock Creek Park, the Zoological Park, the Rock Creek and Potomac
Parkway, Potomac Park, The Mall Park System and public build-
ings adjacent thereto, or abutting upon any street bordering any of
said grounds or parks, the plans therefor, so far as they relate to
height and appearance, color, and texture of the materials of exterior
construction, shall be submitted by the Commissioners of the Dis-
trict of Columbia to the Commission of Fine Arts; and the said
Commission shall report promptly to said Commissioners its recom-
mendations, including such changes, if any, as in its judgment are
necessary to prevent reasonably avoidable impairment of the public
values belonging to such public building or park; and said Commis-
sioners shall take such action as shall, in their judgment, effect
reasonable compliance with such recommendation: Provided, That
if the said Commission of Fine Arts fails to report its approval or
disapproval of such plans within thirty days, its approval thereof
shall be assumed and a permit may be issued."

Approved, July 31, 1939.

[CHAPTER 401]
AN ACT

Relating to the exchange of certain lands in the State of Oregon.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
rexangesof ertain United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary

revested and recon- of the Interior, in the administration of the Act entitled "An Actveyed lands within,
authorized. relating to the revested Oregon and California Railroad and recon-

veyed Coos Bay Wagon Road grant lands situated in the State of
0 stat. 874. Oregon", approved August 28, 1937 (50 Stat. 874), is hereby author-

ized and empowered, in his discretion, to exchange any land formerly
granted to the Oregon and California Railroad Company, title to
which was revested in the United States pursuant to the provisions

39 Stat. 218. f the Act of June 9, 1916 (39 Stat. 218), and any land granted to
the State of Oregon, title to which was reconveyed to the United
States by the Southern Oregon Company pursuant to the provisions
otat. 119. f the Act of February 26, 1919 (40 Stat. 1179), for lands of approxi-
mately equal aggregate value held in private, State, or county owner-
ship, either within or contiguous to the former limits of such grants,
when by such action the Secretary of the Interior will be enabled to
consolidate advantageously the holdings of lands of the United States:

Admiistration. Provided, That all lands and timber secured by the United States
pursuant to any such exchange shall be administered in accordance
with the same provisions of law as such revested or reconveyed lands
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[CHAPTER 400] 
AN ACT 

To include Lafayette Park within the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to 
regulate the height, exterior design, and construction of private and semipublic 
buildings in certain areas of the National Capital", approved May 16, 1930. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the second 
sentence of section 1 of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the 
height, exterior design, and construction of private and semipublic 
buildings in certain areas of the National Capital", approved May 
16, 1930 (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 40, sec. 121), is amended to 
read as follows: "To this end, hereafter when application is made 
for permit for the erection or alteration of any building, any portion 
of which is to front or abut upon the grounds of the Capitol, the 
grounds of the White House, the portion of Pennsylvania Avenue 
extending from the Capitol to the White House, Lafayette Park, 
Rock Creek Park, the Zoological Park, the Rock Creek and Potomac 
Parkway, Potomac Park, The Mall Park System and public build-
ings adjacent thereto, or abutting upon any street bordering any of 
said grounds or parks, the plans therefor, so far as they relate to 
height and appearance, color, and texture of the materials of exterior 
construction, shall be submitted by the Commissioners of the Dis-
trict of Columbia to the Commission of Fine Arts; and the said 
Commission shall report promptly to said Commissioners its recom-
mendations, including such changes1 if any, as in its judgment are 
necessary to prevent reasonably avoidable impairment of the public 
values belonging to such public building or park; and said Commis-
sioners shall take such action as shall, in their judgment, effect 
reasonable compliance with such recommendation: Provided, That 
if the said Commission of Fine Arts fails to report its approval or 
disapproval of such plans within thirty days, its approval thereof 
shall be assumed and a permit may be issued." 
Approved, July 31, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 401] 
AN ACT 

Relating to the exchange of certain lands in the State of Oregon. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Interior, in the administration of the Act entitled "An Act 
relating to the revested Oregon and California Railroad and recon-
veyed Coos Bay Wagon Road grant lands situated in the State of 
Oregon", approved August 28, 1937 (50 Stat. 874), is hereby author-
ized and empowered, in his discretion, to exchange any land formerly 
granted to the Oregon and California Railroad Company, title to 
which was revested in the United States pursuant to the provisions 
of the Act of June 9, 1916 (39 Stat. 218), and any land granted to 
the State of Oregon, title to which was reconveyed to the United 
States by the Southern Oregon Company pursuant to the provisions 
of the Act of February 26, 1919 (40 Stat. 1179), for lands of approxi-
mately equal aggregate value held in private, State, or county owner-
ship, either within or contiguous to the former limits of such grants, 
when by such action the Secretary of the Interior will be enabled to 
consolidate advantageously the holdings of lands of the United States: 
Provided, That all lands and timber secured by the United States 
pursuant to any such exchange shall be administered in accordance 
with the same provisions of law as such revested or reconveyed lands 
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exchanged therefor: Provided further, That either party to any such
exchange may make reservations of easements, rights of use, and other
interests and rights. No fee shall be charged for any such exchange
with respect to land owned by the State of Oregon or any county
thereof, except one-half of the cost of publishing notice of such pro-
posed exchange.

SEC. 2. The Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to per-
form any and all acts and to make such rules and regulations as may
be necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act.

SEC. 3. The Act of May 31, 1918 (40 Stat. 593), section 3 of the
Act of June 4, 1920 (41 Stat. 758), and all other Acts or parts of
Acts in conflict with the provisions of this Act, to the extent of such
conflict, are hereby repealed.

Approved, July 31, 1939.

1145

Reservations of ease-
ments, etc.

State - owned lands;
fees for exchanges.

Administrative du-
ties of Secretary of
Interior.

Designated provi-
sions repealed.

40 Stat. 593; 41
Stat. 758.

[CHAPTER 408]
AN ACT August 1, 1939

To increase the amount of Federal aid to State or Territorial homes for the [H. R. 4647]
support of disabled soldiers and sailors of the United States. [Publie, No. 250]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act
entitled "An Act to provide aid to State or Territorial homes for the
support of disabled soldiers and sailors of the United States",
approved August 27, 1888, as amended (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title
24, sec. 134), is amended by striking out in the first paragraph thereof
"$120 per annum" and inserting in lieu thereof "$240 per annum".

SEC. 2. The amendment made by this Act shall apply to payments
with respect to the care given to disabled soldiers and sailors on and
after the first day of the month next following the month during
which this Act is enacted: Provided, That said payments shall be
made regardless of whether said veteran may be receiving domiciliary
care or hospitalization in said home and the appropriations of the
Veterans' Administration for medical, hospital, and domiciliary care
shall be available for this purpose: Provided further, That no pay-
ment to a State or Territory under this Act shall be made for any
period prior to the date upon which the Administrator of Veterans'
Affairs determines that the veteran on whose account such payment
is requested is eligible for such care in a Veterans' Administration
facility.

Approved, August 1, 1939.

State or Territorial
homes for disabled
soldiers and sailors.

Federal aid in-
creased.

25 Stat. 450.
24 U.S. C. § 134.

Effective date.

Provisos.
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barred because of
domiciliary care, etc.

No payments prior
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eligibility.

[CHAPTER 409]
AN ACT

August 1, 1939
To provide for the registry of pursers and surgeons as staff officers on vessels of [H. R. 60761

the United States, and for other purposes. [Public, No. 251]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there shall be
registered staff officers in the United States merchant marine in the
following grades: (1) Chief purser, (2) purser, (3) senior assistant
purser, (4) junior assistant purser, and (5) surgeon. The Secretary
of Commerce (in this Act called the Secretary) shall register, and
issue certificates of registry to, qualified individuals applying for
registry in such grades, as hereinafter provided, and every such indi-
vidual'when so registered and serving in the staff department on a
vessel of the United States shall rank as a staff officer on such vessel

Merchant marine.
Registry of pursers

and surgeons as staff
officers; grades.
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exchanged therefor: Provided further, That either party to any such 
exchange may make reservations of easements, rights of use, and other 
interests and rights. No fee shall be charged for any such exchange 
with respect to land owned by the State of Oregon or any county 
thereof, except one-half of the cost of publishing notice of such pro-
posed exchange. 
SEC. 2. The Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to per-

form any and all acts and to make such rules and regulations as may 
be necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act. 

SEc. 3. The Act of May 31, 1918 (40 Stat. 593), section 3 of the 
Act of June 4, 1920 (41 Stat. 758), and all other Acts or parts of 
Acts in conflict with the provisions of this Act, to the extent of such 
conflict, are hereby repealed. 
Approved, July 31, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 408] 

AN ACT 

To increase the amount of Federal aid to State or Territorial homes for the 
support of disabled soldiers and sailors of the United States. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act 
entitled "An Act to provide aid to State or Territorial homes for the 
support of disabled soldiers and sailors of the United States", 
approved August 27, 1888, as amended (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 
24, sec. 134), is amended by striking out in the first paragraph thereof 
"$120 per annum" and inserting in lieu thereof "$240 per annum". 

SEC. 2. The amendment made by this Act shall apply to payments 
with respect to the care given to disabled soldiers and sailors on and 
after the first day of the month next following the month during 
which this Act is enacted: Provided, That said payments shall be 
made regardless of whether said veteran may be receiving domiciliary 
care or hospitalization in said home and the appropriations of the 
Veterans' Administration for medical, hospital, and domiciliary care 
shall be available for this purpose: Provided further, That no pay-
ment to a State or Territory under this Act shall be made for any 
period prior to the date upon which the Administrator of Veterans' 
Affairs determines that the veteran on whose account such payment 
is requested is eligible for such care in a Veterans' Administration 
facility. 
Approved, August 1, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 4091 
AN ACT 

To provide for the registry of pursers and surgeons as staff officers on vessels of 
the United States, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there shall be 
registered staff officers in the United States merchant marine in the 
following grades: (1) Chief purser, (2) purser, (3) senior assistant 
purser, (4) junior assistant purser, and (5) surgeon. The Secretary 
of Commerce (in this Act called the Secretary) shall register, and 
issue certificates of registry to, qualified individuals applying for 
registry in such grades, as hereinafter provided, and every such indi-
vidual when so registered and serving in the staff department on a 
vessel of the United States shall rank as a staff officer on such vesseL 
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eTo constitute a Officers registered under the provisions of this Act and pursers' clerksseparate department;
pursers' clerks includ- shall constitute a separate and independent department on vessels of
ed. the United States to be known as the staff department under the

charge of the senior registered purser on such vessel, who shall be
Registered chief responsible solely to the master. On oceangoing vessels licensed to

carry more than one hundred passengers, such officer in charge of the
staff department shall be a registered chief purser; and whenever
more than three persons are employed in the staff department on such

Registered senior vessels, exclusive of surgeons, there shall be a minimum of one regis-assistants and junior
assistants. tered senior assistant purser and one registered junior assistant purser

Ctizenship require- in such staff department. No person shall be eligible for registry as a
staff officer under the provisions of this Act who is not a citizen of
the United States.

Qualifications. SEC. 2. No applicant for registry under the provisions of this Act
shall be required to take an examination to qualify therefor, but the
Secretary shall require satisfactory proof of good character, citizen-
ship, and such minimum periods of service as he shall deem necessary
to establish the requisite knowledge, skill, and experience to qualify

gFonsregstry as u
r applicants for the respective stations. Applicants for registry as

surgeon shall be required to possess a valid license as physician and
surgeon issued under the authority of a State or Territory of the
United States or the District of Columbia.

Oath of office. S. 3. Each staff officer receiving a certificate of registry under the
provisions of this Act shall make oath or affirmation before an officer
empowered to administer oaths, to be designated by the Secretary,
that he will faithfully and honestly perform all the duties required of
him by law. No such staff officer shall be required to obtain any other
certificate of service or efficiency or behavior as a condition of service
in such capacity other than as herein provided.

bers of Naval Resere SEo. 4. (a) Staff officers registered under the provisions of this
Corps, insignia on Act who are members of the Naval Reserve Corps shall wear on their

uniforms such special distinguishing insignia as may be approved by
the Secretary of the Navy.

Prescribedtypeetc. (b) The uniform stripes, decoration, or other insignia to be worn
by such officers shall be of gold braid or woven gold or silver mate-

Unlawful wearing. ral, and no member of the ship's crew other than such staff officers
shall be allowed to wear any uniform with such staff officer's identi-
fying insignia.

rempmtePr setDaffofu
n- SE. 5. (a) It shall be unlawful to employ any person or for any

cers unlawful; penal- person to serve in any grade or perform the duties of any grade
ty. specified in section 1 of this Act on any such vessel of the United

States designated therein unless he shall be in bona fide possession
of a certificate of registry, issued under the provisions of this Act,
as an officer in such grade; and anyone violating this provision shall

If no registered staff be liable to a penalty of $100 for each offense: Provided That in
officer available at the event no registered staff officer is available and obtainable at the

time of sailing, the vessel may sail with an unregistered staff officer
Not included in or without any staff officer: Provided further, That such staff officer

Inspection certificate. shall not be included in the vessel's inspection certificate.Penal provisions.
Altering, etc., cer (b) Any staff officer registered under the provisions of this Act

tificate of registry. who shall change by addition, interpolation, or erasure of any kind,
any certificate of registry referred to in this section shall have his
registry and his certificate of registry revoked and be punished by

Exceptions. a fine of not more than $100: Provided, That the provisions of this
Act shall not apply to any vessel of the United States operated on
bays, sounds, inland waterways, and lakes, other than the Great
Lakes, or to passenger ferries and car ferries operated on the Great
Lakes.
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Officers registered under the provisions of this Act and pursers' clerks 
shall constitute a separate and independent department on vessels of 
the United States to be known as the staff department under the 
charge of the senior registered purser on such vessel, who shall be 
responsible solely to the master. On oceangoing vessels licensed to 
carry more than one hundred passengers, such officer in charge of the 
staff department shall be a registered chief purser; and whenever 
more than three persons are employed in the staff department on such 
vessels, exclusive of surgeons, there shall be a minimum of one regis-
tered senior assistant purser and one registered junior assistant purser 
in such staff department. No person shall be eligible for registry as a 
staff officer under the provisions of this Act who is not a citizen of 
the United States. 
SEC. 2. No applicant for registry under the provisions of this Act 

shall be required to take an examination to qualify therefor, but the 
Secretary shall require satisfactory proof of good character, citizen-
ship, and such minimum periods of service as he shall deem necessary 
to establish the requisite knowledge, skill, and experience to qualify 
applicants for the respective stations. Applicants for registry as 
surgeon shall be required to possess a valid license as physician and 
surgeon issued under the authority of a State or Territory of the 
United States or the District of Columbia. 
SEC. 3. Each staff officer receiving a certificate of registry under the 

provisions of this Act shall make oath or affirmation before an officer 
empowered to administer oaths, to be designated by the Secretary, 
that he will faithfully and honestly perform all the duties required of 
him by law. No such staff officer shall be required to obtain any other 
certificate of service or efficiency or behavior as a condition of service 
in such capacity other than as herein provided. 
SEO. 4. (a) Staff officers registered under the provisions of this 

Act who are members of the Naval Reserve Corps shall wear on their 
uniforms such special distinguishing insignia as may be approved by 
the Secretary of the Navy. 

(b) The uniform stripes, decoration, or other insignia to be worn 
by such officers shall be of gold braid or woven gold or silver mate-
rial, and no member of the ship's crew other than such staff officers 
shall be allowed to wear any uniform with such staff officer's identi-
fying insignia. 

Sze. 5. (a) It shall be unlawful to employ any person or for any 
person to serve in any grade or perform the duties of any grade 
specified in section 1 of this Act on any such vessel of the United 
States designated therein unless he shall be in bona fide possession 
of a certificate of registry, issued under the provisions of this Act, 
as an officer in such grade; and anyone violating this provision shall 
be liable to a penalty, of $100 for each offense: Provided, That in 
the event no registered staff officer is available and obtainable at the 
time of sailing, the vessel may sail with an unregistered staff officer 
or without any staff officer: Provided further, That such staff officer 
shall not be included in the vessel's inspection certificate. 

(b) Any staff officer registered under the provisions of this Act 
who shall change by addition, interpolation, or erasure of any kind, 
any certificate of registry referred to in this section shall have his 
registry and his certificate of registry revoked and be punished by 
a fine of not more than $100: Provided, That the provisions of this 
Act shall not apply to any vessel of the United States operated on 
bays, sounds, inland waterways, and lakes, other than the Great 
Lakes, or to passenger ferries and car ferries operated on the Great 
Lakes. 
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(c) Any registry or certificate of registry issued under the author-
ity of this Act to any staff officer shall be suspended or revoked upon
satisfactory proof of bad conduct, inattention to his duties, or the
willful violation of any provisions of this Act applicable to him,
in the same manner and with like procedure as is provided in the
case of suspension or revocation of licenses of officers under the pro-
visions of section 4450 of the Revised Statutes, as amended.

SEC. 6. The sixth paragraph of section 4596 of the Revised Stat-
utes, as amended, is amended to read as follows:

"Sixth. For assaulting any master, mate, pilot, engineer, or staff
officer, by imprisonment for not more than two years."

SEO. 7. The Secretary of Commerce shall prescribe rules and reg-
ulations to carry out the provisions of this Act.

SEC. 8. As used in this Act the term "vessel of the United States"
shall mean any vessel registered, enrolled, or licensed under the laws
of the United States, but shall not include a fishing or whaling vessel
or a yacht.

SEC. 9. The provisions of section 5 (a) of this Act shall take effect
one year from the date of the enactment of this Act.

Approved, August 1, 1939.

[CHAPTER 410]
AN ACT

To prevent pernicious political activities.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That it shall be
unlawful for any person to intimidate, threaten, or coerce, or to
attempt to intimidate, threaten, or coerce, any other person for the
purpose of interfering with the right of such other person to vote or
to vote as he may choose, or of causing such other person to vote for,
or not to vote for, any candidate for the office of President, Vice Presi-
dent, Presidential elector, Member of the Senate, or Member of the
House of Representatives at any election held solely or in part for
the purpose of selecting a President, a Vice President, a Presidential
elector, or any Member of the Senate or any Member of the House
of Representatives, Delegates or Commissioners from the Territories
and insular possessions.

SEC. 2. It shall be unlawful for any person employed in any admin-
istrative position by the United States, or by any department, inde-
pendent agency, or other agency of the United States (including any
corporation controlled by the United States or any agency thereof,
and any corporation all of the capital stock of which is owned by
the United States or any agency thereof), to use his official authority
for the purpose of interfering with, or affecting the election or the
nomination of any candidate for the office of President, Vice Presi-
dent, Presidential elector, Member of the Senate, or Member of the
House of Representatives, Delegates or Commissioners from the
Territories and insular possessions.

SEC. 3. It shall be unlawful for any person, directly or indirectly,
to promise any employment, position, work, compensation, or other
benefit, provided for or made possible in whole or in part by any Act
of Congress. to any person as consideration, favor, or reward for
any political activity or for the support of or opposition to any
candidate or any political party in any election.

SEC. 4. Except as may be required by the provisions of subsection
(b), section 9 of this Act, it shall be unlawful for any person to
deprive, attempt to deprive, or treaten to deprive, by any means, any
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(c) Any registry or certificate of registry issued under the author-
ity of this Act to any staff officer shall be suspended or revoked upon 
satisfactory proof of bad conduct, inattention to his duties, or the 
willful violation of any provisions of this Act applicable to him, 
in the same manner and with like procedure as is provided in the 
case of suspension or revocation of licenses of officers under the pro-
visions of section 4450 of the Revised Statutes, as amended. 
SEC. 6. The sixth paragraph of section 4596 of the Revised Stat-

utes, as amended, is amended to read as follows: 
"Sixth. For assaulting any master, mate, pilot, engineer, or staff 

officer, by imprisonment for not more than two years." 
SEC. 7. The Secretary of Commerce shall prescribe rules and reg-

ulations to carry out the provisions of this Act. 
SEC. 8. As used in this Act the term "vessel of the United States" 

shall mean any vessel registered, enrolled, or licensed under the laws 
of the United States, but shall not include a fishing or whaling vessel 
or a yacht. 
SEC. 9. The provisions of section 5 (a) of this Act shall take effect 

one year from the date of the enactment of this Act. 
Approved, August 1, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 4101 
AN ACT 

To prevent pernicious political activities. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That it shall be 
unlawful for any person to intimidate, threaten, or coerce, or to 
attempt to intimidate, threaten, or coerce, any other person for the 
purpose of interfering with the right of such other person to vote or 
to vote as he may choose, or of causing such other person to vote for, 
or not to vote for, any candidate for the office of President, Vice Presi-
dent, Presidential elector, Member of the Senate, or Member of the 
House of Representatives at any election held solely or in part for 
the purpose of selecting a President, a Vice President, a Presidential 
elector, or any Member of the Senate or any Member of the House 
of Representatives, Delegates or Commissioners from the Territories 
and insular possessions. 

SEc. 2. It shall be unlawful for any person employed in any admin-
istrative position by the United States, or by any department, inde-
pendent agency, or other agency of the United States (including any 
corporation controlled by the United States or any. agency thereof, 
and any corporation all of the capital stock of which is owned by 
the United States or any agency thereof), to use his official authority 
for the purpose of interfering with, or affecting the election or the 
nomination of any candidate for the office of President, Vice Presi-
dent, Presidential elector, Member of the Senate, or Member of the 
House of Representatives, Delegates or Commissioners from the 
Territories and insular possessions. 
SEC. 3. It shall be unlawful for any person, directly or indirectly, 

to promise any employment, position, work, compensation, or other 
benefit, provided for or made possible in whole or in part by any Act 
of Congress, to any person as consideration, favor, or reward for 
any political activity or for the support of or opposition to any 
candidate or any political party in any election. . 
SEC. 4. Except as may be required by the provisions of subsection 

(b), section 9 of this Act, it shall be unlawful for any person to 
deprive, attempt to deprive, or treaten to deprive, by any means, any 
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Contributions, etc.,
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person of any employment, position, work, compensation, or other
benefit provided for or made possible by any Act of Congress appro-
priating funds for work relief or relief purposes, on account of race,
creed, color, or any political activity, support of, or opposition to any
candidate or any political party in any election.

SEC. 5. It shall be unlawful for any person to solicit or receive or
be in any manner concerned in soliciting or receiving any assessment,
subscription, or contribution for any political purpose whatever from
any person known by him to be entitled to or receiving compensation,
employment, or other benefit provided for or made possible by any
Act of Congress appropriating funds for work relief or relief
purposes.

SEC. 6. It shall be unlawful for any person for political purposes
to furnish or to disclose, or to aid or assist in furnishing or dis-
closing, any list or names of persons receiving compensation, employ-
ment, or benefits provided for or made possible by any Act of
Congress appropriating, or authorizing the appropriation of, funds
for work relief or relief purposes, to a political candidate, committee,
campaign manager, or to any person for delivery to a political
candidate, committee, or campaign manager, and it shall be unlawful
for any person to receive any such list or names for political purposes.

SEC. 7. No part of any appropriation made by any Act, heretofore
or hereafter enacted, making appropriations for work relief, relief,
or otherwise to increase employment by providing loans and grants
for public-works projects, shall be used for the purpose of, and no
authority conferred by any such Act upon any person shall be
exercised or administered for the purpose of, interfering with,
restraining, or coercing any individual in the exercise of his right
to vote at any election.

SEC. 8. Any person who violates any of the foregoing provisions
of this Act upon conviction thereof shall be fined not more than
$1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or both.

SEC. 9. (a) It shall be unlawful for any person employed in the
executive branch of the Federal Government, or any agency or
department thereof, to use his official authority or influence for the
purpose of interfering with an election or affecting the result thereof.
No officer or employee in the executive branch of the Federal Govern-
ment, or any agency or department thereof, shall take any active
part in political management or in political campaigns. All such
persons shall retain the right to vote as they may choose and to
express their opinions on all political subjects. For the purposes of
this section the term "officer" or "employee" shall not be construed
to include (1) the President and Vice President of the United States;
(2) persons whose compensation is paid from the appropriation for
the office of the President; (3) heads and assistant heads of execu-
tive departments; (4) officers who are appointed by the President,
by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, and who determine
policies to be pursued by the United States in its relations with for-
eign powers or in the Nation-wide administration of Federal laws.

(b) Any person violating the provisions of this section shall be
immediately removed from the position or office held by him, and
thereafter no part of the funds appropriated by any Act of Congress
for such position or office shall be used to pay the compensation of
such person.

SEC. 9A. (1) It shall be unlawful for any person employed in any
capacity by any agency of the Federal Government, whose com-
pensation, or any part thereof, is paid from funds authorized or
appropriated by any Act of Congress, to have membership in any
political party or organization which advocates the overhrow of
our constitutional form of government in the United States.
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person of any employment, position, work, compensation, or other 
benefit provided for or made possible by any Act of Congress appro-
priating funds for work relief or relief purposes, on account of race, 
creed, color, or any political activity, support of, or opposition to any 
candidate or any political party in any election. 
SEC. 5. It shall be unlawful for any person to solicit or receive or 

be in any manner concerned in soliciting or receiving any assessment, 
subscription or contribution for any political purpose whatever from 
any person known by him to be entitled to or receiving compensation, 
employment, or other benefit provided for or made possible by any 
Act of Congress appropriating funds for work relief or relief 
purposes. 
SEC. 6. It shall be unlawful for any person for political purposes 

to furnish or to disclose, or to aid or assist in furnishing or dis-
closing, any list or names of persons receiving compensation, employ-
ment, or benefits provided for or made possible by any Act of 
Congress appropriating, or authorizing the appropriation of, funds 
for work relief or relief purposes, to a political candidate, committee, 
campaign manager, or to any person for delivery to a political 
candidate, committee, or campaign manager, and it shall be unlawful 
for any person to receive any such list or names for political purposes. 
SEC. 7. No part of any appropriation made by any Act, heretofore 

or hereafter enacted, making appropriations for work relief, relief, 
or otherwise to increase employment by providing loans and grants 
for public-works projects, shall be used for the purpose of, and no 
authority conferred by any such Act upon any person shall be 
exercised or administered for the purpose of, interfering with, 

i restraining, or coercing any individual n the exercise of his right 
to vote at any election. 

Suc. 8. Any person who violates any of the foregoing provisions 
of this Act upon conviction thereof shall be fined not more than 
$1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or both. 
SEC. 9. (a) It shall be unlawful for any person employed in the 

executive branch of the Federal Government, or any agency or 
department thereof, to use his official authority or influence for the 
purpose of interfering with an election or affecting the result thereof. 
No officer or employee in the executive branch of the Federal Govern-
ment, or any agency or department thereof, shall take any active 
part in political management or in political campaigns. All such 
persons shall retain the right to vote as they may choose and to 
express their opinions on all political subjects. For the purposes of 
this section the term "officer" or "employee" shall not be construed 
to include (1) the President and Vice President of the United States; 
(2) persons whose compensation is paid from the appropriation for 
the office of the President; (3) heads and assistant heads of execu-
tive departments; (4) officers who are appointed by the President, 
by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, and who determine 
policies to be pursued by the United States in its relations with for-
eign powers or in the Nation-wide administration of Federal laws. 

(b) Any person violating the provisions of this section shall be 
immediately removed from the position or office held by him, and 
thereafter no part of the funds appropriated by any Act of Congress 
for such position or office shall be used to pay the compensation of 
such person. 

Szc. 9A. (1) It shall be unlawful for any person employed in any 
capacity by any agency of the Federal Government, whose com-
pensation, or any part thereof, is paid from funds authorized or 
appropriated by any Act of Congress to have membership in any 
political party or organization which' advocates the overthrow of 
our constitutional form of government in the United States. 
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(2) Any person violating the provisions of this section shall be
immediately removed from the position or office held by him, and
thereafter no part of the funds appropriated by any Act of Congress
for such position or office shall be used to pay the compensation of
such person.

SEC. 10. All provisions of this Act shall be in addition to, not in
substitution for, of existing law.

SEC. 11. If any provision of this Act, or the application of such
provision to any person or circumstance, is held invalid, the remain-
der of the Act, and the application of such provision to other persons
or circumstances, shall not be affected thereby.

Approved, August 2, 1939, 11:50 a. m., E. S. T.

[CHAPTER 411]
AN ACT

To provide for the regulation of the sale of certain securities in interstate and
foreign commerce and through the mails, and the regulation of the trust in-
dentures under which the same are issued, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representaties of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act entitled
"An Act to provide full and fair disclosure of the character of
securities sold in interstate and foreign commerce and through the
mails, and to prevent frauds in the sale thereof, and for other pur-
poses , approved May 27, 1933, as amended, is amended by adding at
the end thereof the following:

"TITLE III
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"SHORT TITLE

"SEC. 301. This title, divided into sections as follows, may be cited Trust Indenture
as the 'Trust Indenture Act of 1939':
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TITLE III
Sec. 301. Short title.
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registered.
Sec. 308. Integration of procedure with Securities Act and other Acts.
Sec. 309. When qualification becomes effective; effect of qualification.
Sec. 310. Eligibility and disqualification of trustee.

(a) Persons eligible for appointment as trustee.
(b) Disqualification of trustee.
(c) Applicability of section.

Sec. 311. Preferential collection of claims against obligor.
Sec. 312. Bondholders' lists.
Sec. 313. Reports by indenture trustee.
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(e) Undertaking for costs.
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(2) Any person violating the provisions of this section shall be 
immediately removed from the position or office held by him, and 
thereafter no part of the funds appropriated by any Act of Congress 
for such position or office shall be used to pay the compensation of 
such person. 
SEC. 10. All provisions of this Act shall be in addition to, not in 

substitution for, of existing law. 
Site. 11. If any provision of this Act, or the application of such 

provision to any person or circumstance, is held invalid, the remain-
der of the Act, and the application of such provision to other persons 
or circumstances, shall not be affected thereby. 
Approved, August 2, 1939, 11:50 a. m., E. S. T. 

[CHAPTER 411] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the regulation of the sale of certain securities in interstate and 
foreign commerce and through the mails, and the regulation of the trust in-
dentures under which the same are issued, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act entitled 
"An Act to provide full and fair disclosure of the character of 
securities sold in interstate and foreign commerce and through the 
mails and to prevent frauds in the sale thereof, and for other pur-
posed", approved May 27, 1933, as amended, is amended by adding at 
the end thereof the following: 

"TITLE III 

"SHORT TT.PLE 

"SEC. 301. This title, divided into sections as follows, may be cited 
as the 'Trust Indenture Act of 1939': 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 
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Sec. 301. Short title. 
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Sec. 303. Definitions. 
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Sec. 307. Qualification of indentures covering securities not required to be 
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"NECESSITY FOR REGULATION

"SEc. 302. (a) Upon the basis of facts disclosed by the reports
of the Securities and Exchange Commission made to the Congress
pursuant to section 211 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and
otherwise disclosed and ascertained, it is hereby declared that the
national public interest and the interest of investors in notes, bonds,
debentures, evidences of indebtedness, and certificates of interest or
participation therein, which are offered to the public, are adversely
affected-

"(1) when the obligor fails to provide a trustee to protect and
enforce the rights and to represent the interests of such investors,
notwithstanding the fact that (A) individual action by such
investors for the purpose of protecting and enforcing their rights
is rendered impracticable by reason of the disproportionate
expense of taking such action, and (B) concerted action by such
investors in their common interest through representatives of
their own selection is impeded by reason of the wide dispersion
of such investors through many States, and by reason of the fact
that information as to the names and addresses of such investors
generally is not available to such investors;

"(2) when the trustee does not have adequate rights and powers,
or adequate duties and responsibilities, in connection with mat-
ters relating to the protection and enforcement of the rights of
such investors; when, notwithstanding the obstacles to concerted
action by such investors, and the general and reasonable assump-
tion by such investors that the trustee is under an affirmative
duty to take action for the protection and enforcement of their
rights, trust indentures (A) generally provide that the trustee
shall be under no duty to take any such action, even in the event
of default, unless it receives notice of default, demand for action
and indemnity, from the holders of substantial percentages of
the securities outstanding thereunder, and (B) generally relieve
the trustee from liability even for its own negligent action or
failure to act;

"(3) when the trustee does not have resources commensurate
with its responsibilities, or has any relationship to or connection
with the obligor or any underwriter of any securities of the
obligor, or holds, beneficially or otherwise, any interest in the
obligor or any such underwriter, which relationship, connection,
or interest involves a material conflict with the interests of such
investors;

"(4) when the obligor is not obligated to furnish to the trustee
under the indenture and to such investors adequate current infor-
mation as to its financial condition, and as to the performance
of its obligations with respect to the securities outstanding under
such indenture; or when the communication of such information
to such investors is impeded by the fact that information as to
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the names and addresses of such investors generally is not
available to the trustee and to such investors;

"(5) when the indenture contains provisions which are mis-
leading or deceptive, or when full and fair disclosure is not
made to prospective investors of the effect of important indenture
provisions; or

"(6) when, by reason of the fact that trust indentures are
commonly prepared by the obligor or underwriter in advance
of the public offering of the securities to be issued thereunder,
such investors are unable to participate in the preparation
thereof, and, by reason of their lack of understanding of the
situation, such investors would in any event be unable to procure
the correction of the defects enumerated in this subsection.

"(b) Practices of the character above enumerated have existed
to such an extent that, unless regulated, the public offering of notes,
bonds, debentures, evidences of indebtedness, and certificates of
interest or participation therein, by the use of means and instru-
ments of transportation and communication in interstate commerce
and of the mails, is injurious to the capital markets, to investors, and
to the general public; and it is hereby declared to be the policy of this
title, in accordance with which policy all the provisions of this title
shall be interpreted, to meet the problems and eliminate the practices,
enumerated in this section, connected with such public offerings.

"'DEFINITIONS

"SEC. 303. When used in this title, unless the context otherwise
requires-

"(1) Any term defined in section 2 of the Securities Act of 1933,
as heretofore amended, and not otherwise defined in this section,
shall have the meaning assigned to such term in such section 2.

"(2) The term 'sale' or 'sell' shall include all transactions included
in such term as provided in paragraph (3) of section 2 of the Secur-
ities Act of 1933, as heretofore amended, except that a sale of a
certificate of interest or participation shall be deemed a sale of the
security or securities in which such certificate evidences an interest or
participation if and only if such certificate gives the holder thereof
the right to convert the same into such security or securities.

"(3) The term 'prospectus' shall have the meaning assigned to such
term in paragraph (10) of section 2 of the Securities Act of 1933,
as heretofore amended, except that in the case of securities which are
not registered under the Securities Act of 1933, such term shall not
include any communication (A) if it is proved that prior to or at
the same time with such communication a written statement meeting
the requirements of subsection (c) of section 305 was sent or given to
the persons to whom the communication was made, by the person
making such communication or his principal, or (B) if such com-
munication states from whom such statement may be obtained and,
in addition, does no more than identify the security, state the price
thereof, and state by whom orders will be executed.

"(4) The term 'underwriter' means any person who has purchased
from an issuer with a view to, or sells for an issuer in connection with,
the distribution of any security, or participates or has a direct or
indirect participation in any such undertaking, or participates or has
a participation in the direct or indirect underwriting of any such
undertakng; but such term shall not include a person whose interest
is limited to a commission from an underwriter or dealer not in excess
of the usual and customary distributors' or sellers' commission.

"(5) The term 'director' means any director of a corporation, or
any individual performing similar functions with respect to any
organization whether incorporated or unincorporated.
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"Executiveofficer." "(6) The term 'executive officer' means the president, every vice
president, every trust officer, the cashier, the secretary, and the
treasurer of a corporation, and any individual customarily perform-
ing similar functions with respect to any organization whether incor-

Ecepton. porated or unincorporated, but shall not include the chairman of the
board of directors.

"ndenture (7) The term 'indenture' means any mortgage, deed of trust, trust
or other indenture, or similar instrument or agreement (including any
supplement or amendment to any of the foregoing), under which
securities are outstanding or are to be issued, whether or not any
property, real or personal, is, or is to be, pledged, mortgaged, assigned,
or conveyed thereunder.

"applcation orqu i "(8) The term 'application' or 'application for qualification' means
fication." the application provided for in section 307, and includes any amend-

ment thereto and any report, document, or memorandum accompany-
ing such application or incorporated therein by reference.

"Iandenture to be "(9) The term 'indenture to be qualified' means (A) the indenture
under which there has been or is to be issued a security in respect of
which a particular registration statement has been filed, or (B) the
indenture in respect of which a particular application has been filed.

tendenture trus- "(10) The term 'indenture trustee' means each trustee under the
indenture to be qualified, and each successor trustee.

t"Indenture secu- "(11) The term 'indenture security' means any security issued or
issuable under the indenture to be qualified.

"Obligor." "(12) The term 'obligor', when used with respect to any such
indenture security, means every person who is liable thereon, and, if
such security is a certificate of interest or participation, such term
means also every person who is liable upon the security or securities

Exception. in which such certificate evidences an interest or participation; but
such term shall not include the trustee under an indenture under
which certificates of interest or participation, equipment trust cer-
tificates, or like securities are outstanding.

"Paying aent." "(13) The term 'paying agent', when used with respect to any
such indenture security, means any person authorized by an obligor
thereon (A) to pay the principal of or interest on such security on
behalf of such obligor, or (B) if such security is a certificate of
interest or participation, equipment trust certificate, or like security,
to make such payment on behalf of the trustee.

"State." "(14) The term 'State' means any State of the United States.
"Commission." "(15) The term 'Commission' means the Securities and Exchange

Commission.
"Voting security." "(16) The term 'voting security' means any security presently

entitling the owner or holder thereof to vote in the direction or
management of the affairs of a person, or any security issued under
or pursuant to any trust, agreement, or arrangement whereby a
trustee or trustees or agent or agents for the owner or holder of
such security are presently entitled to vote in the direction or man-
agement of the affairs of a person; and a specified percentage of
the voting securities of a person means such amount of the out-
standing voting securities of such person as entitles the holder or
holders thereof to cast such specified percentage of the aggregate
votes which the holders of all the outstanding voting securities of
such person are entitled to cast in the direction or management of
the affairs of such person.

Designated Acts to "(17) The terms 'Securities Act of 1933', 'Securities Exchange
"1 .us . cihs. Act of 1934', and 'Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935'
2A, 2B; Supp. IV,

chs. 2A,'2B, 2C. shall be deemed to refer, respectively, to such Acts, as amended,
whether amended prior to or after the enactment of this title.
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"(17) The terms 'Securities Act of 1933', 'Securities Exchange 
Act of 1934', and 'Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935' 
shall be deemed to refer, respectively, to such Acts, as amended, 
whether amended prior to or after the enactment of this title. 
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"(18) The term 'Bankruptcy Act' means the Act entitled 'An Act Ac" "Bankruptcy

to establish a uniform system of bankruptcy throughout the United 11 u. s. c.; 1 v.
States', approved July 1, 1898, as amended, whether amended prior S.c.,Supp. IV
to or after the enactment of this title.

"EXEMPTED SECURITIES AND TRANSACTIONS

'SEC. 304. (a) The provisions of this title shall not apply to any anxtransacurtiones
of the following securities:

"(1) any security other than (A) a note, bond, debenture, Typesexempt.

or evidence of indebtedness, whether or not secured, or (B) a
certificate of interest or participation in any such note, bond,
debenture, or evidence of indebtedness, or (C) a temporary
certificate for, or guarantee of, any such note, bond, debenture,
evidence of indebtedness, or certificate;

"(2) any certificate of interest or participation in two or Certificates of inter-
more securities having substantially different rights and privi-
leges, or a temporary certificate for any such certificate;

"(3) any security which, prior to or within six months after Priorsale.

the enactment of this title, has been sold or disposed of by the
issuer or bona fide offered to the public, but this exemption shall Nel ofering ex-

not apply to any new offering of any such security by an issuer
subsequent to such six months;

"(4) any security exempted from the provisions of the Secu- fro reittrexetoned

rities Act of 1933, as heretofore amended, by paragraph (2), der Securities Act of

(3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), or (11) of subsection 3 (a) thereof; 1933.
"(5) any security issued under a mortgage indenture as to Securityunder

which a contract of insurance under the National Housing Act to which insurance
is in effect; and any such security shall be deemed to be exempt under National Hous-

from the provisions of the Securities Act of 1933 to the same 12 v. s. c. ch. 13;
extent as though such security were specifically enumerated in Supp.V, ch.13.

section 3 (a) (2) of such Act;
"(6) any note, bond, debenture, or evidence of indebtedness eOiglations of or-

issued or guaranteed by a foreign government or by a subdivi- subdivisions, etc.
sion, department, municipality, agency, or instrumentality
thereof;

"(7) any guarantee of any security which is exempted by this (,uarantee of anysecurity exemrnlptedl by
subsection; this sulsection.

"(8) any security which has been or is to be issued otherwise Security other than

than under an indenture, but this exemption shall not be applied lin i dution.

within a period of twelve consecutive months to more than
$250,000 aggregate principal amount of any securities of the
same issuer; or

"(9) any security whicl has been or is to be issued under an lhere indenturelimits total outstand-
indenture which limits the aggregate principal amount of securi- ing to $1,00o.000 or

ties at any time outstanding thereunder to $1,000,000 or less, but ess.

this exemption shall not be applied within a period of thirty-six
consecutive months to more than $1,000,000 aggregate principal
amount of securities of the same issuer.

In computing the aggregate principal amount of securities to which
the exemptions provided by paragraphs (8) and (9) may be applied,
securities to which the provisions of sections 305 and 306 would not
have applied, irrespective of the provisions of those paragraphs, shall
be disregarded.

"(b) The provisions of sections 305 and 306 shall not apply (1) gaTd cti die-
to any of the transactions exempted from the provisions of section
5 of the Securities Act of 1933 by section 4 thereof, as heretofore 15 u. s. C. 77d,

amended, or (2) to any transaction which would be so exempted 48 staPP75. 77e

but for the last sentence of paragraph (11) of section 2 of such 15u.s.c.77b (I).
Act.
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"(c) The Commission shall, on application by the issuer and after
opportunity for hearing thereon, by order exempt from any one or
more provisions of this title any security issued or proposed to be
issued under any indenture under which, at the time such application
is filed, securities referred to in paragraph (3) of subsection (a) of
this section are outstanding, if and to the extent that the Commission
finds that compliance with such provision or provisions, through the
execution of a supplemental indenture or otherwise-

"(1) would require, by reason of the provisions of such inden-
ture, or the provisions of any other indenture or agreement made
prior to the enactment of this title, or the provisions of any
applicable law, the consent of the holders of securities outstand-
ing under any such indenture or agreement; or

(2) would impose an undue burden on the issuer, having due
regard to the public interest and the interests of investors.

"(d) The Commission may, on application by the issuer and after
opportunity for hearing thereon, by order exempt from any one or
more of the provisions of this title any security issued or proposed
to be issued by a person organized and existing under the laws of a
foreign government or a political subdivision thereof, if and to the
extent that the Commission finds that compliance with such provision
or provisions is not necessary in the public interest and for the pro-
tection of investors.

"SECURITIES REQUIRED TO BE REGISTERED UNDER SECURITIES AT

"SEC. 305. (a) Subject to the provisions of section 304, a registra-
tion statement relating to a security shall include the following infor-
mation and documents, as though such inclusion were required by
the provisions of section 7 of the Securities Act of 1933-

"(1) such information and documents as the Commission may
by rules and regulations prescribe in order to enable the Com-
mission to determine whether any person designated to act as
trustee under the indenture under which such security has been
or is to be issued is eligible to act as such under subsection (a)
of section 310 or has a conflicting interest as defined in subsection
(b) of section 310; and

"(2) an analysis of any provisions of such indenture with
respect to (A) the definition of what shall constitute a default
under such indenture, and the withholding of notice to the
indenture security holders of any such default, (B) the authen-
tication and delivery of the indenture securities and the appli-
cation of the proceeds thereof, (C) the release or the release and
substitution of any property subject to the lien of the indenture,
(D) the satisfaction and discharge of the indenture, and (E) the
evidence required to be furnished by the obligor upon the inden-
ture securities to the trustee as to compliance with the conditions
and covenants provided for in such indenture.

The information and documents required by paragraph (1) of this
subsection with respect to the person designated to act as indenture
trustee shall be contained in a separate part of such registration state-
ment, which part shall be signed by such person. Such part of the
registration statement shall be deemed to be a document filed pur-
suant to this title, and the provisions of sections 11, 12, 17, and 24 of
the Securities Act of 1933 shall not apply to statements therein or
omissions therefrom.

"(b) The Commission shall issue an order prior to the effective
date of registration refusing to permit such a registration statement
to become effective, if it finds that-

"(1) the security to which such registration statement relates
has not been or is not to be issued under an indenture;
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"(c) The Commission shall, on application by the issuer and after 
opportunity for hearing thereon, by order exempt from any one or 
more provisions of this title any security issued or proposed to be 
issued under any indenture under which, at the time such application 
is filed, securities referred to in paragraph (3) of subsection (a) of 
this section are outstanding, if and to the extent that the Commission 
finds that compliance with such provision or provisions, through the 
execution of a supplemental indenture or otherwise— 

" (1) would require, by reason of the provisions of such inden-
ture, or the provisions of any other indenture or agreement made 
prior to the enactment of this title, or the provisions of any 
applicable law, the consent of the holders of securities outstand-
ing under any such indenture or agreement; or 

"(2) would impose an undue burden on the issuer, having due 
regard to the public interest and the interests of investors. 

"(d) The Commission may, on application by the issuer and after 
opportunity for hearing thereon, by order exempt from any one or 
more of the provisions of this title any security issued or proposed 
to be issued by a person organized and existing under the laws of a 
foreign government or a, political subdivision thereof, if and to the 
extent that the Commission finds that compliance with such provision 
or provisions is not necessary in the public interest and for the pro-
tection of investors. 

"SECUREITES REQUIRED TO BE REGISTERED UNDER SECURITIES ACM 

"SEC. 305. (a) Subject to the provisions of section 304, a registra-
tion statement relating to a security shall include the following infor-
mation and documents, as though such inclusion were required by 
the provisions of section 7 of the Securities Act of 1933— 

"(1) such information and documents as the Commission may 
by rules and regulations prescribe in order to enable the Com-
mission to determine whether any person designated to act as 
trustee under the indenture under which such security has been 
or is to be issued is eligible to act as such under subsection (a) 
of section 310 or has a conflicting interest as defined in subsection 
(b) of section 310; and 
"(2) an analysis of any provisions of such indenture with 

respect to (A) the definition of what shall constitute a default 
under such indenture, and the withholding of notice to the 
indenture security holders of any such default, (B) the authen-
tication and delivery of the indenture securities and the appli-
cation of the proceeds thereof, (C) the release or the release and 
substitution of any property subject to the lien of the indenture, 
(D) the satisfaction and discharge of the indenture, and (E) the 
evidence required to be furnished by the obligor upon the inden-
ture securities to the trustee as to compliance with the conditions 
and covenants provided for in such indenture. 

The information and documents required by paragraph (1) of this 
subsection with respect to the person designated to act as indenture 
trustee shall be contained in a separate part of such registration state-
ment, which part shall be signed by such person. Such part of the 
registration statement shall be deemed to be a document filed pur-
suant to this title, and the provisions of sections 11, 12, 17, and 24 of 
the Securities Act of 1933 shall not apply to statements therein or 
omissions therefrom. 
"(b) The Commission shall issue an order prior to the effective 

date of registration refusing to permit such a registration statement 
to become effective, if it finds that— 

"(1) the security to which such registration statement relates 
has not been or is not to be issued under an indenture; 
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"(2) such indenture does not conform to the requirements of
sections 310 to 318, inclusive; or

"(3) any person designated as trustee under such indenture is
not eligible to act as such under subsection (a) of section 310 or
has any conflicting interest as defined in subsection (b) of section
310;

but no such order shall be issued except after notice and opportunity
for hearing within the periods and in the manner required with
respect to refusal orders pursuant to section 8 (b) of the Securities
Act of 1933. If and when the Commission deems that the objections
on which such order was based have been met, the Commission shall
enter an order rescinding such refusal order, and the registration
shall become effective at the time provided in section 8 (a) of the
Securities Act of 1933, or upon the date of such rescission, whichever
shall be the later.

"(c) A prospectus relating to any such security shall include, as
though such inclusion were required by section 10 of the Securities
Act of 1933, a written statement containing the analysis, set forth
in the registration statement, of any indenture provisions with
respect to the matters specified in paragraph (2) of subsection (a)
of this section, together with a supplementary analysis, prepared by
the Commission, of such provisions and of the effect thereof if, in the
opinion of the Commission, the inclusion of such supplementary
analysis is necessary or appropriate in the public interest or for the
protection of investors, and the Commission so declares by order after
notice and, if demanded by the issuer, opportunity for hearing thereon.
Such order shall be entered prior to the effective date of registration,
except that if opportunity for hearing thereon is demanded by the
issuer such order shall be entered within a reasonable time after such
opportunity for hearing.

"(d) The provisions of sections 11, 12, 17, and 24 of the Securities
Act of 1933, and the provisions of sections 323 and 325 of this title,
shall not apply to statements in or omissions from any analysis
required under the provisions of this section or section 306 or 307.

"SECURITIES NOT REGISTERED UNDER SECURITIES ACT

"SEC. 306. (a) In the case of any security which is not registered
under the Securities Act of 1933 and to which this subsection is
applicable notwithstanding the provisions of section 304, unless such
security has been or is to be issued under an indenture and an appli-
cation for qualification is effective as to such indenture, it shall be
unlawful for any person, directly or indirectly-

"(1) to make use of any means or instruments of transportation
or communication in interstate commerce or of the mails to sell
such security through the use or medium of any prospectus or
otherwise; or

"(2) to carry or cause to be carried through the mails or in
interstate commerce, by any means or instruments of transporta-
tion, any such security for the purpose of sale or for delivery after
sale.

"(b) In the case of any security which is not registered under the
Securities Act of 1933, but which has been or is to be issued under
an indenture as to which an application for qualification is effective, it
shall be unlawful for any person, directly or indirectly-

"(1) to make use of any means or instruments of transportation
or communication in interstate commerce or of the mails to carry
or transmit any prospectus relating to any such security, unless
such prospectus includes or is accompanied by a written state-
ment that meets the requirements of subsection (c) of section 305;
or
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"(2) such indenture does not conform to the requirements of 
sections 310 to 318, inclusive; or 

"(3) any person designated as trustee under such indenture is 
not eligible to act as such under subsection (a) of section 310 or 
has any conflicting interest as defined in subsection (b) of section 
310; 

but no such order shall be issued except after notice and opportunity 
for hearing within the periods and in the manner required with 
respect to refusal orders pursuant to section 8 (b) of the Securities 
Act of 1933. If and when the Commission deems that the objections 
on which such order was based have been met, the Commission shall 
enter an order rescinding such refusal order, and the registration 
shall become effective at the time provided in section 8 (a) of the 
Securities Act of 1933, or upon the date of such rescission, whichever 
shall be the later. 

"(c) A prospectus relating to any such security shall include, as 
though such inclusion were required by section 10 of the Securities 
Act of 1933, a written statement containing the analysis, set forth 
in the registration statement, of any indenture provisions with 
respect to the matters specified in paragraph (2) of subsection (a) 
of this section, together with a supplementary analysis, prepared by 
the Commission, of such provisions and of the effect thereof, if, in the 
opinion of the Commission, the inclusion of such supplementary 
analysis is necessary or appropriate in the public interest or for the 
protection of investors, and the Commission so declares by order after 
notice and, if demanded by the issuer, opportunity for hearing thereon. 
Such order shall be entered prior to the effective date of registration, 
except that if opportunity for hearing thereon is demanded by the 
issuer such order shall be entered within a reasonable time after such 
opportunity for hearing. 

(d) The provisions of sections 11, 12, 17, and 24 of the Securities 
Act of 1933, and the provisions of sections 323 and 325 of this title, 
shall not apply to statements in or omissions from any analysis 
required under the provisions of this section or section 306 or 307. 

"SECURITIES NOT REGISTERED UNDER SECURITIES ACT 

"Scc. 306. (a) In the case of any security which is not registered 
under the Securities Act of 1933 and to which this subsection is 
applicable notwithstanding the provisions of section 304, unless such 
security has been or is to be issued under an indenture and an appli-
cation for qualification is effective as to such indenture, it shall be 
unlawful for any person, directly or indirectly— 

" (1) to make use of any means or instruments of transportation 
or communication in interstate commerce or of the mails to sell 
such security through the use or medium of any prospectus or 
otherwise; or 

"(2) to carry or cause to be carried through the mails or in 
interstate commerce, by any means or instruments of transporta-
tion, any such security for the purpose of sale or for delivery after 
sale. 

"(b) In the case of any security which is not registered under the 
Securities Act of 1933, but which has been or is to be issued under 
an indenture as to which an application for qualification is effective, it 
shall be unlawful for any person, directly or indirectly— 

" (1) to make use of any means or instruments of transportation 
or communication in interstate commerce or of the mails to carry 
or transmit any prospectus relating to any such security, unless 
such prospectus includes or is accompanied by a written state-
ment that meets the requirements of subsection (c) of section 305; 
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" (2) to carry or to cause to be carried through the mails or in
interstate commerce any such security for the purpose of sale or
for delivery after sale, unless accompanied or preceded by a
written statement that meets the requirements of subsection (c)
of section 305.

"QUALIFICATION OF INDENTURES COVERING SECURITIES NOT REQUIRED TO
BE REGISTERED

"SEC. 307. (a) In the case of any security which is not required to
be registered under the Securities Act of 1933 and to which subsection
(a) of section 306 is applicable notwithstanding the provisions of sec-
tion 304, an application for qualification of the indenture under which
such security has been or is to be issued shall be filed with the Commis-
sion by the issuer of such security. Each such application shall be in
such form, and shall be signed in such manner, as the Commission
may by rules and regulations prescribe as necessary or appropriate in
the public interest or for the protection of investors. Each such
application shall include the information and documents required by
subsection (a) of section 305. The information and documents
required by paragraph (1) of such subsection with respect to the
person designated to act as indenture trustee shall be contained in a
separate part of such application, which part shall be signed by such
person. Each such application shall also include such of the other
information and documents which would be required to be filed in
order to register such indenture security under the Securities Act
of 1933 as the Commission may by rules and regulations prescribe as
necessary or appropriate in the public interest or for the protection
of investors. An application may be withdrawn by the applicant at
any time prior to the effective date thereof. Subject to the provisions
of section 321, the information and documents contained in or filed
with any application shall be made available to the public under such
regulations as the Commission may prescribe, and copies thereof,
photostatic or otherwise, shall be furnished to every applicant there-
for at such reasonable charge as the Commission may prescribe.

"(b) The filing with the Commission of an application, or of an
amendment to an application, shall be deemed to have taken place
upon the receipt thereof by the Commission, but, in the case of an
application, only if it is accompanied or preceded by payment to the
Commission of a filing fee in the amount of $100, such payment to be
made in cash or by United States postal money order or certified or
bank check, or in such other medium of payment as the Commission
may authorize by rule and regulation.

"(c) The provisions of section 8 of the Securities Act of 1933 and
the provisions of subsection (b) of section 305 of this title shall apply
with respect to every such application, as though such application
were a registration statement filed pursuant to the provisions of
such Act.

"INTEGRATION OF PROCEDURE WITH SECURITIES ACT AND OTHER ACTS

"SEC. 308. (a) The Commission, by such rules and regulations or
orders as it deems necessary or appropriate in the public interest or
for the protection of investors, shall authorize the filing of any infor-
mation or documents required to be filed with the Commission under
this title, or under the Securities Act of 1933, the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934, or the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935, by
incorporating by reference any information or documents on file with
the Commission under this title or under any such Act.
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"(2) to carry or to cause to be carried through the mails or in 
interstate commerce any such security for the purpose of sale or 
for delivery after sale, unless accompanied or preceded by a 
written statement that meets the requirements of subsection (c) 
of section 305. 

"QUALIFICATION OF INDENTURES COVERING SECURITIES NOT REQUIRED TO 
BE REGISTERED 

"SEC. 307. (a) In the case of any security which is not required to 
be registered under the Securities Act of 1933 and to which subsection 
(a) of section 306 is applicable notwithstanding the provisions of sec-
tion 304, an application for qualification of the indenture under which 
such security has been or is to be issued shall be filed with the Commis-
sion by the issuer of such security. Each such application shall be in 
such form, and shall be signed in such manner, as the Commission 
may by rules and regulations prescribe as necessary or appropriate in 
the public interest or for the protection of investors. Each such 
application shall include the information and documents required by 
subsection (a) of section 305. The information and documents 
required by paragraph (1) of such subsection with respect to the 
person designated to act as indenture trustee shall be contained in a 
separate Raft of such application, which part shall be signed by such 
person. Each such application shall also include such of the other 
information and documents which would be required to be filed in 
order to register such indenture security under the Securities Act 
of 1933 as the Commission may by rules and regulations prescribe as 
necessary or appropriate in the public interest or for the protection 
of investors. An application may be withdrawn by the applicant at 
any time prior to the effective date thereof. Subject to the provisions 
of section 321, the information and documents contained in or filed 
with any application shall be made available to the public under such 
regulations as the Commission may prescribe, and copies thereof, 
photostatic or otherwise, shall be furnished to every applicant there-
for at such reasonable charge as the Commission may prescribe. 
"(b) The filing with the Commission of an application, or of an 

amendment to an application, shall be deemed to have taken place 
upon the receipt thereof by the Commission, but, in the case of an 
application, only if it is accompanied or preceded by payment to the 
Commission of a filing fee in the amount of $100, such payment to be 
made in cash or by United States postal money order or certified or 
bank check, or in such other medium of payment as the Commission 
may authorize by rule and regulation. 

"(c) The provisions of section 8 of the Securities Act of 1933 and 
the provisions of subsection (b) of section 305 of this title shall apply 
with respect to every such application, as though such application 
were a registration statement filed pursuant to the provisions of 
such Act. 

"INTEGRATION OF PROCEDURE WITH SECURI MS ACT AND OTHER ACTS 

"SEC. 308. (a) The Commission, by such rules and regulations or 
orders as it deems necessary or appropriate in the public interest or 
for the protection of investors, shall authorize the filing of any infor-
mation or documents required to be filed with the Commission under 
this title, or under the Securities Act of 1933, the Securities Exchange 
Act of 1934, or the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935, by 
incorporating by reference any information or documents on file with 
the Commission under this title or under any such Act. 
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"(b) The Commission, by such rules and regulations or orders as
it deems necessary or appropriate in the public interest or for the
protection of investors, shall provide for the consolidation of applica-
tions, reports, and proceedings under this title with registration state-
ments, applications, reports, and proceedings under the Securities
Act of 1933, the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, or the Public
Utility Holding Company Act of 1935.

"WHEN QUALIFICATION BECOMES EFFECTIVE; EFFECT OF QUALIFICATION

"SEC. 309. (a) The indenture under which a security has been or
is to be issued shall be deemed to have been qualified under this title-

"(1) when registration becomes effective as to such security; or
"(2) when an application for the qualification of such inden-

ture becomes effective, pursuant to section 307.
"(b) After qualification has become effective as to the indenture

under which a security has been or is to be issued, no stop order shall
be issued pursuant to section 8 (d) of the Securities Act of 1933,
suspending the effectiveness of the registration statement relating to
such security or of the application for qualification of such indenture,
except on one or more of the grounds specified in section 8 of such
Act.

"(c) The making, amendment, or rescission of a rule, regulation,
or order under the provisions of this title (except to the extent
authorized by subsection (a) of section 314 with respect to rules and
regulations prescribed pursuant to such subsection) shall not affect
the qualification, form, or interpretation of any indenture as to which
qualification became effective prior to the making, amendment, or
rescission of such rule, regulation, or order.

"(d) No trustee under an indenture which has been qualified under
this title shall be subject to any liability because of any failure of
such indenture to comply with any of the provisions of this title,
or any rule, regulation, or order thereunder.

"(e) Nothing in this title shall be construed as empowering the
Commission to conduct an investigation or other proceeding for the
plupose of determining whether the provisions of an indenture which
has been qualified under this title are being complied with, or to
enforce such provisions.

4"EJIGIBIITY ANT) IISQlTALIFI('ATION OF TItUSTEE

"Persons Eligible for Appointment as Trustee

"SEC. 310. (a) (1) Tlhe indenture to be qualified shall require
that there shall at all times be one or more trustees thereunder, at
least one of whom shall at all times be a corporation organized and
doing business under the laws of the United States or of any State
or Territory or of the District of Columbia (referred to in this title
as the institutional trustee), which (A) is authorized under such
laws to exercise corporate trust powers, and (B) is subject to super-
vision or examination by Federal, State, Territorial, or District of
Columbia authority.

"(2) The indenture to be qualified shall require that such institu-
tional trustee shall have at all times a combined capital and surplus
of a specified minimum amount, which shall not be less than $150,000.
If such institutional trustee publishes reports of condition at least
annually, pursuant to law or to the requirements of said supervising
or examining authority, the indenture may provide that, for the
purposes of this paragraph, the combined capital and surplus of
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"(b) The Commission, by such rules and regulations or orders as 
it deems necessary or appropriate in the public interest or for the 
protection of investors, shall provide for the consolidation of applica-
tions, reports, and proceedings under this title with registration state-
ments, applications, reports, and proceedings under the Securities 
Act of 1933, the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, or the Public 
Utility Holding Company Act of 1935. 

"WHEN QUALIFICATION BECOMES EFFECTIVE;  .c.CT OF QUALIFICATION 

"SEC. 309. (a) The indenture under which a security has been or 
is to be issued shall be deemed to have been qualified under this title— 

" (1) when registration becomes effective as to such security; or 
"(2) when an application for the qualification of such inden-

ture becomes effective, pursuant to section 307. 
"(b) After qualification has become effective as to the indenture 

under which a security has been or is to be issued, no stop order shall 
be issued pursuant to section 8 (d) of the Securities Act of 1933, 
suspending the effectiveness of the registration statement relating to 
such security or of the application for qualification of such indenture, 
except on one or more of the grounds specified in section 8 of such 
Act. 

"(c) The making, amendment, or rescission of a rule regulation, 
or order under the provisions of this title (except to the extent 
authorized by subsection (a) of section 314 with respect to rules and 
regulations prescribed pursuant to such subsection) shall not affect 
the qualification, form, or interpretation of any indenture as to which 
qualification became effective prior to the making, amendment, or 
rescission of such rule, regulation, or order. 

"(d) No trustee under an indenture which has been qualified under 
this title shall be subject to any liability because of any failure of 
such indenture to comply with any of the provisions of this title, 
or any rule, regulation, or order thereunder. 

"(e) Nothing in this title shall be construed as empowering the 
Commission to conduct an investigation or other proceeding for the 
purpose of determining whether the provisions of an indenture which 
has been qualified under this title are being complied with, or to 
enforce such provisions. 

"ELIGIBILITY AND DISQUALIFICATION OF TRUSTEE 

"Persons Eligible for Appointment as Trustee 

"Sze. 310. (a) (1) The indenture to be qualified shall require 
that there shall at all times be one or more trustees thereunder, at 
least one of whom shall at all times be a.corporation organized and 
doing business under the laws of the United States or of any State 
or Territory or of the District of Columbia (referred to in this title 
as the institutional trustee), which (A) is authorized under such 
laws to exercise corporate trust powers, and (B) is subject to super-
vision or examination by Federal, State, Territorial, or District of 
Columbia authority. 
"(2) The indenture to be qualified shall require that such institu-

tional trustee shall have at all times a combined capital and surplus 
of a specified minimum amount, which shall not be less than $150,000. 
If such institutional trustee publishes reports of condition at least 
annually, pursuant to law or to the requirements of said supervising 
or examining authority, the indenture. may provide that, for the 
purposes of this paragraph, the combined capital and surplus of 
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such trustee shall be deemed to be its combined capital and surplus
as set forth in its most recent report of condition so published.

"(3) If the indenture to be qualified requires or permits the
appointment of one or more co-trustees in addition to such institu-
tional trustee, such indenture shall provide that the rights, powers,
duties, and obligations conferred or imposed upon the trustees or
any of them shall be conferred or imposed upon and exercised or
performed by such institutional trustee, or such institutional trustee
and such co-trustees jointly, except to the extent that under any law
of any jurisdiction in which any particular act or acts are to be
performed, such institutional trustee shall be incompetent or unquali-
fied to perform such act or acts, in which event such rights, powers,
duties, and obligations shall be exercised and performed by such
co-trustees.

"(4) In the case of certificates of interest or participation, the
indenture to be qualified shall require that the indenture trustee
or trustees have the legal power to exercise all of the rights, powers,
and privileges of a holder of the security or securities in which such
certificates evidence an interest or participation.

"Disqualification of Trustee

"(b) The indenture to be qualified shall provide that if any inden-
ture trustee has or shall acquire any conflicting interest as here-
inafter defined, (i) such trustee shall, within ninety days after
ascertaining that it has such conflicting interest, either eliminate such
conflicting interest or resign, such resignation to become effective
upon the appointment of a successor trustee and such successor's
acceptance of such appointment, and the obligor upon the indenture
securities shall take prompt steps to have a successor appointed in
the manner provided in the indenture; and (ii) in the event that
such trustee shall fail to comply with the provisions of clause (i)
of this subsection, such trustee shall, within ten days after the expi-
ration of such ninety-day period, transmit notice of such failure
to the indenture security holders in the manner and to the extent
provided in subsection (c) of section 313; and (iii) subject to the
provisions of subsection (e) of section 315, any security holder who
has been a bona fide holder of indenture securities for at least six
months may, on behalf of himself and all others similarly situated,
petition any court of competent jurisdiction for the removal of such
trustee, and the appointment of a successor, if such trustee fails,
after written request therefor by such holder, to comply with the
provisions of clause (i) of this subsection. For the purposes of
this subsection, an indenture trustee shall be deemed to have a con-
flicting interest if-

"(1) such trustee is trustee under another indenture under
which any other securities, or certificates of interest or participa-
tion in any other securities, of an obligor upon the indenture
securities are outstanding unless (A) the indenture securities are
collateral trust notes under which the only collateral consists of
securities issued under such other indenture, or (B) such other
indenture is a collateral trust indenture under which the only
collateral consists of indenture securities, or (C) such obligor
has no substantial unmortgaged assets and is engaged primarily
in the business of owning, or of owning and developing and/or
operating, real estate, and the indenture to be qualified and such
other indenture are secured by wholly separate and distinct par-
cels of real estate: Provided, That the indenture to be qualified
may contain a provision excluding from the operation of this
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such trustee shall be deemed to be its combined capital and surplus 
as set forth in its most recent report of condition so published. 

"(3) If the indenture to be qualified requires or permits the 
appointment of one or more co-trustees in addition to such institu-
tional trustee, such indenture shall provide that the rights, powers, 
duties, and obligations conferred or imposed upon the trustees or 
any of them shall be conferred or imposed upon and exercised or 
performed by such institutional trustee, or such institutional trustee 
and such co-trustees jointly, except to the extent that under any law 
of any jurisdiction in which any particular act or acts are to be 
performed, such institutional trustee shall be incompetent or unquali-
fied to perform such act or acts, in which event such rights, powers, 
duties, and obligations shall be exercised and performed by such 
co-trustees. 

"(4) In the case of certificates of interest or participation, the 
indenture to be qualified shall require that the indenture trustee 
or trustees have the legal power to exercise all of the rights, powers, 
and privileges of a holder of the security or securities in which such 
certificates evidence an interest or participation. 

"Disqualification of Trustee 

"(b) The indenture to be qualified shall provide that if any inden-
ture trustee has or shall acquire any conflicting interest as here-
inafter defined, (i) such trustee shall, within ninety days after 
ascertaining that it has such conflicting interest, either eliminate such 
conflicting interest or resign, such resignation to become effective 
upon the appointment of a successor trustee and such successor's 
acceptance of such appointment, and the obligor upon the indenture 
securities shall take prompt steps to have a successor appointed in 
the manner provided in the indenture; and (ii) in the event that 
such trustee shall fail to comply with the provisions of clause (i) 
of this subsection, such trustee shall, within ten days after the expi-
ration of such ninety-day period, transmit notice of such failure 
to the indenture security holders in the manner and to the extent 
provided in subsection (c) of section 313; and (iii) subject to the 
provisions of subsection (e) of section 315, any security holder who 
has been a bona fide holder of indenture securities for at least six 
months may, on behalf of himself and all others similarly situated, 
petition any court of competent jurisdiction for the removal of such 
trustee, and the appointment of a successor, if such trustee fails, 
after written request therefor by such holder, to comply with the 
provisions of clause (i) of this subsection. For the purposes of 
this subsection, an indenture trustee shall be deemed to have a con-
flicting interest if— 

"(1) such trustee is trustee under another indenture under 
which any other securities, or certificates of interest or participa-
tion in any other securities, of an obligor upon the indenture 
securities are outstanding unless (A) the indenture securities are 
collateral trust notes under which the only collateral consists of 
securities issued under such other indenture, or (B) such other 
indenture is a collateral trust indenture under which the only 
collateral consists of indenture securities, or (C) such obligor 
has no substantial unmortgaged assets and is engaged primarily 
in the business of owning, or of owning and developing and/or 
operating, real estate, and the indenture to be qualified and such 
other indenture are secured by wholly separate and distinct par-
cels of real estate: Provided, That the indenture to be qualified 
may contain a provision excluding from the operation of this 
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paragraph another indenture or indentures under which other
securities, or certificates of interest or participation in other
securities, of such an obligor are outstanding, if (i) the indenture
to be qualified and such other indenture or indentures are wholly
unsecured, and such other indenture or indentures are specifically
described in the indenture to be qualified or are thereafter quali-
fied under this title, unless the Commission shall have found and
declared by order pursuant to subsection (b) of section 305 or
subsection (c) of section 307 that differences exist between the
provisions of the indenture to be qualified and the provisions
of such other indenture or indentures which are so likely to
involve a material conflict of interest as to make it necessary in
the public interest or for the protection of investors to disqualify
such trustee from acting as such under one of such indentures,
or (ii) the issuer shall have sustained the burden of proving, on
application to the Commission and after opportunity for hearing
thereon, that trusteeship under the indenture to be qualified and
such other indenture is not so likely to involve a material conflict
of interest as to make it necessary in the public interest or for
the protection of investors to disqualify such trustee from acting
as such under one of such indentures;

"(2) such trustee or any of its directors or executive officers
is an obligor upon the indenture securities or an underwriter
for such an obligor;

"(3) such trustee directly or indirectly controls or is directly
or indirectly controlled by or is under direct or indirect common
control with an obligor upon the indenture securities or an under-
writer for such an obligor;

"(4) such trustee or any of its directors or executive officers
is a director, officer, partner, employee, appointee, or representa-
tive of an obligor upon the indenture securities, or of an under-
writer (other than the trustee itself) for such an obligor who is
currently engaged in the business of underwriting, except that
(A) one individual may be a director and/or an executive officer
of the trustee and a director and/or an executive officer of such
obligor, but may not be at the same time an executive officer of
both the trustee and of such obligor, and (B) if and so long as
the number of directors of the trustee in office is more than nine,
one additional individual may be a director and/or an executive
officer of the trustee and a director of such obligor, and (C)
such trustee may be designated by any such obligor or by any
underwriter for any such obligor, to act in the capacity of
transfer agent, registrar, custodian, paying agent, fiscal agent,
escrow agent, or depositary, or in any other similar capacity,
or, subject to the provisions of paragraph (1) of this subsection,
to act as trustee, whether under an indenture or otherwise;

"(5) 10 per centum or more of the voting securities of such
trustee is beneficially owned either by an obligor upon the inden-
ture securities or by any director, partner, or executive officer
thereof, or 20 per centum or more of such voting securities is
beneficially owned, collectively, by any two or more of such per-
sons; or 10 per centum or more of the voting securities of such
trustee is beneficially owned either by an underwriter for any
such obligor or by any director, partner, or executive officer
thereof, or is beneficially owned, collectively, by any two or more
such persons;

"(6) such trustee is the beneficial owner of, or holds as col-
lateral security for an obligation which is in default as herein-
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paragraph another indenture or indentures under which other 
securities, or certificates of interest or participation in other 
securities, of such an obligor are outstanding, if (i) the indenture 
to be qualified and such other indenture or indentures are wholly 
unsecured, and such other indenture or indentures are specifically 
described in the indenture to be qualified or are thereafter quali-
fied under this title, unless the Commission shall have found and 
declared by order pursuant to subsection (b) of section 305 or 
subsection (c) of section 307 that differences exist between the 
provisions of the indenture to be qualified and the provisions 
of such other indenture or indentures which are so likely to 
involve a material conflict of interest as to make it necessary in 
the public interest or for the protection of investors to disqualify 
such trustee from acting as such under one of such indentures, 
or (ii) the issuer shall have sustained the burden of proving, on 
application to the Commission and after opportunity for hearing 
thereon, that trusteeship under the indenture to be qualified and 
such other indenture is not so likely to involve a material conflict 
of interest as to make it necessary in the public interest or for 
the protection of investors to disqualify such trustee from acting 
as such under one of such indentures; 

"(2) such trustee or any of its directors or executive officers 
is an obligor upon the indenture securities or an underwriter 
for such an obligor; 

"(3) such trustee directly or indirectly controls or is directly 
or indirectly controlled by or is under direct or indirect common 
control with an obligor upon the indenture securities or an under-
writer for such an obligor; 

"(4) such trustee or any of its directors or executive officers 
is a director, officer, partner, employee, appointee, or representa-
tive of an obligor upon the indenture securities, or of an under-
writer (other than the trustee itself) for such an obligor who is 
currently engaged in the business of underwriting, except that 
(A) one individual may be a director and/or an executive officer 
of the trustee and a director and/or an executive officer of such 
obligor, but may not be at the same time an executive officer of 
both the trustee and of such obligor, and (B) if and so long as 
the number of directors of the trustee in office is more than nine, 
one additional individual may be a director and/or an executive 
officer of the trustee and a director of such obligor, and (C) 
such trustee may be designated by any such obligor or by any 
underwriter for any such obligor, to act in the capacity of 
transfer agent, registrar, custodian, paying agent, fiscal agent, 
escrow agent, or depositary, or in any other similar capacity, 
or, subject to the provisions of paragraph (1) of this subsection, 
to act as trustee, whether under an indenture or otherwise; 
"(5) 10 per centum or more of the voting securities of such 

trustee is beneficially owned either by an obligor upon the inden-
ture securities or by any director, partner, or executive officer 
thereof, or 20 per centum or more of such voting securities is 
beneficially owned, collectively, by any two. or more of such per-
sons; or 10 per centum or more of the voting securities of such 
trustee is beneficially owned either by an underwriter for any 
such obligor or by any director, partner, or executive officer 
thereof, or is beneficially owned, collectively, by any two or more 
such persons; 

"(6) such trustee is the beneficial owner of, or holds as col-
lateral security for an obligation which is in default as herein-
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after defined, (A) 5 per centum or more of the voting securities,
or 10 per centum or more of any other class of security of an
obligor upon the indenture securities, not including indenture
securities and securities issued under any other indenture under
which such trustee is also trustee, or (B) 10 per centum or more
of any class of security of an underwriter for any such obligor;

"(7) such trustee is the beneficial owner of, or holds as col-
lateral security for an obligation which is in default as herein-
after defined, 5 per centum or more of the voting securities of
any person who, to the knowledge of the trustee, owns 10 per
centum or more of the voting securities of, or controls directly
or indirectly or is under direct or indirect common control with,
an obligor upon the indenture securities;

"(8) such trustee is the beneficial owner of, or holds as col-
lateral security for an obligation which is in default as herein-
after defined, 10 per centum or more of any class of security
of any person who, to the knowledge of the trustee, owns 50 per
centum or more of the voting securities of an obligor upon the
indenture securities; or

"(9) such trustee owns, on May 15 in any calendar year, in
the capacity of executor, administrator, testamentary or inter
vivos trustee, guardian, committee or conservator, or in any other
similar capacity, an aggregate of 25 per centum or more of the
voting securities, or of any class of security, of any person, the
beneficial ownership of a specified percentage of which would
have constituted a conflicting interest under paragraph (6), (7),
or (8) of this subsection. The indenture to be qualified may
provide, as to any such securities of which the indenture trustee
acquired ownership through becoming executor, administrator,
or testamentary trustee of an estate which included them, that
the provisions of the preceding sentence shall not apply, for a
period of not more than two years from the date of such acqui-
sition, to the extent that such securities included in such estate
do not exceed 25 per centum of such voting securities or 25 per
centum of any such class of security. The indenture to be quali-
fied shall provide that promptly after May 15 in each calendar
year, the trustee shall make a check of its holdings of such seeur-
ities in any of the above-mentioned capacities as of such May
15. Such indenture shall also provide that if the obligor upon
the indenture securities fails to make payment in full of principal
or interest under such indenture when and as the same becomes
due and payable, and such failure continues for thirty days
thereafter, the trustee shall make a prompt check of its holdings
of such securities in any of the above-mentioned capacities as of
the date of the expiration of such thirty-day period, and after
such date, notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this para-
graph, all such securities so held by the trustee, with sole or
]oint control over such securities vested in it, shall be considered
as though beneficially owned by such trustee, for the purposes
of paragraphs (6), (7), and (8) of this subsection.

"The indenture to be qualified shall provide that the specification
of percentages in paragraphs (5) to (9), inclusive, of this subsection
shall not be construed as indicating that the ownership of such per-
centages of the securities of a person is or is not necessary or sufficient
to constitute direct or indirect control for the purposes of paragraph
(3) or (7) of this subsection.

"For the purposes of paragraphs (6), (7), (8), and (9) of this
subsection, (A) the terms 'security' and 'securities' shall include only
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after defined, (A) 5 per centum or more of the voting securities, 
or 10 per centum or more of any other class of security, of an 
obligor upon the indenture securities, not including indenture 
securities and securities issued under any other indenture under 
which such trustee is also trustee, or (B) 10 per centum or more 
of any class of security of an underwriter for any such obligor; 

"(7) such trustee is the beneficial owner of, or holds as col-
lateral security for an obligation which is in default as herein-
after defined, 5 per centum or more of the voting securities of 
any person who, to the knowledge of the trustee, owns 10 per 
centum or more of the voting securities of, or controls directly 
or indirectly or is under direct or indirect common control with, 
an obligor upon the indenture securities; 

"(8) such trustee is the beneficial owner of, or holds as col-
lateral security for an obligation which is in default as herein-
after defined, 10 per centum or more of any class of security 
of any person who, to the knowledge of the trustee, owns 50 per 
centum or more of the voting securities of an obligor upon the 
indenture securities; or 

"(9) such trustee owns, on May 15 in any calendar year, in 
the capacity of executor, administrator, testamentary or inter 
vivos trustee, guardian, committee or conservator, or in any other 
similar capacity, an aggregate of 25 per centum or more of the 
voting securities, or of any class of security, of any person, the 
beneficial ownership of a specified percentage of which would 
have constituted a conflicting interest under paragraph (6), (7), 
or (8) of this subsection. The indenture to be qualified may 
provide, as to any such securities of which the indenture trustee 
acquired ownership through becoming executor, administrator, 
or testamentary trustee of an estate which included them, that 
the provisions of the preceding sentence shall not apply, for a 
period of not more than two years from the date of such acqui-
sition, to the extent that such securities included in such estate 
do not exceed 25 per centum of such voting securities or 25 per 
centum of any such class of security. The indenture to be quali-
fied shall provide that promptly after May 15 in each calendar 
year, the trustee shall make a check of its holdings of such secur-
ities in any of the above-mentioned capacities as of such May 
15. Such indenture shall also provide that if the obligor upon 
the indenture securities fails to make payment in full of principal 
or interest under such indenture when and as the same becomes 
due and payable, and such failure continues for thirty days 
thereafter, the trustee shall make a prompt check of its holdings 
of such securities in any of the above-mentioned capacities as of 
the date of the expiration of such thirty-day period, and after 
such date, notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this para-
graph, all such securities so held by the trustee, with sole or 
joint control over such securities vested in it, shall be considered 
as though beneficially owned by such trustee, for the purposes 
of paragraphs (6), (7), and (8) of this subsection. 

"The indenture to be qualified shall provide that the specification 
of percentages in paragraphs (5) to (9), inclusive, of this subsection 
shall not be construed as indicating that the ownership of such per-
centages of the securities of a person is or is not necessary or sufficient 
to constitute direct or indirect control for the purposes of paragraph 
(3) or (7) of this subsection. 
"For the purposes of paragraphs (6), (7), (8), and (9) of this 

subsection, (A) the terms 'security' and 'securities' shall include only 
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such securities as are generally known as corporate securities, but shall
not include any note or other evidence of indebtedness issued to evi-
dence an obligation to repay moneys lent to a person by one or more
banks, trust companies, or banking firms, or any certificate of inter-
est or participation in any such note or evidence of indebtedness;
(B) an obligation shall be deemed to be in default when a default in
payment of principal shall have continued for thirty days or more,
and shall not have been cured; and (C) the indenture trustee shall not
be deemed the owner or holder of (i) any security which it holds
as collateral security (as trustee or otherwise) for an obligation which
is not in default as above defined, or (ii) any security which it holds
as collateral security under the indenture to be qualified, irrespective
of any default thereunder, or (iii) any security which it holds
as agent for collection, or as custodian, escrow agent, or depositary,
or in any similar representative capacity.

"For the purposes of this subsection, the term 'underwriter' when
used with reference to an obligor upon the indenture securities means
every person who, within three years prior to the time as of which
the determination is made, was an underwriter of any security of
such obligor outstanding at such time.

"Applicability of Section

"(c) The Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935 shall not
be held to establish or authorize the establishment of any standards
regarding the eligibility and qualifications of any trustee or prospec-
tive trustee under an indenture to be qualified under this title, or
regarding the provisions to be included in any such indenture with
respect to the eligibility and qualifications of the trustee thereunder,
other than those established by the provisions of this section.

"PREFERENTIAL COLLECTION OF CLAIMS AGAINST OBLIGOR

"SEc. 311. (a) Subject to the provisions of subsection (b) of this
section, the indenture to be qualified shall provide that if the inden-
ture trustee shall be, or shall become, a creditor, directly or indirectly,
secured or unsecured, of an obligor upon the indenture securities,
within four months prior to a default as defined in the last paragraph
of this subsection, or subsequent to such a default, then, unless and
until such default shall be cured, such trustee shall set apart and
hold in a special account for the benefit of the trustee individually
and the indenture security holders-

"(1) an amount equal to any and all reductions in the amount
due and owing upon any claim as such creditor in respect of
principal or interest, effected after the beginning of such four
months' period and valid as against such obligor and its other
creditors, except any such reduction resulting from the receipt or
disposition of any property described in paragraph (2) of this
subsection, or from the exercise of any right of set-off which the
trustee could have exercised if a petition in bankruptcy had been
filed by or against such obligor upon the date of such default;
and

"(2) all property received in respect of any claim as such
creditor, either as security therefor, or in satisfaction or com-
position thereof, or otherwise, after the beginning of such four
months' period, or an amount equal to the proceeds of any such
property, if disposed of, subject, however, to the rights, if any, of
such obligor and its other creditors in such property or such
proceeds.
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such securities as are generally known as corporate securities, but shall 
not include any note or other evidence of indebtedness issued to evi-
dence an obligation to repay moneys lent to a person by one or more 
banks, trust companies, or banking firms, or any certificate of inter-
est or participation in any such note or evidence of indebtedness; 
(B) an obligation shall be deemed to be in default when a default in 
payment of principal shall have continued for thirty days or more, 
and shall not have been cured; and (C) the indenture trustee shall not 
be deemed the owner or holder of (i) any security which it holds 
as collateral security (as trustee or otherwise) for an obligation which 
is not in default as above defined, or (ii) any security which it holds 
as collateral security under the indenture to be qualified, irrespective 
of any default thereunder, or (iii) any security which it holds 
as agent for collection, or as custodian, escrow agent, or depositary, 
or in any similar representative capacity. 
"For the purposes of this subsection, the term 'underwriter' when 

used with reference to an obligor upon the indenture securities means 
every person who, within three years prior to the time as of which 
the determination is made, was an underwriter of any security of 
such obligor outstanding at such time. 

"Applicability of Section 

"(c) The Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935 shall not 
be held to establish or authorize the establishment of any standards 
regarding the eligibility and qualifications of any trustee or prospec-
tive trustee under an indenture to be qualified under this title, or 
regarding the provisions to be included in any such indenture with 
respect to the eligibility and qualifications of the trustee thereunder, 
other than those established by the provisions of this section. 

"PREFERENTIAL COLLECTION OF CLAIMS AGAINST OBLIGOR 

"SEc. 311. (a) Subject to the provisions of subsection (b) of this 
section, the indenture to be qualified shall provide that if the inden-
ture trustee shall be, or shall become, a creditor, directly or indirectly, 
secured or unsecured, of an obligor upon the indenture securities, 
within four months prior to a default as defined in the last paragraph 
of this subsection, or subsequent to such a default, then, unless and 
until such default shall be cured, such trustee shall set apart and 
hold in a special account for the benefit of the trustee individually 
and the indenture security holders— 

" (1) an amount equal to any and all reductions in the amount 
due and owing upon any claim as such creditor in respect of 
principal or interest, effected after the beginning of such four 
months period and valid as against such obligor and its other 
creditors, except any such reduction resulting from the receipt or 
disposition of any property described in paragraph (2) of this 
subsection, or from the exercise of any right of set-off which the 
trustee could have exercised if a petition in bankruptcy had been 
filed by or against such obligor upon the date of such default; 
and 

"(2) all property received in respect of any claim as such 
creditor, either as security therefor, or in satisfaction or com-
position thereof, or otherwise, after the beginning of such four 
months' period, or an amount equal to the proceeds of any such 
property, if disposed of, subject, however, to the rights, if any, of 
such obligor and its other creditors in such property or such 
proceeds. 
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"Nothing herein contained shall affect the right of the indenture
trustee-

"(A) to retain for its own account (i) payments made on
account of any such claim by any person (other than such
obligor) who is liable thereon, and (ii) the proceeds of the
bona fide sale of any such claim by the trustee to a third person,
and (iii) distributions made in cash, securities, or other prop-
erty in respect of claims filed against such obligor in bankruptcy
or receivership or in proceedings for reorganization pursuant to
the Bankruptcy Act or applicable State law;

"(B) to realize, for its own account, upon any property held
by it as security for any such claim, if such property was so held
prior to the beginning of such four months' period;

"(C) to realize, for its own account, but only to the extent of
the claim hereinafter mentioned, upon any property held by it
as security for any such claim, if such claim was created after
the beginning of such four months' period and such property was
received as security therefor simultaneously with the creation
thereof, and if the trustee shall sustain the burden of proving
that at the time such property was so received the trustee had
no reasonable cause to believe that a default as defined in the last
paragraph of this subsection would occur within four months;
or

"(D) to receive payment on any claim referred to in para-
graph (B) or (C), against the release of any property held as
security for such claim as provided in paragraph (B) or (C),
as the case may be, to the extent of the fair value of such
property.

For the purposes of paragraphs (B), (C), and (D), property substi-
tuted after the beginning of such four months' period for property
held as security at the time of such substitution shall, to the extent
of the fair value of the property released, have the same status as
the property released, and, to the extent that any claim referred to
in any of such paragraphs is created in renewal of or in substitution
for or for the purpose of repaying or refunding any preexisting claim
of the indenture trustee as such creditor, such claim shall have the
same status as such preexisting claim.

"The indenture to be qualified shall provide that, if the trustee shall
be required to account, the funds and property held in such special
account and the proceeds thereof shall be apportioned between the
trustee and the indenture security holders in such manner that the
trustee and the indenture security holders realize, as a result of
payments from such special account and payments of dividends on
claims filed against such obligor in bankruptcy or receivership or in
proceedings for reorganization pursuant to the Bankruptcy Act or
applicable State law, the same percentage of their respective claims,
figured before crediting to the claim of the trustee anything on
account of the receipt by it from such obligor of the funds and
property in such special account and before crediting to the respective
claims of the trustee and the indenture security holders dividends on
claims filed against such obligor in bankruptcy or receivership or in
proceedings for reorganization pursuant to the Bankruptcy Act or
applicable State law, but after crediting thereon receipts on account
of the indebtedness represented by their respective claims from all
sources other than from such dividends and from the funds and
property so held in such special account. As used in this para-
graph, with respect to any claim, the term 'dividends' shall include
any distribution with respect to such claim, in bankruptcy or receiver-
ship or in proceedings for reorganization pursuant to the Bankruptcy
Act or applicable State law, whether such distribution is made in
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"Nothing herein contained shall affect the right of the indenture 
trustee— 

"(A) to retain for its own account (i) payments made on 
account of any such claim by any person (other than such 
obligor) who is liable thereon, and (ii) the proceeds of the 
bona fide sale of any such claim by the trustee to a third person, 
and (iii) distributions made in cash, securities, or other prop-
erty in respect of claims filed against such obligor in bankruptcy 
or receivership or in proceedings for reorganization pursuant to 
the Bankruptcy Act or applicable State law; 
"(B) to realize, for its own account, upon any property held 

by it as security for any such claim, if such property was so held 
prior to the beginning of such four months' period; 
"(C) to realize, for its own account, but only to the extent of 

the claim hereinafter mentioned, upon any property held by it 
as security for any such claim, if such claim was created after 
the beginning of such four months' period and such property was 
received as security therefor simultaneously with the creation 
thereof, and if the trustee shall sustain the burden of proving 
that at the time such property was so received the trustee had 
no reasonable cause to believe that a default as defined in the last 
paragraph of this subsection would occur within four months; 
or 
"(D) to receive payment on any claim referred to in para-

graph (B) or (C), against the release of any property held as 
security for such claim as provided in paragraph (B) or (C), 
as the case may be, to the extent of the fair value of such 
property. 

For the purposes of paragraphs (B), (C), and (D), property substi-
tuted after the beginning of such four months' period for property 
held as security at the time of such substitution shall, to the extent 
of the fair value of the property released, have the same status as 
the property released, and, to the extent that any claim referred to 
in any of such paragraphs is created in renewal of or in substitution 
for or for the purpose of repaying or refunding any preexisting claim 
of the indenture trustee as such creditor, such claim shall have the 
same status as such preexisting claim. 
"The indenture to be qualified shall provide that, if the trustee shall 

be required to account, the funds and property held in such special 
account and the proceeds thereof shall be apportioned between the 
trustee and the indenture security holders in such manner that the 
trustee and the indenture security holders realize, as a result of 
payments from such special account and payments of dividends on 
claims filed against such obligor in bankruptcy or receivership or in 
proceedings for reorganization pursuant to the Bankruptcy Act or 
applicable State law, the same percentage of their respective claims, 
figured before crediting to the claim of the trustee anything on 
account of the receipt by it from such obligor of the funds and 
property in such special account and before crediting to the respective 
claims of the trustee and the indenture security holders dividends on 
claims filed against such obligor in bankruptcy or receivership or in 
proceedings for reorganization pursuant to the Bankruptcy Act or 
applicable State law, but after crediting thereon receipts on account 
of the indebtedness represented by their respective claims from all 
sources other than from such dividends and from the funds and 
property .so held in such special account. As used in this para-
graph, with respect to any claim, the term 'dividends' shall include 
any distribution with respect to such claim, in bankruptcy or receiver-
ship or in proceedings for reorganization pursuant to the Bankruptcy 
Act or applicable state law, whether such distribution is made in 
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cash, securities, or other property, but shall not include any such dis-
tribution with respect to the secured portion, if any, of such claim.
The court in which such bankruptcy, receivership, or proceeding for
reorganization is pending shall have jurisdiction (i) to apportion
between the indenture trustee and the indenture security holders, in
accordance with the provisions of this paragraph, the funds and
property held in such special account and the proceeds thereof, or
(ii) in lieu of such apportionment, in whole or in part, to give to the
provisions of this paragraph due consideration in determining the
fairness of the distributions to be made to the indenture trustee and
the indenture security holders with respect to their respective claims,
in which event it shall not be necessary to liquidate or to appraise the
value of any securities or other property held in such special account
or as security for any such claim, or to make a specific allocation of
such distributions as between the secured and unsecured portions of
such claims, or otherwise to apply the provisions of this paragraph
as a mathematical formula.

"Any indenture trustee who has resigned or been removed after the
beginning of such four months' period shall be subject to the pro-
visions of this subsection as though such resignation or removal had
not occurred. Any indenture trustee who has resigned or been
removed prior to the beginning of such four months' period shall be
subject to the provisions of this subsection if and only if the following
conditions exist-

"(i) the receipt of property or reduction of claim which would
have given rise to the obligation to account, if such indenture
trustee had continued as trustee, occurred after the beginning of
such four months' period; and

"(ii) such receipt of property or reduction of claim occurred
within four months after such resignation or removal.

"As used in this subsection, the term 'default' means any failure to
make payment in full of principal or interest, when and as the same
becomes due and payable, under any indenture which has been quali-
fied under this title, and under which the indenture trustee is trustee
and the person of whom the indenture trustee is directly or indirectly
a creditor is an obligor; and the term 'indenture security holder'
means all holders of securities outstanding under any such indenture
under which any such default exists.

"(b) The indenture to be qualified may contain provisions exclud-
ing from the operation of subsection (a) of this section a creditor
relationship arising from-

"(1) the ownership or acquisition of securities issued under any
indenture, or any security or securities having a maturity of one
year or more at the time of acquisition by the indenture trustee;

"(2) advances authorized by a receivership or bankruptcy
court of competent jurisdiction, or by the indenture, for the pur-
pose of preserving the property subject to the lien of the inden-
ture or of discharging tax liens or other prior liens or encum-
brances on the trust estate, if notice of such advance and of the
circumstances surrounding the making thereof is given to the
indenture security holders, at the time and in the manner pro-
vided in the indenture;

"(3) disbursements made in the ordinary course of business
in the capacity of trustee under an indenture, transfer agent,
registrar, custodian, paying agent, fiscal agent or depositary, or
other similar capacity;

"(4) an indebtedness created as a result of services rendered
or premises rented; or an indebtedness created as a result of
goods or securities sold in a cash transaction as defined in the
indenture;
98907°-39-PT 2---42
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cash, securities, or other property, but shall not include any such dis-
tribution with respect to the secured portion, if any, of such claim. 
The court in which such bankruptcy, receivership, or proceeding for 
reorganization is pending shall have jurisdiction (i) to apportion 
between the indenture trustee and the indenture security holders, in 
accordance with the provisions of this paragraph, the funds and 
property held in such special account and the proceeds thereof, or 
(n) in lieu of such apportionment, in whole or in part, to give to the 
provisions of this paragraph due consideration in determining the 
fairness of the distributions to be made to the indenture trustee and 
the indenture security holders with respect to their respective claims, 
in which event it shall not be necessary to liquidate or to appraise the 
value of any securities or other property held in such special account 
or as security for any such claim, or to make a specific allocation of 
such distributions as between the secured and unsecured portions of 
such claims, or otherwise to apply the provisions of this paragraph 
as a mathematical formula. 
"Any indenture trustee who has resigned or been removed after the 

beginning of such four months' period shall be subject to the pro-
visions of this subsection as though such resignation or removal had 
not occurred. Any indenture trustee who has resigned or been 
removed prior to the beginning of such four months' period shall be 
subject to the provisions of this subsection if and only if the following 
conditions exist— 

" (i) the receipt of property or reduction of claim which would 
have given rise to the obligation to account, if such indenture 
trustee had continued as trustee, occurred after the beginning of 
such four months' period; and 

"(ii) such receipt of property or reduction of claim occurred 
within four months after such resignation or removal. 

"As used in this subsection, the term 'default' means any failure to 
make payment in full of principal or interest, when and as the same 
becomes due and payable, under any indenture which has been quali-
fied under this title, and under which the indenture trustee is trustee 
and the person of whom the indenture trustee is directly or indirectly 
a creditor is an obligor; and the term 'indenture security holder' 
means all holders of securities outstanding under any such indenture 
under which any such default exists. 
"(b) The indenture to be qualified may contain provisions exclud-

ing from the operation of subsection (a) of this section a creditor 
relationship arising from— 

"(1) the ownership or acquisition of securities issued under any 
indenture, or any security or securities having a maturity of one 
year or more at the time of acquisition by the indenture trustee; 

"(2) advances authorized by a receivership or bankruptcy 
court of competent jurisdiction, or by the indenture, for the pur-
pose of preserving the property subject to the lien of the inden-
ture or of discharging tax liens or other prior liens or encum-
brances on the trust estate, if notice of such advance. and of the 
circumstances surrounding the making thereof is given to the 
indenture security holders, at the time and in the manner pro-
vided in the indenture; 

"(3) disbursements made in the ordinary course of business 
in the capacity of trustee under an indenture, transfer agent, 
registrar, custodian, paying agent, fiscal agent or depositary, or 
other similar capacity; 

"(4) an indebtedness created as a result of services rendered 
or premises rented; or an indebtedness created as a result of 
goods or securities sold in a cash transaction as defined in the 
indenture; 
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Stock, etc., og core- "(5) the ownership of stock or of other securities of a cor-
banking. poration organized under the provisions of section 25 (a) of the

41 Stat. 378.
12 US. C. § 11- Federal Reserve Act, as amended, which is directly or indirectly

63; upp. IV, 613- a creditor of an obligor upon the indenture securities; or
Self-liquidating pa- "(6) the acquisition, ownership, acceptance, or negotiation of

per, any drafts, bills of exchange, acceptances, or obligations which
fall within the classification of self-liquidating paper as defined
in the indenture.

coepnyiretc.d ldnue (C) In the exercise by the Commission of any jurisdiction under
or sale ofsecurities the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935 regarding the issue

No adverse action to
be taken in certain or sale, by any registered holding company or a subsidiary company

49 Stat. 803. thereof, of any security of such issuer or seller or of any other com-
15 . s. c., s upp. pany to a person which is trustee under an indenture or indentures

IV, ch. 2C. of such issuer or seller or other company, or of a subsidiary or asso-
ciate company or affiliate of such issuer or seller or other company
(whether or not such indenture or indentures are qualified or to be
qualified under this title), the fact that such trustee will thereby
become a creditor, directly or indirectly, of any of the foregoing
shall not constitute a ground for the Commission taking adverse
action with respect to any application or declaration, or limiting the
scope of any rule or regulation which would otherwise permit such

panere endenguC l transaction to take effect; but in any case in which such trustee is
trusteefor debtor. trustee under an indenture of the company of which it will thereby

become a creditor, or of any subsidiary company thereof, this subsec-
tion shall not prevent the Commission from requiring (if such
requirement would be authorized under the provisions of the Public

Agreement to be Utility Holding Company Act of 1935) that such trustee, as such,bound by provisions
of designated sections. shall effectively and irrevocably agree in writing, for the benefit of

the holders from time to time of the securities from time to time out-
standing under such indenture, to be bound by the provisions of this
section, subsection (c) of section 315, and, in case of default (as such
term is defined in such indenture), subsection (d) of section 315, as
fully as though such provisions were included in such indenture.

Ters en. For the purposes of this subsection the terms 'registered holding com-
any', 'subsidiary company, associate company', and 'affiliate shall

49 stat. 804. ,aSuty ctive n' 'aanaia shall
15 U. S. C. Supp. have the respective meanings assigned to such terms in section 2 (a)

IV, I 79b (a). of the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935.

"BONDHOLDERS LISTS

Periodic filing of "SEC. 312. (a) The indenture to be qualified shall contain provi-information by obli-
gor with trustee. sions requiring each obligor upon the indenture securities to furnish

or cause to be furnished to the institutional trustee thereunder at
stated intervals of not more than six months, and at such other times
as such trustee may request in writing, all information in the posses-
sion or control of such obligor, or of any of its paying agents, as to
the names and addresses of the indenture security holders, and requir-
ing such trustee to preserve, in as current a form as is reasonably
practicable, all such information so furnished to it or received by it
in the capacity of paying agent.

AcceSsthereto "(b) The indenture to be qualified shall also contain provisions
requiring that, within five business days after the receipt by the insti-
tutional trustee of a written application by any three or more inden-
ture security holders stating that the applicants desire to communi-
cate with other indenture security holders with respect to their rights
under such indenture or under the indenture securities, and accom-
panied by a copy of the form of proxy or other communication
which such applicants propose to transmit, and by reasonable proof
that each such applicant has owned an indenture security for a period
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"(5) the ownership of stock or of other securities of a cor-
poration organized under the provisions of section 25 (a) of the 
Federal Reserve Act, as amended, which is directly or indirectly 
a creditor of an obligor upon the indenture securities; or 

"(6) the acquisition, ownership, acceptance, or negotiation of 
any drafts, bills of exchange, acceptances, or obligations which 
fall within the classification of self-liquidating paper as defined 
in the indenture. 

" (c) In the exercise by the Commission of any jurisdiction under 
the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935 regarding the issue 
or sale, by any registered holding company or a subsidiary company 
thereof, of any security of such issuer or seller or of any other com-
pany to a person which is trustee under an indenture or indentures 
of such issuer or seller or other company, or of a subsidiary or asso-
ciate company or affiliate of such issuer or seller or other company 
(whether or not such indenture or indentures are qualified or to be 
qualified under this title), the fact that such trustee will thereby 
become a creditor, directly or indirectly-, of any of the foregoing 
shall not constitute a ground for the Commission taking adverse 
action with respect to any application or declaration, or limiting the 
scope of any rule or regulation which would otherwise permit such 
transaction to take effect; but in any case in which such trustee is 
trustee under an indenture of the company of which it will thereby 
become a creditor, or of any subsidiary company thereof, this subsec-
tion shall not prevent the Commission from requiring (if such 
requirement would be authorized under the provisions of the Public 
Utility Holding Company Act of 1935) that such trustee, as such, 
shall effectively and irrevocably agree in writing, for the benefit of 
the holders from time to time of the securities from time to time out-
standing under such indenture, to be bound by the provisions of this 
section, subsection (c) of section 315, and, in case of default (as such 
term is defined in such indenture), subsection (d) of section 315, as 
fully as though such provisions were included in such indenture. 
For the purposes of this subsection the terms 'registered holding com-
pany', 'subsidiary company', 'associate company', and 'affiliate' shall 
have the respective meanings assigned to such terms in section 2 (a) 
of the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935. 

" BONDHOLDERS LISTS 

"SEc. 312. (a) The indenture to be qualified shall contain provi-
sions requiring each obligor upon the indenture securities to furnish 
or cause to be furnished to the institutional trustee thereunder at 
stated intervals of not more than six months, and at such other times 
as such trustee may request in writing, all information in the posses-
sion or control of such obligor, or of any of its paying agents, as to 
the names and addresses of the indenture security holders, and requir-
ing such trustee to preserve, in as current a form as is reasonably 
practicable, all such information so furnished to it or received by it 
in the capacity of paying agent. 

"(b) The indenture to be qualified shall also contain provisions 
requiring that, within five business days after the receipt by the insti-
tutional trustee of a written application by any three or more inden-
ture security holders stating that the applicants desire to communi-
cate with other indenture security holders with respect to their rights 
under such indenture or under the indenture securities, and accom-
panied by a copy of the form of proxy or other communication 
which such applicants propose to transmit, and by reasonable proof 
that each such applicant has owned an indenture security for a period 
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of at least six months preceding the date of such application, such
institutional trustee shall, at its election, either-

"(1) afford to such applicants access to all information so fur-
nished to or received by such trustee; or

"(2) inform such applicants as to the approximate number of
indenture security holders according to the most recent informa-
tion so furnished to or received by such trustee, and as to the
approximate cost of mailing to such indenture security holders
the form of proxy or other communication, if any, specified in
such application.

If such trustee shall elect not to afford to such applicants access to
such information, such trustee shall, upon the written request of such
applicants, mail to all such indenture security holders copies of the
form of proxy or other communication which is specified in such
request, with reasonable promptness after a tender to such trustee of
the material to be mailed and of payment, or provision for the pay-
ment, of the reasonable expenses of such mailing, unless within five
days after such tender, such trustee shall mail to such applicants,
and file with the Commission together with a copy of the material to
be mailed, a written statement to the effect that, in the opinion of
such trustee, such mailing would be contrary to the best interests
of the indenture security holders or would be in violation of appli-
cable law. Such written statement shall specify the basis of such
opinion. After opportunity for hearing upon the objections specified
in the written statement so filed, the Commission may, and if
demanded by such trustee or by such applicants shall, enter an order
either sustaining one or more of such objections or refusing to sustain
any of them. If the Commission shall enter an order refusing to
sustain any of such objections, or if, after the entry of an order sus-
taining one or more of such objections, the Commission shall find,
after notice and opportunity for hearing, that all objections so sus-
tained have been met, and shall enter an order so declaring, such
trustee shall mail copies of such material to all such indenture secur-
ity holders with reasonable promptness after the entry of such order
and the renewal of such tender.

"(c) The disclosure of any such information as to the names and
addresses of the indenture security holders in accordance with the
provisions of this section, regardless of the source from which such
information was derived, sha'll not be deemed to be a violation of
any existing law, or of any law hereafter enacted which does not
specifically refer to this section, nor shall such trustee be held account-
able by reason of mailing any material pursuant to a request made
under subsection (b) of this section.

"REPORTS BY INDENTURE TRUSTEE

"SEC. 313. (a) The indenture to be qualified shall contain provi-
sions requiring the indenture trustee to transmit to the indenture
security holders as hereinafter provided, at stated intervals of not
more than 12 months, a brief report with respect to-

"(1) its eligibility and its qualifications under section 310, or
in lieu thereof, if to the best of its knowledge it has continued to
be eligible and qualified under such section, a written statement
to such effect;

"(2) the character and amount of any advances made by it,
as indenture trustee, which remain unpaid on the date of such
report, and for the reimbursement of which it claims or may
claim a lien or charge, prior to that of the indenture securities,
on the trust estate or on property or funds held or collected by
it as such trustee, if such advances so remaining unpaid aggre-
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of at least six months preceding the date of such application, such 
institutional trustee shall, at its election, either— 

" (1) afford to such applicants access to all information so fur-
nished to or received by such trustee; or 

"(2) inform such applicants as to the approximate number of 
indenture security holders according to the most recent informa-
tion so furnished to or received by such trustee, and as to the 
approximate cost of mailing to such indenture security holders 
the form of proxy or other communication, if any, specified in 
such application. 

If such trustee shall elect not to afford to such applicants access to 
such information, such trustee shall, upon the written request of such 
applicants, mail to all such indenture security holders copies of the 
form of proxy or other communication which is specified in such 
request, with reasonable promptness after a tender to such trustee of 
the material to be mailed and of payment, or provision for the pay-
ment, of the reasonable expenses of such mailing, unless within five 
days after such tender, such trustee shall mail to such applicants, 
and file with the Commission together with a copy of the material to : 
be mailed, a written statement to the effect that, in the opinion of 
such trustee, such mailing would be contrary to the best interests 
of the indenture security holders or would be in violation of appli-
cable law. Such written statement shall specify the basis of such 
opinion. After opportunity for hearing upon the objections specified 
in the written statement so filed, the Commission may, and if 
demanded by such trustee or by such applicants shall, enter an order 
either sustaining one or more of such objections or refusing to sustain 
any of them. If the Commission shall enter an order refusing to 
sustain any of such objections, or if, after the entry of an order sus-
taining one or more of such objections, the Commission shall find, 
after notice and opportunity for hearing, that all objections so sus-
tained have been met, and shall enter an order so declaring, such 
trustee shall mail copies of such material to all such indenture secur-
ity holders with reasonable promptness after the entry of such order 
and the renewal of such tender. 

"(c) The disclosure of any such information as to the names and 
addresses of the indenture security holders in accordance with the 
provisions of this section, regardless of the source from which such 
information was derived, shall not be deemed to be a violation of 
any existing law, or of any law hereafter enacted which does not 
specifically refer to this section, nor shall such trustee be held account-
able by reason of mailing any material pursuant to a request made 
under subsection (b) of this section. 

"REPORTS BY INDENTURE TRUSTEE 

"SEc. 313. (a) The indenture to be qualified shall contain provi-
sions requiring the indenture trustee to transmit to the indenture 
security holders as hereinafter provided, at stated intervals of not 
more than 12 months, a brief report with respect to— 

"(1) its eligibility and its qualifications under section 310, or 
in lieu thereof, if to the best of its knowledge it has continued to 
be eligible and qualified under such section, a written statement 
to such effect; 

"(2) the character and amount of any advances made by it, 
as indenture trustee, which remain unpaid on the date of such 
report, and for the reimbursement of which it claims or may 
claim a lien or charge, prior to that of the indenture securities, 
on the trust estate or on property or funds held or collected by 
it as such trustee, if such advances so remaining unpaid aggre-
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gate more than one-half of 1 per centum of the principal amount
of the indenture securities outstanding on such date;

"(3) the amount, interest rate, and maturity date of all other
indebtedness owing to it in its individual capacity, on the date of
such report, by the obligor upon the indenture securities, with
a brief description of any property held as collateral security
therefor, except an indebtedness based upon a creditor relation-
ship arising in any manner described in paragraphs (2), (3),
(4), or (6) of subsection (b) of section 311;

"(4) the property and funds physically in its possession as
indenture trustee on the date of such report;

"(5) any release, or release and substitution, of property sub-
ject to the lien of the indenture (and the consideration therefor,
if any) which it has not previously reported;

"(6) any additional issue of indenture securities which it has
not previously reported; and

"(7) any action taken by it in the performance of its duties
under the indenture which it has not previously reported and
which in its opinion materially affects the indenture securities
or the trust estate, except action in respect of a default, notice of
which has been or is to be withheld by it in accordance with an
indenture provision authorized by subsection (b) of section 315.

"(b) The indenture to be qualified shall also contain provisions
requiring the indenture trustee to transmit to the indenture security
holders as hereinafter provided, within the times hereinafter specified,
a brief report with respect to-

"(1) the release, or release and substitution, of property sub-
ject to the lien of the indenture (and the consideration therefor,
if any) unless the fair value of such property, as set forth in
the certificate or opinion required by paragraph (1) of subsec-
tion (d) of section 314, is less than 10 per centum of the principal
amount of indenture securities outstanding at the time of such
release, or such release and substitution, such report to be so
transmitted within 90 days after such time; and

"(2) the character and amount of any advances made by it as
such since the date of the last report transmitted pursuant to the
provisions of subsection (a) (or if no such report has yet been
so transmitted, since the date of execution of the indenture), for
the reimbursement of which it claims or may claim a lien or
charge, prior to that of the indenture securities, on the trust
estate or on property or funds held or collected by it as such
trustee, and which it has not previously reported pursuant to this
paragraph, if such advances remaining unpaid at any time aggre-
gate more than 10 per centum of the principal amount of inden-
ture securities outstanding at such time, such report to be so
transmitted within 90 days after such time.

"(c) The indenture to be qualified shall also provide that reports
pursuant to this section shall be transmitted by mail-

"(1) to all registered holders of indenture securities, as the
names and addresses of such holders appear upon the registration
books of the obligor upon the indenture securities;

"(2) to such holders of indenture securities as have, within the
two years preceding such transmission, filed their names and
addresses with the indenture trustee for that purpose; and

"(3) except in the case of reports pursuant to subsection (b)
of this section, to all holders of indenture securities whose names
and addresses have been furnished to or received by the indenture
trustee pursuant to section 312.
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gate more than one-half of 1 per centum of the principal amount 
of the indenture securities outstanding on such date; 

"(3) the amount, interest rate, and maturity date of all other 
indebtedness owing to it in its individual capacity, on the date of 
such report, by the obligor upon the indenture securities, with 
a brief description of any property held as collateral security 
therefor, except an indebtedness based upon a creditor relation-
ship arising in any manner described in paragraphs (2), (3), 
(4), or (6) of subsection (b) of section 311; 
"(4) the property and funds physically in its possession as 

indenture trustee on the date of such report; 
"(5) any release, or release and substitution, of property sub-

ject to the lien of the indenture (and the consideration therefor, 
if any) which it has not previously. reported; 

"(6) any additional issue of indenture securities which it has 
not previously reported; and 

"(7) any action taken by it in the performance of its duties 
under the indenture which it has not previously reported and 
which in its opinion materially affects the indenture securities 
or the trust estate, except action in respect of a default, notice of 
which has been or is to be withheld by it in accordance with an 
indenture provision authorized by subsection (b) of section 315. 

"(b) The indenture to be qualified shall also contain provisions 
requiring the indenture trustee to transmit to the indenture security 
holders as hereinafter provided, within the times hereinafter specified, 
a brief report with respect to— 

" (1) the release, or release and substitution2 of property sub-
je,ct to the lien of the indenture (and the consideration therefor, 
if any) unless the fair value of such property, as set forth in 
the certificate or opinion required by paragraph (1) of subsec-
tion (d) of section 314, is less than 10 per centum of the principal 
amount of indenture securities outstanding at the time of such 
release, or such release and substitution, such report to be so 
transmitted within 90 days after such time; and 

"(2) the character and amount of any advances made by it as 
such .since the date of the last report transmitted pursuant to the 
provisions of subsection (a) (or if no such report has yet been 
so transmitted, since the date of execution of the indenture), for 
the reimbursement of which it claims or may claim a lien or 
charge, prior to that of the indenture securities, on the trust 
estate or on property or funds held or collected by it as such 
trustee, and which it has not previously reported pursuant to this 
paragraph, if such advances remaining unpaid at any time aggre-
gate more than 10 per centum of the principal amount of inden-
ture securities outstanding at such time, such report to be so 
transmitted within 90 days after such time. 

"(c) The indenture to he qualified shall also provide that reports 
pursuant to this section shall be transmitted by mail— 

"(1) to all registered holders of indenture securities as the 
names and addresses of such holders appear upon the registration 
books of the obligor upon the indenture securities; 

"(2) to such holders of indenture securities as have, within the 
two years preceding such transmission, filed their names and 
addresses with the indenture trustee for that purpose; and 

"(3) except in the case of reports pursuant to subsection (b) 
of this section, to all holders of indenture securities whose names 
and addresses have been furnished to or received by the indenture 
trustee pursuant to section 312. 
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"(d) The indenture to be qualified shall also provide that a copy
of each such report shall, at the time of such transmission to indenture
security holders, be filed with each stock exchange upon which the
indenture securities are listed, and also with the Commission.

"REPORTS BY OBLIGOR; EVIDENCE OF COMPLIANCE WITH INDENTURE
PROVISIONS

"Periodic Reports

"SEC. 314. (a) The indenture to be qualified shall contain provisions
requiring each person who, as set forth in the registration statement
or application, is or is to be an obligor upon the indenture securities
covered thereby-

"(1) to file with the indenture trustee copies of the annual
reports and of the information, documents, and other reports (or
copies of such portions of any of the foregoing as the Commis-
sion may by rules and regulations prescribe) which such obligor
is required to file with the Commission pursuant to section 13 or
section 15 (d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934; or, if the
obligor is not required to file information, documents, or reports
pursuant to either of such sections, then to file with the indenture
trustee and the Commission, in accordance with rules and regula-
tions prescribed by the Commission, such of the supplementary
and periodic information, documents, and reports which may be
required pursuant to section 13 of the Securities Exchange Act of
1934, in respect of a security listed and registered on a national
securities exchange as may be prescribed in such rules and regu-
lations;

"(2) to file with the indenture trustee and the Commission, in
accordance with rules and regulations prescribed by the Commis-
sion, such additional information, documents, and reports with
respect to compliance by such obligor with the conditions and
covenants provided for in the indenture, as may be required by
such rules and regulations, including, in the case of annual reports,
if required by such rules and regulations, certificates or opl)ions
of independent public accountants, conlforming to the require-
ments of subsection (e) of this section, as to compliance with con-
ditions or covenants, compliance with which is subject to verifica-
tion by accountants, but no such certificate or opinion shall be
required as to any matter specified in clauses (A), (B), or (C)
of paragraph (3) of subsection (c); and

(3) to transmit to the holders of the indenture securities upon
which such person is an obligor, in the manner and to the extent
provided in subsection (c) of section 313, such summaries of any
information, documents, and reports required to be filed by such
obligor pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (1) or (2) of
this subsection as may be required by rules and regulations pre-
scribed by the Commission.

The rules and regulations prescribed under this subsection shall be
such as are necessary or appropriate in the public interest or for the
protection of investors, having due regard to the types of indentures,
and the nature of the business of the class of obligors affected thereby,
and the amount of indenture securities outstanding under such inden-
tures, and, in the case of any such rules and regulations prescribed
after the indentures to which they apply have been qualified under
this title, the additional expense, if any, of complying with such rules
and regulations. Such rules and regulations may be prescribed either
before or after qualification becomes effective as to any such indenture.
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"(d) The indenture to be qualified shall also provide that a copy 
of each such report shall, at the time of such transmission to indenture 
security holders, be filed with each stock exchange upon which the 
indenture securities are listed, and also with the Commission. 

"REPORTS BY OBLIGOR; EVIDENCE OF COMPLIANCE WITH INDENTURE 

PROVISIONS 

"Periodic Reports 

"SEc. 314. (a) The indenture to be qualified shall contain provisions 
requiring each person who, as set forth in the registration statement 
or application, is or is to be an obligor upon the indenture securities 
covered thereby— 

"(1) to file with the indenture trustee copies of the annual 
reports and of the information, documents, and other reports (or 
copies of such portions of any of the foregoing as the Commis-
sion may by rules and regulations prescribe) which such obligor 
is required to file with the Commission pursuant to section 13 or 
section 15 (d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934; or, if the 
obligor is not required to file information, documents or reports 
pursuant to either of such sections, then to file with the indenture 
trustee and the Commission, in accordance with rules and regula-
tions prescribed by the Commission such of the supplementary 
and periodic information, document; and reports which may be 
required pursuant to section 13 of the Securities Exchange Act of 
1934, in respect of a security listed and registered on a national 
securities exchange as may be prescribed in such rules and regu-
lations; 

"(2) to file with the indenture trustee and the Commission, in 
accordance with rules and regulations prescribed by the Commis-
sion, such additional information documents, and reports with 
respect to compliance by such obligor with the conditions and 
covenants provided for in the indenture as may be required by 
such rules and regulations, including, in die case of annual reports, 
if required by such rules and regulations, certificates or opinons 
of independent public accountants, conforming to the require-
ments of subsection (e) of this section, as to compliance with con-
ditions or covenants, compliance with which is subject to verifica-
tion by accountants, but no such certificate or opinion shall be 
required as to any matter specified in clauses (A), (B), or (C) 
of paragraph (3) of subsection (c) ; and 

"(3) to transmit to the holders of the indenture securities upon 
which such person is an obligor, in the manner and to the extent 
provided in subsection (c) of section 313, such summaries of any 
information, documents, and reports required to be filed by such 
obligor pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (1) or (2) of 
this subsection as may be required by rules and regulations pre-
scribed by the Commission. 

The rules and regulations prescribed under this subsection shall be 
such as are necessary or appropriate in the public interest or for the 
protection of investors, having due regard to the types of indentures, 
and the nature of the business of the class of obligors affected thereby, 
and the amount of indenture securities outstanding under such inden-
tures, and, in the case of any such rules and regulations prescribed 
after the mdentures to which they apply have been qualified under 
this title, the additional expense, if any, of complying with such rules 
and regulations. Such rules and regulations may be prescribed either 
before or after qualification becomes effective as to any such indenture. 
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"Evidence of Recording of Indenture

"(b) If the indenture to be qualified is or is to be secured by the
mortgage or pledge of property, such indenture shall contain provi-
sions requiring the obligor upon the indenture securities to furnish to
the indenture trustee-

"(1) promptly after the execution and delivery of the inden-
ture, an opinion of counsel (who may be of counsel for such
obligor) either stating that in the opinion of such counsel the
indenture has been properly recorded and filed so as to make
effective the lien intended to be created thereby, and reciting the
details of such action, or stating that in the opinion of such
counsel no such action is necessary to make such lien effective;
and

"(2) at least annually after the execution and delivery of the
indenture, an opinion of counsel (who may be of counsel for such
obligor) either stating that in the opinion of such counsel such
action has been taken with respect to the recording, filing, re-re-
cording, and refiling of the indenture as is necessary to maintain
the lien of such indenture, and reciting the details of such action,
or stating that in the opinion of such counsel no such action is
necessary to maintain such lien.

"Evidence of Compliance With Conditions Precedent
Evi co- ) The indenture of to be qualified shall contain provisions requiringpliance with condi-

tions precedent the obligor upon the indenture securities to furnish to the indenture
trustee evidence of compliance with the conditions precedent, if any,
provided for in the indenture (including any covenants compliance
with which constitutes a condition precedent) which relate to the
authentication and delivery of the indenture securities, to the release
or the release and substitution of property subject to the lien of
the indenture, to the satisfaction and discharge of the indenture, or
to any other action to be taken by the indenture trustee at the request

Requirements. or upon the application of such obligor. Such evidence shall consist
of the following:

Certificates or opin- "(1) certificates or opinions made by officers of such obligor
crs of obligor. - who are specified in the indenture, stating that such conditions

precedent have been complied with;
Opinion ofcounsel. "(2) an opinion of counsel (who may be of counsel for such

obligor) stating that in his opinion such conditions precedent
have been complied with; and

Certificate or opin- "(3) in the case of conditions precedent compliance with whichion of an accountant,
when subject to ver- is subject to verification by accountants (such as conditions with
ifcation. respect to the preservation of specified ratios, the amount of net

quick assets, negative-pledge clauses, and other similar specific
conditions), a certificate or opinion of an accountant, who, in
the case of any such conditions precedent to the authentication
and delivery of indenture securities, and not otherwise, shall be
an independent public accountant selected or approved by the
indenture trustee in the exercise of reasonable care, if the aggre-
gate principal amount of such indenture securities and of other
identure securities authenticated and delivered since the com-
mencement of the then current calendar year (other than those
with respect to which a certificate or opinion of an accountant
is not required, or with respect to which a certificate or opinion
of an independent public accountant has previously been fur-
nished) is 10 per centum or more of the aggregate amount of the
indenture securities at the time outstanding; but no certificate
or opinion need be made by any person other than an officer or
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"Evidence of Recording of Indenture 

"(b) If the indenture to be qualified is or is to be secured by the 
mortgage or pledge of property, such indenture shall contain provi-
sions requiring the obligor upon the indenture securities to furnish to 
the indenture trustee— 

" (1) promptly after the execution and delivery of the inden-
ture, an opinion of counsel (who may be of counsel for such 
obligor) either stating that in the opinion of such counsel the 
indenture has been properly recorded and filed so as to make 
effective the lien intended to be created thereby, and reciting the 
details of such action, or stating that in the opinion of such 
counsel no such action is necessary to make such lien effective; 
and 

"(2) at least annually after the execution and delivery of the 
indenture, an opinion of counsel (who may be of counsel for such 
obligor) either stating that in the opinion of such counsel such 
action has been taken with respect to the recording, filing, re-re-
cording, and refiling of the indenture as is necessary to maintain 
the lien of such indenture, and reciting the details of such action, 
or stating that in the opinion of such counsel no such action is 
necessary to maintain such lien. 

"Evidence of Compliance With Conditions Precedent 

"(c) The indenture to be qualified shall contain provisions requiring 
the obligor upon the indenture securities to furnish to the indenture 
trustee evidence of compliance with the conditions precedent, if any, 
provided for in the indenture (including any covenants compliance 
with which constitutes a condition precedent) which relate to the 
authentication and delivery of the indenture securities to the release 
or the release and substitution of property subject lo the lien of 
the indenture, to the satisfaction and discharge of the indenture, or 
to any other action to be taken by the indenture trustee at the request 
or upon the application of such obligor. Such evidence shall consist 
of the following: 

"(1) certificates or opinions made by officers of such obligor 
who are specified in the indenture, stating that such conditions 
precedent have been complied with; 

"(2) an opinion of counsel (who may be of counsel for such 
obligor) stating that in his opinion such conditions precedent 
have been complied with; and 
" (3) in the case of conditions precedent compliance with which 

is subject to verification by accountants (such as conditions with 
respect to the preservation of specified ratios, the amount of net 
quick assets, negative-pledge clauses, and other similar specific 
conditions), a certificate or opinion of an accountant, who, in 
the case of any such conditions precedent to the authentication 
and delivery of indenture securities, and not otherwise, shall be 
an independent public accountant selected or approved by the 
indenture trustee in the exercise of reasonable care, if the aggre-
gate principal amount of such indenture securities and of other 
indenture securities authenticated and delivered since the com-
mencement of the then current calendar year (other than those 
with respect to which a certificate or opinion of an accountant 
is not required, or with respect to which a certificate or opinion 
of an independent public accountant has previously been fur-
nished) is 10 per centum or more of the aggregate amount of the 
indenture securities at the time outstanding; but no certificate 
or opinion need be made by any person other than an officer or 
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employee of such obligor who is specified in the indenture, as
to (A) dates or periods not covered by annual reports required
to be filed by the obligor, in the case of conditions precedent
which depend upon a state of facts as of a date or dates or for
a period or periods different from that required to be covered
by such annual reports, or (B) the amount and value of property
additions, except as provided in paragraph (3) of subsection
(d), or (C) the adequacy of depreciation, maintenance, or
repairs.

"Certificates of Fair Value

"(d) If the indenture to be qualified is or is to be secured by the
mortgage or pledge of property' or securities, such indenture shall
contain provisions-

"(1) requiring the obligor upon the indenture securities to
furnish to the indenture trustee a certificate or opinion of an
engineer, appraiser, or other expert as to the fair value of any
property or securities to be released from the lien of the inden-
ture, which certificate or opinion shall state that in the opinion
of the person making the same the proposed release will not
impair the security under such indenture in contravention of the
provisions thereof, and requiring further that such certificate or
opinion shall be made by an independent engineer, appraiser, or
other expert, if the fair value of such property or securities and
of all other property or securities released since the commence-
ment of the then current calendar year, as set forth in the cer-
tificates or opinions required by this paragraph, is 10 per centum
or more of the aggregate principal amount of the indenture
securities at the time outstanding; but such a certificate or opin-
ion of an independent engineer, appraiser, or other expert shall
not be required in the case of any release of property or securi-
ties, if the fair value thereof as set forth in the certificate or
opinion required by this paragraph is less than $25,000 or less
than 1 per centum of the aggregate principal amount of the
indenture securities at the time outstanding;

"(2) requiring the obligor upon the inidenlturel securities to
furnish to the indenture trustee a certificate or opinion of an
engineer, appraiser, or other expert as to the fair value to sueht
obligor of aniy securities (other than indentlure securities and
securities secured by a lien prior to the lien of the indenture upon
property subject to the lien of the indenture), the deposit of
which with the trustee is to be made the basis for the authenti-
cation and delivery of indenture securities, the withdrawal of
cash constituting a part of the trust estate or the release of
property or securities subject to the lien of the indenture, and
requiring further that if the fair value to such obligor of such
securities and of all other such securities made the basis of any
such authentication and delivery, withdrawal, or release since the
commencement of the then current calendar year, as set forth
in the certificates or opinions required by this paragraph, is 10
per centum or more of the aggregate principal amount of the
indenture securities at the time outstanding. such certificate or
opinion shall be made by an independent engineer, appraiser, or
other expert and, in the case of the authentication and delivery
of indenture securities, shall cover the fair value to such obligor
of all other such securities so deposited since the commencement
of the current calendar year as to which a certificate or opinion
of an independent engineer, appraiser, or other expert has not
previously been furnished; but such a certificate of an inde-
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employee of such obligor who is specified in the indenture, as 
to (A) dates or periods not covered by annual reports required 
to be filed by the obligor, in the case of conditions precedent 
which depend upon a state of facts as of a date or dates or for 
a period or periods different from that required to be covered 
by such annual reports, or (B) the amount and value of property 
additions, except as provided in paragraph (3) of subsection 
(d), or (C) the adequacy of depreciation, maintenance, or 
repairs. 

"Certificates of Fair Value 

"(d) If the indenture to be qualified is or is to be secured by the 
mortgage or pledge of property or securities, such indenture shall 
contain provisions— 

"(1) requiring the obligor upon the indenture securities to 
furnish to the indenture trustee a certificate or opinion of an 
engineer, appraiser, or other expert as to the fair value of any 
property or securities to be released from the lien of the inden-
ture, which certificate or opinion shall state that in the opinion 
of the person making the same the proposed release will not 
impair the security under such indenture in contravention of the 
provisions thereof, and requiring further that such certificate or 
opinion shall be made by an independent engineer, appraiser, or 
other expert, if the fair value of such property or securities and 
of all other property or securities released since the commence-
ment of the then current calendar year, as set forth in the cer-
tificates or opinions required by this paragraph, is 10 per centum 
or more of the aggregate principal amount of the indenture 
securities at the time outstanding; but such a certificate or opin-
ion of an independent engineer, appraiser, or other expert shall 
not be required in the case of any release of property or securi-
ties, if the fair value thereof as set forth in the certificate or 
opinion required by this paragraph is less than $25,000 or less 
than 1 per centum of the aggregate principal amount of the 
indenture securities at the time outstanding; 
"(2) requiring the obligor upon the indenture securities to 

furnish to the indenture trustee a certificate or opinion of an 
engineer, appraiser, or other expert as to the fair value to such 
obligor of any securities (other than indenture securities and 
securities secured by a lien prior to the lien of the indenture upon 
property subject to the lien of the indenture), the deposit of 
which with the trustee is to be made the basis for the authenti-
cation and delivery of indenture securities, the withdrawal of 
cash constituting a part of the trust estate or the release of 
property or securities subject to the lien of the indenture, and 
requiring further that if the fair value to such obligor of such 
securities and of all other such securities made the basis of any 
such authentication and delivery, withdrawal, or release since the 
commencement of the then current calendar. year, as set forth 
in the certificates or opinions required by this paragraph, is 10 
per centum or more of the aggregate principal amount of the 
indenture securities at the time outstanding. such certificate or 
opinion shall be made by an independent engineer, appraiser, or 
other expert and, in the case of the authentication and delivery 
of indenture securities, shall cover the fair value to such obligor 
of all other such securities so deposited since the commencement 
of the current calendar year as to which a certificate or opinion 
of an independent engineer, appraiser, or other expert has not 
previously been furnished; but such a certificate of an inde-
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pendent engineer, appraiser, or other expert shall not be required
with respect to any securities so deposited, if the fair value
thereof to such obligor as set forth in the certificate or opinion
required by this paragraph is less than $25,000 or less than 1 per
centum of the aggregate principal amount of the indenture
securities at the time outstanding; and

"(3) requiring the obligor upon the indenture securities to
furnish to the indenture trustee a certificate or opinion of an
engineer, appraiser, or other expert as to the fair value to such
obligor of any property the subjection of which to the lien of
the indenture is to be made the basis for the authentication and
delivery of indenture securities, the withdrawal of cash consti-
tuting a part of the trust estate, or the release of property or
securities subject to the lien of the indenture, and requiring fur-
ther that if

"(A) within six months prior to the date of acquisition
thereof by such obligor, such property has been used or
operated, by a person or persons other than such obligor, in
a business similar to that in which it has been or is to be
used or operated by such obligor, and

"(B) the fair value to such obligor of such property as
set forth in such certificate or opinion is not less than
$25,000 and not less than 1 per centum of the aggregate
principal amount of the indenture securities at the time
outstanding,

such certificate or opinion shall be made by an independent
engineer, appraiser, or other expert and, in the case of the
authentication and delivery of indenture securities, shall cover
the fair value to the obligor of any property so used or operated
which has been so subjected to the lien of the indenture since
the commencement of the then current calendar year, and as
to which a certificate or opinion of an independent engineer,
appraiser, or other expert has not previously been furnished.

If the indenture to be qualified so provides, any such certificate or
opinion may be made by an officer or employee of the obligor upon
the indenture securities who is specified in the indenture, except in
cases in which this subsection requires that such certificate or opinion
be made by an independent person. In such cases, such certificate
or opinion shall be made by an independent engineer, appraiser, or
other expert selected or approved by the indenture trustee in the
exercise of reasonable care.

"Recitals as to Basis of Certificate or Opinion

"(e) Each certificate or opinion with respect to compliance with
a condition or covenant provided for in the indenture shall include
(1) a statement that the person making such certificate or opinion
has read such covenant or condition; (2) a brief statement as to the
nature and scope of the examination or investigation upon which
the statements or opinions contained in such certificate or opinion
are based; (3) a statement that, in the opinion of such person, he
has made such examination or investigation as is necessary to enable
him to express an informed opinion as to whether or not such cove-
nant or condition has been complied with; and (4) a statement as
to whether or not, in the opinion of such person, such condition or
covenant has been complied with.

"Parties May Provide for Additional Evidence

vide for addition (f) Nothing in this section shall be construed either as requiring
evidence. the inclusion in the indenture to be qualified of provisions that the
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pendent engineer, appraiser, or other expert shall not be required 
with respect to any securities so deposited, if the fair value 
thereof to such obligor as set forth in the certificate or opinion 
required by this paragraph is less than $25,000 or less than 1 per 
centum of the aggregate principal amount of the indenture 
securities at the time outstanding; and 

"(3) requiring the obligor upon the indenture securities to 
furnish to the indenture trustee a certificate or opinion of an 
engineer, appraiser, or other expert as to the fair value to such 
obligor of any property the subjection of which to the lien of 
the indenture is to be made the basis for the authentication and 
delivery of indenture securities, the withdrawal of e.ash consti-
tuting a part of the trust estate, or the release of property or 
securities subject to the lien of the indenture, and requiring fur-
ther that if 

"(A) within six months prior to the date of acquisition 
thereof by such obligor, such property has been used or 
operated, by a person or persons other than such obligor, in 
a business similar to that in which it has been or is to be 
used or operated by such obligor, and 
"(B) the fair value to such obligor of such property as 

set forth in such certificate or opinion is not less than 
$25,000 and not less than 1 per centum of the aggregate 
principal amount of the indenture securities at the time 
outstanding, 

such certificate or opinion shall be made by an independent 
engineer, appraiser, or other expert and, in the case of the 
authentication and delivery of indenture securities, shall cover 
the fair value to the obligor of any property so used or operated 
which has been so subjected to the lien of the indenture since 
the commencement of the then current calendar year, and as 
to which a certificate or opinion of an independent engineer, 
appraiser, or other expert has not previously been furnished. 

If the indenture to be qualified so provides, any such certificate or 
opinion may be made by an officer or employee of the obligor upon 
the indenture securities who is specified in the indenture, except in 
cases in which this subsection requires that such certificate or opinion 
be made by an independent person. In such cases, such certificate 
or opinion shall be made by an independent engineer, appraiser, or 
other expert selected or approved by the indenture trustee in the 
exercise of reasonable care. 

"Recitals as to Basis of Certificate or Opinion 

"(e) Each certificate or opinion with respect to compliance with 
a condition or covenant provided for in the indenture shall include 
(1) a statement that the person making such certificate or opinion 
has read such covenant or condition; (2) a brief statement as to the 
nature and scope of the examination or investigation upon which 
the statements or opinions contained in such certificate or opinion 
are based; (3) a statement that, in the .opinion of such person, he 
has made such examination or investigation as is necessary to enable 
him to express an informed opinion as to whether or not such cove-
nant or condition has been complied with; and (4) a statement as 
to whether or not, in the opinion of such person, such condition or 
covenant has been complied with. 

"Parties May Provide for Additional Evidence 

"(f) Nothing in this section shall be construed either as requiring 
the inclusion in the indenture to be qualified of provisions that the 
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obligor upon the indenture securities shall furnish to the indenture
trustee any other evidence of compliance with the conditions and
covenants provided for in the indenture than the evidence specified
in this section, or as preventing the inclusion of such provisions in
such indenture, if the parties so agree.

"'DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITY OF THE TRUSTEE

"Duties Prior to Default

"SEc. 315. (a) The indenture to be qualified may provide that,
prior to default (as such term is defined in such indenture)-

"(1) the indenture trustee shall not be liable except for the
performance of such duties as are specifically set out in such
indenture; and

"(2) the indenture trustee may conclusively rely, as to the
truth of the statements and the correctness of the opinions
expressed therein, in the absence of bad faith on the part of
such trustee, upon certificates or opinions conforming to the
requirements of the indenture;

but such indenture shall contain provisions requiring the indenture
trustee to examine the evidence furnished to it pursuant to section
314 to determine whether or not such evidence conforms to the
requirements of the indenture.

"Notice of Defaults

"(b) The indenture to be qualified shall contain provisions requir-
ing the indenture trustee to give to the indenture security holders, in
the manner and to the extent provided in subsection (c) of section
313, notice of all defaults known to the trustee, within ninety days
after the occurrence thereof: Provided, That such indenture may
provide that, except in the case of default in the payment of the prin-
cipal of or interest on any indenture security, or in the payment of
any sinking or purchase fund installment, the trustee shall be pro-
tected in withholding such notice if and so long as the board of
directors, the executive committee, or a trust committee of directors
and/or responsible officers, of the trustee in good faith determine that
the withholding of such notice is in the interests of the indenture
security holders.

"Duties of the Trustee in Case of Default

"(c) The indenture to be qualified shall contain provisions requir-
ing the indenture trustee to exercise in case of default (as such term
is defined in such indenture) such of the rights and powers vested
in it by such indenture, and to use the same degree of care and skill
in their exercise, as a prudent man would exercise or use under the
circumstances in the conduct of his own affairs.

"Responsibility of the Trustee

"(d) The indenture to be qualified shall not contain any provisions
relieving the indenture trustee from liability for its own negligent
action, its own negligent failure to act, or its own willful misconduct,
except that-

"(1) such indenture may contain the provisions authorized by
paragraphs (1) and (2) of subsection (a) of this section;

"(2) such indenture may contain provisions protecting the
indenture trustee from liability for any error of judgment made
in good faith by a responsible officer or officers of such trustee,
unless it shall be proved that such trustee was negligent in ascer-
taining the pertinent facts; and
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obligor upon the indenture securities shall furnish to the indenture 
trustee any other evidence of compliance with the conditions and 
covenants provided for in the indenture than the evidence specified 
in this section, or as preventing the inclusion of such provisions in 
such indenture, if the parties so agree. 

"DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITY OF THE TRUSTEE 

"Duties Prior to Default 

"Szo. 315. (a) The indenture to be qualified may provide that, 
prior to default (as such term is defined in such indenture)— 

"(1) the indenture trustee shall not be liable except for the 
performance of such duties as are specifically set out in such 
indenture; and 

"(2) the indenture trustee may conclusively rely, as to the 
truth of the statements and the correctness of the opinions 
expressed therein, in the absence of bad faith on the part of 
such trustee, upon certificates or opinions conforming to the 
requirements of the indenture; 

but such indenture shall contain provisions requiring the indenture 
trustee to examine the evidence furnished to it pursuant to section 
314 to determine whether or not such evidence conforms to the 
requirements of the indenture. 

"Notice of Defaults 

"(b) The indenture to be qualified shall contain provisions requir-
ing the indenture trustee to give to the indenture security holders, in 
the manner and to the extent provided in subsection (c) of section 
313, notice of all defaults known to the trustee, within ninety days 
after the occurrence thereof: Provided, That such indenture may 
provide that, except in the case of default in the payment of the prin-
cipal of or interest on any indenture security, or in the payment of 
any sinking or purchase fund installment, the trustee shall be pro-
tected in withholding such notice if and so long as the board of 
directors, the executive committee, or a trust committee of directors 
and/or responsible officers, of the trustee in good faith determine that 
the withholding of such notice is in the interests of the indenture 
security holders. 

"Duties of the Trustee in Case of Default 

"(c) The indenture to be qualified shall contain provisions requir-
ing the indenture trustee to exercise in case of default (as such term 
is defined in such indenture) such of the rights and powers vested 
in it by such indenture, and to use the same degree of care and skill 
in their exercise, as a prudent man would exercise or use under the 
circumstances in the conduct of his own affairs. 

"Responsibility of the Trustee 

"(d) The indenture to be qualified shall not contain any provisions 
relieving the indenture trustee from liability for its own negligent 
action, its own negligent failure to act, or its own willful misconduct, 
except that— 

"(1) such indenture may contain the provisions authorized by 
paragraphs (1) and (2) of subsection (a) of this section; 

"(2) such indenture may, contain provisions protecting the 
indenture trustee from liability for any error of judgment made 
in good faith by a responsible officer or officers of such trustee, 
unless it shall be proved that such trustee was negligent in ascer-
taining the pertinent facts; and 
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"(3) such indenture may contain provisions protecting the
indenture trustee with respect to any action taken or omitted
to be taken by it in good faith in accordance with the direction
of the holders of not less than a majority in principal amount
of the indenture securities at the time outstanding (determined
as provided in subsection (a) of section 316) relating to the
time, method, and place of conducting any proceeding for any
remedy available to such trustee, or exercising any trust or power
conferred upon such trustee, under such indenture.

"Undertaking for Costs

"(e) The indenture to be qualified may contain provisions to the
effect that all parties thereto, including the indenture security holders,
agree that the court may in its discretion require, in any suit for the
enforcement of any right or remedy under such indenture, or in any
suit against the trustee for any action taken or omitted by it as trustee,
the filing by any party litigant in such suit of an undertaking to
pay the costs of such suit, and that such court may in its discretion
assess reasonable costs, including reasonable attorneys' fees, against
any party litigant in such suit, having due regard to the merits and
good faith of the claims or defenses made by such party litigant:
Provided, That the provisions of this subsection shall not apply to any
suit instituted by such trustee, to any suit instituted by any indenture
security holder, or group of indenture security holders, holding in
the aggregate more than 10 per centum in principal amount of the
indenture securities outstanding, or to any suit instituted by any
indenture security holder for the enforcement of the payment of the
principal of or interest on any indenture security, on or after the
respective due dates expressed in such indenture security.

"DIRECTIONS AND WAIVERS BY BONDHOLDERS; PROHIBITION OF IMPAIRMENT
OF HOLDER'S RIGHT TO PAYMENT

Directions and "SEC. 316. (a) The indenture to be qualified may contain pro-waivers by bond-
holders. visions-

Direction of pro- "(1) authorizing the holders of not less than a majority in
available to trustee, principal amount of the indenture securities at the time out-
etc. standing (A) to direct the time, method, and place of conduct-

ing any proceeding for any remedy available to such trustee, or
exercising any trust or power conferred upon such trustee under

Consent to waiver such indenture, or (B) on behalf of the holders of all such
of past default. indenture securities, to consent to the waiver of any past default

and its consequences; or
Consent to post- "(2) authorizing the holders of not less than 75 per centum inponement of any In-

terest payment for principal amount of the indenture securities at the time out-
designated period. standing to consent on behalf of the holders of all such indenture

securities to the postponement of any interest payment for a
period not exceeding three years from its due date.

Exclusion of securi- For the purposes of this subsection and paragraph (3) of subsectionties owned by obligor,
etc., in determining (d) of section 315, in determining whether the holders of the required
whetherrequired er principal amount of indenture securities have concurred in any such

direction or consent, indenture securities owned by any obligor upon
the indenture securities, or by any person directly or indirectly con-
trolling or controlled by or under direct or indirect common control

Qualification. with any such obligor, shall be disregarded, except that for the pur-
poses of determining whether the indenture trustee shall be protected
n relying on any such direction or consent, only indenture securities

which such trustee knows are so owned shall be so disregarded.
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"(3) such indenture may contain provisions protecting the 
indenture trustee with respect to any action taken or omitted 
to be taken by it in good faith in accordance with the direction 
of the holders of not less than a majority in principal amount 
of the indenture securities at the time outstanding (determined 
as provided in subsection (a) of section 316) relating to the 
time, method, and place of conducting any proceeding for any 
remedy available to such trustee, or exercising any trust or power 
conferred upon such trustee, under such indenture. 

"Undertaking for Costs 

"(e) The indenture to be qualified may contain provisions to the 
effect that all parties thereto, including the indenture security holders, 
agree that the court may in its discretion require, in any suit for the 
enforcement of any right or remedy under such indenture, or in any 
suit against the trustee for any action taken or omitted by it as trustee, 
the filing by any party litigant in such suit of an undertaking to 
pay the costs of such suit, and that such court may in its discretion 
assess reasonable costs, including reasonable attorneys' fees, against 
any party litigant in such suit, having due regard to the merits and 
good faith of the claims or defenses made by such party litigant: 
Provided, That the provisions of this subsection shall not apply to any 
suit instituted by such trustee, to any suit instituted by any indenture 
security holder, or group of indenture security holders, holding in 
the aggregate more than 10 per centum in principal amount of the 
indenture securities outstanding, or to any suit instituted by any 
indenture security holder for the enforcement of the payment of the 
principal of or interest on any indenture security, on or after the 
respective due dates expressed in such indenture security. 

"DIRECTIONS AND WAIVERS BY BONDHOLDERS; PROHIBITION OF IMPAIRMENT 
OF HOLDER'S RIGHT TO PAYMENT 

"SEC. 316. (a) The indenture to be qualified may contain pro-
visions— 

"(1) authorizing the holders of not less than a majority in 
principal amount of the indenture securities at the time out-
standing (A) to direct the time, method, and place of conduct-
ing any proceeding for any remedy available to such trustee, or 
exercising any trust or power conferred upon such trustee, under 
such indenture, or (B) on behalf of the holders of all such 
indenture securities, to consent to the waiver of any past default 
and its consequences; or 

"(2) authorizing the holders of not less than 75 per centum in 
principal amount of the indenture securities at the time out-
standing to consent on behalf of the holders of all such indenture 
securities to the postponement of any interest payment for a 
period not exceeding three years from its due date. 

For the purposes of this subsection and paragraph (3) of subsection 
(d) of section 315, in determining whether the holders of the required 
principal amount of indenture securities have concurred in any such 
direction or consent, indenture securities owned by any obligor upon 
the indenture securities, or by any person directly or indirectly con-
trolling or controlled by or under direct or indirect common control 
with any such obligor, shall be disregarded, except that for the pur-
poses of determining whether the indenture trustee shall be protected 
in relying on any such direction or consent, only indenture securities 
which such trustee knows are so owned shall be so disregarded. 
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"(b) The indenture to be qualified shall provide that, notwith-
standing any other provision thereof, the right of any holder of any
indenture security to receive payment of the principal of and interest
on such indenture security, on or after the respective due dates
expressed in such indenture security, or to institute suit for the
enforcement of any such payment on or after such respective dates,
shall not be impaired or affected without the consent of such holder,
except as to a postponement of an interest payment consented to as
provided in paragraph (2) of subsection (a), and except that such
indenture may contain provisions limiting or denying the right of any
such holder to institute any such suit, if and to the extent that the
institution or prosecution thereof or the entry of judgment therein
would, under applicable law, result in the surrender, impairment,
waiver, or loss of the lien of such indenture upon any property
subject to such lien.

"SPECIAL POWERS OF TRUSTEE; DU'LES OF PAYING AGENTS

"SEC. 317. (a) The indenture to be qualified shall contain
provisions-

"(1) authorizing the indenture trustee, in the case of a default
in payment of the principal of any indenture security, when and
as the same shall become due and payable, or in the case of a
default in payment of the interest on any such security, when
and as the same shall become due and payable and the continu-
ance of such default for such period as may be prescribed in such
indenture, to recover judgment, in its own name and as trustee
of an express trust, against the obligor upon the indenture
securities for the whole amount of such principal and interest
remaining unpaid; and

"(2) authorizing such trustee to file such proofs of claim and
other papers or documents as may be necessary or advisable in
order to have the claims of such trustee and of the indenture
security holders allowed in any judicial proceedings relative to
the obligor upon the indenture securities, its creditors, or its
property.

"(b) The indenture to be qualified shall provide that each paying
agent shall hold in trust for the benefit of the indenture security
holders or the indenture trustee all sums held by such paying agent
for the payment of the principal of or interest on the indenture secur-
ities, and shall give to such trustee notice of any default by any
obligor upon the indenture securities in the making of any such
payment.

"'EFFECT OF PRESCRIBED INDENTURE PROVISIONS

"SEC. 318. (a) The indenture to be qualified shall provide that if
any provision thereof limits, qualifies, or conflicts with another pro-
vision which is required to be included in such indenture by any of
sections 310 to 317, inclusive, such required provision shall control.

"(b) The indenture to be qualified may contain, in addition to
provisions specifically authorized under this title to be included
therein, any other provisions the inclusion of which is not in contra-
vention of any provision of this title.

"RULES, REGULATIONS, AND ORDERS

"SEC. 319. (a) The Commission shall have authority from time to
time to make, issue, amend, and rescind such rules and regulations
and such orders as it may deem necessary or appropriate in the
public interest or for the protection of investors to carry out the pro-
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"(b) The indenture to be qualified shall provide that, notwith-
standing any other provision thereof, the right of any holder of any 
indenture security to receive payment of the principal of and interest 
on such indenture security, on or after the respective due dates 
expressed in such indenture security, or to institute suit for the 
enforcement of any such payment on or after such respective dates, 
shall not be impaired or affected without the consent of such holder, 
except as to a postponement of an interest payment consented to as 
provided in paragraph (2) of subsection (a), and except that such 
indenture may contain provisions limiting or denying the right of any 
such holder to institute any such suit, if and to the extent that the 
institution or prosecution thereof or the entry of judgment therein 
would, under applicable law, result in the surrender, impairment, 
waiver, or loss of the lien of such indenture upon any property 
subject to such lien. 

"SPECIAL POWERS OF TRUSTEE; DUTIES OF PAYING AGENTS 

"SEC. 317. (a) The indenture to be qualified shall contain 
provisions— 

"(1) authorizing the indenture trustee, in the case of a default 
in payment of the principal of any indenture security, when and 
as the same shall become due and payable, or in the case of a 
default in payment of the interest on. any such security, when 
and as the same shall become due and payable and the continu-
ance of such default for such period as may be prescribed in such 
indenture, to recover judgment, in its own name and as trustee 
of an express trust, against the obligor upon the indenture 
securities for the whole amount of such principal and interest 
remaining unpaid; and 

"(2) authorizing such trustee to file such proofs of claim and 
other papers or documents as may be necessary or advisable in 
order to have the claims of such trustee and of the indenture 
security holders allowed in any judicial proceedings relative to 
the obligor upon the indenture securities, its creditors, or its 
property.. 

"(b) The indenture to be qualified shall provide that each paying 
agent shall hold in trust for the benefit of the indenture security 
holders or the indenture trustee all sums held by such paying agent 
for the payment of the principal of or interest on the indenture secur-
ities, and shall give to such trustee notice of any default by any 
obligor upon the indenture securities in the making of any such 
payment. 

"EFFECT OF PRESCRIBED INDENTURE PROVISIONS 

"SEc. 318. (a) The indenture to be qualified shall provide that if 
any provision thereof limits, qualifies, or conflicts with another pro-
vision which is required to be included in such indenture by any of 
sections 310 to 317, inclusive, such required provision shall control. 
"(b) The indenture to be qualified may contain, in addition to 

provisions specifically authorized under this title to be included 
therein, any other provisions the inclusion of which is not in contra-
vention of any provision of this title. 

"RULES, REGULATIONS, AND ORDERS 

"SEC. 319. (a) The Commission shall have authority from time to 
time to make, issue, amend, and rescind such rules and regulations 
and such orders as it may deem necessary or appropriate in the 
public interest or for the protection of investors to carry out the pro-
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visions of this title, including rules and regulations defining account-
ing, technical, and trade terms used in this title. Among other
things, the Commission shall have authority, (1) by rules and regu-
lations, to prescribe for the purposes of section 310 (b) the method (to
be fixed in indentures to be qualified under this title) of calculating
percentages of voting securities and other securities; (2) by rules
and regulations, to prescribe the definitions of the terms 'cash transac-
tion' and 'self-liquidating paper' which shall be included in inden-
tures to be qualified under this title, which definitions shall include
such of the creditor relationships referred to in paragraphs (4) and
(6) of subsection (b) of section 311 as to which the Commission deter-
mines that the application of subsection (a) of such section is not
necessary in the public interest or for the protection of investors,
having due regard for the purposes of such subsection; and (3) for
the purposes of this title, to prescribe the form or forms in which
information required in any statement, application, report, or other
document filed with the Commission shall be set forth. For the pur-
pose of its rules or regulations the Commission may classify per-
sons, securities, indentures, and other matters within its jurisdiction
and prescribe different requirements for different classes of persons,
securities, indentures, or matters.

"(b) Subject to the provisions of the Federal Register Act and
regulations prescribed under the authority thereof, the rules and
regulations of the Commission under this title shall be effective upon
publication in the manner which the Commission shall prescribe, or
upon such later date as may be provided in such rules and regulations.

"(c) No provision of this title imposing any liability shall apply
to any act done or omitted in good faith in conformity with any rule,
regulation, or order of the Commission, notwithstanding that such
rule, regulation, or order may, after such act or omission, be
amended or rescinded or be determined by judicial or other authority
to be invalid for any reason.

"HEARINGS BY COMMISSION

"SEC. 320. Hearings may be public and may be held before the
Commission, any member or members thereof, or any officer or officers
of the Commission designated by it, and appropriate records thereof
shall be kept.

"SPECIAL POWERS OF THE COMMISSION

"SEC. 321. (a) For the purpose of any investigation or any other
proceeding which, in the opinion of the Commission, is necessary and
proper for the enforcement of this title, any member of the Commis-
sion, or any officer thereof designated by it, is empowered to admin-
ister oaths and affirmations, subpena witnesses, compel their attend-
ance, take evidence, and require the production of any books, papers,
correspondence, memoranda, contracts, agreements, or other records
which the Commission deems relevant or material to the inquiry.
Such attendance of witnesses and the production of any such books,
papers, correspondence, memoranda, contracts, agreements, or other
records may be required from any place in the United States or in
any Territory at any designated place of investigation or hearing.
In addition, the Commission shall have the powers with respect to
investigations and hearings, and with respect to the enforcement of,
and offenses and violations under, this title and rules and regulations
and orders prescribed under the authority thereof, provided in sec-
tions 20, 22 (b), and 22 (c) of the Securities Act of 1933.

"(b) The Treasury Department, the Comptroller of the Currency,
the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, the Federal
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visions of this title, including rules and regulations defining account-
ing, technical, and trade terms used in this title. Among other 
things, the Commission shall have authority, (1) by rules and regu-
lations, to prescribe for the purposes of section 310 (b) the method (to 
be fixed in indentures to be qualified under this title) of calculating 
percentages of voting securities and other securities; (2) by rules 
and regulations, to prescribe the definitions of the terms 'cash transac-
tion' and 'self-liquidating paper' which shall be included in inden-
tures to be qualified under this title, which definitions shall include 
such of the creditor relationships referred to in paragraphs (4) and 
(6) of subsection (b) of section 311 as to which the Commission deter-
mines that the application of subsection (a) of such section is not 
necessary in the public interest or for the protection of investors, 
having due regard for the purposes of such subsection; and (3) for 
the purposes of this title, to prescribe the form or forms in which 
information required in any statement, application, report, or other 
document filed with the Commission shall be set forth. For the pur-
pose of its rules or regulations the Commission may classify per-
sons, securities, indentures, and other matters within its jurisdiction 
and prescribe different requirements for different classes of persons, 
securities, indentures, or matters. 

"(b) Subject to the provisions of the Federal Register Act and 
regulations prescribed under the authority thereof, the rules and 
regulations of the Commission under this title shall be effective upon 
publication in the manner which the Commission shall prescribe, or 
upon such later date as may be provided in such rules and regulations. 

(c) No provision of this title imposing any liability shall apply 
to any act done or omitted in good faith in conformity with any rule, 
regulation, or order of the Commission, notwithstanding that such 
rule, regulation, or order may, after such act or omission, be 
amended or rescinded or be determined by judicial or other authority 
to be invalid for any reason. 

"HEARINGS BY COMMISSION 

"SEc. 320. Hearings may be public and may be held before the 
Commission, any member or members thereof, or any officer or officers 
of the Commission designated by it, and appropriate records thereof 
shall be kept. 

"SPECIAL POWERS OF THE COMMISSION 

"SEc. 321. (a) For the purpose of any investigation or any other 
proceeding which, in the opinion of the Commission' is necessary and 
proper for the enforcement of this title, any member of the Commis-
sion, or any officer thereof designated by it, is empowered to admin-
ister oaths and affirmations, subpena witnesses, compel their attend-
ance, take evidence, and require the production of any books, papers, 
correspondence, memoranda, contracts, agreements, or other records 
which the Commission deems relevant or material to the inquiry. 
Such attendance of witnesses and the production of any such books, 
papers, correspondence memoranda, contracts, agreements, or other 
records may be required from any place in the United States or in 
any Territory at any designated place of investigation or hearing. 
In addition, the Commission shall have the powers with respect to 
investigations and hearings, and with respect to the enforcement of, 
and offenses and violations under, this title and rules and regulations 
and orders prescribed under the authority thereof, provided in sec-
tions 20, 22 (b), and 22 (c) of the Securities Act of 1933. 
"(b) The Treasury Department, the Comptroller of the Currency, 

the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, the Federal 
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Reserve Banks, and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation are
hereby authorized, under such conditions as they may prescribe, to
make available to the Commission such reports, records, or other
information as they may have available with respect to trustees or
prospective trustees under indentures qualified or to be qualified
under this title, and to make through their examiners or other
employees for the use of the Commission, examinations of such trus-
tees or prospective trustees. Every such trustee or prospective trus-
tee shall, as a condition precedent to qualification of such indenture,
consent that reports of examinations by Federal, State, Territorial,
or District authorities may be furnished by such authorities to the
Commission upon request therefor.

"Notwithstanding any provision of this title, no report, record, or
other information made available to the Commission under this sub-
section, no report of an examination made under this subsection for
the use of the Commission, no report of an examination made of any
trustee or prospective trustee by any Federal, State, Territorial, or
District authority having jurisdiction to examine or supervise such
trustee, no report made by any such trustee or prospective trustee to
any such authority, and no correspondence between any such authority
and any such trustee or prospective trustee, shall be divulged or made
known or available by the Commission or any member, officer, agent,
or employee thereof, to any person other than a member officer
agent, or employee of the Commission: Provided, That the Commis-
sion may make available to the Attorney General of the United
States, in confidence, any information obtained from such records,
reports of examination, other reports, or correspondence, and deemed
necessary by the Commission, or requested by him, for the purpose
of enabling him to perform his duties under this title.

"(c) Any investigation of a prospective trustee, or any proceeding
or requirement for the purpose of obtaining information regarding
a prospective trustee, under any provision of this title, shall be
limited-

"(1) to determining whether such prospective trustee is quali-
fied to act as trustee under the provisions of subsection (b) of
section 310;

"(2) to requiring the inclusion in the registration statement
or application of information with respect to the eligibility of
such prospective trustee under paragraph (1) of subsection (a)
of such section 310; and

"(3) to requiring the inclusion in the registration statement or
application of the most recent published report of condition of
such prospective trustee, as described in paragraph (2) of such
subsection (a), or, if the indenture does not contain the provision
with respect to combined capital and surplus authorized by the
last sentence of paragraph (2) of subsection (a) of such section
310, to determining whether such prospective trustee is eligible
to act as such under such paragraph (2).

"(d) The provisions of section 4 (b) of the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934 shall be applicable with respect to the power off the
Commission to appoint and fix the compensation of such officers,
attorneys, examiners, and other experts, and such other officers and
employees, as may be necessary for carrying out its functions under
this title.

"COURT REVIEW OF ORDERS; JURISDICTION OF OFFENSES AND SUITS

"SEC. 322. (a) Orders of the Commission under this title (includ-
ing orders pursuant to the provisions of sections 305 (b) and 307 (c))
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Reserve Banks, and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation are 
hereby authorized, under such conditions as they may prescribe, to 
make available to the Commission such reports, records, or other 
information as they may have available with respect to trustees or 
prospective trustees under indentures qualified or to be qualified 
under this title, and to make through their examiners or other 
employees for the use of the Commission, examinations of such trus-
tees or prospective trustees. Every such trustee or prospective trus-
tee shall, as a condition precedent to qualification of such indenture, 
consent that reports of examinations by Federal, State, Territorial, 
or District authorities may be furnished by such authorities to the 
Commission upon request therefor. 
"Notwithstanding any provision of this title, no report, record, or 

other information made available to the Commission under this sub-
section, no report of an examination made under this subsection for 
the use of the Commission, no report of an examination made of any 
trustee or prospective trustee by any Federal, State, Territorial, or 
District authority having jurisdiction to examine or supervise such 
trustee, no report made by any such trustee or prospective trustee to 
any such authority, and no correspondence between any such authority 
and any such trustee or prospective trustee, shall be divulged or made 
known or available by the Commission or any member, officer, agent, 
or employee thereof, to any person other than a member, officer, 
agent, or employee of the Commission: Provided, That the Commis-
sion may make available to the Attorney General of the United 
States, in confidence, any information obtained from such records, 
reports of examination, other reports, or correspondence, and deemed 
necessary by the Commission, or requested by him, for the purpose 
of enabling him to perform his duties under this title. 

"(c) Any investigation of a prospective trustee, or any proceeding 
or requirement for the purpose of obtaining information regarding 
a prospective trustee, under any provision of this title, shall be 
limited— 

"(1) to determining whether such prospective trustee is quali-
fied to act as trustee under the provisions of subsection (b) of 
section 310; 
"(2) to requiring the inclusion in the registration statement 

or application of information with respect to the eligibility of 
such prospective trustee under paragraph (1) of subsection (a) 
of such section 310; and. 

"(3) to requiring the inclusion in the registration statement or 
application of the most recent published report of condition of 
such prospective trustee, as described in paragraph (2) of such 
subsection (a), or, if the indenture does not contain the provision 
with respect to combined capital and surplus authorized by the 
last sentence of paragraph (2) of subsection (a) of such section 
310, to determining whether such prospective trustee is eligible 
to act as such under such paragraph (2). 

"(d) The provisions of section 4 (b) of the Securities Exchange 
Act of 1934 shall be applicable with respect to the power of the 
Commission to appoint and fix the compensation of such officers, 
attorneys, examiners, and other experts, and such other officers and 
employees, as may be necessary for carrying out its functions under 
this title. 

"COURT REVIEW OF ORDERS; JURISDICTION OF OFFENSES AND SUITS 

"SEC. 322. (a) Orders of the Commission under this title (includ-
ing orders pursuant to the provisions of sections 305 (b) and 307 (c)) 
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shall be subject to review in the same manner, upon the same condi-
8 Sta. 8. 77i. tions, and to the same extent, as provided in section 9 of the Securi-

ties Act of 1933, with respect to orders of the Commission under such
Act.

fesesadntio utsof "(b) Jurisdiction of offenses and violations under, and jurisdictionfenses and suits.
and venue of suits and actions brought to enforce any liability cre-

48 Stat.86 ated by, this title, or any rules or regulations or orders prescribed
15U.s.c. 77v(a); under the authority thereof, shall be as provided in section 22 (a)

Supp. IV, 77v. of the Securities Act of 1933.
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Unlawful represen-
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"SEC. 323. (a) Any person who shall make or cause to be made
any statement in any application, report, or document filed with the
Commission pursuant to any provisions of this title, or any rule, regu-
lation, or order thereunder, which statement was at the time and in
the light of the circumstances under which it was made false or mis-
leading with respect to any material fact, or who shall omit to state
any material fact required to be stated therein or necessary to make
the statements therein not misleading, shall be liable to any person
(not knowing that such statement was false or misleading or of such
omission) who, in reliance upon such statement or omission, shall
have purchased or sold a security issued under the indenture to
which such application, report, or document relates, for damages
caused by such reliance, unless the person sued shall prove that he
acted in good faith and had no knowledge that such statement was
false or misleading or of such omission. A person seeking to enforce
such liability may sue at law or in equity in any court of competent
jurisdiction. In any such suit the court may, in its discretion, require
an undertaking for the payment of the costs of such suit and assess
reasonable costs, including reasonable attorneys' fees, against either
party litigant, having due regard to the merits and good faith of the
suit or defense. No action shall be maintained to enforce any liability
created under this section unless brought within one year after the
discovery of the facts constituting the cause of action and within
three years after such cause of action accrued.

"(b) The rights and remedies provided by this title shall be in
addition to any and all other rights and remedies that may exist
under the Securities Act of 1933, or the Securities Exchange Act of
1934, or the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935, or other-
wise at law or in equity; but no person permitted to maintain a suit
for damages under the provisions of this title shall recover, through
satisfaction of judgment in one or more actions, a total amount in
excess of his actual damages on account of the act complained of.

"UNLAWFUL REPRESENTATIONS

"SEC. 324. It shall be unlawful for any person in issuing or selling
any security to represent or imply in any manner whatsoever that
any action or failure to act by the Commission in the administration
of this title means that the Commission has in any way passed upon
the merits of, or given approval to, any trustee, indenture or security,
or any transaction or transactions therein, or that any such action or
failure to act with regard to any statement or report filed with or
examined by the Commission pursuant to this title or any rule, regu-
lation, or order thereunder, has the effect of a finding by the Com-
mission that such statement or report is true and accurate on its face
or that it is not false or misleading.
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shall be subject to review in the same manner, upon the same condi-
tions, and to the same extent, as provided in section 9 of the Securi-
ties Act of 1933, with respect to orders of the Commission under such 
Act. 

"(b) Jurisdiction of offenses and violations under, and jurisdiction 
and venue of suits and actions brought to enforce any liability cre-
ated by, this title, or any rules or regulations or orders prescribed 
under the authority thereof, shall be as provided in section 22 (a) 
of the Securities Act of 1933. 

"LIABILITY FOR MISLEADING STATEMENTS 

"SEc. 323. (a) Any person who shall make or cause to be made 
any statement in any application, report, or document filed with the 
Commission pursuant to any provisions of this title, or any rule, regu-
lation, or order thereunder, which statement was at the time and in 
the light of the circumstances under which it was made false or mis-
leading with respect to any material fact, or who shall omit to state 
any material fact required to be stated therein or necessary to make 
the statements therein not misleading, shall be liable to any person 
(not knowing that such statement was false or misleading or of such 
omission) who, in reliance upon such statement or omission, shall 
have purchased or sold a security issued under the indenture to 
which such application, report, or document relates, for damages 
caused by such reliance, unless the person sued shall prove that he 
acted in good faith and had no knowledge that such statement was 
false or misleading or of such omission. A person seeking to enforce 
such liability may sue at law or in equity in any court of competent 
jurisdiction. In any such suit the court may, in its discretion, require 
an undertaking for the payment of the costs of such suit and assess 
reasonable costs, including reasonable attorneys' fees, against either 
party litigant, having due regard to the merits and good faith of the 
suit or defense. No action shall be maintained to enforce any liability 
created under this section unless brought within one year after the 
discovery of the facts constituting the cause of action and within 
three years after such cause of action accrued. 

"(b) The rights and remedies provided by this title shall be in 
addition to any and all other rights and remedies that may exist 
under the Securities Act of 1933, or the Securities Exchange Act of 
1934, or the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935, or other-
wise at law or in equity; but no person permitted to maintain a suit 
for damages under the provisions of this title shall recover, through 
satisfaction of judgment in one or more actions, a total amount in 
excess of his actual damages on account of the act complained of. 

" UNLAWFUL REPRESENTATIONS 

"Sr.c. 324. It shall be unlawful for any person in issuing or selling 
any security to represent or imply in any manner whatsoever that 
any action or failure to act by the Commission in the administration 
of this title means that the Commission has in any way passed upon 
the merits of, or given approval to, any trustee, indenture or security, 
or any transaction or transactions therein, or that any such action or 
failure to act with regard to any statement or report filed with or 
examined by the Commission pursuant to this title or any rule, regu-
lation, or order thereunder, has the effect of a finding by the Com-
mission that such statement or report is true and accurate on its face 
or that it is not false or misleading. 
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"PENALTIES

"SEC. 325. Any person who willfully violates any provision of this
title or any rule, regulation, or order thereunder, or any person who
willfully, in any application, report, or document filed or required
to be filed under the provisions of this title or any rule, regulation,
or order thereunder, makes any untrue statement of a material fact or
omits to state any material fact required to be stated therein or
necessary to make the statements therein not misleading, shall upon
conviction be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than
five years, or both.

"EFFECT ON EXISTING LAW

"SEC. 326. Except as otherwise expressly provided, nothing in this
title shall affect (1) the jurisdiction of the Commission under the
Securities Act of 1933, or the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, or
the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935, over any person,
security, or contract, or (2) the rights, obligations, duties, or liabili-
ties of any person under such Acts; nor shall anything in this title
affect the jurisdiction of any other commission, board agency, or
officer of the United States or of any State or political subdivision
of any State, over any person or security, insofar as such jurisdiction
does not conflict with any provision of this title or any rule, regula-
tion, or order thereunder.

"CONTRARY STIPULATIONS VOID

"SEC. 327. Any condition, stipulation, or provision binding any per-
son to waive compliance with any provision of this title or with any
rule, regulation, or order thereunder shall be void.

"SEPARABILITY OF PROVISIONS

"SEC. 328. If any provision of this title or the application of such
provision to any person or circumstance shall be held invalid, the
remainder of the title and the application of such provision to
persons or circumstances other than those as to which it is held
invalid shall not be affected thereby."

Approved, August 3, 1939.

[CHAPTER 412]
AN ACT

Providing for the exchange of certain park lands at the northern boundary of
Piney Branch Parkway, near Argyle Terrace, for other lands more suitable for
the use and development of Piney Branch Parkway.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to
better adjust the boundaries of Piney Branch Parkway and to make
said parkway more usable and more readily developed, the Secretary
of the Interior is authorized to convey, by and on behalf of the
United States of America, to the owners of parcel 69/47, or to such
party or parties as said owners shall designate, the title of the United
States in and to a triangular piece of land containing approximately
twenty-two thousand square feet at the northern boundary of Piney
Branch Parkway near Argyle Terrace and abutting parcel 69/47:
Provided, That the owners of said parcel 69/47 shall furnish the
United States of America with a good and sufficient title in fee simple,
free of all encumbrances, to a triangular piece of land containing
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"PENALTIES 

"SEC. 325. Any person who willfully violates any provision of this 
title or any rule, regulation, or order thereunder, or any person who 
willfully, in any application, report, or document filed or required 
to be filed under the provisions of this title or any rule, regulation, 
or order thereunder, makes any untrue statement of a material fact or 
omits to state any material fact required to be stated therein or 
necessary to make the statements therein not misleading, shall upon 
conviction be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than 
five years, or both. 

"EFFECT ON EXISTING LAW 

"SEC. 326. Except as otherwise expressly provided, nothing in this 
title shall affect (1) the jurisdiction of the Commission under the 
Securities Act of 1933, or the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, or 
the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935, over any person, 
security, or contract, or (2) the rights, obligations, duties, or liabili-
ties of any person under such Acts; nor shall anything in this title 
affect the jurisdiction of any other commission, board, agency, or 
officer of the United States or of any State or political subdivision 
of any State, over any person or security, insofar as such jurisdiction 
does not conflict with any provision of this title or any rule, regula-
tion, or order thereunder. 

"CONTRARY STIPULATIONS VOID 

"SEC. 327. Any condition, stipulation, or provision binding any per-
son to waive compliance with any provision of this title or with any 
rule, regulation, or order thereunder shall be void. 

"SEPARABILITY OF PROVISIONS 

"SEC. 328. If any provision of this title or the application of such 
provision to any person or circumstance shall be held invalid, the 
remainder of the title and the application of such provision to 
persons or circumstances other than those as to which it is held 
invalid shall not be affected thereby." 
Approved, August 3, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 412] 
AN ACT 

Providing for the exchange of certain park lands at the northern boundary of 
Piney Branch Parkway, near Argyle Terrace, for other lands more suitable for 
the use and development of Piney Branch Parkway. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to 
better adjust the boundaries of Piney Branch Parkway and to make 
said parkway more usable and more readily developed, the Secretary 
of the Interior is authorized to convey, by and on behalf of the 
United States of America, to the owners of parcel 69/47, or to such 
party or parties as said owners shall designate, the title of the United 
States in and to a triangular piece of land containing approximately 
twenty-two thousand square feet at the northern boundary of Piney 
Branch Parkway near Argyle Terrace and abutting parcel 69/47: 
Provided, That the owners of said parcel 69/47 shall furnish the 
United States of America with a good and sufficient title in fee simple, 
free of all encumbrances, to a triangular piece of land containing 
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August 3, 1939
[H. R. 1996]

[Public, No. 255]
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approximately twenty-six thousand square feet, abutting the northern
boundary of Piney Branch Parkway at its intersection with the
eastern boundary of Rock Creek Park. The transfers provided for
herein are designated approximately upon plat file numbered 3.6-114
in the files of the National Capital Park and Planning Commission.
The conveyances shall be by proper deed and other instruments con-
taining full legal description by exact survey of the land exchanged,
as provided by law.

Approved, August 3, 1939.

[CHAPTER 413]
AN ACT

To amend the National Stolen Property Act.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 3 of
the National Stolen Property Act, approved May 22, 1934 (48 Stat.
794; U. S. C., title 18, sec. 415), be, and the same is hereby, amended
to read as follows:

"SEC. 3. Whoever shall transport or cause to be transported in
interstate or foreign commerce any goods, wares, or merchandise,
securities, or money, of the value of $5,000 or more theretofore stolen,
feloniously converted, or taken feloniously by fraud or with intent
to steal or purloin, knowing the same to have been so stolen, feloni-
ously converted, or taken, or whoever with unlawful or fraudulent
intent shall transport or cause to be transported in interstate or
foreign commerce any falsely made, forged, altered, or counterfeited
securities, knowing the same to have been falsely made, forged,
altered, or counterfeited, or whoever with unlawful or fraudulent
intent shall transport, or cause to be transported in interstate or
foreign commerce, any bed piece, bed plate, roll, plate, die, seal, stone,
type, or other tool, implement, or thing used or fitted to be used in
falsely making, forging, altering, or counterfeiting any security, or
any part thereof, shall be punished by a fine of not more than $10,000
or by imprisonment for not more than ten years, or both: Provided,
That the provisions of this section shall not apply to any falsely
made, forged, altered, counterfeited, or spurious representation of
(1) an 'obligation or other security of the United States' as defined
in section 147 of the Criminal Code (U. S. C., title 18, sec. 261)
or (2) an obligation, bond, certificate, security, treasury note, bill,
promise to pay, or bank note, issued by any 'foreign government' as
defined in the Act of June 15, 1917, title VIII, section 4 (U. S. C., title
18, sec. 288), or by a bank or corporation of any foreign country."

SEC. 2. That section 4 of the National Stolen Property Act,
approved May 22, 1934 (48 Stat. 794; U. S. C., title 18, sec. 416), is
hereby amended to read as follows:

"SEC. 4. Whoever shall receive, conceal, store, barter, sell, or dispose
of any goods, wares, or merchandise, securities, or money of the value
of $5,000 or more, or whoever shall pledge or accept as security for
a loan any goods, wares, or merchandise, or securities, of the value
of $500 or more, moving as, or which are a part of, or which consti-
tute interstate or foreign commerce, knowing the same to have been
stolen, unlawfully converted, or taken, or whoever shall receive, con-
ceal, store, barter, sell, or dispose of any falsely made, forged, altered,
or counterfeited securities, or whoever shall pledge or accept as
security for a loan any falsely made, forged, altered, or counterfeited
securities, moving as, or which are a part of, or which constitute
interstate or foreign commerce, knowing the same to have been so
falsely made, forged, altered, or counterfeited, or whoever shall
receive in interstate or foreign commerce, or conceal, store, barter,
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approximately twenty-six thousand square feet, abutting the northern 
boundary of Piney Branch Parkway at its intersection with the 
eastern boundary of Rock Creek Park. The transfers provided for 
herein are designated approximately upon plat file numbered 3.6-114 
in the files of the National Capital Park and Planning Commission. 
The conveyances shall be by proper deed and other instruments con-
taining full legal description by exact survey of the land exchanged, 
as provided by law. 
Approved, August 3, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 413] 
AN ACT 

To amend the National Stolen Property Act. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 3 of 
the National Stolen Property Act, approved May 22, 1934 (48 Stat. 
794; U. S. C., title 18, sec. 415), be, and the same is hereby, amended 
to read as follows: 

"SEc. 3. Whoever shall transport or cause to be transported in 
interstate or foreign commerce any goods, wares, or merchandise, 
securities, or money, of the value of $5,000 or more theretofore stolen, 
feloniously converted, or taken feloniously by fraud or with intent 
to steal or purloin, knowing the same to have been so stolen, feloni-
ously converted, or taken, or whoever with unlawful or fraudulent 
intent shall transport or cause to be transported in interstate or 
foreign commerce any falsely made, forged, altered, or counterfeited 
securities, knowing the same to have been falsely made, forged, 
altered, or counterfeited, or whoever with unlawful or fraudulent 
intent shall transport, or cause to be transported in interstate or 
foreign commerce, any bed piece, bed plate, roll, plate, die, seal, stone, 
type, or other tool, implement, or thing used or fitted to be used in 
falsely making, forging, altering, or counterfeiting any security, or 
any part thereof, shall be punished by a fine of not more than $10,000 
or by imprisonment for not more than ten years, or both: Provided, 
That the provisions of this section shall not apply to any falsely 
made, forged, altered, counterfeited, or spurious representation of 
(1) an 'obligation or other security of the United States' as defined 
in section 147 of the Criminal Code (U. S. C., title 18, sec. 261) 
or (2) an obligation, bond, certificate, security, treasury note, bill, 
promise to pay, or bank note, issued by any 'foreign government' as 
defined in the Act of June 15, 1917, title VIII, section 4 (U. S. C., title 
18, sec. 288), or by a bank or corporation of any foreign country." 
SEC. 2. That section 4 of the National Stolen Property Act, 

approved May 22, 1934 (48 Stat. 794; U. S. C., title 18, sec. 416), is 
hereby amended to read as follows: 

"SEc. 4. Whoever shall receive, conceal, store, barter, sell, or dispose 
of any goods, wares, or merchandise, securities, or money of the value 
of $5,000 or more, or whoever shall pledge or accept as security for 
a loan any goods, wares, or merchandise, or securities, of the value 
of $500 or more, moving as, or which are a part of, or which consti-
tute interstate or foreign commerce, knowing the same to have been 
stolen, unlawfully converted, or taken, or whoever shall receive, con-
ceal, store, barter, sell, or dispose of any falsely made, forged, altered, 
or counterfeited securities, or whoever shall pledge or accept as 
security for a loan any falsely made, forged, altered, or counterfeited 
securities, moving as, or which are a part of, or which constitute 
interstate or foreign commerce, knowing the same to have been so 
falsely made, forged, altered, or counterfeited, or whoever shall 
receive in interstate or foreign commerce, or conceal, store, barter, 
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sell, or dispose of, any such bed piece, bed plate, roll, plate, die, seal,
stone, type, or other tool, implement, or thing used or intended to be
used in falsely making, forging, altering, or counterfeiting any
security, or any part thereof, moving as, or which is a part of, or
which constitutes interstate or foreign commerce, knowing that the
same is fitted to be used, or has been used, in falsely making, forging,
altering, or counterfeiting any security, or any part thereof, shall be
punished by a fine of not more than $10,000 or by imprisonment for
not more than ten years, or both: Provided, That the provisions of
this section shall not apply to any falsely made, forged, altered,
counterfeited, or spurious representation of (1) an 'obligation or
other security of the United States' as defined in section 147 of the
Criminal Code (U. S. C., title 18, sec. 261) or (2) an obligation, bond,
certificate, security, Treasury note, bill, promise to pay, or bank note
issued by any 'foreign government' as defined in the Act of June 15,
1917, title VIII, section 4 (U. S. C., title 18, sec. 288), or by a bank
or corporation of any foreign country."

SEC. 3. That section 5 of the National Stolen Property Act,
approved May 22, 1934 (48 Stat. 794; U. S. C., title 18, sec. 417), is
hereby amended to read as follows:

"SEC. 5. In the event that a defendant is charged in the same indict-
ment with two or more violations of this Act, then the aggregate
value of all goods, wares, and merchandise, securities, and money
referred to in such indictment shall constitute the value thereof for
the purposes of sections 3 and 4 hereof, and the value of any secu-
rities referred to shall be considered to be the face, par, or market
value, whichever is the greatest."

SEC. 4. That section 6 of the National Stolen Property Act,
approved May 22, 1934 (48 Stat. 794; U. S. C., title 18, sec. 418),
is hereby amended to read as follows:

"SEC. 6. Any person violating this Act may be tried in any dis-
trict from, into, or through which such goods, wares, or merchandise,
or such securities, or money or such falsely made, forged, altered,
or counterfeited securities have been transported or removed."

SEC. 5. That the National Stolen Property Act, approved May 22,
1934 (48 Stat. 794; U. S. C., title 18, sees. 413-419, inclusive), is
hereby amended by inserting therein the following new section to be
known as "section 7":

"SEC. 7. If two or more persons enter into an agreement, confed-
eration, or conspiracy to violate any provision of this Act, and do
any overt act toward carrying out such unlawful agreement, confed-
eration, or conspiracy, such person or persons shall be punished in
like manner as hereinbefore provided by this Act."

SEC. 6. That section 7 of the National Stolen Property Act,
approved May 22, 1934 (48 Stat. 794; U. S. C., title 18, sec. 419),
is hereby renumbered as "section 8".

Approved, August 3, 1939.

[CHAPTER 414]
AN ACT

To authorize the board of directors of the Columbia Institution for the Deaf to
dedicate a portion of Mount Olivet Road Northeast and to exchange certain
lands with the Secretary of the Interior, to dispose of other lands, and for
other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to
provide a suitable approach to the Ninth Street Northeast overpass
across the tracks of the Baltimore and Ohio and Pennsylvania Rail-
roads and furnish better access to a part of the property of the
Columbia Institution for the Deaf, described in the records of the
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sell, or dispose of, any such bed piece, bed plate, roll, plate, die, seal, 
stone, type, or other tool, implement, or thing used or intended to be 
used in falsely making, forging, altering, or counterfeiting any 
security, or any part thereof, moving as, or which is a part of, or 
which constitutes interstate or foreign commerce, knowing that the 
same is fitted to be used, or has been used, in falsely making, forging, 
altering, or counterfeiting any security, or any part thereof, shall be 
punished by a fine of not more than $10,000 or by imprisonment for 
not more than ten years, or both: Provided, That the provisions of 
this section shall not apply to any falsely made, forged, altered, 
counterfeited, or spurious representation of (1) an 'obligation or 
other security of the United States' as defined in section 147 of the 
Criminal Code (U. S. C., title 18, sec. 261) or (2) an obligation bond, 
certificate, security, Treasury note, bill, promise to pay, or bank note 
issued by any 'foreign government' as defined in the Act of June 15, 
1917, title VIII, section 4 (U. S. C., title 18, sec. 288), or by a bank 
or corporation of any foreign country." 
SEC. 3. That section 5 of the National Stolen Property Act, 

approved May 22, 1934 (48 Stat. 794; U. S. C., title 18, sec. 417), is 
hereby amended to read as follows: 

"SEc. 5. In the event that a defendant is charged in the same indict-
ment with two or more violations of this Act, then the aggregate 
value of all goods, wares, and merchandise, securities, and money 
referred to in such indictment shall constitute the value thereof for 
the purposes of sections 3 and 4 hereof, and the value of any secu-
rities referred to shall be considered to be the face, par, or market 
value, whichever is the greatest." 

SEc. 4. That section 6 of the National Stolen Property Act, 
approved May 22, 1934 (48 Stat. 794; U. S. C., title 18, sec. 418), 
is hereby amended to read as follows: 

"SEc. 6. Any person violating this Act may be tried in any dis-
trict from, into, or through which such goods, wares, or merchandise, 
or such securities, or money or such falsely made, forged, altered, 
or counterfeited securities have been transported or removed." 
SEC. 5. That the National Stolen Property Act, approved May 22, 

1934 (48 Stat. 794; U. S. C., title 18, secs. 413-419, inclusive), is 
hereby amended by inserting therein the following new section to be 
known as "section 7": 

"SEc. 7. If two or more persons enter into an agreement, confed-
eration, or conspiracy to violate any provision of this Act, and do 
any overt act toward carrying out such unlawful agreement, confed-
eration, or conspiracy, such person or persons shall be punished in 
like manner as hereinbef ore provided by this Act." 

SEc. 6. That section 7 of the National Stolen Property Act, 
approved May 22, 1934 (48 Stat. 794; U. S. C., title 18, sec. 419), 
is hereby renumbered as "section 8". 
Approved, August 3, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 414] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the board of directors of the Columbia Institution for the Deaf to 
dedicate a portion of Mount Olivet Road Northeast and to exchange certain 
lands with the Secretary of the Interior, to dispose of other lands, and for 
other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to 
provide a suitable approach to the Ninth Street Northeast overpass 
across the tracks of the Baltimore and Ohio and Pennsylvania Rail-
roads and furnish better access to a part of the property of the 
Columbia Institution for the Deaf, described in the records of the 
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office of the assessor for the District of Columbia as parcel 141/4,
the board of directors of the Columbia Institution for the Deaf are
hereby authorized to dedicate to the District of Columbia a strip of
land ninety feet wide traversing the north part of said property
approximately as shown and designated on the revised highway plan
of the District of Columbia as Mount Olivet Road Northeast.

SEC. 2. That in order to readjust the boundaries and exchange
properties of the Columbia Institution for the Deaf, parcel 141/4, and
Brentwood Park, United States Reservation Numbered 495, the board
of directors of the Columbia Institution for the Deaf and the Secre-
tary of the Interior are hereby authorized to convey fee-simple title
by deeds, each to the other, to such parts of the property of the
Columbia Institution for the Deaf and Brentwood Park (United
States Reservation Numbered 495) as in their judgment is to the
mutual advantage of both the institution and the park and play-
ground system of the District of Columbia, provided such exchange
of properties shall be approved by the National Capital Park and
Planning Commission.

SEC. 3. The board of directors of the Columbia Institution for the
Deaf are further authorized to sell and to convey fee-simple title by
deed that portion of its real estate, now owned by the Columbia
Institution for the Deaf or acquired by exchange under section 2 of
this Act, which will lie north of the proposed location of Mount
Olivet Road extended after a definite survey of such road is estab-
lished, such sale to be subject to the approval of the Secretary of the
Interior. Funds received by the sale of this portion of real property
of the institution shall be considered a part of the capital structure
of the corporation, which may be invested in securities, buildings, or
other real property by the board of directors. If invested in securi-
ties, only the income from such investment shall be used for current
expenses of the institution.

Approved, August 3, 1939.

[CHAPTER 415]
AN ACT

To provide pensions to members of the Regular Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and
Coast Guard who become disabled by reason of their service therein, equivalent
to 75 per centum of the compensation payable to war veterans for similar
service-connected disabilities, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That effective on
the 1st day of the month following the month in which this Act is
enacted, paragraph II of part II of Veterans Regulation Numbered
1 (a), as amended, is amended to read as follows:

"II. For the purposes of part II, paragraph I (a) hereof, if the
disability results from injury or disease-

"(a) If and while the disability is rated 10 per centum the monthly
pension shall be $7.50.

" (b) If and while the disability is rated 20 per centum the monthly
pension shall be $15.

"(c) If and while the disability is rated 30 per centum the monthly
pension shall be $22.50.

"(d) If and while the disability is rated 40 per centum the monthly
pension shall be $30.

"(e) If and while the disability is rated 50 per centum the monthly
pension shall be $37.50.

"(f) If and while the disability is rated 60 per centum the monthly
pension shall be $45.
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office of the assessor for the District of Columbia as parcel 141/4, 
the board of directors of the Columbia Institution for the Deaf are 
hereby authorized to dedicate to the District of Columbia a strip of 
land ninety feet wide traversing the north part of said property 
approximately as shown and designated on the revised highway plan 
of the District of Columbia as Mount Olivet Road Northeast. 

SEc. 2. That in order to readjust the boundaries and exchange 
properties of the Columbia Institution for the Deaf, parcel 141/4, and 
Brentwood Park, United States Reservation Numbered 495, the board 
of directors of the Columbia Institution for the Deaf and the Secre-
tary of the Interior are hereby authorized to convey fee-simple title 
by deeds, each to the other, to such parts of the property of the 
Columbia Institution for the Deaf and Brentwood Park (United 
States Reservation Numbered 495) as in their judgment is to the 
mutual advantage of both the institution and the park and play-
ground system of the District of Columbia, provided such exchange 
of properties shall be approved by the National Capital Park and 
Planning Commission. 

SEC. 3. The board of directors of the Columbia Institution for the 
Deaf are further authorized to sell and to convey fee-simple title by 
deed that portion of its real estate, now owned by the Columbia 
Institution for the Deaf or acquired by exchange under section 2 of 
this Act, which will lie north of the proposed location of Mount 
Olivet Road extended after a definite survey of such road is estab-
lished, such sale to be subject to the approval of the Secretary of the 
Interior. Funds received by the sale of this portion of real property 
of the institution shall be considered a part of the capital structure 
of the corporation, which may be invested in securities, buildings, or 
other real property by the board of directors. If invested in securi-
ties, only the income from such investment shall be used for current 
expenses of the institution. 
Approved, August 3, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 415] 
AN ACT 

To provide pensions to members of the Regular Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and 
Coast Guard who become disabled by reason of their service therein, equivalent 
to 75 per centum of the compensation payable to war veterans for similar 
service-connected disabilities, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That effective on 
the 1st day of the month following the month in which this Act is 
enacted, paragraph II of part II of Veterans Regulation Numbered 
1 (a), as amended, is amended to read as follows: 

"II. For the purposes of part II, paragraph I (a) hereof, if the 
disability results from injury or disease— 
" (a) If and while the disability is rated 10 per centum the monthly 

pension shall be $7.50. 
"(b) If and while the disability is rated 20 per centum the monthly 

pension shall be $15. 
"(c) If and while the disability is rated 30 per centum the monthly 

pension shall be $22.50. 
"(d) If and while the disability is rated 40 per centum the monthly 

pension shall be $30. 
"(e) If and while the disability is rated 50 per centum the monthly 

pension shall be $37.50. 
"(f) If and while the disability is rated 60 per centum the monthly 

pension shall be $45. 
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"(g) If and while the disability is rated 70 per centum the monthly
pension shall be $52.50.

"(h) If and while the disability is rated 80 per centum the monthly
pension shall be $60.

"(i) If and while the disability is rated 90 per centum the monthly
pension shall be $67.50.

"(j) If and while the disability is rated as total the monthly pen-
sion shall be $75.

"(k) If the disabled person, as the result of service-incurred dis-
ability, has suffered the anatomical loss or the loss of the use of only
one foot, or one hand, or one eye, the rate of pension provided in part
II, paragraph II, (a) to (j), shall be increased by $18.75 per month.

"(1) If the disabled person, as the result of service-incurred dis-
ability, has suffered the anatomical loss or loss of use of both hands,
or of both feet, or of one hand and one foot, or is so helpless as to
be in need of regular aid and attendance, the monthly pension shall
be $112.50.

"(m) If the disabled person, as the result of service-incurred dis-
ability, has suffered the anatomical loss or loss of use of both hands
and one foot, or of both feet and one hand, or if the disabled person,
as the result of service-incurred disability, is blind in both eyes,
having only light perception, the monthly pension shall be $131.25.

"(n) If the disabled person, as the result of service-incurred dis-
ability, is blind in both eyes, having only light perception, and has
suffered the anatomical loss or loss of use of one hand or of one foot,
the monthly pension shall be $150.

"(o) If the disabled person, as the result of service-incurred dis-
ability, has suffered the anatomical loss or loss of use as provided in
subparagraphs (1) to (n), inclusive, of part II, paragraph II, of this
regulation, and/or blindness in both eyes, having only light percep-
tion, which conditions under subparagraphs (1) to (n), inclusive,
entitle him to two or more of the rates provided in those subpara-
graphs, no specified condition being considered twice in the determi-
nation, the monthly pension shall be $187.50."

Approved, August 4, 1939.

[CHAPTER 416]
AN ACT

To promote nautical education, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Com-
mandant of the Coast Guard is authorized, in his discretion, when
so requested by proper authority, to detail persons in the Coast Guard
for duty in connection with maritime instruction and training by
the several States, Territories, the District of Columbia, and Puerto
Rico, and when requested by the United States Maritime Commis-
sion, to detail persons in the Coast Guard for duty in connection with
maritime instruction and training by the United States: Provided,
That the service rendered by any person so detailed shall be con-
sidered Coast Guard duty.

Approved, August 4, 1939.
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"(g) If and while the disability is rated 70 per centum the monthly 
pension shall be $52.50. 

"(h) If and while the disability is rated 80 per centum the monthly 
pension shall be $60. 
" (i) If and while the disability is rated 90 per centum the monthly 

pension shall be $67.50. 
"(j) If and while the disability is rated as total the monthly pen-

sion shall be $75. 
"(k) If the disabled person, as the result of service-incurred dis-

ability, has suffered the anatomical loss or the loss of the use of only 
one foot, or one hand, or one eye, the rate of pension provided in part 
II, paragraph II, (a) to (j), shall be increased by $18.75 per month. 

"(1) If the disabled person, as the result of service-incurred dis-
ability, has suffered the anatomical loss or loss of use of both hands, 
or of both feet, or of one hand and one foot, or is so helpless as to 
be in need of regular aid and attendance, the monthly pension shall 
be $112.50. 
"(m) If the disabled person, .as the result of service-incurred dis-

ability, has suffered the anatomical loss or loss of use of both hands 
and one foot, or of both feet and one hand, or if the disabled person, 
as the result of service-incurred disability, is blind in both eyes, 
having only light perception, the monthly pension shall be $131.25. 

"(n) If the disabled person, as the result of service-incurred dis-
ability, is blind in both eyes, having only light perception, and has 
suffered the anatomical loss or loss of use of one hand or of one foot, 
the monthly pension shall be $150. 

"(o) If the disabled person, as the result of service-incurred dis-
ability, has suffered the anatomical loss or loss of use as provided in 
subparagraphs (1) to (n), inclusive, of part II, paragraph II, of this 
regulation, and/or blindness in both eyes, having only light percep-
tion, which conditions under subparagraphs (1) to (n), inclusive, 
entitle him to two or more of the rates provided in those subpara-
graphs, no specified condition being considered twice in the determi-
nation, the monthly pension shall be $187.50." 
Approved, August 4, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 416] 
AN ACT 

To promote nautical education, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Com-
mandant of the Coast Guard is authorized, in his discretion, when 
so requested by proper authority, to detail persons in the Coast Guard 
for duty in connection with maritime instruction and training by 
the several States, Territories, the District of Columbia, and Puerto 
Rico, and when requested by the United States Maritime Commis-
sion, to detail persons in the Coast Guard for duty in connection with 
maritime instruction and training by the United States: Provided, 
That the service rendered by any person so detailed shall be con-
sidered Coast Guard duty. 
Approved, August 4, 1939. 

August 4, 1939 
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[CHAPTER 417]
AN ACT

August 4. 1939
[H. R. 6746] To amend certain provisions of the Merchant Marine and Shipping Acts, to

[Public, No. 2591 further the development of the American merchant marine, and for other
purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Shippng. United States of America in Congress assembled, That the second39 Stat. 736.

48 U. s. . 1 822 paragraph of section 23 of the Shipping Act, 1916, as amended, is
Supp. IV, 22. amended to read as follows:

Maritime Commis- "All orders of the United States Maritime Commission, other than
Time limitation on for the payment of money, made under this Act, as amended or sup-

orders removed, ex-
cept for payment of plemented, shall continue in force until its further order, or for a
money. specified period of time, as shall be prescribed in the order unless the

same shall be suspended, or modified, or set aside by the Commission,
or be suspended or set aside by a court of competent jurisdiction."

Herings r on chgs" SEC. 2. The second paragraph of section 3 of the Intercoastal Ship-
47 stat. 1426. ping Act, 1933, as amended, is amended by inserting before the last46 U. s. C. § p45;

Supp. IV,' 845. sentence of such paragraph a new sentence to read as follows: "At
Buden ofproof any hearing under this paragraph the burden of proof to show that

the rate, fare, charge, classification, regulation, or practice is just and
reasonable shall be upon the carrier or carriers."

ret , appointmentos, SEC. 3. (a) The first sentence of section 201 (e) of the Merchant
ariesduties, etc. Marine Act, 1936, as amended, is amended to read as follows: "With-

49 stat. 186. out regard to the civil-service laws or the Classification Act of 1923,
IV, Y 8.(e)." 

u p p. as amended, the Commission may appoint and prescribe the duties
65 su 8 c. i - and fix the salaries of a secretary, a director for each of not to exceed

673c. five divisions, a general counsel, a clerk to each member of the Com-
mission, and not more than three assistants, a clerk to the general

Navalrchiteetse- counsel, not more than a total of twenty naval architects or marine
prts e. engineers, twenty special experts, twenty-two examiners, twelve

attorneys, and two inspectors for each vessel at each shipyard at
which vessels are being constructed by it or under its supervision."

Details of personnel (b) Such section, as amended, is amended by adding at the end
andiresearichd t thereof the following: "The Commission, under such rules and regu-

lations as it may prescribe, may detail annually not to exceed five
members of the personnel of the Commission for engineering, techni-
cal, or other scientific education and training at Government expense
at institutions for scientific education and research, to enable such
persons to acquire advanced and specialized knowledge or training of
particular advantage to the Commission in carrying out its functions
under this Act."

Army,etc.,details. SEC. 4. Section 201 (f) of such Act, as amended, is amended by
49 Stat. 1986.
46 u. . c., Supp. inserting after the first sentence thereof a new sentence to read as

V, I1111 (f). follows: "Whenever any officer (not exceeding five in number at any
time) of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, or Coast Guard is detailed

compensation. to the Commission, he shall receive from the Commission, for the
period during which he is so detailed, such compensation as added
to his pay and allowances as an officer in such service will make his
aggregate compensation equal to the pay and allowances he would
receive if he were the incumbent of an office or position in such serv-
ice (or in the corresponding executive department), which, in the
opinion of the Commission, involves the performance of work similar
in importance, difficulty, and responsibility to that performed by him
while detailed to the Commission."

4 Stat. s upp SEC. 5. Section 216 of such Act, as amended, is amended to read as
IV, 1126. follows:

. ce. Maritime "SEC. 216. (a) The Commission is hereby authorized and directed,Service, establish-
ment as a voluntary under such rules and regulations as it may prescribe, to establish and
orgnation. maintain the United States Maritime Service as a voluntary organi-

zation for the training of citizens of the United States to serve as
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[CHAPTER 417] 
AN ACT 

To amend certain provisions of the Merchant Marine and Shipping Acts, to 
further the development of the American merchant marine, and for other 
purposes. 

Be it enaoted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the second 
paragraph of section 23 of the Shipping Act, 1916, as amended, is 
amended to read as follows: 

"All orders of the United States Maritime Commission, other than 
for the payment of money, made under this Act, as amended or sup-
plemented, shall continue in force until its further order, or for a 
specified period of time, as shall be prescribed in the order, unless the 
same shall be suspended, or modified, or set aside by the Commission, 
or be suspended or set aside by a court of competent jurisdiction." 
SEC. 2. The second paragraph of section 3 of the Intercoastal Ship-

ping Act, 1933, as amended, is amended by inserting before the last 
sentence of such paragraph a new sentence to read as follows: "At 
any hearing under this paragraph the burden of proof to show that 
the rate, fare, charge, classification, regulation, or practice is just and 
reasonable shall be upon the carrier or carriers." 
SEc. 3. (a) The first sentence of section 201 (e) of the Merchant 

Marine Act, 1936, as amended, is amended to read as follows: "With-
out regard to the civil-service laws or the Classification Act of 1923, 
as amended, the Commission may appoint and prescribe the duties 
and fix the salaries of a secretary, a director for each of not to exceed 
five divisions, a general counsel, a clerk to each member of the Com-
mission, and not more than three assistants, a clerk to the general 
counsel, not more than a total of twenty naval architects or marine 
engineers, twenty special experts, twenty-two examiners, twelve 
attorneys, and two inspectors for each vessel at each shipyard at 
which vessels are being constructed by it or under its supervision." 

(b) Such section, as amended, is amended by adding at the end 
thereof the following: "The Commission, under such rules and regu-
lations as it may prescribe, may detail annually not to exceed five 
members of the personnel of the Commission for engineering, techni-
cal, or other scientific education and training at Government expense 
at institutions for scientific education and research, to enable such 
persons to acquire advanced and specialized knowledge or training of 
particular advantage to the Commission in carrying out its functions 
under this Act." 
SEC. 4. Section 201 (f) of such Act, as amended, is amended by 

inserting after the first sentence thereof a new sentence to read as 
follows: "Whenever any officer (not exceeding five in number at any 
time) of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, or Coast Guard is detailed 
to the Commission, he shall receive from the Commission, for the 
period during which he is so detailed, such compensation as added 
to his pay and allowances as an officer in such service will make his 
aggregate compensation equal to the pay and allowances he would 
receive if he were the incumbent of an office or position in such serv-
ice (or in the corresponding executive department), which, in the 
opinion of the Commission, involves the performance of work similar 
in importance, difficulty, and responsibility to that performed by him 
while detailed to the Commission." 
SEC. 5. Section 216 of such Act, as amended, is amended to read as 

follows: 
"Sm. 216. (a) The Commission is hereby authorized and directed, 

under such rules and regulations as it may prescribe, to establish and 
maintain the United States Maritime Service as a voluntary organi-
zation for the training of citizens of the United States to serve as 
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licensed and unlicensed personnel on American merchant vessels.
The Commission is authorized to determine the number of persons to
be enrolled in the said Service, to fix the rates of pay of such persons,
and to prescribe such courses and periods of training as, in its dis-
cretion, is necessary to maintain a trained and efficient merchant
marine personnel. The ranks, grades, and ratings for the personnel Ratings.
of the said Service shall be the same as are now or shall hereafter be
prescribed for the personnel of the Coast Guard. The Commission Employment of in-
is further authorized to employ as instructors in said Service, on a ttor
contract or fee basis (without regard to the provisions of section 3709 Rl S. § 3709.

of the Revised Statutes), such qualified persons, including licensed
and unlicensed personnel of the merchant marine, as the Commission
may deem necessary to effectuate the purposes of this section.

"(b) The Commission is hereby authorized to train American Scope 
of training.

citizens to become licensed officers of the merchant marine of the
United States in a status of cadets and cadet officers on Government-
owned and subsidized vessels and, in cooperation with other govern-
mental and private agencies, on other vessels and, for instructional
purposes only, in shipyards, plants, and industrial and educational
organizations, under rules and regulations prescribed by the Com-
mission and upon such terms as the Commission may arrange, and
expenditures incident to such training are hereby authorized.

"(c) The Commission is hereby authorized to prescribe, conduct, Extension courseto
,upp lement other

and supervise such extension and correspondence courses as it may traningfacilties.
deem necessary to supplement other training facilities, and to make
such courses available, under such rules and regulations and upon
such terms as it may prescribe, to the licensed and unlicensed per-
sonnel of the merchant marine, and to cadets and cadet officers, who
shall make application therefor. The Commission is further author- pextbooks and sup-
ized to print, publish, and purchase suitable textbooks, equipment,
and supplies required for such courses, and to employ persons, firms,
and corporations on a contract or fee basis (without regard to the
provisions of section 3709 of the Revised Statutes), for the perform- 4R'l. s 30 .
ance of special services deemed necessary by the Commission in the
preparation and editing of such textbooks and other aids to instruc-
tion and in the supervision and administration of such courses.

"(d) The Commission, with the consent of any executive depart- riieof Oovernment
ment, independent establishment, or other agency of the Government,
including any field service thereof, may avail itself of the use of
information, services, facilities, officers, and employees thereof in
carrying out the provisions of this section, as amended."

SEa. 6. The first sentence of section 502 (b) of such Act, as freCnttitsubs did
amended, is amended to read as follows: "The amount of the reduc- Standar for deter-

tion in selling price which is herein termed 'construction differential 52 stat. 9s.
subsidy' may equal, but not exceed, the excess of the bid of the ship- v, i 52i (b). 

upp

builder constructing the proposed vessel (excluding the cost of any
features incorporated in the vessel for national-defense uses, which
shall be paid by the Commission in addition to the subsidy), over
the fair and reasonable estimate of cost, as determined by the Com-
mission, of the construction of the proposed vessel if it were con-
structed under similar plans and specifications (excluding national-
defense features as above provided) in a foreign shipbuilding center
which is deemed by the Commission to furnish a fair and represent-
ative example for the determination of the estimated foreign cost of
construction of vessels of the type proposed to be constructed."

SEC. 7. Title V of such Act, as amended, is amended by adding at s9 Sat.; npp.
the end thereof a new section to read as follows: iv, 11 1i-1159.

"SEe. 510. (a) When used in this section- Termsdefined.
"(1) The term 'obsolete vessel' means a vessel or vessels, each of "Obsoletevessel."

which (A) is of not less than one thousand three hundred and fifty
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licensed and .unlicensed personnel on American merchant vessels. 
The Commission is authorized to determine the number of persons to 
be enrolled in the said Service, to fix the rates of pay of such persons, 
and to prescribe such courses and periods of training as, in its dis-
cretion, is necessary to maintain a trained and efficient merchant 
marine personnel. The ranks, grades, and ratings for the personnel 
of the said Service shall be the same as are now or shall hereafter be 
prescribed for the personnel of the Coast Guard. The Commission 
is further authorized to employ as instructors in said Service, on a 
contract or fee basis (without regard to the provisions of section 3709 
of the Revised Statutes), such qualified persons, including licensed 
and unlicensed personnel of the merchant marine, as the Commission 
may deem nece.ssary to effectuate the purposes of this section. 
."(b) The Commission is hereby authorized to train American 

citizens to become licensed officers of the merchant marine of the 
United States in a status of cadets and cadet officers on Government-
owned and subsidized vessels and, in cooperation with other govern-
mental and private agencies, on other vessels and, for instructional 
purposes only, in shipyards, plants, and industrial and educational 
organizations, under rules and regulations prescribed by the Com-
mission and upon such terms as the Commission may arrange, and 
expenditures incident to such training are hereby authorized. 

"(c) The Commission is hereby authorized to prescribe, conduct, 
and supervise such extension and correspondence courses as it may 
deem necessary to supplement other training facilities, and to make 
such courses available, under such rules and regulations and upon 
such terms as it may prescribe, to the licensed and unlicensed per-
sonnel of the merchant marine, and to cadets and cadet officers, who 
shall make application therefor. The Commission is further author-
ized to print, publish, and purchase suitable textbooks, equipment, 
and supplies required for such courses, and to employ persons, firms, 
and corporations on a contract or fee basis (without regard to the 
provisions of section 3709 of the Revised Statutes), for the perform-
ance of special services deemed necessary by the Commission in the 
preparation and editing of such textbooks and other aids to instruc-
tion, and in the supervision and administration of such courses. 
"(d) The Commission2 with the consent of any executive depart-

ment, independent establishment, or other agency of the Government, 
including any field service thereof, may avail itself of the use of 
information, services, facilities, officers, and employees thereof in 
carrying out the provisions of this section, as amended." 
SEC. 6. The first sentence of section 502 (b) of such Act, as 

amended, is amended to read as follows: "The amount of the reduc-
tion in selling price which is herein termed 'construction differential 
subsidy' may equal, but not exceed, the excess of the bid of the ship-
builder constructing the proposed vessel (excluding the cost of any 
features incorporated in the vessel for national-defense uses, which 
shall be paid by the Commission in addition to the subsidy), over 
the fair and reasonable estimate of cost, as determined by the Com-
mission, of the construction of the proposed vessel if it were con-
structed under similar plans and specifications (excluding national-
defense features as above provided) in a foreign shipbuilding center 
which is deemed by the Commission to furnish a fair and. represent-
ative example for the determination of the estimated foreign cost of 
construction of vessels of the type proposed to be constructed." 
SEC. 7. Title V of such Act, as amended, is amended by adding at 

the end thereof a new section to read as follows: 
"SEo. 510. (a) When used in this section— 
"(1) The term 'obsolete vessel' means a vessel or vessels, each of 

which (A) is of not less than one thousand three hundred and fifty 
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gross tons, (B) is not less than seventeen years old and, in the judg-
ment of the Commission, is obsolete or inadequate for successful oper-
ation in the domestic or foreign trade of the United States, and (C)
is owned by a citizen or citizens of the United States and has been
owned by such citizen or citizens for at least three years immediately
prior to the date of acquisition hereunder.

"New vessel." "(2) The term 'new vessel' means a vessel or vessels, each of which
(A) is constructed under the provisions of this Act, and is acquired
within two years from the date of completion of such vessel, or is

6 SatS. 6, upp purchased under section 714, as amended, by the person turning in an
iv, i 1204. obsolete vessel under this section, or (B) is hereafter constructed in

a domestic shipyard on private account and not under the provisions
of this Act, and documented under the laws of the United States.

let vessels in oex- "(b) In order to promote the construction of new, safe, and effi-
hane for allowance cient vessels to carry the domestic and foreign water-borne commerce

of credit. of the United States, the Commission is authorized, subject to the
provisions of this section, to acquire any obsolete vessel in exchange
for an allowance of credit. The amount of such allowance shall be
determined at the time the owner contracts for the construction or

Appliceaton of purchase of a new vessel. The allowance shall not be paid to the
chase price of new owner of the obsolete vessel but shall be applied upon the purchase
vessel. price of a new vessel. In the case of a new vessel constructed under

the provisions of this Act, such allowance may, under such terms and
conditions as the Commission may prescribe, be applied upon the
cash payments required under this Act. In case the new vessel is
not constructed under the provisions of this Act, the allowance shall,
upon transfer of the obsolete vessel to the Commission, be paid, for
the account of the owner, to the shipbuilder constructing such new
vessel.

Utiity value of new (c) The utility value of the new vessel for operation in the domes-
tic or foreign commerce of the United States shall not be substan-
tially less than that of the obsolete vessel. The gross tonnage of the
obsolete vessel may exceed the gross tonnage of the new vessel in a
ratio not in excess of three to one, if the Commission finds that the
new vessel, although of lesser tonnage, will provide utility value
equivalent to or greater than that of the obsolete vessel.

lDeterination oal- "(d) The allowance for an obsolete vessel shall be the fair and
reasonable value of such vessel as determined by the Commission. In
making such determination the Commission shall consider: (1) The
scrap value of the obsolete vessel both in American and in foreign
markets, (2) the depreciated value based on a twenty-year life, and
(3) the market value thereof for operation in the world trade or in
the foreign or domestic trade of the United States. If the owner
of the obsolete vessel uses such vessel during the period of construc-
tion of the new vessel, the allowance shall be reduced by an amount
representing the fair value of such use.

los upon a sale or ex "(e) No gain shall be recognized to the owner for the purpose
obange, etc. of Federal income taxes in the case of a transfer of an obsolete vessel

to the Commission under the provisions of this section. The basis for
gain or loss upon a sale or exchange and for depreciation under the
applicable Federal income-tax laws of a new vessel acquired as con-
templated in this section shall be the same as the basis of the obso-
lete vessel or vessels exchanged for credit upon the acquisition of such
new vessel, increased in the amount of the cost of such vessel (other
than the cost represented by such obsolete vessel or vessels) and
decreased in the amount of loss recognized upon such transfer.

Reprt to C "on(f) The Commission shall include in its annual report to Congress
a detailed statement of all transactions consummated under the pro-
visions of the preceding subsections during the period covered by
such report.
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gross tons, (B) is not less than seventeen years old and, in the judg-
ment of the Commission, is obsolete or inadequate for successful oper-
ation in the domestic or foreign trade of the United States and (C) 
is owned by a citizen or citizens of the United States and has been 
owned by such citizen or citizens for at least three years immecliately 
prior to the date of acquisition hereunder. 

"New vessel." " (2) The term 'new vessel' means a vessel or vessels, each of which 
(A) is constructed under the provisions of this Act, and is acquired 
within two years from the date of completion of such vessel, or is 

52 Stat. 962. Supp purchased under section 714, as amended, by the person turning in an C, 
IV, § 1204. obsolete vessel under this section, or (B) is hereafter constructed in 

a domestic shipyard on private account and not under the provisions 
of this Act, and documented under the laws of the United States. 

lete
Acqtion of obso- "(b) In order to promote the construction of new , safe, and effi-

vessels in ex-
chance for allowance cient vessels to carry the domestic and foreign water-borne commerce 
of credit. of the United States, the Commission is authorized, subject to the 

provisions of this section2 to acquire any obsolete vessel in exchange 
for an allowance of credit. The amount of such allowance shall be 
determined at the time the owner contracts for the construction or 

Application of pu allowance purchase of a new vessel. The allowance shall not be paid to the upon r-
chase price of new owner of the obsolete vessel but shall be applied upon the purchase 
vessel. price of a new vessel. In the case of a new vessel constructed under 

the provisions of this Act, such allowance may, under such terms and 
conditions as the Commission may prescribe, be applied upon the 
cash payments required under this Act. In case the new vessel is 
not constructed under the provisions of this Act, the allowance shall, 
upon transfer of the obsolete vessel to the Commission, be paid, for 
the account of the owner, to the shipbuilder constructing such new 
vessel. 

Utility value of new "(c) The utility value of the new vessel for operation in the domes-
tic or foreign commerce of the United States shall not be substan-
tially less than that of the obsolete vessel. The gross tonnage of the 
obsolete vessel may exceed the gross tonnage of the new vessel in a 
ratio not in excess of three to one, if the Commission finds that the 
new vessel, although of lesser tonnage, will provide utility value 
equivalent to or greater than that of the obsolete vessel. 

Determination of al- "(d) The allowance for an obsolete vessel shall be the fair and 
lowance. 

reasonable value of such vessel as determined by the Commission. In 
making such determination the Commission shall consider: (1) The 
scrap value of the obsolete vessel both in American and in foreign 
markets, (2) the depreciated value based on a twenty-year life, and 
(3) the market value thereof for operation in the world trade or in 
the foreign or domestic trade of the United States. If the owner 
of the obsolete vessel uses such vessel during the period of construc-
tion of the new vessel, the allowance shall be reduced by an amount 
representing the fair value of such use. 

Basis for gain or "(e) No gain shall be recognized to the owner for the purpose 
loss upon a sale or ex-
&  sage, etc. of Federal income taxes in the case of a transfer of an obsolete vessel 

to the Commission under the provisions of this section. The basis for 
gain or loss upon a sale or exchange and for depreciation under the 
applicable Federal income-tax laws of a new vessel acquired as con-
templated in this section shall be the same as the basis of the obso-
lete vessel or vessels exchanged for credit upon the acquisition of such 
new vessel, increased in the amount of the cost of such vessel (other 
than the cost represented by such obsolete vessel or vessels) and 
decreased in the amount of loss recognized upon such transfer. 

Report to Congress. 6` (f) The Commission shall include in its annual report to Congress 
a detailed statement of all transactions consummated under the pro-
visions of the preceding subsections during the period covered by 
such report. 
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"(g) An obsolete vessel acquired by the Commission under this
section which is or becomes twenty years old or more, and vessels
presently in the Commission's laid-up fleet which are or become
twenty years old or more, shall in no case be used for commercial
operation, except that any such obsolete vessel, or any such vessel in
the laid-up fleet may be used during any period in which vessels
may be requisitioned under section 902 of this Act, as amended, and
except as otherwise provided in this Act for the employment of the
Commission's vessels in steamship lines on trade routes exclusively
serving the foreign trade of the United States."

SEC. 8. The last sentence in the first paragraph of section 603 (c)
of such Act, as amended, is amended to read as follows: "Such pay-
ments on account shall in no case exceed 75 per centum of the amount
estimated to have accrued on account of such subsidy, except that,
with respect to that part of the subsidy relating to any particular
voyage, an additional 15 per centum may be paid to the contractor
after such contractor's audit of the voyage account for such voyage
has been completed and the Commission's auditors have verified the
correctness of the same. Any such payments shall be made only
after there has been furnished to the Commission such security as it
deems to be reasonable and necessary to insure refund of any over-
payment."

SEC. 9. Section 604 of such Act, as amended, is amended to read
as follows:

"SEC. 604. If in the case of any particular foreign-trade route the
Commission shall find after consultation with the Secretary of State,
that the subsidy provided for in this title is in any respect inadequate
to offset the effect of governmental aid paid to foreign competitors,
it may grant such additional subsidy as it determines to be necessary
for that purpose: Provided, That no such additional subsidy shall
be granted except upon an affirmative vote of four of the members of
the Commission."

SEC. 10. The proviso at the end of section 607 (c) (3) of such Act,
as amended, is amended to read as follows: "Provided, That such
reimbursement to the Commission, if so deferred, shall be payable
upon termination of the contract from any amounts then in the special
reserve fund and the capital reserve fund: Provided further, That if
any amounts shall have been transferred to the general funds of the
contractor from either of such reserve funds and not repaid thereto,
or if prepayments of amounts not due before one year after the date
of termination of the contract have been made from the capital reserve
fund pursuant to subsection (b) of this section, then the balance of
such reimbursement not paid out of said reserve funds shall be pay-
able out of any other assets of the contractor, but the amounts so
payable from such assets shall not exceed in the aggregate the sum
of the amounts so transferred and not repaid, and the amounts of such
prepayments ;".

SEC. 11. (a) Section 705 of such Act, as amended, is amended by
adding at the end thereof a new sentence to read as follows: "No
vessel constructed under the provisions of this Act, as amended, shall
be sold by the Commission for operation in the foreign trade for a
sum less than the estimated foreign construction cost exclusive of
national defense features (determined as of the date the construction
contract therefor is executed) less depreciation based on a twenty-
year life, nor shall any such vessel be sold by the Commission for
operation in the domestic trade for a sum less than the cost of con-
struction in the United States exclusive of national defense features
less depreciation based on a twenty-year life."
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"(g) An obsolete vessel acquired by the Commission under this 
section which is or becomes twenty years old or more, and vessels 
presently in the Commission's laid-up fleet which are or become 
twenty years old or more, shall in no case be used for commercial 
operation, except that any such obsolete vessel, or any such vessel in 
the laid-up fleet may be used during any period in which vessels 
may be requisitioned under section 902 of this Act, as amended, and 
except as otherwise provided in this Act for the employment of the 
Commission's vessels in steamship lines on trade routes exclusively 
serving the foreign trade of the United States." 
SEC. 8. The last sentence in the first paragraph of section 603 (c) 

of such Act, as amended, is amended to read as follows: "Such pay-
ments on account shall in no case exceed 75 per centum of the amount 
estimated to have accrued on account of such subsidy, except that, 
with respect to. that part of the subsidy relating to any particular 
voyage, an additional 15 per centum may be paid to the contractor 
after such contractor's audit of the voyage account for such voyage 
has been completed and the Commission's auditors have verified the 
correctness of the same. Any such payments shall be made only 
after there has been furnished to the Commission such security as it 
deems to be reasonable and necessary to insure refund of any over-
payment." 
SEC. 9. Section 604 of such Act, as amended, is amended to read 

as follows: 
"Snc. 604. If in the case of any particular foreign-trade route the 

Commission shall find after consultation with the Secretary of State, 
that the subsidy provided for in this title is in any respect inadequate 
to offset the effect of governmental aid paid to foreign competitors, 
it may grant such additional subsidy as it determines to be necessary 
for that purpose: Provided, That no such additional subsidy shall 
be granted except upon an affirmative vote of four of the members of 
the Commission." 
SEC. 10. The proviso at the end of section 607 (c) (3) of such Act, 

as amended, is amended to read as follows: "Provided, That such 
reimbursement to the Commission, if so deferred, shall be payable 
upon termination of the contract from any amounts then in the special 
reserve fund and the capital reserve fund: Provided further, That if 
any amounts shall have been transferred to the general funds of the 
contractor from either of such reserve funds and not repaid thereto, 
or if prepayments of amounts not due before one year after the date 
of termination of the contract have been made from the capital reserve 
fund pursuant to subsection (b) of this section, then the balance of 
such reimbursement not paid out of said reserve funds shall be pay-
able out of any other assets of the contractor, but the amounts so 
payable from such assets shall not exceed in the aggregate the sum 
of the amounts so transferred and not repaid, and the amounts of such 
prepayments ;". 
SEC. 11. (a) Section 705 of such Act, as amended, is amended by 

adding at the end thereof a new sentence to read as follows: "No 
vessel constructed under the provisions of this Act, as amended, shall 
be sold by the Commission for operation in the foreign trade for a 
sum less than the estimated foreign construction cost exclusive of 
national defense features (determined as of the date the construction 
contract therefor is executed) less depreciation based on a twenty-
year life, nor shall any such vessel be sold by the Commission for 
operation in the domestic trade for a sum less than the cost of con-
struction in the United States exclusive of national defense features 
less depreciation based on a twenty-year life." 
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Rejection of bids for (b) Section 706 (b) of such Act, as amended, is amended by adding
charter.

49 stat. 2009. at the end thereof a new sentence to read as follows: "The Commis-
46 U. s. C., Supp.

rvO, § 96 (b). sion shall reject any bid for the charter (under sections 701 to 713,
both inclusive, of this title, as amended) of any vessel constructed
under the provisions of this Act, as amended, if the charter hire
offered by the bidder is lower than the minimum charter hire for
such vessel would be if chartered under the provisions of section 714,
as amended of this title."

452 Stat., 96 pp. SEC. 12. Section 714 of such Act, as amended, is hereby amended
Iv, § 124. to read as follows:

Commission find- "SEC. 714. If the Commission shall find that any trade route
ing inabilit to devel-
pgessentitad (determined by the Commission to be an essential trade route as

roputsunder" pri va te provided in section 211 of this Act) cannot be successfully developed
operation. prvate p l

49 tat. 1989. and maintained and the Commission's replacement program cannot
iv, 6Yi21 C." upp- be achieved under private operation of such trade route by a citizen

of the United States with vessels registered under the laws thereof,
without further Government aid in addition to the financial aids

Costruction and authorized under titles V and VI of this Act, the Commission is
demise under bare-
boat charter. authorized to have constructed, in private shipyards or in navy yards,

the vessel or vessels of the types deemed necessary for such trade
route, and to demise such new vessel or vessels on bare-boat charter
to the American-flag operator established on such trade route, with-
out advertisement or competition, upon an annual charter hire of
not less than 5 per centum of the price (herein referred to as the
'foreign cost') at which such vessel or vessels would be sold if con-
structed under title V plus 3Y per centum of the depreciated foreign
cost computed annually upon the basis of a twenty-year life of the

Option to purchase. vessel. Such charter may contain an option to the charterer to
purchase such vessel or vessels from the Commission within five
years after delivery thereof under the charter, upon the same terms
and conditions as are provided in title V for the purchase of new
vessels from the Commission, except that (a) the purchase price shall
be the foreign cost less depreciation to the date of purchase based

Cash payment. upon a twenty-year life; (b) the required cash payment payable at
the time of such purchase shall be 25 per centum of the purchase

Chater hire.harterhe. price as so determined; (c) the charter may provide that all or any
part of the charter hire paid in excess of the minimum charter hire
provided for in this section may be credited against the cash pay-

paymentofbalance. ment payable at the time of such purchase; (d) the balance of the
purchase price shall be paid within the years remaining of the twenty
years after the date of delivery of the vessel under the charter and
in approximately equal annual installments, except that the first of
said installments, which shall be payable upon the next ensuing
anniversary date of such delivery under the charter, shall be a
proportionate part of the annual installment, interest to be payable
upon the unpaid balances of 3Y2 per centum per annum from the
date of purchase.

dometic trade nd "Such charter shall provide for operation of the vessel exclusively
in foreign trade, or on a round-the-world voyage, or on a round
voyage from the west coast of the United States to a European port
or ports which includes intercoastal ports of the United States, or
a round voyage from the Atlantic coast of the United States to the
Orient which includes intercoastal ports of the United States, or on
a voyage in foreign trade on which the vessel may stop at an island
possession or island Territory of the United States, and if the vessel
is operated in the domestic trade on any of the above-enumerated
services the charterer will pay annually to the Commission that pro-
portion of one-twentieth of the difference between the domestic and
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(b) Section 706 (b) of such Act, as amended, is amended by adding 
at the end thereof a new sentence to read as follows: "The Commis-
sion shall reject any bid for the charter (under sections 701 to 713, 
both inclusive, of this title as amended) of any vessel constructed 
under the provisions of this Act, as amended, if the charter hire 
offered by the bidder is lower than the minimum charter hire for 
such vessel would be if chartered under the provisions of section 714, 
as amended, of this title." 
SEC. 12. Section 714 of such Act, as amended, is hereby amended 

to read as follows: 
"SEC. 714. If the Commission shall find that any trade route 

(determined by the Commission to be an essential trade route as 
provided in section 211 of this Act) cannot be successfully developed 
and maintained and the Commission's replacement program cannot 
be achieved under private operation of such trade route by a citizen 
of the United States with vessels registered under the laws thereof, 
without further Government aid in addition to the financial aids 
authorized under titles V and VI of this Act, the Commission is 
authorized to have constructed, in private shipyards or in navy yards, 
the vessel or vessels of the types deemed necessary for such trade 
route, and to demise such new vessel or vessels on bare-boat charter 
to the American-flag operator established on such trade route, with-
out advertisement or competition, upon an annual charter hire of 
not less than 5 per centum of the price (herein referred to as the 
'foreign cost') at which such vessel or vessels would be sold if con-
structed under title V plus 31/2  per centum of the depreciated foreign 
cost computed annually upon the basis of a twenty-year life of the 
vessel. Such charter may contain an option to the charterer to 
purchase such vessel or vessels from the Commission within five 
years after delivery thereof under the charter, upon the same terms 
and conditions as are provided in title V for the purchase of new 
vessels from the Commission, except that (a) the purchase price shall 
be the foreign cost less depreciation to the date of purchase based 
upon a twenty-year life; (b) the required cash payment payable at 
the time of such purchase shall be 25 per centum of the purchase 
price as so determined; (c) the charter may provide that all or any 
part of the charter hire paid in excess of the minimum charter hire 
provided for in this section may be credited against the cash pay-
ment payable at the time of such purchase; (d) the balance of the 
purchase price shall be paid within the years remaining of the twenty 
years after the date of delivery of the vessel under the charter and 
in approximately equal annual installments, except that the first of 
said installments, which shall be payable upon the next ensuing 
anniversary date of such delivery under the charter, shall be a 
proportionate part of the annual installment, interest to be payable 
upon the unpaid balances of 31/2 per centum per annum from the 
date of purchase. 
"Such charter shall provide for operation of the vessel exclusively 

in foreign trade, or on a round-the-world voyage, or on a round 
voyage from the west coast of the United States to a European port 
or ports which includes intercoa,stal ports of the United States, or 
a round voyage from the Atlantic coast of the United States to the 
Orient which includes intercoastal ports of the United States, or on 
a voyage in foreign trade on which the vessel may stop at an island 
possession or island Territory of the United States, and if the vessel 
is operated in the domestic trade on any of the above-enumerated 
services the charterer will pay annually to the Commission that pro-
portion of one-twentieth of the difference between the domestic and 
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foreign cost of such vessel as the gross revenue derived from the
domestic trade bears to the gross revenue derived from the entire
voyages completed during the preceding year."

SEC. 13. Section 806 of such Act, as amended, is amended by add-
ing at the end thereof a new subsection to read as follows:

"(d) Whoever knowingly and willfully violates any order, rule,
or regulation of the United States Maritime Commission made or
issued in the exercise of the powers, duties, or functions transferred
to it or vested in it by this Act, as amended, for which no penalty
is otherwise expressly provided, shall upon conviction thereof be
subject to a fine of not more than $500. If such violation is a con-
tinuing one, each day of such violation shall constitute a separate
offense."

SEC. 14. Paragraph (8) of section 1104 (a) of such Act, as
amended, is amended by striking out the word "or" before the des-
ignation "(c)", and by inserting before the period at the end of the
paragraph a semicolon and the following: "or (d) in the fishing
trade or industry".

Approved, August 4, 1939.

[CHAPTER 418]
AN ACT

To provide a feasible and comprehensive plan for the variable payment of con-
struction charges on United States reclamation projects, to protect the invest-
ment of the United States in such projects, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That for the pur-
pose of providing for United States reclamation projects a feasible
and comprehensive plan for an economical and equitable treatment
of repayment problems and for variable payments of construction
charges which can be met regularly and fully from year to year dur-
ing periods of decline in agricultural income and unsatisfactory
conditions of agriculture as well as during periods of prosperity and
good prices for agricultural products, and which will protect ade-
quately the financial interest of the United States in said projects,
obligations to pay construction charges may be revised or undertaken
pursuant to the provisions of this Act.

SEC. 2. As used in this Act-
(a) The term "Federal reclamation laws" shall mean the Act of

June 17, 1902 (32 Stat. 388), and all Acts amendatory thereof or
supplementary thereto.

(b) The term "Secretary" shall mean the Secretary of the Interior.
(c) The term "project' shall mean any reclamation or irrigation

project including incidental features thereof, authorized by the
Federal reclamation laws, or constructed by the United States pur-
suant to said laws, or in connection with which there is a repayment
contract executed by the United States, pursuant to said laws, or any
project constructed or operated and maintained by the Secretary
through the Bureau of Reclamation for the reclamation of arid
lands or other purposes.

(d) The term "construction charges" shall mean the amounts of
principal obligations payable to the United States under water-right
applications, repayment contracts, orders of the Secretary, or other
forms of obligation entered into pursuant to the Federal reclamation
laws, excepting amounts payable for water rental or power charges,
operation and maintenance and other yearly service charges, and
excepting also any other operation and maintenance, interest, or
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foreign cost of such vessel as the gross revenue derived from the 
domestic trade bears to the gross revenue derived from the entire 
voyages completed during the preceding year." 

SEC. 13. Section 806 of such Act, as amended, is amended by add-
ing at the  end thereof a new subsection to read as follows: 

"(d) Whoever knowingly and willfully violates any order, rule, 
or regulation of the United States Maritime Commission made or 
issued in the exercise of the powers, duties, or functions transferred 
to it or vested in it by this Act, as amended, for which no penalty 
is otherwise expressly provided, shall upon conviction thereof be 
subject to a fine of not more than $500. If such violation is a con-
tinuing one, each day of such violation shall constitute a separate 
offense." 

SEC. 14. Paragraph (8) of section 1104 (a) of such Act, as 
amended, is amended by striking out the word "or" before the des-
ignation "(c)", and by inserting before the period at the end of the 
paragraph a semicolon and the following: "or (d) in the fishing 
trade or industry". 
Approved, August 4, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 418] 
AN ACT 

To provide a feasible and comprehensive plan for the variable payment of con-
struction charges on United States reclamation projects, to protect the invest-
ment of the United States in such projects, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That for the pur-
pose of providing for United States reclamation projects a feasible 
and comprehensive plan for an economical and equitable treatment 
of repayment problems and for variable payments of construction 
charges which can be met regularly and fully from year to year dur-
ing periods of decline in agricultural income and unsatisfactory 
conditions of agriculture as well as during periods of prosperity and 
good prices for agricultural products and which will protect ade-
quately the financial interest of the products, States in said projects, 
obligations to pay construction charges may be revised or undertaken 
pursuant to the provisions of this Act. 
SEC. 2. As used in this Act— 
(a) The term "Federal reclamation laws" shall mean the Act of 

June 17, 1902 (32 Stat. 388), and all Acts amendatory thereof or 
supplementary thereto. 

(b) The term "Secretary" shall mean the Secretary of the Interior. 
(c) The term "project" shall mean any reclamation or irrigation 

project, including incidental features thereof, authorized by the 
Federal reclamation laws, or constructed by the United States pur-
suant to said laws, or in connection with which there is a repayment 
contract executed by the United States, pursuant to said laws or any 
project constructed or operated and maintained by the Secretary 
through the Bureau of Reclamation for the reclamation of arid 
lands or other purposes. 

(d) The term "construction charges" shall mean the amounts of 
principal obligations payable to the United States under water-right 
applications . repayment contracts, orders of the Secretary, or other 
forms of obligation entered into pursuant to the Federal reclamation 
laws, excepting amounts payable for water rental or power charges, 
operation and maintenance and other yearly service charges, and 
excepting also any other operation and maintenance, interest, or 
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other charges which are not covered into the principal sums of the
construction accounts of the Bureau of Reclamation.

"Repayment con (e) The term "repayment contract" shall mean any contract pro-
ttviding for payment of construction charges to the United States.

"Pject contract (f) Th term roect contract unit" shall mean a project or any
substantial area of a project which is covered or is proposed to be
covered by a repayment contract. On any project where two or
more repayment contracts in part cover the same area and in part
different areas, the area covered by each such repayment contract
shall be a separate project contract unit. On any project where
there are either two or more repayment contracts on a single project
contract unit or two or more project contract units, the repayment
contracts or project contract units may be merged by agreements

" " in form satisfactory to the Secretary.
(g) The term "organization" shall mean any conservancy district,

irrigation district, water users' association, or other organization,
which is organized under State law and which has capacity to enter
into contracts with the United States pursuant to the Federal recla-
mation laws.

"Annual returns." (h) The term "annual returns" shall mean the amount of the
annual gross crop returns per acre of the area in cultivation within
the project contract unit involved; and the term "normal returns"
for any year shall mean the weighted average of the annual returns
of those ten years, of the thirteen-year period covering said year and
the twelve years preceding it, in which the annual returns are the
highest.

ect.Dvsionofapro. (i) The term "division of a project" shall mean any part of a
project designated as a division by order of the Secretary or any
phase or feature of project operations given a separate designation
as a division by order of the Secretary for the purposes of orderly
and efficient administration.

"Delpment () The term "development unit" shall mean a part of a project
unit."

which, for purposes of orderly engineering or reclamation develop-
ment, is designated as a development unit by order of the Secretary.

"Irrigation block." (k) The term "irrigation block" shall mean an area of arid or
semiarid lands in a project in which, in the judgment of the Secre-
tary, the irrigable lands should be reclaimed and put under irri-
gation at substantially the same timle, and which is designated as an
irrigation block by order of the Secretary.

Isting rpayent con SEC. 3. In connection with any repayment contract or other form
tracts authorized, of obligation, existing on the date of this Act, to pay construction

charges, providing for repayment on the basis of a definite period,
the Secretary is hereby authorized, upon request by the water users
involved or their duly authorized representatives for amendment
under this section of said contract or other form of obligation, and
if in the Secretary's judgment such amendment is both practicable

Spread 
a

of un- and in keeping with the general purpose of this Act, to amend
charges in definite said contract or other form of obligation so as to provide that the
annual installments, construction charges remaining unaccrued on the date of the amend-

ment, or any later date agreed upon, shall be spread in definite
annual installments on the basis of a longer definite period fixed in

Liiation each case by the Secretary: Provided, That for any construction
charges said longer period shall not exceed forty years, exclusive of
1931 and subsequent years to the extent of moratoria or deferments
of construction charges due and payable for such years effected pur-
suant to Acts of Congress, from the date when the first installment
of said construction charges became due and payable under the orig-
inal obligation to pay said construction charges and in no event shall
the unexpired part of said longer period exceed double the number
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other charges which are not covered into the principal sums of the 
construction accounts of the Bureau of Reclamation. 

(e) The term "repayment contract" shall mean any contract pro-
viding for payment of construction charges to the United States. 

(f) The term "project contract unit" shall mean a project or any 
substantial area of a project which is covered or is proposed to be 
covered by a repayment contract. On any project where two or 
more repayment contracts in part cover the same area and in part 
different areas, the area covered by each such repayment contract 
shall be a separate project contract unit. On any project where 
there are either two or more repayment contracts on a single project 
contract unit or two or more project contract units, the repayment 
contracts or project contract units may be merged by agreements 
in form satisfactory to the Secretary. 

(g) The term "organization" shall mean any conservancy district, 
irrigation district, water users' association7 or other organization, 
which is organized under State law and which has capacity to enter 
into contracts with the United States pursuant to the Federal recla-
mation laws. 

(h) The term "annual returns" shall mean the amount of the 
annual gross crop returns per acre of the area in cultivation within 
the project contract unit involved; and the term "normal returns" 
for any year shall mean the weighted average of the annual returns 
of those ten years, of the thirteen-year period covering said year and 
the twelve years preceding it, in which the annual returns are the 
highest. 

(i) The term "division of a project" shall mean any part of a 
project designated as a division by order of the Secretary or any 
phase or feature of project operations given a separate designation 
as a division by order of the Secretary for the purposes of orderly 
and efficient administration. 

(j) The term "development unit" shall mean a part of a project 
which, for purposes of orderly engineering or reclamation develop-
ment, is designated as a development unit by order of the Secretary. 

(k) The term "irrigation block" shall mean an area of arid or 
semiarid lands in a project in which, in the judgment of the Secre-
tary, the irrigable lands should be reclaimed and put under irri-
gation at substantially the same time, and which is designated as an 
irrigation block by order of the Secretary. 
SEC. 3. In connection with any repayment contract or other form 

of obligation, existing on the date of this Act, to pay construction 
charges, providing for repayment on the basis of a definite period, 
the Secretary is hereby authorized, upon request by the water users 
involved or their duly authorized representatives for amendment 
under this section of said contract or other form of obligation, and 
if in the Secretary's judgment such amendment is both practicable 
and in keeping with the general purpose of this Act, to amend 
said contract or other form of obligation so as to provide that the 
construction charges remaining unaccrued on the date of the amend-
ment, or any later date agreed upon, shall be spread in definite 
annual installments on the basis of a longer definite period fixed. in 
each case by the Secretary: Provided, That for any construction 
charges said longer period shall not exceed forty years, exclusive of 
1931 and subsequent years to the extent of moratoria or deferments 
of construction charges due and payable for such years effected pur-
suant to Acts of Congress, from the date when the first installment 
of said construction charges became due and payable under the orig-
inal obligation to pay said construction charges and in no event shall 
the unexpired part of said longer period exceed double the number 
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of remaining years, as of the date of the amendment made pursuant
to this Act, in which installments of said construction charges would
become due and payable under said existing repayment contract or
other form of obligation to pay construction charges.

SEC. 4. (a) In connection with any existing project on which con-
struction charges are payable to the United States, the Secretary is
hereby authorized to negotiate and enter into a contract or an amenda-
tory contract, in a form satisfactory to him, with an organization,
satisfactory in form and powers to him, representing the water users
of the project contract unit involved, which contract shall provide for
the payment of construction charges on said project contract unit in
the manner hereinafter provided in this section. The negotiation
and execution of such a contract shall be undertaken only upon request
by duly authorized representatives of the water users involved for
such a contract and upon a determination by the Secretary that, in
his judgment, such a contract is both practicable and in keeping with
the general purpose of this Act.

(b) All of the construction charges for the project contract unit
remaining unaccrued on the date of the contract entered into pursuant
to this section or on any later date agreed upon shall be merged in a
total and general repayment obligation of the organization. Said
repayment obligation of said organization shall be scheduled in such
annual installments as, in the judgment of the Secretary, constitute
an equitable, practicable, and definite consolidated schedule of the
existing obligations in said project contract unit to pay construction
charges: Provided, That said schedule of installments shall be so
arranged that in the judgment of the Secretary it does not involve
for any of said construction charges merged into said general obliga-
tion an extension of the time permitted under the existing obligations
for payment of said charges excepting the adjustment of the repay-
ment period permitted for certain charges by the last sentence of this
subsection. For the purpose of scheduling said installments of said
general obligation in accordance with this subsection, in connection
with each project contract unit under an existing contract made pur-
suant to section 4 of the Act of December 5, 1924 (43 Stat. 672, 701),
the Secretary shall fix a weighted average gross crop return per acre,
of which 5 per centum shall be the measure for determining the sched-
ule of the unaccrued construction charges in a definite number of
annual installments. In the event the said existing obligations to
pay construction charges in said project contract unit or units are
based in part on section 4 of the Act of December 5, 1924 (43 Stat.
672, 701), and in part on other Acts of the Federal reclamation laws,
said charges may be consolidated into two general repayment contract
obligations of said organization, each of which shall be scheduled in
such installments as, in the judgment of the Secretary, constitute an
equitable, practicable, and definite consolidated schedule of all of the
respective parts of said existing obligations to pay construction
charges. Any of said unaccrued construction charges, which under
said existing obligations are payable on the basis of a definite period,
first may be adjusted by the Secretary, if in his judgment such adjust-
ment is both practicable and in keeping with the general purpose of
this Act, to a repayment basis of a longer definite period fixed in each
case by him: Provided, That for any such construction charges said
longer period shall not exceed the limitations contained in the proviso
of section 3 of this Act.

(c) For each project contract unit where a repayment contract is
entered into pursuant to this section, a census of annual returns shall
be taken each year. The normal returns each year, for each such
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of remaining years, as of the date of the amendment made pursuant 
to this Act, in which installments of said construction charges would 
become due and payable under said existing repayment contract or 
other form of obligation to pay construction charges. 
SEC. 4. (a) In connection with any existing project on which con-

struction charges are payable to the United States, the Secretary is 
hereby authorized to negotiate and enter into a contract or an amenda-
tory contract, in a form satisfactory to him, with an organization, 
satisfactory in form and powers to him, representing the water users 
of the project contract unit involved, which contract shall provide for 
the payment of construction charges on said project contract unit in 
the manner hereinafter provided in this section. The negotiation 
and execution of such a contract shall be undertaken only upon request 
by duly authorized representatives of the water users involved for 
such a contract and upon a determination by the Secretary that, in 
his judgment, such a contract is both practicable and in keeping with 
the general purpose of this Act. 

(b) All of the construction charges for the project contract unit 
remaining unaccrued on the date of the contract entered into pursuant 
to this section or on any later date agreed upon shall be merged in a 
total and general repayment obligation of the organization. Said 
repayment obligation of said organization shall be scheduled in such 
annual installments as, in the judgment of the Secretary, constitute 
an equitable, practicable, and definite consolidated schedule of the 
existing obligations in said project contract unit to pay construction 
charges: Provided, That said schedule of installments shall be so 
arranged that in the judgment of the Secretary it does not involve 
for any of said construction charges merged into said general obliga-
tion an extension of the time permitted under the existing obligations 
for payment of said charges excepting the adjustment of the repay-
ment period permitted for certain charges by the last sentence of this 
subsection. For the purpose of scheduling said installments of said 
general obligation in accordance with this subsection, in connection 
with each project contract unit under an existing contract made pur-
suant to section 4 of the Act of December 5, 1924 (43 Stat. 672, 701), 
the Secretary shall fix a weighted average gross crop return per acre, 
of which 5 per centum shall be the measure for determining the sched-
ule of the unaccrued construction charges in a definite number of 
annual installments. In the event the said existing obligations to 
pay construction charges in said project contract unit or units are 
based in part on section 4 of the Act of December 5, 1924 (43 Stat. 
672, 701), and in part on other Acts of the Federal reclamation laws, 
said charges may be consolidated into two general repayment contract 
obligations of said organization, each of which shall be scheduled in 
such installments as, in the judpient of the Secretary, constitute an 
equitable, practicable, and definite consolidated schedule of all of the 
respective parts of said existing obligations to pay construction 
charges. Any of said unaccrued construction charges, which under 
said existing obligations are payable on the basis of a definite period, 
first may be adjusted by. the Secretary, if in his judgment such adjust-
ment is both practicable and in keeping with the general purpose of 
this Act, to a repayment basis of a longer definite period fixed in each 
case by him: Provided, That for any such construction charges said 
longer period shall not exceed the limitations contained in the proviso 
of section 3 of this Act. 

(c) For each project contract unit where a repayment contract is 
entered into pursuant to this section, a census of annual returns shall 
be taken each year. The normal returns each year, for each such 
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rovisos. project contract unit, shall be determined by the Secretary: Provided,
fEst'matee in lieu of That in any year, if the Secretary deems it necessary, an estimate of

the annual returns of that year, in lieu of a final determination
thereof, shall be considered with the annual returns of the preceding

Determination by twelve years: Provided further, That in the event records of annual
established annual re-
turns. returns of the lands involved are not available for twelve preceding

years, the Secretary, until such records for twelve preceding years
have been established, in his discretion may consider established
annual returns of other and similar lands in other and similar project
contract units for the purpose of determining each year the normal

Assistance of local returns. The estimates and final determinations of annual returns
teres and the determinations of normal returns provided for in this Act

shall be made by the Secretary with such assistance from the water
users and organization involved as he requests, and said estimates
and determinations made by him shall be conclusive.

Variable repayment (d) For each project contract unit where a repayment contract is
provientered into pursuant to this section, each year the percent of the

normal returns for said year by which the annual returns of said
Determination year exceed or are less than said normal returns shall be determined

by the Secretary. For each unit or major fraction of a unit of said
percentage of said increase or decrease there shall be an increase or
decrease, respectively, of 2 per centum in the amount or amounts of
the installment or installments for said year under the organization's
obligation or obligations as determined under subsections (b) and
(e) of this section. Said latter amount or amounts as thus increased
or decreased shall be the payment or payments of construction
charges due and payable for said year, except that in no event shall
the amount of the said payment or payments due and payable for any
year be less than 15 per centum of the amount or amounts of the
installment or installments for said year under the organization's
obligation or obligations as determined under subsections (b) and
(e) of this section.

luding in future in- (e) In each contract entered into pursuant to this section, there
stalments any rt o shall be such provisions as the Secretary deems equitable, necessary,
installment not due,
etc. and proper to provide that any part of the amount of any install-

ment of an organization's obligation, as determined under subsection
(b) of this section, which, in the year for which said installment is
designated under said subsection (b), does not, by reason of the
operation of subsection (d) of this section, become due and payable
as construction charges for said year, shall be added to an installment
or installments of subsequent years for which installments are desig-
nated under said subsection (b) or shall be established as an install-
ment or installments or parts thereof of years subsequent to the last
year for which an installment is designated under said subsection
(b), or both; and there shall be similar provisions respecting any
such part of the amount of any installment modified or established

Prois. under this subsection: Provided, That under this subsection no install-
sion orestbisnhmevt ment may be revised to or established in an amount exceeding the
in amount exceeding amount of the largest installment as determined under said subsection

(b), and there shall be included in the contract such provisions as
the Secretary deems proper for offsetting the increases and decreases
in annual installments which result from the operation of said sub-
section (d).

onbaanceof reay- (f) In any contract entered into pursuant to the authority of this
ment contract. section, it shall be provided that from and after the date of the last

installment of the organization's repayment contract obligation or
obligations as determined under subsection (b) of this section, a
charge of 3 per centum per annum shall be payable by the organi-
zation on any balance or balances of said organization's obligation or
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project contract unit, shall be determined by the Secretary: Provided, 
That in any year, if the Secretary deems it necessary, an estimate of 
the annual returns of that year, in lieu of a final determination 
thereof, shall be considered with the annual returns of the preceding 
twelve years: Provided further, That in the event records of annual 
returns of the lands involved are not available for twelve preceding 
years, the Secretary, until such records for twelve preceding years 
have been established, in his discretion may consider established 
annual returns of other and similar lands in other and similar project 
contract units for the purpose of determining each year the normal 
returns. The estimates and final determinations of annual returns 
and the determinations of normal returns provided for in this Act 
shall be made by the Secretary with such assistance from the water 
users and organization involved as he requests, and said estimates 
and determinations made by him shall be conclusive. 

(d) For each project contract unit where a repayment contract is 
entered into pursuant to this section, each year the percent of the 
normal returns for said year by which the annual returns of said 
year exceed or are less than said normal returns shall be determined 
by the Secretary. For each unit or major fraction of a unit of said 
percentage of said increase or decrease there shall be an increase or 
decrease, respectively, of 2 per centum in the amount or amounts of 
the installment or installments for said year under the organization's 
obligation or obligations as determined under subsections (b) and 
(e) of this section. Said latter amount or amounts as thus increased 
or decreased shall be the payment or payments of construction 
charges due and payable for said year, except that in no event shall 
the amount of the said payment or payments due and payable for any 
year be less than 15 per centum of the amount or amounts of the 
installment or installments for said year under the organization's 
obligation or obligations as determined under subsections (b) and 
(e) of this section. 

(e) In each contract entered into pursuant to this section, there 
shall be such provisions as the Secretary deems equitable, necessary, 
and proper to provide that any part of the amount of any install-
ment of an organization's obligation, as determined under subsection 
(b) of this section, which, in the year for which said installment is 
designated under said subsection (b), does not, by reason of the 
operation of subsection (d) of this section, become due and payable 
as construction charges for said year, shall be added to an installment 
or installments of subsequent years for which installments are desig-
nated under said subsection (b) or shall be established as an install-
ment or installments or parts thereof of years subsequent to the last 
year for which an installment is designated under said subsection 
(b), or both; and there shall be similar provisions respecting any 
such part of the amount of any installment modified or established 
under this subsection: Provided, That under this subsection no install-
ment may be revised to or established in an amount exceeding the 
amount of the largest installment as determined under said subsection 
(b), and there shall be included in the contract such provisions as 
the Secretary deems proper for offsetting the increases and decreases 
in annual installments which result from the operation of said sub-
section (d). 

(f) In any contract entered into pursuant to the authority of this 
section, it shall be provided that from and after the date of the last 
installment of the organization's repayment contract obligation or 
obligations as determined under subsection (b) of this section, a 
charge of 3 per centum per annum shall be payable by the organi-
zation on any balance or balances of said organization's obligation or 
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obligations which have not become due and payable by reason of the
operation of subsection (d) of this section, until the same have become
due and payable as construction charges under said subsection (d),
and said charge of 3 per centum shall be payable by the organization
to the United States on the same dates as, and in addition to, the
annual payments otherwise required under this section.

(g) There may be included in any contract entered into pursuant
to the authority of this section provisions requiring the organization
to vary its distribution of construction charges in a manner that takes
into account the productivity of the various classes of lands and the
benefits accruing to the lands by reason of the irrigation thereof:
Provided, That no distribution of construction charges over the lands
included in the organization shall in any manner be deemed to relieve
the organization, or any party or any land therein, of the organiza-
tion's general obligation to repay to the United States in full the total
amount of the organization's repayment contract obligation or obli-
gations as determined under subsection (b) of this section.

SEC. 5. The Secretary in his discretion may require, in connection
with any contract entered into pursuant to the authority of this Act,
that the contract provide (1) that the payments for each year to be
made to the United States shall become due and payable on such date
or dates, not exceeding two, in each year as the Secretary determines
will be substantially contemporaneous with the time or times in each
year when water users receive crop returns and (2) if the contract
be with an organization, that assessments or levies for the purpose
of obtaining moneys sufficient to meet the organization's payments
under said contract shall be made and shall become due and payable
within a certain period or periods of time prior to the date or dates
on which the organization's payments to the United States are due
and payable, said period or periods of time to be agreed upon in each
said contract.

The Secretary may provide such deferments of construction charges
as in his judgment are necessary to prevent said requirements from
resulting in inequitable pyramiding of payments of said charges.

SEC. 6. In connection with any contract, relating to construction
charges, entered into pursuant to the authority of this Act, the
Secretary is hereby authorized to require such provisions as he deems
proper to secure the adoption of proper accounting, to protect the
condition of project works and to provide for the proper use thereof,
and to protect project lands against deterioration due to improper use
of water. Any such contract shall require advance payment of ade-
quate operation and maintenance charges. The Secretary is further
authorized, in his discretion, to require such provisions as he deems
proper to penalize delinquencies in payments of construction charges
or operation and maintenance charges: Provided That in any event
there shall be penalties imposed on account of delinquencies of not
less than one-half of 1 per centum per month of the delinquent
charge from and after the date when such charge becomes due and
payable: Provided further, That any such contract shall require that
no water shall be delivered to lands or parties which are in arrears in
the advance payment of operation and maintenance or toll charges,
or to lands or parties which are in arrears for more than twelve
months in the payment of construction charges due from such lands
or parties to the United States or to the organization in which the
lands or parties are included, or to any lands or parties included in
an organization which is in arrears in the advance payment of opera-
tion and maintenance or toll charges or in arrears more than twelve
months in the payment of construction charges due from such organi-
zation to the United States.
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obligations which have not become due and payable by reason of the 
operation of subsection (d) of this section, until the same have become 
due and payable as construction charges under said subsection (d), 
and said charge of 3 per centum shall be payable by the organization 
to the United States on the same dates as, and in addition to, the 
annual payments otherwise required under this section. 

(g) There may be included in any contract entered into pursuant 
to the authority of this section provisions requiring the organization 
to vary its distribution of construction charges in a manner that takes 
into account the productivity of the various classes of lands and the 
benefits accruing to the lands by reason of the irrigation thereof: 
Provided, That no distribution of construction charges over the lands 
included in the organization shall in any manner be deemed to relieve 
the organization, or any party or any land therein, of the organiza-
tion's general obligation to repay to the United States in full the total 
amount of the organization's repayment contract obligation or obli-
gations as determined under subsection (b) of this section. 
SEC. 5. The Secretary in his discretion may require, in connection 

with any contract entered into pursuant to the authority of this Act, 
that the contract provide (1) that the payments for each year to be 
made to the United States shall become due and payable on such date 
or dates, not exceeding two, in each year as the Secretary determines 
will be substantially contemporaneous with the time or times in each 
year when water users receive crop returns and (2) if the contract 
be with an organization, that assessments or levies for the purpose 
of obtaining moneys sufficient to meet the organization's payments 
under said contract shall be made and shall become due and payable 
within a certain period or periods of time prior to the date or dates 
on which the organization's payments to the United States are due 
and payable, said period or periods of time to be agreed upon in each 
said contract. 
The Secretary may provide such deferments of construction charges 

as in his judgment are necessary to prevent said requirements from 
resulting in inequitable pyramiding of payments. of said charges. 
SEC. 6. In connection with any contract, relating to construction 

charges, entered into pursuant to the authority of this Act, the 
Secretary is hereby authorized to require such provisions as he deems 
proper to secure the adoption of proper accounting, to protect the 
condition of project works and to provide for the proper use thereof, 
and to protect project lands against deterioration due to improper use 
of water. Any such contract shall require advance payment of ade-
quate operation and maintenance charges. The Secretary is further 
authorized, in his discretion, to require such provisions as he deems 
proper to penalize delinquencies in payments of construction charges 
or operation and maintenance charges: Provided, That in any event 
there shall be penalties imposed on account of delinquencies of not 
less than one-half of 1 per centum per month of the delinquent 
charge from and after the date when such charge becomes due and 
payable: Provided further, That any such contract shall require that 
no water shall be delivered to lands or parties which are in arrears in 
the advance payment of operation and maintenance or toll charges, 
or to lands or parties which are in arrears for more than twelve 
months in the payment of construction charges due from such lands 
or parties to the United States or to the organization in which the 
lands or parties are included, or to any lands or parties mcluded in 
an organization which is in arrears in the advance payment of opera-
tion and maintenance or toll charges or in arrears more than twelve 
months in the payment of construction charges due from such organi-
zation to the United States. 
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Repayment prob- SEC. 7. (a) The Secretary is hereby authorized and directed to
le, ie investigate the repayment problems of any existing project contract

unit in connection with which, in his judgment, a contract under
section 3 or 4 of this Act would not be practicable nor provide an
economically sound adjustment, and to negotiate a contract which,
in his judgment, both would provide fair and equitable treatment
of the repayment problems involved and would be in keeping with
the general purpose of this Act.

Work now under (b) For any project, division of a project, development unit of aconstruction, alloca-
tions of costs. project, or supplemental works on a project, now under construction

or for which appropriations have been made, and in connection
with which a repayment contract has not been executed, allocations
of costs may be made in accordance with the provisions of section

Negotiation of re- 9 of this Act and a repayment contract may be negotiated, in the
paymen contract. discretion of the Secretary, (1) pursuant to the authority of subsec-

tion (a) of this section or (2) in accordance, as near as may be, with
Development peri- the provisions in subsection 9 (d) or 9 (e) of this Act. In con-

nection with any such project, division, or development unit, on
which the majority of the lands involved are public lands of the
United States, the Secretary, prior to entering into a repayment con-
tract, may fix a development period for each irrigation block, if
any, of not to exceed ten years from and including the first year in

DPr o water which water is delivered for the lands in said block: Provided, That
at clse. in the event a development period is fixed prior to execution of a

repayment contract, execution thereof shall be a condition prece-
dent to delivery of water after the close of the development period.

Delivery during de- During any such development period water shall be delivered to
velopment period on
toll-charge basis on the lands in the irrigation block involved only on a toll-charge basis,

at a charge per annum per acre-foot to be fixed by the Secretary
each year and to be collected in advance of delivery of water. Pend-
ing negotiation and execution of a repayment contract for any other
such project, division, or development unit, water may be delivered
for a period of not more than five years from the date of this Act
on the same toll-charge basis. Any such toll charges collected and
which the Secretary determines to be in excess of the cost of opera-
tion and maintenance during the toll-charge period shall be credited
to the construction cost of the project in the manner determined by
the Secretary.

Report to Congress. (C) The Secretary from time to time shall report to the Congress
on any proposed contracts negotiated pursuant to the authority of
subsection (a) or (b) (1) of this section, and he may execute any
such contract on behalf of the United States only after approval
thereof has been given by Act of Congress.

olassification SEO. 8. (a) The Secretary is hereby authorized and directed in
the manner hereinafter provided to classify or to reclassify, from
time to time but not more often than at five-year intervals, as to
irrigability and productivity those lands which have been, are, or
may be included within any project.

Request required. (b) No classification or reclassification pursuant to the authority
of this Act shall be undertaken unless a request therefor, by an
organization or duly authorized representatives of the water users,
in the form required by subsection (c) of this section has been made

wcrketary to plan he Secretary. The Secretary shall plan the classification work,
undertaken pursuant to the authority of this section, in such manner
as in his judgment will result in the most expeditious completion
of the work.

cReqest for land (C) In any request made to the Secretary for a land classification
accompanied by list or reclassification under this section, the organization or representa-
of lands to be exam-
ied.s 

t o 
be e tives of the water users shall furnish a list of those lands which are

considered to be of comparatively low productivity or to be nonpro-
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SEC. 7. (a) The Secretary is hereby authorized and directed to 
investigate the repayment problems of any existing project contract 
unit in connection with which, in his judgment, a contract under 
section 3 or 4 of this Act would not be practicable nor provide. an 
economically sound adjustment, and to negotiate a contract which, 
in his judgment, both would provide fair and equitable treatment 
of the repayment problems involved and would be in keeping with 
the general purpose of this Act. 

(b) For any project, division of a project, development unit of a 
project, or supplemental works on a project, now under construction 
or for which appropriations have been made, and in connection 
with which a repayment contract has not been executed, allocations 
of costs may be made in accordance with the provisions of section 
9 of this Act and a repayment contract may be negotiated, in the 
discretion of the Secretary, (1) pursuant to the authority of subsec-
tion (a) of this section or (2) in accordance, as near as may be, with 
the provisions in subsection 9 (d) or 9 (e) of this Act. In con-
nection with any such project, division, or development unit, on 
which the majority of the lands involved are public lands of the 
United States, the Secretary, prior to entering into a repayment con-
tract, may fix a development period for each irrigation block, if 
any, of not to exceed ten years from and including the first year in 
which water is delivered for the lands in said block: Provided, That 
in the event a development period is fixed prior to execution of a 
repayment contract, execution thereof shall be a condition prece-
dent to delivery of water after the close of the development period. 
During any such development period water shall be delivered to 
the lands in the irrigation block involved only on a toll-charge basis, 
at a charge per annum per acre-foot to be fixed by the Secretary 
each year and to be collected in advance of delivery of water. Pend-
ing negotiation and execution of a repayment contract for any other 
such project, division, or development unit, water may be delivered 
for a period of not more than five years from the date of this Act 
on the same toll-charge basis. Any such toll charges collected and 
which the Secretary determines to be in excess of the cost of opera-
tion and maintenance during the toll-charge period shall be credited 
to the construction cost of the project in the manner determined by 
the Secretary. 

(c) The Secretary from time to time shall report to the Congress 
on any. proposed contracts negotiated pursuant to the authority of 
subsection (a) or (b) (1) of this section, and he may execute any 
such contract on behalf of the United States only after approval 
thereof has been given by Act of Congress. 
SECI. 8. (a) The Secretary is hereby authorized and directed in 

the manner hereinafter provided to classify or to reclassify, from 
time to time but not more often than at five-year intervals, as to 
irrigabihty and productivity those lands which have been, are, or 
may be included within any project. 

(b) No classification or reclassification pursuant to the authority 
of this Act shall be undertaken unless a request therefor, by an 
organization or duly authorized representatives of the water users, 
in the form required by subsection (c) of this section has been made 
of the Secretary. The Secretary shall plan the classification work, 
undertaken pursuant to the authority of this section, in such manner 
as in his judgment will result in the most expeditious completion 
of the work. 

(c) In any request made to the Secretary for a land classification 
or reclassification under this section, the organization or representa-
tives of the water users shall furnish a list of those lands which are 
considered to be of comparatively low productivity or to be nonpro-
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ductive, and of those lands which are considered to be of greater or
lesser productivity than indicated by existing classifications, if any,
made pursuant to the Federal reclamation laws, and shall furnish
also such data relating thereto as the Secretary by regulation may
require.

(d) Upon receipt of any such request the Secretary shall make a
preliminary determination whether the requested land classification
or reclassification probably is justified by reason of the conditions
of the lands involved and other pertinent conditions of the project,
including its contractual relations with the United States.

(e) If the Secretary finds probable justification and if the advance
to the United States hereinafter required is made, he shall undertake
as soon as practicable the classification or reclassification of the lands
listed in the request, and of any other lands which have been, are, or
may be included within the project involved and which in his judg-
ment should be classified or reclassified.

(f) As soon as practicable after completion of the classification
work undertaken pursuant to this section, or from time to time, the
Secretary shall report to Congress on the classifications and reclassi-
fications made and shall include in his report, as to each project
involved, his recommendations, if any, for remedial legislation.

(g) One-half of the expense involved in any classification work
undertaken pursuant to this section shall be charged to operation
and maintenance administration nonreimbursable; and one-half shall
be paid in advance by the organization involved. On determining
probable justification for the requested classification or reclassifi-
cation as provided in this section, the Secretary shall estimate the
cost of the work involved and shall submit a statement of the
estimated cost to said organization. Said organization, before
commencement of the work, shall advance to the United States
one-half of the amount set forth in said statement and also shall
advance one-half of the amount of supplementary estimates of costs
which the Secretary may find it necessary to make from time to
time during the progress of the work; and said amounts shall be
and remain available for expenditure by the Secretary for the pur-
poses for which they are advanced, until the work is comllpleted or
abandoned. After completion or abandonment of the work, the
Secretary, shall determine the actual costs thereof; and said organi-
zation shall pay any additional amount required to make its total
payments hereunder equal to one-half of the actual cost or shall be
credited with any amount by which advances made by it exceed
one-half of said actual cost, as the case may be.

(h) If in the judgment of the Secretary a classification or reclassifi-
cation pursuant to the provisions of this section is a necessary prelimi-
nary to entering into a contract under section 3 or 4 of this Act, he
may require the same as a condition precedent to entering into such
a contract.

(i) No modification of any existing obligation to pay construction
charges on any project shall be made by reason of any classification
or reclassification undertaken pursuant to this section without express
authority therefor granted by Congress upon recommendations of the
Secretary made in a report under subsection (f) of this section.

SEC. 9. (a) No expenditures for the construction of any new project,
new division of a project, or new supplemental works on a project
shall be made, nor shall estimates be submitted therefor, by the Secre-
tary until after he has made an investigation thereof and has sub-
mitted to the President and to the Congress his report and find-
ings on-

(1) the engineering feasibility of the proposed construction;
(2) the estimated cost of the proposed construction;
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ductive, and of those lands which are considered to be of greater or 
lesser productivity than indicated by existing classifications, if any, 
made pursuant to the Federal reclamation laws, and shall furnish 
also such data relating thereto as the Secretary by regulation may 
require. 

(d) Upon receipt of any such request the Secretary shall make a 
preliminary determination whether the requested land classification 
or reclassification probably is justified by reason of the conditions 
of the lands involved and other pertinent conditions of the project, 
including its contractual relations with the United States. 

(e) If the Secretary finds probable justification and if the advance 
to the United States hereinafter required is made, he shall undertake 
as soon as practicable the classification or reclassification of the lands 
listed in the request, and of any other lands which have been, are, or 
may be included within the project involved and which in his judg-
ment should be classified or reclassified. 

(f) As soon as practicable after completion of the classification 
work undertaken pursuant to this section, or from time to time, the 
Secretary shall report to Congress on the classifications and reclassi-
fications made and shall include in his report, as to each project 
involved, his recommendations, if any, for remedial legislation. 

(g) One-half of the expense involved in any classification work 
undertaken pursuant to this section shall be charged to operation 
and maintenance administration nonreimbursable; and one-half shall 
be paid in advance by the organization involved. On determining 
probable justification for the requested classification or reclassifi-
cation as provided in this section, the Secretary shall estimate the 
cost of the work involved and shall submit a statement of the 
estimated cost to said organization. Said organization, before 
commencement of the work, shall advance to the United States 
one-half of the amount set forth in said statement and also shall 
advance one-half of the amount of supplementary estimates of costs 
which the Secretary may find it necessary to make from time to 
time during the progress of the work; and said amounts shall be 
and remain available for expenditure by the Secretary for the pur-
poses for which they are advanced, until the work is completed or 
abandoned. After completion or abandonment of the work, the 
Secretary, shall determine the actual costs thereof; and said organi-
zation shall pay any additional amount required to make its total 
payments hereunder equal to one-half of the actual cost or shall be 
credited with any amount by which advances made by it exceed 
one-half of said actual cost, as the case may be. . 

(h) If in the judgment of the Secretary a classification or reclassifi-
cation pursuant to the provisions of this section is a necessary prelimi-
nary to entering into a contract under section 3 or 4 of this Act, he 
may require the same as a condition precedent to entering into such 
a contract. 

(i) No modification of any existing obligation to pay construction 
charges on any project shall be made by reason of any classification 
or reclassification undertaken pursuant to this section without express 
authority therefor granted by Congress upon recommendations of the 
Secretary made in a report under subsection (f) of this section. 
SEC. 9. (a) No expenditures for the construction of any new project, 

new division of a project, or new supplemental works on a project 
shall be made, nor shall estimates be submitted therefor, by the Secre-
tary until after he has made an investigation thereof and has sub-
mitted to the President and to the Congress his report and find-
ings on— 

(1) the engineering feasibility of the proposed construction; 
(2) the estimated cost of the proposed construction; 
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(3) the part of the estimated cost which can properly be allo-
cated to irrigation and probably be repaid by the water users;

(4) the part of the estimated cost which can properly be allo-
cated to power and probably be returned to the United States in
net power revenues;

(5) the part of the estimated cost which can properly be allo-
cated to municipal water supply or other miscellaneous purposes
and probably be returned to the United States.

Construction, et. If the proposed construction is found by the Secretary to have engi-
neering feasibility and if the repayable and returnable allocations to
irrigation, power, and municipal water supply or other miscellaneous
purposes found by the Secretary to be proper, together with any
allocation to flood control or navigation made under subsection (b)
of this section, equal the total estimated cost of construction as
determined by the Secretary, then the new project, new division of a
project, or supplemental works on a project, covered by his findings,
shall be deemed authorized and may be undertaken by the Secretary.
If all such allocations do not equal said total estimated cost, then said
new project, new division, or new supplemental works may be under-
taken by the Secretary only. after provision therefor has been made by
Act of Congress enacted after the Secretary has submitted to the
President and the Congress the report and findings involved.

cont to flood (b) In connection with any new project, new division of a project,
or supplemental works on a project there may be allocated to flood
control or navigation the part of said total estimated cost which the
Secretary may find to be proper. Items for any such allocations
made in connection with projects which may be undertaken pursuant
to subsection (a) of this section shall be included in the estimates of
appropriations submitted by the Secretary for said projects, and
funds for such portions of the projects shall not become available

of ar except as directly appropriated or allotted to the Department of the
Depsrtpment. 0  Interior. In connection with the making of such an allocation, the

Secretary shall consult with the Chief of Engineers and the Secretary
of War, and may perform any of the necessary investigations or
studies under a cooperative agreement with the Secretary of War.
In the event of such an allocation the Secretary of the Interior shall
operate the project for purposes of flood control or navigation, to the
extent justified by said allocation therefor.

supply, etc. ter (c) The Secretary is authorized to enter into contracts to furnish
provisos. water for municipal water supply or miscellaneous purposes: Pro-
Repayments. vided, That any such contract either (1) shall require repayment

to the United States, over a period of not to exceed forty years from
the year in which water is first delivered for the use of the contract-
ing party, with interest not exceeding the rate of 31/2 per centum per
annum if the Secretary determines an interest charge to be proper,
of an appropriate share as determined by the Secretary of that part
of the construction costs allocated by him to municipal water supply
or other miscellaneous purposes; or (2) shall be for such periods, not
to exceed forty years, and at such rates as in the Secretary's judg-
ment will produce revenues at least sufficient to cover an appropriate
share of the annual operation and maintenance cost and an appro-
priate share of such fixed charges as the Secretary deems proper,
and shall require the payment of said rates each year in advance

Power privilege of delivery of water for said year. Any sale of electric power or
lease of power privileges, made by the Secretary in connection with
the operation of any project or division of a project, shall be for
such periods, not to exceed forty years, and at such rates as in his
judgment will produce power revenues at least sufficient to cover
an appropriate share of the annual operation and maintenance cost,
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(3) the part of the estimated cost which can properly be allo-
cated to irrigation and probably be repaid by the water users; 

(4) the part of the estimated cost which can properly be allo-
cated to power and probably be returned to the United States in 
net power revenues; 

(5) the part of the estimated cost which can properly be allo-
cated to municipal water supply or other miscellaneous purposes 
and probably be returned to the United States. 

If the proposed construction is found by the Secretary to have engi-
neering feasibility and if the repayable and returnable allocations to 
irrigation, power, and municipal water supply or other miscellaneous 
purposes found by the Secretary, to be proper, together with any 
allocation to flood control or navigation made under subsection (b) 
of this section, equal the total estimated cost of construction as 
determined by the Secretary, then the new project, new division of a 
project, or supplemental works on a project, covered by his findings, 
shall be deemed authorized and may be undertaken by the Secretary. 
If all such allocations do not equal said total estimated cost, then said 
new project, new division, or new supplemental works may be under-
taken by the Secretary only. after provision therefor has been made by 
Act of Congress enacted after the Secretary has submitted to the 
President and the Congress the report and findings involved. 

(b) In connection with any new project, new division of a project, 
or supplemental works on a project there may be allocated to flood 
control or navigation the part of said total estimated cost which the 
Secretary may find to be proper. Items for any such allocations 
made in connection with projects which may be undertaken pursuant 
to subsection (a) of this section shall be included in the estimates of 
appropriations submitted by the Secretary for said projects, and 
funds for such portions of the projects shall not become available 
except as directly appropriated or allotted to the Department of the 
Interior. In connection with the making of such an allocation the 
Secretary shall consult with the Chief of Engineers and the Secretary 
of War, and may perform any of the necessary investigations or 
studies under a cooperative agreement with the Secretary of War. 
In the event of such an allocation the Secretary of the Interior shall 
operate the project for purposes of flood control or navigation, to the 
extent justified by said allocation therefor. 

(c) The Secretary is authorized to enter into contracts to furnish 
water for municipal water supply or miscellaneous purposes: Pro-
vided, That any such contract either (1) shall require repayment 
to the United States, over a period of not to exceed forty years from 
the year in which water is first delivered for the use of the contract-
ing party, with interest not exceeding the rate of 31/2 per centum per 
annum if the Secretary determines an interest charge to be proper, 
of an appropriate share as determined by the Secretary of that part 
of the construction costs allocated by him to municipal water supply 
or other miscellaneous purposes; or (2) shall be for such periods, not 
to exceed forty years, and at such rates as in the Secretary's judg-
' ment will produce revenues at least sufficient to cover an appropriate 
share of the annual operation and maintenance cost and an appro-
priate share of such fixed charges as the Secretary deems proper, 
and shall require the payment of said rates each year in advance 
of delivery of water for said year. Any sale of electric power or 
lease of power privileges, made by the Secretary in connection with 
the operation of any project or division of a project, shall be for 
such periods, not to exceed forty years, and at such rates as in his 
judgment will produce power revenues at least sufficient to cover 
an appropriate share of the annual operation and maintenance cost, 
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interest on an appropriate share of the construction investment at
not less than 3 per centum per annum, and such other fixed charges
as the Secretary deems proper: Provided further, That in said sales Preferential

or leases preference shall be given to municipalities and other public
corporations or agencies; and also to cooperatives and other non-
profit organizations financed in whole or in part by loans made pur-
suant to the Rural Electrification Act of 1936 and any amendments 4 Stat. 1337 U. S. C.
thereof. Nothing in this subsection shall be applicable to provisions iv, § 901-914.
in existing contracts, made pursuant to law, for the use of power and
miscellaneous revenues of a project for the benefit of users of water
from such project. The provisions of this subsection respecting the Prescribd

terms of sales of electric power and leases of power privileges shall existing laws.
be in addition and alternative to any authority in existing laws relat-
ing to particular projects. No contract relating to municipal water contract
supply or miscellaneous purposes or to electric power or power privi-
leges shall be made unless, in the judgment of the Secretary, it will
not impair the efficiency of the project for irrigation purposes.

(d) No water may be delivered for irrigation of lands in connec- Repaym'enttracts for ne
tion with any new project, new division of a project, or supple- ects.
mental works on a project until an organization, satisfactory in form
and powers to the Secretary, has entered into a repayment contract
with the United States, in a form satisfactory to the Secretary, pro- Provisions.
viding among other thmgs-

(1) That the Secretary may fix a development period for each ODeelopmed
irrigation block, if any, of not to exceed ten years from and during period,
including the first calendar year in which water is delivered for
the lands in said block; and that during the development period
water shall be delivered to the lands in the irrigation block
involved at a charge per annum per acre-foot, or other charge,
to be fixed by the Secretary each year and to be paid in advance
of delivery of water: Provided, That where the lands included Pw0 °
in an irrigation block are for the most part lands owned by the mostly Govt

United States, the Secretary, prior to execution of a repayment lands.

contract, may fix a development period, but in such case execu-
tion of such a contract shall be a condition precedent to delivery
of water after the close of the development period. After the Caredit of ,
close of the development period, any such charges collected and
which the Secretary determines to be in excess of the cost of the
operation and maintenance during the development period shall
be credited to the construction cost of the project in the manner
determined by the Secretary.

(2) That the part of the construction costs allocated by the irrjationre
Secretary to irrigation shall be included in a general repayment plan.
obligation of the organization; and that the organization may Dstutioi
vary its distribution of construction charges in a manner that
takes into account the productivity of the various classes of lands
and the benefits accruing to the lands by reason of the construc-
tion: Provided, That no distribution of construction charges Pro"re
over the lands included in the organization shall in any manner obligation.

be deemed to relieve the organization or any party or any land
therein of the organization s general obligation to the United
States.

(3) That the general repayment obligation of the organization Spread of
shall be spread in annual installments, of the number and reyment

amounts fixed by the Secretary, over a period not exceeding
forty years, exclusive of any development period fixed under
subsection (d) (1) of this section, for any project contract unit,
or for any irrigation block, if the project contract unit be divided
into two or more irrigation blocks.
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interest on an appropriate share of the construction investment at 
not less than 3 per centum per annum, and such other fixed charges 
as the Secretary deems proper: Provided further, That in said sales 
or leases preference shall be given to municipalities and other public 
corporations or agencies; and also to cooperatives and other non-
profit organizations financed in whole or in part by loans made pur-
suant to the Rural Electrification Act of 1936 and any amendments 
thereof. Nothing in this subsection shall be applicable to provisions 
in existing contracts, made pursuant to law, for the use of power and 
miscellaneous revenues of a project for the benefit of users of water 
from such project. The provisions of this subsection respecting the 
terms of sales of electric power and leases of power privileges shall 
be in addition and alternative to any authority in existing laws relat-
ing to particular projects. No contract relating to municipal water 
supply or miscellaneous purposes or to electric power or power privi-
leges shall be made unless, in the judgment of the Secretary, it will 
not impair the efficiency of the project for irrigation purposes. 

(d) No water may be delivered for irrigation of lands in connec-
tion with any new project, new division of a project, or supple-
mental works on a project until an organization, satisfactory in form 
and powers to the Secretary, has entered into a repayment contract 
with the United States2 in a form satisfactory to the Secretary, pro-
viding among other things— 

(1) That the Secretary may fix a development period for each 
irrigation block, if any, of not to exceed ten years from and 
including the first calendar year in which water is delivered for 
the lands in said block; and that during the development period 
water shall be delivered to the lands in the irrigation block 
involved at a charge per annum per acre-foot, or other charge, 
to be fixed by the Secretary each year and to be paid in advance 
of delivery of water: Provided, That where the lands included 
in an irrigation block are for the most part lands owned by the 
United States, the Secretary, prior to execution of a repayment 
contract, may fix a development periodl but in such case execu-
tion of such a contract shall be a condition precedent to delivery 
of water after the close of the development period. After the 
close of the development period, any such charges collected and 
which the Secretary determines to be in excess of the cost of the 
operation and maintenance during the development period shall 
be credited to the construction cost of the project in the manner 
determined by the Secretary. 

(2) That the part of the construction costs allocated by the 
Secretary to irrigation shall be included in a general repayment 
obligation of the organization; and that the organization may 
vary its distribution of construction charges in a manner that 
takes into account the productivity of the various classes of lands 
and the benefits accruing to the lands by reason of the construc-
tion: Provided, That no distribution of construction charges 
over the lands included in the organization shall in any manner 
be deemed to relieve the organization or any party or any land 
therein of the organization's general obligation to the United 
States. 

(3) That the general repayment obligation of the organization 
shall be spread in annual installments, of the number and 
amounts fixed by the Secretary, over a period not exceeding 
forty years, exclusive of any development period fixed under 
subsection (d) (1) of this section, for any project contract unit, 
or for any irrigation block, if the project contract unit be divided 
into two or more irrigation blocks. 
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(4) That the first annual installment for any project contract
unit, or for any irrigation block, as the case may be, shall accrue,
on the date fixed by the Secretary, in the year after the last
year of the development period or, if there be no development
period, in the calendar year after the Secretary announces that
the construction contemplated in the repayment contract is sub-
stantially completed or is advanced to a point where delivery
of water can be made to substantially all of the lands in said
unit or block to be irrigated; and if there be no development
period fixed, that prior to and including the year in which the
Secretary makes said announcement water shall be delivered
only on the toll charge basis hereinbefore provided for develop-
ment periods.

(5) Either (A) that each year the installment of the organi-
zation's repayment obligation scheduled for such year shall be
the construction charges due and payable by the organization
for such year; or (B) that each year the installment for such
year of the organization's repayment obligation shall be increased
or decreased on the basis of the normal and percentages plan
provided in section 4 of this Act for modification of existing
obligations to pay construction charges, and the amount of the
annual installment of the organization's obligation, as thus
increased or decreased, shall be the construction charges due and
payable for such year. Under "(B)" of this subsection the pro-
visions of section 4 of this Act shall be applicable, as near as
may be, to the repayment contract made in connection with
the new project, new division of a project or supplemental works
on a project; and the organization shall make payments on the
basis therein provided until its general repayment obligation
has become due and payable to the United States in full.

(e) In lieu of entering into a repayment contract pursuant
to the provisions of subsection (d) of this section to cover that
part of the cost of the construction of works connected with
water supply and allocated to irrigation, the Secretary, in his
discretion, may enter into either short- or long-term contracts
to furnish water for irrigation purposes. Each such contract
shall be for such period, not to exceed forty years, and at such
rates as in the Secretary's judgment will produce revenues at
least sufficient to cover an appropriate share of the annual oper-
ation and maintenance cost and an appropriate share of such
fixed charges as the Secretary deems proper, due consideration
being given to that part of the cost of construction of works
connected with water supply and allocated to irrigation; and
shall require payment of said rates each year in advance of
delivery of water for said year. In the event such contracts
are made for furnishing water for irrigation purposes, the costs
of any irrigation water distribution works constructed by the
United States in connection with the new project, new division
of a project, or supplemental works on a project, shall be cov-
ered by a repayment contract entered into pursuant to said
subsection (d).

SEO. 10. The Secretary, in his discretion, may (a) permit the
removal, from lands or interests in lands withdrawn or acquired and
being administered under the Federal reclamation laws in connec-
tion with the construction or operation and maintenance of any proj-
ect, of sand, gravel, and other minerals and building materials with
or without competitive bidding: Provided, That removals may be per-
mitted without charge if for use by a public agency in the construc-
tion of public roads or streets within any project or in its immediate
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(4) That, the first annual installment for any project contract 
unit, or for any irrigation block, as the case may be, shall accrue, 
on the date fixed by the Secretary, in the year after the last 
year of the development period or, if there be no development 
period, in the calendar year after the Secretary announces that 
the construction contemplated in the repayment contract is sub-
stantially completed or is advanced to a point where delivery 
of water can be made to substantially all of the lands in said 
unit or block to be irrigated; and if there be no development 
period fixed, that prior to and including the year in which the 
Secretary makes said announcement water shall be delivered 
only on the toll charge basis hereinbefore provided for develop-
ment periods. 

(5) Either (A) that each year the installment of the organi-
zation's repayment obligation scheduled for such year shall be 
the construction charges due and payable by the organization 
for such year; or (B) that each year the installment for such 
year of the organization's repayment obligation shall be increased 
or decreased on the basis of the normal and percentages plan 
provided in section 4 of this Act for modification of existing 
obligations to pay construction charges, and the amount of the 
annual installment of the organization's obligation, as thus 
increased or decreased, shall be the construction charges due and 
payable for such year. Under "(B)" of this subsection the pro-
visions of section 4 of this Act shall be applicable, as near as 
may be, to the repayment contract made in connection with 
the new project, new division of a project or supplemental works 
on a project; and the organization shall make payments on the 
basis therein provided until its general repayment obligation 
has become due and payable to the United States in full. 

(e) In lieu of entering into a repayment contract pursuant 
to the provisions of subsection (d) of this section to cover that 
part of the cost of the construction of works connected with 
water supply and allocated to irrigation, the Secretary, in his 
discretion, may enter into either short- or long-term contracts 
to furnish water for irrigation purposes. Each such contract 
shall be for such period, not to exceed forty years, and at such 
rates as in the Secretary's judgment will produce revenues at 
least sufficient to cover an appropriate share of the annual oper-
ation and maintenance cost and an appropriate share of such 
fixed charges as the Secretary deems proper, due consideration 
being given to that part of the cost of construction of works 
connected with water supply and allocated to irrigation; and 
shall require payment of said rates each year in advance of 
delivery of water for said year. In the event such contracts 
are made for furnishing water for irrigation purposes, the costs 
of any irrigation water distribution works constructed by the 
United States in connection with the new project, new division 
of a project, or supplemental works on a project, shall be cov-
ered by a repayment contract entered into pursuant to said 
subsection (d). 

SEC. 10. The Secretary, in his discretion, may (a) permit the 
removal, from lands or interests in lands withdrawn or acquired and 
being administered under the Federal reclamation laws in connec-
tion with the construction or operation and maintenance of any proj-
ect, of sand, gravel, and other minerals and building materials with 
or without competitive bidding: Provided, That removals may be per-
mitted without charge if for use by a public agency in the construc-
tion of public roads or streets within any project or in its immediate 
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vicinity; and (b) grant leases, licenses, easements, or rights-of-way,
for periods not to exceed fifty years, affecting lands or interests in
lands withdrawn or acquired and being administered under the Fed-
eral reclamation laws in connection with the construction or opera-
tion and maintenance of any project. Such permits or grants shall
be made only when, in the judgment of the Secretary, their exercise
will not be incompatible with the purposes for which the lands or
interests in lands are being administered, and shall be on such terms
and conditions as in his judgment will adequately protect the interests
of the United States and the project for which said lands or inter-
ests in lands are being administered.

SEC. 11. The Secretary in his discretion, in any instances where
property to be sold under the Act of February 2, 1911 (36 Stat. 805),
or the Act of May 20, 1920 (41 Stat. 605), is appraised at not to
exceed $300, may sell said property at public or private sale without
complying with the provisions of said Acts as to notice, publication,
and mode of sale.

SEC. 12. When appropriations have been made for the commence-
ment or continuation of construction or operation and maintenance
of any project, the Secretary may, in connection with such construc-
tion or operation and maintenance, enter into contracts for miscella-
neous services, for materials and supplies, as well as for construction,
which may cover such periods of time as the Secretary may consider
necessary but in which the liability of the United States shall be con-
tingent upon appropriations being made therefor.

SEC. 13. The purchase of supplies and equipment or the procure-
ment of services for the Bureau of Reclamation at the seat of gov-
ernment and elsewhere may be made in the open market without
compliance with section 3709 or section 3744 of the Revised Statutes
of the United States, in the manner common among businessmen,
when the aggregate payment for the purchase or the services does
not exceed $300 in any instance.

SEC. 14. The Secretary is hereby authorized, in connection with
the construction or operation and maintenance of any project, (a) to
purchase or condemn suitable lands or interests in lands for reloca-
tion of highways, roadways, railroads, telegraph, telephone, or elec-
tric transmission lines, or any other properties whatsoever, the relo-
cation of which in the judgment of the Secretary is necessitated by
said construction or operation and maintenance, and to perform any
or all work involved in said relocations on said lands or interests in
lands, other lands or interests in lalds owned and held by the United
States in connection with the construction or operation and mainte-
nance of said project, or properties not owned by the United States;
(b) to enter into contracts with the owners of said properties
whereby they undertake to acquire any or all property needed for
said relocation, or to perform any or all work involved in said relo-
cations; and (c) for the purpose of effecting completely said reloca-
tions, to convey or exchange Government properties acquired or
improved under (a) above, with or without improvements, or other
properties owned and held by the United States in connection with
the construction or operation and maintenance of said project, or to
grant perpetual easements therein or thereover. Grants or convey-
ances hereunder shall be by instruments executed by the Secretary
without regard to provisions of law governing the patenting of
public lands.

The Secretary is further authorized, for the purpose of orderly
and economical construction or operation and maintenance of any
project, to enter into such contracts for exchange or replacement
of water, water rights, or electric energy or for the adjustment of
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vicinity.; and (b) grant leases, licenses, easements, or rights-of-way, 
for periods not to exceed fifty years, affecting lands or interests in 
lands withdrawn or acquired and being administered under the Fed-
eral reclamation laws in connection with the construction or opera. 
tion and maintenance of any project. Such permits or grants shall 
be made only when, in the judgment of the Secretary, their exercise 
will not be incompatible with the purposes for which the lands or 
interests in lands are being administered, and shall be on such terms 
and conditions as in his judgment will adequately protect the interests 
of the United States and the project for which said lands or inter-
ests in lands are being administered. 
SEC. 11. The Secretary in his discretion, in any instances where 

property to be sold under the Act of February 2, 1911 (36 Stat. 805), 
or the Act of May 20, 1920 (41 Stat. 605), is appraised at not to 
exceed $300, may sell said property at public or private sale without 
complying with the provisions of said Acts as to notice, publication, 
and mode of sale. 
SEC. 12. When appropriations have been made for the commence-

ment or continuation of construction or operation and maintenance 
of any project, the Secretary may, in connection with such construc-
tion or operation and maintenance, enter into contracts for miscella-
neous services, for materials and supplies, as well as for construction, 
which may cover such periods of time as the Secretary may consider 
necessary but in which the liability of the United States shall be con-
tingent upon appropriations being made therefor. 
SEC. 13. The purchase of supplies and equipment or the procure-

ment of services for the Bureau of Reclamation at the seat of gov-
ernment and elsewhere may be made in the open market without 
compliance with section 3709 or section 3744 of the Revised Statutes 
of the United States, in the manner common among businessmen, 
when the aggregate payment for the purchase or the services does 
not exceed $300 in any instance. 
SEC. 14. The Secretary is hereby authorized, in connection with 

the construction or operation and maintenance of any project, (a) to 
purchase or condemn suitable i  lands or interests n lands for reloca-
tion of highways, roadway's, railroads, telegraph, telephone, or elec-
tric transmission lines, or any other properties whatsoever, the relo-
cation of which in the judgment of the Secretary is necessitated by 
said construction or operation and maintenance, and to perform any 
or all work involved in said relocations on said lands or interests in 
lands, other lands or interests in lands owned and held by the United 
States in connection with the construction or operation and mainte-
nance of said project, or properties not owned by the United States; 
(b) to enter into contracts with the owners of said properties 
whereby they undertake to acquire any or all property needed for 
said relocation, or to perform any or all work involved in said relo-
cations; and (c) for the purpose of effecting completely said reloca-
tions, to convey or exchange Government properties acquired or 
improved under (a) above, with or without improvements, or other 
properties owned and held by the United States in connection with 
the construction or operation and maintenance of said project, or to 
grant perpetual easements therein or thereover. Grants or convey-
ances hereunder shall be by instruments executed by the Secretary 
without regard to provisions of law governing the patenting of 
public lands. 
The Secretary is further authorized, for the purpose of orderly 

and economical construction or operation and maintenance of any 
project, to enter into such contracts for exchange or replacement 
of water, water rights, or electric energy or for the adjustment of 
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water rights, as in his judgment are necessary and in the interests
of the United States and the project.

Administration. SEC. 15. The Secretary is hereby authorized to perform any and all
acts and to make such rules and regulations as may be necessary and
proper for the purpose of carrying the provisions of this Act into
full force and effect.

ews n otincfulfornt- SEC. 16. The provisions of previous Acts of Congress not incon-
sistent with the provisions of this Act shall remain in full force and
effect.

Modification ofexitingontrat, du SEC. 17. (a) The authority granted in sections 3 and 4 of this Act
ration of authority, for modifiction of existing repayment contracts or other forms of

obligations to pay construction charges shall continue for five years
from the date of this enactment in order to provide opportunity for
negotiating and consummating said modifications and opportunity for
enactment by the legislature of any State in which a project contract
unit is located of any legislation which may be necessary to empower
water users and organizations to execute and carry out the provisions

Te extio or f contracts entered into pursuant to the authority of this Act.
payment of construc- (b) The authority of the Secretary under the Act entitled "An
tin charges, year Act to authorize further relief to water users on United States and

A 7. on Indian reclamation projects", approved May 31, 1939 (Public,
A', . 792. Numbered 97, Seventy-sixth Congress, first session), is hereby

extended in connection with the construction charges due and pay-
able, under any existing obligation to pay construction charges, for
each of the years 1939 to 1943, inclusive, to the extent such charges
are not covered by modification of said obligation under section 3 or
4 of this Act.

BJotlder anyov SEC. 18. Nothing in this Act shall be construed to amend the Boulder
os ot affected. Canyon Project Act (45 Stat. 1057), as amended.45 Stat. 1057.
43 u.. c. C.' 617- SEC. 19. This Act may be cited as the "Reclamation Project Act of617t. 1093".
Short title. 1939".

Approved, August 4, 1939.

[CHAPTER 419]
August 4, 1939 AN ACT

[S. 1773] To provide that no statute of limitations shall apply to offenses punishable by
[Public, No. 261] death.

Offenses punishable
by death.

Statute of limita-
tions not to apply.

Offenses now barred
by existing law.

August 4, 1939
[S. 1558]

[Public, No. 262]

New Mexico.
Acceptance of grant

of perpetual easement
with respect to cer.
tain lands in.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled That an indictment
for any offense punishable by death may be found at any time without
regard to any statute of limitations.

SEC. 2. This Act shall not authorize prosecution, trial, or punish-
ment for any offense now barred by the provisions of existing law.

Approved, August 4, 1939.

[CHAPTER 420]
AN ACT

To provide for the acceptance of an easement with respect to certain lands in
New Mexico, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the grant
of a perpetual easement to the United States Government and the
Works Progress Administration pursuant to an instrument dated
November 15, 1935, and recorded on December 22, 1936, for the
construction and maintenance of a dam and reservoir in Bear Canyon,
on the Mimbres River, in Grant County, New Mexico, located in
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water rights, as in his judgment are necessary and in the interests 
of the United States and the project. 
SEC. 15. The Secretary is hereby authorized to perform any and all 

acts and to make such rules and regulations as may be necessary and 
proper for the purpose of carrying the provisions of this Act into 
full force and effect. 
SEC. 16. The provisions of previous Acts of Congress not incon-

sistent with the provisions of this Act shall remain in full force and 
effect. 
SEC. 17. (a) The authority granted in sections 3 and 4 of this Act 

for modifiction of existing repayment contracts or other forms of 
obligations to pay construction charges shall continue for five years 
from the date of this enactment in order to provide opportunity for 
negotiating and consummating said modifications and opportunity for 
enactment by the legislature of any State in which a project contract 
unit is located of any legislation which may be necessary to empower 
water users and organizations to execute and carry out the provisions 
of contracts entered into pursuant to the authority of this Act. 

(b) The authority of the Secretary under the Act entitled "An 
Act to authorize further relief to water users on United States and 
on Indian reclamation projects", approved May 31, 1939 (Public, 
Numbered 97, Seventy-sixth Congress, first session), is hereby 
extended in connection with the construction charges due and pay-
able, under any existing obligation to pay construction charges, for 
each of the years 1939 to 1943, inclusive, to the extent such charges 
are not covered by modification of said obligation under section 3 or 
4 of this Act. 
SEC. 18. Nothing in this Act shall be construed to amend the Boulder 

Canyon Project Act (45 Stat. 1057), as amended. 
SEC. 19. This Act may be cited as the "Reclamation Project Act of 

1939". 
Approved, August 4, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 419] 
AN ACT 

[S. 1773]  To provide that no statute of limitations shall apply to offenses punishable by 
[Public, No. 261] death. 
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August 4, 1939 
[S. 1558] 

[Public, No. 262] 

New Mexico. 
Acceptance of grant 

of perpetual easement 
with respect to cer-
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Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That an indictment 
for any offense punishable by death may be found at any time without 
regard to any statute of limitations. 
SEC. 2. This Act shall not authorize prosecution, trial, or punish-

ment for any offense now barred by the provisions of existing law. 
Approved, August 4, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 420] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the acceptance of an easement with respect to certain lands in 
New Mexico, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the grant 
of a perpetual easement to the United States Government and the 
Works Progress Administration pursuant to an instrument dated 
November 15, 1935, and recorded on December 22, 1936, for the 
construction and maintenance of a dam and reservoir in Bear Canyon, 
on the Mimbres River, in Grant County, New Mexico, located in 
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sections 28 and 29, township 16 south, range 11 west, New Mexico
principal meridian, be, and the same hereby is, accepted.

SEC. 2. The Commissioner of Work Projects is hereby authorized
and directed to acquire by purchase, condemnation, or otherwise,
such other lands and interests in land as he may deem necessary for
use in connection with the maintenance of said dam and reservoir
and to carry out the purposes of this Act.

SEC. 3. For the purpose of carrying out the provisions of section 2
of this Act, the Commissioner of Work Projects is hereby author-
ized to use funds heretofore or hereafter appropriated to, or for,
the Work Projects Administration.

Approved, August 4, 1939.
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[CHAPTER 421]
JOINT RESOLUTION

To provide for the adjudication by a Commissioner of claims of American na-
tionals against the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the President be, and
he is hereby, authorized to appoint a Commissioner learned in the
law to determine the validity and amounts of the claims of American
nationals against the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics and to fill any vacancy in the same manner that the original
appointment was made.

SEC. 2. The salary of the Commissioner shall be at the rate of
$9,000 a year. He shall have a secretary and such additional legal,
clerical, and other assistants as may be approved and appointed by
the Secretary of State, and at such rates of compensation as may be
fixed by him within the limits of appropriated funds. Such persons
may be appointed without reference to civil-service laws and rules
or the Classification Act of 1923, as amended.

SEC. 3. The Commissioner shall be allowed the necessary actual
expenses of office rent, furniture, stationery, books, printing, travel
expenses when on official business outside the city of Washington, and
other incidental expenses which he may certify as necessary and which
shall be approved by the Secretary of State.

SEC. 4. Before entering upon his duties the Commissioner shall
take a solemn oath faithfully and impartially to examine the claims
and to give his decisions in accordance with his best judgment and
such principles of law as may be applicable. The decisions of the
Commissioner shall be in writing, and shall be final and conclusive
as to the merits of all cases decided. No claim within the Commis-
sioner's jurisdiction which shall not have been presented to him within
twelve months from the date he enters upon the duties of his office
shall be considered by him.

SEC. 5. (a) The Commissioner shall perform his duties in the city
of Washington beginning within a period of fifteen days from the
date of his appointment. He shall as soon as practicable make all
necessary rules and regulations not inconsistent with this resolution
or the laws of the United States, governing the method of procedure
before him in carrying into effect the provisions of this resolution.

(b) For the purpose of any investigation which, in the opinion of
the Commissioner, is necessary for carrying out the provisions of this
Act, he is empowered to administer oaths and affirmations, subpena
witnesses, take evidence, and require the production of books, papers,
or other documents which he considers relevant to any case within
his jurisdiction. Any person knowingly and willfully swearing or
affirming falsely in any such proceedings shall be deemed guilty of

August 4, 1939
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sections 28 and 29, township 16 south, range 11 west, New Mexico 
principal meridian, be, and the same hereby is, accepted. 
SEG. 2. The Commissioner of Work Projects is hereby authorized 

and directed to acquire by purchase, condemnation, or otherwise, 
such other lands and interests in land as he may deem necessary for 
use in connection with the maintenance of said dam and reservoir 
and to carry out the purposes of this Act. 
SEC. 3. For the purpose of carrying out the provisions of section 2 

of this Act, the Commissioner of Work Projects is hereby author-
ized to use funds heretofore or hereafter appropriated to, or for, 
the Work Projects Administration. 
Approved, August 4, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 421] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To provide for the adjudication by a Commissioner of claims of American na-
tionals against the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the President be, and 
he is hereby, authorized to appoint a Commissioner learned in the 
law to determine the validity and amounts of the claims of American 
nationals against the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics and to fill any vacancy in the same manner that the original 
appointment was made. 

SEc. 2. The salary of the Commissioner shall be at the rate of 
$9,000 a year. He shall have a secretary and such additional legal, 
clerical, and other assistants as may be approved and appointed by 
the Secretary of State, and at such rates of compensation as may be 
fixed by him within the limits of appropriated funds. Such persons 
may be appointed without reference to civil-service laws and rules 
or the Classification Act of 1923, as amended. 
SEC. 3. The Commissioner shall be allowed the necessary actual 

expenses of office rent, furniture, stationery, books, printing, travel 
expenses when on official business outside the city of Washington, and 
other incidental expenses which he may certify as necessary and which 
shall be approved by the Secretary of State. 
SEC. 4. Before entering upon his duties the Commissioner shall 

take a solemn oath faithfully and impartially to examine the claims 
and to give his decisions in accordance. with his best judgment and 
such principles of law as may be applicable. The decisions of the 
Commissioner shall be in writing, and shall be final and conclusive 
as to the merits of all cases decided. No claim within the Commis-
sioner's jurisdiction which shall not have been presented to him within 
twelve months from the date he enters upon the duties of his office 
shall be considered by him. 
SEC. 5. (a) The Commissioner shall perform his duties in the city 

of Washington beginning within a period of fifteen days from the 
date of his appointment. He shall as soon as practicable make all 
necessary rules and regulations not inconsistent with this resolution 
or the laws of the United States, governing the method of procedure 
before him in carrying into effect the provisions of this resolution. 

(b) For the purpose of any investigation which, in the opinion of 
the Commissioner, is necessary for carrying out the provisions of this 
Act, he is empowered to administer oaths and affirmations, subpena 
witnesses, take evidence, and require the production of books, papers, 
or other documents which he considers relevant, to any case within 
his jurisdiction. Any person knowingly and willfully swearing or 
affirming falsely in any such proceedmgs shall be deemed guilty of 
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perjury and shall, upon conviction, suffer the punishment provided
by the laws of the United States for that offense when committed in
its courts of justice.

(c) The attendance of witnesses and the production of documen-
tary evidence may be required from any place in the United States at
any designated place of hearing. Any failure to attend as a witness
or to testify as a witness or to produce documentary evidence in an
appropriate case may be regarded as a contempt of the authority of
the Commissioner and shall be punishable in any court of the United
States in the same manner as is provided by the laws of the United
States for that offense when committed in its courts of justice.

SEC. 6. The work of the Commissioner shall be completed within
two years from the date on which he undertakes the peformance of
his duties, at which time the authority vested in him by this resolu-
tion shall terminate.

SEC. 7. The Commissioner shall upon the completion of his work
submit a written report to the Secretary of State. This report shall
include a statement of the expenses of the Commissioner, a list of all
claims presented to him, and his decision in each case.

SEC. 8. When the work of the Commissioner is terminated, the
records, books, documents, and all property of the United States, in
the possession of the Commissioner or his staff, shall be turned over
to the Secretary of State.

SEC. 9. Appropriations are hereby authorized for the purpose of
carrying into effect the provisions of this resolution, not exceeding
$25,000 in any year.

SEC. 10. Any and all expenditures made in carrying out this
resolution shall be a first charge on any moneys which have been
received, or may hereafter be received, in settlement of the claims
described in section 1.

Approved, August 4, 1939.

[CHAPTER 426]
AN ACT

To amend further the Civil Service Retirement Act, approved May 29, 1930.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 3 of
the Act of May 29, 1930, as amended, is amended by striking out all
of that portion thereof beginning with rpararaph (g) and continuing
to the end of the section and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

"(g) This Act shall not apply to such employees of the Lighthouse
Service as come within the provisions of section 6 of the Act of June
20, 1918, entitled 'An Act to authorize aids to navigation and for
other works in the Lighthouse Service, and for other purposes', nor
to members of the police and fire departments of the municipal gov-
ernment of the District of Columbia, nor to such employees or groups
of employees as may have been before the effective date of this Act
excluded by Executive orders from the benefits of the Act of May 22,
1920, and amendments thereof.

"(h) The provisions of this Act may be extended by Executive
order, upon recommendation of the Civil Service Commission, to
apply to any employee or group of employees in the civil service of the
United States not included at the time of its passage. The President
shall have power, in his discretion, to exclude from the operation of
this Act any employee or group of employees in the civil service
whose tenure of office or employment is intermittent or of uncertain
duration.
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perjury and shall, upon conviction, suffer the punishment provided 
by the laws of the United States for that offense when committed in 
its courts of justice. 

(c) The attendance of witnesses and the production of documen-
tary evidence may be required from any place in the United States at 
any designated place of hearing. Any failure to attend as a witness 
or to testify as a witness or to produce documentary evidence in an 
appropriate case may be regarded as a contempt of the authority of 
the Commissioner and shall be punishable in any court of the United 
States in the same manner as is provided by the laws of the United 
States for that offense when committed in its courts of justice. 
SEC. 6. The work of the Commissioner shall be completed within 

two years from the date on which he undertakes the peformance of 
his duties, at which time the authority vested in him by this resolu-
tion shall terminate. 
SEC. 7. The Commissioner shall upon the completion of his work 

submit a written report to the Secretary of State. This report shall 
include a statement of the expenses of the Commissioner, a list of all 
claims presented to him, and his decision in each case. 
SEC. 8. When the work of the Commissioner is terminated, the 

records, books, documents, and all property of the United States, in 
the pocsAssion of the Commissioner or his staff, shall be turned over 
to the Secretary of State. 

SEo. 9. Appropriations are hereby authorized for the purpose of 
carrying into effect the provisions of this resolution, not exceeding 
$25,000 in any year. 
SEC. 10. Any and all expenditures made in carrying out this 

resolution shall be a first charge on any moneys which have been 
received, or may hereafter be received, in settlement of the claims 
described in section 1. 
Approved, August 4, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 426] 
AN ACT 

To amend further the Civil Service Retirement Act, approved May 29, 1930. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 3 of 
the Act of May 29, 1930, as amended, is amended by striking out all 
of that portion thereof beginning with paragraph (g) and continuing 
to the end of the section and inserting in lieu thereof the following: 

"(g) This Act shall not apply to such employees of the Lighthouse 
Service as come within the provisions of section 6 of the Act of June 
20, 1918, entitled 'An Act to authorize aids to navigation and for 
other works in the Lighthouse Service, and for other purposes', nor 
to members of the police and fire departments of the municipal gov-
ernment of the District of Columbia, nor to such employees or groups 
of employees as may have been before the effective date of this Act 
excluded by Executive orders from the benefits of the Act of May 22, 
1920, and amendments thereof. 
"(h) The provisions of this Act may be extended by Executive 

order, upon recommendation of the Civil Service Commission, to 
apply to any employee or group of employees in the civil service of the 
United States not included at the time of its passage. The President 
shall have power, in his discretion, to exclude from the operation of 
this Act any employee or group of employees in the civil service 
whose tenure of office or employment is intermittent or of uncertain 
duration. 
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"(i) Any officer or employee to whom the Act of July 13, 1937
(Public, Numbered 206, Seventy-fifth Congress, first session), applies
who has failed to exercise the option provided thereby to come within
the terms of the Retirement Act of May 29, 1930, as amended, may
exercise such option within six months from the effective date of this
Act."

SEC. 2. Strike out all of section 4 of the Act of May 29, 1930, as
amended, and insert in lieu thereof the following, so that this section
shall read:

"(a) The annuity of an employee retired under the provisions of
the preceding sections of this Act shall be a life annuity, terminable
upon the death of the annuitant and shall be composed of (1) a sum
equal to $30 for each year of service not exceeding thirty: Provided
That such portion of the annuity shall not exceed three-fourths of
the average annual basic salary, pay, or compensation received by the
employee during any five consecutive years of allowable service at
the option of the employee; nor shall such portion be less than an
amount equal to the employee's purchasable annuity as provided in
(2) hereof; and (2) the amount of annuity purchasable with the
sum to the credit of the employee's individual account as provided
in section 12 (a) hereof, together with interest at 4 per centum per
annum compounded on June 30 of each year, according to the experi-
ence of the civil-service retirement and disability fund as may from
time to time be set forth in tables of annuity values by the Board of
Actuaries.

"(b) The total annuity paid shall in no case be less than an amount
equal to the average annual basic salary, pay, or compensation, not to
exceed $1,600 per annum, received by the employee during any five
consecutive years of allowable service at the option of the employee,
multiplied by the number of years of service, not exceeding thirty
years, and divided by forty.

"(c) Any employee at the time of his retirement may elect to
receive, in lieu of the life annuity herein described, an increased
annuity of equivalent value which shall carry with it a proviso that
no unexpended part of the principal upon the annuitant's death
shall be returned.

"(d) Any employee retiring under the provisions of section 1 of
this Act may at the time of his retirement elect to receive in lieu of
the life annuity described herein a reduced annuity payable to him
during his life, and an annuity after his death payable to his bene-
ficiary, duly designated in writing and filed with the Civil Service
Commission at the time of his retirement, during the life of such
beneficiary (a) equal to or (b) 50 per centum of such reduced annuity
and upon the death of such surviving beneficiary all payments shall
cease and no further annuity shall be due or payable. The amounts
of the two annuities shall be such that their combined actuarial value
on the date of retirement as determined by the Civil Service Com-
mission shall be the same as the actuarial value of the single life
increased annuity with forfeiture provided by this section: Provided,
That no election in lieu of the life annuity provided herein shall
become effective in case an employee dies within thirty days after the
effective date of retirement, and in the event of such death within
this period, such death shall be considered as a death in active
service.

"(e) For the purpose of this Act all periods of service shall be
computed in accordance with section 5 hereof, and the annuity shall
be fixed at the nearest multiple of twelve.
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"(i) Any officer or employee to whom the Act of July 13, 1937 
(Public, Numbered 2062 Seventy-fifth Congress, first session), applies 
who has failed to exercise the option provided thereby to come within 
the terms of the Retirement Act of May 29, 1930, as amended, may 
exercise such option within six months from the effective date of this 
Act." 

SEC. 2. Strike out all of section 4 of the Act of May 29, 1930, as 
amended, and insert in lieu thereof the following, so that this section 
shall read: 

"(a) The annuity of an employee retired under the provisions of 
the preceding sections of this Act shall be a life annuity, terminable 
upon the death of the annuitant and shall be composed of (1) a sum 
equal to $30 for each year of service not exceeding thirty: Provided 
That such portion of the annuity shall not exceed three-fourths of 
the average annual basic salary, pay, or compensation received by the 
employee during any five consecutive years of allowable service at 
the option of the employee; nor shall such portion be less than an 
amount equal to the employee's purchasable annuity as provided in 
(2) hereof; and (2) the amount of annuity purchasable with the 
sum to the credit of the employee's individual account as provided 
in section 12 (a) hereof, together with interest at 4 per centum per 
annum compounded on June 30 of each year, according to the experi-
ence of the civil-service retirement and disability fund as may from 
time to time be set forth in tables of annuity values by the Board of 
Actuaries. 

"(b) The total annuity paid shall in no case be less than an amount 
equal to the average annual basic salary, pay, or compensation, not to 
exceed $1,600 per annum, received by the employee during any five 
consecutive years of allowable service at the option of the employee, 
multiplied by the number of years of service, not exceeding thirty 
years, and divided by forty. 

"(c) Any employee at the time of his retirement may elect to 
receive, in lieu of the life annuity herein described, an increased 
annuity of equivalent value which shall carry with it a proviso that 
no unexpended part of the principal upon the annuitant's death 
shall be returned. 

"(d) Any employee retiring under the provisions of section 1 of 
this Act may at the time of his retirement elect to receive in lieu of 
the life annuity described herein a reduced annuity payable to him 
during his life, and an annuity after his death payable to his bene-
ficiary, duly designated in writing and filed with the Civil Service 
Commission at the time of his retirement, during the life of such 
beneficiary (a) equal to or (b) 50 per centum of such reduced annuity 
and upon the death of such surviving beneficiary all payments shall 
cease and no further annuity shall be due or payable. The amounts 
of the two annuities shall be such that their combined actuarial value 
on the date of retirement as determined by the Civil Service Com-
mission shall be the same as the actuarial value of the single life 
increased annuity with forfeiture provided by this section: Provided, 
That no election in lieu of the life annuity provided herein shall 
become effective in case an employee dies within thirty days after the 
effective date of retirement, and in the event of such death within 
this period, such death shall be considered as a death in active 
service. 

"(e) For the purpose of this Act all periods of service shall be 
computed in accordance with section 5 hereof, and the annuity shall 
be fixed at the nearest multiple of twelve. 
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Exclusion of "(f) The term 'basic salary, pay, or compensation,' wherever usedbonuses, etc., from,basic salary, pay, or in this Act, shall be so construed as to exclude from the operation of
compensation." the Act all bonuses, allowances, overtime pay, or salary, pay, or com-

pensation given in addition to the base pay of the position as fixed by
law or regulation."

46 tat. 710 SEC. 3. Section 6 of the Act of May 29, 1930, as amended, is hereby5 U. S. C. § 710;
Supp. IV § 710. amended as follows:
tent empealoyees "(a) At the end of the first paragraph add the following: 'The

Time limitation for time limitation for execution of claims for retirement under the termsexecution of claims
for retirement, of this section may be waived by the Civil Service Commission in

cases of employees who at the date of separation from service or
within six months thereafter, are adjudged mentally incompetent,
but the application in such cases must be filed with the Civil Service
Commission within one year from the date of restoration of any such

Applications of s person to competency or the appointment of a fiduciary whichever is
persons heretofore the earlier. In the case of any such person heretofore separated from
separated from serv- service application may be filed within one year after the effective

date of this Act.'46 Stat. 4"t.6 U S.. § 711; "(b) The second paragraph of section 6 of such Act of May 29,
Sup. lIV, § 711. 1930, as amended is amended by striking out the words 'ninety daysexamina- f by'n
tion requirements. from the date of the medical examination showing such recovery'

and inserting in lieu thereof the following: 'one year from the date
of the medical examination showing such recovery'."

U. s. c. § s. SEC. 4. The following paragraph shall be inserted after the first
paragraph of section 10 of the Act of May 29, 1930, as amended:

diepoait ofsums ad- "Any employee may at his option and under such regulations asditional to prescr ibedtiona
contributions for pu- may be prescribed by the Civil Service Commission deposit additional
annuity. sums in multiples of $25 but not to exceed 10 per centum per annum

of his annual basic salary, pay, or compensation, for service rendered
since August 1, 1920, which amount together with interest thereon at
3 per centum per annum compounded as of June 30 of each year,
shall, at the date of his retirement, be available to purchase, as he
shall elect and in accordance with such rules and regulations as may
be prescribed by the Civil Service Commission with the approval of
the Board of Actuaries, in addition to the annuity provided by this
Act, an annuity according to the experience of the civil-service retire-
ment and disability fund as may from time to time be set forth in
tables of annuity values by the Board of Actuaries based on an inter-

Refund provision. est rate of 4 per centum. In the event of death or separation from
the service of such employee before becoming eligible for retirement
on annuity, the total amount so deposited with interest at 3 per
centum per annum compounded on June 30 of each year shall be
refunded in accordance with theprovisions of section 12 of this Act."

Effective date. SEC. 5. This Act shall take effect January 1, 1940.
Approved, August 4, 1939.

[CHAPTER 427]
August 4,1939 AN ACT

[( . . 62S] To authorize the Commissioner of Internal Revenue to make certain allowances
[Public, No. 2641 for losses by leakage and evaporation upon withdrawal of packages of brandy

or fruit spirits under certain conditions.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
piritad or fruit United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Commis-
Allowscesforlosses sioner of Internal Revenue, with the approval of the Secretary of

bwtlehdwakga of Ce the Treasury, is authorized to make allowances for losses by leakage
.t'E R olo. and evaporation in accordance with section 2901, Internal Revenue

Code, upon withdrawal of packages of brandy or fruit spirits now
deposited in internal-revenue bonded warehouses, which were filled
from storage tanks in bonded warehouses prior to June 26, 1936,

Approved, August 4, 1939.
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"(f) The term 'basic salary, pay, or compensation,' wherever used 
in this Act, shall be so construed as to exclude from the operation of 
the Act all bonuses, allowances, overtime pay, or salary, pay, or com-
pensation given in addition to the base pay of the position as fixed by 
law or regulation." 
SEC. 3. Section 6 of the Act of May 29, 1930, as amended, is hereby 

amended as follows: 
"(a) At the end of the first paragraph add the following: 'The 

time limitation for execution of claims for retirement under the terms 
of this section may be waived by the Civil Service Commission in 
cases of employees who at the date of separation from service or 
within six months thereafter, are adjudged mentally incompetent, 
but the application in such cases must be filed with the Civil Service 
Commission within one year from the date of restoration of any such 
person to competency or the appointment of a fiduciary whichever is 
the earlier. In the case of any such person heretofore separated from 
service application may be filed within one year after the effective 
date of this Act.' 

"(b) The second paragraph of section 6 of such Act of May 29, 
1930, as amended, is amended by striking out the words 'ninety days 
from the date a the medical examination showing such recovery' 
and inserting in lieu thereof the following: 'one year from the date 
of the medical examination showing such recovery'." 
SEC. 4. The following paragraph shall be inserted after the first 

paragraph of section 10 of the Act of May 29, 1930, as amended: 
"Any employee may at his option and under such regulations as 

may be prescribed by the Civil Service Commission deposit additional 
sums in multiples of $25 but not to exceed 10 per centum per annum 
of his annual basic salary, pay, or compensation, for service rendered 
since August 1, 1920, which amount together with interest thereon at 
3 per centum per annum compounded as of June 30 of each year, 
shall, at the date of his retirement, be available to purchase, as he 
shall elect and in accordance with such rules and regulations as may 
be prescribed by the Civil Service Commission with the approval of 
the Board of Actuaries, in addition to the annuity provided by this 
Act, an annuity according to the experience of the civil-service retire-
ment and disability fund as may from time to time be set forth in 
tables of annuity values by the Board of Actuaries based on an inter-
est rate of 4 per centum. In the event of death or separation from 
the service of such employee before becoming eligible for retirement 
on annuity, the total amount so deposited with interest at 3 per 
centum per annum compounded on June 30 of each year shall be 
refunded in accordance with the provisions of section 12 of this Act." 
SEC. 5. This Act shall take effect January 1, 1940, 
Approved, August 4, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 427] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Commissioner of Internal Revenue to make certain allowances 
for losses by leakage and evaporation upon withdrawal of packages of brandy 
or fruit spirits under certain conditions. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa;tives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Commis-
sioner of Internal Revenue, with the approval of the Secretary of 
the Treasury, is authorized to make allowances for losses by leakage 
and evaporation in accordance with section 2901, Internal Revenue 
Code, upon withdrawal of packages of brandy or fruit spirits now 
deposited in internal-revenue bonded warehouses, which were filled 
from storage tanks in bonded warehouses prior to June 26, 1936, 
Approved, August 4, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 429]
AN ACT

To amend section 224 of the Criminal Code so as to penalize the making of false
claims for the loss of insured mail matter.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 224 of
the Criminal Code (35 Stat. 1133; U. S. C., title 18, sec. 354) be,
and the same is hereby, amended to read as follows:

"SEC. 224. Whoever shall make, allege, or present, or cause to be
made, alleged, or presented, or assist, aid, or abet in making, alleging,
or presenting, any claim or application for indemnity for the loss of
any registered or insured letter, parcel, package, or other article or
matter, or the contents thereof, knowing such claim or application to
be false, fictitious, or fraudulent; or orwhoever for the purpose of
obtaining or aiding to obtain the payment or approval of any such
claim or application, shall make or use, or cause to be made or used,
any false statement, certificate, affidavit, or deposition; or whoever
shall knowingly and willfully misrepresent, or misstate, or, for the
purpose aforesaid, shall knowingly and willfully conceal any material
fact or circumstance in respect of any such claim or application for
indemnity, shall be fined not more than $500 or imprisoned not more
than one year, or both, except in cases where the amount of such
claim or application for indemnity is less than $100 there may be
imposed a fine only."

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 430]
A N ACT'

1203

August 5, 1939
[S. 1851

[Public, No. 2651
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Au Agust 5, 199
To authorize the temporary appointment of a special judge for the District Court [s. 190]

of the Virgin Islands. [Public, No. 266]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 26 of
the Organic Act of the Virgin Islands of the United States (Act of
June 22, 1936, 49 Stat. 1813; U. S. C., title 48, sec. 1405y) be, and
the same is hereby, amended by inserting therein immediately fol-
lowing the first sentence thereof the following sentence: "In case of
the absence, disability, or disqualification of such judge, the President
is authorized to appoint a special judge to discharge the duties of
such judge only until the termination of such absence, disability, or
disqualification; and the special judge so appointed shall be author-
ized and empowered to perform the duties of such office during such
periods and shall receive compensation at the same rate, for the
period of time actually served, and the same allowances for expenses
and transportation, as are paid and allowed the judge of said court."

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 431]

Virgin Islands.
49 Stat. 1813.
48 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, § 1405y.

Temporary appoint-
mrnt of special Judge,
1)lstrict Court, au-
thorized.
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A N A C"
id A 1 Angst 5,1939

To provide for the public auction of certain town lots within the city of Parker, S. 8 4 32] -
Arizona. [Public, No. 267]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized to sell at public
auction or after publicly advertising for bids, to the highest and best
bidder, any unsold lots in the townsite of Parker, Arizona: Provided,
That the said Secretary may, in his discretion, reject any or all bids
so received: And provided further, That no sale shall be made pur-

Parker, Ariz.
Public auction of

certain town lots sa-
thorized.

Pro/iao.
Rejection of bids.

Tribal consent.
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[CHAPTER 429] 
AN ACT 

August 5, 1939 
To amend section 224 of the Criminal Code so as to penalize the making of false  is. 185]  

claims for the loss of insured mail matter. [Public, No. 265] 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 224 of 
the Criminal Code (35 Stat. 1133; U. S. C., title 18, sec. 354) be, 
and the same is hereby, amended to read as follows: 

"SEc. 224. Whoever shall make, allege, or present, or cause to be 
made, alleged, or presented, or assist, aid, or abet in making, alleging, 
or presenting, any claim or application for indemnity for the loss of 
any registered or insured letter, parcel, package, or other article or 
matter, or the contents thereof, knowing such claim or application to 
be false, fictitious, or fraudulent; or whoever for the purpose of 
obtaining or aiding to obtain the payment or approval of any such 
claim or application, shall make or use, or cause to be made or used, 
any false statement, certificate, affidavit, or deposition; or whoever 
shall knowingly and willfully misrepresent, or misstate, or, for the 
purpose aforesaid, shall knowingly and willfully conceal any material 
fact or circumstance in respect of any such claim or application for 
indemnity, shall be fined not more than $500 or imprisoned not more 
than one year, or both, except in cases where the amount of such 
claim or application for indemnity is less than $100 there may be 
imposed a fine only." 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 430] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the temporary appointment of a special judge for the District Court 
of the Virgin Islands. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 26 of 
the Organic Act of the Virgin Islands of the United States (Act of 
June 22, 1936, 49 Stat. 1813; U. S. C., title 48, sec. 1405y) be, and 
the same is hereby, amended by inserting therein immediately fol-
lowing the first sentence thereof the following sentence: "In case of 
the absence, disability, or disqualification of such judge, the President 
is authorized to appoint a special judge to discharge the duties of 
such judge only until the termination of such absence, disability, or 
disqualification; and the special judge so appointed shall be author-
ized and empowered to perform the duties of such office during such 
periods and shall receive compensation at the same rate, for the 
period of time actually served, and the same allowances for expenses 
and transportation, as are paid and allowed the judge of said court." 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 431] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the public auction of certain town lots within the city of Parker, 
Arizona. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized to sell at public 
auction or after publicly advertising for bids, to the highest and best 
bidder, any unsold lots in the townsite of Parker, Arizona: Provided, 
That the said Secretary may, in his discretion, reject any or all bids 
so received: And provided further, That no sale shall be made pur-
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[S. 1156]
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sion.

suant to the provisions of this Act without first obtaining the written
consent of the Tribal Council of the Colorado River Indian Tribes of
the Colorado River Reservation.

SEc. 2. That any vacant unsold lots within the townsite of Parker,
Arizona, may be leased by the Tribal Council of the Colorado River
Indian Tribes, with the approval of the Secretary of the Interior and
upon such terms and conditions as he may prescribe, for a term of
not exceeding twenty-five years. Such leases may provide for
renewal for an additional term of not exceeding twenty-five ears.

SEc. 3. The Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to pre-
scribe such rules and regulations as may be necessary to carry out the
provisions of this Act.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 432]
AN ACT.

To authorize the transfer to the jurisdiction of the Secretary of the Treasury of
portions of the property within the military reservation known as the Morehead
City Target Range, North Carolina, for the construction of improvements
thereon, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secre-
tary of War be, and he is hereby, authorized to make transfers to
the jurisdiction and control of the Secretary of the Treasury of such
portions of the property at present included within the military res-
ervation known as the Morehead City Target Range, North Caro-
lina, and upon such conditions as may be mutually agreed upon by
the Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Treasury. The Secre-
tary of the Treasury is hereby authorized to construct within the
limits of the property so transferred, from such funds as may be now
or may hereafter become available, such improvements or buildings,
appurtenances, and approaches thereto as he may deem adequate and
suitable for the use of said property as a target range by the United
States Coast Guard, and for use in carrying out any other functions
or duties of the Treasury Department: Provided, That upon cessation
of such use the premises or any part thereof so transferred shall
revert to the jurisdiction of the War Department.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 433]
AN ACT

August 5, 1939
[. 12821 To extend the privilege of retirement for disability to judges appointed to hold

[Public, No. 269] office during good behavior.

United States
courts.

Retirement privi-
lege extended to desig-
nated judges or jus-
tices of.

District or circuit
Judges.

Justices of Supreme
Court.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That any judge or
justice of any court of the United States, appointed to hold office dur-
ing good behavior, who becomes unable because of permanent dis-
ability to perform the duties of his office, may retire from regular
active service on the bench and the President shall thereupon be
authorized to appoint a successor.

SEC. 2. Any district or circuit judge, other than a senior circuit
judge, who desires to retire under the provisions of this Act shall
certify his disability in writing and shall furnish a like certificate
made by the senior circuit judge of the judicial circuit in which the
court of which he is a member is situated. Any Justice of the
Supreme Court of the United States, other than the Chief Justice of
the United States, who desires to retire under the provisions of this
Act shall certify his disability in writing and shall furnish a like cer-
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suant to the provisions of this Act without first obtaining the written 
consent of the Tribal Council of the Colorado River Indian Tribes of 
the Colorado River Reservation. 
SEC. 2. That any vacant unsold lots within the townsite of Parker, 

Arizona, may be leased by the Tribal Council of the Colorado River 
Indian Tribes, with the approval of the Secretary of the Interior and 
upon such terms and conditions as he may prescribe, for a term of 
not exceeding twenty-five years. Such leases may provide for 
renewal for an additional term of not exceeding twenty-five years. 
SEC. 3. The Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to pre-

scribe such rules and regulations as may be necessary to carry out the 
provisions of this Act. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 432] 
AN ACT • 

To authorize the transfer to the jurisdiction of the Secretary of the Treasury of 
portions of the property within the military reservation known as the Morehead 
City Target Range, North Carolina, for the construction of improvements 
thereon, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secre-
tary of War be, and he is hereby, authorized to make transfers to 
the jurisdiction and control of the Secretary of the Treasury of such 
portions of the property at present included within the military res-
ervation known as the Morehead City Target Range, North Caro-
lina, and upon such conditions, as may be mutually agreed upon by 
the Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Treasury. The Secre-
tary of the Treasury is hereby authorized to construct within the 
limits of the property so transferred, from such funds as may be now 
or may hereafter become available, such improvements or buildings, 
appurtenances, and approaches thereto as he may deem adequate and 
suitable for the use of said property as a target range by the United 
States Coast Guard, and for use in carrying out any other functions 
or duties of the Treasury Department: Provided, That upon cessation 
of such use the premises or any part thereof so transferred shall 
revert to the jurisdiction of the War Department. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 4331 
AN ACT 

To extend the privilege of retirement for disability to judges appointed to hold 
office during good behavior. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That any judge or 
justice of any court of the United States, appointed to hold office dur-
ing good behavior, who becomes unable because of permanent dis-
ability to perform the duties of his office, may retire from regular 
active service on the bench and the President shall thereupon be 
authorized to appoint a successor. 
SEC. 2. Any district or circuit judge, other than a senior circuit 

judge, who desires to retire under the provisions of this Act shall 
certify his disability in writing and shall furnish a like certificate 
made by the senior circuit judge of the judicial circuit in which the 
court of which he is a member is situated. Any Justice of the 
Supreme Court of the United States, other than the Chief Justice of 
the United States, who desires to retire under the provisions of this 
Act shall certify his disability in writing and shall furnish a like cer-
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tificate made by the Chief Justice of the United States. If the Chief
Justice of the United States retires under the provisions of this Act
he need not furnish any certificate in addition to his own. Any judge
of the Court of Claims, other than the chief justice, any judge of the
United States Customs Court, or any judge of the United States Court
of Customs and Patent Appeals, other than the presiding judge of
the United States Court of Customs and Patent Appeals, who desires
to retire under the provisions of this Act shall certify his disability
in writing and shall furnish a like certificate made by the chief justice
of the Court of Claims, if he be a judge of the Court of Claims, or by
the presiding judge of the United States Court of Customs and Patent
Appeals, if he be a judge of the United States Customs Court or the
United States Court of Customs and Patent Appeals. Any other
judge or justice who desires to retire under the provisions of this
Act shall certify his disability in writing and shall furnish a like
certificate made by the Chief Justice of the United States.

SEC. 3. Any judge or justice who retires under the provisions of this
Act, after he has served less than ten years, shall receive annually,
in equal monthly installments, during the remainder of his life, a
sum equal to one-half of the annual salary he is receiving at the date
of retirement; and any judge or justice who retires under the pro-
visions of this Act, after he has served ten years or more, shall receive
in like manner during the remainder of his life the salary he is
receiving at the date of retirement.

SEC. 4. The term "senior circuit judge", as used in this Act, includes
the chief justice of the United States Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia. The term "judicial circuit", as used in this Act, includes
the District of Columbia.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 434] A XT A f"T

1205

Chief Justice of the
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Court of Customs
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Other judges or
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service; retirement
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more, retirement pay.

"Senior circuit
judge."
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Aueust 5, 1939

To amend the Criminal Code in regard to obtaining money by false pretenses tIs. 1874L

on the high seas. [Public, No. 2701

Be it enacted by the; Senate and IHowe of Representatives of the
United States of Anwrica in Congress ass.enbled, That the Crinlinal
Code of the United States be amended by inserting after section 288
the following section:

"SEC. 288A. Whoever, upon the high seas or on any waters within
the admiralty and maritime jurisdiction of the United States and
out of the jurisdiction of any particular State, or within the admi-
ralty and maritime jurisdiction of the United States and out of the
jurisdiction of any particular State on board any vessel belonging in
whole or in part to the United States or any citizen thereof or to any
corporation created by or under the laws of the United States, or of
any State Territory, or District thereof, by any fraud, or false
pretense whatsoever with intent to defraud, obtains from any person
anything of value, or procures the execution and delivery of any
instrument of writing or conveyance of real or personal property,
or the signature of any person, as maker, endorser, or guarantor, to
or upon any bond, bill, receipt, promissory note, draft, or check, or
any other evidence of indebtedness or fraudulently sells, barters, or
disposes of any bond, bill, receipt, promissory note, draft, or check,
or other evidence of indebtedness, for value, knowing the same to be
worthless, or knowing the signature of the maker, endorser, or
guarantor thereof to have been obtained by any false pretenses, shall
be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than five years,
or both."

Approved, August 5, 1939.

Criminal ('ode,
amenllndllent.

35 Stat. 1145.
IS I. S. (C. 467.

Ohtaining of money
by false pretenses on
the high seas.

Penalty.
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tificate made by the Chief Justice of the United States. If the Chief 
Justice of the United States retires under the provisions of this Act 
he need net furnish any certificate in addition to his own. Any judge 
of the Court of Claims, other than the chief justice, any judge of the 
United States Customs Court, or any judge of the United States Court 
of Customs and Patent Appeals, other than the presiding judge of 
the United States Court of Customs and Patent Appeals, who desires 
to retire under the provisions of this Act shall certify his disability 
in writing and shall furnish a like certificate made by the chief justice 
of the Court of Claims, if he be a judge of the Court of Claims, or by 
the presiding judge of the United States Court of Customs and Patent 
Appeals, if he be a judge of the United States Customs Court or the 
United States Court of Customs and Patent Appeals. Any other 
judge or justice who desires to retire under the provisions of this 
Act shall certify his disability in writing and shall furnish a like 
certificate made by the Chief Justice of the United States. 
SEC. 3. Any judge or justice who retires under the provisions of this 

Act, after he has served less than ten years, shall receive annually, 
in equal monthly installments, during the remainder of his life, a 
sum equal to one-half of the annual salary he is receiving at the date 
of retirement; and any judge or justice who retires under the pro-
visions of this Act, after he has served ten years or more, shall receive 
in like manner during the remainder of his life the salary he is 
receiving at the date of retirement. 
SEc. 4. The term "senior circuit judge", as used in this Act, includes 

the chief justice of the United States Court of Appeals for the District 
of Columbia. The term "judicial circuit", as used in this Act, includes 
the District of Columbia. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 434] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Criminal Code in regard to obtaining money by false pretenses 
on the high seas. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Criminal 
Code of the United States be amended by inserting after section 288 
the following section: 
"SEC. 288A. Whoever, upon the high seas or on any waters within 

the admiralty and maritime jurisdiction of the United States and 
out of the jurisdiction of any particular State, or within the admi-
ralty and maritime jurisdiction of the United States and out of the 
jurisdiction of any particular State on board any vessel belonging in 
whole or in part to the United States or any citizen thereof orto any 
corporation created by or under the laws of the United States, or of 
any State Territory, or District thereof, by any fraud, or false 
pretense whatsoever with intent to defraud, obtains from any person 
anything of value, or procures the execution and delivery of any 
instrument of writing or conveyance of real or personal property, 
or the signature of any person, as maker, endorser , or guarantor, to 
or upon any bond, bill, receipt, promissory note, draft, or check, or 
any other evidence of indebtedness or fraudulently sells, barters, or 
disposes of any bond, bill, receipt, promissory note, draft, or check, 
or other evidence of indebtedness, for value, knowing the same to be 
worthless, or knowing the signature of the maker, endorser, or 
guarantor thereof to have been obtained by any false pretenses, shall 
be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, 
or both." 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 435]

[53 STAT.

August 6, 1939 AN ACT
S. l 1996] To extend the times for commencing and completing the construction of a bridge

[Public, No. 271] across the Columbia River at Astoria, Clatsop County, Oregon.

Columbia River.
Time extended for

bridging, at Astoria,
Oreg.

48 Stat. 949; 49 Stat.
1066, 1104; 50 Stat. 563;
52 Stat. 445.

Amendment.

August 5, 1939
[S. 2188]

[Public, No. 272]

Warren River.
Bridge authorized

across, at Barrington,
R.I.

34 Stat. 84.
33 U. S. C. i§ 491-

498.
Transfer of inter-

ests, etc.

Amendment.

August 5, 1939
IS. 2407]

[Public, No. 273]

Missouri River.
Bridge authorized

across, at Frazer,
Mont.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the times for
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge across the
Columbia River at Astoria, Clatsop County, Oregon, authorized to
be built by the Oregon-Washington Bridge Board of Trustees by an
Act of Congress approved June 13, 1934, as amended, as heretofore
extended by Acts of Congress approved August 30, 1935, January
27, 1936, August 5, 1937, and May 26, 1938, are further extended one
and three years, respectively, from June 13, 1939.

SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 436]
AN ACT

Granting the consent of Congress to the Providence, Warren and Bristol Railroad
Company to construct, maintain, and operate a railroad bridge across the
Warren River at or near Barrington, Rhode Island.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent
of Congress is hereby granted to the Providence, Warren and Bristol
Railroad Company, its successors and assigns, to construct, maintain,
and operate a railroad bridge and approaches thereto across the
Warren River, at a point suitable to the interests of navigation, at
or near Barrington, Rhode Island, in accordance with the provisions
of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the construction of bridges
over navigable waters", approved March 23, 1906, and subject to the
conditions and limitations contained in this Act.

SEC. 2. The right to sell, assign, transfer, or mortgage all the rights,
powers, and privileges conferred by this Act is hereby granted to the
Providence, Warren and Bristol Railroad Company, its successors
and assigns, and any corporation to which or any person to whom
such rights, powers, and privileges may be sold, assigned, or trans-
ferred, or who shall acquire the same by mortgage foreclosure or
otherwise is hereby authorized to exercise the same as fully as though
conferred herein directly upon such corporation or person.

SEC. 3. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 437]
AN ACT

Granting the consent of Congress to the counties of Valley and McCone, Montana,
to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge across the Missouri
River at or near Frazer, Montana.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent of
Congress is hereby granted to the counties of Valley and McCone,
Montana, to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge
and approaches thereto across the Missouri River, at a point suitable
to the interests of navigation, at or near Frazer, Montana, in accord-
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34 Stat. 84. 
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[CHAPTER 435] 
AN ACT 

To extend the times for commencing and completing the construction of a bridge 
across the Columbia River at Astoria, Clatsop County, Oregon. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the times for 
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge across the 
Columbia River at Astoria, Clatsop County, Oregon, authorized to 
be built by the Oregon-Washington Bridge Board of Trustees by an 
Act of Congress approved June 13, 1934, as amended, as heretofore 
extended by Acts of Congress approved August 30, 1935, January 
27, 1936, August 5, 19372 and May 26, 1938, are further extended one 
and three years, respectively, from June 13, 1939. 
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 436] 
AN ACT 

Granting the consent of Congress to the Providence, Warren and Bristol Railroad 
Company to construct, maintain, and operate a railroad bridge across the 
Warren River at or near Barrington, Rhode Island. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent 
of Congress is hereby granted to the Providence, Warren and Bristol 
Railroad Company, its successors and assigns, to construct, maintain, 
and operate a railroad bridge and approaches thereto across the 
Warren River, at a point suitable to the interests of navigation, at 
or near Barrington, Rhode Island, in accordance with the provisions 
of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the construction of bridges 
over navigable waters", approved March 23, 1906, and subject to the 
conditions and limitations contained in this Act. 
SEC. 2. The right to sell, assign, transfer, or mortgage all the rights, 

powers, and privileges conferred by this Act is hereby granted to the 
Providence, Warren and Bristol Railroad Company, its successors 
and assigns, and any corporation to which or any person to whom 
such rights, powers, and privileges may be sold, assigned, or trans-
ferred, or who shall acquire the same by mortgage foreclosure or 
otherwise is hereby authorized to exercise the same as fully as though 
conferred herein directly upon such corporation or person. 
SEC. 3. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 437] 
AN ACT 

Granting the consent of Congress to the counties of Valley and McCone, Montana, 
to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge across the Missouri 
River at or near Frazer, Montana. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent of 
Congress is hereby granted to the counties of Valley and McCone, 
Montana, to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge 
and approaches thereto across the Missouri River, at a point suitable 
to the interests of navigation, at or near Frazer, Montana, in accord-
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ance with the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the
construction of bridges over navigable waters", approved March 23, 34 Stat. 84.

2 33 U. S. C. §§ 491-
1906, and subject to the conditions and limitations contained in this 498.

Act.
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby Amendment.

expressly reserved.
Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 438]
AMN AfT

A ~ AAugust 5, 1939

To extend the times for commencing and completing the construction of a bridge IS. 2484]

across the Missouri River at or near Arrow Rock, Missouri. [Public, No. 274]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the times for
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge across the
Missouri River, at or near Arrow Rock, Missouri, authorized to be
built by the Saint Louis-Kansas City Short Line Railroad Company
by the Act of Congress approved March 2, 1929, heretofore extended
by Acts of Congress approved April 15, 1932, August 30, 1935, and
May 24, 1937, are hereby further extended one and three years, respec-
tively, from the date of approval hereof.

SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 439]
AN ACT

Granting the consent of Congress to the Iowa State Highway Commission to
construct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge across the Des Moines
River at or near Red Rock, Iowa.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatbies of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent
of Congress is hereby granted to the Iowa State Highway Commis-
sion to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge and
approaches thereto across the Des Moines River, at a point suitable to
the interests of navigation, at or near Red Rock, Iowa, in accordance
with the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the con-
struction of bridges over navigable waters", approved March 23, 1906,
and subject to the conditions and limitations contained in this Act.

SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 440]
AN ACT

To reserve to the United States for the Bonneville project a right-of-way across
certain Indian lands in the State of Washington, subject to the consent of the
individual allottees and the payment of compensation, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby
reserved to the United States for the Bonneville project a right-of-way
in the nature of an easement not to exceed three hundred feet in
width across allotted and tribal lands on the Yakima Indian Reserva-
tion, in the State of Washington, for the construction, operation, and
maintenance of electric transmission lines, with the right of ingress
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Stat. 82; 49 Stat. 1070;
50 Stat. 201.

Amendment.

August 5, 1939
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ance with the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the 
construction of bridges over navigable waters", approved March 23, 
1906, and subject to the conditions and limitations contained in this 
Act. 

SEc. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 
expressly reserved. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 438] 
AN ACT 

To extend the times for commencing and completing the construction of a bridge 
across the Missouri River at or near Arrow Rock, Missouri. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the times for 
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge across the 
Missouri River, at or near Arrow Rock, Missouri, authorized to be 
built by the Saint Louis-Kansas City Short Line Railroad Company 
by the Act of Congress approved March 2, 1929, heretofore extended 
by Acts of Congress approved April 15, 1932, August 30, 1935, and 
May 24, 1937, are hereby further extended one and three years, respec-
tively, from the date of approval hereof. 

SEc. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 
expressly reserved. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 439] 
AN ACT 

Granting the consent of Congress to the Iowa State Highway Commission to 
construct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge across the Des Moines 
River at or near Red Rock, Iowa. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent 
of Congress is hereby granted to the Iowa State Highway Commis-
sion to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge and 
approaches thereto across the Des Moines River, at a point suitable to 
the interests of navigation, at or near Red Rock, Iowa, in accordance 
with the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the con-
struction of bridges over navigable waters", approved March 23, 1906, 
and subject to the conditions and limitations contained in this Act. 

SEc. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 
expressly reserved. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 440] 
AN ACT 
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individual allottees and the payment of compensation, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby 
reserved to the United States for the Bonneville project a right-of-way 
in the nature of an easement not to exceed three hundred feet in 
width across allotted and tribal lands on the Yakima Indian Reserva-
tion, in the State of Washington, for the construction, operation, and 
maintenance of electric transmission lines, with the right of ingress 
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and egress, and such additional area as may be necessary for a
substation.

SEC. 2. This reservation is subject to the consent of the individual
allottees and the tribal council, to the approval of a map of definite
location by the Secretary of the Interior and to the payment of such
compensation as he may determine. Should any allottee refuse to
give his consent, condemnation under the provisions of the Act of
August 1, 1888 (25 Stat. 357), is hereby authorized. The right is
reserved to the Indians to cultivate or otherwise utilize the right-of-
way in such manner as will not be inconsistent with the use thereof
for transmission-line purposes.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 441]
AN ACT

To amend the Act entitled "An act for the grading and classification of clerks in
the Foreign Service of the United States of America, and providingcompensa-
tion therefor", approved February 23, 1931, as amended.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United Statee of Ameaica in Congre ass aembled, That paragraph (o)
of section 26, of the Act entitled "An Act for the grading and classi-
fication of clerks in the Foreign Service of the United States of
America, and providing compensation therefor", approved February
23, 1931, as amended, is amended to read as follows:

"(o) For the purposes of this Act the period of service shall be
computed from the date of original oath of office as diplomatic secre-
tary, consul general, consul, vice consul, deputy consul, consular
assistant, consular agent commercial agent, interpreter, or student
interpreter, and shall include periods of service at different times as
either a diplomatic or consular officer, or while on assignment to the
Department of State, or on special duty or service in another depart-
ment or establishment of the Government, but all periods of separation
from the service and so much of any period of leave of absence without
pay as may exceed six months shall be excluded: Provided, That serv-
ice prior to appointment as a Foreign Service officer as a classified or
an unclassified employee in the civil service of the United States, or in
the service of the District of Columbia, including periods of service at
different times and in one or more departments, branches, or inde-
pendent offices, or the legislative branch of the Government, and also
periods of service performed overseas under authority of the United
States, and periods of honorable service in the Army, Navy, Marine
Corps, or Coast Guard of the United States may be included in the
period of service, in which case the officer shall pay into the Foreign
Service retirement and disability fund a special contribution equal
to 5 per centum of his annual salary for each year of such employment
subsequent to July 1, 1924, with interest thereon to date of payment
compounded annually at 4 per centum and all such officers within the
purview of this provision may elect to make such deposits in install-
ments during the continuance of their service in such amounts and
under such conditions as may be determined in each instance by the
Secretary of State; but in the case of a Foreign Service officer who is
eligible for and elects to receive a pension under any law, or retired
pay on account of military or naval service, or compensation under the
War Risk Insurance Act, the period of his military or naval service
upon which such pension, retired pay, or compensation is based shall
not be included, but nothing in this Act shall be so construed as to
affect in any manner his right to a pension, or to retired pay, or to
compensation under the War Risk Insurance Act in addition to the
annuity herein provided."

Approved, August 5, 1939.
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[Public, No. 277] the Foreign Service of the United States of America, and providing compensa-
tion therefor", approved February 23, 1931, as amended. 

and egress, and such additional area as may be necessary for a 
substation. 
SEC. 2. This reservation is subject to the consent of the individual 

allottees and the tribal council, to the approval of a map of definite 
location by the Secretary of the Interior, and to the payment of such 
compensation as he may determine. Should any allottee refuse to 
give his consent, condemnation under the provisions of the Act of 
August 1, 1888 (25 Stat. 357), is hereby authorized. The right is 
reserved to the Indians to cultivate or otherwise utilize the right-of-
way in such manner as will not be inconsistent with the use thereof 
for transmission-line purposes. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 441] 
AN ACT 
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Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That paragraph (o) 
of section 26, of the Act entitled "An Act for the grading and classi-
fication of clerks in the Foreign Service of the United States of 
America, and providing compensation therefor", approved February 
23, 1931, as amended, is amended to read as follows: 

"(o) For the purposes of this Act the period of service shall be 
computed from the date of original oath of office as diplomatic secre-
tary, consul general, consul, vice consul, deputy consul, consular 
assistant, consular agent, commercial agent, interpreter, or student 
interpreter, and shall include periods of service at different tunes as 
either a diplomatic or consular officer, or while on assignment to the 
Department of State, or on special duty or service in another depart-
ment or establishment of the Government, but all periods of separation 
from the service and so much of any period of leave of absence without 
pay as may exceed six months shall be excluded: Provided, That serv-
ice prior to appointment as a Foreign Service officer as a classified or 
an unclassified employee in the civil service of the United States, or in 
the service of the District of Columbia, including periods of service at 
different times and in one or more departments, branches, or inde-
pendent offices, or the legislative branch of the Government, and also 
periods of service performed overseas under authority of the United 
States, and periods of honorable service in the Army, Navy, Marine 
Corps, or Coast Guard of the United States may be included in the 
period of service, in which case the officer shall pay into the Foreign 
Service retirement and disability fund a special contribution equal 
to 5 per centum of his annual salary for each year of such employment 
subsequent to July 1, 1924, with interest thereon to date of payment 
compounded annually at 4 per centum and all such officers within the 
purview of this provision may elect to make such deposits in install-
ments during the continuance of their service in such amounts and 
under such conditions as may be determined in each instance by the 
Secretary of State; but in the case of a Foreign Service officer who is 
eligible for and elects to receive a pension under any law, or retired 
pay on account of military or naval service, or compensation under the 
War Risk Insurance Act, the period of his military- or naval service 
upon which such pension, retired pay, or compensation is based shall 
not be included, but nothing in this Act shall be so construed as to 
affect in any manner his right to a pension, or to retired pay, or to 
compensation under the War Risk Insurance Act in addition to the 
annuity herein provided." 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 442]

1209

AN ACT ANACT August 5, 1939
To prohibit the issuance and coinage of certain commemorative coins, and for [H. R. 2750]

other purposes. [Public, No. 278]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsequent
to the enactment of this Act no commemorative coins shall be coined
or issued pursuant to any Act of Congress, authorizing the coinage
and issuance of commemorative coins, enacted prior to March 1, 1939.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 443]
AN ACT

To provide that pensions payable to the widows and orphans of deceased veterans
of the Spanish-American War, Boxer Rebellion, or Philippine Insurrection shall
be effective as of date of death of the veteran, if claim is filed within one year
thereafter.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwithstand-
ing any provisions of law or veterans' regulation, awards of death
pension shall be effective as of the date of death of the veteran of
the Spanish-American War, including the Boxer Rebellion and
Philippine Insurrection, if claim is filed within one year after the
death of such veteran.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 444]
ANT ATP

Commemorative
coins.

Restriction on coin-
age or issuance under
laws enacted prior to
Mar. 1, 1939.

August 5, 1939
[H. R. 2875]

[Public, No. 279]

Deceased veterans
of Spanish-American
War, etc.

Widow's, etc., pen-
sion effective as of
date of death; condi-
tion.

August 5, 1939

To authorize an exchange of lands between the War Department and the Depart- [H. R. 400o8
ment of Labor. [Public, No. 2801

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of War is hereby authorized to transfer to the control and jurisdiction
of the Secretary of Labor that portion of the Fort Armstrong Mili-
tary Reservation, Honolulu, Territory of HIawaii, now occupied by the
Department of Labor under revocable permit from the Secretary of
War dated August 24, 1935, and in exchange therefor the Secretary
of Labor is hereby authorized to transfer to the control and jurisdic-
tion of the Secretary of War that portion of the adjoining immigra-
tion station site now occupied by the War Department under revocable
permit from the Secretary of Labor dated September 18, 1935.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 445]
ANT AT'P

Fort Armstrong
Military Reservation,
Honohlul, T. n1.

Exchange of lands,
between War )epart-
mnent anl Depart-
ment of Labor.

August 5, 1939

To make the United States Coast Guard Academy library a public depository for [H R 4306]
Government publications. [Public, No. 2811

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the library
of the United States Coast Guard Academy, New London, Connecti-
cut, is hereby constituted a designated depository of Government
publications, and the Superintendent of Documents shall supply to
such library one copy of each such publication, in the same form as
supplied to other designated depositories.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

U. S. Coast Guard
Academy.

Designation of li-
brary as depository
for Government pub-
lications.
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[CHAPTER 442] 

To prohibit the issuance 
other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsequent 
to the enactment of this Act no commemorative coins shall be coined 
or issued pursuant to any Act of Congress, authorizing the coinage 
and issuance of commemorative coins, enacted prior to March 1, 1939. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 443] 
AN ACT 

AN ACT 

1209 

August 5, 1939 
and coinage of certain commemorative coins, and for  [H. R. 2750]  

[Public, No. 2781 

Commemorative 
coins. 

Restriction on coin-
age or issuance under 
laws enacted prior to 
Mar. 1, 1939. 

August 5, 1939 

To provide that pensions payable to the widows and orphans of deceased veterans  [II R. 2875]  
of the Spanish-American War, Boxer Rebellion, or Philippine Insurrection shall [Public, No. 279] 

be effective as of date of death of the veteran, if claim is filed within one year 
thereafter. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwithstand-
ing any provisions of law or veterans' regulation, awards of death 
pension shall be effective as of the date of death of the veteran of 
the Spanish-American War, including the Boxer Rebellion and 
Philippine Insurrection, if claim is filed within one year after the 
death of such veteran. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 444] 

Deceased veterans 
of Spanish-American 
War, etc. 
Widow's, etc., pen-

sion effective as of 
date of death; condi-
tion. 

AN ACT 
August 5, 1939 

To authorize an exchange of lands between the War Department and the Depart-  [H. R. 4008]  
ment of Labor. [Public, No. 2801 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of War is hereby authorized to transfer to the control and jurisdiction 
of the Secretary of Labor that portion of the Fort Armstrong Mili-
tary Reservation, Honolulu, Territory of Hawaii, now occupied by the 
Department of Labor under revocable permit from the Secretary of 
War dated August 24, 1935, and in exchange therefor the Secretary 
of Labor is hereby authorized to transfer to the control and jurisdic-
tion of the Secretary of 'War that portion of the adjoining immigra-
tion station site now occupied by the War Department under revocable 
permit from the Secretary of Labor dated September 18, 1935. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 445] 
AN ACT 

To make the United States Coast Guard Academy library a public depository for 
Government publications. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the library 
of the United States Coast Guard .Academy, New London, Connecti-
cut, is hereby constituted a designated depository of Government 
publications, and the Superintendent of Documents shall supply to 
such library one copy of each such publication, in the same form as 
supplied to other designated depositories. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

Fort Armstrong 
Military Reservation, 
Honolulu, T. II. 
Exchange of lands, 

between War Depart-
ment and Depart-
ment of Labor. 

August 5, 1939 
[H. R. 4306] 

[Public, No. 281] 

U. S. Coast Guard 
Academy. 
Designation of li-

brary as depository 
for Government pub-
lications. 
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[CHAPTER 446]
AN A (T

[53 STAT.

August 5, 1939
[H. R. 4434] To provide for the abatement of personal taxes from insolvent building associations

[Public, No. 282] in the District of Columbia.

District of Colum-
bia.

Building associa-
tions.

Abatement of per-
sonal property taxes
against insolvent, in
certain cases.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That whenever and
after any building or homestead association, which was incorporated
or doing business under the law of the District of Columbia, has
ceased to do business by reason of insolvency no tax on personal
property, either tangible or intangible shall be levied, assessed, or
collected by the District of Columbia against or from such associa-
tion if such tax shall diminish the assets of such association neces-
sary for the payment of the full amount due on share accounts in,
or on shares of, such association to the holders thereof, and such tax,
if heretofore levied, shall be abated as against any such associations
as are or have been found by the Comptroller of the Currency to
be insolvent.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 447]
August 5,1939

[H. R. 4783]
[Public, No. 283]

Middletown Air
Depot Military Res-
ervation, Pa.

Keystone Pipe Line
Company, easement
for right-of-way over.

Proisos.
Condition.

Reversionary provi-
sions.

August 5, 1939
[H. R. 6320]

[Public. No. 284]

Naval Academy.
Status of funds and

employees of the laun-
dry established.

Personnel deemed
Government em-
ployees.

AN ACT

To provide a right-of-way.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of War be, and he is hereby, authorized and empowered, under such
terms and conditions as are deemed advisable by him, to grant to
Keystone Pipe Line Company, its successors and/or assigns, an ease-
ment for a right-of-way for oil-pipe lines over, across, in, and upon
the Middletown Air Depot Military Reservation, in the State of
Pennsylvania: Provided, That such right-of-way shall be granted
only upon a finding by the Secretary of War that the same will be
in the public interest and will not substantially injure the interest
of the United States in the property affected thereby: Provided fur-
ther, That all or any part of such right-of-way may be annulled and
forfeited by the Secretary of War if the property is needed for
governmental purposes or for failure to comply with the terms or
conditions of any grant hereunder, or for nonuse or for abandonment
of rights granted under authority hereof.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 448]
AN ACT

To establish the status of funds and employees of the United States Naval Acad-
emy laundry.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That all funds col-
lected from the operation of the laundry at the United States Naval
Academy for the benefit of Naval Academy activities and personnel,
including midshipmen, are appropriated for the purpose of provid-
ing and maintaining the necessary laundry service and shall here-
after be accounted for as public moneys.

Sac. 2. All employees of such laundry, whether heretofore paid
from appropriated moneys or from receipts of the laundry shall
hereafter be deemed to be Government employees entitled to ali bene-
fits and subject to all restrictions arising under the laws of the United
States applicable to employees of their grade and class.

Approved, August 5, 1939.
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August 5, 1939 
[H. R. 44341 

[Public, No. 2821 

District of Colum-
bia. 
Building associa-

tions. 
Abatement of per-

sonal property taxes 
against insolvent, in 
certain cases. 

August 5, 1939 
[H. R. 4783] 

[Public, No. 2831 

Middletown Air 
Depot Military Res-
ervation, Pa. 
Keystone Pipe Line 

Company, easement 
for right-of-way over. 

Provisos. 
Condition. 

Reversionary provi-
sions. 

August 5, 1939 
[H. R. 6320] 

[Public. No. 28-11 

Naval Academy. 
Status of funds and 

employees of the laun-
dry established. 

Personnel deemed 
Government em-
ployees. 

[CHAPTER 446] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the abatement of personal taxes from insolvent building associations 
in the District of Columbia. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That whenever and 
after any building or homestead association, which was incorporated 
or doing business under the law of the District of Columbia, has 
ceased to do business by reason of insolvency no tax on personal 
property, either tangible or intangible shall be levied, assessed, or 
collected by the District of Columbia against or from such associa-
tion if such tax shall diminish the assets of such association neces-
sary for the payment of the full amount due on share accounts in, 
or on shares of, such association to the holders thereof, and such tax, 
if heretofore levied, shall be abated as against any such associations 
as are or have been found by the Comptroller of the Currency to 
be insolvent. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 447] 
AN ACT 

To provide a right-of-way. 

Be it enacted by th,e Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of War be, and he is hereby, authorized and empowered, under such 
terms and conditions as are deemed advisable by him, to grant to 
Keystone Pipe Line Company, its successors and/or assigns, an ease-
ment for a right-of-way for oil-pipe lines over, across, in, and upon 
the Middletown Air Depot Military Reservation, in the State of 
Pennsylvania: Provided, That such right-of-way shall be granted 
only upon a finding by the Secretary of War that the same will be 
in the public interest and will not substantially injure the interest 
of the United States in the property affected thereby: Provided fur-
ther, That all or any part of such right-of-way may be annulled and 
forfeited by the Secretary of War if the property is needed for 
governmental purposes or for failure to comply with the terms or 
conditions of any grant hereunder, or for nonuse or for abandonment 
of rights granted under authority hereof. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 448] 
AN ACT 

To establish the status of funds and employees of the United States Naval Acad-
emy laundry. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That all funds col-
lected from the operation of the laundry at the United States Naval 
Academy for the benefit of Naval Academy activities and personnel, 
including midshipmen, are appropriated for the purpose of provid-
ing and maintaining the necessary laundry service and shall here-
after be accounted for as public moneys. 

Szo. 2. All employees of such laundry, whether heretofore paid 
from appropriated moneys or from receipts of the laundry, shall 
hereafter be deemed to be Government employees entitled to all bene-
fits and subject to all restrictions arising under the laws of the United 
States applicable to employees of their grade and class. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 449]

1211

AN ACT
August 5,1939Authorizing the sale of certain real estate in the District of Columbia no longer [H. a. 64051

required for public purposes. [Public, No. 2851

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Cbmmis- District of Colum-
sioners of the District of Columbia, with the approval of the National Sale of certain real
Capital Park and Planning Commission, be, and they are hereby, lie npurpeeded for
authorized and empowered in their discretion, for the best interests Approval of Nation-
of the District of Columbia, to sell and convey, in whole or in part, Planning Commis-
to the highest bidder at public or private sale, real estate now or Lon.
hereafter owned in fee simple by the District of Columbia for
municipal use, in the District of Columbia, which the Commissioners
and the National Capital Park and Planning Commission find to be
no longer required for public purposes.

SEC. 2. That the said Commissioners are further authorized to Payment of er-
pay the reasonable and necessary expenses of sale of each parcel of penses.
land sold, and shall deposit the net proceeds thereof in the Treasury Deposit of net pro-
of the United States to the credit of the District of Columbia. d s

SEC. 3. That the said Commissioners are hereby authorized to Conveyancing pro-
execute proper deeds of conveyance for real estate sold under the visions
provisions of this Act, which shall contain a full description of the
land sold, either by metes atd bounds, or otherwise, according to law.

SEC. 4. That the Secretary of the Interior, with the approval of erale eaertai undreral real estate underthe National Capital Park and Planning Commission, is hereby National Park Serv-
authorized, in his discretion, for the best interests of the United public purposes.
States, to sell and convey, in whole or in part, by proper deed or
instrument, any real estate held by the United States in the District
of Columbia and under the jurisdiction of the National Park Service,
which may be no longer needed for public purposes, for cash, or on
such deferred-payment plan as the Secretary of the Interior may
approve, at a price not less than that paid for it by the Government
and not less than its present appraised value as determined by him.

SEC. 5. That in selling any parcel of land hereunder, said Secre- Advertisement for
tary shall cause such public or private solicitation for bids or offers bids.etc.
tobe made as he may deem appropriate, and shall sell the parcel
to the party agreeing to pay the highest price therefor if such price
is otherwise satisfactory: Provided, That in the event the price Sale,to abutting
offered or bid by the owner of any lands abutting the lands to be property owners.
sold equals the highest price offered or bid by any other party, the
parcel may be sold to such abutting owner.

SEC. 6. That said Secretary is further authorized to pay the rea- Payment of e-
sonable and necessary expenses of sale of each parcel of land sold, e

and shall deposit the net proceeds thereof in the Treasury to the
credit of the United States and the District of Columbia in the
proportion that each paid the appropriations from which the parcels
of land were acquired or were obligated to pay the same, at the time
of acquisition, by reimbursement.

SEC. 7. That all Acts and parts of Acts which may be inconsistent Repeal e of consist.
or in conflict with this Act are hereby repealed to the extent of et.ws
the inconsistency or conflict.

Approved, August 5, 1939.
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[CHAPTER 449] 
AN ACT 

Authorizing the sale of certain real estate in the District of Columbia no longer 
required for public purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Commis-
sioners of the District of Columbia, with the approval of the National 
Capital Park and Planning Commission, be, and they are hereby, 
authorized and empowered in their discretion, for the best interests 
of the District of Columbia, to sell and convey, in whole or in part, 
to the highest bidder at public or private sale, real estate now or 
hereafter owned in fee simple by the District of Columbia for 
municipal use, in the District of Columbia, which the Commissioners 
and the National Capital Park and Planning Commission find to be 
no longer required for public purposes. 

SEc. 2. That the said Commissioners are further authorized to 
pay the reasonable and necessary expenses of sale of each parcel of 
land sold, and shall deposit the net proceeds thereof in the Treasury 
of the United States to the credit of the District of Columbia. 

SEc. 3. That the said Commissioners are hereby authorized to 
execute proper deeds of conveyance for real estate sold under the 
provisions of this Act, which shall contain a full description of the 
land sold, either by metes ad bounds, or otherwise, according to law. 

SEc. 4. That the Secretary of the Interior, with the approval of 
the National Capital Park and Planning Commission is hereby 
authorized, in his discretion, for the best interests of Commission, United 
States, to sell and convey, in whole or in part, by proper deed or 
instrument, any real estate held by the United States in the District 
of Columbia and under the jurisdiction of the National Park Service, 
which may be no longer needed for public purposes, for cash, or on 
such deferred-payment plan as the Secretary of the Interior may 
approve, at a price not less than that paid for it by the Government 
and not less than its present appraised value as determined by him. 

SEC. 5. That in selling any parcel of land hereunder, said Secre-
tary shall cause such public or private solicitation for bids or offers 
to be made as he may deem appropriate, and shall sell the parcel 
to the party agreeing to pay the highest price therefor if such price 
is otherwise satisfactory: Provided That in the event the price 
offered or bid by the owner of any 'lands abutting the lands to be 
sold equals the highest price offered or bid by any other party, the 
parcel may be sold to such abutting owner. 
SEC. 6. That said Secretary is further authorized to pay the rea-

sonable and necessary expenses of sale of each parcel of land sold, 
and shall deposit the net proceeds thereof in the Treasury to the 
credit of the United States and the District of Columbia in the 
proportion that each _paid the appropriations from which the parcels 
of land were acquired or were obligated to pay the same, at the time 
of acquisition, by reimbursement. 
SEC. 7. That all Acts and parts of Acts which may be inconsistent 

or in conflict with this Act are hereby repealed to the extent of 
the inconsistency or conflict. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 450]
ATN AtCT

[53 STAT.

August 5, 1939
[H. R. 6872] To amend sections 4886, 4887, 4920, and 4929 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C.,

[Public, No. 286] title 35, sees. 31, 32, 69, and 73).

Patents.
R. S. §§ 4886, 4887,

4920, 4929.
35 U. S. . §§ 31,32,

69, 73; Supp. IV, § 32.
Reduction of time

for public use, etc.,
before filing applica-
tions.

Time of taking ef-
fect.

Provisos.
Application of pro-

visions.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That sections 4886,
4887, 4920, and 4929 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 35, secs.
31, 32, 69, and 73) be amended by striking out the words "two years"
wherever they appear in said sections and substituting therefor the
words "one year".

SEC. 2. This Act shall take effect one year after its approval and
shall apply to all applications for patent filed after it takes effect and
to all patents granted on such applications: Provided, however, That
all applications for patents filed prior to the time this Act takes
effect and all patents granted on such applications are to be governed
by the statutes in force at the time of approval of this Act as if such
statutes had not been amended.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 451]
August 51939 AN ACT

[H. R.6873] To amend sections 4904, 4909, 4911, and 4915 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C.,
[Public, No. 2871 title 35, sees. 52, 57, 59a, and 63).

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
R S. S4904 United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 4904
35 U.. C. §52. of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 35, sec. 52) be amended to

read as follows:
Iterferences; de- "Whenever an application is made for a patent which, in the

ority. opinion of the Commissioner, would interfere with any pending
application, or with any unexpired patent, he shall give notice
thereof to the applicants, or applicant and patentee, as the case may
be, and shall direct a board of three examiners of interferences to

Issue of patent. proceed to determine the question of priority of invention. And the
Commissioner may issue a patent to the party who is adjudged the
prior inventor."

35 R. S. 997. SEC. 2. That section 4909 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 35,
sec. 57) be amended to read as follows:

Appeals. "Every applicant for a patent or for the reissue of a patent, any
of the claims of which have been twice rejected, may appeal from
the decision of the primary examiner to the Board of Appeals, having
once paid the fee for such appeal."

3U. S. 1 . 91. SEC. 3. That section 4911 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title
Textualchanges. 35, sec. 59a) be amended by changing the words "Board of Appeals'

in the second sentence to read "board of interference examiners",
and by canceling the last sentence of said section.

35.S. 49 63. SEC. 4. That section 4915 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title
35, sec. 63) be amended by changing the first sentence thereof to
read:

Bill in equity, time "Whenever a patent on application is refused by the Board of
limitation. Appeals or whenever any applicant is dissatisfied with the decision

of the board of interference examiners, the applicant, unless appeal
has been taken to the United States Court of Customs and Patent
Appeals, and such appeal is pending or has been decided, in which
case no action may be brought under this section, may have remedy
by bill in equity, if filed within six months after such refusal or
decision; and the court having cognizance thereof, on notice to
adverse parties and other due proceedings had, may adjudge that
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August 5, 1959 
[EL. R. 6872]  To amend sections 4886, 4887, 4920, and 4929 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., 

[Public, No. 286] title 35, secs. 31, 32, 69, and 73). 

[CHAPTER 4501 
AN ACT 

Patents. 
R. S. §§ 4886, 4887, 

4920, 4929. 
35 U. S. C. §[ 31, 32, 

69, 73; Supp. IV, § 32. 
Reduction of time 

for public use, etc., 
before filing applica-
tions. 
Time of taking ef-

fect. 

Provisos. 
Application of pro-

visions. 

August 5, 1939 
[H. R.6873] 

[Public, No. 287] 

Patents. 
R. S. § 4904. 
35 U. S. C. § 52. 

Interferences; de-
termination of pri-
ority. 

Issue of patent. 

It. S. § 4909. 
35 U. S. C. § 57. 

Appeals. 

R. S. § 4911. 
35 1J. S. C. § 59s. 
Textual changes. 

R. S. § 4915. 
35 U. S. C. § 63. 

Bill in equity, time 
limitation. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That sections 4886, 
4887, 4920, and 4929 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 35, secs. 
31, 32, 69, and 73) be amended by striking out the words "two years" 
wherever they appear in said sections and substituting therefor the 
words "one year". 

SEc. 2. This Act shall take effect one year after its approval and 
shall apply to all applications for patent filed after it takes effect and 
to all patents granted on such applications: Provided, however, That 
all applications for patents filed prior to the time this Act takes 
effect and all patents granted on such applications are to be governed 
by the statutes in force at the time of approval of this Act as if such 
statutes had not been amended. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 451] 
AN ACT 

To amend sections 4904, 4909, 4911, and 4915 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., 
title 35, secs. 52, 57, 59a, and 63). 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 4904 
of the Revised Statutes (II. S. C., title 35, sec. 52) be amended to 
read as follows: 
"Whenever an application is made for a patent which, in the 

opinion of the Commissioner, would interfere with any pending 
application, or with any unexpired patent, he shall give notice 
thereof to the applicants, or applicant and patentee, as the case may 
be, and shall direct a board of three examiners of interferences to 
proceed to determine the question of priority of invention. And the 
Commissioner may issue a patent to the party who is adjudged the 
prior inventor." 

SEc. 2. That section 4909 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 35, 
sec. 57) be amended to read as follows: 
"Every applicant for a patent or for the reissue of a patent, any 

of the claims of which have been twice rejected, may appeal from 
the decision of the primary examiner to the Board of Appeals, having 
once paid the fee for such appeal." 

SEc. 3. That section 4911 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 
35, sec. 59a) be amended by changing the words "Board of Appeals" 
in the second sentence to read "board of interference examiners", 
and by canceling the last sentence of said section. 

SEc. 4. That section 4915 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 
35, sec. 63) be amended by changing the first sentence thereof to 
read: 
"Whenever a patent on application is refused by the Board of 

Appeals or whenever any applicant is dissatisfied with the decision 
of the board of interference examiners, the applicant, unless appeal 
has been taken to the United States Court of Customs and Patent 
Appeals, and such appeal is pending or has been decided, in which 
case no action may be brought under this section, may have remedy 
by bill in equity, if filed within six months after such refusal or 
decision; and the court having cognizance thereof, on notice to 
adverse parties and other due proceedings had, may adjudge that 
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such applicant is entitled, according to law, to receive a patent for
his invention, as specified in his claim or for any part thereof, as
the facts in the case may appear."

SEc. 5. That this Act shall take effect two months after its
approval; but it shall not affect interferences then pending, which
may be heard and decided and appeals and other proceedings taken
under the statutes in force at the time of approval of this Act as if
such statutes had not been amended.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 452]
AN ACT

To amend section 4903 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 35, sec. 51).

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 4903
of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 35, sec. 51) be amended by
adding at the end thereof the following:

"No amendment for the first time presenting or asserting a claim
which is the same as, or for substantially the same subject matter as,
a claim of an issued patent may be made in any application unless
such amendment is filed within one year from the date on which said
patent was granted."

SEC. 2. This Act shall take effect one year after its approval.
Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 453]
AT'T ACT
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Effective date.

August 5, 1939
[H. R. 6875]

[Public, No. 288

Patents.
R. S. 4903.
35 U. S. C. I 51.

Time within which
an interference may
be permitted.

Effective date.

August 5, 1939

To waive the age limit for appointment as second lieutenant, Regular Army, of IH R. 6925]
certain persons now on active duty with the Air Corps. (Public, No. 289]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congres.s nassembled, That notwithstand-
ing any provision of law which prohibits the appointmlent as a secolnd
lieultenant in the Air Corps, Regular Army, of a person above the age
of thirty years, any Reserve oflicer of the Air Corps now on extended
active duty with the Air Corps who on lthe date of enactnient of this
Act las served not less thlln a total of two years on such extended
active duty or on duty as an enlisted pilot or both, and who on the
date of enactnlent of this Act is over thirty years of age by a period
not in excess of the total such active duty performed by him, and any
warrant officer and enlisted man now in the active service in the
Regular Army who is a qualified pilot, shall be eligible, if otherwise
qualified, to be appointed in the fiscal year 1940 as a second lieutenant,
Air Corps, of the Regular Army: Provided, That vacancies in the
Air Corps, Regular Army, which are to be filled in the fiscal year
1940 upon the basis of competitive examinations held in the fiscal
year 1940, shall be apportioned to applicants under this Act in the
ratio that the number of such applicants bears to the total number of
applicants for appointment in the Air Corps, Regular Army, under
other provisions of law: And provided further, That applicants for
appointment under this Act shall be given qualifying examinations
separate and distinct from those given to other applicants for com-
mission.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

Regular Army.
Ago limit for ap-

pointnent as second
Ileultelnant of certain
persons aon ictivi
duty. Air ('orps,
v aivc(l-

Servicel an ago re-
qliremeKnts.

Warrant officers
etc., Regular Army,
who are qualified
pilots.

Appointments for
fiscal year 1940.

Provisos.
Filling vacancies,

1940, ratio of appor-
tionments.

Examinations.
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such applicant is entitled, according to law, to receive a patent for 
his invention, as specified in his claim or for any part thereof, as 
the facts in the ease may appear." 

SEC. 5. That this Act shall take effect two months after its 
approval; but it shall not affect interferences then pending, which 
may be heard and decided and appeals and other proceedings taken 
under the statutes in force at the time of approval of this Act as if 
such statutes had not been amended. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 452] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 4903 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 35, sec. 51). 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 4903 
of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 35, sec. 51) be amended by 
adding at the end thereof the following: 
"No amendment for the first time presenting or asserting a claim 

which is the same as, or for substantially the same subject matter as, 
a claim of an issued patent may be made in any application unless 
such amendment is filed within one year from the date on which said 
patent was granted." 
SEC. 2. This Act shall take effect one year after its approval. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 453] 
AN ACT 

To waive the age limit for appointment as second lieutenant, Regular Army, of 
certain persons now on active duty with the Air Corps. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwithstand-
ing any provision of law which prohibits the appointment as a second 
lieutenant in the Air Corps, Regular Army, of a person above the age 
of thirty years, any Reserve officer of the Air Corps now on extended 
active duty with the Air Corps who on the date of enactment of this 
Act has served not less than a total of two years on such extended 
active duty or on duty as an enlisted pilot or both, and who on the 
date of enactment of this Act is over thirty years of age by a period 
not in excess of the total such active duty performed by him, and any 
warrant officer and enlisted man now in the active service in the 
Regular Army who is a qualified pilot, shall be eligible, if otherwise 
qualified, to be appointed in the fiscal year 1940 as a second lieutenant, 
Air Corps, of the Regular Army: Provided, That vacancies in the 
Air Corps, Regular Army, which are to be filled in the fiscal year 
1940 upon the basis of competitive examinations held in the fiscal 
year 1940, shall be apportioned to applicants under this Act in the 
ratio that the number of such applicants bears to the total number of 
applicants for appointment in the Air Corps, Regular Army, under 
other provisions of law: And provided further, That applicants for 
appointment under this Act shall be given qualifying examinations 
separate and distinct from those given to other applicants for com-
mission. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 454]
ANT AVPT

[53 STAT.

August 5, 1939
[H. R. 7093] To provide for the rank and title of lieutenant general of the Regular Army.

[Public, No. 290]

Regular Army.
Lieutenant general,

rank and title estab-
lished.

Provisos.
Pay and allowances.

Rank, etc., on retire.
ment.

R. S. 1254.
10 U. . c. C 1025.

August 5,1939
18. J. Res. 176]

[Pub. Res., No. 371

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representaties of the
United States of America in Congress assenbled, That the major gen-
erals of the Regular Army specifically assigned by the Secretary of
War to command the four armies of the United States Army shall
have the rank and title of lieutenant general while so serving: Pro-
vided, That major generals, while holding the rank and title of lieu-
tenant general under the foregoing provisions, shall be entitled to
receive the pay and allowances of a major general and, in addition,
shall be entitled to receive the same personal money allowances as are
now, or may hereafter be, prescribed by law for vice admirals of the
Navy: Provided further, That should an officer, while serving in the
rank of lieutenant general be retired from active service, he shall be
retired with the lineal rank and the retired pay to which he would
be entitled had he not been serving in the rank of lieutenant general,
the provisions of section 1254, Revised Statutes (10 U. S. C. 1025),
to the contrary notwithstanding.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 455]
JOINT RESOLUTION

Providing for participation by the United States in the celebration to be held at
Fort McHenry on September 14, 1939, in celebration of the one hundred and
twenty-fifth anniversary of the writing of the Star-Spangled Banner.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Star-spangled Ban- United States of America in Congress assemnbled, That, for the pur-

Federal participa- pose of providing for participation by the United States in the cele-
veary celebration of bration of the one hundred and twenty-fifth anniversary of the writ-

CoWommission estab- ing of the Star-Spangled Banner, there is hereby established a com-
lished. mission to be composed of the President of the United States, of the

President of the Senate, the Speaker of the House of Representatives,
the United States Senators from the State of Maryland, three Sena-
tors to be appointed by the President of the Senate the Members
of the House of Representatives from the State of Maryland three
Members of the House of Representatives to be appointed by the
Speaker of the House of Representatives the Governor of Maryland
the mayor of the city of Baltimore, and three persons to be appointed

Duties, by the President of the United States. It shall be the duty of such
commission to formulate and carry out plans for participation by
the United States in the celebration to be held at Fort McHenry on

Servicen without September 14, 1939, in commemoration of such anniversary. The
corapensation; chair-
man members of such commission shall serve without compensation and

shall select a chairman from among their number.
thored'itres ' - SEC. 2. The commission is authorized to make such expenditures

for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of the first section of
this joint resolution as it may deem advisable. Expenditures of the
commission shall be paid upon the presentation of vouchers approved
by the chairman of the commission.

thAporiation au SEC. 3. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated the sum of
Pot, p. 1305. $5,000 to be expended by the commission for the purpose of carrying

out the provisions of the first section of this joint resolution.
enit governmenots SEC. 4. The President is authorized to extend invitations to foreign

governments to be represented by their accredited diplomatic agents
at the celebration to be held at Fort McHenry on September 14, 1939,
in commemoration of the one hundred and twenty-fifth anniversary
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Duties. 
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[CHAPTER 454] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the rank and title of lieutenant general of the Regular Army. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the major gen-
erals of the Regular Army specifically assigned by the Secretary of 
War to command the four armies of the United States Army shall 
have the rank and title of lieutenant general while so serving: Pro-
vided, That major generals, while holding the rank and title of lieu-
tenant general under the foregoing provisions, shall be entitled to 
receive the pay and allowances of a major general and, in addition, 
shall be entitled to receive the same personal money allowances as are 
now, or may hereafter be, prescribed by law for vice admirals of the 
Navy: Provided further, That should an officer, while serving in the 
rank of lieutenant general be retired from active service, he shall be 
retired with the lineal rank and the retired pay to which he would 
be entitled had he not been serving in the rank of lieutenant general, 
the provisions of section 1254, Revised Statutes (10 U. S. C. 1025), 
to the contrary notwithstanding. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 455] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Providing for participation by the United States in the celebration to be held at 
Fort McHenry on September 14, 1939, in celebration of the one hundred and 
twenty-fifth anniversary of the writing of the Star-Spangled Banner. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, for the pur-
pose of providing for participation by the United States in the cele-
bration of the one hundred and twenty-fifth anniversary of the writ-
ing of the Star-Spangled Banner, there is hereby established a com-
mission to be composed of the President of the United States, of the 
President of the Senate, the Speaker of the House of Representatives, 
the United States Senators from the State of Maryland, three Sena-
tors to be appointed by the President of the Senate, the Members 
of the House of Representatives from the State of Maryland, three 
Members of the House of Representatives to be appointed by the 
Speaker of the House of Representatives, the Governor of Maryland, 
the mayor of the city of Baltimore, and three persons to be appointed 
by the President of the United States. It shall be the duty of such 
commission to formulate and carry out plans for participation by 
the United States in the celebration to be held at Fort McHenry on 
September 14, 1939, in commemoration of such anniversary. The 
members of such commission shall serve without compensation and 
shall select a chairman from among their number. 
SEC. 2. The commission is authorized .to make such expenditures 

for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of the first section of 
this joint resolution as it may deem advisable. Expenditures of the 
commission shall be paid upon the presentation of vouchers approved 
by the chairman of the commission. 
SEC. 3. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated the sum of 

$5,000 to be expended by the commission for the purpose of carrying 
out the provisions of the first section of this joint resolution. 

Sze. 4. The President is authorized to extend invitations to foreign 
governments to be represented by their accredited diplomatic agents 
at the celebration to be held at Fort McHenry on September 14, 1939, 
in commemoration of the one hundred and twenty-fifth anniversary 
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of the writing of the Star-Spangled Banner: Provided, That no
appropriation shall be granted by the United States for expenses of
delegates or for other expenses incurred in connection with such
invitation.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 456]
JOINT RESOLUTION

Authorizing the Librarian of Congress to return to Williamsburg Lodge, Num-
bered Six, Ancient Free and Accepted Masons, of Virginia, the original manu-
script of the record of the proceedings of said lodge.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Librarian of
Congress is hereby authorized and directed to return to Williamsburg
Lodge, Numbered Six, Ancient Free and Accepted Masons, of Vir-
ginia, the original manuscript of the record of the proceedings of
said lodge, which is contained in one bound volume now in the manu-
script division of the Library of Congress, marked "Virginia, Wil-
liamsburg Masonic Lodge, Minute Book, 1773-1779, L. C.", and
which manuscript was taken from the files of said lodge during the
Civil War by some party or parties unknown.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

1215

Proviso.
Restriction on use

of funds.

August 5, 1939
[H. J. Res. 183]

[Pub. Res., No. 38]

Williamsburg
Lodge, Numbered
Six, A. F. & A. M.,
of Va.

Return of orginal
manuscript or lodge
proceedings to, au-
thorized.

[CHAPTER 457]
JOINT RESOLUTION

August 5, 1939
Providing that the farmers' market in blocks 354 and 355 in the District of [H. J. Res. 340]

Columbia shall not be used for other purposes. [Pub. Res., No. 391

Whereas a farm market was conducted on Louisiana Avenue between
Ninth and Twelfth Streets for thirty or forty years under the
supervision of the Department of Agriculture; and

Whereas the farmers were induced to give up this market on condition
that other land of equal size and value would be obtained; and

Whereas $300,000 was appropriated in March 1929 for this purpose;
and

Whereas two city blocks, known as 354 and 355 in southwest Wash-
ington were obtained and deeded to the District of Columbia to
be used expressly for a farmers' market; and

Whereas part of block 355 has now been taken for a District inspec-
tion station in direct opposition to this agreement and breaking the
implied contract that this project would be available for a farm
market; and

Whereas there is danger of the rest of the market also being con-
fiscated: Therefore be it
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

States of America in Congress assembled, That the remaining parts
of these lots shall from now on be inviolate as a farmers' market and
shall not be taken from them as long as needed by said farmers as a
market place.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

District of Colum-
bia.

Farmers' market.

Area set aside and
reserved as.
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of the writing of the Star-Spangled Banner: Provided, That no 
appropriation shall be granted by the United States for expenses of 
delegates or for other expenses incurred in connection with such 
invitation. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 4561 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Authorizing the Librarian of Congress to return to Williamsburg Lodge, Num-
bered Six, Ancient Free and Accepted Masons, of Virginia, the original manu-
script of the record of the proceedings of said lodge. 
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ginia, the original manuscript of the record of the proceedings of 
said lodge, which is contained in one bound volume now in the manu-
script division of the Library of Congress, marked "Virginia, Wil-
liamsburg Masonic Lodge, Minute Book, 1773-1779, L. C.", and 
which manuscript was taken from the files of said lodge during the 
Civil War by some party or parties unknown. 
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Providing that the farmers' market in blocks 354 and 355 in the District of 
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supervision of the Department of Agriculture; and 

Whereas the farmers were induced to give up this market on condition 
that other land of equal size and value would be obtained; and 

Whereas $300,000 was appropriated in March 1929 for this purpose; 
and 

Whereas two city blocks, known as 354 and 355 in southwest Wash-
ington, were obtained and deeded to the District of Columbia to 
be used expressly for a farmers' market; and 

Whereas part of block 355 has now been taken for a District inspec-
tion station in direct opposition to this agreement and breaking the 
implied contract that this project would be available for a farm 
market; and 

Whereas there is danger of the rest of the market also being con-
fiscated: Therefore be it 
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shall not be taken from them as long as needed by said farmers as a 
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[CHAPTER 477]

August 5, 1939
[H. R. 7288] To perfect the consolidation of the Lighthouse Service with the Coast Guard by

[Public, No. 291] authorizing the commissioning, appointment, and enlistment in the Coast
Guard, of certain officers and employees of the Lighthouse Service, and for
other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
ighthouseonevice United States of America in Congress assembled, That 'the President

certain qualified per- is hereby authorized to commission, by and with the advice and con-
sonnelin Coast Guard
authoried.a d sent of the Senate, in the line of the Coast Guard in grades appro-

priate to their qualifications, experience, and lengths of service, as
determined by the Secretary of the Treasury (hereinafter referred to
as the "Secretary"), such personnel of the Lighthouse Service as, on
June 30, 1939, were serving in grades 1 to 8, inclusive, of the pro-
fessional and scientific service as defined in the Classification Act of

45 .u. .v 66l- 1923, as amended (U. S. C., 1934 edition, Supp. IV, title 5, sec. 673),674; Stpp. IV, § 673.
e63c. and who, on that date, met the requirements for retirement (except
40 Stat. 608 those relating to age and period of service) of section 6 of the Act

s33 . S 3. 7 3. approved June 20, 1918 (40 Stat. 608), as amended and supplementedPOst, p. 1343.
Proisio. (U. S. C., title 33, sec. 763): Provided, That no person shall be com-

requiredi. io missioned under the provisions of this section who does not possess
such mental, moral, professional, and physical qualifications as may
be prescribed by the Secretary.

sioned tobe extra SEC. 2. Any officer commissioned pursuant to section 1 of this Act
numbers in grades. shall be an extra number in his grade and in the grades to which he

Status. may be promoted. He shall take precedence (1) with other officers
commissioned in his grade pursuant to section 1 of this Act as the
Secretary may determine, and (2) with other line officers in his grade

Eligibility for in accordance with the respective dates of their commissions in such
motionl f or  grade. He shall be eligible for promotion, if otherwise qualified, at

such time as the officer in a regular number in line of promotion next
above him on the seniority list becomes eligible for promotion; or if
there be no such officer in his grade, he shall be eligible for promotion,

Priso if otherwise qualified, when a vacancy occurs in the next higher
Assignments. grade: Provided, That an officer commissioned pursuant to section 1

of this Act shall be assigned to duty for which he is specially quali-
fied, and professional examinations for promotion given to such
officer shal embrace only subjects which pertain to the duty to which
he is assigned.

V
a c a ne  SEC. 3. Each vacancy (1) hereafter occurring in the extra numbers

of officers commissioned pursuant to section 1 of this Act; (2) exist-
ing on the date of the enactment of this Act in positions in the Light-
house Service formerly held by personnel described in section 1 of
this Act; and (3) created by the retirement, resignation, death, or
separation from the service for any other cause, of personnel described
in section 1 of this Act who do not possess the qualifications prescribed
by the Secretary, or who, being qualified, do not accept a commission
thereunder, shall operate to increase by one the total authorized num-
ber of line officers of the Coast Guard.

iefs warrant of SEC. 4. (a) The President is hereby authorized to commission, by
Eligibility. and with the advice and consent of the Senate, as chief warrant offi-

cers of the Coast Guard as the needs of the service may require, such
personnel of the Lighthouse Service as, on June 30, 1939, met the
requirements for retirement (except those relating to age and period

33U Stt. C. 1 763. of service) of section 6 of the Act approved June 20, 1918, as amended
Post, p. 1343. and supplemented, and who possess such mental, moral, professional,

and physical qualifications as may be prescribed by the Secretary.
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August 5, 1939 
[11. R. 7288]  To perfect the consolidation of the Lighthouse Service with the Coast Guard by 

[Public, No. 291] authorizing the commissioning, appointment, and enlistment in the Coast 
Guard, of certain officers and employees of the Lighthouse Service, and for 
other purposes. 

[CHAPTER 4771 
AN ACT 
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Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the President 
is hereby authorized to commission, by and with the advice and con-
sent of the Senate, in the line of the Coast Guard in grades appro-
priate to their qualifications, experience, and lengths of service, as 
determined by the Secretary of the Treasury (hereinafter referred to 
as the "Secretary"), such personnel of the Lighthouse Service as, on 
June 30, 1939, were serving in grades 1 to 8, inclusive, of the pro-
fessional and scientific service as defined in the Classification Act of 
1923, as amended (U. S. C., 1934 edition, Supp. IV, title 5, sec. 673), 
and who, on that date, met the requirements for retirement (except 
those relating to age and period of service) of section 6 of the Act 
approved June 20, 1918 (40 Stat. 608), as amended and supplemented 
(U. S. C.' title 33, sec. 763) : Provided, That no person shall be com-
missioned under the provisions of this section who does not possess 
such mental, moral, professional, and physical qualifications as may 
be prescribed by the Secretary. 
SEC. 2. Any officer commissioned pursuant to section 1 of this Act 

shall be an extra number in his grade and in the grades to which he 
may be promoted. He shall take precedence (1) with other officers 
commissioned in his grade pursuant to section 1 of this Act as the 
Secretary may determine, and (2) with other line officers in his grade 
in accordance with the respective dates of their commissions in such 
grade. He shall be eligible for promotion, if otherwise qualified, at 
such time as the officer in a regular number in line of promotion next 
above him on the seniority list becomes eligible for promotion; or if 
there be no such officer in his grade, he shall be eligible for promotion, 
if otherwise qualified, when a vacancy occurs in the next higher 
grade: Provided, That an officer commissioned pursuant to section 1 
of this Act shall be assigned to duty for which he is specially quali-
fied, and professional examinations for promotion given to such 
officer shall embrace only subjects which pertain to the duty to which 
he is assigned. 

SEC. 3. Each vacancy (1) hereafter occurring in the extra numbers 
of officers commissioned pursuant to section 1 of this Act; (2) exist-
ing on the date of the enactment of this Act in positions in the Light-
house Service formerly held by personnel described in section 1 of 
this Act; and (3) created by the retirement, resignation death, or 
separation from the service for any other cause, of personnel described 
in section 1 of this Act who do not possess the qualifications prescribed 
by the Secretary, or who, being qualified, do not accept a commission 
thereunder, shall operate to increase by one the total authorized num-
ber of line officers of the Coast Guard. 

SEc. 4. (a) The President is hereby authorized to commission, by 
and with the advice and consent of the Senate, as chief warrant offi-
cers of the Coast Guard as the needs of the service may require, such 
personnel of the Lighthouse Service as, on June 30, 1939, met the 
requirements for retirement (except those relating to age and period 
of service) of section 6 of the Act approved June 20, 1918, as amended 
and supplemented, and who possess such mental, moral, professional, 
and physical qualifications as may be prescribed by the Secretary. 
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(b) Under such regulations as he may prescribe the Secretary is
hereby authorized to appoint or cause to be enlisted, in the Coast
Guard, in warrant grades or enlisted ratings appropriate to their
qualifications, experience, and lengths of service, such personnel of
the Lighthouse Service as, on June 30, 1939, met the requirements for
retirement (except those relating to age and period of service) of
section 6 of the Act approved June 20, 1918, as amended and supple-
mented.

(c) Chief warrant officers and warrant officers commissioned or
appointed under the provisions of this section shall take precedence
among themselves as the Secretary may determine, and with other
chief warrant and warrant officers in accordance with the dates of
their respective commissions or warrants in such grades.

SEC. 5. Vacancies created by the retirement, resignation, death, or
separation from the service for any other cause, of personnel
described in section 4 of this Act who do not possess the qualifica-
tions prescribed by the Secretary, or who, being qualified, do not
accept a commission, appointment, or enlistment thereunder, may or
may not be filled, in the discretion of the Secretary, in accordance
with the existing needs of the service. If such vacancy be filled it
shall be filled from among the chief warrant, warrant, or enlisted
personnel of the Coast Guard.

Src. 6. In computing length of service, for the purpose of retire-
ment in the Coast Guard, of any person commissioned, appointed,
or enlisted under the provisions of this Act, there shall be included
all service computable for retirement under the provisions of section
6 of the Act of June 20, 1918, as amended and supplemented.

SEC. 7. No person commissioned, appointed, or enlisted in the
Coast Guard pursuant to this Act shall suffer any reduction in the
total of the annual compensation and allowances which he was receiv-
ing on the date of his commission, appointment, or enlistment.
Upon his retirement from active duty in the Coast Guard, the retired
pay of any person so commissioned, appointed, or enlisted, shall not
be less than an annuity computed in accordance with the provisions
of section 6 of the Act of June 20, 1918, as amended and supple-
mented, substituting, however, for purposes of such comlputation, the
annual compensation which he was receiving on the date of his com-
mission, appointment, or enlistment in the Coast Guard for the aver-
age annual pay received by him for the last five years of service.

SEC. 8. All persons commissioned, appointed, or enlisted in the
Coast Guard pursuant to this Act, shall be subject to all laws and
regulations for the government of the Coast Guard, and nothing con-
tained in this Act shall be construed to prevent the application to any
of such persons of laws and regulations concerning the military
discipline of commissioned and warrant officers and enlisted men of
the Coast Guard.

SEC. 9. All Acts or parts of Acts, inconsistent with the provisions
of this Act, are hereby repealed.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 478]
AN ACT

To amend section 9 of the Act of July 3, 1926 (44 Stat. 817), entitled "An Act to
readjust the commissioned personnel of the Coast Guard, and for other pur-
poses."

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 9 of
the Act entitled "An Act to readjust the commissioned personnel of
the Coast Guard, and for other purposes", approved July 3, 1926
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(b) Under such regulations as he may prescribe the Secretary is 
hereby authorized to appoint or cause to be enlisted, in the Coast 
Guard, in warrant grades or enlisted ratings appropriate to their 
qualifications, experience, and lengths of service, such personnel of 
the Lighthouse Service as, on June 30, 1939, met the requirements for 
retirement (except those relating to age and period of service) of 
section 6 of the Act approved June 20, 1918, as amended and supple-
mented. 

(c). Chief warrant officers and warrant officers commissioned or 
appointed under the provisions of this section shall take precedence 
among themselves as the Secretary may determine, and with other 
chief warrant and warrant officers in accordance with the dates of 
their respective commissions or warrants in such grades. 
SEC. 5. Vacancies created by the retirement, resignation, death, or 

separation from the service for any other cause, of personnel 
described in section 4 of this Act who do not possess the qualifica-
tions prescribed by the Secretary, or who, being qualified, do not 
accept a commission, appointment, or enlistment thereunder, may or 
may not be filled, in the discretion of the Secretary, in accordance 
with the existing needs of the service. If such vacancy be filled it 
shall be filled from among the chief warrant, warrant, or enlisted 
personnel of the Coast Guard. 

Sec. 6. In computing length of service, for the purpose of retire-
ment in the Coast Guard, of any person commissioned, appointed, 
or enlisted under the provisions of this Act, there shall be included 
all service computable for retirement under the provisions of section 
6 of the Act of June 20, 1918, as amended and supplemented. 
SEC. 7. No person commissioned, appointed, or enlisted in the 

Coast Guard pursuant to this Act shall suffer any reduction in the 
total of the annual compensation and allowances which he was receiv-
ing on the date of his commission, appointment, or enlistment. 
Upon his retirement from active duty in the Coast Guard, the retired 
pay of any person so commissioned, appointed, or enlisted, shall not 
be less than an annuity computed in accordance with the provisions 
of section 6 of the Act of June 20, 1918, as amended and supple-
mented, substituting, however, for purposes of such computation, the 
annual compensation which he was receiving on the date of his com-
mission, appointment, or enlistment in the Coast Guard for the aver-
age annual pay received by him for the last five years of service. 

Sec. 8. All persons commissioned, appointed, or enlisted in the 
Coast Guard pursuant to this Act, shall be subject to all laws and 
regulations for the government of the Coast Guard, and nothing con-
tained in this Act shall be construed to prevent the application to any 
of such persons of laws and regulations concerning the military 
discipline of commissioned and warrant officers and enlisted men of 
the Coast Guard. 
SEC. 9. All Acts or parts of Acts, inconsistent with the provisions 

of this Act, are hereby repealed. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 478] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 9 of the Act of July 3, 1926 (44 Stat. 817), entitled "An Act to 
readjust the commissioned personnel of the Coast Guard, and for other pur-
poses." 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 9 of 
the Act entitled "An Act to readjust the commissioned personnel of 
the Coast Guard, and for other purposes", approved July 3, 1926 
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(44 Stat. 817), is hereby amended by striking out the second and
third sentences and substituting in lieu thereof the following:

difcers in grades of "All officers in the grades of district commander and constructor
and constructor on on active duty are hereby transferred to the line of the Coast Guard
tlineofdCtoastt sasrd. and shall be commissioned in the grades of commander, lieutenant

commander, and lieutenant, according to the ranks held by them on
the date of such transfer, and shall when so transferred and commis-

Precedence. sioned take precedence (1) with each other in their respective grades,
according to length of commissioned service as district commander
or constructor, as the case may be; (2) with other line officers in
such grades, according to length of service in the ranks held by them
on the date of such transfer; and (3) in higher grades to which they
may be promoted, according to the dates of commissions in such

Proviso. higher grades: Provided, That the President is hereby authorized to
Charesn Walker as appoint Charles Walker to the grade of lieutenant commander with
lieutenant com- precedence next after Irwin B. Steele. Each officer commissioned

omieers so commis- pursuant to this section shall be an extra number in his grade and in
n'umbers. extr the grades to which he may be promoted, and shall be eligible for

Promotions. promotion, if otherwise qualified, whenever the officer in a regular
number in line of promotion next above him on the seniority list
becomes eligible for promotion; or if there be no such officer in his
grade, he shall be eligible for promotion, if otherwise qualified, when

Assignment, etc. a vacancy occurs in the next higher grade. Any officer commissioned
pursuant to this section shall be assigned to duty in his specialty and
the professional examination of such officer for promotion shall
embrace only those subjects pertaining to such specialty."

Va . S. 2. Each vacanes. cy existing in the grade of constructor and in
the grade of district commander on the date of the approval of this
Act, and each vacancy which shall hereafter occur in the extra num-
ber of officers commissioned pursuant to this Act, shall operate to
increase by one the total number of line officers in the Coast Guard

45 stat. laS. authorized by section 1 of the Act of March 2, 1929 (45 Stat. 1533),
14 U.s. c. . as amended.
Statuspreserved. SEO. 3. No officer commissioned pursuant to this Act shall suffer

any reduction in rank, pay, or allowances, by reason of the provisions
of this Act, or lose any right to promotion which he would have had
but for the enactment of this Act.

Orades abolished. SEc. 4. The grades of district commander and constructor on the
Repealofcontlictng active list in the Coast Guard are hereby abolished and all pro-

laws. visions of law in conflict with this Act are hereby repealed.
Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 479]
August 5, 1939

[H. R. 5912]
[Public, No. 293]

Fort Douglas Mil-
itary Reservation,
Utah.

Construction of
roads, etc., across, by
Salt Lake City, au-
thorized.

AN ACT
Authorizing the Secretary of War to permit Salt Lake City, Utah, to construct

and maintain certain roads, streets, and boulevards across the Fort Douglas
Military Reservation.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of War is authorized to permit the Board of Commissioners of Salt
Lake City, Utah, to construct and maintain such roads, streets, and
boulevards across lands of the United States located within the
Fort Douglas Military Reservation in the State of Utah as he may
determine will not interfere with the use of such lands in such
manner as the public interest may require. Any grant of permis-
sion to construct and maintain any such road, street, or boulevard
shall be made subject to such conditions as the Secretary may pre-
scribe for the purpose of protecting the public interest.

Approved, August 5, 1939.
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(44 Stat. 817), is hereby amended by striking out the second and 
third sentences and substituting in lieu thereof the following: 

"All officers in the grades of district commander and constructor 
on active duty are hereby transferred to the line of the Coast Guard 
and shall be commissioned in the grades of commander, lieutenant 
commander, and lieutenant, according to the ranks held by them on 
the date of such transfer, and shall when so transferred and commis-
sioned take precedence (1) with each other in their. respective grades, 
according to length of commissioned service as district commander 
or constructor, as the case may be; (2) with other line officers in 
such grades, according to length of service in the ranks held by them 
on the date of such transfer; and (3) in higher grades to which they 
may be promoted, according to the dates of commissions in such 
higher grades: Provided, That the President is hereby authorized to 
appoint Charles Walker to the grade of lieutenant commander with 
precedence next after Irwin B. Steele. Each officer commissioned 
pursuant to this section shall be an extra number in his grade and in 
the grades to which he may be promoted, and shall be eligible for 
promotion, if otherwise qualified, whenever the officer in a regular 
number in line of promotion next above him on the seniority list 
becomes eligible for promotion; or if there be no such officer in his 
grade, he shall be eligible for promotion, if otherwise qualified, when 
a vacancy occurs in the next higher grade. Any officer commissioned 
pursuant to this section shall be assigned to duty in his specialty and 
the professional examination of such officer for promotion shall 
embrace only those subjects pertaining to such specialty." 
SEC. 2. Each vacancy existing in the grade of constructor and in 

the grade of district commander on the date of the approval of this 
Act, and each vacancy which shall hereafter occur in the extra num-
ber of officers commissioned pursuant to this Act, shall operate to 
increase by one the total number of line officers in the Coast Guard 
authorized by section 1 of the Act of March 2, 1929 (45 Stat. 1533), 
as amended. 
SEO. 3. No officer commissioned pursuant to this Act shall suffer 

any reduction in rank, pay, or allowances, by reason of the provisions 
of this Act, or lose any right to promotion which he would have had 
but for the enactment of this Act. 

SEo. 4. The grades of district commander and constructor on the 
active list in the Coast Guard are hereby abolished and all pro-
visions of law in conflict with this Act are hereby repealed. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 479] 
AN ACT 

Authorizing the Secretary of War to permit Salt Lake City, Utah, to construct 
and maintain certain roads, streets, and boulevards across the Fort Douglas 
Military Reservation. 

Be it enacted by the Senate awl House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of War is authorized to permit the Board of Commissioners of Salt 
Lake City, Utah, to construct and maintain such roads, streets, and 
boulevards across lands of the United States located within the 
Fort Douglas Military Reservation in the State of Utah as he may 
determine will not interfere with the use of such lands in such 
manner as the public interest may require. Any grant of permis-
sion to construct and maintain any such road, street, or boulevard 
shall be made subject to such conditions as the Secretary may pre-
scribe for the purpose of protecting the public interest. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 480]
AN ACT

To authorize postmasters within the Territory of Alaska to administer oaths and
affirmations, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That each post-
master within the Territory of Alaska is hereby authorized and
directed to administer oaths and affirmations and to take acknowl-
edgments, and to make and execute certificates thereof, and to per-
form all other functions of a notary public within said Territory,
whenever an oath, affirmation, or acknowledgment or a certificate
thereof is authorized, permitted, or required by any Act or Acts of
Congress.

SEO. 2. Each certificate of oath, affirmation, or acknowledgement
executed by a postmaster within the Territory of Alaska under the
authority of this Act shall be signed by the postmaster, with a desig-
nation of his title as such postmaster, shall have affixed thereto the
cancelation stamp of the post office, and shall state the name of the
post office and the date on which such oath or affirmation is admin-
istered or such acknowledgment is taken.

SEO. 3. Except as otherwise provided or required by an Act of
Congress, for administering an oath or affirmation, or taking an
acknowledgment, or performing any other function of a notary
public within the Territory of Alaska as herein provided, the post-
master is authorized to charge and receive the fees prescribed by
law for a notary public for similar services in said Territory.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 481]
AN ACT

To provide for the disposition of certain records of the United States Government.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That whenever any
agency of the United States Government has in its custody an accumu-
lation of records that are not needed by it in the transaction of its
current business and that appear to it to have no permanent value or
historical interest, the head of such agency shall submit a written
report thereon to the Archivist of the United States in which he shall
state the location and describe the character of such records so as to
enable the Archivist to identify them. Said report shall be submitted
in triplicate and shall be accompanied by samples of the several kinds
of records listed therein.

SEC. 2. When used in this Act, the word "records" means originals
or copies of motion-picture or other photographic records in any form
whatsoever, sound recordings, correspondence, papers, indexes, maps,
charts, plans, drawings, punch cards, tabulation sheets, pictures, and
other kinds of records belonging to the United States Government.

SEC. 3. The Archivist, with the approval of the National Archives
Council, shall submit to Congress, at such times as he shall deem expe-
dient, lists of records reported to him in the manner prescribed by
section 1 of this Act that appear to him to have no permanent value
or historical interest to the Federal Government.

SEc. 4. Whenever the Archivist shall submit to Congress, in com-
pliance with the provisions of section 3 of this Act, lists of records
that appear to him to have no permanent value or historical interest
to the Federal Government, it shall be the duty of the presiding officer
of the Senate to appoint two Senators who, with the members of the
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[CHAPTER 480] 
AN ACT 

To authorize postmasters within the Territory of Alaska to administer oaths and 

affirmations, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in. Congress assembled, That each post-
master within the Territory of Alaska is hereby authorized and 
directed to administer oaths and affirmations and to take acknowl-
edgments, and to make and execute certificates thereof, and to per-
form all other functions of a notary public within said Territory, 
whenever an oath, affirmation, or acknowledgment or a certificate 
thereof is authorized, permitted, or required by any Act or Acts of 
Congress. 
SEC. 2. Each certificate of oath, affirmation, or acknowledgement 

executed by a postmaster within the Territory of Alaska under the 
authority of this Act shall be signed by the postmaster, with a desig-
nation of his title as such postmaster, shall have affixed thereto the 
cancelation stamp of the post office, and shall state the name of the 
post office and the date on which such oath or affirmation is admin-
istered or such acknowledgment is taken. 
SEC. 3. Except as otherwise provided or required by an Act of 

Congress, for administering an oath or affirmation, or taking an 
acknowledgment, or performing any other function of a notary 
public within the Territory of Alaska as herein provided, the post-
master is authorized to charge and receive the fees prescribed by 
law for a notary public for similar services in said Territory. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 481] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the disposition of certain records of the United States Government  [H. It. 6585]  
[Public, No. 295] 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That whenever any 
agency of the United States Government has in its custody an accumu-
lation of records that are not needed by it in the transaction of its 
current business and that appear to it to have no permanent value or 
historical interest, the head of such agency shall submit a written 
report thereon to the Archivist of the United States in which he shall 
state the location and describe the character of such records so as to 
enable the Archivist to identify them. Said report shall be submitted 
in triplicate and shall be accompanied by samples of the several kinds 
of records listed therein. 
SEC. 2. When used in this Act, the word "records" means originals 

or copies of motion-picture or other photographic records in any form 
whatsoever, sound recordings, correspondence, papers, indexes, maps, 
charts, plans, drawings, punch cards, tabulation sheets, pictures, and 
other kinds of records belonging to the United States Government. 
SEC. 3. The Archivist, with the approval of the National Archives 

Council, shall submit to Congress, at such times as he shall deem expe-
dient, lists of records reported to him in the manner prescribed by 
section 1 of this Act that appear to him to have no permanent value 
or historical interest to the Federal Government. 
SEC. 4. Whenever the Archivist shall submit to Congress, in com-

pliance with the provisions of section 3 of this Act, lists of records 
that appear to him to have no permanent value or historical interest 
to the Federal Government, it shall be the duty of the presiding officer 
of the Senate to appoint two Senators who, with the members of the 
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Committee on the Disposition of Executive Papers of the House of
Representatives, shall constitute a joint committee, to which such lists
shall be referred, and said joint committee shall meet and examine
said lists and submit to the Senate and House of Representatives,
respectively, a report of such examination and their recommendation.

SEC. 5. If such joint committee report that any of the records
described in the lists referred to them are not needed or useful in the
transaction of the current business of the agency by which they were
reported to the Archivist and have no permanent value or historical
interest to the Federal Government, then it shall be the duty of the
head of said agency to dispose of said records by one of the following
methods:

(a) By sale, upon the best obtainable terms after due publication
of notice inviting proposals therefor;

(b) By causing them to be destroyed;
(c) By transfer (without cost to the United States Government)

to any State or dependency of the United States of America or to
any appropriate educational institution, library, museum, historical,
research, or patriotic organization therein, that has made application
to him therefor, through the Archivist of the United States. All
moneys derived from the sale of such records shall be paid into the
Treasury of the United States by said agency.

If said joint committee shall fail to make a report during any
regular or special session of Congress on any list of records that has
been submitted to Congress by the Archivist not less than ten days
prior to the adjournment of such session, the Archivist may empower
the agency by which such records were reported to him to dispose
of them by any of the methods prescribed in this section.

If it shall appear to the Archivist that any records reported to him
in the manner prescribed by section 1 of this Act, while Congress is
not in session, have no permanent value or historical interest and
have the same form numbers or form letters or are of the same specific
kind as other records of the same agency previously authorized for
disposition by Congress, he may empower said agency to make dispo-
sition of said similar records by any of the methods prescribed in
this section.

The Archivist shall submit to Congress at the beginning of each
session a descriptive list of all records authorized for disposition by
him during the preceding recess of Congress.

SEC. 6. When any records of the IJnited States Government have
been disposed of in accordance with the provisions of section 5 of this
Act, the head of the agency making such disposition shall submit a
written report thereon to the Archivist of the United States in which
he shall describe the character and volume of such records and state
when and by what method the disposition thereof was accomplished.
If any of the records described in a particular report are shown
thereby to have been sold, such report shall give the amount of the
purchase price received therefor and the total cost of effecting such
sales. Said report shall also give the names and post-office addresses
of all institutions, associations, or other organizations to which any
records therein described have been transferred.

SEC. 7. The Archivist of the United States shall transmit to Con-
gress, at the beginning of each regular session, a concise summariza-
tion of the data contained in the reports filed with him by heads of
agencies of the Government during the preceding fiscal year in com-
pliance with the provisions of section 6 of this Act.

SE. 8. Whenever the Archivist shall determine that any records
in his custody, or which have been reported to him by any agency
under the terms of section 1 of this Act, are a continuing menace
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Committee on the Disposition of Executive Papers of the House of 
Representatives, shall constitute a joint committee, to which such lists 
shall be referred, and said joint committee shall meet and examine 
said lists and submit to the Senate and House of Representatives, 
respectively, a report of such examination and their recommendation. 
SEC. 5. If such joint committee report that any of the records 

described in the lists referred to them are not needed or useful in the 
transaction of the current business of the agency by which they were 
reported to the Archivist and have no permanent value or historical 
interest to the Federal Government, then it shall be the duty of the 
head of said agency to dispose of said records by one of the following 
methods: 

(a) By sale, upon the best obtainable terms after due publication 
of notice inviting proposals therefor; 

(b) By causing them to be destroyed; 
(c) By transfer (without cost to the United States Government) 

to any State or dependency of the United States of America or to 
any appropriate educational institution, library, museum, historical, 
research, or patriotic organization therein, that has made application 
to him therefor, through the Archivist of the United States. All 
moneys derived from the sale of such records shall be paid into the 
Treasury of the United States by said agency. 

If said joint committee shall fail to make a report during any 
regular or special session of Congress on any list of records that has 
been submitted to Congress by the Archivist not less than ten days 
prior to the adjournment of such session, the Archivist may empower 
the agency by which such records were reported to him to dispose 
of them by any of the methods prescribed in this section. 

If it shall appear to the Archivist that any records reported to him 
in the manner prescribed by section 1 of this Act, while Congress is 
not in session, have no permanent value or historical interest and 
have the same form numbers or form letters or are of the same specific 
kind as other records of the same agency previously authorized for 
disposition by Congress, he may empower said agency to make dispo-
sition of said similar records by any of the methods prescribed in 
this section. 
The Archivist shall submit to Congress at the beginning of each 

session a descriptive list of all records authorized for disposition by 
him during the preceding recess of Congress. 
SEC. 6. When any records of the United States Government have 

been disposed of in accordance with the provisions of section 5 of this 
Act, the head of the agency making such disposition shall submit a 
written report thereon to the Archivist of the United States in which 
he shall describe the character and volume of such records and state 
when and by what method the disposition thereof was accomplished. 
If any of the records described in a particular report are shown 
thereby to have been sold, such report shall give the amount of the 
purchase price received therefor and the total cost of effecting such 
sales. Said report shall also give the names and post-office addresses 
of all institutions, associations, or other organizations to which any 
records therein described have been transferred. 
SEC. 7. The Archivist of the United States shall transmit to Con-

gress, at the beginning of each regular session, a concise summariza-
tion of the data contained in the reports filed with him by heads of 
agencies of the Government during the preceding fiscal year in com-
pliance with the provisions of section 6 of this Act. 

Site. 8. Whenever the Archivist shall determine that any records 
in his custody, or which have been reported to him by any agency 
under the terms of section 1 of this Act, are a continuing menace 
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to human health or life or to property, he shall cause such records
to be destroyed immediately at such place and by such method as
he shall select: Provided, however, That if said records have been
transferred to his custody, he shall report the disposition thereof to
the Congress and to the agency from which they were transferred.

SEC. 9. Whenever it shall appear to the Archivist that there are
in his custody any records that are without permanent value or his-
torical interest to the Federal Government he shall submit lists
thereof to Congress in the manner provided by section 3 of this Act:
Provided, however, That the Archivist shall not report to Congress,
under the provisions of this section, records of any existing agency of
the United States without the written consent of the said agency.

SEC. 10. The procedures herein prescribed to be followed are exclu-
sive, and no records of the United States Government may be alien-
ated or destroyed except by authority sought and obtained under the
provisions of this Act.

SEC. 11. All Acts or parts of Acts inconsistent with the provisions
Of this Act are hereby repealed.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 482]
AN ACT

To permit the importation free of duty of certain literature for distribution at the
Golden Gate International Exposition of 1939.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 4 of
the Act entitled "An Act relating to the importation of distilled
spirits for consumption at the New York World's Fair, 1939, and the
Golden Gate International Exposition of 1939, and to duties on
certain articles to be exhibited at the New York World's Fair, 1939",
approved April 29, 1939, is amended by inserting before the period at
the end thereof a comma and the following: "or at the Golden Gate
International Exposition of 1939".

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 483]
JOINT RESOLUTION

To approve the action of the Secretary of the Interior deferring the collection of
certain irrigation construction charges against lands under the San Carlos and
Flathead Indian irrigation projects.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That in accordance with
the Act of June 22, 1936, the action of the Secretary of the Interior
in deferring such charges under said irrigation projects is hereby
approved.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 493]
A T A rT
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To legalize a free highway bridge now being constructed across the Des Moines s. 2563]

River, at Levy, Iowa. (Public, No. 297]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent
of Congress is hereby granted to the Iowa State Highway Commission
to complete construction of a free highway bridge and approaches

Des Moines River.
Bridge across, at

Levy, Iowa, legalized.
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thereto being constructed across the Des Moines River at Levy, Iowa,
and to maintain and operate said bridge as a lawful structure sub-
ject to the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the
construction of bridges over navigable waters", approved March 23,
1906.

SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 494]
JOINT RESOLUTION

To authorize the Assistant Secretary of the Navy to continue to serve as Acting
Secretary of the Navy until the appointment of a Secretary, and for other
purposes.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwith-
standing the provisions of section 180, Revised Statutes, the Assistant
Secretary of the Navy may continue to serve as Acting Secretary of
the Navy until such time as a Secretary of the Navy shall be
appointed to succeed the late Secretary of the Navy, the Honorable
Claude A. Swanson, deceased; and the provisions of section 1761,
Revised Statutes, shall not be applicable to an appointment to fill the
existing vacancy in said office.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 495]
JOINT RESOLUTION

Authorizing the Joint Committee on the Library to procure an oil portrait of
former President Herbert Hoover.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Joint Committee
on the Library is hereby authorized to procure an oil portrait of
former President Herbert Hoover, for the White House, to be painted
by American artists, at a cost not to exceed $2,500. The committee
shall have the advice of the Commission of Fine Arts in accordance
with the Act of Congress approved May 17, 1910.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 500]
AN ACT

To amend the Federal Firearms Act (Public, Numbered 785, seventy-fifth Con-
gress) so as to more adequately define the term "ammunition" as said term is
defined in said Act.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1, sub-
section 8, of the Federal Firearms Act (Public, Numbered 785, Sev-
enty-fifth Congress) be amended so as to read as follows, to wit:

"(8) The term 'ammunition' shall include only pistol or revolver
ammunition. It shall not include shotgun shells, metallic ammuni-
tion suitable for use only in rifles, or any .22 caliber rimfire ammu-
nition."

Approved, August 6, 1939.
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by American artists, at a cost not to exceed $2,500. The committee 
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Approved, August 5, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 501]
AN ACT

To provide for the administration of the United States courts, and for other
purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Judicial
Code is hereby amended by adding at the end thereof a new chapter
to be numbered XV and entitled "The Administration of the United
States Courts", as follows:

"CHAPTER XV-TnE ADMINIsTRATION OF THE UNITED STATES COURTS

"SEo. 302. There shall be at the seat of government an establish-
ment to be known as the Administrative Office of the United States
Courts, with a Director at the head thereof who shall be appointed
by the Supreme Court of the United States and hold office at the
pleasure of and be subject to removal by the aforesaid Court. There
shall be in said establishment an Assistant Director, to be appointed
and hold office in like manner, who shall perform such duties as may
be assigned to him by the Director and, during the absence or inca-
pacity of the Director or during a vacancy in that office, shall act as
Director. The Director and Assistant Director shall receive annual
salaries of $10,000 and $7,500, respectively. The Director shall cause
a seal of office to be made for the said establishment of such design
as the Supreme Court of the United States shall approve, and
judicial notice shall be taken of the said seal.

"SEc. 303. The Director, with the approval of the Supreme Court,
shall have authority, subject to the civil-service laws, to appoint
such employees as are deemed necessary to perform the functions
and duties vested in said establishment by this chapter, and the
Director shall fix their compensation according to the Classification
Act of 1923, as amended. During his term of office or employment,
no officer or employee of said establishment shall engage directly or
indirectly in the practice of law in any of the courts of the United
States.

"SEo. 304. The Director shall be the administrative officer of the
United States courts and shall have charge, under the supervision
and direction of the conference of senior circuit judges, of-

"(1) All administrative matters relating to the offices of the clerks
and other clerical and administrative personnel of the courts, but
nothing contained in this chapter shall be construed as affecting the
authority of the courts to appoint their administrative or clerical
personnel, or the authority of the Attorney General respecting United
States marshals and their deputies, United States attorneys and their
assistants;

"(2) Examining the state of the dockets of the various courts and
securing information as to their needs for assistance, if any, and the
preparation of statistical data and reports of the business transacted
by the courts, and promptly transmitting the information so obtained
quarterly to the senior circuit judges of the respective circuits, to the
end that proper action may be taken with respect thereto, but inspec-
tions of the dockets of the courts outside the continental United
States shall be made through officials of the United States Govern-
ment residing within the jurisdiction, respectively, of the said courts;

"(3) The disbursement, directly and through the several United
States marshals as now provided by law, of the moneys appropriated
for the maintenance, support, and operation of the courts;

"(4) The purchase, exchange, transfer, and distribution of equip-
ment and supplies;
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[CHAPTER 501] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the administration of the United States courts, and for other 
purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Judicial 
Code is hereby amended by adding at the end thereof a new chapter 
to be numbered XV and entitled "The Administration of the United 
States Courts", as follows: 
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ment to be known as the Administrative Office of the United States 
Courts, with a Director at the head thereof who shall be appointed 
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indirectly in the practice of law in any of the courts of the United 
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"SEo. 304. The Director shall be the administrative officer of the 
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and direction of the conference of senior circuit judges, of— 
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and other clerical and administrative personnel of the courts, but 
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personnel, or the authority of the Attorney General respecting United 
States marshals and their deputies, United States attorneys and their 
assistants; 
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by the courts, and promptly transmitting the information so obtained 
quarterly to the senior circuit judges of the respective circuits, to the 
end that proper action may be taken with respect thereto, but inspec-
tions of the dockets of the courts outside the continental United 
States shall be made through officials of the United States Govern-
ment residing within the jurisdiction, respectively, of the said courts; 

"(3) The disbursement, directly and through the several United 
States marshals as now provided by law, of the moneys appropriated 
for the maintenance, support, and operation of the courts; 

"(4) The purchase, exchange, transfer, and distribution of equip-
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of vouchers and a c "(5) The examination and audit of vouchers and accounts of the
counts. officials and employees covered by this chapter;

Providing of court, "(6) The providing of accommodations for the use of the courts
etc. accommodationsand the various officials and employees covered by this chapter; and

Other matters as "(7) Such other matters as may be assigned to him by the Supreme
y eassige Court and the conference of the senior circuit judges. The clerks

of the district courts, their deputies and assistants, and all other em-
ployees of said courts shall comply with any and all requests made
by the Director or one of his assistants for information and statistical
data bearing on the state of the dockets of such courts.

Estimates of expen- "SEC. 305. The Director under the supervision of the conference
ditures, etc., to Bu-
reau of the Budget. of senior circuit judges, shall prepare and submit annually to the

Bureau of the Budget estimates of the expenditures and appropria-
tions necessary for the maintenance and operation of the United States
courts and the administrative office of the United States courts, and

Inclusion of supple- such supplemental and deficiency estimates as may be required from
mental, etc., esti-
mates. time to time for the same purposes, in accordance with the provisions

Approval before of the Budget and Accounting Act. Such estimates in respect of the
presentation of desig-
nated estimates. circuit courts of appeals, the district courts of the United States, and

the courts hereinafter referred to in the Territories and possessions,
and of the administrative office shall be approved by the conference of
senior circuit judges before their presentation to the Bureau of the
Budget. Such estimates in respect to the United States Court of
Customs and Patent Appeals, the Court of Claims, and the United
States Customs Court shall be approved by the judges of such courts,

Inclusion'in Budget respectively, before submission to the Bureau of the Budget. All
estimates so submitted shall be included in the Budget without revi-
sion (but subject to the recommendations of the Bureau of the Budget
thereon), in the same manner as is provided for the estimates of the

42 Stat .2. Supreme Court by section 201 of said Act. The Director shall sub-
Annual report to mit annually to the conference of senior circuit judges a report of

conference of senior
circuit Judges. the activities of the administrative office and of the state of business

of the courts, together with the statistical data compiled and sub-
mitted by him to the senior circuit judges as provided by clause 2

Timeforfling. of section 304, with his recommendations. Such report shall be filed
at least two weeks prior to the annual meeting of the conference, and
a copy thereof shall also be filed with the Congress and with the
Attorney General. Such report shall be a public document.

Judicial council, "SEC. 306. To the end that the work of the district courts shall be
effectively and expeditiously transacted, it shall be the duty of the
senior circuit judge of each circuit to call at such time and place as he
shall designate, but at least twice in each year, a council composed
of the circuit judges for such circuit, who are hereby designated a
council for that purpose, at which council the senior circuit judge
shall preside. The senior judge shall submit to the council the quar-
terly reports of the Director required to be filed by the provisions of
section 304, clause (2), and such action shall be taken thereon by the

Duty of district council as may be necessary. It shall be the duty of the district judges
Judges. promptly to carry out the directions of the council as to the adminms-

Asifgiments out- tration of the business of their respective courts. Nothing contained
in this section shall affect the provisions of existing law relating to
the assignment of district judges to serve outside of the districts for
which they, respectively, were appointed.

tAnnual e conerences e SEC. 307. A conference shall be held annually in each judicial cir-
judicial circuit. cuit, at such time and place, as shall be designated by the senior

circuit judge thereof, which conference shall be composed of circuit
and district judges in such circuit who reside within the continental

Participation by United States, with participation in such conference on the part of
members of the bar under rules to be prescribed by the circuit courts
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"(5) The examination and audit of vouchers and accounts of the 
officials and employees covered by this chapter; 

"(6) The providing of accommodations for the use of the courts 
and the various officials and employees covered by this chapter; and 

"(7) Such other matters as may be assigned to him by the Supreme 
Court and the conference of the senior circuit judges. The clerks 
of the district courts, their deputies and assistants, and all other em-
ployees of said courts shall comply with any and all requests made 
by the Director or one of his assistants for information and statistical 
data bearing on the state of the dockets of such courts. 

"SEc. 305. The Director, under the supervision of the conference 
of senior circuit judges, shall prepare and submit annually to the 
Bureau of the Budget estimates of the expenditures and appropria-
tions necessary for the maintenance and operation of the United States 
courts and the administrative office of the United States courts, and 
such supplemental and deficiency estimates as may be required from 
tune to time for the same purposes, in accordance with the provisions 
of the Budget and Accounting Act. Such estimates hi respect of the 
circuit courts of appeals, the district courts of the United States, and 
the courts hereinafter referred to in the Territories and possessions, 
and of the administrative office shall be approved by the conference of 
senior circuit judges before their presentation to the Bureau of the 
Budget. Such estimates in respect to the United States Court of 
Customs and Patent Appeals, the Court of Claims, and the United 
States Customs Court shall be approved by the judges of such courts, 
respectively, before submission to the Bureau of the Budget. All 
estimates so submitted shall be included in the Budget without revi-
sion (but subject to the recommendations of the Bureau of the Budget 
thereon), in the same manner as is provided for the estimates of the 
Supreme Court by section 201 of said Act. The Director shall sub-
mit annually to the conference of senior circuit judges a report of 
the activities of the administrative office and of the state of business 
of the courts, together with the statistical data compiled and sub-
mitted by him to the senior circuit judges as provided by clause 2 
of section 304, with his recommendations. Such report shall be filed 
at least two weeks prior to the annual meeting of the conference, and 
a copy thereof shall also be filed with the Congress and with the 
Attorney General. Such report shall be a public document. 
"SEC. 306. To the end that the work of the district courts shall be 

effectively and expeditiously. transacted, it shall be the duty of the 
senior circuit judge of each circuit to call at such time and place as he 
shall designate, but at least twice in each year, a council composed 
of the circuit judges for such circuit, who are hereby designated a 
council for that purpose, at which council the senior circuit judge 
shall preside. The senior judge shall submit to the council the quar-
terly reports of the Director required to be filed by the provisions of 
section 304, clause (2), and such action shall be taken thereon by the 
council as may be necessary. It shall be the duty of the district judges 
promptly to carry out the directions of the council as to the adminis-
tration of the business of their respective courts. Nothing contained 
in this section shall affect the provisions of existing law relating to 
the assignment of district judges to .serve outside of the districts for 
which they, respectively, were appointed. 

"SEc. 307. A conference shall be held annually in each judicial cir-
cuit, at such time and place, as shall be designated by the senior 
circuit judge thereof, which conference shall be composed of circuit 
and district judges in such circuit who reside within the continental 
United States, with participation in such conference on the part of 
members of the bar under rules to be prescribed by the circuit courts 
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of appeals, for the purpose of considering the state of the business of
the courts and advising ways and means of improving the adminis-
tration of justice within the circuit. The senior circuit judge and
each judge summoned and attending such conferences shall be allowed
his actual expenses of travel and his necessary expenses for subsist-
ence, not to exceed $10 per day, which payments shall be made by
the United States marshal for the district in which the conference
is held, upon the written certificate of the judge incurring such
expenses.

"SEC. 308. The provisions of this chapter shall apply to the several
United States circuit courts of appeals, the United States Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia, the several district courts of the
United States in the continental United States, the Court of Claims,
the United States Court of Customs and Patent Appeals, the United
States Customs Court, the District Court for the District of Alaska,
the District Court for the District of Hawaii, the District Court of
the United States for Puerto Rico, the United States District Court
for the District of the Canal Zone, the District Court of the Virgin
Islands, and the United States Court for China. The term 'courts'
as used in this chapter means the courts specified in this section. The
term 'continental United States' as used in this chapter means the
States of the Union and the District of Columbia. For the purposes
of this chapter, the District of Columbia shall be deemed to be a
judicial circuit. The chief justice of the United States Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia shall have the duties, powers,
and authority of the senior circuit judge for such circuit, and the
associate justices of the United States Court of Appeals for the Dis-
trict of Columbia shall have the duties, powers, and authority of
circuit judges for such circuit."

SEC. 2. The following quoted provision of the Act making
appropriations for the Departments of State and Justice, and for
the Department of Commerce (H. R. 6392) for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1940, approved June 29, 1939, Public Act Numbered 156,
Seventy-sixth Congress, first session, to wit: "That no part of this
appropriation shall be used to defray the salary or expenses of any
probation officer whose work fails to comply with the official orders,
regulations, and probation standards promullgated by the Attorney
General: Proided further, That no funds herein appropriated shall
be used to defray the salary or expenses of any probation officer
unless the district judge shall have so far as possible required the
appointee to conform with the qualifications prescribed by the Attor-
ney General: Prorided further, That nothing herein contained shall
be construed to abridge the right of the district judges to appoint
probation officers, or to make such orders as may be necessary to
govern probation officers in their own courts:" is hereby repealed.

SEC. 3. Those employees of the Department of Justice engaged
in the audit of accounts and vouchers referred to in section 304 of
the Judicial Code shall, as far as practicable, be transferred to the
Administrative Office of the United States Courts. In such event,
the appropriations available for the current fiscal year, from which
such employees are paid, shall be apportioned between the Depart-
ment of Justice and the Administrative Office of the United States
Courts, on the basis of duties transferred to the latter office. All
records, documents, and papers relating to the audit of accounts
referred to in section 304 of the Judicial Code shall be transferred
from the Department of Justice to the Administrative Office of the
United States Courts.

SEC. 4. All unexpended appropriations for the support, mainte-
nance, and operation of the courts specified in section 306 of the
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of appeals, for the purpose of considering the state of the business of 
the courts and advising ways and means of improving the adminis-
tration of justice within the circuit. The senior circuit judge and 
each judge summoned and attending such conferences shall be allowed 
his actual expenses of travel and his necessary expenses for subsist-
ence, not to exceed $10 per day, which payments shall be made by 
the United States marshal for the district in which the conference 
is held, upon the written certificate of the judge incurring such 
expenses. 

"SEc. 308. The provisions of this chapter shall apply to the several 
United States circuit courts of appeals, the United States Court of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia, the several district courts of the 
United States in the continental United States, the Court of Claims, 
the United States Court of Customs and Patent Appeals, the United 
States Customs Court, the District Court for the District of Alaska, 
the District Court for the District of Hawaii, the District Court of 
the United States for Puerto Rico, the United States District Court 
for the District of the Canal Zone, the District Court of the Virgin 
Islands, and the United States Court for China. The term 'courts' 
as used in this chapter means the courts specified in this section. The 
term 'continental United States' as used in this chapter means the 
States of the Union and the District of Columbia. For the purposes 
of this chapter, the District of Columbia shall be deemed to be a 
judicial circuit. The chief justice of the United States Court of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia shall have the duties, powers, 
and authority of the senior circuit judge for such circuit, and the 
associate justices of the United States Court of Appeals for the Dis-
trict of Columbia shall have the duties, powers, and authority of 
circuit judges for such circuit." 

SEc. 2. The following quoted provision of the Act making 
appropriations for the Departments of State and Justice, and for 
the Department of Commerce (H. R. 6392) for the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1940, approved June 29, 1939, Public Act Numbered 156, 
Seventy-sixth Congress, first session, to wit: "That no part of this 
appropriation shall be used to defray the salary or expenses of any 
probation officer whose work fails to comply with the official orders, 
regulations, and probation standards promulgated by the Attorney 
General : Provided further, That. no funds herein appropriated shah' 
be used to defray the salary or expenses of any probation officer 
unless the district judge shall have so far as possible required the 
appointee to conform with the qualifications prescribed by the Attor-
ney General: Provided further, That nothing herein contained shall 
be construed to abridge the right of the district judges to appoint 
probation officers, or to make such orders as may be necessary to 
govern probation officers in their own courts:" is hereby repealed. 
SEC. 3. Those employees of the Department of Justice engaged 

in the audit of accounts and vouchers referred to in section 304 of 
the Judicial Code shall, as far as practicable, be transferred to the 
Administrative Office of the United States Courts. In such event, 
the appropriations available for the current fiscal year, from which 
such employees are paid, shall be apportioned between the Depart-
ment of Justice and the Administrative Office of the United States 
Courts, on the basis of duties transferred to the latter office. All 
records, documents, and papers relating to the audit of accounts 
referred to in section 304 of the Judicial Code shall be transferred 
from the Department of Justice to the Administrative Office of the 
United States Courts. 
SEc. 4. All unexpended appropriations for :the support, mainte-

nance, and operation of the courts specified in section 306 of the 
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Judicial Code for the current fiscal year, and all unexpended appro-
priations covering judicial personnel as specified in section 304 (1)
of the Judicial Code, including appropriations for the salaries of
justices and judges who have retired or who have resigned under the
provisions of section 260 of the Judicial Code (U. S. C., title 28, sec.
375), are hereby transferred to the control of the Administrative
Office of the United States Courts.

SEC. 5. All powers and duties now conferred or imposed by law
upon the Department of Justice or the Attorney General, relating
to the administrative audit of the accounts and vouchers referred to
in section 304 of the Judicial Code, are hereby transferred to and
vested in the Administrative Office of the United States Courts.

SEC. 6. All administrative powers and duties now conferred or
imposed by law upon the Department of Justice or the Attorney
General, respecting clerks of courts, deputy clerks of courts and
clerical assistants, law clerks, secretaries, and stenographers to the
judges, and librarians in charge of libraries of the courts, and such
other employees of the courts not excluded by section 304 of chapter
XV as hereinbefore set forth, are hereby vested in the Administrative
Office of the United States Courts.

SEC. 7. This Act shall take effect ninety days after its approval.
Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 502]
AN ACT

To amend an Act entitled "An Act to provide for the complete independence of
the Philippine Islands, to provide for the adoption of a constitution and a form
of government for the Philippine Islands, and for other purposes".

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 6 of
the Act of March 24, 1934, entitled "An Act to provide for the com-
plete independence of the Philippine Islands, to provide for the
adoption of a constitution and a form of government for the Philip-
pine Islands, and for other purposes" (48 Stat. 456), is hereby
amended to read as follows:

"SEC. 6. During the period beginning January 1, 1940, and ending
July 3, 1946, trade relations between the United States and the
Philippines shall be as now provided by law, subject to the following
exceptions:

"(a) On and after January 1, 1941, the Philippine Government
shall impose and collect an export tax on every Philippine article
shipped from the Philippines to the United States, except as other-
wise specifically provided in this section. Said tax shall be com-
puted in the manner hereinafter set forth in this subsection and in
subsection (c) of this section. During the period January 1, 1941,
through December 31, 1941, the export tax on every such article
shall be 5 per centum of the United States duty; on each succeeding
January 1 thereafter the export tax shall be increased progressively
by an additional 5 per centum of the United States duty, except that
during the period January 1, 1946, through July 3, 1946, the export
tax shall remain at 25 per centum of the United States duty.

"(b) (1) No export tax described in subsection (a) of this section
shall be imposed or collected upon any Philippine article of a class
or kind in respect of which a quota is established by subdivision (3)
of this subsection, nor upon copra or manila (abaca) fiber not dressed
or manufactured in any manner.
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Judicial Code for the current fiscal year, and all unexpended appro-
priations covering judicial personnel as specified in section 304 (1) 
of the Judicial Code, including appropriations for the salaries of 
justices and judges who have retired or who have resigned under the 
provisions of section 260 of the Judicial Code (U. S. C., title 28, sec. 
375), are hereby transferred to the control of the Administrative 
Office of the United States Courts. 
SEC. 5. All powers and duties now conferred or imposed by law 

upon the Department of Justice or the Attorney General, relating 
to the administrative audit of the accounts and vouchers referred to 
in section 304 of the Judicial Code, are hereby transferred to and 
vested in the Administrative Office of the United States Courts. 
SEC. 6. All administrative powers and duties now conferred or 

imposed by law upon the Department of Justice or the Attorney 
General, respecting clerks of courts, deputy clerks of courts and 
clerical assistants, law clerks, secretaries, and stenographers to the 
judges, and librarians in charge of libraries of the courts, and such 
other employees of the courts not excluded by section 304 of chapter 
XV as hereinbefore set forth, are hereby vested in the Administrative 
Office of the United States Courts. 
SEC. 7. This Act shall take effect ninety days after its approval. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 502] 
AN ACT 

To amend an Act entitled "An Act to provide for the complete independence of 
the Philippine Islands, to provide for the adoption of a constitution and a form 
of government for the Philippine Islands, and for other purposes". 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 6 of 
the Act of March 24, 1934, entitled "An Act to provide for the com-
plete independence of the Philippine Islands, to provide for the 
adoption of a constitution and a form of government for the Philip-
pine Islands, and for other purposes" (48 Stat. 456), is hereby 
amended to read as follows: 

"SEc. 6. During the period beginning January 1, 1940, and ending 
July 30946, trade relations between the United States and the 
Philippines shall be as now provided by law, subject to the following 
exceptions: 

"(a) On and after January 1, 1941, the Philippine Government 
shall impose and collect an export tax on every Philippine article 
shipped from the Philippines to the United States, except as other-
wise specifically provided in this section. Said tax shall be com-
puted in the manner hereinafter set forth in this subsection and in 
subsection (c) of this section. During the period January 1, 1941, 
through December 31, 1941, the export tax on every such article 
shall be 5 per centum of the United States duty; on each succeeding 
January 1 thereafter the export tax shall be increased progressively 
by an additional 5 per centum of the United States duty, except that 
during the period January 1, 1946, through July 3, 1946, the export 
tax shall remain at 25 per centum of the United States duty. 

"(b) (1) No export tax described in subsection (a) of this section 
shall be imposed or collected upon any Philippine article of a class 
or kind in respect of which a quota is established by subdivision (3) 
of this subsection, nor upon copra or manila (abaca) fiber not dressed 
or manufactured in any manner. 
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"(2) The United States duty shall be levied, collected, and paid
in the United States upon every article which is of a class or kind in
respect of which a quota is established by subdivision (3) of this sub-
section and which is entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for con-
sumption after December 31, 1939, in excess of its respective quota:
Provided, however, That nothing in this section or any subsection
thereof shall be construed to exempt the quota of coconut oil therein
provided for from the excise taxes provided for in section 2470 of
the Internal Revenue Code (I. R. C., ch. 21, sec. 2470).

"(3) For the purposes indicated in subdivisions (1) and (2) of
this subsection, there are hereby established the following quotas of
the designated Philippine articles: For the calendar year 1940, the
quotas, hereafter called original quotas, shall be as follows:

"a. cigars (exclusive of cigarettes, cheroots of all kinds, and
paper cigars and cigarettes including wrappers), two hundred
million cigars;

"b. scrap tobacco, and stemmed and unstemmed filler tobacco
described in paragraph 602 of the Tariff Act of 1930, four million
five hundred thousand pounds;

"c. coconut oil, two hundred thousand long tons;
"d. buttons of pearl or shell, eight hundred and fifty thousand

gross.
For each calendar year thereafter through the calendar year 1945,
each of the said quotas shall be the same as the corresponding quota
for the immediately preceding calendar year, less 5 per centum of the
corresponding original quota.

"For the period January 1, 1946, through July 3, 1946, each of said
quotas shall be one-half of the corresponding quota specified for the
calendar year 1945.

"(c) The Philippine Government, in imposing and collecting export
taxes on Philippine embroideries, shall compute the tax in accordance
with the formulas specified in subsection (a) of this section, except
that in determining the taxable value of any such article, an allowance
shall be made equa to the cost-cost, insurance, and freight the Philip-
pines-of any cloth of United States origin used in the production
thereof.

"(d) The United States duty shall be levied, collected, and paid, in
the United States, upon all Philippine sugars, which are entered, or
withdrawn from warehouse, for consumllption ill any calendar year
after 1939, in excess of eight hundred and fifty thousand long tons, of
which not more than fifty thousand long tons may be refined sugars:
Provided, however, That for the period January 1, 1946, through July
3, 1946, the quota of Philippine sugars, not subject to the United States
duty, shall be four hundred and twenty-five thousand long tons, of
which not more than twenty-five thousand long tons may be refined
sugars. Any export tax imposed and collected on Philippine sugars
entered or withdrawn from warehouse for consumption in excess of
the quotas established by this subsection shall be refunded by the
Philippine Government.

"(e) Upon the expiration of the Act of June 14, 1935 (49 Stat. 340),
as extended to May 1, 1941, by proclamation of the President, dated
January 26, 1938. the total amount of all Philippine cordage coming
into the United States which may be entered or withdrawn from ware-
house, for consumption during the remainder of the calendar year
1941, shall not exceed four million pounds and in any calendar year
after 1941 shall not exceed six million pounds: Provided, however,
That for the period January 1, 1946, through July 3, 1946, the total
amount of Philippine cordage which may be entered, or withdrawn
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"(2) The United States duty shall be levied, collected, and paid 
in the United States upon every article which is of a class or kind in 
respect of which a4luota, is established by subdivision (3) of this sub-
section and which is entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for con-
sumption after December 31, 1939, in excess of its respective quota: 
Provided, however, That nothing in this section or any subsection 
thereof shall be construed to exempt the quota of coconut oil therein 
provided for from the excise taxes provided for in section 2470 of 
the Internal Revenue Code (I. R. C., ch. 21, sec. 2470). 

"(3) For the purposes indicated in subdivisions (1) and (2) of 
this subsection, there are hereby established the following quotas of 
the designated Philippine articles: For the calendar year 1940, the 
quotas, hereafter called original quotas, shall be as follows: 

"a. cigars (exclusive of cigarettes, cheroots of all kinds, and 
paper cigars and cigarettes including wrappers), two hundred 
million cigars; 

"b. scrap tobacco, and stemmed and unst,emmed filler tobacco 
described in paragraph 602 of the Tariff Act of 1930, four million 
five hundred thousand pounds; 

"c. coconut oil, two hundred thousand long tons; 
"d. buttons of pearl or shell, eight hundred and fifty thousand 

gross. 
For each calendar year thereafter through the calendar year 1945, 
each of the said quotas shall be the same as the corresponding quota 
for the immediately preceding calendar year, less 5 per centum of the 
corresponding original quota. 
"For the period January 1, 1946, through July 3, 1946, each of said 

quotas shall be one-half of the corresponding quota specified for the 
calendar year 1945. 

"(c) The Philippine Government, in imposing and collecting export 
taxes on Philippine embroideries, shall compute the tax in accordance 
with the formulas specified in subsection (a) of this section, except 
that in determining the taxable value of any such article an allowance 
shall be made equal to the cost-cost, insurance, and freight the Philip-
pines-of any cloth of United States origin used in the production 
thereof. 

"(d) The United States duty shall be levied, collected, and paid, in 
the United States, upon all Philippine sugars, which are entered, or 
withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption in any calendar year 
after 1939, in excess of eight hundred and fifty thousand long tons, of 
which not more than fifty thousand long tons may be refined sugars: 
Provided, however, That for the period January 1, 1946, through July 
3, 1946, the quota of Philippine sugars, not subject to the United States 
duty, shall be four hundred and twenty-five thousand long tons of 
which not more than twenty-five thousand long tons may be reined 
sugars. Any export tax imposed and collected on Philippine sugars 
entered or withdrawn from warehouse for consumption in excess of 
the quotas established by this subsection shall be refunded by the 
Philippine Government. 

"(e) Upon the expiration of the Act of June 14, 1935 (49 Stat. 340), 
as extended to May 1, 1941, by proclamation of the President, dated 
January 26, 1938, the total amount of all Philippine cordage coming 
into the United States which may be entered or withdrawn from ware-
house, for consumption during the remainder of the calendar year 
1941, shall not exceed four minion pounds and in any calendar year 
after 1941 shall not exceed six million pounds: Provided, however, 
That for the period January 1, 1946, through July 3, 1946, the total 
amount of Philippine cordage which may be entered, or withdrawn 
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from warehouse, for consumption shall not exceed three million
pounds.

catSuonan , also- (f) (1) The quotas for sugars established by subsection (d) of this
section shall be allocated annually as prescribed in section 6 (d) of the

48 Stat. 459.l Act of March 24, 1934 (48 Stat. 456), which section in this respect is
not repealed by this amendatory Act.

Allocationof quotas "(2) The quotas for cordage, established by subsection (e) of this
49 S 52 Stat. 340 52 tat.section, and by the Act of June 14, 1935, shall be allocated by author-1534.
48 U. S. C., Supp. ities of the Philippine Government among the manufacturers of such

IV, § 1236a. commodities proportionately upon the basis of the shipment of each
such manufacturer to the United States during the twelve months
immediately preceding the inauguration of the Commonwealth of
the Philippines.

Basis for determna- "(3) The quotas for all articles for which quotas are established
by this section, except sugars and cordage, shall in each instance be
allocated by authorities of the Philippine Government among the
manufacturers whose products were shipped to the United States dur-
ing the calendar year 1937, on the basis of the proportion which each
manufacturer's maximum production shipped to the United States,
directly or through other persons, in any calendar year during the
five-year period, 1933 through 1937, bears to the total of such maxi-
mum shipments of all such manufacturers.

Failure of holder of (4) If, after the first nine months of any quota year, the holderallotment to ship
quota before end of of any allotment under any of the quotas established by this Act or
period. by the Act of June 14, 1935, is or will be unable for any reason to

ship to the United States by the end of the quota year the total amount
of his allocation for that year, the Philippine Government shall appor-
tion that amount of such allocation which it is established by suffi-
cient evidence cannot be shipped to the United States during the
remainder of the quota year in such manner and in accordance with
such rules and regulations as it may prescribe.

taoceeds onseti a "(g) (1) The Philippine Government shall pay to the Secretary oftaxes to constitute a
supplementary sink- the Treasury of the United States, at the end of each calendar quar-ing fund for payment di qatr ept
of designated Philip- ter, all of the moneys received during such quarter from export taxes
pine, etc., bonds. (less refunds), imposed and collected in accordance with the provi-

sions of this section, and said moneys shall be deposited in an account
with the Treasurer of the United States and shall constitute a sup-
plementary sinking fund for the payment of bonds of the Philippines,
its Provinces, cities and municipalities, issued prior to May 1, 1934,

Prrousin; re- under authority of Acts of Congress: Provided, Kowever, That moneys
funds from July 4, received from any export tax imposed on any article which is shipped
1946. from the Philippines to the United States prior to July 4, 1946,

and which is entered, or withdrawn from warehouse for consump-
tion, on or after July 4, 1946, shall be refunded by the independent
Government of the Philippines.

Acceptance of pro "(2) The said Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to accept theceed, of export taxe (
authorized. deposits of the proceeds of the export taxes referred to in subdivision

8 Sa (1) of this subsection in accordance with the Act of June 11, 193448Stat. 4929. 9)
48 U. . .§ 1157. (48 Stat. 929).
Administration, in- "(3) The Secretary of the Treasury of the United States, with thevestment, etc., of sup- , . the

plementary sinking approval of the Philippine Government, is authorized to purchase
fund. with such supplementary sinking-fund bonds of the Philippines, its

Provinces, cities, and municipalities, issued prior to May 1, 1934,
under authority of Acts of Congress and to invest such fund in
interest-bearing obligations of the United States or in obligations
guaranteed as to both principal and interest by the United States.
Whenever the Secretary of the Treasurer finds that such fund is in
excess of an amount adequate to meet future interest and principal
payments on all such bonds, he may, with the approval of the Philip-
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from warehouse, for consumption shall not exceed three million 
pounds. 

"(f) (1) The quotas for sugars established by subsection (d) of this 
section shall be allocated annually as prescribed in section 6 (d) of the 
Act of March 24, 1934 (48 Stat 456), which section in this respect is 
not repealed by this amendatory Act. 

"(2) The quotas for cordage, established by subsection (e) of this 
section, and by the Act of June 14, 1935, shall be allocated by author-
ities of the Philippine Government among the manufacturers of such 
commodities proportionately upon the basis of the shipment of each 
such manufacturer to the -United States during the twelve months 
immediately preceding the inauguration of the Commonwealth of 
the Philippines. 

"(3) The quotas for all articles for which quotas are established 
by this section, except sugars and cordage, shall in each instance be 
allocated by authorities of the Philippine Government among the 
manufacturers whose products were shipped to the United States dur-
ing the calendar year 1937, on the basis of the proportion which each 
manufacturer's maximum production shipped to the United States, 
directly or through other persons, in any calendar year during the 
five-year period, 1933 through 1937, bears to the total of such maxi-
mum shipments of all such manufacturers. 

"(4) If, after the first nine months of any quota year, the holder 
of any allotment under any of the quotas established by this Act or 
by the Act of June 14, 1935, is or will be unable for any reason to 
ship to the United States by the end of the quota year the total amount 
of his allocation for that year, the Philippine Government shall appor-
tion that amount of such allocation which it is established by suffi-
cient evidence cannot be shipped to the United States during the 
remainder of the quota year in such manner and in accordance with 
such rules and regulations as it may prescribe. 
"(g) (1) The Philippine Government shall pay to the Secretary of 

the Treasury of the United States, at the end of each calendar quar-
ter, all of the moneys received during such quarter from export taxes 
(less refunds), imposed and collected in accordance with the provi-
sions of this section, and said moneys shall be deposited in an account 
with the Treasurer of the United States and shall constitute a sup-
plementary sinking fund for the payment of bonds of the Philippines, 
its Provinces, cities, and municipalities, issued prior to May 1, 1934, 
under authority of Acts of Congress: Provided, however, That moneys 
received from any export tax imposed on any article which is shipped 
from the Philippines to the United States prior to July 4, 1946, 
and which is entered, or withdrawn from warehouse for consump-
tion, on or after July 42 1946, shall be refunded by the independent 
Government of the Philippines. 

"(2) The said Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to accept the 
deposits of the proceeds of the export taxes referred to in subdivision 
(1) of this subsection in accordance with the Act of June 11, 1934 
(48 Stat. 929). 
"(3) The Secretary of the Treasury of the United States, with the 

approval of the Philippine Government, is authorized to purchase 
with such supplementary sinking-fund bonds of the Philippines, its 
Provinces, cities, and municipalities, issued prior to May 1, 1934, 
under authority of Acts of Congress and to invest such fund in 
interest-bearing obligations of the United States or in obligations 
guaranteed as to both principal and interest by the United States. 
Whenever the Secretary of the Treasurer finds that such fund is in 
excess of an. amount adequate to meet future interest and principal 
payments on all such bonds, he may, with the approval of the Philip-
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pine Government, purchase with such excess any other bonds of the
Philippines, its Provinces, cities, municipalities, and instrumentalities.
For the purpose of this subsection obligations may be acquired on
original issue at par, or by purchase of outstanding obligations at
the market price. Any obligations acquired by the fund may, with
the approval of the Philippine Government, be sold by the Secretary
of the Treasury at the market price and the proceeds of such sale
and the proceeds of the payment upon maturity or redemption of
any obligations held in the supplementary sinking fund, as well as all
moneys in any manner earned by such fund or on any obligations
acquired by said fund, shall be paid into the said fund.

"(4) During the three months preceding July 4, 1946, the Philip-
pine Government and the Secretary of the Treasury of the United
States shall confer to ascertain that portion of the bonds of the Philip-
pines, its Provinces, cities, and municipalities, issued prior to May 1,
1934, under authority of Acts of Congress, which will remain out-
standing on July 4, 1946; and the Philippine Government shall turn
over to the Secretary of the Treasury of the United States for destruc-
tion all such bonds that are then held, canceled, or uncanceled, in any
of the sinking funds maintained for the payment of such bonds.
After such outstanding portion of this indebtedness is thus deter-
mined, and before July 4, 1946, (i) there shall be set up with the
Treasurer of the United States a special trust account in the name
of the Secretary of the Treasury of the United States to pay future
interest and principal payments on such bonds; (ii) the Philippine
Government shall pay to the Secretary of the Treasury of the United
States for deposit in this special trust account all of the sinking funds
maintained for the payment of such bonds; and (iii) the Secretary
of the Treasury of the United States shall transfer into this special
trust account all of the proceeds of the supplementary sinking fund
referred to in subdivision (1) of this subsection. Any portion of
such special trust account found by the Secretary of the Treasury
of the United States on July 4, 1946, to be in excess of an amount
adequate to meet future interest and principal payments on all such
outstanding bonds shall be turned over to the Treasury of the inde-
pendent Government of the Philippines to be set up as an additional
sinking fund to be used for the purpose of liquidlting and paying
all other obligations of the Philippines, its IProvinces, cities, mllnici-
palities, and instrumentalities. To the extent that such special trust
account is determined by the Secretary of the Treasury of the United
States to be insufficient to pay interest and principal on the outstand-
ing bonds of the Philippines, its Provinces, cities, and municipalities,
issued prior to May 1, 1934, under authority of Acts of Congress, the
Philippine Government shall, on or before July 3, 1946, pay to the
Secretary of the Treasury of the United States for deposit in such
special trust account an amount which said Secretary of the Treasury
determines is required to assure payment of principal and interest
on such bonds: Provided, however, That if the Secretary of the Treas-
ury of the United States finds that this requirement would impose
an undue hardship upon the Philippines, then the Philippine Gov-
ernment shall continue to provide annually the necessary funds for
the payment of interest and principal on such bonds until such time
as the Secretary of the Treasury of the United States determines that
the amount in the special trust account is adequate to meet interest
and principal payments on such bonds.

"(5) On and after July 4, 1946, the Secretary of the Treasury of
the United States is authorized, with the approval of the independ-
ent Government of the Philippines, to purchase at the market price
for the special trust account bonds of the Philippines, its Provinces,
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pine Government, purchase with such excess any other bonds of the 
Philippines, its Provinces, cities, municipalities, and instrumentalities. 
For ,.the purpose of this subsection obligations may be acquired on 
original issue at par, or by purchase of outstanding obligations at 
the market price. Any obligations acquired by the fund may, with 
the approval of the Philippine Government, be sold by the Secretary 
of the Treasury at the market price and the proceeds of such sale 
and the proceeds of the payment upon maturity or redemption of 
any obligations held in the supplementary sinking fund, as well as all 
moneys in any manner earned by such fund or on any obligations 
acquired by said fund, shall be paid into the said fund. 

"(4) During the three months preceding July 4, 1946, the Philip-
pine Government and the Secretary of the Treasury of the United 
States shall confer to ascertain that portion of the bonds of the Philip-
pines, its Provinces, cities, and municipalities, issued prior to May 1, 
1934, .under authority of Acts of Congress, which will remain out-
standing on July 4, 1946; and the Philippine Government shall turn 
over to the Secretary of the Treasury of the United States for destruc-
tion all such bonds that are then held, canceled, or uncanceled, in any 
of the sinking funds maintained for the payment of such bonds. 
After such outstanding portion of this indebtedness is thus deter-
mined, and before July 4, 1946, (i) there shall be set up with the 
Treasurer of the United States a special trust account in the name 
of the Secretary of the Treasury of the United States to pay future 
interest and principal payments on such bonds; (ii) the Philippine 
Government shall pay to the Secretary of the Treasury of the United 
States for deposit in this special trust account all of the sinking funds 
maintained for the payment of such bonds; and (iii) the Secretary 
of the Treasury of the United States shall transfer into this special 
trust account all of the proceeds of the supplementary sinking fund 
referred to in subdivision (1) of this subsection. Any portion of 
such special trust account found by the Secretary of the Treasury 
of the United States on July 4, 1946, to be in excess of an amount 
adequate to meet future interest and principal payments on all such 
outstanding bonds shall be turned over to the Treasury of the inde-
pendent Government of the Philippines to be set up as an additional 
sinking fund to be used for the purpose of liquidating: and paying 
all other obligations of the Philippines, its Provinces, cities, munici-
palities, and instrumentalities. To the extent that such special trust 
account is determined by the Secretary of the Treasury of the United 
States to be insufficient to pay interest and principal on the outstand-
ing bonds of the Philippines, its Provinces, cities, and municipalities, 
issued prior to May 1, 1934, under authority of Acts of Congress, the 
Philippine Government shall, on or before July 3, 1946, pay to the 
Secretary of the Treasury of the United States for deposit in such 
special trust account an amount which said Secretary: of the Treasury 
determines is required to assure payment of principal and interest 
on such bonds: Provided, however, That if the Secretary of the.Treas-
ury of the United States finds that this requirement would impose 
an undue hardship upon the Philippines, then the Philippine Gov-
ernment .hall continue to provide annually the necessary funds for 
the payment of interest and principal on such bonds until such time 
as the Secretary of the Treasury of the United States determines that 
the amount in the special trust account is adequate to meet interest 
and principal payments on such bonds. 
"(5) On and after July 4, 1946, the Secretary of the Treasury of 

the United States is authorized, with the approval of the independ-
ent Government of the Philippines, to purchase at the market price 
for the special trust account bonds of the Philippmes, its Provinces, 
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cities, and municipalities, issued prior to May 1, 1934, under author-
ity of Acts of Congress. The Secretary of the Treasury of the United
States is also authorized, with the approval of the independent
Government of the Philippines, to invest all or any part of such
special trust account in any interest-bearing obligations of the United
States or in any obligations guaranteed as to both principal and
interest by the United States. Such obligations may be acquired on
original issue at par or by purchase of outstanding obligations at
the market price, and any obligations acquired by the special trust
account may, with the approval of the independent Government of
the Philippines, be sold by the Secretary of the Treasury at the
market price, and the proceeds of the payment upon maturity or
redemption of such obligations shall be held as a part of such special
trust account. Whenever the special trust account is determined by
the Secretary of the Treasury of the United States to be adequate to
meet interest and principal payments on all outstanding bonds of
the Philippines, its Provinces, cities, and municipalities, issued prior
to May 1, 1934, under authority of Acts of Congress, the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized to pay from such trust account the
principal of such outstanding bonds and to pay all interest due and
owing on such bonds. All such bonds and interest coupons paid or
purchased by the special trust account shall be canceled and destroyed
by the Secretary of the Treasury of the United States. From time
to time after July 4, 1946, any moneys in such special trust account
found by the Secretary of the Treasury of the United States to be
in excess of an amount adequate to meet interest and principal pay-
ments on all such bonds shall be turned over to the treasurer of the
independent Government of the Philippines.

"(h) No article shipped from the Philippines to the United States
on or after January 1, 1941, subject to an export tax provided for
in this section, shall be admitted to entry in the United States until
the importer of such article shall present to the United States col-
lector of customs a certificate, signed by a competent authority of
the Philippine Government, setting forth the value and quantity of
the article and the rate and amount of the export tax paid, or shall
give a bond for the production of such certificate within six months
from the date of entry."

SEC. 2. Section 8 of the said Act of March 24, 1934, is hereby
amended by adding thereto a new subsection as follows:

"(d) Pending the final and complete withdrawal of the sovereignty
of the United States over the Philippine Islands, except as other-
wise provided by this Act, citizens and corporations of the Philip-
pine Islands shall enjoy in the United States and all places subject
to its jurisdiction all of the rights and privileges which they respec-
tively shall have enjoyed therein under the laws of the United States
in force at the time of the inauguration of the Government of the
Commonwealth of the Philippine Islands."

SEC. 3. Section 10 of the said Act of March 24, 1934, is hereby
amended by adding the following subsection thereto:

"(c) (1) Whenever the President of the United States shall find
that any properties in the Philippines, owned by the Philippine
Government or by private persons, would be suitable for diplomatic
or consular establishments of the United States after the inauguration
of the independent Government, he may, with the approval of the
Philippine Government, and in exchange for the conveyance of title
to the United States, transfer to the said Government or private per-
sons any properties of the United States in the Philippines. Title
to any properties so transferred to private persons, and title to any
properties so acquired by the United States, shall be vested in fee
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cities, and municipalities, issued prior to May 1, 1934, under author-
ity of Acts of Congress. The Secretary of the Treasury of the United 
States is also authorized, with the approval of the independent 
Government of the Philippines, to invest all or any part of such 
special trust account in any interest-bearing obligations of the United 
States or in any obligations guaranteed as to both principal and 
interest by the United States. Such obligations may be acquired on 
original issue at par or by purchase of outstanding obligations at 
the market price, and any obligations acquired by the special trust 
account may, with the approval of the independent Government of 
the Philippines, be sold by the Secretary of the Treasury at the 
market price, and the proceeds of the payment upon maturity or 
redemption of such obligations shall be held as a part of such special 
trust account. Whenever the special trust account is determined by 
the Secretary of the Treasury of the United States to be adequate to 
meet interest and principal payments on all outstanding bonds of 
the Philippines, its Provinces, cities, and municipalities, issued prior 
to May 1, 1934, under authority of Acts of Congress, the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized to pay from such trust account the 
principal of such outstanding bonds and to pay all interest due and 
owing on such bonds. All such bonds and interest coupons paid or 
purchased by the special trust account shall be canceled and destroyed 
by the Secretary of the Treasury of the United States. From time 
to time after July 4, 1946, any moneys in such special trust account 
found by the Secretary of the Treasury of the United States to be 
in excess of an amount adequate to meet interest and principal pay-
ments on all such bonds shall be turned over to the treasurer of the 
independent Government of the Philippines. 
"(h) No article shipped from the Philippines to the United States 

on or after January 1, 1941, subject to an export tax provided for 
in this section, shall be admitted to entry in the United- States until 
the importer of such article shall present to the United States col-
lector of customs a certificate, signed by a competent authority of 
the Philippine Government, setting forth the value and quantity of 
the article and the rate and amount of the export tax paid, or shall 
give a bond for the production of such certificate within six months 
from the date of entry." 
SEC. 2. Section 8 of the said Act of March 24, 1934, is hereby 

amended by adding thereto a new subsection as follows: 
"(d) Pending the final and complete withdrawal of the sovereigmty 

of the United States over the Philippine Islands, except as other-
wise provided by this Act, citizens and corporations of the Philip-
pine Islands shall enjoy in the United States and all places subject 
to its jurisdiction all of the rights and privileges which they respec-
tively shall have enjoyed therein under the laws of the United States 
in force at the time of the inauguration of the Government of the 
Commonwealth of the Philippine Islands." 

SEc. 3. Section 10 of the said Act of March 24, 1934, is hereby 
amended by adding the following subsection thereto: 

"(c) (1) Whenever the President of the United States shall find 
that any properties in the Philippines, owned by the Philippine 
Government or by private persons, would be suitable for diplomatic 
or consular establishments of the United States after the inauguration 
of the independent Government, he may, with the approval of the 
Philippine Government, and in exchange for the conveyance of title 
to the United States, transfer to the said Government or private per-
sons any properties of the United States in the Philippines. Title 
to any properties so transferred to private persons, and title to any 
properties so acquired by the United States, shall be vested in fee 
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simple in such persons and the United States, respectively, notwith-
standing the provisions contained in subsection (a) of this section.

"(2) Whenever, prior to July 4, 1946, the President of the United
States shall find that any properties of the United States in the
Philippines would be suitable for diplomatic and consular establish-
ments of the United States after the inauguration of the independent
Government, he shall designate the same by the issuance of a procla-
mation or proclamations, and title to any properties so designated
shall continue to be vested in fee simple in the United States notwith-
standing the provisions contained in subsection (a) of this section.

"(3) Title to the lands and buildings pertaining to the official resi-
dences of the United States High Commissioner to the Philippine
Islands in the cities of Manila and Baguio, together with all fixtures
and movable objects, shall continue to be vested in the United States
after July 4, 1946, notwithstanding the provisions contained in sub-
section (a) of this section.

"(4) Administrative supervision and control over any properties
acquired or designated by the President of the United States pursu-
ant to this subsection, and over the official residences in the Philip-
pines of the High Commissioner, shall, on and after July 4, 1946, be
exercised by the Secretary of State, in accordance with Acts of Con-
gress relating to property held by the United States in foreign
countries for official establishments.

SEc. 4. Section 13 of the said Act of March 24, 1934, is hereby
amended by striking out the proviso and inserting in lieu thereof the
following: "Provided, That at least two years prior to the date fixed
in this Act for the independence of the Philippine Islands, there
shall be held a conference of representatives of the Government of
the United States and the Government of the Commonwealth of the
Philippine Islands, such representatives, on the part of the United
States, to consist of three United States Senators appointed by the
President of the Senate, three Members of the House of Repre-
sentatives appointed by the Speaker of the House, and three persons
appointed by the President of the United States, and, on the part
of the Philippines, to consist of nine representatives to be appointed
by the President of the Commonwealth of the Philippines, with the
consent of the Commission on Appointments of the National
Assembly, for the purpose of formulating recommendations as to
future trade relations between the United States and the inde-
pendent Philippine Republic, the time, place and manner of holding
such conference to be determined by the President of the United
States; but nothing in this proviso shall be construed to modify or
affect in any way any provision of this Act relating to the procedure
leading up to Philippine independence or the date upon which the
Philippine Islands shall become independent.

"In the event any vacancy occurs in the Commission by reason of
the death, resignation, or retirement of any member thereof, such
vacancy may be filled by the authority appointing the member whose
death, resignation, or retirement caused the vacancy."

SEC. 5. The said Act of March 24, 1934, is further amended by the
addition of the following new section:

"SEO. 18. (a) As used in sections 6 and 10 of this Act-
"(1) The term 'United States', when used in a geographical sense,

but not the term 'continental United States' includes all Territories
and possessions of the United States, other than the Philippines

"(2) The term 'cordage' includes yarns twines (including binding
twine described in paragraph 1622 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (46
Stat. 675)), cords, cordage, rope and cable, tarred or untarred,
wholly or in chief value of manila (abaca) or other hard fiber.
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simple in such persons and the United States, respectively, notwith-
standing the provisions contained in subsection (a) of this section. 

"(2) Whenever, prior to July 4, 1946, the President of the United 
States shall find that any properties of the United States in the 
Philippines would be suitable for diplomatic and consular establish-
ments of the United States after the inauguration of the independent 
Government, he shall designate the same by the issuance of a procla-
mation or proclamations, and title to any properties so designated 
shall continue to be vested in fee simple in the United States notwith-
standing the provisions contained in subsection (a) of this section. 

"(3) Title to the lands and buildings pertaining to the official resi-
dences of the United States High Commissioner to the Philippine 
Islands in the cities of Manila and Baguio, together with all fixtures 
and movable objects, shall continue to be vested in the United States 
after July 4, 1946, notwithstanding the provisions contained in sub-
section (a) of this section. 

"(4) Administrative supervision and control over any properties 
acquired or designated by the President of the United States pursu-
ant to this subsection, and over the official residences in the Philip-
pines of the High Commissioner, shall, on and after July 4, 1946, be 
exercised by the Secretary of State, in accordance with Acts of Con-
gress relating to property held by the United States in foreign 
countries for official establishments.' 

Sac. 4. Section 13 of the said Act of March 24, 1934, is hereby 
amended by striking out the proviso and inserting in lieu thereof the 
following: "Provided 2 That at least two years prior to the date fixed 
in this Act for the independence of the Philippine Islands, there 
shall be held a conference of representatives of the Government of 
the United States and the Government of the Commonwealth of the 
Philippine Islands, such representatives, on the part of the United 
States, to consist of three United States Senators appointed by the 
President of the Senate, three Members of the House of Repre-
sentatives appointed by the Speaker of the House, and three persons 
appointed by the President of the United States, and, on the part 
of the Philippines, to consist of nine representatives to be appointed 
by the President of the Commonwealth of the Philippines, with the 
consent of the Commission on Appointments of the National 
Assembly, for the purpose of formulating recommendations as to 
future trade relations between the United States and the inde-
pendent Philippine Republic, the time, place, and manner of holding 
such conference to be determined by the President of the United 

States; but nothing in this proviso shall be construed to modify or i affect n any way any provision of this Act relating to the procedure 

leading up to Philippine independence or the date upon which the 
Philippine Islands shall become independent. 

"In the event any vacancy occurs in the Commission by reason of 
the death, resignation, or retirement of any member thereof, such 
vacancy may be filled by the authority appointing the member whose 
death, resignation, or retirement caused the vacancy." 
SEC. 5. The said Act of March 24, 1934, is further amended by the 

addition of the following new section: 
"SEC. 18. (a) As used in sections 6 and 10 of this Act— 
" (1) The term 'United States', when. used in a geographical sense, 

but not the term 'continental United States', includes all Territories 
and possessions of the United States, other than the Philippines. 
"(2) The term 'cordage' includes yarns twines (including binding 

twine described in paragraph 1622 of time Tariff Act of 1930 (46 
Stat. 675)), cords, cordage, rope and cable, tarred or untarred, 
wholly or in chief value of manila (abaca) or other hard fiber. 
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"Philippine 
G

ov- "(3) The term 'Philippine Government' means the Government
of the Commonwealth of the Philippines.

"United States "(4) The term 'United States duty', when used in connection with
the computation of export taxes, means the lowest rate of ordinary
customs duty in effect at the time of the shipment of the article
concerned from the Philippines and applicable to like articles
imported into the continental United States from any foreign
country, except Cuba, or when more than one rate of ordinary
customs duty is applicable to such like articles, the aggregate of such
rates.

"Refinedsugars." "(5) The term 'refined sugars' possesses the same meaning as the50 Stat. 903.
7 U.S.C.,Supp. iv, term 'direct-consumption sugar' as defined in section 101 of the§ l1. Sugar Act of 1937.
"lPhilippine arti- '(6) The term 'Philippine article' means an article the growth,

produce, or manufacture of the Philippines, in the production of
which no materials of other than Philippine or United States origin
valued in excess of 20 per centum of the total value of such article
was used and which is brought into the United States from the
Philippines.

"American article." "(7) The term 'American article' means an article the growth,
produce, or manufacture of the United States, in the production of
which no materials of other than Philippine or United States origin
valued in excess of 20 per centum of the total value of such article
was used and which is brought into the Philippines from the United
States.

dPhilippine import "(8) The term 'Philippine import duty' means the lowest rate of
ordinary customs duty applicable at the port of arrival, at the time
of entry, or withdrawal from warehouse, for consumption of the
article concerned, to like articles imported into the Philippines from
any other foreign country, or when more than one rate of ordinary
customs duty is applicable to such like articles, the aggregate of such
rates.

Tncmludes" "incud- "(b) As used in subsection (a) of this section:
ing." "(1) The terms 'includes' and 'including' shall not be deemed to

exclude other things otherwise within the meaning of the term
defined.

"Ordinary customs (2) The term 'ordinary customs duty' shall not include any import
duty or charge which is imposed to compensate for an internal tax
imposed in respect of a like domestic product or in respect of a
commodity from which the imported product has been manufactured
or produced in whole or in part."

SEC. 6. The said Act of March 24, 1934, is further amended by
the addition of the following new section:

AEcte, p. 2s. "SEO. 19. (a) The proceeds of the excise taxes imposed by section
. R. C. § 2470. 2470 of the Internal Revenue Code (I. R. C., ch. 21, sec. 2470), andImport taxes.

Aite, p. 267. of the import taxes imposed by sections 2490 and 2491 of the Internal
24 1. C. . 2490, Revenue Code (I. R. C., ch. 22, sees. 2490, 2491), collected on or after

Proceeds from, to- January 1, 1939, and accrued prior to July 4, 1946 and required to be
hereafter appropri- held in separate or special funds and paid into the Treasury of the

50 Statg. 91 Philippines, together with any moneys hereafter appropriated in
7U.S.C.,Supp. V, accordance with the authorization contained in section 503 of the

§1173. Sugar Act of 1937 (50 Stat. 915) by virtue of accruals of excise and
import taxes prior to July 4, 1946, shall be held as separate funds
and paid into the treasury of the Philippines to be used for the
purpose of meeting new or additional expenditures which will be
necessary in adjusting Philippine economy to a position independent
of trade preferences in the United States and in preparing the Philip-
pines for the assumption of the responsibilities of an independent
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"(3) The term 'Philippine Government' means the Government 
of the Commonwealth of the Philippines. 

"(4) The term 'United States duty', when used in connection with 
the computation of export taxes, means the lowest rate of ordinary 
customs duty in effect at the time of the shipment of the article 
concerned from the Philippines and applicable to like articles 
imported into the continental United States from any foreign 
country, except Cuba, or when more than one rate of ordinary 
customs duty is applicable to such like articles, the aggregate of such 
rates. 

"(5) The term 'refined sugars' possesses the same meaning as the 
term 'direct-consumption sugar' as defined in section 101 of the 
Sugar Act of 1937. 
"(6) The term 'Philippine article' means an article the growth, 

produce, or manufacture of the Philippines, in the production of 
which no materials of other than Philippine or United States origin 
valued in excess of 20 per centum of the total value of such article 
was used and which is brought into the United States from the 
Philippines. 
"(7) The term 'American article' means an article the growth, 

produce, or manufacture of the United States, in the production of 
which no materials of other than Philippine or United States origin 
valued in excess of 20 per centum of the total value of such article 
was used and which is brought into the Philippines from the United 
States. 

"(8) The term 'Philippine import duty' means the lowest rate of 
ordinary customs duty applicable at the port of arrival, at the time 
of entry, or withdrawal from warehouse, for consumption of the 
article concerned, to like articles imported into the Philippines from 
any other foreign country, or when more than one rate of ordinary 
customs duty is applicable to such like articles, the aggregate of such 
rates. 

"(b) As used in subsection (a) of this section: 
"(1) The terms 'includes' and. 'including' shall not be deemed to 

exclude other things otherwise within the meaning of the term 
defined. 

"(2) The term 'ordinary customs duty' shall not include any import 
duty or charge which is imposed to compensate for an internal tax 
imposed in respect of a like domestic product or in respect of a 
commodity from which the imported product has been manufactured 
or produced in whole or in part." 

SEc. 6. The said Act of March 242 1934, is further amended by 
the addition of the following new section: 

"SEo. 19. (a) The proceeds of the excise taxes imposed by section 
2470 of the Internal Revenue Code (I. R. C., ch. 21, sec. 2470), and 
of the import taxes imposed by sections 2490 and 2491 of the Internal 
Revenue Code (I. R. C., ch. 22, secs. 2490, 2491), collected on or after 
January 1, 1939, and accrued prior to July 4, 1946, and required to be 
held in separate or special funds and paid into the Treasury of the 
Philippines, together with any moneys hereafter appropriated in 
accordance with the authorization contained in section 503 of the 
Sugar Act of 1937 (50 Stat. 915) by virtue of accruals of excise and 
import taxes prior to July 4, 1946, shall be held as separate funds 
and paid into the treasury of the Philippines to be used for the 
purpose of meeting new or additional expenditures which will be 
necessary in adjusting Philippine economy to a position independent 
of trade preferences in the United States and in preparing the Philip-
pines for the assumption of the responsibilities of an independent 
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state: Provided, however, That the portion of such funds expended by
the Government of the Commonwealth of the Philippines shall be
budgeted, appropriated, and accounted for separately from other
moneys of that Government.

"(b) If the President of the United States finds that the Govern-
ment of the Commonwealth of the Philippines has failed or is about
to fail to comply with any requirement of subsections (a) and (c)
of this section, he shall direct the Secretary of the Treasury of the
United States to withhold or discontinue, during any period or
periods of time specified by the President of the United States further
payments in whole or in part.

"(c) The provisions contained in section 2476 of the Internal
Revenue Code (I. R. C., ch. 21, sec. 2476), prohibiting further pay-
ments in the event that the Government of the Commonwealth of the
Philippines should provide by law for the subsidization of producers
of copra, coconut oil, or allied products, and the provisions contained
in the Sugar Act of 1937, specifying the purpose for which such
appropriations could be used by the said government and the manner
and condition of transfer, shall not apply to any moneys collected
or appropriated pursuant to said Acts on or after January 1, 1939,
and to this extent are hereby repealed: Provided, however, That the
restriction contained in the proviso to section 503 of the Sugar Act
of 1937 shall continue in full force and effect: And provided further,
That no part of the proceeds of the excise taxes herein referred to
shall be paid directly or indirectly as a subsidy to the producers or
processors of copra, coconut oil or allied products, except that this
provision shall not be construed as prohibiting the use of a portion
of said funds for facilities for better curing of copra, or for bona fide
production loans to Philippine copra producers.

"(d) Nothing contained herein shall be construed as obligating the
United States to continue for any period of time any or all of the
excise and import taxes imposed by sections 2470, 2490, 2491 of the
Internal Revenue Code or by sections 3490, 3500, 3501 of the Internal
Revenue Code (I. R. C., ch. 32, sees. 3490, 3500, 3501).

"(e) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 4 of the Act of
March 8, 1902 (32 Stat. 54), or of any other provision of law, on or
after the first day of the second month following the passage of this
amendatory Act, except as otherwise provided in this section, all
customs duties collected in accordance with sections 6 and 13 of this
Act, on any article the growth, produce, or manufacture of the Philip-
pines, in the production of which no materials of other than Phil-
ippine or United States origin valued in excess of 20 per centum of
the total value of such article, was used and which is brought into
the United States from the Philippines, and all customs duties col-
lected on any other article brought into the United States from the
Philippines, shall be covered into the general fund of the Treasury
of the United States and shall not be paid into the Treasury of the
Philippines."

SEc. 7. (a) Sections 1 to 5, inclusive, of this amendatory Act shall
become effective on January 1, 1940, if before that date-

(1) Subsection 5 of section 1 of the Ordinance Appended to the
Constitution of the Philippines shall have been amended in the
manner now provided by law, by changing the final period of said
subsection to a comma, and by adding thereto the words: "as amended
by the Act of Congress of the United States approved (followed by
the date of the approval of this amendatory Act)", and section 3 of
the said ordinance shall have been amended by inserting immedi-
ately after the words "approved March 24, 1934" the same amenda-
tory language mentioned above.
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state : Provided, however, That the portion of such funds expended by 
the Government of the Commonwealth of the Philippines shall be 
budgeted, appropriated, and accounted for separately from other 
moneys of that Government. 

"(b) If the President of the United States finds that the Govern-
ment.of the Commonwealth of the Philippines has failed or is about 
to fail to comply with any requirement of subsections (a) and (c) 
of this section, he shall direct the Secretary of the Treasury of the 
United States to withhold or discontinue, during any period or 
periods of time specified by the President of the United States further 
payments in whole or in part. 

"(c) The provisions contained in section 2476 of the Internal 
Revenue Code (I. R. C., ch. 21, sec. 2476), prohibiting further pay-
ments in the event that the Government of the Commonwealth of the 
Philippines should provide by law for the subsidization of producers 
of copra, coconut oil, or allied products, and the provisions contained 
in the Sugar Act of 1937, specifying the purpose for which such 
appropriations could be used by the said government and the manner 
and condition of transfer, shall not apply to any moneys collected 
or appropriated pursuant to said Acts on or after January 1, 1939, 
and to this extent are hereby repealed: Provided, however, That the 
restriction contained in the proviso to section 503 of the Sugar Act 
of 1937 shall continue in full force and effect: And provided further, 
That no part of the proceeds of the excise taxes herein referred to 
shall be paid directly or indirectly as a subsidy to the producers or 
processors of copra, coconut oil or allied products, except that this 
provision shall not be construed as prohibiting the use of a portion 
of said funds for facilities for better curing of copra, or for bona fide 
production loans to Philippine copra producers. 
"(d) Nothing contained herein shall be construed as obligating the 

United States to continue for any period of time any or all of the 
excise and import taxes imposed by sections 2470, 2490, 2491 of the 
Internal Revenue Code or by sections 3490, 3500, 3501 of the Internal 
Revenue Code (I. R. C., ch. 32, secs. 3490, 3500, 3501). 

"(e) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 4 of the Act of 
March 8, 1902 (32 Stat. 54), or of any other provision of law, on or 
after the first day of the second month following the passage of this 
amendatory Act, except as otherwise provided in this section, all 
customs duties collected in accordance with sections 6 and 13 of this 
Act, on any article the growth, produce, or manufacture of the Philip-
pines, in the production of which no materials of other than Phil-
ippine or United States origin valued in excess of 20 per centum of 
the total value of such article, was used and which is brought into 
the United States from the Philippines, and all customs duties col-
lected on any other article brought into the United States from the 
Philippines, shall be covered into the general fund of the Treasury 
of the United States and shall not be paid into the Treasury of the 
Philippines." 
SEO. 7. (a) Sections 1 to 5, inclusive, of this amendatory Act shall 

become effective on January 1, 1940, if before that date— 
(1) Subsection 5 of section 1 of the Ordinance Appended to the 

Constitution of the Philippines shall have been amended in the 
manner now provided by law, by changing the final period of said 
subsection to a comma, and by adding thereto the words: "as amended 
by the Act of Congress of the United States approved (followed by 
the date of the approval of this amendatory Act)", and section 3 of 
the said ordinance shall have been amended by inserting immedi-
ately after the words "approved March 24, 1934" the same amenda-
tory language mentioned above. 
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Proelamationotlaw (2) The President of the United States shall have found and pro-relating to export
taxes. claimed that the Philippine Government has enacted, subsequent to

the adoption of the amendments to the Constitution of the Philip-
pines (as provided in subdivision (1) of this subsection), a law relat-

Retention o slaws ing to export taxes (as provided in section 1), and has retained those
fund and currency. Philippine laws relating to sinking-fund and currency matters which

were in effect on May 20, 1938.
Effective date and (b) Section 1 of this amendatory Act shall remain in full forceduration of section 1;

condition. and effect from the effective date thereof until July 4, 1946, unless
the President of the United States shall, prior to July 4, 1946, have
found and proclaimed that the Philippine Government has, in any
substantial respect, repealed or amended, or failed or refused to
enforce or administer any Philippine law referred to in subdivision

Status of trade rela- (2) of subsection (a) of this section. In the event of such a findingticns if section 1
ineffective. and proclamation, section 1 shall immediately become ineffective and

trade relations between the United States and the Philippines shall
48 Statc. 459, 4 be as provided by section 6 of the Act of March 24, 1934, prior to the48U .S.c.§§1236,1243.
Ante, p. 1231. enactment of this amendatory Act and by section 13 of the said Act.

sections 6 and o (c) Sections 6 and 7 of this amendatory Act shall become effective
upon its enactment.

48 Stat. 462. SEC. 8. Notwithstanding the provisions contained in section 8 (a)48U.sS.SC. § oh cv nAssignment of For- (3) of the Act of March 24, 1934 (48 Stat. 456), entitled "An Act to
tge Phirippeinse provide for the complete independence of the Philippine Islands, to

provide for the adoption of a constitution and a form of government
for the Philippine Islands, and for other purposes", Foreign Service
officers may, under commissions as diplomatic and consular officers,
be assigned to the Philippine Islands, during which assignments such
officers shall be considered as stationed in a foreign country, for such
periods of time and under such regulations as the Secretary of State
may prescribe for the performance of any of the duties customarily
performed by Foreign Service officers stationed in foreign countries

Assistnce to . S. and of additional duties in connection with advising and assisting
High Commissioner the United States High Commissioner to the Philippine Islands in

the supervision and control of the foreign affairs of the Common-
48 Stat. 452. wealth of the Philippines in accordance with section 2 (a) (10) of

the Act approved March 24, 1934, and section 1 (10) of the ordinance
appended to the constitution of the Philippines adopted February 8,
1935.

Efeictive date of This section shall become effective upon its enactment.
Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 503]
August 7,1939 AN ACT
[H1

. R. a 3 1  Granting the consent of Congress to the State of Connecticut, acting by and
[Public, No. 3011 through any agency or commission thereof, to construct, maintain, and operate

a toll bridge across the Connecticut River at or near Hartford, Connecticut.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Bridge athorzed United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent of

ac 
a t Harttord, Congress is hereby granted to the State of Connecticut, acting by and

through any agency or commission thereof, to construct, maintain,
and operate a bridge and approaches thereto across the Connecticut
River, at a point suitable to the interests of navigation, at or near
Hartford, in accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled "An

33 U.St. C. §491- Act to regulate the construction of bridges over navigable waters",
498. approved March 23, 1906, and subject to the conditions and limi-

tations contained in this Act.
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(2) The President of the United States shall have found and pro-
claimed that the Philippine Government has enacted, subsequent to 
the adoption of the amendments to the Constitution of the Philip-
pines (as provided in subdivision (1) of this subsection), a law relat-
ing to export taxes (as provided in section 1), and has retained those 
Philippine laws relating to sinking-fund and currency matters which 
were in effect on May 20, 1938. 

(b) Section 1 of this amendatory Act shall remain in full force 
and effect from the effective date thereof until July 4, 1946, unless 
the President of the United States shall, prior to July 4, 1946, have 
found and proclaimed that the Philippine Government has, in any 
substantial respect, repealed or amended, or failed or refused to 
enforce or administer any Philippine law referred to in subdivision 
(2) of subsection (a) of this section. In the event of such a finding 
and proclamation, section 1 shall immediately become ineffective and 
trade relations between the United States and the Philippines shall 
be as provided by section 6 of the Act of March 24, 1934, prior to the 
enactment of this amendatory Act and by section 13 of the said Act. 

(c) Sections 6 and 7 of this amendatory Act shall become effective 
upon its enactment. 
SEC. 8. Notwithstanding the provisions contained in section 8 (a) 

(3) of the Act of March 24, 1934 (48 Stat. 456), entitled "An Act to 
provide for the complete independence of the Philippine Islands, to 
provide for the adoption of a constitution and a form of government 
for the Philippine Islands, and for other purposes", Foreign Service 
officers may, under commissions as diplomatic and consular officers, 
be assigned to the Philippine Islands, during which assignments such 
officers shall be considered as stationed in a foreign country, for such 
periods of time and under such regulations as the Secretary of State 
may prescribe for the performance of any of the duties customarily 
performed by Foreign Service officers stationed in foreign countries 
and of additional duties in connection with advising and assisting 
the United States High Commissioner to the Philippine Islands in 
the supervision and control of the foreign affairs of the Common-
wealth of the Philippines in accordance with section 2 (a) (10) of 
the Act approved March 24, 1934, and section 1 (10) of the ordinance 
appended to the constitution of the Philippines adopted February 8, 
1935. 
This section shall become effective upon its enactment. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 503] 
AN ACT 

Granting the consent of Congress to the State of Connecticut, acting by and 
through any agency or commission thereof, to construct, maintain, and operate 
a toll bridge across the Connecticut River at or near Hartford, Connecticut. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent of 
Congress is hereby granted to the State of Connecticut, acting by and 
through any agency or commission thereof, to construct, maintain, 
and operate a bridge and approaches thereto across the Connecticut 
River, at a point suitable to the interests of navigation, at or near 
Hartford, in accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled "An 
Act to regulate the construction of bridges over navigable waters", 
approved March 23, 1906, and subject to the conditions and limi-
tations contained in this Act. 
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SEC. 2. If tolls are charged for the use of such bridge, the rates toApplication of tolls

of toll shall be so adjusted as to provide a fund sufficient to pay ingfund, etc.

the reasonable cost of maintaining, repairing, and operating the
bridge and its approaches under economical management, and to pro-
vide a sinking fund sufficient to amortize the cost of the bridge and its
approaches, including interest at a rate of not to exceed 5 per centum
per annum and reasonable financing cost, as approved by the Commis-
sioner of Public Roads, as soon as possible under reasonable charges,
but within a period of not to exceed twenty-five years from the com-
pletion thereof. After a sinking fund sufficient for such amortization baintenance as fr

shall have been so provided, such bridge shall thereafter be main- ingcosts. etc.
tained and operated free of tolls. An accurate record of the costs Record of expendi-

of the bridge and its approaches, the expenditure for maintaining, .

repairing, and operating the same, and of the daily tolls collected
shall be kept and shall be available for the information of all persons
interested.

SEC. 3. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby Amendment.

expressly reserved.
Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 504]
AN ACT

Granting the consent of Congress to the Secretary of the Interior, the State of
Washington, and the Great Northern Railway Company to construct, maintain,
and operate either a combined highway and railroad bridge or two separate
bridges across the Columbia River, at or near Kettle Falls, Washington.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent of
Congress is hereby granted to the Secretary of the Interior, the
State of Washington, the Great Northern Railway Company, a cor-
poration organized and existing under the laws of the State of Minne-
sota, and their successors and assigns, jointly or separately, to con-
struct, maintain, and operate either a combined highway and railroad
bridge or two separate bridges one to be a highway bridge and one
a railroad bridge, across the Columbia River at a point or points
suitable to the interests of navigation, at or near Kettle Falls, and
between Ferry County and Stevens County, Washington, in accord-
ance with the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the
construction of bridges over navigable waters", approved March 23,
1906, and subject to the conditions and limitations contained in this
Act.

SEc. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 505]
AN ACT

Authorizing the village of Cassville, Wisconsin, or its assigns, to construct,
maintain, and operate a toll bridge across the Mississippi River at or near
Cassville, Wisconsin, and to a place at or near the village of Guttenberg, Iowa.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to
promote interstate commerce. improve the postal service, and pro-
vide for military and other purposes, the village of Cassville, Wiscon-
sin, or its assigns, be, and is hereby, authorized to construct, maintain,
and operate a bridge and approaches thereto across the Mississippi

August 7, 1939
[H. R. 6271]

[Public, No. 302]

Columbia River.
Bridge authorized

across, at Kettle Falls,
Wash.

34 Stat. 84.
33 U. 8. C. It 491-

498.

Amendment.

August 7, 1939
[H. R. 6049]

[Public, No. 3031

Mississippi River.
Bridge authorized

across, at Cassville,
Wis.
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SEC. 2. If tolls are charged for the use of such bridge, the rates Application of tolls to maintenance, sink-
of toll shall be so adjusted as to provide a fund sufficient to pay ing fund, etc. 

the reasonable cost of maintaining, repairing, and operating the 
bridge and its approaches under economical management, and to pro-
vide a sinking fund sufficient to amortize the cost of the bridge and its 
approaches, including interest at a rate of not to exceed 5 per centum 
per annum and reasonable financing cost, as approved by the Commis-
sioner of Public Roads, as soon as possible under reasonable charges, 
but within a period of not to exceed twenty-five years from the com-
pletion thereof. After a sinking fund sufficient for such amortization Maintenance as free bridge after amortiz-
shall have been so provided, such bridge shall thereafter be main- ing costs. etc. 

tamed and operated free of tolls. An accurate record of the costs Record of expendi Lures and receipts. 
of the bridge and its approaches, the expenditure for maintaining, 
repairing, and operating the same, and of the daily tolls collected 
shall be kept and shall be available for the information of all persons 
interested. 
SEC. 3. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby Amendment. 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 504] 
AN ACT August 7, 1939 

Granting the consent of Congress to the Secretary of the Interior, the State of  [H. It. 6271]  
Washington, and the Great Northern Railway Company to construct, maintain, [Public, No. 302] 

and operate either a combined highway and railroad bridge or two separate 
bridges across the Columbia River, at or near Kettle Falls, Washington. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent of 
Congress is hereby granted to the Secretary of the Interior, the 
State of Washington, the Great Northern Railway Company, a cor-
poration organized and existing under the laws of the State of Minne-
sota, and their successors and assigns, jointly or separately, to con-
struct, maintain, and operate either a combined highway and railroad 
bridge or two separate bridges, one to be a highway bridge and one 
a railroad bridge, across the Columbia River at a point or points 
suitable to the interests of navigation, at or near Kettle Falls, and 
between Ferry County and Stevens County, Washington, in accord-
ance with the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the 
construction of bridges over navigable waters", approved March 23, 
1906, and subject to the conditions and limitations contained in this 
Act. 
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 505] 

Columbia River. 
Bridge authorized 

across, at Kettle Falls, 
Wash. 

34 Stat. 84. 
33 U. 8. C. If 491-

498. 

Amendment. 

AN ACT August 7, 1939 

Authorizing the village of Cassville, Wisconsin, or its assigns, to construct,  [H. R. 6049]  
maintain, and operate a toll bridge across the Mississippi River at or near [Public, No. 3031 

Cassville, Wisconsin, and to a place at or near the village of Guttenberg, Iowa. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to 
promote interstate commerce, improve the postal service, and pro-
vide for military and other purposes, the village of Cassville, Wiscon-
sin, or its assigns, be, and is hereby, authorized to construct, maintain 
and operate a bridge and approaches thereto across the Mississippi 

Mississippi River. 
Bridge authorised 

across, at Cassville, 
Wis. 
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34 Stat. 84.
33 U. S. C. §§ 491-

498.

Right to acquire
real estate, etc.

Toll charges.

Application of tolls
to operation, sinking
fund, etc.

Maintenance as free
bridge after amortiz-
ing costs. etc.

Record of expendi-
tures and receipts.

Amendment.

River, at a point suitable to the interests of navigation, at or near
Cassville, Wisconsin, and to a place at or near Guttenberg, Iowa, in
accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to regu-
late the construction of bridges over navigable waters", approved
March 23, 1906, and subject to the conditions and limitations con-
tained in this Act.

SEC. 2. There is hereby conferred upon the village of Cassville,
Wisconsin, or its assigns, all such rights and powers to enter upon
lands and to acquire, condemn, occupy, possess, and use real estate
and other property needed for the location, construction, maintenance,
and operation of such bridge and its approaches as are possessed
by railroad corporations for railroad purposes or by bridge cor-
porations for bridge purposes in the State in which such real estate
or other property is situated, upon making just compensation therefor,
to be ascertained and paid according to the laws of such State, and
the proceedings therefor shall be the same as in the condemnation
or expropriation of property for public purposes in such State.

SEC. 3. The said village of Cassville, Wisconsin, or its assigns, is
hereby authorized to fix and charge tolls for transit over such bridge,
and the rates of toll so fixed shall be the legal rates until changed by
the Secretary of War under the authority contained in the Act of
March 23, 1906.

SEC. 4. In fixing the rates of toll to be charged for the use of such
bridge the same shall be so adjusted as to provide a fund sufficient
to pay for the reasonable cost of maintaining, repairing, and operat-
ing the bridge and its approaches under economical management,
and to provide a sinking fund sufficient to amortize the cost of such
bridge and its approaches, including interest at a rate of not to exceed
5 per centum per annum and reasonable financing cost, as approved
by the Commissioner of Public Roads, as soon as possible, under
reasonable charges, but within a period of not to exceed twenty-five
years from the completion thereof. After a sinking fund sufficient
for such amortization shall have been so provided, such bridge shall
thereafter be maintained and operated free of tolls. An accurate
record of the cost of the bridge and its approaches, the expenditures
for maintaining, repairing, and operating the same, and of the daily
tolls collected shall be kept and shall be available for the information
of all persons interested.

SEC. 5. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 506]
August 7, 1939

[S. 474]
[Public, No. 304]

Judicial Code,
amendment.

36 Stat. 1118.
28 U.S. C. 172.
Montana judicial

district.
Terms of court.

Transfer of causes.

AN ACT
To amend section 92 of the Judicial Code to provide for a term of court at Kalis-

pell, Montana, and subject to the recommendation of the Attorney General of
the United States to permit the provision of rooms and accommodations for
holding court at Livingston, and Kalispell, Montana.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 92 of
the Judicial Code, as amended, is amended to read as follows:

"SEC. 92. The State of Montana shall constitute one judicial district,
to be known as the district of Montana. Terms of the district court
shall be held at Helena, Butte, Great Falls, Lewistown, Billings, Mis-
soula, Glasgow, Havre Miles City, Livingston, and Kalispell at such
times as may be fixed by rule of such court. Causes, civil and crim-
inal, may be transferred by the court or a judge thereof from any
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[Public, No. 304] 

34 Stat. 84. 
33 U. S. C. §§ 491— 

498. 

Right to acquire 
real estate, etc. 

Toll charges. 

Application of tolls 
to operation, sinking 
fund, etc. 

Maintenance as free 
bridge after amortiz-
ing costs, etc. 
Record of expendi-

tures and receipts. 

Amendment. 

August 7, 1039 

[S. 4743  To amend section 92 of the Judicial Code to provide for a term of court at Kalis-
pell, Montana, and subject to the recommendation of the Attorney General of 
the United States to permit the provision of rooms and accommodations for 
holding court at Livingston, and Kalispell, Montana. 

River, at a point suitable to the interests of navigation, at or near 
Cassville, Wisconsin, and to a place at or near Guttenberg, Iowa, in 
accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to regu-
late the construction of bridges over navigable waters", approved 
March 23, 1906, and subject to the conditions and limitations con-
tained in this Act. 
SEC. 2. There is hereby conferred upon the village of Cassville, 

Wisconsin, or its assigns, all such rights and powers to enter upon 
lands and to acquire, condemn, occupy, possess, and use real estate 
and other property needed for the location, construction, maintenance, 
and operation of such bridge and its approaches as are possessed 
by railroad corporations for railroad purposes or by bridge cor-
porations for bridge purposes in the State in which such real estate 
or other property is situated, upon making just compensation therefor, 
to be ascertained and paid according to the laws of such State, and 
the proceedings therefor shall be the same as in the condemnation 
or expropriation of property for public purposes in such State. 
SEC. 3. The said village of Cassville, Wisconsin, or its assigns, is 

hereby authorized to fix and charge tolls for transit over such bridge, 
and the rates of toll so fixed shall be the legal rates until changed by 
the Secretary of War under the authority contained in the Act of 
March 23, 1906. 
SEC. 4. In fixing the rates of toll to be charged for the use of such 

bridge the same shall be so adjusted as to provide a fund sufficient 
to pay for the reasonable cost of maintaining, repairing, and operat-
ing the bridge and its approaches under economical management, 
and to provide a sinking fund sufficient to amortize the cost of such 
bridge and its approaches, including interest at a rate of not to exceed 
5 per centum per annum and reasonable financing cost, as approved 
by the Commissioner of Public Roads, as soon as possible, under 
reasonable charges, but within a period of not to exceed twenty-five 
years from the completion thereof. After a sinking fund sufficient 
for such amortization shall have been so provided, such bridge shall 
thereafter be maintained and operated free of tolls. An accurate 
record of the cost of the bridge and its approaches, the expenditures 
for maintaining, repairing, and operating the same, and of the daily 
tolls collected shall be kept and shall be available for the information 
of all persons interested. 
SEC. 5. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

Judicial Code, 
amendment. 
36 Stat. 1118. 
28 U. S. C. § 172. 
Montana judicial 

district. 
Terms of court. 

Transfer of causes. 

[CHAPTER 506] 
AN ACT 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 92 of 
the Judicial Code, as amended, is amended to read as follows: 

"Sac. 92. The State of Montana shall constitute one judicial district, 
to be known as the district of Montana. Terms of the district court 
shall be held at Helena, Butte, Great Falls, Lewistown, Billings, Mis-
soula, Glasgow, Havre, Miles City, Livingston, and Kalispell at such 
times as may be fixed by rule of such court. Causes, civil and crim-
inal, may be transferred by the court or a judge thereof from any 
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sitting place designated above to any other sitting place thus desig-
nated, when the convenience of the parties or the ends of justice
would be promoted by the transfer; and any interlocutory order may
be made by the court or judge thereof in either place: Provided, That
suitable rooms and accommodations for holding court at Lewistown
and Havre are furnished without expense to the United States: And
provided further, That suitable rooms and accommodations for hold-
ing court at Livingston and Kalispell are furnished without expense
to the United States until, subject to the recommendation of the
Attorney General of the United States with reference to providing
such rooms and accommodations for holding court at Livingston and
Kalispell, public buildings shall have been erected or other Federal
space provided for court purposes in said cities."

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 5071
AN ACT

Authorizing the conveyance of certain lands to the State of Nevada.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Interior is authorized and directed to convey to the State of
Nevada all right, title, and interest of the United States in the fol-
lowing-described area: The northwest quarter of the northeast quar-
ter of section 11, township 43 north, range 51 east, Mount Diablo base
and meridian, in part satisfaction of the grant to the State for uni-
versity purposes made by the Act of July 4, 1866 (14 Stat. 85):
Provided, That the patent issued to the State for this tract shall con-
tain a reservation to the United States for all oil, gas, and other
mineral deposits, together with the right to prospect for, mine, and
remove the same under such regulations as the Secretary of the
Interior may prescribe.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 508]N ACT
AN ACT

To legalize a bridge across Bayou La Fourche at Cut Off, Louisiana.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United Stats of America in Congress assembled, That the Chief of
Engineers and the Secretary of War are hereby authorized to approve
the location and plans of a bridge already constructed by the police
jury of La Fourche Parish of Louisiana across Bayou La Fourche at
Cut Off, Louisiana: Provided, That said bridge has been authorized
bv the Legislature of the State of Louisiana and as located and con-
structed affords reasonably free, easy, and unobstructed navigation.

SEC. 2. That when the location and plans of said bridge have been
approved as provided in section 1 of this Act, said bridge shall be
deemed a lawful structure and subject to the laws enacted by Congress
for the protection and preservation of the navigable waters of the
United States.

SEc. 3. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, August 7, 1939.
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sitting place designated above to any other sitting place thus desig-
nated, when the convenience of the parties or the ends of justice 
would be promoted by the transfer; and any interlocutory order may 
be made by the court or judge thereof in either place: Provided, That 
suitable rooms and accommodations for holding court at Lewistown 
and Havre are furnished without expense to the United States: And 
provided further, That suitable rooms and accommodations for hold-
ing court at Livingston and Kalispell are furnished without expense 
to the United States until, subject to the recommendation of the 
Attorney General of the United States with reference to providing 
such rooms and accommodations for holding court at Livingston and 
Kalispell, public buildings shall have been erected or other Federal 
space provided for court purposes in said cities." 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 507] 
AN ACT 

Authorizing the conveyance of certain lands to the State of Nevada. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Interior is authorized and directed to convey to the State of 
Nevada all right, title, and interest of the United States in the fol-
lowing-described area: The northwest quarter of the northeast quar-
ter of section 11, township 43 north, range 51 east, Mount Diablo base 
and meridian, in part satisfaction of the grant to the State for uni-
versity purposes made by the Act of July 4, 1866 (14 Stat. 85) : 
Provided, That the patent issued to the State for this tract shall con-
tain a reservation to the United States for all oil, gas, and other 
mineral deposits, together with the right to prospect for, mine, and 
remove the same under such regulations as the Secretary of the 
Interior may prescribe. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 508] 
AN ACT 

To legalize a bridge across Bayou La Fourche at Cut Off, Louisiana. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America. in Congress assembled, That the Chief of 
Engineers and the Secretary of War are hereby authorized to approve 
the location and plans of a bridge already constructed by the police 
jury of La Fourche Parish of Louisiana across Bayou La Fourche at 
Cut Off, Louisiana: Provided, That said bridge has been authorized 
by the Legislature of the State of Louisiana and as located and con-
structed affords reasonably free, easy, and unobstructed navigation. 
SEC. 2. That when the location and plans of said bridge have been 

approved as provided in section 1 of this Act, said bridge shall be 
deemed a lawful structure and subject to the laws enacted by Congress 
for the protection and preservation of the navigable waters of the 
United States. 
SEC. 3. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 509]

[53 STAT.

August 7,1939 AN ACT
[S. 2410] Relating to the development of farm units on public lands under Federal recla-[Public, No. 307] mation projects with funds furnished by the Farm Security Administration.

Farm units on pub-
lic lands, develop-
ment of.

43 Stat. 702.
43 . S. C. 433.
Mortgage contracts.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, during the
fiscal year of 1940, in order to further cooperation between the
Bureau of Reclamation and the Farm Security Administration in
the development of farm units on public lands under Federal
reclamation projects, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized, in
pursuance of cooperative agreements between the Secretary of Agri-
culture and the Secretary of the Interior, (1) to consider the money
or any part of the money made available to settlers or prospective
settlers by the Farm Security Administration, as all or a portion of
the capital required of such settlers under subsection C of section
4 of the Act of December 5, 1924 (43 Stat. 702); and (2) where such
farm units have been or may be improved by means of funds made
available by the Farm Security Administration, to require an entry-
man of any such unit to enter into a mortgage contract with the
Farm Security Administration to repay the value of such improve-
ments thereon before an entry is allowed.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 510]
August 7,1939 AN ACT

Is. 2502 Authorizing the county of Howard State of Missouri, to construct, maintain, and
[Public, No. 308] operate a toll bridge across the Missouri River at or near Petersburg, Missouri.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Mri dgeuthorizedr United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to

across, at Petersburg, promote interstate commerce, improve the postal service, and provide
Mo. for military and other purposes, the county of Howard, State of

Missouri, be, and is hereby, authorized to construct, maintain, and
operate a bridge and approaches thereto across the Missouri River,
at a point suitable to the interests of navigation, at or near Peters-
burg, Missouri, in accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled
"An Act to regulate the construction of bridges over navigable

34 Stat. 84.919 waters", approved March 23, 1906, and subject to the conditions
33.s.491-49. and limitations contained in this Act.

reigl to eacquir SEc. 2. There is hereby conferred upon the county of Howard,real estate. etc.
State of Missouri, all such rights and powers to enter upon lands
and to acquire, condemn, occupy, possess, and use real estate and
other property needed for the location, construction, maintenance,
and operation of such bridge and its approaches, as are possessed by
railroad corporations for railroad purposes or by bridge corporations
for bridge purposes in the State in which such real estate or other
property is situated, upon making just compensation therefor, to be
ascertained and paid according to the laws of such State, and the
proceedings therefor shall be the same as in the condemnation or
expropriation of property for public purposes in such State.

Tolcharge. SEC. 3. The said county of Howard, State of Missouri, is hereby
authorized to fix and charge tolls for transit over such bridge, and
the rates of toll so fixed shall be the legal rates until changed by the
Secretary of War under the authority contained in the Act of March
23, 1906.

Application of tolls SEC. 4. In fixing the rates of toll to be charged for the use of such
fund, etc. bridge the same shall be so adjusted as to provide a fund sufficient to

pay for the reasonable cost of maintaining, repairing, and operating
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[CHAPTER 509] 
AN ACT 

Relating to the development of farm units on public lands under Federal recla-
mation projects with funds furnished by the Farm Security Administration. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, during the 
fiscal year of 1940, in order to further cooperation between the 
Bureau of Reclamation and the Farm Security Administration in 
the development of farm units on public lands under Federal 
reclamation projects, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized, in 
pursuance of cooperative agreements between the Secretary of Agri-
culture and the Secretary of the Interior, (1) to consider the money 
or any part of the money made available to settlers or prospective 
settlers by the Farm Security Administration, as all or a portion of 
the capital required of such settlers under subsection C of section 
4 of the Act of December 5, 1924 (43 Stat. 702) ; and (2) where such 
farm units have been or may be improved by means of funds made 
available by the Farm Security Administration, to require an entry-
man of any such unit to enter into a mortgage contract with the 
Farm Security Administration to repay the value of such improve-
ments thereon before an entry is allowed. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

August 7, 1939 
[S. 2410] 

[Public, No. 307] 

Farm units on pub-
lic lands, develop-
ment of. 

43 Stat. 702. 
43 U. S. C. § 433. 
Mortgage contracts. 

August 7, 1939 
[S. 2502] 

[Public, No. 308] 

Missouri River. 
Bridge authorized 

across, at Petersburg, 
Mo. 

34 Stat. 84. 
33 U. S. §§ 491-498. 

Right to acquire 
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Application of tolls 
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[53 STAT. 

[CHAPTER 510] 
AN ACT 

Authorizing the county of Howard, State of Missouri, to construct, maintain, and 
operate a toll bridge across the Missouri River at or near Petersburg, Missouri. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to 
promote interstate commerce, improve the postal service, and provide 
for military and other purposes, the county of Howard, State of 
Missouri, be, and is hereby, authorized to construct, maintain, and 
operate a bridge and approaches thereto across the Missouri River, 
at a point suitable to the interests of navigation, at or near Peters-
burg, Missouri, in accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled 
"An Act to regulate the construction of bridges over navigable 
waters", approved March 23, 1906, and subject to the conditions 
and limitations contained in this Act. 

Stc. 2. There is hereby conferred upon the county of Howard, 
State of Missouri, all such rights and powers to enter upon lands 
and to acquire, condemn, occupy, possess, and use real estate and 
other property needed for the location, construction, maintenance, 
and operation of .such bridge and its approaches, as are possessed by 
railroad corporations for railroad purposes or by bridge corporations 
for bridge purposes in the State in which such real estate or other 
property is situated, upon making just compensation therefor, to be 
ascertained and plaid according to the laws of such State, and the 
proceedings therefor shall be the same as in the condemnation or 
expropriation of property for public purposes in such State. 
SEC. 3. The said county of Howard, State of Missouri, is hereby 

authorized to fix and charge tolls for transit over such bridge, and 
the rates of toll so fixed shall be the legal rates until changed by the 
Secretary of War under the authority contained in the Act of March 
23, 1906. 
SEC. 4. In fixing the rates of toll to be charged for the use of such 

bridge the same shall be so adjusted as to provide a fund sufficient to 
pay for the reasonable cost of maintaining, repairing, and operating 
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the bridge and its approaches under economical management, and to
provide a sinking fund sufficient to amortize the cost of such bridge
and its approaches, including interest at a rate of not to exceed 5
per centum per annum and reasonable financing cost as approved by
the Commissioner of Public Roads, as soon as possible, under reason-
able charges, but within a period of not to exceed twenty-five years
from the completion thereof. After a sinking fund sufficient for such
amortization shall have been so provided, such bridge shall thereafter
be maintained and operated free of tolls. An accurate record of the
cost of the bridge and its approaches, the expenditures for main-
taining, repairing, and operating the same, and of the daily tolls
collected shall be kept and shall be available for the information of
all persons interested.

SEC. 5. Notwithstanding any restrictions or limitations imposed
by the Act entitled "An Act to provide that the United States shall
aid the States in the construction of rural post roads, and for other
purposes", approved July 11, 1916, or by the Federal Highway Act,
or by an Act amendatory of, or supplemental to either thereof, the
Secretary of Agriculture or any other Federal Department or agency
of the United States Government may extend Federal aid under
such Acts for the construction of said bridge out of any money
allocated to the State of Missouri with the consent of the State
highway commission of said State.

SEC. 6. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 511]
AN ACT

To facilitate certain construction work for the Army, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That to enable the
Secretary of War to accomplish without delay or excessive cost those
public-works projects for which appropriations are available or may
become available, to be located in Alaska and the Panama Canal
Zone, he is hereby authorized to enter into contracts upon a cost-plus-
a-fixed-fee basis after such negotiations as he may authorize and
approve and without advertising for proposals with reference thereto.
Approval by the President shall be necessary to the validity of any
contract entered into under authority of this section. The fixed fee
to be paid the contractor as a result of any contract entered into
under authority of this section shall be determined at or before the
time such contract is made, and shall be set forth in such contract.
Such fee shall not exceed 10 per centum of the estimated cost of the
contract, exclusive of the fee, as determined by the Secretary of War.
Changes in the amount of the fee shall be made only upon material
changes in the scope of the work concerned as determined by the
Secretary of War whose determination shall be conclusive.

(b) Negotiations under this section shall be between the Secretary
of War, or a duly authorized representative, and three or more repu-
table and qualified contracting individuals, firms, or corporations
regularly engaged in work of comparable magnitude and class to
that contemplated by the negotiations, as determined by the Secre-
tary of War, and contracts may be made with any such individual,
firm, or corporation, or with any two or more of them jointly, upon
such terms and conditions as the Secretary of War may determine
to be fair and equitable and in the interests of the national defense.
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the bridge and. its approaches under economical management, and to 
provide a sinking fund sufficient to amortize the cost of such bridge 
andits approaches, including interest at a rate of not to exceed 5 
per centum per annum and reasonable financing cost, as approved by 
the Commissioner of Public Roads, as soon as possible, under reason-
able charges, but within a period of not to exceed twenty-five years 
from the completion thereof. After a sinking fund sufficient for such 
amortization shall have been so provided, such bridge shall thereafter 
be maintained and operated free of tolls. An accurate record of the 
cost of the bridge and its approaches, the expenditures for main-
taining, repairing, and operating the same, and of the daily tolls 
collected shall be kept and shall be available for the information of 
all persons interested. 
SEC. 5. Notwithstanding any restrictions or limitations imposed 

by the Act entitled "An Act to provide that the United States shall 
aid the States in the construction of rural post roads, and for other 
purposes", approved July 11, 1916, or by the Federal Highway Act, 
or by an Act amendatory of, or supplemental to either thereof, the 
Secretary of Agriculture or any other Federal Department or agency 
of the United States Government may extend Federal aid under 
such Acts for the construction of said bridge out of any money 
allocated to the State of Missouri with the consent of the State 
highway commission of said State. 

SEC. 6. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 
expressly reserved. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 511] 
AN ACT 

To facilitate certain construction work for the Army, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That to enable the 
Secretary of War to accomplish without delay or excessive cost those 
public-works projects for which appropriations are available or may 
become available, to be located in Alaska and the Panama Canal 
Zone, he is hereby authorized to enter into contracts upon a cost-plus-
ti-fixed-fee basis after such negotiations as he may authorize and 
approve and without advertising for proposals with reference thereto. 
Approval by the President shall be necessary to the validity of any 
contract entered into under authority of this section. The fixed fee 
to be paid the contractor as a result of any contract entered into 
under authority of this section shall be determined at or before the 
time such contract is made, and shall be set forth in such contract. 
Such fee shall not exceed 10 per centum of the estimated cost of the 
contract, exclusive of the fee, as determined by the Secretary of War. 
Changes in the amount of the fee shall be made only upon material 
changes in the scope of the work concerned as determined by the 
Secretary of War whose determination shall be conclusive. 

(b) Negotiations under this section shall be between the Secretary 
of War, or a duly authorized representative, and three or more repu-
table and qualified contracting individuals, firms, or corporations 
regularly engaged in work of comparable magnitude and class to 
that contemplated by the negotiations, as determined by the Secre-
tary of War, and contracts may be made with any such individual, 
firm, or corporation, or with any two or more of them jointly, upon 
such terms and conditions as the Secretary of War may determine 
to be fair and equitable and in the interests of the national defense 
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R. S. 3709.
41U.S. C.§5.
Fee limitation.

For each contract entered into under authority of this section the
Secretary of War may detail an Army officer to duty, without addi-
tional compensation, as an executive representative of the contracting
officer. The contract shall provide that the officer so detailed shall
have the right to attend any meetings of the board of directors or
other executive or administrative board or committee of any corpo-
ration, partnership, firm, or syndicate which is or may become a
party thereto for the purpose of submitting propositions, propound-
ing questions, and receiving information relative to any matter within
the purview of the contract with the intent and for the purpose of
safeguarding the interests of the United States, coordinating efforts,
and promoting mutually beneficial relationships, and making deci-
sions within the scope of his delegated authority and not in conflict
with any provision of the contract.

(c) In any project the contract for which is negotiated under
authority of this section, the Secretary of War may waive the require-
ment of a performance and a payment bond and may accept materials
required for any such project at such place or places as he may deem
necessary to minimize insurance costs.

(d) The Secretary of War shall report annually to the Congress
all contracts entered into under authority of this section, including
the names of the contractors and copies of the contracts concerned,
together with the amounts thereof.

SEC. 2. Whenever deemed by him to be advantageous to the national
defense, and providing that in the opinion of the Secretary of War
the existing facilities of the War Department are inadequate, the
Secretary of War is hereby authorized to employ, by contract or
otherwise, outside architectural or engineering corporations, firms, or
individuals for the production and delivery of the designs, plans,
drawings, and specifications required for the accomplishment of any
public works or utilities project of the War Department without
reference to the Classification Act of 1923 (42 Stat. 1488), as amended
(5 U. S. C., ch. 13), or to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes of the
United States (41 U. S. C. 5). In no case shall the fee paid for any
service authorized by this section exceed 6 per centum of the esti-
mated cost, as determined by the Secretary of War, of the project
to which such fee is applicable.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 512]
August 7, 1939

[S. 2574]
[Public, No. 310]

Chesapeake and
Delaware Canal.

Bridge authorized
across, at Saint
Georges, Del.

Proviso.
State to furnish req-

uisite lands, etc.

Payment of con-
struction cost.

AN ACT
Authorizing the construction of a highway bridge across the Chesapeake and

Delaware Canal at Saint Georges, Delaware.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the War
Department under the direction of the Secretary of War and super-
vision of the Chief of Engineers is hereby authorized and directed
to construct a four-lane high-level fixed highway bridge across the
Chesapeake and Delaware Canal, at or near Saint Georges, Delaware,
of such type, design, and clearances for navigation as are approved
by the Chief of Engineers: Provided. That the State of Delaware
shall furnish all lands, easements, and rights-of-way required for such
bridge.

SEC. 2. That the cost of constructing such four-lane bridge shall
be paid from funds heretofore or hereafter appropriated for mainte-
nance and improvement of river and harbor works.

Approved, August 7, 1939.
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For each contract entered into under authority of this section the 
Secretary of War may detail an Army officer to duty, without addi-
tional compensation, as an executive representative of the contracting 
officer. The contract shall provide that the officer so detailed shall 
have the right to attend any meetings of the board of directors or 
other executive or administrative board or committee of any corpo-
ration, partnership, firm, or syndicate which is or may become a 
party thereto for the purpose of submitting propositions, propound-
ing questions, and receiving information relative to any matter within 
the purview of the contract with the intent and for the purpose of 
safeguarding the interests of the United States, coordinating efforts, 
and promoting mutually beneficial relationships, and making deci-
sions within the scope of his delegated authority and not in conflict 
with any provision of the contract. 

(c) In any project the contract for which is negotiated under 
authority of this section, the Secretary of War may waive the require-
ment of a performance and a payment bond and may accept materials 
required for an  y such project at such place or places as he may deem 
necessary to minimize insurance costs. 

(d) The Secretary of War shall report annually to the Congress 
all contracts entered into under authority of this section, including 
the names of the contractors and copies of the contracts concerned, 
together with the amounts thereof. 
SEG. 2. Whenever deemed by him to be advantageous to the national 

defense, and providing that in the opinion of the Secretary of War 
the existing facilities of the War Department are inadequate, the 
Secretary of War is hereby authorized to employ, by contract or 
otherwise, outside architectural or engineering corporations, firms, or 
individuals for the production and delivery of the designs, plans, 
drawings, and specifications required for the accomplishment of any 
public works or utilities project of the War Department without 
reference to the Classification Act of 1923 (42 Stat. 1488), as amended 
(5 U. S. C., ch. 13), or to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes of the 
United States (41 U. S. C. 5). In no case shall the fee paid for any 
service authorized by this section exceed 6 per centum of the esti-
mated cost, as determined by the Secretary of War, of the project 
to which such fee is applicable. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 512] 
AN ACT 

August 7, 1939 
[S. 2574]  Authorizing the construction of a highway bridge across the Chesapeake and 

[Public, No. 310] Delaware Canal at Saint Georges, Delaware. 
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Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the War 
Department under the direction of the Secretary of War and super-
vision of the Chief of Engineers is hereby authorized and directed 
to construct a four-lane high-level fixed highway bridge across the 
Chesapeake and Delaware Canal, at or near Saint Georges, Delaware, 
of such type, design, and clearances for navigation as are approved 
by the Chief of Engineers: Provided, That the State of Delaware 
shall furnish all lands, easements, and rights-of-way required for such 
bridge. 
SEC. 2. That the cost of constructing such four-lane bridge shall 

be paid from funds heretofore or hereafter appropriated for mainte-
nance and improvement of river and harbor works. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 513]
AN ACT

August 7, 1939To authorize the construction of a bridge across the Ohio River at or near Mauck- 51.2588
3 9

port, Harrison County, Indiana. [Public, No. 311]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to Ohio iver.
promote interstate commerce, improve postal service, and provide for across, at Makrort
military and other purposes the Indiana State Toll Bridge Commis- Ind

-
sion be, and is hereby, authorized to construct, maintain, and operate
a bridge and approaches thereto across the Ohio River, at a point
suitable to the interest of navigation at or near Mauckport, Harrison
County, Indiana, in accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled
"An Act to regulate the construction of bridges over navigable 34 tat.84.
waters", approved March 23, 1906, and subject to the conditions and 49.
limitations contained in this Act.

SEC. 2. There is hereby conferred upon the Indiana State Toll Acquisition of real
Bridge Commission all such rights and powers to enter upon lands estate tc.
and to acquire, condemn occupy, possess, and use real estate and other
property needed for the location, construction, maintenance, and oper-
ation of such bridges and its approaches as are possessed by railroad
corporations for railroad purposes or by bridge corporations for
bridge purposes in the State in which such real estate or other prop-
erty is situated, upon making just compensation therefor, to be ascer-
tained and paid according to the laws of such State, and the proceed-
ings therefor shall be the same as in the condemnation or expropria-
tion of property for public purposes in such State.

SEC. 3. The said Indiana State Toll Bridge Commission is hereby Tollchrges.
authorized to fix and charge tolls for transit over such bridge, and
the rates of toll so fixed shall be the legal rates until changed by the
Secretary of War under the authority contained in the Act of March
23, 1906.

SEC. 4. In fixing the rates of toll to be charged for the use of such to^plication sinklls
bridge the same shall be so adjusted as to provide a fund sufficient to fund, etc.
pay for the reasonable cost of maintaining, repairing, and operating
the bridge and its approaches under economical management, and to
provide a sinking fund sufficient to amortize the cost of such bridge
and its approaches, including interest at a rate of not to exceed 5 per
centum per annum and reasonable financing cost, as approved by the
Commissioner of Public Roads, as soon as possible, under reasonable
charges, but within a period of not to exceed thirty years from the
completion thereof. After a sinking fund sufficient for such amor- Mntenanceas free
tization shall have been so provided, such bridge shall thereafter be btdge tsaer amo't
maintained and operated free of tolls. An accurate record of the cost Record of expendi-
of the bridge and its approaches, the expenditures for maintaining, tures and

receipts.
repairing, and operating the same, and of the daily tolls collected shall
be kept and shall be available for the information of all persons
interested.

SEC. 5. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby Amendment.
expressly reserved.

Approved, August 7, 1939.
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[CHAPTER 513] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the construction of a bridge across the Ohio River at or near Mauek-
port, Harrison County, Indiana. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to 
promote interstate commerce, improve postal service, and provide for 
military and other purposes the Indiana State Toll Bridge Commis-
sion be, and is hereby, authorized to construct, maintain, and operate 
a bridge and approaches thereto across the Ohio River, at a point 
suitable to the interest of navigation at or near Mauckport, Harrison 
County, Indiana, in accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled 
"An Act to regulate the construction of bridges over navigable 
waters", approved March 23, 1906, and subject to the conditions and 
limitations contained in this Act. 
SEC. 2. There is hereby conferred upon the Indiana State Toll 

Bridge Commission all such rights and powers to enter upon lands 
and to acquire, condemn, occupy, possess, and use real estate and other 
property needed for the location, construction, maintenance, and oper-
ation of such bridges and its approaches as are possessed by railroad 
corporations for railroad purposes or by bricorporations for 
bridge purposes in the State in which such real estate or other prop-
erty is situated., upon making just compensation therefor, to be ascer-
tained and paid according to the laws of such State, and the proceed-
ings therefor shall be the same as in the condemnation or expropria-
tion of property for public purposes in such State. 
SEo. 3. The said Indiana State Toll Bridge Commission is hereby 

authorized to fix and charge tolls for transit over such bridge, and 
the rates of toll so fixed shall be the legal rates until changed by the 
Secretary of War under the authority contained in the Act of March 
23, 1906. 
SEC. 4. In fixing the rates of toll to be charged for the use of such 

bridge the same shall be so adjusted as to provide a fund sufficient to 
pay for the reasonable cost of maintaining, repairing, and operating 
the bridge and its approaches under economical management, and to 
provide a sinking fund sufficient to amortize the cost of such bridge 
and its approaches, including interest at a rate of not to exceed 5 per 
centum per annum and reasonable financing cost, as approved by the 
Commissioner of Public Roads, as soon as possible, under reasonable 
charges, but within a period of not to exceed thirty years from the 
completion thereof. After a sinking fund sufficient for such amor-
tization shall have been so provided, such bridge shall thereafter be 
maintained and operated free of tolls. An accurate record of the cost 
of the bridge and its approaches, the expenditures for maintaining, 
repairing, and operating the same, and of the daily tolls collected shall 
be kept and shall be available for the information of all persons 
interested. 
SEC. 5. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 
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PUBLIC LAWS-CHS. 514, 515-AUG. 7, 1939

[CHAPTER 514]
AN ACT

[53 STAT.

To ratify and confirm act 58 of the Session Laws of Hawaii, 1939, extending the
time within which revenue bonds may be issued and delivered under act 174
of the Session Laws of Hawaii, 1935.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That act 58 of the
Session Laws of Hawaii, 1939, amending section 17 of act 174 of the
Session Laws of Hawaii, 1935, as amended, so as to extend the time
within which revenue bonds may be issued and delivered under said
act 174, is hereby ratified and confirmed and revenue bonds may be
issued under and pursuant to the provisions of said act 174 of the
Session Laws of Hawaii, 1935, as amended, and as further amended
by said act 58, without the approval of the President of the United
States and without incurring of an indebtedness within the meaning
of the Hawaiian Organic Act, and said act 174, as amended, shall con-
stitute full authority for the issuance of said bonds without reference
to and independent of the Hawaiian Organic Act.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 515]
AN ACT

To amend section 4 of the Act entitled "An Act to provide a civil government for
the Virgin Islands of the United States", approved June 22, 1936.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 4 of
the Act entitled "An Act to provide a civil government for the Virgin
Islands of the United States", approved June 22, 1936, be, and the
same is hereby, amended to read as follows:

"SEc. 4. (a) All property which may have been acquired by the
United States from Denmark in the Virgin Islands under the con-
vention entered into August 4, 1916, not reserved by the United States
for public purposes prior to June 22, 1937, is hereby placed under the
control of the Government of the Virgin Islands.

"(b) Except as otherwise expressly provided, all laws of the United
States for the protection and improvement of the navigable waters
of the United States shall apply to the Virgin Islands.

"(c) No Federal laws levying tonnage duties, light money, or
entrance and clearance fees shall apply to the Virgin Islands.

"(d) The Legislative Assembly of the Virgin Islands shall have
power to enact navigation, boat inspection, and safety laws of local
application; but the President shall have power to make applicable
to the Virgin Islands such of the navigation, vessel inspection, and
coastwise laws of the United States as he may find and declare to be
necessary in the public interest, and, to the extent that the laws so
made applicable conflict with any laws of local application enacted
by the Legislative Assembly, such laws enacted by the Legislative
Assembly shall have no force and effect.

"(e) Nothing in this Act shall be construed to affect or impair in
any manner the terms and conditions of any authorizations, permits,
or other powers heretofore lawfully granted or exercised in or in
respect of the Virgin Islands by any authorized officer or agent of the
United States.

"(f) The Secretary of the Interior shall be authorized to lease or
to sell upon such terms as he may deem advantageous to the Govern-
ment of the United States any property of the United States under
his administrative supervision in the Virgin Islands not needed for
public purposes."

Approved, August 7, 1939.
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Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That act 58 of the 
Session Laws of Hawaii, 1939, amending section 17 of act 174 of the 
Session Laws of Hawaii, 1935, as amended, so as to extend the time 
within which revenue bonds may be issued and delivered under said 
act 174, is hereby ratified and confirmed and revenue bonds may be 
issued under and pursuant to the provisions of said act 174 of the 
Session Laws of Hawaii, 1935, as amended, and as further amended 
by said act 58, without the approval of the President of the United 
States and without incurring of an indebtedness within the meaning 
of the Hawaiian Organic Act, and said act 174, as amended, shall con-
stitute full authority for the issuance of said bonds without reference 
to and independent of the Hawaiian Organic Act. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 5151 
AN ACT 

To amend section 4 of the Act entitled "An Act to provide a civil government for 
the Virgin Islands of the United States", approved June 22, 1936. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That section 4 of 
the Act entitled "An Act to provide a civil government for the Virgin 
Islands of the United States", approved June 22, 1936, be, and the 
same is hereby, amended to read as follows: 
"SEC. 4. (a) All property which may have been acquired by the 

United States from Denmark in the Virgin Islands under the con-
vention entered into August 4, 1916, not reserved by the United States 
for public purposes prior to June 22, 1937, is hereby placed under the 
control of the Government of the Virgin Islands. 

"(b) Except as otherwise expressly provided, all laws of the United 
States for the protection and improvement of the navigable waters 
of the United States shall apply to the Virgin Islands. 

"(c) No Federal laws levying tonnage duties, light money, or 
entrance and clearance fees shall apply to the Virgin Islands. 

"(d) The Legislative Assembly of the Virgin Islands shall have 
power to enact navigation, boat inspection, and safety laws of local 
application; but the President shall- have power to make applicable 
to the Virgin Islands such of the navigation, vessel inspection, and 
coastwise laws of the United States as he may find and declare to be 
necessary in the public interest, and, to the extent that the laws so 
made applicable conflict with any laws of local application enacted 
by the Legislative Assembly, such laws enacted by the Legislative 
Assembly shall have no force and effect. 

"(e) Nothing in this Act shall be construed to affect or impair in 
any manner the terms and conditions of any authorizations, permits, 
or other powers heretofore lawfully granted or exercised in or in 
respect of the Virgin Islands by any authorized officer or agent of the 
United States. 

"(f) The Secretary of the Interior shall be authorized to lease or 
to sell upon such terms as he may deem advantageous to the Govern-
ment of the United States any property of the United States under 
his administrative supervision in the Virgin Islands not needed for 
public purposes." 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 516]
AN ACT

To amend an Act entitled "An Act to reserve lands to the Territory of Alaska
for educational uses, and for other purposes", approved March 4, 1915 (38
Stat. 1214-1215).

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act of
Congress approved March 4, 1915 (38 Stat. L. 1214-1215), being an
Act to reserve lands of the Territory of Alaska for educational uses,
and for other purposes, be, and the same is hereby, amended by adding
to the first section of the Act the following: "Timber on the reserved
lands may be sold by the Secretary of the Interior under the provi-
sions of section 11 of the Act of Congress approved May 14, 1898
(30 Stat. 409-414), and such lands and the minerals therein shall be
subject to disposition under the mining and mineral leasing laws of
the United States, upon conditions providing for compensation to any
Territorial lessee for any resulting damages to crops or improvements
on such lands, but the entire proceeds or income derived by the United
States from such sale of timber and disposition of the lands or the
minerals therein are hereby appropriated and set apart as permanent
funds in the Territorial treasury, to be invested and the income
expended for the same purposes and in the manner hereinbefore
provided for. Any leases issued by the Territory after a valid appro-
priation of such reserved lands under the mining laws or the mineral
leasing laws of the United States shall be with due regard to the
rights of the mineral claimant.

"The Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to make all
necessary rules and regulations in harmony with the provisions and
purposes of this Act for the purpose of carrying the same into effect."

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 517]
AN ACT

To amend the Act of March 2, 1929 (45 Stat. 536).

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 (a)
(1) of the Act of March 2, 1929, entitled "An Act to supplement the
naturalization laws, and for other purposes" (45 Stat., ch. 536, p.
1512), which now reads "(1) Entered the United States prior to June
3, 1921', is hereby amended, effective as of the date this Act is
enacted, so as to read as follows: "(1) Entered the United States
prior to July 1, 1924".

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 518]
AN ACT

August 7, 1939
[H. R. 3025]
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August 7, 1939
To authorize M. H. Gildow to construct a free, movable, pontoon footbridge [H. R. 3375]

across Muskingum River Canal at or near Beverly, Ohio. [Public, No. 316]

Be it enacted by the Senaate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That M. H. Gildow,
his heirs, or legal representatives, is hereby authorized to construct,
maintain, and operate a free, movable, pontoon footbridge and
approaches thereto across the Muskingum River Canal at or near
Island Park, in Beverly, Ohio, at a point suitable to the interests of
navigation, in accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled
"An Act to regulate the construction of bridges over navigable
waters", approved March 23, 1906, and subject to conditions and
limitations contained in this Act.

98907 -39-PT 2---47
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[CHAPTER 516] 
AN ACT 

To amend an Act entitled "An Act to reserve lands to the Territory of Alaska 
for educational uses, and for other purposes", approved March 4, 1915 (38 
Stat. 1214-1215). 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of th,e 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act of 
Congress approved March 4, 1915 (38 Stat. L. 1214-1215) 2 being an 
Act to reserve lands of the Territory of Alaska for educational uses, 
and for other purposes, be, and the same is hereby, amended by adding 
to the first section of the Act the following: "Timber on the reserved 
lands may be sold by the Secretary of the Interior under the provi-
sions of section 11 of the Act of Congress approved May 14, 1898 
(30 Stat. 409-414), and such lands and the minerals therein shall be 
subject to disposition under the mining and mineral leasing laws of 
the United States, upon conditions providing for compensation to any 
Territorial lessee for any resulting damages to crops or improvements 
on such lands, but the entire proceeds or income derived by the United 
States from such sale of timber and disposition of the lands or the 
minerals therein are hereby appropriated and set apart as permanent 
funds in the Territorial treasury, to be invested and the income 
expended for the same purposes and in the manner hereinbefore 
provided for. Any leases issued by the Territory after a valid appro-
priation of such reserved lands under the mining laws or the mineral 
leasing laws of the United States shall be with due regard to the 
rights of the mineral claimant. 
"The Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to make all 

necessary rules and regulations in harmony with the provisions and 
purposes of this Act for the purpose of carrying the same into effect." 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 517] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Act of March 2, 1929 (45 Stat. 536). 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 (a) 
(1) of the Act of March 2, 1929, entitled "An Act to supplement the 
naturalization laws, and for other purposes" (45 Stat., ch. 536, p. 
1512), which now reads "(1) Entered the United States prior to June 
3, 1921", is hereby amended, effective as of the date this Act is 
enacted, so as to read as follows: "(1) Entered the United States 
prior to July 1, 1924". 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 518] 
AN ACT 

To authorize M. H. Gildow to construct a free, movable, pontoon footbridge 
across Muskingum River Canal at or near Beverly, Ohio. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That M. H. Gildow, 
his heirs, or legal representatives, is hereby authorized to construct, 
maintain, and operate a free, movable, pontoon footbridge and 
approaches thereto across the Muskingum River Canal at or near 
Island Park, in Beverly, Ohio, at a point suitable to the interests of 
navigation, in accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled 
"An Act to regulate the construction of bridges over navigable 
waters", approved March 23, 1906, and subject to conditions and 
limitations contained in this Act. 
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August 7, 1939 
ill. R. 3215] 

[Public, No. 3151 
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7, 1924, registration. 
45 Stat. 1513. 
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August 7, 1939 
[H. R. 3375] 

[Public, No. 316] 
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Amendment.

August 7, 1939
[EI. R. 5684]

[Public, No. 317]

Klamath Indians.
52 Stat. 1207.

Transportation pay-
ments to official dele-
gates.

Salary and per diem
restrictions.

Reimbursement for
official telegraphic ex-
penses.

SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 519]
AN ACT

Amending the Act of Congress of June 25, 1938 (C. 710, 52 Stat. 1207), authorizing
the Secretary of the Interior to pay salaries and and expenses of the chairman,
secretary, and interpreter of the Klamath General Council, members of the
Klamath Business Committee and other committees appointed by said Klamath
General Council, and official delegates of the Klamath Tribe.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act
approved June 25, 1938 (52 Stat. 1207), be, and the same hereby is,
amended by striking out the second proviso thereof and inserting in
lieu thereof the following: "Provided further, That the official dele-
gates of the tribe carrying on said business at the seat of government
shall receive, if travel is by rail, the usual railroad and sleeping-car
transportation to and from the seat of government or, if travel is
by automobile, delegates furnishing such transportation shall receive
an amount equivalent to the cost of their railroad and sleeping-car
transportation to and from the seat of government, but salary and
per diem shall not be paid to delegates traveling by automobile for
any period in excess of the time required to perform the travel by
railroad: Provided further, That the aforesaid official delegates shall
also receive reimbursement for telegraphic expenses incurred on tribal
business :".

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 520]
AN ACT

August 7. 1939
[H. R. 5764] To provide for the establishment of a cemetery within the Crab Orchard Creek

[Public, No. 318] Dam Project, Williamson County, Illinois.

Crab Orchard Creek
Dam Project, Wil-
liamson County, I11.

Establishment of
cemetery within.

Condition.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subject to the
provisions of section 2] the Soil Conservation Service, Department of
Agriculture, is authorized and directed to remove the bodies buried
within the area of the Crab Orchard Creek Dam Project, William-
son County, Illinois, from their present location and reinter such
bodies in any land within the area of such project which may be
available for use as a cemetery.

SEC. 2. The provisions of section 1 shall not be carried out until
after the formation by private interests of a corporation for the
operation and maintenance of such cemetery on a nonprofit basis.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 521]

August 7, 1939
[H. R. 5988]

[Public, No. 319]

Dissemination of
propaganda in the
United States.

AN ACT

To amend an Act entitled "An Act to require the registration of certain persons
employed by agencies to disseminate propaganda in the United States and for
other purposes", approved June 8, 1938 (Public Law Numbered 583, Seventy-
fifth Congress, third session).

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 of
the Act entitled "An Act to require the registration of certain persons
employed by agencies to disseminate propaganda in the United States
and for other purposes", approved June 8, 1938 (Public Law Num-
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SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 
expressly reserved. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 519] 
AN ACT 

Amending the Act of Congress of June 25, 1938 (C. 710, 52 Stat. 1207), authorizing 
the Secretary of the Interior to pay salaries and and expenses of the chairman, 
secretary, and interpreter of the Klamath General Council, members of the 
Klamath Business Committee and other committees appointed by said Klamath 
General Council, and official delegates of the Klamath Tribe. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act 
approved June 25, 1938 (52 Stat. 1207), be, and the same hereby is, 
amended by striking out the second proviso thereof and inserting in 
lieu thereof the following: "Provided further, That the official dele-
gates of the tribe carrying on said business at the seat of government 
shall receive, if travel is by rail, the usual railroad and sleeping-car 
transportation to and from the seat of government or, if travel is 
by automobile, delegates furnishing such transportation shall receive 
an amount equivalent to the cost of their railroad and sleeping-car 
transportation to and from the seat of government, but salary and 
per diem shall not be paid to delegates traveling by automobile for 
any period in excess of the time required to perform the travel by 
railroad: Provided further, That the aforesaid official delegates shall 
also receive reimbursement for telegraphic expenses incurred on tribal 
business :". 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 520] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the establishment of a cemetery within the Crab Orchard Creek 
Dam Project, Williamson County, Illinois. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subject to the 
provisions of section 22 the Soil Conservation Service, Department of 
Agriculture, is authorized and directed to remove the bodies buried 
within the area of the Crab Orchard Creek Dam Project, William-
son County, Illinois, from their present location and reinter such 
bodies in any land within the area of such project which may be 
available for use as a cemetery. 
SEC. 2. The provisions of section 1 shall not be carried out until 

after the formation by private interests of a corporation for the 
operation and maintenance of such cemetery on a nonprofit basis. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 521] 
AN ACT 

To amend an Act entitled "An Act to require the registration of certain persons 
employed by agencies to disseminate propaganda in the United States and for 
other purposes", approved June 8, 1938 (Public Law Numbered 583, Seventy-
fifth Congress, third session). 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 of 
the Act entitled "An Act to require the registration of certain persons 
employed by agencies to diwpmmate propaganda in the United States 
and for other purposes", approved June 8, 1938 (Public Law Num-
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bered 583, Seventy-fifth Congress, third session), be, and it is hereby,
amended to read as follows:

"That as used in this Act-
"(a) The term 'person' means an individual, partnership, asso-

ciation, or corporation;
"(b) The term 'United States' includes the United States and any

place subject to the jurisdiction thereof;
"(c) The term 'foreign principal' includes the government of a

foreign country, a political party of a foreign country, a person
domiciled abroad, any foreign business, partnership, association,
corporation, or political organization, or a domestic organization
subsidized, directly or indirectly, in whole or in part by any of the
entities described herein;

"(d) The term 'agent of a foreign principal' means any person
who acts or engages or agrees to act as a public-relations counsel,
publicity agent, or as agent, servant, representative, or attorney for
a foreign principal, and shall include any person who receives com-
pensation from or is under the direction of a foreign principal:
Provided, however, That such term shall not include-

"(1) a duly accredited diplomatic or consular officer of a
foreign government who is so recognized by the Department of
State of the United States; nor

"(2) any official of a foreign government recognized by the
United States as a government other than a public-relations
counsel or publicity agent or a citizen of the United States,
whose status and the character of whose duties as such official are
of record in the Department of State of the United States; nor

"(3) any member of the staff of or person employed by a duly
accredited diplomatic or consular officer of a foreign govern-
ment who is so recognized by the Department of State of the
United States, other than a public-relations counsel or publicity
agent, whose status and the character of whose duties as such
member or employee are of record in the Department of State
of the United States; nor

"(4) any person performing only private, nonpolitical, finan-
cial, mercantile, or other activities in fultlheralnce of the bolna
fide tra(le or colnmerce of such foreign principal; nor

"(5) any person enlgaged only in activities in furthlerance of
bona fide religious, scholastic, academic, or scientific pursulits or
of the fine arts.

"(e) The term 'Secretary' means the Secretary of State of the
United States."

SEC. 2. That section 3 of the Act entitled "An Act to require the
registration of certain persons employed by agencies to disseminate
propaganda in the United States and for other purposes", approved
June 8, 1938 (Public Law Numbered 583, Seventy-fifth Congress,
third session), is hereby amended to read as follows:

"SEC. 3. Every person who has filed a registration statement
required by section 2 shall, within thirty days after the expiration
of each period of six months succeeding the first filing, file with the
Secretary a statement, under oath, on a form prescribed by the
Secretary, which shall set forth with respect to such preceding six
months' period-

"(a) Such facts as may be necessary to make the information
required under section 2 hereof accurate and current with respect
to such period;

"(b) The amount and form of compensation received by such
person for acting as agent for a foreign principal which has been
received during such six months' period either directly or indirectly
from any foreign principal; and
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bered 583, Seventy-fifth Congress, third session), be, and it is hereby, 
amended to read as follows: 
"That as used in this Act— 
. " (a) The term 'person' means an individual, partnership, asso-

ciation, or corporation; 
"(b) The term 'United States' includes the United States and any 

place subject to the jurisdiction thereof; 
"(c) The term. 'foreign principal' includes the government of a 

foreign country, a political party of a foreign country, a person 
domiciled abroad, any foreign business, partnership, association, 
corporation, or political organization, or a domestic organization 
subsidized, directly or indirectly, in whole or in. part by any of the 
entities described herein; 
"(d) The term 'agent of a foreign principal' means any person 

who acts or engages or agrees to act as a public-relations counsel, 
publicity agent, or as agent, servant, representative, or attorney for 
a foreign principal, and shall include any person who receives com-
pensation from or is under the direction of a foreign principal: 
Provided, however, That such term shall not include— 

"(1) a duly accredited diplomatic or consular officer of a 
foreign government who is so recognized by the Department of 
State of the United States; nor 

"(2) any official of a foreign government recognized by the 
United States as a government other than a public-relations 
counsel or publicity agent or a citizen of the United States, 
whose status and the character of whose duties as such official are 
of record in the Department of State of the United States; nor 

"(3) any member of the staff of or person employed by a duly 
accredited diplomatic or consular officer of a foreign govern-
ment who is so recognized by the Department of State of the 
United States, other than a public-relations counsel or publicity 
agent, whose status and the character of whose duties as such 
member or employee are of record in the Department of State 
of the United States; nor 
" (4 ) any person performing only private, nonpolitical, finan-

cial, mercantile, i or other activities n furtherance of the bona 
fide trade or commerce of such foreign principal; nor 

"(5) any person engaged only in act ivities in .furtherance of 
bona fide religious, scholastic, academic, or scientific pursuits or 
of the fine arts. 

"(e) The term 'Secretary' means the Secretary of State of the 
United States." 
SEC. 2. That section 3 of the Act entitled "An Act to require the 

registration of certain persons employed by agencies to disseminate 
propaganda in the United States and for other purposes", approved 
June 8, 1938 (Public Law Numbered 583, Seventy-fifth Congress, 
third session), is hereby amended to read as follows: 

"SEc. 3. Every person who has filed a registration statement 
required by section 2 shall, within thirty days after the expiration 
of each period of six months succeeding the first filing, file with the 
Secretary a statement, under oath, on a form prescribed by the 
Secretary, which shall set forth with respect to such preceding six 
months' period— 

"(a) Such facts as may be necessary to make the information 
required under section 2 hereof accurate and current with respect 
to such period; 
"(b) The amount and form of compensation received by such 

person for acting as agent for a foreign principal which has been 
received during such six months' period either directly or indirectly 
from any foreign principal; and 
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August 7, 1939
[H. R. 2178]

[Public, No. 320]

Alaska Railroad Re-
tirement Act, amend-
ments.

49 Stat. 2020, 2021.
5 U. 8. C., Supp.
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"(c) A statement containing such details required under this Act
as the Secretary shall fix, of the activities of such person as agent of
a foreign principal during such six months' period."

SEc. 3. That section 4 of the Act entitled "An Act to require the
registration of certain persons employed by agencies to disseminate
propaganda in the United States and for other purposes", approved
June 8, 1938 (Public Law Numbered 583, Seventy-fifth Congress,
third session), is hereby amended to read as follows:

"SEC. 4. The Secretary shall retain in permanent form all state-
ments filed under this Act, and such statements shall be public records
and open to public examination and inspection at all reasonable hours,
under such rules and regulations as the Secretary may prescribe:
Provided, That the Secretary is hereby authorized to withdraw from
the public records the registration statement of any person whose
activities have ceased to be of a character which requires registration
under the terms of this Act."

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 545]
AN ACT

To amend sections 6 and 7 of the Act entitled "An Act for the retirement of
employees of the Alaska Railroad, Territory of Alaska, who are citizens of the
United States", approved June 29, 1936.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That sections 6 and
7 of the Act entitled "An Act for the retirement of employees of the
Alaska Railroad, Territory of Alaska, who are citizens of the United
States", approved June 29, 1936 (49 Stat. 2017), are hereby amended
to read as follows:

"SEC. 6. The annuity of an employee retired under the provisions
of this Act shall be composed of-

"(1) A sum equal to $37.50 multiplied by the number of years of
service, not to exceed thirty years, rendered (a) on the Alaska Rail-
road or (b) in the military or naval service of the United States in
the Tropics or in Alaska; and

"(2) The annuity purchasable with the sum to the credit of the
employee's individual account, including accrued interest thereon
computed as prescribed in section 11 (a) hereof, according to the
experience of the Alaska Railroad retirement and disability fund as
may from time to time be set forth in tables of annuity values by the
board of actuaries; and

"(3) Thirty dollars multiplied by the number of years of service
rendered and not allowable under paragraph (1) hereof: Provided,
That the number of years of service to be used in computing the
allowance under paragraph (3) shall not exceed the difference between
thirty and the number of allowable years of service under paragraph
(1); and

"(4) Thirty-six dollars multiplied by the number of years' service
rendered in the Territory of Alaska in the construction of the Alaska
Railroad, either in the employ of the Alaskan Engineering Commis-
sion and the Alaska Railroad or of either of them, etween March 12,
1914, and July 1, 1923, plus the number of years' service, if any,
rendered on the Isthmus of Panama either m the employ of the
Isthmian Canal Commission or the Panama Railroad Company
between May 4,1904, and April 1, 1914.

"In no case, however, shall the total annuity paid exclusive of that
provided in paragraph (4) hereof, be less than an amount equal to
the sum of-
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"(c) A statement containing such details required under this Act 
as the Secretary shall fix, of the activities of such person as agent of 
a foreign principal during such six months' period." 
SEC. 3. That section 4 of the Act entitled "An Act to require the 

registration of certain persons employed by agencies to disseminate 
propaganda in the United States and for other purposes", approved 
June 8, 1938 (Public Law Numbered 583, Seventy-fifth Congress, 
third session), is hereby amended to read as follows: 

"SEc. 4. The Secretary shall retain in permanent form all state-
ments filed under this Act, and such statements shall be public records 
and open to public examination and inspection at all reasonable hours, 
under such rules and regulations as the Secretary may prescribe: 
Provided, That the Secretary is hereby authorized to withdraw from 
the public records the registration statement of any person whose 
activities have ceased to be of a character which requires registration 
under the terms of this Act." 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 545] 
AN ACT 

To amend sections 6 and 7 of the Act entitled "An Act for the retirement of 
employees of the Alaska Railroad, Territory of Alaska, who are citizens of the 
United States", approved June 29, 1936. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That sections 6 and 
7 of the Act entitled "An Act for the retirement of employees of the 
Alaska Railroad, Territory of Alaska, who are citizens of the United 
States", approved June 29, 1936 (49 Stat. 2017), are hereby amended 
to read as follows: 
"SEC. 6. The annuity of an employee retired under the provisions 

of this Act shall be composed of— 
"(1) A sum equal to $37.50 multiplied by the number of years of 

service, not to exceed thirty years, rendered (a) on the Alaska Rail-
road or (b) in the military or naval service of the United States in 
the Tropics or in Alaska; and 

"(2) The annuity purchasable with the sum to the credit of the 
employee's individual account, including accrued interest thereon 
computed as prescribed in section 11 (a) hereof, according to the 
experience of the Alaska Railroad retirement and disability fund as 
may from time to time be set forth in tables of annuity values by the 
board of actuaries • and 

"(3) Thirty dollars multiplied by the number of years of service 
rendered and not allowable under paragraph (1) hereof: Provided, 
That the number of years of service to be used in computing the 
allowance under paragraph (3) shall not exceed the difference between 
thirty and the number of allowable years of service under paragraph 
(1) ; and 
"(4) Thirty-six dollars multiplied by the number of years' service 

rendered in the Territory of Alaska in the construction of the Alaska 
Railroad, either in the employ of the Alaskan Engineering Commis-
sion and the Alaska Railroad or of either of them, between March 12, 
1914, and July 1, 1923, plus the number of years' service, if any, 
rendered on the Isthmus of Panama either m the employ of the 
Isthmian Canal Commission or the Panama Railroad Company 
between May 4, 1904, and April 1, 1914. 

"In no case, however, shall the total annuity paid exclusive of that 
provided in paragraph (4) hereof, be less than an amount equal to 
the sum of— 
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"The average annual basic salary, pay, or compensation, not to
exceed $2,000 per annum, received by the employee during any five
consecutive years of allowable service at the option of the employee,
multiplied by the number of years of service used in computing the
annuity under paragraph (1) hereof, and divided by forty, and the
average annual basic salary, pay, or compensation, not to exceed
$1,600 per annum, received by the employee during any five consecu-
tive years of allowable service at the option of the employee, multi-
plied by the number of years of service used in computing the annuity
under paragraph (3) hereof, and divided by forty.

"The annuity granted under paragraphs (1), (3), and (4) of this
section shall not exceed three-fourths of the average annual basic
salary, pay, or compensation received by the employee during any
five consecutive years of allowable service at the option of the
employee.

"Any employee at the time of his retirement may elect to receive,
in lieu of the life annuity herein described, an increased annuity of
equivalent value which shall carry with it a proviso that no unex-
pended part of the principal upon the annuitant's death shall be
returned. For the purposes of this Act all periods of service shall be
computed in accordance with section 7 hereof, and the annuity shall
be fixed at the nearest multiple of twelve.

"The term 'basic salary, pay, or compensation', wherever used in
this Act, shall be so construed as to exclude from the operation of the
Act all bonuses, allowances, overtime pay, or salary, pay, or compen-
sation given in addition to the base pay of the position as fixed by law
or regulation.

"SEC. 7. Subject to the provisions of section 8, hereof, the service
which shall form the basis for calculating the amount of any benefit
provided in this Act shall be computed from the date of original
employment, whether as a classified or an unclassified employee in the
civil service of the United States or under the municipal government
of the District of Columbia, including periods of service at different
times and in one or more departments, branches, or independent offices
of the Government and service in Alaska with the Alaskan Engineer-
ing Commission and the Alaska Railroad, or of either of them, and
service on the Isthmus of Panama with the Isthmian Canal Comrnis-
sion, the Panlama Canal, or the lPnaIma Rtailroad Company; also
periods of service performed overseas under authority of the United
States and periods of honorable service in the Army, Navy, Marine
Corps or Coast Guard of the United States. In the case of an
employee, however, who is eligible for and elects to receive a pension
under any law, or retired pay on account of military or naval service,
or compensation under the War Risk Insurance Act, the period of
his military or naval service upon which such pension, retired pay,
or compensation is based shall not be included, but nothing in this
Act shall be so construed as to affect in any manner his right to a
pension, or to retired pay, or to compensation under the War Risk
Insurance Act in addition to the annuity herein provided.

"In computing length of service for the purposes of this Act all
periods of separations from the service, and so much of any leave of
absence without pay as may exceed six months in the aggregate in
any calendar year, shall be excluded: Provided, That river-boat
employees, who in the past have been, or in the future may be,
employed during the navigation season under a working agreement,
shall for the purpose of this Act be considered in a leave-of-absence-
without-pay status for the time prior and subsequent to the season
of navigation during the calendar year in which employed.
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"The average annual basic salary, pay, or compensation, not to 
exceed $2,000 per annum, received by the employee during any five 
consecutive years of allowable service at the option of the employee, 
multiplied by the number of years of service used in computing the 
annuity under paragraph (1) hereof, and divided by forty, and the 
average annual basic salary, pay, or compensation, not to exceed 
$1,600 per annum, received by the employee during any five consecu-
tive years of allowable service at the option of the employee, multi-
plied by the number of years of service used in computing the annuity 
under paragraph (3) hereof, and divided by forty. 
"The annuity granted under paragraphs (1), (3), and (4) of this 

section shall not exceed three-fourths of the average annual basic 
salary, pay, or compensation received by the employee during any 
five consecutive years of allowable service at the option of the 
employee. 
"Any employee at the time of his retirement may elect to receive, 

in lieu of the life annuity herein described, an increased annuity of 
equivalent value which shall carry with it a proviso that no unex-
pended part of the principal upon the annuitant's death shall be 
returned. For the purposes of this Act all periods of service shall be 
computed in accordance with section 7 hereof, and the annuity shall 
be fixed at the nearest multiple of twelve. 
"The term 'basic salary, pay, or compensation', wherever used in 

this Act, shall be so construed as to exclude from the operation of the 
Act all bonuses, allowances, overtime pay, or salary, pay, or compen-
sation given in addition to the base pay of the position as fixed by law 
or regulation. 

"SEc. 7. Subject to the provisions of section 8, hereof, the service 
which shall form the basis for calculating the amount of any benefit 
provided in this Act shall be computed from the date of original 
employment, whether as a classified or an unclassified employee in the 
civil service of the United States or under the municipal government 
of the District of Columbia, including periods of service at different 
times and in one or more departments, branches, or independent offices 
of the Government and service in Alaska with the Alaskan Engineer-
ing Commission and the Alaska Railroad, or of either of them, and 
service on the Isthmus of Panama with the Isthmian Canal Commis-
sion, the Panama Canal, or the Patitania Railroad Company ; also 
periods of service performed overseas under authority of the United 
States and periods of honorable service in the Army, Navy, Marine 
Corps, or Coast Guard of the United States. In the case of an 
employee, however, who is eligible for and elects to receive a pension 
under any law, or retired pay on account of military or naval service, 
or compensation under the War Risk Insurance Act, the period of 
his military or naval service upon which such pension, retired pay, 
or compensation is based shall not be included, but nothing in this 
Act shall be so construed as to affect in any manner his right to a 
pension, or to retired pay, or to compensation under the War Risk 
Insurance Act in addition to the annuity herein provided. 
"In computing length of service for the purposes of this Act all 

periods of separations from the service, and so much of any leave of 
absence without pay as may exceed six months in the aggregate in 
any calendar year, shall be excluded: Provided, That river-boat 
employees, who in the past have been, or in the future may be, 
employed during the navigation season under a working agreement, 
shall for the purpose of this Act be considered in a leave-of-absence-
without-pay status for the time prior and subsequent to the season 
of navigation during the calendar year m which employed. 
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Fractions of a month
disregarded. "In determining the total periods of service upon which the allow-

ances are to be computed under section 6 hereof, the fractional part
of a month, if any, shall be eliminated from each respective total
period."

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 546]
August 7,1939 AN ACT

-[H. R. 7320] To amend the District of Columbia Revenue Act of 1939, and for other purposes.
[Public, No. 321]

District of Colum-
bia Revenue Act of
1939, amendment.

Ante, p. 1096.

Reciprocal exchange
of information with
the United States and
the several States.

August 7,1939
[S. 2478]

[Public, No. 322]

Brien McMahon.
Restrictionsrespect-

ing certain counsel
waived in favor of.

35 Stat. 1107, 1109.
18 U. . C. §§ 198,

203.
R. S. 190.
5 U.S. C. §9.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled That subsection
(c) of section 21 of title II of the District of Columbia Revenue
Act of 1939, is amended to read as follows:

"(c) RECIPROCAL EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION WITH THE UNITED
STATES AND THE SEVERAL STATES.-Notwithstanding the provisions
of this section, the assessor may permit the proper officer of the
United States or of any State imposing an income tax or his author-
ized representative to inspect income-tax returns, file with the assessor
or may furnish to such officer or representative a copy of any such
income-tax returns provided the United States or such State grant
substantially similar privileges to the assessor or his representative,
or to the proper officer of the District charged with the administra-
tion of this title."

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 547]
AN ACT

To limit the operation of sections 109 and 113 of the Criminal Code and section
190 of the Revised Statutes of the United States with respect to counsel in
certain cases.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the employ-
ment of Brien McMahon as an attorney or counselor specially
employed, retained, or appointed by the Attorney General or under
authority of the Department of Justice, at a compensation not to
exceed the rate of $10,000 per annum, to assist in the conduct of the
case of United States against Mary Helen Corporation and others, in
the eastern district of Kentucky, and the case of Soci&et Suisse pour
Valeurs de Metaux, petitioner, against Homer S. Cummings, Attorney
General of the United States, and William A. Julian, Treasurer of
the United States, in the District of Columbia, including all proceed-
ings therein and any other case or proceeding, appellate or otherwise,
that may arise out of or pertain to the matters or any of them
involved in the said cases, shall not be construed to be employment
within the meaning of sections 109 and 113 of the Criminal Code of
the United States, as amended (U. S. C., title 18, sees. 198 and 203),
or section 190 of the Revised Statutes of the United States (U. S. C.,
title 5, sec. 99).

Approved, August 7, 1939.
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certain cases. 

"In determining the total periods of service upon which the allow-
ances are to be computed under section 6 hereof, the fractional part 
of a month, if any, shall be eliminated from each respective total 
period." 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 546] 
AN ACT 

To amend the District of Columbia Revenue Act of 1939, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsection 
(c) of section 21 of title II of the District of Columbia Revenue 
Act of 1939, is amended to read as follows: 

"(C) RECIPROCAL EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION WITH THE UNITED 

STATES AND THE SEVERAL STATES.—Notwithstanding the provisions 
of this section, the assessor may permit the proper officer of the 
United States or of any State imposing an income tax or his author-
ized representative to inspect income-tax returns, file with the assessor 
or may furnish to such officer or representative a copy of any such 
income-tax returns provided the United States or such State grant 
substantially similar privileges to the assessor or his representative, 
or to the proper officer of the District charged with the administra-
tion of this title." 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 547] 
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AN ACT 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the employ-
ment of Brien McMahon as an attorney or counselor specially 
employed, retained, or appointed by the Attorney General or under 
authority of the Department of Justice, at a compensation not to 
exceed the rate of $10,000 per annum, to assist in the conduct of the 
case of United States against Mary Helen Corporation and others, in 
the eastern district of Kentucky, and the case of Societe Suisse pour 
Valeurs de Metaux, petitioner, against Homer S. Cummings, Attorney 
General of the United States, and William A. Julian, Treasurer of 
the United States, in the District of Columbia, including all proceed-
ings therein and any other case or proceeding, appellate or otherwise, 
that may arise out of or pertain to the matters or any of them 
involved in the said cases, shall not be construed to be employment 
within the meaning of sections 109 and 113 of the Criminal Code of 
the United States, as amended (U. S. C., title 18, secs. 198 and 203), 
or section 190 of the Revised Statutes of the United States (U. S. C., 
title 5, sec. 99). 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 548]
JOINT RESOLUTION

Authorizing and requesting the President to accept the invitation of the Govern-
ment of Norway to the Government of the United States to participate in an
International Exhibition of Polar Exploration, which will be held at Bergen,
Norway, in 1940; and authorizing an appropriation to cover the expenses of
such participation.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the President is
hereby authorized and requested to accept the invitation extended
by the Government of Norway to the Government of the United
States to participate in an International Exhibition of Polar Explo-
ration, which is to be held at Bergen, Norway, in 1940.

SEC. 2. The President is authorized to appoint a commissioner to
represent the United States at the exhibition, who will serve in this
capacity without compensation; or the President is authorized to
designate, upon the nomination of the Secretary of State, a perma-
nent Government official as commissioner to represent the United
States at the exhibition, who will serve in this capacity without addi-
tional compensation. The expenses of the commissioner and such
staff as he may need to assist him will be met out of funds provided
for the purposes of Government participation in the exhibition. The
duties of the commissioner and his assistants shall be prescribed by
the Secretary of State. The other departments of the Government
are authorized and directed to cooperate with the Secretary of State
or his authorized representatives in preparing the exhibit.

SEC. 3. The Secretary of State is authorized to employ such assist-
ants as may be deemed necessary to carry out the provisions of this
resolution, and to fix their reasonable compensation without regard
to the civil-service laws and regulations and the Classification Act
of 1923, as amended; to purchase such materials, contract for such
labor and other services as may be necessary, without regard to the
provisions of section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 41,
sec. 5). The Secretary of State may delegate to the commissioner
or other officer any of the powers vested in him by this resolution
as may be deemed advisable.

SEC. 4. In order to defray the expenses of representation of the
United States at the exhibition, including personal services in the
District of Columbia or elsewhere; transportation of things;
traveling and subsistence expenses; rent and heating, lighting and
maintenance services; printing and binding; selection, purchase,
assembling, preparation, transportation, arrangement, safekeeping,
demonstration, removing, repag, and altering of an exhibit or
exhibits, including the preparation of an exhibit plan; official cards;
entertainment; hire, maintenance, and operation of motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles; communication service; purchase or
rental of furniture and equipment; stationery and supplies, books
of reference, and periodicals, newspapers and other appropriate pub-
lications, maps, reports, documents, plans, specifications, and manu-
scripts; and ice and drinking water for office use: Provided, That
arrangements for telephone services, rents, and subscriptions to news-
papers and periodicals may be made in advance; and such other
expenses as may be necessary in the opinion of the Secretary of
State to carry out the purposes of this resolution; the sum of $15,000,
or so much thereof as may be necessary, is authorized to be appro-
priated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropri-
ated, to remain available until expended for the purposes of this
joint resolution, and any unexpended balances shall be covered into
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[CHAPTER 548] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Authorizing and requesting the President to accept the invitation of the Govern-
ment of Norway to the Government of the United States to participate in an 
International Exhibition of Polar Exploration, which will be held at Bergen, 
Norway, in 1940; and authorizing an appropriation to cover the expenses of 
such participation. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the President is 
hereby authorized and requested to accept the invitation extended 
by the Government of Norway to the Government of the United 
States to participate in an International Exhibition of Polar Explo-
ration, which is to be held at Bergen, Norway, in 1940. 
SEC. 2. The President is authorized to appoint a commissioner to 

represent the United States at the exhibition, who will serve in this 
capacity without compensation; or the President is authorized to 
designate, upon the nomination of the Secretary of State, a perma-
nent Government official as commissioner to represent the United 
States at the exhibition, who will serve in this capacity without addi-
tional compensation. The expenses of the commissioner and such 
staff as he may need to assist him will be met out of funds provided 
for the purposes of Government participation in the exhibition. The 
duties of the commissioner and his assistants shall be prescribed by 
the Secretary of State. The other departments of the Government 
are authorized and directed to cooperate with the Secretary of State 
or his authorized representatives in preparing the exhibit. 
SEC. 3. The Secretary of State is authorized to employ such assist-

ants as may be deemed necessary to carry out the provisions of this 
resolution, and to fix their reasonable compensation without regard 
to the civil-service laws and regulations and the Classification Act 
of 1923, as amended; to purchase such materials, contract for such 
labor and other services as may be necessary, without regard to the 
provisions of section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 41, 
sec. 5). The Secretary of State may delegate to the commissioner 
or other officer any of the powers vested in him by this resolution 
as may be deemed advisable. 
SEC. 4. In order to defray the expenses of representation of the 

United States at the exhibition, including personal services in the 
District of Columbia or elsewhere; transportation of things; 
traveling and subsistence expenses; rent and heatingz lighting and 
maintenance services; printing and binding; selection, purchase, 
assembling, preparation, transportation, arrangement, safekeeping, 
demonstration, removing, repairing, and altering of an exhibit or 
exhibits, including the preparation of an exhibit plan; official cards; 
entertainment; hire, maintenance, and operation of motor-propelled 
passenger-carrying vehicles; communication service; purchase or 
rental of furniture and equipment; stationery and supplies, books 
of reference, and periodicals, newspapers and other appropriate pub-
lications, maps, reports, documents, plans, specifications, and manu-
scripts; and ice and drinking water for office use: Provided, That 
arrangements for telephone services, rents, and subscriptions to news-
papers and periodicals may be made in advance; and such other 
expenses as may be necessary in the opinion of the Secretary of 
State to carry out the purposes of this resolution; the sum of $15,000, 
or so much thereof as may be necessary, is authorized to be appro-
priated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropri-
ated, to remain available until expended for the purposes of this 
joint resolution, and any unexpended balances shall be covered into 
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the Treasury of the United States. All expenditures shall be sub-
ject to the approval of the Secretary of State and payable upon his
certification: Provided further, That he is authorized in his discre-
tion to delegate this authority to the commissioner or such other
officer as he may deem advisable. Such expenditures shall not be
subject to the provisions of any law regulating or limiting expendi-
ture of public money other than this resolution, but this provision
shall not be construed to waive the submission of accounts and vouch-
ers to the General Accounting Office for audit, or permit any indebt-
edness to be incurred in excess of the amount authorized to be
appropriated.

SEc. 5. The heads of the various executive departments and inde-
pendent offices and establishments of the Government are authorized
and directed to assist the Secretary of State, or such other officers of
the Government as may be designated or appointed by the Secretary
of State, to assemble the exhibit, in the procurement, installation,
and display of an exhibit, or exhibits; to lend such materials, articles,
manuscripts, documents, papers, specimens, and exhibits as the Sec-
retary of State shall deem to be in the interest of the United States
in carrying out the purposes of this resolution; and to contract for
such labor or other services as may be requested by the Secretary of
State, without regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (U. S.
C., title 41, sec. 5).

SEC. 6. The commissioner or officer in charge of the preparation
of the exhibit, with the approval of the Secretary of State, may
receive from any source contributions of material to aid in carrying
out the general purposes of this resolution, and at the close of the
exhibition or when the connection of the Government of the United
States therewith ceases shall, under the direction of the Secretary of
State, return the articles so contributed to the source from which
they came, or dispose of them, or such portion thereof as may be
unused, and account therefor.

SEO. 7. Any expenses incident to the restoration of any of the
property assembled under the provisions of this resolution, to such a
condition which will permit its use at subsequent exhibitions or cele-
brations, and for the continued employment of personnel necessary
to close out the fiscal and other records and to prepare the reports,
may be paid from the appropriation authorized herein.

SEO. 8. It shall be the duty of the Secretary of State to transmit
to the Congress within six months after the close of the exhibition
a detailed statement of all expenditures, together with such other
reports as may be deemed proper, which reports shall be prepared
and arranged with a view to concise statement and convenient
reference.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 550]
August 7, 1989

[H. R. 2642]
[Public, No. 323]

Alaska Railroad Re-
tirement Act, amend-
ments.

49 Stat. 2023.
5 U.S. C., Supp.IV,

§ 745j (c).
Annuitant dying be-

fore receiving amount
to his credit.

AN ACT
To amend the Act entitled "An Act for the retirement of employees of the Alaska

Railroad, Territory of Alaska, who are citizens of the United States", approved
June 29, 1936, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsection
(c) of section 11 of the Act entitled "An Act for the retirement of
employees of the Alaska Railroad, Territory of Alaska, who are citi-
zens of the United States", approved June 29, 1936, is amended to
read as follows:

"(c) In case an annuitant shall die without having received in
annuities purchased by the employee's contributions as provided in
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the Treasury of the United States. All expenditures shall be sub-
ject to the approval of the Secretary of State and payable upon his 
certification: Provided further, That he is authorized in his discre-
tion to delegate this authority to the commissioner or such other 
officer as he may deem advisable. Such expenditures shall not be 
subject to the provisions of any law regulating or limiting expendi-
ture of public money other than this resolution, but this provision 
shall not be construed to waive the submission of accounts and vouch-
ers to the General Accounting Office for audit, or permit any indebt-
edness to be incurred in excess of the amount authorized to be 
appropriated. 
SEO. 5. The heads of the various executive departments and inde-

pendent offices and establishments of the Government are authorized 
and directed to assist the Secretary of State, or such other officers of 
the Government as may be designated or appointed by the Secretary 
of State, to assemble the exhibit, in the procurement, installation, 
and display of an exhibit, or exhibits; to lend such materials, articles, 
manuscripts' documents, papers, specimens, and exhibits as the Sec-
retary of State shall deem to be in the interest of the United States 
in carrying out the purposes of this resolution; and to contract for 
such labor or other services as may be requested by the Secretary of 
State, without regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. 
C., title 41, sec. 5). 
SEC. 6. The commissioner or officer in charge of the preparation 

of the exhibit, with the approval of the Secretary of State, may 
receive from any source contributions of material to aid in carrying 
out the general purposes of this resolution and at the close of the 
exhibition or when the connection of the Government of the United 
States therewith ceases shall, under the direction of the Secretary of 
State, return the articles so contributed to the source from which 
they came, or dispose of them, or such portion thereof as may be 
unused, and account therefor. 
Sm. 7. Any expenses incident to the restoration of any of the 

property assembled under the provisions of this resolution, to such a 
condition which will permit its use at subsequent exhibitions or cele-
brations, and for the continued employment of personnel necessary 
to close out the fiscal and other records and to prepare the reports, 
may be paid from the appropriation authorized herein. 
SEO. 8. It shall be the duty of the Secretary of State to transmit 

to the Congress within six months after the close of the exhibition 
a detailed statement of all expenditures, together with such other 
reports as may be deemed proper, which reports shall be prepared 
and arranged with a view to concise statement and convenient 
reference. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 550] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Act entitled "An Act for the retirement of employees of the Alaska 
Railroad, Territory of Alaska, who are citizens of the United States", approved 
June 29, 1936, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsection 
(c) of section 11 of the Act entitled "An Act for the retirement of 
employees of the Alaska Railroad, Territory of Alaska, who are citi-
zens of the United States", approved June 29, 1936, is amended to 
read as follows: 

"(c) In case an annuitant shall die without having received in 
annuities purchased by the employee's contributions as provided in 
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(2) of section 6 of this Act an amount equal to the total amount to
his credit at time of retirement, the amount remaining to his credit
and any accrued annuity shall be paid, upon the establishment of a
valid claim therefor, in the following order of precedence:

"First, to the beneficiary or beneficiaries designated in writing by
such annuitant and recorded on his individual account;

"Second, if there be no such beneficiary, to the duly appointed
executor or administrator of the estate of such annuitant;

"Third, if there be no such beneficiary, or executor or adminis-
trator, payment may be made, after the expiration of thirty days
from the date of the death of the annuitant, to such person or per-
sons as may appear in the judgment of the Civil Service Commis-
sion to be legally entitled thereto, and such payment shall be a bar
to recovery by any other person.

"In the case of an annuitant who has elected to receive an increased
annuity as provided in section 6 of this Act, the amount to be paid
under the provisions of this subsection shall be only the accrued
annuity."

SEC. 2. Subsection (d) of said section 11 is amended to read as
follows:

"(d) In case an employee shall die without having attained
eligibility for retirement or without having established a valid claim
for annuity, the total amount of his deductions with interest thereon
shall be paid, upon the establishment of a valid claim therefor, in the
following order of precedence:

"First, to the beneficiary or beneficiaries designated in writing by
such employee and recorded on his individual account;

"Second, if there be no such beneficiary, to the duly appointed
executor or administrator of the estate of such employee;

"Third, if there be no such beneficiary or executor or administrator,
payment may be made, after the expiration of thirty days from the
date of the death of the employee, to such person or persons as may
appear in the judgment of the Civil Service Commission to be legally
entitled thereto, and such payment shall be a bar to recovery by any
other person."

SEC. 3. Subsection (e) of said section 11 is amended to read as
follows:

"(e) In case a former employee entitled to the return of the amount
credited to his individual account shall become legally incompetent,
the total amount due may be paid to a duly appointed guardian or
committee of such former employee. If the amount of refund due
such former employee does not exceed $1,000, and if there has been
no demand upon the Civil Service Commission by a duly appointed
guardian or committee, payment may be made, after the expiration of
thirty days from date of separation from the service, to such a per-
son or persons, in the discretion of the Commission, who may have
the care and custody of such former employee, and such payment
shall be a bar to recovery by any other person."

SEC. 4. Subsection (f) of said section 11 is amended to read as
follows:

"(f) Each employee or annuitant to whom this Act applies may,
under regulations prescribed by the Civil Service Commission, desig-
nate a beneficiary or beneficiaries to whom shall be paid, upon the
death of the employee or annuitant any sum remaining to his credit
(including any accrued annuity) under the provisions of this Act."

SEC. 5. This Act shall become effective as of the thirtieth day
following the date of its enactment.

Approved, August 7, 1939.
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(2) of section 6 of this Act an amount equal to the total amount to 
his credit at time of retirement, the amount remaining to his credit 
and any accrued annuity shall be paid, upon the establishment of a 
valid claim therefor, in the following order of precedence: 

"First, to the beneficiary or beneficiaries designated in writing by 
such annuitant and recorded on his individual account; 
"Second, if there be no such beneficiary, to the duly appointed 

executor or administrator of the estate of such annuitant; 
"Third, if there be no such beneficiary, or executor or adminis-

trator, payment may be made' after the expiration of thirty days 
from the date of the death of the annuitant, to such person or per-
sons as may appear in the judgment of the Civil Service Commis-
sion to be legally entitled thereto, and such payment shall be a bar 
to recovery by any other person. 
"In the case of an annuitant who has elected to receive an increased 

annuity as provided in section 6 of this Act, the amount to be paid 
under the provisions of this subsection shall be only the accrued 
annuity." 
SEC. 2. Subsection (d) of said section 11 is amended to read as 

follows: 
"(d) In case an employee shall die without having attained 

eligibility for retirement or without having established a valid claim 
for annuity, the total amount of his deductions with interest thereon 
shall be paid, upon the establishment of a valid claim therefor, in the 
following order of precedence: 

"First, to the beneficiary or beneficiaries designated in writing by 
such employee and recorded on his individual account; 

"Second, if there be no such beneficiary, to the duly appointed 
executor or administrator of the estate of such employee; 

"Third, if there be no such beneficiary or executor or administrator, 
payment may be made, after the expiration of thirty days from the 
date of the death of the employee, to such person or persons as may 
appear in the judgment of the Civil Service Commission to be legally 
entitled thereto, and such payment shall be a bar to recovery by any 
other person." 
SEC. 3. Subsection (e) of said section 11 is amended to read as 

follows: 
"(e) In case a former employee entitled to the return of the amount 

credited to his individual account shall become legally incompetent, 
the total amount due may be paid to a duly appointed guardian or 
committee of such former employee. If the amount of refund due 
such former employee does not exceed $1,000, and if there has been 
no demand upon the Civil Service Commission by a duly appointed 
guardian or committee, payment may be made, after the expiration of 
thirty days from date of separation from the service, to such a per-
son or persons, in the discretion of the Commission, who may have 
the care and custody of such former employee, and such payment 
shall be a bar to recovery by any other person." 
SEC. 4. Subsection (f) of said section 11 is amended to read as 

follows: 
"(f) Each employee or annuitant to whom this Act applies may, 

under regulations prescribed by the Civil Service Commission, desig-
nate a beneficiary or beneficiaries to whom shall be paid, upon the 
death of the employee or annuitant any sum remaining to his credit 
(including any accrued annuity) under the provisions of this Act." 
SEC. 5. This Act shall become effective as of the thirtieth day 

following the date of its enactment. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 551]
AN ACT

August 7, 1939
[S. 2454] To relieve disbursing officers and certifying officers of the Veterans' Administra-

[Public, No. 324] tion from liability for payment where recovery of such payment is waived
under existing laws administered by the Veterans' Administration.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Veterans' Adminis- United States of America in Congress assembled, That no disbursing
Disbursing officers, officer and no certifying officer of the Veterans' Administration shall

ciablit oeear ertai be held liable for any amount paid to any person where the recovery
payments. of such amount from the payee is waived under existing laws admin-

istered by the Veterans' Administration.
Effective date. SEC. 2. This Act shall be deemed to be in effect as of June 10, 1933.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 552]
AN ACT

August 7, 1939
[H. R. 2738] Providing for the disposition of certain Klamath Indian tribal funds.

[Public, No. 325]
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

Klamath Indians, United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
proratadistribution of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed, from

oursudgment ignad or the judgment fund of the Klamath and Modoc Tribes and Yahooskin
Band of Snake Indians created as the result of the passage of the

52 stat. 1156. Act of June 25, 1938, and accrued interest thereon, to credit the sum
of $2,000 upon the books of the Office of Indian Affairs, to each person
determined by the Secretary of the Interior to be entitled to enroll-
ment upon the annuity roll of said tribes of the Klamath Reservation,
Oregon, living upon the date of the enactment of this Act. The
share of each adult member and not to exceed $1,500 of the share of
any minor shall be available for expenditure, under such rules and
regulations as the Secretary of the Interior may prescribe, for the
following purposes:

Purchase, etc., of Purchase of land; improvement of lands acquired or already held
Repaymentofloans. by the Indian; erection and improvement of suitable homes; repay-

ment of any loans received from the United States or from the
Farming equipment Klamath tribal funds; purchase of building material, farming equip-

andsupplies. ment, livestock, feed, food, seed, grain, tools, machinery, implements,
household goods, bedding, clothing, and any other equipment or sup-
plies necessary to enable the Indians to fit themselves for or to engage
in farming, livestock, industry, or such other pursuits or vocations,
including education, as will enable them to become self-supporting;

Proion. e and health purposes: Provided, however, That the funds of the aged,
Maintenance of

aged, inrm, etc., infirm, decrepit, and incapacitated members, and of minors, may be
members used for their proper maintenance and support. The remainder of

the share of each minor Indian shall be held intact until such Indian
reaches his majority, when it, together with interest at the rate of
4 per centum per annum, shall be available for expenditure for the

Term "minor" de- purposes specified herein. As herein used, the term "minor" shallTned. spciid"susinclude all members of the tribe less than twenty-one years of age,
except that minors eighteen years of age or over and who are married
or have families of their own to support, shall be regarded as adults.

Death payment. On the death of any enrolled member, adult, or minor, the sum on
deposit to his credit shall be distributed as personal property, and
shall be available for expenditure by the distributees only for the pur-

Percapitapayment. poses herein authorized: Provided, however, That of the aforesaid
$2,000 to be prorated to each person, $100 shall be paid to each mem-
ber of said tribes as a per capita payment, free from the aforesaid
restrictions, under rules and regulations prescribed by the Secretary
of the Interior.
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[CHAPTER 551] 
AN ACT 

To relieve disbursing officers and certifying officers of the Veterans' Administra-
tion from liability for payment where recovery of such payment is waived 
under existing laws administered by the Veterans' Administration. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That no disbursing 
officer and no certifying officer of the Veterans' Administration shall 
be held liable for any amount paid to any person where the recovery 
of such amount from the payee is waived under existing laws admin-
istered by the Veterans' Administration. 
SEC. 2. This Act shall be deemed to be in effect as of June 10, 1933. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 552] 
AN ACT 

Providing for the disposition of certain Klamath Indian tribal funds. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed, from 
the judgment fund of the Klamath and Modoc Tribes and Yahooskin 
Band of Snake Indians created as the result of the passage of the 
Act of June 25, 1938, and accrued interest thereon, to credit the sum 
of $2,000 upon the books of the Office of Indian Affairs, to each person 
determined by the Secretary of the Interior to be entitled to enroll-
ment upon the annuity roll of said tribes of the Klamath Reservation, 
Oregon, living upon the date of the enactment of this Act. The 
share of each adult member and not to exceed $1,500 of the share of 
any minor shall be available for expenditure, under such rules and 
regulations as the Secretary of the Interior may prescribe, for the 
following purposes: 
Purchase of land; improvement of lands acquired or already held 

by the Indian; erection and improvement of suitable homes; repay-
ment of any loans received from the United States or from the 
Klamath tribal funds; purchase of building material, farming equip-
ment, livestock, feed, food, seed2 grain, tools, machinery, implements, 
household goods, bedding, clothing, and any other equipment or sup-
plies necessary to enable the Indians to fit themselves for or to engage 
in farming, livestock, industry, or such other pursuits or vocations, 
including education, as will enable them to become self-supporting; 
and health purposes: Provided, however, That the funds of the aged, 
infirm, decrepit, and incapacitated members, and of minors, may be 
used for their proper maintenance and support. The remainder of 
the share of each minor Indian shall be held intact until such Indian 
reaches his majority, when it, together with interest at the rate of 
4 per centum per annum, shall be available for expenditure for the 
purposes specified herein. As herein used, the term "minor" shall 
include all members of the tribe less than twenty-one years of age, 
except that minors eighteen years of age or over and who are married 
or have families of their own to support, shall be regarded as adults. 
On the death of any enrolled member, adult, or minor, the sum on 
deposit to his credit shall be distributed as personal property, and 
shall be available for expenditure by the distributees only for the pur-
poses herein authorized: Provided, however, That of the aforesaid 
$2,000 to be prorated to each person, $100 shall be paid to each mem-
ber of said tribes as a per capita payment, free from the aforesaid 
restrictions, under rules and regulations prescribed by the Secretary 
of the Interior. 
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SEC. 2. That after the segregation provided for in section 1 hereof
shall have been made, the remainder of such judgment fund, includ-
ing interest, shall be available for expenditure subject to the following
limitations and conditions:

(a) Three hundred thousand dollars shall be transferred to and
added to the loan fund authorized by the Act of August 28, 1937 (50
Stat. 872). After the fiscal year 1939 no further sums shall be trans-
ferred to and added to the loan fund authorized by said Act from
the unobligated tribal funds on deposit in the Treasury of the United
States, and said Act is hereby amended accordingly.

(b) Three hundred and seventy-five thousand dollars for imme-
diate payment in a lump sum of $1,500 to each adult unallotted
Indian found to be entitled to payment in lieu of allotment, as author-
ized in the Act of June 1, 1938 (52 Stat. 605): Provided, That the
amount due any minor under the provisions of said Act shall be
withheld until he becomes an adult, as herein defined, when it shall
be paid to him in a lump sum from any funds, principal, or interest,
on deposit to the credit of the Klamath Tribe, and section 2 of said
Act of June 1, 1938, is hereby amended accordingly.

(c) Such moneys as shall remain in the principal fund shall be
transferred to and become a part of the capital reserve fund created
by section 1 of the Act of August 28, 1937 (50 Stat. 872).

SEC. 3. That in no event shall any portion of the said judgment
fund become liable, payable, or subject to any debt or debts con-
tracted prior to the passage of this Act by any Indian of the Klamath
Tribe except debts to the United States or to the tribe.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 553]
AN ACT

To amend the Act entitled "An Act to establish a Civilian Conservation Corps,
and for other purposes", approved June 28, 1937, as amended.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 of
the Act entitled "An Act to establish a Civilian Conservation Corps,
and for other purposes" , approved ,JIle 28, 1937 (50 Stat. 319), as
allended, is amended by striking out of the second proviso the words
"for the period of three years after July 1, 1937, and no longer"
and inserting in lieu thereof the words "July 1, 1943".

SEC. 2. Section 13 of said Act is amended by substituting a colon
for a period after the last word in the section and inserting the follow-
ing: "Provided, That the Director may designate an appropriate
official seal for the Corps which shall be judicially noticed and which
shall be preserved in the custody of the Director."

SEC. 3. This Act shall be immediately effective.
Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 554]
AN ACT

To extend the time for completing the construction of a bridge across the Columbia
River near The Dalles, Oregon.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the time for
completing the construction of a bridge across the Columbia River
near The Dalles, Oregon, authorized to be built by The Dalles Bridge
Company, a Washington corporation, by an Act of Congress approved
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SEC. 2. That after the segregation provided for in section 1 hereof 
shall have been made, the remainder of such judgment fund, includ-
ing interest, shall be available for expenditure subject to the following 
limitations and conditions: 

(a) Three hundred thousand dollars shall be transferred to and 
added to the loan fund authorized by the Act of August 28, 1937 (50 
Stat. 872). After the fiscal year 1939 no further sums shall be trans-
ferred to and added to the loan fund authorized by said Act from 
the unobligated tribal funds on deposit in the Treasury of the United 
States, and said Act is hereby amended accordingly. 

(b) Three hundred and seventy-five thousand dollars for imme-
diate payment in a lump sum of $1,500 to each adult unallotted 
Indian found to be entitled to payment in lieu of allotment, as author-
ized in the Act of June 1, 1938 (52 Stat. 605) : Provided, That the 
amount due any minor under the provisions of said Act shall be 
withheld until he becomes an adult, as herein defined, when it shall 
be paid to him in a lump sum from any funds, principal, or interest, 
on deposit to the credit of the Klamath Tribe, and section 2 of said 
Act of June 1, 1938, is hereby amended accordingly. 

(c) Such moneys as shall remain in the principal fund shall be 
transferred to and become a part of the capital reserve fund created 
by section 1 of the Act of August 28, 1937 (50 Stat. 872). 
SEC. 3. That in no event shall any portion of the said judgment 

fund become liable, payable, or subject to any debt or debts con-
tracted prior to the passage of this Act by any Indian of the Klamath 
Tribe except debts to the United States or to the tribe. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 553] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Act entitled "An Act to establish a Civilian Conservation Corps, 
and for other purposes", approved June 28, 1937, as amended. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 of 
the Act entitled "An Act to establish a Civilian Conservation Corps, 
and for other purposes", approved June 28, 1937 (50 Stat. 319), as 
amended, is amended by striking out of the second proviso the words 
"for the period of three years after July 1, 1937, and no longer" 
and inserting in lieu thereof the words "July 1, 1943". 
SEC. 2. Section 13 of said Act is amended by substituting a colon 

for a period after the last word in the section and inserting the follow-
ing: "Provided, That the Director may designate an appropriate 
official seal for the Corps which shall be judicially noticed and which 
shall be preserved in the custody of the Director." 

Snc. 3. This Act shall be immediately effective. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 
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To extend the time for completing the construction of a bridge across the Columbia  August 71939 

River near The Dalles, Oregon. [Public, No. 327] 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assem,bled, That the time for 
completing the construction of a bridge across the Columbia River 
near The Dalles, Oregon, authorized to be built by The Dalles Bridge 
Company, a Washington corporation, by an Act of Congress approved 
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47 s tat. 15527;
4 8 March 4, 1933, heretofore extended by Acts of Congress approved

tat.6490 April 30, 1934, and March 10, 1937, is hereby further extended two
romission of years from March 4, 1940: Provided, That it shall not be lawful to

plans. continue construction of said bridge until plans therefor shall again
be submitted to and approved by the Chief of Engineers and by the
Secretary of War.

Amendment. SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 555]
August 7, 1939 AN ACT
[H. R. 98] To amend sections 712, 802, and 902 of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as

[Public, No. 328] amended, relative to the requisitioning of vessels.
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Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 712 of
the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as amended (49 Stat. 2010; U. S. C.,
1934 edition, Supp. IV, title 46, sec. 1202), is amended to read as
follows:

"SEC. 712. Every charter shall provide-
"(a) That the charterer shall carry on the chartered vessels, at his

own expense, policies of insurance covering all marine and port risks,
protection and indemnity risks, and all other hazards and liabilities,
in such amounts, in such form, and in such insurance companies as
the Commission shall require and approve, adequate to cover all
damages claimed against and losses sustained by the chartered vessels
arising during the life of the charter: Provided, That in accordance
with existing law, some or all of such insurance risks may be under-
written by the Commission itself as in its discretion it may determine.

"(b) That the charterer shall at its own expense keep the chartered
vessel in good state of repair and in efficient operating condition and
shall at its own expense make any and all repairs as may be required
by the Commission.

"(c) That the Commission shall have the right to inspect the
vessel at any and all times to ascertain its condition.

"(d) That whenever the President shall proclaim that the security
of the national defense makes it advisable, or during any national
emergency declared by proclamation of the President, the Commis-
sion may terminate the charter without cost to the United States
upon such notice to the charterers as the President shall determine.

SEC. 2. That section 802 of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as
amended (52 Stat. 962; U. S. C., 1934 edition, Supp. IV, title 46,
sec. 1212), is amended to read as follows:

"SEC. 802. Every contract executed by the Commission under
authority of title V of this Act shall provide that-

"In the event the United States shall, through purchase or requi-
sition, acquire ownership of the vessel or vessels on which a con-
struction-differential subsidy was paid, the owner shall be paid there-
for the value thereof, but in no event shall such payment exceed the
actual depreciated construction cost thereof (together with the actual
depreciated cost of capital improvements thereon, but excluding the
cost of national-defense features) less the depreciated amount of
construction-differential subsidy theretofore paid incident to the con-
struction or reconditioning of such vessel or vessels, or the fair and
reasonable scrap value of such vessel as determined by the Commis-
sion, whichever is the greater. Such determination shall be final. In
computing the depreciated value of such vessel, depreciation shall be
computed on each vessel on the schedule adopted by the Bureau of
Internal Revenue for income-tax purposes.
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March 4, 1933, heretofore extended by Acts of Congress approved 
April 30, 1934, and March 10, 1937, is hereby further extended two 
years from March 4, 1940: Provided, That it shall not be lawful to 
continue construction of said bridge until plans therefor shall again 
be submitted to and approved by the Chief of Engineers and by the 
Secretary of War. 
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 555] 
AN ACT 

To amend sections 712, 802, and 902 of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as 
amended, relative to the requisitioning of vessels. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 712 of 
the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as amended (49 Stat. 2010; U. S. C., 
1934 edition, Supp. IV, title 46, sec. 1202), is amended to read as 
follows: 
"SEc. 712. Every charter shall provide— 
" (a) That the charterer shall carry on the chartered vessels, at his 

own expense, policies of insurance covering all marine and port risks, 
protection and indemnity risks, and all other hazards and liabilities, 
in such amounts, in such form, and in such insurance companies as 
the Commission shall require and approve, adequate to cover all 
damages claimed against and losses sustained by the chartered vessels 
arising during the life of the charter: Provided, That in accordance 
with existing law, some or all of such insurance risks may be under-
written by the Commission itself as in its discretion it may determine. 

"(b) That the charterer shall at its own expense keep the chartered 
vessel in good state of repair and in efficient operating condition and 
shall at its own expense make any and all repairs as may be required 
by the Commission. 

(c) That the Commission shall have the right to inspect the 
vessel at any and all times to ascertain its condition. 

"(d) That whenever the President shall proclaim that the security 
of the national defense makes it advisable or during any national 
emergency declared by proclamation of the President, the Commis-
sion may terminate the charter without cost to the United States, 
upon such notice to the charterers as the President shall determine." 
SEC. 2. That section 802 of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as 

amended (52 Stat. 962; U. S. C., 1934 edition, Supp. IV, title 46, 
sec. 1212), is amended to read as follows: 
"SEc. 802. Every contract executed by the Commission under 

authority of title V of this Act shall provide that— 
"In the event the United States shall, through purchase or requi-

sition, acquire ownership of the vessel or vessels on which a con-
struction-differential subsidy was paid, the owner shall be paid there-
for the value thereof, but in no event shall such payment exceed the 
actual depreciated construction cost thereof (together with the actual 
depreciated cost of capital improvements thereon, but excluding the 
cost of national-defense features) less the depreciated amount of 
construction-differential subsidy theretofore paid incident to the con-
struction or reconditioning of such vessel or vessels, or the fair and 
reasonable scrap value of such vessel as determined by the Commis-
sion, whichever is the greater. Such determination shall be final. In 
computing the depreciated value of such vessel, depreciation shall be 
computed on each vessel on the schedule adopted by the Bureau of 
Internal Revenue for income-tax purposes. 
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"The foregoing provision respecting the requisition or the acqui-
sition of ownership by the United States shall run with the title to
such vessel or vessels and be binding on all owners thereof."

SEC. 3. That section 902 of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as
amended (49 Stat. 2015; U. S. C., 1934 edition, Supp. IV, title 46,
sec. 1242), is amended to read as follows:

"SEO. 902. (a) Whenever the President shall proclaim that the
security of the national defense makes it advisable or during any
national emergency declared by proclamation of the President, it shall
be lawful for the Commission to requisition or purchase any vessel
or other watercraft owned by citizens of the United States, or under
construction within the United States, or for any period during such
emergency, to requisition or charter the use of any such property.
The termination of any emergency so declared shall be announced by
a further proclamation by the President. When any such property
or the use thereof is so requisitioned, the owner thereof shall be paid
just compensation for the property taken or for the use of such prop-
erty, but in no case shall the value of the property taken or used be
deemed enhanced by the causes necessitating the taking or use. If
any property is taken and used under authority of this section, but
the ownership thereof is not required by the United States, such prop-
erty shall be restored to the owner in a condition at least as good as
when taken, less ordinary wear and tear, or the owner shall be paid an
amount for reconditioning sufficient to place the property in such con-
dition. The owner shall not be paid for any consequential damages
arising from a taking or use of property under authority of this
section.

"(b) When any vessel is taken or used under authority of this sec-
tion, upon which vessel a construction-differential subsidy has been
allowed and paid, the value of the vessel at the time of its taking
shall be determined as provided in section 802 of this Act, and in
determining the value of any vessel taken or used, on which a con-
struction-differential subsidy has not been paid, the value of any
national defense features previously paid for by the United States
shall be excluded.

"(c) If any property is taken and used under authority of this sec-
tion, but the ownership thereof is not required by the United States,
the Conimission, at the time of the takiilg or as soon tlhereafter as the
exigencies of the situation may perlit, shall tralsmit to tile person
entitled to the possession of such property a charter setting forth the
terms which, in the Commission's judgment, should govern the rela-
tions between the United States and such person and a statement of
the rate of hire which, in the Commission's judgment, will be just
compensation for the use of such property and for the services
required under the terms of such charter. If such person does not
execute and deliver such charter and accept such rate of hire, the
Commission shall pay to such person on account of just compensation
a sum equal to 75 per centum of such rate of hire as the same may
from time to time be due under the terms of the charter so tendered,
and such person shall be entitled to sue the United States to recover
such further sum as added to such 75 per centum will make up such
amount as will be just compensation for the use of the property and
for the services required in connection with such use. In the event of
loss or damage to such property, due to operation of a risk assumed
by the United States under the terms of a charter prescribed in this
subsection, but no valuation of such vessel or other property or mode
of compensation has been agreed to, the United States shall pay just
compensation for such loss or damage, to the extent the person enti-
tled thereto is not reimbursed therefor through policies of insurance
against such loss or damage.
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• "The foregoing. provision respecting the requisition or the acqui-
sition of ownership by the United States shall run with the title to 
such vessel or vessels and be binding on all owners thereof." 
SEC. 3. That section 902 of the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as 

amended (49 Stat. 2015; U. S. C., 1934 edition, Supp. IV, title 46, 
sec. 1242), is amended to read as follows: 

"Spo. 902. (a) Whenever the President shall proclaim that the 
security of the national defense makes it advisable or during any 
national emergency declared by proclamation of the President, it shall 
be lawful for the Commission to requisition or purchase any vessel 
or other watercraft owned by citizens of the United States, or under 
construction within the United States, or for any period during such 
emergency, to requisition or charter the use of any such property. 
The termination of any emergency so declared shall be announced by 
a further proclamation by the President. When any such property 
or the use thereof is so requisitioned, the owner thereof shall be paid 
just compensation for the property taken or for the use of such prop-
erty, but in no case shall the value of the property taken or used be 
deemed enhanced by the causes necessitating the taking or use. If 
any property is taken and used under authority of this section, but 
the ownership thereof is not required by the United States, such prop-
erty shall be restored to the owner in a condition at least as good as 
when taken, less ordinary wear and tear, or the owner shall be paid an 
amount for reconditioning sufficient to place the property in such con-
dition. The owner shall not be paid for any consequential damages 
arising from a taking or use of property under authority of this 
section. 

"(b) When any vessel is taken or used under authority of this sec-
tion, upon which vessel a construction-differential subsidy has been 
allowed and paid, the value of the vessel at the time of its taking 
shall be determined as provided in section 802 of this Act, and in 
determining the value of any vessel taken or used, on which a con-
struction-differential subsidy has not been paid, the value of any 
national defense features previously paid for by the United States 
shall be excluded. 

"(c) If any property is taken and used under authority of this sec-
tion, but the ownership thereof is not required by the United States, 
the Commission, at the time of the taking or as soon thereafter as the 
exigencies of the situation may permit, shall transmit to the person 
entitled to the possession of such property a charter setting forth the 
terms which, in the Commission's judgment, should govern the rela-
tions between the United States and such person and a statement of 
the rate of hire which, in the Commission's judgment, will be just 
compensation for the use of such property and for the services 
required under the terms of such charter. If such person does not 
execute and deliver such charter and accept such rate of hire, the 
Commission shall pay to such person on account of just compensation 
a sum equal to 75 per centum of such rate of hire as the same may 
from time to time be due under the terms of the charter so tendered, 
and such person shall be entitled to sue the United States to recover 
such further sum as added to such 75 per centum will make up such 
amount as will be just compensation for the use of the property and 
for the services required in connection with such use. In the event of 
loss or damage to such property, due to operation of a risk assumed 
by the United States under the terms of a charter prescribed in this 
subsection, but no valuation of such vessel or other property or mode 
of compensation has been agreed to, the United States shall pay just 
compensation for such loss or damage, to the extent the person enti-
tled thereto is not reimbursed therefor through policies of insurance 
against such loss or damage. 
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"(d) In all cases, the just compensation authorized by this section
shall be determined and paid by the Commission as soon as prac-
ticable, but if the amount of just compensation determined by the
Commission is unsatisfactory to the person entitled thereto, such per-
son shall be paid 75 per centum of the amount so determined and
shall be entitled to sue the United States to recover such further sum
as, added to said 75 per centum will make up such amount as will be
just compensation therefor, in the manner provided for by section 24,
paragraph 20, and section 145 of the Judicial Code (U. S. C., 1934
edition, title 28, secs. 41, 250).

"(e) The Commission is authorized to repair, recondition, recon-
struct, and operate, or charter for operation, any property acquired
under authority of this section. The Commission is further author-
ized to transfer the possession or control of any such property to any
department or agency of the Government of the United States upon
such terms and conditions as may be approved by the President. In
case of any such transfer the department or agency to which the
transfer is made shall promptly reimburse the Commission for its
expenditures on account of just compensation, purchase price, repairs,
reconditioning, reconstruction, or charter hire for the property trans-
ferred. Such reimbursements shall be deposited in the construction
fund established by section 206 of this Act."

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 556]
AN ACTAugust 7,AN ACT

[H. R. 58451 To provide for the establishment of a Coast Guard station on the shore of North
[Public, No. 3291 Carolina at or near Wrightsville Beach, New Hanover County.

Wrightsville Beach,
New Hanover County,
N.C.

Establishment of
Coast Guard station
authorized.

August 7, 1939
(H. R. M)371

[Public, No. 330]

Criminal Code,
amendment.

35 Stat. 1125.
18 U. . C. §317;

Supp. IV, § 317.

Stealing, secreting,
embezzling, etc., mail
matter.

Mail left upon col-
;lection box, etc.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to estab-
lish a Coast Guard station on the shore of North Carolina, at or near
Wrightsville Beach, New Hanover County, at such point as the Com-
mandant of the Coast Guard may recommend.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 557]
AN ACT

To amend section 194 of an Act entitled "An Act to codify, revise, and amend
the penal laws of the United States", approved March 4, 1909 (35 Stat. L.
1088).

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 194 of
the Act to codify, revise, and amend the penal laws of the United
States, approved March 4, 1909, as amended (U. S. C., 1934 edition,
title 18, sec. 317), be amended to read as follows:

"SEC. 194. Whoever shall steal, take, or abstract, or by fraud or
deception obtain, or attempt so to obtain, from or out of any mail,
post office, or station thereof, or other authorized depository for mail
matter, or from a letter or mail carrier, any letter, postal card, pack-
age, bag, or mail, or shall abstract or remove from any such letter,
package, bag, or mail, any article or thing contained therein, or shall
secrete, embezzle, or destroy any such letter, postal card, package,
bag, or mail, or any article or thing contained therein; or whoever
shall steal, take, or abstract, or by fraud or deception obtain any
letter, postal card, package, bag, or mail, which has been left for
collection upon or adjacent to a collection box or other authorized
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"(d) In all cases, the just compensation authorized by this section 
shall be determined and paid by the Commission as soon as prac-
ticable, but if the amount of just compensation determined by the 
Commission is unsatisfactory to the person entitled thereto, such per-
son shall be paid 75 per centum of the amount so determined and 
shall be entitled to sue the United States to recover such further sum 
as, added to said 75 per centum will make up such amount as will be 
just compensation therefor, in the manner provided for by section 24, 
paragraph 20, and section 145 of the Judicial Code (U. S. C., 1934 
edition, title 28, secs. 41, 250). 

"(e) The Commission is authorized to repair, recondition, recon-
struct, and operate, or charter for operation, any property acquired 
under authority of this section. The Commission is further author-
ized to transfer the possession or control of any such property to any 
department or agency of the Government of the United States upon 
such terms and conditions as may be approved by the President. In 
case of any such transfer the department or agency to which the 
transfer is made shall promptly reimburse the Commission for its 
expenditures on account of just compensation, purchase price, repairs, 
reconditioning, reconstruction, or charter hire for the property trans-
ferred. Such reimbursements shall be deposited in the construction 
fund established by section 206 of this Act." 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 556] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the establishment of a Coast Guard station on the shore of North 
Carolina at or near Wrightsville Beach, New Hanover County. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in. Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to estab-
lish a Coast Guard station on the shore of North Carolina, at or near 
Wrightsville Beach, New Hanover County, at such point as the Com-
mandant of the Coast Guard may recommend. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 557] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 194 of an Act entitled "An Act to codify, revise, and amend 
the penal laws of the United States", approved March 4, 1909 (35 Stat. L. 
1088). 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 194 of 
the Act to codify, revise, and amend the penal laws of the United 
States, approved March 4, 1909, as amended (U. S. C., 1934 edition, 
title 18, sec. 317), be amended to read as follows: 
"SEc. 194. Whoever shall steal, take, or abstract, or by fraud or 

deception obtain, or attempt so to obtain, from or out of any mail, 
post office, or station thereof, or other authorized depository for mail 
matter, or from a letter or mail carrier, any letter, postal card, pack-
age, bag, or mail, or shall abstract or remove from any such letter, 
package, bag, or mail, any article or thing contained therein, or shall 
secrete, embezzle, or destroy any such letter, postal card, package, 
bag, or mail, or any article or thing contained therein; or whoever 
shall steal, take, or abstract, or by fraud or deception obtain any 
letter, postal card, package, bag, or mail, which has been left for 
collection upon or adjacent to a collection box or other authorized 
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depository of mail matter; or whoever shall buy, receive, or conceal,
or aid in buying, receiving, or concealing, or shall unlawfully have in
his possession, any letter, postal card, package, bag, or mail, or any
article or thing contained therein, which has been so stolen, taken,
embezzled, or abstracted, as herein described, knowing the same to
have been stolen, taken, embezzled, or abstracted; or whoever shall
take any letter, postal card, or package out of any post office or
station thereof, or out of any authorized depository for mail matter,
or from any letter or mail carrier, or which has been in any post office
or station thereof, or other authorized depository, or in the custody
of any letter or mail carrier, before it has been delivered to the per-
son to whom it was directed, with a design to obstruct the corre-
spondence, or to pry into the business or secrets of another, or shall
open, secrete, embezzle, or destroy the same, shall be fined not more
than $2,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or both."

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 558]
AN ACT

To exempt certain motorboats from the operation of sections 4 and 6 of the Motor
Boat Act of June 9, 1910, and from certain other Acts of Congress, and to
provide that certain motorboats shall not be required to carry on board copies
of the pilot rules.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That sections 4
and 6 of the Act of June 9, 1910 (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 46,
secs. 514 and 516), shall not apply to motorboats propelled by out-
board motors while competing in any race previously arranged and
announced, or if such boats be designed and intended solely for
Iacing, while engaged in such navigation as is incidental to the
tuning up of the boats and engines for the race.

SEC. 2. Motorboats as defined by section 1 of the Act of June 9,
1910 (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 46, sec. 511), the Act of June 7,
1897 (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 33, cli. 3), the Act of February 8,
1895 (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 33, ch. 4), and by section 4412 of
the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 33, ch. 5) shall not
be required to carry on board copies of the pilot rules.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 559]
AN ACT

Authorizing the county of Saint Louis, State of Missouri, to construct, maintain,
and operate a toll bridge across the Mississippi River near Jefferson Barracks,
Missouri.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to
promote interstate commerce, improve the postal service, and provide
for military and other purposes, the county of Saint Louis, State of
Missouri, be, and is hereby, authorized to construct, maintain, and
operate a bridge and approaches thereto across the Mississippi River,
at a point suitable to the interests of navigation, near Jefferson Bar-
racks. Missouri, in accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled
"An Act to regulate the construction of bridges over navigable
waters", approved March 23, 1906, and subject to the conditions and
limitations contained in this Act: Provided, That permission for
such bridge or any approaches to said bridge will not include the
right to encroach upon or cross the Government reservation of Jef-
ferson Barracks, Missouri.
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depository of mail matter; or whoever shall buy, receive, or conceal, 
or aid in buying, receiving, or concealing, or shall unlawfully have in 
his possession, any letter, postal card, package, bag, or mail, or any 
article or thing contained therein, which has been so stolen, taken, 
embezzled, or abstracted, as herein described, knowing the same to 
have been stolen, taken, embezzled, or abstracted; or whoever shall 
take any letter, postal card, or package out of any post office or 
station thereof, or out of any authorized depository for mail matter, 
or from any letter or mail carrier, or which has been in any post office 
or station thereof, or other authorized depository, or in the custody 
of any letter or mail carrier, before it has been delivered to the per-
son to whom it was directed, with a design to obstruct the corre-
spondence, or to pry into the business or secrets of another, or shall 
open, secrete, embezzle, or destroy the same, shall be fined not more 
than $2,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or both." 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 558] 
AN ACT 

To exempt certain motorboats from the operation of sections 4 and 6 of the Motor 
Boat Act of June 9, 1910, and from certain other Acts of Congress, and to 
provide that certain motorboats shall not be required to carry on board copies 
of the pilot rules. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That sections 4 
and 6 of the Act of June 9, 1910 (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 46, 
secs. 514 and 516), shall not apply to motorboats propelled by out-
board motors while competing in any race previously arranged and 
announced, or if such boats be designed and intended solely for 
lacing, while engaged in such navigation as is incidental to the 
tuning up of the boats and engines for the race. 
SEC. 2. Motorboats as defined by section 1 of the Act of June 9, 

1910 (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 46, sec. 511), the Act of June 7, 
1897 (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 33, ch. 3), the Act of February 8, 
1895 (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 33, ch. 4), and by section 4412 of 
the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 33, ch. 5) shall not 
be required to carry on board copies of the pilot rules. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CII APTER 559] 
AN ACT 

Authorizing the county of Saint Louis, State of Missouri, to construct, maintain, 
and operate a toll bridge across the Mississippi River near Jefferson Barracks, 
Missouri. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to 
promote interstate commerce, improve the postal service, and provide 
for military and other purposes, the county of Saint Louis, State of 
Missouri, be, and is hereby, authorized to construct, maintain, and 
operate a bridge and approaches thereto across the Mississippi River, 
at a point suitable to the interests of navigation, near Jefferson Bar-
racks, Missouri, in accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled 
"An Act to regulate the construction of bridges over navigable 
waters", approved March 23, 1906, and subject to the conditions and 
limitations contained in this Act: Provided, That permission for 
such bridge or any approaches to said bridge will not include the 
right to encroach upon or cross the Government reservation of Jef-
ferson Barracks, Missouri. 
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[CHAPTER 560]
August 7, 1939

[H. R. 64751
[Public, No. 333]

Saint Louis River.
Acquisition, etc., of

certain bridges across,
by Duluth, Minn.,
authorized.

Determination of
value.

AN ACT

To authorize the city of Duluth, in the State of Minnesota, to construct a toll
bridge across the Saint Louis River, between the States of Minnesota and
Wisconsin, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent of
Congress is hereby granted to the city of Duluth, in the State of
Minnesota, to acquire and thereafter operate and maintain either or
both of the existing vehicular-toll bridges across the Saint Louis
River between Saint Louis County in the State of Minnesota and
Douglas County in the State of Wisconsin, and should said city be
unable, after negotiation, to agree with the owners of the respective
bridges upon a mutually satisfactory purchase price, then said city

Right to acquire SEC. 2. There is hereby conferred upon the county of Saint Louis,
estate,et. State of Missouri, all such rights and powers to enter upon lands

and to acquire, condemn, occupy, possess, and use real estate and
other property needed for the location, construction, maintenance,
and operation of such bridge and its approaches, as are possessed by
railroad corporations for railroad purposes or by bridge corporations
for bridge purposes in the State in which such real estate or other
property is situated, upon making just compensation therefor, to
be ascertained and paid according to the laws of such State, and the
proceedings therefor shall be the same as in the condemnation or
expropriation of property for public purposes in such State.

Toll charges. SEC. 3. The said county of Saint Louis, State of Missouri, is hereby
authorized to fix and charge tolls for transit over such bridge, and the
rates of toll so fixed shall be the legal rates until changed by the
Secretary of War under the authority contained in the Act of March
23, 1906.

oAppliation of tols SEC. 4. In fixing the rates of toll to be charged for the use of such
und, etc. bridge the same shall be so adjusted as to provide a fund sufficient

to pay for the reasonable cost of maintaining, repairing, and oper-
ating the bridge and its approaches under economical management,
and to provide a sinking fund sufficient to amortize the cost of such
bridge and its approaches, including reasonable interest and financing
cost, as soon as possible, under reasonable charges, but within a period

rintdena'nce ae free of not to exceed twenty-five years from the completion thereof. After
ng coats. a sinking fund sufficient for such amortization shall have been so

provided, such bridge shall thereafter be maintained and operated
uResord ofceiptsend free of tolls. An accurate record of the cost of the bridge, and its

approaches, the expenditures for maintaining, repairing, and oper-
ating the same, and of the daily tolls collected shall be kept and shall
be available for the information of all persons interested.

Extension of Fed- SEC. 5. Notwithstanding any restrictions or limitations imposed by
ral aid. the Act entitled "An Act to provide that the United States shall aid

the States in the construction of rural post roads, and for other pur-
39 Stat. 355; 42 Stat. poses", approved July 11, 1916, or by the Federal Highway Act, or
23 U.S.C.,chs.l,2;, by an Act amendatory of, or supplemental to either thereof, the

supp. IV, chs. 1, 2. Administrator of the Federal Works Agency or any other Federal
department or agency of the United States Government may extend
Federal aid under such Acts for the construction of said bridge out
of any money allocated to the State of Missouri with the consent of
the State Highway Commission of said State.

Amendment. SEC. 6. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, August 7, 1939.
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SEC. 2. There is hereby conferred upon the county of Saint Louis, 
State of Missouri, all such rights and powers to enter upon lands 
and to acquire, condemn, occupy, possess, and use real estate and 
other property needed for the location, construction, maintenance, 
and operation of such bridge and its approaches, as are possessed by 
railroad corporations for railroad purposes or by bridge corporations 
for bridge purposes in the State in which such real estate or other 
property is situated, upon making just compensation therefor, to 
be ascertained and paid according to the laws of such State, and the 
proceedings therefor shall be the same as in the condemnation or 
expropriation of property for public purposes in such State. 
SEC. 3. The said county of Saint Louis, State of Missouri, is hereby 

authorized to fix and charge tolls for transit over such bridge, and the 
rates of toll so fixed shall be the legal rates until changed by the 
Secretary of War under the authority contained in the Act of March 
23, 1906. 
SEC. 4. In fixing the rates of toll to be charged for the use of such 

bridge the same shall be so adjusted as to provide a fund sufficient 
to pay for the reasonable cost of maintaining, repairing, and oper-
ating the bridge and its approaches under economical management, 
and to provide a sinking fund sufficient to amortize the cost of such 
bridge and its approaches, including reasonable interest and financing 
cost, as soon as possible, under reasonable charges, but within a period 
of not to exceed twenty-five years from the completion thereof. .After 
a sinking fund sufficient for such amortization shall have been so 
provided, such bridge shall thereafter be maintained and operated 
free of tolls. An accurate record of the cost of the bridge, and its 
approaches, the expenditures for maintaining, repairing, and oper-
ating the same, and of the daily tolls collected shall be kept and shall 
be available for the information of all persons interested. 
SEC. 5. Notwithstanding any restrictions or limitations imposed by 

the Act entitled "An Act to provide that the United States shall aid 
the States in the construction of rural post roads, and for other pur-
poses", approved July 11, 1916, or by the Federal Highway Act, or 
by an Act amendatory of, or supplemental to either thereof, the 
Administrator of the Federal Works Agency or any other Federal 
department or agency of the United States Government may extend 
Federal aid under such Acts for the construction of said bridge out 
of any money allocated to the State of Missouri with the consent of 
the State Highway Commission of said State. 
SEC. 6. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 560] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the city of Duluth, in the State of Minnesota, to construct a toll 
bridge across the Saint Louis River, between the States of Minnesota and 
Wisconsin, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent of 
Congress is hereby granted to the city of Duluth, in the State of 
Minnesota, to acquire and thereafter operate and maintain either or 
both of the existing vehicular-toll bridges across the Saint Louis 
River, between Saint Louis County in the State of Minnesota and 
Douglas County in the State of Wisconsin, and should said city be 
unable, after negotiation, to agree with the owners of the respective 
bridges upon a mutually satisfactory purchase price, then said city 
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is hereby authorized to require the transfer of such bridge or bridges
to said city upon payment of the price or prices computed according
to the provisions for public acquisition of the bridges by the respec-
tive Acts of Congress which authorized the original construction of 2s Stat. 64; 43 Stat.

such bridges.
SEC. 2. In order to facilitate interstate commerce, improve the diionltrutiogef ad-

postal service, and provide for military and other purposes, said city thorized.

of Duluth is authorized to construct, maintain, and operate an addi-
tional vehicular-toll bridge and approaches across the Saint Louis
River, at a point suitable to the interests of navigation from Saint
Louis County in the State of Minnesota to Douglas County in the
State of Wisconsin, in accordance with the provisions of an Act
entitled "An Act to regulate the construction of bridges over navi-
gable waters", approved March 23, 1906, and subject to the condi- 34Stat. 84 -33 U.s.C. 8 § 491-

tions and limitations contained in this Act. There is hereby con- 498.A 8Right to acquire
ferred upon said city all rights and powers to enter upon lands and real estate, etc.

to acquire, condemn, occupy, possess, and use such real estate and
other property as may be needed for the location, construction, oper-
ation, and maintenance of such bridge or bridges and approaches
thereto as are possessed by railroad corporations for railroad pur-
poses, or by bridge corporations for bridge purposes in the State in
which such real estate or other property is situated, upon making
just compensation therefor to be ascertained and paid according to
the laws of the State in which such property may be located, and
the proceedings therefor shall be the same as in condemnation or
expropriation of property for public purposes in such State.

SEC. 3. Said city of Duluth is hereby authorized to fix and charge Toll charges.
tolls for transit over any bridge or bridges acquired or constructed
under the provisions of this Act, and the rates of toll so fixed shall
be such as will pay costs of operation and maintenance and amortize
the cost, within the period provided herein, of such bridge or bridges
as evidenced by an issue or issues of bonds to pay the cost of such Bond issues.

bridge or bridges, which bonds may be so issued subject to and in
accordance with the pertinent laws of the State of Minnesota. All
such bonds shall be in a form not inconsistent with this Act, and
shall mature at such time or tinmes as the city nlay determine, not
exceeding twenty years from the date of approval of this Act. Thle ,Ian of rf

u n
d

l-

city, when it deems it to be in the best interests of the city, niay
issue refunding bonds to repurchase and redeem any outstandin
bonds before the maturity thereof: Protrded, That the refunding at'ry.

bonds shall mature at such time or times not exceeding thirty years
from the date of approval of this Act, as the city may determine.
An accurate record of the cost. of any bridge or bridges and their tReord of expendi-

approaches acquired or constructed, the expenditures for maintaining,
repairing, and operating the same, and of the daily tolls collected,
shall le kept and shall be available for the information of all persons
interested.interested. Conveyancing, etc.,

SEc. 4. After payment of the bonds and interest, or after a sinking provisions.

fund sufficient for such payment shall have been provided and shall
be held for that purpose, the city shall deliver deeds or other suitable
instruments of conveyance of the interest of the city in and to the
bridge or bridges extending between the State of Minnesota and the
State of Wisconsin, that part of said bridge or bridges within Minne-
sota to the State of Minnesota or any municipality or agency thereof
as may be authorized by or pursuant to law to accept the same (here-
after referred to as the "Minnesota interests"), and that part of said
bridge or bridges within Wisconsin, to the State of Wisconsin, or any
municipality or agency thereof as may be authorized by or pursuant
to law to accept the same (hereafter referred to as the "Wisconsin

98907o-39- 2---48
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is hereby authorized to require the transfer of such bridge or bridges 
to said city upon payment of the price or prices computed according 
to the provisions for public acquisition of the bridges by the respec-
tive Acts of Congress which authorized the original construction of 
such bridges. 
SEC. 2. In order to .facilitate interstate commerce, improve the 

postal service, and provide for military and other purposes, said city 
of Duluth .is authorized to construct, maintain, and operate an addi-
tional vehicular-toll bridge and approaches across the Saint Louis 
River, at a point suitable to the interests of navigation from Saint 
Louis County in the State of Minnesota to Douglas County in the 
State of Wisconsin, in accordance with the provisions of an Act 
entitled "An Act to regulate the construction of bridges over navi-
gable waters", approved March 23, 1906, and subject to the condi-
tions and limitations contained in this Act. There is hereby con-
ferred upon said city all rights and powers to enter upon lands and 
to acquire, condemn, occupy, possess, and use such real estate and 
other property as may be needed for the location, construction, oper-
ation, and maintenance of such bridge or bridges and approaches 
thereto as are possessed by railroad corporations for railroad pur-
poses, or by bridge corporations for bridge purposes in the State in 
which such real estate or other property is situated, upon making 
just compensation therefor to be ascertained and paid according to 
the laws of the State in which such property may be located, and 
the proceedings therefor shall be the same as in condemnation or 
expropriation of property for public purposes in such State. 

SEc. 3. Said city of Duluth is hereby authorized to fix and charge 
tolls for transit over any bridge or bridges acquired or constructed 
under the provisions of this Act, and the rates of toll so fixed shall 
be such as will pay costs of operation and maintenance and amortize 
the cost, within the period provided herein, of such bridge or bridges 
as evidenced by an issue or issues of bonds to pay the cost of such 
bridge or bridges, which bonds may be so issued subject to and in 
accordance with the pertinent laws of the State of Minnesota. All 
such bonds shall be in a form not inconsistent with this Act, and 
shall mature at such time or times as the city may determine, not 
exceeding twenty years from the date of approval of this Act. The 
city, when it deems it to be in the best interests of the city, may 
issue refunding bonds to repurchase and redeem any outstanding 
bonds before the maturity thereof: Provided, That the refunding 
bonds shall mature at such time or times not exceeding thirty years 
from the date of approval of this Act, as the city may determine. 
An accurate record of the cost. of any bridge or bridges and their 
approaches acquired or constructed, the expenditures for maintainin 
repairing, and operating the same, and of the daily tolls collecte, 
shall be kept and shall be available for the information of all persons 
interested. 
SEC. 4. After payment of the bonds and interest, or after a sinking 

fund sufficient for such payment shall have been provided and shall 
be held for that purpose, the city shall deliver deeds or other suitable 
instruments of conveyance of the interest of the city in and to the 
bridge or bridges extending between the State of Minnesota and the 
Slate of Wisconsin, that part of said bridge or bridges within Minne-
sota to the State of Minnesota or any municipality or agency thereof 
as may be authorized by or pursuant to law to accept the same (here-
after referred to as the "Minnesota interests"), and that part of said 
bridge or bridges within Wisconsin, to the State of Wisconsin, or any 
municipality or agency thereof as may be authorized by or pursuant 
to law to accept the same (hereafter referred to as the "Wisconsin 
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Toll rate restriction.

Provisions appli-
cable to Superior, Wis.

Amendment.

interests"), under the condition that the bridge or bridges shall there-
after be free of tolls and be properly maintained, operated, and
repaired by the Minnesota interests and the Wisconsin interests as
may be agreed upon; but if the Minnesota interests and the Wiscon-
sin interests fail to accept or are not authorized to accept, their respec-
tive portion of said bridge or bridges, then the city may deliver
deeds, or other suitable instruments of conveyance of said portions,
to any other interest which may accept and may be authorized to
accept the same, under the condition that the bridge or bridges shall
thereafter be free of toll and be properly maintained, operated and
repaired by said interest to whom said conveyances are delivered; but
if either the Minnesota interests, or the Wisconsin interests, or any
other interest hereinabove mentioned shall not be authorized to accept
or shall not accept the same under such conditions, then the bridge
or bridges shall continue to be owned, by the city of Duluth, and
shall be maintained, operated, and repaired by the city of Duluth and
the city of Superior as a free bridge. The rate or rates of toll for
any bridge now or hereafter constructed across the Saint Louis River,
between Saint Louis County in Minnesota and Douglas County in
Wisconsin, shall not be reduced below the rate or rates now in effect
so long as any bonds of said city of Duluth issued for account of
any bridge or bridges acquired or constructed under the provisions
of this Act may be outstanding, subject, however, to the provisions
regulating toll contained in the Act of March 23, 1906.

SEC. 5. The city of Superior, Douglas County, State of Wisconsin
shall share equally with said city of Duluth in the consideration and
determination of all questions with respect to the exercise by the city
of Duluth of all the rights, powers, and privileges conferred upon
the city of Duluth by the provisions of this Act, and none of the
rights, powers, and privileges herein conferred shall be exercised by
said city of Duluth without the consent and approval of the city of
Superior as expressed by resolution of the city council of said city of
Superior.

SEC. 6. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 561]

August 7, 1939
__ I R. 6479]

[Public, No. 334]

Internal Revenue
Code, amendment.

Ante, p. 327.

Record require-
ments.

Proviso.
Place of keeping

record.

AN ACT

Amending section 2857 of the Internal Revenue Code.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the first para-
graph of section 2857 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code be amended
to read as follows:
"SEC. 2857. BOOKS OF RECTIFIERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS.

"(a) REQUIREMENTS.-Every rectifier and every wholesale liquor
dealer who sells, or offers for sale, distilled spirits in quantities of
five wine-gallons or more to the same person at the same time shall
keep daily, at his place of business covered by his special tax stamp,
a record of distilled spirits received and disposed of by him, and
shall render under oath correct transcripts and summaries of such
records: Provided, That the Commissioner may in his discretion
require such record to be kept at the place where the spirits are
actually received and sent out. The records shall be kept and the
transcripts shall be rendered in such form, and under such rules and
regulations as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary,
may prescribe."

Approved, August 7, 1939.
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interests"), under the condition that the bridge or bridges shall there-
after be free of tolls and be properly maintained, operated, and 
repaired by the Minnesota interests and the Wisconsin interests as 
may be agreed upon; but if the Minnesota interests and the Wiscon-
sin interests fail to accept or are not authorized to accept, their respec-
tive portion of said bridge or bridges, then the city may deliver 
deeds, or other suitable instruments of conveyance of said portions, 
to any other interest which may accept and may be authorized to 
accept the same, under the condition that the bridge or bridges shall 
thereafter be free of toll and be properly maintained, operated and 
repaired by said interest to whom said conveyances are delivered; but 
if either the Minnesota interests, or the Wisconsin interests, or any 
other interest hereinabove mentioned shall not be authorized to accept 
or shall not accept the same under such conditions, then the bridge 
or bridges shall continue to be owned, by the city of Duluth, and 
shall be maintained, operated, and repaired by the city of Duluth and 
the city of Superior as a free bridge. The rate or rates of toll for 
any bridge now or hereafter constructed across the Saint Louis River, 
between Saint Louis County in Minnesota and Douglas County in 
Wisconsin, shall not be reduced below the rate or rates now in effect 
so long as any bonds of said city of Duluth issued for account of 
any bridge or bridges acquired or constructed under the provisions 
of this Act may be outstanding, subject, however, to the provisions 
regulating toll contained in the Act of March 23, 1906. 

SEc. 5. The city of Superior, Douglas County, State of Wisconsin, 
shall share equally with said city of Duluth in the consideration and 
determination of all questions with respect to the exercise by the city 
of Duluth of all the rights, powers, and privileges conferred upon 
the city of Duluth by the provisions of this Act, and none of the 
rights, powers, and privileges herein conferred shall be exercised by 
said city of Duluth without the consent and approval of the city of 
Superior as expressed by resolution of the city council of said city of 
Superior. 

SEC. 6. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 
expressly reserved. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 561] 
AN ACT 

Amending section 2857 of the Internal Revenue Code. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the first para-
graph of section 2857 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code be amended 
to read as follows: 
"SEC. 2857. BOOKS OF RECTIFIERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS. 

"(a) REQUIREMENTS.—EVCry rectifier and every wholesale liquor 
dealer who sells, or offers for sale, distilled spirits in quantities of 
five wine-gallons or more to the same person at the same time shall 
keep daily, at his place of business covered by his special tax stamp, 
a record of distilled spirits received and disposed of by him, and 
shall render under oath correct transcripts and summaries of such 
records: Provided, That the Commissioner may in his discretion 
require such record to be kept at the place where the spirits are 
actually received and sent out. The records shall be kept and the 
transcripts shall be rendered in such form, and under such rules and 
regulations as the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, 
may prescribe." 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 562]
AN ACT

To amend the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsection (b)
of section 312 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as
amended, is amended by striking out the period at the end of the
last sentence and inserting in lieu thereof a comma and the following:
"nor for any marketing year for which a marketing quota was pro-
claimed pursuant to the provisions of subsection (a) of this section."

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 563]
AN ACT

To amend the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsection (a)
of section 312 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as
amended, is amended, by striking out the expression "on the fifteenth
day of November of any calendar year" and the commas immediately
preceding and following said expression; and by adding at the end
thereof the following new sentence: "The amount of the national
marketing quota so proclaimed may, not later than December 31, be
increased by not more than 10 per centum if the Secretary determines
that such increase is necessary in order to meet market demands."

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 564]
AN ACT

To amend the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatires of the/
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 313 of
the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as almended, is almended

by addition of the following new subsection:
"(g) Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, the Sec-

retary on the basis of average yield per acre of tobacco for the State
during the five years last preceding the year in which the national
imalrketing quota is proclaimed, adjusted for abnormal conditions of

production, may convert the State marketing quota into a State
acreage allotment, and allot the same through the local committees
among farms on the basis of the factors set forth in subsection (b),
using past acreage (harvested and diverted) in lieu of the past
marketing of tobacco; and the Secretary on the basis of the national
average yield during the same period, similarly adjusted, may also
convert into an acreage allotment the amount reserved from the
national quota pursuant to the provisions of subsection (c), and on
the basis of the factors set forth in subsection (c) and the past tobacco
experience of the farm operator, allot the same through the local
committees among farms on which no tobacco was produced dur-
ing the last five years. Except for farms last mentioned or a farm
operated, controlled, or directed by a person who also operates, con-
trols, or directs another farm on which tobacco is produced, the
farm-acreage allotment shall be increased by the smaller of (1) 20
per centum of such allotment or (2) the percentage by which the
normal yield of such allotment (as determined through the local com-
mittees in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary)
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[CHAPTER 562] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsection (b) 
of section 312 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as 
amended, is amended by striking out the period at the end of the 
last sentence and inserting in lieu thereof a comma and the following: 
"nor for any marketing year for which a marketing quota was pro-
claimed pursuant to the provisions of subsection (a) of this section." 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 5631 
AN ACT 

To amend the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsection (a) 
of section 312 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as 
amended, is amended, by striking out the expression "on the fifteenth 
day of November of any calendar year" and the commas immediately 
preceding and following said expression; and by adding at the end 
thereof the following new sentence: "The amount of the national 
marketing quota so proclaimed may, not later than December 31, be 
increased by not more than 10 per centum if the Secretary determines 
that such increase is necessary in order to meet market demands." 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 564] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representathys of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 313 of 
the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended, is amended 
by addition of the following new subsection: 

4. (g) Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, the Sec-
retary on the basis of average yield per acre of tobacco for the State 
during the five years last, preceding the year in which the national 
marketing quota is proclaimed, adjusted for abnormal conditions of 
production, may convert the State marketing quota into a State 
acreage allotment, and allot the same through the local committees 
among farms on the basis of the factors set forth in subsection (b), 
using past acreage (harvested and diverted) in lieu of the past 
marketing of tobacco; and the Secretary on the basis of the national 
average yield during the same period, similarly adjusted, may also 
convert into an acreage allotment the amount reserved from the 
national quota pursuant to the provisions of subsection (c), and on 
the basis of the factors set forth in subsection (c) and the past tobacco 
experience of the farm operator, allot the same through the local 
committees among farms on which no tobacco was produced dur-
ing the last five years. Except for farms last mentioned or a farm 
operated, controlled, or directed by a person who also operates, con-
trols, or directs another farm on which tobacco is produced, the 
farm-acreage allotment shall be increased by the smaller of (1) 20 
per centum of such allotment or (2) the percentage by which the 
normal yield of such allotment (as determined through the local com-
mittees in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary) 
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amendment.
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August 7, 1939
[I. R. 655]1

[Public, No. 339]

Narcotic drug Acts.

45 Stat. 374.
31U.S.C. 529a.

Advance of funds
for enforcement of,
authorized.

is less than three thousand two hundred pounds, in the case of flue-
cured tobacco, and two thousand four hundred pounds in the case of
other kinds of tobacco: Provided, That the normal yield of the esti-
mated number of acres so added to farm acreage allotments in any
State shall be considered as a part of the State marketing quota in
applying the proviso in subsection (a). The actual production of
the acreage allotment established for a farm pursuant to this sub-
section shall be the amount of the farm marketing quota. If any
amount of tobacco shall be marketed as having been produced on the
acreage allotment for any farm which in fact was produced on a
different farm, the acreage allotments next established for both such
farms shall be reduced by that percentage which such amount was of
the respective farm marketing quota, except that such reduction for
any such farm shall not be made if the Secretary through the local
committees finds that no person connected with such farm caused,
aided, or acquiesced in such marketing; and if proof of the disposition
of any amount of tobacco is not furnished as required by the Secre-
tary, the acreage allotment next established for the farm on which
such tobacco is produced shall be reduced by a percentage similarly
computed."

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 565]
AN ACT

To amend the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 314
of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended, is amended
by striking out the first sentence of said section and inserting in lieu
thereof the following new sentence: "The marketing of any tobacco
in excess of the marketing quota for the farm on which the tobacco
is produced shall be subject to a penalty of 10 cents per pound in the
case of flue-cured, Maryland, or Burley tobacco and 5 cents per pound
in the case of all other kinds of tobacco."

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 566]
AN ACT

To amend the Act of March 28, 1928 (45 Stat. 374), as amended, relating to the
advance of funds in connection with the enforcement of Acts relating to narcotic
drugs, so as to permit such advances in connection with the enforcement of the
Marihuana Tax Act of 1937, and to permit advances of funds in connection
with the enforcement of the customs laws.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act entitled
"An Act to provide for advances of funds by special disbursing agents
in connection with the enforcement of Acts relating to narcotic drugs",
approved March 28, 1928, as amended (U. S. C., title 31, sec. 529a),
is hereby amended to read as follows:

"That the Commissioner of Narcotics, with the approval of the
Secretary of the Treasury, is authorized to direct the advance of
funds by the Division of Disbursement, Treasury Department, in con-
nection with the enforcement of the Act entitled 'An Act to provide
for the registration of, with collectors of internal revenue, and to
impose a special tax upon, all persons who produce, import, manu-
facture, compound, deal in, dispense, sell, distribute, or give away
opium or coca leaves, their salts, derivatives, or preparations, and for
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is less than three thousand two hundred pounds, in the case of flue-
cured tobacco, and two thousand four hundred pounds in the case of 
other kinds of tobacco: Provided, That the normal yield of the esti-
mated number of acres so added to farm acreage allotments in any 
State shall be considered as a part of the State marketing quota in 
applying the proviso in subsection (a). The actual production of 
the acreage allotment established for a farm pursuant to this sub-
section shall be the amount of the farm marketing quota. If any 
amount of tobacco shall be marketed as having been produced on the 
acreage allotment for any farm which in fact was produced on a 
different farm, the acreage allotments next established for both such 
farms shall be reduced by that percentage which such amount was of 
the respective farm marketing quota, except that such reduction for 
any such farm shall not be made if the Secretary through the local 
committees finds that no person connected with such farm caused, 
aided, or acquiesced in such marketing; and if proof of the disposition 
of any amount of tobacco is not furnished as required by the Secre-
tary, the acreage allotment next established for the farm on which 
such tobacco is produced shall be reduced by a percentage similarly 
computed." 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 565] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 314 
of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended, is amended 
by striking out the first sentence of said section and inserting in lieu 
thereof the following new sentence: "The marketing of any tobacco 
in excess of the marketing quota for the farm on which the tobacco 
is produced shall be subject to a penalty of 10 cents per pound in the 
case of flue-cured, Maryland, or Burley tobacco and 5 cents per pound 
in the case of all other kinds of tobacco." 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 566) 
AN ACT 

August 7, 1939 
  To amend the Act of March 28, 1928 (45 Stat. 374), as amended, relating to the 

[Public, No. 339] advance of funds in connection. with the enforcement of Acts relating to narcotic 
drugs, so as to permit such advances in connection with the enforcement of the 
Marihuana Tax Act of 1937, and to permit advances of funds in connection 
with the enforcement of the customs laws. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act entitled 
"An Act to provide for advances of funds by special disbursing agents 
in connection with the enforcement of Acts relating to narcotic drugs", 
approved March 28, 1928, as amended (U. S. C., title 31, sec. 529a), 
is hereby amended to read as follows; 
"That the Commissioner of Narcotics, with the approval of the 

Secretary of the Treasury, is authorized to direct the advance of 
funds by the Division of Disbursement, Treasury Department, in con-
nection with the enforcement of the Act entitled 'An Act to provide 
for the registration of, with collectors of internal revenue, and to 
impose a special tax upon, all persons who produce, import, manu-
facture, compound, deal in, dispense, sell, distribute, or give away 
opium or coca leaves, their salts, derivatives, or preparations, and for 

Narcotic drug Acts. 

45 Stat. 374. 
31 U.S.C. 1 529a. 

Advance of funds 
for enforcement of, 
authorized. 
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other purposes', approved December 17, 1914, as amended; the Act
entitled 'An Act to amend an Act entitled "An Act to prohibit the
importation and use of opium for other than medicinal purposes",
approved February 9, 1909', as amended, known as the 'Narcotic Drugs
Import and Export Act'; and the Act entitled 'An Act to impose an
occupational excise tax upon certain dealers in marihuana, to impose
a transfer tax upon certain dealings in marihuana, and to safeguard
the revenue therefrom by registry and recording', approved August 2,
1937, known as the 'Marihuana Tax Act of 1937'.

"SEC. 2. The Commissioner of Customs, with the approval of the
Secretary of the Treasury, is authorized to direct the advance of funds
by the Division of Disbursement, Treasury Department, in connection
with the enforcement of the customs laws.

"SEC. 3. A certificate by the Commissioner of Customs or the Com-
missioner of Narcotics, as the case may be, stating the amount of an
expenditure made from funds advanced and certifying that the con-
fidential nature of the transaction involved renders it inadvisable to
specify the details thereof or impracticable to furnish the payee's
receipt shall be a sufficient voucher for the sum expressed to have
been expended.

"SEC. 4. The provisions of this Act shall not affect payments made
for the Bureau of Customs in foreign countries, nor the right of any
customs or narcotics officer or employee to claim reimbursement for
personal funds expended in connection with the enforcement of the
customs or narcotics laws.

"SEC. 5. Advances pursuant to this Act in connection with the
enforcement of the customs or narcotics laws may be made, notwith-
standing the provisions of section 3648 of the Revised Statutes of the
United States (U. S. C., title 31, sec. 529), from the appropriations
available for the enforcement of such laws. The Secretary of the
Treasury is authorized to prescribe such rules and regulations concern-
ing advances made pursuant to this Act as are necessary or appropriate
for the protection of the interests of the United States.

"SEC. 6. When used in this Act, the term 'narcotics laws' includes
the 'Marihiuana Tax Act of 1937'."

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 567 ACT
AN ACT

Granting the consent of Congress to the Dauphin County, Pennsylvania, Author-
ity to construct, maintain, and operate a highway bridge across the Sus-
quehanna River at or near the city of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent of
Congress is hereby granted to the Dauphin County, Pennsylvania,
Authority, a body corporate and politic heretofore created and exist-
ing under and by virtue of an act of the General Assembly of Penn-
sylvania, known as the Municipality Authorities Act of one thousand
nine hundred and thirty-five, as amended, to construct, maintain, and
operate a highway bridge and approaches thereto across the Susque-
hanna River, at a point suitable to the interests of navigation, at or
near the city of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, in accordance with the
provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the construction
of bridges over navigable waters", approved March 23, 1906, and
subject to the conditions and limitations contained in this Act.

SEC. 2. If tolls are charged for the use of such bridge, the rates of
toll shall be so adjusted as to provide a fund sufficient to pay the
reasonable cost of maintaining, repairing, and operating the bridge
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other purposes', approved December 17, 1914, as amended; the Act 
entitled 'An Act to amend an Act entitled "An Act to prohibit the 
importation and use of opium for other than medicinal purposes", 
approved February 9, 1909', as amended, known as the 'Narcotic Drugs 
Import and Export Act'; and the Act entitled 'An Act to impose an 
occupational excise tax upon certain dealers in marihuana, to impose 
a transfer tax upon certain dealings in marihuana, and to safeguard 
the revenue therefrom by registry and recording', approved August 2, 
1937, known as the 'Marihuana Tax Act of 1937'. 

"SEc. 2. The Commissioner of Customs, with the approval of the 
Secretary of the Treasury, is authorized to direct the advance of funds 
by the Division of Disbursement, Treasury Department, in connection 
with the enforcement of the customs laws. 

"SEC. 3. A certificate by the Commissioner of Customs or the Corn-. 
missioner of Narcotics, as the case may be, stating the amount of an 
expenditure made from funds advanced and certifying that the con-
fidential nature of the transaction involved renders it inadvisable to 
specify the details thereof or impracticable to furnish the payee's 
receipt shall be a sufficient voucher for the sum expressed to have 
been expended. 

"SEc. 4. The provisions of this Act shall not affect payments made 
for the Bureau of Customs in foreign countries, nor the right of any 
customs or narcotics officer or employee to claim reimbursement for 
personal funds expended in connection with the enforcement of the 
customs or narcotics laws. 

"SEc. 5. Advances pursuant to this Act in connection with the 
enforcement of the customs or narcotics laws may be made, notwith-
standing the provisions of section 3648 of the Revised Statutes of the 
United States (U. S. C., title 31, sec. 529), from the appropriations 
available for the enforcement of such laws. The Secretary of the 
Treasury is authorized to prescribe such rules and regulations concern-
ing advances made pursuant to this Act as are necessary or appropriate 
for the protection of the interests of the United States. 

"SEc. 6. When used in this Act, the term 'narcotics laws' includes 
the 'Marihuana Tax Act of 1937'." 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 567] 
AN ACT 

Granting the consent of Congress to the Dauphin County, Pennsylvania, Author-
ity to construct, maintain, and operate a highway bridge across the Sus-
quehanna River at or near the city of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent of 
Congress is hereby granted to the Dauphin County, Pennsylvania, 
Authority, a body corporate and politic heretofore created and exist-
ing under and by virtue of an act of the General Assembly of Penn-
sylvania, known as the Municipality Authorities Act of one thousand 
nine hundred and thirty-five, as amended, to construct, maintain, and 
operate a highway bridge and approaches thereto across the Susque-
hanna River, at a point suitable to the interests of navigation, at or 
near the city of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, in accordance with the 
provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the construction 
of bridges over navigable waters", approved March 23, 1906, and 
subject to the conditions and limitations contained in this Act. 

SEc. 2. If tolls are charged for the use of such bridge, the rates of 
toll shall be so adjusted as to provide a fund sufficient to pay the 
reasonable cost of maintaining, repairing, and operating the bridge 
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Maintenance as free
bridge after amortiz-
ing costs, etc.

Record of expendi-
tures and receipts.

Amendment.

August 7, 1939
[H. R. 6878]

[Public, No. 341]

Patents.
Time of completing

application.
R. 8. § 4894.
35 U.S. C. § 37.

and its approaches under economical management, and to provide a
sinking fund sufficient to amortize the cost of the bridge and its
approaches, including interest at a rate not to exceed 5 per centum
per annum and reasonable financing cost, as soon as possible under
reasonable charges, but within a period not to exceed twenty years
from the date of approval of this Act. After a sinking fund suffi-
cient for such amortization shall have been so provided, such bridge
shall thereafter be maintained and operated free of tolls. An accurate
record of the costs of the bridge and its approaches, the expenditures
for maintaining, repairing, and operating the same, and of the daily
tolls collected, shall be kept and shall be available for the information
of all persons interested.

SEC. 3. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 568]
AN ACT

To amend section 4894 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 35, sec. 37).

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 4894
of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 35, sec. 37) be amended by
inserting after "six months", second occurrence, the words "or such
shorter time, not less than thirty days or any extensions thereof, as
shall be fixed by the Commissioner of Patents in writing to the
applicant".

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 569]

August 7, 1939
I[H. . 6907]

[Public, No. 342]

SusquehannaRiver.
Reconstruction,

etc., of bridge across,
from borough of Wyo-
ming to Jenkins
Township. Luzerne
County, Pa.

34 Stat. 84.
33 U. S. C. §§ 491-

498.
Amendment.

AN ACT
Granting the consent of Congress to the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to

reconstruct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge across the Susque-
hanna River, from the borough of Wyoming, in the county of Luzerne, Com-
monwealth of Pennsylvania, to Jenkins Township, county of Luzerne, Com-
monwealth of Pennsylvania.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent
of the Congress is hereby granted to the Commonwealth of Pennsyl-
vania to reconstruct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge and
approaches thereto across the Susquehanna River, at a point suitable
to the interests of navigation, from the borough of Wyoming, in the
county of Luzerne, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, to Jenkins
Township in the county of Luzerne, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
at or in prolongation of Eighth Street as the same is now established
and used in the respective municipality, in accordance with the pro-
visions of an Act entitled "An Act to regulate the construction of
bridges over navigable waters", approved March 23, 1906.

SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, August 7, 1939.
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and its approaches under economical management, and to provide a 
sinking fund sufficient to amortize the cost of the bridge and its 
approaches, including interest at a rate not to exceed 5 per centum 
per annum and reasonable financing cost, as soon as possible under 
reasonable charges, but within a period not to exceed twenty years 
from the date of approval of this Act. After a sinking fund suffi-
cient for such amortization shall have been so provided, such bridge 
shall thereafter be maintained and operated free of tolls. An accurate 
record of the costs of the bridge and its approaches, the expenditures 
for maintaining, repairing, and operating the same, and of the daily 
tolls collected, shall be kept and shall be available for the information 
of all persons interested. 
SEC. 3. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 568] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 4894 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 35, sec. 37). 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 4894 
of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 35, sec. 37) be amended by 
inserting after "six months", second occurrence, the words "or such 
shorter time, not less than thirty days or any extensions thereof, as 
shall be fixed by the Commissioner of Patents in writing to the 
applicant". 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 569] 
AN ACT 

Granting the consent of Congress to the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to 
reconstruct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge across the Susque-
hanna River, from the borough of Wyoming, in the county of Luzerne, Com-
monwealth of Pennsylvania, to Jenkins Township, county of Luzerne, Com-
monwealth of Pennsylvania. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent 
of the Congress is hereby granted to the Commonwealth of Pennsyl-
vania to reconstruct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge and 
approaches thereto across the Susquehanna River, at a point suitable 
to the interests of navigation, from the borough of Wyoming, in the 
county of Luzerne, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, to Jenkins 
Township in the county of Luzerne, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 
at or in prolongation of Eighth Street as the same is now established 
and used in the respective municipality, in accordance with the pro-
visions of an Act entitled "An Act to regulate the construction of 
bridges over navigable waters", approved March 23, 1906. 

SEc. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 
expressly reserved. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 570]
AN ACT

Granting the consent of Congress to Frank O. Lowden, James E. Gorman, and
Joseph B. Fleming, trustees of the estate of The Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific Railway Company, to construct, maintain, and operate a railroad
bridge across the Missouri River at or near Randolph, Missouri.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent
of Congress is hereby granted to Frank O. Lowden, James E. Gor-
man, and Joseph B. Fleming, trustees of the estate of The Chicago
Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company, their successors and
assigns, to construct, maintain, and operate a railroad bridge and
approaches thereto across the Missouri River, at a point suitable to
the interests of navigation, at or near Randolph, Missouri, near river
mile 370, as located by the Secretary of War, in accordance with the
provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the construction of
bridges over navigable waters", approved March 23, 1906, and subject
to the conditions and limitations contained in this Act.

SEC. 2. The right to sell, assign, transfer, and mortgage, in whole
or in part, the rights, powers, and privileges conferred by this Act
is hereby granted to Frank O. Lowden, James E. Gorman, and
Joseph B. Fleming, trustees of the estate of The Chicago, Rock Island
and Pacific Railway Company, their successors and assigns, and any
corporation to which, or any person to whom, such rights, powers, and
privileges may be sold, assigned, or transferred, in whole or in part,
or who shall acquire the same by mortgage, foreclosure, or otherwise,
is hereby authorized to exercise the same as fully as though conferred
herein directly upon such corporation or person.

SEC. 3. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 571]
JOINT RESOLUTION

To amend Public Resolution Numbered 46, approved August 9, 1935, entitled
"Joint resolution requesting the President to extend to the International
Statistical Institute an invitation to hold its twenty-fourth session in the
United States in 1939".

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That Public Resolution
Numbered 46, approved August 9, 1935, entitled "Joint resolution
requesting the President to extend to the International Statistical
Institute an invitation to hold its twenty-fourth session in the United
States in 1939" be amended as follows:

After the word "hereby" insert the words, "authorized and".
After the word "its" strike out the word "twenty-fourth" and insert

the word "twenty-fifth".
After the word "year" strike out the figures "1939" and insert the

following: "1940; and to invite foreign governments to be represented
by delegates at that session.

"SEc. 2. That the sum of $5,000, or so much thereof as may be
necessary, is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the expenses of
participation by the Government of the United States in the meeting
of the International Statistical Institute to be held in the United
States in 1940, including personal services in the District of Columbia
and elsewhere, without regard to the civil-service laws and the
Classification Act of 1923, as amended; communication services; steno-
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[CHAPTER 570] 
AN ACT 

Granting the consent of Congress to Frank 0. Lowden, James E. Gorman, and 
Joseph B. Fleming, trustees of the estate of The Chicago, Rock Island and 
Pacific Railway Company, to construct, maintain, and operate a railroad 
bridge across the Missouri River at or near Randolph, Missouri. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent 
of Congress is hereby granted to Frank 0. Lowden, James E. Gor-
man, and Joseph B. Fleming, trustees of the estate of The Chicago, 
Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company, their successors and 
assigns, to construct, maintain, and operate a railroad bridge and 
approaches thereto across the Missouri River, at a point suitable to 
the interests of navigation, at or near Randolph, Missouri, near river 
mile 370, as located by the Secretary of War, in accordance with the 
provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the construction of 
bridges over navigable waters", approved March 23, 1906, and subject 
to the conditions and limitations contained in this Act. 
SEC. 2. The right to sell, assign, transfer, and mortgage, in whole 

or in part, the rights, powers, and privileges conferred by this Act 
is hereby granted. to Frank 0. Lowden, James E. Gorman, and 
Joseph B. Fleming, trustees of the estate of The Chicago, Rock Island 
and Pacific Railway Company, their successors and assigns, and any 
corporation to which, or any person to whom, such rights, powers, and 
privileges may be sold, assigned, or transferred, in whole or in part, 
or who shall acquire the same by mortgage, foreclosure, or otherwise, 
is hereby authorized to exercise the same as fully as though conferred 
herein directly upon such corporation or person. 
SEC. 3. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 571] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To amend Public Resolution Numbered 46, approved August 9, 1935, entitled 
"Joint resolution requesting the President to extend to the International 
Statistical Institute an invitation to bold its twenty-fourth session in the 
United States in 1939". 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That Public Resolution 
Numbered 46, approved August 9, 1935, entitled "Joint resolution 
requesting the President to extend to the International Statistical 
Institute an invitation to hold its twenty-fourth session in the United 
States in 1939" be amended as follows: 
After the word "hereby" insert the words, "authorized and". 
After the word "its" strike out the word "twenty-fourth" and insert 

the word "twenty-fifth". 
After the word "year" strike out the figures "1939" and insert the 

following: "1940; and to invite foreign governments to be represented 
by delegates at that session. 
"SEc. 2. That the sum of $5,000, or so much thereof as may be 

necessary, is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the expenses of 
participation by the Government of the United States in the meeting 
of the International Statistical Institute to be held in the United 
States in 1940, including personal services in the District of Columbia 
and elsewhere, without regard to the civil-service laws and the 
Classification Act of 1923, as amended; communication services; steno-
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graphic, translating, and other services by contract if deemed neces-
sary, without regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41
U. S. C. 5); travel expenses; hire of motor-propelled passenger-
carrying vehicles; transportation of things; rental of necessary
equipment; entertainment; and such other expenses as may be actually
and necessarily incurred by the Government of the United States by
reason of observance of appropriate courtesies in connection therewith
under the authorization of the Secretary of State, including the
reimbursement of other appropriations from which payments may
have been made for any of the purposes herein specified."

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 572]
JOINT RESOLUTION

To dissolve the United States Supreme Court Building Commission.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the United States
Supreme Court Building Commission, having fully executed all the
duties imposed upon it by law, accomplished the purposes for which
it was created, settled all accounts, and submitted its final report to
Congress, is hereby dissolved and the members of such Commission
discharged from any further duties in connection with the matters
heretofore committed by law to such Commission.

SEC. 2. All the books, papers, documents, and other records of such
Commission shall be transferred to such permanent agencies of the
United States, including the Supreme Court of the United States, as
the Chief Justice of the United States shall deem appropriate.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 605]
AN ACTAugust 9, 1939 AN ACT

[S. 1234] To amend section 13 (a) of the Act approved June 25, 1938 (52 Stat. 1069),
[Public, No. 344] entitled "Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938".

Fair Labor Stand-
ards Act of 1938,
amendment.

Switchboard oper-
ators in certain tele-
phone exchanges ex-
empt from designated
provisions.

62 Stat. 1067.
29 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, § 213.

August 9, 139
[S. 1899]

[Public, No. 345]

Public Health Serv-
ice.

Commissioned med-
ical officer, detail as
Assistant to the Sur-
geon General.

Duties.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 13 (a)
of the Act approved June 25, 1938 (52 Stat. 1069), entitled the "Fair
Labor Standards Act of 1938", be, and the same is hereby, amended
by adding a new subsection 11 as follows: "or (11) any switchboard
operator employed in a public telephone exchange which has less than
five hundred stations".

Approved, August 9, 1939.

[CHAPTER 606]
AN ACT

To provide for the detail of a commissioned medical officer of the Public Health
Service to serve as Assistant to the Surgeon General

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there shall be
in the Public Health Service a commissioned medical officer of the
Public Health Service, detailed by the Surgeon General of the Public
Health Service, who shall be known as the Assistant to the Surgeon
General, and who shall perform such duties as the Surgeon General
may prescribe and shall act as Surgeon General during the absence
or disability of the Surgeon General or in the event that there is a
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graphic, translating, and other services by contract if deemed neces-
sary, without regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 
U. S. C. 5) ; travel expenses; hire of motor-propelled passenger-
carrying vehicles; transportation of things; rental of necessary 
equipment; entertainment; and such other expenses as may be actually 
and necessarily incurred by the Government of the United States by 
reason of observance of appropriate courtesies in connection therewith 
under the authorization of the Secretary of State, including the 
reimbursement of other appropriations from which payments may 
have been made for any of the purposes herein specified." 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 572] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To dissolve the United States Supreme Court Building Commission. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the United States 
Supreme Court Building Commission, having fully executed all the 
duties imposed upon it by law, accomplished the purposes for which 
it was created, settled all accounts, and submitted its final report to 
Congress, is hereby dissolved and the members of such Commission 
discharged from any further duties in connection with the matters 
heretofore committed by law to such Commission. 
SEC. 2. All the books, papers, documents, and other records of such 

Commission shall be transferred to such permanent agencies of the 
United States, including the Supreme Court of the United States, as 
the Chief Justice of the United States shall deem appropriate. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 605] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 13 (a) of the Act approved June 25, 1938 (52 Stat. 1069), 
entitled "Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938". 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 13 (a) 
of the Act approved June 25, 1938 (52 Stat. 1069), entitled the "Fair 
Labor Standards Act of 1938", be, and the same is hereby, amended 
by adding a new subsection 11 as follows: "or (11) any switchboard 
operator employed in a public telephone exchange which has less than 
five hundred stations". 
Approved, August 9, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 606] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the detail of a commissioned medical officer of the Public Health 
Service to serve as Assistant to the Surgeon General. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there shall be 
in the Public Health Service a commissioned medical officer of the 
Public Health Service, detailed by the Surgeon General of the Public 
Health Service, who shall be known as the Assistant to the Surgeon 
General, and who shall perform such duties as the Surgeon General 
may prescribe and shall act as Surgeon General during the absence 
or disability of the Surgeon General or in the event that there is a 
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vacancy in the office of the Surgeon General. The Assistant to the
Surgeon General, while serving as such Assistant, shall have a rank
in the Public Health Service which shall correspond to that held by
a brigadier general in the United States Army, and shall be entitled
to the same pay and allowances as a brigadier general in the Army.

Approved, August 9, 1939.

[CHAPTER 607]
AN ACT

For the relief of certain Indians of the Winnebago Agency.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the
sum of $38,352.84 to the Treasurer of the United States for deposit
in the official disbursing account of the Superintendent and Special
Disbursing Agent of the Winnebago Indian Agency, Nebraska, to
replace a deposit of individual Indian money in like amount with the
State Bank of Winnebago, Nebraska, defunct: Provided, That any
sums, not exceeding in the aggregate the amount of this appropria-
tion, recovered from said bank or the sureties on the bonds thereof,
shall be deposited into the general fund of the Treasury.

Approved, August 9, 1939.

[CHAPTER 608]
AN ACT

Creating the Louisiana-Vicksburg Bridge Commission; defining the authority,
power, and duties of said Commission; and authorizing said Commission and its
successors and assigns to purchase, maintain, and operate a bridge across the
Mississippi River at or near Delta Point, Louisiana, and Vicksburg, Mississippi.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to
facilitate interstate commerce, improve the postal service, and pro-
vide for military and other purposes, the Louisiana-Vicksburg Bridge
Commission (hereinafter created, and hereinafter referred to as the
"Commission ) and its successors and assigns be, and is hereby
authorized to acquire by purchase or otherwise, from its owners, and
to maintain and operate a bridge and approaches thereto across the
Mississippi River at or near the cities of Delta Point, Louisiana, and
Vicksburg, Mississippi, subject to the conditions and limitations
contained in this Act. Whenever, and for the time only, that said
bridge is not in operative condition by reason of accident, damage,
repair, or other causes beyond the control of said Commission, said
Commission and its successors and assigns are hereby authorized to
maintain and operate a ferry, or ferries, across the Mississippi River
at or within fifteen miles of said bridge, subject to the conditions
and limitations contained in this Act: Provided, That the acquisition
and operation of a ferry or ferries shall only be in the event that
the condition of said bridge is such that it cannot be used and as
soon as repaired or again usable no ferry or ferries shall be oper-
ated: Provided further, That no permission shall be given for the
operation of a ferry or ferries within fifteen miles of said bridge
without the direct repeal of this section of the Act.

SEa. 2. There is hereby conferred upon the Commission and its
successors and assigns the right and power to acquire, condemn,
occupy, possess, and use said bridge and such real estate and other
property in the State of Louisiana and the State of Mississippi as
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vacancy in the office of the Surgeon General. The Assistant to the 
Surgeon General, while serving as such Assistant, shall have a rank 
in the Public Health Service which shall correspond to that held by 
a brigadier general in the United States Army, and shall be entitled 
to the same pay and allowances as a brigadier general in the Army. 
Approved, August 9, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 607] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of certain Indians of the Winnebago Agency. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the 
sum of $38,352.84 to the Treasurer of the United States for deposit 
in the official disbursing account of the Superintendent and Special 
Disbursing Agent of the Winnebago Indian Agency, Nebraska, to 
replace a deposit of individual Indian money in like amount with the 
State Bank of Winnebago, Nebraska, defunct: Provided, That any 
sums, not exceeding in the aggregate the amount of this appropria-
tion, recovered from said bank or the sureties on the bonds thereof, 
shall be deposited into the general fund of the Treasury. 
Approved, August 9, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 608] 
AN ACT 

Creating the Louisiana-Vicksburg Bridge Commission; defining the authority, 
power, and duties of said Commission; and authorizing said Commission and its 
successors and assigns to purchase, maintain, and operate a bridge across the 
Mississippi River at or near Delta Point, Louisiana, and Vicksburg, Mississippi. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to 
facilitate interstate commerce, improve the postal service, and pro-
vide for military and other purposes, the Louisiana-Vicksburg Bridge 
Commission (hereinafter created, and hereinafter referred to as the 
"Commission") and its successors and assigns be, and is hereby, 
authorized to acquire by purchase or otherwise, from its owners, and 
to maintain and operate a bridge and approaches thereto across the 
Mississippi River at or near the cities of Delta Point, Louisiana, and 
Vicksburg, Mississippi, subject to the conditions and limitations 
contained in this Act. Whenever, and for the time only, that said 
bridge is not in operative condition by reason of accident, damage, 
repair, or other causes beyond the control of said Commission, said 
Commission and its successors and assigns are hereby authorized to 
maintain and operate a ferry, or ferries, across the Mississippi River 
at or within fifteen miles of said bridge, subject to the conditions 
and limitations contained in this Act: Provided, That the acquisition 
and operation of a ferry or ferries shall only be in the event that 
the condition of said bridge is such that it cannot be used and as 
soon as repaired or again usable no ferry or ferries shall be oper-
ated: Provided further, That no permission shall be given for the 
operation of a ferry or ferries within fifteen miles of said bridge 
without the direct repeal of this section of the Act. 

Suc. 2. There is hereby conferred upon the Commission and its 
successors and assigns the right and power to acquire, condemn, 
occupy, possess, and use said bridge and such real estate and other 
property in the State of Louisiana and the State of Mississippi as 
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may be needed for the acquisition and maintenance of such bridge
and its approaches, and, if by condemnation, upon making just
compensation therefor, to be ascertained and paid according to the
laws of the State in which such real estate or property is located,
and the proceedings therefor shall be the same as in the condemna-
tion of private property for public purposes in said States, respec-
tively.

Tolls allowed. SEc. 3. The Commission and its successors and assigns are hereby
authorized to fix and charge tolls for transit over such bridge and
such ferry or ferries in accordance with the provisions of this Act.

cond issue to cover SEC. 4. The Commission and its successors and assigns are hereby
authorized to provide for the payment of the cost of the bridge and
its approaches (including any approach highways which, in the judg-
ment of the Commission, it is necessary or advisable to construct or
cause to be constructed to provide suitable and adequate connection
with existing improved highways) and the ferry or ferries and the
necessary land, easements, and appurtenances thereto by an issue
or issues of negotiable bonds of the Commission, bearing interest
at not more than 41/2 per centum per annum, the principal and
interest of which bonds and any premium to be paid for retirement
thereof before maturity shall be payable solely from the sinking fund

tcbond maturity, provided in accordance with this Act. Such bonds may be reg-
istrable as to principal alone or both principal and interest, shall be
in such form not inconsistent with this Act, shall mature at such
time or times not exceeding twenty years from their respective dates,
shall be in such denominations, shall be executed in such manner, and
shall be payable in such medium and at such place or places as the

Repurchase, re- Commission may determine. The Commission may repurchase and
may reserve the right to redeem all or any of said bonds before
maturity in such manner and at such price or prices, not exceeding
one hundred and two and accrued interest, as may be fixed by the

issuance of refund- Commission prior to the issuance of the bonds. The Commission,
when it deems it to the best interest of the Commission, may issue
refunding bonds to repurchase and redeem any outstanding bonds,

PReuning bonds, before the maturity thereof, which it may issue: Provided, That
maturity. the refunding bonds shall mature at such time or times, not

exceeding thirty years from date of approval of this Act, as the
Trust agreement, - Commission may determine. The Commission may enter into an

agreement with any bank or bond or trust company in the United
States as trustee having the power to make such agreement, setting
forth the duties of the Commission in respect of the maintenance,
operation, repair, and insurance of the bridge and/or the ferry or
ferries, the conservation and application of all funds, the safeguard-
ing of money on hand or on deposit and the rights and remedies of
said trustee and the holders of the bonds, restricting the individual
right of action of the bondholders as is customary in trust agreements

Provisions respect- respecting bonds of corporations. Such trust agreement may con-
edies of trustee and tain such provisions for protecting and enforcing the rights and
bondholders. remedies of the trustee and the bondholders as may be reasonable and

proper and not inconsistent with the law and also provisions for
Employmentofcon- approval by the original purchasers of the bonds of the employment

suiting engineers.
Security for bonds. of consulting engineers and of the security for said bonds and by any

bank or trust company in which the proceeds of bonds or of bridge
or ferry tolls or other moneys of the Commission shall be deposited.

Bondasl;prcelim- Said bonds shall be sold in such manner and at such time or timesitation.
and at such price as the Commission may determine, but no such
sale shall be made at a price so low as to require the payment of more
than 41/2 per centum interest on the money received therefor, com-
puted with relation to the absolute maturity of the bonds in accord-
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may be needed for the acquisition and maintenance of such bridge 
and its approaches, and, if by condemnation, upon making just 
compensation therefor, to be ascertained and paid according to the 
laws of the State in which such real estate or property is located, 
and the proceedings therefor shall be the same as in the condemna-
tion of private property for public purposes in said States, respec-
tively. 
SEC. 3. The Commission and its successors and assigns are hereby 

authorized to fix and charge tolls for transit over such bridge and 
such ferry or ferries in accordance with the provisions of this Act. 
SEC. 4. The Commission and its successors and assigns are hereby 

authorized to provide for the payment of the cost of the bridge and 
its approaches (including any approach highways which, in the judg-
ment of the Commission, it is necessary or advisable to construct or 
cause to be constructed to provide suitable and adequate connection 
with existing improved highways) and the ferry or ferries and the 
necessary land, easements, and appurtenances thereto by an issue 
or issues of negotiable bonds of the Commission, bearing interest 
at not more than 41/2  per centum per annum, the principal and 
interest of which bonds and any premium to be paid for retirement 
thereof before maturity shall be payable solely from the sinking fund 
provided in accordance with this Act. Such bonds may be reg-
istrable as to principal alone or both principal and interest, shall be 
in such form not inconsistent with this Act, shall mature at such 
time or times not exceeding twenty years from their respective dates, 
shall be in such denominations, shall be executed in such manner, and 
shall be payable in such medium and at such place or places as the 
Commission may determine. The Commission may repurchase and 
may reserve the right to redeem all or any of said bonds before 
maturity in such manner and at such price or prices, not exceeding 
one hundred and two and accrued interest, as may be fixed by the 
Commission prior to the issuance of the bonds. The Commission, 
when it deems it to the best interest of the Commission, may issue 
refunding bonds to repurchase and redeem any outstanding bonds, 
before the maturity thereof, which it may issue: Provided, That 
the refunding bonds shall mature at such time or times, not 
exceeding thirty years from date of approval of this Act, as the 
Commission may determine. The Commission may enter into an 
agreement with any bank or bond or trust, company in the United 
States as trustee having the power to make such agreement, setting 
forth the duties of the Commission in respect of the maintenance, 
operation, repair, and insurance of the bridge and/or the ferry or 
ferries, the conservation and application of all funds, the safeguard-
ing of money on hand or on deposit, and the rights and remedies of 
said trustee and the holders of the bonds, restricting the individual 
right of action of the bondholders as is customary in trust agreements 
respecting bonds of corporations. Such trust agreement may con-
tain such provisions for protecting and enforcing the rights and 
remedies of the trustee and the bondholders as may be reasonable and 
proper and not inconsistent with the law and also provisions for 
approval by the original purchasers of the bonds of the employment 
of consulting engineers and of the security for said bonds and by any 
bank or trust company in which the proceeds of bonds or of bridge 
or ferry tolls or other moneys of the Commission shall be deposited. 
Said bonds shall be sold in such manner and at such time or times 

and at such price as the Commission may determine, but no such 
sale shall be made at a price so low as to require the payment of more 
than 41/2 per centum interest on the money received therefor, com-
puted with relation to the absolute maturity of the bonds in accord-
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ance with standard tables of bond values, and the face amount
thereof shall be so calculated as to produce, at the price of their sale,
the cost of the bridge and its approaches and the land, easements, and
appurtenances used in connection therewith, and, in the event the
ferry or ferries are to be acquired, also the cost of such ferry or ferries
and the lands, easements, and appurtenances used in connection there-
with. The cost of the bridge and approaches and approach high- Items inch
ways, and ferry or ferries, shall be deemed to include all engineering,
legal, architectural, traffic-surveying, and other expenses incident to
the acquisition of the bridge or the acquisition of the ferry or ferries,
and the acquisition of the necessary property, and incident to the
financing thereof subject to the limitation as is provided in section 13.
If the proceeds of the bonds issued shall exceed the cost as finally suripls p
determined, the excess shall be placed in the sinking fund hereinafternkingfund.
provided. Prior to the preparation of definitive bonds the Commis- Temporary
sion may, under like restrictions, issue temporary bonds or interim Issue.

certificates with or without coupons of any denomination whatso-
ever, exchangeable for definitive bonds when such bonds that have
been executed are available for delivery.

SEC. 5. In fixing the rates of toll to be charged for the use of such Tolls to be

bridge the same shall be so adjusted as to provide a fund sufficient rund Petc.'
to pay for the reasonable cost of maintaining, repairing, and operat-
ing the bridge and its approaches under economical management,
and to provide a sinking fund sufficient to pay the principal and
interest of such bonds as the same shall fall due and the redemption
or repurchase price of all or any thereof redeemed or repurchased
before maturity as herein provided. All tolls and other revenues
from said bridge are hereby pledged to such uses and to the applica-
tion thereof as hereinafter in this section required. After payment
or provision for payment therefrom of all such cost of maintaining,
repairing, and operating and the reservation of an amount of money
estimated to be sufficient for the same purpose during an ensuing
period of not more than six months, the remainder of tolls collected
shall be placed in the sinking fund, at intervals to be determined by
the Commission prior to the issuance of the bonds. An accurate Rocord of

record of the cost of the bridge and its al)p)roaches; the expenditures lrs a"i"" ree"
for maintaining, repairing, and operating the same.; and of thle daily
tolls collected, shall be kept and shall be available for the information
of all persons interested. The Commission shall classify in a reason- Tramc eI
able way all traffic over the bridge, so that the tolls shall be so fixed ti""
and adjusted by it as to be uniform in the aplplication thereof to all
traffic falling within any such reasonable class, regardless of the
status or character of any person, firm, or corporation participating
in such traffic, and shall prevent all use of such bridge for traffic
except upon payment of the tolls so fixed and adjusted.

SEC. 6. Nothing herein contained shall require the Commission or commission
its successors to maintain or operate any ferry or ferries purchased quired ferry.

hereunder, but in the discretion of the Commission or its successors
any ferry or ferries so purchased, with the appurtenances and prop-
erty thereto connected and belonging, may be sold or otherwise dis-
posed of or may be abandoned and/or dismantled whenever in the
judgment of the Commission or its successors it may seem expedient
so to do. The Commission and its successors may fix such rates Ferry tolls;

of toll for the use of such ferry or ferries as it may deem proper,
subject to the same conditions as are hereinabove required as to tolls
for traffic over the bridge. All tolls collected for the use of the ferry
or ferries and the proceeds of any sale or disposition of any ferry
or ferries shall be used, so far as may be necessary, to pay the cost
of maintaining, repairing, and operating the same, and any residue
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ance with standard tables of bond values, and the face amount 
thereof shall be so calculated as to produce, at the price of their sale, 
the cost of the bridge and its approaches and the land, easements, and 
appurtenances used in connection therewith, and, in the event the 
ferry or ferries are to be acquired, also the cost of such ferry or ferries 
and the lands, easements, and appurtenances used in connection there-
with. The cost of the bridge and approaches and approach high-
ways, and ferry or ferries, shall be deemed to include all engineering, 
legal, architectural, traffic-surveying, and other expenses incident to 
the acquisition of the bridge or the acquisition of the ferry or ferries, 
and the acquisition of the necessary property, and incident to the 
financing thereof subject to the limitation as is provided in section 13. 
If the proceeds of the bonds issued shall exceed the cost as finally 
determined, the excess shall be placed in the sinking fund hereinafter 
provided. Prior to the preparation of definitive bonds the Commis-
sion may, under like restrictions, issue temporary bonds or interim 
certificates with or without coupons of any denomination whatso-
ever, exchangeable for definitive bonds when such bonds that have 
been executed are available for delivery. 
SEC. 5. In fixing the rates of toll to be charged for the use of such 

bridge the same shall be so adjusted as to provide a fund sufficient 
to pay for the reasonable cost of maintaining, repairing, and operat-
ing the bridge and its approaches under economical management, 
and to provide a sinking fund sufficient to pay the principal and 
interest of such bonds as the same shall fall due and the redemption 
or repurchase price of all or any thereof redeemed or repurchased 
before maturity as herein provided. All tolls and other revenues 
from said bridge are hereby pledged to such uses and to the applica-
tion thereof as hereinafter in this section required. After payment 
or provision for payment therefrom of all such cost of maintaining, 
repairing, and operating and the reservation of an amount of money 
estimated to be sufficient for the same purpose during an ensuing 
period of not more than six months, the remainder of tolls collected 
shall be placed in the sinking fund, at intervals to be determined by 
the Commission. prior to the issuance of the bonds. An accurate 
record of the cost of the bridge and its approaches; the expenditures 
for maintaining, repairing, and operating the same; and of the daily 
tolls collected, shall be kept and shall be available for the in formation 
of all persons interested. The Commission shall classify in it reason-
able way all traffic over the bridge, so that the tolls shall be so fixed 
and adjusted by it as to be uniform in the application thereof to all 
traffic falling within any such reasonable class, regardless of the 
status or character of any person, firm, or corporation participating 
in such traffic, and shall prevent all use of such bridge for traffic 
except upon payment of the tolls so fixed and adjusted. 
SEC. 6. Nothing herein contained shall require the Commission or 

its successors to maintain or operate any ferry or ferries purchased 
hereunder, but in the discretion of the Commission or its successors 
any ferry or ferries so purchased, with the appurtenances and prop-
erty thereto connected and belonging, may be sold or otherwise dis-
posed of or may be abandoned and/or dismantled whenever in the 
judgment of the Commission or its successors it may seem expedient 
so to do. The Commission and its successors may fix such rates 
of toll for the use of such ferry or ferries as it may deem proper, 
subject to the same conditions as are hereinabove required as to tolls 
for traffic over the bridge. All tolls collected for the use of the ferry 
or ferries and the proceeds of any sale or disposition of any ferry 
or ferries shall be used, so far as may be necessary, to pay the cost 
of maintaining, repairing, and operating the same, and any residue 
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thereof shall be paid into the sinking fund hereinabove provided for
bonds. An accurate record of the cost of purchasing the ferry or
ferries, the expenditures for maintaining, repairing, and operating
the same, and of the daily tolls collected shall be kept and shall be
available for the information of all persons interested.

SEC. 7. After payment of the bonds and interest, or after a sinking
fund sufficient for such payment shall have been provided and shall
be held for that purpose, the Commission shall deliver deeds or other
suitable instruments of conveyance of the interest of the Commission
in and to the bridge, that part within Louisiana to the State of Lou-
isiana or any municipality or agency thereof as may be authorized
by or pusuant to law to accept the same (hereinafter referred to as
the Louisiana interest) and that part within Mississippi to the State
of Mississippi or any municipality or agency thereof as may be
authorized by or pursuant to law to accept the same (hereinafter
referred to as the Mississippi interest) under the condition that the
bridge shall thereafter be free of tolls (except the railroad portion
of said bridge and except as otherwise herein provided) and be
properly maintained, operated, and repaired by the Louisiana interest
and the Mississippi interest as may be agreed upon; but if either the
Louisiana interest or the Mississippi interest shall not be authorized
to accept or shall not accept the same under such conditions, then
the bridge shall continue to be owned, maintained, operated, and
repaired by the Commission as a free bridge until such time as both
the Louisiana interest and the Mississippi interest shall be authorized
to accept and shall accept such conveyance under such conditions.
After the conveyance by the Commission to the Louisiana interest
and Mississippi interest, the said interests may collect from the rail-
road or railroads using the bridge reasonable tolls, either under the
then existing contract between the Commission and the railroad or
railroads, or a new contract to be made by the Mississippi interest
and Louisiana interest with the said railroad or railroads. If at the
time of such conveyance the Commission or its successors shall not
have disposed of such ferry or ferries, the same shall be disposed of
by sale as soon as practicable, at such price and upon such terms
as the Commission or its successors may determine. Free toll provi-
sions of this Act shall not apply to railroad or railroads using bridge.

SEC. 8. For the purpose of carrying into effect the objects stated in
this Act, there is hereby created the Lonisiana-Vicksburg Bridge
Commission, and by that name, style, and title said body shall have
perpetual succession; may contract and be contracted with, sue and
be sued, implead and be impleaded, complain and defend in all courts
of law and equity; may make and have a common seal; may purchase
or otherwise acquire and hold or dispose of real estate and other
property only insofar as it is essential and necessary in the operation
of the bridge; may accept and receive donations or gifts of money or
other property and apply the same to the purpose of this Act; and
shall have and possess all powers necessary, convenient, or proper for
carrying into effect the objects stated in this Act.

The Commission shall consist of three persons, one of whom shall
be appointed by the Governor of Louisiana from the congressional
district in the State of Louisiana wherein is located the west
approach to said bridge, one of whom shall be appointed by the Gov-
ernor of Mississippi from the congressional district in the State of
Mississippi wherein is located the east approach to said bridge, and
one of whom shall be appointed by the Commissioner of Public
Roads. Such Commission shall be a body corporate and politic.
Each member of the Commission shall qualify within thirty days
after the approval of this Act by filing in the office of the Commis-
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thereof shall be paid into the sinking fund hereinabove provided for 
bonds. An accurate record of the cost of purchasing the ferry or 
ferries, the expenditures for maintaining, repairing, and operating 
the same, and of the daily tolls collected shall be kept and shall be 
available for the information of all persons interested. 
SEC. 7. After payment of the bonds and interest, or after a sinking 

fund sufficient for such payment shall have been provided and shall 
be held for that purpose, the Commission shall deliver deeds or other 
suitable instruments of conveyance of the interest of the Commission 
in and to the bridge, that part within Louisiana to the State of Lou-
isiana or any municipality or agency thereof as may be authorized 
by or pusuant to law to accept the same (hereinafter referred to as 
the Louisiana interest) and that part within Mississippi to the State 
of Mississippi or any municipality or agency thereof as may be 
authorized by or pursuant to law to accept the same (hereinafter 
referred to as the Mississippi interest) under the condition that the 
bridge shall thereafter be free of tolls (except the railroad portion 
of said bridge and except as otherwise herein provided) and be 

properly maintained, operated, and repaired by the Louisiana interest  and the Mississippi interest as may be agreed upon; but if either the 

Louisiana interest or the Mississippi interest shall not be authorized 
to accept or shall not accept the same under such conditions, then 
the bridge shall continue to be owned, maintained, operated, and 
repaired by the Commission as a free bridge until such time as both 
the Louisiana interest and the Mississippi interest shall be authorized 
to accept and shall accept such conveyance under such conditions. 
After the conveyance by the Commission to the Louisiana interest 
and Mississippi interest, the said interests may collect from the rail-
road or railroads using the bridge reasonable tolls, either under the 
then existing contract between the Commission and the railroad or 
railroads, or a new contract to be made by the Mississippi interest 
and Louisiana interest with the said railroad or railroads. If at the 
time of such conveyance the Commission or its successors shall not 
have disposed of such ferry or ferries the same shall be disposed of 
by sale as soon as practicable, at such price and upon such terms 
as the Commission or its successors may determine. Free toll provi-
sions of this Act shall not apply to railroad or railroads using bridge. 
SEC. 8. For the purpose of carrying into effect the objects stated in 

this Act, there is hereby created the Louisiana-Vicksburg Bridge 
Commission, and by that name, style, and title said body shall have 
perpetual succession ' • may contract and be contracted with, sue and 
be sued, implead and be impleaded, complain and defend in all courts 
of law and equity; may make and have a common seal; may purchase 
or otherwise acquire and hold or dispose of real estate and other 
property only insofar as it is essential and necessary in the operation 
of the bridge; may accept and receive donations or gifts of money or 
other property and apply the same to the purpose of this Act; and 
shall have and possess all powers necessary, convenient, or proper for 
carrying into effect the objects stated in this Act. 
The Commission shall consist of three persons, one of whom shall 

be appointed by the Governor of Louisiana from the congressional 
district in the State of Louisiana wherein is located the west 
approach to said bridge, one of whom shall be appointed by the Gov-
ernor of Mississippi from the congressional district in the State of 
Mississippi wherein is located the east approach to said bridge, and 
one of whom shall be appointed by the Commissioner of Public 
Roads. Such Commission shall be a body corporate and politic. 
Each member of the Commission shall qualify within thirty days 
after the approval of this Act by filing in the office of the Commis-
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sioner of Public Roads an oath that he will faithfully perform the
duties imposed upon him by this Act, and each person appointed to
fill a vacancy shall qualify in like manner within thirty days after
his appointment. Any vacancy occurring in said Commission by rea-
son of failure to qualify as above provided, or by reason of death or
resignation, shall be filled by the Governor of the State from which
the said Commissioner was appointed, and/or by the Commissioner
of Public Roads as herein provided. Before the issuance of bonds
as hereinabove provided, each member of the Commission shall give
such bond as may be fixed by the Chief of the Bureau of Public
Roads of the Federal Works Agency, conditioned upon the faithful
performance of all duties acquired by this Act. The Commission
shall elect a chairman and a vice chairman from its members, and
may establish rules and regulations for the government of its own
business. A majority of the members shall constitute a quorum for
the transaction of business.

SEO. 9. The Commission shall have no capital stock or shares of
interest or participation, and all revenue and receipts thereof shall
be applied to the purposes specified in this Act. The members of the
Commission shall be entitled to a per diem compensation for their
services of $20 per day for each day actually spent in the business of
the Commission, but the maximum compensation in any year of each
member shall not exceed $1,200. The members of the Commission
shall also be entitled to receive traveling expense allowance of 10
cents a mile for each mile actually traveled on the business of the
Commission. The Commission may employ a secretary, treasurer,
engineers, attorneys, and other such experts, assistants, and employ-
ees as they may deem necessary, who shall be entitled to receive such
compensation as the Commission may determine: Provided, They are
absolutely necessary in the carrying out of the purpose of this Act
in the acquisition and management of said bridge. All salaries and
expenses shall be paid solely from the funds provided under the
authority of this Act. After all bonds and interest thereon shall
have been paid and all other obligations of the Commission paid or
discharged, or provision for all such payment shall have been made
as hereinbefore provided, and after the bridge shall have been con-
veyed to the Louisiana interest and the Mississippi interest as herein
provided, and any ferry or ferries shall have been sold, the Commis-
sion shall be dissolved and shall cease to have further existence by
an order of the Chief of the Bureau of Public Roads made upon his
own initiative or upon application of the Commission or any mem-
ber or members thereof, but only after public hearings in the cities
of Delta, Louisiana, and Vicksburg, Mississippi, notice of the time
and place of which hearings and purpose thereof shall have been
published once, at least thirty days before the date thereof, in a news-
paper published in the city of Vicksburg. At the time of such disso-
lution all moneys in the hands of or to the credit of the Commission
shall be divided into two equal parts, one of which shall be paid to
said Louisiana interests and the other to said Mississippi interests.

SEC. 10. Notwithstanding any of the provisions of this Act, the
Commission shall have full power and authority to negotiate and
enter into a contract or contracts with the Louisiana State Highway
Department and the State Highway Department of Mississippi
whereby said highway departments or either of them may operate,
and maintain or participate with the Commission in the operation and
maintenance of said bridge and approaches.

SEC. 11. Nothing herein contained shall be construed to authorize or
permit the Commission or any member thereof to create any obliga-
tion or incur any liability other than such obligations and liabilities
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sioner of Public Roads an oath that he will faithfully perform the 
duties imposed upon him by this Act, and each person appointed to 
fill a vacancy shall qualify in like manner within thirty days after 
his appointment. Any vacancy occurring in said Commission by rea- Vacancies. 

son of failure to qualify as above provided, or by reason of death or 
resignation, shall be filled by the Governor of the State from which 
the said Commissioner was appointed, and/or by the Commissioner 
of Public Roads as herein provided. Before the issuance of bonds Bond. 

as heremabove provided, each member of the Commission shall give 
such bond as may be fixed by the Chief of the Bureau of Public 
Roads of the Federal Works Agency, conditioned upon the faithful 
performance of all duties acquired by this Act. The Commission Corporate powers, 

shall elect a chairman and a vice chairman from its members, and etc. 

may establish rules and regulations for the government of its own 
business. A majority of the members shall constitute a quorum for 
the transaction of business. 

SEc. 9. The Commission shall have no capital stock or shares of Commission,restric-
tion on capital stock, 

interest or participation, and all revenue and receipts thereof shall etc. 

be applied to the purposes specified in this Act. The members of the Compensation, al. 
lowance, etc. 

Commission shall be entitled to a per diem compensation for their 
services of $20 per day for each day actually spent in the business of 
the Commission, but the maximum compensation in any year of each 
member shall not exceed $1,200. The members of the Commission 
shall also be entitled to receive traveling expense allowance of 10 
cents a mile for each mile actually traveled on the business of the 
Commission. The Commission may employ a secretary, treasurer, Secretary, and other 
engineers, attorneys, and other such experts, assistants, and employ- 

employees. 

ees as they may deem necessary, who shall be entitled to receive such 
compensation as the Commission may determine: Provided, They are Proviso. Necessity required. 
absolutely necessary in the carrying out of the purpose of this Act 
in the acquisition and management of said bridge. All salaries and of Funs for payment salardies, etc. 
expenses shall be aid solely from the funds provided under the 
authority of this Act. After all bonds and interest thereon shall mission. Dissolution of Com. 

have been paid and all other obligations of the Commission paid or 
discharged, or provision for all such payment shall have been made 
as herembefore provided, and after the bridge shall have been con-
veyed to the Louisiana interest and the Mississippi interest as herein 
provided, and any ferry or ferries shall have been sold, the Commis-
sion shall be dissolved and shall cease to have further existence by 
an order of the Chief of the Bureau of Public Roads made upon his 
own initiative or upon application of the Commission or any mem-
ber or members thereof, but only after public hearings in the cities 
of Delta, Louisiana, and Vicksburg, Mississippi, notice of the time 
and place of which hearings and purpose thereof shall have been 
published once, at least thirty days before the date thereof, in a news-
paper published in the city of Vicksburg. At the time of such disso- in hand. 

Division of moneys 

lution all moneys in the hands of or to the credit of the Commission 
shall be divided into two equal parts, one of which shall be paid to 
said Louisiana interests and the other to said Mississippi interests. 
SEC. 10. Notwithstanding any of the provisions of this Act, the States fo Contracts with 

r  Commission shall have full power and authority to negotiate and and maintenoperaationnce. 

enter into a contract or contracts with the Louisiana State Highway 
Department and the State Highway Department of Mississippi 
whereby said highway departments or either of them may operate, 
and maintain or participate with the Commission in the operation and 
maintenance of said bridge and approaches. 
SEC. 11. Nothing herein contained shall be construed to authorize or obSgreatinns. of other 

permit the Commission or any member thereof to create any obliga-
tion or incur any liability other than such obligations and liabilities 
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as are dischargeable solely from funds provided by this Act. No
obligation created or liability incurred pursuant to this Act shall be
an obligation or liability of any member or members of the Com-
mission, but shall be chargeable solely to the funds herein provided,
nor shall any indebtedness created pursuant to this Act be an
indebtedness of the United States.

SEC. 12. All provisions of this Act may be enforced or the violation
thereof prevented by mandamus, injunction, or other appropriate
remedy brought by the attorney general for the State of Louisiana,
the attorney general for the State of Mississippi, or the United States
district attorney for any district in which the bridge may be located
in part, in any court having competent jurisdiction of the subject
matter and of the parties.

SEO. 13. The cost of acquisition of said bridge by said Commission
shall not include good will, going value, or prospective revenues or
profits, but shall be limited to the sum of (1) the actual cost of
construction, less a reasonable deduction for actual depreciation in
value; (2) the actual cost of acquiring interests in the necessary real
property; (3) actual financing and promotion costs, not to exceed 2
per centum of the cost of construction of such a bridge and its
approaches and acquiring such interests in the necessary real prop-
erty; and (4) actual expenditures for necessary improvements.

SEO. 14. The maintenance and operation of said bridge shall be
in accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to
regulate the construction of bridges over navigable waters", approved
March 23, 1906.

SEC. 15. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved, August 9, 1939.

[CHAPTER 609]
ATNT AP'F

August 9, 1939 -
[I

1
. R. 37951 To provide a right-of-way through the Chilkoot Barracks Military Reservation,

[Public, No. 348] Alaska.
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Alaska.
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Provisos.
Availability for

Government use.

Federal rights re-
served.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of War be, and he is hereby, authorized to grant, for such term or
terms and subject to such conditions as he deems advisable, a right-
of-way to Erik Oslund his successors and assigns, to install and
maintain one each gasoline and fuel-oil pipe lines on the Chilkoot
Barracks Military Reservation, Alaska, with intake valves on the
Government wharf: Provided, That valves and connections shall be
installed by the grantee, which, including said pipe lines, shall be
available for the use of the Government without cost to divert gaso-
line and fuel oil into Government storage tanks: Provided further,
That all or any part of such right-of-way may be annulled and for-
feited by the Secretary of War if the property is needed for Gov-
ernmental purposes or for failure to comply with the terms or condi-
tions of any grant hereunder, or for nonuse or for abandonment of
rights under the authority hereof.

Approved, August 9, 1939.
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August 9, 1939 

as are dischargeable solely from funds provided by this Act. No 
obligation created or liability incurred pursuant to this Act shall be 
an obligation or liability of any member or members of the Com-
mission, but shall be chargeable solely to the funds herein provided, 
nor shall any indebtedness created pursuant to this Act be an 
indebtedness of the United States. 
SEC. 12. All provisions of this Act may be enforced or the violation 

thereof prevented by mandamus, injunction, or other appropriate 
remedy brought by the attorney general for the State of Louisiana, 
the attorney general for the State of Mississippi, or the United States 
district attorney for any district in which the bridge may be located 
in part, in any court having competent jurisdiction of the subject 
matter and of the parties. 
SEC. 13. The cost of acquisition of said bridge by said Commission 

shall not include good will, going value, or prospective revenues or 
profits, but shall be limited to the sum of (1) the actual cost of 
construction, less a reasonable deduction for actual depreciation in 
value; (2) the actual cost of acquiring interests in the necessary real 
property; (3) actual financing and promotion costs, not to exceed 2 
per centum of the cost of construction of such a bridge and its 
approaches and acquiring such interests in the necessary real prop-
erty; and (4) actual expenditures for necessary improvements. 
SEC. 14. The maintenance and operation of said bridge shall be 

in accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled ".An Act to 
regulate the construction of bridges over navigable waters", approved 
March 23, 1906, 
SEC. 15. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved, August 9, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 609] 
AN ACT 

[II. R. 3795]  To provide a right-of-way through the Chilkoot Barracks Military Reservation, 
Alaska. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of War be, and he is hereby, authorized to grant, for such term or 
terms and subject to such conditions as he deems advisable, a right-
of-way to Erik Oslund, his successors and assigns, to install and 
maintain one each gasoline and fuel-oil pipe lines on the Chilkoot 
Barracks Military Reservation, Alaska, with intake valves on the 
Government wharf: Provided, That valves and connections shall be 
installed by the grantee, which, including said pipe lines, shall be 
available for the use of the Government without cost to divert gaso-
line and fuel oil into Government storage tanks: Provided further, 
That all or any part of such right-of-way may be annulled and f or-
feit,ed by the Secretary of War if the property is needed for Gov-
ernmental purposes or for failure to comply with the terms or condi-
tions of any grant hereunder, or for nonuse or for abandonment of 
rights under the authority hereof. 
Approved, August 9, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 610]
AN ACT

To amend the naturalization laws in relation to an alien previously lawfully
admitted into the United States for permanent residence and who is temporarily
absent from the United States solely in his or her capacity as a regularly or-
dained clergyman or representative of a recognized religious denomination or
religious organization existing in the United States.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That any alien who
has been lawfully admitted into the United States for permanent resi-
dence and who has heretofore been or may hereafter be absent tem-
porarily from the United States solely in his or her capacity as a
regularly ordained clergyman, shall be considered as residing in the
United States for the purpose of naturalization notwithstanding any
such absence from the United States, but he or she shall in all other
respects comply with the requirements of the naturalization laws.
Such alien shall prove to the satisfaction of the Secretary of Labor
and the naturalization court that his or her absence from the United
States has been solely in the capacity hereinbefore described.

SEC. 2. The Commissioner of Immigration and Naturalization,
with the approval of the Secretary of Labor, shall prescribe such
rules and regulations as may be necessary for the enforcement of this
Act.

Approved, August 9, 1939.

[CHAPTER 611]
AN ACT

Giving clerks in the Railway Mail Service the benefit of holiday known as
Armistice Day.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in. Congress assembled, That the third
proviso of the first section of the Act entitled "An Act to fix the
hours of duty of postal employees, and for other purposes", approved
August 14, 1935, as amended, is amended by striking out the words
"three hundred and six days" and inserting in lieu thereof the words
"three hundred and five days".

That this Act shall become effective as of October 1, 1939.
Approved, August 9, 1939.

[CHAPTER 612]
AN ACT

Authorizing the Secretary of Agriculture to prepare plans for the eradication and
control of the pink bollworm, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of Agriculture, with such assistance of the Secretary of State as may
be mutually agreed upon by and between the Secretaries of Agricul-
ture and State, is authorized and directed to carry on discussions with
the heads of responsible agencies and responsible officials of the
Government of Mexico and with such various States of the United
States as he may deem necessary for the purpose of preparing plans
looking toward the eradication and control of the pink bollworm
affecting cotton within the United States and Mexico.

SEC. 2. That plans developed pursuant to these discussions shall be
submitted by the Secretary of Agriculture, on or before January 10,
1940, to the President of the United States who shall transmit to the
Congress such recommendations with respect thereto as he may deem
advisable.
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[CHAPTER 610] 
AN ACT 

To amend the naturalization laws in relation to an alien previously lawfully 
admitted into the United States for permanent residence and who is temporarily 
absent from the United States solely in his or her capacity as a regularly or-
dained clergyman or representative of a recognized religious denomination or 
religious organization existing in the United States. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That any alien who 
has been lawfully admitted into the United States for permanent resi-
dence and who has heretofore been or may hereafter be absent tem-
porarily from the United States solely in his or her capacity as a 
regularly ordained clergyman, shall be considered as residing in the 
United States for the purpose of naturalization notwithstanding any 
such absence from the United States, but he or she shall in all other 
respects comply with the requirements of the naturalization laws. 
Such alien shall prove to the satisfaction of the Secretary of Labor 
and the naturalization court that his or her absence from the United 
States has been solely in the capacity hereinbefore described. 
SEC. 2. The Commissioner of Immigration and Naturalization, 

with the approval of the Secretary of Labor, shall prescribe such 
rules and regulations as may be necessary for the enforcement of this 
Act. 
Approved, August 9, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 611] 
AN ACT 

August 9, 1939 
Giving clerks in the Railway Mail Service the benefit of holiday known as  (H. R. 43224  

Armistice Day. [Public, No. 350] 

August 9, 1939 
[H. Et. 4100] 

[Public, No. 349] 
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Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in. Congress assembled, That the third 
proviso of the first section of the Act entitled "An Act to fix the 
hours of duty of postal employees, and for other purposes", approved 
August 14, 1935, as amended, is amended by striking out the words 
"three hundred and six days" and inserting in lieu thereof the words 
"three hundred and five days". 
That this Act shall become effective as of October 1, 1939. 
Approved, August 9, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 612] 
AN ACT 
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Authorizing the Secretary of Agriculture to prepare plans for the eradication and  (11. R. 46,N  

control of the pink bollworm, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in. Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of Agriculture, with such assistance of the Secretary of State as may 
be mutually agreed upon by and between the Secretaries of Agricul-
ture and State, is authorized and directed to carry on discussions with 
the heads of responsible agencies and responsible officials of the 
Government of Mexico and with such various States of the United 
States as he may deem necessary for the purpose of preparing plans 
looking toward the eradication and control of the pink bollworm 
affecting cotton within the United States and Mexico. 

Site. 2. That plans developed pursuant to these discussions shall be 
submitted by the Secretary of Agriculture, on or before January 10, 
1940, to the President of the United States who shall transmit to the 
Congress such recommendations with respect thereto as he may deem 
advisable. 
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SEC. 3. That expenses incurred by agents of the United States in
carrying out the discussions herein authorized shall be paid from
regular appropriations made to the department of the Government of
the United States by which the agent incurring them is employed.

Approved, August 9, 1939.

[CHAPTER 613]
AN ACT

To establish the Benjamin Harrison Commission to formulate plans for the
construction of a permanent memorial to the memory of Benjamin Harrison,
twenty-third President of the United States.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is
hereby established a commission, to be known as the Benjamin
Harrison Memorial Commission, and to be composed of five commis-
sioners, to be appointed by the President of the United States.
Such commission shall consider and formulate plans for establish-
ment of a permanent memorial in the city of Indianapolis, to the
said Benjamin Harrison, twenty-third President of the United States.

SEC. 2. Such commission may, in its discretion, accept from any
source, public or private, money or property to be used for the
purpose of making surveys and investigations, formulaingg, pre-
parg, and considering plans for the construction of such memorial,
or other expenses incurred, or to be incurred, in carrying out the
provisions of this joint resolution.

SEC. 3. The commission shall report its recommendations to Con-
gress as soon as practicable.

SEC. 4. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of
$2,500, which shall be available to defray the necessary expenses of
the commission for the performance of their duties herein prescribed.
Disbursement of the sum herein authorized shall be made on vouchers
approved by the chairman of the commission.

Approved, August 9, 1939.

[CHAPTER 614]
AN ACT

To amend the Act approved June 26, 1935, entitled "An Act to create a national
memorial military park at and in the vicinity of Kennesaw Mountain in the
State of Georgia, and for other purposes."

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 5 of
the Act approved June 26, 1935, entitled "An Act to create a national
memorial military park at and in the vicinity of Kennesaw Mountain
in the State of Georgia, and for other purposes", be, and the same is
hereby, amended by striking the period at the end thereof and insert-
ing a colon and the following proviso: "Provided, That if, after
the expenditure of the funds herein authorized, the Secretary of the
Interior shall determine that the acquisition of additional lands is
necessary in order to perfect the symmetry of the park area or to
acquire locations of historic interest adjacent to the park area already
acquired upon which fortifications or entrenchments are located
which are likely to deteriorate or be destroyed under private owner-
ship, he is authorized to acquire additional lands for such purposes."
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SEC. 3. That expenses incurred by agents of the United States in 
carrying out the discussions herein authorized shall be paid from 
regular appropriations made to the department of the Government of 
the United States by which the agent incurring them is employed. 
Approved, August 9, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 613] 
AN ACT 

To establish the Benjamin Harrison Commission to formulate plans for the 
construction of a permanent memorial to the memory of Benjamin Harrison, 
twenty-third President of the United States. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is 
hereby established a commission, to be known as the Benjamin 
Harrison Memorial Commission, and to be composed of five commis-
sioners, to be appointed by the President of the United States. 
Such commission shall consider and formulate plans for establish-
ment of a permanent memorial in the city of Indianapolis, to the 
said Benjamin Harrison, twenty-third President of the United States. 
SEC. 2. Such commission may, in its discretion, accept from any 

source, public or private, money or property to be used for the 
purpose of making surveys and investigations, formulating, pre-
paring, and considering plans for the construction of such memorial, 
or other expenses incurred, or to be incurred, in carrying out the 
provisions of this joint resolution. 

Site. 3. The commission shall report its recommendations to Con-
gress as soon as practicable. 
SEC. 4. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any 

money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of 
$2,500, which shall be available to defray the necessary expenses of 
the commission for the performance of their duties herein prescribed. 
Disbursement of the sum herein authorized shall be made on vouchers 
approved by the chairman of the commission. 
Approved, August 9, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 614] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Act approved June 26, 1935, entitled "An Act to create a national 
memorial military park at and in the vicinity of Kennesaw Mountain in the 
State of Georgia, and for other purposes." 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 5 of 
the Act approved June 26, 19352 entitled "An Act to create a national 
memorial military park at and m the vicinity of Kennesaw Mountain 
in the State of Georgia, and for other purposes", be, and the same is 
hereby, amended by striking the period at the end thereof and insert-
ing a colon and the following proviso: "Provided, That if, after 
the expenditure of the funds herein authorized, the Secretary of the 
Interior shall determine that the acquisition of additional lands is 
necessary in order to perfect the symmetry of the park area or to 
acquire locations of historic interest adjacent to the park area already 
acquired upon which fortifications or entrenchments are located 
which are likely to deteriorate or be destroyed under private owner-
ship, he is authorized to acquire additional lands for such purposes." 
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SEC. 2. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated to carry out
the purposes of this Act not to exceed the sum of $55,000.

SEC. 3. That the Secretary of the Interior, in his discretion, is
hereby authorized to convey without consideration, but under such
terms and conditions as he may deem advisable, to the New Salem
School district of Dade County, Georgia, not to exceed ten acres of
land located within lot numbered 114, eleventh district, fourth sec-
tion, of Dade County, Georgia, now a part of the Chickamauga-
Chattanooga National Military Park.

Approved, August 9, 1939.

[CHAPTER 615]
AN ACT

To regulate interstate and foreign commerce in seeds; to require labeling and to
prevent misrepresentation of seeds in interstate commerce; to require certain
standards with respect to certain imported seeds; and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may
be cited as the "Federal Seed Act".

TITLE I-DEFINITIONS

SEC. 101. (a) When used in this Act-
(1) The term "United States" means the several States, Alaska,

District of Columbia, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico.
(2) The term "person" includes a partnership, corporation, com-

pany, society, or association.
(3) The term "interstate commerce" means-

(A) commerce between any State, Territory, possession, or
the District of Columbia, and any other State, Territory, posses-
sion, or the District of Columbia; or

(B) commerce between points within the same State, Terri-
tory, or possession, or the District of Columbia, but through any
place outside thereof; or

(C) commerce within the District of Columbia.
(4) For the purposes of this Act with respect to labeling( for

variety and origin (but not in anywise limiting the foregoing defini-
tion), seeds shall be considered to be in interstate commerce, or deliv-
ered for transportation in interstate commerce, if such seeds are part
of, or delivered for transportation in, that current of commerce usual
in the transportation and/or merchandising of seeds, whereby such
seeds are sent from one State with the expectation that they will end
their transit in another, including, in addition to cases within the
above general description, all cases where seeds are transported or
delivered for transportation to another State, or for processing or
cleaning for seeding purposes within the State and shipment outside
the State of the processed or cleaned seeds. Seeds normally in such
current of commerce shall not be considered out of such current
through resort being had to any means or device intended to remove
transactions in respect thereto from the provisions of this Act.

(5) The term "foreign commerce" means commerce between the
United States, its possessions, or any Territory of the United States,
and any foreign country.

(6) (a) The term "district court of the United States" means any
court exercising the powers of a district court of the United States.

(b) The term "circuit court of appeals", in case the principal place
of business or the place of residence of a person against whom a cease
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SEC. 2. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated to carry out 
the purposes of this Act not to exceed the sum of $55,000. 
SEC. 3. That the Secretary of the Interior, in his discretion, is 

hereby authorized to convey without consideration, but under such 
terms and conditions as he may deem advisable, to the New Salem 
School district of Dade County, Georgia, not to exceed ten acres of 
land located within lot numbered 114, eleventh district, fourth sec-
tion, of Dade County, Georgia,_ now a part of the Chickamauga-
Chattanooga National Military Park. 
Approved, August 9, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 6151 
AN ACT 

To regulate interstate and foreign commerce in seeds; to require labeling and to 
prevent misrepresentation of seeds in interstate commerce; to require certain 
standards with respect to certain imported seeds; and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may 
be cited as the "Federal Seed Act". 

TITLE I—DEFINITIONS 

SEC. 101. (a) When used in this Act— 
.(1) The term "United States" means the several States, Alaska, 

District of Columbia, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico. 
(2) The term "person" includes a partnership, corporation, com-

pany, society, or association. 
(3) The term "interstate commerce" means— 

(A). commerce between any State, Territory, possession, or 
the District of Columbia, and any other State, Territory, posses-
sion, or the District of Columbia; or 

(B) commerce between points within the same State, Terri-
tory, or possession, or the District of Columbia, but through any 
place outside thereof; or 

(C) commerce within the District of Columbia. 
(4) For the purposes of this Act with respect to labeling for 

variety and origin (but not in anywise limiting the foregoing defini-
tion), seeds shall be considered to be in interstate commerce, or deliv-
ered for transportation in interstate commerce, if such seeds are part 
of, or delivered for transportation in, that current of commerce usual 
in the transportation and/or merchandising of seeds, whereby such 
seeds are sent from one State with the expectation that they will end 
their transit in another, including, in addition to cases within the 
above general description, all cases where seeds are transported or 
delivered for transportation to another State, or for processing or 
cleaning for seeding purposes within the State and shipment outside 
the State of the processed or cleaned seeds. Seeds normally in such 
current of commerce shall not be considered out of such current 
through resort being had to any means or device intended to remove 
transactions in respect thereto from the provisions of this Act. 

(5) The term "foreign commerce" means commerce between the 
United States, its possessions, or any Territory of the United States, 
and any foreign country. 

(6) (a) The term "district court of the United States" means any 
court exercising the powers of a district court of the United States. 

(b) The term "circuit court of appeals", in case the principal place 
of business or the place of residence of a person against whom a cease 
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"Agricultural
seeds."

and desist order is issued is in the District of Columbia, includes the
Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia.

(7) The term-
(A) "Agricultural seeds" shall include grass, forage, and field

crop seeds, as follows:
Agropyron cristatum (L.) Beauv.-Crested wheatgrass.
Agropyron pauciflorum (Schwein.) Hitchc.-Slender wheatgrass.
Agropyron smithii Rydb.-Bluestem.
Agrostis alba L.-Redtop.
Agrostis canina L.-Velvet bent.
Agrostis palustris Huds.-Creeping bent.
Agrostis spp.-Bentgrasses.
Avena spp.-Oat.
Beta vulgaris L.-Field beet, excluding sugar beet.
Brassica napus L.-Winter rape.
Bromus inermis Leyss.-Smooth brome.
Chloris gayana Kunth.-Rhodes grass.
Cynosurus cristatus L.-Crested dogtail.
Dactylis glomerata L.-Orchard grass.
Echinochloa crusgalli frumentacea (Roxb.) Wight.-Japanese

millet.
Fagopyrum vulgare Hill.-Common buckwheat.
Festuca spp.-Fescue.
Gossypium spp.-Cotton.
Hordeum spp.-Barley.
Lespedeza sericea (Thumb.) Miq.-Chinese lespedeza.
Lespedeza stipulacea Maxim.-Korean lespedeza.
Lespedeza striata (Thumb.) Hook and Arn.-Common and Kobe

lespedeza.
Linum usitatissimum L.-Flax.
Lolium multiflorum Lam.-Italian ryegrass.
Lolium perenne L.-Perennial ryegrass.
Medicago arabica (L.) All.-Bur-clover.
Medicago hispida Gaertn.-Bur-clover.
Medicago lupulina L.-Black medick.
Medicago sativa L.-Alfalfa.
Melilotus alba Desr.-White sweetclover.
Melilotus indica (L.) All.-Sourclover.
Melilotus officinalis (L.) Lain.-Yellow sweetclover.
Melinis minutiflora Beauv.-Molasses grass.
Oryza sativa L.-Rice.
Panicum fasciculatum Swartz.-Browntop millet.
Panicum miliaceum L.-Proso.
Paspalum dilatatum Poir.-Dallis grass.
Paspalum notatum Fluegge.-Bahia grass.
Pennisetum glaucum (L.) R. Br.-Pearl millet.
Pennisetum purpureum Schumach.-Napier grass.
Phleum pratense L.-Timothy.
Phalaris arundinacea L.-Reed canary grass.
Pisum sativum arvense L. (Poir.).-Field pea, Austrian winter

pea.
Poa annua L.-Annual bluegrass.
Poa compressa L.-Canada bluegrass.
Poa nemoralis L.-Wood bluegrass.
Poa pratensis L.-Kentucky bluegrass.
Poa trivialis L.-Rough bluegrass.
Secale cereale L.-Rye.
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Medicago arabica (L.) All.—Bur-clover. 
Medicago hispida Gaertn.—Bur-clover. 
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Paspalum dilatatum Poir.—Dallis grass. 
Paspalum notatum Fluegge.—Bahia grass. 
Pennisetum glaucum (L.) R. Br.—Pearl millet. 
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Phleum pratense L.—Timothy. 
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pea. 
Poa annua L.—Annual bluegrass. 
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Secale cereale L.—Rye. 
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Setaria italica (L.) Beauv.-Foxtail, German, Hungarian, or
golden millet.

Soja max (L.) Piper.-Soybean.
Sorghum vulgare Pers.-Sorghum.
Sorghum vulgare sudanese (Piper) Hitchc.-Sudan grass.
Stizolobium utile (Wall.) Piper and Tracy.-Velvetbean.
Trifolium dubium Sibth.-Suckling clover.
Trifolium hybridum L.-Alsike clover.
Trifolum incarnatum L.-Crimson clover.
Trifolum pratense L.-Red clover.
Trifolium repens L.-White clover.
Triticum spp.-Wheat; spelt; emmer.
Vicia angustifolia (L.) Reich.-Narrowleaf vetch.
Vicia atropurpurea Desf.-Purple vetch.
Vicia dasycarpa Ten.-Woollypod vetch.
Vicia monantha Desf.-Monantha vetch.
Vicia pannonica Crantz.-Hungarian vetch.
Vicia sativa L.-Common vetch.
Vicia villosa Roth.-Hairy vetch.
Vigna sinensis (Torner) Savi.-Cowpea.
Zea mays L.-Field corn:
Provided, That the Secretary of Agriculture is authorized by
rules and regulations to add to or take from such list of agri-
cultural seed, when he finds that any seeds are or are not used
for seeding purposes in the United States.

(B) "Vegetable seeds" shall include the seeds of those crops
that are or may be grown in gardens or on truck farms and are
or may be generally known and sold under the name of vegetable
seeds.

(8) (A) For the purpose of title II, the term "weed seeds" means
the seeds or bulblets of plants recognized as weeds either by the law
or rules and regulations of-

(i) The State into which the seed is offered for transporta-
tion, or transported; or

(ii) Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, or District of Coluntbia into
which transported, or District of Colutinbia il which sold.

(B) For the purpose of title III, the ternl "weed seeds'' meaalls seeds
or bulhlets of plants which are found by the Secret:ar y of Agricult ilre
to he detrimental to the agricultural interests of the United States,
or any part thereof.

(9) (A) For the purpose of title II, the term "noxious-weed
seeds" means the seeds or bulblets of plants recognized as noxious-

(i) by tile law or rules and regulations of the State into which
the seed is offered for transportation, or transported;

(ii) by the law or rules and regulations of Alaska, Hawaii,
Puerto Rico, or the District of Columbia, into which transported,
or District of Columbia in which sold; or

(iii) by the rules and regulations of the Secretary of Agri-
culture under this Act, when after investigation he shall deter-
mine that a weed is noxious in the United States or in any
specifically designated area thereof.

(B) For the purpose of title III, the term "noxious-weed seeds"
means the seeds of Lepidium draba L., Lepidium repens (Schrenk)
Boiss., Hymenophysa pubescens C. A., Mey., white top; Cirsium
arvense (L.) Scop., Canada thistle; Cuscuta spp., dodder; Agropyron
repens (L.) Beauv., quackgrass; Sorghum halepense (L.) Pers., John-
son grass; Convolvulus arvensis L., bindweed; Centaurea picris Pall.,
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Setaria italica (L.) Beauv.—Foxtail, German, Hungarian, or 
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Soja max (L.) Piper.—Soybean. 
Sorghum vulgare Pers.—Sorghum. 
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Stizolobium utile (Wall.) Piper and Tracy.—Velvetbean. 
Trifolium dubium Sibth.—Suckling clover. 
Trifolium hybridum L.—Alsike clover. 
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Vicia atropurpurea Desf.—Purple vetch. 
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Vigna sinensis (Torner) Savi.—Cowpea. 
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Russian knapweed; Sonchus arvensis L., perennial sowthistle;
Euphorbia esula L., leafy spurge; and seeds or bulblets of any other
kinds which after investigation the Secretary of Agriculture finds
should be included.

"Origin." (10) The term "origin" means the State, Alaska, District of
Columbia, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, or possession of the United States,
or the foreign country, or designated portion thereof, where the seed
was grown.

*"Kind." (11) The term "kind" means one or more related species or sub-
species which singly or collectively is known by one common name,
for example, wheat, oat, vetch, sweetclover, cabbage, cauliflower,
and so forth.

"Variety." (12) The term "variety" means a subdivision of a kind which is
characterized by growth, plant, fruit, seed, or other characters by
which it can be differentiated from other sorts of the same kind, for
example, Marquis wheat, Flat Dutch cabbage, Manchu soybeans,
Oxheart carrot, and so forth.

"Type." (13) The term "type" means either (A) a group of varieties so
nearly similar that the individual varieties cannot be clearly differ-
entiated except under special conditions, or (B) when used with a
variety name means seed of the variety named which may be mixed
with seed of other varieties of the same kind and of similar character,
the manner of and the circumstances connected with the use of the
designation to be governed by rules and regulations prescribed under

pOrt, p. 1285. section 402 of this Act.
"Germination." (14) The term "germination" means the percentage of seeds capable

of producing normal seedlings under ordinarily favorable conditions
(not including seeds which produce weak, malformed, or obviously

Pot, p. 1285. abnormal sprouts), determined by methods prescribed under section
403 of this Act.

"Hard seeds. (15) The term "hard seeds" means the percentage of seeds which
because of hardness or impermeability do not absorb moisture or
germinate under prescribed tests but remain hard during the period
prescribed for germination of the kind of seed concerned, determined
by methods prescribed under section 403 of this Act.

"nert matter." (16) The term "inert matter" means all matter not seeds, and
includes among others broken seeds, sterile florets, chaff, fungus bodies,
and stones, determined by methods prescribed under section 403 of
this Act.

"Purelve seed." (17) The term "pure live seed" for the purpose of title III means
that portion of any lot of seed subject to this Act that consists of live
agricultural or vegetable seed determined by methods prescribed under
section 403 of this Act.

"Label." (18) The term "label" means the display or displays of written,
printed, or graphic matter upon or attached to the container of seed.

"Labeling." (19) The term "labeling" includes all labels, and other written,
printed, and graphic representations, in any form whatsoever, accom-
panying and pertaining to any seed whether in bulk or in containers,
and includes invoices.

"Advertisement." (20) The term "advertisement" means all representations, other
than those on the label, disseminated in any manner or by any means,
relating to seed within the scope of this Act.

Subject to i-s (21) Subject to such tolerances as the Secretary of Agriculture is
authorized to prescribe under the provisions of this Act-

"False labeling." (A) the term "false labeling" means any labeling which is false
or misleading in any particular;

mt advertise- (B) the term "false advertisement" means any advertisement
which is false or misleading in any particular.
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Russian knapweed; Sonchus arvensis L., perennial sowthistle; 
Euphorbia esula L., leafy spurge; and seeds or bulblets of any other 
kinds which after investigation the Secretary of Agriculture finds 
should be included. 

(10) The term "origin" means the State, Alaska, District of 
Columbia, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, or possession of the United States, 
or the foreign country, or designated portion thereof, where the seed 
was grown. 

(11) The term "kind" means one or more related species or sub-
species which singly or collectively is known by one common name, 
for example, wheat, oat, vetch, sweetclover, cabbage, cauliflower, 
and so forth. 

(12) The term "variety" means a subdivision of a kind which is 
characterized by growth, plant, fruit, seed, or other characters by 
which it can be differentiated from other sorts of the same kind, for 
example, Marquis wheat, Flat Dutch cabbage, Manchu soybeans, 
Oxheart carrot, and so forth. 

(13) The term "type" means either (A) a group of varieties so 
nearly similar that the individual varieties cannot be clearly differ-
entiated except under special conditions, or (B) when used with a 
variety name means seed of the variety named which may be mixed 
with seed of other varieties of the same kind and of similar character, 
the manner of and the circumstances connected with the use of the 
designation to be governed by rules and regulations prescribed under 
section 402 of this Act. 

(14) The term "germination" means the percentage of seeds capable 
of producing normal seedlings under ordinarily favorable conditions 
(not including seeds which produce weak, malformed, or obviously 
abnormal sprouts), determined by methods prescribed under section 
403 of this Act. 

(15) The term "hard seeds" means the percentage of seeds which 
because of hardness or impermeability do not absorb moisture or 
germinate under prescribed tests but remain hard during the period 
prescribed for germination of the kind of seed concerned, determined 
by methods prescribed under section 403 of this Act. 

(16) The term "inert matter" means all matter not seeds, and 
includes among others broken seeds, sterile florets, chaff, fungus bodies, 
and stones, determined by methods prescribed under section 403 of 
this Act. 

(17) The term "pure live seed" for the purpose of title III means 
that portion of any lot of seed subject to this Act that consists of live 
agricultural or vegetable seed determined by methods prescribed under 
section 403 of this Act. 

(18) The term "label" means the display or displays of written, 
printed, or graphic matter upon or attached to the container of seed. 

(19) The term "labeling" includes all labels, and other written, 
printed, and graphic representations, in any form whatsoever, accom-
panying and pertaining to any seed whether in bulk or in containers, 
and includes invoices. 

(20) The term "advertisement" means all representations, other 
than those on the label, disseminated in any manner or by any means, 
relating to seed within the scope of this Act. 

(21) Subject to such tolerances as the Secretary of Agriculture is 
authorized to prescribe under the provisions of this Act— 

(A) the term "false labeling" means any labeling which is false 
or misleading in any particular; 

(B) the term "false advertisement" means any advertisement 
which is false or misleading in any particular. 
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(22) The term "screenings" shall include chaff, sterile florets, imma-
ture seed, weed seed, inert matter, and any other materials removed
in any way from any seeds in any kind of cleaning or processing and
which contain less than 25 per centum of live agricultural or vege-
table seeds.

(23) The term "in bulk" refers to seed when loose either in vehicles
of transportation or in storage, and not to seed in bags or other
containers.

TITLE II-INTERSTATE COMMERCE

PROHIBITIONS RELATING TO INTERSTATE COMMERCE IN CERTAIN SEEDS
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(1) The name of (A) kind, or (B) kind and variety, or (C) kind Name of kind, etc.
and type, for each agricultural seed component present in excess of
5 per centum of the whole and the percentage by weight of each:
Provided, That such components are expressed in accordance with the Poento.
category designated under (A), (B), or (C); expressed according to

(2) Lot number or other identification; category dsignated.

(3) Origin, stated in accordance with paragraph (a) (1) of this Origin.
section, of each agricultural seed present which has been designated by
the Secretary of Agriculture as one on which a knowledge of the origin
is important from the standpoint of crop production, if the origin is
known, and if each such seed is present in excess of 5 per centum.
If the origin of such agricultural seed or seeds is unknown, that fact
shall be stated;

(4) Percentage by weight of weed seeds, including noxious-weed Per en tage bysedweight of weed seeds.

seeds;
(5) Kinds of noxious-weed seeds and the rate of occurrence of Kinds of noxious-weed seeds and rate of

each, which rate shall be expressed in accordance with and shall not ocrcrrence of each.
exceed the rate allowed for shipment, movement, or sale of such
noxious-weed seeds by the law and regulations of the State into which
the seed is offered for transportation or transported or in accordance
with the rules and regulations of the Secretary of Agriculture, when
under the provisions of section 101 (a) (9) (A) (iii) he shall deter- A^lt, p 12-7

mine that weeds other than those designated by State requirements
are noxious;

(6) Percentage by weight of agricultural seeds other than those Percentage byweight of certain agri-

included under paragraph (a) (1) of this section; culturalseeds.
(7) Percentage by weight of inert matter; Inert matter.
(8) For each agricultural seed, in excess of 5 per centum of the Germination, etc.

whole, stated in accordance with paragraph (a) (1) of this section,
(A) percentage of germination, exclusive of hard seed, (B) per-
centage of hard seed, if present, (C) the calendar month and year
the test was completed to determine such percentages;

(9) Name and address of (A) the person who transports, or Naesoensign.ip

delivers for transportation, said seed in interstate commerce, or
(B) the person to whom the seed is sold or shipped for resale,
together with a code designation approved by the Secretary of Agri-
culture under rules and regulations prescribed under section 402 of P" p. 1
this Act, indicating the person who transports or delivers for trans-
portation said seed in interstate commerce;
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(22) The term "screenings" shall include chaff, sterile florets, imma-
ture seed, weed seed, inert matter, and any other materials removed 
in any way from any seeds in any kind of cleaning or processing and 
which contain less than 25 per centum of live agricultural or vege-
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(b) Any vegetable seeds, for seeding purposes, in containers,
unless each container bears a label giving the following information
in accordance with rules and regulations prescribed under section 402
of this Act;

(1) Name of kind and variety of seed;
(2) For seeds which germinate less than the standard last estab-

lished by the Secretary of Agriculture, as provided under section
403 (c) of this Act-

(i) percentage of germination, exclusive of hard seed;
(i) percentage of hard seed, if present;
(iii) the calendar month and year the test was completed to

determine such percentages;
(iv) the words "Below Standard"; and

(3) Name and address of-
(A) The person who transports, or delivers for transportation,

said seed in interstate commerce; or
(B) the person to whom the seed is sold or shipped for resale,

together with a code designation approved by the Secretary of
Agriculture under rules and regulations prescribed under section 402
of this Act, indicating the person who transports or delivers for
transportation said seed in interstate commerce.

(c) Any agricultural or vegetable seed unless the test to determine
the percentage of germination required by this section shall have
been completed within a five-month period, exclusive of the calendar
month in which the test was completed, immediately prior to trans-
portation or delivery for transportation in interstate commerce:
Provided, however, That the Secretary of Agriculture may by rules
and regulations designate: (a) a shorter period for kinds of agri-
cultural or vegetable seed which he finds under ordinary conditions
of handling will not maintain, during the aforesaid five-month
period, a germination within the established limits of tolerance; or
(b) a longer period not to exceed nine months, exclusive of the
calendar month in which the test was completed, for kinds of agri-
cultural or vegetable seed which he finds under ordinary conditions
of handling will maintain during such longer period a germination
within the established limits of tolerance.

(d) Any agricultural seeds or vegetable seeds having a false label-
ing, or pertaining to which there has been a false advertisement, or
to sell or offer for sale such seed for interstate shipment by himself
or others.

(e) Seed which is required to be stained under the provisions of
this Act and the regulations made and promulgated thereunder,
and is not so stained.

(f) Seed which has been stained to resemble seed stained in accord-
ance with the provisions of this Act and the regulations made and
promulgated thereunder.

(g) Seed which is a mixture of seeds which are required to be
stained or which are stained with different colors under the provisions
of this Act and of the regulations made and promulgated thereunder,
or which is a mixture of any seed required to be stained under the
provisions of this Act and of the regulations made and promulgated
thereunder, with seed of the same kind produced in the United
States.

(h) Screenings of any seed subject to this Act, unless they are
not intended for seeding purposes; and it is stated on the label,
if in containers, or on the invoice if in bulk, that they are intended
for cleaning, processing, or manufacturing purposes, and not for
seeding purposes.
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(b) Any vegetable seeds, for seeding purposes, in containers, 
unless each container bears a label giving the following information 
in accordance with rules and regulations prescribed under section 402 
of this Act; 

(1) Name of kind and variety of seed; 
(2) For seeds which germinate less than the standard last estab-

lished by the Secretary of Agriculture, as provided wider section 
403 (c) of this Act— 

(i) percentage of germination, exclusive of hard seed; 
(n) percentage of hard seed, if present; 
(iii) the calendar month and year the test was completed to 

determine such percentages; 
(iv) the words "Below Standard"; and 

(3) Name and address of— 
(A) The person who transports, or delivers for transportation, 

said seed in interstate commerce; or 
(B) the person to whom the seed is sold or shipped for resale, 

together with a code designation approved by the Secretary of 
Agriculture under rules and regulations prescribed under section 402 
of this Act, indicating the person who transports or delivers for 
transportation said seed in interstate commerce. 

(c) Any agricultural or vegetable seed unless the test to determine 
the percentage of germination required by this section shall have 
been completed within a five-month period, exclusive of the calendar 
month in which the test was completed, immediately prior to trans-
portation or delivery for transportation in interstate commerce: 
Provided, however, That the Secretary of Agriculture may by rules 
and regulations designate: (a) a shorter period for kinds of agri-
cultural or vegetable seed which he finds under ordinary conditions 
of handling will not maintain, during the aforesaid five-month 
period, a germination within the established limits of tolerance; or 
(b) a longer period not to exceed nine months, exclusive of the 
calendar month in which the test was completed, for kinds of agri-
cultural or vegetable seed which he finds under ordinary conditions 
of handling will maintain during such longer period a germination 
within the established limits of tolerance. 

(d) Any agricultural seeds or vegetable seeds having a false label-
ing, or pertaining to which there has been a false advertisement, or 
to sell or offer for sale such seed for interstate shipment by himself 
or others. 

(e) Seed which is required to be stained under the provisions of 
this Act and the regulations made and promulgated thereunder, 
and is not so stained. 

(f) Seed which has been stained to resemble seed stained in accord-
ance with the provisions of this Act and the regulations made and 
promulgated thereunder. 

(g) Seed which is a mixture of seeds which are required to be 
stained or which are stained with different colors under the provisions 
of this Act and of the regulations made and promulgated thereunder, 
or which is a mixture of any seed required to be stained under the 
provisions of this Act and of the regulations made and promulgated 
thereunder, with seed of the same kind produced in the United 
States. 

(h) Screenings of any seed subject to this Act, unless they are 
not intended for seeding purposes; and it is stated on the label, 
if in containers, or on the invoice if in bulk, that they are intended 
for cleaning, processing, or manufacturing purposes, and not for 
seeding purposes. 
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RECORDS

SEC. 202. All persons transporting, or delivering for transportation,
in interstate commerce agricultural seeds shall keep for a period of
three years a complete record of origin, germination and purity of
each lot of agricultural seed offered, and the Secretary of Agricul-
ture, or his duly authorized agents, shall have the right to inspect
such records for the purpose of the effective administration of this
Act.

EXEMPTIONS

SEC. 203. (a) The provisions of sections 201 and 202 shall not
apply to any carrier in respect to any seed transported or delivered
for transportation in the ordinary course of its business as a carrier:
Provided, That such carrier is not engaged in processing or mer-
chandising seed subject to the provisions of this Act; and such pro-
visions shall not apply to seeds produced by any farmer on his own
premises and sold by him directly to the consumer, provided such
farmer is not engaged in the business of selling seeds not produced
by him: And provided further, That such seeds produced or sold by
him when transported or offered for transportation to any State,
Territory, or District, shall not be exempted from the provisions of
sections 201 and 202 unless said seeds shall be in compliance with the
operation and effect of the laws of such State, Territory, or District,
enacted in the exercise of its police power, to the same extent and in
the same manner as though such seed had been produced, sold, offered
or exposed for sale in such State, Territory, or District, and shall not
be exempted therefrom by reason of being introduced therein in
original packages or otherwise: And provided further, That such
seeds produced or sold by him are in compliance with the seed laws
of the State into which the seed is transported.

(b) The provisions of section 201 (a) or (b) shall not apply-
(1) to seed or grain not intended for seeding purposes when

transported or offered for transportation in ordinary channels
of commerce usual for such seed or grain intended for manufac-
ture or for feeding; or

(2) to seed intended for seeding pulrposes when transported or
offered for transportation in interstate commerce-

(A) if in bulk, in which case, however, the invoice per-
taining to such seed shall bear the various statements
required for the respective seeds under section 201 (a) and
(b): or

(B) if consigned to a seed cleaning or processing estab-
lishment, to be clean o ossed or processed for seeding purposes:
Provided, That this fact is so stated in the invoice, if in bulk,
or on attached labels, if in containers: Provided further,
That any such seed later to be labeled as to origin and/or
variety, and for which consecutive records are necessary to
establish these facts, shall be labeled as to these items in
accordance with rules and regulations prescribed under sec-
tion 402 of this Act.

(c) When the Secretary of Agriculture finds that, because of the
time interval between seed harvesting and sowing, or because of an
emergency beyond human control, the information required by this
Act as to the germination, and hard seed of certain kinds of seeds,
cannot be given prior to transportation or delivery for transportation
in interstate commerce, he may promulgate, with or without a hear-
ing, rules and regulations providing that the provisions of section
201 (a) and (b) as to the required labeling for germination and
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(c) When the Secretary of Agriculture finds that, because of the 
time interval between seed harvesting and sowing, or because of an 
emergency beyond human control, the information required by this 
Act as to the germination, and hard seed of certain kinds of seeds, 
cannot be given prior to transportation or delivery for transportation 
in interstate commerce, he may promulgate, with or without a hear-
ing, rules and regulations providing that the provisions of section 
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hard seed shall not apply for such period and to such kinds of seed
as he may specify in his said rules and regulations.

(d) The provisions of section 201 (a) and (b) relative to the
labeling of agricultural and vegetable seeds with the percentages of
the kind or variety or type of seeds shall not be deemed violated
if there be other seeds in the container or bulk which could not be,
or were not, identified because of their indistinguishability in appear-
ance from the seeds intended to be transported or delivered for
transportation in interstate commerce, provided that the records of
the person charged with the duty under said section of labeling or
invoicing the seeds, kept in accordance with the rules and regula-
tions of the Secretary of Agriculture, together with other pertinent
facts, disclose that said person has taken all proper precautions to
insure the identity to be that stated.

DISCLAIMERS AND NONWARRANTIES

SEC. 204. The use of a disclaimer or nonwarranty clause in any
invoice, advertising, labeling, or written, printed, or graphic matter,
pertaining to any seed shall not constitute a defense, or be used as
a defense in any way, in any prosecution, or in any proceeding for
confiscation of seeds, brought under the provisions of this Act, or
the rules and regulations made and promulgated thereunder.

FALSE ADVERTISING

SEC. 205. It shall be unlawful for any person to disseminate, or
cause to be disseminated, any false advertisement concerning seed,
by the United States mails, or in interstate or foreign commerce, in
any manner or by any means, including radio broadcasts: Provided,
however, That no person, advertising agency, or medium for the dis-
semination of advertising, except the person who transported, deliv-
ered for transportation, sold, or offered for sale seed to which the
false advertisement relates, shall be liable under this section by
reason of disseminating or causing to be disseminated any false
advertisement, unless he or it has refused, on the request of the
Secretary of Agriculture, to furnish the Secretary the name and post-
office address of the person, or advertising agency, residing in the
United States, who caused, directly or indirectly, the dissemination
of such advertisement.

TITLE III-FOREIGN COMMERCE

PROHIBITIONS AND PROCEDURES RELATING TO IMPORTATIONS

SEC. 301. (a) The importation into the United States is prohibited
of-

(1) any seed containing 10 per centum or more of any agri-
cultural or vegetable seeds if any such seed is adulterated or
unfit for seeding purposes, or is required to be stained and is not
so stained, under the terms of this title, or the labeling of which
is false or misleading in any respect;

(2) screenings of any seeds subject to title III of this Act
(except that this shall not apply to screenings of wheat, oats,
rye, barley, buckwheat, field corn, sorghum, broomcorn, flax,
millet, proso, soybeans, cowpeas, field peas, or field beans, which
are not imported for seeding purposes and are declared for clean-
ing, processing, or manufacturing purposes, and not for seeding
purposes);

(3) any seed containing 10 per centum or more of the seeds
of alfalfa or red clover, which has been stained prior to being
offered for entry in a manner that does not permit compliance
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hard seed shall not apply for such period and to such kinds of seed 
as he may specify in his said rules and regulations. 

(d) The provisions of section 201 (a) and (b) relative to the 
labeling of agricultural and vegetable seeds with the percentages of 
the kind or variety or type of seeds shall not be deemed violated 
if there be other seeds in the container or bulk which could not be, 
or were not, identified because of their indistinguishability in appear-
ance from the seeds intended to be transported or delivered for 
transportation in interstate commerce, provided that the records of 
the person charged with the duty under said section of labeling or 
invoicing the seeds, kept in accordance with the rules and regula-
tions of the Secretary of Agriculture, together with other pertinent 
facts, disclose that said person has taken all proper precautions to 
insure the identity to be that stated. 
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SEC. 201. The use of a disclaimer or nonwarranty clause in any 
invoice, advertising, labeling, or written, printed, or graphic matter, 
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SEC. 205. It shall be unlawful for any person to disseminate, or 
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by the United States mails, or in interstate or foreign commerce, in 
any manner or by any means, including radio broadcasts: Provided, 
however, That no person, advertising agency, or medium for the dis-
semination of advertising, except the person who transported, deliv-
ered for transportation, sold, or offered for sale seed to which the 
false advertisement relates, shall be liable under this section by 
reason of disseminating or causing to be disseminated any false 
advertisement, unless he or it has refused, on the request of the 
Secretary of Agriculture, to furnish the Secretary the name and post-
office address of the person, or advertising agency, residing in the 
United States, who caused, directly or indirectly, the dissemination 
of such advertisement. 

TITLE III—FOREIGN COMMERCE 

PROHIBITIONS AND PROCEDURES RELATING TO IMPORTATIONS 

SEC. 301. (a) The importation into the United States is prohibited 
of— 

(1) any seed containing 10 per centum or more of any agri-
cultural or vegetable seeds if any such seed is adulterated or 
unfit for seeding purposes, or is required to be stained and is not 
so stained, under the terms of this title, or the labeling of which 
is false or misleading in any respect; 

(2) screenings of any seeds subject to title III of this Act 
(except that this shall not apply to screenings of wheat, oats, 
rye, barley, buckwheat, field corn, sorghum, broomcorn, flax, 
millet, proso, soybeans, cowpeas, field peas, or field beans, which 
are not imported for seeding purposes and are declared for clean-
ing, processing, or manufacturing purposes, and not for seeding 
purposes) ; 

(3) any seed containing 10 per centum or more of the seeds 
of alfalfa or red clover, which has been stained prior to being 
offered for entry in a manner that does not permit compliance 
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with the provisions of this title and the regulations made and
promulgated thereunder.

SEC. 302. (a) The Secretary of the Treasury shall deliver to the
Secretary of Agriculture, subject to joint rules and regulations pre-
scribed under section 402 of this Act, samples of seed and screenings
which are being imported into the United States, or offered for
import, giving notice thereof to the consignee, and if it appears from
the examination of such samples that any seed or screenings offered
to be imported into the United States are subject to the provisions of
this title and do not comply with the provisions of this title, or if the
labeling of such seed is false or misleading in any respect, such seed
or screenings shall be refused admission, and the Secretary of the
Treasury shall refuse delivery to the consignee, who may appear,
however, before the Secretary of Agriculture and show cause why
the seed or screenings should be admitted. Seed or screenings refused
admission and not exported by the consignee within twelve months
from the date of notice of such refusal shall be destroyed in accord-
ance with joint rules and regulations prescribed under section 402
of this Act: Provided, That the Secretary of the Treasury may
deliver to the consignee such seed or screenings pending examination
and decision in the matter or for staining, if it be seed which is
required to be stained, or for cleaning, on the execution of a rede-
livery bond for such amount as may be necessary under joint rules
and regulations prescribed under section 402 of this Act, and on
refusal to return such seed or screenings for any cause to the custody
of the Secretary of the Treasury, when demanded, for the purpose
of excluding such seed or screenings from the country, or for any
other purpose, said consignee shall forfeit the full amount of the
bond as liquidated damages: And provided further, That all charges
for storage, cartage, and labor on the seed or screenings which are
refused admission or delivery, shall be paid by the owner or con-
signee, and in default of such payment shall constitute a lien against
future importation made by such owner or consignee.

(b) The refuse from any seeds or screenings which are allowed to
be cleaned under bond shall be destroyed in accordance with joint
rules and regulations prescribed under section 402 of this Act.

(c) The provisions of this title shall not apply-
(1) when seed is shipped in bond through the United States, or
(2) when the Secretary of Agriculture finds that a substantial

proportion of the importations of any kind of seed is used for
other than seeding purposes, and he provides by rules and regu-
lations that seed of such kind not imported for seeding purposes
shall be exempted from the provisions of the Act: Provided,
That importations of such kinds of seed shall be accompanied by
a declaration setting forth the use for which imported when and
as required under joint rules and regulations prescribed under
section 402 of this Act.

ADULTERATED SEED

SEC. 303. Seed subject to the provisions of section 301 is adulter-
ated if any kind of such seed contains more than 5 per centum by
weight of seed or seeds of another kind or kinds of similar appear-
ance: Provided, That the mixture of the seed of white and alsike
clover, or red clover and alsike clover, shall not be deemed to be
adulterated, and that other seed mixtures of similar kinds of seeds
of similar appearance shall not be deemed to be adulterated when the
Secretary of Agriculture finds and prescribes by order that the
importation of such seed mixtures for planting is not detrimental to
the user of such seeds.
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SEED UNFIT FOR SEEDING PURPOSES

Seed unfit for seed-
ing purposes. SEC. 304. Seed subject to the provisions of section 301 is unfit for

seeding purposes-
(a) If any such seed contains noxious-weed seed at a rate in excess

of-
(1) one noxious-weed seed in each ten grams of the seed of

timothy, orchard grass, bromegrass, crested wheatgrass, slender
wheatgrass, ryegrass, sweetclover, alfalfa, millet, rape, flax,
clovers, and species of Agrostis, Festuca, or Poa, or any kind of
seed of a size and weight similar to or less than those named;

(2) one noxious-weed seed in each twenty-five grams of the
seed of sorghum, Sudan grass, and buckwheat, or any kind of
seed of a size and weight greater than the seeds referred to in
(a) (1), but less than seeds referred to in (a) (3) of this section;

(3) one noxious-weed seed in each one hundred grams of the
seed of wheat, oats, rye, barley, vetches, and corn, or any seed of
a size and weight similar to or greater than such seed.

(b) If any such seed contains more than 2 per centum by weight
of weed seeds; or

(c) If any such seed contains less than 75 per centum of pure, live
seed, or if any component of such seed present to the extent of 10
per centum or more contains less than 75 per centum of live seed:

Seed standards. Provided, That when the Secretary of Agriculture shall find that any
such seed or any kind of seed present to the extent of 10 per centum or
more cannot be produced to contain 75 per centum of pure, live seed,
he may set up such standard from time to time for pure, live seed
as he finds can be produced.

CERTAIN SEEDS REQUIRED TO BE STAINED

Certain seeds re-
quired to be stained. SEC. 305. (a) Any seed containing 10 per centum or more of the

seeds of alfalfa and/or red clover, subject to the provisions of section
301, shall be stained in such manner and to such extent as the Secre-
tary of Agriculture by regulation may prescribe and, when prac-
ticable, the color produced by such stain shall indicate the country
or region of origin.

(b) Whenever the Secretary of Agriculture, after public hearing,
determines that seed of alfalfa or red clover from any foreign coun-
try or region is not adapted for general agricultural use in the United
States, he shall publish such determination. On and after the expi-
ration of ninety days after the date of such publication, and until
such determination is revoked, 10 per centum or more of the seeds
in each container of such alfalfa or red clover seed, or any seed con-
taining 10 per centum or more of such alfalfa or red clover seed,
shall be stained a red color, in accordance with such regulations as
the Secretary of Agriculture may prescribe.

(c) Whenever the origin of the seed of alfalfa or of red clover
present in excess of 10 per centum in any seed subject to section 301
of this Act is unestablished, 10 per centum of the seed in each con-
tainer shall be stained a red color.

(d) Whenever the seeds of alfalfa or of red clover of different
origins are present in excess of 10 per centum in any seed subject to
section 301 of this Act, and different colors are required by reason of
such different origins, 10 per centum of the seed in each container
shall be stained red.

(e) Whenever any seed required to be stained under the provisions
of this Act is commingled with seed of the same kind grown in the
United States, the seed in each container thereof shall be stained
10 per centum red.
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a size and weight similar to or greater than such seed. 
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(b) Whenever the Secretary of Agriculture, after public hearing, 
determines that seed of alfalfa or red clover from any foreign coun-
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ration of ninety days after the date of such publication, and until 
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present in excess of 10 per centum in any seed subject to section 301 
of this Act is une,stablished, 10 per centum of the seed in each con-
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(d) Whenever the seeds of alfalfa or of red clover of different 
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United States, the seed in each container thereof shall be stained 
10 per centum red. 
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CERTAIN ACTS PROHIBITED

SEC. 306. It shall be unlawful for any person-
(a) To sell or offer for sale-

(1) any seed for seeding purposes if imported under this title
for other than seeding purposes;

(2) any screenings of any seeds for seeding purposes if im-
ported under this title for other than seeding purposes;

(3) any seed which is prohibited entry under the provisions
of this Act;

(4) any seed which has been stained to resemble seed stained
in accordance with the provisions of this Act and the rules and
regulations made and promulgated thereunder;

(5) any seed stained under the provisions of this Act and the
rules and regulations made and promulgated thereunder, when
mixed with seed of the same kind produced in the United States;

(6) any seed stained with different colors;
(7) any seed stained under the provisions of this Act, the label-

ing of which states that such seed is adapted.
(b) To change the proportion of seeds stained under the provisions

of this Act and the rules and regulations made and promulgated
thereunder, or to alter, modify, conceal, or remove in any manner or
by any means the color of such stained seeds.

TITLE IV-GENERAL PROVISIONS

DELEGATION OF DUTIES

SEc. 401. Any duties devolving upon the Secretary of Agriculture
by virtue of the provisions of this Act may with like force and effect
be executed by such officer or officers, agent or agents, of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture as the Secretary may designate for the purpose.

RULES AND REGULATIONS
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SEC. 402. (a) The Secretary of Agriculture shall make such rules ioRes anl regt ula-

and regulations as he may deem necessary for the effective enforce-
ment of this Act, except as otherwise provided in this section.

(b) The Secretary of the Treasury and the Secretary of Agricul-
ture shall make, jointly or severally such rules and regulations as
they may deem necessary for the effective enforcement of title III Ant. . 1282.

of this Act.
(c) Prior to the promulgation of any rule or regulation under this FAdvance R tice in

Act, due notice shall be given by publication in the Federal Register
of intention to promulgate and the time and place of a public hearing
to be held with reference thereto, and no rule or regulation may be
promulgated until after such hearing. Any rule or regulation shall
become effective on the date fixed in the promulgation, which date
shall be not less than thirty days after publication in the Federal
Register, and may be amended or revoked in the manner provided for
its promulgation.

STANDARDS, TESTS, AND TOLERANCES

SEc. 403. (a) The samplings, analyses, tests, or examinations of
seeds made in connection with the administration of this Act shall
be made by methods set forth by rules and regulations prescribed
under section 402 of this Act.

(b) The Secretary of Agriculture is authorized and directed to
make and promulgate by rules and regulations, reasonable tolerances
as to the percentages and rates of occurrence required to be stated or
required by this Act.

Standards, tests,and
tolerances.
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(c) For the purpose of section 201 (b) of this Act, the Secretary
of Agriculture is authorized and directed to investigate, determine,
establish, and promulgate from time to time such reasonable stand-
ards of germination for each kind of vegetable seed as will in his
judgment best protect crop production.

PROHIBITION AGAINST ALTERATIONS

SEC. 404. No person shall detach alter, deface, or destroy any label
provided for in this Act or the rules and regulations made and pro-
mulgated thereunder by the Secretary of Agriculture, or alter or
substitute seed in a manner that may defeat the purpose of this Act.

SEIZURE

SEO. 405. (a) Any seed sold, delivered for transportation in inter-
state commerce, or transported in interstate or foreign commerce in
violation of any of the provisions of this Act shall, at the time of such
violation or at any time thereafter, be liable to be proceeded against
on libel of information and condemned in any district court of the
United States within the jurisdiction of which the seed is found.

(b) If seed is condemned by a decree of the court as being in viola-
tion of the provisions of this Act, it may be disposed of by the court
by-

(1) sale; or
(2) delivery to the owner thereof after he has appeared as

claimant and paid the court costs and fees and storage and other
proper expenses and executed and delivered a bond with good and
sufficient sureties that such seed will not be sold or disposed of in
any jurisdiction contrary to the provisions of this Act and the
rules and regulations made and promulgated thereunder, or the
laws of such jurisdiction; or

(3) destruction.
(c) If such seed is disposed of by sale, the proceeds of the sale, less

the court costs and fees and storage and other proper expenses, shall
be paid into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts, but such seed shall
not be sold or disposed of in any jurisdiction contrary to the provi-
sions of this Act and the rules and regulations made and promulgated
thereunder, or the laws of such jurisdiction.

(d) The proceedings in such libel cases shall conform, as nearly
as may be, to the proceedings in admiralty, except that either party
may demand trial by jury of any issue of fact joined in any such case;
and such proceedings shall be at the suit of and in the name of the
United States.

PENALTIES

SEO. 406. Any person who violates any provision of this Act or the
rules and regulations made and promulgated thereunder shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction thereof, shall
pay a fine of not more than $1,000, for the first offense, and upon con-
viction for each subsequent offense not more than $2,000.

SEC. 407. When construing and enforcing the provisions of this
Act, the act, omission, or failure of any officer, agent, or other person
acting for or employed by any person, partnership, corporation,
company, society, or association, shall in every case be also deemed
to be the act, omission, or failure of such person, partnership,
corporation, company, society, or association, as well as that of the
person employed.

SEc. 408. Before any violation of this Act is reported by the
Secretary of Agriculture to any United States attorney for institution
of a criminal proceeding, the person against whom such proceeding
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(c) For the purpose of section 201 (b) of this Act, the Secretary 
of Agriculture is authorized and directed to investigate, determine, 
establish, and promulgate from time to time such reasonable stand-
ards of germination for each kind of vegetable seed as will in his 
judgment best protect crop production. 
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provided for in this Act or the rules and regulations made and pro-
mulgated thereunder by the Secretary of Agriculture, or alter or 
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SETZURE 
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is contemplated shall be given appropriate notice and an opportunity
to prevent his views, either orally or in writing, with regard to such
contemplated proceeding.

CEASE AND DESIST PROCEEDINGS

SEC. 409. (a) WVlenever the Secretary of Agriculture has reason to Cease and desist

believe that any person has violated or is violating any of the Pervieeinofcomplint;
provisions of this Act or the rules and regulations made and hearing

promulgated thereunder, he shall cause a complaint in writing to be
served upon the person, stating his charges in that respect, and
requiring the person to attend and testify at a hearing at a time
and place designated therein, at least thirty days after the service of
such complaint; and at such time and place there shall be afforded
the person a reasonable opportunity to be informed as to the evidence
introduced against him (including the right of cross-examination),
and to be heard in person or by counsel and through witnesses, under
such rules and regulations as the Secretary of Agriculture may
prescribe. At any time prior to the close of the hearing the Secretary
of Agriculture may amend the complaint; but in case of any amend-
ment adding new provisions the hearing shall, on the request of the
person, be adjourned for a period not exceeding fifteen days.

(b) If, after such hearing, the Secretary of Agriculture finds that Cease and desist

the person has violated or is violating any provisions of the Act or violation founed if
rules and regulations covered by the charges, he shall make a report
in writing in which he shall state his findings as to the facts, and
shall issue and cause to be served on the person an order requiring
such person to cease and desist from continuing such violation. The
testimony taken at the hearing shall be reduced to writing and filed
in the records of the Department of Agriculture.

(c) Until a transcript of the record in such hearing has been filed Amendment, etc.,of

in a circuit court of appeals, as provided in section 410, the Secretary report or order

of Agriculture at any time, upon such notice and in such manner
as he deems proper, but only after reasonable opportunity to the
person to be heard, may amend or set aside the report or order, in
whole or in part.

(d) Complaints, orders, and other processes of the Secretary of Servi, r f e;;;',,, '
Agriculture under this section may be served by anyone duly autllor- other p.rocesses.

ized by the Secretary of Agriculture, either (1) by delivering a copy
thereof to the person to be served, or to a member of the partnership
to be served, or to the president, secretary, or other executive officer or
a director of the corporation to be served; or (2) by leaving a copy
thereof at the principal office or place of business of such person,
partnership, or corporation; or (3) by registering and mailing a copy
thereof addressed to such person, partnership, or corporation at his
or its last known principal office or place of business. The verified
return by the person so serving said complaint, order, or other proc-
ess setting forth the manner of said order shall be proof of the same,
and the return post-office receipt for said complaint, order, or other
process registered and mailed as aforesaid shall be proof of the service
of the same.

SEC. 410. An order made under section 409 shall be final and conclu- Order final unless

sive unless within thirty days after the service the person appeals to h irty days. hin

the circuit court of appeals for the circuit in which such person
resides or has his principal place of business by filing with the clerk
of such court a written petition praying that the Secretary's order be
set aside or modified in the manner stated in the petition, together Bond.

with a bond in such sum as the court may determine, conditioned
that such person will pay the costs of the proceedings if the court so
directs.
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Court procedure. The clerk of the court shall immediately cause a copy of the peti-
tion to be delivered to the Secretary, and the Secretary shall forth-
with prepare, certify, and file in the court a full and accurate tran-
script of the record in such proceedings, including the complaint, the

iAmendmenty of pe- evidence, and the report and order. If before such transcript is filed,
the Secretary amends or sets aside his report or order, in whole or in
part, the petitioner may amend the petition within such time as the
court may determine, on notice to the Secretary.

Temporary injunc- At any time after such transcript is filed the court, on application
. of the Secretary, may issue a temporary injunction restraining, to the

extent it deems proper, the person and his officers, directors, agents,
and employees from violating any of the provisions of the order
pending the final determination of the appeal.

Evidence. The evidence so taken or admitted, duly certified and filed as afore-
said as a part of the record, shall be considered by the court as the
evidence in the case. The proceedings in such cases in the circuit
court of appeals shall be made a preferred cause and shall be expe-
dited in every way.

Powers of court. The court may affirm, modify, or set aside the order of the Secre-
tary.

Reopening of hear- If the court determines that the just and proper disposition of
. the case requires the taking of additional evidence, the court shall

order the hearing to be reopened for the taking of such evidence,
in such manner and upon such terms and conditions as the court
may deem proper. The Secretary may modify his findings as to
the facts, or make new findings, by reason of the additional evidence
so taken, and he shall file such modified or new findings and his
recommendations, if any, for the modification or setting aside of his
order, with the return of such additional evidence.

effect of court or- If the circuit court of appeals affirms or modifies the order of the
Secretary, its decree shall operate as an injunction to restrain the
person and his officers, directors, agents, and employees from violat-
ing the provisions of such order or such order as modified.

der; enforcement. or SEO. 411. If any person against whom an order is issued under
section 409 fails to obey the order, the Secretary of Agriculture, or
the United States, by its Attorney General, may apply to the circuit
court of appeals of the United States, within the circuit where the
person against whom the order was issued resides or has his principal
place of business, for the enforcement of the order, and shall certify
and file with its application a full and accurate transcript of the
record in such proceedings, including the complaint, the evidence
the report, and the order. Upon such filing of the application and
transcript the court shall cause notice thereof to be served upon the
person against whom the order was issued. The evidence to be con-
sidered, the procedure to be followed, and the jurisdiction of the
court shall be the same as provided in section 410 for applications
to set aside or modify orders.

The proceedings in such cases shall be made a preferred cause
and shall be expedited in every way.

SEPARABILITY OF PROCEEDINGS

sepability of pro- SE. 412. The institution of any one of the proceedings provided
for in sections 405, 409, 410, and 411, or criminal prosecution under

Minor violations. section 406 shall not bar institution of any of the others. However,
nothing in this Act shall be construed as requiring the Secretary of
Agriculture to recommend prosecution or institution of libel pro-
ceedings, cease-and-desist proceedings or proceedings for the enforce-
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The clerk of the court shall immediately cause a copy of the peti-
tion to be delivered to the Secretary, and the Secretary shall forth-
with prepare, certify, and file in the court a full and accurate tran-
script of the record in such proceedings, including the complaint, the 
evidence, and the report and order. If before such transcript is filed, 
the Secretary amends or sets aside his report or order, in whole or in 
part, the petitioner may amend the petition within such time as the 
court may determine, on notice to the Secretary. 
At any time after such transcript is filed the court, on application 

of the Secretary, may issue a temporary injunction restraining, to the 
extent it deems proper, the person and his officers, directors, agents, 
and employees from violating any of the provisions of the order 
pending the final determination of the appeal. 
The evidence so taken or admitted, duly certified and filed as afore-

said as a part of the record, shall be considered by the court as the 
evidence in the case. The proceedings in such cases in the circuit 
court of appeals shall be made a preferred cause and shall be expe-
dited in every way. 
The court may affirm, modify, or set aside the order of the Secre-

tary. 
If the court determines that the just and proper disposition of 

the case requires the taking of additional evidence, the court shall 
order the hearing to be reopened for the taking of such evidence, 
in such manner and upon such terms and conditions as the court 
may deem proper. The Secretary may modify his findings as to 
the facts, or make new findings, by reason of the additional evidence 
so taken, and he shall file such modified or new findings and his 
recommendations, if any, for the modification or setting aside of his 
order, with the return of such additional evidence. 

If the circuit court of appeals affirms or modifies the order of the 
Secretary, its decree shall operate as an injunction to restrain the 
person and his officers, directors, agents, and employees from violat-
ing the provisions of such order or such order as modified. 
SEC. 411. If any person against whom an order is issued under 

section 409 fails to obey the order, the Secretary of Agriculture, or 
the United States, by its Attorney General, may apply to the circuit 
court of appeals of the United States, within the circuit where the 
person against whom the order was issued resides or has his principal 
place of business, for the enforcement of the order, and shall certify 
and file with its application a full and accurate transcript of the 
record in such proceedings, including the complaint, the evidence, 
the report, and the order. Upon such filing of the application and 
transcript the court shall cause notice thereof to be served upon the 
person against whom the order was issued. The evidence to be con-
sidered, the procedure to be followed, and. the jurisdiction of the 
court shall be the same as provided in section 410 for applications 
to set aside or modify orders. 
The proceedings in such cases shall be made a preferred cause 

and shall be expedited in every way. 

SEPARABILITY OF PROCEEDINGS 

Sm. 412. The institution of any one of the proceedings provided 
for in sections 405, 409, 410, and 411, or criminal prosecution under 
section 406 shall not bar institution of any of the others. However, 
nothing in this Act shall be construed as requiring the Secretary of 
Agriculture to recommend prosecution or institution of libel pro-
ceedings, cease-and-desist proceedings or proceedings for the enforce-
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ment of a cease-and-desist order, for minor violations of this Act
whenever he believes that the public interest will be adequately
served by suitable written notice or warning.

SEC. 413. (a) In carrying on the work herein authorized, the See- owers of Seretary
retary of Agriculture, or any officer or employee designated by him
for such purpose, shall have power to hold hearings, administer
oaths, sign and issue subpenas, examine witnesses, take depositions,
and require the production of books, records, accounts, memoranda,
and papers, and have access to office and warehouse premises. Upon tefusa to appetar
refusal by any person to appear, testify, or produce pertinent books,
records, accounts, memoranda, and papers in response to a subpena,
or to permit access to premises, the proper United States district
court shall have power to compel obedience thereto.

(b) Witnesses summoned before the Secretary or any officer or witness fees andmileage.

employee designated by him shall be paid the same fees and mileage
that are paid witnesses in the courts of the United States, and wit-
nesses whose depositions are taken and the persons taking the same
shall severally be entitled to the same fees as are paid for like service
in the courts of the United States.

PUBLICATION

SEC. 414. After judgment by the court, or the issuance of a cease
and desist order, in any case arising under this Act, notice thereof
shall be given by publication in such manner as may be prescribed in
the rules and regulations made and promulgated under this Act.

AUTHORIZATION FOR APPROPRIATIONS

SEC. 415. (a) There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of
any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such sums
as may be necessary for administering this Act.

(b) Funds appropriated for carrying into effect the purpose of this
Act shall be available for allotment by the Secretary of Agriculture
to the bureaus and offices of the Department of Agriculture and for
transfer to other departments and agencies of the Government which
the Secretary of Agriculture may call upon to assist or cooperate in
carrying out such plrposes or for services rendered or to be rendered
in connection therewith.

AUTIOIUZATION FOR EXPENDITURES

SEC. 416. The Secretary of Agriculture is authorized to make such
expenditures for rent, outside of the District of Columbia, printing,
binding, telegrams, telephones, books of reference, publications furni-
ture, stationery, office and laboratory equipment, travel, and other
supplies, including reporting services, such research necessary to
develop methods of processing, bulking, blending, sampling, testing,
and merchandising seeds necessary to the administration of this Act
and other necessary expenses in the District of Columbia and else-
where, and as may be appropriated for by the Congress.

COOPERATION

SEC. 417. The Secretary of Agriculture is authorized to cooperate
with any other department or agency of the Federal Government; or
with any State, Territory, District, or possession, or department,
agency, or political subdivision thereof; or with any producing, trad-
ing, or consuming organization, whether operating in one or more
jurisdictions, in carrying out the provisions of this Act.

Publication.

Authorization for
appropriations.

Availabilityof funds
for allotment.

Authorization for
expenditures.

Cooperation with
Federal agencies,
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SEPARABILITY OF PROVISIONS

Separability of pro-
visions.

Repeals.

37 Stat. 506; 39 Stat.
453; 44 Stat. 325.

7 U. . C. §§ 111-116.
Proiso.
Designated notices

to remain in effect.

Effective date.

SEC. 418. If any provision of this Act, or the application thereof
to any person or circumstance, is held invalid, the remainder of the
Act, and the application of such provisions to other persons or cir-
cumstances, shall not be affected thereby.

REPEALS

SEi. 419. The Importation of Adulterated Seeds Act, approved
August 24, 1912, as amended August 11, 1916, and as amended April
26, 1926 (7 U. S. C., 111-116, inclusive), is hereby repealed on the
one hundred and eightieth day after the passage of this Act: Pro-
vided, however, That the notices with respect to imported alfalfa
and red clover seed promulgated by the Secretary of Agriculture
under the authority of the Importation of Adulterated Seeds Act,
approved August 24, 1912, as amended (7 U. S. C., 111-116, inclu-
sive), and now in effect, shall remain with the same full force and
effect as if promulgated under this Act.

EFFECTIVE DATE

SEC. 420. This Act shall take effect as follows: As to agricultural
seeds, and the importation of vegetable seeds, on the one hundred
and eightieth day after its enactment; as to vegetable seeds in inter-
state commerce, one year after its enactment; and as to sections 401,
402, and 403, on the date of its enactment.

Approved, August 9, 1939.

[CHAPTER 616]
AN APT

August 9,1939
[H. R. 5836] To authorize the President to render closer and more effective the relationship

[Public, No. 355] between the American republics.

ii
n
fi
ig

te

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
American republics. United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to
President author-
ed toutilize Oovern- render closer and more effective the relationship between the Ameri-

sent agencies In ef- r
tingpurposesofdes can republics the President of the United States is hereby authorized,

.nated treaties, etc. subject to such appropriations as are made available for the purpose,
to utilize the services of the departments, agencies, and independent
establishments of the Government in carrying out the reciprocal
undertakings and cooperative purposes enunciated in the treaties,
resolutions, declarations, and recommendations signed by all of the
twenty-one American republics at the Inter-American Conference
for the Maintenance of Peace held at Buenos Aires, Argentina, in
1936, and at the Eighth International Conference of American
States held at Lima, Peru, in 1938.

Advisory commit SEC. 2. The President is authorized to create such advisory com-
mittees as in his judgment may be of assistance in carrying out the
undertakings of this Government under the treaties, resolutions,

No salary, etc. declarations, and recommendations referred to, but no committee
or member thereof shall be allowed any salary or other compensation

Proiso. for services: Provided, however, That they may, within the limits
Allowances. of appropriations made available therefor by the Congress, which

appropriations are hereby authorized, be paid their actual transpor-
tation expenses and not to exceed $10 per diem in lieu of subsistence
and other expenses while away from their homes in attendance upon
meetings within the United States under instructions from the
Secretary of State.

Approved, August 9, 1939.
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SEPARABILITY OF PROVISIONS 

Site. 418. If any provision of this Act, or the application thereof 
to any person or circumstance, is held invalid, the remainder of the 
Act, and the application of such provisions to other persons or cir-
cumstances, shall not be affected thereby. 

REPEALS 

SEC. 419. The Importation of Adulterated Seeds Act, approved 
August 24, 1912, as amended August 11, 1916, and as amended April 
26, 1926 (7 U. S. C., 111-116, inclusive), is hereby repealed on the 
one hundred and eightieth day after the passage of this Act: Pro-
vided, however, That the notices with respect to imported alfalfa 
and red clover seed promulgated by the Secretary of Agriculture 
under the authority of the Importation of Adulterated Seeds Act, 
approved August 24, 1912, as amended (7 U. S. C., 111-116, inclu-
sive), and now in effect, shall remain with the same full force and 
effect as if promulgated under this Act. 

EFFECTIVE DATE 

SEC. 420. This Act shall take effect as follows: As to agricultural 
seeds, and the importation of vegetable seeds, on the one hundred 
and eightieth day after its enactment; as to vegetable seeds in inter-
state commerce, one year after its enactment; and as to sections 401, 
402, and 403, on the date of its enactment. 
Approved, August 9, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 616] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the President to render closer and more effective the relationship 
between the American republics. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to 
render closer and more effective the relationship between the Ameri-
can republics the President of the United States is hereby authorized, 
subject to such appropriations as are made available for the purpose, 
to utilize the services of the departments, agencies, and independent 
establishments of the Government in carrying out the reciprocal 
undertakings and cooperative purposes enunciated in the treaties, 
resolutions, declarations, and recommendations signed by all of the 
twenty-one American republics at the Inter-American Conference 
for the Maintenance of Peace held at Buenos Aires, Argentina, in 
1936, and at the Eighth International Conference of American 
States held at Lima, Peru, in 1938. 

Site. 2. The President is authorized to create such advisory com-
mittees as in his judgment may be of assistance in carrying out the 
undertakings of this Government under the treaties, resolutions, 
declarations, and recommendations referred to, but no committee 
or member thereof shall be allowed any salary or other compensation 
for services: Provided, however, That they may, within the limits 
of appropriations made available therefor by the Congress, which 
appropriations are hereby authorized, be paid their actual transpor-
tation expenses and not to exceed $10 per diem in lieu of subsistence 
and other expenses while away from their homes in attendance upon 
meetings within the United States under instructions from the 
Secretary of State. 
Approved, August 9, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 617]
ATJ A(rT

August 9, 1939

To repeal the minimum-price limitation on sale of the Akron, Ohio, old post-office [H. R. 6021]

building and site. [Public, No. 35i]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following
parts of Acts regulating sale of the Akron, Ohio, old post-office build-
ing and site are hereby repealed:

(a) The proviso limiting the last sentence of section 13 of the Act
entitled "An Act to increase the limit of cost of certain public build-
ings * * , approved March 4, 1913 (Public, Numbered 432,
Sixty-second Congress; 37 Stat. 882), reading as follows: "Provided,
That said building and site shall not be sold for any sum less than
$100,000.";

(b) The last clause of the Act entitled "An Act to authorize the
sale of the Government property acquired for a post-office site in
Akron, Ohio", approved May 13, 1930 (Public, Numbered 206,
Seventy-first Congress; 46 Stat. 274), reading as follows: "and to
sell the remainder of the site upon the terms and conditions provided
in the Act of Congress approved March 4, 1913, authorizing the sale
of the above old post-office property in Akron, Ohio."

Approved, August 9, 1939.

[CHAPTER 618]
AN ACT

To provide for the seizure and forfeiture of vessels, vehicles, and aircraft used to

transport narcotic drugs, firearms, and counterfeit coins, obligations, securities,

and paraphernalia, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That (a) it shall
be unlawful (1) to transport, carry, or convey any contraband article
in, upon, or by means of any vessel, vehicle, or aircraft; (2) to con-
ceal or possess any contraband article in or upon any vessel, vehicle,
or aircraft, or upon the person of anyone in or upon any vessel,
vehicle, or aircraft; or (3) to use any vessel, vehicle, or aircraft to
facilitate the transportation, carriage, conveyance, conceallment,

receipt, possession, purchase, sale, barter, exchange, or giving away
of any contraband article.

(b) As used in this section, the term "contraband article" means-
(1) Any narcotic drug which has been or is possessed with intent

to sell or offer for sale in violation of any laws or regulations of the

United States dealing therewith, or which is sold or offered for sale
in violation thereof, or which does not bear appropriate tax-paid
internal-revenue stamps as required by law or regulations;

(2) Any firearm, with respect to which there has been committed
any violation of any provision of the National Firearms Act, as now

or hereafter amended, or any regulation issued pursuant thereto; or
(3) Any falsely made, forged, altered, or counterfeit coin or obli-

gation or other security of the United States or of any foreign gov-
ernment; or any material or apparatus, or paraphernalia fitted or
intended to be used, or which shall have been used, in the making
of any such falsely made, forged, altered, or counterfeit coin or obli-
gation or other security.

SEC. 2. Any vessel, vehicle, or aircraft which has been or is being
used in violation of any provision of section 1, or in, upon, or by
means of which any violation of section 1 has taken or is taking
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building and site. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following 
parts of Acts regulating sale of the Akron, Ohio, old post-office build-
ing and site are hereby repealed: 

(a) The proviso limiting the last sentence of section 13 of the Act 
entitled "An Act to increase the limit of cost of certain public build-
ings * * *", approved March 4, 1913 (Public, Numbered 432, 
Sixty-second Congress; 37 Stat. 882), reading as follows: "Provided, 
That said building and site shall not be sold for any sum less than 
$100,000."; 

(b) The last clause of the Act entitled "An Act to authorize the 
sale of the Government property acquired for a post-office site in 
Akron, Ohio", approved May 13, 1930 (Public, Numbered 206, 
Seventy-first Congress; 46 Stat. 274), reading as follows: "and to 
sell the remainder of the site upon the terms and conditions provided 
in the Act of Congress approved March 4, 1913, authorizing the sale 
of the above old post-office property in Akron, Ohio." 
Approved, August 9, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 618] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the seizure and forfeiture of vessels, vehicles, and aircraft used to 
transport narcotic drugs, firearms, and counterfeit coins, obligations, securities, 
and paraphernalia, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That (a) it shall 
be unlawful (1) to transport, carry, or convey any contraband article 
in, upon, or by means of any vessel, vehicle, or aircraft; (2) to con-
ceal or possess any contraband article in or upon any vessel, vehicle, 
or aircraft, or upon the person of anyone in or upon any vessel ; 
vehicle, or aircraft; or (3) to use any vessel, vehicle, or aircraft to 
facilitate the transportation, carriage, conveyance, concealment, 
receipt, possession, purchase, sale, barter, exchange, or giving away 
of any contraband article. 

(b) As used in this section, the term "contraband article" means— 
(1) Any narcotic drug which has been or is possessed with intent 

to sell or offer for sale in violation of any laws or regulations of the 
United States dealing therewith, or which is sold or offered for sale 
in violation thereof, or which does not bear appropriate tax-paid 
internal-revenue stamps as required by law or regulations; 

(2) Any firearm, with respect to which there has been committed 
any violation of any provision of the National Firearms Act, as now 
or hereafter amended, or any regulation issued pursuant thereto; or 

(3) Any falsely made, forged, altered, or counterfeit coin or obli-
gation or other security of the United States or of any foreign gov-
ernment; or any material or apparatus, or paraphernalia fitted or 
intended to be used, or which shall have been used, in the making 
of any such falsely made, forged, altered, or counterfeit coin or obli-
gation or other security. 
SEC. 2. Any vessel, vehicle, or aircraft which has been or is being 

used in violation of any provision of section 1, or in, upon, or by 
means of which any violation of section 1 has taken or is taking 
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place, shall be seized and forfeited: Provided, That no vessel, vehicle,
or aircraft used by any person as a common carrier in the transaction
of business as such common carrier shall be forfeited under the pro-
visions of this Act unless it shall appear that (1) in the case of a
railway car or engine, the owner, or (2) in the case of any other
such vessel, vehicle, or aircraft, the owner or the master of such
vessel or the owner or conductor, driver, pilot, or other person in
charge of such vehicle or aircraft was at the time of the alleged
illegal act a consenting party or privy thereto: Provided further,
That no vessel, vehicle, or aircraft shall be forfeited under the pro-
visions of this Act by reason of any act or omission established by the
owner thereof to have been committed or omitted by any person other
than such owner while such vessel, vehicle, or aircraft was unlaw-
fully in the possession of a person who acquired possession thereof in
violation of the criminal laws of the United States, or of any State.

SEC. 3. The Secretary of the Treasury is empowered to authorize,
or designate, officers, agents, or other persons to carry out the provi-
sions of this Act. It shall be the duty of any officer, agent, or other
person so authorized or designated, or authorized by law, whenever
he shall discover any vessel, vehicle, or aircraft which has been or is
being used in violation of any of the provisions of this Act, or in,
upon, or by means of which any violation of this Act has taken or is
taking place, to seize such vessel, vehicle, or aircraft and to place
it in the custody of such person as may be authorized or designated
for that purpose by the Secretary of the Treasury, to await disposi-
tion pursuant to the provisions of this Act and any regulations issued
hereunder.

SEC. 4. All provisions of law relating to the seizure, summary and
judicial forfeiture, and condemnation of vessels and vehicles for
violation of the customs laws; the disposition of such vessels and
vehicles or the proceeds from the sale thereof; the remission or miti-
gation of such forfeitures; and the compromise of claims and the
award of compensation to informers in respect of such forfeitures
shall apply to seizures and forfeitures incurred, or alleged to have
been incurred, under the provisions of this Act, insofar as applicable
and not inconsistent with the provisions hereof: Provided, That such
duties as are imposed upon the collector of customs or any other per-
son with respect to the seizure and forfeiture of vessels and vehicles
under the customs laws shall be performed with respect to seizures
and forfeitures of vessels, vehicles, and aircraft under this Act by
such officers, agents, or other persons as may be authorized or desig-
nated for that purpose by the Secretary of the Treasury.

SEe. 5. Any appropriation which has been or shall hereafter be
made for the enforcement of the customs, narcotics, counterfeiting,
or internal-revenue laws, and the provisions of the National Fire-
arms Act shall be available for the defraying of expenses of carrying
out the provisions of this Act.

SEC. 6. The provisions of this Act shall be construed to be sup-
plemental to, and not to impair in any way, existing provisions of
law imposing fines, penalties, or forfeitures; or providing for the
seizure, condemnation, or disposition of forfeited property or the
proceeds thereof; or authorizing the remission or mitigation of fines,
penalties, or forfeitures.

SEC. 7. When used in this Act-
(a) The term "vessel" includes every description of watercraft or

other contrivance used, or capable of being used, as means of trans-
portation in water, but does not include aircraft;

(b) The term vehicle" includes every description of carriage or
other contrivance used, or capable of being used, as means of trans-
portation on, below, or above the land, but does not include aircraft;
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place, shall be seized and forfeited: Provided, That no vessel, vehicle, 
or aircraft used by any person as a common carrier in the transaction 
of business as such common carrier shall be forfeited under the pro-
visions of this Act unless it shall appear that (1) in the case of a 
railway car or engine, the owner, or (2) in the case of any other 
such vessel, vehicle, or aircraft, the owner or the master of such 
vessel or the owner or conductor, driver, pilot, or other person in 
charge of such vehicle or aircraft was at the time of the alleged 
illegal act a consenting party or privy thereto: Provided further, 
That no vessel, vehicle, or aircraft shall be forfeited under the pro-
visions of this Act by reason of any act or omission established by the 
owner thereof to have been committed or omitted by any person other 
than such owner while such vessel, vehicle2 or aircraft was unlaw-
fully in the possession of a person who acquired possession thereof in 
violation of the criminal laws of the United States, or of any State. 

SEc. 3. The Secretary of the Treasury is empowered to authorize, 
or designate, officers, agents, or other persons to carry out the provi-
sions of this Act. It shall be the duty of any officer, agent, or other 
person so authorized or designated, or authorized by law, whenever 
he shall discover any vessel, vehicle, or aircraft which has been or is 
being used in violation of any of the provisions of this Act, or in, 
upon, or by means of which any violation of this Act has taken or is 
taking place, to seize such vessel, vehicle, or aircraft and to place 
it in the custody of such person as may be authorized or designated 
for that purpose by the Secretary of the Treasury, to await disposi-
tion pursuant to the provisions of this Act and any regulations issued 
hereunder. 

SEC. 4. All provisions of law relating to the seizure, summary and 
judicial forfeiture, and condemnation of vessels and vehicles for 
violation of the customs laws; the disposition of such vessels and 
vehicles or the proceeds from the sale thereof; the remission or miti-
gation of such forfeitures; and the compromise of claims and the 
award of compensation to informers in respect of such forfeitures 
shall apply to seizures and forfeitures incurred, or alleged to. have 
been incurred, under the provisions of this Act, insofar as applicable 
and not inconsistent with the provisions hereof: Provided, That such 
duties as are imposed upon the collector of customs or any other per-
son with respect to the seizure and forfeiture of vessels and vehicles 
under the customs laws shall be performed with respect to seizures 
and forfeitures of vessels, vehicles, and aircraft under this Act by 
such officers, agents, or other persons as may be authorized or desig-
nated for that purpose by the Secretary of the Treasury. 

SEC. 5. Any appropriation which has been or shall hereafter be 
made for the enforcement of the customs, narcotics, counterfeiting, 
or internal-revenue laws, and the provisions of the National Fire-
arms Act shall be available for the defraying of expenses of carrying 
out the provisions of this Act. 

SEC. 6. The provisions of this Act shall be construed to be sup-
plemental to, and not to impair in any way, existing provisions of 
law imposing fines, penalties, or forfeitures; or providing for the 
seizure, condemnation, or disposition of forfeited property or the 
proceeds thereof; or authorizing the remission or mitigation of fines, 
penalties, or forfeitures. 

SEC. 7. When used in this Act— 
(a) The term "vessel" includes every description of watercraft or 

other contrivance used, or capable of being used, as means of trans-
portation in water, but does not include aircraft; 

(b) The .term "vehicle" includes every description of carriage or 
other contrivance used, or capable of being used, as means of trans-
portation on, below, or above the land, but does not include aircraft; 
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(c) The term "aircraft" includes every description of craft or
carriage or other contrivance used, or capable of being used, as means
of transportation through the air;

(d) The term "narcotic drug" means any narcotic drug, as now
or hereafter defined by the Narcotic Drugs Import and Export Act,
the internal-revenue laws or any amendments thereof, or the regula-
tions issued thereunder; or marihuana as now or hereafter defined
by the Marihuana Tax Act of 1937 or the regulations issued there-
under;

(e) The term "firearm" means any firearm, as now or hereafter
defined by the National Firearms Act, or any amendments thereof,
or the regulations issued thereunder; and

(f) The words "obligation or other security of the United States"
are used as now or hereafter defined in section 147 of the Criminal
Code, as amended (U. S. C., title 18, sec. 261).

SEC. 8. The Secretary of the Treasury shall prescribe such rules
and regulations as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this
Act.

Approved, August 9, 1939.

[CHAPTER 619]
AN ACT

To repeal section 4897 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 35, sec. 38), and
amend sections 4885 and 4934 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 35, sees.
41 and 78).

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 4897
of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 35, sec. 38) be repealed.

SEC. 2. That section 4885 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 35,
sec. 41) be amended by adding at the end thereof the following: "Pro-
vided, however, That the Commissioner of Patents may in his discre-
tion receive the final fee if paid within one year after the six months'
period for payment has passed and the patent shall issue".

SEC. 3. That section 4934 of the Revised Statutes (T. S. C., title
35, sec. 78) be amended lby changing the last sentence to readt: "On
filing each petition for thlie revival of all abalndoned appl)ication for
a patent or for the delayed payilelnt of the fee for issnuing each
patent, $10."

SEC. 4. This Act shall take effect upon approval: Provided, how-
ever, That in all cases in whlichl the notice of allowance had been sent
prior to the time at which this Act takes effect the final fee may be
paid and other proceedings may be taken under the statutes in force
at the time of approval of this Act as if such statutes had not been
amended or repealed.

Approved, August 9, 1939.

[CHAPTER 620]
AN ACT

To provide for insanity proceedings in the District of Columbia.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That any person
with whom an alleged insane person may reside, or at whose house
he may be, or the father or mother, husband or wife, brother or
sister, or the child of lawful age of any such person, or the nearest
relative or friend available, or the committee of such person, or an
officer of any charitable institution, home, or hospital in which such
person may be, or any duly accredited officer or agent of the Board
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(c) The term "aircraft" includes every description of craft or 
carriage or other contrivance used, or capable of being used, as means 
of transportation through the air; 

(d) The term "narcotic drug" means any narcotic drug, as now 
or hereafter defined by the Narcotic Drugs Import and Export Act, 
the internal-revenue laws or any amendments thereof, or the regula-
tions issued thereunder; or marihuana as now or hereafter defined 
by the Marihuana Tax Act of 1937 or the regulations issued there-
under; 

(e) The term "firearm" means any firearm, as now or hereafter 
defined by the National Firearms Act, or any amendments thereof, 
or the regulations issued thereunder; and 

(f) The words "obligation or other security of the United States" 
are used as now or hereafter defined in section 147 of the Criminal 
Code, as amended (U. S. C., title 18, sec. 261). 
SEC. 8. The Secretary of the Treasury shall prescribe such rules 

and regulations as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this 
Act. 
Approved, August 9, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 619] 
AN ACT 
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August 9, 1939 

To repeal section 4897 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 35, sec. 38), and  [H. R. 6874]  
amend sections 4885 and 4934 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 35, secs. [Public, No. 358] 

41 and 78). 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 4897 
of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 35, sec. 38) be repealed. 
SEC. 2. That section 4885 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 35, 

sec. 41) be amended by adding at the end thereof the following: "Pro-
vided, however, That the Commissioner of Patents may in his discre-
tion receive the final fee if paid within one year after the six months' 
period for payment has passed and the patent shall issue". 
SEC. 3. That section 4934 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 

35, sec. 78) be amended by changing the last sentence to read: "On 
filing each petition for the revival of an abandoned application for 
a patent or for the delayed payment of the fee for issuing each 
patent, $10." 
SEC. 4. This Act shall take effect upon approval: Provided, how-

ever, That in all cases in which the notice of allowance had been sent 
prior to the time at which this Act takes effect the final fee may be 
paid and other proceedings may be taken under the statutes in force 
at the time of approval of this Act as if such statutes had not been 
amended or repealed. 
Approved, August 9, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 620] 
AN ACT 

To provide for insanity proceedings in the District of Columbia. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That any person 
with whom an alleged insane person may reside, or at whose house 
he may be, or the father or mother, husband or wife, brother or 
sister, or the child of lawful age of any such person, or the nearest 
relative or friend available, or the committee of such person, or an 
officer of any charitable institution, home, or hospital in which such 
person may be, or any duly accredited officer or agent of the Board 
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of Public Welfare, or any officer authorized to make arrests in the Dis-
trict of Columbia who has arrested any alleged insane person under
the provisions of the Act of Congress approved April 27, 1904 (33
Stat. 316), may apply for a writ de lunatico inquirendo and an
order of commitment, or either thereof, for any alleged insane person
in the District of Columbia, by filing in the District Court of the
United States for the District of Columbia a verified petition there-
for, containing a statement of the facts upon which the allegation
of insanity is based.

Any person believing he has, or is about to, become mentally ill
may, upon his own written application, in the discretion of the chief
psychiatrist of Gallinger Municipal Hospital, enter Gallinger Munic-
ipal Hospital for observation and place himself subject to examina-
tion and commitment as hereinafter provided.

SEO. 2. Upon the filing with the court of a verified petition as
hereinabove provided, accompanied by the affidavits of two or more
responsible residents of the District of Columbia setting forth that
they believe the person therein named to be insane or of unsound
mind, the length of time they have known such person, that they
believe such person to be incapable of managing his own affairs,
and that such person is not fit to be at large or go unrestrained,
and that if such person be permitted to remain at liberty the rights
of persons and property will be jeopardized or the preservation of
public peace imperiled or the commission of crime rendered prob-
able, and that such person is a fit subject for treatment by reason
of his or her mental condition, the court, or any judge thereof in
vacation, may, in its or his discretion, issue an attachment for the
immediate apprehension and detention, for preliminary examination,
of such person in Gallinger Municipal Hospital and, unless found
by the staff of Gallinger Municipal Hospital to be of sound mind,
in Saint Elizabeths Hospital for a period not exceeding thirty days.
Any person so apprehended and detained shall be given an examina-
tion within five days of his admission into Gallinger Municipal Hos-
pital by the staff of Gallinger Municipal Hospital. The superin-
tendent of Gallinger Municipal Hospital may transfer such person
to Saint Elizabeths Hospital at any time within thirty days after
his apprehension and detention, and shall report the fact of such
transfer to the Commission on Mental Health as established by the
Act of June 8, 1938 (52 Stat. 627, ch. 326), and hereinafter referred
to as the Commission. The superintendent of Saint Elizabeths
Hospital is hereby authorized to receive and detain persons so trans-
ferred, at the expense of the District of Columbia.

If any person while a patient in Gallinger Municipal Hospital
being observed for his or her mental condition cannot be cared for or
treated adequately in said hospital or if such person be in need of
treatment which cannot be given properly in said hospital, then the
superintendent of Gallinger Municipal Hospital may effect the trans-
fer and temporary commitment of such person to Saint Elizabeths
Hospital by executing a petition as provided by section 1 of the Act
approved June 8, 1938, accompanied by the certificate of the chief
psychiatrist of Gallinger Municipal Hospital setting forth that said
patient is of unsound mind, cannot be cared for or treated adequately
in Gallinger Municipal Hospital, should not be allowed to remain at
liberty and go unrestrained, and that said patient is a fit subject for
treatment in Saint Elizabeths Hospital on account of his mental con-
dition. The superintendent of Saint Elizabeths Hospital is author-
ized to receive and detain any patient so transferred from Gallinger
Municipal Hospital at the expense of the District of Columbia pend-
ing his formal commitment or other order of the court.
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of Public Welfare, or any officer authorized to make arrests in the Dis-
trict of Columbia who has arrested any alleged insane person under 
the provisions of the Act of Congress approved April 27, 1904 (33 
Stat. 316), may apply for a writ de lunatico inquirendo and an 
order of commitment, or either thereof, for any alleged insane person 
in the District of Columbia, by filing in the District Court of the 
United States for the District of Columbia a verified petition there-
for, containing a statement of the facts upon which the allegation 
of insanity is based. 
Any person believing he has, or is about to, become mentally ill 

may, upon his own written application, in the discretion of the chief 
psychiatrist of Gallinger Municipal Hospital, enter Gallinger Munic-
ipal Hospital for observation and place himself subject to examina-
tion and commitment as hereinafter provided. 
SEC. 2. Upon the filing with the court of a verified petition as 

hereinabove provided, accompanied by the affidavits of two or more 
responsible residents of the District of Columbia setting forth that 
they believe the person therein named to be insane or of unsound 
mind, the length of time they have known such person, that they 
believe such person to be incapable of managing his own affairs, 
and that such person is not fit to be at large or go unrestrained, 
and that if such person be permitted to remain at liberty the rights 
of persons and property will be jeopardized or the preservation of 
public peace imperiled or the commission of crime rendered prob-
able, and that such person is a fit subject for treatment by reason 
of his or her mental condition, the court, or any judge thereof in 
vacation, may, in its or his discretion, issue an attachment for the 
immediate apprehension and detention, for preliminary examination, 
of such person in Gallinger Municipal Hospital and, unless found 
by the staff of Gallinger Municipal Hospital to be of sound mind, 
in Saint Elizabeths Hospital for a period not exceeding thirty days. 
Any person so apprehended and detained shall be given an examina-
tion within five days of his admission into Gallinger Municipal Hos-
pital by the staff of Gallinger Municipal Hospital. The superin-
tendent of Gallinger Municipal Hospital may transfer such person 
to Saint Elizabeths Hospital at any time within thirty days after 
his apprehension and detention, and shall report the fact of such 
transfer to the Commission on Mental Health as established by the 
Act of June 8, 1938 (52 Stat. 627, ch. 326), and hereinafter referred 
to as the Commission. The superintendent of Saint Elizabeths 
Hospital is hereby authorized to receive and detain persons so trans-
ferred, at the expense of the District of Columbia. 

If any person while a patient in Gallinger Municipal Hospital 
being observed for his or her mental condition cannot be cared for or 
treated adequately in said hospital or if such person be in need of 
treatment which cannot be given properly in said hospital, then the 
superintendent of Gallinger Municipal Hospital may effect the trans-
fer and temporary commitment of such person to Saint Elizabeths 
Hospital by executing a petition as provided by section 1 of the Act 
approved June 8, 1938, accompanied by the certificate of the chief 
psychiatrist of Gallinger Municipal Hospital setting forth that said 
patient is of unsound mind, cannot be cared for or treated adequately 
in Gallinger Municipal Hospital, should not be allowed to remain at 
liberty and go unrestrained, and that said patient is a fit subject for 
treatment in Saint Elizabeths Hospital on account of his mental con-
dition. The superintendent of Saint Elizabeths Hospital is author-
ized to receive and detain any patient so transferred from Gallinger 
Municipal Hospital at the expense of the District of Columbia pend-
ing his formal commitment or other order of the court. 
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Persons arrested under the provisions of the Act of Congress Arrest and deten-
approved April 27, 1904 (33 Stat. 316), shall be detained in Gallinger pital pending filing of

petition.
Municipal Hospital pending the filing of a petition as provided in 33 Stat.316.

section 1 of this Act. Such petition shall be filed within forty-eight 31-. c. code
hours after such person shall have been admitted into Gallinger Time limitation.

Municipal Hospital, or, if such forty-eight-hour period shall expire
on a Sunday or legal holiday, then not later than noon of the next
succeeding day which is not a Sunday or legal holiday. The court, crder authtoriong
or any judge thereof in vacation, may, upon being satisfied of the period.

sufficiency of the petition, sign an order authorizing the continued
detention of said person in Gallinger Municipal Hospital and, unless
found by the staff of Gallinger Municipal Hospital to be of sound
mind, in Saint Elizabeths Hospital for a period not exceeding thirty
davs from the time of his apprehension and detention. If such noischageif petition

petition be not filed, and such order of court obtained within the e
aforementioned period, the person shall be discharged forthwith. If Elizabeths Hospital if

said staff shall find that such person is of unsound mind and suitable found of unsound

for treatment by reason of mental illness, the superintendent of said m et
hospital may immediately transfer such person to Saint Elizabeths
Hospital, and shall report the fact of such transfer to the Com- ioprt to Commis-

mission. The superintendent of Saint Elizabeths Hospital is hereby Detention at ex-

authorized to receive and detain persons so transferred, at the expense penseof DC.

of the District of Columbia. Discharge if found
If as a result of examination, the staff of Gallinger Municipal Hos- san e

pital shall find that any person detained in Gallinger Municipal
Hospital pursuant to the provisions of this section is of sound mind,
he shall be discharged forthwith by said Gallinger Municipal Hos-
pital, and the petition, if any, shall be dismissed.

Any petition filed in the equity court for a writ de lunatico 0Referenceofpetitionfor writs by court to

inquirendo or for an order of commitment of any alleged insane Commission.

person, shall be referred by the court to the Commission for report
and recommendation within such time as the court may designate, not
exceeding seven days, which time may be extended by the court for
good cause shown, and in such event the period of temporary com-
mitment in Saint Elizabeths Hospital may be extended by the court
for such additional time as the court shall deem necessary. The 'xam"intion.

Commission shall examine the alleged insane person and any other
person, including any suggested by the alleged insane person, his
relatives, friends, or representatives, whose testimony may be relevant,
competent, and material upon the issue of insanity; and the Commis-
sion shall afford opportunity for hearing to any alleged insane person,
his relatives, friends, or representatives. At all hearings the alleged Right of counsel.

insane person shall have the right to be represented by counsel.
The Commission is hereby authorized to conduct its examination elsewhere than at

and hearings of cases elsewhere than at the offices of said Commission commission's office.

in its discretion, according to the circumstances of the case.
If in the determination of the Commission he be found not to be cpplication boouCommission to court

sane, then it shall be the duty of the Commission to apply to the court for hearing if found

for a date for a hearing. In all cases before said hearing, the said Sereice of notie on

Commission shall cause to be served personally upon the patient a atentand others.

written notice of the time and place of final hearing at least five
days before the date fixed. Five days' notice of the time and place
of the hearing shall in all cases be mailed to or served upon the
applicant, but in case the applicant is not the husband, wife, or nearest
relative, the notice shall be mailed to or served upon the husband,
wife, or nearest relative, if possible. The notice shall contain a state-
ment that if the patient desires to oppose the application for a final
order of commitment, he may appear personally or by attorney at the
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Persons arrested under the provisions of the Act of Congress 
approved April 27, 1904 (33 Stat. 316), shall be detained in Gallinger 
Municipal Hospital pending the filing of a petition as provided in 
section 1 of this Act. Such petition shall be filed within forty-eight 
hours. after such person shall have been admitted into Gallinger 
Municipal Hospital, or, if such forty-eight-hour period shall expire 
on a Sunday or legal holiday, then not later than noon of the next 
succeeding day which is not a Sunday or legal holiday. The court, 
or any judge thereof. in vacation, may, upon being satisfied of the 
sufficiency of the petition, sign an order authorizing the continued 
detention of said person in Gallinger Municipal Hospital and, unless 
found by the staff of Gallinger Municipal Hospital to be of sound 
mind, in Saint Elizabeths Hospital for a period not exceeding thirty 
days from the time of his apprehension and detention. If such 
petition be not filed, and such order of court obtained within the 
aforementioned period, the person shall be discharged forthwith. If 
said staff shall find that such person is of unsound mind and suitable 
for treatment by reason of mental illness, the superintendent of said 
hospital may immediately transfer such person to Saint Elizabeths 
Hospital, and shall report the fact of such transfer to the Com-
mission. The superintendent of Saint Elizabeths Hospital is hereby 
authcrrized to receive and detain persons so transferred, at the expense 
of the District of Columbia. 

If as a result of examination, the staff of Gallinger Municipal Hos-
pital shall find that any person detained in Gallinger Municipal 
Hospital pursuant to the provisions of this section is of sound mind, 
he shall be discharged forthwith by said Gallinger Municipal Hos-
pital, and the petition, if any, shall be dismissed. 
Any petition filed in the equity court for a writ de lunatico 

inquirendo or for an order of commitment of any alleged insane 
person, shall be referred by the court to the Commission for report 
and recommendation within such time as the court may designate, not 
exceeding seven days, which time may be extended by the court for 
good cause shown, and in such event the period of temporary com-
mitment in Saint Elizabeths Hospital may be extended by the court 
for such additional time as the court shall deem necessary. The 
Commission shall examine the alleged insane person and any other 
person, including any suggested by the alleged insane person, his 
relatives, friends, or representatives, whose .testimony may be relevant, 
competent, and material upon the issue of insanity; and the Commis-
sion shall afford opportunity for hearing to any alleged insane person, 
his relatives, friends, or representatives. At all hearings the alleged 
insane person shall have the right to be represented by counsel. 
The Commission is hereby authorized to conduct its examination 

and hearings of cases elsewhere than at the offices of said Commission 
in its discretion, according to the circumstances of the case. 

If in the determination of the Commission he be found not to be 
sane, then it shall be the duty of the Commission to apply to the court 
for a date for a hearing. In all cases before said hearing, the said 
Commission shall cause to be served personally upon the patient a 
written notice of the time and place of final hearing at least five 
days before the date fixed. Five days' notice of the time and place 
of the hearing shall in all cases be mailed to or served upon the 
applicant, but in case the applicant is not the husband, wife, or nearest 
relative, the notice shall be mailed to or served upon the husband, 
wife, or nearest relative, if possible. The notice shall contain a state-
ment that if the patient desires to oppose the application for a final 
order of commitment, he may appear personally or by attorney at the 
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time and place fixed for the hearing. Proof of service shall be made
repttorney, et, ti at the hearing. The court may in its discretion appoint an attorney
sane person; fee. or guardian ad litem to represent the alleged insane person at any

hearing before the court, or before the court and jury, and shall allow
the attorney or guardian ad litem so appointed a reasonable fee for
his services. Such fees may be charged against the estate or prop-
erty, if any, of the alleged insane person.

Jury trial. If a demand is made for a jury trial, the superintendent of Gallin-
ger Municipal Hospital or Saint Elizabeths Hospital shall see that the
patient has been given opportunity to appear personally or by attorney
at the hearing and assist him in communicating with his friends, rela-
tives, or attorney. If the superintendent shall certify that in his opin-
ion it would be prejudicial to the health of the patient or unsafe to
produce the patient at the inquiry, then such patient shall not be
required to be produced.

Proof of service of the required notices shall be made at the hearing.
Procedureifhearing SEC. 3. Upon the receipt of the report and recommendation of the

Commission, a copy shall be served personally upon the alleged insane
person, his guardian ad litem, or his attorney, if he has one, together
with notice that he has five days within which to demand a jury trial.
A demand for hearing by the court, or a demand for jury trial for the
purpose of determining the sanity or insanity of the alleged insane
person may be made by the said alleged insane person or by anyone in
his behalf, or a jury trial may be ordered by the court upon its own
motion. If demand be made for a jury trial, or such trial be ordered
by the court on its own motion, the case shall be calendared for trial
not more than ten days after demand for hearing by the court for a
jury trial, unless the time is extended by the court. The Commis-
sion, or any of the members thereof, shall be competent and com-
pellable witnesses at any trial or hearing of an alleged insane person.
In any case in which a commitment at public expense, in whole or in
part, is sought, the corporation counsel or one of his assistants shall
represent the petitioner unless said petitioner shall be represented by
counsel of his or her own choice.

Empaneling ou SE. 4. The jury to be used in lunacy inquisitions in those cases
where a jury trial shall be demanded or ordered shall be empaneled,
upon order of the court, from the jurors in attendance upon other
branches of the District Court of the United States for the District
of Columbia, who shall perform such services in addition to and as

e If n part of their duties in sail court.
trial demanded.f SEO. 5. If no demand be made for a jury trial, the judge holding

court shall determine the sanity or insanity of said alleged insane
person, but such judge may, in his discretion, require other proofs,
in addition to the petition and report of the Commission, or such
judge may order the temporary commitment of said alleged insane
person for observation or treatment for an additional period of not
more than thirty days. The judge may, in his discretion, dismiss the
petition notwithstanding the recommendation of the Commission. If
the judge be satisfied that the alleged insane person is of sound mind,
he shall forthwith discharge such person and dismiss the petition.

Commitment. SE. 6. If the judge be satisfied that the alleged insane person is
insane, or if a jury shall so find, the judge may commit the insane
person as he in his discretion shall find to be for the best interests of
the public and of the insane person. In case of a temporary commit-
ment, the court may make additional temporary commitments upon
further examination by, and recommendation of, the Commission.

custodymof Veterans T h e judge may commit the insane person to the custody of the
Administration for Veterans' Administration for care and treatment in a Veterans'
cases. n ert Administration facility, if there has been filed with the court or the

Commission on Mental Health, acting under the direction of the
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time and place fixed for the hearing. Proof of service shall be made 
at the hearing. The court may in its discretion appoint an attorney 
or guardian ad litem to represent the alleged insane person at any 
hearing before the court, or before the court and jury, and shall allow 
the attorney or guardian ad litem so appointed a reasonable fee for 
his services. Such fees may be charged against the estate or prop-
erty, if any, of the alleged insane person. 

If a demand is made for a jury trial, the superintendent of Gallin-
ger Municipal Hospital or Saint Elizabeths Hospital shall see that the 
patient has been given opportunity to appear personally or by attorney 
at the hearing and assist him in communicating with his friends, rela-
tives, or attorney. If the superintendent shall certify that in his opin-
ion it would be prejudicial to the health of the patient or unsafe to 
produce the patient at the inquiry, then such patient shall not be 
required to be produced. 
Proof of service of the required notices shall be made at the hearing. 
SEc. 3. Upon the receipt of the report and recommendation of the 

Commission, a copy shall be served personally upon the alleged insane 
person, his guardian ad litem, or his attorney, if he has one, together 
with notice that he has five days within which to demand a jury trial. 
A demand for hearing by the court, or a demand for jury trial for the 
purpose of determining the sanity or insanity of the alleged insane 
person may be made by the said alleged insane person or by anyone in 
his behalf, or a jury trial may be ordered by the court upon its own 
motion. If demand be made for a jury trial, or such trial be ordered 
by the court on its own motion, the case shall be calendared for trial 
not more than ten days after demand for hearing by the court for a 
jury trial, unless the time is extended by the court. The Commis-
sion, or any of the members thereof, shall be competent and com-
pellable witnesses at any trial or hearing of an alleged insane person. 
In any case in which a commitment at public expense, in whole or in 
part, is sought, the corporation counsel or one of his assistants shall 
represent the petitioner unless said petitioner shall be represented by 
counsel of his or her own choice. 
SEO. 4. The jury to be used in lunacy inquisitions in those cases 

where a jury trial shall be demanded or ordered shall be empaneled, 
upon order of the court, from the jurors in attendance upon other 
branches of the District Court of the United States for the District 
of Columbia, who shall perform such services in addition to and as 
part of their duties in said court. 
SEO. 5. If no demand be made for a jury trial, the judge holding 

court shall determine the sanity or insanity of said alleged insane 
person, but such judge may, in his discretion, require other proofs, 
in addition to the petition and report of the Commission, or such 
judge may order the temporary commitment of said alleged insane 
person for observation or treatment for an additional period of not 
more than thirty days. The judge may, in his discretion, dismiss the 
petition notwithstanding the recommendation of the Commission. If 
the judge be satisfied that the alleged insane person is of sound mind, 
he shall forthwith discharge such person and dismiss the petition. 

SEc. 6. If the judge be satisfied that the alleged insane person is 
insane, or if a jury shall so find, the judge may commit the insane 
person as he in his discretion shall find to be for the best interests of 
the public and of the insane person. In case of a temporary commit-
ment, the court may make additional temporary commitments upon 
further examination by, and recommendation of, the Commission. 
The judge may commit the insane person to the custody of the 

Veterans' Administration for care and treatment in a Veterans' 
Administration facility, if there has been filed with the court or the 
Commission on Mental Health, acting under the direction of the 
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court, a certificate executed by the Administrator of Veterans' Affairs,
or his duly authorized representative, showing said insane person to
be entitled to such care and treatment, and that facilities therefor are
available.

SEC. 7. Recommendations of the Commission must be made by the
unanimous recommendation of the three members acting upon the
case. If the three members of the Commission be unable to agree
upon the recommendation to be made in any case, they shall imme-
diately file with the court a report setting forth the fact that they are
unable to agree on the case, and in that event the court shall hear and
determine the case, unless the alleged insane person, or someone in his
behalf, shall demand a jury trial, in which event the case shall be
heard and determined by the court and a jury.

If the Commission shall agree upon a recommendation, it shall file
with the court a report setting forth its findings of fact and conclu-
sions of law and its recommendation based thereon which recommen-
dation shall be in one of the following forms:

(A) That the person is of sound mind and should be discharged
forthwith and the petition dismissed.

(B) That the mental condition of the alleged insane person is
such that a definite diagnosis cannot be made without further study,
or that the mental incapacity of said person will probably be of
short duration, and that said person should be further detained and
committed in Saint Elizabeths Hospital as hereinbefore provided for,
or in any other hospital in the District of Columbia as provided in
the Act approved April 27, 1904, for further observation or treat-
ment for such period of time as the court may determine, during
which said time the Commission shall from time to time examine said
person and make a recommendation to the court as to the final
disposition of the case.

(C) That the person is of unsound mind and (1) should be com-
mitted to Saint Elizabeths Hospital, or any other hospital provided
by section 4 of the Act approved April 27, 1904, (a) at public
expense, or (b) at the expense of those persons who are required by
law, or who will agree to pay for the maintenance and treatment of
said insane person, or (c) that the relatives of said insane person,
mentioned in section 11 of this Act are able to pay a specified sum
per month toward the support and maintenance of said insane person;
(2) is harmless and may safely be committed to the care of his rela-
tives or friends (naming them) who are willing to accept the custody,
care, and maintenance of said insane person under conditions speci-
fied by the Commission; (3) should be committed to the Adminis-
trator of Veterans' Affairs for care and treatment in a Veterans'
Administration facility: Provided, That there shall be filed with
the court or Commission a certificate executed by said Administrator
or his duly authorized representative, showing said person is entitled
to such care and treatment and that facilities therefor are available.

SEC. 8. If an insane person be found by the Commission, subject
to the review of the court, not to be a resident of the District of
Columbia, he may be committed by the court to Saint Elizabeths
Hospital as a District of Columbia patient until such time as his
residence shall have been ascertained. Upon the ascertainment of
such insane person's residence in some other jurisdiction, he shall be
transferred to the State of such residence. The expense of trans-
ferring such patient, including the traveling expenses of necessary
attendants to insure his safe transfer, shall be borne by the District
of Columbia only if the patient be indigent.

Any insane person found by the Commission to have been a resi-
dent of the District of Columbia for more than one year prior to
the filing of the petition, and any person found within the District
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court, a certificate executed by the Administrator of Veterans' Affairs, 
or his duly authorized representative, showing said insane person to 
be entitled to such care and treatment, and that facilities therefor are 
available. 
SEG. 7. Recommendations of the Commission must be made by the 

unanimous recommendation of the three members acting upon the 
case. If the three members of the Commission be unable to agree 
upon the recommendation to be made in any case, they shall imme-
diately file with the court a report setting forth the fact that they are 
unable to agree on the case, and in that event the court shall hear and 
determine the case, unless the alleged insane person, or someone in his 
behalf, shall demand a jury trial, in which event the case shall be 
heard and determined by the court and a jury. 

If the Commission shall agree upon a recommendation, it shall file 
with the court a report setting forth its findings of fact and conclu-
sions of law and its recommendation based thereon which recommen-
dation shall be in one of the following forms: 

(A) That the person is of sound mind and should be discharged 
forthwith and the petition dismissed. 

(B) That the mental condition of the alleged insane person is 
such that a definite diagnosis cannot be made without further study, 
or that the mental incapacity of said person will probably be of 
short duration, and that said person should be further detained and 
committed in Saint Elizabeths Hospital as hereinbefore provided for, 
or in any other hospital in the District of Columbia as provided in 
the Act approved April 27, 1904, for further observation or treat-
ment for such period of time as the court may determine, during 
which said time the Commission shall from time to tune examine said 
person and make a recommendation to the court as to the final 
disposition of the case. 

(C) That the person is of unsound mind and (1) should be com-
mitted to Saint Elizabeths Hospital, or any other hospital provided 
by section 4 of the Act approved April 27, 1904, (a) at public 
expense, or (b) at the expense of those persons who are required by 
law, or who will agree to pay for the maintenance and treatment of 
said insane person, or (c) that the relatives of said insane person, 
mentioned in section 11 of this Act are able to pay a specified sum 
per month toward the support and maintenance of said insane person; 
(2) is harmless and may safely be committed to the care of his rela-
tives or friends (naming them) who are willing to accept the custody., 
care, and maintenance of said insane person under conditions speci-
fied by the Commission; (3) should be committed to the Adminis-
trator of Veterans' Affairs for care and treatment in a Veterans' 
Administration facility: Provided, That there shall be filed with 
the court or Commission a certificate executed by said Administrator 
or his duly authorized representative, showing said person is entitled 
to such care and treatment and that facilities therefor are available. 

SEc. 8. If an insane person be found by the Commission, subject 
to the review of the court, not to be a resident of the District of 
Columbia, he may be committed by the court to Saint Elizabeths 
Hospital as a District of Columbia patient until such time as his 
residence shall have been ascertained. Upon the ascertainment of 
such insane person's residence in some other jurisdiction, he shall be 
transferred to the State of such residence. The expense of trans-
ferring such patient, including the traveling expenses of necessary 
attendants to insure his safe transfer, shall be borne by the District 
of Columbia only if the patient be indigent. 
Any insane person found by the Commission to have been a resi-
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of Columbia whose residence cannot be ascertained, who is not in
confinement on a criminal charge, may be committed by the court to,
and confined in, said Saint Elizabeths Hospital, or any other hos-
pital in said District, which, in the judgment of the Commission of
said District, is properly constructed and equipped for the reception
and care of such persons, and the official in charge of which, for the
time being, is willing to receive such persons.

Disricdent of the "Resident of the District of Columbia", as used in this section,
bia" defined. means a person who has maintained his principal place of abode in

the District of Columbia for more than one year prior to the filing of
the petition provided for in section 1 of this Act.

inanec of harmless If it appears that a person found to be insane is harmless and his
tives. or her relatives or committee of his or her person are willing and able

properly to care for such insane person at some place or institution
other than Saint Elizabeths Hospital, the judge may order that such
insane person be placed in the care and custody of such relatives or
such committee upon their entering into an undertaking to provide
for such insane person as the court may direct.

for cost Jof mainte- SEC. 9. The father, mother, husband, wife, and adult children of
nance and treatment. an insane person, if of sufficient ability, and the committee or

guardian of his or her person and estate, if his or her estate is
sufficient for the purpose, shall pay the cost to the District of Colum-
bia of his or her maintenance, including treatment in Saint Elizabeths
Hospital or in any other hospital to which the insane person may be

Ascertainment of committed. It shall be the further duty of said Commission, to
ability to pay. examine under oath, the father, mother, husband, wife, adult chil-

dren, and committee, if any, of any alleged insane person whenever
such relatives live within the District of Columbia, and to ascertain
the ability of such relatives or committee, if any, to maintain or
contribute toward the maintenance of such alleged insane person:

mProion. Provided, That in no case shall said relatives or committee be
required to pay more than the actual cost to the District of Columbia
of maintenance of such alleged insane person.

ecourt procedure i If any person hereinabove made liable for the maintenance of an
insane person shall fail so to provide or pay for such maintenance,
the court shall issue to such person a citation to show cause why he
should not be adjudged to pay a portion or all of the expenses of

Citation, hearing, maintenance of such patient. The citation shall be served at least
court action. ten days before the hearing thereon. If, upon such hearing, it shall

appear to the court that the insane person has not sufficient estate
out of which his maintenance may properly be fully met and that
he has relatives of the degrees hereinabove mentioned who are parties
to the proceedings, and who are able to contribute thereto, the court
may make an order requiring payment by such relatives of such sum
or sums as it may find they are reasonably able to pay and as may
be necessary to provide for the maintenance of such insane person.
Said order shall require the payment of such sums to the Board of
Public Welfare annually, semiannually, or quarterly as the court

Collections. may direct. It shall be the duty of the Board to collect the said
sums due under this section, and to turn the same into the Treasury

Enforement again of the United States to the credit of the District of Columbia. Anyproperty of insane
erson or person lia- such order may be enforced against any property of the insane person

or of the person liable or undertaking to maintain him in the same
way as if it were an order for temporary alimony in a divorce case.

Released or paroled SEC. 10. Any insane person who has been committed to Saint Eliza-
patients.

learings to deter- beths Hospital or any other hospital, and who shall have been released
mine sanity, etc. from such hospital as improved, or who shall have been paroled from

such hospital (but who shall not have been discharged as cured),
and who shall have been absent from the hospital on release or parole
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of Columbia whose residence cannot be ascertained, who is not in 
confinement on a criminal charge, may be committed by the court to, 
and confined in, said Saint Elizabeths Hospital, or any other hos-
pital in said District, which, in the judgment of the Commission of 
said District, is properly constructed and equipped for the reception 
and care of such persons, and the official in charge of which, for the 
time being, is willing to receive such persons. 
"Resident of the District of Columbia", as used in this section, 

means a person who has maintained his principal place of abode in 
the District of Columbia for more than one year prior to the filing of 
the petition provided for in section 1 of this Act. 

If it appears that a person found to be insane is harmless and his 
or her relatives or committee of his or her person are willing and able 
properly to care for such insane person at some place or institution 
other than Saint Elizabeths Hospital, the judge may order that such 
insane person be placed in the care and custody of such relatives or 
such committee upon their entering into an undertaking to provide 
for such insane person as the court may direct. 
SEC. 9. The father, mother, husband, wife, and adult children of 

an insane person, if of sufficient ability, and the committee or 
guardian of his or her person and estate, if his or her estate is 
sufficient for the purpose, shall pay the cost to the District of Colum-
bia of his or her maintenance, including treatment in Saint Elizabeths 
Hospital or in any other hospital to which the insane person may be 
committed. It shall be the further duty of said Commission, to 
examine under oath, the father, mother, husband, wife, adult chil-
dren, and committee, if any, of any alleged insane person whenever 
such relatives live within the District of Columbia, and to ascertain 
the ability of such relatives or committee, if any, to maintain or 
contribute toward the maintenance of such alleged insane person: 
Provided, That in no case shall said relatives or committee be 
required to pay more than the actual cost to the District of Columbia 
of maintenance of such alleged insane person. 
If any person hereinabove made liable for the maintenance of an 

insane person shall fail so to provide or pay for such maintenance, 
the court shall issue to such person a citation to show cause why he 
should not be adjudged to pay a portion or all of the expenses of 
maintenance of such patient. The citation shall be served at least 
ten days before the hearing thereon. If, upon such hearing, it shall 
appear to the court that the insane person has not sufficient estate 
out of which his maintenance may properly be fully met and that 
he has relatives of the degrees hereinabove mentioned who are parties 
to the proceedings, and who are able to contribute thereto, the court 
may make an order requiring payment by such relatives of such sum 
or sums as it may find they are reasonably able to pay and as may 
be necessary to provide for the maintenance of such insane person. 
Said order shall require the payment of such sums to the Board of 
Public Welfare annually, semiannually, or quarterly as the court 
may direct. It shall be the duty of the Board to collect the said 
sums due under this section, and to turn the same into the Treasury 
of the United States to the credit of the District of Columbia. Any 
such order may be enforced against any property of the insane person 
or of the person liable or undertaking to maintain him in the same 
way as if it were an order for temporary alimony in a divorce case. 

Sze. 10. Any insane person who has been committed to Saint Eliza-
beths Hospital or any other hospital, and who shall have been released 
from such hospital as improved, or who shall have been paroled from 
such hospital (but who shall not have been discharged as cured), 
and who shall have been absent from the hospital on release or parole 
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for a period of six months or longer, shall have the right to appear
before the District Court of the United States for the District of
Columbia for a hearing to determine the sanity and right to restora-
tion to the status of a person of sound mind of said insane person by
filing a petition therefor with the court upon a form to be provided
by the Commission for that purpose. It shall be the duty of the
Commission to make an examination of the records of Saint Eliza-
beths Hospital of the insane person as may be necessary to determine
such questions, and if necessary have the person examined by the
members of the staff of Saint Elizabeths Hospital and to make a
report and recommendation to the court. In the event the Commis-
sion shall find from the records and examination that the said person
is of sound mind and shall recommend to the court the restoration of
said person to the status of a person of sound mind such recom-
mendation shall be sufficient to authorize the court to enter an order
declaring such person to be restored to his or her former legal status
as a person of sound mind. In the event the Commission shall find
such person to be of unsound mind, it shall report that finding to
the court. Upon the filing by the Commission of a report finding
such person to be of unsound mind, the insane person shall have the
right to a hearing by the court or by the court and a jury. For the
purpose of making the examination and observations required by this
section, the Commission shall have the right to examine the records
and to interrogate the physicians and attendants at Saint Elizabeths
Hospital or any other hospital in which such patient shall have been
confined, who have had the insane person under their care, and the
Commission may recommend to the court the temporary recommit-
ment of such person for said purpose. At such trial by the court
or by the court and jury, an adjudication shall be made as to whether
the person is of sound mind or is still of unsound mind.

SEC. 11. The same fees and mileage as are paid in the courts of the
United States shall be paid in the case of witnesses subpenaed under
the provisions of this Act.

SEC. 12. The court in its discretion may require the petitioner to
file an undertaking with surety to be approved by the court in such
amount as the court may deem proper, conditioned to save h:trniless
the respondent by reason of costs incurred, including attorneys' fees,
if any, and damages suffered by the respondent as a result of any
such action.

SEC. 13. All applications and certificates for commitment and con-
finement of any patient to any hospital in the District of Columbia
for the care and the treatment of the insane must be made on forms
approved by the Commission and furnished by it.

S.C. 14. Any person who executes a verified petition or affidavit as
provided in this Act, by which he or she secures or attempts to
secure the apprehension, detention, or restraint of any other person
in the District of Columbia without probable cause for believing such
person to be insane or of unsound mind, or any physician who know-
ingly makes any false certificate or affidavit as to the sanity or
insanity of any other person, shall, upon conviction thereof, be fined
not more than $500 or imprisoned not more than three years, or both.

SEC. 15. Nothing contained in this Act shall deprive the alleged

insane person of the benefit of existing remedies to secure his release
or to prove his sanity, or of any other legal remedies he may have.

SEC. 16. Section 2 of the Act approved June 8, 1938, is hereby
amended by deleting the words "for such service the alternate shall
receive $10 for each day of actual service" and inserting in lieu
thereof the following: "For such service the alternate shall receive,

for each day of actual service, the same compensation as fixed in
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for a period of six months or longer, shall have the right to appear 
before the District Court of the United States for the District of 
Columbia for a hearing to determine the sanity and right to restora-
tion to the status of a person of sound mind of said insane person by 
filing a petition therefor with the court upon a form to be provided 
by the Commission for that purpose. It shall be the duty of the 
Commission to make an examination of the records of Saint Eliza-
beths Hospital of the insane person as may be necessary to determine 

i such questions, and f necessary have the person examined by the 
members of the staff of Saint Elizabeths Hospital and to make a 
report and recommendation to the court. In the event the Commis-
sion shall find from the records and examination that the said person 
is of sound mind and shall recommend to the court the restoration of 
said person to the status of a person of sound mind such recom-
mendation shall be sufficient to authorize the court to enter an order 
declaring such person to be restored to his or her former legal status 
as a person of sound mind. In the event the Commission shall find 
such person to be of unsound mind, it shall report that finding to 
the court. Upon the filing by the Commission of a report finding 
such person to be of unsound mind, the insane person shall have the 
right to a hearing by the court or by the court and a jury. For the 
purpose of making the examination and observations required by this 
section, the Commission shall have the right to examine the records 
and to interrogate the physicians and attendants at Saint Elizabeths 
Hospital or any other hospital in which such patient shall have been 
confined, who have had the insane person under their care, and the 
Commission may recommend to the court the temporary recommit-
ment of such person for said purpose. At such trial by the court 
or by the court and jury, an adjudication shall be made as to whether 
the person is of sound mind or is still of unsound mind. 
SEC. 11. The same fees and mileage as are paid in the courts of the 

United States shall be paid in the case of witnesses subpenaed under 
the provisions of this Act. 
SEC. 12. The court in its discretion may require the petitioner to 

file an undertaking with surety to be approved by the court in such 
amount as the court may deem proper, conditioned to save harmless 
the respondent by reason of costs incurred, including attorneys' fees, 
if any, and damages suffered by the respondent as a result of any 
such action. 

SEc. 13. All applications and certificates for commitment and con-
finement of any patient to any hospital in the District of Columbia 
for the care and the treatment of the insane must be made on forms 
approved by the Commission and furnished by it. 
SEC. 14. Any person who executes a verified petition or affidavit as 

provided in this Act, by which he or she secures or attempts to 
secure the apprehension, detention, or restraint of any other person 
in the District of Columbia without probable cause for believing such 
person to be insane or of unsound mind, or any physician whoknow-
ingly makes any false certificate or affidavit as to the sanity or 
insanity of any other person, shall, upon conviction thereof, be fined 
not more than $500 or imprisoned not more than three years, or both. 
SEC. 15. Nothing contained in this Act shall deprive the alleged 

insane person of the benefit of existing remedies to secure his release 
or to prove his sanity, or of any other legal remedies he may have. 
SEC. 16. Section 2 of the Act approved June 8, 1938, is hereby 

amended by deleting the words "for such. service the alternate shall 
receive $10 for each day of actual service" and inserting in lieu 
thereof the following: "For such service the alternate shall receive, 
for each day of actual service, the same compensation as fixed in 
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5 U. . C. §§ 661-
674; Supp. IV, §§ 673,
673c.

Repeal of conflicting
Acts, etc.

Severability of pro-
visions.

accordance with the provisions of the Classification Act of 1923, as
amended, for the lawyer member of the Commission".

SEC. 17. All Acts or parts of Acts in conflict herewith are hereby
repealed.

SEC. 18. If any provision of this Act or the application thereof to
any person or circumstances is held invalid, such invalidity shall not
affect other provisions or applications of the Act which can be given
effect without the invalid provision or application, and to this end
the provisions of this Act are declared to be severable.

Approved, August 9, 1939.

[CHAPTER 621]
August 9, 1939
[H. R. 4784]

[Public, No. 360]

Fort Miffin Mili-
tary Reservation, Pa.

Atlantic Refining
Company, right-of-
way for pipe lines
over.

Provisos.
Condition.

Federal rights re-
served.

August 9, 1939
[1I. J. Res. 1591

[Pub. Res., No. 4(6

AN ACT
To provide a right-of-way.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of War be, and he is hereby, authorized and empowered, under such
terms and conditions as are deemed advisable by him, to grant to
the Atlantic Refining Company, its successors and/or assigns, an
easement for the right-of-way for oil-pipe lines over, across, in, and
upon the Fort Mifflin Military Reservation, in the State of Pennsyl-
vania: Provided, That such right-of-way shall be granted only upon
a finding by the Secretary of War that the same will be in the public
interest and will not substantially injure the interest of the United
States in the property affected thereby: Provided further, That all or
any part of such right-of-way may be annulled and forfeited by the
Secretary of War if the property is needed for governmental pur-
poses or for failure to comply with the terms or conditions of any
grant hereunder, or for nonuse or for abandonment of rights granted
under authority hereof.

Approved, August 9, 1939.

[CHAPTER 622]
JOINT RESOLUTION

Authorizing the selection of a site and the erection thereon of the Columbian
Fountain in Washington, District of Columbia.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
Columbian Foun- States of America in Congress assembled, That authority is hereby

tain, D. C.
Authority granted granted to any association organized within two years from date of

for selection of site
and erection of. approval of this joint resolution for that purpose to erect the Colum-

bian Fountain on an appropriate site on grounds now owned by the
reascluded United States in the District of Columbia other than those of the

Capitol, the Library of Congress, the Mall, or the Tidal Basin area.
ubamissionofplans, The location of said fountain and the plan for the development of

ance. the site shall be submitted to the Commission of Fine Arts and the
National Capital Park and Planning Commission for advisory assist-

trction of con ance and the construction shall be under the direction of the Directorstruction.
Proriso. of the National Park Service, Department of the Interior: Provided,

NoFederaexpense That the United States shall be put to no expense in or by the erection
insRvcientto iunsue of said fountain and that unless funds, which in the estimation of the
completion. Secretary of the Interior are sufficient to insure the completion of the

fountain, are certified available, and the erection of this fountain
begun within five years from and after the passage of this joint
resolution, the authorization hereby granted is revoked.

Approved, August 9, 1939.
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accordance with the provisions of the Classification Act of 1923, as 
amended, for the lawyer member of the Commission". 
SEC. 17. All Acts or parts of Acts in conflict herewith are hereby 

repealed. 
SEC. 18. If any provision of this Act or the application thereof to 

any person or circumstances is held invalid, such invalidity shall not 
affect other provisions or applications of the Act which can be given 
effect without the invalid provision or application, and to this end 
the provisions of this Act are declared to be severable. 

Approved, August 9, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 621] 
AN ACT 

To provide a right-of-way. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of War be, and he is hereby, authorized and empowered, under such 
terms and conditions as are deemed advisable by him, to grant to 
the Atlantic Refining Company, its successors and/or assigns, an 
easement for the right-of-way for oil-pipe lines over, across, in, and 
upon the Fort Mifflin Military Reservation, in the State of Pennsyl-
vania: Provided, That such right-of-way shall be granted only upon 
a finding by the Secretary of War that the same will be in the public 
interest and will not substantially injure the interest of the United 
States in the property affected thereby: Provided further, That all or 
any part of such right-of-way may be annulled and forfeited by the 
Secretary of War if the property is needed for governmental pur-
poses or for failure to comply with the terms or conditions of any 
grant hereunder, or for nonuse or for abandonment of rights granted 
under authority hereof. 
Approved, August 9, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 622] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Authorizing the selection of a site and the erection thereon of the Columbian 
Fountain in Washington, District of Columbia. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That authority is hereby 
granted to any association organized within two years from date of 
approval of this joint resolution for that purpose to erect the Colum-
bian Fountain on an appropriate site on grounds now owned by the 
United States in the District of Columbia other than those of the 
Capitol, the Library of Congress, the Mall, or the Tidal Basin area. 
The location of said fountain and the plan for the development of 
the site shall be submitted to the Commission of Fine Arts and the 
National Capital Park and Planning Commission for advisory assist-
ance and the construction shall be under the direction of the Director 
of the National Park Service, Department of the Interior: Provided, 
That the United States shall be put to no expense in or by the erection 
of said fountain and that unless funds, which in the estimation of the 
Secretary of the Interior are sufficient to insure the completion of the 
fountain, are certified available, and the erection of this fountain 
begun within five years from and after the passage of this joint 
resolution, the authorization hereby granted is revoked. 
Approved, August 9, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 633]
AN ACT

Making appropriations to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1939, and for prior fiscal years, to provide supple-
mental appropriations for the fiscal years ending June 30, 1939, and June 30,
1940, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939, and for prior fiscal years, to
provide supplemental appropriations for the fiscal years ending June
30, 1939, and June 30, 1940, and for other purposes, namely;

TITLE I-GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS

LEGISLATIVE

SENATE

August 9, 1939
[H. B. 7462]

[Public, No. 361]

Third Deficiency
Appropriation Act,
fiscal year 1939.

Clerical assistants to Senators: Ninety-six additional clerks at tlei'

$1,800 per annum each, one for each Senator (in lieu of the assistant Ante, p

clerks now authorized by S. Res. 144, agreed to August 15, 1935,
which resolution is repealed as of January 1, 1940) for the period
January 1, 1940 to June 30, 1940, $86,400.

Ninety-six additional clerks at $1,500 per annum each, one for each
Senator, for the period January 1, 1940 to June 30, 1940, $72,000.

Twenty-four additional clerks at $1,500 per annum each, one for

each Senator from each State which has a population of three mil-

lion or more inhabitants, for the period January 1, 1940 to June 30,
1940, $18,000.

Office of Sergeant at Arms and Doorkeeper: For an amount rmse

required to increase the compensation of the clerk to the Secretary of kler.r.

the Majority and the clerk to the Secretary of the Minority $480
each per annum, fiscal year 1940, $960.

For twenty-one pages for the Senate Chamber at the rate of $4 agee.
each per day during the month of August 1939, $2,604.

Contingent expenses: For miscellaneous items, exclusive of labor, ,.'m"t

fiscal year 1939, $30,000.

assistants
rs.
. 1080.

Of Sergeant at
and Door-

gent lapenl-

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

For payment to the widow of Harry Wilbur Griswold, late a

Representative from the State of Wisconsin, $10,000.
For payment to E. M. Owen, Junior, and Mrs. H. B. Floyd,

children of Emmett Marshall Owen, late a Representative from the

State of Georgia, $5,000 each; in all, $10,000.
For payment to the widow of Sam D. McReynolds, late a Repre-

sentative from the State of Tennessee, $10,000.
The three foregoing sums to be disbursed by the Sergeant at Arms

of the House of Representatives.
Office of Doorkeeper: For forty-seven pages, including ten pages

for duty at the entrances to the Hall of the House, at $4 each per day
during the month of August 1939, $5,828.

CLERK HIRE, MEMBERS AND DELEGATES

The appropriation for "Clerk Hire, Members, Delegates, and the

Resident Commissioner from Puerto Rico" contained in the Legisla-

tive Branch Appropriation Act, 1940, is hereby made available
toward the payment of clerk hire as authorized by sections 1 and 3 of

Harry Wilbur Gris-
wold.

Payment to widow.
Emmett Marshall

Owen.
Payment to children.

Sam D. McReyn-
olds.

Payment to widow.

Office of Door-
keeper.

Funds made avail-
able.

Ante, p. 829.
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[CHAPTER 633] 
AN ACT 

Making appropriations to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations for the 
fiscal year ending Juno 30, 1939, and for prior fiscal years, to provide supple-
mental appropriations for the fiscal years ending June 30, 1939, and June 30, 
1940, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following 
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations 
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939, and for prior fiscal years, to 
provide supplemental appropriations for the fiscal years ending June 
30, 1939, and June 30, 1940, and for other purposes, namely: 

TITLE I-GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS 

LEGISLATIVE 

SENATE 

Clerical assistants to Senators: Ninety-six additional clerks at 
$1,800 per annum each, one for each Senator (in lieu of the assistant 
clerks now authorized by S. Res. 144, agreed to August 15, 1935, 
which resolution is repealed as of January 1, 1940) for the period 
January 1, 1940 to June 30, 1940, $86,400. 

Ninety-six additional clerks at $1,500 per annum each, one for each 
Senator, for the period January 1, 1940 to June 30, 1940, $72,000. 
Twenty-four additional clerks at $1,500 per annum each, one for 

each Senator from each State which has a population of three mil-
lion or more inhabitants, for the period January 1, 1940 to June 30, 
1940, $18,000. 

Office of Sergeant at Arms and Doorkeeper: For an amount 
required to increase the compensation of the clerk to the Secretary of 
the Majority and the clerk to the Secretary of the Minority $480 
each per annum, fiscal year 1940, $960. 
For twenty-one pages for the Senate Chamber at the rate of $4 

each per day during the month of August 1939, $2,604. 
Contingent expenses: For miscellaneous items, exclusive of labor, 

fiscal year 1939, $30,000. 

HOUSE or REPRESENTATIVES 

For payment to the widow of Harry Wilbur Griswold, late a 
Representative from the State of Wisconsin, $10,000. 
For payment to E. M. Owen, Junior, and Mrs. H. B. Floyd, 

children of Emmett Marshall Owen, late a Representative from the 
State of Georgia, $5,000 each; in all, $10,000. 
For payment to the widow of Sam D. McReynolds, late a Repre-

sentative from the State of Tennessee, $10,000. 
The three foregoing sums to be disbursed by the Sergeant at Arms 

of the House of Representatives. 
Office of Doorkeeper: For forty-seven pages, including ten pages 

for duty at the entrances to the Hall of the House, at $4 each per day 
during the month of August 1939, $5,828. 

CLERK HIRE, MEMBERS AND DELEGATES 

The appropriation for "Clerk Hire, Members, Delegates, and the 
Resident Commissioner from Puerto Rico" contained in the Legisla-
tive Branch Appropriation Act, 1940, is hereby made available 
toward the payment of clerk hire as authorized by sections 1 and 3 of 

August 9, 1939 
[H. It. 74621 

[Public, No. 3611 
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the Act entitled "An Act to provide for additional clerk hire in the
House of Representatives and for other purposes", approved July 25,

Ane, p. 1080. 1939; and in addition thereto there is hereby appropriated for such
purposes the sum of $328,500 for the fiscal year 1940.

CONTINGENT EXPENSES OF THE HOUSE

Special and select
committees.

D. C. Code.

45 Stat. 1007.
1 U. S. C. ch. 3.

Capitol buildings.

Ante, p. 832.

Payment to desig-
nated messengers.

Ante, p. 837.

Salaries, Office of
Superintendent of
Documents.

5 U. S. C. §§ 6l1-
674; Supp. IV, §§ 673,
673c.

Ante, p. 838.

Salaries and
penses.

ex-

Ante, p. 626.

Proviso.
Cost, etc., of emer-

gency food supplies
consumed.

Civilian pilot train-
ing.

Ante, p. 855.

Proviso.
Transfer to appro-

priation for salaries
and expenses.

For expenses of special and select committees authorized by the
House, fiscal year 1940, $165,000.

For preparing and editing a new edition of the Code of the District
of Columbia, as authorized and directed by law (1 U. S. C., ch. 3),
fiscal years 1940 and 1941, $32,500.

ARCHITECT OF THE CAPITOL

Capitol buildings: For an additional amount for the Capitol build-
ings, including the same objects specified under this head in the Leg-
islative Branch Appropriation Act, 1940, $3,000.

GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE

For payment to Preston L. George, William S. Houston, John G.
Nalley, and William H. Wannall, messengers on night duty during
the first session of the Seventy-sixth Congress, $900 each; in all,
$3,600, to be paid from the appropriation for printing and binding for
Congress for the fiscal year 1940.

Salaries, Office of Superintendent of Documents: For an addi-
tional amount for the fiscal year 1940, for the Superintendent of
Documents, Assistant Superintendent, and other personal services in
accordance with the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, including
the same objects specified under this head in the Legislative Branch
Appropriation Act, 1940, $35,000.

EXECUTIVE

INDEPENDENT ESTABLISHMENTS

CIVIL AERONAUTICS AUTHORITY

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount for salaries and
expenses, Civil Aeronautics Authority, to provide, in addition to
the objects specified in the appropriation for this purpose in the
Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1940, for necessary food
supplies (not to exceed $2,500) for storage at isolated stations for
emergency use7 fiscal year 1940, $300,000: Provided, That the cost
of such supplies consumed shall be collected from the employees
by whom consumed and deposited in miscellaneous receipts.

Civilian pilot training: For all necessary expenses of the Civil
Aeronautics Authority during the fiscal year 1940 in carrying out the
duties, powers, and functions devolving upon it pursuant to the
authority contained in the Civilian Pilot Training Act of 1939
(Public, Numbered 153, approved June 27, 1939), including personal
services and rentals in the District of Columbia and elswhere; travel-
ing expenses; purchase and exchange, operation, maintenance, repair,
and overhaul of aircraft; purchase and exchange, hire, maintenance,
repair, and operation of passenger-carrying automobiles; purchase
and exchange of professional and scientific books, books of reference,
atlases, maps, and periodicals; in all, $4,000,000: Provided, That not
to exceed $140,000 of this amount may be transferred to the appro-
priation "Salaries and Expenses, Civil Aeronautics Authority,
1940", for expenditure in connection with payment of salaries and
travel of aeronautical inspectors engaged in supervision and promo-
tion of the safety features of the civilian pilot training program.
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the Act entitled "An Act to provide for additional clerk hire in the 
House of Representatives and for other purposes", approved July 25, 
1939; and in addition thereto there is hereby appropriated for such 
purposes the sum of $328,500 for the fiscal year 1940. 

CONTINGENT EXPENSES OF THE HOUSE 

For expenses of special and select committees authorized by the 
House, fiscal year 1940, $165,000. 
For preparing and editing a new edition of the Code of the District 

of Columbia, as authorized and directed by law (1 U. S. C., ch. 3), 
fiscal years 1940 and 1941, $32,500. 

ARCHITECT OF 1HE CAPITOL 

Capitol buildings: For an additional amount for the Capitol build-
ings, including the same objects specified under this head in the Leg-
islative Branch Appropriation Act, 1940, $3,000. 

GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 

For payment to Preston L. George, William S. Houston, John G. 
Nalley, and William H. Wannall, messengers on night duty during 
the first session of the Seventy-sixth Congress, $900 each; in all, 
$3,600, to be paid from the appropriation for printing and binding for 
Congress for the fiscal year 1940. 

Salaries, Office of Superintendent of Documents: For an addi-
tional amount for the fiscal year 1940, for the Superintendent of 
Documents, Assistant Superintendent, and other personal services in 
accordance with the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, including 
the same objects specified under this head in the Legislative Branch 
Appropriation Act, 1940, $35,000. 

EXECUTIVE 

INDEPENDENT ESTABLISHMENTS 

CIVIL AERONAUTICS AUTHORITY 

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount for salaries and 
expenses, Civil Aeronautics Authority, to provide, in addition to 
the objects specified in the appropriation for this purpose in the 
Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1940, for necessary food 
supplies (not to exceed. $2,500) for storage at isolated stations for 
emergency usez fiscal year 1940, $300,000: Provided, That the cost 
of such supplies consumed shall be collected from the employees 
by whom consumed and deposited in miscellaneous receipts. 

Civilian pilot training: .For all necessary expenses of the Civil 
Aeronautics Authority during the fiscal year 1940 in carrying out the 
duties, powers, and functions devolving upon it pursuant to the 
authority contained in the Civilian Pilot Training Act of 1939 
(Public, Numbered 153, approved June 27, 1939), including personal 
services and rentals in the District of Columbia and elswhere; travel-
ing expenses; purchase and exchange, operation, maintenance, repair, 
and overhaul of aircraft; purchase and exchange, hire, maintenance, 
repair, and operation of passenger-carrying automobiles; purchase 
and exchange of professional and scientific books, books of reference, 
atlases, maps, and periodicals; in all, $4,000,000: Provided, That not 
to exceed $140,000 of this amount may be transferred to the appro-
priation "Salaries and Expenses, Civil Aeronautics Authority, 
1940", for expenditure in connection with payment of salaries and 
travel of aeronautical inspectors engaged in supervision and promo-
tion of the safety features of the civilian pilot training program. 
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COUNCIL OF PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION

Salaries and expenses: For every expenditure requisite for and
incident to the work of the Council of Personnel Administration,
created by section 7 of Executive Order Numbered 7916, dated June
24, 1938, including personal services in the District of Columbia;
traveling expenses; printing and binding; and the payment of actual
transportation expenses and not to exceed $10 per diem in lieu of
subsistence and other expenses of persons serving while away from
their homes, without other compensation from the United States, in
an advisory capacity to the Council, fiscal year 1940, $22,700.

FEDERAL LOAN AGENCY

FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION

Administrative expenses: In addition to the funds made available
to the Federal Housing Administration for administrative expenses
by the Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1940, not to exceed
$450,000 of the mutual mortgage insurance fund and $850,000 from
the account in the Treasury comprised of funds derived from pre-
miums collected under authority of section 2 (f), title I, of the
National Housing Act, as amended by the Act of June 3, 1939, are
hereby made available for administrative expenses of said Adminis-
tration for the fiscal year 1940, including the same objects specified
under this head in the Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1940.

The first proviso clause in the appropriation for administrative
expenses of the Federal Housing Administration contained in the
Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1940, is hereby amended to
read as follows: "Provided, That all necessary expenses of the Admin-
istration (including services performed on a contract or fee basis,
but not including other personal services) in connection with the
acquisition, protection, operation, maintenance, improvement, or dis-
position of real or personal property of the Administration acquired
under authority of title II of said National Housing Act, shall be
considered as nonadministrative expenses for the purposes hereof,
and shall be paid from the mutual mortgage insurance fund or tie
housing insurance fund as provided in title II of said National
Housing Act.

Renovation and modernization loans and insurance fund: The
funds of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation made available by
the Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1940, for the payment of
losses under insurance granted under section 2, title I, of the National
Housing Act of June 27, 1934, as amended, are hereby made available
also for losses under insurance granted under section 6, title I, of
said Act.

FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY

CIVILIAN CONSERIVATION CORPS

The limitation of $286,301 upon the amount that may be expended
for salaries and expenses of the office of the Director of the Civilian
Conservation Corps from the appropriation for such corps con-
tained in the Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1940, is hereby
increased to $328,301.

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

Grants to States for public health work: For an additional amount
for the purpose of assisting States, counties, health districts, and
other political subdivisions of the States in establishing and main-
taining adequate public health services, including the same objects
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COUNCIL OF PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION 

Salaries and expenses: For every expenditure requisite for and 
incident to the work of the Council of Personnel Administration, 
created by section 7 of Executive Order Numbered 7916, dated June 
24, 1938, including personal services in the District of Columbia; 
traveling expenses; printing and binding; and the payment of actual 
transportation expenses and not to exceed $10 per diem in lieu of 
subsistence and other expenses of persons serving while away from 
their homes, without other compensation from the United States, in 
an advisory capacity to the Council, fiscal year 1940, $22,700. 

FEDERAL LOAN AGENCY 

FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION 

Administrative expenses: In addition to the funds made available 
to the Federal Housing Administration for administrative expenses 
by the Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1940, not to exceed 
$450,000 of the mutual mortgage insurance fund and $850,000 from 
the account in the Treasury comprised of funds derived from pre-
miums collected under authority of section 2 (f), title I, of the 
National Housing Act, as amended by the Act of June 3, 1939, are 
hereby made available for administrative expenses of said Adminis-
tration for the fiscal year 1940, including the same objects specified 
under this head in the Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1940. 
The first proviso clause in the appropriation for administrative 

expenses of the Federal Housing Administration contained in the 
Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1940, is hereby amended to 
read as follows: "Provided, That all necessary expenses of the Admin-
istration (including services performed on a contract or fee basis, 
but not including other personal services) in connection with the 
acquisition, protection, operation, maintenance, improvement, or dis-
position of real or personal property of the Administration acquired 
under authority of title II of said National Housing Act, shall be 
considered as nonadministrative expenses for the purposes hereof, 
and shall be paid from the mutual mortgage insurance fund or the 
housing insurance fund as provided in title II of said National 
Housing Act. 
Renovation and modernization loans and insurance fund: The 

funds of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation made available by 
the Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1940, for the payment of 
losses under insurance granted under section 2, title I, of the National 
Housing Act of June 27, 1934, as amended, are hereby made available 
also for losses under insurance granted under section 6, title I, of 
said Act. 

FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY 

CIVILIAN CONSERVATION CORPS 

The limitation of $286,301 upon the amount that may be expended 
for salaries and expenses of the office of the Director of the Civilian 
Conservation Corps from the appropriation for such corps con-
tained in the Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1940, is hereby 
increased to $328,301. 

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE 

Grants to States for public health work: For an additional amount 
for the purpose of assisting States, counties, health districts, and 
other political subdivisions of the States, in establishing and main-
taining adequate public health services, including the same objects 
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specified under this head in the Treasury Department Appropriation
Act 1940, $1,500,000: Provided, That the amount specified herein
shall not be available for expenditure unless and until the increased
authorization for grants to States for the purposes of section 601
of the Social Security Act, contained in H. R. 6635, Seventy-sixth
Congress, is enacted into law.

Disease and sanitation investigations: For an additional amount
for carrying out the purposes of section 603 of the Social Security
Act and section 1 of the Act of August 14, 1912, including the same
objects and subject to the same limitations specified under this head
in the Treasury Department Appropriation Act 1940, and including
the pay and allowances of not to exceed five additional regular active
commissioned officers, $40,000: Provided, That the amount specified
herein shall not be available for expenditure unless and until the
increased authorization for grants to States for purposes of section
601 of the Social Security Act, contained in H. R. 6635, Seventy-sixth
Congress, is enacted into law.

National Institute of Health, maintenance: For an additional
amount for maintaining the National Institute of Health, fiscal year
1940, for the purchase of furniture, furnishings, and equipment for
quarters of officers and other employees, $12,000.

Claims for damages, operation of vessels, Public Health Service:
To pay claims for damages adjusted and determined by the Surgeon
General, Public Health Service, under the provisions of the Act
entitled, "An Act to provide for the adjustment and settlement of
certain claims for damages resulting from the operation of vessels
of the Coast Guard and the Public Health Service, in sums not
exceeding $3,000 in any one case", approved June 15, 1936, as fully
set forth in House Document Numbered 411, Seventy-sixth Congress,
$150.

SOCIAL SECURITY BOARD

Salaries and ex- Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount for Salaries and
Expenses, Social Security Board, fiscal year 1940, including the same
objects and subject to the same limitations specified under this head

proo. 40. in the Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1940, $1,750,000: Pro-
Death of indaivi- vided, That the Board may expend not to exceed $100,000 of the

uaIs entitled to bene-
fits, etc. sums appropriated for the procurement of information relating to

the death of individuals entitled to benefits, receiving benefits, or
upon whose death some other individual may become entitled to bene-

Pot, p. 1362. fits, under title II of the Social Security Act, as amended, from proper
41 U. s.. § 5. State and local officials, including officials of the District of Columbia,

Alaska, and Hawaii, without regard to Section 3709 of the Revised
ofcialtrvelnt for Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5): Provided further, That employees of the

Bureau of Old-age Insurance when engaged in the investigation of
claims or the furnishing or securing of information concerning claims
or wage records under title II of the Social Security Act, as amended,
may be reimbursed for official travel performed by them in privately
owned automobiles within the corporate limits of their official stations

ondition. at a rate not to exceed three cents per mile: Provided further, That
the amount specified herein shall not be available unless and until the

Post, p. 1362. amendments to title II of the Social Security Act contained in H. R.
6635, Seventy-sixth Congress, are enacted into law.

unants to States for Grants to States for unemployment-compensation administra-
pensation administra- tion: For an additional amount for grants to States for unemploy-
tion. ment compensation administration, as authorized in title III of the
p49 tat. 626; post, Social Security Act, approved August 14, 1935, as amended, includ-p. 1378 .42?. . C., Supp. ing rentals in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, fiscal year
IV, §5 501-503. 1940, $12,500,000.
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specified under this head in the Treasury Department Appropriation 
Act 1940, $1,500,000: Provided, That the amount specified herein 
shall not be available for expenditure unless and until the increased 
authorization for grants to States for the purposes of section 601 
of the Social Security Act, contained in H. R. 6635, Seventy-sixth 
Congress, is enacted into law. 

Disease and sanitation investigations: For an additional amount 
for carrying out the purposes of section 603 of the Social Security 
Act and section 1 of the Act of August 14, 1912, including the same 
objects and subject to the same limitations specified under this head 
in the Treasury Department Appropriation Act 1940, and including 
the pay and allowances of not to exceed five additional regular active 
commissioned officers, $40,000: Provided, That the amount specified 
herein shall not be available for expenditure unless and until the 
increased authorization for grants to States for purposes of section 
601 of the Social Security Act, contained in H. R. 6635, Seventy-sixth 
Congress, is enacted into law. 
National Institute of Health, maintenance: For an additional 

amount for maintaining the National Institute of Health, fiscal year 
1940, for the purchase of furniture, furnishings, and equipment for 
quarters of officers and other employees, $12,000. 

Claims for damages, operation of vessels, Public Health Service: 
To pay claims for damages adjusted and determined by the Surgeon 
General, Public Health Service, under the provisions of the Act 
entitled, "An Act to provide for the adjustment and settlement of 
certain claims for damages resulting from the operation of vessels 
of the Coast Guard and the Public Health Service, in sums not 
exceeding $3,000 in any one case", approved June 15, 1936, as fully 
set forth in House Document Numbered 411, Seventy-sixth Congress, 
$150. 

SOCIAL SECURITY BOARD 

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount for Salaries and 
Expenses, Social Security Board, fiscal year 1940, including the same 
objects and subject to the same limitations specified under this head 
in the Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1940, $1,750,000: Pro-
vided, That the Board may expend not to exceed $100,000 of the 
sums appropriated for the procurement of information relating to 
the death of individuals entitled to benefits, receiving benefits, or 
upon whose death some other individual may become entitled to bene-
fits, under title II of the Social Security Act, as amended, from proper 
State and local officials, including officials of the District of Columbia, 
Alaska, and Hawaii, without regard to Section 3709 of the Revised 
Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) : Provided further, That employees of the 
Bureau of Old-age Insurance when engaged in the investigation of 
claims or the furnishing or securing of information concerning claims 
or wage records under title II of the Social Security Act, as amended, 
may be reimbursed for official travel performed by them in privately 
owned automobiles within the corporate limits of their official stations 
at a rate not to exceed three cents per mile: Provided further, That 
the amount specified herein shall not be available unless and until the 
amendments to title II of the Social Security Act contained in H. R. 
6635, Seventy-sixth Congress, are enacted into law. 
Grants to States for unemployment-compensation administra-

tion: For an additional amount for grants to States for unemploy-
ment compensation administration, as authorized in title III of the 
Social Security Act, approved August 14, 1935, as amended, includ-
ing rentals in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, fiscal year 
1940, $12,500,000. 
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FEDERAL WORKS AGENOT

PUBLIC BUILDINGS ADMINISTRATION

Great Plaza Development, Triangle, Washington, District of
Columbia: For the preparation, for location thereon of the Oscar S.
Straus Memorial authorized by the Act of March 2, 1929 (45 Stat.
1540), of a portion of the Great Plaza, including necessary drainage
and administrative expenses, fiscal year 1940, to remain available
until expended, $7,250.

The item "Procurement Division, Public Buildings Branch, Con-
struction of Public Buildings outside the District of Columbia", in
the Treasury Department Appropriation Act of 1940, is hereby
amended to increase the limits of cost to the amounts indicated after
each of the hereinafter-mentioned projects contained in House Docu-
ment Numbered 177, Seventy-sixth Congress: Tempe, Arizona, post
office, and so forth, $160,000; Antioch, California, post office, $98,000;
Bellflower, California, post office, $125,000; Chicago, Illinois (Jack-
son Park Postal Station), $350,000; Ellicott City, Maryland, post
office, and so forth, $117,000; Hamilton, Montana, post office, and so
forth, $100,000; Hamlet, North Carolina, post office, and so forth,
$90,000.

PUBLIC ROADS ADMINISTRATION

Inter-American Highway: For the continuation of cooperation
with the several governments, members of the Pan American Union,
in connection with the survey and construction of the inter-Amer-
ican highway as provided in Public Resolution Numbered 104,
approved March 4, 1929 (45 Stat. 1697), as amended or supple-
mented, and for performing engineering service in pan-American
countries for and upon the request of any agency or governmental
corporation of the United States, the Public Roads Administration
is hereby authorized to expend not to exceed $40,000 to pay all costs
incurred for such work from the administrative funds provided
under the Act of July 11, 1916 (23 U. S. C. 21), as amended or
supplemented, or as otherwise provided.

GENERAL ANTHONY WAYNE MEMORIAL COMMISSION

For carrying out the provisions of the public resolution entitled
"Joint resolution to establish the General Anthony Wayne Memorial
Commission to formulate plans for the construction of a permanent
memorial to the memory of General Anthony Wayne", approved
August 19, 1937, fiscal year 1940, to be available for obligations there-
tofore incurred, $1,500.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION

General administrative expenses, Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion: For an additional amount for eleven Commissioners, Secretary,
and for all other authorized expenditures necessary in the execution
of laws to regulate commerce, including the same objects specified
under this head in the Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1940,
$40,000: Provided, That the limitation under this head in such Act
upon the amount that may be expended for personal services in the
District of Columbia is hereby increased to $2,368,000.

ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY-FIITH ANNIVERSARY OF THE WRITING OF THE
STAR-SPANGLED BANNER

To provide for participation by the United States in the celebra-
tion to be held at Fort McHenry on September 14, 1939, in celebra-
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FEDERAL W ORKS AGENCY 

PUBLIC BUILDINGS ADMINISTRATION 

Great Plaza Development, Triangle, Washington, District of 
Columbia: For the preparation, for location thereon of the Oscar S. 
Straus Memorial authorized by the Act of March 2, 1929 (45 Stat. 
1540), of a portion of the Great Plaza, including necessary drainage 
and administrative expenses, fiscal year 1940, to remain available 
until expended, $7,250. 
The item "Procurement Division, Public Buildings Branch? Con-

struction of Public Buildings outside the District of Columbia", in 
the Treasury Department Appropriation Act of 1940, is hereby 
amended to increase the limits of cost to the amounts indicated after 
each of the hereinafter-mentioned projects contained in House Docu-
ment Numbered 177, Seventy-sixth Congress: Tempe, Arizona, post 
office, and so forth, $160,000; Antioch, California, post office2 $98,000; 
Bellflower, California, post office, $125,000; Chicago, Illinois (Jack-
son Park Postal Station), $350,000; Ellicott City, Maryland, post 
office, and so forth, $117,000; Hamilton, Montana, post office, and so 
forth, $100,000; Hamlet, North Carolina, post office, and so forth, 
$90,000. 

PUBLIC ROADS ADMINISTRATION 

Inter-American Highway: For the continuation of cooperation 
with the several governments, members of the Pan American Union, 
in connection with the survey and construction of the inter-Amer-
ican highway as provided in Public Resolution Numbered 104, 
approved March 4, 1929 (45 Stat. 1697), as amended or supple-
mented, and for performing engineering service in pan-American 
countries for and upon the request of any agency or governmental 
corporation of the United States, the Public Roads Administration 
is hereby authorized to expend not to exceed $40,000 to pay all costs 
incurred for such work from the administrative funds provided 
under the Act of July 11, 1916 (23 U. S. C. 21), as amended or 
supplemented, or as otherwise provided. 

GENERAL ANTHONY W AYNE MEMORIAL COMMISSION 

For carrying out the provisions of the public resolution entitled 
"Joint resolution to establish the General Anthony Wayne Memorial 
Commission to formulate plans for the construction of a permanent 
memorial to the memory of General Anthony Wayne", approved 
August 19, 1937, fiscal year 1940, to be available for obligations there-
tofore incurred, $1,500. 

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION 

General administrative expenses, Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion: For an additional amount for eleven Commissioners, Secretary, 
and for all other authorized expenditures necessary in the execution 
of laws to regulate commerce, including the same objects specified 
under this head in the Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1940, 
$40,000: Provided, That the limitation under this head in such Act 
upon the amount that may be expended for personal services in the 
District of Columbia is hereby increased to $2,368,000. 
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tion of the one hundred and twenty-fifth anniversary of the writing
of the Star-Spangled Banner as authorized by Public Resolution

Ante, p. 1214. Numbered , approved August , 1939, fiscal year 1940, $5,000.
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Advisory Committee for Aeronautics: For an additional amount
for scientific research, technical investigations, and special reports in
the field of aeronautics, fiscal year 1940, including the same objects
and under the same limitations specified in the Independent Offices
Appropriation Act, 1940, $109,020.

Construction and equipment: For construction and equipment of
an additional research laboratory, $1,890,980, including the purchase
of land and necessary utilities and appurtenances: Provided, That
such additional laboratory shall be established upon such site as may
be chosen by a majority of the members of the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics from among such sites as may be brought
to the attention of such Committee within thirty days after the
approval of this Act: Provided further, That the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics is authorized to enter into a contract or
contracts for the construction and equipment of such additional lab-
oratory at a total cost, including the cost of any land it may be
necessary to purchase, not to exceed $10,000,000.

NATIONAL CAPITAL PARK AND PLANNING COMMISSION

For an additional amount for each and every purpose requisite for
and incident to the work of the National Capital Park and Planning
Commission necessary toward carrying into effect the provisions of
the Act entitled "An Act for the acquisition, establishment, and
development of the George Washington Memorial Parkway along
the Potomac from Mount Vernon and Fort Washington to the Great
Falls, and to provide for the acquisition of lands in the District of
Columbia and the States of Maryland and Virginia requisite to the
comprehensive park, parkway, and playground system of the
National Capital", approved May 29, 1930; personal services, includ-
ing real estate and other technical services, at rates of pay to be fixed
by the Commission and not exceeding those usual for similar services
and without reference to civil-service rules and the Classification Act
of 1923, as amended; travel expenses; expenses of surveys and search-
ing of titles, purchase of options and all other costs incident to the
acquisition of land; operation and maintenance of passenger-carrying
vehicles for official use; fiscal year 1940, $150,000, to be expended in
carrying out the provisions of section 1 (a) of said Act, and to remain
available until expended.

SECUnrrTES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

For an additional amount for five Commissioners and other per-
sonal services in the District of Columbia, and for all other authorized
expenditures of the Securities and Exchange Commission in per-
forming the duties imposed by or in pursuance of law, including
the employment of experts when necessary, fiscal year 1940, $100,000,
including the same objects specified under this head in the Independ-
ent Offices Appropriation Act, 1940: Provided, That no part of such
sum shall be available for the conduct of a foreign office.

SMIHSONIAN INSTrrIIrON

Installation of alternating current electric system: For changing
the electric system of the Smithsonian group of buildings in the Dis-
trict of Columbia from direct current to alternating current, includ-
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tion of the one hundred and twenty-fifth anniversary of the writing 
of the Star-Spangled Banner as authorized by Public Resolution 
Numbered , approved August , 1939, fiscal year 1940, $5,000. 

NATIONAL ADVISORY CommrrrEE FOR AERONAUTICS 

Advisory Committee for Aeronautics: For an additional amount 
for scientific research, technical investigations, and special reports in 
the field of aeronautics, fiscal year 1940, including the same objects 
and under the same limitations specified in the Independent Offices 
Appropriation Act, 1940, $109,020. 

Construction and equipment: For construction and equipment of 
an additional research laboratory, $1,890,980, including the purchase 
of land and necessary utilities and appurtenances: Provided, That 
such additional laboratory shall be established upon such site as may 
be chosen by a majority of the members of the National Advisory 
Committee for Aeronautics from among such sites as may be brought 
to the attention of such Committee within thirty days after the 
approval of this Act: Provided further, That the National Advisory 
Committee for Aeronautics is authorized to enter into a contract or 
contracts for the construction and equipment of such additional lab-
oratory at a total cost, including the cost of any land it may be 
necessary to purchase, not to exceed $10,000,000. 

NATIONAL CAPITAL PARK AND PLANNING COMMISSION 

For an additional amount for each and every purpose requisite for 
and incident to the work of the National Capital Park and. Planning 
Commission necessary toward carrying into effect the provisions of 
the Act entitled "An Act for the acquisition, establishment, and 
development of the George Washington Memorial Parkway along 
the Potomac from Mount Vernon and Fort Washington to the Great 
Falls, and to provide for the acquisition of lands in the District of 
Columbia and the States of Maryland and Virginia requisite to the 
comprehensive park, parkway, and playground system of the 
National Capital", approved May 29, 1930; personal services, includ-
ing real estate and other technical services, at rates of pay to be fixed 
by the Commission and not exceeding those usual for similar services 
and without reference to civil-service rules and the Classification Act 
of 1923, as amended; travel expenses; expenses of surveys and search-
ing of titles, purchase of options, and all other costs incident to the 
acquisition of land; operation and maintenance of passenger-carrying 
vehicles for official use; fiscal year 1940, $150,000, to be expended in 
carrying out the provisions of section 1 (a) of said Act, and to remain 
available until expended. 

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION 

For an additional amount for five Commissioners and other per-
sonal services in the District of Columbia, and for all other authorized 
expenditures of the Securities and Exchange Commission in per-
forming the duties imposed by or in pursuance of law, including 
the employment of experts when necessary, fiscal year 1940, $100,000, 
including the same objects specified under this head in the Independ-
ent Offices Appropriation Act, 1940: Provided, That no part of such 
sum shall be available for the conduct of a foreign office. 

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION 

Installation of alternating current electric system: For changing 
the electric system of the Smithsonian group of buildings in the Dis-
trict of Columbia from direct current to alternating current, includ-
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ing feeders, switches, transformer vaults, switchboards, panel boards,
motors, and other requisite equipment, fiscal year 1940, $270,000.

UNITED STATES CORONADO EXPOSITION COMMISSION

For all expenses necessary to carry out the provisions of the Act
entitled "An Act authorizing Federal participation in the commem-
oration and observance of the four-hundredth anniversary of the
explorations of Francisco Vasquez de Coronado", approved July 17,
1939, including personal services in the District of Columbia and else-
where without reference to the Classification Act of 1923, as amended,
and printing and binding, $200,000, to remain available until
expended.

UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION SESQUICENTENNIAL COMMISSION

To complete the compilation and publication of a history of the
formation, signing, ratification, and establishment of the Constitu-
tion, including such historical facts and data as the Commission may
deem pertinent relative to the commencement of the First Congress
of the United States under the Constitution; the proceedings and
ceremonies in connection with the inauguration of George Washing-
ton as the first President of the United States under the Constitu-
tion; the adoption and ratification of the Bill of Rights, and the first
meeting of the Supreme Court of the United States; including therein
also a final report of the activities of the Commission during the
Nation-wide observance of the one hundred and fiftieth anniversary
of the formation ratification, and establishment of the Constitution,
fiscal year 1940, $15,000, of which not to exceed $5,000 shall be avail-
able exclusively for personal services.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

XECUTIVE OFFICE

Commission on Mental Health, District of Columbia: For the pay-
ment of fees of attorneys appointed by the court to represent alleged
insane persons who are indigent, fiscal year 1939, $175.

ASSESSOR'S OFFICE

For an additional amount for personal services, to be available for
services rendered commencing with July 1, 1939, fiscal year 1940,
$47,260.

BOARD OF TAX APPEALS

For an additional amount for personal services in accordance with
title IX of the Act entitled "An Act to amend the District of
Columbia Revenue Act of 1937, and for other purposes", approved
May 16, 1938, as amended, fiscal year 1940, $500.

MUNICIPAL ARCHITECT'S OFFICE

For an additional amount for the purchase of land, being lots
numbered 31 and 32, in square 175, adjacent to the Disirict of
Columbia repair shop, to afford additional shop facilities, housing
for automobile trucks, and storage for tools and building materials
for the District of Columbia repair shop, fiscal year 1937, $8.33.

CONTINGENT AND MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES

Contingent expenses: For an additional amount for checks, books,
lawbooks, books of reference, periodicals, newspapers, stationery;
surveying instruments and implements; drawing materials; binding,
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ing feeders, switches, transformer vaults, switchboards, panel boards, 
motors, and other requisite equipment, fiscal year 1940, $270,000. 

UNITED STATES CORONADO EXPOSITION CommissmisT 

For all expenses necessary to carry out the provisions of the Act 
entitled "An Act authorizing Federal participation in the commem-
oration and observance of the four-hundredth anniversary of the 
explorations of Francisco Vasquez de Coronado", approved July 17, 
1939, including personal services in the District of Columbia and else-
where without reference to the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, 
and printing and binding, $200,000, to remain available until 
expended. 

UNITED STATES CONSTIT u TION SESQUICENTENNIAL COMMISSION 

To complete the compilation and publication of a history of the 
formation, signing, ratification, and establishment of the Constitu-
tion, including such historical facts and data as the Commission may 
deem pertinent relative to the commencement of the First Congress 
of the United States under the Constitution; the proceedings and 
ceremonies in connection with the inauguration of Greorge Washing-
ton as the first President of the United States under the Constitu-
tion; the adoption and ratification of the Bill of Rights, and the first 
meeting of the Supreme Court of the United States; including therein 
also a final report of the activities of the Commission during the 
Nation-wide observance of the one hundred and fiftieth anniversary 
of the formation, ratification, and establishment of the Constitution, 
fiscal year 1940, $15,000, of which not to exceed $5,000 shall be avail-
able exclusively for personal services. 

DISTRICT' OF COLUMBIA 

Px-PCUTIVE OFFICE 

Commission on Mental Health, District of Columbia: For the pay-
ment of fees of attorneys appointed by the court to represent alleged 
insane persons who are indigent, figcs) 1 year 1939, $175. 

ASSESSOR'S OFFICE 

For an additional amount for personal services, to be available for 
services rendered commencing with July 1, 1939, fiscal year 1940, 
$47,260. 

BOARD OF TAX APPEALS 

For an additional amount for personal services in accordance with 
title IX of the Act entitled "An Act to amend the District of 
Columbia Revenue Act of 1937, and for other purposes", approved 
May 16, 1938, as amended, fiscal year 1940, $500. 

muNiOrPAL ARcHriEor's OFFICE 

For an additional amount for the purchase of land, being lots 
numbered 31 and 32, in square 175, adjacent to the District of 
Columbia repair shop, to afford additional shop facilities, housing 
for automobile trucks, and storage for tools and building materials 
for the District of Columbia repair shop, fiscal year 1937, $8.33. 

CONTINGENT AND MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES 

Contingent expenses: For an additional amount for checks, books, 
lawbooks, books of reference, periodicals, newspapers, stationery; 
surveying instruments and implements; drawing materials; binding, 
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rebinding, repairing, and preservation of records; ice; including
the same objects and under the same conditions and limitations speci-
fied in the appropriation for this purpose in the District of Columbia

Ante, p. 108. Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1940, $1,500.
Postage, 1940. Postage: For an additional amount for postage for strictly official
Ate, p. 1008. mail matter, including the rental of postage-meter equipment, fiscal

year 1940, $2,500.
Postage, 1938. Postage: For an additional amount for postage for strictly official

mail matter, including the rental of postage-meter equipment, fiscal
year 1938, $59.50.

Generaladvertising. General advertising: For an additional amount for the fiscal year
1938 for general advertising, including the same objects and under
the same limitation specified in the appropriation for this purpose in

0 Stat.363. the District of Columbia Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938,
$2,195.20.

Printing and bind- Printing and binding: For an additional amount for printing and
ing. binding under the same limitations and conditions applicable to the

appropriation for this purpose in the District of Columbia Appro-
priation Acts for the following fiscal years:

49 Stat. 1859. For 1937, $59.38;
50 Stat. 3. For 1938, $307.93;
Ante. p. 1009. For 1940, $1,900.

REFUND OF ERRONEOUS COLLECTIONS

Refund of taxes.

50 Stat. 365.

Not to exceed $140.82 of the unexpended balance of the appro-
priation of $100,000 for refunding taxes contained in the District
of Columbia Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1938 is hereby
made available for the same purposes during the fiscal year 1940.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Salaries. Salaries: For an additional amount for the fiscal year 1940 for
personal services of teachers and librarians, including the same
objects and under the same limitations and conditions specified in
the appropriation for this purpose in the District of Columbia Appro-

Ante, p. 1013. priation Act, fiscal year 1940, $4,900.

HEALTH DEPARTMENT

Medical charities.

Children's Hospital.

Eastern Dispensary
and Casualty Hospi-
tal.

Medical charities: For an additional amount for care and treat-
ment of indigent patients under contracts made by the health officer
of the District of Columbia and approved by the Commissioners with
the following institutions, respectively:

Children's Hospital, fiscal year 1938, $13,553.12;
Eastern Dispensary and Casualty Hospital, fiscal year 1938,

$9,787.25.
COURTS

POLICE COURT

witnessteesetc. Witness fees: For an additional amount for witness fees and
compensation of jurors, fiscal year 1938, $3,807.

DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED STATES FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Pay of bailiffs, etc.

60 Stat. 378.

Pay of bailiffs, and so forth: For an additional amount for the
fiscal year 1938 for pay of bailiffs, and so forth, District Court of the
United States, District of Columbia, including the same objects and
under the same limitations specified under this head in the District
of Columbia Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938, $87.49.
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rebinding, repairing, and preservation of records;. ice; including 
the same objects and under the same conditions and limitations speci-
fied in the appropriation for this purpose in the District of Columbia 
Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1940, $1,500. 

Postage: For an additional amount for postage for strictly official 
mail matter, including the rental of postage-meter equipment, fiscal 
year 1940, $2,500. 

Postage: For an additional amount for postage for strictly official 
mail matter, including the rental of postage-meter equipment, fiscal 
year 1938, $59.50. 

General advertising: For an additional amount for the fiscal year 
1938 for general advertising, including the same objects and under 
the same limitation specified in the appropriation for this purpose in 
the District of Columbia Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938, 
$2,195.20. 

Printing and binding: For an additional amount for printing and 
binding under the same limitations and conditions applicable to the 
appropriation for this purpose in the District of Columbia Appro-
priation Acts for the following fiscal years: 
For 1937, $59.38; 
For 1938, $307.93; 
For 1940, $1,900. 

REFUND OF ERRONEOUS COLLECTIONS 

Not to exceed $140.82 of the unexpended balance of the appro-
priation of $100,000 for refunding taxes contained in the District 
of Columbia Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1938 is hereby 
made available for the same purposes during the fiscal year 1940. 

PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

Salaries: For an additional amount for the fiscal year 1940 for 
personal services of teachers and librarians, including the same 
objects and under the same limitations and conditions specified in 
the appropriation for this purpose in the District of Columbia Appro-
priation Act, fiscal year 1940, $4,900. 

HEALTH DEPARTMENT 

Medical charities: For an additional amount for care and treat-
ment of indigent patients under contracts made by the health officer 
of the District of Columbia and approved by the Commissioners with 
the following institutions, respectively: 

Children's Hospital, fiscal year 1938, $13,553.12; 
Eastern Dispensary and Casualty Hospital, fiscal year 1938, 

$9,787.25. 

COURTS 

POLICE COURT 

Witness fees: For an additional amount for witness fees and 
compensation of jurors, fiscal year 1938, $3,807. 

DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED STATES FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

Pay of bailiffs, and so forth: For an additional amount for the 
fiscal year 1938 for pay of bailiffs, and so forth, District Court of the 
United States, District of Columbia, including the same objects and 
under the same limitations specified under this head in the District 
of Columbia Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938, $87.49. 
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COURT OF APPEALS

For eleven copies each of volumes 65 and 67 of the Reports of
the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia,
authorized to be furnished under title 18, section 31, page 161, of
the Code of Law of the District of Columbia, at $6.50 each, fiscal
year 1938, $143.

MISCELLANEOUS, COURTS

Writs of lunacy: For an additional amount for expenses attend-
ing the execution of writs de lunatico inquirendo and commitments
thereunder in all cases of indigent insane persons committed or
sought to be committed to Saint Elizabeths Hospital by order of the
executive authority of the District of Columbia under the provisions
of existing law, and expenses of commitments to the District Train-
ing School, for the following fiscal years:

For 1937, $5;
For 1938, $155.
Printing and binding: For an additional amount for printing and

binding for the District Court of the United States for the District
of Columbia, except records and briefs in cases in which the United
States is a party, fiscal year 1938, $228.19.

PUBLIC WELFARE

DIVISION OF CHILD WELFARE

Board and care of children: For an additional amount for the
fiscal year 1939 for board and care of all children committed to the
guardianship of the Board of Public Welfare by the courts of the
District of Columbia, including the same objects and under the same
limitations and conditions specified in the appropriation for this
purpose in the District of Columbia Appropriation Act, fiscal year
1939, $15,394.

NATIONAL TRAINING SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

For an additional amount for the fiscal year 1939 for the National
Training School for Girls, including the same objects and under the
same limitations and conditions specified in the appropriation lunder
this head in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year
1938, $1,800.

DISTRICT TRAINING SCHOOL

For an additional amount for repairs and improvements to build-
ings and grounds for the purpose of repairing a bridge across the
Little Patuxent River on the grounds of the District Training School
near Laurel, Maryland, fiscal year 1940, $2,500, and the appropriation
of $4,500 contained in the Third Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal
year 1937, for this purpose, which was continued available for the
fiscal year 1939 for the same purpose by the District of Columbia
Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1939, is hereby continued available
during the fiscal year 1940, for the same purpose, and may be
expended by the employment of day labor or otherwise.

INDUSTRIAL HOME SCHOOL FOR COLORED CHILDREN

Expenses: For an additional amount for maintenance for the fiscal
year 1939, including the same objects and under the same limitations
specified in the appropriation for this purpose in the District of
Columbia Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1939, $1,800.

Vocational building: For an additional amount for construction
of a vocational building, such work to be performed by day labor
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COURT OF APPEALS 

For eleven copies each of volumes 65 and 67 of the Reports of 
the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia, 
authorized to be furnished under title 18, section 31, page 161, of 
the Code of Law of the District of Columbia, at $6.50 each, fiscal 
year 1938, $143. 

MISCELLANEOUS, COURTS 

Writs of lunacy: For an additional amount for expenses attend-
ing the execution of writs de lunatico inquirendo and commitments 
thereunder in all cases of indigent insane persons committed or 
sought to be committed to Saint Elizabeths Hospital by order of the 
executive authority of the District of Columbia under the provisions 
of existing law, and expenses of commitments to the District Train-
ing School, for the following fiscal years: 
For 1937, $5; 
For 1938, $155. 
Printing and binding: For an additional amount for printing and 

binding for the District Court of the United States for the District 
of Columbia, except records and briefs in cases in which the United 
States is a party, fiscal year 1938, $228.19. 

PUBLIC W ELFARE 

DIVISION OF CHILD WELFARE 

Board and care of children: For an additional amount for the 
fiscal year 1939 for board and care of all children committed to the 
guardianship of the Board of Public Welfare by the courts of the 
District of Columbia, including the same objects and under the same 
limitations and conditions specified in the appropriation for this 
purpose in the District of Columbia Appropriation Act, fiscal year 
1939, $15,394. 

NATIONAL TRAINING SCHOOL FOR GIRLS 

For an additional amount for the fiscal year 1939 for the National 
Training School for Girls, including the same objects and under the 
same limitations and conditions specified in the appropriation under 
this head in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 
1938, $1,800. 

DISTRICT TRAINING SCHOOL 

For an additional amount for repairs and improvements to build-
ings and grounds for the purpose of repairing a bridge across the 
Little Patuxent River on the grounds of the District Training School 
near Laurel, Maryland, fiscal year 1940, $2,500, and the appropriation 
of $4,500 contained in the Third Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal 
year 1937, for this purpose, which was continued available for the 
fiscal year 1939 for the same purpose by the District of Columbia 
Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1939, is hereby continued available 
during the fiscal year 1940, for the same purpose, and may be 
expended by the employment of day labor or otherwise. 

INDUSTRIAL HOME SCHOOL FOR COLORED CHILDREN 

Expenses: For an additional amount for maintenance for the fiscal 
year 1939, including the same objects and under the same limitations 
specified in the appropriation for this purpose in the District of 
Columbia Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1939, $1,800. 

Vocational building: For an additional amount for construction 
of a vocational building, such work to be performed by day labor 
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or otherwise in the discretion of the Commissioners, fiscal year 1940,
to remain available until expended, $5,000.

Not to exceed $3,500 of the unexpended balance of the appropria-
tion of $7,500 for repairs and improvements to buildings and grounds,
Industrial Home School for Colored Children contained in the Dis-
trict of Columbia Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1939 is
continued available for the same purposes during the fiscal year 1940.

INDUSTRIAL HOME SCHOOL

For the purchase (including exchange) of a truck, fiscal year 1940,
$800.

HOME FOR AGED AND INFIRM

For an additional amount for provisions, fuel, forage, and so forth,
for the fiscal year 1939, including the same objects and under the
same limitations specified in the appropriation for this purpose in
the District of Columbia Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1939, $3,330.

SAINT ELIZABErTHS HOSPITAL

For an additional amount for support of indigent insane of the
District of Columbia in Saint Elizabeths Hospital, as provided by
law, fiscal year 1939, $105,000.

HIGHWAY FUND, GASOLINE TAX AND MOTOR VEHICLE FEES

DEPARTMENT OF VEHICLES AND TRAFFIC

For an additional amount for the fiscal year 1937 for purchase,
installation, and modification of electric traffic lights, signals, and
controls, including the same objects and under the same limitations
and conditions specified in the appropriation for this purpose in the
District of Columbia Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1937, $756.11.

For an additional amount for purchase, installation, and modifica-
tion of electric lights, signals, and controls, including the same
objects and under the same limitations and conditions specified in the
appropriation for this purpose in the District of Columbia Appro-
priation Act for the fiscal year 1938, payable from the special fund
created by the Act entitled "An Act to provide for a tax on motor
vehicle fuels sold within the District of Columbia, and for other
purposes", approved April 23, 1924, and the Act entitled "An Act to
provide additional revenue for the District of Columbia, and for
other purposes", approved August 17, 1937, fiscal year 1938, $90.70.

Not to exceed $135 of the appropriation for Street Improvements,
Highway Fund, Gasoline Tax and Motor Vehicle Fees, contained in
the District of Columbia Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1939,
is made available for the purchase of lots 803 and 814, in square 1448,
adjacent to Loughboro Road Northwest.

REFUND OF ASSESSSMENTS

Not to exceed $285.14 of the unexpended balance of the appropria-
tion of $29,691.93 for refund of assessments, fiscal years 1937 and
1938, contained in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal
year 1937, is hereby made available for the same purposes during the
fiscal year 1940.

SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS

For the payment of claims approved by the Commissioners under
and in accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act
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or otherwise in the discretion of the Commissioners, fiscal year 1940, 
to remain available until expended, $5,000. 
Not to exceed $3,500 of the unexpended balance of the appropria-

tion of $7,500 for repairs and improvements to buildings and grounds, 
Industrial Home School for Colored Children, contained in the Dis-
trict of Columbia Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1939 is 
continued available for the same purposes during the fiscal year 1940. 

INDUSTRIAL HOME SCHOOL 

For the purchase (including exchange) of a truck, fiscal year 1940, 
$800. 

HOME FOR AGED AND INFIRM 

For an additional amount for provisions, fuel, forage, and so forth, 
for the fiscal year 1939, including the same objects and under the 
same limitations specified in the appropriation for this purpose in 
the District of Columbia Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1939, $3,330. 

SAINT vr.TZAI3ETHS HOSPITAL 

For an additional amount for support of indigent insane of the 
District of Columbia in Saint Elizabeths Hospital, as provided by 
law, fiscal year 1939, $105,000. 

HIGHWAY FUND, GASOLINE TAX AND MOTOR VEHICLE FEES 

DEPARTMENT OF VEHICLES AND TRAFFIC 

For an additional amount for the fiscal year 1937 for purchase, 
installation and modification of electric traffic lights, signals and 
controls, including the same objects and under the same limitations 
and conditions specified in the appropriation for this purpose in the 
District of Columbia Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1937, $756.11. 
For an additional amount for purchase, installation, and modifica-

tion of electric lights, signals, and controls, including the same 
objects and under the same limitations and conditions specified in the 
appropriation for this purpose in the District of Columbia Appro-
priation Act for the fiscal year 1938, payable from the special fund 
created by the Act entitled "An Act to provide for a tax on motor 
vehicle fuels sold within the District of Columbia, and for other 
purposes" approved April 23, 1924, and the Act entitled "An Act to 
provide additional revenue for the District of Columbia, and for 
other purposes", approved August 17, 1937, fiscal year 1938, $90.70. 
Not to exceed $135 of the appropriation for Street Improvements, 

Highway. Fund, Gasoline Tax and Motor Vehicle Fees, contained in 
the District of Columbia Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1939, 
is made available for the purchase of lots 803 and 814, in square 1448, 
adjacent to Loughboro Road Northwest. 

REFUND OF ASSESSSMENTS 

Not to exceed $285.14 of the unexpended balance of the appropria-
tion of $29,691.93 for refund of assessments, fiscal years 1937 and 
1938, contained in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal 
year 1937, is hereby made available for the same purposes during the 
fiscal year 1940. 

SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS 

For the payment of claims approved by the Commissioners under 
and in accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act 
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authorizing the Commissioners of the District of Columbia to settle
claims and suits against the District of Columbia", approved Feb-
ruary 11, 1929, as amended by the Act approved June 5, 1930, and
certified to Congress in House Document Numbered 357 of the
Seventy-sixth Congress, $10,319.74.

For the payment of the claim of M. M. Kite, a private in the
Metropolitan Police Department, District of Columbia, covering pay
for the period in which he was under suspension, namely, March 1,
1939, to May 31, 1939, inclusive, under authority of the Act of Feb-
ruary 11, 1929, as amended by the Act of June 5, 1930, $600.

JUDGMENTS

For the payment of final judgments, including costs, rendered
against the District of Columbia, as set forth in House Document
Numbered 387, Seventy-sixth Congress, $20,984.59, together with the
further sum to pay the interest at not exceeding 4 per centum per
annum on such judgments, as provided by law, from the date the
same became due until the date of payment.

AUDITED CLAIMS

For the payment of the following claims, certified to be due by the
accounting officers of the District of Columbia, under appropriations
the balances of which have been exhausted or carried to the surplus
fund under the provisions of section 5 of the Act of June 20, 1874
(31 U. S. C. 713), being for the service of the fiscal year 1936 and
prior fiscal years:

Gasoline tax, road and street improvements, District of Columbia,
1936, repairs to streets, $51.88;

Children's Tuberculosis Sanatorium, District of Columbia, 1936,
maintenance, $46.61;

Sewers, District of Columbia, 1936, assessment and permit work,
$24.40;

Motor vehicles, District of Columbia, 1936, maintenance and repair,
$19.31;

Metropolitan Police, District of Colulmbia, 1936, contingent
expenses, $73.35;

Miscellaneous expenses, Supreme Court, District of Columbia,
1936, $260;

National Training School for Girls, District of Columbia, 1935,
maintenance, $11.51;

Public schools, District of Columbia, 1935, manual training, $47.40;
Refunding taxes, District of Columbia, 1935, $23.47;
Sewers, District of Columbia, 1935, cleaning and repairing, $21;
Metropolitan Police, District of Columbia, 1935, salaries of officers

and members, $13.33;
Metropolitan Police, District of Columbia, 1935, contingent

expenses, miscellaneous, $8.10;
Water Department, District of Columbia, 1934, maintenance, $5.70;
Water Department, District of Columbia, 1934, replacement of

old mains, $14.40;
Coroner's office, District of Columbia, 1934, maintenance, $19.50;
Police court, District of Columbia, 1934, witness fees, 75 cents;
Refund of assessments, District of Columbia, 1933-1934, $36.09;
Miscellaneous expenses, Supreme Court, District of Columbia,

1928, $182.84;
In all, audited claims, $859.64.

45 Stat. 1160; 46 Stat.
500.

20D. C.Code 5103-
106; Supp. IV, §§ 103,
104.

M. M. Kite, claim.

Payment of final
judgments.

Interest.

Audited claims.

18 Stat. 110.
31 U. S. . 713.
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Division of ex-
penses.

U. S. Warehouse
Act.

39 Stat. 486.
7 U.S. C. §241-273.
Ante, p. 969.

DIVISION OF EXPENSES

The foregoing sums for the District of Columbia, unless otherwise
therein specifically provided, shall be paid out of the revenues of the
District of Columbia and the Treasury of the United States in the
manner prescribed by the District of Columbia Appropriation Acts
for the respective fiscal years for which such sums are provided.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

AGRICULTURAL MARKETING SERVICE

United States Warehouse Act: For an additional amount to enable
the Secretary of Agriculture to carry into effect the provisions of the
United States Warehouse Act, fiscal year 1940, $17,500, of which not
to exceed $3,200 may be expended for personal services in the District
of Columbia.

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

NATIONAL BUREAUT OF STANDARDS

Operation and ad-
ministration.

Ante, p. 912.
Operation and administration: For an additional amount for the

general operation and administration of the Bureau; improvement
and care of grounds; plant equipment; necessary repairs and altera-
tions to buildings, fiscal year 1940, $44,000.

COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY

cField expsu enses. Field expenses, coastal surveys: For surveys and necessary resur-
veys of coasts on the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans and the Gulf of
Mexico under the jurisdiction of the United States, and so forth,
including the same objects specified under this head in the Depart-

Ant, p. 91s5. ment of Commerce Appropriation Act, 1940, fiscal year 1940, $130,000.
Magnetic and sei- Magnetic and seismological work: For continuing magnetic and

seismological observations, and so forth, including the same objects
specified under this head in the Department of Commerce Appropria-

Anp.15. tion Act, 1940, fiscal year 1940, $60,000.
Vessels, repair, etc. Vessels: For an additional amount for repair of vessels, and

replacement of equipment thereon, exclusive of engineers' supplies
and other ship chandlery, fiscal year 1940, $60,000.

Pay of officers and Pay of officers and men on vessels: For an additional amount for
all necessary employees to man and equip vessels, and so forth,
including the same objects specified under this head in the Depart-

Ante, p. 915. ment of Commerce Appropriation Act, 1940, fiscal year 1940, $55,000.
Office force. Office force: For an additional amount for personal services, fiscal

year 1940, $45,000.
Offce expenses. Office expenses: For purchase of new instruments (except survey-

ing instruments), and so forth, including the same objects specified
under this head in the Department of Commerce Appropriation Act,

Ante. p.916. 1940, fiscal year 1940, $10,000.

PATENT OFFICE

Printing and bind-
ing. Printing and binding: For an additional amount for printing the

weekly issue of patents, designs, trade-marks, prints, and labels,
exclusive of illustrations; and for printing, engraving illustrations,
and binding the Official Gazette, including weekly and annual indices,
fiscal year 1939, $24,417.93.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

Division of Grazing: The limitation of $62,700 on the amount that

may be expended for personal services in the District of Columbia
from the appropriation for salaries and expenses, Division of Graz-
ing, contained in the Interior Department Appropriation Act, 1940,
is hereby increased to $83,300.

PETROLEUM CONSERVATION DIVISION

Salaries and expenses, oil regulation and enforcement: For admin-
istering and enforcing the provisions of the Act approved February
22, 1935 (49 Stat. 30), entitled "An Act to regulate interstate and
foreign commerce in petroleum and its products by prohibiting the

shipment in such commerce of petroleum and its products produced
in violation of State law, and for other purposes'", as amended, and
to include necessary personal services in the District of Columbia

and elsewhere without regard to the civil-service laws and regula-
tions, traveling expenses, contract stenographic reporting services,
rent, stationery, and office supplies, not to exceed $500 for necessary
expenses of attendance at meetings and conferences concerned with

the work of petroleum conservation when authorized by the Secre-
tary of the Interior, not to exceed $2,500 for printing and binding,

not to exceed $100 for books and periodicals, and not to exceed
$14,000 for the purchase, exchange, hire, maintenance, operation, and

repair of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles, $210,000.

PRINTING AND BINDING

Printing and binding, Department of the Interior: Funds available
for printing and binding for the Department of the Interior for the

fiscal year 1940 shall be available for the publication for issuance in

accordance with past practice of bulletins containing matter such as
disseminated by the Bureau of Biological Survey through the

medium of Farmers Bulletins prior to the transfer of such Bureau

and its functions to the Department of the Interior.

GENERAL LAND (FFICE

Payment of proceeds of sales of Coos Bay Wagon Road grant
lands and timber: For an additional amount for payment of 25 per

centum of the balance of the proceeds from sales of the Coos Bay

Wagon Road grant lands and timber within each of the counties
of Coos and Douglas, Oregon, after deducting the accrued taxes in

said counties and a sum equal to $2.50 per acre for the land title to

which revested in the United States pursuant to the Act of February
26, 1919 (40 Stat. 1179), to be paid to the treasurer of the county
for common schools, roads, highways, bridges, and port districts,
fiscal year 1939, $12,771.12: Provided, That expenditures hereunder
shall not exceed the aggregate receipts covered into the Treasury in

accordance with section 4 of the Permanent Appropriation Repeal
Act, 1934.

Payment to Oklahoma from royalties, oil and gas, south half of
Red River: For an additional amount for payment of 371/2 per

centum of the royalties derived from the south half of Red River in

Oklahoma under the provisions of the Act of March 4, 1923 (30

U. S. C. 233), which shall be paid to the State of Oklahoma in lieu
of all State and local taxes upon tribal funds accruing under said
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41 Stat. 450.
30 U. S. C. §191.
Proviso.
Limitation.

48 Stat. 1227.
31 U. S.C. § 725c.
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N.C.
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Title to land, etc.
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Wash.
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homes, purchase of
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Conditions.

Ante, p. 697.

San Carlos project,
Ariz.

Operation and
maintenance.

Middle Rio Grande
Conservancy District,
N. Mex.

Maintenance assess-
ments, etc.

Irrigation systems
on Indian reserva-
tions.

Act, to be expended by the State in the same manner as if received
under section 35 of the Act approved February 25, 1920 (30 U. S. C.
191), fiscal year 1939, $2,115.71: Provided, That expenditures here-
under shall not exceed the aggregate receipts covered into the Treas-
ury in accordance with section 4 of the Permanent Appropriation
Repeal Act, 1934.

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

GENERAL EXPENSES

Purchase and transportation of Indian supplies: For an additional
amount for expenses of purchase and transportation of goods and
supplies for the Indian Service, for the following fiscal years:

For 1936, $16,000;
For 1937, $4,000;
For 1938, $50,000.

INDIAN LANDS

Purchase of land for Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians, North
Carolina (tribal funds): For the purchase of land and improvements
thereon for the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians in North Carolina,
fiscal year 1940, $5,000, payable from funds on deposit to the credit
of the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians: Provided, That title to any
land or improvements so purchased shall be taken in the name of
the United States in trust for the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians.

Purchase of land for Colville Indians, Washington (tribal funds):
For the purchase of land and improvements thereon for the Colville
Indians, Washington, fiscal year 1940, to remain available until June
30,1941, $100,000, payable from funds on deposit to the credit of the
Colville Indians: Provided, That title to any land and improvements
so purchased shall be taken in the name of the United States in trust
for the Colville Indians.

INDUSTRIAL ASSISTANCE AND ADVANCEMENT

Industrial assistance (tribal funds): For an additional amount for
the construction of homes for individual members of the Colville
tribe of Indians, Washington; for advances to them for the purchase
of seed, animals, machinery, implements, building material, and other
equipment and supplies; and for advances to old, disabled, or indi-
gent Indians for their support and burial, and Indians having irri-
gable allotments to assist them in the development and cultivation
thereof, fiscal year 1940, $100,000, payable from funds on deposit to
the credit of the Colville Indians; subject to the same conditions
specified under this head in the Interior Department Appropriation
Act, 1940.

IRRIGATION AND DRAINAGE

Operation and maintenance, San Carlos irrigation project, Gila
River Reservation, Arizona: For the operation and maintenance of
the San Carlos project for the irrigation of lands in the Gila River
Indian Reservation, Arizona, including $75,000 for the power sys-
tem, fiscal year 1940, $125,000, reimbursable.

Maintenance assessments, Indian lands, Middle Rio Grande Con-
servancy District, New Mexico (reimbursable): For an additional
amount for operation and maintenance assessments on newly
reclaimed Indian lands within the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy
District, New Mexico, fiscal year 1938, $2,843.

Irrigation systems on Indian reservations: For an additional
amount for the construction, repair, and rehabilitation of irrigation
systems on Indian reservations, fiscal year 1940, including the same
objects and limitations specified under the appropriation for this
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Act, to be expended by the State in the same manner as if received 
under section 35 of the Act approved February 25, 1920 (30 U. S. C. 
191), fiscal year 1939, $2,115.71: Provided, That expenditures here-
under shall not exceed the aggregate receipts covered into the Treas-
ury in accordance with section 4 of the Permanent Appropriation 
Repeal Act, 1934. 

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 

GENERAL EXPENSES 

Purchase and transportation of Indian supplies: For an additional 
amount for expenses of purchase and transportation of goods and 
supplies for the Indian Service, for the following fiscal years: 
For 1936, $16,000; 
For 1937, $4,000; 
For 1938, $50,000. 

INDIAN LANDS 

Purchase of land for Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians, North 
Carolina (tribal funds) : For the purchase of land and improvements 
thereon for the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indiana in North Carolina, 
fiscal year 1940, $5,000, payable from funds on deposit to the credit 
of the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians: Provided, That title to any 
land or improvements so purchased shall be taken in the name of 
the United States in trust for the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians. 
Purchase of land for Colville Indians, Washington (tribal funds) : 

For the purchase of land and improvements thereon for the Colville 
Indians, Washington, fiscal year 1940, to remain available until June 
30, 1941, $100,000, payable from funds on deposit to the credit of the 
Colville Indians: Provided, That title to any land and improvements 
so purchased shall be taken in the name of the United States in trust 
for the Colville Indians. 

INDUSTRIAL ASSISTANCE AND ADVANCEMENT 

Industrial assistance (tribal funds) : For an additional amount for 
the construction of homes for individual members of the Colville 
tribe of Indians, Washington; for advances to them for the purchase 
of seed, animals, machinery, implements, building material, and other 
equipment and supplies; and for advances to old, disabled, or indi-
gent Indians for their support and burial, and Indians having irri-
gable allotments to assist them in the development and cultivation 
thereof, fiscal year 1940, $100,000, payable from funds on deposit to 
the credit of the Colville Indians; subject to the same conditions 
specified under this head in the Interior Department Appropriation 
Act, 1940. 

IRRIGATION AND DRAINAGE 

Operation and maintenance, San Carlos irrigation project, Gila 
River Reservation, Arizona: For the operation and maintenance of 
the San Carlos project for the irrigation of lands in the Gila River 
Indian Reservation, Arizona, including $75,000 for the power sys-
tem, fiscal year 1940, $125,000, reimbursable. 
Maintenance assessments, Indian lands, Middle Rio Grande Con-

servancy District, New Mexico (reimbursable) : For an additional 
amount for operation and maintenance assessments on newly 
reclaimed Indian lands within the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy 
District, New Mexico, fiscal year 1938, $2,843. 

Irrigation systems on Indian reservations: For an additional 
amount for the construction, repair, and rehabilitation of irrigation 
systems on Indian reservations, fiscal year 1940, including the same 
objects and limitations specified under the appropriation for this 
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purpose in the Interior Department Appropriation Act, 1940, as Ante, p.99.
follovws:

Arizona: San Carlos, $50,000, reimbursable. San Carlos, Ariz.

Construction, irrigation system, Klamath Reservation, Oregon Klamath Reserva-

(tribal funds): For the construction of an irrigation system on the
Klamath Reservation, including acquisition of rights-of-way and
payment of damages in connection with such irrigation system, fiscal Payment of dam-

year 1940, $15,000, payable from funds on deposit to the credit of the ges.

Klamath Indians, to be reimbursed to the tribe by the Indians bene- Reimbursement.
fited under such rules and regulations as the Secretary of the Interior
may prescribe.

CONSERVATION AND HEALTH

Reindeer industry, Alaska: For the purchase, in such manner as
the Secretary of the Interior shall deem advisable, of reindeer, abat-
toirs, cold-storage plants, corrals and other buildings, and communi-
cation and other equipment, owned by nonnatives in Alaska, as
authorized by the Act of September 1, 1937 (50 Stat. 900), $720,000;
and for necessary administrative expenses in connection with such
purchase and the establishment and development of the reindeer
industry for the benefit of the Eskimos and other natives of Alaska,
as authorized by said Act, including personal services in the District
of Columbia (not to exceed $2,300) and elsewhere, traveling expenses,
erection, repair, and maintenance of corrals, fences, and other facili-
ties, $75,000; in all, fiscal year 1940, $795,000: Provided, That under
this appropriation not exceeding an average of $4 per head shall be
paid for reindeer purchased from nonnative owners: Provided fur-
ther, That the foregoing limitation shall not apply to the purchase
of reindeer located on Nunivak Island.

GENERAL SUPPORT AND ADMINISTRATION

Support of Indians and administration of Indian property (tribal
funds): For an additional amount for support of Indians and admin-
istration of Indian property under the jurisdiction of the following
agencies, to be paid from the funds held by the United States in
trust for the respective tribes, fiscal year 1940, in not to exceed the
following sums, respectively:

California: Mission Indians, $4,000, to be available for the
expenses and compensation of an agent employed by the Agua
Caliente Band, under a contract approved by the Secretary of the
Interior, in accordance with existinglaw;

Colorado: Consolidated Ute (Ute Mountain), $38,000, including
the purchase of land, the subjugation thereof, and the construction
of improvements thereon;

Oregon: Klamath; not to exceed $4,500 of the amount authorized
in the Interior Department Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1940, for
the support of the Klamath Agency from tribal funds, shall be avaiI-
able for fees and expenses of an attorney or firm of attorneys selected
by the tribe and employed under a contract approved by the Secre-
tary of the Interior, in accordance with existing law;

Wisconsin: Keshena, $5,200, to be available only for fees and
expenses of an attorney or firm of attorneys selected by the tribe and
employed under a contract approved by the Secretary of the Interior,
in accordance with existing law:

In all, $47,200.
Western or Old Settler Cherokees: For the relief of the Western

or Old Settler Cherokees, as authorized by the bill S. 2261 entitled
"For the relief of the Western or Old Settler Cherokees, and for other
purposes, Seventy-sixth Congress, fiscal year 1940, $6,416.42.

Reindeer industry,
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Purchase of rein-
deer, buildings, etc.
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48 U. S. C., Supp.
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Limitation on aver-

age price of reindeer.

Nunivak Island ex-
cepted.

Support of Indians,
etc., under specified
agencies, from tribal
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agent employed by
Agua Caliente Band.

.Ante, p. 708.

Colorado.
Purchase of land,

etc.
Ante, p. 708.

Oregon.
Attorneys' fees, etc.
Ante, p. 708.

Wisconsin.
Attorneys' fees, etc.
Ante, p. 708.

Western or Old Set-
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purpose in the Interior Department Appropriation Act, 1940, as 
follows: 
Arizona: San Carlos, $50,000, reimbursable. 
Construction, irrigation system, Klamath Reservation, Oregon 

(tribal funds) : For the construction of an irrigation system on the 
Klamath Reservation, including acquisition of rights-of-way and 
payment of damages in connection with such irrigation system, fiscal 
year 1940, $15,000, payable from funds on deposit to the credit of the 
Klamath Indians, to be reimbursed to the tribe by the Indians bene-
fited under such rules and regulations as the Secretary of the Interior 
may prescribe. 

CONSERVATION AND HEALTH 

Reindeer industry, Alaska: For the purchase, in such manner as 
the Secretary of the Interior shall deem advisable, of reindeer, abat-
toirs, cold-storage plants, corrals and other buildings, and communi-
cation and other equipment, owned by nonnatives in Alaska as 
authorized by the Act of September 1, 1937 (50 Stat. 900), $720,600; 
and for necessary administrative expenses in connection with such 
purchase and the establishment and development of the reindeer 
industry for the benefit of the Eskimos and other natives of Alaska, 
as authorized by said Act, including personal services in the District 
of Columbia (not to exceed $2,300) and elsewhere, traveling expenses, 
erection repair, and maintenance of corrals, fences, and other facili-
ties, $75,000;. in all, fiscal year 1940, $795,000: Provided, That under 
this appropriation not exceeding an average of $4 per head shall be 
paid for reindeer purchased from nonnative owners: Provided fur-
ther, That the foregoing limitation shall not apply to the purchase 
of reindeer located on Nunivak Island. 

GENERAL SUPPORT AND ADMINISTRATION 

Support of Indians and administration of Indian property (tribal 
funds) : For an additional amount for support of Indians and admin-
istration of Indian property under the jurisdiction of the following 
agencies, to be paid from the funds held by the United States in 
trust for the respective tribes, fiscal year 1940, in not to exceed the 
following sums, respectively: 

California: Mission Indians, $4,000, to be available for the 
expenses and compensation of an agent employed by the Agua 
Caliente Band, under a contract approved by the Secretary of the 
Interior, in accordance with existing law; 
Colorado: Consolidated Ute (Ute Mountain), $38,000, including 

the purchase of land, the subjugation thereof, and the construction 
of improvements thereon ' • 
Oregon: Klamath; not to exceed $4,500 of the amount authorized 

in the Interior Department Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1940, for 
the support of the Klamath Agency from tribal funds, shall be avail-
able for fees and expenses of an attorney or firm of attorneys selected 
by the tribe and employed under a contract approved by the Secre-
tary of the Interior, in accordance with existing law; 
Wisconsin: Keshena, $5,200, to be available only for fees and 

expenses of an attorney or firm of attorneys selected by the tribe and 
employed under a contract approved by the Secretary of the Interior, 
in accordance with existing law: 
In all, $47,200. 
Western or Old Settler Cherokees: For the relief of the Western 

or Old Settler Cherokees, as authorized by the bill S. 2261 entitled 
"For the relief of the Western or Old Settler Cherokees, and for other 
purposes, Seventy-sixth Congress, fiscal year 1940, $6,416.42. 

Ante, p. 699. 
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CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

School, agency, hos- Construction, and so forth, buildings and utilities, Indian Service:
pitaFor an additional amount for the construction, repair, or rehabilita-

tion of school, agency, hospital, or other buildings and utilities,
including the purchase of land and the acquisition of easements or
rights-of-way when necessary, and including the purchase of furni-
ture, furnishings, and equipment, as follows:

colvile, wash. Colville, Washington: Not to exceed $7,000 of the appropriation
of $30,000 contained in the Interior Department Appropriation Act,

50 Stat. 590. fiscal year 1938, for improvement of the water supply, is hereby made
available until June 30, 1941, for general repairs, including improve-
ments to the sewer system;

School and agency Colville (Inchelium), Washington: To provide school and agency
facilities atInchelium. .

facilities at Inchelium, $138,900, including school building, office
building and clinic, jail and quarters, five dwellings, warehouse,

Contribution by garage, and utilities: Provided, That no obligations shall be incurred
State,etc. hereunder for the school building unless and until Public School

District Numbered 30 of Inchelium, Ferry County, or the State of
Washington, contributes one-half of the amount required for the
construction of the school facilities provided for herein, which
amount shall be credited to this appropriation and shall be available
for the purposes of this paragraph;

Mescalero, N. Mex. Mescalero, New Mexico: Employees' building, $35,000;
NavajoAriz. Navajo, Arizona: School facilities, $10,000;
Pine Ridge S. Dak. Pine Ridge, South Dakota: School facilities, $114,600;

Utntah and ouray, Uintah and Ouray, Utah: Central heating plant, including the
installation of distribution lines and radiation and insulation in exist-
ing buildings, $30,000;

Total. In all, fiscal year 1940, to remain available until June 30, 1941,
Proviso.
Limitationontrans- $328,500: Provided, That not to exceed 10 per centum of the amount

fers. of any specific authorization may be transferred in the discretion of
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to the amount of any other
specific authorization but no limitation shall be increased more than
10 per centum by such transfer.

ANNUITIES AND PER CAPITA PAYMENTS

Indians of Sioux
Reservations, pay-
ments.

25 Stat. 895.

Payment of interest
on Indian trust funds.

Operation and
maintenance admin-
istration.

Ante, p. 716.

Payment to Indians of Sioux Reservations: For an additional
amount for payment of Sioux benefits to Indians of the Sioux Reser-
vations as authorized by the Act of March 2, 1889 (25 Stat. 895), as
amended, for the following fiscal years:

For 1938, $70,000;
For 1939, $27,000.
Payment of interest on Indian trust funds: For an additional

amount for the payment of interest on moneys held in trust for the
several Indian tribes, as authorized by various Acts of Congress, for
the following fiscal years:

For 1937, $7,153.10;
For 1938, $83,186.02;
For 1939, $380,000.

BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

Operation and maintenance administration: For an additional
amount for general administration of reclamation projects, $20,000,
from the reclamation fund, special fund, fiscal year 1940, to be
expended for the same purposes and under the same conditions
specified under this head in the Interior Department Appropriation
Act, 1940.
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CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR 

Construction, and so forth, buildings and utilities, Indian Service: 
For an additional amount for the construction, repair, or rehabilita-
tion of school, agency, hospital, or other buildings and utilities, 
including the purchase of land and the acquisition of easements or 
rights-of-way when necessary, and including the purchase of furni-
ture, furnishings, and equipment, as follows: 

Colville, Washington: Not to exceed $7,000 of the appropriation 
of $30,000 contained in the Interior Department Appropriation Act, 
fiscal year 1938, for improvement of the water supply, is hereby made 
available until June 30, 1941, for general repairs, including improve-
ments to the sewer system; 

Colville (Inchelium), Washington: To provide school and agency 
facilities at Inchelium, $138,900, including school building, office 
building and clinic, jail and quarters, five dwellings, warehouse, 
garage, and utilities: Provided, That no obligations shall be incurred 
hereunder for the school building unless and until Public School 
District Numbered 30 of Inchelium, Ferry County, or the State of 
Washington, contributes one-half of the amount required for the 
construction of the school facilities provided for herein, which 
amount shall be credited to this appropriation and shall be available 
for the purposes of this paragraph; 

Mescalero, New Mexico: Employees' building, $35,000; 
Navajo, Arizona: School facilities, $10,000; 
Pine Ridge, South Dakota: School facilities, $114,600; 
Uintah and Oura3r, Utah: Central heating plant, including the 

installation of distribution lines and radiation and insulation in exist-
ing buildings, $30,000; 
In all, fiscal year 1940, to remain available until June 30, 1941, 

$328,500: Provided, That not to exceed 10 per centum of the amount 
of any specific authorization may be transferred in the discretion of 
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to the amount of any other 
specific authorization but no limitation shall be increased more than 
10 per centuni by such transfer. 

ANNUITIES AND PER CAPITA PAYMENTS 

Payment to Indians of Sioux Reservations: For an additional 
amount for payment of Sioux benefits to Indians of the Sioux Reser-
vations as authorized by the Act of March 2, 1889 (25 Stat. 895), as 
amended, for the following fiscal years: 
For 1938, $70,000; 
For 1939, $27,000. 
Payment of interest on Indian trust funds: For an additional 

amount for the payment of interest on moneys held in trust for the 
several Indian tribes, as authorized by various Acts of Congress, for 
the following fiscal years: 
For 1937, $7,153.10; 
For 1938, $83,186.02; 
For 1939, $380,000. 

BUREAU OF RECLAMATION 

Operation and maintenance administration: For an additional 
amount for general administration of reclamation projects, $20,000, 
from the reclamation fund, special fund, fiscal year 1940, to be 
expended for the same purposes and under the same conditions 
specified under this head in the Interior Department Appropriation 
Act, 1940. 
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The Secretary of the Interior, acting through the Commissioner
of Reclamation, is authorized to pay from the amount of $1,700
withheld from payment to the contractor, adjusted compensation
in the amount of $1,686.05, representing sums due employees of the
contractor who failed to receive the full rates of wages required
by the contract for the construction of the Agency Valley Dam, Vale
reclamation project, Oregon.

BUREAUJ OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY

The appropriations and funds available to the Bureau of Bio-
logical Survey for the fiscal year 1940 shall be available (1) for
packing, crating, and transportation, including drayage, of personal
effects of employees upon permanent change of station, under regu-
lations to be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior and (2) for
necessary expenses (not to exceed $3,000) of attendance at meetings
concerned with the work of said Bureau when authorized by the
Secretary of the Interior.

Notwithstanding the provisions of section 7 of the Migratory Bird
Conservation Act, approved February 18, 1929 (16 U. S. C. 715f), the
sum of $10,345, or so much thereof as may be necessary, of the
appropriation for the fiscal year 1940 for carrying into effect the
provisions of the Migratory Bird Hunting Stamp Act, approved
March 16, 1934 (16 U. S. C. 718-718h), as amended, is hereby made
available during such year for payment of deficiency judgments and
decrees, with interest thereon, rendered in excess of the estimated
awards in condemnation and declaration of taking proceedings for
the acquisition of lands embraced within the Medicine Lake Migra-
tory Waterfowl Refuge, Montana.

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Gaging streams: For an additional amount for gaging streams
and determining the water supply of the United States, the investi-
gation of underground currents and artesian wells, and the prep-
aration of reports upon the best methods of utilizing the water
resources, fiscal year 1940, $25,000.

Strategic and critical minerals: For every expenditure requisite
for and incident to the work of the Geological Survey in performing
the duties imposed upon it by section 7 of the Act of June 7, 1939
(Public, Numbered 117, Seventy-sixth Congress), including personal
services in the District of Colmbia (not to exceed $45,000) and in
the field; purchase and exchange, hire, maintenance, repair, and
operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles, fiscal year
1940, $150,000.

BUREAU OF MINES

Expenses, mining experiment stations: For an additional amount
for maintenance and operation of mining experiment stations, fiscal
year 1940, $15,000.

Economics of mineral industries: For an additional amount for
inquiries and investigations, and so forth, including the same objects
specified under this head in the Interior Department Appropriation
Act, 1940, fiscal year 1940, $7,000.

Investigation of domestic sources of mineral supply: For every
expenditure requisite for and incident to the work of the Bureau of
Mines in performing the duties imposed upon it by section 7 of the
Act of June 7, 1939 (Public, Numbered 117, Seventy-sixth Con-
gress); including the purchase of professional and scientific books;
not to exceed $1,000 for printing and binding; not to exceed $15,000
for purchase, operation, maintenance, and repair of motor-propelled
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The Secretary of the Interior, acting through the Commissioner 
of Reclamation, is authorized to pay from the amount of $1,700 
withheld from payment to the contractor, adjusted compensation 
in the amount of $1,686.05, representing slims due employees of the 
contractor who failed to receive the full rates of wages required 
by the contract for the construction of the Agency Valley Dam, Vale 
reclamation project, Oregon. 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

The appropriations and funds available to the Bureau of Bio-
logical Survey for the fiscal year 1940 shall be available (1) for 
packing, crating, and transportation, including drayage, of personal 
effects of employees upon permanent change of station, under re 
lations to be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior and (2) for 
necessary expenses (not to exceed $3,000) of attendance at meetings 
concerned with the work of said Bureau when authorized by the 
Secretary of the Interior. 
Notwithstanding the provisions of section 7 of the Migratory Bird 

Conservation Act, approved February 18, 1929 (16 U. S. C. 715f), the 
sum of $10,345, or so much thereof as may be necessary, of the 
appropriation for the fiscal year 1940 for carrying into effect the 
provisions of the Migratory Bird Hunting Stamp Act, approved 
March 16, 1934 (16 U. S. C. 718-718h), as amended., is hereby made 
available during such year for payment of deficiency judgments and 
decrees, with interest thereon, rendered in excess of the estimated 
awards in condemnation and declaration of taking proceedings for 
the acquisition of lands embraced within the Medicine Lake Migra-
tory Waterfowl Refuge, Montana. 

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

Gaging streams: For an additional amount for gaging streams 
and determining the water supply of the United States, the investi-
gation of underground currents and artesian wells, and the prep-
aration of reports upon the best methods of utilizing the water 
resources, fiscal year 1940, $25,000. 

Strategic and critical minerals: For every expenditure requisite 
for and incident to the work of the Geological Survey in performing 
the duties imposed upon it by section 7 of the Act of June 7, 1939 
(Public, Numbered 117, Seventy-sixth Congress), including personal 
services in the District of Columbia (not to exceed $45,000) and in 
the field; purchase and exchange, hire, maintenance, repair, and 
operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles, fiscal year 
1940, $150,000. 

BUREAU OF MINES 

Expenses, mining experiment stations: For an additional amount 
for maintenance and operation of mining experiment stations, fiscal 
year 1940, $15,000. 
Economics of mineral industries: For an additional amount for 

inquiries and investigations, and so forth, including the same objects 
specified under this head in the Interior Department Appropriation 
Act, 1940, fiscal year 1940, $7,000. 

Investigation of domestic sources of mineral supply: For every 
expenditure requisite for and incident to the work of the Bureau of 
Mines in performing the duties imposed upon it by section 7 of the 
Act of June 7, 1939 (Public, Numbered 117, Seventy-sixth Con-
gress) ; including the purchase of professional and scientific books; 
not to exceed $1,000 for printing and binding; not to exceed $15,000 
for purchase, operation, maintenance, and repair of motor-propelled 
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Personal services.

Proviso.
Minor purchases.
R. S. §3709.
41U. S.C. 5.

Hot Springs Nation-
al Park, Ark.

Extension of bound-
aries.

Post, p. 1342.
49 Stat. 1516.
16 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, § 361c.
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tain National Memo-
rial Military Park.

Ante, p. 1274.

National military
parks, battlefields, etc.

Kings Mountain
National Military
Park, S. C.

Construction of
buildings, etc.

passenger-carrying vehicles for official use in field work and in trans-
porting employees between their homes and temporary locations
where they may be employed; purchase of goggles, gloves, rubber
boots, miners' hats, aprons, and such other articles of personal wear-
ing apparel or equipment as may be required for the protection of
employees while engaged in their work; the construction, mainte-
nance, and repair of necessary camp buildings and mining struc-
tures and appurtenances thereto; and including not to exceed $15,000
for personal services in the District of Columbia; fiscal year 1940,
$350,000: Provided, That section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41
U. S. C. 5) shall not be construed to apply to any purchase or service
rendered when the amount involved does not exceed the sum of
$500.

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

Hot Springs National Park: For an additional amount to carry
out the purposes of the Act of June 15, 1936, as amended (relating
to the extension of the boundaries of the Hot Springs National
Park, Arkansas), fiscal year 1940, $8,000.

Kennesaw Mountain National Memorial Military Park: For the
acquisition of additional lands for the Kennesaw Mountain National
Memorial Military Park as authorized by the Act entitled "An Act
to amend the Act approved June 26, 1935, entitled 'An Act to
create a National Memorial Military Park at and in the vicinity of
Kennesaw Mountain in the State of Georgia, and for other
purposes'", approved August , 1939, fiscal year 1940, $55,000.

National military parks, battlefields, monuments, and cemeteries:
For an additional amount for national military parks, monuments,
and cemeteries for the construction of an administration-museum
building in the Kings Mountain National Military Park in South
Carolina including the purchase of furniture and museum cases, the
preparation of exhibits for installation therein, and the construction
of other necessary administration buildings or residences, fiscal year
1940, $40,000.

GOVERNMENT IN THE TERRITORIES

A laska.
Legislative ex- Legislative expenses, Territory of Alaska: For an additional

penses. amount for legislative expenses for the fiscal year 1939, including
printing, indexing, comparing proofs, and binding laws, printing,
indexing and binding journals, stationery, supplies, printing of bills,
reports, and so forth, to be expended under the direction of the
Governor of Alaska, $4,652.21.

Care, etc., of nsane. Insane of Alaska: For an additional amount for the care and
custody of persons legally adjudged insane in Alaska, including
the same objects and for the same services specified in the Interior

52 Stat. 338. Department Appropriation Act, 1939, fiscal year 1939, $3,500.
vDeicits o"fmunici- Defraying deficits in treasuries of municipal governments, Virgin

pal governments. Islands: For an additional amount for defraying the deficits in the
treasuries of the municipal governments because of the excess of
current expenses over current revenues for the fiscal year 1940,

Ante, p. 736. municipality of Saint Thomas and Saint John, $15,000, and munici-
pality of Saint Croix, $20,000, in all, $35,000, to be paid to the said
treasuries in monthly installments.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

EDERAL BUBEIAU OF INVESTIGATION

Claims for damages. Claims for damages: For the payment of claims for damages to
any person or damages to or loss of privately owned property caused
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Alaska. 
Legislative ex-

penses. 

Care, etc., of insane. 

52 Stat. 338. 

Virgin Islands. 
Deficits of munici-

pal governments. 

Ante, p. 736. 

Claims for damages. 

passenger-carrying vehicles for official use in field work and in trans-
porting employees between their homes and temporary locations 
where they may be employed; purchase of goggles, gloves, rubber 
boots, miners' hats, aprons, and such other articles of personal wear-
ing apparel or equipment as may be required for the protection of 
employees while engaged in their work; the construction, mainte-
nance, and repair of necessary camp buildings and mining struc-
tures and appurtenances thereto; and including not to exceed $15,000 
for personal services in the District of Columbia; fiscal year 1940, 
$350,000: Provided, That section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 
U. S. C. 5) shall not be construed to apply to any purchase or service 
rendered when the amount involved does not exceed the sum of 
$500. 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

Hot Springs National Park: For an additional amount to carry 
out the purposes of the Act of June 15, 1936, as amended (relating 
to the extension of the boundaries of the Hot Springs National 
Park, Arkansas), fiscal year 1940, $8,000. 
Kennesaw Mountain National Memorial Military Park: For the 

acquisition of additional lands for the Kennesaw Mountain National 
Memorial Military Park as authorized by the Act entitled "An Act 
to amend the Act approved June 26, 1935, entitled 'An Act to 
create a National Memorial Military Park at and in the vicinity of 
Kennesaw Mountain in the State of Georgia, and for other 
purposes' ", approved August , 1939, fiscal year 1940, $55,000. 

National military parks, battlefields, monuments, and cemeteries: 
For an additional amount for national military parks, monuments, 
and cemeteries for the construction of an administration-museum 
building in the Kings Mountain National Military Park in South 
Carolina including the purchase of furniture and museum cases, the 
preparation of exhibits for installation therein, and the construction 
of other necessary administration buildings or residences, fiscal year 
1940, $40,000. 

GOVERNMENT IN THE TERRITORIES 

Legislative expenses, Territory of Alaska: For an additional 
amount for legislative expenses for the fiscal year 1939, including 
printing, indexing, comparing proofs, and binding laws, printing, 
indexing and binding journals, stationery, supplies, printing of bills, 
reports, and so forth to be expended under the direction of the 
Governor of Alaska, $4,652.21. 
Insane of Alaska: For an additional amount for the care and 

custody of persons legally adjudged insane in Alaska, including 
the same objects and for the same services specified in the Interior 
Department Appropriation Act, 1939, fiscal year 1939, $3,500. 
Defraying deficits in treasuries of municipal governments, Virgin 

Islands: For an additional amount for defraying the deficits in the 
treasuries of the municipal governments because of the excess of 
current expenses over current revenues for the fiscal year 1940, 
municipality of Saint Thomas and Saint John, $15,000, and munici-
pality of Saint Croix, $20,000, in all, $35,000, to be paid to the said 
treasuries in monthly installments. 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Claims for damages: For the payment of claims for damages to 
any person or damages to or loss of privately owned property caused 
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by employees of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, acting within
the scope of their employment, considered, adjusted, and determined
by the Attorney General, under the provisions of the Act entitled
"An Act to provide for the adjustment and settlement of certain
claims arising out of the activities of the Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation", approved March 20, 1936 (49 Stat. 1184), as fully set forth
in House Document Numbered 406, Seventy-sixth Congress, $346.48.

SALARIES AND EXPENSES, UNITED STATES COURT FOR CHINA

Salaries and expenses: The appropriations for salaries and expenses,
United States Court for China, for the fiscal years 1938, 1939, and
1940 shall be available, under such regulations as may be prescribed
by the Attorney General, for travel expenses of officers and employees
of the court, and of their dependents, while en route to or from
places of temporary refuge in time of war, political disturbance,
earthquake, epidemic, or similar emergency, and for per diem in lieu
of subsistence of such officers, employees, and their dependents while
in a refugee status.

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

OFFICE OF THE SECREARY

Salaries, office of Secretary of Labor: For an additional amount
for salaries, office of Secretary of Labor, fiscal year 1940, $20,000.

Contingent expenses: For an additional amount for contingent and
miscellaneous expenses of the offices and bureaus of the Department,
including the same objects and under the same conditions specified
in the Department of Labor Appropriation Act, 1940, $18,000.

The appropriation for contingent expenses, contained in the
Department of Labor Appropriation Act, 1940, shall be available for
the purchase and exchange, at a cost not to exceed $1,800, of one
passenger-carrying automobile for the official use of the Secretary
of Labor.

Traveling expenses: For an additional amount for traveling
expenses, except traveling expenses incident to the deportation of
aliens, under the Department of Labor, fiscal year 1940, $272,000.

IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE

Salaries, office of Commissioner of Immigration and Naturaliza-
tion: For an additional amount for the employment of temporary
personal services in the District of Columbia, fiscal year 1940,
$17.000.

Salaries, field service, Immigration and Naturalization Service:
For an additional amount for the employment of temporary per-
sonnel, fiscal year 1940, $233,000.

Transporting Filipinos to the Philippine Islands: The unexpended
balance of the appropriation of $150,000 contained in the First
Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1937, for all authorized
expenditures necessary to enable the Secretary of Labor to administer
the provisions of the Act of July 10, 1935 (49 Stat. 478) as amended,
and continued available for the same purposes during the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1938, and to and including December 31, 1938, by
the First Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1938, is hereby further con-
tinued available during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, and to
and including December 31, 1940, to enable the Secretary of Labor
to administer the provisions of the Act of July 27, 1939.

49 Stat. 1184.
5 U. . C., Supp.

IV, § 300b.

Travel expenses,
etc.

Salaries.
Ante, p. 920.

Contingent ex-
penses.

Ante, p. 920.

Automobile for of-
ficial use of Secretary.

Traveling expenses;
exception.

tAnte, p. 9021.

Office of Commis-
sioner, salaries.

Ante, p. 922.

Field service, sal-
aries.

Ante, p. 92
2
.

Transporting Fili-
inos to Philippine

Islnds.
50 Stat. 13.

49 Stat. 478.
48 U. S. C., Supp.

V, §j 1251-1257.

52 Stat. 89.

Ante, p. 1133.
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by employees of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, acting within 
the scope of their employment, considered, adjusted, and determined 
by the Attorney General, under the provisions of the Act entitled 
"An Act to provide for the adjustment and settlement of certain 
claims arising out of the activities of the Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation", approved March 20, 1936 (49 Stat. 1184), as fully set forth 
in House Document Numbered 406, Seventy-sixth Congress, $346.48. 

SALARIES AND EXPENSES, "UNITED STATES CC/URI FOR CHINA 

Salaries and expenses: The appropriations for salaries and expenses, 
United States Court for China, for the fiscal years 1938, 1939, and 
194-0 shall be available, under such regulations as may be prescribed 
by the Attorney General, for travel expenses of officers and employees 
of the court, and of their dependents, while en route to or from 
places of temporary refuge in time of war, political disturbance, 
earthquake, epidemic, or similar emergency, and for per diem in lieu 
of subsistence of such officers, employees, and their dependents while 
in a refugee status. 

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 

0.N.t 10E OF THE SECRETARY 

Salaries, office of Secretary of Labor: For an additional amount 
for salaries, office of Secretary of Labor, fiscal year 1940, $20,000. 
Contingent expenses: For an additional amount for contingent and 

miscellaneous expenses of the offices and bureaus of the Department, 
including the same objects and under the same conditions specified 
in the Department of Labor Appropriation Act, 1940, $18,000. 
The appropriation for contingent expenses, contained in the 

Department of Labor Appropriation Act, 1940, shall be available for 
the purchase and exchange, at a cost not to exceed $1,800, of one 
passenger-carrying automobile for the official use of the Secretary 
of Labor. 

Traveling expenses: For an additional amount for traveling 
expenses, except traveling expenses incident to the deportation of 
aliens, under the Department of Labor, fiscal year 1940, $272,000. 

IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE 

Salaries, office of Commissioner of Immigration and Naturaliza-
tion: For an additional amount for the employment of temporary 
personal services in the District of Columbia, fiscal year 1940, 
$17,000. 

Salaries, field service, Immigration and Naturalization Service: 
For an additional amount for the employment of temporary per-
sonnel, fiscal year 1940, $233,000. 
Transporting Filipinos to the Philippine Islands: The unexpended 

balance of the appropriation of $150,000 contained in the First 
Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1937, for all authorized 
expenditures necessary to enable the Secretary of Labor to administer 
the provisions of the Act of July 10, 1935 (49 Stat. 478) as amended, 
and continued available for the same purposes during the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1938, and to and including December 31, 1938, by 
the First Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1938, is hereby further con-
tinued available during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, and to 
and including December 31, 1940, to enable the Secretary of Labor 
to administer the provisions of the Act of July 27, 1939. 

49 Stat. 1184. 
5 U. S. C., Supp. 
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CHILDREN'S BUREATJ

Maternal and child
welfare, salaries and
expenses.

49 Stat. 629; post,
p. 1380.

42 U. S. C., Supp.
IV. U§ 701-731.

Ante, p. 924.
Grants to States.
Maternal and child

health services.
Ante, p. 924.

49 Stat. 629; post,
p. 1380.

42 U. S. C., Supp.
IV, §§ 701-705.

Proviso.
Allotments to States.

Services for crippled
children.

Ante, p. 924.

49 Stat. 631; post,
p. 1380..

42 U. S. C., Supp.
IV, §§ 711-715.

Child-welfare serv-
ices.

Ante, p. 924.

49 Stat. 633; post,
p. 1381.

42 U. S. C., Supp.
IV, § 721.

Conditional avail-
ability.

Post, p. 1380.

Payments to States
for any quarter of
fiscal year 1940.

49 Stat. 629; post,
p. 1380.

42 U. S. C., Supp.
IV, §§ 701-721.

Restriction.

Grants to States.
Maternal and child-

health services.

49 Stat. 629; post,
p. 1380.

42 U. S. C.. Supp.
IV, §§ 701-705.

52 Stat. 288.

Services for crippled
children.

49 Stat. 631; pot,
p. 1380.

42 U. S. C., Supp.
rv, S nm-n71.

Salaries and expenses, maternal and child welfare, Children's
Bureau: For an additional amount for all authorized and necessary
administrative expenses of the Children's Bureau in performing the
duties imposed upon it by title V of the Social Security Act,
approved August 14, 1935, as amended, including the same objects
specified under this head in the "Department of Labor Appropria-
tion Act, 1940", fiscal year 1940, $7,500.

Grants to States for maternal and child health services, Children's
Bureau: For an additional amount for grants to States for the pur-
pose of enabling each State to extend and improve services for pro-
moting the health of mothers and children, as authorized in title V,
part 1, of the Social Security Act, approved August 14, 1935, as
amended: Provided, That an allotment to a State pursuant to section
502 (b) as amended, shall not be included in computing for the pur-
poses of subsections (a) and (b) of section 504 an amount expended
or estimated to be expended by the State, fiscal year 1940, $1,000,000.

Grants to States for services for crippled children, Children's
Bureau: For an additional amount for the purpose of enabling each
State to extend and improve services for crippled children, as author-
ized in title V, part 2, of the Social Security Act, approved August
14, 1935, as amended, fiscal year 1940, $500,000.

Grants to States for child-welfare services, Children's Bureau:
For an additional amount for grants to States for the purpose of
enabling the United States, through the Children's Bureau, to coop-
erate with State public-welfare agencies in establishing, extending,
and strengthening public-welfare services for the care of homeless or
neglected children, or children in danger of becoming delinquent, as
authorized in title V, part 3, of the Social Security Act (42 U. S. C.
721), as amended, fiscal year 1940, $5,000.

The foregoing items of appropriations for the Children's Bureau
shall not be available for expenditure unless and until the proposed
amendments to title V of the Social Security Act, as contained in
H. R. 6635, are enacted into law.

In the administration of title V of the Social Security Act, as
amended, for the fiscal year 1940, payments to States for any quarter
of the fiscal year 1940 under parts 1, 2 and 3 may be made with
respect to any State plan approved under such respective parts by
the Chief of the Children's Bureau prior to or during such quarter,
but no such payment shall be made with respect to any plan for
any period prior to the quarter in which such plan is submitted to
the Chief of the Children's Bureau for approval.

Grants to States for maternal and child-health services, Social
Security Act, Children's Bureau: For an additional amount for
grants to States for the purpose of enabling each State to extend and
improve services for promoting health of mothers and children as
authorized in title V, part 1, of the Social Security Act, approved
August 14, 1935 (42 U. S. C. 701), to complete payment of allot-
ments made to the several States for the fiscal year 1939 in excess of
the amount appropriated under this head in the Department of
Labor Appropriation Act, 1939, as therein authorized, $100,000.

Grants to States for services for crippled children, Social Security
Act, Children's Bureau: For an additional amount for the purpose
of enabling each State to extend and improve services for crippled
children, as authorized in title V, part 2, of the Social Security
Act, approved August 14, 1935 (42 U. S. C. 711), to complete pay-
ment of allotments made to the several States for the fiscal year 1939
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CHILDREN'S BUREAU 

Salaries and expenses, maternal and child welfare, Children's 
Bureau: For an additional amount for all authorized and necessary 
administrative expenses of the Children's Bureau in performing the 
duties imposed upon it by title V of the Social Security Act, 
approved August 14, 1935, as amended, including the same objects 
specified under this head in the "Department of Labor Appropria-
tion Act, 1940", fiscal year 1940, $7,500. 

Grants to States for maternal and child health services, Children's 
Bureau: For an additional amount for grants to States for the pur-
pose of enabling each State to extend and improve services for pro-
moting the health of mothers and children, as authorized in title V, 
part 1, of the Social Security Act, approved August 14, 1935, as 
amended: Provided, That an allotment to a State pursuant to section 
502 (b), as amended, shall not be included in computing for the pur-
poses of subsections (a) and (b) of section 504 an amount expended 
or estimated to be expended by the State, fiscal year 1940, $1,000,000. 
Grants to States for services for crippled children, Children's 

Bureau: For an additional amount for the purpose of enabling each 
State to extend and improve services for crippled children, as author-
ized in title V, part 2, of the Social Security Act, approved August 
14, 1935, as amended, fiscal year 1940, $500,000. 
Grants to States for child-welfare services, Children's Bureau: 

For an additional amount for grants to States for the purpose of 
enabling the United States, through the Children's Bureau, to coop-
erate with State public-welfare agencies in establishing, extending, 
and strengthening public-welfare services for the care of homeless or 
neglected children, or children in danger of becoming delinquent, as 
authorized in title V, part 3, of the Social Security Act (42 U. S. C. 
721), as amended, fiscal year 1940, $5,000. 
The foregoing items of appropriations for the Children's Bureau 

shall not be available for expenditure unless and until the proposed 
amendments to title V of the Social Security Act, as contained in 
H. R. 6635, are enacted into law. 
In the administration of title V of the Social Security Act, as 

amended, for the fiscal year 1940, payments to States for any quarter 
of the fiscal year 1940 under parts 1, 2 and 3 may be made with 
respect to any State plan approved under such respective parts by 
the Chief of the Children's Bureau prior to or during such quarter, 
but no such payment shall be made with respect to any plan for 
any period prior to the quarter in which such plan is submitted to 
the Chief of the Children's Bureau for approval. 
Grants to States for maternal and child-health services, Social 

Security Act, Children's Bureau: For an additional amount for 
grants to States for the purpose of enabling each State to extend and 
improve services for promoting health of mothers and children as 
authorized in title V, part 1, of the Social Security Act, approved 
August 14, 1935 (42 U. S. C. 701), to complete payment of allot-
ments made to the several States for the fiscal year 1939 in excess of 
the amount appropriated under this head in the Department of 
Labor Appropriation Act, 1939, as therein authorized, $100,000. 
Grants to States for services for crippled children, Social Security 

Act, Children's Bureau: For an additional amount for the purpose 
of enabling each State to extend and improve services for crippled 
children, as authorized in title V, part 2, of the Social Security 
Act, approved August 14, 1935 (42 U. S. C. 711), to complete pay-
ment of allotments made to the several States for the fiscal year 1939 
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in excess of the amount appropriated under this head in the
Department of Labor Appropriation Act, 1939, as therein authorized, 52 stat. 288ss.

$50,000.
WAGE AND HOUR DIVISION

Salaries: For an additional amount for all personal services for
the Wage and Hour Division in performing the duties imposed upon
it by the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, fiscal year 1940,
$915,000: Provided, That the limitation contained in the Depart-
ment of Labor Appropriation Act, 1940, on the amount which may
be expended for personal services in the District of Columbia is
hereby increased to $1,260,600: Provided further, That the Sec-
retary of Labor may allot or transfer, with the approval of the
Director of the Bureau of the Budget, funds from this appropria-
tion to any bureau or office of the Department of Labor to enable
such agency to perform services for the Wage and Hour Division.

NAVY DEPARTMENT

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

Claims for damages by collision with naval vessels: To pay claims
for damages adjusted and determined by the Secretary of the Navy
under the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to amend the
Act authorizing the Secretary of the Navy to settle claims for
damages to private property arising from collisions with naval
vessels", approved December 28, 1922, as fully set forth in Senate
Document Numbered 103, and House Document Numbered 413,
Seventy-sixth Congress, $4,183.04.

For expenditure, in the discretion of the Secretary of the Navy,
for chartering and commissioning the steamship Bear as a vessel of
the United States Navy for the purposes of the survey of the Ant-
arctic regions to be made by the United States Antarctic Service as
authorized by the Urgent Deficiency and Supplemental Appropria-
tion Act, fiscal years 1939 and 1940, approved June 30, 1939, Public,
Numbered 160, Seventy-sixth Congress: Provided, That such
expenditure shall be made from the amounts appropriated for this
purpose for the Department of the Interior under the head of
"Expenses, Division of Territories and Island Possessions" in the
Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1939, approved
May 2, 1939, and the Urgent Deficiency and Supplemental Appro-
priation Act, fiscal years 1939 and 1940, approved June 30, 1939.

BUREAI, OF SUPPLIES AND ACCOUNTS

PAY, SUBSISTENCE, AND TRLANSPORTATION

Salaries.
Ante, p. 926.

52 Stat. 1060; ante,
p. 1266.

29 U. S. c., Supp.
IV, §§ 201-219.

Provisos.
Personal services,

limitation increased.
Ante, p. 926.
Transfer, etc., of

funds.

Collision damage
claims.

42 Stat. 1066.
34 U. S. 0. 6 59.

Antarctic survey.
Chartering, etc., of

steamship Bear.

Ante, p. 986.
troriso.
Fxpt'lldlturo from

designated amounts.

Ante, p. 631.

Ante, p. 986.

Pay of naval personnel: For an additional amount for pay and Pay etc., of naval

allowances prescribed by law of officers, and so forth, including
the same objects specified under this head in the Naval Appropria-
tion Act for the fiscal year 1940, approved May 25, 1939, and includ- A"v'aleerve of.

ing pay and allowances of officers of the Naval Reserve serving on fcers on active duty.

active duty under the provisions of the "Naval Aviation Reserve
Act of 1939", approved June 13, 1939, $500,000, and, in addition, At, p.819.

there is hereby transferred to this appropriation $1,974,743 from the
appropriation "Naval Reserve, 1940".
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in excess of the amount appropriated under this head in the 
Department of Labor Appropriation Act, 1939, as therein authorized, 
$50,000. 

WAGE AND HOUR DIVISION 

Salaries: For an additional amount for all personal services for 
the Wage and Hour Division in performing the duties imposed upon 
it by the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, fiscal year 1940, 
$915,000: Provided, That the limitation contained in the Depart-
ment of Labor Appropriation Act, 1940, on the amount which may 
be expended for personal services in the District of Columbia is 
hereby increased to $1,260,600: Provided further, That the Sec-
retary of Labor may allot or transfer, with the approval of the 
Director of the Bureau of the Budget, funds from this appropria-
tion to any bureau or office of the Department of Labor to enable 
such agency to perform services for the Wage and Hour Division. 

NAVY DEPARTMENT 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

Claims for damages by collision with naval vessels: To pay claims 
for damages adjusted and determined by the Secretary of the Navy 
under the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to amend the 
Act authorizing the Secretary of the Navy to settle claims for 
damages to private property arising from collisions with naval 
vessels", approved December 28, 1922, as fully set forth in Senate 
Document Numbered 103, and House Document Numbered 413, 
Seventy-sixth Congress, $4,183.04. 
For expenditure, in the discretion of the Secretary of the Navy, 

for chartering and commissioning the steamship Bear as a vessel of 
the United States Navy for the purposes of the survey of the Ant-
arctic regions to be made by the United States Antarctic Service as 
authorized by the Urgent Deficiency and Supplemental Appropria-
tion Act, fiscal years 1939 and 1940, approved June 30, 1939, Public, 
Numbered 160, Seventy-sixth Congress: Provided, That such 
expenditure shall be made from the amounts appropriated for this 
purpose for the Department of the Interior under the head of 
"Expenses, Division of Territories and Island Possessions" in the 
Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1939, approved 
May 2, 1939, and the Urgent Deficiency and Supplemental Appro-
priation Act, fiscal years 1939 and 1940, approved June 30, 1939. 

BuREAr oF SUPPLIES AND ACCOUNTS 

PAY, SUBSISTENCE, AND TRANSPORTATION 

Pay of naval personnel: For an additional amount for pay and 
allowances prescribed by law of officers, and so forth, including 
the same objects specified under this head in the Naval Appropria-
tion Act for the fiscal year 1940, approved May 25, 1939, and includ-
ing pay and allowances of officers of the Naval Reserve serving on 
active duty under the provisions of the "Naval Aviation Reserve 
Act of 1939", approved June 13, 1939, $500,000, and, in addition, 
there is hereby transferred to this appropriation $1,974,743 from the 
appropriation "Naval Reserve, 1940". 
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PUBLIC WORKS, BUREAU OF YARDS AND DOCKS

Public works, etc. Toward the following public works and public utilities projects
at a cost not to exceed the amount stated for each project, respec-
tively, $2,070,000, which amount, together with unexpended balances
of appropriations heretofore made under this head, shall be dis-
bursed and accounted for in accordance with existing law and shall
constitute one fund:

Habv Yardii.Perl Navy Yard, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii: Graving drydock for large
vessels, services and accessories, $8,485,000; graving drydock for small
vessels, services and accessories, $2,000,000;

Puget Sound, Wash. Navy Yard, Puget Sound, Washington: Graving drydock, services
and accessories, $3,000,000;

Mare Island, Calif. Navy Yard, Mare Island, California: Graving drydock, services
and accessories, $1,750,000;

Boston, Mass. Navy Yard, Boston, Massachusetts: Construction of drydock facili-
ties, including buildings and accessories, South Boston, $2,545,000;Philadelphia, Pa. Navy Yard, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Improvement of power
plant, $200,000; extension of machine shop, $375,000;

deNpal aunitrnon Naval ammunition depot, Hawthorne, Nevada: Additional maga-
Nev. zine buildings and accessories, $1,260,000;

Oahu, Hawaii. Naval ammunition depot, Oahu, Hawaii: Additional magazine
buildings and accessories, $223,500;

aFleet supply base Fleet supply base, Oakland, California: Construction of fleet
supply facilities, including buildings and accessories and acquisi-
tion of land, $6,500,000;

sNavalAior Station Naval Air Station, San Diego, California: Purchase and improve-
ment of auxiliary landing fields, $70,000.

MARINE CORPS

Pay, etc.

Ante, p. 775.
Marine Corps Re-

serve officers on active
duty.

Ante, p. 819.

Acquisition and con-
version of two motor
vessels.

Ante, p. 777.

Ante, p. 1079.

Armor, armament,
and ammunition;
special facilities.

Ante, p. 778.

Provisos.
Modification of ex-

isting contracts.
Disposal of facilities.

Pay, Marine Corps: For an additional amount for pay, Marine
Corps, and so forth, including the same objects specified under this
head in the Naval Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1940,
approved May 25, 1939, and including pay and allowances of officers
of the Marine Corps Reserve serving on active duty under the pro-
visions of the "Naval Aviation Reserve Act of 1939", $68,860.

AIERATIONS TO NAVAL VESSELS

For an additional amount under this appropriation title, as con-
tained in the Naval Appropriation Act for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1940, to acquire and convert two motor vessels, as authorized
by section 2 of the Act approved July 25, 1939 (Public, Numbered
212i Seventy-sixth Congress), fiscal year 1940, $2,500,000, to remain
available until expended.

REPLACEMENT OF NAVAL VESSELS

Armor, armament, and ammunition: Not to exceed $6,000,000 of
the amount appropriated and made available under this head by
the Naval Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1940 is hereby made
available for expenditure, in the discretion of the Secretary of the
Navy, for the procurement and installation of special facilities for
use by contractors in manufacturing armor for naval vessels: Pro-
vided, That existing contracts for armor may be appropriately modi-
fied: Provided further, That facilities procured hereunder may be
leased, sold, or otherwise disposed of, in the discretion of the Secre-
tary of the Navy, when no longer required for use under naval
contracts.
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Disposal of facilities. 

PUBLIC WORKS, BUREAU OF YARDS AND DOCKS 

Toward the following public works and public utilities projects 
at a cost not to exceed the amount stated for each project, respec-
tively, $2,070,000, which amount, together with unexpended balances 
of appropriations heretofore made under this head, shall be dis-
bursed and accounted for in accordance with existing law and shall 
constitute one fund: 
Navy Yard, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii: Graving drydock for large 

vessels, services and accessories, $8,485,000; graving drydock for small 
vessels, services and accessories, $2,000,000; 
Navy Yard, Puget Sound, Washington: Graving drydock, services 

and accessories, $3,000,000; 
Navy Yard, Mare Island, California: Graving drydock, services 

and accessories, $1,750,000; 
Navy Yard, Boston, Massachusetts: Construction of drydock facili-

ties, including buildings and accessories, South Boston, $2,545,000; 
Navy- Yard, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Improvement of power 

plant, $200,000; extension of machine shop, $375,000; 
Naval ammunition depot, Hawthorne, Nevada: Additional maga-

zine buildings and accessories, $1,260,000; 
Naval ammunition depot, Oahu, Hawaii: Additional magazine 

buildings and accessories, $223,500; 
Fleet supply base., Oakland, California: Construction of fleet 

supply facilities, including buildings and accessories and acquisi-
tion of land, $6,500,000; 
Naval Air Station, San Diego, California: Purchase and improve-

ment of auxiliary landing fields, $70,000. 

MARINE CORPS 

Pay, Marine Corps: For an additional amount for pay, Marine 
Corps, and so forth, including the same objects specified under this 
head in the Naval Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1940, 
approved May 25, 1939, and including pay and allowances of officers 
of the Marine Corps Reserve serving on active duty under the pro-
visions of the "Naval Aviation Reserve Act of 1939", $68,860. 

ALPERATIONS TO NAVAL VESSELS 

For an additional amount under this appropriation title, as con-
tained in the Naval Appropriation Act for the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1940, to acquire and convert two motor vessels, as authorized 
by section 2 of the Act approved July 25, 1939 (Public, Numbered 
212; Seventy-sixth Congress), fiscal year 1940, $2,500,000, to remain 
available until expended. 

REPLACEMENT OF NAVAL vEssEis 

Armor, armament, and ammunition: Not to exceed $6,000,000 of 
the amount appropriated and made available under this head by 
the Naval Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1940 is hereby made 
available for expenditure, in the discretion of the Secretary of the 
Navy, for the procurement and installation of special facilities for 
use by contractors in manufacturing armor for naval vessels: Pro-
vided, That existing contracts for armor may be appropriately modi-
fied: Provided further, That facilities procured hereunder may be 
leased, sold, or otherwise disposed of, in the discretion of the Secre-
tary of the Navy, when no longer required for use under naval 
contracts. 
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POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT

OUT OF THE POSTAL REVENUES

OFFICE OF THE FIRST ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL

Domestic Air Mail Service, 1940: For an additional amount for Domestic Ai
the inland transportation of mail by aircraft, and so forth, including Service, 1940.

the same objects specified under this head in the Post Office Depart- Ante, p. 677.
ment Appropriation Act, 1940, $713,200.

Foreign air-mail transportation: For an additional amount for the Foreign air
transportation of foreign mails by aircraft, as authorized by law, Ate, p.7s
fiscal year 1940, $1,419,520.

Foreign air-mail transportation: For an additional amount for the
transportation of foreign mails by aircraft, as authorized by law,
fiscal year 1940, $900,000: Provided, That in the advertisement or Proos.

Award, etc.,award of any formal contract, or on renewal of any such contract, tracts.
involving expenditures from this appropriation, the Postmaster Gen-
eral shall not be bound by any franchise, obligation, right, privilege,
duty, or liability, granted or imposed by any foreign government, by
virtue of any contract or agreement entered into by any natural or
juridical person with such foreign government, unless the Post-
master General considers it to be in the public interest to comply
with the terms of any such franchise, obligation, right, privilege,
duty, or liability: Provided frther, That in the event any such con- cancelation

tract by foreiltract or agreement is canceled by a foreign government, the Govern- ernment.fo
ment of the United States will in no way be responsible for the
indemnification of any natural or juridical person awarded such
contract on account of any losses or damages which may be incurred
or suffered by the latter as a result of such cancelation: Provided
further, That nothing herein shall be construed as a ratification or Certain coo
acceptance by the Government of the United States of the terms of deeme

any contract, agreement, or understanding, express or implied, here-
tofore or hereafter entered into between any natural or juridical
person and any foreign government, and the Government of the ,Landing rig

United States hereby reserves to itself, unconditionally, full freedom tio, re-srrved.
of action with respect to any future application which may be made
by any government or natural or juridical person being a citizen or
subject of any foreign country for landing rights in United States
territory in connection with the operation o an international air
service.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

Claims for personal injury and death arising in foreign countries,
Act February 13, 1936, Department of State: To pay a claim for
injury and death adjusted and determined by the Secretary of State
under the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the
adjustment and settlement of personal injury and death cases arising
in certain foreign countries", approved February 13, 1936, as fully
set forth in Senate Document Numbered 104, Seventy-sixth Congress,
$750.

CONTRIBUTIONS, QUOTAS, AND SO FORTH

For an additional amount for United States contributions to inter-
national commissions, congresses, and bureaus: For the contribution
of the United States to the Inter-American Radio Office under the
Inter-American Radio Communications Convention concluded Decem-
ber 13, 1937, for the following fiscal years:

For 1939, $751;
For 1940, $3,655.
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POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT 

OUT OF rlIE POSTAL REVENUES 

OFFICE OF THE FIRST ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL 

Domestic Air Mail Service, 1940: For an additional amount for 
the inland transportation of mail by aircraft, and so forth, including 
the same objects specified under this head in the Post Office Depart-
ment Appropriation Act, 1940, $713,200. 

Foreign air-mail transportation: For an additional amount for the 
transportation of foreign mails by aircraft, as authorized by law, 
fiscal year 1940, $1,419,520. 
Foreign air-mail transportation: For an additional amount for the 

transportation of foreign mails by aircraft, as authorized by law, 
fiscal year 1940, $900,000: Provided, That in the advertisement or 
award of any formal contract, or on renewal of any such contract, 
involving expenditures from this appropriation, the Postmaster Gen-
eral shall not be bound by any franchise, obligation, right, privilege, 
duty, or liability, granted or imposed by any foreign government, by 
virtue of any contract or agreement entered into by any natural or 
juridical person with such foreign government, unless the Post-
master General considers it to be in the public interest to comply 
with the terms of any such franchise, obligation, right, privilege, 
duty, or liability: Provided further, That in the event any such con-
tract or agreement is canceled by a foreign government, the Govern-
ment of the United States will in no way be responsible for the 
indemnification of any natural or juridical person awarded such 
contract on account of any losses or damages which may be incurred 
or suffered by the latter as a result of such cancelation: Provided 
further, That nothing herein shall be construed as a ratification or 
acceptance by the Government of the United States of the terms of 
any contract, agreement, or understanding, express or implied, here-
tofore or hereafter entered into between any natural or juridical 
person and any foreign government, and the Government of the 
United States hereby reserves to itself, unconditionally, full freedom 
of action with respect to any future application which may be made 
by any government or natural or juridical person being a citizen or 
subject of any foreign country for landing rights in United States 
territory in connection with the operation of an international air 
service. 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

Claims for personal injury and death arising in foreign countries, 
Act February 13, 1936, Department of State: To pay a claim for 
injury and death adjusted and determined by the Secretary of State 
under the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the 
adjustment and settlement of personal injury and death cases arising 
in certain foreign countries", approved February 13, 1936, as fully 
set forth in Senate Document Numbered 104, Seventy-sixth Congress, 
$750. 

CONTRIBUTIONS, QUOTAS, AND SO FORTH 
For an additional amount for United States contributions to inter-

national commissions, congresses, and bureaus: For the contribution 
of the United States to the Inter-American Radio Office under the 
Inter-American Radio Communications Convention concluded Decem-
ber 13, 1937, for the following fiscal years: 
For 1939, $751; 
For 1940, $3,655. 
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Cape Spartel and
Tangier Light, Coast
of Morocco.

52 Stat. 253.

Government of Pan-
ama.

Cancelation, etc.,
of designated checks.

Cape Spartel and Tangier Light, Coast of Morocco: The amount
of $784 applicable to the contribution for the "Cape Spartel and
Tangier Light, Coast of Morocco", included in the appropriation
for "United States Contributions to International Commissions,
Congresses, and Bureaus, 1939", is hereby increased to $813.

Payment to Government of Panama: For payment to the Gov-
ernment of Panama for the fiscal years 1934 to 1940, both inclusive,
in accordance with the provisions of the treaty signed between the
United States and Panama on March 2, 1936, $2,010,000, together
with the unexpended balance of $250,000 for this purpose for each
of the fiscal years 1939 and 1940, and the amount of $250,000 from
each of the accounts "Outstanding Liabilities, 1937" and "Outstand-
ing Liabilities, 1938". Checks drawn on the Treasurer of the United
States for payment to the Government of Panama dated February
24, 1934, February 26, 1935, February 26, 1936, February 26, 1937,
February 26, 1938, and February 27, 1939, numbered 27530, 34602,
48769, 63123, 67232, and 70612, respectively, shall be cancelled and
the amount of check numbered 70612 shall be credited to the ap-
propriation from which drawn.

MISCELLANEOUS

Agrarian Claims Agrarian Claims Commission, United States and Mexico: For the
and Mexico. expenses of participation by the United States in the settlement of

claims of citizens of the United States against the Government of
Mexico on account of expropriations of agrarian properties since
August 30, 1927, as authorized by and in accordance with the Act of

Ante, p. 573. April 10, 1939, fiscal years 1939 and 1940, $85,000.
Second Inter-Amer- Second Inter-American Radio Conference, Santiago, Chile: For

ence, Santiago, Chile the expenses of participation by the United States in the Second
Inter-American Radio Conference, to be held at Santiago, Chile, in
1940, including personal services in the District of Columbia or

5 U.. C. 661-674; elsewhere, without regard to the Classification Act of 1923, as
Supp. I, §67, 673c. amended; stenographic reporting, translating, and other services by

contract if deemed necessary, without regard to section 3709 of the
R. S. I379. s Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5); communication service; rent; travel

expenses; local transportation; transportation of things; hire,
maintenance, and operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicles; purchase of necessary books, documents, newspapers,
periodicals, and maps; stationery; equipment; official cards; enter-
tainment; printing and binding; and such other expenses as may be
authorized by the Secretary of State, including the reimbursement
of other appropriations from which payments may have been made
for any of the purposes herein specified, to be expended under the
direction of the Secretary of State, fiscal year 1940, $16,000.

MeretpofTrestas- Meeting of Treasury Representatives, Guatemala, Guatemala: Forury Representatives,
Guatemala, Guate- the expenses of participation by the United States in the Meeting of

mal Treasury Representatives, to be held at Guatemala, Guatemala, in
1939, including personal services in the District of Columbia or

su5.s.c.§§pI -674; elsewhere, without regard to the Classification Act of 1923, as
Spp. I, 673,6. amended; stenographic reporting, translating, and other services by

contract if deemed necessary, without regard to section 3709 of the
R. S. 3705. Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5); communication service; rent; travel

expenses; local transportation; transportation of things; hire,
maintenance, and operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicles; purchase of necessary books, documents, newspapers, and
periodicals; stationery; equipment; official cards; entertainment;
printing and binding; and such other expenses as may be authorized
by the Secretary of State, including the reimbursement of other
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Cape Spartel and Tangier Light, Coast of Morocco: The amount 
of $784 applicable to the contribution for the "Cape Spartel and 
Tangier Light, Coast of Morocco", included in the appropriation 
for "United States Contributions to International Commissions, 
Congresses, and Bureaus, 1939", is hereby increased to $813. 
Payment to Government of Panama: For payment to the Gov-

ernment of Panama for the fiscal years 1934 to 1940, both inclusive, 
in accordance with the provisions of the treaty signed between the 
United States and Panama on March 2, 1936, $2,010,000, together 
with the unexpended balance of $250,000 for this purpose for each 
of the fiscal years 1939 and 1940, and the amount of $250,000 from 
each of the accounts "Outstanding Liabilities, 1937" and "Outstand-
ing Liabilities, 1938". Checks drawn on the Treasurer of the United 
States for payment to the Government of Panama dated February 
24, 1934, February 26, 1935, February 26, 1936, February 26, 1937, 
February 26, 1938, and February 27, 1939, numbered 27530, 34602, 
48769, 63123, 67232, and 70612, respectively, shall be cancelled and 
the amount of check numbered 70612 shall be credited to the ap-
propriation from which drawn. 

MISO]tLLANE0173 

Agrarian Claims Commission, United States and Mexico: For the 
expenses of participation by the United States in the settlement of 
claims of citizens of the United States against the Government of 
Mexico on account of expropriations of agrarian properties since 
August 30, 1927, as authorized by and in accordance with the Act of 
April 10, 1939, fiscal years 1939 and 1940, $85,000. 
Second Inter-American Radio Conference, Santiago, Chile: For i 

the expenses of participation by the United States n the Second 
Inter-American Radio Conference, to, be held at Santiago, Chile, in 
1940, including personal services in the District of Columbia or 
elsewhere, without regard to the Classification Act of 1923, as 
amended; stenographic reporting, translating, and other services by 
contract if deemed necessary, without regard to section 3709 of the 
Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) ; communication service; rent; travel 
expenses; local transportation; transportation of things; hire, 
maintenance, and operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying 
vehicles; purchase of necessary books, documents, newspapers, 
periodicals, and maps; stationery; equipment; official cards; enter-
tainment; printing and binding; and such other expenses as may be 
authorized by the Secretary of State, including the reimbursement 
of other appropriations from which payments may have been made 
for any of the purposes herein specified, to be expended under the 
direction of the Secretary of State, fiscal year 1940, $16,000. 
Meeting of Treasury Representatives, Guatemala, Guatemala: For 

the expenses of participation by the United States in the Meeting of 
Treasury Representatives, to be held at Guatemala, Guatemala, in 
1939, including personal services in the District of Columbia or 
elsewhere, without regard to the Classification Act of 1923, as 
amended; stenographic reporting, translating, and other services by 
contract if deemed necessary, without regard to section 3709 of the 
Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) ; communication service; rent; travel 
expenses; local transportation; transportation of things; hire, 
maintenance, and operation of motor-propelled passenger-carrying 
vehicles; purchase of necessary books, documents' newspapers, and 
periodicals; stationery; equipment; official cards; entertainment; 
printing and binding; and such other expenses as may be authorized 
by the Secretary of State, including the reimbursement of other 
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appropriations from which payments may have been made for any
of the purposes herein specified, to be expended under the direction
of the Secretary of State, fiscal year 1940, $2,750.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

Restoration, capital impairment, Commodity Credit Corporation:
To enable the Secretary of the Treasury, on behalf of the United
States, to restore the amount of the capital impairment of the Com-
modity Credit Corporation as of March 31, 1939, by contribution
to the Corporation as provided by the Act approved March 8, 1938
(Public, Numbered 442, Seventy-fifth Congress), fiscal year 1940,
$119,599,918.05.

Administrative expenses, Adjusted Compensation Payment Act,
1936, Treasury Department: For transfer to the Post Office Depart-
ment to cover registry fees and postage on mailings of bonds, issued
under the provisions of the Adjusted Compensation Payment Act
of 1936, fiscal year 1939, $22,000.

DIVISION OF PFINTING

Printing and binding: For an additional amount for printing and
binding, Treasury Department, fiscal year 1937, including the same
objects specified under this head in the Treasury Department Appro-
priation Act, 1937, $10,484.

Stationery: For an additional amount for stationery for the Treas-
ury Department, fiscal year 1937, including the same objects specified
under this head in the Treasury Department Appropriation Act,
1937, $3,600.

BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE

Salaries and administrative expenses for refunding processing and
related taxes and administering title III, Revenue Act of 1936: For
an additional amount for salaries and expenses in connection with
(1) the assessment and collection of the tax on unjust enrichment
imposed by title III, Revenue Act of 1936, (2) the making of refunds
and payments of processing and related taxes, as authorized by titles
IV and VII of the Revenue Act of 1936, and (3) the refund of
taxes collected under the Cotton Act of April 21, 1934, as amended
(48 Stat. 598), the Tobacco Act of June 28, 1934, as amended (48
Stat. 1275), and the Potato Act of August 24, 1935 (49 Stat. 782),
as authorized by the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal
year 1938, including the same objects specified under this head in
the Treasury Department Appropriation Act, 1940, $750,000, of which
amount not to exceed $380,000 may be expended for personal services
in the District of Columbia.

The date appearing in the first proviso of the second paragraph
of the appropriation "Refunds and Payments of Processing and
Related Taxes, Bureau of Internal Revenue, 1939", contained in the
Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938, is hereby
changed from "July 1, 1939", to "July 1, 1940".

OOAST GUABD

Pay and allowances: For an additional amount for pay and allow-
ances, fiscal year 1940, including the same objects specified under
this head in the Treasury Department Appropriation Act, 1940,
$95,937.
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appropriations from which payments may have been made for any 
of the purposes herein specified, to be expended under the direction 
of the Secretary of State, fiscal year 1940, $2,750. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT 

OFFICE OF ikI SECRETARY 

Restoration, capital impairment, Commodity Credit Corporation: 
To enable the Secretary of the Treasury, on behalf of the United 
States, to restore the amount of the capital impairment of the Com-
modity Credit Corporation as of March 31, 1939, by contribution 
to the Corporation as provided by the Act approved March 8, 1938 
(Public, Numbered 442, Seventy-fifth Congress), fiscal year 1940, 
$119,599,918.05. 
Administrative expenses, Adjusted Compensation Payment Act, 

1936, Treasury Department: For transfer to the Post Office Depart-
ment to cover registry fees and postage on mailings of bonds, issued 
under the provisions of the Adjusted Compensation Payment Act 
of 1936, fiscal year 1939, $22,000. 

DIVISION OF PRINTING 

Printing and binding: For an additional amount for printing and 
binding, Treasury Department, &ital. year 1937, including the same 
objects specified under this head in the Treasury Department Appro-
priation Act, 1937, $10,484. 

Stationery: For an additional amount for stationery for the Treas-
ury Department, fiscal year 1937, including the same objects specified 
under this head in the Treasury Department Appropriation Act, 
1937, $3,600. 

BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE 

Salaries and administrative expenses for refunding processing and 
related taxes and administering title III, Revenue Act of 1936: For 
an additional amount for salaries and expenses in connection with 
(1) the assessment and collection of the tax on unjust enrichment 
imposed by title III, Revenue Act of 1936, (2) the making of refunds 
and payments of processing and related taxes, as authorized by titles 
IV and VII of the Revenue Act of 1936, and (3) the refund of 
taxes collected under the Cotton Act of April 21, 1934, as amended 
(48 Stat. 598), the Tobacco Act of Jane 28, 1934, as amended (48 
Stat. 1275), and the Potato Act of August 24, 1935 (49 Stat. 782), 
as authorized by the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal 
year 1938, including the same objects specified under this head in 
the Treasury Department Appropriation Act, 1940, $750,000, of which 
amount not to exceed $380,000 may be expended for personal services 
in the District of Columbia. 
The date appearing in the first proviso of the second paragraph 

of the appropriation "Refunds and Payments of Processing and 
Related Taxes, Bureau of Internal Revenue, 1939", contained in the 
Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938, is hereby 
changed from "July 1, 1939", to "July 1, 1940". 

COAST GUARD 

Pay and allowances: For an additional amount for pay and allow-
ances, fiscal year 1940, including the same objects specified under 
this head in the Treasury Department Appropriation Act, 1940, 
$95,937. 
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Retired pay, ormer Retired pay, former life-saving service: For an additional amountlifef isaving service.
for retired pay, former life-saving service, 1935, including the same
objects specified under this head in the Treasury Department Appro-

48 Stat. 432. priation Act, 1935, $328.12.
Superintendentu.S. Not to exceed $2,500 of the amount appropriated for "Contingent

Coast Guard Acad-
emy, contingencies. Expenses, Coast Guard", in the Treasury Department Appropria-

Ante, p.6. tion Act, 1940, is hereby made available for contingencies for the
Superintendent, United States Coast Guard Academy, as authorized

Ante, p. 582. by the Act of April 20, 1939.
tiona arplanes. dd  The unexpended balances of the appropriations under the head-

ings "Air station, Elizabeth City, North Carolina", "Air station,
San Francisco, California", and "Additional airplanes", fiscal years
1938 and 1939, contained in the Second Deficiency Appropriation

52Stat.. Act, fiscal year 1938, are hereby continued available for the same
of the Co- purposes until June 30, 1940.

mandant, salaries. The appropriation for salaries, Office of the Commandant, United
States Coast Guard, for the fiscal year 1940, and such portion of the
appropriation for salaries, Bureau of Lighthouses, fiscal year 1940,
as the Director of the Bureau of the Budget with the approval of the
President may determine, shall be transferred and consolidated into
an appropriation "Salaries, Office of Commandant, United States

Limitation. Coast Guard, 1940, subject, however, to the limitation contained in
Ante, p. 663. the Treasury Department Appropriation Act, 1940, upon the appro-

priation for salaries, Office of the Commandant, United States Coast
Guard".

PROCUREMENT DIVISION, BRANCH OF SUPPLY

Salaries and ex-
penses.

Ante, p. 673.

Transfer of funds to
Branch of Supply.

Personal services.

General supply
fund.

45 Stat. 1342.
41 U. S. C. 7c.

Strategic and critical
materials.

Ante, p. 811.

Salaries and expenses: The text of the appropriation for Salaries
and Expenses, Branch of Supply, Procurement Division, contained
in the Treasury Department Appropriation Act, 1940, is modified as
follows:

(a) The first proviso is hereby amended to read as follows: "Pro-
vided, That the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed
during the fiscal year 1940 to transfer to this appropriation from any
appropriations or funds available to the several departments and
establishments of the Government for the fiscal year 1940 such
amounts as may be approved by the Director of the Bureau of the
Budget, not to exceed the sum of (a) the amount of the annual
compensation of employees who may be transferred or detailed to the
Procurement Division, Branch of Supply, respectively, from any such
department or establishment, where the transfer or detail of such
employees is incident to a transfer of a function or functions to that
Division, and (b) such amount as the Director of the Bureau of the
Budget may determine to be necessary for expenses other than
personal services incident to the proper carrying out of functions so
transferred."

(b) The fourth proviso limiting to $700,000 the amount which
shall be available from the general supply fund for personal services,
is hereby amended to read as follows: 'Provided further, That not
to exceed $2,000,000 shall be available from the general supply fund
during the fiscal year 1940 for personal services. '

General supply fund: To increase the general supply fund estab-
lished by the Act approved February 27, 1929 (41 U. S. C. 7c), as
amended, fiscal year 1940, $2,000,000.

Strategic and critical materials: For all necessary expenses for the
acquisition, transportation, maintenance, storage, and rotation of
strategic and critical materials in accordance with sections 1 to 6,
inclusive, of the Act of June 7,1939 (Public, Numbered 117, Seventy-
sixth Congress), including personal services and rental and mainte-
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Retired pay, former life-saving service: For an additional amount 
for retired pay, former life-saving service, 1935, including the same 
objects specified under this head in the Treasury Department Appro-
priation Act, 1935, $328.12. 
Not to exceed $2,500 of the amount appropriated for "Contingent 

Expenses, Coast Guard", in the Treasury Department Appropria-
tion Act, 1940, is hereby made available for contingencies for the 
Superintendent, United States Coast Guard Academy, as authorized 
by the Act of April 20, 1939. 
The unexpended balances of the appropriations under the head-

ings "Air station, Elizabeth City, North Carolina", "Air station, 
San Francisco, California"? and "Additional airplanes", fiscal years 
1938 and 1939, contained in the Second Deficiency Appropriation 
Act, fiscal year 1938, are hereby continued available for the same 
purposes until June 30, 1940. 
The appropriation for salaries, Office of the Commandant, United 

States Coast Guard, for the fiscal year 1940, and such portion of the 
appropriation for salaries, Bureau of Lighthouses, fiscal year 1940, 
as the Director of the Bureau of the Budget with the approval of the 
President may determine, shall be transferred and consolidated into 
an appropriation "Salaries, Office of Commandant, United States 
Coast Guard, 1940, subject, however, to the limitation contained in 
the Treasury Department Appropriation Act, 1940, upon the appro-
priation for salaries, Office of the Commandant, United States Coast 
Guard". 

PROCUREMENT DIVISION, BRANCH OF SUPPLY 

Salaries and expenses: The text of the appropriation for Salaries 
and Expenses, Branch of Supply, Procurement Division, contained 
in the Treasury Department Appropriation Act, 1940, is modified as 
follows: 

(a) The first proviso is hereby amended to read as follows: "Pro-
vided, That the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed 
during the fiscal year 1940 to transfer to this appropriation from any 
appropriations or funds available to the several departments and 
establishments of the Government for the fiscal year 1940 such 
amounts as may be approved by the Director of the Bureau of the 
Budget, not to exceed the sum of (a) the amount of the annual 
compensation of employees who may be transferred or detailed to the 
Procurement Division, Branch of Supply, respectively, from any such 
department or establishment, where the transfer or detail of such 
employees is incident to a transfer of a function or functions to that 
Division, and (b) such amount as the Director of the Bureau of the 
Budget may determine to be necessary for expenses other than 
personal services incident to the proper carrying out of functions so 
transferred." 

(b) The fourth proviso limiting to $700,000 the amount which 
shall be available from the general supply fund for personal services, 
is hereby amended to read as follows: ".Provided further, That not 
to exceed $2,000,000 shall be available from the general supply fund 
during the fiscal year 1940 for personal services." 
General supply fund: To increase the general supply fund estab-

lished by the Act approved February 27, 1929 (41 U. S. C. 7c), as 
amended, fiscal year 1940, $2,000,000. 

Strategic and critical materials: For all necessary expenses for the 
acquisition, transportation maintenance, storage, and rotation of 
strategic and critical materials in accordance with sections 1 to 6, 
inclusive, of the Act of June 7, 1939 (Public, Numbered 117, Seventy-
sixth Congress), including personal services and rental and mainte-
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nance of storage space in the District of Columbia and elsewhere;
payment of part-time or intermittent employment in the District of
Columbia, or elsewhere, of such scientists and technicists as may be
contracted for by the Secretary of the Treasury, in his discretion, at
a rate of pay not exceeding $25 per diem for any person so employed;
printing and binding; and traveling expenses; fiscal year 1940, to
continue available until expended, $10,000,000: Provided, That when,
in order to prevent deterioration, materials purchased with funds
from this appropriation are issued to other departments and agencies
of the Government, or sold, reimbursement therefor or the proceeds
of such sale shall be credited to this appropriation.

WAR DEPARTMENT

MILITARY ACrivmas

SALARIES, WAR DEPARTMENT

Salaries, Office of Inspector General: For an additional amount
for salaries, Ofice of the Inspector General, fiscal year 1940, $6,000.

QUARTERMASTBR CORPS

Military posts: For an additional amount for construction and
installation of buildings, flying fields, and appurtenances thereto,
including the same objects specified under this head in the Supple-
mental Military Appropriation Act, 1940, $8,431,300, to remain
available until June 30, 1941, and, in addition, the Quartermaster
General, when authorized by the Secretary of War, may enter into
contracts prior to July 1, 1940, for the same purposes, to an amount
not in excess of $8,500,000, and his action in so doing shall be deemed
a contractual obligation of the Federal Government for the payment
of the cost thereof.

Military posts: Not to exceed $300,000 of the amount of $689,500
appropriated in the Military Appropriation Act, 1940, for construc-
tion of barracks and telephone construction at Fort Clayton, Pan-
ama Canal Zone, is hereby made available for such construction at
the Corozal General Depot, Panama Canal Zone, instead of at Fort
Clayton as authorized by the Act of August 26, 1937 (50 Stat. 861).

Acquisition of land for radiobeacons, Army: Not to exceed $3 000
of the unexpended balance of the appropriation under this head in
the Military Appropriation Act, 1939, is hereby made available until
expended for the acquisition of an addition to the site for the radio-
beacon in the vicinity of Langley Field, Virginia, as authorized by
the Act of August 12 1935 (49 Stat. 610).

Acquisition of land, Republic of Panama: So much of the appro-
priation for the acquisition of land in the Republic of Panama con-
tained in the Supplemental Military Appropriation Act, 1940, and
so much of the appropriation for Seacoast Defenses, Panama Canal,
contained in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year
1939, as may be required therefor, are hereby made available, in
addition to the acquisition of fee simple title to lands, for leasehold
or other interests therein, the temporary use thereof, or right per-
taining thereto, without reference to section 3648, Revised Statutes
(31 U. S. C., 529): Provided, That the Secretary of War is author-
ized to accept donations of such land, temporary use thereof, or other
interest therein, or right pertaining thereto.

CORPS OF ENGINEERS

Chorrera and Rio Hato Road, Republic of Panama: To enable the
United States to cooperate with the Republic of Panama in connec-
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nance of storage space in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; 
payment of part-time or intermittent employment in the District of 
Columbia, or elsewhere, of such scientists and technicists as may be 
contracted for by the Secretary of the Treasury, in his discretion, at 
a rate of pay not exceeding $25 per diem for any person so employed; 
printing and binding; and traveling expenses; fiscal year 1940, to 
continue available until expended, $10,000,000: Provided, That when, 
in order to prevent deterioration, materials purchased with funds 
from this appropriation are issued to other departments and agencies 
of the Government, or sold, reimbursement therefor or the proceeds 
of such sale shall be credited to this appropriation. 

WAR DEPARTMENT 

MILITARY Acrivrrres 

SALARIES, WAR DEPARTMENT 

Salaries, Office of Inspector General: For an additional ,amount 
for salaries, Office of the Inspector General, fiscal year 1940, $6,000. 

Q17ARTERMASENdi CORPS 

Military posts: For an additional amount for construction and 
installation of buildings, flying fields, and appurtenances thereto, 
including the same objects specified under this head in the Supple-
mental Military Appropriation Act, 1940, $8,431,300, to remain 
available until June 30, 1941, and, in addition, the Quartermaster 
General, when authorized by the Secretary of War, may enter into 
contracts prior to July 1, 1940, for the same purposes, to an amount 
not in excess of $8,500,000, and his action in so doing shall be deemed 
a contractual obligation of the Federal Goverrunent for the payment 
of the cost thereof. 

Military posts: Not to exceed $300,000 of the amount of $689,500 
appropriated in the Military Appropriation Act, 1940, for construc-
tion of barracks and telephone construction at Fort Clayton, Pan-
ama Canal Zone, is hereby made available for such construction at 
the Corozal General Depot, Panama Canal Zone, instead of at Fort 
Clayton as authorized by the Act of August 26, 1937 (50 Stat. 861). 

Acquisition of land for radiobeacons, Army: Not to exceed $3,()00 
of the unexpended balance of the appropriation under this head in 
the Military Appropriation Act, 1939, is hereby made available until 
expended for the acquisition of an addition to the site for the radio-
beacon in the vicinity of Langley Field, Virginia, as authorized by 
the Act of August 12, 1935 (49 Stat. 610). 

Acquisition of land, Republic of Panama: So much of the appro-
priation for the acquisition of land in the Republic of Panama con-
tained in the Supplemental Military Appropriation Act, 1940, and 
so much of the appropriation for Seacoast Defenses, Panama Canal, 
contained in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, fiscal year 
1939, as may be reguired therefor, are hereby made available, in 
addition to the acquisition of fee simple title to lands, for leasehold 
or other interests therein, the temporary use thereof, or right per-
taining thereto, without reference to section 3648, Revised Statutes 
(31 U. S. C., 529) : Provided, That the Secretary of War is author-
ized to accept donations of such land, temporary use thereof, or other 
interest therein, or right pertaining thereto. 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS 

Chorrera and Rio Hato Road, Republic of Panama: To enable the 
United States to cooperate with the Republic of Panama in connec-
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tion with the construction of a highway between Chorrera and Rio
Hato, in the Republic of Panama, as authorized by the Act approved

Ante, p. 1071. July 20, 1939 (Public, Numbered 200, Seventy-sixth Congress),
$1,500,000, fiscal year 1940, to remain available until expended.

CIVIL FUNCTIONS

Damage claims,
river and harbor
work.

41 Stat. 1015.
33 U. S. C. § 564.

Nicaragua, investi-
gation, etc., of canal
and highway.

Flood control, Sac-
ramento River, Calif.

Ante, p. 859.

39 Stat. 949; 45 Stat.
539; 50 Stat. 849; ante,
p. 859.

33 U. S. C. §§ 703,
704.

Property damage
claims.

42 Stat. 1066.
31 U. S. C. §§ 215-

217.

CORPS OF ENGINEERS

Claims for damages, river and harbor work: To pay claim for dam-
ages under river and harbor work adjusted and determined by the
War Department under the provision of section 9 of the River and
Harbor Act approved June 5, 1920 (U. S. C., title 33, sec. 564), as
set forth in House Document Numbered 414, Seventy-sixth Congress,
$587.50.

Investigation and survey of a canal and highway across the
Republic of Nicaragua: For every expenditure requisite for and inci-
dent to an investigation and survey, with estimates of cost, for a
barge canal and highway project across the Republic of Nicaragua,
fiscal year 1940, to remain available until expended, $100,000.

Flood control, general: Not to exceed $1,258,000 of the amount of
$133,000,000 appropriated under this head in the War Department
Civil Appropriation Act, 1940, is hereby made available for prose-
cuting work of flood control on the Sacramento River, California, in
accordance with the provisions of the Acts approved March 1, 1917,
May 15, 1928, and August 26, 1937 (33 U. S. C. 703, 704; 50 Stat.
849; Public, Numbered 154, Seventy-sixth Congress).

TITLE II-JUDGMENTS AND AUTHORIZED CLAIMS

PROPERTY DAMAGE CLAIMS

SEC. 201. (a) For the payment of claims for damages to or losses
of privately owned property, adjusted and determined by the follow-
ing respective departments and independent offices, under the pro-
visions of the Act entitled "An Act to provide a method for the set-
tlement of claims arising against the Government of the United
States in the sums not exceeding $1,000 in any one case", approved
December 28, 1922 (U. S. C., title 31, sees. 215-217), as fully set forth
in House Document Numbered 412 of the Seventy-sixth Congress, as
follows:

Federal Emergency Administration of Public Works, $13.75;
National Emergency Council, $12;
Veterans' Administration, $131.40;
Works Progress Administration, $3,590.58;
Department of Agriculture, $4,316.48;
Department of Commerce, $315.75;
Department of the Interior, $2,225.36;
Department of Labor, $45.54;
Navy Department, $1,742.71;
Treasury Department, $238.13;
War Department, $6,547.12;
Post Office Department (payable from postal revenues), $567.25;
In all, $19,746.07.
(b) For the payment of claims for damages to or losses of privately

owned property adjusted and determined by the following respective
departments and independent offices, under the provisions of the Act
entitled "An Act to provide a method for the settlement of claims
arising against the Government of the United States in the sums not
exceeding $1,000 in any one case", approved December 28, 1922

13281328 
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tion with the construction of a highway between Chorrera and Rio 
Hato, in the Republic of Panama, as authorized by the Act approved 
July 20, 1939 (Public, Numbered 200, Seventy-sixth Congress), 
$1,500,000, fiscal year 1940, to remain available until expended. 

Civil, FUNCTIONS 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS 

Claims for damages, river and harbor work: To pay claim for dam-
ages under river and harbor work adjusted and determined by the 
War Department under the provision of section 9 of the River and 
Harbor .Act, approved June 5, 1920 (U. S. C., title 33, sec. 564), as 
set forth in House Document Numbered 414, Seventy-sixth Congress, 
$587.50. 

Investigation and survey of a canal and highway across the 
Republic of Nicaragua: For every expenditure requisite for and inci-
dent to an investigation and survey, with estimates of cost, for a 
barge canal and highway project across the Republic of Nicaragua, 
fiscal year 1940, to remain available until expended, $100,000. 
Flood control, general: Not to exceed $1,258,000 of the amount of 

$133,000,000 appropriated under this head in the War Department 
Civil Appropriation Act, 1940, is hereby made available for prose-
cuting work of flood control on the Sacramento River, California, in 
accordance with the provisions of the Acts approved March 1, 1917, 
May 15, 1928, and August 26, 1937 (33 U. S. C. 703, 704; 50 Stat. 
849; Public, Numbered 154, Seventy-sixth Congress). 

TITLE II—JUDGMENTS AND AUTHORIZED CLAIMS 

PROPERTY DAMAGE CLAIMS 

SEC. 201. (a) For the payment of claims for damages to or losses 
of privately owned property, adjusted and determined by the follow-
ing respective departments and independent offices, under the pro-
visions of the Act entitled "An Act to provide a method for the set-
tlement of claims arising against the Government of the United 
States in the sums not exceeding $1,000 in any one case", approved 
December 28, 1922 (U. S. C., title 31, secs. 215-217), as fully set forth 
in House Document Numbered 412 of the Seventy-sixth Congress, as 
follows: 
Federal Emergency Administration of Public Works, $13.75; 
National Emergency Council, $12; 
Veterans' Administration, $131.40; 
Works Progress Administration, $3,590.58; 
Department of Agriculture, $4,316.48; 
Department of Commerce, $315.75; 
Department of the Interior, $2,225.36; 
Department of Labor, $45.54; 
Navy Department, $1,742.71; 
Treasury Department, $238.13; 
War Department, $6,547.12; 
Post Office Department (payable from postal revenues), $567.25; 
In all, $19,746.07. 
(b) For the payment of claims for damages to or losses of privately 

owned property adjusted and determined by the following respective 
departments and independent offices, under the provisions of the Act 
entitled "An Act to provide a method for the settlement of claims 
arising against the Government of the United States in the sums not 
exceeding $1,000 in any one case", approved December 28, 1922 
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(U. S. C., title 31, secs. 215-217), as fully set forth in Senate Docu-
ment Numbered 102 of the Seventy-sixth Congress, as follows:

Federal Works Agency:
Work Projects Administration, $488.14;

Department of Agriculture, $323.67;
Department of the Interior, $87.43;
Navy Department, $126.61;
War Department, $2,393.52;
In all, $3,419.37.

JUDGMENTS, UNITED STATES COURTS

1329

42 Stat. 1066.
31 U. S. C. §§ 215-

217.

SEC. 202. (a) For the payment of a judgment, including costs of Judgments, U . S.

suit, which has been rendered under the provisions of the Act of s
March 3, 1887, entitled "An Act to provide for the bringing of suits
against the Government of the United States", as amended by section 2 Stat. 506; 36 Stat.

297 of the Act of March 3, 1911 (28 U. S. C. 761), certified to the 28'u.s.c.§76l.

Seventy-sixth Congress in House Document Numbered 416, under
the following Department: State Department, $2,149; together with Interest.

such additional sum as may be necessary to pay interest as specified
in such judgment or as provided by law.

(b) For the payment of judof judgments, including costs of suits, rein admiralty.

dered against the Government of the United StUnited States by United States
district courts under the provisions of an Act entitled "An Act
authorizing suits against the United States in admiralty for damages
caused by and salvage services rendered to public vessels belonging
to the United States, and for other purposes", approved March 3,
1925 (46 U. S. C. 781-789), certified to the Seventy-sixth Congress in 43 Stats. 78111

House Document Numbered 416, under the following Departments: 790.

Navy Department, $4,136;
Treasury Department, $2,225;
War Department, $419.45;
In all $6,780.45, together with such additional sum as may be neces- Interest.

sary to pay interest as specified in such judgments or as provided
by law.

(c) For the payment of judgments including costs of suit, rendered Jlg.nTlents in desig-

against the Government of the United States pllrsuatnt to aultllolity
contained in Private Act Numbered 495, Seventy-fifth Congre-ss (52 :2 8talt. I.}); 1'

Stat. 1299-1300), and the Act of March 3, 1875 (18 Stat. 481, cl. 149), 31 v. s. e1 T7.

certified to the Seventy-sixth Congress in Senate Document Numbered
112 and House Document Numbered 416, under the following estab-
lishments:

United States Maritime Commission, $3,927.30;
General Accounting Office, $8,315.02;
In all, $12,242.32,

together with such additional sum as may be necessary to pay such Additionalcosts

additional costs in the Private Act case, if any, as are properly taxable
in a suit prosecuted under the Tucker Act. 24 Stat. 505.

(d) None of the judgments contained under this caption shall be Time for payment

paid until the right of appeal shall have expired except such as have ogent

become final and conclusive against the United States by failure of
the parties to appeal or otherwise.

(e) Payment of interest wherever provided for judgments con- Interest, time limi-

tained in this Act shall not in any case continue for more than thirty tat
days after the date of approval of the Act.

JUDGMENTS, COURT OF CLAIMS

SEC. 203. (a) For payment of the judgments rendered by the Court
of Claims and reported to the Seventy-sixth Congress in Senate Doc-

Judgments, Court
of Claims.
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(U. S. C., title 31, secs. 215-217), as fully set forth in Senate Docu-
rnent Numbered 102 of the Seventy-sixth Congress, as follows: 
Federal Works Agency: 

Work Projects Administration, $488.14; 
Department of Agriculture, $323.67; 
Department of the Interior, $87.43; 
Navy Department, $126.61; 
War Department, $2,393.52; 
In all, $3,419.37. 

JUDGMENTS, UNITED STATES COURTS 
SEC. 202. (a) For the payment of a judgment, including costs of 

suit, which has been rendered under the provisions of the Act of 
March 3, 1887, entitled "An Act to provide for the bringing of suits 
against the Government of the United States", as amended by section 
297 of the Act of March 3, 1911 (28 U. S. C. 761), certified to the 
Seventy-sixth Congress in House Document Numbered 416, under 
the following Department: State Department, $2,149; together with 
such additional sum as may be necessary to pay interest as specified 
in such judgment or as provided by law. 

(b) For the payment of judgments, including costs of suits, ren-
dered against the Government of the United States by United States 
district courts under the provisions of an Act entitled "An Act 
authorizing suits against the United States in admiralty for damages 
caused by and salvage services rendered to public vessels belonging 
to the United States, and for other purposes", approved March 3, 
1925 (46 U. S. C. 781-789), certified to the Seventy-sixth Congress in 
House Document Numbered 416, under the following Departments: 
Navy Department, $4,136; 
Treasury Department, $2,225; 
War Department, $419.45; 
In all $6,780.45, together with such additional sum as may be nerAq-

sary to pay interest as specified in such judgments or as provided 
by law. 

(c) For the payment of judgments including costs of suit, rendered 
against the Government of the United States pursuant, to authority 
contained in Private Act Numbered 495, Seventy-fifth Congress (59 
Stat. 1299-1300), and the Act of March 3, 1875 (18 Stat. 481, ch. 149), 
certified to the Seventy-sixth Congress M Senate Document Numbered 
112 and House Document Numbered 416, under the following estab-
lishments: 

United States Maritime Commission, $3,927.30; 
General Accounting Office, $8,315.02; 
In all, $12,242.32, 

together with such additional sum as may be necessary to pay such 
additional costs in the Private Act case, if any, as are properly taxable 
in a suit prosecuted under the Tucker Act. 

(d) None of the judgments contained under this caption shall be 
paid until the right of appeal shall have expired except such as have 
become final and conclusive against the United States by failure of 
the parties to appeal or otherwise. 

(e) Payment of interest wherever provided for judgments con-
tained in this Act shall not in any case continue for more than thirty 
days after the date of approval of the Act. 

JUDGMENTS, COURT OF CLAIMS 
SEC. 203. (a) For payment of the judgments rendered by the Court 

of Claims and reported to the Seventy-sixth Congress in Senate Doc-

42 Stat. 1066. 
31 U. S. C. §§ 215-

217. 

Judgments, U. S. 
courts. 

24 Stat. 506; 36 Stat. 
1168. 
28 U. S. C. § 761. 

Interest. 

Suits in admiralty. 

43 Stat. 1112. 
46 U. S. C. §§ 781-

790. 

Interest. 

Judgments in desig-
nate‘l ewes. 

52 Stat. Islet; IC 
Stat. 1St . 

31 U. S. C. 227. 

Additional costs. 

24 Stat. 505. 

Time for payment 
of judgments. 

Interest, time limi-
tation. 

Judgments, Court 
of Claims. 
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Interest.

Land O'Lakes
Creameries, Inc.,
judgment.

Time for payment
of judgments.

ument Numbered 113, and House Document Numbered 410, under the
following departments and establishments, namely:

Interstate Commerce Commission, $4,768.46;
Food Administration, $122,919.40;
Civil Works Administration, $2,880.65;
Veterans' Administration, $30,016.10;
Department of Agriculture, $47,500;
Department of Labor, $19,828.71;
Navy Department, $510,454.34;
Treasury Department, $78,426.83;
War Department, $507,849.81;
In all, $1,324,644.30, together with such additional sum as may be

necessary to pay interest as and where specified in such judgments.
Judgment Numbered 43363 in favor of the Land O'Lakes Creameries,
Inc. (a corporation) set forth in said House Document Numbered
410 under the War Department shall be charged against the Depart-
ment of Agriculture.

(b) None of the judgments contained under this caption shall be
paid until the right of appeal shall have expired, except such as have
become final and conclusive against the United States by failure of
the parties to appeal or otherwise.

AUDITED CLAIMS

Audited claims. SEC. 204. (a) For the payment of the following claims, certified to
be due by the General Accounting Office under appropriations the
balances of which have been carried to the surplus fund under the

31 UStt. Cf. 713. provisions of section 5 of the Act of June 20, 1874 (31 U. S. C. 713),
and under appropriations heretofore treated as permanent, being for
the service of the fiscal year 1936 and prior years, unless otherwise
stated, and which have been certified to Congress under section 2 of23 Stat. 254. the Act of July 7, 1884 (5 U. S. C. 266), as fully set forth in House
Document Numbered 418, Seventy-sixth Congress, there is appro-
priated as follows:

Legislative. Legislative: For library building and grounds, $1,783.95.
Independent Ofices. Independent Offices: For Federal Civil Works Administration,

$48.55.
For National Industrial Recovery, Civil Works Administration,

$4.50.
For National Industrial Recovery, National Recovery Adminis-

tration, $16.66.
For Public Works Administration, allotment to National Emer-

gency Council, $22.84.
For salaries and expenses, United States Employees' Compensation

Commission, $7.
For salaries and expenses, Federal Communications Commission,

$317.67.
For Interstate Commerce Commission, $181.75.
For United States Tariff Commission, $40.09.
For pay of other employees, Public Health Service, $25.28.
For furniture and repairs of same for public buildings, $21.94.
For general expenses of public buildings, Procurement Division,

$40.
For general expenses, Procurement Division, $270.85.
For mechanical equipment for public buildings, $38.21.
For operating supplies for public buildings, Procurement Division,

$1.73.
For operating expenses, Treasury Buildings, Procurement Division,

$2.33.

13301330 
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ument Numbered 113, and House Document Numbered 410, under the 
following departments and establishments, namely: 

Interstate Commerce Commission, $4,768.46; 
Food Administration, $122,919.40; 
Civil Works Administration, $2,880.65; 
Veterans' Administration, $30,016.10; 
Department of Agriculture, $47,500; 
Department of Labor, $19,828.71; 
Navy Department, $510,454.34; 
Treasury Department, $78,426.83; 
War Department, $507,849.81; 
In all, $1,324,644.30, together with such additional sum as may be 

necessary to pay interest as and where specified in such judgments. 
Judgment Numbered 43363 in favor of the Land O'Lakes Creameries, 
Inc. (a corporation) set forth in said House Document Numbered 
410 under the War Department shall be charged against the Depart-
ment of Agriculture. 

(b) None of the judgments contained under this caption shall be 
paid, until the right of appeal shall have expired, except such as have 
become final and conclusive against the United States by failure of 
the parties to appeal or otherwise. 

AITMEED CLAIMS 

SEc. 204. (a) For the payment of the following claims, certified to 
be due by the General Accounting Office under appropriations the 
balances of which have been carried to the surplus fund under the 
provisions of section 5 of the Act of June 20, 1874 (31 U. S. C. 713), 
and under appropriations heretofore treated as permanent, being for 
the service of the fiscal year 1936 and prior years, unless otherwise 
stated, and which have been certified to Congress under section 2 of 
the Act of July 7, 1884 (5 U. S. C. 266), as fully set forth in House 
Document Numbered 418, Seventy-sixth Congress, there is appro-
priated as follows: 

Legislative: For library building and grounds, $1;783.95. 
Independent Offices: For Federal Civil Works Administration, 

$48.55. 
For National Industrial Recovery, Civil Works Administration, 

$4.50. 
For National Industrial Recovery, National Recovery Adminis-

tration, $16.66. 
For Public Works Administration, allotment to National Emer-

gency Council, $22.84. 
For salaries and expenses, United States Employees' Compensation 

Commissionz $7. 
For salaries and expenses, Federal Communications Commission, 

$317.67. 
For Interstate Commerce Commission, $181.75. 
For United States Tariff Commission $40.09. 
For pay of other employees, Public Health Service, $25.28. 
For furniture and repairs of same for public buildings, $21.94. 
For general expenses of public buildings, Procurement Division, 

For general expenses, Procurement Division, $270.85. 
For mechanical equipment for public buildings $38.21. 
For operating supplies for public buildings, Procurement Division, 

For operating expenses, Treasury Buildings, Procurement Division, 
$2.33. 
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For repairs, preservation and equipment, public buildings, Procure-
ment Division, $2.97.

For salaries and expenses, public buildings and grounds in the
District of Columbia, National Park Service, $47.80.

For Army pensions, $155.55.
For Army and Navy pensions, $59.20.
For increase of compensation, Veterans' Bureau, $10.67.
For military and naval compensation, Veterans' Bureau, $20.10.
For medical and hospital services, Veterans' Bureau, $431.08.
For salaries and expenses, Veterans' Administration, $1,636.45.
Department of Agriculture: For salaries and expenses, Exten-

sion Service, $76.04.
For salaries and expenses, Weather Bureau, $2.31.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Animal Industry, $11.01.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Plant Industry, $3,693.85.
For salaries and expenses, Forest Service, $81.82.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quar-

antine, 50 cents.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Agricultural Economics,

$4.84.
For salaries and expenses, Food and Drug Administration, $2.72.
For salaries and expenses, Soil Conservation Service, $9.87.
For grasshopper control, $71.54.
For enforcement of the United States Cotton Futures Act and

United States Cotton Standards Act, $12.21.
For payment to officers and employees of the United States in

foreign countries due to appreciation of foreign currencies (Agri-
culture), $31.61.

For emergency conservation fund (transfer from War to Agri-
culture, Act March 31, 1933), $1,763.62.

For emergency conservation fund (transfer from War to Agricul-
ture, Act June 19, 1934), $85.10.

For exportation and domestic consumption of agricultural com-
modities, Department of Agriculture, $2,891.70.

For loans and relief in stricken agricultural areas (transfer to
Agriculture), $42.41.

For National Industrial Recovery, Agricultnlal Adjustment
Administration, $79.28.

For elimination of diseased cattle, Department of Agriculture, $50.
For general expenses, Agricultural Adjustment Administration,

$3.647.95.
For working fund, Agriculture, Animal Industry (Agricultural

Adjustment Administration). $267.67.
For agricultural credits and rehabilitation, Emergency Relief,

$139.55.
For farmers' crop production and harvesting loans, Farm Credit

Administration, $297.91.
For loans to farmers in drought and storm-stricken areas, Emer-

gency Relief, $99.89.
For loans and relief in stricken agricultural areas (transfer to

Farm Credit Administration), $335.13.
Department of Commerce: For air-navigation facilities, $392.61.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Navigation and Steamboat

Inspection, $3.15.
For transportation of families and effects of officers and employees,

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, $411.66.
For payment to officers and employees of the United States in for-

eign countries due to appreciation of foreign currencies (Commerce),
$1.91.
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For repairs, preservation and equipment, public buildings, Procure-
ment Division, $2.97. 
For salaries and expenses, public buildings and grounds in the 

District of Columbia, National Park Service, $47.80. 
For Army pensions, $155.55. 
For Army and Navy pensions, $59.20. 
For increase of compensation, Veterans' Bureau, $10.67. 
For military and naval compensation, Veterans' Bureau, $20.10. 
For medical and hospital services, Veterans' Bureau, $431.08. 
For salaries and expenses, Veterans' Administration, $1,636.45. 
Department of Agriculture: For salaries and expenses, Exten-

sion Service, $76.04. 
For salaries and expenses, Weather Bureau, $2.31. 
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Animal Industry, $11.01. 
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Plant Industry, $3,693.85. 
For salaries and expenses, Forest Service, $81.82. 
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quar-

antine, 50 cents. 
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, 

$4.84. 
For salaries and expenses, Food and Drug Administration, $2.72. 
For salaries and expenses, Soil Conservation Service, $9.87. 
For grasshopper control, $71.54. 
For enforcement of the United States Cotton Futures Act and 

United States Cotton Standards Act, $12.21. 
For payment to officers and employees of the United States in 

foreign countries due to appreciation of foreign currencies (Agri-
culture), $31.61. 
For emergency conservation fund (transfer from War to Agri-

culture, Act March 31, 1933), $1,763.62. 
For emergency conservation fund (transfer from War to Agricul-

ture, Act June 19, 1934), $85.10. 
For exportation and domestic consumption of agricultural com-

modities, Department of Agriculture, $2,891.70. 
For loans and relief in stricken agricultural areas (transfer to 

Agriculture), $42.41. 
For National Industrial Recovery, Agricultural Adjustment 

Ad ministration, $79.28. 
For elimination of diseased cattle, Department of Agriculture, $50. 
For general expenses, Agricultural Adjustment Administration, 

$3,647.95. 
For working fund, Agriculture, Animal Industry (Agricultural 

Adjustment Administration). $267.67. 
For agricultural credits and rehabilitation, Emergency Relief, 

$139.55. 
For farmers' crop production and harvesting loans, Farm Credit 

Administration, $297.91. 
For loans to farmers in drought and storm-stricken areas, Emer-

gency Relief, $99.89. 
For loans and relief in stricken agricultural areas (transfer to 

Farm Credit Administration), $335.13. 
Department of Commerce: For air-navigation facilities, $392.61. 
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Navigation and Steamboat 

Inspection, $3.15. 
For transportation of families and effects of officers and employees, 

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, $411.66. 
For payment to officers and employees of the United States in for-

eign countries due to appreciation of foreign currencies (Commerce), 
$1.91. 

Department of Agri-
culture. 

48 Stat. 22. 

48 Stat. 105.5. 

Department of Com-
merce. 
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Department of the
Interior.

48 Stat. 1055.

48 Stat. 22.

Department of Jus-
tice.

Department of La-
bor.

Navy Department.

Department of the Interior: For surveying the public lands, $1.30.
For Geological Survey, $16.60.
For working fund, Interior, National Park Service (emergency

relief, surplus relief, National Industrial Recovery), $10.
For operating rescue cars and stations and investigation of

accidents, Bureau of Mines, 34 cents.
For National Park Service $428.79.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Biological Survey, $17.02
For migratory bird conservation refuges, $1.13.
For emergency conservation fund (transfer from War to Interior,

Indians, Act June 19, 1934), $148.64.
For emergency conservation fund (transfer from War to Interior,

Indians, Act March 31, 1933), $5.04.
For purchase and transportation of Indian supplies, $10.52.
For Indian boarding schools, $396.02.
For support of Indians and administration of Indian property,

$62.14.
For Indian school support, $789.08.
For conservation of health among Indians, $1,689.99.
For Indian service supply fund, $73.91.
For fulfilling treaties with Sioux of different tribes, including

Santee Sioux of Nebraska, North Dakota, and South Dakota, $4.37.
For agriculture and stock raising among Indians, $32.10.
For education, Sioux Nation, $1.07.
For pay of Indian police, $10.27.
For administration of Indian forests, $17.34.
For water supply for Indians in Arizona and New Mexico, $27.82.
For irrigation, Indian reservations, $2.
Department of Justice: For salaries, fees, and expenses of

marshals, United States courts, $578.33.
For fees of jurors and witnesses, United States courts, $51.40.
For support of United States prisoners, $93.75.
For miscellaneous expenses, United States courts, $370.44.
For fees of commissioners, United States courts, $11.50.
For salaries and expenses of clerks, United States courts, $8.10.
For fees and expenses of conciliation commissioners, United States

courts, $325.
For supplies for United States courts, $7.50.
For United States southwestern reformatory, maintenance, $226.95.
For prison camps, maintenance, $25.93.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Prisons, 75 cents.
For salaries and expenses of district attorneys, United States

courts, 50 cents.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Prisons, $73.66.
Department of Labor: For salaries and expenses, Commissioners

of Conciliation, 75 cents.
For salaries and expenses, Immigration and Naturalization Serv-

ice, $366.86.
Navy Department: For payment to officers and employees of the

United States in foreign countries due to appreciation of foreign
currencies (Navy), $919.62.

For transportation, Bureau of Navigation, $7.45.
For gunnery and engineering exercises, Bureau of Navigation, $5.
For organizing the Naval Reserve, $429.84.
For engineering, Bureau of Engineering, $108.
For construction and repair, Bureau of Construction and Repair,

$204.
For ordnance and ordnance stores, Bureau of Ordnance, $37.01.
For fuel and transportation, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts,

$60.30.
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Department of the 
Interior. 

48 Stat. 1055. 

48 Stat. 22. 

Department of Jus-
tice. 

Department of La-
bor. 

Navy Department. 

Department of the Interior: For surveying the public lands, $1.30. 
For Geological Survey, $16.60. 
For working fund, Interior, National Park Service (emergency 

relief, surplus relief, National Industrial Recovery), $10. 
For operating rescue cars and stations and investigation of 

accidents, Bureau of Mines, 34 cents. 
For National Park Service, $428.79. 
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Biological Survey, $17.02 
For migratory bird conservation refuges, $1.13. 
For emergency conservation fund (transfer from War to Interior, 

Indians, Act June 19, 1934), $148.64. 
For emergency conservation fund (transfer from War to Interior, 

Indians, Act March 31, 1933), $5.04. 
For purchase and transportation of Indian supplies, $10.52. 
For Indian boarding schools, $396.02. 
For support of Indians and administration of Indian property, 

$62.14. 
For Indian school support, $789.08. 
For conservation of health among Indians, $1,689.99. 
For Indian service supply- fund, $73.91. 
For fulfilling treaties with Sioux of different tribes, including 

Santee Sioux of Nebraska, North Dakota, and South Dakota, $4.37. 
For agriculture and stock raising among Indians, $32.10. 
For education, Sioux Nation, $1.07. 
For pay of Indian police, $10.27. 
For administration of Indian forests, $17.34. 
For water supply for Indians in Arizona and New Mexico, $27.82. 
For irrigation, Indian reservations, $2. 
Department of Justice: For salaries, fees, and expenses of 

marshals, United States courts, $578.33. 
For fees of jurors and witnesses, United States courts, $51.40. 
For support of United States prisoners, $93.75. 
For miscellaneous expenses, United States courts, $370.44. 
For fees of commissioners, United States courts, $11.50. 
For salaries and expenses of clerks, United States courts, $8.10. 
For fees and expenses of conciliation commissioners, United States 

courts, $325. 
For supplies for United States courts, $7.50. 
For United States southwestern reformatory, maintenance, $226.95. 
For prison camps, maintenance, $25.93. 
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Prisons, 75 cents. 
For salaries and expenses of district attorneys, United States 

courts, 50 cents. 
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Prisons, $73.66. 
Department of Labor: For salaries and expenses, Commissioners 

of Conciliation, 75 cents. 
For salaries and expenses, Immigration and Naturalization Serv-

ice, $366.86. 
Navy Department: For payment to officers and employees of the 

United States in foreign countries due to appreciation of foreign 
currencies (Navy), $919.62. 
For transportation, Bureau of Navigation, $7.45. 
For gunnery and engineering exercises, Bureau of Navigation, $5. 
For organizing the Naval Reserve, $429.84. 
For engineering, Bureau of Engineering, $108. 
For construction and repair, Bureau of Construction and Repair, 

$204. 
For ordnance and ordnance stores, Bureau of Ordnance, $37.01. 
For fuel and transportation, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, 

$60.30. 
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For maintenance, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, $242.82.
For pay, subsistence, and transportation, Navy, $7,014.76.
For pay of the Navy, $1,537.87.
For general expenses, Marine Corps, $137.45.
For pay, Marine Corps, $3,890.83.
For aviation, Navy, $21,605.61.
For increase of the Navy, emergency construction, $8,778.
Department of State: For payment to officers and employees of

the United States in foreign countries due to appreciation of foreign
currencies (State), $54.23.

For transportation of foreign service officers, $181.37.
Treasury Department: For payment to officers and employees of

the United States in foreign countries due to appreciation of foreign
currencies (Treasury), $9.64.

For collecting the revenue from customs, $118.78.
For collecting the internal revenue, $462.81.
For enforcement of Narcotic and National Prohibition Acts, inter-

nal revenue, $92.50.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Narcotics, $11.35.
For Coast Guard, $3.16.
For contingent expenses, Coast Guard, $2.43.
For outfits, Coast Guard, $5.03.
For communication lines, Coast Guard, $5.86.
For retired pay, former Life Saving Service, $2,602.44.
For pay and allowances, Coast Guard, $802.35.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Engraving and Printing,

$12.42.
For general expenses, Lighthouse Service, $177.69.
For salaries, lighthouse vessels, $7.58.
War Department: For pay, and so forth, of the Army, $5,209.58.
For pay of the Army, $448.08.
For extra pay to volunteers, War with Spain, $426.64.
For Reserve Officers' Training Corps, $14.59.
For National Guard, $124.08.
For Organized Reserves, $112.34.
For Army transportation, $243.21.
For increase of compensation, Military Establishment, $852.60.
For Air Corps, Army, $1.52.
For pay, and so forth, of the Army, War with Spain, $38.01.
For travel of the Army, $243.04.
For travel, military and civil personnel, War Department, $330.63.
For replacing ordnance and ordnance stores, $17.45.
For supplies, services, and transportation, Quartermaster Corps,

$216.14.
For clothing and equipage, $17.13.
For general appropriations, Quartermaster Corps, $15,617.52.
For arming, equipping, and training the National Guard, $763.79.
For Engineer service, Army, $4,863.75.
For medical and hospital department, Army, $75.50.
For medical and hospital department, $14.92.
For barracks and quarters, $16.64.
For ordnance service and supplies, Army, $204.60.
For subsistence of the Army, $43.91.
For Signal Service of the Army, $3,763.75.
For pay of National Guard for armory drills, $3.
For claims of officers and men of the Army for destruction of

private property (Act March 3, 1885), $65.47.
For payment to officers and employees of the United States in

foreign countries due to appreciation of foreign currencies (War),
$60.36.

Department of
State.

Treasury Depart-
ment.

War Department.

23 Stat. 350.
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For maintenance, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, $242.82. 
For pay, subsistence, and transportation, Navy, $7,014.76. 
For pay of the Navy, $1,537.87. 
For general expenses, Marine Corps, $137.45. 
For pay, Marine Corps, $3,890.83. 
For aviation, Navy, $21,605.61. 
For increase of the Navy, emergency construction, $8,778. 
Department of State: For payment to officers and employees of stDateapart me n t of 

the United States in foreign countries due to appreciation of foreign 
currencies (State), $54.23. 
For transportation of foreign service officers, $181.37. 
Treasury Department: For payment to officers and employees of meTnrteasury Depart-

the United States in foreign countries due to appreciation of foreign 
currencies (Treasury), $9.64. 
For collecting the revenue from customs, $118.78. 
For collecting the internal revenue, $462.81. 
For enforcement of Narcotic and National Prohibition Acts, inter-

nal revenue, $92.50. 
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Narcotics, $11.35. 
For Coast Guard, $3.16. 
For contingent expenses, Coast Guard, $2.43. 
For outfits, Coast Guard, $5.03. 
For communication lines, Coast Guard, $5.86. 
For retired pay, former Life Saving Service, $2,602.44. 
For pay and allowances, Coast Guard, $802.35. 
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Engraving and Printing, 

$12.42. 
For general expenses, Lighthouse Service, $177.69. 
For salaries, lighthouse vessels, $7.58. 
War Department: For pay, and so forth, of the Army, $5,209.58. War Department. 

For pay of the Army, $448.08. 
For extra pay to volunteers, War with Spain, $426.64. 
For Reserve Officers' Training Corps, $14.59. 
For National Guard, $124.08. 
For Organized Reserves, $112.34. 
For Army transportation, $243.21. 
For increase of compensation, Military Establishment, $852.60. 
For Air Corps, Army, $1.52. 
For pay, and so forth, of the Army, War with Spain, $38.01. 
For travel of the Army, $243.04. 
For travel, military and civil personnel, War Department, $330.63. 
For replacing ordnance and ordnance stores, $17.45. 
For supplies, services, and transportation, Quartermaster Corps, 

$216.14. 
For clothing and equipage, $17.13. 
For general appropriations, Quartermaster Corps, $15,617.52. 
For arming, equipping, and training the National Guard, $763.79. 
For Engineer service, Army, $4,863.75. 
For medical and hospital department, Army, $75.50. 
For medical and hospital department, $14.92. 
For barracks and quarters, $16.64. 
For ordnance service and supplies, Army, $204.60. 
For subsistence of the Army, $43.91. 
For Signal Service of the Army, $3,763.75. 
For pay of National Guard for armory drills, $3. 
For claims of officers and men of the Army for destruction of 

private property (Act March 3, 1885 ), $65.47. 23 Stat. 350. 
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foreign countries due to appreciation of foreign currencies (War), 
$60.36. 
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For cemeterial expenses, War Department, $129.29.
For emergency conservation fund (transfer to War, Act March 31,

48 Stat. 2. 1933), $374.60.
For emergency conservation fund (transfer to War, Act June 19,

48 Stat. 1055. 1934) $3,028.51.
For loans and relief in stricken agricultural areas (transfer from

48 Stat. 1055. emergency conservation work to War, Act June 19, 1934), $10,190.40.
Post Office Depart- Post Office Department-Postal Service (out of the postal

revenues): For clerks, first- and second-class post offices, $56.83.
For clerks, third-class post offices, $6.90.
For compensation to postmasters, $20.20.
For freight, express, or motor transportation of equipment, and

so forth, $30.88.
For furniture, carpets, and safes for public buildings, Post Office

Department, $12.81.
For indemnities, domestic mail, $142.43.
For miscellaneous items, first- and second-class post offices, $7.84.
For operating force for public buildings, Post Office Department,

$1123.
For railroad transportation and mail-messenger service, $369.60.
For railway postal clerks, travel allowance, $4.
For rent, light, and fuel, $50.
For Rural Delivery Service, $593.95.
For village-delivery service, $17.10.

Tot; additional Total, audited claims, section 204 (a), $123,944.96, together with
exchange. such additional sum due to increases in rates of exchange as may be

necessary to pay claims in the foreign currency as specified in cer-
tain of the settlements of the General Accounting Office.

Additional audited (b) For the payment of the following claims, certified to be due
by the General Accounting Office under appropriations the balances
of which have been carried to the surplus fund under the provisions

18 Sta.s 113. of section 5 of the Act of June 20, 1874 (31 U. S. C. 713), and under
appropriations heretofore treated as permanent, being for the service
of the fiscal year 1936 and prior years, unless otherwise stated, and
which have been certified to Congress under section 2 of the Act of

2Stat. 54 . July 7 1884 (5 U. S. C. 266), as fully set forth in Senate Docu-
ment Numbered 114, Seventy-sixth Congress, there is appropriated
as follows:

Legislative. Legislative: For contingent expenses, Library of Congress, $150.
Independent or- Independent Offices: For Federal Civil Works Administration,

lCs. $80.76.
For salaries and expenses, Federal Communications Commission,

$47.70.
For maintenance of air-navigation facilities, Civil Aeronautics

Authority, $12.31.
For maintenance, National Institute of Health, $20.60.
For salaries and expenses, public buildings, outside the District of

Columbia, National Park Service, $2.
For Army and Navy pensions, $40.
For medical and hospital services, Veterans' Bureau, $1.
For salaries and expenses, Veterans' Administration, $75.70.

eartmentofAg Department of Agriculture: For salaries and expenses, Forest
Service, $45.60.

For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, 84
cents.

For salaries and expenses, Soil Conservation Service, $2.25.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Entomology and Plant

Quarantine, 95 cents.
For plant reserve stations, Soil Conservation Service, $33.65.
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48 Stat. 22. 

48 Stat. 1055. 

48 Stat. 1055. 

Post Office Depart-
ment. 

Total; additional 
sum, increases in rates 
of exchange. 

Additional audited 
claims. 

18 Stat. 110. 
31 U. S. C. § 713. 

23 Stat. 254. 
5 U. S. C. § 256. 

Legislative. 

Independent Of-
fices. 

Department of Agri-
culture. 

For cemeterial expenses, War Department, $129.29. 
For emergency conservation fund (transfer to War, Act March 31, 

1933), $374.60. 
For emergency conservation fund (transfer to War, Act June 19, 

1934), $3,028.51. 
For loans and relief in stricken agricultural areas (transfer from 

emergency conservation work to War, Act June 19, 1934), $10,190.40. 
Post Office Department—Postal Service (out of the postal 

revenues): For clerks, first- and second-class post offices, $56.83. 
For clerks, third-class post offices, $6.90. 
For compensation to postmasters, $20.20. 
For freight, express, or motor transportation of equipment, and 

so forth, $30.88. 
For furniture, carpets, and safes for public buildings, Post Office 

Department, $12.81. 
For indemnities, domestic mail, $142.43. 
For miscellaneous items, first- and second-class post offices, $7.84. 
For operating force for public buildings, Post Office Department, 

$1123. 
For railroad transportation and mail-messenger service, $369.60. 
For railway postal clerks, travel allowance, $4. 
For rent, light, and fuel, $50. 
For Rural Delivery Service, $593.95. 
For village-delivery service, $17.10. 
Total, audited claims, section 204 (a), $123,944.96, together with 

such additional sum due to increases in rates of exchange as may be 
necessary to pay claims in the foreign currency as specified in cer-
tain of the settlements of the General Accounting Office. 

(b) For the payment of the following claims, certified to be due 
by the General Accounting Office under appropriations the balances 
of which have been carried to the surplus fund under the provisions 
of section 5 of the Act of June 20, 1874 (31 U. S. C. 713), and under 
appropriations heretofore treated as permanent, being for the service 
of the fiscal year 1936 and prior years, unless otherwise stated, and 
which have been certified to Congress under section 2 of the Act of 
July Tt 1884 (5 U. S. C. 266) ? as fully set forth in Senate Docu-
ment Numbered 114, Seventy-sixth Congress, there is appropriated 
as follows: 
Legislative: For contingent expenses, Library of Congress, $150. 
Independent Offices: For Federal Civil Works Administration, 

$80.76. 
For salaries and expenses, Federal Communications Commission, 

$47.70. 
For maintenance of air-navigation facilities, Civil Aeronautics 

Authority, $12.31. 
For maintenance, National Institute of Health, $20.60. 
For salaries and expenses, public buildings, outside the District of 

Columbia, National Park Service, $2. 
For Army and Navy pensions, $40. 
For medical and hospital services, Veterans' Bureau, $1. 
For salaries and expenses, Veterans' Administration, $75.70. 
Department of Agriculture: For salaries and expenses, Forest 

Service, $45.60. 
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, 84 

cents. 
For salaries and expenses, Soil Conservation Service, $2.25. 
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Entomology and Plant 

Quarantine, 95 cents. 
For plant reserve stations, Soil Conservation Service, $33.65. 
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For grasshopper control, $7.50.
For working fund, Agriculture, Animal Industry (Agricultural

Adjustment Administration), $116.13.
For loans and relief in stricken agricultural areas (transfer to

Agriculture), $1,506.90.
For loans to farmers in drought- and storm-stricken areas, emer-

gency relief, $13.42.
For conservation and use of agricultural land resources, Depart-

ment of Agriculture, $56.09.
For elimination of diseased cattle, Department of Agriculture,

$315.
For exportation and domestic consumption of agricultural com-

modities, Department of Agriculture, $255.38.
For National Industrial Recovery, Resettlement Administration,

submarginal lands (transfer to Agriculture), $2,403.40.
Department of Commerce: For air-navigation facilities, $92.25.
For National Industrial Recovery, Commerce, Aeronautics, $88.80.
District of Columbia: For Freedmen's Hospital, District of

Columbia, $234.
Emergency relief: For emergency relief, Agriculture, Soil Conser-

vation Service, flood control, and other conservation, $33.36.
For emergency relief, Resettlement Administration, sanitation,

prevention of soil erosion, and so forth, $3,698.70.
For emergency relief, Navy, yards and docks $5.56.
For emergency relief, Works Progress Administration (non-

Federal projects approved prior to June 22, 1936), $78.58.
For emergency relief, Works Progress Administration, assistance

for educational, professional, and clerical persons, $122.10.
For emergency relief, Emergency Conservation Work, War,

Civilian Conservation Corps, $630.90.
For emergency relief, Emergency Conservation Work, Interior,

Indians, miscellaneous projects Indian reservations, $75.
For emergency relief, War, rivers and harbors, flood control, and

so forth, $3.55.
For emergency relief, Works Progress Administration, grants to

States, and so forth, $110.82.
For emergency relief, Works Progress Administration, highways,

roads, and streets, $141.03.
For emergency relief, Works Progress Administration, public

buildings, $24.30.
For emergency relief, Works Progress Administration, public

utilities, and so forth, $164.40.
Department of the Interior: For salaries and expenses, Bureau

of Biological Survey, $9.48.
For salaries, General Land Office, $70.
For National Industrial Recovery, Interior, National Park Service.

recreational demonstration projects, $54,320.24.
For irrigation, Indian reservations, $117.09.
For Indian school support, $2,001.85.
For Indian school buildings, 38 cents.
For support of Indians and administration of Indian property,

$7.98.
For conservation of health among Indians, $91.41.
For Indian agency buildings, $19.58.
Department of Justice: For salaries, fees, and expenses of

marshals, United States courts, $159.62.
For fees of jurors and witnesses, United States courts, $15.78.
For support of United States prisoners, $239.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Prisons, $3.
For miscellaneous expenses, United States courts, $21.36.
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For grasshopper control, $7.50. 
For working fund, Agriculture, Animal Industry (Agricultural 

Adjustment Administration), $116.13. 
For loans and relief in stricken agricultural areas (transfer to 

Agriculture), $1,506.90. 
For loans to farmers in drought- and storm-stricken areas, emer-

gency relief, $13.42. 
For conservation and use of agricultural land resources, Depart-

ment of Agriculture, $56.09. 
For elimination of diseased cattle, Department of Agriculture, 

$315. 
For exportation and domestic consumption of agricultural com-

modities Department of Agriculture, $255.38. 
For National Industrial Recovery, Resettlement Administration, 

submarginal lands (transfer to Agriculture), $2,403.40. 
Department of Commerce: For air-navigation facilities, $92.25. 
For National Industrial Recovery, Commerce Aeronautics, $88.80. 
District of Columbia: For Freedmen's Hospital, District of 

Columbia, $234. 
Emergency relief: For emergency relief, Agriculture Soil Conser-

vation Service, flood control, and other conservation, $33.36. 
For emergency relief, Resettlement Administration, sanitation, 

prevention of soil erosion and so forth, $3,698.70. 
For emergency relief, Navy, yards and docks, $5.56. 
For emergency relief, Works Progress Administration (non-

Federal projects approved prior to June 22, 1936), $78.58. 
For emergency relief, Works Progress Administration, assistance 

for educational, professional, and clerical persons, $122.10. 
For emergency relief, Emergency Conservation Work, War, 

Civilian Conservation Corps, $630.90. 
For emergency relief, Emergency Conservation Work, Interior, 

Indians, miscellaneous projects Indian reservations, $75. 
For emergency relief, War, rivers and harbors, flood control, and 

so forth, $3.55. 
For emergency relief, Works Progress Administration, grants to 

States, and so forth, $110.82. 
For emergency relief, 'Works Progress Administration, highways, 

roads, and streets, $141.03. 
For emergency relief, Works Progress Administration, public 

buildings, $24.30. 
For emergency relief, Works Progress Administration, public 

utilities, and so forth, $164.40. 
Department of the Interior: For salaries and expenses, Bureau 

of Biological Survey, $9.48. 
For salaries General Land Office, $70. 
For National Industrial Recovery, Interior, National Park Service, 

recreational demonstration projects, $54,320.24. 
For irrigation, Indian reservations, $117.09. 
For Indian school support, $2,001.85. 
For Indian school buildings, 38 cents. 
For support of Indians and administration of Indian property, 

$7.98. 
For conservation of health among Indians, $91.41. 
For Indian agency buildings, $19.58. 
Department of Justice: For salaries, fees, and expenses of 

marshals, United States courts, $159.62. 
For fees of jurors and witnesses, United States courts, $15.78. 
For support of United States prisoners .$239. 
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Prisons, $3. 
For miscellaneous expenses, United States courts, $21.36. 
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Department of La-
bor.

Navy Department.

Treasury Depart-
ment.

War Department.

48 Stat. 22.

48 Stat. 10.55.

49 Stat. 1608.

50 Stat. 10.

48 Stat. 1055.

Post Office Depart-
ment.

Department of Labor: For salaries and expenses, Immigration
and Naturalization Service, $38.35.

Navy Department: For pay, subsistence, and transportation,
Navy, $19,430.44.

For pay of the Navy, $216.83.
For maintenance, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, $146.96.
For pay, Marine Corps, $17.63.
For general expenses, Marine Corps, $16.65.
For aviation, Navy, $62,159.71.
For increase of the Navy, emergency construction, $119,223.65.
For organizing the Naval Reserve, $3.92.
For miscellaneous expenses, Navy, $1.84.
For ordnance and. ordnance stores, Bureau of Ordnance, $126,515.04.
For payment to officers and employees of the United States in

foreign countries due to appreciation of foreign currencies (Navy),
$60.45.

Treasury Department: For collecting the internal revenue, $3.51.
For fuel and water, Coast Guard, $6.
For compensation of employees, Bureau of Engraving and Print-

ing, $2.72.
For increase of compensation, Treasury Department, 81 cents.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Engraving and Printing,

$4.83.
For collecting the revenue from customs, $3.30.
War Department: For general appropriations, Quartermaster

Corps, $4,685.49.
For pay, and so forth, of the Army, $972.61.
For pay of the Army, $784.80.
For arming, equipping, and training the National Guard, $6.60.
For Army transportation, $121.23.
For National Guard, $112.68.
For increase of compensation, Military Establishment, $56.11.
For barracks and quarters, $21.86.
For Reserve Officers' Training Corps, $18.77.
For Organized Reserves, $4.95.
For ordnance service and supplies, Army, $8.15.
For travel of the Army, $5.52.
For clothing and equipage, $3.45.
For clothing and equipage, Army, $57.42.
For emergency conservation fund (transfer to War, Act March 31,

1933), $198.16.
For emergency conservation fund (transfer to War, Act June 19,

1934), $281.18.
For emergency conservation work (transfer to War, Act June 22,

1936), $2,256.02.
For emergency conservation work (transfer to War, Act Febru-

ary 9, 1937), $4,451.47.
For loans and relief in stricken agricultural areas (transfer from

emergency conservation work to War, Act June 19, 1934), $1.68.
Post Office Department-Postal Service (out of the postal

revenues): For city-delivery carriers, $24.68.
For indemnities, domestic mail, $30.63.
For rent, light, and fuel, $450.
For Rural Delivery Service, $25.04.
For Star Route Service, $1.85.
For transportation of equipment and supplies, $80.69.
For vehicle service, $11.96.
For village-delivery service, $4.90.
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Department of Labor: For salaries and expenses, Immigration 
and Naturalization Service, $38.35. 
Navy Department: For pay, subsistence, and transportation, 

Navy, $19,430.44. 
For pay of the Navy, $216.83. 
For maintenance, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, $146.96. 
For pay, Marine Corps $17.63. 
For general expenses, Marine Corps, $16.65. 
For aviation, Navy, $62,159.71. 
For increase of the Navy, emergency construction, $119,223.65. 
For organizing the Naval Reserve, $3.92. 
For miscellaneous expenses, Navy, $1.84. 
For ordnance and ordnance stores, Bureau of Ordnance, $126,515.04. 
For payment to officers and employees of the United States in 

foreign countries due to appreciation of foreign currencies (Navy), 
$60.45. 
Treasury Department: For collecting the internal revenue, $3.51. 
For fuel and water, Coast Guard, $6. 
For compensation of employees, Bureau of Engraving and Print-

ing, $2.72. 
For increase of compensation, Treasury Department, 81 cents. 
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Engraving and Printing, 

$4.83. 
For collecting the revenue from customs, $3.30. 
War Department: For general appropriations, Quartermaster 

Corps, $4,685.49. 
For pay, and so forth, of the Army, $972.61. 
For pay of the Army, $784.80. 
For arming, equipping, and training the National Guard, $6.60. 
For Army transportation, $121.23. 
For National Guard, $112.68. 
For increase of compensation, Military Establishment, $56.11. 
For barracks and quarters, $21.86. 
For Reserve Officers' Training Corps, $18.77. 
For Organized Reserves, $4.95. 
For ordnance service and supplies, Army, $8.15. 
For travel of the Army, $5.52. 
For clothing and equipage, $3.45. 
For clothing and equipage, Army, $57.42. 
For emergency conservation fund (transfer to War, Act March 31, 

1933), $198.16. 
For emergency conservation fund (transfer to War, Act June 19, 

1934), $281.18. 
For emergency conservation work (transfer to War, Act June 22, 

1936), $2,256.02. 
For emergency conservation work (transfer to War, Act Febru-

ary 9, 1937), $4,451.47. 
For loans and relief in stricken agricultural areas (transfer from 

emergency conservation work to War, Act June 19, 1934), $1.68. 
Post Office Department—Postal Service (out of the postal 

revenues): For city-delivery carriers, $24.68. 
For indemnities, domestic mail, $30.63. 
For rent, light, and fuel, $450. 
For Rural Delivery Service, $25.04. 
For Star Route Service, $1.85. 
For transportation of equipment and supplies, $80.69. 
For vehicle service, $11.96. 
For village-delivery service, $4.90. 
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Total, audited claims, section 204 (b), $410,297.84, together with
such additional sum due to increases in rates of exchange as may be
necessary to pay claims in the foreign currency as specified in certain
of the settlements of the General Accounting Office.

SEC. 205. Judgments against collectors of customs: For the pay-
ment of a claim allowed by the General Accounting Office covering
a judgment rendered by the United States District Court for the
Southern District of New York against the collector of customs,
where a certificate of probable cause has been issued, as provided
under section 989, Revised Statutes (28 U. S. C. 842), and certified to
the Seventy-sixth Congress in House Document Numbered 415, under
the Treasury Department, $1,358.20.

SEC. 206. The provisions of section 3 of the Department of Labor
Appropriation Act, 1940, are hereby made applicable as of July 1,
1939, to the appropriations contained in the Act entitled "An Act
making appropriations for the Departments of State and Justice
and for the Judiciary, and for the Department of Commerce, for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, and for other purposes",
approved June 29, 1939.

SEC. 207. This Act may be cited as the "Third Deficiency Appro-
priation Act, fiscal year 1939".

Approved, August 9, 1939.

[CHAPTER 634]
AN ACT

To provide for the erection of a public historical museum in the Custer Battlefield
National Cemetery, Montana.
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Total; additional
sum, increases in rates
of exchange.

Judgments against
collectors of customs.

R. S. § 9S9.
28 U.S. C. § 842.

Citizenship require-
ments.

Ante, p. 926.

Ante, p. 885.

Short title.

August 10, 1939
[S. 28]

[Public, No. 362]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary Custer Battlefield

of War is authorized and directed (1) to select a site within the Custer Cemete

Battlefield National Cemetery, Montana; (2) to erect and maintain puElict muse.um wit

thereon, as a memorial to Lieutenant Colonel George A. Custer and in authorized.

the officers and soldiers under his command at the Battle of Little Big
Horn River, June 25, 1876, a public museum suitable for housing a
collection of historical relics; (3) to accept on behalf of the United i Aeptance for e-

hiblt of historical rel-

States for exhibit in such museum the collection of relics now a part eis.

of the estate of Mrs. George A. Custer, deceased, the wife of such
Lieutenant Colonel George A. Custer; and (4), in his discretion, to
accept such other historical relics as he may deem appropriate for
exhibit therein.

SEC. 2. The Secretary of War is authorized and directed, notwith- dtdministar'ytiduties of Secretary of

standing any provision of law to the contrary, to do all things neces- War.

sary to carry out the provisions of this Act, by contract or otherwise,
with or without advertising, under such conditions as he may
prescribe, including the engagement by contract of services of such n a er ftech

architects, sculptors, artists, or firms, and such other technical and
professional personnel as he may deem necessary, without regard to
civil-service requirements and restrictions of law governing the
employment and compensation of employees of the United States.

SEC. 3. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated the sum of Appropriation au-

$25,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary, to carry out the

provisions of this Act.
Approved, August 10, 1939.
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Total, audited claims, section 204 (b), $410,297.84, together with 
such additional sum due to increases in rates of exchange as may be 
necessary to pay claims in the foreign currency as specified in certain 
of the settlements of the General Accounting Office. 
SEC. 205. Judgments against collectors of customs: For the pay-

ment of a claim allowed by the General Accounting Office covering 
a judgment rendered by the United States District Court for the 
Southern District of New York against the collector of customs, 
where a certificate of probable cause has been issued, as provided 
under section 989, Revised Statutes (28 U. S. C. 842), and certified to 
the Seventy-sixth Congress in House Document Numbered 415, under 
the Treasury Department, $1,358.20. 
SEC. 206. The provisions of section 3 of the Department of Labor 

Appropriation Act, 1940, are hereby made applicable as of July 1, 
1939, to the appropriations contained in the Act entitled "An Act 
making appropriations for the Departments of State and Justice 
and for the Judiciary, and for the Department of Commerce, for 
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, and for other purposes", 
approved June 29, 1939. 
SEC. 207. This Act may be cited as the "Third Deficiency Appro-

priation Act, fiscal year 1939", 
Approved, August 9, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 634] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the erection of a public historical museum in the Custer Battlefield 
National Cemetery, Montana. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of War is authorized and directed (1) to select a site within the Custer 
Battlefield National Cemetery, Montana; (2) to erect and maintain 
thereon, as a memorial to Lieutenant Colonel George A. Custer and 
the officers and soldiers under his command at the Battle of Little Big 
Horn River, June 25, 1876, a public museum suitable for housing a 
collection of historical relics; (3) to accept on behalf of the United 
States for exhibit in such museum the collection of relics now a part 
of the estate of Mrs. George A. Custer, deceased, the wife of such 
Lieutenant Colonel George A. Custer; and (4), in his discretion, to 
accept such other historical relics as he may deem appropriate for 
exhibit therein. 

SEC. 2. The Secretary of War is authorized and directed, notwith-
standing any provision of law to the contrary, to do all things neces-
sary to carry out the provisions of this Act, by contract or otherwise, 
with or without advertising, under such conditions as he may 
prescribe, including the engagement by contract of services of such 
architects, sculptors, artists, or firms, and such other technical and 
professional personnel as he may deem .necessary, without regard to 
civil-service requirements and restrictions of law governing the 
employment and compensation of employees of the United States. 
SEC. 3. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated the sum of 

$25,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary, to carry out the 
provisions of this Act. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 635]
August 10, 1939

[S. 882] To authorize the Postmaster General to contract for certain powerboat service in[Public, No. 363] Alaska, and for other purposes.

[53 STAT.

Postal service,
Alaska.

Contracts for cer-
tain powerboat serv-
ice, authorized.

Annual cost; limita-
tion.

August 10, 1939
[S. 1540]

[Public, No. 364]

National Advisory
Health Council.

Adjustment of com-
pensation of certain
members.

32 Stat. 713; 46 Stat.
152.

42 U. S.C. § 21.
Limitation.

Utilization of mem-
bers' services addi-
tional to conference
periods.

Compensation and
allowances.

Regular travel, etc.,
expenses not affected.

August 10, 1939
[S. 2242]

[Public, No. 365]

Mississippi River.
Bridge authorized

across, at Memphis,
Tenn.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Post-
master General may, in his discretion, contract for a period of not
exceeding four years, without advertisement therefor, for the car-
riage of all classes of mail, by steamboat or other powerboat of
United States registry, on the route from Seward, by points on Kenai
Peninsula, Kodiak Island, Alaska Peninsula, the Aleutian Islands to
Umnak Island, and points on Bristol Bay, Alaska, and vicinity, and
back, by a schedule and under the conditions prescribed by the
Postmaster General; the contractor to furnish and use in the service
a safe and seaworthy boat of sufficient size to provide adequate
space for mail, passengers, and freight, the annual cost not to exceed
$125,000, payment therefor to be made from the appropriation for
powerboat service.

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 636]
AN ACT

To adjust the compensation of the members of the National Advisory Health
Council not in the regular employment of the Government.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That hereafter the
members of the National Advisory Health Council not in the regular
employment of the Government, appointed in accordance with section
5 of the Act approved July 1, 1902 (32 Stat. 713), and section 13 of
the Act approved April 9, 1930 (46 Stat. 152; U. S. C., title 42, sec.
21), shall, while serving in conference, each receive compensation
at a rate to be fixed by the Federal Security Administrator but not
to exceed $25 per diem. The Surgeon General of the Public Health
Service is hereby authorized to utilize the services of any such mem-
ber or members t in connection with conference matters, for such
periods in addition to the conference period as he may determine;
and any such member or members shalf receive for each day of such
service compensation at a rate to be fixed by the Federal Security
Administrator but not to exceed $25 per diem, together with allow-
ances for actual and necessary traveling expenses and hotel expenses
while so employed. Nothing contained in this Act shall be construed
as affecting the allowances for travel and other expenses to which
members of the National Advisory Health Council may be entitled
by law.

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 637]
AN ACT

Creating the Memphis and Arkansas Bridge Commission; defining the authority,
power, and duties of said Commission; and authorizing said Commission andits successors and assigns to construct, maintain, and operate a bridge across
the Mississippi River at or near Memphis, Tennessee; and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to
facilitate interstate commerce, improve the postal service, and provide
for military and other purposes, the Memphis and Arkansas Bridge
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[CHAPTER 635] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Postmaster General to contract for certain powerboat service in 
Alaska, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Post-
master General may, in his discretion, contract for a period of not 
exceeding four years, without advertisement therefor, for the car-
riage of all classes of mail, by steamboat or other powerboat of 
United States registry, on the route from Seward, by points on Kenai 
Peninsula, Kodiak Island, Alaska Peninsula, the Aleutian Islands to 
Umnak Island, and points on Bristol Bay, Alaska, and vicinity, and 
back, by a schedule and under the conditions prescribed by the 
Postmaster General; the contractor to furnish and use in the service 
a safe and seaworthy boat of sufficient size to provide adequate 
space for mail, passengers, and freight, the annual cost not to exceed 
$125,000, payment therefor to be made from the appropriation for 
powerboat service. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 636] 
AN ACT 

To adjust the compensation of the members of the National Advisory Health 
Council not in the regular employment of the Government. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That hereafter the 
members of the National Advisory Health Council not in the regular 
employment of the Government, appointed in accordance with section 
5 of the Act approved July 1, 1902 (32 Stat. 713), and section 13 of 
the Act approved April 9, 1930 (46 Stat. 152; U. S. C., title 42, sec. 
21), shall, while serving in conference, each receive compensation 
at a rate to be fixed by the Federal Security Administrator but not 
to exceed $25 per diem. The Surgeon General of the Public Health 
Service is hereby authorized to utilize the services of any such mem-
ber or memberst in connection with conference matters, for such 
periods in addition to the conference period as he may determine; 
and any such member or members shall receive for each day of such 
service . compensation at a rate to be fixed by the Federal Security 
Administrator but not to exceed $25 per diem, together with allow-
ances for actual and necessary traveling expenses and hotel expenses 
while so employed. Nothing contained in this Act shall be construed 
as affecting the allowances for travel and other expenses to which 
members of the National Advisory Health Council may be entitled 
by law. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 637] 
AN ACT 

Creating the Memphis and Arkansas Bridge Commission; defining the authority, 
power, and duties of said Commission; and authorizing said Commission and 
its successors and assigns to construct, maintain, and operate a bridge across 
the Mississippi River at or near Memphis, Tennessee; and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to 
facilitate interstate commerce, improve the postal service, and provide 
for military and other purposes, the Memphis and Arkansas Bridge 
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Commission (hereinafter created, and hereinafter referred to as the
"Commission"), and its successors and assigns be, and are hereby,
authorized to construct, maintain, and operate a bridge and
approaches thereto, across the Mississippi River at or near the city
of Memphis, Tennessee, at a point suitable to the interest of naviga-
tion, in accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act 34 Stat. 84.

to regulate the construction of bridges over navigable waters", 498 U. S. 4C.91-
approved March 23, 1906, subject to the conditions and limitations
contained in this Act.

SEC. 2. There is hereby conferred upon the Commission and its Right to acquire

successors and assigns the right and power to enter upon such lands rel estate, etc.

and to acquire, condemn, occupy, possess, and use such real estate and
other property in the State of Arkansas and the State of Tennessee,
as may be needed for the location, construction, operation, and main-
tenance of any such bridge and its approaches, upon making just
compensation therefor, to be ascertained and paid according to the
laws of the State in which such real estate or other property is
situated, and the proceedings therefor shall be the same as in the
condemnation of private property for public purposes in said State,
respectively. The Commission, its successors, and assigns are further
authorized to enter into agreements with the States of Arkansas and
Tennessee, and any political subdivision thereof, for the acquisition,
lease, or use of any lands or property owned by such State or political
subdivision.

SEC. 3. The Commission and its successors and assigns are hereby fiCotedrt thaco
authorized to provide for the payment of the cost of such bridge as missions, etc., for aid
may be constructed, as provided herein, and approaches (including ' financing project.

the approach highways which, in the judgment of the Commission,
it is necessary or advisable to construct or cause to be constructed to
provide suitable and adequate connection with existing improved
highways) and the necessary lands, easements, and appurtenances
thereto by negotiating and entering into a contract or contracts with
the State Highway Commission of Tennessee, the State Highway
Commission of Arkansas, Shelby County, Tennessee, Crittenden
County, Arkansas, the city of Memphis, Tennessee, or any other
county or municipality in the States of Arkansas and Tennessee,
whereby the Commission may receive financial aid in financing
said project, and said Commission, in its discretion, may avail
itself of all the facilities of the State Highway Commission of
Tennessee, the State Highway Commission of the State of Arkan-
sas, or any county or municipality in the State of Tennessee and the
State of Arkansas, with regard to the construction of said bridge, and
the Commission may make and enter into any contract or contracts
which it deems expedient and proper with the State Highway Com-
mission of the State of Tennessee, the State Highway Commission
of the State of Arkansas, or any county or municipality in the State
of Tennessee and the State of Arkansas, whereby said highway
departments, municipalities, or counties, or either of them, may con-
struct, operate, and maintain, or participate with the Commission in
the construction, operation, and maintenance of said bridge con-
structed hereunder, and approaches thereto. It is hereby declared to
be the purpose of Congress to facilitate the construction of a bridge
and proper approaches across the Mississippi River at or near Mem-
phis, Tennessee, and to authorize the Commission to promote said
object and purpose, with full power to contract with either the State
Highway Commission of Tennessee, the State Highway Commission
of Arkansas, or any municipality or county in the States of Tennes-
see and Arkansas, or all of them, in relation to the construction,
operation, and maintenance of said bridge and approaches.
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Commission (hereinafter created, and hereinafter referred to as the 
"Commission"), and its successors and assigns be, and are hereby, 
authorized to construct, maintain, and operate a bridge and 
approaches thereto, across the Mississippi River at or near the city 
of Memphis, Tennessee, at a point suitable to the interest of naviga-
tion, in accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act 
to regulate the construction of bridges over navigable waters", 
approved March 23, 1906, subject to the conditions and limitations 
contained in this Act. 
SEC. 2. There is hereby conferred upon the Commission and its 

successors and assigns the right and power to enter upon such lands 
and to acquire, condemn, occupy, possess, and use such real estate and 
other property in the State of Arkansas and the State of Tennessee, 
as may be needed for the location, construction, operation, and main-
tenance of any such bridge and its approaches, upon making just 
compensation therefor, to be ascertained and paid according to the 
laws of the State in which such real estate or other property is 
situated, and the proceedings therefor shall be the same as in the 
condemnation of private property for public purposes in said State, 
respectively. The Commission, its successors, and assigns are further 
authorized to enter into agreements with the States of Arkansas and 
Tennessee, and any political subdivision thereof, for the acquisition, 
lease, or use of any lands or property owned by such State or political 
subdivision. 
SEC. 3. The Commission and its successors and assigns are hereby 

authorized to provide for the payment of the cost of such bridge as 
may be constructed, as provided herein, and approaches (including 
the approach highways which, in the judgment of the Commission, 
it is necessary or advisable to construct or cause to be constructed to 
provide suitable and adequate connection with existing improved 
highways) and the necessary lands, easements, and appurtenances 
thereto by negotiating and entering into a contract or contracts with 
the State Highway Commission of Tennessee, the State Highway 
Commission of Arkansas, Shelby County, Tennessee, Crittenden 
County, Arkansas, the city of Memphis, Tennessee, or any other 
county or municipality in the States of Arkansas and Tennessee, 
whereby the Commission may receive financial aid in financing 
said project, and said Commission, in its discretion, may avail 
itself of all the facilities of the State Highway Commission of 
Tennessee, the State Highway Commission of the State of Arkan-
sas, or any county or municipality in the State of Tennessee and the 
State of Arkansas, with regard to the construction of said bridge, and 
the Commission may make and enter into any contract or contracts 
which it deems expedient and proper with the State Highway Com-
mission of the State of Tennessee, the State Highway Commission 
of the State of Arkansas, or any county or municipality in the State 
of Tennessee and the State of Arkansas, whereby said highway 
departments, municipalities, or counties, or either of them, may con-
struct, operate, and maintain, or participate with the Commission in 
the construction, operation, and maintenance of said bridge con-
structed hereunder, and approaches thereto. It is hereby declared to 
be the purpose of Congress to facilitate the construction of a bridge 
and proper approaches across the Mississippi River at or near Mem-
phis, Tennessee, and to authorize the Commission to promote said 
object and purpose, with full power to contract with either the State 
Highway Commission of Tennessee, the State Highway Commission 
of Arkansas, or any municipality or county in the States of Tennes-
see and Arkansas, or all of them, in relation to the construction, 
operation, and maintenance of said bridge and approaches. 
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Extension of Fed-
eral aid for construc-
tion, out of State allot-
ments.

39 Stat. 355; 42 Stat.
212.

23 U. S. C. chs. 1, 2;
Supp. IV, chs. 1, 2.

Memphis and Ar-
kansas Bridge Com-
mission created; pow-
ers.

Membership of
Commission.

Vacancies.

Secretary and other
employees.

Payment of salaries
and expenses.

Dissolution of Com-
mission.

SEC. 4. Notwithstanding any restriction or limitation imposed by
the Act entitled "An Act to provide that the United States shall aid
the States in the construction of rural post roads, and for other
purposes", approved July 11, 1916, or by the Federal Highway Act,
or by an Act amendatory of, or supplemental to either thereof, the
Secretary of Agriculture, or any other Federal department or agency
of the United States Government, may extend Federal aid under
such Acts for the construction of said bridge out of any money allo-
cated to the State of Tennessee with the consent of the State highway
commission of said State, and out of money allocated to the State of
Arkansas with the consent of the highway department of said State.

SEC. 5. For the purpose of carrying into effect the objects stated
in this Act, there is hereby created the Memphis and Arkansas
Bridge Commission, and by that name, style, and title said body shall
have perpetual succession, may contract, and be contracted with, sue
and be sued, implead and be impleaded, complain and defend in all
courts of law and equity; may make and have a common seal; may
purchase or otherwise acquire and hold or dispose of real estate and
other property; may accept and receive donations, grants, or gifts of
money or property and apply the same to the purposes of this Act;
and shall have and possess all powers necessary, convenient, or proper
for carrying into effect the objects stated in this Act.

The Commission shall consist of E. H. Crump, Senior, E. W. Hale,
Senior, Clifford Davis, Frank R. Ahlgren, W. H. Jasspon, William
B. Fowler, Frank Gailor, and Will Gerber all residents and citizens
of the State of Tennessee; and J. O. E. Beck, Senior, J. C. Johnson,
J. Land Williams, W. W. Campbell, C. R. Walton, A. C. Oliver,
J. L. Shaver, and James Crane, all residents and citizens of the State
of Arkansas. Such Commission shall be a body corporate and politic.
Each member of the Commission shall qualify within thirty days
after his appointment by filing in the office of the Administrator of
the Federal Works Agency an oath that he will faithfully perform
the duties imposed upon him by this Act, and each person appointed
to fill a vacancy shall file in like manner within thirty days after
his appointment. Any vacancy occurring in said Commission by
reason of failure to qualify as above provided, or by reason of death
or resignation, shall be filled by the Administrator of the Federal
Works Agency, and in filling such vacancy the Administrator of the
Federal Works Agency shall at all times make the appointment so
that the respective States shall at all times have the same representa-
tion on said Commission as herein provided. The Commission shall
elect a chairman and vice chairman from its members, and shall
establish rules and regulations for the government of its own business.
A majority of the members shall constitute a quorum for the transac-
tion of business. The Commission may employ a secretary, treasurer,
engineers, attorneys, and such other experts, assistants, and employees
as they may deem necessary, who shall be entitled to receive such
compensation as the Commission may determine. All salaries and
expenses shall be paid solely from the funds provided under the
authority of this Act.

SEC. 6. Within six months after completion of the bridge, the Com-
mission shall be dissolved and shall cease to have further existence
by an order of the Commissioner of the Public Roads Administra-
tion, made upon his own initiative or upon application of the Com-
mission or any member or members thereof, but only after a public
hearing in the city of Memphis, Tennessee, notice of time and place
of which hearing and the purpose thereof shall have been published
once, at least thirty days before the date hereof, in a newspaper
published in the cities of Memphis, Tennessee, and Little Rock,
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SEC. 4. Notwithstanding any restriction or limitation imposed by 
the Act entitled "An Act to provide that the United States shall aid 
the States in the construction of rural post roads, and for other 
purposes", approved July 11, 1916, or by the Federal Highway Act, 
or by an Act amendatory of, or supplemental to either thereof, the 
Secretary of Agriculture, or any other Federal department or agency 
of the United States Government, may extend Federal aid under 
such Acts for the construction of said bridge out of any money allo-
cated to the State of Tennessee with the consent of the State highway 
commission of said State, and out of money allocated to the State of 
Arkansas with the consent of the highway department of said State. 
SEC. 5. For the purpose of carrying into effect the objects stated 

in this Act, there is hereby created the Memphis and Arkansas 
Bridge Commission, and by that name, style, and title said body shall 
have perpetual succession, may contract, and be contracted with, sue 
and be sued, implead and be impleaded, complain and defend in all 
courts of law and equity; may make and have a common seal; may 
purchase or otherwise acquire and hold or dispose of real estate and 
other property; may accept and receive donations, grants, or gifts of 
money or property and apply the same to the purposes of this Act; 
and shall have and possess all powers necessary, convenient, or proper 
for carrying into effect the objects stated in this Act. 
The Commission shall consist of E. H. Crump, Senior, E. W. Hale, 

Senior, Clifford Davis, Frank R. Ahlgren, W. H. Jasspon, William 
B. Fowler, Frank Gailor, and Will Gerber all residents and citizens 
of the State of Tennessee; and J. 0. E. Beck, Senior, J. C. Johnson, 
J. Land Williams, W. W. Campbell, C. R. Walton, A. C. Oliver, 
J. L. Shaver, and James Crane, all residents and citizens of the State 
of Arkansas. Such Commission shall be a body corporate and politic. 
Each member of the Commission shall qualify within thirty days 
after his appointment by filing in the office of the Administrator of 
the Federal Works Agency an oath that he will faithfully perform 
the duties imposed upon him by this Act, and each person appointed 
to fill a vacancy shall file in like manner within thirty days after 
his appointment. Any vacancy occurring in said Commission by 
reason of failure to qualify as above provided, or by reason of death 
or resignation, shall be filled by the Administrator of the Federal 
Works Agency, and in filling such vacancy the Administrator of the 
Federal Works Agency shall at all times make the appointment so 
that the respective States shall at all times have the same representa-
tion on said Commission as herein provided. The Commission shall 
elect a chairman and vice chairman from its members, and shall 
establish rules and regulations for the government of its own business. 
A majority of the members shall constitute a quorum for the transac-
tion of business. The Commission may employ a secretary, treasurer, 
engineers, attorneys, and such other experts, assistants, and employees 
as they may deem necessary, who shall be entitled to receive such 
compensation as the Commission may determine. All salaries and 
expenses shall be paid solely from the funds provided under the 
authority of this Act. 

Sic. 6. Within six months after completion of the bridge, the Com-
mission shall be dissolved and shall cease to have further existence 
by an order of the Commissioner of the Public Roads Administra-
tion, made upon his own initiative or upon application of the Com-
mission or any member or members thereof, but only after a public 
hearing in the city of Memphis, Tennessee, notice of time and place 
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once,. at least thirty days before the date hereof, in a newspaper 
published in the cities of Memphis, Tennessee, and Little Rock, 
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Arkansas. At the time of such dissolution all moneys in the hands Division of Coneys
of or to the credit of the Commission shall be divided and distribu- sion.

tion made between the interests of the States as may be determined
by the terms and provisions of the contract or contracts that may be
entered into between the parties thereto.

SEc. 7. Nothing herein contained shall be construed to authorize Creation of other

or permit the Commission or any member thereof to create or obligate obligations.

or incur any liability other than such obligations and liabilities as are
dischargeable solely from funds contemplated to be provided by this
Act. No obligation created or liability incurred pursuant to this Act No obligation to be

shall be a personal obligation or liability of any member or members a personal obligation

of the Commission, nor shall any indebtedness created pursuant to
this Act be an indebtedness of the United States.

SEc. 8. The design and construction of any bridge which may be Desiogn and con-

built pursuant to this Act shall be in accordance with the standard
specifications for highway bridges adopted by the American Associa-
tion of State lighway Officials.

SEC. 9. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby Amendment.

expressly reserved.
Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 638]
AN ACT

To prohibit the use of the mails for the solicitation of the procurement of divorces
in foreign countries.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That every written
or printed card, circular, letter, book, pamphlet, advertisement, or
notice of any kind, giving or offering to give information concerning
where or how or through whom a divorce may be secured in a foreign
country, and designed to solicit business in connection with the pro-
curement thereof, is hereby declared to be nonmailable matter and
shall not be conveyed in the mails or delivered from any post office
or by any letter carrier. Whoever shall knowingly deposit, or cause
to be deposited, for mailing or delivery, anything declared by this
section to be nonmailable, or shall knowingly take or cause the same
to be taken from the mails for the purpose of circulating or disposing
thereof, shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned for not
more than five years, or both.

SEC. 2. Nothing herein contained shall be construed to preclude
criminal prosecution under the provisions of section 338, title 18,
United States Code (Criminal Code, sec. 215), in any case in which
the mails are used by any person in furtherance of any scheme or
artifice to defraud, or for obtaining money or property by means of
false or fraudulent pretenses, representations, or promisea

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 639 AN ACTAN ACT
To amend the Act of June 15, 1936 (49 Stat. 1516), authorizing the extension

of the boundaries of the Hot Springs National Park, in the State of Arkansas,
and for other-purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the proviso
in the Act of June 15, 1936 (49 Stat. 1516), reading as follows:
": Provided, That the lands hereinabove described may be acquired
within funds already appropriated and at a cost not to exceed
$15,000", is hereby repealed, and the said Act of June 15, 1936, is

August 10, 1939
[S. 2245]

[Public, No. 366]

Divorces in foreign
countries.

Use of the mails for
solicitation of procure-
ment, prohibited.

Penalty.

Criminal prosecu-
tion not precluded.

35 Stat. 1130.
18 U.S. C. .338.

August 10, 1939
[H. R. 34091

[Public, No. 367]

Hot Springs Na-
tional Park, Ark.

49 Stat. 1516.
16 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, § 361c.
Proviso repealed.
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Arkansas. At the time of such dissolution all moneys in the hands 
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dischargeable solely from funds contemplated to be provided by this 
Act. No obligation created or liability incurred pursuant to this Act 
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of the Commission, nor shall any indebtedness created pursuant to 
this Act be an indebtedness of the United States. 
SEC. 8. The design and construction of any bridge which may be 

built pursuant to this Act shall be in accordance with the standard 
specifications for highway bridges adopted by the American Associa-
tion of State nighway Officials. 

SEc. 9. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 
expressly reserved. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 638] 
AN ACT 

To prohibit the use of the mails for the solicitation of the procurement of divorces 
in foreign countries. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That every written 
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section to be nonmailable, or shall knowingly take or cause the same 
to be taken from the mails for the purpose of circulating or disposing 
thereof, shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned for not 
more than five years, or both. 
SEC. 2. Nothing herein contained shall be construed to preclude 

criminal prosecution under the provisions of section 338, title 18, 
United States Code (Criminal Code, sec. 215), in any case in which 
the mails are used by any person in furtherance of any scheme or 
artifice to defraud, or for obtaining money or property by means of 
false or fraudulent pretenses, representations, or promises. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 
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AN ACT 
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hereby further amended by the addition thereto of the following
new sections:

"SEc. 2. That there is hereby authorized to be appropriated a sum
not to exceed $8,000 to supplement funds in the amount of $15,000
heretofore made available for the purchase of the lands described
in section 1 hereof.

"SEC. 3. The Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized, in
his discretion, to accept on behalf of the United States donations of
lands or interests in land within the city limits of Hot Springs,
Arkansas, the title to such lands or interests in land to be satisfactory
to said Secretary. Upon the acquisition of such lands or interests
in land, they shall become a part of the Hot Springs National Park
and shall be subject to all laws and regulations applicable thereto."

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 640]
AN ACT

To provide for the establishment of the Chalmette National Historical Park in the
State of Louisiana, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the lands in
Federal ownership located in Chalmette, Louisiana, in sections 10 and
21, township 13 south, range 12 east, Saint Helena meridian, on which
there has been erected a monument pursuant to the provisions of the
Act of Congress approved March 4, 1907 (34 Stat. 1411), as amended
by the Act of June 2, 1930 (46 Stat. 489), to the memory of the
soldiers who fell in the Battle of New Orleans in the War of 1812,
including the national cemetery at Chalmette, Louisiana, are hereby
designated as the Chalmette National Historical Park.

SEC. 2. That upon the vesting of title in the United States to such
additional lands as may be designated by the Secretary of the Interior
as necessary and desirable for the purposes of the Chalmette National
Historical Park, such lands shall become a part of the said park and
shall be subject to all laws, rules, and regulations applicable thereto:
Provided, however, That the total area included within the said park
and any enlargement thereof shall not exceed five hundred acres.

SEc. 3. That the Secretary of the Interior is authorized, in his
discretion, to acquire in behalf of the United States, through dona-
tions or by purchase at prices deemed by him reasonable, or by
condemnation in accordance with the Act of August 1, 1888 (25 Stat.
357), lands, buildings, structures, and other property, or interests
therein, located within the boundaries of the Chalmette National
Park as fixed and determined hereunder, the title to such property
and interests to be satisfactory to the Secretary of the Interior, and
to accept donations of funds for the acquisition and maintenance
thereof: Provided, That payment for such property or interests shall
be made solely from donated funds.

SEC. 4. The administration, protection, and development of the
aforesaid national historical park shall be exercised under the direc-
tion of the Secretary of the Interior by the National Park Service,
subject to the provisions of the Act of August 25, 1916, entitled "An
Act to establish a National Park Service, and for other purposes."

SEC. 5. All Acts or parts of Acts inconsistent with the provisions
of this Act are hereby repealed to the extent of such inconsistency.

Approved, August 10, 1939.
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hereby further amended by the addition thereto of the following 
new sections: 

"SEc. 2. That there is hereby authorized to be appropriated a sum 
not to exceed $8,000 to supplement funds in the amount of $15,000 
heretofore made available for the purchase of the lands described 
in section 1 hereof. 

"SEc. 3. The Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized, in 
his discretion, to accept on behalf of the United States donations of 
lands or interests in land within the city limits of Hot Springs, 
Arkansas, the title to such lands or interests in land to be satisfactory 
to said Secretary. Upon the acquisition of such lands or interests 
in land, they shall become a part of the Hot Springs National Park 
and shall be subject to all laws and regulations applicable thereto." 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 640] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the establishment of the Chalmette National Historical Park in the 
State of Louisiana, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the lands in 
Federal ownership located in Chalmette, Louisiana, in sections 10 and 
21, township 13 south, range 12 east, Saint Helena meridian, on which 
there has been erected a monument pursuant to the provisions of the 
Act of Congress approved March 4, 1907 (34 Stat. 1411), as amended 
by the Act of June 2, 1930 (46 Stat. 489), to the memory of the 
soldiers who fell in the Battle of New Orleans in the War of 1812, 
including the national cemetery at Chalmette, Louisiana, are hereby 
designated as the Chalmette National Historical Park. 
SEQ. 2. That upon the vesting of title in the United States to such 

additional lands as may be designated by the Secretary of the Interior 
as necessary and desirable for the purposes of the Chalmette National 
Historical Park, such lands shall become a part of the said park and 
shall be subject to all laws, rules, and regulations applicable thereto: 
Provided, however, That the total area included within the said park 
and any enlargement thereof shall not exceed five hundred acres. 

Sr.o. 3. That the Secretary of the Interior is authorized, in his 
discretion, to acquire in behalf of the United States, through dona-
tions or by purchase at prices deemed by him reasonable, or by 
condemnation in accordance with the Act of August 1, 1888 (25 Stat. 
357), lands, buildings, structures, and other property, or interests 
therein, located within the boundaries of the Chalmette National 
Park as fixed and determined hereunder, the title to such property 
and interests to be satisfactory to the Secretary of the Interior, and 
to accept donations of funds for the acquisition and maintenance 
thereof: Provided, That payment for such property or interests shall 
be made solely from donated funds. 

SEC. 4. The administration, protection, and development of the 
aforesaid national historical park shall be exercised under the direc-
tion of the Secretary of the Interior by the National Park Service, 
subject to the provisions of the Act of August 25, 1916, entitled "An 
Act to establish a National Park Service, and for other purposes." 

SEc. 5. All Acts or parts of Acts inconsistent with the provisions 
of this Act are hereby repealed to the extent of such inconsistency. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 641]
AN ACT

1343

August 10, 1939
To amend the Acts granting increased compensation to civilian employees for the [H. R. 53331

period July 1, 1917, to June 30, 1924. [Public, No. 369]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That no claim for
additional or increased compensation incident to services rendered
by civilian employees of the Government of the United States or of
the District of Columbia between July 1, 1917, and June 30, 1924,
authorized by Acts making appropriations for the payment of such
increased or additional compensation for the fiscal years ending June
30, 1918, to June 30, 1924, inclusive shall be considered by the General
Accounting Office unless presented to it within six months from the
date of the enactment of this Act.

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 642]
AN ACT

Relating to the retirement of employees to whom the provisions of section 6 of
the Act approved June 20, 1918 (40 Stat. 608; U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 33,
sec. 763), as amended, apply.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That any officer
or employee of the Lighthouse Service who, on June 30, T939, meets
the requirements (except those relating to age and period of service)
of section 6 of the Act approved June 20, 1918 (40 Stat. 608; U. S. C.,
title 33, sec. 763), as amended or supplemented, and who shall (1)
reach the age of sixty-four years prior to July 1, 1940, or (2) be the
occupant of an office or position abolished prior to July 1, 1940, may
in the discretion of the head of his executive department be retired
with annual compensation as provided in said section 6: Provided,
however, That no such officer or employee shall be retired hereunder
unless he shall have been in the service of the Government not less
than thirty years at the time of retirement. Any officer or employee
to whom this Act applies who is not retired hereunder prior to reach-
ing the age of sixty-five years shall, upon reaching such age, become
eligible for retirement in accordance with the provisions of said
section 6 of the Act of June 20, 1918, and may not be retired under
the provisions of this Act. Nothing contained in this Act shall be
construed to affect the application of said section 6 to any officer or
employee of the Lighthouse Service to whom this Act does not apply.

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 6431
AN ACT

To amend section 4488 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, as amended
(U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 46, sec. 481).

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the first two
sentences appearing in paragraph 1 of section 4488 of the Revised
Statutes of the United States, as amended (U. S. C., 1934 edition,
title 46, sec. 481), is hereby amended to read as follows:

"SEC. 4488. Every steamer navigating the ocean, or any lake, bay,
or sound of the United States, shall be provided with such numbers
of lifeboats, floats, rafts, life-preservers, line-carrying projectiles, and
the means of propelling them, and drags, as will best secure the
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[CHAPTER 641] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Acts granting increased compensation to civilian employees for the 
period July 1, 1917, to June 30, 1924. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That no claim for 
additional or increased compensation incident to services rendered 
by civilian employees of the Government of the United States or of 
the District of Columbia between July 1, 1917, and June 30, 1924, 
authorized by Acts making appropriations for the payment of such 
increased or additional compensation for the fiscal years ending June 
30, 1918, to June 30, 1924, inclusive, shall be considered by the General 
Accounting Office unless presented to it within six months from the 
date of the enactment of this Act. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 642] 
AN ACT 

Relating to the retirement of employees to whom the provisions of section 6 of 
the Act approved June 20, 1918 (40 Stat. 608; U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 33, 
sec. 763), as amended, apply. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That any officer 
or employee of the Lighthouse Service who, on June 30, 1939, meets 
the requirements (except those relating to age and period of service) 
of section 6 of the Act approved June 20, 1918 (40 Stat. 608; U. S. C., 
title 33, sec. 763), as amended or supplemented, and who shall (1) 
reach the age of sixty-four years prior to July 1, 1940, or (2) be the 
occupant of an office or position abolished prior to July 1, 1940, may 
in the discretion of the head of his executive department be retired 
with annual compensation as provided in said section 6: Provided, 
however, That no such officer or employee shall be retired hereunder 
unless he shall have been in the service of the Government not less 
than thirty years at the time of retirement. Any officer or employee 
to whom this Act applies who is not retired hereunder prior to reach-
ing the age of sixty-five years shall, upon reaching such age, become 
eligible for retirement in accordance with the provisions of said 
section 6 of the Act of June 20, 1918, and may not be retired under 
the provisions of this Act. Nothing contained in this Act shall be 
construed to affect the application of said section 6 to any officer or 
employee of the Lighthouse Service to whom this Act does not apply. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 643] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 4488 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, as amended 
(U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 46, sec. 481). 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the first two 
sentences appearing in paragraph 1 of section 4488 of the Revised 
Statutes of the United States, as amended (U. S. C., 1934 edition, 
title 46, sec. 481), is hereby amended to read as follows: 

"Sze. 4488. Every steamer navigating the ocean, or any lake, bay, 
or sound of the United States, shall be provided with such numbers 
of lifeboats, floats, rafts, life-preservers, line-carrying projectiles, and 
the means of propelling them, and drags, as will best secure the 
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safety of all persons on board such vessel in case of disaster; and
every seagoing vessel carrying passengers, and every such vessel
navigating any of the northern or northwestern lakes, shall have the
lifeboats required by law, provided with suitable boat-disengaging
apparatus, so arranged as to allow such boats to be safely launched.
And the Board of Supervising Inspectors shall fix and determine, by
their rules and regulations, the character and arrangement of boat-
disengaging apparatus and the character of lifeboats, floats, rafts,
life-preservers, line-carrying projectiles, and the means of propelling
them, and drags that shall be used on such vessels, and also the
character and capacity of pumps or other appliances for freeing
the steamer from water in case of heavy leakage, the capacity of such
pumps or appliances being suited to the navigation in which the
steamer is employed."

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 644]
AN AC'T

August 10, 1939
[H. R. 7091] To amend section 4471 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, as amended

[Public, No. 372] (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 46, sec. 464).

Steam vessels, fire
protection.
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Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 4471
of the Revised Statutes of the United States, as amended (U. S. C.,
1934 edition, title 46, sec. 464), is hereby amended to read as follows:

"SEc. 4471. Every steamer permitted by her certificate of inspection
to carry as many as fifty passengers, or upward, and every steamer
carrying passengers, which also carries cotton, hay, or hemp, shall be
provided with a good double-acting steam fire pump, or other equiva-
lent apparatus for throwing water. Such pump or other apparatus
for throwing water shall be kept at all times and at all seasons of the
year in good order and ready for immediate use, having at least two
pipes of suitable dimensions, one on each side of the vessel, to convey
the water to the upper decks, to which pipes there shall be attached, by
means of stopcocks or valves, both between decks and on the upper
deck, good and suitable hose of sufficient strength to stand a pressure
of not less than one hundred pounds to the square inch, long enough
to reach to all parts of the vessel and properly provided with nozzles,
and kept in good order and ready for immediate service. Each fire
pump thus prescribed shall be supplied with water by means of a
suitable pipe connected therewith, and passing through the side of
the vessel so low as to be at all times under water when she is afloat.
Every steamer shall also be provided with a pump which shall be of
sufficient strength and suitably arranged to test the boilers thereof.

"On and after October 1, 1937, every passenger vessel with berthed
or stateroom accommodation for fifty or more passengers shall be
equipped with an automatic sprinkler system, which shall be in addi-
tion to any other device or devices for fire protection, of a type pre-
scribed by the Board of Supervising Inspectors and approved by the
Secretary of Commerce. All enclosed portions of such vessels accessi-
ble to passengers or crew (except cargo holds, machinery spaces, and
when of fire-resisting construction, toilets, bathrooms, and spaces of
similar construction) shall be protected by an automatic sprinkler
system: Provided, That if after investigation the Bureau of Marine
Inspection and Navigation finds in the case of a particular vessel the
application of this paragraph is unnecessary properly to protect life
on such vessel, an exception may be made. The Bureau of Marine
Inspection and Navigation shall cause to be made suitable tests and
inspections as will insure the proper working of such systems. In
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safety of all persons on board such vessel in case of disaster; and 
every seagoing vessel carrying passengers, and every such vessel 
navigating any of the northern or northwestern lakes, shall have the 
lifeboats required by law, provided with suitable boat-disengaging 
apparatus, so arranged as to allow such boats to be safely launched. 
And the Board of Supervising Inspectors shall fix and determine, by 
their rules and regulations, the character and arrangement of boat-
disengaging apparatus and the character of lifeboats, floats, rafts, 
life-preservers, line-carrying projectiles, and the means of propelling 
them, and drags that shall be used on such vessels, and also the 
character and capacity of pumps or other appliances for freeing 
the steamer from water in case of heavy leakage, the capacity of such 
pumps or appliances being suited to the navigation in which the 
steamer is employed." 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 644] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 4471 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, as amended 
(U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 46, sec. 464). 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 4471 
of the Revised Statutes of the United States, as amended (U. S. C., 
1934 edition, title 46, sec. 464), is hereby amended to read as follows: 
"SEo. 4471. Every steamer permitted by her certificate of inspection 

to carry as many as fifty passengers, or upward, and every steamer 
carrying passengers, which also carries cotton, hay, or hemp, shall be 
provided with a good double-acting steam fire pump, or other equiva-
lent apparatus for throwing water. Such pump or other apparatus 
for throwing water shall be kept at all times and at all seasons of the 
year in good order and ready for immediate use, having at least two 
pipes of suitable dimensions, one on each side of the vessel, to convey 
the water to the upper decks, to which pipes there shall be attached, by 
means of stopcocks or valves, both between decks and on the upper 
deck, good and suitable hose of sufficient strength to stand a pressure 
of not less than one hundred pounds to the square inch' long enough 
to reach to all parts of the vessel and properly provided with nozzles, 
and kept in good order and ready for immediate service. Each fire 
pump thus prescribed shall be supplied with water by means of a 
suitable pipe connected therewith, and passing through the side of 
the vessel so low as to be at all times under water when she is afloat. 
Every steamer shall also be provided with a pump which shall be of 
sufficient strength and suitably arranged to test the boilers thereof. 
"On and after October 1, 1937, every passenger vessel with berthed 

or stateroom accommodation for fifty or more passengers shall be 
equipped with an automatic sprinkler system, which shall be in addi-
tion to any other device or devices for fire protection, of a type pre-
scribed by the Board of Supervising Inspectors and approved by the 
Secretary of Commerce. All enclosed portions of such vessels accessi-
ble to passengers or crew (except cargo holds, machinery spaces, and, 
when of fire-resisting construction, toilets, bathrooms, and spaces of 
similar construction) shall be protected by an automatic sprinkler 
system: Provided, That if after investigation the Bureau of Marine 
Inspection and Navigation finds in the case of a particular vessel the 
application of this paragraph is unnecessary properly to protect life 
on such vessel, an exception may be made. The Bureau of Marine 
Inspection and Navigation shall cause to be made suitable tests and 
inspections as will insure the proper working of such systems. In 
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carrying out the provisions of this paragraph the Bureau of Marine
Inspection and Navigation is hereby authorized and directed to pre-
scribe the particular approved type, character, and manner of installa-
tion of systems to be fitted. The term 'type' as used in this paragraph
shall be considered to mean any system which will give a prescribed
or required efficiency and shall not mean some peculiar shape or
design and shall not be confined to some certain brand or make."

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 645]
T(nTN~T TYPCo T TT'TTnXT

u August 10, 1939

Giving the consent of the Congress to an agreement between the States of Iowa [s. J. Res. 181]
and Missouri establishing a boundary between said States. [Pub. Res., No. 47]

Whereas, under date of December 13, 1937, the State of Missouri
commenced suit against the State of Iowa in the Supreme Court
of the United States for the purpose of determining the boundary
line between the county of Clark in the State of Missouri and the
county of Lee in the State of Iowa; and

Whereas, by stipulation filed in the said Supreme Court of the
United States, it was proposed that the Legislature of Iowa and
the Legislature of Missouri pass like bills, the State of Missouri
waiving and relinquishing to the State of Iowa all jurisdiction to
lands lying north and east of the Des Moines River, now in the
county of Clark, State of Missouri, and the State of Iowa waiving
and relinquishing to the State of Missouri all lands lying south and
west of the Des Moines River, and now in the county of Lee, State
of Iowa, and that said acts be submitted to the Congress of the
United States for its approval; and

Whereas, in accordance with said stipulation, the Forty-eighth Gen-
eral Assembly of the State of Iowa did at such session pass such
act, this act being known and designated as House File Numbered
651, Acts of the Forty-eighth General Assembly of Iowa, bearing
the signatures of John R. Irwin, speaker of the house; Bourke B.
Hickenlooper, president of the senate; and the signature and
approval of George A. Wilson, Governor of Iowa, under date of
April 18, 1939, said act being thereiupon proplerly published and
becoming law under date of April 23, 1939; and

Whereas said act provided in substance that the Des Moines River
inl its present coluse as heretofore declared by the Congress of the
United States shall be and remain the true boundary line between
the State of Missouri and the State of Iowa; that the State of
Iowa relinquishes all jurisdiction to all lands in Lee County lying
south and west of the Des Moines River, being south and east of the
east and west boundary line between the States of Iowa and Mis-
souri, and that the effective date of the relinquishment of jurisdiction
shall be as of midnight of the 31st day of December following the
passage of the Act of Congress approving the relinquishment of
jurisdiction; and

Whereas, in accordance with stipulation as aforesaid, the Sixtieth
General Assembly of the State of Missouri did, at such session,
pass a like act, this act being known and designated as senate bill
350 of the acts of the Sixtieth General Assembly of Missouri and
bearing the signature and approval of Lloyd C. Stark, Governor
of Missouri, under date of June 16, 1939; and

Whereas said act provides in substance that the Des Moines River
shall be the true boundary line as between Missouri and Iowa; that
the State of Missouri relinquishes all jurisdiction to all lands lying
north and east of the Des Moines River and that the effective date

Iowa and Missouri
boundary.
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carrying out the provisions of this paragraph the Bureau of Marine 
Inspection and Navigation is hereby authorized and directed to pre-
scribe the particular approved type, character, and manner of installa-
tion of systems to be fitted. The term 'type' as used in this paragraph 
shall be considered to mean any system which will give a prescribed 
or required efficiency and shall not mean some peculiar shape or 
design and shall not be confined to some certain brand or make." 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 645] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Giving the consent of the Congress to an agreement between the States of Iowa 
and Missouri establishing a boundary between said States. 

Whereas, under date of December 13, 1937, the State of Missouri 
commenced suit against the State of Iowa in the Supreme Court 
of the United States for the purpose of determining the boundary 
line between the county of Clark in the State of Missouri and the 
county of Lee in the State of Iowa; and 

Whereas, by stipulation filed in the said Supreme Court of the 
United States, it was proposed that the Legislature of Iowa and 
the Legislature of Missouri pass like bills, the State of Missouri 
waiving and relinquishing to the State of Iowa all jurisdiction to 
lands lying north and east of the Des Moines River, now in the 
county. of Clark, State of Missouri, and the State of Iowa waiving 
and relinquishing to the State of Missouri all lands lying south and 
west of the Des Moines River, and now in the county of Lee, State 
of Iowa, and that said acts be submitted to the Congress of the 
United States for its approval; and 

Whereas, in accordance with said stipulation, the Forty-eighth Gen-
eral Assembly of the State of Iowa did at such session pass such 
act, this act being known and designated as House File Numbered 
651, Acts of the Forty-eighth General Assembly of Iowa, bearing 
the signatures of John R. Irwin, speaker of the house; Bourke B. 
Hickenlooper, president of the senate; and the signature and 
approval of George A. Wilson, Governor of Iowa, under date (if 
April 18, 1939, said act being thereupon properly published and 
becoming law under date of April 23, 1939; and 

Whereas said act provided in substance that the Des Moines River 
in its present course as heretofore declared by the Congress of the 
United States shall be and remain the true boundary line between 
the State of Missouri and the State of Iowa; that the State of 
Iowa relinquishes all jurisdiction to all lands in Lee County lying 
south and west of the Des Moines River, being south and east of the 
east and west boundary line between the States of Iowa and Mis-
souri, and that the effective date of the relinquishment of jurisdiction 
shall be as of midnight of the 31st day of December following the 
passage of the Act of Congress approving the relinquishment of 
jurisdiction; and 

"Whereas, in accordance with stipulation as aforesaid, the Sixtieth 
General Assembly of the State of Missouri did, at such session, 
pass a like act, this act being known and designated as senate bill 
350 of the acts of the Sixtieth General Assembly of Missouri and 
bearing the signature and approval of Lloyd C. Stark, Governor 
of Missouri, under date of June 16, 1939; and 

Whereas said act provides in substance that the Des Moines River 
shall be the true boundary line as between Missouri and Iowa; that 
the State of Missouri relinquishes all jurisdiction to all lands lying 
north and east of the Des Moines River and that the effective date 
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of the relinquishment of jurisdiction over the land herein described
shall be as of midnight of the 31st day of December following the
passage of the Act of Congress approving the relinquishment of
jurisdiction; and

Whereas the said acts of the States of Iowa and Missouri constitute
an agreement between said States establishing a boundary between
said States: Therefore be it

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent
of the Congress is hereby given to such agreement and to the estab-
lishment of such boundary; and said acts of the States of Iowa and
Missouri are hereby approved.
Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 646]
JOINT RESOLUTION

To amend Public Resolution Numbered 112, Seventy-fifth Congress.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the study
required to be made by the Joint Committee to Investigate the Ade-
quacy and Use of the Phosphate Resources of the United States
pursuant to Public Resolution Numbered 112, Seventy-fifth Con-
gress, shall include potash and related minerals, and the life of the
committee and the time for making its final report is extended to
January 15, 1940.

The further expenses of the committee, which shall not exceed
$5,000, shall be paid one-half from the contingent funds of the Senate
and one-half from the contingent fund of the House of Representa-
tives upon vouchers approved by the chairman of the committee.

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 647]
JOINT RESOLUTION

August 10, 139
[H. J. Res. 272] To provide for the observance and celebration of the one hundred and fiftieth

[Pub. Bes., No. 49] anniversary of the settlement of the city of Gallipolis, Ohio.

Oallipolis. Ohio, ses-
quicentennial celebra-
t lon.

Preamble.

Whereas the settlement of the Northwest Territory which commenced
at Marietta, Ohio, in 1788 started the greatest movement of pioneer
settlers in the history of the world; and

Whereas in 1790 the third settlement in that great program of devel-
opment was made at Gallipolis, Ohio; and

Whereas the settlement of Gallipolis was made by the famous "French
five hundred", who with their families came direct from their native
France; and

Whereas by reason of the inestimable services rendered the American
Colonies by the French Nation and thousands of their patriotic citi-
zens led by General Lafayette there has been established an indis-
soluble bond of friendship between the French Nation and the
United States; and

Whereas there is no more fitting time or place to again prove this
friendship than at Gallipolis, Ohio, on the occasion of its celebra-
tion of its sesquicentennial in 1940; and

Whereas the citizens of Gallipolis, a small city of seven thousand
population, have planned and will carry out at great personal sacri-
fice of time, energy, and wealth a season of pagentry, patriotic
demonstrations, and cultural entertainments that will rank with
the best that can be produced anywhere, regardless of expense:
Therefore be it
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of the relinquishment of jurisdiction over the land herein described 
shall be as of midnight of the 31st day of December following the 
passage of the Act of Congress approving the relinquishment of 
jurisdiction; and 

Whereas the said acts of the States of Iowa and Missouri constitute 
an agreement between said States establishing a boundary between 
said States: Therefore be it 
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 

United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent 
of the Congress is hereby given to such agreement and to the estab-
lishment of such boundary; and said acts of the States of Iowa and 
Missouri are hereby approved. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 6461 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To amend Public Resolution Numbered 112, Seventy-fifth Congress. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the study 
required to be made by the Joint Committee to Investigate the Ade-
quacy and Use of the Phosphate Resources of the United States 
pursuant to Public Resolution Numbered 112, Seventy-fifth Con-
gress, shall include potash and related minerals, and the life of the 
committee and the time for making its final report is extended to 
January 15, 1940. 
The further expenses of the committee, which shall not exceed 

$5,000, shall be paid one-half from the contingent funds of the Senate 
and one-half from the contingent fund of the House of Representa-
tives upon vouchers approved by the chairman of the committee. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 647] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To provide for the observance and celebration of the one hundred and fiftieth 
anniversary of the settlement of the city of Gallipolis, Ohio. 

Whereas the settlement of the Northwest Territory which commenced 
at Marietta, Ohio, in 1788 started the greatest movement of pioneer 
settlers in the history of the world; and 

Whereas in 1790 the third settlement in that great program of devel-
opment was made at Gallipolis, Ohio; and 

Whereas the settlement of Gallipolis was made by the famous "French 
five hundred", who with their families came direct from their native 
France; and 

Whereas by reason of the inestimable services rendered the American 
Colonies by the French Nation and thousands of their patriotic citi-
zens led by General Lafayette there has been established an indis-
soluble bond of friendship between the French Nation and the 
United States; and 

Whereas there is no more fitting time or place to again prove this 
friendship than at Gallipolis, Ohio, on the occasion of its celebra-
tion of its sesquicentennial in 1940; and 

Whereas the citizens of Gallipolis, a small city of seven thousand 
population, have planned and will carry out at great personal sacri-
fice of time, energy, and wealth a season of pagentry, patriotic 
demonstrations, and cultural entertainments that will rank with 
the best that can be produced anywhere, regardless of expense: 
Therefore be it 
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Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby estab-
lished a commission to be known as the Gallipolis Sesquicentennial
Commission and composed of seven members as follows: The common
pleas judge of Gallia County, the probate judge of Gallia County,
the chairman of the board of county commissioners of Gallia County,
the municipal judge of the city of Gallipolis, the city manager of the
city of Gallipolis, the postmaster of the city of Gallipolis, and the
president of the chamber of commerce.

SEC. 2. These commissioners shall serve without compensation and
shall select a chairman from among their number. It shall be the
duty of the commission to cooperate with all authorized agencies in
charge of the sesquicentennial celebration to be held in the city of
Gallipolis during the year of 1940 and to expend any appropriation
made herein for the promotion of said celebration and in commemora-
tion of heroic deeds of the noble Frenchmen and their families who
settled Gallipolis under such difficult circumstances, all the better to
strengthen the bonds of friendship that have existed between the
French Nation and the United States of America.

SEC. 3. There is authorized to be appropriated the sum of $10,000,
or so much thereof as may be necessary, to carry out the purpose of
this resolution.

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 660]
AN ACT

To amend paragraph (1) of section 96 of title 2 of the Canal Zone Code relating
to method of computing annuities.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That paragraph (1)
of section 96 of title 2 of the Canal Zone Code is amended to read as
follows:

"(1) A sum equal to $37.50 multiplied by the number of years of
service, not to exceed thirty years, rendered (a) on the Isthmus of
Panama, or (b) in the service of the United States in the Tropics;
and".

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 661]
AN ACT

To include n ithin the Kaniksu National Forest certain lands owned or in course
of acquisition by the United States.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That all lands of the
United States situated within the area hereinafter described, including
those acquired, or in course of acquisition, under the provisions of the
National Industrial Recovery Act, approved June 16, 1933 (48 Stat.
195), the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act, approved April 8,1935
(49 Stat. 115), or the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act, approved
July 22, 1937 (50 Stat. 522), are hereby added to and made parts of
the Kaniksu National Forest, Washington, and shall hereafter be sub-
ject to the rules and regulations applicable to national-forest lands, but
claims, entries, filings, or appropriations under the public-lands laws,
or special provisions included in conveyances of title to the United
States, valid and subsisting at the date of this Act and thereafter
legally maintained, shall not be affected by this Act.
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Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby estab-
lished a commission to be known as the Gallipolis Sesquicentennial 
Commission and composed of seven members as follows: The common 
pleas judge of Gallia County, the probate judge of Gallia County, 
the chairman of the board of county commissioners of Gallia County, 
the municipal judge of the city of Gallipolis, the city manager of the 
city of Gallipolis, the postmaster of the city of Gallipolis, and the 
president of the chamber of commerce. 
SEC. 2. These commissioners shall serve without compensation and 

shall select a chairman from among their number. It shall be the 
duty of the commission to cooperate with all authorized agencies in 
charge of the sesquicentennial celebration to be held in the city of 
Gallipolis during the year of 1940 and to expend any appropriation 
made herein for the promotion of said celebration and in commemora-
tion of heroic deeds of the noble Frenchmen and their families who 
settled Gallipolis under such difficult circumstances, all the better to 
strengthen the bonds of friendship that have existed between the 
French Nation and the United States of America. 
SEC. 3. There is authorized to be appropriated the sum of $10,000, 

or so much thereof as may be necessary, to carry out the purpose of 
this resolution. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 660] 
AN ACT 

Gallipolis Sesqui-
centennial Commis-
sion established; com-
position. 

Service without 
compensation. 
Duties of Commis-

sion. 

Appropriation au-
thorized. 

August 10, 1939 

To amend paragraph (1) of section 96 of title 2 of the Canal Zone Code relating 
to method of computing annuities. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That paragraph (1) 
of section 96 of title 2 of the Canal Zone Code is amended to read as 
follows: 
"(1) A sum equal to $37.50 multiplied by the number of years of 

service, not to exceed thirty years, rendered (a) on the Isthmus of 
Panama, or (b) in the service of the United States in the Tropics; 
and". 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 661] 
AN ACT 

To include within the Kaniksu National Forest certain lands owned or in course 
of acquisition by the United States. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That all lands of the 
United States situated within the area hereinafter described2 including 
those acquired, or in course of acquisition, under the provisions of the 
National Industrial Recovery Act, approved June 16, 1933 (48 Stat. 
195) , the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act, approved April 8, 1935 
(49 Stat. 115), or the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act, approved 
July 22, 1937 (50 Stat. 522), are hereby added to and made parts of 
the Kaniksu National Forest, Washington, and shall hereafter be sub-
ject to the rules and regulations applicable to national-forest lands, but 
claims, entries, filings, or appropriations under the public-lands laws, 
or special provisions included in conveyances of title to the United 
States, valid and subsisting at the date of this Act and thereafter 
legally maintained, shall not be affected by this Act. 
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WILLAMETrE MERIDIAN

Willamette merid-
ian. East half, section 1; east half section 12; east half northeast quar-

ter, section 13; township 33 north, range 39 east.
North half, north half southwest quarter, southeast quarter south-

west quarter, and west half southeast quarter, section 1; east half
northeast quarter, northeast quarter southeast quarter, north half
northwest quarter, southwest quarter northwest quarter, and south-
west quarter, section 2; sections 3 to 5, inclusive; northeast quarter,
northeast quarter northwest quarter, south half northwest quarter, and
south half, section 6; sections 7 to 10, inclusive; northwest quarter
northeast quarter, south half northeast quarter, west half, north half
southeast quarter, and southwest quarter southeast quarter, section 11;
sections 15 and 16; north half, north half south half, south half south-
east quarter, and southwest quarter southwest quarter, section 17; east
half and northwest quarter, section 18; all of section 19; east half, and
west half northwest quarter, section 20; all of section 21; north half
north half, southwest quarter northeast quarter, and northwest quarter
southwest quarter, section 22; west half east half and north half
northwest quarter, section 30; township 33 north, range 40 east.

Those parts of section 23 to 26, inclusive, lying south of the divide
between the waters of Bear Creek and North Fork Chewelah Creek;
that part of section 27 lying within the watersheds of North Fork
Chewelah Creek or Twelve Mile Creek; that part of section 28 lying
within the watershed of Twelve Mile Creek; south half, section 29;
northeast quarter southeast quarter, section 30; southeast quarter north-
east quarter, southeast quarter southwest quarter, and southeast quar-
ter, section 31; northeast quarter, northeast quarter northwest quarter,
south half northwest quarter, and south half, section 32; sections 33
to 36, inclusive; township 34 north, range 40 east.

Northwest quarter northwest quarter, section 2; northeast quarter
northeast quarter, section 3; township 35 north, range 40 east.

Sections 1 to 7, inclusive; north half, and east half southeast
quarter, section 8; sections 9 to 15, inclusive; north half, and east
half southeast quarter, section 16; south half northeast quarter, and
north half southeast quarter, section 17; northeast quarter, northeast
quarter northwest quarter, south half northwest quarter, and south
half, section 21; sections 22 to 28, inclusive; sections 33 to 36, inclu-
sive; township 36 north, range 40 east.

Sections 1 and 2; lots 1, 2, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, and 16, southeast quarter,
east half southwest quarter, and southwest quarter southwest quarter,
section 3; lots 1 to 15, inclusive, northwest quarter southeast quarter,
south half southeast quarter, and southwest quarter, section 4; sections
5 to 36, inclusive; township 37 north, range 40 east.

Southeast quarter, section 12; township 31 north, range 41 east.
Sections 1 to 4, inclusive; sections 9 to 17, inclusive; east half

east half section 18; sections 22 to 27, inclusive; sections 34 to 36,
inclusive; township 32 north, range 41 east.

Sections 1 to 5, inclusive; lots 1, 2, 14, south half northeast quarter,
east half southeast quarter, southwest quarter southeast quarter,
section 6; northeast quarter, lots 1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, southeast
quarter, section 7; sections 8 to 16, inclusive; north half, southwest
quarter, north half southeast quarter, section 17; northeast quarter,
lots 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, southeast quarter, section 18; lots 1 to 7,
inclusive, lots 9, 10, 12, northeast quarter, north half southeast
quarter, section 19; northwest quarter northwest quarter section 20;
northeast quarter, northeast quarter northwest quarter, and south
half northwest quarter, section 21; southeast quarter northeast
quarter section 22; north half, southeast quarter, north half south-
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Willamette merid-
ian. 

WILLAMETTE MERIDIAN 

East half, section 1; east half section 12; east half northeast quar-
ter, section 13; township 33 north, range 39 east. 
North half, north half southwest quarter, southeast quarter south-

west quarter, and west half southeast quarter, section 1; east half 
northeast quarter, northeast quarter southeast quarter, north half 
northwest quarter, southwest quarter northwest quarter, and south-
west quarter, section 2; sections 3 to 5, inclusive; northeast quarter, 
northeast quarter northwest quarter, south half northwest quarter, and 
south half, section 6; sections 7 to 10, inclusive; northwest quarter 
northeast quarter, south half northeast quarter, west half, north half 
southeast quarter, and southwest quarter southeast quarter, section 11; 
sections 15 and 16; north half, north half south half, south half south-
east quarter, and southwest quarter southwest quarter, section 17; east 
half and northwest quarter, section 18; all of section 19; east half, and 
west half northwest quarter, section 20; all of section 21; north half 
north half, southwest quarter northeast quarter, and northwest quarter 
southwest quarter, section 22; west half east half and north half 
northwest quarter, section 30; township 33 north, range 40 east. 
Those parts of section 23 to 26, inclusive, lying south of the divide 

between the waters of Bear Creek and North Fork Chewelah Creek; 
that part of section 27 lying within the watersheds of North Fork 
Chewelah Creek or Twelve Mile Creek; that part of section 28 lying 
within the watershed of Twelve Mile Creek; south half, section 29; 
northeast quarter southeast quarter, section 30; southeast quarter north-
east quarter, southeast quarter southwest quarter, and southeast quar-
ter, section 31; northeast quarter, northeast quarter northwest quarter, 
south half northwest quarter, and south half, section 32; sections 33 
to 36, inclusive; township 34 north, range 40 east. 
Northwest quarter northwest quarter, section 2; northeast quarter 

northeast quarter, section 3; township 35 north, range 40 east. 
Sections 1 to 7, inclusive; north half, and east half southeast 

quarter, section 8; sections 9 to 15, inclusive; north half, and east 
half southeast quarter, section 16; south half northeast quarter, and 
north half southeast quarter, section 17; northeast quarter, northeast 
quarter northwest quarter, south half northwest quarter, and south 
half, section 21; sections 22 to 28, inclusive; sections 33 to 36, inclu-
sive; township 36 north, range 40 east. 

Sections 1 and 2; lots 1, 2, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, and 16, southeast quarter, 
east. half southwest quarter, and southwest quarter southwest quarter, 
section 3; lots 1 to 15, inclusive, northwest quarter southeast quarter, 
south half southeast quarter, and southwest quarter, section 4; sections 
5 to 36, inclusive; township 37 north, range 40 east. 

Southeast quarter, section 12; township 31 north, range 41 east. 
Sections 1 to 4, inclusive; sections 9 to 17, inclusive; east half 

east half section 18; sections 22 to 27, inclusive; sections 34 to 36, 
inclusive; township 32 north, range 41 east. 

Sections 1 to 5, inclusive; lots 1, 2, 14, south half northeast quarter, 
east half southeast quarter, southwest quarter southeast quarter, 
section 6; northeast quarter, lots 1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, southeast 
quarter, section 7; sections 8 to 16, inclusive; north half, southwest 
quarter, north half southeast quarter, section 17; northeast quarter, 
lots 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, southeast quarter, section 18; lots 1 to 7, 
inclusive, lots 9, 10, 12, northeast quarter, north half southeast 
quarter, section 19; northwest quarter northwest quarter section 20; 
northeast quarter, northeast quarter northwest quarter, and south 
half northwest quarter, section 21; southeast quarter northeast 
quarter section 22; north half, southeast quarter, north half south-
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west quarter, and southeast quarter southwest quarter, section 23;
sections 24 to 26, inclusive; northeast quarter, east half northwest
quarter, southwest quarter northwest quarter, and south half, section
27; south half north half, and south half, section 28; all section 29;
east half section 30; north half northeast quarter, southeast quarter
northeast quarter, and southeast quarter, section 31; sections 32 to 36,
inclusive; township 33 north, range 41 east.

All of sections 23 to 30, inclusive, lying within the watershed of
North Fork Chewelah Creek, sections 31 to 36, inclusive, township
34 north, range 41 east.

Lots 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 11, and 12, north half southwest quarter, section 4;
lots 1 to 12, inclusive, north half south half, southeast quarter south-
west quarter, and southwest quarter southeast quarter, section 5; all
of section 6; northeast quarter northwest quarter, section 7; township
35 north, range 41 east.

Sections 1 to 24, inclusive; west half section 27; sections 28 to 32,
inclusive; north half, southwest quarter, north half southeast quarter,
southwest quarter southeast quarter, section 33; northwest quarter,
northwest quarter southwest quarter, section 34; township 36 north,
range 41 east.

Sections 1 to 36, inclusive, township 37 north, range 41 east.
Sections 1 to 3 inclusive; southwest quarter southeast quarter, sec-

tion 4; northwest quarter northeast quarter, south half northeast
quarter, east half northwest quarter, and south half, section 9; sec-
tions 10 to 16, inclusive; sections 21 to 28, inclusive; sections 33 to 36,
inclusive; township 38 north, range 41 east.

Sections 1 to 6, inclusive; northeast quarter, south half northwest
quarter, and south half, section 7; sections 8 to 27, inclusive; north
half section 28; sections 29 and 30; north half section 31; north half
and southeast quarter, section 33; sections 34 to 36, inclusive; town-
ship 31 north, range 42 east.

Sections 1 to 36, inclusive, township 32 north, range 42 east.
Sections 1 to 36, inclusive, township 33 north, range 42 east.
Sections 1 to 4, inclusive; those parts of sections 5 to 8, inclusive,

lying within the Tacoma Creek watershed; sections 9 to 16, inclusive;
those parts of sections 17, 18, and 19 lying within the watersheds of
Tacoma and Drummond Creeks; sections 20 to 29, inclusive; those
parts of section 30 lying within the Drummond Creek watershed;
sections 31 to 36, inclusive; township 34 north, range 42 east.

That portion of the township lying east of the Divide between the
watersheds of the Pend Oreille River on the east and the Colville
River on the west, township 35 north, range 42 east.

Sections 1 to 18, inclusive; north half, north half south half, section
19; north half, north half south half, section 20; north half, north
half south half, section 21; sections 22 to 27, inclusive; that portion
lying on the watershed of the Pend Oreille River, section 33; sections
34 to 36, inclusive; township 36 north, range 42 east.

Northeast quarter northeast quarter, north half northwest quarter,
and southwest quarter northwest quarter, section 1; sections 2 to 11,
inclusive; east half northwest quarter, southwest quarter, and south-
west quarter southeast quarter, section 12; northwest quarter north-
east quarter, and west half, section 13; sections 14 to 23, inclusive;
south half, section 24; sections 25 to 36, inclusive; township 37 north,
range 42 east.

Lots 10 to 16, inclusive, and south half, section 1; lots 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16, and south half, section 2; sections 3 to 11,
inclusive; northwest quarter, south half, and northwest quarter north-
east quarter, section 12; sections 13 to 36, inclusive; township 38 north,
range 42 east.
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west quarter, and southeast quarter southwest quarter, section 23; 
sections 24 to 26, inclusive; northeast quarter, east half northwest 
quarter, southwest quarter northwest quarter, and south half, section 
27; south half north half, and south half, section 28; all section 29; 
east half section 30; north half northeast quarter, southeast quarter 
northeast quarter . and southeast quarter, section 31; sections 32 to 36, 
inclusive; township 33 north, range 41 east. 
All of sections 23 to 30, inclusive, lying within the watershed of 

North Fork Chewelah Creek, sections 31 to 36, inclusive, township 
34 north, range 41 east. 

Lots 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 11, and 12, north half southwest quarter, section 4; 
lots 1 to 12, inclusive, north half south half, southeast quarter south-
west quarter, and southwest quarter southeast quarter, section 5; all 
of section 6; northeast quarter northwest quarter, section 7; township 
35 north, range 41 east. 

Sections 1 to 24, inclusive; west half section 27; sections 28 to 32, 
inclusive; north half, southwest quarter, north half southeast quarter, 
southwest quarter southeast quarter, section 33; northwest quarter, 
northwest quarter southwest quarter, section 34; township 36 north, 
range 41 east. 
Sections 1 to 36, inclusive, township 37 north, range 41 east. 
Sections 1 to 3 inclusive; southwest quarter southeast quarter, sec-

tion 4; northwest quarter northeast quarter, south half northeast 
quarter, east half northwest quarter , and south half, section 9; sec-
tions 10 to 16, inclusive; sections 21 to 28, inclusive; sections 33 to 36, 
inclusive; township 38 north, range 41 east. 

Sections 1 to 6, inclusive; northeast quarter, south half northwest 
quarter , and south half, section 7; sections 8 to 27, inclusive; north 
half section 28; sections 29 and 30; north half section 31; north half 
and southeast quarter, section 33; sections 34 to 36, inclusive; town-
ship 31 north, range 42 east. 

Sections 1 to 36, inclusive, township 32 north, range 42 east. 
Sections 1 to 36, inclusive, township 33 north, range 42 east. 
Sections 1 to 4, inclusive; those parts of sections 5 to 8, inclusive, 

lying within the Tacoma Creek watershed; sections 9 to 16, inclusive; 
those parts of sections 17, 18, and 19 lying within the watersheds of 
Tacoma and Drummond Creeks; sections 20 to 29, inclusive; those 
parts of section 30 lying within the Drummond Creek watershed; 
sections 31 to 36, inclusive; township 34 north, range 42 east. 
That portion of the township lying east of the Divide between the 

watersheds of the Pend Oreille River on the east and the Colville 
River on the west, township 35 north, range 42 east. 

Sections 1 to 18, inclusive; north half, north half south half, section 
19; north half, north half south half, section 20; north half, north 
half south half, section 21; sections 22 to 27, inclusive; that portion 
lying on the watershed of the Pend Oreille River, section 33; sections 
34 to 36, inclusive; township 36 north, range 42 east. 
Northeast quarter northeast quarter, north half northwest quarter, 

and southwest quarter northwest quarter, section 1; sections 2 to 11, 
inclusive; east half northwest quarter, southwest quarter, and south-
west quarter southeast quarter, section 12; northwest quarter north-
east quarter, and west half, section 13; sections 14 to 23, inclusive; 
south half, section 24; sections 25 to 36, inclusive; township 37 north, 
range 42 east. 
Lots 10 to 16, inclusive and south half, section 1; lots 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 

11, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16, and south half, section 2; sections 3 to 11, 
inclusive • northwest quarter, south half, and northwest quarter north-
east quarier , section 12; sections 13 to 36, inclusive; township 38 north, 
range 42 east. 
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Exchange of pri-
vately owned lands.

42 Stat. 465.
16 U. . c. i 485,

486; Supp. IV, i 486.
Inclusion of ac-

cepted lands.

Mineral locations,
etc

Sections 1 to 36, inclusive; township 39 north, range 42 east.
Sections 1 to 3, inclusive; sections 10 to 15, inclusive; sections 19 to

36, inclusive; township 40 north, range 42 east.
Sections 4 to 9, inclusive; sections 16 to 21, inclusive, sections 28 to

32, inclusive; north half, southwest quarter, north half southeast
quarter, southwest quarter southeast quarter, section 33; township 31
north, range 43 east.

West half section 5; sections 6 and 7; north half north half, and
south half, section 8; sections 17 to 20, inclusive; southwest quarter
section 21; southwest quarter, and south half southeast quarter, sec-
tion 28; sections 29 to 33, inclusive; township 32 north, range 43 east.

Sections 4 to 9, inclusive northwest quarter southwest quarter,
section 10; sections 16 to 21, inclusive; north half, southwest quarter,
north half southeast quarter, and southwest quarter southeast quarter,
section 29; sections 30 and 31; west half northeast quarter, and west
half, section 32; township 33 north, range 43 east.

North half, north half south half, and southwest quarter southwest
quarter, section 1; sections 2 to 11, inclusive; sections 15 to 22, inclu-
sive; north half northwest quarter, section 27; sections 28 to 34,
inclusive; township 34 north, range 43 east.

Lot 7, section 2; sections 3 to 10, inclusive; southwest quarter north-
west quarter, and southwest quarter, lots 3 and 4, section 11; north
half, southwest quarter, and north half southeast quarter, section 14;
sections 15 to 22, inclusive; north half, southwest quarter, north half
southeast quarter, and southwest quarter southeast quarter, section 23;
sections 25 to 36, inclusive; township 35 north, range 43 east.

Sections 5 to 8, inclusive; sections 17 to 20, inclusive; sections 28 to
33, inclusive; lot 4, southeast quarter northwest quarter, southwest
quarter northeast quarter, southwest quarter, and west half southeast
quarter, section 34; township 36 north, range 43 east.

All of section 31, township 37 north, range 43 east.
Lots 6 and 7 section 6; lots 2,3, and 4, east half southwest quarter,

west half southeast quarter, south half northeast quarter, and south-
east quarter northwest quarter, section 7; west half southwest quarter,
section 19; township 38 north, range 43 east.

Lots 1 and 2, section 3; north half, southeast quarter, north half
southwest quarter, and southwest quarter southwest quarter, section 4;
sections 5 to 8, inclusive; sections 17 to 20, inclusive; north half north
half, section 30; northwest quarter northwest quarter, section 31;
township 39 north, range 43 east.

Lots 4, 7, and 9, east half southwest quarter, and southwest quarter
southwest quarter section 3; lots 2, 3 and 4, and south half, section 4;
sections 5 to 9, inclusive; section 10, that part west of the Pend Oreille
River; sections 15 to 21, inclusive; northwest quarter northeast quar-
ter, south half northeast quarter, northwest quarter, and south half,
section 22; sections 27 to 33, inclusive; northwest quarter, and south
half, section 34; township 40 north, range 43 east.

SEO. 2. Any of the lands described in the first section of this Act
which are privately owned may be accepted in exchange by the Secre-
tary of the Interior under the provisions of the Act entitled, "An Act
to consolidate national-forest lands", approved March 20, 1922, as
amended (U. S. C., title 16, ses. 485 486). All of such lands so
accepted in exchange shall thereupon be added to and made a part
of the Kaniksu National Forest in the State of Washington and shall
thereafter be administered under the laws and regulations relating
to the national forests. Lands received in exchange or purchased
under the provisions of this Act shall be open to mneral locations,
mineral development, and patent, in accordance with the mining laws
of the United States.

Approved, August 10, 1939.
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Exchange of pri-
vately owned lands. 

42 Stat. 465. 
16 U. S. C. If 485, 

486; Supp. IV, 1 486. 
Inclusion of ac-

cepted lands. 

Mineral locations, 
etC. 

Sections 1 to 36, inclusive; township 39 north, range 42 east. 
Sections 1 to 3, inclusive; sections 10 to 15, inclusive; sections 19 to 

36, inclusive; township 40 north, range 42 east. 
Sections 4 to 9, inclusive; sections 16 to 21, inclusive; sections 28 to 

32, inclusive; north half, southwest quarter, north half southeast 
quarter, southwest quarter southeast quarter, section 33; township 31 
north, range 43 east. 
West half section 5; sections 6 and 7; north half north half, and 

south half, section 8; sections 17 to 20, inclusive; southwest quarter 
section 21; southwest quarter, and south half southeast quarter, sec-
tion 28; sections 29 to 33, inclusive; township 32 north, range 43 east. 

Sections 4 to 9, inclusive; northwest quarter southwest quarter, 
section 10; sections 16 to 21, inclusive; north half, southwest quarter, 
north half southeast quarter, and southwest quarter southeast quarter, 
section 29; sections 30 and 31; west half northeast quarter, and west 
half, section 32; township 33 north, range 43 east. 
North half, north half south halfl and southwest quarter southwest 

quarter, section 1; sections 2 to 11, inclusive; sections 15 to 22, inclu-
sive; north half northwest quarter, section 27; sections 28 to 34, 
inclusive; township 34 north, range 43 east. 
Lot 7, section 2; sections 3 to 10, inclusive; southwest quarter north-

west quarter, and southwest quarter, lots 3 and 4, section 11; north 
half, southwest quarter, and north half southeast quarter, section 14; 
sections 15 to 22, inclusive; north half, southwest quarter, north half 
southeast quarter, and southwest quarter southeast quarter, section 23; 
sections 25 to 36, inclusive; township 35 north, range 43 east. 

Sections 5 to 8, inclusive; sections 17 to 20, inclusive; sections 28 to 
33, inclusive; lot 4, southeast quarter northwest quarter, southwest 
quarter northeast quarter, southwest quarter, and west half southeast 
quarter, section 34; township 36 north, range 43 east. 

All of section 31, township 37 north, range 43 east. 
Lots 6 and 7, section 6; lots 2, 3, and 4, east half southwest quarter, 

west half southeast quarter, south half northeast quarter, and south-
east quarter northwest quarter, section 7; west half southwest quarter, 
section 19; township 38 north, range 43 east. 
Lots 1 and 2, section 3; north half, southeast quarter, north half 

southwest quarter, and southwest quarter southwest quarter, section 4; 
sections 5 to 8, inclusive; sections 17 to 20, inclusive; north half north 
half, section 30; northwest quarter northwest quarter, section 31; 
township 39 north, range 43 east. 

Lots 4, 7, and 9, east half southwest quarter, and southwest quarter 
southwest quarter, section 3; lots 2, 3, and 4, and south half, section 4; 
sections 5 to 9, inclusive; section 10, that part west of the Pend Oreille 
River; sections 15 to 21, inclusive; northwest quarter northeast quar-
ter, south half northeast quarter, northwest quarter, and south half, 
section 22; sections 27 to 33, inclusive; northwest quarter, and south 
half, section 34; township 40 north, range 43 east. 
Sm. 2. Any of the lands described in the first section of this Act 

which are privately owned may be accepted in exchange by the Secre-
tary of the Interior under the provisions of the Act entitled, "An Act 
to consolidate national-forest lands", approved March 20, 1922, as 
amended (U. S. C., title 16, secs. 485, 486). All of such lands so 
accepted in exchange shall thereupon be added to and made a part 
of the Kaniksu National Forest in the State of Washington and shall 
thereafter be administered under the laws and regulations relating 
to the national forests. Lands received in exchange or purchased 
wider the provisions of this Act shall be open to mineral locations, 
mineral development, and patent, in accordance with the mining laws 
of the United States. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 662]
AN ACT

Authorizing the restoration to tribal ownership of certain lands upon the Umatilla
Indian Reservation, Oregon, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized in his discretion to
restore to tribal ownership the undisposed of surplus lands of the
Ulmatilla Indian Reservation, Oregon, heretofore opened to entry
or other form of disposal under the public-land laws: Provided, That
restoration shall be subject to any existing valid rights.

SEC. 2. For the purpose of effecting land consolidations between
Indians and non-Indians within the reservation, the Secretary of
the Interior is hereby authorized, under such rules and regulations
as he may prescribe, to acquire through purchase, exchange, or
relinquishment, any interest in lands, water rights, or surface rights
to lands within said reservation. Exchanges of lands hereunder
shall be made on the basis of equal value and the value of improve-
ments on lands to be relinquished to the Indians or by Indians to
non-Indians shall be given due consideration and allowance made
therefor in the valuation of lieu lands. This section shall apply to
tribal, trust, or otherwise restricted Indian allotments whether the
allottee be living or deceased.

SEC. 3. Title to lands or any interest therein acquired pursuant to
this Act for Indian use shall be taken in the name of the United
States of America in trust for the tribe or individual Indian for
which acquired.

SEC. 4. For the purpose of carrying into effect the land-purchase
provision of this Act, the Secretary of the Interior is hereby author-
ized to use so much as may be necessary of any funds heretofore or
hereafter appropriated pursuant to section 5 of the Act of June 18,
1934 (48 Stat. 984).

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 663] AN ACT
To amend the Packers and Stockyards Act, 1921.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsections
(a) and (b) of section 310 of the Packers and Stockyards Act, 1921,
are hereby amended so as to read as follows:

"(a) May determine and prescribe what will be the just and
reasonable rate or charge, or rates or charges, to be thereafter in
such case observed as both the maximum and minimum to be
charged, and what regulation or practice is or will be just, reason-
able, and nondiscriminatory to be thereafter followed; and

"(b) May make an order that such owner or operator (1) shall
cease and desist from such violation to the extent to which the
Secretary finds that it does or will exist; (2) shall not thereafter
publish,'demand, or collect any rate or charge for the furnishing of
stockyard services more or less than the rate or charge so prescribed;
and (3) shall conform to and observe the regulation or practice so
prescribed."

Approved, August 10, 1939.
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[CHAPTER 662] 
AN ACT 

Authorizing the restoration to tribal ownership of certain lands upon the Umatilla 
Indian Reservation, Oregon, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Interior be, and he is hereby2 authorized in his discretion to 
restore to tribal ownership the undisposed of surplus lands of the 
Umatilla Indian Reservation, Oregon, heretofore opened to entry 
or other form of disposal under the public-land laws: Provided, That 
restoration shall be subject to any existing valid rights. 
SEC. 2. For the purpose of effecting land consolidations between 

Indians and non-Indians within the reservation, the Secretary of 
the Interior is hereby authorized, under such rules and regulations 
as .he may prescribe, to acquire through purchase, exchange, or 
relinquishment., any interest in lands, water rights, or surface rights 
to lands within said reservation. Exchanges of lands hereunder 
shall be made on the basis of equal value and the value of improve-
ments on lands to be relinquished to the Indians or by Indians to 
non-Indians shall be given due consideration and allowance made 
therefor in the valuation of lieu lands. This section shall apply to 
tribal, trust7 or otherwise restricted Indian allotments whether the 
allottee be living or deceased. 
SEC. 3. Title to lands or any interest therein acquired pursuant to 

this Act for Indian use shall be taken in the name of the United 
States of America in trust for the tribe or individual Indian for 
which acquired. 
SEC. 4. For the purpose of carrying into effect the land-purchase 

provision of this Act, the Secretary of the Interior is hereby author-
ized to use so much as may be necessary of any funds heretofore or 
hereafter appropriated pursuant to section 5 of the Act of June 18, 
1934 (48 Stat. 984). 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 663] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Packers and Stockyards Act, 1921. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in. Congress assembled, That subsections 
(a) and (b) of section 310 of the Packers and Stockyards Act, 1921, 
are hereby amended so as to read as follows: 

"(a) May determine and prescribe what will be the just and 
reasonable rate or charge, or rates or charges, to be thereafter in 
such case observed as both the maximum and minimum to be 
charged, and what regulation or practice is or will be just, reason-
able, and nondiscriminatory to be thereafter followed; and 

"(b) May make an order that such owner or operator (1) shall 
cease and desist from such violation to the extent to which the 
Secretary finds that it does or will exist; (2) shall not thereafter 
publish, demand, or collect any rate or charge for the furnishing of 
stockyard services more or less than the rate or charge so prescribed; 
and (3) shall conform to and observe the regulation or practice so 
prescribed." 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 664]
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[53 STAT.

AN ACT
To amend the Act of Congress entitled "An Act to define, regulate, and license

real-estate brokers, business-chance brokers, and real-estate salesmen; to create
a Real Estate Commission in the District of Columbia; to protect the public
against fraud in real-estate transactions; and for other purposes", approved
August 25, 1937.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the title of
the Act entitled "An Act to define, regulate, and license real-estate
brokers, business-chance brokers, and real-estate salesmen; to create
a Real Estate Commission in the District of Columbia; to protect
the public against fraud in real-estate transactions; and for other
purposes", approved August 25, 1937 (Public, Numbered 356,
Seventy-fifth Congress), is amended to read as follows:

"An Act to define, regulate, and license real-estate brokers, real-
estate salesmen, business-chance brokers, and business-chance sales-
men; to create a Real Estate Commission in the District of Columbia;
to protect the public against fraud in real-estate transactions and in
real-estate promotions and in business-chance transactions; and for
other purposes".

SEC. 2. Section 1 of said Act is hereby amended to read as follows:
"SECTION 1. That on and after ninety days from the date of enact-

ment of this Act it shall be unlawful in the District of Columbia for
any person, firm, partnership, copartnership, association, or corpora-
tion (foreign or domestic) to act as a real-estate broker, real-estate
salesman, business-chance broker or business-chance salesman, or to
advertise or assume to act as such, without a license issued by the
Real Estate Commission of the District of Columbia."

SEC. 3. Section 2 of said Act is hereby amended to read as follows:
"SEC. 2. Whenever used in this Act real-estate broker' means any

person, firm, association, partnership, or corporation (foreign or
domestic) who, for another and for a fee, commission, or other
valuable consideration, or who, with the intention or in the expecta-
tion or upon the promise of receiving or collecting a fee, commis-
sion, or other valuable consideration, lists for sale, sells, exchanges,
purchases, rents, or leases or offers or attempts or agrees to negotiate
a sale, exchange, purchase, lease, or rental of an estate or interest
in real estate, or collects or offers or attempts or agrees to collect
rent or income for the use of real estate, or negotiates or offers or
attempts or agrees to negotiate, a loan secured or to be secured by
a mortgage, deed of trust, or other encumbrance upon or transfer of
real estate, or who is engaged in the business of erecting houses or
causing the erection of houses for sale on his, their, or its land and
who sells, offers, or attempts to sell such houses, or who, as owner
or otherwise and as a whole or partial vocation, sells, or through
solicitation, advertising, or otherwise, offers or attempts to sell or to
negotiate the sale of any lot or lots in any subdivision of land com-
prising ten lots or more: Provided, however, That this definition
shall not apply to the sale of space for advertising of real estate in
any newspaper, magazine, or other publication. A 'business-chance
broker' within the meaning of this Act is any person, firm, partner-
ship, association, copartnership, or corporation who for a compen-
sation or valuable consideration sells or offers for sale, buys or
offers to buy, leases or offers to lease, or negotiates the purchase or
sale or exchange of a business, business opportunity, or the goodwill
of a business for others.

"'Real-estate salesman' means a person employed by a licensed
real-estate broker to list for sale, sell, or offer for sale, to buy or offer
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[CHAPTER 664] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Act of Congress entitled "An Act to define, regulate, and license 
real-estate brokers, business-chance brokers, and real-estate salesmen; to create 
a Real Estate Commission in the District of Columbia; to protect the public 
against fraud in real-estate transactions; and for other purposes", approved 
August 25, 1937. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the title of 
the Act entitled "An Act to define, regulate, and license real-estate 
brokers, business-chance brokers, and real-estate salesmen; to create 
a Real Estate Commission in the District of Columbia; to protect 
the public against fraud in real-estate transactions; and for other 
purposes", approved August 25, 1937 (Public, Numbered 356, 
Seventy-fifth Congress), is amended to read as follows: 
"An Act to define, regulate, and license real-estate brokers, real-

estate salesmen, business-chance brokers, and business-chance sales-
men; to create a Real Estate Commission in the District of Columbia; 
to protect the public against fraud in real-estate transactions and in 
real-estate promotions and in business-chance transactions; and for 
other purposes". 
SEC. 2. Section 1 of said Act is hereby amended to read as follows: 
"SEcriox 1. That on and after ninety days from the date of enact-

ment of this Act it shall be unlawful in the District of Columbia for 
any person, firm, partnership, copartnership, association, or corpora-
tion (foreign or domestic) to act as a real-estate broker, real-estate 
salesman, business-chance broker or business-chance salesman, or to 
advertise or assume to act as such, without a license issued by the 
Real Estate Commission of the District of Columbia." 

Sigc. 3. Section 2 of said Act is hereby amended to read as follows: 
"Sm. 2. Whenever used in this Act real-estate broker' means any 

person, firm, association, partnership, or corporation (foreign or 
domestic) who, for another and for a fee, commission, or other 
valuable consideration, or who, with the intention or in the expecta-
tion or upon the promise of receiving or collecting a fee, commis-
sion, or other valuable consideration, lists for sale, sells, exchanges, 
purchases, rents, or leases or offers or attempts or agrees to negotiate 
a sale, exchange, purchase, lease, or rental of an estate or interest 
in real estate, or collects or offers or attempts or agrees to collect 
rent or income for the use of real estate, or negotiates or offers or 
attempts or agrees to negotiate, a loan secured or to be secured by 
a mortgage, deed of trust, or other encumbrance upon or transfer of 
real estate, or who is engaged in the business of erecting houses or 
causing the erection of houses for sale on his, their, or its land and 
who sells, offers, or attempts to sell such houses, or who, as owner 
or otherwise and as a whole or partial vocation, sells, or through 
solicitation, advertising, or otherwise, offers or attempts to sell or to 
negotiate the sale of any lot or lots in any subdivision of land com-
prising ten lots or more: Provided, however, That this definition 
shall not apply to the sale of space for advertising of real estate in 
any newspaper, magazine, or other publication. A 'business-chance 
broker' within the meaning of this Act is any person, firm, partner-
ship, association, copartnership, or corporation who for a compen-
sation or valuable consideration sells or offers for sale, buys or 
offers to buy, leases or offers to lease, or negotiates the purchase or 
sale or exchange of a business, business opportunity, or the goodwill 
of a business for others. 

"Real-estate salesman' means a person employed by a licensed 
real-estate broker to list for sale, sell, or offer for sale, to buy or offer 
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to buy, or to negotiate the purchase or sale, or exchange of real
estate, or to negotiate a loan on real estate, or to lease or rent or
offer to lease, rent, or place for rent, any real estate, or collect or
offer or attempt to collect rent or income for the use of real estate.

"'Business-chance salesman' means any person employed by a "Business-chance

licensed business-chance broker to list for sale, sell, or offer for sale,

to buy or offer to buy, to lease or offer to lease, or to negotiate the
purchase or sale or exchange of a business, business opportunity, or
goodwill of an existing business for or in behalf of such business-
chance broker.

"Persons employed by a licensed broker in a clerical capacity or Exceptions.

in subordinate positions who receive a fixed compensation and who
receive no additional commission or compensation for specific acts
of renting or leasing real estate and who do not sell or exchange, or
offer or attempt to sell or exchange, real estate or a business, business
opportunity, or the goodwill of a business shall not be required to
obtain licenses.

"One act for a compensation or valuable consideration of buying Real-estate broker.

or selling real estate for or of another, or offering for another to buy,
sell, or exchange real estate, or leasing, renting, or offering to lease
or rent real estate, or negotiating or offering to negotiate a loan
secured by a mortgage, deed of trust, or other incumbrance upon or
transfer of real estate, except as herein specifically excepted, shall
constitute a person, firm, partnership, copartnership, association, or
corporation performing, or offering, or attempting to perform any
of the acts enumerated herein, a real-estate broker, unless such act Real-est ate sales-

shall be performed or offered or attempted to be performed by a
person for and in behalf of a real-estate broker in which event such
act shall constitute such person a real-estate salesman.

"One act for a compensation or valuable consideration of buying, broker ess ch n ce

selling or leasing or exchanging a business, business opportunity, or
the goodwill of a business for or of another, or offering for another
to buy, sell, exchange, or lease a business, business opportunity, or
the goodwill of a business, except as herein specifically excepted, shall
constitute the person, firm, partnership, copartnership, association,
or corporation performing or offering or attempting to perform any
of the acts enumerated herein, a business-chance broker, unless such .~ sinss-ch' .nce

act shall be performed or offered or attempted to be perforlled by a
person for or on behalf of a business-chance broker, in which event
such act shall constitute such person a business-chance salesman.

"The provisions of this Act shall not apply to receivers, referees, Eemptlions.

administrators, executors, guardians, trustees, or other persons
appointed or acting under the judgment or order of any court; or
public officers while performing their official duty, or attorneys at
law in the ordinary practice of their profession; nor to any person,
copartnership, association, or corporation, who, as owner or lessor,
shall perform any of the acts aforesaid with reference to property
owned or leased by them, or to the regular officers and employees
thereof, with respect to the property so owned or leased, where such
acts are performed in the regular course of, or as an incident to, the
management of such property and the investments therein, except
as otherwise provided in this Act.

"Every provision of this Act applying specifically to an applicant pplication of pro-Ev pvisions to business-

or application for a license as a real-estate broker or a real-estate chanebrokerorbus-

salesman, and to a real-estate license, and to a licensee licensed as a hceam

real-estate broker or a real-estate salesman, and to anyone acting
in the capacity of a real-estate broker or a real-estate salesman with-
out a license, shall likewise apply in a similar manner, respectively,
to every applicant and application for a license as a business-chance
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to buy, or to negotiate the purchase or sale, or exchange of real 
estate, or to negotiate a loan on real estate, or to lease or rent or 
offer to lease, rent, or place for rent, any real estate, or collect or 
offer or attempt to collect rent or income for the use of real estate. 

:Bun,es-clance 
"'Business  -chance salesman' means any person employed by a ' si 

licensed business-chance broker to list for sale, sell, or offer for sale, salesman  defined. 

to buy or offer to buy, to lease or offer to lease, or to negotiate the 
purchase or sale or exchange of a business, business opportunity, or 
goodwill of an existing business for or in behalf of such business-
chance broker. 
. "Persons employed by a licensed broker in a clerical capacity or Exceptions. 
in subordinate positions who receive a fixed compensation and who 
receive .no additional commission or compensation for specific acts 
of renting or leasing real estate and who do not sell or exchange, or 
offer or attempt to sell or exchange, real estate or a business, business 
opportunity, or the goodwill of a business shall not be required to 
obtain licenses. 
"One act for a compensation or valuable consideration of buying Real-estate broker. 

or selling real estate for or of another, or offering for another to buy, 
sell, or exchange real estate, or leasing, renting, or offering to lease 
or rent real estate, or negotiating or offering to negotiate a loan 
secured by a mortgage, deed of trust, or other incumbrance upon or 
transfer of real estate, except as herein specifically excepted, shall 
constitute a person, firm, partnership, copartnership, association, or 
corporation performing, or offering, or attempting to perform any 
of the acts enumerated herein, a real-estate broker, unless such act mReal-estate sales-

shall be performed or offered or attempted to be performed by a 
person for and in behalf of a real-estate broker in which event such 
act shall constitute such person a real-estate salesman. 
"One act for a compensation or valuable consideration of buying, brBokuesr.iness-chance 

selling or leasing or exchanging a business, business opportunity, or 
the goodwill of a business for or of another, or offering for another 
to buy, sell, exchange, or lease a business, business opportunity, or 
the goodwill of a business, except as herein specifically excepted, shall 
constitute the person, firm, partnership, copartnership, association, 
or corporation performing or offering or attempting to perform any 
of the acts enumerated herein, a business-chance broker, unless such Business-chance salesman. 

act shall be performed or offered or attempted to be performed by a 
person for or on behalf of a business-chance broker, in which event 
such act shall constitute such person a business-chance salesman. 
"The provisions of this Act shall not apply to receivers, referees, Exemptions. 

administrators, executors, guardians, trustees, or other persons 
appointed or acting under the judgment or order of any court; or 
public officers while performing their official duty, or attorneys at 
law in the ordinary practice of their profession; nor to any person, 
copartnership, association, or corporation, who, as owner or lessor, 
shall perform any of the acts aforesaid with reference to property 
owned or leased by them, or to the regular officers and employees 
thereof, with respect to the property so owned or leased, where such 
acts are performed in the regular course of, or as an incident to, the 
management of such property and the investments therein, except 
as otherwise provided in this Act. Application of pro-
"Every proxision of this Act applying specifically to an applicant visions to business-

or application for a license as a real-estate broker or a real-estate chance broker or bus-

salesman, and to a real-estate license, and to a licensee licensed as a iness-chancesaksman. 
real-estate broker or a real-estate salesman, and to anyone acting 
in the capacity of a real-estate broker ora real-estate salesman with-
out a license, shall likewise apply in a similar manner, respectively, 
to every applicant and application for a license as a business-chance 
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broker or a business-chance salesman, and to every business-chance
license, and to every licensee licensed as a business-chance broker or
a business-chance salesman, and to anyone acting in the capacity of
a business-chance broker or a business-chance salesman without a
license."

SEC. 4. The seventh paragraph of section 3 is amended to read as
follows:

"The compensation of members of the Commission, except the
ex officio member, shall be $10 each for personal attendance at each
meeting, but shall not exceed for any member $1,500 per annum."

SEC. 5. Section 4 of said Act is amended to read as follows:
"SEC. 4. No license under the provisions of this Act shall be issued

to any person who has not attained the age of twenty-one years,
nor to any person who cannot read, write, and understand the
English language; nor until the Commission has received satisfac-
tory proof that the applicant is trustworthy and competent to
transact the business of a real-estate broker or real-estate salesman or
business-chance broker or business-chance salesman in such a manner
as to safeguard the interests of the public: Provided, however, That
a salesman shall have six months from the date of the issuance of his
original license to prove his competency, and failure to prove his
competency to the satisfaction of the Commission within that period
will automatically cancel his original license or any renewal thereof.

"In determining competency, the Commission shall require proof
that every applicant for a license has a general and fair understand-
ing of the obligations between principal and agent, as well as of the
provisions of this Act; and that an applicant for a license as a real-
estate broker has a fair understanding of the general purposes and
effect of deeds, mortgages, and contracts for the sale or leasing of
real estate, and of elementary real-estate practices; and that an appli-
cant for a license as a business-chance broker has a fair understanding
of the general purposes and effect of bills of sale, chattel mortgages
and trusts, and the provisions of the law governing sales in bulk.

"No license shall be issued to any person, firm, partnership, copart-
nership, association2 or corporation whose application has been
rejected in the District of Columbia or any State within three months
prior to date of application, or whose real-estate license has been
revoked in the District of Columbia or any State within one year
prior to date of application."

SEC. 6. (a) The eighth paragraph of section 5 of said Act is
amended by striking out the words, "executed by two good and
sufficient sureties, to be approved by the Commission, or".

(b) Section 5 of said Act is further amended by inserting at the
end of the tenth paragraph thereof the following:

"In the event the surety becomes insolvent or a bankrupt, or ceases
to do business or ceases to be authorized to do business in the District
of Columbia, the principal shall, within ten days after notice thereof,
given by the Commission, duly file a new bond in like amount and
conditioned as the original and if the principal shall fail so to do the
license of such principal shall terminate."

SEC. 7 (a) The third paragraph of section 7 of said Act is amended
to read as follows:

"The fee for an original broker's license and every renewal thereof
shall be $30: Provided, however, That the fee for an original broker's
license and every renewal thereof for individual members, partners,
and officers of firms, partnerships, and corporations shall be $30 for
the first member, partner, or officer to be designated by the firm,
partnership, or corporation and $10 for each additional members
partner, or officer of such firm, partnership, or corporation."
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broker or a business-chance salesman, and to every business-chance 
license, and to every licensee licensed as a business-chance broker or 
a business-chance salesman, and to anyone acting in the capacity of 
a business-chance broker or a business-chance salesman without a. 
license." 

SEc. 4. The seventh paragraph of section 3 is amended to read as 
follows: 
"The compensation of members of the Commission, except the 

ex officio member, shall be $10 each for personal attendance at each 
meeting, but shall not exceed for any member $1,500 per annum." 

SEC. 5. Section 4 of said Act is amended to read as follows: 
"SEc. 4. No license under the provisions of this Act shall be issued 

to any person who has not attained the age of twenty-one years, 
nor to any person who cannot read, write, and understand the 
English language; nor until the Commission has received satisfac-
tory proof that the applicant is trustworthy and competent to 
transact the business of a real-estate broker or real-estate salesman or 
business-chance broker or business-chance salesman in such a manner 
as to safeguard the interests of the public: Provided, however, That 
a salesman shall have six months from the date of the issuance of his 
original license to prove his competency, and failure to prove his 
competency to the satisfaction of the Commission within that period 
will automatically cancel his original license or any renewal thereof. 
"In determining competency, the Commission shall require proof 

that every applicant for a license has a general and fair understand-
ing of the obligations between principal and agent, as well as of the 
provisions of this Act and that an applicant for a license as a real-
estate broker has a fair understanding of the general purposes and 
effect of deeds, mortgages, and contracts for the sale or leasing of 
real estate, and of elementary real-estate practices; and that an appli-
cant for a license as a business-chance broker has a fair understanding 
of the general purposes and effect of bills of sale, chattel mortgages 
and trusts, and the provisions of the law governing sales in bulk. 
"No license shall be issued to any person, firm, partnership, copart-

nership, association, or corporation whose application has been 
rejected in the District of Columbia or any State within three months 
prior to date of application, or whose real-estate license has been 
revoked in the District of Columbia or any State within one year 
prior to date of application." 

SEC. 6. (a) The eighth paragraph of section 5 of said Act is 
amended by striking out the words, "executed by two good and 
sufficient sureties, to be approved by the Commission, or". 

(b) Section 5 of said Act is further amended by inserting at the 
end of the tenth paragraph thereof the following: 
"In the event the surety becomes insolvent or a bankrupt, or ceases 

to do business or ceases to be authorized to do business in the District 
of Columbia, the principal shall, within ten days after notice thereof, 
given by the Commission, duty file a new bond in like amount and 
conditioned as the original and if the principal shall fail so to do the 
license of such principal shall terminate." 

SEC. 7 (a) The third paragraph of section 7 of said Act is amended 
to read as follows: 
"The fee for an original broker's license and every renewal thereof 

shall be $30: Provided, however, That the fee for an original broker's 
license and every renewal thereof for individual members, partners, 
and officers of firms, partnerships, and corporations shall be $30 for 
the first member, partner, or officer to be designated by the firm, 
partnership, or corporation and $10 for each additional member., 
partner, or officer of such firm, partnership, or corporation." 
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(b) The fifth paragraph of said section 7 of said Act is amended fSlesman's license,

by striking out the words "real estate."
(c) Section 7 of said Act is further amended by inserting a new 790 D. . Cd,

paragraph between the fifth and sixth paragraphs of said section 7 supp. Iv, 1976.

to read as follows:
"The fees provided herein for any original license shall be reduced Prorating ofee.

by one-half in all cases where the application for such original license
is filed between January 1 and July 1 of any year."

(d) The seventh paragraph of section 7 of said Act is hereby
amended to read as follows:

"The Commission shall cause to be issued a new license for each Annual issuance of

ensuing year, in the absence of any reason or condition which might
warrant the refusal of the granting of a license, upon receipt of the
written request of the applicant and the annual fee therefor, as herein
required: Provided, however, That an applicant who, on or before Prsecy ro-
July 1, fails to file said written request and pay the annual fee must visions.
comply with all the provisions of this Act applicable to an original
applicant except that the Commission may waive the requirement
of furnishing proof of competency. The revocation of a broker's Revoction of bro-

license shall automatically suspend every salesman's license grantedeect.
to any person by virtue of his employment by the broker whose
license has been revoked, pending a change of employer and the
issuance of a new license. Such new license shall be issued without
charge if granted during the same license year in which the original
license is granted."

(e) The eighth paragraph of section 7 of said Act is amended to
read as follows:

"No person, firm, partnership, copartnership, association, or corpo- ingAcom ontion.t
ration engaged in the business or acting in the capacity of a real-
estate broker or a real-estate salesman, or a business-chance broker
or a business-chance salesman, within the District of Columbia shall
bring or maintain any action in the courts of the District of Colum-
bia for the collection of compensation for any services performed as
a real-estate broker or a real-estate salesman or a business-chance
broker or business-chance salesman, or enforcement of any contract
relating to real estate without alleging and proving that such person,
firm, partnership, copartnership, association, or corporation was a
duly licensed real-estate broker or real-estate salesman, or business-
chance broker or business-chance salesman, at the time the alleged
cause of action arose."

(f) The ninth paragraph of said section 7 of said Act is amended 2S D. . Code
to read as follows: Supp.IV, 1197.

"Every broker licensed hereunder shall maintain a place of busi- pMeafinbense of
ness in the District of Columbia. If a broker maintains more than
one place of business within the District of Columbia, a duplicate
license shall be issued to such broker for each branch office main-
tained; and there shall be no fee charged for any such duplicate
license."

(g) The tenth paragraph of said section 7 of said Act is amended
to read as follows:

"When a broker changes the location of his principal place of Changeflocation.

business he must immediately notify the Commission in writing
and return to the Commission his license together with the licenses
of all salesmen in his employ, and the Commission shall issue a
new license to the broker and to each of the salesmen without charge.
Failure to notify the Commission and to return his license when the
location of his principal place of business is changed, will auto-
matically cancel the broker's license and the licenses of all salesmen
in his employ. However, new licenses for the unexpired term may
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(b) . The fifth paragraph of said section 7 of said Act is amended 
by striking out the words "real estate." 

(c) Section 7 of said Act is further amended by inserting a new 
paragraph between the fifth and sixth paragraphs of said section 7 
to read as follows: 
"The fees .provided herein for any original license shall be reduced 

by one-half in all cases where the application for such original license 
is filed between January 1 and July 1 of any year." 

(d) The seventh paragraph of section 7 of said Act is hereby 
amended to read as follows: 
"The Commission shall cause to be issued a new license for each 

ensuing year, in the absence of any reason or condition which might 
warrant the refusal of the granting of a license, upon receipt of the 
written request of the applicant and the annual fee therefor, as herein 
required: Provided, however, That an applicant who, on or before 
July 1, fails to file said written request and pay the annual fee must 
comply with all the provisions of this Act applicable to an original 
applicant except that the Commission may waive the requirement 
of furnishing proof of competency. The revocation of a broker's 
license shall automatically suspend every salesman's license granted 
to any person by virtue of his employment by the broker whose 
license has been revoked, pending a change of employer and the 
issuance of a new license. Such new license shall be issued without 
charge if granted during the same license year in which the original 
license is granted." 

(e) The eighth paragraph of section 7 of said Act is amended to 
read as follows: 
"No person, firm, partnership, copartnership, association, or corpo-

ration engaged in the business or acting in the capacity of a real-
estate broker or a real-estate salesman, or a business-chance broker 
or a business-chance salesman, within the District of Columbia shall 
bring or maintain any action in the courts of the District of Colum-
bia for the collection of compensation for any services performed as 
a real-estate broker or a real-estate salesman or a business-chance 
broker or business-chance salesman, or enforcement of any contract 
relating to real estate without alleging and proving that such person, 
firm, partnership, copartnership, association, or corporation was a 
duly licensed real-estate broker or real-estate salesman, or business-
chance broker or business-chance salesman, at the time the alleged 
cause of action arose." 

(f) The ninth paragraph of said section 7 of said Act is amended 
to read as follows: 
"Every broker licensed hereunder shall maintain a place of busi-

ness in the District of Columbia. If a broker maintains more than 
one place of business within the District of Columbia, a duplicate 
license shall be issued to such broker for each branch office main-
tained; and there shall be no fee charged for any such duplicate 
license." 

(g) The tenth paragraph of said section 7 of said Act is amended 
to read as follows: 
"When a broker changes the location of his principal place of 

business he must immediately notify the Commission in writing 
and return to the Commission his license together with the licenses 
of all salesmen in his employ, and the Commission shall issue a 
new license to the broker and to each of the salesmen without charge. 
Failure to notify the Commission and to return his license when the 
location of his principal place of business is changed, will auto-
matically cancel the broker's license and the licenses of all salesmen 
in his employ. However, new licenses for the unexpired term may 
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be issued by the Commission without the payment of any additional
fee, provided a written request therefor, accompanied by a new bond,
is filed."

(h) The eleventh paragraph of said section 7 of said Act is
amended by striking out the last sentence thereof and inserting in
lieu thereof the following: "When a salesman shall be discharged
or shall terminate his employment with the broker by whom he is
employed, it shall be the duty of such salesman to immediately
notify the Commission, and it shall be unlawful for him to perform
any of the acts contemplated by this Act either directly or indirectly
from and after such termination of employment until such time as
he has been employed by another licensed broker and a license has
been reissued him by the Commission."

(i) Section 7 of said Act is further amended by adding at the
end thereof two new paragraphs to read as follows:

"A license issued to an individual cannot be transferred to another
individual. However, an individual licensed as a broker may, upon
written request to the Commission, change his status to that of an
individual broker or to that of a partner of a partnership, or to
that of an officer of a corporation, for any unexpired term of his
license, without the payment of any additional fee, and such change
shall not work a revocation or require a renewal of the bond of any
such broker. This provision shall not be applicable to any real-
estate broker in respect to a change of license to that of a business
chance broker or vice versa.

"No license shall be issued to any firm, partnership, association, or
corporation unless every individual member, partner or officer of
such firm, partnership, association, or corporation who actively par-
ticipates in the brokerage business thereof is licensed as a broker.

SEC. 8. Section 8 of said Act is amended to read as follows:
"SEC. 8. The Commission may, upon its own motion, and shall,

upon the verified complaint in writing of any person, provided such
complaint or such complaint together with evidence, documentary or
otherwise, presented in connection therewith, makes out a prima
facie case, investigate the conduct of any real-estate broker or real-
estate salesman, or business-chance broker or business-chance sales-
man, and shall have the power to suspend or to revoke any license
issued under the provisions of this Act, at any time where the licensee
has by false or fraudulent representation obtained a license, or
where the licensee, in performing or attempting to perform any of
the acts mentioned herein, has-

(a) Made any substantial misrepresentation;
(b) Made any false promises of a character likely to influence,

persuade, or induce;
(c) Pursued a continued and flagrant course of misrepresentation,

or making of false promises through agents or salesmen, or advertis-
ing or otherwise;

(d) Acted for more than one party in a transaction without the
knowledge of all parties for whom he acts;

(e) Accepted a commission or valuable consideration as a real-
estate salesman or as a business-chance salesman for the performance
of any of the acts specified in this Act from any person, except the
broker under whom he is licensed;

(f) Represented or attempted to represent a real-estate broker or
a business-chance broker other than the employer, without the express
knowledge and consent of the employer;

(g) Failed, within a reasonable time, to account for or to remit
any money, valuable documents, or other property coming into his
possession which belong to others;
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be issued by the Commission without the payment of any additional 
fee, provided a written request therefor, accompanied by a new bond, 
is filed." 

(h) The eleventh paragraph of said section 7 of said Act is 
amended by striking out the last sentence thereof and inserting in 
lieu thereof the following: "When a salesman shall be discharged 
or shall terminate his employment with the broker by whom he is 
employed, it shall be the duty of such salesman to immediately 
notify the Commission, and it shall be unlawful for him to perform 
any of the acts contemplated by this Act either directly or indirectly 
from and after such termination of employment until such time as 
he has been employed by another licensed broker and a license has 
been reissued him by the Commission." 

(i) Section 7 of said Act is further amended by adding at the 
end thereof two new paragraphs to read as follows: 
"A license issued to an individual cannot be transferred to another 

individual. However, an individual licensed as a broker may, upon 
written request to the Commission, change his status to that of an 
individual broker or to that of a partner of a partnership, or to 
that of an officer of a corporation, for any unexpired term of his 
license, without the payment of any additional fee, and such change 
shall not work a revocation or require a renewal of the bond of any 
such broker. This provision shall not be applicable to any real-
estate broker in respect to a change of license to that of a business 
chance broker or vice versa. 
"No license shall be issued to any firm, partnership, association, or 

corporation unless every individual member, partner or officer of 
such firm, partnership, association, or corporation who actively par-
ticipates in the brokerage business thereof is licensed as a broker." 
SEC. 8. Section 8 of said Act is amended to read as follows: 
"Sric. 8. The Commission may, upon its own motion, and shall, 

upon the verified complaint in writing of any person, provided such 
complaint or such complaint together with evidence, documentary or 
otherwise, presented in connection therewith, makes out a prima 
facie case, investigate the conduct of any real-estate broker or real-
estate salesman, or business-chance broker or business-chance sales-
man, and shall have the power to suspend or to revoke any license 
issued under the provisions of this Act, at any time where the licensee 
has by false or fraudulent representation obtained a license, or 
where the licensee, in performing or attempting to perform any of 
the acts mentioned herein, has— 

(a) Made any substantial misrepresentation; 
(b) Made any false promises of a character likely to influence, 

persuade, or induce; 
(c) Pursued a continued and flagrant course of misrepresentation, 

or making of false promises through agents or salesmen, or advertis-
ing or otherwise; 

(d) Acted for more than one party in a transaction without the 
knowledge of all parties for whom he acts; 

(e) Accepted a commission or valuable consideration as a real-
estate salesman or as a business-chance salesman for the performance 
of any of the acts specified in this Act from any person, except the 
broker under whom he is licensed; 

(f) Represented or attempted to represent a real-estate broker or 
a business-chance broker other than the employer, without the express 
knowledge and consent of the employer; 

(g) Failed, within a reasonable time, to account for or to remit 
any money, valuable documents, or other property coming into his 
possession which belong to others; 
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(h) Demonstrated such unworthiness or incompetency to act as a
real-estate broker or real-estate salesman or a business-chance broker
or a business-chance salesman as to endanger the interests of the
public;

(i) While acting or attempting to act as agent or broker, purchased
or attempted to purchase any property or interest therein for himself,
either in his own name or by use of a straw party, without disclosing
such fact to the party he represents;

(j) Been guilty of any other conduct, whether of the same or a

different character from that hereinbefore specified, which constitutes
fraudulent or dishonest dealing;

(k) Used any trade name or insignia of membership in any real-
estate organization of which the licensee is not a member;

(1) Disregarded or violated any provisions of this Act;
(m) Guaranteed or authorized or permitted any broker or sales-

man to guarantee future profits which may result from the resale
of real property, or a business, business opportunity, or the goodwill
of any existing business;

(n) Placed a sign on any property offering it for sale or for rent
or offering it for sale or rent without the written consent of the

owner or his authorized agent;
(o) Accepted a compensation from more than one party to a

transaction without the knowledge of all the parties to the trans-
action; or

(p) Failed to restore the bond to its original amount after a
recovery on the bond as provided in section 5.

SEC. 9. Section 10 of said Act is amended by striking out the Stt
7.. Code,

period at the end of the first paragraph thereof and inserting in Supp.IV,sl 979.

lieu thereof a comma, and by adding after such comma the follow-
ing: "and with the further exception that a nonresident of the Dis- Nonresident bro-kers and salesmen.

trict of Columbia need not maintain a place of business within the Maintenanceofplace

District of Columbia if he is licensed in and maintains a place of f businessinD.C.

business in the State in which he resides."
SEC. 10. Section 12 of said Act is amended by adding at the end 2 ostt. . Coe,

thereof the following: Sup. IV. Is1.

"The exemption contained in this section shall not apply to any ,nanks, tesngage

bank, trust company, building and loan association, insurance com- , . len... xllltr pro-

pany, or any land-mortgage or farm-loan association, which for visi'osof Act

another and for a compensation, performs any of the acts defined
herein as the acts of a real-estate broker or business-chance broker
in connection with any property, wherein such bank, trust company,
building and loan association, insurance company, land-mortgage
or farm-loan association has no fiduciary interest such as receiver,
referee, administrator, executor, guardian, or trustee."

SEC. 11. Section 14 of said Act is amended by adding at the end 20
S t

Wt 
7

. 7 ode
Supp. IV .1983.

thereof the following: Supp.IV,1983.
"It shall be unlawful within the District of Columbia for any Fraudulent trans-

person, firm, partnership, association, or corporation, foreign or Inducing sale by

domestic, either as owner or otherwise, to offer, give, award, or pre e lots or

promise, or to use any method, scheme or plan offering, giving,

awarding, or promising free lots in connection with the sale or the
offering for sale or an attempt to sell or negotiate the sale of any
real estate or interest therein, wherever situated, for the purpose

of attracting, inducing, persuading, or influencing a purchaser or a
prospective purchaser; or to offer, promise, or give prizes of any

name or nature for attendance at or participation in any sale of real
estate, by auction or otherwise. Paymentoffee etc.

"It shall be unlawful for any person, firm, partnership, associa- nsedbroer.

tion, or corporation knowingly to pay a fee, commission, or com-
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(i) While acting or attempting to act as agent or broker, purchased 
or attempted to purchase any property or interest therein for himself, 
either in his own name or by use of a straw party, without disclosing 
such fact to the party he represents; 
. (j) Been guilty of any other conduct, whether of the same or a 

different character from that hereinbefore specified, which constitutes 
fraudulent or dishonest dealing; 

(k) Used .any trade name or insignia of membership in any real-
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of real property, or a business, business opportunity, or the goodwill 
of any existing business; 
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or offering it for sale or rent without the written consent of the 
owner or his authorized agent; 

(o) Accepted a compensation from more than one party to a 
transaction without the knowledge of all the parties to the trans-
action; or 

(p) Failed to restore the bond to its original amount after a 
recovery on the bond as provided in section 5. 
SEC. 9. Section 10 of said Act is amended by striking out the 

period at the end of the first paragraph thereof and inserting in 
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pensation to anyone for the performance within the District of
Columbia of any service or act defined in this Act as the act of a real-
estate broker, real-estate salesman, business-chance broker, or busi-
ness-chance salesman, who was not duly licensed as such at the time
such service or act was performed, provided that this paragraph shall
not apply to the division of commission by a broker licensed here-
under with a nonresident cooperating broker."

SEC. 12. No license heretofore issued under the authority of said
Act of Congress approved March 25, 1937, where the application
therefor was accompanied by a bond which does not conform with
the requirements of said Act as amended hereby, shall be reissued
or renewed unless the application for such reissuance or renewal
shall be accompanied by a bond in accordance with said Act as
amended by this Act.

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 665]

August 10, 1939
[H. R. 6614]

IP,,hlie Nn 3781

AN ACT
To amend the Government Losses in Shipment Act.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Government Losses United States of America in Congress assembled, That the secondin Shipment Act,

amendments, proviso of section 3 of the Government Losses in Shipment Act,
^5 U. S. C.Supp. v, approved July 8, 1937 (50 Stat. 480; U. S. C., 1934 edition, Supp.

§ bii Debt S IV, title 5, sec. 134b), is hereby amended to read as follows: "Provided
iceshipments rvo further, That the fund shall be available for the replacement of any
valuables loss or destruction of, or damage to valuables shipped by or on

behalf of the Public Debt Service of the Treasury Department prior
to the effective date of this amendment, the replacement of which was
chargeable against the securities trust fund established under authority
of the indefinite appropriation 'Expenses of loans, Act of September

40Stat.292. 24, 1917, as amended and extended' (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 3131 U. S. C. §§ 760.
761. secs. 760, 761); and the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized

Transfer of fund. and directed to transfer on the books of the Treasury Department
the amount standing to the credit of the securities trust fund and
credit the same to the fund."

50 Stat. 479. "SE. 2. The Government Losses in Shipment Act (50 Stat. 479;
U. S. C., 1934 edition, Supp. IV, title 5, sees. 134-134h; title 31, sees.
528, 738a), is hereby amended by adding the following sections to the
end of section 3 thereof:

Losses of ost Office "S 3a. All losses or destruction of, or damage to, internal revenue
ing as Treasury agent. or other stamps, United States securities, or other obligations of the

United States, and funds, occurring heretofore or hereafter but not
prior to February 4, 1935, while such stamps, securities, obligations,
or funds were in the custody or possession of, or charged to, the Post
Office Department or Postal Service while it was acting as agent for,
or on behalf of, the Treasury Department for the sale of such stamps,
securities, or obligations and for the collection of such funds, irre-
spective of the manner in which such loss, destruction, or damage
occurred, shall be replaced out of the fund under such regulations as

Liabilityofemploy- the Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe: Provided, however, Thatees
. no postmaster, Navy mail clerk, or assistant Navy mail clerk having

the custody or possession of such stamps, securities, obligations, or
funds at the time of the loss, destruction, or damage shall be relieved
of any liability to the United States or receive credit in his accounts
for such loss, destruction, or damage under the provisions of the Act

39 U.T S. C 49. of March 17, 1882, as amended (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 39, sec.
49), until the Postmaster General and the Secretary of the Treasury
have jointly determined that such loss, destruction, or damage resulted
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22 Stat. 29. 
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pensation to anyone for the performance within the District of 
Columbia of any service or act defined in this Act as the act of a real-
estate broker, real-estate salesman, business-chance broker, or busi-
ness-chance salesman, who was not duly licensed as such at the time 
such service or act was performed, provided that this paragraph shall 
not apply to the division of commission by a broker licensed here-
under with a nonresident cooperating broker." 
SEC. 12. No license heretofore issued under the authority of said 

Act of Congress approved March 25, 1937, where the application 
therefor was accompanied by a bond which does not conform with 
the requirements of said Act as amended hereby, shall be reissued 
or renewed unless the application for such reissuance or renewal 
shall be accompanied by a bond in accordance with said Act as 
amended by this Act. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 665] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Government Losses in Shipment Act. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatimes of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled,. That the second 
proviso of section 3 of the Government Losses in Shipment Act, 
approved July 8, 1937 (50 Stat. 480; U. S. C., 1934 edition, Supp. 
IV, title 5, sec. 134b), is hereby amended to read as follows: "Provided 
further, That the fund shall be available for the replacement of any 
loss or destruction of, or damage to, valuables shipped by or on 
behalf of the Public Debt Service of the Treasury Department prior 
to the effective date of this amendment, the replacement of which was 
chargeable against the securities trust fund established under authority 
of the indefinite appropriation 'Expenses of loans, Act of September 
24, 1917, as amended and extended' (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 31, 
secs. 760, 761) • and the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized 
and directed lo transfer on the books of the Treasury Department 
the amount standing to the credit of the securities trust fund and 
credit the same to the fund." 

"Sac. 2. The Government Losses in Shipment Act (50 Stat. 479; 
U. S. C., 1934 edition, Supp. IV, title 5, secs. 134-134h; title 31, secs. 
528, 738a), is hereby amended by adding the following sections to the 
end of section 3 thereof: 
"Sm. 3a. All losses or destruction of, or damage to, internal revenue 

or other stamps, United States securities or other obligations of the 
United States, and funds, occurring heretofore or hereafter, but not 
prior to February 4, 1935, while such stamps, securities, obligations, 
or funds were in the custody or possession of, or charged to, the Post 
Office Department or Postal Service while it was acting as agent for, 
or on behalf of, the Treasury Department for the sale of such stamps, 
securities, or obligations and for the collection of such funds, irre-
spective of the manner in which such loss, destruction, or damage 
occurred, shall be replaced out of the fund under such regulations a.S 
the Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe: Provided, however, That 
no postmaster, Navy mail clerk, or assistant Navy mail clerk having 
the custody or possession of such stamps, securities, obligations, or 
funds at the time of the loss destruction, or damage shall be relieved 
of any liability to the United States or receive credit in his accounts 
for such loss, destruction, or damage under the provisions of the Act 
of March 17, 1882, as amended (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 39, sec. 
49), until the Postmaster General and the Secretary of the Treasury 
have jointly determined that such loss, destruction, or damage resulted 
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from no fault or negligence on the part of such postmaster, Navy
mail clerk, or assistant Navy mail clerk.

"SEc. 3b. The Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized to mtd.mnitY agree-

execute and deliver, on behalf of the United States, such binding
agreements of indemnity as he may deem necessary and proper to
enable the United States to obtain the replacement of any instrument
or document received by the United States or any agent of the United
States in his official capacity which, after having been so received,
became lost, destroyed, or so mutilated as to impair its value: Pro- No°Federal obliga-

vided, however That no such agreement of indemnity shall operate tion where obligee

to obligate the 'United States in any case in which the obligee named required by law. etc.

therein makes any payment or delivery not required by law on the
original of the instrument or document covered thereby. The fund e of fund for pay-

shall be available for the payment of any obligation arising out of t.

any agreement executed by the Secretary of the Treasury under this
section." 50 stat. 4t0.

SEC. 3. Section 7 (a) of the Government Losses in Shipment Act 5 Ut. . C., supp.

(50 Stat. 480; U.S. C., 1934 edition, Supp. IV, title 5, sec. 134f (a)), iV, § 134 (a).

is hereby amended to read as follows:
"(a) The term 'valuables' means any articles or things or repre- "Valuables"de-

sentatives of value in which the United States has any interest, or
in connection with which it has any obligation or responsibility,
direct or indirect, and which are declared to be valuables within the
meaning of this Act by the Secretary of the Treasury. No articles articles covered.

or things shall be declared to be valuables by the Secretary of the
Treasury unless he determines that replacement thereof in accord-
ance with the procedure established herein, in the event of loss,
destruction, or damage in the course of shipment, would be in the
public interest. The term 'United States' as used in this subsection ted tates."

and in section 3b means the United States, its executive departments
independent establishments, and agencies, including wholly owned
corporations, and officers and employees of any of the foregoing while
acting in their official capacity."

SEC. 4. So much of section 8 (b) (4) of the Government Losses in 3 Stt s. c4, upp.

Shipment Act (50 Stat. 482; U. S. C., 1934 edition, Supp. IV, title IV, 738(b)().

31, sec. 738a (b) (4)), as precedes the proviso is hereby amended to
read as follows: Ilety Il.

"(4) if the owner or holder is the United States or an officer or I ,,let,, i1t,,,1,.r

employee thereof in his official capacity, a State, the District of is tniteid States. ec.

Columbia, a Territory or possession of the United States, including
the Commonwealth of the Philippine Islands, a municipal corpora-
tion or political subdivision of any of the foregoing, a corporation
the whole of whose capital is owned by the United States, a foreign
government, or a Federal Reserve bank:". at.4.

SEC. 5. Section 9 (b) (1) of the Government Losses in Shipment 31 St.at C., upp.

Act (50 Stat. 483; U. S. C., 1934 edition, Supp. IV, title 31, sec. IV, 528(b)(i).

528 (b) (1)), is hereby amended by changing the phrase included
within the parentheses to read as follows: "including the Postal Serv- demnity bond rtant
ice when carrying mail for any officer, employee, agent, or agency caes eofhk whl
of the United States when performing services in connection with in . S. custody, etc.

an official function of the United States, but not including the Postal
Service when otherwise acting solely in its capacity as a public
carrier of the mail."

SEC. 6. So much of section 9 (b) (5) of the Government Losses in 3 Stats . supp.
Shipment Act (50 Stat. 483; U. S. C., 1934 edition, Supp. IV, title IV, o528(b) (5).

31, sec. 528 (b) (5)), as precedes the proviso is hereby amended to
read as follows:

"(5) if the owner or holder is the United States or an officer or i tedSter oreholde

employee thereof in his official capacity, a State, the District of
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from no fault or negligence on the part of such postmaster, Navy 
mail clerk, or assistant Navy mail clerk. 
"SEC. 3b. The Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized to 

execute and deliver, on behalf of the United States, such binding 
agreements of indemnity as he may deem necessary and proper to 
enable the United States to obtain the replacement of any instrument 
or document received by the United States or any agent of the United 
States in his official capacity which, after having been so received, 
became lost, destroyed, or so mutilated as to impair its value: Pro-
vided, however, That no such agreement of indemnity shall operate 
to obligate the -United States in any case in which the obligee named 
therein makes any payment or delivery not required by law on the 
original of the instrument or document covered thereby. The fund 
shall be available for the payment of any obligation arising out of 
any agreement executed by the Secretary of the Treasury under this 
section." 
SEC. 3. Section 7 (a) of the Government Losses in Shipment Act 

(50 Stat. 480; U. S. C., 1934 edition, Supp. IV, title 5, sec. 134f (a) ), 
is hereby amended to read as follows: 

"(a) T he term 'valuables' means any articles or things or repre-
sentatives of value in which the United States has any interest, or 
in connection with which it has any obligation or responsibility, 
direct or indirect, and which are declared to be valuables within the 
meaning of this Act by the Secretary of the Treasury. No articles 
or things shall be declared to be valuables by the Secretary of the 
Treasury unless he determines that replacement thereof in accord-
ance with the procedure established herein, in the event of loss, 
destruction, or damage in the course of shipment, would be in the 
public interest. The term 'United States' as used in this subsection 
and in section 3b means the United States, its executive departments, 
independent establishments, and agencies, including wholly owned 
corporations, and officers and employees of any of the foregoing while 
acting in their official capacity." 
SEc. 4. So much of section 8 (b) (4) of the Government Losses in 

Shipment Act (50 Stat. 482; U. S. C., 1934 edition, Supp. IV, title 
31, sec. 738a (b) (4)), as precedes the proviso is hereby amended to 
read as follows: 

"(4) if the owner or holder is the United States or an officer or 
employee thereof in his official capacity, a State, the District of 
Columbia a Territory or possession of the United States, including 
the Commonwealth of the Philippine Islands, a municipal corpora-
tion or political subdivision of any of the foregoing, a corporation 
the whole of whose capital is owned by the United States, a foreign 
government, or a Federal Reserve bank:". 
SEC. 5. Section 9 (b) (1) of the Government Losses in Shipment Ns", Supp. 

Act (50 Stat. 483; U. S. C., 1934 edition, Supp. IV, title 31, sec. iv, gsis(il) 
528 (b) (1)), is hereby amended by changing the phrase included 
within the parentheses to read as follows: "including the Postal Serv-
ice when carrying mail for any officer, employee, agent, or agency 
of the United States when performing services in connection with 
an official function of the United States, but not including the Postal 
Service when otherwise acting solely in its capacity as a public 
carrier of the mail." 
SEC. 6. So much of section 9 (b) (5) of the Government Losses in 

Shipment Act (50 Stat. 483; U. S. C., 1934 edition, Supp. IV, title 
31, sec. 528 (b) (5) ), as precedes the proviso is hereby amended to 
read as follows: 

"(5) if the owner or holder is the United States or an officer or 
employee thereof in his official capacity, a State, the District of 
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50 Stat. 484.
31 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, § 528 (f).

Term "original
check" defined.

Exceptions.

August 10, 1939
[1. R. 6635]

[Public, No. 379]

Social Security Act
Amendments of 1939.

State old-age assst-
ance plans, require-
ments.

49 Stat. 6320.
42 U. S. ('., Slipp.

IV, 1 302.

Columbia, a Territory or possession of the United States, including
the Commonwealth of the Philippine Islands, a municipal corpora-
tion or political subdivision of any of the foregoing, a corporation
the whole of whose capital is owned by the United States, a foreign
government, or a Federal Reserve bank :".

SEC. 7. Section 9 (f) of the Government Losses in Shipment Act
(50 Stat. 484; U. S. C., 1934 edition, Supp. IV, title 31, sec. 528
(f)), is hereby amended to read as follows:

"(f) The term 'original check' wherever used in this section means
any check, warrant, or other order for the payment of money, pay-
able upon demand and not bearing interest, drawn by a duly author-
ized officer or agent of the United States, the District of Columbia,
or the District Unemployment Compensation Board, on their behalf
against an account or funds of the United States, the District of
Columbia, or the District Unemployment Compensation Board,
including instruments issued by any corporation or other entity
owned or controlled by the United States, the funds of which are
deposited and covered into the Treasury of the United States or
deposited with the Treasurer of the United States, but does not
include money, coins, or currency of the United States; as used in
subsection (d) of this section it means such an instrument drawn by
a duly authorized officer or employee of the Post Office Department?'

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 666]
AN ACT

To amend the Social Security Act, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may
be cited as the "Social Security Act Amendments of 1939".

TITLE I-AMENDMENTS TO TITLE I OF THE SOCIAL
SECURITY ACT

SEC. 101. Section 2 (a) of the Social Security Act is amended to
read as follows:

"(a) A State plan for old-age assistance must (1) provide tlhat
it shall be in effect in all political subdivisions of the State, and, if
administered by them, be mandatory upon them; (2) provide for
financial participation by the State; (3) either provide for the estab-
lishment or designation of a single State agency to administer the
plan, or provide for the establishment or designation of a single State
agency to supervise the administration of the plan; (4) provide for
granting to any individual, whose claim for old-age assistance is
denied, an opportunity for a fair hearing before such State agency;
(5) provide such methods of administration (including after January
1, 1940, methods relating to the establishment and maintenance of
personnel standards on a merit basis, except that the Board shall
exercise no authority with respect to the selection, tenure of office,
and compensation of any individual employed in accordance with
such methods) as are found by the Board to be necessary for the
proper and efficient operation of the plan; (6) provide that the
State agency will make such reports, in such form and containing
such information, as the Board may from time to time require,
and comply with such provisions as the Board may from time to
time find necessary to assure the correctness and verification of
such reports; (7) effective July 1, 1941, provide that the State
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Columbia, a Territory or possession of the United States, including 
the Commonwealth of the Philippine Islands, a municipal corpora-
tion or political subdivision of any of the foregoing, a corporation 
the whole of whose capital is owned by the United States, a foreign 
government, or a Federal Reserve bank:". 
SEC. 7. Section 9 (f) of the Government Losses in Shipment Act 

(50 Stat. 484; U. S. C., 1934 edition, Supp. IV, title 31, sec. 528 
(f) ), is hereby amended to read as follows: 
"(f) The term 'original check' wherever used in this section means 

any check, warrant, or other order for the payment of money, pay-
able upon demand and not bearing interest, drawn by a duly author-
ized officer or agent of the United States, the District of Columbia, 
or the District Unemployment Compensation Board, on their behalf 
against an account or funds of the United States, the District of 
Columbia, or the District Unemployment Compensation Board, 
including instruments issued by any corporation or other entity 
owned or controlled by the United States, the funds of which are 
deposited and covered into the Treasury of the United States or 
deposited with the Treasurer of the United States, but does not 
include money, coins, or currency of the United States; as used in 
subsection (d) of this section it means such an instrument drawn by 
a duly authorized officer or employee of the Post Office Department." 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 666] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Social Security Act, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may 
be cited as the "Social Security Act Amendments of 1939". 

TITLE I—AMENDMENTS TO TITLE I OF THE SOCIAL 
SECURITY ACT 

SEC. 101. Section 2 (a) of the Social Security Act is amended to 
read as follows: 

"(a) A State plan for old-age assistance must (1) provide that 
it shall be ill effect in all political subdivisions of the State, and, if 
administered by them, be mandatory upon them; (2) provide for 
financial participation by the State; (3) either provide for the estab-
lishment or designation of a single State agency to administer the 
plan, or provide for the establishment or designation of a single State 
agency to supervise the administration of the plan; (4) provide for 
granting to any individual, whose claim for old-age assistance is 
denied, an opportunity for a fair hearing before such State agency; 
(5) provide such methods of administration (including after January 
1, 1940, methods relating to the establishment and maintenance of 
personnel standards on a merit basis, except that the Board shall 
exercise no authority with respect to the selection, tenure of office, 
and compensation of any individual employed in accordance with 
such methods) as are found by the Board to be necessary for the 
proper and efficient operation of the plan; (6) provide that the 
State agency will make such reports, in such form and containing 
suchinformation, as the Board may from time to time require, 
and comply with such provisions as the Board may from time to 
tune find necessary to assure the correctness and verification of 
such reports; (7) effective July 1, 1941, provide that the State 
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agency shall, in determining need, take into consideration any other
income and resources of an individual claiming old-age assistance;
and (8) effective July 1, 1941, provide safeguards which restrict the
use or disclosure of information concerning applicants and recipients
to purposes directly connected with the administration of old-age
assistance."

SEC. 102. Effective January 1, 1940, section 3 of such Act is
amended to read as follows:

1361

49 Stat. 621.
42 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, § 303.

"PAYMENT TO STATES

"SEC. 3. (a) From the sums appropriated therefor, the Secretary Amont to be paid

of the Treasury shall pay to each State which has an approved plan
for old-age assistance, for each quarter, beginning with the quarter
commencing January 1, 1940, (1) an amount, which shall be used Detemination.

exclusively as old-age assistance, equal to one-half of the total of the
sums expended during such quarter as old-age assistance under the
State plan with respect to each needy individual who at the time of
such expenditure is sixty-five years of age or older and is not an
inmate of a public institution, not counting so much of such expendi-
ture with respect to any individual for any month as exceeds $40,
and (2) 5 per centum of such amount, which shall be used for paying Administrative

the costs of administering the State plan or for old-age assistance, or
both, and for no other purpose.

"(b) The method o computing and paying such amounts shall pMethd opaym

be as follows: amounts.

"(1) The Board shall, prior to the beginning of each quarter, Estimate by Board.

estimate the amount to be paid to the State for such quarter Base of estimate.

under the provisions of clause (1) of subsection (a), such
estimate to be based on (A) a report filed by the State contain-
ing its estimate of the total sum to be expended in such quarter
in accordance with the provisions of such clause, and stating
the amount appropriated or made available by the State and
its political subdivisions for such expenditures in such quarter,
and if such amount is less than one-half of the total sum of
such estimated expenditures, the source or sources from which
the difference is expected to be derived, (B) records showing the
number of aged individuals in the State, and (C) such other
investigation as the Board may find necessary.

"(2) The Board shall then certify to the Secretary of the aertifiyation of

Treasury the amount so estimated by the Board, (A) reduced or reIctions or in-

increased, as the case may be, by any sum by which it finds that Ce

its estimate for any prior quarter was greater or less than the
amount which should have been paid to the State under clause
(1) of subsection (a) for such quarter, and (B) reduced by a
sum equivalent to the pro rata share to which the United States
is equitably entitled, as determined by the Board, of the net
amount recovered during any prior quarter by the State or any
political subdivision thereof with respect to old-age assistance fur-
nished under the State plan; except that such increases or reduc- Exception.
tions shall not be made to the extent that such sums have been
applied to make the amount certified for any prior quarter
greater or less than the amount estimated by the Board for such
prior quarter: Provided, That any part of the amount recov- ories fromes
ered from the estate of a deceased recipient which is not in excess tates of deceased re-

of the amount expended by the State or any political subdivision pent

thereof for the funeral expenses of the deceased shall not be con-
sidered as a basis for reduction under clause (B) of this
paragraph.
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agency shall, in determining need, take into consideration any other 
income and resources of an individual claiming old-age assistance; 
and (8) effective July 1, 1941, provide safeguards which restrict the 
use or disclosure of information concerning applicants and recipients 
to purposes directly connected with the administration of old-age 
assistance." 
SEC. 102. Effective January 1, 1940, section 3 of such Act is 

amended to read as follows: 

"PAYMENT TO STATES 

"SEc. 3. (a) From the sums appropriated therefor, the Secretary 
of the Treasury shall pay to each State which has an approved plan 
for old-age assistance, for each quarter, beginning with the quarter 
commencing January 1, 1940, (1) an amount, which shall be used 
exclusively as old-age assistance, equal to one-half of the total of the 
sums expended during such quarter as old-age assistance under the 
State plan with respect to each needy individual who at the time of 
such expenditure is sixty-five years of age or older and is not an 
inmate of a public institution, not counting so much of such expendi-
ture with respect to any individual for any month as exceeds $40, 
and (2) 5 per centum of such amount, which shall be used for paying 
the costs of administering the State plan or for old-age assistance, or 
both, and for no other purpose. 

"(b) The method of computing and paying such amounts shall 
be as follows: 

"(1) The Board shall, prior to the beginning of each quarter, 
estimate the amount to be paid to the State for such quarter 
under the provisions of clause (1) of subsection (a), such 
estimate to be based on (A) a report filed by the State contain-
ing its estimate of the total sum to be expended in such quarter 
in accordance with the provisions of such clause, and stating 
the amount appropriated or made available by the State and 
its political subdivisions for such expenditures in such quarter, 
and if such amount is less than one-half of the total sum of 
such estimated expenditures, the source or sources from which 
the difference is expected to hie derived, (B) records showing the 
number of aged individuals in the State, and (C) such other 
investigation as the Board may find necessary. 

"(2) The Board shall then certify to the Secretary of the 
Treasury the amount so estimated by the Board, (A) reduced or 
increased, as the case may be, by any sum by which it finds that 
its estimate for any prior quarter was greater or less than the 
amount which should have been paid to the State under clause 
(1) of subsection (a) for such quarter, and (B) reduced by a 
sum equivalent to the pro rata share to which the United States 
is equitably entitled, as determined by the Board, of the net 
amount recovered during any prior quarter by the State or any 
political subdivision thereof with respect to old-age assistance fur-
nished under the State plan; except that such increases or reduc-
tions shall not be made to the extent that such sums have been 
applied to make the amount certified for any prior quarter 
greater or less than the amount estimated by the Board for such 
prior quarter: Provided, That any part of the amount recov-
ered from the estate of a deceased recipient which is not in excess 
of the amount expended by the State or any political subdivision 
thereof for the funeral expenses of the deceased shall not be con-
sidered as a basis for reduction under clause (B) of this 
paragraph. 

49 Stat. 621. 
42 U. S. C., Supp. 

IV, § 303. 
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Payments prior to "(3) The Secretary of the Treasury shall thereupon, throughaudit, etc., by General
Accounting Office. the ivision of Disbursement of the Treasury Department and

prior to audit or settlement by the General Accounting Office,
pay to the State, at the time or times fixed by the Board, the
amount so certified, increased by 5 per centum."

n"ld-age assist- SEC. 103. Section 6 of such Act is amended to read as follows:ance" defined.
49 tat. 622. "SEC. 6. When used in this title the term 'old-age assistance'

iv, Us .8' C, upp. means money payments to needy aged individuals."

TITLE II-AMENDMENT TO TITLE II OF THE SOCIAL
SECURITY ACT

49 Stat. 622. SEC. 201. Effective January 1, 1940, title II of such Act is amended42 U. S. C., Supp.
IV, §o 401-410a. to read as follows:

"TITLE II-FEDERAL OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS
INSURANCE BENEFITS

'FEDERAL OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE TRUST FUND

Creation. "SEO. 201. (a) There is hereby created on the books of the Treasury
of the United States a trust fund to be known as the 'Federal Old-Age
and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund' (hereinafter in this title called

stittiing fund.- the 'Trust Fund'). The Trust Fund shall consist of the securities
held by the Secretary of the Treasury for the Old Age Reserve
Account and the amount standing to the credit of the Old Age Re-
serve Account on the books of the Treasury on January 1, 1940,
which securities and amount the Secretary of the Treasury is author-
ized and directed to transfer to the Trust Fund, and, in addition,
such amounts as may be appropriated to the Trust Fund as herein-

APpropear"n, after provided. There is hereby appropriated to the Trust Fund
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1941, and for each fiscal year there-
after, out of any moneys in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
amounts equivalent to 100 per centum of the taxes (including interest,

I. R. C. ch. 9sub- penalties, and additions to the taxes) received under the Federal
chp. 1387, Insurance Contributions Act and covered into the Treasury.
creaotd Tr u s tee  "(b) There is hereby created a body to be known as the Board

of Trustees of the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust
Fund (hereinafter in this title called the 'Board of Trustees') which

Composition. Board of Trustees shall be composed of the Secretary of the Treasury,
the Secretary of Labor, and the Chairman of the Social Security

Managing Trustee. Board, all ex officio. The Secretary of the Treasury shall be the
Managing Trustee of the Board of Trustees (hereinafter in this title

Dutis of Board. called the 'Managing Trustee'). It shall be the duty of the Board
of Trustees to-

"(1) Hold the Trust Fund;
eports to Con ) Report to the Congress on the first day of each regular

session of the Congress on the operation and status of the Trust
Fund during the preceding fiscal year and on its expected
operation and status during the next ensuing five fiscal years;

"(3) Report immediately to the Congress whenever the Board
of Trustees is of the opinion that during the ensuing five fiscal
years the Trust Fund will exceed three times the highest annual
expenditures anticipated during that five-fiscal-year period, and
whenever the Board of Trustees is of the opinion that the amount
of the Trust Fund is unduly small.

The report provided for in paragraph (2) above shall include a
statement of the assets of, and the disbursements made from, the
Trust Fund during the preceding fiscal year, an estimate of the
expected future income to, and disbursements to be made from, the
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"(_3) The Secretary of the Treasury shall thereupon, through 
the Division of Disbursement of the Treasury Department and 
prior to audit or settlement by the General Accounting Office, 
pay to the State, at the time or times fixed by the Board, the 
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"SEc. 6. When used in this title the term `old-age assistance' 
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TITLE II—AMENDMENT TO TITLE II OF THE SOCIAL 
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SEC. 201. Effective January 1, 1940, title II of such Act is amended 
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INSURANCE BENEFITS 

"F.E.MERAL OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE TRUST FUND 

"SEc. 201. (a) There is hereby created on the books of the Treasury 
of the United States a trust fund to be known as the 'Federal Old-Age 
and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund' (hereinafter in this title called 
the 'Trust Fund'). The Trust Fund shall consist of the securities 
held by the Secretary of the Treasury for the Old Age Reserve 
Account and the amount standing to the credit of the Old Age Re-
serve Account on the books of the Treasury on January 1, 1940, 
which securities and amount the Secretary of the Treasury is author-
ized and directed to transfer to the Trust Fund, and, in addition, 
such amounts as may be appropriated to the Trust Fund as herein-
after provided. There is hereby appropriated to the Trust Fund 
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1941, and for each fiscal year there-
after, out of any moneys in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, 
amounts equivalent to 100 per centum of the taxes (including interest, 
penalties, and additions to the taxes) received under the Federal 
Insurance Contributions Act and covered into the Treasury. 
"(b) There is hereby created a body to be known as the Board 

of Trustees of the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust 
Fund (hereinafter in this title called the 'Board of Trustees') which 
Board of Trustees shall be composed of the Secretary of the Treasury, 
the Secretary of Labor, and the Chairman of the Social Security 
Board, all ex officio. The Secretary of the Treasury shall be the 
Managing Trustee of the Board of Trustees (hereinafter in this title 
called the 'Managing Trustee'). It shall be the duty of the Board 
of Trustees to— 

"(1) Hold the Trust Fund; 
"(2) Report to the Congress on the first day of each regular 

session of the Congress on the operation and status of the Trust 
Fund during the preceding fiscal year and on its expected 
operation and status during the next ensuing five fiscal years; 

(3) Report immediately to the Congress whenever the Board 
of Trustees is of the opinion that during the ensuing five fiscal 
years the Trust Fund will exceed three times the highest annual 
expenditures anticipated during that five-fiscal-year period, and 
whenever the Board of Trustees is of the opinion that the amount 
of the Trust Fund is unduly small. 

The report provided for in paragraph (2) above shall include a 
statement of the assets of, and the disbursements made from, the 
Trust Fund during the preceding fiscal year, an estimate a the 
expected future income to, and disbursements to be made from, the 
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Trust Fund during each of the next ensuing five fiscal years, and
a statement of the actuarial status of the Trust Fund.

"(c) It shall be the duty of the Managing Trustee to invest such Investment of sur-

portion of the Trust Fund as is not, in his judgment, required to funds.

meet current withdrawals. Such investments may be made only in
interest-bearing obligations of the United States or in obligations
guaranteed as to both principal and interest by the United States.
For such purpose such obligations may be acquired (1) on original Acuisition of obli

issue at par, or (2) by purchase of outstanding obligations at the gtn
market price. The purposes for which obligations of the United it of special

States may be issued under the Second Liberty Bond Act, as 40tat. 288.31 U. S. C. ch. 12;
amended, are hereby extended to authorize the issuance at par of Supp. IV, ch. 12.

special obligations exclusively to the Trust Fund. Such special Intertate
1

obligations shall bear interest at a rate equal to the average rate of
interest, computed as to the end of the calendar month next preced-
ing the date of such issue, borne by all interest-bearing obligations
of the United States then forming a part of the Public Debt; except
that where such average rate is not a multiple of one-eighth of 1
per centum, the rate of interest of such special obligations shall be
the multiple of one-eighth of 1 per centum next lower than such
average rate. Such special obligations shall be issued only if the condition.

Managing Trustee determines that the purchase of other interest-
bearing oligations of the United States, or of obligations guaran-
teed as to both principal and interest by the United States on
original issue or at the market price, is not in the public interest.

"(d) Any obligations acquired by the Trust Fund (except special ale of regular obli-

obligations issued exclusively to the Trust Fund) may be sold by gats.

the Managing Trustee at the market price, and such special obliga- Redemption of pe-

tions may be redeemed at par plus accrued interest.al obligations.

"(e) The interest on, and the proceeds from the sale or redemp- Creditingofinterest,

tion of, any obligations held in the Trust Fund shall be credited to etc

and form a part of the Trust Fund.
"(f) The Managing Trustee is directed to pay from the Trust Payments into

Fund into the Treasury the amount estimated by.him and the Chair- Treaury.

man of the Social Security Board which will be expended dur-
ing a three month period by the Social Security Board and Ante, p. 1362.

the Treasury Department for the administration of Title II and 42 IIt. .C., Supp.

Title VIII of this Act, and the Federal Insurance Contributions 'IVt, l§l0 1l-.

Act. Such payments shall be covered into the Treasury as repay- I. .. ( .ch. 9,sulch.

ments to the account for reimbursement of expenses incurred in con- _A
nection with the administration of Titles II and VIII of this Act Not aailable for

and the Federal Insurance Contributions Act. Such repayments expenditures.

shall not be available for expenditures but shall be carried to the
surplus fund of the Treasury. If it subsequently appear that the Adjustments.

estimates in any particular three month period were too high or too
low, appropriate adjustments shall be made by the Managing Trus-
tee in future payments.

"(g) All amounts credited to the Trust Fund shall be available for Availability ofamounts credited to

making payments required under this title. Trust Fund.

"OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE BENEFIT PAYMENTS

"Primary Insurance Benefits

"SEC. 202. (a) Every individual, who (1) is a fully insured Beneficiaries.
individual (as defined in section 209 (g)) after December 31, 1939, po, p. 76.

(2) has attained the age of sixty-five, and (3) has filed application
for primary insurance benefits, shall be entitled to receive a primary
insurance benefit (as defined in section 209 (e)) for each month,
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Benefit period. beginning with the month in which such individual becomes so
entitled to such insurance benefits and ending with the month pre-
ceding the month in which he dies.

"Wife's Insurance Benefits

Benefi. ciars "(b) (1) Every wife (as defined in section 209 (i)) of an
individual entitled to primary insurance benefits, if such wife (A)
has attained the age of sixty-five, (B) has filed application for wife's
insurance benefits, (C) was living with such individual at the time
such application was filed, and (D) is not entitled to receive primary
insurance benefits, or is entitled to receive primary insurance benefits
each of which is less than one-half of a primary insurance benefit
of her husband, shall be entitled to receive a wife's insurance benefit

Benefit period. for each month, beginning with the month in which she becomes so
entitled to such insurance benefits, and ending with the month
immediately preceding the first month in which any of the following
occurs: she dies, her husband dies, they are divorced a vinculo
matrimonii, or she becomes entitled to receive a primary insurance
benefit equal to or exceeding one-half of a primary insurance benefit
of her husband.

Rate. "(2) Such wife's insurance benefit for each month shall be equal
to one-half of a primary insurance benefit of her husband, except
that, if she is entitled to receive a primary insurance benefit for any
month, such wife's insurance benefit for such month shall be reduced
by an amount equal to a primary insurance benefit of such wife.

"Child's Insurance Benefits

Posene,. 1377"(c) (1) Every child (as defined in section 209 (k)) of an
individual entitled to primary insurance benefits, or of an individual
who died a fully or currently insured individual (as defined in section
209 (g) and (h)) after December 31 1939, if such child (A) has
filed application for child's insurance benefits, (B) at the time such
application was filed was unmarried and had not attained the age
of 18, and (C) was dependent upon such individual at the time such
application was filed, or, if such individual has died, was dependent
upon such individual at the time of such individual's death, shall
be entitled to receive a child's insurance benefit for each month,

Benefit period. beginning with the month in which such child becomes so entitled to
such insurance benefits, and ending with the month immediately pre-
ceding the first month in which any of the following occurs: such
child dies, marries, is adopted, or attains the age of eighteen.

Rate. "(2) Such child's insurance benefit for each month shall be equal
to one-half of a primary insurance benefit of the individual with
respect to whose wages the child is entitled to receive such benefit,
except that, when there is more than one such individual such benefit
shall be equal to one-half of whichever primary insurance benefit is
greatest.

pendent upon father, "(3) A child shall be deemed dependent upon a father or adopting
etc.; conditions. father, or to have been dependent upon such individual at the time

of the death of such individual, unless, at the time of such death,
or, if such individual was living, at the time such child's application
for child's insurance benefits was filed, such individual was not living
with or contributing to the support of such child and-

"(A) such child is neither the legitimate nor adopted child of
such individual, or

"(B) such child had been adopted by some other individual, or
"(C) such child, at the time of such individual's death, was

living with and supported by such child's stepfather.
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beginning with the month in which such individual becomes so 
entitled to such insurance benefits and ending with the month pre-
ceding the month in which he dies. 

"Wife's Insurance Benefits 

"(b) (1) Every wife (as defined in section 209 (i)) of an 
individual entitled to primary insurance benefits, if such wife (A) 
has attained the age of sixty-five, (B) has filed application for wife's 
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occurs: she dies, her husband dies, they are divorced a vinculo 
matrimonii, or she becomes entitled to receive a primary insurance 
benefit equal to or exceeding one-half of a primary insurance benefit 
of her husband. 

"(2) Such wife's insurance benefit for each month shall be equal 
to one-half of a primary insurance benefit of her husband, except 
that, if she is entitled to receive a primary insurance benefit for any 
month, such wife's insurance benefit for such month shall be reduced 
by an amount equal to a primary insurance benefit of such wife. 

"Child's Insurance Benefits 

"(c) (1) Every child (as defined in section 209 (k)) of an 
individual entitled to primary insurance benefits, or of an individual 
who died a fully or currently insured individual (as defined in section 
209 (g) and (h)) after December 31, 1939, if such child (A) has 
filed application for child's insurance benefits, (B) at the time such 
application was filed was unmarried and had not attained the age 
of 18, and (C) was dependent upon such individual at the time such 
application was filed, or, if such individual has died, was dependent 
upon such individual at the time of such individual's death, shall 
be entitled to receive a child's insurance benefit for each month, 
beginning with the month in which such child becomes so entitled to 
such insurance benefits, and ending with the month immediately pre-
ceding the first month in which any of the following occurs: such 
child dies, marries, is adopted, or attains the age of eighteen. 

"(2) Such child's insurance benefit for each month shall be equal 
to one-half of a primary insurance benefit of the individual with 
respect to whose wages the child is entitled to receive such benefit, 
except that, when there is more than one such individual such benefit 
shall be equal to one-half of whichever primary insurance benefit is 
greatest. 

"(3) A child shall be deemed dependent upon a father or adopting 
father, or to have been dependent upon such individual at the time 
of the death of such individual, unless, at the time of such death, 
or, if such individual was living, at the time such child's application 
for child's insurance benefits was filed, such individual was not living 
with or contributing to the support of such child and— 

" (A) such child is neither the legitimate nor adopted child of 
such individual, or 
"(B) such child had been adopted by some other individual, or 
"(C) such child, at the time of such individual's death, was 

living with and supported by such child's stepfather. 
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"(4) A child shall be deemed dependent upon a mother, adopting Child deemed de-

mother, or stepparent, or to have been dependent upon such indi- etc.; conditions.

vidual at the time of the death of such individual, only if, at the time
of such death, or, if such individual was living, at the time such
child's application for child's insurance benefits was filed, no parent
other than such individual was contributing to the support of such
child and such child was not living with its father or adopting
father.

"Widow's Insurance Benefits

"(d) (1) Every widow (as defined in section 209 (j)) of an Beneficiies.

individual who died a fully insured individual after December 31, t,1377.

1939, if such widow (A) has not remarried, (B) has attained the
age of sixty-five, (C) has filed application for widow's insurance
benefits, (D) was living with such individual at the time of his death,
and (E) is not entitled to receive primary insurance benefits, or is
entitled to receive primary insurance benefits each of which is less than
three-fourths of a primary insurance benefit of her husband, shall
be entitled to receive a widow's insurance benefit for each month,
beginning with the month in which she becomes so entitled to such Benefit period.

insurance benefits and ending with the month immediately preceding
the first month in which any of the following occurs: she remarries,
dies, or becomes entitled to receive a primary insurance benefit equal
to or exceeding three-fourths of a primary insurance benefit of her
husband.

"(2) Such widow's insurance benefit for each month shall be equal Rate.

to three-fourths of a primary insurance benefit of her deceased hus-
band, except that, if she is entitled to receive a primary insurance
benefit for any month, such widow's insurance benefit for such month
shall be reduced by an amount equal to a primary insurance benefit
of such widow.

"Widow's Current Insurance Benefits

"(e) (1) Every widow (as defined in section 209 (j)) of an individ- BeneiciarTie

ual who died a fully or currently insured individual after December e, 1377.

31, 1939, if such widow (A) has not remarried, (B) is not entitled to
receive a widow's insurance benefit, and is not entitled to receive pri-
mary insurance benefits, or is entitled to receive primary insurance
benefits each of which is less than three-fourths of a primary insur-
ance benefit of her husband, (C) was living with such individual
at the time of his death, (D) has filed application for widow's cur-
rent insurance benefits, and (E) at the time of filing such application
has in her care a child of such deceased individual entitled to receive
a child's insurance benefit, shall be entitled to receive a widow's cur-
rent insurance benefit for each month, beginning with the month in Beneft period.

which she becomes so entitled to such current insurance benefits and
ending with the month immediately preceding the first month in
which any of the following occurs: no child of such deceased indi-
vidual is entitled to receive a child's insurance benefit, she becomes
entitled to receive a primary insurance benefit equal to or exceeding
three-fourths of a primary insurance benefit of her deceased husband,
she becomes entitled to receive a widow's insurance benefit, she
remarries, she dies.

"(2) Such widow's current insurance benefit for each month shall Rte
be equal to three-fourths of a primary insurance benefit of her
deceased husband, except that, if she is entitled to receive a primary
insurance benefit for any month, such widow's current insurance
benefit for such month shall be reduced by an amount equal to a
primary insurance benefit of such widow.
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"Parent's Insurance Benefit

Beneficiaries. ( (1) Every parent (as defined in this subsection) of an indi-
vidua who died a fully insured individual after December 31, 1939,
leaving no widow and no unmarried surviving child under the age
of eighteen, if such parent (A) has attained the age of sixty-five,
(B) was wholly dependent upon and supported by such individual
at the time of such individual's death and filed proof of such depend-
ency and support within two years of such date of death, (C) has
not married since such individual's death, (D) is not entitled to
receive any other insurance benefits under this section, or is entitled
to receive one or more of such benefits for a month, but the total for
such month is less than one-half of a primary insurance benefit of
such deceased individual, and (E) has filed application for parent's
insurance benefits, shall be entitled to receive a parent's insurance

Beneftperiod, benefit for each month, beginning with the month in which such
parent becomes so entitled to such parent's insurance benefits and
ending with the month immediately preceding the first month in
which any of the following occurs: such parent dies, marries, or
becomes entitled to receive for any month an insurance benefit or
benefits (other than a benefit under this subsection) in a total amount
equal to or exceeding one-half of a primary insurance benefit of
such deceased individual.

R a
te. "(2) Such parent's insurance benefit for each month shall be equal

to one-half of a primary insurance benefit of such deceased individual,
except that, if such parent is entitled to receive an insurance benefit
or benefits for any month (other than a benefit under this subsec-
tion), such parent's insurance benefit for such month shall be reduced
by an amount equal to the total of such other benefit or benefits for
such month. When there is more than one such individual with
respect to whose wages the parent is entitled to receive a parent's
insurance benefit for a month, such benefit shall be equal to one-half
of whichever primary insurance benefit is greatest.

"Parent" defined. "(3) As used in this subsection, the term 'parent' means the mother
or father of an individual, a stepparent of an individual by a mar-
riage contracted before such individual attained the age of sixteen,
or an adopting parent by whom an individual was adopted before he
attained the age of sixteen.

"Lump-Sum Death Payments

Lump-sum death
payments.

Amount of pay-
ment.

Persons entitled to
benefits.

"(g) Upon the death, after December 31, 1939, of an individual
who died a fully or currently insured individual leaving no surviving
widow, child, or parent who would, on filing application in the month
in which such individual died, be entitled to a benefit for such month
under subsection (c), (d), (e), or (f) of this section, an amount
equal to six times a primary insurance benefit of such individual shall
be paid in a lump-sum to the following person (or if more than one,
shall be distributed among them) whose relationship to the deceased
is determined by the Board, and who is living on the date of such
determination: To the widow or widower of the deceased; or, if no
such widow or widower be then living, to any child or children of
the deceased and to any other person or persons who are, under the
intestacy law of the State where the deceased was domiciled, entitled
to share as distributees with such children of the deceased, in such
proportions as is provided by such law; or, if no widow or widower
and no such child and no such other person be then living, to the
parent or to the parents of the deceased, in equal shares. A person
who is entitled to share as distributee with an above-named relative
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"(f) (1) Every parent (as defined in this subsection) of an indi-
vidual who died a fully insured individual after December 31, 1939, 
leaving no widow and no unmarried surviving child under the age 
of eighteen, if such parent (A) has attained the age of sixty-five, 
(B) was wholly dependent upon and supported by such individual 
at the time of such individual's death and filed proof of such depend-
ency and support within two years of such date of death, (C) has 
not married since such individual's death, (D) is not entitled to 
receive any other insurance benefits under this section, or is entitled 
to receive one or more of such benefits for a month, but the total for 
such month is less than one-half of a primary insurance benefit of 
such deceased individual, and (E) has filed application for parent's 
insurance benefits, shall be entitled to receive a parent's insurance 
benefit for each month, beginning with the month in which such 
parent becomes so entitled to such parent's insurance benefits and 
ending with the month immediately preceding the first month in 
which any of the following occurs: such parent dies, marries, or 
becomes entitled to receive for any month an insurance benefit or 
benefits (other than a benefit under this subsection) in a total amount 
equal to or exceeding one-half of a primary insurance benefit of 
such deceased individual. 

"(2) Such parent's insurance benefit for each month shall be equal 
to one-half of a primary insurance benefit of such deceased individual, 
except that, if such parent is entitled to receive an insurance benefit 
or benefits for any month (other than a benefit under this subsec-
tion), such parent's insurance benefit for such month shall be reduced 
by an amount equal to the total of such other benefit or benefits for 
such month. When there is more than one such individual with 
respect to whose wages the parent is entitled to receive a parent's 
insurance benefit for a month, such benefit shall be equal to one-half 
of whichever primary insurance benefit is greatest. 

"(3) As used in this subsection, the term 'parent' means the mother 
or father of an individual, a stepparent of an individual by a mar-
riage contracted before such individual attained the age of sixteen, 
or an adopting parent by whom an individual was adopted before he 
attained the age of sixteen. 

"Lump-Sum Death Payments 

"(g) Upon the death, after December 31, 1939, of an individual 
who died a fully or currently insured individual leaving no surviving 
widow, child, or parent who would, on filing application in the month 
in which such individual died, be entitled to a benefit for such month 
under subsection (c), (d), (e), or (f) of this section . an amount 
equal to six times a primary insurance benefit of such individual shall 
be paid in a lump-sum to the following person (or if more than one, 
shall be distributed among them) whose relationship to the deceased 
is determined by the Board, and who is living on the date of such 
determination: To the widow or widower of the deceased; or if no 
such widow or widower be then living, to any child or children of 
the deceased and to any other person or persons who are, under the 
intestacy law of the State where the deceased was domiciled, entitled 
to share as distributees with such children of the deceased, in such 
proportions as is provided by such law; or, if no widow or widower 
and no such child and no such other person be then living, to the 
parent or to the parents of the deceased,. in equal shares. A. person 
who is entitled to share as distributee with an above-named relative 
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of the deceased shall not be precluded from receiving a payment
under this subsection by reason of the fact that no such named rela-

tive survived the deceased or of the fact that no such named relative

of the deceased was living on the date of such determination. If

none of the persons described in this subsection be living on the date

of such determination, such amount shall be paid to any person or

persons, equitably entitled thereto, to the extent and in the propor-

tions that he or they shall have paid the expenses of burial of the

deceased. No payment shall be made to any person under this sub-

section, unless application therefor shall have been filed, by or on

behalf of any such person (whether or not legally competent), prior

to the expiration of two years after the date of death of such indi-
vidual.

"APPLICATION

1367

Application; time
for filing.

"(h) An individual who would have been entitled to a benefit Monthly benefits,

under subsection (b), (c), (d), (e), or (f) for any month had he filed tion.

application therefor prior to the end of such month, shall be entitled

to such benefit for such month if he files application therefor prior

to the end of the third month immediately succeeding such month.

"REDUCTION AND INCREASE OF INSURANCE BENEFITS

"SEc. 203. (a) Whenever the total of benefits under section 202, pay- edction basis.

able for a month with respect to an individual's wages, is more than

$20 and exceeds (1) $85, or (2) an amount equal to twice a primary

insurance benefit of such individual, or (3) an amount equal to 80

per centum of his average monthly wage (as defined in section 209 Post. . 1376.

(f)), whichever of such three amounts is least, such total of benefits

shall, prior to any deductions under subsections (d), (e), or (h),

be reduced to such least amount or to $20, whichever is greater.

"(b) Whenever the benefit or total of benefits under section 202, Increse; basis.

payable for a month with respect to an individual's wages, is less

than $10, such benefit or total of benefits shall, prior to any deduc-

tions under subsections (d), (e), or (h), be increased to $10.
"(c) Whenever a decrease or increase of the total of benefits for Prolortionate re-

a month is made under subsection (a) or (b) of this section, each ductiouor w.

benefit, except the primary benefit, shall be proportionately decreased

or increased, as the case may be.

"(d) Deductions, in such amounts and at such time or times as the atoses for deduc-

Board shall determine, shall be made from any payment or pay- os

ments under this title to which an individual is entitled, until the

total of such deductions equals such individual's benefit or benefits

for any month in which such individual:
"(1) rendered services for wages of not less than $15; or

"(2) if a child under eighteen and over sixteen years of age,

failed to attend school regularly and the Board finds that

attendance was feasible; or
"(3) if a widow entitled to a widow's current insurance benefit,

did not have in her care a child of her deceased husband entitled

to receive a child's insurance benefit.
"(e) Deductions shall be made from any wife's or child's insurance

benefit to which a wife or child is entitled, until the total of such

deductions equals such wife's or child's insurance benefit or benefits

for any month in which the individual, with respect to whose wages

such benefit was payable, rendered services for wages of not less

than $15.
"(f) If more than one event occurs in any one month which would Dupliion. d

e

occasion deductions equal to a benefit for such month, only an amount

equal to such benefit shall be deducted.
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of the deceased shall not be precluded from receiving a payment 
under this subsection by reason of the fact that no such named rela-
tive survived the deceased or of the fact that no such named relative 
of the deceased was living on the date of such determination. If 
none of the persons described in this subsection be living on the date 
of such determination, such amount shall be paid to any person or 
persons, equitably entitled thereto, to the extent and in the propor-
tions that he or they shall have paid the expenses of burial of the 
deceased. No payment shall be made to any person under this sub-
section, unless application therefor shall have been filed, by or on 
behalf of any such person (whether or not legally competent) , prior 
to the expiration of two years after the date of death of such indi-
vidual. 

"APPLICATION 

"(h) An individual who would have been entitled to a, benefit 
under subsection (b), (c), (d), (e), or (f) for any month had he filed 
application therefor prior to the end of such month, shall be entitled 
to such benefit for such month if he files application therefor prior 
to the end of the third month immediately succeeding such month. 

"REDUCTION AND INCREASE OF INSURANCE BENEFITS 

"SEC. 203. (a) Whenever the total of benefits under section 202, pay-
able for a month with respect to an individual's wages, is more than 
$20 and exceeds (1) $85, or (2) an amount equal to twice a primary 
insurance benefit of such individual, or (3) an amount equal to 80 
per centum of his average monthly wage (as defined in section 209 
(f) ), whichever of such three amounts is least, such total of benefits 
shall, prior to any deductions under subsections (d) 7 (e), or (h), 
be reduced to such least amount or to $20, whichever is greater. 
"(b) Whenever the benefit or total of benefits under section 202, 

payable for a month with respect to an individual's wages, is less 
than $10, such benefit or total of benefits shall, prior to any deduc-
tions under subsections (d), (e), or (h), be increased to $10. 

"(c) Whenever a decrease or increase of the total of benefits for 
a month is made under subsection (a) or (b) of this section, each 
benefit, except the primary benefit, shall be proportionately decreased 
or increased, as the case may be. 
"(d) Deductions, in such amounts and at such time or times as the 

Board shall determine, shall be made from any payment or pay-
ments under this title to which an individual is entitled, until the 
total of such deductions equals such individual's benefit or benefits 
for any month in which such individual: 

'(1) rendered services for wages of not less than $15; or 
"(2) if a child under eighteen and over sixteen years of age, 

failed to attend school regularly and the Board finds that 
attendance was feasible; or 

"(3) if a widow entitled to a widow's current insurance benefit, 
did not have in her care a child of her deceased husband entitled 
to receive a child's insurance benefit. 

"(e) Deductions shall be made from any wife's or child's insurance 
benefit to which a wife or child is entitled, until the total of such 
deductions equals such wife's or child's insurance benefit or benefits 
for any month in which the individual, with respect to whose wages 
such benefit was payable, rendered services for wages of not less 

than $15. 
"(f) If more than one event occurs in any one month which would 

occasion deductions equal to a benefit for such month, only an amount 
equal to such benefit shall be deducted. 
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IV, § 404.

"(g) Any individual in receipt of benefits subject to deduction
under subsection (d) or (e) (or who is in receipt of such benefits
on behalf of another individual), because of the occurrence of an
event enumerated therein, shall report such occurrence to the Board
prior to the receipt and acceptance of an insurance benefit for the
second month following the month in which such event occurred.
Any such individual having knowledge thereof, who fails to report
any such occurrence, shall suffer an additional deduction equal to that
imposed under subsection (d) or (e).

"(h) Deductions shall also be made from any primary insurance
benefit to which an individual is entitled, or from any other insurance
benefit payable with respect to such individual's wages, until such
deductions total the amount of any lump sum paid to such individual
under section 204 of the Social Security Act in force prior to the date
of enactment of the Social Security Act Amendments of 1939.

"OVERPAYMENTS AND UNDERPAYMENTS

Adjustment. "SEC. 204. (a) Whenever an error has been made with respect to
payments to an individual under this title (including payments made
pior to January 1, 1940), proper adjustment shall be made, under
regulations prescribed by the Board, by increasing or decreasing sub-

before andustment sequent payments to which such individual is entitled. If such indi-
mpleted. vidual dies before such adjustment has been completed, adjustment

shall be made by increasing or decreasing subsequent benefits payable
with respect to the wages which were the basis of benefits of such
deceased individual.

recoeraydby Us. in "(b) There shall be no adjustment or recovery by the United States
certain cases. in any case where incorrect payment has been made to an individual

who is without fault (including payments made prior to January 1,
1940), and where adjustment or recovery would defeat the purpose
of this title or would be against equity and good conscience.

tifying or disbursing "(c) No certifying or disbursing officer shall be held liable for any
officer, conditions. amount certified or paid by him to any person where the adjustment

or recovery of such amount is waived under subsection (b), or where
adjustment under subsection (a) is not completed prior to the death
of all persons against whose benefits deductions are authorized.

"EVIDENCE, PROCEDURE, AND CERTIFICATION FOR PAYMENT

etRu regulations, "SEC. 205. (a) The Board shall have full power and authority to
make rules and regulations and to establish procedures, not incon-
sistent with the provisions of this title, which are necessary or appro-
priate to carry out such provisions, and shall adopt reasonable and
proper rules and regulations to regulate and provide for the nature
and extent of the proofs and evidence and the method of taking and
furnishing the same in order to establish the right to benefits
hereunder.

rieteeination of "(b) The Board is directed to make findings of fact, and decisions
as to the rights of any individual applying for a payment under this

tionsetcnvestiga. title. Whenever requested by any such individual or whenever
requested by a wife, widow, child, or parent who makes a showing in
writing that his or her rights may be prejudiced by any decision the
Board has rendered, it shall give such applicant and such other indi-
vidual reasonable notice and opportunity for a hearing with respect
to such decision, and, if a hearing is held shall, on the basis of evi-
dence adduced at the hearing, affirm, modify, or reverse its findings of
fact and such decision. The Board is further authorized, on its own
motion, to hold such hearings and to conduct such investigations and
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"(g) Any individual in receipt of benefits subject to deduction 
under subsection (d) or (e) (or who is in receipt of such benefits 
on behalf of another individual), because of the occurrence of an 
event enumerated therein, shall report such occurrence to the Board 
prior to the receipt and acceptance of an insurance benefit for the 
second month following the month in which such event occurred. 
Any such individual having knowledge thereof, who fails to report 
any such occurrence, shall suffer an additional deduction equal to that 
imposed under subsection (d) or (e). 
"(h) Deductions shall also be made from any primary insurance 

benefit to which an individual is entitled, or from any other insurance 
benefit payable with respect to such individual's wages, until such 
deductions total the amount of any lump sum paid to such individual 
under section 204 of the Social Security Act in force prior to the date 
of enactment of the Social Security Act Amendments of 1939. 

"OVERPAYMENTS AND UNDERPAYMENTS 

"Sm. 204. (a) Whenever an error has been made with respect to 
payments to an individual under this title (including payments made 
prior to January 1, 1940), proper adjustment shall be made, under 
regulations prescribed by the Board, by increasing or decreasing sub-
sequent payments to which such individual is entitled. If such indi-
vidual dies before such adjustment has been completed, adjustment 
shall be made by increasing or decreasing subsequent benefits payable 
with respect to the wages which were the basis of benefits of such 
deceased individual. 
"(b) There shall be no adjustment or recovery by the United States 

in any case where incorrect payment has been made to an individual 
who is without fault (including payments made prior to January 1, 
1940), and where adjustment or recovery would defeat the purpose 
of this title or would be against equity and good conscience. 
“(c) No certifying or disbursing officer shall be held liable for any 

amount certified or paid by him to any person where the adjustment 
or recovery of such amount is waived under subsection (b), or where 
adjustment under subsection (a) is not completed prior to the death 
of all persons against whose benefits deductions are authorized. 

"EVIDENCE, PROCEDURE, AND CERTIFICATION FOR PAYMENT 

"Sr.o. 205. (a) The Board shall have full power and authority to 
make rules and regulations and to establish procedures, not incon-
sistent with the provisions of this title, which are necessary or appro-
priate to carry out such provisions, and shall adopt reasonable and 
proper rules and regulations to regulate and provide for the nature 
and extent of the proofs and evidence and the method of taking and 
furnishing the same in order to establish the right to benefits 
hereunder. 

"(b) The Board is directed to make findings of fact, and decisions 
as to the rights of any individual applying for a payment under this 
title. Whenever requested by any such individual or whenever 
requested by a wife, widow, child, or parent who makes a showing m 
writing that his or her rights may be prejudiced by any decision the 
Board has rendered, it shall give such applicant and such other indi-
vidual reasonable notice and opportunity for a hearing with respect 
to such decision, and, if a hearing is held, shall, on the basis of evi-
dence adduced at the hearing, affirm, modify, or reverse its findings of 
fact and such decision. The Board is further authorized, on its own 
motion, to hold such hearings and to conduct such investigations and 
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other proceedings as it may deem necessary or proper for the admin-
istration of this title. In the course of any hearing, investigation,
or other proceeding, it may administer oaths and affirmations, exam-
ine witnesses, and receive evidence. Evidence may be received at any
hearing before the Board even though inadmissible under rules of
evidence applicable to court procedure.

"(c) (1) On the basis of information obtained by or submitted ae records.

to the Board, and after such verification thereof as it deems neces-
sary, the Board shall establish and maintain records of the amounts
of wages paid to each individual and of the periods in which such
wages were paid and, upon request, shall inform any individual, or

after his death shall inform the wife, child, or parent of such indi-
vidual, of the amounts of wages of such individual and the periods
of payments shown by such records at the time of such request.
Such records shall be evidence, for the purpose of proceedings before Useasevidence.

the Board or any court, of the amounts of such wages and the
periods in which they were paid, and the absence of an entry as to
an individual's wages in such records for any period shall be evidence
that no wages were paid such individual in such period.

"(2) After the expiration of the fourth calendar year following conust civen of
records after specified

any year in which wages were paid or are alleged to have been paid lapseoftime.

an individual, the records of the Board as to the wages of such indi-
vidual for such year and the periods of payment shall be conclusive
for the purposes of this title, except as hereafter provided. Eeption.

"(3) If, prior to the expiration of such fourth year, it is brought ordsct'io oexpr-

to the attention of the Board that any entry of such wages in such tion of fourth year.

records is erroneous, or that any item of such wages has been omitted
from the records, the Board may correct such entry or include such
omitted item in its records, as the case may be. Written notice of Wrsittnnotice to

any revision of any such entry, which is adverse to the interests of

any individual, shall be given to such individual, in any case where

such individual has previously been notified by the Board of the
amount of wages and of the period of payments shown by such
entry. Upon request in writing made prior to the expiration of such Hearing.

fourth year, or within sixty days thereafter, the Board shall afford

any individual, or after his death shall afford the wife, child, or

parent of such individual, reasonable notice and opportunity for

hearing with respect to any entry or alleged omission of wages of

such individual in such records. or any revision of any such entry.

If a hearing is held, the Board shall make findings of fact and a Decision by Bolri.

decision based upon the evidence adduced at such hearing and shall

revise its records as may be required by such findings and decision.
"(4) After the expiration of such fourth year, the Board may Correteroexporaec-

revise any entry or include in its records any omitted item of wages offourth year.

to conform its records with tax returns or portions of tax returns
(including information returns and other written statements) filed

with the Commissioner of Internal Revenue under title VIII of the 49 Stap. 636.

Social Security Act or the Federal Insurance Contributions Act or AR.C.ch..;subch.

under regulations made under authority thereof. Notice shall be Notice.

given of such revision under such conditions and to such individuals

as is provided for revisions under paragraph (3) of this subsection.
Upon request, notice and opportunity for hearing with respect to Heaing.

any such entry, omission, or revision, shall be afforded under such

conditions and to such individuals as is provided in paragraph (3)

hereof, but no evidence shall be introduced at any such hearing except

with respect to conformity of such records with such tax returns and

such other data submitted under such title VIII or the Federal

Insurance Contributions Act or under such regulations.
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other proceedings as it may deem necessary or proper for the admin-
istration of this title. In the course of any hearing, investigation, 
or other proceeding, it may .administer oaths and affirmations, exam-
me witnesses, and receive evidence. Evidence may be received at any 
hearing before the Board even though inadmissible under rules of 
evidence applicable to court procedure. 

"(c) (1) On the basis of information obtained by or submitted 
to the Board, and after such verification thereof as it deems neces-
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of wages paid :to each individual and of the periods in which such 
wages were paid and, upon request, shall inform any individual, or 
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vidual, of the amounts of wages of such individual and the periods 
of payments shown by such records at the time of such request. 
Such records shall be evidence, for the purpose of proceedings before 
the . Board or any court, of the amounts of such wages and the 
periods in which they were paid, and the absence of an entry as to 
an individual's wages in such records for any period shall be evidence 
that no wages were paid such individual in such period. 

"(2) After the expiration of the fourth calendar year following 
any year in which wages were paid or are alleged to have been paid 
an individual, the records of the Board as to the wages of such indi-
vidual for such year and the periods of payment shall be conclusive 
for the purposes of this title, except as hereafter provided. 

"(3) If, prior to the expiration of such fourth year, it is brought 
to the attention of the Board that any entry of such wages in such 
records is erroneous, or that any item of such wages has been omitted 
from the records, the Board may correct such entry or include such 
omitted item in its records, as the case may be. Written notice of 
any revision of any such entry, which is adverse to the interests of 
any individual, shall be given to such individual, in any case where 
such individual has previously been notified by the Board of the 
amount of wages and of the period of payments shown by such 
entry. Upon request in writing made prior to the expiration of such 
fourth year, or within sixty days thereafter, the Board shall afford 
any individual, or after his death shall afford the wife, child, or 
parent of such individual, reasonable notice and opportunity for 
hearing with respect to any entry or alleged omission of wages of 
such individual in such records, or any revision of any such entry. 
If a hearing is held, the Board shall make findings of fact and a 
decision based upon the evidence adduced at such hearing and shall 
revise its records as may be required by such findings and decision. 

"(4) After the expiration of such fourth year, the Board may 
revise any entry or include in its records any omitted item of wages 
to conform its records with tax returns or portions of tax returns 
(including information returns and other written statements) filed 
with the Commissioner of Internal Revenue under title VIII of the 
Social Security Act or the Federal Insurance Contributions Act or 
under regulations made under authority thereof. Notice shall be 
given of such revision under such conditions and to such individuals 
as is provided for revisions under paragraph (3) of this subsection. 
Upon request, notice and opportunity for hearing with respect to 
any such entry, omission, or revision, shall be afforded under such 
conditions and to such individuals as is provided in paragraph (3) 
hereof, but no evidence shall be introduced at any such hearing except 
with respect to conformity of such records with such tax returns and 
such other data submitted under such title VIII or the Federal 
Insurance Contributions Act or under such regulations. 
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Reviewof Boardde- "(5) Decisions of the Board under this subsection shall be review-
able by commencing a civil action in the district court of the United
States as provided in subsection (g) hereof.

ssuanc of subpe- "(d) For the purpose of any hearing, investigation, or other pro-
ceeding authorized or directed under this title, or relative to any
other matter within its jurisdiction hereunder, the Board shall have
power to issue subpenas requiring the attendance and testimony of
witnesses and the production of any evidence that relates to any
matter under investigation or in question before the Board. Such
attendance of witnesses and production of evidence at the designated
place of such hearing, investigation, or other proceeding may be
required from any place in the United States or in any Territory

Serviceofsubpenas. or possession thereof. Subpenas of the Board shall be served by
anyone authorized by it (1) by delivering a copy thereof to the
individual named therein, or (2) by registered mail addressed to
such individual at his last dwelling place or principal place of busi-

Proof of service ness. A verified return by the individual so serving the subpena
setting forth the manner of service, or, in the case of service by
registered mail, the return post-office receipt therefor signed by the

iFees and mileage o individual so served, shall be proof of service. Witnesses so sub-
penaed shall be paid the same fees and mileage as are paid witnesses
in the district courts of the United States.

Court order reuir- "(e) In case of contumacy by, or refusal to obey a subpena duly
ena. served upon, any person, any district court of the United States for

the judicial district in which said person charged with contumacy or
refusal to obey is found or resides or transacts business, upon appli-
cation by the Board, shall have jurisdiction to issue on order requiring
such person to appear and give testimony, or to appear and produce

Failure to obey; pen- evidence, or both; any failure to obey such order of the court may be
punished by said court as contempt thereof.

siviege tagainstn "(f) No person so subpenaed or ordered shall be excused from
attending and testifying or from producing books, records, corre-
spondence, documents, or other evidence on the ground that the testi-
mony or evidence required of him may tend to incriminate him or
subject him to a penalty or forfeiture; but no person shall be prose-
cuted or subjected to any penalty or forfeiture for, or on account of,
any transaction, matter, or thing concerning which he is compelled,
after having claimed his privilege against self-incrimination, to testify

Perjury, or produce evidence, except that such person so testifying shall not be
exempt from prosecution and punishment for perjury committed in
so testifying.

cisRn of Boar de "(g) Any individual, after any final decision of the Board made
after a hearing to which he was a party, irrespective of the amount in
controversy, may obtain a review of such decision by a civil action
commenced within sixty days after the mailing to him of notice of
such decision or within such further time as the Board may allow.

tiong of ivil a Such action shall be brought in the district court of the United States
for the judicial district in which the plaintiff resides, or has his prin-
cipal place of business, or, if he does not reside or have his principal

Filing of evidencplace of business within any such judicial district, in the District Court
etc., by Board, of the United States for the District of Columbia. As part of its

answer the Board shall file a certified copy of the transcript of the
record including the evidence upon which the findings and decision

Court udgent complained of are based. The court shall have power to enter, upon
the pleadings and transcript of the record, a judgment affirming,
modifying, or reversing the decision of the Board, with or without

Conlsivness o remanding the cause for a rehearing. The findings of the BoardBoard's fludings of
fact. as to any fact, if supported by substantial evidence, shall be conclusive,
vQueion to be r and where a claim has been denied by the Board or a decision is

rendered under subsection (b) hereof which is adverse to an individual
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"(5) Decisions of the Board under this subsection shall be review-
able by commencing a civil action in the district court of the United 
States as provided in subsection (g) hereof. 

"(d) For the purpose of any hearing, investigation or other pro-
ceeding authorized or directed under this title, or relative to any 
other matter within its jurisdiction hereunder, the Board shall have 
power to issue subpenas requiring the attendance and testimony of 
witnesses and the production of any evidence that relates to any 
matter under investigation or in question before the Board. Such 
attendance of witnesses and production of evidence at the designated 
place of such hearing, investigation, or other proceeding may be 
required from any place in the United States or in any Territory 
or possession thereof. Subpenas of the Board shall be served by 
anyone authorized by it (1) by delivering a copy thereof to the 
individual named therein or (2) by registered mail addressed to 
such individual at his lase dwelling place or principal place of busi-
ness. A verified return by the individual so serving the subpena 
setting forth the manner of service, or, in the case of service by 
registered mail, the return post-office receipt therefor signed by the 
individual so served, shall be proof of service. Witnesses so sub-
penaed shall be paid the same fees and mileage as are paid witnesses 
in the district courts of the United States. 

"(e) In case of contumacy by, or refusal to obey a subpena duly 
served upon, any person, any district court of the United States for 
the judicial district in which said person charged with contumacy or 
refusal to obey is found or resides or transacts business, upon appli-
cation by the Board, shall have jurisdiction to issue on order requiring 
such person to appear and give testimony, or to appear and produce 
evidence, or both; any failure to obey- such order of the court may be 
punished by said court as contempt thereof. 

"(f) No person so subpenaed or ordered shall be excused from 
attending and testifying or from producing books, records corre-
spondence, documents, or other evidence on the ground that the testi-
mony or evidence required of him may tend to incriminate him or 
subject him to a penalty or forfeiture; but no person shall be prose-
cuted or subjected to any penalty or forfeiture for, or on account of, 
any transaction2 matter, or thing concerning which he is compelled, 
after having claimed his privilege against self-incrimination, to testify 
or produce evidence, except that such person so testifying shall not be 
exempt from prosecution and punishment for perjury committed in 
so testifying. 

"(g) Any individual, after any final decision of the Board made 
after a hearing to which he was a party, irrespective of the amount in 
controversy, may obtain a review of such decision by a civil action 
commenced within sixty days after the mailing to him of notice of 
such decision or within such further time as the Board may allow. 
Such action shall be brought in the district court of the United States 
for the judicial district in which the plaintiff resides, or has his prin-
cipal place of business, or, if he does not reside or have his principal 
place of business within any such judicial district, in the District Court 
of the United States for the District of Columbia. As part of its 
answer the Board shall file a certified copy of the transcript of the 
record including the evidence upon which the findings and decision 
complained of are based. The court shall have power to enter, upon 

affirming, pleadings and transcript of the record, a judgment a;ming, 
modifying, or reversing the decision of the Board, with or without 
remanding the cause for a rehearing. The findings of the Board 
as to any fact, if supported by substantial evidence, shall be conclusive, 
and where a claim has been denied by the Board or a decision is 
rendered under subsection (b) hereof which is adverse to an individual 
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who was a party to the hearing before the Board, because of failure of
the claimant or such individual to submit proof in conformity with
any regulation prescribed under subsection (a) hereof, the court shall
review only the question of conformity with such regulations and the
validity of such regulations. The court shall, on motion of the Board
made before it files its answer, remand the case to the Board for
further action by the Board, and may, at any time, on good cause
shown, order additional evidence to be taken before the Board, and
the Board shall, after the case is remanded, and after hearing such
additional evidence if so ordered, modify or affirm its findings of fact
or its decision, or both, and shall file with the court any such additional
and modified findings of fact and decision, and a transcript of the
additional record and testimony upon which its action in modifying
or affirming was based. Such additional or modified findings of fact
and decision shall be reviewable only to the extent provided for review
of the original findings of fact and decision. The judgment of the
court shall be final except that it shall be subject to review in the same
manner as a judgment in other civil actions.

"(h) The findings and decision of the Board after a hearing shall
be binding upon all individuals who were parties to such hearing.
No findings of fact or decision of the Board shall be reviewed by any
person, tribunal, or governmental agency except as herein provided.
No action against the United States, the Board, or any officer or
employee thereof shall be brought under section 24 of the Judicial
Code of the United States to recover on any claim arising under this
title.

"(i) Upon final decision of the Board, or upon final judgment of
any court of competent jurisdiction, that any person is entitled to
any payment or payments under this title, the Board shall certify to
the Managing Trustee the name and address of the person so entitled
to receive such payment or payments, the amount of such payment
or payments, and the time at which such payment or payments
should be made, and the Managing Trustee, through the Division of
Disbursement of the Treasury Department, and prior to any action
thereon by the General Accounting Office, shall make payment in
accordance with the certification of the Board: Proided, That where
a review of the Board's decision is or may be sought under subsection
(g) the Board may withhold certification of payment pending such
review. The Managing Trustee shall not be held personally liable
for any payment or payments made in accordance with a certification
by the Board.

" (j) When it appears to the Board that the interest of an applicant
entitled to a payment would be served thereby, certification of pay-
ment may be made, regardless of the legal competency or incom-
petency of the individual entitled thereto, either for direct payment
to such applicant, or for his use and benefit to a relative or some
other person.

"(k) Any payment made after December 31, 1939, under conditions
set forth in subsection (j), any payment made before January 1, 1940,
to, or on behalf of, a legally incompetent individual, and any pay-
ment made after December 31, 1939, to a legally incompetent indi-
vidual without knowledge by the Board of incompetency prior to
certification of payment, if otherwise valid under this title, shall be
a complete settlement and satisfaction of any claim, right, or interest
in and to such payment.

"(I) The Board is authorized to delegate to any member, officer,
or employee of the Board designated by it any of the powers con-
ferred upon it by this section, and is authorized to be represented by
its own attorneys in any court in any case or proceeding arising under
the provisions of subsection (e).
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who was a party to the hearing before the Board, because of failure of 
the claimant or such individual to submit proof in conformity with 
any. regulation prescribed under subsection (a) hereof, the court shall 
review only the question of conformity with such regulations and the 
validity of such regulations. The court shall, on motion of the Board 
made before it files its answer, remand the case to the Board for 
further action by the Board, and may, at any time, on good cause 
shown, order additional evidence to be taken before the Board, and 
the Board shall, after the case is remanded, and after hearing such 
additional evidence if so ordered, modify or affirm its findings of fact 
or its decision, or both, and shall file with the court any such additional 
and modified findings of fact and decision, and a transcript of the 
additional record and testimony upon which its action in modifying 
or affirming was based. Such additional or modified findings of fact 
and decision shall be reviewable only to the extent provided for review 
of the original findings of fact and decision. The judgment of the 
court shall be final except that it shall be subject to review in the same 
manner as a judgment in other civil actions. 
"(h) The findings and decision of the Board after a hearing shall 

be binding upon all individuals who were parties to such hearing. 
No findings of fact or decision of the Board shall be reviewed by any 
person, tribunal, or governmental agency except as herein provided. 
No action against the United States, the Board, or any officer or 
employee thereof shall be brought under section 24 of the Judicial 
Code of the United States to recover on any claim arising under this 
title. 

"(i) Upon final decision of the Board, or upon final judgment of 
any court of competent jurisdiction, that any person is entitled to 
any payment or payments under this title, the Board shall certify to 
the Managing Trustee the name and address of the person so entitled 
to receive such payment or payments, the amount of such payment 
or payments, and the time at which such payment or payments 
should be made, and the Managing Trustee, through the Division of 
Disbursement of the Treasury Department, and prior to any action 
thereon by the General Accounting Office, shall make payment in 
accordance with the certification of the Board: Provided, That where 
a review of the Board's decision is or may be sought under subsection 
(g) the Board may withhold certification of payment pending such 
review. The Managing Trustee shall not be held personally liable 
for any payment or payments made in accordance with a certification 
by the Board. 

(j) When it appears to the Board that the interest of an applicant 
entitled to a payment would be served thereby, certification of pay-
ment may be made, regardless of the legal competency or incom-
petency of the individual entitled thereto, either for direct payment 
to such applicant, or for his use and benefit to a relative or some 
other person. 
"(k) Any payment made after December 31, 1939, under conditions 

set forth in subsection (j), any payment made before January 1, 1940,  
to, or on behalf of, a legally incompetent individual, and any pay-
ment made after December 31, 1939, to a legally incompetent indi-
vidual without knowledge by the Board of incompetency prior to 
certification of payment, if otherwise valid under this title, shall be 
a complete settlement and satisfaction of any claim, right, or interest 
in and to such payment. 

"(I) The Board is authorized to delegate to any member, officer, 
or employee of the Board designated by it any of the powers con-
ferred upon it by this section and is authorized to be represented by 

i its own attorneys n any court in any case or proceeding arising under 
the provisions of subsection (e). 
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Applicationsdeemed
unacceptable.

Certification for
joint payment.

"(m) No application for any benefit under this title filed prior to
three months before the first month for which the applicant becomes
entitled to receive such benefit shall be accepted as an application for
the purposes of this title.

"(n) The Board may, in its discretion, certify to the Managing
Trustee any two or more individuals of the same family for joint
payment of the total benefits payable to such individuals.

"REPRESENTATION OF CLAIMANTS BEFORE THE BOARD

tioRles and regula- "SE. 206. The Board may prescribe rules and regulations gov-
erning the recognition of agents or other persons, other than attor-
neys as hereinafter provided, representing claimants before the
Board, and may require of such agents or other persons, before
being recognized as representatives of claimants that they shall show
that they are of good character and in good repute, possessed of the
necessary qualifications to enable them to render such claimants valu-
able service, and otherwise competent to advise and assist such

Attorneys. claimants in the presentation of their cases. An attorney in good
standing who is admitted to practice before the highest court of the
State, Territory, District, or insular possession of his residence or
before the Supreme Court of the United States or the inferior Fed-
eral courts, shall be entitled to represent claimants before the Board

Certificate of right upon filing with the Board a certificate of his right to so practice
to practice.

suspension, etc., by from the presiding judge or clerk of any such court. The Board
Bord. may, after due notice and opportunity for hearing, suspend or pro-

hibit from further practice before it any such person, agent, or
attorney who refuses to comply with the Board's rules and regula-
tions or who violates any provision of this section for which a

F e e s  penalty is prescribed. The Board may, by rule and regulation,
prescribe the maximum fees which may be charged for services per-
formed in connection with any claim before the Board under this
title, and any agreement in violation of such rules and regulations

unlawful acts. shall be void. Any person who shall, with intent to defraud, in any
manner willfully and knowingly deceive, mislead, or threaten any
claimant or prospective claimant or beneficiary under this title by
word, circular, letter or advertisement, or who shall knowingly charge
or collect directly or indirectly any fee in excess of the maximum fee,
or make any agreement directly or indirectly to charge or collect any

Penalty. fee in excess of the maximum fee, prescribed by the Board shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction thereof, shall
for each offense be punished by a fine not exceeding $500 or by
imprisonment not exceeding one year, or both.

"ASSIGNMENT

Right to payment
not assignable; exemp-
tion from legal process.

False statements or
representations.

"SEC. 207. The right of any person to any future payment under
this title shall not be transferable or assignable, at law or in equity,
and none of the moneys paid or payable or rights existing under this
title shall be subject to execution, levy, attachment, garnishment, or
other legal process, or to the operation of any bankruptcy or insol-
vency law.

"PENAI/IES

"SEO. 208. Whoever, for the purpose of causing an increase in any
payment authorized to be made under this title, or for the purpose
of causing any payment to be made where no payment is authorized
under this title, shall make or cause to be made any false state-
ment or representation (including any false statement or repre-
sentation in connection with any matter arising under the Federal
Insurance Contributions Act) as to the amount of any wages paid or
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"(m) No application for any benefit under this title filed prior to 
three months before the first month for which the applicant becomes 
entitled to receive such benefit shall be accepted as an application for 
the purposes of this title. 

"(n) The Board may, in its discretion, certify to the Managing 
Trustee any two or more individuals of the same family for joint 
payment of the total benefits payable to such individuals. 

REPRESENTATION OF CLAIMANTS BEFORE rut, BOARD 

"SEc. 206. The Board may prescribe rules and regulations gov-
erning the recognition of agents or other persons, other than attor-
neys as hereinafter provided, representing claimants before the 
Board, and may require of such agents or other persons, before 
being recognized as representatives of claimants that they shall show 
that they are of good character and in good repute, possessed of the 
necessary qualifications to enable them to render such claimants valu-
able service, and otherwise competent to advise and assist such 
claimants in the presentation of their cases. An attorney in good 
standing who is admitted to practice before the highest court of the 
State, Territory, District, or insular possession of his residence or 
before the Supreme Court of the United States or the inferior Fed-
eral courts, shall be entitled to represent claimants before the Board 
upon filing with the Board a certificate of his right to so practice 
from the presiding judge or clerk of any such court. The Board 
may, after due notice and opportunity for hearing, suspend or pro-
hibit from further practice before it any such person, agent, or 
attorney who refuses to comply with the Board's rules and regula-
tions or who violates any provision of this section for which a 
penalty is prescribed. The Board may, by rule and regulation, 
prescribe the maximum fees which may be charged for services per-
formed in connection with any claim before the Board under this 
title, and any agreement in violation of such rules and regulations 
shall be void. Any person who shall, with intent to defraud, in any 
manner willfully and knowingly deceive, mislead, or threaten any 
claimant or prospective claimant or beneficiary under this title by 
word, circular, letter or advertisement, or who shall knowingly charge 
or collect directly or indirectly any fee in excess of the maximum fee, 
or make any agreement directly or indirectly to charge or collect any 
fee in excess of the maximum fee, prescribed by the Board shall be 
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction thereof, shall 
for each offense be punished by a fine not exceeding $500 or by 
imprisonment not exceeding one year, or both. 

"ASSIGNMENT 

"SEC. 207. The right of any person to any future payment under 
this title shall not be transferable or assignable, at law or in equity, 
and none of the moneys paid or payable or rights existing under this 
title shall be subject to execution, levy, attachment, garnishment, or 
other legal process, or to the operation of any bankruptcy or insol-
vency law. 

4cPENALTIES 

"SEo. 208. Whoever, for the purpose of causing an increase in any 
payment authorized to be made under this title, or for the purpose 
of causing any payment to be made where no payment is authorized 
under this title, shall make or cause to be made any false state-
ment or representation (including any false statement or repre-
sentation in connection with any matter arising under the Federal 
Insurance Contributions Act) as to the amount of any wages paid or 
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received or the period during which earned or paid, or whoever
makes or causes to be made any false statement of a material fact
in any application for any payment under this title, or whoever
makes or causes to be made any false statement, representation, affi-
davit, or document in connection with such an application, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined
not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year,
or both.

"DEFINITIONS

"SEO. 209. When used in this title-
"(a) The term 'wages' means all remuneration for employment,

including the cash value of all remuneration paid in any medium
other than cash; except that such term shall not include-

"(1) That part of the remuneration which, after remuneration
equal to $3,000 has been paid to an individual by an employer
with respect to employment during any calendar year prior to
1940, is paid to such individual by such employer with respect
to employment during such calendar year;

"(2) That part of the remuneration which, after remuneration
equal to $3,000 has been paid to an individual with respect to
employment during any calendar year after 1939, is paid to such
individual with respect to employment during such calendar
year;

"(3) The amount of any payment made to, or on behalf of, an
employee under a plan or system established by an employer which
makes provision for his employees generally or for a class or
classes of his employees (including any amount paid by an
employer for insurance or annuities, or into a fund, to provide
for any such payment), on account of (A) retirement, or (B)
sickness or accident disability, or (C) medical and hospitalization
expenses in connection with sickness or accident disability, or
(D) death, provided the employee (i) has not the option to receive,
instead of provision for such death benefit, any part of such pay-
ment or, if such death benefit is insured, any part of the premiums
(or contributions to premiums) paid by his employer, and (ii)
has not the right, under the provisions of the plan or system or
policy of insurance providing for such death benefit, to assign
such benefit, or to receive a cash consideration in lieu of such
benefit either upon his withdrawal from the plan or system pro-
viding for such benefit or upon termination of such plan or system
or policy of insurance or of his employment with such employer;

"(4) The payment by an employer (without deduction from
the remuneration of the employee) (A) of the tax imposed upon
an employee uhder section 1400 of the Internal Revenue Code
or (B) of any payment required from an employee under a State
unemployment compensation law;

"(5) Dismissal payments which the employer is not legally
required to make; or

"(6) Any remuneration paid to an individual prior to January
1, 1937.

"(b) The term 'employment' means any service performed after
December 31, 1936, and prior to January 1, 1940, which was employ-
ment as defined in section 210 (b) of the Social Security Act prior to
January 1, 1940 (except service performed by an individual after he
attained the age of.sixty-five if performed prior to January 1, 1939),
and any service, of whatever nature, performed after December
31, 1939, by an employee for the person employing him, irrespective
of the citizenship or residence of either, (A) within the United States,
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received or the period during which earned or paid, or whoever 
makes or causes to be made any false statement of a material fact 
in any application for any payment under this title, or whoever 
makes or causes to be made any false statement, representation, affi-
davit, or document in connection with such an application, shall be 
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined 
not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, 
or both. 

"DEFINITIONS 

"SEc. 209. When used in this title— 
"(a) The term 'wages' means all remuneration for employment, 

including the cash value of all remuneration paid in any medium 
other than cash; except that such term shall not include— 

" (1) That part of the remuneration which, after remuneration 
equal to $3,000 has been paid to an individual by an employer 
with respect to employment during any calendar year prior to 
1940, is paid to such individual by such employer with respect 
to employment during such calendar year; 

"(2) That part of the remuneration which, after remuneration 
equal to $3,000 has been paid to an individual with respect to 
employment during any calendar year after 1939, is paid to such 
individual with respect to employment during such calendar 
year; 

"(3) The amount of any payment made to, or on behalf of, an 
employee under a plan or system established by an employer which 
makes provision for his employees generally or for a class or 
classes of his employees (including any amount paid by an 
employer for insurance or annuities, or into a fund, to provide 
for any such payment), on account of (A) retirement, or (B) 
sickness or accident disability, or (C) medical and hospitalization 
expenses in connection with sickness or accident disability, or 
(D) death, provided the employee (i) has not the option to receive, 
instead of provision for such death benefit, any part of such pay-
ment or, if such death benefit is insured, any part of the premiums 
(or contributions to premiums) paid by his employer, and (ii) 
has not the right, under the provisions of the plan or system or 
policy of insurance providing for such death benefit, to assign 
such benefit, or to receive a cash consideration in lieu of such 
benefit either upon his withdrawal from the plan or system pro-
viding for such benefit or upon termination of such plan or system 
or policy of insurance or of his employment with such employer; 

"(4) The payment by an employer (without deduction from 
the remuneration of the employee) (A) of the tax imposed upon 
an employee uhder section 1400 of the Internal Revenue Code 
or (B) of any payment required from an employee under a State 
unemployment compensation law; 

"(5) Dismissal payments which the employer is not legally 
required to make; or 

(6) Any remuneration paid to an individual prior to January 
1, 1937. 

"(b) The term 'employment' means any service performed after 
December 31, 1936, and prior to January 1, 1940, which was employ-
ment as defined in section 210 (b) of the Social Security Act prior to 
January 1, 1940 (except service performed by an individual after he 
attained the age of sixty-five if performed prior to January 1, 1939), 
and any service, of whatever nature, performed after December 
31, 1939, by an employee for the person employing him, irrespective 
of the citizenship or residence of either, (A) within the United States, 
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or (B) on or in connection with an American vessel under a contract
of service which is entered into within the United States or during the
performance of which the vessel touches at a port in the United States,
if the employee is employed on and in connection with such vessel
when outside the United States, except-

"(1) Agricultural labor (as defined in subsection (1) of this
section);

"(2) Domestic service in a private home, local college club, or
local chapter of a college fraternity or sorority;

"(3) Casual labor not in the course of the employer's trade or
business;

"(4) Service performed by an individual in the employ of his
son, daughter, or spouse, and service performed by a child under
the age of twenty-one in the employ of his father or mother;

"(5) Service performed or in connection with a vessel not
an American vessel by an employee, if the employee is employed
on and in connection with such vessel when outside the United
States;

"(6) Service performed in the employ of the United States
Government, or of an instrumentality of the United States which
is (A) wholly owned by the United States, or (B) exempt from
the tax imposed by section 1410 of the Internal Revenue Code
by virtue of any other provision of law;

"(7) Service performed in the employ of a State, or any politi-
cal subdivision thereof, or any instrumentality of any one or
more of the foregoing which is wholly owned by one or more
States or political subdivisions; and any service performed in the
employ of any instrumentality of one or more States or political
subdivisions to the extent that the instrumentality is, with respect
to such service, immune under the Constitution of the United
States from the tax imposed by section 1410 of the Internal
Revenue Code;

"(8) Service performed in the employ of a corporation, com-
munity chest, fund, or foundation, organized and operated
exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educa-
tional purposes, or for the prevention of cruelty to children or
animals, no part of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit
of any private shareholder or individual, and no substantial part
of the activities of which is carrying on propaganda, or otherwise
attempting, to influence legislation;

"(9) Service performed by an individual as an employee or
employee representative as defined in section 1532 of the Internal
Revenue Code;

"(10) (A) Service performed in any calendar quarter in
the employ of any organization exempt from income tax under
section 101 of the Internal Revenue Code, if-

"(i) the remuneration for such service does not exceed $45,
or

"(ii) such service is in connection with the collection of
dues or premiums for a fraternal beneficiary society, order,
or association, and is performed away from the home office,
or is ritualistic service in connection with any such society,
order, or association, or

"(iii) such service is performed by a student who is
enrolled and is regularly attending classes at a school,
college, or university;

"(B) Service performed in the employ of an agricultural or
horticultural organization exempt from income tax under sec-
tion 101 (1) of the Internal Revenue Code;
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or (B) on or in connection with an American vessel under a contract 
of service which is entered into within the United States or during the 
performance of which the vessel touches at a port in the United States, 
if the employee is employed on and in connection with such vessel 
when outside the United States, except— 

" (1) Agricultural labor (as defined in subsection (1) of this 
section) • 

"(2) Domestic service in a private home, local college club, or 
local chapter of a college fraternity or sorority; 

"(3) Casual labor not in the course of the employer's trade or 
business ; 

"(4) ervice performed by an individual in the employ of his 
son, daughter, or spouse, and service performed by a child under 
the age of twenty-one in the employ of his father or mother; i 

5) Service performed or n connection with a vessel not 
an American vessel by an employee, if the employee is employed 
on and in connection with such vessel when outside the United 
States; 

"(6) Service performed in the employ of the United States 
Government, or of an instrumentality of the United States which 
is (A) wholly owned by the United States or (B) exempt from 
the tax imposed by section 1410 of the Internal Revenue Code 
by virtue of any other provision of law; 

"(7) Service performed in the employ of a State, or any politi-
cal subdivision thereof, or any instrumentality of any one or 
more of the foregoing which is wholly owned by one or more 
States or political subdivisions; and any service performed in the 
employ of any instrumentality of one or more States or political 
subdivisions to the extent that the instrumentality is, with respect 
to such service immune under the Constitution of the United 
States from the tax imposed by section 1410 of the Internal 
Revenue Code; 

"(8) Service performed in the employ of a corporation, com-
munity chest, fund, or foundation, organized and operated 
exclusively for religious, charitable . scientific, literary, or educa-
tional purposes, or for the prevention of cruelty to children or 
animals, no part of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit 
of any private shareholder or individual, and no substantial part 
of the activities of which is carrying on propaganda, or otherwise 
attempting, to influence legislation; 
"(9) Service performed by an individual as an employee or 

employee representative as defined in section 1532 of the Internal 
Revenue Code; 

"(10) (A) Service performed in any cailendar quarter in 
the employ of any organization exempt from income tax under 
section 101 of the Internal Revenue Code, if— 

" (i) the remuneration for such service does not exceed $45, 
or 

"(ii) such service is in connection with the collection of 
dues or premiums for a fraternal beneficiary society, order, 
or association, and is performed away from the home office, 
or is ritualistic service in connection with any such society, 
order, or association, or 

"(iii) such service is performed by a student who is 
enrolled and is regularly attending classes at a school, 
college, or university; 

"(B) Service performed in the employ of an agricultural or 
horticultural organization exempt from income tax under sec-
tion 101 (1) of the Internal Revenue Code; 
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"(C) Service performed in the employ of a voluntary voluntary employ-ees' benefioiary asso-
employees' beneficiary association providing for the payment of ciations.
life, sick, accident, or other benefits to the members of such asso-
ciation or their dependents, if (i) no part of its net earnings
inures (other than through such payments) to the benefit of any
private shareholder or individual, and (ii) 85 per centum or
more of the income consists of amounts collected from members
for the sole purpose of making such payments and meeting
expenses;

"(D) Service performed in the employ of a voluntary
employees' beneficiary association providing for the payment of
life, sick, accident, or other benefits to the members of such
association or their dependents or their designated beneficiaries,
if (i) admission to membership in such association is limited to
to individuals who are officers or employees of the United States
Government, and (ii) no part of the net earnings of such asso-
ciation inures (other than through such payments) to the bene-
fit of any private shareholder or individual;

"(E) Service performed in any calendar quarter in the Schools, colleges.

employ of a school, college, or university, not exempt from income
tax under section 101 of the Internal Revenue Code, if such Ant, p. 33.

service is performed by a student who is enrolled and is regularly
attending classes at such school, college, or university, and the
remuneration for such service does not exceed $45 (exclusive of
room, board, and tuition); Fore r

"(11) Service performed in the employ of a foreign govern- Fn goer-

ment (including service as a consular or other officer or employee
or a nondiplomatic representative);

"(12) Service performed in the employ of an instrumentality onllty owned by n or-

wholly owned by a foreign government- eigngovernments.

"(A) If the service is of a character similar to that per-
formed in foreign countries by employees of the United
States Government or of an instrumentality thereof; and

"(B) If the Secretary of State shall certify to the Sec-
retary of the Treasury that the foreign government, with
respect to whose instrumentality and employees thereof
exemption is claimed, grants an equivalent exemption with
respect to similar service performed in the foreign country
by employees of the United States Government and of
instrumentalities thereof;

"(13) Service performed as a student nurse in the employ of tetent nu; n-

a hospital or a nurses' training school by an individual who is
enrolled and is regularly attending classes in a nurses' training
school chartered or approved pursuant to State law; and service
performed as an interne in the employ of a hospital by an indi-
vidual who has completed a four years' course in a medical
school chartered or approved pursuant to State law;

"(14) Service performed by an individual in (or as an officer Tanmatf aq

or member of the crew of a vessel while it is engaged in) the
catching, taking, harvesting, cultivating, or farming of any kind
of fish, shellfish, crustacea, sponges, seaweeds, or other aquatic
forms of animal and vegetable life (including service performed
by any such individual as an ordinary incident to any such
activity), except (A) service performed in connection with the Ecptions.

catching or taking of salmon or halibut, for commercial pur-
poses and (B) service performed on or in connection with a
vessel of more than ten net tons (determined in the manner
provided for determining the register tonnage of merchant
vessels under the laws of the United States); or
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"(C) Service performed in the employ of a voluntary 
employees' beneficiary association providing for the payment of 
life, sick, accident, or other benefits to the members of such asso-
ciation or their dependents, if (i) no part of its net earnings 
inures (other than through such payments) to the benefit of any 
private shareholder or individual, and (ii) 85 per centum or 
more of the income consists of amounts collected from members 
for the sole purpose of making such payments and meeting 
expenses; 
"(D) Service performed in the employ of a voluntary 

employees' beneficiary association providing for the payment of 
life, sick, accident, or other benefits to the members of such 
association or their dependents or their designated beneficiaries, 
if (i) admission to membership in such association is limited to 
to individuals who are officers or employees of the United States 
Government, and (ii) no part of the net earnings of such asso-
ciation inures (other than through such payments) to the bene-
fit of any private shareholder or individual; 
"(E) Service performed in any calendar quarter in the 

employ of a school, college, or university, not exempt from income 
tax under section 101 of the Internal Revenue Code, if such 
service is performed by a student who is enrolled and is regularly 
attending classes at such school, college, or university, and the 
remuneration for such service does not exceed $45 (exclusive of 
room, board, and tuition) • 

"(11) Service performed in the employ of a foreign govern-
ment (including service as a consular or other officer or employee 
or a nondiplomatic representative) ; 
"(12) Service performed in the employ of an instrumentality 

wholly owned by a foreign government— 
"(A) If the service is of a character similar to that per-

formed in foreign countries by employees of the United 
States Government or of an instrumentality thereof; and 
"(B) If the Secretary of State shall certify to the Sec-

retary of the Treasury that the foreign government, with 
respect to whose instrumentality and employees thereof 
exemption is claimed, grants an equivalent exemption with 
respect to similar service performed in the foreign country 
by employees of the United States Government and of 
instrumentalities thereof; 

"(13) Service performed as a student nurse in the employ of 
a hospital or a nurses' training school by an individual who is 
enrolled and is regularly attending classes in a nurses' training 
school chartered or approved pursuant to State law • and service 
performed as an interne in the employ of a hospital by an indi-
vidual who has completed a four years' course in a medical 
school chartered or approved pursuant to State law; 

"(14) Service performed by an individual in (or as an officer 
or member of the crew of a vessel while it is engaged in) the 
catching, taking, harvesting, cultivating, or farming of any kind 
of fish, shellfish, crustacea, sponges, seaweeds, or other aquatic 
forms of animal and vegetable life (including service performed 
by any such individual as an ordinary incident to any such 
activity), except (A) service performed in connection with the 
catching or taking of salmon or halibut, for commercial pur-
poses, and (B) service performed on or in connection with a 
vessel of more than ten net tons (determined in the manner 
provided for determining the register tonnage of merchant 
vessels under the laws of the United States) ; or 

Voluntary employ-
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Schools, colleges. 
Nye. 

Ante, p. 33. 
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Individuals under "(15) Service performed by an individual under the age of
newspapers, etc. eighteen in the delivery or distribution of newspapers or shop-

ping news, not including delivery or distribution to any point
for subsequent delivery or distribution.

I part of services "(c) If the services performed during one-half or more of any
constitutes employ-
ment. pay period by an employee for the person employing him constitute

employment, all the services of such employee for such period shall
be deemed to be employment; but if the services performed during
more than one-half of any such pay period by an employee for the
person employing him do not constitute employment, then none of
the services of such employee for such period shall be deemed to be

"Pay period." employment. As used in this subsection the term 'pay period' means
a period (of not more than thirty-one consecutive days) for which
a payment of remuneration is ordinarily made to the employee by

Employee or em- the person employing him. This subsection shall not be applicable
ployee representative. ' ,er on

with respect to services performed in a pay period by an employee
for the person employing him, where any of such service is excepted
by paragraph (9) of subsection (b).

"American vessel." "(d) The term 'American vessel' means any vessel documented or
numbered under the laws of the United States; and includes any
vessel which is neither documented or numbered under the laws of
the United States nor documented under the laws of any foreign
country, if its crew is employed solely by one or more citizens or
residents of the United States or corporations organized under the
laws of the United States or of any State.

"Primary insurance "(e) The term 'primary insurance benefit' means an amount equal
to the sum of the following-

"(1) (A) 40 per centum of the amount of an individual's
average monthly wage if such average monthly wage does not
exceed $50, or (B) if such average monthly wage exceeds $50,
40 per centum of $50, plus 10 per centum of the amount by
which such average monthly wage exceeds $50 and does not
exceed $250, and

"(2) an amount equal to 1 per centum of the amount com-
puted under paragraph (1) multiplied by the number of years
in which $200 or more of wages were paid to such individual.
Where the primary insurance benefit thus computed is less than
$10, such benefit shall be $10.

"Average monthly "(f) The term 'average monthly wage' means the quotient
w ag

e. obtained by dividing the total wages paid an individual before the
quarter in which he died or became entitled to receive primary insur-
ance benefits, whichever first occurred, by three times the number of
quarters elapsing after 1936 and before such quarter in which he
died or became so entitled, excluding any quarter prior to the quar-
ter in which he attained the age of twenty-two during which he was
paid less than $50 of wages and any quarter, after the quarter in
which he attained age sixty-five, occurring prior to 1939.

vidual."ed id "(g) The term 'fuly insured individual' means any individual with
respect to whom it appears to the satisfaction of the Board that-

"(1) He had not less than one quarter of coverage for each two
of the quarters elapsing after 1936, or after the quarter in which
he attained the age of twenty-one, whichever quarter is later, and
up to but excluding the quarter in which he attained the age of
sixty-five, or died, whichever first occurred, and in no case less
than six quarters of coverage; or

"(2) He had at least forty quarters of coverage.
daquer" ' " "Aa l

e es used in this subsection, and in subsection (h) of this section,
the term 'quarter' and the term 'calendar quarter' mean a period of
three calendar months ending on March 31, June 30, September 30,
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"(15) Service performed by an individual under the age of 
eighteen in the delivery or distribution of newspapers or shop-
ping news, not including delivery or distribution to any point 
for subsequent delivery or distribution. 

"(c) If the services performed during one-half or more of any 
pay period by an employee for the person employing him constitute 
employment, all the services of such employee for such period shall 
be deemed to be employment; but if the services performed during 
more than one-half of any such pay period by an employee for the 
person employing him do not constitute employment, then none of 
the services of such employee for such period shall be deemed to be 
employment. As used in this subsection the term 'pay period' means 
a period (of not more than thirty-one consecutive days) for which 
a payment of remuneration is ordinarily made to the employee by 
the person employing him. This subsection shall not be applicable 
with respect to services performed in a pay period by an employee 
for the person employing him, where any of such service is excepted 
by paragraph (9) of subsection (b). 
"(d) The term 'American vessel' means any vessel documented or 

numbered under the laws of the United States; and includes any 
vessel which is neither documented or numbered under the laws of 
the United States nor documented under the laws of any foreign 
country, if its crew is employed solely by one or more citizens or 
residents of the United States or corporations organized under the 
laws of the United States or of any State. 

"(e) The term 'primary insurance benefit' means an amount equal 
to the sum of the following— 

"(1) (A) 40 per centum of the amount of an individual's 
average monthly wage if such average monthly wage does not 
exceed $50, or (B) if such average monthly wage exceeds $50, 
40 per centum of $50, plus 10 per centum of the amount by 
which such average monthly wage exceeds $50 and does not 
exceed $250, and 

"(2) an amount equal to 1 per centum of the amount com-
puted under paragraph (1) multiplied by the number of years 
in which $200 or more of wages were paid to such individual. 
Where the primary insurance benefit thus computed is less than 
$10, such benefit shall be $10. 

"(f) The term 'average monthly wage' means the quotient 
obtained by dividing the total wages paid an individual before the 
quarter in which he died or became entitled to receive primary insur-
ance benefits, whichever first occurred, by three times the number of 
quarters elapsing after 1936 and before such quarter in which he 
died or became so entitled, excluding any quarter prior to the quar-
ter in which he attained the age of twenty-two during which he was 
paid less than $50 of wages and any quarter, after the quarter in 
which he attained age sixty-five, occurring prior to 1939. 

"(g) The term 'fully insured individual' means any individual with 
respect to whom it appears to the satisfaction of the Board that— 

"( 1) He had not less than one quarter of coverage for each two 
of the quarters elapsing after 1936, or after the quarter in which 
he attained the age of twenty-one, whichever quarter is later, and 

i up to but excluding the quarter n which he attained the age of 
sixty-five, or died, whichever first occurred, and in no case less 
than six quarters of coverage; or 

"(2) He had at least forty quarters of coverage. 
"As used in this subsection, and in subsection (h) of this section, 

the term 'quarter' and the term 'calendar quarter mean a period of 
three calendar months ending on March 31, June 30, September 30, 
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or December 31; and the term 'quarter of coverage' means a calendar
quarter in which the individual has been paid not less than $50 in
wages. When the number of quarters specified in paragraph (1) of
this subsection is an odd number, for purposes of such paragraph such
number shall be reduced by one. In any case where an individual
has been paid in a calendar year $3,000 or more in wages, each quarter
of such year following his first quarter of coverage shall be deemed a
quarter of coverage, excepting any quarter in such year in which such
individual dies or becomes entitled to a primary insurance benefit and
any quarter succeeding such quarter in which he died or became so
entitled.

"(h) The term 'currently insured individual' means any individual
with respect to whom it appears to the satisfaction of the Board that
he has been paid wages of not less than $50 for each of not less than
six of the twelve calendar quarters, immediately preceding the quarter
in which he died.

"(i) The term 'wife' means the wife of an individual who either
(1) is the mother of such individual's son or daughter, or (2) was
married to him prior to January 1,1939, or if later, prior to the date
upon which he attained the age of sixty.

"(j) The term 'widow' (except when used in section 202 (g))
means the surviving wife of an individual who either (1) is the mother
of such individual's son or daughter, or (2) was married to him prior
to the beginning of the twelfth month before the month in which he
died.

"(k) The term 'child' (except when used in section 202 (g)) means
the child of an individual, and the stepchild of an individual by
a marriage contracted prior to the date upon which he attained the
age of sixty and prior to the beginning of the twelfth month before
the month in which he died, and a child legally adopted by an
individual prior to the date upon which he attained the age of sixty
and prior to the beginning of the twelfth month before the month in
which he died.

'"(1) The term 'agricultural labor' includes all service performed-
"(1) On a farm, in the employ of any person, in connection with

cultivating the soil, or in connection with raising or harvesting any
agricultural or horticultural commodity, including the raising shear-
ing, feeding, caring for, training, and mana.gement of livestock, bees,
poultry, and fur-bearing animals and wildlife.

"(2) In the employ of the owner or tenant or other operator of a
farm, in connection with the operation, management, conservation,
improvement, or maintenance of such farm and its tools and equip-
ment, or in salvaging timber or clearing land of brush and other
debris left by a hurricane, if the major part of such service is per-
formed on a farm.

"(3) In connection with the production or harvesting of maple
sirup or maple sugar or any commodity defined as an agricultural
commodity in section 15 (g) of the Agricultural Marketing Act, as
amended, or in connection with the raising or harvesting of mush-
rooms, or in connection with the hatching of poultry, or in connec-
tion with the ginning of cotton, or in connection with the operation or
maintenance of ditches, canals, reservoirs, or waterways used exclu-
sively for supplying and storing water for farming purposes.

"(4) In handling, planting, drying, packing, packaging, process-
ing, freezing, grading, storing, or elivering to storage or to market or
to a carrier for transportation to market, any agricultural or horti-
cultural commodity; but only if such service is performed as an inci-
dent to ordinary farming operations or, in the case of fruits and vege-
tables, as an incident to the preparation of such fruits or vegetables for
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or December 31; and the term 'quarter of coverage' means a calendar 
quarter in which the individual has been paid not less than $50 in 
wages. When the number of quarters specified in paragraph (1) of 
this subsection is an odd number, for purposes of such paragraph such 
number shall be reduced by one. In any case where an individual 
has been paid in a calendar year $3,000 or more in wages, each quarter 
of such year following his first quarter of coverage shall be deemed a 
quarter of coverage, excepting any quarter in such year in which such 
individual dies or becomes entitled to a primary insurance benefit and. 
any quarter succeeding such quarter in which he died or became so 
entitled. 
"(h) The term 'currently insured individual' means any individual 

with respect to whom it appears to the satisfaction of the Board that 
he has been paid wages of not less than $50 for each of not less than 
six of the twelve calendar quarters, immediately preceding the quarter 
in which he died. 

"(i) The term 'wife' means the wife of an individual who either 
(1) is the mother of such individual's son or daughter, or (2) was 
married to him prior to January 41939, or if later, prior to the date 
upon which he attained the age of sixty. 

"(j) The term 'widow' (except when used in section 202 (g)) 
means the surviving wife of an individual who either (1) is the mother 
of such individual's son or daughter, or (2) was married to him prior 
to the beginning of the twelfth month before the month in which he 
died. 

"(k) The term 'child' (except when used in section 202 (g)) means 
the child of an individual, and the stepchild of an individual by 
a marriage contracted prior to the date upon which he attained the 
age of sixty and prior to the beginning of the twelfth month before 

i the month n which he died, and a child legally adopted by an 
individual prior to the date upon which he attained the age of sixty 
and prior to the beginning of the twelfth month before the month in 
which he died. 

"(1) The term 'agricultural labor' includes all service performed— 
"(1) On a farm, in the employ of any person, in connection with 

cultivating the soil, or in connection with raising or harvesting any 
agricultural or horticultural commodity, including the raising, shear-
ing, feeding, caring for, training, and management of livestock, bees, 
poultry, and fur-bearing animals and wildlife. 

"(2) In the employ of the owner or tenant or other operator of a 
farm, in connection with the operation, management, conservation, 
improvement, or maintenance of such farm and its tools and equip-
ment, or in salvaging timber or clearing land of brush and other 
debris left by a hurricane, if the major part of such service is per-
formed on a farm. 

"(3) In connection with the production or harvesting of maple 
sirup or maple sugar or any commodity defined as an agricultural 
commodity in section 15 (g) of the Agricultural Marketing Act, as 
amended, or in connection with the raising or harvesting i of mush-
rooms, or in connection with the hatching of poultry, or n connec-
tion with the ginning of cotton, or in connection with the operation or 
maintenance of ditches, canals, reservoirs, or waterways used exclu-
sively for supplying and storing water for farming purposes. 

"(4) In handling, planting, drying, packing, packaging, process-
ing, freezing, grading, storing, or delivering to storage or to market or 
to a carrier for transportation to market,. any agricultural or horti-
cultural commodity; but only if such service is performed as an inci-
dent to ordinary farming operations or, in the case of fruits and vege-
tables, as an incident to the preparation of such fruits or vegetables for 
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market. The provisions of this paragraph shall not be deemed to be
applicable with respect to service performed in connection with com-
mercial canning or commercial freezing or in connection with any
agricultural or horticultural commodity after its delivery to a termi-
nal market for distribution for consumption.

"Farm." As used in this subsection, the term 'farm' includes stock, dairy,
poultry, fruit, fur-bearing animal, and truck farms, plantations,
ranches, nurseries, ranges, greenhouses or other similar structures
used primarily for the raising of agricultural or horticultural com-
modities, and orchards.

individual, determi- "((m) In determining whether an applicant is the wife, widow,
nation. child, or parent of a fully insured or currently insured individual for

purposes of this title, the Board shall apply such law as would be
applied in determining the devolution of intestate personal property
by the courts of the State in which such insured individual is domi-
ciled at the time such applicant files application, or, if such insured
individual is dead, by the courts of the State in which he was domiciled
at the time of his death, or if such insured individual is or was not
so domiciled in any State, by the courts of the District of Columbia.
Applicants who according to such law would have the same status
relative to taking intestate personal property as a wife, widow, child,

Wie living or parent shall be deemed such.
husband. 

with  (n) A wife shall be deemed to be living with her husband if they
are both members of the same household, or she is receiving regular
contributions from him toward her support, or he has been ordered by

huWd alt ine of any court to contribute to her support; and a widow shall be deemed
death, etc. to have been living with her husband at the time of his death if they

were both members of the same household on the date of his death, or
she was receiving regular contributions from him toward her support
on such date, or he had been ordered by any court to contribute to her
support."

TITLE III-AMENDMENTS TO TITLE III OF THE SOCIAL
SECURITY ACT

Unemployment

istration. dn SEC. 301. Section 302 (a) of such Act is amended to read as
Payments to States. follows
49 Stat. 626. follows:

2 U. . C. Sup p
. "(a) The Board shall from time to time certify to the Secretary ofiv, § 502.

certification of the Treasury for payment to each State which has an unemployment
byBoatdrd. ned compensation law approved by the Board under the Federal Unem-

Post, p. 1396. ployment Tax Act, such amounts as the Board determines to be neces-
sary for the proper and efficient administration of such law during
the fiscal year for which such payment is to be made. The Board's

sdes or f Board's determination shall be based on (1) the population of the State; (2)determination.
an estimate of the number of persons covered by the State law and of
the cost of proper and efficient administration of such law; and (3)
such other factors as the Board finds relevant. The Board shall not

amResttion on t l certify for payment under this section in any fiscal year a total amount
in excess of the amount appropriated therefor for such fiscal year."

SEC. 302. Section 303 (a) of such Act is amended to read as
larovisions of tate follows:

492st. 626. pp "(a) The Board shall make no certification for payment to any
iv 603.' State unless it finds that the law of such State, approved by the

equiremen. Board under the Federal Unemployment Tax Act, includes provision
Post, p. 1396. for-

equiramethodsor "(1) Such methods of administration (including after January 1,
admnistration. 1940, methods relating to the establishment and maintenance of

personnel standards on a merit basis, except that the Board shall
exercise no authority with respect to the selection, tenure of office,
and compensation of any individual employed in accordance with
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market. The provisions of this paragraph shall not be deemed to be 
applicable with respect to service performed in connection with com-
mercial canning or commercial freezing or in connection with any 
agricultural or horticultural commodity after its delivery to a termi-
nal market for distribution for consumption. 
"As used in this subsection, the term 'farm' includes stock, dairy, 

poultry, fruit, fur-bearing animal, and truck farms, plantations, 
ranches, nurseries, ranges, greenhouses or other similar structures 
used primarily for the raising of agricultural or horticultural com-
modities, and orchards. 
"(m) In determining whether an applicant is the wife2 widow, 

child, or parent of a fully insured or currently insured individual for 
purposes of this title, the Board shall apply such law as would be 
applied in determining the devolution of intestate personal property 
by the courts of the State in which such insured individual is domi-
ciled at the time such applicant files application, or, if such insured 
individual is dead, by the courts of the State in which he was domiciled 
at the time of his death, or if such insured individual is or was not 
so domiciled in any State, by the courts of the District of Columbia. 
Applicants who according to such law would have the same status 
relative to taking intestate personal property as a wife, widow, child, 
or parent shall be deemed such. 
"(n) A wife shall be deemed to be living with her husband if they 

are both members of the same household, or she is receiving regular 
contributions from him toward her support, or he has been ordered by 
any court to contribute to her support; and a widow shall be deemed 
to have been living with her husband at the time of his death if they 
were both members of the same household on the date of his death, or 
she was receiving regular contributions from him toward her support 
on such date, or he had been ordered by any court to contribute to her 
support." 

TITLE III—AMENDMENTS TO TITLE III OF THE SOCIAL 
SECURITY ACT 

SEC. 301. Section 302 (a) of such Act is amended to read as 
follows: 

tt (a) The Board shall from time to time certify to the Secretary of 
the Treasury for payment to each State which has an unemployment 
compensation law approved by the Board under the Federal Unem-
ployment Tax Act, such amounts as the Board determines to be neces-
sary for the proper and efficient administration of such law during 
the fiscal year for which such payment is to be made. The Board's 
determination shall be based on (1) the population of the State; (2) 
an estimate of the number of persons covered by the State law and of 
the cost of proper and efficient administration of such law; and (3) 
such other factors as the Board finds relevant. The Board shall not 
certify for payment under this section in any fiscal year a total amount 
in excess of the amount appropriated therefor for such fiscal year." 
SEC. 302. Section 303 (a) of such Act is amended to read as 

follows: 
"(a) The Board shall make no certification for payment to any 

State unless it finds that the law of such State, approved by the 
Board under the Federal Unemployment Tax Act, includes provision 
for— 

"(1) Such methods of administration (including after January 1, 
1940, methods relating to the establishment and maintenance of 
personnel standards on a merit basis, except that the Board shall 
exercise no authority with respect to the selection, tenure of office, 
and compensation of any individual employed in accordance with 
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such methods) as are found by the Board to be reasonably calculated
to insure full payment of unemployment compensation when due;
and

"(2) Payment of unemployment compensation solely through Payment of com-
· . I .I pensation through ap-

public employment offices or such other agencies as the Board may proved agencies.

approve; and
"(3) Opportunity for a fair hearing, before an impartial tribunal, pearing when co-

for all individuals whose claims for unemployment compensation are nied.

denied; and
"(4) The payment of all money received in the unemployment Paymenttocreditof

fund of such State (except for refunds of sums erroneously paid fund.

into such fund and except for refunds paid in accordance with the
provisions of section 1606 (b) of the Federal Unemployment Tax Post, . 1392.

Act), immediately upon such receipt, to the Secretary of the Treasury
to the credit of the unemployment trust fund established by section 42 U Sta.., supp.

904; and Iv, 1104.

"(5) Expenditure of all money withdrawn from an unemployment mnpedwithdrawn

fund of such State, in the payment of unemployment compensation, from State unemploy-

exclusive of expenses of administration, and for refunds of sums mentfund.

erroneously paid into such fund and refunds paid in accordance with
the provisions of section 1606 (b) of the Federal Unemployment P' P-192-

Tax Act; and
" (6) The making of such reports, in such form and containing such Reports.

information, as the Board may from time to time require, and com-
pliance with such provisions as the Board may from time to time
find necessary to assure the correctness and verification of such
reports; and

'(7) Making available upon request to any agency of the United tInformationrespect"

States charged with the administration of public works or assistance
through public employment, the name, address, ordinary occupation
and employment status of each recipient of unemployment compen-
sation, and a statement of such recipient's rights to further compensa-
tion under such law; and

"(8) Effective July 1, 1941, the expenditure of all moneys received Expenditure ofmonels for lroper ad-

pursuant to section 302 of this title solely for the purposes and min istration o State

the amounts found necessary by the Board for the proper and efficient law

administration of such State law; and
"(9) Effective July 1, 1941, the replacement, within a reasonable Replacement ofl (qtor unnecessarily ex-

time, of any moneys received pursuant to section 302 of this title, pended funds.

which, because of any action or contingency, have been lost or have
been expended for purposes other than, or in amounts in excess of
those found necessary by the Board for the proper administration of
such State law."

TITLE IV-AMENDMENTS TO TITLE IV OF THE SOCIAL
SECURITY ACT

SEC. 401. (a) Clause (5) of section 402 (a) of such Act is amended
to read as follows: "(5) provide such methods of administration
(including after January 1, 1940, methods relating to the establish-
ment and maintenance of personnel standards on a merit basis, except
that the Board shall exercise no authority with respect to the selec-
tion, tenure of office, and compensation of any individual employed
in accordance with such methods) as are found by the Board to be
necessary for the proper and efficient operation of the plan."

(b) Effective July 1, 1941, section 402 (a) of such Act is further
amended by inserting before the period at the end thereof a semicolon
and the following new clauses: "(7) provide that the State agency
shall, in determining need, take into consideration any other income
and resources of any child claiming aid to dependent children; and

Aid to dependent
children.

State plans, require-
ments.

49 Stat. 627.
42 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, 602.
Required methods

of administration.

Other income, etc.,
of child claiming aid.
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such methods) as are found by the Board to be reasonably calculated 
to insure full payment of unemployment compensation when due; 
and 
"(2) Payment of unemployment compensation solely through 

public employment offices or such other agencies as the Board may 
approve; and 

"(3) Opportunity for a fair hearing, before an impartial tribunal, 
for all individuals whose claims for unemployment compensation are 
denied; and 

"(4) The payment of all money received in the unemployment 
fund of such State (except for refunds of sums erroneously paid 
into such fund and except for refunds paid in accordance with the 
provisions of section 1606 (b) of the Federal Unemployment Tax 
Act) immediately upon such receipt, to the Secretary of the Treasury 
to the credit of the unemployment trust fund established by section 
904; and 

"(5) Expenditure of all money withdrawn from an unemployment 
fund of such State, in the payment of unemployment compensation, 
exclusive of expenses of administration, and for refunds of sums 
erroneously paid into such fund and refunds paid in accordance with 
the provisions of section 1606 (b) of the Federal Unemployment 
Tax Act; and 

"(6) The making of such reports, in such form and containing such 
information, as the Board may from time to time require, and com-
pliance with such provisions as the Board may from time to time 
find necessary to assure the correctness and verification of such 
reports; and 

"(7) Making available upon request to any agency of the United 
States charged- with the administration of public works or assistance 
through public employment, the name, address, ordinary occupation 
and employment status of each recipient of unemployment compen-
sation, and a statement of such recipient's rights to further compensa-
tion under such law; and 

"(8) Effective July 1, 1941, the expenditure of all moneys received 
pursuant to section 302 of this title solely for the purposes and in 
the amounts found necessary by the Board for the proper and efficient 
administration of such State law; and 

"(9) Effective July 1, 1941, the replacement, within a reasonable 
time, of any moneys received pursuant to section 302 of this title, 
which, because of any action or contingency, have been lost or have 
been expended for purposes other than or in amounts in excess of, 
those found necessary by the Board fax :the proper administration of 
such State law." 

TITLE IV—AMENDMENTS TO TITLE IV OF THE SOCIAL 
SECURITY ACT 

SEC. 401. (a) Clause (5) of section 402 (a) of such Act is amended 
to read as follows: "(5) provide such methods of administration 
(including after January 1, 1940, methods relating to the establish-
ment and maintenance of personnel standards on a merit basis, except 
that the Board shall exercise no authority with respect to the selec-
tion, tenure of office, and compensation of any individual employed 
in accordance with such methods) as are found by the Board to be 
necessary for the proper and efficient operation of the plan." 

(b) Effective July 1, 1941, section 402 (a) of such Act is further 
amended by inserting before the period at the end thereof a semicolon 
and the following new clauses: "(7) provide that the State agency 
shall, in determining need, take into consideration any other income 
and resources of any child claiming aid to dependent children; and 
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(8) provide safeguards which restrict the use or disclosure of infor-
mation concerning applicants and recipients to purposes directly
connected with the administration of aid to dependent children".

SEC. 402. (a) Effective January 1, 1940, subsection (a) of section
403 of such Act is amended by striking out "one-third" and inserting
in lieu thereof "one-half", and paragraph (1) of subsection (b) of
such section is amended by striking out "two-thirds" and inserting
in lieu thereof "one-half".

(b) Effective January 1, 1940, paragraph (2) of section 403 (b)
of such Act is amended to read as follows:

"(2) The Board shall then certify to the Secretary of the
Treasury the amount so estimated by the Board, (A) reduced
or increased, as the case may be, by any sum by which it finds
that its estimate for any prior quarter was greater or less than
the amount which should have been paid to the State for such
quarter, and (B) reduced by a sum equivalent to the pro rata
share to which the United States is equitably entitled, as deter-
mined by the Board, of the net amount recovered during any
prior quarter by the State or any political subdivision thereof
with respect to aid to dependent children furnished under the
State plan; except that such increases or reductions shall not
be made to the extent that such sums have been applied to make
the amount certified for any prior quarter greater or less than
the amount estimated by the Board for such prior quarter."

SEC. 403. Section 406 (a) of such Act is amended to read as follows:
"(a) The term 'dependent child' means a needy child under the age

of sixteen, or under the age of eighteen if found by the State agency
to be regularly attending school, who has been deprived of parental
support or care by reason of the death, continued absence from the
home, or physical or mental incapacity of a parent, and who is living
with his father, mother, grandfather, grandmother, brother, sister,
stepfather, stepmother, stepbrother, stepsister, uncle, or aunt, in a
place of residence maintained by one or more of such relatives as his
or their own home ;".

TITLE V-AMENDMENTS TO TITLES V AND VI OF THE
SOCIAL SECURITY ACT

SEO. 501. Section 501 of such Act is amended by striking out
"$3,800,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "$5,820,000".

SEC. 502. (a) Subsection (a) of section 502 of such Act is amended
by striking out "$1,800,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "$2,800,000".

(b) Subsection (b) of such section 502 is amended by striking out
"$980,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "$1,980,000".

SEO. 503. Clause (3) of section 503 (a) of such Act is amended to
read as follows: "(3) provide such methods of administration (includ-
ing after January 1, 1940, methods relating to the establishment
and maintenance of personnel standards on a merit basis, except
that the Board shall exercise no authority with respect to the selec-
tion, tenure of office, and compensation of any individual employed
in accordance with such methods) as are necessary for the proper
and efficient operation of the plan."

SEO. 504. Section 511 of such Act is amended by striking out
"$2,850,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "$3,870,000".

SEO. 505. (a) Subsection (a) of section 512 of such Act is amended
by striking out the words "the remainder" and inserting in lieu thereof
"$1,830,000".

(b) Such section is further amended by inserting after subsection
(a) the following new subsection:

"(b) Out of the sums appropriated pursuant to section 511 for each
fiscal year the Secretary of Labor shall allot to the States $1,000,000
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(8) provide safeguards which restrict the use or disclosure of infor-
mation concerning applicants and recipients to purposes directly, 
connected with the administration of aid to dependent children". 
SEC. 402. (a) Effective January, 1, 1940, subsection (a) of section 

403 of such Act is amended by striking out "one-third" and inserting 
in lieu thereof "one-half", and paragraph (1) of subsection (b) of 
such section is amended by striking out "two-thirds" and inserting 
in lieu thereof "one-half". 

(b) Effective January 1, 1940, paragraph (2) of section 403 (b) 
of such Act is amended to read as follows: 

"(2) The Board shall then certify to the Secretary of the 
Treasury the amount so estimated by the Board, (A) reduced 
or increased, as the case may be, by any sum by which it finds 
that its estimate for any prior quarter was greater or less than 
the amount which should have been paid to the State for such 
quarter, and (B) reduced by a sum equivalent to the pro rata 
share to which the United States is equitably entitled, as deter-
mined by the Board, of the net amount recovered during any 
prior quarter by the State or any political subdivision thereof 
with respect to aid to dependent children furnished under the 
State plan; except that such increases or reductions shall not 
be made to the extent that such sums have been applied to make 
the amount certified for any prior quarter greater or less than 
the amount estimated by the Board for such prior quarter." 

SEC. 403. Section 406 (a) of such Act is amended to read as follows: 
"(a) The term 'dependent child' means a needy child under the age 

of sixteen, or under the age of eighteen if found by the State agency 
to be regularly attending school, who has been deprived of parental 
support or care by reason of the death, continued absence from the 
home, or physical or mental incapacity of a parent, and who is living 
with his father, mother, grandfather, grandmother , brother, sister, 
stepfather, stepmother, stepbrother, stepsister, uncle, or aunt, in a 
place of residence maintained by one or more of such relatives as his 
or their own home ;". 

TITLE V—AMENDMENTS TO TITLES V AND VI OF THE 
SOCIAL SECURITY ACT 

SEC. 501. Section 501 of such Act is amended by striking out 
13,800,000" and inserting in lieu thereof 15,820,000". 
SEC. 502. (a) Subsection (a) of section 502 of such Act is amended 

by striking out "$1,800,000" and inserting in lieu thereof 122800,000". 
(b) Subsection (b) of such section 502 is amended by striking out 

1980,000" and inserting in lieu thereof 11,980,000". 
Sm. 503. Clause (3) of section 503 (a) of such Act is amended to 

read as follows: "(3) provide such methods of administration (includ-
ing after January 1, 1940, methods relating to the establishment 
and maintenance of personnel standards on a merit basis, except 
that the Board shall exercise no authority with respect to the selec-
tion, tenure of office, and compensation of any individual employed 
in accordance with such methods) as are necessary for the proper 
and efficient operation of the plan." 
SEC. 504. Section 511 of such Act is amended by striking out 

12,850,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "$3,870,000". 
Sim 505. (a) Subsection (a) of section 512 of such Act is amended 

by striking out the words "the remainder" and inserting in lieu thereof 
"$1,830,000". 

(b) Such section is further amended by inserting after subsection 
(a) the following new subsection: 
"(b) Out of the sums appropriated pursuant to section 511 for each 

fiscal year the Secretary of Labor shall allot to the States $1,000,000 
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(in addition to the allotments made under subsection (a)), according
to the financial need of each State for assistance in carrying out its
State plan, as determined by him after taking into consideration the
number of crippled children in such State in need of the services
referred to in section 511 and the cost of furnishing such services to
them."

(c) Subsection (b) of such section 512 is amended by striking out
the letter "(b)" at the beginning thereof and inserting in lieu thereof
the letter "(c) ".

SEC. 506. Clause (3) of section 513 (a) of such Act is amended to
read as follows: "(3) provide such methods of administration
(including after January 1, 1940, methods relating to the establish-
ment and maintenance of personnel standards on a merit basis, except
that the Board shall exercise no authority with respect to the selec-
tion, tenure of office, and compensation of any individual employed
in accordance with such methods) as are necessary for the proper
and efficient operation of the plan."

SEC. 507. (a) Subsection (a) of section 514 of such Act is amended
by striking out "section 512" and inserting in lieu thereof "section
512 (a)".

(b) Such section 514 is further amended by inserting at the end
thereof the following new subsection:

"(c) The Secretary of Labor shall from time to time certify to
the Secretary of the Treasury the amounts to be paid to the States
from the allotment available under section 512 (b), and the Secretary
of the Treasury shall, through the Division of Disbursement of the
Treasury Department, and prior to audit or settlement by the Gen-
eral Accounting Office, make payments of such amounts from such
allotments at the time or times specified by the Secretary of Labor."

(c) Section 521 (a) of such Act is amended by striking out
"$1,500,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "$1,510,000".

SEC. 508. (a) Section 531 (a) of such Act is amended by-
(1) Striking out "$1,938,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "$3,500,-

000".
(2) Striking out "$5,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "$15,000".
(3 Inserting before the period at the end thereof a colon and the

following: "Provided, That the amount of such sums apportioned to
any State for any fiscal year shall be not less than $20,000".

(b) Section 531 (b) of such Act is amended by striking out
"$102,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "$150,000".

SEC. 509. Section 601 of such Act is hereby amended to read as
follows:

"SEC. 601. For the purpose of assisting States, counties, health
districts, and other political subdivisions of the States in establishing
and maintaining adequate public health services, including the train-
ing of personnel for State and local health work, there is hereby
authorized to be appropriated for each fiscal year, beginning with
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, the sum of $11,000,000 to be
used as hereinafter provided."

TITLE VI-AMENDMENTS TO THE INTERNAL REVENUE
CODE

SEC. 601. Section 1400 of the Internal Revenue Code is amended
to read as follows:

"SEC. 1400. RATE OF TAX.
"In addition to other taxes, there shall be levied, collected, and

paid upon the income of every individual a tax equal to the following
percentages of the wages (as defined in section 1426 (a)) received

1381
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(in addition to the allotments made under subsection (a)) 1 according 
to the financial need of each State for assistance in carrying out its 
State plan, as determined by him after taking into consideration the 
number of crippled children in such. State in need of the services 
referred to in section 511 and the cost of furnishing such services to 
them." 

(c) Subsection (b) of such section 512 is amended by striking out 
the letter "(b)" at the beginning thereof and inserting in lieu thereof 
the letter "(c)". 
SEC. 506. Clause (3) of section 513 (a) of such Act is amended to 

read as follows: "(3) provide such methods of administration 
(including after January 1, 1940, methods relating to the establish-
ment and maintenance of personnel standards on a merit basis except 
that the Board shall exercise no authority with respect to the selec-
tion, tenure of office, and compensation of any individual employed 
in accordance with such methods) as are necessary for the proper 
and efficient operation of the plan." 
SEC. 507. (a) Subsection (a) of section 514 of such Act is amended 

by striking out "section 512" and inserting in lieu thereof "section 
512 (a)". 

(b) Such section 514 is further amended by inserting at the end 
thereof the following new subsection: 

"(c) The Secretary of Labor shall from time to time certify to 
the Secretary of the Treasury the amounts to be paid to the States 
from the allotment available under section 512 (b) 2 and the Secretary 
of the Treasury shall, through the Division of Disbursement of the 
Treasury Department, and prior to audit or settlement by the Gen-
eral Accounting Office, make payments of such amounts from such 
allotments at the time or times specified by the Secretary of Labor." 

(c) Section 521 (a) of such Act is amended by striking out 
"$1,500,000" and inserting in lieu thereof 11,510,000'. 
SEC. 508. (a) Section 531 (a) of such Act is amended by— 
(1) Striking out "$1,938,000" and inserting in lieu thereof 13,500,-

000". 
(2) Striking out 15,000" and inserting in lieu thereof 115,000". 
(3) Inserting before the period at the end thereof a colon and the 

following: "Provided, That the amount of such sums apportioned to 
any State for any fiscal year shall be not less than $20,000". 

(b) Section 531 (b) of such Act is amended by striking out 
1102,000" and inserting in lieu thereof 1150,000". 
SEC. 509. Section 601 of such Act is hereby amended to read as 

follows: 
"SEC. 601. For the purpose of assisting States, counties, health 

districts, and other political subdivisions of the States in establishing 
and maintaining adequate public health services, including the train-
ing of personnel for State and local health work, there is hereby 
authorized to be appropriated for each fiscal year, beginning with 
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, the sum of $11,000,000 to be 
used as hereinafter provided." 

TITLE VI—AMENDMENTS TO THE INTERNAL REVENUE 
CODE 

Sm. 601. Section 1400 of the Internal Revenue Code is amended 
to read as follows: 

"SEC. 1400. RATE OF TAX. 

"In addition to other taxes, there shall be levied, collected, and 
paid upon the income of every individual a tax equal to the following 
percentages of the wages (as defined in section 1426 (a)) received 
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by him after December 31, 1936, with respect to employment (as
Post, p. 1384. defined in section 1426 (b)) after such date:

"(1) With respect to wages received during the calendar years
1939, 1940, 1941, and 1942, the rate shall be 1 per centum.

"(2) With respect to wages received during the calendar years
1943, 1944, and 1945, the rate shall be 2 per centum.

"(3) With respect to wages received during the calendar years
1946, 1947, and 1948, the rate shall be 21/2 per centum.

"(4) With respect to wages received after December 31, 1948,
the rate shall be 3 per centum."

Deduction of tax SEO. 602. (a) Section 1401 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code is
frotm waes. amended to read as follows:

L R. § 1401 (). " (C) ADJUSTMENTs.-If more or less than the correct amount of tax
Adjustments. imposed by section 1400 is paid with respect to any payment of remu-

neration, proper adjustments, with respect both to the tax and the
amount to be deducted, shall be made, without interest, in such man-
ner and at such times as may be prescribed by regulations made under
this subchapter."

(b) Such section 1401 is further amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new subsection:

Specialrefund. "(d) SPECIAL REF'UND.-If by reason of an employee rendering
service for more than one employer during any calendar year after
the calendar year 1939, the wages of the employee with respect to
employment during such year exceed $3,000, the employee shall be
entitled to a refund of any amount of tax, with respect to such wages,
imposed by section 1400, deducted from such wages and paid to the
collector, which exceeds the tax with respect to the first $3,000 of such
wages paid. Refund under this section may be made in accordance
with the provisions of law applicable in the case of erroneous or
illegal collection of the tax; except that no such refund shall be made
unless (1) the employee makes a claim, establishing his right thereto,
after the calendar year in which the employment was performed
with respect to which refund of tax is claimed, and (2) such claim
is made within two years after the calendar year in which the wages
are paid with respect to which refund of tax is claimed. No interest
shall be allowed or paid with respect to any such refund."

Ante, p. 175. SEO. 603. Part I of subchapter A of chapter 9 of the Internal Reve-
1. R C. I 1400-

1402. nue Code is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new
section:
"SEC. 1403. RECEIPTS FOR EMPLOYEES.

Requirement. "(a) REQUIREMENT.-Every employer shall furnish to each of his
employees a written statement or statements, in a form suitable for
retention by the employee, showing the wages paid by him to the
employee after December 31, 1939. Each statement shall cover a
calendar year, or one, two, three, or four calendar quarters, whether
or not within the same calendar year, and shall show the name of
the employer, the name of the employee, the period covered by the
statement, the total amount of wages paid within such period, and
the amount of the tax imposed by section 1400 with respect to such
wages. Each statement shall be furnished to the employee not later
than the last day of the second calendar month following the period
covered by the statement, except that, if the employee leaves the
employ of the employer, the final statement shall be furnished on
the day on which the last payment of wages is made to the employee.
The employer may, at his option, furnish such a statement to any
employee at the time of each payment of wages to the employee dur-
ing any calendar quarter, in lieu of a statement covering such quar-
ter; and, in such case, the statement may show the date of payment
of the wages, in lieu of the period covered by the statement.
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"(b) PENALTY FOR FAILURE TO FURNISn.-Any employer who wil-
fully fails to furnish a statement to an employee in the manner,
at the time, and showing the information, required under subsection
(a), shall for each such failure be subject to a civil penalty of not
more than $5."

SEC. 604. Section 1410 of the Internal Revenue Code is amended
to read as follows:
"SEC. 1410. RATE OF TAX.

"In addition to other taxes, every employer shall pay an excise
tax, with respect to having individuals in his employ, equal to the
following percentages of the wages (as defined in section 1426 (a))
paid by him after December 31, 1936, with respect to employment
(as defined in section 1426 (b)) after such date:

"(1) With respect to wages paid during the calendar years 1939,
1940, 1941, and 1942, the rate shall be 1 per centum.

"(2) With respect to wages paid during the calendar years 1943,
1944, and 1945, the rate shall be 2 per centum.

"(3) With respect to wages paid during the calendar years 1946,
1947, and 1948, the rate shall be 2Y2 per centum.

"(4) With respect to wages paid after December 31, 1948, the rate
shall be 3 per centum."

SEC. 605. Section 1411 of the Internal Revenue Code is amended
to read as follows:
"SEC. 1411. ADJUSTMENT OF TAX.

"If more or less than the correct amount of tax imposed by section
1410 is paid with respect to any payment of remuneration, proper
adjustments with respect to the tax shall be made, without interest,
in such manner and at such times as may be prescribed by regula-
tions made under this subchapter."

SEC. 606. Effective January 1, 1940, section 1426 of the Internal
Revenue Code is amended to read as follows:
"SEC. 1426. DEFINITIONS.

"When used in this subchapter-
"(a) WAGES.-The term 'wages' means all remuneration for em-

ployment, including the cash value of all remuneration paid in any
medium other than cash- except that such term shall not include-

"(1) That part of the remuneration which, after remunera-
tion equal to $3,000 has been paid to an individual by an employer
with respect to employment during any calendar year, is paid to
such individual by such employer with respect to employment
during such calendar year;

"(2) The amount of any payment made to, or on behalf of,
an employee under a plan or system established by an employer
which makes provision for his employees generally or for a class
or classes of his employees (including any amount paid by an
employer for insurance or annuities, or into a fund, to provide
for any such payment), on account of (A) retirement, or (B)
sickness or accident disability, or (C) medical and hospitalization
expenses in connection with sickness or accident disability, or
(D) death, provided the employee (i) has not the option to receive,
instead of provision for such death benefit, any part of such
payment or, if such death benefit is insured, any part of the
premiums (or contributions to premiums) paid by his employer,
and (ii) has not the right, under the provisions of the plan or
system or policy of insurance providing for such death benefit,
to assign such benefit, or to receive a cash consideration in lieu
of such benefit either upon his withdrawal from the plan or system
providing for such benefit or upon termination of such plan or
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system or policy of insurance or of his employment with such
employer -

'(3) The payment by an employer (without deduction from
the remuneration of the employee) (A) of the tax imposed upon

Ante, p. 1381. an employee under section 1400 or (B) of any payment required
from an employee under a State unemployment compensation
law: or

"(4) Dismissal payments which the employer is not legally
required to make.

"Employment." "(b) EMPLOYMENT.-The term 'employment' means any service per-
formed prior to January 1, 1940, which was employment as defined in
this section prior to such date, and any service, of whatever nature,
performed after December 31, 1939, by an employee for the person
employing him, irrespective of the citizenship or residence of either,
(A) within the United States, or (B) on or in connection with an
American vessel under a contract of service which is entered into within
the United States or during the performance of which the vessel touches
at a port in the United States, if the employee is employed on and in

Exceptions. econnection with such vessel when outside the United States, except-
rlural "(1) Agricultural labor (as defined in subsection (h) of this

section);
Domestic service. "(2) Domestic service in a private home, local college club, or

local chapter of a college fraternity or sorority;
Casual labor. "(3) Casual labor not in the course of the employer's trade or

business;
ndividual in ghtem- "(4) Service performed by an individual in the employ of hisloy of son, daughter,

tc. son, daughter, or spouse, and service performed by a child under
the age of twenty-one in the employ of his father or mother;

canvessels not Amer "(5) Service performed on or in connection with a vessel not an
American vessel by an employee, if the employee is employed on
and in connection with such vessel when outside the United States;

rUnite Stat.es Go "(6) Service performed in the employ of the United States Gov-
*es. ernment, or of an instrumentality of the United States which is

(A) wholly owned by the United States, or (B) exempt from the
An, p. 383. tax imposed by section 1410 by virtue of any other provision

of law;
State, etc., employ- (7) Service performed in the employ of a State, or any politi-

cal subdivision thereof, or any instrumentality of any one or more
of the foregoing which is wholly owned by one or more States or
political subdivisions; and any service performed in the employ
of any instrumentality of one or more States or political subdivi-
sions to the extent that the instrumentality is, with respect to such
service, immune under the Constitution of the United States from

Ante, p. 1383. the tax imposed by section 1410;
Religious, etc., cor- "(8) Service performed in the employ of a corporation, com-

orations. munity chest, fund, or foundation, organized and operated exclu-
sively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational
purposes, or for the prevention of cruelty to children or animals,
no part of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any
private shareholder or individual, and no substantial part of the
activities of which is carrying on propaganda, or otherwise
attempting, to influence legislation;

Eployeereentative "(9) Service performed by an individual as an employee orboyee representative.
Ane, p2. 1. employee representative as defined in section 1532;
Certain corpora- (10) (A) Service performed in any calendar quarter in the

tconmeetaxt fromd employ of any organization exempt from income tax under section
Aons. 101, if-
i. R. . io10. "(i) the remuneration for such service does not exceed $45 or

"(ii) such service is in connection with the collection of dues
or premiums for a fraternal beneficiary society, order, or associa-
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"(6) Service performed in the employ of the United States Gov-

ernment, or of an instrumentality of the United States which is 
(A.) wholly owned by the United States, or (B) exempt from the 
tax imposed by section 1410 by virtue of any other provision 
of law • 

"(7) Service performed in the employ of a State, or any politi-
cal subdivision thereof, or any instrumentality of any one or more 
of the foregoing which is wholly owned by one or more States or 
political subdivisions; and any service performed in the employ 
of any instrumentality of one or more States or political subdivi-
sions to the extent that the instrumentality is, with respect to such 
service, immune under the Constitution of the United States from 
the tax imposed by section 1410; 

"(8) Service performed in the employ of a corporation, com-
munity chest, fund, or foundation, organized and operated exclu-
sively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational 
purposes or for the prevention of cruelty to children or animals, no part purposes, net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any 
private shareholder or individual, and no substantial part of the 
activities of which is carrying on propaganda, or otherwise 
attempting, to influence legislation; 

"(9) Service performed by an individual as an employee or 
employee representative as defined in section 1532; 
"-(10) (A) Service . performed in any calendar quarter in the 

employ of any organization exempt from income tax under section 
101, if— 

" (i) the remuneration for such service does not exceed $45, or 
"(ii) such service is in connection with the collection of dues 

or premiums for a fraternal beneficiary society, order, or associa-
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tion, and is performed away from the home office, or is ritualistic
service in connection with any such society, order, or associa-
tion, or

"(iii) such service is performed by a student who is enrolled
and is regularly attending classes at a school, college, or
university;

"(B) Service performed in the employ of an agricultural or horti- Aorants etsc.

cultural organization exempt from income tax under section 101 (1); Ante,p.33.

"(C) Service performed in the employ of a voluntary employees' oluntary employ-
ees, benefary assoy

beneficiary association providing for the payment of life, sick, acci- jaeftion ry 
sso

dent, or other benefits to the members of such association or their
dependents, if (i) no part of its net earnings inures (other than
through such payments) to the benefit of any private shareholder
or individual, and (ii) 85 per centum or more of the income consists
of amounts collected from members for the sole purpose of making
such payments and meeting expenses;

"(D) Service performed in the employ of a voluntary employees'
beneficiary association providing for the payment of life, sick, acci-
dent, or other benefits to the members of such association or their
dependents or their designated beneficiaries, if (i) admission to
membership in such association is limited to individuals who are
officers or employees of the United States Government, and (ii) no
part of the net earnings of such association inures (other than
through such payments) to the benefit of any private shareholder or
individual;

"(E) Service performed in any calendar quarter in the employ of schoolscollegetc.

a school, college, or university, not exempt from income tax under
section 101, if such service is performed by a student who is enrolled I R' C i§o1.

and is regularly attending classes at such school, college, or university,
and the remuneration for such service does not exceed $45 (exclusive
of room, board, and tuition); Foreigngovernment

"(11) Service performed in the employ of a foreign government employeesV

(including service as a consular or other officer or employee or a
nondiplomatic representative); Instrumentalities

"(12) Service performed in the employ of an instrumentality Inwhollyr oned by

wholly owned by a foreign government- eign government.
"(A) If the service is of a character similar to that per-

formed in foreign countries by employees of the United States
Government or of an instrumentality thereof; and

"(B) If the Secretary of State shall certify to the Secretary
of the Treasury that the foreign government, with respect to
whose instrumentality and employees thereof exemption is
claimed, grants an equivalent exemption with respect to simi-
lar service performed in the foreign country by employees of
the United States Government and of instrumentalities
thereof;

"(13 Service performed as a student nurse in the employ of a Student nurses; in-

hospital or a nurses' training school by an individual who is
enrolled and is regularly attending classes in a nurses' training
school chartered or approved pursuant to State law; and service
performed as an interne in the employ of a hospital by an indi-
vidual who has completed a four years' course in a medical school
chartered or approved pursuant to State law;

"(14) Service performed by an individual in (or as an officer animals, etc.animals, etc.

or member of the crew of a vessel while it is engaged in) the
catching, taking, harvesting, cultivating, or farming of any kind
of fish, shellfish, crustacea, sponges seaweeds, or other aquatic
forms of animal and vegetable life (including service performed
by any such individual as an ordinary incident to any such
activity), except (A) service performed in connection with the tios
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tiont and is performed away from the home office or is ritualistic 
service in connection with any such society, order, or associa-
tion, or 

"(iii) such service is performed by a student who is enrolled 
and is regularly attending classes at a school, college, or 
university; 

"(B) Service performed in the employ of an agricultural or horti-
cultural organization exempt from income tax under section 101 (1) ; 
"(C) Service performed in the employ of a voluntary employees' 

beneficiary association providing for the payment of life, sick, acci-
dent, or other benefits to the members of such association or their 
dependents, if (i) no part of its net earnings inures (other than 
through such payments) to the benefit of any private shareholder 
or individual, and (ii) 85 per centum or more of the income consists 
of amounts collected from members for the sole purpose of making 
such payments and meeting expenses; 
"(D) Service performed in the employ of a voluntary employees' 

beneficiary association providing for the payment of life, sick, acci-
dent, or other benefits to the members of such association or their 
dependents or their designated beneficiaries, if (i) admission to 
membership in such association is limited to individuals who are 
officers or employees of the United States Government, and (ii) no 
part of the net earnings of such association inures (other than 
through such payments) to the benefit of any private shareholder or 
individual; 
"(E) Service performed in any calendar quarter in the employ of 

a school, college, or university, not exempt from income tax under 
section 101, if such service is performed by a student who is enrolled 
and is regularly attending classes at such school, college, or university, 
and the remuneration for such service does not exceed $45, (exclusive 
of room board, and tuition) ; 

"(11) , Service performed in the employ of a foreign government 
(including service as a consular or other officer or employee or a 
nondiplomatic representative) ; 

"(12) Service performed in the employ of an instrumentality 
wholly owned by a foreign government— 

"(A) If the service is of a character similar to that per-
formed in foreign countries by employees of the United States 
Government or of an instrumentality thereof; and 
"(B) If the Secretary of State shall certify to the Secretary 

of the Treasury that the foreign government, with respect to 
whose instrumentality and employees thereof exemption is 
claimed, grants an equivalent exemption with respect to simi-
lar service performed in the foreign country by employees of instrumentalities 

thereof; 
United States Government and of  

thereof; 
"(13) Service performed as a student nurse in the employ of a 

hospital or a nurses' training school by an individual who is 
enrolled and is regularly attending classes in a nurses' training 
school chartered or approved pursuant to State law; and service 
performed as an interne in the employ of a hospital by an indi-
vidual who has completed a four years' course in a medical school 
chartered or approved pursuant to State law; 
" (14) Service performed by an individual in (or as an officer 

or member of the crew of a vessel while it is engaged in) the 
catching, taking, harvesting, cultivating, or farming of any kind 
of fish, shellfish, crustacea, sponges, seaweeds, or other aquatic 
forms of animal and vegetable life (including service performed 
by any such individual as an ordinary incident to any such 
activity), except (A) service performed in connection with the 
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Foreigngovernment 
employees. 

Instrumentalities 
wholly owned by for-
eign governments. 

Student nurses; in-
ternes. 

Taking of aquatic 
animals, etc. 

Exceptions. 
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catching or taking of salmon or halibut, for commercial pur-
poses, and (B) service performed on or in connection with a
vessel of more than ten net tons (determined in the manner pro-
vided for determining the register tonnage of merchant vessels
under the laws of the United States); or

Individuals under "(15) Service performed by an individual under the age of
age of 18 delivering . . . . . .
newspapers, et e i ghteen in the delivery or distribution of newspapers or shopping

news, not including delivery or distribution to any point for
subsequent delivery or distribution.

Included and ex- "(C) INCLUDED AND EXCLUDED SERVICE.-If the services performed
service during one-half or more of any pay period by an employee for the per-

son employing him constitute employment, all the services of such
employee for such period shall be deemed to be employment; but if the
services performed during more than one-half of any such pay period
by an employee for the person employing him do not constitute
employment, then none of the services of such employee for such
period shall be deemed to be employment. As used in this subsection
the term 'pay period' means a period (of not more than thirty-one con-
secutive days) for which a payment of remuneration is ordinarily
made to the employee by the person employing him. This subsection
shall not be applicable with respect to services performed in a pay
period by an employee for the person employing him, where any of
such service is excepted by paragraph (9) of subsection (b).

"Employee." "(d) EMPLOYEE.-The term 'employee' includes an officer of a cor-
poration.

"State." "(e) STATE.-The term 'State' includes Alaska, Hawaii, and the
District of Columbia.

"Person." "(f) PERSON.-The term 'person' means an individual, a trust or
estatea partnership, or a corporation.

"Americanvessel." "(g) AMERICAN VESSEL.-The term 'American vessel' means any
vessel documented or numbered under the laws of the United States;
and includes any vessel which is neither documented or numbered
under the laws of the United States nor documented under the laws
of any foreign country if its crew is employed solely by one or more
citizens or residents of the United States or corporations organized
under the laws of the United States or of any State.

laboricultural "(h) AGRICUITURAL LABOR.-The term 'agricultural labor' includes
all services performed-

"(1) On a farm, in the employ of any person, in connection
with cultivating the soil, or in connection with raising or har-
vesting any agricultural or horticultural commodity, including
the raising, shearing, feeding caring for, training, and manage-
ment of livestock, bees, poultry, and fur-bearing animals and
wildlife.

"(2) In the employ of the owner or tenant or other operator
of a farm, in connection with the operation, management, con-
servation, improvement, or maintenance of such farm and its
tools and equipment, or in salvaging timber or clearing land of
brush and other debris left by a hurricane, if the major part of
such service is performed on a farm.

"(3) In connection with the production or harvesting of maple
sirup or maple sugar or any commodity defined as an agricul-

12u.s.c.1141j(g. tural commodity in section 15 (g) of the Agricultural Marketing
Act, as amended, or in connection with the raising or harvesting
of mushrooms, or in connection with the hatching of poultry, or
in connection with the ginning of cotton, or in connection with
the operation or maintenance of ditches, canals, reservoirs, or
waterways used exclusively for supplying and storing water for
farming purpoes.

[53 STAT.1386 
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catching or taking of salmon or halibut, for commercial pur-
poses, and (B) service performed on or in connection with a 
vessel of more than ten net tons (determined in the manner pro-
vided for determining the register tonnage of merchant vessels 
under the laws of the United States) ; or 
"(15) Service performed by an individual under the age of 

eighteen in the delivery or distribution of newspapers or shopping 
news, not including delivery or distribution to any point for 
subsequent delivery or distribution. 

"(c) INCLUDED AND EXCLUDED SERVICE.—If the services performed 
during one-half or more of any pay period by an employee for the per-
son employing him constitute employment, all the services of such 
employee for such period shall be deemed to be employment; but if the 
services performed during more than one-half of any such pay period 
by an employee for the person employing him do not constitute 
employment, then none of the services of such employee for such 
period shall be deemed to be employment. As used in this subsection 
the term 'pay period' means a period (of not more than thirty-one con-
secutive days) for which a payment of remuneration is ordinarily 
made to the employee by the person employing him. This subsection 
shall not be applicable with respect to services performed in a pay 
period by an employee for the person employing him, where any of 
such service is excepted by paragraph (9) of subsection (b). 
"(d) EMPLOYEE.—The term employee' includes an officer of a cor-

poration. 
"(e) &Am—The term 'State' includes Alaska, Hawaii, and the 

District of Columbia. 
"(f) PzesoN.—The term 'person' means an individual, a trust or 

estate, a partnership, or a corporation. 
"(g) AMERICAN VEssEL.—The term 'American vessel' means any 

vessel documented or numbered under the laws of the United States; 
and includes any vessel which is neither documented or numbered 
under the laws of the United States nor documented under the laws 
of any foreign country, if its crew is employed solely by one or more 
citizens or residents of the United States or corporations organized 
under the laws of the United States or of any State. 

"(h) AGRICUI/EURAL LABoa.—The term 'agricultural labor' includes 
all services performed— 

"(1) On a farm, in the employ of any person, in connection 
with cultivating the soil, or in connection with raising or har-
vesting any agricultural or horticultural commodity, including 
the raising, shearinf3,4eding, caring for, training, and manage-
ment of livestock, poultry, and fur-bearing animals and 
wildlife. 

"(2) In the employ of the owner or tenant or other operator 
of a farm, in connection with the operation, management, con-
servation improvement, or maintenance of such farm and its 
tools and equipment, or in salvaging timber or clearing land of 
brush and other debris left by a hurricane, if the major part of 
such service is performed on a farm. 

"(3) In connection with the production or harvesting of maple 
sirup or maple sugar or any commodity defined as an agricul-
tural commodity in section 15 (g) of the Agricultural Marketing 
Act, as amended, or in connection with the raising or harvesting 
of mushrooms, or in connection with the hatching of poultry, or 
in connection with the ginning of cotton, or in connection with 
the operation or maintenance of ditch, canals, reservoirs, or 
waterways used exclusively for supplying and storing water for 
farming purposes. 
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"(4) In handling, planting, drying, packing, packaging, proc-
essing, freezing, grading, storing, or delivering to storage or to
market or to a carrier for transportation to market, any agricul-
tural or horticultural commodity; but only if such service is
performed as an incident to ordinary farming operations or, in
the case of fruits and vegetables, as an incident to the prepara-
tion of such fruits or vegetables for market. The provisions of
this paragraph shall not be deemed to be applicable with respect
to service performed in connection with commercial canning or
commercial freezing or in connection with any agricultural or
horticultural commodity after its delivery to a terminal market
for distribution for consumption.

"As used in this subsection, the term 'farm' includes stock, dairy, "Farm."

poultry, fruit, fur-bearing animal, and truck farms, plantations,
ranches, nurseries, ranges, greenhouses or other similar structures
used primarily for the raising of agricultural or horticultural com-
modities, and orchards."

SEC. 607. Subchapter A of chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue Code Ante, p. 175.

is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new section:
"SEC. 1432. This subchapter may be cited as the 'Federal Insur- coFtdbelutnsuAncet

ance Contributions Act'."
SEC. 608. Section 1600 of the Internal Revenue Code is amended A",p l'83;po', p.

to read as follows: R.on empo ers .

"SEC. 1600. RATE OF TAX.
ei t m or e

Rate of tax.
"Every employer (as defined in section 1607 (a)) shall pay for oteo , ppl92,1420.

the calendar year 1939 and for each calendar year thereafter an
excise tax, with respect to having individuals in his employ, equal to
3 per centum of the total wages (as defined in section 1607 (b))
paid by him during the calender year with respect to employment
(as defined in section 1607 (c)) after December 31, 1938."

SEC. 609. Section 1601 of the Internal Revenue Code is amended 1.t R .So101.

to read as follows:
"SEC. 1601. CREDITS AGAINST TAX.

"(a) CONTRIBUTIONS TO STATE UNEMPLOYMENT FUNDS.- -Contrbutions to

"(1) The taxpayer may, to the extent provided in this sub- funds.

section and subsection (c), credit against the tax imposed by
section 1600 the amount of contributions paid by him into an
unemployment fund maintained during the taxable year under
the unemployment compensation law of a State which is certified , p. s; pot.

for the taxable year as provided in section 1603. p. 131.
"(2) The credit shall be permitted against the tax for the I R C. 1 03 .

taxable year only for the amount of contributions paid with
respect to such taxable year.

"(3) The credit against the tax for any taxable year shall
be permitted only for contributions paid on or before the last
day upon which the taxpayer is required under section 1604
to file a return for such year; except that credit shall be per-
mitted for contributions paid after such last day but before
July 1 next following such last day, but such credit shall not
exceed 90 per centum of the amount which would have been
allowable as credit on account of such contributions had they
been paid on or before such last day. The preceding provisions
of this subdivision shall not apply to the credit agaist the tax
of a taxpayer for any taxable year if such taxpayer's assets, at
any time during the period from such last day for filing a return
for such year to June 30 next following such last day, both
dates inclusive, are in the custody or control of a receiver, trustee,
or other fiduciary appointed by, or under the control of, a court
of competent jurisdiction.
98907°-39---r 2-56
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"(4) In handling, planting, drying, packing, packaging, proc-
essing, freezing, grading, storing, or delivering to storage or to 
market or to a carrier for transportation to market, any agricul-
tural or horticultural commodity; but only if such service is 
performed as an incident to ordinary farming operations or, in 
the case of fruits and vegetables, as an incident to the prepara-
tion of such fruits or vegetables for market. The provisions of 
this paragraph shall not be deemed to be applicable with respect 
to service performed in connection with commercial canning or 
commercial freezing or in connection with any agricultural or 
horticultural commodity after its delivery to a terminal market 
for distribution for consumption. 

"As used in this subsection, the term 'farm' includes stock, dairy, 
poultry, fruit, fur-bearing animal, and truck farms, plantations, 
ranches, nurseries, ranges, greenhouses or other similar structures 
used primarily for the raising of agricultural or horticultural com-
modities, and orchards." 
SEC. 607. Subchapter A of chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue Code 

is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new section: 
"SEC. 1432. This subchapter may be cited as the 'Federal Insur-

ance Contributions Act'." 
SEC. 608. Section 1600 of the Internal Revenue Code is amended 

to read as follows: 
"SEC. 1600. RATE OF TAX. 
"Every employer (as defined in section 1607 (a)) shall pay for 

the calendar year 1939 and for each calendar year thereafter an 
excise tax, with respect to having individuals in his employ, equal to 
3 per centum of the total wages (as defined in section 1607 (b)) 
paid by him during the calender year with respect to employment 
(as defined in section 1607 (c) ) after December 31, 1938." 
SEC. 609. Section 1601 of the Internal Revenue Code is amended 

to read as follows: 
"SEC. 1601. CREDITS AGAINST TAX. 
" (a) CONTRIBUTIONS TO STATE UNEMPLOYMENT FUNDS.— 

"(1) The taxpayer may, to the extent provided in this sub-
section and subsection (c), credit against the tax imposed by 
section 1600 the amount of contributions paid by him into an 
unemployment fund maintained during the taxable year under 
the unemployment compensation law of a State which is certified 
for the taxable year as provided in section 1603. 

"(2) The credit shall be permitted against the tax for the 
taxable year only for the amount of contributions paid with 
respect to such taxable year. 

(3) The credit against the tax for any taxable year shall 
be permitted only for contributions paid on or before the last 
day upon which the taxpayer is required under section 1604 
to file a return for such year; except that credit shall be per-
mitted for contributions paid after such last day but before 
July 1 next following such last day, but such credit shall not 
exceed 90 per centum of the amount which would have been, 
allowable as credit on account of such contributions had they 
been paid on or before such last day. The preceding provisions 
of this subdivision shall not apply to the credit against the tax 
of a taxpayer for any taxable year if such taxpayer's assets, at 
any time during the period from such last day for filing a return 
for such year to June 30 next following such last day, both 
dates inclusive, are in the custody or control of a receiver, trustee, 
or other fiduciary appointed by, or under the control of, a court 
of competent jurisdiction. 

"Farm." 

Ante, p. 175. 

"Federal Insurance 
Contributions Act." 

Ante, p. 183; P06, P. 
1420. 

I. R. C. 1 1600. 
Tax on employers 

of eight or more. 

Rate of tax. 
Post, pp. 1392,1420. 

Ante, p. 183. 
I. R. C. 11601. 

Contributions to 
State unemployment 
funds. 

Ante, p. 185; post, 
p. 1391. 

I. It. C. § 1503. 
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"(4) Upon the payment of contributions into the unemploy-
ment fund of a State which are required under the unemployment
compensation law of that State with respect to remuner-
ation on the basis of which, prior to such payment into the
proper fund, the taxpayer erroneously paid an amount as con-
tributions under another unemployment compensation law, the
payment into the proper fund shall, for purposes of credit
against the tax, be deemed to have been made at the time of
the erroneous payment. If, by reason of such other law, the
taxpayer was entitled to cease paying contributions with respect
to services subject to such other law, the payment into the
proper fund shall, for purposes of credit against the tax, be

Ante, p. 186; post, deemed to have been made on the date the return for the taxable
p. 1391.PI. . C. 1604. year was filed under section 1604.

"(5) Refund of the tax (including penalty and interest col-
lected with respect thereto, if any), based on any credit allowable
under this section, may be made in accordance with the provi-
sions of law applicable in the case of erroneous or illegal collec-
tion of the tax. No interest shall be allowed or paid on the
amount of any such refund.

Additionalcredit. "(b) ADDITIONAL CREDIT.-In addition to the credit allowed under
subsection (a), a taxpayer may credit against the tax imposed by

Ante, pp. 183, 1387. section 1600 for any taxable year an amount, with respect to the
1. R. C. 1600. unemployment compensation law of each State certified for the tax-
Infra. able year as provided in section 1602 (or with respect to any provi-

sions thereof so certified), equal to the amount, if any, by which
the contributions required to be paid by him with respect to the
taxable year were less than the contributions such taxpayer would
have been required to pay if throughout the taxable year he had
been subject under such State law to the highest rate applied there-
under in the taxable year to any person having individuals in his
employ, or to a rate of 2.7 per centum, whichever rate is lower.

Limit on totalcred- "t(C) LIMIT ON TOTAL CREDITs.-The total credits allowed to a
taxpayer under this subchapter shall not exceed 90 per centum of
the tax against which such credits are allowable."

in. R. § I2 . SEC. 610. (a) Section 1602 of the Internal Revenue Code is
amended to read as follows:
"SEC. 1602. CONDITIONS OF ADDITIONAL CREDIT ALLOWANCE.

State standards. "(a) STATE STANDARDS.-A taxpayer shall be allowed an additional
Supr

a
. credit under section 1601 (b) with respect to any reduced rate of con-

tributions permitted by a State law, only if the Board finds that under
such law-

"(1) No reduced rate of contributions to a pooled fund or to a
partially pooled account, is permitted to a person (or group of
persons) having individuals in his (or their) employ except on
the basis of his (or their) experience with respect to unemploy-
ment or other factors bearing a direct relation to unemployment
risk during not less than the three consecutive years immediately
preceding the computation date;

"(2) No reduced rate of contributions to a guaranteed employ-
ment account is permitted to a person (or a group of persons)
having individuals in his (or their) employ unless (A) the guar-
anty of remuneration was fulfilled in the year preceding the
computation date; and (B) the balance of such account amounts
to not less than 21/2 per centum of that part of the pay roll or pay
rolls for the three years preceding the computation date by which
contributions to such account were measured; and (C) such con-
tributions were payable to such account with respect to three
years preceding the computation date;
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"(4) Upon the payment of contributions into the unemploy-
ment fund of a State which are required under the unemployment 
compensation law of that State with respect to remuner-
ation on the basis of which, prior to such payment into the 
proper fund, the taxpayer erroneously paid an amount as con-
tributions under another unemployment compensation law, the 
payment into the proper fund shall, for purposes of credit 
against the tax, be deemed to have been made at the time of 
the erroneous payment. If, by reason of such other law, the 
taxpayer was entitled to cease paying contributions with respect 
to services subject to such other law, the payment into the 
proper fund shall, for purposes of credit against the tax, be 
deemed to have been made on the date the return for the taxable 
year was filed under section 1604. 

"(5) Refund of the tax (including penalty and interest col-
lected with respect thereto, if any), based on any credit allowable 
under this section, may be made in accordance with the provi-
sions of law applicable in the case of erroneous or illegal collec-
tion of the tax. No interest shall be allowed or paid on the 
amount of any such refund. 

"(b) ADDITIONAL CREDIT.—In addition to the credit allowed under 
subsection (a), a taxpayer may credit against the tax imposed by 
section 1600 for any taxable year an amount, with respect to the 
unemployment compensation law of each State certified for the tax-
able year as provided in section 1602 (or with respect to any provi-
sions thereof so certified), equal to the amount, if any, by which 
the contributions required to be paid by him with respect to the 
taxa,ble year were less than the contributions such taxpayer would 
have been required to pay if throughout the taxable year he had 
been subject under such State law to the highest rate applied there-
under in the taxable year to any person having individuals in his 
employ, or to a rate of 2.7 per centum, whichever rate is lower. 

"(C) LIMIT ON TOTAL CREDITS.—The total credits allowed to a 
taxpayer under this subchapter shall not exceed 90 per centum of 
the tax against which such credits are allowable." 
SEC. 610. (a) Section 1602 of the Internal Revenue Code is 

amended to read as follows: 
"SEC. 1602. CONDITIONS OF ADDITIONAL CREDIT ALLOWANCE. 

CC (a) STATE STANDARDS.—A taxpayer shall be allowed an additional 
credit under section 1601 (b) with respect to any reduced rate of con-
tributions permitted by a State law, only if the Board finds that under 
such law— 

"(1) No reduced rate of contributions to a pooled fund or to a 
partially pooled account, is permitted to a person (or group of 
persons) having individuals in his (or their) employ except on 
the basis of his (or their) experience with respect to unemploy-
ment or other factors bearing a direct relation to unemployment 
risk during not less than the three consecutive years immediately 
preceding the computation date; 
"(2) No reduced rate of contributions to a guaranteed employ-

ment account is permitted to a person (or a group of persons) 
having individuals in his (or their) employ unless (A) the guar-
anty of remuneration was fulfilled in the year preceding the 
computation date; and (B) the balance of such account amounts 
to not less than 2I/2 per centum of that part of the pay roll or pay 
rolls for the three years preceding the computation date by which 
contributions to such account were measured; and (C) such con-
tributions were payable to such account with respect to three 
years preceding the computation date; 
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"(3) Such lower rate, with respect to contributions to a separate
reserve account, is permitted only when (A) compensation has
been payable from such account throughout the preceding cal-
endar year, and (B) such account amounts to not less than five
times the largest amount of compensation paid from such account
within any one of the three preceding calendar years, and (C)
such account amounts to not less than 71/2 per centum of the total
wages payable by him (plus the total wages payable by any other
employers who may be contributing to such account) with respect
to employment in such State in the preceding calendar year.

"(4) Effective January 1, 1942, paragraph (3) of this subsection
is amended to read as follows:

"'(3) No reduced rate of contributions to a reserve account
is permitted to a person (or group of persons) having individuals
in his (or their) employ unless (A) compensation has been pay-
able from such account throughout the year preceding the compu-
tation date, and (B) the balance of such account amounts to not
less than five times the largest amount of compensation paid from
such account within any one of the three years preceding such
date, and (C) the balance of such account amounts to not less than
21/2 per centum of that part of the pay roll or pay rolls for the
three years preceding such date by which contributions to such
account were measured, and (D) such contributions were payable
to such account with respect to the three years preceding the
computation date.'

"(b) CERTIFICATION BY THE BOARD WITH RESPECT TO ADDITIONAL
CREDIT ALLOWANCE.-

"(1) On December 31 in each taxable year, the Board shall
certify to the Secretary of the Treasury the law of each State
(certified with respect to such year by the Board as provided in
section 1603) with respect to which it finds that reduced rates of
contributions were allowable with respect to such taxable year
only in accordance with the provisions of subsection (a) of this
section.

"(2) If the Board finds that under the law of a single State
(certified by the Board as provided in section 1603) more than
one type of fund or account is maintained and reduced rates of
contributions to more than one type of fund or account were
allowable with respect to any taxable year, and one or more of
such reduced rates were allowable under conditions not fulfilling
the requirements of subsection (a) of this section, the Board
shall, on December 31 of such taxable year, certify to the Secre-
tary of the Treasury only those provisions of the State law pur-
suant to which reduced rates of contributions were allowable
with respect to such taxable year under conditions fulfilling the
requirements of subsection (a) of this section, and shall, in con-
nection therewith, designate the kind of fund or account, as
defined in subsection (c) of this section, established by the pro-
visions so certified. If the Board finds that a part of any
reduced rate of contributions payable under such law or under
such provisions is required to be paid into one fund or account
and a part into another fund or account, the Board shall make
such certification pursuant to this paragraph as it finds will
assure the allowance of additional credits only with respect to
that part of the reduced rate of contributions which is allowed
under provisions which do fulfill the requirements of subsection
(a) of this section.

"(3) The Board shall, within thirty days after any State law
is submitted to it for such purpose, certify to the State agency
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"(3) Such lower rate, with respect to contributions to a separate 
reserve account, is permitted only when (A) compensation has 
been payable from such account throughout the preceding cal-
endar year, and (B) such account amounts to not less than five 
times the largest amount of compensation paid from such account 
within any one of the three preceding calendar years, and (C) 
such account amounts to not less than 71/2  per centum of the total 
wages payable by him (plus the total wages payable by any other 
employers who may be contributing to such account) with respect 
to employment in such State in the preceding calendar year. 
"(4) Effective January 1,1942, paragraph (3) of this subsection 

is amended to read as follows: 
"'(3) No reduced rate of contributions to a reserve account 

is permitted to a person (or group of persons) having individuals 
in his (or their) employ unless (A) compensation has been pay-
able from such account throughout the year preceding the compu-
tation date, and (B) the balance of such account amounts to not 
less than five times the largest amount of compensation paid from 
such account within any one of the three years preceding such 
date, and (C) the balance of such account amounts to not less than 
21/2 per centum of that part of the pay roll or pay rolls for the 
three years preceding such date by which contributions to such 
account were measured, and (D) such contributions were payable 
to such account with respect to the three years preceding the 
computation date.' 

"(b) CERTIFICATION BY THE BOARD W ITH RESPECT TO ADDITIONAL 
CREDIT ALLOWANCE.— 

"(1) On December 31 in each taxable year, the Board shall 
certify to the Secretary of the Treasury the law of each State 
(certified with respect to such year by the Board as provided in 
section 1603) with respect to which it finds that reduced rates of 
contributions were allowable with respect to such taxable year 
only in accordance with the provisions of subsection (a) of this 
section. 

"(2) If the Board finds that under the law of a single State 
(certified by the Board as provided in section 1603) more than 
one type of fund or account is maintained, and reduced rates of 
contributions to more than one type of fund or account were 
allowable with respect to any taxable year, and one or more of 
such reduced rates were allowable under conditions not fulfilling 
the requirements of subsection (a) of this section the Board 
shall, on December 31 of such taxable year, certify section, the Secre-
tary of the Treasury only those provisions of the State law pur-
suant to which reduced rates of contributions were allowable 
with respect to such taxable year under conditions fulfilling the 
requirements of subsection (a) of this section, and shall, in con-
nection therewith, designate the kind of fund or account, as 
defined in subsection (c) of this section established by the pro-
visions so certified. If the Board finds that a part of any 
reduced rate of contributions payable under such law or under 
such provisions is required to be paid into one fund or account 
and a part into another fund or account, the Board shall make 
such certification pursuant to this paragraph as it finds will 
assure the allowance of additional credits only with respect to 
that part of the reduced rate of contributions which is allowed 
under provisions which do fulfill the requirements of subsection 
(a) of this section. 
"(3) The Board shall, within thirty days after any State law 

is submitted to it for such purpose, certify to the State agency 

Certification by the 
Board with respect to 
additional credit al-
lowance. 

Ante, p. 18.5; post, 
p. 1391. 

I. R. C. § 1603. 
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its findings with respect to reduced rates of contributions to a
type of fund or account, as defined in subsection (c) of this
section, which are allowable under such State law only in
accordance with the provisions of subsection (a) of this section.
After making such findings, the Board shall not withhold its
certification to the Secretary of the Treasury of such State law,
or of the provisions thereof with respect to which such findings
were made, for any taxable year pursuant to paragraph (1) or
(2) of this subsection unless, after reasonable notice and oppor-
tunity for hearing to the State agency, the Board finds the State
law no longer contains the provisions specified in subsection (a)
of this section or the State has, with respect to such taxable year,
failed to comply substantially with any such provision.

Definitions. "(c) DEFINmTONs.-As used in this section-
Reserve account." (1) RESERVE ACcooNT.-The term 'reserve account' means a sepa-

rate account in an unemployment fund, maintained with respect to a
person (or group of persons) having individuals in his (or their)
employ, from which account, unless such account is exhausted, is paid
all and only compensation payable on the basis of services performed
for such person (or for one or more of the persons comprising the
group).

"Pooled fund." "(2) POOLED FUND.-The term 'pooled fund' means an unemploy-
ment fund or any part thereof (other than a reserve account or a
guaranteed employment account) into which the total contributions
of persons contributing thereto are payable, in which all contributions
are mingled and undivided, and from which compensation is payable
to all individuals eligible for compensation from such fund.

"Patiaty pooled "(3) PAirALLT POOLED AccoUNT.-The term 'partially pooled
account' means a part of an unemployment fund in which part of the
fund all contributions thereto are mingled and undivided, and from
which part of the fund compensation is payable only to individuals
to whom compensation would be payable from a reserve account or
from a guaranteed employment account but for the exhaustion or
termination of such reserve account or of such guaranteed employ-
ment account. Payments from a reserve account or guaranteed
employment account into a partially pooled account shall not be con-
strued to be inconsistent with the provisions of paragraph (1) or (4)
of this subsection.

loGument acunt "(4) GUARANTEED EMPLOYMEFNT AOCOUNT.-The term 'guaranteed
employment account' means a separate account, in an unemployment
fund, maintained with respect to a person (or group of persons)
having individuals in his (or their) employ who, in accordance with
the provisions the he State law or of a plan thereunder approved by
the State agency,

"(A) guarantees in advance at least thirty hours of work, for
which remuneration will be paid at not less than stated rates,
for each of forty weeks (or if more, one weekly hour may be
deducted for each added week guaranteed) in a year, to all the
individuals who are in his (or their) employ in, and who continue
to be available for suitable work in, one or more distinct estab-
lishments, except that any such individual's guaranty may com-
mence after a probationary period (included within the eleven
or less consecutive weeks immediately following the first week
in which the individual renders services), and

"(B) gives security or assurance, satisfactory to the State
agency, for the fulfillment of such guaranties, from which account,
unless such account is exhausted or terminated, is paid all and
only compensation, payable on the basis of services performed for

a
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its findings with respect to reduced rates of contributions to a 
type of fund or account, as defined in subsection (c) of this 
section, which are allowable under such State law only in 
accordance with the provisions of subsection (a) of this section. 
After making such findings, the Board shall not withhold its 
certification to the Secretary of the Treasury of such State law, 
or of the provisions thereof with respect to which such findings 
were made, for any taxable year pursuant to paragraph (1) or 
(2) of this subsection unless, after reasonable notice and oppor-
tunity for hearing to the State agency, the Board finds the State 
law no longer contains the provisions specified in subsection (a) 
of this section or the State has, with respect to such taxable year, 
failed to comply substantially with any such provision. 

"(c) DiErnimoisTs.—As used in this section— 
"(1) RESERVE Acootrwr.—The term 'reserve account' means a sepa-

rate account in an unemployment fund, maintained with respect to a 
person (or group of persons) having individuals in his (or their) 
employ, from which account, unless such account is exhausted, is paid 
all and only compensation payable on the basis of services performed 
for such person (or for one or more of the persons comprising the 
group). 

"(2) Poomo Fimin.—The term 'pooled fund' means an unemploy-
ment fund or any part thereof (other than a reserve account or a 
guaranteed employment account) into which the total contributions 
of persons contributing thereto are payable, in which all contributions 
are mingled and undivided, and from which compensation is payable 
to all individuals eligible for compensation from such fund. 

"(3) PARTIALLY POOLED Acootrbrr.—The term 'partially pooled 
account' means a part of an unemployment fund in which part of the 
fund all contributions thereto are mingled and undivided2 and from 
which part of the fund compensation is payable only to individuals 
to whom compensation would be payable from a reserve account or 
from a guaranteed employment account but for the exhaustion or 
termination of such reserve account or of such guaranteed employ-
ment account. Payments from a reserve account or guaranteed 
employment account into a partially pooled account shall not be con-
strued to be inconsistent with the provisions of paragraph (1) or (4) 
of this subsection. 

"(4) GUARANTEED EMPLOYMENT AOCOUNT.—The term 'guaranteed 
employment account' means a separate account, in an unemployment 
fund, maintained with respect to a person (or group of persons) 
having individuals in his (or their) employ who, in accordance with 
the provisions of the State law or of a plan thereunder approved by 
the State agency, 

"(A) guarantees in advance at least thirty hours of work, for 
which remuneration will be paid at not less than stated rates, 
for each of forty weeks (or if more, one weekly hour may be 
deducted for each added week guaranteed) in a year, to all the 
individuals who are in his (or their) employ in, and who continue 
to be available for suitable work in., one or more distinct estab-
lishments, except that any such individual's guaranty may com-
mence after a probationary period (included within the eleven 
or less consecutive weeks immediately following the first week 
in which the individual renders services), and 
"(B) gives security or assurance, satisfactory to the State 

agency, for the fulfillment of such guaranties, from which account, 
unless such account is exhausted or terminated, is paid all and 
only compensation, payable on the basis of services performed for 
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such person (or for one or more of the persons comprising the
group), to any such individual whose guaranteed remuneration
has not been paid (either pursuant to the guaranty or from the
security or assurance provided for the fulfillment of the guaranty),
or whose guaranty is not renewed and who is otherwise eligible
for compensation under the State law.

"(5) YEAR.-The term 'year' means any twelve consecutive calendar "Year.
months.

" (6) BALANCE.-The term 'balance', with respect to a reserve account "Balance."

or a guaranteed employment account, means the amount standing to
the credit of the account as of the computation date; except that, if
subsequent to January 1, 1940, any moneys have been paid into or
credited to such account other than payments thereto by persons
having individuals in their employ, such term shall mean the amount
in such account as of the computation date less the total of such other
moneys paid into or credited to such account subsequent to January
1, 1940.

"(7) COMPUTATION DATE-The term 'computation date' means the a"Comptation

date, occurring at least once in each calendar year and within twenty-
seven weeks prior to the effective date of new rates of contributions,
as of which such rates are computed.

"(8) REDUCED RATE.-The term 'reduced rate' means a rate of con- "Rduced rate."

tributions lower than the standard rate applicable under the State
laws and the term 'standard rate' means the rate on the basis of which
variations therefrom are computed."

SEC. 611. Paragraphs (1), (3), and (4) of section 1603 (a) of the AnkP, i . (a
Internal Revenue Code are amended to read as follows: Approval of State

"(1) All compensation is to be paid through public employ- lawsreqirementfor.

ment offices or such other agencies as the Board may approve;
"(3) All money received in the unemployment fund shall

(except for refunds of sums erroneously paid into such fund and
except for refunds paid in accordance with the provisions of sec-
tion 1606 (b)) immediately upon such receipt be paid over to the Post, P. 1392.

Secretary of the Treasury to the credit of the Unemployment
Trust Fund established by section 904 of the Social Security Act
49 Stat. 640; U. S. C., 1934 ed., title 42, sec. 1104); 429 SUt. 0., pp

"(4) All money withdrawn from the unemployment fund of Iv, IMo4.

the State shall be used solely in the payment of unemployment
compensation, exclusive of expenses of administration, and for
refunds of sums erroneously paid into such fund and refunds
paid in accordance with the provisions of section 1606 (b);"

SEC. 612. Section 1604 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended I. .
1 ie4 (b).

to read as follows: Returns.

"(b) EXTENION OF TIME FOR FILING.-The Commissioner may Etesion time

extend the time for filing the return of the tax imposed by this sub-
chapter, under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe with
the approval of the Secretary, but no such extension shall be for more
than ninety days. ,

SEC. 613. Section 1606 of the Internal Revenue Code is amended to A Rt, p. 1s7.

read as follows:
"SEC. 1606. INTERSTATE COMMERCE AND FEDERAL INSTRUMEN-

TALITIES.
"(a) No person required under a State law to make payments to an Persons engaed in

interstate, etc., eom-

unemployment fund shall be relieved from compliance therewith on merc, payments on-
der State law to unem-

the ground that he is engaged in interstate or foreign commerce, or ploymentfund.

that the State law does not distinguish between employees engaged
in interstate or foreign commerce and those engaged in intrastate
commerce.
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such person (or for one or more of the persons comprising the 
group), to any such individual whose guaranteed remuneration 
has not been paid (either pursuant to the guaranty or from the 
security or assurance provided for the fulfillment of the guaranty), 
or whose guaranty is not renewed and who is otherwise eligible 
for compensation under the State law. 

"(5) YEAR.—The term 'year' means any twelve consecutive calendar 
months. 
" (6) BALANCE.—The term 'balance', with respect to a reserve account 

or a guaranteed employment account, means the amount standing to 
the credit of the account as of the computation date; except that, if 
subsequent to January 1, 1940, any moneys have been paid into or 
credited to such account other than payments thereto by persons 
having individuals in their employ, such term shall mean the amount 
in such account as of the computation date less the total of such other 
moneys paid into or credited to such account subsequent to January 
1, 1940. 

"(7) COMPUTATION ow-E.—The term 'computation date' means the 
date, occurring at least once in each calendar year and within twenty-
seven weeks prior to the effective date of new rates of contributions, 
as of which such rates are computed. 

"(8) REnuoEo RATE.—The term 'reduced rate' means a rate of con-
tributions lower than the standard rate applicable under the State 
law, and the term 'standard rate' means the rate on the basis of which 
variations therefrom are computed." 
SEC. 611. Paragraphs (1), (3), and (4) of section 1603 (a) of the 

Internal Revenue Code are amended to read as follows: 
"(1) All compensation is to be paid through public employ-

ment offices or such other agencies as the Board may approve; 
"(3) All money received in the unemployment fund shall 

(except for refunds of sums erroneously paid into such fund and 
except for refunds paid in accordance with the provisions of sec-
tion 1606 (b) ) immediately upon such receipt be paid over to the 
Secretary of the Treasury to the credit of the Unemployment 
Trust Fund established by section 904 of the Social Security Act 
49 Stat. 640; U. S. C.,1934 ed., title 42, sec. 1104) • 

"(4) All money withdrawn from the unemployment fund of 
the State shall be used solely in the payment of unemployment 
compensation, exclusive of expenses of administration, and for 
refunds of sums erroneously paid into such fund and refunds 
paid in accordance with the provisions of section 1606 (b) ;" 

SEC. 612. Section 1604 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended 
to read as follows: 

"(b) EXTENSION or TIME FOR FILING.—The Commissioner may 
extend the time for filing the return of the tax imposed by this sub-
chapter, under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe with 
the approval of the Secretary, but no such extension shall be for more 
than ninety days. 
SEC. 613. Section 1606 of the Internal Revenue Code is amended to 

read as follows: 
"SEC. 1606. INTERSTATE COMMERCE AND FEDERAL INSTRUMEN-

TALITIES. 
"(a) No person required under a State law to make payments to an 

unemployment fund shall be relieved from compliance therewith on 
the ground that he is engaged in interstate or foreign commerce, or 
that the State law does not distinguish between employees engaged 
in interstate or foreign commerce and those engaged in intrastate 
commerce. 
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taFderl instrnn- "(b) The legislature of any State may require any instrumentalitytalities and their em-
ployees, contributions of the United States (except such as are (A) wholly owned by the
ment funds; expep- United States, or (B) exempt from the tax imposed by section 1600
ti s.3 by virtue of any other provision of law), and the individuals in its

employ, to make contributions to an unemployment fund under a
State unemployment compensation law approved by the Board under

IR'Antep.186 1391. section 1603 and (except as provided in section 5240 of the Revised
R. S. 5240. Statutes, as amended, and as modified by subsection (c) of this section)12 U. S.C. 4§ tpo-

485; supp. iv, §} 4s- to comply otherwise with such law. The permission granted in this
485. subsection shall apply (1) only to the extent that no discrimination

is made against such instrumentality, so that if the rate of contribution
is uniform upon all other persons subject to such law on account of
having individuals in their employ, and upon all employees of such
persons, respectively, the contributions required of such instrumen-
tality or the individuals in its employ shall not be at a greater rate
than is required of such other persons and such employees, and if the
rates are determined separately for different persons or classes of
persons having individuals in their employ or for different classes of
employees, the determination shall be based solely upon mnemploy-
ment experience and other factors bearing a direct relation to unem-
ployment risk, and (2) only if such State law makes provision for the
refund of any contributions required under such law from an instru-
mentality of the United States or its employees for any year in the
event said State is not certified by the Board under section 1603 with
respect to such year.

National banking "(c) Nothing contained in section 5240 of the Revised Statutes,associations, return s,
etc., relative to re- as amended, shall prevent any State from requiring any national
ces of etonpoyese banking association to render returns and reports relative to the

association's employees, their remuneration and services, to the same
extent that other persons are required to render like returns and
reports under a State law requiring contributions to an unemploy-
ment fund. The Comptroller of the Currency shall, upon receipt of
a copy of any such return or report of a national banking association
from, and upon request of, any duly authorized official, body, or
commission of a State, cause an examination of the correctness of
such return or report to be made at the time of the next succeeding
examination of such association, and shall thereupon transmit to
such official, body, or commission a complete statement of his findings
respecting the accuracy of such returns or reports.

Persons performing
services onS U.prn epm- (d) No person shall be relieved from compliance with a State
ise, compliance with unemployment compensation law on the ground that services wereState unemployment
compensation lawst performed on land or premises owned, held, or possessed by the

United States, and any State shall have full jurisdiction and power
to enforce the provisions of such law to the same extent and with
the same effect as though such place were not owned, held, or
possessed by the United States."

Int'e.b 187. SEC. 614. Effective January 1, 1940, section 1607 of the Internal
Revenue Code is amended to read as follows:
"SEC. 1607. DEFINITIONS.

"When used in this subchapter-
"Employer." "(a) EMPLOYER.-The term 'employer' does not include any person

unless on each of some twenty days during the taxable year, each
day being in a different calendar week, the total number of individ-
uals who were employed by him in employment for some portion of
the day (whether or not at the same moment of time) was eight
or more.

'Wages." "(b) WAGES.-The term 'wages' means all remuneration for
employment, including the cash value of all remuneration paid in
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"(b) The legislature of any State may require any instrumentality 
of the United States (except such as are (A) wholly owned by the 
United States, or (B) exempt from the tax imposed by section 1600 
by virtue of any other provision of law), and the individuals in its 
employ, to make contributions to an unemployment fund under a 
State unemployment compensation law approved by the Board under 
section 1603 and (except as provided in section 5240 of the Revised 
Statutes, as amended, and as modified by subsection (c) of this section) 
to comply otherwise with such law. The permission granted in this 
subsection shall apply (1) only to the extent that no discrimination 
is made against such instrumentality, so that if the rate of contribution 
is uniform upon all other persons subject to such law on account of 
having individuals in their employ, and upon all employees of such 
persons, respectively, the contributions required of such instrumen-
tality or the individuals in its employ shall not be at a greater rate 
than is required of such other persons and such employees, and if the 
rates are determined separately for different persons or classes of 
persons having individuals in their employ or for different classes of 
employees, the determination shall be based solely upon unemploy-
ment experience and other factors bearing a direct relation to unem-
ployment risk, and (2) only if such State law makes provision for the 
refund of any contributions required under such law from an instru-
mentality of the United States or its employees for any year in the 
event said State is not certified by the Board under section 1603 with 
respect to such year. 

"(c) Nothing contained in section 5240 of the Revised Statutes, 
as amended, shall prevent any State from requiring any national 
banking association to render returns and reports relative to the 
association's employees, their remuneration and services, to the same 
extent that other persons are required to render like returns and 
reports under a State law requiring contributions to an unemploy-
ment fund. The Comptroller of the Currency shall, upon receipt of 
a copy of any such return or report of a national banking association 
from,. and upon request of, any duly authorized official, body, or 
commission of a State, cause an examination of the correctness of 
such return or report to be made at the time of the next succeeding 
examination of such association, and shall thereupon transmit to 
such official, body, or commission a complete statement of his findings 
respecting the accuracy of such returns or reports. 

"(d) No person shall be relieved from compliance with a State 
unemployment compensation law on the ground that services were 
performed on land or premises owned, held, or possessed by the 
United States, and any State shall have full jurisdiction and power 
to enforce the provisions of such law to the same extent and with 
the same effect as though such place were not owned, held, or 
possessed by the United States." 
SEC. 614. Effective January 1, 1940, section 1607 of the Internal 

Revenue Code is amended to read as follows: 

"SEC. 1607. DEFINITIONS. 

"When used in this subchapter— 
" (a) EMPLOYER.—The term 'employer' does not include any person 

unless on each of some twenty days during the taxable year, each 
day being in a different calendar week, the total number of individ-
uals who were employed by him in employment for some portion of 
the day (whether or not at the same moment of time) was eight 
or more. 

"(b) WAGE.s.—The term wages' means all remuneration for 
employment, including the cash value of all remuneration paid in 
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any medium other than cash; except that such term shall not
include-

"(1) That part of the remuneration which, after remunera-
tion equal to $3,000 has been paid to an individual by an
employer with respect to employment during any calendar year,
is paid to such individual by such employer with respect to
employment during such calendar year;

"(2) The amount of any payment made to, or on behalf of,
an employee under a plan or system established by an employer
which makes provision for his employees generally or for a
class or classes of his employees (including any amount paid
by an employer for insurance or annuities, or into a fund, to
provide for any such payment), on account of (A) retirement,
or (B) sickness or accident disability, or (C) medical and hos-
pitalization expenses in connection with sickness or accident
disability, or (D) death, provided the employee (i) has not the
option to receive, instead of provision for such death benefit,
any part of such payment or, if such death benefit is insured,
any part of the premiums (or contributions to premiums) paid
by his employer, and (ii) has not the right, under the provisions
of the plan or system or policy of insurance providing for such
death benefit, to assign such benefit, or to receive a cash con-
sideration in lieu of such benefit either upon his withdrawal
from the plan or system providing for such benefit or upon
termination of such plan or system or policy of insurance or of
his employment with such employer;

"(3) The payment by an employer (without deduction from
the remuneration of the employee) (A) of the tax imposed upon
an employee under section 1400 or (B) of any payment required
from an employee under a State unemployment compensation
law; or

"(4) Dismissal payments which the employer is not legally
required to make.

"(c) EMPLOYMENT.-The term 'employment' means any service
performed prior to January 1, 1940, which was employment as defined
in this section prior to such date, and any service, of whatever
nature, performed after December 31, 1939, within the United States
by an employee for the person employing him, irrespective of the
citizenship or residence of either, except-

"(1) Agricultural labor (as defined in subsection (1));
"(2) Domestic service in a private home, local college club,

or local chapter of a college fraternity or sorority;
"(3) Casual labor not in the course of the employer's trade or

business;
"(4) Service performed as an officer or member of the crew

of a vessel on the navigable waters of the United States;
"(5) Service performed by an individual in the employ of

his son, daughter, or spouse, and service performed by a child
under the age of twenty-one in the employ of his father or
mother;

"(6) Service performed in the employ of the United States
Government or of an instrumentality of the United States which
is (A) wholly owned by the United States, or (B) exempt from
the tax imposed by section 1600 by virtue of any other provi-
sion of law;

"(7) Service performed in the employ of a State, or any
political subdivision thereof, or any instrumentality of any one
or more of the foregoing which is wholly owned by one or more
States or political subdivisions; and any service performed in

1393
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any medium other than cash; except that such term shall not 
include— 

."(1) That part of the remuneration which, after remunera-
tion equal .to $3,000 has been paid to an individual by an 
employer with respect to employment during any calendar year, 
is paid to such individual by such employer with respect to 
employment during such calendar year; 

"(2) The amount of any payment made to, or on behalf of, 
an employee under aplan or system established by an employer 
which makes provision for his employees generally or for a 
class or classes of his employees (including any amount paid 
by an employer for insurance or annuities, or into a fund, to 
provide for any such payment), on account of (A) retirement, 
or (B) sickness or accident disability, or (C) medical and hos-
pitalization expenses in connection with sickness or accident 
disability, or (D) death, provided the employee (i) has not the 
option to receive, instead of provision for such death benefit, 
any part of such payment or, if such death benefit is insured, 
any part of the premiums (or contributions to premiums) paid 
by his employer, and (ii) has not the right, under the provisions 
of the plan or system or policy of insurance providing for such 
death benefit, to assign such benefit, or to receive a cash con-
sideration in lieu of such benefit either upon his withdrawal 
from the plan or system providing for such benefit or upon 
termination of such plan or system or policy of insurance or of 
his employment with such employer; 

"(3) The payment by an employer (without deduction from 
the remuneration of the employee) (A) of the tax imposed upon 
an employee under section 1400 or (B) of any payment required 
from an employee under a State unemployment compensation 
law; or 

"(4) Dismissal payments which the employer is not legally 
required to make. 

"(c) EMPLOYMENT.— The term 'employment' means any service 
performed prior to January 1, 1940, which was employment as defined 
in this section prior to such date, and any service, of whatever 
nature, performed after December 31, 1939, within the United States 
by an employee for the person employing him, irrespective of the 
citizenship or residence of either, except— 

"(1) Agricultural labor (as defined in subsection (1)); 
"(2) Domestic service in a private home, local college club, 

or local chapter of a college fraternity or sorority; 
"(3) Casual labor not in the course of the employer's trade or 

business; 
"(4) Service performed as an officer or member of the crew 

of a vessel on the navigable waters of the United States; 
"(5) Service performed by an individual in the employ of 

his son, daughter, or spouse, and service performed by a child 
under the age of twenty-one in the employ of his father or 
mother; 

"(6) Service performed in the employ of the United States 
Government or of an instrumentality of the United States which 
is (A) wholly owned by the United States, or (B) exempt from 
the tax imposed by section 1600 by virtue of any other provi-
sion of law; 

"(7) Service performed in the employ of a .State, or any 
political subdivision thereof, or any instrumentality of any one 
or more of the foregoing which is wholly owned by one or more 

i States or political subdivisions; and any service performed n 
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the employ of any instrumentality of one or more States or
political subdivisions to the extent that the instrumentality is,
with respect to such service, immune under the Constitution of
the United States from the tax imposed by section 1600;

"(8) Service performed in the employ of a corporation, com-
munity chest, fund, or foundation, organized and operated
exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educa-
tional purposes, or for the prevention of cruelty to children or
animals, no part of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit
of any private shareholder or individual, and no substantial part
of the activities of which is carrying on propaganda, or other-
wise attempting, to influence legislation;

"(9) Service performed by an individual as an employee or
employee representative as defined in section 1 of the Railroad
Unemployment Insurance Act;

"(10) (A) Service performed in any calendar quarter in the
employ of any organization exempt from income tax under sec-
tion 101, if-

"(i) the remuneration for such service does not exceed
$45, or

"(ii) such service is in connection with the collection of
dues or premiums for a fraternal beneficiary society, order,
or association, and is performed away from the home office,
or is ritualistic service in connection with any such society,
order. or association, or

"(ili) such service is performed by a student who is
enrolled and is regularly attending classes at a school,
college, or university;

(B) Service performed in the employ of an agricultural or
horticultural organization exempt from income tax under section
101 (1);

"(C) Service performed in the employ of a voluntary
employees' beneficiary association providing for the payment of
life, sick, accident, or other benefits to the members of such asso-
ciation or their dependents, if (i) no part of its net earnings
inures (other than through such payments) to the benefit of any
private shareholder or individual, and (ii) 85 per centum or
more of the income consists of amounts collected from members
for the sole purpose of making such payments and meeting
expenses;

"(D) Service performed in the employ of a voluntary
employees' beneficiary association providing for the payment of
life, sick, accident, or other benefits to the members of such asso-
ciation or their dependents or their designated beneficiaries, if
(i) admission to membership in such association is limited to indi-
viduals who are officers or employees of the United States Gov-
ernment, and (ii) no part of the net earnings of such association
inures (other than through such payments) to the benefit of any
private shareholder or individual;

"(E) Service performed in any calendar quarter in the
employ of a school, college, or university, not exempt from income
tax.under section 101, if such service is performed by a student
who is enrolled and is regularly attending classes at such school,
college, or university, and the remuneration for such service does
not exceed $45 (exclusive of room, board, and tuition);

"(11) Service performed in the employ of a foreign govern-
ment (including service as a consular or other officer or employee
or a nondiplomatic representative);
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"(12) Service performed in the employ of an instrumentality Instrumentality
wholly owned by a foreign government- eign government.

"(A) If the service is of a character similar to that per-
formed in foreign countries by employees of the United
States Government or of an instrumentality thereof; and

"(B) If the Secretary of State shall certify to the Secre-
tary of the Treasury that the foreign government, with
respect to whose instrumentality exemption is claimed,
grants an equivalent exemption with respect to similar
service performed in the foreign country by employees of
the United States Government and of instrumentalities
thereof

"(13) Service performed as a student nurse in the employ of nurses;

a hospital or a nurses' training school by an individual who is
enrolled and is regularly attending classes in a nurses' training
school chartered or approved pursuant to State law; and service
performed as an interne in the employ of a hospital by an indi-
vidual who has completed a four years' course in a medical school
chartered or approved pursuant to State law;nsurance ts

"(14) Service performed by an individual for a person as an et., on commission

insurance agent or as an insurance solicitor, if all such service bass.

performed by such individual for such person is performed for
remuneration solely by way of commission; or individuals unde

"(15) Service performed by an individual under the age of age of is delivering

eighteen in the delivery or distribution of newspapers or shop- newspapers, etc.
ping news, not including delivery or distribution to any point
for subsequent delivery or distribution.

(d) INCLUDED AND EXCLUDED SEERVCE.-If the services performed cluded arvd ic

during one-half or more of any pay period by an employee for the
person employing him constitute employment, all the services of such
employee for such period shall be deemed to be employment; but if
the services performed during more than one-half of any such pay
period by an employee for the person employing him do not consti-
tute employment, then none of the services of such employee for such
period shall be deemed to be employment. As used in this subsection "ay period" de-

the term 'pay period' means a period (of not more than thirty-one fned

consecutive days) for which a payment of remuneration is ordinarily
made to the employee by the person employing him. This subsection
shall not be applicable with respect to services performed in a pay
period by an employee for the person employing him, where any of
such service is excepted by paragraph (9) of subsection (c).

"(e) STATE AoENcr.-The term 'State agency' means any State "Stateagency."

officer, board, or other authority, designated under a State law to
administer the unemployment fund in such State.nemployment

"(f) UNEMPLOYMENT FUND.-The term 'unemployment fund' fund."

means a special fund, established under a State law and administered
by a State agency, for the payment of compensation. Any sums
standing to the account of the State agency in the Unemployment
Trust Fund established by section 904 of the Social Security Act as 49 Stat.640.

amended, shall be deemed to be a part of the unemployment fund of iv, i nlo4.

the State, and no sums paid out of the Unemployment Trust Fund to
such State agency shall cease to be a part of the unemployment fund
of the State until expended by such State agency. An unemployment
fund shall be deemed to be maintained during a taxable year only if
throughout such year, or such portion of the year as the unemploy-
ment fund was in existence, no part of the moneys of such fund was
expended for any purpose other than the payment of compensation
(exclusive of expenses of administration) and for refunds of sums
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II

erroneously paid into such fund and refunds paid in accordance with
Ante, p. 1392. the provisions of section 1606 (b).
"Contributions." "(g) CONTRIBUTINS.-The term 'contributions' means payments

required by a State law to be made into an unemployment fund by
any person on account of having individuals in his employ, to the
extent that such payments are made by him without being deducted
or deductible from the remuneration of individuals in his employ.

"Compensation." "(h) COMPENSATION.-Tho term 'compensation' means cash benefits
payable to individuals with respect to their unemployment.

"Employee." "(i) EMPLOYEE.-The term 'employee' includes an officer of a
corporation.

"State." "(j) STATE.-The term 'State' includes Alaska, Hawaii, and the
District of Columbia.

"Person." "(k) PERsoN.-The term 'person' means an individual, a trust or
estate, a partnership, or a corporation.

"Agricultural "(1) AGRICULTURAL LABOR.-The term 'agricultural labor' includes
abor." all service performed-

"(1) On a farm, in the employ of any person, in connection
with cultivating the soil, or in connection with raising or har-
vesting any agricultural or horticultural commodity, including
the raising, shearing, feeding, caring for, training, and manage-
ment of livestock, bees, poultry, and fur-bearing animals and
wildlife.

"(2) In the employ of the owner or tenant or other operator
of a farm, in connection with the operation, management, conser-
vation, improvement, or maintenance of such farm and its tools
and equipment, or in salvaging timber or clearing land of brush
and other debris left by a hurricane, if the major part of such
service is performed on a farm.

" (3) In connection with the production or harvesting of maple
sirup or maple sugar or any commodity defined as an agricultural

6 Stat.. 41j5). commodity in section 15 (g) of the Agricultural Marketing Act,
as amended, or in connection with the raising or harvesting of
mushrooms, or in connection with the hatching of poultry, or in
connection with the ginning of cotton, or in connection with the
operation or maintenance of ditches, canals, reservoirs, or water-
ways used exclusively for supplying and storing water for farming
purposes.

"(4) In handling, planting, drying, packing, packaging, proc-
essing, freezing, grading, storing, or delivering to storage or to
market or to a carrier for transportation to market, any agricul-
tural or horticultural commodity; but only if such service is per-
formed as an incident to ordinary farming operations or, in the
case of fruits and vegetables, as an incident to the preparation of
such fruits or vegetables for market. The provisions of this para-
graph shall not be deemed to be applicable with respect to service
performed in connection with commercial canning or commercial
freezing or in connection with any agricultural or horticultural
commodity after its delivery to a terminal market for distri-
bution for consumption.

"Farm." "As used in this subsection, the term 'farm' includes stock, dairy,
poultry, fruit, fur-bearing animal, and truck farms, plantations,
ranches, nurseries, ranges, greenhouses or other similar structures used
primarily for the raising of agricultural or horticultural commodi-
ties, and orchards."

Ant, p. 183. SE. 615. Subchapter C of chapter 9 of the Internal Revenue Code
is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new section:

IoFymentTal At; "SEO. 1611. This subchapter may be cited as the 'Federal Unem-
ployment Tax Act'."
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TITLE VII-AMENDMENTS TO TITLE X OF THE SOCIAL
SECURITY ACT

SEC. 701. (a) Clause (5) of section 1002 (a) of the Social Security
Act is amended to read as follows: "(5) provide such methods of
administration (including after January 1, 1940, methods relating
to the establishment and maintenance of personnel standards on a
merit basis, except that the Board shall exercise no authority with
respect to the selection, tenure of office, and compensation of any
individual employed in accordance with such methods) as are found
by the Board to be necessary for the proper and efficient operation
of the plan."

(b) Effective July 1, 1941, section 1002 (a) of such Act is further
amended by inserting before the period at the end thereof a semicolon
and the following new clauses: "(8) provide that the State agency
shall, in determining need, take into consideration any other income
and resources of an individual claiming aid to the blind; and (9) pro-
vide safeguards which restrict the use or disclosure of information
concerning applicants and recipients to purposes directly connected
with the administration of aid to the blind".

SEC. 702. Effective January 1, 1940, section 1003 of such Act is
amended to read as follows:

"PAYMENT TO STATES

"SEC. 1003. (a) From the sums appropriated therefor, the Secre-
tary of the Treasury shall pay to each State which has an approved
plan for aid to the blind, for each quarter, beginning with the quarter
commencing January 1, 1940, (1) an amount, which shall be used
exclusively as aid to the blind, equal to one-half of the total of the
sums expended during such quarter as aid to the blind under the State
plan with respect to each needy individual who is blind and is not an
inmate of a public institution, not counting so much of such expendi-
ture with respect to any individual for any month as exceeds $40,
and (2) an amount equal to one-half of the total of the sums expended
during such quarter as found necessary by the Board for the proper
and efficient administration of the State plan, which amount shall be
used for paying the costs of administering the State plan or for
aid to the blind, or both, and for no other purpose.

"(b) The method of computing and paying such amounts shall be
as follows:

"(1) The Board shall, prior to the beginning of each
quarter, estimate the amount to be paid to the State for such
quarter under the provisions of subsection (a), such estimate to
be based on (A) a report filed by the State containing its
estimate of the total sum to be expended in such quarter in
accordance with the provisions of such subsection, and stating
the amount appropriated or made available by the State and
its political subdivisions for such expenditures in such quarter,
and if such amount is less than one-half of the total sum of
such estimated expenditures, the source or sources from which
the difference is expected to be derived, (B) records showing
the number of blind individuals in the State, and (C) such
other investigation as the Board may find necessary.

"(2) The Board shall then certify to the Secretary of the
Treasury the amount so estimated by the Board, (A) reduced
or increased, as the case may be, by any sum by which it finds
that its estimate for any prior quarter was greater or less than
the amount which should have been paid to the State under
subsection (a) for such quarter, and (B) reduced by a sum
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equivalent to the pro rata share to which the United States
is equitably entitled, as determined by the Board, of the net
amount recovered during a prior quarter by the State or any
political subdivision thereof with respect to aid to the blind
furnished under the State plan; except that such increases or
reductions shall not be made to the extent that such sums
have been applied to make the amount certified for any prior
quarter greater or less than the amount estimated by the Board
for such prior quarter: Provided That any part of the amount
recovered from the estate of a deceased recipient which is not
in excess of the amount expended by the State or any political
subdivision thereof for the funeral expenses of the deceased
shall not be considered as a basis for reduction under clause
(B) of this paragraph.

"(3) The Secretary of the Treasury shall thereupon, through
the Division of Disbursement of the Treasury Department,
and prior to audit or settlement by the General Accounting
Office, pay to the State, at the time or times fixed by the Board,
the amount so certified."

SEC. 703. Section 1006 of such Act is amended to read as follows:
"SEC. 1006. When used in this title the term 'aid to the blind'

means money payments to blind individuals who are needy."

TITLE VIII-AMENDMENTS TO TITLE XI OF THE SOCIAL
SECURITY ACT

SEC. 801. Effective January 1, 1940, paragraph (1) of section 1101
(a) of such Act is amended to read as follows: "(1) The term 'State'
(except when used in section 531) includes Alaska, Hawaii, and the
District of Columbia, and when used in titles V and VI of such Act
(including section 531) includes Puerto Rico."

SEC. 802. Title XI of such Act is further amended by adding at the
end thereof the following new sections:

"DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION IN POSSESSION OF BOARD

"So. 1106. No disclosure of any return or portion of a return
(including information returns and other written statements) filed
with the Commissioner of Internal Revenue under title VIII of the
Social Security Act or the Federal Insurance Contributions Act or
under regulations made under authority thereof, which has been
transmitted to the Board by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
or of any file, record, report, or other paper, or any information,
obtained at any time by the Board or by any officer or employee of
the Board in the course of discharging the duties of the Board, and
no disclosure of any such file, record, report, or other paper, or infor-
mation, obtained at any time by any person from the Board or from
any officer or employee of the Board, shall be made except as the
Board may by regulations prescribe. Any person who shall violate
any provision of this section shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor
and, upon conviction thereof, shall be punished by a fine not exceeding
$1,000, or by imprisonment not exceeding one year, or both.

"PENALTY FOR FRAUD

"SEC. 1107. (a) Whoever, with the intent to defraud any person,
shall make or cause to be made any false representation concerning
the requirements of this Act, the Federal Insurance Contributions
Act, or the Federal Unemployment Tax Act, or of any rules or
regulations issued thereunder, knowing such representations to be
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equivalent to the pro rata share to which the United States 
is equitably entitled, as determined by the Board, of the net 
amount recovered during a prior quarter by the State or any 
political subdivision thereof with respect to aid to the blind 
furnished under the State plan; except that such increases or 
reductions shall not be made to the extent that such sums 
have been applied to make the amount certified for any prior 
quarter greater or less than the amount estimated by the Board 
for such prior quarter: Provided, That any part of the amount 
recovered from the estate of a deceased recipient which is not 
in excess of the amount expended by the State or any political 
subdivision thereof for the funeral expenses of the deceased 
shall not be considered as a basis for reduction under clause 
(B) of this paragraph. 
"(3) The Secretary of the Treasury shall thereupon, through 

the Division of Disbursement of the Treasury Department, 
and prior to audit or settlement by the General Accounting 
Office, pay to the State, at the time or times fixed by the Board, 
the amount so certified." 

SEO. 703. Section 1006 of such Act is amended to read as follows: 
"SEC. 1006. When used in this title the term 'aid to the blind' 

means money payments to blind individuals who are needy." 

TITLE VIII—AMENDMENTS TO TITLE XI OF THE SOCIAL 
SECURITY ACT 

SEC. 801. Effective January 1, 1940, paragraph (1) of section 1101 
(a) of such Act is amended to read as follows: "(1) The term 'State' 
(except when used in section 531) includes Alaska, Hawaii, and the 
District of Columbia, and when used in titles V and VI of such Act 
(including section 531) includes Puerto Rico." 
SEC. 802. Title XI of such Act is further amended by adding at the 

end thereof the following new sections: 

"DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION IN POSSESSION OF BOARD 

"SE°. 1106. No disclosure of any return or portion of a return 
(including information returns and other written statements) filed 
with the Commissioner of Internal Revenue under title VIII of the 
Social Security Act or the Federal Insurance Contributions Act or 
under regulations made under authority thereof, which has been 
transmitted to the Board by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, 
or of any file, record, report, or other paper, or any information, 
obtained at any time by the Board or by any officer or employee of 
the Board in the course of discharging the duties of the Board, and 
no disclosure of any such file, record, report, or other paper, or infor-
mation, obtained at any time by any person from the Board or from 
any officer or employee of the Board, shall be made except as the 
Board may by regulations prescribe. Any person who shall violate 
any provision of this section shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor 
and, upon conviction thereof, shall be punished by a fine not exceeding 
$1,000, or by imprisonment not exceeding one year, or both. 

"PENALTY FOR FRAUD 

"SEC. 1107. (a) Whoever, with the intent to defraud any person, 
shall make or cause to be made any false representation concerning 
the requirements of this Act, the Federal Insurance Contributions 
Act, or the Federal Unemployment Tax Act, or of any rules or 
regulations issued thereunder, knowing such representations to be 
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false, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction
thereof, shall be punished by a fine not exceeding $1,000, or by
imprisonment not exceeding one year, or both.

"(b) Whoever, with the intent to elicit information as to the date
of birth, employment, wages, or benefits of any individual (1) falsely
represents to the Board that he is such individual, or the wife, parent,
or child of such individual, or the duly authorized agent of such
individual, or of the wife, parent, or child of such individual, or
(2) falsely represents to any person that he is an employee or agent
of the United States, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and,
upon conviction thereof, shall be punished by a fine not exceeding
$1,000, or by imprisonment not exceeding one year, or both."

TITLE IX-MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

SEC. 901. Except as provided in section 906, no provision of this
Act shall be construed as amending or altering the effect of section
13 (b), (c), (d), (e), or (f) of the Railroad Unemployment Insur-
ance Act.

SEC. 902. (a) Against the tax imposed by section 901 of the Social
Security Act for the calendar year 1936, 1937, or 1938, any taxpayer
shall be allowed credit for the amount of contributions, with respect
to employment during such year, paid by him into an unemployment
fund under a State law-

(1) Before the sixtieth day after the date of the enactment
of this Act;

(2) On or after such sixtieth day, with respect to wages paid
after the fortieth day after such date of enactment;

(3) Without regard to the date of payment, if the assets of
the taxpayer are, at any time during the fifty-nine-day period
following such date of enactment, in the custody or control of a
receiver, trustee, or other fiduciary appointed by, or under the
control of, a court of competent jurisdiction.

(b) Upon the payment of contributions into the unemployment
fund of a State which are required under the unemployment compen-
sation law of that State with respect to remuneration on the basis of
which, prior to such payment into the proper fund, the taxpayer
erroneously paid an amount as contributions under another unem-
ployment compensation law, the payment into the proper fund shall,
for purposes of credit against the tax imposed by section 901 of the
Social Security Act for the calendar years 1936, 1937, and 1938,
respectively, be deemed to have been made at the time of the erro-
neous payment. If, by reason of such other law, the taxpayer was
entitled to cease paying contributions with respect to services subject
to such other law, the payment into the proper fund shall, for pur-
poses of credit against the tax, be deemed to have been made on the
date the return for the taxable year was filed under section 905 of the
Social Security Act.

(c) The provisions of the Social Security Act in force prior to
February 11, 1939 (except the provisions limiting the credit to
amounts paid before the date of filing returns) shall apply to allow-
ance of credit under subsections (a), (b), and (h), and the terms used
in such subsections shall have the same meaning as when used in
title IX of the Social Security Act prior to such date. The total
credit allowable against the tax imposed by section 901 of such Act
for the calendar years 1936, 1937, and 1938, respectively, shall not
exceed 90 per centum of such tax.

(d) Refund of the tax (including penalty and interest collected
with respect thereto, if any), based on any credit allowable under
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false, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction 
thereof, shall be punished by a fine not exceeding $1,000, or by 
imprisonment not exceeding one year, or both. 

"(b) Whoever, with the intent to elicit information as to the date 
of birth, employment, wages, or benefits of any individual (1) falsely 
represents to the Board that he is such individual, or the wife, parent, 
or child of such individual, or the duly authorized agent of such 
individual, or of the wife, parent, or child of such individual, or 
(2) falsely represents to any person that he is an employee or agent 
of the United States, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, 
upon conviction thereof, shall be punished by a fine not exceeding 
$1,000, or by imprisonment not exceeding one year, or both." 

TITLE IX—MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 

SEC. 901. Except as provided in section 906, no provision of this 
Act shall be construed as amending or altering the effect of section 
13 (b), (c), (d), (e), or (f) of the Railroad Unemployment Insur-
ance Act. 
SEC. 902. (a) Against the tax imposed by section 901 of the Social 

Security Act for the calendar year 1936, 1937, or 1938, any taxpayer 
shall be allowed credit for the amount of contributions, with respect 
to employment during such year, paid by him into an unemployment 
fund under a State law— 

(1) Before the sixtieth day after the date of the enactment 
of this Act; 

(2) On or after such sixtieth day, with respect to wages paid 
after the fortieth day after such date of enactment; 

(3) Without regard to the date of payment, if the assets of 
the taxpayer are, at any time during the fifty-nine-day period 
following such date of enactment, in the custody or control of a 
receiver, trustee, or other fiduciary appointed by, or under the 
control of, a court of competent jurisdiction. 

(b) Upon the payment of contributions into the unemployment 
fund of a State which are required under the unemployment compen-
sation law of that State with respect to remuneration on the basis of 
which, prior to such payment into the proper fund, the taxpayer 
erroneously paid an amount as contributions under another unem-
ployment compensation law, the payment into the proper fund shall, 
for purposes of credit against the tax imposed by section 901 of the 
Social Security Act for the calendar years 1936, 1937, and 1938, 
respectively, be deemed to have been made at the time of the erro-
neous payment. If, by reason of such other law, the taxpayer was 
entitled to cease paying contributions with respect to services subject 
to such other law, the payment into the proper fund shall, for pur-
poses of credit against the tax, be deemed to have been made on the 
date the return for the taxable year was filed under section 905 of the 
Social Security Act. 

(c) The provisions of the Social Security Act in force prior to 
February 11, 1939 (except the provisions limiting the credit to 
amounts paid before the date of filing returns) shall apply to allow-
ance of credit under subsections (a), (b), and (h), and the terms used 
in such subsections shall have the same meaning as when used in 
title IX of the Social Security Act prior to such date. The total 
credit allowable against the tax imposed by section 901 of such Act 
for the calendar years 1936, 1937, and 1938, respectively, shall not 
exceed 90 per centum of such tax. 

(d) Refund of the tax (including penalty and interest collected 
with respect thereto, if any), based on any credit allowable under 
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subsections (a), (b), and (h), may be made in accordance with the
provisions of law applicable in the case of erroneous or illegal collec-
tion of the tax. No interest shall be allowed or paid on the amount
of any such refund.

(e) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 1601 (a) (2) of the
Internal Revenue Code, as amended, credit shall be permitted under
such section 1601, against the tax for the taxable year in which
remuneration is paid for services rendered during a prior year, for
the amounts of contributions with respect to such remuneration which
have not been credited against the tax for any prior taxable year.
Credit shall be permitted under this subsection only against the tax
for the years 1940, 1941, and 1942, and only for contributions with
respect to remuneration for services rendered after December 31, 1938.

(f) No tax shall be collected under title VIII or IX of the Social
Security Act or under the Federal Insurance Contributions Act or
the Federal Unemployment Tax Act, with respect to services rendered
prior to January 1, 1940, which are described in subparagraphs (11)
and (12) of sections 1426 (b) and 1607 (c) of the Internal Revenue
Code, as amended, and any such tax heretofore collected (including
penalty and interest with respect thereto, if any), shall be refunded
in accordance with the provisions of law applicable in the case of
erroneous or illegal collection of the tax. No interest shall be allowed
or paid on the amount of any such refund. No payment shall be made
under title II of the Social Security Act with respect to services
rendered prior to January 1, 1940, which are described in subpara-
graphs (11) and (12) of section 209 (b) of such Act, as amended.

(g) No lump-sum payment shall be made under the provisions of
section 204 of the Social Security Act after the date of enactment of
this Act, except to the estate of an individual who dies prior to
January 1, 1940.

(h) Notwithstanding the provision of section 907 (f) of the Social
Security Act limiting the term "contributions" to payments required
by a State law, credit shall be permitted against the tax imposed by
section 901 of such Act for the calendar year 1936 or 1937, for so much
of any payments made as contributions for such year into the unem-
ployment fund of a State which are held by the highest court of such
State not to be required payments under the unemployment com-
pensation law of such State if they are not returned to the taxpayer.
So much of such payments as are not so returned shall be considered
to be "contributions '" for the purposes of section 903 of such Act. The
periods of limitations prescribed by section 3312 (a) of the Internal
Revenue Code shall not begin to run, in the case of the tax for such
year of any taxpayer to whom any such payment is returned, until
the last such payment is returned to the taxpayer.

(i) No part of the tax imposed by the Federal Unemployment Tax
Act or by title IX of the Social Security Act, whether or not the
taxpayer is entitled to a credit against such tax, shall be deemed to be
a penalty or forfeiture within the meaning of section 57j of the Act
entitled "An Act to establish a uniform system of bankruptcy
throughout the United States", approved July 1, 1898, as amended.

SEC. 903. Section 1430 of the Internal Revenue Code is amended
by striking out "3762" and inserting in lieu thereof "3661".

SEC. 904. Effective January 1, 1940, section 1428 of the Internal
Revenue Code is amended by striking out "paragraphs (9) and
(10)" and inserting in lieu thereof "paragraph (9)".

SEC. 905. (a) No service performed at any time during the cal-
endar year 1939 by any individual shall, by reason of the individual
having attained the age of sixty-five, be excepted from employ-
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subsections (a), (b), and (h), may be made in accordance with the 
provisions of law applicable in the case of erroneous or illegal collec-
tion of the tax. No interest shall be allowed or paid on the amount 
of any such refund. 

(e) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 1601 (a) (2) of the 
Internal Revenue Code, as amended, credit shall be permitted under 
such section 1601, against the tax for the taxable year in which 
remuneration is paid for services rendered during a prior year, for 
the amounts of contributions with respect to such remuneration which 
have not been credited against the tax for any prior taxable year. 
Credit shall be permitted under this subsection only against the tax 
for the years 1940, 1941, and 1942, and only for contributions with 
respect to remuneration for services rendered after December 31, 1938. 

(f) No tax shall be collected under title VIII or IX of the Social 
Security Act or under the Federal Insurance Contributions Act or 
the Federal Unemployment Tax Act, with respect to services rendered 
prior to January 1, 1940, which are described in subparagraphs (11) 
and (12) of sections 1426 (b) and 1607 (c) of the Internal Revenue 
Code, as amended, and any such tax heretofore collected (including 
penalty and interest with respect thereto, if any), shall be refunded 
in accordance with the provisions of law applicable in the case of 
erroneous or illegal collection of the tax. No interest shall be allowed 
or paid on the amount of any such refund. No payment shall be made 
under title II of the Social Security Act with respect to services 
rendered prior to January 1, 1940, which are described in subpara-
graphs (11) and (12) of section 209 (b) of such Act, as amended. 

(g) No lump-sum payment shall be made under the provisions of 
section 204 of the Social Security Act after the date of enactment of 
this Act, except to the estate of an individual who dies prior to 
January 1, 1940. 

(h) Notwithstanding the provision of section 907 (f) of the Social 
Security Act limiting the term "contributions" to payments required 
by a State law, credit shall be permitted against the tax imposed by 
section 901 of such Act for the calendar year 1936 or 1937, for so much 
of any payments made as contributions for such year into the unem-
ployment fund of a State which are held by the highest court of such 
State not to be required payments under the unemployment com-
pensation law of such State if they are not returned to the taxpayer. 
So much of such payments as are not so returned shall be considered 
to be "contributions" for the purposes of section 903 of such Act. The 
periods of limitations prescribed by section 3312 (a) of the Internal 
Revenue Code shall not begin to run, in the case of the tax for such 
year of any taxpayer to whom any such payment is returned, until 
the last such payment is returned to the taxpayer. 

(i) No part of the tax imposed by the Federal Unemployment Tax 
Act or by title IX of the Social Security Act, whether or not the 
taxpayer is entitled to a credit against such tax, shall be deemed to be 
a penalty or forfeiture within the meaning of section 57j of the Act 
entitled "An Act to establish a uniform system of bankruptcy 
throughout the United States", approved July 1, 1898, as amended. 

Sac. 903. Section 1430 of the Internal Revenue Code is amended 
by striking out "3762" and inserting in lieu thereof "3661". 

Sac. 904. Effective January 1, 1940, section 1428 of the Internal 
Revenue Code is amended by striking out "paragraphs (9) and 
(10)" and inserting in lieu thereof "paragraph (9)". 
SEC. 905. (a) No service performed at any time during the cal-

endar year 1939 by any individual shall, by reason of the individual 
having attained the age of sixty-five, be excepted from employ-
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ment as defined in section 1426 (b) of subchapter A of chapter 9 Antep. 178.I. R. U. § 1426 (b).
of the Internal Revenue Code. Paragraph (4) of such section Provisions repealed.

(which excepts such service from employment) is repealed as of the
effective date thereof, and paragraph (4) of section 811 (b) of the 49Stat.639upp.

Social Security Act is repealed as of January 1, 1939. The tax on Iv, § 10i (b).
employees imposed by section 1400 of such subchapter and the tax Ant, p.1381.

on employers imposed by section 1410 of such subchapter, and the Antep 1383.

provisions of law applicable to such taxes, shall apply with respect
to remuneration paid after December 31, 1938, for service which, by
reason of the enactment of this section, constitutes employment as so
defined.

(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no employer shall bEmployers not li-able for taxes with
be liable for the tax on any employee, imposed by section 1400 of such respect to service

subchapter (unless the employer collects such tax from the employee), red'vaslemnpltclysni
with respect to service performed before the date of enactment of this
Act which constitutes employment by reason of the enactment of this
section, except to the extent that the employer has under his control at Exception.
any time on or after the ninetieth day after such date amounts of
remuneration earned at any time by the employee.

SEC. 906. If the Social Security Board finds with respect to any sjg t epa eglettan
State that the first regular session of such State's legislature which legislation for trans-
began after June 25, 1938, and adjourned prior to thirty days after the berstakfnds; action

enactment of this Act (1) had not made provision to authorize and
direct the Secretary of the Treasury prior to thirty days after the
close of such session or July 1, 1939, whichever date is later, to transfer
from its account in the Unemployment Trust Fund to the railroad
unemployment insurance account in the Unemployment Trust Fund
an amount equal to such State's "preliminary amount", or to authorize
and direct the Secretary of the Treasury, prior to thirty days after the
close of such session or January 1,1940, whichever date is later, to trans-
fer from its account in the Unemployment Trust Fund to the railroad
unemployment insurance account in the Unemployment Trust Fund
an amount equal to such State's "liquidating amount", or both; and
(2) had not made provision for financing the administration of its rsFadrnlto ptiono
unemployment-compensation law during the period with respect to unemployment-com-

which grants therefor under section 302 of the Social Security Act are '4 Stat. 6w; ante,

required under section 13 of the Railroad Unenlployment Insurance 4.. (, s
Act to be withheld by the Social Security Board, notwithstanding the IV, w2.

52 Stat. II0.
provisions of section 13 (d) of the Railroad Unemployment Insurance 42 U. S... Supp.
Act the Social Security Board shall not begin to withhold from Is; §Cstp. 5i; V,4:.
certification to the Secretary of the Treasury for payment to such
State the amounts determined by it pursuant to section 302 of the
Social Security Act and to certify to the Secretary of the Treasury
for payment into the railroad unemployment-insurance account the
amount so withheld from such State, as provided in section 13 of the
Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act, until after the thirtieth day
after the close of such State's first regular or special session of its
legislature which begins after the date of enactment of this Act and
after the Social Security Board finds that such State had not, by the
thirtieth day after the close of such legislative session, authorized and
directed the Secretary of the Treasury to transfer from such State's
account in the Unemployment Trust Fund to the railroad unemploy-
ment insurance account in the Unemployment Trust Fund such State's
"preliminary amount" plus interest thereon at 21/2 per centum per
annum from the date the amount thereof is determined by the Social
Security Board, and such State's "liquidating amount" plus interest
thereon at 21/2 per centum per annum from the date the amount
thereof is determined by the Social Security Board. Notwithstanding
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ment as defined in section 1426 (b) of subchapter A of chapter 9 
of the Internal Revenue Code. Paragraph (4) of such section 
(which excepts such service from employment) is repealed as of the 
effective date thereof, and paragraph (4) of section 811 (b) of the 
Social Security Act is repealed as of January 1, 1939. The tax on 
employees imposed by section 1400 of such subchapter and the tax 
on employers imposed by section 1410 of such subchapter, and the 
provisions of law applicable to such taxes, shall apply with respect 
to remuneration paid after December 31, 1938, for service which, by 
reason of the enactment of this section, constitutes employment as so 
defined. 

(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no employer shall 
be liable for the tax on any employee, imposed by section 1400 of such 
subchapter (unless the employer collects such tax from the employee), 
with respect to service performed before the date of enactment of this 
Act which constitutes employment by reason of the enactment of this 
section, except to the extent that the employer has under his control at 
any time on or after the ninetieth day after such date amounts of 
remuneration earned at any time by the employee. 
SEC. 906. If the Social Security Board finds with respect to any 

State that the first regular session of such State's legislature which 
began after June 25, 1938, and adjourned prior to thirty days after the 
enactment of this Act (1) had not made provision to authorize and 
direct the Secretary of the Treasury, prior to thirty days after the 
close of such session or July 1, 1939, whichever date is later, to transfer 
from its account in the Unemployment Trust Fund to the railroad 
unemployment insurance account in the Unemployment Trust Fund 
an amount equal to such State's "preliminary amount", or to authorize 
and direct the Secretary of the Treasury, prior to thirty days after the 
close of such session or January 1,1940, whichever date is later, to trans-
fer from its account in the Unemployment Trust Fund to the railroad 
unemployment insurance account in the Unemployment Trust Fund 
an amount equal to such State's "liquidating amount'!, or both; and 
(2) had not made provision for financing the administration of its 
unemployment-compensation law during the period with respect to 
which grants therefor under section 302 of the Social Security Act are 
required under section 13 of the Railroad Unemployment Insurance 
Act to be withheld by the Social Security Board, notwithstanding the 
provisions of section 13 (d) of the Railroad Unemployment Insurance 
Act the Social Security Board shall not begin to withhold from 
certification to the Secretary of the Treasury for payment to such 
State the amounts determined by it pursuant to section 302 of the 
Social Security Act and to certify to the Secretary of the Treasury 
for payment into the railroad unemployment-insurance account the 
amount so withheld from such State, as provided in section 13 of the 
Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act, until after the thirtieth day 
after the close of such State's first regular or special session of its 
legislature which begins after the date of enactment of this Act and 
after the Social Security Board finds that such State had not, by the 
thirtieth day after the close of such legislative session, authorized and 
directed the Secretary of the Treasury to transfer from such State's 
account in the Unemployment Trust Fund to the railroad unemploy-
ment insurance account in the Unemployment Trust Fund such State's 
"preliminary amount" plus interest thereon at 21/2 per centum per 
annum from the date the amount thereof is determined by the Social 
Security Board, and such State's "liquidating amount" plus interest 
thereon at 21/2 per centum per annum from the date the amount 
thereof is determined by the Social Security Board. Notwithstanding 

Ante, p. 178. 
I. It. C. § 1426 (b). 
Provisions repealed. 

49 Stat. 639. 
42 U. S. C., Supp. 

IV, § 1011 (b). 
Ante, p.1381. 

Ante, p 1383. 

Employers not li-
able for taxes with 
respect to services 
previously not classi-
fied as employment. 

Exception. 

State legislatures 
failing to pass certain 
legislation for trans-
fers of funds; action to 
be taken. 

Failure to provide 
for administration of 
unemployment-corn. ploy meat- co m 
pensation law. 
49 Stat. 626; ante, 

p. 1378. 
42 U. S. C.. SuPP. 

IV, f 502. 
52 Stat. 1110. 
42 U. S. (1., Supp. 

TV, §§ 1107, 503; 45 U. 
S. C., Su pp. I V, § 363. 
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the provisions of section 13 (e) of the Railroad Unemployment Insur-
ance Act, any withdrawal by such State from its account in the
Unemployment Trust Fund for purposes other than the payment of
compensation of the whole or any part of amounts so withheld from
certification with respect to such State pursuant to this Act shall be
deemed to constitute a breach of the conditions set forth in sections

49 Stt. 626upp. 303 (a) (5) of the Social Security Act and 1603 (a) (4) of the
IV, § 3 (a). Internal Revenue Code. The terms "preliminary amount" and "liqui-

nte, p. 1391. dating amount", as used herein, shall have the meanings defined in
section 13 of the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act.

peductionsurance SE. 907. In addition to any other deductions made under section
benefits; maximum. 203 of the Social Security Act, as amended, deductions shall be

Ante, p.1367. made from any primary insurance benefit or benefits to which an
individual is entitled or from any other insurance benefit payable
with respect to such individual's wages, until such deductions total
1 per centum of any wages paid him for services performed in 1939,
and subsequent to his attaining age sixty-five, with respect to which

Ant, p. 1381. the taxes imposed by section 1400 of the Internal Revenue Code have
not been deducted by his employer from his wages or paid by such
employer.

Social security SEC. 908. All functions of the Social Security Board shall be admin-
Federal Security Ad - istered by the Social Security Board under the direction and super-
min

i s
trator. vision of the Federal Security Administrator.

Lo^ eral Svingsian SEC. 909. Subsection (h) of section 5 of the Home Owners' Loan
employmenttaxes. Act of 1933, as amended, is amended by inserting after the words

48 Stat. 133.
s12 U.ts. . 1 1464 "United States", where they first appear in such subsection, the fol-

(h) . , 1387. lowing: "(except the taxes imposed by sections 1410 and 1600 of the
Internal Revenue Code with respect to wages paid after December
31, 1939, for employment after such date)".

Revenue Act of SEC. 910. (a) The provisions of section 213 (f) of the Revenue
93ssumption of lia- Act of 1939 shall apply without regard to the exception therein

bility not roAc"ed provided, if (1) the taxpayer in the determination referred to in
under prior Acts.

Application of pro- such exception is a corporation, (2) such determination is by a
visions without re- deb

anrd to except cision of the Board of Tax Appeals or of a court, (3) under the
Ant, p. i8. law applicable to the taxable year in which the exchange occurred,

the basis of the property, acquired upon the exchange from the tax-
payer by the party assuming a liability of the taxpayer or acquiring
the property subject to a liability, is the cost to such party of the
property acquired upon the exchange, and (4) the taxpayer in
pursuance of the plan of reorganization effected a complete liqui-
dation immediately subsequent to the exchange.

Claims for refundo (b) N overpayment determined to have been made for any tax-
limitation. t able year by reason of the provisions of paragraph (a) of this section

shall be refunded or credited unless a claim for refund is filed within
the period of limitations otherwise provided by law for filing a claim
for refund for such taxable year, or within one year from the date

Ante, p. 862. of enactment of the Revenue Act of 1939, whichever of such periods
Interest, restriction expires the later. No interest shall be allowed or paid on the amount

on pamenof any overpayment refunded or credited by reason of the provisions
of this section.

uoor stoes ad- SEC. 911. Subsection (d) of section 602 of the Revenue Act of
cultural Adjustment 1936, as amended, (relating to floor stocks adjustment) is amended
Act.

Time limitation for by striking out "January 1, 1937", and inserting in lieu thereof
fing of clais. "January 1, 1940".

49
p  Approved, Aug 17411939.

7 U. s. C., supp. Approved, August 10, 1939.
IV, § 642 (d).
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the provisions of section 13 (e) of the Railroad Unemployment Insur-
ance Act, any withdrawal by such State from its account in the 
Unemployment Trust Fund for purposes other than the payment of 
compensation of the whole or any part of amounts so withheld from 
certification with respect to such State pursuant to this Act shall be 
deemed to constitute a breach of the conditions set forth in sections 
303 (a) (5) of the Social Security Act and 1603 (a) (4) of the 
Internal Revenue Code. The terms "preliminary amount" and "liqui-
dating amount", as used herein, shall have the meanings defined in 
section 13 of the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act. 
SEC. 907. In addition to any other deductions made under section 

203 of the Social Security Act, as amended, deductions shall be 
made from any primary insurance benefit or benefits to which an 
individual is entitled or from any other insurance benefit payable 
with respect to such individual's wages, until such deductions total 
1 per centum of any wages paid him for services performed in 1939, 
and subsequent to his attaining age sixty-five, with respect to which 
the taxes imposed by section 1400 of the Internal Revenue Code have 
not been deducted by his employer from his wages or paid by such 
employer. 

Sac. 908. All functions of the Social Security Board shall be admin-
istered by the Social Security Board under the direction and super-
vision of the Federal Security Administrator. 

Sac. 909. Subsection (h) of section 5 of the Home Owners' Loan 
Act of 1933, as amended, is amended by inserting after the words 
"United States", where they first appear in such subsection, the fol-
lowing: "(except the taxes imposed by sections 1410 and 1600 of the 
Internal Revenue Code with respect to wages paid after December 
31, 1939, for employment after such date)". 

Sac. 910. (a) The provisions of section 213 (f) of the Revenue 
Act of 1939 shall apply without regard to the exception therein 
provided, if (1) the taxpayer in the determination referred to in 

i such exception s a corporation, (2) such determination is by a 
decision of the Board of Tax Appeals or of a court, (3) under the 
law applicable to the taxable year in which the exchange occurred, 
the basis of the property, acquired upon the exchange from the tax-
payer by the party assuming a liability of the taxpayer or acquiring 
the property subject to a liability, is the cost to such party of the 
property acquired upon the exchange, and (4) the taxpayer in 
pursuance of the plan of reorganization effected a complete liqui-
dation immediately subsequent to the exchange. 

(b) No overpayment determined to have been made for any tax-
able year by reason of the provisions of paragraph (a) of this section 
shall be refunded or credited unless a claim for refund is filed within 
the period of limitations otherwise provided by law for filing a claim 
for refund for such taxable year, or within one year from the date 
of enactment of the Revenue .Act of 1939, whichever of such periods 
expires the later. No interest shall be allowed or paid on the amount 
of any overpayment refunded or credited by reason of the provisions 
of this section. 

Sac. 911. Subsection (d) of section 602 of the Revenue Act of 
1936, as amended, (relating to floor stocks adjustment) is amended 
by striking out "January 1, 1937", and inserting in lieu thereof 
"January 1, 1940". 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 6671
JOINT RESOLUTION

August 10, 1939
To provide funds for the maintenance and operation of the Administrative Office [H. J. Res. 3811

of the United States Courts for the fiscal year 1940. [Pub. Res., No. 501

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the appropriations
"Miscellaneous Salaries, United States Courts, 1940", and "Miscel-
laneous Expenses, United States Courts, 1940", are hereby made
available to the Supreme Court of the United States in such amounts
as may be determined necessary by said Court, not to exceed in the
aggregate $150,000, for the purpose of carrying out the provisions
of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the administration of the
United States courts, and for other purposes".

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 682]
AN ACT

To admit the American-owned barges Prari and Palpa to American registry and
to permit their use in coastwise trade.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, notwith-
standing the provisions of section 27 of the Act of June 5, 1920, as
amended (U. S. C., 1934 edition, Supp. IV, title 46, sec. 883), the
barges Prari and Palpa, owned by the Southern Banana Corpora-
tion, a Delaware corporation, shall be admitted to American registry,
and shall be entitled to engage in the coastwise trade and to transport
merchandise between points in the United States, including Districts,
Territories, and possessions thereof embraced within the coastwise
laws.

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 684] AN ACT
AN ACT

To allow the Home Owners' Loan Corporation to extend the period of amortiza-
tion of home loans from fifteen to twenty-five years.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That (a) the fourth
sentence of section 4 (d) of the Home Owners' Loan Act of 1933,
as amended, is amended by striking out before the semicolon the
words "fifteen years" and substituting therefor the words "twenty-
five years".

(b) That the sixth sentence of section 4 (d) of the Home Owners'
Loan Act of 1933, as amended, is further amended to read as follows:
"The Corporation may at any time grant an extension of time to
any home owner for the payment of any installment of principal
or interest owed by him to the Corporation or may at any time during
the existence of the mortgage grant an extension and revision of its
terms to provide for the amortization by means of monthly pay-
ment sufficient to retire the interest and principal within a period not
to exceed twenty-five years from the date of its execution if in the
judgment of the Corporation the circumstances of the home owner
and the condition of the security justify such extension or revision."

Approved, August 11, 1939.
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ministrative Office.
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[CHAPTER 667] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To provide funds for the maintenance and operation of the Administrative Office 
of the United States Courts for the fiscal year 1940. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the appropriations 
"Miscellaneous Salaries, United States Courts, 1940", and "Miscel-
laneous Expenses, United States Courts, 1940", are hereby made 
available to the Supreme Court of the United States in such amounts 
as may be determined necessary by said Court, not to exceed in the 
aggregate $150,000, for the purpose of carrying out the provisions 
of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the administration of the 
United States courts, and for other purposes". 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 682] 
AN ACT 

To admit the American-owned barges Prari and Palpa to American registry and 
to permit their use in coastwise trade. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, notwith-
standing the provisions of section 27 of the Act of June 5, 1920, as 
amended (U. S. C., 1934 edition, Supp. IV, title 46, sec. 883), the 
barges Prari and Palpa, owned by the Southern Banana Corpora-
tion, a Delaware corporation, shall be admitted to American registry, 
and shall be entitled to engage in the coastwise trade and to transport 
merchandise between points in the United States, including Districts, 
Territories, and possessions thereof embraced within the coastwise 
laws. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 684] 
AN ACT 

To allow the Home Owners' Loan Corporation to extend the period of amortiza-
tion of home loans from fifteen to twenty-five years. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That (a) the fourth 
sentence of section 4 (d) of the Home Owners' Loan Act of 1933, 
as amended, is amended by striking out before the semicolon the 
words "fifteen years" and substituting therefor the words "twenty-
five years". 

(b) That the sixth sentence of section 4 (d) of the Home Owners' 
Loan Act of 1933, as amended, is further amended to read as follows: 
"The Corporation may at any tune grant an extension of time to 
any home owner for the payment of any installment of principal 
or interest owed by him to the Corporation or may at any time during 
the existence of the mortgage grant an extension and revision of its 
terms to provide for the amortization by means of monthly pay-
ment sufficient to retire the interest and principal within a period not 
to exceed twenty-five years from the date of its execution if in the 
judgment of the Corporation the circumstances of the home owner 
and the condition of the security justify such extension or revision." 
Approved, August 11, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 685]
AN ACT

[uS.170tS To amend the Employers' Liability Act.
[Public, No. 382][PublicNo. 382 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Employers' Liabil- United States of America in Congress assembled, That sections 1 and

ity Act,amendments. 4 f the Act entitled "An Act relating to the liability of common
carriers by railroad to their employees in certain cases", approved

35 stat. 65. April 22, 1908 (35 Stat. 65; U. S. C., title 45, sees. 51 and 54), be,
45 U.. C. 51, . and they are hereby, amended to read as follows:

Liability of railroad "SEC. 1. That every common carrier by railroad while engaging
for injuries or death of
employeesfrom negli- in commerce between any of the several States or Territories, or
gence. between any of the States and Territories, or between the District

of Columbia and any of the States or Territories, or between the
District of Columbia or any of the States or Territories and any
foreign nation or nations, shall be liable in damages to any person
suffering injury while he is employed by such carrier in such com-
merce, or, in case of the death of such employee, to his or her personal
representative, for the benefit of the surviving widow or husband
and children of such employee; and, if none, then of such employee's
parents; and, if none, then of the next of kin dependent upon such
employee, for such injury or death resulting in whole or in part from
the negligence of any of the officers, agents, or employees of such
carrier, or by reason of any defect or insufficiency, due to its negli-
gence, in its cars, engines, appliances, machinery, track, roadbed,
works, boats, wharves, or other equipment.

Employees entitled "Any employee of a carrier, any part of whose duties as such
tobenefits employee shall be the furtherance of interstate or foreign commerce;

or shall, in any way directly or closely and substantially, affect such
commerce as above set forth shall, for the purposes of this Act, be
considered as being employed by such carrier in such commerce and
shall be considered as entitled to the benefits of this Act and of an
Act entitled 'An Act relating to the liability of common carriers by
railroad to their employees in certain cases' (approved April 22,
1908), as the same has been or may hereafter be amended."

Assumption of risks "SEC. 4. That in any action brought against any common carrier
ofemployment. under or by virtue of any of the provisions of this Act to recover

damages for injuries to, or the death of, any of its employees, such
employee shall not be held to have assumed the risks of his employ-
ment in any case where such injury or death resulted in whole or in
part from the negligence of any of the officers, agents, or employees
of such carrier; and no employee shall be held to have assumed the
risks of his employment in any case where the violation by such
common carrier of any statute enacted for the safety of employees
contributed to the injury or death of such employee."

35 Stat. 66. SEC. 2. That the first sentence of section 6, of the Act entitled "An
45 U. s. c. 56. Act relating to the liability of common carriers by railroad to their

employees in certain cases', approved April 22, 1908 (35 Stat. 65;
U. S. C., title 45, sec. 56), be, and it is hereby, amended to read as
follows:

Time limit for com- "SEc. 6. That no action shall be maintained under this Act unless
mencingaction. commenced within three years from the day the cause of action

accrued."
SEC. 3. That the Act entitled "An Act relating to the liability of

common carriers by railroad to their employees in certain cases",
approved April 22, 1908, as amended (U. S. C., title 45, ch. 2), be,
and it is hereby, amended by adding an additional section thereto
as follows:

ventingt empoyees "SEC. 10. Any contract, rule, regulation, or device whatsoever, the
from giving iform- purpose, intent, or effect of which shall be to prevent employees of

tsio c  any coon carrier froning voluntarily information to adents, void. any common carrier from furnishing voluntarily information to a
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August 11, 1939 
[S. 1708] 

[Public, No. 382] 

Employers' Liabil-
ity Act, amendments. 

35 Stat. 65. 
45 U. S. C. §¢ 51, 54. 

Liability of railroad 
for injuries or death of 
employees from negli-
gence. 

Employees entitled 
to benefits. 

Assumption of risks 
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35 Stat. 66. 
45 U. S. C. § 56. 

Time limit for com-
mencing action. 

Contracts, etc., pre-
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from giving informa-
tion concerning acci-
dents, void. 

[CHAPTER 685] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Employers' Liability Act. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That sections 1 and 
4 of the Act entitled "An Act relating to the liability of common 
carriers by railroad to their employees in certain cases", approved 
April 22, 1908 (35 Stat. 65; U. S. C., title 45, secs. 51 and 54), be, 
and they are hereby, amended to read as follows: 

"SEc. 1. That every common carrier by railroad while engaging 
in commerce between any of the several States or Territories, or 
between any of the States and Territories, or between the District 
of Columbia and any of the States or Territories, or between the 
District of Columbia or any of the States or Territories and any 
foreign nation or nations, shall be liable in damages to any person 
suffering injury while he is employed by such carrier in such com-
merce, or, in case of the death of such employee, to his or her personal 
representative, for the benefit of the surviving widow or husband 
and children of such employee; and, if none, then of such employee's 
parents; and, if none, then of the next of kin dependent upon such 
employee, for such injury or death resulting in whole or in part from 
the negligence of any of the officers, agents, or employees of such 
carrier, or by reason of any defect or insufficiency, due to its negli-
gence, in its cars, engines, appliances, machinery, track, roadbed, 
works, boats, wharves, or other equipment. 
"Any employee of a carrier, any part of whose duties as such 

employee shall be the furtherance of interstate or foreign commerce; 
or shall, in any way directly or closely and substantially, affect such 
commerce as above set forth shall, for the purposes of this Act, be 
considered as being employed by such carrier in such commerce and 
shall be considered as entitled to the benefits of this Act and of an 
Act entitled 'An Act relating to the liability of common carriers by 
railroad to their employees in certain cases' (approved April 22, 
1908), as the same has been or may hereafter be amended." 

"SEC. 4. That in any action brought against any common carrier 
under or by virtue of any of the provisions of this Act to recover 
damages for injuries to, or the death of, any of its employees, such 
employee shall not be held to have assumed the risks of his employ-
ment in any case where such injury or death resulted in whole or in 
part from the negligence of any of the officers, agents, or employees 
of such carrier; and no employee shall be held to have assumed the 
risks of his employment in any case where the violation by such 
common carrier of any statute enacted for the safety of employees 
contributed to the injury or death of such employee." 
SEC. 2. That the first sentence of section 6, of the Act entitled "An 

Act relating to the liability of common carriers by railroad to their 
employees in certain cases", approved April 22, 1908 (35 Stat. 65; 
U. S. C., title 45, sec. 56), be, and it is hereby, amended to read as 
follows: 

"SEc. 6. That no action shall be maintained under this Act unless 
commenced within three years from the day the cause of action 
accrued." 
SEC. 3. That the Act entitled "An Act relating to the liability of 

coinmon carriers by railroad to their employees in certain cases", 
approved April 22, 1908, as amended (U. S. C., title 45, ch. 2), be, 
and it is hereby, amended by adding an additional section thereto 
as follows: 

"SEc. 10. Any contract, rule, regulation, or device whatsoever, the 
purpose, intent, or effect of which shall be to prevent employees of 
any common carrier from furnishing voluntarily information to a 
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person in interest as to the facts incident to the injury or death of
any employee, shall be void, and whoever, by threat, intimidation, threats, intimida-

order, rule, contract, regulation, or device whatsoever, shall attempt
to prevent any person from furnishing voluntarily such information
to a person in interest, or whoever discharges or otherwise disciplines
or attempts to discipline any employee for furnishing voluntarily
such information to a person in interest, shall, upon conviction Penalty.

thereof, be punished by a fine of not more than $1,000 or imprisoned
for not more than one year, or by both such fine and imprisonment,
for each offense: Provided, That nothing herein contained shall be Information in files

construed to void any contract, rule, or regulation with respect to of carrier, etc.

any information contained in the files of the carrier, or other
privileged or confidential reports.

"If any provision of this Act is declared unconstitutional or the Sav lause.

applicability thereof to any person or circumstances is held invalid,
the validity of the remainder of the Act and the applicability of such
provision to other persons and circumstances shall not be affected
thereby."

Approved, August 11, 1939.

[CHAPTER 686]
AN ACT

To change the designations of the Abraham Lincoln National Park, in the State
of Kentucky, and the Fort McHenry National Park, in the State of Maryland.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Abraham
Lincoln National Park, in the State of Kentucky, authorized by the
Act of July 17, 1916 (39 Stat. 385), and the Fort McHenry National
Park, in the State of Maryland, authorized by the Act of March
3, 1925 (43 Stat. 1109), shall hereafter be called and known as
the "Abraham Lincoln National Historical Park", and the "Fort
McHenry National Monument and Historic Shrine", respectively,
and all moneys heretofore or hereafter appropriated for these
areas under previous designations may be used in these areas as
redesignated.

Approved, August 11, 1939.

[CHAPTER 687] AN ACT
To authorize acquisition of complete title to the Puyallup Indian Tribal School

property at Tacoma, Washington, for Indian sanatorium purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secre-
tary of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized to acquire, from
the Puyallup Tribe of Indians of Washington, for Indian sana-
torium purposes, tracts numbered 6 and 7, containing thirty-eight
and fifty one-hundredths acres, including all tribal-owned improve-
ments thereon, of the Indian addition to the city of Tacoma, Wash-
ington, established under the Act of March 3, 1893 (27 Stat. 633);
title to be conveyed to the United States by such tribal officials as
the Puyallup Tribal Council shall authorize by resolution and by
such form of relinquishment or deed as the Secretary of the Interior
may designate.

SEC. 2. In order to carry out the provisions of section 1 hereof
there is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any money in
the Treasury of the United States not otherwise appropriated, the
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person in interest as to the facts incident to the injury or death of 
any employee, shall be void, and whoever, by threat, intimidation, 
order, rule, contract, regulation, or device whatsoever, shall attempt 
to prevent any person from furnishing voluntarily such information 
to a person in interest, .or whoever discharges or otherwise disciplines 
or attempts to discipline any employee for furnishing voluntarily 
such information to a person in interest, shall, upon conviction 
thereof, be punished by a fine of not more than $1,000 or imprisoned 
for not more than one year, or by both such fine and imprisonment, 
for each offense: Provided, That nothing herein contained shall be 
construed to void any contract, rule, or regulation with respect to 
any information contained in the files of the carrier, or other 
privileged or confidential reports. 

"If any provision of this Act is declared unconstitutional or the 
applicability thereof to any person or circumstances is held invalid, 
the validity of the remainder of the Act and the applicability of such 
provision to other persons and circumstances shall not be affected 
thereby." 
Approved, August 11, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 686] 
AN ACT 

To change the designations of the Abraham Lincoln National Park, in the State 
of Kentucky, and the Fort McHenry National Park, in the State of Maryland. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Abraham 
Lincoln National Park, in the State of Kentucky, authorized by the 
Act of July 17, 1916 (39 Stat. 385), and the Fort McHenry National 
Park, in the State of Maryland, authorized by the Act of March 
3, 1925 (43 Stat. 1109), shall hereafter be called and known as 
the "Abraham Lincoln National Historical Park", and the "Fort 
McHenry National Monument and Historic Shrine", respectively, 
and all moneys heretofore or hereafter appropriated for these 
areas under previous designations may be used in these areas as 
redesignated. 
Approved, August 11, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 687] 
AN ACT 

To authorize acquisition of complete title to the Puyallup Indian Tribal School 
property at Tacoma, Washington, for Indian sanatorium purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secre-
tary of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized to acquire, from 
the Puyallup Tribe of Indians of Washington, for Indian sana-
torium purposes, tracts numbered 6 and 7, containing thirty-eight 
and fifty one-hundredths acres, including all tribal-owned improve-
ments thereon, of the Indian addition to the city of Tacoma, Wash-
ington, established under the Act of March 3, 1893 (27 Stat. 633) ; 
title to be conveyed to the United States by such tribal officials as 
the Puyallup Tribal Council shall authorize by resolution and by 
such form of relinquishment or deed as the Secretary of the Interior 
may designate. 
SEC. 2. In order to carry out the provisions of section 1 hereof 

there is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any money in 
the Treasury of the United States not otherwise appropriated, the 
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Distribution to
members of tribe.

Proviso.
Acceptance an ex-

tinguishment of inter-
est.

Payment not a bar
to hospitalization, etc.

sum of $228,525, which sum shall be distributed by the Secretary of
the Interior in equal shares to the members of the Puyallup Indian
Tribe, determined in accordance with the constitution and bylaws
of the tribe approved May 13, 1936, as of the date of the passage of
this Act, under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe:
Provided, That acceptance by each individual, or by his or her
natural or legal guardian or heirs, of the pro rata share of the amount
hereby authorized to be appropriated shall be recognized as com-
pletely extinguishing any and all right or interest such member of
the tribe might have had in said property.

SEC. 3. The fulfillment of the provisions of section 2 hereof shall
not bar the hospitalization of or medical attention to members of
the Puyallup Tribe at the Indian sanatorium referred to in section 1.

Approved, August 11, 1939.

[CHAPTER 688]

h

n

ii

tl

August 11, 1939
IS. 2240]

[Public, No. 385]

AN ACT
To provide for a national census of housing.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
National census of United States of America in Congress assembled, That to provide
Diretor of the en- information concerning the number, characteristics (including
o4, as part of popu- utilities and equipment), and geographical distribution of dwelling

ation inquiry, structures and dwelling units in the United States the Director of
the Census shall take a census of housing in each State, the District
of Columbia, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Alaska,
in the year 1940 in conjunction with, at the same time, and as a
part of the population inquiry of the sixteenth decennial census.

ollection of supple- The Director of the Census shall be authorized to collect such sup-
entary statistics. plementary statistics (either in advance of or after the taking of

such census) as are necessary to the completion thereof.
Application of exist- SEC. 2. All of the provisions, including penalties, of the Act

providing for the fifteenth and subsequent decennial censuses,
46 Stat. 21. approved June 18, 1929 (46 Stat. 21; U. S. C., Supp. VII, title 13,

13U SC 4  ch. 4), shall apply to the taking of the census provided for in
section 1 of this Act.

Appropriation au- SEC. 3. For the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this
oriedAct, there is authorized to be appropriated, out of any money in

the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, not to exceed $8,000,000
to cover the estimated cost of such census.

Approved, August 11, 1939.

August 11, 1939
[8. 2654]

[Public, No. 386]

Bankruptcy Act of
1898, amendment.
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[CHAPTER 689]
AN ACT

To amend subsection (n), section 77, of the Bankruptcy Act, as amended,
concerning payment of preferred claims.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the first sen-
tence of section 77, subsection (n), of the Bankruptcy Act, as
amended, be further amended to read as follows:

"(n) In proceedings under this section, and in equity receiverships
of railroad corporations now or hereafter pending in any court of
the United States, claims for personal injuries to employees of a rail-
road corporation, claims of personal representatives of deceased
employees of a railroad corporation, arising under State or Federal
laws, and claims now or hereafter payable by sureties upon super-
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sum of $228,525, which sum shall be distributed by the Secretary of 
the Interior in equal shares to the members of the Puyallup Indian 
Tribe, determined in accordance with the constitution and bylaws 
of the tribe approved May 13, 1936, as of the date of the passage of 
this Act, under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe: 
Provided, That acceptance by each individual, or by his or her 
natural or legal guardian or heirs, of the pro rata share of the amount 
hereby authorized to be appropriated shall be recognized as com-
pletely extinguishing any and all right or interest such member of 
the tribe might have had in said property. 
SEC. 3. The fulfillment of the provisions of section 2 hereof shall 

not bar the hospitalization of or medical attention to members of 
the Puyallup Tribe at the Indian sanatorium referred to in section 1. 
Approved, August 11, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 688] 
AN ACT 

To provide for a national census of housing. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of .America in Congress assembled, That to provide 
information concerning the number , characteristics (including 
utilities and equipment), and geographical distribution of dwelling 
structures and dwelling units in the United States the Director of 
the Census shall take a census of housing in each State, the District 
of Columbia' Hawaii, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Alaska, 
in the year 1940 in conjunction with, at the same time, and as a 
part of the population inquiry of the sixteenth decennial census. 
The Director of the Census shall be authorized to collect such sup-
plementary statistics (either in advance of or after the taking of 
such census) aS are necessary to the completion thereof. 
SEC. 2. All of the provisions, including penalties, of the Act 

providing for the fifteenth and subsequent decennial censuses, 
approved June 18, 1929 (46 Stat. 21; U. S. C., Supp. VII, title 13, 
ch. 4), shall apply to the taking of the census provided for in 
section 1 of this Act. 
SEC. 3. For the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this 

Act, there is authorized to be appropriated, out of any money in 
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, not to exceed $8,000,000 
to cover the estimated cost of such census. 
Approved, August 11, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 689] 
AN ACT 

To amend subsection (n), section 77, of the Bankruptcy Act, as amended, 
concerning payment of preferred claims. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the first sen-
tence of section 77, subsection (n), of the Bankruptcy Act, as 
amended, be further amended to read as follows: 
"(n) In proceedings under this section, and in equity receiverships 

of railroad corporations now or hereafter pending in any court of 
the United States, claims for personal injuries to employees of a rail-
road corporation, claims of personal representatives of deceased 
employees of a railroad corporation, arising under State or Federal 
laws, and claims now or hereafter payable by sureties upon super-
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sedeas, appeal, attachment, or garnishment bonds, executed by sure-
ties without security, for and in any action brought against such
railroad corporation or trustees appointed pursuant to this section,
shall be preferred and paid out of the assets of such railroad corpora-
tion as operating expenses of such railroad."

Approved, August 11, 1939.

[CHAPTER 690]
AN ACT

To facilitate the execution of arrangements for the exchange of surplus agricul-
tural commodities produced in the United States for reserve stocks of strategic
and critical materials produced abroad.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, notwithstand-
ing any other provision of law, whenever the President, by and with
the advice and consent of the Senate, has concluded a treaty involving
the exchange of surplus agricultural commodities produced in the
United States which are held under loans made or made available
by the Commodity Credit Corporation for stocks of strategic and
critical materials produced abroad, the Commodity Credit Corpora-
tion is authorized, upon terms and conditions prescribed by the Sec-
retary of Agriculture, to accept such strategic and critical materials
in exchange for such surplus agricultural commodities; and for the
purpose of such exchange the Secretary of War, the Secretary of the
Navy, and the Secretary of the Interior acting jointly through the
agency of the Army and Navy Munitions Board shall determine
which materials are strategic and critical and the quantity and quality
of such materials. In order to carry out the provisions of this Act
the Commodity Credit Corporation is authorized, upon terms and
conditions prescribed by the Secretary of Agriculture, to procure,
convey, transport, handle store, maintain, or rotate such surplus agri-
cultural commodities, and such reserve stocks of strategic and critical
materials, as may be necessary to accomplish the purposes of this Act.

The Commodity Credit Corporation is authorized and directed
to transfer to warehouses in or near cotton manufacturing centers
in New England not to exceed three hundred thousand bales of
cotton, to which it now has title or may hereafter acquire title, having
regard for the grades and staples customarily required by manu-
facturers in that area: Provided, That all necessary costs in connec-
tion with such transfer will not result in additional net cost to the
Corporation.

In determining specific cotton to be exchanged under this Act, the
determination shall be made by sampling and selection at the place
where the cotton is stored on the date of ratification of a treaty pro-
viding for such exchange, and no cotton shall be exchanged under
such treaty which, after such date, is transported to another place
and there sampled and selected. Such reserve stocks of strategic
and critical materials shall be stored on military or naval reservations
or in other locations approved by the Secretary of War and the Secre-
tary of the Navy. The Commodity Credit Corporation is authorized
to transfer such reserve stocks of strategic and critical materials, upon
such terms and conditions as the Secretary of Agriculture shall
approve, to any other governmental agency. Such reserve stocks or
strategic and critical materials shall be made available or disposed of
by the Commodity Credit Corporation or other governmental agency
only upon order of the President in accordance with the terms of the
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sedeas, appeal, attachment, or garnishment bonds, executed by sure-
ties without security, for and in any action brought against such 
railroad corporation or trustees appointed pursuant to this section, 
shall be preferred and paid out of the assets of such railroad corpora-
tion as operating expenses of such railroad." 
Approved, August 11, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 690] 
AN ACT 

August 11, 1939 
To facilitate the execution of arrangements for the exchange of surplus agricul-  [S.26971  

tural commodities produced in the United States for reserve stocks of strategic [Public, No. 387] 

and critical materials produced abroad. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, notwithstand-
ing any other provision of law, whenever the President, by and with 
the advice and consent of the Senate, has concluded a treaty involving 
the exchange of surplus agricultural commodities produced in the 
United States which are held under loans made or made available 
by. the Commodity Credit Corporation for stocks of strategic and 
critical materials produced abroad, the Commodity Credit Corpora-
tion is authorized, upon terms and conditions prescribed by the Sec-
retary of Agriculture, to accept such strategic and critical materials 
in exchange for such surplus agricultural commodities; and for the 
purpose of such exchange the Secretary of War, the Secretary of the 
Navy, and the Secretary of the Interior acting jointly through the 
agency of the Army and Navy Munitions Board shall determine 
which materials are strategic and critical and the quantity and quality 
of such materials. In order to carry is the provisions of this Act, 
the Commodity Credit Corporation s authorized, upon terms and 
conditions prescribed by the Secretary of Agriculture, to procure, 
convey, transport, handle, store, maintain, or rotate such surplus agri-
cultural commodities, and such reserve stocks of strategic and critical 
materials, as may be necessary to accomplish the purposes of this Act. 
The Commodity Credit Corporation is authorized and directed 

to transfer to warehouses in or near cotton manufacturing centers 
in New England not to exceed three hundred thousand bales of 
cotton, to which it now has title or may hereafter acquire title, having 
regard for the grades and staples customarily required by manu-
facturers in that area: Provided, That all necessary costs in connec-
tion with such transfer will not result in additional net cost to the 
Corporation. 
In determining specific cotton to be exchanged under this Act, the 

determination shall be made by sampling and selection at the place 
where the cotton is stored on the date of ratification of a treaty pro-
viding for such exchange, and no cotton shall be exchanged under 
such treaty which, after such date, is transported to another place 
and there sampled and selected. Such reserve stocks of strategic 
and critical materials shall be stored on military or naval reservations 
or in other locations approved by the Secretary of War and the Secre-
tary of the Navy. The Commodity Credit Corporation is authorized 
to transfer such reserve stocks of strategic and critical materials, upon 
such terms and conditions as the Secretary of Agriculture shall 
approve, to any other governmental agency. Such reserve stocks or 
strategic and critical materials shall be made available or disposed of 
by the Commodity Credit Corporation or other governmental agency 
only upon order of the President in accordance with the terms of the 
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Replacement. applicable treaty; when necessary to prevent deterioration, the Com-
modity Credit Corporation or other governmental agency is authorized
to replace those quantities of the reserve stocks of such strategic and
critical materials subject to deterioration with equivalent quantities of

Funds available. the same materials. The funds now or hereafter made available to the
Commodity Credit Corporation are hereby made available to carry

Appropriation au- out the purposes of this Act. There is hereby authorized to be appro-
thorized. priated such additional sums as may be required to carry out the pro-

visions of this Act. All funds for carrying out the provisions of this
Act shall be available for allotment to bureaus and offices of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, and for transfer to such other agencies of the
Federal Government as the Secretary of Agriculture may request to
cooperate or assist in carrying out the provisions of this Act.

Approved, August 11, 1939.

[CHAPTER 691]

August 11, 1939
[S. 2745]

[Public, No. 388]
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AN ACT

To authorize the Commissioners of the District of Columbia to make regulations
to prevent and control the spread of communicable and preventable diseases.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the
Commissioners of the District of Columbia are hereby authorized
and empowered to promulgate and enforce all such reasonable rules
and regulations as they may deem necessary to prevent and control
the spread of communicable and preventable diseases in the District
of Columbia.

SEC. 2. The said Commissioners are authorized to prescribe a rea-
sonable penalty of fine, not to exceed $100, or of imprisonment, not
to exceed thirty days, or both, for the violation of any rule or regu-
lation promulgated under the authority of this Act, and all prose-
cutions for violations of such rules and regulations shall be in the
police court of the District of Columbia in the name of the District
of Columbia upon information filed by the corporation counsel of
the District of Columbia or any of his assistants.

SEC. 3. This Act shall take effect from and after ninety days after
its passage and approval, and from and after the expiration of said
period the following Acts are hereby repealed:

An Act entitled "An Act to prevent the spread of contagious dis-
eases in the District of Columbia", approved March 3, 1897 (29
Stat. 635);

An Act entitled "An Act for the prevention of scarlet fever, diph-
theria, measles, whooping cough, chicken pox, epidemic cerebrospinal
meningitis, and typhoid fever in the District of Columbia", approved
February 1, 1907 (34 Stat. 889);

An Act entitled "An Act to provide for registration of all
cases of tuberculosis in the District of Columbia, for free examina-
tion of sputum in suspected cases, and for preventing the spread of
tuberculosis in said District", approved May 13, 1908 (35 Stat. 126);
and

An Act entitled "An Act for the prevention of venereal diseases
in the District of Columbia, and for other purposes", approved
February 26, 1925 (43 Stat. 1001).

Approved, August 11, 1939.
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applicable treaty; when necessary to prevent deterioration, the Com-
modity Credit Corporation or other governmental agency is authorized 
to replace those quantities of the reserve stocks of such strategic and 
critical materials subject to deterioration with equivalent quantities of 
the same materials. The funds now or hereafter made available to the 
Commodity Credit Corporation are hereby made available to carry 
out the purposes of this Act. There is hereby authorized to be appro-
priated such additional sums as may be required to carry out the pro-
visions of this Act. All funds for carrying out the provisions of this 
Act shall be available for allotment to bureaus and offices of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, and for transfer to such other agencies of the 
Federal Government as the Secretary of Agriculture may request to 
cooperate or assist in carrying out the provisions of this Act. 
Approved, August 11, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 691) 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Commissioners of the District of Columbia to make regulations 
to prevent and control the spread of communicable and preventable diseases. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the 
Commissioners of the District of Columbia are hereby authorized 
and empowered to promulgate and enforce all such reasonable rules 
and regulations as they may deem necessary to prevent and control 
the spread of communicable and preventable diseases in the District 
of Columbia. 
SEC. 2. The said Commissioners are authorized to prescribe a rea-

sonable penalty of fine, not to exceed $100, or of imprisonment, not 
to exceed thirty days, or both, for the violation of any rule or regu-
lation promulgated under the authority of this Act, and all prose-
cutions for violations of such rules and regulations shall be in the 
police court of the District of Columbia in the name of the District 
of Columbia upon information filed by the corporation counsel of 
the District of Columbia or any of his assistants. 
SEC. 3. This Act shall take effect from and after ninety days after 

its passage and approval, and from and after the expiration of said 
period the following Acts are hereby repealed: 
An Act entitled "An Act to prevent the spread of contagious dis-

eases in the District of Columbia", approved March 3, 1897 (29 
Stat. 635) ; 
An Act entitled "An Act for the prevention of scarlet fever, diph-

theria, measles, whooping cough, chicken pox, epidemic cerebrospinal 
meningitis, and typhoid fever in the District of Columbia", approved 
February 1, 1907 (34 Stat. 889) ; 
An Act entitled "An Act to provide for registration of all 

cases of tuberculosis in the District of Columbia, for free examina-
tion of sputum in suspected cases, and for preventing the spread of 
tuberculosis in said District", approved May 13, 1908 (35 Stat. 126) ; 
and 
An Act entitled "An Act for the prevention of venereal diseases 

in the District of Columbia and for other purposes" approved 
February 26, 1925 (43 Stat. 1001). 
Approved, August 11, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 692]
AN ACT

To amend an Act entitled "An Act to provide for a tax on motor-vehicle fuels
sold within the District of Columbia, and for other purposes", approved
April 23, 1924.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assemnbled, That the Act of
Congress entitled "An Act to provide for a tax on motor-vehicle
fuels sold within the District of Columbia, and for other purposes",
approved April 23, 1924, be amended by striking from the last sen-
tence of section 10 thereof the word "thirty" and inserting in lieu
thereof the word "sixty".

Approved, August 11, 1939.

[CHAPTER 693]
AN ACT

To provide for the transfer of United States Employment Service records, files,
and property in local offices to the States.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That for the pur-
pose of assisting the State employment services established and main-
tained in accordance with the terms of the Act of June 6, 1933,
entitled "An Act to provide for the establishment of a National
Employment System and for cooperation with the States in the
promotion of such system, and for other purposes", as amended (48
Stat. 113; 49 Stat. 216), the Federal Security Administrator is hereby
authorized without payment of compensation to transfer and assign
to the States in which it is located all property, including records,
files, and office equipment, used by the United States Employment
Service in its administrative and local employment offices in the
respective States, except the records, files, and property used in the
Veterans' Service and in the Farm Placement Service maintained
under the said Act, as soon as such States establish and maintain
systems of public employment offices, in accordance with the terms of
sections 4, 5, and 8 of the said Act and the regulations promulgated
thereunder.

Approved, August 11, 1939.

[CHAPTER 694]
AN ACT

Authorizing and providing for the construction of additional facilities on the
Canal Zone for the purposes of more adequately providing for the defense of
the Panama Canal and for increasing its capacity for the future needs of
interoceanic shipping.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the improve-
ment and enlargement of the capacity of the Panama Canal in the
interests of defense and interoceanic commerce is hereby authorized
to be prosecuted by the Governor of the Panama Canal under the
supervision of the Secretary of War, substantially in accordance
with the plans set forth and recommended in the report of the Gov-
ernor of the Panama Canal, dated February 24, 1939, and published
as House Document Numbered 210 and including such appurtenant
structures, works, and facilities, and enlargements or improvements
of existing channels, structures, works, and facilities as may be deemed
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[CHAPTER 6921 
AN ACT 

To amend an Act entitled "An Act to provide for a tax on motor-vehicle fuels 
sold within the District of Columbia, and for other purposes", approved 
April 23, 1924. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act of 
Congress entitled "An Act to provide for a tax on motor-vehicle 
fuels sold within the District of Columbia, and for other purposes", 
approved April 23, 1924, be amended by striking from the last sen-
tence of section 10 thereof the word "thirty" and inserting in lieu 
thereof the word "sixty". 
Approved, August 11, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 693] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the transfer of United States Employment Service records, files, 
and property in local offices to the States. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That for the pur-
pose of assisting the State employment services established and main-
tained in accordance with the terms of the Act of June 6, 1933, 
entitled "An Act to provide for the establishment of a National 
Employment System and for cooperation with the States in the 
promotion of such system, and for other purposes", as amended (48 
Stat. 113; 49 Stat. 216), the Federal Security Administrator is hereby 
authorized without payment of compensation to transfer and assign 
to the States in which it is located all property, including records, 
files, and office equipment, used by the United States Employment 
Service in its administrative and local employment offices in the 
respective States, except the records, files, and property used in. the 
Veterans' Service and in the Farm Placement Service maintained 
under the said Act, as soon as such States establish and maintain 
systems of public employment offices, in accordance with the terms of 
sections 4, 5, and 8 of the said Act and the regulations promulgated 
thereunder. 
Approved, August 11, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 694] 
AN AT 

Authorizing and providing for the construction of additional facilities on the 
Canal Zone for the purposes of more adequately providing for the defense of 
the Panama Canal and for increasing its capacity for the future needs of 
interoceanic shipping. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the improve-
ment and enlargement of the capacity of the Panama Canal in the 
interests of defense and interoceanic commerce is hereby authorized 
to be prosecuted by the Governor of the Panama Canal under the 
supervision of the Secretary of War, substantially in accordance 
with the plans set forth and recommended in the report of the Gov-
ernor of the Panama Canal, dated February 24, 1939, and published 
as House Document Numbered 210 and including such appurtenant 
structures, works, and facilities, and enlargements or improvements 
of existing channels, structures, works, and facilities as may be deemed 
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Appropriation au- necessary at a total cost not to exceed $277,000,000, which is hereby
thorized.

P oreiqsos. authorized to be appropriated for the purpose: Provided, however,
mCitizens iprequiree. That all new personnel in such construction work occupying skilled,

technical, clerical, administrative, and supervisory positions shall
Initial appropria- be citizens of the United States: Provided further, That the initial

tonappropriation for the fiscal year 1940 shall not exceed $15,000,000.
Employees author- For the purposes aforesaid, the Governor of the Panama Canal is

ized. authorir
authorized (a) to employ such persons as he may deem necessary

Provios. and to fix their compensation: Provided, That the compensation of
ompensation. such persons shall not be lower than the compensation paid for the

same or similar services to other employees of the Panama Canal:
Excess rates, restric- Provided further, That rates of compensation in excess of those

tion. authorized by law for other employees of the Panama Canal shall
not be paid without the approval of the Secretary of War: And

Expert assistance, provided further, That the Governor of the Panama Canal with the
approval of the Secretary of War is authorized to engage under
agreement when deemed necessary expert assistance in the various
arts and sciences upon terms and rates of compensation for services
and incidental expenses in excess of the maximum compensation

Contracts without provided by law for employees of the Panama Canal; (b) to author-
arg. lze the making of contracts without the advertisement hereinafter

prescribed, with architectural or engineering corporations, firms,
or individuals for the production and delivery of designs, plans,
drawings, and specifications; (c) to authorize the making of any and
all contracts necessary for the prosecution of the work herein author-

and facilites. l  ized; (d) to provide for the establishment and operation of such
auxiliary plants and facilities in connection with the work as may

Pnama Ralroead be necessary or desirable; (e) to utilize any of the facilities or serv-Company, use of fa-
cilities andservices ices of the Panama Railroad Company upon such terms and condi-

tions as may be approved by the Secretary of War; and (f) in
general to do all things proper and necessary to insure the prompt
and efficient completion of the work herein authorized.

ma Canal to be ade Notwithstanding any other provision of law, and except as other-
after advertising; ex- wise provided in this Act, all purchases and contracts for supplies
ceptions. or for services, except for personal services, shall be made by the

Panama Canal after advertising, in such manner and at such times,
sufficiently in advance of opening of bids, as the Governor or his
duly authorized representative in the United States shall determine
to be adequate to insure notice and opportunity for competition.
Such advertisement shall not be required, however, when (a) an
emergency requires immediate delivery of the supplies or performance
of the services; or (b) repair parts, accessories, supplemental equip-
ment, or services are required for supplies or services previously
furnished or contracted for; or (c) the aggregate amount involved
in any purchase of supplies or procurement of services does not exceed
$500; in which cases such purchases of supplies or procurement of
services may be made in the open market in the manner common
among businessmen. In comparing bids and in making awards the
Governor or his duly authorized representative in the United States
may consider such factors as relative quality and adaptability of
supplies or services, the bidder's financial responsibility, skill, expe-
rience, record of integrity in dealing, and ability to furnish repairs
and maintenance services, the time of delivery or performance offered,
and whether the bidder has complied with the specifications.

Approved, August 11, 1939.
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necessary at a total cost not to exceed $277,000,000, which is hereby 
authorized to be appropriated for the purpose: Provided, however, 
That all new personnel in such construction work occupying skilled, 
technical, clerical, administrative, and supervisory positions . shall 
be citizens of the United States: Provided further, That the initial 
appropriation for the fiscal year 1940 shall not exceed $15,000,000. 
For the purposes aforesaid, the Governor of the Panama Canal is 
authorized (a) to employ such persons as he may deem necessary 
and to fix their compensation: Provided, That the compensation of 
such persons shall not be lower than the compensation paid for the 
same or similar services to other employees of the Panama Canal: 
Provided further, That rates of compensation in excess of those 
authorized by law for other employees of the Panama Canal shall 
not be paid without the approval of the Secretary of War: And 
provided further, That the Governor of the Panama Canal with the 
approval of the Secretary of War is authorized to engage under 
agreement when deemed necessary expert assistance in the various 
arts and sciences upon terms and rates of compensation for services 
and incidental expenses in excess of the maximum compensation 
provided by law for employees of the Panama Canal; (b) to author-
ize the making of contracts without the advertisement hereinafter 
prescribed, with architectural or engineering corporations, firms, 
or individuals for the production and delivery of designs, plans, 
drawings, and specifications; (c) to authorize the making of any and 
all contracts necessary for the prosecution of the work herein author-
ized; (d) to provide for the establishment and operation of such 
auxiliary plants and facilities in connection with the work as may 
be necessary or desirable; (e) to utilize any of the facilities or serv-
ices of the Panama Railroad Company upon such terms and condi-
tions as may be approved by the Secretary of War; and (f) in 
general to do all things proper and necessary to insure the prompt 
and efficient completion of the work herein authorized. 
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, and except as other-

wise provided in this Act, all purchases and contracts for supplies 
or for services, except for personal services, shall be made by the 
Panama Canal after advertising, in such manner and at such times, 
sufficiently in advance of opening of bids, as the Governor or his 
duly authorized representative in the United States shall determine 
to be adequate to insure notice and opportunity for competition. 
Such advertisement shall not be required, however, when (a) an 
emergency requires immediate delivery of the supplies or performance 
of the services; or (b) repair plies, accessories, supplemental equip-
ment, or services are required for supplies or services previously 
furnished or contracted for; or (c) the aggregate amount involved 
in any purchase of supplies or procurement of services does not exceed 
$500.; in which cases such purchases of supplies or procurement of 
services may be made in the open market in the manner common 
among businessmen. In comparing bids and in making awards the 
Governor or his duly authorized representative in the United States 
may consider such factors as relative quality and adaptability of 
supplies or services, the bidder's financial responsibility, skill, expe-
rience, record of integrity in dealing, and ability to furnish repairs 
and maintenance services, the time of delivery or performance offered, 
and whether the bidder has complied with the specifications. 
Approved, August 11, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 695]
AN ACT

To authorize the Secretary of the Interior to contract with the State Water Con-
servation Board of Montana and the Tongue River Water Users' Association
for participation in the costs and benefits of the Tongue River Storage Reser-
voir project for the benefit of lands on the Tongue River Indian Reservation,
Montana.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to
execute a contract with the Tongue River Water Users' Association,
a Montana corporation, and the State Water Conservation Board of
the State of Montana, providing for the acquiring of a right to the
use annually of seven thousand five hundred acre-feet of water from
the Tongue River Reservoir project for the irrigation of lands on
the Tongue River Indian Reservation, Montana, now without an
adequate supply of water, and for the payment therefor of a proper
proportionate share of the construction costs of the project: Pro-
vided, That the cost to the United States shall not exceed a total
amount of $360,750, which amount, or so much thereof as may be
necessary, is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to be paid in not to
exceed thirty-seven annual installments beginning on December 15,
1939, and continuing thereafter until the entire construction costs
properly assessable against the Indian lands benefited shall have
been paid: Provided further, That said contract shall also make
provision for payment of the annual operation and maintenance
charges properly assessable against the United States on account of
its participation in the benefits of said project, and the necessary
money to pay such operation and maintenance charges is hereby
authorized to be appropriated out of any money in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriate.

SEC. 2. Appropriations made for the purpose of this Act shall be
reimbursed to the United States under regulations to be prescribed
by the Secretary of the Interior.

Approved, August 11, 1939.

[CHAPTER 696] AN ACT
To authorize the Federal Surplus Commodities Corporation to purchase and

distribute surplus products of the fishing industry.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That any part of
the funds not to exceed $1,500,000 per year, transferred by the Secre-
tary of Agriculture to the Federal Surplus Commodities Corpora-
tion created under and to carry out the provisions of section 32 of the
Act of August 24, 1935 (49 Stat. 774), as amended, may also be used
by such Corporation for the purpose of diverting surplus fishery
products (including fish, shellfish, mollusks, and crustacea) from the
normal channels of trade and commerce by acquiring them and pro-
viding for their distribution through Federal, State, and private
relief channels: Provided, That none of the funds made available to
the Federal Surplus Commodities Corporation under this Act shall
be used to purchase any of the commodities designated in this Act
which may have been produced in any foreign country. The provi-
sions of law relating to the acquisition of materials or supplies for
the United States shall not apply to the acquisition of commodities
under this Act.
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[CHAPTER 695] 
AN ACT 

August 11, 1939 
To authorize the Secretary of the Interior to contract with the State Water Con-  [H. R. 5506]  

servation Board of Montana and the Tongue River Water Users' Association [Public, No. 392] 
for participation in the costs and benefits of the Tongue River Storage Reser-
voir project for the benefit of lands on the Tongue River Indian Reservation, 
Montana. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to 
execute a contract with the Tongue River Water Users' Association, 
a Montana corporation, and the State Water Conservation Board of 
the State of Montana, providing for the acquiring of a right to the 
use annually of seven thousand five hundred acre-feet of water from 
the Tongue River Reservoir project for the irrigation of lands on 
the Tongue River Indian Reservation, Montana, now without an 
adequate supply of water, and for the payment therefor of a proper 
proportionate share of the construction costs of the project: Pro-
vided, That the cost to the United States shall not exceed a total 
amount of $360,750, which amount, or so much thereof as may be 
necessary, is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to be paid in not to 
exceed thirty-seven annual installments beginning on December 15, 
1939, and continuing thereafter until the entire construction costs 
properly assessable against the Indian lands benefited shall have 
been paid: Provided further, That said contract shall also make 
provision for payment of the annual operation and maintenance 
charges properly assessable against the United States on account of 
its participation in the benefits of said project, and the necessary 
money to pay such operation and maintenance charges is hereby 
authorized to be appropriated out of any money in the Treasury not 
otherwise appropriated. 
SEC. 2. Appropriations made for the purpose of this Act shall be 

reimbursed to the United States under regulations to be prescribed 
by the Secretary of the Interior. 

Approved, August 11, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 696] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Federal Surplus Commodities Corporation to purchase and 
distribute surplus products of the fishing industry. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representaaves of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That any part of 
the funds not to exceed $1,500,000 per year, transferred by the Secre-
tary of Agriculture to the Federal Surplus Commodities Corpora-
tion created under and to carry out the provisions of section 32 of the 
Act of August 24, 1935 (49 Stat. 774), as amended, may also be used 
by such Corporation for the purpose of diverting surplus fishery 
products (including fish, shellfish, mollusks, and crustacea) from the 
normal channels of trade and commerce by acquiring them and pro-
viding for their distribution through Federal, State, and private 
relief channels: Provided, That none of the funds made available to 
the Federal Surplus Commodities Corporation under this Act shall 
be used to purchase any of the commodities designated in this Act 
which may have been produced in any foreign country. The provi-
sions of law relating to the acquisition of materials or supplies for 
the United States shall not apply to the acquisition of commodities 
under this Act. 
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Maintenance in sep-
arate fund of desig-
nated sums trans-
ferred; uses.

SEC. 2. (a) From the fund authorized to be transferred by section
1 hereof, the Secretary of Agriculture is authorized to transfer to the
Secretary of the Interior sums as follows to be maintained in a
separate fund, $75,000, which shall be used by the Secretary of the
Interior to promote the free flow of domestically produced fishery
products in commerce by conducting a fishery educational service;
and $100,000, which shall be used by the Secretary of the Interior
to develop and increase markets for fishery products of domestic
origin.

Approved, August 11, 1939.

[CHAPTER 697]

August 11, 1939
[H. R. 5747]
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AN ACT
To authorize the addition of certain lands to the Wenatchee National Forest.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That any of the
following-described lands which are found by the Secretary of
Agriculture to be chiefly valuable for national-forest purposes may be
exchanged under the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to
consolidate national forest lands", approved March 20, 1922, as
amended, and upon acceptance of title therefor shall become parts of
the Wenatchee National Forest: Township 25 north, range 21 east,
Willamette meridian, section 5; section 6, north half. Township 26
north, range 21 east, Willamette meridian, sections 1 to 8, inclusive;
section 17, west half; sections 18 and 19; section 20, west half; section
29, west half; sections 30 and 31. Township 27 north, range 21 east,
Willamette meridian, sections 19 to 36, inclusive.

SEC. 2. All public lands within the areas described in section 1 are
hereby added to the Wenatchee National Forest and shall hereafter
become subject to all laws and regulations applicable to national
forests. The addition of such lands shall not affect any entry or
vested right under the public land laws initiated prior to the passage
of this Act. Lands received in exchange or purchased under the
provisions of this Act shall be open to mineral locations, mineral
development, and patent, in accordance with the mining laws of the
United States.

Approved, August 11, 1939.

[CHAPTER 698]

August 11, 1939 AN ACT
[H. R. 6266] Providing for the incorporation of certain persons as Group Hospitalization, Inc.

[Public, No. 395]

Group Hospitaliza-
tion, Inc.

Incorporators.

Corporate name.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Arthur C.
Christie, doctor of medicine; Major General Charles R. Reynolds;
Mrs. Joshua Evans, Junior; Joseph H. Himes; General Frank T.
Hines; Frank R. Jelleff; Howard W. Kacy; Mark Lansburgh;
Admiral Ross T. McIntire; George H. O'Connor; Sidney F. Talia-
ferro; Charles S. White, doctor of medicine; Roger J. Whiteford;
Thomas W. Brahany; and E. Barrett Prettyman, and their succes-
sors to be selected in the manner hereinafter declared, be, and they
hereby are, incorporated and made a body politic and corporate, by
the name of "Group Hospitalization, Inc.", and by that name may
contract and be contracted with, sue and be sued, plead and be
impleaded in any court of law or equity of competent jurisdiction,
and may have and use a common seal.
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August 11, 1939 
[H. R. 6266] 

[Public, No. 395] 

Group Hospitaliza-
tion, Inc. 
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SEC. 2. (a) From the fund authorized to be transferred by section 
1 hereof, the Secretary of Agriculture is authorized to transfer to the 
Secretary of the Interior sums as follows to be maintained in a 
separate fund, $75,000, which shall be used by the Secretary of the 
Interior to promote the free flow of domestically produced fishery 
products in commerce by conducting a fishery educational service; 
and $100,000, which shall be used by the Secretary of the Interior 
to develop and increase markets for fishery products of domestic 
origin. 
Approved, August 11, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 697] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the addition of certain lands to the Wenatchee National Forest. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That any of the 
following-described lands which are found by the Secretary of 
Agriculture to be chiefly valuable for national-forest purposes may be 
exchanged under the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to 
consolidate national forest lands", approved March 20, 1922, as 
amended, and upon acceptance of title therefor shall become parts of 
the Wenatchee National Forest: Township 25 north, range 21 east, 
Willamette meridian, section 5; section 6, north half. Township 26 
north, range 21 east, Willamette meridian, sections 1 to 8, inclusive; 
section 17, west half; sections 18 and 19; section 20, west half; section 
29, west half; sections 30 and 31. Township 27 north, range 21 east, 
Willamette meridian, sections 19 to 36, inclusive. 
SEC. 2. All public lands within the areas described in section 1 are 

hereby added to the Wenatchee National Forest and shall hereafter 
become subject to all laws and regulations applicable to national 
forests. The addition of such lands shall not affect any entry or 
vested right under the public land laws initiated prior to the passage 
of this Act. Lands received in exchange or purchased under the 
provisions of this Act shall be open to mineral locations, mineral 
development, and patent, in accordance with the mining laws of the 
United States. 
Approved, August 11, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 698] 
AN ACT 

Providing for the incorporation of certain persons as Group Hospitalization, Inc. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Arthur C. 
Christie, doctor of medicine; Major General Charles R. Reynolds; 
Mrs. Joshua Evans, Junior; Joseph H. Himes; General Frank T. 
Hines; Frank R. Jelleff; Howard W. Kacy; Mark Lansburgh; 
Admiral Ross T. McIntire; George H. O'Connor; Sidney F. Talia-
ferro; Charles S. White, doctor of medicine; Roger J. Whiteford; 
Thomas W. Brahany; and E. Barrett Prettyman, and their succes-
sors to be selected in the manner hereinafter declared, be, and they 
hereby are, incorporated and made a body politic and corporate, by 
the name of "Group Hospitalization, Inc.", and by that name may 
contract and be contracted with, sue and be sued, plead and be 
impleaded in any court of law or equity of competent jurisdiction, 
and may have and use a common seal. 
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SEC. 2. Said corporation is hereby authorized and empowered
(a) to enter into contracts with individuals or groups of individuals
to provide for hospitalization of such individuals, upon payment of
specified rates or premiums, and to issue to such individuals appro-
priate certificates evidencing such contracts; (b) to enter into con-
tracts with hospitals for the care and treatment of such individuals,
in accordance with the terms of such certificates; and (c) to cooperate,
consolidate, or contract with groups or organizations interested in
promoting and safeguarding the public health.

SEC. 3. Said corporation shall not be conducted for profit, but shall
be conducted for the benefit of the aforesaid certificate holders. The
business and affairs of this corporation shall be conducted by its
board of trustees, who shall have full power and authority in the
premises, including authority to provide for all expenses incident to
the conduct and management of its business and affairs. The number
of trustees shall be fixed by the bylaws, but shall be at least fifteen,
and shall be maintained so as to be divisible into three equal classes.
The incorporators are hereby declared to be the first board of trustees
of this corporation, and their respective terms of office shall be as
follows: General Frank T. Hines, Sidney F. Taliaferro, and Frank
R. Jelleff, five years; Howard W. Kacy, Admiral Ross T. McIntire,
and Arthur C. Christie, four years; Major General Charles R.
Reynolds, Joseph H. Himes, and Charles S. White, three years; Mrs.
Joshua Evans, Junior, Mark Lansburgh, and George H. O'Connor,
two years; Roger J. Whiteford, Thomas W. Brahany, and E. Barrett
Prettyman, one year. Upon the expiration of the respective terms
of said trustees, their successors shall be appointed as follows: One
by the Commissioners of the District of Columbia, one by the Medical
Society of the District of Columbia, and one by a group consisting
of the president or chairman of the boards of trustees or other desig-
nated individual of each hospital with which the corporation shall
have contracts for hospitalization, at a meeting called thirty days in
advance by the president of Group Hospitalization, Inc. If either
of the other two groups aforesaid shall fail to name their respective
quotas of trustees at any time, then such trustees shall be selected by
the Commissioners of the District of Columbia. If the number of
trustees shall be increased, each of the appointing authorities hereto-
fore designated shall increase, proportionately, the number of trustees
to be appointed by such appointing authority. Each of the trustees
to be appointed as aforesaid shall serve for five years.

SEC. 4. The first board of trustees shall meet within ten days after
the approval of this Act and elect a president, vice president, secre-
tary and treasurer, and from time to time such additional officers as
the bylaws may provide, and also transact such other business as may
properly come before them, including the preparation for approval,
from time to time, of the necessary bylaws for the proper conduct of
the corporation. The treasurer shall give bond to the corporation
with sufficient surety, in such penalty as the trustees determine, for
the faithful discharge of his duty. Thereafter the meetings of the
trustees shall be held at such time and place as provided in the
bylaws. In case of vacancy in the board of trustees caused otherwise
than by expiration of term of office, such vacancy shall be filled by
the remaining trustees for the unexpired term of such former trustee.

SEC. 5. The corporation shall file with the superintendent of insur-
ance of the District of Columbia a certified copy of this charter, of its
bylaws, and copies of the forms of contracts to be offered to the
certificate holders, whereupon the company may commence operations
under this charter. The corporation shall also file annually with said
superintendent of insurance a statement disclosing the operations of
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SEC. 2. Said corporation is hereby authorized and empowered 
(a) to enter into contracts with individuals or groups of individuals 
to provide for hospitalization of such individuals, upon payment of 
specified rates or premiums, and to issue to such individuals appro-
priate certificates evidencing such contracts; (b) to enter into con-
tracts with hospitals for the care and treatment of such individuals, 
in accordance with the terms of such certificates; and (c) to cooperate, 
consolidate, or contract with groups or organizations interested in 
promoting and safeguarding the public health. 
SEC. 3. Said corporation shall not be conducted for profit, but shall 

be conducted for the benefit of the aforesaid certificate holders. The 
business and affairs of this corporation shall be conducted by its 
board of trustees, who shall have full power and authority in the 
premises, including authority to provide for all expenses incident to 
the conduct and management of its business and affairs. The number 
of trustees shall be fixed by the bylaws, but shall be at least fifteen, 
and shall be maintained so as to be divisible into three equal classes. 
The incorporators are hereby declared to be the first board of trustees 
of this corporation, and their respective terms of office shall be as 
follows: General Frank T. Hines, Sidney F. Taliaferro, and Frank 
R. Jena, five years; Howard W. Kacy, Admiral Ross T. McIntire, 
and Arthur C. Christie, four years; Major General Charles R. 
Reynolds, Joseph H. Himes, and Charles S. White, three years; Mrs. 
Joshua Evans, Junior, Mark Lansburgh, and George H. O'Connor, 
two years; Roger J. Whiteford, Thomas W. Brahany, and E. Barrett 
Prettyman, one year. Upon the expiration of the respective terms 
of said trustees, their successors shall be appointed as follows: One 
by the Commissioners of the District of Columbia, one by the Medical 
Society of the District of Columbia, and one by a group consisting 
of the president or chairman of the boards of trustees or other desig-
nated individual of each hospital with which the corporation shall 
have contracts for hospitalization, at a meeting called thirty days in 
advance by the president of Group Hospitalization, Inc. If either 
of the other two groups aforesaid shall fail to name their respective 
quotas of trustees at any time, then such trustees shall be selected by 
the Commissioners of the District of Columbia. If the. number of 
trustees shall be increased, each of the appointing authorities hereto-
fore designated shall increase, proportionately, the number of trustees 
to he appointed by such appoint ing authority. Each of the trustees 
to be appointed as aforesaid shall serve for five years. 
SEC. 4. The first board of trustees shall meet within ten days after 

the approval of this Act and elect a president, vice .president, secre-
tary and treasurer, and from time to time such additional officers as 
the bylaws may provide, and also transact such other business as may 
properly- come before them, including the preparation for approval, 
from time to time, of the necessary bylaws for the proper conduct of 
the corporation. The treasurer shall give bond to the corporation 
with sufficient surety, in such penalty as the trustees determine, for 
the faithful discharge of his duty. Thereafter the meetings of the 
trustees shall be held at such time and place as provided in the 
bylaws. In case of vacancy in the board of trustees caused otherwise 
than by expiration of term of office, such vacancy shall be filled by 
the remaining trustees for the unexpired term of such former trustee. 
SEC. 5. The corporation shall file with the superintendent of insur-

ance of the District of Columbia a certified copy of this charter, of its 
bylaws, and copies of the forms of contracts to be offered to the 
certificate holders, whereupon the company may commence operations 
under this charter. The corporation shall also file annually with said 
superintendent of insurance a statement disclosing the operations of 
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Improper conduct. the corporation for the preceding year, and its financial position. If
said superintendent shall have reason to believe that this corporation
is not complying with the provisions of this charter, or is being
operated for profit, or fraudulently conducted, he shall cause to be
instituted the necessary proceedings to enjoin such improper conduct,
or to dissolve this corporation.

Investments. SEC. 6. The funds of this company may be invested only in securi-
ties in which the funds of insurance companies may be invested, as
provided by the laws of the District of Columbia.

ApplicationofD. C SEC. 7. This corporation shall not be subject to the provisions of
laws

. statutes regulating the business of insurance in the District of Colum-
bia, but shall be exempt therefrom unless specifically designated
therein.

purposes t declared; SEC. 8. This corporation is hereby declared to be a charitable and
e xception. benevolent institution, and all of its funds and property shall be

exempt from taxation other than taxes on real estate.
Corporate author- SEC. 9. The corporation is hereby authorized and empowered to

ity. take over, carry out, and assume all contracts, obligations, assets, and
liabilities of a corporation heretofore organized and now doing busi-
ness in the District of Columbia under the name of Group Hospital-
ization, Inc.

Right to amend or SEC. 10. This Act may be altered, amended, or repealed at the
reserved pleasure of the Congress of the United States of America.

Approved, August 11, 1939.

[CHAPTER 699]
AN ACT

August 11, 1939
[H. R. 66341

[Public, No. 396]
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Amending previous flood-control Acts, and authorizing certain preliminary
examinations and surveys for flood control, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 2 of the
Flood Control Act of August 28, 1937, is hereby amended to read as
follows:

"That the Secretary of War is hereby authorized to allot not to
exceed $300,000 from any appropriations heretofore or hereafter made
for any one fiscal year for flood control, for removing accumulated
snags and other debris and clearing channels in navigable streams and
tributaries thereof when in the opinion of the Chief of Engineers such
work is advisable in the interest of flood control: Provided, That not
more than $25,000 shall be allotted for this purpose for any single
tributary from the appropriations for any one fiscal year."

SEC. 2. Funds heretofore or hereafter appropriated for construction
and maintenance of flood-control works by the War Department shall
be available for expenditure by the War Department in making exami-
nations and surveys for flood control heretofore or hereafter author-
ized, or in preparing reports in review thereof as authorized by law, in
addition to finds heretofore authorized to be expended for such
purposes by the War Department.

SEC. 3. That section 2 of the River and Harbor Act of June 20, 1938,
is hereby made applicable to authorized works of flood control.

SEC. 3a. Buffalo Bayou and its tributaries, Texas; the project set
forth in House Document Numbered 456, Seventy-fifth Congress, and
authorized by Public Law Numbered 685, Seventy-fifth Congress, is
hereby modified in accordance with the provisions of section 2 of Public
Law Numbered 761, Seventy-fifth Congress, and all requirements of
local cooperation inconsistent with said section 2 are hereby eliminated.

SEC. 4. The flood-control plan for the Ohio River Basin authorized
in section 4 of the Act of Congress June 28, 1938 (Public, Numbered
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the corporation for the preceding year, and its financial position. If 
said superintendent shall have reason to believe that this corporation 
is not complying with the provisions of this charter, or is being 
operated for profit, or fraudulently conducted, he shall cause to be 
instituted the necessary proceedings to enjoin such improper conduct, 
or to dissolve this corporation. 
SEC. 6. The funds of this company may be invested only in securi-

ties in which the funds of insurance companies may be invested, as 
provided by the laws of the District of Columbia. 

SEc. 7. This corporation shall not be subject to the provisions of 
statutes regulating the business of insurance in the District of Colum-
bia, but shall be exempt therefrom unless specifically designated 
therein. 

SEc. 8. This corporation is hereby declared to be a charitable and 
benevolent institution, and all of its funds and property shall be 
exempt from taxation other than taxes on real estate. 

SEc. 9. The corporation is hereby authorized and empowered to 
take over, carry out, and assume all contracts, obligations, assets, and 
liabilities of a corporation heretofore organized and now doing busi-
ness in the District of Columbia under the name of Group Hospital-
ization, Inc. 

SEC. 10. This Act may be altered, amended, or repealed at the 
pleasure of the Congress of the United States of America. 
Approved, August 11, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 699] 
AN ACT 

Amending previous flood-control Acts, and authorizing certain preliminary 
examinations and surveys for flood control, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assem,bled, That section 2 of the 
Flood Control Act of August 28, 1937, is hereby amended to read as 
follows: 
"That the Secretary of War is hereby authorized to allot not to 

exceed $300,000 from any appropriations heretofore or hereafter made 
for any one fiscal year for flood control, for removing accumulated 
snags and other debris and clearing channels in navigable streams and 
tributaries thereof when in the opinion of the Chief of Engineers such 
work is advisable in the interest of flood control: Provided, That not 
more than $25,000 shall be allotted for this purpose for any single 
tributary from the appropriations for any one fiscal year." 
SEC. 2. Funds heretofore or hereafter appropriated for construction 

and maintenance of flood-control works by the War Department shall 
be available for expenditure by the War Department in making exami-
nations and surveys for flood control heretofore or hereafter author-
ized, or in preparing reports in review thereof as authorized by law, in 
addition to funds heretofore authorized to be expended for such 
purposes by the War Department. 
SEc. 3. That section 2 of the River and Harbor Act of June 20, 1938, 

is hereby made applicable to authorized works of flood control. 
SEC. 3a. Buffalo Bayou and its tributaries, Texas; the project set 

forth in House Document Numbered 456, Seventy-fifth Congress, and 
authorized by Public Law Numbered 685, Seventy-fifth Congress, is 
hereby modified in accordance with the provisions of section 2 of Public 
Law Numbered 761, Seventy-fifth Congress, and all requirements of 
local cooperation inconsistent with said section 2 are hereby eliminated. 

SEc. 4. The flood-control plan for the Ohio River Basin authorized 
in section 4 of the Act of Congress June 28, 1938 (Public, Numbered 
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761, Seventy-fifth Congress), shall include the Muskingum River Inclusion of Mus

Valley Dams and reservoirs as set forth in the official plan of the Dams, etc.

Muskingum Watershed Conservancy District and the provisions of
section 2 of the said Act shall apply thereto: Provided, however, Provisos.

That the reimbursements in connection with the Muskingum project sRinbureents;

shall include, in addition to payments to landowners, the reasonable
expenses of acquiring lands, easements, or rights-of-way heretofore

transferred to the United States, as well as those hereafter trans-

ferred and the reasonable expenditures made in acquiring lands or

rights-of-way transferred to railroads or other utilities in connection

with the relocation of such facilities other than highways. Such

reimbursements shall be made from funds heretofore or hereafter

appropriated and shall not exceed actual expenditures made by the Restriction.

Muskingum Watershed Conservancy District that are deemed reason-

able by the Secretary of War and the Chief of Engineers nor include

any expenditures for the relocation of highways nor any funds

provided by the State of Ohio nor by any State or Federal agency

other than the Muskingum Watershed Conservancy District: Pro- Conditional pay-

vided further, That the Secretary of War is authorized to pay to ment to district.

said district forthwith on the passage of this Act, the sum of

$1,500,000, on verification of the fact that reimbursable expenditures

in such amount have been made by the district, and on the agreement

of the district, duly certified to the Secretary of War, that it will

proceed immediately to convey and transfer any assets acquired
through such expenditures not already conveyed, but such payment

may be made prior to the actual transfer of title to lands, easements,

rights-of-way, and other property: And provided further, That the obliation to eperate

Muskingum Watershed Conservancy District is hereby relieved of dams.

any obligation to maintain and operate the dams.
Sr. 5. Section 2 of Public Law Numbered 761, Seventy-fifth 33 S. t. C., supp

Congress, is hereby amended by adding the following: "Provided IV, 701c (note).
Validity of title to

further, That in all cases of the acquisition hereunder by the United lands, easements, etc.,

States from the Los Angeles County Flood Control District or the acquired.

Muskingum Watershed Conservancy District of lands, easements, or

rights-of-way, wherein the written opinion of the Attorney General

in favor of the validity of the title to such lands, easements, or

rights-of-way is or may be required or authorized by law, the

Attorney General may, in his discretion, base such opinion upon a oopio.

certificate of title of the district from which said lands, easements,

or rights-of-way are to be acquired accompanied by an agreement,

duly executed by the district in conformity with the constitutions

and laws of the State where the district in question is situated to

indemnify the United States against all claims, liabilities, loss,

expenses, and attorneys' fees of whatsoever kind or nature, resulting

from or arising out of any defect or defects whatsoever in the title

to any such lands easements, or rights-of-way so conveyed to the

United States, including all just compensation, costs, and expenses

which may be incurred in any condemnation proceeding deemed

necessary and instituted by the United States in order to perfect

title to any such lands, easements, or rights-of-way."
SEC. 6. The Secretary of War is hereby authorized and directed Preliminry flood-control e,~minations,

to cause to be performed under the supervision of the Chief of etc.

Engineers preliminary examinations and surveys for flood control,

including floods aggravated by or due to tidal effect, at the following-

named localities, and the Secretary of Agriculture is authorized and
named localities, and the Secretary On a.gnUnrvavthnrZranff surys for sueo-
directed to cause preliminary examinations and surveys for run-off spreSeno.

and water-flow retardation and soil-erosion prevention on the water-

sheds of such localities; the cost thereof to be paid from appro-

priations heretofore or hereafter made for such purposes: Provided, Pra.os.

That the surveys authorized to be performed under the direction upervision.
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761, Seventy-fifth Congress), shall include the Muskingum River 
Valley Dams and reservoirs as set forth in the official plan of the 
Muskingum Watershed Conservancy District and the provisions of 
section 2 of the said Act shall apply thereto: Provided, however, 
That the reimbursements in connection with the Muskingum project 
shall include, in addition to payments to landowners, the reasonable 
expenses of acquiring lands, easements, or rights-of-way heretofore 
transferred to the United States, as well as those hereafter trans-
ferred and the reasonable expenditures made in acquiring lands or 
rights-of-way transferred to railroads or other utilities in connection 
with the relocation of such facilities other than highways. Such 
reimbursements shall be made from funds heretofore or hereafter 
appropriated and shall not exceed actual expenditures made by the 
Muskingum Watershed Conservancy District that are deemed reason-
able by the Secretary of War and the Chief of Engineers nor include 
any expenditures for the relocation of highways nor any funds 
provided by the State of Ohio nor by any State or Federal agency 
other than the Muskingum Watershed Conservancy District: Pro-
vided further, That the Secretary of War is authorized to pay to 
said district forthwith on the passage of this Act, the sum of 
$1,500,000, on verification of the fact that reimbursable expenditures 
in such amount have been made by the district, and on the agreement 
of the district, duly certified to the Secretary of War, that it will 
proceed immediately to convey and transfer any assets acquired 
through such expenditures not already conveyed, but such payment 
may be made prior to the actual transfer of title to lands, easPments, 
rights-of-way, and other property: And provided further, That the 
Muskingum Watershed Conservancy District is hereby relieved of 
any obligation to maintain and operate the dams. 
SE°. 5. Section 2 of Public Law Numbered 761, Seventy-fifth 

Congress, is hereby amended by adding the following: "Provided 
further, That in all cases- of the acquisition hereunder by the United 
States from the Los Angeles County Flood Control District or the 
Muskingum Watershed Conservancy District of lands, easements, or 
rights-of-way, wherein the written opinion of the Attorney General 
in favor of the validity of the title to such lands, easements, or 
rights-of-way is or may be required or authorized by law, the 
Attorney General may, in his discretion, base such opinion upon a 
certificate of title of the district from which said lands, easements, 
or rights-of-way are to be acquired accompanied by an agreement, 
duly executed by the district in conformity with the constitutions 
and laws of the State where the district in question is situated to 
indemnify the United States against all claims, liabilities, loss, 
expenses, and attorneys' fees of whatsoever kind or nature, resulting 
from or arising out of any defect or defects whatsoever in the title 
to any such lands, easements, or rights-of-way so conveyed to the 
United States, including all just i 

compensation, costs, and.  expenses 

which may be incurred in any condemnation proceeding deemed 
necessary and instituted by the United States n order to perfect 
title to any such lands, easements, or rights-of-way.'.' 
SEC. 6. The Secretary of War is hereby authorized and directed 

to cause to be performed under the supervision of the Chief of 
Engineers preliminary examinations and surveys for flood control, 
including floods aggravated by or due to tidal effect, at the following-
named localities, and the Secretary of Agriculture is authorized and 
directed to cause preliminary examinations and surveys for run-off 
and water-flow retardation and soil-erosion prevention on the water-
sheds of such localities; the cost thereof to be paid from appro-
priations heretofore or hereafter made for such purposes: Provided, 
That the surveys authorized to be performed under the direction 
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Authority of Fed-
eral Power Commis-
sion not impaired.

52 Stat. 1215.
33 U. S. C., Sapp.

IV, ch. 15.
Surveys limited to

works designated.

Supplemental re-
ports restricted.

Adoption of project
by law, requirement.

Connecticut River,
Mass.

Green River, Mass.

Bellows Pond and
Canada Lake drainage
area, N. Y.

Owasco Inlet, etc.,
and tributaries, N. Y.

Mohawk River, N.Y.

Delaware River,
Morrisville, Pa.

Neshaminy Creek,
Bucks Co., Pa.

Pequest River and
tributaries, N. J.

Lumber River and
tributaries, N. C. and
S. C.

Kissimmee River,
Fla.

Black River, La.

I'urdy Reservoir on
Rush Creek, Okla.

Dirty Creek, Okla.
Mangum-Salt Fork,

Okla.
Fairfax-Kaw City,

Okla.
Leaf and Bowie

Rivers, Miss.
Hobolochito River,

Miss.
Hatchie River, Miss.

and Tenn.
North Fork, Clinch

River, Va. and Tenn.
Auglaize, etc.,

Rivers, Ohio.
Whiteoak and

Straight Creeks, Ohio.
Portage River, Ohio.
Kentucky River,Ky.
Wabash River and

tributaries, Ind. and I1l.
Mississinewa River

and tributaries, Ind.
Plum River, Ill.
Illinois River and

tributaries, Ill.

Edwards River, I11.

of the Secretary of War as well as all duties performed by the Chief
of Engineers under the direction of the Secretary of War shall be
functions of the Engineer Corps, United States Army, and its head,
to be administered under the direction of the Secretary of War and
the supervision of the Chief of Engineers except as otherwise
specifically provided by Congress: Provided, That the power and
authority conferred by the Flood Control Act of June 28, 1938, and
previously conferred, upon the Federal Power Commission shall
remain in full force and effect: Provided, That no preliminary
examination, survey, project, or estimate for new works other than
those designated in this or some prior Act or joint resolution shall
be made: Provided further, That after the regular or formal reports
made as required by law on any examination, survey, project, or
work under way or proposed, are submitted, no supplemental or
additional report or estimate shall be made unless authorized by law:
And provided further, That the Government shall not be deemed to
have entered upon any project for the improvement of any waterway
or harbor mentioned in this Act until the project for the proposed
work shall have been adopted by law:

Connecticut River in the State of Massachusetts, between the Hat-
field town line above Coolidge Bridge and the Narrows at Mount
Tom.

Green River, Massachusetts.
Bellows Pond and Canada Lake drainage area, Fulton County,

New York.
Owasco Inlet, Owasco Outlet, and their tributaries, Cayuga and

Tompkins Counties, New York; Crane Brook, Jericho Brook, and
Cold Spring Brook in Cayuga County, New York.

Mohawk River, New York.
Delaware River and its tributaries at, and in the vicinity of, Mor-

risville, Bucks County, Pennsylvania.
Neshaminy Creek, Bucks County, Pennsylvania.
Pequest River and its tributaries in Warren and Sussex Counties,

New Jersey.
Lumber River and its tributaries, North Carolina and South

Carolina.
Kissimmee River, Florida, including regulation and stabilization

of water levels.
Black River, Catahoula and Concordia Parishes, Louisiana.
Purdy Reservoir on Rush Creek, Oklahoma.
Dirty Creek, Muskogee County, Oklahoma.
Mangum-Sait Fork, Greer County, Oklahoma.
Fairfax-Kaw City, Osage County, Oklahoma.
Leaf and Bowie Rivers and their tributaries, Mississippi.
Hobolochito River, Mississippi.
Hatchie River and tributaries, Mississippi and Tennessee.
North Fork of the Clinch River, Virginia and Tennessee.
Auglaize, Blanchard and Ottawa Rivers and their tributaries, Ohio.
Whiteoak and Straight Creeks, Ohio.
Portage River and its tributaries, with particular reference to the

Middle Branch, in Ohio.
Kentucky River and its tributaries, Kentucky.
Wabash River and its tributaries, Indiana and Illinois.
Mississinewa River and its tributaries, Indiana.
Plum River and its tributaries, Carroll County, Illinois.
Illinois River and its tributaries, including both creeks having the

name "Crow", Gimlet Creek, Farm Creek, and Ten Mile Creek, in
Illinois.

Edwards River, Illinois.
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of the Secretary of War as well as all duties performed by the Chief 
of Engineers under the direction of the Secretary of War shall be 
functions of the Engineer Corps, United States Army, and its head, 
to be administered under the direction of the Secretary of War and 
the supervision of the Chief of Engineers except as otherwise 
specifically provided by Congress: Provided, That the power and 
authority conferred by the Flood Control Act of June 28, 1938, and 
previously conferred, upon the Federal Power Commission shall 
remain in full force and effect: Provided, That no preliminary 
examination, survey, project, or estimate for new works other than 
those designated in this or some prior Act or joint resolution shall 
be made: Provided further, That after the regular or formal reports 
made as required by law on any examination, survey, project, or 
work under way or proposed, are submitted, no supplemental or 
additional report or estimate shall be made unless authorized by law: 
And provided further, That the Government shall not be deemed to 
have entered upon any project for the improvement of any waterway 
or harbor mentioned in this Act until the project for the proposed 
work shall have been adopted by law: 

Connecticut River in the State of Massachusetts, between the Hat-
field town line above Coolidge Bridge and the Narrows at Mount 
Tom. 
Green River, Massachusetts. 
Bellows Pond and Canada Lake drainage area, Fulton County, 

New York. 
Owasco Inlet, Owasco Outlet, and their tributaries, Cayuga and 

Tompkins Counties, New York; Crane Brook, Jericho Brook, and 
Cold Spring Brook in Cayuga County, New York. 
Mohawk River, New York. 
Delaware River and its tributaries at, and in the vicinity of, Mor-

risville, Bucks County, Pennsylvania. 
Neshaminy Creek, Bucks County, Pennsylvania. 
Pequest River and its tributaries in Warren and Sussex Counties, 

New Jersey. 
Lumber River and its tributaries, North Carolina and South 

Carolina. 
Kissimmee River, Florida, including regulation and stabilization 

of water levels. 
Black River, Catahoula and Concordia Parishes, Louisiana. 
Purdy Reservoir on Rush Creek, Oklahoma. 
Dirty Creek, Muskogee County, Oklahoma. 
Mangum-Salt Fork, Greer County, Oklahoma. 
Fairfax-Kaw City, Osage County, Oklahoma. 
Leaf and Bowie Rivers and their tributaries, Mississippi. 
Hobolochito River, Mississippi. 
Hatchie River and tributaries, Mississippi and Tennessee. 
North Fork of the Clinch River, Virginia and Tennessee. 
Auglaize, Blanchard and Ottawa Rivers and their tributaries, Ohio. 
Whiteoak and Straight Creeks, Ohio. 
Portage River and its tributaries, with particular reference to the 

Middle Branch, in Ohio. 
Kentucky River and its tributaries, Kentucky. 
Wabash River and its tributaries, Indiana and Illinois. 
Mississinewa River and its tributaries, Indiana. 
Plum River and its tributaries, Carroll County, Illinois. 
Illinois River and its tributaries, including both creeks having the 

name "Crow", Gimlet Creek, Farm Creek, and Ten Mile Creek, in 
Illinois. 
Edwards River, Illinois. 
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Knife River and its tributaries, North Dakota.
Goose River and its tributaries, North Dakota.
South Platte River and its tributaries, Colorado, Wyoming, and

Nebraska.
Neskowin Creek, Oregon.
Skokomish River, Mason County, Washington.
Skykomish River, Washington.
Waimea, Hanapepe, Wailua, and Hanalei Rivers and their trib-

utaries and Kapaa Swamp on the island of Kauai, Territory of
Hawaii.

Anahulu River and other streams and tributaries in the Waialua
District and the Kawainui Swamp in the Kailua District, island of
Oahu, Territory of Hawaii.

Coamo, La Plata, Patillas, Anasco, Toro Negro, and Toa Vaca
Rivers and their tributaries on the island of Puerto Rico.

Wailoa Stream and its tributaries on the island of Hawaii, Terri-
tory of Hawaii.

SEC. 7. That the Alamogordo Dam and Reservoir on the Pecos
River, New Mexico, is hereby authorized and declared to be for the
purposes of controlling floods, regulating the flow of the Pecos River,
providing for storage and for delivery of stored waters, for the
reclamation of lands, and other beneficial uses, and said dam and
reservoir shall be used, first, for irrigation; second, for flood control
and river regulation; and third, for other purposes. The Chief of
Engineers and the Secretary of War are directed to report to the
Congress the amount of the total cost of said Alamogordo Dam and
Reservoir which is properly allocable to flood control. The appro-
priation and transfer of such amount from the general fund of the
Treasury to the reclamation fund, for credit by reduction of the
maximum obligation of the Carlsbad Irrigation District to repay the
total cost thereof, is hereby authorized.

SEC. 8. In the case of any local flood-protection work in the Ohio
River Basin authorized to be prosecuted by the provisions of section
4 of the Act entitled "An act authorizing the construction of certain
public works on rivers and harbors for flood control, and for other
purposes", approved June 28, 1938, the President is authorized to
waive the requirements of section 3 of the Flood Control Act,
approved June 22, 1936, with respect to local cooperation to the
extent of not to exceed 50 per centum of the estimated cost of the
lands, easements, and rights-of-way required for such work, if he
finds, after investigation, that the city or town to be benefited by
such work is, by reason of its financial condition, unable to comply
with the requirements of such section 3 with respect to local
cooperation.

Approved, August 11, 1939.

[CIIAPTER 700]
JOINT RESOLUTION

Authorizing the delegation of certain authority within the Department of
Agriculture.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of Agri-
culture may designate in writing the Director of Finance of the
Department of Agriculture or, in his absence, the officer acting in his
stead, to sign requisitions upon the Secretary of the Treasury for
disbursing funds, and such requisitions shall be as valid as if they
had been signed by the Secretary of Agriculture.

Approved, August 11, 1939.
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Knife River and its tributaries, North Dakota. 
Goose River and its tributaries, North Dakota. 
South Platte River and its tributaries, Colorado, Wyoming, and 

Nebraska. 
Neskowin Creek, Oregon. 
Skokomish River, Mason County, Washington. 
Skykomish River, Washington. 
Waimea, Hanapepe, Wailua, and Hanalei Rivers and their trib-

utaries and Kapaa Swamp on the island of Kauai, Territory of 
Hawaii. 
Anahulu River and other streams and tributaries in the Waialua 

District and the Kawainui Swamp in the Kailua District, island of 
Oahu, Territory of Hawaii. 
Coamo, La Plata, Patillas, Anasco, Toro Negro, and Toa Vaca 

Rivers and their tributaries on the island of Puerto Rico. 
Wailoa Stream and its tributaries on the island of Hawaii, Terri-

tory of Hawaii. 
SEC. 7. That the Alamogordo Dam and Reservoir on the Pecos 

River, New Mexico, is hereby authorized and declared to be for the 
purposes of controlling floods, regulating the flow of the Pecos River, 
providing for storage and for delivery of stored waters, for the 
reclamation of lands, and other beneficial uses, and said dam and 
reservoir shall be used, first, for irrigation; second, for flood control 
and river regulation; and third, for other purposes. The Chief of 
Engineers and the Secretary of War are directed to report to the 
Congress the amount of the total cost of said Alamogordo Dam and 
Reservoir which is properly allocable to flood control. The appro-
priation and transfer of such amount from the general fund of the 
Treasury to the reclamation fund, for credit by reduction of the 
maximum obligation of the Carlsbad Irrigation District to repay the 
total cost thereof, is hereby authorized. 
SEC. 8. In the case of any local flood-protection work in the Ohio 

River Basin authorized to be prosecuted by the provisions of section 
4 of the Act entitled "An act authorizing the construction of certain 
public works on rivers and harbors for flood control, and for other 
purposes", approved June 28, 1938, the President is authorized to 
waive the requirements of section 3 of the Flood Control Act, 
approved June 22, 1936, with respect to local cooperation to the 
extent of not to exceed 50 per centum of the estimated cost of the 
lands, easements, and rights-of-way required for such work, if he 
finds, after investigation, that the city or town to be benefited by 
such work is, by reason of its financial condition, unable to comply 
with the requirements of such section 3 with respect to local 
cooperation. 
Approved, August 11, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 700] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Authorizing the delegation of certain authority within the Department of 
Agriculture. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of Agri-
culture may designate in writing the Director of Finance of the 
Department of Agriculture or, in his absence, the officer acting in his 
stead, to sign requisitions upon the Secretary of the Treasury for 
disbursing funds, and such requisitions shall be as valid as if they 
had been signed by the Secretary of Agriculture. 
Approved, August 11, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 701]
August 11,1939
[H. J. Res. 375]

[Pub. Res., No. 52]
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JOINT RESOLUTION
To authorize the sale of surplus agricultural commodities, and for other purposes.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That notwithstanding any
other provision of law, the Commodity Credit Corporation, with the
approval of the President, is authorized to sell surplus agricultural
commodities, acquired by such Corporation through its loan opera-
tions, to foreign governments on the condition that, except for rotation
to prevent deterioration, such commodities shall be held in reserve by
such governments for a period of not less than five years from the date
of acquisition, and shall not be disposed of unless a war or war emer-
gency results in a serious interruption of normal supplies of such com-
modities: Provided, That under this joint resolution no concession
below the prevailing world market price for the unrestricted use of
such commodities, as determined by the Secretary of Agriculture, shall
be granted, in consideration of the obligation assumed by such govern-
ments to hold such commodities in reserve as required hereinbefore,
in excess of a maximum amount equal to the average carrying
charges, as estimated by the Secretary of Agriculture, that would
be incurred if such commodities should be held for an additional
eighteen months' period by the Commodity Credit Corporation. In
determining specific cotton to be sold under this Act, the determina-
tion shall be made by sampling and selection at the place where the
cotton is stored on the date of signing any sales agreement or con-
tract under this Act, and no cotton shall be sold under any such
sales agreement or contract which, after such date, is transported to
any other place and there sampled and selected: Provided further,
That in case of a sale, settlement must be made within sixty days
after delivery and not more than five hundred thousand bales of cotton
shall be sold upon the terms and conditions provided in this joint
resolution.

Approved, August 11, 1939.

[CHAPTER 716]
August 11, 1939

[I.878]
[Public, No. 397]

General Leasing
Act, amendment.

50 Stat. 842.
30 U. 8. C., Supp.

IV, i 222i.

Extension of certain
oilandgasprospecting
permits.

August 11, 1939
[S. 1802]

[Public, No. 398]

Great Plains, etc.,
water conservation.

Construction of
projects, acquisition of
water rights, etc.,
authorized.

AN ACT
To amend the Act of August 26, 1937.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That clause (d)
of the Act of August 26, 1937, entitled "To provide for the exten-
sion of certain prospecting permits, and for other purposes", is
amended to read as follows:

"(d) Under which at least one well shall have been drilled to a
depth of not less than two thousand feet subsequent to August 21,
1935, and prior to January 1, 1939."

Approved, August 11, 1939.

[CHAPTER 717]
AN ACT

Authorizing construction of water conservation and utilization projects in the
Great Plains and arid and semiarid areas of the United States.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secre-
tary of the Interior is hereby authorized to undertake the construc-
tion, including acquisition of water rights, rights-of-way, and other
interests in land, of water conservation and utilization projects in the
Great Plains and arid and semiarid areas of the United States.
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[CHAPTER 701] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To authorize the sale of surplus agricultural commodities, and for other purposes. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That notwithstanding any 
other provision of law, the Commodity Credit Corporation, with the 
approval of the President, is authorized to sell surplus agricultural 
commodities, acquired by such Corporation through its loan opera-
tions, to foreign governments on the condition that, except for rotation 
to prevent deterioration, such commodities shall be held in reserve by 
such governments for a period of not less than five years from the date 
of acquisition, and shall not be disposed of unless a war or war emer-
gency, results in a serious interruption of normal supplies of such com-
modities: Provided, That under this joint resolution no concession 
below the prevailing world market price for the unrestricted use of 
such commodities, as determined by the Secretary of Agriculture, shall 
be granted, in consideration of the obligation assumed by such govern-
ments to hold such commodities in reserve as required hereinbefore, 
in excess of a maximum amount equal to the average cariying 
charges, as estimated by the Secretary of Agriculture, that would 
be incurred if such commodities should be held for an additional 
eighteen months' period by the Commodity Credit Corporation. In 
determining specific cotton to be sold under this Act, the determina-
tion shall be made by sampling and selection at the place where the 
cotton is stored on the date of signing any sales agreement or con-
tract under this Act, and no cotton shall be sold under any such 
sales agreement or contract which, after such date, is transported to 
any other place and there sampled and selected: Provided further, 
That in case of a sale, settlement must be made within sixty days 
after delivery and not more than five hundred thousand bales of cotton 
shall be sold upon the terms and conditions provided in this joint 
resolution. 
Approved, August 11, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 716] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Act of August 26, 1937. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That clause (d) 
of the Act of August 262 1937, entitled "To provide for the exten-
sion of certain prospecting permits, and for other purposes", is 
amended to read as follows: 

"(d) Under which at least one well shall have been drilled to a 
depth of not less than two thousand feet subsequent to August 21, 
1935, and prior to January 1, 193p." 
Approved, August 11, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 717] 
AN ACT 

Authorizing construction of water conservation and utilization projects in the 
Great Plains and arid and semiarid areas of the United States. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in. Congress assembled, That the Secre-
tary of the Interior is hereby authorized to undertake the construc-
tion, including acquisition of water rights, rights-of-way, and other 
interests in land, of water conservation and utilization projects in the 
Great Plains and arid and semiarid areas of the United States. 
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SE. 2. Any moneys expended on such construction from appro-
priations made under the authority of this Act shall be repaid to
the United States by the water users in not to exceed forty annual
installments. Any labor or materials supplied for such construction
by the Work Projects Administration, the Civilian Conservation
Corps, or any other Federal agency shall be utilized in such manner
as the President may determine, and for such labor and materials the
water users shall reimburse the United States in such amounts and on
such terms as the President may fix for each project.

SEC. 3. No moneys may be expended on a project pursuant to the
authority of this Act unless and until (1) the Secretary of the
Interior has found, and has certified to the President, that the project
has engineering feasibility and that the moneys to be expeneded on
the project from appropriations made under the authority of this
Act probably can be repaid by the water users within forty years;
and (2) the President has approved said findings and has determined
that labor and materials for the construction of the project should
be made available to the Department of the Interior by the Work
Projects Administration or a similar Federal agency, in the amount
found by the Secretary of the Interior to make up the difference, if
any, between the estimated cost of construction and the amount
which can be expended from appropriations made under this Act
and probably can be repaid by the water users: Provided, That the
Secretary of the Interior may accept for the construction of the
project such labor or materials as may be offered by any State or
political subdivision thereof, State agency, or municipal corporation,
and may reduce by the amount thereof the estimated cost of construc-
tion to be met by the expenditure of Federal moneys.

SEC. 4. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such sums of
money as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act,
including investigations and surveys of projects proposed under the
authority of this Act; and, from such sums appropriated or trans-
ferred, expenditures may be made for personal services in the District
of Columbia and may be made for the same purposes and under the
same conditions as included in the appropriation Acts for the depart-
ments, establishments, and other agencies to which sums may be made
available by appropriation or transfer.

Approved, August 11, 1939.

[CHAPTER 718]
AN ACT

To amend an Act entitled "An Act to regulate the practice of the healing art to
protect the public health in the District of Columbia", known as the "Healing
Arts Practice Act, District of Columbia, 1928", approved February 27, 1929.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act of
Congress entitled "An Act to regulate the practice of the healing
art to protect the public health in the District of Columbia", known
as the "Healing Arts Practice Act, District of Columbia, 1928",
approved February 27, 1929, be amended by striking from the first
sentence of section 18 thereof the words "beginning on the second
Monday in January and July of each year and at such other" and
inserting in lieu thereof the words "at such".

Approved, August 11, 1939.
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SEC. 2. Any moneys expended on such construction from appro-
priations made under the authority of this Act shall be repaid to 
the United States by the water users in not to exceed forty annual 
installments. Any labor or materials supplied for such construction 
by the Work Projects Administration, the Civilian Conservation 
Corps, or any other Federal agency shall be utilized in such manner 
as the President may determine, and for such labor and materials the 
water users shall reimburse the United States in such amounts and on 
such terms as the President may fix for each project. 

SEC. 3. No moneys may be expended on a project pursuant to the 
authority of this Act unless and until (1) the Secretary of the 
Interior has found, and has certified to the President, that the project 
has engineering feasibility and that the moneys to be expeneded on 
the project from appropriations made under the authority of this 
Act probably can be repaid by the water users within forty years; 
and (2) the President has approved said findings and has determined 
that labor and materials for the construction of the project should 
be made available to the Department of the Interior by the Work 
Projects Administration or a similar Federal agency, in the amount 
found by the Secretary of the Interior to make up the difference, if 
any, between the estimated cost of construction and the amount 
which can be expended from appropriations made under this Act 
and probably can be repaid by the water users: Provided, That the 
Secretary of the Interior may accept for the construction of the 
project such labor or materials as may be offered by any State or 
political subdivision thereof, State agency, or municipal corporation, 
and may reduce by the amount thereof the estimated cost of construc-
tion to be met by the expenditure of Federal moneys. 
SEC. 4. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any 

money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such sums of 
money as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act, 
including investigations and surveys of projects proposed under the 
authority of this Act; and, from such sums appropriated or trans-
ferred, expenditures may be made for personal services in the District 
of Columbia and may be made for the same purposes and under the 
same conditions as included in the appropriation Acts for the depart-
ments, establishments, and other agencies to which sums may be made 
available by appropriation or transfer. 
Approved, August 11, 1939. 
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To amend an Act entitled "An Act to regulate the practice of the healing art to [S. 2779]  
protect the public health in the District of Columbia", known as the "Healing 
Arts Practice Act, District of Columbia, 1928", approved February 27, 1929. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act of 
Congress entitled "An Act to regulate the practice of the healing 
art to protect the public health in the District of Columbia", known 
as the "Healing Arts Practice Act, District of Columbia, 1928", 
approved February 27, 1929, be amended by striking from the first 
sentence of section 18 thereof the words "beginning on the second 
Monday in January and July of each year and at such other" and 
inserting in lieu thereof the words "at such". 
Approved, August 11, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 719]
AN ACT

August 11, 1939
[H. R. 1648] To provide for the refund or credit of the internal-revenue tax paid on spirits

[Public, No. 400] lost or rendered unmarketable by reason of the floods of 1936 and 1937 where
such spirits were in the possession of the original taxpayer or rectifier for bottling
or use in rectification under Government supervision as provided by law and
regulations.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Provisions orre. United States of America in Congress assembled, That (a) the Com-

fund or credit of tax missioner of Internal Revenue is authorized and directed to make
paid on certain spir-its. refund, or in lieu thereof, if he so elects, allow credit in the amount

of the internal-revenue tax paid on spirits previously withdrawn and
lost or rendered unmarketable or useless by reason of the floods of
1936 and 1937 while such spirits were in the possession of the person
originally paying the said tax on such spirits, or while such spirits
were in the possession of a rectifier for rectification or for bottling,
or which have been used in the process of rectification, under Govern-

Filingoclaim. ment supervision as provided by law and regulations. A claim for
such tax shall be filed with the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
within thirty days from the effective date of this Act in which proof
shall be furnished to his satisfaction that (1) the internal-revenue
tax on such spirits was fully paid; (2) that the same were in the
possession of the claimant as above set forth at the time of such loss;
(3) that such spirits were lost or rendered unmarketable or useless by
reason of damage sustained as the result of the aforesaid flood condi-
tions; (4) that such spirits so rendered unmarketable or useless have
been destroyed; and (5) that claimant was not indemnified against
such loss by any valid claim of insurance or otherwise.

where credit allowed. (b) Where credit is allowed for the internal-revenue tax pre-
viously paid as aforesaid, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue is
authorized and directed to provide for the issuance of stamps to
cover the spirits subsequently withdrawn to the extent of the credit
so allowed by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.

tiole 
an re  (c) The Commissioner of Internal Revenue, with the approval of

the Secretary, is authorized to make such rules and regulations
as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act.

49Pt3
s Sta. 36,EC. 2. No tax shall be collected under title VIII or IX of the

i, ch. 7 titles VII Social Security Act or under the Federal Insurance Contributions
IX. Act or the Federal Unemployment Tax Act, with respect to services

Ante, pp. 175, 1381,
183, 1387p. rendered prior to January 1, 1940, in the employ of the owner or

1.tR. C.,
chs. A c, ch. 9' sub- tenant of land, in salvaging timber on such land or clearing such

Services in remov- land of brush and other debris left by a hurricane; and any such
ricane.b tax heretofore collected (including penalty and interest with respect

Refunds, thereto, if any), shall be refunded in accordance with the provisions
of law applicable in the case of erroneous or illegal collection of the
tax. No interest shall be allowed or paid on the amount of any

ed lebenfits such refund. No payment shall be made under title II of the Social
49 Stat. 622. Security Act with respect to such services rendered prior to January42 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, ch. 7, title II. 1, 1940.
Approved, August 11, 1939.
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[CHAPTER 719] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the refund or credit of the internal-revenue tax paid on spirits 
lost or rendered unmarketable by reason of the floods of 1936 and 1937 where 
such spirits were in the possession of the original taxpayer or rectifier for bottling 
or use in rectification under Government supervision as provided by law and 
regulations. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That (a) the Com-
missioner of Internal Revenue is authorized and directed to make 
refund, or in lieu thereof, if he so elects, allow credit in the amount 
of the internal-revenue tax paid on spirits previously withdrawn and 
lost or rendered unmarketable or useless by reason of the floods of 
1936 and 1937 while such spirits were in the possession of the person 
originally paying the said tax on such spirits, or while such spirits 
were in the possession of a rectifier for rectification or for bottling, 
or which have been used in the process of rectification, under Govern-
ment supervision as provided by law and regulations. A claim for 
such tax shall be filed with the Commissioner of Internal Revenue 
within thirty days from the effective date of this Act in which proof 
shall be furnished to his satisfaction that (1) the internal-revenue 
tax on such spirits was fully paid; (2) that the same were in the 
possession of the claimant as above set forth at the time of such loss; 
(3) that such spirits were lost or rendered unmarketable or useless by 
reason of damage sustained as the result of the aforesaid flood condi-
tions; (4) that such spirits so rendered unmarketable or useless have 
been destroyed; and (5) that claimant was not indemnified against 
such loss by any valid claim of insurance or otherwise. 

(b) Where credit is allowed for the internal-revenue tax pre-
viously paid as aforesaid, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue is 
authorized and directed to provide for the issuance of stamps to 
cover the spirits subsequently withdrawn to the extent of the credit 
so allowed by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue. 

(c) The Commissioner of Internal Revenue, with the approval of 
the Secretary, is authorized to make such rules and regulations 
as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act. 
SEC. 2. No tax shall be collected under title VIII or IX of the 

Social Security Act or under the Federal Insurance Contributions 
Act or the Federal Unemployment Tax Act, with respect to services 
rendered prior to January 1, 1940, in the employ of the owner or 
tenant of land, in salvaging timber on such land or clearing such 
land of brush and other debris left by a hurricane; and any such 
tax heretofore collected (including penalty and interest with respect 
thereto, if any), shall be refunded in accordance with the provisions 
of law applicable in the case of erroneous or illegal collection of the 
tax. No interest shall be allowed or paid on the amount of any 
such refund. No payment shall be made under title II of the Social 
Security Act with respect to such services rendered prior to January 
1, 1940. 
Approved, August 11, 1939. 
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REORGANIZATION PLANS

REORGANIZATION PLAN NO. I

Prepared by the President and transmitted to the Senate and the House of Transmitted April
Representatives in Congress assembled, April 25, 1939, pursuant to the pro- 25,ie 39.-v
visions of the Reorganization Act of 1939, approved April 3, 1939 1939; ante, p. 813.

Ante, p. 661.

PART 1.-EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

SECTION 1. Bureau of the Budget.-The Bureau of the Budget and all Bureau of the
of its functions and personnel (including the Director and Assistant gt
Director) are hereby transferred from the Treasury Department to
the Executive Office of the President; and the functions of the Bureau
of the Budget shall be administered by the Director thereof under the
direction and supervision of the President.

SECTION 2. Central Statistical Board.-The Central Statistical Board Central Statistical
and all of its functions and personnel (including the Chairman and the Board
members of the Board) are hereby transferred to the Bureau of the
Budget in the Executive Office of the President. The Chairman of
the Board shall perform such administrative duties as the Director of
the Bureau of the Budget shall direct.

SECTION 3. Central Statistical Committee Abolished and Functions onmti'tatlSatisae
Transferred.-The Central Statistical Committee is hereby abolished, and functions trans-
and its functions are transferred to the Director of the Bureau of the erred.
Budget to be administered by him under the direction and supervision
of the President. The Director of the Bureau of the Budget shall
promptly wind up any outstanding affairs of the Central Statistical
Committee.

SecTION 4. National Resources Planning Board.-(a) The functions National Resources
of the National Resources Committee, established by Executive Order Planning Board.
No. 7065 of June 7, 1935, and its personnel (except the members of the
Committee) and all of the functions of the Federal Employment
Stabilization Office in the Department of Commerce and its personnel
are hereby transferred to the Executive Office of the President. The Consolbidation o
functions transferred by this section are hereby consolidated, and they tlon of Board.
shall be administered under the direction and supervision of the
President by the National Resources Planning Board (hereafter
referred to as the Board), which shall be composed of five members to
be appointed by the President. The President shall designate one
of the members of the Board as Chairman and another as Vice Chair-
man. The Vice Chairman shall act as Chairman in the absence of the
Chairman or in the event of a vacancy in that office. The members Payandallowances.
of the Board shall be compensated at the rate of $50 per day for time
spent in attending and traveling to and from meetings, or in otherwise
exercising the functions and duties of the Board, plus the actual cost
of transportation: Provided, That in no case shall a member be entitled Prmio.Compensation re-
to receive compensation for more than thirty days' service in two striction.
consecutive months.

(b) The Board shall determine the rules of its own proceedings, and Rules of proceed-
a majority of its members in office shall constitute a quorum for the ' et
transaction of business, but the Board may function notwithstanding
vacancies.
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Prepared by the President and transmitted to the Senate and the House of 
Representatives in Congress assembled, April 25, 1939, pursuant to the pro-
visions of the Reorganization Act of 1939, approved April 3, 1939 

PART 1.—EXECIITIVE OFFICE or THEI PRESIDENT 

SECTION 1. Bureau of the Budget.—The Bureau of the Budget and all 
of. its functions and personnel (including the Director and Assistant 
Director) are hereby transferred from the Treasury Department to 
the Executive Office of the President; and the functions of the Bureau 
of the Budget shall be administered by the Director thereof under the 
direction and supervision of the President. 
SECTION 2. Central Statistical Board.—The Central Statistical Board 

and all of its functions and personnel (including the Chairman and the 
members of the Board) are hereby transferred to the Bureau of the 
Budget in the Executive Office of the President. The Chairman of 
the Board shall perform such administrative duties as the Director of 
the Bureau of the Budget shall direct. 
SECTION 3. Central Statistical Committee Abolished and Functions 

Transferred.—The Central Statistical Committee is hereby abolished, 
and its functions are transferred to the Director of the Bureau of the 
Budget to be administered by him under the direction and supervision 
of the President. The Director of the Bureau of the Budget shall 
promptly wind up any outstanding affairs of the Central Statistical 
Committee. 

SeCTION 4. National Resources Planning Board.—(a) The functions 
of the National Resources Committee, established by Executive Order 
No. 7065 of June 7, 1935, and its personnel (except the members of the 
Committee) and all of the functions of the Federal Employment 
Stabilization Office in the Department of Commerce and its personnel 
are hereby transferred to the Executive Office of the President. The 
functions transferred by this section are hereby consolidated, and they 
shall be administered under the direction and supervision of the 
President by the National Resources Planning Board (hereafter 
referred to as the Board), which shall be composed of five members to 
be appointed by the President. The President shall designate one 
of the members of the Board as Chairman and another as Vice Chair-
man. The Vice Chairman shall act as Chairman in the absence of the 
Chairman or in the event of a vacancy in that office. The members 
of the Board shall be compensated at the rate of $50 per day for time 
spent in attending and traveling to and from meetings, or in otherwise 
exercising the functions and duties of the Board, plus the actual cost 
of transportation: Provided, That in no ease shall a member be entitled 
to receive compensation for more than thirty days' service in two 
consecutive months. 

(b) The Board shall determine the rules of its own proceedings, and 
a majority of its members in office shall constitute a quorum for the 
transaction of business, but the Board may function notwithstanding 
vacancies. 
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(c) The Board may appoint necessary officers and employees and
may delegate to such officers authority to perform such duties and
make such expenditures as may be necessary.

SEC. 5. National Resources Committee Abolished.-The National Re-
sources Committee is hereby abolished, and its outstanding affairs
shall be wound up by the National Resources Planning Board.

SEC. 6. Federal Employment Stabilization Office Abolished.-The Fed-
eral Employment Stabilization Office is hereby abolished, and the Sec-
retary of Commerce shall promptly wind up its affairs.

SEC. 7. Transfer of Records and Property.-All records and property
(including office equipment) of the several agencies transferred, or the
functions of which are transferred, by this Part are hereby transferred
to the Executive Office of the President for use in the administration
of the agencies and functions transferred by this Part.

SEC. 8. Transfer of Funds.-So much of the unexpended balances of
appropriations, allocations, or other funds available (including those
available for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940) for the use of any
agency in the exercise of any functions transferred by this Part, or for
the use of the head of any department or agency in the exercise of any
functions so transferred, as the Director of the Bureau of the Budget
shall determine, shall be transferred to the Executive Office of the
President for use in connection with the exercise of functions trans-
ferred by this Part. In determining the amount to be transferred the
Director of the Bureau of the Budget may include an amount to pro-
vide for the liquidation of obligations incurred against such appropri-
ations, allocations, or other funds prior to the transfer: Provided, That
the use of the unexpended balances of appropriations, allocations, or
other funds transferred by this section shall be subject to the provi-
sions of section 4 (d)(3) and section 9 of the Reorganization Act of
1939.

SECTION 9. Personnel.-Any personnel transferred by this Part
found to be in excess of the personnel necessary for the efficient admin-
istration of the functions transferred by this Part shall be re-trans-
ferred under existing law to other positions in the Government serv-
ice, or separated from the service subject to the provisions of section
10(a) of the Reorganization Act of 1939.

PART 2.-FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY

SECTION 201. Federal Security Agency.-(a) The United States Em-
ployment Service in the Department of Labor and its functions and
personnel are transferred from the Department of Labor; the Office
of Education in the Department of the Interior and its functions and
personnel (including the Commissioner of Education) are transferred
from the Department of the Interior; the Public Health Service in the
Department of the Treasury and its functions and personnel (including
the Surgeon General of the Public Health Service) are transferred
from the Department of the Treasury; the National Youth Adminis-
tration within the Works Progress Administration and its functions
and personnel (including its Administrator) are transferred from the
Works Progress Administration; and these agencies and their func-
tions, together with the Social Security Board and its functions, and
the Civilian Conservation Corps and its functions, are hereby consoli-
dated under one agency to be known as the Federal Security Agency,
with a Federal Security Administrator at the head thereof. The
Federal Security Administrator shall be appointed by the President,
by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, and shall receive a
salary at the rate of $12,000 per annum. He shall have general direc-
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(c) The Board may appoint necessary officers and employees and 
may delegate to such officers authority to perform such duties and 
make such expenditures as may be necessary. 
SEC. 5. National Resources Committee Abolished.—The National Re-

sources Committee is hereby abolished, and its outstanding affairs 
shall be wound up by the National Resources Planning Board. 
SEC. 6. Federal Employment Stabilization Office Abolished.—The Fed-

eral Employment Stabilization Office is hereby abolished, and the Sec-
retary of Commerce shall promptly wind up its affairs. 
SEC. 7. Transfer of Records and Property.—All records and property 

(including office equipment) of the several agencies transferred, or the 
functions of which are transferred, by this Part are hereby transferred 
to the Executive Office of the President for use in the administration 
of the agencies and functions transferred by this Part. 
SEC. 8. Transfer of Funds.—So much of the unexpended balances of 

appropriations, allocations, or other funds available (including those 
available for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940) for the use of any 
agency in the exercise of any functions transferred by this Part, or for 
the use of the head of any department or agency in the exercise of any 
functions so transferred, as the Director of the Bureau of the Budget 
shall determine, shall be transferred to the Executive Office of the 
President for use in connection with the exercise of functions trans-
ferred by this Part. In determining the amount to be transferred the 
Director of the Bureau of the Budget may include an amount to pro-
vide for the liquidation of obligations incurred against such appropri-
ations, allocations, or other funds prior to the transfer: Provided, That 
the use of the unexpended balances of appropriations, allocations, or 
other funds transferred by this section shall be subject to the provi-
sions of section 4 (d)(3) and section 9 of the Reorganization Act of 
1939. 
SECTION 9. Personnel.—Any personnel transferred by this Part 

found to be in excess of the personnel necessary for the efficient admin-
istration of the functions transferred by this Part shall be re-trans-
ferred under existing law to other positions in the Government serv-
ice, or separated from the service subject to the provisions of section 
10(a) of the Reorganization Act of 1939. 

PART 2.—FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY 

SECTION 201. Federal Security Agency.—(a) The United States Em-
ployment Service in the Department of Labor and its functions and 
personnel are transferred from the Department of Labor; the Office 
of Education in the Department of the Interior and its functions and 
personnel (including the Commissioner of Education) are transferred 
from the Department of the Interior; the Public Health Service in the 
Department of the Treasury and its functions and personnel (including 
the Surgeon General of the Public Health Service) are transferred 
from the Department of the Treasury; the National Youth Adminis-
tration within the Works Progress Administration and its functions 
and personnel (including its Administrator) are transferred from the 
Works Progress Administration; and these agencies and their func-
tions, together with the Social Security Board and its functions, and 
the Civilian Conservation Corps and its functions, are hereby consoli-
dated under one agency- to be known as the Federal Security Agency, 
with a Federal Security Administrator at the head thereof. The 
Federal Security Administrator shall be appointed by the President, 
by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, and shall receive a 
salary at the rate of $12,000 per annum. He shall have general direc-
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tion and supervision over the administration of the several agencies
consolidated into the Federal Security Agency by this section and
shall be responsible for the coordination of their functions and
activities.

(b) The Federal Security Administrator shall appoint an Assistant Assistant Federal
Security Administra-

Federal Security Administrator, who shall receive a salary at the rate tor.

of $9,000 per annum, and he may also appoint such other personnel
and make such expenditures as may be necessary.

(c) The Assistant Administrator shall act as Administrator during
the absence or disability of the Administrator or in the event of a
vacancy in that office and shall perform such other duties as the
Administrator shall direct.

(d) The several agencies and functions consolidated by this section Pnne

into the Federal Security Agency shall carry with them their personnel.ecurity
SECTION 202. Social Security Board.-The Social Security Board and Board Security

its functions shall be administered as a part of the Federal Security
Agency under the direction and supervision of the Federal Security
Administrator. The Chairman of the Social Security Board shall
perform such administrative duties as the Federal Security Adminis-
trator shall direct.ited States Em-

SECTION 203. United States Employment Service.-(a) The functions of pioymte Stervice.
the United States Employment Service shall be consolidated with the
unemployment compensation functions of the Social Security Board
and shall be administered in the Social Security Board in connection
with such unemployment compensation functions under the direction
and supervision of the Federal Security Administrator.

(b) The office of the Director of the United States Employment abiretor'soefice
Service is hereby abolished, and all of the functions of such office are
transferred to, and shall be exercised by, the Social Security Board.

(c) All functions of the Secretary of Labor relating to the adminis- naTed nctonesiof
tration of the United States Employment Service are hereby trans- ecretary of Labor.

ferred to, and shall be exercised by, the Federal Security Administrator.
SECTION 204. Office of Education.-(a) The Office of Education and its Office of Education.

functions shall be administered by the Commissioner of Education
under the direction and supervision of the Federal Security Ad-
ministrator. Trnnsfnr of Ic.ig-

(b) All functions of the Secretary of the Interior relating to the I,,,ti ftii,,ot.ons of

administration of the Office of Education are hereby transferred to, Secretory or tle i
1-

and shall be exercised by, the Federal Security Administrator. trlr.

SECTION 205. Public Iealth Serrice.-(a) The Public Health Service I',lic 1eoaltl Ser

and its functions shall be administered by the Surgeon General of the
Public Health Service under the direction and supervision of the
Federal Security Administrator. Transfer of desig-

(b) All the functions of the Secretary of the Treasury relating to the nated functions 
of

administration of the Public Health Service, except those functions Sreaury.r the

relating to the acceptance and investment of gifts as authorized by Acceptance and in-

sections 23 (b) and 137(e), title 42, U. S. Code, are hereby transferred 46 Stat. 379; 5 Stat.

to, and shall be exercised by, the Federal Security Administrator. 42, U (s. c rb;
SECTION 206. National Youth Administration.-The National Youth supp. IV. § 137e

Administration and its functions shall be administered by the National ministration.
Youth Administrator under the direction and supervision of the
Federal Security Administrator.

SECTION 207. Civilian Conservation Corps.-n Conseilian Conserva- iviliran Conserva-

tion Corps and its functions shall be administered by the Director of
the Civilian Conservation Corps under the direction and supervision
of the Federal Security Administrator.
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tion and supervision over the administration of the several agencies 
consolidated into the Federal Security Agency by this section and 
shall be responsible for the coordination of their functions and 
activities. 

(b) The Federal Security Administrator shall appoint an Assistant 
Federal Security Administrator, who shall receive a salary at the rate 
of $9,000 per annum, and he may also appoint such other personnel 
and make such expenditures as may be necessary. 

(c) The Assistant Administrator shall act as Administrator during 
the absence or disability of the Administrator or in the event of a 
vacancy in that office and shall perform such other duties as the 
Administrator shall direct. 

(d) The several agencies and functions consolidated by this section 
into the Federal Security Agency shall carry with them their personnel. 
• SECTION 202. Social Security Board.—The Social Security Board and 
its functions shall be administered as a part of the Federal Security 
Agency under the direction and supervision of the Federal Security 
Administrator. The Chairman of the Social Security Board shall 
perform such administrative duties as the Federal Security Adminis-
trator shall direct. 
SECTION 203. United States Employment Service.—(a) The functions of 

the United States Employment Service shall be consolidated with the 
unemployment compensation functions of the Social Security Board 
and shall be administered in the Social Security Board in connection 
with such unemployment compensation functions under the direction 
and supervision of the Federal Security Administrator. 

(b) The office of the Director of the United States Employment 
Service is hereby abolished, and all of the functions of such office are 
transferred to, and shall be exercised by, the Social Security Board. 

(c) All functions of the Secretary of Labor relating to the adminis-
tration of the United States Employment Service are hereby trans-
ferred to, and shall be exercised by, the Federal Security Administrator. 
SECTION 204. Office of Education.—(a) The Office of Education and its 

functions shall be administered by the Commissioner of Education 
under the direction and supervision of the Federal Security Ad-
ministrator. 

(b) All functions of the Secretary of the Interior relating to the 
administration of the Office of Education are hereby transferred to, 
and shall be exercised by, the Federal Security Administrator. 
SECTION 205. Public Health Service.—(a) The Public Health Service 

and its functions shall be administered by the Surgeon General of the 
Public Health Service under the direction and supervision of the 
Federal Security Administrator. 

(b) All the functions of the Secretary of the Treasury relating to the 
administration of the Public Health Service, except those functions 
relating to the acceptance and investment of gifts as authorized by 
sections 23(h) and 137(e), title 42, U. S. Code, are hereby transferred 
to, and shall be exercised by, the Federal Security Administrator. 
SECTION 206. National Youth Administration.—The National Youth 

Administration and its functions shall be administered by the National 
Youth Administrator under the direction and supervision of the 
Federal Security Administrator. 
SECTION 207. Civilian Conservation Corps:—The Civilian Conserva-

tion Corps and its functions shall be administered by the Director of 
the Civilian Conservation Corps wider the direction and supervision 
of the Federal Security Administrator. 
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SECTION 208. Transfer of Records and Property.-All records and
property (including office equipment) of the several agencies which,
with their functions, are consolidated by section 201 into the Federal
Security Agency are hereby transferred to the jurisdiction and control
of the Federal Security Agency for use in the administration of the
agencies and functions consolidated by that section.

SECTION 209. Transfer of Funds.-So much of the unexpended bal-
ances of appropriations, allocations, or other funds (including those
available for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940) available for the use
of any agency in the exercise of any functions transferred by this Part,
or for the use of the head of any department or agency in the exercise
of any functions so transferred, as the Director of the Bureau of the
Budget shall determine, shall be transferred for use in connection with
the exercise of the functions transferred by this Part. In determining
the amount to be transferred the Director of the Bureau of the Budget
may include an amount to provide for the liquidation of obligations in-
curred against such appropriations, allocations, or other funds prior to
the transfer: Provided, That the use of the unexpended balances of appro-
priations, allocations, or other funds transferred by this section shall
be subject to the provisions of section 4 (d) (3) and section 9 of the
Reorganization Act of 1939.

SECTION 210. Administrative Funds.-The Director of the Bureau of
the Budget shall allocate to the Federal Security Agency, from appropri-
ations, allocations, or other funds available (including those available
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940) for the administrative ex-
penses of the agencies and functions consolidated by this Part, such
sums, and in such proportions, as he may find necessary for the
administrative expenses of the Federal Security Agency.

SECTION 211. Personnel.-Any personnel transferred by this Part
found to be in excess of the personnel necessary for the efficient admin-
istration of the functions transferred by this Part shall be re-transferred
under existing law to other positions in the Government service, or
separated from the service subject to the provisions of section 10 (a)
of the Reorganization Act of 1939.

PART 3.-FEDERAL WORKS AGENCY

SECTION 301. Federal Works Agency.-(a) The Bureau of Public
Roads in the Department of Agriculture and its functions and person-
nel (including the Chief thereof) are transferred from the Department
of Agriculture; the Public Buildings Branch of the Procurement Divi-
sion m the Treasury Department and its functions and personnel are
transferred from the Treasury Department; the Branch of Buildings
Management of the National Park Service m the Department of the
Interior and its functions and personnel (except those relating to
monuments and memorials), and the functions of the National Park
Service in the District of Columbia in connection with the general
assignment of space, the selection of sites for public buildings, and the
determination of the priority in which the construction or enlargement
of public buildings shall be undertaken, and the personnel engaged
exclusively in the administration of such functions, and the United
States Housing Authority in the Department of the Interior and its
functions and personnel (including the Administrator) are transferred
from the Department of the Interior; and all of these agencies and
functions, together with the Federal Emergency Administration of
Public Works and its functions, and all of the Works Progress Adminis-
tration and its functions (except the National Youth Administration
and its functions) are hereby consolidated into one agency to be known
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SECTION 208. .Transfer of Records and Property.—All records and 
property (including office equipment) of the several agencies which, 
with their functions, are consolidated by section 201 into the Federal 
Security Agency are hereby transferred to the jurisdiction and control 
of the Federal Security Agency for use in the administration of the 
agencies and functions consolidated by that section. 
SECTION 209. Transfer of Funds.—So much of the unexpended bal-

ances of appropriations, allocations, or other funds (including those 
available for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940) available for the use 
of any agency in the exercise of any functions transferred by this Part, 
or for the use of the head of any department or agency in the exercise 
of any functions so transferred, as the Director of the Bureau of the 
Budget shall determine, shall be transferred for use in connection with 
the exercise of the functions transferred by this Part. In determining 
the amount to be transferred the Director of the Bureau of the Budget 
may include an amount to provide for the liquidation of obligations in-
curred against such appropriations, allocations, or other funds prior to 
the transfer: Provided, That the use of the unexpended balances of appro-
priations, allocations, or other funds transferred by this section shall 
be subject to the provisions of section 4 (d) (3) and section 9 of the 
Reorganization Act of 1939. 
SECTION 210. Administrative Funds.—The Director of the Bureau of 

the Budget shall allocate to the Federal Security Agency, from appropri-
ations, allocations, or other funds available (including those available 
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940) for the administrative ex-
penses of the agencies and functions consolidated by this Part, such 
sums, and in such proportions, as he may find necessary for the 
administrative expenses of the Federal Security Agency. 
SECTION 211. Personnel.—Any personnel transferred by this Part 

found to be in excess of the personnel necessary for the efficient admin-
istration of the functions transferred by this Part shall be re-transferred 
under existing law to other positions in the Government service, or 
separated from the service subject to the provisions of section 10 (a) 
of the Reorganization Act of 1939. 

PART 3.—FEDERAL W ORKS AGENCY 

SECTION 301. Federal Works Agency.—(a) The Bureau of Public 
Roads in the Department of Agriculture and its functions and person-
nel (including the Chief thereof) are transferred from the Department 
of Agriculture; the Public Buildings Branch of the Procurement Divi-
sion in the Treasury Department and its functions and personnel are 
transferred from the Treasury Department the Branch of Buildings 
Management of the National Park Service in the Department of the 
Interior and its functions and personnel (except those relating to 
monuments and memorials), and the functions of the National Park 
Service in the District of Columbia in connection with the general 
assignment of space, the selection of sites for public buildings, and the 
determination of the priority in which the construction or enlargement 
of public buildings shall be undertaken, and the personnel engaged 
exclusively in the administration of such functions, and the United 
States Housing Authority in the Department of the Interior and its 
functions and personnel (including the Administrator) are transferred 
from the Department of the Interior; and all of these agencies and 
functions, together with the Federal Emergency Administration of 
Public Works and its functions, and all of the Works Progress Adminis-
tration and its functions (except the National Youth Administration 
and its functions) are hereby consolidated into one agency to be known 
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as the Federal Works Agency, with a Federal Works Administrator
at the head thereof. The Federal Works Administrator shall be mFederal Work Ad-

appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent of ment, salary, authori-

the Senate, and shall receive a salary at the rate of $12,000 per annum. ty'

He shall have general direction and supervision over the administra-
tion of the several agencies consolidated into the Federal Works Agency
by this section and shall be responsible for the coordination of their
functions.

(b) The Federal Works Administrator shall appoint an Assistant Wst Adnit ederal

Federal Works Administrator, who shall receive a salary at the rate of tor.

$9,000 per annum, and he may also appoint such other personnel and
make such expenditures as may be necessary.

(c) The Assistant Administrator shall act as Administrator during Duties.

the absence or disability of the Administrator, or in the event of a
vacancy in that office, and shall perform such other duties as the
Administrator shall direct.ersonnel

(d) The several agencies and functions consolidated by this section ersonne

in the Federal Works Agency shall carry with them their personnel.
SECTION 302. Public Roads Administration.-(a) The Bureau of Pub- minisratio Ad

lic Roads and its functions shall be administered as the Public Roads
Administration at the head of which shall be the Chief of the Bureau
of Public Roads whose title shall be changed to Commissioner of o r

Public Roads. Hereafter the Commissioner of Public Roads shall be public Roads, ap-

appointed by the Federal Works Administrator. pointmont.
(b) All functions of the Secretary of Agriculture relating to the nated functions of de-

administration of the Bureau of Public Roads are hereby transferred retary of Agriculture.

to, and shall be exercised by, the Federal Works Administrator.
SECTION 303. Public Buildings Administration.-(a) The Public Administration, des-

Buildings Branch of the Procurement Division and its functions, the ignaetVedgai con-
Branch of Buildings Management of the National Park Service and its
functions (except those relating to monuments and memorials) and the
functions of the National Park Service in the District of Columbia in
connection with the general assignment of space, the selection of sites
for public buildings, and the determination of the priority in which
the construction or enlargement of public buildings shall be under-
taken, are hereby consolidated and shall be administered as the
Public Buildings Administration, with a Commissioner of Publicr
Buildings at the head thereof. The Commissioner of Public Buildings Public Bui,"'ingas.

shall be appointed by the Federal Works Administrator and shall
receive a salary at the rate of $9,000 per anuum. The Commissioner
of Public Buildings shall act under the direction and supervision of
the Federal Works Administrator.

(b) All functions of the Secretary of the Treasury and the Director Frnctrd to Frlal

of Procurement relating to the administration of the Public Buildings Works Administrator.

Branch of the Procurement Division and to the selection of location
and sites for public buildings, and all functions of the Secretary of the
Interior and the Director of the National Park Service relating to the

administration of the functions of the Branch of Buildings Manage
ment and the functions of the National Park Service in the District of

Columbia in connection with the general assignment of space, the
selection of sites for public buildings, and the determination of the
priority in which the construction or enlargement of public buildings
shall be undertaken, are hereby transferred to, and shall be exercised
by, the Federal Works Administrator.

SECTION 304. United States Housing Authority.-(a) The United ingt Authority.

States Housing Authority and its functions shall be administered by the
United States Housing Administrator under the direction and super-
vision of the Federal Works Administrator.
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as the Federal Works Agency, with a Federal Works Administrator 
at the head thereof. . The Federal Works Administrator shall be 
appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent of 
the Senate, and shall receive a salary at the rate of $12,000 per annum. 
He shall have general direction and supervision over the administra-
tion of the several agencies consolidated into the Federal Works Agency 
by this section and shall be responsible for the coordination of their 
functions. 

(b) The Federal Works Administrator shsll appoint an Assistant 
Federal Works Administrator, who shall receive a salary at the rate of 
$9,000 per annum,. and he may also appoint such other personnel and 
make such expenditures as may be necessary. 

(c) The Assistant Administrator shall act as Administrator during 
the absence or disability of the Administrator, or in the event of a 
vacancy in that office, and shall perform such other duties as the 
Administrator shall direct. 

(d) The several agencies and functions consolidated by this section 
in the Federal Works Agency shall carry with them their personnel. 
SECTION 302. Public Roads Administration.—(a) The Bureau of Pub-

lic Roads and its functions shall be administered as the Public Roads 
Administration at the head of which shall be the Chief of the Bureau 
of Public Roads whose title shall be changed to Commissioner of 
Public Roads. Hereafter the Commissioner of Public Roads shall be 
appointed by the Federal Works Administrator. 

(b) All functions of the Secretary of Agriculture relating to the 
administration of the Bureau of Public Roads are hereby transferred 
to, and shall be exercised by, the Federal Works Administrator. 
SECTION 303. Public Buildings Administration.—(a) The Public 

Buildings Branch of the Procurement Division and its functions, the 
Branch of Buildings Management of the National Park Service and its 
functions (except those relating to monuments and memorials) and the 
functions of the National Park Service in the District of Columbia in 
connection with the general assignment of space, the selection of sites 
for public buildings, and the determination of the priority in which 
the construction or enlargement of public buildings shall be under-
taken, are hereby consolidated and shall be administered as the 
Public Buildings Administration, with a Commissioner of Public 
Buildings at the head thereof. The Commissioner of Public Buildings 
shall be appointed by the Federal Works Administrator and shall 
receive a salary at the rate of $9,000 per annum. The Commissioner 
of Public Buildings shall act under the direction and supervision of 
the Federal Works Administrator. 

(b) All functions of the Secretary of the Treasury and the Director 
of Procurement relating to the administration of the Public Buildings 
Branch of the Procurement Division and to the selection of location 
and sites for public buildings, and all functions of the Secretary of the 
Interior and the Director of the National Park Service relating to the 
administration of the functions of the Branch of. Buildings Manage-
ment and the functions of the National Park Service in the District of 
Columbia in connection with the general assignment of space, the 
selection of sites for public buildings, and the determination of .the 
priority in which the construction or enlargement of public buildings 
shall be undertaken, are hereby transferred to, and shall be exercised 
by, the Federal Works Administrator. 
SECTION 304. United States Housing Authority.—(a) The United 

States Housing Authority and its functions shall be administered by the 
United States Housing Administrator under the direction and super-
vision of the Federal Works Administrator. 
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(b) All functions of the Secretary of the Interior relating to the
administration of the United States Housing Authority are hereby
transferred to, and shall be exercised by, the Federal Works Admin-
istrator.

SECTION 305. Public Works Administration.-The Federal Emer-
gency Administration of Public Works and its functions shall be admin-
istered as the Public Works Administration with a Commissioner of
Public Works at the head thereof. The Commissioner of Public
Works shall be appointed by the Federal Works Administrator and
shall receive a salary at the rate of $10,000 per annum. The Com-
missioner of Public Works shall act under the direction and super-
vision of the Federal Works Administrator.

SECTION 306. Work Projects Administration.-The Works Progress
Administration and its functions (except the National Youth Admin-
istration and its functions) shall be administered as the Work Projects
Administration, with a Commissioner of Work Projects at the head
thereof. The Commissioner shall be appointed by the Federal Works
Administrator and shall receive a salary at the rate of $10,000 per
annum. The Commissioner shall act under the direction and super-
vision of the Federal Works Administrator.

SECTION 307. Transfer of Records and Property.-All records and
property (including office equipment) of the several agencies which,
with their functions, are consolidated by section 301 into the Federal
Works Agency are hereby transferred to the jurisdiction and control
of the Federal Works Agency for use in the administration of the
agencies and functions consolidated by that section.

SECTION 308. Transfer of Funds.-(a) So much of the unexpended
balances of appropriations, allocations, or other funds available (in-
cluding those available for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940) for
the use of any agency (except the United States Housing Authority)
in the exercise of any functions transferred by this Part, or for the use
of the head of any department or agency in the exercise of any func-
tions so transferred, and so much of such balances available to the
United States Housing Authority for administrative expenses, as the
Director of the Bureau of the Budget shall determine, shall be trans-
ferred for use in connection with the exercise of the functions trans-
ferred by this Part. In determining the amount to be transferred
the Director of the Bureau of the Budget may include an amount to
provide for the liquidation of obligations incurred against such appro-
priations, allocations, or other funds prior to the transfer: Provided,
That the use of the unexpended balances of appropriations, alloca-
tions, or other funds transferred by this section shall be subject to the
provisions of section 4 (d) (3) and section 9 of the Reorganization
Act of 1939.

(b) All unexpended balances of appropriations, allocations, or
other funds available (including those available for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1940) for the use of the United States Housing
Authority, other than those transferred by subsection (a) of this
section, are hereby transferred with the United States Housing
Authority and shall remain available to it for the exercise of its
functions.

SECTION 309. Administrative Funds.-The Director of the Bureau of
the Budget shall allocate to the Federal Works Agency, from appro-
priations, allocations, or other funds available (including those avail-
able for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940) for the administrative
expenses of the agencies and functions consolidated by section 301,
such sums, and in such proportions, as he may find necessary for the
administrative expenses of the Federal Works Agency.
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(b) All functions of the Secretary of the Interior relating to the 
administration of the United States Housing Authority are hereby 
transferred to, and shall be exercised by, the Federal Works Admin-
istrator. 
SECTION 305. Public Works Administration.—The Federal Emer-

gency Administration of Public Works and its functions shall be admin-
istered as the Public Works Administration with a Commissioner of 
Public Works at the head thereof. The Commissioner of Public 
Works shall be appointed by the Federal Works Administrator and 
shall receive a salary at the rate of $10,000 per annum. The Com-
missioner of Public Works shall act under the direction and super-
vision of the Federal Works Administrator. 
SECTION 306. Work Projects Administration.—The Works Progress 

Administration and its functions (except the National Youth Admin-
istration and its functions) shall be administered as the Work Projects 
Administration, with a Commissioner of Work Projects at the head 
thereof. The Commissioner shall be appointed by the Federal Works 
Administrator and shall receive a salary at the rate of $10,000 per 
annum. The Commissioner shall act under the direction and super-
vision of the Federal Works Administrator. 
SECTION 307. Transfer of Records and Property.—All records and 

property- (including office equipment) of the several agencies which, 
with their functions, are consolidated by section 301 into the Federal 
Works Agency are hereby transferred to the jurisdiction and control 
of the Federal Works Agency for use in the administration of the 
agencies and functions consolidated by that section. 
SECTION 308. Transfer of Funds.—(a) So much of the unexpended 

balances of appropriations, allocations, or other funds available (in-
cluding those available for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940) for 
the use of any agency (except the United States Housing Authority) 
in the exercise of any functions transferred by this Part, or for the use 
of the head of any department or agency in the exercise of any func-
tions so transferred, and so much of such balances available to the 
United States Housing Authority for administrative expenses, as the 
Director of the Bureau of the Budget shall determine, shall be trans-
ferred for use in connection with the exercise of the functions trans-
ferred by this Part. In determining the amount to be transferred 
the Director of the Bureau of the Budget may include an amount to 
provide for the liquidation of obligations incurred against such appro-
priations, allocations, or other funds prior to the transfer: Provided, 
That the use of the unexpended balances of appropriations, alloca-
tions, or other funds transferred by this section shall be subject to the 
provisions of section 4 (d) (3) and section 9 of the Reorganization 
Act of 1939. 

(b) All unexpended balances of appropriations, allocations, or 
other funds available (including those available for the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1940) for the use of the United States Housing 
Authority, other than those transferred by subsection (a) of this 
section, are hereby transferred with the United States Housing 
Authority and shall remain available to it for the exercise of its 
functions. 
SECTION 309. Administrative Funds.—The Director of the Bureau of 

the Budget shall allocate to the Federal Works Agency, from appro-
priations, allocations, or other funds available (including those avail-
able for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940) for the administrative 
expenses of the agencies and functions consolidated by section 301, 
such sums, and in such proportions, as he may find necessary for the 
administrative expenses of the Federal Works Agency. 
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SECTION 310. Personnel.-Any of the personnel transferred by this
Part found to be in excess of the personnel necessary for the efficient
administration of the functions transferred by this Part shall be
re-transferred under existing law to other positions in the Govern-
ment service, or separated from the service subject to the provisions
of section 10 (a) of the Reorganization Act of 1939.

PART 4.-LENDING AGENCIES

1429

Excess personnel.

Ante, p. 563.

SECTION 401. (a) Transfers to the Department of Agriculture.-The paTrmnfersof Aic-

Farm Credit Administration, the Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation, ture.

and the Commodity Credit Corporation, and their functions and activ-
ities, together with their respective personnel, records, and property
(including office equipment), are hereby transferred to the Depart-
ment of Agriculture and shall be administered in such Department
under the general direction and supervision of the Secretary of Agri-
culture, who shall be responsible for the coordination of their func-
tions and activities.

(b) Transfer of Administrative Funds.-So much of the unexpended transfer of admin

balances of appropriations, allocations, or other funds available (in-
cluding those available for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940) for
the administrative expenses of any agency transferred by this section,
as the Director of the Bureau of the Budget shall determine, shall be
transferred to the Secretary of Agriculture for such use; and the
Director of the Bureau of the Budget shall allocate to the Secretary
of Agriculture from such funds, such sums, and in such proportions,
as he may find necessary for the administrative expenses of the Secre-
tary of Agriculture in connection with the agencies and functions
transferred by this section. In determining the amount to be trans- curred obligations.

ferred. the Director of the Bureau of the Budget may include an
amount to provide for the liquidation of obligations incurred against
such appropriations, allocations, or other funds prior to the transfer.
The use of the unexpended balances of appropriations, allocations, or
other funds transferred by this subsection shall be subject to the pro-
vision of section 4 (d) (3) and section 9 of the Reorganization Act of A*"n", p. 

5 i62, .53.

1939.
(c) Transfer of otherfunds.-All unexpendled balances of appropria- Tl'rfer "f her

tions, allocations, or other funds, other than those mentioned in slub-

section (b) of this section, available (includingl those available for the

fiscal year ending June 30, 1940) for any agency transferred by sub-
section (a) of this section shall be transferred with such agency and

shall remain available to it for the exercise of its functions.
(d) Personnel.-Any of the personnel transferred by this section to Exes personnel.

the Department of Agriculture which the Secretary of Agriculture
shall find to be in excess of the personnel necessary for the administra-
tion of the functions transferred by this section shal be re-transferred
under existing law to other positions in the Government, or separated
from the service subject to the provisions of section 10 (a) of the A p. 6.
Reorganization Act of 1939.

SECTION 402. (a) Federal Loan Agency.-There shall be at the seat of Federal Loan Agen-

the Government a Federal Loan Agency, with a Federal Loan Ad- e'

ministrator at the head thereof. The Federal Loan Administrator Federal Loan Ad-

shall be appointed by the President by and with the advice and con-
sent of the Senate, and shall receive a salary at the rate of $12,000
per annum. Astt Federal

(b) Assistant Federal Loan Administrator.-The Federal Loan Ad- Lo dministrator,.

ministrator shall appoint an Assistant Federal Loan Administrator,
who shall receive a salary at the rate of $9,000 per annum. The
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SECTION 310. Personnel.—Any of the personnel transferred by this 
Part found to be in excess of the personnel necessary for the efficient 
administration of the functions transferred by this Part shall be 
re-transferred under existing law to other positions in the Govern-
ment service, or separated from the service subject to the provisions 
of section 10 (a) of the Reorganization Act of 1939. 

PART 4.—LENDING AGENCIES 

SECTION 401. (a) Transfers to the Department of Agriculture.— The 
Farm Credit Administration, the Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation, 
and the Commodity Credit Corporation, and their functions and activ-
ities, together with their respective personnel, records, and property 
(including office equipment), are hereby transferred to the Depart-
ment of Agriculture and shall be administered in such Department 
under the general direction and supervision of the Secretary of Agri-
culture, who shall be responsible for the coordination of their func-
tions and activities. 

(b) Transfer of Administrative Funds.—So much of the unexpended 
balances of appropriations, allocations, or other funds available (in-
cluding those available for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940) for 
the administrative expenses of any agency transferred by this section, 
as the Director of the Bureau of the Budget shall determine, shall be 
transferred to the Secretary of Agriculture for such use; and the 
Director of the Bureau of the Budget shall allocate to the Secretary 
of Agriculture from such funds, such sums, and in such proportions, 
as he may find necessary for the administrative expenses of the Secre-
tary of Agriculture in connection with the agencies and functions 
transferred by this section. In determining the amount to be trans-
ferred, the Director of the Bureau of the Budget may include an 
amount to provide for the liquidation of obligations incurred against 
such appropriations, allocations, or other funds. prior to the transfer. 
The use of the unexpended balances of appropriations, allocations, or 
other funds transferred by this subsection shall be subject to the pro-
vision of section 4 (d) (3) and section 9 of the Reorganization Act of 
1939. 

(c) Transfer of other funds.—All unexpended balances of appropria-
tions, allocations, or other funds, other than those mentioned in sub-
section (b) of this section, available (including those available for the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1940) for any agency. transferred by sub-
section (a) of this section shall be transferred. with such agency and 
shall remain available to it for the exercise of its functions. 

(d) Personnel.—Any of the personnel transferred by this section to 
the Department of Agriculture which the Secretary of Agriculture 
shall find to be in excess of the personnel necessary for the administra-
tion of the functions transferred by this section shall be re-transferred 
under existing law to other positions m the Government, or separated 
from the service subject to the provisions of section 10 (a) of the 
Reorganization Act of 1939. 
SECTION 402. (a) Federal Loan Agency.—There shall be at the seat of 

the Government a Federal Loan Agency, with a Federal Loan Ad-
ministrator at the head thereof. The Federal Loan Administrator 
shall be appointed by the President by and with the advice and con-
sent of the Senate, and shall receive a salary at the rate of $12,000 

per annum. 
(b) Assistant Federal Loan Administrator.—The Federal Loan Ad-

ministrator shall appoint an Assistant Federal Loan Administrator, 
who shall receive a salary at the rate of $9,000 per annum. The 
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of Administrator.

Administrative
funds.

Assistant Administrator shall act as Administrator during the absence
or disability of the Administrator, or in the event of a vacancy in
that office, and shall perform such other duties as the Administrator
shall direct.

(c) Powers and Duties of Administrator.-The Administrator shall
supervise the administration, and shall be responsible for the coordi-
nation of the functions and activities, of the following agencies: Re-
construction Finance Corporation, Electric Home and Farm Au-
thority, RFC Mortgage Company, Disaster Loan Corporation,
Federal National Mortgage Association, Federal Home Loan Bank
Board, Home Owners' Loan Corporation, Federal Savings and Loan
Insurance Corporation, Federal Housing Administration, and Ex-
port-Import Bank of Washington. The Administrator may appoint
such officers and employees and make such expenditures as may be
necessary.

(d) Administrative Funds.-The Director of the Bureau of the
Budget shall allocate to the Federal Loan Agency, from appropria-
tions, allocations, or other funds available (including those available
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940) for the administrative ex-
penses of the agencies named in this section, such sums, and in such
proportion, as he may find necessary for the administrative expenses
of the Federal Loan Agency.
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Assistant Administrator shall act as Administrator during the absence 
or disability of the Administrator, or in the event of a vacancy in 
that office, and shall perform such other duties as the Administrator 
shall direct. 

(e) Powers and Duties of Administrator.—The Administrator shall 
supervise the administration, and shall be responsible for the coordi-
nation of the functions and activities, of the following agencies: Re-
construction Finance Corporation, Electric Home and Farm Au-
thority, RFC Mortgage Company, Disaster Loan Corporation, 
Federal National Mortgage Association, Federal Home Loan Bank 
Board, Home Owners' Loan Corporation, Federal Savings and Loan 
Insurance Corporation, Federal Housing Administration, and Ex-
port-Import Bank of Washington. The Administrator may appoint 
such officers and employees and make such expenditures as may be 
necessary. 

(d) Administrative Funds.—The Director of the Bureau of the 
Budget shall allocate to the Federal Loan Agency, from appropria-
tions, allocations, or other funds available (including those available 
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940) for the administrative ex-
penses of the agencies named in this section, such sums, and in such 
proportion, as he may find necessary for the administrative expenses 
of the Federal Loan Agency. 
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REORGANIZATION PLAN NO. II

Prepared by the President and transmitted to the Senate and the House of
Representatives in Congress assembled, May 9, 1939, pursuant to the provisions
of the Reorganization Act of 1939, approved April 3, 1939.

PART 1.-DEPARTMENTS

SECTION 1. State Department.-Transfers and consolidations relat-
ing to the Department of State are hereby effected as follows:

(a) Foreign Commerce Service and Foreign Agricultural Service.-
The Foreign Commerce Service of the United States and its functions
in the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce of the Department
of Commerce and the Foreign Agricultural Service of the United
States and its functions as established by the Act of June 5, 1930 (46
Stat. 497), in the Department of Agriculture are hereby transferred
to the Department of State and shall be consolidated with and
administered as a part of the Foreign Service of the United States
under the direction and supervision of the Secretary of State.

(b) Functions of the Secretary of Commerce and the Secretary of
Agriculture Transferred to the Secretary of State; Exceptions.-The func-
tions of the Secretary of Commerce with respect to the Foreign
Commerce Service and the functions of the Secretary of Agriculture
with respect to the Foreign Agricultural Service (other than functions
with respect to such services pertaining to activities in the United
States and to the compilation, publication, and dissemination of
information) are hereby transferred to, and shall be exercised by, the
Secretary of State, except and provided that under regulations pre-
scribed by the President-

(1) The Secretary of State shall cause to be made such investi-
gations relating to commercial and industrial conditions and
activities in foreign countries and such other specific investiga-
tions relating to foreign commerce as the Secretary of Commerce
shall determine to be in the public interest, and shall report to the
Secretary of Commerce the results of, and the information secured
through, such investigations. He shall also cause to be made
such investigations relating to world competition and demand
for agricultural products, to production, marketing, and disposi-
tion of such products in foreign countries, and to farm manage-
ment and other phases of agricultural industry in foreign countries,
and shall conduct abroad such activities (including the demon-
stration of standards for cotton, wheat, and other American
agricultural products), as the Secretary of Agriculture shall
determine to be in the public interest, and shall report to the
Secretary of Agriculture the results of, and the information
secured through, such investigations and activities.

(2) The Secretary of Commerce may from time to time when
he deems it in the public interest designate any officer in his De-
partment to render temporary service under the provisions of,
and subject to the conditions named in, section 5 of the Act of
March 3, 1927, (44 Stat. 1396).

Transmitted May 9,
1939.

Effective July 1,
1939; ante, p. 813.

Ante, p. 561.

State Department,
transfers, etc., relat-
ing to.

Foreign Commerce
Service and Foreign
Agricultural Service.

46 Stat. 497.
7 U.S. . ch. 23.

Functions trans-
ferred to Secretary of
State; exceptions.

Investigation of
commercial and indus-
trial conditions, etc.

Temporary details.

44 Stat. 1396.
15 U.S. C. §197d.
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Prepared by the President and transmitted to the Senate and the House of 
Representatives in Congress assembled, May 9, 1939, pursuant to the provisions 
of the Reorganization Act of 1939, approved April 3, 1939. 

PART 1 .—D EPARTMENTS 

SECTION 1. State Department.—Transfers and consolidations relat-
mg to the Department of State are hereby effected as follows: 

(a) Foreign Commerce Service and Foreign Agricultural Service.— 
The Foreign Commerce Service of the United States and its functions 
m the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce of the Department 
of Commerce and the Foreign Agricultural Service of the United 
States and its functions as established by the Act of June 5, 1930 (46 
Stat. 497), in the Department of Agriculture are hereby transferred 
to the Department of State and shall be consolidated with and 
administered as a part of the Foreign Service of the United States 
under the direction and supervision of the Secretary of State. 

(b) Functions of the Secretary of Commerce and the Secretary of 
Agriculture Transferred to the Secretary of State; Exceptions.—The func-
tions of the Secretary of Commerce with respect to the Foreign 
Commerce Service and the functions of the Secretary of Agriculture 
with respect to the Foreign Agricultural Service (other than functions 
with respect to such services pertaining to activities in the United 
States and to the compilation, publication, and dissemination of 
information) are hereby transferred to, and shall be exercised by, the 
Secretary of State, except and provided that under regulations pre-
scribed by the President— 

(1) The Secretary of State shall cause to be made such investi-
gations relating to commercial and industrial conditions and 
activities in foreign countries and such other specific investiga-
tions relating to foreign commerce. as the Secretary of Commerce 
shall determine to be in the public interest, and shall report to the 
Secretary of Commerce the results of, and the information secured 
through, such investigations. He shall also cause to be made 
such investigations relating to world competition and demand 
for agricultural products, to production, marketing, and disposi-
tion of such products in foreign countries, and to farm manage-
ment and other phases of agricultural industry in foreign countries, 
and shall conduct abroad such activities (including the demon-
stration of standards for cotton, wheat, and other American 
agricultural products), as the Secretary of Agriculture shall 
determine to be in the public interest, and shall report to the 
Secretary of Agriculture the results of, and the information 
secured through, such investigations and activities. 

(2) The Secretary of Commerce may from time to time when 
he deems it in the public interest designate any officer in his De-
partment to render temporary service under the provisions of, 
and subject to the conditions named in, section 5 of the Act of 
March 3, 1927, (44 Stat. 1396). 

Transmitted May 9, 
1939. 
Effective July 1, 

1939; ante, p. 813. 
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(3) The Secretary of Agriculture may from time to time when
he deems it in the public interest designate any officer in his
Department to render temporary service under the provisions of,

46Stat.498. and subject to the conditions named in, section 2 of the Act
* of June 5, 1930, (46 Stat. 498).

Liaison officers. (4) The Secretary of Commerce and the Secretary of Agricul-
ture may each designate an officer in his Department, acceptable
to the Secretary of State, to serve in the Department of State
as liaison officer in connection with the administration of the
foreign service of the United States.

Representation on (5) One officer in the Department of Commerce designated by
ice Personnel for For- the Secretary of Commerce and acceptable to the Secretary of
eign Service. State and one officer in the Department of Agriculture designated

by the Secretary of Agriculture and acceptable to the Secretary
of State shall be added to the membership of the Board of Foreign
Service Personnel for the Foreign Service.

Status of Foreign (C) Status of Foreign Service Officers.-Foreign Commerce Service
ervce officers. officers and Foreign Agricultural Service officers who by reason of

transfer to the Foreign Service of the United States and by appoint-
ment according to law acquire status of Foreign Service officers therein
shall not be included in the total number of officers in such Service
for the purpose of determining the percentage limitation established

Ante, p. 55. by section 10 of the Act of February 23, 1931 (46 Stat. 1207), as
amended.

China Trade Act (d) China Trade Act Registrar.-Such officer of the Foreign Service
Registrar.e g l s r ar  as the Secretary of State shall make available for that purpose may be

authorized by the Secretary of Commerce to perform the duties of
China Trade Act Registrar provided for in the Act of September 19,

15 U.S. C. ch. 4. 1922 (42 Stat. 849), under the direction of the Secretary of Commerce.
Foreign Service (e) Foreign Service Buildings Commission.-The Foreign Service

Buildings Commis-
sion. Buildings Commission and its functions are hereby transferred to the

Department of State. The Commission shall exercise advisory func-
tions, but all other functions (including administrative functions) shall
be exercised under the direction and supervision of the Secretary of
State by such division, bureau, or office in the Department of State as
the Secretary shall determine.

Treasury Depart- SEC. 2. Treasury Department.-Transfers, consolidations, anl aboli-
tions relating to the Department of the Treasury arre Icreby effected
as follows:

Bureau of Light- (a) Bureau of Lighthouses.-The Bureau of Lighthouses in the
Department of Commerce and its functions are hereby transferred to
and shall be consolidated with and administered as a part of the
Coast Guard in the Department of the Treasury.

RDirector Gener al o (b) Director General of Railroads: Office Abolished and FunctionsRailroads: Office abol-
ished and functions Transferred.-The office of Director General of Railroads is hereby
transferred abolished. The functions and duties of the Director General of

Railroads are hereby transferred to the Secretary of the Treasury to
be exercised and performed by him personally or through such officer
or officers of the Department of the Treasury as he may authorize.

41 Stat. 461. The Secretary of the Treasury is hereby designated as the agent pro-
49 U. S.C. t 74 vided for in section 206 of the Transportation Act, 1920 (41 Stat. 461).
War Finance Cor. (c) War Finance Corporation Abolished.-All of the functions, prop-

poration abolished. erty, and obligations of the War Finance Corporation not heretofore
transferred by statute to the Secretary of the Treasury are hereby
transferred to the Department of the Treasury. The War Finance
Corporation is hereby abolished and the Secretary of the Treasury
shall complete the winding up of its affairs and shall dispose of its

45 Stat. c 374 assets in accordance with the Act of March 1, 1929 (45 Stat. 1442),
not later than December 31, 1939.
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(3) The Secretary of Agriculture may from time to time when 
he deems it in the public interest designate any officer in his 
Department to render temporary service under the provisions of, 
and subject to the conditions named in, section 2 of the Act 
of June 5, 1930, (46 Stat. 498). 

(4) The Secretary of Commerce and the Secretary of Agricul-
ture may each designate an officer in his Department, acceptable 
to the Secretary of State, to serve in the Department of State 
as liaison officer in connection with the administration of the 
foreign service of the United States. 

(5) One officer in the Department of Commerce designated by 
the Secretary of Commerce and acceptable to the Secretary of 
State and one officer in the Department of Agriculture designated 
by the Secretary of Agriculture and acceptable to the Secretary 
of State shall be added to the membership of the Board of Foreign 
Service Personnel for the Foreign Service. 

(c) Status of Foreign Service Officers.—Foreign Commerce Service 
officers and Foreign Agricultural Service officers who by reason of 
transfer to the Foreign Service of the United States and by appoint-
ment according to law acquire status of Foreign Service officers therein 
shall not be included in the total number of officers in such Service 
for the purpose of determining the percentage limitation established 
by section 10 of the Act of February 23, 1931 (46 Stat. 1207), as 
amended. 

(d) China Trade Act Registrar.—Such officer of the Foreign Service 
as the Secretary of State shall make available for that purpose may be 
authorized by the Secretary of Commerce to perform the duties of 
China Trade Act Registrar provided for in the Act of September 19, 
1922 (42 Stat. 849), under the direction of the Secretary of Commerce. 

(e) Foreign Service Buildings Commission.—The Foreign Service 
Buildings Commission and its functions are hereby transferred to the 
Department of State. The Commission shall exercise advisory func-
tions, but all other functions (including administrative functions) shall 
be exercised under the direction and supervision of the Secretary of 
State by such division, bureau, or office in the Department of State as 
the Secretary shall determine. 
SEC. 2. Treasury Department.—Transfers, consolidations, and aboli-

tions relating to the Department of the Treasury are hereby effected 
as follows: 

(a) Bureau of Lighthouses.—The Bureau of Lighthouses in the 
Department of Commerce and its functions are hereby transferred to 
and shall be consolidated with and administered as a part of the 
Coast Guard in the Department of the Treasury. 

(b) Director General of Railroads: Office Abolished and Functions 
Transferred.—The office of Director General of Railroads is hereby 
abolished. The functions and duties of the Director General of 
Railroads are hereby transferred to the Secretary of the Treasury to 
be exercised and performed by him personally or through such officer 
or officers of the Department of the Treasury as he may authorize. 
The Secretary of the Treasury is hereby designated as the agent pro-
vided for in section 206 of the Transportation Act, 1920 (41 Stat. 461). 

(c) War Finance Corporation Abolished.—All of the functions, prop-
erty, and obligations of the War Finance Corporation not heretofore 
transferred by statute to the Secretary of the Treasury are hereby 
transferred to the Department of the Treasury. The War Finance 
Corporation is hereby abolished and the Secretary of the Treasury 
shall complete the winding up of its affairs and shall dispose of its 
assets in accordance with the Act of March 1, 1929 (45 Stat. 1442), 
not later than December 31, 1939. 
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SEC. 3. Department of Justice.-Transfers, consolidations, and aboli- Departmet of Jus-tice, transfers, etc., re-
tons relating to the Department of Justice are hereby effected as latingto.
follows:

(a) Federal Prison Industries, Inc.-The Federal Prison Industries, ederal Prison In-
Inc. (together with its Board of Directors) and its functions are hereby stris

transferred to the Department of Justice and shall be administered
under the general direction and supervision of the Attorney General.

(b) National Training School for Boys.-The National Training National Training

School for Boys and its functions (including the functions of its Board ool
of Trustees) are hereby transferred to the Department of Justice and
shall be administered by the Director of the Bureau of Prisons, under
the direction and supervision of the Attorney General.

(c) Board of Trustees of the National Training School for Boys Board of Trustees

Abolished.-The Board of Trustees of the National Training School abled.

for Boys (including the consulting trustees) is hereby abolished.
SEC. 4. Department of the Interior.-Transfers, consolidations, and Department of the

abolitions relating to the Department of the Interior are hereby relating' to.

effected as follows:
(a) Functions of the National Bituminous Coal Commission Trans- National Bitumi-

ferred.-The functions of the National Bituminous Coal Commission on, functionsa tmms-
(including the functions of the members of the Commission) are hereby e rred -
transferred to the Secretary of the Interior to be administered under
his direction and supervision by such division, bureau, or office in the
Department of the Interior as the Secretary shall determine.

(b) National Bituminous Coal Commission Abolished.-The National Commission bol-
Bituminous Coal Commission and the offices of the members thereof
are hereby abolished and the outstanding affairs of the Commission
shall be wound up by the Secretary of the Interior.

(c) Office of Consumers' Counsel Abolished and Functions Trans- ofie of Consum-
ferred.-The office of Consumers' Counsel of the National Bituminous and functions trans-
Coal Commission is hereby abolished and its functions are transferred ferred.

to, and shall be administered in, the Office of the Solicitor of the De-
partment of the Interior under the direction and supervision of the
Secretary of the Interior.

(d) Bureau of Insular Affairs.-The Bureau of Insular Affairs of the ,,:eau of Insular
War Department and its functions are hereby transferred to the
Department of the Interior and shall be consolidated with the Division
of Territories and Island Possessions ill the Department of tile Interior
and administered in such Division under the direction and supervision
of the Secretary of the Interior. The office of the Chief of the Bureau omlee of c',ie of
and offices subordinate thereto provided for in section 14 of the Act islii e
of June 4, 1920 (41 Stat. 769), are hereby abolished and all of the 4s. ". §I 2, 3.
functions of such offices are transferred to, and shall be exercised by,
the Director of the Division of Territories and Island Possessions.

(e) Bureau of Fisheries.-The Bureau of Fisheries in the Depart- Bureau of Fisheries.
ment of Commerce and its functions are hereby transferred to the
Department of the Interior and shall be administered in that Depart-
ment under the direction and supervision of the Secretary of the
Interior. The functions of the Secretary of Commerce relating to the Protection of fur

protection of fur seals and other fur-bearing animals, to the supervision
of the Pribilof Islands and the care of the natives thereof, and to the
Whaling Treaty Act, are hereby transferred to, and shall be exercised
by, the Secretary of the Interior.

(f) Bureau of Biological Survey.-The Bureau of Biological Survey Bureauof Biological

in the Department of Agriculture and its functions are hereby trans- Surey
ferred to the Department of the Interior and shall be administered in
that Department under the direction and supervision of the Secretary
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of the Interior. The functions of the Secretary of Agriculture relating
to the conservation of wild life, game, and migratory birds are hereby
transferred to, and shall be exercised by, the Secretary of the Interior.
The provisions of the Act of May 18, 1934 (c. 299, 48 Stat. 780), as
amended by the Act of February 8, 1936 (c. 40, 49 Stat. 1105), insofar
as they relate to officers or employees of the Department of Agri-
culture designated by the Secretary of Agriculture to enforce any act
of Congress for the protection, preservation or restoration of game
and other wild life and animals shall apply to officers and employees
of the Department of the Interior designated by the Secretary of the
Interior to exercise and discharge such duties.

(g) Officers of Biological Survey May Administer Oaths.-The pro-
visions of the Act of January 31, 1925 (c. 124, 43 Stat. 803), shall be
applicable to such officers, agents, or employees of the Department
of the Interior performing functions of the Bureau of Biological
Survey as are designated by the Secretary of the Interior for the pur-
poses named in the Act.

(h) Migratory Bird Conservation Commission.-The Secretary of
the Interior shall be chairman of the Migratory Bird Conservation
Commission, and the Secretary of Agriculture shall be a member
thereof.

(i) Mount Rushmore National Memorial Commission.-The Mount
Rushmore National Memorial Commission and its functions are hereby
transferred to the National Park Service in the Department of the
Interior. The functions vested in the Commission by section 3 and
4 (a) of the Act of June 15,1938, (c. 402, 52 Stat. 694) shall continue
to be exercised by the Commission. All other functions of the Mount
Rushmore National Memorial Commission shall be administered by
the National Park Service under the direction and supervision of the
Secretary of the Interior.

SEC. 5. Department of Agriculture: Rural Electrification Adminis-
tration Transferred.-The Rural Electrification Admnistration and its
functions and activities are hereby transferred to the Department of
Agriculture and shall be administered in that Department by the
Administrator of the Rural Electrification Administration under the
general direction and supervision of the Secretary of Agriculture.

SEC. 6. Department of Commerce: Transfer of Inland Waterways
Corporation.-The Inland Waterways Corporation and all of its func-
tions and obligations are hereby transferred to the Department of
Commerce and shall be administered in that Department under the
supervision and direction of the Secretary of Commerce. The capital
stock of the Corporation shall continue to be held for the United
States by the Secretary of the Treasury, but all other functions, rights,
privileges, and powers and all duties and liabilities of the Secretary of
War relating to the Inland Waterways Corporation are hereby trans-
ferred to, and shall be exercised, performed, and discharged by, the
Secretary of Commerce. The Secretary of Commerce shall be substi-
tuted for the Secretary of War as, and shall be deemed to be, the
incorporator of the Inland Waterways Corporation.

PART 2.-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES

SECTION 201. Federal Security Agency.-Transfers and consolida-
tions relating to the Federal Security Agency are hereby effected as
follows:

(a) Radio Service and United States Film Service Transferred.-The
functions of the Radio Division and the United States Film Service
of the National Emergency Council are hereby transferred to the
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of the Interior. The functions of the Secretary- of Agriculture relating 
to the conservation of wild life, game, and migratory birds are hereby 
transferred to, and shall be exercised by, the Secretary of the Interior. 
The provisions of the Act of May 18, 1934 (c. 299, 48 Stat. 780), as 
amended by the Act of February 8, 1936 (c. 40, 49 Stat. 1105), insofar 
as they relate to officers or employees of the Department of Agri-
culture designated by the Secretary of Agriculture to enforce any act 
of Congress for the protection, preservation or restoration of game 
and other wild life and animals shall apply to officers and employees 
of the Department of the Interior designated by the Secretary of the 
Interior to exercise and discharge such duties. 

(g) Officers of Biological Survey May Administer Oaths.— The pro-
visions of the Act of January 31, 1925 (c. 124, 43 Stat. 803), shall be 
applicable to such officers, agents, or employees of the Department 
of the Interior performing functions of the Bureau of Biological 
Survey as are designated by the Secretary of the Interior for the pur-
poses named in the Act. 

(h) Migratory Bird Conservation Commission.—The Secretary of 
the Interior shall be chairman of the Migratory Bird Conservation 
Commission, and the Secretary of Agriculture shall be a member 
thereof. 

(i) Mount Rushmore National Memorial Commission.—The Mount 
Rushmore National Memorial Commission and its functions are hereby 
transferred to the National Park Service in the Department of the 
Interior. The functions vested in the Commission by section 3 and 
4 (a) of the Act of June 15, 1938, (c. 402, 52 Stat. 694) shall continue 
to be exercised by the Commission. All other functions of the Mount 
Rushmore National Memorial Commission shall be administered by 
the National. Park Service under the direction and supervision of the 
Secretary of the Interior. 
SEC. 5. Department of Agriculture: Rural Electrification Adminis-

tration Transferred.— The Rural Electrification Administration and its 
functions and activities are hereby transferred to the Department of 
Agriculture and shall be administered in that Department by the 
Administrator of the Rural Electrification Administration under the 
general direction and supervision of the Secretary of Agriculture. 
SEC. 6. Department of Commerce: Transfer of Inland Waterways 

Corporation.— The Inland Waterways Corporation and all of its func-
tions and obligations are hereby transferred to the Department of 
Commerce and shall be administered in that Department under the 
supervision and direction of the Secretary of Commerce. The capital 
stock of the Corporation shall continue to be held for the United 
States by the Secretary of the Treasury, but all other functions, rights, 
privileges, and powers and all duties and liabilities of the Secretary of 
War relating to the Inland Waterways Corporation are hereby trans-
ferred to, and shall be exercised, performed, and discharged by, the 
Secretary of Commerce. The Secretary of Commerce shall be substi-
tuted for the Secretary of War as, and shall be deemed to be, the 
incorporator of the Inland Waterways Corporation. 
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SECTION 201. Federal Security Agency.—Transfers and consolida-
tions relating to the Federal Security Agency are hereby effected as 
follows: 

(a) Radio Service and United States Film Service Transferred.—The 
functions of the Radio Division and the United States Film Service 
of the National Emergency Council are hereby transferred to the 
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Federal Security Agency and shall be administered in the Office of
Education under the direction and supervision of the Federal Security
Administrator.

(b) American Printing House for the Blind.-The functions of the
Secretary of the Treasury with respect to the administration of the
appropriations for the American Printing House for the Blind (except
the function relating to the perpetual trust fund) are hereby trans-
ferred to the Federal Security Agency and shall be administered
under the direction and supervision of the Federal Security Adminis-
trator. The annual report and vouchers required to be furnished
to the Secretary of the Treaury by the trustees of the American
Printing House for the Blind shall be furnished to the Federal Security
Administrator.

SEC. 202. National Archives.-Transfers, consolidations, and aboli-
tions relating to the National Archives are hereby effected as follows:

(a) Functions of Codification Board Transferred.-The functions of
the Codification Board, established by the Act of June 19, 1937 (50
Stat. 304), are hereby transferred to the National Archives and shall
be consolidated in that agency with the functions of the Division of
the Federal Register and shall be administered by such Division under
the direction and supervision of the Archivist.

(b) Codification Board Abolished.-The Codification Board is hereby
abolished and its outstanding affairs shall be wound up by the Archi-
vist through the Division of the Federal Register in the National
Archives.

PART 3.-EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

SECTION 301. Transfers and abolitions relating to the Executive
Office of the President are hereby effected as follows:

(a) Functions of National Emergency Council Transferred.-All
functions of the National Emergency Council other than those relating
to Radio Service and Film Service (transferred by section 201(a) of
this plan to the Federal Security Agency) are hereby transferred to
the Executive Office of the President and shall be administered under
the direction and supervision of the President.

(b) National Emergency Council Abolished.-The National Emer-
gency Council is hereby abolished and its outstanding affairs shall be
wound up under the direction and supervision of the President.

PART 4.-GENERAL PROVISIONS

SEC. 401. Transfer of Functions of Heads of Departments.-Except
as otherwise provided in this Plan, the functions of the head of any
Department relating to the administration of any agency or function
transferred from his Department by this Plan, are hereby transferred
to, and shall be exercised by, the head of the department or agency
to which such transferred agency or function is transferred by this
Plan.

SEC. 402. Transfer of Records, Property, and Personnel.-All records
and property (including office equipment) of the several agencies, and
all records and property used primarily in the administration of any
functions, transferred by this Plan and, except as otherwise provided,
all the personnel used in the administration of such agencies and func-
tions (including officers whose chief duties relate to such administra-
tion) are hereby transferred to the respective departments or agencies
concerned, for use in the administration of the agencies and functions
transferred by this Plan: Provided, That any personnel transferred to
any department or agency by this section found by the head of such
department or agency to be in excess of the personnel necessary for
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Federal Security Agency and shall be administered in the Office of 
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the administration of the functions transferred to his department or
agency shall be retransferred under existing law to other positions in
the Government service, or separated from the service subject to the
provisions of section 10(a) of the Reorganization Act of 1939.

SEC. 403. Transfer of Funds.-So much of the unexpended balances
of appropriations, allocations, or other funds available for the use of
any agency in the exercise of any function transferred by this Plan, or
for the use of the head of any department or agency in the exercise of
any function so transferred, as the Director of the Bureau of the
Budget with the approval of the President shall determine, shall be
transferred to the department or agency concerned for use in connec-
tion with the exercise of the function so transferred. In determining
the amount to be transferred the Director of the Bureau of the
Budget may include an amount to provide for the liquidation of
obligations incurred against such appropriations, allocations, or other
funds prior to the transfer: Provided, That the use of the unexpended
balances of appropriations, allocations, or other funds transferred by
this section shall be subject to the provisions of section 4(d)(3) and
section 9 of the Reorganization Act of 1939.

SEC. 404. Transfer of Functions Relating to Personnel.-Except as
prohibited by section 3(b) of the Reorganization Act of 1939, all
functions relating to the appointment, fixing of compensation, trans-
fer, promotion, demotion, suspension, or dismissal of persons to or
from offices and positions in any department vested by law in any
officer of such department other than the head thereof are hereby
transferred to the head of such department and shall be administered
under his direction and supervision by such division, bureau, office,
or persons as he shall determine.
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the administration of the functions transferred to his department or 
agency shall be retransferred under existing law to other positions in 
the Government service, or separated from the service subject to the 
provisions of section 10(a) of the Reorganization Act of 1939. 
SEC. 403. Transfer of Funds.—So much of the unexpended balances 

of appropriations, allocations, or other funds available for the use of 
any agency in the exercise of any function transferred by this Plan, or 
for the use of the head of any department or agency in the exercise of 
any function so transferred, as the Director of the Bureau of the 
Budget with the approval of the President shall determine, shall be 
transferred to the department or agency concerned for use in connec-
tion with the exercise of the function so transferred. In determining 
the amount to be transferred the Director of the Bureau of the 
Budget may include an amount to provide for the liquidation of 
obligations incurred against such appropriations, allocations, or other 
funds prior to the transfer: Provided, That the use of the unexpended 
balances of appropriations, allocations, or other funds transferred by 
this section shall be subject to the provisions of section 4 (d)(3) and 
section 9 of the Reorganization Act of 1939. 
SEC. 404. Transfer of Functions Relating to Personnel.—Except as 

prohibited by section 3 (b) of the Reorganization Act of 1939, all 
functions relating to the appointment, fixing of compensation, trans-
fer, promotion, demotion, suspension, or dismissal of persons to or 
from offices and positions in any department vested by law in any 
officer of such department other than the head thereof are hereby 
transferred to the head of such department and shall be administered 
under his direction and supervision by such division, bureau, office, 
or persons as he shall determine. 
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tablishment of, forbidden  

Park Field Military Reservation, trans-
fer of jurisdiction to, from War 
Department  

Page Agriculture, Department of—Continued. Page 

Pink bollworm, discussions with Mexi-
can Government and various States 
to prepare plans for eradication of, 

674 authorized  1273 
Plant Industry, Bureau of, limitation on 

979 cost of buildings  952 
Public Roads, Bureau of. See Federal 

Works Agency, Public Roads Ad-
ministration. 

Rural Electrification Administration-
853 Check clearance, etc., expenses, trans-

fer of funds to Treasury Depart-
ment authorized  674 

979 Transfer of, to  1434 
1429 Salaries limited to average rates under 

Classification Act; exceptions  939 
930 Seeds, etc., purchase of, and grants 

thereof to agricultural producers  974 
Soil Conservation Service-

1238 Buildings, limitation on cost; restric-
tion on construction on other 
than Government-owned land  972 

Check clearance, etc., expenses, trans-

674 
fer of funds to Treasury Depart-
ment authorized  674 

Photographs, maps, etc., sale author-

655 ized  973 
Warehouse maintenance, etc  972 

1429 Spray insecticides, use of funds for labor-
atory investigations to determine 
possibly harmful effects on human 
beings forbidden  940 

1417 Stationery stocks, maintenance of  941 
Stenographic reporting services, con-

tracts for, authorized  940 
1431 Supplies, etc., proportionate charging of 

salaries and expenses of handling 
954 to proper appropriation  941 
955 Twine, purchase of domestic  941 

Under Secretary, status defined  809 
955 Vehicles, purchase of passenger-carrying 

authorized  978 
955 Weather Bureau— 

Part-time employees  947 
Printing, restriction on, that can be 

956 done at Government Printing 
Office  947 

955 Work for other departments, etc.; trans-
fer of funds  977 

809 Agriculture, International Institute of, 
940 Rome, Italy, appropriation for contri-

bution  891 
940 Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, Colleges 
940 of, appropriation for further endow-

ment of  732 
Air Attaches, Foreign, sale of aviation sup-

977 plies and services for aircraft operated 
by, authorized  795 

Air Corps. See Army. 
1075 Aircraft. See Army; Navy Department. 
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Aircraft Parts, procurement without ad- Page A

vertising authorized-------------- 1000
Air Mail Service, Domestic, appropriation

for--------------------------- 677, 1323
Air-Mail Transportation, Foreign:

Appropriation for _-------------- 678, 1323

Award of contracts ----------------- 1323

Cancelation of contracts by foreign
government, no indemnification for

private losses --------------- -- 1323

Contracts entered into by private per-
sons, etc., ratification not to be
implied ------------------------ 1323

Landing rights in U. S., freedom of
action reserved with respect to-_ 1323

Air.Navigation Facilities, appropriation
for establishment of additional ----- 527

Airways Weather Service and Research,
appropriation for------------------ 947

Ak Chin Irrigation Project, Ariz., appro-

priation for----------------------- 699

Akron, Ohio, old post-office building and

site, repeal of minimum-price limita-
tion on sale of-------------------- 1291

Alabama, Cedar Point, time extended for

bridging Mobile Bay at------------ 1124

Alabama Power Company, purchase of

electric utility properties of, by
Tennessee Valley Authority author-

ized; bond issue------------------- 1084

Alameda, Calif.:
Government Island, acceptance of con-

veyance of certain lands on, to
United States authorized--------- 813

Naval Air Station, appropriation for

continuance of construction------- 774

Alamogordo Dam and Reservoir, Pecos
River, N. Mex., uses declared; transfer

of funds authorized --------------- 1417

Alaska:
Appropriation for-

Agricultural experiment stations---- 943

Extension work-------------- 945

Alaska Railroad -------------- 634, 735

Retirement and disability fund --- 529

American seamen, relief of ship-
wrecked --------------------- 889

Astronomic observations----------- 915

District attorneys, salaries ---------- 900

Fisheries Service---------------- 917, 918

Game law, enforcement ----------- 964

Governor, etc., salaries ------------- 734

Hospital and quarters, construction_- 711

Indigent, relief of------------------ 658

Insane, care, etc., of ------- 634, 734, 1318

International Boundary Commission,
United States and Canada and
Alaska and Canada------------ 894

Legislative expenses ------------ 1318

Medical relief in ------------------ 707

.laska-Continued. Page

Appropriation for-Continued.
Mineral resources, investigation of_-- 720
Mount McKinley National Park,

administration, etc ---------- 727
Natives, support, education, relief of

destitution, etc------- -------- 706
Prisoners, support, etc---------- 636, 902

Public domain, fire suppression, etc-- 692
Public schools, establishment ------- 734

Railroads, additional income tax on - 662

Reindeer industry ------------- 708, 1315
Roads, etc., construction and repair-- 734

Salmon River, flood-control work _-- 859

Star Route Service --------------- 678
Wildlife resources, investigations - - 963

Army construction work, contracts au-
thorized on cost-plus-a-fixed-fee
basis-------------------------- 1239

Detail of officer as executive represent-
ative of contracting officer ----- 1240

Fee limitation-------------------- 1240
Negotiations--------------------- 1239

Outside corporations, employment
authorized-------------------- 1240

Performance bond, waiver --------- 1240

Chilkoot Barracks Military Reserva-
tion, right-of-way granted across,
for pipe line-------------------- 1272

Coast and Geodetic Survey, construc-
tion of vessels designed for use in;

appropriation authorized --------- 803

Coast Guard base and air station, con-
struction authorized ------------ 797

Commissioners, U. S., appointment of
Coast Guard officers as, authorized 1143

Deputy Marshals, U. S., appointment
of Coast Guard officers as, author-
ized ------------------------- 1143

Education, lands reserved for purposes
of, sale of timber; leases; use of pro-
cee(ds--------------------- -- 1243

Housing, census of, in 1940 --- ------- 1406

Ketchikan-
Water-supply reserves, certain tracts

of public lands set aside for__ 1131
Jurisdiction and administration--- 1132

Lands reserved for educational uses, sale

of timber; leases; use of proceeds-_ 1243

New appointees, travel expenses from
Seattle authorized --------------- 713

Postal service, contracts for powerboat
service authorized; cost limitation- 1338

Postmasters, authority to perform cer-
tain notarial functions; form, cer-
tificate, etc.; fees---------------- 1219

Powerboat mail service, contracts for,
authorized; cost limitation ------- 1338

Teachers, exemption of compensation
from income tax; provision re-

pealed ---------------------- 575

VINDEX V 

Aircraft Parts, procurement without ad- rage 

vertising authorized  1000 
Air Mail Service, Domestic, appropriation 

for  677, 1323 
Air-Mail Transportation, Foreign: 

Appropriation for  678, 1323 
Award of contracts  1323 
Cancelation of contracts by foreign 

government, no indemnification for 
private losses  1323 

Contracts entered into by private per-
sons, etc., ratification not to be 
implied   1323 

Landing rights in U. S., freedom of 
action reserved with respect to  1323 

Air-Navigation Facilities, appropriation 
for establishment of additional  527 

Airways Weather Service and Research, 
appropriation for  947 

Ak Chin Irrigation Project, Ariz., appro-
priation for  699 

Akron, Ohio, old post-office building and 
site, repeal of minimum-price limita-
tion on sale of  1291 

Alabama, Cedar Point, time extended for 
bridging Mobile Bay at  1124 

Alabama Power Company, purchase of 
electric utility properties of, by 
Tennessee Valley Authority author-
ized; bond issue  1084 

Alameda, Calif.: 
Government Island, acceptance of con-

veyance of certain lands on, to 
United States authorized  813 

Naval Air Station, appropriation for 
continuance of construction  774 

Alamogordo Dam and Reservoir, Pecos 
River, N. Mex., uses declared; transfer 
of funds authorized  1417 

Alaska: 
Appropriation for— 

Agricultural experiment stations_ _ _ _ 943 
Extension work  945 

Alaska Railroad  634, 735 
Retirement and disability f mid _ 529 

American seamen, relief of ship-
wrecked  889 

Astronomic observations  915 
District attorneys, salaries  900 
Fisheries Service  917, 918 
Game law, enforcement  964 
Governor, etc., salaries  734 
Hospital and quarters, construction  711 
Indigent, relief of_   658 
Insane, care, etc., of  634, 734, 1318 
International Boundary Commission, 

United States and Canada and 
Alaska and Canada  894 

Legislative expenses  1318 

Medical relief in  707 
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Appropriation for—Continued. 

Mineral resources, investigation of___ 
Mount McKinley National Park, 

administration, etc  
Natives, support, education, relief of 

destitution, etc  706 
Prisoners, support, etc  636, 902 
Public domain, fire suppression, etc__ 692 
Public schools, establishment  734 
Railroads, additional income tax on _ 662 
Reindeer industry  708, 1315 
Roads, etc., construction and repair__ 734 
Salmon River, flood-control work ___ 859 
Star Route Service  678 
Wildlife resources, investigations_ _ _ _ 963 

Army construction work, contracts au-
thorized on cost-plus-a-fixed-fee 
basis  1239 

Detail of officer as executive represent-
ative of contracting officer  1240 

Fee limitation   1240 
Negotiations   1239 
Outside corporations, 

authorized  
Performance bond, waiver  

Chilkoot Barracks Military Reserva-
tion, right-of-way granted across, 
for pipe line  

Coast and Geodetic Survey, construc-
tion of vessels designed for use in; 
appropriation authorized  

Coast Guard base and air station, con-
struction authorized  

Commissioners, U. S., appointment of 
Coast Guard officers as, authorized _ 

Deputy Marshals, U. S., appointment 
of Coast Guard officers as, author-
ized_._  

Education, lands reserved for purposes 
of, sale of timber; leases; use of pro-
ceeds  

housing, census of, in 1940 
Ketchikan— 

Water-supply reserves, certain tracts 
of public lands set aside for _ 

Jurisdiction and administration_ _ _ 

Lands reserved for educational uses, sale 
of timber; leases; use of proceeds_ _ 

New appointees, travel expenses from 
Seattle authorized  

Postal service, contracts for powerboat 
service authorized; cost limitation _ 

Postmasters, authority to perform cer-
tain notarial functions; form, cer-
tificate, etc.; fees  

Powerboat mail service, contracts for, 
authorized; cost limitation  

Teachers, exemption of compensation 
from income tax; provision re-
pealed 

employment 
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Alaska Communication System, appro- Page
priation for operation, maintenance,
etc------------------------------ 858

Alaska Railroad:
Appropriation for-

Maintenance, etc., expenses _____ 634, 735
Retirement and disability fund------ 529

Alaska Railroad Retirement Act, Amend-
ments:

Annuity-
Composition of ------------------ 1246
Computation, method of.---------- 1247
Increased, at option of employee---- 1247
Minimum amount----------------- 1246

Beneficiary, designation of ----------- 1251
Death of annuitant before receiving

amounts to his credit, payment of
amount remaining--------------- 1250

Order of precedence of payments-__- 1251
Death without attaining eligibility for

retirement or establishing claim for
annuity, order of precedence of pay-
ment of amount to credit ------- 1251

Former employee becoming legally in-
competent, payment of amount to
credit----------------------- 1251

Service, computation of; periods in-
cluded-- ---- .-----.------- 1247

Alaskan International Highway Commis-
sion, appropriation for expenses----- 987

Albania, appropriation for minister to --- 887
Albrook Field, C. Z., appropriation for

construction at-------------------- 602
Albuquerque, N. Mex., appropriation for

education of Indians--------------- 705
Albuquerque Hospital, N. Mex., appro-

priation for ---------------------- 707
Albuquerque Indian School, N. Mex.,

appropriation for maintenance, etc.,
of buildings and grounds ------------ 701

Albuquerque Sanatorium, N. Mex., appro-
priation for ---------------------- 707

Alcohol Administration, Federal. See
Treasury Department.

Alderson, W. Va., appropriation for Fed-
eral Industrial Institution for Women- 635

Aldrich, Mrs. Richard, appropriation for
medal for -----------------.---.- 670

Aliens. See also Citizenship and Natural-
ization.

Civilian Pilot Training Act of 1939,
restriction on training of, under
provisions of-- ---------------- 856

Registration of, having no record of
admission for permanent resi-
dence ---------------------... 1243

Work relief projects, restriction on em-
ployment of, on----------.--- 508, 934

World War veterans, extension of time
for naturalization of certain, resid-
ing in United States------------- 851

All-American Canal, appropriation for Page
construction ------------------ -- 718

Allegheny County, Pa., construction of
bridges across Monongahela River in,
authorized ---------------------- 1078

Allegheny River, bridge authorized across,
at Westmoreland County, Pa ------- 621

Ambassadors, appropriation for salaries__ 887
American Battle Monuments Commission,

appropriation for------------------ 525
American Ephemeris and Nautical Alma-

nac, appropriation for preparation-_ 780
American Historical Association, appro-

priation for printing report of------ 540
American International Institute for the

Protection of Childhood, appropria-
tion for contribution--------------- 892

American Printing House for the Blind:
Appropriation for ------------------- 675
Transfer of functions of Secretary of

the Treasury to Federal Security
Agency---- --------.----.---- 1435

American Republics:
Temporary detail of United States em-

ployees to; acceptance of advances
of funds -- -----. ----------- 652

Treaties, etc., with, utilization of serv-
ices of Government agencies in
carrying out------------------- 1290

Advisory committee authorized----- 1290
American Samoa, exemption from inter-

nal revenue tax of articles brought
into-- -------------------------- 885

American Scientific Congress, Eighth,
appropriation for organizing and
holding ------.------------..--- . 896

Ammunition, continuation of tax on ----- 863
Anahulu River, T. H., examination for

flood-control purposes authorized ... 1417
Anasco River, P. R., examination for flood-

control purposes authorized -------- 1417
Animal Husbandry, appropriation for in-

vestigations, etc------.------------ 948
Animal Industry, Bureau of. See Agri-

culture, Department of.
Annapolis, Md.:

Appropriation for-
Engineering experiment station------ 764
Naval Academy at. See Naval

Academy.
Naval Radio Station, construction,

etc------------------------- 774
Annual Assessment Work, time extended

for commencement of, on mining
claims held by location------------- 991

Anoka County, Minn., appropriation for
direct relief to citizens made destitute
by tornado---------------------- 984

Antarctic Regions, appropriation for sur-
vey of natural resources in- ----- 986, 1321
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Alaska Communication System, appro- Page 

priation for operation, maintenance, 
etc   858 

Alaska Railroad: 
Appropriation for— 

Maintenance, etc., expenses  634, 735 
Retirement and disability fund  529 

Alaska Railroad Retirement Act, Amend-
ments: 

Annuity— 
Composition of   1246 
Computation, method of _  1247 
Increased, at option of employee  1247 
Minimum amount  1246 

Beneficiary, designation of  1251 
Death of annuitant before receiving 

amounts to his credit, payment of 
amount remaining  1250 

Order of precedence of payments__ _ _ 1251 
Death without attaining eligibility for 

retirement or establishing claim for 
annuity, order of precedence of pay-
ment of amount to credit  1251 

Former employee becoming legally in-
competent, payment of amount to 
credit  1251 

Service, computation of; periods in-
cluded   1247 

Alaskan International Highway Commis-
sion, appropriation for expenses  987 

Albania, appropriation for minister to  887 
Albrook Field, C. Z., appropriation for 

construction at  602 
Albuquerque, N. Mex., appropriation for 

education of Indians   705 
Albuquerque Hospital, N. Mex., appro-

priation for  707 
Albuquerque Indian School, N. Mex., 

appropriation for maintenance, etc., 
of buildings and grounds  701 

Albuquerque Sanatorium, N. Mex., appro-
priation for  707 

Alcohol Administration, Federal See 
Treasury Department. 

Alderson, W. Va., appropriation for Fed-
eral Industrial Institution for Women_ 635 

Aldrich, Mrs. Richard, appropriation for 
medal for   670 

Aliens. See also Citizenship and Natural-
ization. 

Civilian Pilot Training Act of 1939, 
restriction on training of, under 
provisions of__  856 

Registration of, having no record of 
admission for permanent resi-
dence  1243 

Work relief projects, restriction on em-
ployment of, on  508, 934 

World War veterans, extension of time 
for naturalization of certain, resid-
ing in United States   851 

All-American Canal, appropriation for 
construction  

Allegheny County, Pa., construction of 
bridges across Monongahela River in, 
authorized  1078 

Allegheny River, bridge authorized across, 
at Westmoreland County, Pa  621 

Ambassadors, appropriation for salaries_ _ 887 
American Battle Monuments Commission, 

appropriation for  525 
American Ephemeris and Nautical Alma-

nac, appropriation for preparation  780 
American Historical Association, appro-

priation for printing report of  540 
American International Institute for the 

Protection of Childhood, appropria-
tion for contribution  892 

American Printing House for the Blind: 
Appropriation for  675 
Transfer of functions of Secretary of 

the Treasury to Federal Security 
Agency  1435 

American Republics: 
Temporary detail of United States em-

ployees to; acceptance of advances 
of funds   652 

Treaties, etc., with, utilization of serv-
ices of Government agencies in 
carrying out  1290 

Advisory committee authorized  1290 
American Samoa, exemption from inter-

nal revenue tax of articles brought 
into_   885 

American Scientific Congress, Eighth, 
appropriation for organizing and 
holding   896 

Ammunition, continuation of tax on  863 
Anahulu River, T. H., examination for 

flood-control purposes authorized _ _ _ _ 1417 

Anasco River, P. R., examination for flood-
control purposes authorized  1417 

Animal Husbandry, appropriation for in-
vestigations, etc  948 

Animal Industry, Bureau of. See Agri-
culture, Department of. 

Annapolis, Md.: 
Appropriation for— 

Engineering experiment station  764 
Naval Academy at. See Naval 

Academy. 
Naval Radio Station, construction, 

etc  774 

Annual Assessment Work, time extended 
for commencement of, on mining 
claims held by location  991 

Anoka County, Minn., appropriation for 
direct relief to citizens made destitute 
by tornado  984 

Antarctic Regions, appropriation for sur-
vey of natural resources in  986, 1321 
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Antiaircraft Firing Range, Mohave Desert, Page
acquisition of additional land author-
ized ---------------------------- 1123

Antioch, Calif., limit of cost of construction
of post office increased-------------- 1305

Antitrust Laws, appropriation for enforce-
ment---------------------------- 899

Apache Tribe, Mescalero Reservation, N.
Mex., purchase of land for, authorized- 551

Apples, provisions of Agricultural Market-
ing Act of 1937 made applicable to,
produced in Washington, Oregon,
and Idaho ------------------------ 793

Appomattox Court House National His-
torical Monument, Va., funds made
available for acquisition of land, etc - 728

Appropriation Acts:
Agriculture, Department of ---------- 939
Commerce, Department of----------- 907
Deficiency Acts-

Fiscal year 1939, First ------------ 512
Fiscal year 1939, Second----------- 626
Fiscal year 1939, Third--- ------- 1301
Urgent Deficiency and Supplemental,

fiscal years 1939 and 1940------ 980
District of Columbia --------------- 1004
Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of

1939 ------------------------- 927

Farm Credit Administration ---------- 978
Independent Offices ---------------- 524
Interior, Department of the ---------- 685
Justice, Department of--------------- 896
Labor, Department of --------------- 92C
Legislative Branch of the Government 822
Military------------ --------- 592

Supplemental ----------------- -- 992
Navy Department------------- ....-- 757
Post Office Department ------------- 675

State, Department of---------------- 885
Treasury Department---------------- 654

Supplemental, 1939--------------- 653
War Department Civil Appropriation

Act ------------------------- - 85(
Appropriations:

Agricultural extension work, coopera-
tive, further development of, au-
thorized---------------------- 589

Benjamin Harrison Memorial Commis-
sion, authorized----------------- 1274

Carlisle Barracks, Pa., construction of
medical school building, author-
ized ------------------------- 100.

Civilian Pilot Training Act of 1939,
authorized --------------------- 85<

Appropriation for----------------- 130'

Coast and Geodetic Survey, construc-
tion of vessels designed for use in
Alaska, authorized--------------- 80'

Coast Guard Academy, contingent
expenses, authorized------------- 58,

Annrnnriation for----------------- 1321

Appropriations-Continued. Page
Coast Guard facilities, authorized ---- 797
Coronado Exposition Commission, au-

thorized ----------------------- 1048
Appropriation for ---------------- 1307

Custer National Battlefield Cemetery,
Mont., erection of public museum
within, authorized ----..-------- 1337

Educational orders for certain muni-
tions, etc., authorized------------ 560

Appropriation for _---------- 595, 993
Federal Seed Act, authorized---------- 1289
Filipino emigration from United States,

authorized --------------------- 1134
Appropriation for ---------------- 1319

Fleet supply facilities, authorized - --- 801
Gallipolis, Ohio, Federal participation

in celebration of 150th anniversary
of settlement, authorized- ------- 1347

General Anthony Wayne Memorial
Commission -------------------- 1305

Great Plains, etc., construction of water
conservation projects, authorized-- 1419

Hot Springs National Park, Ark., ac-
quisition of land for extension of
boundaries, authorized- ---------- 1342

Appropriation for- ---------------- 1318
Housing, national census of, in 1940,

authorized--------------------- 1406
Insect pest and plant disease control,

additional -------------------- 821
Kennesaw Mountain National Battle-

field Park, Ga., acquisition of ad-
ditional land, authorized--------- 1275

Appropriation for ---------------- 1318
Marine Band, attendance at-

Grand Army of the Republic, Na-
tional Encampment, authorized_ 590

Appropriation for -------------- 777
United Confederate Veterans' 1939

reunion, Trinidad, Colo., author-
ized------------------------- 582

Appropriation for--------------- 777
Mexico, expropriations of agrarian prop-

erties in; expenses of participation
in settlement of claims, authorized- 573

Appropriation for _--------------- 1324
Microbiology, Third International Con-

gress for, expenses of holding, etc.,
authorized ------------------ 554

Appropriation for _--------------- 988
Military reservations, etc., acquisition of

additional land at certain, author-
ized -------------------------- 1123

Naval aviation facilities, establishment,
etc., authorized----------------- 591

Navy and Marine Memorial, comple-
tion, authorized ---------------- 622

Officers' Competency Certificates Con-
vention, 1936, provisions made ef-
fective; appropriationauthorized - 1051
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Antioch, Calif., limit of cost of construction 
of post office increased  

Antitrust Laws, appropriation for enforce-
ment  

Apache Tribe, Mescalero Reservation, N. 
Mex., purchase of land for, authorized_ 

Apples, provisions of Agricultural Market-
ing Act of 1937 made applicable to, 
produced in Washington, Oregon, 
and Idaho  

Appomattox Court House National His-
torical Monument, Va., funds made 
available for acquisition of land, etc.. _ 

Appropriation Acts: 
Agriculture, Department of  
Commerce, Department of  
Deficiency Acts— 

Fiscal year 1939, First  
Fiscal year 1939, Second  
Fiscal year 1939, Third  
Urgent Deficiency and Supplemental, 

fiscal years 1939 and 1940  
District of Columbia  
Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 

1939  
Farm Credit Administration  
Independent Offices  
Interior, Department of the  
Justice, Department of  
Labor, Department of  
Legislative Branch of the Government-
Military  
Supplemental  

Navy Department  
Post Office Department  
State, Department of  
Treasury Department  

Supplemental, 1939  
War Department Civil Appropriation 

Act  
Appropriations: 

Agricultural extension work, coopera-
tive, further development of, au-

thorized  
Benjamin Harrison Memorial Commis-

sion, authorized  
Carlisle Barracks, Pa., construction of 

medical school building, author-
ized  

Civilian Pilot Training Act of 1939, 
authorized  

Appropriation for  
Coast and Geodetic Survey, construc-

tion of vessels designed for use in 
Alaska, authorized  

Coast Guard Academy, contingent 
expenses, authorized  

Appropriation for  
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Coast Guard facilities, authorized  797 
1123 Coronado Exposition Commission, au-

thorized  1048 
1305 Appropriation for  1307 

Custer National Battlefield Cemetery, 
899 Mont., erection of public museum 

within, authorized__   1337 
551 Educational orders for certain muni-

tions, etc., authorized  
Appropriation for 

Federal Seed Act, authorized  
793 Filipino emigration from United States, 

authorized  1134 
Appropriation for  1319 

728 Fleet supply facilities, authorized  801 
Gallipolis, Ohio, Federal participation 

939 in celebration of 150th anniversary 
907 of settlement, authorized  

General Anthony Wayne Memorial 
512 Commission  
626 Great Plains, etc., construction of water 

1301 conservation projects, authorized_ _ 
Hot Springs National Park, Ark., ac-

980 quisition of land for extension of 
1004 boundaries, authorized 

Appropriation for  
927 Housing, national census 
978 authorized  
524 Insect pest and plant disease control, 
685 additional  
896 Kennesaw Mountain National Battle-
920 field Park, Ga., acquisition of ad-
822 ditional land, authorized  
592 Appropriation for  
992 Marine Band, attendance at-
757 Grand Army of the Republic, Na-
675 tional Encampment, authorized_ 
885 Appropriation for  
654 United Confederate Veterans' 1939 
653 reunion, Trinidad, Colo., author-

ized  
856 Appropriation for 

Mexico, expropriations of agrarian prop-
erties in; expenses of participation 
in settlement of claims, authorized.. 

589 Appropriation for  
Microbiology, Third International Con-

1274 gress for, expenses of holding, etc., 
authorized  

Appropriation for 
1003 Military reservations, etc., acquisition of 

additional land at certain, author-
856 ized  
1302 Naval aviation facilities, establishment, 

etc., authorized  
Navy and Marine Memorial, comple-

803 tion, authorized  
Officers' Competency Certificates Con-

582 vention, 1936, provisions made ef-
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Appropriations-Continued. Page
Panama, cooperation in highway con-

struction, Chorrera to Rio Hato,
authorized----------------- - 1071

Appropriation for --------------- 1327
Panama Canal, improvement and en-

largement of capacity of, authorized_ 1410
Pinckney, Charles Cotesworth and

Thomas, acquisition of papers of,
by Library of Congress, authorized- 572

Appropriation for ---------------- 627
Pneumatic mail tube systems, New York

and Boston, appraisal of, author-
ized ---------------------- 740

Polar Exploration, International Exhi-
bition of, participation expenses,
authorized------------------ 1249

Puyallup Indian Tribal School property,
acquisition of, authorized -------- 1405

Relief and work relief, additional, fiscal
year 1939--------------------- 507

Further additional--------------- 578
Rheumatic Diseases, Seventh Inter-

national Congress for the, expenses
of holding, authorized ----------- 852

"Star-Spangled Banner," Federal partic-
ipation in anniversary celebration,
authorized------------------ -- 1214

Appropriation for----------------- 1305
Statement of, preparation----------- 831
Statistical Institute, International, ex-

penses of meeting, 1940, authorized- 1265
Strategic and critical materials, procure-

ment, investigations, etc., author-
ized -------------- ------------ 812

Appropriation for----------- 770, 1326
Temporary National Economic Com-

mittee--------------------- 629, 984
Third International Congress for Micro-

biology, authorized-------------- 554
Appropriation for----------------- 988

Tongue River Reservoir project, Mont.,
payment of charges against Indian
lands benefited, authorized------- 1411

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, ad-
judication of claims against, au-
thorized ---------------------- 1200

Work relief and relief, additional, fiscal
year 1939-- ---.-------------- 507

Further additional-- ------------- 578
Youngstown, N. Y., grant of right-of-

way, etc., on Fort Niagara Military
Reservation, authorized ---------- 843

Arbitration:
Appropriation for-

Boards, expenses---------------- 537
Bureau of Interparlimnentary Union

for Promotion of International,
contribution----------------- 891

International Bureau of Permanent
Court for, contribution-------- 891

Arboretum, National, appropriation for Page
maintenance, etc---- ------------ 953

Arcadia, R. I., appropriation for construc-
tion of fish cultural station --------- 917

Architect of the Capitol:
Appropriation for----------- 627, 831, 1302
Member of commission to procure paint-

ing of scene at signing of Consti-
tution ------------------------- 583

Scott, Gen. Winfield, loan of portrait of,
to Virginia Military Institute au-
thorized ---------------------- 821

Traveling expenses, funds available for_ 832
Architects, Fifteenth International Con-

gress of, appropriation for expenses of
meeting ------------------------ 639

Archives. See National Archives.
Archivist. See National Archives.
Argentina, appropriation for ambassador

to------------------------------ 887
"Argonaut," U. S. S., alterations author-

ized; limit of cost increased---- 582, 1045
Arid and Semiarid Areas:

Appropriation for construction of water
conservation projects, facilities, etc- 719,

976
Construction of water conservation

projects authorized------------- 1418
Appropriation authorized----------- 1419
Reimbursement of expenditures by

water users------------------ 1419
Requirements-------------------- 1419

Arizona:
Appropriation for-

Boulder Dam National Recreational
Area, administration, etc------- 729

Fence construction along boundary- 894
Gila project, construction---------. 716
Grand Canyon National Park, admin-

istration, etc ---------------- 726
Indian irrigation projects---- 699, 700, 702
Indians, support, etc., of---------- 694,

695, 697, 700, 706, 708, 1316
Parker Dam power project--------- 633
San Carlos irrigation project, main-

tenance, etc-----633, 700, 1314, 1315
Yuma project, operation and main-

tenance---------------------- 715
Papago Indian Reservation, purchase

of lands authorized ----------- - 819
Parker, public auction of certain town

lots authorized---------------- 1203
Lease of vacant unsold lots -------- 1204

Tempe, limit of cost of construction of
post office increased------------ 1305

Arkansas:
Black Rock, bridge authorized across

Black River at----------------- 1079
Helena, bridge authorized across Mis-

.i.;-nni River t 747&o.kXj] . v - . v .----------------- , .
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Appropriations—Continued. 
Panama, cooperation in highway con-

struction, Chorrera to Rio Hato, 
authorized  

Appropriation for  
Panama Canal, improvement and en-

largement of capacity of, authorized_ 
Pinckney, Charles Cotesworth and 

Thomas, acquisition of papers of, 
by Library of Congress, authorized_ 

Appropriation for  
Pneumatic mail tube systems, New York 

and Boston, appraisal of, author-
ized  

Polar Exploration, International Exhi-
bition of, participation expenses, 
authorized  

Puyallup Indian Tribal School property, 
acquisition of, authorized  

Relief and work relief, additional, fiscal 
year 1939  

Further additional 
Rheumatic Diseases, Seventh Inter-

national Congress for the, expenses 
of holding, authorized  

"Star-Spangled Banner," Federal partic-
ipation in anniversary celebration, 
authorized   1214 

Appropriation for  1305 
Statement of, preparation  831 
Statistical Institute, International, ex-

penses of meeting, 1940, authorized_ 1265 
Strategic and critical materials, procure-

ment, investigations, etc., author-
ized  812 

Appropriation for  770, 1326 
Temporary National Economic Com-

mittee  629, 984 
Third International Congress for Micro-

biology, authorized   554 
Appropriation for   988 

Tongue River Reservoir project, Mont., 
payment of charges against Indian 
lands benefited, authorized  1411 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, ad-
judication of claims against, au-
thorized  1200 

Work relief and relief, additional, fiscal 
year 1939  507 

Further additional  578 
Youngstown, N. Y., grant of right-of-

way, etc., on Fort Niagara Military 
Reservation, authorized  843 

Arbitration: 
Appropriation for— 

Boards, expenses  537 
Bureau of Interparliamentary Union 

for Promotion of International, 
contribution  891 

International Bureau of Permanent 
Court for, contribution  891 
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Architect of the Capitol: 

Appropriation for  627, 831, 1302 
Member of commission to procure paint-

ing of scene at signing of Consti-
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Scott, Gen. Winfield, loan of portrait of, 
to Virginia Military Institute au-
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Traveling expenses, funds available for 832 
Architects, Fifteenth International Con-

gress of, appropriation for expenses of 
meeting  639 

Archives. See National Archives. 
Archivist. See National Archives. 
Argentina, appropriation for ambassador 

to  887 
"Argonaut," U. S. S., alterations author-

ized; limit of cost increased  582, 1045 

Arid and Semiarid Areas: 
Appropriation for construction of water 

conservation projects, facilities, etc_ 719, 
976 

Construction of water conservation 
projects authorized  1418 

Appropriation authorized  1419 
Reimbursement of expenditures by 

water users  1419 
Requirements  1419 

Arizona: 
Appropriation for— 

Boulder Dam National Recreational 
Area, administration, etc  729 

Fence construction along boundary.. _ 894 
Gila project, construction  716 
Grand Canyon National Park, admin-

istration, etc  726 
Indian irrigation projects  699, 700, 702 
Indians, support, etc., of  694, 

695, 697, 700, 706, 708, 1316 
Parker Dam power project  633 
San Carlos irrigation project, main-

tenance, etc 633, 700, 1314, 1315 
Yuma project, operation and main-

tenance   715 
Papago Indian Reservation, purchase 

of lands authorized  819 
Parker, public auction of certain town 

lots authorized  1203 
Lease of vacant unsold lots  1204 

Tempe; limit of cost of construction of 
post office increased  1305 

Arkansas: 
Black Rock, bridge authorized across 

Black River at  1079 
Helena, bridge authorized across Mis-

sissippi River at  747 
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Hot Springs National Park-
Appropriation for administration,

etc---------------------------
Extension of boundaries, cost lim-

itation repealed -- _---------__-
Appropriation authorized --_---_

Appropriation for- ..----------
Donations of lands, etc., accept-

ance authorized .-----------
Arkansas-Mississippi Bridge Commission,

authority, powers, etc.; bridge con-
struction by, authorized, Friar Point,
Miss.-Helena, Ark ---------------

Arlington Farm, Va., appropriation for --

Arlington Memorial Bridge, appropria-
tion for administration, etc -------

Arlington National Cemetery, Va., ap-
propriation for maintenance, etc ----

Army. See also War Department.
Air Corps-

Age limit for appointment as second
lieutenant, waiver of, of certain
persons now on active duty ---

Aircraft, equipment and maintenance
of designated; appropriations au-
thorized ---------------------

Appropriation for---------------
Aircraft parts, procurement without

advertising authorized---------
Commissioning of 300 second lieu-

tenants from Reserve officers and
flying cadets ----------------

Contracts authorized -------......
Enlisted men, basic allotment of.----
Incurred obligations, sums available

for payment of ------- ----
Loan of aircraft, etc., to accredited

civilian flying schools; Negro
pilot training-----------------

New airplanes, etc., contracts au-
thorized for..--------------

Northern latitudes, funds made avail-
able for preparation of data on
meteorological, etc., conditions--

Reserve officers, annual call to active
duty; number, grades, etc.;
length of tour of duty---------

Lump sum payment to, at termina-
tion of active duty when not
selected for Regular Army com-
mission --------------------

Air Corps Training Center, enrollment
of students from accredited civilian
flying schools -------------------

Aircraft-
Limitation on profit on contract

prices for --------------------
Purchase of sample, from competitors

to whom award not made----
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Army-Continued. Page
Alaska, construction work, contracts

authorized on cost-plus-a-fixed-fee
basis ------------------------- 1239

Detail of officer as executive repre-
sentative of contracting officer-- 1240

Fee limitation --- ---_- --------- 1240
Negotiations---------------------- 1239
Outside corporations, employment

authorized-------------------- 1240
Performance bond, waiver --------- 1240

Aviation instruction and training, de-
tail of personnel to civilian insti-
tutions when facilities inadequate- 556

Blood transfusions to members of, by
Government employees and mem-
bers of; payment authorized ------ 803

Canal Zone, construction work ------- 1239
Commissioned strength, peacetime; an-

nual increments; assignments --- 558
Commissioner of Work Projects, detail

of officer as, authorized; compensa-
tion -------------------------- 929

Disabled members, pensions to; rates-_ 1180
Engineer Corps, exemption of, from

transfer, etc., under Reorganization
Act of 1939 -------------------- 561

Enlisted men, service as Reserve officer
or discharge to accept commission
in Army, status upon expiration of
commissioned service------------ 1001

Flags for burial of honorably discharged
members- -_---------- ------- 999

Foreign Service, acceptance of appoint-
ments in, by retired officers author-
ized------------- --

General Ilead(qarters Air Force, com-
manding general, retirement priv-
ileges - - - - ----

General of the Armies, office of Military
Secretary to, created ----------

Hospitalization, etc., of persons in active
military service without reference
to line-of-duty status---.........

Inspectors of buildings abroad, couriers,
etc., assignment of officers as, au-
thorized --------------------

Judge Advocate General's Department,
filling of vacancies in grade of cap-
tain from Reserve officers -----

Lieutenant General, rank and title es-
tablished; retirement -----------

Maritime Commission, compensation of
personnel detailed to---........

Marriage of officer as cause for revoca-
tion of original appointment ---

Mine Planter Service, warrant officers,
rank ---------------------------

Panama Canal Department, appropria-
tion authorized for public works--

Appropriation for----------------
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Arkansas—Continued. 
Hot Springs National Park— 

Appropriation for administration, 
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Extension of boundaries, cost lim-
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Donations of lands, etc., accept-
ance authorized  

Arkansas-Mississippi Bridge Commission, 
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struction by, authorized, Friar Point, 
Miss.-Helena, Ark  

Arlington Farm, Va., appropriation for  
Arlington Memorial Bridge, appropria-

tion for administration, etc  

Arlington National Cemetery, Va., ap-
propriation for maintenance, etc  

Army. See also War Department. 

Air Corps— 
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lieutenant, waiver of, of certain 
persons now on active duty  
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of designated; appropriations au-
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Aircraft parts, procurement without 
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Commissioning of 300 second lieu-

tenants from Reserve officers and 
flying cadets  
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Enlisted men, basic allotment of  
Incurred obligations, sums available 

for payment of  
Loan of aircraft, etc., to accredited 

civilian flying schools; Negro 
pilot training  

New airplanes, etc., contracts au-
thorized for__  

Northern latitudes, funds made avail-
able for preparation of data on 
meteorological, etc., conditions_ _ 

Reserve officers, annual call to active 
duty; number, grades, etc.; 
length of tour of duty  

Lump sum payment to, at termina-
tion of active duty when not 
selected for Regular Army com-
mission  

Air Corps Training Center, enrollment 
of students from accredited civilian 
flying schools  
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prices for  
Purchase of sample, from competitors 
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Army—Continued. Page 

Alaska, construction work, contracts 
authorized on cost-plus-a-fixed-fee 
basis  1239 

Detail of officer as executive repre-
sentative of contracting officer  1240 

Fee limitation  1240 
Negotiations  1239 
Outside corporations, employment 

authorized  1240 
Performance bond, waiver  1240 

Aviation instruction and training, de-
tail of personnel to civilian insti-
tutions when facilities inadequate_ 556 

Blood transfusions to members of, by 
Government employees and mem-
bers of; payment authorized  803 

Canal Zone, construction work  1239 
Commissioned strength, peacetime; an-

nual increments; assignments  558 
Commissioner of Work Projects, detail 

of officer as, authorized; compensa-
tion  929 

Disabled members, pensions to; rates.._ 1180 
Engineer Corps, exemption of, from 

transfer, etc., under Reorganization 
Act of 1939  561 

Enlisted men, service as Reserve officer 
or discharge to accept commission 
in Army, status upon expiration of 
commissioned service  1001 

Flags for burial of honorably discharged 
members._   999 

Foreign Service, acceptance of appoint-
ments in, by retired officers author-
ized  1045 

General Headquarters Air Force, com-
manding general, retirement priv-
ileges_ 740 

General of the Armies, office of Military 
Secretary to, created  551 

Hospitalization, etc., of persons in active 
military service without reference 
to line-of-duty status   1042 

Inspectors of buildings abroad, couriers, 
etc., assignment of officers as, au-
thorized  896 

Judge Advocate General's Department, 
filling of vacancies in grade of cap-
tain from Reserve officers  558 

Lieutenant General, rank and title es-
tablished; retirement  1214 

Maritime Commission, compensation of 
personnel detailed to  1182 

Marriage of officer as cause for revoca-
tion of original appointment  1075 

Mine Planter Service, warrant officers, 
rank  1044 

Panama Canal Department, appropria-
tion authorized for public works_ _ 559 

Appropriation for  994 
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Army-Continued.
Panama Canal Zone, construction work,

contracts authorized on cost-plus-
a-fixed-fee basis-----------------

Detail of officer as executive repre-
sentative of contracting officer__

Fee limitation--------------------
Negotiations---------------------
Outside corporations, employment

authorized-------------------
Performance bond, waiver --------

Peacetime commissioned strength; an-
nual increments; assignments ---

Probationary appointments of offi-
cers -------------------------

Marriage as cause for revocation of
commission ----------------

Reserve officers-
Active duty, selection and commis-

sioning of officers now on------
Annual call to active duty; number,

grades, etc-------------------
Civilian Conservation Corps, pay-

ments made for hospital and
medical expenses incident to
injury, etc., incurred while on
leave while on duty with, rati-
fied-------------------------

Service with, not deemed active
military duty--------------

Selections annually for commissions
in Regular Army over 10-year
period----------------------

Groups from which selections made-
Retired personnel, holding of civil office

or appointment in Territories per-
mitted-----------------------

Twelfth Olympic Games, participation
authorized-- ------------------

Veterans. See separate title.
Warrant officers-

Mine Planter Service, adjustment of
relative rank ---------------

Service as Reserve officer or discharge
to accept commission in Army,
status upon expiration of com-
missioned service-------------

Army and Navy Hospital, Hot Springs,
Ark., appropriation for maintenance-

Army and Navy Munitions Board, deter-
mination of strategic and critical ma-
terials; quality and quantity to be
purchased----------------------

Army Medical Museum, appropriation
for--.-------- ----------------

Army War College, appropriation for----
Arrow Rock, Mo., time extended for bridg-

ing Missouri River at-------------
Ash, N. C., bridge authorized across Wac-

camaw River at------------------

Page
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1143
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623--- w

Astoria, Oreg., time extended for bridging
Columbia River at-----------------

Astronomical Union, International, appro-
priation for contribution ----------

Astrophysical Observatory, appropriation
for maintenance------------------

Atlanta, Ga., appropriation for peniten-
tiary at--------------------------

Atlantic City, N. J., acquisition of site for
Coast Guard servicing base author-

Page
1206

892

539

635

ized---------------------------- 1130
Atlantic Ocean, appropriation for coastal

surveys----------------------- 915,1312
Atlantic Refining Co., right-of-way across

Fort Mifflin Military Reservation,
Pa., granted to, for pipe line-------- 1300

Attorney General. See Justice, Depart-
ment of.

Audited Claims, appropriation for pay-
ment-------------------- 517,646,1330

Auglaize River, Ohio, examination for
flood-control purposes authorized---- 1416

Automobiles, accessories, tires, etc., refund
or abatement of tax on articles in
hands of dealers on Aug. 1, 1941 --- 862

Expiration date of tax on, extended --- 862
Auxiliary Vessels, Navy:

Acquisition and conversion or construc-
tion of certain, authorized-------- 618

Certain cost provisions deleted; limi-
tation on total cost not to be ex-
ceeded--------- ------------ 619

Sums available-------------------- 619
Aviation. See Civil Aeronautics Au-

thority; Civilian Pilot Training Act
of 1939; Naval Aviation Reserve Act
of 1939.

Aviation Day, National, designation of;
issuance of proclamation authorized-- 739

B

Bacon, Robert L., payment to widow of-- 513
Bailiffs, U. S. Courts, appropriation for

salaries, ec- ------------------ 636, 905
Baltimore, Md.:

Appropriation for hydrographic office
expenses----------------------- 781

Fort Armistead Military Reservation,
certain reversionary provisions of
deed made inapplicable in lease of
portion to United States -------- 685

Banana River, Fla., construction of naval
aviation facilities, appropriation au-
thorized--------------- ------- 590

Appropriation for ---------------- 773
Bang's Disease, appropriation for eradica-

tion------------------------ -- 949
Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act. See

Farm Tenant Act.---
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Atlantic City, N. J., acquisition of site for 

Coast Guard servicing base author-
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Atlantic Ocean, appropriation for coastal 
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Atlantic Refining Co., right-of-way across 
Fort Mifflin Military Reservation, 
Pa., granted to, for pipe line  1300 

Attorney General. See Justice, Depart-
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flood-control purposes authorized _ _ _ 1416 
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tion of certain, authorized  618 

Certain cost provisions deleted; limi-
tation on total cost not to be ex-
ceeded  619 

Sums available  619 
Aviation. See Civil Aeronautics Au-

thority; Civilian Pilot Training Act 
of 1939; Naval Aviation Reserve Act 
of 1939. 

Aviation Day, National, designation of; 
issuance of proclamation authorized... 739 

Bacon, Robert L., payment to widow of __ 513 
Bailiffs, U. S. Courts, appropriation for 

salaries, etc  636, 905 
Baltimore, Md.: 

Appropriation for hydrographic office 
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Fort Armistead Military Reservation, 
certain reversionary provisions of 
deed made inapplicable in lease of 
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Banana River, Fla., construction of naval 
aviation facilities, appropriation au-
thorize&  590 
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Bang's Disease, appropriation for eradica-

tion  949 
Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act. See 

Farm Tenant Act. 
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Bankruptcy Act of 1898, Amendments:
Railroad adjustments---------------

Definitions-------------- --------
Final decree; retention of jurisdiction-
Hearings------------------------

Federal claims------------------
Modifications proposed by court;

hearings on; opportunity for
withdrawal of assents -------

Notice to parties in interest; in-
terventions-----------------

Interstate Commerce Commission-
Applications, prompt action by, on_
Record, copy to be filed with-----

Jurisdiction -_-------------------
Petition and powers of court ------

Approval or dismissal-----------
Conditions precedent to filing----
Consolidation of proceedings----
Filing fee----------------------
Jurisdiction of petitioner if petition

approved------------------
Three-judge court, conduct of pro-

ceedings before------------
Proceedings subsequent to approval

of petition-------------------
Findings by court---------------
Opinion and decree by court-----
Payments to creditors during pend-

ency of proceedings ---------
Security holders, requirements_-

Stay of proceedings, injunctions,
etc------------------------

Time limitation for confirmation-
Review by Supreme Court of final

order or decree--------- ------
Tax provisions -------------------
Termination of jurisdiction --------

Railroads, reorganization of, engaged in
interstate commerce; claims of em-
ployees for personal injuries, status-

Banks:
Insolvent, refund of taxes erroneously

collected from, etc-------------
Tax on----------------------------

Barberry Eradication, appropriation for -

Barrington, R. I., bridge authorized across
Warren River at -----------------

Battle Monuments Commission, Ameri-
can, appropriation for-----------

Bayou Bodcau, La., construction of flood-
control works according to revised
plans, etc-----------------------

Bayou La Fourche, La., bridge across, at
Cut Off, legalized----------------

Bean, Emmett J. (Capt.), credit in ac-
counts of-------------------------

"Bear," S. S., appropriation for charter-
ing and commissioning, as Navy
vessel for Antarctic survey--------
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Bear Canyon, N. Mex., acceptance ot ease-
ment granted for construction of
dam-----------------------------

Acquisition of lands in connection with;
funds available-----------------

Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge, appro-
priation for maintenance----------

Beck, Lizzie, acceptance of real estate de-
vised by, authorized--------------

Bee Culture, appropriation for ---------
Belgium, appropriation for ambassador to-
Bellevue, D. C., Naval Research Lab-

oratory, construction at, authorized_
Bellflower, Calif., limit of cost of con-

struction of post office increased ---
Bellows Pond, N. Y., examination author-

ized for flood-control purposes ------
Beltsville Research Center:

Appropriation for------------------
Buildings, construction, etc---------

Benjamin Harrison Memorial Commis-
sion:

Acceptance of money and property
authorized---------------------

Appropriation authorized-----------
Composition; duties ----------------
Report to Congress-----------------

Beverly, Ohio, construction of pontoon
footbridge across Muskingum River
Canal authorized at ------------

Big Bend Drainage District, Wyo., ap-
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share of cost of operation, etc -------

Big Spring, Tex., appropriation for live-
stock experiments and demonstra-

- ""

tions at ------------------------- 949
Biologic Products, appropriation for regu-

lation of sale, etc------------------ 668
Biological Investigations, appropriation

for----------------------------- 963
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of, appropriation for contribution--- 892
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commerce_- --------------------- 840
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ment---------------------------- 918
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Black Rock, Ark------------------ 1079
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Bankruptcy Act of 1898, Amendments: 
Railroad adjustments  

Definitions  
Final decree; retention of jurisdiction_ 
Hearings  

Federal claims  
Modifications proposed by court; 
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withdrawal of assents  

Notice to parties in interest; in-
terventions  

Interstate Commerce Commission— 
Applications, prompt action by, on 
Record, copy to be filed with  

Jurisdiction  
Petition and powers of court  
Approval or dismissal  
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Consolidation of proceedings____ _ _ 
Filing fee  
Jurisdiction of petitioner if petition 
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Three-judge court, conduct of pro-

ceedings before  1136 
Proceedings subsequent to approval 

of petition  1138 
Findings by court   1138 
Opinion and decree by court  1139 
Payments to creditors during pend-

ency of proceedings  1140 
Security holders, requirements  1140 

Stay of proceedings, injunctions, 
etc   1139 

Time limitation for confirmation_ _ 1139 
Review by Supreme Court of final 

order or decree  1141 
Tax provisions  1140 
Termination of jurisdiction  1141 

Railroads, reorganization of, engaged in 
interstate commerce; claims of em-
ployees for personal injuries, status_ 1406 

Banks: 
Insolvent, refund of taxes erroneously 

collected from, etc  884 
Tax on  865 

Barberry Eradication, appropriation for _ 961 
Barrington, R. I., bridge authorized across 

Warren River at  1206 
Battle Monuments Commission, Ameri-

can, appropriation for   525 
Bayou Bodcau, La., construction of flood-

control works according to revised 
plans, etc  860 

Bayou La Fourche, La., bridge across, at 
Cut Off, legalized  1237 

Bean, Emmett J. (Capt.), credit in ac-
counts of  578 

"Bear," S. S., appropriation for charter-
ing and commissioning, as Navy 
vessel for Antarctic survey  1321 
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1137 funds available  
1138 Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge, appro-
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Beck, Lizzie, acceptance of real estate de-
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Bee Culture, appropriation for  

1137 Belgium, appropriation for ambassador to _ 
Bellevue, D. C., Naval Research Lab-

1141 oratory, construction at, authorized_ 
1141 Bellflower, Calif., limit of cost of con-
1134 struction of post office increased  
1135 Bellows Pond, N. Y., examination author-
1137 ized for flood-control purposes 
1135 Beltsville Research Center: 
1136 Appropriation for  
1136 Buildings, construction, etc  

Benjamin Harrison Memorial 
1137 sion: 

Acceptance of 
authorized   1274 

Appropriation authorized  1274 
Composition; duties   1274 
Report to Congress  1274 

Beverly, Ohio, construction of pontoon 
footbridge across Muskingum River 
Canal authorized at  1243 

Big Bend Drainage District, Wyo., ap-
propriation for Indians' pro rata 
share of cost of operation, etc  702 

Big Spring, Tex., appropriation for live-
stock experiments and demonstra-
tions at  949 

Biologic Products, appropriation for regu-
lation of sale, etc  668 

Biological Investigations, appropriation 
for  963 

Biological Sciences, International Union 
of, appropriation for contribution_   892 

Biological Survey, Bureau of. See In-
terior, Department of the. 

Birds, etc., marking requirements for 
packages containing, in interstate 
commerce   840 

Bituminous Coal Commission, National: 
Abolished and functions transferred to 

Department of the Interior  1433 
Appropriation for   633,688 
Consumers' Counsel, office abolished 

and functions transferred  1433 
Black, N. P., exchange of portion of Fort 

Francis E. Warren Military Reserva-
tion, Wyo., for lands owned by  1048 

Black Bass Act, appropriation for enforce-
ment  918 

Black River, bridge authorized across, at 
Black Rock, Ark  1079 
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Black River, La., examination for flood- Page
control purposes authorized -----.- 1416

Black Rock, Ark., bridge authorized across
Black River at-------------------- 1079

Blackfeet Hospital, Mont., appropriation
for --------------------------- - 707

Blackfeet Indian Reservation, Mont., ap-
propriation for improvement of irri-
gation systems ------------------ 701, 703

Blanchard River, Ohio, examination for
flood-control purposes authorized--- 1416

Blind:
Aid to, grants to States for. See Social

Security Act Amendments of 1939.
American Printing House for the, trans-

fer of functions of Secretary of the
Treasury to Federal Security
Agency--------------------

Appropriation for-
Aid to, grants to States for -------
American Printing House for the ----
Books for adult-----------------
Operation of stands in Federal build-

ings, administrative expenses---
Books for adult, preference to certain

institutions or agencies in purchase

1435

541
675
835

733

of -------------------------- 812
Blister Rust Control, appropriation for--- 961
Blood Transfusions, payment authorized

for, to members of Military Establish-
ment by Government employees and
members of Military Establishment- 803

Blue Ridge and Natchez Trace Parkways,
appropriation for continuation of
construction --------------------- 730

Boise Project, Idaho, appropriation for
construction, operation, etc ----- 715, 716

Bolivia, appropriation for minister to----- 887
Bonds. See also Second Liberty Bond

Act, Amendment.
Tax on transfer, extension of, until July

1, 1941 ---------------------- 862
Bonneville Project, Oreg.:

Appropriation for ------------------ 689
Power plant, construction -------- 860

Yakima Indian Reservation, reservation
of right-of-way across, for; consent
of individual allottees, etc-------- 1207

Boston, Mass.:
Appropriation for-

Hydrographic office --------------- 781
Navy Yard, construction, etc ---. 773, 1322
Pneumatic-tube service ----------- 681

Navy Yard, South Boston drydock,
equipment of, for use as annex to,
in repair of vessels; appropriation
authorized------------------ -- - 801

Pneumatic mail tube system, appraisal
authorized; appropriation author-
iar - 74n

Botanic Garden:
Appropriation for------------------
Average salaries under Classification

Act not to be exceeded----------
Distribution of nursery stock by con-

gressional allotment, restriction on-
Purchases without advertising ------

Botany, appropriation for investigations,
etc---------------------------

Boulder Canyon Project, appropriation for
construction, etc ---------------

Boulder City School District, reim-
bursement for instruction --------

Boulder Canyon Project Act, provisions
not affected by Reclamation Project
Act of 1939 - ------------------

Boulder Dam National Recreational Area,
Ariz.-Nev.:

Page
833

839

834
834

952

718

718

1198

Appropriation for-
Administration, etc---------------- 729
'Roads, construction, etc------------ 730

Bouligny, Anna, appropriation for medal
for posthumous presentation to ---- 670

Boundary Surveys, appropriation for ---- 915
Bowie River, Miss., examination for flood-

control purposes authorized-------- 1416
Boxer Rebellion:

Domiciliary care, medical and hospital
treatment and burial benefits ex-
tended to certain veterans of - - - 652

Widows', etc., pensions effective as of
date of death of veteran; filing of
claim-- ----- ------------- 1209

Boylan, John J., payment to widow of --- 513
Brandy, allowances for losses for leakage,

etc., upon withdrawal of packages-__ 1202
Brazil, appropriation for ambassador to__ 887
Bridges:

Anacostia River, D. C., designation of
bridge over, as John Philip Sousa
Bridge------------------------- 512

Bayou La Fourche, La., bridge across,
at Cut Off, legalized------------- 1237

Construction of, authorized across-
Allegheny River, in Westmoreland

County, Pa--- --------------- 621
Black River, at Black Rock, Ark--.. 1079
Chesapeake and Delaware Canal, at

St. Georges, Del ---------- --- 1240
Columbia River, at Kettle Falls,

Wash --------------------- 1235
Connecticut River, at Hartford, Conn- 1234
Cumberland River, near Clees Ferry,

Tenn------------------------ 622
Des Moines River, at-

Levy, Iowa-------------------- 1221
Red Rock, Iowa -------------- 1207

Mahoning River, at-
Warren, Ohio---------------- 623
Youngstown, Ohio ------ 619, 620, 1081--------------------------- .-_
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Boulder Canyon Project Act, provisions 
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Act of 1939  1198 
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Bouligny, Anna, appropriation for medal 
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Boundary Surveys, appropriation for  915 
Bowie River, Miss., examination for flood-

control purposes authorized  1416 
Boxer Rebellion: 
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Anacostia River, D. C., designation of 
bridge over, as John Philip Sousa 
Bridge  512 

Bayou La Fourche, La., bridge across, 
at Cut Off, legalized  1237 

Construction of, authorized across— 
Allegheny River, in Westmoreland 

County, Pa  621 
Black River, at Black Rock, Ark  1079 
Chesapeake and Delaware Canal, at 

St. Georges, Del   1240 
Columbia River, at Kettle Falls, 

Wash_   1235 
Connecticut River, at Hartford, Conn_ 1234 
Cumberland River, near Glees Ferry, 
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Bridges-Continued.
Construction of, authorized across-

Continued.
Mississippi River, at-

Cassville, Wis.-Guttenberg, Iowa--

Chester, Ill -------------------
Dubuque, Iowa-East Dubuque, IIl

Friar Point, Miss.-Helena, Ark --

Jefferson Barracks, Mo----------
Little Falls, Minn--------------
Memphis, Tenn --------------

Missouri River, at-
Dakota County, Nebr.-Woodbury

County, Iowa, pipe-line------
Frazer, Mont------------------
Petersburg, Mo----------------
Randolph, Mo ----------------

Monongahela River, Allegheny
County, Pa ----------------

Muskingum River Canal, at Beverly,

Ohio ----------------------
Ohio River, at-

Mauckport, Ind ----------------
Shawneetown, Ill.-Union County,

Ky ----------------------
Ottawa River, at Toledo, Ohio----

Pearl River, at-
Georgetown, Miss--------------
Ratliffs Ferry, Miss -----------

Red River, Thompson, N. Dak.-

Crookston, Minn -----------
St. Croix River, at Osceola, Wis ----

St. Louis River, at Duluth, Minn ---

Susquehanna River, at-
Harrisburg, Pa ---------------
Wyoming Borough, Pa---------

Wabash River, at Peru, Ind--------
Waccamaw River, Old Dock and

Ash, N. C--------------------
Warrcn River, at Barrington, R. I

Des Moines River, at Levy, Iowa, con-
struction legalized -----------

Fort Snelling, Minn., transfer to State

of Minnesota authorized --------

General Clarence R. Edwards Memori-
al, Springfield, Mass., retrocession
of jurisdiction over, granted to

State -------------------------
Mississippi River, purchase of bridge

across, Delta Point, La.-Vicksburg,
Miss., authorized --------------

St. Louis River, Duluth, Minn.-Superior,
Wis., location modified----------

Time extended for bridging-
Caddo Parish, La----------------
Columbia River, at-

Astoria, Oreg-- --------
The Dalles, Oreg ---------------

Lake Sabine, at Port Arthur, Tex--

Page Bridges-Continued. Page

Time extended for bridging-Con.
Mississippi River, at-

Rock Island, II.-Davenport, Iowa- 624

1235 St. Louis, Mo.-East St. Louis, IIl- 1077

1058 St. Louis, Mo.-Stites, Ill -------- 1077

1051 Winona, Minn----------------- 1082

747 Missouri River, at-
1257 Arrow Rock, Mo---------------- 1207

1081 Garrison, N. Dak--------------- 754

1338 Poplar, Mont------------------- 1057

Mobile Bay, Cedar Point-Dauphin

Island, Ala- --------------- 1124

1081 Niagara River, at Niagara Falls, N.Y- 1083

1206 Red River, Walsh County, N. Dak.-

1238 Marshall County, Minn-------- 1080

1265 St. Lawrence River, at Ogdensburg,
N. Y------------------------- 621

1078 Toll, on Federal-aid highways, pay-

ments to States causing to be made

1243 free of tolls prior to July 1, 1941;

conditions---------------------- 1066

1241 Bristol, Maine, conveyance of portion of

Pemaquid Point Lighthouse Reserva-

1058 tion to, authorized----------------- 816

621 British Philatelic Congress, London, Eng.,
funds made available for expenses of

1076 delegates, etc., to------------------ 679

1076 Bruceton, Pa.:
Appropriation for-

1120 Buildings and grounds, mining experi-

1076 ment station------------------ 723

1258 Purchase of land ----------------- 723

Bryce Canyon National Park, Utah, appro-

1263 priation for administration, etc ------ 726

1264 Budget, Bureau of the:
623 Appropriation for----------------- 660, 981

Emergency Relief Appropriation Act
623 of 1939, administrative expenses. 931

1206 Central Statistical Board, transfer of, to_ 1423

Central Statistical Committee, transfer

1221 of functions to ------------------ 1423

Transfer of, from Treasury Department

783 to Executive Office of the President- 1423

Budget and Accounting Act, 1921, defini-

tions amended -------------------- 565

Buffalo, N. Y., appropriation for hydro-

1127 graphic office -------------------- 781

Buffalo Bayou, Tex., modification of proj-

ect for improvement of, and tribu-

1267 taries authorized ------------------ 1414

Buffalo Rapids Project, Mont., appropria-
756 tion for operation and maintenance-- 715

Building Materials, appropriation for in-

554 vestigations ---.------------------ 912

Bulgaria, appropriation for minister to-- 887

1206 Bureau of International Telecommunica-
1253 tion Union, Radio Section, appropria-

1121 tion for contribution-------------- 891
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of Minnesota authorized  

General Clarence R. Edwards Memori-
al, Springfield, Mass., retrocession 
of jurisdiction over, granted to 
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Mississippi River, purchase of bridge 

across, Delta Point, La.-Vicksburg, 
Miss., authorized  

St. Louis River, Duluth, Minn.-Superior, 
Wis., location modified  

Time extended for bridging— 
Caddo Parish, La  
Columbia River, at— 

Astoria, Oreg  
The Danes, Oreg  

Lake Sabine, at Port Arthur, Tex 
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1257 Arrow Rock, Mo  1207 
1081 Garrison, N. Dak  754 
1338 Poplar, Mont  1057 

Mobile Bay, Cedar Point-Dauphin 
Island, Ala  1124 
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1206 Red River, Walsh County, N. Dak.-
1238 Marshall County, Minn  1080 
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1078 Toll, on Federal-aid highways, pay-

ments to States causing to be made 
1243 free of tolls prior to July 1, 1941; 

conditions  1066 
1241 Bristol, Maine, conveyance of portion of 

Pemaquid Point Lighthouse Reserve-
1058 tion to, authorized  816 
621 British Philatelic Congress, London, Eng., 

funds made available for expenses of 

1076 delegates, etc., to  679 

1076 Bruceton, Pa.: 
Appropriation for-

1120 Buildings and grounds, mining experi-
1076 ment station  723 
1258 Purchase of land  723 

Bryce Canyon National Park, Utah, appro-
1263 priation for administration, etc  726 
1264 Budget, Bureau of the: 
623 Appropriation for  660, 981 

Emergency Relief Appropriation Act 
623 of 1939, administrative expenses 931 
1206 Central Statistical Board, transfer of, to _ 1423 

Central Statistical Committee, transfer 

1221 of functions to  1423 
Transfer of, from Treasury Department 

783 to Executive Office of the President. 1423 

Budget and Accounting Act, 1921, defini-
tions amended   565 

Buffalo, N. Y., appropriation for hydro-
1127 graphic office  781 

Buffalo Bayou, Tex., modification of proj-
ect for improvement of, and tribu-

1267 taries authorized  1414 
Buffalo Rapids Project, Mont., appropria-

756 tion for operation and maintenance  715 
Building Materials, appropriation for in-

554 vestigations   912 
Bulgaria, appropriation for minister to__ _ 887 

1206 Bureau of International Telecommunica-
1253 tion Union, Radio Section, appropria-
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INDEX

Bureau of Interparliamentary Union for
Promotion of International Arbitra-
tion, appropriation for contribution -

Burial Lots, disposal of, in commercial
cemeteries authorized -----------

Buttons, Philippine, quota on certain ---

Page

891

843
1227

C

Cable Messages, extension of tax on, until
July 1, 1941 -------------------- 862

Cache National Forest, Utah, appropria-
tion for acquisition of land for soil-
erosion control, etc---------------- 957

Caddo Parish, La., time extended for con-
struction of certain bridges in------- 554

California:
Alameda, acceptance of conveyance of

certain lands on Government Island
to United States authorized------ 813

Antioch, limit of cost of construction of
post office increased------------- 1306

Appropriation for-
Central Valley project, construction- 719
General Grant National Park, ad-

ministration, etc-------------- 726
Indians-

Irrigation projects-------- 699, 700, 702
Support, etc------------ 707, 708, 1315

Klamath project, operation and main-
tenance---------------------- 715

Lassen Volcanic National Park, ad-
ministration, etc-------------- 727

Marine school maintenance -------- 761
Sacramento River, prosecution of

flood-control work ..----.----. 1328
Sequoia National Park, administra-

tion, et---------------------- 727
Yosemite National Park, administra-

tion, etc--------------------- 728
Yuma project, operation and main-

tenance----------- ---------- 715
Bellflower, limit of cost of construction

of post office increased --------- 1305
Crissy Field, restriction on use of funds

incident to use as air station ------ 606
Monterey, establishment of Coast

Guard station at, authorized ----- 1000
Oil and gas conservation, consent of

Congress granted to extension of
interstate compact concerning,
with Oklahoma, Texas, and New
Mexico ------------------------ 1071

Presidio of San Francisco Military
Reservation, retrocession of juris-
diction over certain rights-of-way
across, granted to State--------- 1120

"CalifornIa," U. S.S., removal ofcost limi-
tation on overhaul ------------- -- 1079

California D6bris Commission, appropria-
tion for------------------------ 858

Camp McCoy, Wis., acquisition of addi- Page
tional land authorized------------- 1123

Campaign Expenses, solicitation from per-
sons receiving compensation under
relief appropriations unlawful; penal-
ty provisions-----------... --. 509, 1148

Canada:
Appropriation for-

Alaskan International Highway Com-
mission, share of expenses__ _ ---- 987

International Boundary Commission,
United States and, and Alaska
and ------------------------ 894

Minister to---------------------- 887
Smelter-fumes controversy, United

States and, arbitration of ------ 639
Canada Lake Drainage Area, N. Y., ex-

amination authorized for flood-con-
trol purposes --------------------- 1416

Canal Zone:
Appropriation for-

Albrook Field, construction at------ 602
American seamen, relief, etc-------- 889
Civil government, expenses -------- 860
Corozal General Depot, construc-

tion----------------------- 1327
District Court ------------------ 904
Fort Clayton, construction at------- 602
Fort Davis, construction at--------- 602
Fort Kobbe, construction at-------- 602
Goethals, Maj. Gen. George W.,

completion of memorial to ----- 642
Retirement and disability fund------ 528
Waterworks, sewers, etc------------ 862

Army construction work, contracts
authorized on cost-plus-a-fixed-fee
basis -------------------------- 1239

Detail of officer as executive repre-
sentative of contracting officer-- 1240

Fee limitation -------..---------- 1240
Negotiations --.---------- ----- 1239
Outside corporations, employment

authorized------------------- 1240
Performance bond, waiver--------- 1240

Code amendments-
Employees-

Annuities, method of computation- 1347
Disability retirement of; annuity-- 574

Twenty-fifth anniversary of opening of
Panama Canal, participation by
United States in celebration of;
day declared holiday in---------- 553

Cape Spartel and Tangier Light, Morocco,
appropriation for contribution--- 891, 1324

Capital Stock, etc., continuation of tax on,
until July 1, 1941 ---------------- 862

Capital Stock and Excess Profits Taxes,
declaration of value for capital stock
purposes 1939 and 1940----------- 882

Capitol Buildings and Grounds, appro-
priation for maintenance, etc--- 627,832,1302
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Cache National Forest, Utah, appropria-
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Caddo Parish, La., time extended for con-
struction of certain bridges in  554 

California: 
Alameda, acceptance of conveyance of 

certain lands on Government Island 
to United States authorized  813 

Antioch, limit of cost of construction of 
post office increased  1305 
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Central Valley project, construction  719 
General Grant National Park, ad-

ministration, etc  726 
Indians— 

Irrigation projects  699, 700, 702 
Support, etc  707, 708, 1315 

Klamath project, operation and main-
tenance  715 

Lassen Volcanic National Park, ad-
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Marine school maintenance  761 
Sacramento River, prosecution of 

flood-control work  1328 
Sequoia National Park, administra-

tion, etc  727 
Yosemite National Park, administra-

tion, etc  728 
Yuma project, operation and main-

tenance  715 
Bellflower, limit of cost of construction 

of post office increased  1305 
Crissy Field, restriction on use of funds 

incident to use as air station  606 
Monterey, establishment of Coast 

Guard station at, authorized  1000 
Oil and gas conservation, consent of 

Congress granted to extension of 
interstate compact concerning, 
with Oklahoma, Texas, and New 
Mexico  1071 
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across, granted to State  1120 

"California," U. S. S., removal of coat limi-
tation on overhaul_  1079 

California Debris Commission, appropria-
tion for   858 

Camp McCoy, Wis., acquisition of addi- Page 

tional land authorized   1123 
Campaign Expenses, solicitation from per-

sons receiving compensation under 
relief appropriations unlawful; penal-
ty provisions  509, 1148 

Canada: 
Appropriation for— 

Alaskan International Highway Com-
mission, share of expenses  987 

International Boundary Commission, 
United States and, and Alaska 
and  894 

Minister to  887 
Smelter-fumes controversy, United 

States and, arbitration of_  639 
Canada Lake Drainage Area, N. Y., ex-

amination authorized for flood-con-
trol purposes   1416 

Canal Zone: 
Appropriation f or— 

Albrook Field, construction at  602 
American seamen, relief, etc  889 
Civil government, expenses  860 
Corozal General Depot, construc-

tion  1327 
District Court  904 
Fort Clayton, construction at  602 
Fort Davis, construction at   602 
Fort Kobbe, construction at  602 
Goethals, Maj. Gen. George W., 

completion of memorial to   642 
Retirement and disability fund  528 
Waterworks, sewers, etc   862 

Army construction work, contracts 
authorized on cost-plus-a-fixed-fee 
basis  1239 

Detail of officer as executive repre-
sentative of contracting officer_ _ 1240 

Fee limitation  1240 
Negotiations   1239 
Outside corporations, employment 

authorized  1240 
Performance bond, waiver  1240 

Code amendments— 
Employees— 

Annuities, method of computation_ 1347 
Disability retirement of; annuity  574 

Twenty-fifth anniversary of opening of 
Panama Canal, participation by 
United States in celebration of; 
day declared holiday in  553 

Cape Sparta and Tangier Light, Morocco, 
appropriation for contribution___ 891, 1324 
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Capitol Police:
Appropriation for-----------------
Salaries, payment of, when last day of

month falls on Sunday or legal hol-

iday--------------------------
Standards for members------------

Capitol Power Plant, appropriation for

operation, etc--_----------------
Carlisle Barracks, Pa., appropriation

authorized for construction of medical
school building------------------

Carlsbad Caverns National Park, N. Mex.,

appropriation for administration, etc_

Carlsbad Project, N. Mex., appropriation
for construction------------------

Carriers. See also Railroads.
Appropriation for-

Accounts, regulation of------------
Arbitration boards, expenses--------
Emergency boards, expenses--------
Locomotive inspection ------------
Safety of employees and travelers;

investigations, reports, etc ----

Signal safety systems, investigations,
etc--------------------------

Valuation of property -------------
Employment by others than, tax on.

See Employment Taxes.

Carson City, Nev.:
Appropriation for education of Indians-

Sale of old Mint site and building
authorized---------------------

Carson Hospital, Nev., appropriation for_

Carson Reservation, Nev., appropriation
for construction and repair -------

Carter Seminary, Okla., appropriation for

education of Indians--------------

Cartridges, tax on, continuation of ----.

Cass Lake Hospital, Minn., appropriation
for-----------------------------

Cassville, Wis., bridge authorized across
Mississippi River at-------------

Cattle Ticks, appropriation for eradication.

Caustic Poison Act, appropriation for
enforcement ---------------------

Cavalry School, Fort Riley, Kans., ap-

propriation for maintenance-------
Cave, Richard L. (Lt. Col.), credit in ac-

counts---------------------------
Cedar Point, Ala., time extended for bridg-

ing Mobile Bay at ---------------
Cemeteries, disposal of burial lots in com-

mercial, authorized----------------
Cemeteries, National:

Approach roads, conveyance of interest
of United States to States, etc.,
authorized ---------------------

Appropriation for maintenance, etc ----

Census, Bureau of the. See Commerce,
Department of.
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age Census, Sixteenth, appropriation for ex-

331 penses-------------------------
Housing, national census of, as part of..

Central Statistical Board:
302 Appropriation for .----------------
831 Transfer of, to Bureau of the Budget_

Central Statistical Committee, abolished;
333 functions transferred to Bureau of the

Budget-----------------------
Central Valley Project, Calif., appropria-

003 tion for construction ....---------

Cereal and Forage Insects, appropriation
726 for investigations, etc- -----------

Cereal Crops and Diseases, appropriation
717 for investigation and improvement__

Chalmette National Historical Park, La.,
establishment; administration -----

533 Charles H. Burke Hospital, N. Mex., ap-
537 propriation for -------------------

537 Charleston, S. C., appropriation for con-

53 3  struction work, Navy Yard -- -----

Charlotte, N. Y., lease of portion of Roch-
5 3 3  ester Harbor Lighthouse Reservation

to New York Central Railroad Co.
5 3 3  for track purposes authorized-----
534 Charlotte Amalie, V. I., Marine aviation

facilities, improvements authorized--

Chemawa, Oreg., appropriation for educa-
tion of Indians ------------------

705 Chemawa Reservation, Oreg., appropria-

tion for construction and repair ----
753 Chemical Warfare Service. See War De-
707 partment.

Chemistry, International Union of, ap-
711 propriation for contribution -----

Cherokee Hospital, N. C., appropriation
705 for ----------------------------
863 Cherokee Indians, N. C.:

Appropriation for-
707 Eastern Band, purchase of land for--

Support, etc ---------------------
1235 Cherokee Indians, Okla., appropriation

950 for tuition of pupils --------------
Cherokee Reservation, N. C., appropria-

972 tion for construction and repair------
Cherokees, Western or Old Settler, ap-

609 propriation for payment to-- ----
Chesapeake and Delaware Canal, bridge

578 authorized across, at St. Georges,
Del -----------------------------

1124 Chester, Ill., bridge authorized across
Mississippi River at--------------

843 Cheyenne, Wyo., conveyance of portion
of Fort Francis E. Warren Military
Reservation to, authorized--------

Cheyenne and Arapahoe Hospital, Okla.,

857 appropriation for ----------------
857 Cheyenne and Arapahoe Reservation,

Okla., appropriation for construction
and repair ----------------------
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Capitol Police: 
Appropriation for  
Salaries, payment of, when last day of 

month falls on Sunday or legal hol-
iday  

Standards for members  
Capitol Power Plant, appropriation for 

operation, etc  

Carlisle Barracks, Pa., appropriation 
authorized for construction of medical 
school building  

Carlsbad Caverns National Park, N. Mex., 
appropriation for administration, etc_ 

Carlsbad Project, N. Mex., appropriation 
for construction  

Carriers. See also Railroads. 
Appropriation for— 

Accounts, regulation of  
Arbitration boards, expenses  
Emergency boards, expenses  
Locomotive inspection  
Safety of employees and travelers; 

investigations, reports, etc  
Signal safety systems, investigations, 

etc  
Valuation of property  

Employment by others than, tax on. 
See Employment Taxes. 

Carson City, Nev.: 
Appropriation for education of Indians_ 
Sale of old Mint site and building 

authorized  
Carson Hospital, Nev., appropriation for_ 
Carson Reservation, Nev., appropriation 

for construction and repair  
Carter Seminary, Okla., appropriation for 

education of Indians  
Cartridges, tax on, continuation of  
Cam Lake Hospital, Minn., appropriation 

for  
Cassville, Wis., bridge authorized across 

Mississippi River at  
Cattle Ticks, appropriation for eradication_ 
Caustic Poison Act, appropriation for 

enforcement  
Cavalry School, Fort Riley, Sans., ap-

propriation for maintenance  
Cave, Richard L. (Lt. Col.), credit in ac-

counts  
Cedar Point, Ala., time extended for bridg-

ing Mobile Bay at  
Cemeteries, disposal of burial lots in com-

mercial, authorized  
Cemeteries, National: 
Approach roads, conveyance of interest 

of United States to States, etc., 
authorized  

Appropriation for maintenance, etc  
Census, Bureau of the. See Commerce, 

Department of. 
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tion of Indians  
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753 Chemical Warfare Service. See War De-
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Chemistry, International Union of, ap-
711 propriation for contribution  

Cherokee Hospital, N. C., appropriation 
705 for  
863 Cherokee Indians, N. C.: 

Appropriation for-
707 Eastern Band, purchase of land for  

Support, etc  
1235 Cherokee Indians, Okla., appropriation 
950 for tuition of pupils  

Cherokee Reservation, N. C., appropria-
972 tion for construction and repair  

Cherokees, Western or Old Settler, ap-
609 propriation for payment to  

Chesapeake and Delaware Canal, bridge 
578 authorized across, at St. Georges, 

Del  
1124 Chester, Ill., bridge authorized across 

Mississippi River at  
843 Cheyenne, Wyo., conveyance of portion 

of Fort Francis E. Warren Military 
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XVI INDEX

Cheyenne River Hospital, S. Dak., appro-
priation for ------- ___--_- -----

Cheyenne River Reservation, S. Dak.:
Appropriation for-

Construction and repair -----------
Pdrchase of land-----------------

Chicago, Ill.:
Appropriation for hydrographic office

expenses------ - _-_-- ---------
Post office, limit of cost of construction

increased---------------------
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway

Co., authority granted for bridge con-
struction across Missouri River at
Randolph, Mo------ --------_

Chickamauga Dam, appropriation for con-
tinued construction _____---------_

Chickamauga-Chattanooga National Mil-
itary Park, Ga., conveyance of por-
tion to New Salem School district,
Dade Co., Ga., authorized---------

Chickasaw Indians, Okla., appropriation
for tuition of pupils -. _-_-------

Child Congress, Eighth Pan American,
appropriation for participation ex-
penses ---------------------

Childhood, American International Insti-
tute for the Protection of, appropria-
tion for contribution ------------

Children, Dependent, appropriation for
grants to States for aid to ---------

Children's Bureau. See Labor, Depart-
ment of.

Child-Welfare Services, appropriation for
grants to States for-------- ----

Chile, appropriation for ambassador to_ --
Chilkoot Barracks Military Reservation,

Alaska, right-of-way across, granted
for pipe line--------------------

Chilocco, Okla., appropriation for educa-
tion of Indians ------- ----------

Chilocco Reservation, Okla., appropriation
for construction -----------------

Chin Lee Hospital, Ariz., appropriation
for---------------------------

China:
Appropriation for-

Ambassador to --- -----------
Consular prisons --------------
Monuments, etc., to American sol-

diers, maintenance -----------
United States Court for ----------

United States Court for, funds available
for traveling expenses in emergen-
cies -----------___...._____-___

China Trade Act Corporations, tax on ---
China Trade Act Registrar, appointment

of Foreign Service officer as -----
Chinch Bugs, appropriation for control of

outbreaks of----------------------
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Chippewa Indians, Minn.:
Appropriation for-

Attorneys, expenses ------------
School attendance, aid in--_------
Tuition, public schools ---------__-

Chisago County, Minn., bridge authorized
across St. Croix River in-----------

Chiu Chui Irrigation Project, Ariz., appro-
priation for ---------------.--

Choctaw and Chickasaw Sanatorium and
General Hospital, Okla.:

Appropriation for------ -------- _
Conveyance of land, buildings, etc., to

United States------------------
Choctaw Hospital, Miss., appropriation

for--..-- -----------------
Choctaw Indians, Miss., status of certain

land purchased for, defined --------
Choctaw Indians, Okla.:

Appropriation for-
Rehabilitation of needy ----------
Treaties with, fulfilling ---.- _- ---
Tuition of pupils .-----..........

Chorrera, Panama, appropriation author-
ized for cooperation in highway con-
struction from, to Rio Hato -------

Appropriation for-.---. ---. ----
Chrisman, Harold F. (Capt.), credit in ac-

counts----------------------
Cigars, Philippine, quota -------------
Citizens' Military Training Camps:

Age limitation---------------------
Appropriation for------- -------
Army surplus stores, issue of clothing,

etc., from ---------------------
Restriction on use of other funds for_-

Citizenship and Naturalization. See also
Aliens.

Alien veterans of World War, extension
of time for naturalization of cer-
tain, residing in United States .--

Clergymen, temporary absences of law-
fully admitted alien ---------

Government employees, citizenship re-
quirements. See Government De-
partments and Agencies.

Naturalization-
Declaration of intention, how made;

contents---------------------
Oath to support Constitution and re-

nunciation of foreign allegiance--
Petition for; when required to be

filed; contents -------------
Registration of aliens having no record of

admission for permanent residence-
Citrus Canker Eradication, appropria-

tion for-------------------------
Citrus Products Laboratory, Fla., appro-

priation for construction of addi-
tion to-------------------------
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Cheyenne River Hospital, S. Dak., appro-
priation for  

Cheyenne River Reservation, S. Dak.: 
Appropriation for— 

Construction and repair  
Purchase of land  

Chicago, Ill.: 
Appropriation for hydrographic office 

expenses  
Post office, limit of cost of construction 

increased  
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway 

Co., authority granted for bridge con-
struction across Missouri River at 
Randolph, Mo  

Chickamauga Dam, appropriation for con-
tinued construction  

Chickamauga-Chattanooga National Mil-
itary Park, Ga., conveyance of por-
tion to New Salem School district, 
Dade Co., Ga., authorized  

Chickasaw Indians, Okla., appropriation 
for tuition of pupils  

Child Congress, Eighth Pan American, 
appropriation for participation ex-
penses  

Childhood, American International Insti-
tute for the Protection of, appropria-
tion for contribution  

Children, Dependent, appropriation for 
grants to States for aid to  

Children's Bureau. See Labor, Depart-
ment of. 

Child-Welfare Services, appropriation for 
grants to States for  

Chile, appropriation for ambassador to_ _ _ 
Chilkoot Barracks Military Reservation, 

Alaska, right-of-way across, granted 
for pipe line  

Chilocco, Okla., appropriation for educa-
tion of Indians  

Chilocco Reservation, Okla., appropriation 
for construction  

Chin Lee Hospital, Ariz., appropriation 
for  

China: 
Appropriation for— 
Ambassador to  
Consular prisons  
Monuments, etc., to American sol-
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United States Court for  

United States Court for, funds available 
for traveling expenses in emergen-
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Appropriation for— 
Attorneys, expenses  709 
School attendance, aid in  709 
Tuition, public schools  704 

Chisago County, Minn., bridge authorized 
across St. Croix River in   1076 

Chin Chui Irrigation Project, Ariz., appro-
priation for  699 

Choctaw and Chickasaw Sanatorium and 
General Hospital, Okla.: 
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for  707 
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Treaties with, fulfilling  713 
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struction from, to Rio Hato  1071 
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Chrisman, Harold F. (Capt.), credit in ac-

counts  578 
Cigars, Philippine, quota  1227 
Citizens' Military Training Camps: 
Age limitation  
Appropriation for  
Army surplus stores, issue of clothing, 

etc., from 
Restriction on use of other funds for _ _ 617 

Citizenship and Naturalization. See also 
Aliens. 

Alien veterans of World War, extension 
of time for naturalization of cer-
tain, residing in United States_ _ _ _ 851 

Clergymen, temporary absences of law-
fully admitted alien  1273 
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City of Dubuque Bridge Commission, Page

establishment; powers, etc---------- 1051

Civil Aeronautics Authority:
Administrator and members of, salary

rates--------------------------- 550

Appropriation for ------------ 526, 628, 1302
Air-navigation facilities, establish-

ment of---------------------- 527
Civilian pilot training -------------- 1302
Emergency Relief Appropriation

Act of 1939, administrative ex-
penses ----------------------- 931

Printing and binding--------------- 527
Civilian pilot training. See Civilian

Pilot Training Act of 1939.
Negro pilots, designation of civilian fly-

ing schools for loan of Army air-
craft, etc., for training of--------- 556

Civil Service Commission:
Actuarial services, expenditures for,

authorized --------------------- 528

Appropriation for-
Alaska Railroad retirement and dis-

ability fund --------------- -- 529

Canal Zone retirement and disabil-
ity fund---------------------- 528

Civil-service retirement and disabil-
ity fund--------------------- 528

Printing and binding -------------- 528

Salaries and expenses -------------- 528

Details from other agencies forbidden_ - 528

Reorganization Act of 1939, exemption
of, from transfer, etc., under---- 561

Transfers or details of personnel in
emergencies authorized--- ---- 528

Civil Service Retirement Act, Amend-
ments:

Annuity, computation .-- ------- - 1201

Additional, deposit of sums at option
of employee for purchase of ---- 120'

"Basic salary, pay, or compensa-
tion" construed------------- 1202

Increased, at employee's option-- -- 1201

Minimum total annuity------------ 1201

Periods of service, computation ---- 1201

Reduced, with annuity after death to
beneficiary --- --------- 1201

Effective date --------------------- 120S

Exclusions-
District of Columbia, police and fire

departments------------------ 120(

Executive orders, employees ex-
cluded by-------------------- 120(

Lighthouse Service employees ----- 120(

Extension of provisions by Executive
order.------------------------- 120(

Legislative and judicial employees,
time limitation for exercise of op-

- - 120

Civil Service Retirement Act, Amend-
ments-Continued.

Medical examinations----------------
Mentally incompetent employees, time

limitation for execution of claims
for retirement----------------.-

Civil Service Retirement and Disability
Fund, appropriation for__---------

Civil Works Administration:
Appropriation for-

Employees' compensation fund----
Judgments against----------------

Civilian Conservation Corps:
Appropriation for --------------- 529,

Employees' compensation fund------
Blood transfusions, payment for-------
Check clearance, etc., expenses, transfer

of funds to Treasury Department
authorized---------------------

Extension of, to July 1, 1943---------
Official seal, designation of----------
Reserve officers, Army, payments made

for hospital and medical expenses
incident to injury, etc., incurred
while on leave while on duty with,
ratified-------------------------

Service with, not deemed active mili-
tary duty-------------------

Transfer of, to Federal Security Agency
Vehicles, equipment, etc., exchanges au-

thorized-----------------------
Civilian Pilot Training Act of 1939 ------

Appropriations authorized -----------
Appropriation for ----------------

Civil Aeronautics Authority, training of

pilots and conduct of programs --
Cooperation by GCovernment depart-

nlents, etc --- ----------

Instructors, examiners, etc., appoint-
ment of ----- --------- ----

Property, leasing or acceptance of
loans of, authorized --------

Selection of students ----------
Duration of Act------------------

Claims. See Audited Claims; Damage
Claims.

Claims, Court of. See United States
Courts.

Claremore Hospital, Okla., appropriation
for------------------------------

Clees Ferry, Tenn., bridge authorized
across Cumberland River near -----

Clergymen, lawfully admitted alien,
deemed residents notwithstanding
temporary absences--------------

Clerks of Courts, appropriation for sal-
aries, etc---------------------

Cleveland, Ohio, appropriation for hydro-
graphic office ------------------
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City of Dubuque Bridge Commission, 
establishment; powers, etc  

Civil Aeronautics Authority: 
Administrator and members of, salary 

rates  
Appropriation for 526, 628, 1302 

Air-navigation facilities, establish-
ment of  

Civilian pilot training  
Emergency Relief Appropriation 

Act of 1939, administrative ex-
penses  

Printing and binding  527 
Civilian pilot training. See Civilian 

Pilot Training Act of 1939. 
Negro pilots, designation of civilian fly-

ing schools for loan of Army air-
craft, etc., for training of  556 

Civil Service Commission: 
Actuarial services, expenditures for, 

authorized  

Appropriation for— 
Alaska Railroad retirement and dis-

ability fund  
Canal Zone retirement and disabil-

ity fund  
Civil-service retirement and disabil-

ity fund  
Printing and binding  
Salaries and expenses _   

Details from other agencies forbidden_ _ 
Reorganization Act of 1939, exemption 

of, from transfer, etc., under   
Transfers or details of personnel in 

emergencies authorized  

Civil Service Retirement Act, Amend-
ments: 

Annuity, computation  
Additional, deposit of sums at option 

of employee for purchase (.,f  
"Basic salary, pay, or compensa-

tion" construed  
Increased, at employee's option  
Minimum total annuity  
Periods of service, computation  
Reduced, with annuity after death to 

beneficiary  
Effective date  

Exclusions— 
District of Columbia, police and fire 

departments  
Executive orders, employees ex-

cluded by  
Lighthouse Service employees  

Extension of provisions by Executive 
order  

Legislative and judicial employees, 
time limitation for exercise of op-

tion  

Page Civil Service Retirement Act, Amend- Page 

1051 ments—Continued. 
Medical examinations  1202 
Mentally incompetent employees, time 

550 limitation for execution of claims 
for retirement  1202 

Civil Service Retirement and Disability 
527 Fund, appropriation for  528 

1302 Civil Works Administration: 
Appropriation for— 

Employees' compensation fund  530 
931 Judgments against  1330 

Civilian Conservation Corps: 
Appropriation for  529, 1303 

Employees' compensation fund  530 
Blood transfusions, payment for  529 
Check clearance, etc., expenses, transfer 

of funds to Treasury Department 
authorized  

Extension of, to July 1, 1943  
528 Official seal, designation of  

Reserve officers, Army, payments made 
for hospital and medical expenses 

529 incident to injury, etc., incurred 
while on leave while on duty with, 

528 ratified  579 
Service with, not deemed active mili-

528 tary duty  
528 Transfer of, to Federal Security Agency _ 
528 Vehicles, equipment, etc., exchanges au-
528 thorized  

Civilian Pilot Training Act of 1939  
561 Appropriations authorized  

Appropriation for  
528 Civil Aeronautics Authority, training of 

pilots and conduct of programs _ _ 
Cooperation by Government depart-

1201 meta:4, etc 
Instructors, examiners, etc., appoint-

1202 ment of _  
l'roperty, leasing or acceptance of 

1202 loans of, authorized  
1201 Selection of students  
1201 Duration of Act  
1201 Claims. See Audited Claims; Damage 

Claims. 
1201 Claims, Court of. See United States 
1202 Courts. 

Claremore Hospital, Okla., appropriation 
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Cleveland National Forest, Calif., appro- Page
priation for acquisition of land for
soil-erosion control, etc------------- 957

Clinch River, examination for flood-con-
trol purposes authorized, North Fork,
Va. and Tenn------------------- 1416

Clinton Hospital, Okla., appropriation
for -------------------------- -- 707

Coachella Valley Irrigation Project, Calif.,
appropriation for------------------ 699

Coal Commission. See National Bitu-
minous Coal Commission.

Coamo River, P. R., examination for flood-
control purposes authorized -------- 1417

Coast and Geodetic Survey. See Com-
merce, Department of.

Coast Artillery School, Fort Monroe, Va.,
appropriation for maintenance------ 610

Coast Guard:
Aerial flights, increased pay for; limita-

tion -------------------------- 664
Appropriation for-------- 640, 663, 989, 1325

Damage claims----------------- 515, 640
Lighthouses, Bureau of---------- 632, 913

Assistant Commandant, appointment,
term, etc.; rank, pay, and allow-
ances-------------------------- 757

Atlantic City, N. J., acquisition of site
for servicing base authorized------ 1130

Aviation expenditures, limitation ------ 665
Aviation shore stations, restriction on

new construction, etc------------ 665
Commissioned personnel, number in-

creased; distribution; filling of va-
cancies ------------------------ 757

Details at headquarters, restriction- -- 663
Disabled members, pensions to; rates__ 1180
District commander and constructor,

transfer of officers in grades of, to
line; rank; precedence, etc-------- 1218

Grades abolished------------------ 1218
Reductions in rank, pay, etc., restric-

tion ------------------------ 1218
Vacancies ----------------------- 1218
Walker, Charles, appointment as

lieutenant commander--------- 1218
Draftsmen, etc., temporary employ-

ment of, authorized-------------- 1130
Engineer in chief, rank, pay, etc ------- 757
Enlisted personnel, retirement, with 20

or more years of service --------- 755
Enlisted Personnel Board, annual as-

sembly, recommendations; pro-
tests ---------.----------- 755

Limitation on number in any one
year------------------------ 755

Recall to active duty, pay, status,
etc ------- ------------

Retirement pay, computation; limita-
tion on amount--------------

Voluntary retirement-----------

755

756
7 A Ri

Coast Guard-Continued.
Facilities authorized-

Appropriation authorized --------
Base and air station, Alaska -------
Cutters, construction, etc-----------
Seaplanes, purchase-------------

Firearms, conveyance in mails to officers
permitted, for official use-- -----

Flags for burial of honorably discharged
members-----------------------

Interchange of appropriations ------
Lighthouse Service-

Celebration of 150th anniversary of
establishment of-

Expenditure authorized --------
Lighthouse Week, designation of-_-

President requested to invite ob-
servance------------------

Participation by Government de-
partments, etc--------------

Civil Service Retirement Act, ex-
clusion of certain employees from
provisions of ---- --------

Commissioning of certain personnel
in Coast Guard; qualifications-_

Laws and regulations, personnel
subject to------------

Officers carried as extra numbers in
grades; promotions; assign-
ments; vacancies-----------

Retirement, computation of service
for purposes of----------

Salary, etc., reductions, restriction_
Warrant officers and enlisted men,

appointments --------------
Vacancies ---.----------

Retirement of certain personnel - --

Lighthouses, Bureau of, consolidation of,
with -----.----------------.

Maritime Commission, compensation of
personnel detailed to------------

Maritime instruction duty in States,
etc., detail of personnel for -----

Morehead City Target Range, N. C.,
transfer of jurisdiction over portion
by War Department to Treasury
Department for purposes of-----

Reorganization Act of 1939, exemption
of, from transfer, etc., under -----

Retired personnel, holding of civil office
or appointment in Territories per-
mitted----- -------------------

St. Louis, Mo., acquisition of land for
depot authorized -------- ---

Stations, establishment-
Keeweenaw Peninsula, Mich ------
Monterey, Calif -----------------
Wrightsville Beach, N. C--------..

Yerba Buena Island, San Francisco Bay,
Calif., transfer of portion of Mili-
tary Reservation for use by-----
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Commodity Credit Corporation-Con.
Obligations, authorized aggregate

amount----------------------
Surplus agricultural commodities-

Exchange of, for reserve stocks of
strategic and critical materials
produced abroad, pursuant to
treaty provisions--------------

Cotton-
Specific, determination of, to be

exchanged---------------
Warehousing of --------------

Funds available --------------
Storage provisions ------------.

Sale of, to foreign governments; con-
ditions----------------------

Cotton, determination of specific,
to be sold; limitation on num-
ber of bales ----------------

Transfer of, to Department of Agricul-
ture__----.-------------------

Commodity Exchange Act, appropriation
for enforcement- -----------------

Common Trust Funds, net operating loss
deduction, allowance to participants-

Communications Commission. See Fed-
eral Communications Commission.

Compacts. See Interstate Compacts.

Competency Certificates. See Officers'
Competency Certificates Convention,
1936.

Comptroller General. See General Ac-
counting Office.

Comptroller of the Currency, Office of the.
See Treasury Department.

Conciliation, Commissioners of, appropria-
tion for salaries and expenses------

Confederate Cemeteries, appropriation
for maintenance, etc --------------

Confederate Veterans. See United Con-
federate Veterans' Reunion.

Confederated Bands of Utes, Utah, appro-
priation for purchase of land -------

Conferences, Expositions, etc. See also
International Obligations.

Appropriation for-
American Scientific Congress, Eighth-
General Disarmament Conference---
Geodesy and Geophysics, Seventh

General Assembly of the Inter-
national Union of ------------

Housing Conference, First Pan
American .----------------

International Monetary and Eco-
nomic Conference ------------

Microbiology, Third International
Congress for-----------------

Pan American Child Congress, Eighth-
Political Refugees, International

Committee on----------------
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Seed Testing Congress, Ninth Inter-
national----------------------

Treasury Representatives, Meeting of_
Coronado, Francisco Vasquez de, Fed-
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tion of 400th anniversary of explo-
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Gallipolis, Ohio, Federal participation
in celebration of anniversary of
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International Statistical Institute, invi-
tation to foreign countries to par-
ticipate authorized; appropriation
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Lighthouse Service, celebration of 150th
anniversary, participation in ----

Microbiology, Third International Con-
gress for, appropriation authorized
for expenses of holding ----------

Petroleum Exposition, International,
invitation to foreign countries to
participate authorized; importa-
tion of articles duty-free---------

Polar Exploration, International Exhi-
bition of, President authorized to
accept invitation of Norway to
participate in-------------------

Rheumatic Diseases, Seventh Inter-
national Congress for the, invita-
tions to foreign countries to partici-
pate authorized; appropriation au-
thorized for expenses ------------

Sacramento Golden Empire Centennial,
invitations to foreign countries to
participate in, authorized--------

San Diego-Cabrillo Quadricentennial
Celebration, invitations to foreign
countries to participate authorized_

Congress. See also House of Representa-
tives; Legislative Branch of the Gov-
ernment; Senate.

Annual reports to be submitted to,
by/on-

Army construction work, Alaska and
Panama Canal Zone, on cost-
plus-a-fixed-fee basis ----------

Emergency Relief Appropriation Act
of 1939---------------------

Federal Old-Age and Survivors In-
surance Trust Fund, operation
and status of ----------------

Franklin D. Roosevelt Library------
Gorgas Memorial Laboratory ------
Government records, list of, authorized

for disposition by Archivist -- --

Summarization of data contained in
reports by Government agen-
cies---------------------
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Congress-Continued.
Annual reports to be submitted to,

by/on-Continued.
Justice, Department of, employment

of special attorneys ----------
Maritime Commission, inclusion of

report of operations under pro-
visions for acquisition of obsolete
vessels in exchange for allowance
of credit toward new vessel - --

Naval aviation facilities, contracts
entered into for construction, etc-

Stabilization funds, audit of--------
Tennessee Valley Authority, state-

ment of expenditure of proceeds
of bond issue for acquisition of
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reserve aviation personnel .---
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Consolidated Ute Indians, Colo., appro-
priation for support, etc-------- 708, 1315

Consolidated Ute Reservation, Colo., ap-
propriation for construction and re-
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Constitution, painting of signing of, au-
thorized, for placement in Capitol
Building ----------------------- 583

Appropriation for------------------- 981
Constitution Sesquicentennial Commis-

sion, U. S., appropriation for-------- 1307
Construction-Differential Subsidy. See

Merchant Marine Act, 1936, Amend-
ments.
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Agriculture, Department of--------- 940
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Post Office Department------------ 675
Senate------------------------ 825, 1301
State, Department of-------------- 886

Foreign Service -------------- 639, 889
Treasury Department-------------- 656
War Department---------------- 594, 992

Coast Guard Academy, authorized ---- 582

Contraband Articles, transportation in
vessels, vehicles, and aircraft declared
unlawful; seizure and forfeiture----- 1291

Appropriations made available -------- 1292
Definitions------------------------- 1292
Enforcement provisions_------------- 1292

Laws applicable -------------------- 1292
Rules and regulations---------------- 1293

Supplemental nature of provisions ---- 1292
Contractors, Government, appropriation

for relief of certain, for losses due to

compliance with codes------------- 673
Convention Relating to Liquor Traffic in

Africa, appropriation for contribution - 892

Conveyances, tax on, extension of, until
July 1, 1941------------------ 862

Cooperative Agricultural Extension Work,
appropriation authorized for further
development of_---------------- 589

Cooperative Farm Forestry Act, appropria-

tion for carrying provisions into effect- 977
Coos Bay Wagon Road Lands:

Appropriation for payment of portion
of proceeds of sales of--------- 692, 1313

Disposition of funds derived from-
Administration, amount available for- 754

Appraisals of land and timber;
manner and frequency --------- 754

Coos and Douglas Counties, annual
payments to----------------- 75

Deficiencies in amounts of payments
due; availability of additional
sums ------------------------- 75-

Exchange of, for consolidation purposes,
authorized --------------------- 1 144

Copeland, Royal S., payment to widow of- 51;

Copyright Office, Catalogue of Title En-
tries of the, appropriation for publi-
cation-------------------------- 

83 (

Copyrights, Prints, and Labels, jurisdic-
tion transferred to Register of Copy-
rights; fee--------------------- 114'

Existing copyrights, renewal---------- 114'

Cordage, Philippine, quota------------- 122'

Allocation of------------------------ 122:

Corn, appropriation for parity payments 97.

Coronado Exposition Commission:
Accounts and vouchers, audit of-------104:
Appropriation authorized------------- 104:

Appropriation for----------------- 
1 30

Descriptive pamphlet, printing author-
ized --------------------------- 104

Coronado Exposition Commission-Con. Page

Establishment; membership --------- 1047
Exhibits and loans by Government

agencies ----------------------- 1047
Monument, erection of, near U. S.-

Mexican border----------------- 1048
Personal services-------------------- 1047
Report to Congress ----------------- 1048

Corozal General Depot, C. Z., funds made
available for construction at ------- 1327

Corporate Securities, continuation of tax
on, until July 1, 1941------------- 862

Corporations:
Taxes on. See District of Columbia,

Revenue Act of 1939; Revenue Act
of 1939, Income tax amendments.

Corpus Christi, Tex., acceptance of land
near, for use as naval aviation train-
ing station, authorized-__--------- - 590

Cosmetics. See Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act, Amendments.

Costa Rica, appropriation for minister to- 887
Cotton:

Acreage allotments, certain apportion-
ment provisions to apply to any crop
year; allotment of acreage in coun-
ties-------------------------- - 512

Appropriation for-
Parity payments------------------ 974
Surplus, disposal of --------------- 975

Cotton pool participation trust certifi-
cates, extension of time limit of au-
thority of manager to purchase.--- 572

Future prices of, prediction by em-
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National allotment-
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uance .------------.------- 853

Increased planted acreage plus di-
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acreage, continuance--------- 853

4 Minimum ----------------------- 1125
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Exchange of, for reserve stocks of
strategic and critical materials

3 p r o d u ced abroad, pursuant to
treaty provisions--.----------- 1407

Specific, determination of, to be
2 exchanged------------------ 1407

2 Warehousing of----------------- 1407
7 Sale of, to foreign governments; con-
8 ditions; limitation on number of
4 bales ----------------------- 1418

Cotton Act, appropriation for refund of

8 taxes collected under--------------- 662

8 Salaries and expenses in connection
7 with refunding------------------ 1325

Cotton Crops and Diseases, appropriation
7 for investigations, etc-------------- 952
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Cotton Futures Act, appropriation for
carrying provisions into effect------

Cotton Insects, appropriation for investi-
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Cotton Quality Statistics and Classing
Acts, appropriation for enforcement -

Cotton Standards Act, appropriation for
carrying provisions into effect ------
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preliminary examination of site for
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Council of Personnel Administration, ap-

propriation for salaries and expenses- 1303
Courts. See District of Columbia; United

States Courts.
Crab Orchard Creek Dam Project, Ill.,

removal of bodies buried in and re-
interment in area set aside as ceme-
tery; condition------------------- 1244

Crane Brook, N. Y., examination for flood-
control purposes authorized ------- 1416

Crater Lake National Park, Oreg., appro-
priation for administration, etc ----- 726

Cravens, Ben, payment to widow of ---- 513
Creek Indians, Okla., appropriation for

tuition of pupils------------------- 706
Crimes and Misdemeanors. See also

Criminal Code, Amendments.
Allotment of wages by seamen, penalty

for false claim------------------- 794
Campaign expenses, unlawful solicita-

tion from persons receiving com-
pensation under relief appropria-
tions; penalty provisions ----- 509, 1148

Coast Guard Reserve Act of 1939, im-
proper use of insignia, etc ------- 855

Death, no statute of limitations to
apply to offenses punishable by--- 1198

District of Columbia-
Diseases, regulations to prevent and

control spread of communicable
and preventable, penalty for
violation -------------------- 1408

Foreign building and loan associa-
tions, failure to comply with re-
quired provisions, etc., penalty- 1062

Insanity proceedings, penalty pro-
visions -------.------------- 1299

District of Columbia Revenue Act of
1939-

Income tax-
Penalties----.----------------- 1105
Returns, violation of provisions

concerning secrecy of-------- 1096
Inheritance and estate taxes, penalty

provisions---------- ---------- 1117
Divorces, penalty for use of mails for

solicitation of procurement in for-
eign countries ------------------ 1341

Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of
1939. nenaltv nrovisions - - 937
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penalty provisions ------------- - 744
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Crookston, Minn., bridge authorized

across Red River at-------------- 1120

Crop and Livestock Estimates, appropria-
tion for ------------------------ - 968

Crop Insurance, advances to producers

for, authorized; conditions __------- - 550

Crop Insurance Act, Federal, appropria-
tion for administrative and operating

expenses------------------------- 975

Crop Insurance Corporation. See Federal

Crop Insurance Corporation.
Crop Production and Harvesting Loans,

appropriation for------------------ 979

Crow Creek Hospital, S. Dak., appropria-

tion for-------------------------- 707

Crow Hospital, Mont., appropriation for-- 707

Crow Reservation, Mont., appropriation

for improvement, etc., of irrigation
systems--------------------- 701, 702

Crystal Cave, Calif., funds for develop-

ment, etc., continued available------ 727

Cuba:
Appropriation for-

Ambassador to ------------------- 887

Monuments, etc., to American sol-

diers, maintenance------ ------ 857

Culion, P. I., appropriation for transfer of

lepers to, from Guam-------------- 75E

Cultural Relations, Convention for the

Promotion of Inter-American, appro-

priation for meeting obligations
under --------------------------- 892

Cumberland River, bridge authorized

across, near Clees Ferry, Tenn------ 622

Custer National Battlefield Cemetery,

Mont., erection of public museum

within; appropriation authorized --- 133'

Cusfoms, Bureau of. See Treasury De-

partment.
Customs and Patent Appeals, Court of.

See United States Courts.
Customs Cases, appropriation for con-

duct of --------------------------- 89

Customs Court. See United States Courts.

Customs Laws, advances from Treasury in

connection with enforcement of,

authorized----------------------- 126
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compilation, etc------------------- 90
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contribution---------------------- 89
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plans, etc ---------------------- 86
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Promotion of Inter-American, appro-
priation for meeting obligations 

under  
Cumberland River, bridge authorized 

across, near Clees Ferry, Tenn  
Custer National Battlefield Cemetery, 

Mont., erection of public museum 
within; appropriation authorized_ _ _ _ 

Customs, Bureau of. See Treasury De-
partment. 

Customs and Patent Appeals, Court of. 
See United States Courts. 

Customs Cases, appropriation for con-
duct of  

Customs Court. See United States Courts. 

Customs Laws, advances from Treasury in 
connection with enforcement of, 
authorized  

Customs Statistics, 
compilation, etc  

Customs Tariffs, International Bureau 
for Publication of, appropriation for 

contribution  
Cut Off, La., bridge 

Fourche, legalized 
Cypress Bayou, La., construction of flood-

control works according to revised 

plans, etc  
Czechoslovakia, appropriation for minister 

to  

authorized 

sol-

appropriation for 

across Bayou La 

Page Page 

Dabney, Walter D. (Lt. Col.), credit in 
1120 accounts  578, 579 

Dahlgren, Va.: 
968 Appropriation for operation of school 

at ordnance station  766 
550 Naval Proving Ground, construction 

at, authorized  799 

Dairy Industry, Bureau of. See Agri-
975 culture, Department of. 

Dallas, Tex., appropriation for establish-
ment of penal institution at  902 

Daly, J. Burrwood, payment to widow of_ _ 627 
979 Damage Claims, appropriation for-516, 644, 1328 
707 Dauphin Island, Ala., time extended for 
707 bridging Mobile Bay to Cedar Point_ _ 1124 

Davenport, Iowa, time extended for bridg-
ing Mississippi River at  624 

Death, no statute of limitations to apply 
to offenses punishable by  1198 

727 Defective Delinquents, U. S. Hospital for, 
appropriation for  635 

Defense Act. See National Defense Act, 
887 Amendments. 

Deficiency Appropriation Act, Fiscal Year 
857 1939, First. See also Urgent De-

ficiency and Supplemental Appropria-
758 tion Act, fiscal years 1939 and 1940. 

Appropriation for— 
Agriculture, Department of  513 
Entomology and Plant Quarantine, 

892 Bureau of  514 
Forest Service  513 

622 Audited claims  517 
Claimants, interest withheld from _ _ _ 524 
Damage claims__ _ _ _ 516 

1337 Interest withheld from claimants_ _ _ _ 524 
Judgments and authorized claims_ _ __ 516 
Justice, Department of  514 

Federal Bureau of Investigation_ _ _ 514 
Labor Department  514 

Children's Bureau  515 
898 Wage and Hour Division  514 

Legislative Branch of the Govern-
ment-

1262 House of Representatives  
Senate  

Mount Rushmore National Memorial 

909 Commission  
Navy Department  

Secretary, Office of _  
891 Damage claims  

Yards and Docks, Bureau of  
1237 Social Security Board  

Treasury Department  
Procurement Division, Public Build-

860 ings Branch  
Secretary, Office of 

887 Damage claims  

513 
512 

513 
515 
515 
515 
515 
513 
515 

515 
515 
515 



INDEX

Deficiency Appropriation Act, Fiscal Year
1939, First-Continued.

Appropriation for-Continued.
War Department --...............

Engineers, Corps of-------------
Secretary, Office of--------------

Damage claims---------__--__
Deficiency Appropriation Act, Fiscal Year

1939, Second. See also Urgent Defi-
ciency and Supplemental Appropria-
tion Act, fiscal years 1939 and 1940.

Appropriation for-
Agriculture, Department of -. ...--

Entomology and Plant Quarantine,
Bureau of------------------

Food and Drug Administration-_-
Forest Service -----------__-__-
International Production Control

Committees- __----__-____--
Sugar Act of 1937, expenses -----

Audited claims ------------_____-
Civil Aeronautics Authority -------
Commerce, Department of -------

Lighthouses, Bureau of ----.- __
Marine Inspection and Navigation,

Bureau of------------.-__--
Patent Office ------------------
Standards, National Bureau of-.--

Commodity Credit Corporation-----
Damage claims -------------.---
District of Columbia---------------

District buildings, salaries and ex-
penses ----------------

Judgments------------------- 630,
Jurors and witnesses, fees ---------
Lunacy writs - .................
Mental Health, Commission on-_
Minimum Wage Board----------
Public schools----- -----------. __
Tuberculosis sanatoria ------_-__
Vehicles and Traffic, Department

of-------------------------
Export-Import Bank of Washington-
Federal Housing Administration ----
General Accounting Office ---------
Interior, Department of the---------

Bituminous Coal Commission, Na-
tional -------------------_-

Education, Office of--------------
Government in the Territories ---
Indian Affairs, Bureau of --------
National Park Service -..........
Reclamation, Bureau of----.....
St. Elizabeths Hospital--- -----.

Judgments-
Court of Claims- _--_-----____.-
United States Courts --------.-

Justice, Department of------------
Contingent expenses ------------
Courts. See United States Courts.

Pag

51f
51(
51(
51(

631

631
631
631

632
632
646
628
632
632

632
633
632
629
644
630

630
631
630
630
630
630
630
630

631
628
628
629
633

633
633
634
633
633
633
634

645
645
634
634

Deficiency Appropriation Act, Fiscal Year
1939, Second-Continued.

Appropriation for-Continued.
Justice, Department of-Continued.

Federal Bureau of Investigation_
Penal and correctional institutions-
Printing and binding --------____

Labor, Department of -------------
Conciliation, Commissioners of.-..
Immigration and Naturalization

Service---------_-__--___---
Labor Statistics, Bureau of-------
Secretary, Office of the -----.-__-

Legislative Branch of the Govern-
ment-

Architect of the Capitol-- -------
Government Printing Office ------
House of Representatives -- __--_-
Library of Congress--------------
Senate-------------- --____ _ -___

Maritime Labor Board ----.......
Mount Rushmore National Memorial

Commission -------___--_____
National Advisory Committee for

Aeronautics-------__--.---_-
National Mediation Board --------
Navy Department.......----------

Collision damage claims ---------
Contingent expenses ----_ ..---__
Navigation, Bureau of -------.--

Naval Observatory -____----_
Training, education, and welfare_

Replacement of naval vessels - - -
Secretary, Office of the------.....
Supplies and Accounts, Bureau of_
Yards and Docks, Bureau of------

Post Office Department------------
Damage claims----------_--__-__
Postmaster General, Office of the_ _

Railroad Retirement Board --------
Securities and Exchange Commission-
Social Security Board ----------- __
State, Department of------.......

Architects, Fifteenth International
Congress of.......----------

Contributions, quotas, etc---..---
Foreign Service-

Allowances ------- __________
Contingent expenses ----------
Salaries-

Clerks--------------------
Colombia and Venezuela, funds

made available for ambas-
sadors to-------------

Widows and heirs, allowances to-
International Pacific Salmon Fish-

eries Commission ---------
Printing and binding------------
Secretary, Office of the --------
Smelter-fumes controversy, U. S.-

Canada, arbitration of-------

Page

634
635
634
636
636

637
636
636

627
627
627
627
627
628

629

628
628
637
637
637
637
637
637
638
637
637
637
638
638
638
628
629
630
638

639
639

639
639

638

638
639

639
638
638

639

XXVIXXVI INDEX 

Deficiency Appropriation Act, Fiscal Year 
1939, First—Continued. 

Appropriation for—Continued. 
War Department  

Engineers, Corps of  
Secretary, Office of  
Damage claims__  

Deficiency Appropriation Act, Fiscal Year 
1939, Second. See also Urgent Defi-
ciency and Supplemental Appropria-
tion Act, fiscal years 1939 and 1940. 

Appropriation for— 
Agriculture, Department of  
Entomology and Plant Quarantine, 

Bureau of  
Food and Drug Administration  
Forest Service  
International Production Control 

Committees  
Sugar Act of 1937, expenses  

Audited claims  
Civil Aeronautics Authority  
Commerce, Department of  

Lighthouses, Bureau of  
Marine Inspection and Navigation, 

Bureau of  
Patent Office  
Standards, National Bureau of___ _ 

Commodity Credit Corporation  
Damage claims  
District of Columbia  

District buildings, salaries and ex-
penses  

Judgments  
Jurors and witnesses, fees 
Lunacy writs  
Mental Health, Commission on _ _ 
Minimum Wage Board  
Public schools  
Tuberculosis sanatoria  
Vehicles and Traffic, Department 

of  
Export-Import Bank of Washington _ 
Federal Housing Administration__ _ _ 
General Accounting Office  
Interior, Department of the  

Bituminous Coal Commission, Na-
tional  

Education, Office of  
Government in the Territories_ _ _ _ 
Indian Affairs, Bureau of  
National Park Service  
Reclamation, Bureau of  
St. Elizabeths Hospital  

Judgments— 
Court of Claims  
United States Courts  

Justice, Department of  
Contingent expenses  
Courts. See United States Courts. 
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516 
516 
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631 

631 
631 
631 

632 
632 
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628 
632 
632 

632 
633 
632 
629 
644 
630 

630 
630, 631 

630 
630 
630 
630 
630 
630 

631 
628 
628 
629 
633 

633 
633 
634 
633 
633 
633 
634 

645 
645 

634 
634 

Deficiency Appropriation Act, Fiscal Year Page 

1939, Second—Continued. 
Appropriation for—Continued. 

Justice, Department of—Continued. 
Federal Bureau of Investigation_ _ 634 
Penal and correctional institutions _ 635 
Printing and binding  634 

Labor, Department of  636 
Conciliation, Commissioners of__ _ _ 636 
Immigration and Naturalization 

Service  637 
Labor Statistics, Bureau of  636 
Secretary, Office of the  636 

Legislative Branch of the Govern-
ment— 

Architect of the Capitol  627 
Government Printing Office  627 
House of Representatives  627 
Library of Congress  627 
Senate  627 

Maritime Labor Board  628 
Mount Rushmore National Memorial 

Commission  629 
National Advisory Committee for 

Aeronautics  628 
National Mediation Board  628 
Navy Department   637 

Collision damage claims  637 
Contingent expenses  637 
Navigation, Bureau of  637 
Naval Observatory  637 
Training, education, and welfare _ 637 

Replacement of naval vessels  638 
Secretary, Office of the  637 
Supplies and Accounts, Bureau of 637 
Yards and Docks, Bureau of  637 

Post Office Department  638 
Damage claims   638 
Postmaster General, Office of the_ _ 638 

Railroad Retirement Board  628 
Securities and Exchange Commission _ 629 
Social Security Board  630 
State, Department of  638 

Architects, Fifteenth International 
Congress of  639 

Contributions, quotas, etc  639 
Foreign Service— 

Allowances  639 
Contingent expenses  639 
Salaries— 

Clerks   638 
Colombia and Venezuela, funds 

made available for ambas-
sadors to  638 

Widows and heirs, allowances to.. 639 
International Pacific Salmon Fish-

eries Commission   639 
Printing and binding  638 
Secretary, Office of the  638 
Smelter-fumes controversy, U. S.-

Canada, arbitration of  639 



Deficiency Appropriation Act, Fiscal Year Page

1939, Second-Continued.
Appropriation for-Continued.

Tax Appeals, Board of ------------- 627
Temporary National Economic Com-

mittee ---------------------- 629

Treasury Department -------------- 639
Coast Guard ------------------ 640
Federal land banks, payments to,

on account of reductions in
interest rate on mortgages --- 639

Internal Revenue, Bureau of------ 640
Public Health Service ------------ 640

United States Courts ----------- 636
Judges, salaries ----------------- 636
Marshals, and other expenses - -. 636
Territorial courts---------------- 636

War Department ----------------- 641
Air Corps --------------------- 641
Chemical Warfare Service _------ 643
Engineers, Corps of------------ 642, 643
General Staff Corps .---------- - 641
Medical Department ------------- 643

Military Academy-------------- 641
National Guard ---------------- 642
Ordnance Department------------ 643
Panama Canal------------------ 642
Quartermaster Corps--------- 641, 642
Seacoast defenses-------------- 641, 644
Signal Corps ------------------ 643

Treasury Department, transfer of cer-

tain funds authorized for expenses
incurred in carrying out provisions
of Emergency Relief Appropriation
Act of 1938--------------------- 639

Deficiency Appropriation Act, Fiscal Year
1939, Third. See also Urgent Defi-
ciency and Supplemental Appropria-
tion Act, fiscal years 1939 and 1940.

Appropriation for-
Aeronautics, National Advisory Com-

mittee for--------------------- 130(

Agriculture, Department of--------- 1312

Agricultural Marketing Service--- 131;

Audited claims-------------------- 133(

Civil Aeronautics Authority -------- 130;

Civilian Conservation Corps ------- 130;

Commerce, Department of ------- 131'
Coast and Geodetic Survey------- 131'

Patent Office ------------------ 131'

Standards, National Bureau of --- 131,

Constitution Sesquicentennial Com-
mission, U. S ------------ - 130

Coronado Exposition Commission,
U. S.----------------------- 130

District of Columbia -------------- 130'

Assessments, refund of ---------- 131(

Assessor's Office----------------- 130

Audited claims------------------ 131

Claims, settlement of------------ 131

Deficiency Appropriation Act, Fiscal Year
1939, Third-Continued.

Appropriation for-Continued.
District of Columbia-Continued.

Contingent and miscellaneous ex-
penses-------------------

Courts----------------------
Erroneous collections, refund of_--
Executive Office---------------
Health Department -------------
Highway fund, gasoline tax, and

motor vehicle fees, payments
from ---------------------

Judgments--------------------
Municipal Architect's Office-__---
Public schools ------------------
Public welfare-----------------
Tax Appeals, Board of----.... --.

Federal Housing Administration ---

Federal Loan Agency -------------
Federal Housing Administration__

Federal Security Agency -.--------
Civilian Conservation Corps------
Public Health Service -..----.---
Social Security Board ---------

Federal Works Agency-----------
Public Buildings Administration--
Public Roads Administration ----

General Anthony Wayne Memorial
Commission -----------------

Interior, Department of the -------
Biological Survey, Bureau of -----
General Land Office-------------
Geological Survey ---------------
Government in the Territories - --
Indian Affairs, Bureau of........-
Mines, Bureau of --- -----------
National Park Service --------
Petroleum Conservation Division_-
Printing and binding-----------
Reclamation, Bureau of----------
Secretary, Office of the ----------

Interstate Commerce Commission --
Judgments and authorized claims---.

0 Justice, Department of------------
Federal Bureau of Investigation---

Labor, Department of-----------
Children's Bureau --------------

2 Immigration and Naturalization
2 Service------------------

2 Secretary, Office of the---------
Wage and Hour Division --------

7 Legislative Branch of the Govern-
ment-

7 Architect of the Capitol .--------

7 Government Printing Office ------

3 House of Representatives--------
7 Senate------------------------
1 National Capital Park and Planning
0 Commission-----------------

Page

1307
1308
1308
1307
1308

1310
1311
1307
1308
1309
1307
1303
1303
1303
1303
1303
1303
1304
1305
1305
1305

1305
1313
1317
1313
1317
1318
1314
1317
1318
1313
1313
1316
1313
1305
1328
1318
1318
1319
1320

1319
1319
1321

1302
1302
1301
1301

1306
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Deficiency Appropriation Act, Fiscal Year rage 
1939, Second—Continued. 

Appropriation for—Continued. 
Tax Appeals, Board of  627 
Temporary National Economic Com-

mittee  629 

Treasury Department  639 
Coast Guard   640 
Federal land banks, payments to, 

on account of reductions in 
interest rate on mortgages__ _ 639 

Internal Revenue, Bureau of  640 
Public Health Service  640 

United States Courts  636 
Judges, salaries  636 
Marshals, and other expenses  636 
Territorial courts  636 

War Department  641 
Air Corps   641 
Chemical Warfare Service  643 
Engineers, Corps of  642, 643 
General Staff Corps  641 
Medical Department  643 
Military Academy  641 
National Guard  642 
Ordnance Department  643 
Panama Canal  642 
Quartermaster Corps  641, 642 
Seacoast defenses  641, 644 
Signal Corps  643 

Treasury Department, transfer of cer-
tain funds authorized for expenses 
incurred in carrying out provisions 
of Emergency Relief Appropriation 

Act of 1938  
Deficiency Appropriation Act, Fiscal Year 

1939, Third. See also Urgent Defi-
ciency and Supplemental Appropria-
tion Act, fiscal years 1939 and 1940. 

Appropriation for— 
Aeronautics, National Advisory Com-

mittee for  
Agriculture, Department of  

Agricultural Marketing Service_ _ _ 
Audited claims  
Civil Aeronautics Authority  
Civilian Conservation Corps  
Commerce, Department of  

Coast and Geodetic Survey  
Patent Office  
Standards, National Bureau of__ _ _ 

Constitution Sesquicentennial Com-
mission, U. S  

Coronado Exposition Commission, 

U. S  
District of Columbia  

Assessments, refund of 
Assessor's Office  
Audited claims  
Claims, settlement of  

639 

1306 
1312 
1312 
1330 
1302 
1303 
1312 
1312 
1312 
1312 

1307 

1307 

1307 
1310 
1307 
1311 
1310 

Deficiency Appropriation Act, Fiscal Year rage 
1939, Third—Continued. 

Appropriation for—Continued. 
District of Columbia—Continued. 

Contingent and miscellaneous ex-
penses  1307 

Courts  1308 
Erroneous collections, refund of__ _ 1308 
Executive Office  1307 
Health Department  1308 
Highway fund, gasoline tax, and 

motor vehicle fees, payments 
from  1310 

Judgments  1311 
Municipal Architect's Office  1307 
Public schools  1308 
Public welfare  1309 
Tax Appeals, Board of  1307 

Federal Housing Administration  1303 
Federal Loan Agency  1303 

Federal Housing Administration  1303 

Federal Security Agency  1303 
Civilian Conservation Corps  1303 
Public Health Service  1303 
Social Security Board  1304 

Federal Works Agency  1305 
Public Buildings Administration__ 1305 
Public Roads Administration  1305 

General Anthony Wayne Memorial 
Commission  1305 

Interior, Department of the  1313 
Biological Survey, Bureau of  1317 
General Land Office  1313 
Geological Survey  1317 
Government in the Territories.. _ _ _ 1318 
Indian Affairs, Bureau of  1314 
Mines, Bureau of_   1317 
National Park Service  1318 
Petroleum Conservation Division  1313 
Printing and binding  1313 
Reclamation, Bureau of  1316 
Secretary, Office of the  1313 

Interstate Commerce Commission_   1305 
Judgments and authorized claims  1328 
Justice, Department of  1318 

Federal Bureau of Investigation _ 1318 

Labor, Department of  1319 
Children's Bureau  1320 
Immigration and Naturalization 

Service  1319 
Secretary, Office of the  1319 
Wage and Hour Division  1321 

Legislative Branch of the Govern-
ment— 

Architect of the Capitol  1302 
Government Printing Office  1302 
House of Representatives  1301 
Senate  1301 

National Capital Park and Planning 
Commission  1306 



Deficiency Appropriation Act, Fiscal Year
1939, Third-Continued.

Appropriation for-Continued.
Navy Department------------

Marine Corps------------------
Naval vessels-

Alterations-------------------
Replacement---------------

Secretary, Office of the---------
Supplies and Accounts, Bureau of -
Yards and Docks, Bureau of-----

Personnel Administration, Council of-
Post Office Department -----------

First Assistant Postmaster General,
Office of-----------------

Public Health Service-------------
Securities and Exchange Commis-

sion-------------------------
Smithsonian Institution ---------
Social Security Board ------------
"Star-Spangled Banner," one hun-

dred and twenty-fifth anniver-
sary of the writing of ---------

State, Department of-- ---------
Agrarian Claims Commission, U.

S.-Mexico -.---------------
Contributions, quotas, etc -------
Inter-American Radio Conference,

Second --------------------
Secretary, Office of the -------
Treasury Representatives, Meet-

ing of .---.....---..---..
Treasury Department -- _-------

Coast Guard-------------------
Internal Revenue, Bureau of-----
Printing, Division of-------------
Procurement Division, Branch of

Supply---------------------
Secretary, Office of the-------

United States Courts------------
China, United States Court for-.-

War Department --- -------
Engineers, Corps of .-------- 1327,
Inspector General, Office of-------
Quartermaster Corps ----------
Salaries-- -------------------

Delaware, bridge authorized across Ches-
apeake and Delaware Canal at St.
Georges--------------------------

Delaware River, examination for flood-
control purposes authorized, Pa----

Delaware Valley Tercentenary Commis-
sion, funds continued available for_-

Delta Point, La., purchase and mainte-
nance of bridge across Mississippi
River at, authorized---------------

Denmark, appropriation for minister to -
Denning, Henry M. (MaJ.), credit in

accounts-------------------------
Denver, Colo., appropriation for mint -..

Page

1321
1322

1322
1322
1321
1321
1322
1303
1323

1323
1303

1306
1306
1304

1305
1323

1324
1323

1324
1323

1324
1325
1325
1325
1325

1326
1325
1319
1319
1327
1328
1327
1327
1327

1240

1416

896

1267
887

578
670

Departments. See Government Depart- Page
ments and Agencies.

Dependent Children, appropriation for
grants to States for aid to ---------- 541

Des Moines River:
Bridge authorized across, at-

Levy, Iowa----------------------- 1221
Red Rock, Iowa -------------- - 1207

Deschutes Project, Oreg., appropriation
for construction------------------- 717

Detroit, Mich.:
Appropriation for-

Hydrographic office --------------. 781
River postal service -------------- 677

Director General of Railroads, office
abolished and functions transferred__ 1432

Dirty Creek, Okla., examination for flood-
control purposes authorized--------- 1416

Disarmament Conference, General, bal-
ances reappropriated --------------- 988

Disaster Loan Corporation:
Capital stock, increase of------------- 510
Lending authority extended ---------- 510
Transfer of, to Federal Loan Agency - - 1430

Disbursing Officers, relief of, for disallow-
ances on account of airplane travel - 1000

Disease and Sanitation Investigations,
appropriation for-------------- 669, 1304

Distilled Spirits, importation for on-
premises consumption at Golden Gate
International Exposition and New
York World's Fair, 1939; conditions_ 625

District Attorneys, appropriation for sal-
aries -------------------------- 900

District of Columbia:
Adoption proceedings, extension of

period for investigation ---------- 844
Advertising, restriction on use of funds

for, in newspapers published out-
side District of Columbia -------- 1009

Alleys and minor streets, condemnation
proceedings in opening, etc., of;
benefit assessments -------------- 844

Anacostia River, designation of bridge
over, as John Philip Sousa Bridge- 512

Appropriation for-
Alcoholic Beverage Control Board-_- 1006
Alley Dwelling Authority ---------- 529
Anacostia Park, development------- 1031
Assessments, refund of------------- 1310
Assessor's Office ------------- 1005,1307
Audited claims ---------- 523,1311,1335
Auditor's Office ----------------- 1005
Buildings, care of --------- --- 1005
Central garage------------------- 1009
Claims, settlement of-------------- 1310
Collector's Office------------------ 1005
Contingent expenses ---------- 1008, 1307
Coroner's Office------------------ 1006
Corporation Counsel, Office of------ 1006

XXVIII INDEXXXVIII INDEX 

Deficiency Appropriation Act, Fiscal Year 
1939, Third—Continued. 

Appropriation for—Continued. 
Navy Department  

Marine Corps  
Naval vessels— 

Alterations  
Replacement  

Secretary, Office of the  
Supplies and Accounts, Bureau of_ _ 
Yards and Docks, Bureau of  

Personnel Administration, Council of _ 
Post Office Department  

First Assistant Postmaster General, 
Office of  

Public Health Service  
Securities and Exchange Commis-

sion  

Smithsonian Institution  
Social Security Board  
"Star-Spangled Banner," one hun-

dred and twenty-fifth anniver-
sary of the writing of  

State, Department of  
Agrarian Claims Commission, U. 

S.-Mexico  

Contributions, quotas, etc  
Inter-American Radio Conference, 

Second  
Secretary, Office of the  
Treasury Representatives, Meet-

ing of  

Treasury Department  
Coast Guard  
Internal Revenue, Bureau of  
Printing, Division of  
Procurement Division, Branch of 

Supply  
Secretary, Office of the  

United States Courts  
China, United States Court for. 

War Department  
Engineers, Corps of_ 
Inspector General, Office of  
Quartermaster Corps  
Salaries  

Delaware, bridge authorized across Ches-
apeake and Delaware Canal at St. 
Georges  

Delaware River, examination for flood-
control purposes authorized, Pa  

Delaware Valley Tercentenary Commis-
sion, funds continued available for _ 

Delta Point, La., purchase and mainte-
nance of bridge across Mississippi 
River at, authorized  

Denmark, appropriation for minister to _ 
Denning, Henry M. (Maj.), credit in 

accounts  
Denver, Colo., appropriation for mint 

Page 
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  1327,1328 
1327 
1327 
1327 

1240 

1416 

896 

1267 

887 

578 
670 

Departments. See Government Depart- rage 
ments and Agencies. 

Dependent Children, appropriation for 
grants to States for aid to  541 

Des Moines River: 
Bridge authorized across, at— 

Levy, Iowa  1221 
Red Rock, Iowa  1207 

Deschutes Project, Oreg., appropriation 
for construction  717 

Detroit, Mich.: 
Appropriation for— 
Hydrographic office   781 
River postal service  677 

Director General of Railroads, office 
abolished and functions transferred  1432 

Dirty Creek, Okla., examination for flood-
control purposes authorized  1416 

Disarmament Conference, General, bal-
ances reappropriated  988 

Disaster Loan Corporation: 
Capital stock, increase of   510 
Lending authority extended   510 
Transfer of, to Federal Loan Agency_   1430 

Disbursing Officers, relief of, for disallow-
ances on account of airplane travel_ _ 1000 

Disease and Sanitation Investigations, 
appropriation for  669, 1304 

Distilled Spirits, importation for on-
premises consumption at Golden Gate 
International Exposition and New 
York World's Fair, 1939; conditions_ 625 

District Attorneys, appropriation for sal-
aries  900 

District of Columbia: 
Adoption proceedings, extension of 

period for investigation  844 
Advertising, restriction on use of funds 

for, in newspapers published out-
side District of Columbia  1009 

Alleys and minor streets, condemnation 
proceedings in opening, etc., of; 
benefit assessments  844 

Anacostia River, designation of bridge 
over, as John Philip Sousa Bridge_ 512 

Appropriation for— 
Alcoholic Beverage Control Board__ _ 1006 
Alley Dwelling Authority  529 
Anacostia Park, development  1031 
Assessments, refund of  1310 
Assessor's Office  1005, 1307 
Audited claims  523, 1311, 1335 
Auditor's Office  1005 
Buildings, care of  1005 
Central garage  1009 
Claims, settlement of  1310 
Collector's Office  1005 
Contingent expenses  1008, 1307 
Coroner's Office  1006 
Corporation Counsel, Office of  1006 



District of Columbia-Continued. Page

Appropriation for-Continued.
Courts----------------------- 1023, 1308

Court of Appeals------------- 903, 1309
District Court of the United States

for--------------------- 903, 1308
Juvenile Court------------------ 1023
Miscellaneous-------------- 1024, 1309
Municipal Court------------- 985, 1023
Police Court---------------- 1023, 1308

Deeds, Recorder of --------------- 1008
District buildings, salaries and ex-

penses----------------------- 630

Electrical Department------------- 1013
Emergency fund------------------ 1010

Employees' compensation fund------ 1007
Employment Service -------------- 1010
Engineer Department, Office of Chief

Clerk----------------------- 1006

Erroneous collections, refund of- 1010, 1308

Executive Office------------- 1004, 1307

Fire Department------------------ 1019

Great Plaza Development, Triangle- 1305

Health Department----------- 1020, 1308

Contagious diseases, prevention of 1020
Dispensaries, maintenance---- 1021, 1308

Food and drugs, contingent ex-
penses--------------------- 1021

Hospitals, etc--------------- 1022, 1308
Laboratories, maintenance ------- 1021

Maternal and child health service-- 1022

Nuisances, abatement of--------- 1021

Nursing service---------------- 1021

Salaries------------------------ 1020

School sanitation and hygiene,
salaries-------------------- 1021

Highway Department-------------- 1033

Highway fund, gasoline tax and
motor vehicle fees, apportion-
ment of funds from-------- 1032, 1310

Inspections, Department of--------- 1005

Insurance, Department of --------- 1007

Judgments--------------- 630,631,1311

Jurors and witnesses, fees ---------- 630

Kite, M. M., payment to----------- 1311

Lunacy writs --------------------- 630

Mental Health, Commission on------ 630,
985, 1007

Metropolitan Police--------------- 1018

House of Detention ------------- 1019

Miscellaneous ------------------ 1018

Salaries------------------------ 1018

Militia ------------------------ 103C
Minimum Wage Board -------- 630, 1007

Miscellaneous expenses -------- 1008, 130i

Mosquito control ----------------- 1012

Municipal Architect's Office---- 1006, 1307

National Capital Park and Planning
Commission---------- 536, 1032, 130(

National Capital Parks ---------- 1031

Park police--------------------- 103

District of Columbia-Continued. Page

Appropriation for-Continued.
National Training School for

Boys -------------- ---- 902, 1026
National Training School for

Girls ------------------- 1026, 1309
National Zoological Park --------- 1032
Policemen and firemen's relief -- 985, 1019
Poundmaster, Office of----------- - 1005
Printing and binding___----- - 1009, 1308
Public convenience stations--------- 1005
Public Employment Center -------- 925
Public Library-------------------- 1011

Public schools------ 630, 985, 1013, 1308
Americanization work------------ 1014
Buildings and grounds, care of- 1015, 1017
Community Center Department_ 1014
Deaf, dumb, and blind ---------- 1016
Miscellaneous----------------- 1015
Night schools------------------ 1014

Public Utilities Commission -------- 1007
Public welfare--------------- 1024, 1309

Board of Public Welfare--------- 1024
Child Welfare, Division of --- 1024, 1309
Columbia Polytechnic Institute--- 1029
District Training School ---- 1026, 1309
Ex-service men, burial of--------- 1029
Florence Crittenton Home-------- 1029
Home for Aged and Infirm -- 1027, 1310
Industrial Home School------ 1027, 1310
Industrial Home School for Colored

Children ------------- 1027, 1309
Jail--------------------------- 1025
Municipal Lodging House ------- 1027
National Library for the Blind - - 1029
National Training School for

Boys ---------------- - 902, 1026
National Training School for

Girls----------------- 1026, 1309
Nonresident and indigent persons,

transportation------------- 1030

Nonresident insane ------------- 1029
Public assistance --------------- 1027

Blind persons, pensions for
needy ------------------ 1028

Home care for dependent chil-
dren--------------------- 1028

Old-age want, assistance against_ 1028

St. Elizabeths Hospital ---- 1029, 1310
Southern Relief Society ---------- 1029
Temporary home for former soldiers

and sailors ----------------- 1029
Vocational rehabilitation --------- 1030
Work Projects Administration,

sponsor's contributions to --- 1028
Workhouse and Reformatory ---- 1025

Public Works Administration, re-
payment of loan ------------- 1011

Purchasing division ---------------- 1005

Refuse, collection and disposal of --- 1012

Sewers----------------------- - 1012

INDEX XXIXINDEX XXIX 
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Appropriation for-Continued. 

Courts  1023, 1308 
Court of Appeals  903, 1309 
District Court of the United States 

for 
Juvenile Court 
Miscellaneous  1024, 1309 
Municipal Court  985, 1023 
Police Court  1023, 1308 

Deeds, Recorder of  1008 
District buildings, salaries and ex-

penses  630 
Electrical Department  1013 
Emergency fund  1010 
Employees' compensation fund  1007 
Employment Service  1010 
Engineer Department, Office of Chief 

Clerk  1006 
Erroneous collections, refund of_ 1010, 1308 
Executive Office  1004, 1307 
Fire Department  1019 
Great Plaza Development, Triangle_ 1305 
Health Department  1020, 1308 

Contagious diseases, prevention of_ 1020 
Dispensaries, maintenance__ _ _ 1021, 1308 
Food and drugs, contingent ex-

penses  1021 
Hospitals, etc  1022, 1308 
Laboratories, maintenance  1021 
Maternal and child health service  1022 

Nuisances, abatement of  1021 
Nursing service  1021 
Salaries  1020 
School sanitation and hygiene, 

salaries  1021 
Highway Department  1033 
Highway fund, gasoline tax and 

motor vehicle fees, apportion-
ment of funds from  1032, 1310 

Inspections, Department of  1005 
Insurance, Department of  1007 
Judgments  630, 631, 1311 
Jurors and witnesses, fees  630 
Kite, M. M., payment to  1311 
Lunacy writs  630 
Mental Health, Commission on  630, 

985, 1007 

Metropolitan Police  1018 
House of Detention  1019 
Miscellaneous  1018 
Salaries   1018 

Militia  1030 
Minimum Wage Board  630, 1007 
Miscellaneous expenses  1008, 1307 
Mosquito control  1012 
Municipal Architect's Office 1006, 1307 
National Capital Park and Planning 

Commission  536, 1032, 1306 
National Capital Parks  1031 
Park police  1032 

  903, 1308 
1023 
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Appropriation for-Continued. 

National Training School for 
Boys  902, 1026 

National Training School for 
Girls  1026, 1309 

National Zoological Park  1032 
Policemen and firemen's relief__ _ _ 985, 1019 

Poundmaster, Office of  1005 
Printing and binding _ 1009, 1308 
Public convenience stations  1005 
Public Employment Center  925 
Public Library  1011 
Public schools  630, 985, 1013, 1308 

Americanization work  1014 
Buildings and grounds, care of _ 1015, 1017 
Community Center Department__ 1014 
Deaf, dumb, and blind  1016 
Miscellaneous  1015 
Night schools  1014 

Public Utilities Commission  1007 
Public welfare  1024, 1309 
Board of Public Welfare  1024 
Child Welfare, Division of ___ _ 1024, 1309 
Columbia Polytechnic Institute_ _ _ 1029 
District Training School  1026, 1309 
Ex-service men, burial of  1029 
Florence Crittenton Home  1029 
Home for Aged and Infirm_ _ _ 1027, 1310 
Industrial Home School  1027, 1310 
Industrial Home School for Colored 

Children  1027, 1309 
Jail  1025 
Municipal Lodging House  1027 
National Library for the Blind__ - - 1029 
National Training School for 

Boys  902, 1026 
National Training School for 

Girls  1026, 1309 
Nonresident and indigent persons, 

transportation  1030 
Nonresident insane  1029 
Public assistance  1027 

Blind persons, pensions for 
needy   1028 

Home care for dependent chil-
dren  1028 

Old-age want, assistance against_ 1028 
St. Elizabeths Hospital  1029, 1310 
Southern Relief Society  1029 
Temporary home for former soldiers 

and sailors  1029 
Vocational rehabilitation  1030 
Work Projects Administration, 

sponsor's contributions to_ _ _ _ 1028 
Workhouse and Reformatory  1025 

Public Works Administration, re-
payment of loan  1011 

Purchasing division  1005 
Refuse, collection and disposal of__ _ _ 1012 
Sewers  1012 
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Street improvements -------------- 1033
Anacostia River, bridge across, in

line of Pennsylvania Ave., con-
tinuation of construction - - - 1036

14th St. and Maine Ave. SW., grade
separation structure, prepara-
tion of plans, etc------------ 1035

Highway garage, Second and Bry-
ant Sts. NW., construction of
second story---------------- 1037

Massachusetts Ave., bridge over
Rock Creek, etc., construction- 1036

Rock Creek Park, additional high-
way facilities, report on ---- 1036

Through highway bypass, report-- 1036
Surveyor's Office------------------ 1007
Tax Appeals, Board of --- 984, 1005, 1307
Traffic control ------------------- 1033
Tuberculosis sanatoria-------------- 630
Vehicles and Traffic, Department

of------------------ 631, 1033, 1310
Vocational rehabilitation, disabled

residents--------------------- 733
Washington Aqueduct-------------- 1038
Washington Channel, improvement- 1031
Water Department---------------- 1039
Weights, Measures, and Markets,

Office of Superintendent of ---- 1006
Wharves------------------------
Wills, Register of --. ---.--.--.
Zoning Commission------------

Asphalt plant, purchase authorized --
Attachment before judgment, retention

of property held by garnishee for
another than the defendant ----

Banking, banks, and trust companies-
Attachment before judgment, reten-

tion of property held by gar-
nishee for another than the de-
fendant--------------------

Checks, etc.-
Definition-------------------
Endorsements, forgery of --------
Forged, etc., liability to depositor

for money paid on --------
Forwarding for collection; duty of

forwarding bank ---------
Nonpayment through error, etc.,

liability to depositor -------
Demand instruments, time limit for

presentation; - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---
Deposits-

Adverse claimants to, recognition
of-----------------------

Deposit to credit of fiduciary ---
In trust, payment in event of death

of trustee --------- ----
Notary public holding position with

corporation, lawful acts.-------

1010
1008
1007
1035

567

567

566
566

566

567

567

566

566
566

567

567

District of Columbia-Continued. Page
Building and loan associations, foreign,

provisions to be complied with be-
fore doing business in------------ 1060

Building contracts, requirements; prep-
aration of plans, etc ------------ 1018

Building or homestead associations,
abatement of personal taxes from
insolvent, in certain cases ------- 1210

Business privilege taxes, extension of,
for certain purposes------------- 1119

Buzzards Point, extension of railroad
facilities----------------------- 849

Central Heating Plant, furnishing of
heat from, to certain buildings to
be erected, authorized ----------- 852

Checks. See Banking, banks, and trust
companies, this title.

Columbia Institution for the Deaf,
dedication of certain lands for
public uses; readjustment of bound-
aries-------------------------- 1179

Columbian Fountain, authority granted
for selection of site and erection;
approval of plans---------------- 1300

Communicable diseases, Commissioners
authorized to make regulations to
prevent and control spread of;
penalty for violation------------- 1408

Condemnation proceedings in opening,
etc., of alleys or minor streets;
benefit assessments-------------- 844

Congressional tags, issuance of-------- 1041
Construction work, special services au-

thorized ---------------------- 1039
Maximum period of employment --- 1040

Delinquent tax list, publishing of ---- 1009

Diseases, communicable and prevent-
able, Commissioners authorized to
make regulations to prevent and
control spread of; penalty for
violation---------------------- 1408

District Court for, Board of Trustees
of the Franklin D. Roosevelt Li-
brary, jurisdiction over actions
arising from administration of trust
funds by --------------------- 1064

Division of expenses---------- 631, 985, 1312
Doctors' Hospital, Inc., construction,

etc., of underground conduit for
electrical lines by, authorized----- 850

Electric and gas meters, inspection at
request of consumer; payment of
expense----------------------- 568

Estate taxes. See Revenue Act of 1939,
Inheritance and estate taxes, this
title.

Farmers' market, area set aside and
reserved as--------------------

Federal payment, fixing of----------
1215
1085

INDEXXXXXXX INDEX 
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Street improvements  
Anacostia River, bridge across, in 

line of Pennsylvania Ave., con-
tinuation of construction  

14th St. and Maine Ave. SW., grade 
separation structure, prepara-
tion of plans, etc  

Highway garage, Second and Bry-
ant Sts. NW., construction of 
second story  

Massachusetts Ave., bridge over 
Rock Creek, etc., construction_ 

Rock Creek Park, additional high-
way facilities, report on  

Through highway bypass, report  
Surveyor's Office  
Tax Appeals, Board of__ __ 984, 1005, 
Traffic control  
Tuberculosis sanatoria  
Vehicles and Traffic, Department 

of 

Page 

1033 

1036 

1035 

1037 

1036 

1036 
1036 
1007 
1307 
1033 
630 

  631, 1033, 1310 
Vocational rehabilitation, disabled 

residents  
Washington Aqueduct  
Washington Channel, Improvement.. 
Water Department  
Weights, Measures, and Markets, 

Office of Superintendent of  
Wharves  
Wills, Register of  
Zoning Commission 

Asphalt plant, purchase authorized_ _ _ _ 
Attachment before judgment, retention 

of property held by garnishee for 
another than the defendant  

Banking, banks, and trust companies— 
Attachment before judgment, reten-

tion of property held by gar-
nishee for another than the de-
fendant  

Checks, etc.— 
Definition  
Endorsements, forgery of  
Forged, etc., liability to depositor 

for money paid on  
Forwarding for collection; duty of 

forwarding bank  
Nonpayment through error, etc., 

liability to depositor  
Demand instruments, time limit for 

presentationi  
Deposits— 
Adverse claimants to, recognition 

of..  
Deposit to credit of fiduciary__ _ 

In trust, payment in event of death 
of trustee  

Notary public holding position with 
corporation, lawful acts  

733 
1038 
1031 
1039 

1006 
1010 
1008 

  1007 
1035 

567 

567 

566 
566 

566 

567 

567 

566 

566 
566 

567 

567 
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Building and loan associations, foreign, 
provisions to be complied with be-
fore doing business in  1060 

Building contracts, requirements; prep-
aration of plans, etc  1018 

Building or homestead associations, 
abatement of personal taxes from 
insolvent, in certain cases  1210 

Business privilege taxes, extension of, 
for certain purposes   1119 

Buzzards Point, extension of railroad 
facilities  849 

Central Heating Plant, furnishing of 
heat from, to certain buildings to 
be erected, authorized  852 

Cheeks. See Banking, banks, and trust 
companies, this title. 

Columbia Institution for the Deaf, 
dedication of certain lands for 
public uses; readjustment of bound-
aries  1179 

Columbian Fountain, authority granted 
for selection of site and erection; 
approval of plans  1300 

Communicable diseases, Commissioners 
authorized to make regulations to 
prevent and control spread of; 
penalty for violation  1408 

Condemnation proceedings in opening, 
etc., of alleys or minor streets; 
benefit assessments  844 

Congressional tags, issuance of  1041 
Construction work, special services au-

thorized   1039 
Maximum period of employment_ _ _ _ 1040 

Delinquent tax list, publishing of  1009 
Diseases, communicable and prevent-

able, Commissioners authorized to 
make regulations to prevent and 
control spread of; penalty for 
violation  1408 

District Court for, Board of Trustees 
of the Franklin D. Roosevelt Li-
brary, jurisdiction over actions 
arising from administration of trust 
funds by   1064 

Division of expenses  631, 985, 1312 
Doctors' Hospital, Inc., construction, 

etc., of underground conduit for 
electrical lines by, authorized  850 

Electric and gas meters, inspection at 
request of consumer; payment of 
expense  568 

Estate taxes. See Revenue Act of 1939, 
• Inheritance and estate taxes, this 
title. 

Farmers' market, area set aside and 
• reserved as  1215 

Federal payment, fixing of   1085 
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District of Columbia-Continued.
Fees and fines, proportion to be credited

to - --- ----------------------

Fire Department-
Appointments, restriction on---..--
Civil Service Retirement Act, ex-

clusion of members from pro-
visions of---------------------

Stations and personnel, survey of need
for --------------------------

Strikes, restriction on members en-
gaging in---------------------

Fire-insurance premiums, use of funds
for, restriction -----. ---------

Foreign building and loan associations,
provisions to be complied with
before doing business in----------

Fresh Pursuit, Uniform Act on--------
Arrests in District by officers of other

States- ----------------------
Court hearings; commitment or dis-

charge ---------------------
Definition ----------------------

Fuel taxes, motor-vehicle, time limit for
filing application for refund, exten-
sion---------------------------

Gas and electric meters, inspection at
request of consumer; payment of
expense-----------------------

Group Hospitalization, Inc., incorpora-
tion of certain persons as--------

Healing Arts Practice Act, D. C., 1938,
Amendment; dates for holding pro-
fessional examinations ---------

Health Department, bacteriological, etc.,
examination of milk by --------

Horses, vehicles, etc., authority to hire,
purchase, and maintain ------

Hospitals, establishment of lien for
moneys due for services rendered in
cases caused by negligence of others;
recording; enforcement ----- -

Income tax. See Revenue Act of 1939,
this title.

Industrial enterprises, purchases from
working capital fund authorized--

Inheritance taxes. See Revenue Act of
1939, this title.

Insanity proceedings---------------
Attachment, issue of; detention; ex-

amination; hearing----------
Commitment---------------------
Conflicting Acts repealed ----------
Forms------------------------
Gallinger Municipal Hospital, volun-

tary application for admission for
observation------------------

Harmless insane, placing in custody of
relatives, etc-----------------

If no jury trial demanded, procedure-
98907°-89--pt. 2---1

Page

1107

1020

1200

1020

1143

1010

1060
1124

1124

1124
1124

1409

568

1412

1419

1021

1040

990

1025

1293

1294
1296
1300
1299

1294

1298
1296

District of Columbia-Continued. Page

Insanity proceedings-Continued.
Jury trial, procedure if demanded - -- 1296

Jury, impaneling of-------------- 1296
Legal remedies of alleged insane per-

son-------------------------- 1299
Maintenance and treatment, liability

of relatives for cost of --------- 1298
Nonpayment, procedure in case of_ 1298

Mental Health, Commission on, find-
ings and recommendations by__- 1297

Paroled patients, hearing to deter-
mine sanity and restoration to
status of person of sound mind;
procedure ------------------- 1298

Penalty provisions ---------------- 1299
Petitioner, requirement to file bond- 1299
Relatives, liability for cost of mainte-

nance and treatment---------- 1298
Nonpayment, procedure in case of- 1298

Released patients, hearing to deter-
mine sanity and restoration to
status of person of sound mind;
procedure-------------------- 1298

"Resident of District of Columbia"
defined --------------------- 1298

Separability of provisions----------- 1300
Witness fees and mileage ---------- 1299
Writ de lunatico inquirendo, who may

apply for--------------------- 1293
John Philip Sousa Bridge, designation of

bridge over Anacostia River as - - 512

Joint Board, alternative methods of en-
forcement of orders, rules, and regu-
lations of; penalty for violations - 569

Lafayette Park, inclusion under zoning
regulations -------------------- 1144

License taxes-
Passenger vehicles for hire with seat-

ing capacity of 8 or more -_ 570, 1046
Others---------------------- 570, 1046

Vehicles for hire, use in hauling goods,
etc--------------------- 570, 1046

Liens for moneys due hospitals for serv-
ices rendered in cases caused by neg-
ligence of others, establishment of;
recording; enforcement ---------- 990

List of supplies, etc., use of funds for
printing, forbidden ------------- 1008

Materials, supplies, etc., purchase of;
conditions -..------------------- 1041

Mental Health, Commission on-
Alternate member, compensation --- 1299
Insanity proceedings. See Insanity

proceedings, this title.
Minor purchases without advertising--- 1041
Miscellaneous trust fund, expenses pay-

able from ---------------------- 1040
Motor-vehicle fuel taxes, time limit for

filing application for refund, exten-
sion ------------------------ -1409
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District of Columbia—Continued. 
Fees and fines, proportion to be credited 

to  
Fire Department— 

Appointments, restriction on___.._ _ _ _ 
Civil Service Retirement Act, ex-

clusion of members from pro-
visions of  

Stations and personnel, survey of need 
for  

Strikes, restriction on members en-
gaging in  

Fire-insurance premiums, use of funds 
for, restriction  

Foreign building and loan associations, 
provisions to be complied with 
before doing business in  

Fresh Pursuit, Uniform Act on  
Arrests in District by officers of other 

States  
Court hearings; commitment or dis-

charge  
Definition  

Fuel taxes, motor-vehicle, time limit for 
filing application for refund, exten-

sion  

Gas and electric meters, inspection at 
request of consumer; payment of 
expense  

Group Hospitalization, Inc., incorpora-
tion of certain persons as  

Healing Arts Practice Act, D. C., 1938, 
Amendment; dates for holding pro-
fessional examinations  

Health Department, bacteriological, etc., 
examination of milk by  

horses, vehicles, etc., authority to hire, 
purchase, and maintain_ 

Hospitals, establishment of lien for 
moneys due for services rendered in 
cases caused by negligence of others; 
recording; enforcement  

Income tax. See Revenue Act of 1939, 
this title. 

Industrial enterprises, purchases from 
working capital fund authorized_ _ 

Inheritance taxes. See Revenue Act of 

1939, this title. 

Insanity proceedings  
Attachment, issue of; detention; ex-

amination; hearing  

Commitment  
Conflicting Acts repealed  

Forms  
Gallinger Municipal Hospital, volun-

tary application for admission for 
observation  

Harmless insane, placing in custody of 
relatives, etc  

If no jury trial demanded, procedure.. 

Page 

1107 

1020 

1200 

1020 

1143 

1010 

1060 
1124 

1124 

1124 
1124 
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1412 
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1040 
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1025 
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1294 
1296 
1300 
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1294 

1298 
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Insanity proceedings—Continued. 

Jury trial, procedure if demanded_ _ __ 1296 
Jury, impaneling of  1296 

Legal remedies of alleged insane per-
son  1299 

Maintenance and treatment, liability 
of relatives for cost of  1298 

Nonpayment, procedure in case of_ 1298 
Mental Health, Commission on, find-

ings and recommendations by   1297 
Paroled patients, hearing to deter-

mine sanity and restoration to 
status of person of sound mind; 
procedure  1298 

Penalty provisions  1299 
Petitioner, requirement to file bond_ _ 1299 
Relatives, liability for cost of mainte-

nance and treatment  1298 
Nonpayment, procedure in case of_ 1298 

Released patients, hearing to deter-
mine sanity and restoration to 
status of person of sound mind; 
procedure  1298 

"Resident of District of Columbia" 
defined  1298 

Separability of provisions  1300 
Witness fees and mileage  1299 
Writ de lunatico inquirendo, who may 

apply for  1293 
John Philip Sousa Bridge, designation of 

bridge over Anacostia River as _ _ _ 512 
Joint Board, alternative methods of en-

forcement of orders, rules, and regu-
lations of; penalty for violations _ 569 

Lafayette Park, inclusion under zoning 
regulations  1144 

License taxes— 
Passenger vehicles for hire with seat-

ing capacity of 8 or more_ _ _ 570, 1046 
Others  570, 1046 

Vehicles for hire, use in hauling goods, 
etc   570, 1046 

Liens for moneys due hospitals for serv-
ices rendered in cases caused by neg-
ligence of others, establishment of; 
recording; enforcement  990 

List of supplies, etc., use of funds for 
printing, forbidden  1008 

Materials, supplies, etc., purchase of; 
conditions  1041 

Mental Health, Commission on— 
Alternate member, compensation_ _ _ _ 1299 
Insanity proceedings. See Insanity 

proceedings, this title. 
Minor purchases without advertising_ _ _ 1041 
Miscellaneous trust fund, expenses pay-

able from  1040 
Motor-vehicle fuel taxes, time limit for 

filing application for refund, exten-
sion  1409 
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XXX-II INDEX .
Aulrnci oui uolumioa-Continued. Pag

Motor vehicles-
Registration, expiration date of -- 104

Applications received after Oct. 1,
fee ----------------------. 104

Taxable status of, as tangible per-
sonal property -------------- 110

National Training School for Boys-
Board of Trustees abolished -------- 143
Transfer of, to Department of Justice- 143

National Training School for Girls-
Acquisition of site in Prince Georges

County, Md-------------___ 102
Maintenance, limitation on average

per capita amount for__ ._---_ 102i
Negotiable instruments. See Banking,

banks, and trust companies, this
title.

Notary public holding position in cor-
poration, lawful acts ------------ 56'

Passenger vehicles for hire, license
taxes, etc -.---------------- 570, 104(

Personal property. See Revenue Act of
1939, this title.

Piney Branch Parkway, exchange of
certain lands in ___ __---______ _ 117'

Police department, exclusion of mem-
bers from provisions of Civil Service
Retirement Act ------------ - 120(

Printing and binding, approval of requi-
sitions for ------------------- 1009

Private vehicle allowances, restriction__ 1009
Public assistance, limitations on

monthly payments ------------- 102E
Public schools-

Alcoholic liquors and narcotics, lec-
tures on effects of ------------- 1014

Army, Navy, etc., personnel, admit-
tance of children free --------- 1017

Automobile driving, instruction au-
thorized -------------------- _ 1014

Building contracts, requirements;
preparation of plans, etc ..--- _ 1018

Equipment, approval of requisitions
for, by Commissioners -----__ _ 1017

Exit requirements, buildings- . .--- - 1018
Librarians, limitation on pay rates.__ 1014
Nature study, etc., teachers, designa-

tion of months in which ten salary
payments to be made ------ - 1017

Research assistants, appointment,
qualifications, and salary ------- 568

Solicitation of subscriptions, etc., re-
striction on .-------.. ------.. 1017

Teachers-
Assignments and promotions on

basis of superior teaching, etc. 571
Designation of beneficiary to whom

retirement deductions payable
in event of death; order of pre-
cedence of Davments - -71

District of Columbia-Continued. Page
Public schools-Continued.

Teachers-Continued.
Placing of unassigned, etc., in

vacancies ------------------ 1014
Under-age instruction, restriction;

exception ---.---- _--------- - 1018
Public Utilities Commission, alterna-

tive methods of enforcement of
orders, rules, and regulations of;
penalty for violations ---------- 569

Real-estate brokers, regulation of-
Banks, etc., engaged in brokerage

business not exempt ---------- 1357
Bond, sureties---------------- 1354, 1358
Brokers-

Change of location, notification of_ 1355
Change of status---------------1356
Place of business, maintenance of-_ 1355

"Business-chance broker" defined_ 1352, 1353
"Business-chance salesman" defined

1352, 1353
Commission, compensation of mem-

bers ------------------------ 1354
Compensation, actions for collec-

tion of----------------------- 1355
Fraudulent loans or transfers de-

clared unlawful--------------- 1357
Licenses-

Annual issuance of new---------- 1355
Fees-

Brokers---------------------- 1354
Proration of------------------ 1355
Salesmen --------_----------- 1355

Qualifications for --------------- 1354
Requirement------------------- 1352
Suspension or revocation, causes

for ----------------------- 1356
Transfer, restriction on ---------- 1356

Nonresident brokers, waiver of re-
quirement to maintain place of
business under certain circum-
stances ---------------------- 1357

"Real-estate broker" defined-- - 1352, 1353
"Real-estate salesman" defined_ 1352, 1353
Salesmen, notification to Commission

of termination of service------- 1356
Unlawful acts-

Fraudulent loans or transfers ----- 1357
Payment of fee to unlicensed broker- 1357

Unlicensed broker, payment of fee to,
declared unlawful------------- 1357

Real estate no longer needed for public
purposes, sale authorized; approval;
provisions governing------------- 1211

Real property, tax rate- ------------ - 1108
Refuse, restriction on collection from

hotels and certain apartment houses 1013
Registration of motor vehicles, expira-

tion date ----------------------1 1045
Applications received after Oct. 1, fee- 1046
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District of Columbia—Continued. Page 

Motor vehicles— 

Registration, expiration date of  1045 
Applications received after Oct. 1, 

fee  1046 
Taxable status of, as tangible per-

sonal property  1108 
National Training School for Boys— 
Board of Trustees abolished   1433 
Transfer of, to Department of Justice_ 1433 

National Training School for Girls— 
Acquisition of site in Prince Georges 

County, Md  1026 
Maintenance, limitation on average 

per capita amount for  1026 
Negotiable instruments. See Banking, 

banks, and trust companies, this 
title. 

Notary public holding position in cor-
poration, lawful acts  567 

Passenger vehicles for hire, license 
taxes, etc  570, 1046 

Personal property. See Revenue Act of 
1939, this title. 

Piney Branch Parkway, exchange of 
certain lands in  1177 

Police department, exclusion of mem-
bers from provisions of Civil Service 
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authorized ---------------------
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Traffic Act of 1925, Amendment, Federal
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mits by drivers stationed outside
D. C. not required -------------

Treasury, advances from; reimburse-
ment --------------------------

Trust companies. See Banking, banks,
and trust companies, this title.

Unemployment Compensation Act,
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East Dubuque, I1L, bridge authorized
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East St. Louis, Ill., time extended for
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Eastern Navajo Hospital, N. Mex., appro-
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Economic Committee. See Temporary
National Economic Committee.

Ecuador, appropriation for minister to-_ 887

Education, Office of. See Federal Security
Agency.

Educational Orders, certain munitions,
etc.; appropriations made available
for special studies; appropriations
authorized -.--------------------- 560

Appropriation for ----------------- 595, 993

Edward T. Taylor Hospital, Colo., ap-
propriation for-------------------- 707

Edwards River, Ill., examination for
flood-control purposes authorized-_- 1416
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Cost limitation------------------- 1010

Private use, restriction on ---------- 1009
Purchase of; conditions------------- 1041
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condemnation proceedings -------- 849

Zoning regulations, Lafayette Park in-
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District of Columbia Revenue Act of 1939.
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procurement in foreign countries pro-
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respect to alteration of weight of,
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Ellicott City, Md., limit of cost of construc-
tion of post office increased --------

Ellington Field Military Reservation, Tex.,
grant of right-of-way across, to Stano-
lind Pipe Line Co. authorized -----

El Salvador, appropriation for minister

rage

1305

1119

to ------------------------------ 887
Ely, Edwin F. (Lt. Col.), credit in ac-

counts-------------.-----.----. 578, 579
Embroideries, Philippine, computation of

export tax----------------------- 1227
Emergency Administration of Public

Works. See Federal Emergency Ad-
ministration of Public Works.

Emergency Agencies. See Government
Departments and Agencies; Inde-
pendent Offices.

Emergency Boards, appropriation for ex-
penses --------------------------- 537

Emergency Relief, appropriation for au-
dited claims in connection with------ 1335

Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of
1938:

Additional appropriation for disability
and death compensation under pro-
visions of --------..---.---- --- 555

Amendments-
Aliens, restriction on employment-- 508
Reports to Congress -------------- 509

Treasury Department, transfer of funds
authorized for expenses incurred in
carrying out provisions of-------- 639

Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of
1939 -------------------------- 927

Administrative, etc., positions, oath to
be subscribed to by employees in--- 935

Administrative expenses, authorized ex-
penditures------ .... .. .--..... 935

Aliens, restriction on employment of. 934
Allocation of funds to other Federal

agencies; limitation on administra-
tive expenses -- --------------- 932

Limitation on--------------------- 933
Appointments without regard to civil-

service laws--------------------- 936
Apportionment and distribution of

funds; restriction on use---------- 932
Appropriation for-

Administrative expenses ----------- 930
Agriculture, Department of -------- 929
Employees' Compensation Commis-

sion------------------------- 931
Indian Affairs, Bureau of, Depart-

ment of the Interior----------- 930
National Resources Planning Board-- 931
National Youth Administration----- 929
President, Executive Office of the -.. 931
Puerto Rican Reconstruction Admin-

istration---- ----------------- 930
Work Projects Administration ------ 927

DA - Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of
1939-Continued.

Buildings, limitation on construction
costs-------------- ---_--__-__-

Campaign expenses, solicitation of con-
tributions for, penalty ----------

Candidates, etc., for State offices, re-
striction on payments to----___--

Civil service, appropriations not avail-
able for pay of positions placed in,
after Jan. 10, 1939--------------

Competition in employment of labor on
projects, elimination of ----------

Death or disability compensation------
Cases within purview of State work-

men's compensation laws-------
Earning schedules, monthly; differen-

tials ----------.-- _--------__ .
Exemptions from limitation author-

ized-__--. ...........---
Elections, use of authority to interfere

with, penalty-------------------
Factories, etc., construction forbidden,

producing articles in competition
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ministration of Public Works. 
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projects sponsored solely by-_ 936
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Contracts, etc., preventing employees 

from giving information concern-
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Employees entitled to benefits  1404 
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Employers' Liability Act, Amendments-
Continued.

Railroads, liability for injuries to em-
ployees from negligence-Con.

Saving clause-------------------
Threats, intimidation, etc., concern-

ing information about accidents,
penalty ---------------------

Employers of Eight or More, tax on. See
Employment Taxes.

Employment Service. See United States
Employment Service.

Employment Stabilization Office, Federal:
Abolished -------------------------
Functions transferred to National Re-

sources Planning Board__ -- ---
Employment Taxes:

Carriers, employment by others than-
Certain services performed prior to

Jan. 1, 1940, restriction on col-
lection of taxes with respect to;
refund of taxes collected ------

Definitions -----------------------
Employees, rate of tax on ___------

Receipts for --.----------------
Employees attaining age 65, tax on

wages during 1939-------------
Deduction from insurance benefits

payable-----------------
Employer not liable for collection;

exception __----------------
Employers, rate of tax on----------

Adjustment of tax---------------
"Federal Insurance Contributions

Act," designation of subchapter
of Internal Revenue Code as-_-

Services rendered in clearing land of
debris left by hurricane, prior to
Jan. 1, 1940, tax exemption- --

Employers of eight or more-
Additional credit allowance, condi-

tions of--------------------
Certain services performed prior to

Jan. 1, 1940, restriction on col-
lection of taxes with respect to;
refund of taxes collected ------

Credits against tax -------------
Years 1936-1938; refunds ---- 1399,

Definitions -----------------------
"Federal Unemployment Tax Act,"

designation of subchapter of
Internal Revenue Code as------

Interstate commerce and Federal in-
strumentalities----------------

Rate of tax----------------- ------
Returns, extension of time for filing -
Services rendered in clearing land of

debris left by hurricane, prior to
Jan. 1, 1940, tax exemption-----
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Employment Taxes-Continued.
Employers of eight or more-Con.

State laws, requirement for approval-
Taxes not deemed penalty or for-

feiture within meaning of bank-
ruptcy laws------------------

Federal Savings and Loan Associations,
liability for - .. ..---- _-.

Engineer School, Army, appropriation for
maintenance ----------.---..-- _

England. See Great Britain.
Engraving and Printing, Bureau of. See

Treasury Department.
Enlisted Reserve Corps, Employees' Com-

pensation Act, benefits extended to
members of, on active duty in time of
peace -----------------------___ -

Entomology and Plant Quarantine, Bureau
of. See Agriculture, Department of.

Epidemics, appropriation for prevention
of ---- ----------------.-.--.

Equatorial and South Sea Islands, appro-
priation for administrative expenses_

Estate Tax, credits against, of tax paid to
possessions ---------.--____.__.__

Estates and Trusts:
Employees' trusts, exemption from

tax...---_- -----. . . . ..-- -- --.-
Net operating loss deduction -_----_-

Estonia, appropriation for minister to ---
Ethiopia, appropriation for maintenance of

consular prisons --_-------- ..---
Euchee, Okla., appropriation for educa-

tion of Indians --- _----_. .----.
Eufaula, Okla., appropriation for educa-

tion of Indians --------------- _
Eureka, Calif., Naval Radio Station, con-

struction at, authorized ----__---__
European Corn Borer Control, appropria-

tion for--------------------------
Everglades Region, Fla., appropriation for

emergency erosion work; State con-
tribution -----_--------------

Excise Taxes, continuation of certain, until
July 1, 1941----- -------------

Executive Departments. See Govern-
ment Departments and Agencies.

Executive Office. See President of the
United States.

Executive Orders. See President of the
United States.
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Obligations, authorized amount of out-
standing ---- _------------------ 511

Transfer of, to Federal Loan Agency -_ 1430
Exports, Certification of, appropriation

for-----------------_ ------.------ 962
Extortion Messages, penalty for deposit

of, in depository of Post Office Es-
tablishment ---------------------- 742

Deposit in depository of foreign country
addressed to United States------- 743
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Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938:
Amendment-

Switchboard operators in certain tele-
phone exchanges, exemption from
provisions -_-_------------ --- 1266
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Child labor provisions ----- _----- 515, 924

Federal Aid Highway Act of 1938, Amend- Page
ment, future construction, use of
funds for surveys in connection with,
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Federal-Aid Highway System, appropria-
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Federal-Aid Highways, toll bridges on,
payments to States causing to be free
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Treasury Department.

Federal Bureau of Investigation. See
Justice, Department of.
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Ships navigating Great Lakes and
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radio requirements for --------- 983
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of, from transfer, etc., under pro-
visions of -------_------------- - 561

Federal Crop Insurance Act, appropriation
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crop insurance with; conditions -- 550
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Damage claims ---------------. 516, 1328
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Farm Credit Administration. See Agri-
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Fishery products, acquisition of surplus, 
and distribution through relief 
channels; funds available  1411 

Federal Surveys, appropriation for  915 
Federal Trade Commission: 

Appropriation for   532 
Reorganization Act of 1939, exemption 

of, from transfer, etc., under  561 
Federal Unemployment Tax Act, sub-

chapter of Internal Revenue Code 
relating to tax on employers of eight 
or more designated as  1396 

Federal Works Agency: 
Administrative funds, allocation of _ _   1428 
Agencies transferred to— 
Housing Authority, United States_ _ _ 1427 
National Park Service, Branch of 

Buildings Management  1427 
Procurement Division, Public Build-

ings Branch, Treasury Depart-
ment   1427 

Public Reads, Bureau of, Depart-
ment of Agriculture   1427 

Public Works, Federal Emergency 
Administration of  1428 

Works Progress Administration  1428 
Appropriation for— 

Public Buildings Administration— 
Administrative expenSes  670 
Construction, outside District of 

Columbia  672 
Furniture and repairs to furniture_ 672 
General Federal Office Building, 

D. C., acquisition of land, etc_ 515 
Government contractors, relief of 

certain  673 
Government Printing Office, annex 

buildings, completion of con-
struction  673 

Operating force, public buildings_ 672, 989 

Federal Works Agency—Continued. Page 
Appropriation for—Continued. 

Public Buildings Administration— 
Continued. 

Operating supplies  672 
Public Buildings Acts, carrying out 

provisions of   670 

Railroad Retirement Board Build-
ing, acquisition of site and con-
struction  673 

Repair, preservation, and equip-
ment  671 

Social Security Board Building, ac-
quisition of site and construc-
tion  673 

War Department Building, acquisi-
tion of site and construction_ _ 673 

Public Roads Administration  965 
Federal-aid highway system  965 
Grade crossings, elimination of __ _ _ 966 
Public-lands highways  967 
Secondary or feeder roads  966 

Public Works Administration  548 
Damage claims   516, 1328 

District of Columbia, payment of 
interest on loan  1011 

Judgments  516 
United States Housing Authority_ _ _ 690 
Annual contributions  691 

Establishment _   1426 
Personnel of agencies transferred to, 

transfer or separation of excess__ _ _ 1429 
Public Buildings Administration— 

Furniture, use of present, in build-
ings  672 

Furniture and repairs, restriction on 
personal services under appro-
priation for  672 

Mechanical labor force, pay rates _ _ 671 
Operating supplies, restriction on use 

of funds for transportation of _ 671 

Repair, etc., restriction on personal 
services under appropriation for 671 

Limitation on amount for  671 
Surveys, models, etc., allocation of 

cost of  671 
Telephone switchboards, contraots 

for  672 
Temporary quarters, rental of  673 
Transfer of Public Buildings Branch, 

Procurement Division, Treasury 
Department, to  1427 

Public Roads Administration— 
Convict labor, restriction on employ-

ment by States on projects  966 
Engineering, etc., equipment, charges 

for depreciation  966 
Medical supplies, etc., in emergencies, 

use of funds for, authorized  966 



Federal Works Agency-Continued.
Public Roads Administration-Con.

Transfer of, to Public Roads Adminis-
tration, Federal Works Agency-_

Vehicles, purchase authorized -----
Warehouse maintenance, etc -------

Public Works Administration, adminis-
tration of Federal Emergency Ad-
ministration of Public Works as--

Records, property, and funds of agencies
transferred to, transfer of--------

United States Housing Authority-
Check clearance, etc., expenses, trans-

fer of funds to Treasury Depart-
ment authorized------ -------

Dissolution of --------------------
Division of Disbursement, Treasury

Department, transfer of funds
to, authorized-- --- _--------

Transfer of, to....----..--------
Feeder Roads, appropriation for Federal

aid in construction of-------------
Felonies, confiscation of firearms in pos-

session of persons convicted of cer-
tain----------------------------

Fertilizer Investigations, appropriation for_
Field Artillery School, Army, appropria-

tion for maintenance -----------
Fifteenth International Congress of Ar-

chitects, appropriation for expenses of
meeting-------------------------

Filipinos:
Emigration from United States, appli-

cation for return; transportation-_
Appropriation authorized-----------

Appropriation for ---.-------
Contracts for transportation author-

ized---------------..
Deportation, not considered as ---
Reentry, restriction on, except as

quota immigrant ------....----
Rules and regulations authorized--
Time limitation-------------------

Filled Milk Act, appropriation for enforce-
ment----------------------------

Financial Institutions, insurance against
loss from loans. See National Hous-
ing Act, Amendments.

Fine Arts, Commission of:
Appropriation for---- -------------
Columbian Fountain, D. C., submission

of plans for, to-----------------
Constitution, painting of signing of, for

placement in Capitol Building;
consultation with -----------

Herbert Hoover, portrait, advice of, in
procurement -----------------

Navy and Marine Memorial, approval
of plans by-------------------

Finland, appropriation for minister to - --
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Firearms. See also Federal Firearms Act, Page
Amendment.

Coast Guard officers, conveyance in
mails to, permitted, for official use- 744

Confiscation of, in possession of persons
convicted of certain felonies ------ 814

Seizure and forfeiture of vessels, ve-
hicles, and aircraft used in transpor-
tation of --------------------- 1291

Tax on, continuance of ------------- 863
First Deficiency Appropriation Act, Fiscal

Year 1939------------------- ---- 512
Fisheries, Bureau of. See Interior, De-

partment of the.
Fishery Industries, appropriation for col-

lection of statistics concerning------ 918
Fishery Market News Service, appropria-

tion for---------- ----- --------- 918
Fishing Industry, acquisition of surplus

products of, and distribution through
relief channels -------------- ---- 1411

Five Civilized Tribes, Okla., appropriation
for expenses of tribal officers ------- 709

Flandreau, S. Dak., appropriation for
education of Indians --------------- 705

Flandreau Reservation, S. Dak., appro-
priation for construction and repair - 711

Flathead Indian Irrigation Project, defer-
ment of collection of certain collection
charges approved----------------- 1221

Flathead Indians, Mont., appropriation for
irrigation systems, etc------- 701, 703, 708

Flood Control. See Rivers and Harbors.
Florida:

Appropriation for support, etc., of In-
dialls ------------------.--. _. 70S

Rivers and harbors, preliminary examni-
nations authorized -------------. 1416

Folly Island, S. C., Naval Direction Finder
Station, construction at, authorized_ _ 800

Fond du Lac Hospital, Minn., appropria-
tion for---------- --------------- 707

Food Administration, appropriation for
payment of judgments against ------ 1330

Food and Drug Administration. See
Agriculture, Department of.

Food and Drugs Act of June 30, 1906,
certain provisions continued in effect
until Jan. 1, 1940 ---------------- 854

Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. See Fed-
eral Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act.

Food Fishes, appropriation for propaga-
tion ------------------------ --- 917

Inquiries respecting ---------------- 918
Food Habits of Birds and Animals, appro-

priation for investigations----------- 963
Foot-and-Mouth Disease, appropriation

Sree VA-4ti: .. ne.Ut
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Public Roads Administration—Con. 

Transfer of, to Public Roads Adminis-
tration, Federal Works Agency_ _ 
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Warehouse maintenance, etc  

Public Works Administration, adminis-
tration of Federal Emergency Ad-
ministration of Public Works as _ 

Records, property, and funds of agencies 
transferred to, transfer of  

United States Housing Authority— 
Check clearance, etc., expenses, trans-

fer of funds to Treasury Depart-
ment authorized  

Dissolution of  
Division of Disbursement, Treasury 

Department, transfer of funds 
to, authorized  

Transfer of, to  
Feeder Roads, appropriation for Federal 

aid in construction of  
Felonies, confiscation of firearms in pos-

session of persons convicted of cer-
tain  

Fertilizer Investigations, appropriation for_ 
Field Artillery School, Army, appropria-

tion for maintenance  
Fifteenth International Congress of Ar-

chitects, appropriation for expenses of 
meeting  

Filipinos: 
Emigration from United States, appli-

cation for return; transportation_ _ 
Appropriation authorized  

Appropriation for  
Contracts for transportation author-

ized  
Deportation, not considered as  
Reentry, restriction on, except as 

quota immigrant  
Rules and regulations authorized_ _ 
Time limitation  

Filled Milk Act, appropriation for enforce-
ment  

Financial Institutions, insurance against 
loss from loans. See National Hous-
ing Act, Amendments. 

Fine Arts, Commission of: 
Appropriation for  
Columbian Fountain, D. C., submission 

of plans for, to  
Constitution, painting of signing of, for 

placement in Capitol Building; 
consultation with  

Herbert Hoover, portrait, advice of, in 
procurement  

Navy and Marine Memorial, approval 
of plans by  

Finland, appropriation for minister to.. - - - 
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Firearms. See also Federal Firearms Act, Page 
Amendment. 

Coast Guard officers, conveyance in 
mails to, permitted, for official use_ 744 

Confiscation of, in possession of persons 
convicted of certain felonies  814 

Seizure and forfeiture of vessels, ve-
hicles, and aircraft used in transpor-
tation of  1291 

Tax on, continuance of  863 

First Deficiency Appropriation Act, Fiscal 
Year 1939  512 

Fisheries, Bureau of. See Interior, De-
partment of the. 

Fishery Industries, appropriation for col-
lection of statistics concerning  

Fishery Market News Service, appropria-
tion for  918 

Fishing Industry, acquisition of surplus 
products of, and distribution through 
relief channels  1411 

Five Civilized Tribes, Okla., appropriation 
for expenses of tribal officers  709 

Flandrean, S. Dak., appropriation for 
education of Indians  705 

Flandrean Reservation, S. Dak., appro-
priation for construction and repair  711 

Flathead Indian Irrigation Project, defer-
ment of collection of certain collection 
charges approved   1221 

Flathead Indians, Mont., appropriation for 
irrigation systems, etc  701, 703, 708 

Flood Control. See Rivers and Harbors. 

Florida: 
Appropriation for support, etc., of In-

dians  70S 
Rivers and harbors, preliminary exami-

nations authorized  1416 

Folly Island, S. C., Naval Direction Finder 
Station, construction at, authorized_ _ 800 

Fond du Lac lidopital, Minn., appropria-
tion for  707 

Food Administration, appropriation for 
payment of judgments against  1330 

Food and Drug Administration. See 
Agriculture, Department of. 

Food and Drugs Act of June 30, 1906, 
certain provisions continued in effect 
until Jan. 1, 1940  854 

Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. See Fed-
eral Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. 

Food Fishes, appropriation for propaga-
tion  917 

Inquiries respecting  918 

Food Habits of Birds and Animals, appro-
priation for investigations  963 

Foot-and-Mouth Disease, appropriation 
for eradication  951 

918 



Forage Crops and Diseases, appropriation
for investigations, etc ------------

Foreign Agricultural Service:
Appropriation for -------------------
Transfer of, to Department of State---

Status of officers ----------------
Foreign Air-Mail Transportation:

Appropriation for ---------------- 678,
Award of contracts -------------
Cancelation of contracts by foreign

government, no indemnification for
private losses ------------------

Contracts entered into by private per-
sons, etc., ratification not to be
implied ------------------------

Landing rights in U. S., freedom of
action reserved with respect to -

Foreign Allegiance, particular allegations
as to renunciation of, in petitions for
naturalization, etc., dispensed with-_

Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Bureau
of. See Commerce, Department of.

Foreign Commerce Service:
Transfer of, to Department of State--

Status of officers------------------
Foreign Corporations, income tax on ---

Returns by attorneys as to -----------
Foreign Corporations, Resident, tax on-_-

Foreign Currency Appreciation, appropria-
tion for payment of losses due to- --

Foreign Insurance Companies, tax on,

other than life or mutual --- ----

Foreign Life Insurance Companies, tax on_

Foreign Mail Transportation, appropria-
tion for ----------------------

Foreign Military and Air Attaches, sale of

aviation supplies and services for air-

craft operated by, authorized. ---

Foreign Mutual Insurance Companies, tax

on, other than life ---------
Foreign Parasites, appropriation for in-

vestigations, etc. ------------
Foreign Personal Holding Companies:

Capital losses---------------------
Denial of net operating loss deduction

to ----------------------------

Foreign Plant Quarantines, appropriation
for enforcement, etc--------------

Foreign Propaganda:
Registration of persons employed to

disseminate in United States-
Definitions----------------------
Statements, filing of additional at end

of each six-months' period -----

Retention of, in permanent form--

Foreign Service. See State, Department
of.

Foreign Service Buildings Commission,
transfer of, to Department of State--

P

11
1.

1:
1,

1

1

1

1
1

age Foreign-Service Pay Adjustment, appro-

952 priation for-----------------------
Foreign Trade, appropriation for promo-

946 tion of--------------------------
431 Foreign-Trade Routes, additional subsidy
432 for operation on; when granted ----

Forest Insects, appropriation for control,

323 etc------------------------------
323 Forest Pathology, appropriation for inves-

tigations, etc---------------------
Forest Research Stations, International

323 Union of, appropriation for contribu-
tion-----------------------------

Forest Service. See Agriculture, Depart-

323 ment of.
Fort Apache Hospital, Ariz., appropriation

323 for-----------------------------
Fort Apache Indians, Ariz., appropriation

for support, etc-----------------

843 Fort Armistead Military Reservation, Md.,
certain reversionary provisions of deed
made inapplicable in lease of portion
to United States ----------------

431 Fort Armstrong Military Reservation,
432 Hawaii, transfer of portion from War

864 Department to Department of Labor-

883 Fort Belknap Hospital, Mont., appropria-
866 tion for ------------------------

Fort Belknap Indians, Mont., appropria-

32 tion for irrigation systems---------
Fort Belknap Reservation, Mont., appro-

865 priation for maintenance, etc., of irri-

865 gation systems --------- --------
Fort Benning, Ga., appropriation for

8 maintenance, Infantry School------
Fort Berthold Hospital, N. Dak., appro-

priation for.----------------------
Fort Berthold Reservation, N. Dak., ap-

propriation for construction and re-

pair---------------------------
866 Fort Bidwell Hospital, Calif., appropria-

tion for-----------------------
962 Fort Bliss, Tex., acquisition of additional

land authorized------------------
869 Fort Clayton, C. Z., appropriation for con-

struction at -------------------
869 Fort Davis, C. Z., appropriation for con-

struction at -------------------
962 Fort Defiance Sanatorium, Ariz., appro-

priation for----------------------
Fort Devens, Mass., acquisition of addi-

tional land authorized -------------
1244 Fort Dix, N. J., acquisition of additional

land authorized-----------------
1245 Fort Douglas Military Reservation, Utah,
1246 construction of roads, etc., across, by

Salt Lake City, authorized--------
Fort Ethan Allen Artillery Range, Vt., ac-

quisition of additional land author-

1432 ized -------------------------
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Forage Crops and Diseases, appropriation Page 

for investigations, etc  952 
Foreign Agricultural Service: 

Appropriation for  946 
Transfer of, to Department of State_   1431 

Status of officers  1432 

Foreign Air-Mail Transportation: 
Appropriation for  678, 1323 
Award of contracts  1323 
Cancelation of contracts by foreign 

government, no indemnification for 
private losses  1323 

Contracts entered into by private per-
sons, etc., ratification not to be 
implied  1323 

Landing rights in U. S., freedom of 
action reserved with respect to  1323 

Foreign Allegiance, particular allegations 
as to renunciation of, in petitions for 
naturalization, etc., dispensed with  843 

Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Bureau 
of. See Commerce, Department of. 

Foreign Commerce Service: 
Transfer of, to Department of State_   1431 

Status of officers  1432 
Foreign Corporations, income tax on  864 

Returns by attorneys as to  883 
Foreign Corporations, Resident, tax on  866 
Foreign Currency Appreciation, appropria-

tion for payment of losses due to__   532 
Foreign Insurance Companies, tax on, 

other than life or mutual  865 
Foreign Life Insurance Companies, tax on_ 865 
Foreign Mail Transportation, appropria-

tion for  678 
Foreign Military and Air Attaches, sale of 

aviation supplies and services for air-
craft operated by, authorized 795 

Foreign Mutual Insurance Companies, tax 
on, other than life  866 

Foreign Parasites, appropriation for in-
vestigations, etc  962 

Foreign Personal Holding Companies: 
Capital losses  869 
Denial of net operating loss deduction 

to  
Foreign Plant Quarantines, appropriation 

for enforcement, etc   962 

Foreign Propaganda: 
Registration of persons employed to 

disseminate in United States— 
Definitions  
Statements, filing of additional at end 

of each six-months' period  
Retention of, in permanent form  

Foreign Service. See State, Department 

of. 
Foreign Service Buildings Commission, 

transfer of, to Department of State  

869 

1244 

1245 
1246 

1432 

Foreign-Service Pay Adjustment, appro-
priation for  

Foreign Trade, appropriation for promo-
tion of  

Foreign-Trade Routes, additional subsidy 
for operation on; when granted  

Forest Insects, appropriation for control, 
etc  

Forest Pathology, appropriation for inves-
tigations, etc  

Forest Research Stations, International 
Union of, appropriation for contribu-
tion  

Forest Service. 
ment of. 

Fort Apache Hospital, Ariz., appropriation 
for  

Fort Apache Indians, Ariz-, appropriation 
for support, etc  

Fort Armistead Military Reservation, Md.„ 
certain reversionary provisions of deed 
made inapplicable in lease of portion 
to United States  

Fort Armstrong Military Reservation, 
Hawaii, transfer of portion from War 
Department to Department of Labor_ 

Fort Belknap Hospital, Mont., appropria-
tion for  

Fort Belknap Indians, Mont., appropria-
tion for irrigation systems  

Fort Belknap Reservation, Mont., appro-
priation for maintenance, etc., of irri-
gation systems  

Fort Benning, Ga., appropriation 
maintenance, Infantry School  

Fort Berthold Hospital, N. Dak., appro-

priation for  
Fort Berthold Reservation, N. Dak., ap-

propriation for construction and re-

pair  
Fort Bidwell Hospital, Calif., appropria-

tion for  
Fort Bliss, Tex., acquisition of additional 

land authorized  
Fort Clayton, C. Z., appropriation for con-

struction at  
Fort Davis, C. Z., appropriation for con-

struction at  
Fort Defiance Sanatorium, Ariz., appro-

priation for  
Fort Devens, Mass., acquisition of addi-

tional land authorized  
Fort Dix, N. J., acquisition of additional 

land authorized  
Fort Douglas Military Reservation, Utah, 

construction of roads, etc., across, by 
Salt Lake City, authorized  

Fort Ethan Allen Artillery Range, Vt., ac-
quisition of additional land author-
ized_ 
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INDEX

Fort Francis E. Warren Military Reserva-
tion, Wyo., exchange of portions au-
thorized -----------------------

Fort George G. Meade, Md., acquisition
of additional land authorized-------

Fort Hall Hospitals, Idaho, appropriation
for -----------------------------

Fort Hall Indians, Idaho, appropriation for
support, etc -----------------

Fort Hall Reservation, Idaho:
Appropriation for-

Irrigation system------------------
Purchase of land-------- ------

Fort Knox, Ky.:
Appropriation for maintenance, etc., of

bullion depository--------------
Land, acquisition of additional, author-

ized -------------------------
Fort Kobbe, C. Z., appropriation for con-

struction at---------------------
Fort Lapwai Sanatorium, Idaho, appro-

priation for ----------------------
Fort Leavenworth, Kans., Command and

General Staff School, appropriation
for -------------------------

Fort Leavenworth Military Reservation,
license to Union Pacffic Railroad Co.,
to maintain certain trackage on, au-
thorized--------------------------

Fort Lewis, Wash., acquisition of addi-
tional land authorized -------------

Fort McHenry National Park, Md., name
changed to "Fort McHenry National
Monument and Historic Shrine"----

Fort Meade, S. Dak., acquisition of addi-
tional land authorized -------------

Fort Mifflin, Pa., Naval Ammunition De-
pot, construction at, authorized -.--

Fort Mifflin Military Reservation, Pa.,
right-of-way granted across, for pipe
line------ ------------------

Fort Monroe, Va.:
Coast Artillery School, appropriation

for maintenance---------------
Wharf, roads, and sewerage system,

amount for maintenance--------
Fort Niagara Military Reservation, N. Y.,

grant of right-of-way, etc., on, to
Youngstown, N. Y---------------

Appropriation authorized- -.-------
Fort Peck Dam, Mont., appropriation for

construction of power plant------_
Fort Peck Hospital, Mont., appropriation

for-.---.-----------------------
Fort Peck Indians, Mont., appropriation

for irrigation systems------------
Fort Peck Project, Mont., appropriation

for-.---.--.-- ---................
Fort Peek Reservation, Mont., appropria-

tion for construction and repair-.---

Page Fort Riley, Kans., appropriation for main-
tenance, Cavalry School------------

1048 Fort Snelling Bridge, Minn., transfer to
State of Minnesota authorized ------

1123 Fort Totten Hospital, N. Dak., appro-
priation for-----_----_ --_-___-_-__

707 Fort Totten Preventorium, N. Dak.,
appropriation for -- ___-_______-._-

708 Fort Yuma Hospital, Calif., appropriation
for-----.---------.-..------.--.

700 Fortier, Malcolm V. (Maj.), payment to _
695 Foster, Horace G. (Lt. Col.), credit in

accounts---_--------------_______
4-H Clubs, unauthorized use of name, in-

670 signia, etc., prohibited; penalty for
violation--______--- .__-_____.-__-

1123 Fourteenth Naval District, appropriation
for mooring facilities, etc --- _____-__

602 France, appropriation for ambassador to- -
Franklin D. Roosevelt Library:

707 Definitions ------__--__..-____---_-
Franklin D. Roosevelt Library-

Appropriations authorized, payable
from appropriations for National
Archives Establishment-- -----

Board of Trustees, establishment;
membership, appointments, etc_

Compensation restriction --------
Corporate powers -------------
Trust funds, acceptance and ad-

ministration of gifts and be-
quests as-------------------

1405 Income, use of ----............
Principal, use authorized ------

Buildings and grounds, custody and
799 control--.-.------------...--.

Construction of buildings, landscap-
ing, etc., assistance by Public

1300 Building Administration; reim-
bursement ------------------_

Historical material, acceptance from
610 donor; acquisition from other

sources------------- .-------

604 Regulations; admittance fee author-
ized ------------------------

Report to Congress-------.........
842 Site for, acceptance from donor ----
843 Upkeep, funds pledged for -------_

Franklin D. Roosevelt Residence-
860 Hyde Park estate, acceptance of any

part donated; life estates; taxes-
707 Jurisdiction and control upon ex-

piration of life estates---------
703 Modifications, improvements, etc--

Fraser, Mont., bridge authorized across
701 Missouri River at ----------------

Freedmen's Hospital, D. C., appropria-
711 tion for --------------------
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Fort Francis E. Warren Military Reserva-
tion, Wyo., exchange of portions au-
thorized  

Fort George G. Meade, Md., acquisition 
of additional land authorized  

Fort Hall Hospitals, Idaho, appropriation 
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Fort McHenry National Park, Md., name 
changed to "Fort McHenry National 
Monument and Historic Shrine"_ _ _ _ 
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right-of-way granted across, for pipe 
line  
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tenance, Cavalry School  609 
Fort Snelling Bridge, Minn., transfer to 

State of Minnesota authorized  783 

Fort Totten Hospital, N. Dak., appro-
priation for  707 

Fort Totten Preventorium, N. Dak., 
appropriation for  707 

Fort Yuma Hospital, Calif., appropriation 
for  707 

Fortier, Malcolm V. (Maj.), payment to.. _ 579 

Foster, Horace G. (Lt. Col.), credit in 
accounts  578 

4-H Clubs, unauthorized use of name, in-
signia, etc., prohibited; penalty for 
violation  809 

Fourteenth Naval District, appropriation 
for mooring facilities, etc  773 

France, appropriation for ambassador to.. _ 887 
Franklin D. Roosevelt Library: 

Definitions  1062 
Franklin D. Roosevelt Library— 

Appropriations authorized, payable 
from appropriations for National 
Archives Establishment  1065 

Board of Trustees, establishment; 
membership, appointments, etc_ 1063 

Compensation restriction  1064 
Corporate powers   1064 
Trust funds, acceptance and ad-

ministration of gifts and be-
quests as  1064 

Income, use of  1064 
Principal, use authorized  1064 

Buildings and grounds, custody and 
control_ 1064 

Construction of buildings, landscap-
ing, etc., assistance by Public 
Building Administration; reim-
bursement  1063 

Historical material, acceptance from 
donor; acquisition from other 
sources  1063 

Regulations; admittance fee author-
ized  1065 

Report to Congress  1065 
Site for, acceptance from donor  1063 
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tion for  738 



Fresh Pursuit, Uniform Act on. See Dis-
trict of Columbia.

Friar Point, Miss., bridge authorized across
Mississippi River at------------

Front Royal Quartermaster Depot Mili-
tary Reservation, Va., certain lands
of, added to Shenandoah National
Park----------------------------

Fruit and Vegetable Crops and Diseases,
appropriation for investigations, etc -

Fruit Growers' Dam and Reservoir, Colo.,
immediate availability of allotment
for acquisition of right-of-way --__.--

Fruit Insects, appropriation for control -_
Fruit. Spirits, allowances for losses from

leakage, etc., upon withdrawal of
packages -------------------------

Fruitlands Irrigation Project, N. Mex.,
appropriation for ------ ---------

Fuel, appropriation for testing ---------
Fund for Payment of Government Losses

in Shipment, appropriation for ----

Fur Resources Investigations, appropria-
tion for-------------------------

Furs, etc., marking requirements for pack-
ages containing, in interstate com-
merce ---------------------------
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Gaging Streams, appropriation for -----
Gaithersburg, Md., appropriation for

latitude observatory --------------
Gallatin County, Ill., bridge authorized

across Ohio River at Shawneetown - -

Gallery of Art. See National Gallery of Art.
Gallipolis, Ohio, Federal participation in

celebration of 150th anniversary of
settlement ----------------

Appropriation authorized ------------
Gallup-Shiprock Highway, N. Mex., ap-

propriation for maintenance, etc., of
portion within Navajo Reservation-

Galveston, Tex., appropriation for hydro-
graphic office--------------------

Gambrill, Stephen W., payment to widow
of----------------------------

Ganado Irrigation Project, Ariz., appro-
priation for---------------------

Garrison, N. Dak., time extended for
bridging Missouri River at -------

Gas and Oil, consent of Congress granted
to extension of interstate compact for
conservation of, between Oklahoma,
Texas, California, and New Mexico--

Gas and Oil Prospecting Permits, exten-
sion of certain------------------

Gas Investigations, appropriation for----

Gasoline, tax on, extension of----------
Gasque, Allard H., payment to widow of-

98907-39-pt. 2--- 2

Gatun, C. Z., Naval Radio Station, con- Page
struction at, authorized -------- -- 800

General Accounting Office:
Agriculture, Department of, transfer of

funds authorized to pay administra-
tive expenses in auditing agricul-
tural payments------------------ 974

Appropriation for----------------- 532, 629
Emergency Relief Appropriation Act

of 1939, administrative expenses- 930
Judgments ---------------------- 1329

Civilian employees, time limitation for
presenting claims for increased
compensation for period July 1,
1917-June 30, 1924, for considera-
tion by ---------------------- 1343

Reorganization Act of 1939, exemption
of, from transfer, etc., under ----- 561

General Anthony Wayne Memorial Com-
mission, appropriation for --------- 1305

General Clarence R. Edwards Memorial
Bridge, Springfield, Mass., retroces-
sion of jurisdiction over, granted to
State -------------------------- 1127

General Disarmament Conference, bal-
ances reappropriated--------------- 988

General Federal Office Building, Wash-
ington, D. C., appropriation for acqui-
sition of land and construction ---. 515

General Grant National Park, Calif., ap-
propriation for administration, etc- 726

General Headquarters Air Force, com-
manding general, retirement privi-
leges --------------------------- 740

General Land Office. See Interior, De-
partment of the.

General of the Armies, office of Military
Secretary to, created ---------.----- 551

General Staff Corps. See War Depart-
Ilment.

Genetics and Biophysics, appropriation for
investigations--------------------- 953

Geodesy and Geophysics, International
Union of:

Appropriation for contribution -------- 892
Seventh General Assembly of, appro-

priation for organizing and holding_ 896

Geographical Union, International, ap-
propriation for contribution -------- 892

Geography and History, Pan American
Institute of, appropriation for contri-
bution--------------------------- 892

Geologic Surveys, appropriation for ----- 720
Geological Survey, Bureau of. See In-

terior, Department of the.
George, Preston L., payment to--------- 1302
George Washington Memorial Parkway,

appropriation for administration,
-,. RiLA 7231 1306
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Fresh Pursuit, Uniform Act on. See Dis-
trict of Columbia. 
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appropriation for investigations, etc_ _ 
Fruit Growers' Dam and Reservoir, Colo., 
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Fruit. Spirits, allowances for losses from 

leakage, etc., upon withdrawal of 
packages  

Fruitlands Irrigation Project, N. Mex., 
appropriation for  

Fuel, appropriation for testing  
Fund for Payment of Government Losses 
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Fur Resources Investigations, appropria-

tion for  
Furs, etc., marking requirements for pack-

ages containing, in interstate com-

merce  

Gaging Streams, appropriation for  
Gaithersburg, Md., appropriation for 

latitude observatory  
Gallatin County, Ill., bridge authorized 

across Ohio River at Shawneetown _ _ 
Gallery of Art. See National Gallery of Art. 
Gallipolis, Ohio, Federal participation in 

celebration of 150th anniversary of 

settlement  
Appropriation authorized  

Gallup-Shiprock Highway, N. Mex., ap-
propriation for maintenance, etc., of 

portion within Navajo Reservation_ _ 
Galveston, Tex., appropriation for hydro-

graphic office  
Gambrill, Stephen W., payment to widow 

of  
Ganado Irrigation Project, Ariz., appro-

priation for  
Garrison, N. Dak., time extended for 

bridging Missouri River at  
Gas and Oil, consent of Congress granted 

to extension of interstate compact for 
conservation of, between Oklahoma, 
Texas, California, and New Mexico._ _ 

Gas and Oil Prospecting Permits, exten-
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Gas Investigations, appropriation for.. _ _ _ 
Gasoline, tax on, extension of  
Gasque, Allard H., payment to widow of.. 
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struction at, authorized  800 

General Accounting Office: 
Agriculture, Department of, transfer of 

funds authorized to pay administra-
tive expenses in auditing agricul-

tural payments   974 
Appropriation for  532, 629 
Emergency Relief Appropriation Act 

of 1939, administrative expenses_ 930 
Judgments  1329 

Civilian employees, time limitation for 
presenting claims for increased 
compensation for period July 1, 
1917—June 30, 1924, for considera-
tion by   1343 

Reorganization Act of 1939, exemption 
of, from transfer, etc., under  561 

General Anthony Wayne Memorial Com-
mission, appropriation for  1305 

General Clarence R. Edwards Memorial 
Bridge, Springfield, Mass., retroces-
sion of jurisdiction over, granted to 
State  1127 

General Disarmament Conference, bal-
ances reappropriated  988 

General Federal Office Building, Wash-
ington, D. C., appropriation for acqui-
sition of land and construction  

General Grant National Park, Calif., ap-
propriation for administration, etc_ _ 

General Headquarters Air Force, com-
manding general, retirement privi-
leges  

General Land Office. See Interior, De-
partment of the. 

General of the Armies, office of Military 

Secretary to, created  
General Staff Corps. See War Depart-
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investigations  
Geodesy and Geophysics, International 

Union of: 
Appropriation for contribution  
Seventh General Assembly of, appro-

priation for organizing and holding_ 

Geographical Union, International, ap-
propriation for contribution  

Geography and History, Pan American 
Institute of, appropriation for contri-
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terior, Department of the. 
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Georgetown, Miss., bridge authorized
across Pearl River at ---.----- _-

Georgia:
Chickamauga-Chattanooga National

Military Park, conveyance of por-
tion to New Salem School district,
Dade County, authorized------

Kennesaw Mountain National Battle-
field Park, acquisition of additional
land authorized __--------------

Appropriation for - __--------
Markers along route followed by armies

in, during War between the States,
appropriation for -..----.----

Germany:

Pagi

107(

1275

1274
131E

728

Appropriation for-
Ambassador to -------.--.. ...--- . 887
Mixed Claims Commission, U. S. and- 98E

Gila Project, Ariz., appropriation for
construction --------------------- 71f

Gila River Indian Reservation, Ariz.,
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of
San Carlos project- -- 633, 700, 1314, 1315

Gilbertsville Dam, appropriation for con-
tinued construction -------------- _ 542

Gilchrist, John R. (Lt.), credit in accounts_ 578,

Gildow, M. H., construction of pontoon
footbridge across Muskingum River
Canal at Beverly, Ohio, authorized -

Glacier National Park, Mont.:
Appropriation for-

Administration, etc -------__-----.
Road construction-- ------------

Lands acquired for fish hatchery added
to-- .. ---....................

Goethals, George W. (MaJ. Gen.), appro-
priation for completion of memorial
to, in Canal Zone ---- --...... _--

Gold Reserve Act of 1934, Amendments:
Gold dollar, powers of President with

respect to alteration of weight of,
defined; duration----------------

Stabilization funds-
Annual audit; report to Congress ..-
Powers of President concerning, ex-

tended ------- _. -----.-- _
Golden Gate Bridge and Highway Dis-

trict, contracts for supplying water to,
authorized -_ -------.----------_

Golden Gate International Exposition of
1939. See also San Francisco Bay
Exposition.

Distilled spirits, etc., importation for
on-premises consumption; condi-
tions -.-------_----___-______-_

Capacity of containers -------- _--
Labeling requirements --...-- -..
Removal restrictions ------- __-_-.
Seizure and forfeiture for violation--

579

1243

726
730

1142

642

998

998

998

1075

625
625
625
625
625--- v

Golden Gate International Exposition of
1939-Continued.

Tourist literature for free distribution,
free entry -------.---___----

Gorgas Memorial Laboratory, appropria-
tion for contribution --------_-.--

Government Contractors, appropriation
for relief of certain, for losses due to
compliance with codes -----------

Government Departments and Agencies:
Accounting, payments for metered serv-

ices--------- -----------_.-____
Agriculture, Department of, work for,

authorized by; transfer of funds- -
Annual or special reports, etc., printing

discontinued; originals to be kept
on file-------- -----------

Citizenship requirements, employees-
Commerce, Department of-------__
Independent Offices -.-- __-
Justice, Department of--.--..--_.
Labor, Department of -----_---_
Post Office Department -_--------
State, Department of -------- _ 889,
Treasury Department ---..--- _--
United States Courts -------------
War Department --------------

Coronado Exposition Commission, ex-
hibits and loans by, authorized- --

Disbursing officers, relief of, for disallow-
ances on account of airplane travel_

Executive Office, detail of personnel to,
authorized..- -------------------

Expense accounts, officers and employ-
ees authorized to administer oaths

Page
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891

673

624

977

839

1337
550

1337
926
683

1337
683

1337
597

1047

1000

524

to -------------------------- _ 810
Foreign countries, payment of burial ex-

penses, etc., of native employees
serving in offices located in-------- 1043

Insignia prescribed by heads of, etc.,
unauthorized manufacture, sale, or
possession prohibited .---------- 752

Lighthouse Week, participation by, in
observance of ------------------- 746

Long-distance telephone tolls, restric-
tion on use of funds for, except on
public business ------------ ---- 738

Mail matter, restriction on transmission
of unsolicited, free of postage; ex-
ceptions ----------------- - 683, 989

Metered services, payments for-------- 624
Polar Exploration, International Ex-

hibition of, exhibits by ---------- 1250
Political activities by employees of.

See Political Activities.
Post Office Department, repair of

vehicles of, used by------------ - 987
Printing and binding-

Estimates for, inclusion as single
item in Budget--------------- 838
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---
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Georgetown, Miss., bridge authorized 
across Pearl River at  1076 

Georgia: 
Chickamauga-Chattanooga National 

Military Park, conveyance of por-
tion to New Salem School district, 
Dade County, authorized  1275 

Kennesaw Mountain National Battle-
field Park, acquisition of additional 
land authorized  1274 

Appropriation for  1318 
Markers along route followed by armies 

in, during War between the States, 
appropriation for  728 

Germany: 
Appropriation for— 
Ambassador to  887 
Mixed Claims Commission, U. S. and_ 988 

Gila Project, Ara, appropriation for 
construction  716 

Gila River Indian Reservation, Ariz., 
appropriation for maintenance, etc., of 
San Carlos project  633, 700, 1314, 1315 

Gllbertsville Dam, appropriation for con-
tinued construction  

Gilchrist, John R. (Lt.), credit in accounts_ 
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Gildow, M. H., construction of pontoon 
footbridge across Muskingum River 
Canal at Beverly, Ohio, authorized_ _ 1243 

Glacier National Park, Mont.: 
Appropriation for— 

Administration, etc  726 
Road construction   730 

Lands acquired for fish hatchery added 
to  1142 

Goethals, George W. (Maj. Gen.), appro-
priation for completion of memorial 
to, in Canal Zone   642 

Gold Reserve Act of 1934, Amendments: 
Gold dollar, powers of President with 

respect to alteration of weight of, 
defined; duration  998 

Stabilization funds— 
Annual audit; report to Congress__ _ _ 998 
Powers of President concerning, ex-

tended  998 
Golden Gate Bridge and Highway Dis-

trict, contracts for supplying water to, 
authorized  1075 

Golden Gate International Exposition of 
1939. See also San Francisco Bay 
Exposition. 

Distilled spirits, etc., importation for 
on-premises consumption; condi-
tions  625 

Capacity of containers   625 
Labeling requirements   625 
Removal restrictions  625 

Seizure and forfeiture for violation  625 

Golden Gate International Exposition of 
1939—Continued. 

Tourist literature for free distribution, 
free entry  

Gorgas Memorial Laboratory, appropria-
tion for contribution  

Government Contractors, appropriation 
for relief of certain, for losses due to 
compliance with codes  

Government Departments and Agencies: 
Accounting, payments for metered serv-

ices  

Agriculture, Department of, work for, 
authorized by; transfer of funds__ _ 

Annual or special reports, etc., printing 
discontinued; originals to be kept 
on file  

Citizenship requirements, employees— 
Commerce, Department of  
Independent Offices  
Justice, Department of  
Labor, Department of  
Post Office Department  
State, Department of 
Treasury Department 
United States Courts  
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War Department  597 

Coronado Exposition Commission, ex-
hibits and loans by, authorized_ _ _ _ 1047 

Disbursing officers, relief of, for disallow-
ances on account of airplane travel_ 1000 

Executive Office, detail of personnel to, 
authorized  524 

Expense accounts, officers and employ-
ees authorized to administer oaths 
to  810 

Foreign countries, payment of burial ex-
penses, etc., of native employees 
serving in offices located in  1043 

Insignia prescribed by heads of, etc., 
unauthorized manufacture, sale, or 
possession prohibited  752 

Lighthouse Week, participation by, in 
observance of  746 

Long-distance telephone tolls, restric-
tion on use of funds for, except on 
public business  738 

Mail matter, restriction on transmission 
of unsolicited, free of postage; ex-
ceptions  683, 989 

Metered services, payments for  624 
Polar Exploration, International Ex-

hibition of, exhibits by  1250 
Political activities by employees of. 

See Political Activities. 
Post Office Department, repair of 

vehicles of, used by 
Printing and binding— 

Estimates for, inclusion as single 
item in Budget  838 

987 



Government Departments and Agencies--
Continued.

Printing and binding-Continued.
Prompt payment for, to Government

Printing Office--------------
Procurement Division, Branch of Sup-

ply, Treasury Department, trans-
fer or detail of employees to; trans-
fer of funds authorized ----------

Records, disposition of, not needed in

transaction of current business;
report to Archivist-----------

Archivist, report by, to Congress of
records in his custody without
permanent value -----------

Disposition between sessions of Con-

gress --------------------
Exclusive nature of provisions -----

Joint congressional committee, recom-
mendations by---------------

Disposition upon recommendation
of; methods -------------

Failure to report, authority of
Archivist -----------------

Records constituting menace to health,

etc., immediate destruction ---
"Records" defined --------------
Report to Archivist after disposition

by agencies -----------------
Reports to Congress---------------
Submission of lists to Congress by

Archivist ------------------
Reorganization. See Reorganization Act

of 1939.
Scientific investigations for, authorized

by-
Bureau of Mines ----------------
Geological Survey ---------------
National Bureau of Standards -----

Senate rejection of nomination, restric-

tion on payment to person after_ -

Travel expenses on change of official
station authorized-------------

Typewriting machines, prices of stand-

ard established; exceptions-------
Vehicles-

Cost limitation ------------------
Maintenance, upkeep, etc., limita-

tion on amount for -----------
"Official purposes," restriction on use

except for; term defined-------
Government Employees:

Blood transfusions to members of Mili-
tary Establishment, payment for,

authorized- -------------------
Citizenship requirements. See Govern-

ment Departments and Agencies.

Commissary privileges at naval sta-
tions beyond continental limits, ex-

tension of, to civilian officers and

employees-------------------

Page

838

673

1219

1221

1220
1221

1219

1220

1220

1220
1219

122C
122(

1219

lovernment Employees-Continued.
Congressional, payment of salaries when

last day of month falls on Sunday
or legal holiday----------------

Disbursing officers, relief of, for dis-
allowances on account of airplane

travel------------------------
Expense accounts, officers and employees

authorized to administer oaths to--

Increased compensation for period July
1, 1917-June 30, 1924, time limita-
tion for presenting claims for ----

Indians, purchases from, by, author-
ized---------------------------

Naval Academy, laundry, status of
funds and employees established;
personnel deemed Government em-
ployees ------------------------

Political activities by. See Political
Activities.

Public Salary Tax Act of 1939. See
separate title.

Reorganization Act of 1939, preferential
status of separated employees in

personnel reductions-------------
Transfers without change in classifi-

cation; exceptions ------------

Retirement. See Alaska Railroad Re-
tirement Act, Amendments; Canal
Zone; Civil Service Retirement Act,
Amendments; Coast Guard; State,
Department of, Foreign Service.

Steam and other operating engineers,
District of Columbia license pro-

visions made inapplicable to -_..--

Temporary details to American Re-

pullics, Philippine Islands, and
Liberia authorized; acceptance of

advances of funds --------------

Travel expenses on change of official
station authorized --------------

Government Island, Calif., acceptance of

conveyance of certain lands on, to

United States authorized-----------
Government Losses in Shipment, Fund

for Payment of, appropriation for_ -

Government Losses in Shipment Act,
Amendments:

Indemnity agreements--------------
Indemnity bond, when required; not

required _---------------------
"Original check" defined------------
Post Office Department, losses by, while

acting as agent for Treasury De-
partment ---------------------

Public Debt Service, replacement of

valuables heretofore shipped and
lost, damages, etc--------------

"Valuables" defined ----------------

72'
721
91;

68:

68:
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68

68

68

80

81
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Government Departments and Agencies-- Page 
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Printing and binding—Continued. 
Prompt payment for, to Government 

Printing Office  838 
Procurement Division, Branch of Sup-

ply, Treasury Department, trans-
fer or detail of employees to; trans-
fer of funds authorized  673 

Records, disposition of, not needed in 
transaction of current business; 
report to Archivist  1219 

Archivist, report by, to Congress of 
records in his custody without 
permanent value  1221 

Disposition between sessions of Con-
gress  1220 

Exclusive nature of provisions  1221 

Joint congressional committee, recom-
mendations by  1219 

Disposition upon recommendation 
of; methods  1220 

Failure to report, authority of 
Archivist  1220 

Records constituting menace to health, 
etc., immediate destruction_ _   1220 

"Records" defined   1219 
Report to Archivist after disposition 

by agencies  1220 
Reports to Congress  1220 
Submission of lists to Congress by 

Archivist  1219 
Reorganization. See Reorganization Act 

of 1939. 
Scientific investigations for, authorized 

by— 
Bureau of Mines  724 
Geological Survey  721 
National Bureau of Standards  913 

Senate rejection of nomination, restric-
tion on payment to person after_ _ _ 683 

Travel expenses on change of official 
station authorized  682 

Typewriting machines, prices of stand-
ard established; exceptions  674 

Vehicles— 
Cost limitation  682 
Maintenance, upkeep, etc., limita-

tion on amount for  683 
"Official purposes," restriction on use 

except for; term defined  683 
Government Employees: 

Blood transfusions to members of Mili-
tary Establishment, payment for, 
authorized  

Citizenship requirements. See Govern-
ment Departments and Agencies. 

Commissary privileges at naval sta-
tions beyond continental limits, ex-
tension of, to civilian officers and 

employees  
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Government Employees—Continued. 
Congressional, payment of salaries when 

last day of month falls on Sunday 
or legal holiday  

Disbursing officers, relief of, for dis-
allowances on account of airplane 
travel  
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Increased compensation for period July 
1, 1917-June 30, 1924, time limita-
tion for presenting claims for  

Indians, purchases from, by, author-
ized  

Naval Academy, laundry, status of 
funds and employees established; 
personnel deemed Government em-
ployees  

Political activities 
Activities. 

Public Salary Tax 
separate title. 

Reorganization Act of 1939, preferential 
status of separated employees in 
personnel reductions  

Transfers without change in classifi-
cation; exceptions  

Retirement. See Alaska Railroad Re-
tirement Act, Amendments; Canal 
Zone; Civil Service Retirement Act, 
Amendments; Coast Guard; State, 
Department of, Foreign Service. 

Steam and other operating engineers, 
District of Columbia license pro-
visions made inapplicable to_ _ _ _ _ 1143 

Temporary details to American Re-
publics, Philippine Islands, and 
Liberia authorized; acceptance of 
advances of funds _  652 

Travel expenses on change 
station authorized  682 

Government Island, Calif., acceptance of 
conveyance of certain lands on, to 
United States authorized  813 

Government Losses in Shipment, Fund 
for Payment of, appropriation for. _ _ 658 

Government Losses in Shipment Act, 
Amendments: 

Indemnity agreements  1359 
Indemnity bond, when 

required  1359 

"Original check" defined  1360 
Post Office Department, losses by, while 

acting as agent for Treasury De-
partment  1358 

Public Debt Service, replacement of 
valuables heretofore shipped and 
lost, damages, etc  1358 

"Valuables" defined  1359 
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INDEX

Government Printing Office: Page
Annual or special reports of depart-

ments, etc., printing discontinued;
originals to be kept on file-------- 839

Appropriation for------------ 627, 836, 1302
Annex buildings, completion of con-

struction--------------------- 673
Messengers on night duty, payment

to designated _------------- - 1302
Superintendent of Documents, Office

of------------------- 627,838, 1302
Average salaries under Classification

Act not to be exceeded ---------- 839
Coast Guard Academy, designation of

library as depository for Govern-
ment publications--------------- 1209

Congressional work, estimate of cost to
be included in recommendation--- 837

Departmental work-
Estimates for, inclusion as single

item in Budget--------------- 838
Payment for --------------------- 838

Depository libraries, restriction on sup-
plying matter not requested----- 838

Details of employees, restriction on---- 838
Heat furnished by Capitol power plant,

reimbursement for--------------- 833
Purchases independent of Procurement

Division, Treasury Department_- 839
Temporary quarters, funds available for

rent, etc., of-------------------- 839
Working capital, return of portion as

unexpended balance------------- 837
Grade Crossings, appropriation for elimi-

nation of------------------------- 966
Grain Standards Act, appropriation for

carrying provisions into effect ------ 969
Grand Army of the Republic, attendance

of Marine Band at National Encamp-
ment of, authorized--------------- 590

Grand Canyon National Park, Ariz., ap-
propriation for administration, etc -- 726

Grand Coulee Dam Project, Wash., ap-
propriation for construction-------- 719

Grand Teton National Park, Wyo., appro-
priation for administration, etc------ 726

Grasshoppers, appropriation for control of
outbreaks of--------------------- 821

Grazing, Division of. See Interior, De-
partment of the.

Grazing Act. See Taylor Grazing Act,
Amendment.

Great Britain:
Appropriation for-

Ambassador to------------------- 887
International Joint Commission,

United States and------------ 894
Migratory birds, etc., effecting provi-

sions of treaty concerning- -- 963, 964
Wafo+ravn trfatv. TTnited Statea and 894

Great Lakes, radio requirements for ships
navigating, appropriation for special
study by Federal Communications
Commission-------------------

Great Lakes, Ill., Naval Training Station,
appropriation for operation, etc---

Great Lakes Reservation, Wis., appro-
priation for construction and repair -

Great Plains:
Appropriation for construction of water

conservation projects, etc--------
Water conservation projects, construc-

tion authorized-----------------
Appropriation authorized ___------
Reimbursement of expenditures by

water users----------------
Requirements----------------

Great Smoky Mountains National Park,
N. C.-Tenn., appropriation for ad-
ministration, etc------------------

Greece:
Appropriation for minister to ---------
Monument, presentation of a certain,

to the people of, through the Amer-
ican Minister -----------------

Green River, Mass., examination author-
ized for flood-control purposes-----

Griswold, Harry Wilbur, payment to
widow of----------------------

Group Hospitalization, Inc., incorporation
of certain persons as--- ----------

Guam:
Appropriation for-

Lepers, care of; transfer to Culion,
P. I----------------------

School at naval station, operation,
etc---------------------------

Articles brought into, exemption from
internal revenue tax -------------

Naval Hospital, construction at, author-
ized--------------------------

Naval Station, construction at, author-
ized----------------------------

Guantanamo, Cuba:
Appropriation for-

Naval Station, construction work ---
School at, operation, etc----------

Naval Station, construction work
authorized--------------------
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Guatemala, appropriation for minister to- 887
Gulf of Mexico, appropriation for coastal

surveys----------------------- 915, 1312
Guntersville Dam, appropriation for con-

tinued construction---------------- 542
Guttenberg, Iowa, bridge authorized across

Mississippi River at--------------- 1235

Gypsy and Brown-Tail Moth Control, ap-
propriation for------------------- 960
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Government Printing Office: Page 

Annual or special reports of depart-
ments, etc., printing discontinued; 
originals to be kept on file  839 

Appropriation for  627, 836, 1302 
Annex buildings, completion of con-

struction  673 
Messengers on night duty, payment 

to designated  1302 
Superintendent of Documents, Office 

of  627, 838, 1302 
Average salaries under Classification 

Act not to be exceeded..  839 
Coast Guard Academy, designation of 

library as depository for Govern-
ment publications  

Congressional work, estimate of cost to 
be included in recommendation_ _ _ 837 

Departmental work— 
Estimates for, inclusion as single 

item in Budget  838 
Payment for  838 

Depository libraries, restriction on sup-
plying matter not requested  838 

Details of employees, restriction on  838 
Heat furnished by Capitol power plant, 

reimbursement for   833 
Purchases independent of Procurement 

Division, Treasury Department__ _ 839 
Temporary quarters, funds available for 

rent, etc., of  839 
Working capital, return of portion as 

unexpended balance  837 
Grade Crossings, appropriation for elimi-

nation of  966 
Grain Standards Act, appropriation for 

carrying provisions into effect  969 
Grand Army of the Republic, attendance 

of Marine Band at National Encamp-
ment of, authorized   590 

Grand Canyon National Park, Ariz., ap-
propriation for administration, etc_   726 

Grand Coulee Dam Project, Wash., ap-
propriation for construction  719 

Grand Teton National Park, Wyo., appro-
priation for administration, etc  726 

Grasshoppers, appropriation for control of 
outbreaks of  821 

Grazing, Division of. 
partment of the. 

Grazing Act. See Taylor 
Amendment. 

Great Britain: 
Appropriation for— 
Ambassador to  887 
International Joint 

United States and  894 
Migratory birds, etc., effecting provi-

sions of treaty concerning_ _ __ 963,964 
Waterways treaty, United States and.. 894 

See Interior, De-

Grazing Act, 

Commission, 

1209 

Great Lakes, radio requirements for ships rage 

navigating, appropriation for special 
study by Federal Communications 
Commission  983 

Great Lakes, Ill., Naval Training Station, 
appropriation for operation, etc  760 

Great Lakes Reservation, Wis., appro-
priation for construction and repair  712 

Great Plains: 
Appropriation for construction of water 

conservation projects, etc  719 

Water conservation projects, construc-
tion authorized   1418 

Appropriation authorized  1419 
Reimbursement of expenditures by 

water users  1419 
Requirements  1419 

Great Smoky Mountains National Park, 
N. C.-Tenn., appropriation for ad-
ministration, etc  726 

Greece: 
Appropriation for minister to  887 
Monument, presentation of a certain, 

to the people of, through the Amer-
ican Minister  999 

Green River, Mass., examination author-
ized for flood-control purposes  1416 

Griswold, Harry Wilbur, payment to 
widow of  1301 

Group Hospitalization, Inc., incorporation 
of certain persons as  1412 

Guam: 
Appropriation for— 

Lepers, care of; transfer to Culion, 
P. I  758 

School at naval station, operation, 
etc   760 

Articles brought into, exemption from 
internal revenue tax  885 

Naval Hospital, construction at, author-
ized  800 

Naval Station, construction at, author-
ized  798 

Guantanamo, Cuba: 
Appropriation for— 
Naval Station, construction work_   774 

School at, operation, etc  760 

Naval Station, construction work 
authorized  798 

Guatemala, appropriation for minister to. 887 

Gulf of Mexico, appropriation for coastal 
surveys  915, 1312 

Guntersville Dam, appropriation for con-
tinued construction  542 

Guttenberg, Iowa, bridge authorized across 
Mississippi River at  1235 

Gypsy and Brown-Tail Moth Control, ap-
propriation for  960 
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Habit-Forming Drugs, labeling require-

ments -------------------------- 854

Haiti, appropriation for minister to------ 887

Hamilton, Mont., limit of cost of con-

struction of post office increased----- 1305

Hamlet, N. C., limit of cost of construc-

tion of post office increased -------- 1305

Hampton Roads Naval Operating Base,

Norfolk, Va., acquisition of lands

adjoining, authorized------------ 590, 592

Appropriation for------------------- 773

Hanalei River, T. H., examination for

flood-control purposes authorized_-- 1417

Hanapepe River, T. H., examination for

flood-control purposes authorized-- 1417

Harbors. See Rivers and Harbors.

Harrisburg, Pa., bridge authorized across

Susquehanna River at-------------- 1263

Harrison. See Benjamin Harrison Memo-

rial Commission.

Hartford, Conn., bridge authorized across

Connecticut River at -------------- 1234

Harvesting Loans, appropriation for - -- 979

Haskell Institute, Lawrence, Kans.:

Appropriation for-
Construction and repair---- ------- 712

Education of Indians--------------- 705

Hatbox Field, Okla., funds made available
for acquisition of site for radio-

beacon .602beacon--------------------------- 60

"Hatch Act." See Political Activities.

Hatch Act (agricultural experiment sta-

tions), appropriation to carry pro-

visions into effect------------------ 94:

Hatchie River, examination for flood-con-

trol purposes authorized, Mississippi

and Tennessee-------------------141
Hawaii:

Appropriation for-
Agricultural experiment stations ----- 94,

Extension work---------------- 
9 4

American seamen, relief of ship-

wrecked-------------------- 88

Contingent expenses -------------- 73

Courts ------------------------ 90

Governor, etc., salaries ------------ 73

Labor conditions, investigation of -- 63

Vocational education-------------- 73

Vocational rehabilitation ---------- 73

Fort Armstrong Military Reservation,

transfer of portion from War De-

partment to Department of Labor- 120

Hickam Field, appropriation for con-

struction at ------------------- 60

Housing, census of, in 1940----------- 140

Revenue bonds, ratification of Act ex-
19A

tending time for Issuance oi cerml .- .
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Rivers and harbors, preliminary exam-

inations authorized-------------- 1417

Teachers, exemption of compensation

from income tax; provision re-

pealed ----------------------- 575

University of, transfer of agricultural
experiment station to, authorized-- 944

U. S. District Court for, rules of pro-

cedure------------------------- 841

Vocational rehabilitation, authorized

appropriation for apportionment
to, under Social Security Act, in-

creased------------------------- 1381

lawaii National Park, appropriation for

administration, etc---------------- 726

lawaiian Organic Act, Amendment, home-

stead lands, disposal of forfeited, etc.,

for cash to qualified homesteaders -- 1126

lawthorne, Nev., Naval Ammunition
Depot, construction at, authorized--- 799

Appropriation for------------------- 1322

Hayward Hospital, Wis., appropriation

for------------------------------ 707

lealth, National Institute of, appropria-

tion for maintenance--------------- 1304

Health Council, National Advisory, ad-

justment of compensation of certain

members ------------------------ 1338

Belena, Ark., bridge authorized across

Mississippi River at-------------- 747

Helium:
Procurement of, transfer of funds from

Navy Department to Bureau of

Mines -- ------------------- 774

Production and investigations, transfer

of funds from War and Navy De-

partmlents to Bureau of Mines for. 724

Hennepin Canal, Ill., appropriation for

maintenance -------------------- -- 859

Hennepin County, Minn., appropriation
for direct relief to citizens made

destitute by tornado--------------- 981

Hensey, Charles W. (Capt.), credit in

accounts----------------------- 578, 580

Hickam Field, Hawaii, appropriation for

construction at ---------------- -- 602

Hides, etc., marking requirements for

packages containing, in interstate

commerce------------------------- 840

Highways. See Federal Aid Highway Act

of 1938, Amendment; Federal-Aid
Highways.

Historic Sites and Buildings, appropria-

tion for preservation, etc- ---------- 730

Hiwassee Dam, appropriation for con-

tinued construction--------------- 542

Hobolochito River, Miss, examination for

flood-control purposes authorized --- 1416
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854 Teachers, exemption of compensation 
887 from income tax; provision re-

con- pealed  575 
  1305 University of, transfer of agricultural 

experiment station to, authorized__ 944 
U. S. District Court for, rules of pro-

cedure  841 
lands Vocational rehabilitation, authorized 
  590, 592 appropriation for apportionment 

773 to, under Social Security Act, in-
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1417 Hawaii National Park, appropriation for 
administration, etc  726 

1417 Hawaiian Organic Act, Amendment, home-
stead lands, disposal of forfeited, etc., 
for cash to qualified homesteaders_ _ _ 1126 

1263 Hawthorne, Nev., Naval Ammunition 
Depot, construction at, authorized  799 

Appropriation for  1322 
Hayward Hospital, Wis., appropriation 

1234 for  707 
Health, National Institute of, appropria-

tion for maintenance  1304 
Health Council, National Advisory, ad-

712 justment of compensation of certain 
705 members  1338 

Helena, Ark., bridge authorized across 
Mississippi River at  747 

Helium: 
602 Procurement of, transfer of funds from 

Navy Department to Bureau of 
Mines  774 

Production and investigations, transfer 
943 of funds from War and Navy De-

partments to Bureau of Mines for 724 
Hennepin Canal, Ill., appropriation for 

1416 maintenance  859 
Hennepin County, Minn., appropriation 

for direct relief to citizens made 
943 destitute by tornado  984 
945 Hensey, Charles W. (Capt.), credit in 

accounts  578, 580 
889 Hickam Field, Hawaii, appropriation for 
735 construction at  602 
904 Hides, etc., marking requirements for 
735 packages containing, in interstate 
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733 Highways. See Federal Aid Highway Act 
733 of 1938, Amendment; Federal-Aid 
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Hog Cholera Virus and Serum, marketing
agreements with respect to, funds
available for-------------------

Hogback Irrigation Project, N. Mex., ap.
propriation for------------------

Holding Companies. See Personal Hold-
ing Companies.

Holland. See Netherlands.
Home Economics, Bureau of. See Agri-

culture, Department of.
Home Loan Bank Board. See Federal

Home Loan Bank Board.
Home Owners' Loan Act of 1933, Amend-

ments:
Amortization period for loans, extension_
Federal Savings and Loan Associations,

liability for employment taxes----
Installments, etc., time extensions for

payment of, authorized-----------
Home Owners' Loan Corporation:

Appropriation for--------------------
Check clearance, etc., expenses, transfer

of funds to Treasury Department
authorized --------------------

Transfer of, to Federal Loan Agency ---
Honduras, appropriation for minister to -
Honolulu, appropriation for hydrographic

office-------.-------------------
Hoopa Valley Hospital, Calif., appropria-

tion for construction, repair, etc-_ 70'
Hoover, Herbert, procurement of portrait

of, by Joint Committee on the Li-
brary authorized------------------

Hopi Hospital, Ariz., appropriation for-__
Hopi Indians, Ariz. and N. Mex., appro-

priation for irrigation projects---- 691
Hopkins, Eugene O. (Lt. Col.), credit in

accounts------------------------
Hops, time extended in which orders, etc.,

under Agricultural Adjustment Act
may be applicable to -------------

Horses and Mules, transfer of old, by War
Department to humane organizations-

Hot Springs, Ark., appropriation for main-
tenance, Army and Navy Hospital_-

Hot Springs National Park, Ark.:
Appropriation for administration-..----
Extension of boundaries, cost limitation

repealed -----------------------
Appropriation authorized-----------

Appropriation for-------------
Donations of lands, etc., acceptance

authorized -. ___-- ---------
House of Representatives. See also Con-

gress; Legislative Branch of the Gov-
ernment.

Appropriation for- -- 513, 627, 826, 981,
Bacon, Robert L., payment to widow-
Boylan, John J., payment to widow--
Chaplain .----.--.---------------

Page House of Representatives-Continued. Page

Appropriation for-Continued.
Clerk, Office of the---------------- 826
Clerk hire------------------- 829, 1301
Committee employees-------------- 826
Committee stenographers----------- 829
Contingent expenses-------- 829, 981, 1302
Cravens, Ben, payment to widow -.. 513
Daly, J. Burrwood, payment to

widow----------------------- 627
Debates, official reporters of-------- 829
Doorkeeper, Office of------- 828, 981, 1301
Gambrill, Stephen W., payment to

widow---------------------- 513
Gasque, Allard H., payment to

widow----------------------- 513
Griswold, Harry Wilbur, payment to

widow--------------------- 1301
Lord, Bert, payment to widow------ 981
McReynolds, Sam D., payment to

widow ---------------------- 1301
Owen, Emmett Marshall, payment to

children-- ---------------- 981
Pages-

August 1939------------------- 1301
July 1939------- ------------- 981

Post office----------------------- 829
Press Gallery, additional messenger - 981
Radio Press Gallery, superintendent- 981
Salaries and mileage -------------- 826
Sergeant at Arms, Office of--------- 828
Speaker, Office of the-------------- 826
Speaker's Table ------------------ 826
Special and minority employees----- 828
Telegraph and telephone service_ 627, 981
Turner, Clarence W., payment to

widow----------------------- 981
Clerk hire, additional provided -.----- 1080

Amount for, for Members, Delegates,
and Resident Commissioners;
maximum salary ------...... - 1080

Appropriation for ---------------- 1302
District of Columbia Committee, funds

made available for pay of technical
counsel, etc--------------------- 1009

Employees, payment of salaries when
last day of month falls on Sunday or
legal holiday... -....---.....-- 802

Funeral expenses, limitation on use of
funds for----------------------- 830

Special and select committees, funds
continued available for---------- 981

House Office Buildings:
Appropriation for-

Maintenance and repair------------ 832
Police force----------------------- 828

Police force, details from, for duty on
Capitol Grounds---------------- 831

Housing, national census of, in 1940----- 1406
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Hogback Irrigation Project, N. Mex., ap-
propriation for  701 

Holding Companies. See Personal Hold-
ing Companies. 
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Home Economics, Bureau of. See Agri-

culture, Department of. 
Home Loan Bank Board. See Federal 

Home Loan Bank Board. 
Home Owners' Loan Act of 1933, Amend-

ments: 
Amortization period for loans, extension_ 1403 
Federal Savings and Loan Associations, 

liability for employment taxes_ _ _ _ 1402 
Installments, etc., time extensions for 

payment of, authorized  1403 
Home Owners' Loan Corporation: 

Appropriation for  546 
Check clearance, etc., expenses, transfer 

of funds to Treasury Department 
authorized  674 

Transfer of, to Federal Loan Agency_   1430 
Honduras, appropriation for minister to  887 
Honolulu, appropriation for hydrographic 

office  781 
Hoops Valley Hospital, Calif., appropria-

tion for construction, repair, etc__ 707, 712 
Hoover, Herbert, procurement of portrait 

of, by Joint Committee on the Li-
brary authorized  1222 

Hopi Hospital, Ariz., appropriation for.. _ _ 706 
Hopi Indians, Ariz. and N. Mex., appro-

priation for irrigation projects_ ___ 699, 702 
Hopkins, Eugene 0. (Lt. Col.), credit in 

accounts  580 
Hops, time extended in which orders, etc., 
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may be applicable to  782 
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Department to humane organizations_ 808 
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Appropriation for administration_ . _ _ _ _ 726 
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repealed  1341 
Appropriation authorized  1342 

Appropriation for  1318 
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authorized  1342 
House of Representatives. See also Con-

gress; Legislative Branch of the Gov-
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Housing Act. See National Housing Act,

Amendments.
Housing Administration. See Federal

Housing Administration.
Housing Agencies, Public, appropriation

for annual contributions to---------

Housing Authority, United States:

Appropriation for-------------------
Annual contributions-------------

Check clearance, etc., expenses, transfer
of funds to Treasury Department-

Division of Disbursement, Treasury De-

partment, transfer of funds to, au-

thorized--------------------
Transfer of, to Federal Works Agency--

Housing Conference, First Pan American,

appropriation for participation ex-

penses----------------------------
Housing Corporation, United States,

dissolution of----------------------
Houston, William S., payment to -----

Howard University, D. C., appropriation
for -----------------------------

Humane Organizations, transfer of old

horses and mules to, no longer fit for

service -------------------------
Hungary, appropriation for minister to--

Hunters Point Drydocks, acquisition au-

thorized; construction of projects on

adjoining land; alternative site, etc --

Hydrographic Bureau, International, ap-

propriation for contribution-------
Hydrographic Offices, appropriation for--
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Rivers and harbors, preliminary ex-

aminations authorized----------- 1416

Rock Island, time extended for bridging
Mississippi River at------------- 624

Shawneetown, bridge authorized across

Ohio River at------------------ 1058

Stites, time extended for bridging Mis-

sissippi River at---------------- 1077

Illinois River, Ill., examination for flood-

control purposes authorized -------- 1416

Immigration and Naturalization Service.

See Labor, Department of.
Immigration Border Patrol, appropriation

for ---------------------------- 922

Immigration Stations, appropriation for

remodeling, etc-------------------- 923

Import Bank. See Export-Import Bank

of Washington.
Importation of Adulterated Seeds Act,

repeal of; when effective ---------- 1290

Income Tax. See District of Columbia,
Revenue Act of 1939; Revenue Act
of 1939.

Income Tax Returns, penalty for sale of

information derived from----------- 884

Indentures. See Trust Indenture Act of
1939.

Independent Offices:
Appropriation for-

American Battle Monuments Com-
mission----------------------- 525

Audited claims -- 518, 646, 649, 1330, 1334

Central Statistical Board ---------- 526

Civil Aeronautics Authority ------ 526,628

Civil Service Commnission ----------- 528

Alaska Railroad retirement and
disability fund .---- 529

Canal Zone retiremenlt and dis-

ability fund----------------- 528

Civil-service retirement and dis-
ability fund ---------------- 528

Civilian Conservation Corps-------- 529

Commodity Credit Corporation----- 629

District of Columbia Alley Dwelling
Authority--------------------- 529

Employees' Compensation Commis-
sion----------------- - 530,982

Executive Office --------------- 524, 981

Executive Mansion and grounds- - 525

President, Office of ---------- --- 524

President and Vice President, com-
pensation------------------- 524

Export-Import Bank of Washington- 628

Federal Communications Commis-
sion--------------------- 983

Federal Emergency Administration of

Public Works----------------- 548

Federal Home Loan Bank Board --- 546

Federal Housing Administration-- 547, 628

808
887

801

891
781

Idaho:
Apples produced in, provisions of Agri-

cultural Marketing Act of 1937

nmade applicable to ------------- 793

Appropriation for-
Boise project, construction, operation,

etc -------------------- 715, 716

Indians, support, etc., of_ 695, 700, 707, 708

Minidoka project, construction, op-

eration, etc----------------- 715, 716

Judicial district, divisions; terms of

court------------------------- 738

Illinois:
Chester, bridge authorized across Mis-

sissippi River at----------------
Chicago, limit of cost of construction of

post office increased ------------

Crab Orchard Creek Dam Project,

removal of bodies buried in and

reinterment in area set aside as

cemetery; condition ------------

East Dubuque, bridge authorized across

Mississippi River at------------

East St. Louis, time extended for bridg-

ing Mississippi River at---------

1058

1305

1244

1051

1077
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Independent Offices-Continued.
Appropriation for-Continued.

Federal Loan Agency -.. __________-
Electric Home and Farm Author-

Paj

98

ity------------.------------ 98
Export-Import Bank of Washing-

ton ----------------------_ 98
Federal Power Commission -------- 53
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance

Corporation --------------- __ 54
Federal Trade Commission -----___ _ 53
Foreign-service pay adjustment_ _- - 53
General Accounting Office -.--- __ 532, 62
Home Owners' Loan Corporation -_ 54
Interstate Commerce Commission___ 53
Maritime Commission ------------- 54
Maritime Labor Board-------___ _ 535, 62
Mount Rushmore National Memorial

Commission ----------- 513, 535, 62!
National Advisory Committee for

Aeronautics---------------_ 535, 62;
National Archives_---__________ - -- 53
National Capital Park and Planning

Commission ____ _____--------- 531
National Labor Relations Board - -_ 53<
National Mediation Board ------ 537, 628

National Railroad Adjustment
Board------------------ 537, 628

Oil lands in former naval reserves,
protection of interests of United
States in matters affecting ------ 537

Railroad Retirement Board -_---_ 538, 628
Reconstruction Finance Corporation_ 549,

984
Rural Electrification Administration_ 538
Securities and Exchange Commis-

sion------------.____---- _ 539, 629
Smithsonian Institution ---------- _ 539

National Gallery of Art --------.. 984
Social Security Board------- 513, 540, 630
Tariff Commission --------- __----_ 542
Tax Appeals, Board of----------- 526, 627
Temporary National Economic Com-

mittee .-- _--------.-- .-- - 629, 984
Tennessee Valley Authority -------- 542
Thomas Jefferson Memorial Com-

mission ---------------------_ 543
Veterans' Administration---------__ 544
Work Projects Administration ----- 984

Citizenship requirements, employees- - 550
Civil Aeronautics Authority, members

of, and Administrator, salary rates- 550
Emergency agencies, establishment of

appropriation accounts--------___ 550
Interstate Commerce Commission, sal-

ary rates of Commissioners -------- 50
Maritime Commission, salary rates of

Commissioners ---------_---_ -_ 550
Salaries limited to average rates under

ClasiificAtinn Ac. rAn
,rn-

Independent Offices-Continued.
Tariff Commission, salary rates of Com-

missioners ------- _____________
Independent Offices Appropriation Act.

See Independent Offices.
Indian Affairs, Bureau of. See Interior,

Department of the.
Indian Arts and Crafts Board, appropria-

tion for- _______----_______.______
Indian Oasis Hospital, Ariz., appropria-

tion for___________________________
Indian Service. See Interior, Department

of the, Indian Affairs, Bureau of.
Indiana:

Mauckport, bridge authorized across
Ohio River at --- _______________

Peru, bridge authorized across Wabash
River at -_____________________

Rivers and harbors, preliminary ex-
aminations authorized ----- _____-

Indianhead, Md.:
Naval Powder Factory, construction at,

authorized ..-- ---_____________
Ordnance Station, appropriation for

operation of school at -_--_______
Indians. See also Interior, Department of

the, Indian Affairs, Bureau of.
Apache Tribe, Mescalero Reservation,

N. Mex., purchase of land for,
authorized. -- --------_________

Choctaw, Miss., status of certain land
purchased for, defined ----- _--___

Choctaw and Chickasaw Sanatorium
and General Hospital, conveyance
of, to United States--.. ....__..

Colorado River Tribes, sale of certain
town lots in Parker, Ariz., consent
of, required -------......... ___.

Lease of vacant unsold lots by Tribal
Council ----- ................

Flathead irrigation project, deferment
of collection of certain construction
charges approved---- -......---.

Klamath Reservation, Oreg.-
Judgment fund, pro rata distribution

for certain purposes ------____-
Debts contracted prior to passage

of Act, fund not liable for . .
Remainder, expenditure of, after

segregation made-------_____
Official delegates, etc., payment of

transportation allowances to seat
of government authorized; salary
and per diem restrictions-----.-

Menominee, enrollment of children of
enrolled members; determination
of blood degree ------__________

Papago, Ariz., purchase of lands for,
autnornzeL. --_______ ._----
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Indian Affairs, Bureau of. See Interior, 
Department of the. 

Indian Arts and Crafts Board, appropria-
tion for  698 

Indian Oasis Hospital, Ariz., appropria-
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Indian Service. See Interior, Department 
of the, Indian Affairs, Bureau of. 
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Mauckport, bridge authorized across 
Ohio River at  1241 

Peru, bridge authorized across Wabash 
River at  623 

Rivers and harbors, preliminary ex-
aminations authorized  1416 

Indianhead, Md.: 
Naval Powder Factory, construction at, 

authorized  799 
Ordnance Station, appropriation for 

operation of school at  766 
Indians. See also Interior, Department of 

the, Indian Affairs, Bureau of. 
Apache Tribe, Mescalero Reservation, 

N. Mex., purchase of land for, 
authorized  551 

Choctaw, Miss., status of certain land 
purchased for, defined  851 

Choctaw and Chickasaw Sanatorium 
and General Hospital, conveyance 
of, to United States   552 

Colorado River Tribes, sale of certain 
town lots in Parker, Ariz., consent 
of, required  1203 

Lease of vacant unsold lots by Tribal 
Council  1204 

Flathead irrigation project, deferment 
of collection of certain construction 
charges approved  1221 

Klamath Reservation, Oreg.— 
Judgment fund, pro rata distribution 

for certain purposes  1252 
Debts contracted prior to passage 

of Act, fund not liable for_ __ _ 1253 
Remainder, expenditure of, after 
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Official delegates, etc., payment of 

transportation allowances to seat 
of government authorized; salary 
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INDEX LV
Indians-Continued.

Pine Ridge Sioux lost allotment claims,
correction of list authorized-------

Purchases from, by Government em-
ployees, authorized -------------

Puyallup Tribal School property,
Tacoma, Wash., acquisition of, for
Indian sanatorium purposes; appro-
priation authorized _------------

Quapaw, Okla., period of restriction on
lands of, extended; leasing for busi-
ness, etc., purposes .------------

Reclamation projects, determination of
ability of water users to pay con-
struction charges for 1938, etc ---

Definition of terms---------------
Extension of time for payment in

certain cases-----------------
Fish screens, construction by Bureau

of Fisheries ------------------
Rocky Boy Reservation, Mont., lands

added to__--------------------
San Carlos irrigation project, deferment

of collection of certain construction
charges approved --------------

Shoshone, Wind River Reservation,
Wyo., distribution of judgment
fund to members -----------

Land-use districts, establishment of -
Prior debts, liability for ----------
Purchase of lands; loan fund, etc --.

Availability of funds for ---------
Restoration to tribal ownership of

all undisposed-of surplus or ceded
lands ------------- ----------

Tongue River Reservation, Mont.-
Tongue River Reservoir project,

execution of contracts for water
for irrigating lands on, author-
ized; appropriation authorized--

Umatilla Rescrvation, Oreg., restoration
to tribal ownership of certain lands

Winnebago Agency, Nebr., deposit of
sum to credit of, to replace funds
lost in bank failure ----------

Yakima Reservation, Wash., reserva-
tion of right-of-way across, for Bon-
neville project; consent of individual
allottees, etc- ------------------

Industrial Property, International Bureau
for Protection of, appropriation for
contribution ...----------------

Industry, vocational rehabilitation of per-
sons disabled in, appropriation for_--

Infantry School, Fort Benning, Ga., appro-
priation for maintenance -----------

Inland Waterways Corporation, transfer
of, to Department of Commerce----

Insanity Proceedings. See District of Co-
lumbia.
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60,
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Insect-Pest Survey and Identification, Page
appropriation for ----------------- 961

:nsect Pests and Plant Diseases, funds
for control of emergency outbreaks
of, continued available ------------- 962

Appropriation for ------- -------- 514, 821
Insecticide Act, appropriation for enforce-

ment---------------------------- 971
Insecticide and Fungicide Investigations,

appropriation for ----------------- 962
Insignia, unauthorized manufacture, sale,

or possession of, prescribed by heads of
Government departments, etc., pro-
hibited ----------------------- 752

Insolvent Banks, refund of taxes errone-
ously collected from, etc ----------- 884

Insular Affairs, Bureau of. See Interior,
Department of the.

Insurance Companies:
Net operating loss deduction, allowance

of----------------------------- 868
Other than life or mutual-

Deductions of--------------------- 881
Gross income, definition for personal

holding company tax --------- 881
Tax on-

Life----------------------------- 865
Mutual, other than life------------ 865
Other than life or mutual ---------- 865

Insurance Contributions Act, Federal,
subchapter of Internal Revenue Code
relating to employment by others
than carriers designated as --------- 1387

Insured Mail Matter, penalty for false
claims for loss of------------------ 1203

Inter-American Cultural Relations, Con-
vention for the Promotion of, appro-
priation for meeting obligations un-
der -----------------------------. 892

Inter-American Highway, appropriation
for continuation of survey and con-
struction --------------------- 1305

Inter-American Radio Conference, Sec-
ond, appropriation for participation_- 1324

Inter-American Radio Office, appropria-
tion for contribution--------------- 1323

Inter-American Trade Mark Bureau, ap-
propriation for contribution--------- 891

Intercoastal Shipping Act, 1933, Amend-
ment. See also Merchant Marine
Act, 1936, Amendments; Shipping
Act, 1916, Amendment.

Rates, etc., hearings on; burden of proof- 1182
Interferences. See Patents.
Interior, Department of the. See also

Secretary of the Interior.
Aerial photographs for mapping proj-

ects, cooperation by War and
Navy Departments; payment of
expenses----------------------- 721
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sons disabled in, appropriation for  
Infantry School, Fort Benning, Ga., appro-
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of, to Department of Commerce  
Insanity Proceedings. See District of Co-
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Insular Affairs, Bureau of. See Interior, 
Department of the. 
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Other than life or mutual— 
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Tax on— 
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Insurance Contributions Act, Federal, 
subchapter of Internal Revenue Code 
relating to employment by others 
than carriers designated as  1387 

Insured Mail Matter, penalty for false 
claims for loss of   1203 

Inter-American Cultural Relations, Con-
vention for the Promotion of, appro-
priation for meeting obligations un-
der  892 

Inter-American Highway, appropriation 
for continuation of survey and con-
struction  1305 

Inter-American Radio Conference, Sec-
ond, appropriation for participation  1324 
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tion for contribution  1323 
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propriation for contribution  891 
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Navy Departments; payment of 
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Interior, Department of the-Continued.
Alaska-

Lands reserved for educational uses,
sale of timber; leases; use of pro-

Page

ceeds ------_________._____._ 1243
Payment of travel expenses of ap-

pointees from Seattle author-
ized -----------.--.....--- . 713

Appropriation for-
Audited claims -- 519, 647, 650, 1332, 1335
Biological Survey, Bureau of.--- 963, 1317

Migratory Bird Conservation
Fund--------------------.. 964

Upper Mississippi River Wildlife
Refuge, acquisition of land-_- 964

Wildlife restoration, Federal aid in- 965
Bituminous Coal Commission, Na-

tional --------- _--------- 633, 688
Consumers' Counsel ---------- 633, 689

Bonneville project------------.---_ 689
Columbia Institution for the Deaf_- 737
Contingent expenses--------------- 687
Damage claims---. 516, 644, 645, 1328, 1329
Education, Office of. See Federal

Security Agency.
Fine Arts, Commission of --------- _ 688
Fisheries, Bureau of--------------- 916
Freedmen's Hospital--------------- 738
General Land Office------- 691, 986, 1313

Coos Bay Wagon Road grant lands
and timber, payment of pro-
ceeds of sales, etc -------- 692, 1313

Oklahoma, payment from royalties,
south half of Red River-_- 693, 1313

Oregon and California Railroad
grant lands, etc., conservation
management---------------- 692

States, payments to, from proceeds
of land sales -------------- 692

Geological Survey ------------- 719, 1317
Government in the Territories ------ 634,

734, 986, 1318
Alaska-----------.-----. 634,734,1318
Equatorial and South Sea Islands_ 736
Hawaii ----------------------- 735
Puerto Rican Hurricane Relief - - 736
Puerto Rico ------------------- 634
Virgin Islands --------- 634, 735, 1318

Grazing, Division of------------ 686,1313
Howard University ---------------- 737
Indian Affairs, Bureau of _._____- - 633,

693, 986, 1314
Annuities and per capita pay-

ments------ ---.----_- 713, 1316
Conservation and health--------_ 1315
Construction and repair --- _- 711, 1316
Education --------------------- 703
General expenses---- ------- 693, 1314
General support and administra-

tion------------------- 708.1315
- - - Z - - - -

LVI

Interior, Department of the-Continued. Page
Appropriation for-Continued.

Indian Affairs, Bureau of-Con.
Health, conservation of--________ 706
Indian lands, purchase, etc .- 694, 1314

Land records, improvement of - 696
Shawnee Indians, Okla., payment

to -. ---------..-------- 696
Taxes, etc., payment of .._ -__ 695

Industrial assistance and advance-
ment ------------------ 696, 1314

Irrigation and drainage ---- 633, 699, 1314
Relief of needy Indians ---------- 930
Roads and bridges-------------- 711
Salaries ------------------__ -- 693
Water supply, development of---- 699

Insular Affairs, Bureau of -_--_--- _ 858
Philippine Islands, United States

High Commissioner to ------- 858
Investigations, Division of --------- 686
Judgments ----------------- -- 517, 645
Mines, Bureau of-__---_----- _ 722, 1317
Mount Rushmore National Memorial

Commission ----------- 513, 535, 629
National Bituminous Coal Commis-

sion -------_-----------_ 633, 688
Consumers' Counsel -------- _ 633, 689

National Park Service------ 633, 725, 1318
Forest fire prevention, etc -__-__- 729
Historic sites and buildings ------ 730
Monuments, military parks, etc___ 728
National Capital parks, adminis-

tration, etc------------- -- 731
Publicbuildingsandgrounds,D.C_ 633, 730

Outside D. C ------------ _- 731
Roads and trails --------------- _ 730
Water rights, investigation and

purchase------------------- 730
Petroleum Conservation Division- 687,1313

July 1939 --------------------- 998
Printing and binding ----------- 688, 1313
Puerto Rican Reconstruction Admin-

istration --------------------- 930
Reclamation, Bureau of ---- 633, 714, 1316

General fund, construction----___ _ 718
Water conservation and utility proj-

ects---------------------- 719
Saint Elizabeths Hospital ------- 634, 736
Secretary, Office of the ----- 685, 985, 1313
Solicitor, Office of------------_ 686
Territories, government in --------- 634,

734,986, 1318
Territories and Island Possessions,

Division of-------. 634, 686, 736, 986
United States Housing Authority.

See separate title.
War Minerals Relief Commission --- 689

Biological Survey, Bureau of, Depart-
ment of Agriculture, transfer of, to- 1433
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ment  696, 
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Water supply, development of _ _ _ _ 
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Philippine Islands, United States 
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Judgments  517, 645 
Mines, Bureau of  722, 1317 

Mount Rushmore National Memorial 
Commission  513, 535, 629 

National Bituminous Coal Commis-
sion  633, 688 

Consumers' Counsel  633, 689 
National Park Service  633, 725, 1318 

Forest fire prevention, etc  729 
Historic sites and buildings  730 
Monuments, military parks, etc ._ _ 728 
National Capital parks, adminis-

tration, etc  731 
Publicbuildingsandgrounds,D.C_ 633, 730 

Outside D. C  731 
Roads and trails  730 
Water rights, investigation and 

purchase  730 

Petroleum Conservation Division.. 687,1313 
July 1939  998 

Printing and binding  688, 1313 
Puerto Rican Reconstruction Admin-

istration  930 
Reclamation, Bureau of  633, 714, 1316 

General fund, construction  718 
Water conservation and utility proj-

ects  719 
Saint Elizabeths Hospital  634, 736 
Secretary, Office of the  685, 985, 1313 
Solicitor, Office of  686 
Territories, government in  634, 
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Interior, Department of the-Continued.

Bituminous Coal Commission. See

National Bituminous Coal Com-
mission, this title.

Central Heating Plant, furnishing of
heat from, to certain buildings to be

erected in District of Columbia__

Columbia Institution for the Deaf, D.
C., dedication of certain lands for
public uses; readjustment of bound-

aries--------------------------
Coos Bay Wagon Road grant lands,

Oreg., exchange of, for consolida-
tion purposes, authorized --------

Education, Office of. See Federal Se-
curity Agency.

Fisheries, Bureau of-
Attendance at meetings, funds availa-

ble for ----------------------
Household effects, use of funds for

transfer of, on change of station-

Naval personnel detailed to, funds

available for pay-------------

Transfer of, to-----------------
Fishery educational service, etc., trans-

fer of funds to, for conduct of.----

Flathead Indian irrigation project, de-

ferment of collection of certain con-

struction charges approved------

Geological Survey, Bureau of-

Aerial photographs, contracts with

civilian concerns authorized----

Domestic mineral resources, investi-

gations with respect to develop-
ment of, essential to defense
needs; allocation of funds .-----

Mining operations on Indian lands,

transfer of funds to, from Bureau
of Indian Affairs, for supervision
of ---------- --------

Scientific, etc., investigations for

Government agencies authorized;
transfer of funds-------------

Transportation of effects of employees
on permanent change of station,
use of funds for, authorized-- --

Grazing districts, establishment of ad-

visory board of local stockmen in

each district; functions, etc -----

Great Plains, etc., construction of water

conservation projects authorized--

Appropriation authorized----------
Reimbursement of expenditures by

water users-------------------
Requirements -------------------

Indian Affairs, Bureau of-
Advances to Indian youths for educa-

tional courses; reimbursement---
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Interior, Department of the-Continued.
Indian Affairs, Bureau of-Continued.

Bidders, submission of certified
checks, etc., by, provision re-
pealed--------- ------------

Central warehouses, storage of ma-
terials in and distribution from,
availability of funds for--------

Construction of buildings, cost limi-

tation----------------------
Deaf, dumb, and blind children,

amount available for support and

education -------------------
Fish screens on Federal irrigation

projects, cooperation with Bu-
reau of Fisheries in construction_

Forest fires, rewards authorized for
information leading to conviction
of persons setting, etc --------

Geological Survey, transfer of funds
to, for supervision of mining oper-
ations on Indian lands .--------

Irrigation projects-
Apportionment of cost on per-acre

basis where reimbursement re-
quired-----------------

Flood damages, etc., availability of

amounts for---------------
Lands, etc., acquisition of-

Contracts authorized ----------.
Restriction on use of funds in cer-

tain States--------------
Loans to individuals, restriction, if less

than one-quarter Indian blood-
Loans to students for tuition, etc.,

amount available; reimbulrse-
tent -------------------------

Medical, etc., services, disposition of

fees collected from Indians ---
Nonreservation boarding schools, con-

tributions for hospitalization of

pupils; basis --------------
Printing and binding in authorized

Indian school printing plants,
amount available for ---------

Public-school teachers, employment
in special Indian day schools ---

Reimbursements, credit of, and avail-

ability----------------------
Replacement of destroyed, etc., prop-

erty, report to Congress of diver-
sion of funds available for - ---

Reservation and nonreservation board-
ing schools, amount available for

subsistence of pupils during

summer months- ------------
School buildings, funds available for

sponsor's contributions, construc-
tion under Works Progress Ad-

ministration, etc-------------
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Bituminous Coal Commission. See 

National Bituminous Coal Com-
mission, this title. 

Central Heating Plant, furnishing of 
heat from, to certain buildings to be 
erected in District of Columbia_ _ _ 

Columbia Institution for the Deaf, D. 

C., dedication of certain lands for 
public uses; readjustment of bound-
aries  

Coos Bay Wagon Road grant lands, 
Oreg., exchange of, for consolida-
tion purposes, authorized  

Education, Office of. See Federal Se-
curity Agency. 

Fisheries, Bureau of— 
Attendance at meetings, funds availa-

ble for  
Household effects, use of funds for 

transfer of, on change of station_ 

Naval personnel detailed to, funds 
available for pay  

Transfer of, to  
Fishery educational service, etc., trans-

fer of funds to, for conduct of  
Flathead Indian irrigation project, de-

ferment of collection of certain con-
struction charges approved  

Geological Survey, Bureau of— 
Aerial photographs, contracts with 

civilian concerns authorized  
Domestic mineral resources, investi-

gations with respect to develop-
ment of, essential to defense 
needs; allocation of funds  

Mining operations on Indian lands, 
transfer of funds to, from Bureau 
of Indian Affairs, for supervision 

of  
Scientific, etc., investigations for 

Government agencies authorized; 

transfer of funds  
Transportation of effects of employees 

on permanent change of station, 
use of funds for, authorized  

Grazing districts, establishment of ad-
visory board of local stockmen in 
each district; functions, etc  

Great Plains, etc., construction of water 
conservation projects authorized_ _ 

Appropriation authorized  
Reimbursement of expenditures by 

water users  

Requirements  
Indian Affairs, Bureau of— 
Advances to Indian youths for educa-

tional courses; reimbursement _ 

1179 
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Indian Affairs, Bureau of—Continued. 
Bidders, submission of certified 

checks, etc., by, provision re-
pealed  551 

Central warehouses, storage of ma-
852 terials in and distribution from, 

availability of funds for  713 
Construction of buildings, cost limi-

tation   693 
Deaf, dumb, and blind children, 

amount available for support and 
education  703 

Fish screens on Federal irrigation 
projects, cooperation with Bu-
reau of Fisheries in construction_ 917 

Forest fires, rewards authorized for 
information leading to conviction 
of persons setting, etc  696 

Geological Survey, transfer of funds 
to, for supervision of mining oper-
ations on Indian lands  697 

Irrigation projects— 
Apportionment of cost on per-acre 

basis where reimbursement re-
quired  700 

Flood damages, etc., availability of 
amounts for  700 

Lands, etc., acquisition of— 
Contracts authorized  695 
Restriction on use of funds in cer-

tain States  695 
Loans to individuals, restriction, if less 

than one-quarter Indian blood _ _ 698 
Loans to students for tuition, etc., 

amount available; reimburse-
ment  704 

Medical, etc., services, disposition of 
fees collected from Indians  707 

Nonreservation boarding schools, con-
tributions for hospitalization of 
pupils; basis  707 

Printing and binding in authorized 
Indian school printing plants, 
amount available for  --------703 

Public-school teachers, employment 
in special Indian day schools_ _ _ _ 706 

Reimbursements, credit of, and avail-
ability  698 

Replacement of destroyed, etc., prop-
erty, report to Congress of diver-
sion of funds available for  694 

Reservation and nonreservation board-
ing schools, amount available for 
subsistence of pupils during 
summer months  703 

1419 School buildings, funds available for 
sponsor's contributions, construc-
tion under Works Progress Ad-
ministration, etc   704 698 
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Services, time limit for rendering bill
for--------------------------

Services performed for Indians, dis-
position of fees collected-------

Taxes, etc., amount for payment of,
continued available -----------

Tomah, Wis., restriction on use of
funds for removing, etc., build-
ings at Federal Indian School---

Transfers of appropriations author-
ized; limitation--------------

Travel expenses, transportation of
personal effects, etc., on change
of station; availability of funds
for------------------------

Travel for study of educational sys-
tems outside continental limits of
U. S. and Alaska, restriction on
use of funds for--------------

Tribal corporations, loans to, author-
ized -----------------------

Tribal councils, etc., limitation on
period of stay in Washington for
which expenses paid ---------

Tribal enterprises, funds available for
establishment of--------------

Tribal organizations, etc.-
New Mexico, limitation on expendi-

ture in connection with ----
Traveling allowances------------

Tuition, etc., formal contracts not re-
quired-------------------

Vocational education, etc., amount
available for tuition ----------

Indian Service, submission of checks,
etc., by bidders, provision repealed

Indians. See separate title.
Insular Affairs, Bureau of, War Depart-

ment, transfer of, to ------------
Migratory Bird Conservation Commis-

sion, designation of Secretary as
chairman and Secretary of Agricul-
ture as a member----------------

Mines, Bureau of-
Detail of field employees authorized;

payment of expenses ---------
Domestic mineral resources, investi-

gations with respect to develop-
ment of, essential to defense
needs; allocation of funds------

Helium-
Procurement of, transfer of funds

for, by-
Navy Department------------
War Department------- -----

Production and investigations,
transfer of funds from War and
Navy Departments for.------
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Public Health Service, details from,
authorized -----------------

Scientific investigations for Govern-
ment agencies authorized; trans-
fer of funds-------------------

Traveling expenses on change of offi-
cial station, transportation of
household goods, etc.; use of
funds authorized -------------

Mount Rushmore National Memorial
Commission, transfer of, to-------

National Bituminous Coal Commission
abolished and functions transferred
to-------------------------

Consumers' Counsel, office abolished
and functions transferred-__--_-

National Park Service-
Branch of Buildings Management,

transfer of, to Public Buildings
Administration, Federal Works
Agency----------------------

Building located at 45 Broadway, New
York City, limitation on expendi-
ture for repairs------------

Chalmette National Historical Park,
La., administration by--------

Columbian Fountain, D. C., con-
struction under direction of-----

District of Columbia, sale of real es-
tate held by, no longer needed
for public purposes; approval;
provisions governing-----------

Experts, etc., employment without
reference to civil-service laws-__

Field employces attending meetings,
payment of expenses ---........

Informational and directional signs,
use of funds for, authorized-----

Lectures, etc., availability of funds
for..--------- --------------

Mount Rushmore National Memorial
Commission, transfer of, to ----

Navy and Marine Memorial, comple-
tion under supervision of ------

Telephones in Government-owned
residences, installation author-
ized -------------------------

National parks. See separate title.
Nevada, conveyance of certain lands to

State; mineral reservation _-_--_
New Mexico, Indian pueblos in, appro-

priation authorized for payment of
increased compensation, etc., to
certain non-Indian claimants-----

Oregon and California Railroad grant
lands, Oreg., exchange of, for con-
solidation purposes, authorized----
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Services, time limit for rendering bill 
for  
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position of fees collected  

Taxes, etc., amount for payment of, 
continued available  

Tomah, Wis., restriction on use of 
funds for removing, etc., build-
ings at Federal Indian School_ _ _ 

Transfers of appropriations author-
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Travel expenses, transportation of 
personal effects, etc., on change 
of station; availability of funds 
for  

Travel for study of educational sys-
tems outside continental limits of 
U. S. and Alaska, restriction on 
use of funds for  

Tribal corporations, loans to, author-
ized  

Tribal councils, etc., limitation on 
period of stay in Washington for 
which expenses paid  

Tribal enterprises, funds available for 
establishment of  

Tribal organizations, etc.— 
New Mexico, limitation on expendi-

ture in connection with  
Traveling allowances  

Tuition, etc., formal contracts not re-
quired  

Vocational education, etc., amount 
available for tuition  

Indian Service, submission of checks, 
etc., by bidders, provision repealed. 

Indians. See separate title. 
Insular Affairs, Bureau of, War Depart-

ment, transfer of, to  
Migratory Bird Conservation Commis-

sion, designation of Secretary as 
chairman and Secretary of Agricul-
ture as a member  

Mines, Bureau of— 
Detail of field employees authorized; 

payment of expenses  
Domestic mineral resources, investi-

gations with respect to develop-
ment of, essential to defense 
needs; allocation of funds  

Helium— 
Procurement of, transfer of funds 

for, by— 
Navy Department  
War Department  

Production and investigations, 
transfer of funds from War and 
Navy Departments for  
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Public Health Service, details from, 

authorized  725 
Scientific investigations for Govern-

ment agencies authorized; trans-
fer of funds   724 

Traveling expenses on change of offi-
cial station, transportation of 
household goods, etc.; use of 
funds authorized  725 

Mount Rushmore National Memorial 
Commission, transfer of, to  1434 

National Bituminous Coal Commission 
abolished and functions transferred 
to  1433 

Consumers' Counsel, office abolished 
and functions transferred  1433 

National Park Service— 
Branch of Buildings Management, 

transfer of, to Public Buildings 
Administration, Federal Works 
Agency   1427 

Building located at 45 Broadway, New 
York City, limitation on expendi-
ture for repairs  731 

Chalmette National Historical Park, 
La., administration by  1342 

Columbian Fountain, D. C., con-
struction under direction of  1300 

District of Columbia, sale of real es-
tate held by, no longer needed 
for public purposes; approval; 
provisions governing  1211 

Experts, etc., employment without 
reference to civil-service laws_ _ _ 725 

Field employees attending meetings, 
payment of expenses  725 

Informational and directional signs, 
use of funds for, authorized  729 

Lectures, etc., availability of funds 
for  729 

Mount Rushmore National Memorial 
Commission, transfer of, to  1434 

Navy and Marine Memorial, comple-
tion under supervision of  622 

Telephones in Government-owned 
residences, installation author-
ized  730 

National parks. See separate title. 
Nevada, conveyance of certain lands to 

State; mineral reservation  1237 

New Mexico, Indian pueblos in, appro-
priation authorized for payment of 
increased compensation, etc., to 
certain non-Indian claimants  553 

Oregon and California Railroad grant 
lands, Oreg., exchange of, for con-
solidation purposes, authorised  1144 
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Parker, Ariz., public auction of certain
town lots authorized ------------ 1203

Lease of vacant unsold lots -------- 1204

Pick-up trucks, appropriations available
for purchase, repair, etc ---------- 738

Piney Branch Parkway, D. C., exchange

of certain lands in--------------- 1177

Pribilof Islands, supervision of, trans-
ferred to Secretary of the Interior_ 1433

Reclamation, Bureau of-
Farm units on public lands under

Federal reclamation projects, de-
velopment of---------------- 1238

Fish screens on Federal irrigation
projects, cooperation with Bu-

reau of Fisheries in construction- 917

Fruit Growers' Dam and Reservoir,
Colo., immediate availability of

allotment for acquisition of right-
of-way--------------------- - 717

Interchange of appropriations------- 716

Investigations, cooperation of other
agencies authorized-- ---------- 717

Irrigation districts in arrears of pay-

ments, restriction on use of

funds in ------------------ 714

Limitation of expenditures ------- 716

Public Works Administration allot-

ments continued available------ 717

Reclamation projects. See Reclama-

tion Project Act of 1939.
Reclamation projects, U. S. and Indian,

determination of ability of water

users to pay construction charges
for 1938, etc--------------- 792, 1198

Definition of terms--------------- 79.

Extension of time for payment in

certain cases ------------------ 79

Salaries limited to average rates under

Classification Act; exceptions----- 6S.

San Carlos Indian irrigation project,

dcferment of collection of certain
construction charges approved---- 122:

Solicitor, Office of the, functions of

Consumers' Counsel, National Bi-

tuminous Coal Commission trans-

ferred to----------------------- 143;

Territories and Island Possessions,
Division of-

"Bear," S. S., chartering and com-
missioning, as Navy vessel for

Antarctic survey, expenditure
from funds of----------------- 132

Insular Affairs, Bureau of, War De-

partment, transfer of, to-------- 143

United States Housing Authority. See

separate title.
Veterans' Administration, transfer of

funds from, authorized----------- 54

Virgin Islands, surplus property, dis-
.. 1 -l-+h-nrd ------ 124
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Work animals, etc., availability of field

work appropriations for hire ----- 738

nternal Revenue, Bureau of. See

Treasury Department.
nternal Revenue Code:

Enactment of----------------------- 510

Sections added-
Section 107----------------------- 878
Section 122----------------------- 867

Section 123 --------------------- 879

Section 152 --------------------- 881
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Section 189 ---------------------- 868
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ferred to Secretary of the Interior_ 1433 Section 122  867 

Reclamation, Bureau of— Section 123  879 
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Federal reclamation projects, de- Section 170  
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Fish screens on Federal irrigation Section 208  868 
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reau of Fisheries in construction_ 917 Section 1403  1382 
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allotment for acquisition of right- sections 
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meats, restriction on use of Section 22 (d)  877 
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San Carlos Indian irrigation project, Section 117 (d)   869 

deferment of collection of certain Section 117 (e)  869 
construction charges approved_ _ _ _ 1221 Section 117 (h)   873 

Solicitor, Office of the, functions of Section 131 (a)   876 
Consumers' Counsel, National Bi- section 131 (b)  876 
tuminous Coal Commission trans- 1433 Section 131 (f)  876 
ferred to  

Territories and Island Possessions, Section 141 (j)  866 

Division of— Section 148 (f)  884 

"Bear," S. S., chartering and coin- Section 165  876 
missioning, as Navy vessel for Section 201 (b)   865 
Antarctic survey, expenditure Section 203 (a)  868 
from funds of  1321 Section 204 (a)  865 

Insular Affairs, Bureau of, War De- Section 204 (c) (10)  881 
partment, transfer of, to  1433 Section 207 (a)  865 

United States Housing Authority. See Section 231 (b)  866 
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Veterans' Administration, transfer of 
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Conference, balances reappropriated- 988

International Obligations. See also Con-

ferences, Expositions, etc.
Appropriation for contributions, quotas,

etc.-
Aerial Legal Experts, International

Technical Committee of-------- 892

Agriculture, International Institute
of, Rome, Italy ------------- - 891

Alaskan International Highway Com-
mission----------------------- 987

Arbitration-
Bureau of Interparliamentary

Union for Promotion of Inter-
national-------------------- 891

International Bureau of Permanent
Court of ------------------ 891

Astronomical Union, International- 892

Biological Sciences, International
Union of ----------------- 892

Cape Spartel and Tangier Light,
Morocco ---------------- 891, 1324

Chemistry, International Union of--- 892

Childhood, American International
Institute for the Protection of -- 892

Comit6 International du Bois------ 957

Criminal Police Commission, Inter-
national--------------------- 89-

Cultural Relations, Convention for
the Promotion of Inter-Ameri-
can .892can-------------------------

Customs Tariffs, International Bu-
reau for Publication of--------- 891

Forest Research Stations, Interna-
tional Union of -------------- 957

Geodesy and Geophysics, Interna-
tional Union of -------------- 892

Geographical Union, International-- 892

Geography and History, Pan Ameri-
a_ TiC:.. f ----- 89-

International Obligations-Continued. Page

Appropriation for contributions, quotas,
etc.-Continued.

Gorgas Memorial Laboratory ------- 891
Hydrographic Bureau, International- 891
Industrial Property, International

Bureau for Protection of ------ 891
Inter-American Highway, survey and

construction------------------ 1305
Inter-American Radio Office ------- 1323
International Boundary Commission,

United States and Canada and
Alaska and Canada ----------- 894

International Boundary Commission,
United States and Mexico ------ 893

International Fisheries Commission__ 895
International Joint Commission,

United States and Great Britain- 894
International Labor Organization --- 892

Liaison with, expenses----------- 921
Liquor Traffic in Africa, Convention

Relating to ----------------- 892
Map of the World on the Millionth

Scale, International------------ 892
Meteorological Committee, Interna-

tional ---------------------- 947
Microbiology, Third International

Congress for ----------------- 988
Mixed Claims Commission, United

States and Germany ----------- 988
Narcotics Convention of 1931, Imple-

menting --------------------- 892
Navigation, Permanent International

Commission of the Congresses of_ 859
Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commission,

International ------------- 639, 895

Pan American Child Congress,
Eighth ..-----------.- . 987

Pan American housing Conference,
First------------------------ 987

Pan American Sanitary Bureau ---- 891

Pan American Union--- ---------- 891

Panama, payment to Government
of---------------------- 891, 1324

Penal and Penitentiary Commission,
International ---------------- 892

Physics, International Union of - - - 892

Political Refugees, International Com-
mittee on .__.-------- - ----- 988

Production Control Committees, In-
ternational------------------ 975

Public Health, International Office of- 891

Radio Union, International Scientific- 892

Road Congresses, Permanent Asso-
ciation of International -------- 892

Scientific Unions and Associated
Unions, International Council of_ 892

Seed Testing Congress, International- 970

Smelter-fumes controversy, U. S.-

Canada, arbitration of------- - 639
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International Geographical Union, appro-
priation for contribution  

International Hydrographic Bureau, ap-
propriation for contribution  

International Institute of Agriculture, 
Rome, Italy, appropriation for con-
tribution  

International Joint Commission, United 
States and Great Britain, appropria-
tion for  

International Labor Organization: 
Appropriation for— 

Contribution  
Liaison with, expenses  

International Map of the World on the 
Millionth Scale, appropriation for con-
tribution  

International Meteorological Committee, 
appropriation for contribution  

International Monetary and Economic 
Conference, balances reappropriated_ 

International Obligations. See also Con-
ferences, Expositions, etc. 

Appropriation for contributions, quotas, 

etc.— 
Aerial Legal Experts, International 

Technical Committee of  
Agriculture, International Institute 

of, Rome, Italy  
Alaskan International Highway Com-

mission  
Arbitration 
Bureau of Interparliamentary 

Union for Promotion of Inter-

national  
International Bureau of Permanent 

Court of  
Astronomical Union, International_ _ 
Biological Sciences, International 

Union of  
Cape Spartel and Tangier Light, 

Morocco  891, 
Chemistry, International Union of__ _ 
Childhood, American International 

Institute for the Protection of_ _ _ 
Cornite International du Bois  
Criminal Police Commission, Inter-

national  
Cultural Relations, Convention for 

the Promotion of Inter-Ameri-

can  
Customs Tariffs, International Bu-

reau for Publication of  
Forest Research Stations, Interna-

tional Union of  
Geodesy and Geophysics, Interna-

tional Union of  
Geographical Union, International__ _ 
Geography and History, Pan Ameri-

can Institute of  

Page 
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International Obligations—Continued. Page 
Appropriation for contributions, quotas, 

etc.—Continued. 
891 Gorgas Memorial Laboratory 

Hydrographic Bureau, International_ 891 
Industrial Property, International 

891 Bureau for Protection of  891 
Inter-American Highway, survey and 

construction  1305 
894 Inter-American Radio Office  1323 

International Boundary Commission, 
United States and Canada and 

892 Alaska and Canada  894 
921 International Boundary Commission, 

United States and Mexico  893 
International Fisheries Commission  

892 International Joint Commission, 
United States and Great Britain_ 894 

947 International Labor Organization  892 
Liaison with, expenses  921 

988 Liquor Traffic in Africa, Convention 
Relating to  892 

Map of the World on the Millionth 
Scale, International  892 

Meteorological Committee, Interna-
tional  947 

892 Microbiology, Third International 
Congress for  988 

891 Mixed Claims Commission, United 
States and Germany  988 

987 Narcotics Convention of 1931, Imple-
menting  892 

Navigation, Permanent International 
Commission of the Congresses of_ 859 

891 Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commission, 
International  639, 895 

801 Pan American Child Congress, 
892 Eighth 987 

Pan American Housing Conference, 
892 First  987 

Pan American Sanitary Bureau  891 
1324 Pan American Union  891 
892 Panama, payment to Government 

of  891, 1324 
892 Penal and Penitentiary Commission, 
957 International  892 

Physics, International Union of  892 
898 Political Refugees, International Com-

mittee on  988 
Production Control Committees, In-

892 ternational  975 
Public Health, International Office of _ 891 

891 Radio Union, International Scientific_ 892 
Road Congresses, Permanent Asso-

957 ciation of International  892 
Scientific Unions and Associated 

892 Unions, International Council of_ 892 
892 Seed Testing Congress, International_ 970 

Smelter-fumes controversy, U. S.-
892 Canada, arbitration of  639 

891 

895 



LXII INDEX
International Obligations-Continued. Page

Appropriation for contributions, quotas,
etc.-Continued.

Statistical Bureau, International, The
Hague ---------------------- 892

Sugar Council, International ------- 975
Telecommunication Union, Bureau of

International, Radio Section -- 891
Trade Mark Bureau, Inter-American_ 891
Waterways Treaty, United States and

Great Britain ----------------- 894
Weights and Measures, International

Bureau of-------------------- 891
Weights and Measures, International

Committee of, attendance of
American member------------- 911

Wheat Advisory Committee, Interna-
tional ------- -_-------------- 975

General Disarmament Conference, bal-
ances reappropriated------------- 988

Interparliamentary Union, funds made
available for expenses incurred by
American group, fiscal year 1938 - 639

Monetary and Economic Conference,
International, balances reappro-
priated ----------------------- -988

International Office of Public Health, ap-
propriation for contribution -------- 891

International Pacific Salmon Fisheries
Commission, appropriation for - - 639, 895

International Penal and Penitentiary Com-
mission, appropriation for contribu-
tion ------..----------------.- 892

International Petroleum Exposition, Tulsa,
Okla.:

Federal obligation other than of repre-
sentation not assumed ---------- 797

Importation of dutiable articles free of
duty; regulations---------------- 796

Invitation to States and foreign coun-
tries to participate authorized----- 796

International Production Control Com-
mittees, appropriation for ------- 632, 975

International Scientific Radio Union, ap-
propriation for contribution -------- 892

International Seed Testing Congress, ap-
propriation for share of expenses - - 970

Ninth, appropriation for share of ex-
penses----_------__-----------_ 896

International Statistical Bureau, The
Hague, appropriation for contribu-
tion-----------------_----------. 892

International Statistical Institute, invita-
tion to hold meeting in United States
in 1940 authorized; appropriation
authorized for expenses------------ 1265

International Sugar Council, appropriation
for share of expenses------------- 975

International Technical Committee of
Aerial Legal Experts, appropriation
for contribution ------------------ 892

International Union of Biological Sciences, Page
appropriation for contribution - - -- 892

International Union of Chemistry, appro-
priation for contribution ------_---_ 892

International Union of Forest Research
Stations, appropriation for contribu-
tion ------------------------___-_ 957

International Union of Geodesy and Geo-
physics, appropriation for contribu-
tion _--------------------------- 892

Seventh General Assembly, appropria-
tion for expenses of organizing and
holding ----------------------- 896

International Union of Physics, appropri-
ation for contribution -_----------- 892

International Wheat Advisory Committee,
appropriation for share of expenses__ 975

Interparliamentary Union:
Appropriation for expenses, American

group ------------------------- 891
Fiscal year 1938, unexpended balance

made available for expenses in-
curred by American group during- 639

Interstate Commerce Commission:
Appropriation for -------_------_ 533, 1305

Judgments ------------------- 517, 1330
Commissioners, salary rates ------_-- 550
Railroads, adjustment of obligations,

etc.; approval of plan by; findings
required -----------------_----. 1135

Applications, prompt action by, on-_ 1141
Record, copy to be filed with -_----_ 1141

Reorganization Act of 1939, exemption
of, from transfer, etc., under ----- 561

Interstate Compacts:
Consent of Congress granted to-

Iowa and Missouri, establishment of
boundary___-._._.___._ ____

Oil and gas conservation, Oklahoma,
Texas, California, and New Mex-
ico, extension ----------.-.

Rio Grande, signed Mar. 18, 1938--
Investigation, Federal Bureau of. See

Justice, Department of.
Investment Companies, Mutual, tax on_--

Net operating loss deduction, denial of,
to ---- -------------

Iona Island, N. Y., Naval Ammunition
Depot, construction at, authorized - -

1345

1071
785

866

869

799
Iowa:

Appropriation for support, etc., of
Indians ---------_--_-- .-- - 707, 708

Boundary, consent of Congress granted
to interstate compact with Mis-
souri with respect to ------------ 1345

Davenport, time extended for bridging
Mississippi River at-------------- 624

Dubuque, bridge authorized across
Mississippi River at--------- -- 1051

Guttenberg, bridge authorized across
Mississinni River at 1235
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Appropriation for contributions, quotas, 
etc.—Continued. 

Statistical Bureau, International, The 
Hague  892 

Sugar Council, International  975 
Telecommunication Union, Bureau of 

International, Radio Section__ _ _ 891 
Trade Mark Bureau, Inter-American_ 891 
Waterways Treaty, United States and 
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Weights and Measures, International 

Bureau of  891 
Weights and Measures, International 

Committee of, attendance of 
American member  911 

Wheat Advisory Committee, Interna-
tional  975 

General Disarmament Conference, bal-
ances reappropriated  988 

Interparliamentary Union, funds made 
available for expenses incurred by 
American group, fiscal year 1938_ _ 639 

Monetary and Economic Conference, 
International, balances reappro-
priated  988 

International Office of Public Health, ap-
propriation for contribution  891 

International Pacific Salmon Fisheries 
Commission, appropriation for _ __ 639, 895 

International Penal and Penitentiary Com-
mission, appropriation for contribu-
tion    892 

International Petroleum Exposition, Tulsa, 
Okla.: 

Federal obligation other than of repre-
sentation not assumed  797 

Importation of dutiable articles free of 
duty; regulations  796 

Invitation to States and foreign coun-
tries to participate authorized  796 

International Production Control Com-
mittees, appropriation for  632, 975 

International Scientific Radio Union, ap-
propriation for contribution  892 

International Seed Testing Congress, ap-
propriation for share of expenses_ _ _ _ 970 

Ninth, appropriation for share of ex-
penses   896 

International Statistical Bureau, The 
Hague, appropriation for contribu-
tion   892 

International Statistical Institute, invita-
tion to hold meeting in United States 
in 1940 authorized; appropriation 
authorized for expenses  1265 

International Sugar Council, appropriation 
for share of expenses  975 

International Technical Committee of 
Aerial Legal Experts, appropriation 
for contribution  892 

International Union of Biological Sciences, Page 

appropriation for contribution  892 
International Union of Chemistry, appro-

priation for contribution  892 
International Union of Forest Research 

Stations, appropriation for contribu-
tion   957 

International Union of Geodesy and Geo-
physics, appropriation for contribu-
tion   892 

Seventh General Assembly, appropria-
tion for expenses of organizing and 
holding  896 

International Union of Physics, appropri-
ation for contribution  892 

International Wheat Advisory Committee, 
appropriation for share of expenses  975 

Interparliamentary Union: 
Appropriation for expenses, American 

group  891 
Fiscal year 1938, unexpended balance 

made available for expenses in-
curred by American group during_ 639 

Interstate Commerce Commission: 
Appropriation for  533, 1305 
Judgments  517, 1330 

Commissioners, salary rates  550 
Railroads, adjustment of obligations, 

etc.; approval of plan by; findings 
required  1135 

Applications, prompt action by, on_ _ 1141 
Record, copy to be filed with  1141 

Reorganization Act of 1939, exemption 
of, from transfer, etc., under  561 

Interstate Compacts: 
Consent of Congress granted to— 
Iowa and Missouri, establishment of 

boundary  1345 
Oil and gas conservation, Oklahoma, 

Texas, California, and New Mex-
ico, extension  1071 

Rio Grande, signed Mar. 18, 1938_ _ _ 785 
Investigation, Federal Bureau of. See 

Justice, Department of. 
Investment Companies, Mutual, tax on___ 866 
Net operating loss deduction, denial of, 

to  869 
Iona Island, N. Y., Naval Ammunition 

Depot, construction at, authorized_ _ _ 799 
Iowa: 

Appropriation for support, etc., of 
Indians  707, 708 

Boundary, consent of Congress granted 
to interstate compact with Mis-
souri with respect to  1345 

Davenport, time extended for bridging 
Mississippi River at  624 

Dubuque, bridge authorized across 
Mississippi River at  1051 

Guttenberg, bridge authorized across 
Mississippi River at  1235 



Iowa-Continued.
Levy, bridge under construction across

Des Moines River legalized .------
Red Rock, bridge authorized across

Des Moines River at .-----------
Woodbury County, pipe-line bridge

authorized across Missouri River
from, to Dakota County, Nebr ----

Iran, appropriation for minister to ------
Ireland, appropriation for minister to - - -
Irrigation Agriculture, appropriation for

investigations, etc----------------
Irrigation Projects, Federal, construction

of fish screens by Bureau of Fisheries-
Isle Royale National Park, Mich., pro-

posed, appropriation for administra-
tion, etc-------------------------

Italy, appropriation for ambassador to- - --

Page
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1207

1081

887

887

953

917

727

887

Judicial Code, Amendments-Continued. Page
Administration of United States

Courts-Continued.
Department of Justice employees en-

gaged in audit of judicial ac-
counts, transfer of------------- 1225

Effective date-------------------- 1226
Funds, transfer of----------------- 1225
Judicial accounts, transfer of powers

and duties relating to audit of__ 1226
Judicial council, meetings----------- 1224
Personnel, administrative powers and

duties respecting certain, trans-
ferred ---------------------- 1226

Court of Claims, review of cases by Su-
preme Court by certiorari------- 752

Idaho judicial district, divisions; terms
of court------------------------ 738

Mississippi Northern District, terms of
court--------------------------- 684

Montana judicial district, terms of
court; accommodations ---------- 1236

Judicial Districts:
Annual conference of circuit and district

judges------------------------ 1224
Idaho, divisions; terms of court------- 738
Mississippi Northern, terms of court -- 684
Montana, terms of court; accommoda-

tions-------------------------- 1236
Texas Northern, Lubbock division cre-

ated; terms of court, clerk's office- 1082
Judicial Offices, appropriation for ex-

amination of ------- -------------- 899
Juneau, Alaska, appropriation for repair

of Government wharf-------------- 734
Jupiter, Fla., Naval Direction Finder Sta-

tion, construction at, authorized---- 800
Jurors and Witnesses, appropriation for

fees, etc ---------------------- 636,905
Justice, Department of. See also United

States Courts.
Antitrust Division-

Permanent regional offices, restriction
on establishment of------------ 899

Salary limitation------------------ 899
Senate approval of appointees at

$7,500 or more---- ---------- 899

Appropriation for-
Administrative Division-----------. 897
Antitrust and kindred laws, enforce-

ment ---------------------- 899
Anti-Trust Division-------------- 897
Assistant Solicitor General, Office of- 897
Assistant to the Attorney General,

Office of --------------------- 897
Attorney General, Office of--------- 896
Audited claims -- 520, 647, 650, 1332, 1335
Bond and Spirits Division --------- 899
Claims Division------------------- 897
Contingent expenses ------------ 634, 897
Courts. See United States Courts.

J

Jacksonville, Fla., construction of naval
aviation facilities, appropriation au-
thorized--------------------------

Appropriation for -----------------
Jails, appropriation for maintenance, etc-

Japan, appropriation for ambassador to--

Japanese Beetle Control, appropriation

590
773
901
887

flu
for ------------------------- u

Jefferson. See Thomas Jefferson Memo-
rial Commission.

Jefferson Barracks, Mo., bridge author-
ized across Mississippi River at----- 1257

Jericho Brook, N. Y., examination author-
ized for flood-control purposes------ 1416

Jicarilla Hospital and Sanatorium, N.Mex.,
appropriation for------------------ 707

Jicarilla Reservation, N. Mex., appropria-
tion for construction and repair----- 712

Johnston Island, construction of naval
aviation facilities, appropriation au-
thorized------------------------- 590

Appropriation for ------------------ 772

Jones Academy, Okla., appropriation for
education of Indians --------------- 705

Judges. See United States Courts.
Judgments, appropriation for payment of- 516,

517, 524, 645, 1328, 1329, 1337

Judicial Branch of the Government. See
United States Courts.

Judicial Code, Amendments:
Administration of United States Courts- 1223

Administrative Office of the United
States Courts, establishment- 1223

Director, duties------------------ 122
Budget, preparation and submis-

sion ------ --------- 1224

Employees; practice restriction - 1223
Annual conferences in each judicial

district----------------------- 1224
...... ...-- ... _122

Application o0 prov slu- ---------- -
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Jacksonville, Fla., construction of naval 
aviation facilities, appropriation au-
thorized  590 

Appropriation for    773 
Jails, appropriation for maintenance, etc_ 901 
Japan, appropriation for ambassador to  887 
Japanese Beetle Control, appropriation 

for  960 
Jefferson. See Thomas Jefferson Memo-

rial Commission. 
Jefferson Barracks, Mo., bridge author-

ized across Mississippi River at  1257 
Jericho Brook, N. Y., examination author-

ized for flood-control purposes  1416 
Jicarilla Hospital and Sanatorium, N.Mex., 

appropriation for  707 
Jicarilla Reservation, N. Mex., appropria-

tion for construction and repair  712 
Johnston Island, construction of naval 

aviation facilities, appropriation au-
thorized  590 

Appropriation for  772 
Jones Academy, Okla., appropriation for 

education of Indians  705 
Judges. See United States Courts. 
Judgments, appropriation for payment of 516, 

517, 524, 645, 1328, 1329, 1337 
Judicial Branch of the Government. See 

United States Courts. 
Judicial Code, Amendments: 

Administration of United States Courts_ 1223 
Administrative Office of the United 

States Courts, establishment  1223 
Director, duties  1223 

Budget, preparation and submis-
sion  1224 

Employees; practice restriction_   1223 
Annual conferences in each judicial 

district  1224 
Application of provisions  1225 

Judicial Code, Amendments—Continued. Page 

Administration of United States 
Courts—Continued. 

Department of Justice employees en-
gaged in audit of judicial ac-
counts, transfer of  1225 

Effective date   1226 
Funds, transfer of   1225 
Judicial accounts, transfer of powers 

and duties relating to audit of  1226 
Judicial council, meetings  1224 
Personnel, administrative powers and 

duties respecting certain, trans-
ferred  1226 

Court of Claims, review of cases by Su-
preme Court by certiorari  752 

Idaho judicial district, divisions; terms 
of court  738 

Mississippi Northern District, terms of 
court   684 

Montana judicial district, terms of 
court; accommodations  1236 

Judicial Districts: 
Annual conference of circuit and district 

judges  1224 
Idaho, divisions; terms of court  738 
Mississippi Northern, terms of court_   684 
Montana, terms of court; accommoda-

tions  1236 
Texas Northern, Lubbock division cre-

ated; terms of court, clerk's office_ 1082 
Judicial Offices, appropriation for ex-

amination of  899 
Juneau, Alaska, appropriation for repair 

of Government wharf  734 
Jupiter, Fla., Naval Direction Finder Sta-

tion, construction at, authorized_ _ _ _ 800 
Jurors and Witnesses, appropriation for 

fees, etc  636, 905 
Justice, Department of. See also United 

States Courts. 
Antitrust Division— 
Permanent regional offices, restriction 

on establishment of  899 
Salary limitation  899 
Senate approval of appointees at 

$7,500 or more  899 
Appropriation for— 

Administrative Division  897 
Antitrust and kindred laws, enforce-

ment  899 
Anti-Trust Division  897 
Assistant Solicitor General, Office of_ 897 
Assistant to the Attorney General, 

Office of  897 
Attorney General, Office of  896 
Audited claims__ 520, 647, 650, 1332, 1335 
Bond and Spirits Division  899 
Claims Division  897 
Contingent expenses  634, 897 
Courts. See United States Courts. 
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Justice, Department of-Continued.
Appropriation for-Continued.

Criminal Division ---------------
Customs cases, conduct of ---- _--
Damage claims ---------------- 514
District attorneys, etc., salaries - --

Federal Bureau of Investigation ----
634, 897,

Judgments_--------------------
Judicial offices, examination of -----
Lands Division------------------
Marshals, etc., U. S. courts ------
National Training School for Boys- 902,
Pardon Attorney, Office of -------
Penal and correctional institutions_ 635
Printing and binding ------------ 634
Prisons, Bureau of--------------
Solicitor General, Office of ..------
Special attorneys- ---------------
Tax Division-------------------
Traveling expenses--------------
Veterans Insurance Litigation Divi-

sion----- -------------------
Attendance fees, witnesses, jurors, etc.,

limitation ---------------------
Attorneys, license requirement--------
Bond and Spirits Division, appoint-

ments pursuant to civil-service
laws; exceptions-----------------

China, United States Court for, funds
made available for traveling ex-
penses of employees in emergencies_

Citizenship requirements, employees---
Deficiencies, fiscal year 1938 and prior

fiscal years, due to settlement of
claims, etc., by Comptroller Gen-
eral, funds chargeable against----

Federal Bureau of Investigation-
Civil-service employees, restriction on

payments to; exception-------
Minor purchases without advertising_

Federal Prison Industries-
Transfer of, to -------------------
Transfer of funds authorized to Divi-

sion of Disbursement, Treasury
Department- ----------------

Judicial accounts, transfer of employees
engaged in audit of, to Administra-
tive Office of the United States
Courts-----------------------

McMahon, Brien, restriction with re-
spect to counsel in certain cases
waived in favor of ------------

National Training School for Boys,
transfer of, to--------------

Board of Trustees of, abolished-----
Public Health Service, Treasury De-

partment, assignment of officers to
Prison Service authorized; transfer
of funds---------------------

Page Justice, Department of--(ontinued.
Salaries-

Funds appropriated for, restriction
on use other than for payment
of .---......--------------

Interchangeability of amounts appro-
priated for------------------

Special attorneys, requirements ------
Report to Congress concerning------

State, Department of, matters under
joint control, investigations ------

r - a '

K

Kaneohe Bay, Hawaii, construction of
naval aviation facilities, appropria-
tion authorized-------------------- 590

Appropriation for----------- -------- 772
Kaniksu National Forest, Wash., lands

added--------------------- 1347
Kapaa Swamp, T. H., examination for

flood-control purposes authorized- -- 1417
Kawainui Swamp, T. H., examination for

flood-control purposes authorized -- 1417
Kayenta Sanatorium, Ariz., appropria-

tion for ------------------ - 706
Keeweenaw Peninsula, Mich., establish-

ment of Coast Guard station on east
coast of---- --------------------- 619

Kendrick Project, Wyo., appropriation for
operation and maintenance------- 715, 717

Kennesaw Mountain National Battlefield
Park, Ga., acquisition of additional
lands authorized----------------- 1274

Appropriation authorized ------------ 1275
Appropriation for ---------------- 1318

Kentucky:
Abraham Lincoln National Park, name

changed to "Abraham Lincoln Na-
tional Historical Park"--.------- 1405

Rivers and harbors, preliminary exami-
nations authorized--------------- 1416

Union County, bridge authorized across
Ohio River at------------------ 1058

Kentucky River, Ky., examination for
flood-control purposes authorized--.- 1416

Keshena Indians, Wis., appropriation for
support, etc------------------ 708, 1315

Keshena Reservation, Wis., appropriation
for construction and repair--------- 712

Ketchikan, Alaska:
Water-supply reserves, certain tracts of

public lands set aside for-------- 1131
Jurisdiction and administration -- 1132

Kettle Falls, Wash, bridge authorized
across Columbia River at---------- 1235

Keystone Pipe Line Co., easement for
right-of-way across Middletown Air
Depot Military Reservation granted
to----------------------- ---- 1210
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Justice, Department of—Continued. 
Appropriation for—Continued. 

Criminal Division_  897 
Customs cases, conduct of  898 
Damage claims   514, 645 
District attorneys, etc., salaries  900 
Federal Bureau of Investigation  514, 

634, 897, 1318 
Judgments  645 
Judicial offices, examination of  899 
Lands Division  899 
Marshals, etc., U. S. courts  900 
National Training School for Boys _ 902, 1026 
Pardon Attorney, Office of  897 
Penal and correctional institutions_ 635, 900 
Printing and binding  
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Solicitor General, Office of  
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Traveling expenses _   
Veterans Insurance Litigation Divi-

sion  
Attendance fees, witnesses, jurors, etc., 

limitation  
Attorneys, license requirement  
Bond and Spirits Division, appoint-

ments pursuant to civil-service 
laws; exceptions  

China, United States Court for, funds 
made available for traveling ex-
penses of employees in emergencies_ 

Citizenship requirements, employees_ _ _ 
Deficiencies, fiscal year 1938 and prior 

fiscal years, due to settlement of 
claims, etc., by Comptroller Gen-
eral, funds chargeable against  

Federal Bureau of Investigation— 
Civil-service employees, restriction on 

payments to; exception  
Minor purchases without advertising_ 

Federal Prison Industries— 
Transfer of, to  
Transfer of funds authorized to Divi-

sion of Disbursement, Treasury 
Department  

Judicial accounts, transfer of employees 
engaged in audit of, to Administra-
tive Office of the United States 
Courts  

McMahon, Brien, restriction with re-
spect to counsel in certain cases 
waived in favor of  

National Training School for Boys, 
transfer of, to  

Board of Trustees of, abolished  
Public Health Service, Treasury De-

partment, assignment of officers to 
Prison Service authorised; transfer 
of funds  

Page 
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906 
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1319 
1337 

986 

898 
898 

1433 

657 

1225 

1248 

1433 
1433 
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Justice, Department of—Continued. 
Salaries— 
Funds appropriated for, restriction 

on use other than for payment 
of  

Interchangeability of amounts appro-
priated for  

Special attorneys, requirements  
Report to Congress concerning  

State, Department of, matters under 
joint control, investigations  

Page 

907 

897 
900 
900 

898 

Kaneohe Bay, Hawaii, construction of 
naval aviation facilities, appropria-
tion authorized  590 

Appropriation for  772 
Kaniksn National Forest, Wash., lands 

added  1347 
Kapaa Swamp, T. H., examination for 

flood-control purposes authorized  1417 
Kawainni Swamp, T. H., examination for 

flood-control purposes authorized__   1417 
Kayenta Sanatorium, Ariz., appropria-

tion for  706 
Keeweenaw Peninsula, Mich., establish-

ment of Coast Guard station on east 
coast of  619 

Kendrick Project, Wyo., appropriation for 
operation and maintenance  715, 717 

Kennesaw Mountain National Battlefield 
Park, Ga., acquisition of additional 
lands authorized  1274 

Appropriation authorized  1275 
Appropriation for  1318 

Kentucky: 
Abraham Lincoln National Park, name 

changed to "Abraham Lincoln Na-
tional Historical Park"  1405 

Rivers and harbors, preliminary exami-
nations authorized   1416 

Union County, bridge authorized across 
Ohio River at  1058 

Kentucky River, Ky., examination for 
flood-control purposes authorized  1416 

Keshena Indians, Wis., appropriation for 
support, etc   708, 1315 

Keshena Reservation, Wis., appropriation 
for construction and repair  712 

Ketchikan, Alaska: 
Water-supply reserves, certain tracts of 

public lands set aside for  1131 
Jurisdiction and administration  1132 

Kettle Falls, Wash., bridge authorized 
across Columbia River at  1235 

Keystone Pipe Line Co., easement for 
right-of-way across Middletown Air 
Depot Military Reservation granted 
to  1210 



Kidnap Threats, etc., penalty for deposit Page
of, in depository of Post Office Estab-
lishment-------------------------- 742

Deposit in depository of foreign country
addressed to United States ------- 743

Kidnaping Act, Federal, Amendments:
Transmission of demands for ransom,

penalty ------------------------- 744
Extortion messages, penalty--------- 744
"Interstate commerce" defined------ 744
Prosecution ---------------------- 744
Threats to kidnap, etc., penalty _-- 744

Kings Mountain National Military Park,
S. C., appropriation for construction
of administration-museum building-- 1318

Kiowa Hospital, Okla., appropriation for_ 707

Kiowa Reservation, Iowa, appropriation
for construction and repair---------- 712

Kissimmee River, Fla., examination for
flood-control purposes authorized---- 1416

Kite, M. M., payment to--------------- 1311

Klamath Indians, Oreg.:
Appropriation for-

Irrigation system, construction, etc-- 702,
1315

Support, etc., of -------------- 708, 1315
Judgment fund, pro rata distribution for

certain purposes----------------- 1252
Debts contracted prior to passage of

Act, fund not liable for-------- 1253
Remainder, expenditure of, after

segregation made-------------- 1253
Official delegates, etc., payment of

transportation allowances to seat of
government authorized; salary and
per diem restrictions ------------ 1244

Klamath Project, Oreg.-Calif., appropria-
tion for operation and maintenance-- 715

Knife River, N. Dak., examination for
flood-control purposes authorized---- 1417

Kodiak, Alaska, construction of naval
aviation facilities, appropriation au-
thorized -.------- --- ---------- 590

Appropriation for ------------------ 772

L

Labels. See Copyrights.
Labor, Department of. See also Secretary

of Labor.
Appropriation for-

Audited claims --- 521, 648, 651, 1332, 1336
Children's Bureau---------- 515, 923, 1320

Child-welfare services--------- 924, 1320
Crippled children, services for - 924, 1320
Fair Labor Standards Act, child

labor provisions----------- 515, 924
Maternal and child health serv-

ices-------------------- 924, 1320

Labor, Department of-Continued. Page
Appropriation for-Continued.

Children's Bureau-Continued.
Maternal and child welfare --- 924, 1320
Salaries and expenses ------------ 923

Conciliation, Commissioners of --- 636, 921
Contingent expenses------------ 920, 1319
Damage claims --------------- 516, 1328
Employment Service, United States.

See Federal Security Agency.
Immigration and Naturalization Serv-

ice ---------------- 637, 922, 1319
Filipinos, transportation to Phil-

ippine Islands-------------- 1319
General expenses ---- ---- ------ -923
Immigration stations ----------- 923

International Labor Organization,
liaison with --------------- 921

Judgments ----------- -- 517, 646, 1330
Labor Standards, Division of-- ---- 921
Labor Statistics, Bureau of------- 636, 922
Printing and binding-------------- 921
Public Contracts, Division of -- -- - 922
Salaries-------------------------- 920
Secretary, Office of the --- 636, 920, 1319
Traveling expenses--------------- 921
Wage and Hour Division--- 514, 926, 1321
Women's Bureau ----- - --------- 925

Citizenship requirements, employees;
exception ---------------- - 926

Employment Service, detail of personnel
to Office of Secretary, continuance_ 920

Filipino emigration from United States,
application for return; transporta-
tion -------------------------- 1133

Appropriation authorized -------- 1134
Appropriation for -------------- 1319

Contracts for transportation author-
ized ------------------ ---- 1133

Deportation, not considered as ----- 1134
Reentry, restriction on, except as

quota immigrant ------------- 1134
Rules and regulations authorized---- 1133
Time limitation------------------- 1134

Fort Armstrong Military Reservation,
Hawaii, transfer of portion to con-
trol of ----------------------- 1209

Immigration and Naturalization Serv-
ice-

Attendance at meetings, use of funds
for, authorized ---------------- 923

Clerks of U. S. courts, use of funds for
assistants to, forbidden --------- 922

Contract laborers, limitation on
amount for enforcement of laws
for exclusion of---------------- 922

Ellis Island Immigration Station, use
of hospitals by Public Health
Service----------------------- 668

Overtime pay ------------------- 922

INDEX LXVINDEX LXV 

Kidnap Threats, etc., penalty for deposit Page 
of, in depository of Post Office Estab-
lishment  742 

Deposit in depository of foreign country 
addressed to United States  743 

Kidnaping Act, Federal, Amendments: 
Transmission of demands for ransom, 

penalty  744 
Extortion messages, penalty  744 
"Interstate commerce" defined  744 
Prosecution  744 
Threats to kidnap, etc., penalty  744 

Kings Mountain National Military Park, 
S. C., appropriation for construction 
of administration-museum building_ _ 1318 

Kiowa Hospital, Okla., appropriation for_ 707 
Kiowa Reservation, Iowa, appropriation 

for construction and repair  712 
Kissimmee River, Fla., examination for 

flood-control purposes authorized__ _ _ 1416 

Kite, M. M., payment to   1311 
Klamath Indians, Oreg.: 

Appropriation for— 
Irrigation system, construction, etc  702, 

1315 
Support, etc., of  708, 1315 

Judgment fund, pro rata distribution for 
certain purposes  1252 

Debts contracted prior to passage of 
Act, fund not liable for  1253 

Remainder, expenditure of, after 
segregation made  1253 

Official delegates, etc., payment of 
transportation allowances to seat of 
government authorized; salary and 
per diem restrictions  1244 

Klamath Project, Oreg.-Calif., appropria-
tion for operation and maintenance_ _ 715 

Knife River, N. Dak., examination for 
flood-control purposes authorized__ _ _ 1417 

Kodiak, Alaska, construction of naval 
aviation facilities, appropriation au-
thorized  590 

Appropriation for  772 

Labels. See Copyrights. 
Labor, Department of. See also Secretary 

of Labor. 
Appropriation for— 

Audited claims__ _ _ 521, 648, 651, 1332, 1336 
Children's Bureau  515, 923, 1320 

Child-welfare services  924, 1320 
Crippled children, services for_ _ 924, 1320 
Fair Labor Standards Act, child 

labor provisions  515, 924 
Maternal and child health serv-

ices  924, 1320 

Labor, Department of—Continued. Page 
Appropriation for—Continued. 

Children's Bureau—Continued. 
Maternal and child welfare_ _ _ _ 924, 1320 
Salaries and expenses  923 

Conciliation, Commissioners of _ _ _ 636, 921 
Contingent expenses  920, 1319 
Damage claims  516, 1328 
Employment Service, United States. 

See Federal Security Agency. 
Immigration and Naturalization Serv-

ice  637, 922, 1319 
Filipinos, transportation to Phil-

ippine Islands  1319 
General expenses  923 
Immigration stations  923 

International Labor Organization, 
liaison with  921 

Judgments  517, 646, 1330 
Labor Standards, Division of  921 
Labor Statistics, Bureau of  636, 922 
Printing and binding  921 
Public Contracts, Division of  922 
Salaries  920 
Secretary, Office of the  636, 920, 1319 
Traveling expenses  921 
Wage and Hour Division__ _ _ 514, 926, 1321 
Women's Bureau  925 

Citizenship requirements, employees; 
exception  928 

Employment Service, detail of personnel 
to Office of Secretary, continuance_ 920 

Filipino emigration from United States, 
application for return; transporta-
tion  1133 

Appropriation authorized  1134 
Appropriation for  1319 

Contracts for transportation author-
ized  1133 

Deportation, not considered as  1134 
Reentry, restriction on, except as 

quota immigrant  1134 
Rules and regulations authorized_ _ _ _ 1133 
Time limitation  1134 

Fort Armstrong Military Reservation, 
Hawaii, transfer of portion to con-
trol of  1209 

Immigration and Naturalization Serv-
ice— 

Attendance at meetings, use of funds 
for, authorized  923 

Clerks of U. S. courts, use of funds for 
assistants to, forbidden  922 

Contract laborers, limitation on 
amount for enforcement of laws 
for exclusion of  922 

Ellis Island Immigration Station, use 
of hospitals by Public Health 
Service  668 

Overtime pay  922 



INDEX

Labor, Department of-Continued.
Immigration and Naturalization Serv-

ice-Continued.
Rewards, payment authorized -----
Vehicles, amount available for pur-

chase of--------------------
Labor Standards, Division of, use of

funds for attendance at meetings
authorized---------------_----

Minor purchases without advertising-_-
National Housing Act, labor standards

in construction of projects under;
determination of prevailing wage--

Salaries limited to average rates under
Classification Act; exceptions-----

Senate rejection of nomination, payment
forbidden to person after--_----_-

Statistical studies by, upon payment of
cost, continuance of------------

United States Employment Service.
See Federal Security Agency.

Wage and Hour Division, transfer of
funds of, to other bureaus and
offices -------------___-______

Labor Organization, International, appro-
priation for contribution ---- ____---

Labor Relations Board. See National
Labor Relations Board.

Labor Standards. See Fair Labor Stand-
ards Act of 1938.

Labor Statistics, Bureau of. See Labor,
Department of.

Lac Court Orielles Indians, Wis., appro-
priation for construction of homes,
etc---------- --------..--- _----

Lake Sabine, time extended for bridging,
at Port Arthur, Tex--------.----

Land Office. See Interior, Department
of the, General Land Office.

Lands, classification of, as to mineral
character, etc., appropriation for----

Langley Field, Va., appropriation for con-
struction of additional laboratory
buildings, etc------ --------------

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Labora-
tory, appropriation for -----------

La Plata River, P. I., examination for
flood-control purposes authorized ---

Lassen Volcanic National Park, Calif.,
appropriation for administration, etc-

Latin American Republics. See American
Republics.

Latvia, appropriation for minister to-----
Leaf River, Miss., examination for flood-

control purposes authorized-- __-__
Leavenworth, Kan., appropriation for

penitentiary at ------------------
Leehey, Donald J. (Capt.), credit in ac-

counte --------------- .. L.-.

Pag

92:

92]
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80,

921

92(

581

926

892

697

111

720

628

536

1417

727

887

1416

635

580

Legg, Montgomery T. (Lt. CoL), credit in Page
accounts------.----- ------ --- 580

Legislative Branch of the Government.
See also Congress; House of Repre-
sentatives; Senate.

Appropriation for-
Appropriations, statement of ------ _ 831
Architect of the Capitol --- 627, 831, 1302
Audited claims------ 618, 646, 1330, 1334
Botanic Garden---_-_-------___ - 833
Capitol Buildings and Grounds -_-- 832
Capitol Police-------------------_ 831
Government Printing Office_- 627, 836, 1302

Office of Superintendent of Docu-
ments ----------------. 627, 838

House of Representatives ---------- 513,
627,826,981, 1301

Bacon, Robert L., payment to
widow --------------- 513

Boylan, John J., payment to
widow----- __- -----------_ 513

Chaplain-- --__ ------_ .______ 826
Clerk, Office of the --------- -- 826
Clerk hire ---------------- _ 829, 1301
Committee employees-- -----___- 826
Committee stenographers--------- 829
Contingent expenses ---- 829, 981, 1302
Cravens, Ben, payment to widow-_ 513
Daly, J. Burrwood, payment to

widow-------------------- 627
Debates, official reporters of ----- 829
Doorkeeper, Office of ---- 828, 981, 1301
Gambrill, Stephen W., payment to

widow--------------.-- --- 513
Gasque, Allard H., payment to

widow-------------------- 513
Griswold, Harry Wilbur, payment

to widow ----------------- 1301
Lord, Bert, payment to widow. - - 981
McReynolds, Sam D., payment to

widow-------------------. 1301
Owen, Emmett Marshall, payment

to children-------------- -- 1301
Pages, July 1939---------------- 981

August 1939--- ----------- 1301
Post Office---------------- ----- 829
Press Gallery, additional messen-

ger--------------.----- --- 981
Radio Press Gallery, superinten-

dent --------------------- 981
Salaries and mileage ------------ 826
Sergeant at Arms, Office of ------- 828
Speaker, Office of the -------- -- 826
Speaker's Table------------- --- 826
Special and minority employees - - 828
Telegraph and telephone service- 627,981
Turner, Clarence W., payment to

widow -------- -------- 981
LesdlativeCounsel. Offie of-- 831-
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Labor, Department of—Continued. Page 

Immigration and Naturalization Serv-
ice—Continued. 

Rewards, payment authorized  923 
Vehicles, amount available for pur-

chase of  923 
Labor Standards, Division of, use of 

funds for attendance at meetings 
authorized  921 

Minor purchases without advertising__ _ 921 
National Housing Act, labor standards 

in construction of projects under; 
determination of prevailing wage  807 

Salaries limited to average rates under 
Classification Act; exceptions  920 

Senate rejection of nomination, payment 
forbidden to person after  926 

Statistical studies by, upon payment of 
cost, continuance of  581 

United States Employment Service. 
See Federal Security Agency. 

Wage and Hour Division, transfer of 
funds of, to other bureaus and 
offices   926 

Labor Organization, International, appro-

priation for contribution  892 
Labor Relations Board. See National 

Labor Relations Board. 
Labor Standards. See Fair Labor Stand-

ards Act of 1938. 
Labor Statistics, Bureau of. See Labor, 

Department of. 

Lac Court Orielles Indians, Wis., appro-
priation for construction of homes, 
etc  697 

Lake Sabine, time extended for bridging, 
at Port Arthur, Tex   11`31 

Land Office. See Interior, Department 
of the, General Land Office. 

Lands, classification of, as to mineral 
character, etc., appropriation for.. - _ - 720 

Langley Field, Va., appropriation for con-
struction of additional laboratory 
buildings, etc  628 

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Labora-
tory, appropriation for  535 

La Plata River, P. R., examination for 
flood-control purposes authorized __ _ 1417 

Lassen Volcanic National Park, Calif., 
appropriation for administration, etc_ 727 

Latin American Republics. See American 
Republics. 

Latvia, appropriation for minister to  887 
Leaf River, Miss., examination for flood-

control purposes authorized  1416 
Leavenworth, Kans., appropriation for 

penitentiary at  635 
Leehey, Donald J. (Capt.), credit in ac-

counts  580 

Legg, Montgomery T. (Lt. Col.), credit in Page 

accounts_   580 
Legislative Branch of the Government. 

See also Congress; House of Repre-
sentatives; Senate. 

Appropriation for— 
Appropriations, statement of  831 
Architect of the Capitol  627, 831, 1302 
Audited claims  518, 646, 1330, 1334 
Botanic Garden  833 
Capitol Buildings and Grounds  832 
Capitol Police  831 
Government Printing Office__ 627, 836, 1302 

Office of Superintendent of Docu-
ments   627, 838 

House of Representatives  513, 
627, 826, 981, 1301 

Bacon, Robert L., payment to 
widow  513 

Boylan, John J., payment to 
widow  513 

Chaplain  826 
Clerk, Office of the   826 
Clerk hire  829, 1301 
Committee employees  826 
Committee stenographers  829 
Contingent expenses  829, 981, 1302 
Cravens, Ben, payment to widow__ 513 
Daly, J. Burrwood, payment to 

widow  627 
Debates, official reporters of  829 
Doorkeeper, Office of 828, 981, 1301 
Gambrill, Stephen W., payment to 

widow  513 
Gasque, Allard H., payment to 

widow  513 
Griswold, Harry Wilbur, payment 

to widow  1301 
Lord, Bert, payment to widow_ _   981 
McReynolds, Sam D., payment to 

widow  1301 
Owen, Emmett Marshall, payment 

to children  1301 
Pages, July 1939  981 
August 1939  1301 

Post Office  829 
Press Gallery, additional messen-

ger  981 
Radio Press Gallery, superinten-

dent  981 
Salaries and mileage  826 
Sergeant at Arms, Office of  828 
Speaker, Office of the  826 
Speaker's Table  826 
Special and minority employees__ _ _ 828 
Telegraph and telephone service_ 627,981 
Turner, Clarence W., imryinent to 

widow _  981 
Legislative Counsel, Offiee of  831 



INDEX

Legislative Branch of the Government- Page
Continued.

Appropriation for-Continued.
Library of Congress ----------- 627, 834

Blind, books for adult ----------- 835
Buildings and'grounds, care, etc_ 833, 836
Card indexes, distribution of ------ 834
Contingent expenses------------- 836
Increase of ---------.--------- - 835
Legislative Reference Service- ----- 834
Pinckney Papers, acquisition------ 627
Printing and binding ------------- 836
Salaries------------------------ 834
State legislation, index to--------- 834
Sunday opening----------------- 835
Union Catalogues -------------- 835

Printing, Joint Committee on ------ 831
Senate------------ 512, 627, 822, 980,1301

Chaplain----------------------- 822
Clerical assistance----------- 824, 1301
Committee employees----------- 823
Contingent expenses--------- 825, 1301
Copeland, Royal S., payment to

widow--------------------- 512
Document room----------------- 822
Folding room------------------- 825
Inquiries and investigations --- 513, 627
Kitchens and restaurants --------- 627
Lewis, James Hamilton, payment

to widow------------------- 627
Miscellaneous items _--------- 512, 627
Pages, July 1939---------------- 980

Augubt 1939 ----------------- 1301
Post office -------------------- 825
Salaries and mileage ------------- 822
Secretary, Office of the ---------- 822
Sergeant at Arms and Doorkeeper,

Office of---------------- 824, 1301
Vice President, Office of the ------ 822

Employees, payment of salaries when
last day of month falls on Sunday
or legal holiday ----------------- 802

Time limitation for exercise of option
under Civil Service Retirement
Act ------------------------ 1201

Legislative Pay Act of 1939, determi-
nation of pay rates and designation
of offices not established under___ 839

Private vehicles, restriction on use of
funds for maintenance of --------- 839

Legislative Counsel, Office of, appropri-
ation for ------------------------ 831

Legislative Pay Act of 1929:
Amendments-

House of Representatives, amount
for clerk hire for Members, Dele-
gates, and Resident Commis-
sioners; maximum salary ------ 1080

Senators, additional clerical assist-
ance to ---------------------- 1080

Legislative Pay Act of 1929-Continued.
Determination of pay rates and desig-

nation of offices not established
under--------------------------

Legislative Reference Service, appropri-
ation for------------------------

Lending Agencies. See Reorganization
Plan No. I.

Leon Springs, Tex., acquisition of addi-
tional land at, authorized-----------

Lepers, appropriation for care of, Guam;
transfer to Culion, P. I -----------

Leupp Hospital, Ariz., appropriation for--
Levy, Iowa, bridge under construction

across Des Moines River legalized---
Lewis, Elmer A., appropriation for sal-

ary-------------------------- ----
Lewis, James Hamilton, payment to

widow of-------------------------
"Lexington," U. S. S., appropriation for

alteration and repairs ------_--__--
Liability Act. See Employers' Liability

Act, Amendments.
Liberia:

Appropriation for minister to --------
Temporary detail of United States em-

ployees to; acceptance of advances
of funds-------------------

Liberty Bond Act, Second, limitation on
face amount of bonds removed-----

Libraries, appropriation for surveys, etc.,
of -----------------------------

Library, Joint Committee on:
Constitution, painting of signing of,

approval by-------------------
Herbert Hoover, procurement of portrait

Page

839

834

1123

758
706

1221

828

627

777

887

652

1071

732

583

of--------------------------- 1222
Library of Congress:

Appropriation for ---------------- 627, 834
Blind, books for adult ------------ 835
Buildings and grounds, care, etc - 833, 836
Card indexes, distribution of ------- 834
Contingent expenses --------------- 836
Increase of ----------------------- 835
Legislative Reference Service ------- 834
Printing and binding--------------- 836
Salaries------------ ------------- 834
State legislation, index to----------- 834
Sunday opening------------------- 835
Union Catalogues----------------- 835

Average salaries under Classification
Act not to be exceeded ----------- 839

Blind, books for adult, preference to
certain institutions or agencies in
purchase of -------------- --- 812

Copyrights, Register of, jurisdiction over
prints and labels transferred to;
registration fee----------------- 1142

Existing copyrights, renewal-------- 1142
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Legislative Branch of the Government— Page 

Continued. 
Appropriation for—Continued. 

Library of Congress  627, 834 
Blind, books for adult  835 
Buildings and'grounds, care, etc_ 833, 836 
Card indexes, distribution of  834 
Contingent expenses  836 
Increase of  835 
Legislative Reference Service  834 
Pinckney Papers, acquisition  627 
Printing and binding  836 
Salaries  834 
State legislation, index to  834 
Sunday opening  835 
Union Catalogues  835 

Printing Joint Committee on  831 
Senate  512, 627, 822, 980, 1301 

Chaplain  822 
Clerical assistance  824, 1301 
Committee employees  823 
Contingent expenses  825, 1301 
Copeland, Royal S., payment to 

widow  512 
Document room  822 
Folding room  825 
Inquiries and investigations_ ___ 513, 627 
Kitchens and restaurants  627 
Lewis, James Hamilton, payment 

to widow  627 
Miscellaneous items  512, 627 
Pages, July 1939  980 
August 1939  1301 

Post office  825 
Salaries and mileage  822 
Secretary, Office of the  822 
Sergeant at Arms and Doorkeeper, 

Office of   824, 1301 
Vice President, Office of the  822 

Employees, payment of salaries when 
last day of month falls on Sunday 
or legal holiday  802 

Time limitation for exercise of option 
under Civil Service Retirement 
Act  1201 

Legislative Pay Act of 1939, determi-
nation of pay rates and designation 
of offices not established under  839 

Private vehicles, restriction on use of 
funds for maintenance of  839 

Legislative Counsel, Office of, appropri-
ation for  

Legislative Pay Act of 1929: 
Amendments— 
House of Representatives, amount 

for clerk hire for Members, Dele-
gates, and Resident Commis-
sioners; maximum salary  1080 

Senators, additional clerical assist-
ance to  1080 

831 

Legislative Pay Act of 1929—Continued. 
Determination of pay rates and desig-

nation of offices not established 
under  

Legislative Reference Service, appropri-
ation for  

Lending Agencies. See Reorganization 
Plan No. L 

Leon Springs, Tex., acquisition of addi-
tional land at, authorized  

Lepers, appropriation for care of, Guam; 
transfer to Culion, P. I  

Lenpp Hospital, Ariz., appropriation for_ _ 
Levy, Iowa, bridge under construction 

across Des Moines River legalized_ _ _ 
Lewis, Elmer A., appropriation for sal-

ary  
Lewis, James Hamilton, payment to 

widow of  
"Lexington," U. S. S., appropriation for 

alteration and repairs  
Liability Act. See Employers' Liability 

Act, Amendments. 

Liberia: 
Appropriation for minister to  
Temporary detail of United States em-

ployees to; acceptance of advances 
of funds  

Liberty Bond Act, Second, limitation on 
face amount of bonds removed  

Libraries, appropriation for surveys, etc., 
of  

Library, Joint Committee on: 
Constitution, painting of signing of, 

approval by  
Herbert Hoover, procurement of portrait 

of  1222 

Library of Congress: 
Appropriation for  627, 834 

Blind, books for adult   835 
Buildings and grounds, care, etc_ _ 833, 836 
Card indexes, distribution of  834 
Contingent expenses  836 
Increase of  835 
Legislative Reference Service  834 
Printing and binding  836 
Salaries  834 
State legislation, index to  834 
Sunday opening  835 
Union Catalogues  835 

Average salaries under Classification 
Act not to be exceeded  

Blind, books for adult, preference to 
certain institutions or agencies in 
purchase of  

Copyrights, Register of, jurisdiction over 
prints and labels transferred to; 
registration fee  

Existing copyrights, renewal 
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Library of Congress-Continued.
Pinckney, Charles Cotesworth and

Thomas, acquisition of papers of,
authorized; appropriation author-
ized --.. _---____________.___.-

Appropriation for __----- --_______ -
Williamsburg Lodge, Numbered Six,

A. F. & A. M., of Virginia, return of
original manuscript of lodge pro-
ceedings to, authorized-----------

Library of Congress Trust Fund Board,
appropriation for expenses---------

Life Insurance Companies:
Net operating loss deduction, allowance

of-- ---- -----------------
Tax on -- -------------__-----

Lifeboats, number to be carried on steam-
ers; other apparatus-- -------

Lighthouse Week, designation of; partici-
pation by Government departments,
etc.; expenditure authorized------

Lighthouses, Bureau of. See Coast Guard.
Lincoln National Forest, N. Mex., mining

locations upon certain lands within,
limitation on use of surface --------

Liquor:
Brandy, allowances for losses for leak-

age, etc., upon withdrawal of
packages --------------__ ---

Rectifiers and wholesale dealers, records
to be kept by, requirements-------

Liquor Traffic in Africa, Convention Re-
lating to, appropriation for contribu-
tion------------- ------

Lithuania, appropriation for minister to -
Little Falls, Minn., bridge authorized across

Mississippi River at-----------
Little Port Walter, Alaska, appropriation

for establishment of fishery labora-
tory------------------------.....

Livestock Estimates, appropriation for --
Load Lines for American Vessels:

Establishment, vessels loading at or
proceeding to sea from-

Foreign ports -------------------
Ports within United States-----_

Penalties for violations -------------
Towed vessels, carrying neither pas-

sengers nor cargo, excepted------
Loan Agency. See Federal Loan Agency.
Loan Insurance Corporation. See Federal

Savings and Loan Insurance Corpora-
tion.

Locomotive Inspection, appropriation for-
Long-Distance Telephone Tolls, restriction

on use of appropriations for payment
of, except on public business ---- __-

Long Island Railroad Co., termination of
certain leases by War Department
authorized..---.--..---------....

Lord, Bert, payment to widow of-------
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836

868
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746

817
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1260

892
887

1081

919
968

783
783
783

783

533

738

654
981

Los Angeles, Calif., appropriation for
hydrographic office ------- _----

Los Angeles County Flood Control District,
validity of title to lands, easements,
etc., acquired; basis of opinion ____-

Losses in Shipment. See Government
Losses in Shipment Act, Amendments.

Louisiana:
Bayou Bodcau, construction of flood-

control works according to revised
plans, etc------ -_-----__---

Caddo Parish, time extended for con-
struction of certain bridges in ----

Chalmette National Historical Park,
establishment; administration - -

Cut Off, bridge across Bayou La Fourche
at, legalized -------_----______- -

Cypress Bayou, construction of flood-
control works according to revised
plans, etc---------------------

Delta Point, purchase and maintenance
of bridge across Mississippi River
at, authorized --- _-----_-__-

Rivers and harbors, preliminary ex-
aminations authorized. --_____- -

Louisiana-Vicksburg Bridge Commission,
establishment; authority, powers, and
duties ---- __---------------_

Lower Rio Grande Flood-Control Project,
appropriation for ---------___-____

Lugert-Altus Project, Okla., appropriation
for construction ------------------

Lumber River, examination for flood-con-
trol purposes authorized, N. C. and
S. C -----------------------

Lummi Diking Project, Wash., appropria-
tion for------------..--- --.

Luxemburg, appropriation for minister to-

Page
781

1415

860

554

1342

1237

860

1267

1416

1267

894

717

1416

699
887

M

MacDonald, George F. (Maj.), credit in
accounts__-------------------_-___

Magnetic and Seismological Work, appro-
priation for ----------------------

Magnetic Observations, appropriation for_
Mahoning River:

Bridge construction authorized across,
at-

578

1312
915

Warren, Ohio-------------------- 623
Youngstown, Ohio--------- 619, 629, 1081

Mail Matter:
Insured, penalty for false claim for loss

of --------------- _---------
Penalty for stealing, etc------------

Maine:
Appropriation for-

Acadia National Park, administration,
etc---------------------------

Forest hurricane damage, rehabilita-
tion, etc-----... --------------
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Library of Congress—Continued. 
Pinckney, Charles Cotesworth and 

Thomas, acquisition of papers of, 
authorized; appropriation author-
ized  

Appropriation for 
Williamsburg Lodge, Numbered Six, 

A. F. & A. M., of Virginia, return of 
original manuscript of lodge pro-
ceedings to, authorized  1215 

Library of Congress Trust Fund Board, 
appropriation for expenses  836 

Life Insurance Companies: 
Net operating loss deduction, allowance 

of  868 
Tax on   865 

Lifeboats, number to be carried on steam-
ers; other apparatus  1343 

Lighthouse Week, designation of; partici-
pation by Government departments, 
etc.; expenditure authorized  

Lighthouses, Bureau of. See Coast Guard. 
Lincoln National Forest, N. Mex., mining 

locations upon certain lands within, 
limitation on use of surface 

Liquor: 
Brandy, allowances for losses for leak-

age, etc., upon withdrawal of 
packages  1202 

Rectifiers and wholesale dealers, records 
to be kept by, requirements  1260 

Liquor Traffic in Africa, Convention Re-
lating to, appropriation for contribu-
tion  892 

Lithuania, appropriation for minister to _ 887 
Little Falls, Minn., bridge authorized across 

Mississippi River at  1081 
Little Port Walter, Alaska, appropriation 

for establishment of fishery labora-
tory  

Livestock Estimates, appropriation for.... 968 
Load Lines for American Vessels: 

Establishment, vessels loading at or 
proceeding to sea from— 

Foreign ports  783 
Ports within United States  783 

Penalties for violations  783 
Towed vessels, carrying neither pas-

sengers nor cargo, excepted  783 
Loan Agency. See Federal Loan Agency. 
Loan Insurance Corporation. See Federal 

Savings and Loan Insurance Corpora-
tion. 

Locomotive Inspection, appropriation for 533 
Long-Distance Telephone Tolls, restriction 

on use of appropriations for payment 
of, except on public business  738 

Long Island Railroad Co., termination of 
certain leases by War Department 
authorized  654 

Lord, Bert, payment to widow of  981 
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hydrographic office  781 
Los Angeles County Flood Control District, 

validity of title to lands, easements, 
etc., acquired; basis of opinion  1415 

Losses in Shipment. See Government 
Losses in Shipment Act, Amendments. 

Louisiana: 
Bayou Bodcau, construction of flood-

control works according to revised 
plans, etc  860 

Caddo Parish, time extended for con-
struction of certain bridges in  554 

Chalmette National Historical Park, 
establishment; administration  1342 

Cut Off, bridge across Bayou La Fourche 
at, legalized  1237 

Cypress Bayou, construction of flood-
control works according to revised 
plans, etc  860 

Delta Point, purchase and maintenance 
of bridge across Mississippi River 
at, authorized  1267 

Rivers and harbors, preliminary ex-
aminations authorized  1416 

Louisiana-Vicksburg Bridge Commission, 
establishment; authority, powers, and 
duties  1267 

Lower Rio Grande Flood-Control Project, 
appropriation for  894 

Lugert-Altus Project, Okla., appropriation 
for construction  717 

Lumber River, examination for flood-con-
trol purposes authorized, N. C. and 
S. C  1416 

Lummi Diking Project, Wash., appropria-
tion for 

Luxemburg, appropriation for minister to. 887 

MacDonald, George F. (Maj.), credit in 
accounts  

Magnetic and Seismological Work, appro-
priation for  1312 

Magnetic Observations, appropriation for 915 
Mahoning River: 

Bridge construction authorized across, 
at--

Warren, Ohio  623 
Youngstown, Ohio 

Mail Matter: 
Insured, penalty for false claim for loss 

of  1203 
Penalty for stealing, etc  1256 

Maine: 
Appropriation for— 

Acadia National Park, administration, 
etc  

Forest hurricane damage, rehabilita-
tion, etc  
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Maine-Continued. Page
Bristol, conveyance of portion of Pema-

quid Point Lighthouse Reservation
to, authorized------------------- 816

Makah Reservation, Wash., appropriation
for expenses of attorney -_---------- 710

Manassas National Battlefield Park, Va.,
appropriation for construction of ad-
ministration-museum building ------ 728

Mangum-Salt Fork, Okla., examination
for flood-control purposes author-
ized ------------- ------------- 1416

Manufacturers' Excise and Import Taxes,
expiration date extended ----------- 862

Map of the World on the Millionth Scale,
International, appropriation for con-
tribution ----------------------- - 892

Mare Island, Calif.:
Appropriation for-

Naval Ammunition Depot, construc-
tion, etc------------------- 774

Navy Yard, public works------ 773, 1322
Naval Hospital, construction at, author-

ized---------------------------- 800
Navy Yard, construction at, author-

ized --------------------------- 798

Marihuana Tax Act of 1937, advances from
Treasury in connection with enforce-
ment of, authorized---------------- 1262

Marine Band:
Attendance at-

Grand Army of the Republic, National
Encampment, Pittsburgh, Pa--_ 590

Appropriation for- .---------- 777
United Confederate Veterans' 1939

reunion, Trinidad, Colo-------- 582
Appropriation for -------------- 777

Marine Corps:
Appropriation for ------------- - 775, 1322
Aviation. See Naval Aviation Reserve

Act of 1939.
Disabled members, pensions to; rates_ 1180
Enlisted men at headquarters, restric-

tion on increase; filling of vacancies
by civilians--------------------- 776

Flags for burial of honorably discharged
members---------------------- 999

Maritime Commission, compensation of
personnel detailed to------------- 1182

Personnel board, appointment of, to in-
vestigate matters concerning regu-
lar and reserve aviation personnel;
report-------------------------- 821

Retired personnel, holding of civil office
or appointment in Territories per-
mitted------------------------- 1143

Marine Inspection and Navigation, Bu-
reau of. See Commerce, Department
of.

Marine Schools, State, appropriation for
- - 761

Maritime Commission. See also Inter- Page
coastal Shipping Act, 1933, Amend-
ment; Merchant Marine Act, 1936,
Amendments; Shipping Act, 1916,
Amendment.

Appropriation for------------------- 543
Judgments----------------------- 1329

Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast
Guard personnel detailed to, com-
pensation ---------------------- 1182

Commissioners, salary rates ---------- 550
Contracts, additional authorized----- 543
Division of Disbursement, Treasury

Department, transfer of funds to,
authorized -_------------------- 657

Employees authorized----------------1182
Detail of, for scientific training at

Government expense ----------- 1182
Naval officers, retired, active-duty pay

to, assigned to ------------------ 767
Reorganization Act of 1939, exemption

of, from transfer, etc., under ----- 561
Maritime Instruction, detail of Coast

Guard personnel to States, etc., for-_ 1181
Maritime Labor Board, appropriation for_ 535, 628
Maritime Service, United States. See

Merchant Marine Act, 1936, Amend-
ments.

Market News Service, appropriation for - 968
Marshall County, Minn., time extended

for bridging Red River from, to Walsh
County, N. Dak------------------ 1080

Marshall Ford Dam, reimbursement of
expenditures for construction-------- 719

Marshals, U. S. Courts, appropriation for
salaries, etc---------------------- 900

Maryland:
Ellicott City, limit of cost of construc-

tion of post office increased ----- 1305
Fort Armistcad Military Reservation,

certain reversionary provisions of
deed made inapplicable in lease of
portion to United States ------- 685

Fort McHenry National Park, name
changed to "Fort McHenry Nation-
al Monument and Historic Shrine"_ 1405

"Maryland," U. S. S., removal of cost
limitation on overhaul _----------- 1079

Maryland Day, New York World's Fair,
attendance of Naval Academy Band
authorized----------------------- 1083

Massachusetts:
Appropriation for-

Forest hurricane damage, rehabilita-
tion, etc---------------------- 513

Marine school maintenance-------- 761
Rivers and harbors, preliminary ex-

aminations authorized------------ 1416
Springfield, retrocession of jurisdiction

over General Clarence R. Edwards
Memorial Bridae granted to State-- 1127
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Maine—Continued. Page 

Bristol, conveyance of portion of Pema-
quid Point Lighthouse Reservation 
to, authorized  816 

Makah Reservation, Wash., appropriation 
for expenses of attorney  710 

Manassas National Battlefield Park, Va., 
appropriation for construction of ad-
ministration-museum building  728 

Mangum-Salt Fork, Okla., examination 
for flood-control purposes author-
ized  1416 

Manufacturers' Excise and Import Taxes, 
expiration date extended  862 

Map of the World on the Millionth Scale, 
International, appropriation for con-
tribution  892 

Mare Island, Calif.: 
Appropriation for— 
Naval Ammunition Depot, construc-

tion, etc   774 
Navy Yard, public works  773, 1322 

Naval Hospital, construction at, author-
ized  

Navy Yard, construction at, author-
ized _  798 

Marihuana Tax Act of 1937, advances from 
Treasury in connection with enforce-
ment of, authorized  1262 

Marine Band: 
Attendance at— 
Grand Army of the Republic, National 

Encampment, Pittsburgh, Pa__ _ 590 
Appropriation for  777 

United Confederate Veterans' 1939 
reunion, Trinidad, Colo  582 

Appropriation for  777 
Marine Corps: 

Appropriation for  775, 1322 
Aviation. See Naval Aviation Reserve 

Act of 1939. 
Disabled members, pensions to; rates_ _ 1180 
Enlisted men at headquarters, restric-

tion on increase; filling of vacancies 
by civilians  776 

Flags for burial of honorably discharged 
members  999 

Maritime Commission, compensation of 
personnel detailed to  1182 

Personnel board, appointment of, to in-
vestigate matters concerning regu-
lar and reserve aviation personnel; 
report  821 

Retired personnel, holding of civil office 
or appointment in Territories per-
mitted  1143 

Marine Inspection and Navigation, Bu-
reau of. See Commerce, Department 

of. 
Marine Schools, State, appropriation for 

maintenance, etc  761 

800 

Maritime Commission. See also Inter- Page 

coastal Shipping Act, 1933, Amend-
ment; Merchant Marine Act, 1936, 
Amendments; Shipping Act, 1916, 
Amendment. 

Appropriation for  543 
Judgments  1329 

Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast 
Guard personnel detailed to, com-
pensation  1182 

Commissioners, salary rates  550 
Contracts, additional authorized  543 
Division of Disbursement, Treasury 

Department, transfer of funds to, 
authorized  657 

Employees authorized  1182 
Detail of, for scientific training at 

Government expense  1182 
Naval officers, retired, active-duty pay 

to, assigned to  767 
Reorganization Act of 1939, exemption 

of, from transfer, etc., under  561 
Maritime Instruction, detail of Coast 

Guard personnel to States, etc., for _ 1181 
Maritime Labor Board, appropriation for 535, 628 
Maritime Service, United States. See 

Merchant Marine Act, 1936, Amend-
ments. 

Market News Service, appropriation for  968 
Marshall County, Minn., time extended 

for bridging Red River from, to Walsh 
County, N Dak  1080 

Marshall Ford Dam, reimbursement of 
expenditures for construction  719 

Marshals, U. S. Courts, appropriation for 
salaries, etc  900 

Maryland: 
Ellicott City, limit of cost of construc-

tion of post office increased  1305 
Fort Armistead Military Reservation, 

certain reversionary provisions of 
deed made inapplicable in lease of 
portion to United States  685 

Fort McHenry National Park, name 
changed to "Fort McHenry Nation-
al Monument and Historic Shrine"_ 1405 

"Maryland," U. S. S., removal of cost 
limitation on overhaul  1079 

Maryland Day, New York World's Fair, 
attendance of Naval Academy Band 
authorized  1083 

Massachusetts: 
Appropriation for— 

Forest hurricane damage, rehabilita-
tion, etc  513 

Marine school maintenance  761 
Rivers and harbors, preliminary ex-

aminations authorized  1416 
Springfield, retrocession of jurisdiction 

over General Clarence R. Edwards 
Memorial Bridge granted to State  1127 



Masters, vessels in domestic commerce,
proceedings on change of----------

Maternal and Child Health Services, ap-
propriation for grants to States for _ _

Maternal and Child Welfare, appropria-
tion for --------------------------

Mauckport, Ind., bridge authorized across
Ohio River at---------------------

Maxwell Field, Ala., acquisition of addi-
tional land authorized -----------

McMahon, Brien, restriction with respect
to counsel in certain cases waived in
favor of -----------------------

McNeil Island, Wash., appropriation for
construction and repair of buildings-_

McReynolds, Sam D., payment to widow
of -----------------------------

Meat Inspection Act, appropriation for en-
forcement----------------------

Mediation Board. See National Media-
tion Board.

Medical Center for Federal Prisoners,
Springfield, Mo., appropriation for
maintenance, etc-----------------

Medicine Lake Migratory Waterfowl Ref-
uge, Mont., funds made available for
payment of deficiency judgments,
condemnation proceedings, etc------

Memphis, Tenn.:
Bridge authorized across Mississippi

Riverat-----------------------
Modification of flood-control project-_-

Memphis and Arkansas Bridge Com-
mission, creation; powers and duties-

Menominee Indians, Wis.:
Advances to members, funds available

for; regulations -----.. ---.. ---.
Appropriation for home construction, etc
Enrollment of children of enrolled mem-

bers; determination of blood degree
Mental Hygiene, Division of. See Public

Health Service.
Merchant Marine. See Officers' Compe-

tency Certificates Convention, 1936;
Vessels.

Merchant Marine Act, 1936, Amend-
ments. See also Intercoastal Ship-
ping Act, 1933, Amendment; Shipping
Act, 1916, Amendment.

Construction contract provisions------
Construction-differential subsidy-

Amount, determination of---------
Obsolete vessels, acquisition of, in ex-

change for allowance of credit --
Allowance, determination of-----
Application of amount toward new

vessel---------------------
Definitions-- ------------------
Disposition of acquired vessels----
Report to Congress of operations--
Utility value of new vessel------
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Merchant Marine Act, 1936, Amend-
ments-Continued.

Fishing trade or industry, eligibility of
vessels in, for ship mortgage insur-
ance---------------------------

Maritime Commission-
Details from Army, Navy, Marine

Corps, and Coast Guard, com-
pensation -----------------

Employees authorized -----------
Detail of, for scientific training

at Government expense ----
Maritime Service, United States, estab-

lishment --------------------
Extension and correspondence courses
Government facilities, use of ------
Ratings --------------------------
Training, scope of-----------------

New vessels for operation in foreign and
domestic trade, application for aid
in construction; no construction-
differential subsidy-------------

Down payment provisions --------
Operating-differential subsidy-

Foreign-trade routes, additional sub-
sidy, when granted-----------

Payments, limitation on amount -- -

Special reserve fund, reimbursement of
amounts due Commission from;
deferred payments; a m o u n t s
transferred from and not repaid,
payment from other assets-----

Private charter operation-
Bids, rejection of-----------------
Charter provisions-------------
Essential trade routes, construction

and charter of vessels for service
on, upon finding of inability to
develop under private operation;
terms--------------------

Foreign trade routes, limitation on
sale price of vessels for operation
on-------------------------

Requisition of vessels by Commission
during national emergency, etc.;
compensation----------------

Ship mortgage insurance, eligibility of
vessels in fishing trade or industry-

Violation of orders, etc., of Commis-
sion, penalty -----------------

Mesa Verde National Park, Colo., appro-
priation for administration, etc ----

Mescalero Hospital, N. Mex., appropria-
tion for--------------------------

Mescalero Indians, N. Mex.:
Apache Tribe, purchase of land for,

authorized-------------------
Appropriation for-

Construction and repair-----------
Irrigation systems---------------
Loss of livestock. reimbursement for-
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Masters, vessels in domestic commerce, 
proceedings on change of  

Maternal and Child Health Services, ap-
propriation for grants to States for_ _ _ 

Maternal and Child Welfare, appropria-
tion for  

Mauckport, Ind., bridge authorized across 
Ohio River at  

Maxwell Field, Ala., acquisition of addi-
tional land authorized  

McMahon, Brien, restriction with respect 
to counsel in certain cases waived in 
favor of  

McNeil Island, Wash., appropriation for 
construction and repair of buildings  

McReynolds, Sam D., payment to widow 
of  

Meat Inspection Act, appropriation for en-
forcement  

Mediation Board. See National Media-
tion Board. 

Medical Center for Federal Prisoners, 
Springfield, Mo., appropriation for 
maintenance, etc  

Medicine Lake Migratory Waterfowl Ref-
uge, Mont., funds made available for 
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condemnation proceedings, etc  
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bers; determination of blood degree 
Mental Hygiene, Division of. See Public 

Health Service. 
Merchant Marine. See Officers' Compe-

tency Certificates Convention, 1936; 
Vessels. 

Merchant Marine Act, 1936, Amend-
ments. See a/so Intercoastal Ship-
ping Act, 1933, Amendment; Shipping 
Act, 1916, Amendment. 

Construction contract provisions  
Construction-differential subsidy— 
Amount, determination of  
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meats—Continued. 
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Details from Army, Navy, Marine 
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Detail of, for scientific training 

at Government expense  1182 
Maritime Service, United States, estab-
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Extension and correspondence courses 1183 
Government facilities, use of  1183 
Ratings  1183 
Training, scope of  1183 

New vessels for operation in foreign and 
domestic trade, application for aid 
in construction; no construction-
differential subsidy  810 

Down payment provisions  810 
Operating-differential subsidy— 

Foreign-trade routes, additional sub-
sidy, when granted  1185 

Payments, limitation on amount.. _   1185 
Special reserve fund, reimbursement of 

amounts due Commission from; 
deferred payments; amounts 
transferred from and not repaid, 
payment from other assets  1185 

Private charter operation— 
Bids, rejection of  1186 
Charter provisions   1254 
Essential trade routes, construction 

and charter of vessels for service 
on, upon finding of inability to 
develop under private operation; 
terms  1186 

Foreign trade routes, limitation on 
sale price of vessels for operation 
on  1185 

Requisition of vessels by Commission 
during national emergency, etc.; 
compensation  

Ship mortgage insurance, eligibility of 
vessels in fishing trade or industry_ 

Violation of orders, etc., of Commis-
sion, penalty  

Mesa Verde National Park, Colo., appro-
priation for administration, etc  

Mescalero Hospital, N. Mex., appropria-
tion for  

Mescalero Indians, N. Mex.: 
Apache Tribe, purchase of land for, 
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Appropriation for— 
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Irrigation systems  
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Meteorological Committee, International,
appropriation for contribution------

Metered Services, payments for, Govern-
ment departments, etc----------..

Mexican Fruitfly Control, appropriation
for .------.-------------------

Mexico:
Appropriation for-

Agrarian Claims Commission, U. S.
and------------------------

Ambassador to ------------------
Cotton, etc., inspection of imports

from------------------------
International Boundary Commission,

United States and ---------
Mexican fruitfly control, coopera-

tion with-------------------
Migratory birds, etc., effecting pro-

visions of treaty concerning- ---

Pink bollworm control, cooperation
with-------------------------

Coronado, Francisco Vasquez de, erec-
tion of monument to, near interna-
tional border-------------------

Expropriations of agrarian properties
in, appropriation authorized for ex-
penses of participation in settlement
of claims--------------------

Appropriation for ---------------
Deduction of expenditures from first

payment-------------------
Report of U. S. representative; con-

tents -------------------
Transmission of copies to Secretary

of Treasury; payments in
ratable proportions ---------

International Boundary Commission,
U. S. and, adjustment and payment
of certain damage claims ----.....

Pink bollworm, discussions to prepare
plans for eradication of, author-
ized-------------------------

Michigan:
Isle Royale National Park, proposed,

appropriation for administration- -

Keeweenaw Peninsula, establishment of
Coast Guard station on east coast
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961
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841

1273
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Middletown Air Depot Military Reserva- Page
tion, Pa., grant of easement for right-
of-way across, for oil pipe lines------ 1210

Midway Island, construction of naval
aviation facilities, appropriation
authorized ----------------------- 590

Appropriation for .-----.------------ 772
Migratory Bird Conservation Commission,

designation of Secretary of the Inte-
rior as chairman and Secretary of Agri-
culture as a member--------------- 1434

Migratory Bird Conservation Fund, appro-
priation for --- _----------------- 964

Migratory Bird Conservation Refuges,
appropriation for ----------------- 964

Migratory Bird Treaty Act, appropriation
for enforcement ------------------. 963

Military Academy:
Appropriation for------------------ 610, 641
Cadet store, liquidation of certain debts

to -------------------------- 611
Librarian, retired officer as ---------- 610
Officers detailed to, no increase in pay

or allowances by reason of-------- 610

Military Appropriation Act, 1940 ------ 592
Supplemental, 1940 ----------------- 992

Military Attach6s, Foreign, sale of aviation
supplies and services for aircraft
operated by, authorized ----------- 795

Military Intelligence Activities, appropria-
tion for------------------------ 595

Military Posts, appropriation for construc-
tion, etc., at certain---------------- 602

Milk Importation Act, appropriation for
enforcement----------------------- 971

Mine Rescue Cars and Stations, appro-
priation for operation of, and investi-
gations of accidents -------------- 722

Mineral Industries, appropriation for
investigations concerning economic
problems of ----------------------- 723

Mineral Leasing, appropriation for en-
forcement of laws relating to-------- 721

Mineral Mining Investigations, appro-
priation for --------------------- 722

Mineral Resources, domestic, investiga-
tions with respect to development
of, essential to defense needs -------- 812

Mines, Bureau of. See Interior, De-
partment of the.

Minidoka Project, Idaho, appropriation
for operation and maintenance,
etc--------------------------- 715, 716

Mining Claims, time extended for com-
mencement of annual assessment
work on, held by location- ---------- 991

Mining Experiment Stations, appropria-
tion for-- --------------------- 723

Ministers, appropriation for salaries---- 887

of-----------------------------
Microbiology, Third International Con-

gress for, appropriation authorized
for expenses of holding, etc---------- 554

Appropriation for ------------------- 988

Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District,
N. Mex.:

Appropriation for-
Final payment to-- -------------- 701
Indian lands, maintenance assess-

m,,ntq . -------------- 701, 1314
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Appropriation for  
Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District, 

N. Mex.: 
Appropriation for— 

Final payment to  
Indian lands, maintenance assess-

ments  701, 
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961 
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1324 
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841 

1273 

727 

619 

554 
988 

701 
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Middletown Air Depot Military Reserva- Page 

tion, Pa., grant of easement for right-
of-way across, for oil pipe lines  1210 

Midway Island, construction of naval 
aviation facilities, appropriation 
authorized  590 

Appropriation for  772 
Migratory Bird Conservation Commission, 

designation of Secretary of the Inte-
rior as chairman and Secretary of Agri-
culture as a member  1434 

Migratory Bird Conservation Fund, appro-
priation for  964 

Migratory Bird Conservation Refuges, 
appropristion for  964 

Migratory Bird Treaty Act, appropriation 
for enforcement  963 

Military Academy: 
Appropriation for  610, 641 
Cadet store, liquidation of certain debts 

to  611 
Librarian, retired officer as  
Officers detailed to, no increase in pay 

or allowances by reason of  

Military Appropriation Act, 1940  
Supplemental, 1940  

Military Attaches, Foreign, sale of aviation 
supplies and services for aircraft 
operated by, authorized  

Military Intelligence Activities, appropria-
tion for  

Military Posts, appropriation for construc-
tion, etc., at certain  

Milk Importation Act, appropriation for 
enforcement  

Mine Rescue Cars and Stations, appro-
priation for operation of, and investi-
gations of accidents  

Mineral Industries, appropriation for 
investigations concerning economic 
problems of _   

Mineral Leasing, appropriation for en-
forcement of laws relating to  

Mineral Mining Investigations, appro-
priation for  

Mineral Resources, domestic, investiga-
tions with respect to development 
of, essential to defense needs  

Mines, Bureau of. See Interior, De-
partment of the. 

Mlnidoka Project, Idaho, appropriation 
for operation and maintenance, 
etc  715, 716 

Mining Claims, time extended for com-
mencement of annual assessment 
work on, held by location  991 

Mining Experiment Stations, appropria-
tion for _  723 

Ministers, appropriation for salaries  887 
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722 

723 

721 

722 

812 
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Minnesota:
Appropriation for-

Anoka and Hennepin Counties, direct
relief to citizens made destitute
by tornado.----------------..

Chippewa Indians, tuition, public
schools ---------------------

Indians, support, etc--------------
Chisago County, bridge authorized

across St. Croix River in _---------
Crookston, bridge authorized across

Red River at ----.--------------

Page

984

704
707

1076

1120
Duluth-

Bridge authorized across St. Louis
Riverat-------------------- 1258

Easement deed covering certain feder-
ally owned lands, execution to,
authorized ------------------- 784

Modification of authorized bridge
across St. Louis River from, to
Superior, Wis----------------- 756

Fort Snelling Bridge, transfer to State
authorized---------------------- 783

Little Falls, bridge authorized across
Mississippi Riverat-------------- 1081

Marshall County, time extended for
bridging Red River from, to Walsh
County, N. Dak -----.---.----.- 1080

Winona, time extended for bridging
Mississippi River at------------ 1082

Mint, Bureau of the. See Treasury De-
partment.

Mints:
Appropriation for salaries and expenses- 670
Silver, coinage of domestic, mined since

July 1, 1939; deductions-- .------ 998
Mission Indians, Calif.:

Appropriation for-
Irrigation systems ----------------- 702
Support and administration -. - 708, 1316

Mississinewa River, Ind., examination
for flood-control purposes author-
ized----------------------------- 1416

Mississippi:
Appropriation for-

Ackia National Memorial Commis-
sion and Battleground National
Monument ----------- _----- 729

Indians, support, etc --- ---- __-0 707
Choctaw Indians, status of certain land

purchased for, defined------------ 851
Friar Point, bridge authorized across

Mississippi River at------------- 747
Georgetown, bridge authorized across

Pearl River at------------------ 1076
Northern judicial district, terms of

court---- ------------- _------- 684
Poplarville, removal of certain restric-

tions regarding acquisition of site
for post-office building--- ------- 1128

Mississippi-Continued.
Ratliffs Ferry, bridge authorized across

Pearl River at -_-- -----------
Rivers and harbors, preliminary exam-

inations authorized--------------
Vicksburg, purchase and maintenance of

bridge across Mississippi River at,
authorized---------------------

Mississippi Power Company, purchase of
electric utility properties of, by Ten-
nessee Valley Authority, authorized;
bond issue -------------------

Mississippi River:
Appropriation for flood control-------
Bridge authorized across, at-

Cassville, Wis.-Guttenberg, Iowa----
Chester, Ill----------------------
Dubuque, Iowa-East Dubuque, IlL_
Friar Point, Miss.-Helena, Ark------
Jefferson Barracks, Mo-------------
Little Falls, Minn-----------------
Memphis, Tenn-------------------

Delta Point, La.-Vicksburg, Miss.,
bridge, purchase and maintenance
authorized --------------

Time extended for bridging, at-
Rock Island, Ill.-Davenport, Iowa--
St. Louis, Mo.-East St. Louis, Ill---
St. Louis, Mo.-Stites, Ill ---------I
Winona, Minn-------------------

Mississippi River Commission, exemption
of, from transfer, etc., under Reor-
ganization Act of 1939-------------

Mississippi Wild Life and Fish Refuge,
appropriation for construction, etc-

Missouri:
Arrow Rock, time extended for bridging

Missouri River at ----.-------
Boundary, consent of Congress granted

to interstate compact with Iowa
with respect to-.----------------

Jefferson Barracks, bridge authorized
across Mississippi River at-------

Petersburg, bridge authorized across
Missouri River at--------------

Randolph, bridge authorized across
Missouri River at--------------

St. Louis, acquisition of land for Coast
Guard depot authorized -----..--

Time extended for bridging Missis-
sippi River at ..-----------...

Missouri River:
Bridge authorized across, at-

Dakota County, Nebr.-Woodbury
County, Iowa, pipe line--------

Frazer, Mont --------------------
Petersburg, Mo ------------------
Randolph. Mo -------------------
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1235
1058
1051
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1257
1081
1338

1267

624
1077
1077
1082

561

918

1307

1345

1257

1238

1265
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Appropriation for— 
Anoka and Hennepin Counties, direct 

relief to citizens made destitute 
by tornado  984 

Chippewa Indians, tuition, public 
schools  704 

Indians, support, etc  707 
Chisago County, bridge authorized 

across St. Croix River in  1076 
Crookston, bridge authorized across 

Red River at  1120 
Duluth— 

Bridge authorized across St. Louis 
River at  1258 

Easement deed covering certain feder-
ally owned lands, execution to, 
authorized  784 

Modification of authorized bridge 
across St. Louis River from, to 
Superior, Wis  756 

Fort Snelling Bridge, transfer to State 
authorized  783 

Little Falls, bridge authorized across 
Mississippi River at  1081 

Marshall County, time extended for 
bridging Red River from, to Walsh 
County, N. Dak  1080 

Winona, time extended for bridging 
Mississippi River at  1082 

Mint, Bureau of the. See Treasury De-
partment. 

Mints: 
Appropriation for salaries and expenses.. 670 
Silver, coinage of domestic, mined since 

July 1, 1939; deductions  908 
Mission Indians, Calif.: 

Appropriation for— 
Irrigation systems  702 
Support and administration  708, 1315 

Mississinewa River, Ind., examination 
for flood-control purposes author-
ized  1416 

Mississippi: 
Appropriation for— 

Ackia National Memorial Commis-
sion and Battleground National 
Monument  729 

Indians, support, etc  707 
Choctaw Indians, status of certain land 

purchased for, defined  851 
Friar Point, bridge authorized across 

Mississippi River at  747 
Georgetown, bridge authorized across 

Pearl River at  1076 
Northern judicial district, terms of 

court  684 
Poplarville, removal of certain restric-

tions regarding acquisition of site 
for post-office building  1128 

Mississippi—Continued. Page 

Ratliffs Ferry, bridge authorized across 
Pearl River at   1076 

Rivers and harbors, preliminary exam-
inations authorized  1416 

Vicksburg, purchase and maintenance of 
bridge across Mississippi River at, 
authorized  1267 

Mississippi Power Company, purchase of 
electric utility properties of, by Ten-
nessee Valley Authority, authorized; 
bond issue  1084 

Mississippi River: 
Appropriation for flood control  860 
Bridge authorized across, at— 

Cassville, Wis.-Guttenberg, Iowa___ _ 1235 
Chester, Ill  1058 
Dubuque, Iowa-East Dubuque, Ill  1051 
Friar Point, Miss.-Helena, Ark  747 
Jefferson Barracks, Mo  1257 
Little Falls, Minn  1081 
Memphis, Tenn  1338 

Delta Point, La.-Vicksburg, Miss.,  
bridge, purchase and maintenance 
authorized  1267 

Time extended for bridging, at— 
Rock Island, Ill.-Davenport, Iowa__ _ 624 
St. Louis, Mo.-East St. Louis, Ill__ _ 1077 
St. Louis, Mo.-Stites, Ill..   1077 
Winona, Minn   1082 

Mississippi River Commission, exemption 
of, from transfer, etc., under Reor-
ganization Act of 1939  561 

Mississippi Wild Life and Fish Refuge, 
appropriation for construction, etc  918 

Missouri: 
Arrow Rock, time extended for bridging 

Missouri River at    1307 

Boundary, consent of Congress granted 
to interstate compact with lows 
with respect to  1345 

Jefferson Barracks, bridge authorized 
across Mississippi River at  1257 

Petersburg, bridge authorized across 

Missouri River at  1238 
Randolph, bridge authorized across 

Missouri River at  1265 
St. Louis, acquisition of land for Coast 

Guard depot authorized  1130 
Time extended for bridging Missis-

sippi River at  1077 
Missouri River: 

Bridge authorized across, at— 
Dakota County, Nebr.-Woodbury 

County, Iowa, pipe line  1081 
Frazer, Mont  1206 
Petersburg, Mo  1238 
Randolph, Mo  1265 



Missouri River-Continued.
Time extended for bridging, at-

Arrow Rock, Mo -----------------.................
Garrison, N. Dak__----_---------
Poplar, Mont --------------------

Mitchel Field, N. Y., appropriation for
acquisition of land ----------------

Mixed Claims Commission, U. S.-Ger-
many, appropriation for ---------

Mobile Bay, time extended for bridging,
Cedar Point-Dauphin Island, Ala---

Mohawk River, N. Y., examination for
flood-control purposes authorized---

Monetary and Economic Conference, In-
ternational, balances reappropriated-

Monongahela River, construction of
bridges across, in Allegheny County,
Pa., authorized ---_---------------

"Monopoly Investigation." See Tem-
porary National Economic Commit-
tee.

Page

1207
754

1057

603

988

1124

1416

988

1078

Morehead City Target Range, N. C., trans- Page
fer of jurisdiction over portion by War
Department to Treasury Department- 1204

Mormon Crickets, appropriation for con-
trol of outbreaks of--------------- - 821

Morocco:
Appropriation for-

Cape Spartel and Tangier Light,
contribution ---------------891, 1324

Consular prisons------------------ 890
Morongo Irrigation Project, Calif., appro-

priation for----------------------- 699
Mortgage Associations, National, issuance

of certificate of approval to incor-
porators-.--------------------- 808

Operations of, areas extended --------- 808
Mortgage Insurance. See National Hous-

ing Act, Amendments.
Morton, Emmett C. (Lt. Col.), credit in

accounts ------------------------ 580
Motor Transport Regulation, appropri-

ation for---------- ------------- 534
Motorboats:

Outboard, exemption from certain re-
quirements when competing in
prearranged race---------------- 1257

Pilot rules, requirement to carry copies
on board removed --- _---------- 1257

Mount McKinley National Park, Alaska,
appropriation for administration, etc- 727

Mount Rainier National Park, Wash.,
appropriation for administration, etc- 727

Mount Rushmore National Memorial
Commission:

Appropriation for ----------- 513, 535, 629
Transfer of, to Department of the In-

terior -- .--- - ------ . 1434
Mount Vernon Memorial Highway, ap-

propriation for admlinistration, etc._ 731
Multifamily Dwellings, insurance of mort-

gages on, provision repealed -------- 807
Munitions of War:

Educational orders for certain, appro-
priations made available for special
studies; appropriations authorized_ 560

Appropriation for .-------------- 595, 993
Muscat, appropriation for maintenance of

consular prisons ------------------ 890
Muskingum River Canal, pontoon foot-

bridge authorized across, at Beverly,
Ohio----------------------------- 1243

Muskingum River Valley Dams, inclusion
of, in flood-control plan for Ohio
River Basin --------------------- 1414

Muskingum Watershed Conservancy Dis-
trict:

Dams, etc., inclusion in flood-control
plan for Ohio River Basin ------- 1414

Operation and maintenance, relief
from obligation of------------- 1415

Montana:
Appropriation for-

Glacier National Park, administra-
tion, etc---------------------- 726

Indians-
Irrigation projects, etc ---------- 699,

700,701,702, 715, 860
Support, etc., of ------------- 707,708

Medicine Lake Migratory Waterfowl
Refuge, deficiency judgments,
condemnation proceedings ----- 1317

Custer National Battlefield Cemetery,
erection of public museum within;
appropriation authorized- ------ 1337

Frazer, bridge authorized across Mis-
souri River at ------------------ 1206

Glacier National Park, lands acquired
for fish hatchery added to ------- 1142

liamilton, limit of cost of construction
of post office increased _ -------- 1305

Judicial district, terms of court; accom-
modations ------------------- 1236

National forests, President authorized
to add to existing or create new,
from public lands in------------- 1071

Poplar, time extended for bridging Mis-
souri River at ------------------ 1057

Rocky Boy Indian Reservation, lands
added to----------------------- 552

State Water Conservation Board, exe-
cution of contract with, for acqui-
sition of water for irrigating lands
on Tongue River Indian Reserva-
tion authorized; appropriation au-
thorized------------------------ 1411

Montana National Bison Range, appropri-
ation for maintenance------------ 964

Monterey, Calif., establishment of Coast
r* .. *....;n a- ,,thnriz ;r 1000
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Missouri River—Continued. Page 
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Mitchel Field, N. Y., appropriation for 
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Mixed Claims Commission, U. S.-Ger-
many, appropriation for  988 

Mobile Bay, time extended for bridging, 
Cedar Point-Dauphin Island, Ala_   1124 

Mohawk River, N. Y., examination for 
flood-control purposes authorized_   1416 

Monetary and Economic Conference, In-
ternational, balances reappropriated_ 988 

Monongahela River, construction of 
bridges across, in Allegheny County, 
Pa., authorized  1078 

"Monopoly Investigation." See Tem-
porary National Economic Commit-

tee. 
Montana: 

Appropriation for— 
Glacier National Park, administra-

tion, etc  726 

Indians— 
Irrigation projects, etc  699, 

700, 701, 702, 715, 860 

Support, etc., of  707, 708 
Medicine Lake Migratory Waterfowl 
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condemnation proceedings  1317 

Custer National Battlefield Cemetery, 
erection of public museum within; 
appropriation authorized  1337 

Frazer, bridge authorized across Mis-
souri River at  1206 

Glacier National Park, lands acquired 
for fish hatchery added to  1142 
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of post office increased  1305 

Judicial district, terms of court; accom-

modations  1236 
National forests, President authorized 

to add to existing or create new, 

from public lands in  1071 
Poplar, time extended for bridging Mis-

souri River at  1057 
Rocky Boy Indian Reservation, lands 

added to  552 
State Water Conservation Board, exe-

cution of contract with, for acqui-
sition of water for irrigating lands 
on Tongue River Indian Reserva-
tion authorized; appropriation au-
thorized  1411 

Montana National Bison Range, appropri-

ation for maintenance  964 
Monterey, Calif., establishment of Coast 

Guard station at, authorized  1000 

Morehead City Target Range, N. C., trans- Page 
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Department to Treasury Department.. 1204 

Mormon Crickets, appropriation for con-
trol of outbreaks of  821 

Morocco: 
Appropriation for— 
Cape Spartel and Tangier Light, 

contribution 891, 1324 
Consular prisons  890 

Morongo Irrigation Project, Calif., appro-
priation for  699 

Mortgage Associations, National, issuance 
of certificate of approval to incor-
porator&   808 

Operations of, areas extended  808 
Mortgage Insurance. See National Hous-

ing Act, Amendments. 
Morton, Emmett C. (Lt. Col.), credit in 

accounts  580 
Motor Transport Regulation, appropri-
ation• for  534 

Motorboats: 
Outboard, exemption from certain re-

quirements when competing in 
prearranged race  1257 

Pilot rules, requirement to carry copies 
on board removed  1257 

Mount McKinley National Park, Alaska, 
appropriation for administration, etc_ 727 

Mount Rainier National Park, Wash., 
appropriation for administration, etc_ 727 

Mount Rushmore National Memorial 
Commission: 

Appropriation for  513, 535, 629 
Transfer of, to Department of the In-

terior  1434 

Mount Vernon Memorial Highway, ap-
propriation for administration, etc_ _ 731 

Multifamily Dwellings, insurance of mort-
gages on, provision repealed _   807 

Munitions of War: 
Educational orders for certain, appro-

priations made available for special 
studies; appropriations authorized_ 560 

Appropriation for   595, 993 
Muscat, appropriation for maintenance of 

consular prisons  890 
Muskingum River Canal, pontoon foot-

bridge authorized across, at Beverly, 
Ohio  1243 

Muskingum River Valley Dams, inclusion 
of, in flood-control plan for Ohio 
River Basin  1414 

Muskingum Watershed Conservancy Dis-
trict: 

Dams, etc., inclusion in flood-control 
plan for Ohio River Basin  1414 

Operation and maintenance, relief 
from obligation of  1415 



Muskingum Watershed Conservancy Dis-
trict-Continued.

Payment to; condition---------------
Reimbursement; sums included-------
Title to lands, easements, etc., acquired,

validity of; basis of opinion-------
Mutual Insurance Companies, tax on,

other than life -----------------
Mutual Investment Companies:

Net operating loss deduction, denial of,
to ----------------------

Tax on-------- ---------------
Mycology and Disease Survey, appropria-

tion for investigations -----------

Page

1415
1415

1415

865

869
866

953

N

Nalley, John G., payment to ---------- 1302
Narcotic Drug Laws, advances from Treas-

ury in connection with enforcement
of, authorized ------------------ 1262

Narcotic Drugs, seizure and forfeiture of
vessels, vehicles, and aircraft used in
transportation of------------------ 1291

Narcotics, Bureau of. See Treasury De-
partment.

Narcotics Convention of 1931, appropria-
tion for implementing ------------- 892

"Narwhal," U. S. S., alterations author-
ized; limit of cost increased------ 582, 1045

Natchez Trace Parkway, appropriation for
continuation of construction; allot-
ment of funds received from other
sources-----------------------

National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics:

Appropriation for ------------ 535, 628,
Langley Field, Va., additional labora-

tory buildings, etc -----------
National Advisory Health Council, adjust-

ment of compensation of certain
members ---------------

National Arboretum, appropriation for
maintenance, etc --------------

National Archives:
Appropriation for--------------------
Codification Board abolished and func-

tions transferred; consolidation of
functions with Division of Federal
Register---------- -------------

Franklin D. Roosevelt Library, funds
for, payable from appropriations
for------- -------

Supervision by Archivist ---------
Government records, disposition of, not

needed in transaction of current
business; duties of Archivist------

National Aviation Day, designation of;
issuance of proclamation authorized -

730

1306

628

1338

953

536

1435

1065
1063

1219

739

National Bituminous Coal Commission: Page
Abolished and functions transferred to

Department of the Interior------- 1433
Appropriation for ----------------- 633, 688
Consumers' Counsel, office abolished

and functions transferred -------- 1433
National Board for Promotion of Rifle

Practice, appropriation for-------- 617, 997
National Cancer Institute, appropriation

for ---------------------------- 669
National Capital Park and Planning Com-

mission:
Appropriation for----------- 536, 1032, 1306
Columbian Fountain, D. C., submission

of plans for, to _--------------- 1300
District of Columbia, sale of real estate

no longer needed for public pur-
poses, approval by ------------- 1211

National Capital Parks, appropriation for
administration, etc---------------- 731

National Cemeteries:
Approach roads to, conveyance of in-

terest of United States to States,
etc., authorized ---------------- 857

Appropriation for maintenance, etc --- 857

National Collection of Fine Arts, appropri-
ation for administration ---------- _ 539

National Defense. See Strategic and
Critical Materials.

National Defense Act, Amendments:
Deputy Chief of Staff, position created_ 1002
General Headquarters Air Force, com-

manding general, retirement priv-
ileges-------------------------- 740

Probationary appointments of officers in
Regular Army------------------ 1074

Marriage as cause for revocation of
commission ----------_------ 1075

Reserve officers-
Annual call of designated, for active

Army duty; number, grades, etc_ 557
Civilian Conservation Corps duty,

service not deemed active mili-
tary duty ------------------- 1079

Selections annually for commissions
in Regular Army over 10-year
period ------- -------------- 557

Groups from which selections made_ 557
Warrant officers, adjustment of relative

rank; Army Mine Planter Service_ 1044
National Economic Committee. See Tem-

porary National Economic Com-
mittee.

National Emergency Council:
Abolished; functions transferred to Ex-

ecutive Office of the President---- 1435
Radio Division and United States Film

Service transferred to Federal Se-
curity Agencv ---------------- 1434
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Muskingum Watershed Conservancy Dis-
trict—Continued. 
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vessels, vehicles, and aircraft used in 
transportation of  1291 

Narcotics, Bureau of. See Treasury De-
partment. 

Narcotics Convention of 1931, appropria-
tion for implementing  892 

"Narwhal," U. S. S., alterations author-
ized; limit of cost increased  582, 1045 

Natchez Trace Parkway, appropriation for 
continuation of construction; allot-
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Columbian Fountain, D. C., submission 

of plans for, to  
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poses, approval by  
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National Cemeteries: 
Approach roads to, conveyance of in-

terest of United States to States, 
etc., authorized  
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National Collection of Fine Arts, appropri-
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National Defense. See Strategic and 
Critical Materials. 

National Defense Act, Amendments: 
Deputy Chief of Staff, position created_ 
General Headquarters Air Force, com-

manding general, retirement priv-
ileges  

Probationary appointments of officers in 
Regular Army  

Marriage as cause for revocation of 
commission  
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Annual call of designated, for active 

Army duty; number, grades, etc_ 
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INDEX

National Forest Reservation Commission, Page
appropriation for -----__--.------ _ 955

National Forests:
Appropriation for administration, etc_- 954
Kaniksu, Wash., lands added---------- 1347
Lincoln, N. Mex., mining locations upon

certain lands within, limitation
on use of surface --------- _---- 817

Montana, President authorized to add to
existing or create new, from public
lands in ----------------------- 1071

Tongass, Alaska, portion set aside as
municipal water-supply reserve for
Ketchikan; administration-------- 1132

Wenatchee, Wash., addition of certain
lands authorized----------------- 1412

National Gallery of Art:
Appropriation for ------------------- 984
Protective, administrative, etc., ex-

penses prior to opening, appropria-
tion authorized for -------------- 577

National Guard:
Adjutants general, continuation of cer-

tain, in federally recognized status
without pay--------------------- 997

Appropriation for------------- 611, 642, 996
Army surplus stores, clothing, etc.,

from -------------------------- 613
Caretakers, heavier-than-air squadrons,

number increased---------------- 996
Construction at concurrent camps,

amount available for ------------ 611

Damage claims, amount available for
settlement of ------------------- 611

Damaged property, replacement of -- 613
Incurred obligations, funds available for

payment of--------------------- 612
Motor vehicles, specifications for------ 612
Mounted units, etc., appropriations not

available for increase of------- 613, 997
National rifle matches, participation in_ 613
Officers, etc., drawing pensions, restric-

tion on pay to; surrender of pen-
sion; adjutants general--------- 612, 996

Vehicles used by Post Office Depart-
ment, funds available for repair -- 987

National Housing Act, Amendments:
Financial institutions, insurance against

loss from loans------------------ 804
Effective date--------------------- 805
Extension of authority to July 1, 1940- 804
Loans authorized------------------ 804
Premium charges, amount of-------- 805
Restrictions-------------------- 804
Rules and regulations, authority to

make---------------------- 805
Total liability authorized----------- 804

Mortgage insurance-
· _ I U.L_ -_ - --4.- - -

National Housing Act, Amendments-
Continued.

Mortgage insurance-Continued.
Commitments prior to date of execu-

tion or disbursements thereon
authorized-------------------

Construction completed more than
one year prior to application,
amount available for ----------

Contracts, effect of----- ---------
Foreclosure-

Conveyance of title, etc., to ac-
quired property; authority of
Administrator -------------

Value of mortgage, determination

Page

805

805
806

806

of -------------------- ---- 806
Single-family residences, accepted

prior to July 1, 1941------ 806
General reinsurance account, alloca-

tion of general expenses of opera-
tion -----------.------- _-- -- 807

Labor standards-------------__-- - 807
Mortgage refinancing a then existing

mortgage, provisions governing - 806
Multifamily, etc., dwellings, provi-

sion repealed; applications filed
prior to effective date of repeal-- 807

Rental housing insurance, eligibility
provisions-------------------- 807

Restriction on, after July 1, 1941;
exceptions-------------------- 805

Single-family residences, maturity-_- 806
National mortgage associations, issu-

ance of certificate of approval to
incorporators ------------------- 808

Rehabilitation of property damaged or
destroyed by catastrophe, insur-
ance of loans for; provisions re-
pealed------------_- . ------- 805

Effective date---------------- ---- 805
National Institute of Health, appropria-

tion for ----------------- 641, 667, 1304
National Labor Relations Board:

Appropriation for------------------- 536
Reorganization Act of 1939, exemption

of, from transfer, etc., under------ 561
National Mediation Board:

Appropriation for----------------- 537, 628
Arbitration boards -------- _--- 537
Emergency boards ----------------- 537
National Railroad Adjustment

Board ------- ----------- 537, 628
Reorganization Act of 1939, exemption

of, from transfer, etc., under --_-- 561
National Monuments, appropriation for

administration, etc--------------- 728
National Mortgage Association, Federal,
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National Forest Reservation Commission, Page 

appropriation for  955 
National Forests: 

Appropriation for administration, etc  954 
Kaniksu, Wash., lands added  1347 
Lincoln, N. Mex., mining locations upon 

certain lands within, limitation 
on use of surface _  817 

Montana, President authorized to add to 
existing or create new, from public 
lands in  1071 

Tongass, Alaska, portion set aside as 
municipal water-supply reserve for 
Ketchikan; administration  1132 

Wenatchee, Wash., addition of certain 
lands authorized  1412 

National Gallery of Art: 
Appropriation for  984 
Protective, administrative, etc., ex-

penses prior to opening, appropria-
tion authorized for  577 

National Guard: 
Adjutants general, continuation of cer-

tain, in federally recognized status 
without pay  997 

Appropriation for  611, 642, 996 
Army surplus stores, clothing, etc., 

from  613 

Caretakers, heavier-than-air squadrons, 
number increased  996 

Construction at concurrent camps, 
amount available for  611 

Damage claims, amount available for 
settlement of  611 

Damaged property, replacement of _ _ _ _ 613 
Incurred obligations, funds available for 

payment of  612 

Motor vehicles, specifications for  612 
Mounted units, etc., appropriations not 

available for increase of  613, 997 
National rifle matches, participation in 613 

Officers, etc., drawing pensions, restric-
tion on pay to; surrender of pen-
sion; adjutants general  612, 996 

Vehicles used by Post Office Depart-
ment, funds available for repair_ _ _ 987 

National Housing Act, Amendments: 
Financial institutions, insurance against 

loss from loans  804 
Effective date   805 
Extension of authority to July 1, 1940_ 804 
Loans authorized  804 
Premium charges, amount of  805 
Restrictions  804 
Rules and regulations, authority to 

make  805 
Total liability authorized  804 

Mortgage insurance— 
Aggregate amount  805 

National Housing Act, Amendments— Page 

Continued. 
Mortgage insurance—Continued. 
Commitments prior to date of execu-

tion or disbursements thereon 
authorized  805 

Construction completed more than 
one year prior to application, 
amount available for  805 

Contracts, effect of  806 
Foreclosure— 
Conveyance of title, etc., to ac-

quired property; authority of 
Administrator  806 

Value of mortgage, determination 
of  806 

Single-family residences, accepted 
prior to July 1, 1941  806 

General reinsurance account, alloca-
tion of general expenses of opera-
tion  807 

Labor standards  807 
Mortgage refinancing a then existing 

mortgage, provisions governing  806 
Multifamily, etc., dwellings, provi-

sion repealed; applications filed 
prior to effective date of repeal  807 

Rental housing insurance, eligibility 
provisions  807 

Restriction on, after July 1, 1941; 
exceptions  805 

Single-family residences, maturity__ _ 806 
National mortgage associations, issu-

ance of certificate of approval to 
incorporators   808 

Rehabilitation of property damaged or 
destroyed by catastrophe, insur-
ance of loans for; provisions re-
pealed  806 

Effective date  805 
National Institute of Health, appropria-

tion for   641, 667, 1304 
National Labor Relations Board: 

Appropriation for  536 
Reorganization Act of 1939, exemption 

of, from transfer, etc., under  561 
National Mediation Board: 

Appropriation for  537, 628 
Arbitration boards   537 
Emergency boards  537 
National Railroad Adjustment 

Board  537, 628 
Reorganization Act of 1939, exemption 

of, from transfer, etc., under  561 

National Monuments, appropriation for 
administration, etc  728 

National Mortgage Association, Federal, 
transfer of, to Federal Loan Agency_   1430 
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National Mortgage Associations, issuance Page

of certificate of approval to incor-
porators------------_----------_ 808

Operations of, areas extended -------- 808
National Park Service. See Interior, De-

partment of the.
National Parks:

Abraham Lincoln, Ky., name changed
to "Abraham Lincoln National His-
torical Park"------------------ 1405

Chalmette National Historical, La.,
establishment; administration----- 1342

Chickamauga-Chattanooga National
Military, conveyance of portion, to
New Salem School district, Dade
Co., Ga., authorized------------- 1275

Fort McHenry, Md., name changed to
"Fort McHenry National Monu-
ment and Historic Shrine"-------- 1405

Glacier, Mont., lands acquired for fish
hatchery added to-------------- 1142

Hot Springs, Ark., extension of bound-
aries, cost limitation repealed ---- 1341

Appropriation authorized ---------- 1342
Appropriation for -------------- 1318

Donations of lands, etc., acceptance
authorized ------------_------ 1342

Kennesaw Mountain National Battle-
field, Ga., acquisition of additional
land authorized ---------------- 1274

Appropriation authorized ---------- 1275
Appropriation for -------------- 1318

Shenandoah, Va., certain lands of Front
Royal Quartermaster Depot Mili-
tary Reservation added to ------- 815

National Railroad Adjustment Board:
Appropriation for---------------- 537, 628
Reorganization Act of 1939, exemption

of, from transfer, etc., under------ 561
National Resources Committee:

Abolished ----------------------- 1424
Bureau of Reclamation, cooperation

with, in investigations, etc-------- 717
Functions transferred to National Re-

sources Planning Board----------- 1423
National Resources Planning Board:

Appointment of members------------- 932
Appropriation for---------------- 931
Establishment of, in Executive Office of

the President ----------------- 1423
Federal Employment Stabilization Of-

fice, abolished------------------ 1424
Consolidation of functions with ------ 1423

National Resources Committee, abol-
ished -----_------------------- 1424

Consolidation of functions with ----- 1423
National Stolen Property Act, Amend-

ments:
Conspiracy, definition; penalty-------- 1179
Indictment for two or more offenses,

value of money or securities------- 1179

National Stolen Property Act, Amend-
ments-Continued.

Receipt, disposal, etc., with knowledge;
penalty ---------------------

Counterfeited, etc., securities; imple-
ments -_---- -----------

Stolen goods, securities or money, inter-
state transportation of; penalty ---

Counterfeited, etc., securities; imple-

Page

1178

1178

1178

ments ---------------------- 1178
Trial, place of-------------------- 1179

National Training School for Boys:
Appropriation for maintenance, etc- 902, 1026
Board of Trustees of, abolished ------ 1433
Transfer of, to Department of Justice-_ 1433

National Training School for Girls, appro-
priation for maintenance, etc- - 1026, 1309

National Youth Administration:
Administrative expenses, limitation --- 929
Appropriation for ------------------- 929
Extension to June 30, 1940-------- --- 929
Monthly earnings and hours, fixing of,

by Administrator; limitation------ 929
Transfer of, to Federal Security Agency- 1425

Naturalization. See Citizenship and Nat-
uralization.

Nautical Education, detail of Coast Guard
personnel to States, etc., for --- 1181

"Nautilus," U. S. S., alterations author-
ized; limit of cost increased------ 582, 1045

Navajo Reservation, Ariz.-N. Mex.-Utah:
Appropriation for-

Construction and repair--------- 712, 1316
Fruitlands irrigation project --------- 701
Gallup-Shiprock Highway, mainte-

nance, etc., of portion within---- 711
Hogback irrigation project --------- 701
Irrigation projects-------------- 699, 702
Land, leasing of------------------- 695

Purchase of ----------------_--- 694
Sheep-breeding station ------------ 697
Tribal fair, expenses---------------- 708

Tribal organizations, etc., restriction on
expenditure of funds with respect to 693

Naval Academy:
Additional midshipman, appointment

of, authorized on recommendation
of Governor of Panama Canal ---- 814

Admissions after Jan. 30, 1939, restric-
tions on------------------------ 768

Appropriation for-------------------- 762
Construction, etc------------------ 773
Rogers, Henry H., collection of ship

models bequeathed by, care of -_ 763
Band, attendance at New York World's

Fair on Maryland Day authorized-- 1083
Enlisted personnel, appointments from_ 768

Sea service requirements ----------- 769
Laundry, status of funds and employees

of, established; personnel deemed
Government employees .-------- 1210
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National Mortgage Associations, issuance 
of certificate of approval to incor-
porators  

Operations of, areas extended  
National Park Service. See Interior, De-

partment of the. 
National Parks: 
Abraham Lincoln, Ky., name changed 

to "Abraham Lincoln National His-
torical Park"  

Chalmette National Historical, La., 
establishment; administration  

Chickamauga-Chattanooga National 
Military, conveyance of portion, to 
New Salem School district, Dade 
Co., Ga., authorized  

Fort McHenry, Md., name changed to 
"Fort McHenry National Monu-
ment and Historic Shrine"  

Glacier, Mont., lands acquired for fish 
hatchery added to  

Hot Springs, Ark., extension of bound-
aries, cost limitation repealed  

Appropriation authorized  
Appropriation for  

Donations of lands, etc., acceptance 
authorized  

Kennesaw Mountain National Battle-
field, Ga., acquisition of additional 
land authorized  

Appropriation authorized  
Appropriation for  

Shenandoah, Va., certain lands of Front 
Royal Quartermaster Depot Mili-
tary Reservation added to  

National Railroad Adjustment Board: 
Appropriation for  537, 628 
Reorganization Act of 1939, exemption 

of, from transfer, etc., under  561 
National Resources Committee: 

Abolished  1424 
Bureau of Reclamation, cooperation 

with, in investigations, etc  717 
Functions transferred to National Re-

sources Planning Board  1423 
National Resources Planning Board: 
Appointment of members  932 
Appropriation for  931 
Establishment of, in Executive Office of 

the President  1423 
Federal Employment Stabilization Of-

fice, abolished  1424 
Consolidation of functions with  1423 

National Resources Committee, abol-
ished  1424 

Consolidation of functions with  1423 
National Stolen Property Act, Amend-

ments: 
Conspiracy, definition; penalty  1179 
Indictment for two or more offenses, 

value of money or securities  1179 
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National Stolen Property Act, Amend-
ments—Continued. 

Receipt, disposal, etc., with knowledge; 
penalty  1178 

Counterfeited, etc., securities; imple-
ments  1178 

Stolen goods, securities or money, inter-
state transportation of; penalty_ 1178 

Counterfeited, etc., securities; imple-
ments  1178 

Trial, place of  1179 
National Training School for Boys: 

Appropriation for maintenance, etc_ 902, 1026 
Board of Trustees of, abolished  1433 
Transfer of, to Department of Justice  1433 

National Training School for Girls, appro-
priation for maintenance, etc _ _ _ 1026, 1309 

National Youth Administration: 
Administrative expenses, limitation__ _ _ 929 
Appropriation for  929 
Extension to June 30, 1940  929 
Monthly earnings and hours, fixing of, 

by Administrator; limitation  929 
Transfer of, to Federal Security Agency_ 1425 

Naturalization. See Citizenship and Nat-
uralization. 

Nautical Education, detail of Coast Guard 
personnel to States, etc., for  1181 

"Nautilus," U. S. S., alterations author-
ized; limit of cost increased  582, 1045 

Navajo Reservation, Ariz.-N. Mex.-Utah: 
Appropriation for— 

Construction and repair  712, 1316 
Fruitlands irrigation project  701 
Gallup-Shiprock Highway, mainte-

nance, etc., of portion within_ _ 711 
Hogback irrigation project  701 
Irrigation projects  699, 702 
Land, leasing of  695 

Purchase of  694 
Sheep-breeding station  697 
Tribal fair, expenses  708 

Tribal organizations, etc., restriction on 
expenditure of funds with respect to 693 

Naval Academy: 
Additional midshipman, appointment 

of, authorized on recommendation 
of Governor of Panama Canal  814 

Admissions after Jan. 30, 1939, restric-
tions on  768 

Appropriation for  762 
Construction, etc  773 
Rogers, Henry H., collection of ship 

models bequeathed by, care of _ _ 763 
Band, attendance at New York World's 

Fair on Maryland Day authorized  1083 
Enlisted personnel, appointments from 768 
Sea service requirements  769 

Laundry, status of funds and employees 
of, established; personnel deemed 
Government employees  1210 

Page 
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Naval Academy-Continued.
Museum, active-duty pay, etc., to

retired officer assigned for duty as
curator -----------.------------

Swordsmanship and physical training,
limitation on number of instructors_

Naval Aircraft Factory, Philadelphia, Pa.,
construction at, authorized---------

Naval Aviation Reserve Act of 1939 ----
Aviation cadets, reserve commissions

after completion of training ------
Active duty-

Completion of, lump sum payment;
pay adjustment----------..

Peacetime, limitation on----------
Period of --------------------

Appropriations available-----------
Back pay, etc., restriction on------
Commissioned service, commence-

ment of----------------------
Life insurance, continuation after

commission; payment of pre-
miums----------------------

Personnel board, appointment of;
report------------- ---------

Promotions---------------------
Repeal provisions----------------
Uniform allowance--------------

Naval Home, Philadelphia, Pa., appro-
priation for---------------------

Naval Observatory, appropriation for - --

7i

Naval Petroleum Reserves:
Appropriation for-

Operation and conservation--------
Protection of interests of United

States in matters affecting oil
lands in former------------ -

Naval officers, retired, active-duty pay
to, assigned to---------------

Naval Records of World War, appropria-
tion for preparation, etc ----------

Naval Research Laboratory, appropria-
tion for-__---------------------

Naval Reserve. See Navy.

Naval Reserve Officers' Training Corps:
Appropriation for expenses ----------
Naval Academy, appointments to,

from -----------------------
Uniforms, etc., furnishing from surplus

stocks authorized ---------------

Naval Stations, extension of commissary
privileges at, beyond continental
limits, to civilian officers and em-
ployees---------------------------

Naval Stores Act, appropriation for carry-
ing provisions into effect-----------

Naval-Stores Investigations, appropria-
tion for------------------------

Naval Supply Account Fund, increase---

Page
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763
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819

819

820
820
821
820
820

820

820
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820
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763

637,
30,782

759

537

767

781

75 1

76(

769

76(

814

97]

95!
76i

Naval Vessels: Page

Appropriation for-
Alteration .------------------ 777,1322
Replacement ---------------- 778, 1322

Argonaut, alterations authorized; limit
of cost increased------------ 582, 1045

Auxiliary, acquisition and conversion
or construction of certain, author-
ized--------------------------- 618

Certain cost provisions deleted; limi-
tation on total cost not to be ex-
ceeded----------------------- 619

Sums available ------------------ 619
Narwhal, alterations authorized; limit

of cost increased------------- 582, 1045
Nautilus, alterations authorized; limit

of cost increased ------------- 582, 1045
Overhauls, removal of cost limitations

for-
California----------------------- 1079
Colorado ---------------------- 1079
Maryland-.---------------------- 1079
Tennessee ----------------------- 1079
West Virginia- ------------------ 1079

Naval War College, appropriation for---- 759
Navigation. See also Vessels.

Motorboats-
Outboard, exemption from certain

requirements when competing in
prearranged race------------- 1257

Pilot rules, requirement to carry
copies on board removed------- 1257

Navigation, Bureau of. See Navy De-
partment.

Navigation, Permanent International Com-
mission of the Congresses of, appro-
priation for support -.-------------- 859

Navy. See also Naval Vessels; Navy De-
partment.

Aviation. See Naval Aviation Reserve
Act of 1939.

Commissary stores outside continental
limits, cashing of Government pay
checks of retired personnel author-
ized--------------------------- 1043

Disabled members, pensions to; rates - 1180
Embassies, etc., in foreign countries, en-

listed men as custodians ---------- 889
Reimbursement for expenses -------- 890

Flags for burial of honorably discharged
members--__------------------- 999

Food articles not produced in U. S., re-
striction on procurement of; excep-
tion-- ------------------------ 767

Household servants, restriction on en-
listed men as------------------ 767

Inspectors of buildings abroad, couriers,
etc., assignment of officers as, au-
thorized---------- ----------- - 896

Maritime Commission, compensation of
personnel detailed to------------ 1182
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Naval Academy—Continued. Page 

Museum, active-duty pay, etc., to 
retired officer assigned for duty as 
curator  767 

Swordsmanship and physical training, 
limitation on number of instructors_ 763 

Naval Aircraft Factory, Philadelphia, Pa., 
construction at, authorized  590 

Naval Aviation Reserve Act of 1939  819 
Aviation cadets, reserve commissions 

after completion of training  819 
Active duty— 

Completion of, lump sum payment; 
pay adjustment  820 

Peacetime, limitation on  820 
Period of  821 

Appropriations available  820 
Back pay, etc., restriction on  820 
Commissioned service, commence-

ment of  820 
Life insurance, continuation after 

commission; payment of pre-
miums  820 

Personnel board, appointment of; 
report    821 

Promotions   819 
Repeal provisions  820 
Uniform allowance  820 

Naval Home, Philadelphia, Pa., appro-
priation for  763 

Naval Observatory, appropriation for _ _ _ 637, 
780, 782 

Naval Petroleum Reserves: 
Appropriation for— 

Operation and conservation  
Protection of interests of United 

States in matters affecting oil 
lands in former  

Naval officers, retired, active-duty pay 
to, assigned to  

Naval Records of World War, appropria-
tion for preparation, etc  

Naval Research Laboratory, appropria-
tion for  

Naval Reserve. See Navy. 

Naval Reserve Officers' Training Corps: 
Appropriation for expenses  
Naval Academy, appointments to, 

from  
Uniforms, etc., furnishing from surplus 

stocks authorized  
Naval Stations, extension of commissary 

privileges at, beyond continental 
limits, to civilian officers and em-
ployees  

Naval Stores Act, appropriation for carry-
ing provisions into effect  

Naval-Stores Investigations, 
tion for  

Naval Supply Account Fund, increase_ ___ 

appropria-
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760 
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814 
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Naval Vessels: Page 

Appropriation for— 
Alteration  777, 1322 
Replacement  778, 1322 

Argonaut, alterations authorized; limit 
of cost increased  582, 1045 

Auxiliary, acquisition and conversion 
or construction of certain, author-
ized  618 

Certain cost provisions deleted; limi-
tation on total cost not to be ex-
ceeded  619 

Sums available  619 
Narwhal, alterations authorized; limit 

of cost increased  _ 582, 1045 
Nautilus, alterations authorized; limit 

of cost increased  582, 1045 
Overhauls, removal of cost limitations 

for— 
California  1079 
Colorado   1079 
Maryland  1079 
Tennessee  1079 
West Virginia  1079 

Naval War College, appropriation for- -_ - 759 
Navigation. See also Vessels. 

Motorboats--
Outboard, exemption from certain 

requirements when competing in 
prearranged race  1257 

Pilot rules, requirement to carry 
copies on board removed  1257 

Navigation, Bureau of. See Navy De-
partment. 

Navigation, Permanent International Com-
mission of the Congresses of, appro-
priation for support  859 

Navy. See also Naval Vessels; Navy De-
partment. 

Aviation. See Naval Aviation Reserve 
Act of 1939. 

Commissary stores outside continental 
limits, cashing of Government pay 
checks of retired personnel author-
ized  1043 

Disabled members, pensions to; rates_ _ 1180 
Embassies, etc., in foreign countries, en-

listed men as custodians  889 
Reimbursement for expenses  890 

Flags for burial of honorably discharged 
members  999 

Food articles not produced in U. S., re-
striction on procurement of; excep-
tion  767 

Household servants, restriction on en-
listed men as  767 

Inspectors of buildings abroad, couriers, 
etc., assignment of officers as, au-
thorized  896 

959 Maritime Commission, compensation of 
769 personnel detailed to  1182 
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Navy-CJontlnued. Page

Meals, restriction on use of funds in con-
nection with sale of, to officers on
shore ---------------- ____--- _ 761

Naval districts in which are navy yards,
etc., restriction on use of funds un-
less commandant of district also
commandant of one of establish-
ments ------------ _---.---- -- 758

Naval Reserve-
Drills, limitation on number-------- 762
Naval Academy, appointments to,

from ------------------------ 769
Officers performing active duty, lim-

itation on number------------- 76S
Pay, etc., restriction, officers and men

drawing pension, etc ---------- 762
Personnel board, appointment of, to

investigate matters concerning regu-
lar and reserve aviation personnel;
report --------------------- 821

Retired personnel, cashing of Govern-
ment pay checks of, by commissary
stores outside continental limits
authorized--------------------- 1043

Holding of civil office or appointment
in Territories permitted ------ 1143

Special educational courses, restrictions
on------------...--.--------.. 760

Veterans. See separate title.
Veterans' Administration patients in

naval hospitals, additional medical
detail for care of---------------- 768

Navy and Marine Memorial, appropriation
authorized for completion; time limi-
tation -----------..-------- .---- 622

Navy Department. See also Naval Ves-
sels; Navy; Secretary of the Navy.

Aerial photographs for mapping projects
for Department of the Interior
authorized --------------------- 721

Aeronautics, Bureau of, limitation on
employment of technical and cler-
ical personnel------------------- 780

Airplane factory, construction forbidden. 775
Airplanes, new, contracts for, author-

ized ------.-----------------. . 775
Appropriation for-

Aeronautics, Bureau of---------- 774, 780
Audited claims -- 521, 648, 651, 1332, 1336
Bear, S. S., chartering and commis-

sioning, for Antarctic survey--- 1321
Collision damage claims ---------- 637
Compensation board--------------- 780
Construction and Repair, Bureau

of ---------------------- 765, 780
Contingent expenses_-------- 637, 758,780
Damage claims---- -------------- 516,

644, 645, 1321, 1328, 1329
Engineering, Bureau of---------- 764,780

Navy Department-Continued. Page
Appropriation for-Continued.

Examining and retiring boards ----- 779
General Board-------------------- 779
Historical and naval documents,

printing -------------------- _ 781
Hydrographic Office------------ 780, 781
Inspection and Survey, Board of --- 780
Judge Advocate General, Office of-_ 780
Judgments------ 517, 645, 646, 1329, 1330
Lepers, care of, Guam; transfer to

Culion, P. I------------------ 758
Marine Corps ---------------- 775, 1322
Medicine and Surgery, Bureau of_ 770, 780

Care of the dead---------------- 771
Medical Department -----------_ 770

Miscellaneous expenses ------------ 757
Naval Communications, Office of

Director of------------------ 780
Naval Intelligence, Office of -------- 780
Naval Observatory -------- 637, 780, 782
Naval Operations, Office of Chief of- - 780
Naval petroleum reserves, operation

and conservation-------------- 759
Naval Records and Library, Office of_ 780
Naval research laboratory -------- 759
Naval vessels-

Alterations--------------- 777, 1322
Replacement-------------- 778, 1322

Navigation, Bureau of----- - 637, 759, 780
Instruments and supplies -------- 761
Naval Academy --------------- 762
Naval Home, Philadelphia, Pa _--- 763
Naval Observatory------- 637, 780, 782
Naval Reserve ----------------- 762
Ocean and lake surveys----------- 762
State marine schools .------------ 761
Training, education, and welfare. 637, 759

Ordnance, Bureau of ------.--.-. 765, 790
Printing and binding ------------- 781
Prison farms and personnel ---------- 759
Replacement of naval vessels. 638, 778, 1322
Salaries --.----------------------- 779
Secretary, Office of the------------ 515

637, 757, 779, 1321
Supplies and Accounts, Bureau of - - 637,

766, 780, 1321
Clothing, Naval Reserve--------- 769
Fuel and transportation -------- 770
Maintenance-------------------- 769
Naval Supply Account Fund------ 769
Pay, subsistence, and transporta-

tion ---------------- - 766, 1321
Reserve material---------------- 770
Strategic and critical materials-- 770

Yards and Docks, Bureau of------- 515,
637,771,780, 1322

Contingent expenses ------------ 772
Maintenance ,--- ---------- - 771
Public works ------------------ 771
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Navy-Continued. 
Meals, restriction on use of funds in con-

nection with sale of, to officers on 
shore  

Naval districts in which are navy yards, 
etc., restriction on use of funds un-
less commandant of district also 
commandant of one of establish-
ments  

Naval Reserve-
Drills, limitation on number  
Naval Academy, appointments to, 

from  
Officers performing active duty, lim-

itation on number  
Pay, etc., restriction, officers and men 

drawing pension, etc  
Personnel board, appointment of, to 

investigate matters concerning regu-
lar and reserve aviation personnel; 
report  

Retired personnel, cashing of Govern-
ment pay checks of, by commissary 
stores outside continental limits 
authorized  

Holding of civil office or appointment 
in Territories permitted  

Special educational courses, restrictions 
011  

Veterans. See separate title. 
Veterans' Administration patients in 

naval hospitals, additional medical 
detail for care of  

Navy and Marine Memorial, appropriation 
authorized for completion; time limi-
tation  622 

Navy Department. See also Naval Ves-
sels; Navy; Secretary of the Navy. 

Aerial photographs for mapping projects 
for Department of the Interior 
authorized  721 

Aeronautics, Bureau of, limitation on 
employment of technical and cler-
ical personnel  780 

Airplane factory, construction forbidden._ 775 
Airplanes, new, contracts for, author-

ized  775 
Appropriation for-

Aeronautics, Bureau of  774, 780 
Audited claims__ 521, 648, 651, 1332, 1336 
Bear, S. S., chartering and commis-

sioning, for Antarctic survey__ 1321 
Collision damage claims  637 
Compensation board  780 
Construction and Repair, 

of  
Contingent expenses  
Damage claims  
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Engineering, Bureau of  764,780 

Navy Department-Continued. Page 

Appropriation for-Continued. 
Examining and retiring boards  779 
General Board  779 
Historical and naval documents, 

printing  781 
Hydrographic Office  780, 781 
Inspection and Survey, Board of _ _ _ 780 
Judge Advocate General, Office of__ 780 
Judgments  517, 645, 646, 1329, 1330 
Lepers, care of, Guam; transfer to 

Culion, P. I  758 
Marine Corps  775, 1322 
Medicine and Surgery, Bureau of.. 770, 780 
Care of the dead  771 
Medical Department  770 

Miscellaneous expenses  757 
Naval Communications, Office of 

Director of  780 
Naval Intelligence, Office of  780 
Naval Observatory  637, 780, 782 
Naval Operations, Office of Chief of.. _ 780 
Naval petroleum reserves, operation 

and conservation  759 
Naval Records and Library, Office of _ 780 
Naval research laboratory  759 
Naval vessels-

Alterations   777, 1322 
Replacement   778, 1322 

Navigation, Bureau of  637, 759, 780 
Instruments and supplies  761 
Naval Academy  762 
Naval Home, Philadelphia, Pa  763 
Naval Observatory  637, 780, 782 
Naval Reserve  
Ocean and lake surveys  
State marine schools _  

762 
762 
761 

Training, education, and welfare. 637, 759 
Ordnance, Bureau of..   765, 780 
Printing and binding  781 
Prison farms and personnel  759 
Replacement of naval vessels_ 638, 778, 1322 
Salaries   779 
Secretary, Office of the  515, 

637, 757, 779, 1321 
Supplies and Accounts, Bureau of_ _ _ 637, 

766, 780, 1321 
Clothing, Naval Reserve  769 
Fuel and transportation  770 
Maintenance  769 
Naval Supply Account Fund  769 
Pay, subsistence, and transporta-

tion  766, 1321 
Reserve material  770 
Strategic and critical materials  770 

Yards and Docks, Bureau of  515, 
637, 771, 780, 1322 

Contingent expenses  772 
Maintenance  771 
Public works    771 



LXXIX

Navy Depa t.nent-Continued. Page
Appropriations, Departmental use lim-

ited ------------------------ 779,781
Assistant Secretary of the Navy, service

as Acting Secretary authorized---
Auxiliary vessels, acquisition and con-

version or construction of certain,
authorized -----------------

Certain cost provisions deleted;
limitation on total cost not to be
exceeded ---------------------

Sums available--------------------
Aviation facilities. See Naval aviation

facilities, this title.
Bids, estimates to be filed with--------
Boston Navy Yard, equipment of South

Boston drydock for use as annex to,
in repair of vessels; appropriation
authorized ------------------

Cash rewards prohibited; exception ---
Coast Guard base and air station, con-

struction by, authorized-_-------
Commissary privileges at naval stations

beyond continental limits, extension
of, to civilian officers and em-
ployees ---------------------

Corpus Christi, Tex., acceptance of
land near, for use as naval aviation
training station, authorized------

Damage claims from operation of naval
aircraft, adjustment authorized_--

Filipino emigration from United States,
transportation on Navy transports
authorized---------------------

First and alternate vessels, construction
at Government yards------------

Fleet supply facilities, construction; ap-
propriation authorized-----------

Hampton Roads Naval Operating Base,
Norfolk, Va., acquisition of ad-
joining land authorized----------

Helium production and investigations,
transfer of funds for, to Bureau of
Mines -----------------------

Hunters Point drydocks, acquisition
authorized; construction of projects
on adjoining land; alternative site,
etc----------------------------

Letters patent, purchase of, authorized-
Naval Academy. See separate title.
Naval aviation facilities-

Appropriation authorized----------
Appropriation for-------------

Hampton Roads Naval Operating
Base, acquisition of adjoining
land authorized--------------

Outside corporations, etc., employ-
ment of certain; fee limitation--

98907'-39-t. 2--4

1222

618

619
619

779

801
779

797

814

590

775

1133

779

801

592

724

801
778

591
77,

59'
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Navy Department-Continued.
Naval aviation facilities-Continued.

Projects outside continental limits,
contracts on a cost-plus-a-fixed-
fee basis; approval; fee limitation-

Annual report to Congress ..----
Damage to plant, etc.; investiga-

tion-----------------------
Negotiations; detail of officer as

executive representative of
contracting officer----------

Performance, etc., bonds, waiver
of------------------------

Naval Dispensary, enlisted men detailed
to, not regarded as detailed to De-
partment_------- -------------

Naval operating facilities, establish-
ment, etc--------------- ------

Navigation, Bureau of, detail of en-
listed men to, authorized __-----

Oakland, Calif., acquisition of land au-
thorized for naval supply depot- -

Public works projects, construction au-
thorized ---------------------

Quonset Point, R. I., acceptance of land
near, for use as naval air base,
authorized -------------------

Radio Communication Service, enlisted
men detailed to, not regarded as
detailed to Department----------

Repairs, etc., other than at navy yards,
restriction on-------------------

Salaries limited to average rates under
Classification Act---------------

San Francisco Bay, acquisition of two
graving drydocks on, authorized;
construction of projects on adjoin-
ing land; alternative site, etc------

Seattle, Wash., acceptance of certain
land in, authorized--------------

South Boston drydock, equipment of,
for use as annex to Boston Navy
Yard in repair of vessels; appropri-
ation authorized -----------------

Time-measuring devices, pay forbidden
to officers using, on work of em-
ployees------------------------

Traveling expenses, transfer of funds for,
authorized----------------------

Vehicles, use restricted to "official pur-
poses"; exceptions--------------

Veterans' Administration, transfer of
funds from, authorized ---------

Nebraska:
Appropriation for-

Indians, support, etc--------------
North Platte project, operation and

maintenance -----------------
Payment to Farmers' irrigation

district---------------------

Page

591
592

592

591

592

779

590

779

800

798

591

779

779

780

1078

779

775

782

544

707
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Navy Demi:talent—Continued. 
Appropriations, Departmental use lim-

ited   779, 781 
Assistant Secretary of the Navy, service 

as Acting Secretary authorized_ _ _ _ 
Auxiliary vessels, acquisition and con-

version or construction of certain, 
authorized  

Certain cost provisions deleted; 
limitation on total cost not to be 
exceeded  

Sums available 
Aviation facilities. See Naval aviation 

facilities, this title. 
Bids, estimates to be filed with  
Boston Navy Yard, equipment of South 

Boston drydock for use as annex to, 
in repair of vessels; appropriation 
authorized  

Cash rewards prohibited; exception__ _ _ 
Coast Guard base and air station, con-

struction by, authorized  
Commissary privileges at naval stations 

beyond continental limits, extension 
of, to civilian officers and em-
ployees  

Corpus Christi, Tex., acceptance of 
land near, for use as naval aviation 
training station, authorized  

Damage claims from operation of naval 
aircraft, adjustment authorized_ _ - 

Filipino emigration from United States, 
transportation on Navy transports 
authorized  

First and alternate vessels, construction 
at Government yards  

Fleet supply facilities, construction; ap-
propriation authorized  

Hampton Roads Naval Operating Base, 
Norfolk, Va., acquisition of ad-
joining land authorized  

Helium production and investigations, 
transfer of funds for, to Bureau of 
Mines  

Hunters Point drydocks, acquisition 
authorized; construction of projects 
on adjoining land; alternative site, 
etc  

Letters patent, purchase of, authorized_ 
Naval Academy. See separate title. 

Naval aviation facilities— 
Appropriation authorized  

Appropriation for  
Hampton Roads Naval 

Base, acquisition of 
land authorized  

Outside corporations, etc., employ-
ment of certain; fee limitation- - 

Operating 
adjoining 

Page 

1222 

618 

619 

619 

779 

801 
779 

797 

814 

590 

775 

1133 

779 

801 

592 

724 

801 

778 

591 
772 

592 

591 

Navy Department—Continued. 
Naval aviation facilities—Continued. 

Projects outside continental limits, 
contracts on a cost-plus-a-fixed-
fee basis; approval; fee limitation _ 

Annual report to Congress  
Damage to plant, etc.; investiga-

tion  
Negotiations; detail of officer as 

executive representative of 
contracting officer  

Performance, etc., bonds, waiver 
of  

Naval Dispensary, enlisted men detailed 
to, not regarded as detailed to De-
partment  

Naval operating facilities, establish-
ment, etc  

Navigation, Bureau of, detail of en-
listed men to, authorized  

Oakland, Calif., acquisition of land au-
thorized for naval supply depot_ _ _ 

Public works projects, construction au-
thorized  

Quonset Point, R. I., acceptance of land 
near, for use as naval air base, 
authorized  

Radio Communication Service, enlisted 
men detailed to, not regarded as 
detailed to Department  

Repairs, etc., other than at navy yards, 
restriction on  

Salaries limited to average rates under 
Classification Act  

San Francisco Bay, acquisition of two 
graving drydocks on, authorized; 
construction of projects on adjoin-
ing land; alternative site, etc  

Seattle, Wash., acceptance of certain 
land in, authorized  

South Boston drydock, equipment of, 
for use as annex to Boston Navy 
Yard in repair of vessels; appropri-
ation authorized  

Time-measuring devices, pay forbidden 
to officers using, on work of em-
ployees  

Traveling expenses, transfer of funds for, 
authorized  

Vehicles, use restricted to "official pur-
poses"; exceptions  

Veterans' Administration, transfer of 
funds from, authorized  

Nebraska: 
Appropriation for— 

Indians, support, etc  
North Platte project, operation and 

maintenance  
Payment to Farmers' irrigation 

district  

Page 

591 
592 

592 

591 

592 

779 

590 

779 

800 

798 

591 

779 

779 

780 

801 

1078 

801 

779 

775 

. 782 

544 

707 

715 

715 
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Nebraska-Continued.
Dakota County, pipe-line bridge author-

ized across Missouri River from, to
Woodbury County, Iowa --______

Rivers and harbors, preliminary exami-
nations authorized --------------

Winnebago Agency, deposit of sum to
credit of, to replace funds lost in

Pag

108:

141'

bank failure -___-____ -...-___- 126'
Negroes, appropriation for study of higher

education for--------------------- 73'
Nematology, appropriation for investiga-

tions----------___ _ ------------ _ 95;
Neshaminy Creek, Pa., examination for

flood-control purposes ------.-----. 141(
Neskowin Creek, Oreg., examination for

flood-control purposes authorized --. 141'
Netherlands, appropriation for minister to_ 887
Nevada:

Appropriation for-
Boulder Dam Recreational Area, ad-

ministration, etc ------------ _ 729
Indians-

Irrigation projects ----------- _ 699, 703
Support, etc., of ------------ _ 707, 708

Paiute Indian lands, reclamation
charges against, within New-
lands project------ ----------_ 701

Carson City Mint site and building, sale
authorized--------------------- 753

Public lands, conveyance of certain, to
State; mineral reservation ------- 1237

Nevada National Forest, Nev., appropria-
tion for acquisition of land for soil-
erosion control, etc --------------_ 957

New England Hurricane Damage, appro-
priation for rehabilitation and re-
establishment of forest protection
improvements, etc---------------- 513

State of New York included --------- 681
New Hampshire, appropriation for re-

habilitation of forest hurricane dam-
age, etc ------------------------- 513

New Jersey:
Atlantic City, acquisition of site for

Coast Guard servicing base author-
ized-------------------------- 1130

Rivers and harbors, preliminary exami-
nations authorized-------------- 1416

New London, Conn., Submarine Base,
appropriation for construction, etc__ 774

New Mexico:
Alamogordo Dam and Reservoir, Pecos

River, uses declared; transfer of
funds authorized---------------- 1417

Apache Tribe, Mescalero Reservation,
purchase of land for, authorized___ 551

Appropriation for-
Albuquerque Indian School, mainte-

nance, etc., of buildings and
grounds ----------__ -------- 701

New York:
Appropriation for-

Forest hurricane damage, rehabilita-
tion, etc ---------------- ____

Marine school maintenance ________-
Mitchel Field, acquisition of land-_-
Seneca Indians, fulfilling treaty with_
Six Nations, fulfilling treaty with__-

Niagara Falls, time extended for bridg-
ing Niagara River at---------___

Ogdensburg, time extended for bridging
St. Lawrence River at----------

Rivers and harbors, preliminary exam-
inations authorized--....___..--_

West Point, appropriation for acquisi-
tion of land -----------________

Youngstown, grant of right-bf-way, etc.,
on Fort Niagara Military Reserva-
tion to --__---__ _ __________- -

Annmnriati-n Tuth a imd

631
761
603
713
713

1083

621

1416

603

842
843

LXXX INDEX

New Mexico-Continued. Page
Appropriation for-Continued.

Carlsbad Caverns National Park, ad-
ministration, etc ------------- 726

Carlsbad project, construction--- _-- 717
Indians-

Irrigation projects--_ 699,701,702,703
Support, etc., of_ 694, 695, 699, 707, 1316

Middle Rio Grande Conservancy
District-

Final payment to- ------------ _ 701
Indian lands, maintenance assess-

ments -------- _-------_ 701, 1314
Rio Grande project, construction- 715, 717
Tucumcari project, construction-. - 717

Bear Canyon, acceptance of easement
granted for construction of dam-- 1198

Acquisition of lands in connection
with; funds available---------_ 1199

Indian pueblos in, appropriation au-
thorized for payment of increased
compensation, etc., to certain non-
Indian claimants---------------- 553

Lincoln National Forest, mining loca-
tions upon certain lands within,
limitation on use of surface ------- 817

Oil and gas conservation, consent of
Congress granted to extension of
interstate compact concerning, with
Oklahoma, California, and Texas- 1071

Rio Grande compact with Colorado
and Texas, consent of Congress
granted to -------...-- --- ___- - 785

New Orleans, La.:
Appropriation for-

Dispatch agency ----------------- 889
Hydrographic office -------------- 781
Mint------------_-----..-------- 670
Naval Station, utilization of----.--- 771

- -- --- -- IY'Yr-UUY'VL· PUVIIU ,IL U-_________
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Nebraska—Continued. Page 

Dakota County, pipe-line bridge author-
ized across Missouri River from, to 
Woodbury County, Iowa  1081 

Rivers and harbors, preliminary exami-
nations authorized   1417 

Winnebago Agency, deposit of sum to 
credit of, to replace funds lost in 
bank failure  1267 

Negroes, appropriation for study of higher 
education for  732 

Nentatology, appropriation for investiga-
tions  953 

Neshaminy Creek, Pa., examination for 
flood-control purposes  1416 

Neskowin Creek, Oreg., examination for 
flood-control purposes authorized__.. _ 1417 

Netherlands, appropriation for minister to.. 887 
Nevada: 

Appropriation for— 
Boulder Dam Recreational Area, ad-

ministration, etc  729 
Indians— 

Irrigation projects  699, 703 
Support, etc., of  707, 708 

Paiute Indian lands, reclamation 
charges against, within New-
lands project  701 

Carson City Mint site and building, sale 
authorized  753 

Public lands, conveyance of certain, to 
State; mineral reservation  1237 

Nevada National Forest, Nev., appropria-
tion for acquisition of land for soil-
erosion control, etc  957 

New England Hurricane Damage, appro-
priation for rehabilitation and re-
establishment of forest protection 
improvements, etc  513 

State of New York included  681 
New Hampshire, appropriation for re-

habilitation of forest hurricane dam-
age, etc   513 

New Jersey: 
Atlantic City, acquisition of site for 

Coast Guard servicing base author-
ized   1130 

Rivers and harbors, preliminary exami-
nations authorized  1416 

New London, Conn., Submarine Base, 
.appropriation for construction, etc  

New Mexico: 

Alamogordo Dam and Reservoir, Pecos 
River, uses declared; transfer of 
funds authorized  

Apache Tribe, Mescalero Reservation, 
purchase of land for, authorized_ _ _ 

Appropriation for— 
Albuquerque Indian School, mainte-

nance, etc., of buildings and 
grounds 

774 

1417 

551 

701 

New Mexico—Continued. Page 

Appropriation for—Continued. 
Carlsbad Caverns National Park, ad-

ministration, etc  726 

Carlsbad project, construction  717 
Indians— 

Irrigation projects_ _ _ _ 699, 701, 702, 703 
Support, etc., of.. 694, 695, 699, 707, 1316 

Middle Rio Grande Conservancy 
District— 

Final payment to  701 
Indian lands, maintenance assess-

ments  701, 1314 
Rio Grande project, construction_ 715, 717 

Tucumcari project,. construction_ _ _ _ 717 
Bear Canyon, acceptance of easement 

granted for construction of dam__ 1198 
Acquisition of lands in connection 

with; funds available  1199 
Indian pueblos in, appropriation au-

thorized for payment of increased 
compensation, etc., to certain non-
Indian claimants  553 

Lincoln National Forest, mining loca-
tions upon certain lands within, 
limitation on use of surface  817 

Oil and gas conservation, consent of 
Congress granted to extension of 
interstate compact concerning, with 
Oklahoma, California, and Texas_ _ 1071 

Rio Grande compact with Colorado 
and Texas, consent of Congress 
granted to   785 

New Orleans, La.: 
Appropriation for— 

Dispatch agency  889 
Hydrographic office  781 
Mint  670 
Naval Station, utilization of  771 

New York: 
Appropriation for— 

Forest hurricane damage, rehabilita-
tion, etc   631 

Marine school maintenance  761 
Mitchel Field, acquisition of land.. _ _ 603 
Seneca Indians, fulfilling treaty with.. 713 
Six Nations, fulfilling treaty with__ _ 713 

Niagara Falls, time extended for bridg-
ing Niagara River at  

Ogdensburg, time extended for bridging 
St. Lawrence River at  

Rivers and harbors, preliminary exam-
inations authorized  

West Point, appropriation for acquisi-
tion of land  

Youngstown, grant of right-of-way, etc., 
on Fort Niagara Military Reserva-
tion to  

Appropriation authorize& 

1083 

621 

1416 

603 

842 

843 



New York, N. Y.:
Appropriation for-

Assay office -_------------.-___.___
Dispatch agency ----------.----__-
Harbor deposits, etc., prevention of -__
Hydrographic office----------------
Navy Yard, construction, etc-------
Pneumatic-tube service .._--__-___-

Relocation expenses, etc ----------
Pneumatic mail tube system, appraisal

of; appropriation authorized ------
New York Central Railroad Co., lease of

portion of Rochester Harbor Light-
house Reservation to, for track pur-
poses, authorized ---______--__-__._

New York World's Fair, 1939:
Distilled spirits, etc., importation for

on-premises consumption; condi-
tions ---------------_-----------

Capacity of containers -___-_______-
Labeling requirements -___-_-_-____
Removal restrictions --------------
Seizure and forfeiture for violation -__

Naval Academy Band, attendance on
Maryland Day authorized --------

Tourist literature for free distribution,

Page

670
889
858
781
773
680
680

740

1131

625
625
625
625
625

1083

Norfolk, Va.-Continued. Page
Appropriation for-Continued.

Naval Training Station, operation,
etc..------------------------ 760

Navy Yard, construction, etc- ------ 773
Hampton Roads Naval Operating Base,

acquisition of adjoining land author-
ized------------------_-----_ 590,592

Appropriation for ----------------- 773
Naval Air Station, construction at,

authorized---------------------- 799
Naval Hospital, construction at, author-

ized --------------------------- 800
Naval Operating Base, construction at,

authorized---------------------- 799
Naval Training Station, construction at,

authorized ---------------------- 799
North Carolina:

Appropriation for-
Cherokee Indians, purchase of land

for Eastern Band--------------1314
Great Smoky Mountains National

Park, administration, etc------- 726
Indians, support, etc., of--------- 707, 708

Hamlet, limit of cost of construction of
post office increased -- _----------- 1305

Morehead City Target Range, transfer
of jurisdiction over portion by War
Department to Treasury Depart-
ment -.------------------------ 1204

Old Dock, bridge authorized across
Waccamaw River from, to Ash- _ - 623

Rivers and harbors, preliminary exami-
nations authorized--------------- 1416

Wrightsville Beach, establishment of
Coast Guard station at, author-
ized -- _---------------- ....- 1256

North Dakota:
Appropriation for support, etc., of

Indians------------------------ 707
Garrison, time extended for bridging

Missouri River at --------------- 754
Rivers and harbors, preliminary exami-

nations authorized--------------- 1417
Thompson, bridge authorized across

Red River at ------------------- 1120
Walsh County, time extended for bridg-

ing Red River from, to Marshall
County, Minn- ------------------ 1080

North Platte Project, Nebr.-Wyo., appro-
priation for operation and mainte-
nance---------------------- -------- 715

Payment to Farmers' irrigation district- 715
Northeastern Penitentiary, appropriation

for -----.------------------------ 635
Northern Natural Gas Company of Dela-

ware, construction of pipe-line bridge
across Missouri River by, author-
ized ---------------------------- 1081

Northern Navajo Hospital, N. Mex., ap-
propriation for ---.----------------- 707

free entry---------------------- 626
New York World's Fair, 1939, Inc., release

of liability as consignee in certain
cases----------------------------- 625

Newlands Project, Nev., appropriation for
payment of reclamation charges
against Paiute Indian lands within_ - - 701

Newport, R. I.:
Appropriation for--

Naval Torpedo Station, construction,
etc------------------------ 774,798

Naval Training Station, operation,
etc-------------------------- 760

Newport, Wash., appropriation for care of
graves of fire fighters -------------- 956

Newton, Cherubusco, Jr. (Lt. Col.), credit
in accounts ----------------------- 579

Niagara Falls, N. Y., time extended for
bridging Niagara River at---------- 1083

Niagara River, time extended for bridging,
at Niagara Falls, N. Y------------ 1083

Nicaragua:
Appropriation for--

Canal and highway across, investiga-
tion and survey--------------- 1328

Minister to ---------------------- 887
Payment to Government of --------- 896

Non-Federal Institutions, appropriation
for support of prisoners in ---------- 902

Norfolk, Va.:
Appropriation for-

Hydrographic office ---------------- 781
Naval Operating Base, construction,

etc-------------------------- 773

INDEX LXXXIINDEX LXXXI 

New York, N. Y.: Page 

Appropriation for— 
Assay office  670 
Dispatch agency   889 
Harbor deposits, etc., prevention of _ _ 858 
Hydrographic office  781 
Navy Yard, construction, etc  773 
Pneumatic-tube service   680 

Relocation expenses, etc  680 
Pneumatic mail tube system, appraisal 

of; appropriation authorized  740 

New York Central Railroad Co., lease of 
portion of Rochester Harbor Light-
house Reservation to, for track pur-
poses, authorized   1131 

New York World's Fair, 1939: 
Distilled spirits, etc., importation for 

on-premises consumption; condi-
tions  625 

Capacity of containers  625 
Labeling requirements  625 
Removal restrictions  625 
Seizure and forfeiture for violation _ _ 625 

Naval Academy Band, attendance on 
Maryland Day authorized  1083 

Tourist literature for free distribution, 
free entry  626 

New York World's Fair, 1939, Inc., release 
of liability as consignee in certain 
cases  625 

Newlands Project, Nev., appropriation for 
payment of reclamation charges 
against Paiute Indian lands within.. _ _ 701 

Newport, R. I.: 
Appropriation for— 

Naval Torpedo Station, construction, 
etc  774, 798 

Naval Training Station, operation, 
etc  760 

Newport, Wash., appropriation for care of 
graves of fire fighters  956 

Newton, Cherubusco, Jr. (Lt. Col.), credit 
in accounts  579 

Niagara Falls, N. Y., time extended for 
bridging Niagara River at  1083 

Niagara River, time extended for bridging, 
at Niagara Falls, N Y  1083 

Nicaragua: 
Appropriation for— 
Canal and highway across, investiga-

tion and survey  1328 
Minister to  887 
Payment to Government of  896 

Non-Federal Institutions, appropriation 
for support of prisoners in  902 

Norfolk, Va.: 
Appropriation for— 
Hydrographic office  781 
Naval Operating Base, construction, 

etc  773 

Norfolk, Va.—Continued. Page 

Appropriation for—Continued. 
Naval Training Station, operation, 

etc  760 
Navy Yard, construction, etc  773 

Hampton Roads Naval Operating Base, 
acquisition of adjoining land author-
ized  590, 592 

Appropriation for  773 
Naval Air Station, construction at, 

authorized  799 
Naval Hospital, construction at, author-

ized   800 
Naval Operating Base, construction at, 

authorized  799 
Naval Training Station, construction at, 

authorized  799 
North Carolina: 

Appropriation for— 
Cherokee Indians, purchase of land 

for Eastern Band  1314 
Great Smoky Mountains National 

Park, administration, etc  726 
Indians, support, etc., of  707, 708 

Hamlet, limit of cost of construction of 
post office increased  1305 

Morehead City Target Range, transfer 
of jurisdiction over portion by War 
Department to Treasury Depart-
ment  1204 

Old Dock, bridge authorized across 
Waccamaw River from, to Ash_ _ _ _ 623 

Rivers and harbors, preliminary exami-
nations authorized  1416 

Wrightsville Beach, establishment of 
Coast Guard station at, author-
ized  1256 

North Dakota: 
Appropriation for support, etc., of 

Indians  707 
Garrison, time extended for bridging 

Missouri River at  754 
Rivers and harbors, preliminary exami-

nations authorized  1417 
Thompson, bridge authorized across 

Red River at  1120 
Walsh County, time extended for bridg-

ing Red River from, to Marshall 
County, Minn  1080 

North Platte Project, Nebr.-Wyo., appro-
priation for operation and mainte-
nance  715 

Payment to Farmers' irrigation district_ 715 
Northeastern Penitentiary, appropriation 

for  635 
Northern Natural Gas Company of Dela-

ware, construction of pipe-line bridge 
across Missouri River by, author-
ized  1081 

Northern Navajo Hospital, N. Mex., ap-
propriation for  707 



LXXXII

Norway:
Appropriation for minister to---------
Polar Exploration, International Exhibi-

tion of, acceptance of invitation to
participate, authorized ----------

Pag

88'

1245

0

Oahu, Hawaii, Naval Ammunition Depot,
construction at, authorized --------- 79!

Appropriation for-- ---------------- 132,
Oakland, Calif.:

Fleet supply base, appropriation for
public works------------------- 1322

Naval supply depot, acquisition of land
for, authorized ----------------- 80(

Offenses, no statute of limitation to apply
to, punishable by death------------ 119W

Officers' Competency Certificates Conven-
tion, 1936:

Exemption of American vessels under
200 tons from provisions of------- 554

Provisions made effective-
Appropriations authorized --------- 1051
Definitions --------------------- 105(
Effective date ------------------ 1051
Effective laws and regulations------- 1049
Enforcement ----------..-------.- 105C
Fines, authority to remit or mitigate- 1050
Foreign vessels, inspection of, to

which Convention applies ------ 1050
Labor provisions ------------------ 1051
License requirements, officers ------ 1049
Penalty for violation ------------- 1050
Regulations, authority to establish-_ 1050
Vessels of less than 200 gross tons

excepted -------------------- 1050
Vessels to which applicable; excep-

tions ---------------_---_-- - 1049
Officers' Reserve Corps, benefits of Em-

ployees' Compensation Act extended
to members of, on active duty in time
of peace-- --------------------- 1042

Official Gaette, appropriation for printing
and binding ----------------- 919,1312

Ogden Ordnance Depot, Utah, appropria-
tion for acquisition of land --------- 603

Ogdensburg, N. Y., time extended for
bridging St. Lawrence River at --- 621

Ohio:
Akron, old post-office building and site,

repeal of minimum-price limitation
on sale of ------------- _--__-_

Beverly, construction of pontoon foot-
bridge across Muskingum River
Canal authorized at ---------..

Gallipolis, Federal participation in cele-
bration of 160th anniversary of set-
tlement- ----------------___- _

Appropriation authorized -...-----

1291

1243

1346
1347

Ohio-Continued. Page
Rivers and harbors, preliminary exami-

nations authorized-------------- 1416
Toledo, bridge authorized across Ottawa

River at----------------------- 621
Warren, bridge authorized across

Mahoning River at-------------- 623
Youngstown, bridge authorized across

Mahoning River at------- 619, 620, 1081
Ohio River:

Bridge authorized across, at-
Mauekport, Ind---------------- - 1241
Shawneetown, Ill.-Union County,

Ky --------------_--------- 1058
Ohio River Basin:

Local cooperation requirements waived- 1417
Muskingum River Valley Dams in-

eluded in flood-control plair------ 1414
Oil:

Interstate shipment, provisions concern-
ing, continued in effect----------

Pipe line, tax on transportation by, ex-
tension until July 1, 1941--.- __--

Oil and Gas:
Interstate compact for conservation of,

between Oklahoma, Texas, Cali-
fornia, and New Mexico, consent
of Congress granted to extension of

Prospecting permits, extension of cer-
tain-- ----------------------

Oil Investigations, appropriation for-----
Oil Lands in Former Naval Reserves, ap-

propriation for protection of interests
of United States in matters affecting_

Oklahoma:
Appropriation for-

Indians-
Choctaws and Pawnees, fulfilling

treaty obligations with ---- __
Loans to individuals and corporate

groups----------------.-
Shawnees, payment to --------
Support, etc., of------ --- 704, 707,

Lugert-Altus project, construction-_-
Oil and gas royalties, south half of

Red River, payment to, from__ _
Payment to, from royalties, south

half of Red River --- --------
Platt National Park, administration,

etc---.---------------_____._
Choctaw and Chickasaw Sanatorium and

General Hospital, conveyance of
land and buildings to United States_

Hatbox Field, funds made available for
acquisition of site for radiobeacon-

Oil and gas conservation, consent of
Congress granted to extension of
interstate compact concerning,
with Texas, California, and New
Mari»n -1

927

862

1071

1418
723

537

713

698
696
708
717

693

1313

727

552

071

INDEX
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Norway: 
Appropriation for minister to  
Polar Exploration, International Exhibi-

tion of, acceptance of invitation to 
participate, authorized  

0 

Page 

887 

1249 

Oahu, Hawaii, Naval Ammunition Depot, 
construction at, authorized  799 

Appropriation for   1322 
Oakland, Calif.: 

Fleet supply base, appropriation for 
public works  1322 

Naval supply depot, acquisition of land 
for, authorized  800 

Offenses, no statute of limitation to apply 
to, punishable by death  1198 

Officers' Competency Certificates Conven-
tion, 1936: 

Exemption of American vessels under 
200 tons from provisions of  554 

Provisions ;mule effective— 
Appropriations authorized  1051 
Definitions   1050 
Effective date  1051 
Effective laws and regulations  1049 
Enforcement  1050 
Fines, authority to remit or mitigate_ 1050 
Foreign vessels, inspection of, to 

which Convention applies  1050 
Labor provisions  1051 
License requirements, officers  1049 
Penalty for violation  1050 
Regulations, authority to establish  1050 
Vessels of less than 200 gross tons 

excepted   1050 
Vessels to which applicable; excep-

tions  1049 
Officers' Reserve Corps, benefits of Em-

ployees' Compensation Act extended 
to members of, on active duty in time 
of peace  1042 

Official Gazette, appropriation for printing 
and binding   919, 1312 

Ogden Ordnance Depot, Utah, appropria-
tion for acquisition of land  603 

Ogdensburg, N. Y., time extended for 
bridging St. Lawrence River at  621 

Ohio: 
Akron, old post-office building and site, 

repeal of minimum-price limitation 
on sale of  1291 

Beverly, construction of pontoon foot-
bridge across Muskingum River 
Canal authorized at  1243 

Gallipolis, Federal participation in cele-
bration. of 150th anniversary of set-
tlement  1346 

Appropriation authorized-   1347 

Ohio—Continued. Page 

Rivers and harbors, preliminary exami-
nations authorized  1416 

Toledo, bridge authorized across Ottawa 
River at  621 

Warren, bridge authorized across 
Mahoning River at  623 

Youngstown, bridge authorized across 
Mahoning River at  619, 620, 1081 

Ohio River: 
Bridge authorized across, at— 

Mauckport, Ind  1241 
Shawneetown, Ill.-Union County, 

Ky  1058 
Ohio River Basin: 

Local cooperation requirements waived_ 1417 
Muskingum River Valley Dams in-

cluded in flood-control plarr  1414 
Oil: 

Interstate shipment, provisions concern-
ing, continued in effect  927 

Pipe line, tax on transportation by, ex-
tension until July 1, 1941  862 

Oil and Gas; 
Interstate compact for conservation of, 

between Oklahoma, Texas, Cali-
fornia, and New Mexico, consent 
of Congress granted to extension of 1071 

Prospecting permits, extension of cer-
tain  1418 

Oil Investigations, appropriation for  723 
Oil Lands in Former Naval Reserves, ap-

propriation for protection of interests 
of United States in matters affecting... 537 

Oklahoma: 
Appropriation for— 
Indians— 
Choctaws and Pawnees, fulfilling 

treaty obligations with  713 
Loans to individuals and corporate 

groups  698 
Shawnees, payment to  698 
Support, etc., of  704, 707, 708 

Lugert-Altus project, construction__ _ 717 
Oil and gas royalties, south half of 

Red River, payment to, from _ 693 
Payment to, from royalties, south 

half of Red River  1313 
Platt National Park, administration, 

etc  727 
Choctaw and Chickasaw Sanatorium and 

General Hospital, conveyance of 
land and buildings to United States_ 552 

Hatbox Field, funds made available for 
acquisition of site for radiobeacon.-

Oil and gas conservation, consent of 
Congress granted to extension of 
interstate compact concerning, 
with Texas, California, and New 
Mexico    1071 

602 



Oklahoma-Continued. Page
Rivers and harbors, preliminary exami-

nations authorized--------------- 1416
Old Dock, N. C., bridge authorized across

Waccamaw River at ------- _-----_ 623
Old-Age Assistance. See also Social Secu-

rity Aot Amendments of 1939.
Appropriation for grants to States for__ 541

Olympic Games, Twelfth, participation of
Regular Army authorized----------- 572

Olympic National Park, Wash., appropri-
ation for administration, etc-------- 727

Operating-Differential Subsidy. See Mer-
chant Marine Act, 1936, Amend-
ments.

Oregon:
Apples produced in, provisions of Agri-

cultural Marketing Act of 1937
made applicable to-------------- 793

Appropriation for-
Agency Valley Dam, adjusted com-

pensation, employees ---------- 1317
Bonneville project -------------- 689, 860
Coos Bay Wagon Road grant lands

and timber, payment of proceeds
of sales-----_------------_--- 692

Crater Lake National Park, adminis-
tration, etc--- --------------- 726

Deschutes project, construction----- 717
Indians-

Irrigation projects ------ 699, 702, 1315
Support, etc., of--------- 707, 708, 1315

Klamath project, operation and
maintenance---_-------------- 715

Oregon and California Railroad grant
lands, etc., revested, conserva-
tion management-------------- 692

Owyhee project, operation and main-
tenance ------------------- 715, 717

Astoria, time extended for bridging
Columbia River at--------------- 1206

Coos Bay Wagon Road grant lands,
exchange of, for consolidation pur-
poses, authorized--------------- 1144

Klamath Indian Reservation-
Judgment fund, pro rata distribution

for certain purposes __--------- 1252
Debts contracted prior to passage

of Act, fund not liable for - - 1253
Remainder, expenditure of, after

segregation made ----------- 1253
Oregon and California Railroad grant

lands, exchange of, for consolida-
tion purposes, authorized -------- 1144

Portland, old Federal building, disposal
authorized -------------------- - 819

Rivers and harbors, preliminary exam-
inations authorized-------------- 1417

The Dalles, time extended for bridging
4rtl·mhi, Ri..r At 1- - - in

Oregon-Continued. Page
Umatilla Indian Reservation, restora-

tion of certain lands to tribal
ownership- -------_-----------_ 1351

Umpqua River Lighthouse Reservation,
conveyance of portion to State for
public purposes; conditions-------_ 802

Oregon and California Railroad Grant
Lands, Oreg., exchange of, for con-
solidation purposes, authorized ----- 1144

Organized Reserves, Army:
Active duty, restriction on period of__- 615
Appropriation for ------------_--_- 613, 997
Headquarters, funds available for estab-

lishment, maintenance, etc----__ _ 614
Officers, etc., drawing pensions, restric-

tion on payment to; surrender of
pension ----------------------- 614

Restriction on use of other funds for-__ 614
Osage Agency, Okla., appropriation for

expenses -----------_-----------_ 709
Osage Nation, Okla., appropriation for

education----------------_------_ 704
Osceola, Wis., bridge authorized across

St. Croix River at----------------- 1076
Oslund, Erik, right-of-way across Chilkoot

Barracks Military Reservation grant-
ed to, for pipe line ---------------- 1272

Ottawa River:
Bridge authorized across, at Toledo,

Ohio -------------------------- 621
Examination for flood-control purposes,

authorized, Ohio -----_--------- 1416
Outboard Motorboats, exemption from

certain requirements when competing
in prearranged race -------------- _ 1257

Owasco Inlet and Outlet, N. Y., examina-
tion for flood-control purposes author-
ized---------------------------- - 1416

Owen, Emmett Marshall, payment to
children of ------------.------- 1301

Owens Valley Indians, Calif., appropria-
tion for irrigation systems ---------- 702

Owyhee Project, Oreg., appropriation for
operation and maintenance------ 715, 717

P

Pacific Ocean, appropriation for coastal
surveys---------------------- 915, 1312

Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commission,
International, appropriation for -- 639, 895

Packers and Stockyards Act:
Amendments-

Cease and desist orders, etc -------- 1351
Rates or charges, determination of

reasonable-------------------- 1351
Appropriation for carrying provisions

int rn tfft Q97
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Oklahoma—Continued. Page 

Rivers and harbors, preliminary exami-
nations authorized  1416 

Old Dock, N. C., bridge authorized across 
Waccamaw River at  623 

Old-Age Assistance. See also Social Secu-
rity Act Amendments of 1939. 

Appropriation for grants to States for _ 541 
Olympic Games, Twelfth, participation of 

Regular Army authorized  572 
Olympic National Park, Wash., appropri-

ation for administration, etc  727 
Operating-Differential Subsidy. See Mer-

chant Marine Act, 1936, Amend-
ments. 

Oregon: 
Apples produced in, provisions of Agri-

cultural Marketing Act of 1937 
made applicable to  793 

Appropriation for— 
Agency Valley Dam, adjusted com-

pensation, employees  1317 
Bonneville project   689, 860 
Coos Bay Wagon Road grant lands 

and timber, payment of proceeds 
of sales  692 

Crater Lake National Park, adminis-
tration, etc  726 

Deschutes project, construction  717 
Indians— 

Irrigation projects  699, 702, 1315 
Support, etc., of  707, 708, 1315 

Klamath project, operation and 
maintenance  715 

Oregon and California Railroad grant 
lands, etc., revested, conserva-
tion management   692 

Owyhee project, operation and main-
tenance 715, 717 

Astoria, time extended for bridging 
Columbia River at  1206 

Coos Bay Wagon Road grant lands, 
exchange of, for consolidation pur-
poses, authorized  1144 

Klamath Indian Reservation— 
Judgment fund, pro rata distribution 

for certain purposes  1252 
Debts contracted prior to passage 

of Act, fund not liable for _ _ _ 1253 

Remainder, expenditure of, after 
segregation made  1253 

Oregon and California Railroad grant 
lands, exchange of, for consolida-
tion purposes, authorized  1144 

Portland, old Federal building, disposal 
authorized  819 

Rivers and harbors, preliminary exam-
inations authorized  1417 

The Danes, time extended for bridging 
Columbia River at  1253 

Oregon—Continued. Page 

Umatilla Indian Reservation, restora-
tion of certain lands to tribal 
ownership  1351 

Umpqua River Lighthouse Reservation, 
conveyance of portion to State for 
public purposes; conditions  802 

Oregon and California Railroad Grant 
Lands, Oreg., exchange of, for con-
solidation purposes, authorized  1144 

Organized Reserves, Army: 
Active duty, restriction on period of__ _ 615 
Appropriation for  613, 997 
Headquarters, funds available for estab-

lishment, maintenance, etc  614 
Officers, etc., drawing pensions, restric-

tion on payment to; surrender of 
pension  614 

Restriction on use of other funds for. _ _ 614 
Osage Agency, Okla., appropriation for 

expenses  709 
Osage Nation, Okla., appropriation for 

education  704 
Osceola, Wis., bridge authorized across 

St. Croix River at  1076 

Oslund, Erik, right-of-way across Chilkoot 
Barracks Military Reservation grant-
ed to, for pipe line  1272 

Ottawa River: 
Bridge authorized across, at Toledo, 

Ohio   621 
Examination for flood-control purposes, 

authorized, Ohio  1416 

Outboard Motorboats, exemption from 
certain requirements when competing 
in prearranged race  1257 

Owasco Inlet and Outlet, N. Y., examina-
tion for flood-control purposes author-
ized  1416 

Owen, Emmett Marshall, payment to 
children of  1301 

Owens Valley Indians, Calif., appropria-
tion for irrigation systems  702 

Owyhee Project, Oreg., appropriation for 
operation and maintenance  715, 717 

Pacific Ocean, appropriation for coastal 
surveys  915, 1312 

Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commission, 
International, appropriation for.. _ _ 639, 895 

Packers and Stockyards Act: 
Amendments— 
Cease and desist orders, etc  1351 
Rates or charges, determination of 

reasonable  1351 
Appropriation for carrying provisions 

into effect  970 



LXXXIV

Packers and Stockyards Act-Continued.
Bonds from dealers and agencies; sus-

pension --------- __----_______-
Inspection fees, imposition of _----___

Palute Indians, Nev., appropriation for
payment of reclamation charges
against lands within Newlands proj-
ect--------------.-.----._____--

PalaIrrigation Project, Calif., appropria-
tion for----- ------.._--______-..

Palisades Interstate Park Commission,
N. Y.:

Stony Point Light Station Reservation,
exchange of land at, with _-__ __- _

West Point Military Reservation, con-
veyance of portion to; conditions -

Palmyra Island, construction of naval
aviation facilities, appropriation au-
thorized---- -____________________

Appropriation for --- _---___.........
"Palpa," Barge, admission to United

States registry - ---_--__-____.____
Pan American Child Congress, Eighth,

appropriation for participation ex-
penses--_ _--.---------__________

Pan American Housing Conference, First,
appropriation for participation ex-
penses-- _--.--.-----------______

Pan American Institute of Geography and
History, appropriation for contribu-
tion -------------_----___._______

Pan American Sanitary Bureau, appro-
priation for contribution---------___

Pan-American Trade Corporations, when
deemed affiliated for income-tax pur-
poses ------ __-----______--.____.-

Pan American Union, appropriation for
contribution ------_------.--__.__

Pag

97
97,

70

69 c

113:

80;

59(
77:

140:

987

987

892

891

881

891
Panama:

Appropriation for-
Ambassador to------------------_ 887
Government of, payment to .- . . 891, 1324
Hydrographic office -----------_-- 781
Land, acquisition of -------------- 1327

Highway construction, Chorrera to Rio
Hato, appropriation authorized for
cooperation in------------- ---- 1071

Appropriation for -.----.--....... 1327
Panama Canal:

Appropriation for-
Canal Zone garrisons, hospital care -_ 607
Goethals, Maj. Gen. George W.,

completion of memorial to ------ 642
Maintenance, operation, etc --_----_ 860
Seacoast defenses ---------- 610, 644, 996

Capacity of, improvement and enlarge-
ment authorized----------- ----- 1409

Appropriation authorized ------- -- 1410
Purchases, methods of making ----- 1410

ge Panama Canal-Continued.
Governor, appointment of additional

0 midshipman at Naval Academy
0 authorized on recommendation of_ _

Twenty-fifth anniversary of opening of,
participation by United States in
celebration of--- - ---_____

1 Panama Canal Department, appropria-
tion authorized for public works----

9 Appropriation for---._----.-_----_
Panama Canal Zone. See Canal Zone.
Paonia Project, Colo., appropriation for

construction -------------- ___-
Papago Indians, Ariz.:

Appropriation for irrigation systems --
Purchase of lands authorized--_________

Paraguay, appropriation for minister to__
Parity Payments, appropriation for ---- _

2 Park Field Military Reservation, Tenn.,
transfer of jurisdiction from War De-
partment to Department of Agricul-
ture ------ ---___________________

Parker, Ariz., public auction of certain
town lots authorized__ _-__________

Lease of vacant unsold lots------____
Parker Dam Power Project, Ariz., appro-

priation for continuation of construc-
tion---__________________________

Parris Island, S. C., construction at Ma-
rine Barracks authorized -_--.-- -___

Partnerships, net operating loss deduction,
allowance to members -------- _--

Passport Agencies, appropriation for ---
Patent Office. See Commerce, Depart-

ment of.
Patents:

Application, time for completing -___-
Final fee, time for payment of -------
Interferences, determination of priority_

Appeals --..------------__._ .... _
Effective date; pending interfer-

ences ---.-__--_...-- ------ __
Reduction of time within which, with

issued patent, may be permitted;
effective date- -..............

Public use, etc., reduction of time for,
before filing application; effective
date---. -______-_---------____

Revival of abandoned application, filing
fee for petition for -_---.._---_

Patillas River, P. R.,examination for flood-
control purposes authorized-...____

Pawnee and Ponca Hospital, Okla., ap-
propriation for-----..------_______

Pawnee Indians, Okla., appropriation for
fulfilling treaties with--..---_....

Peanuts, appropriation for compilation of
statistics relating to---__----------

Page

814

553

559
994

716

702
819
887
974

1075

1203
1204

633

799

868
886

1264
1293
1212
1212

1213

1213

1212

1293

1417

707

713

968
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Packers and Stockyards Act—Continued. 
Bonds from dealers and agencies; sus-

pension  
Inspection fees, imposition of  

Paiute Indians, Nev., appropriation for 
payment of reclamation charges 
against lands within Newlands proj-
ect  

Pala Irrigation Project, Calif., appropria-
tion for  

Palisades Interstate Park Commission, 
N. Y.: 

Stony Point Light Station Reservation, 
exchange of land at, with  

West Point Military Reservation, con-
veyance of portion to; conditions_ _ 

Palmyra Island, construction of naval 
aviation facilities, appropriation au-
thorized  

Appropriation for  

"Palpa," Barge, admission to United 
States registry  

Pan American Child Congress, Eighth, 
appropriation for participation ex-
penses  

Pan American Housing Conference, First, 
appropriation for participation ex-
penses  

Pan American Institute of Geography and 

History, appropriation for contribu-
tion  

Pan American Sanitary Bureau, appro-
priation for contribution  

Pan-American Trade Corporations, when 
deemed affiliated for income-tax pur-
poses  

Pan American Union, appropriation for 
contribution  

Panama: 
Appropriation for— 
Ambassador to  
Government of, payment to  89 

Page 

970 
970 

701 

699 

1131 

803 

590 
772 

1403 

987 

987 

892 

891 

881 

891 

887 
1, 1324 

Hydrographic office  781 
Land, acquisition of  1327 

Highway construction, Chorrera to Rio 
Plato, appropriation authorized for 
cooperation in  1071 

Appropriation for  1327 
Panama Canal: 

Appropriation for— 
Canal Zone garrisons, hospital care__ _ 607 
Goethals, Maj. Gen. George W., 

completion of memorial to  642 
Maintenance, operation, etc  860 
Seacoast defenses  610, 644, 996 

Capacity of, improvement and enlarge-
ment authorized  1409 

Appropriation authorized_  1410 
Purchases, methods of making  1410 

Panama Canal—Continued. Page 

Governor, appointment of additional 
midshipman at Naval Academy 
authorized on recommendation of_ _ 814 

Twenty-fifth anniversary of opening of, 
participation by United States in 
celebration of  553 

Panama Canal Department, appropria-
tion authorized for public works_ _ _ _ 559 

Appropriation for  994 

Panama Canal Zone. "See Canal Zone. 
Paonia Project, Colo., appropriation for 

construction  716 

Papago Indians, Ariz.: 
Appropriation for irrigation systems_ _ _ 702 
Purchase of lands authorized  819 

Paraguay, appropriation for minister to. _ 887 

Parity Payments, appropriation for  974 

Park Field Military Reservation, Tenn., 
transfer of jurisdiction from War De-
partment to Department of Agricul-
ture  1075 

Parker, Aria., public auction of certain 
town lots authorized  1203 

Lease of vacant unsold lots  1204 

Parker Dam Power Project, Ariz., appro-
priation for continuation of construc-
tion  633 

Parris Island, S. C., construction at Ma-
rine Barracks authorized  799 

Partnerships, net operating loss deduction, 
allowance to members   868 

Passport Agencies, appropriation for _ _ _ 886 

Patent Office. See Commerce, Depart-
ment of. 

Patents: 
Application, time for completing  1264 
Final fee, time for payment of  1293 
Interferences, determination of priority_ 1212 

Appeals  1212 
Effective date; pending interfer-

ences  1213 
Reduction of time within which, with 

issued patent, may be permitted; 
effective date  1213 

Public use, etc., reduction of time for, 
before filing application; effective 
date  1212 

Revival of abandoned application, filing 
fee for petition for  1293 

Patinas River, P. R., examination for flood-
control purposes authorized  1417 

Pawnee and Ponca Hospital, Olda., ap-
propriation for  707 

Pawnee Indians, Okla., appropriation for 
fulfilling treaties with  713 

Peanuts, appropriation for compilation of 
statistics relating to   968 



Pearl Harbor, T. H.: Page
Appropriation for construction work at

Navy Yard-------------- - 774, 1322
Floating drydock, construction author-

ized; cost limitation-------------- 800
Naval aviation facilities, appropriation

authorized for construction of -- 590
Appropriation for -------------.--- 773

Naval Hospital, construction at, author-
ized------------------------- 800

Naval Supply Depot, construction at,
authorized --------------------- 800

Navy Yard, construction at, authorized- 798
Submarine Base, construction at, au-

thorized----------------------- 799
Pearl River:

Bridge authorized across, at-
Georgetown, Miss----------------- 1076
Ratliffs Ferry, Miss--------------- 1076

Pecos River, N. Mex., Alamogordo Dam
and Reservoir, uses declared; transfer
of funds authorized---------------- 1417

Pemaquid Point Lighthouse Reservation,
Maine, conveyance of portion to
Bristol, Maine, authorized-------- 816

Penal and Correctional Institutions, ap-
propriation for ---------------- 635, 900

Penal and Penitentiary Commission, In-
ternational, appropriation for contri-
bution--------------------------- 892

Penal Code, Amendment, packages con-
taining wild animals, birds, furs, etc.,
marking requirements ------------- 840

Penitentiaries, appropriation for main-
tenance, etc -------------------- 901

Pennsylvania:
Allegheny County, construction of

bridges across Monongahela River
in, authorized------------------ 1078

Fort Mifflin Military Reservation, right-
of-way granted across, for pipe line 1300

Harrisburg, bridge authorized across
Susquehanna River at----------- 1263

Marine school maintenance, appropria-
tion for------------------------ 761

Middletown Air Depot Military Reser-
vation, grant of easement for right-
of-way across, for oil pipe lines---- 1210

Rivers and harbors, preliminary exami-
nations authorized--------------- 1416

Westmoreland County, bridge author-
ized across Allegheny River at ---- 621

Wyoming Borough, bridge authorized
across Susquehanna River at------ 1264

Pensacola, Fla., construction of naval
aviation facilities, appropriation au-
thorized ------------------------ 59(

Appropriation for---------------- --- 77
Pequest River, N. J., examination for

uAuL-ei -u mon__o u u .-- 1Ad l

Pericles, Order of the Sons of, presentation
of monument erected by, to people of
Greece by American Minister ------

Perishable Agricultural Commodities Act,
appropriation for enforcement-------

Permanent Association of International
Road Congresses, appropriation for
contribution - ------..............

Permanent International Commission of
the Congresses of Navigation, appro-
priation for support--------------

Perry, Arthur J. (MaJ,), credit in accounts_

Persia. See Iran.
Personal Holding Companies:

Domestic-
Capital losses ------------------
Net operating loss deduction, denial

of,to----------------------

Page

999

859
578,
580

869

869
Foreign-

Capital losses-------------------- 869
Net operating loss deduction, denial

of, to------------------------ 869
Insurance companies other than life or

mutual, definition of gross income
for tax on------------------- 881

Personnel Administration, Council of, ap-
propriation for------------------ 1303

Peru, appropriation for ambassador to - 887
Peru, Ind., bridge authorized across Wa-

bash River at--------------------- 623
Perwein, Alexander H. (Capt.), credit in

accounts--------------------- 578, 581
Petersburg, Mo., bridge authorized across

Missouri River at ------------- - 1238
Petersburg, Va., appropriation for Federal

Reformatory Camp -------- 635
Petroleum, provisions concerning inter-

state shipment of, continued in effect-
Petroleum Conservation Division, Depart-

ment of the Interior, appropriation for
month of July 1939 .-------------

Appropriation for------------------
Petroleum Exposition. See International

Petroleum Exposition, Tulsa, Okla.
Petroleum Reserves. See Naval Petro-

leum Reserves.
Philadelphia, Pa.:

Appropriation for-
Hydrographic office --------------
Mint---------------------------
Naval Aircraft Factory, construction,

998
1313

781
670

etc------------------------ 774
Naval Home, maintenance, etc-- -- 763
Navy Yard, construction, etc---- 773, 1322

Marine Corps Depot of Supplies, con-
struction at, authorized---------- 799

Naval Aircraft Factory, construction at,
authorized ------------------- 590

INDEX LXXXV
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Pearl Harbor, T. H.: Page 

Appropriation for construction work at 
Navy Yard  774, 1322 

Floating drydoek, construction author-
ized; cost limitation  800 

Naval aviation facilities, appropriation 
authorized for construction of __   590 

Appropriation for   773 
Naval Hospital, construction at, author-

ized  800 
Naval Supply Depot, construction at, 

authorized  800 
Navy Yard, construction at, authorized_ 798 
Submarine Base, construction at, au-

thorized  799 
Pearl River: 

Bridge authorized across, at— 
Georgetown, Miss  1076 
Ratliffs Ferry, Miss   1076 

Pecos River, N. Mex., Alamogordo Dam 
and Reservoir, uses declared; transfer 
of funds authorized  1417 

Pemaquid Point Lighthouse Reservation, 
Maine, conveyance of portion to 
Bristol, Maine, authorized  816 

Penal and Correctional Institutions, ap-
propriation for  635, 900 

Penal and Penitentiary Commission, In-
ternational, appropriation for contri-
bution  892 

Penal Code, Amendment, packages con-
taining wild animals, birds, furs, etc., 
marking requirements  840 

Penitentiaries, appropriation for main-
tenance, etc  001 

Pennsylvania: 
Allegheny County, construction of 

bridges across Monongahela River 
in, authorized  1078 

Fort Mifflin Military Reservation, right-
of -way granted across, for pipe line - 1300 

Harrisburg, bridge authorized across 
Susquehanna River at  1263 

Marine school maintenance, appropria-
tion for   761 

Middletown Air Depot Military Reser-
vation, grant of easement for right-
of-way across, for oil pipe lines_ -- - 1210 

Rivers and harbors, preliminary exami-
nations authorized   1416 

Westmoreland County, bridge author-
ized across Allegheny River ----- - 621 

Wyoming Borough, bridge authorized 
across Susquehanna River at  1264 

Pensacola, Fla., construction of naval 
aviation facilities, appropriation au-
thorized  590 

Appropriation for   773 
Pequest River, N. J, examination for 

flood-control purposes authorized_ - - - 1416 

Pericles, Order of the Sons of, presentation 
of monument erected by, to people of 
Greece by American Minister  

Perishable Agricultural Commodities Act, 
appropriation for enforcement  

Permanent Association of International 
Road Congresses, appropriation for 
contribution  

Permanent International Commission of 
the Congresses of Navigation, appro-
priation for support  

Perry, Arthur J. (Maj.), credit in accounts.. 
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Page 

999 

969 

892 

859 
578, 
580 

Persia. See Iran. 
Personal Holding Companies: 
Domestic— 

Capital losses  869 
Net operating loss deduction, denial 

of, to   869 
Foreign— 

Capital losses  869 
Net operating loss deduction, denial 

of, to  869 
Insurance companies other than life or 

mutual, definition of gross income 
for tax on  881 

Personnel Administration, Council of, ap-
propriation for  1303 

Peru, appropriation for ambassador to _ _ 887 

Peru, Ind., bridge authorized across Wa-
bash River at  623 

Perwein, Alexander IL (Capt.), credit in 
accounts  578, 581 

Petersburg, Mo., bridge authorized across 
Missouri River at  1238 

Petersburg, Va., appropriation for Federal 
Reformatory Camp _______ _ _ _ _ 635 

Petroleum, provisions concerning inter-
state shipment of, continued in effect _ 927 

Petroleum Conservation Division, Depart-
ment of the Interior, appropriation for 
month of July 1939  998 

Appropriation for  1313 

Petroleum Exposition. See International 
Petroleum Exposition, Tulsa, Okla. 

Petroleum Reserves. See Naval Petro-
leum Reserves. 

Philadelphia, Pa.: 
Appropriation for— 
Hydrographic office  781 
Mint  670 
Naval Aircraft Factory, construction, 

etc  774 
Naval Home, maintenance, etc  763 
Navy Yard, construction, etc_ _ _ _ 773, 1322 

Marine Corps Depot of Supplies, con-
struction at, authorized  799 

Naval Aircraft Factory, construction at, 
authorized  590 
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Philatelic Congress, British, London, Eng.,
funds made available for expenses of
delegates, etc., to------------------

Philippine Independence Act, Amend-
ments:

Citizens and corporations of Philippine
Islands, rights and privileges of,
in United States, pending with-
drawal of sovereignty -----------

Definitions -----------------------
Diplomatic or consular establishments,

exchanges of properties authorized-
Designation of suitable properties

prior to July 4, 1946, by Presi-
dential proclamation ---------_

Exercise of administrative supervision
by Secretary of State after July
4, 1946 --------------------

High Commissioner, title to official
residences of, to continue vested
in United States --------------

Effective dates of sections ------- 1233,
Excise taxes, proceeds from, to be held

as separate fund for financing new
or additional expenditures -------

Foreign Service officers, assignment to
Philippine Islands --------------

Import taxes, proceeds from, to be held
as separate fund for financing new
or additional expenditures- ------

Trade relations, future, conference on;
representatives------------------

Trade relations, Jan. 1, 1940 to July 3,
1946-

Cordage, Philippine, quota--------
Allocation of ------ __-_- ------.

Embroideries, Philippine, computa-
tion of export tax-----------

Export taxes, imposition by Philip-
pine Government--------------

Certificate to accompany goods
shipped and subject to-------

Restriction on imposition on cer-
tain articles-----------------

Use of proceeds as sinking fund for
retirement of certain Philip-
pine bonds --- -.- -------.

Philippine bonds-
Export taxes, use of proceeds as

sinking fund for retirement of
certain-------------------..

Joint conference prior to July 4,
1946 for determination of
amount outstanding; pro-
visions for retiring ----------

Purchase of certain, issued prior to
May 1, 1934-----------.--

Quota allotment, failure of holder to
ship before end of period; alloca-
tion of remainder __---__----__

INDEX

Page Philippine Independence Act, Amend-
ments-Continued.

679 Trade relations, Jan. 1, 1940 to July 3,
1946-Continued.

Quotas on certain articles--------
Allocation of--------------------
Payment of duty on withdrawals in

excess of-------------------
1230 Sugars, Philippine, quota----------
1231 Annual allocation--------

Philippine Insurrection, domiciliary care,
1230 medical and hospital treatment and

burial benefits extended to certain
veterans of ------------------------

1231 Widow's, etc., pensions effective as of
date of death of veteran; filing of
claim --------------------------

1231 Philippine Islands:
Appropriation for-

American seamen, relief, etc-------
1231 High Commissioner to-----------
1234 Filipinos,emigration from United States,

application for return; transporta-
tion---------------------------

1232 Appropriation authorized --------
Appropriation for---------------

1234 Contracts for transportation author-
ized -------------------------

Deportation, not considered as-----
1232 Reentry, restriction on, except as

quota immigrant-_-----------
1231 Rules and regulations authorized_ -

Time limitation -------------
Independence. See Philippine Inde-

1227 pendence Act, Amendments.
1228 Temporary detail of United States em-

ployees to; acceptance of advances
1227 of funds-.---------------------

Phoenix, Ariz., appropriation for education
1226 of Indians ---------------------

Phoenix Hospital, Ariz., appropriation
1230 for -----------------------------

Phoenix Sanatorium, Ariz., appropriation
1226 for --------------------------

Phony Peach and Peach Mosaic Eradica-
tion, appropriation for------------

1228 Phosphate Resources of the United States,
Joint Committee to Investigate the
Adequacy and Use of, study required
of, to include potash; limitation on

1228 further expenses------------------
Physics, International Union of, appropria-

tion for contribution ------------_-
Pickwick Landing Dam, appropriation for

1229 continued construction -----------
Pierre, S. Dak., appropriation for educa-

1229 tion of Indians ------------------
Pilots. See Civilian Pilot Training Act of

1939.
1228 Pima Hospital, Ariz., appropriation for--

Page

1227
1227

1227
1227
1228

652

1209

889
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1133
1134
1319

1133
1134

1134
1133
1134

652

704

706

706

960

1346

892

542

705

706
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Philatelic Congress, British, London, Eng., Page 

funds made available for expenses of 
delegates, etc., to  679 

Philippine Independence Act, Amend-
ments: 

Citizens and corporations of Philippine 
Islands, rights and privileges of, 
in United States, pending with-
drawal of sovereignty  1230 

Definitions  1231 
Diplomatic or consular establishments, 

exchanges of properties authorized_ 1230 
Designation of suitable properties 

prior to July 4, 1946, by Presi-
dential proclamation  1231 

Exercise of administrative supervision 
by Secretary of State after July 
4, 1946  1231 

High Commissioner, title to official 
residences of, to continue vested 
in United States  1231 

Effective dates of sections  1233, 1234 
Excise taxes, proceeds from, to be held 

as separate fund for financing new 
or additional expenditures  1232 

Foreign Service officers, assignment to 
Philippine Islands  1234 

Import taxes, proceeds from, to be held 
as separate fund for financing new 
or additional expenditures  1232 

Trade relations, future, conference on; 
representatives  1231 

Trade relations, Jan. 1, 1940 to July 3, 
1946— 

Cordage, Philippine, quota  1227 
Allocation of  1228 

Embroideries, Philippine, computa-
tion of export tax  1227 

Export taxes, imposition by Philip-
pine Government  1226 

Certificate to accompany goods 
shipped and subject to  1230 

Restriction on imposition on cer-
tain articles  1226 

Use of proceeds as sinking fund for 
retirement of certain Philip-
pine bonds  1228 

Philippine bonds— 
Export taxes, use of proceeds as 

sinking fund for retirement of 
certain  1228 

Joint conference prior to July 4, 
1946 for determination of 
amount outstanding; pro-
visions for retiring  1229 

Purchase of certain, issued prior to 
May 1, 1934  1229 

Quota allotment, failure of holder to 
ship before end of period; alloca-
tion of remainder  1228 

Philippine Independence Act, Amend-
ments—Continued. 

Trade relations, Jan. 1, 1940 to July 3, 
1946—Continued. 

Quotas on certain articles  
Allocation of  
Payment of duty on withdrawals in 

excess of  
Sugars, Philippine, quota  
Annual allocation  

Philippine Insurrection, domiciliary care, 
medical and hospital treatment and 
burial benefits extended to certain 
veterans of  

Widow's, etc., pensions effective as of 
date of death of veteran; filing of 
claim  

Philippine Islands: 
Appropriation for— 
American seamen, relief, etc  
High Commissioner to  

Filipinos,emigration from United States, 
application for return; transporta-
tion  

Appropriation authorized  
Appropriation for  

Contracts for transportation author-
ized  

Deportation, not considered as  
Reentry, restriction on, except as 

quota immigrant  
Rules and regulations authorized_ _ _ 
Time limitation  

Independence. See Philippine Inde-
pendence Act, Amendments. 

Temporary detail of United States em-
ployees to; acceptance of advances 
of funds  

Phoenix, Ariz., appropriation for education 
of Indians  

Phoenix Hospital, Ariz., appropriation 
for  

Phoenix Sanatorium, Ariz., appropriation 
for  

Phony Peach and Peach Mosaic Eradica-
tion, appropriation for  

Phosphate Resources of the United States, 
Joint Committee to Investigate the 
Adequacy and Use of, study required 
of, to include potash; limitation on 
further expenses  1346 

Physics, International Union of, appropria-
tion for contribution  

Pickwick Landing Dam, appropriation for 
continued construction  

Pierre, S. Dak., appropriation for educa-
tion of Indians  

Pilots. See Civilian Pilot Training Act of 
1939. 

Pima Hospital, Aria., appropriation for.   706 
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892 
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Pima Indians, Ariz.: Page
Appropriation for-

Construction and repair------------ 712
Lands of, continuation of subjugation

and cropping operations on --- 700
Support, etc---------------------- 708

Pinckney, Charles Cotesworth and
Thomas, acquisition of papers of, by
Library of Congress, authorized; ap-
propriation authorized ------------ 572

Appropriation for-------------------- 627
Pine Camp, N. Y., acquisition of additional

land authorized------------------- 1123
Pine Ridge Hospital, S. Dak., appropria-

tion for ------------------------- 707
Pine Ridge Reservation, S. Dak.:

Appropriation for construction and
repair ------------------ 712,1316

Pine Ridge Sioux lost allotment claims,
correction of list authorized------- 784

Pine River Project, Colo., appropriation
for construction------------------ 719

Pink Bollworm, discussions with Mexican
Government and various States to
prepare plans for eradication of, au-
thorized------------------------- 1273

Pink Bollworm Control, appropriation
for---------------------------- 961

Pipestone, Minn., appropriation for educa-
tion of Indians ------------------- 705

Pipestone Hospital, Minn., appropriation
for----------------------------- 707

Pittsburgh, Pa., appropriation for build-
ings and grounds, mining experiment
station--------------------------- 723

Plant Diseases, funds for control of emer-
gency outbreaks of, continued availa-
ble------------------------------ 962

Appropriation for ---------------- 514, 821

Plant Industry, Bureau of. See Agricul-
ture, Department of.

Plant Nutrition, appropriation for investi-
gations ----------------------- 953

Plant Quarantine Act, appropriation for
carrying provisions into effect ------ 959

Platt National Park, Okla., appropriation
for administration, etc------------- 727

Plum River, Ill., examination for flood-
control purposes authorized--------- 141(

Pocatello, Idaho, appropriation for game-
management supply depot and labo-
ratory--------------------------- 96

Point Arguello, Calif., Naval Direction
Finder Station, construction at, au-
thorized------------------------ 80(

Point Barrow, Alaska, construction of

hospital, balance continued available
for----------------------------- 98(

Point Loma, Calif., Naval Radio Station,
s

construcllon az, aulbuoraeu- ------- - "

Point Saint George, Calif., Naval Direc-
tion Finder Station, construction at,
authorized-----------------------

Poland, appropriation for ambassador to-
Polar Exploration. See International Ex-

hibition of Polar Exploration.
Police Commission. See International

Criminal Police Commission.
Political Activities:

Unlawful acts-
Administrative positions, use of offi-

cial authority by persons in, in
interfering with elections------

Executive departments, etc., inter-
ference by employees in elections;
active participation; exemptions-

Penalty for violation ----------
Membership in political party or or-

ganization advocating overthrow
of constitutional form of govern-
ment-----------------------

Penalty for violation ------------
Promise of employment, etc--------
·Relief and work relief-

Contributions for political pur-
poses----------------------

Disclosure of names for political
purposes -----------------

Discriminations in connection with-
Funds appropriated for, use for po-

litical purposes ------------
Penalty for violation of provi-

sions--------------------
Voting, coercion or interference with

right of---------------------
Political Activity, promises of or denial of

benefits under relief appropriations
unlawful-----------------------

Penalty provisions-------------------
Political Refugees, International Com-

mittee on, appropriation for -------
Poplar, Mont., time extended for bridging

Missouri River at-----------------
Poplarville, Miss., removal of certain

restrictions regarding acquisition of
site for post-office building---- ----

Port Arthur, Tex., time extended for bridg-
ing Lake Sabine at----------------

Portage River, Ohio, examination for flood-
control purposes authorized--------

Portland, Maine, appropriation for hydro-
graphic office---------------------

Portland, Oreg.:
Appropriation for hydrographic office-
Old Federal building, disposal author-

ized-------------------------
Portsmouth, N. H, construction at Navy

Yard, authorized------------------
Appropriation for-------------------

PortAual aDnroDriation for minister to---

Page
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1057

1128

1121
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819

798
773
887
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Pima Indians, Ariz.: Page 

Appropriation for--
Construction and repair  712 
Lands of, continuation of subjugation 

and cropping operations on  700 
Support, etc  708 

Pinckney, Charles Cotesworth and 
Thomas, acquisition of papers of, by 
Library of Congress, authorized; ap-
propriation authorized  572 

Appropriation for  627 
Pine Camp, N. Y., acquisition of additional 

land authorized  1123 
Pine Ridge Hospital, S. Dak., appropria-

tion for  707 
Pine Ridge Reservation, S. Dak.: 

Appropriation for construction and 
repair  712, 1316 

Pine Ridge Sioux lost allotment claims, 
correction of list authorized  784 

Pine River Project, Colo., appropriation 
for construction  719 

Pink Bollworm, discussions with Mexican 
Government and various States to 
prepare plans for eradication of, au-
thorized  1273 

Pink Bollworm Control, appropriation 
for  961 

Pipestone, Minn., appropriation for educa-
tion of Indians  705 

Pipestone Hospital, Minn., appropriation 
for  707 

Pittsburgh, Pa., appropriation for build-
ings and grounds, mining experiment 
station  723 

Plant Diseases, funds for control of emer-
gency outbreaks of, continued availa-
ble  962 

Appropriation for  514, 821 
Plant Industry, Bureau of. See Agricul-

ture, Department of. 
Plant Nutrition, appropriation for investi-

gations_   
Plant Quarantine Act, appropriation for 

carrying provisions into effect  
Platt National Park, Okla., appropriation 

for administration, etc  
Plum River, Ill., examination for flood-

control purposes authorized  
Pocatello, Idaho, appropriation for game-

management supply depot and labo-
ratory  

Point Arguello, Calif., Naval Direction 
Finder Station, construction at, au-

thorized  
Point Barrow, Alaska, construction of 

hospital, balance continued available 

for  
Point Loma, Calif., Naval Radio Station, 

construction at, authorized  

953 

959 

727 

1416 

963 

800 

986 

800 

Point Saint George, Calif., Naval Direc- Page 

tion Finder Station, construction at, 
authorized 

Poland, appropriation for ambassador to. 887 
Polar Exploration. See International Ex-

hibition of Polar Exploration. 
Police Commission. See International 

Criminal Police Commission. 
Political Activities: 

Unlawful acts— 
Administrative positions, use of offi-

cial authority by persons in, in 
interfering with elections  

Executive departments, etc., inter-
ference by employees in elections; 
active participation; exemptions - 

Penalty for violation  
Membership in political party or or-

ganization advocating overthrow 
of constitutional form of govern-

ment  
Penalty for violation  

Promise of employment, etc  
•Itelief and work relief— 

Contributions for political 
poses  

Disclosure of names for political 
purposes 

Discriminations in connection with_ 
Funds appropriated for, use for po-

litical purposes  -
Penalty for violation 

sions  
Voting, coercion or interference with 

right of  
Political Activity, promises of or denial of 

benefits under relief appropriations 
unlawful  

Penalty provisions  
Political Refugees, International Com-

mittee on, appropriation for  
Poplar, Mont., time extended for bridging 

Missouri River at  
Poplarville, Miss., removal of certain 

restrictions regarding acquisition of 
site for post-office building  

Port Arthur, Tex., time extended for bridg-
ing Lake Sabine at  

Portage River, Ohio, examination for flood-
control purposes authorized  

Portland, Maine, appropriation for hydro-
graphic office  

Portland, Oreg.: 
Appropriation for hydrographic office 
Old Federal building, disposal author-

ized  
Portsmouth, N. IL, construction at Navy 

Yard, authorized  
Appropriation for  

Portugal, appropriation for minister to. 

pur-

provi-

800 

1147 

1148 
1148 

1148 
1149 
1147 

1148 
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Post Office Department. See also Postal
Service.

Akron, Ohio, old post-office building
and site, repeal of minimum-price
limitation on sale of------------

Alaska-
Postmasters, authority to perform

certain notarial functions; form,
certificate, etc.; fees --____-__.

Powerboat service in, authorized; cost
limitation ---------------_-__

Appropriation for-
Adjusted losses and contingencies-__
Audited claims ----______________

Page

129]

1219

1338

67(
521

523, 649, 652, 1334, 133t
Chief Inspector, Office of --- _-----_ 67(
Contingent expenses, Department-_- 675
Damage claims_--__-- ---------- _ 516

638, 644, 645, 676, 132E
First Assistant Postmaster General,

Office of the--------------- 677, 1323
Fourth Assistant Postmaster General,

Office of------------ ---------- 679
Judgments ---------- -----------_ _ 517
Postmaster General, Office of the___ 638,

675, 67(
Printing and binding-- ------------
Public buildings, maintenance and

operation. -- --.-------- ___
Salaries in bureaus and offices ------
Second Assistant Postmaster General,

Office of the -------- ___--
Third Assistant Postmaster General,

Office of ----------_----------
Boston, appraisal of pneumatic mail

tube system authorized ---------
Buildings. See Public buildings, this title.
Chemical, etc., investigations, transfer

of funds for, authorized ---_-___-
Citizenship provisions, employees; ex-

ceptions ------------- ..-----_
Deficiency in postal revenues, funds

available to meet---------------
Field service appropriations, restriction

on use for Department ----------
Examination of field estimates -----
Travel expenses- -. - ----------___

Foreign air-mail transportation-
Award of contracts------_---___.
Cancelation of contracts by foreign

government, no indemnification
for private losses. ------- ____

Contracts entered into by private
persons, etc., ratification not to
be implied --________________

Landing rights in U. S., freedom of
action reserved with respect
to -----------------------_-

Information concerning violations of
postal laws, expenditures author-
ized for --------_ ---__-_______

676

681
675

678

679

740

676

683

682

676
676
676

1323

1323

1323

1323

677

Post Office Department-Continued.
Mail matter, penalty for stealing, etc__

Insured, penalty for false claims for
loss of ------------- _------_

New York, appraisal of pneumatic mail
tube system authorized --------

Pneumatic mail tube systems, New
York and Boston, appraisal au-
thorized ---_--------__________

Poplarville, Miss., removal of certain
restrictions regarding acquisition of
site for post-office building -__---

Postal Savings System, minimum
amount for deposit to open ac-
count; subsequent deposits;
maximum amount ---- ___-___._

Special adhesive stamps for accumula-
tion of smaller amounts-- ----

Public buildings-
Furniture, use of present-- __-_____
Mechanical labor force, pay rates --
Personal services, restriction -- _____
Telephone service, contracts for,

authorized -----------------
Rewards, limitation on amount -------
Scientific investigations, transfer of

funds to Bureau of Standards for,
authorized ------.-------- _-

Star-route contracts, withholding of
award of certain, directed; period_ -

Page

1256

1203

740

740

1128

1121

1121

682
681
682

682
677

682

551
Threatening communications-

Deposit in depository of foreign coun-
try addressed to United States,
penalty --------------------- 743

Extortion messages, penalty------- 743
Kidnap threats, etc., penalty----- 743
Prosecution -------------------- 744

Deposit in depository of Post Office
Establishment, penalty -------- 742

Extortion messages, penalty------ 743
Kidnap threats, etc., penalty----- 743
Prosecution ------------------- _ 743

Unexpended balances of certain appro-
priations, transfer authorized -. 638, 987

Vehicles-
Administrative work, use of certain

funds prohibited for purchase of,
in connection with ---.-------- 681

Leasing of quarters for housing of, use
of funds authorized for-------- 681

Repair of, owned by National Guard,
etc., and used by-------------- 987

Tractors, etc., purchase authorized_- 681
Postal Rates, continuation of------_----- 862
Postal Savings System, minimum amount

for deposit to open account; subse-
quent deposits; maximum amount _ 1121

Special adhesive stamps for accumula-
tion of smaller amounts ____---- _ 1121

INDEXLXXXVII1 INDEX 

Post Office Department. See also Postal Page 

Service. 
Akron, Ohio, old post-office building 

and site, repeal of minimum-price 
limitation on sale of  1291 

Alaska— 
Postmasters, authority to perform 

certain notarial functions; form, 
certificate, etc.; fees  1219 

Powerboat service in, authorized; cost 
limitation  1338 

Appropriation for— 
Adjusted losses and contingencies_ _ _ 676 
Audited claims  521, 

523, 649, 652, 1334, 1336 
Chief Inspector, Office of  676 
Contingent expenses, Department_ _ _ 675 
Damage claims   516, 

638, 644, 645, 676, 1328 
First Assistant Postmaster General, 

Office of the   677, 1323 
Fourth Assistant Postmaster General, 

Office of   679 
Judgments  517 
Postmaster General, Office of the   638, 

675, 676 
Printing and binding  676 
Public buildings, maintenance and 

operation  681 

Salaries in bureaus and offices  675 
Second Assistant Postmaster General, 

Office of the  678 
Third Assistant Postmaster General, 

Office of  679 
Boston, appraisal of pneumatic mail 

tube system authorized  740 
Buildings. See Public buildings, this tae. 
Chemical, etc., investigations, transfer 

of funds for, authorized  676 
Citizenship provisions, employees; ex-

ceptions   683 
Deficiency in postal revenues, funds 

available to meet  682 
Field service appropriations, restriction 

on use for Department  676 
Examination of field estimates  676 
Travel expenses  676 

Foreign air-mail transportation— 
Award of contracts  1323 
Cancelation of contracts by foreign 

government, no indemnification 
for private losses  1323 

Contracts entered into by private 
persons, etc., ratification not to 
be implied   1323 

Landing rights in U. S., freedom of 
action reserved with respect 
to  1323 

Information concerning violations of 
postal laws, expenditures author-
ized for  677 

Post Office Department—Continued. Page 

Mail matter, penalty for stealing, etc__ 1256 
Insured, penalty for false claims for 

loss of   1203 
New York, appraisal of pneumatic mail 

tube system authorized  740 

Pneumatic mail tube systems, New 
York and Boston, appraisal au-
thorized   740 

Poplarville, Miss., removal of certain 
restrictions regarding acquisition of 
site for post-office building  1128 

Postal Savings System, minimum 
amount for deposit to open ac-
count; subsequent deposits; 
maximum amount  1121 

Special adhesive stamps for accumula-
tion of smaller amounts  1121 

Public buildings— 

Furniture, use of present  682 
Mechanical labor force, pay rates_   681 
Personal services, restriction  682 
Telephone service, contracts for, 

authorized  682 
Rewards, limitation, on amount  677 

Scientific investigations, transfer of 
funds to Bureau of Standards for, 
authorized   682 

Star-route contracts, withholding of 
award of certain, directed; period_ _ 551 

Threatening communications— 
Deposit in depository of foreign coun-

try addressed to United States, 
penalty  743 

Extortion messages, penalty  743 
Kidnap threats, etc., penalty  743 
Prosecution  744 

Deposit in depository of Post Office 
Establishment, penalty  742 

Extortion messages, penalty  743 
Kidnap threats, etc., penalty  743 
Prosecution  743 

Unexpended balances of certain appro-
priations, transfer authorized_ __ _638, 987 

Vehicles— 
Administrative work, use of certain 

funds prohibited for purchase of, 
in connection with  681 

Teasing of quarters for housing of, use 
of funds authorized for  681 

Repair of, owned by National Guard, 
etc., and used by  987 

Tractors, etc., purchase authorized  681 
Postal Rates, continuation of   862 

Postal Savings System, minimum amount 
for deposit to open account; subse-
quent deposits; maximum amount  1121 

Special adhesive stamps for accumula-
tion of smaller amounts  1121 
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Postal Service. See also Post Office De-
partment.

Alaska, postmasters, authority to per-
form certain notarial functions;
form of certificate, etc.; fees -----

Divorces, use of mails in solicitation of
procurement in foreign countries
prohibited; penalty ---------____

Leaves of absence and sick leave -_---
Pneumatic-tube-system employees-

Forty-hour law provisions, extension
of, to - ..--_---___.- ___-__.--

Hours of labor, limitation on; over-
time service, pay or compensa-
tory time for_ _--__-________---

Night work, differential in pay for _
Substitutes, time credits allowed -. -

Railway Mail Service, number of work-
ing days per year ----------_____.

Substitutes, annual and sick leave -----
Postmaster General. See Post Office

Department.
Potash, study required of Joint Committee

to Investigate the Adequacy and Use
of the Phosphate Resources of the
United States, to include; limitation
on further expenses --------------

Potato Act:
Appropriation for-

Refund of taxes collected under -----
Salaries and expenses in connection

with --------.----.-----
Poultry Feeding and Breeding, appro-

priation for experiments-----------.
Power Commission. See Federal Power

Commission.
Poyners Hill, N. C., Naval Direction Find-

er Station, construction at, author-
ized -------------------------.---

"Prari," Barge, admission to United
States registry -----------........

Predatory Animals, appropriation for
control of --- _---------------

President of the United States:
Appointments by-

Administrative assistants to --------
Antitrust Division, Department of

Justice, salaries of $7,500 or more_
Benjamin Harrison Memorial Com-

mission ___--____---_--------
Coast Guard, Assistant Com-

mandant --------------------
Personnel of Lighthouse Service as

officers and warrant officers- - -
Commerce, Department of, positions

at $7,500 or more--------------
Emergency Relief Appropriation Act

of 1939, positions under, at $5,000
or more----------------------

Federal Loan Administrator -------
Federal Security Administrator------
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Federal Works Administrator ------- 1427
Franklin D. Roosevelt Library, Board

of Trustees ------------------ 1063
Military Secretary to the General of

the Armies ----------- _------ 551
National Resources Planning Board,

members------------------ 932, 1423
Philippine Islands, conference on

future trade relations; members_ 1231
Polar Exploration, International Ex-

hibition of, commissioner to rep-
resent United States -_-------_ 1249

"Star-Spangled Banner," commission
to provide for Federal participa-
tion in anniversary celebration - 1214

Union of Soviet Socialist Repub-
lics, Commissioner to adjudicate
claims against Government of__ 1199

Virgin Islands, District Court for,
temporary appointment of special
judge for, authorized -_----____- 1203

Walker, Charles, appointment as
lieutenant commander, Coast
Guard, authorized ----------- 1218

Appropriation for-
Compensation of -----------------_ 524
Executive Mansion and grounds --- 525
Executive Office of-

Administrative assistants, salaries_ 981
Budget, Bureau of the -_______ 660, 981

Emergency Relief Appropriation
Act of 1939, administrative
expenses----- . 931

Central Statistical Board - 526
Contingent expenses - -.-- __---- 981
Federal Security Agency, Radio

Division--------.------..-_ 931
National Emergency Council___ 931

Damage claims----_.___. __.- 1328
National Resources Planning

Board-------------------_- 931
Office of -- ----------------
Protection of ------------------
Traveling expenses --------

Emergencies arising in foreign countries
endangering lives of American citi-
zens, transfer of funds to provide
protection authorized --------

Executive Office of-
Budget, Bureau of the-

Central Statistical Board, transfer
of, to-----------

Central Statistical Committee,
functions transferred to -----

Transfer of, from Treasury De-
partment-----------------

Central Statistical Board, transfer of,
to Bureau of the Budget -. -- .

524
897
981

890

1423

1423

1423

1423
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Postal Service. See also Post Office De- Page 

partment. 

Alaska, postmasters, authority to per-
form certain notarial functions; 
form of certificate, etc.; fees  1219 

Divorces, use of mails in solicitation of 
procurement in foreign countries 
prohibited; penalty  1341 

Leaves of absence and sick leave  745 
Pneumatic-tube-system employees— 

Forty-hour law provisions, extension 
of, to  741 

Hours of labor, limitation on; over-
time service, pay or compensa-
tory time for  

Night work, differential in pay for _ 
Substitutes, time credits allowed  

Railway Mail Service, number of work-
ing days per year  1273 

Substitutes, annual and sick leave  1062 
Postmaster General. See Post Office 

Department. 
Potash, study required of Joint Committee 

to Investigate the Adequacy and Use 
of the Phosphate Resources of the 
United States, to include; limitation 
on further expenses  1346 

Potato Act: 
Appropriation for— 
Refund of taxes collected under  662 

Salaries and expenses in connection 
with  1325 

Poultry Feeding and Breeding, appro-

priation for experiments  949 
Power Commission. See Federal Power 

Commission. 
Poyners Hill, N. C., Naval Direction Find-

er Station, construction at, author-
ized   800 

"Prari," Barge, admission to United 
States registry   1403 

Predatory Animals, appropriation for 
control of  963 

President of the United States: 
Appointments by— 

Administrative assistants to  565 
Antitrust Division, Department of 

Justice, salaries of $7,500 or more 899 
Benjamin Harrison Memorial Com-

mission  1274 
Coast Guard, Assistant Coin-

inandant  757 
Personnel of Lighthouse Service as 

officers and warrant officers_ _ _ 1216 
Commerce, Department of, positions 

at $7,500 or more  907 
Emergency Relief Appropriation Act 

of 1939, positions under, at $5,000 
or more  939 

Federal Loan Administrator  1429 
Federal Security Administrator  1424 
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Polar Exploration, International Ex-
hibition of, commissioner to rep-
resent United States  1249 

"Star-Spangled Banner," commission 
to provide for Federal participa-
tion in anniversary celebration_ _ 1214 

Union of Soviet Socialist Repub-
lics, Commissioner to adjudicate 
claims against Government of _ _ 1199 

Virgin Islands, District Court for, 
temporary appointment of special 
judge for, authorized  1203 

Walker, Charles, appointment as 
lieutenant commander, Coast 
Guard, authorized  1218 

Appropriation for— 
Compensation of  524 
Executive Mansion and grounds 525 
Executive Office of— 

Administrative assistants, salaries_ 981 
Budget, Bureau of the  660, 981 
Emergency Relief Appropriation 

Act of 1939, administrative 
expenses  

Central Statistical Board 
Contingent expenses_   
Federal Security Agency, Radio 

Division  
National Emergency Council_ _ _ 
Damage claims  

National Resources Planning 
Board  

Office of  
Protection of  
Traveling expenses  

Emergencies arising in foreign countries 
endangering lives of American citi-
zens, transfer of funds to provide 
protection authorized  

Executive Office of— 
Budget, Bureau of the— 

Central Statistical Board, transfer 
of, to  

Central Statistical Committee, 
functions transferred to  

Transfer of, from Treasury De-
partment  _ _ 

Central Statistical Board, transfer of, 
to Bureau of the Budget  
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President of the United States-Con.
Executive Office of-Continued.

Central Statistical Committee, func-
tions transferred to Bureau of
the Budget -------____--____

Federal Employment Stabilization
Office, abolished-----_-_____-

Functions transferred from De-
partment of Commerce to Na-
tional Resources Planning
Board--_----.-------.-

National Emergency Council abol-
ished; functions transferred to--

National Resources Planning Board-
Appointment of members ------
Establishment of, in-- -------
Federal Employment Stabilization

Office, consolidation of func-
tions with -------------

National Resources Committee,
consolidation of functions with_

Offices transferred to-
Bureau of the Budget ------- -
Central Statistical Board -----__-

Personnel of agencies transferred to,
transfer or separation of excess-_

Records, property, and funds of agen-
cies transferred to, transfer of__-

Executive orders-
Civil Service Retirement Act, inclu-

sion or exclusion of employees by
means of ------.............

Foreign Service, designation of un-
healthful posts ------------

Regulations providing for separa-
tion from -------------

Gold dollar, powers with respect to alter-
ation of weight of, defined; dura-
tion -------------.---- ---

International Petroleum Exposition,
Tulsa, Okla., invitation to States
and foreign countries to participate
authorized ---------------------

Library. See Franklin D. Roosevelt
Library.

Polar Exploration, International Ex-
hibition of, acceptance of invitation
of Norway to participate author-
ized ------------_____--._._.__

Proclamations-
Aviation Day, National, designation

of, authorized ----------------
Lighthouse Week, invitation to partic-

ipate in observance, authorized -
Montana, additions to or creation of

new national forests from public
lands in, authorized by -----

National emergency, etc., declared by,
acquisition of vessels during.--

Charters under Maritime Commis-
sion, termination of---- ----

rag

142:

142

142:

143'

93'
142;

142;

142;

1421
1423

1424

1424

120C

587

588

998

796

1249

739

746

1071

1255

1254

rresident 01 me united States-Con.
Proclamations-Continued.

Philippine Islands, designation of suit-
able properties for diplomatic or
consular purposes, prior to July
4, 1946, by --------------

Pulaski's Memorial Day, authorized_
Reorganization of Government agencies.

See Reorganization Act of 1939.
Rheumatic Diseases, Seventh Interna-

tional Congress for the, invitation
to foreign countries to participate
authorized ------- -------

Sacramento Golden Empire Centennial,
invitation to foreign countries to
participate authorized -----------

San Diego-Cabrillo Quadricentennial
Celebration, invitation to foreign
countries to participate authorized_

Stabilization funds, extension of powers
of, concerning .--- _---------_

"Star-Spangled Banner," invitation to
foreign governments to be repre-
sented at anniversary celebration,
authorized. ---------------

Statistical Institute, International, in-
vitation to hold meeting in United
States in 1940 authorized -------

Tennessee Valley Authority, annual
statement by, of expenditure of pro-
ceeds of bond issue for acquisition
of certain utility properties, etc-..-

Presidio of San Francisco Military Reser-
vation, Calif., retrocession of jurisdic-
tion over certain rights-of-way across,
granted to State------ ..----__.

Pribilof Islands, supervision of, transferred
to Secretary of the Interior. .... _..

Price, Louis H. (MaJ.), credit in accounts
Prince Georges County, Md.. appropria-

tion for acquisition of site in, for
National Training School for Girls_

Printing, Joint Committee on:
Appropriation for-- -------------
Territorial Papers, number to be printed,

under supervision of -- -------
Printing and Binding:

Appropriation for-
Agriculture, Department of ------
Central Statistical Board ----------
Civil Aeronautics Authority -------
Civil Service Commission ----------
Commerce, Department of ----.....
District of Columbia -------- 1009,
Employees' Compensation Commis-

sion ---- -------------- _
Executive Office --------------
Federal Communications Commis-

sion --------.----.-----
Federal Power Commission -------..
Federal Trade Commission. - -.- -
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President of the United States—Con. 
Executive Office of—Continued. 

Central Statistical Committee, func-
tions transferred to Bureau of 
the Budget  

Federal Employment Stabilization 
Office, abolished  

Functions transferred from De-
partment of Commerce to Na-
tional Resources Planning 
Board  

National Emergency Council abol-
ished; functions transferred to_ _ 

National Resources Planning Board— 
Appointment of members  
Establishment of, in  
Federal Employment Stabilization 

Office, consolidation of func-
tions with  

National Resources Committee, 
consolidation of functions with.. 

Offices transferred to— 
Bureau of the Budget  
Central Statistical Board  

Personnel of agencies transferred to, 
transfer or separation of excess  

Records, property, and funds of agen-
cies transferred to, transfer of  

Executive orders— 
Civil Service Retirement Act, inclu-

sion or exclusion of employees by 
means of  

Foreign Service, designation of un-
healthful posts  

Regulations providing for separa-
tion from  

Gold dollar, powers with respect to alter-
ation of weight of, defined; dura-
tion  

International Petroleum Exposition, 
Tulsa, Okla., invitation to States 
and foreign countries to participate 
authorized  

Library. See Franklin D. Roosevelt 
Library. 

Polar Exploration, International Ex-
hibition of, acceptance of invitation 
of Norway to participate author-
ized  

Proclamations— 
Aviation Day, National, designation 

of, authorized  
Lighthouse Week, invitation to partic-

ipate in observance, authorized _ _ 
Montana, additions to or creation of 

new national forests from public 
lands in, authorized by  

National emergency, etc., declared by, 
acquisition of vessels during  

Charters under Maritime Commis-
sion, termination of  

Page President of the United States—Con. 
Proclamations—Continued. 

Philippine Islands, designation of suit-
able properties for diplomatic or 

1423 consular purposes, prior to July 
4, 1946, by  1231 

1424 Pulaski's Memorial Day, authorized_ 1045 
Reorganization of Government agencies. 

See Reorganization Act of 1939. 
Rheumatic Diseases, Seventh Interna-

1423 tional Congress for the, invitation 
to foreign countries to participate 

1435 authorized  852 
Sacramento Golden Empire Centennial, 

932 invitation to foreign countries to 
1423 participate authorized  741 

San Diego-Cabrillo Quadricentennial 
Celebration, invitation to foreign 

1423 countries to participate authorize& 1003 
Stabilization funds, extension of powers 

1423 of, concerning  998 
"Star-Spangled Banner," invitation to 

1423 foreign governments to be repre-
1423 sented at anniversary celebration, 

authorized_   1214 
1424 Statistical Institute, International, in-

vitation to hold meeting in United 
1424 States in 1940 authorized  1265 

Tennessee Valley Authority, annual 
statement by, of expenditure of pro-
ceeds of bond issue for acquisition 

1200 of certain utility properties, etc_ _ _ _ 1084 
Presidio of San Francisco Military Reser-

587 vation, Calif., retrocession of jurisdic-
tion over certain rights-of-way across, 

588 granted to State  1120 
Pribilof Islands, supervision of, transferred 

to Secretary of the Interior_ . _ _ _ _ 1433 
998 Price, Louis H. (Maj.), credit in accounts 581 

Prince Georges County, Md.. appropria-
tion for acquisition of site in, for 
National Training School for Girls__ 1026 

796 Printing, Joint Committee on: 
Appropriation for  831 
Territorial Papers, number to be printed, 

under supervision of  886 
Printing and Binding: 

Appropriation for-
1249 Agriculture, Department of  942 

Central Statistical Board  526 
Civil Aeronautics Authority  527 

739 Civil Service Commission  528 
Commerce, Department of  908 

746 District of Columbia  1009, 1308 
Employees' Compensation Commis-

sion  530 
1071 Executive Office   525 

Federal Communications Commis-
1255 sion  983 

Federal Power Commission  531 
1254 Federal Trade Commission_   532 
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Appropriation for-Continued.

General Accounting Office --------- 532
Interior, Department of the----- 688, 1313
Interstate Commerce Commission___ 534
Justice, Department of ---------_ 634, 897
Labor, Department of------------- 921
Library of Congress -------------- 836
National Advisory Committee for

Aeronautics ---__------------- 535
National Archives ------------- -__ 536
National Labor Relations Board- -- 537
National Mediation Board---------- 537

National Railroad Adjustment
Board------------------ --- 537

Navy Department ---------------- 781
Post Office Department-_----------- 676
Railroad Retirement Board--------- 538
Rural Electrification Administration- 539
Securities and Exchange Commission_ 539,

629
Smithsonian Institution -----_--_- - 540
Social Security Board-------------- 541
State, Department of------------ 638, 886
Tariff Commission ---------------- 542
Tax Appeals, Board of---------- 526, 627
Treasury Department ----- 653, 657, 1325
Veterans' Administration _--------- 545
War Department ------------ 594, 992

Prints. See Copyrights.
Prison Camps, appropriation for mainte-

nance, etc------------------------ 901
Prison Industries, Inc., Federal, transfer

of, to Department of Justice------- 1433
Prisons, Bureau of. See Justice, Depart-

ment of.
Probation Officers, U. S. Courts:

Appointment by district judges, etc---- 902
Provision repealed --------------- 1225

Appropriation for salaries, etc--------- 902
Disqualifications-

Failure to comply with official
orders, etc------------------- 902

Failure to conform to required
qualifications ---------------- 902

Provisions repealed -------------- 1225
Processing and Related Taxes:

Appropriation for-
Refund of --------------------- 661,662

Salaries and expenses in connection
with -------------------- 1325

Refunds, time limitation on filing claims
for-.------------------------- 1325

Processing Tax Board of Review, United
States. See Treasury Department.

Proclamations. See President of the
United States.

Produce Agency Act, appropriation for
enforcement---------------------- 969

Production Control Committees, Inter-
national, appropriation for----- - 632, 975

D-!-2 Abbe :--1:I- Do: 1 .

INDEX XCI

Propaganda, Foreign: Page
Registration of persons employed to

disseminate in United States-
Definitions--------------_---_---_ 1244
Statements, filing of additional at end

of each six-months' period ----- 1245
Retention of, in permanent form__ 1246

Providence, Warren and Bristol Railroad
Co., authority granted for bridge con-
struction across Warren River at
Barrington, R. I-----_---------- 1206

Provo River Project, Utah, appropriation
for construction------------------- 717

Public Buildings Acts, appropriation for
carrying out provisions of----------- 670

Public Buildings Administration, estab-
lishment of, as part of Federal Works
Agency; transfer of Public Buildings
Branch, Procurement Division, Treas-
ury Department and Branch of Build-
ings Management, National Park
Service to --------. -------------_ 1427

Public Debt Service. See Treasury
Department.

Public Health, International Office of,
appropriation for contribution ------ 891

Public Health Service:
Appropriation for-------_--- 640, 666, 1303

Biologic products, regulation of sale,
etc------------------ ------ 668

Damage claims --------------- 515, 1304
Diseases and sanitation investiga-

tions-------------------- 669, 1304
Emergency Relief Appropriation Act

of 1939, administrative expenses- 931
Epidemics, prevention of----------- 668
Hospitals, maintenance, etc--------- 667
Mental Hygiene, Division of-------- 669
National Cancer Institute --------- 669
National Institute of Health_ 641, 667, 1304
Public-health work, grants to States

for-------------------- 669, 1303
Quarantine service---------------- 668
Venereal Diseases, Division of--- --- 668

Assignment of medical officers to duty
on vessels of Coast and Geodetic
Survey ------------------------ 620

Medical, etc., treatment and hospi-
talization of personnel, including
dependents ------------------- 620

Assistant to the Surgeon General, detail
of officer as--------------------- 1266

Bureau of Mines, details to, authorized- 725
Commissioned officers assigned to Fed-

eral penal, etc., institutions, excess
over limitation authorized - ----- 667

District of Columbia, mosquito control,
transfer of funds authorized------ 1012

Ellis Island Immigration Station, use of
hospitals by --...---- .-------- 668

INDEX XCI 
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Appropriation for—Continued. 
General Accounting Office  532 
Interior, Department of the  688, 1313 
Interstate Commerce Commission_ _ _ 534 
Justice, Department of  634, 897 
Labor, Department of  921 
Library of Congress  836 
National Advisory Committee for 

Aeronautics  535 
National Archives  536 
National Labor Relations Board_ _ _ _ 537 
National Mediation Board  537 

National Railroad Adjustment 
Board  537 

Navy Department  781 
Post Office Department  676 
Railroad Retirement Board  538 
Rural Electrification Administration_ 539 
Securities and Exchange Commission_ 539, 

629 
Smithsonian Institution  540 
Social Security Board  541 
State, Department of  638, 886 
Tariff Commission  542 
Tax Appeals, Board of  526, 627 
Treasury Department  653, 657, 1325 
Veterans' Administration  545 
War Department  594, 992 

Prints. See Copyrights. 
Prison Camps, appropriation for mainte-

nance, etc  901 
Prison Industries, Inc., Federal, transfer 

of, to Department of Justice  1433 
Prisons, Bureau of. See Justice, Depart-

ment of. 
Probation Officers, U. S. Courts: 
Appointment by district judges, etc__   902 

Provision repealed   1225 
Appropriation for salaries, etc  902 
Disqualifications— 

Failure to comply with official 
orders, etc  902 

Failure to conform to required 
qualifications  902 

Provisions repealed  1225 
Processing and Related Taxes: 

Appropriation for— 
Refund of  661, 662 

Salaries and expenses in connection 
with  1325 

Refunds, time limitation on filing claims 
for  1325 

Processing Tax Board of Review, United 
States. See Treasury Department. 

Proclamations. See President of the 
United States. 

Produce Agency Act, appropriation for 
enforcement  969 

Production Control Committees, Inter-
national, appropriation for  632, 975 

'Propaganda, Foreign: Page 

Registration of persons employed to 
disseminate in United States— 

Definitions  1244 
Statements, filing of additional at end 

of each six-months' period  1245 
Retention of, in permanent form_ _ 1246 

Providence, Warren and Bristol Railroad 
Co., authority granted for bridge con-
struction across Warren River at 
Barrington, R. I  1206 

Provo River Project, Utah, appropriation 
for construction  717 

Public Buildings Acts, appropriation for 
carrying out provisions of  670 

Public Buildings Administration, estab-
lishment of, as part of Federal Works 
Agency; transfer of Public Buildings 
Branch, Procurement Division, Treas-
ury Department and Branch of Build-
ings Management, National Park 
Service to  1427 

Public Debt Service. See Treasury 
Department. 

Public Health, International Office of, 
appropriation for contribution  891 

Public Health Service: 
Appropriation for  640, 666, 1303 

Biologic products, regulation of sale, 
etc  ' 668 

Damage claims  515, 1304 
Diseases and sanitation investiga-

tions  669, 1304 
Emergency Relief Appropriation Act 

of 1939, administrative expenses_ 931 
Epidemics, prevention of  668 
Hospitals, maintenance, etc  667 
Mental Hygiene, Division of  669 
National Cancer Institute  669 
National Institute of Health_ 641, 667, 1304 
Public-health work, grants to States 

for  669, 1303 
Quarantine service  668 
Venereal Diseases, Division of  668 

Assignment of medical officers to duty 
on vessels of Coast and Geodetic 
Survey  620 

Medical, etc., treatment and hospi-
talization of personnel, including 
dependents  620 

Assistant to the Surgeon General, detail 
of officer as  1266 

Bureau of Mines, details to, authorized_ 725 
Commissioned officers assigned to Fed-

eral penal, etc., institutions, excess 
over limitation authorized  667 

District of Columbia, mosquito control, 
transfer of funds authorized  1012 

Ellis Island Immigration Station, use of 
hospitals by  668 
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Public Health Service-Continued.
Hospitals, use of funds appropriated for,

forbidden for quarantine service,
etc------------------------

National Advisory Health Council, ad-
justment of compensation of certain
members ----------------------

Prison Service, assignment of officers to,
authorized; transfer of funds------

Standards, National Bureau of, officers
detailed to, funds available for

rage

668

1338

901

expenses----------------------- 911
Transfer of, to Federal Security Agency- 1425
Veterans' Administration, transfer of

funds from, authorized----------- 544
Public Health Work, appropriation for

grants to States---------------- 669, 1303
Public Housing Agencies, appropriation

for annual contributions to--------- 691
Public Lands. See also Interior, Depart-

ment of the, General Land Office.
Ketchikan, Alaska, certain tracts set

aside for municipal water-supply
reserves------------------------ 1131

Jurisdiction and administration --- 1132
Mining claims, time extended for com-

mencement of annual assessment
work-------------------------- 991

Nevada, conveyance of certain, to State;
mineral reservation-------------- 1237

Reclamation projects on, development
of farm units ------------------- 1238

Public-Lands Highways, appropriation for
construction, etc------------------ 967

Public Roads, Bureau of. See Federal
Works Agency, Public Roads Admin-
istration.

Public Roads Administration, establish-
ment of, as part of Federal Works
Agency; transfer of Bureau of Public
Roads, Department of Agriculture to_ 1427

Public Salary Tax Act of 1939 -------- 574
Alaska, teachers, repeal of exemption of

compensation from taxation ------ 575
"Gross income," amendment to defini-

tion--------------------------- 574
Hawaii, teachers, repeal of exemption

of compensation from taxation-- - 575
Judges taking office on or before June 6,

1932, inclusion of compensation in
gross income------------------ 575

Exemption from taxation under Rev-
enue Act of 1938 or prior acts-- 577

"Officer or employee" construed----
Separability of provisions -----------
State, etc., personnel, retroactive relief

to certain--------------------
Credits and refunds -.-----------

577
577

575
576

Public Salary Tax Act of 1939-Continued. Page
States, etc.-

Consent given to taxation of compen-
sation of Federal, etc., employees
received after Dec. 31, 1938---- 575

Inapplicable where compensation
received prior to Jan. 1, 1939- 576

Restriction on collection of taxes on
compensation received prior to
Jan. 1, 1939 by employees, etc.,
exempt from Federal tax ------_ 576

Public Works, Federal Emergency Ad-
ministration of:

Appropriation for ------------------ 548
Damage claims ---------------- 516, 1328
District of Columbia, payment of

interest on loan--------------- 1011
Judgments ----------.---------- - 516

Transfer of, to Public Works Adminis-
tration, Federal Works Agency---. 1428

Public Works Administration:
Check clearance, etc., expenses, trans-

fer of funds to Treasury Depart-
ment authorized---------------- 674

Establishment of, as part of Federal
Works Agency; transfer of Federal
Emergency Administration of Pub-
lic Works to-----------.----- - 1428

Pueblo Indians, N. Mex.:
Appropriation for-

Irrigation projects--------------- 699, 703
Land and water rights, purchase -- 694

Puerto Rican Hurricane Relief, appropria-
tion for administrative expenses----- 736

Puerto Rico:
Appropriation for-

Agricultural experiment stations. 943, 944
Extension work .._........ 945

American seamen, relief of ship-
wrecked ..-- .... 889

Reconstruction Administration. 930
Vocational education --------------- 733
Vocational rehabilitation------------ 733

Housing, census of, in 1940----------- 1406
Rivers and harbors, preliminary exami-

nations authorized--------------- 1417
Puerto Rico Reconstruction Administra-

tion, appropriation for ------------ 634
Puget Sound, Wash, Navy Yard, con-

struction work authorized ---------- 798
Appropriation for ---------------- 773, 1322

Pulaski, Casimir (Gen.), President author-
ized to invite observance of anniver-
sary of death--------------------- 1045

Purdy Reservoir, Rush Creek, Okla, ex-
amination for flood-control purposes
authorized-------------------- - 1416

Purnell Act, appropriation to carry provi-
sions into effect-------------------- 943

Purser. See Vessels. Staff officers.
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sources Committee.
Resources Planning Board. See National

1432 Resources Planning Board.
Retirement. See Alaska Railroad Retire-

ment Act, Amendments; Civil Service
1431 Retirement Act, Amendments.
1431 Revenue Act of 1924, Amendments:
1432 Gain or loss-

Assumption of liability not recog-
1432 nized--- - ---...------- ______
1432 Basis, adjusted -------------..-..

Substantially proportionate interests_
Revenue Act of 1926, Amendments:

1432 Gain or loss-
Basis, adjusted ---------------___

1432 Substantially proportionate interests_
Revenue Act of 1928, Amendments:

1432 Gain or loss-
813 Basis, adjusted -----_---_ ---_____

1435 Substantially proportionate interests-
Revenue Act of 1932, Amendments:

1435 Gain or loss-
1435 Basis, adjusted -------- _________- -
1436 Substantially proportionate interests-

Gasoline tax and postal rates under,
1435 extension of -------- _--___.__-

Revenue Act of 1934, Amendments:
1436 Gain or loss-

Basis, adjusted - -.................
1435 Reorganization, definition of ---.---
1434 Substantially proportionate interests-

Revenue Act of 1936:
Amendments-

Agricultural Adjustment Act, floor
1435 stocks adjustment under, time

limitation for filing claims ---__ -
Refunds under, time limitation for

1434 filing claims-----------_____
1435 Gain or loss-

Basis, adjusted....... - -_.---_
1435 Reorganization, definition of_ _. -_

Substantially proportionate inter-
ests - -------______________

Appropriation for-
616 Processing and related taxes, salaries
615 and expenses for refund of------- 1

Claims for refunds, time limitation
616 on filing----_--------------- 1
616 Unjust enrichment, tax on, salaries
616 and expenses in connection with
616 assessmnt and rll4tnfinn of 1
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Reorganization Plan No. II—Continued. 
Departments—Continued. 

Justice, Department of  
Federal Prison Industries, Inc., 

transfer of, to  
National Training School for Boys, 

transfer of, to  
Board of Trustees of, abolished_ 

State, Department of  
China Trade Act Registrar, ap-

pointment of Foreign Service 
officer as  

Foreign Commerce Service and 
Foreign Agricultural Service, 
transfer of, to  

Functions transferred  
Status of officers  

Foreign Service Buildings Commis-
sion, transfer of, to  

Treasury Department  
Director General of Railroads, 

office abolished and functions 
transferred  

Lighthouses, Bureau of, consolida-
tion of, with Coast Guard_ _ 

War Finance Corporation abol-
ished; functions transferred_ _ _ 

Effective date  
Executive Office of the President  

National Emergency Council abol-
ished; functions transferred to_ _ 

General provisions  
Funds, transfer of  
Heads of Departments, transfer of 

functions of  
Personnel, transfer of functions re-

lating to  
Records, property, and personnel, 

transfer of  
Independent agencies  

Federal Security Agency, transfers 
and consolidations relating to— 

American Printing House for the 
Blind  

National Emergency Council, Ra-
dio Division and United States 
Film Service  

National Archives  
Codification Board abolished and 

functions transferred  
Reserve Officers. See Army. 
Reserve Officers' Training Corps, Army: 

Additional students in designated units, 
restriction on  

Appropriation for  

Army surplus stores, issue of clothing, 
etc., from  

Horses, Army, issue of  
Mounted,ete.,units,Jimitation onnuraber_ 
Restriction on use of other funds for.. 

Reserve Officers' Training Corps, Naval: Page 

Appropriation for expenses  760 
1433 Naval Academy, appointments to, from_ 769 

Uniforms, etc., furnishing from surplus 
1433 stocks authorized  760 

Resettlement Projects, appropriation for 
1433 liquidation and management of  976 
1433 Resident Foreign Corporations, tax on_ _ _ 866 
1431 Resources Committee. See National Re-

sources Committee. 
Resources Planning Board. See National 

1432 Resources Planning Board. 
Retirement. See Alaska Railroad Retire-

ment Act, Amendments; Civil Service 
1431 Retirement Act, Amendments. 
1431 Revenue Act of 1924, Amendments: 
1432 Gain or loss— 

Assumption of liability not recog-
1432 nized  871 
1432 Basis, adjusted  872 

Substantially proportionate interests_ 872 
Revenue Act of 1926, Amendments: 

1432 Gain or loss— 

Basis, adjusted   872 
1432 Substantially proportionate interests_ 872 

Revenue Act of 1928, Amendments: 
1432 Gain or loss-

813 Basis, adjusted   872 
1435 Substantially proportionate interests_ 872 

Revenue Act of 1932, Amendments: 
1435 Gain or loss-

1435 Basis, adjusted   872 
1436 Substantially proportionate interests_ 872 

Gasoline tax and postal rates under, 
1435 extension of  862 

Revenue Act of 1934, Amendments: 
1436 Gain or loss— 

Basis, adjusted   872 
1435 Reorganization, definition of  871 

1434 Substantially proportionate interests.. 872 
Revenue Act of 1936: 
Amendments— 

Agricultural Adjustment Act, floor 
1435 stocks adjustment under, time 

limitation for filing claims  1402 
Refunds under, time limitation for 

1434 filing claims  884 
1435 Gain or loss— 

Basis, adjusted  872 
1435 Reorganization, definition of  871 

Substantially proportionate inter-
ests   872 

Appropriation for-
616 Processing and related taxes, salaries 
615 and expenses for refund of  1325 

Claims for refunds, time limitation 
616 on filing   1325 
616 Unjust enrichment, tax on, salaries 
616 and expenses in connection with 
616 assessment and collection of  1325 
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Revenue Act of 1938, Amendments:
Corporation dividends paid credit, re-

newal of indebtedness -----------
Gain or loss-

Assumption of liability not rec-
ognized _----------_--------

Basis, adjusted------------------
Reorganization, definition of - -----
Substantially proportionate interests-

Revenue Act of 1939 ------------------
Capital stock and excess profits taxes,

declaration of value for capital
stock purposes, 1939 and 1940----

Excise taxes and postal rates, continua-
tion of ------------------------

Sporting arms and ammunition tax_- -
Toilet preparations tax amendments-

Income tax amendments _____------
Banks and trust companies, tax on_ - -
Capital losses, corporations --------
Charitable contributions, deduction

for -_---_---------------_---
Commodity Credit Corporation,

treatment of amounts received
as loans from _---------------

Corporation tax, technical amend-
ments made necessary by
change in---------------------

Corporations-
Capital losses ---- ____----------
Charitable contributions --------
China Trade Act----------------
Dividends paid credit, renewal of

indebtedness----------------
Federal emplloyees' organizations,

exemption from tax on -
Improperly accumulating surplus,

denial of net operating loss
deduction to ---..-.- -

Pan-American trade corporations,
when deemed affiliated-----

Possessions, deriving large part of
income from sources within -

Resident foreign _ --............
Special classes of, tax on--------
Tax on, in general--------------

Credits against tax-
Foreign tax credit-

Disallowance to sec. 102 cor-
porations -----------------

Foreign subsidiary ._-----------
Limit on credit ---------------

Dividend carry-over for personal
holding company tax ---------

Domestic personal holding companies,
capital losses -----------------

Estates and trusts-
Employees' trusts, exemption from

tax-----------------------
Net operating losses ------------
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Revenue Act of 1939-Continued.
Income tax amendments-Continued.

Foreign personal holding companies-
Capital losses ----------------___
Net operating loss deduction, denial

of-----------------------
Foreign tax credit ---------------
Gain or loss-

Assumption of indebtedness -----
Basis of property ----------.-.-
Commodity Credit Corporation,

amounts received from, as
loans ---..................

Discharge of indebtedness -------
Recognition of-

Assumption of liability not rec-
ognized___------------___

Reorganization, amendment to
definition of-__-__--___- -

Substantially proportionate in-
terests, requirement of-----

Stock dividends-
Basis under prior acts -------
Determination of period for

which held -------.......
Determination of period for

which held under prior acts__
Distributions not treated as

dividends----------------
Taxable years to which appli-

cable -- ---------------
Stock dividends and stock rights,

basis of--------------------
Gross incomle-

Deductions from--
Chiaritablle contri)butions ..
Insuralnce coml)anies other than

life or lutual -.------
Net operating losses ----------

Definition amended .------------
Exclusions from-

Discharge of indebtedness, in-
come from----------------

Insurance companies other than
life or mutual, definition for
personal holding company tax_

Inventories-------------------
Insurance companies-

Life---------------------------
Net operating loss deduction. - -

Mutual, other than life ----------
Net operating loss deduction -----
Other than life or mutual -------
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Gross income, definition for per-

sonal holding company tax -
Inventories in certain industries - --

Investment companies, mutual, tax
on ------------------------- 866
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Revenue Act of 1938, Amendments: 
Corporation dividends paid credit, re-

newal of indebtedness  
Gain or loss— 
Assumption of liability not rec-

ognized  
Basis, adjusted  
Reorganization, definition of  
Substantially proportionate interests_ 

Revenue Act of 1939  
Capital stock and excess profits taxes, 

declaration of value for capital 
stock purposes, 1939 and 1940_ _ _ _ 

Excise taxes and postal rates, continua-
tion of  

Sporting arms and ammunition tax__ _ 
Toilet preparations tax amendments_ 

Income tax amendments  
Banks and trust companies, tax on_ _ _ 
Capital losses, corporations  
Charitable contributions, deduction 

for  
Commodity Credit Corporation, 

treatment of amounts received 
as loans from  

Corporation tax, technical amend-
ments made necessary by 
change in  

Corporations— 
Capital losses  
Charitable contributions  
China Trade Act  
Dividends paid credit, renewal of 

indebtedness  
Federal employees' organizations, 

exemption from tax on_ . _ 
Improperly accumulating surplus, 

denial of net operating loss 
deduction to  

Pan-American trade corporations, 
when deemed affiliated  

Possessions, deriving large part of 
income from sources within_ _ _ 

Resident foreign  
Special classes of, tax on  
Tax on, in general  

Credits against tax— 
Foreign tax credit— 

Disallowance to sec. 102 cor-
porations  

Foreign subsidiary  
Limit on credit  

Dividend carry-over for personal 
holding company tax  

Domestic personal holding companies, 
capital losses  

Estates and trusts— 
Employees' trusts, exemption from 

tax  
Net operating losses  
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Revenue Act of 1939—Continued. Page 

Income tax amendments—Continued. 
Foreign personal holding companies— 

Capital losses  
Net operating loss deduction, denial 

of  

Foreign tax credit  

Gain or loss— 
Assumption of indebtedness 
Basis of property  
Commodity Credit Corporation, 

amounts received from, as 
loans  879 

Discharge of indebtedness  875 

Recognition of— 
Assumption of liability not rec-

ognized  870 
Reorganization, amendment to 

definition of  870 
Substantially proportionate in-

terests, requirement of  870 
Stock dividends— 

Basis under prior acts  874 
Determination of period for 

which held  873 
Determination of period for 

which held under prior acts  874 
Distributions not treated as 

dividends  873 
Taxable years to which appli-

cable  874 
Stock dividends and stock rights, 

basis of   872 

Gross income — 
Deductions from--

Charitable con tribut ions  880 
Insurance coi n pan ies other than 

life or mutual  881 
Net operating losses  867 

Definition amended  574 
Exclusions from— 

Discharge of indebtedness, in-
come from   875 

Insurance companies other than 
life or mutual, definition for 
personal holding company tax_ 881 

Inventories  877 

Insurance companies— 
Life  865 
Net operating loss deduction_ _ _ _ 868 

Mutual, other than life  865 
Net operating loss deduction  868 
Other than life or mutual  865 

Deductions of  881 
Gross income, definition for per-

sonal holding company tax_ _ 881 

Inventories in certain industries  877 
Investment companies, mutual, tax 

on  866 

869 

869 

876 

870 
871 
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Revenue Act of 1939-Continued.
Income tax amendments-Continued.

Mutual investment companies, net
operating loss deduction, denial
of, to-_-__....--..-----------

Net income, computation-
Commodity Credit Corporation,

treatment of amounts received
as loans from ..- _---__.._....

Net operating loss deduction ----__.
Allowance of-

Common trust fund participants-
Estates and trusts__________-
Individuals--- - --__---._____
Insurance companies --- ______-
Partners ------______________

Definition; computation - --- __--
Denial of, to-

Corporations improperly accu-
mulating surplus-------__-

Foreign personal holding com-
panies------____.______-

Mutual investment companies -_
Personal holding companies, do-

mestic------.-------_____
Pan-American trade corporations,

when deemed affiliated------___
Partnerships, net operating losses -- -
Personal holding companies-

Dividend carry-over, computation
of -.-.. __......--..-------

Domestic, denial of net operating
loss deduction to - --_______

Insurance companies other than
life or mutual, definition of
gross income---------------_

Rates of tax-
Services rendered for a period of

five years or more, compensa-
tion for --- ---____ ________-

Section 102 net income, definition
modified ----.----.--- ...-...-

Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion, exchanges and distributions
in obedience to orders of, exten-
sion of time ---- _ .......... _-

Services rendered for a period of five
years or more, tax on compensa-
tion for_----------_--__.__.._

Taxable years to which certain amend-
ments applicable -----.-......

Technical amendments made neces-
sary by change in corporation
tax---- -----------------

Miscellaneous amendments .---......
Agricultural Adjustment Act, time

limitation for filing claims for re-
fund under--- ..._.____._--- _

Estate tax, credits against, of tax
paid to possesion .-......

Page Revenue Act of 1939-Continued.
Miscellaneous amendments-Con.

Foreign corporations, returns by at-
torneys as to____ _____________

869 Guam or American Samoa, exemption
from internal revenue tax of
articles brought into--- _..--__

Insolvent banks, erroneous collec-
879 tions --.--- __. ...... - ...---
867 Sale of information derived from in-

come tax returns, penalty---___
868 Tax liens on securities, validity

867 against mortgagees, pledgees,
868 purchasers, and judgment credi-

86 tors-----------..............
867 Transfers of worthless securities by

executor, etc., tax on---^_______
Postal rates, continuation of --- ____-

868 Social Security Act Amendments of
1939, assumption of liability not

869 recognized under prior acts, appli-
869 cation of provisions without excep-

tion in certain cases; claims for re-
869 fund of overpayments, time limita-

tion --______________________

881 Revised Statutes:
868 Added-

Section 4438a- ------------ --__...
Amended-

881 Section 1223 _-------------------
Section 1860 ------ --_-__________-

869 Section 4325____________________-
Section 4335 -________ ____.____._
Section 4471 ...-__.______.___.- .

881 Section 4488 ----- .........__.__.
Section 4498_ .. _ ... .........
Section 4596 ... ___..._______.._.
Section 4885 --________ __...__.._

878 Section 4886 -_____.__._.......---
Section 4887. ------.-_ --------__

868 Section 4894 --. __--_ .......-- ---_
Section 4903 -- ..---------.__--
Section 4904 ..._.__....----__.__.
Section 4909-_-__ .___._________--

878 Section 4911 _..______.-____.___.-
Section 491i5 --- --...........--__ .
Section 4920 --....._....--....---

878 Section 4929 --------____-._ --__._
Section 4934 -.. _....._......--- -

882 Repealed-
Section 4897----------............

Rheumatic Diseases, Seventh Interna-
866 tlonal Congress for the, invitation to
882 foreign countries to participate

authorized; appropriation author-
ized --------- _ ...--...........

884 Rhode sland:
Barrington, bridge authorized across

883 Warren River at - -----.
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Revenue Act of 1939—Continued. 
Income tax amendments--Continued. 
Mutual investment companies, net 

operating loss deduction, denial 
of, to  

Net income, computation--
Commodity Credit Corporation, 

treatment of amounts received 
as loans from  

Net operating loss deduction  
Allowance of— 
Common trust fund participants_ 
Estates and trusts  
Individuals  
Insurance companies  
Partners  

Definition; computation  
Denial of, to— 

Corporations improperly accu-
mulating surplus  

Foreign personal holding com-
panies  

Mutual investment companies__ _ 
Personal holding companies, do-

mestic  
Pan-American trade corporations, 

when deemed affiliated  
Partnerships, net operating losses_ _ _ 
Personal holding companies— 
Dividend carry-over, computation 

of  
Domestic, denial of net operating 

loss deduction to  
Insurance companies other than 

life or mutual, definition of 
gross income  

Rates of tax— 
Services rendered for a period of 

five years or more, compensa-
tion for  

Section 102 net income, definition 
modified  

Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion, exchanges and distributions 
in obedience to orders of, exten-
sion of time  

Services rendered for a period of five 
years or more, tax on compensa-
tion for  

Taxable years to which certain amend-
ments applicable  

Technical amendments made neces-
sary by change in corporation 
tax  

Miscellaneous amendments  

Agricultural Adjustment Act, time 
limitation for filing claims for re-
fund under.  

Estate tax, credits against, of tax 
paid to possessions.-- 

Page Revenue Act of 1939—Continued. 
Miscellaneous amendments—Con. 

Foreign corporations, returns by at-
torneys as to  883 

869 Guam or American Samoa, exemption 
from internal revenue tax of 
articles brought into  885 

Insolvent banks, erroneous collec-
879 tions   884 

867 Sale of information derived from in-
come tax returns, penalty  884 

Tax liens on securities, validity 
against mortgagees, pledgees, 
purchasers, and judgment credi-
tors  882 

Transfers of worthless securities by 
executor, etc., tax on   883 

Postal rates, continuation of  862 
868 Social Security Act Amendments of 

1039, assumption of liability not 

869 recognized under prior acts, appli-

869 cation of provisions without excep-
tion in certain cases; claims for re-

869 fund of overpayments, time limita-
tion   1402 

Revised Statutes: 
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Section 4438a  1049 
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881 Section 1223  1045 
Section 1860  1143 

869 Section 4325  795 
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Section 4897  1293 

Rheumatic Diseases, Seventh Interna-
tional Congress for the, invitation to 
foreign countries to participate 
authorized; appropriation author-
ized  852 
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Rhode Island-Continued. Page
Forest hurricane damage, appropriation

for rehabilitation, etc ----------- 513
Rice, appropriation for parity payments_ - 974
Rifle Practice, National Board for Promo-

tion of, appropriation for -------- 617, 997
Rincon Irrigation Project, Calif., appropri-

ation for ---------------------- 699
Rio Grande Canalization Project, appro-

priation for------------------- 893, 894
Rio Grande Compact, consent of Congress

granted to, signed Mar. 18, 1938---- 785
Rio Grande Project, N. Mex.-Tex.:

Appropriation for-
Construction -------------------- 717
Operation and maintenance--------- 715

Rio Grande Rectification Project, appro-
priation for ------------------- 893, 894

Rio Hato, Panama, appropriation author-
ized for cooperation in road construc-
tion from, to Chorrera------------- 1071

Appropriation for------------------- 1327
Rivers and Harbors:

Alamogordo Dam and Reservoir, Pecos
River, N. Mex., uses declared;
transfer of funds authorized------ 1417

Appropriation for-
Damage claims------------- --- 516, 1328
Existing works, maintenance and

preservation ----------------- 858
Flood control--- ----------------- 859

Buffalo Bayou and tributaries, Tex.,
modification of project----------- 1414

Debris, amount of authorized allot-
ment yearly for removal of------ 1414

Exchanges of lands or other property in
connection with authorized works- 1414

Los Angeles County Flood Control Dis-
trict, validity of title to lands, ease-
ments, etc., acquired; basis of opin-
ion-------------------------

Muskingum Watershed Conservancy
District, validity of title to lands,
easements, etc., acquired; basis of

1415

opinion ..-------------------.-- 1415
Ohio River Basin-

Flood-control plan to include Mus-
kingum River Valley Dams---- 1414

Local cooperation requirements
waived ------..-------------- 1417

Preliminary examinations and surveys
authorized --------------------- 1411

Project not authorized until adopted
by law -------------------- 1416

Surveys, etc., funds available for.------ 1414

Riverton Project, Wyo., appropriation for
operation and maintenance, etc.- -- -715, 717

Riverton-Le Clair Irrigation District, Wyo.,
appropriation for Indians' pro rata

.L*a-- -- n -ri of nf-rntin-. -t-- 702

Road Congresses, Permanent Association
of International, appropriation for
contribution--------------------

Rochester Harbor Lighthouse Reserva-
tion, Charlotte, N. Y., lease of portion
to New York Central Railroad Co. for
track purposes authorized.----. ---.

Rock Island, Ill., time extended for bridg-
ing Mississippi River at -..-----..

Rock Island Bridge, Rock Island, Ill.,
appropriation for operation, etc ----

Rocky Boy Indian Reservation, Mont.:
Appropriation for construction and re-

pair -------------------- ---
Lands added to --------------------

Rocky Mountain National Park, Colo.,
appropriation for administration, etc-

Rodents, appropriation for control of inju-
rious-------------------------

Rogers, Henry H., appropriation for care
of collection of ship models be-
queathed by, to Naval Academy ---

Roosevelt Library. See Franklin D.
Roosevelt Library.

Rosebud Hospital, S. Dak., appropriation
for-----------------------------

Rosebud Reservation, S. Dak., appropria-
tion for construction and repair- ----

Rotary-Wing Aircraft, appropriation for
development of ------------------

Rubber Plants, etc., appropriation for
investigations ------------------

Rumania, appropriation for minister to__-
Rural Delivery Service, appropriation for-
Rural Electrification Administration:

Appropriation for ----------------
Loans ....------- ------------ --

Check clearance, etc., expenses, transfer
of funds to Treasury Department
authorized-------------------

Transfer of, to Department of Agricul-
ture--------------------------

Rural Rehabilitation, appropriation for_--
Russia. See Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics.

S

Sac and Fox Indians, Iowa:
Appropriation for-

Construction and repair .----------
Support, etc .------..-... -----..

Sac and Fox Sanatorium, Iowa, appropria-
tion for ..---------------------

Sacramento Golden Empire Centennial,
Sacramento, Calif., President author-
ized to invite participation by foreign
countries .--....----------------

Sacramento Indians, Calif., appropriation
for irrigation systems-------------
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Rhode Island—Continued. Page 
Forest hurricane damage, appropriation 

for rehabilitation, etc  513 
Rice, appropriation for parity payments_ _ 974 
Rifle Practice, National Board for Promo-

tion of, appropriation for  617, 997 
Rincon Irrigation Project, Calif., appropri-

ation for  699 
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development of  

Rubber Plants, etc., appropriation for 
investigations  

Rumania, appropriation for minister to 
Rural Delivery Service, appropriation for 
Rural Electrification Administration: 

Appropriation for  
Loans  

Check clearance, etc., expenses, transfer 
of funds to Treasury Department 
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Transfer of, to Department of Agricul-
ture  1434 
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Russia. See Union of Soviet Socialist 

Republics. 
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Sacramento River, Calif., appropriation for Page
prosecution of flood-control work -- 1328

St. Croix, V. I., appropriation to defray
municipal deficit _-------- 634, 736, 1318

St. Croix River, bridge authorized across,
Osceola, Wis., to Chisago County,
Minn --------------------------- 1076

St. Elizabeths Hospital, D. C., appropria-
tion for ---------------------- 634, 736

St. Georges, Del., bridge authorized across
Chesapeake and Delaware Canal at- 1240

St. Juliens Creek, Va., Naval Ammuni-
tion Depot, construction at, author-
ized---------------------------- 799

St. Lawrence River, time extended for
bridging, at Ogdensburg, N. Y------ 621

St. Louis, Mo.:
Coast Guard depot, acquisition of land

for, authorized------------------ 1130
Time extended for bridging Mississippi

River at --------------------- 1077
St. Louis Mission Boarding School, Okla.,

appropriation for education of Indian
children ------------------------ 704

St. Lpuis River:
Bridge authorized across, at Duluth,

Minn-------------------------- 1258
Modification in location of authorized

bridge across, Duluth, Minn.-
Superior, Wis------------------- 756

St. Maries, Idaho, appropriation for care of
graves of firefighters--------------- 956

St. Thomas and St. John, V. I., appropria-
tion to defray municipal deficit------ 1318

Salamanca, N. Y., appropriation for
ground rent, Federal building ------- 671

Salary Tax Act of 1939. See Public Salary
Tax Act of 1939.

Salmon Fisheries Commission, Interna-
tional Pacific, appropriation for_-- 639, 895

Salmon River, Alaska, appropriation for
flood-control work ---------------- 859

Salt Lake City, Utah, construction of
roads, etc., across Fort Douglas Mili-
tary Reservation authorized-------- 1218

Salt River Indians, Ariz., appropriation for
irrigation systems ---------------- 702

Samoa, American, exemption from inter-
nal revenue tax of articles brought
into ----------------------------- 885

San Bernardino National Forest, Calif.,
appropriation for acquisition of land
for soil-erosion control, etc --------- 957

San Carlos Hospital, Ariz., appropriation
for------------ ----------.-- --- 706

San Carlos Indians, Ariz.:
Appropriation for-

Construction and repair--------- 697, 712
Pumping plants, operation, etc------ 700
Support, etc---------------------- 708

San Carlos Irrigation Project, Ariz.: Page
Appropriation for maintenance, oper-

ation, etc---------- 633, 700, 1314, 1315
Deferment of collection of certain con-

struction charges approved ------ 1221
San Diego, Calif.:

Destroyer Base, construction at, au-
thorized ----------------------- 799

Marine barracks, construction author-
ized -------------- _------__-

Naval Air Station, construction at, au-
thorized-----------------

Appropriation for--------- -
Naval Hospital, construction at, au-

thorized---------------
Naval Training Station, construction at,

authorized -_----------
Appropriation for operation, etc----

San Diego-Cabrillo Quadricentennial Cele-
bration, invitation to foreign countries
to participate authorized-___ --

San Francisco, Calif.:
Appropriation for-

Dispatch agency---------------
Hydrographic office- -------
Mint ---------------

San Francisco Bay, acquisition of two
graving drydocks situated on, au-
thorized; construction of projects on
adjoining land; alternative site, etc__

San Francisco Bay Exposition. See also
Golden Gate International Exposi-
tion of 1939.

Release of liability as consignee in cer-
tain cases----- ------------

San Juan, P. R.:
Appropriation for hydrograplic office__
Naval aviation facilities, appropriation

authorized for construction ---
Appropriation for ----- _--------

San Xavier Hospital, Ariz., appropriation
for ------------------------

San Xavier Indians, Ariz.:
Appropriation for-

Construction and repair -----------
Irrigation systems -------------

San Xavier Irrigation Project, Ariz., ap-
propriation for------------------

Sanitary Bureau, Pan American, appro-
priation for contribution ---------

Santa Fe, N. Mex., appropriation for edu-
cation of Indians -- --...--....

Santa Fe Hospital, N. Mex., appropriation
for.------------- ---------

"Saratoga," U. S. S., appropriation for
alteration and repairs ------------

Sault Sainte Marie, Mich., appropriation
for hydrographic office -----------

Savannah, Ga., appropriation for hydro-
graphic office ------------------
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Secretary of Labor. See also Labor, De-
partment of.

Savings and Loan Associations, Federal,
liability for employment taxes------

Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation,
Federal:

Appropriation for------------------
Transfer of, to Federal Loan Agency--

Schools and Colleges, appropriation for
military supplies and equipment for--

Scientific Congress, Eighth American, ap-
propriation for organizing and hold-
ing------------------------------

Scientific Unions and Associated Unions,
International Council of, appropria-
tion for contributions -------------

Scott, Winfield (Gen.), loan of portrait of,
to Virginia Military Institute author-
ized------------------------------

Sea Food Inspectors Act, appropriation
for enforcement------------------

Seacoast Defenses, appropriation for----
641, 6g

Seamen. See also Vessels.
Allotment of portion of wages to rela-

tives or savings banks; conditions
requisite; punishment for false
claim -------------------------

Seattle, Wash.:
Appropriation for-

Assay office .--------------------
Dispatch agency -----------------
Hydrographic office ----------------

Land in, acceptance of certain, author-
ized ----------------------------

Naval Air Station, construction at,
authorized --------------------

Second Deficiency Appropriation Act,
Fiscal Year 1939------------------

Second Liberty Bond Act, Amendment,
limitation on face amount of bonds
removed ----------------------

Secondary or Feeder Roads, appropria-
tion for Federal aid in construction--

Secret Service Division. See Treasury
Department.

Secretary of Agriculture. See also Agri-
culture, Department of.

Arkansas-Mississippi Bridge Commis-
sion, appointment of members by-

Finance, Director of, delegation to, of
authority to sign requisitions for
disbursing funds authorized-------

Member of Migratory Bird Conserva-
tion Commission---------------

Secretary of Commerce. See also Com-
merce, Department of.

Inland Waterways Corporation, sub-
stitution of, as incorporator, in
place of Secretary of War--------

Member of Coronado Exposition Com-
mission-------------------------
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Member of Board of Trustees, Federal
Old-Age and Survivors Insurance
Trust Fund-------------------

ecretary of State. See also State, De-
partment of.

Foreign-trade routes, consultation with,
before granting additional subsidy
for----------------------------

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
appointment of assistants to Com-
missioner to adjudicate claims
against, by--------------------

Report to-----------------------
Secretary of the Interior. See also Inte-

rior, Department of the.
Member of-

Coronado Exposition Commission---
Migratory Bird Conservation Com-

mission, chairman-------------
Secretary of the Navy. See also Navy

Department.
Assistant Secretary, service as Acting

Secretary authorized-------------
Personnel board, appointment of, to

investigate matters concerning
regular and reserve aviation per-
sonnel; report-------------------

Secretary of the Treasury. See also
Treasury Department.

Member of-
Board of Trustees of the Franklin D.

Roosevelt Library -------
Federal Old-Age and Survivors In-

surance Trust Futnd, Hoard of
Trustees .---------

Page

1362

1185
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1200

1047

1434

1222

821

1063

1362

Railroad adjustments, action with re-

spect to claims of United States as
creditor --------------------- 1138

Transportation Act, 1920, designation
of, as agent under -------------- 1432

Secretary of War. See War Department.
Securities:

Transfers of worthless, by executor,
etc., tax on -------------------- 883

Validity of tax liens against mortgagees,
pledgees, purchasers, and judgment
creditors---------------------- 882

Securities and Exchange Commission:
Appropriation for ----------- 539, 629, 1306
Exchanges and distributions in obe-

dience to orders of, extension of
time-------------------------- 878

Reorganization Act of 1939, exemption
of, from transfer, etc., under------ 561

Security Agency. See Federal Security
Agency.

Sqed Act. See Federal Seed Act.
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Seed Testing Congress, International, Page
appropriation for share of expenses - 970

Ninth International, appropriation for
expenses----------------------- 896

Seismological Observations, appropria-
tion for------------------------- 915

Sells Reservation, Ariz., appropriation for
construction and repair------------- 712

Seminole Indians, Fla.:
Appropriation for-

Construction and repair------------ 712
Support, etc------------ -------- 708

Seminole Indians, Okla.:
Appropriation for-

Community house, construction ----- 708
Tuition of pupils------------------ 706

Senate. See also Congress; Legislative
Branch of the Government.

Appointment of Members to Coast
Guard Academy, Board of Visi-
tors ------------------------- 1044

Appointments with consent of-
Antitrust Division, Department of

Justice, salaries of $7,500 or
more------------------------ 899

Coast Guard, Assistant Commandant- 757
Personnel of Lighthouse Service as

officers and chief warrant
officers-------------------- 1216

Commerce, Department of, positions
at $7,500 or more------------- 907

Emergency Relief Appropriation Act
of 1939, positions under, at
$5,000 ormore--------------- 939

Federal Loan Administrator-------- 1429
Federal Security Administrator ---- 1424
Federal Works Administrator ------ 1427
Military Secretary to the General of

the Armies ------------------ 551
Appropriation for-- - 512, 627, 822, 980, 1301

Chaplain------------------------ 822
Clerical assistance--------- --- 824, 1301
Committee employees-------------- 823
Contingent expenses ----------- 825, 1301
Copeland, Royal S., payment to

widow---------------------- 512
Document Room------------------ 822
Folding room ------------------- 825
Inquiries and investigations ------- 513, 627
Kitchens and restaurants ---------- 627
Lewis, James Hamilton, payment to

widow----- --------------- 627
Miscellaneous items ------------ 512, 627
Pages, salaries, July 1939 ---------- 980

August 1939 ------------------ 1301
Post Office---------------------- 825
Salaries and mileage--------------- 822
Secretary, Office of the------------ 822
Sergeant at Arms and Doorkeeper,

Office of .-------------- - 824, 1301

Senate-Continued.
Appropriation for-Continued.

Vice President, Office of the--------
Clerical assistance, additional provided_
District of Columbia Committee, funds

made available for pay of technical
counsel, etc ----------------

Employees, payment of salaries when
last day of month falls on Sunday
or legal holiday----------------

Nomination rejected by, restriction on
payment to person after----------

Senate Office Building:
Appropriation for-

Maintenance and repair -----------
Police force----------- --------
Subway transportation -----------

Police force, details from, for duty on
Capitol Grounds--------------

Seneca Indians, N. Y., appropriation for
fulfilling treaty with ---.-------

Sequoia National Park, Calif., appropria-
tion for administration, etc --------

Sequoyah Orphan Training School, Tahle-
quah, Okla., appropriation for educa-
tion of Indians ------------

Seventh Corps Area Training Center,
Iowa, acquisition of additional land
authorized -----------------------

Seventh International Congress for the
Rheumatic Diseases, invitation to
foreign countries to participate au-
thorized; appropriation authorized_-

Shawnee Indians, Okla., appropriation
for payment to ----------------

Shawnee Sanatorium, Okla., appropria-
tion for -----------------------

Construction and repair ------------
Shawneetown, Ill., bridge authorized across

Ohio River at--------------------
Shells, tax on, continuation of----------
Shenandoah National Park, Va.:

Appropriation for administration, etc-_
Front Royal Quartermaster Depot

Military Reservation, certain lands
of, added to-------.-----------

Sherman Institute, Calif.:
Appropriation for-

Construction and repair --------
Education of Indians -----------

Shipping. See Seamen; Vessels.
Shipping Act, 1916, Amendment. See also

Intercoastal Shipping Act, 1933,
Amendment; Merchant Marine Act,
1936, Amendments.

Orders of Commission, except for pay-
ment of money, duration---------

Shoshone Indians, appropriation for ex-
penses of attorneys----------------
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Subway transportation  832 

Police force, details from, for duty on 
Capitol Grounds  831 

Seneca Indians, N. Y., appropriation for 
fulfilling treaty with  713 

Sequoia National Park, Calif., appropria-
tion for administration, etc  727 

Sequoyah Orphan Training School, Tahle-
quah, Okla., appropriation for educa-
tion of Indians  705 

Seventh Corps Area Training Center, 
Iowa, acquisition of additional land 
authorized   1123 

Seventh International Congress for the 
Rheumatic Diseases, invitation to 
foreign countries to participate au-
thorized; appropriation authorized_ 852 

Shawnee Indians, Okla., appropriation 
for payment to   696 

Shawnee Sanatorium, Okla., appropria-
tion for  707 

Construction and repair  712 

Shawneetown, Ill., bridge authorized across 
Ohio River at  1058 

Shells, tax on, continuation of  863 
Shenandoah National Park, Va.: 

Appropriation for administration, etc  727 
Front Royal Quartermaster Depot 

Military Reservation, certain lands 
of, added to   815 

Sherman Institute, Calif.: 
Appropriation for— 

Construction and repair  712 
Education of Indians  704 

Shipping. See Seamen; Vessels. 
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Shoshone Indians of Wind River Reserva- Page
tion, Wyo.:

Judgment fund, distribution of, to mem-

bers-------------------------- 1128

Land-use districts, establishment of- 1129

Prior debts, liability for------------ 1130

Purchase of lands; loan fund, etc---- 1129
Availability of funds for _-------- 1130

Restoration to tribal ownership of all

undisposed-of surplus or ceded
lands----------------------- 1129

Shoshone Project, Wyo., appropriation for

operation and maintenance, etc- - - - 715,717

Siam, appropriation for minister to------ 887

Signal Corps. See War Department.
Signal Safety Systems, appropriation for

investigations, etc----------------- 533

Silver, coinage of domestic, mined since

July 1, 1939; deductions ------------ 998

Sims, Leonard H. (Maj.), credit in ac-

counts ------------------------- 581

Sioux Indians, appropriation for payment
of Sioux benefits to---------------- 713

Sioux Reservations, appropriation for pay-

ment to Indians of--------------- 1316

Sioux Sanatorium, S. Dak., appropriation
for------------------------------ 707

Sisseton Hospital, S. Dak., appropriation
for----------------------------- 707

Sitka, Alaska, construction of naval avia-

tion facilities, appropriation author-
ized------------ 

5 9

Appropriation for ------------------- 773

Six Nations, N. Y., appropriation for ful-

filling treaty obligations------------ 713

Sixteenth Census, appropriation for ex-

penses of-----....... ----------.. 91(

Housing, national census of, as part

of --------------------------- 1401

Skokomish River, Wash., examination for
flood-control purposes authorized-- - 141'

Skykomish River, Wash., examination for

flood-control purposes authorized. - - 141

Smelter-Fumes Controversy, United States

and Canada, appropriation for arbi-
tration of----------------------- 63

Smith, Leighton N. (Capt.), credit in

accounts---------------------- 57

Smithsonian Institution:
Appropriation for -------------- 539, 130

National Gallery of Art------------ 98

Soboba Hospital, Calif., appropriation for- 70

Social Security Act. See also Social

Security Act Amendments of 1939;

Social Security Board.
Appropriation for-

Census records, searching and sup-

plying information------------ 91

Disease and sanitation investigations- 13(

Social Security Act-Continued. Page

Appropriation for-Continued.
Grants to States-

Child-welfare services -------- 924, 1320

Crippled children, services for - 924, 1320

Maternal and child health services- 924,
1320

Public-health work --------- 669, 1303
Unemployment compensation ad-

ministration --------------- 1304

Maternal and child welfare --------- 924

Old-age reserve account ----------- 655

Social Security Act Amendments of 1939- 1360

Agricultural Adjustment Act,floor stocks
adjustment under, time limitation
for filing of claims--------------- 1402

Blind, grants to States for aid to-
"Aid to the blind" defined--------- 1398

Payments to States, amount to be
paid each quarter; computation
and payment ---------------- 1397

State plans, requirements----------- 1397

Dependent children, grants to States for
aid to-

"Dependent child" defined--------- 1380

Payments to States, amount of quar-
terly payment ------------- 1380

Certification of amount by Board;
reductions or increases------- 1380

State plans, provisions required----- 1379

Employment taxes. See Internal Rev-
enue Code, amendments to, this

title.
Federal old-age and survivors insurance

benefits-
Assignment, restriction of; exemption

of funds front legal process -- -- 1372
Certain services performed prior to

Jan. 1, 1940, restriction on pay-
6 ments with respect to-------- - 1400

Claimants, representation of, before
7 Board---------------------- 1372
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China Trade Act Registrar, appoint-
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Pink bollworm, discussions with Mex-

ican Government and various States
to prepare plans for eradication of,
authorized---------------------

Propaganda, foreign, registration of
persons employed to disseminate, in
United States-

Definitions ----------------------
Statements, filing of additional at end

of each six-months' period ----
Retention of, in permanent form -

Rentals, restriction on use of funds for -
Salaries limited to average rates under

Classification Act; exceptions ----
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, ad-

judication of claims of American
nationals against Government of_

Appropriation authorized- ----.. .--
Attendance of witnesses, production

of documentary evidence ------
Claims, time limitation for filing -- -

Commissioner, appointment of; assis-
tants ------------------------

Completion within two years ------
Moneys received, administrative ex-

penses a first charge against -- -
Report to Secretary --------------
Transfer of records, etc., upon com-

pletion of work ------------
State Banks, requirement of membership

in Federal Reserve System for deposit
insurance, provision repealed-------

State Legislation, appropriation for prep-
aration of index to--------------

State Marine Schools, appropriation for
maintenance, etc-------------------

State Surveys, appropriation for--------
State Unemployment Compensation Laws,

increase in authorization for appro-
priations for administration of -----

Statistical Board. See Central Statistical
Board.

Statistical Bureau, International, The
Hague, appropriation for contribu-
tion --------------------------

Statistical Committee. See Central Sta-
tistical Committee.

Statistical Institute, International, invita-
tion to hold meeting in United States
in 1940 authorized; appropriation
authorized for expenses------------

Statistical Studies, continuance of, by
Department of Labor, upon payment
of cost ---------------------------

Statute of Limitations, not to apply to
offenses punishable by death-------

Statutes at Large, reorganization plans
taking effect to be printed in--------

Steamers. See Vessels.
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Stolen Property. See National Stolen
Property Act, Amendments.

Stone, Harry, appropriation authorized
for purchase of papers of Charles
Cotesworth Pinckney and Thomas
Pinckney from, by Library of Con-
gress ---------------------------- 572

Appropriation for ------------------ 627
Stony Point Light Station Reservation,

N. Y., exchange of land with Palisades
Interstate Park Commission-------- 1131

Straight Creek, Ohio, examination for
flood-control purposes authorized---- 1416

Strategic and Critical Materials:
Acquisition of stocks of certain ------- 811

Appropriations authorized --------- 812
Determination of; quantity and

quality to be purchased -------- 811
Domestic mineral resources, investi-

gations with respect to develop-
ment of---------------------- 812

Domestic sources, period allowed for
production and delivery from- - 812

Purchases by Treasury Department
when domestic supply or produc-
tion insufficient; storage and
rotation --------------------- 811

Use, restriction on---------------- 811
Appropriation for acquisition, etc- 770, 1326
Surplus agricultural commodities, ex-

change of, for reserve stocks pro-
duced abroad, pursuant to treaty
provisions--------------------- 1407

Cotton-
Specific, determination of, to be ex-

changiedl ------------------
Warehousing of ------------- --

1407
1407

Funds available------------------- 1408
Storage provisions----------------- 1407

Streams, appropriation for gagingtug- 720, 1317
Submarginal Land, appropriation for re-

tirement of--------------------- 976
Sugar Act of 1937, appropriation for ad-

ministrative expenses ----------- 632, 975
Sugar Council, International, appropria-

tion for share of expenses---------- 975
Sugar-Plant Investigations, appropria-

tion for -------------------------- 954

Sugars, Philippine, quota ------------- 1227
Annual allocation of---------------- 1228

Summit Lake Indians, Nev., appropriation
for support, etc------------------- 708

Superior, Wis., modification in location of
authorized bridge across St. Louis
River from, to Duluth, Minn ------ 756

Supplemental Military Appropriation Act,
1940------------------------ 992
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Supreme Court, United States. See
United States Courts.

Supreme Court Building Commission,
United States, dissolution of; disposi-
tion of records----------------__--

Surgeons. See Vessels, Staff officers.
Surplus Agricultural Commodities:

Exchange of, for reserve stocks of stra-
tegic and critical materials produced
abroad, pursuant to treaty provi-
sions -_.--________-____-___ .__-

Cotton-
Specific, determination of, to be

exchanged __--------------_
Warehousing of ---- __-----__---

Funds available ------------------
Storage provisions-----------------

Sale of, to foreign governments author-
ized; conditions ---- --- _ ------

Cotton, determination of specific, to
be sold; limitation on number of
bales-------------------------

Surplus Commodities, appropriation for
disposal of _--_---- _--------- ---

Surplus Commodities Corporation. See
Federal Surplus Commodities Corpo-
ration.

Susquehanna River:
Bridge authorized across, at-

Harrisburg, Pa -------------- _---
Wyoming Borough, Pa-------------

Sweden, appropriation for minister to----
Sweetpotato Weevil Control, appropria-

tion for - -------------------- --
Switchboard Operators, exemption of, em-

ployed in certain telephone exchanges,
from provisions of Fair Labor Stand-
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Switzerland, appropriation for minister to
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Taylor Grazing Act, Amendment, estab-
lishment of advisory board of local
stockmen in each district; functions,
etc----------------------------- 1002

Tea Importation Act, appropriation for en-
forcement ----------------------- 971

Telecommunication Union, Bureau of In-
ternational, Radio Section, appropria-
tion for contribution -------------- 891

Telegraph Messages, extension of tax on,
until July 1, 1941------------------ 862

Telephone Messages, extension of tax on,
until July 1, 1941----------------- 862

Tempe, Ariz., limit of cost of construction
of post office increased --------____ 1305

Temporary National Economic Committee:
Allotments of certain funds increased -_ 624
Appropriation for ---------------- 629, 984
Authorized appropriation increased - - 624
Reports, time limitation for filing ----- 629

Tennessee:
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Tacoma, Wash., acquisition of Puyallup
Indian Tribal School property for
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Taos Hospital, N. Mex., appropriation
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Restriction on payment of salary to,
appearing in certain proceedings-

Salary rates ---------------------
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of, from transfer, etc., under -----
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Modification of flood-control proj-
ect - _------.- - -

Park Field Military Reservation, trans-
fer of jurisdiction from War De-
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Rivers and harbors, preliminary exam-
inations authorized --------------

"Tennessee," U. S. S., removal of cost
limitation on overhaul- _------__.--

Tennessee Electric Power Company, pur-
chase of electric utility properties of,
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Tennessee Valley Authority:
Appropriation for -----------------
Check clearance, etc., expenses, transfer

of funds to Treasury Department
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Special joint congressional investigating
committee, additional funds pro-
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Final report ---------------------
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Tennessee Valley Authority Act of 1933,
Amendments:

Bonds, issue of certain, forbidden -----
Purchase of certain utility properties,

etc., bond issue authorized for----
Annual financial statement as to

expenditure of funds derived
from ------ ---------------

Form, denomination, maturity, etc--
Secretary of the Treasury, purchase

and sale of bonds by, authorized-
Termination of authority-----------

Territorial Courts, appropriation for ----
Territorial Papers, appropriation for col-

lecting and editing -----------------
Territories and Island Possessions, Divi-

sion of. See Interior, Department
of the.
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Appropriation for-

Colorado River project, construction- 719
Rio Grande project, operation and

maintenance, etc _---------- 715,717
Buffalo Bayou and tributaries, modifi-

cation of project for improvement
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Corpus Christi, acceptance of land
near, for use as naval aviation train-
ing station, authorized ---------- 590

El Campo, conveyance of certain land
to, authorized------------------ 818

Ellington Field Military Reservation,
grant of right-of-way across, to
Stanolind Pipe Line Co. author-
ized ----------------------- - 1119

Northern judicial district, Lubbock
division created; terms of court,
clerk's office ------------------- 1082

Oil and gas conservation, consent of
Congress granted to extension of
interstate compact concerning,
with Oklahoma, California, and
New Mexico ---------------- . 1071

Port Arthur, time extended for bridging
Lake Sabine at---------------- 1121

Rio Grande compact with Colorado and
New Mexico, consent of Congress
granted to--------------------- 785

The Dalles, Oreg., time extended for
bridging Columbia River at-------- 1253

Third Deficiency Appropriation Act, Fiscal
Year 1939 -- ------------------- 1301

Third International Congress for Micro-
biology, appropriation authorized for
expenses of holding, etc- ---------- 554

Thomas Jefferson Memorial Commission,
appropriation for------------------ 543

Thompson, N. Dak., bridge authorized
anuma Red1 River at-. 119f

Threatening Communications:
Deposit in depository of foreign coun-

try addressed to United States,
penalty -----------------------

Extortion messages, penalty -------
Kidnap threats, penalty ---------
Prosecution ----------------------

Deposit in depository of Post Office
Establishment, penalty ---------

Extortion messages, penalty -------
Kidnap threats, etc., penalty ------
Prosecution ---------------------

Thurberia Weevil Control, appropriation
for-.--------------...---.--

Toa Vaca River, P. R., examination for
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Toadlena Hospital, N. Mex., appropria-
tion for -------------------. --__
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Appropriation for-
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tion----------------_-______ ._
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in excess of---- -----------
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Tobacco Act, appropriation for refund of
taxes collected under -------------

Salaries and expenses in connection
with -. -------.- ____._ - --_

Tobacco Inspection Act, appropriation for
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Tobacco Investigations, appropriation for-
Tohatchi Hospital, Ariz., appropriation

for -----.........................
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cation of project for improvement 
of, authorized  1414 

Corpus Christi, acceptance of land 
near, for use as naval aviation train-
ing station, authorized  590 

El Campo, conveyance of certain land 
to, authorized  818 

Ellington Field Military Reservation, 
grant of right-of-way across, to 
Stanolind Pipe Line Co. author-
ized  1119 

Northern judicial district, Lubbock 
division created; terms of court, 
clerk's office  1082 

Oil and gas conservation, consent of 
Congress granted to extension of 
interstate compact concerning, 
with Oklahoma, California, and 
New Mexico  1071 

Port Arthur, time extended for bridging 
Lake Sabine at  1121 

Rio Grande compact with Colorado and 
New Mexico, consent of Congress 
granted to  785 

The Danes, Oreg., time extended for 
bridging Columbia River at  1253 

Third Deficiency Appropriation Act, Fiscal 
Year 1939  1301 

Third International Congress for Micro-
biology, appropriation authorized for 
expenses of holding, etc   554 

Thomas Jefferson Memorial Commission, 
appropriation for  543 

Thompson, N. Dak., bridge authorized 
across Red River at  1120 

Page Threatening Communications: Page 

Deposit in depository of foreign coun-
try addressed to United States, 
penalty   743 

Extortion messages, penalty  743 
Kidnap threats, penalty  743 
Prosecution  744 

Deposit in depository of Post Office 
Establishment, penalty  742 

Extortion messages, penalty  743 
Kidnap threats, etc., penalty  743 
Prosecution _   743 

Thurberia Weevil Control, appropriation 
for  961 

Toa Vaca River, P. R., examination for 
flood-control purposes authorized_ _ _ _ 1417 

Toadlena Hospital, N. Mex., appropria-
tion for   707 

Tobacco: 
Appropriation for— 

Parity payments  
Statistics, compilation and publica-

tion  
Burley, etc., marketing quotas for; 

referendum  
Farm quotas, penalties on marketings 

in excess of 
Marketing quota— 
Conversion of State marketing quota 

into State acreage allotment; 
basis; allotments  1261 

Time for proclamation of; increase  1261 
Philippine, quota on scrap, etc  1227 

Tobacco Act, appropriation for refund of 
taxes collected under  662 

Salaries and expenses in connection 
with  1325 

Tobacco Inspection Act, appropriation for 
enforcement  

Tobacco Investigations, appropriation for_ 

Tohatchl Hospital, Ariz., appropriation 
for  

Toilet Preparations Tax Amendments: 
Coverings and containers, charge for.. 863 
Transactions at other than arm's length_ 863 

Toiyabe National Forest, Nev., appropria-
tion for acquisition of land for soil-
erosion control, etc  957 

Toledo, Ohio, bridge authorized across 
Ottawa River at  

Toll Bridges, Federal-aid highways, pay-
ments to States causing to be made 
free of tolls prior to July 1, 1941; 
conditions  1066 

Tomah Hospital, Wis., appropriation for_ 707 
Tongass National Forest, Alaska, portion 

set aside as municipal water-supply 
reserve for Ketchikan; administra-
tion_    1132 

974 

968 

1261 

  .1262 

968 
954 

706 

621 
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Tongue Point, Oreg., construction of Page
naval aviation facilities, appropria-
tion authorized-------------------- 590

Appropriation for ----------------- 773
Tongue River Hospital, Mont., appropria-

tion for ------------------------ 707
Tongue River Indian Reservation, Mont.,

Tongue River Reservoir project, ex-
ecution of contracts for water for
irrigating lands on, authorized; ap-
propriation authorized-------------- 1411

Tongue River Irrigation Project, Mont.,
appropriation for ------------------ 699

Tongue River Water Users' Association,
Mont., execution of contract with,
for acquisition of water for irrigating
lands on Tongue River Indian Reser-
vation authorized; appropriation au-
thorized ------------------------- 1411

Topographic Surveys, appropriation for-- 720
Toro Negro River, P. R., examination for

flood-control purposes authorized --- 1417
Tourist Literature:

Entry of, free of duty, for free distribu-
tion at-

Golden Gate International Exposition- 1221
New York World's Fair ----------- 62(

Trade Commission. See Federal Trade
Commission.

Trade Mark Bureau, Inter-American, ap-
propriation for contribution --------- 89

Transit Inspection, appropriation for----- 96:
Treasurer of the United States, Office of

the. See T'reasury Departllniet.
Treasury Department. See also Secretary

of thle Treasury.
Akron, Ohio, old post-office builing

and site, repeal of minimum price
limitation on sale of--------- - - 129

American Printing House for the Blind,
transfer of functions of Secretary
to Federal Security Agency------ 143

Appropriation for-
Accounts and Deposits, Office of Com-

missioner of---------------- 657, 9S
Emergency Relief Appropriation

Act of 1939, administrative
expenses------------------- 93

American Printing House for the
Blind. See Federal Security
Agency.

Appointments, Division of---------- 65

Audited claims---- 521, 648, 651, 1333, 133
Budget, Bureau of the. See Presi-

dent of the United States, Ex-
ecutive Office.

Chief Clerk, Office of-------------
Coast Guard---------- 640, 663, 989, 132

Damage claims -------------- 515, 64
I.irhthounae Bureau of -------- 632, 91

reaur earmn-Unt-n.e-l.reasury Department-Continueda.
Appropriation for-Continued.

Comptroller of the Currency, Office
of the -------------------

Customs, Bureau of ------------
Vehicles, restriction ..----------.

Damage claims ------- 516, 644, 645,
Disbursement, Division of, Emer-

gency Relief Appropriation Act
of 1939, administrative ex-

Page

660
659
660

1328

penses------------ ---------- 931
Engraving and Printing, Bureau of__ 665
Federal Alcohol Administration ------ 662

Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation,
payments to, on account of re-
ductions in interest rate on
mortgages ------------------- 655

Federal land banks, payments to, on
account of reductions in interest
rate on mortgages------------ 639, 655

General Counsel, Office of---------- 655
Internal Revenue, Bureau of - 640, 660, 1325
Judgments .-------- 517, 646, 1329, 1330
Mint, Bureau of the --------------- 669
Miscellaneous and contingent ex-

penses-------------------- 656
Narcotics, Bureau of--------------- 663
Old-age reserve account, Social Se-

curity Act-------------------- 655
Printing, Division of------- 653, 657, 1325

Processing Tax Board of Review,
United States --- -- ------- 662

Procurement l)ivision-
Public Buildings Branch. See

FIetlral Works AgenKcy, Pullic
Bluilliings Adminimt ration.

Supply, Itriach of m673;, 1326

l;mncrgemnry llelief Appropriationu
Act of 1939, adlmniiiPtrative
expenses ----- 931

Public Debt Service---------- - 6F58

Public Health Service. See separate

title.
Railroad Unemployment Insurance

Account, advances to----------- 655
Research and Statistics, Division of_- 655
Salaries------------------------- 654
Secret Service Division ------------- 666

Emergency Relief Appropriation
Act of 1939, administrative ex-
penses------------------- 931

Secretary, Office of the ----- 515, 64, 1325
Damage claims ----------------- 515

Stationery---------------------6 654,657
Treasurer of the United States, Office

of--------------------------- 660
Emergency Relief Appropriation

Act of 1939, administrative
expenses ------------------ 931

Treasury buildings, custody....---- 656
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Tongue River Reservoir project, ex-
ecution of contracts for water for 
irrigating lands on, authorized; ap-
propriation authorized  

Tongue River Irrigation Project, Mont., 
appropriation for  

Tongue River Water Users' Association, 
Mont., execution of contract with, 
for acquisition of water for irrigating 
lands on Tongue River Indian Reser-
vation authorized; appropriation au-
thorized  

Topographic Surveys, appropriation for _ 
Toro Negro River, P. R., examination for 

flood-control purposes authorised_  Tourist Literature: 

Entry of, free of duty, for free distribu-
tion at— 
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590 Comptroller of the Currency, Office 
773 of the  660 

Customs, Bureau of  659 
707 Vehicles, restriction  660 

Damage claims  516, 644, 645, 1328 
Disbursement, Division of, Emer-

gency Relief Appropriation Act 
of 1939, administrative ex-

1411 penses  931 
Engraving and Printing, Bureau of_ _ 665 

699 Federal Alcohol Administration  662 
Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation, 

payments to, on account of re-
ductions in interest rate on 
mortgages  655 

Federal land banks, payments to, on 
1411 account of reductions in interest 
720 rate on mortgages  639, 655 

General Counsel, Office of  655 
1417 Internal Revenue, Bureau of _ 640, 660, 1325 

Judgments  517, 646, 1329, 1330 
Mint, Bureau of the  669 

Golden Gate International Exposition.. 1221 
New York World's Fair  626 

Trade Commission. See Federal Trade 
Commission. 

Trade Mark Bureau, Inter-American, ap-
propriation for contribution  891 

Transit Inspection. appropriation for  962 
Treasurer of the United States, Office of 

the. See Treasury Department. 
Treasury Department. See also Secretary 

of the Treasury. 
Akron, Ohio, oh l post-office building 

and site, repeal of minimum price 
limitation on sale of  1291 

American Printing house for the Blind, 
transfer of functions of Secretary 
to Federal Security Agency  1435 

Appropriation for— 
Accounts and Deposits, Office of Com-

missioner of  657, 989 
Emergency Relief Appropriation 

Act of 1939, administrative 
expenses  

American Printing House for the 
Blind. See Federal Security 
Agency. 

Appointments, Division of  659 
Audited claims_ _ _ 521, 648, 651, 1333, 1336 
Budget, Bureau of the. See Presi-

dent of the United States, Ex-
ecutive Office. 

Chief Clerk, Office of  656 
Coast Guard  640, 663, 989, 1325 
Damage claims  515, 640 
Lighthouses, Bureau of  632, 913 

931 

Miscellaneous and contingent ex-
penses  656 

Narcotics, Bureau of  663 
Old-age reserve account, Social Se-

curity Act  655 
Printing, Division of  653, 657, 1325 
Processing Tax Board of Review, 

United States_ 662 
Procurement Division — 
Public Buildings Branch. See 

Federal Works Agency, Public 
Buildings Administ rat ion. 

Supply, Branch of 673, 1326 
Emergency. Relief Appropriation 

Act of 1939, administrative 

expenses  
Public Debt Service 
Public Health Service. See separate 

title. 
Railroad Unemployment Insurance 

Account, advances to  
Research and Statistics, Division of_ _ 

Salaries  
Secret Service Division  
Emergency Relief Appropriation 

Act of 1939, administrative ex-
penses  931 

Secretary, Office of the  515, 654., 1325 
Damage claims  515 

Stationery  654, 657 
Treasurer of the United States, Office 

of   860 

Emergency Relief Appropriation 
Act of 1939, administrative 

expenses  
Treasury buildings, custody 

931 
658 

655 
655 
654 
666 

931 
858 
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Treasury Department-Continued.
Beck, Lizzie, acceptance of real estate

devised by, authorized---........
Budget, Bureau of the. See President of

the United States, Executive Office.
Check clearance, etc., expenses, trans-

fers of funds authorized for ----- _
Citizenship provisions, employees; ex-

ceptions ----..............
Coast Guard. See separate title.
Contraband articles, transportation in

vessels, vehicles, and aircraft de-
clared unlawful; seizure and for-
feiture -------.------.- ........

Appropriations made available------
Definitions -----------------_-__.
Enforcement provisions ------...--
Laws applicable-- ------------..-.-
Rules and regulations -------__---_
Supplemental nature of provisions---

Customs, Bureau of-
Advances from Treasury in connec-

tion with enforcement of customs
laws authorized -------------.-

Foreign countries, advance payments
in--------...................

Overtime services, deposit of receipts
for . .---------------.-.-. ---

Director General of Railroads, office
abolished and functions transferred-

Disbursement, Division of, transfer of
funds to, from designated agencies
authorized----------------__.._

District of Columbia, advances to; reim-
hurtement ----------- ----..-

El (Cailpo, Tex., conveyalce of certain
land to, authorized ..... ...

Engraving andx Printing, Hlureau of-
Credit of proceeds of work .......
Protection of bonds, currency, etc.,

reimbursement for; detail of
Secret Service supervisor ----..

Federal Seed Act. See separate title.
Foreign Service retirement and disabil-

ity fund, preparation of estimates
of annual appropriations ----.....

Golden Gate International Exposition
of 1939, tourist literature for free
distribution, free entry ----------

Inspectors of buildings abroad, couriers,
etc., assignment of personnel as,
authorized--------------......._

Internal Revenue, Bureau of-
Brandy and fruit spirits, allowances

for losses from leakage, eta,
upon withdrawal of packages -- - 1

District of Columbia income tax, in-
formation to be supplied relative
to persons subject to ---------..

Inhertance and estate taxes ----- I
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Internal Revenue, Bureau of-Con.

Rectifiers and wholesale dealers, books
of -.--.....-- - -- -------_ -

Spirits lost, etc., by reason of floods in
1936 and 1937, credit or refund
of taxes paid in certain cases-_-

International Petroleum Exposition,
Tulsa, Okla., importation of duti-
able articles free of duty; regula-
tions --------------------.....

Lighthouses, Bureau of, consolidation of,
with Coast Guard---------......

Minor purchases without advertising._ -
Morehead City Target Range, N. C.,

transfer of jurisdiction over portion
to, by War Department -----..--

Narcotics, Bureau of-
Advances from Treasury in connec-

tion with enforcement of narcotic
drug laws authorized -....--- __

Confiscated vehicles, use of-- ......
Expenditures for narcotics, credit of

sums recovered ---------.....
Information in connection with ap-

prehension of violators, expendi-
tures authorized ----------....

Law observance, funds available for
dissemination of information re-
garding-----_- ...-...-..-- .-

Naval officers, retired, active-duty pay
to, assigned to-- ................

New York World's Fair, 1939, tourist
literature for free distribution, free
entry-........ ............... .
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to lristol, Maine, authlorisetl

Poplarville, Mbl., removal of certain
restrictions regarding acquisition of
site for post-office building--------

Portland, Oreg., old Federal building,
disposal authorized--..----...---

Procurement Division-
Government Printing Office, pur-

chases by, independent of_--.
Public Buildings Branch. See Fed-

eral Works Agency, Public Build-
ings Administration.

Strategic and critical materials, pur-
chase through; storage and ro-
tation -------...------------.

Supply, Branch of-
Advances, credit of, to general sup-

ply funds----.. --.........
Coal and wood, waiver of separate

weight, etc., certificate --.
"Fuel" defined---.------------
Generl supply fund, amount avail-

able from, for penonal Servi
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Beck, Lizzie, acceptance of real estate 
devised by, authorized  753 

Budget, Bureau of the. See President of 
the United States, Executive Office. 

Check clearance, etc., expenses, trans-
fers of funds authorized for  674 

Citizenship provisions, employees; ex-
ceptions  683 

Coast Guard. See separate title. 
Contraband articles, transportation in 

vessels, vehicles, and aircraft de-
clared unlawful; seizure and for-
feiture  1291 

Appropriations made available  1292 
Definitions  1292 
Enforcement provisions  1292 
Laws applicable  1292 
Rules and regulations  1293 
Supplemental nature of provisions__ _ 1292 

Customs, Bureau of— 
Advances from Treasury in connec-

tion with enforcement of customs 
laws authorized  1262 

Foreign countries, advance payments 
in  660 

Overtime services, deposit of receipts 
for  659 

Director General of Railroads, office 
abolished and functions transferred_ 1432 

Disbursement, Division of, transfer of 
funds to, from designated agencies 
authorize&   657 

District of Columbia, advances to; reim-
bursement  1118 

El Campo, Tex., conveyance of certain 
land to, authorized _ . _ 818 

Engraving and Printing, Bureau of--
Credit of proceeds of work  666 
Protection of bonds, currency, etc , 

reimbursement for; detail of 
Secret Service supervisor  657 

Federal Seed Act. See separate title. 
Foreign Service retirement and disabil-

ity fund, preparation of estimates 
of annual appropriations  587 

Golden Gate International Exposition 
of 1939, tourist literature for free 
distribution, free entry  1221 

Inspectors of buildings abroad, couriers, 
etc., assignment of personnel as, 
authorized  896 

Internal Revenue, Bureau of— 
Brandy and fruit spirits, allowances 

for losses from leakage, etc., 
upon withdrawal of packages__ _ _ 1202 

District of Columbia income tax, in-
formation to be supplied relative 
to persons subject to  1100 

Inheritance and estate taxes— - 1118 
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of taxes paid in certain cases_ _ _ 1420 

International Petroleum Exposition, 
Tulsa, Okla., importation of duti-
able articles free of duty; regula-
tions  796 

Lighthouses, Bureau of, consolidation of, 
with Coast Guard  1432 

Minor purchases without advertising..  656 
Morehead City Target Range, N. C., 

transfer of jurisdiction over portion 
to, by War Department  1204 

Narcotics, Bureau of— 
Advances from Treasury in connec-

tion with enforcement of narcotic 
drug laws authorized   1262 

Confiscated vehicles, use of  683 
Expenditures for narcotics, credit of 

sums recovered  663 
Information in connection with ap-

prehension of violators, expendi-
tures authorized  663 

Law observance, funds available for 
dissemination of information re-
garding   663 

Naval officers, retired, active-duty pay 
to, assigned to  767 

New York World's Fair, 1939, tourist 
literature for free distribution, free 
entry   026 

Pemaquid Point Lighthouse liegcrvat-

tion, hfaine, conveyance of portion 
to Bristol, Maine, authorised _ Sid 

Poplarville, Miss., removal of certain 
restrictions regarding acquisition of 
site for post-office building  1128 

Portland, Oreg., old Federal building, 
disposal authorised  819 

Procurement Division— 
Government Printing Office, pur-

chases by, independent of _   839 
Public Buildings Branch. See Fed-

eral Works Agency, Public Build-
ings Administration. 

Strategic and critical materials, pur-
chase through; storage and ro-
tation  811 

Supply, Branch of— 
Advances, credit of, to general sup-

ply funds_  674 
Coal and wood, waiver of separate 

weight, etc., certificate  674 
"Fuel" defined  874 
General supply fund, amount avail-

able from, for personal services- 674 
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Reconditioning of equipment, cost

of --... _- .....-...-..----
Transfer of funds authorized for

expenses incurred in carrying
out provisions of Emergency
Relief Appropriation Act of
1938 ----_---.---_---_----_
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other agencies, transfer of funds
authorized ----- --__ .-------

Typewriter repairs, etc., payment
for -_----__--.. ---- ..-----
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award.--- __-..------.--.------

Public Health Service. See separate
title.

Railroad adjustments, action with re-
spect to claims of United States as
creditor -------------------..-_

Rochester Harbor Lighthouse Reserva-
tion, Charlotte, N. Y., lease of por-
tion to New York Central Railroad
Co. for track purposes authorized-

Salaries, payments limited to average
rates under Classification Act----

Secret Service Division-
Information concerning violations,

funds available for payment for-
Witness fees, payment of ---------
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and sale of certain bonds issued by,
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transfer of funds authorized for ex-
penses incurred in carrying out pro-
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of---------------------------
Turtle Mountain Hospital, N. Dak., ap-

propriation for-----------------
Tutulla, Samoa, Naval Station, construc-

tion at, authorized---------------
School at, appropriation for operation -

Twelfth Olympic Games, participation of
Regular Army authorized---------
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Uinta National Forest, Utah, appropria-
tion for acquisition of land for soil-
erosion control, etc--------------- 957

Uintah and Ouray Indians, Utah:
Appropriation for-

Construction and repair------------ 1316
Irrigation systems ---------------- 703
Support, etc---------------------- 708

Uintah Hospital, Utah, appropriation for - 707
Ukiah, Calif., appropriation for latitude

observatory---------------------- 915
Umatilla Indian Reservation, Oreg., cer-

tainlands restored to tribal ownership- 1351
Umpqua River Lighthouse Reservation,

Oreg., conveyance of portion to State
of Oregon for public purposes; condi-
tions --------------------------- 802

Uncompahgre, etc., Utes, Utah, appropria-
tion for maintenance, etc., of irriga-
tion project----------------------- 702

Unemployment Compensation Adminis-
tration. See also Social Security Act
Amendments of 1939.

Appropriation for grants to States
for ------------- 513, 541, 630,1304

Unemployment Compensation Laws, State,
increase in authorization for appro-
priations for administration of------ 581

Unemployment Insurance. See lailroad
Unemployment Insurance Act,
Amendments.

Unemployment Tax Act, Federal, sub-
chapter of Internal Revenue Code
relating to tax on employers of eight
or more designated as--------------

Union Catalogues, appropriation for de-
velopment and maintenance -------

Union County, Ky., bridge authorized
across Ohio River at--------------

Union of South Africa, appropriation for
minister to----------------------

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics:
Appropriation for ambassador to------
Claims of American nationals against

Government of, adjudication of---
Appropriation authorized----------
Attendance of witnesses, production

of documentary evidence -----
Claims, time limitation for filing -- --
Commissioner, appointment of; assist-

ants-------------------------
Completion within two years -------
Moneys received, administrative ex-

penses a first charge against -- --
Report to Secretary of State--------
Transfer of records, etc., upon com-

pletion of work ---------------
Union Pacific Railroad Co., license to

maintain certain trackage on Fort
Leavenworth Military Reservation
authorized----------------------

United Confederate Veterans' Reunion,
Trinidad, Colo., 1939:

Loan of War Department equipment
authorized----------------------

Marine Band, attendance authorized_ --
Appropriation for-----------------

United Pueblos, N. Mex., appropriation
for construction and repair --------

United States Citrus Products Laboratory,
Fla., appropriation for construction of
addition to ---------------------

United States Coast Guard Academy.
See Coast Guard Academy.

United States Code, appropriation for
preparation----------------------

United States Courts:
Administration of------------------

Administrative Office of the United
States Courts, establishment ---

Director, duties---------------
Budget, preparation and submis-

sion--..----------------.
Employees; practice restriction -- -

Funds made available for mainte-
nance and operation--------

Annual conferences in each judicial
district---------------------
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Administration of-Continued.
Application of provisions ----------- 1225
Department of Justice employees en-

gaged in audit of judicial ac-
counts, transfer of _----------- 1225

Effective date------------------ 1226
Funds, transfer of--------------- 1225
Judicial accounts, transfer of powers

and duties relating to audit of --- 1226
Judicial council, meetings ---------- 1224
Personnel, administrative powers and

duties respecting certain, trans-
ferred ---------------------- 1226

Appropriation for-
Bailiffs, etc ------------------ 636, 905
China, United States Court for ----- 904
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Clerks of courts---------------- 905, 986
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Conciliation commissioners--------- 986
Customs and Patent Appeals, Court
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Customs Court, United States ------ 904
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Jurors and witnesses ---------- 636, 905
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Panama Canal Zone, District Court- 904,
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Printing and binding -------------- 986
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Supreme Court, United States ----- 903
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Books, transmittal to successors in of-
fice; marking ------------------ 906

China, United States Court for, funds
made available for traveling ex-
penses of employees in emergencies_ 1319
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Claims, Court of-
Review of cases by Supreme Court on

certiorari; inclusion of material
portions of record ------------ 752

Jurisdiction of Supreme Court on
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District judges, restriction to one em-
ployee; exception--------------- 906

District of Columbia, District Court
for, jurisdiction of actions arising
from administration of trust funds
by Board of Trustees of the Frank-
lin D. Roosevelt Library --------- 1064

Employees, time limitation for exercise
of option under Civil Service Re-
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United States Courts-Continued.
Hawaii, District Court for, rules of

procedure in U. S. courts made
applicable to------------------

Immigration and Naturalization Service,
funds not available for compen-
sation of assistants to clerks of
courts-----------------------

Judges-
Compensation of, taking office on or

before June 6, 1932, inclusion in
gross income-----------------

Exemption from taxation under
Revenue Act of 1938 or prior
acts .-------------------

Retirement of, appointed to hold
office during good behavior, be-
cause of permanent disability-_

Pay, if less than 10 years of serv-
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Virgin Islands, temporary appoint-
ment of special judge for District
Court for, authorized----------

Probation officers-
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Provision repealed--------------
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Failure to comply with official
orders, etc------- ---------

Failure to conform to required
qualifications--------------

Provisions repealed -------------
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limitation; persons with dual quali-
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Administrative Office of the United

States Courts, appointment of
Director and Assistant Director
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Court of Claims, review of cases in, by
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United States Employment Service-Con.
Transfer of records and property in local

offices to States -------------
Transfer of, to Federal Security Agency-

United States Housing Authority:
Appropriation for ------------ ---

Annual contributions --------------
Check clearance, etc., expenses, transfer

of funds to Treasury Department_
Division of Disbursement, Treasury

Department, transfer of funds to,
authorized ----------- ---____

Transfer of, to Federal Works Agency__
United States Housing Corporation, dis-

solution of----_-------------_
United States Maritime Commission. See

Maritime Commission.
United States Maritime Service. See

Merchant Marine Act, 1936, Amend-
ments.

United States Processing Tax Board of
Review. See Treasury Department.

United States Soldiers' Home, appropria-
tion for ---_- - ------------

United States Supreme Court Building
Commission, dissolution of; disposi-
tion of records -------- ------ _

Unjust Enrichment, tax on, appropriation
for salaries and expenses in connection
with assessment and collection of---

Upper Mississippi River Wildlife Refuge,
appropriation for maintenance and
acquisition of land -------------

Urgent Deficiency and Supplemental
Appropriation Act, fiscal years 1939
and 1940. See also Deficiency Appro-
priation Acts.

Appropriation for-
Agriculture, Department of, Com-

modity Credit Corporation - -
District of Columbia -------.---

Mental Health, Commission on -
Municipal court, jurors ------
Policemen and firemen's relief ----
Public schools ------------- _
Tax Appeals, Board of -------

Employees' Compensation Commis-
sion--- --------____________

Executive Office -------------
Federal Communications Commis-

sion------_---------------
Federal Loan Agency ----------

Electric Home and Farm Author-
ity --------------------__

Export-Import Bank of Washing-
ton ----- ________________-

Interior, Department of the--- --
General Land Office - ---------
Government in the Territories ---
Indian Affairs, Bureau of------
Secretary, Office of.. - --.......
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Justice, Department of------------- 986
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ment-
Capitol Building, painting of sign-

ing of Constitution for place-
ment in--------------------- 981
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Post Office Department ----------- 987
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Gallery of Art -- ---- ------- 984
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Commission----------------- 987

Diplomatic and Consular Service,
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Mixed Claims Commission, U. S.-
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Provo River project, construction- - 717
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Utah-Continued.
Ogden Ordnance Depot, appropriation
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Salt Lake City, construction of roads,

etc., across Fort Douglas Military
Reservation authorized -------__

Utah, University of, funds for building and
equipment, Bureau of Mines, con-
tinued available ---------_______..

Ute Mountain Hospital, Colo., appropria-
tion for-------------- -

Ute Mountain Indians, Colo., appropria-
tion for purchase of land_----.-____
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Vale Reclamation Project, Oreg., funds
made available for payment of ad-
justed compensation to employees on
Agency Valley Dam --------_-___-

Venereal Diseases, Division of. See
Public Health Service.

Venezuela, ambassador to, appropriation
for -_.. -- __-------..---___-____

Funds made available for salary of ---
Vermont, appropriation for rehabilitation,

forest hurricane damage -------____
Vessels. See also Merchant Marine Act,

1936, Amendments; Naval Vessels;
Navigation.

False pretenses, obtaining money by,
on high seas; penalty ------------

Fire pump, pipe, and hose require-
ments ------ -__------- ..----._-

Licenses-
Renewals--___----__--------__-
Withholding until certificate of in-

spection filed; renewals --------
Lifeboats, etc., number to be carried ----
Load lines for American-

Establishment, vessels loading at or
proceeding to sea from-

Foreign ports-----------------
Ports within United States -------

Penalties for violations -------------
Towed vessels, carrying neither pas-

sengers nor cargo excepted -----
Masters, proceedings on change of, in

domestic commerce -------------
Officers' Competency Certificates Con-

vention, 1936. See separate title.
Palpa, barge, admission to United

States registry -- __-- ----------
Prari, barge, admission to United States

registry --__--______-----------
Staff officers, registry of pursers and

surgeons as; grades -----------
Assault upon, penalty for- --- _------
Certificate, penalty for alteration,
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Effective date -------------------
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Veterans. See also Veterans' Administra-

tion; World War Veterans.
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provisions-__--.--------__-___-
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Officers' Competency Certificates Con-

vention, 1936. See separate title. 
Pal pa, barge, admission to United 

States registry  
Prari, barge, admission to United States 

registry  
Staff officers, registry of pursers and 

surgeons as; grades  
Assault upon, penalty for  
Certificate, penalty for alteration, 

etc  
Effective date  

Page 

603 

1218 

723 

707 

696 

1317 

887 
638 

513 

1205 

1344 

795 

798 
1343 

783 
783 
783 

783 

794 

1403 

1403 

1145 
1147 

1146 
1147 

Judgments  
Military and naval insurance 
Pensions _ 
Printing and binding  

Butter substitutes, restriction on pur-
chase of, except for cooking pur-
poses  545 

Disbursing officers, etc., release of, for 
liability for payment where recov-
ery waived under existing laws_ 1252 

Interior Department, transfer of funds 
to, authorized  544 

Navy Department, transfer of funds to, 
authorized  544 

New construction, use of funds for, for-
bidden  545 

Patients in naval hospitals, additional 
details for care of  768 

Public Health Service, transfer of funds 
to, authorized  544 

Reorganization Act of 1939, exemption 
of, from transfer, etc., under  561 

State, etc., homes, aid to  545 
Tobacco, purchase authorized  544 
War Department, transfer of funds to, 

authorized  544 
Veterans' Placement Service, appropria-

tion for 

Vessels—Continued. Page 

Staff officers, registry of pursers and 
surgeons as; grades—Continued. 

Misconduct, etc., suspension or revo-
cation of certificate for  1147 

Naval Reserve Corps, insignia for 
members of  1146 

Qualifications; oath of office  1146 
Unregistered, employment unlaw-

ful; exception  1146 
Veterans. See also Veterans' Administra-

tion; World War Veterans. 
Disabled soldiers and sailors, increased 

Federal aid to State and Terri-
torial homes for  1145 

Flags for burial of, authorized  999 
Hospitalization and domiciliary care 

provisions  1070 
Spanish-American War, Philippine In-

surrection and Boxer Rebellion, 
domiciliary care, etc., extended to 
certain  652 

Widow's pensions effective as of date 
of death of veteran; filing of 
claim  1209 

Veterans' Administration. See also Vet-
erans; World War Veterans. 

Appropriation for— 
Adjusted service and dependent pay_ _ 545 
Administration, medical, hospital, and 

domiciliary services  544 
Damage claims  644, 1328 
Hospital and domiciliary facilities__ _ _ 545 

1330 
545 
545 
545 

925 



Vice President of the United States:
Appointments by-

Philippine Islands, conference on fu-
ture trade relations; members -_

"Star-Spangled Banner," commission
to provide for Federal participa-
tion in anniversary celebration__

Appropriation for-
Compensation of ------------------
Office of the -------------------

Member of-
Constitution, commission to procure

painting of scene at signing

Page

1231

1214

524

822

of -------------------------- 583
Coronado Exposition Commission_-- 1047
"Star-Spangled Banner," commission

to provide for Federal participa-
tion in anniversary celebration - 1214

Vicksburg, Miss., purchase and mainte-
nance of bridge across Mississippi
River at, authorized -------------- 1267

Village Delivery Service, appropriation for- 677
Virgin Islands:

Appropriation for-
Agricultural experiment station and

vocational school-------------- 735
American seamen, relief of ship-

wrecked---------------------- 889
Municipal governments, defraying

deficits of ---------- - 634, 1318
Saint Croix, deficit of municipal gov-

ernment---------------------- 736
Salaries --------------------------

Civil government for, amendments to
Act to provide for-

Authorizations heretofore granted not
impaired---------------------

Navigable waters, applicability of
Federal laws for protection and
improvement-----------------

Navigation, inspection laws, etc.,
power of Legislative Assembly to
enact; application of Federal
laws-------------------------

Surplus property, disposal of -----
Tonnage dues, etc., Federal laws

levying, not to apply to -------
District Court for, temporary appoint-

ment of special judge for, author-
ized-------------------------

Housing, census of, in 1940----------
Virginia:

Appropriation for-
Appomattox Court House National

Historical Monument, acquisi-
tion of land, etc---------------

Manassas National Battlefield Park,
construction of administration-
museum building -------------

Shenandoah National Park, admin-
istration, etc-----------------

735

1242

1242

1242
1242

1242

1203
1406

728

728

727

Virginia-Continued.
Fort Monroe, amount for maintenance

of wharf, roads, and sewerage
system-------------------------

Langley Field, appropriation for con-
struction of additional laboratory
buildings, etc------------------

Rivers and harbors, preliminary exam-
inations authorized .-----------.

Shenandoah National Park, certain
lands of Front Royal Quartermaster
Depot Military Reservation added

Page

604

628

1416

to -.------------------------ . .815
Virginia Military Institute, loan of portrait

of Gen. Winfield Scott to, author-
ized---------------------------- 821

Virus Serum Toxin Act, appropriation for
enforcement---------------------- 950

Vocational Education, appropriation for
promotion of ---------------- 633, 732

Vocational Rehabilitation, persons dis-
abled in industry, appropriation for-- 733

W
Wabash River:

Bridge authorized across, at Peru, Ind-
Examination for flood-control purposes

authorized, Indiana and Illinois---
Waccamaw River, bridge authorized

across, from Old Dock to Ash, N. C-
Wage and Hour Division. See Labor,

Department of.
Wages and Hours. See Fair Labor Stand-

ards Act of 1938.
Wagner-Peyser Act. See United States

Employment Service.
Wahpeton, N. Dak., appropriation for

education of Indians --------------
Waloa River, T. H., examination for

flood-control purposes authorized -
Wallua River, T. H., examination for

flood-control purposes authorized_-
Waimea River, T. H., examination for

flood-control purposes authorized- --
Wake Island, construction of naval avia-

tion facilities, appropriation author-
ized------------------------------

Walker, Charles, appointment as lieuten-
ant commander, Coast Guard, au-
thorized--------------------------

Walker River Hospital, Nev., appropria-
tion for-------------------------

Walker River Indians, Nev.:
Appropriation for-

Irrigation projects----------------
Support, etc---------------------

Walker River Irrigation Project, Nev.,
appropriation for-----------------

Wallace, Idaho, appropriation for care of
graves of firefighters--------------

623

1416

623

705

1417

1417

1417

590

1218

707

703
708

699

956
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Vice President of the United States: 
Appointments by— 

Philippine Islands, conference on fu-
ture trade relations; members_ _ _ 

"Star-Spangled Banner," commission 
to provide for Federal participa-
tion in anniversary celebration__ 

Appropriation for— 
Compensation of  
Office of the  

Member of— 
Constitution, commission to procure 

painting of scene at signing 
of  

Coronado Exposition Commission_ _ _ 
"Star-Spangled Banner," commission 

to provide for Federal participa-
tion in anniversary celebration_ _ 

Vicksburg, Miss., purchase and mainte-
nance of bridge across Mississippi 
River at, authorized  

Village Delivery Service, appropriation for 
Virgin Islands: 

Appropriation for— 
Agricultural experiment station and 

vocational school  
American seamen, relief of ship-

wrecked  
Municipal governments, defraying 

deficits of 
Saint Croix, deficit of municipal gov-

ernment  
Salaries  

Civil government for, amendments to 
Act to provide for— 

Authorizations heretofore granted not 
impaired  

Navigable waters, applicability of 
Federal laws for protection and 
improvement  

Navigation, inspection laws, etc., 
power of Legislative Assembly to 
enact; application of Federal 
laws  

Surplus property, disposal of  
Tonnage dues, etc., Federal laws 

levying, not to apply to  
District Court for, temporary appoint-

ment of special judge for, author-
ized  

Housing, census of, in 1940  
Virginia: 

Appropriation for— 
Appomattox Court House National 

Historical Monument, acquisi-
tion of land, etc  

Manassas National Battlefield Park, 
construction of administration-
museum building  

Shenandoah National Park, admin-
istration, etc  
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  634, 1318 
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1203 
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Virginia—Continued. Page 

Fort Monroe, amount for maintenance 
of wharf, roads, and sewerage 
system  604 

Langley Field, appropriation for con-
struction of additional laboratory 
buildings, etc  628 

Rivers and harbors, preliminary exam-
inations authorized  1416 

Shenandoah National Park, certain 
lands of Front Royal Quartermaster 
Depot Military Reservation added 
to  815 

Virginia Military Institute, loan of portrait 
of Gen. Winfield Scott to, author-
ized  821 

Virus Serum Toxin Act, appropriation for 
enforcement  950 

Vocational Education, appropriation for 
promotion of  633, 732 

Vocational Rehabilitation, persons dis-
abled in industry, appropriation for__ 733 

Wabash River: 
Bridge authorized across, at Peru, Ind_ 623 
Examination for flood-control purposes 

authorized, Indiana and Illinois__ 1416 
Waccamaw River, bridge authorized 

across, from Old Dock to Ash, N. C_ 623 
Wage and Hour Division. See Labor, 

Department of. 
Wages and Hours. See Fair Labor Stand-

ards Act of 1938. 
Wagner-Peyser Act. See United States 

Employment Service. 
Wahpeton, N. Dak., appropriation for 

education of Indians  705 
Wailoa River, T. H., examination for 

flood-control purposes authorize& _ 1417 
Wailua River, T. H., examination for 

flood-control purposes authorized_ _ _ 1417 
Waimea River, T. H., examination for 

flood-control purposes authorized___ _ 1417 
Wake Island, construction of naval avia-

tion facilities, appropriation author-
ized  590 

Walker, Charles, appointment as lieuten-
ant commander, Coast Guard, au-
thorized   1218 

Walker River Hospital, Nev., appropria-
tion for  707 

Walker River Indians, Nev.: 
Appropriation for— 

Irrigation projects  
Support, etc  

Walker River Irrigation Project, Nev., 
appropriation for  

Wallace, Idaho, appropriation for care of 
graves of firefighters  

703 
708 

699 

956 



Walsh County, N. Dak., time extended for Page
bridging Red River from, to Marshall
County, Minn ------------------- 1080

Wannall, William H., payment to ------ 1302
Wapato Indians, Wash., appropriation for

irrigation systems -------.--------- 703
Wapato Irrigation System, Yakima Indian

Reservation, Wash., appropriation for
maintenance, etc ----------------. 702

War Between the States, funds for erec-
tion of markers in Georgia along
route followed by the armies con-
tinued available------------------ 728

War Department. See also Army.
Aerial photographs for mapping projects

for Department of Interior author-
ized -------------------------- 721

Antiaircraft Firing Range, Mohave
Desert, acquisition of additional
land authorized--- ------------- 1123

Appropriation for-
Adjutant General's Department_-- 596, 992

Command and General Staff School,
Fort Leavenworth, Kans---- 596

Welfare of enlisted men ---------- 596
Air Corps ------------ 605, 641,992, 995
Army Medical Museum ---- _-----. 594
Audited claims-.-- 522, 649, 651, 1333, 1336
Cavalry, Chief of ---------------- 609

Cavalry School, Fort Riley, Kans_ 609
Chemical Warfare Service-- - 609, 643, 996
Chief of Staff, Office of ----------- 992
Chief Signal Officer, Office of ------ 992
Citizens' Military Training -------- 615

Citizens' military training camps__ 616
Reserve Officers' Training Corps- 615
Schools and colleges, military sup-

plies and equipment for ----- 616
Coast Artillery, Chief of---- ------ 610

Coast Artillery School, Fort Mon-
roe, Va ------------------- 610

Contingencies, Army----------. 594
Contingent expenses, Department- 594, 992
Damage claims---. 516, 644, 645, 1328, 1329
Educational orders ------------- 595, 993
Engineers, Corps of----------- 516,

608, 642, 643, 858, 1327, 1328

War Department-Continued. Page
Appropriation for-Continued.

Finance Department------- 596, 992, 993
Courts martial, expenses .------ 598, 993
Deserters, etc., apprehension of--_ 598
Finance Service --------------- 599, 993
Pay of the Army ------------- 596, 993
Private property, payment of

claims for damage, etc ----- 599
Travel of the Army ---------- 597, 993

General Staff Corps -------- 595, 641, 993
Army War College ------------- 595
Field exercises ----------------- 595
Military intelligence activities-_- 595, 993
Military Intelligence Division, con-

tingencies ----------------- 641
Infantry, Chief of----------------- 609

Infantry School, Fort Benning, Ga_ 609
Inspector General, Office of-------- 1327
Insular Affairs, Bureau of. See In-

terior, Department of the.
Judge Advocate General, Office of--_ 992
Judgments- - 516, 517, 645, 646, 1329, 1330
Medical Department -------- 607, 643, 995

Canal Zone garrisons, hospital care_ 607
Medical and hospital department_ 607

Military Academy -------------- 610, 641
National Board for Promotion of

Rifle Practice--------------- 617, 997
National Guard ------------ 611, 642, 996

Arming, equipping, and training- 611, 997
Field service, arms, etc., for ---- _ 612

Ordnance Department ------ 608, 643, 995
Arsenals, repairs to ----------- 609, 996
Ordnance service and supplies_-- 608, 995
Rock Island Bridge, Rock Island,

IlI ...---- -.-- 609
Organized Reserves ------------- 613, 997
Panama Canal ----------------- 642, 860
Printing and binding ------------- 594, 992
Quartermaster Corps -------------- 599,

641, 642, 857, 992, 993, 1327
Barracks and quarters------ 603, 641, 994
Cemeterial expenses------------- 857
Clothing and equipage --------- 642, 993
Horses, draft, and pack animals -- - 602
Hospitals, construction and repair

of---------------------- 604,994
Incidental expenses -------------- 993
Land, acquisition of----------- 602, 994
Military posts. --------- 602, 994, 1327
Panama, acquisition of land------- 1327
Radiobeacons, acquisition of land

for----------------------- 1327
Subsistence of the Army ---------- 993
Supplies, regular---------------- 993
Transportation ------- - 641,642, 993
Wright Field, Ohio, acquisition of

land---------------------- 641
Salaries------------------ 592,992, 1327
Seacoast defenses--.--... 610, 641, 644, 996

Flood control------------------
Hydroelectric power -----------
Nicaragua, investigation and sur-

vey of canal and highway
across .----.------------.

Panama, Chorrera and Rio Hato
Road, construction----------

River and harbor work, damage
claims--------------------

Rivers and harbors ------------
Sacramento River, Calif., flood-

control work --------------
Field Artillery, Chief of-------- --

Field Artillery School-----------

859
860

1328

1327

1328
858

1328
610
610
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Walsh County, N. flak., time extended for 
bridging Red River from, to Marshall 
County, Minn  1080 

Wannall, William H., payment to  1302 
Wapato Indians, Wash., appropriation for 

irrigation systems  703 
Wapato Irrigation System, Yakima Indian 

Reservation, Wash., appropriation for 
maintenance, etc  702 

War Between the States, funds for erec-
tion of markers in Georgia along 
route followed by the armies con-
tinued available  728 

War Department. See also Army. 
Aerial photographs for mapping projects 

for Department of Interior author-
ized  721 

Antiaircraft Firing Range, Mohave 
Desert, acquisition of additional 
land authorized  1123 

Appropriation for-
Adjutant General's Department__ _ 596, 992 
Command and General Staff School, 

Fort Leavenworth, Kans  596 
596 Welfare of enlisted men 

Air Corps  
Army Medical Museum  
Audited claims__ _ _ 522, 649, 651, 1333, 1336 
Cavalry, Chief of  609 

Cavalry School, Fort Riley, Kans.. 609 
Chemical Warfare Service_ _ _ _ 609, 643, 996 
Chief of Staff, Office of  992 
Chief Signal Officer, Office of...   992 
Citizens' Military Training  615 

Citizens' military training camps.. _ 616 
Reserve Officers' Training Corps_ _ 615 
Schools and colleges, military sup-

plies and equipment for  616 
Coast Artillery, Chief of  610 

Coast Artillery School, Fort Mon-
roe, Va  610 

Contingencies, Army  594 
Contingent expenses, Department_ 594, 992 
Damage claims_ _ _ 516, 644, 645, 1328, 1329 
Educational orders   595, 993 
Engineers, Corps of  516, 

608, 642, 643, 858, 1327, 1328 
Flood control  859 
Hydroelectric power  860 
Nicaragua, investigation and sur-

vey of canal and highway 
across  

Panama, Chorrera and Rio Hato 
Road, construction  

River and harbor work, damage 
claims  

Rivers and harbors 
Sacramento River, Calif., flood-

control work  
Field Artillery, Chief of 

Field Artillery School 

Page 

605, 641, 992, 995 
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1328 

1327 

1328 
858 

1328 
610 
610 

War Department-Continued. Page 

Appropriation for-Continued. 
Finance Department  596, 992, 993 
Courts martial, expenses  598, 993 
Deserters, etc., apprehension of _ _ 598 
Finance Service  599, 993 
Pay of the Army  596, 993 
Private property, payment of 

claims for damage, etc  599 
Travel of the Army  597, 993 

General Staff Corps  595, 641, 993 
Army War College.. 595 
Field exercises  595 
Military intelligence activities_ _ _ 595, 993 
Military Intelligence Division, con-

tingencies  641 
Infantry, Chief of  609 

Infantry School, Fort Benning, Ga.. 609 
Inspector General, Office of  1327 
Insular Affairs, Bureau of. See In-

terior, Department of the. 
Judge Advocate General, Office of.. _ _ 992 
Judgments.. _ 516, 517, 645, 646, 1329, 1330 
Medical Department  607, 643, 995 
Canal Zone garrisons, hospital care_ 607 
Medical and hospital department.. 607 

Military Academy  610, 641 
National Board for Promotion of 

Rifle Practice  617, 997 
National Guard  611, 642, 996 
Arming, equipping, and training.. 611, 997 
Field service, arms, etc., for_ _ _ _ _ 612 

Ordnance Department  608, 643, 995 
Arsenals, repairs to  609, 996 
Ordnance service and supplies.. _ - 608, 995 
Rock Island Bridge, Rock Island, 

609 
Organized Reserves  613, 997 
Panama Canal  642, 860 
Printing and binding  594, 992 
Quartermaster Corps  599, 

641, 642, 857, 992, 993, 1327 
Barracks and quarters  603, 641, 994 
Cemeterial expenses  857 
Clothing and equipage  642, 993 
Horses, draft, and pack animals_ - - _ 602 
Hospitals, construction and repair 

of  604, 994 
Incidental expenses  993 
Land, acquisition of  602, 994 
Military posts  602, 994, 1327 
Panama, acquisition of land  1327 
Radiobeacons, acquisition of land 

for  1327 
Subsistence of the Army  993 
Supplies, regular  993 
Transportation  641, 642, 993 
Wright Field, Ohio, acquisition of 

land  641 
Salaries   592, 992, 1327 

Seacoast defenses  610, 641, 644, 996 
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War Department-Continued. Page

Appropriation for-Continued.
Secretary, Office of --------- 516, 594, 992
Signal Corps ---------- 604, 643, 858, 994

Alaska Communication System -- - 858
Soldiers' Home, United States ------- 860
Surgeon General, Office of---------- 992

Average salaries under Classification
Act, restriction on exceeding ------ 593

Burial lots, disposal of, in commercial
cemeteries, authorized ----------- 843

Butter substitutes, restriction on use-__ 600
Camp McCoy, Wis., acquisition of addi-

tional land authorized---- ------ 1123
Carlisle Barracks, Pa., appropriation

authorized for construction of medi-
cal school building -------------- 1003

Cash rewards, limitation on----------- 618
Cemeteries, disposal of burial lots in

commercial, authorized----------- 843
Chilkoot Barracks Military Reserva-

tion, Alaska, right-of-way granted
across, for pipe line- ------------ 1272

Citizens' military training camps. See
separate title.

Citizenship requirements ------------- 597
Confederate Veterans' 1939 reunion,

loan of equipment to, authorized-- 816
Construction, limitation on, of per-

manent nature------------------ 604
Crissy Field, Calif., restriction on use of

funds incident to use as air station- 606
Custer Battlefield National Cemetery,

Mont., erection of public museum
within; appropriation authorized-- 1337

Dependents, transportation of, on
change of station ---------------- 598

Deputy Chief of Staff, position created. 1002
Disbanded military organizations, de-

posit of funds of ---------------- 597
District of Columbia, bond not required

for equipment issued for military
instruction, etc., in high schools--- 1015

Duluth, Minn., easement deed covering
certain federally owned lands, exe-
cution to, authorized------------- 784

Educational orders for certain muni-
tions, etc., appropriations made
available for special studies; appro-
priations authorized ------------- 560

Appropriation for -------------- 595, 993
Ellington Field Military Reservation,

Tex., grant of right-of-way across,
to Stanolind Pipe Line Co., author-
ized -------------.----.------ 1119

Engineers, Corps of-
Bureau of Reclamation, cooperation

with, in investigations, etc------ 717
Power-driven boats, use restricted to

Government business---------- 859

War Department-Continued.
Engineers, Corps of-Continued.

Surveys, etc., unauthorized, forbidden_
Experimental purposes, purchase of

materials, etc., for, authorized ---
Filipino emigration from United States,

transportation on Army transports
authorized ---------............

Flood control. See Rivers and harbors,
this title.

Foreign military and air attaches, sale
of aviation supplies and services
for aircraft operated by, author-
ized__---__-__-__..............

Fort Armstrong Military Reservation,
Hawaii, transfer of portion to con-
trol of Department of Labor .-- __-

Fort Bliss, Tex., acquisition of addi-
tional land authorized-----.......

Fort Devens, Mass., acquisition of addi-
tional land authorized -___-... .--

Fort Dix, N. J., acquisition of additional
land authorized -..------ .. -----

Fort Douglas Military Reservation,
Utah, construction of roads, etc.,
across, by Salt Lake City author-
ized-_--______--...............

Fort Ethan Alien Artillery Range, Vt.,
acquisition of additional land au-
thorized. -----------------------

Fort Francis E. Warren Military Reser-
vation, Wyo., exchange of portions
authorized.--..................-

Fort George G. Meade, Md., acquisition
of additional land authorized ---

Fort Knox, Ky., acquisition of addi-
tional land authorized-------.--

Fort Lcaveniworth, Kans., license to
maintain certain trackage on,
authorized. ------------.........

Fort Lewis, Wash., acquisition of addi-
tional land authorized-----------

Fort Meade, S. Dak., acquisition of addi-
tional land authorized - ___.......

Fort Mifflin Military Reservation, Pa.,
right-of-way granted across, for pipe
line ----------------------___

Fort Snelling Bridge, Minn., transfer to
State of Minnesota authorized----

Front Royal Quartermaster Depot Mili-
tary Reservation, Va., certainjands
of, added to Shenandoah National
Park ---------------------___ .

General Clarence R. Edwards Memorial
Bridge, Springfield, Mass., retroces-
sion of jurisdiction over, granted to
State ---------.-------- -----

Golden Gate Bridge and Highway Dis-
trict, contracts for supplying water
to, authorized ----------------

Page
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1127
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War Department—Continued. Page 

Appropriation for—Continued. 
Secretary, Office of  516, 594, 992 
Signal Corps  604, 643, 858, 994 

Alaska Communication System.._ - _ 858 
Soldiers' Home, United States  860 
Surgeon General, Office of  992 

Average salaries under Classification 
Act, restriction on exceeding  593 

Burial lots, disposal of, in commercial 
cemeteries, authorized   843 

Butter substitutes, restriction on use.. _ _ 600 
Camp McCoy, Wis., acquisition of addi-

tional land authorized  1123 
Carlisle Barracks, Pa., appropriation 

authorized for construction of medi-
cal school building  1003 

Cash rewards, limitation on  618 
Cemeteries, disposal of burial lots in 

commercial, authorized.  843 
Chilkoot Barracks Military Reserva-

tion, Alaska, right-of-way granted 
across, for pipe line   1272 

Citizens' military training camps. See 
separate title. 

Citizenship requirements  597 
Confederate Veterans' 1939 reunion, 

loan of equipment to, authorized  816 
Construction, limitation on, of per-

manent nature  604 
Crissy Field, Calif., restriction on use of 

funds incident to use as air station- 606 
Custer Battlefield National Cemetery, 

Mont., erection of public museum 
within; appropriation authorized.. - 1337 

Dependents, transportation of, on 
change of station  598 

Deputy Chief of Staff, position created_ 1002 
Disbanded military organizations, de-

posit of funds of  597 
District of Columbia, bond not required 

for equipment issued for military 
instruction, etc., in high schools. - - 1015 

Duluth, Minn., easement deed covering 
certain federally owned lands, exe-
cution to, authorized  784 

Educational orders for certain muni-
tions, etc., appropriations made 
available for special studies; appro-
priations authorized  560 

Appropriation for  595, 993 
Ellington Field Military Reservation, 

Tex., grant of right-of-way across, 
to Stanolind Pipe Line Co., author-
ized  1119 

Engineers, Corps of— 
Bureau of Reclamation, cooperation 

with, in investigations, etc  717 
Power-driven boats, use restricted to 

Government business  859 

War Department—Continued. Page 
Engineers, Corps of—Continued. 

Surveys, etc., unauthorized, forbidden_ 859 
Experimental purposes, purchase of 

materials, etc., for, authorized_____ 1042 
Filipino emigration from United States, 

transportation on Army transports 
authorized  1133 

Flood control. See Rivers and harbors, 
this title. 

Foreign military and air attaches, sale 
of aviation supplies and services 
for aircraft operated by, author-
ized  795 

Fort Armstrong Military Reservation, 
Hawaii, transfer of portion to con-
trol of Department of Labor  1209 

Fort Bliss, Tex., acquisition of addi-
tional land authorized  1123 

Fort Devens, Mass., acquisition of addi-
tional land authorized  1123 

Fort Dix, N. J., acquisition of additional 
land authorized  1123 

Fort Douglas Military Reservation, 
Utah, construction of roads, etc., 
across, by Salt Lake City author-
ized  1218 

Fort Ethan Allen Artillery Range, Vt., 
acquisition of additional land au-
thorized  1123 

Fort Francis E. Warren Military Reser-
vation, Wyo., exchange of portions 
authorized  1048 

Fort George G. Meade, Md., acquisition 
of additional land authorized  1123 

Fort Knox, Ky., acquisition of addi-
tional land authorized  1123 

Fort Leavenworth, Kans., license to 
maintain certain trackage on, 
authorized  1001 

Fort Lewis, Wash., acquisition of addi-
tional land authorized  1123 

Fort Meade, S. Dak., acquisition of addi-
tional land authorized  1123 

Fort Mifflin Military Reservation, Pa., 
right-of-way granted across, for pipe 
line  1300 

Fort Snelling Bridge, Minn., transfer to 
State of Minnesota authorized  783 

Front Royal Quartermaster Depot Mili-
tary Reservation, Va., certainJands 
of, added to Shenandoah National 
Park  815 

General Clarence R. Edwards Memorial 
Bridge, Springfield, Mass., retroces-
sion of jurisdiction over, granted to 
State   1127 

Golden Gate Bridge and Highway Dis-
trict, contracts for supplying water 
to, authorized  1075 
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War Department-Continued. Page
Helium production and investigations,

transfer of funds for, to Bureau of
Mines----------_---------- - 606, 724

Horses and mules, transfer of old, to hu-
mane organizations -------_----_ 80S

Inland Waterways Corporation, transfer
of, to Department of Commerce_ 1434

Insular Affairs, Bureau of, transfer to
Department of the Interior _----_ 1433

Laundry charges -----------___--___ 601
Leon Springs, Tex., acquisition of addi-

tional land authorized ------_---_ 1123
Long Island Railroad Co., termination

of certain leases authorized ------ _ 654
Maxwell Field, Ala., acquisition of addi-

tional land authorized ---------- 1123
Middletown Air Depot Military Reserva-

tion, Pa., easement for right-of-way
across, for oil pipe lines, granted - 1210

Military Academy. See separate title.
Military attach6s, funds available for

rentals of offices, garages, etc ---- 604
Military organizations, deposit of funds

of, disbanded at conclusion of
World War -------------------- 597

Military reservations, etc., appropria-
ation authorized for acquisition of
additional land at certain--------- 1123

Morehead City Target Range, N. C.,
transfer of jurisdiction over portion,
to Treasury Department--------- 1204

Mounts, no additional allowance to
officers owning -- __------------- 597

Munitions, educational orders for cer-
tain, etc.;appropriationsauthorizcd_ 560

Appropriation for -------------- 595, 993
National cemeteries, conveyance of

interest of United States in ap-
proach roads to States, etc., au-
thorized----------------------- 857

National Guard. See separate title.
Obsolete, etc., machines and tools per-

taining to manufacture of ordnance
mat6riel, exchanges authorized-_- 739

Ordnance material, etc., contracts for
procurement authorized ---------- 608

Organized Reserves. See separate title.
Outside firms, etc., employment author-

ized----.---------------------
Park Field Military Reservation, trans-

fer of jurisdiction from, to Depart-
ment of Agriculture --.---------

Pine Camp, N. Y., acquisition of addi-
tional land authorized----------

Post exchanges, limitations on use of
funds for ----------------------

Presidio of San Francisco Military Res-
ervation, Calif., retrocession of
jurisdiction over certain rights-of-
way granted to State ---------

1240

1075

1123

618

1120

War Department-Continued.
Public moneys, use of receipts of------
Reserve Officers' Training Corps. See

separate title.
Retired officers, pay forbidden to, selling

supplies to the Army -----------
Rivers and harbors-

Alamogordo Dam and Reservoir,
Pecos River, N. Mex., uses de-
clared; transfer of funds author-
ized -------------______ ------

Buffalo Bayou and tributaries, Tex.,
modification of project -------

Debris, amount of authorized allot-
ment yearly for removal of -----

Exchanges of land or other property
in connection with authorized
works-----_____--_-________.

Los Angeles County Flood Control
District, validity of title to lands,
easements, etc., acquired; basis
of opinion - -__ _-_______----_

Muskingum Watershed Conservancy
District, validity of title to lands,
easements, etc., acquired; basis of
opinion ----------______-----

Ohio River Basin-
Flood-control plan to include Mus-

kingum River Valley Dams---
Local cooperation requirements

waived---------------------
Preliminary examinations and sur-

veys authorized----------------
Project not authorized until adopt-

ed by law - ------_____-- --. -
Surveys, etc., funds available for - .

Salaries limited to average rates under
Classification Act; exceptions. -.

Service publications, pay restriction to
officers, etc., connected with, carry-
ing certain advertising; exception-_

Seventh Corps Area Training Center,
Iowa, acquisition of additional
land authorized-----------------

Stabling rentals, limitation on -------
Test purposes, purchase of materials,

etc., for, authorized-------------
Time-measuring devices, restriction on

payment to officers, etc., using----
Transportation costs, supplies, equip-

ment, etc----------------------
Union Pacific Railroad Co., license to

maintain certain trackage on Fort
Leavenworth Military Reservation
authorized -----------.--------.

Vehicles-
Funds not available for certain, ex-

cept for salvaging--------------
Restriction on private use---------

Veterans' Administration, transfer of
funds from, authorized .---------
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Helium production and investigations, 
transfer of funds for, to Bureau of 
Mines  606, 724 

Horses and mules, transfer of old, to hu-
mane organizations  808 

Inland Waterways Corporation, transfer 
of, to Department of Commerce  1434 

Insular Affairs, Bureau of, transfer to 
Department of the Interior  1433 

Laundry charges  601 
Leon Springs, Tex., acquisition of addi-

tional land authorized  1123 
Long Island Railroad Co., termination 

of certain leases authorized  654 
Maxwell Field, Ala., acquisition of addi-

tional land authorized  1123 
Middletown Air Depot Military Reserva-

tion, Pa., easement for right-of-way 
across, for oil pipe lines, granted_ _ 1210 

Military Academy. See separate title. 
Military attaches, funds available for 

rentals of offices, garages, etc  604 
Military organizations, deposit of funds 

of, disbanded at conclusion of 
World War  597 

Military reservations, etc., appropria-
ation authorized for acquisition of 
additional land at certain  1123 

Morehead City Target Range, N. C., 
transfer of jurisdiction over portion, 
to Treasury Department  1204 

Mounts, no additional allowance to 
officers owning  597 

Munitions, educational orders for cer-
tain, etc.; appropriations authorized.. 560 

Appropriation for  595, 993 
National cemeteries, conveyance of 

interest of United States in ap-
proach roads to States, etc., au-
thorized  857 

National Guard. See separate title. 
Obsolete, etc., machines and tools per-

taining to manufacture of ordnance 
materiel, ex changes authorized.. _ _ 739 

Ordnance material, etc., contracts for 
procurement authorized  608 

Organized Reserves. See separate title. 
Outside firms, etc., employment author-

ized  1240 
Park Field Military Reservation, trans-

fer of jurisdiction from, to Depart-
ment of Agriculture  
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funds for  

Presidio of San Francisco Military Res-
ervation, Calif., retrocession of 
jurisdiction over certain rights-of-
way granted to State 
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Surveys, etc., funds available for. _ _ 

Salaries limited to average rates under 
Classification Act; exceptions_ _ _ _ . 

Service publications, pay restriction to 
officers, etc., connected with, carry-
ing certain advertising; exception_ _ 597 

Seventh Corps Area Training Center, 
Iowa, acquisition of additional 
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Stabling rentals, limitation on  604 
Test purposes, purchase of materials, 

etc., for, authorized   1042 
Time-measuring devices, restriction on 

payment to officers, etc., using__ _ _ 618 
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Union Pacific Railroad Co., license to 

maintain certain trackage on Fort 
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CXIIINE
war uepartment-Uontinued. Pagi

West Point Military Reservation, N. Y.,
conveyance of portion to Palisades
Interstate Park Commission; con-
ditions --------..--.... ..------ 803

Yerba Buena Island, San Francisco Bay,
Calif., transfer of portion of Mili-
tary Reservation for Coast Guard
use -------------------------. 1130

Youngstown, N. Y., grant of right-of-
way, etc., on Fort Niagara Mili-
tary Reservation to---------.--. 842

Appropriation authorized----------- 843
War Department Building, appropriation

for acquisition of land and construc-
tion--.-----...........---------. 673

War Finance Commission, abolished; func-
tions transferred ------.--------- _ 1432

War Minerals Relief Commission, appro-
priation for ----.-----..---------- 689

Warehouse Act, appropriation for carry-
ing provisions into effect ----.-- 969, 1312

Warm Springs Hospital, Oreg., appropria-
tion for ------.-----.----.---- --- 707

Warm Springs Irrigation Project, Oreg.,
appropriation for------------------ 699

Warm Springs Reservation, Oreg., appro-
priation for construction and repair__ 712

Warren, Ohio, bridge authorized across
Mahoning River at ---------------- 623

Warren River, bridge authorized across, at
Barrington, R. I- -----.---- _----. 1206

Wasatch National Forest, Utah, appro-
priation for acquisition of land for
soil-erosion control, etc ----------- 957

Washington:
Apples produced in, provisions of Agri-

cultural Marketing Act of 1937
made applicable to-------------. 793

Appropriation for-
Grand Coulee Dam project, construc-

tion------.---------------- -- 719
Indians-

Irrigation projects -------- 699, 702, 703
Support, etc -------------------- 696,

702, 707, 708, 1314, 1316
Mount Rainier National Park, ad-

ministration, etc-------------- 727
Olympic National Park, administra-

tion, etc ---- _.-------------- 727
Yakima project, operation and main-

tenance, etc ---..----.----. 715, 717
Kaniksu National Forest, lands added-_ 1347
Kettle Falls, bridge authorized across

Columbia River at----------.--- 1235
Rivers and harbors, preliminary exam-

inations authorized-------------- 1417
Seattle, acceptance of certain land in,

authorized--------------------- 1078
Wenatchee National Forest, lands

added------------------------- 1412

Washington, D. C. See also District of
Columbia.

Naval Gun Factory, active-duty pay to
retired officer assigned for duty at-

Navy Yard, appropriation for construc-
tion at --------. _--------___-

Washington City Post Office, reimburse-
ment for heat furnished by Capitol
power plant ------------ _____-___

Water Rights, appropriation for investiga-
tions, etc---------- -- ---___. . --.

Waterways Treaty, United States and
Great Britain, appropriation for ----

Watts Bar, Tenn., appropriation for con-
struction of dam in Tennessee River
near--------------------------___

Wayne. See General Anthony Wayne
Memorial Commission.

Weather Bureau. See Agriculture, De-
partment of.

Weather Bureau Building, appropriation
for construction, etc .--------.....

Weights and Measures, International Bu-
reau of, appropriation for contribu-
tion ----------------------- ___._

Weights and Measures, International
Committee of, appropriation for at-
tendance of American member ---_-

Wenatchee National Forest, Wash., addi-
tion of certain lands authorized ----

West Point, N. Y.:
Appropriation for-

Bullion depository-----------------
Land, acquisition of------.........

West Point Military Reservation, N. Y.,
conveyance of portion to Palisades
Interstate Park Commission; condi-
tions --------__......---__.-___._

"West Virginia," U. S. S., removal of cost
limitation on overhaul-.--.-........

Western Cherokee Indians, funds made
available for payment of expenses of
attorneys --------------___-__.-

Western Navajo Hospital, Ariz., appropri-
ation for----------------- ___.___

Western or Old Settler Cherokees, ap-
propriation for payment to--........

Western Shoshone Hospital, Nev., appro-
priation for -------------. ----____

Western Shoshone Indians, Nev., appro-
priation for irrigation systems------

Western Shoshone Irrigation Project,
Nev., appropriation for - .-----_-

Whaling Treaty Act:
Enforcement of, transferred to Secre-

tary of the Interior .---_ ___------
Appropriation for- --_----.-_-__---

Wheat:
Farm marketing quota, computation- - -
National allotment for, minimum----
Parity Davments. annrnrinatin for

Page
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West Point Military Reservation, N. Y., 
conveyance of portion to Palisades 
Interstate Park Commission; con-
ditions   803 

Yerba Buena Island, San Francisco Bay, 
Calif., transfer of portion of Mili-
tary Reservation for Coast Guard 
use  1130 

Youngstown, N. Y., grant of right-of-
way, etc., on Fort Niagara Mili-
tary Reservation to  842 

Appropriation authorized   843 
War Department Building, appropriation 

for acquisition of land and construc-
tion   673 

War Finance Commission, abolished; func-
tions transferred  1432 

War Minerals Relief Commission, appro-
priation for  689 

Warehouse Act, appropriation for carry-
ing provisions into effect  969, 1312 

Warm Springs Hospital, Oreg., appropria-
tion for  707 

Warm Springs Irrigation Project, Oreg., 
appropriation for  690 

Warm Springs Reservation, Oreg., appro-
priation for construction and repair_ _ 712 

Warren, Ohio, bridge authorized across 
Mahoning River at  623 

Warren River, bridge authorized across, at 
Barrington, R. I  1206 

Wasatch National Forest, Utah, appro-
priation for acquisition of land for 
soil-erosion control, etc  957 

Washington: 
Apples produced in, provisions of Agri-

cultural Marketing Act of 1937 
made applicable to  793 

Appropriation for— 
Grand Coulee Dam project, construc-

tion  719 
Indians— 

Irrigation projects  699, 702, 703 
Support, etc  696, 

702, 707, 708, 1314, 1316 
Mount Rainier National Park, ad-

ministration, etc  727 
Olympic National Park, administra-

tion, etc  727 
Yakima project, operation and main-

tenance, etc  715, 717 
Kaniksu National Forest, lands added_ _ 1347 
Kettle Falls, bridge authorized across 

Columbia River at  1235 
Rivers and harbors, preliminary exam-

inations authorized  1417 
Seattle, acceptance of certain land in, 

authorized  1078 
Wenatchee National Forest, lands 

added  1412 

Washington, D. C. See also District of 
Columbia. 

Naval Gun Factory, active-duty pay to 
retired officer assigned for duty at 767 

Navy Yard, appropriation for construc-
tion at  773 

Washington City Post Office, reimburse-
ment for heat furnished by Capitol 
power plant  833 

Water Rights, appropriation for investiga-
tions, etc  956 

Waterways Treaty, United States and 
Great Britain, appropriation for  894 

Watts Bar, Tenn., appropriation for con-
struction of dam in Tennessee River 
near  542 

Wayne. See General Anthony Wayne 
Memorial Commission. 

Weather Bureau. See Agriculture, De-
partment of. 

Weather Bureau Building, appropriation 
for construction, etc  947 

Weights and Measures, International Bu-
reau of, appropriation for contribu-
tion  &01 

Weights and Measures, International 
Committee of, appropriation for at-
tendance of American member  911 

Wenatchee National Forest, Wash., addi-
tion of certain lands authorized  1412 

West Point, N. Y.: 
Appropriation for— 

Bullion depository  670 
Land, acquisition of  603 

West Point Military Reservation, N. Y., 
conveyance of portion to Palisades 
Interstate Park Commission; condi-
tions  803 

"West Virginia," U. S. S., removal of cost 
limitation on overhaul  1079 

Western Cherokee Indians, funds made 
available for payment of expenses of 
attorneys  713 

Western Navajo Hospital, Ariz., appropri-
ation for  706 

Western or Old Settler Cherokees, ap-
propriation for payment to  1315 

Western Shoshone Hospital, Nev., appro-
priation for  707 

Western Shoshone Indians, Nev., appro-
priation for irrigation systems  703 

Western Shoshone Irrigation Project, 
Nev., appropriation for   699 

Whaling Treaty Act: 
Enforcement of, transferred to Secre-

tary of the Interior  1433 
Appropriation for  918 

Wheat: 
Farm marketing quota, computation _ _ - 
National allotment for, minimum  
Parity payments, appropriation for _- - 

Page 

1126 
1125 
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Wheat Advisory Committee, Interna-
tional, appropriation for share of ex-
penses ------------- - - -- - - ---

Wheelock Academy, Okla., appropriation
for education of Indians - -- -----.

White Earth Hospital, Minn., appropria-
tion for ------------------------

White Mountain National Forest, N. H.
and Maine, appropriation for protec-
tion and management -------------

Whiteoak Creek, Ohio, examination for
flood-control purposes authorized ----

Wichita Mountains Wildlife Refuge, ap-
propriation for maintenance -------

Wild Animals, etc., marking requirements
of packages containing, in interstate
commerce ---------------------

Wildlife Restoration, appropriation for
Federal aid in---------------------

Willahan, William C., appropriation for
payment to--------------------

William W. Hastings Hospital, Okla.,
appropriation for----------------

Williamsburg Lodge, Numbered Six,
A. F. & A. M., of Virginia, return of
original manuscript of lodge proceed-
ings to, authorized----------------

Wind Cave National Park, S. Dak., ap-
propriation for administration, etc - -

Wind River Hospital, Wyo., appropriation
for-------------------------

Wind River Reservation, Wyo.:

'age
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707
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Wisconsin-Continued. Page
Superior, modification in location of

authorized bridge across St. Louis
River from, to Duluth, Minn ---- 756

Witnesses and Jurors, appropriation for
fees, etc .---------------------- 636, 905

Women's Bureau. See Labor, Depart-
ment of.

Work Projects Administration. See also
Relief; Works Progress Administra-
tion.

Administrative expenses, limitation---- 928
Appropriation for ------------------ 927

Anoka and Hennepin Counties, Minn.,
direct relief to citizens made des-
titute by tornado------------- 984

Damage claims --------------- ---- 1329
Bear Canyon, N. Mex., acceptance of

easement granted for construction
of dam ------------------------ 1198

Acquisition of lands in connection
with; funds available --------- 1199

Commissioner, detail of Army officer as,
authorized; compensation-------- 929

Compensation of personnel, report on,
to Congress-------------------- 928

Completion of Federal projects, funds
available----------------------- 927

Construction equipment, restriction on
purchase----------------------- 928

Establishment of, as part of Federal
Works Agency; transfer of Works
Progress Administration to------- 1428

Extension to June 30, 1940 ----------- 929
Materials, limitation on average month-

ly expenditure for, per worker - - - 928
Non-Federal projects, allocation of cost- 928
Types of projects authorized -_------- 927
Works Progress Administration, func-

tions transferred to-------------- 929
Work Relief. See Emergency Relief Ap-

propriation Act of 1939; Relief.
Works Agency. See Federal Works

Agency.
Works Progress Administration. See also

Relief; Work Projects Administration.
Additional appropriation, relief and

work relief, fiscal year 1939 - - 507, 578
Appropriation for-

Damage claims-------- 516, 644, 645, 1328
Functions transferred to Work Projects

Administration ----------------- 929
Transfer of, to Work Projects Adminis-

tration, Federal Works Agency-_- 1428
World War, appropriation for preparation

of naval records of---------------- 781
World War Veterans. See also Veterans;

Veterans' Administration.
Alien, extension of time for naturaliza-

tion of certain, residing in United
States------------------------ 851

Appropriation for irrigation systems- 702, 703
Shoshone Indians of, distribution of

judgment fund to members-------- 1128
Land-use districts, establishment of_ 1129
Prior debts, liability for ----------- 1130
Purchase of lands; loan fund,etc_---- 1129

Availability of funds for---------- 1130
Restoration to tribal ownership of all

undisposed-of surplus or ceded
lands----------------------- 1129

Winnebago Agency, Nebr., deposit of sum
to credit of, to replace funds lost in
bank failure--------------------- 1267

Winnebago Hospital, Nebr., appropriation
for------------------------------ 707

Winnebago Reservation, Nebr., appropria-
tion for construction and repair---- 712

Winona, Minn., time extended for bridg-
ing Mississippi River at------------ 1082

Winslow Sanatorium, Ariz., appropriation
for---------------------------- 706

Wisconsin:
Appropriation for support, etc., of In-

dians-------------- 697, 707, 708, 1315
Cassville, bridge authorized across Mis-

sissippi River at--------------- 1235
Osceola, bridge authorized across St.

Croix River at----------------- 1076

INDEX CXXIIIINDEX CXXIII 

Wheat Advisory Committee. Interna-
tional, appropriation for share of ex-
penses  

Wheelock Academy, Okla., appropriation 
for education of Indians  

White Earth Hospital, Minn., appropria-
tion for  

White Mountain National Forest, N. H. 
and Maine, appropriation for protec-
tion and management  

Whiteoak Creek, Ohio, examination for 
flood-control purposes authorized  

Wichita Mountains Wildlife Refuge, ap-
propriation for maintenance  

Wild Animals, etc., marking requirements 
of packages containing, in interstate 
commerce  

Wildlife Restoration, appropriation for 
Federal aid in  

Willahan, William C., appropriation for 
payment to  

William W. Hastings Hospital, Okla., 
appropriation for  

Williamsburg Lodge, Numbered Six, 
A. F. & A. M., of Virginia, return of 
original manuscript of lodge proceed-
ings to, authorized  

Wind Cave National Park, S. Dak., ap-
propriation for administration, etc _ _ _ 

Wind River Hospital, Wyo., appropriation 
for  

Wind River Reservation, Wyo.: 
Appropriation for irrigation systems_ 702, 703 
Shoshone Indians of, distribution of 

judgment fund to members  1128 
Land-use districts, establishment of  1129 
Prior debts, liability for  1130 
Purchase of lands; loan fund, etc  1129 

Availability of funds for  1130 
Restoration to tribal ownership of all 

undisposed-of surplus or ceded 
lands  

Winnebago Agency, Nebr., deposit of sum 
to credit of, to replace funds lost in 
bank failure  

Winnebago Hospital, Nebr., appropriation 
for  

Winnebago Reservation, Nebr., appropria-
tion for construction and repair  

Winona, Minn., time extended for bridg-
ing Mississippi River at  

Winslow Sanatorium, Ariz., appropriation 
for  
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Wisconsin: 
Appropriation for support, etc., of In-

dians  697, 707, 708, 1315 
Cassville, bridge authorized across Mis-

sissippi River at   1235 
Osceola, bridge authorized across St. 

Croix River at  1076 

Wisconsin—Continued. 
Superior, modification in location of 

authorized bridge across St. Louis 
River from, to Duluth, Minn  

Witnesses and Jurors, appropriation 
fees, etc 

Women's Bureau. See Labor, Depart-
ment of. 

Work Projects Administration. See also 
Relief; Works Progress Administra-
tion. 

Administrative expenses, limitation__ _ _ 
Appropriation for  
Anoka and Hennepin Counties, Minn., 

direct relief to citizens made des-
titute by tornado  

Damage claims  
Bear Canyon, N. Mex., acceptance of 

easement granted for construction 
of dam  

Acquisition of lands in connection 
with; funds available  

Commissioner, detail of Army officer as, 
authorized; compensation  

Compensation of personnel, report on, 
to Congress  

Completion of Federal projects, funds 
available  

Construction equipment, restriction on 
purchase  

Establishment of, as part of Federal 
Works Agency; transfer of Works 
Progress Administration to 

Extension to June 30, 1940  
Materials, limitation on average month-

ly expenditure for, per worker__ _ 
Non-Federal projects, allocation of cost_ 
Types of projects authorized  
Works Progress Administration, func-

tions transferred to  
Work Relief. See Emergency Relief Ap-

propriation Act of 1939; Relief. 
Works Agency. See Federal Works 

Agency. 
Works Progress Administration. See also 

Relief; Work Projects Administration. 
Additional appropriation, relief and 

work relief, fiscal year 1939_ _ _ _ 507, 578 
Appropriation for— 
Damage claims  516, 644, 645, 1323 

Functions transferred to Work Projects 
Administration   929 

Transfer of, to Work Projects Adminis-
tration, Federal Works Agency_ _ _ 

World War, appropriation for preparation 
of naval records of  

World War Veterans. See also Veterans; 
Veterans' Administration. 

Alien, extension of time for naturaliza-
tion of certain, residing in United 

States 

for 
  636, 905 
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World War Veterans-Continued. Page
Death compensation rates; maximum__ 107(
Disabled persons, service-incurred disa-

bility, suffering loss of foot, hand,
eye, etc., rate of pension -_------- 107(

Hospitalization and domiciliary care pro-
visions -----------------------_ 1070

Loans secured by lien on Government
life (converted) insurance, interest
rate----------------------.--- 1070

Paralysis, paresis, blindness, etc., res-
toration of certain benefits to veter-
ans suffering from; death compen-
sation to widows, etc -----------_ 1067

Effective date--------------------- 1067
Widows and dependents of veterans re-

ceiving or entitled to receive com-
pensation for 10% disability or
more presumptively or directly in-
curred or aggravated by service,
benefits to--------------------- 1068

Income limitation---------------. . 1069
Rates of compensation; maximum -_ 1069
Service connection of disability at

time of death, determination of_ 1069
Service qualifications -------------- 1069

World's Fair. See New York World's
Fair, 1939.

Wright Field, Ohio, appropriation for
acquisition of land in vicinity of --- 641

Wrightsville Beach, N. C., establishment
of Coast Guard station at, authorized_ 1256

Wyoming:
Appropriation for-

Grand Teton National Park, admin-
istration, etc----------------- 726

Indians, irrigationsystems, etc- 702, 703, 707
Kendrick project, operation and main-

tenance, etc---------------_ 715, 717
North Platte project, operation and

maintenance ------------------ 715
Payment to Farmers' irrigation dis-

trict ---------------------- 715
Riverton project, operation and main-

tenance, etc---------------- 715,717
Shoshone project, construction, etc_ 715, 717
Yellowstone National Park, adminis-

tration, etc------------------- 728
Rivers and harbors, preliminary exam-

inations authorized ------------ 1417
Wyoming Borough, Pa., bridge authorized

across Susquehanna River at------- 1264

Y Page

Yakima Indian Reservation, Wash.:
Appropriation for-

Boundary survey------------------ 696
Reclamation fund, reimbursement -_ 702
Wapato irrigation system --------- 702

Bonneville project, reservation of right-
of-way across, for; consent of in-
dividual allottees, etc-----------_ 1207

Yakima Indians, Wash.:
Appropriation for-

Attorneys, expenses---------------- 710
Support, etc---------------------- 708

Yakima Project, Wash., appropriation for
construction, etc ----- _------- 715, 717

Yakima Sanatorium, Wash., appropria-
tion for ---------------------__-- 707

Yankton Hospital, S. Dak., appropriation
for ---------.------------------- 707

Yards and Docks, Bureau of. See Navy
Department.

Yellowstone National Park, Wyo., appro-
priation for administration, etc------ 728

Yerba Buena Island, San Francisco Bay,
Calif., transfer of portion of Military
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Secretary of the Senate and reading "I certify that this Act (or Joint Resolution) origi-
nated in the House of Representatives (or Senate)." The origin of each act and resolution
contained in this volume is indicated in the margin at the beginning of each enactment;
thus, for example, H. R. 3100 or H. J. Res. 110 indicates origin in the House of Representa-
tives, and S. 218 or S. J. Res. 2 indicates origin In the Senate.
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LIST OF PRIVATE LAWS
CONTAINED IN THIS VOLUME

THE SEVENTY-SIXTH CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES

FIRST SESSION, 1939

Act Res.
1 ---- Teresita S. Otero, estate. AN ACT For the relief of Manuel

D. A. Otero, as administrator of the estate of Teresita S.
Otero, deceased --_....-

2 -.. Emma Gomez. AN ACT For the relief of Emma Gomez --
3 --- Charles E. Naghel, and Kammeyer and Medack. AN ACT For

the relief of Charles E. Naghel, Special Disbursing Agent,
Department of the Interior, and Kammeyer and Medack,
contractors, from disallowance of charges for additional work
under a construction contract-------------- -------

4 __- Capt. Francis H. A. McKeon. AN ACT For the relief of Cap-
tain Francis H. A, McKeon--____-______---- ----

1 Comdr. Henry Coyle. JOINT RESOLUTION To authorize
Commander Henry Coyle, United States Coast Guard, to
accept the decoration and diploma of the Marine Medal of
Class One (gold), conferred upon him by the Government of
Greece------ -. _______

5 --- Benjamin Weisenberg. AN ACT For the relief of Benjamin
Weisenberg ------.. ____.________._

6 -... Hyman Ginsberg. AN ACT For the relief of Hyman Ginsberg-
7 - - - Jack Nelson. AN ACT For the relief of Jack Nelson, a minor__
8 -. reCharles T. Wise. AN ACT For the relief of Charles T. Wise-
9 --- C. R. Henderson. AN ACT For the relief of C. R. Henderson ..-

10 ---- David R. Thompson and Ralph S. Warner. AN ACT To author-
ize and direct the Commissioners of the District of Columbia
to reappoint David R. Thompson and Ralph S. Warner as
members of the Metropolitan Police Department of the Dis-
trict of Columbia--------------

11 ---- Fred H. Beauregard. AN ACT For the relief of Fred H. Beaure-
gard ----------------------------.-----.---.-- .

12 .. John R. Holt. AN ACT For the relief of John R. Holt -----
13 ---- Lt. Malcolm A. Hufty. AN ACT For the relief of Lieutenant

Malcolm A. Hufty, United States Navy...........
14 ---- Tech. Sgt. Richard S. Reed. AN ACT To provide an additional

sum for the payment of a claim under the Act entitled "An
Act to provide for the reimbursement of certain officers and
enlisted men or former officers and enlisted men of the Navy
and Marine Corps for personal property lost, damaged, or
destroyed as a result of the earthquake which occurred at
Managua, Nicaragua, on March 31, 1931," approved January
21, 1936 (49 Stat. 2212)------------ -- -

15 - -- Alex St. Louis and Dr. J. P. Lake. AN ACT For the relief of
Alex St. Louis and Doctor J. P. Lake -----------------___..

16 -- - Dierks Lumber and Coal Company. AN ACT For the relief of
Dierks Lumber and Coal Company _________-__ ___--

17 --- The Ocilla Star. AN ACT For the relief of The Ocilla Star - --
18 ---- The Fitzgerald Leader. AN ACT For the relief of The Fitzgerald

Leader ----------------------------------- --_________
19 ..-- Fred Harvey Transportation Department. AN ACT For the relief

of the Fred Harvey Transportation Department------------
20 ---- Hubert H. Clark and Dr. W. C. Copeland. AN ACT For the

relief of Hubert H. Clark and Doctor W. C. Copeland------
21 - -- Dolores P. de Williamson. AN ACT For the relief of Dolores P.

de Williamson ......................................
22 --- George H. Pierce and Evelyn Pierce. AN ACT For the relief of

George H. Pierce and Evelyn Pierce-.--....-.......--.--
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Act Res.
23 -.-- Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company. AN ACT For the

relief of the Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company ----
24 ---- J. G. Mayfield. AN ACT For the relief of J. G. Mayfield -----
25 ---- John B. Dow. AN ACT For the relief of John B. Dow -----
26 ---- Margaret Rose Uncapher, Milton E. Uncapher, Jr., and Andrew

G. Uncapher. AN ACT For the relief of Margaret Rose Un-
capher, Milton E. Uncapher, Junior and Andrew G. Uncapher_

27 ---- Roscoe C. Prescott and others. AN ACT For the relief of Roscoe
C. Prescott, Howard Joslyn, Arthur E. Tuttle, and Robert J.
Toulouse----------------- ------------------

28 - -- HaUie IT. Woods. AN ACT For the relief of Hallie H. Woods --
29 ---- Macey i r. Bevan. AN ACT For the relief of Macey N. Bevan___
30 ---- Shipowners and Merchants Towboat Company, Ltd. AN ACT For

the relief of the Shipowners and Merchants Towboat Com-
pany, Limited------------------ --------------------

31 ---- Allen L. Abshier and others. AN ACT For the relief of Allen L.
Abshier, Verne G. Adams, Oliver D. Chattin, William K.
Heath, and Harry B. Jennings --------------------------

32 ---- Mack Copper Company. AN ACT Conferring jurisdiction upon
the Court of Claims to hear and determine the claim of the
Mack Copper Company-------------------------

33 ---- Veterans' Administration, certain former disbursing officers. AN
ACT To allow credit in the accounts of certain former disburs-
ing officers of the Veterans' Administration, and for other
purposes---------------- ------------------------

34 ---- Junius Alexander. AN ACT For the relief of Junius Alexander-
35 --- Ernest 0. Robinette and others. AN ACT For the relief of Ernest

O. Robinette and others-----------------------------
36 ---- Katherine Patterson. AN ACT For the relief of Katherine Pat-

terson------------------------------------------
37 ---- Fred G. Leith. AN ACT To provide for the promotion on the

retired list of the Navy of Fred G. Leith -- _----- ---------
38 ---- Bozzani Motors, Ltd. AN ACT For the relief of Bozzani Motors,

Limited------------------------------------------
39 ---- L. M. Bell and M. M. Bell. AN ACT For the relief of L. M.

Bell and M. M. Bell---------------------------------
40 ---- W. F. Towson. AN ACT For the relief of W. F. Towson------
41 ---- Louisiana National Bank and Hibernia Bank and Trust Com-

pany. AN ACT For the relief of the Louisiana National Bank
of Baton Rouge and the Hibernia Bank and Trust Company
of New Orleans---------------- -----------------

42 -- Lofts and Son. AN ACT For the relief of Lofts and Son--
43 ---- John J. Trimble. AN ACT For the relief of John J. Trimble-
44 ---- Atlas Powder Company. AN ACT For the relief of the Atlas

Powder Company----------------------------------
45 ---- Charles H. Parr. AN ACT For the relief of Charles H. Parr-
46 ---- Melvin Gerard Alvey. AN ACT For the relief of Melvin Gerard

Alvey--------------------------- ------- ---------------
47 -- Homer C. Stroud. AN ACT For the relief of Homer C. Stroud--
48 - -- Bernard Woodruff. AN ACT For the relief of Bernard Wood-
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53 ---- Edgar Green. AN ACT For the relief of Edgar Green - --- - --
54 - -- Grace Rouse. AN ACT For the relief of Grace Rouse ---
55 - Stanley Mercuri. AN ACT For the relief of Stanley Mercuri - - -
56 ---- Quantico, Va., Marine Barracks, fire losses. AN ACT To pro-

vide for the reimbursement of certain personnel or former
ersonnel of the United States Navy and United States

arine Corps for the value of personal effects destroyed as
a result of a fire at the Marine Barracks, Quantico, Virginia,
on October 27,1938 -----------------------------------

57 ---- Jessie Denning Van Eimeren and others. AN ACT For the
relief of Jessie Denning Van Eimeren, A. C. Van Eimeren,
and Clara Adolph ----------------------------------

58 ---- Wisconsin Milling Company and Wisconsin Telephone Company.
AN ACT For the relief of the Wisconsin Milling Company
and Wisconsin Telephone Company -------------

59 ---- Kenneth B. Clark. AN ACT For the relief of Kenneth B. Clark-
60 --- Adam Casper. AN ACT For the relief of Adam Casper-----
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vide for the reimbursement of certain personnel or former 
personnel of the United States Navy and United States 
Marine Corps for the value of personal effects destroyed as 
a result of a fire at the Marine Barracks, Quantico, Virginia, 
on October 27, 1938   June 19, 1939._ 1463 

57 Jessie Denning Van Eimeren and others. AN ACT For the 
relief of Jessie Denning Van Eimeren, A. C. Van Eimeren, 
and Clara Adolph  June 20, 1939_ _ _ 1464 

58 ____ Wisconsin Milling Company and Wisconsin Telephone Company. 
AN ACT For the relief of the Wisconsin Milling Company 
and Wisconsin Telephone Company  June 20, 1939___ 1464 

59 _ _ __ Kenneth B. Clark. AN ACT For the relief of Kenneth B. Clark  June 20, 1939_ _ _ 1465 
60 ____ Adam Casper. AN ACT For the relief of Adam Casper  June 20, 1939_ _ 1465 



LIST OF PRIVATE LAWS

Act Res.

61 ---- Frances Virginia McCloud. AN ACT For the relief of Frances
Virginia McCloud ---------------____.__ --

62 __-- W. Elisabeth Beitz. AN ACT For the relief of W. Elisabeth
Beitz - --- ..-- - ----------------.. ------- -----

63 ---- Charlotte J. Gilbert. AN ACT For the relief of Charlotte J.
Gilbert --- --- -------------....-----------

64 -_-- Russell Anderegg and George W. Anderegg. AN ACT For the
relief of Russell Anderegg, a minor, and George W. Anderegg -

65-- A. W. Evans. AN ACT For the relief of A. W. Evans ----
66 ---- Roland P. Winstead. AN ACT For the relief of Roland P.

Winstead---------------------------- .........
67 _ _- George Houston. AN ACT For the relief of George Houston ---
68 -_-- New London, Conn., Submarine Base, hurricane losses. AN

ACT To provide for the reimbursement of certain enlisted
men or former enlisted men of the United States Navy for the
value of personal effects lost in the hurricane at the Submarine
Base, New London, Connecticut, on September 21, 1938------

69 ---- Joseph N. Thiele. AN ACT For the relief of Joseph N. Thiele--
70 -_-- Evelyn Gurley-Kane. AN ACT For the relief of Evelyn Gurley-

Kane -------------------------
71 -.-- Julia F. Williams, estate. AN ACT For the relief of A. C.

Williams, administrator of the estate of his wife, Julia F.
Williams-------------------------- ----.---------

72 ---- Andrew J. Crockett and Walter Crockett. AN ACT For the relief
of Andrew J. Crockett and Walter Crockett-----------

73 - -- Loyd J. Palmer. AN ACT For the relief of Loyd J. Palmer - --
74 .-_- Postal Telegraph-Cable Company. AN ACT For the relief of

the Postal Telegraph-Cable Company -----------____-____
75 -_-- Naomi Straley and Bonnie Straley. AN ACT For the relief of

Naomi Straley and Bonnie Straley----------------------
76 ___- E. Devlin, Inc. AN ACT Authorizing the Comptroller General

of the United States to adjust and settle the claim of E. Devlin,
Incorporated -----------------------------_.

77 -_-- John Chastain and Mollie Chastain. AN ACT For the relief of
John Chastain and Mollie Chastain, his wife -__-__-_____- -

78 -- Dica Perkins. AN ACT For the relief of Dica Perkins -------
79 ---- Howard Arthur Beswick. AN ACT For the relief of Howard

Arthur Beswick ---------------- _-- __.-- ___________-
80 _S-- Anthony Coniglio. AN ACT For the relief of Anthony Coniglio_
81 ---- Mrs. Quitman Smith. AN ACT For the relief of Mrs. Quitman

Smith ------------------------------------
82 __-- Foreign decorations, acceptance by certain Army personnel. AN

ACT To authorize certain officers and enlisted men of the
United States Army to accept such medals, orders, and deco-
rations as have been tendered them by foreign governments
in appreciation of services rendered --------___--_---____

83 -___ Ray Wimmer. AN ACT For the relief of Ray Wimmer ------
84 ---- Maj. Andrew S. Rowan, acceptance of foreign decoration. AN ACT

To authorize Major Andrew S. Rowan, United States Army,
retired, to accept the Order Carlos Manuel de Cespedes
tendered him by the Government of Cuba in appreciation of
services rendered ----------------------

85 ---- Albert Pina Afonso. AN ACT For the relief of Albert Pina
Afonso, a minor - -------..------------ _________--- --

86 ---- Herbert M. Snapp. AN ACT For the relief of Herbert M.
Snapp--------------

87 - -- Ida May Lennon. AN ACT For the relief of Ida May Lennon_
88 ---- F. E. Perkins. AN ACT For the relief of F. E. Perkins ..__- -
89 ---- J. Vernon Phillips. AN ACT For the relief of J. Vernon

Phillips --- ---------------------
90 --- Martha Austin. AN ACT Authorizing the Secretary of the In-

terior to issue to Martha Austin a patent to certain land- _ -
91 ---- Ivan Charles Grace. AN ACT For the relief of Ivan Charles

Grace------------------------------------------------
92 ---- Maria Enriquez de los Reyes and others. AN ACT For the relief

of Maria Enriquez, Crisanta, Anselmo, Agustin, and Irineo
de los Reyes----------------------------

93 ---- U. S. Coast Guard, hurricane losses. AN ACT To provide for the
reimbursement of certain members or former members of the
United States Coast Guard for the value of personal effects
lost in the hurricane of September 21, 1938, at several Coast
Guard stations on the coasts of New York, Connecticut, and
Rhode Island -----.----------------------------------.

Date

vii

Page

June 20,1939-__ 1465

June 20,1939___ 1466

June 20,1939___ 1466

June 20,1939--- 1466
June 20, 1939--- 1467

June 22,1939___ 1467
June 22, 1939___ 1467

June
June

July

July

July
July

July

July

27, 1939-_- 1468
29,1939-__ 1468

10, 1939-_- 1468

14,1939___ 1469

14,1939-__ 1469
14,1939--- 1470

14,1939-_- 1470

14,1939---. 1470

July 14, 1939---

July 14, 1939___
July 15, 1939___

July 15,1939___
July 15,1939___

July 15, 1939___

July 15, 1939___
July 15, 1939__-

July 15, 1939___

July

July
July
July

July

July

July

15, 1939__-

15, 1939--
15, 1939--
15,1939___

1471

1471
1472

1472
1473

1473

1473
1474

1475

1475

1475
1476
1476

15,1939___ 1476

15,1939___ 1477

15, 1939__- 1477

July 15, 1939-__ 1477

July 15, 1939--- 1478

LIST OF PRIVATE LAWS vii 
Act Res. Date Page 
61 Frances Virginia McCloud. AN ACT For the relief of Frances 

Virginia McCloud  June 20, 1939_ _ _ 1465 
62 W. Elisabeth Beitz. AN ACT For the relief of W. Elisabeth 

Beitz  June 20, 1939_ _ _ 1466 
63 Charlotte J. Gilbert. AN ACT For the relief of Chs.rlotte J. 

Gilbert  June 20, 1939_ _ _ 1466 
64 Russell Anderegg and George W. Anderegg. AN ACT For the 

relief of Russell Anderegg, a minor, and George W. Anderegg  June 20, 1939_ _ _ 1466 
65 A. W. Evans. AN ACT For the relief of A. W. Evans  June 20, 1939_ _ _ 1467 

____ Roland P. Winstead. AN ACT For the relief of Roland P. 
Winstead  June 22, 1939_ _ _ 1467 

67 ___ _ George Houston. AN ACT For the relief of George Houston__ _ _ June 22, 1939_ _ _ 1467 
68 ____ New London, Conn., Submarine Base, hurricane losses. AN 

ACT To provide for the reimbursement of certain enlisted 
men or former enlisted men of the United States Navy for the 
value of personal effects lost in the hurricane at the Submarine 
Base, New London, Connecticut, on September 21, 1938  June 27, 1939._ 1468 

69 ____ Joseph N. Thiele. AN ACT For the relief of Joseph N. Thiele  June 29, 1939_ _ _ 1468 
70 _ ___ Evelyn Gurley-Kane. AN ACT For the relief of Evelyn Gurley-

Kane  •  July 10, 1939___ 1468 
71 ____ Julia F. Williams, estate. AN ACT For the relief of A. C. 

Williams, administrator of the estate of his wife, Julia F. 
Williams  July 14, 1939_ _ _ 1469 

72 Andrew J. Crockett and Walter Crockett. AN ACT For the relief 
of Andrew J. Crockett and Walter Crockett  July 14, 1939_ _ _ 1469 

73 Loyd J. Palmer. AN ACT For the relief of Loyd J. Palmer__ _ _ July 14, 1939_ _ _ 1470 
74 Postal Telegraph-Cable Company. AN ACT For the relief of 

the Postal Telegraph-Cable Company  July 14, 1939_ _ _ 1470 
75 Naomi Straley and Bonnie Straley. AN ACT For the relief of 

Naomi Straley and Bonnie Straley  July 14, 1939_ ... 1470 
76 E. Devlin, Inc. AN ACT Authorizing the Comptroller General 

of the United States to adjust and settle the claim of E. Devlin, 
Incorporated  July 14, 1939_ _ _ 1471 

77 John Chastain and Mollie Chastain. AN ACT For the relief of 
John Chastain and Mollie Chastain, his wife  July 14, 1939_ _ _ 1471 

78 Dica Perkins. AN ACT For the relief of Dica Perkins  July 15, 1939_ _ _ 1472 
79 Howard Arthur Beswick. AN ACT For the relief of Howard 

Arthur Beswick  July 15, 1939_ _ _ 1472 
go Anthony Coniglio. AN ACT For the relief of Anthony Coniglio_ July 15, 1939_ _ _ 1473 
81 Mrs. Quitman Smith. AN ACT For the relief of Mrs. Quitman 

Smith  July 15, 1939_ _ _ 1473 
82 -__- Foreign decorations, acceptance by certain Army personnel. AN 

ACT To authorize certain officers and enlisted men of the 
United States Army to accept such medals, orders, and deco-
rations as have been tendered them by foreign governments 
in appreciation of services rendered  July 15, 1939_ _ _ 1473 

83 __ - Ray Wimmer. AN ACT For the relief of Ray Wimmer  July 15, 1939_ _ _ 1474 
84 ____ Maj. Andrew S. Rowan, acceptance of foreign decoration. AN ACT 

To authorize Major Andrew S. Rowan, United States Army, 
retired, to accept the Order Carlos Manuel de Cespedes 
tendered him by the Government of Cuba in appreciation of 
services rendered  July 15, 1939._ _ 1475 

85 __ - Albert Pina Afonso. AN ACT For the relief of Albert Pina 
Afonso, a minor_  July 15, 1939_ _ _ 1475 

86 ____ Herbert M. Snapp. AN ACT For the relief of Herbert M. 
Snapp  July 15, 1939_ _ _ 1475 

87 _ _ _ _ Ida May Lennon. AN ACT For the relief of Ida May Lennon_ _ July 15, 1939_ _ _ 1476 
88 _ _ _ _ F. E. Perkins. AN ACT For the relief of F. E. Perkins  July 15, 1939_ __ 1476 
89 ____ J. Vernon Phillips. AN ACT For the relief of J. Vernon 

Phillips   July 15, 1939_ _ _ 1476 
90 _ _ __ Martha Austin. AN ACT Authorizing the Secretary of the In-

tenor to issue to Martha Austin a patent to certain land  July 15, 1939_ _ _ 1477 
91 ____ Ivan Charles Grace. AN ACT For the relief of Ivan Charles 

Grace  July 15, 1939_ _ _ 1477 
92 ____ Maria Enriguez de log Reyes and others. AN ACT For the relief 

of Maria Enriquez, Crisanta, Anselmo, Agustin, and Irineo 
de los Reyes  July 15, 1939_ _ _ 1477 

93 -__- U. S. Coast Guard, hurricane losses. AN ACT To provide for the 
reimbursement of certain members or former members of the 
United States Coast Guard for the value of personal effects 
lost in the hurricane of September 21, 1938, at several Coast 
Guard stations on the coasts of New York, Connecticut, and 
Rhode Island  July 15, 1939___ 1478 



LIST OF PRIVATE LAWS

Act Res.
94 ---- Sgt. Maj. Edwin O. Swift. AN ACT To extend to Sergeant

Major Edwin O. Swift, United States Marine Corps (retired),
the benefits of the Act of May 7, 1932, providing highest
World War rank to retired enlisted men ---------------___._

95 ---- Mrs. A. R. Barnard and others. AN ACT For the relief of Mrs.
A. R. Barnard, Charles A. Stephens, Donald W. Prairie, and
dependents of Vern A. Needles

2 Sgt. Fred W. Stockham, deceased. JOINT RESOLUTION
Providing for consideration of a recommendation for decora-
tion of Sergeant Fred W. Stockham, deceased------__----

96 ---- Ida A. Deaver. AN ACT For the relief of Ida A. Deaver-----
97 ---- Barkman Lumber Company. AN ACT For the relief of the

Barkman Lumber Company-______--___________.....
98 ---- William Carl Laude. AN ACT For the relief of William Carl

Laude--------------------------------__________
99 ---- West Virginia Company. AN ACT For the relief of the West

Virginia Company --------------------_-___..-___.___
100 ---- Col. Ernest Graves. AN ACT To give proper recognition to the

distinguished services of Colonel Ernest Graves --------_--
101 ---- S. A. Rourke. AN ACT For the relief of S. A. Rourke __----
102 --- Canvas Decoy Company. AN ACT For the relief of the Canvas

Decoy Company ---------------------___-____
103 ---- Otis M. Culver and others. AN ACT For the relief of Otis M.

Culver, Samuel E. Abbey, Joseph Reger, and August H.
Krueger-----------------------------------.- -

104 ---- Margaret B. Nonnenberg. AN ACT For the relief of Margaret
B. Nonnenberg -----------------.___ -

105 ---- Frank M. Croman. AN ACT For the relief of Frank M. Croman_
106 ---- H. W. Hamlin. AN ACT For the relief of H. W. Hamlin --
107 .--- Capt. Robert E. Coughlin. AN ACT For the relief of Captain

Robert E. Coughlin--- .___________
108 ---- John Marinis and others. AN ACT For the relief of John

Marinis, Nicolaos Elias, Ihoanis or Jean Demetre Votsitsanos,
and Michael Votsitsanos --------------------

109 ---- Ensign Joseph Hester Patterson, deceased. AN ACT To provide
a posthumous advancement in grade for the late Ensign
Joseph Hester Patterson, United States Navy---------

110 --- Marguerite Kuenzi. AN ACT For the relief of Marguerite
Kuenzi -------------

111 ---- Charles G. Clement. AN ACT For the relief of Charles G.
Clement----___-______._____________

112 - -- Mary A. Brummal. AN ACT For the relief of Mary A. Brummal
113 ---- Virginia Guthrie and others. AN ACT For the relief of Virginia

Guthrie, Jake C. Aaron, and Thomas W. Carter, Junior __
114 ---- William S. Huntley. AN ACT For the relief of William S.

Huntley ------------------ ..
115 ---- Rear Admiral Harry Ervin Yarnell, U. S. N. AN ACT Authoriz-

ing the President to present a Distinguished Service Medal to
Rear Admiral Harry Ervin Yarnell, United States Navy --

116 ---- Anna Elizabeth Watrous. AN ACT For the relief of Anna Eliza-
beth Watrous -------

117---- W. E. R. Covell. AN ACT For the relief of W. E. R. Covell
118 ---- Capt. Clyde E. Steele. AN ACT For the relief of Captain Clyde

E. Steele, United States Army----- _ ----
119 ---- Allegheny Forging Company. AN ACT For the relief of the Alle-

gheny Forging Company----- -
120 - John G. Wynn. AN ACT For the relief of John G. Wynn - _-- _
121 _ __ Mr. and Mrs. John Shebestok. AN ACT For the relief of Mr. and

Mrs. John Shebestok, parents of Constance and Lois Shebe-
stok- ..._-__ __ _ _ _ __ _

122 ---- Fae Banas. AN ACT For the relief of Fae Banas ---- _ - ..---
123 ---- Dorothy Clair Hester. AN ACT For the relief of Dorothy Clair

Hester, daughter of E. R. Hester -
124 ---- Hannis Hoven. AN ACT For the relief'of Hannis Hoven ----
125 ...- Thomas A. Ross. AN ACT For the relief of Thomas A. Ross --
126 ---- Borg-Warner Corporation. AN ACT To confer jurisdiction upon

the Court of Claims to hear, determine, and render judgment
upon the claim of the Borg-Warner Corporation .......

127 -- Jessie M. Durst. AN ACT For the relief of Jessie M. Durst -
128 --- John B. Jones. AN ACT For the relief of John B. Jones --
129 --- Jesse Claud Branson. AN ACT For the relief of Jesse Claud

Branson ---------- -------- ---------....

Date Page

July 15, 1939-__ 1479

July 15, 1939-__ 1479

July
July

July

July

July

July
July

15, 1939-__
17, 1939-_-

17, 1939-__

17,1939---

18, 1939_--

18, 1939-__
18, 1939_--

1480
1480

1481

1481

1482

1482
1482

July 19,1939..- 1483

July 19,1939--- 1483

July 25,1939--- 1483
July 25,1939--- 1484
July 25,1939-__ 1484

July 25,1939_-- 1485

July 25, 1939.-- 1485

July 25,1939---

July 26, 1939---

26, 1939__
26, 1939___

27, 1939-_

27,1939-..

July
July

July

July

1485

1485

1486
1486

1486

1487

July 28,1939-__ 1487

July 31, 1939-_- 1487
July 31,1939--_ 1488

July 31,1939--_ 1488

July 31,1939___ 1489
July 31, 1939--- 1489

July 31,1939___ 1489
Aug. 4, 1939--_ 1490

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

4, 1939-__ 1490
4,1939--- 1491
4,1939-__ 1491

4,1939_-- 1491
5,1939_-- 1492
5, 1939-__ 1492

Aug. 5, 1939--- 1492

Vi" LIST OF PRIVATE LAWS 

Act Res. Date Page 
94 ____ Sgt. Maj. Edwin 0. Swift. AN ACT To extend to Sergeant 

Major Edwin 0. Swift, United States Marine Corps (retired), 
the benefits of the Act of May 7, 1932, providing highest 
World War rank to retired enlisted men  July 15, 1939... _ _ 1479 

95 ____ Mrs. A. R. Barnard and others. AN ACT For the relief of Mrs. 
A. R. Barnard, Charles A. Stephens, Donald W. Prairie, and 
dependents of Vern A. Needles  July 15, 1939_ _ _ 1479 

2 Sgt. Fred W. Stockham, deceased. JOINT RESOLUTION 
Providing for consideration of a recommendation for decora-
tion of Sergeant Fred W. Stockham, deceased  July 15, 1939_ _ _ 1480 

96 Ida A. Deaver. AN ACT For the relief of Ida A. Deaver  July 17, 1939_ _ _ 1480 
97 Barkinan Lumber Company. AN ACT For the relief of the 

Berkman Lumber Company  July 17, 1939_ _ _ 1481 
98 William Carl Laude. AN ACT For the relief of William Carl 

Laude  July 17, 1939___ 1481 
99 West Virginia Company. AN ACT For the relief of the West 

Virginia Company  July 18, 1939___ 1482 
100 Col. Ernest Graves. AN ACT To give proper recognition to the 

distinguished services of Colonel Ernest Graves  July 18, 1939___ 1482 
101 S. A. Rourke. AN ACT For the relief of S. A. Rourke  July 18, 1939___ 1482 
102 Canvas Decoy Company. AN ACT For the relief of the Canvas 

Decoy Company  July 19, 1939-- 1483 
103 Otis M. Culver and others. AN ACT For the relief of Otis M. 

Culver, Samuel E. Abbey, Joseph Reger, and August H. 
Krueger  July 19, 1939....... 1483 

104 Margaret B. Nonnenberg. AN ACT For the relief of Margaret 
B. Nonnenberg  July 25, 1939___ 1483 

105 Frank M. Croman. AN ACT For the relief of Frank M. Croman_ July 25, 1939.. __ 1484 
106 H. W. Hamlin. AN ACT For the relief of H. W. Hamlin  July 25, 1939_ __ 1484 
107 ..___ Capt. Robert E. Coughlin. AN ACT For the relief of Captain 

Robert E. Coughlin  July 25, 1939_ _ 1485 
108 John Marinis and others. AN ACT For the relief of John 

Marinis, Nicolaos Elias, Ihoanis or Jean Demetre Votsitsanos, 
and Michael Votsitsanos  July 25, 1939-- 1485 

100 ____ Ensign Joseph Hester Patterson, deceased. AN ACT To provide 
a posthumous advancement in grade for the late Ensign 
Joseph Hester Patterson United States Navy  July 25, 1939-- 1485 

110 Marguerite Kuenzi. AN 'ACT For the relief of Marguerite 
Kuenzi  July 26, 1939___ 1485 

111 Charles G. Clement. AN ACT For the relief of Charles G. 
Clement  July 26, 1939_ _ _ 1486 

112 Mary A. Brummal. AN ACT For the relief of Mary A. Brummal_ July 26, 1939_ _ _ 1486 
113 Virginia Guthrie and others. AN ACT For the relief of Virginia 

Guthrie, Jake C. Aaron, and Thomas W. Carter, Junior  July 27, 1939_ 1486 
114 William S. Huntley. AN ACT For the relief of William S. 

Huntley  July 27, 1939__- 1487 
115 Rear Admiral Harry Ervin Yarnell, U. S. N. AN ACT Authoriz-

ing the President to present a Distinguished Service Medal to 
Rear Admiral Harry Ervin Yarnell, United States Navy  July 28, 1939._ 1487 

116 Anna Elizabeth Watrous. AN ACT For the relief of Anna Eliza-
beth Watrous   July 31, 1939_ _ _ 1487 

117 W. E. R. Covell. AN ACT For the relief of W. E. R. Covell  July 31, 1939.. - _ 1488 
118 Capt. Clyde E. Steele. AN ACT For the relief of Captain Clyde 

E. Steele, United States Army  July 31, 1939_ _ 1488 
119 Allegheny Forging Company. AN ACT For the relief of the Alle-

gheny Forging Company  July 31, 1939_ _ _ 1489 
120 John G. Wynn. AN ACT For the relief of John G. Wynn  July 31, 1939.. _ 1489 
121 Mr. and Mrs. John Shebestok. AN ACT For the relief of Mr. and 

Mrs. John Shebestok, parents of Constance and Lois Shebe-
stok  July 31, 1939___ 1489 

122 Fae Banas. AN ACT For the relief of Fae Banes  Aug. 4, 1939_ _ _ 1490 
123 Dorothy Clair Hester. AN ACT For the relief of Dorothy Clair 

Hester, daughter of E. R. Hester  Aug. 4, 1939_ _ _ 1490 
124 Hannis Hoven. AN ACT For the relierof Hannis Hoven  Aug. 4, 1939_ _ _ 1491 
125 Thomas A. Ross. AN ACT For the relief of Thomas A. Ross__ _ Aug. 4, 1939___ 1491 
126 Borg-Warner Corporation. AN ACT To confer jurisdiction upon 

the Court of Claims to hear, determine, and render judgment 
upon the claim of the Borg-Warner Corporation  Aug. 4, 1939_ _ _ 1491 

127 Jessie M. Durst. AN ACT For the relief of Jessie M. Durst_   Aug. 5, 1939_ _ 1492 
128 John B. Jones. AN ACT For the relief of John B. Jones  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1492 
129 Jesse Claud Branson. AN ACT For the relief of Jesse Claud 

Branson  Aug. 5, 1939___ 1492 



LIST OF PRIVATE LAWS

Act Res.
130 ---- Ernest Clinton and Frederick P. Deragisch. AN ACT For the

relief of Ernest Clinton and Frederick P. Deragisch -- __- -
131 ---- Grace S. Taylor. AN ACT For the relief of Grace S. Taylor --
132 ---- Sgt. Maj. Leonard E. Browning. AN ACT To extend to Ser-

geant Major Leonard E. Browning, United States Marine
Corps, the benefits of the Act of May 7, 1932, providing high-
est World War rank to retired enlisted men --------______-

133 ---- Leslie J. Frane and Charles Frane. AN ACT For the relief of
Leslie J. Frane and Charles Frane ..--- __------ __________

134 - -- Virginia Pearson. AN ACT For the relief of Virginia Pearson__
135 -- Floyd M. Dunscomb. AN ACT For the relief of Floyd M. Duns-

comb - ____________________________________-__
136 -_-- Franklin C. Richardson. AN ACT For the relief of Franklin C.

Richardson -------------------_--- --_- -______ -
137 ---- Corinne W. Bienvenu. AN ACT For the relief of Corinne W.

Bienvenu (nee Corinne Wells) __--_______._____________--
138 ---- East Braintree, Mass., Navy airplane crashes, damage claims. AN

ACT For the relief of certain persons whose property was
damaged or destroyed as a result of the crashes of two air-
planes of the United States Navy at East Braintree, Massa-
chusetts, on April 4, 1939-----------------____.__ --___._

139 ---- Leonhard Stejneger. AN ACT To authorize Leonhard Stejneger,
of the United States National Museum, to accept certain
decoration from the Norwegian Government ---- _--------_

140 -_.- Ada Fuller. AN ACT For the relief of Ada Fuller -----------
141 _--_ G. E. Williams. AN ACT For the relief of G. E. Williams ---
142 _-__ Frank M. Smith, estate. AN ACT For the relief of the estate of

Frank M. Smith ---------------_-------------.----
143 -___ George M. Corriveau. AN ACT To provide for the issuance of a

license to practice chiropractic in the District of Columbia
to George M. Corriveau--- -------- -- _

144 _-__ Laura T. Corriveau. AN ACT To provide for the issuance of a
license to practice chiropractic in the District of Columbia to
Laura T. Corriveau --------------------- _--

145 --- Leland J. Belding. AN ACT For the relief of Leland J. Belding_
146 ____ Imogene Enley. AN ACT For the relief of Imogene Enley -_-
147 ---- William H. Keesey. AN ACT For the relief of William H.

Keesey-------------___-_.-- ---------------
148 --- _ Alice C. Lopez, estate. AN ACT For the relief of Franklin Lopez,

administrator of the goods, chattels, and credits which were
of Alice C. Lopez, deceased -------- -------------

149 .... Arthur Weltner, estate. AN ACT For the relief of the estate of
Arthur Weltner .------------------------.- - -----

150 .... Ninety Six Oil Mill, Ninety Six, S. C. AN ACT For the relief
of the Ninety Six Oil Mill, of Ninety Six, South Carolina- --

151 --- _ J. Aristide Lefevre. AN ACT For the relief of J. Aristide Lefevre_
152 --- Corabell Wuensch and others. AN ACT For the relief of Corabell

Wuensch, Jackie Lee Wuensch, and Mary Rainbolt---------
153 ---- Charles Enslow. AN ACT For the relief of Charles Enslow --
154 _- Nicholas Contopoulos. AN ACT For the relief of Nicholas Con-

topoulos - -------------------
155 ---- Rent-A-Car Company. AN ACT For the relief of the Rent-A-

Car Company ----------------------------
156 --- Allie Holsomback and Lonnie Taylor. AN ACT For the relief of

Allie Holsomback and Lonnie Taylor---_--.---- __---_-
157 - - Earl J. Reed and Giles J. Gentry. AN ACT For the relief of Earl

J. Reed and Giles J. Gentry .---- __-- --- ______-----_
158 --- Hugh A. Smith. AN ACT For the relief of Hugh A. Smith- --
159 --__ Annie Bearden and others. AN ACT For the relief of Annie

Bearden, Ruth Bearden, Essie Burton, Beatrice Carter, Mary
Cobb, Addie Graham, Annie Grant, Sallie Harris, Minerva
Holbrooks, Omie Keese, Sallie Marett, Josie McDonald,
Jessie Morris, Martha O'Shields, Mae Phillips, Leila H.
Roach, Belva Surrett, and Shelley Turner ----------------

160 - -- Michael M. Cohen. AN ACT For the relief of Michael M.
Cohen-------------------------------------

161 - - Albert R. Rinke. AN ACT For the relief of Albert R. Rinke___
162 --- Grace Campbell. AN ACT For the relief of Grace Campbell---
163 _--- C. E. Hendrickson and the Stephenville Hospital, Stephenville,

Tex. AN ACT For the relief of C. E. Hendrickson and the
Stephenville Hospital, Stephenville, Texas -------------

164 _--. Anna E. Hurley. AN ACT For the relief of Anna E. Hurley-

Date

ix

Page

Aug. 5, 1939--_ 1493
Aug. 5, 1939--_ 1493

Aug.

Aug.
Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

5,1939___ 1494

5,1939-__ 1494
5, 1939--_ 1494

5, 1939-__ 1495
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5,1939___ 1495

Aug. 5, 1939--_ 1496

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

Aug.

5, 1939 --
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1496
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1497

1497

Aug. 5, 1939--- 1498

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.
Aug.

Aug.
Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.
Aug.

Aug.

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

5,1939-_- 1498
5,1939--- 1498
5,1939 -- 1499

5,1939__- 1499

5,1939-__ 1500

5,1939__- 1500

5, 1939_
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1500
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5,1939_ 1501
5,1939___ 1501

5,1939___ 1502

5,1939-__ 1502

5, 1939--- 1503

5,1939-__ 1503
5,1939-_- 1504

7, 1939-__ 1504

7,1939___ 1505
7,1939___ 1505
7,1939--_ 1505

Aug. 7, 1939--_ 1506
Aug. 7, 1939--- 1506

LIST OF PRIVATE LAWS lx 

Act Res. Date Page 

130 ____ Ernest Clinton and Frederick P. Deragisch. AN ACT For the 
relief of Ernest Clinton and Frederick P. Deragisch  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1493 

131 ____ Grace S. Taylor. AN ACT For the relief of Grace S. Taylor_   Aug. 5, 1939_ __ 1493 
132 ____ Sgt. Maj. Leonard E. Browning. AN ACT To extend to Ser-

geant Major Leonard E. Browning, United States Marine 
Corps, the benefits of the Act of May 7, 1932, providing high-
est World War rank to retired enlisted men  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1494 

133 ____ Leslie J. Frane and Charles Frane. AN ACT For the relief of 
Leslie J. Frane and Charles Frane  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1494 

134 ____ Virginia Pearson. AN ACT For the relief of Virginia Pearson.._ Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1494 
135 ____ Floyd M. Dunscomb. AN ACT For the relief of Floyd M. Duns-

comb  Aug. 5, 1939.... _ 1495 
136 ____ Franklin C. Richardson. AN ACT For the relief of Franklin C. 

Richardson  Aug. 5, 1939_ __ 1495 
137 ____ Corinne W. Bienvenu. AN ACT For the relief of Corinne W. 

Bienvenu (nee Corinne Wells)  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1495 
138 ____ East Braintree, Mass., Navy airplane crashes, damage claims. AN 

ACT For the relief of certain persons whose property was 
damaged or destroyed as a result of the crashes of two air-
planes of the United States Navy at East Braintree, Massa-
chusetts, on April 4, 1939  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1496 

139 ____ Leonhard Stejneger. AN ACT To authorize Leonhard Stejneger, 
of the United States National Museum, to accept certain 
decoration from the Norwegian Government  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1496 

140 ____ Ada Fuller. AN ACT For the relief of Ada Fuller  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1497 
141 __ G. E. Williams. AN ACT For the relief of G. E. Williams  Aug. 5, 1939_ __ 1497 
142 ____ Frank M. Smith, estate. AN ACT For the relief of the estate of 

Frank M. Smith  Aug. 5, 1939.- - _ 1497 
143 ____ George M. Corriveau. AN ACT To provide for the issuance of a 

license to practice chiropractic in the District of Columbia 
to George M. Corriveau  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1498 

144 ____ Laura T. Corriveau. AN ACT To provide for the issuance of a 
license to practice chiropractic in the District of Columbia to 
Laura T. Corriveau  Aug. 5, 1939.. _ _ 1498 

145 __ __ Leland J. Belding. AN ACT For the relief of Leland J. Belding_ Aug. 5, 1939_ _ 1498 
146 _ _ _ _ Imogene Enley. AN ACT For the relief of Imogene Enley_ _   Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1499 
147 ____ William H. Keesey. AN ACT For the relief of William H. 

Keesey  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1499 
148 ____ Alice C. Lopez, estate. AN ACT For the relief of Franklin Lopez, 

administrator of the goods, chattels, and credits which were 
of Alice C. Lopez, deceased  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1500 

149 ____ Arthur Weliner, estate. AN ACT For the relief of the estate of 
Arthur Weltner  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1500 

150 __ Ninety Six Oil Mill, Ninety Six, S. C. AN ACT For the relief 
of the Ninety Six Oil Mill, of Ninety Six, South Carolina_ _ _ _ Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1500 

151 _ _ __ J. Aristide Lefevre. AN ACT For the relief of J. Aristide Lefevre_ Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1501 
152 ____ Corabell Wuensch and others. AN ACT For the relief of Corabell 

Wuensch, Jackie Lee Wuensch, and Mary Rainbolt  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ 1501 
153 _ _ _ _ Charles Enslow. AN ACT For the relief of Charles Enslow__ _ _ Aug. 5, 1939. _ _ 1501 
154 Nicholas Contopoulos. AN ACT For the relief of Nicholas Con-

topoulos  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ 1502 
155 _ _ Rent-A-Car Company. AN ACT For the relief of the Rent-A-

Car Company  Aug. 5, 1939.. _ _ 1502 
156 __ _ _ Allie Holsomback and Lonnie Taylor. AN ACT For the relief of 

Allie Holsomback and Lonnie Taylor  Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1503 
157 _ _ _ _ Earl J. Reed and Giles J. Gentry. AN ACT For the relief of Earl 

J. Reed and Giles J. Gentry   Aug. 5, 1939_ _ _ 1503 
158 _ ___ Hugh A. Smith. AN ACT For the relief of Hugh A. Smith.. _ _ _ Aug. 5, 1939_ __ 1504 
159 ____ Annie Bearden and others. AN ACT For the relief of Annie 

Bearden, Ruth Bearden, Essie Burton, Beatrice Carter, Mary 
Cobb, Addie Graham, Annie Grant, Sallie Harris, Minerva 
Holbrooks, Omie Keese, Sallie Marett, Josie McDonald, 
Jessie Morris, Martha O'Shields, Mae Phillips, Leila H. 
Roach, Belva Surrett, and Shelley Turner  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1504 

160  Michael M. Cohen. AN ACT For the relief of Michael M. 
Cohen  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1505 

161  __ Albert R. Rinke. AN ACT For the relief of Albert R. Rinke  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1505 
162 _ _ __ Grace Campbell. AN ACT For the relief of Grace Campbell._   Aug. 7, 1939._ _ 1505 
163 ____ C. E. Hendrickson and the Stephenville Hospital, Stephenville, 

Tex. AN ACT For the relief of C. E. Hendrickson and the 
Stephenville Hospital, Stephenville, Texas   Aug. 7, 1939._ 1506 

164 ____ Anna E. Hurley. AN ACT For the relief of Anna E. Hurley_ Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1506 
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7, 1939_--

Page
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Res.
.-- J. C. Grice. AN ACT For the relief of J. C. Grice----------- Aug.
---- Sigvard C. Foro. AN ACT For the relief of Sigvard C. Foro__ Aug.
---- Johannes or John Kostiuk and others. AN ACT For the relief

of Johannes or John, Julia, Michael, William, and Anna
Kostiuk------------------------ --------------------- Aug.

_--- Anna H. Rosa. AN ACT For the relief of Anna H. Rosa----- Aug.
- Joseph Lopez Ramos. AN ACT For the relief of Joseph Lopez

Ramos--------------------------------------------- Aug.
- - Montie S. Carlisle. AN ACT For the relief of Montie S. Carlisle_ Aug.

---- Elizabeth E. Burke. AN ACT For the relief of Elizabeth E.
Burke -------------------- --------------------------- Aug.

.__- Joannes Josephus Citron. AN ACT For the relief of Joannes
Josephus Citron ------------------------- -------- Aug.

.- C. L. Herren. AN ACT For the relief of C. L. Herren_..-__ Aug.
- - Russell B. Hendrix. AN ACT For the relief of Russell B. Hen-

drix ----- ------.- -------------------------_-__ Aug.
- - - - John Ullmann, Jr. AN ACT Authorizing the naturalization of

John Ullmann, Junior--------------------------------- Aug.
---- First Lt. Samuel E. Williams. AN ACT For the relief of First

Lieutenant Samuel E. Williams--------------------------- Aug.
--- Women's Board of Domestic Missions. AN ACT For the relief

of the Women's Board of Domestic Missions ------------- _ Aug.
--- Lucile Snider and Cliff Snider, Jr. AN ACT For the relief of

Lucile Snider and Cliff Snider, Junior ------------_------__ Aug.
---- James McConnachie. AN ACT For the relief of James McCon-

nachie---- ------ ---------- ---------------------------- Aug.
--.- Harvey T. Combs, estate. AN ACT For the relief of the estate of

Harvey T. Combs------------------------------------ Aug.
---- Violet Dewey. AN ACT For the relief of Violet Dewey------- Aug.
- -- Joseph W. Parse. AN ACT For the relief of Joseph W. Parse- Aug.
---- Hugh McGuire. AN ACT For the relief of Hugh McGuire-... Aug.
- -- Calliope Minaca Pilavakis. AN ACT For the relief of Calliope

Minaca Pilavakis ------------------------------------ Aug.
- -- Harry K. Snyder. AN ACT For the relief of Harry K. Snyder_ Aug.
---- Joseph Alder and others. AN ACT For the relief of Joseph Alder,

E. G. Allen, and E. G. Allen and By Hanchett jointly ----- Aug.
---- Guy F. Alien. AN ACT For the relief of Guy F. Allen, chief

disbursing officer, Division of Disbursement, Treasury
Department ---------------------------------------- Aug.

---- Banks Business College. AN ACT For the relief of Banks Busi-
ness College --------------------- _--------------- - Aug.

---- Frank Malles, Jr. AN ACT For the relief of Frank Malles,
Junior ------------------------------------------- Aug.

---- Kyle Blair. AN ACT For the relief of Kyle Blair --------- Aug.
---- OthoL. Curtner. AN ACT For the relief of Otho L. Curtner --- Aug.
---- Clarendon Davis. AN ACT For the relief of Clarendon Davis-_ Aug.
---- Indian Service, disbursing agents and employees. AN ACT For

the relief of certain disbursing agents and employees of the
Indian Service-------------------------------- Aug.

--- W. C. Latane and others. AN ACT For the relief of W. C. and
James Latane, and Willie Johnson ---------------- - Aug.

---- Celia Press and Bernard Press. AN ACT For the relief of Celia
Press and Bernard Press ---------------------- Aug.

---- Harry Vrountas and Theodore Vrountas. AN ACT For the
relief of Harry Vrountas and Theodore Vrountas ----------- Aug.

---- Anton Saganey and others. AN ACT For the relief of Anton
Saganey, John J. Beatty, Frederick J. Coppenrath, Joseph R.
Driscoll, Edward A. Morash, and Michael L. Siderowicz ---- Aug.

---- Toledo Terminal Railroad Company. AN ACT For the relief of
the Toledo Terminal Railroad Company of Toledo, Ohio.- Aug.
.---- M. F. Cubrud. AN ACT For the relief of M. F. Gubrud -- - Aug.

--- William L. Rull. AN ACT For the relief of William L. Rull Aug.
---- Mamie Hoffman. AN ACT For the relief of Mamie Hoffman Aug.
--.- Harry W. Lyle. AN ACT For the relief of Harry W. Lyle --- Aug.
---- Mrs. Layer Taylor. AN ACT For the relief of Mrs. Layer

Taylor-------------------- ------------------------- Aug.
--- Mina Reil. AN ACT For the relief of Mina Keil ---------- Aug.

H. A. Dimo. AN ACT For the relief of H. A. Dixon -------- ug.
V. H. Scheuring and others. AN ACT For the relief of V. H.

Scheuring, Elmer Eggers, and Thomas Fahey-- ...- --- - Aug.
H. H. Rhyne, Jr. AN ACT For the relief of H. H. Rhyne,

Junior---------------------------------------------- Aug.
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X LIST OF PRIVATE LAWS 

Date Page Act Res. 
l _ __ 1507 165 ____ J. C. Grice. AN ACT For the relief of J. C. Grice  Aug. 7,  939 

166 ____ Sigvard C. Foro. AN ACT For the relief of Sigvard C. Foro_ Aug. 7, 1939___ 1507 
167 ____ Johannes or John Kostiuk and others. AN ACT For the relief 

of Johannes or John, Julia, Michael, William, and Anna 
Kostiuk  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1508 

_ _ 168 Anna H. Rosa. AN ACT For the relief of Anna H. Rosa  Aug. 7, 1939_ 1508 
169 Joseph Lopez Ramos. AN ACT For the relief of Joseph Lopez 

Ramos _  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1508 
170 Montle S. Carlisle. AN ACT For the relief of Montie S. Carlisle_ Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1509 
171 Elizabeth E. Burke. AN ACT For the relief of Elizabeth E. 

Burke  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1509 
172 Joannes Josephus Citron. AN ACT For the relief of Joannes 

Josephus Citron  Aug. 7, 1939._ _ _ 1509 
173 C. L. Herren. AN ACT For the relief of C. L. Herren  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1510 
174 Russell B. Hendrix. AN ACT For the relief of Russell B. Hen-

drix   Aug. 7, 1939_ __ 1510 
175 John Ullmann, Jr. AN ACT Authorizing the naturalization of 

Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1510 John Ullmann, Junior  
176 First Lt. Samuel E. Williams. AN ACT For the relief of First 

Lieutenant Samuel E. Williams  Aug. 7, 1939___ 1511 
177 Women's Board of Domestic Missions. AN ACT For the relief 

of the Women's Board of Domestic Missions  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1511 
178 Lucile Snider and Cliff Snider, Jr. AN ACT For the relief of 

_ _ Lucile Snider and Cliff Snider Junior  Aug. 7, 1939 _ 1511 
179 James McConnachie. AN ACT For the relief of James McCon-

nachie  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1512 
180 Harvey T. Combs, estate. AN ACT For the relief of the estate of 

Harvey T. Combs   Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1512 
181 Violet Dewey. AN ACT For the relief of Violet Dewey  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1513 
182 Joseph W. Parse. AN ACT For the relief of Joseph W. Parse  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1513 
183 Hugh McGuire. AN ACT For the relief of Hugh McGuire_ _ _ _ Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1513 
184 Calliope Minaca Pilavakis. AN ACT For the relief of Calliope 

Minaca Pilavakis  Aug. 7, 1939.. _ _ 1514 
185 Harry K. Snyder. AN ACT For the relief of Harry K. Snyder.. Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1514 
186 Joseph Alder and others. AN ACT For the relief of Joseph Alder, 

E. G. Allen, and E. G. Allen and By Hanchett jointly  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1514 
187 Guy F. Allen. AN ACT For the relief of Guy F. Allen, chief 

disbursing officer, Division of Disbursement, Treasury 
Department   Aug. 7, 1939._ 1515 

188 Banks Business College. AN ACT For the relief of Banks Busi-
ness College   Aug. 7, 1939___ 1515 

189 Frank Malles, Jr. AN ACT For the relief of Frank Junior Malice, 
Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1515 

190 Kyle Blair. AN ACT For the relief of Kyle Blair  Aug. 7, 1939...... 1516 
191 Otho L. Curtner. AN ACT For the relief of Otho L. Curtner_ _ _ _ Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1516 
192 Clarendon Davis. AN ACT For the relief of Clarendon Davis  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1517 
193 Indian Service, disbursing agents and employees. AN ACT For 

the relief of certain disbursing agents and employees of the 
Indian Service   Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1517 

194 W. C. Latane and others. AN ACT For the relief of W. C. and 
James Latane, and Willie Johnson  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ .. 1517 

195 Celia Press and Bernard Press. AN ACT For the relief of Celia 
Press and Bernard Press  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1518 

196 Harry Vrountas and Theodore Vrountas. AN ACT For the 
relief of Harry Vrountas and Theodore Vrountas  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1518 

197 Anton Saganey and others. AN ACT For the relief of Anton 
Saganey, John J. Beatty, Frederick J. Coppenrath, Joseph R. 
Driscoll, Edward A. Morash, and Michael L. Siderowicz  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1518 

198 Toledo Terminal Railroad Company. AN ACT For the relief of 
the Toledo Terminal Railroad Company of Toledo, Ohio_ _ _ _ Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1519 

199 M. F. Gubrud. AN ACT For the relief of M. F. Gubrud  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1519 
200 William L. Bull. AN ACT For the relief of William L. Rull  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1520 
201 Mamie Hoffman. AN ACT For the relief of Mamie Hoffman  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1520 
202 Harry W. Lyle. AN ACT For the relief of Harry W. Lyle  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1520 
203 Mrs. Layer Taylor. AN ACT For the relief of Mrs. Layer 

Taylor   Aug. 7, 1939_ 1521 
204 Mina Keil. AN ACT For the relief of Mina Keil  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1521 
205 H. A. Dixon. AN ACT For the relief of H. A. Dixon  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1522 
206 V. H. Scheuring and others. AN ACT For the relief of V. H. 

Scheuring, Elmer Eggers, and Thomas Fahey  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1522 
207 ____ H. H. Rhyne, Jr. AN ACT For the relief of H. H. Rhyne, 

Junior  Aug. 7, 1939_ - - 1523 
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Act Res.
208 ---- Clyde Equipment Company. AN ACT For the relief of Clyde

Equipment Company -- _---_------------------------
209 - - - John E. Garrett. AN ACT For the relief of John E. Garrett - -

210 -- James D. Larry, Sr. AN ACT For the relief of James D. Larry,
Senior _....--. ----.. ---------------.....---.---..--

211 ---- Emma J. Hall, heirs. AN ACT For the relief of the heirs of
Emma J. Hall ---------.----------------------------

212 ---- Roscoe B. Huston and Simeon F. Felarca. AN ACT For the
relief of Roscoe B. Huston and Simeon F. Felarca ----------

213 ---- Buford Lee Pratt. AN ACT For the relief of Buford Lee Pratt_
214 ---- Howard Hughes. AN ACT To provide for the presentation of a

medal to Howard Hughes in recognition of his achievements
in advancing the science of aviation ----- ---------------

215 ---- Dorothy Elizabeth Sisson. AN ACT For the relief of the legal
guardian of Dorothy Elizabeth Sisson, a minor------------

216 ---- Evelyn Mary Locke. AN ACT For the relief of Evelyn Mary
Locke --------------------------------------------

217 ---- Virgil Kuehl. AN ACT For the relief of Virgil Kuehl, a minor-
218 ---- William H. Radcliffe. AN ACT For the relief of William H.

Radcliffe-------------------------------------------
219 ---- Francis A. Leete and Sarah Leete. AN ACT For the relief of

Francis A. Leete and Sarah Leete-------------------------
220 ---- Paul W. McCoy. AN ACT For the relief of Paul W. McCoy-_
221 -_-- James W. Gilson. AN ACT For the relief of James W. Gilson-
222 ---- James M. Harwood. AN ACT For the relief of James M. Har-

wood ------------------------- ---------------------
223 ---- Jack D. Collins. AN ACT For the relief of Jack D. Collins---
224 ---- Arkansas State Penitentiary. AN ACT For the relief of the

Arkansas State Penitentiary---------------------------
225 ---- Mrs. Pacios Pijuan. AN ACT For the relief of Mrs. Pacios

Pijuan _-------------------------------------------
226 ---- A. E. Bostrom. AN ACT For the relief of A. E. Bostrom ----
227 ---- Daumit Tannaus Saleah (Dave Thomas). AN ACT For the

relief of Daumit Tannaus Saleah (Dave Thomas)----------
228 .-- Dorothy Clair and others. AN ACT For the relief of Dorothy

Clair, G. F. Alien, and Earl Wooldridge------------------
229 ---- Okie May Fegley. AN ACT For the relief of Okie May Fegley_
230 ---- Fiske Warren. AN ACT To confer jurisdiction on the Court of

Claims to hear, determine, and render judgment upon the
claim of Fiske Warren--------------------------------

231 --- Postmasters. AN ACT For the relief of certain postmasters -- -
232 ---- George A. Meffan. AN ACT For the relief of George A. Meffan,

United States marshal, district of Idaho-----------------
233 - - Mrs. S. F. Sewell. AN ACT For the relief of Mrs. S. F. Sewell
234 --- Playa de Flor Land and Improvement Company. AN ACT To

amend an Act entitled "An Act for the relief of the Playa de
Flor Land and Improvement Company", approved May 21,
1934 ------------------ ---------------------------

235 ---- Rev. Francis X. Quinn. AN ACT To provide for the presenta-
tion of a medal to Reverend Francis X. Quinn in recognition
of his valor in saving the lives of two of his fellow citizens - - -

3 Mary Cohen Bienvenu. JOINT RESOLUTION Readmitting
Mary Cohen Bienvenu to citizenship -----------------

236 --- Harry Bryan and Alda Duffield Mullins and others. AN ACT To
amend the Act entitled "An Act for the relief of Harry Bryan
and Alda Duffield Mullins, and others"-------------------

237 --- George Slade. AN ACT For the relief of George Slade--------
238 --- G. W. Netterville. AN ACT For the relief of G. W. Netterville--
239 --- Floyd Elton. AN ACT For the relief of Floyd Elton ---------
240 -- Emmitt Courtney. AN ACT For the relief of Emmitt Courtney-__
241 -.-- J. Milton Sweney. AN ACT For the relief of J. Milton Sweney-_
242 ---- J. Harry Walker. AN ACT For the relief of J. Harry Walker--
243 ---- Mr. and Mrs. John Eckendorff, and Mr. and Mrs. Alexander G.

Dorr. AN ACT For the relief of Mr. and Mrs. John Ecken-
dorff, and Mr. and Mrs. Alexander G. Dorr--------------

244 ---- Louise Wohl. AN ACT To authorize cancellation of deporta-
tion in the case of Louise Wohl -------------------------

245 ---- W. R. Fuchs and others. AN ACT For the relief of W. R. Fuchs,
former disbursing clerk, Department of Agriculture; J. L.
Summers, former disbursing clerk; and G. F. Alien, chief dis-
bursing officer, Division of Disbursement, Treasury Depart-
ment-------------------------------------------------
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LIST OF PRIVATE LAWS Xl 

Act Res. Date Page 
208 Clyde Equipment Company. AN ACT For the relief of Clyde 

Equipment Company  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1523 
209 John E. Garrett. AN ACT For the relief of John E. Garrett_ _ _ _ Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1523 
210 James D. Larry, Sr. AN ACT For the relief of James D. Larry, 

Senior  Aug. 7, 1939_.. _ 1524 
211 Emma J. Hall, heirs. AN ACT For the relief of the heirs of 

Emma J. Hall  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1524 
212 Roscoe B. Huston and Simeon F. Felarca. AN ACT For the 

relief of Roscoe B. Huston and Simeon F. Felarea  Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1524 
213 Buford Lee Pratt. AN ACT For the relief of Buford Lee Pratt_ _ Aug. 7, 1939_ _ _ 1525 
214 Howard Hughes. AN ACT To provide for the presentation of a 

medal to Howard Hughes in recognition of his achievements 
in advancing the science of aviation  Aug. 7, 1939.. _ _ 1525 

215 Dorothy Elizabeth Sisson. AN ACT For the relief of the legal 
guardian of Dorothy Elizabeth Sisson, a minor  Aug. 9, 1939_ _ _ 1525 

216 Evelyn Mary Locke. AN ACT For the relief of Evelyn Mary 
Locke  Aug. 9, 1939_ _ _ 1526 

217 Virgil Kuehl. AN ACT For the relief of Virgil Kuehl, a minor_ Aug. 9, 1939_ _ _ 1526 
218 William H. Radcliffe. AN ACT For the relief of William H. 

Radcliffe  Aug. 9, 1939_ __ 1526 
219 Francis A. Leete and Sarah Leete. AN ACT For the relief of 

Francis A. Leete and Sarah Leete  Aug. 9, 1939_ _ _ 1527 
220 Paul W. McCoy. AN ACT For the relief of Paul W. McCoy__ Aug. 9, 1939_ _ _ 1527 
221 James W. Gilson. AN ACT For the relief of James W. Gilson_ Aug. 9, 1939_ _ _ 1527 
222 James M. Harwood. AN ACT For the relief of James M. Har-

wood  Aug. 9, 1939___ 1528 
223 Jack D. Collins. AN ACT For the relief of Jack D. Collins  Aug. 9, 1939.. _ _ 1528 
224 Arkansas State Penitentiary. AN ACT For the relief of the 

Arkansas State Penitentiary.   Aug. 9, 1939_ _ _ 1529 
225 Mrs. Pacios Pijuan. AN ACT For the relief of Mrs. Pacios 

Pijuan  Aug. 10, 1939_ _ _ 1529 
226 A. E. Bostrom. AN ACT For the relief of A. E. Bostrom  Aug. 10, 1939_ _ _ 1529 
227 Daumit Tannaus Saleah (Dave Thomas). AN ACT For the 

relief of Daumit Tannaus Saleah (Dave Thomas)  Aug. 10, 1939_ _ _ 1530 
228 Dorothy Clair and others. AN ACT For the relief of Dorothy 

Clair, G. F. Allen, and Earl Wooldridge   Aug. 10, 1939_ _ _ 1530 
229 Okie May Fegley. AN ACT For the relief of Okie May Fegley_ Aug. 10, 1939_ _ _ 1530 
230 Fiske Warren. AN ACT To confer jurisdiction on the Court of 

Claims to hear, determine, and render judgment upon the 
claim of Fiske Warren  Aug. 10, 1939_ _ _ 1531 

231 Postmasters. AN ACT For the relief of certain postmasters__ _ _ Aug. 10, 1939_ _ _ 1531 
232 George A. Meffan. AN ACT For the relief of George A. Meffan, 

United States marshal, district of Idaho  Aug. 10, 1939_ _ _ 1532 
233 Mrs. S. F. Sewell. AN ACT For the relief of Mrs. S. F. Sewell_ _ Aug. 10, 1939_ _ _ 1532 
234 Playa de Flor Land and Improvement Company. AN ACT To 

amend an Act entitled "An Act for the relief of the Playa de 
Flor Land and Improvement Company", approved May 21, 
1934  Aug. 10, 1939_ _ _ 1532 

235 Rev. Francis X. Quinn. AN ACT To provide for the presenta-
tion of a medal to Reverend Francis X. Quinn in recognition 
of his valor in saving the lives of two of his fellow citizens_ _ _ _ Aug. 10, 1939_ _ _ 1533 

3 Mary Cohen Bienvenu. JOINT RESOLUTION Readmitting 
Mary Cohen Bienvenu to citizenship  Aug. 10, 1939_ _ _ 1533 

236 Harry Bryan and Aida Duffield Mullins and others. AN ACT To 
amend the Act entitled "An Act for the relief of Harry Bryan 
and Alda Duffield Mullins, and others"  Aug. 10, 1939_ _ _ 1534 

237 George Slade. AN ACT For the relief of George Slade  Aug. 10, 1939_ _ _ 1534 
238 G. W. Netterville. AN ACT For the relief of G. W. Netterville  Aug. 10, 1939_ _ _ 1535 
239 Floyd Elton. AN ACT For the relief of Floyd Elton  Aug. 10, 1939_ _ _ 1535 
240 Emmitt Courtney. AN ACT For the relief of Emmitt Courtney_ Aug. 10, 1939.. _ _ 1535 
241 J. Milton Sweney. AN ACT For the relief of J. Milton Sweney  Aug. 10, 1939_ _ _ 1536 
242 J. Harry Walker. AN ACT For the relief of J. Harry Walker_ _ Aug. 10, 1939_ __ 1536 
243 Mr. and Mrs. John Eckendorff, and Mr. and Mrs. Alexander G. 

Dorr. AN ACT For the relief of Mr. and Mrs. John Ecken-
dorff, and Mr. and Mrs. Alexander G. Dorr  Aug. 10, 1939_ 1536 

244 Louise Wohl. AN ACT To authorize cancellation of deporta-
tion in the case of Louise Wohl  Aug. 10, 1939___ 1537 

245 W. R. Fuchs and others. AN ACT For the relief of W. R. Fuchs, 
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bursing officer, Division of Disbursement, Treasury Depart-
ment  Aug. 10, 1939_ 1537 
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251 ---- Mato Cibilic, or Zibilich, and others. AN ACT For the relief of
Mato, Miljenko, Bozo, and Augustin Cibilic, or Zibilich -_

252 ---- Emil Friedrich Dischleit. AN ACT For the relief of Emil Fried-
rich Dischleit ----------------------- ---------

253 ---- Konstantinos Dionysiou Antiohos (or Gus Pappas). AN ACT
For the relief of Konstantinos Dionysiou Antiohos (or Gus
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254 --- William E. Cowen. AN ACT For the relief of William E.
Cowen-----_-------------._._____ __-----_____--

255 ---- N. F. Clower and Elijah Williams. AN ACT For the relief of
N. F. Clower and Elijah Williams ----------------------

256 ---- Bean Lake and Sugar Lake, Mo., flood losses. AN ACT To con-
fer jurisdiction on the District Court of the United States for
the Western District of Missouri to hear, determine, and ren-
der judgment upon the claims of certain claimants who suffered
loss by flood at or near Bean Lake in Platte County, and Sugar
Lake in Buchanan County, in the State of Missouri, during the
month of March 1934----------------------------------

257 ---- Thomas J. Smith. AN ACT For the relief of Thomas J. Smith--
258 ---- Columbus Iron Works Company. AN ACT For the relief of the

Columbus Iron Works Company --------__-__- -----
259 ---- Caryl Burbank and others. AN ACT For the relief of Caryl Bur-
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delphia ---------.------ ____-_- -------- --.. _------

260 ---- Ruth Dornsife. AN ACT To pay salary of Ruth Dornsife-- ---
261 ---- Mrs. Virgie B. Weaver. AN ACT For the relief of Mrs. Virgie B.

Weaver -....-- __-_--- - -..-.
262 ---- D. E. Sweinhart. AN ACT To amend Private Law Numbered

310 Seventy-fifth Congress, first session, an Act for the relief of
D. E. Sweinhart ------------.--------..--.-----..--

263 ---- Carleton-Mace Engineering Corporation. AN ACT To amend
Private Act Numbered 286, approved June 18, 1934, entitled
"An Act for the relief of Carleton-Mace Engineering Corpora-
tion."tion."- -------.....--...-..-....-.-.-.--.-.

264 ---- John L. Hicks. AN ACT For the relief of John L. Hicks, rural
rehabilitation supervisor, Farm Security Administration, De-
partment of Agriculture, Santa Rosa, New Mexico-....---
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Congress. Joint meeting of the two Houses ------------------------- Jan. 4,1939___ 1549
Sesquicentennial of First Congress under the Constitution. Joint session in

commemoration. ----------- --------------------- - ---- Feb. 1, 1939-__ 1549
Investigation of Un-American Activities and Propaganda. Printing of

additional copies of House Report -------------------- Feb. 1, 1939 -_ 1550
Sesquicentennial of First Congress under the Constitution. Hour of hold-

ing commemorative joint session -.. .... .__------------ -- Feb. 16, 1939_-- 1550
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Joint Committee on Forestry. Continuance authorized ----.-- ____--- _ Mar. 31, 1939 -_ 1550
Statue of Will Rogers. Temporary placement and incidental ceremonies__ Apr. 3, 1939-_- 1551
Temporary National Economic Committee. Printing of additional copies

of hearings before ------------------------------------------ Apr. 5,1939_-- 1551
Auxiliary vessels for the Navy. Return of enrolled bill for correction ..-- Apr. 20, 1939--- 1551
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Visit of the King and Queen of Great Britain and Party to the Capitol.
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Social Security Act Amendments of 1939. Printing of additional copies of
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Joint Committee on Forestry. Increase in limit of expenditures---------- May 29, 1939_ - 1553
Reception of the King and Queen of Great Britain. Expenses of joint com-
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Statue of Will Rogers. Acceptance and thanks of Congress to State of
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Army of the United States. Printing of descriptive manuscript...----- June 30, 1939__- 1554
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District of Columbia Revenue Act of 1939. Corrections in enrollment of
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American Association of State Highway Officials. Special committee to
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Supreme Court, sesquicentennial of first session. Joint committee to

arrange commemorative exercises.__----------------- Aug. 5,1939___ 1558
Enrolled bills, etc. Signing after adjournment------------------------ Aug. 5, 1939-__ 1558
Congress. Adjournment ---------------------------------------- Aug. 5,1939__- 1558
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No. Page

934 Norway. Extradition. Supplementary treaty: Signed at Washington February 1,
1938; proclaimed August 15, 1938 ----- ---------------------------- 1561

935 Netherlands. Arbitration of a difference relating to payment for certain military sup-
plies. Convention: Signed at Washington March 18, 1938; proclaimed August 15,
1938 ------------------------ ------------------------ 1564

936 Lithuania. Liability for military service. Treaty: Signed at Kaunas October 18,
1937; proclaimed August 15, 1938--------------------------------------------- 1569

937 Nicaragua. Adjustment of certain accounts and refund of income taxes. Agreement:
Signed at Washington April 14, 1938; proclaimed August 31, 1938 -.----------- 1573

938 Inter-American. Radio communications. Convention: Signed at Habala December
13, 1937; proclaimed September 19, 1938 ---------- --------------- ----- 1576

939 Multilateral. Abolition of capitulations in Egypt. Convention and protocol: Signed
at Montreux May 8, 1937; proclaimed September 19, 1938----------------------- 1645

940 Siam. Friendship, commerce and navigation. Treaty, final protocol, and exchange of
notes: Signed at Bangkok November 13, 1937; proclaimed October 5, 1938 ------ 1731

941 Multilateral. Protection of industrial property. Convention: Signed at London June
2, 1934; proclaimed October 28, 1938 -------------------------------------- 1748

942 International Load Line Convention. Modification of Annex II (6) (a). Signed at
London July 5, 1930; proclaimed December 12, 1938---------------------------- 1787

943 Switzerland. Military obligations of certain persons having dual nationality. Con-
vention: Signed at Bern November 11, 1937; proclaimed December 13, 1938------- 1791

944 Multilateral. International Agreement for the Regulation of Whaling, amendment.
Protocol: Signed at London June 24, 1938; proclaimed April 8, 1939 ...- -.-- 1794

945 Panama. Friendship and Cooperation. Treaty: Signed at Washington March 2,
1936; proclaimed July 27, 1939----------------------------------------------- 1807

946 Panama. Trans-Isthmian Highway. Convention: Signed at Washington March 2,
1936; proclaimed July 27, 1939------------------------------------- ---- 1869

I In this list are included all instruments, whether called treaties, conventions, protocols, or otherwise, entered into on
the part of the United States by the President by and with the advice and consent of the Senate.
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LIST OF INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
OTHER THAN TREATIES

E. A. S.
No. Page

Japan. Parcel post-------------------------------------------------------- 1877
Yugoslavia. Parcel post --------.----------------------------- 1893

127 French Republic and United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. Naval
armament-------------------------------------------- 1921

128 Haiti. Finances----------------------------------------------------------- 1923
129 Canada. Air navigation------------------------------------------ 1925
130 Canada. Piloting of civil aircraft, licenses, etc ---------------------------------- 1937
131 Canada. Certificates of airworthiness for export---------------------------- 1941
132 Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. Continuance of commercial agreement --------- 1947
133 Ecuador. Reciprocal trade--------------------------------------------------- 1951
134 Mexico. Exchange of official publications-------------------------------------- 1977

British Guiana. Parcel post ---------------------------- --- 1989
Iceland. Parcel post---- --------- -------- ------------------- 2006

135 Brazil. Military mission ..-------------- ------------------------ 2021
Fiji. Parcel post - -------------------------------------------- 2031

136 Canada. Radio broadcasting --------------------------- ------------------ 2042
137 Greece. Commercial relations ---------------------------------- 2046
138 Estonia. Exchange of official publications------------------------------- 2059
139 Finland. Exchange of official publications-------------------------------------- 2071
140 Colombia. Naval mission -__-- ------------------ 2074
141 Colombia. Military mission ______--- -- - --- -------- 2084
142 Canada. Radio communications between Alaska and British Columbia ----------- 2092

Belgium. Parcel post.---------.- - 2100
Colombia. Parcel post.--------- - 2136

143 Canada. Civil aeronautical radio servics ----- 2157
144 Chile. Commercial relations - 2177

Germany. Parcel post .-. 2183
145 Great Britain. Joint administration of Canton and Eniderlbry Islanlds . --------- 2219

Argentina. Parcel post ... 2223
146 France. Reciprocal trade- .- 223t)
147 Czechoslovakia. Reciprocal trade- ---- -- 2293
148 Venezuela. Extension of provisional coniimercial agreement--- . .. 2344
149 Canada. Reciprocal trade-- .. . --.---------- 2348
150 Haiti. Finances -----------------.- --------------------- 2402
151 Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. Continuance of commercial agreement--------- 2404
152 France. Air navigation ---.------- -- ..-- -- 2408
153 France. Air transport services----------------------------- 2422
154 Sweden. Compensation for Commissioners designated under treaty for advancement

of peace of October 13, 1914 ------------ ----------------- 2428
155 Guatemala. Military mission ------------------------------- 2431
156 Nicaragua. Military mission --------- -------- -- ------- 2435
157 Canada. Visits in uniform by members of defense forces -- __--__---------------- 2439
158 Mexico. Compensation for expropriated lands ----------------------------- 2442
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2303 Chequamegon National Forest, Wis., lands added   Oct. 14, 1938_ _ _ 2489 
2304 Huron National Forest, Mich., lands added  Oct. 14, 1938_ _ _ 2490 
2305 Armistice Day, 1938  Oct. 25, 1938_ _ _ 2491 
2306 Manistee National Forest, Mich., establishment  Oct. 25, 1938_ _ _ 2492 
2307 Ackia Battleground National Monument, Miss., establishment  Oct. 25, 1938___ 2494 
2308 Ouachita National Wildlife Preserve, Ark., lands added  Oct. 29, 1938_ _ _ 2495 
2309 Postage rates, modification of  Oct. 31, 1938_ _ _ 2497 
2310 Thanksgiving Day, 1938  Nov. 19, 1938_ _ _ 2498 
2311 George Washington National Forest, Va. and W. Va., boundaries 

redefined  Nov. 23, 1938_ _ _ 2499 
2312 Arches National Monument, Utah, lands added  Nov. 25, 1938 2504 
2313 Marquette National Forest, Mich. lands added    Nov. 25, 1938_ _ _ 2505 
2314 Aransas Migratory Waterfowl Refuge, Tex., designation of closed 

area within or adjacent to  Nov. 26, 1938_ _ _ 2507 
2315 World's Fair at New York City and Golden Gate International Ex-

position at San Francisco, Calif., 1939, general invitation to at-
te n (1  Nov. 29, 1938_ 2511 

2316 Deschutes National Forest, Oreg., lands added 1)ee. 5, 1938 __ 2511 
2317 Silver, coinage of newly-mined domestic Dec. 31, 1938 2517 
2318 Hiawatha National Forest, Mich., lands added Jan. 3, 1939 2518 
2319 Marquette National Forest, Mich., correction of previous procla-

mation  Jan. 11, 1939 2520 
2320 Badlands National Monument, S. Dak.' establishment  Jan. 25, 1939 2521 
2321 Carlsbad Caverns National Park, N. Mex., lands added Feb. 3, 1939 2523 
2322 Lacassine Migratory Waterfowl Refuge, La., designation of closed 

area adjacent to  Feb. 7, 1939 2524 
2323 Army Day, 1939  Mar. 15, 1939 2525 
2324 Cancer Control Month, 1939  Mar. 17, 1939_ _ _ 2325 
2325 Big Lake Migratory Bird Refuge, Ark., designation of closed area 

adjacent to   Mar. 21, 1939_ _ 2526 
2326 Czechoslovakia, termination of trade agreement with  Mar. 23, 1939 2530 
2327 Export of arms, ammunition and implements of war to Spain, 

revocation of previous proclamation   Apr. 1, 1939_ _ _ 2531 
2328 Child Health Day , 1939  Apr. 4, 1939_ _ _ 2532 
2329 Savannah River Wildlife Refuge, Ga. and S. C., designation of 

closed area adjacent to  Apr. 10, 1939_ __ 2533 
2330 Tongass National Forest, Alaska, certain lands excluded from, 

added, with other lands, to Glacier Bay National Monument  Apr. 18, 1939_ _ _ 2534 
2331 Employment Week and Employment Sunday  Apr. 26, 1939 2535 
2332 Whitman National Forest, Oreg./ lands added  Apr. 26, 1939 2536 
2333 Cache National Forest, Idaho and Utah, lands added  Apr. 28, 1939_ _ _ 2537 
2334 National Maritime Day, 1939  May 4, 1939_ _ _ 2540 
2335 National Flood Prevention Week, 1939  May 4, 1939_ _ _ 2541 
2336 Marquette National Forest, Mich., correction of previous procla-

mations   May 11, 1939 _ _ _ 2541 
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Santa Rosa Island National Monument, Fla., establishment ----
Australia, suspension of tonnage duties---------------------
Beaverhead National Forest, Mont., certain lands excluded from,

added, with other lands, to Big Hole Battlefield National Monu-
ment--------------------------------------------

Postage rates, modification of------------ -----------------
Lighthouse Week, 1939------------------------------------
Silver, coinage of newly-mined domestic ------------------
National Aviation Day, 1939-------------------------------
Tuzigoot National Monument, Ariz., establishment-------------

Date Page

May 17, 1939--_ 2542
May 22, 1939_-- 2543

June 29, 1939__- 2544
June 30, 1939 - 2545
July 19,1939_- 2546
July 25,1939--- 2547
July 25,1939--- 2548
July 25,1939_-- 2548
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No. Date Page 

2337 Santa Rosa Island National Monument, Fla., establishment  May 17, 1939_ __ 2542 
2338 Australia, suspension of tonnage duties  May 22, 1939_ __ 2543 
2339 Beaverhead National Forest, Mont., certain lands excluded from, 

added, with other lands, to Big Hole Battlefield National Monu-
ment  June 29, 1939_ _ _ 2544 

2340 Postage rates, modification of  June 30, 1939_ _ _ 2545 
2341 Lighthouse Week, 1939  July 19, 1939_ _ _ 2546 
2342 Silver, coinage of newly-mined domestic  July 25, 1939_ _ _ 2547 
2343 National Aviation Day, 1939   July 25, 1939_ _ _ 2548 
2344 Tuzigoot National Monument, Ariz., establishment  July 25, 1939_ _ _ 2548 
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PRIVATE LAWS
ENACTED DURING THE

FIRST SESSION OF THE SEVENTY-SIXTH CONGRESS
OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Begun and held at the City of Washington on Tuesday, January 3, 1939, and adjourned
without day on Saturday, August 5, 1939

FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, President; JOHN N. GARNER, Vice President; KEY PITTMAN,
President of the Senate pro tempore; WILLIAM B. BANKHEAD, Speaker of the
House of Representatives; SAM RAYBURN, Speaker of the House of Representa-
tives pro tempore, July 1-11, 1939.

[CHAPTER 12]
AN ACT

March 20,1939
For the relief of Manuel D. A. Otero, as administrator of the estate of Teresita S. [S. 218]

Otero, deceased. [Private, No. 11

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay
to Manuel D. A. Otero, as administrator of the estate of Teresita .
Otero, deceased, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, the sum of $255.44. Such sum shall be in full settle-
ment of all claims against the United States on account of the death
of the said Teresita S. Otero, resulting from personal injuries received
on the 16th day of January 1935, on United States Highway Numbered
60, between Willard and Mountainair, New Mexico, while riding in
an automobile which collided with an improperly parked Government
truck, attached to Civilian Conservation Corps Camp F-35-N, located
about three miles southwest from Manzano, in Torrance County, New
Mexico: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any con-
tract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, March 20, 1939.

[CHAPTER 131
AN ACT

For the relief of Emma Gomez.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay to
Emma Gomez, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appro-
priated, the sum of $311.70. Such sum shall be in full settlement of
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FIRST SESSION OF THE SEVENTY-SIXTH CONGRESS 

OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Begun and held at the City of Washington on Tuesday, January 3, 1939, and adjourned 
without day on Saturday, August 5, 1939 

FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, President; JOHN N. GARNER, Vice President; KEY PITTMAN, 
President of the Senate pro tempore; WILLIAM B. BANKHEAD, Speaker of the 
House of Representatives; SAM RAYBURN, Speaker of the House of Representa-
tives pro tempore, July 1-11, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 12] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Manuel D. A. Otero, as administrator of the estate of Teresita S 
Otero, deceased. • 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay 
to Manuel D. A. Otero, as administrator of the estate of Teresita S. 
Otero, decea-scd, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise 
appropriated, the sum of $255.44. Such sum shall be in full settle-
ment of all claims against the United States on account of the death 
of the said Teresita S. Otero, resulting from personal injuries received 
on the 16th day of January 1935, on United States Highway Numbered 
60, between Willard and Mountainair, New Mexico, while riding in 
an automobile which collided with an improperly parked Government 
truck, attached to Civilian Conservation Corps Camp F--35—N, located 
about three miles southwest from Manzano, in Torrance County:, New 
Mexico: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this 
Act in excess of 10 per c,entum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or 
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in 
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any con-
tract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, March 20, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 13] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Emma Gomez. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay to 
Emma Gomez, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appro-
priated, the sum of $311.70. Such sum sliall be in full settlement of 
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all claims against the United States on account of damages for per-
sonal injuries sustained by the said Emma Gomez on the 16th day of
January 1935, on United States Highway Numbered 60, between
Willard and Mountainair, New Mexico, while riding in an automobile
which collided with an improperly parked Government truck, attached
to Civilian Conservation Corps Camp F-35-N, located about three
miles southwest from Manzano, in Torrance County, New Mexico:
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received
by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, March 20, 1939.

[CHAPTER 14]
AN ACT

For the relief of Charles E. Naghel, Special Disbursing Agent, Department of the
Interior, and Kammeyer and Medack, contractors, from disallowance of charges
for additional work under a construction contract.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congres assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States be, and he is hereby, authorized
and directed to allow credit in the amount of $61.15 in the accounts
of Charles E. Naghel, former Special Disbursing Agent of the
Department of the Interior, at Juneau, Alaska, and to remove charges
raised against such officer and against the contractor, Kammeyer and
Medack, in that amount, representing a part of the payment made
May 8, 1933, on voucher numbered 6800, for extra services performed
and material furnished in connection with contract numbered 1 Ind-
5796, dated June 10, 1932, for the construction of an Indian Service
hospital at Unalaska, Alaska.

Approved, March 21, 1939.

[CHAPTER 23]
AN ACT

For the relief of Captain Francis H. A. McKeon.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the
sum of $291.46 to Francis H. A. McKeon, captain, Thirteenth Infan-
try. United States Army, in full satisfaction of his claim against the
United States for refund of the amount stopped against his pay on
account of errors made by personnel in his office in failing to deduct
certain allotments of enlisted men, made against the pay of certain
enlisted men, while he was detailed as personnel adjutant, Twenty-
ninth Infantry, United States Army, Fort Benning, Georgia, during
1921 and 1922: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in
this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services ren-
dered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful,

any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

Approved, March 28, 1939.
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all claims against the United States on account of damages for per-
sonal injuries sustained by the said Emma Gomez on the 16th day of 
January 1935, on United States Highway Numbered 60, between 
Willard and Mountainair, New Mexico, while riding in an automobile 
which collided with an improperly parked Government truck, attached 
to Civilian ConServation Corps Camp F-35—N, located about three 
miles southwest from Manzano, in Torrance County, New Mexico: 
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in 
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received 
by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection 
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the 
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of 
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction 
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, March 20, 1939. 
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Interior, and Kammeyer and Medack, contractors, from disallowance of charges 
for additional work under a construction contract. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States be, and he is hereby, authorized 
and directed to allow credit in the amount of $61.15 in the accounts 
of Charles E. Naghel, former Special Disbursing Agent of the 
Department of the Interior, at Juneau, Alaska, and to remove charges 
raised against such officer and against the contractor, Kammeyer and 
Medack, in that amount, representing a part of the payment made 
May 8, 1933, on voucher numbered 6800, for extra services performed 
and material furnished in connection with contract numbered 1 Ind-
5796, dated June 10, 1932, for the construction of an Indian Service 
hospital at Unalaska, Alaska. 
Approved, March 21, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 23] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Captain Francis H. A. McKeon. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the 
sum of $291.46 to Francis H. A. McKeon. captain, Thirteenth Infan-
try, United States Army, in full satisfaction of his claim against the 
United States for refund of the amount stopped against his pay on 
account of errors made by personnel in his office in failing to deduct 
certain allotments of enlisted men, made against the pay of certain 
enlisted men, while he was detailed as personnel adjutant, Twenty-
ninth Infantry, United States Army, Fort Benning, Georgia, i during 
1921 and 1922: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated n 
this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered 
to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services ren-
dered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, 
any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating 
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor 
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding, 
$1,000. 
Approved, March 28, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 25]
JOINT RESOLUTION

To authorize Commander Henry Coyle, United States Coast Guard, to accept
the decoration and diploma of the Marine Medal of Class One (gold), conferred
upon him by the Government of Greece.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Commander
Henry Coyle, United States Coast Guard, be authorized to accept the
decoration and diploma of the Marine Medal of Class One (gold),
conferred upon him by the Government of Greece in recognition of
services rendered in the rescue of the crew of the Greek steamship
Tzenny Chandris, which foundered on November 13, 1937, off the
coast of Cape Hatteras; and that the Department of State be per-
mitted to deliver such decoration and diploma to this officer.

Approved, March 28, 1939.

[CHAPTER 29]
AN ACT

For the relief of Benjamin Weisenberg.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Benjamin Weisenberg, of Brooklyn, New York, the sum of $1,000,
in full settlement of all claims against the United States for per-
sonal injury sustained on July 2, 1935, at Ellenville, New York, when
he was struck by a truck of the Department of Agriculture: Pro-
vided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess
of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received
by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account of services
rendered in connection with said claim. It shall be unlawful for any
agent or agents, attorney or attorneys to exact, collect, withhold, or
receive any sum of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of
10 per centum thereof on account of services rendered in connec-
tion with said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined
in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, March 29, 1939.

[CHAPTER 30]
AN ACT

For the relief of Hyman Ginsberg.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated to
Hyman Ginsberg, Birmingham, Alabama, the sum of $4,000, in full
settlement of all claims against the United States for personal injuries
and property damage sustained in a collision involving the truck in
which he was riding and a United States mail truck, at the intersec-
tion of Twelfth Street South and Avenue H, Birmingham, Alabama,
on December 22, 1936: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid
or delivered to or received by a a agent or attorney on account of
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be
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[CHAPTER 25] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To authorize Commander Henry Coyle, United States Coast Guard, to accept 
the decoration and diploma of the Marine Medal of Class One (gold), conferred 
upon him by the Government of Greece. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Commander 
Henry Coyle, United States Coast Guard, be authorized to accept the 
decoration and diploma of the Marine Medal of Class One (gold), 
conferred upon him by the Government of Greece in recognition of 
services rendered in the rescue of the crew of the Greek steamship 
Tzenny Chandris, which foundered on November 13, 1937, off the 
coast of Cape Hatteras; and that the Department of State be per-
mitted to deliver such decoration and diploma to this officer. 
Approved, March 28, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 29] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Benjamin Weisenberg. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Benjamin Weisenberg, of Brooklyn, New York, the sum of $1,000, 
in full settlement of all claims against the United States for per-
sonal injury sustained on July 2, 1935, at Ellenville, New York, when 
he was struck by a truck of the Department of Agriculture: Pro-
vided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess 
of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received 
by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account of services 
rendered in connection with said claim. It shall be unlawful for any 
agent or agents, attorney or attorneys to exact, collect, withhold, or 
receive any sum of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 
10 per centum thereof on account of services rendered in connec-
tion with said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. 
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed 
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined 
in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, March 29, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 30] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Hyman Ginsberg. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated to 
Hyman Ginsberg, Birmingham, Alabama, the sum of $4,000, in full 
settlement of all claims against the United States for personal injuries 
and property damage sustained in a collision involving the truck in 
which he was riding and a United States mail truck, at the intersec-
tion of Twelfth Street South and Avenue H, Birmingham, Alabama, 
on December 22, 1936: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid 
or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of 
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be 
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Penalty for viola-
tion. unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person

violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a mis-
demeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined m any sum not
exceeding $1,000.

Approved, March 29, 1939.

[CHAPTER 31]
March 29, 193
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AN ACT
For the relief of Jack Nelson, a minor.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the legal guardian
of Jack Nelson, a minor, Mount Pleasant, Pennsylvania, the sum
of $695, in full settlement of all claims against the United States
for personal injuries received on April 13, 1936, when he was struck,
on South Diamond Street, Mount Pleasant, Pennsylvania, by a
Department of Agriculture truck driven by an Emergency Conser-
vation Work employee: Provided, That no part of the amount
appropriated in- this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall
be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined
m any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, March 29, 1939.

[CHAPTER 32]
AN ACT

For the relief of Charles T. Wise.

harles T. Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
suit against United United States of America in Congress assembled, That Charles T.

tates authorized. Wise, former owner of three farms consisting of three hundred and
four acres of land, more or less, near Camp Knox in Hardin County,
Kentucky, is, as such former owner, hereby authorized to bring such
suit or suits as he may respectively desire to so do against the United
States of America to recover damages, if any, for loss or losses which
he may have sustained or suffered, as such owner, by reason of estab-
lishment, construction, or maintenance of Camp Knox in the State

Juridiction con. of Kentucky. Jurisdiction is hereby conferred upon the District
Court of the United States for the Western District of Kentucky
to hear, consider, determine, and render judgments for the respec-
tive amounts of such damages, if any, as may be found to have been
sustained or suffered by the said owner of said farms, with the same
right of appeal as in other cases, and notwithstanding any lapse of

o limtati time or statute of limitation: Provided, That such action will be
brought within one year from the date that this Act shall become
effective.

Approved, March 29, 1939.
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unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person 
violating the _provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a mis-
demeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined m any sum not 
exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, March 29, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 311 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Jack Nelson, a minor. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 

United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary i of the Treasury s authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 

in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the legal guardian 
of Jack Nelson' a minor, Mount Pleasant, Pennsylvania the sum 
of $695, in full settlement of all claims against the United States 
for personal injuries received on April 13, 1936, when he was struck, 
on South Diamond Street, Mount Pleasant, Pennsylvania, by a 
Department of Agriculture truck driven by an Emergency Conser-
vation Work employee: Provided, That no part of the amount 
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall 
be paid or delivered ,to or• received by any agent or attorney on 
account of services rendered in connection with this claim and the 
same shall be tuilawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. 
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed 
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined 
in any sum not exceeding $1,000. . 
Approved, March 29, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 32] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Charles T. Wise. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Charles T. 
Wise, former owner of three farms consisting of three hundred and 
four acres of land, more or less, near Camp Knox in Hardin County, 
Kentucky, is, as such former owner, hereby authorized to bring such 
suit or suits as he may respectively desire to so do against the United 
States of America to recover damages, if any, for loss or losses which 
he may have sustained or suffered, as such owner, by reason of estab-
lishment, construction, or maintenance of Camp Knox in the State 
of Kentucky. Jurisdiction is hereby conferred upon the District 
Court of the United States for the Western District of Kentucky 
to hear, consider, determine, and render judgments for the respec-
tive amounts of such damages, if any, as may be found to have been 
sustained or suffered by the said owner of said farms, with the same 
right of appeal as in other cases, and notwithstanding any lapse of 
time or statute of limitation: Provided, That such action will be 
brought within one year from the date that this Act shall become 
effective. 
Approved, March 29, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 33]
AN ACT

For the relief of C. R. Henderson.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
C. R. Henderson, of Yazoo City, Mississippi, the sum of $416.93,
in full satisfaction of his claim against the United States for salary
earned from December 12 through December 18, 1935; for subsistence
expenses and per diem in lieu of subsistence incurred during Decem-
ber 1935, and January, February, March, 1936, but not paid because
of an erroneous designation of his official station; and for miscella-
neous mileage, telephone, and per diem expenses incurred during
April, May, June, 1936, and administratively approved, all while an
employee of the Farm Security and Resettlement Administrations,
Department of Agriculture: Provided, That no part of the amount
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, March 29, 1939.

[CHAPTER 46]
AN ACT

To authorize and direct the Commissioners of the District of Columbia to reap-
point David R. Thompson and Ralph S. Warner as members of the Metropolitan
Police Department of the District of Columbia.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Commis-
sioners of the District of Columbia be, and they are hereby author-
ized and directed to reappoint David R. Thompson and Ralph S.
Warner as members of the Metropolitan Police Department of the
District of Columbia; compensation to commence from the date of
such reappointment only, and no pay or compensation to be paid them
from the date of their dismissal from the Metropolitan Police Depart-
ment to the date of such reappointment.

Approved, April 8, 1939.

[CHAPTER 50]
AN ACT

For the relief of Fred H. Beauregard.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secre-
tary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
to Fred H. Beauregard, of Saint Albans, Vermont, the sum of $1,000,
in full settlement of his claim against the United States on account
of the death of his minor son, Robert Bernard Beauregard, who died
as a result of injuries received as a result of an accident involving
a Government truck operated in connection with the Civilian Con-
servation Corps in Saint Albans, Vermont, on August 20, 1937:

March 29, 1939
[H. R. 30901

[Private, No. 9]

C. R. Henderson.
Payment to.

Prosito.
Limitation on at-

torney's, etc.. fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

April 8, 1939
[S. 316]

[Private, No. 10]

David R. Thomp-
son and Ralph S. War-
ner.

Reappointment as
members of Metro-
politan Police De-
partment, D. C.

April 10, 1939
[S. 12S]

[Private, No. 11]

Fred H. Beaure-
gard.

Payment to.
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[CHAPTER 33] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of C. R. Henderson. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
C. R. Henderson, of Yazoo City, Mississippi, the sum of $416.93, 
in full satisfaction of his claim against the United States for salary 
earned from December 12 through December 18, 1935; for subsistence 
expenses and per diem in lieu of subsistence incurred during Decem-
ber 1935, and January, February, March, 1936, but not paid because 
of an erroneous designation of his official station; and for miscella-
neous mileage, telephone, and per diem expenses incurred during 
April, May, June, 1936, and administratively approved, all while an 
employee of the Farm Security and Resettlement Administrations, 
Department of Agriculture: Provided, That no part of the amount 
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be 
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account 
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall 
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any 
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of 
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum 
not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, March 29, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 46] 
AN ACT 

To authorize and direct the Commissioners of the District of Columbia to reap-
point David R. Thompson and Ralph S. Warner as members of the Metropolitan 
Police Department of the District of Columbia. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Commis-
sioners of the District of Columbia. be, and they are hereby, author-
ized and directed to reappoint David R. Thompson and Ralph S. 
Warner as members of the Metropolitan Police Department of the 
District of Columbia; compensation to commence from the date of 
such reappointment only, and no pay or compensation to be paid them 
from the date of their dismissal from the Metropolitan Police Depart-
ment to the date of such reappointment. 
Approved, April 8, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 50] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Fred H. Beauregard. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That theSecre-
tary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed 
to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, 
to Fred H. Beauregard, of Saint Albans, Vermont, the sum of $1,000, 
in full settlement of his claim against the United States on account 
of the death of his minor son, Robert Bernard Beauregard, who died 
as a result of injuries received as a result of an accident involving 
a Government truck operated in connection with the Civilian Con-
servation Corps in Saint Albans, Vermont, on August 20, 1937: 

March 29, 1939 
[H. R. 30901 

[Private, No. 91 

C. R. Henderson. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on at-

torney's, etc.. fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

April 8, 1939 
[S. 318] 

[Private, No. 101 

David R. Thomp-
son and Ralph 8. War-
ner. 
Reappointment as 

members of Metro-
politan Pollee De-
partment, D. C. 

April 10, 1939 
[S. 128] 

[Private, No. 111 

Fred H. Beaure-
gard. 
Payment to. 
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Proviso.
Limitation on at-

torney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, April 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 51]
April 10. 1939

IS. 584]
[Private, No. 12]

Maj. John R. Holt.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on at-

torney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

April 11, 1939
[S. 115]

[Private, No. 13]

Lt. Malcolm A.
Hufty.

Adjustment of
claim.

AN ACT
For the relief of John R. Holt.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to John
R. Holt, major, Quartermaster Corps, United States Army, the sum
of $1,507.26, or so much thereof as shall have been collected from him
prior to the passage of this Act, in full and final settlement of all
claims whatsoever against the United States for a stoppage in his pay
on account of the embezzlement of public funds by a civilian employee
of the office of the quartermaster, Fort Jay, New York, from July 1,
1925, to February 28, 1931, while Major Holt was on duty as property
and salvage officer at Fort Jay, New York: Provided, That no part
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attor-
ney on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and
the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstand-
ing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined
in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, April 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 52]
AN ACT

For the relief of Lieutenant Malcolm A. Hufty, United States Navy.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States be, and he is hereby, authorized
and directed to settle and adjust the claim of Lieutenant Malcolm
A. Hufty, United States Navy, for refund of $285.52, in 'full satis-
faction against the United States for the cost of commercial trans-
portation furnished this officer on a foreign registered vessel, in
accordance with orders issued by the commander in chief, United
States Asiatic Fleet, and subsequently deducted by the General
Accounting Office in settlement of the amount awarded this officer
pursuant to judgment on another claim.

Approved, April 11, 1939.
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Proviso. 
Limitation on at-

torney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

April 10. 1939 
IS. 584] 

[Private, No. 12] 

Maj. John R. Holt. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on at-

torney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

April 11, 1939 
[S. 1115] 

[Private, No. 13] 

Lt. Malcolm A. 

Adjustment of 
claim. 

Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in 
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or 
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in 
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary. notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, April 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 51] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of John R. Holt. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to John 
R. Holt, major, Quartermaster Corps, United States Army, the sum 
of $1,507.26, or so much thereof as shall have been collected from him 
prior to the passage of this Act, in full and final settlement of all 
claims whatsoever against the United States for a stoppage in his pay 
on account of the embezzlement of public funds by a civilian employee 
of the office of the quartermaster, Fort Jay, New York, from July 1, 
1925, to February 28, 1931, while 'Major Holt was on duty as property 
and salvage officer at Fort Jay, New York: Provided, That no part 
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum 
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attor-
ney on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and 
the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstand-
ing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed 
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined 
in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, April 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 52] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Lieutenant Malcolm A. Hufty, United States Navy. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States be, and he is hereby, authorized 
and directed to settle and adjust the claim of Lieutenant Malcolm 
A. Hufty, United States Navy, for refund of $285.52, in lull satis-
faction against the United States for the cost of commercial trans-
portation furnished this officer on a foreign registered vessel, in 
accordance with orders issued by the commander in chief, United 
States Asiatic Fleet, and subsequently deducted by the General 
Accounting Office in settlement of the amount awarded this officer 
pursuant to judgment on another claim. 
Approved, April 11, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 53]
AN ACT

To provide an additional sum for the payment of a claim under the Act entitled
"An Act to provide for the reimbursement of certain officers and enlisted men
or former officers and enlisted men of the Navy and Marine Corps for personal
property lost, damaged, or destroyed as a result of the earthquake which
occurred at Managua, Nicaragua, on March 31, 1931", approved January 21,
1936 (49 Stat. 2212).

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such
sum not to exceed $605.50, as may be required by the Secretary of
the Navy to reimburse Technical Sergeant Richard S. Reed, United
States Marine Corps Reserve, after claimant shall have filed itemized
statements showing actual damages sustained by proper appraisal,
and under such regulations as he may prescribe pursuant to the
provisions of the Act approved January 21, 1936 (49 Stat. 2212),
Private Law Numbered 373, Seventy-fourth Congress, for losses of
and damages to reasonable and necessary personal property resulting
from the earthquake which occurred at Managua, Nicaragua, on
March 31, 1931: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or
delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be
unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person
violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, April 11, 1939.

[CHAPTER 54]
AN ACT

For the relief of Alex St. Louis and Doctor J. P. Lake.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Alex St. Louis, of Windham, Vermont, the sum of $25, in full settle-
ment of all claims against the Government for time lost by reason
of injuries to his horse which was struck by a Forest Service truck
on December 9, 1934, at Camp Peru, Vermont, and to Doctor J. P.
Lake, of Manchester Depot, Vermont, the sum of $10, in full settle-
ment of his claim against the United States for professional services
rendered as a result of said injuries: Provided, That no part of the
amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined
in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, April 11, 1939.

Tech. Sgt. Richard
S. Reed.

Payment to.

Itemized statements
to be filed.

49 Stat. 2212.

Proviso.
Limitation on at.

torney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola.
tion.

April 11, 1939
[S. 1174]

[Private. No. 15]

Alex St. Louis.
Payment to.

Dr. J. P. Lake.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on at-

torney's, etc.. fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

April 11, 1939
[S. 1119]

[Private, No. 141
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[CHAPTER 53] 
AN ACT 

To provide an additional sum for the payment of a claim under the Act entitled 
"An Act to provide for the reimbursement of certain officers and enlisted men 
or former officers and enlisted men of the Navy and Marine Corps for personal 
property lost, damaged, or destroyed as a result of the earthquake which 
occurred at Managua, Nicaragua, on March 31, 1931", approved January 21, 
1936 (49 Stat. 2212). 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such 
sum not to exceed $605.50, as may be required by the Secretary of 
the Navy to reimburse Technical Sergeant Richard S. Reed, United 
States Marine Corps Reserve, after claimant shall have filed itemized 
statements showing actual damages sustained by proper appraisal, 
and under such regulations as he may prescribe pursuant to the 
provisions of the Act approved January 21, 1936 (49 Stat. 2212), 
Private Law Numbered 373, Seventy-fourth Congress, for losses of 
and damages to reasonable and necessary personal property resulting 
from the earthquake which occurred at Managua, Nicaragua, on 
March 31, 1931: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated 
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or 
delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of 
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be 
unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person 
violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a 
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum 
not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, April 11, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 54] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Alex St. Louis and Doctor J. P. Lake. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Alex St. Louis, of Windham, Vermont, the sum of $25, in full settle-
ment of all claims against the Government for time lost by reason 
of injuries to his horse which was struck by a Forest Service truck 
on December 9, 1934, at Camp Peru, Vermont, and to Doctor J. P. 
Lake, of Manchester Depot, Vermont, the sum of $10, in full settle-
ment of his claim against the United States for professional services 
rendered as a result of said injuries: Provided, That no part of the 
amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof 
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on 
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the 
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. 
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed 
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined 
in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, April 11, 1939. 
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April 11, 1939 
[S. 1119] 

[Private, No. 14] 

Tech. Sgt. Richard 
S. Reed. 
Payment to. 

Itemized statements 
to be flied. 

49 Stat. 2212. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on at-

torney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

April 11, 1939 
[S. 1174] 

[Private, No. 15] 

Alex St. Louis. 
Payment to. 

Dr. J. P. Lake. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on at-

torney's, etc.. fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 
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April 12, 1939
[B. 60]

[Private, No. 16]

Dierks Lumber an
Coal Company.

Payment to.

Provio.
Limitation on a

torney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viol
tion.

[CHAPTER 55]
AN ACT

For the relief of Dierks Lumber and Coal Company.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House. of Representatives of the
id United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary

of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Dierks Lumber and
Coal Company, of Kansas City, Missouri, the sum of $12,062.27, in
full satisfaction of all its claims against the United States arising
out of a contract for the sale of timber in the Ouachita National
Forest by the United States to a predecessor corporation of such
Dierks Lumber and Coal Company, such contract having been entered
into between the Forest Service of the Department of Agriculture
and such predecessor corporation on December 6, 1929: Provided,
That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10
per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any
agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon convic-
tion thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, April 12, 1939.

[CHAPTER 56]1
April 12, 193

[8. 303]
[Private, No.

The Ocilla
Ocilla, Ga.

Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation oi

torney's, etc., fee

Penalty for
tion.

19

AN ACT
For the relief of The Ocilla Star.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of
sta ' the United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secre-

tary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to The Ocilla
Star, of Ocilla, Georgia, the sum of $96 in full satisfaction of its
claim against the United States for the publication of six foreclosure
advertisements in four consecutive issues at the request of a county
rural rehabilitation supervisor, Resettlement Administration, in

at- December 1936: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or
delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall

'ol"a be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, April 12, 1939.

April 12, 1939
Is. 43]

[Private, No. 18]-

The Fitzgerald
Leader, Fitzgerald,
Ga.

Payment to.

[CHAPTER 67]
AN ACT

For the relief of The Fitzgerald Leader.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to The Fitzgerald
Leader, of Fitzgerald, Georgia, the sum of $32 in full satisfaction
of its claim against the United States for the publishing of two
foreclosure advertisements in four consecutive issues at the request
of a county rural rehabilitation supervisor, Resettlement Admmis-
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April12 1939 

[Private,. No. 16] 

Dierks Lumber and 
Coal Company. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on at-

torney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

April 12, 1939 
[S. 303] 

[Private, No. 17] 

The Ocilla Star, 
Ocilla, Ga. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on at-

torney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viols-
tion. 

April 12, 1939 
[S. 4631 

[Private, No. 

The Fitzgerald 
Leader, Fitzgerald, 
Oa. 
Payment to. 

[CHAPTER 55] 
AN ACT 

. For the relief of Dierks Lumber and Coal Conmany. 

Be it enacted by the Senate • and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 

i of the Treasury s authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Dierks Lumber and 
Coal Company, of Kansas City, Missouri, the sum of $12,062.27, in 
full satisfaction of all its claims against the United States arising 
out of a contract for the sale of timber in the Ouachita National 
Forest by the United States to a predecessor corporation of such 
Dierks Lumber and Coal Company, such contract having been entered 
into. between the Forest Service of the Department of Agriculture 
and such predecessor corporation on December 6, 1929: Provided, 
That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 
per centum. thereof shall be paid or delivered• to or received by any 
agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with 
this claim and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the 
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of 
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon convic-
tion thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, 'April 12, 1939... • 

[CHAPTER 56] . 
AN ACT 

For the relief of The Ocilla Star. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of 
the United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secre-
tary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any 
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to The Ocilla 
Star, of Ocilla, Georgia, the sum of $96 in full satisfaction of its 
claim against the United States for the publication of six foreclosure 
advertisements in four consecutive issues at the request of a county 
rural rehabilitation supervisor, Resettlement Administration, in 
December 1936: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated 
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or 
delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of 
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall 
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any 
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of 
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum 
not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, April 12, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 57] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of The Fitzgerald Leader. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to The Fitzgerald 
Leader, of Fitzgerald, Georgia, the sum of $32 in full satisfaction 
of its claim against the United States for the publishing of two 
foreclosure advertisements in four consecutive issues at the request 
of a county rural rehabilitation supervisor, Resettlement Admmis-
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tration, in December 1936: Provided, That no part of the amount
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any
sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, April 12, 1939.

[CHAPTER 63]
AN ACT

For the relief of the Fred Harvey Transportation Department.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
the Fred Harvey Transportation Department the sum of $125 in
full satisfaction of the claim of the Fred Harvey Transportation
Department against the United States, arising out of the destruction
of a certain mule called Pima, leased to the National Park Service,
under contract numbered 1-5P-574, 1935: Provided, That no part
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act
shall be deemed guilty o a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, April 13, 1939.

[CHAPTER 64]
AN ACT

For the relief of Hubert H. Clark and Doctor W. C. Copeland.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Hubert H. Clark the sum of $169.96, and to Doctor W. C. Copeland the
sum of $353.62, in full settlement of their claims against the United
States arising out of the destruction of certain personal property as
the result of a fire at the Petrified Forest National Monument on
January 22, 1937: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, April 13, 1939.
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Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

April 13, 1939
[S.10]

[Private, No. 19]

Fred Harvey Trans-
portation Depart-
ment.

Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

April 13, 1939
iS. 111

[Private, No. 20]

Hubert H. Clark
and Dr. W. C. Cope-
land.

Payments to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.
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tration, in December 1936: Provided, That no part of the amount 
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be 
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account 
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall 
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any 
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty 
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any 
sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, April 12, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 63] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of the Fred Harvey Transportation Department. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
the Fred Harvey Transportation Department the sum of $125 in 
full satisfaction of the claim of the Fred Harvey Transportation 
Department against the United States, arising out of the destruction 
of a certain mule called Pima, leased to the National Park Service, 
under contract numbered 1-5P-574, 1935: Provided, That no part 
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum 
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or 
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this 
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, April 13, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 64] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Hubert H. Clark and Doctor W. C. Copeland. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Hubert H. Clark the sum of $169.96, and to Doctor W. C. Copeland the 
sum. of $353.62, in full settlement of their claims against the United 
States arising out of the destruction of certain personal property as 
the result of a fire at the Petrified Forest National Monument on 
January 22, 1937: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated 
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered 
to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered 
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, April 13, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 65]

April 13 1939
[S. 511]

AN ACT

For the relief of Dolores P. de Williamson.
trnvawe, xNO. ...

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Dolores P. de United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Payment to. of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,

out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Dolores P. de Williamson the sum of $5,000, in satisfaction of all
claims against the United States on account of the death of her
husband, Ernesto Williamson, a citizen of Panama, as a result of a
collision on April 30, 1937, between a United States Army truck and
an automobile in which he was riding, near Bejuco, Republic of

imiationonattor- Panama: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this
ney's, etc., ees. Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to

or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any

Penalty for viola- contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
tion. provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and

upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

Approved, April 13, 1939.

April 13, 1939
[S. 545]

[Private, No. I

George H.
Evelyn Pierce.

Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on i

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for
tion.

r22

[CHAPTER 66]
AN ACT

For the relief of George H. Pierce and Evelyn Pierce.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
and United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary

of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
George H. Pierce and his wife, Evelyn Pierce, of Harwichport,
Massachusetts, the sum of $7,713.88, in full satisfaction of their claim
for damages against the Government of the United States on account
of personal injuries of a permanent nature suffered by them on
December 6, 1937, when the automobile in which they were riding
was struck by an automobile belonging to the War Department ana
operated by an officer of said Department on Route Numbered 3

tto in the town of Kingston, Massachusetts: Provided, That no part
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary

viola- notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, April 13, 1939.

[CHAPTER 67]
April 13,1939 AN ACT

[Pi. 7451t - For the relief of the Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company.
[Private, No. 23]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Pacific Telephone United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary

and Telegraph Cornm-
pany. of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in

mentt. the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the Pacific Telephone
and Telegraph Company, of San Francisco, California, the sum of
$51,325.85, in full satisfaction of its claim against the United States
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April 13, 1939 
[S. 511] 

[Private, No. 21] 

Dolores P. de 
Williamson. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

April 13, 1939 
[S. 545] 

[Private, No. 22] 

George H. and 
Evelyn Pierce. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

April 13, 1939 
[S. 745] 

[Private, No. 23] 

Pacific Telephone 
and Telegraph Com-
pany. 
Payment to. 

[CHAPTER 65] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Dolores P. de Williamson. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Dolores P. de Williamson the sum of $5,000, in satisfaction of all 
claims against the United States on account of the death of her 
husband, Ernesto Williamson, a citizen of Panama' as a result of a 
collision on April 30, 1937, between a United States Army truck and 
an automobile in which he was riding, near Bejuco, Republic of 
Panama: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this 
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to 
or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered 
in connection with this claim and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding 
$1,000. 
Approved, April 13, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 66] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of George H. Pierce and Evelyn Pierce. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated., to 
George H. Pierce and his wife Evelyn Pierce, of Harwichport, 
Massachusetts, the sum of $7,713.88, in full satisfaction of their claim 
for damages against the Government of the United States on account 
of personal injuries of a permanent nature suffered by them on 
December 6, 1937, when the automobile in which they were riding 
was struck by an automobile belonging to the War Department and 
operated by an officer of said Department on Route Numbered 3 
in the town of Kingston, Massachusetts: Provided, That no part 
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum 
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or 
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this 
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, April 13, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 67] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of the Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in 
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the Pacific Telephone 
and Telegraph Company, of San Francisco, California, the sum of 
$51,325.85, in full satisfaction of its claim against the United States 
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for reimbursement of expenses incurred in repairing and restoring a
submarine cable in the San Francisco Bay between San Francisco and
Fort Baker, California, which was cut by the United States ship
Quail on November 27, 1937, while engaged in recovering an anchor
of the United States ship Whippoorwill: Provided, That no part of
the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any
sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, April 13, 1939.

1449

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola.
tion.

[CHAPTER 68]
AN ACT

For the relief of J. G. Mayfield.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwithstand-
ing the provisions and limitations of sections 15 to 20, both inclusive,
of the Act entitled "An Act to provide compensation for employees
of the United States suffering injuries while in the performance of
their duties, and for other purposes", approved September 7, 1916,
as amended, the United States Employees' Compensation Commission
be, and the same is hereby, authorized and directed to receive and
consider, if filed within six months after the enactment of this Act,
the claim of James George Mayfield, of Springfield, Illinois, for
disability alleged to have been caused by injuries sustained by him on
August 3, 1937, while in the performance of his duties in the employ-
ment of the Bureau of Internal Revenue, Treasury Department:
Provided, That no benefits shall accrue prior to the approval of
this Act.

Approved, April 13, 1939.

[CHAPTER 69]
AN ACT

For the relief of John B. Dow.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to John B. Dow, of
Cookeville, Tennessee, the sum of $354.65, in full satisfaction of his
claims for fees for services rendered by him as United States com-
missioner during the period from November 1, 1937, to March 22,
1938, such fees having been disallowed by reason of the fact that
his appointment as such commissioner expired on November 1, 1937,
and he was not reappointed until March 23, 1938: Provided, That
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent
or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, April 13, 1939.

April 13, 1939
S. 754]

[Private, No. 24]

J. G. Mayfield.
Provisions of Em-

ployees' Compensa-
tion Act extended to.

39 Stat. 746, 747.
5 U.S. C. § 765-770,

Proviso.
No prior benefits.

April 13, 1939
[S. 1263]

[Private, No. 25]

John B. Dow.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.
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for reimbursement of expenses incurred in repairing and restoring a 
submarine cable in the San Francisco Bay between San Francisco and 
Fort Baker, California, which was cut by the United States ship 
Quail on November 27, 1937, while engaged in recovering an anchor 
of the United States ship Whippoorwill: Provided, That no part of 
the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof 
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on 
account of services rendered in connection with this claim and the 
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwitlistanding. 
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty 
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any 
sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, April 13, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 68] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of J. G. Mayfield. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwithstand-
ing the provisions and limitations of sections 15 to 20, both inclusive, 
of the Act entitled "An Act to provide compensation for employees 
of the United States suffering injuries while in the performance of 
their duties, and for other purposes", approved September 7, 1916, 
as amended, the United States Employees' Compensation Comirdssion 
be, and the same is hereby, authorized and directed to receive and 
consider, if filed within six months after the enactment of this Act, 
the claim of James George Mayfield, of Springfield, Illinois, for 
disability alleged to have been caused by injuries sustained by him on 
August 3, 1937, while in the performance of his duties in the employ-
ment of the Bureau of Internal Revenue, Treasury Department: 
Provided, That no benefits shall accrue prior to the approval of 
this Act. 
Approved, April 13, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 69] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of John B. Dow. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to John B. Dow, of 
Cookeville, Tennessee, the sum of $354.65, in full satisfaction of his 
claims for fees for services rendered by him as United States com-
missioner during the period from November 1, 1937, to March 22, 
1938, such fees having been disallowed by reason of the fact that 
his appointment as such commissioner expired on November 1, 1937, 
and he was not reappointed until March 23, 1938: Provided, That 
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per 
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent 
or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this 
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, April 13, 1939. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-
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April 13, 1939 
[S. 754] 

[Private, No. 24] 

J. 0.14Xayfield. 
Provisions of Em-

ployees' Compensa-
tion Act extended to. 

39 Stat. 746, 747. 
5 U. S. C. §§765-770. 

Proviso. 
No prior benefits. 

April 13, 1939 
[S. 1253] 

[Private, No. 25] 

John B. Dow. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
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ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 
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April 15, 1939
[S. 629]

[Private, No. 26]

Margaret Rose,
Milton E., Jr., and
Andrew G. ncapher.

Payment to.
49 Stat. 699.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

April 20, 1939
[S. 911]

[Private, No. 27]

Roscoe C. Prescott
and others.

Payments to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.
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[CHAPTER 72]
AN ACT

For the relief of Margaret Rose Uncapher, Milton E. Uncapher, Junior, and
Andrew G. Uncapher.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby authorized and directed to pay,
out of appropriation for "Emergency construction of public build-
ings, Act of August 12,1935", to Margaret Rose Uncapher, Milton E.
Uncapher, Junior, and Andrew G. Uncapher, of Vandergrift, Penn-
sylvania, the sum of $901.60, as payment in full satisfaction of the
amount of balance of just compensation claimed to be due them on
account of the taking of their lands by the United States through
condemnation proceedings for a post-office site at Vandergrift, Penn-
sylvania: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services ren-
dered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

Approved, April 15, 1939.

[CHAPTER 78]
AN ACT

For the relief of Roscoe C. Prescott, Howard Joslyn, Arthur E. Tuttle, and
Robert J. Toulouse.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Roscoe C. Prescott the sum of $300.59; to Howard Joslyn, the sum
of $155.50; to Arthur E. Tuttle, the sum of $109.10, and to Robert
J. Toulouse, the sum of $466.29, in full settlement of all claims against
the United States Government for loss of their personal effects in a
fire at the Civilian Conservation Corps camp at Warren, New Hamp-
shire, on December 31, 1933: Provided, That no part of the amount
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, April 20, 1939.

.[CHAPTER 79]
April 20, 1939

[H. R. 634]
[Private, No. 28]

Hallie H. Woods.
Payment to.

AN ACT
For the relief of Hallie H. Woods.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Hallie H. Woods, widow of Damon C. Woods, late American consul
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April 15, 1939 
[S. 529] 

[Private, No. 26] 

Margaret Rose, 
Milton E., Jr., and 
Andrew G.Uncaptier. 
Payment to. 
49 Stat. 599. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

April 20, 1939 
[S. 911] 

[Private, No. 27] 

Roscoe C. Prescott 
and others. 
Payments to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

April 20, 1939 
[H. R. 534] 

[Private, No. 28] 

Rollie H. Woods. 
Payment to. 

[CHAPTER 72] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Margaret Rose Uncapher, Milton E. Uncapher, Junior, and 
Andrew G. Uncapher. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury, be, and he is hereby authorized and directed to pay, 
out of appropriation for "Emergency construction of public build-
ings, Act of August 12, 1935", to Margaret Rose Uncapher, Milton E. 
Uncapher, Junior, and Andrew G. Uncapher , of Vandergrift, Penn-
sylvania, the sum of $901.60, as payment in 'full satisfaction of the 
amount of balance of just compensation claimed to be due them on 
account of the taking of their lands by the United States through 
condemnation proceedings for a post-office site at Vandergrift, Penn-
sylvania: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this 
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered 
to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services ren-
dered in connection with this claim and the same shall be unlawful, 
any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating 
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor 
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding 
$1,000. 
Approved, April 15, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 78] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Roscoe C. Prescott, Howard Joslyn, Arthur E. Tuttle, and 
Robert J. Toulouse. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Roscoe C. Prescott the sum of $300.59; to Howard Joslyn, the sum 
of $155.50; to Arthur E. Tuttle, the sum of $109.10, and to Robert 
J. Toulouse, the sum of $466.29, in full settlement of all claims against 
the United States Government for loss of their personal effects in a 
fire at the Civilian Conservation Corps camp at Warren, New Hamp-
shire, on December 31, 1933: Provided, That no part of the amount 
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be 
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account 
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall 
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any 
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of 
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum 
not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, April 20, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 79] 
- AN ACT 

For the relief of Bailie H. Woods. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, 
Hallie H. Woods, widow of Damon C. Woods, late American consul 
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at Toronto, Canada, the sum of $5,700 such sum representing one
year's salary of her deceased husband who died while in the Foreign
Service.

Approved, April 20, 1939.

[CHAPTER 80]
AN ACT

For the relief of Macey N. Bevan.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secre-
tary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
to Macey N. Bevan, widow of Thomas Horatio Bevan, late American
Consul General at Warsaw, Poland, the sum of $8,400, equal to one
year's salary of her deceased husband, who died at Berlin, Germany,
July 23, 1938, while in the Foreign Service.

Approved, April 20, 1939.

[CHAPTER 81]
AN ACT

For the relief of the Shipowners and Merchants Towboat Company, Limited.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Shipowners and Merchants Towboat Company, Limited, of San
Francisco, California, the sum of $2,515.07 in full settlement of all
claims against the United States for damages sustained to several of
their tugboats while hauling the United States ship Tennessee afloat
off Alameda, California, on June 11 and 12, 1937: Provided, That no
part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent
or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, April 20, 1939.

[CHAPTER 82]
AN ACT
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April 20, 1939
[H. R. 590]

[Private, No. 29]

Macey N. Bevan.
Payment to.

April 20, 1939
[H. R. 2056]

[Private, No. 30]

Shipowners and
Merchants Towboat
Company, Ltd.

Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on at-

torney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

April 20,1939
For the relief of Allen L. Abshier, Verne G. Adams, Oliver D. Chattin, William K. [H. R. 2064]

Heath, and Harry B. Jennings. [Private, No. 31]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secre-
tary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
to Allen L. Abshier the sum of $139.50, to Verne G. Adams the sum
of $402.24, to Oliver D. Chattin the sum of $102.75, to William K.
Heath the sum of $26.73, and to Harry B. Jennings the sum of $290,
in all $961.22, in full satisfaction of all their claims against the
United States for damage to or loss of personal property resulting
from a fire which occurred on May 8, 1938, in the officers' quarters

Allen L. Abshier
and others.

Payments to.
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at Toronto, Canada, the sum of $5,700, such sum representing one 
year's salary of her deceased husband who died while in the Foreign 
Service. 
Approved, April 20, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 80] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Macey N. Bevan. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secre. 
tary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed 
to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, 
to Macey N. Bevan, widow of Thomas Horatio Bevan, late American 
Consul General at Warsaw, Poland, the sum of $8,400, equal to one 
year's salary of her deceased husband, who died at Berlin, Germany, 
July 23, 1938, while in the Foreign Service. 
Approved, April 20, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 81] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of the Shipowners and Merchants. Towboat Company, Limited. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money- in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Shipowners and Merchants Towboat Company, Limited, of San 
Francisco, California, the sum of $2,515.07 in full settlement of all 
claims against the United States for damages sustained to several of 
their tugboats while hauling the United States ship Tennessee afloat 
off Alameda, California, on June 11 and 12, 1937: Provided, That no 
part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per 
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent 
or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this 
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed- guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, April 20, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 82] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Allen L. Abshier, Verne G. Adams, Oliver D. Chattin, William K 
Heath, and Harry B. Jennings. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secre-
tary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed 
to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, 
to _Allen L. Abshier the sum of $139.50, to Verne G. Adams the sum 
of $402.24, to Oliver D. Chattin the sum of $102.75, to William K. 
Heath the sum of $26.73, and to Harry B. Jennings the sum of $290, 
in all $961.22, in full satisfaction of all their claims against the 
United States for damage to or loss of personal property_ resulting 
from a fire which occurred on May 8, 1938, in the officers' quarters 
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of the administration building at Federal Prison Camp Numbered 11,
Kooskia, Idaho, while such persons were employees of the Bureau of
Prisons, Department of Justice: Provided, That no part of the
amounts appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney
on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and
the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall
be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, April 20, 1939.

[CHAPTER 83]
AN ACT

Conferring jurisdiction upon the Court of Claims to hear and determine the claim
of the Mack Copper Company.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That jurisdiction
be, and is hereby, conferred upon the Court of Claims of the United
States, notwithstanding the lapse of time, prior determination, the
invalidity of the lease, or any statute of limitation, to hear and
determine the claim of the Mack Copper Company against the United
States for the damages and waste inflicted to certain real property
owned by the Mack Copper Company and situated in San Diego
County, State of California, which real property was taken, used,
and occupied by the United States as an Army cantonment, training
camp, or for other military purposes during the period from on or
about May 15, 1917, to on or about June 1, 1922, not heretofore paid
by the United States to the Mack Copper Company: Provided, That
the measure of the damages sustained shall not exceed the difference
between the value of the land when taken, as already found by the
court, and the value of the land when returned to the Mack Copper
Company: Provided further, That in the event that any suit is brought
on said claim pursuant to the provisions of this Act, the court shall
reopen and reconsider de novo the claim heretofore adjudicated for
use and occupation of said property, if the United States so requests.

SEC. 2. That the Court of Claims of the United States in the hear-
ing and determination of any suit prosecuted under the authority
of this Act, is authorized, in its discretion, to use and consider as
evidence in such suit, together with any other evidence which may
be taken therein, the testimony and other evidence filed by Mack
Copper Company and the United States, respectively, in case num-
bered D-134 on the docket of that court entitled "Mack Copper
Company against United States", wherein the court rendered a
judgment on the 6th day of June 1927.

SEC. 3. From any decision or judgment rendered in any suit pre-
sented under the authority of this Act a writ of certiorari to the
Supreme Court of the United States may be applied for by either
party thereto, as is provided by law in other cases.

Approved, April 20, 1939.
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of the administration building at Federal Prison Camp Numbered 11, 
Kooskia, Idaho while such persons were employees of the Bureau of 
Prisons, Department of Justice: Provided, That no part of the 
amounts appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof 
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney 
on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and 
the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be 
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall 
be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, April 20, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 83] 
AN ACT 

Conferring jurisdiction upon the Court of Claims to hear and determine the claim 
of the Mack Copper Company. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That jurisdiction 
be, and is hereby, conferred upon the Court of Claims of the United 
States, notwithstanding the lapse of time, prior determination, the 
invalidity of the lease, or any statute of limitation, to hear and 
determine the claim of the Mack Copper Company against the United 
States for the damages and waste inflicted to certain real property 
owned by the Mack Copper Company and situated in San Diego 
County, State of California, which real property was taken, used, 
and occupied by the United States as an Army cantonment, training 
camp, or for other military purposes during the period from on or 
about May 15, 1917, to on or about June 1, 1922, not heretofore paid 
by the United States to the Mack Copper Company: Provided, That 
the measure of the damages sustained shall not exceed the difference 
between the value of the land when taken, as already found by the 
court, and the value of the land when returned to the Mack Copper 
Company: Provided further, That in the event that any suit is brought 
on said claim pursuant to the provisions of this Act, the court shall 
reopen and reconsider de novo the claim heretofore adjudicated for 
use and occupation of said property, if the United States so requests. 

Sze. 2. That the Court of Claims of the United States in the hear-
ing and determination of any suit prosecuted under the authority 
of this Act, is authorized, in its discretion, to use and consider as 
evidence in such suit, together with any other evidence which may 
be taken therein, the testimony and other evidence filed by Mack 
Copper Company and the United States, respectively: in case num-
bered D-134 on the docket of that court entitled "Mack Copper 
Company against United States" wherein the court rendered a 
judgment on the 6th day of June 1927. 

SEC. 3. From any decision or judgment rendered in any suit pre-
sented under the authority of this Act a writ of certiorari to the 
Supreme Court of the United States may be applied for by either 
party thereto, as is provided by law in other cases. 
Approved, April 20, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 105]
AN ACT

To allow credit in the accounts of certain former disbursing officers of the Veterans'
Administration, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States is hereby authorized and directed
in the settlement of the accounts of the following-named former dis-
bursing officers of the Veterans' Administration, the Veterans' Bureau
(now Veterans' Administration), and the present Chief Disbursing
Officer, Treasury Department, to allow credit in the sums herein
stated now standing as disallowances in the said accounts on the books
of the General Accounting Office: Provided, That any amount herein
allowed in the account of a disbursing officer shall not be chargeable
to any administrative officer or employee of the Veterans' Adminis-
tration: Provided further, That this Act shall not bar recovery of
the amounts herein specified from the persons to whom such amounts
have been paid.

First: J. B. Schommer, former Disbursing Officer, Veterans'
Administration, Washington, District of Columbia, in the sums of
$25 and $95.25, which amounts were expended during the period from
May 1933 to June 30, 1934 (symbols 11500 and 11532).

Second: C. A. Wood, former Disbursing Officer, Veterans' Admin-
istration Facility, Atlanta, Georgia, in the sum of $509.75, which
amount was expended during the period from August 1932 to June 30,
1933 (symbol 11473).

Third: Warren A. Minnis, former Disbursing Officer, Veterans'
Administration Facility, Bay Pines, Florida, in the sum of $97.66,
which amount was expended during the period from May 1933 to
May 1934 (symbol 11376).

Fourth: H. R. Barraclough, former Disbursing Officer, Veterans'
Administration, Boston, Massachusetts, in the sum of $47.63, which
amount was expended during the period from May 1 to July 31,
1933 (symbol 11472).

Fifth: J. W. Reynar, former Disbursing Officer, Veterans' Admin-
istration, Charlotte, North Carolina, in the sum of $13.80, which
amount was expended during the period from May 1 to August 31,
1933 (symbol 11374).

Sixth: James H. Jones, former Disbursing Officer at Veterans'
Administration Facility, Cheyenne, Wyoming, in the sum of $1,
which amount was expended during the period from August 1 to 31,
1934 (symbol 11402).

Seventh: Marsden V. Bates, former Disbursing Officer at Veterans'
Administration, Detroit, Michigan, in the sum of $6.94, which amount
was expended during the period from February 1 to 28, 1934 (symbol
11380).

Eighth: E. J. Cooper, former Disbursing Officer at Veterans'
Administration Facility, Fort Harrison, Montana, in the sum of $8,
which amount was expended during the period from October 1 to
31 1933 (symbol 11372).

Ninth: T. A. Dillon, former Disbursing Officer at Veterans' Admin-
istration Facility, Indianapolis, Indiana, in the sum of $50.33, which
amount was expended during the period from October 1, 1933, to May
31, 1934 (symbol 11512).

Tenth: James J. Gallagher, former Disbursing Officer at Veterans'
Administration Facility, Lyons, New Jersey, in the sum of $72.71
which amount was expended during the period from April 1 to April
30, 1934 (symbol 11394).
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[CHAPTER 105] 
AN ACT 

April 26, 1939 
To allow credit in the accounts of certain former disbursing officers of the Veterans'  [H. R. 2073]  

Administration, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States is hereby authorized and directed 
in the settlement of the accounts of the following-named former dis-
bursing officers of the Veterans' Administration, the Veterans' Bureau 
(now Veterans' Administration), and the present Chief Disbursing 
Officer, Treasury Department, to allow credit in the sums herein 
stated now standing as disallowances in the said accounts on the books 
of the General Accounting Office: Provided, That any amount herein 
allowed in the account of a disbursing officer shall not be chargeable 
to any administrative officer or employee of the Veterans' Adminis-
tration: Provided further, That this Act shall not bar recovery of 
the amounts herein specified from the persons to whom such amounts 
have been 'mid. 

First: J. B. Schommer, former Disbursing Officer, Veterans' 
Administration, Washington, District of Columbia, in the sums of 
$25 and $95.25, which amounts were expended during the period from 
May 1933 to June 30, 1934 (symbols 11500 and 11532). 
Second: C. A. Wood, former Disbursing Officer, Veterans' Admin-

istration Facility, Atlanta, Georgia, in the sum of $509.75, which 
amount was expended during the period from August 1932 to June 30, 
1933 (symbol 11473). 
Third: Warren A. Minnis, former Disbursing Officer, Veterans' 

Administration Facility, Bay Pines, Florida, in the sum of $97.66, 
which amount was expended during the period from May 1933 to 
May 1934 (symbol 11376). 

Fourth: H. R. Barraclough, former Disbursing Officer, Veterans' 
Administration, Boston, Massachusetts, in the sum of $47.63, which 
amount was expended during the period from May 1 to July 31, 
1933 (symbol 11472). 
Fifth: J. W. Reynar, former Disbursing Officer, Veterans' Admin-

istration, Charlotte, North Carolina, in the sum of $13.80, which 
amount was expended during the period from May 1 to August 31, 
1933 (symbol 11374). 

Sixth: James H. Jones, former Disbursing Officer at Veterans' 
Administration Facility, Cheyenne, Wyoming, in the sum of $1, 
which amount was expended during the period. from August 1 to 31, 
1934 (symbol 11402). 

Seventh: Marsden V. Bates, former Disbursing Officer at Veterans' 
Administration, Detroit, Michigan, in the sum of $6.94, which amount 
was expended during the period from February 1 to 28, 1934 (symbol 
11380). 
Eighth: E. J. Cooper, former Disbursing Officer at Veterans' 

Administration Facility, Fort Harrison, Montana, in the sum of $8, 
which amount was expended during the period from October 1 to 
31, 1933 (symbol 11372). 

Ninth: T. A. Dillon, former Disbursing Officer at Veterans' Admin-
istration Facility, Indianapolis, Indiana, in the sum of $50.33, which 
amount was expended during the period from October 1, 1933, to May 
31, 1934 (symbol 11512). 
Tenth: James J. Gallagher, former Disbursing Officer at Veterans' 

Administration Facility, Lyons, New Jersey, in the sum of $72.71, 
which amount was expended during the period from April 1 to April 
30, 1934 (symbol 11394). 
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Don ner. Eleventh: Don Iler, former Disbursing Officer at Veterans' Admin-
istration, New York, New York, in the sum of $18, which amount
was expended during the period from May 1 to 31, 1933 (symbol
11333).

D. B.Kennedy. Twelfth: D. B. Kennedy, former Disbursing Officer at Veterans'
Administration Facility, Palo Alto, California, in the sum of $15,
which amount was expended during the period from January 1 to
March 31, 1934 (symbol 11307).

P.J. Carney. Thirteenth: P. J. Carney, former Disbursing Officer at Veterans'
Administration, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, in the sum of $2.95,
which amount was expended during the period from July 1, 1933, to
July 31, 1934 (symbol 11253).

. WiliamYatesJr. Fourteenth: J. William Yates, Junior, former Disbursing Officer
at Veterans' Administration Facility, Tuscaloosa, Alabama, in the
sum of $113, which amount was expended on May 9, 1929 (symbol
99104).

A. o. Ferguson. Fifteenth: A. G. Ferguson, former Disbursing Officer at Veterans'
Administration Facility, Wadsworth, Kansas, in the sum of $134.90,
which amount was expended during the period of July 1 to 31, 1933
(symbol 11536).

Disbursing Officer, Sixteenth: G. AllDisbursin g isbursing Officer, Treasury Depart-
Treasury Depart- ment, in the sums of $30, $37.50, $539, $383.03, $286.39, and $384.71,
men

t. which amounts were expended during the period from July 1, 1934
to March 31, 1937 (symbols 11578 11568, 11561, 99287, 99291, and
99288), and for which certain employees m the Veterans' Adminis-
tration are held financially liable.

Approved, April 26, 1939.

[CHAPTER 1081
May 2,1939
[H. R. 2074]

[Private, No. 34]
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May 3, 1939
[H. R. 2061]

[Private, No. 35]

Ernest 0. Robinette
and others.
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AN ACT
For the relief of Junius Alexander.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Junius Alexander, of Chidester, Arkansas, the sum of $2,500 in full
settlement of all claims against the United States on account of the
death of his daughter Lillie Mae Alexander, as the result of being
struck by a Civilian Conservation Corps truck under supervision of
the Forest Service, on November 26, 1935, near Chidester, Arkansas:
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, May 2, 1939.

[CHAPTER 111]
AN ACT

For the relief of Ernest O. Robinette and others.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise approiated, to
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Eleventh: Don Tier, former Disbursing Officer at Veterans' Admin-
istration, New York, New York, in the sum of $18, which amount 
was expended during the period from May 1 to 31, 1933 (symbol 
11333). 
Twelfth: D. B. Kennedy, former Disbursing Officer at Veterans' 

Administration Facility, Palo Alto, California, in the sum of $15, 
which amount was expended during the period from January 1 to 
March 31, 1934 (symbol 11307). 

Thirteenth: P. J. Carney, former Disbursing Officer at Veterans' 
Administration, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, m the sum of $2.95, 
which amount was expended during the period from July 1, 1933, to 
July 31, 1934 (symbol 11253). 

Fourteenth: J. William Yates, Junior , former Disbursing Officer 
at Veterans' Administration Facility, Tuscaloosa, Alabama, in the 
sum of $113, which amount was expended on May 9, 1929 (symbol 
99104). 

Fifteenth: A. G. Ferguson, former Disbursing Officer at Veterans' 
Administration Facility, Wadsworth, Kansas, in the sum of $134.90, 
which amount was expended during the period of July 1 to 31, 1933 
(symbol 11536). 
Sixteenth:. G. F. Allen, Chief Disbursing Officer, Treasury Depart-

ment, in the sums of $30, $37.50, $539, $383.03, $286.39, and $384.71, 
which amounts were expended during the period from July 1, 1934, 
to March 31, 1937 (symbols 11578, 115682 11561, 99287, 99291, and 
99288), and for which certain employees m the Veterans' Adminis-
tration are held financially liable. 
Approved, April 26, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 1081 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Junius Alexander. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated., to 
Junius Alexander, of Chidester, Arkansas, the sum of $2,500 in full 
settlement of all claims against the TJnited States on account of the 
death of his daughter, Lillie Mae Alexander, as the result of being 
struck by a Civilian Conservation Corps truck under supervision of 
the Forest Service, on November 26, 1935, near Chidester, Arkansas: 
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in 
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or 
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered 
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, May 2, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 111) 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Ernest 0. Robinette and others. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
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Ernest O. Robinette the sum of $1,737.26, in full satisfaction of his
claim against the United States for loss and damage to his personal
effects, equipment, and provisions, on October 28, 1937, when fire
destroyed the teacherage at Kwethluk, Alaska, where he was employed
as a teacher by the Office of Indian Affairs, Interior Department.

SEC. 2. That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury
not otherwise appropriated, to Stanley Morgan the sum of $301.10,
to Mary Ellen Speanburg the sum of $851.73 to Doctor Raymond
W. Maurer the sum of $627.25, to Mildred H. Keaton the sum of
$267.50, to June de Ford the stm of $175, to Terza Ungarook the
sum of $116, and to Ella Massoo the sum of $89.75 in full settle-
ment of all their claims against the United States for loss and dam-
age to their personal property, on February 18, 1937, when fire
destroyed the United States Indian Service hospital at Point Barrow,
Alaska, where Stanley Morgan was employed as a radio operator of
the Signal Corps, United States Army, and the remainder of said
persons were employed by the Office of Indian Affairs, Interior
Department: Provided, That no part of the amounts appropriated
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or
delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be
unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any per-
son violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, May 3, 1939.

[CHAPTER 112]
AN ACT

For the relief of Katherine Patterson.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Katherine Patterson, of Soperton, Georgia, the sum of $1,000 in full
settlement of all claims against the Government of the United States
for personal injuries suffered by her on July 3, 1935, at Civilian
Conservation Corps Camp P-61 at Soperton, Georgia, when struck
by a baseball thrown by an enrollee of said camp while she was
making an authorized business visit to the camp: Provided, That
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent
or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, May 3, 1939.

[CHAPTER 118]
AN ACT

To provide for the promotion on the retired list of the Navy of Fred G. Leith.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the President
of the United States is authorized, by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate, to appoint Fred G. Leith (chief pharmacist's
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Promotion to lieu-

tenant, junior grade,
Navy, authorized.
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Ernest 0. Robinette the sum of $1,737.26, in full satisfaction of his 
claim against the United States for loss and damage to his personal 
effects, equipment, and provisions, on October 28, 1937, when fire 
destroyed the teacherage at Kwethluk, Alaska, where he was employed 
as a teacher by the Office of Indian Affairs, Interior Department. 
SEC. 2. That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, 

authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury 
not otherwise appropriated, to Stanley Morgan the sum of $301.10, 
to Mary Ellen Speanburg the sum of $851.73, to Doctor Raymond 
W. Maurer the sum of $627.25, to Mildred IL Keaton the sum of 
$267.50, to June de Ford the sum of $175, to Terza Ungarook the 
sum of $116, and to Ella Massoo the sum of $89.75 in full settle-
ment of all their claims against the United States for loss and dam-
age to their personal property, on February 18, 1937, when fire 
destroyed the United States Indian Service hospital at Point Barrow, 
Alaska, where Stanley Morgan was employed as a radio operator of 
the Signal Corps, United States Army, and the remainder of said 
persons were employed by the Office of Indian Affairs, Interior 
Department: Provided, That no part of the amounts appropriated 
in this Act in excess of 10 per centun thereof shall be paid or 
delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of 
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be 
unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any per-
son violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a 
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum 
not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, May 3, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 112] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Katherine Patterson. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Katherine Patterson, of Soperton, Georgia; the sum of $1,000 in full 
settlement of all claims against the Government of the United States 
for personal injuries suffered by her on July 3, 1935, at Civilian 
Conservation Corps Camp P-61 at Soperton, Georgia, when struck 
by a baseball thrown by an enrollee of said camp while she was 
making an authorized business visit to the camp: Provided, That 
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per 
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent 
or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this 
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, May 3, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 118] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the promotion on the retired list of the Navy of Fred G. Leith 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the President 
of the United States is authorized, by and -with the advice and 
consent of the Senate, to appoint Fred G. Leith (chief pharmacist's 

Stanley Morgan. 

Mary Ellen Speen-
burg. 
Dr. Raymond W. 

Maurer. 
Mildred H. Keaton. 
June de Ford. 
Terza Ungarook. 
Ella Massoo. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

May 3, 1939 
[H. R. 2098] 

[Private, No. 36] 

Katherine Patter-
son. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

May 8, 1939 
[S. 513] 

[Private, No. 37] 

Fred G. Leith. 
Promotion to lieu-

tenant, junior grade, 
Navy, authorized. 
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Placement on retired
list; rank.

Proviso.
No increase in re-

tired pay, etc.
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mate, United States Navy, retired) as a lieutenant, junior grade,
United States Navy. The President is authorized, immediately
upon such appointment to place the said Fred G. Leith on the
retired list with the rank of a lieutenant, junior grade, United States
Navy: Provided, That he shall not receive any increase in retired
pay, allowances, or other benefits as the result of the passage of this
Act.

Approved, May 8, 1939.

[CHAPTER 120]
May 10, 1939
[H. R. 1694]

[Private, No. 38]

Bozzani Motors,
Ltd.

Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on at-

torney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

AN ACT

For the relief of Bozzani Motors, Limited.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Bozzani Motors, Limited, Los Angeles, California, the sum of $786.25.
Such sum shall be in full settlement of all claims against the United
States for losses sustained by the said Bozzani Motors, Limited, as
the result of damage to forty-one automobiles, owned by such com-
pany, caused by a smoke screen released by United States Army
aircraft over Los Angeles, California, on December 9, 1937: Provided,
That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of
10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any
agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the con-
trary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this
Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, May 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 124]

May 11, 1939
[S. 1038]

[Private, No. 39]

AN ACT
For the relief of L. M. Bell and M. M. Bell.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
M.M. iBell and United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary

Payments to. of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to L. M. Bell and M. M.
Bell, of Portland, Oregon, the sum of $943.33, in full satisfaction of
their claims against the United States for payment of rental of three
trucks, under contract numbered ER-Tps-94-1789, dated July 16,
1936, from November 17, 1936, to the time each such truck was re-
turned in as good condition as when received, ordinary wear and

Limitation on at- tear excepted: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
torney's, etc.,fees. in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or

delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of serv-
ices rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be

tPenalty for viola unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any per-
son violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, May 11, 1939.
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Proviso. 
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May 10, 1939 
[H. R. 1694] 

re-

[Private, No. 38] 

Bozzani Motors, 
Ltd. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on at-

torney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
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May 11, 1939 
[S. 1038] 

[Private, No. 39] 

L. M. Bell and 
M. M. Bell. 
Payments to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on at-

torney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

mate, United States Navy, retired) as a lieutenant, junior grade, 
United States Navy. The President is authorized, immediately 
upon such appointment to place the said Fred G. Leith on the 
retired list with the rank of a lieutenant, junior grade, United States 
Navy: Provided, That he shall not receive any increase in retired 
pay, allowances, or other benefits as the result of the passage of this 
Act. 
Approved, May 8, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 120] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Bozzani Motors, Limited. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and Howe of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated to 
Bozzani Motors, Limited, Los Angeles California, the sum of $786.25. 
Such sum shall be in full settlement Of all claims against the United 
States for losses sustained by the said Bozzani Motors, Limited, as 
the result of damage to forty-one automobiles, owned by such com-
pany, caused by a smoke screen released by United States Army 
aircraft over Los Angeles, California, on December 9, 1937: Provided, 
That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 
10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any 
agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with 
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the con-
trary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this 
Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction 

i thereof shall be fined n any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, May 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 124] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of L. M. Bell and M. M. Bell. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of is in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury s authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to L. M. Bell and M. M. 
Bell, of Portland, Oregon, the sum of $943.33, in full satisfaction of 
their claims against the United States for payment of rental of three 
trucks, under contract numbered ER-Tps-94-1789, dated July 16, 
1936, from November 17, 1936, to the time each such truck was re-
turned in as good condition as when received, ordinary wear and 
tear excepted: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated 
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or 
delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of serv-
ices rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be 
unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any per-
son violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a 
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum 
not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, May 11, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 125]
AN ACT

For the relief of W. F. Towson.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
W. F. Towson, of Montrose, Georgia, the sum of $500, in full settle-
ment of his claim against the United States for personal injuries
suffered by him on July 29, 1937, when he was run down and injured
by an Army motorcycle, on United States Highway Numbered 80,
Montrose, Georgia, from Fort Benning, Georgia: Provided, That no
part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent
or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, May 11, 1939.

[CHAPTER 132]
AN ACT

For the relief of the Louisiana National Bank of Baton Rouge and the Hibernia
Bank and Trust Company of New Orleans.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the Louisiana
National Bank, of Baton Rouge, Louisiana, the sum of $400, in full
satisfaction of its claim against the United States for refund of the
amount of a judgment paid to the United States based upon four
fraudulent United States postal money orders issued on December
23, 1932, by Harry G. Peek, a former postmaster at Sondheimer,
Louisiana: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in
this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services ren-
dered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

SEC. 2. The judgment against the Hibernia Bank and Trust
Company, of New Orleans, Louisiana, in the amount of $1,100, based
upon certain fraudulent United States postal money orders issued
by the said Harry G. Peek, is hereby canceled.

SEc. 3. Nothing in this Act shall be construed to prevent the
recovery by the United States of funds embezzled by the said Harry
G. Peek, or on money orders unlawfully issued by him, except those
which are the subject of this Act.

Approved, May 12, 1939.

May 11, 1939
[H. R. 2529]

[Private, No. 401

W. F. Towson.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on at-

torney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

May 12, 1939
[S. 1515]

[Private, No. 41]

Louisiana National
Bank,of Baton Rouge,
La.

Payment to.

J'roiso.
Limitation on at-

torney's, etc., ftes.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

Hibernia Bank and
Trust Co., New Or-
leans, La.

Cancelation of judg-
ment.

Recovery of em-
bezzled funds.
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[CHAPTER 125] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of W. F. Towson. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
W. F. Towson, of Montrose, Georgia, the sum of $500, in full settle-
ment of his claim against the United States for personal injuries 
suffered by him on July 29, 1937, when he was run down and injured 
by an Army motorcycle, on United States Highway Numbered 80, 
Montrose, Georgia, from Fort Berming, Georgia: Provided, That no 
part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per 
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent 
or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this 
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, May 11, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 132] 
AN ACT 

May 11, 1939 
[H. R. 2529] 

[Private, No. 40] 

W. P. Towson. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on at-

torney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola. 
ion. 

May 12, 1939 
For the relief of the Louisiana National Bank of Baton Rouge and the Hibernia  [S. 1515]  

Bank and Trust Company of New Orleans. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the Louisiana 
National Bank, of Baton Rouge, Louisiana, the sum of $400, in full 
satisfaction of its claim against the United States for refund of the 
amount of a judgment paid to the United States based upon four 
fraudulent United States postal money orders issued on December 
23, 1932, by Harry G. Peek, a former postmaster at Sondheimer, 
Louisiana: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in 
this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered 
to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services ren-
dered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, 
any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any _person violating 
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor 
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding 
$1,000. 

Sue. 2. The judgment against the Hibernia Bank and Trust 
Company, of New Orleans, Louisiana, in the amount of $1,100, based 
upon certain fraudulent United States postal money orders issued 
by the said Harry G. Peek, is hereby canceled. 
SEC. 3. Nothing in this Act shall be construed to prevent the 

recovery by the United States of funds embezzled by the said Harry 
G. Peek, or on money orders unlawfully issued by him, except those 
which are the subject of this Act. 
Approved, May 12, 1939. 

[Private, No. 411 

Louisiana National 
Bank,of Baton Rouge, 
La. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on at. 

torney's, etc., fees. 
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[CHAPTER 138]

May 16, 1939
IS. 270

I~+_ xxA Ao-

AN ACT
For the relief of Lofts and Son.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Lofts and on. United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Payment to. of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to ay,

out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Lofts and Son, of Hood River, Oregon, the sum of $33,500 in full
satisfaction of all its claims against the United States for damages
resulting from the loss of its sand and gravel plant at the mouth of
the Hood River and its inability to further carry on the operations
of removing sand and gravel on land now leased from the Oregon
Lumber Company, because such land will be flooded by the back-

Proiso. waters of the Bonneville Dam: Provided, That no part of the amount
torney'st, c.,fees. appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be

paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall

Penalty for viola- be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
t i o  person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of

a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, May 16, 1939.

[CHAPTER 163]
May 31, 1939
[H. R. 1301]

[Private, No. 43]

John J. Trimble.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on at-

torney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

May 31, 1939
[H. B. 2067]

[Private, No. 44]

Atlas Powder Co.
Adjustment of claim

authorized.

AN ACT
For the relief of John J. Trimble.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
John J. Trimble, West Haverstraw, New York, the sum of $2,500.
The payment of such sum shall be in full settlement of all claims
of the said John J. Trimble against the United States for damages
sustained by him as a result of being struck, on June 9, 1937, at the
Weehawken, New Jersey, terminal of the New York Central Rail-
road, by a vehicle in the service of the United States Post Office
Department: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in
this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or deliv-
ered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services
rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlaw-
ful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person vio-
lating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misde-
meanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not
exceeding $1,000.

Approved, May 31, 1939.

[CHAPTER 164]
AN ACT

For the relief of the Atlas Powder Company.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States is hereby authorized and directed
to settle and adjust the claim of the Atlas Powder Company for
reasonable compensation incident to its abandonment, under protest,
at the request of the United States, of a certain parcel of land on
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May 16, 1939 
IS. 276] 

[Private, No. 42] 

Lofts and Son. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on at-

torney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

May 31, 1939 
[H. R. 1301] 

[Private, No. 43] 

John I. Trimble. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on at-

torney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

May 31, 1939 
[H. IL 2067] 

[Private, No. 44] 

Atlas Powder Co. 
Adjustment of claim 

authorized. 

[CHAPTER 138] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Lofts and Son. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated., to 
Lofts and Son, of Hood River, Oregon, the sum of $33,500 in full 
satisfaction of all its claims against the United States for damages 
resulting from the loss of its sand and gravel plant at the mouth of 
the Hood River and its inability to further carry on the operations 
of removing sand and gravel on land now leased from the Oregon 
Lumber Company, because such land will be flooded by the back-
waters of the Bonneville Dam: Provided, That no part of the amount 
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be 
paid or delivered, to or received by any agent or attorney on account 
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall 
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any 
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of 
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum 
not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, May 16, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 163] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of John J. Trimble. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated., to 
John J. Trimble, West Haverstraw, New York, the sum of $2,500. 
The payment of such sum shall be in full settlement of all claims 
of the said John J. Trimble against the United States for damages 
sustained by him as a result of being struck, on June 9, 1937, at the 
Weehawken, New Jersey, terminal of the New York Central Rail-
road, by a vehicle in the service of the United States Post Office 
Department: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in 
this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or deliv-
ered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services 
rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlaw-
ful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person vio-
lating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misde-
meanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not 
exceeding $1,000. 

Approved, May 31, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 164] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of the Atlas Powder Company. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States is hereby authorized and directed 
to settle and adjust the claim of the Atlas Powder Company for 
reasonable compensation incident to its abandonment, under protest, 
at the request of the United States, of a certain parcel of land on 
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Winter Island in Salem, Massachusetts, more particularly described
in the deed of E. I. du Pont de Nemours Powder Company to Atlas
Powder Company, dated December 28, 1912, recorded with Essex
Deeds, Southern District, Book 2201, page 209, and to allow in full
and final settlement of said claim a sum not exceeding $1,762.75 in
consideration for the execution by said Atlas Powder Company of a
quitclaim deed conveying to the United States all of its right, title,
and interest in said parcel of land. There is hereby appropriated out
of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum
of $1,762.75, or so much thereof as may be necessary for payment of
this claim: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in
this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

Approved, May 31, 1939.

1459

Appropriation.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

[CHAPTER 165]
AN ACT

For the relief of Charles H. Parr.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwithstand-
ing the provisions and limitations of sections 15 to 20, both inclusive,
of the Act entitled "An Act to provide compensation for employees
of the United States suffering injuries while in the performance of
their duties, and for other purposes", approved September 7, 1916,
as amended, the United States Employees' Compensation Commis-
sion is hereby authorized and directed to receive and consider, when
filed, the claim of Charles H. Parr for disability alleged to have been
incurred by him on or about September 14, 1933, when engaged in
authorized activities while an enrollee of the Civilian Conservation
Corps at North Vernon, Indiana, and to determine said claim upon
its merits under the provisions of said Act: Provided, That said claim
shall be filed with the United States Employees' Compensation Com-
mission not later than sixty days after the approval of this Act: And
provided further, That no benefits shall accrue prior to the approval
of this Act.

Approved, May 31, 1939.

May 31, 1939
[H. R. 3965]

[Private, No. 45]

Charles H. Parr.
Provisions of Em-

ployees' Compensa-
tion Act extended to.

39 Stat. 746.
5 U. S. C. l§ 766-770.

Provisos.
Time for filing

claim.

No prior benefits.

[CHAPTER 1661
AN ACT

For the relief of Melvin Gerard Alvey.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is hereby authorized and directed to pay, out of any
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Melvin Gerard
Alvey, boatswain's mate, first-class, lifesaving, United States Coast
Guard, the sum of $120.54, in full satisfaction of his claim against the
United States for damage to and loss of his personal effects on Septem-
ber 17, 1934, when the Coast Guard station at Nome, Alaska, was
destroyed by fire: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or deliv-
ered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services

May 31, 1939
[H. R. 4131]

[Private, No. 46]

Melvin Gerard
Alvey.

Payment to.

Provso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.
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Winter Island in Salem, Massachusetts, more particularly described 
in the deed of E. I. du Pont de Nemours Powder Company to Atlas 
Powder Company, dated December 28, 1912, recorded with Essex 
Deeds Southern District, Book 2201, page 209, and to allow in full 
and final settlement of said claim a sum not exceeding $1,762.75 in 
consideration for the execution by said Atlas Powder Company of a. 
quitclaim deed conveying to the United States all of its right, title, 
and interest in said parcel of land. There is hereby appropriated out 
of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum 
of $1,762.75, or so much thereof as may be necessary for payment of 
this claim: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in 
this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered 
to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered 
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding 
$1,000. 
Approved, May 31, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 165] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Charles H. Parr. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwithstand-
ing the provisions and limitations of sections 15 to 20, both inclusive, 
of the Act entitled "An Act to provide compensation for employees 
of the United States suffering injuries while in the performance of 
their duties, and for other purposes", approved September 7, 1916, 
as amended, the United States Employees' Compensation Commis-
sion is hereby authorized and directed to receive and consider, when 
filed, the claim of Charles H. Parr for disability alleged to have been 
incurred by him on or about September 14, 1933, when engaged in 
authorized activities while an enrollee of the Civilian Conservation 
Corps at North Vernon, Indiana, and to determine said claim upon 
its merits under the provisions of said Act: Provided, That said claim 
shall be filed with the United States Employees' Compensation Com-
mission not later than sixty days after the approval of this Act: And 
provided further, That no benefits shall accrue prior to the approval 
of this Act. 
Approved, May 31, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 166] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Melvin Gerard Alvey. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is hereby authorized and directed to pay, out of any 
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Melvin Gerard 
Alvey, boatswain's mate, first-class, lifesaving, United States Coast 
Guard, the sum of $120.54, in full satisfaction of his claim against the 
United States for damage to and loss of his personal effects on Septem-
ber 17, 1934, when the Coast Guard station at Nome, Alaska, was 
destroyed by fire: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated 
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or deliv-
ered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services 
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rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

Approved, May 31, 1939.

[CHAPTER 177]
June 3, 1939
[H. R. 20971
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AN ACT
For the relief of Homer C, Stroud.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Homer C. Stroud, first sergeant, United States Marine Corps Reserve
in full settlement of all claims against the Government of the United
States, the sum of $324 for reimbursement for damages to and loss
of personal effects while in shipment, from April 13, 1936, to May 22,
1936, under Government care, from the Marine Corps Base, San Diego,
California, to the Marine Corps Barracks, Quantico, Virginia: Pro-
vided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess
of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by
any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, June 3, 1939.

[CHAPTER 178]
AN ACT

For the relief of Bernard Woodruff.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the limitations
of time in sections 15 to 20, both inclusive, of the Act entitled "An Act
to provide compensation for employees of the United States suffering
injuries while in the performance of their duties, and for other pur-
poses"? approved September 7, 1916, as amended by sundry Acts,
including the Act of February 15, 1934, are hereby waived in favor
of Bernard Woodruff, and the United States Employees' Compensa-
tion Commission is authorized to receive and consider his claim under
the remaining provisions of said Act as extended to enrollees in the
Civilian Conservation Corps, for disability resulting from an injury
to his foot alleged to have been sustained while in the performance of
duty as an enrollee in the said Corps during the month of October
1935: Provided, That claim hereunder shall be filed within six months
from the approval of this Act: And provided further, That no bene-
fits shall accrue prior to the approval of this Act.

Approved, June 3, 1939.
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rendered in connection with this claim and the same shall be unlawful, 
viola- any contract to the contrary notwithaanding. Any person violating 

the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor 
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding 
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Approved, May 31, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 177] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Homer C, Stroud. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Homer C. Stroud, first sergeant, United States Marine Corps Reserve, 
in full settlement of all claims against the Government of the United 
States, the sum of $324 for reimbursement for damages to and loss 
of personal effects while in shipment, from April 13, 1936, to May 22, 
1936, under Government care I m the Marine Corps Base, San Diego, 
California to the Marine Corps Barracks, Quantico, Virginia: Pro-
vided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess 
of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by 
any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection 
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the 
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of 
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction 
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, June 3, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 178] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Bernard Woodruff. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the limitations 
of time in sections 15 to 20, both inclusive, of the Act entitled "An Act 
to provide compensation for employees a the United States suffering 
injuries while in the performance of their duties, and for other pur-
poses", approved September 7, 1916, as amended by sundry Acts, 
including the Act of February 15, 1934, are hereby waived in favor 
of Bernard Woodruff, and the United States Employees' Compensa-
tion Commission is authorized to receive and consider his claim under 
the remaining provisions of said Act as extended to enrollees in the 
Civilian Conservation Corps, for disability resulting from an injury 
to his foot alleged to have been sustained while in the performance of 
duty as an enrollee in the said Corps during the month of October 
1935: Provided, That claim hereunder shall be filed within six months 
from the approval of this Act: And provided further, That no bene-
fits shall accrue prior to the approval of this Act. 
Approved, June 3, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 179]
AN ACT

For the relief of Harry L. Smigell.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the United
States Employees' Compensation Commission is hereby authorized
to consider and determine the claim of Harry L. Smigell, of Denver,
Colorado, for disability alleged to have been incurred by him while
employed at Frankford Arsenal, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, between
June 5, 1918, and November 20, 1918, in the same manner and to the
same extent as if the said Harry L. Smigell had made application
for benefits under the Act entitled "An Act to provide compensation
for employees of the United States suffering injuries while in the
performance of their duties, and for other purposes", approved Sep-
tember 7, 1916, as amended, within the period required by sections 17
and 20 thereof. No benefit shall accrue by reason of the enactment
of this Act prior to the date of such enactment: Provided, That claim
hereunder shall be made within ninety days from the enactment of
this Act.

Approved, June 3, 1939.

ICHAPTER 182]
AN ACT

For the relief of R. H. Gray.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That sections 17 and
20 of the Act entitled "An Act to provide compensation for employees
of the United States suffering injuries while in the performance of
their duties, and for other purposes", approved September 7, 1916,
as amended (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 5, secs. 767 and 770), are
hereby waived in favor of R. H. Gray, San Antonio, Texas, who is
alleged to have sustained an injury on May 5, 1933, while employed
as a quarantine officer in the United States Public Health Service,
which resulted in permanent physical disability, and his case is
authorized to be considered and acted upon under the remaining
provisions of such Act, as amended, if he files a claim for compensa-
tion with the United States Employees' Compensation Commission
not later than sixty days after the date of enactment of this Act:
Provided, That no benefits shall accrue prior the approval of this
Act.

Approved, June 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 183]
AN ACT

For the relief of John T. Clarkson.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay
to John T. Clarkson, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, the sum of $478, in full settlement of all claims
against the United States for losses incurred by him as a result of
a collision with a Chevrolet truck, numbered 3630, being negligently
driven by a member of the Civilian Conservation Corps stationed at
Camp Numbered 769, near Albia, in Monroe County, Iowa, on July
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[CHAPTER 179] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Harry L. Smigell. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the United 
States Employees' Compensation Commission is hereby authorized 
to consider and determine the claim of Harry L. Smigell, of Denver, 
Colorado, for disability alleged to have been incurred by him while 
employed at Frankford Arsenal, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, between 
June 5, 1918, and November 20, 1918, in the same manner and to the 
same extent as if the said Harry L. Smigell had made application 
for benefits under the Act entitled "An Act to provide compensation 
for employees of the United States suffering injuries while in the 
performance of their duties, and for other purposes", approved Sep-
tember 7, 1916, as amended, within the period required by sections 17 
and 20 thereof. No benefit shall accrue by reason of the enactment 
of this Act prior to the date of such enactment: Provided, That claim 
hereunder shall be made within ninety days from the enactment of 
this Act. 
Approved, June 3, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 182] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of R. H. Gray. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That sections 17 and 
20 of the Act entitled "An Act to provide compensation for employees 
of the United States suffering injuries while in the performance of 
their duties, and for other purposes", approved September 7, 1916, 
as amended (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 5, secs. 767 and 770), are 
hereby waived in favor of R. H. Gray, San Antonio, Texas, who is 
alleged to have sustained an injury on May 5, 1933, while employed 
as a quarantine officer in the United States Public Health Service, 
which resulted in permanent physical disability, and his case is 
authorized to be considered and acted upon under the remaining 
provisions of such Act, as amended, if he files a claim for compensa-
tion with the United States Employees' Compensation Commission 
not later than sixty days after the date of enactment of this Act: 
Provided, That no benefits shall accrue prior the approval of this 
Act. 
Approved, June 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 183] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of John T. Clarkson. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay 
to. John T. Clarkson, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, the sum of $478, in full settlement of all claims 
against the United States for losses incurred by him as a result of 
a collision with a Chevrolet truck, numbered 3630, being negligently 
driven by a member of the Civilian Conservation Corps stationed at 
Camp Numbered 769, near Albia, in Monroe County, Iowa, on July 
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[H. R. 3897] 
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21, 1933: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

Approved, June 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 187]
June 6, 1939
[H. R. 2044]
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AN ACT

For the relief of R. Dove and Laura J. Dove.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
R. Dove, of Bartlesville, Oklahoma, the sum of $250; and to Laura
J. Dove, of Bartlesville, Oklahoma, the sum of $750; in all, $1,000 in
full settlement of their respective claims against the United States
for injuries received when the vehicle in which they were riding
struck a truck of the Works Progress Administration, on United
States Highway Numbered 64, near Hartman, Arkansas, November
13, 1937: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to
or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

Approved, June 6, 1939.

[CHAPTER 188]
AN ACT

For the relief of Edgar Green.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the United
States Employees' Compensation Commission be, and is hereby,
authorized to consider and determine, notwithstanding the limita-
tions of time in sections 15 to 20, both inclusive, of the Act entitled
"An Act to provide compensation for employees of the United States
suffering injuries while in the performance of their duties, and for
other purposes", approved September 7, 1916, as amended, the claim
of Edgar Green, of Chillicothe, Ohio, on account of disability due
to a blow on his head alleged to have been suffered while on duty and
during the course of his employment by the Works Progress Admin-
istration on September 8, 1936, on Works Progress Administration
project numbered 7585 in Ross County, Ohio: Provided, That claim
hereunder shall be filed within six months after the approval of this
Act: And provided further, That no benefits shall accrue prior to
the approval of this Act.

Approved, June 6, 1939.
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21, 1933: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this 
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered 
to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered 
in connection with this claim and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding 
$1,000. 
Approved, June 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 187] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of R. Dove and Laura J. Dove. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
R. Dove, of Bartlesville Oklahoma, the sum of $250; and to Laura 
J. Dove, of Bartlesville: i Oklahoma, the sum of $750; n all, $1,000 in 
full settlement of their respective claims against the United States 
for injuries received when the vehicle in which they were riding 
struck a truck of the Works Progress Administration, on United 
States Highway Numbered 64, near Hartman Arkansas, November 
13, 1937: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this 
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to 
or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered 
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding 
$1,000. 
Approved, June 6, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 188] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Edgar Green. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in. Congress assembled, That the United 
States Employees' Compensation Commission be, and is hereby, 
authorized to consider and determine, notwithstanding the limita-
tions of time in sections 15 to 20, both inclusive, of the Act entitled 
"An Act to provide compensation for employees of the United States 
suffering injuries while in the performance of their duties, and for 
other purposes", approved September 7, 1916, as amended, the claim 
of Edgar Green, of Chillicothe, Ohio, on account of disability due 
to a blow on his head alleged to have been suffered while on duty and 
during the course of his employment by the Works Progress Admin-
istration on September 8, 1936, on Works Progress Administration 
project numbered 7585, in Ross County, Ohio: Provided, That claim 
hereunder shall be filed within six months after the approval of this 
Act: And provided further, That no benefits shall accrue prior to 
the approval of this Act. 
Approved, June 6, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 189]
AN ACT

For the relief of Grace Rouse.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the
sum of $1,000 to Grace Rouse, of Little Rock, Arkansas, in full settle-
ment and satisfaction of her claim against the United States for
expenses and permanent personal injuries sustained as the result of
being struck by a National Youth Administration car, on February
28, 1938, at Markham and Main Streets, in Little Rock, Arkansas:
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

Approved, June 6, 1939.

[CHAPTER 194]
AN ACT

For the relief of Stanley Mercuri.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to
pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
the sum of $1,250 to Stanley Mercuri, of Brooklyn, New York, in
full settlement of all claims against the United States for personal
injuries sustained by him as a result of a collision between the truck
which he was driving, and a United States mail truck, said collision
occurring on July 16, 1937, on the Manhattan Bridge, between New
York City and Brooklyn, New York: Provided, That no part of
the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same
shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, June 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 213]
AN ACT

To provide for the reimbursement of certain personnel or former personnel of
the United States Navy and United States Marine Corps for the value of
personal effects destroyed as a result of a fire at the Marine Barracks, Quantico,
Virginia, on October 27, 1938.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such
sum or sums, amounting in the aggregate not to exceed $914.88, as
may be required by the Secretary of the Navy to reimburse, in full
satisfaction of all claims against the United States, under such regu-
lations as he may prescribe, certain personnel or former personnel
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[CHAPTER 189] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Grace Rouse. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the 
sum of $1,000 to Grace Rouse, of Little Rock, Arkansas, in full settle-
ment and satisfaction of her claim against the United States for 
expenses and permanent personal injuries sustained as the result of 
being struck by a National Youth Administration car, on February 
28, 1938, at Markham and Main. Streets, in Little Rock, Arkansas: 
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in 
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or 
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in 
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding 
$1,000. 
Approved, June 6, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 194] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Stanley Mercuri. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to 
pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, 
the sum of $1,250 to Stanley Mercuri, of Brooklyn, New York, in 
full settlement of all claims against the United States for personal 
injuries sustained by him as a result of a collision between the truck 
which he was driving, and a United States mail truck, said collision 
occurring on July 16, 1937, on the Manhattan Bridge, between New 
York City and Brooklyn, New York: Provided, That no part of 
the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof 
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on 
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same 
shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any 
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a 
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum 
not exceeding $1,000. 

Approved, June 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 213] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the reimbursement of certain personnel or former personnel of 
the United States Navy and United States Marine Corps for the value of 
personal effects destroyed as a result of a fire at the Marine Barracks, Quantico, 
Virginia, on October 27, 1938. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such 
sum or sums, amounting in the aggregate not to exceed $914.88, as 
may be required by the Secretary of the Navy to reimburse, in full 
satisfaction of all claims against the United States, under such regu-
lations as he may prescribe, certain personnel or former personnel 
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Limitation on at-

torney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

June 7, 1939 
[H. R. 2259] 

[Private, No. 551 

Stanley Mercuri. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on at-

torney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

June 19, 1939 
(H. R. 40841 

[Private, No. 56] 

Navy and Marine 
Corps. 
Reimbursement of 

certain personnel, etc., 
for personal property 
losses. 
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Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

June 20, 1939
[H. R. 2058]

[Private, No. 57]

Jessie Denning Van
Eimeren and others.

Payments to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

June 20, 1939
[H. R. 2478]

[Private, No. 58]

Wisconsin Milling
Company.

Payment to.

Wisconsin Tele-
phone Company.

Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.
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of the United States Navy and Marine Corps for the value of per-
sonal effects lost as a result of the fire that destroyed buildings num-
bered 239 and numbered 243 at the Marine Barracks, Quantico,
Virginia, on October 27, 1938: Provided, That no part of the amount
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any
sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, June 19, 1939.

[CHAPTER 216]
AN ACT

For the relief of Jessie Denning Van Eimeren, A. C. Van Eimeren, and Clara
Adolph.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he hereby is, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Jessie Denning Van Eimeren, of Cincinnati, Ohio, the sum of $250;
to A. C. Van Eimeren, of Cincinnati, Ohio, the sum of $200; and
to Clara Adolph, of Cincinnati, Ohio, the sum of $1,000. These pay-
ments shall constitute settlement in full of all their claims against
the United States for personal injuries sustained by them on October
7, 1936, when the automobile in which they were riding was struck
by a Civilian Conservation Corps truck, said collision occurring on
Colerain Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio: Provided, That no part of the
amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, any con-
tract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

Approved, June 20, 1939.

[CHAPTER 217]
AN ACT

For the relief of the Wisconsin Milling Company and Wisconsin Telephone
Company.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated and in
full settlement against the Government, the sums of $813.36 to the
Wisconsin Milling Company and $9.09 to the Wisconsin Telephone
Company for damage to property caused by a Civilian Conservation
Corps truck on April 16, 1937, at Menomonie, Wisconsin: Provided,
That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of
10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by
any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon convic-
tion thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, June 20, 1939.

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

June 20, 1939 
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of the United States Navy and Marine Corps for the value of per!! 
sonal effects lost as a result of the fire that destroyed buildings num-
bered 239 and numbered 243 at the Marine Barracks, Quantico, 
Virginia, on October 27, 1938: Provided, That no part of the amount 
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be 
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account 
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall 
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any 
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty 
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any 
sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, June 19, 1930. 

[CHAPTER 216] 
AN ACT 

[H. R. 2058]  For the relief of Jessie Denning Van Eimeren, A. C. Van Eimeren, and Clara 
[Private, No. 57] Adolph. 

Jessie Denning Van 
Eimeren and others. 
Payments to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

June 20, 1939 
[IL R. 2478] 

[Private, No. 58] 

Wisconsin Milling 
Company. 
Payment to. 

Wisconsin Tele-
phone Company. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he hereby is, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Jessie Denning Van Eimeren of Cincinnati, Ohio, the sum of $250; 
to A. C. Van Eimeren, of Cincinnati, Ohio, the sum of $200; and 
to Clara Adolph, of Cincinnati, Ohio, the sum of $1]000. These pay-
ments shall constitute settlement in full of all their claims against 
the United States for personal injuries sustained by them on October 
7, 1936, when the automobile in which they were riding was struck 
by a Civilian Conservation Corps truck, said collision occurring on 
Colerain Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio: Provided, That no part of the 
amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof 
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on 
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, any con-
tract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding 
$1,000. 
Approved, June 20, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 217] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of the Wisconsin Milling Company and Wisconsin Telephone 
Company. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 

of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, i out of any money n the Treasury not otherwise appropriated and in 

full settlement against the Government, the sums of $813.36 to the 
Wisconsin Milling Company and $9.09 to the Wisconsin Telephone 
Company for damage to property caused by a Civilian Conservation 
Corps truck on April 16, 1937, at Menomonie, Wisconsin: Provided, 
That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 
10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by 
any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection 
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the 
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of 
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon convic-
tion thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, June 20, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 218]
AN ACT

For the relief of Kenneth B. Clark.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Kenneth B. Clark, captain, Field Artillery Reserve, United States
Army, the sum of $650, for the loss of uniforms, clothing, and other
personal property belonging to the said Kenneth B. Clark, as a result
of a fire in the quarters of the Three Hundred and Thirty-seventh
Company, Civilian Conservation Corps Camp S-139, Canadensis,
Pennsylvania, on the 1st day of October 1934: Provided, That no part
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this claim,
and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be
fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, June 20, 1939.

[CHAPTER 219]
AN ACT

For the relief of Adam Casper.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Adam Casper of Dundalk, Maryland, the sum of $2,000, in full settle-
ment of all claims against the Government for injuries suffered as
a result of a car he was driving having been struck by an Army car
in Baltimore, Maryland, on October 19, 1936: Provided, That no part
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, June 20, 1939.
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June 20, 1939
[H. R. 2695]

[Private, No. 59]

Kenneth B. Clark.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

June 20, 1939
[H. R. 3077]

[Private, No. 60]

Adam Casper.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

[CHAPTER 221]
AN ACT

For the relief of Frances Virginia McCloud.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Frances Virginia McCloud, widow of Robert C. McCloud, late
American vice consul at Naples, Italy, the sum of $3,000, such sum
representing one year's salary of her deceased husband who died
while in the Foreign Service.

Approved, June 20, 1939.

June 20, 1939
[H. R. 5933]

[Private, No. 61]

Frances Virginia
McCloud.

Payment to.
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[CHAPTER 218] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Kenneth B. Clark. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Kenneth B. Clark, captain, Field Artillery Reserve, United States 
Army, the sum of $650, for the loss of uniforms, clothing, and other 
personal property belonging to the said Kenneth B. Clark, as a result 
of a fire in the quarters of the Three Hundred and Thirty-seventh 
Company, Civilian Conservation Corps Camp S-139, Canadensis, 
Pennsylvania, on the 1st day of October 1934: Provided, That no part 
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum 
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or 
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, 
and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be 
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be 
fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, June 20, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 219] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Adam Casper. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Adam Casper, of Dundalk, Maryland, the sum of $2,000, in full settle-
ment of all claims against the Government for injuries suffered as 
a result of a car he was driving having been struck by an Army car 
in Baltimore, Maryland, on October 19, 1936: Provided, That no part 
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum 
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or 
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this 
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, June 20, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 221] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Frances Virginia McCloud. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Frances Virginia McCloud, widow of Robert C. McCloud, late 
American vice consul at Naples, Italy, the sum of $3,000, such sum 
representing one year's salary of her deceased husband who died 
while in the Foreign Service. 
Approved, June 20, 1939. 

June 20, 1939 
[H. R. 2695] 

[Private, No. 59] 

Kenneth B. Clark. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

June 20, 1939 
[H. R. 3077] 

[Private, No. 60] 

Adam Casper. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

June 20, 1939 
[H. R. 5933] 

[Private, No. 61] 

Frances Virginia 
McCloud. 
Payment to. 
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[CHAPTER 222]
June 20, 1939
[H. R. 5934]

[Private, No. 62]

W. Elisabeth Beitz.
Payment to.

AN ACT
For the relief of W. Elisabeth Beitz.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
W. Elisabeth Beitz, widow of William E. Beitz, late American
consul at Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, the sum of $4,400, such sum repre-
senting one year's salary of her deceased husband who died while in
the Foreign Service.

Approved, June 20, 1939.

[CHAPTER 223]
June 20, 1939
[H. R. 5935]

[Private, No. 63]

Charlotte J. Gilbert.
Payment to.

June 20, 1939
[H. R. 2251]

[Private, No. 64]

Russell Anderegg.
Payment to guard-

ian of.

George W. Ander-
egg.

Payment to.

Prosio.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

AN ACT
For the relief of Charlotte J. Gilbert.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Charlotte J. Gilbert, widow of Prentiss B. Gilbert, late American
Counselor of Embassy at Berlin, Germany, the sum of $8,600 such
sum representing one year's salary of her deceased husband who
died while in the Foreign Service.

Approved, June 20, 1939.

[CHAPTER 232]
AN ACT

For the relief of Russell Anderegg, a minor, and George W. Anderegg.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
the legal guardian of Russell Anderegg, a minor, of Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, the sum of $5,000, in full satisfaction of all claims
against the United States for injuries sustained by him on August
25, 1936, when employees of the Works Progress Administration,
while engaged on WPA Project Numbered 65-23-7310, located at
Grandview Park, Mount Washington, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
negligently rolled a large locust post down the side of a hill, the
post striking said Russell Anderegg; and to George W. Anderegg,
of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, father of said injured minor, the sum
of $2,071.34, in full satisfaction of all claims against the United States
for all expenses incurred by him as a result of said injuries to his
son: Provided, That no part of the amounts appropriated in this
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to
or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, June 20, 1939.
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June 20, 1939 
[H. R. 5934] 

[Private, No. 621 

W. Elisabeth Heitz. 
Payment to. 

June 20, 1939 
[H. R. 5935] 

[Private, No. 63] 

CharlotteJ. Gilbert. 
Payment to. 

June 20, 1939 
[H. R. 2251] 

[Private, No. 64] 

Russell Anderegg. 
Payment to guard-

ian of. 

George W. Ander-

egkyment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

[CHAPTER 222] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of W. Elisabeth Belts. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated: to 
W. Elisabeth Beitz, widow of William E. Beitz, late American 
consul at Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, the sum of $4,400, such sum repre-
senting one year's salary of her deceased husband who died while in 
the Foreign Service. 
Approved, June 20, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 223] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Charlotte J. Gilbert. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated., to 
Charlotte J. Gilbert, widow of Prentiss B. Gilbert, late American 
Counselor of Embassy at Berlin, Germany, the sum of $8,600, such 
sum representing one year's salary of her deceased husband who 
died while in the Foreign Service. 
Approved, June 20, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 232] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Russell Anderegg, a minor, and George W. Anderegg. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
the legal guardian of Russell Anderegg, a minor, of Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania the sum of $5,000: in full satisfaction of all claims 
against the United States for injuries sustained by him on August 
25, 1936, when employees of the Works Progress Administration, 
while engaged on WP.A. Project Numbered 65-23-7310, located at 
Grandview Park, Mount Washington, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
negligently rolled a large locust post down the side of a hill, the 
post striking said Russell Anderegg; and to George W. Anderegg, 
of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, father of said injured minor, the sum 
of $2,071.34, in full satisfaction of all claims against the United States 
for all expenses incurred by him as a result of said injuries to his 
son: Provided, That no part of the amounts appropriated in this 
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to 
or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered 
in connection with this claim: and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, June 20, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 233]
AN ACT

For the relief of A. W. Evans.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
A. W. Evans, of Mount Olive, Mississippi, the sum of $5,000, in full
and final settlement of any and all claims against the United States
for injuries received when he was struck by a Forest Service truck,
in Mount Olive, Mississippi, on August 18, 1936: Provided, That no
part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any
agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the con-
trary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this
Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, June 20, 1939.

[CHAPTER 240]
AN ACT

For the relief of Roland P. Winstead.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwith-
standing the provisions and limitations of sections 15 to 20, both
inclusive, of the Act entitled "An Act to provide compensation for
employees of the United States suffering injuries while in the
performance of their duties, and for other purposes" approved
September 7, 1916, as amended, the United States Employees'
Compensation Commission is hereby authorized and directed to
receive and consider, when filed, the claim of Roland P. Winstead
for disability alleged to have been incurred by him during the month
of February 1922 while in the employment of the Post Ofice Depart-
ment as a driver of a mail truck operating between Fredericksburg
and White Stone, Virginia, and to determine said claim upon its
merits under the remaining provisions of said Act: Provided, That
no benefits shall be held to have accrued prior to the approval of this
Act: Provided further, That claim hereunder shall be filed within
six months from the approval of this Act.

Approved, June 22, 1939.

[CHAPTER 241]
AN ACT

For the relief of George Houston.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the limitations
of time in sections 15 to 20, both inclusive, of the Act entitled "An
Act to provide compensation for employees of the United States
suffering injuries while in the performance of their duties and for
other purposes", approved September 7, 1916, as amended (U. S. C.
1934 ed., title 5, sees. 767 and 770), are hereby waived in favor of
George Houston, who is alleged to have sustained an injury on Feb-
ruary 4, 1931, while employed as a rural mail carrier from the post
office at Wood Lake, Minnesota, which resulted in permanent physical

June 20, 1939
[H. R. 25831

[Private, No. 65]

A. W. Evans.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

June 22,1939
[H. R. 312]

[Private, No. 66]

Roland P. Win-
stead.

Provisions of Em-
ployees' Compensa-
tion Act extended to.

39 Stat. 746, 747.
5 U. S. C. §765-770.

Provisos.
No prior benefits.

Time for filing
claim.

June 22, 1939
[H. R. 1363]

[Private, No. 67]

George Houston.
Provisions of Em-

ployees' Compensa-
tion Act extended to.

39 Stat. 746, 747.
5U.s. c. i 765,770.
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[CHAPTER 233] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of A. W. Evans. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
A. W. Evans, of Mount Olive, Mississippi, the sum of $5,000, in full 
and final settlement of any and all claims against the United States 
for injuries received when he was struck by a Forest Service truck, 
in Mount Olive, Mississippi, on August 18, 1936: Provided, That no 
part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per 
centura thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any 
agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with 
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the con-
trary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this 
Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction 
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, June 20, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 2401 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Roland P. Winstead. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwith-
standing the provisions and limitations of sections 15 to 20, both 
inclusive, of the Act entitled "An Act to provide compensation for 
employees of the United States suffering injuries while in the 
performance of their duties, and for other purposes", approved 
September 7, 1916, as amended, the United. States Employees' 
Compensation Commission is hereby authorized and directed to 
receive and consider, when filed, the claim of Roland P. Winstead 
for disability alleged to have been incurred by him during the month 
of February 1922 while in the employment of the Post Office Depart-
ment as a driver of a mail truck operating between Fredericksburg 
and White Stone, Virginia, and to determine said claim upon its 
merits under the remaining provisions of said Act: Provided, That 
no benefits shall be held to have accrued prior to the approval of this 
Act: Provided further, That claim hereunder shall be filed within 
six months from the approval of this Act. 
Approved, June 22, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 241] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of George Houston. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the limitations 
of time in sections 15 to 20, both inclusive, of the Act entitled "An 
Act to provide compensation for employees of the United States 
suffering injuries while in the performance of their duties, and for 
other purposes", approved September 7, 1916, as amended U. S. C. 
1934 ed., title 5, secs. 767 and 770), are hereby waived in favor of 
George Houston, who is alleged to have sustained an injury on Feb-
.ruary 4, 1931, while employed as a rural mail carrier from the post 
office at Wood Lake, Minnesota, which resulted in permanent physical 
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rune 20, 1939 
[H. R. 2583] 

[Private, No. 65] 

A. W. Evans. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

June 22, 1939 
[H. It. 312] 

[Private, No. 66] 

Roland P. Win-
stead. 
Provisions of Em-

ployees' Compensa-
tion Act extended to. 
39 Stat. 746, 747. 
5 U. S. C. §§ 765-770. 

Provisos. 
No prior benefits. 

Time for filing 
claim. 

June 22, 1939 
[H. R. 1363] 

[Private, No. 67] 

George Houston. 
Provisions of Em-

ployees' Compensa-
tion Act extended to. 

39 Stat. 746, 747. 
5 U. S. C. p765, 770. 
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Time for filing
claim.

Proviso.
No prior benefits.

June 27, 1939
[S. 1117]

[Private, No. 68]

Navy.
Reimbursement of

certain personnel, etc.,
for personal property
losses.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

June 29, 1939
[H. R. 4133]

[Private, No. 69]

Joseph N. Thiele.
Credit In postal

accounts.

July 10, 1939
[H. R. 5722]

[Private, No. 70]

Evelyn Ourley-
Kane.

Payment to.
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disability, and his case is authorized to be considered and acted upon
under the remaining provisions of such Act, as amended, if he files a
claim for compensation with the United States Employees' Compen-
sation Commission not later than six months after the date of enact-
ment of this Act: Provided, That no benefits shall accrue prior to the
approval of this Act.

Approved, June 22, 1939.

[CHAPTER 245]
AN ACT

To provide for the reimbursement of certain enlisted men or former enlisted men
of the United States Navy for the value of personal effects lost in the hurricane
at the Submarine Base, New London, Connecticut, on September 21, 1938.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such
sum or sums, amounting in the aggregate not to exceed $267.55 as
may be required by the Secretary of the Navy to reimburse, under
such regulations as he may prescribe, certain enlisted men or former
enlisted men of the United States Navy for the value of personal
effects lost in the hurricane at the Submarine Base, New London,
Connecticut, on September 21 1938: Provided, That no part of the
amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney
on account of services rendered in connection with these claims, and
the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall
be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, June 27, 1939.

[CHAPTER 251]
AN ACT

For the relief of Joseph N. Thiele.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States be, and he is hereby, authorized
and directed to credit the accounts of Joseph N. Thiele, postmaster
at Whitewater, Wisconsin, with the sum of $11,736.84, representing
the amount of public funds and property lost in the burglary of the
post office at Whitewater, Wisconsin, on February 1, 1937, such loss

aving resulted from no fault or negligence on the part of said post-
master, as determined by the Postmaster General under a provision
in title 39, United States Code, section 49.

Approved, June 29, 1939.

[CHAPTER 262]
AN ACT

For the relief of Evelyn Gurley-Kane.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Evelyn Gurley-Kane the sum of $116, in full and final satisfaction
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disability, and his case is authorized to be considered and acted upon 
under the remaining provisions of such Act, as amended, if he files a 
claim for compensation with the United States Employees' Compen-
sation Commission not later than six months after the date of enact-
ment of this Act: 'Provided, That no benefits shall accrue prior to the 
approval of this Act. 

Approved, June 22, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 245] 
AN ACT 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such 
sum or sums, amounting in the aggregate not to exceed $267.55 as 
may be required by the Secretary of the Navy to reimburse, under 
such regulations as he may prescribe, certain enlisted men or former 
enlisted men of the United States Navy for the value of personal 
effects lost in the hurricane at the Submarine Base, New London, 
Connecticut, on September 21, 1938: Provided, That no part of the 
amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof 
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney 
on account of services rendered in connection with these claims, and 
the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be 
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall 
be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, June 27, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 251] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Joseph N. Thiele. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States be, and he is hereby, authorized 
and directed to credit the accounts of Joseph N. Thiele, postmaster 
at Whitewater, Wisconsin, with the sum of $11,736.84, representing 
the amount of public funds and property lost in the burglary of the 
post office at Whitewater, Wisconsin, on February 1, 1937, such loss 
having resulted from no fault or negligence on the part of said post-
master, as determined by the Postmaster General under a provision 
in title 39, United States Code, section 49. 
Approved, June 29, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 262] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Evelyn Gurley-Kane. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Evelyn Gurley-Kane the sum of $116, in full and final satisfaction 
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of her claim against the United States for reimbursement of travel
and miscellaneous expenses incurred under authority of the Veterans'
Administration in the care of her son, Cecil Gurley-Kane, a veteran
of the World War: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid
or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any
sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, July 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 274]
AN ACT

For the relief of A. C. Williams, administrator of the estate of his wife, Julia F.
Williams.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
A. C. Williams, of Sentinel, Oklahoma, administrator of the estate
of his wife, Julia F. Williams, the sum of $1,000 in full settlement
of any and all claims against the Government on account of the death
of his wife, Julia F. Williams, who died as a result of injuries
received in an automobile collision with a truck owned by the Gov-
ernment and driven by Charles Cordell, agent and employee of the
Government, in the service of the Works Progress Administration,
near Socorro, New Mexico, on July 31, 1936: Provided, That no part
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centumr
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, July 14, 1939.

[CHAPTER 275]
AN ACT

For the relief of Andrew J. Crockett and Walter Crockett.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the
sum of $1,394.13 to Andrew J. Crockett and Walter Crockett, in full
settlement of their claims for compensation for improvements con-
structed by them upon the land transferred to the Zuni Indian Res-
ervation, New Mexico, by the act of June 20, 1935 (49 Stat. 393):
Provided, That no payment shall be made until certification by the
Secretary of the Interior that the claimants have executed a satis-
factory release of any and all claims arising out of the said transfer
of lands: Provided further, That no part of the amount appropriated
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or deliv-
ered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services
rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlaw-
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of her claim against the United States for reimbursement of travel 
and miscellaneous expenses incurred under authority of the Veterans' 
Administration in the care of her son, Cecil Gurley-Kane, a veteran 
of the World War: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid 
or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of 
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall 
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any 
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty 
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any 
sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, July 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 274] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of A. C. Williams, administrator of the estate of his wife, Julia F 
Williams. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of Amerka in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
A. C. Williams, of Sentinel, Oklahoma, administrator of the estate 
of his wife, Julia F. Williams, the sum of $1,000 in full settlement 
of any and all claims against the Government on account of the death 
of his wife, Julia F. Williams, who died as a result of injuries 
received in an automobile collision with a truck owned by the Gov-
ernment and driven by Charles Cordell, agent and employee of the 
Government, in the service of the Works Progress Administration, 
near Socorro, New Mexico, on July 31, 1936: Provided, That no part 
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum 
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or 
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this 
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, July 14, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 275] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Andrew J. Crockett and Walter Crockett. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the 
sum of $1,394.13 to Andrew J. Crockett and Walter Crockett, in full 
settlement of their claims for compensation for improvements con-
structed by them upon the land transferred to the Zuni Indian Res-
ervation, New Mexico, by the act of June 20, 1935 (49 Stat. 393) : 
Provided, That no payment shall be made until certification by the 
Secretary of the Interior that the claimants have executed a satis-
factory release of any and all claims arising out of the said transfer 
of lands: Provided further, That no part of the amount appropriated 
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or deliv-
ered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services 
rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlaw-
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Penalty for viola-
tion. ful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person vio-

lating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misde-
meanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not
exceeding $1,000.

Approved, July 14, 1939.

[CHAPTER 276]
July 14, 1939
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[Private, No. 73]
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AN ACT
For the relief of Loyd J. Palmer.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States be, and he is hereby, authorized
and directed to settle and allow the claim of Loyd J. Palmer for com-
pensation for services rendered as United States Commissioner in
the district of Minnesota from December 1, 1935, to June 6, 1937,
inclusive, notwithstanding the fact that accounts therefor were not
submitted by the commissioner within one year after the rendition
of such services in accordance with the provisions of the Act of
March 1, 1933 (47 Stat. 1383).

Approved, July 14, 1939.

[CHAPTER 277]
AN ACT

For the relief of the Postal Telegraph-Cable Company.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the Postal Telegraph-
Cable Company of New York, New York, the sum of $2,598.86, in
full satisfaction of its claim against the United States for reimburse-
ment of expenses incurred in rebuilding and restoring a thirty-wire
crossing over the Delaware River between Raven Rock, New Jersey
and Lumberville, Pennsylvania, which was demolished and knocked
into the Delaware River by a United States 046 Army observation
plane, on February 19, 1937, while engaged in making a flight
over the Delaware River: Provided, That no part of the amount
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, July 14, 1939.

[CHAPTER 278]
AN ACT

For the relief of Naomi Straley and Bonnie Straley.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Naomi Straley, of
Omaha, Nebraska, the sum of $500, in full satisfaction of her claims
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Approved, July 14, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 276] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Loyd J. Palmer. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States be, and he is hereby, authorized 
and directed to settle and allow the claim of Loyd J. Palmer for com-
pensation for services rendered as United States Commissioner in 
the district of Minnesota from December 1, 1935, to June 6, 1937, 
inclusive, notwithstanding the fact that accounts therefor were not 
submitted by the commissioner within one year after the rendition 
of such services in accordance with the provisions of the Act of 
March 1, 1933 (47 Stat. 1383). 
Approved, July 14, 1939. 

Any person vio-
ilty of a misde-
in any sum not 

[CHAPTER 277] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of the Postal Telegraph-Cable Company. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the Postal Telegraph-
Cable Company of New York, New York, the sum of $2,598.86, in 
full satisfaction of its claim against the United States for reimburse-
ment of expenses incurred in rebuilding and restoring a thirty-wire 
crossing over the Delaware River between Raven Rock, New Jersey, 
and Lumberville, Pennsylvania, which was demolished and knocked 
into the Delaware River by a United States 046 Army observation 
plane, on February 19, 1937, while engaged in making a flight 
over the Delaware River: Provided, That no part of the amount 
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be 
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account 
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall 
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any 
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of 
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum 
not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, July 14, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 278] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Naomi Straley and Bonnie Straley. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Naomi Straley, of 
Omaha, Nebraska, the sum of $500, in full satisfaction of her claims 
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against the United States for damages for personal injuries sustained
by her, and to Bonnie Straley, of Omaha, Nebraska, the sum of
$4,500 in full satisfaction of all her claims against the United States
for damages for personal injuries received by her and for the death
of her mother, said injuries and death having resulted from a collision
on the night of December 11, 1935, near Tacoma, Washington, on the
Tacoma-Vancouver Highway, between the automobile Bonnie Straley
was driving and a truck in the use of the Works Progress Adminis-
tration standing crosswise on said highway and left improperly
lighted and guarded: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid
or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any
sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, July 14, 1939.

[CHAPTER 279]
AN ACT

Authorizing the Comptroller General of the United States to adjust and settle
the claim of E. Devlin, Incorporated.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States is hereby authorized and directed
to adjust and settle the claim of E. Devlin, Incorporated, for its serv-
ices and expenses incurred in connection with the preparation of the
body and the interment of the late Wallace C. Marietta, and to allow
in full and final settlement of such claim an amount not to exceed
the sum of $100. There is hereby appropriated, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $100, or so
much thereof as may be necessary, for payment of the claim: Pro-
vided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess
of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by
any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, July 14, 1939.

[CHAPTER 280]
AN ACT

For the relief of John Chastain and Mollie Chastain, his wife.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
John Chastain and Mollie Chastain, his wife, of Soledad, Monterey
County, California, the sum of $3,500. The payment of such sum
shall be in full settlement of all claims of the said John Chastain
and Mollie Chastain, his wife, against the United States for the
death of their minor son, Thomas Chastain, on August 11, 1937,
when he was struck down and killed by a truck, the property of the
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against the United States for damages for personal injuries sustained 
by her, and to Bonnie Straley, of Omaha, Nebraska, the sum of 
$4,500 in full satisfaction of all her claims against the United States 
for damages for personal injuries received by her and for the death 
of her mother, said injuries and death having resulted from a collision 
on the night of December 11, 1935, near Tacoma, Washington, on the 
Tacoma-Vancouver Highway, between the automobile Bonnie Straley 
was driving and a truck in the use of the Works Progress Adminis-
tration standing crosswise on said highway and left improperly 
lighted and guarded: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid 
or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of 
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall 
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any 
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty 
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any 
sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, July 14, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 279] 
AN ACT 

Authorizing the Comptroller General of the United States to adjust and settle 
the claim of E. Devlin, Incorporated. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States is hereby authorized and directed 
to adjust and settle the claim of E. Devlin, Incorporated, for its serv-
ices and expenses incurred in connection with the preparation of the 
body and the interment of the late Wallace C. Marietta, and to allow 
in full and final settlement of such claim an amount not to exceed 
the sum of $100. There is hereby appropriated, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $100, or so 
much thereof as may be necessary, for payment of the claim: Pro-
vided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess 
of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by 
any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection 
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the 
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of 
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction 
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, July 14, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 280] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of John Chastain and Mollie Chastain, his wife. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of 1?epresentatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
John Chastain and Mollie Chastain, his wife, of Soledad, Monterey 
County, California, the sum of $3,500. The payment of such sum 
shall be in full settlement of all claims of the said John Chastain 
and Mollie Chastain, his wife, against the United States for the 
death of their minor son, Thomas Chastain, on August 11, 1937, 
when he was struck down and killed by a truck, the property of the 
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United States, in the service of the Civilian Conservation Corps, on
the Salinas River Bridge on Highway Numbered 101, one mile south
of Soledad, Monterey County, California: Provided, That no part of
the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or
attorney on acccount of services rendered in connection with this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, July 14, 1939.

[CHAPTER 292]
July 15, 1939

[S. 12]
[Private, No. 78]
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Payment
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Penalty
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AN ACT
For the relief of Dica Perkins.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
i
ns. United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary

of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Dica Perkins the sum of $100 in full satisfaction of her claim against
the United States arising out of the removal from her property near
Cane Beds, Arizona, of certain pieces of petrified wood by enrollee

non attor- members of the Civilian Conservation Corps: Provided, That no part
fees. of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum

thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary

for viola- notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction there-
of shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, July 15, 1939.

[CHAPTER 293]
July 15, 1939

IS. 1291
[Private, No. 79]
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Provisions of Em-
ployees' Compensa-
tion Act extended to.
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Proisos.
Timefor flingclaim.
No prior benefits.

AN ACT
For the relief of Howard Arthur Beswick.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwith-
standing the provisions and limitations of sections 15 to 20, both
inclusive, of the Act entitled "An Act to provide compensation for
employees of the United States suffering injuries while in the per-
formance of their duties, and for other purposes", approved Sep-
tember 7, 1916, as amended, the United States Employees' Compen-
sation Commission be, and the same is hereby, authorized and directed
to receive and consider, when filed, the claim of Howard Arthur
Beswick, of Ludlow, Vermont, for disability alleged to have been
incurred by him October 21, 1928, when a plane piloted by him while
a Naval Reserve officer on active duty crashed near Des Moines, Iowa:
Provided, That claim hereunder shall be filed within six months after
the approval of this Act: Provided further, That no benefits shall
accrue prior to the enactment of this Act.

Approved, July 15, 1939.
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United States, in the service of the Civilian Conservation Corps, on 
the Salinas River Bridge on Highway Numbered 101, one mile south 
of Soledad, Monterey County, California: Provided, That no part of 
the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum 
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or 
attorney on acccount of services rendered in connection with this 
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, July 14, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 292] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Dica Perkins. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Dica Perkins the sum of $100 in full satisfaction of her claim against 
the United States arising out of the removal from her property near 
Cane Beds, Arizona, of certain pieces of petrified wood by enrollee 
members of the Civilian Conservation Corps: Provided, That no part 
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum 
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or 
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this 
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction there-
of shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, July 15, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 293] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Howard Arthur Beswiek. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwith-
standing the provisions and limitations of sections 15 to 20, both 
inclusive, of the Act entitled "An Act to provide compensation for 
employees of the United States suffering injuries while in the per-
formance of their duties, and for other purposes", approved Sep-
tember 7, 1916, as amended, the United States Employees' Compen-
sation Commission be, and the same is hereby, authorized and directed 
to receive and consider, when filed, the claim of Howard Arthur 
Beswick, of Ludlow, Vermont, for disability alleged to have been 
incurred by him October 21, 1928, when a plane piloted by him while 
a Naval Reserve officer on active duty crashed near Des Moines, Iowa: 
Provided, That claim hereunder shall be filed within six months after 
the approval of this Act: Provided further, That no benefits shall 
accrue prior to the enactment of this Act. 
Approved, July 15, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 294]
AN ACT

For the relief of Anthony Coniglio.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Anthony Coniglio, of
Lincoln, Nebraska, the sum of $750, in full satisfaction of all his
claims against the United States for compensation for an injury
sustained by him, causing the loss of hearing in one ear, while an
inmate of the United States prison camp at Kooskia, Idaho, as the
result of an explosion of dynamite when he was working with a crew
on a road near Kooskia, Idaho, on October 5, 1937: Provided, That
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent
or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, July 15, 1939.
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[Private, No. 80]

Anthony Coniglio.
Payment to.
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ney's, etc., fees.
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[CHAPTER 295]
AN ACT

For the relief of Mrs. Quitman Smith.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to
pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated
to Mrs. Quitman Smith, of Hattiesburg, Mississippi, the sum of
$1,353.70, in full settlement of all her claims against the United
States for personal injuries sustained and expenses incurred as a
result of an accident which occurred on March 19, 1938, when the
automobile which she was driving was struck by a truck driven by
Dan M. Barrett, an employee of the Works Progress Administration:
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act
in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, anycontract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

Approved, July 15, 1939.

[CHAPTER 2961
AN ACT

To authorize certain officers and enlisted men of the United States Army to acceptsuch medals, orders, and decorations as have been tendered them by foreigngovernments in appreciation of services rendered.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following-
named officers and enlisted men of the United States Army are hereby
authorized to accept such medals, orders, and decorations, as have
been tendered them by foreign governments in appreciation of serv-
ices rendered:

July 15, 1939
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[CHAPTER 294] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Anthony Coniglio. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Anthony Coniglio, of 
Lincoln, Nebraska, the sum of $750, in full satisfaction of all his 
claims against the United States for compensation for an injury 
sustained by him, causing the loss of hearing in one ear , while an 
inmate of the United States prison camp at Kooskia, Idaho,as the 
result of an explosion of dynamite when he was working with a crew 
on a road near Kooskia, Idaho, on October 5, 1937: Provided, That 
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per 
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent 
or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this 
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, July 15, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 295] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Mrs. Quitman Smith. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to 
pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, 
to Mrs. Quitman Smith, of Hattiesburg, Mississippi, the sum of 
$1,353.70, in full settlement of all her claims against the United 
States for personal injuries sustained and expenses incurred as a 
result of an accident which occurred on March 19, 1938, when the 
automobile which she was driving was struck by a truck driven by 
Dan M. Barrett, an employee of the Works Progress Administration: 
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act 
in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or 
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered 
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating 
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor 
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding 
$1,000. 
Approved, July 15, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 296] 
AN ACT 

To authorize certain officers and enlisted men of the United States Army to accept 
such medals, orders, and decorations as have been tendered them by foreign 
governments in appreciation of services rendered. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following-
named officers and enlisted men of the United States Army are hereby 
authorized to accept such medals, orders, and decorations, as have 
been tendered them by foreign governments in appreciation of serv-
ices rendered: 
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Brigadier General Charles Burnett; Brigadier General Leigh C.
Fairbank; Colonel Lester D. Baker; Colonel Albert Gilmor; Colonel
Martin C. Shallenberger; Colonel Rodney H. Smith; Colonel Edwin
M. Watson; Colonel F. Langley Whitley; Lieutenant Colonel Edward
M. Almond; Lieutenant Colonel John B. Coulter; Lieutenant Colonel
Louis A. Craig; Lieutenant Colonel Howard C. Davidson; Lieuten-
ant Colonel John F. Davis; Lieutenant Colonel Norman E. Fiske;
Lieutenant Colonel Henry B. Lewis; Lieutenant Colonel John E.
McMahon; Lieutenant Colonel Burton Y. Read; Lieutenant Colonel
William R. Schmidt; Lieutenant Colonel John Andrew Weeks;
Lieutenant Colonel Lawrence B. Weeks; Lieutenant Colonel John S.
Winslow; Major Charles Y. Banfill; Major Robert E. Cummings;
Major Harold L. George; Major Samuel A. Greenwell; Major Gustav
B. Guenther; Major Caleb V. Haynes; Major William D. Hohenthal;
Major Vincent J. Meloy; Major Lawrence C. Mitchell; Major Wilton
B. Persons; Major Lowell M. Riley; Major Horace B. Smith; Cap-
tain Mark M. Boatner, Junior; Captain Malin Craig, Junior; Captain
Townsend Griffiss; Captain Alva L. Harvey; Captain George Honnen;
Captain Ford J. Lauer; Captain Carl B. McDaniel- Captain Daniel
J. Martin- Captain William A. Matheny; Captain Floyd L. Parks;
Captain George W. Read, Junior; Captain Harry McK. Roper;
Captain Thomas D. White; First Lieutenant William C. Bentley,
Junior; First Lieutenant John A. Cleveland, Junior; First Lieuten-
ant Richard S. Freeman; First Lieutenant Frederic E. Glantzberg
First Lieutenant Curtis E. LeMay; First Lieutenant Edwin L.
Tucker; First Lieutenant Torgils G. Wold; Second Lieutenant Edwin
Nevin Howell; Second Lieutenant Lawrence A. Spilman; Second
Lieutenant James H. Rothrock, Air Reserve (active); Master Ser-
geant Floyd B. Haney; Technical Sergeant Adolph Cattarius; Staff
Sergeant Charles S. Guinn; Staff Sergeant Ralph W. Spencer; Staff
Sergeant Henry L. West; Sergeant Frank B. Conner; Corporal John
S. Gray; Corporal Clarence D. Lake; Corporal James E. Sands;
Private (First-Class) Russell E. Junior; Private (First-Class)
Norbert D. Flinn; Private (First-Class) Joseph H. Walsh; and
Private Hansen Outley.

Approved, July 15, 1939.

[CHAPTER 297]
AN ACT

For the relief of Ray Wimmer.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Ray Wmmero. United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary

of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Ray
Wimmer, the sum of $121.20, in full satisfaction of his claim against
the United States for the use of his personally owned automobile
from December 5, 1934, to February 15, 1935, while employed as
cruiser-appraiser, Indian Service, in cruising and appraising of timber

Limittion on at- on the Colville Indian Reservation, Washington: Provided, That no
orney's, etc., fees. part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum

thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this claim,

Penalty for o and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
ion. standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be

deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall
be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, July 15, 1939.

July 15, 1939
I[. 633 ]

[Private, No. 83]

t,

ti
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July 15, 1939 
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(Private, No. 8.3) 
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Brigadier General Charles Burnett; Brigadier General Leigh C. 
Fairbank; Colonel Lester D. Baker; Colonel Albert Gilmor; Colonel 
Martin C. Shallenberger; Colonel Rodney H. Smith; Colonel Edwin 
M. Watson; Colonel F. Langley Whitley; Lieutenant Colonel Edward 
M. Almond; Lieutenant Colonel John B. Coulter; Lieutenant Colonel 
Louis A. Craig; Lieutenant Colonel Howard C. Davidson; Lieuten-
ant Colonel John F. Davis; Lieutenant Colonel Norman E. Fiske; 
Lieutenant Colonel Henry B. Lewis; Lieutenant Colonel John E. 
McMahon; Lieutenant Colonel Burton Y. Read; Lieutenant Colonel 
William R. Schmidt; Lieutenant Colonel John Andrew Weeks; 
Lieutenant Colonel Lawrence B. Weeks; Lieutenant Colonel John S. 
Winslow; Major Charles Y. Banfill; Major Robert E. Cummings; 
Major Harold L. George; Major Samuel A. Greenwell; Major Gustav 
B. Guenther; Major Caleb V. Haynes; Major William D. Hohenthal; 
Major Vincent J. Meloy; Major Lawrence C. Mitchell; Major Wilton 
B. Persons; Major Lowell M. Riley; Major Horace B. Smith; Cap-
tain Mark M. Boatner, Junior; Captain Malin Craig, Junior; Captain 
Townsend Griffiss; Captain Alva L. Harvey; Captain George Honnen; 
Captain Ford J. Lauer; Captain Carl B. McDaniel; Captain Daniel 
J. Martin; Captain William A. Matheny; Captain Floyd L. Parks; 
Captain George W. Read, Junior; Captain Harry McK. Roper; 
Captain Thomas D. White; First Lieutenant William C. Bentley, 
Junior; First Lieutenant John A. Cleveland, Junior; First Lieuten-
ant Richard S. Freeman; First Lieutenant Frederic E. Glantzberg; 
First Lieutenant Curtis E. LeMay; First Lieutenant Edwin L. 
Tucker; First Lieutenant Torgils G. Wold; Second Lieutenant Edwin 
Nevin Howell; Second Lieutenant Lawrence A. Spilman; Second 
Lieutenant James H. Rothrock, Air Reserve (active) ; Master Ser-
geant Floyd B. Haney; Technical Sergeant Adolph Cattarius; Staff 
Sergeant Charles S. Quinn; Staff Sergeant Ralph W. Spencer; Staff 
Sergeant Henry L. West; Sergeant Frank B. Conner; Corporal John 
S. Gray; Corporal Clarence D. Lake; Corporal James E. Sands; 
Private (First-Class) Russell E. Junior; Private (First-Class) 
Norbert D. Flinn; Private (First-Class) Joseph H. Walsh; and 
Private Hansen Outley. 
Approved, July 15, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 297] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Ray Wimmer. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Ray 
Wimmer, the sum of $121.20, in full satisfaction of his claim against 
the United States for the use of his personally owned automobile 
from December 5, 1934, to February 15, 1935, while employed as 
cruiser-appraiser, Indian Service2 in cruising and appraising of timber 
on the Colville Indian Reservation, Washington: Provided, That no 
part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum 
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or 
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, 
and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be 
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall 
be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, July 15, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 298]
AN ACT

To authorize Major Andrew S. Rowan, United States Army, retired, to accept
the Order Carlos Manuel de Cespedes tendered him by the Government of
Cuba in appreciation of services rendered.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following-
named retired officer of the United States Army is hereby authorized
to accept the Order Carlos Manuel de Cespedes tendered him by the
Government of Cuba in appreciation of services rendered: Major
Andrew S. Rowan.

Approved, July 15, 1939.

[CHAPTER 299]
AN ACT

For the relief of Albert Pina Afonso, a minor.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
the legal guardian of Albert Pina Afonso, a minor, of Woburn,
Massachusetts, the sum of $3,000, in full satisfaction of all claims
against the United States for damages sustained by the said Albert
Pina Afonso as a result of being struck and injured by a United
States mail truck in Woburn, Massachusetts, on January 28, 1932:
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

Approved, July 15, 1939.

[CHAPTER 300]
AN ACT

For the relief of Herbert M. Snapp.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwithstand-
ing the provisions and limitations of sections 15 to 20, both inclusive,
of the Act entitled "An Act to provide compensation for employees
of the United States suffering injuries while in the performance of
their duties, and for other purposes", approved September 7, 1916, as
amended and as limited by the Act of February 15, 1934 (48 Stat.
351), the United States Employees' Compensation Commission be,
and the same is hereby, authorized and directed to receive and con-
sider, when filed, the claim of Herbert M. Snapp, of Desha Route,
Batesville, Arkansas, for disability to his left eye alleged to have been
incurred by him on April 3 1937, while employed as a foreman at
Sylamore Camp F-8, Ozark National Forest, Calico Rock, Arkansas:
Provided, That claim hereunder shall be filed within six months after
the approval of this Act: Provided further, That no benefits shall
accrue prior to the enactment of this Act.

Approved, July 15, 1939.
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[CHAPTER 298] 
AN ACT 

July 15, 1939 
To authorize Major Andrew S. Rowan, United States Army, retired, to accept  [S. 746]  

the Order Carlos Manuel de Cespedes tendered him by the Government of 
Cuba in appreciation of services rendered. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following-
named retired officer of the United States Army is hereby authorized 
to accept the Order Carlos Manuel de Cespedes tendered him by the 
Government of Cuba in appreciation of services rendered: Major 
Andrew S. Rowan. 
Approved, July 15, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 299] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Albert Phut Afonso, a minor. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
the legal guardian of Albert Pina Afonso, a minor, of Woburn, 
Massachusetts, the sum of $3,000, in full satisfaction of all claims 
against the United States for damages sustained by the said Albert 
Pina Afonso as a result of being struck and injured by a United 
States mail truck in Woburn, Massachusetts, on January 28, 1932: 
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in 
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or 
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in 
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding 
$1,000. 
Approved, July 15, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 300] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Herbert M. Snapp. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwithstand-
ing the provisions and limitations of sections 15 to 20, both inclusive, 
of the Act entitled "An Act to provide compensation for employees 
of the United States suffering injuries while in the performance of 
their duties, and for other purposes", approved September 7, 1916, as 
amended and as limited by the Act of February 15, 1934 (48 Stat. 
351), the United States Employees' Compensation Commission be, 
and the same is hereby, authorized and directed to receive and con-
sider, when filed, the claim of Herbert M. Snapp, of Desha Route, 
Batesville, Arkansas, for disability to his left eye alleged to have been 
incurred by him on April 3, _1937, while employed as a foreman at 
Sylamore Camp F-8, Ozark National Forest, Calico Rock, Arkansas: 
Provided, That claim hereunder shall be filed within six months after 
the approval of this Act: Provided further, That no benefits shall 
accrue prior to the enactment of this Act. 
Approved, July 15, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 301]
July 15, 1939
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AN ACT
For the relief of Ida May Lennon.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Ida May Lennon, of
Bedford, Ohio, the sum of $179.08, in full satisfaction of her claims
against the United States for compensation for damage done to a
building owned by her in Saint Ignace, Michigan, by blasting of the
Civil Works Administration during February and March 1934:
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act
in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

Approved, July 15, 1939.

[CHAPTER 302]
AN ACT

For the relief of F. E. Perkins.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appro-
priated, the sum of $3,418.82, which sum of $3,418.82 shall be credited
by the Secretary of the Treasury to the official trust fund checking
account of F. E. Perkins, symbol 89-463, former Superintendent of
the Shawnee Indian Agency, Shawnee, Oklahoma, with the Treasurer
of the United States, to cover a net shortage of trust and official funds,
representing funds of individual Indians, $3,402.32, and fees collected
pursuant to the Act of February 14, 1920 (41 Stat. 415), as amended
by the Act of March 1 1933 (47 Stat. 1417), $16.50, caused by the
peculations of Joseph A. Pourier, former employee of that agency.

Approved, July 15, 1939.

[CHAPTER 303]
AN ACT

For the relief of J. Vernon Phillips.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
J. Vernon Phillips, formerly an employee of the Soil Conservation
Service, Department of Agriculture, in Gaffney, South Carolina, the
sum of $231.10, in full satisfaction of his claim against the United
States, for twenty-five days and four hours of accrued annual leave
which he would have received had he been continued on the pay roll
after July 31, 1936, until the date of the expiration of his accumu-
lated annual leave: Provided, That no part of the amount appropri-
ated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or
delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall
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July 15, 1939 
[S. 1387] 

[Private, No. 87] 

Ida May Lennon. 
Payment to. 
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ney's, etc., fees. 
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tion. 

July 15, 1939 
[S. 1517] 

[Private, No. 88] 

F. E. Perkins. 
Credit to official 

trust fund checking 
account of. 

41 Stat. 415; 47 Stat. 
1417. 

25 U. S. C. § 413. 

July 15, 1939 
[S. 1692] 

[Private, No. 89] 

J. Vernon Phillips. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

[CHAPTER 301] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Ida May Lennon. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Ida May Lennon, of 
Bedford, Ohio, the sum of $179.08, in full satisfaction of her claims 
against the United States for compensation for damage done to a 
building owned by her in Saint Ignace, Michigan, by blasting of the 
Civil Works Administration during February and March 1934: 
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act 
in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or 
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered 
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding 
$1,000. 
Approved, July 15, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 302] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of F. E. Perkins. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby 
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appro-
priated, the sum of $3,418.82, which sum of $3,418.82 shall be credited 
by the Secretary of the Treasury to the official trust fund checking 
account of F. E. Perkins, symbol 89-463, former Superintendent of 
the Shawnee Indian Agency, Shawnee, Oklahoma, with the Treasurer 
of the United States, to cover a net shortage of trust and official funds, 
representing funds of individual Indians, $3,402.32, and fees collected 
pursuant to the Act of February 14, 1920 (41 Stat. 415), as amended 
by the Act of March I., 1933 (47 Stat. 1417), $16.50, caused by the 
peculations of Joseph A. Pourier, former employee of that agency. 
Approved, July 15, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 303] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of J. Vernon Phillips. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
J. Vernon Phillips, formerly an employee of the Soil Conservation 
Service, Department of Agriculture, in Gaffney, South Carolina, the 
sum of $231.10, in full satisfaction of his claim against the United 
States, for twenty-five days and four hours of accrued annual leave 
which he would have received had he been continued on the pay roll 
after July 31, 1936, until the date of the expiration of his accumu-
lated annual leave: Provided, That no part of the amount appropri-
ated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or 
delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of 
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall 
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be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any toPenalty for viola
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any
sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, July 15, 1939.

[CHAPTER 304]
AN ACT

Authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to issue to Martha Austin a patent to
certain land.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Interior is authorized and directed to issue to Martha Austin
a patent in fee to the north half southwest quarter section 1, and
north half southeast quarter section 2, township 34 north, range 31
east Montana principal meridian: Provided, That the patent shall
contain a reservation to the United States of all the oil and gas in the
lands so patented, together with the right to prospect for, mine, and
remove the same, in accordance with the provisions, reservations, con-
ditions, and limitations of the Act of July 17, 1914 (38 Stat. 509).

Approved, July 15, 1939.

[CHAPTER 305]
AN ACT

For the relief of Ivan Charles Grace.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Ivan
Charles Grace the sum of $6,000, in full settlement of all claims against
the United States on account of personal injuries and expenses inci-
dent thereto, as a result of a collision involving an Army truck on
April 30, 1937, near Bejuco, Republic of Panama: Provided, That no
part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attor-
ney on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and
the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be
fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, July 15, 1939.

[CHAPTER 306]
AN ACT

For the relief of Maria Enriquez, Crisanta, Anselmo, Agustin, and Irineo de los
Reyes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Maria Enriquez, Crisanta, Anselmo, Agustin, and Irineo de los Reyes,
the widow and children, respectively, of Jose de los Reyes, the sum
of $3,100 in full satisfaction of all their claims against the United
States on account of the death of the said Jose de los Reyes, as the
result of an incident involving an Army airplane near Nichols Field,
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be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any 
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty 
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any 
sum not exceeding $1,000. 

Approved, July 15, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 304] 
AN ACT July 15, 1939 

Authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to issue to Martha Austin a patent to  IS. 1778]  
certain land. [Private, No. 90] 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Interior is authorized and directed to issue to Martha Austin 
a patent in fee to the north half southwest quarter section 1, and 
north half southeast quarter section 2, township 34 north, range 31 
east Montana principal meridian: Provided, That the patent shall 
contain a reservation to the United States of all the oil and gas in the 
lands so patented, together with the right to prospect for, mine, and 
remove the same, in accordance with the provisions, reservations, con-
ditions, and limitations of the Act of July 17, 1911 (38 Stat. 509). 
Approved, July 15, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 305] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Ivan Charles Grace. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Ivan 
Charles Grace the sum of $6,000, in full settlement of all claims against 
the United States on account of personal injuries and expenses inci-
dent thereto, as a result of a collision involving an Army truck on 
April 30, 1937, near Bejuco, Republic of Panama: Provided, That no 
part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum 
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attor-
ney on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and 
the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be 
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be 
fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, July 15, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 306] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Maria Enriquez, Crisanta, Anselmo, Agustin, and Irineo de los  [S. 1895]  

Reyes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Maria Enriquez, Crisanta, Anselmo, Agustin, and Irineo de los Reyes, 
the widow and children, respectively, of Jose de los Reyes, the sum 
of $3,100 in full satisfaction of all their claims against the United 
States on account of the death of the said Jose de los Reyes, as the 
result of an incident involving an Army airplane near Nichols Field, 
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Philippine Islands, on March 17, 1938: Provided, That no part of
the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, July 15, 1939.

[CHAPTER 307]
July 15, 1939

[S. 2167]
[Private, No. 93]

Coast Guard.
Reimbursement of

certain members or
former members for
hurricane losses.

AN ACT

To provide for the reimbursement of certain members or former members of the
United States Coast Guard for the value of personal effects lost in the hurricane
of September 21, 1938, at several Coast Guard stations on the coasts of New
York, Connecticut, and Rhode Island.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
the following-named personnel of the United States Coast Guard,
in full settlement of their claims against the United States for loss
or destruction of, or damage to, personal property and effects at
the Coast Guard stations indicated as a result of the hurricane of
September 21, 1938, as follows:

At the Coast Guard Academy, New London, Connecticut, James
F. Bland, seaman, first-class, $16.70; Joe Daniels, chief boatswain's
mate, $13.20; Walter S. Haas, fireman, second-class, $12.50; Joseph
P. Iannantuono, seaman, first-class, $15.95; Thomas P. Kilarny, chief
yeoman, $3.70; Joseph Olson, seaman, first-class, $8.09; Paul C.
Smith, carpenter's mate, third-class, $3.70.

At the Block Island Coast Guard Station, Block Island, Rhode
Island, Harry E. Johnson, chief boatswain (lifesaving), $5.60.

At the Brenton Point Coast Guard Station, Newport, Rhode
Island, Charles Edwin Adamson, motor machinist's mate, second-
class (lifesaving), $90.25; Willis Emil Bastareche, surfman, $64.45;
Manuel Cabral, surfman, $54.50; George Ammette Choquette, surf-
man, $35.50; Orin Edward Edwards, surfman, $63.25; Joseph
Anthony Flores, surfman, $82.50; George Gadbois, surfman, $52.50-
Joseph Alphonse Gautreau, surfman, $52; George Philip Lewis, chief
boatswain's mate (lifesaving), $93; Manuel Soares Macedo, surfman,
$64.85; Leonard Anthony McCarthy, surfman, $81; Ralph Edgar
Small, boatswain's mate, first-class, $54.50; Coulter L. Tillett, surf-
man, $26.08; George Atwood Williams, motor machinist's mate, first-
class, $52.50.

At the Moriches Coast Guard Station, West Hampton, New York,
John Rowland Avery, surfman $262.97; William Thomas Beacham,
boatswain's mate, first-class (lifesaving), $277; Leonard Haven Ben-
jamin, motor machinist's mate, second-class (lifesaving), $240.42;
Jerry George Berka, surfman, $254.55; William P. Cheek, surfman,
$245.73; Linville Gates Farrow, surfman, $268.11; Guion James Gar-
ner, surfman, $292.09; William Alfred Hargis, surfman, $238.97;
John Oliver Hull surfman, $237.79; Roland Edward Jean, chief
boatswain's mate (lifesaving), $273.59; James Henry Ketcham, chief
boatswain's mate (lifesaving), $417.45; Ernest Louis Killian, surf-
man, $292.72; William Henr Knowles, surfman, $269.16; George
John Loy, surfman, $27.91; Olen Miller, surfman, $252.21; Thomas
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Philippine Islands, on March 17, 1938: Provided, That no part of 
the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum 
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or 
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this 
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, July 15, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 307] 
y 15, AN ACT 

Jul 1939 
[8. 21671  To provide for the reimbursement of certain members or former members of the 

[Private, No. 931 United States Coast Guard for the value of personal effects lost in the hurricane 
of September 21, 1938, at several Coast Guard stations on the coasts of New 
York, Connecticut, and Rhode Island. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary Coast Guard. 

Reimbursement of 
certain members or of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
former members for 
hurricane losses. out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 

the following-named personnel of the United States Coast Guard, 
in full settlement of their claims against the United States for loss 
or destruction of, or damage to, personal property and effects at 
the Coast Guard stations indicated as a result of the hurricane of 
September 21, 1938, as follows: 
At the Coast Guard Academy, New London, Connecticut, James 

F. Bland, seaman, first-class, $16.70; Joe Daniels, chief boatswain's 
mate, $13.20; Walter S. Haas, fireman, second-class, $12.50; Joseph 
P. Iannantuono, seaman, first-class, $15.95; Thomas P. Kilarny, chief 
yeoman, $3.70; Joseph Olson, seaman, first-class, $8.09; Paul C. 
Smith, carpenter's mate, third-class, $3.70. 
At the Block Island Coast Guard Station, Block Island, Rhode 

Island, Harry E. Johnson, chief boatswain (lifesaving), $5.60. 
At the Brenton Point Coast Guard Station, Newport, Rhode 

Island, Charles Edwin Adamson, motor machinist's mate, second-
class (lifesaving), $90.25; Willis Emil Bastareche, surfman, $64.45; 
Manuel Cabral, surfman, $54.50; George Ammette Choquette, surf-
man, $35.50; Orin Edward Edwards, surfman, $63.25; Joseph 
Anthony- Flores, surfman, $82.50; George Gadbois, surfman, $52.50,• 
Joseph .Alphonse Gautreau, surfman, $52; George Philip Lewis, chief 
boatswain's mate (lifesaving), $93; Manuel Soares Macedo, surfman, 
$64.85; Leonard Anthony McCarthy, surfman, $81; Ralph Edgar 
Small, boatswain's mate, first-class, $54.50; Coulter L. Tillett, surf-
man, $26.08; George Atwood Williams, motor machinist's mate, first-
class, $52.50. 
At the Moriches Coast Guard Station, West Hampton, New York, 

John Rowland Avery, surfman, $262.97; William Thomas Beacham, 
boatswain's mate, first-class (lifesaving), $277; Leonard Haven Ben-
jamin, motor machinist's mate, second-class (lifesaving), $240.42; 
Jerry George Berke, surfman, $254.55; William P. Cheek, surfman, 
$245.73; Linville Gates Farrow, surfman, $268.11; Guion James Gar-
ner, surfman, $292.09; William Alfred Hargis, surfman, $238.97; 
John Oliver Hull, surfman, $237.79; Roland Edward Jean, chief 
boatswain's mate (lifesaving), $273.59; James Henry Ketcham, chief 
boatswain's mate (lifesaving), $417.45; Ernest Louis Killian, surf-
man, $292.72; William Henry Knowles, surfman, $269.16 ; George 
John Loy, surfman, $27.91; Olen Miller, surfman, $252.21; Thomas 
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King Morton, surfman, $44.62; Allan Tracy Ruggles, boatswain's
mate, first-class (lifesaving), $343.36.

At the Shinnecock Coast Guard Station, Hampton Bays, New
York, Ernest Bateman Barnette, surfman, $247.01; Harry Tunnell
Carter, surfman, $117.80; Russel Helbert Creef, surfman, $224.74;
Harvey Rodger Davis, boatswain's mate, first-class (lifesaving),
$320.65; John Lemar Edwards, boatswain (lifesaving), retired,
$360.60; Callie Fulcher, surfman, $240.31; Howard Dale Harris, boat-
swain's mate, first-class (lifesaving), $263.12; Carl Ross Jennett,
surfman, $232.79; Archie Worth Jones, surfman, $251.75; Charles
Mades, surfman, $244.95; Melvin Brown Midgette, surfman, $238.25;
Burnis Morris, motor machinist's mate, second-class (lifesaving),
$333.18; Clayton Murphy, surfman, $243.98; Lee Edward Parsons,
boatswain's mate, first-class (lifesaving), $306.62; Lewis Purnell
Rodgers, surfman, $285; and Charles Fearing Scott, surfman,
$228.63.

At the Mecox Coast Guard Station, East Hampton, New York,
Roy Alfred Guimont, radioman, first-class, $29: Provided, That no
part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent
or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, July 15, 1939.

[CHAPTER 308]
AN ACT

To extend to Sergeant Major Edwin 0. Swift, United States Marine Corps
(retired), the benefits of the Act of May 7, 1932, providing highest World War
rank to retired enlisted men.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assemrbled, That Sergeant
Major Edwin O. Swift, United States Marine Corps (retired), is
hereby placed on the retired list of the United States Marine Corps
with the rank of second lieutenant: Provided, That no increase in
active or retired pay or allowances shall result from the passage of
this Act over and above that now authorized under the Act of June 6,
1924, to enlisted men on the retired list.

Approved, July 15, 1939.

[CHAPTER 309]
AN ACT

For the relief of Mrs. A. R. Barnard, Charles A. Stephens, Donald W. Prairie,
and dependents of Vern A. Needles.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is hereby authorized and directed to pay, out of any
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Mrs. A. R.
Barnard, Portland, Oregon, the sum of $672.80; to Charles A. Ste-
phens, Newport, Oregon, the sum of $852; and to Donald W. Prairie,
Portland, Oregon, the sum of $300; in all, $1,824.80, as reimburse-
ment for loss of the motorboat M. E. Sloan, which was capsized and
destroyed while rendering assistance to the disabled Coast Guard
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King Morton, surfman, $44.62; Allan Tracy Ruggles, boatswain's 
mate, first-class (lifesaving), $343.36. 
At the Shinnecock Coast Guard Station, Hampton Bays, New 

York, Ernest Bateman Barnette, surfnian, $247.01; Harry Tunnell 
Carter, surfman, $117.80; Russel Helbert Creef, surfman, $224.74; 
Harvey Rodger Davis, boatswain's mate, first-class (lifesaving), 
$320.65; John Lemar Edwards, boatswain (lifesaving), retired, 
$360.60; Callie Fulcher, surfnian, $240.31; Howard Dale Harris, boat-
swain's mate, first-class (lifesaving), $263.12; Carl Ross Jennett, 
surfman, $232.79; Archie Worth Jones, surfman, $251.75; Charles 
Mades, surfman, $244.95; Melvin Brown Midgette, surfulan, $238.25; 
Burnis Morris, motor machinist's mate, second-class (lifesaving), 
$333.18; Clayton Murphy, surfman, $243.98; Lee Edward Parsons, 
boatswain's mate, first-class (lifesaving), $306.62; Lewis Purnell 
Rodgers, surfman, $285; and Charles Fearing Scott, surfman, 
$228.63. 
At the Mecox Coast Guard Station, East Hampton, New York, 

Roy Alfred Guimont, radioman, first-class, $29: Provided, That no 
part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per 
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent 
or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this 
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, July 15, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 308] 
AN ACT 

To extend to Sergeant Major Edwin 0. Swift, United States Marine Corps 
(retired), the benefits of the Act of May 7, 1932, providing highest World War 
rank to retired enlisted men. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Sergeant 
Major Edwin 0. Swift, United States Marine Corps (retired), is 
hereby placed on the retired list of the United States Marine Corps 
with the rank of second lieutenant: Provided, That no increase in 
active or retired pay or allowances shall result from the passage of 
this Act over and above that now authorized under the Act of June 6, 
1924, to enlisted men on the retired list. 
Approved, July 15, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 309] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Mrs. A. R. Barnard, Charles A. Stephens, Donald W. Prairie, 
and dependents of Vern A. Needles. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is hereby authorized and directed to pay, out of any 
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Mrs. A. R. 
Barnard, Portland, Oregon, the sum of $672.80; to Charles A. Ste-
phens, Newport, Oregon, the sum of $852; and to Donald W. Prairie, 
Portland, Oregon, the sum of $300; in all, $1,821.80, as reimburse-
ment for loss of the motorboat M. E. Sloan, which was capsized and 
destroyed while rendering assistance to the disabled Coast Guard 
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motor lifeboat numbered 4473 and crew of the Siuslaw Station, Flor-
ence, Oregon, on March 7, 1938; and the sum of $5,000 to Mrs. Vern
A. Needles, Newport, Oregon, widow of Vern A. Needles, who, as a
member of the crew of the motorboat M. E. Sloan, was drowned when
such motorboat was capsized and destroyed as aforesaid: Provided,
That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10
per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any
agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the con-
trary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this
Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, July 15, 1939.

[CHAPTER 310]
July 15, 1939
[S. J. Res. 2]

[Priv. Res., No. 2]

Sgt. Fred W. Stock-
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July 17, 1939
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JOINT RESOLUTION
Providing for consideration of a recommendation for decoration of Sergeant

Fred W. Stockham, deceased.

Whereas on the nights of June 13-14, 1918, at Belleau Woods, Fred
W. Stockham, deceased, formerly a gunnery sergeant, United States
Marine Corps, in action involving actual conflict with the enemy,
distinguished himself conspicuously by gallantry and intrepidity
at the risk of his life above and beyond the call of duty; and

Whereas a citation citing said Fred W. Stockham for the extraor-
dinary heroism displayed by him at such time was written but,
through accident, was not published and is not recorded in the
War Department; and

Whereas no decoration has been awarded to said Fred W. Stockham
for the extraordinary heroism displayed by him at such time:
Therefore be it
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

States of America in Congress assembled, That any recommendation
for decoration by the United States of America of Fred W. Stock-
ham, deceased, formerly a gunnery sergeant, Ninety-sixth Company,
Second Battalion, Sixth Division, United States Marine Corps, shall
be considered and acted upon in the same manner as such recom-
mendation would have been considered and acted upon if it had been
pending on May 26, 1928.

Approved, July 15, 1939.

[CHAPTER 311]
AN ACT

For the relief of Ida A. Deaver.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Ida A. Deaver, widow of Ira C. Deaver, the sum of $109.37, in full
payment of all claims against the United States for the amount
deposited in the Treasury of the United States because of the disal-
lowances by the General Accounting Office of certain payments made
to members of the Sac and Fox Tribe in Oklahoma while he was
superintendent and special disbursing agent of the Shawnee Agency
at Shawnee, Oklahoma: Provided, That any funds accruing in the
future to Noble Brown, Mabel Couteau, Horace Lasley, Harry G.
Wakole, Ambrose Harrison, Thelma McCoy, or their estates shall be
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Payment to. 
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Reimbursement 
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motor lifeboat numbered 4473 and crew of the Siuslaw Station, Flor-
ence, Oregon, on March 7, 1938; and the sum of $5,000 to Mrs. Vern 
A. Needles, Newport, Oregon, widow of Vern A. Needles, who, as a 
member of the crew of the motorboat M. E. Sloan, was drowned when 
such motorboat was capsized and destroyed as aforesaid: Provided, 
That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 
per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any 
agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with 
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the con-
trary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this 
Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction 
thereof shall be fined m any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, July 15, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 310] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Providing for consideration of a recommendation for decoration of Sergeant 
Fred W. Stockham, deceased. 

Whereas on the nights of June 13-14, 1918, at Belleau Woods, Fred 
W. Stockham, deceased, formerly a gunnery sergeant, United States 
Marine Corps, in action involving actual conflict with the enemy, 
distinguished himself conspicuously by gallantry and intrepidity 
at the risk of his life above and beyond the call of duty; and 

Whereas a citation citing said Fred W. Stockham for the extraor-
dinary heroism displayed by him at such time was written but, 
through accident, was not published and is not recorded in the 
War Department; and 

Whereas no decoration has been awarded to said Fred W. Stockham 
for the extraordinary heroism displayed by him at such time: 
Therefore be it 
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 

States of America in, Conyress assembled, That any recommendation 
for decoration by the United States of America of Fred W. Stock-
ham, deceased, formerly a gunnery sergeant, Ninety-sixth Company, 
Second Battalion, Sixth Division, United States Marine Corps, shall 
be considered and acted upon in the same manner as such recom-
mendation would have been considered and acted upon if it had been 
pending on May 26, 1928. 
Approved, July 15, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 311] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Ida A. Deaver. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Ida A. Deaver, widow of Ira C. Deaver, the sum of $109.37, in full 
payment of all claims against the United States for the amount 
deposited in the Treasury- of the United States because of the disal-
lowances by the General Accounting Office of certain payments made 
to members of the Sac and Fox Tribe in Oklahoma while he was 
superintendent and special disbursing agent of the Shawnee Agency 
at Shawnee, Oklahoma; Provided, That any funds accruing in the 
future to Noble Brown, Mabel Couteau, Horace Lasley, Harry G. 
Wakole, Ambrose Harrison, Thelma McCoy, or their estates shall be 
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used to reimburse the United States for each pro rata share of the
expenditure herein authorized: Provided further, That no part of
the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this claim,
and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall
be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, July 17, 1939.

[CHAPTER 312]
AN ACT

For the relief of the Barkman Lumber Company.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the Barkman Lumber
Company, of East Tawas, Michigan, the sum of $310.48, in full satis-
faction of its claims against the United States for the remission of
liquidated damages deducted from amounts otherwise due it for
lumber and building materials furnished the United States Forest
Service, Department of Agriculture, under unnumbered contracts
dated May 29, 1936, and under contract numbered ER-A9fs-100,
dated June 9, 1936, and contract numbered ER-A9fs-ccc-1126, dated
June 10, 1936: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or
delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be
unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person
violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a mis-
demeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, July 17, 1939.
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[CHAPTER 317]
AN ACT

For the relief of William Carl Laude.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of Labor be, and is hereby, authorized and directed to record the
permanent residence of William Carl Laude as of August 29, 1936,
and that the warrant of deportation be canceled, and William Carl
Laude shall not again be subject to deportation proceedings for the
reasons set forth in said warrant, and that by the terms of this Act
he shall not be permitted to become a naturalized citizen of the
United States unless and until he shall leave the United States and
reenter in a lawful way in full compliance with the existing law.

Upon the enactment of this Act the Secretary of State shall instruct
the proper quota-control officer to deduct one number from the non-
preference category of the quota during the current year.

Approved, July 17, 1939.

July 17, 1939
[8. 1291]

[Private, No. 981

William Carl Laude.
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used to reimburse the United States for each pro rata share of the 
expenditure herein authorized: Provided further, That no part of 
the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum 
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or 
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, 
and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be 
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall 
be fined in any sum not exceeding 81,000. 

Approved, July 17, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 312] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of the Barkman Lumber Company. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the Barkman. Lumber 
Company, of East Tawas, Michigan, the sum of $310.48, in full satis-
faction of its claims against the United States for the remission of 
liquidated damages deducted from amounts otherwise due it for 
lumber and building materials furnished the United States Forest 
Service, Department of Agriculture, under unnumbered contracts 
dated May 29, 1936, and under contract numbered ER-A9fs-100, 
dated June 9, 1936, and contract numbered ER-A9fs-ccc-1126, dated 
June 10, 1936: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated 
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or 
delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of 
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be 
unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person 
violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a mis-
demeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum 
not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, July 17, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 317] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of William Carl Laude. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of Labor be, and is hereby, authorized and directed to record the 
permanent residence of William Carl Laude as of August 29, 1936, 
and that the warrant of deportation be canceled, and William Carl 
Laude shall not again be subject to deportation proceedings for the 
reasons set forth in said warrant, and that by the terms of this Act 
he shall not be permitted to become a naturalized citizen of the 
United States unless and until he shall leave the United States and 
reenter in a lawful way in full compliance with the existing law. 
Upon the enactment of this Act the Secretary of State shall instruct 

the proper quota-control officer to deduct one number from the non-
preference category of the quota during the current year. 
Approved, July 17, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 325]
July 18, 1939

i8. 289]
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AN ACT
For the relief of the West Virginia Company.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the West
Virginia Company, of Charleston, West Virginia, the sum of
$1,876.43, in full satisfaction of its claim against the United States
for reimbursement for the cost of repairing an Acme roller owned
by it which was damaged through the negligence of an employee
of the Works Progress Administration on May 25, 1937, and the
loss of three months' rental for such Acme roller: Provided, That
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10
per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any
agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the con-
trary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this
Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, July 18, 1939.

[CHAPTER 326]
AN ACT

To give proper recognition to the distinguished services of Colonel Ernest Graves.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Colonel Ernest
Graves, United States Army, retired, now on active duty, shall, after
being returned to a retired status, receive the retired pay correspond-
ing to his rank and length of service at the time of said return to
said retired status.

Approved, July 18, 1939.

[CHAPTER 327]
AN ACT

For the relief of S. A. Rourke.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
S. A. Rourke, of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, the sum of $1,377.06,
in full settlement of all claims against the United States, for stor-
age in the Merchants Southwest Fireproof Warehouse Building,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, of eight hundred cases of Old Reserve
tonic from May 3, 1921, to July 6 1923, which said tonic was stored
and held in said warehouse by the United States marshal for the
United States District Court for the Western District of Oklahoma,
pending certain proceedings concerning said tonic in said court:
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

Approved, July 18, 1939.
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July 18, 1939 
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July 18, 1939 
[8. 681] 

[Private, No. 100] 

Col. Ernest Graves. 
Pay on returning to 

retired status. 

July 18, 1939 
[H. R. 733] 

[Private, No. 101] 
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[CHAPTER 325] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of the West Virginia Company. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any 
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the West 
Virginia Company, of Charleston, West Virginia, the sum of 
$1,876.43, in full satisfaction of its claim against the United States 
for reimbursement for the cost of repairing an Acme roller owned 
by it which was damaged through the negligence of an employee 
of the Works Progress Administration on May 25, 1937, and the 
loss of three months rental for such Acme roller: Provided, That 
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 
per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any 
agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with 
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful2 any contract to the con-
trary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this 
Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction 
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, July 18, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 326] 
AN ACT 

To give proper recognition to the distinguished services of Colonel Ernest Graves. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Colonel Ernest 
Graves, United States Army, retired, now on active duty, shall, after 
being returned to a retired status, receive the retired pay correspond-
ing to his rank and length of service at the time of said return to 
said retired status. 
Approved, July 18, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 327] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of S. A. Rourke. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
S. A. Rourke, of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma the sum of $1,377.06, 
in full settlement of all claims against the United States, for stor-
age in the Merchants Southwest Fireproof Warehouse Building, 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, of eight hundred cases of Old Reserve 
tonic from May 3, 1921, to July 6, 1923, which said tonic was stored 
and held in said warehouse by the United States marshal for the 
United States District Court for the Western District of Oklahoma, 
pending certain proceedings concerning said tonic in said court: 
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in 
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or 
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered 
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating 
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed in of a misdemeanor 
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding 
$1,000. 
Approved, July 18, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 332]
AN ACT

For the relief of the Canvas Decoy Company.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the Canvas Decoy
Company, of Union City, Tennessee, the sum of $14,571.94, in full
satisfaction of all claims of such company against the United States
for remission of liquidated damages assessed against such company
under the provisions of two contracts numbered W-669-ECF-563
and W-669-qm-ECF-717, entered into by such company with the
War Department under dates of February 25, 1935, and March 29,
1935, respectively, for the manufacture and delivery of a quantity of
raincoats to the War Department: Provided, That no part of the
amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined
i any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, July 19, 1939.

[CHAPTER 333]
AN ACT

For the relief of Otis M. Culver, Samuel E. Abbey, Joseph Reger, and August
H. Krueger.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in the admin-
istration of the pension laws or any laws conferring rights, privi-
leges, or benefits upon persons honorably discharged from the United
States Army Otis M. Culver, Samuel E. Abbey, Joseph Reger, and
August H. Krueger shall be held and considered to have been honor-
ably discharged on December 10, 1898, as privates Company C,
Third Battalion, Fourth Regiment Wisconsin Volunteer Infan-
try, United States Army: Provided, That no pension, back pay,
bounty, or other benefit shall be held to have accrued by reason of
this Act prior to its passage.

Approved, July 19, 1939.
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[CHAPTER 360]
AN ACT

For the relief of Margaret B. Nonnenberg.

Be it enacted by the Senate and the House of Representatives of
the United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Sec-
retary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appro-
priated, to Margaret B. Nonnenberg, of Wilkinsburg, Pennsylvania,
the sum of $2,500, in full settlement of all claims against the United
States for personal and bodily injuries sustained by her on November
16, 1936, at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, when the automobile in which
she was a passenger was struck by a Government Plymouth sedan,
operated by a Government employee in connection with the Civilian
Conservation Corps, while the said operator was in the performance

July 25, 1939
[H. R. 3081]

[Private, No. 104]

Margaret B. Non-
nenberg.

Payment to.
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[CHAPTER 332] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of the Canvas Decoy Company. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the Canvas Decoy 
Company, of Union City, Tennessee, the sum of $14,571.94, in full 
satisfaction of all claims of such company against the United States 
for remission of liquidated damages assessed against such company 
under the provisions of two contracts numbered W-669-ECF-563 
and W-669-qm-ECF-717, entered into by such company with the 
War Department under dates of February 25, 1935, and March 29, 
1935, respectively, for the manufacture and delivery of a quantity of 
raincoats to the War Department: Provided, That no part of the 
amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof 
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on 
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the 
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. 
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed 
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined 
in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, July 19, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 333] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Otis M. Culver, Samuel E. Abbey, Joseph Reger, and August 
H. Krueger. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in the admin-
istration of the pension laws or any laws conferring rights, privi-
leges, or benefits upon persons honorably discharged from the United 
States Army Otis M. Culver, Samuel E. Abbey, Joseph Reger, and 
August H. Krueger shall be held and considered to have been honor-
ably discharged on December 10, 1898, as privates, Company C, 
Third Battalion, Fourth Regiment Wisconsin Volunteer Infan-
try, United States Army: Provided, That no pension, back pay., 
bounty, or other benefit shall be held to have accrued by reason of 
this Act prior to its passage. 
Approved, July 19, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 360] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Margaret B. Nonnenberg. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and the House of Representatives of 
the United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Sec-
retary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed 
to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appro-
priated, to Margaret B. Nonnenberg, of Wilkinsburg, Pennsylvania, 
the sum of $2,500, in full settlement of all claims against the United 
States for personal and bodily injuries sustained by her on November 
16, 1936, at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, when the automobile in which 
she was a passenger was struck by a Government Plymouth sedan, 
operated by a Government employee in connection with the Civilian 
Conservation Corps, while the said operator was in the performance 
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Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

of his duty: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in
this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services ren-
dered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

Approved, July 25, 1939.

[CHAPTER 361]
July 25, 1939
[H. R. 36141

[Private, No. 105]

Frank M. Croman.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

AN ACT
For the relief of Frank M. Croman.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Frank M. Croman, of Newark, New Jersey, the sum of $718.85, in
full settlement of all claims against the United States for personal
injuries and property damages sustained as result of collision between
the claimant's automobile and a United States Army truck, which
collision occurred on the 19th day of April 1938, at about 3:30
postmeridian, on Dual Highway Numbered 40, at Poplar, Maryland:
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

Approved, July 25, 1939.

[CHAPTER 362]
July 25, 1939
[H. R. 4391]

[Private, No. 106]

AN ACT
For the relief of H. W. Hamlin.

n

ti

.w. Hamin Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Payment to.n'  United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary

of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
H. W. Hamlin the sum of $246.50, in full settlement of all claims
against the United States, for damages caused by a collision of the
launch Venis, the property of the said H. W. Hamlin, with a
submerged beacon of the Lighthouse Service off the Mount Pleasant

Proviso shore in the harbor of Charleston, South Carolina, on December 27,
Limitationonattor- 1916: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this

ey's, etc.,fees. Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to
or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered

Penalty or iola in connection with this claim? and the same shall be unlawful, any
ion. contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the

provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

Approved, July 25, 1939.
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of his duty: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in 
this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered 
to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services ren-
dered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, 
any contract to the contrary. notwithstanding. Any person violating 
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor 
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding 
$1,000. 
Approved, July 25, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 361] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Frank M. Croman. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated., to 
Frank M. Croman, of Newark, New Jersey, the sum of $718.85, in 
full settlement of all claims against the United States for personal 
injuries and property damages sustained as result of collision between 
the claimant's automobile and a United States Army truck, which 
collision occurred on the 19th day of April 1938, at about 3: 30 
postmeridian, on Dual Highway Numbered 40, at Poplar, Maryland: 
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in 
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or 
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in 
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed g uilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding 
$1,000. 
Approved, July 25, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 362] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of H. W. Hamlin. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
H. W. Hamlin the sum of $246.50, in full settlement of all claims 
against the United States, for damages caused W. a collision of the 
launch Venis, the property of the said H. W. Hamlin, with a 
submerged beacon of the Lighthouse Service off the Mount Pleasant 
shore in the harbor of Charleston, South Carolina, on December 27, 
1916: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this 
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to 
or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered 
in connection with this claim; and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding 
$1,000. 
Approved, July 25, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 363]
AN ACT

For the relief of Captain Robert E. Coughlin.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States be, and he is hereby, authorized
and directed to adjust and settle the claim of Captain Robert E.
Coughlin, Engineer Corps, United States Army, in the sum of $165
on account of stoppage of pay as the result of alleged neglect of duty
while stationed at Fort Worden, Washington, during the year 1922,
and to certify the same to Congress for an appropriation.

Approved, July 25, 1939.

[CHAPTER 364]
AN ACT

For the relief of John Marinis, Nicolaos Elias, Ihoanis or Jean Demetre Votsitsanos,
and Michael Votsitsanos.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That John Marinis,
Nicolaos Elias, Ihoanis or Jean Demetre Votsitsanos, and Michael
Votsitsanos, all residents of Tarpon Springs, Florida, engaged in deep-
sea diving for sponges, shall each be permitted to remain in the United
States, and shall not be subject to deportation on the grounds of unlaw-
ful residence in the United States, so long as engaged in deep-sea diving
for sponges.

Approved, July 25, 1939.

[CHAPTER 365]
AN ACT

To provide a posthumous advancement in grade for the late Ensign Joseph Hester
Patterson, United States Navy.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the President
is hereby authorized to issue posthumously to the late Ensign Joseph
Hester Patterson, United States Navy, a commission as a lieutenant
(junior grade) of the Navy with the date of rank as of June 4, 1939.

Approved, July 25, 1939.

[CHAPTER 380]
AN ACT

For the relief of Marguerite Kuenzi.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Marguerite Kuenzi, Mayville, Wisconsin, the sum of $2,500. The
payment of such sum shall be in full settlement of all claims against
the United States for damages sustained by the said Marguerite
Kuenzi as the result of personal injuries received on March 24, 1936,
when a partition, constituting part of the interior of the post office
at Prairie du Sac, Wisconsin, fell and struck her: Provided, That no
part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any
agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the con-
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July 25, 1939
[H. R. 4617]

[Private, No. 107]

Capt. Robert E.
Coughlin.

Adjustment of claim.

July 25, 1939
[H. R. 5494]

[Private, No. 108]

John Marinis and
others.

Permission to re-
main in United States;
condition.

July 25, 1939
[1I. R. 7052]

[Private, No. 109]

Ensign Joseph lles-
ter Patterson.

Post humoll us ai-
vancrlleent ill grade
authorized.

July 26, 1939
[H. R. 1883]

[Private, No. 110]

Marguerite Kuenzi.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.
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[CHAPTER 363] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Captain Robert E. Coughlin. 

Be it enacted by the ,Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States be, and he is hereby, authorized 
and directed to adjust and settle the claim of Captain Robert E. 
Coughlin, Engineer Corps, United States Army, in the sum of $165 
on account of stoppage of pay as the result of alleged neglect of duty 
while stationed at Fort Worden, Washington, during the year 1922, 
and to certify the same to Congress for an appropriation. 
Approved, July 25, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 364] 
AN ACT 

July 25, 1939 
[H. R. 4617] 

[Private, No. 107] 

Capt. Robert E. 
Coughlin. 
Adjustment of claim. 

July 25, 1939 
For the relief of John Marinis, Nicolaos Elias, Ihoanis or Jean Demetre Votsitsanos,  [Et. R. 5494]  

and Michael Votsitsanos. [Private, No. 108] 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That John Marinis, 
Nicolaos Elias, Ihoanis or Jean Demetre Votsitsanos, and Michael 
Votsitsanos, all residents of Tarpon Springs, Florida, engaged in deep-
sea diving for sponges, shall each be permitted to remain in the United 
States, and shall not be subject to deportation on the grounds of unlaw-
ful residence in the United States, so long as engaged in deep-sea diving 
for sponges. 
Approved, July 25, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 365] 
AN ACT 

To provide a posthumous advancement in grade for the late Ensign Joseph Hester 
Patterson, United States Navy. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the President 
is hereby authorized to issue posthumously to the late Ensign Joseph 
Hester Patterson, United States Navy, a commission as a lieutenant 
(junior grade) of the Navy with the date of rank as of June 4, 1939. 
Approved, July 25, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 380] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Marguerite Kuenzi. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Marguerite Kuenzi, Mayville, Wisconsin, the sum of $2,500. The 
payment of such sum shall be in full settlement of all claims against 
the United States for damages sustained by the said Marguerite 
Kuenzi as the result of personal injuries received on March 2,4, 1936, 
when a partition, constituting part of the interior of the post office 
at Prairie du Sac, Wisconsin, fell and struck her: Provided, That no 
part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per 
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any 
agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with 
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the con-

John Marinis and 
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Permission to re-
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condition. 

July 25, 1939 
[II. R. 7052] 

[Private, No. 109] 

Ensign Joseph I fes-
ter Patterson. 
Posthumous ad-

vancement in grade 
authorized. 

July 26, 1939 
[H. R. 1883] 

[Private, No. 110] 

Marguerite Kuenzi. 
Payment to. 
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Limitation on attor-
ney's, etc., fees. 
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trary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this
Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, July 26, 1939.

[CHAPTER 381]
July 26, 1939
[H. R. 3305]

[Private, No. 111]

Capt. Charles G.
Clement.

Military record cor-
rected.

Proviso.
No back pay, etc.

AN ACT
For the relief of Charles G. Clement.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That
in the administration of any laws conferring rights, privileges,
or benefits upon honorably discharged soldiers, their widows or
dependents, Captain Charles G. Clement, Company E, Three Hun-
dred and Twenty-eighth Infantry, shall be held and considered to
have been honorably discharged from the military service of the
United States on August 14, 1918: Provided, That no back pay or
pension shall be held to have accrued prior to the approval of this
Act.

Approved, July 26, 1939.

[CHAPTER 3821
July 26, 1939
[H. R. 4155]

[Private, No. 112]

Mary A. Brummal.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., tees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

AN ACT
For the relief of Mary A. Brummal.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Mary A. Brummal, of Berkeley California, the sum of $500, in full
settlement of all claims against the United States for injuries received
when struck by the automobile of a special-delivery messenger on duty
for the Post Office Department at Berkeley, California, February 28,
1938: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act
in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

Approved, July 26, 1939.

[CHAPTER 391]
July 27,193 AN ACT
[nH. R. 2] For the relief of Virginia Guthrie, Jake C. Aaron, and Thomas W. Carter, Junior.

[Private, No. 113]

Virginia Outhrie
and others.

Payments to.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such
sum or sums, amounting in the aggregate not to exceed $1,200, as
may be required by the Postmaster General to reward Virginia Guthrie,
Jake C. Aaron, and Thomas W. Carter, Junior, for the apprehension
of Doctor H. R. Hege, in connection with the mailing of a parcel
containing a bomb. The amount to be rewarded to each person is to
be determined by the Postmaster General, and to be accepted in full
settlement of all claims of the said Virginia Guthrie, Jake C. Aaron,
and Thomas W. Carter, Junior, against the United States for their
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Penalty for viola-
tion. 

July 26, 1939 
[H. R. 3305] 

[Private, No. 111] 

Capt. Charles G. 
Clement. 
Military record cor-

rected. 

Proviso. 
No back pay, etc. 

July 26, 1939 
[H. It. 4155] 

[Private, No. 112] 

Mary A. Brummal. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

July 27, 1939 
[H. R. 2903] 

[Private, No. 113] 

Virginia Guthrie 
and others. 
Payments to. 

trary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this 
Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction 
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, July 26, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 381] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Charles G. Clement. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives 
of the United States of America in Congress assmbled, That 
in the administration of any laws conferring rights, privileges, 
or benefits upon honorably discharged soldiers, their widows or 
dependents, Captain Charles G. Clement, Company E, Three Hun-
dred and Twenty-eighth Infantry, shall be held and considered to 
have been honorably discharged from the military service of the 
United States on August 14, 1918: Provided, That no back pay or 
pension shall be held to have accrued prior to the approval of this 
Act. 
Approved, July 26, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 382] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Mary A. Brummal. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Mary A. Brummal, of Berkeley, California, the sum of $500, in full 
settlement of all claims against the United States for injuries received 
when struck by the automobile of a special-delivery messenger on duty 
for the Post Office Department at Berkeley, California, February 28, 
1938: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act 
in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or 
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered 
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding 
$1,000. 
Approved, July 26, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 391] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Virginia Guthrie, Jake C. Aaron, and Thomas W. Carter, Junior. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and Howe of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such 
sum or sums, amounting in the aggregate not to exceed $1,200, as 
may be required by the Postmaster General to reward Virginia Guthrie, 
Jake C. Aaron, and Thomas W. Carter, Junior, for the apprehension 
of Doctor H. R. liege, in connection with the mailing of a parcel 
containing a bomb. The amount to be rewarded to each person is to 
be determined by the Postmaster General, and to be accepted in full 
settlement of all claims of the said Virginia Guthrie, Jake C. Aaron, 
and Thomas W. Carter, Junior, against the United States for their 
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parts in said apprehension: Provided, That no part of the amount
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, July 27, 1939.
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Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

[CHAPTER 392]
AN ACT

For the relief of William S. Huntley.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
William S. Huntley, Saint Louis, Missouri, the sum of $3,500. The
payment of such sum shall be in full settlement of all claims against
the United States for damages sustained by the said William S.
Huntley on account of the death of his minor son, Irwin Huntley,
who was killed on May 30, 1937, at or near Grante City, Illinois,
when he was struck by a United States Department of the Interior
truck in the service of the Resettlement Administration work camp
at Grafton, Illinois: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid
or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be
unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person
violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, July 27, 1939.

[CHAPTER 394]
AN ACT

Authorizing the President to present a Distinguished Service Medal to Rear
Admiral Harry Ervin Yarnell, United States Navy.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the President
is authorized to present a Distinguished Service Medal to Rear
Admiral Harry Ervin Yarnell, United States Navy, for his skill and
devotion to duty displayed during his tour of duty beginning October
30, 1936, as commander in chief of the United States Asiatic Fleet.

Approved, July 28, 1939.

July 27, 1939
[H. R. 4762]

[Private, No. 1141

William S. Huntley.
Payment to.

Proiso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

July 28, 1939
[S. 24q2]

[Private, No. 116]

Rear Admiral
Harry Ervin Yarnell.

Presentation of Dis-
tinguished Service
Medal to, authorized.

[CHAPTER 402]
AN ACT

For the relief of Anna Elizabeth Watrous.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That
the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
and directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, to Anna Elizabeth Watrous, of Baltimore, Maryland,
the sum of $500. Such sum shall be in full settlement of all claims
for damages against the United States on account of injuries

July 31, 1939
[H. R. 542]

[Private, No. 116]

Anna Elizabeth
Watrous.

Payment to.
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parts in said apprehension: Provided, That no part of the amount 
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be 
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account 
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall 
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any 
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of 
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum 
not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, July 27, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 392] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of William S. Huntley. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
William S. Huntley, Saint Louis, Missouri, the sum of $3,500. The 
payment of such sum shall be in full settlement of all claims against 
the United States for damages sustained by the said William S. 
Huntley on account of the death of his minor son2 Irwin Huntley, 
who was killed on May 30, 1937, at or near Granite City, Illinois, 
when he was struck by a United States Department of the Interior 
truck in the service of the Resettlement Administration work camp 
at Grafton, Illinois: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid 
or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of 
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be 
unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person 
violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a 
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum 
not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, July 27, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 394] 
AN ACT 

Authorizing the President to present a Distinguished Service Medal to Rear 
Admiral Harry Ervin Yarnell, United States Navy. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the President 
is authorized to present a Distinguished Service Medal to Rear 
Admiral Harry Ervin Yarne112 United States Navy, for his skill and 
devotion to duty displayed during his tour of duty beginning October 
30, 1936, as commander in chief of the United States Asiatic Fleet. 
Approved, July 28, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 402] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Anna Elizabeth Watrous. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives 
of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That 
the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized 
and directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise 
appropriated, to Anna Elizabeth Watrous, of Baltimore, Maryland, 
the sum of $500. Such sum shall be in full settlement of all claims 
for damages against the United States on account of injuries 
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July 31, 1939
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[Private, No. 117]
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July 31, 1939
[H. R. 3623]

[Private, No. 118]

Capt. Clyde E.
Steele.

Payment to.
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ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

sustained by the said Anna Elizabeth Watrous when she was struck
by a large rock blasted from a quarrying job under the control of
the Works Progress Administration in Honolulu, Territory of
Hawaii, on October 5, 1936: Provided, That no part of the amount
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same
shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined
in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, July 31, 1939.

[CHAPTER 403]
AN ACT

For the relief of W. E. R. Covell.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
W. E. R. Covell, of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, the sum of $1,025, in
full and final settlement of all claims against the United States for
loss of and damage to personal property in a flood which occurred
on March 17, 1936, while the same was stored in the United States
Depot Lock Numbered 2, Ohio River, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania:
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

Approved, July 31, 1939.

[CHAPTER 404]
AN ACT

For the relief of Captain Clyde E. Steele, United States Army.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Captain Clyde E. Steele, of the United States Army, the sum of
$715.61, in full settlement of all claims against the United States on
account of loss of two packages, numbered 54 and 55, containing
rugs, occurring in transit from the Presidio of San Francisco, Cali-
fornia, to Fort Thomas, Kentucky, incident to his change of station
under Special Orders, Numbered 122, War Department, dated May
22, 1936, as amended by Special Orders, Numbered 272, dated Novem-
ber 16, 1936: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in
this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rend-
ered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding

Approved, J1, 19000.Approved, July 31, 1939.
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sustained by the said Anna Elizabeth Watrous when she was struck 
by a large rock blasted from a quarrying job under the control of 
the Works Progress Administration in Honolulu, Territory of 
Hawaii, on October 5, 1936: Provided, That no part of the amount 
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be 
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account 
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same 
shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. 
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed 
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined 
in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, July 31, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 403] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of W. E. R. Covell. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
W. E. R. Covell, of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, the sum of $1,025, in 
full and final settlement of all claims against the United States for 
loss of and damage to personal property in a flood which occurred 
on March 17, 1936, while the same was stored in the United States 
Depot Lock Numbered 2, Ohio River, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: 
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in 
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or 
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in 
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding 
$1,000. 

Approved, July 31, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 404] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Captain Clyde E. Steele, United States Army. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Captain Clyde E. Steele, of the United States Army, the sum of 
$715.61, in full settlement of all claims against the United States on 
account of loss of two packages, numbered 54 and 55, containing 
rugs2 occurring in transit from the Presidio of San Francisco, Cali-
fornia, to Fort Thomas, Kentucky, incident to his change of station 
under Special Orders, Numbered 122, War Department, dated May 
22, 1936, as amended by Special Orders, Numbered 272, dated Novem-
ber 16, 1936: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in 
this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered 
to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rend-
ered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, 
any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating 
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor 
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding 
$1,000. 
Approved, July 31, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 405]
AN ACT

For the relief of the Allegheny Forging Company.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That
the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
and directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, to the Allegheny Forging Company, of Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, the sum of $11,699.36, in full settlement of all claims
against the United States for losses sustained in connection with its
contract with the War Department for the delivery of steel, executed
in June 1920, and for a refund of cash deposited under said contract:
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

Approved, July 31, 1939.

[CHAPTER 406]
AN ACT

For the relief of John G. Wynn.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
John G. Wynn, of Brandon, Mississippi, as legal guardian of his
minor son, John G. Wynn, Junior, the sum of $2,500, in full settle-
ment of all claims against the United States for injuries sustained
by said John G. Wynn, Junior, on May 13, 1938, on account of negli-
gence on the part of employees of the Works Progress Administra-
tion in Brandon, Mississippi: Provided, That no part of the amount
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centuin thereof shall be
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any
sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, July 31, 1939.

[CHAPTER 407]
AN ACT
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For the relief of Mr. and Mrs. John Shebestok, parents of Constance and Lois July31,1939
Shebestok. [Private, No. 121]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Mr. and Mrs. John
Shebestok, of Cleveland, Ohio, the sum of $3,500, in full settlement
of all claims against the United States for the death of their
daughter, Constance Shebestok, and injuries sustained by their daugh-
ter Lois Shebestok, on December 15, 1933, as a result of being struck
by a truck in the service of the Civil Works Administration and

Mr. and Mrs. John
Shebestok.

Payment to.
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[CHAPTER 405] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of the Allegheny Forging Company. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives 
of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That 
the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized 
and directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise 
appropriated, to the Allegheny Forging Company, of Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania, the sum of $11,699.36, in full settlement of all claims 
against the United States for losses sustained in connection with its 
contract with the War Department for the delivery of steel, executed. 
in June 1920, and for a refund of cash deposited under said contract: 
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in 
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or 
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in 
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding 
$1,000. 
Approved, July 31, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 406] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of John G. Wynn. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
John G. Wynn, of Brandon, Mississippi, as legal guardian of his 
minor son, John G. Wynn, Junior, the sum of $2,500, in full settle-
ment of all claims against the United States for injuries sustained 
by said John G. Wynn, Junior, on May 13, 1938, on account of negli-
gence on the part of employees of the Works Progress Administra-
tion in Brandon, Mississippi: Provided, That no part of the amount 
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be 
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account 
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall 
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any 
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty 
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any 
sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, July 31, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 407] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Mr. and Mrs. John Shebestok, parents of Constance and Lois 
Shebestok. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Mr. and Mrs. John 
Shebestok, of Cleveland, Ohio, the sum of $3,500, in full settlement 
of all claims against the United States for the death of their 
daughter, Constance Shebestok, and injuries sustained by their daugh-
ter Lois Shebestok, on December 15, 1933, as a result of being struck 
by a truck in the service of the Civil Works Administration and 
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operated by an employee of the Civil Works Administration: Pro-
vided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess
of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received
by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to
the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions
of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, July 31, 1939.

[CHAPTER 422]
AN ACT

For the relief of Fae Banas.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Fae Banas, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, the sum of $1,719.80, in
full satisfaction of her claim against the United States for injuries
suffered as the result of a collision with a Civilian Conservation
Corps truck on route 331, eight miles north of Tampa, Florida, on the
7th day of December 1934 at 12 o'clock noon: Provided, That no part
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 4, 1939.

[CHAPTER 423]
AN ACT

For the relief of Dorothy Clair Hester, daughter of E. R. Hester.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is hereby authorized and directed to pay, out of
any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to E. R.
Hester, of Arcadia, Louisiana, for the benefit of his minor daughter,
Dorothy Clair Hester, the sum of $316.35, in full satisfaction of her
claim against the United States for permanent injury received when
she was struck by a Civilian Conservation Corps truck as it passed
along the Arcadia-Bryceland Highway in Arcadia, Louisiana, March
7, 1936: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to
or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

Approved, August 4, 1939.
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operated by an employee of the Civil Works Administration: Pro-
vided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess 
of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received 
by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection 
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to 
the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions 
of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon 
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, July 31, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 422] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Fae Banas. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Fae Banas, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, the sum of $1,719.80, in 
full satisfaction of her claim against the United States for injuries 
suffered as the result of a collision with a Civilian Conservation 
Corps truck on route 331, eight miles north of Tampa, Florida, on the 
7th day of December 1934 at 12 o'clock noon: Provided, That no part 
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum 
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or 
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this 
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed- guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 4, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 423] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Dorothy Clair Hester, daughter of E. R. Hester. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is hereby authorized and directed to pay, out of 
any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to E. R. 
Hester, of Arcadia, Louisiana, for the benefit of his minor daughter, 
Dorothy Clair Hester, the sum of $316.35, in full satisfaction of her 
claim against the United States for permanent injury received when 
she was struck by a Civilian Conservation Corps truck as it passed 
along the Arcadia-Bryceland Highway in Arcadia, Louisiana, March 
7, 1936: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this 
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to 
or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered 
in connection with this claim and the same shall be unlawful any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding 
$1,000. 
Approved, August 4, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 424]
AN ACT

For the relief of Hannis Hoven.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Hannis Hoven, of Jackson, Alabama, the sum of $2,500, in full and
final settlement of his claim against the United States for permanent
injuries sustained June 3, 1937, when the automobile in which he was
a passenger was struck by a Chevrolet coupe, tag numbered 13-688,
D. A. U. S. A., which was being driven by one Gaylord Willard, an
employee of the United States Department of Agriculture, in the city
of Mobile, Alabama: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid
or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be
unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person
violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misde-
meanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not
exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 4, 1939.
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[CHAPTER 425]
AN ACT

For the relief of Thomas A. Ross.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Thomas A. Ross, chief boatswain, United States Coast Guard, the
sum of $250, in full settlement of all claims against the United
States for loss of, or damage to, personal property and effects result-
ing from the fire which occurred at Nome, Alaska, on September 17,
1934: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to
or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

Approved, August 4, 1939.

[CHAPTER 428]
AN ACT

To confer jurisdiction upon the Court of Claims to hear, determine, and render
judgment upon the claim of the Borg-Warner Corporation.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That jurisdiction
is hereby conferred upon the Court of Claims to hear, determine, and
render judgment in such amount as it deems may be equitably due,
notwithstanding the lapse of time, or any statute of limitations, or
any limitation upon the jurisdiction of such court with respect to
claims upon any contract implied in law, upon the claim of the Borg-
Warner Corporation, in its own right and as successor to the Marvel
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[CHAPTER 424] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Hannis Hoven. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Hannis Hoven, of Jackson, Alabama, the sum of $2,500, in full and 
final settlement of his claim against the United States for permanent 
injuries sustained June 3, 1937, when the automobile in which he was 
a passenger was struck by a Chevrolet coupe, tag numbered 13-688, 
D. A. U. S. A., which was being driven by one Gaylord Willard, an 
employee of the United States Department of Agriculture, in the city 
of Mobile, Alabama: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess a lo per centum thereof shall be paid 
or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of 
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be 
unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person 
violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misde-
meanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not 
exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 4, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 425] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Thomas A. Ross. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to _pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Thomas A. Ross, chief boatswain, United States Coast Guard, the 
sum of $250, in full settlement of all claims against the United 
States for loss of, or damage to, personal property and effects result-
ing from the fire which occurred at Nome, Alaska, on September 17, 
1934: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this 
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to 
or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered 
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding 
$1,000. 
Approved, August 4, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 428] 
AN ACT 

To confer jurisdiction upon the Court of Claims to hear, determine, and render 
judgment upon the claim of the Borg-Warner Corporation. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That jurisdiction 
is hereby conferred upon the Court of Claims to hear, determine, and 
render judgment in such amount as it deems may be equitably due, 
notwithstanding the lapse of time, or any statute of limitations, or 
any limitation upon the jurisdiction of such court with respect to 
claims upon any contract implied in law, upon the claim of the Borg-
Warner Corporation, in its own right and as successor to the Marvel 
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28 U. . C. § 250.
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Carbureter Company (formerly a wholly owned subsidiary of the
Borg-Warner Corporation) against the United States in connection
with the development of fuel-injection systems for use on military air-
craft: Provided, however, That such damages shall not exceed the
actual moneys expended by the said Borg-Warner Corporation and
the Marvel Carbureter Company in connection with this said develop-
ment during the calendar years 1927 to 1936, inclusive.

SEC. 2. Such claim shall be instituted by or on behalf of the Borg-
Warner Corporation within one year after the date of the enactment
of this Act. Proceedings in any suit before the Court of Claims
under this Act, and review thereof and payment of any judgment
therein, shall be had as in the case of claims over which such court
has jurisdiction under section 145 of the Judicial Code, as amended.

Approved, August 4, 1939.

[CHAPTER 458]
August 5,1939
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[Private, No. 127]
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Time for filing
claim.

AN ACT

For the relief of Jessie M. Durst.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That sections 17
and 20 of the Act entitled "An Act to provide compensation for
employees of the United States suffering injuries while in the per-
formance of their duties, and for other purposes", approved Septem-
ber 7, 1916, as amended, are hereby waived in favor of Jessie M.
Durst, who is alleged to have suffered injuries on or about May 25,
1936 while in the performance of her duties as an employee of the
Works Progress Administration, at Fond du Lac, Wisconsin: Pro-
vided, That no benefit shall accrue prior to the approval of this
Act: And provided further, That such claim be filed within six
months after the passage of this Act.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 459]
August 5, 1939

[S. 1081]
[Private, No. 128]

John B. Jones.
Benefits of World

War Adjusted Com-
pensation Act ex-
tended to.

43 Stat. 121.
38 U.S. C. ch. 11;

Supp. IV, ch. 11.

AN ACT
For the relief of John B. Jones.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That John B.
Jones, who served as a first lieutenant, One Hundred and Forty-third
Regiment United States Infantry, shall be entitled to apply for
benefits of the World War Adjusted Compensation Act, as amended
and supplemented, in the same manner as other officers and enlisted
men of the United States Army who served during the World War,
and who were discharged under honorable conditions, and upon
presentation of proper proof to receive such compensation.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 460]
August 5, 1939

[8.12111
[Private, No. 129]

Jesse Claud Bran-
son.

Payment to.

AN ACT
For the relief of Jesse Claud Branson.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to
pay out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
to Jesse Claud Branson, of Kansas City, Missouri, the sum of $3,000.
Said sum shall be in full settlement of his claim against the United
States on account of damages sustained by him when he was injured
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Carbureter Company (formerly a wholly owned subsidiary of the 
Borg-Warner Corporation), against the United States in connection 
with the development of fuel-injection systems for use on military air-
craft: Provided, however, That such damages shall not exceed the 
actual moneys expended by the said Borg-Warner Corporation and 
the Marvel Carbureter Company in connection with this said develop-
ment during the calendar years 1927 to 1936, inclusive. 
SEC. 2. Such claim shall be instituted by or on behalf of the Borg-

Warner Corporation within one year after the date of the enactment 
of this Act. Proceedings in any suit before the Court of Claims 
under this Act, and review thereof and payment of any judgment 
therein, shall be had as in the case of claims over which such court 
has jurisdiction under section 145 of the Judicial Code, as amended. 
Approved, August 4, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 458] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Jessie M. Durst. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That sections 17 
and 20 of the Act entitled "An Act to provide compensation for 
employees of the United States suffering injuries while in the per-
formance of their duties, and for other purposes", approved Septem-
ber 7, 1916, as amended, are hereby waived in favor of Jessie M. 
Durst, who is alleged to have suffered injuries on or about May 25, 
1936, while in the performance of her duties as an employee of the 
Works Progress Administration, at Fond du Lac, Wisconsin: Pro-
vided, That no benefit shall accrue prior to the approval of this 
Act: And provided further, That such claim be filed within six 
months after the passage of this Act. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 459] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of John B. Jones. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That John B. 
Jones, who served as a first lieutenant, One Hundred and Forty-third 
Regiment United States Infantry, shall be entitled to apply for 
benefits of the World War Adjusted Compensation Act, as amended 
and supplemented, in the same manner as other officers and enlisted 
men of the United States Army who served during the World War, 
and who were discharged under honorable conditions, and upon 
presentation of proper proof to receive such compensation. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 460] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Jesse Claud Branson. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to 
pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, 
to Jesse Claud Branson, of Kansas City, Missouri, the sum of $3,000. 
Said sum shall be in full settlement of his claim against the United 
States on account of damages sustained by him when he was injured 
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and his automobile damaged by a United States rural mail carrier's
automobile in a collision at the intersection of a side road with
United States Route Numbered 50, about two miles east of Walton,
Kansas, on April 29, 1937: Provided, That no part of the amount
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 461]
AN ACT

For the relief of Ernest Clinton and Frederick P. Deragisch.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Ernest Clinton, of
Portland, Oregon, the sum of $1,028.17, and to Frederick P.
Deragisch, of Portland, Oregon, the sum of $175.56, such payments
being in reimbursement of sums which they were required to pay
from their personal funds on account of stamps which were stolen,
without their neglect or malfeasance, from stamp stocks with which
they were charged at the post office in Portland, Oregon: Provided,
That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10
per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any
agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the con-
trary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this
Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 5, 1939.
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August 5, 1939
[S. 1229]

[Private, No. 130]

Ernest Clinton and
Frederick P. Dera-
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Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

[CHAPTER 462]
AN ACT

For the relief of Grace S. Taylor.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Grace S. Taylor, Kensington, Maryland, the sum of $100. The pay-
ment of such sum shall be in full settlement of all claims against the
United States on account of personal injuries sustained by the said
Grace S. Taylor when the automobile which she was driving was
struck, on March 12, 1937, in Washington, District of Columbia, by
an automobile owned by the Veterans' Administration and operated
by an employee of such department: Provided, That no part of the
amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney
on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and
the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall
be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

August 5, 1939
[S. 1339]

[Private, No. 131]

Grace S. Taylor.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.
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and his automobile damaged by a United States rural mail carrier's 
automobile in a collision at the intersection of a side road with 
United States Route Numbered 50, about two miles east of Walton, 
Kansas, on April 29, 1937: Provided, That no part of the amount 
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be 
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account 
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall 
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any 
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of 
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum 
not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 461] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Ernest Clinton and Frederick P. Deragisch. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Ernest Clinton, of 
Portland, Oregon, the sum of $1,028.17, and to Frederick P. 
Deragisch, of Portland, Oregon, the sum of $175.56, such payments 
being in reimbursement of sums which they were required to pay 
from their personal funds on account of stamps which were stolen, 
without their neglect or malfeasance, from stamp stocks with which 
they were charged at the post office in Portland, Oregon: Provided, 
That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 
per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any 
agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with 
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the con-
trary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this 
Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction 
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 462] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Grace S. Taylor. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Grace S. Taylor, Kensington, Maryland, the sum of $100. The pay-
ment of such sum shall be in full settlement of all claims against the 
United States on account of personal injuries sustained by the said 
Grace S. Taylor when the automobile which she was driving was 
struck, on March 12, 1937, in Washington, District of Columbia, by 
an automobile owned by the Veterans' Administration and operated 
by an employee of such department: Provided, That no part of the 
amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof 
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney 
on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and 
the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be 
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall 
be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 
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August 5, 1939
8. 1901]

[Private, No. 132]

Sgt. Maj. Leonard
E. Browning.

Promotion to rank
of captain, on retire-
ment.

Proviso.
No ay increase

above that now au-
thorized.

43 Stat. 472.
34 U.S. C. § 999.

August 6,1939
[S. 2067]

[Private, No. 133]

Leslie J. Frane and
Charles Frane.

Payments to.

Protso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

[CHAPTER 463]
AN ACT

To extend to Sergeant Major Leonard E. Browning, United States Marine Corps,
the benefits of the Act of May 7, 1932, providing highest World War rank to
retired enlisted men.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Sergeant
Major Leonard E. Browning, United States Marine Corps, upon
retirement after thirty years' service in the Army and Marine Corps
(double time for service in the Philippines and China included),
be placed on the retired list of the United States Marine Corps with
the rank of captain: Provided, That no increase in active or retired
pay or allowances shall result from the passage of this Act over
and above that now authorized under the Act of June 6, 1924, to
enlisted men on the retired list.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 464]
AN ACT

For the relief of Leslie J. Frane and Charles Frane.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Leslie J. Frane, of Fort Wayne, Indiana, the sum of $1,948.50, and
to Charles Frane, the sum of $3,995.25, in full settlement of all their
claims against the United States for injuries and expenses incurred
by Leslie J. Frane, and for the death of Mrs. Charles Frane, when
the car in which they were traveling was struck by a Works Progress
Administration truck on September 13, 1938: Provided, That no part
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 465]
August 5, 1939

[8. 2114]
(Pivate, No. 134]

Virginia Pearson.
Payment to.

Promio.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

AN ACT
For the relief of Virginia Pearson.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to
pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
to Virginia Pearson, of Bellingham, Washington, the sum of $121.40,
in full satisfaction of her claim against the United States for
expenses incurred as the result of an accident involving a Govern-
ment truck operated in connection with the Civilian Conservation
Corps, at the intersection of Maple and Jersey Streets, Bellingham,
Washington, on March 27, 1938: Provided, That no part of the
amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney
on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and
the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
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August 6, 1939 
[8. 1901) 

[Private, No. 132) 
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thorised. 
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August 5, 1939 
rs. 2o67) 

[Private, No. 133] 

Leslie J. Frane and 
Charles Frane. 
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August 5, 1939 
[S. 2114]  

[Private, No. 134] 

Virginia Pearson. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

[CHAPTER 4631 
AN ACT 

To extend to Sergeant Major Leonard E. Browning, United States Marine Corps, 
the benefits of the Act of May 7, 1932, providing highest World War rank to 
retired enlisted men. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Sergeant 
Major Leonard E. Browning, United States Marine Corps, upon 
retirement after thirty years' service in the Army and Marine Corps 
(double time for service in the Philippines and China included), 
be placed on the retired list of the United States Marine Corps with 
the rank of captain: Provided, That no increase in active or retired 
pay or allowances shall result from the passage of this Act over 
and above that now authorized under the Act of June 6, 1924, to 
enlisted men on the retired list. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 464] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Leslie J. Frane and Charles Frane. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated., to 
Leslie J. Franc, of Fort Wayne, Indiana, the sum of $1,948.50, and 
to Charles Frane, the sum of $3,995.25, in full settlement of all their 
claims against the United States for injuries and expenses incurred 
by Leslie J. Frane, and for the death of Mrs. Charles Franc, when 
the car in which they were traveling was struck by a Works Progress 
Administration truck on September 13, 1938: Provided, That no part 
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum 
thereof shall be paid- or delivered to or received by any agent or 
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this 
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 465] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Virginia Pearson. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to 
pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, 
to Virginia Pearson, of Bellingham, Washington, the sum of $121.40, 
in full satisfaction of her claim against the United States for 
expenses incurred as the result of an accident involving a Govern-
ment truck operated in connection with the Civilian Conservation 
Corps., at the intersection of Maple and Jersey Streets, Bellingham, 
Washington, on March 27, 1938: Provided, That no part of the 
amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof 
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney 
on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and 
the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
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standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be iPenalty for viola-

deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall t
be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 466]
AN ACT

For the relief of Floyd M. Dunscomb.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Floyd M. Dunscomb, Norvell, Michigan, the sum of $175, in full
settlement of all claims against the United States for the value of
personal property owned by Floyd M. Dunscomb and destroyed by
fire at Camp Bewabic, Crystal Falls, Michigan, on February 13, 1937,
while said Floyd M. Dunscomb was an employee of the Civilian
Conservation Corps: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid
or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 467]
AN ACT

For the relief of Franklin C. Richardson.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwithstand-
ing the provisions of section 1118 of the Revised Statutes of the
United States, the Secretary of War is hereby authorized to reenlist
in the United States Army Franklin C. Richardson, private, Hawai-
ian Casual Section, First Recruit Company of the Overseas Discharge
and Replacement Depot, Fort Slocum, New York (serial number
6944754), on such future dates as the said Franklin C. Richardson
may make application for reenlistment: Provided, That he meets the
other requirements for reenlistment in the Army.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 468]
AN ACT

For the relief of Corinne W. Bienvenu (nee Corinne Wells).

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in the admin-
istration of any laws conferring rights, privileges, or benefits upon
honorably discharged members of the Army Nurse Corps Corinne
W. Bienvenu, who served under her maiden name of Corinne Wells as
a Reserve nurse, shall hereafter be held and considered to have been
honorably discharged from the military service of the United States
as a Reserve nurse on December 29, 1917: Provided, That no bounty,
back pay, pension, or allowance shall be held to have accrued prior
to the passage of this Act.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

August 5, 1939
Is. 2275]

[Private, No. 135]

Floyd M. Duns-
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Military record cor-
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standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be 
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall 
be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 466] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Floyd M. Dunscomb. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Floyd M. Dunscomb, Norvell, Michigan, the sum of $175, in full 
settlement of all claims against the United States for the value of 
personal property owned by Floyd M. Dunscomb and destroyed by 
fire at Camp Bewabic, Crystal Falls, Michigan, on February 13, 1937, 
while said Floyd M. Dunscomb was an employee of the Civilian 
Conservation Corps: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid 
or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of 
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall 
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any 
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of 
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum 
not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 467] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Franklin C. Richardson. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwithstand-
ing the _provisions of section 1118 of the Revised Statutes of the 
United States, the Secretary of War is hereby authorized to reenlist 
in the United States Army Franklin C. Richardson, private, Hawai-
ian Casual Section, First Recruit Company of the Overseas Discharge 
and Replacement Depot, Fort Slocum, New York (serial number 
6944754), on such future dates as the said Franklin C. Richardson 
may make application for reenlistment: Provided, That he meets the 
other requirements for reenlistment in the Army. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 468] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Corinne W. Bienvenu (nee Corinne Wells). 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in the admin-
istration of any laws conferring rights, privileges, or benefits upon 
honorably discharged members of the Army Nurse Corps Corinne 
W. Bienvenu, who served under her maiden name of Corinne Wells as 
a Reserve nurse, shall hereafter be held and considered to have been 
honorably discharged from the military service of the United States 
as a Reserve nurse on December 29, 1917: Provided, That no bounty, 
back pay, pension, or allowance shall be held to have accrued prior 
to the passage of this Act. 

Approved, August 5, 1939. 
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August 5, 1939
[S. 2513]
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wegian Government
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[CHAPTER 469]
AN ACT

[53 STAT.

For the relief of certain persons whose property was damaged or destroyed as a
result of the crashes of two airplanes of the United States Navy at East Brain-
tree, Massachusetts, on April 4, 1939.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Henry J. Madden, of East Braintree, Massachusetts, the sum of
$10,194.94; to Thomas Mallen, of East Braintree, Massachusetts, the
sum of $205; to Albert J. De Coste, of East Braintree, Massachusetts,
the sum of $695; to Mrs. Herbert E. Bess, of East Braintree, Massa-
chusetts, the sum of $124.50; to Anselm A. Bjornson, of East Brain-
tree, Massachusetts, the sum of $3,885.25; to Victoria B. Frazier, of
East Braintree, Massachusetts, the sum of $140.75; to the Mutual
Federal Savings and Loan Association, of Whitman, Massachusetts,
the sum of $50; to Mrs. Edward R. Osborne, of East Braintree,
Massachusetts, the sum of $25; to the water department of the town
of Braintree, Massachusetts, the sum of $106.24; to William Mac Faun,
of South Weymouth, Massachusetts, the sum of $198.75; and to Mary
Marshall, of South Braintree, Massachusetts, the sum of $105; said
sums to be in full settlement of all claims against the United States
for damage to the properties of the said Henry J. Madden, Thomas
Mallen, Albert J. De Coste, Mrs. Herbert E. Bess, Anselm A. Bjorn-
son, Victoria B. Frazier, Mutual Federal Savings and Loan Asso-
ciation, of Whitman, Massachusetts, Mrs. Edward R. Osborne, water
department, town of Braintree, William Mac Faun, and Mary Mar-
shall, sustained on April 4, 1939, by reason of the crashes of two
airplanes of the United States Navy at East Braintree Massachusetts:
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received
by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 470]
AN ACT

To authorize Leonhard Stejneger, of the United States National Museum, to
accept certain decoration from the Norwegian Government.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Leonhard
Stejneger, of the United States National Museum, be authorized to
accept and wear the decoration of Commander of the Royal Norwegian
Order of Saint Olav, tendered him by the Norwegian Government in
recognition of his scientific work, and further that the Department
of State be authorized to deliver said decoration to the said Leonhard
Stejneger.

Approved, August 5, 1939.
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[CHAPTER 469] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of certain persons whose property was damaged or destroyed as a 
result of the crashes of two airplanes of the United States Navy at East Brain-
tree, Massachusetts, on April 4, 1939. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Henry J. Madden, of East Braintree, Massachusetts, the sum of 
$10,194.94; to Thomas Mallen, of East Braintree, Massachusetts, the 
sum of $205; to Albert J. De Costs, of East Braintree, Massachusetts, 
the sum of $695; to Mrs. Herbert E. Bess, of East Braintree, Massa-
chusetts, the sum of $124.50; to Anselm A. Bjornson, of East Brain-
tree, Massachusetts, the sum of $3,885.25; to Victoria B. Frazier, of 
East Braintree, Massachusetts, the sum of $140.75; to the Mutual 
Federal Savings and Loan Association, of Whitman, Massachusetts, 
the sum of $50; to Mrs. Edward R. Osborne, of East Braintree, 
Massachusetts, the sum of $25; to the water department of the town 
of Braintree, Massachusetts, the sum of $106.24; to William Mac Faun, 
of South Weymouth, Massachusetts, the sum of $198.75; and to Mary 
Marshall, of South Braintree, Massachusetts, the sum of $105; said 
sums to be in full settlement of all claims against the United States 
for damage to the properties of the said Henry J. Madden, Thomas 
Mallen, Albert J. De Costs, Mrs. Herbert E. Bess, Anselm A. Bjorn-
son, Victoria B. Frazier, Mutual Federal Savings and Loan Asso-
ciation, of Whitman, Massachusetts, Mrs. Edward R. Osborne, water 
department2 town of Braintree, William Mac Faun, and Mary Mar-
shall, sustained on April 4, 1939, by reason of the crashes of two 
airplanes of the United. States Navy at East Braintree, Massachusetts: 
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in 
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received 
by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection 
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the 
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of 
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction 
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 470] 
AN ACT 

To authorize Leonhard Stejneger, of the United States National Museum, to 
accept certain decoration from the Norwegian Government. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Leonhard 
Stejneger, of the United States National Museum, be authorized to 
accept and wear the decoration of Commander of the Royal Norwegian 
Order of Saint Olav, tendered him by the Norwegian Government in 
recognition of his scientific work, and further that the Department 
of State be authorized to deliver said decoration to the said Leonhard 
Stejneger. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 471]
AN ACT

For the relief of Ada Fuller.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, and
in full settlement of all claims against the Government of the United
States, the sum of $150 to Ada Fuller, of Atlanta, Georgia, for per-
sonal injuries received as the result of being struck by a Works
Progress Administration truck in Atlanta, Georgia, on November 20,
1935: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to
or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

August 5, 1939
[H. R. 2102]

[Private, No. 140]

Ada Fuller.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

[CHAPTER 472]
AN ACT

For the relief of G. E. Williams.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the
sum of $163.74 to G. E. Williams, of Denison, Texas, in full satisfac-
tion of his claim against the United States for damages incurred as
a result of the cancelation on December 3, 1935, of the contract num-
bered ER-Tps 66-979, awarded him on November 18, 1935, by the
Treasury Department, to furnish one thousand cubic yards of sand
for use on a Works Progress Administration project in Sherman,
Texas: Provided, That no part of the alounllt al)propriated in this
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or attorney on account of service rendered in
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any con-
tract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the pro-
visions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 473]
AN ACT

For the relief of the estate of Frank M. Smith.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
the estate of Frank M. Smith, deceased, formerly of Kerens, Texas,
the sum of $2,500, on account of the death of the said Frank M.
Smith, who was killed on January 5, 1939, as result of a fall into an
unguarded open drainage ditch of a Works Progress Administration
project in the southwestern part of Kerens, in Navarro County,

August 5, 1939
[H. R. 25141

[Private, No. 141]

G. E. Williams.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

August 5, 1939
[H. R. 4261]

[Private, No. 142]

Frank M. Smith.
Payment to estate

of.
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[CHAPTER 471] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Ada Fuller. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, and 
in full settlement of all claims against the Government of the United 
States, the sum of $150 to Ada Fuller, of Atlanta, Georgia, for per-
sonal injuries received as the result of being struck by a Works 
Progress Administration truck in Atlanta, Georgia, on November 20, 
1935: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this 
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to 
or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered 
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding 
$1,000. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 472] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of G. E. Williams. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the 
sum of $163.74 to G. E. Williams, of Denison, Texas, in full satisfac-
tion of his claim against the United States for damages incurred as 
a result of the cancelation on December 3, 1935, of the contract num-
bered ER—Tps 66-979, awarded him on November 18, 1935, by the 
Treasury Department, to furnish one thousand cubic yards of sand 
for use on a Works Progress Administration project in Sherman, 
Texas: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this 
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or 
received by any agent or attorney on account of service rendered in 
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any con-
tract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the pro-
visions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon 
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 473] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of the estate of Frank M. Smith. 

Re it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
the estate of Frank M. Smith, deceased, formerly of Kerens, Texas, 
the sum of $2,500, on account of the death of the said Frank M. 
Smith, who was killed on January 5, 1939, as result of a fall into an 
unguarded open drainage ditch of a Works Progress Administration 
project in the southwestern part of Kerens, in Navarro County, 

August 5, 1939 
[II. R. 2102] 

[Private, No. 140[ 

Ada Fuller. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

August 5, 1939 
[H. R. 2514] 

[Private, No. 141] 

G. E. Williams. 
Payment to. 

Previte. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

August 5, 1939 
[H. R. 4261] 

[Private, No. 1421 

Frank M. Smith. 
Payment to estate 

of. 
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Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

August 5, 1939
[H. R. 4732]

[Private, No. 143]

George M. Corri-
veau.

License to practice
chiropractic in D. C.,
granted to.

45 Stat. 1335.
20 D. C. Code i 140.

Texas: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to
or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 474]
AN ACT

To provide for the issuance of a license to practice chiropractic in the District of
Columbia to George M. Corriveau.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, notwith-
standing any limitation relating to the time within which an appli-
cation for a license must be filed, the Commission on Licensure to
Practice the Healing Art in the District of Columbia is authorized
and directed to issue a license to practice chiropractic in the District
of Columbia to George M. Corriveau in accordance with the provi-
sions of the Act of Congress entitled "An Act to regulate the practice
of the healing art to protect the public health in the District of
Columbia", approved February 27, 1929, and on condition that the
said George M. Corriveau shall be found by said Commission to be
otherwise qualified to practice under the provisions of said Act.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 475]
AN ACT

August 5, 1939
[H. R. 4733] To provide for the issuance of a license to practice chiropractic in the District of

[Private, No. 144] Columbia to Laura T. Corriveau.

Laura T. Corriveau.
License to practice

chiropractic in D. C.,
granted to.

45 Stat. 1335.
20 D. C. Code 1 140.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, notwithstand-
ing any limitation relating to the time within which an application
for a license must be filed, the Commission on Licensure to Practice
the Healing Art in the District of Columbia is authorized and
directed to issue a license to practice chiropractic in the District of
Columbia to Laura T. Corriveau in accordance with the provisions
of the Act of Congress entitled "An Act to regulate the practice of
the healing art to protect the public health in the District of Colum-
bia", approved February 27, 1929, and on condition that the said
Laura T. Corriveau shall be found by said Commission to be other-
wise qualified to practice under the provisions of said Act.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 476]
August 5,1939

[E. B. 4847]
[Private, No. 145]

Leland J. Belding.
Payment to.

AN ACT
For the relief of Leland J. Belding.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Leland J. Belding the sum of $800, in full settlement of all claims
against the United States for loss and damage to personal possessions
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Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

August 5, 1939 
[H. R. 4732]  To provide for the issuance of a license to practice chiropractic in the District of 

[Private, No. 143] Columbia to George M. Corriveau. 

Texas: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this 
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to 
or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered 
in connection with this claim. and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding 
$1,000. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 474] 
AN ACT 

George M. Corti-
VOSU. 
License to practice 

chiropractic in D. C., 
granted to. 

45 Stat. 1335. 
20 D. C. Code 140. 

August 5, 1939 
[H. R. 4733] 

[Private, No. 144] 

Laura T. Corriveau. 
License to practice 

chiropractic in 13. C., 
granted to. 

45 Stat. 1335. 
20 D. C. Code 140. 

August 5, 1939 
[H. R. 4847] 

[Private, No. 145] 

Leland J. Belding. 
Payment to. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, notwith-
standing any limitation relating to the time within which an appli-
cation for a license must be filed, the Commission on Licensure to 
Practice the Healing Art in the District of Columbia is authorized 
and directed to issue a license to practice chiropractic in the District 
of Columbia to George M. Corriveau in accordance with the provi-
sions of the Act of Congress entitled "An Act to regulate the practice 
of the healing art to protect the public health in the District of 
Columbia", approved February 27, 1929, and on condition that the 
said George M. Corriveau shall be found by said Commission to be 
otherwise qualified to practice under the provisions of said Act. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 475] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the issuance of a license to practice chiropractic in the District of 
Columbia to Laura T. Corriveau. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, notwithstand-
ing any limitation relating to the time within which an application 
for a license must be filed, the Commission on Licensure to Practice 
the Healing Art in the District of Columbia is authorized and 
directed to issue a license to practice chiropractic in the District of 
Columbia to Laura T. Corriveau in accordance with the provisions 
of the Act of Congress entitled "An Act to regulate the practice of 
the healing art to protect the public health in the District of Colum-
bia", approved February 27, 1929, and on condition that the said 
Laura T. Corriveau shall be found by said Commission to be other-
wise qualified to practice under the provisions of said Act. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 476] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Leland J. Belding. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated-, to 
Leland J. Belding the sum of $800, in full settlement of all claims 
against the United States for loss and damage to personal possessions 
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resulting from the wrecking of the coastwise vessel Helena on July
28, 1929, upon the San Juan bar: Provided, That no part of the
amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined
in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 484]
AN ACT

For the relief of Imogene Enley.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Imogene Enley, of Honolulu, Territory of Hawaii, the sum of $171.20.
Such sum shall be in full settlement of all claims for damages against
the United States on account of injuries sustained by the said Imo-
gene Enley when an Army truck collided at the Pearl City Junction,
Territory of Hawaii, on June 27, 1936, with the parked car of which
she was an occupant, said car having been halted by order of the
military police to allow a gun convoy to pass: Provided, That no
part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per cen-
tum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this claim,
and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary not-
withstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall
be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 5, 1939.
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Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

August 5, 1939
[H. R. 543]

[Private, No. 146]

Imogene Enley.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

[CHAPTER 485]
AN ACT

For the relief of William H. Keesey.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
William H. Keesey, of Frewsburg, Chautauqua County, New York
the sum of $1,300.50 in full settlement of all claims against the United
States on account of personal injuries incurred in a collision on
September 30, 1935, between an automobile which he was driving and
a Government vehicle operated in connection with the Civilian Con-
servation Corps, same being numbered U. S. C. C. C. 3520, near
Jamestown, New York: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid
or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

August 5, 1939
[H. R. 1436]

[Private, No. 147]

William H. Keesey.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.
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resulting from the wrecking of the coastwise vessel Helena on July 
28, 1929, upon the San Juan bar: Provided, That no part of the 
amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof 
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on 
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the 
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. 
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed 
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined 
in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 484] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Imogene Enley. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Imogene Enley, of Honolulu, Territory of Hawaii, the sum of $171.20. 
Such sum shall be in full settlement of all claims for damages against 
the United States on account of injuries sustained by the said Imo-
gene Enley when an Army truck collided at the Pearl City Junction, 
Territory of Hawaii, on June 27, 1936, with the parked car of which 
she was an occupant, said car having been halted by order of the 
military police to allow a gun convoy to pass: Provided, That no 
part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per cen-
tum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or 
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, 
and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary not-
withstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall 
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall 
be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 485] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of William H. Keesey. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
William H. Keesey, of Frewsburg, Chautauqua County, New York, 
the sum of $1,300.50 in full settlement of all claims against the United 
States on account of personal injuries incurred in a collision on 
September 30, 1935, between an automobile which he was driving and 
a Government vehicle operated in connection with the Civilian Con-
servation Corps, same being numbered U. S. C. C. C. 3520, near 
Jamestown, New York: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid 
or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of 
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall 
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any 
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of 
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum 
not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

August 5, 1939 
[H. R. 543] 

[Private, No. 146] 

Imogene Enley. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

August 5, 1939 
[H. R. 1436] 

[Private, No. 147] 

William H. Keesey. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 
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[CHAPTER 4861
AN ACTAugust 5, 1939

[H. R. 3157] For the relief of Franklin Lopez, administrator of the goods, chattels, and credits
[Private, No. 148] which were of Alice C. Lopez, deceased.

Alice C. Lopez.
Payment to estate

of.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

August 
5

, 1
9 3 9

[H. R. 3337]
[Private, No. 149]

Arthur Weltner.
Provisions of Em-

ployees' Compensa-
tion Act extended to
estate of.

39 Stat. 746, 747.
U. S. 0. §§ 765-770.

Provisos.
Time for filing

claim.
No prior benefits.

August 5, 1939
[H. R. 3345]

[Private, No. 150]

Ninety Six Oil Mill,
Ninety Six, S. C.

Payment to.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Franklin Lopez, administrator of the goods, chattels, and credits
which were of Alice C. Lopez, deceased, late of New York City, New
York, the sum of $5,000, in full satisfaction of its claim against the
United States for the death of said Alice C. Lopez, who was struck
and killed by a United States mail truck (registration number
429141), at the intersection of West Twenty-third Street and Eighth
Avenue in New York City on December 28, 1932: Provided, That no
part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this claim,
and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary not-
withstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall
be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 487]
AN ACT

For the relief of the estate of Arthur Weltner.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwithstand-
ing the provisions and limitations of sections 15 to 20, both inclusive,
of the Act entitled "An Act to provide compensation for employees
of the United States suffering injuries while in the performance of
their duties, and for other purposes", approved September 7, 1916, as
amended, the United States Employees' Compensation Commission
be, and the same is hereby, authorized and directed to receive and
consider, when filed the claim of the estate of Arthur Weltner, for-
merly of Arverne, Long Island, New York, for damages as a result
of the death of Arthur Weltner, alleged to have been caused by
injuries suffered by him in performance of his duties in the Civilian
Conservation Corps during the period October 26, 1936, to December
15, 1936: Provided, That claim hereunder shall be filed within six
months after the approval of this Act: Provided further, That no
benefits shall accrue prior to the enactment of this Act.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 488]
AN ACT

For the relief of the Ninety Six Oil Mill, of Ninety Six, South Carolina.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to D.
M. Lipscomb, sole surviving trustee of Ninety Six Oil Mill, Ninety
Six, South Carolina, the sum of $5,842.76, balance due on cotton
linters in accordance with the findings of fact made by the Court
of Claims under date of May 2, 1938.

Approved, August 5, 1939.
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August 5, 1939 
[11. R. 3157j 

[Private, No. 148] 

Alice C. Lopez. 
Payment to estate 

of. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

August 5, 1939 
[H. R. 3337] 

[Private, No. 149] 

Arthur Weltner. 
Provisions of Era. 

ployees' Compensa-
tion Act extended to 
estate of. 

39 Stat. 746, 747. 
5 U. S. C. §§ 765-770. 

Provisos. 
Time for filing 

claim. 
No prior benefits. 

August 5, 1939 
Ill. R. 3345] 

[Private, No. 150] 

Ninety Six Oil Mill, 
Ninety Six, S. C. 
Payment to. 

[CHAPTER 4861 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Franklin Lopez, administrator of the goods, chattels, and credits 
which were of Alice C. Lopez, deceased. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Franklin Lopez, administrator of the goods, chattels, and credits 
which were of Alice C. Lopez, deceased, late of New York City, New 
York, the sum of $5,000, in full satisfaction of its claim against the 
United States for the death of said Alice C. Lopez, who was struck 
and killed by a United States mail truck (registration number 
429141), at the intersection of West Twenty-third Street and Eighth 
Avenue in New York City on December 28, 1932: Provided, That no 
part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum 
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or 
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, 
and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary not-
withstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall 
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall 
be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 487] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of the estate of Arthur Wenner. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwithstand-
ing the provisions and limitations of sections 15 to 20, both inclusive, 
of the Act entitled "An Act to provide compensation for employees 
of the United States suffering injuries while in the performance of 
their duties, and for other purposes", approved September 7, 1916, as 
amended, the United States Employees' Compensation Commission 
be, and the same is hereby, authorized and directed to receive and 
consider, when filed the claim of the estate of Arthur W eltner, for-
merly of Arverne,Long Island, New York, for damages as a result 
of the death of Arthur Weltner, alleged to have been caused by 
injuries suffered by him in performance of his duties in the Civilian 
Conservation Corps during the period October 26, 1936, to December 
15, 1936: Provided, That claim hereunder shall be filed within six 
months after the approval of this Act: Provided further, That no 
benefits shall accrue prior to the enactment of this Act. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 488] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of the Ninety Six Oil Mill, of Ninety Six, South Carolina. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to D. 
M. Lipscomb, sole surviving trustee of Ninety Six Oil Mill, Ninety 
Six, South Carolina, the sum of $5,842.76, balance due on cotton 
linters in accordance with the findings of fact made by the Court 
of Claims under date of May 2, 1938. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 489]
AN ACT

For the relief of J. Aristide Lefevre.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay
to J. Aristide Lefevre, of Holyoke, Massachusetts, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $108, in full
settlement of all claims against the United States for reimbursement
of the amount paid by the said J. Aristide Lefevre in settlement of a
judgment rendered against him in favor of Corrine E. Dupuis, of
Willimansett, Massachusetts, who was injured on August 13, 1936,
as a result of being struck by a United States mail truck operated by
him in the regular performance of his duties as an employee of the
Post Office Department: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid
or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be
unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person
violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a mis-
demeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not
exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 4901
AN ACT

For the relif of Corabell Wuensch, Jackie Lee Wuensch, and Mary Rainbolt.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Corabell Wuensch and the legal guardian of her son, Jackie Lee
Wuensch, both of rural route numbered 2, Bargersville, Indiana, the
sums of $200 and $453.10, respectively; to Mary Rainbolt, of rural
route numbered 2, Bargersville, Indiana, the sum of $1,886.35; in all,
$2,539.45 in full settlement of all claims against the Government of
the United States for personal injuries sustained by them as a result
of negligence on the part of an employee of the United States in the
operation of a Civilian Conservation Corps truck when it struck the
vehicle in which they were passengers, eight miles southwest of
Bloomington, Indiana, on State Road Numbered 45, on October 13,
1936: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any con-
tract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

August 5, 1939
[H. R. 3569]

[Private, No. 151]

J. Aristide Lefevre.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

August 5, 1939
[H. R. 4264]

[Private, No. 152]

Corabell Wuensch
and others.

Payments to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

[CHAPTER 491]
AN ACT

For the relief of Charles Enslow.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to
pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
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August 5, 1939
[H. R. 4609]

[Private, No. 153]

Charles Enslow.
Payment to.
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[CHAPTER 489] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of J. Aristide Lefevre. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay 
to J. Aristide Lefevre, of Holyoke, Massachusetts, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $108, in full 
settlement of all claims against the United States for reimbursement 
of the amount paid by the said J. Aristide Lefevre in settlement of a 
judgment rendered against him in favor of Corrine E. Dupuis, of 
Willimansett, Massachusetts, who was injured on August 13, 1936, 
as a result of being struck by a United States mail truck operated by 
him in the regular performance of his duties as an employee of the 
Post Office Department: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid 
or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of 
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be 
unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person 
violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a mis-
demeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not 
exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 490] 
AN ACT 

For the relif of Corabell Wuensch, Jackie Lee Wuensch, and Mary Rainbolt. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Corabell Wuensch and the legal guardian of her son, Jackie Lee 
Wuensch, both of rural route numbered 2, Bargersville, Indiana, the 
sums of $200 and $453.10, respectively; to Mary Rainbolt, of rural 
route numbered 2, Bargersville, Indiana, the sum of $1,886.35; in all, 
$2,539.45 in full settlement of all claims against the Government of 
the United States for personal injuries sustained by them as a result 
of negligence on the part of an employee of the United States in the 
operation of a Civilian Conservation Corps truck when it struck the 
vehicle in which they were passengers, eight miles southwest of 
Bloomington, Indiana, on State Road Numbered 45, on October 13, 
1936: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this 
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or 
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in 
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any con-
tract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 491] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Charles Enslow. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to 
pay, out of any money in the Treasury net otherwise appropriated, 

August 5, 1939 
H. R. 3569] 

[Private, No. 151] 

J. Aristide Lefevre. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

August 5, 1939 
[H. R. 4264] 

[Private, No. 152] 

Corabell Wuensch 
and others. 
Payments to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

August 5, 1939 
[H. R. 4609] 

[Private, No. 153] 

Charles Enslow. 
Payment to. 
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Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.
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to Charles Enslow, of Kingfisher, Kingfisher County, Oklahoma, the
sum of $1,200, in full settlement of all claims against the United
States for injuries received April 24, 1938, at the United States
Penitentiary, Leavenworth, Kansas: Provided, That no part of the
amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney
on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and
the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall
be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 492]

August 5, 1939
[H. R. 5056]

[Private, No. 154]

Nicholas Contopou-
los.

Permanent resi-
dence permitted; can-
celation of deporta-
tion order, etc.

Naturalization only
on certain conditions.

Deduction from
non-preference cte-
gory of quota during
current year.

AN ACT
For the relief of Nicholas Contopoulos.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of Labor be, and is hereby, authorized and directed to record the
permanent residence of Nicholas Contopoulos as of the year 1921,
and that the warrant of deportation be canceled, and Nicholas Conto-
poulos shall not again be subject to deportation proceedings for the
reasons set forth in said warrant, and that by the terms of this Act
he shall not be permitted to become a naturalized citizen of the United
States unless and until he shall leave the United States and reenter
in a lawful way in full compliance with the existing law.

Upon the enactment of this Act the Secretary of State shall instruct
the proper quota-control officer to deduct one number from the non-
preference category of the quota during the current year.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 496]

August 5, 1939
Is. 1258]

[Private, No. 155]

Rent-A-Car Com-
pany.

Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

AN ACT
For the relief of the Rent-A-Car Company.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the Rent-A-Car Com-
pany, of Memphis, Tennessee, the sum of $144.80, in full satisfaction
of its claim against the United States, for reimbursement of expenses
incurred in repairing an automobile rented on November 14, 1933,
by a special agent of the Department of Justice and damaged while
being used by such person on official business: Provided, That no part
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this claim,
and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be
fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

August 5, 1939 
[H. R. 50561 

[Private, No. 154] 

Nicholas Contopou-
los. 
Permanent resi-

dence permitted; ran-
relation of deporta-
tion order, etc. 

Naturalization only 
on certain conditions. 

Deduction from 
non-preference cate-
gory of quota during 
current year. 

August 5, 1939 
[S. 1258] 

[Private, No. 155] 

Rent-A-Car Com-
pany. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 
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to Charles Enslow, of Kingfisher, Kingfisher County? Oklahoma, the 
sum of $1,200, in full settlement of all claims against the United 
States for injuries received April 24, 1938, at the United States 
Penitentiary, Leavenworth, Kansas: Provided, That no part of the 
amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centurn thereof 
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney 
on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and 
the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be 
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall 
be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 492] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Nicholas Contopoulos. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of Labor be, and is hereby, authorized and directed to record the 
permanent residence of Nicholas Contopoulos as of the year 1921, 
and that the warrant of deportation be canceled, and Nicholas Conto-
poulos shall not again be subject to deportation proceedings for the 
reasons set forth in said warrant, and that by the terms of this Act 
he shall not be permitted to become a naturalized citizen of the United 
States unless and until he shall leave the United States and reenter 
in a lawful way in fall compliance with the existing law. 
Upon the enactment of this Act the Secretary of State shall instruct 

the proper quota-control officer to deduct one number from the non-
preference category of the quota during the current year. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 496] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of the Rent-A-Car Company. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the Rent-A-Car Com-
pany, of Memphis, Tennessee, the sum of $144.80, in full satisfaction 
of its claim against the United States, for reimbursement of expenses 
incurred in repairing an automobile rented on November 14, 1933, 
by a special agent of the Department of Justice and damaged while 
being used by such person on official business: Provided, That no part 
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum 
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or 
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, 
and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be 
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be 
fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 497]
AN ACT

For the relief of Allie Holsomback and Lonnie Taylor.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Allie Holsomback, of Wyatt, Louisiana, the sum of $759, and to
Lonnie Taylor, of Natchez, Mississippi, the sum of $175 in full and
final settlement of all their claims against the United States for
personal injuries and property damage sustained by them on October
28, 1937, near Hodge, Louisiana, when a Ford coach owned by the
Government and operated in connection with the Soil Conservation
Service collided with Allie Holsomback's wagon and a truck owned by
Lonnie Taylor: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or deliv-
ered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services
rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlaw-
ful any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person
violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a mis-
demeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not
exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

[CHAPTER 498]
AN ACT

For the relief of Earl J. Reed and Giles J. Gentry.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Earl J. Reed and Giles J. Gentry, jointly, of West Palm Beach,
Florida, the sum of $1,500, in full settlement of their claim against
the United States for the loss sustained by them on account of the
estreature on April 23 1936, to the United States of their cash-appear-
ance bond deposited by them and conditioned upon the delivery in
the United States District Court for the Southern District of Florida,
in Miami, Florida, in criminal case numbered 4816-M, of one Alva
Slayton O'Dell, by reason of the nonappearance of said Alva Slayton
O'Dell in said court, although said Alva Slayton O'Dell was subse-
quently apprehended on information furnished by said Earl J. Reed
and Giles J. Gentry: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid
or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be
unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person
violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misde-
meanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not
exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 5, 1939.

1503

August 5, 1939
S. 1414]

[Private, No. 156]

Allie Holsomback
and Lonnie Taylor.

Payments to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

August 5, 1939
Is. 1429]

[Private, No. 157]
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Limitation on attor-
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Penalty for viola-
tion.
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[CHAPTER 497] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Allie Holsomback and Lonnie Taylor. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Allie Holsomback, of Wyatt, Louisiana, the sum of $759, and to 
Lonnie Taylor, of Natchez, Mississippi, the sum of $175, in full and 
final settlement of all their claims against the United States for 
personal injuries and property damage sustained by them on October 
28, 1937, near Hodge, Louisiana, when a Ford coach owned by the 
Government and operated in connection with the Soil Conservation 
Service collided with Allie Holsomback's wagon and a truck owned by 
Lonnie Taylor: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated 
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or deliv-
ered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services 
rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlaw-
ful, any contract to the contrary notw ithstanding. Any person 
violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a mis-
demeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not 
exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 4981 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Earl J. Reed and Giles J. Gentry. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Earl J. Reed and Giles J. Gentry, jointly, of West Palm Beach, 
Florida, the sum of $1,500, in full settlement of their claim against 
the United States for the loss sustained by them on account of the 
estreature on April 23, 1936, to the United States of their cash-appear-
ance bond deposited by them and conditioned upon the delivery in 
the United States District Court for the Southern District of Florida, 
in Miami, Florida, in criminal case numbered 4816-M, of one Alva 
Slayton O'Dell, by reason of the nonappearance of said Alva Slayton 
O'Dell in said court, although said Alva Slayton O'Dell was subse-
quently apprehended on information furnished by said Earl J. Reed 
and Giles J. Gentry: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid 
or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of 
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be 
unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person 
violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misde-
meanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not 
exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 499]
AN ACT

For the relief of Hugh A. Smith.

[CHAPTER 522]
August 7, 1939
[H. R. 6362]

[Private, No. 159]

Annie Bearden and
others.

Payments to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

AN ACT
For the relief of Annie Bearden, Ruth Bearden, Essie Burton, Beatrice Carter,

Mary Cobb, Addie Graham, Annie Grant, Sallie Harris, Minerva Holbrooks,
Omie Keese, Sallie Marett, Josie McDonald, Jessie Morris, Martha O'Shields,
Mae Phillips, Leila H. Roach, Belva Surrett, and Shelley Turner.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the
sum of $40 to Annie Bearden, the sum of $25 to Ruth Bearden, the
sum of $35 to Essie Burton, the sum of $30 to Beatrice Carter, the
sum of $35 to Mary Cobb, the sum of $45 to Addie Graham, the sum
of $30 to Annie Grant, the sum of $90 to Sallie Harris, the sum of
$30 to Minerva Holbrooks, the sum of $50 to Omie Keese, the sum of
$45 to Sallie Marett, the sum of $30 to Josie McDonald, the sum of
$110 to Jessie Morris, the sum of $35 to Martha O'Shields, the sum
of $45 to Mae Phillips, the sum of $30 to Leila H. Roach, the sum of
$65 to Belva Surrett, and the sum of $30 to Shelley Turner, in full
settlement of all claims against the United States for loss of personal
property sustained on November 30, 1937, when fire destroyed the
Works Progress Administration sewing room at Westminster, Oconee
County, South Carolina: Provided, That no part of the amount
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any per-
son violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

1504

August , 1939

[Private, No. 158]

[53 STAT.

n

ti

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Hugh A. Smith. United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Payment to. of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money

in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Hugh A. Smith, of
Bend, Oregon, the sum of $220.65, in full satisfaction of his claim
against the United States for expenses incurred, and property dam-
age sustained, by him as a result of a collision between his automo-
bile and a War Department truck which occurred near Fort Canby,

Litaion on atto Washington, on August 12, 1938: Provided, That no part of the
ey's, etc., fees. amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof

shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney
on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and
the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-

Penalty for viola- standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall
be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 5, 1939.
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August 5, 1939 
[S. 2082] 

[Private, No. 158] 

Hugh A. Smith. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

August 7, 1939 
[H. R. 6362] 

[Private, No. 159] 

Annie Bearden and 
others. 
Payments to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

[CHAPTER 499] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Hugh A. Smith. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Hugh A. Smith, of 
Bend, Oregon, the sum of $220.65, in full satisfaction of his claim 
against the United States for expenses incurred, and property dam-
age sustained, by him as a result of a collision between his automo-
bile and a War Department truck which occurred near Fort Canby, 
Washington, on August 12, 1938: Provided, That no part of the 
amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof 
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney 
on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and 
the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
standing. .Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be 
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall 
be fined m any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 5, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 522] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Annie Bearden, Ruth Bearden, Essie Burton, Beatrice Carter, 
Mary Cobb, Addie Graham, Annie Grant, Sallie Harris, Minerva Holbrooks, 
Omie Keese, Sallie Marett, Josie McDonald, Jessie Morris, Martha O'Shields, 
Mae Phillips, Leila H. Roach, Belva Surrett, and Shelley Turner. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the 
sum of $40 to Annie Bearden, the sum of $25 to Ruth Bearden, the 
sum of $35 to Essie Burton, the sum of $30 to Beatrice Carter, the 
sum of $35 to Mary Cobb, the sum of $45 to Addie Graham, the sum 
of $30 to Annie Grant, the sum of $90 to Sallie Harris, the sum of 
$30 to Minerva Holbrooks, the sum of $50 to Omie Keese, the sum of 
$45 to Sallie Marett, the sum of $30 to Josie McDonald, the sum of 
$110 to Jessie Morris, the sum of $35 to Martha O'Shields, the sum 
of $45 to Mae Phillips, the sum of $30 to Leila H. Roach, the sum of 
$65 to Belva Surrett, and the sum of $30 to Shelley Turner, in full 
settlement of all claims against the United States for loss of personal 
property sustained on November 30, 1937, when fire destroyed the 
Works Progress Administration sewing room at Westminster, Oconee 
County, South Carolina: Provided, That no part of the amount 
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be 
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account 
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall 
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any per-
son violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a 
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum 
not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 523]
AN ACT

For the relief of Michael M. Cohen.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Michael M. Cohen, of Boston, Massachusetts, the sum of $1,000,
representing the amount of a United States bond posted by him as
security for an immigration bond executed by him in April 1937, and
conditioned upon the appearance before immigration authorities of
Salvatore Marino, such immigration bond having been forfeited as
a result of the nonappearance of said Salvatore Marino, who was
subsequently apprehended and deported: Provided, That no part
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the con-
trary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this
Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

August 7, 1939
[H. R. 5775]

[Private, No. 160]

Michael M. Cohen.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

[CHAPTER 524]
AN ACT

For the relief of Albert R. Rinke.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwithstand-
ing the provisions and limitations of sections 15 to 20, inclusive, of
the Act entitled "An Act to provide compensation for employees of
the United States suffering injuries while in the performance of their
duties, and for other purposes", approved September 7, 1916, as
amended, the United States Employees' Compensation Commission
be, and the same is hereby, authorized and directed to receive and
consider, if filed within six months after the enactment of this Act,
the claim of Albert R. Rinke, of North Little Rock, Arkansas, for
disability alleged to have been caused by injuries sustained by him
on July 13, 1935, while in the performance of his duties in the
employment of the Civilian Conservation Corps.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

August 7, 1939
[H. R. 4033]

[Private, No. 161]

Albert R. Rinke.
Provisions of Em-

ployees' Compensa-
tion Act extended to.

39 Stat. 746, 747.
5 U.S. C. §§ 765-770.

[CHAPTER 525]
AN ACT

For the relief of Grace Campbell.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Grace Campbell, of Minneapolis, Minnesota, the sum of $47.86, in
full settlement of all claims against the United States for reimburse-
ment of damages paid by the claimant as a result of a collision of her
automobile with United States mail truck numbered X-17388 on
October 30, 1934: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or
delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of

August 7. 1939
[H. R. 3962]

[Private, No. 162]

Grace Campbell.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.
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[CHAPTER 523] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Michael M. Cohen. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated., to 
Michael M. Cohen, of Boston Massachusetts the sum of $1,000, 
representing the amount of a Boston, States blind posted by him as 
security for an immigration bond executed by him in April 1937, and 
conditioned upon the appearance before immigration authorities of 
Salvatore Marino, such immigration bond having been forfeited as 
a result of the nonappearance of said Salvatore Marino, who was 
subsequently apprehended and deported: Provided, That no part 
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum 
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or 
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this 
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the con-
trary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this 
Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction 
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 524] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Albert R. Rinke. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwithstand-
ing the provisions and limitations of sections 15 to 20, inclusive, of 
the Act entitled "An Act to provide compensation for employees of 
the United States suffering inpries while in the performance of their 
duties, and for other purposes", approved September 7, 1916, as 
amended, the United States Employees' Compensation Commission 
be, and the same is hereby, authorized and directed to receive and 
consider, if filed within six months after the enactment of this Act, 
the claim of Albert R. Rinke, of North Little Rock, Arkansas, for 
disability alleged to have been caused by injuries sustained by him 
on July 13, 1935, while in the performance of his duties in the 
employment of the Civilian Conservation Corps. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 525] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Grace Campbell. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Grace Campbell, of Minneapolis, Minnesota, the sum of $47.86, in 
full settlement of all claims against the United States for reimburse-
ment of damages paid by the claimant as a result of a collision of her 
automobile with United States mail truck numbered X-17388 on 
October 30, 1934: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated 
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or 
delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of 

August 7, 1939 
[H. R. 5775] 

[Private, No. 160] 

Michael M. Cohen. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

August 7, 1939 
[H. R. 4033] 

[Private, No. 161] 

Albert R. Rinke. 
Provisions of Em-

ployees' Compensa-
tion Act extended to. 

39 Stat. 740, 747. 
5 U. S. C. §§ 705-770. 

August 7. 1939 
[H. R. 3962] 

[Private, No. 162] 

Grace Campbell. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 
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Penalty for viola-
tion.

services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any
sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 526]
A NT A "T

August 7, 1939
[H. R. 3676] For the relief of C. E. Hendrickson and the Stephenville Hospital, Stephenville,

[Private, No. 163] Texas.

C. E. Hendrickson.
Payment to.

Stephenville Hos-
pital, Stephenville,
Tex.

Payment to.

Prpiso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

August 7, 1939
[H. B. 3156]

[Private, No. 164]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
C. E. Hendrickson, of Parsons, Kansas, the sum of $1,200. The pay-
ment of such sum shall be in full settlement of all claims against the
United States for damages on account of personal injuries received
by the said C. E. Hendrickson when he was struck on November 13,
1937, by a United States Army motorcycle, on Texas State High-
way Numbered 10, between Cresson and Granbury, Hood County,
Texas.

SEC. 2. The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed
to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
to the Stephenville Hospital, Stephenille, Texas, the sum of $410,
in full settlement of all claims against the United States for hos-
pital and medical services furnished by sucpital ital to the said
C. E. Hendrickson in the treatment of personal injuries received bv
him in the manner set forth in section 1 of this Act: Provided, That
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent
or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 527]
AN ACT

For the relief of Anna E. Hurley.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Anna E. turley. United States of Aerica in Congress assembled, That the Secretary

of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any moneys in the Treasury of the United States not otherwise
appropriated, to Anna E. Hurley, of Kansas City, Kansas, the sum
of $1,646.11, in full settlement of all claims against the United States
for damages to real and personal property, not reimbursed by insur-
ance, and for extra expenses thereby necessitated, when, on or about
January 8, 1938, an airplane belonging to and operated by persons
attached to the Naval Reserve aviation base at Kansas City, Kansas,
after failing and being abandoned in midair, crashed into the resi-

Limitatin onatto, dence at 1121 Stewart Avenue, Kansas City, Kansas: Provided, That
ney's etc., fees no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per

centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent
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Penalty 
tion. 

for 
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall 

viola- be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any 
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of 
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any 
sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

August 7, 1939 
[H. R. 3676] 

[Private, No. 163] 

C. E. Hendrickson. 
Payment to. 

Stephenville Hos-
pital, Stephenville, 
Tex. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

August 7, 1939 
[H. R. 3156] 

[Private, No. 164] 

Anna E. Hurley. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

[CHAPTER 526] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of C. E. Hendrickson and the Stephenville Hospital, Stephenville, 
Texas. 

Be it milled by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
C. E. Hendrickson, of Parsons, Kansas, the sum of $1,200. The pay-
ment of such sum shall be in full settlement of all claims .against the 
United States for damages on account of personal injuries received 
by the said C. E. Hendrickson when he was struck on November 13, 
1937, by a United States Army motorcycle, on Texas State High-
way Numbered 10, between Cresson and Granbury, Hood County, 
Texas. 
SEC. 2. The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed 

to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, 
to the Stephenville Hospital, Stephenville, Texas, the sum of $410, 
in full settlement of all claims against the United States for hos-
pital and medical services furnished by such hospital to the said 
C. E. Hendrickson in the treatment of personal injuries received by 
him in the manner set forth in section 1 of this Act: Provided, That 
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per 
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent 
or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this 
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 527] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Anna E. Hurley. 

Be it enacted by Me Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any moneys in the Treasury of the United States not otherwise 

appropriated, to Anna E. Hurley, of Kansas City, Kansas, the sum i of $1,646.11, n full settlement of all claims against the United States 

for damages to real and personal property, not reimbursed by insur-
ance, and for extra expenses thereby necessitated, when, on or about 
January 8, 1938, an airplane belonging to and operated by persons 
attached to the Naval Reserve aviation base at Kansas City, Kansas, 
after failing and being abandoned in midair , crashed into the resi-
dence at 1121 Stewart Avenue, Kansas City, fiansas: Provided, That 
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per 
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent 
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or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act Penalty for viola-
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof tion.
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 528]
AN ACT

For the relief of J. C. Grice.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to J. C. Grice, of
Whittier, North Carolina, the sum of $201.15, in full satisfaction of
his claim against the United States for mileage allowance for travel
performed by means of his personally owned automobile during the
period May 27, 1936, to January 8, 1938, while supervising certain
construction projects for the Department of the Interior on the
Cherokee Reservation at Cherokee, North Carolina: Provided, That
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any
agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the con-
trary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this
Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 529]
AN ACT

For the relief of Sigvard C. Foro.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Sigvard C. Foro, of Duluth, Minnesota, the sum of $2,500, in full
satisfaction of his claim against the United States for personal
injuries and property damages sustained by him when his car was
struck by a Civilian Conservation Corps truck on Highway Numbered
61 at Palmer, Minnesota, on August 5, 1937: Provided, That no part
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attor-
ney on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and
the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstand-
ing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in
any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

August 7, 1939
[S. 891]is. s9]

[Private, No. 165]

J. C. Grice.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola.
tion.

August 7, 1939
[S. 1092]

[Private, No. 166]

Sigvard C. Foro.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.
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or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this 
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 528] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of J. C. Grice. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in. Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to J. C. Grice, of 
Whittier, North Carolina, the sum of $201.15, in full satisfaction of 
his claim against the United States for mileage allowance for travel 
performed by means of his personally owned automobile during the 
period May 27, 1936, to January 8, 1938, while supervising certain 
construction projects for the Department of the Interior on the 
Cherokee Reservation at Cherokee, North Carolina: Provided, That 
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per 
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any 
agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with 
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the con-
trary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this 
Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction 
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 529] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Sigvard C. Fore. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise ap?ropriated, to 
Sigvard C. Foro, of Duluth, Minnesota, the sum of 82,500, in full 
satisfaction of his claim against the United States for personal 
injuries and property damages sustained by him when his car was 
struck by a Civilian Conservation Corps truck on Highway Numbered 
61 at Palmer, Minnesota, on August 5, 1937: Provided, That no part 
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum 
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attor-
ney on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and 
the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstand-
ing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed 
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in 
any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

August 7, 1939 
[S. 891] 

[Private, No. 165] 

J. C. Once. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on atter. 

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

August 7, 1939 
[S. 1092] 

[Private, No. 1661 

Slgvard C. Foro. 
l'ayment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 
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August 7, 139
[I. 1394]

[Private, No. 167]

Johannes or John
Kostiuk and others.

Cancelation of order
of deportation, etc.

Date of admittance
for permanent resi-
dence.

Preoiso.
Ineligibility to citi-

zenship.

[CHAPTER 530]
AN ACT

For the relief of Johannes or John, Julia, Michael, William, and Anna Kostiuk.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in the admin-
istration of the immigration and naturalization laws the Secretary
of Labor is hereby authorized and directed to cancel the warrant
of arrest and the order of deportation heretofore issued against
Johannes or John, Julia, Michael, William, and Anna Kostiuk.
Hereafter, for the purposes of the immigration and naturalization
laws, such aliens shall be deemed to have been admitted for all pur-
poses to the United States for permanent residence on April 15, 1925:
Provided, That the said Johannes or John, Julia, Michael, William,
and Anna Kostiuk shall never be eligible to become citizens of the
United States.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 531]

n1

ti

August 7, 1939
[S. 1448]

IPrivate. No. 1681

AN ACT
For the relief of Anna H. Rosa.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Anna H. Rosa. United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Payment to. of the Treasury is hereby authorized and directed pay, out of any

money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Anna H. Rosa,
of East Providence, Rhode Island, the sum of $30, in full settlement
of all claims against the United States for damages to her automobile
caused by snow falling from the roof of the customhouse at Provi-

Proviso. dence, Rhode Island: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
Limitation on attor-

ey's, etc., fees. priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid
or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be

Penalty for viola- unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person
violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 532]
August 7, 1939

[S. 15271
[Private, No. 169]

Joseph Lopez
Ramos.

Payment to.

Proriso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

AN ACT
For the relief of Joseph Lopez Ramos.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Joseph Lopez Ramos,
of Naugatuck, Connecticut, the sum of $500, such sum representing
the amount reimbursed by him to the Aetna Casualty and Surety
Company on account of the forfeiture of a bond for the appearance
of Mario Augusto Lopez Ramos with respect to deportation pro-
ceedings, the warrant of deportation subsequently being canceled:
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.
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August 7, 1939 
[S. 1394] 

[Private, No. 167] 

Johannes or John 
Kostiuk and others. 
Cancelation of order 

of deportation, etc. 

Date of admittance 
for permanent resi-
dence. 

Proviso. 
Ineligibility to citi-

zenship. 

August 7, 1939 
[S. 1448] 

[Private, No. 168] 

Anna H. Rosa. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

August 7, 1939 
[S. 1127] 

(Private, No. 169] 

Joseph Lopez 
Ramos. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

[CHAPTER 530] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Johannes or John, Julia, Michael, William, and Anna Kostiuk. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in the admin-
istration of the immigration and naturalization laws the Secretary 
of Labor is hereby authorized and directed to cancel the warrant 
of arrest and the order of deportation heretofore issued against 
Johannes or John, Julia, Michael, William, and Anna Kostiuk. 
Hereafter, for the purposes of the immigration and naturalization 
laws, such aliens shall be deemed to have been admitted for all pur-
poses to the United States for permanent residence on April 15, 1925: 
Provided, That the said Johannes or John, Julia, Michael, William, 
and Anna Kostiuk shall never be eligible to become citizens of the 
United States. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 531] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Anna H. Rosa. 

Re it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is hereby authorized and directed pay, out of any 
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Anna H. Rosa, 
of East Providence, Rhode Island, the sum of $30, in full settlement 
of all claims against the United States for damages to her automobile 
caused by snow falling from the roof of the customhouse at Provi-
dence, Rhode Island: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid 
or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of 
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be 
unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person 
violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a 
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum 
not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 532] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Joseph Lopez Ramos. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Joseph Lopez Ramos, 
of Naugatuck, Connecticut, the sum of $500, such sum representing 
the amount reimbursed by him to the Aetna Casualty and Surety 
Company on account of the forfeiture of a bond for the appearance 
of Mario Augusto Lopez Ramos with respect to deportation pro-
ceedings, the warrant of deportation subsequently being canceled: 
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in 
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or 
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered 
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 533]
AN ACT

For the relief of Montie S. Carlisle.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Montie S. Carlisle,
of Albuquerque, New Mexico, the sum of $500, in full satisfaction
of his claim against the United States for compensation for injury
and damage to his property located in section 10, township 15 north,
range 1 east, New Mexico principal meridian, Sandoval County,
New Mexico, resulting from activities of officers and enrollees of the
Civilian Conservation Corps: Provided, That no part of the amount
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 534]
AN ACT

For the relief of Elizabeth E. Burke.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secre-
tary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Elizabeth E.
Burke, of Turners Falls, Massachusetts, the sum of $304, in full
satisfaction of her claim against the United States for compensa-
tion and reimbursement of medical and hospital expenses incurred
by her as the result of personal injuries sustained by her when the
car in which she was riding was struck by a Civilian Conservation
Corps truck on January 26, 1935: Provided, That no part of the
amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney
on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and
the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall
be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 535]
AN ACT

For the relief of Joannes Josephus Citron.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in the admin-
istration of the immigration and naturalization laws Joannes
Josephus Citron shall be deemed to have been admitted to the United
States for permanent residence on or about November 23, 1925, at
the port of Eastport, Idaho: Provided, That the said Joannes
Josephus Citron shall not be eligible to become a citizen of the United
States.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

1509

August 7, 1939
IS. 1816]

[Private, No. 170]

Montie S. Carlisle.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

August 7, 1939
[S. 1905]

[Private, No. 171]

Elizabeth E. Burke.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

August 7, 1939
IS. 19541

[Private, No. 172]

Joannes Josephus
Citron.

I)ate of admittance
for permanent resi-
dence.

P oriso.
Ineligibility to citi-

zenship.
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[CHAPTER 533] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Montie S. Carlisle. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Montie S. Carlisle, 
of Albuquerque, New Mexico, the sum of $500, in full satisfaction 
of his claim against the United States for compensation for injury 
and damage to his property located in section 10, township 15 north, 
range 1 east, New Mexico principal meridian, Sandoval County, 
New Mexico, resulting from activities of officers and enrollees of the 
Civilian Conservation Corps: Provided, That no part of the amount 
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be 
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account 
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall 
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any 
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of 
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum 
not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 534] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Elizabeth E. Burke. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secre-
tary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any 

i money n the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Elizabeth E. 
Burke, of Turners Falls, Massachusetts, the sum of $304, in full 
satisfaction of her claim against the United States for compensa-
tion and reimbursement of medical and hospital expenses incurred 
by her as the result of personal injuries sustained by her when the 
car in which she was riding was struck by a Civilian Conservation 
Corps truck on January 26, 1935: Provided, That no part of the 
amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof 
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney 
on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and 
the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be 
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall 
be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 535] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Joannes Josephus Citron. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in the admin-
istration of the immigration and naturalization laws Joannes 
Josephus Citron shall be deemed to have been admitted to the United 
States for permanent residence on or about November 23, 1925, at 
the port of Eastport, Idaho: Provided, That the said Joannes 
Josephus Citron shall not be eligible to become a citizen of the United 
States. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 536]

August 7,193
[s. 2023]

[Private, No. 173]

C. L. Herren.
Credit in postal

accounts.
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amount paid in settle-
ment.
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Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

AN ACT
For the relief of C. L. Herren.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States is authorized and directed to
credit the postal savings account of C. L. Herren, postmaster at
Clarinda, Iowa, in the sum of $3,124.98, representing the amount due
the United States on account of the embezzlement of postal-savings
funds by Clarence P. Brown, formerly a clerk in the Clarinda, Iowa,
post office.

SEc. 2. The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to
pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
to the said C. L. Herren a sum equal to the total sum of any amounts
which have been paid by him to the United States in settlement of
such amount: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in
this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services ren-
dered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 537]
August 7,1939

Is. 24s08]
[Private, No. 174]

Russell B. Hendrix.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.
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tion.

August 7, 1939
IS. 2427]

[Private, No. 175]

John Ullmann, Jr.
Naturalization au-

thorized.

AN ACT
For the relief of Russell B. 'Hendrix.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Russell B. Hendrix, of Fort Wayne, Indiana, the sum of $3,851.75 in
full settlement of all claims against the United States because of
personal injuries and expenses sustained by the said Russell B.
Hendrix on November 5,1936, when the car in which he was traveling
was struck by a Works Progress Administration automobile driven
by James Fordyce: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid
or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any
sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 538]
AN ACT

Authorizing the naturalization of John Ullmann, Junior.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, notwithstand-
ing any other provision of law, at any time within one year after
the date of enactment of this Act, John Ullmann, Junior, of the
United States Navy, retired, may be naturalized as a citizen of the
United States by taking the naturalization oath of allegiance before
any court having jurisdiction of the naturalization of aliens.

Approved, August 7, 1939.
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[CHAPTER 536] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of C. L. Herren. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States is authorized and directed to 
credit the postal savings account of C. L. Herren, postmaster at 
Clarinda, Iowa, in the sum of $3,124.98, representing the amount due 
the United States on account of the embezzlement of postal-savings 
funds by Clarence P. Brown, formerly a clerk in the Clarinda, Iowa, 
post office. 
SEC. 2. The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to 

pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, 
to the said C. L. Herren a sum equal to the total sum of any amounts 
which have been paid by him to the United States in settlement of 
such amount: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in 
this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered 
to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services ren-
dered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, 
any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating 
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor 
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding 
$1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 537] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Russell B. Hendrix. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated., to 
Russell B. Hendrix, of Fort Wayne, Indiana, the sum of $3,85L75 in 
full settlement of all claims against the United States because of 
personal injuries and expenses sustained by the said Russell B. 
Hendrix on November 5, 1936, when the car in which he was traveling 
was struck by a Works Progress Administration automobile driven 
by James Fordyce: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid 
or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of 
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall 
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any 
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty 
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any 
sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 538] 
AN ACT 

Authorizing the naturalization of John Ullmann, Junior. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, notwithstand-
ing any other provision of law, at any time within one year after 
the date of enactment of this Act, John Ullmann, Junior, of the 
United States Navy, retired, may be naturalized as a citizen of the 
United States by taking the naturalization oath of allegiance before 
any court having jurisdiction of the naturalization of aliens. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 539]
AN ACT

For the relief of First Lieutenant Samuel E. Williams.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
First Lieutenant Samuel E. Williams the sum of $178 in full settle-
ment of all claims against the United States for the loss of his per-
sonal propery destroyed in a fire at Fort Benning, Georgia, February
22, 1936: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any con-
tract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the pro-
visions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 540]
AN ACT

For the relief of the Women's Board of Domestic Missions.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secre-
tary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
to the Women's Board of Domestic Missions, Reformed Church in
America, the sum of $1,500 in full settlement of all claims against
the United States on account of destruction by fire of a building
belonging to the Women's Board of Domestic Missions while being
used without compensation by the United States Government for
Indian-school purposes: Provided, That no part of the amount
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centuin thereof shall
be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstand-
ing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined
in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 541]
AN ACT

For the relief of Lucile Snider and Cliff Snider, Junior.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Lucile Snider, of
Smithville, Georgia, the sum of $1,000, and to Cliff Snider, Junior,
the sum of $1,000, in full satisfaction of all their claims against the
United States for the death of their father, Cliff Snider, who was
killed when the automobile in which he was a passenger was struck
by a Civilian Conservation Corps truck driven by an enrollee, Joe
Holder, on the Americus-Andersonville Highway, about eight miles

August 7,1939
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[CHAPTER 539] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of First Lieutenant Samuel E. Williams. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
First Lieutenant Samuel E. Williams the sum of $178 in full settle-
ment of all claims against the United States for the loss of his per-
sonal propery destroyed in a fire at Fort Benning, Georgia, February 
22, 1936: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this 
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or 
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in 
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any con-
tract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the pro-
visions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon 
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 540] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of the Women's Board of Domestic Missions. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That theSecre-
tary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed 
to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, 
to the Women's Board of Domestic Missions, Reformed Church in 
America, the sum of $1,500 in full settlement of all claims against 
the United States on account of destruction by fire of a building 
belonging to the Women's Board of Domestic Missions while being 
used without compensation by the United States Government for 
Indian-school purposes: Provided, That no part of the amount 
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall 
be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on 
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the 
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstand-
ing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed 
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined 
in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 541] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Lucile Snider and Cliff Snider, Junior. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
m the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Lucile Snider, of 
Smithville, Georgia, the sum of $1,000, and to Cliff Snider, Junior, 
the sum of $1,000, in full satisfaction of all their claims against the 
United States for the death of their father , Cliff Snider, who was 
killed when the automobile in which he was a passenger was struck 
by a Civilian Conservation Corps truck driven by an enrollee, Joe 
Holder, on the Americus-Andersonville Highway, about eight miles 
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Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

north of Americus, Georgia, on October 25, 1936: Provided, That
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent
or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 542]
August 7, 139
[H. R. 2344]

[Private, No. 179]

James McCon-
nachie.
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Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.
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tion.

AN ACT
For the relief of James McConnachie.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
James McConnachie, of Austin, Texas, the sum of $3,900. The pay-
ment of such sum shall be in full satisfaction of the claim of the said
James McConnachie against the United States for damage to his
stucco duplex apartment when a United States Army airplane
crashed into it at Austin, Texas, on December 7, 1937: Provided,
That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10
per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any
agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the con-
trary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this
Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 543]
August 7, 1939

[H. R. 23631
[Private, No. 180]

Harvey T. Combs.
Payment to estate of.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

AN ACT
For the relief of the estate of Harvey T. Combs.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Clarence D. Combs, Zanesville, Ohio, administrator of the estate of
Harvey T. Combs, deceased, the sum of $2,500. The payment of
such sum shall be in full settlement of all claims against the United
States for the wrongful death of the said Harvey T. Combs as a
result of being struck on March 27, 1937, at the intersection of
Amelia Street and Jackson Street, in Zanesville, Ohio, by a motor
vehicle in the service of the Post Office Department: Provided, That
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent
or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.
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north of Americus, Georgia, on October 25, 1936: Provided, That 
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per 
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent 
or attornei on account of services rendered in connection with this 
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 542] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of James McConnachie. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
James McConnachie, of Austin, Texas, the sum of $3,900. The pay-
ment of such sum shall be in full satisfaction of the claim of the said 
James McConnachie against the United States for damage to his 
stucco duplex apartment when a United States Army airplane 
crashed into it at Austin, Texas, on December 7, 1937: Provided, 
That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 
per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any 
agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with 
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the con-
trary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this 
Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction 
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 543] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of the estate of Harvey T. Combs. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Clarence D. Combs, Zanesville, Ohio, administrator of the estate of 
Harvey T. Combs2 deceased, the sum of $2,500. The payment of 
such sum shall be in full settlement of all claims against the United 
States for the wrongful death of the said Harvey T. Combs as a 
result of being struck on March 27, 1937, at the intersection of 
Amelia Street and Jackson Street, in Zanesville, Ohio, by a motor 
vehicle in the service of the Post Office Department: Provided, That 
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per 
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent 
or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this 
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 544]
AN ACT

For the relief of Violet Dewey.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Violet Dewey, of Wilmington, California, the sum of $2,500 in full
settlement of all claims against the United States on account of per-
sonal injuries received by the said Violet Dewey when she was struck
by a motor vehicle in the service of the Immigration and Naturaliza-
tion Service, Department of Labor, on November 22, 1937, near Ana-
heim, Orange County, California: Provided, That no part of the
amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined
in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.
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[CHAPTER 549]
AN ACT

For the relief of Joseph W. Parse.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States be, and he is hereby, author-
ized and directed to settle and allow the claim of Joseph W. Parse
for compensation for services rendered as United States Commis-
sioner in the eastern district of Arkansas from December 1, 1933, to
November 30, 1936, inclusive, notwithstanding the fact that accounts
therefor were not submitted by the Commissioner within one year
after the rendition of such services in accordance with the provisions
of the Act of March 1, 1933 (47 Stat. 1383).

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 573]
AN ACT

For the relief of Hugh McGuire.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $600 to
Hugh McGuire, of Turner, Montana, in full satisfaction of his claim
against the United States for the loss of his truck, such truck having
been destroyed on December 5, 1936, by a fire which burned a garage
at Turner, Montana, in which it was stored for the purpose of safe-
guarding its load, consisting of property used in connection with
Resettlement Administration projects: Provided, That no part of
the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.
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[CHAPTER 544] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Violet Dewey. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Violet Dewey, of Wilmington, California, the sum of $2,500 in full 
settlement of all claims against the United States on account of per-
sonal injuries received by the said. Violet Dewey when she was struck 
by a motor vehicle in the service of the Immigration and Naturaliza-
tion Service, Department of Labor, on November 22, 1937, near Ana-
heim, Orange County, California: Provided, That no part of the 
amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof 
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on 
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the 
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. 
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed 
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined 
in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 549] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Joseph W. Parse. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States be, and he is hereby, author-
ized and directed to settle and allow the claim of Joseph W. Parse 
for compensation for services rendered as United States Commis-
sioner in the eastern district of Arkansas from December 1, 1933, to 
November 30, 1936, inclusive, notwithstanding the fact that accounts 
therefor were not submitted by the Commissioner within one year 
after the rendition of such services in accordance with the provisions 
of the Act of March 1, 1933 (47 Stat. 1383). 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 573] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Hugh McGuire. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $600 to 
Hugh McGuire, of Turner, Montana, in full satisfaction of his claim 
against the United States for the loss of his truck, such truck having 
been destroyed on December 5, 1936, by a fire which burned a garage 
at Turner, Montana, in which it was stored for the purpose of safe-
guarding its load, consisting of property used in connection with 
Resettlement Administration projects: Provided, That no part of 
the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum 
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or 
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this 
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

August 7, 1939 
[H. R. 3084] 

[Private, No. 181] 

Violet Dewey. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

August 7, 1939 
[S. 1688] 

[Private, No. 182] 

Joseph W. Parse. 
Allowance of claim 

for services as U. S. 
Commissioner. 

47 Stat. 1383. 
28 U. S. C. § 699a. 

August 7, 1939 
N. 766] 

[Private, No. 183] 

Hugh McGuire. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 
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[CHAPTER 5741
August 7,1939

us. 808]
[Private, No. 184]

Calliope Minaca
Pilavakis.

Date of admittance
for permanent resi-
dence established.

Proviso.
Ineligibility to citi-

zenship.

Cancelation of de-
portation proceedings.

AN ACT
For the relief of Calliope Minaca Pilavakis.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in the admin-
istration of the immigration and naturalization laws Calliope Minaca
Pilavakis, of Newark, New Jersey, the wife of Xenophon Pilavakis
and the mother of two children born in the United States, shall be
held and considered to have been admitted to the United States for
permanent residence on February 7, 1936: Provided, That the said
Calliope Minaca Pilavakis shall never be eligible to become a citizen
of the United States.

SEC. 2. Any proceedings heretofore or hereafter instituted for the
deportation of the said Calliope Minaca Pilavakis on the ground of
unlawful residence in the United States shall be null and void.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 575]
August 7, 139

[8. 1821]
[Private, No. 185]

Harry K. Snyder.
Provisions of Em-

ployees' Compens-
tion Act extended to.

39 Stat. 746, 747.
U. S.. 0§ 765-770.

Provisos.
No prior benefits.

Timeforffiing claim.

AN ACT
For the relief of Harry K. Snyder.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwithstand-
ing the provisions and limitations of sections 15 to 20, both inclusive,
of the Act entitled "An Act to provide compensation for employees
of the United States suffering injuries while in the perform-
ance of their duties and for other purposes", approved September
7, 1916, as amended, the United States Employees' Compensation
Commission be, and is hereby, authorized and directed to receive and
consider, when filed, the claim of Harry K. Snyder, of Wilmington,
Delaware, for disability alleged to have been incurred by him on
February 16, 1926, while employed as a keeper of the United States
Lighthouse Service, Port Penn, Delaware, and to determine said
claim upon its merits under provisions of said Act: Provided, That
no benefits shall accrue prior to the enactment of this Act: And pro-
vided further, That such claim be filed within six months after the
passage of this Act.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 5761
AN ACTAugust 7,139

[S. 205] For the relief of Joseph Alder, E. G. Allen, and E. G. Allen and By Hanchett
[Private, No. 186] jointly.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
otsesph Alder and United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Payments to. of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,

out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the
sum of $422.96 to Joseph Alder, the sum of $100 to E. G. Allen, and
the sum of $124.75 to E. G. Allen and By Hanchett jointly, in full
satisfaction of their claims against the United States arising out of
the breaking of Cluff Reservoir Dam Numbered 3, near Safford,
Arizona, on May 1, 1937, such dam having been constructed by the
Department of Agriculture through the Soil Conservation Service:

P1tationonattor- Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in
nes, etc., fees. excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or

received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
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August 7, 1939 
18. 808] 

[Private, No. 184] 

Calliope Minaca 
Pilavakis. 
Date of admittance 

for permanent resi-
dence established. 

Proviso. 
Ineligibility to citi-

zenship. 

Cancelation of de-
portation proceedings. 

August 7, 1939 
[S. 1821] 

[Private, No. 185] 

Harry IC. Snyder. 
Provisions of Em-

ployees' Compensa-
tion Act extended to. 

39 Stat. 746, 747. 
5U. 8. 0. 4¢ 783-770. 

Provisos. 
No prior benefits. 

Timefor filing claim. 

August 7, 1939 
[B. 2054] 

[Private, No. 186] 

Joseph Alder and 
others. 
Payments to. 

• Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

[CHAPTER 574] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Calliope Minaca Pilavakis. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and Howe of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in the admin-
istration of the immigration and naturalization laws Calliope Minaca 
Pilavakis, of Newark, New Jersey, the wife of Xenophon Pilavakis 
and the mother of two children born in the United States, shall be 
held and considered to have been admitted to the United States for 
permanent residence on February 7, 1936: Provided, That the said 
Calliope Minaca Pilavakis shall never be eligible to become a citizen 
of the United States. 

SEc. 2. Any proceedings heretofore or hereafter instituted for the 
deportation of the said Calliope Minaca Pilavakis on the ground of 
unlawful residence in the United States shall be null and void. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 575] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Harry K. Snyder. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwithstand-
ing the provisions and limitations of sections 15 to 20, both inclusive, 
of the Act entitled "An Act to provide compensation for employees 
of the United States suffering injuries while in the perform-
ance of their dutie,s, and for other purposes", approved September 
7, 1916, as amended, the United States Employees' Compensation 
Commission be, and is hereby, authorized and directed to receive and 
consider, when filed, the claim of Harry K. Snyder, of Wilmington, 
Delaware, for disability alleged to have been incurred by him on 
February 16, 1926, while employed as a keeper of the United States 
Lighthouse Service, Port Penn, Delaware, and to determine said 
claim upon its merits under provisions of said Act: Provided, That 
no benefits shall accrue prior to the enactment of this Act: And pro-
vided further, That such claim be filed within six months after the 
passage of this Act. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 576] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Joseph Alder, E. G. Allen, and E. G. Allen and By Hanchett 
jointly. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the 
sum of $422.96 to Joseph Alder, the sum of $100 to E. G. Allen, and 
the sum of $124.75 to E. G. Allen and By Hanchett jointly, in full 
satisfaction of their claims against the United States arising out of 
the breaking of Cluff Reservoir Dam Numbered 3, near Safford, 
Arizona, on May 1, 1937, such dam having been constructed by the 
Department of Agriculture through the Soil Conservation Service: 
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in 
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or 
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered 
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any 
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contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the Penalty for viola-
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and tion
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 577]
AN ACT

For the relief of Guy F. Allen, chief disbursing officer, Division of Disbursement,
Treasury Department.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States is hereby authorized and directed
to allow credit in the June 1937 and July 1938 accounts of Guy F.
Allen, chief disbursing officer, Division of Disbursement, Treasury
Department, without charge against the certifying officer of the
Department of the Interior, for the following vouchers covering the
purchase of tents and canvas: Voucher 13-85798, $65; voucher 13-
86963, $73.75; voucher 13-87591, $784.25; voucher 13-87592, $366.02;
voucher 13-8340, $40.75.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

August 7, 1939
[S. 2179]

[Private, No. 1871

Guy F. Allen.
Credit allowed in

accounts of.

[CHAPTER 578]
AN ACT

For the relief of Banks Business College.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Banks
Business College, a corporation organized in 1885 and existing under
the laws of the State of New Jersey, and having its principal place
of business at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, is hereby authorized to
bring suit against the United States of America in the Court of
Claims for the purpose of recovering any alleged damages suffered
by the said Banks Business College which the Court of Claims may
find to be attributable to the United States Government, by reason
of the said Banks Business College's being evicted on January 1,
1918, from the premises which it occupied.

SEC. 2. Jurisdiction is hereby conferred upon the Court of Claims
of the United States to hear, consider, and determine such action
upon its merits, with the view of rendering judgment, if any, in
favor of the claimant for any such alleged damages described in
section 1.

SEC. 3. This Act shall not be interpreted as raising any presump-
tion or conclusion of fact or law but shall be held solely to provide
for trial upon facts as may be alleged.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 579]
AN ACT

For the relief of Frank Malles, Junior.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be2 and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the
legal guardian of Frank Malles, Junior, of Chicago, Illinois, the
sum of $500. The payment of such sum shall be in full settlement of
all claims against the United States on account of injuries received
by the said Frank Malles, Junior, on March 7, 1935, when struck by a

August 7,1939
[H. R. 777]

[Private, No. 1881

Banks Business Col-
lege.

Authority granted
to bring suit in Court
of Claims.

Jurisdiction
ferred.

con-

Interpretation.

August 7,1939
[H. R. 2250]

[Private, No. 189]

Frank Malles, Jr.
Payment to guard-

ian of.
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contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 577] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Guy F. Allen, chief disbursing officer, Division of Disbursement, 
Treasury Department. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States is hereby authorized and directed 
to allow credit in the June 1937 and July 1938 accounts of Guy F. 
Allen, chief disbursing officer, Division of Disbursement, Treasury 
Department, without charge against the certifying officer of the 
Department of the Interior, for the following vouchers covering the 
purchase of tents and canvas: Voucher 13-85798, $65; voucher 13-
86963, $73.75; voucher 13-87591, $781.25; voucher 13-87592, $366.02; 
voucher 13-8340, $40.75. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 578] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Banks Business College. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of .America in Congress assembled, That the Banks 
Business College, a corporation organized in 1885 and existing under 
the laws of the State of New Jersey, and having its principal place 
of business at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, is hereby authorized to 
bring suit against the United States of America in the Court of 
Claims for the purpose of recovering any alleged damages suffered 
by the said Banks Business College which the Court of Claims may 
find to be attributable to the United States Government, by reason 
of the said Banks Business College's being evicted on January 1, 
1918, from the premises which it occupied. 
SEC. 2. Jurisdiction is hereby conferred upon the Court of Claims 

of the United States to hear, consider, and determine such action 
upon its merits, with the view of rendering judgment, if any, in 
favor of the claimant for any such alleged damages described in 
section 1. 
SEC. 3. This Act shall not be interpreted as raising any presump-

tion or conclusion of fact or law but shall be held solely to provide 
for trial upon facts as may be alleged. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 579] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Frank Males, Junior. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the 
legal guardian of Frank Manes, Junior, of Chicago, Illinois, the 
sum of $500. The payment of such sum shall be in full settlement of 
all claims against the United States on account of injuries received 
by the said Frank Malles, Junior, on March 7, 1935, when struck by a 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

August 7, 1939 
[S. 2179] 

[Private, No. 187] 

Guy F. Allen. 
Credit allowed in 

accounts of. 

August 7, 1939 
[H. R. 777] 

[Private, No. 188] 

Banks Business Col. 
lege. 
Authority granted 

to bring suit in Court 
of Claims. 

Jurisdiction con. 
[erred. 

Interpretation. 

August 7,1939 
[H. R. 2250] 

[Private, No. 189] 

Frank Manes, Jr. 
Payment to guard-

ian of. 
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Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

United States mail truck, at the time driven by Harry Vogt, a United
States post-office employee assigned to the Chicago Post Office, who
at the time was on duty and engaged in his regular duties as an
employee, United States Postal Service: Provided, That no part of
the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
Any person or persons violating the provisions of this Act shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall
be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 580]
August 7, 1939
[H. R. 3104]

[Private, No. 190]

Kyle Blair.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

AN ACT
For the relief of Kyle Blair.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Kyle Blair, of Whirlwind, Logan County, West Virginia, the sum
of $2,500, in full satisfaction of all claims against the United States
for injuries sustained by him on February 27, 1934, through negli-
gence on the part of employees of the Civil Works Administration,
while engaged in the building of a road on Harts Creek in Logan
County, West Virginia: Provided, That no part of the amount
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall
be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any
sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 581]

August 7, 1939
[H. R. 3933]

[Private, No. 1911

Otho L. Curtner.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

AN ACT
For the relief of Otho L. Curtner.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congrcss assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Otho L. Curtner, of Steele, Missouri, the sum of $4,000, in full settle-
ment of all claims against the United States for personal injuries
sustained by him on August 18, 1937, while encamped with the One
Hundred and Fortieth Regiment Missouri National Guard Infantry,
at Fort Riley, Kansas, which said injury was the direct result of the
negligent acts of employees of the Works Progress Administration
engaging in blasting on Works Progress Administration project num-
bered 265-82-5000: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid
or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any
sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.
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Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

August 7, 1939 
[IL R. 3104] 

[Private, No. 190] 

Kyle Blair. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

August 7, 1939 
[H. It. 3933] 

[Private, No. 191] 

Otho L. Curtner. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 
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United States mail truck, at the time driven by Harry Vogt, a United 
States post-office employee assigned to the Chicago Post Office, who 
at the time was on duty and engaged in his regular duties as an 
employee, United States Postal Service: Provided, That no part of 
the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof 
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on 
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the 
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. 
Any person or persons violating the provisions of this Act shall be 
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall 
be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 580] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Kyle Blair. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury, not otherwise appropriated, to 
Kyle Blair, of Whirlwind, Logan County, West Virginia, the sum 
of $2,500, in full satisfaction of all claims against the United States 
for injuries sustained by him on February 27, 1934, through negli-
gence on the part of employees of the Civil Works Administration, 
while engaged in the building of a road on Harts Creek in Logan 
County, West Virginia: Provided, That no part of the amount 
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall 
be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on 
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the 
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. 
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty 
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any 
sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 581] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Otho L. Curtner. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Otho L. Curtner, of Steele, Missouri the sum of $4,000, in full settle-
ment of all claims against the United States for personal injuries 
sustained by him on August 18, 1937, while encamped with the One 
Hundred and Fortieth Regiment Missouri National Guard Infantry, 
at Fort Riley, Kansas which said injury was the direct result of the 
negligent acts of employees of the Works Progress Administration 
engaging in blasting on Works Progress Administration project num-
bered 265-82-5000: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid 
or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of 
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall 
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.. Any 

person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty i of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined n any 

sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 582]
AN ACT

For the relief of Clarendon Davis.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to
pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
to Clarendon Davis, of Camilla, Georgia, the sum of $300 for war-
savings certificates which were registered and lost and for which the
Treasury Department declines to pay, for the reason that the evi-
dence submitted, while showing registration, does not show that the
certificates were actually delivered to purchaser by postmaster.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 583]
AN ACT

August 7, 1939
[H. R. 4062]

[Private, No. 192]

Clarendon Davis.
Payment to.

August 7, 1939
For the relief of certain disbursing agents and employees of the Indian Service. [H. R. 4085]

[Privatp. No. 10.11

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States is hereby authorized and directed
to allow credit to employees of the Indian Service and in the accounts
of J. E. Balmer, S. F. Stacher, and J. W. Elliott, disbursing agents
of the Indian Service, for payments made during the period Novem-
ber 1933 to April 1934 to certain employees for the use of their per-
sonally owned automobiles as provided in the Act of February 14,
1931 (46 Stat. 1103), to the extent that payments have been disallowed
solely because the oil and gas used in such automobiles were purchased
from Government supplies.

SEC. 2. Refunds are hereby authorized to be made, out of any
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to any employees
from whom collections have been made and deposited into the Treas-
ury pursuant to disallowances on account of mileage payments made
by the disbursing agents named in section 1 hereof.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 584]
AN ACT

For the relief of W. C. and James Latane, and Willie Johnson.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
W. C. Latane and James Latane, of Westmoreland County, Virginia,
the sum of $2,267.50, and to Willie Johnson, of Westmoreland County,
Virginia, the sum of $387.50 in full settlement of all claims against
the United States because of the loss of cattle and horses by death
in November 1937 from arsenic poisoning as a result of japanese
beetle control operations at George Washington Birthplace National
Monument in the State of Virginia in September 1937: Provided,
That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10
per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any
agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the con-
trary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this
Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.
9S!907'-39-PT ;--6

Indian Service.
J. E. Balmer and

other disbursing
agents.

Credit in accounts.

46 Stat. 1103.
5 U.S. C. 73a.

Refunds authorized.

August 7, 1939
[I. R. 4115]

[Private, No. 194]

W. C. Latane and
others.

Payments to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.
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[CHAPTER 582] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Clarendon Davis. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to 
pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, 
to Clarendon Davis, of Camilla, Georgia, the sum of $300 for war-
savings certificates which were registered and lost and for which the 
Treasury Department declines to pay, for the reason that the evi-
dence submitted, while showing registration, does not show that the 
certificates were actually delivered to purchaser by postmaster. 

Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 583] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of certain disbursing agents and employees of the Indian Service. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States is hereby authorized and directed 
to allow credit to employees of the Indian Service and in the accounts 
of J. E. Balmer, S. F. Stacher, and J. W. Elliott, disbursing agents 
of the Indian Service, for payments made during the period—Novem-
ber 1933 to April 1934 to certain employees for the use of their per-
sonally owned automobiles as provided in the Act of February 14, 
1931 (46 Stat. 1103), to the extent that payments have been disallowed 
solely because the oil and gas used in such automobiles were purchased 
from Government supplies. 
SEC. 2. Refunds are hereby authorized to be made, out of any 

money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to any employees 
from whom collections have been made and deposited into the Treas-
ury pursuant to disallowances on account of mileage payments made 
by the disbursing agents named in section 1 hereof. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 584] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of W. C. and James Latane, and Willie Johnson. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
W. C. Latane and James Latane, of Westmoreland County, Virginia, 
the sum of $2,267.50, and to Willie Johnson, of Westmoreland. County, 
Virginia, the sum of $387.50, in full settlement of all claims against 
the United States because a the loss of cattle and horses by death 
in November 1937 from arsenic poisoning as a result of japanese 
beetle control operations at George Washington Birthplace National 
Monument in the State of Virginia in September 1937: Provided, 
That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 
per centum thereof shall be paid or .delivered to or received by any 
agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with 
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the con-
trary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this 
Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction 
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

August 7, 1939 
[H. R. 4062] 

[Private, No. 192] 

Clarendon Davis. 
Payment to. 

August 7, 1939 
[H. R. 4085] 

[Private, No. 193] 

Indian Service. 
J. E. Balmer and 

other disbursing 
agents. 

Credit in accounts. 

46 Stat. 1103. 
5 U. S. C. § 73a. 

Refunds authorized. 

August 7, 1939 
[H. R. 4115] 

[Private, No. 194] 

W. C. Latane and 
others. 
Payments to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 
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August 7,1939
[iH. R. 4141]

[Private, No. 1951

[CHAPTER 585]
AN ACT

For the relief of Celia Press and Bernard Press.

August 7, 193
[H. R. 4275]

IPrivate, No. 196]

Harry Vrountas.
Payment to, and to

guardian of Theodore
Vrountas.

Proveo.
Limitation on attr-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

[CHAPTER 586]
AN ACT

For the relief of Harry Vrountas and Theodore Vrountas.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Harry Vrountas, of Allston, Massachusetts, the sum of $433 and to the
legal guardian of Theodore Vrountas, a minor, of Allston, Massa-
chusetts, the sum of $300, in full settlement of all claims against the
United States for injuries sustained by the said Theodore Vrountas,
when struck by a pipe being used on a Works Progress Administra-
tion project on May 3, 1938, in Allston, Massachusetts: Provided,
That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess
of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received
by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connec-
tion with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to
the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions
of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon convic-
tion thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 587]
August 7,1939 AN ACT

[. B. 4300] For the relief of Anton Saganey, John J. Beatty, Frederick J. Coppenrath, Joseph[Private, No. 1971 R. Driscoll, Edward A. Morash, and Michael L. Siderowicz.

Anton Saganey and
others.

Payments to.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to

ne

tU

1518 [53 STAT.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Celare. United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary

of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to
pay to Celia Press, Middletown, Connecticut, the sum of $214.50,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such
sum to be in full settlement of all claims against the United States
or any employee thereof for damages by reason of her automobile
being struck and damaged in Hamden, Connecticut, on May 31, 1936,
by an automobile which was carelessly and negligently driven by a
special-delivery messenger of the Post Office Department in the

Bernard Press. course of his employment and delivery of mail; and to Bernard
Press, of Middletown, Connecticut, the sum of $299, out of any
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, in full settlement
of all claims against the United States for damages sustained by
him by reason of being struck and permanently injured while riding

iProro. in the car of Celia Press in this collision: Provided, That no part of
ey's, etc., ees. the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof

shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney
on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and
the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-

Penalty for viola- standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be
on. deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall

be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.
Approved, August 7, 1939.
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August 7, 1939 
IR. R. 4141] 

[Private, No. 195] 

Celia Press. 
Payment to. 

Bernard Press. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

August 7, 1939 
[H. R. 4275] 

[Private, No. 196] 

Harry Vrountas. 
Payment to, and to 

guardian of Theodore 
Vrountas. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

August 7, 1939 
[H. R. 4300] 

[Private, No. 197] 

Anton Saganey and 
others. 
Payments to. 

[CHAPTER 585] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Celia Press and Bernard Press. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to 
pay to Celia Press, Afiddletown, Connecticut, the sum of $214.50, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such 
sum to be in full settlement of all claims against the United States 
or any employee thereof for damages by reason of her automobile 
being struck and damaged in Hamden, Connecticut, on May 31, 1936, 
by an automobile which was carelessly and negligently driven by a 
special-delivery messenger of the Post Office Department in the 
course of his employment and delivery of mail; and to Bernard 
Press, of Middletown, Connecticut, the sum of $299, out of any 
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, in full settlement 
of all claims against the United States for damages sustained by 
him by reason of being struck and permanently injured while riding 
in the car of Celia Press in this collision: Provided, That no part of 
the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof 
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney 
on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and 
the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be 
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall 
be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 586] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Harry Vrountas and Theodore Vrountas. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Harry Vrountas, of Allston, Massachusetts, the sum of $433 and to the 
legal guardian of Theodore Vrountas, a minor, of Allston, Massa-
chusetts, the sum of $300, in full settlement of all claims against the 
United States for injuries sustained by the said Theodore Vrountas, 
when struck by a pipe being used on a Works Progress Administra-
tion project on May 3, 1938, in Allston, Massachusetts: Provided, 
That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess 
of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received 
by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connec-
tion with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to 
the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions 
of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon convic-
tion thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 587] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Anton Saganey, John J. Beatty, Frederick J. Coppenrath, Joseph 
R. Driscoll, Edward A. Morash, and Michael L. Siderowicz. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,to 
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Anton Saganey, Boston, Massachusetts, the sum of $145.60; John J.
Beatty, South Boston, Massachusetts, the sum of $10.14; Frederick J.
Coppenrath, Roslindale, Massachusetts, the sum of $15; Joseph R.
Driscoll, Dorchester, Massachusetts, the sum of $17; Edward A.
Morash, Boston, Massachusetts, the sum of $4; and Michael L. Side-
rowicz, Watertown, Massachusetts, the sum of $12, in all, $203.74, in
full settlement of their claims against the United States for the loss
of, or damage to, tools and other personal property in a fire that
occurred on Works Progress Administration official project numbered
65-14-9415, on July 15, 1936: Provided, That no part of the amount
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 588]
AN ACT

For the relief of the Toledo Terminal Railroad Company of Toledo, Ohio.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the
Toledo Terminal Railroad Company, Toledo, Ohio, the sum of $2,031,
in full settlement of all claims against the United States for damages
to its Navarre Avenue bridge, Toledo, Ohio, as a result of an accident
involving a truck operated in connection with the Works Progress
Administration at Toledo, Ohio, on July 7, 1938: Provided, That no
part of the amount appropriated in this Act shall be paid or delivered
to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services ren-
dered in connection with this clain. Any person violating the pro-
visions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

1519

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

Angst 7, 1939
[H. R. 4606]

[Private, No. 198]

Toledo Terminal
Railroad Co., Toledo,
Ohio.

Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

[CHAPTER 589]
AN ACT

For the relief of M. F. Gubrud.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
M. F. Gubrud, of Ambrose, North Dakota, the sum of $240.86 in full
settlement of all claims against the Government of the United States
for money paid in connection with two importations of frozen wheat
from Canada, covered by entries filed at Ambrose, North Dakota, on
April 27 and May 17 1935: Provided, That no part of the amount
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any per-
son violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

August 7, 1939
[H. R. 4616]

[Private, No. 199]

M. F. Gubrud.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.
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Anton Saganey, Boston, Massachusetts, the sum of $145.60; John J. 
Beatty, South Boston, Massachusetts, the sum of $10.14; Frederick J. 
Coppenrath, Roslindale, Massachusetts, the sum of $15; Joseph R. 
Driscoll, Dorchester, Massachusetts, the sum of $17; Edward A. 
Morash, Boston, Massachusetts, the sum of $4; and Michael L. Side-
rowicz, Watertown, Massachusetts, the sum of $12, in all, $203.74, in 
full settlement of their claims against the United States for the loss 
of, or damage to, tools and other personal property in a fire that 
occurred on Works Progress Administration official project numbered 
65-14-9415, on July 15, 1936: Provided, That no part of the amount 
appropriated in this Act in. excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be 
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or aitorney on account 
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall 
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any 
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of 
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum 
not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 5881 
AN ACT 

For the relief of the Toledo Terminal Railroad Company of Toledo, Ohio. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the 
Toledo Terminal. Railroad Company, Toledo, Ohio, the sum of $2,031, 
in full settlement of all claims against the United States for damages 
to its Navarre Avenue bridge, Toledo, Ohio, as a result of an accident 
involving a truck operated in connection with the Works Progress 
Administration at Toledo, Ohio, on July 7, 1938: Provided, That no 
part of the amount appropriated in this Act shall be paid or delivered 
to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services ren-
dered in connection with this claim. Any person violating the pro-
visions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon 
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 5891 
AN ACT 

For the relief of M. F. Gubrud. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated' to 
M. F. Gubrud, of Ambrose, North Dakota, the sum of 8240.86 in fall 
settlement of all claims against the Government of the United States 
for money paid in connection with two importations of frozen wheat 
from Canada covered by entries filed at Ambrose, North Dakota, on 
April 27 and May 17, 1935: Provided, That no part of the amount 
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be 
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account 
of services rendered in comiection with this claim, and the same shall 
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any per-
son violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a 
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum 
not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

August 7, 1939 
[H. R. 4606] 

[Private, No. 198] 

Toledo Terminal 
Railroad Co., Toledo, 
Ohio. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., feee. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

August 7, 1939 
[H. R. 4616] 

[Private, No. 199] 

M. F. Gubrud. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 
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[CHAPTER 590]
August 7, 1939

[H. R. 4725]
[Private, No. 200]

William L. Rull.
Payment to; condi-

tion.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

August 7, 1939
[H. R. 4875]

[Private, No. 201]

Mamie Hoffman.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

AN ACT
For the relief of William L. Rull.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to William L. Rull, of
Boston, Massachusetts, the sum of $1,000, upon either the making of
an assignment of all rights under, or the filing of a discharge and
satisfaction of, a judgment and execution rendered for the sum of
$1,610.59 in the Superior Court of the Commonwealth of Massa-
chusetts for the county of Suffolk, on January 9, 1939, against
William J. Smith, of Roxbury, Massachusetts, the operator of a
United States mail truck, in favor of the said William L. Rull for
damages sustained as a result of personal injuries received September
15, 1937, in Boston, Massachusetts, when he was struck by the said
mail truck while it was being operated by the said William J. Smith
in the regular course of his duties The payment of such sum shall
be in full settlement of all claims against the United States for
damages sustained as a result of such injuries: Provided, That no
part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent
or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding.' Any person violating the provisions of this Act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 591]
AN ACT

For the relief of Mamie Hoffman.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the
sum of $5,000 to Mamie Hoffman, of Messick, Virginia, widow of
Milton H. Hoffman, in full settlement of all claims of said Mamie
Hoffman against the United States arising by reason of the death
of said Milton H. Hoffman occasioned by a bomb dropped by an
airplane owned and operated by the United States on the 13th day
of December 1938: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid
or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any
sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 592]
August 7, 1939
[H. R. 5115]

AN ACT
For the relief of Harry W. Lyle.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Harry W. Lyle. United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Payment to. of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
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August 7, 1939 
[H. H. 4725] 

[Private, No. 200] 

William L. Hull. 
Payment to; condi-

tion. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

August 7, 1939 
[H. R. 4875] 

[Private, No. 201] 

Mamie Hoffman. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

August 7, 1939 
[H. R. 5115] 

[Private, No. 202] 

Harry W. Lyle. 
Payment to. 

[CHAPTER 590] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of William L. Rull. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to William L. Bull, of 
Boston, Massachusetts, the sum of $1,000, upon either the making of 
an assignment of all rights under, or the filing of a discharge and 
satisfaction of, a judgment and execution rendered for the sum of 
$1,610.59 in the Superior Court of the Commonwealth of Massa-
chusetts for the county of Suffolk, on January 9, 1939, against 
William J. Smith, of Roxbury, Massachusetts, the operator of a 
United States mail truck, in favor of the said William L. Bull for 
damages sustained as a result of personal injuries received September 
15, 1937, in Boston, Massachusetts, when he was struck by the said 
mail truck while it was being operated by the said William J. Smith 
in the regular course of his duties. The payment of such sum shall 
be in full settlement of all claims against the United States for 
damages sustained as a result of such injuries: Provided, That no 
part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per 
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent 
or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this 
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. • Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 591] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Mamie Hoffman. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the 
sum of $5,000 to Mamie Hoffman, of Messick, Virginia, widow of 
Milton H. Hoffman, in full settlement of all claims of said Mamie 
Hoffman against the United States arising by reason of the death 
of said Milton H. Hoffman occasioned by a bomb dropped by an 
airplane owned and operated by the United States on the 13th day 
of December 1938: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid 
or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of 
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall 
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any 
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of 
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any 
sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 592] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Harry W. Lyle. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in. Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
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out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Harry W. Lyle, Johnson City, Tennessee, the amount required to
reimburse him for services rendered as clerk to the Medical Advisory
Board, Numbered 37, from February 1, 1918, to September 21, 1918,
in the sum of $586.52 in full settlement of all claims against the
United States, both principal and interest.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 593]
AN ACT

For the relief of Mrs. Layer Taylor.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Mrs. Layer Taylor,
of Daingerfield, Texas, the sum of $1,360. The payment of such sum
shall be in full settlement of all claims against the United States for
damages sustained by the said Mrs. Layer Taylor on account of the
death of her son, Hardy Taylor, who died on April 2, 1938, as a
result of personal injuries received when he was struck by a truck in
the service of the Civilian Conservation Corps on State Highway
Numbered 49, near Daingerfield, Texas, on April 1, 1938: Provided
That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of
10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by
any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon convic-
tion thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

August 7,1939
[H. R. 5259]

[Private, No. 2031

Mrs. Layer Taylor.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola.
tion.

[CHAPTER 594]
AN ACT

For the relief of Mina Keil.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Mina Keil, of Muncie, Indiana, the sum of $500. The payment of
such sum shall be in full settlement of all claims against the United
States on account of personal injuries sustained by the said Mina
Keil when the automobile in which she was a passenger was struck,
on October 13, 1936, near Stanford, Indiana, by a truck owned by the
Civilian Conservation Corps and operated by an employee of the
Corps: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to
or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

Aulgust 7, 1939
[lI. It. 52t1i]

[Private. No. 2041

Mina Keil.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.
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out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Harry W. Lyle, Johnson City, Tenneq.sPe, the amount required to 
reimburse him for services rendered as clerk to the Medical Advisory 
Board, Numbered 37, from February 1, 1918, to September 21, 1918, 
in the sum of $586.52 in full settlement of all claims against the 
United States, both principal and interest. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 593] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Mrs. Layer Taylor. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Mrs. Layer Taylor, 
of Daingerfield, Texas, the sum of $1,360. The payment of such sum 
shall be in full settlement of all claims against the United States for 
damages sustained by the said Mrs. Layer Taylor on account of the 
death of her son, Hardy Taylor, who died on April 2, 1938, as a 
result of personal injuries received when he was struck by a truck in 
the service of the Civilian Conservation Corps on State Highway 
Numbered 49, near Daingerfield, Texas, on April 1, 1938: Provide, 
That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 
10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by 
any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection 
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the 
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of 
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon convic-
tion thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 594] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Mina Keil. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Mina Keil, of Muncie, Indiana, the sum of $500. The payment of 
such sum shall be in full settlement of all claims against the United 
States on account of personal injuries sustained by the said Mina 
Keil when the automobile in which she was a passenger was struck, 
on October 13, 1936, near Stanford, Indiana, by a truck owned by the 
Civilian Conservation Corps and operated by an employee of the 
Corps: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this 
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to 
or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered 
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding 
$1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

August 7, 1939 
[H. R. 5259] 

[Private, No. 203] 

Mrs. Layer Taylor. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola. 
tion. 

August 7, 1939 
[II. It. 5266] 

[Private. No. 204) 

Mina Keil. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 
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[CHAPTER 595]
AN ACT

For the relief of H. A. Dixon.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
H. A. Dixon. United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary

ayen. of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
H. A. Dixon, of Miami, Florida, the sum of $115.85, in full settle-
ment of all claims against the United States for costumes and apparel
furnished to the Works Progress Administration upon the order and
direction of the Director of the Federal Theater Project of Miami,

Prtinonatti o Florida, at Miami, Florida, on September 10 1936: Provided, ThatLimitation on attor-
ey's, etc.,fees. no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per

centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent
or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary

Penalty for viola- notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act
. shall be deemedguilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof

shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.
Approved, August 7, 1939.

August 7, 1939
[H. R. 5557]

[Private, No. 206]

V. H. Scheuring and
Elmer Eggers.

Payments to.

Provisoa.
Clerk of district

court to satisfy of rec-,
ords said Judgments.

Limitation on attor.
ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

[CHAPTER 596]
AN ACT

For the relief of V. H. Scheuring, Elmer Eggers, and Thomas Fahey.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is hereby authorized and directed to pay, out of any
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to V. H. Scheu-
ring of Dunlap, Iowa, the sum of $500; and to Elmer Eggers, of
Dunlap, Iowa, the sum of $287.50; in full satisfaction of their respec-
tive claims against the United States or any employee thereof, for
the amount of a judgment obtained September 28, 1937, against
Thomas Fahey in the United States District Court for the Southern
District of Iowa, on account of personal injuries and damages sus-
tained by them when their automobile overturned as the result of a
collision with an automobile confiscated in the name of the Govern-
ment and operated by said Thomas Fahey an investigator, Alcohol
Tax Unit, Bureau of Internal Revenue, Treasury Department, in
performing his official duties, on United States Highway Numbered
30, near Woodbine, Harrison County, Iowa, January 30, 1937: Pro-
vided, That the clerk of the United States District Court for the
Southern District of Iowa is hereby authorized and directed, upon
notification of payment by the Secretary of the Treasury as herein
provided, to satisfy of records the said judgments obtained by V. H.
Scheuring and Elmer Eggers against Thomas Fahey, in said court:
Provided further, That no part of the amount appropriated in this
Act in excess of 10 per centum shall be paid or delivered to or re-
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any con-
tract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

August 7, 1939
[H. R. 5383]

[Private, No. 206]

n

t
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August 7, 1939 
[H. R. 5383] 

[Private, No. 205] 

H. A. Dixon. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

August 7, 1939 
[H. R. 5557] 

[Private, No. 206] 

V. H. Scheming and 
Elmer Eggers. 
Payments to. 

Provisos. 
Clerk of district 

court to satisfy of rec- . 
ords said Judgments. 

Limitation on attor-
ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

[CHAPTER 595] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of H. A. Dixon. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
H. A. Dixon, of Miami, Florida., the sum of $115.85, in full settle-
ment of all claims against the United States for costumes and apparel 
furnished to the Works Progress Administration upon the order and 
direction of the Director of the Federal Theater Project of Miami, 
Florida, at Miami, Florida, on September 10, 1936: Provided, That 
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per 
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent 
or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this 
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 596] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of V. H. Scheming, Elmer Eggers, and Thomas Fahey. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is hereby authorized and directed to pay, out of any 
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to V. H. Schen-
ring, of Dunlap, Iowa, the sum of $500; and to Elmer Eggers, of 
Dunlap, Iowa, the sum of $287.50; in full satisfaction of their respec-
tive claims against the United States or any employee thereof, .for 
the amount of a judgment obtained September 28, 1937, against 
Thomas Fahey in the United States District Court for the Southern 
District of Iowa, on account of personal injuries and damages sus-
tained by them when their automobile overturned as the result of a 
collision with an automobile confiscated in the name of the Govern-
ment and operated by said Thomas Fahey, an investigator, Alcohol 
Tax Unit, Bureau of Internal Revenue, Treasury Department, in 
performing his official duties, on United States Highway Numbered 
30, near Woodbine, Harrison County, Iowa, January 30, 1937: Pro-
vided, That the clerk of the United States District Court for the 
Southern District of Iowa is hereby authorized and directed, upon 
notification of payment by the Secretary of the Treasury as herein 
provided, to satisfy of records the said judgments obtained by V. H. 
Scheuring and Elmer Eggers against Thomas Fahey, in said court: 
Provided further, That no part of the amount appropriated in this 
Act in excess of 10 per centum shall be paid or delivered to or re-
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in 
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any con-
tract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding 
$1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 597]
AN ACT

For the relief of H. H. Rhyne, Junior.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the
sum of $3,000 to H. H. Rhyne, Junior, of Mecklenburg County, North
Carolina, in full satisfaction of all claims against the United States,
or any employee thereof, for damages sustained on account of the
death of his minor child, Mary Douglas Rhyne, who was killed on
the 10th day of November 1938 as a result of being struck by a truck
owned by the Works Progress Administration and operated by one
of its employees: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or
delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any
sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 598]
AN ACT

For the relief of Clyde Equipment Company.

August 7, 1939
[H. R. 66981

[Private, No. 207]

H. H. Rhyne, Jr.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

August 7,1939
[H. R. 5803]

[Private, No. 208]
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary Clyde Equipment

of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money Payment to.
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Clyde Equipment
Company, of Portland, Oregon, the sum of $3,273.39. The payment
of such sum shall be in full settlement of all claims against the
United States for losses sustained by such company as a result of
the destruction by fire of two caterpillar tractors and two bulldozers,
owned by said company, on August 6, 1936, while such tractors and
bulldozers were being used on a Works Progress Administration
project at the Portland, Oregon, super airport: Provided, That no Peritso.

Limitation on attor-
part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per cen- ney's, etc.,fees.
tum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act Penalty for viola-

shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof tn.
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 599]
AN ACT

For the relief of John E. Garrett.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled That the Comp-
troller General of the United States be, and he is hereby, authorized
and directed to credit the accounts of John E. Garrett, postmaster at
Dwight, Illinois, with the sum of $12,223.04, representing the amount
of money and postage stamps lost in the burglary of the post office

August 7,1939
[H. R. 5894]

[Private, No. 209]

John E. Garrett.
Credit in postal

accounts.
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[CHAPTER 597] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of IT. H. Rhyne, Junior. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the 
sum of $3,000 to H. H. Rhyne, Junior, of Mecklenburg County, North 
Carolina, in full satisfaction of all claims against the United States, 
or any employee thereof, for damages sustained on account of the 
death of his minor child, Mary Douglas Rhyne, who was killed on 
the 10th day of November 1938 as a result of being struck by a truck 
owned by the Works Progress Administration and operated by one 
of its employees: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated 
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or 
delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of 
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall 
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any 
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of 
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any 
sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 598] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Clyde Equipment Company. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Clyde Equipment 
Company, of Portland, Oregon, the sum of $3,273.39. The payment 
of such sum shall be in full settlement of all claims against the 
United States for losses sustained by such company as a result of 
the destruction by fire of two caterpillar tractors and two bulldozers, 
owned by said company, on August 6, 1936, while such tractors and 
bulldozers were being used on a Works Progress Administration 
project at the Portland, Oregon, super airport: Provided, That no 
part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per cen-
turn thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or 
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this 
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 599] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of John E. Garrett. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States be, and he is hereby, authorized 
and directed to credit the accounts of John E. Garrett, postmaster at 
Dwight, Illinois, with the sum of $12,223.04, representing the amount 
of money and postage stamps lost in the burglary of the post office 

August 7, 1939 
[H. R. 5698] 

[Private, No. 207] 

II. H. Rhyne, Jr. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

August 7,1939 
[H. It. 58031 

[Private, No. 208] 

Clyde Equipment 
Co. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

August 7, 1939 
[H. R. 5894] 

[Private, No. 209] 

John E. Garrett. 
Credit in postal 

accounts. 
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at Dwight, Illinois, on November 9, 1937, such loss having resulted
from no fault or negligence on the part of said postmaster, as deter-
mined by the Postmaster General under a provision in title 39, United

39 U. . C. 49. States Code, section 49.
Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 600]
August 7, 1939

[H. R. 5895]
[Private. No. 2101

AN ACT
For the relief of James D. Larry, Senior.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
amesD. LarrySr. United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-

oints. pos a  troller General of the United States be, and he is hereby, authorized
and directed to credit the accounts of James D. Larry, Senior, post-
master at Melrose Park, Illinois, with the sum of $10,314.79, repre-
senting the amount of public funds and stamp stock lost in the
burglary of the post office at Melrose Park, Illinois, on April 21, 1937
such loss having resulted from no fault or negligence on the part of
said postmaster, as determined by the Postmaster General under a

39 U. . C. i 49. provision in title 39, United States Code, section 49.
Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 601]

August 7,1939
[H .. 951]

[Private, No. 211]

Emma J. Hall.
Payment to heirs of.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., lees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

August 7, 1939
[H. R. 6491]

[Private, No. 212]

Roscoe B. Huston.
Credit in postal ac-

counts.

AN ACT
For the relief of the heirs of Emma J. Hall.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
the heirs of Emma J. Hall, formerly of Santa Monica, California,
the sum of $1,500. Such sum shall be in full settlement of all
claims against the United States on account of fatal injuries sus-
tained by the said Emma J. Hall as result of a fall down steps
leading from the lobby of the Santa Monica (California) Post Office
on October 18, 1938: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid
or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any
sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 602]
AN ACT

For the relief of Roscoe B. Huston and Simeon F. Felarca.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States is hereby authorized and directed
to credit the account of Roscoe B. Huston, postmaster at Detroit,
Michigan, in the amount of $195.21, representing compensation in
part paid, and in part to be paid, to Simeon F. Felarca and earned
by the latter while employed as a substitute laborer in the post office
at Detroit? disallowance of the amount having been based upon a
legal prohibition resulting from lack of proof of citizenship.

c
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39 U. S. C. 49. 

August 7, 1939 
[H. R. 5895] 

[Private, No. 210] 

James D. Larry, Sr. 
Credit in postal ac-

counts. 

39 U.S. C. § 49. 

August 7, 1939 
[H. R. 5951] 

[Private, No. 211] 

Emma J. Hall. 
Payment to heirs of. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attar. 

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

August 7, 1939 
[H. R.64911 

[Private, No. 212] 

Roscoe B. Huston. 
Credit In postal ac-

counts. 

at Dwight, Illinois, on November 9, 1937, such loss having resulted 
from no fault or negligence on the part of said postmaster, as deter-
mined by the Postmaster General under a provision in title 39, United 
States Code, section 49. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 600] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of James D. Larry, Senior. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States be, and he is hereby, authorized 
and directed to credit the accounts of James D. Larry, Senior, post-
master at Melrose Park, Illinois, with the sum of $10,314.79, repre-
senting the amount of public funds and stamp stock lost in the 
burglary of the post office at Melrose Park, Illinois, on April 21, 1937, 
such loss having resulted from no fault or negligence on the part of 
said postmaster, as determined by the Postmaster General under a 
provision in title 39, United States Code, section 49. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 601] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of the heirs of Emma J. Hall. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
the heirs of Emma J. Hall, formerly of Santa Monica, California, 
the sum of $1,500. Such sum shall be in full settlement of all 
claims against the United States on account of fatal injuries sus-
tained by the said Emma J. Hall as result of a fall down steps 
leading from the lobby of the Santa Monica (California) Post Office 
on October 18, 1938: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid 
or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of 
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall 
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any 
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of 
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any 
sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 602] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Roscoe B. Huston and Simeon F. Felarca. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congre8s assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States is hereby authorized and directed 
to credit the account of Roscoe B. Huston, postmaster at Detroit, 
Michigan, in the amount of $195.21, representing compensation in 
part paid, and in part to be paid, to Simeon F. Felarca and earned 
by the latter while employed as a substitute laborer in the post office 
at Detroit2 disallowance of the amount having been based upon a 
legal prohibition resulting from lack of proof of citizenship. 
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SEC. 2. The postmaster at Detroit, Michigan, is hereby authorized
and directed to pay to Simeon F. Felarca the balance due him of
$34.28 for services rendered, such amount being incorporated in the
amount stated in section 1 of this Act.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

1525

Simeon F. Felarca.
Payment to.

[CHAPTER 603]
AN ACT

For the relief of Buford Lee Pratt.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the limitations
of time in sections 15 to 20, both inclusive, of the Act entitled "An
Act to provide compensation for employees of the United States
suffering injuries while in the performance of their duties, and for
other purposes", approved September 7, 1916, as amended, are hereby
waived in favor of Buford Lee Pratt, of Spencer, Virginia, and the
United States Employees' Compensation Commission is authorized,
under the remaining provisions of said Act, to receive and consider
his claim for compensation for disability resulting from an injury
sustained on July 11, 1934, while employed as a tobacco committee-
man in the tobacco production adjustment program of the United
States Department of Agriculture: Provided, That claim hereunder
shall be filed within six months from the date of the approval of
this Act.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 604]
AN ACT

To provide for the presentation of a medal to Howard Hughes in recognition of
his achievements in advancing the science of aviation.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in recognition
of the achievements of Howard Hughes in advancing the science of
aviation and thus bringing great credit to his country throughout
the world, the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed
to cause to be struck, and the President is authorized to present to
the said Howard Hughes, a gold medal of appropriate design with
suitable emblems, devices, and inscriptions to be determined by the
Secretary of the Treasury.

SEC. 2. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated such sum as
may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act.

Approved, August 7, 1939.

[CHAPTER 623]
AN ACT

For the relief of the legal guardian of Dorothy Elizabeth Sisson, a minor.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the
legal guardian of Dorothy Elizabeth Sisson, a minor, of Memphis,
Tennessee, the sum of $1,230. The payment of such sum shall be in
full settlement of all claims or judgments against the United States,
or J. H. Rochester, of Memphis, Tennessee, on account of personal
injuries received by said Dorothy Elizabeth Sisson, when struck, on

August 7, 1939
[H. R. 6963]

[Private, No. 213]

Buford Lee Pratt.
Provisions of Em-

ployees' Compensa-
tion Act extended to.

39 Stat. 746, 747.
5 U. .C. §§765-770.

Proviso.
Time for filing claim.

August 7,1939
[H. R. 7089]

[Private, No. 214]

Howard hughes.
Presentatiou of gold

medal to, authorized.

Appropriation au-
thorized.

August 9, 1939
[S. 1430]

[Private, No. 215]

Dorothy Elizabeth
Sisson.

Payment to guard-
Ian of.
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SEc. 2. The postmaster at Detroit, Michigan, is hereby authorized 
and directed to pay to Simeon F. Felarca the balance due him of 
$34.28 for services rendered, such amount being incorporated in the 
amount stated in section 1 of this Act. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 603] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Buford Lee Pratt. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the limitations 
of time in sections 15 to 20, both inclusive, of the Act entitled "An 
Act to provide compensation for employees of the United States 
suffering injuries while in the performance of their duties, and for 
other purposes", approved September 7, 1916, as amended, are hereby 
waived in favor of Buford Lee Pratt, of Spencer, Virginia, and the 
United States Employees' Compensation Commission is authorized, 
under the remaining provisions of said Act, to receive and consider 
his claim for compensation for disability resulting from an injury 
sustained on July 11, 1934, while employed as a tobacco committee-
man in the tobacco production adjustment program of the United 
States Department of Agriculture: Provided, That claim hereunder 
shall be filed within six months from the date of the approval of 
this Act. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 604] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the presentation of a medal to Howard Hughes in recognition of 
his achievements in advancing the science of aviation. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in recognition 
of the achievements of Howard Hughes in advancing the science of 
aviation and thus bringing great credit to his country throughout 
the world, the Secretary a the Treasury is authorized and directed 
to cause to be struck, and the President is authorized to present to 
the said Howard Hughes, a gold medal of appropriate design with 
suitable emblems, devices, and inscriptions to be determined by the 
Secretary of the Treasury. 

SEc. 2. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated such sum as 
may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act. 
Approved, August 7, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 623] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of the legal guardian of Dorothy Elizabeth Sisson, a minor. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the 
legal guardian of Dorothy Elizabeth Sisson, a minor, of Memphis, 
Tennessee, the sum of $1,230. The payment of such sum shall be in 
full settlement of all claims or judgments against the United States, 
or J. H. Rochester, of Memphis, Tennessee, on account of personal 
injuries received by said Dorothy Elizabeth Sisson, when struck, on 

Simeon F. Felarca. 
Payment to. 

August 7, 1939 
H. R. 6963] 

[Private, No. 213] 

Buford Lee Pratt. 
Provisions of Em-

ployees' Compensa-
tion Act extended to. 

39 Stat. 746, 747. 
5 U. S. C. §§765-770. 

Proviso. 
Time for filing claim. 

August 7, 1939 
[H. R. 7089] 

[Private, No. 214] 

Howard Hughes. 
Presentation of gold 

medal to, authorized. 

Appropriation au-
thorized. 

August9, 1939 
S. 1430] 

[Private, No. 215] 

Dorothy Elizabeth 
Sisson. 
Payment to guard-

ian of. 
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Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

Agust 9, 1939
[S. 181W

[Private, No. 216]

Evelyn Mary
Looke.

Cancelation of war-
rant of deportation.

Admission deemed
lawful.

March 19, 1935, in Memphis, Tennessee, by a United States mail
truck: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this
act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 9, 1939.

[CHAPTER 624]
AN ACT

For the relief of Evelyn Mary Locke.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in the admin-
istration of the immigration and naturalization laws the Secretary
of Labor is hereby authorized and directed to cancel the warrant of
deportation heretofore issued against Evelyn Mary Locke. Here-
after, such alien shall be deemed to have been lawfully admitted
to the United States for permanent residence on October 12, 1937,
at the port of Blaine, Washington.

Approved, August 9, 1939.

[CHAPTER 625]
August 9, 1939

[H. R. 2346]
[Private, No. 217]

Virgil Kuehl.
Payment to guard-

ian of.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tlon.

August 9, 1939
[H. . 4549]

[Private, No. 218]

William H. Rad-
cliffe.

Payment to.

AN ACT
For the relief of Virgil Kuehl, a minor.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the
legal guardian of Virgil Kuehl, a minor of San Antonio, Texas, the
sum of $3,500, in full settlement of all claims against the Govern-
ment for injuries sustained on December 13, 1935, when a ladder,
negligently placed against a school building by employees of the
Works Progress Administration, fell upon him at Perry School
Perry, Texas: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or deliv-
ered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services
rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlaw-
ful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person
violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 9, 1939.

[CHAPTER 626]
AN ACT

For the relief of William H. Radcliffe.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
William H. Radcliffe, Supervising Superintendent of Construction
Veterans' Administration, the sum of $155.56, in full settlement of
his claim against the United States for reimbursement at the author-
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August 9, 1939 
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August 9,1939 
[H. It. 4549] 

[Private, No. 2181 

William H. Rad-
cliffe. 
Payment to. 

March 19, 1935, in Memphis, Tennessee, by a United States mail 
truck: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this 
act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or 
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in 
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 9, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 624] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Evelyn Mary Locke. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in the 'n-
istration of the immigration and naturalization laws the Secretary 
of Labor is hereby authorized and directed to cancel the warrant of 
deportation heretofore issued against Evelyn Mary Locke. Here-
after, such alien shall be deemed to have been lawfully admitted 
to the United States for permanent residence on October 12, 1937, 
at the port of Blaine, Washington. 
Approved, August 9, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 625] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Virgil Kuehl, a minor. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representative8 of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the 
legal guardian of Virgil Kuehl, a minor of San Antonio, Texas, the 
sum of $3,500, in full settlement of all claims against the Govern-
ment for injuries sustained on December 13, 1935, when a ladder, 
negligently placed against a school building by employees of the 
Works Progress Administration, fell upon him at Perry School, 
Perry, Texas: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated 
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or deliv-
ered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services 
rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlaw-
ful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person 
violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a 
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum 
not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 9, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 626] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of William H Radcliffe. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriatedt to 
William H. Radcliffe, Supervising Superintendent of Construction, 
Veterans' Administration, the sum of $155.56, in full settlement of 
his claim against the United States for reimbursement at the author-
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ized rate of 4 cents per mile for official travel performed during the
period from July 6, 1936, to August 20, 1936, in an automobile then
registered under the laws of the State of California in the name of
his wife: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services ren-
dered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

Approved, August 9, 1939.

[CHAPTER 627]
AN ACT

For the relief of Francis A. Leete and Sarah Leete.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay to Francis A.
Leete and Sarah Leete, of Northville, Fulton County, New York,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the
sums of $2,500 and $1,000, respectively, in full satisfaction of their
claims against the United States arising from personal injuries sus-
tained when the car in which they were riding was struck by a Gov-
ernment ambulance, operated in connection with the Civilian Con-
servation Corps, on Riverdale Street at West Springfield, Massachu-
setts, on January 26, 1935: Provided, That no part of the amount
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 9, 1939.

(CHAPTER 628]
AN ACT

For the relief of Paul W. McCoy.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States is authorized and directed to
credit the postal savings account of Paul W. McCoy, postmaster at
Edison, Nebraska, in the sum of $2,500. Such sum represents a short-
age in said account caused by the accidental burning of that amount
of United States currency on December 6, 1936.

Approved, August 9, 1939.

[CHAPTER 629]
AN ACT

For the relief of James W. Gilson.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled That the Comp-
troller General is authorized and directed to credit the account of
James W. Gilson, former postmaster at Hartford, Connecticut, in
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ized rate of 4 cents per mile for official travel performed during the 
period from July 6, 1936, to August 20, 1936, in an automobile then 
registered under the laws of the State of California in the name of 
his wife: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this 
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered 
to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services ren-
dered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, 
any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating 
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor 
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding 
$1,000. 
Approved, August 9, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 627] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Francis A. Leete and Sarah Leete. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay to Francis A. 
Leete and Sarah Leete, of Northville, Fulton County, New York, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the 
sums of $2,500 and $1,000, respectively, in full satisfaction of their 
claims against the United States arising from personal injuries sus-
tained when the car in which they were riding was struck by a Gov-
ernment ambulance, operated in connection with the Civilian Con-
servation Corps, on Riverdale Street at West Springfield, Massachu-
setts, on January 26, 1935: Provided, That no part of the amount 
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be 
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account 
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall 
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any 
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of 
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum 
not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 9, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 628] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Paul W. McCoy. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States is authorized and directed to 
credit the postal savings account of Paul W. McCoy, postmaster at 
Edison, Nebraska, in the sum of $2,500. Such sum represents a short-
age in said account caused by the accidental burning of that amount 
of United States currency on December 6, 1936. 
Approved, August 9, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 629] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of James W. Gilson. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General is authorized and directed to credit the account of 
James W. Gilson, former postmaster at Hartford, Connecticut, in 
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Credit of any re-
covery hereafter made.

August 9, 1939
[H. R. 4885]

[Private, No. 222]

James M. Harwood.
Determination of

disability claim of.

39 Stat. 746, 747.
5 U. S. C. § j765-770.

Provisos.
No prior benefits.
Timeforfilingclaim.

August 9, 1939
[H. R. 6259]

[Private, No. 223]

Jack D. Collins.
Provisions of Em-

ployees' Compensa-
tion Act extended to.

39 Stat. 746, 747.
5U. S.C. §§765-770.

Provisos.
No prior benefits.
Time for filing

claim.

the sum of $682.64. Such sum represents the balance of a shortage
in such account caused by the embezzlement of post-office funds by
one of the postal clerks at such post office. Any recovery hereafter
made by the Government in respect of such shortage may, in the dis-
cretion of the Comptroller General, be credited to the account of
such former postmaster in the event that any additional shortage in
his account is disclosed, if such additional shortage has occurred
without fault or negligence on the part of such former postmaster.

Approved, August 9, 1939.

[CHAPTER 630]
AN ACT

For the relief of James M. Harwood.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the United
States Employees' Compensation Commission be, and it is hereby,
authorized and directed to determine the merits of the claim of
James M. Harwood, Johnson City, Tennessee, for disability alleged
to have resulted from an injury sustained by him on January 3, 1929,
while in the performance of his duties as a war attendant in the
dental clinic of the Veterans' Administration facility, Johnson City,
Tennessee, under the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to
provide compensation for employees of the United States suffering
injuries while in the performance of their duties, and for other pur-
poses", approved September 7, 1916, as amended, except that the time
limitations in sections 15 to 20, inclusive, of said Act shall be, and
are hereby, waived: Provided, That no benefits shall accrue prior to
the approval of this Act: And provided further, That claim here-
under be filed within six months after the approval of this Act.

Approved, August 9, 1939.

[CHAPTER 631]
AN ACT

For the relief of Jack D. Collins.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwith-
standing the provisions and limitations of sections 15 to 20, both
inclusive, of the Act entitled "An Act to provide compensation for
employees of the United States suffering injuries while in the per-
formance of their duties, and for other purposes", approved Septem-
ber 7, 1916, as amended, the United States Employees' Compensation
Commission is hereby authorized and directed to consider the claim
of Jack D. Collins, filed with the United States Employees' Com-
pensation Commission on January 10, 1939, for disability alleged
to have been incurred by him May 3, 1935, when engaged in authorized
activities while an enrollee of the Civilian Conservation Corps, and
to determine said claim upon its merits under the provisions of said
Act applicable to enrollees of the Civilian Conservation Corps:
Provided, That no benefits shall accrue prior to the approval of this
Act: Provided further, That claim hereunder shall be filed within
ninety days from the approval of this Act.

Approved, August 9, 1939.
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the sum of $682.64. Such sum represents the balance of a shortage 
in such account caused by the embezzlement of post-office funds by 
one of the postal clerks at such post office. Any recovery hereafter 
made by the Government in respect of such shortage may, in the dis-
cretion of the Comptroller General, be credited to the account of 
such former postmaster in the event that any additional shortage in 
his account is disclosed, if such additional shortage has occurred 
without fault or negligence on the part of such former postmaster. 
Approved, August 9, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 630] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of James M. Harwood. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the United 
States Employees' Compensation Commission be, and it is hereby, 
authorized and directed to determine the merits of the claim of 
James M. Harwood, Johnson City, Tennessee, for disability alleged 
to have resulted from an injury sustained by him on January 3, 1929, 
while in the performance of his duties as a war attendant in the 
dental clinic of the Veterans' Administration facility, Johnson City, 
Tennessee, under the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to 
provide compensation for employees of the United States suffering 
injuries while in the performance of their duties, and for other pur-
poses", approved September 7, 1916, as amended, except that the time 
limitations in sections 15 to 20, inclusive, of said Act shall be, and 
are hereby, waived: Provided, That no benefits shall accrue prior to 
the approval of this Act: And provided further, That claim here-
under be filed within six months after the approval of this Act. 
Approved, August 9, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 631] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Jack D. Collins. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwith-
standing the provisions and limitations of sections 15 to 20, both 
inclusive, of the Act entitled "An Act to provide compensation for 
employees of the United States suffering injuries while in the per-
formance of their duties, and for other purposes", approved Septem-
ber 7, 1916, as amended, the United States Employees' Compensation 
Commission is hereby authorized and directed to consider the claim 
of Jack D. Collins, filed with the United States Employees' Com-
pensation Commission on January 10, 1939, for disability alleged 
to have been incurred by him May 3, 1935, when engaged in authorized 
activities while an enrollee of the Civilian Conservation Corps, and 
to determine said claim upon its merits under the provisions of said 
Act applicable to enrollees of the Civilian Conservation Corps: 
Provided, That no benefits shall accrue prior to the approval of this 
Act: Provided further, That claim hereunder shall be filed within 
ninety days from the approval of this Act. 
Approved, August 9, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 632]
AN ACT

For the relief of the Arkansas State Penitentiary.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the
Arkansas State Penitentiary the sum of $11,414.17, in full settlement
of all claims against the United States for expenses incurred by the
Arkansas State Penitentiary as a result of furnishing, at the request
of the United States district engineer, nine hundred and fifty-five
convicts for emergency work in maintaining the levees in the Lower
Saint Francis Levee District of Arkansas during the flood emergency
in January and February 1937, on the Mississippi River: Provided,
That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10
per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any
agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the con-
trary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this
Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 9, 1939.

August 9, 1939
[H. R. 6641]

[Private, No. 224]

Arkansas State Pen.
itentiary.

Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

[CHAPTER 648]
AN ACT

For the relief of Mrs. Pacios Pijuan.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in the admin-
istration of the immigration and naturalization laws the Secretary of
Labor is hereby authorized and directed to cancel the warrant of
arrest and the order of deportation against Mrs. Pacios Pijuan here-
tofore issued on the grounds that admission to the United States had
been fraudulently gained and that she shall hereafter be deemed to
have been lawfully admitted to the United States for permanent
residence.

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 649]
AN ACT

For the relief of A. E. Bostrom.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to A.
E. Bostrom, of De Smet, South Dakota, the sum of $309, in full satis-
faction of his claim against the United States on account of the loss
of certain personal property which was destroyed by fire on Janu-
ary 23, 1935, at Onigum, Minnesota, while said claimant was tempo-
rarily employed by the Indian Service as a physician: Provided,
That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of
10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by
any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon convic-
tion thereof shall be fined m any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 10, 1939.

August 10, 1939
[S. 1654]

[Private, No. 225]

Mrs. Pacios Pijuan.
Cancelation of order

of deportation, etc.

Admission deemed
lawful.

August 10, 1939
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tion.
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[CHAPTER 632] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of the Arkansas State Penitentiary. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay-, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the 
Arkansas State Penitentiary the sum of $11,414.17, in full settlement 
of all claims against the United States for expenses incurred by the 
Arkansas State Penitentiary as a result of furnishing, at the request 
of the United States district engineer, nine hundred and fifty-five 
convicts for emergency work in. maintaining the levees in the Lower 
Saint Francis Levee District of Arkansas during the flood emergency 
in January and February 1937, on the Mississippi River: Provided, 
That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 
per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any 
agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with 
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the con-
trary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this 
Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction 
thereof shall be fined in any sum. not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 9, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 648] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Mrs. Pacios Pijuan. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That in the admin-
istration of the immigration and naturalization laws the Secretary of 
Labor is hereby authorized and directed to cancel the warrant of 
arrest and the order of deportation against Mrs. Pacios Pijuan here-
tofore issued on the grounds that admission to the United States had 
been fraudulently gained and that she shall hereafter be deemed to 
have been lawfully admitted to the United States for permanent 
residence. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 649] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of A. E. Bostrom. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in. Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to A. 
E. Bostrom, of De Smet, South Dakota, the sum of $309, in full satis-
faction of his claim against the United States on account of the loss 
of certain personal property which was destroyed by fire on Janu-
ary 23, 1935, at Onigum, Minnesota, while said claimant was tempo-
rarily employed by the Indian Service as a physician: Provided, 
That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 
10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by 
any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection 
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the 
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of 
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon convic-
tion thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 
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August 10, 1939
IS. 1911]

[Private, No. 227]
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of deportation, etc.
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August 10, 1939
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[Private, No. 229]
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Payment to.
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Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

[CHAPTER 650]
AN ACT

For the relief of Daumit Tannaus Saleah (Dave Thomas).

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of Labor is directed to cancel forthwith any outstanding warrant of
arrest, order of deportation, warrant of deportation, and bond, if any,
in the case of alien Daumit Tannaus Saleah, and is directed not to
issue any further warrants or orders in the case of such alien, insofar
as such future warrants or orders are based on the unlawful entry of
such alien into the United States prior to the enactment of this Act,
or on perjury or false statements in connection with such entry into
the United States, or with any application heretofore made for a
reentry permit or extension thereof. The said alien in April of 1928
secured the admission of his two children, Evelina Saleah, aged six-
teen years, and Solomon Saleah, aged thirteen years, who are now
residing with the alien's father at New Kensington, Pennsylvania,
where they are attending the public schools. Deportation warrants
were never issued in this case inasmuch as the Department of Labor
has regarded this as a so-called hardship case. Hereafter, for the
purpose of the immigration and naturalization laws, said alien shall
be considered to have been, at New York, New York, on November
25, 1933, lawfully admitted to the United States for permanent
residence.

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 651]
AN ACT

For the relief of Dorothy Clair, G. F. Allen, and Earl Wooldridge.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States is hereby authorized and directed
to allow credit to Dorothy Clair, a former employee of the Rocky
Boy's Indian Agency at Rocky Boy, Montana, and to allow credit
in the accounts of G. F. Allen, chief disbursing officer, and Earl
Wooldridge, formerly superintendent and certifying officer of that
agency, for the amount of $127.28, representing per diem and travel
expenses paid to said Dorothy Clair for the period August 19, 1937,
to September 10, 1937, inclusive.

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 652]
AN ACT

For the relief of Okie May Fegley.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to
pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated
and in full settlement of all claims against the Government to Okie
May Fegley, of Williamsport, Pennsylvania, the sum of $6,000 in
compensation for injuries caused by a post-office truck, resulting in
serious and permanent injury: Provided, That no part of the amount
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account
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August 10, 1939 
[8. 1911] 

[Private, No. 227] 
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of deportation, etc. 
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August 10, 1939 
[S. 2239] 

[Private, No. 228] 

Dorothy Clair. 
Credit in accounts. 

(3. F. Allen. 
Credit in accounts. 
Earl Wooldridge. 
Credit in accounts. 

August 10, 1939 
[H. R. 875] 

[Private, No. 229] 

Okie May Fegley. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

[CHAPTER 650] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Daumit Tannaus Saleah (Dave Thomas). 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of Labor is directed to cancel forthwith any outstanding warrant of 
arrest, order of deportation, warrant of deportation, and bond, if any, 
in the case of alien Daumit Tarmaus Saleah, and is directed not to 
issue any further warrants or orders in the case of such alien, insofar 
as such future warrants or orders are based on the unlawful entry of 
such alien into the United States prior to the enactment of this Act, 
or on perjury or false statements in connection with such entry into 
the United States, or with any application heretofore made for a 
reentry permit or extension thereof. The said alien in April of 1928 
secured the admission of his two children Evelina Saleah, aged six-
teen years, and Solomon Saleah, aged thirteen years, who are now 
residing with the alien's father at New Kensington, Pennsylvania 
where they .are attending the public schools. Deportation warrants 
were never issued in this case inasmuch as the Department of Labor 
has regarded this as a so-called hardship case. Hereafter, for the 
purpose of the immigration and naturalization laws, said alien shall 
be considered to have been at New York, New York, on November 
25, 1933, lawfully admitted to the United States for permanent 
residence. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 651] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Dorothy Clair, G. F. Allen, and Earl Wooldridge. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States is hereby authorized and directed 
to allow credit to Dorothy Clair, a former employee of the Rocky 
Boy's Indian Agency at Rocky Boy, Montana, and to allow credit 
in the accounts of G. F. Allen, chief disbursing officer, and Earl 
Wooldridge, formerly superintendent and certifying officer of that 
agency, for the amount of $127.28, representing per diem and travel 
expenses paid to said Dorothy Clair for the period August 19, 1937, 
to September 10, 1937, inclusive. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 652] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Okie May Fegley. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to 
pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated 
and in full settlement of all claims against the Government, to Okie 
May Fegley, of Williamsport, Pennsylvania, the sum of $6,000 in 
compensation for injuries caused by a post-office truck, resulting in 
serious and permanent injury: Provided, That no part of the amount 
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per c,entum thereof shall be 
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account 
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of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any
sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 653]
AN ACT

To confer jurisdiction on the Court of Claims to hear, determine, and render
judgment upon the claim of Fiske Warren.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That jurisdiction is
hereby conferred upon the Court of Claims to hear, determine, and
render judgment upon the claim of the estate of Fiske Warren, Har-
vard, Massachusetts, for damages alleged to have been sustained by
him as a result of the leasing of his property, situated in the town
of Harvard, Massachusetts, to the United States Army, under con-
tract numbered W218qm-562, dated June 30, 1933.

SEC. 2. Such claim may be instituted at any time within two years
after the passage of this Act, notwithstanding the lapse of time or
any statute of limitations. Proceedings in any suit before the Court
of Claims under this Act, and appeals therefrom, and payment of
any judgment thereon, shall be had as in the case of claims over which
such court has jurisdiction under the Judicial Code.

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 654]
AN ACT

For the relief of certain postmasters.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States is hereby authorized and directed
to credit the account of W. Rufus Jackson, postmaster, Saint Louis,
Missouri, in the amount of $50, representing a disallowance by the
General Accounting Office for an overpayment made to Conrad
Groepper, who served as clerk in charge of contract station num-
bered 45 of the Saint Louis, Missouri, post office.

SEC. 2. That the Comptroller General of the United States is
hereby authorized and directed to cancel the charges against the
postmasters, former and present, at Clinton, South Carolina, in the
amount of $111.46, representing a payment made to W. D. Peay,
former assistant postmaster at Clinton, in compensation for accrued
annual leave, such payment having been authorized by the Post Office
Department but later disallowed by the General Accounting Office.

SEC. 3. That the Comptroller General of the United States is
hereby authorized and directed to cancel the charge of $160.87 against
C. C. Ausherman, former postmaster at Fort Lauderdale, Florida,
heretofore disallowed by the General Accounting Office, the amount
representing overpayments to three village carriers in 1924 resulting
from erroneous instructions given the postmaster by the Post Office
Department.

Approved, August 10, 1939.
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of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall 
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any 
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of 
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any 
sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 653] 
AN ACT 

To confer jurisdiction on the Court of Claims to hear, determine, and render 
judgment upon the claim of Fiske Warren. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That jurisdiction is 
hereby conferred upon the Court of Claims to hear, determine, and 
render judgment upon the claim of the estate of Fiske Warren, Har-
vard, Massachusetts, for damages alleged to have been sustained by 
him as a result of the leasing of his property, situated in the town 
of Harvard, Massachusetts, to the United States Army, under con-
tract numbered W218qm-562, dated June 30, 1933. 

SEc. 2. Such claim may be instituted at any time within two years 
after the passage of this Act, notwithstanding the lapse of time or 
any statute of limitations. Proceedings in any suit before the Court 
of Claims under this Act, and appeals therefrom, and payment of 
any judgment thereon, shall be had as in the case of claims over which 
such court has jurisdiction under the Judicial Code. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 654] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of certain postmasters. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatimes of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States is hereby authorized and directed 
to credit the account of W. Rufus Jackson, postmaster, Saint Louis, 
Missouri, in the amount of $50, representing a disallowance by the 
General Accounting Office for an overpayment made to Conrad 
Groepper, who served as clerk in charge of contract station num-
bered 45 of the Saint Louis, Missouri, post office. 

SEc. 2. That the Comptroller General of the United States is 
hereby authorized and directed to cancel the charges against the 
postmasters, former and present, at Clinton, South Carolina, in the 
amount of $111.46, representing a payment made to W. D. Peay, 
former assistant postmaster at Clinton, in compensation for accrued 
annual leave, such payment having been authorized by the Post Office 
Department but later disallowed by the General Accounting Office. 

Site. 3. That the Comptroller General of the United States is 
hereby authorized and directed to cancel the charge of $160.87 against 
C. C. Ausherman, former postmaster at Fort Lauderdale, Florida, 
heretofore disallowed by the General Accounting Office, the amount 
representmg overpayments to three village carriers in 1924 resulting 
from erroneous instructions given the postmaster by the Post Office 
Department. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 655]
AN ACTAugust 10, 1939

[H. R. 5607] For the relief of George A. Meffan, United States marshal, district of Idaho.
[Private, No. 232]

George A. Meflan.
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ney's, etc., fees.
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tion.

August 10, 1939
[H. R. 6099]

[Private, No. 2331
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Penalty for viola-
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Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
George A. Meffan, United States marshal, district of Idaho, the sum
of $85.37 in full settlement of all claims against the United States
for reimbursement of a deposit in the Treasury of the United States
on account of disallowances by the Comptroller General in his official
accounts for the period ended March 31, 1934, involving authorized
payments in connection with depositions for the Government: Pro-
vided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess
of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received
by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in con-
nection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract
to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the pro-
visions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 656]
AN ACT

For the relief of Mrs. S. F. Sewell.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secre-
tary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Mrs. S. F.
Sewell, of Vienna, Georgia, the sum of $5,000 for the death of S. F.
Sewell, husband of Mrs. S. F. Sewell, in full satisfaction of all
claims against the United States, sustained when S. F. Sewell,
employed as bridge foreman by Dooly County in constructing a
concrete culvert, was struck by a falling tree cut down by Works
Progress Administration employees at a place known as Moccasin
Branch on the Unadilla Hawkinsville Highway, on Januar 19, 1939:
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 657]
August 10, 1939 AN ACT

[H. R. 71321 To amend an Act entitled "An Act for the relief of the Playa de Flor Land and
[Private, No. 234] Improvement Company", approved May 21, 1934.

Playa de Flor Land
and Improvement
Co., claim adjust-
ment.

48 Stat. 1361.

Evidence, etc., to
be admitted.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act
entitled "An Act for the relief of the Playa de Flor Land and
Improvement Company, approved May 21, 1934", be, and the same
is hereby, amended by adding the following:

"SEC. 2. All competent testimony, exhibits, or other evidence here-
tofore admitted in evidence in any proceeding heretofore had under
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August 10, 1939 
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[Private, No. 233] 

Mrs. S. F. Sewell. 
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[Private, No. 234] 
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[CHAPTER 655] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of George A. Meffan, United States marshal, district of Idaho. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
George A. Meffan, United States marshal, district of Idaho, the sum 
of $85.37 in full settlement of all claims against the United States 
for reimbursement of a deposit in the Treasury of the United States 
on account of disallowances by the Comptroller General in his official 
accounts for the period ended March 31, 1934, involving authorized 
payments in connection with depositions for the Government: Pro-
vided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess 
of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received 
by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in con-
nection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract 
to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the pro-
visions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon 
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 656] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Mrs. S. F. Sewell. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secre-
tary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any 
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Mrs. S. F. 
Sewell, of Vienna, Georgia, the sum of $5,000 for the death of S. F. 
Sewell, husband of Mrs. S. F. Sewell, in full satisfaction of all 
claims against the United States, sustained when S. F. Sewell, 
employed as bridge foreman by Dooly County in constructing a 
concrete culvert, was struck by a falling tree cut down by Works 
Progress Administration employees at a place known as Moccasin 
Branch on the Unadilla Hawkinsville Highway, on January 19, 1939: 
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in 
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or 
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered 
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 657] 
AN ACT 

To amend an Act entitled "An Act for the relief of the Playa de Flor Land and 
Improvement Company", approved May 21, 1934. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act 
entitled "An Act for the relief of the Playa de Flor Land and 
Improvement Company, approved May 21, 1934", be, and the same 
is hereby, amended by adding the following: 

"SEc. 2. All competent testimony, exhibits, or other evidence here-
tofore admitted in evidence in any proceeding heretofore had under 
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authority of this Act and all competent testimony, exhibits, or other
evidence heretofore admitted in evidence in the cases docketed in said
court as numbers 1 and 3, and, respectively, entitled 'Playa de Flor
Land and Improvement Company, a joint-stock corporation, Plaintiff
vs. Eusebia Diaz, et al., and The Panama Railroad Company, a cor-
poration, defendants', and 'The Panama Railroad Company, a cor-
poration, Plaintiff vs. J. H. Stilson, W. Andrews, and C. P. Fairman,
as the successors in interest and estate to Eufracis C. De Villalobos,
et al., defendants', shall be received in evidence for the same purpose
as heretofore admitted in any suit brought or to be brought under
authority of this Act, as amended: Provided, That such evidence
shall be subject, however, to any objection that the United States
may interpose as to relevancy, materiality, or competency other than
the objection of the witnesses not being produced in person."

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 658]
AN ACT

To provide for the presentation of a medal to Reverend Francis X. Quinn in
recognition of his valor in saving the lives of two of his fellow citizens.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in recogni-
tion of the valor of Reverend Francis X. Quinn, pastor of the
Church of the Guardian Angel, New York City, who risked his
life by entering a room where an armed desperado held two elderly
persons as hostages, and who by successfully disarming this criminal
and saving the lives of two innocent persons distinguished himself
conspicuously by gallantry and intrepidity at the risk of his life
above and beyond the call of his duty, the Secretary of the Treasury
is authorized and directed to cause to be struck, and the President
is authorized to present to the said Reverend Francis X. Quinn, a
gold medal of appropriate design with suitable emblems, devices,
and inscriptions to be determined by the Secretary of the Treasury.

SEC. 2. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated such sum
as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act.

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 659]
JOINT RESOLUTION

Readmitting Mary Cohen Bienvenu to citizenship.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Mary Cohen
Bienvenu, a native citizen of the United States, born in Atlanta,
Georgia, the daughter of John Sanford Cohen, a former Senator of
the United States from the State of Georgia, who is alleged to have
forfeited her citizenship by marriage with an alien in 1934, be, and
she is hereby, on her own application unconditionally readmitted
to the character and privileges of a citizen of the United States of
America.

Approved, August 10, 1939.
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authority of this Act and all competent testimony, exhibits, or other 
evidence heretofore admitted in evidence in the cases docketed in said 
court as numbers 1 and 3, and, respectively, entitled 'Playa de Flor 
Land and Improvement Company, a joint-stock corporation, Plaintiff 
vs. Eusebia Diaz, et al., and The Panama Railroad Company, a cor-
poration, defendants', and 'The Panama Railroad Company, a cor-
poration, Plaintiff vs. J. H. Stilson, W. Andrews, and C. P. Fairman, 
as the successors in interest and estate to Eufracis C. De Villalobos, 
et al., defendants', shall be received in evidence for the same purpose 
as heretofore admitted in any suit brought or to be brought under 
authority of this Act, as amended: Provided, That such evidence 
shall be subject, however, to any objection that the United States 
may interpose as to relevancy, materiality, or competency other than 
the objection of the witnesses not being produced in person." 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 658] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the presentation of a medal to Reverend Francis X. Quinn in 
recognition of his valor in saving the lives of two of his fellow citizens. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in recogni-
tion of the valor of Reverend Francis X. Quinn, pastor of the 
Church of the Guardian Angel, New York City, who risked his 
life by entering a room where an armed desperado held two elderly 
persons as hostages, and who by successfully disarming this criminal 
and saving the lives of two innocent persons distinguished himself 
conspicuously by gallant'', and intrepidity at the risk of his life 
above and beyond the call of his duty, the Secretary of the Treasury 
is authorized and directed to cause to be struck, and the President 
is authorized to present to the said Reverend Francis X. Quinn, a 
gold medal of appropriate design with suitable emblems, devices, 
and inscriptions to be determined by the Secretary of the Treasury. 
SEC. 2. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated such sum 

as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 659] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Readmitting Mary Cohen Bienvenu to citizenship. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Mary Cohen 
Bienvenu, a native citizen of the United States, born in Atlanta, 
Georgia, the daughter of John Sanford Cohen, a former Senator of 
the United States from the State of Georgia, who is alleged to have 
forfeited her citizenship by marriage with an alien in 1934, be, and 
she is hereby, on her own application unconditionally readmitted 
to the character and privileges of a citizen of the United States of 
America. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 
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August 10, 1939
[H. R. 377]
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[CHAPTER 6681
AN ACT

To amend the Act entitled "An Act for the relief of Harry Bryan and Alda Duf-
field Mullins. and others".

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act
entitled "An Act for the relief of Harry Bryan and Alda Duffield
Mullins, and others", approved August 28, 1937, is hereby amended
by renumbering section 2 thereof as section 3, and by adding thereto
the following section:

"SEC. 2. That the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized
and directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, in accordance with such certifications as may be made
by the Works Progress Administrator, or his duly authorized repre-
sentative under this Act, claims for hospital, medical, and other
reasonable expenses necessarily incurred by, in behalf, or at the
request, of the claimants named in this Act as a result of the explosion
that occurred in Gassaway, West Virginia, on November 7, 1936:
Provided, That such payments as may be made hereunder shall be
deemed to be in full settlement of all claims against the United
States and against the claimants named in this Act for said expenses:
Provided further, That the total amount that may be paid hereunder
by the Secretary of the Treasury in settlement of said claims shall
not exceed the sum of $18,000. No claim, or part thereof, for expenses
incurred after January 1, 1939, shall be considered, nor shall any
claim be considered or paid under the provisions of this Act unless
application therefor shall be filed with the Works Progress Admin-
istration by or on behalf of the person entitled to payment within
six months from the date of approval of this Act. The Works Prog-
ress Administrator, or his duly authorized representative, shall
determine the amount due on any application, and the person entitled
thereto under the provisions of this Act, and shall certify such deter-
minations to the Secretary of the Treasury for payment of the claims,
which determination shall be final and conclusive upon the acounting
officers of the Government."

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 669]
AN ACT

August 10, 1939
[H. R. 2452] For the relief of George Slade.

[Private, No. 237].237 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
aeorge Slad. United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary

of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay
to George Slade of Norfolk, Virginia, out of any money in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $500, and the
additional sum of $50 per month in an amount not to exceed $4,000,
in full settlement of all claims against the United States on account
of permanent injuries sustained by him in Norfolk County, Virginia,
on October 31, 1924, as a result of being shot and crippled for life by
J. G. Griffin, an officer of the United States engaged in the enforcement

Liitation attor- of prohibition: Provided That no part of the amount appropriated
ey's, etc., fees. in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or

delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services
rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful,

Penalty for viola- any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

Approved, August 10, 1939.
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[CHAPTER 668] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Act entitled "An Act for the relief of Harry Bryan and Alda Duf-
field Mullins. and others". 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act 
entitled "An Act for the relief of Harry Bryan and Alda Duffield 
Mullins, and others", approved August 28, 1937, is hereby amended 
by renumbering section 2 thereof as section 3, and by adding thereto 
the following section: 

"SEc. 2. That the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized 
and directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise 
appropriated, in accordance with such certifications as may be made 
by the Works Progress Administrator, or his duly authorized repre-
sentative under this Act, claims for hospital, medical, and other 
reasonable expenses necessarily incurred by, in behalf, or at the 

i request, of the claimants named n this Act as a result of the explosion 
that occurred in Gassaway, West Virginia, on November 7, 1936: 
Provided, That such payments as may be made hereunder shall be 
deemed to be in full settlement of all claims against the United 
States and against the claimants named in this Act for said expenses: 
Provided further, That the total amount that may be paid hereunder 
by the Secretary of the Treasury in settlement of said claims shall 
not exceed the sum of $18,000. No claim or part thereof, for expenses 
incurred after January 12 1939, shall be considered, nor shall any 
claim be considered or paid under the provisions of this Act unless 
application therefor shall be filed with the Works Progress Admin-
istration by or on. behalf of the person entitled to payment within 
six months from the date of approval of this Act. The Works Prog-
ress Administrator, or his duly authorized representative, shall 
determine the amount due on any application, and the person entitled 
thereto under the provisions of this Act, and shall certify such deter-
minations to the Secretary of the Treasury for payment of the claims, 
which determination shall be final and conclusive upon the acounting 
officers of the Government." 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 669] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of George Slade. 

Be it enacted by the 'Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay 
to George Slade of Norfolk, Virginia, out of any money in the 
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $500, and the 
additional sum of $50 per month in an amount not to exceed $4,000, 
in full settlement of all claims against the United States on account 
of permanent injuries sustained by him in Norfolk County, Virginia, 
on October 31, 1924, as a result of being shot and crippled for life by 
J. G. Griffin, an officer of the United States engaged in the enforcement 
of prohibition: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated 
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or 
delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services 
rendered in connection with this claim and the same shall be unlawful, 
any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating 
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed in of a misdemeanor 
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined m any sum not exceeding 
$1,000. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 670]
AN ACT

For the relief of G. W. Netterville.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
G. W. Netterville, of McComb, Mississippi, the sum of $185, in full
satisfaction of his claim against the United States for work done and
money paid out for labor in the part construction of a home at the
McComb, Mississippi, homestead project in 1934: Provided, That no
part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to, or received by, any agent
or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 671]
AN ACT

For the relief of Floyd Elton.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the
sum of $400 to Floyd Elton, of Swanton, Ohio, in full settlement of
all claims against the United States for personal injuries sustained
by him and his daughter, Catherine Elton, as a result of being struck
by a truck operated by an employee of the Civilian Conservation
Corps: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to
or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 672]
AN ACT

For the relief of Emmitt Courtney.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
J. W. Courtney, father and natural guardian of Emmitt Courtney,
a minor, of Johnson County, Arkansas, the sum of $1,618, in full
satisfaction of his claim against the United States for permanent
personal injuries sustained by the said Emmitt Courtney on Novem-
ber 30, 1938, when struck by an automobile driven by C. O. Ising
while on duty as an employee of the Department of Agriculture,
assigned to the United States Forest Service, at Russellville,
Arkansas: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in
this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services ren-
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[CHAPTER 670] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of G. W. Netterville. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
G. W. Netterville, of McComb, Mississippi, the sum of $185, in full 
satisfaction of his claim against the United States for work done and 
money paid out for labor in the part construction of a home at the 
McComb, Mississippi, homestead project in 1934: Provided, That no 
part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per 
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to, or received by, any agent 
or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this 
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 671] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Floyd Elton. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the 
sum of $400 to Floyd Elton, of Swanton, Ohio, in full settlement of 
all claims against the United States for personal injuries sustained 
by him and his daughter, Catherine Elton, as a result of being struck 
by a truck operated by an employee of the Civilian Conservation 
Corps: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this 
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to 
or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered 
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 672] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Emmitt Courtney. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
J. W. Courtney, father and natural guardian of Emmitt Courtney, 
a minor,. of Johnson County, Arkansas, the sum of $1,618, in full 
satisfaction of his claim against the United States for permanent 
personal injuries sustained by the said Emmitt Courtney on Novem-
ber 30, 1938, when struck by an automobile driven by C. 0. Ising 
while on duty as an employee of the Department of Agriculture, 
assigned to the United States Forest Service, at Russellville, 
Arkansas: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in 
this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered 
to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services ren-
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Penalty for viola-
tion.
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dered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlaw-
ful, any contract to t contraotry notwithstanding. Any person
violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 673]
AN ACT

For the relief of J. Milton Sweney.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to J. Milton Sweney,
Shenandoah, Iowa, the sum of $800.90. The payment of such sum
shall be in full settlement of all claims against the United States for
damages sustained by the said J. Milton Sweney as the result of
personal injuries received on January 6, 1937, near Shenandoah,
Iowa, when he was struck by a truck in the service of the Department
of Agriculture: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or deliv-
ered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services
rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlaw-
ful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person vio-
lating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 674]
August 10, 1939

[H. R. 4965]
[Private, No. 242]

J. Harry Walker.
Payment to.

AN ACT

For the relief of J. Harry Walker.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to J. Harry Walker, of
Poplar, Montana, the sum of $1,000, in full satisfaction of his claims
against the United States to November 27, 1937, for compensation for
services rendered by him as an undertaker in the burial of Indians
of the Fort Peck Agency and other reservations.

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 675]
August 10, 1939 AN ACT

H. R. 5338] For the relief of Mr. and Mrs. John Eckendorff, and Mr. and Mrs. Alexander G.
[Private, No. 243] Dorr.

Mr. and Mrs. John
Eckendorff and Mr.
and Mrs. Alexander
O. Dorr.

Payments to.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Mr. and Mrs. John Eckendorff, of New Orleans, Louisiana, the sum
of $500, and to Mr. and Mrs. Alexandar G. Dorr, of New Orleans,
Louisiana, the sum of $250. Said sums shall be in full settlement
of all claims against the United States for injuries received by Mrs.
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dered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlaw-
viola- ful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person 

violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a 
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum 
not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 
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August 10, 1939 
[H. R. 4965] 

[Private, No. 244 

J. Harry Walker. 
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[H. R. 5338] 
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G. Dorr. 
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[CHAPTER 673] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of J. Milton Sweney. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to J. Milton Sweney, 
Shenandoah, Iowa, the sum of $800.90. The payment of such sum 
shall be in full settlement of all claims against the United States for 
damages sustained by the said J. Milton Sweney as the result of 
personal injuries received on January 6, 1937, near Shenandoah, 
Iowa, when he was struck by a truck in the service of the Department 
of Agriculture: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated 
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or deliv-
ered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services 
rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlaw-
ful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person vio-
lating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a 
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum 
not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 674] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of J. Harry Walker. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to J. Harry Walker, of 
Poplar, Montana, the sum of $1,000, in full satisfaction of his claims 
against the United States to November 27, 1937, for compensation for 
services rendered by him as an undertaker in the burial of Indians 
of the Fort Peck Agency and other reservations. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 675] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Mr. and Mrs. John Eckendorff, and Mr. and Mrs. Alexander G. 
Dorr. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Mr. and Mrs. John Eckendorff, of New Orleans, Louisiana, the sum 
of $500, and to Mr. and Mrs. Alexandar G. Dorr, of New Orleans, 
Louisiana, the sum of $250. Said sums shall be in full settlement 
of all claims against the United States for injuries received by Mrs. 
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John Eckendorff and Mrs. Alexander G. Dorr, and expenses incident
thereto, resulting from a collision between the car in which they
were riding and a truck in the service of the Department of Agri-
culture, in New Orleans, Louisiana, on May 28, 1938: Provided, That
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent
or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 676]
AN ACT

To authorize cancelation of deportation in the case of Louise Wohl.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of Labor is hereby authorized and directed to cancel the pending
order and warrant of deportation issued in the case of Louise Wohl,
any provision of existing law to the contrary notwithstanding.
From and after the date of the approval of this Act, Louise Wohl
shall not again be subject to deportation by reason of the same fact
upon which the outstanding proceedings rest and shall be deemed
to have been lawfully admitted to the United States for permanent
residence as of June 21, 1929.

Upon the enactment of this Act the Secretary of State shall
instruct the proper quota-control officer to deduct one number from
the nonpreference category of the quota during the current year.

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 677]
AN ACT

For the relief of W. R. Fuchs, former disbursing clerk, Department of Agriculture;
J. L. Summers, former disbursing clerk; and G. F. Allen, chief disbursing
officer, Division of Disbursement, Treasury Department.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, notwithstand-
ing the provisions of section 6 of the Classification Act of 1923 (42
Stat. 1490), as amended, the Comptroller General of the United
States is hereby authorized and directed to allow credit in the
accounts of W. R. Fuchs, former disbursing clerk, Department of
Agriculture; J. L. Summers, former disbursing clerk, now deceased;
and G. F. Allen, chief disbursing officer, Division of Disbursement,
Treasury Department; in the sums of $334.89, $64.20, and $77.66,
respectively, for payments made to eight junior messengers who were
appointed in the Agricultural Adjustment Administration at salaries
in excess of the minimum of the classification grade during the period
January 8, 1934, to April 2, 1934; and no amounts so paid and not
heretofore recovered shall be charged against the payees on account
of said payments.

Approved, August 10, 1939.
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John Eckendorff and Mrs. Alexander G. Dorr, and expenses incident 
thereto, resulting from a collision between the car in which they 
were riding and a truck in the service of the Department of Agri-
culture, in New Orleans, Louisiana, on May 28, 1938: Provided, That 
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per 
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent 
or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this 
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 676] 
AN ACT 

To authorize cancelation of deportation in the case of Louise Wohl. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of Labor is hereby authorized and directed to cancel the pending 
order and warrant of deportation issued in the case of Louise Wohl, 
any provision of existing law to the contrary notwithstanding. 
From and after the date of the approval of this Act, Louise Wohl 
shall not again be subject to deportation by reason of the same fact 
upon which the outstanding proceedings rest and shall be deemed 
to have been lawfully admitted to the United States for permanent 
residence as of June 21, 1929. 
Upon the enactment of this Act the Secretary of State shall 

instruct the proper quota-control officer to deduct one number from 
the nonpreference category of the quota during the current year. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 677] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of W. R. Fuchs, former disbursing clerk, Department of Agriculture; 
J. L. Summers, former disbursing clerk; and G. F. Allen, chief disbursing 
officer, Division of Disbursement, Treasury Department. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, notwithstand-
ing the provisions of section 6 of the Classification Act of 1923 (42 
Stat. 1490), as amended, the Comptroller General of the United 
States is hereby authorized and directed to allow credit in the 
accounts of W. R. Fuchs, former disbursing clerk, Department of 
Agriculture; J. L. Summers, former disbursing clerk, now deceased; 
and G. F. Allen, chief disbursing officer, Division of Disbursement, 
Treasury Department; in the sums of $334.89, $64.20, and $77.66, 
respectively, for payments made to eight junior messengers who were 
appointed in the Agricultural Adjustment Administration at salaries 
in excess of the minimum of the classification grade during the period 
January 8, 1934, to April 2, 1934; and no amounts so paid and not 
heretofore recovered shall be charged against the payees on account 
of said payments.. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 678]
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AN ACT
For the relief of Benno von Mayrhauser and Oskar von Mayrhauser.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Benno von
Mayrhauser and Oskar von Mayrhauser, of Kiel, Germany, shall be
admitted to the United States of America for permanent residence
here, notwithstanding any provision of the immigration laws of the
United States now in effect.

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 679]
AN ACT

For the relief of Stacy C. Mosser, receiver for the Great Northern Majestic
Building Corporation.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Stacy C. Mosser,
receiver for the Great Northern Majestic Building Corporation,
Chicago, Illinois, the sum of $6,267.49. The payment of such sum
shall be in full settlement of all claims against the United States by
Stacy C. Mosser as receiver for the Great Northern Majestic Building
Corporation arising out of the leasing of the Great Northern Theatre
to Works Progress Administration, Federal theater project numbered
1, Cook County, Illinois, for use in connection with the official project
numbered 894-310 during the period from December 18, 1938, to
January 15 1939. Such theater was leased under a license agreement
signed by the agent cashier of Works Progress Administration, Fed-
eral theater project numbered 1, but payment has been denied on the
ground that rent paid under a previous expired lease was paid without
proper procedure or authority: Provided, That no part of the amount
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any per-
son violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 680]
AN ACT

For the relief of Sam E. Woods.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
sam E. Woods. United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Payment to. of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,

out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Sam E. Woods, American Commercial Attach6, Berlin, Germany, the
sum of $278.50, in full settlement of all claims against the Government
of the United States for expenses incurred for ocean transportation
and per diem while on board vessel in connection with official travel
from Prague, Czechoslovakia, to Washington, District of Columbia,
during the period February 8 to February 17,1934, in accordance with

August 10 1939
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[CHAPTER 678] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Benno von Mayrhauser and Oskar von Mayrhauser. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Benno von 
Mayrhauser and Oskar von Mayrhauser, of Kiel, Germany, shall be 
admitted to the United States of America for permanent residence 
here, notwithstanding any provision of the immigration laws of the 
United States now in effect. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 679] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Stacy C. Mosser, receiver for the Great Northern Majestic 
Building Corporation. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Stacy C. Mosser, 
receiver for the Great Northern Majestic Building Corporation, 
Chicago, Illinois, the sum of $6,267.49. The payment of such sum 
shall be in full settlement of all claims against the United States by 
Stacy C. Mosser as receiver for the Great Northern Majestic Building 
Corporation arising out of the leasing of the Great Northern Theatre 
to Works Progress Administration, Federal theater project numbered 
1, Cook County, Illinois, for use in connection with the official project 
numbered 894-310 during the period from December 18, 1938, to 
January 15, 1939. Such theater was leased under a license agreement 
signed by the agent cashier of Works Progress Administration, Fed-
eral theater project numbered 1, but payment has been denied on the 
ground that rent paid under a previous expired lease was paid without 
proper procedure or authority: Provided, That no part of the amount 
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be 
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account 
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall 
be unlawful, any, contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any per-
son violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a 
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum 
not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 680] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Sam E. Woods. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Sam E. Woods, American Commercial Attache, Berlin, Germany, the 
sum of $278.50, in full settlement of all claims against the Government 
of the United States for expenses incurred for ocean transportation 
and per diem while on board vessel in connection with official travel 
from Prague, Czechoslovakia, to Washington, District of Columbia, 
during the period February 8 to February 17, 1934, in accordance with 
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cable instructions dated February 3, 1934, from the Director of the
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, the ocean portion of said
travel having been performed on a vessel of foreign registry: Pro-
vided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess
of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by
any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 681]
AN ACT

For the relief of Matilda Lamed Bouck.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Matilda Lared Bouck,
of Middleburg, New York, the sum of $1,000, in full settlement of all
claims against the United States for property damage and personal
injuries received by her while riding in automobile driven and owned
by Edwin L. Wade, of Schenectady, New York, and which automobile
was forced from the Middleburg-Schoharie Highway near Schoharie,
New York, on December 3, 1935, by a truck in the service of the
Civilian Conservation Corps: Provided, That no part of the amount
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 10, 1939.

[CHAPTER 683]
AN AC'T

1539

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

August 10, 1939
[H. R. 6808]

[Private, No. 249]

Matilda Larned
Bouck.

Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

. .. August 10, 1939
For the relief of John L. Summers, former disbursing clerk, Treasury Department, [H. R. 70491

and for other purposes. [Private, No. 250]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States be, and he is hereby, authorized
and directed to allow in the accounts of John L. Summers, former
disbursing clerk, now deceased, Treasury Department, sums aggre-
gating not to exceed $827.14 disallowed in his accounts, without rais-
ing charges against the officers who certified the vouchers for pay-
ment, covering payments made by him in the period from December
1933 to June 30, 1934; and in the accounts of Guy F. Allen, chief
disbursing officer, sums aggregating not to exceed $3,352.60 dis-
allowed in his accounts, without raising charges against the officers
who certified the vouchers for payment, covering payments made by
him in the period from July 1, 1934, to December 31, 1935.

SEC. 2. The Comptroller General of the United States is author-
ized and directed to allow in the accounts of Frank White, H. T.

John L. Summers
(deceased).

Adjustment in ac-
counts.

Guy F. Allen.
Adjustment in ac-

counts.

Frank White and
others.

Adjustment In ac-
counts.
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cable instructions dated February 3, 1934, from the Director of the 
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, the ocean portion of said 
travel having been performed on a vessel of foreign registry: Pro-
vided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess 
of 10 per c,entum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by 
any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection 
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the 
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of 
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction 
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 6811 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Matilda Lamed Bouck. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Matilda Lamed Bouck, 
of Middleburg, New York, the sum of $1,000, in full settlement of all 
claims against the United States for property damage and personal 
injuries received by her while riding in automobile driven and owned 
by Edwin L. Wade, of Schenectady, New York, and which automobile 
was forced from the Middleburg-Schoharie Highway near Schoharie, 
New York, on December 3, 1935, by a truck in the service of the 
Civilian Conservation Corps: Provided, That no part of the amount 
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be 
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account 
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall 
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any 

violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of 
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum 
not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 6831 
AN ACT 

For the relief of John L. Summers, former disbursing clerk, Treasury Department, 
and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States be, and he is hereby, authorized 
and directed to allow in the accounts of John L. Summers, former 
disbursing clerk, now deceased, Treasury Department, sums aggre-
gating not to exceed $827.14 disallowed in his accounts, without rais-
ing charges against the officers who certified the vouchers for pay-
ment, covering payments made by him in the period from December 
1933 to June 30, 1934; and in the accounts of Guy F. Allen, chief 
disbursing officer, sums aggregating not to exceed $3,352.60 dis-
allowed in his accounts, without raising charges against the officers 
who certified the vouchers for payment, covering payments made by 
him in the period from July 1, 1934, to December 31, 1935. 
SEC. 2. The Comptroller General of the United States is author-

ized and directed to allow in the accounts of Frank White, H. T. 
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Penalty for viola-
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August 10, 1939 
[H. R. 6808] 

[Private, No. 249] 

Matilda Lamed 
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Payment to. 
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ney's, etc., fees. 
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tion. 

August 10, 1939 
[H. R. 7049] 

[Private, No. 2,501 
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Adjustment in ac-

counts. 
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Frank White and 
others. 
Adjustment in ac-

counts. 
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Tate, W. O. Woods, and W. A. Julian sums of not to exceed
$16,063.37, $3,231.17, $72,822.49, and $449,160.05, respectively, repre-
senting unavailable items in their accounts as former Treasurers and

eorecoveries to Treasurer of the United States: Provided, That any recoveries here-
ffset itemsof similar tofore or hereafter made in respect of any of the foregoing items
harater. may, in the discretion of the Comptroller General of the United

States, be applied to offset unavailable items of a similar character
hereafter arising in the accounts of the former Treasurers and
Treasurer to whose account the recovery pertains, upon a showing
that such unavailable items have occurred without fault or negli-
gence on the part of said former Treasurers and Treasurer.

Tresurer of United SEC. 3. The sum of $1,811.40 is hereby appropriated, out of any
Sum appropriated money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to cover losses

r over lossesinoffce in the office of the Treasurer of the United States due to payment
of checks on forged signature of the drawer, or for raised amounts,
or on forged endorsements of the payees.

oAdjutmentg to e SE. 4. For the purpose of adjusting the accounts relating to the
.ublic debt. of theUnited States, there is hereby appropriated, out

of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum
of $576,340.23. Of this sum, the amount of $542,103.11, or so much
thereof as may be necessary, shall be deposited by the Secretary of
the Treasury in the accounts of the Treasurer of the United States
as public-debt receipts and the amount of $34,237.12, or so much
thereof as may be necessary, shall be credited by the Secretary of
the Treasury to the proper accounts to adjust overissues and over-
redemptions of principal of public-debt securities and overpayments
of interest on public-debt securities.

iona bank note c SE. 5. The Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, author-
ency accounts. ized and directed to adjust discrepancies in certain national bank

note currency accounts in the Office of the Comptroller of the Cur-
rency, covering the years 1934 and 1935, in the amount of $1,290
and the Treasurer of the United States is authorized and directed
to charge the sum of $1,290 against his general account with corre-
sponding credit therein to the fund for retirement of national bank

26 Ut. s.i 22. notes established by the Act of July 14, 1890 (26 Stat. 289; U. S. C.,
title 12, sec. 122).

Approved, August 10, 1939.

August 11, 1939
[S. 796]

[Private, No. 251]

Mato, Mlljenko,
Bozo, and Augustin
Cibilic, or Zibilich.

Cancelation of de-
portation order, etc.

Admission deemed
lawful.

[CHAPTER 702]
AN ACT

For the relief of Mato, Miljenko, Bozo, and Augustin Cibilic, or Zibilich.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in the admin-
istration of the immigration and naturalization laws the Secretary of
Labor is hereby authorized and directed to cancel the warrant of arrest
and the order of deportation against Mato, Miljenko, Bozo, and
Augustin Cibilic, or Zibilich, heretofore issued on the ground that
admission to the United States has been fraudulently gained and that
they shall hereafter be deemed to have been lawfully admitted to the
United States for permanent residence at New Orleans, Louisiana.

Approved, August 11, 1939.

ti
re
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26 Stat. 289. 
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August 11, 1939 
[S. 796] 

[Private, No. 261] 

Mato, Millenko, 
Bozo, and Augustin 
Cibilic, or Zibilich. 
Cancelation of de-

portation order, etc. 

Admission deemed 
lawful. 

Tate, W. 0. Woods, and W. A. Julian sums of not to exceed 
$16,063.37, $3,231.17, $72,822.49, and $449,160.05, respectively, repre-
senting unavailable items in their accounts as former Treasurers and 
Treasurer of the United States: Provided, That any recoveries here-
tofore or hereafter made in respect of any of the foregoing items 
may, in the discretion of the Comptroller General of the United 
States, be applied to offset unavailable items of a similar character 
hereafter arising in the accounts of the former Treasurers and 
Treasurer to whose account the recovery pertains, upon a showing 
that such unavailable items have occurred without fault or negli-
gence on the part of said former Treasurers and Treasurer. 

SEo. 3. The sum of $1,811.40 is hereby appropriated, out of any 
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to cover losses 
in the office of the Treasurer of the United States due to payment 
of checks on forged signature of the drawer, or for raised amounts, 
or on forged endorsements of the payees. 
SE0. 4. For the purpose of adjusting the accounts relating to the 

public debt of the United States, there is hereby appropriated, out 
of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum 
of $576,340.23. Of this sum, the amount of $542,103.11, or so much 
thereof as may be necessary, shall be deposited by the Secretary of 
the Treasury in the accounts of the Treasurer of the United States 
as public-debt receipts and the amount of $34,237.12, or so much 
thereof as may be necessary, shall be credited by the Secretary of 
the Treasury to the proper accounts to adjust overissues and over-
redemptions of principal of public-debt securities and overpayments 
of interest on public-debt securities. 

SEo. 5. Tho Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, author-
ized and directed to adjust discrepancies in certain national bank 
note currency accounts in the Office of the Comptroller of the Cur-
rency, covering the years 1934 and 1935, in the amount of $1,290, 
and the Treasurer of the United States is authorized and directed 
to charge the sum of $1,290 against his general account with corre-
sponding credit therein to the fund for retirement of national bank 
notes established by the Act of July 14, 1890 (26 Stat. 289; U. S. C., 
title 12, sec. 122). 
Approved, August 10, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 702] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Mato, Miljenko, Bozo, and Augustin Cibilic, or Zibilich. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in the admin-
istration of the immigration and naturalization laws the Secretary of 
Labor is hereby authorized and directed to cancel the warrant of arrest 
and the order of deportation against Mato, Miljenko, Bozo, and 
Augustin Cibilic, or Zibilich, heretofore issued on the ground that 
admission to the United States has been fraudulently gained and that 
they shall hereafter be deemed to have been lawfully admitted to the 
United States for permanent residence at New Orleans, Louisiana. 
Approved, August 11, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 703]
AN ACT

For the relief of Emil Friedrich Dischleit.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in the admin-
istration of the immigration and naturalization laws Emil Friedrich
Dischleit, of Meriden, Connecticut, shall be held and considered to
have been legally admitted to the United States for permanent
residence on August 21, 1931.

SEc. 2. From and after the date of the approval of this Act Emil
Friedrich Dischleit shall not again be subject to deportation by reason
of the same facts upon which the outstanding proceedings rest.

Approved, August 11, 1939.

[CHAPTER 704]
AN ACT

For the relief of Konstantinos Dionysiou Antiohos (or Gus Pappas).

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in the admin-
istration of the immigration and naturalization laws, the Secretary
of Labor is hereby authorized and directed to cancel the warrant of
arrest and the order of deportation against Konstantinos Dionysiou
Antiohos (or Gus Pappas) and that from and after the approval of
this Act he shall be deemed to have been lawfully admitted to the
United States for permanent residence.

Approved, August 11, 1939.

August 11, 1939
[S. 1269]

[Private, No. 252]

Emil Friedrich
Dischleit.

Admission deemed
lawful.

Not deportable on
same grounds.

August 11, 1939
IS. 1538]

[Private, No. 253]

Konstantinos Di-
onysiou Antiohos.

Cancelation of order
of deportation, etc.

Admission deemed
lawful.

[CHAPTER 705]
AN ACT

For the relief of William E. Cowen.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representaties of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
William E. Cowen, of Washington, District of Columbia, an em-
ployee of the custodian's office, Senate Office Building, the sum of
$265, in full settlement of his claim against the United States for
medical and hospital expenses incurred as a result of injuries sus-
tained on April 29, 1937, when his left foot was crushed between the
loading platform and the subway car: Provided, That no part of
the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 11, 1939.

August 11, 1939
[S. 183]

[Private, No. 254]

William E. Cowen.
I'aynelut to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.
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[CHAPTER 703] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Emil Friedrich Dischleit. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in the admin-
istration of the immigration and naturalization laws Emil Friedrich 
Dischleit, of Meriden, Connecticut, shall be held and considered to 
have been legally admitted to the United States for permanent 
residence on August 21, 1931. 
SEC. 2. From and after the date of the approval of this Act Emil 

Friedrich Dischleit shall not again be subject to deportation by reason 
of the same facts upon which the outstanding proceedings rest. 
Approved, August 11, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 704] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Konstantinos Dionysiou Antiohos (or Gus Pappas). 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in the admin-
istration of the immigration and naturalization laws, the Secretary 
of Labor is hereby authorized and directed to cancel the warrant of 
arrest and the order of deportation against Konstantinos Dionysiou 
Antiohos (or Gus Pappas) and that from and after the approval of 
this Act he shall be deemed to have been lawfully admitted to the 
United States for permanent residence. 
Approved, August 11, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 705] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of William E. Cowen. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in. Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
William E. Cowen, of Washington, District of Columbia, an em-
ployee of the custodian's office, Senate Office Building, the sum of 
$265, in full settlement of his claim against the United States for 
medical and hospital expenses incurred as a result of injuries sus-
tained on April 29, 1937, when his left foot was crushed between the 
loading platform and the subway car: Provided, That no part of 
the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum 
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or 
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this 
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 11, 1939. 

August 11, 1939 
[S. 1269] 

[Private, No. 252] 

Emil Friedrich 
Dischleit. 
Admission deemed 

lawful. 

Not deportable on 
same grounds. 

August 11, 1939 
IS. 1538] 

[Private, No. 253] 
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tion. 
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706]
AN ACT

For the relief of N. F. Clower and Elijah Williams.

[CHAPTER 7

August 11, 1939
IS. 2056]

[Private, No. 255]

N. F. Clower.
Reconveyance of

real estate to.

Description.

Elijah Williams.
Reconveyance of

real estate to.

Description.

Clerk of district
court to satisfy of rec-
ord judgment as sure-
ties for Robert Rhone.

Provso.
Payment of Federal

costs, etc.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury, for and on behalf of the United States of America,
be, and he is hereby authorized and directed to execute to N. F.
Clower, of Shelby County, Tennessee, a quitclaim deed conveying
any right, title, and interest of the United States of America in the
following-described real estate lying and being in Shelby County,
Tennessee, and particularly described as follows:

Being in the second civil district of said county and State, to wit:
Twenty-seven and six one-hundredths acres of land bounded on the
north by the lands of White; on the east by the lands of
Fields; on the south by the lands of Weaver; and on the
west by the lands of Ensley or Barrett; and lots 9, 11, 12,
and 13 in Clower's subdivision in Shelby County, State of Tennessee,
which subdivision was made in January A. D. 1925; said lots are
bounded on the north by the lands of N. F. Clower; on the east by
the lands of Williams and Birdie Rice; on the south by Mitchell
Avenue, and on the west by the Macedonia Missionary Baptist
Church lands; said lots 9, 11, 12, and 13 are in block 2 of said subdi-
vision; together with the hereditaments and appurtenances thereunto
belonging.

SEC. 2. That the Secretary of the Treasury, for and on behalf of
the United States of America, be, and he is hereby, authorized and
directed to execute to Elijah Williams of Shelby County, Tennessee,
a quitclaim deed conveying any right, title, and interest of the United
States of America in the following-described real estate lying and
being in the second civil district, county of Shelby, and State of
Tennessee, to wit: Lot 42, block 1, of W. O. Crump's Warford Avenue
subdivision, as shown in plat book 8, at page 205, of the register's
office for the county of Shelby in the State of Tennessee, said land
beginning on the north side of Calvert Avenue at the northwest
corner of Branch Street forty feet; thence north parallel with Branch
Street one hundred and twenty-five feet; thence east parallel with
Calvert Avenue forty feet to the west side of Branch Street; thence
south with said west line one hundred and twenty-five feet to the
beginning, together with the hereditaments and appurtenances there-
unto belonging.

SEC. 3. That the clerk of the United States District Court for
the Western District of Tennessee, at Memphis is hereby authorized
and directed to satisfy of record the judgment obtained by the United
States of America against N. F. Clower and Elijah Williams, as
sureties on the forfeited bail bond of Robert Rhone, who was charged
with violation of the United States Internal Revenue Act and who
failed to appear as required by law but who subsequent to the first
setting of his trial and within the same term of court, made his
appearance, stood trial July 21, 1937, was convicted, sentenced, and
has served his time and been discharged: Provided, however, That
as a condition precedent to the reconveyance of the property and the
satisfaction of the judgment the claimants pay to the United States
their proportionate share of the sum of $167.96, said sum representing
costs and expenses incurred by the Government.

Approved, August 11, 1939.
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August 11, 1939 
IS. 2056] 

[Private, No. 255] 
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[CHAPTER 706] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of N. F. Clower and Elijah Williams. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury, for and on behalf of the United States of America, 
be, and he is hereb3r, authorized and directed to execute to N. F. 
Clower , of Shelby County, Tennessee, a quitclaim deed conveying 
any right, title, and interest of the United States of America in the 
following-described real estate lying and being in Shelby County, 
Tennessee, and particularly described as follows: 
Being in the second civil district of said county and State, to wit: 

Twenty-seven and six one-hundredths acres of land bounded on the 
north by the lands of White; on the east by the lands of 
Fields; on the south by the lands of Weaver • and on the 
west by the lands of Ensley or Barrett; and lots 9, 11, 12, 

i and 13 n Clower's subdivision in Shelby County, State of Tennessee, 
which subdivision was made in January A. D. 1925; said lots are 
bounded on the north by the lands of N. F. Clower; on the east by 
the lands of Williams and Birdie Rice ' • on the south by Mitchell 
Avenue, and on the west by the Macedonia Missionary Baptist 
Church lands; said lots 9, 11, 12, and 13 are in block 2 of said subdi-
vision; together with the hereditaments and appurtenances thereunto 
belonging. 
SEC. 2. That the Secretary of the Treasury, for and on behalf of 

the United States of America, be, and he is hereby, authorized and 
directed to execute to Elijah Williams of Shelby County, Tennessee, 
a quitclaim deed conveying any right, title, and interest of the United 
States of America in the follawmg-described real estate lying and 
being in the second civil district, county of Shelby, and State of 
Tennessee, to wit: Lot 42, block 1, of W. 0. Crump's Warford Avenue 
subdivision, as shown in plat book 8, at page 205, of the register's 
office for the county of Shelby in the State of Tennessep, said land 
beginning on the north side of Calvert Avenue at the northwest 
corner of Branch Street forty feet; thence north parallel with Branch 
Street one hundred and twenty-five feet; thence east parallel with 
Calvert Avenue forty feet to the west side of Branch Street; thence 
south with said west line one hundred and twenty-five feet to the 
beginning, together with the hereditaments and appurtenances there-
unto belonging. 
Spa 3. That the clerk of the United States District Court for 

the Western District of Tennessee, at Memphis, is hereby authorized 
and directed to satisfy of record the judgment obtained by the United 
States of America against N. F. Clower and Elijah Williams, as 
sureties on the forfeited bail bond of Robert Rhone, who was charged 
with violation of the United States Internal Revenue Act and who 
failed to appear as required by law but who subsequent to the first 
setting of his trial and within the same term of court, made his 
appearance' stood trial July 21, 1937, was convicted, sentenced, and 
has served his time and been discharged: Provided, however, That 
as a condition precedent to the reconveyance of the property and the 
satisfaction of the judgment the claimants pay to the United States 
their proportionate share of the sum of $167.96, said sum representing 
costs and expenses incurred by the Government. 
Approved, August 11, 1939. 
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[CHAPTER 707]
AN ACT

To confer jurisdiction on the District Court of the United States for the Western
District of Missouri to hear, determine, and render judgment upon the claims
of certain claimants who suffered loss by flood at or near Bean Lake in Platte
County, and Sugar Lake in Buchanan County, in the State of Missouri, during
the month of March 1934.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwith-
standing the lapse of time or any provisions of law to the contrary
jurisdiction is hereby conferred upon the District Court of the
United States for the Western District of Missouri to hear, deter-
mine, and render judgment without interest, but with costs, under
and in accordance with the same provisions of law as if the United
States were a private party upon the claims of the following-named
people or their heirs, representatives, administrators, executors, suc-
cessors, or assigns: G. M. McCrary, Paul N. Shouse, Emma Shults,
Mrs. C. E. Johnson, Mrs. A. H. Wilber, G. E. Hutson, Elmer Willis,
Ethel McDuff, W. J. Huter, W. C. Hood, J. P. Kuhnert, Florence
0. Saunders, E. Cobb, James D. Kelly, W. H. Myers, Dora Weldin,
Frank Dougherty, M. H. Whitnah, Charles C. Myers, H. A. Whit-
nah, W. F. Reese, George Willis, N. D. Gasaway, Paul Johnson,
Harry Turpin, John H. Chapin, J. D. Fraizer, C. W. Pierson, L. K.
Poos, Lula A. Jegglin, Mrs. E. T. Graham, A. F. Russell, E. O.
Keene, H. F. Chapin, Goldie Noland, Mrs. Goldie Noland, B. F.
Kabel, Oscar Swearnger, Argyle Reese, S. O. Daniels, Belle Wagner,
and W. D. Shreve. Said claims arise out of a flood allegedly result-
ing from the defective or improper placing and construction of dikes
or revetments in the Missouri River by the War Department of the
United States, at or near Bean Lake in Platte County, and Sugar
Lake in Buchanan County, in the State of Missouri, in the month of
March 1934. Suit hereunder may be instituted at any time within
one year from the date of the enactment of this Act, and proceedings
therein, appeals therefrom, and payment of judgment thereon, if any,
shall be had in the same manner as in the case of claims over which
such court has jurisdiction under the provisions of the Judicial Code.

SEC. 2. The United States district attorney for the western district
of Missouri is hereby charged with the duty of defending the United
States in any suit instituted under the authority of this Act.

SEC. 3. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such sums as may
be necessary to pay judgments under this Act. Such amounts shall
be paid by the Secretary of the Treasury when the judgment of the
district court has become final and on presentation to the Secretary
of a duly authenticated copy of the judgment. Such payment shall
be in full settlement of all claims against the United States on
account of claims arising out of such flood damage.

Approved, August 11, 1939.
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August 11, 1939
[H. R. 1693]

[Private, No. 256]

Bean Lake and
Sugar Lake, Mo.

Designated claims
for flood damages re-
ferred to district court.

Institution of suit,
etc.

Duty of district at-
torney.

Appropriation au-
thorized for payment
of judgment.

[CHAPTER 708]
AN ACT

For the relief of Thomas J. Smith.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Thomas J.
Smith, of Mankato, Kansas, is hereby relieved of the charge against
him in the amount of $69, representing the amount paid to him by the
United States as an employee of the Soil Conservation Service,

August 11, 1939
[H . 2440]

[Private, No. 257]

Thomas J. Smith.
Release of certain

charge against.
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[CHAPTER 707] 
AN ACT 

To confer jurisdiction on the District Court of the United States for the Western 
District of Missouri to hear, determine, and render judgment upon the claims 
of certain claimants who suffered loss by flood at or near Bean Lake in Platte 
County, and Sugar Lake in Buchanan County, in the State of Missouri, during 
the month of March 1934. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwith-
standing the lapse of time or any provisions of law to the contrary 
jurisdiction is hereby conferred upon the District Court of the 
United States for the Western District of Missouri to hear, deter-
mine, and render judgment without interest, but with costs, under 
and in accordance with the same provisions of law as if the United 
States were a private party upon the claims of the following-named 
people or their heirs, representatives, administrators, executors, suc-
cessors, or assigns: G. M. McCrary, Paul N. Shouse, Emma Shults, 
Mrs. C. E. Johnson, Mrs. A. H. Wilber, G. E. Hutson, Elmer Willis, 
Ethel McDuff, W. J. Huter, W. C. Hood, J. P. Kuhnert, Florence 
0. Saunders, E. Cobb, James D. Kelly, W. 11. Myers, Dora Weldin, 
Frank Dougherty, M. H. Whitnah, Charles C. Myers, H. A. W hit-
nah, W. F. Reese, George Willis, N. D. Gasaway, Paul Johnson, 
Harry Turpin, John H. Chapin, J. D. Fraizer, C. W. Pierson, L. K. 
Poos, Lula A. Jegglin, Mrs. E. T. Graham, A. F. Russell, E. 0. 
Keene, H. F. Chapin, Goldie Noland, Mrs. Goldie Noland, B. F. 
Kabel, Oscar Swear-Inger, Argyle Reese, S. 0. Daniels, Belle Wagner, 
and W. D. Shreve. Said claims arise out of a flood allegedly result-
ing from the defective or improper placing and construction of dikes 
or revetments in the Missouri River by the War Department of the 
United States, at or near Bean Lake in Platte County, and Sugar 
Lake in Buchanan County, in the State of Missouri, in the month of 
March 1934. Suit hereunder may be instituted at any time within 
one year from the date of the enactment of this Act, and proceedings 
therein, appeals therefrom, and payment of judgment thereon, if any, 
shall be had in the same manner as in the case of claims over which 
such court has jurisdiction under the provisions of the Judicial Code. 
SEC. 2. The United States district attorney for the western district 

of Missouri is hereby charged with the duty of defending the United 
States in any suit instituted under the authority of this Act. 
SEC. 3. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any 

money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such sums as may 
be necessary to pay judgments under this Act. Such amounts shall 
be paid by the Secretary of the Treasury when the judgment of the 
district court has become final and on presentation to the Secretary 
of a duly authenticated copy of the judgment. Such payment shall 
be in full settlement of all claims against the United States on 
account of claims arising out of such flood damage. 
Approved, August 11, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 708] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Thomas J. Smith. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Thomas J. 
Smith, of Mankato, Kansas, is hereby relieved of the charge against 
him in the amount of $69, representing the amount paid to him by the 
United States as an employee of the Soil Conservation Service, 

August 11, 1939 
[H. R. 1693] 

[Private, No. 256] 

Bean Lake and 
Sugar Lake, Mo. 
Designated claims 

for flood damages re-
ferred to district court. 

Institution of suit, 
etc. 

Duty of district at-
torney. 

Appropriation au-
thorized for payment 
of judgment. 

August 11, 1939 
[H. R. 2440] 

[Private, No. 257] 

Thomas J. Smith. 
Release of certain 

charge against. 
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August 11, 1939
[H. R.3689]

[Private, No. 258]

Columbus Iron
Works Co.

Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

Department of Agriculture, for per diem in lieu of subsistence, at the
rate of $3 per day for the period March 22 to April 15, 1936, in
connection with travel incident to change of duty station from Man-
kato to Salina, Kansas, and while at Salina.

Approved, August 11, 1939.

[CHAPTER 709]
AN ACT

For the relief of the Columbus Iron Works Company.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
the Columbus Iron Works Company, Columbus, Georgia, the sum of
$426.27, in full satisfaction of its claim against the United States for
furnishing a quantity of cast-steel fittings to the War Department,
United States Engineers Office, at Batesville, Mississippi, under
unnumbered contract, dated December 2, 1937, and purchase order
numbered 10714, of the same date, issued pursuant thereto (General
Accounting Office claim numbered 0416015), covering the loss sus-
tained through its clerical error in submitting bid on cast-iron fittings
on lot numbered 2 of invitation numbered 1106-38-110 instead of on
cast-steel fittings which the Columbus Iron Works Company was
required to furnish: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid
or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 11, 1939.

[CHAPTER 710]
August 11,1939 AN ACT

[H. R. 5350] For the relief of Caryl Burbank, Preston A. Stanford, and Fire Association of
[Private, No. 259] Philadelphia.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Cayel Burbank. United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary

o f the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum
of $197.30 to Caryl Burbank, of Washington, District of Columbia,

Preston A. Stan- the sum of $55 to Preston A. Stanford, of Washington, District of
Payment to. Columbia, and the sum of $253.79 to the Fire Association of Phila-

phFireAssociaton delphia, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, in full settlement of their
delphia, Pa. claims against the United States for property damages occasioned on

aymentt October 3, 1938, in the city of Washington, District of Columbia,
when an automobile in which an injured Works Progress Adminis-
tration employee was being transported to a hospital collided with an
automobile owned and operated by Preston A. Stanford, and insured
by the Fire Association of Philadelphia, causing it, in turn, to strike

pocrim. an automobile owned and operated by Caryl Burbank: Provided,
Cotndition nrese- That, as a condition precedent to the payments directed herein, each

claimant shall execute an instrument releasing William A. Farr,
owner and operator of the vehicle transporting the injured Works
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August 11, 1939 
[H. R.3689] 

[Private, No. 258] 

Columbus Iron 
Works Co. 
Payment to. 

Proviso. 
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees. 

Penalty for viola-
tion. 

August 11, 1939 
[H. It. 5350] 

[Private, No. 259] 

Caryl Burbank. 
Payment to. 

Preston A. Stan-
ford. 
Payment to. 
Fire Association of 

Philadelphia, Phila-
delphia, Pa. 
Payment to. 

Provisos. 
Condition prece-

dent to payments. 
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Department of Agriculture, for per diem in lieu of subsistence, at the 
rate of $3 per day for the period March 22 to April 15, 1936, in 
connection with travel incident to change of duty station from Man-
kato to Salina, Kansas, and while at Salina. 
Approved, August 11, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 7091 
AN ACT 

For the relief of the Columbus Iron Works Company. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
the Columbus Iron Works Company, Columbus, Georgia, the sum of 
$426.27, in full satisfaction of its claim against the United States for 
furnishing a quantity of cast-steel fittings to the War Department, 
United States Engineers Office, at Batesville, Mississippi, under 
unnumbered contract, dated December 2, 1937, and purchase order 
numbered 10714, of the same date, issued pursuant thereto (General 
Accounting Office claim numbered 0416015), covering the loss sus-
tained through its clerical error in submitting bid on cast-iron fittings 
on lot numbered 2 of invitation numbered 1106-38-110 instead of on 
cast-steel fittings which the Columbus Iron Works Company was 
required to furnish: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid 
or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of 
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall 
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any 
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of 
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum 
not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 11, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 7101 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Caryl Burbank, Preston A. Stanford, and Fire Association of 
Philadelphia. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum 
of $197.30 to Caryl Burbank, of Washington, District of Columbia, 
the sum of $55 to Preston A. Stanford, of Washington, District of 
Columbia, and the sum of $253.79 to the Fire Association of Phila-
delphia, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, in full settlement of their 
claims against the United States for property damages occasioned on 
October 3, 1938, in the city of Washington, District of Columbia, 
when an automobile in which an injured Works Progress Adminis-
tration employee was being transported to a hospital collided with an 
automobile owned and operated by Preston A. Stanford, and insured 
by the Fire Association of Philadelphia, causing it, in turn, to strike 
an automobile owned and operated by Caryl Burbank: Provided, 
That, as a condition precedent to the payments directed herein, each 
claimant shall execute an instrument releasing William A. Farr, 
owner and operator of the vehicle transporting the injured Works 
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Progress Administration employee, from liability for the damages
occasioned to their respective automobiles and other property: Pro-
vided further, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act
in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any con-
tract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the pro-
visions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 11, 1939.

[CHAPTER 711]
AN ACT

To pay salary of Ruth Dornsife.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the
sum of $104.83 to Ruth Dornsife, Toledo, Ohio, in full settlement of
all claims against the United States for annual leave not granted
her while she was in the employ of the Farm Security Administra-
tion, from December 16, 1935, to August 10, 1937: Provided, That no
part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent
or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved, August 11, 1939.
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Limitation on attor-
ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

August 11, 1939
[H. R. 5491]

[Private, No. 260]

Ruth Dornsife.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty for viola-
tion.

[CHAPTER 712]
AN ACT

For the relief of Mrs. Virgie B. Weaver.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the provisions
and limitations of sections 15 to 20, both inclusive, of the Act
entitled "An Act to provide compensation for employees of the
United States suffering injuries while in the performance of their
duties, and for other purposes", approved September 7, 1916, as
amended, are hereby waived in favor of Mrs. Virgie B. Weaver, Waco,
Texas, a former employee of the United States of America at Camp
McArthur, Texas, and the United States Employees' Compensation
Commission is authorized to receive and consider her claim, under
the remaining provisions of said Act, for injury and disability alleged
to have been sustained in the latter part of 1917 or the early part of
1918 as a result of her employment in such capacity: Provided, That
claim hereunder shall be filed within ninety days from the approval
of this Act: Provided further, That no benefits shall accrue prior to
the approval of this Act.

Approved, August 11, 1939.

August 11, 1939
[It. it. 5515

[Private, No. 261]

Mrs. Virgie B.
Weaver.

Provisions of Em-
ployees' Compensa-
tion Act extended to.

39 Stat. 746, 747.
5. U.. C. i766-770.

Proisos.
Time for filing

claim.

No prior benefits.
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Progress Administration employee, from liability for the damages 
occasioned to their respective automobiles and other property: Pro-
vided further, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act 
in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or 
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in 
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any con-
tract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the pro-
visions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon 
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 

Approved, August 11, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 711] 
AN ACT 

To pay salary of Ruth Dornsife. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the 
sum of $104.83 to Ruth Dornsife, Toledo, Ohio, in full settlement of 
all claims against the United States for annual leave not granted 
her while she was in the employ of the Farm Security Administra-
tion, from December 16, 1935, to August 10, 1937: Provided, That no 
part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per 
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent 
or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this 
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 11, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 712] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Mrs. Virgie B. Weaver. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the provisions 
and limitations of sections 15 to 20, both inclusive, of the Act 
entitled "An Act to provide compensation for employees of the 
United States suffering injuries while in the performance of their 
duties, and for other purposes", approved September 7, 1916, as 
amended, are hereby waived in favor of Mrs. Virgie B. Weaver, Waco, 
Texas, a former employee of the United States of America at Camp 
McArthur, Texas, and the United States Employees' Compensation 
Commission is authorized to receive and consider her claim, under 
the remaining provisions of said Act, for injury and disability alleged 
to have been sustained in the latter part of 1917 or the early part of 
1918 as a result of her employment in such capacity: Provided, That 
claim hereunder shall be filed within ninety days from the approval 
of this Act: Provided further, That no benefits shall accrue prior to 
the approval of this Act. 
Approved, August 11, 1939. 
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August 11, 1939 
H. R. 5491]  
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August 11, 1939
[H. R. 5704]

[Private, No. 262]

D. E. Sweinhart.
Payment to estate

of.
50 Stat. 1064.

[CHAPTER 713]
AN ACT

To amend Private Law Numbered 310, Seventy-fifth Congress, first session, an
Act for the relief of D. E. Sweinhart.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Private Law
Numbered 310, Seventy-fifth Congress, first session, an Act for the
relief of D. E. Sweinhart, be, and it hereby is, amended as follows:

In section 1, after the words "pay to" and immediately preceding
the words "D. E. Sweinhart", insert "Ernest D. Sweinhart, of
Albuquerque, New Mexico, administrator of the estate of".

Approved, August 11, 1939.

[CHAPTER 714]

August 11, 1939
[H. R. 5857]

[Private, No. 263]

Carleton-Mace En-
gineering Corp.

48 Stat. 1407.
Settlement of claim

for extra cost on con-
tract.

AN ACT

To amend Private Act Numbered 286, approved June 18, 1934, entitled "An Act
for the relief of Carleton-Mace Engineering Corporation."

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Private Act
Numbered 286, approved June 18, 1934, entitled "An Act for the
relief of Carleton-Mace Engineering Corporation" be, and the same
is hereby, amended by inserting the word "primarily" after the word
"occasioned" and before the word "by"; by repealing the word he"
appearing after the word "preventing" and before the word "com-
pletion" and inserting in lieu thereof the words "orderly prosecution
and"; by repealing the phrase "such amount, not exceeding"; by
repealing the provision "as the Comptroller General may find from
the facts and the evidence submitted to him to be the actual amount
of the extra cost occasioned by the said embargo" and inserting in
lieu thereof the following, "as found and determined by a Navy
Board on June 9, 1920"; and by repealing the phrase "or so much
thereof as may be necessary,".

Approved, August 11, 1939.

[CHAPTER 715]
Aueimit 11. 1939

AN ACT
[H. R. 6492] For the relief of John L. Hicks, rural rehabilitation supervisor, Farm Security

[Private, No. 264] Administration, Department of Agriculture, Santa Rosa, New Mexico.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
ohn L Hicks. United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary

of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated the
sum of $77.50 to John L. Hicks, rural rehabilitation supervisor, Farm
Security Administration, Department of Agriculture, Santa Rosa,
New Mexico, to compensate him for the amount expended by him in
satisfying the judgment rendered in the Fourth Judicial District
Court, ew Mexico, in the case of Luis Gutierrez, plaintiff, against
John L. Hicks, defendant (numbered 2615), arising from said John
L. Hicks' repossession, in good faith and upon reasonable cause, of
certain horses mistakenly supposed to have been mortgaged to the

Limitatio on ttor former Resettlement Administration: Provided, That no part of the
ney's, etc., fees. amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof

shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstand-

Penalty for viol ing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined
n any sum not exceeding $1,000.
Approved, August 11, 1939.
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August 11, 1939 
[H. R. 57041 

[Private, No. 262] 

13. E. Sweinhart. 
Payment to estate 

of. 
50 Stat. 1064. 

[CHAPTER 713] 
AN ACT 

To amend Private Law Numbered 310, Seventy-fifth Congress, first session, an 
Act for the relief of D. E. Sweinhart. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled? That Private Law 
Numbered 310, Seventy-fifth Congress first session, an Act for the 
relief of D. E. Sweinhart, be, and it hereby is, amended as follows: 
In section 1, after the words "pay to" and immediately preceding 

the words "D. E. Sweinhart", insert "Ernest D. Sweinhart, of 
Albuquerque, New Mexico, administrator of the estate of". 
Approved, August 11, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 714] 
AN ACT 

August 11, 1939 
[H. It. 58571  To amend Private Act Numbered 286, approved June 18, 1934, entitled "An Act 

[Private, No. 263] for the relief of Carleton-Mace Engineering Corporation." 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
Carleton-Mace En- United States of America in Congress assembled, That Private Act 

gineering Corp. 
48 Stat. 1407. Numbered 286, approved June 18, 1934, entitled "An Act for the 
Settlement of claim 

for extra cost on con- relief of Carleton-Mace Engineering Corporation", be, and the same 
tract, is hereby, amended by inserting the word "primarily" after the word 

"occasioned" and before the word "by"; by repealing the word "the" 
appearing after the word "preventing" and before the word "com-
pletion" and inserting in lieu thereof the words "orderly prosecution 
and"; by repealing the phrase "such amount, not exceeding" • by 
repealing the provision "as the Comptroller General may find exceeding"; 
the facts and the evidence submitted to him to be the actual amount 
of the extra cost occasioned by the said embargo" and inserting in 
lieu thereof the following, "as found and determined by a Na vy 
Board on June 9, 1920"; and by repealing the phrase "or so much 
thereof as may be necessary,". 
Approved, August 11, 1939. 

[CHAPTER 715] 
AN ACT 

August 11, 1939 
[EL It. 6492]  For the relief of John L. Hicks, rural rehabilitation supervisor, Farm Security 

[Private, No. 264] Administration, Department of Agriculture, Santa Rosa, New Mexico. 

John L. Hicks. 
Payment to. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the 
sum of $77.50 to John L. Hicks, rural rehabilitation supervisor, Farm 
Security Administration, Department of Agriculture, Santa Rosa, 
New Mexico, to compensate him for the amount expended by him in 
satisfying the judgment rendered in the Fourth Judicial District 
Court, New Mexico, in the case of Luis Gutierrez, plaintiff, against 
John L. Hicks, defendant (numbered 2615), arising from said John 
L. Hicks' repossession, in good faith and upon reasonable cause, of 
certain horses mistakenly supposed to have been mortgaged to the 

Proviso.  mitation on actor- former Resettlement Administration: Provided, That no part of the 
Li 

nay's, etc., fees, amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof 
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on 
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the 
same shall be unlawfulz any, contract to the contrary notwithstand-

Lion.  Penalty for ing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed 
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined 
in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved, August 11, 1939. 
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CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS

FIRST SESSION, SEVENTY-SIXTH CONGRESS

JOINT MEETING

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring),
That the two Houses of Congress assemble in the Hall of the House
of Representatives on Wednesday, the 4th day of January 1939,
at 1 o'clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of receiving such com-
munications as the President of the United States shall be pleased
to make to them.

Passed, January 4, 1939.

January 4, 1939
[H. Con. Res. 3]

Joint meeting of the
two Houses to receive
communications from
the President.

SESQUICENTENNIAL OF FIRST CONGRESS UNDER THE CONSTITUTION February 1,1939
[H. Con. Res. 4]

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring),
That in commemoration of the one hundred fiftieth anniversary of
the First Congress of the United States under the Constitution,
begun and held at the city of New York on Wednesday, the 4th of
March 1789, the two Houses of Congress shall assemble in the Hall
of the House of Representatives at 11 o'clock antemeridian, on Satur-
day, March 4, 1939.

That a joint committee consisting of five Members of the House
of Representatives and five Members of the Senate shall be appointed
by the Speaker of the House of Representatives and the President
of the Senate, respectively, which is empowered to make suitable
arrangements for fitting and proper exercises for the joint session
of Congress herein authorized.

That invitations to attend the exercises be extended to the Presi-
dent of the United States and the Members of his Cabinet, the Chief
Justice and Associate Justices of the Supreme Court of the United
States, the Diplomatic Corps (through the Secretary of State), the
General of the Armies, the Chief of Staff of the Army, the Chief of
Naval Operations, the Major General Commandant of the Marine
Corps, and the Commandant of the Coast Guard, and such other
persons as the joint committee on arrangements shall deem proper.

That the President of the United States is hereby invited to address
the American people at the joint session of the Congress in commemo-
ration of the one hundred fiftieth anniversary of the First Congress
of the United States under the Constitution.

Passed, February 1, 1939.
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CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS 

FIRST SESSION, SEVENTY-SIXTH CONGRESS 

JOINT MEETING 

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), 
That the two Houses of Congress assemble in the Hall of the House 
of Representatives on Wednesday, the 4th day of January 1939, 
at 1 o'clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of receiving such com-
munications as the President of the United States shall be pleased 
to make to them. 

Passed, January 4, 1939. 

January 4, 1939 
[H. Con. Res. 3] 

Joint meeting of the 
two Houses to receive 
communications from 
the President. 

SESQUICENTENNIAL OF FIRST CONGRESS UNDER THE CONSTITUTION  February 1, 1939  
[H. Con. Res. 4] 

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), 
That in commemoration of the one hundred fiftieth anniversary of 
the First Congress of the United States under the Constitution, 
begun and held at the city of New York on Wednesday, the 4th of 
March 1789, the two Houses of Congress shall assemble in the Hall 
of the House of Representatives at 11 o'clock antemeridian, on Satur-
day, March 4, 1939. 
That a joint committee consisting of five Members of the House 

of Representatives and five Members of the Senate shall be appointed 
by the Speaker of the House of Representatives and the President 
of the Senate, respectively, which is empowered to make suitable 
arramgements for fitting and proper exercises for the joint session 
of Congress herein authorized. 
That invitations to attend the exercises be extended to the Presi-

dent of the United States and the Members of his Cabinet, the Chief 
Justice and Associate Justices of the Supreme Court of the United 
States, the Diplomatic Corps (through the Secretary of State), the 
General of the Armies, the Chief of Staff of the Army, the Chief of 
Naval Operations, the Major General Commandant of the Marine 
Corps, and the Commandant of the Coast Guard, and such other 
persons as the joint committee on arrangements shall deem proper. 
That the President of the United States is hereby invited to address 

the American people at the joint session of the Congress in commemo-
ration of the one hundred fiftieth anniversary of the First Congress 
of the United States under the Constitution. 

Passed, February 1, 1939. 
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February 1, 1939
[H. Con. Res. 5]

"Investigation of
Un-American Activi-
ties and Propaganda."

Additional copies of
House Report on, or-
dered printed.

Post, p. 1552.

"INVESTIGATION OF UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES AND PROPAGANDA"

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring),
That there be printed twenty-five thousand additional copies of
House Report Numbered 2, current Congress, entitled "Investiga-
tion of Un-American Activities and Propaganda", of which three
thousand copies shall be for the use of the Senate document room,
and twenty-two thousand copies shall be for the use of the House
document room.

Passed, February 1, 1939.

February 16, 1939 SESQUICENTENNIAL OF FIRST CONGRESS UNDER THE CONSTITUTION
[H. Con. Res. 8]

Sesquicentennial of
First Congress under
the Constitution.

Hour of holding
joint session in com-
memoration of.

Ante, p. 1549.

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring),
That the first paragraph of House Concurrent Resolution 4 of the
Seventy-sixth Congress is hereby amended to read as follows: "That
in commemoration of the one hundred fiftieth anniversary of the
First Congress of the United States under the Constitution, begun
and held at the city of New York on Wednesday, the 4th of March
1789, the two Houses of Congress shall assemble in the Hall of the
House of Representatives at 12 o'clock meridian, on Saturday, March
4, 1939."

Passed, February 16, 1939.

March 16,1939 SESQUICENTENNIAL OF FIRST CONGRESS UNDER THE CONSTITUTION
[H. Con. Res. 12]

Sesquicentennial of
First Congress under
the Constitution.

Proceedings in com-
memoration of, ordered
printed.

Ante, p. 1549.

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring),
That the proceedings at the joint session of the two Houses of Con-
gress held in the House of Representatives on Saturday, March 4,
1939, in commemoration of the one hundred and fiftieth anniversary
of the commencement of the First Congress of the United States
under the Constitution, together with such additional matter as the
Joint Committee on Arrangements in charge of these ceremonies may
deem fitting and appropriate, in connection with this historical event,
be printed, with illustrations, as a document; and that one million
additional copies be printed, of which two hundred thousand copies
shall be for the use of the Senate and eight hundred thousand copies
for the use of the House of Representatives.

Passed, March 16, 1939.

March 31, 1939
[H. Con. Res. 111

JOINT COMMITTEE ON FORESTRY

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring),
Joint Committee on That the special joint committee, which was authorized and directed
Conninanceof, au- to study and make investigation of the present and prospective sit-

thorized. uation with respect to the forest land of the United States, its condi-
tion, ownership, and management, as it affects a balanced timber
budget, watershed protection, flood control, and the other commodi-
ties and social economic benefits which may be derived from such

2 Stat. 1452. land, be authorized to continue the investigation begun under S. Con.
Res. 31 of the Seventy-fifth Congress and for such purposes said

1550 [53 STAT.1550 CONCURRENT RESOL , UTIONS February 1, 16 1939  
March 16, 31, 1939 
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"INVESTIGATION OF UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES AND PROPAGANDA" 

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), 
That there be printed twenty-five thousand additional copies of 
House Report Numbered 2, current Congress, entitled "Investiga-
tion of Un-American Activities and Propaganda", of which three 
thousand copies shall be for the use of the Senate document room, 
and twenty-two thousand copies shall be for the use of the House 
document room. 

Passed, February 1, 1939. 

SESQUICENTENNIAL OF FIRST CONGRESS UNDER THE CONSTITUTION 

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), 
That the first paragraph of House Concurrent Resolution 4 of the 
Seventy-sixth Congress is hereby amended to read as follows: "That 
in commemoration of the one hundred fiftieth anniversary of the 
First Congress of the United States under the Constitution, begun 
and held at the city of New York on Wednesday, the 4th of March 
1789, the two Houses of Congress shall assemble in the Hall of the 
House of Representatives at 12 o'clock meridian, on Saturday, March 
4, 1939." 

Passed, February 16, 1939. 

March 16, 1939  SESQUICENTENNIAL OF FIRST CONGRESS UNDER THE CONSTITUTION 
[H. Con. Res. 12] 

Sesquicentennial of 
First Congress under 
the Constitution. 
Proceedings in com-
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printed. 
Ante, p. 1549. 

March 31, 1939 
[H. Con. Res. 11] 

Joint Committee on 
Forestry. 
Continuance of, au-

thorized. 

52 Stat. 1452. 
Post, p.1553. 

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), 
That the proceedings at the joint session of the two Houses of Con-
gress held in the House of Representatives on Saturday, March 4, 
1939, in commemoration of the one hundred and fiftieth anniversary 
of the commencement of the First Congress of the United States 
under the Constitution, together with such additional matter as the 
Joint Committee on Arrangements in charge of these ceremonies may 
deem fitting and appropriate, in connection with this historical event, 
be printed, with illustrations, as a document; and that one million 
additional copies be printed, of which two hundred thousand copies 
shall be for the use of the Senate and eight hundred thousand copies 
for the use of the House of Representatives. 

Passed, March 16, 1939. 

JOINT COMMITTEE ON FORESTRY 

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), 
That the special joint committee, which was authorized and directed 
to study and make investigation of the present and prospective sit-
uation with respect to the forest land of the United States, its condi-
tion, ownership, and management, as it affects a balanced timber 
budget, watershed protection, flood control, and the other commodi-
ties and social economic benefits which may be derived from such 
land, be authorized to continue the investigation begun under S. Con. 
Res. 31 of the Seventy-fifth Congress and for such purposes said 



March 31, 1939
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committee shall have the same power and authority as were conferred
upon it by S. Con. Res. 31 of the Seventy-fifth Congress, and shall
report to the Congress as soon as practicable, and not later than
April 1, 1940, the results of its investigation together with its recom-
mendation for necessary legislation.

Passed, March 31, 1939.

STATUE OF WILL ROGERS

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring),
That the Will Rogers Memorial Commission be, and it is hereby,
authorized to place temporarily in the rotunda of the Capitol a statue
of the late Will Rogers, of Oklahoma, and to hold ceremonies in the
rotunda on said occasion; and that the Architect of the Capitol be,
and he is hereby, authorized to make the necessary arrangements
therefor.

Passed, April 3, 1939.

TEMPORARY NATIONAL ECONOMIC COMMITTEE

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring),
That in accordance with paragraph 3 of section 2 of the Printing Act
approved March 1, 1907, the Temporary National Economic Com-
mittee of the Congress be, and is hereby, empowered to procure the
printing of five thousand additional copies of part 1 and each subse-
quent part of the hearings held before the said committee, who are
directed by Public Resolution Numbered 113, approved June 16, 1938,
to make a full and complete study and investigation with respect to
the concentration of economic power in, and financial control over,
production and distribution of goods and services.

Passed, April 5, 1939.

AUXILIARY VESSELS FOR THE NAVY

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), That
the President of the United States be, and he is hereby, requested to
return to the Senate the enrolled bill (S. 828) to permit the President
to acquire and convert, as well as to construct, certain auxiliary vessels
for the Navy; that if and when the said bill is returned by the Presi-
dent, the action of the Speaker of the House of Representatives and
of the Vice President in signing the said bill be deemed to be rescinded;
and that the Secretary of the Senate be, and he is hereby, authorized
and directed, in the reenrollment of the said bill, to make the following
correction, viz: On page 2, line 25, of the engrossed bill, strike out the
figures "769" and insert in lieu thereof "768".

Passed, April 20, 1939.
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committee shall have the same power and authority as were conferred 
upon it by S. Con. Res. 31 of the Seventy-fifth Congress, and shall 
report to the Congress as soon as practicable, and not later than 
April 1, 1940, the results of .its investigation together with its recom-
mendation for necessary legislation. 

Passed, March 31, 1939. 

STATUE OF WILL ROGERS 

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), 
That the Will Rogers Memorial Commission be, and it is hereby, 
authorized to place temporarily in the rotunda of the Capitol a statue 
of the late Will Rogers, of Oklahoma, and to hold ceremonies in the 
rotunda on said occasion; and that the Architect of the Capitol be, 
and he is hereby, authorized to make the necessary arrangements 
therefor. 

Passed, April 3, 1939. 

TEMPORARY NATIONAL ECONOMIC COMMITTEE 

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), 
That in accordance with paragraph 3 of section 2 of the Printing Act 
approved March 1, 1907, the Temporary National Economic Com-
mittee of the Congress be, and is hereby, empowered to procure the 
printing of five thousand additional copies of part 1 and each subse-
quent part of the hearings held, before the said committee, who are 
directed by Public Resolution Numbered 113, approved June 16, 1938, 
to make a full and complete study and investigation with respect to 
the concentration of economic power in, and financial control over, 
production and distribution of goods and services. 

Passed, April 5, 1939. 

AUXILIARY VESSELS FOR THE NAVY 

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), That 
the President of the United States be, and he is hereby, requested to 
return to the Senate the enrolled bill (S. 828) to permit the President 
to acquire and convert, as well as to construct, certain auxiliary vessels 
for the Navy; that if and when the said bill is returned by the Presi-
dent, the action of the Speaker of the House of Representatives and 
of the Vice President in signing the said bill be deemed to be rescinded; 
and that the Secretary of the Senate be, and he is hereby, authorized 
and directed, in the reenrollment of the said bill, to make the following 
correction, viz: On page 2, line 25, of the engrossed bill, strike out the 
figures "769" and insert in lieu thereof "768". 

Passed, April 20, 1939. 
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CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS-MAY 3, 9, 10, 1939 [53 STAT.

May 3,1939 SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON TAXATION OF GOVERNMENTAL SECURITIES AND

8[. Con. Res. 6] SALARIES, SENATE

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring),
special Senate Corn- That in accordance with paragraph 3 of section 2 of the Printing Act

mittee on Taxation of
Governmentalecuri- approved March 1, 1907, the Special Committee on Taxation of
tiesdidSnlalroies of Governmental Securities and Salaries of the Senate be, and is hereby,
hearings before, or- authorized and empowered to have printed for its use one thousand
dered printed.

3eStat. 112. additional copies of the hearings held before said committee during
44U.S.C. 154. the current session on the resolution (S. Res. 303, Seventy-fifth Con-

gress) establishing a special Committee on the Taxation of Govern-
mental Securities and Salaries.

Passed, May 3, 1939.

May 9,1939 TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
[S. Con. Res. 7]

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring),
Tennessee Valley That in accordance with paragraph 3 of section 2 of the Printing

ddtionacopies of Act approved March 1, 1907, the special joint congressional com-
onSionabresinpvesi mittee of the Congress appointed pursuant to Public Resolution
gating committee, or- Numbered 83, approved April 4, 1938, to make a full and complete
dered printed.

d34 tart. 02. investigation of the administration of the Tennessee Valley Authority
U.S. C. § 15.

52 StatC. 1  Act of 1933, as amended, be, and is hereby, empowered to procure the
printing of one thousand additional copies of the hearings held before
the said committee during its investigation.

Passed, May 9, 1939.

May 9,1939 "REPORT OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE OF CONGRESS APPOINTED TO IN-

[S. Con. Res. 9] VESTIGATE THE TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY"

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring),
"Report oftheJoint That there be printed three thousand additional copies of Senate

gCSppominted toI Document Numbered 56, current session, entitled "Report of the Joint
vestigate the Tennes: Committee of Congress Appointed to Investigate the Tennessee
ity." Valley Authority", which was submitted to the Congress on March
ordered printed. 31, 1939, of which one thousand copies shall be for the use of the

Senate document room, and two thousand copies for the use of the
House document room.

Passed, May 9, 1939.

May 10,1939 "INVESTIGATION OF UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES AND PROPAGANDA"
[H. Con. Res. 16]

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring),
"Investigation of That there be printed twenty-five thousand additional copies of

Un-American Activi-
tiesand ropagandaiv House Report Numbered 2, current Congress, entitled "Investigation

Additional copies of Of Un-American Activities and Propaganda", of which three thousand
dered printed. copies shall be for the use of the Senate document room, and twenty-

Ante, p. 150. two thousand copies shall be for the use of the House document room.
Passed, May 10, 1939.

15521552 CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS- MAY 3, 9, 10, 1939 [53 STAT. 
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May 9, 1939 
[S. Con. Res. 9] 

"Report of the Joint 
Committee of Con-
gress Appointed to In-
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see Valley Author-
ity." 
Additional copies of, 

ordered printed. 

SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON TAXATION OF GOVERNMENTAL SECURITIES AND 

SALARIES, SENATE 

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), 
That in accordance with paragraph 3 of section 2 of the Printing Act 
approved March 1, 1907, the Special Committee on Taxation of 
Governmental Securities and Salaries of the Senate be, and is hereby, 
authorized and empowered to have printed for its use one thousand 
additional copies of the hearings held before said committee during 
the current session on the resolution (S. Res. 303, Seventy-fifth Con-
gress) establishing a special Committee on the Taxation of Govern-
mental Securities and Salaries. 

Passed, May 3, 1939. 

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), 
That in accordance with paragraph 3 of section 2 of the Printing 
Act approved March 1, 1907, the special joint congressional com-
mittee of the Congress appointed pursuant to Public Resolution 
Numbered 83, approved April 4, 1938, to make a full and complete 
investigation of the administration of the Tennessee Valley Authority 
Act of 1933, as amended, be, and is hereby, empowered to procure the 
printing of one thousand additional copies of the hearings held before 
the said committee during its investigation. 

Passed, May 9, 1939. 

"REPORT OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE OF CONGRESS APPOINTED TO IN-

VESTIGATE THE TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY" 

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), 
That there be printed three thousand additional copies of Senate 
Document Numbered 56, current session, entitled "Report of the Joint 
Committee of Congress Appointed to Investigate the Tennessee 
Valley Authority", which was submitted to the Congress on March 
31, 1939, of which one thousand copies shall be for the use of the 
Senate document room, and two thousand copies for the use of the 
House document room. 

Passed, May 9, 1939. 

May 10, 1939 "INVESTIGATION OF UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES AND PROPAGANDA" 
[H. Con. Res. 16] 

"Investigation of 
Un-American Activi-
ties and Propaganda." 
Additional copies of 

House Report on, or-
dered printed. 
Ante, p. 1550. 

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), 
That there be printed twenty-five thousand additional copies of 
House Report Numbered 2, current Congress, entitled "Investigation 
of Un-American Activities and Propaganda", of which three thousand 
copies shall be for the use of the Senate document room, and twenty-
two thousand copies shall be for the use of the House document room. 

Passed, May 10, 1939. 
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VISIT OF THE KING AND QUEEN OF GREAT BRITAIN AND PARTY TO THE May 23, 1939

CAPITOL [S. Con. Res. 17]

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring),
That the two Houses of Congress shall assemble in their respective Visit of the King

Houses on Friday, June 9, 1939, at 10:30 o'clock antemeridian, and aBnd peen f arty t
thereafter, in recess, the Members of each House shall proceed in- theCapitol.for
formally to the rotunda of the Capitol at 11 o'clock antemeridian, coming Their Majes-
for the purpose of welcoming Their Majesties the King and Queen ti9, ordrd. June 9,
of Great Britain, and the members of their party, on the occasion
of their visit to the Capitol, and at the conclusion of such ceremonies
the two Houses shall reassemble in their respective Chambers.

That a joint committee consisting of three Members of the Senate, Joint committee on

to be appointed by the President of the Senate, and three Members aangements

of the House of Representatives, to be appointed by the Speaker
of the House, is hereby authorized to make the necessary arrange-
ments for carrying out the purpose of this concurrent resolution.

Passed, May 23, 1939.

SOCIAL SECURITY ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1939 May24,1939
[H. Con. Res. 25]

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring),
That, in accordance with paragraph 3, section 2, of the Printing social Security Act

Act, approved March 1, 1907, the Committee on Ways and Means of Amdditicopies of
the House of Representatives be, and is hereby, authorized and hearrings on bi or-

empowered to have printed for its use five thousand additional copies 34 Stat.1012.
of the hearings held before said committee during the current session Ae, p. o1360.
on the bill entitled "Social Security Act Amendments of 1939."

Passed, May 24, 1939.

JOINT COMMITTEE ON FORESTRY May 29, 
1
39

[II. Con. Res. 231

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring),
That the limit of expenditures under S. Con. Res. 31, Seventy- Joint Committee on
fifth Congress (providing for the establishment of a Joint Committee iit of expendi-
on Forestry), is hereby increased by $7,000, of which one-half shall ture by increased.52 Stat. 1452.
be payable from the contingent fund of the Senate and one-half from Ante, p. 1550.

the contingent fund of the House of Representatives upon vouchers Diviionof.

approved by the chairman of the committee.
Passed, May 29, 1939.

RECEPTION OF THE KING AND QUEEN OF GREAT BRITAIN IN THE 
J ne 

13,1939
[S. Con. Res. 20]

ROTUNDA OF THE CAPITOL

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), Reception of the

That the expenses incurred by the joint committee appointed pur- reat B ritaien
suant to S. Con. Res. 17, Seventy-sixth Congress, to arrange for the Expenses of joint

reception of Their Majesties the King and Queen of Great Britain mentsorderedpaid.
in the rotunda of the Capitol on June 9, 1939, shall be paid one-half Divsion of.

from the contingent fund of the Senate and one-half from the con-
tingent fund of the House of Representatives upon vouchers approved
by the chairman of the joint committee.

Passed, June 13, 1939.
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VISIT OF THE KING AND QUEEN OF GREAT BRITAIN AND PARTY TO THE  May 23, 1939  
[S. Con. Res. 17] 

CAPITOL 

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), 
That the two Houses of Congress shall assemble in their respective 
Houses on Friday, June 9, 1939, at 10:30 o'clock antemeridian, and 
thereafter, in recess, the Members of each House shall proceed in-
formally to the rotunda of the Capitol at 11 o'clock antemeridian, 
for the purpose of welcoming Their Majesties the King and Queen 
of Great Britain, and the members of their party, on the occasion 
of their visit to the Capitol, and at the conclusion of such ceremonies 
the two Houses shall reassemble in their respective Chambers. 
That a joint committee consisting of three Members of the Senate, 

to be appointed by the President of the Senate, and three Members 
of the House of Representatives, to be appointed by the Speaker 
of the House, is hereby- authorized to make the necessary arrange-
ments for carrying out the purpose of this concurrent resolution. 

Passed, May 23, 1939. 

SOCIAL SECURITY ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1939 

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), 
That, in accordance with paragraph 3, section 2, of the Printing 
Act, approved March 1, 1907, the Committee on Ways and Means of 
the House of Representatives be, and is hereby, authorized and 
empowered to have printed for its use five thousand additional copies 
of the hearings held before said committee during the current session 
on the bill entitled "Social Security Act Amendments of 1939." 

Passed, May 24, 1939. 

JOINT COMMITTEE ON FORESTRY 

Resolved by the house of Representatives (the Senate concurring), 
That the limit of expenditures under S. Con. Res. 31, Seventy-
fifth Congress (providing for the establishment of a Joint Committee 
on Forestry), is hereby increased by $7,000, of which one-half shall 
be payable from the contingent fund of the Senate and one-half from 
the contingent fund of the House of Representatives upon vouchers 
approved by the chairman of the committee. 

Passed, May 29, 1939. 

RECEPTION OF THE KING AND QUEEN OF GREAT BRITAIN IN THE 

ROTUNDA OF THE CAPITOL 

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), 
That the expenses incurred by the joint committee appointed pur-
suant to S. Con. Res. 17, Seventy-sixth Congress, to arrange for the 
reception of Their Majesties the King and Queen of Great Britain 
in the rotunda of the Capitol on June 9, 1939, shall be paid one-half 
from the contingent fund of the Senate and one-half from the con-
tingent fund of the House of Representatives upon vouchers approved 
by the chairman of the joint committee. 

Passed, June 13, 1939. 
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dered printed. 

34 Stat. 1012. 
44 TY. S. 0. §154. 
Ante, p. 1360. 

May 29, 1939 
[11. Con. Res. 24 

Joint Committee on 
Forestry. 
Limit of expendi-

ture by, increased. 
52 Stat. 1452. 
Ante, p. 1550. 
Division of. 

June 13, 1939 
[S. Con. lies. 201 

Reception of the 
King and Queen of 
Great Britain. 
Expenses of joint 

committee on arrange-
ments ordered paid. 
Division of. 



CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS-JUNE 13, 19, 20, 30, 1939 [53 STAT.

June 13, 1939
[H. Con. Res. 28]

Works Progress Ad-
ministration.

Additional copies of
hearings before House
investigating subcom-
mittee ordered
printed.

34 Stat. 1012.
44 U.S. C. 154.

June 19, 1939
[8. Con. Res. 21]

Statue of Will Rog-
ers.

Acceptance and
thanks of Congress to
Oklahoma for.

Ante, p. 1551; pot,
p. 1555.

Copy of resolutions
to Governor.

June 20, 1939
[S. Con. Res. 19]

Transcontinental
toll roads.

Additional copies of
report on, ordered
printed.

Distribution.

June 30, 1939
[S. Con. Res. 22]

WORKS PROGRESS ADMINISTRATION

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring),
That, in accordance with paragraph 3, of section 2, of the Printing
Act approved March 1, 1907, the Committee on Appropriations of the
House of Representatives is hereby authorized and empowered to
have printed, with illustrations, for its use two thousand additional
copies of each part of the hearings held before a subcommittee of said
committee, during the current session, pursuant to the resolution
(H. Res. 130) directing the Committee on Appropriations to make
an investigation and study of the Works Progress Administration
as a basis for legislation.

Passed, June 13, 1939.

STATUE OF WILL ROGERS

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring),
That the statue of Will Rogers, presented by the State of Oklahoma
now in the Capitol Building, is accepted in the name of the United
States, and that the thanks of Congress be tendered to the State
for the contribution of the statue of one of its most eminent citizens,
illustrious for his distinguished civic services.

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions, suitably engrossed and
duly authenticated, be transmitted to the Governor of Oklahoma.

Passed, June 19, 1939.

TRANSCONTINENTAL TOLL ROADS

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring),
That there be printed sixteen thousand additional copies of House
Document Numbered 272, entitled "Message From the President of
the United States Transmitting a Report of the Bureau of Public
Roads on the Feasibility of a System of Transcontinental Toll Roads
and a Master Plan for Free Highway Development" of which five
thousand copies shall be for the use of the Senate Committee on Post
Offices and Post Roads; one thousand copies for the Senate document
room; nine thousand copies for the use of the House Committee on
Roads and one thousand copies for the House document room.

Passed, June 20, 1939.

ARMY OF THE UNITED STATES

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring),
srmy ofrthe nited That the manuscript submitted to the Senate by Senator Morris
Des:riptive manu- Sheppard on June 7, 1939, and referred to the Committee on Printing,

scrptordereinted. containing a general description of the Army of the United States,
its components, its arms, services, and bureaus, its military and non-
military activities, be printed, with illustrations, as a public docu-
ment; and that ten thousand seven hundred additional copies shall be
printed, with illustrations, and bound, as may be directed by the

Distribution. Joint Committee on Printing, of which two thousand five hundred
copies shall be for the use of the Senate and eight thousand copies
for the use of the House of Representatives, and one hundred copies
to each of the Committees on Military Affairs of the two Houses of
Congress.

Passed, June 30, 1939.
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34 Stat. 1012. 
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June 19, 1939 
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to Governor. 

June 20, 1939 
[S. Con. Res. 19] 
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Additional copies of 

report on, ordered 
printed. 

Distribution. 

June 30, 1939 
[S. Con. Res. 22] 

Army of the United 
States. 
Descriptive manu-

script ordered printed. 

Distribution. 

WORKS PROGRESS ADMINISTRATION 

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), 
That, in accordance with paragraph 3, of section 2, of the Printing 
Act approved March 1, 1907, the Committee on Appropriations of the 
House of Representatives is hereby authorized and empowered to 
have printed, with illustrations, for its use two thousand additional 
copies of each part of the hearings held before a subcommittee of said 
committee, during the current session, pursuant to the resolution 
(H. Res, 130) directing the Committee on Appropriations to make 
an investigation and study of the Works Progress Administration 
as a basis for legislation. 

Passed, June 13, 1939. 

STATUE OF WILL ROGERS 

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), 
That the statue of Will Rogers, presented by the State of Oklahoma., 
now in the Capitol Building, is accepted in the name of the United 
States, and that the thanks of Congress be tendered to the State 
for the contribution of the statue of one of its most eminent citizens, 
illustrious for his distinguished civic services. 

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions, suitably engrossed and 
duly authenticated, be transmitted to the Governor of Oklahoma. 

Passed, June 19, 1939. 

TRANSCONTINENTAL TOLL ROADS 

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), 
That there be printed sixteen thousand additional copies of House 
Document Numbered 272, entitled "Message From the President of 
the United States Transmitting a Report of the Bureau of Public 
Roads on the Feasibility of a System of Transcontinental Toll Roads 
and a Master Plan for Free Highway Development" of which five 
thousand copies shall be for the use of the Senate Committee on Post 
Offices and Post Roads; one thousand copies for the Senate document 
room; nine thousand copies for the use of the House Committee on 
Roads and one thousand copies for the House document room. 

Passed, June 20, 1939. 

ARMY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), 
That the manuscript submitted to the Semite by Senator Morris 
Sheppard on June 7, 1939, and referred to the Committee on Printing, 
containing a general description of the Army of the United States, 
its components, its arms, services,. and bureaus, its military and non-
military activities, be printed, with illustrations, as a public docu-
ment; and that ten thousand seven hundred additional copies shall be 
printed, with illustrations and bound, as may be directed by the 
Joint Committee on Printing, of which two thousand five hundred 
copies shall be for the use of the Senate and eight thousand copies 
for the use of the House of Representatives, and one hundred copies 
to each of the Committees on Military Affairs of the two Houses of 
Congress. 

Passed, June 30, 1939. 



76TH CONG., 1ST SESS.-JULY 13, 17, 1939

"SURVEY OF EXPERIENCES IN PROFIT SHARING AND POSSIBILITIES OF July 13,1939

INCENTIVE TAXATION" [S. Con. Res. 24]

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring),
That there be printed twelve thousand additional copies of Senate
Report Numbered 610, a report of a subcommittee of the Committee
on Finance submitted pursuant to S. Res. 215 (Seventy-fifth Congress),
entitled "Survey of Experiences in Profit Sharing and Possibilities of
Incentive Taxation', of which one thousand copies shall be for the use
of the Senate document room, ten thousand copies for the use of the
Senate Committee on Finance, and one thousand copies for the House
document room.

Passed, July 13, 1939.

PROFIT-SHARING SYSTEMS

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring),
That, in accordance with paragraph 3 of section 2 of the Printing
Act, approved March 1, 1907, the Committee on Finance of the
Senate be, and is hereby, authorized and empowered to have printed
for its use ten thousand additional copies of the hearings held before
a subcommittee of said committee during the Seventy-fifth Congress
pursuant to the resolution (S. Res. 215) providing for an investigation
of existing profit-sharing systems between employers and employees
in the United States.

Passed, July 13, 1939.

BILL ENTITLED "TRANSPORTATION ACT OF 1939"

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring),
That, in accordance with paragraph 3 of section 2 of the Printing
Act approved March 1, 1907, the Committee on Interstate Commerce
of the Senate be, and is hereby, authorized and empowered to have
printed for its use one thousand additional copies of the hearings held
before said committee during the current session on the bill (S. 2009)
entitled "Transportation Act of 1939".

Passed, July 13, 1939.

STATUE OF WILL ROGERS

"Survey of Experi-
ences in Profit Sharing
and Possibilities of In-
centive Taxation."

Additional copies
ordered printed.

Distribution.

July 13, 1939
[S. Con. Res. 25]

Profit-sharing sys-
tems.

Additional copies of
hearings relative to,
ordered printed.

34 Stat. 1012.
44 U.S. C. § 154.

July 13, 1939
[S. Con. Res. 26]

"Transportation
Act of 1939."

Additional copies of
hearings ordered
printed.

34 Stat. 1012.
44 U.S. C. § 154.

July 17, 1939
[H. Con. Res. 29]

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring),
That there be printed with illustrations and bound, in such form and Statue of Will Rog-
style as may be directed by the Joint Committee on Printing, the Proceedings on
proceedings in Congress at the unveiling in the rotunda, together p fntd ordered

with such other matter as the joint committee may deem pertinent A, pp. 1551,154.
thereto, upon the occasion of the acceptance of the statue of Will
Rogers, presented by the State of Oklahoma, five thousand two hun- Distribution.

dred copies; of which one thousand copies shall be for the use of the
Senate, and two thousand seven hundred copies for the use of the
House of Representatives, and the remaining one thousand five hun-
dred copies shall be for the use of and distribution by the Senators
and Representatives in Congress from the State of Oklahoma.uson

SEC. 2. The Joint Committee on Printing is hereby authorized to
have the copy prepared for the Public Printer, who shall provide
suitable illustrations to be bound with these proceedings.

Passed, July 17, 1939.
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"SURVEY OF EXPERIENCES IN PROFIT SHARING AND POSSIBILITIES OF 
INCENTIVE TAXATION" 

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), 
That there be printed twelve thousand additional copies of Senate 
Report Numbered 610, a report of a subcommittee of the Committee 
on Finance submitted pursuant to S. Res. 215 (Seventy-fifth Congress), 
entitled "Survey of Experiences in Profit Sharing and Possibilities of 
Incentive Taxation", of which one thousand copies shall be for the use 
of the Senate document room, ten thousand copies for the use of the 
Senate Committee on Finance, and one thousand copies for the House 
document room. 

Passed, July 13, 1939. 

PROFIT-SHARING SYSTEMS 

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), 
That, in accordance with paragraph 3 of section 2 of the Printing 
Act, approved March 1, 1907, the Committee on Finance of the 
Senate be, and is hereby, authorized and empowered to have printed 
for its use ten thousand additional copies of the hearings held before 
a subcommittee of said committee during the Seventy-fifth Congress 
pursuant to the resolution (S. Res. 215) providing for an investigation 
of existing profit-sharing systems between employers and employees 
in the United States. 

Passed, July 13, 1939. 

BILL ENTITLED "TRANSPORTATION ACT OF 1939" 

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), 
That, in accordance with paragraph 3 of section 2 of the Printing 
Act approved March 1, 1907, the Committee on Interstate Commerce 
of the Senate be, and is hereby, authorized and empowered to have 
printed for its use one thousand additional copies of the hearings held 
before said committee during the current session on the bill (S. 2009) 
entitled "Transportation Act of 1939". 

Passed, July 13, 1939. 

STATUE OF WILL ROGERS 

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), 
That there be printed with illustrations and bound, in such form and 
style as may be directed by the Joint Committee on Printing, the 
proceedings in Congress at the unveiling in the rotunda, together 
with such other matter as the joint committee may deem pertinent 
thereto, upon the occasion of the acceptance of the statue of Will 
Rogers, presented by the State of Oklahoma, five thousand two hun-
dred copies; of which one thousand copies shall be for the use of the 
Senate, and two thousand seven hundred copies for the use of the 
House of Representatives, and the remaining one thousand five hun-
dred copies shall be for the use of and distribution by the Senators 
and Representatives in Congress from the State of Oklahoma. 
SEC. 2. The Joint Committee on Printing is hereby authorized. to 

have the copy prepared for the Public Printer, who shall provide 
suitable illustrations to be bound with these proceedings. 

Passed, July 17, 1939. 
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Ante, pp. 1551, 1554. 

Distribution. 

Mustrations. 
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July 19, 1939
[S. Con. Res. 28]

CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS-JULY 19, 25, 1939 [53 STAT.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA REVENUE ACT OF 1939

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring),
District of Coum- That the Clerk of the House, in the enrollment of the bill (H. R.

bia Revenue Act of
1939. i 6577) to provide revenue for the District of Columbia, and for other
rollment. purposes, is authorized and directed to make the following changes:

(1) On page 2 of the conference report agreed to by the House
Ante, p. 10. on July 18, 1939, under the heading "TABLE OF CONTENTS", in

section 4 (a), strike out "resident", and in sections 4 (b) and 5 (c),
strike out "and nonresident individuals";

(2) On page 7 of such conference report, in the heading of sub-
Antep.1091. section (c) of section 5, strike out "AND NONRESIDENT INDI-

VIDUALS"; and
(3) On page 18 of such conference report, in section 31, strike out

Ante, p. 1101. "title VI" and insert in lieu thereof "title IX".
Passed, July 19, 1939.

July 25, 1939
[H. Con. Res. 10]

American Associa-
tion of State Highway
Officials.

Preamble.

Sense of Congress
that highway devel-
opment merits appre-
ciation.

Conveyance of ap-
reciation by special

Congressional com-
mittee.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF STATE HIGHWAY OFFICIALS

Whereas this year marks the twenty-fifth anniversary of the organi-
zation of the American Association of State Highway Officials,
which is composed of officials of the highway departments of all
the States, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, the District of Columbia, and the
United States Bureau of Public Roads; and

Whereas said association through its members represents the State
and Federal governmental agencies which have constructed and
maintained a vast system of highways throughout the Nation,
which highways are becoming increasingly important in local and
interstate transportation; and

Whereas said association has announced that it is planning to cele-
brate in a fitting manner this quarter century of road building at
a national meeting to be held during the month of October 1939
in the cities of Washington, District of Columbia; and Richmond,
Virginia: Therefore be it
Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring),

That it is the sense of the Congress that the splendid results which
have been accomplished in the vital development of our national
highway transportation system merit an expression of public appre-
ciation by the Congress.

SEC. 2. A special committee of the Congress is hereby established,
to consist of three Members of the Senate, to be appointed by the
President of the Senate, and three Members of the House of Repre-
sentatives, to be appointed by the Speaker of the House of Repre-
sentatives, to convey to the members of the American Association of
State Highway Officials at the national meeting of said association
to be held in the cities of Washington, District of Columbia, and
Richmond, Virginia, during the month of October 1939 an expres-
sion of appreciation by the Congress of the praiseworthy accomplish-
ments realized under their leadership and direction in the field of
highway development.

Passed, July 25, 1939.
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July 25, 1939 
[H. Con. Res. 10] 

American Associa-
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Sense of Congress 
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DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA REVENUE ACT OF 1939 

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), 
That the Clerk of the House, in the enrollment of the bill (H. R. 
6577) to provide revenue for the District of Columbia, and for other 
purposes, is authorized and directed to make the following changes: 

(1) On page 2 of the conference report agreed to by the House 
on July 18, 1939, under the heading "TABLE OF CONTENTS", in 
section 4 (a), strike out "resident", and in sections 4 (b) and 5 (c), 
strike out "and nonresident individuals"; 

(2) On page 7 of such conference report, in the heading of sub-
section (c) of section 5, strike out "AND NONRESIDENT INDI-
VIDUALS"; and 

(3) On page 18 of such conference report, in section 31, strike out 
"title VI" and insert in lieu thereof "title IX". 

Passed, July 19, 1939. 

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF STATE HIGHWAY OFFICIALS 

Whereas this year marks the twenty-fifth anniversary of the organi-
zation of the American Association of State Highway Officials, 
which is composed of officials of the highway departments of all 
the States, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, the District of Columbia, and the 
United States Bureau of Public Roads; and 

Whereas said association through its members represents the State 
and Federal governmental agencies which have constructed and 
maintained a vast system of highways throughout the Nation, 
which highways are becoming increasingly important in local and 
interstate transportation; and 

Whereas said association has announced that it is planning to cele-
brate in a fitting manner this quarter century of road building at 
a national meeting to be held during the month of October 1939 
in the cities of Washington, District of Columbia; and Richmond, 
Virginia: Therefore be it 
Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), 

That it is the sense of the Congress that the splendid results which 
have been accomplished in the vital development of our national 
highway transportation system merit an expression of public appre-

ciation by the Congress.  SEC. 2. A special committee of the Congress is hereby established, 
to consist of three Members of the Senate, to be appointed by the 
President of the Senate, and three Members of the House of Repre-
sentatives, to be appointed by the Speaker of the House of Repre-
sentatives, to convey to the members of the American Association of 
State Highway Officials at the national meeting of said association 
to be held in the cities of Washington, District of Columbia, and 
Richmond, Virginia, during the month of October 1939 an expres-
sion of appreciation by the Congress of the praiseworthy accomplish-
ments realized under their leadership and direction in the field of 
highway development. 

Passed, July 25, 1939. 



76TH CONG., 1ST SESS.-AUG. 2, 1939

VIRGINIA (MERRIMAC)-MONITOR COMMISSION
August 2, 1939

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), tU. Con. Res 321
That there is hereby established a commission to be known as the Virginia (Merri-
Virginia (Merrimac)-Monitor Commission (hereinafter referred to mia)inontabio Co-
as the commission) and to be composed of six commissioners, as etnt, composition,
follows: Three Senators to be appointed by the President of the
Senate and three Members of the House of Representatives to be
appointed by the Speaker of the House. The commissioners shall
serve without compensation and shall select a chairman from among
their number.

SEC. 2. That it shall be the duty of the commissioners to consider Memorial in com-
and report as to the feasibility, practicability, and desirability of aemoat'onf Sbatte
creating in Hampton Roads, Virginia, or on or near the shores thereof, va., consideration,
at a site to be selected by the commission, a suitable memorial in et
commemoration of the battles in Hampton Roads, Virginia, (1) on
March 8, 1862, participated in by the former United States frigate
Merrimac, raised after burning, and rechristened the Confederate
States Ironclad Virginia, and Cumberland, Congress, Minnesota,
Roanoke, and Saint Lawrence; and (2) on March 9, 1862, the first
battle in the history of the world between ironclads; that is, the
Confederate ironclad Virginia (Merrimac) and the United States
ironclad Monitor. The said commission shall report an estimate Cost, plans, etc.
of the probable cost of said memorial and give due and proper con-
sideration to such plan or plans as may be submitted to them for
said memorial; shall confer with such civic associations and organi- Conferences with
zations and with such other commissions, Federal, State, or municipal, on etc., ogani.a-
as may be appointed or created for purposes similar to the purposes
of this concurrent resolution; shall take such steps as may be neces-
sary to secure the coordination and correlation of plans prepared by
such commissions, organizations, or agencies; shall ascertain and
report as to the extent to which such commissions, organizations, or
agencies will cooperate in creating said memorial and shall do all
such other things as may be necessary to carry into full effect the
intents and purposes of this concurrent resolution.

SEC. 3. That the commission, after selecting a chairman and vice Employment of sc-
chairman from among their members, may appoint or employ a sonrei.nd other pr

secretary and such other assistants as may be needed for clerical work
connected with the duties of the commission: Provided, That said Preiso.
commission can so arrange that no part of the pay or expense of strdilo expense r
said secretary and other assistants shall be paid by the United States.

SEC. 4. That the said commission be, and the same is hereby, Assistance of orn.
authorized to call upon the Commission of Fine Arts, in Washington, mission of Fine Arts.
for their assistance and advice in connection with any plan or plans
that may be submitted or considered, and the said Commission of
Fine Arts is directed to render such assistance and advice as its other
duties may permit and as may be within its power.

SEC. 5. That the commission shall on or before the 15th day of Report to Congress
April 1940 make a report to Congress for such enabling legislation, b Apl 15, 10.
if any, as the Congress may desire.

SEC. 6. That the commission hereby created shall expire within Duration of com-
two years after the adoption of this concurrent resolution. mission.

SEC. 7. That this concurrent resolution shall take effect immediately. Effective date.
Passed, August 2, 1939.
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VIRGINIA (MERRIMAC)-MONITOR COMMISSION 

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), 
That there is hereby established a commission to be known as the 
Virginia (Merrimac)-Monitor Commission (hereinafter referred to 
as the commission) and to be composed of six commissioners, as 
follows: Three Senators to be appointed by the President of the 
Senate and three Members of the House of Representatives to be 
appointed by the Speaker of the House. The commissioners shall 
serve without compensation and shall select a chairman from among 
their number. 
SEC. 2. That it shall be the duty of the commissioners to consider 

and report as to the feasibility, practicability, and desirability of 
creating in Hampton Roads, Virginia, or on or near the shores thereof, 
at a site to be selected by the commission, a suitable memorial in 
commemoration of the battles in Hampton Roads, Virginia, (1) on 
March 8, 1862, participated in by the former United States frigate 
Merrimac, raised after burning, and rechristened the Confederate 
States Ironclad Virginia, and Cumberland, Congress, Minnesota, 
Roanoke, and Saint Lawrence; and (2) on March 9, 1862, the first 
battle in the history of the world between ironclads; that is, the 
Confederate ironclad Virginia (Merrimac) and the United States 
ironclad Monitor. The said commission shall report an estimate 
of the probable cost of said memorial and give due and proper con-
sideration to such plan or plans as may be submitted to them for 
said memorial; shall confer with such civic associations and organi-
zations and with such other commissions, Federal, State, or municipal, 
as may be appointed or created for purposes similar to the purposes 
of this concurrent resolution; shall take such steps as may be neces-
sary to secure the coordination and correlation of plans prepared by 
such commissions, organizations, or agencies; shall ascertain and 
report as to the extent to which such commissions, organizations, or 
agencies will cooperate in creating said memorial and shall do all 
such other things as may be necessary to carry into full effect the 
intents and purposes of this concurrent resolution. 
SEC. 3. That the commission, after selecting a chairman and vice 

chairman from among their members, may appoint or employ a 
secretary and such other assistants as may be needed for clerical work 
connected with the duties of the commission: Provided, That said 
commission can so arrange that no part of the pay or expense of 
said secretary and other assistants shall be paid by the United States. 
SEC. 4. That the said commission be, and the same is hereby, 

authorized to call upon the Commission of Fine Arts, in Washington, 
for their assistance and advice in connection with any plan or plans 
that may be submitted or considered, and the said Commission of 
Fine Arts is directed to render such assistance and advice as its other 
duties may permit and as may be within its power. 
SEC. 5. That the commission shall on or before the 15th day of 

April 1940 make a report to Congress for such enabling legislation, 
if any, as the Congress may desire. 
SEC. 6. That the commission hereby created shall expire within 

two years after the adoption of this concurrent resolution. 
SEC. 7. That this concurrent resolution shall take effect immediately. 
Passed, August 2, 1939. 
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August 5, 1939
[H. Con. Res. 33]

Supreme Court, ses-
quicentennial of first
session.

Joint committee to
arrange exercises in
commemoration of,
authorized.

August 5, 1939
[H. Con. Res. 35]

Enrolled bills or
joint resolutions.

Signing after ad-
journment authorized.

August 5, 1939
[S. Con. Res. 29]

Adjournment of
Congress, August 5,
1939.

CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS-AUG. 5, 1939

SUPREME COURT, SESQUICENTENNIAL

[53 STAT.

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring),
That a joint committee consisting of five Members of the House of
Representatives and five Members of the Senate shall be appointed
by the Speaker of the House of Representatives and the President of
the Senate, respectively, which is empowered to make plans and suit-
able arrangements for fitting and proper exercises, to be held on the
1st day of February 1940, in commemoration of the one hundred and
fiftieth anniversary of the commencement of the first session of the
Supreme Court of the United States, held at the city of New York
on Monday, the 1st day of February 1790.

Passed, August 5, 1939.

SIGNING OF ENROLLED BILLS, ETC.

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring),
That notwithstanding the adjournment of the first session of the
Seventy-sixth Congress, the President of the Senate and the Speaker
of the House of Representatives be, and they are hereby, authorized
to sign any enrolled bills or joint resolutions duly passed by the two
Houses and which have been examined by the Committee on Enrolled
Bills of each House and found truly enrolled.

Passed, August 5, 1939.

ADJOURNMENT

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring),
That the two Houses of Congress shall adjourn on Saturday, the
5th day of August 1939, and that when they adjourn on said day they
stand adjourned sine die.

Passed, August 5, 1939.
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August 5, 1939 
[H. Con. Res. 33] 

Supreme Court, ses-
quicentennial of first 
session. 
Joint committee to 

arrange exercises in 
commemoration of, 
authorized. 

August 5, 1939 
[H. Con. Res. 35] 

SUPREME COURT, SESQUICENTENNIAL 

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), 
That a joint committee consisting of five Members of the House of 
Representatives and five Members of the Senate shall be appointed 
by the Speaker of the House of Representatives and the President of 
the Senate, respectively, which is empowered to make plans and suit-
able arrangements for fitting and proper exercises, to be held on the 
1st day of February 1940, in commemoration of the one hundred and 
fiftieth anniversary of the commencement of the first session of the 
Supreme Court of the United States, held at the city of New York 
on Monday, the 1st day of February 1790. 

Passed, August 5, 1939. 

SIGNING OF ENROLLED BILLS, ETC. 

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), 
Enrolled bills or That notwithstanding the adjournment of the first session of the 

joint resolutions. 
Signing after ad- Seventy-sixth Congress, the President of the Senate and the Speaker 

journment authorized, of the House of Representatives be, and they are hereby, authorized 
to sign any enrolled bills or joint resolutions duly passed by the two 
Houses and which have been examined by the Committee on Enrolled 
Bills of each House and found truly enrolled. 

Passed, August 5, 1939. 

August 5, 1939 
[S. Con. Res. 39] 

ADJOURNMENT 

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), 
Adjournment of That the two Houses of Congress shall adjourn on Saturday, the 

Congress, August 5, 
1939. 5th day of August 1939, and that when they adjourn on said day they 

stand adjourned sine die. 
Passed, August 5, 1939. 
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NOTICE

In this section are included all instruments, whether

called treaties, conventions, protocols, or otherwise, entered
into on the part of the United States by the President

by and with the advice and consent of the Senate.

NOTICE 

In this section are included all instruments, whether 

called treaties, conventions, protocols, or otherwise, entered 

into on the part of the United States by the President 

by and with the advice and consent of the Senate. 



TREATIES

Supplementary extradition treaty between the United States of America February 1, 1938
and Norway. Signed at Washington February 1, 1938; ratification IT..No. 934
advised by the Senate June 13, 1938; ratified by the President July 6,
1938; ratified by Norway March 10, 1938; ratifications exchanged at
Oslo, August 6, 1938; proclaimed August 15, 1938.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

A PROCLAMATION.

WHEREAS a supplementary extradition treaty between the United
States of America and the Kingdom of Norway was concluded and
signed by their respective plenipotentiaries at Washington on the first
day of February, one thousand nine hundred and thirty-eight, the
original of which supplementary extradition treaty, being in the
English and Norwegian languages, is word for word as follows:

Supplementary ex-
tradition treaty with
Norway.

Preamble.

The United States of America
and the Kingdom of Norway being
desirous of enlarging the list of
crimes on account of which extra-
dition may be granted under the
treaty concluded between the
United States of America and
Norway on June 7, 1893, with a
view to the better administration
of justice and prevention of crime
within their respective territories
and jurisdictions, have resolved
to conclude a supplemental treaty
for this purpose and have ap-
pointed as their Plenipotentiaries:

The President of the United
States of America,

Mr. Cordell Hull, Secretary of
State of the United States of
America; and

His Majesty the King of Nor-
way:

Mr. Wilhelm Munthe de Mor-
genstierne, his Envoy Extraordi-

Amerikas Forente Stater og
Kongeriket Norge som 0nsker &
utvide fortegnelsen over forbry-
delser for hvilke utlevering kan
innr0mmes i henhold til den
traktat som blev sluttet mellem
Amerikas Forente Stater og Norgo
den 7. juni 1893, med det formal A
bedre strafferettspleien og A fore-
bygge forbrydelser innenfor deres
respektive territorier og jurisdiks-
joner, har besluttet A avslutte en
tilleggstraktat i dette 0iemed og
har opnevnt som sine befullmek-
tigede:

Presidenten for Amerikas Fo-
rente Stater,

Herr Cordell Hull, Amerikas
Forente Staters Utenriksminister;
og

Hans Majestet Norges Konge,

Herr Wilhelm von Munthe av
Morgenstierne, sin overordentlige
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Supplementary extradition treaty between the United States of America 
and Norway. Signed at Washington February 1, 1938; ratification 
advised by the Senate June 13, 1938; ratified by the President July 6, 
1938; ratified by Norway March 10, 1938; ratifications exchanged at 
Oslo, August 6, 1938; proclaimed August 15, 1938. 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 

A PROCLAMATION. 

WHEREAS a supplementary extradition treaty between the United 
States of America and the Kingdom of Norway was concluded and 
signed by their respective plenipotentiaries at Washington on the first 
day of February, one thousand nine hundred and thirty-eight, the 
original of which supplementary extradition treaty, being in the 
English and Norwegian languages, is word for word as follows: 

The United States of America 
and the Kingdom of Norway being 
desirous of enlarging the list of 
crimes on account of which extra-
dition may be granted under the 
treaty concluded between the 
United States of America and 
Norway on June 7, 1893, with a 
view to the better administration 
of justice and prevention of crime 
within their respective territories 
and jurisdictions, have resolved 
to conclude a supplemental treaty 
for this purpose and have ap-
pointed as their Plenipotentiaries: 
The President of the United 

States of America, 
Mr. Cordell Hull, Secretary of 

State of the United States of 
America; and 

His Majesty the King of Nor-
way: 
Mr. Wilhelm Munthe de Mor-

genstierne, his Envoy Extraordi-

Amerikas Forente Stater og 
Kongeriket Norge som onsker 
utvide fortegnelsen over forbry-
delser for hvilke utlevering kan 
innrommes i henhold til den 
traktat som blev sluttet xnellem 
Amerikas Forente Stater og Norge 
den 7. juni 1893, med det formal a 
bedre strafferettspleien og It fore-
bygge forbrydelser innenfor deres 
respektive territorier og jurisdiks-
joner, har besluttet It ayslutte en 
tilleggstraktat i dette oiemed og 
har opnevnt som sine befullmek-
tigede: 

Presidenten for Amerikas Fo-
rente Stater, 
Herr Cordell Hull, Amerikas 

Forente Staters Utenriksminister; 
og 
Hans Majestet Norges Kongo, 

Herr Wilhelm von Munthe av 
Morgenstierne, sin overordentlige 
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[T. S. No. 934] 

Supplementary ex-
tradition treaty with 
Norway. 
Preamble. 

Contracting powers. 

28 Stat. 1187. 

Plenipotentiaries. 



TREATIES

nary and Minister Plenipotentiary
in Washington;

who, having communicated to
each other their respective full
powers, which were found to be in
due and proper form, have agreed
to and concluded the following
articles:

ARTICLE I

Additions to extra- The following crimes are addeditable crimes.
to the list of crimes numbered 1 to
12 in Article II of the said treaty

28Stat.1188. of June 7, 1893, on account of
which extradition may be granted,
that is to say:

Crmes or offenses 13. Crimes or offenses againstgainst bankruptcy
h
ws. the bankruptcy laws, provided

that the act may be punished in
the United States as a felony and
in Norway is a crime which, under
the General Civil Penal Code, may
be punished with a more severe
penalty than imprisonment for
one year.

Narcotics. 14. Violations of legislation con-
cerning narcotics, if the act, com-
mitted in Norway, would be
subject to punishment by impris-
onment.

Sendemann og befullmektigede
Minister i Washington;

som, efter a ha meddelt hver-
andre sine fullmakter, som blev
funnet i god og riktig form, er
kommet overens om og har sluttet
avtale om f0lgende bestemmelser:

ARTIKKEL I

F0lgende forbrydelser f0ies til i
fortegnelsen over forbrydelser,
nummerert 1 til 12, i artikkel II
i nevnte traktat av 7. juni 1893,
for hvilke utlevering kan innr0m-
mes, nemlig:

13. Konkursforbrydelser, forut-
satt at handlingen i De Forente
Stater kan straffes som "felony"
og i Norge er en forbrydelse som
efter den almindelige borgerlige
straffelov kan medf0re strengere
straff enn fengsel i ett ar.

14. Overtredelser av lovgivnin-
gen om narkotiske midler, for-
savidt handlingen, begatt i Norge,
vilde kunne medf0re fengselsstraff.

ARTICLE II ARTIKKEL II

Considered part of The present treaty shall be
considered as an integral part of

28 stat. 1187. said Extradition Treaty of June 7,
1893, and Article II of the last-
mentioned treaty shall be read as
if the list of crimes and offenses
therein contained had originally
comprised the additional crimes
and offenses specified and num-
bered 13 and 14 in the first Article
of the present treaty.

Ratification. The present treaty shall be rati-
fied by the High Contracting
Parties in accordance with their
respective constitutional methods,

R

Narvierende traktat skal an-
sees som en integrerende del av
nevnte utleveringstraktat av 7.
juni 1893, og artikkel II i sist-
nevnte traktat skal leses som om
den fortegnelse over forbrydelser
og forseelser den inneholder, oprin-
nelig hadde omfattet de tilf0iede
forbrydelser og forseelser som er
omhandlet og gitt nummer 13 og
14 i f0rste artikkel i nservserende
traktat.

Nerverende traktat skal rati-
fiseres av de h0ie kontraherende
parter i overensstemmelse med
deres respektive forfatningsmes-

d

a
Ii

1
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nary and Minister Plenipotentiary 
in Washington; 
who, having communicated to 

each other their respective full 
powers, which were found to be in 
due and proper form, have agreed 
to and concluded the following 
articles: 

ARTICLE I 

Additions to extra- The following crimes are added 
ditable crimes. 

to the list of crimes numbered 1 to 
12 in Article II of the said treaty 
of June 7, 1893, on account of 
which extradition may be granted, 
that is to say: 

13. Crimes or offenses against 
the bankruptcy laws, provided 
that the act may be punished in 
the United States as a felony and 
in Norway is a crime which, under 
the General Civil Penal Code, may 
be punished with a more severe 
penalty than imprisonment for 
one year. 

14. Violations of legislation con-
cerning narcotics, if the act, com-
mitted in Norway, would be 
subject to punishment by impris-
onment. 

28 Stat. 1188. 

Crimes or offenses 
against bankruptcy 
laws. 

Narcotics. 

Considered part of 
Treaty of June 7, 1893. 

28 Stat. 1187. 

Ratification. 

ARTICLE II 

The present treaty shall be 
considered as an integral part of 
said Extradition Treaty of June 7, 
1893, and Article II of the last-
mentioned treaty shall be read as 
if the list of crimes and offenses 
therein contained had originally 
comprised the additional crimes 
and offenses specified and num-
bered 13 and 14 in the first Article 
of the present treaty. 

The present treaty shall be rati-
fied by the High Contracting 
Parties in accordance with their 
respective constitutional methods, 

Sendemann og befullmektigede 
Minister i Washington; 

sora, efter A ha meddelt hver-
andre sine fullmakter, som blev 
funnet i god og riktig form, er 
kommet overens om og har sluttet 
avtale om folgende besternmelser: 

AR'rIKKEL I 

Folgende forbrydelser foies til i 
fortegnelsen over forbrydelser, 
nuramerert 1 til 12, i artikkel II 
i nevnte traktat av 7. juni 1893, 
for hvilke utlevering kan innrom-
mes, nemlig: 

13. lionkursforbrydelser, forut-
satt at handlingen i De Forente 
Stater kan straffes som "felony" 
og i Norge er en forbrydelse stain 
efter den almindelige borgerlige 
straffelov kan medfore strengere 
straff enn fengsel i ett 

14. Overtredelser av lovgivnin-
gen om narkotiske midler, for-
savidt handlingen, begatt i Norge, 
vilde kunne rnedfore fengselsstraff. 

ARTIRSEL II 

NEervEerende traktat skal an-
sees som en integrerende del av 
nevnte utleveriiagstraktat av 7. 
juni 1893, og artikkel II i sist-
nevnte traktat skal leses som om 
den fortegnelse over forbrydelser 
og forseelser den inneholder, oprin-
nelig hadde omfattet de tilfoiede 
forbrydelser og forseelser som er 
onahandlet og gitt nummer 13 og 
14 i forste artikkel i raervIerende 
traktat. 

Nzerwerende traktat skal rati-
fiseres av de hOie kontraherende 
parter i overenssternmelse wed 
deres respektive forfatniiagsrnes-
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and shall take effect on the date of
the exchange of ratifications which
shall take place at Oslo as soon as
possible.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the

above-mentioned Plenipotentiaries
have signed the present treaty in
both the English and Norwegian
languages and have hereunto af-
fixed their seals.

DONE, in duplicate, at Washing-
ton, this first day of February,
nineteen hundred and thirty-eight.

CORDELL HULL

W. MORGENSTI]

sige regler og skal tre i kraft fra
dagen for utvekslingen av rati-
fikasjonene som skal finne sted i
Oslo sa snart som mulig.

Til bekreftelse herav bar oven-
nevnte befullmektigede underteg-
net nservaerende traktat bade i det
engelske og det norske sprog og
har forsynt den med sine segl.

Utferdiget i to eksemplarer i
Washington den Iste februar 1938.

[SEAL]
ERNE [SEAL]

AND WHEREAS the said supplementary extradition treaty has been
duly ratified on both parts, and the ratifications of the two Govern-
ments were exchanged in the city of Oslo, on the sixth day of August,
one thousand nine hundred and thirty-eight;

Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
President of the United States of America, have caused the said
supplementary extradition treaty to be made public, to the end that
the same and every article and clause thereof may be observed and
fulfilled with good faith by the United States of America and the
citizens thereof.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this fifteenth day of August in the
yearof our Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirty-eight,

[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of America
the one hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL
Secretary of State.

Effective date.

Signatures.

Exchange of ratifi-
cations.

Proclamation.
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and shall take effect on the date of 
the exchange of ratifications which 
shall take place at Oslo as soon as 
possible. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the 

above-mentioned Plenipotentiaries 
have signed the present treaty in 
both the English and Norwegian 
languages and have hereunto af-
fixed their seals. 
DONE, in duplicate, at Washing-

ton, this first day of February, 
nineteen hundred and thirty-eight. 

CORDELL HULL 

sige regler og skal tre i kraft fra 
dagen for utvekslingen av rati-
fikasjonene som skal finne sted i 
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Signatures. 

AND WHEREAS the said supplementary extradition treaty has been caggsh.ange of ratifl-

duly ratified on both parts, and the ratifications of the two Govern-
ments were exchanged in the city of Oslo, on the sixth day of August, 
one thousand nine hundred and thirty-eight; 
Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, 

President of the United States of America, have caused the said 
supplementary extradition treaty to be made public, to the end that 
the same and every article and clause thereof may be observed and 
fulfilled with good faith by the United States of America and the 
citizens thereof. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused 

the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the city of Washington this fifteenth day of August in the 

year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirty-eight, 
[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of America 

the one hundred and sixty-third. 
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 

By the President: 
CORDELL HULL 

Secretary of State. 

Proclamation. 
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Maroh 8, 1938 Convention between the United States of America and the Netherlands
IT.S.No. 935] providing for the arbitration of a difference relating to payment for

certain military supplies. Signed at Washington March 18, 1938;
ratification advised by the Senate June IS, 1938; ratified by the
President July 6, 1938; ratified by the Netherlands June 16, 1938;
ratifications exchanged at Washington August 2, 1938; proclaimed
August 15, 1938.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

A PROCLAMATION.

Convention with
the Netherlands pro-
viding for the arbitra-
tion of a difference
relating to payment
for certain military
supplies.

Preamble.

Contracting pow-
ers.

Plenipotentiaries.

WHEREAs a convention between the United States of America and
the Kingdom of the Netherlands providing for the arbitration of a
difference between the Government of the United States of America
and the Government of the Netherlands in regard to the sufficiency of
the payment made by the Government of the United States of America
to the Government of the Netherlands for certain military supplies
of the Netherlands Government which were requisitioned by the Gov-
ernment of the United States of America in 1917, was concluded and
signed by their respective plenipotentiaries at Washington on the
eighteenth day of March, one thousand nine hundred and thirty-eight,
the original of which convention is word for word as follows:

WHEREAS, in November 1917, the Government of the United States
of America requisitioned certain military supplies of the Government
of the Netherlands, for which it paid a sum not considered by the
Government of the Netherlands to be the full amount to which it was
entitled therefor, while the Government of the United States of Amer-
ica considers, on the contrary, that it has paid more than was due,

WHEREAS it has been found impossible to adjust the resulting differ-
ences of opinion by diplomacy,

WHEREAS the President of the United States of America and Her
Majesty, the Queen of the Netherlands, are desirous of reaching an
amicable settlement of their differences, by arbitration if necessary,
and that a convention be concluded for that purpose, have named as
their plenipotentiaries, that is to say:

The President of the United States of America:
Cordell Hull, Secretary of State of the United States of America,

and
Her Majesty, the Queen of the Netherlands:
Jonkheer H. M. van Haersma de With, Envoy Extraordinary and

Minister Plenipotentiary of the Netherlands to the United States of
America,
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BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 

A PROCLAMATION. 

W HEREAS a convention between the United States of America and 
the Kingdom of the Netherlands providing for the arbitration of a 
difference between the Government of the United States of America 
and the Government of the Netherlands in regard to the sufficiency of 
the payment made by the Government of the United States of America 
to the Government of the Netherlands for certain military supplies 
of the Netherlands Government which were requisitioned by the Gov-
ernment of the United States of America in 1917, was concluded and 
signed by their respective plenipotentiaries at Washington on the 
eighteenth day of March, one thousand nine hundred and thirty-eight, 
the original of which convention ig word for word as follows: 

W HEREAS, in November 1917, the Government of the United States 
of America requisitioned certain military supplies of the Government 
of the Netherlands, for which it paid a sum not considered by the 
Government of the Netherlands to be the full amount to which it was 
entitled therefor, while the Government of the United States of Amer-
ica considers, on the contrary, that it has paid more than was due, 
W HEREAS it has been found impossible to adjust the resulting differ-

ences of opinion by diplomacy, 
W HEREAS the President of the United States of America and Her 

Majesty, the Queen of the Netherlands, are desirous of reaching an 
amicable settlement of their differences, by arbitration if necessary, 
and that a convention be concluded for that purpose, have named as 
their plenipotentiaries, that is to say: 
The President of the United States of America: 
Cordell Hull, Secretary of State of the United States of America, 

and 
Her Majesty, the Queen of the Netherlands: 
Jonkheer H. M. van Haersma de With, Envoy Extraordinary and 

Minister Plenipotentiary of the Netherlands to the United States of 
America, 
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Who, having communicated to each other their respective full
powers, found in good and due form, have agreed upon the following
articles:

ARTICLE I

First. Within six months from the date of the exchange of ratifica-
tions hereof the Agent for the Government of the Netherlands shall
present to the Agent for the Government of the United States of
America a Memorial in which shall be fully set forth:

(a) the facts on which the Netherlands Government rests its claim
against the Government of the United States of America,

(b) the amount of additional compensation demanded, the prin-
cipal of which compensation shall in no event exceed the difference
between the florins alleged to have been expended by the Netherlands
Government and the amount in dollars received by it, leaving to the
Arbitrator the question as to whether, in the event of an award, interest
should be granted,

(c) an explanation of the grounds and theory on which the claim
is predicated.

Such Memorial shall be accompanied by all the evidence upon
which the claim is considered to be based, it being clearly understood
that no further evidence may be injected into the case either during
the discussions mentioned in Article II below or during the possible
adjudication of the claim, except as hereinafter provided.

Second. Within eight months from the date of receipt by the Agent
for the Government of the United States of America of such Memorial,
he shall present to the Agent for the Government of the Netherlands
an Answer to the Memorial, in which shall be fully set forth:

(a) the facts relied upon by the Government of the United States
of America in defense of the claim of the Government of the Nether-
lands and the facts on which the Government of the United States
of America rests any counterclaim,

(b) the amount of such counterclaim,
(c) an explanation of the grounds and theory on which the defense

and any such counterclaim are predicated.
To such Answer there shall be attached all the evidence upon which

the defense of the claim and upon which the counterclaim are con-
sidered to be based, and no further evidence shall be injected into the
case, either in support or defense, either during the stage of discus-
sions mentioned in Article II below or during possible arbitration,
except as hereinafter provided.

Third. With all issues of fact and law thus defined, the Agent for
the Government of the Netherlands shall, within six months from the
date of the receipt of the Answer, file with the Agent for the Govern-
ment of the United States of America a written Brief containing all
such factual and legal contentions as he may desire to make in support
of the claim and in defense of the counterclaim. In such Brief the
Agent for the Netherlands Government, without being allowed to

Presentation of
Memorial by Agent
for Netherlands.

Answer to Memo-
rial by Agent for the
United States of
America.

Brief by Agent for
the Netherlands.
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Reply Brief by
Agent for the United
States.

Reference to arbi-
tration if agreement
not reached within
designated time.

change the, general grounds of the claim as stated in the Memorial,
may further explain such grounds in the light of the Answer and the
evidence filed therewith and he may file with such Brief only such
evidence as is strictly in refutation of the Answer or of the evidence
filed with the Answer, but which does not lay the basis of any new
grounds for the claim. With the Brief there may be filed also an
Answer to the counterclaim, which Answer shall be governed by
paragraph "Second" above.

Fourth. Within six months from the date of the receipt of such
Brief the Agent for the Government of the United States of America
shall file with the Agent for the Government of the Netherlands a
Reply Brief containing all such factual and legal contentions as he
may desire to make in defense of the claim and in support of the
counterclaim. In such Reply Brief the Agent for the Government
of the United States of America, without being allowed to change the
general grounds of the defense of the claim or the general grounds of
the counterclaim, may further explain such grounds in the light of
the Brief of the Government of the Netherlands, the Answer to the
counterclaim, and the evidence filed therewith, and he may file with
such Reply Brief only such evidence as is strictly in refutation of the
Brief or the evidence filed therewith, but which does not lay the basis
of any new grounds for defense of the claim or any new grounds for
the counterclaim.

ARTICLE II

In the event that the two Governments shall be unable to agree
upon a disposition of the claim and the counterclaim or upon any
portions thereof within the six months next succeeding the delivery
of the Reply Brief of the Government of the United States of America,
the pleadings thus exchanged shall be referred to arbitration for the
decision of any such unsettled questions, it being clearly understood,
however, that in no event shall the issues of the claim or of the
counterclaim, either factual or legal, or the contentions of either party,
as herein submitted to diplomatic discussion, be changed in character,
or the written record above described augmented in the event the
matter is so referred to arbitration.

ARTICLE III

The issues to be decided shall be those formulated by the pleadings
exchanged in pursuance of Article I hereof, or such of those issues
as shall not have been previously settled by agreement of the two
Governments.

The Arbitrator shall decide such issues in conformity with applicable
law.

ARTICLE IV

The arbitral tribunal shall consist of a sole Arbitrator, to be selected
by mutual agreement of the two Governments, who shall be a jurist of
repute, familiar with the English language, and who shall not be a
national of the Netherlands or of the United States of America.

Issues to be decided.

Arbitral tribunal.
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ARTICLE V

Within thirty days from the termination of the period specified in
Article II above, if the diplomatic negotiations referred to therein
shall not have resulted in a full settlement of the claim and counter-
claim, the pleadings provided for in Article I above shall be delivered
to the Arbitrator by means of a joint communication of the two Agents.

ARTICLE VI

As soon as possible after the date of the receipt of the above-men-
tioned pleadings by the Arbitrator, and not later than four months
from that date, he shall convene the parties at a place to be determined
by the two Governments for the purpose of hearing such oral argu-
ments by Agents or Counsel, or both, for each Government, as they
may desire to make. The conduct of the oral proceedings shall be
under the control of the Arbitrator. Authentic minutes of the meet-
ings shall be kept by a Secretary, to be designated by the Arbitrator,
and shall be signed by the Arbitrator and the Secretary.

The periods of time mentioned in Articles V and VI hereof may
be extended by mutual agreement of the two Governments.

ARTICLE VII

The Arbitrator shall be obligated to render his decision within
three months from the date on which the oral arguments close, unless,
upon the request of the Arbitrator, the two Governments agree to
extend that period.

The decision of the Arbitrator shall be rendered in two signed
copies, one of which shall be sent to each Government. It shall state
the grounds of the decision and shall be in the English language.

The language of the pleadings and oral proceedings shall be Eng-
lish. All evidence submitted in any language other than English shall
be accompanied by a full and correct translation in the English
language.

The decision of the Arbitrator shall be accepted as final and binding
upon the two Governments.

Oral proceedings.

Time extensions.

Arbitrator's de-
cision; time limita-
tion.

To be signed in
duplicate.

Language to be
used; translations.

Finality of decision.

ARTICLE VIII

Each Government shall pay the expenses of the presentation and Payment of ex-
conduct of its own case before the Arbitrator, all joint expenses, in-
cluding the honorarium for the Arbitrator, to be borne by the two
Governments in equal proportions.

AimcLE IX

This convention shall be ratified by the High Contracting Parties Ratfcation.
and shall take effect immediately upon the exchange of ratifications,
which shall take place at Washington as soon as possible.

Delivery of plead-
ings to Arbitrator if
negotiations fail to re-
sult in full settlement.
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IN wITNESS WHEREOF, the respective plenipotentiaries have signed
this convention and have hereunto affixed their seals.

DONE in duplicate at Washington, this eighteenth day of March,
1938.

[SEAL] CORDELL HULL

[SEAL] H. M. VAN HAERSMA DE WITH

Exchange of ratif- AND WHEREAS the said convention has been duly ratified on both
parts, and the ratifications of the two Governments were exchanged
in the city of Washington, on the second day of August, one thousand
nine hundred and thirty-eight;'

Proclamation. Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, President
of the United States of America, have caused the said convention to
be made public, to the end that the same and every article and clause
thereof may be observed and fulfilled with good faith by the United
States of America and the citizens thereof.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the
Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this fifteenth day of August in
the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirty-

[SEAL] eight, and of the Independence of the United States of
America the one hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL
Secretary of State.

Signatures.
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FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 
By the President: 

Commix Hum 
Secretary of State. 
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Treaty between the United States of America and Lithuania defining in October 18, 1937

certain cases the liabilityfor military service and other acts of allegiance IT. S. N. 936]

of naturalized persons and persons born with double nationality.
Signed at Kaunas October 18, 1937; ratification advised by the
Senate June 13, 1938; ratified by the President July 5, 1938; ratified
by Lithuania December 30, 1937; ratifications exchanged at Washing-
ton July 20, 1938; proclaimed August 15, 1938.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

A PROCLAMATION.

WHEREAS a treaty between the United States of America and
Lithuania defining in certain cases the liability for military service or
any other act of allegiance of nationals of either country who have
been or shall become naturalized in the territory of the other country,
as well as of certain classes of persons born with double nationality,
was concluded and signed by their respective Plenipotentiaries at
Kaunas on the eighteenth day of October, one thousand nine hundred
and thirty-seven, the original of which treaty being in the English and
Lithuanian languages, is word for word as follows:

The United States of America
and Lithuania being desirous of
defining in certain cases the liabil-
ity for military service or any other
act of allegiance of nationals of
either country who have been or
shall become naturalized in the
territory of the other country as
well as of certain classes of persons
born with double nationality, have
resolved to conclude a treaty on
the subject and for that purpose
have appointed their Plenipotenti-
aries, that is to say:

THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED

STATES OF AMERICA:

C. PORTER KUYKENDALL,

CHARGE D'AFFAIRES AD INTERIM OF

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA TO

LITHUANIA;

and

Jungtines Amerikos Valstybes ir
Lietuva, noredamos sutvarkyti
tam tikrais atsitikimais karines
prievoles bei kitu istikimybes
veiksmu atlikim4, kiek tai liecia
vienos salies piliecius, kurie buvo
arba bus naturalizuoti kitos salies
teritorijoje, arba kai kuriu kate-
goriju asmenis, kurie gimimu yra
jgije abieju Susitarianciu Saliq
pilietybe, nutare sudaryti iiuo
reikalu sutarti ir tam tikslui pas-
kyre savo igaliotiniais:

JUNGTINIU AMERIKOS VALSTY-
BIU PREZIDENTAS:

C. PORTER KUYKENDALL, JUNG-

TINIU AMERIKOS VALSTYBIU

CHARGE D'AFFAIRES AD INTERIM

LIETUVAI;

ir

Contracting pow-
ers.

Plenipotentiaries.

THE PRESIDENT OF THE RE- LIETUVOS RESPUBLIKOS PREZI-

PUBLIC OF LITHUANIA: DENTAS:

Liability for mili-
tary service, etc., of
naturalized persons
and persons born with
double nationality,
United States and
Lithuania.

Preamble.
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TREATIES

STASYS LOZORAITIS, MINISTER OF

FOREIGN AFFAIRS;

Who, having communicated to
each other their full powers found
to be in good and due form, have
agreed upon the following articles:

ARTICLE I

STASI LOZORAITI, U.SIENIU
REIKALU MINISTERI;

kurie, pateike vienas antram
savo igaliojimus, rastus gera ir
tinkama forma sudarytus, susi-
tare del Siy nuostatV:

I STRAIPSNIS

Naturalized persons
returning to country
of former nationality
for temporary stay.

Prooio.
Renewal of resi-

dence in country of
origin.

Presumption of in-
tent.

Nationals of either country, who
have been or shall become natural-
ized in the territory of the other
country shall not, upon returning
to the country of former national-
ity for a temporary stay, be re-
quired to perform military service
or any other act of allegiance, or
punished for the original act of
emigration, or for failure to re-
spond to a call for military service,
liability for which did not accrue
until after bona fide residence was
acquired in the territory of the
country whose nationality was
obtained by naturalization.

Provided, that, if a national
of either country who comes within
the purview of this article shall
renew his residence in his country
of origin without the intent to re-
turn to the country in which he was
naturalized, he shall be held to have
renounced his naturalization.

The intent not to return may
be held to exist when a person
naturalized in one country shall
have resided more than two years
in the other country; but this
presumption may be overcome by
evidence to the contrary.

ARTICLE II

A person born in the territory
of one country of parents who are
nationals of the other country,
and having the nationality of each
country under its laws, shall not,
if he has his habitual residence,
that is, the place of his general
abode, in the territory of the

Is vienos Susitarian6ios Salies
pilieciu, kurie buvo arba bus
natfralizuoti kitos salies teritori-
joje, laikinai sugrijusiu I savo
pirmykstes pilietybes sali, nebus
reikalaujama atlikti karine prie-
vole ar bet koki kita istikimybes
veiksma, ir jie nebus baudsiami uz
pirmykstj emigravima arba uz
neatsiliepima i sa ukimus karine
prievole atlikti, jei tie asmenys
neturejo stoti i karo taryba pries
tai, kai bona fide apsigyveno tos
salies teritorijoje, kurios pilietybq
jgijo naturalizuodamiesi.

Bet jei bet kurios Susitariancig
galiu pilietis, kuri liecia sis straips-
nis, vel apsigyvena savo kilimo
salyje, nebudamas pasiryfes grijti
i sali, kurioje naturalizavosi, tai
jis bus laikomas atsisakiusiu nuo
naturalizacijos.

Asmenj galima bus laikyti ne-
turinciu intencijos grilti tuo atveju,
jei jis, natQralizavesis vienoje
salyje, isgyveno antroje salyje
daugiau kaip dvejus metus; pre-
zumpcija nebus taikoma tuo at-
veju, kai bus pateikta prieingiu
irodymiu.

II STRAIPSNIS

Asmuo, gimes vienos salies teri-
torijoje is tevi, kurie yra antrosios
salies pilieciai, ir turis pagal tu
saliu istatymus abiejlu aliu pilie-
tybe, jei nuolat gyvena tos salies
teritorijoje, kurioje gime, nebus
verciamas atlikti karine prievole
ar bet koki kits istikimybes

Persons with double
nationality, tempo-
rary stay in country
o0 parents but not
of birth.
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kurie, pateikv, vienas antram 
savo igaliojimus, rastus gera ir 
tinkama forma sudarytus, susi-
tare del giv nuostatv: 
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kurie buvo arba bus 

natiiralizuoti kitos alies teritori-
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neturejo stoti j karo tarnyba pria 
tai, kai bona fide apsigyv-eno tos 
Aalies teritorijoje, kurios pilietybq 
igijo naturalizuodamiesi. 

Bet jei bet kmios SusitarianAiu 
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jei jis, naturalizavesis vienoje 
Aalyje, iAgyveno antroje galyje 
daugiau kaip dvejus metus; pre-
zumpcija nebus taikoma tuo at-
veju, kai bus pateikta prieAingu 
irodymv. 

II STRAIPSNIS 
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torijoje i5 tevv, kurie yra antrosios 
alies pilie6iai, ir turis pagal ti 
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country of his birth, be held liable
for military service or any other
act of allegiance during a tempo-
rary stay in the territory of the
other country.

Provided, that, if such stay is
protracted beyond the period of
two years, it shall be presumed to
be permanent, in the absence of
sufficient evidence showing that
return to the territory of the other
country will take place within a
short time.

ARTICLE III

The present treaty shall be
ratified and the ratifications there-
of shall be exchanged at Wash-
ington. It shall take effect in all
its provisions on the day of the
exchange of ratifications and shall
continue in force for the term of
ten years from that day.

If within one year before the
expiration of ten years from the
day on which the present treaty
shall come into force, neither High
Contracting Party notifies the
other of an intention of terminat-
ing the treaty upon the expiration
of the aforesaid period of ten
years, the treaty shall remain in full
force and effect after the aforesaid
period and until one year from
such a time as either of the High
Contracting Parties shall have
notified to the other an intention
of terminating the treaty.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the re-
spective Plenipotentiaries have
signed the present treaty and have
affixed their seals thereto.

DONE in duplicate, in the Eng-
lish and Lithuanian languages,
both authentic, at Kaunas, this
eighteenth day of October, nine-
teen hundred and thirty-seven.

C. PORTER KUYKENDALL

[SEAL]

veiksma, jei laikinai apsigyvens
antrosios salies teritorijoje.

Bet, jei tas laikinas apsigyveni- r ptionofperPresumption of per.
mas truks ilgiau kaip dvejus metus, manent domicile.
jis bus laikomas nuolatiniu, nebent
bus ultektinu irodymu, kad saky-
tasis asmuo greitu laiku gri§g
antrosios salies teritorija.

III STRAIPSNIS

Sita sutartis bus ratifikuota ir
ratifikacijomis bus pasikeista Va-
singtone. Ji isigalios visais savo
nuostatais dienq, kuris bus pasi-
keista ratifikacijomis, ir galios
desimti mety, skaitant nuo tos
dienos.

Jei n6 viena Aukstujy Susita-
riancii Saliu, bent vienus metus
pries sueinant desimties mety ter-
minui, skaitant nuo sios sutarties
isigaliojimo dienos, nepareiks an-
trajai noro atsaukti sutarti, mi-
netam desimties mety terminui
isejus, tai sutartis bus laikoma
prailginta nenustatytam terminui.
Po to ji gales buti atsaukta kiek-
vienu metu, pranesus apie tai
kitai Aukstajai Susitarianciai ga-
liai vienus metus is anksto.

Siam paliudyti atitinkami igalio-
tiniai pasirase sia sutartj ir pride-
jo savo antspaudus.

Sudaryta dviem egzemplioriais,
angly ir lietuviV kalbomis, laikant
abi kalbas autentiskomis, Kaune,
tukstantis devyni simtai trisde-
simts septintais metais spali\ me-
nesio astuoniolikta diena.

LOZORAITIS

[SEAL]

Ratification.

Duration.

Signatures.
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country of his birth, be held liable 
for military service or any other 
act of allegiance during a tempo-
rary stay in the territory of the 
other country. 

Provided, that, if such stay is 
protracted beyond the period of 
two years, it shall be presumed to 
be permanent, in the absence of 
sufficient evidence showing that 
return to the territory of the other 
country will take place within a 
short time. 

ARTICLE III 

The present treaty shall be 
ratified and the ratifications there-
of shall be exchanged at Wash-
ington. It shall take effect in all 
its provisions on the day of the 
exchange of ratifications and shall 
continue in force for the term of 
ten years from that day. 

If within one year before the 
expiration of ten years from the 
day on which the present treaty 
shall come into force, neither High 
Contracting Party notifies the 
other of an intention of terminat-
ing the treaty upon the expiration 
of the aforesaid period of ten 
years, the treaty shall remain in full 
force and effect after the aforesaid 
period and until one year from 
such a time as either of the High 
Contracting Parties shall have 
notified to the other an intention 
of terminating the treaty. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the re-

spective Plenipotentiaries have 
signed the present treaty and have 
affixed their seals thereto. 
DONE in duplicate, in the Eng-

lish and Lithuanian languages, 
both authentic, at Kaunas, this 
eighteenth day of October, nine-
teen hundred and thirty-seven. 

C. PORTER KITYKENDALL 
[SEAL] 

veiksma, jei laikinai apsigyvens 
antrosios alies teritorijoje. 

Bet, jei tas laikinas apsigyveni-
mas truks ilgiau kaip dvejus metus, 
jis bus laikomas nuolatiniu, nebent 
bus uftektinu irodymu, kad saky-
tasis asmuo greitu laiku gri§ 
antrosios alies teritorij4. 

III STRAIPSNIS 

gita sutartis bus ratifikuota ir 
ratifikacijomis bus pasikeista Va-
gingtone. Ji isigalios visais savo 
nuostatais dien.a, kuri4 bus pasi-
keista ratifikacijomis, ir galios 
degimd; metu, skaitant nuo tos 
dienos. 

Jei ne viena Aukgtuju Susita-
rianeiu Saliu, bent vienus metus 
prieg sueinant degrades metu ter-
minui, skaitant nuo gios sutarties 
isigaliojimo dienos, nepareik§ an-
trajai noro atgaukti sutard, mi-
netam deginties metu terminui 
igejus, tai sutartis bus laikoma 
prailginta nenustatytam terminui. 
Po to ji gales bud atgaukta kiek-
vienu metu, pranegus apie tai 
kitai Aukgtajai Susitarian6iai 

vienus metus ig anksto. 

g'iam paliudyti atitinkami igalio-
finial pasirage gia sutarti ir pride-
Jo savo antspaudus. 

Sudaryta dviem egzemplioriais, 
anglu ir lietuviu kalbomis, laikant 
abi kalbas autentigkomis, Kaune, 
takstantis devyni gimtai trisde-
gimts septintais metais spaliu me-
nesio agtuonioliktti diemt. 

LozORAITIS 
[SEAL] 

Proviso. 
Presumption of per. 

manent domicile. 

Ratification. 

Duration. 

Signatures. 



Exchange of ratifi- AND WHEREAS the said treaty has been duly ratified on both parts,cations.
and the ratifications of the two Governments were exchanged in the
city of Washington, on the twentieth day of July, one thousand nine
hundred and thirty-eight;

Proclamation. Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
President of the United States of America, have caused the said
treaty to be made public, to the end that the same and every article
and clause thereof may be observed and fulfilled with good faith by
the United States of America and the citizens thereof.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this fifteenth day of August in the
year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirty-

[SEAL] eight, and of the Independence of the United States of
America the one hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL

Secretary of State.
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Exchange of ratifi-
cations. 

Proclamation. 

AND WHEREAS the said treaty has been duly ratified on both parts, 
and the ratifications of the two Governments were exchanged in the 
city of Washington, on the twentieth day of July, one thousand nine 
hundred and thirty-eight; 
Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, 

President of the United States of America, have caused the said 
treaty to be made public, to the end that the same and every article 
and clause thereof may be observed and fulfilled with good faith by 
the United States of America and the citizens thereof. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused 

the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the city of Washington this fifteenth day of August in the 

year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirty-
[SEAL] eight, and of the Independence of the United States of 

America the one hundred and sixty-third. 
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 

By the President: 
CORDELL HULL 

Secretary of State. 
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Agreement between the United States of America and Nicaragua providing April 14, 1938
for the adjustment of certain accounts and refund of income taxes. T. S. No. 937]
Signed at Washington April 14, 1938; ratification advised by the
Senate June 13, 1938; ratified by the President July 6, 1938; rati-
fied by Nicaragua May 30, 1938; ratifications exchanged at Washing-
ton August 24, 1938; proclaimed August 31, 1938.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

A PROCLAMATION.

WHEREAS an Agreement providing for the adjustment of certain
accounts of indebtedness and claim for refund of income taxes be-
tween the United States of America and the Republic of Nicaragua
was concluded and signed by the respective Plenipotentiaries of the
two countries at Washington on the fourteenth day of April, one
thousand nine hundred and thirty-eight, the original of which Agree-
ment, being in the English and Spanish languages, is word for word
as follows:

Agreement with
Nicaragua providing
for the adjustment of
certain accounts and
refund of income
taxes.

Preamble.

The United States of America
and the Republic of Nicaragua:

Considering that the Govern-
ment of the Republic of Nicaragua
is indebted to the Government of
the United States of America in
the amount of $289,898.78, repre-
senting unpaid balance of the
principal amount of indebtedness
incurred for the purchase from the
Government of the United States
of America of certain arms and
ammunition;

Considering that the Govern-
ment of the Republic of Nicaragua
makes a claim to refund of income
taxes from the Government of the
United States of America in the
principal amount of $372,879.06,
representing payment of income
taxes to the Government of the
United States of America by the
Ferrocarril del Pacifico de Nicara-
gua; and,

Being desirous of adjusting in a
mutually satisfactory manner the
aforesaid accounts and of strength-
ening still further the friendly re-

Los Estados Unidos de America
y la Repdblica de Nicaragua:

Considerando que el Gobierno
de la Repdblica de Nicaragua
adeuda al Gobierno de los Estados
Unidos de America, la suma de
$289,898.78, que representa el
saldo insoluto de la suma principal
de la deuda proveniente de la
compra, al Gobierno de los Esta-
dos Unidos do America, de ciertas
armas y municiones;

Considerando que el Gobierno
de la Repdblica de Nicaragua ha
hecho un reclamo al Gobierno de
los Estados Unidos de America
para el reembolso de impuestos
sobre la renta, por la suma princi-
pal de $372,879.06, que representa
el pago de impuestos sobre la renta
efectuado al Gobierno de los Esta-
dos Unidos de America por el
Ferrocarril del Pacifico de Nicara-
gua; y

Estando deseosos de arreglar de
manera mutuamente satisfactoria
las mencionadas cuentas; y de
fortalecer mas aun, las amistosas

Contractingpowers.
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Agreement between the United States of America and Nicaragua providing 
for the adjustment of certain accounts and refund of income taxes. 
Signed at Washington April 14, 1938; ratification advised by the 
Senate June 13, 1938; ratified by the President July 6, 1938; rati-
fied by Nicaragua May 30, 1938; ratifications exchanged at Washing-
ton August 24, 1938; proclaimed August 31, 1938. 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 

A PROCLAMATION. 

WHEREAS an Agreement providing for the adjustment of certain 
accounts of indebtedness and claim for refund of income taxes be-
tween the United States of America and the Republic of Nicaragua 
was concluded and signed by the respective Plenipotentiaries of the 
two countries at Washington on the fourteenth day of April, one 
thousand nine hundred and thirty-eight, the original of which Agree-
ment, being in the English and Spanish languages, is word for word 
as follows: 

The United States of America 
and the Republic of Nicaragua: 
Considering that the Govern-

ment of the Republic of Nicaragua 
is indebted to the Government of 
the United States of America in 
the amount of $289,898.78, repre-
senting unpaid balance of the 
principal amount of indebtedness 
incurred for the purchase from the 
Government of the United States 
of America of certain arms and 
ammunition; 

Considering that the Govern-
ment of the Republic of Nicaragua 
makes a claim to refund of income 
taxes from the Government of the 
United States of America in the 
principal amount of $372,879.06, 
representing payment of income 
taxes to the Government of the 
United States of America by the 
Fenncarril del Pacifico de Nicara-
gua; and, 

Being desirous of adjusting in a 
mutually satisfactory manner the 
aforesaid accounts and of strength-
ening still further the friendly re-

Los Estados Unidos de America 
y la Repdblica de Nicaragua: 

Consideran.do que el Gobierno 
de la Republics de Nicaragua 
adeuda al Gobierno de los Estados 
Unidos de America, la suma de 
$289,898.78, que represents el 
saldo insoluto de la sums principal 
de is deuda proveniente de la 
compra, al Gobierno de los Esta-
dos Unidos de America, de ciertas 
armas y municiones; 

Considerando que el Gobierno 
de la Republica de Nicaragua ha 
hecho un reclamo al Gobierno de 
los Estados Unidos de America 
para el reembolso de impuestos 
sobre la rents, por la sums princi-
pal de $372,879.06, que represents 
el pago de impuestos sobre is renta 
efectuado at Gobierno de los Esta-
dos Unidos de America por el 
Fenvcarril del Pacifico de Nicara-
gua; 
Estando deseosos de arreglar de 

manera mutuamente satisfactoria 
las mencionadas cuen.tas; y de 
fortalecer rats am, las amistosas 

April 14, 1938 
[T. S. No. 9371 

Agreement with 
Nicaragua providing 
for the adjustment of 
certain accounts and 
refund of income 
taxes. 
Preamble. 

Contracting powers. 



TREATIES

Plenipotentiaries.

lations which happily exist be-
tween the two Governments:

Have decided to enter into an
agreement for that purpose and
to that end have appointed their
plenipotentiaries:

The President of the United
States of America:
Cordell Hull, Secretary of State
of the United States of America,
and

The President of the Republic
of Nicaragua:
Senor Doctor Don Le6n De Bayle,
Envoy Extraordinary and Minis-
ter Plenipotentiary of Nicaragua
in Washington,
Who, having communicated their
respective full powers to each
other, which have been found to
be in good and due form, have
agreed upon the following:

ARTICLE I.,

The Government of the United
States of America shall pay to
the Government of the Republic
of Nicaragua the sum of $72,000
in full settlement of the claim of
the Government of the Republic of
Nicaragua for refund of $372,-
879.06, being the principal amount
of certain income taxes paid by the
Ferrocarril del Pacifico de Nicara-
gua, and for refund of interest
thereon.

ARTICLE II ARTICULO II

The Government of the Re-
public of Nicaragua agrees to
accept the payment of $72,000 in
full settlement of its aforesaid
claim, and in consideration of such
agreement the Government of the
United States of America hereby
cancels the present indebtedness
of the Government of the Republic
of Nicaragua to it for arms and
ammunition sold to the Govern-
ment of the Republic of Nicaragua,
in the principal amount of $289,-
898.78, together with interest
thereon.

El Gobierno de la Repdblica de
Nicaragua conviene en aceptar el
pago de la suma de $72,000, en
cancelaci6n total del reclamo arri-
ba mencionado: y en vista de tal
acuerdo, el Gobierno de los Es-
tados Unidos de America, cancela,
por el presente instrumento, la
actual deAda, y sus correspon-
dientes intereses, a cargo del Go-
bierno de la Reptblica de Nica-
ragua, por armas y municiones,
vendidas a este, cuya suma prin-
cipal asciende a $289,898.78.

relaciones que felizmente existen
entre los dos Gobiernos:

Han decidido concertar un con-
venio para ese prop6sito; y con ese
fin, han nombrado sus respectivos
plenipotenciarios:

El Presidente de los Estados
Unidos de America:
Cordell Hull, Secretario de Estado
de los Estados Unidos de Am6rica,
y

El Presidente de la Repiblica
de Nicaragua:
Sefor Doctor Don Le6n De Bayle,
Enviado Extraordinario y Minis-
tro Plenipotenciario de Nicaragua
en Washington,
Quienes, habifndose comunicado
sus respectivos plenos poderes, los
cuales se han hallado en buena y
debida forma, han convenido en
lo siguiente:

ARICULO I

El Gobierno de los Estados
Unidos de Am6rica pagara al
Gobierno de la Republica de
Nicaragua, la suma de $72,000 en
cancelaci6n total, del reclamo
hecho por el Gobierno de la
Repdblica de Nicaragua para el
reembolso de la suma de $372,-
879.06, quo representa el principal
de ciertos impuestos sobre la renta,
pagados por el Ferrocarril del
Pacifico de Nicaragua, y para el
reembolso de los intereses corres-
pondientes.

Payment by the
United States of
America.

Acceptance In full
settlement by Nica-
ragua.

Ante, p. 896.

Cancelation of pres-
ent indebtedness due
the United States of
America.
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Plenipotentiaries. 

Payment by the 
United States of 
America. 

Acceptance in full 
settlement by Nica-
ragua. 
Ante, p. 898. 

Cancelatjon of pres-
ent indebtedness due 
the United States of 
America. 

lations which happily exist be-
tween the two Governments: 
Have decided to enter into an 

agreement for that purpose and 
to that end have appointed their 
plenipotentiaries: 
The President of the United 

States of America: 
Cordell Hull, Secretary of State 
of the United States of America, 
and 
The President of the Republic 

of Nicaragua: 
Senor Doctor Don Leon De Ba,yle, 
Envoy Extraordinary and Minis-
ter Plenipotentiary of Nicaragua 
in Washington, 
Who, having communicated their 
respective full powers to each 
other, which have been found to 
be in good and due form, have 
agreed upon the following: 

ARTICLE:I.; _ 

The Ooverniaent of the United 
States of America shall pay to 
the Government of the Republic 
of Nicaragua the sum of $72,000 
in full settlement of the claim of 
the Government of the Republic of 
Nicaragua for refund of $372,-
879.06, being the principal amount 
of certain income taxes paid by the 
Ferrocarril del _Pacifico de Nicara-
gua, and for refund of interest 
thereon. 

ARTICLE II 

The Government of the Re-
public of Nicaragua agrees to 
accept the payment of $72,000 in 
full settlement of its aforesaid 
claim, and in consideration of such 
agreement the Government of the 
United States of America hereby 
cancels the present indebtedness 
of the Government of the Republic 
of Nicaragua to it for arms and 
ammunition sold to the Govern-
ment of the Republic of Nicaragua, 
in the principal amount of $289,-
898.78, together with interest 
thereon. 

relaciones que felizmente existen 
entre los dos Gobiernos: 
Han decidido concertar un con-

venio pars ese prop6sito; y con ese 
fin, han nombrado sus respectivos 
plenipotenciarios: 
El Presidente de los Estados 

Unidos de America: 
Cordell Hull, Secretario de Estado 
de los Estados Unidos de America, 

El Presidente de la Republica 
de Nicaragua: 
Senor Doctor Don Leon De Bayle, 
Enviado Extraordinario y Minis-
tro Plenipotenciario de Nicaragua 
en Washington 
Quienes, habiladose comunicado 
sus respectivos plen.os poderes, los 
cuales se han hallado en buena y 
debida forma, han convenido en 
lo siguiente: 

AuTicuLo I 

El Gobierno de los Estados 
Unidos de America pagark al 
Gobierno de is Republica de 
Nicaragua, la suma de $72,000 en 
cancelacion total, del reclamo 
hecho por el Gobierno de la 
Repablica de Nicaragua para el 
reembolso de la suma de $372,-
879.06, quo represents el principal 
de ciertos impuestos sobre la rents, 
pagados por el Ferrocarril del 
Pacifico de Nicaragua, y pare el 
reembolso de los intereses cones-
pondientes. 

ARTICULO II 

El Gobierno de la Reptiblica de 
Nicaragua conviene en aceptar el 
pago de is sums de $72,000, en 
cancelacion total del reclamo arri-
ba mencionado: y en vista de tal 
acuerdo el Gobierno de los Es-
tados Unidos de America, cancels, 
por el presente instrumento, la 
actual denda„ y sus correspon-
dientes intereses, a cargo del Go-
bierno de la Republics de Nica-
ragua, per armas y municiones, 
vendidas a este, cuya sums prin-
cipal asciende a $289,898.78. 
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ARTICLE III

The present agreement shall be
ratified in accordance with the
constitutional methods of the High
Contracting Parties and shall take
effect immediately on the exchange
of ratifications, which shall take
place as soon as possible at
Washington.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Plen-
ipotentiaries have signed this
agreement in duplicate, in the
English and Spanish languages,
both texts being authentic, and
have hereunto affixed their seals.

DONE at the City of Washington
the fourteenth day of April, one
thousand nine hundred and thirty-
eight.

ARTICULO III

El presente convenio se ratifi-
cars de acuerdo con los requisitos
constitucionales de las Altas Partes
Contratantes y entrar& en vigor
inmediatamente despu6s del cam-
bio de ratificaciones, que se veri-
ficarh en Washington, a la mayor
brevedad posible.

EN FE DE LO CUAL, los Plenipo-
tenciarios han suscrito este con-
venio en duplicado, en idioma
ingles y espafiol, siendo ambos
textos autenticos, y han fijado
sus respectivos sellos.

DADO en la Ciudad de WAshing-
ton, el dia catorce del mes de Abril
del afio mil novecientos treinta y
ocho.

For the President of the United States of America:
CORDELL HULL [SEAL]

For the President of the Republic of Nicaragua:
LE6N DE BAYLE [SEAL]

AND WHEREAS the said Agreement has been duly ratified on both Exchange of ratifi-

parts, and the ratifications of the two Governments were exchanged
in the city of Washington, on the twenty-fourth day of August, one.
thousand nine hundred and thirty-eight;

Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Proclamation.

President of the United States of America, have caused the said
Agreement to be made public, to the end that the same and every
article and clause thereof may be observed and fulfilled with good
faith by the United States of America and the citizens thereof.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this thirty-first day of August, in
the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirty-

[SEAL] eight, and of the Independence of the United States of
America the one hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL

Secretary of State.

Ratification.

Signatures.
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ARTICLE III 

The present agreement shall be 
ratified in accordance with the 
constitutional methods of the High 
Contracting Parties and shall take 
effect immediately on the exchange 
of ratifications, which shall take 
place as soon as possible at 
Washington. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Plen-

ipotentiaries have signed this 
agreement in duplicate, in the 
English and Spanish languages, 
both texts being authentic, and 
have hereunto affixed their seals. 
DONE at the City of Washington 

the fourteenth day of April, one 
thousand nine hundred and thirty-
eight. 

ARTICULO III 

El presente convenio se ratifi-
car& de acuerdo con los requisitos 
constitucionales de las Al tas Partes 
Contratantes y entrara en vigor 
inmediatamente despas del cam-
bio de ratificaciones, que se veri-
ficara, en Washington, a is. mayor 
brevedad posible. 
EN FE DE LO CIIAL, 10S PleDip0-

tenciarios han suscrito este con-
venio en duplicado, en idioma 
ingles y espanol, &end° ambos 
textos autenticos, y han fijado 
sus respectivos sellos. 
DADO en la Ciudad de Washing-

ton, el &a catorce del mes de Abril 
del alio mil novecientos treinta y 
ocho. 

For the President of the United States of America: 
CORDELL HULL , [SEAL] 

For the President of the Republic of Nicaragua: 
LEoN DE BAYLE [SEAL] 

1575 

Ratification. 

Signatures. 

AND WHEREAS the said Agreement has been duly ratified on both caExchange of ratifl-

parts, and the ratifications of the two Governments were exchanged 
in the city of Washington, on the twenty-fourth day of August, one, 
thousand nine hundred and thirty-eight; 
Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, 

President of the United States of America, have caused the said 
Agreement to be made public, to the end that the same and every 
article and clause thereof may be observed and fulfilled with good 
faith by the United States of America and the citizens thereof. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused 

the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the city of Washington this thirty-first day of August, in 

the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirty-
[SEAL] eight, and of the Independence of the United States of 

America the one hundred and sixty-third. 

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 
By the President: 

CORDELL HULL 
Secretary of State. 

Proclamation. 
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December 13,1937 Inter-American Radio Communications Convention. Signed at Habana
IT. S. No. 9381 December 13, 1937; ratification advised by the Senate June 15, 1938;

ratified by the President June 30, 1938; ratification of the United
States of America deposited with the Government of Cuba July 21,1938;
proclaimed September 19, 1938.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

A PROCLAMATION.

Inter-American Ra-
dio Communications
Convention.

Preamble.

Texts.

WHEREAS an Inter-American Radio Communications Convention
between the United States of America, Brazil, Canada, Colombia,
Cuba, Chile, the Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Haiti, Mexico,
Nicaragua, Panama, Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela was concluded
and signed by their respective plenipotentiaries at Habana on the
thirteenth day of December, one thousand nine hundred and thirty-
seven, which Convention in the Spanish, English, Portuguese and
French languages is word for word as follows:

CONVENCION INTERAMERICANA SOBRE
RADIOCOMUNICACIONES

Suscrita en la Habana, el 13 de diciembre de 1937, entre los Gobiernos
de los Estados que se mencionan a continuaci6n.

Brasil,
Canada,
Colombia,
Cuba,
Chile,

Repdblica Dominicana,
Estados Unidos de America,
Guatemala,
Haiti,
M6xico,

Nicaragua,
Panama,
Peru,
Uruguay, y
Venezuela.

Los Gobiernos arriba mencionados, reconociendo las ventajas de
la cooperaci6n y del mutuo entendimiento que resultan del inter-
cambio de pareceres con respecto a las radiocomunicaciones, han
designado a los infrascritos Plenipotenciarios a la Primera Conferencia
Interamericana de Radio, reunida en la Ciudad de la Habana, Repd-
blica de Cuba, quienes,decomdn acuerdo,y bajo reservaderatificaci6n,
han celebrado la siguiente Convenci6n, que se ajusta a las estipula-
ciones de la Convenci6n Internacional de Telecomunicaciones de
Madrid de 1932.

Primera Parte

CONFERENCIAS

ARTfCULO 1. OBJETO.

Los Gobiernos contratantes convienen en reunirse peri6dicamente
en Conferencias de Plenipotenciarios con el fin de resolver por mdtuo
acuerdo los problemas que surjan en el campo de las radiocomuni-
caciones en el Continente Americano.
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December 13, 1937  
[T. EL No. 9381 

Inter-American Ra-
dio Communications 
Convention. 
Preamble. 

Texts. 

Inter-American Radio Communications Convention. Signed at Habana 
December 13, 1937; ratification advised by the Senate June 15, 1938; 
ratified by the President June 30, 1938; ratification of the United 
States of America deposited with the Government of Cuba July 21,1938; 
proclaimed September 19, 1938. 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 

A PROCLAMATION. 

WHEREAS an Inter-American Radio Communications Convention 
between the United States of America, Brazil, Canada, Colombia, 
Cuba, Chile, the Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Haiti, Mexico, 
Nicaragua, Panama, Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela was concluded 
and signed by their respective plenipotentiaries at Habana on the 
thirteenth day of December, one thousand nine hundred and thirty-
seven, which Convention in the Spanish, English, Portuguese and 
French languages is word for word as follows: 

CONVENCION INTERANIERICANA SOBRE 
RADIOCOMUNICACIONES 

Suscrita en la Habana, el 13 de diciembre de 1937, entre los Gobiernos 
de los Estados que se raencionan a continuacien. 

Brasil, Repdblica Dominicana, Nicaragua, 
Canada, Estados Unidos de America, Panama, 
Colombia, Guatemala, Pend, 
Cuba, Haiti, Uruguay, y 
Chile, Mexico, Venezuela. 

Los Gobiernos arriba mencionados, reconociendo las ventajas de 
la cooperacien y del mutuo entendimiento que resultan del inter-
cambio de pareceres con re,specto a las radiocomunicaciones, han 
designado a los infrascritos Plenipotenciarios a la Primera Conferencia 
Interamericana de Radio, reunida en la Ciudad de is Habana, Rept': 
blica de Cuba, quienes, de comian acuerdo, y bajo reserva de ratificacien, 
han celebrado is siguiente Convenci6n, que se ajusta a las estipula-
ciones de la Convencien Internacional de Telecomunicaciones de 
Madrid de 1932. 

Primera Parte 

CONFERENCIAS 

ARTf COLO 1. OBJETO. 

Los Gobiernos contratantes convienen en reunirse periedicamente 
en Conferencias de Plenipotenciarios con el fin de resolver por math° 
acuerdo los problemas que surjan en el campo de las radiocoxnuni-
caciones en el Continente American°. 
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ARTfCULO 2. COMPOSICION DE LAS CONFERENCIAS.

Las Conferencias estaran compuestas, en los terminos fijados en el
Reglamento Interno de las Conferencias Interamericanas de Radio,
(Anexo 1 de esta Convenci6n), por los Delegados de todos los Gobiernos
del Continente Americano que acepten participar en ellas.

Podran asistir, ademAs, con el caracter de observadores, repre-
sentantes de instituciones y organismos vinculados a la radiocomu-
nicaci6n; de empresas o agrupaciones de empresas y de entidades o
personas que exploten servicios radioelectricos, siempre que sean
autorizados por sus respectivos Gobiernos.

ARTfCULO 3. VOTO EN LAS CONFERENCIAS.

A) S61o tendra un voto en las Conferencias cada Estado que reuna
los siguientes requisitos:

I. Poblaci6n permanente;
II. Territorio determinado;

III. Gobierno;
IV. Capacidad de entrar en relaciones

con los demas Estados.

B) Los paises o territorios que no posean esas condiciones podran
tener voz, mis no voto en las Conferencias; pero los acuerdos resul-
tantes de las Conferencias estaran abiertos a su adhesi6n por medio
de sus respectivos Gobiernos metropolitanos.

ARTfCULO 4. LUGAR Y FECHA DE LAS CONFERENCIAS.

A) Las Conferencias se efectuaran con intervalos no mayores de
tres afos. El pais y la fecha en que deba reunirse cada Conferencia
seran fijados en la precedente. Sin embargo, la fecha sefialada para
una reuni6n podra ser adelantada o pospuesta por el Gobierno organi-
zador a petici6n de cinco o mas Gobiernos participantes.

B) El Gobierno del pais donde deba reunirse una Conferencia, el
cual se denominara Gobierno Organizador, fijara el lugar y la fecha
definitiva de ]a reuni6n y expedira por la via diplomatica, con una
anticipaci6n no menor de seis meses, las invitaciones de estilo.

ARTfCULO 5. REGLAMENTO INTERNO DE LAS CONFERENCIAS.

Esta Convenci6n tiene anexo un Reglamento Interno de las Con-
ferencias Interamericanas de Radio (Anexo 1), que fija las modali-
dades de sus reuniones, y que s6lo podra ser modificado por el voto
favorable de las dos terceras partes de los Estados participantes en la
respectiva Conferencia.

Segunda Parte.
OFICINA INTERAMERICANA DE RADIO (O. I. R.)

ARTfCULO 6. OBJETO.

Los Gobiernos Contratantes convienen:
A) En establecer la Oficina Interamericana de Radio (O. I. R.),

como organismo interamericano de caracter consultivo que centrali-
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zark y facilitara entre las Administraciones de los paises americanos,
el intercambio y circulaci6n de informaci6n relativa a radiocomunica-
ciones en todos sus aspectos y colaborara en la organizaci6n de las
Conferencias mencionadas en. la Parte Primera de esta Convenci6n.

B) 1. En comunicar oportunamente a la Oficina Interamericana de
Radio todas las disposiciones de legislaci6n de radio internas e in-
ternacionales, los reglamentos que rijan en sus territorios, las reformas
que se les introduzcan, asi como tambien informes estadisticos, t6cni-
cos y administrativos sobre la materia.

2. Especificadamente deberan enviar a la Oficina Interamericana
de Radio, cada seis meses, una lista oficial de las frecuencias asignadas
por ellos a todas las estaciones radiodifusoras, y notificar mensual-
mente todas las modificaciones y adiciones efectuadas.

Las referidas comunicaciones deberin ser hechas de acuerdo con el
procedimiento adoptado en el Reglamento General de Radiocomuni-
caciones anexo a la Convenci6n Internacional de Telecomunicaciones
vigente, debiendo incluir ademis:

a) Potencia actual usada.
b) Potencia maxima que se intenta usar.
c) Horario de transmisiones.

Estas comunicaciones deberan hacerse, en todos los casos, indepen-
dientemente de las que se envian a la Oficina de la Uni6n Internacional
de Telecomunicaciones.

ARTfCULO 7. ATRIBUCIONES.

La Oficina Interamericana de Radio estara encargada:
A) de los trabajos preparatorios de las Conferencias y de los que

deriven de sus decisiones;
B) de constituir, de acuerdo con el Gobierno Organizador, la

Secretaria de las Conferencias;
C) de publicar y distribuir aquellos documentos ordenados por las

Conferencias;
D) de publicar y distribuir informaciones tecnicas, distintas de las

originadas en las Conferencias, incluyendo el intercambio de datos
relativos a la exactitud y estabilidad de las frecuencias, a las inter-
ferencias u otras molestias observadas en los territorios de los paises
contratantes y a otros estudios que se realicen, tales como propagaci6n
de las ondas, caracteristicas generales de las diferentes antenas, etc.;
asl como el intercambio de documentos de caracter juridico, de Tra-
tados y de informaci6n general para una mejor inteligencia y perfec-
cionamiento de las normas de radiocomunicaciones en el Continente
Americano;

E) de presentar un informe anual de sus labores, que sera comuni-
cado a todos los Gobiernos contratantes; y

F) del desempeno de cualesquiera otras funciones que le corres-
pondan o le sean asignadas por las Conferencias.
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ARTfCULO 8. SOSTENIMIENTO DE LA OFICINA.

A) Los gastos generales de la Oficina Interamericana de Radio
(O. I. R.), no excederan la suma de veinticinco mil dolares ($25,000.00)
moneda de los Estados Unidos de America, por afio;

B) Para sufragar esos gastos, cada uno de los Gobiernos america-
nos convienen en contribuir en proporci6n a cierto numnero de unidades
de acuerdo con la categoria a que pertenezca segdn lo dispuesto en el
Reglamento Interno de la Oficina Interamericana de Radio.

Con tal objeto establecense seis categorfas a las cuales correspon-
deran las unidades siguientes:

Categorlas: I II III IV V VI
Unidades: 25 20 15 10 5 3

C) Los gastos generales no incluiran los ocasionados por las Con-
ferencias, los cuales seran sufragados por el Gobierno Organizador.

D) Las cantidades necesarias para el sostenimiento de la Oficina
deberan pagarse semestralmente por adelantado, por los Gobiernos
que formen parte de ella. Si un Estado estuviere en mora en sus
pagos, el Gobierno del pals sede de la Oficina adelantara las cantidades
que se requieran. Las sumas asi anticipadas deberan ser reembolsadas
por los Gobiernos deudores lo mas pronto posible, y a mas tardar,
dentro de los cuatro meses siguientes a la fecha en que el pago deba
hacerse.

ARTfCULO 9. SEDE Y VIGILANCIA DE LA OFICINA.

A) La sede de la Oficina Interamericana de Radio y el nombra-
miento del Director seran tema del programa de cada Conferencia.

B) El Gobierno del pals en donde la Oficina tenga su sede, tendra la
inspecci6n y vigilancia de su organizaci6n, de su presupuesto y de sus
finanzas, y efectuara los anticipos necesarios.

C) Las cuentas de la Oficina Interamericana de Radio seran so-
metidas por el Gobierno del pals en donde tonga su sede, a la aprobaci6n
de la siguiente Conferencia.

D) La Oficina se establece inicialmente bajo los auspicios del
Gobierno de Cuba. Su sede estara en la ciudad de la Habana.

ARTfCULO 10. REGLAMENTO INTERNO DE LA O. I. R.

Esta Convenci6n tiene anexo un Reglamento Interno de la Oficina
Interamericana de Radio (Anexo 2), que determina los detalles de la
administraci6n interna de ese organismo y que podra ser modificado
s61o por el voto favorable de las dos terceras partes de los Estados
representados en una Conferencia.

Tercera Parte.
DISPOSICIONES ESPECIALES.

ARTfCULO 11. PRINCIPIOS GENERALES.

A) Los Gobiernos contratantes reconocen el derecho soberano de
las naciones al uso de todos los canales de radiodifusi6n.
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B) Los Gobiernos americanos, con la dnica condici6n de que no se
causen interferencias a los servicios de otro pais, pueden asignar
cualquier clase de onda y frecuencia a las estaciones de radio que se
hallen bajo su jurisdicci6n.

C) Sin embargo, los Gobiernos reconocen que, hasta tanto el pro-
greso tecnico alcance un estado que permita eliminar las interferencias
de radio de caracter internacional, los arreglos regionales son esenciales
para fomentar la normalizaci6n y disminuir las interferencias.

D) Para la soluci6n de aquellos asuntos que por las caracteristicas
especiales de propagaci6n y condiciones de interferencia de las emi-
siones radioel6ctricas en las distintas Zonas geograficas requieran dis-
posiciones especiales, los Gobiernos contratantes convienen en dividir
el Continente americano en tres regiones denominadas: Zona septen-
trional, Zona central y Zona meridional (Anexo 3 de esta Convenci6n).

ARTfCULO 12. ACUERDOS BILATERALES.

Los Gobiernos contratantes, cuando lo juzguen conveniente, dentro
de los limites de esta Convenci6n, concertaran acuerdos bilaterales
relativos a la operaci6n de estaciones radiotelegraficas entre sus
respectivas naciones, a fin de facilitar las comunicaciones directas
entre las mismas.

ARTfCULO 13. ESTACIONES DE VERIFICACION DE FRECUENCIAS.

Los Gobiernos contratantes se obligan a establecer, en el menor
t6rmino posible, estaciones de verificaci6n de frecuencias.

ARTfCULO 14. INTERCAMBIO DE INFORMES.

Los Gobiernos contratantes que no se hayan obligado a remitir a
una Oficina Centralizadora Interamericana los datos relativos a
radiocomunicaciones en su territorio, intercambiaran con todos los
demAs Gobiernos americanos los datos a que se refiere el Articulo 6,
inciso B) 2 de esta Convenci6n.

ARTfCULO 15. SEGURIDAD PARA LA VIDA EN EL MAR Y EN EL
AIRE.

Para seguridad de la navegaci6n maritima y aerea, los Gobiernos
contratantes tomaran las medidas necesarias con el objeto de estable-
cer un servicio adecuado de radio, dependiente del Gobierno o por 61
autorizado.

ARTfCULO 16. OBLIGACION DE LAS AERONAVES COMERCIALES
DE LLEVAR EQuIPO RADIOELECTRICO.

Los Gobiernos contratantes convienen en:
A) Que toda aeronave destinada al transporte de pasajeros, cuando

opere en servicio internacional con itinerario fijo, debera estar provista
de aparatos radioelectricos de trasmisi6n y recepci6n en condiciones de
poder funcionar eficientemente, y a cargo de aperador debidamente
titulados.
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B) Las aeronaves con itinerario fijo destinadas al transporteinterna-
cional de pasajeros y que vuelen sobre el mar, mas alla de 75 kil6-
metros de cualquier costa, deberan estar capacitadas para emitir y
recibir en la frecuencia de 500 kc/s para poder establecer comunicaci6n
de emergencia con las estaciones del servicio radioelectrico maritimo.

ARTfCULLO 17. ESTABLECIMIENTO DE ESTACIONES
AERONAUTICAS RADIOELECTRICAS.

Los Gobiernos contratantes, convienen en tomar, aisladamente o
de acuerdo con los pafses vecinos, las medidas necesarias para estable-
cer un ndmero suficiente de estaciones regionales, operadas o bien
autorizadas por 1e, para proveer la informaci6n y seguridad necesarias
para el transito a6reo y la orientaci6n de las aeronaves.

ARTfCULO 18. COMUNICACIONES DE EMERGENCIA.

Cualquiera estaci6n radieamisora podra, con sujeci6n a las leyes de
su pais, efectuar comunicaciones de emergencia con otros puntos
distintos de los autorizados normalmente, durante un periodo excep-
cional en que se haya interrumpido el funcionamiento normal de las
comunicaciones como consecuencia de huracanes, inundaciones,
terremotos o desastres similares.

ARTfCULO 19. RADIODIFUSION CULTURAL.

Los Gobiernos contratantes tomaran las medidas necesarias para
facilitar y fomentar la retransmisi6n e intercambio de programas
internacionales de caracter cultural, educative e hist6rico de los
paises del Continente Americano, por medio de sus respectivas estacio-
nes radiodifusoras.

ARTfCULO 20. RADIOCOMUNICACIONES A MULTIPLES DESTINOS.

Los Gobiernos Americanos convienen en que:
A) Los respectivos Gobiernos estimularan la transmisi6n, dise-

minaci6n e intercambio rapidos y econ6micos de noticias e informacio-
nes entre las naciones de America;

B) A las publicaciones informativas y agencias de noticias, se les
facilitara el empleo y disfrute de las ventajas de las radiocomuni-
caciones de prensa a multiples destines, ofreci6ndoselas a precios
minimos, para lo cual las tarifas podran basarse en unidades de tiempo
invertido en la transmisi6n u otros medios que resulten similarmente
econ6micos.

C) Deberan gozar de las bajas tarifas y ventajas que derivan de los
principios establecidos en los parrafos anteriores, todas las agencias
noticiosas y de informaci6n debidamente establecidas, los diarios u
otras publicaciones peri6dicas, las estaciones de radiodifusi6n, revistas
cinematograficas, servicios de reproducci6n tipograficos, pizarras
informativas y cualesquiera otros medios de difusi6n que puedan
desarrollarse.
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B) Las aeronaves con itinerario fijo destinadas al transporte interna-
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minacion e intercambio rapidos y econ6micos do noticias e informacio-
nes entre las naciones de America; 
B) A las publicaciones informativas y agencias de noticias, se los 

facilitarti, el empleo y disfrute de las ventaj as de las radiocom.uni-
caciones de prensa a multiples destinos, ofreciendoselas a precios 
minimos, para lo cual las tarifas podthn basarse en unidades de tiempo 
invertido en la transraision u otros medios que resulten similarraente 
economicos. 
C) Deberan gozar de las bajas tarifas y ventaja.s que derivan de los 

principios establecidos en los parrafos anteriores, todas las agendas 
noticiosas y de informacion debidaxnente establecidas, los diarios u 
otras publicaciones periodicas, las estaciones de radiodifusion, revistas 
cineraatograficas, servicios de reproduccion tipogthficos, pizarra,s 
informativas y cualesquiera otros medios de difusion que puedan 
desarrollarse. 
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D) Deberk estimularse el uso y desarrollo de dispositivos y metodos
que tengan por fin evitar la intercepci6n no autorizada de noticias de
prensa transmitidas por radio a multiples destinos.

ARTfCULO 21. RETRANSMISIONES.

Los Gobiernos contratantes tomaran las medidas adecuadas para
evitar que los programas transmitidos por una estaci6n difusora sean
retransmitidos o irradiados, total o parcialmente, por otra estaci6n,
sin la previa autorizaci6n de la estaci6n de origen.

La estaci6n que retransmita cualquier programa debera anunciar la
retransmisi6n, y a intervalos convenientes, la naturaleza de la irra-
diaci6n, la ubicaci6n de la estaci6n de origen, y el indicativo de llamada
u otra identificaci6n de 11a.

ARTfCULO 22. ESTACIONES CLANDESTINAS.

Los Gobiernos contratantes convienen en prestarse mutuo apoyo
para descubrir y suprimir las estaciones emisoras clandestinas.

Cuarta Parte.

DISPOSICIONES GENERALES.

ARTfCULO 23. VIGENCIA Y RATIFICACIONES.

A) La presente Convenci6n sera ratificada por los Estados contra-
tantes de conformidad con sus respectivos procedimientos constitucio-
nales.

B) Las Partes Primera, Tercera y Cuarta de la presente Conven-
ci6n entraran en vigor el primero de Julio de 1938, siempre que en
esa fecha hayan sido depositadas ante el Gobierno del pais donde esta
Conferencia se ha celebrado, dos ratificaciones o adhesiones definitivas.
Si en esa fecha no se hubieren depositado dos ratificaciones o adhesiones
definitivas, estas Partes de la Convenci6n entrarin en vigor treinta
dias despues de que la segunda ratificaci6n o adhesi6n definitiva haya
sido depositada.

C) Para que entre en vigor la Parte Segunda de esta Convenci6n,
sera necesario el dep6sito de la ratificaci6n o adhesi6n definitiva de
Gobiernos Americanos cuyas contribuciones para el sostenimiento de
la Oficina Interamericana de Radio, de acuerdo con lo dispuesto por
el Articulo 8, inciso B), representen, sumadas, mas de la mitad de las
unidades establecidas en el Reglamento Interno de la Oficina Inter-
americana de Radio (Anexo 2, Articulo 7).

D) El Gobierno depositario notificara, a la mayor brevedad posible,
a los Estados Americanos las ratificaciones o adhesiones definitivas
que reciba.

ARTfCULO 24. ADHESIONES.

Esta Convenci6n queda abierta a la adhesi6n de todos los paises
americanos no signatarios.
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ARTfCULO z5. RATIFICACIONES Y ADHESIONES PARCIALES.

Las ratificaciones o adhesiones a la presente Convenci6n podran
referirse a la totalidad de 6ela o a dos o mas de sus Partes, siempre que
en todo caso se ratifique o adhiera a la Primera y a la Cuarta Partes.
(Conferencias y Disposiciones Generales).

ARTfCULO 26. RECORDATORIOS.

El lro. de junio de 1938, y despues con intervalos de seis meses, el
Gobierno depositario pedir£ a los Gobiernos de los Estados Ameri-
canos que no hubieren aun ratificado o adherido a la Convenci6n,
tengan a bien informar sobre dicha ratificaci6n o adhesi6n. Estos
informes seran transmitidos a todos los demas Gobiernos Americanos.

ARTfCULO 27. DENUNCIAS.

A) La presente Convenci6n podra ser denunciada en su totalidad o
separadamente las partes Dos y Tres por una notificaci6n dirigida al
Gobierno depositario. Esta notificaci6n surtira efecto un afio despues
de la fecha en que haya sido recibida, y solo para el Gobierno que la
hubiere hecho.

B) El Gobierno depositario notificara a todos los Estados Ameri-
canos las denuncias recibidas.

ARTfCULO 28. IDIOMAS.

La presente Convenci6n ha sido redactada en espafiol, ingles, portu-
gues y frances, cuyos textos haran fe por igual.

ARTfCULO 29. ACUERDOS ESPECIALES.

Los Gobiernos contratantes se reservan el derecho de efectuar
acuerdos especiales o regionales que no atafian a los Gobiernos en
general. Estos acuerdos, sin embargo, deberin estar dentro de los
limites de esta Convenci6n y de los Reglamentos anexos a la misma, en
cuanto se relacionen con la interferencia que pudiera resultar de tales
acuerdos con los servicios de otros paises.

ARTICULO 30. CODIFICACION.

En las pr6ximas Conferencias todas las disposiciones de la presente
Convenci6n y de sus Reglamentos que no hayan sido modificadas, se
incorporaran con las nuevas normas que se adopten.

ARTfCULO 31. ARBITRAJE.

A) Si surgiere controversia entre dos o mas Gobiernos contratantes
con respecto a la ejecuci6n de la presente Convenci6n, que no pudiere
arreglarse por la via diplomatica, sera sometida a arbitraje a petici6n
de uno de los Gobiernos en desacuerdo.

B) A menos que las partes en controversia acuerden usar un pro-
cedimiento ya establecido por tratados bilaterales o multilaterales
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concertados entre ellos para la soluci6n de controversias internacio-
nales, o el procedimiento contemplado en el inciso G del presente
articulo, los arbitros seran designados en la forma siguiente:

C) 1. Las partes decidiran de mutuo acuerdo si ha de designarse
como arbitros a individuos o a Gobiernos; a falta de acuerdo, se recu-
rrira a Gobiernos.

2. Si ha de confiarse el arbitraje a individuos, los arbitros no podran
ser de la nacionalidad de ninguna de las partes interesadas en la
controversia.

3. Si ha de encargarse a Gobiernos, 6stos deberan ser escogidos entre
las partes adherentes al acuerdo cuya aplicaci6n haya provocado la
controversia.

D) La parte que apele al arbitraje sera denominada la demandante.
Esta designara un arbitro y comunicara su elecci6n a la parte contraria.
La demandada debera entonces designar un segundo arbitro dentro de
un plazo de dos meses, a contar de la fecha en que reciba la notificaci6n
de la demandante.

E) Si se tratare de mas de dos partes, cada grupo de demandantes o
demandados procedera a designar un arbitro de acuerdo con el pro-
cedimiento previsto en el inciso D.

F) Los dos arbitros asi designados se pondran de acuerdo para
nombrar un tercero en discordia, qui6n, si los arbitros son individuos
en vez de Gobiernos, no podra ser de la nacionalidad de ninguno de los
arbitros ni de ninguna de las partes. Si los arbitros no pueden legar
a un acuerdo en cuanto a la designaci6n del tercero en discordia, cada
Arbitro propondra a uno que no este interesado en la controversia.

Se sortearan en seguida los terceros en discordia que hayan sido
propuestos. El representante de un Gobierno americano, no intere-
sado en la controversia, escogido por los dos arbitros, efectuara el
sorteo.

G) Finalmente, las partes en desacuerdo tendran la opci6n de some-
ter su controversia a un solo arbitro. En este caso, o se pondran de
acuerdo respecto a la elecci6n del arbitro o le nombraran de acuerdo
con el m6todo indicado en el inciso F.

H) Los arbitros determinaran libremente el procedimiento.
I) Cada una de las partes sufragara los gastos que le ocasione la

instrucci6n del juicio arbitral. Las expensas del arbitraje seran
repartidas por igual entre las partes interesadas.

En fe de lo cual, los respectivos Plenipotenciarios han firmado
sendos ejemplares de este instrumento en espafol, ingl6s, portugues y
frances, los cuales quedaran depositados en los archivos del Gobierno
de Cuba, que enviara copia autenticada de 6llos, en cada uno de los
idiomas, a los demas Gobiernos contratantes.

Hecha en la ciudad de la Habana, Repdblica de Cuba, el 13 de
diciembre de 1937.

RESERVAS DEL BRASIL

El Gobierno de los Estados Unidos del Brasil, ha autorizado al Jefe
de su Delegaci6n en la I Conferencia Interamericana de Radio, a
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firmar "ad-referendum" los Acuerdos Internacionales que acaba de
adoptar la Conferencia, bajo la reserva de que el Gobierno del Brasil
solo confirmara los mismos en el caso de que sus disposiciones no
est6n en contradicci6n con el Acuerdo sudamerieano de Rio de Janeiro
y su Reglamento Interno, ni con cualesquiera otros compromisos
Internacionales ya contraidos por el Gobierno Brasilefio.

HABANA, 13 de Diciembre de 1937.
BRASIL:

El Delegado del Brasil firma "ad-referendum"
con las reservas que mIs arriba se consignan.

Jos6 Roberto de Macedo-Soares.
CANADA:

Laurent Beaudry.
C. P. Edwards.

COLOMBIA:
Jorge Soto del Corral.
Ricardo Gutierrez Lee y Rivero.

CUBA:
Wifredo Albanes y Pefia.
Andres Asensio y Carrasco.
Nicolas Gonzlez de Mendoza y de la Torre.
Alfonso Hernandez Cath y Galt.

CHILE:

Emilio Edwards Bello.
REPUBLICA DOMINICANA:

Roberto Despradel.
Maximo Lovat6n P.

ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AMERICA:
T. A. M. Craven.

GUATEMALA:

Arturo C6bar L.
HAITI:

Justin Barau.

MEXICO:
Ignacio Galindo.
Salvador Tayabas.
Fernando Sanchez Ayala.
Ruben Fuentes.

NICARAGUA:

Guillermo Arguedas.
PANAMA:

Ernesto B. Fabrega.
PERU:

Carlos A. Tudela.
URUGUAY:

C6sar Gorri.
VENEZUELA:

Alberto Smith.
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ANEXO 1

A la Convencion Interamericana Sobre Radiocomunicaciones
Suscrita en la Habana, el 13 de Diciembre de 1937.

REGLAMENTO INTERNO DE LAS CONFERENCIAS INTERAMERICANAS
DE RADIO.

INDICE.
CAPITULO I. DEFINICIONEB.

Art. 1. Gobiernos Americanos, Delegados y Representantes.

CAPITULO II. ORGANIZACION DE LAS CONFERENCIAS.

Art. 2. Funcionarios de la Conferencia.
Art. 3. Atribuciones de los funcionarios.
Art. 4. De las Comisiones.
Art. 5. Miembros de las Comisiones.
Art. 6. De la Organizaci6n de las Comisiones.
Art. 7. De las Funciones de las Comisiones.

CAPITULO III. IDIOMAS OFICIALEB.

Art. 8. Espafiol, ingles, portugu6s y franc6s.

CAPITULO IV. QUORUM Y VOTACION.
Art. 9. Quorum.
Art. 10. Votaci6n.

CAPITULO V. PROCEDIMIENTO.
Art. 11. Sesiones Plenarias.
Art. 12. Sesiones de las Comisiones.

CAPITULO VI. NuEVos A SUNTOS.

Art. 13. Reglas de procedimiento.

Capitulo 1.

DEFINICIONES.

ART. 1. GOBIERNOS AMERICANOS, DELEGADOS Y REPRESENTANTES.

Cuando en la Convenci6n Interamericana sobre Radiocomunica-
ciones de la cual este Reglamento es parte, y en este mismo Regla-
mento se mencionen las expresiones Gobiernos Americanos, Delegados
y Representantes, se entender& por:

A) Gobiernos Americanos; Los Gobiernos de los Estados del Con-
tinente Americano;

B) Delegados; Las personas oficialmente nombradas por los Gobier-
nos participantes, con poderes suficientes para actuar en su nombre;

C) Representantes; Los miembros de las instituciones d organismos
pdblicos o privados, o individuos interesados notoriamente en las
radiocomunicaciones, que sean autorizados por un Gobierno para
observar los trabajos de las Conferencias, los cuales no tendrfn voz
ni voto, pudiendo exponer sus puntos de vista solamente por inter-
medio de la Delegaci6n de su respectivo pais.

Sin embargo, en asuntos t6cnicos, los representantes tendrin voz
en las Comisiones, previa autorizaci6n expresa de su Delegaci6n.

Capitulo II.

ORGANIZACION DE LAS CONFERENCIAS.

ART. 2. FUNCIONARIOS DE LA CONFERENCIA.

A) Presidente Provisional: El Gobierno Organizador nombrarh
al Presidente provisional, el cual presidira la sesi6n inaugural y con-
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ANEXO 1 

A la Convencion Interamericana Sobre Radiocomunicaciones 
Suscrita en la Habana, el 13 de Diciembre de 1937. 

REGLAMENTO INTERN() DE LAS CONFERENCIAS INTERAMERICANAS 
DE RADIO. 

INDICE. 
CAPITOL° I. DEFINICIONES. 

Art. 1. Gobiernos Americanos, Delegados y Representantes. 
CAPITOL° II. ORGANIZACION DE LAS CONFERENCIAS. 

Art. 2. Funcionarios de la Conferencia. 
Art. 3. Atribuciones de los funcionarlos. 
Art. 4. De las Comisiones. 
Art. 5. Miembros de las Comisiones. 
Art. 6. De la Organizacidn de las Comisiones. 
Art. 7. De las Funciones de las Comisiones. 

CAPITOL° III. IDIOMAB OFICIALES. 
Art. 8. Espafiol, ingles, portugu6s y frances. 

CAPPTULO IV. QUORUM Y VOTACION. 
Art. 9. Quorum. 
Art. 10. Votaci6n. 

Ceprruno V. PROCEDIMIENTO. 
Art. 11. Sesiones Plenarias. 
Art. 12. Sesiones de las Comisiones. 

CAPITOL° VI. NTTEVOS ASIINTOS. 
Art. 13. Reglas de procedimiento. 

Capitulo /. 

DEFINICIONES. 

ART. 1. GOBIERNOS AMERICANOS, DELEGADOR Y REPRESENTANTES. 
Cuando en la Convencion Interamericana sobre Radiocomunica-

ciones de la cual este Regiment° es parte, y en este mismo Regla-
mento se mencionen las expresiones Gobiernos Americanos, Delegados 
y Representantes, se entenderk por: 
A) Gobiernos Americanos; Los Gobiernos de los Estados del Con-

tinente American°; 
B) Delegados; Las personas oficialmente nombradas por los Gobier-

nos participantes, con poderes suficientes para actuar en su nombre; 
C) Representantes; Los rniembros de las instituciones ü organismos 

pdblicos o privados, o individuos interesados notoriamente en las 
radiocomunicaciones, quo scan autorizados por un Gobierno para 
observar los trabajos de las Conferencias, los cuales no tendrtm voz 
ni voto, pudiendo exponer sus puntos de vista solamente por inter-
medio de la Delegaci6n de su respectivo pals. 

Sin embargo, en asuntos tecnicos, los representantes tendran voz 
en las Comisiones, previa autorizacion expresa de su Delegaci6n. 

Capital° II. 

ORGANIZ A  °ION DE LAS CONFERENCIAS. 

ART. 2. FIINCIONARIOS DE LA CONFERENCIA. 
A) Presidents Provisional: El Gobierno Organizador nombrarf% 

al Presidente provisional, el cual presidiri la sesi6n inaugural y con-
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tinuara ejerciendo sUS funciones hasta que la Conferencia elija su
Presidente Permanente.

B) Presidente Permanente: El Presidente permanente sera elegido
por el voto de la mayoria absoluta de las Delegaciones presentes en
la Conferencia;

C) Vicepresidente: En la primera sesi6n se sorteara el orden de
precedencia de las Delegaciones y, en este orden, los Presidentes de
las Delegaciones serAn Vicepresidentes y reemplazatan al Presidente
en su ausencia;

D) Secretario General: El Secretario General de la Conferencia
sera nombrado por el Gobierno Organizador.
ART. 3. ATRIBUCIONES DE LOS FUNCIONARIOS.

A) Presidente: El Presidente dirigira las labores de la Conferencia;
abrira, suspendera y levantarf las sesiones; concedera ]a palabra en
el orden que le haya sido solicitada; declarara la clausura de las dis-
cusiones; sometera a votaci6n los asuntos; anunciara el resultado de
los escrutinios; y cuidara el cumplimiento de los Reglamentos:

B) Vicepresidente: En caso de ausencia del Presidente, los Vice-
presidentes, en el orden de precedencia establecido en el articulo 2,
inciso C, asumirAn y ejerceran sus funciones;

C) Secretario General: El Secretario General tendra las siguientes
atribuciones:

1. Organizar, dirigir y coordinar el trabajo del personal designado
para la Secretaria;

2. Recibir la correspondencia oficial de la Conferencia y darle curso;
3. Ser el intermediario entre las Delegaciones y el Gobierno Organi-

zador en todos los asuntos relatives a la Conferencia;
4. Preparar y distribuir las actas de las sesiones, y la informaci6n

y documentos de la Conferencia y, de acuerdo con instrucciones del
Presidente, redactar las ordenes del dia.

D) Secretaria: El Gobierno Organizador designara el personal de
la Secretaria de la Conferencia, el cual estara bajo la direcci6n del
Secretario General.
ART. 4. DE LAS COMISIONES.

Se organizaran Comisiones para el mis eficaz funcionamiento de la
Conferencia, el estudio adecuado de los temas de su Programa y la
simplificaci6n de sus labores. Las comisiones someterri el resultado
de sus trabajos a la aprobaci6n de las Sesiones Plenarias de la Confe-
rencia. Las comisiones podran variar para adaptarse al Programa,
pero las siguientes representan, en principio, los tipos que habrin de
establecerse:

(A) De Iniciativas;
(B) De Credenciales;
(C) Tecnica;
(D) Juridico-Administrativa; y
(E) De Redacci6n.

ART. 5. DE LOS MIEMBROS DE LAS COMISIONES.
A) La Comisi6n de Iniciativas estara compuesta por los Presidentes

de las Delegaciones o sus sustitutos y deberA ser presidida por el Presi-
dente de la Conferencia;
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tinuara ejerciendo sus funciones hasta que la Conferencia elija su 
Presidente Permanente. 
B) Presidente Permanente: El Presidente permanent° sera elegido 

por el voto de la mayoria absoluta de las Delegaciones presentes en 
la Conferencia; 
C) Vicepresidente: En la primera sesion se sorteara el orden de 

precedencia de las Delegaciones y, en este orden, los Presidentes de 
las Delegaciones seran Vicepresidentes y reemplazatan al Presidente 
en su ausencia; 

D) Secretario General: El Secretario General de la Conferencia 
sera nombrado por el Gobierno Organizador. 
ART. 3. ATRIBUCIONES DE LOS FUNCIONARIOS. 
A) Presidente: El President° dirigira las labores de la Conferencia; 

abrira, suspendera y levantara las sesiones; conceder, la palabra en 
el orden que le haya sido solicitada; declarara la clausura de las dis-
cusiones; sometera, a votaciou los asuntos; anunciara, el resultado de 
los escrutinios; y cuidara el cumplimiento de los Reglamentos: 
B) Vicepresidente: En caso de ausencia del Presidente, los Vice-

presidentes, en el orden de precedencia establecido en el articulo 2, 
inciso 0, asumiran y ejerceran sus funciones; 
C) Secretario General: El Secretario General tendra las siguientes 

atribuciones: 

1. Organizar, dirigir y coordinar el trabajo del personal designado 
para la Secretaria; 

2. Recibir la comspondencia oficial de la Conferencia y dare curso; 
3. Ser el intermcdiario entre las Delegaciones y el Gobierno Organi-

zador en todos los asuntos relativos a la Conferencia; 
4. Preparar y distribuir las actas de las sesiones, y la informacion 

y documentos de la Conferencia y, de acuerdo con instrucciones del 
Presidente, redactar las ordenes del dia. 
D) Secretaria: El Gobierno Organizador designara el personal de 

Ia Secretaria de la Conferencia, el cual estara bajo la direccion del 
Secretario General. 
ART. 4. DE LAS COMISIONES. 
Se organizaran Comisiones part el mas eficaz funcionamiento de la 

Conferencia, el estudio adecuado de los temas de su Programa y la 
simplificacion de sus labores. Las comisiones someteran el resultado 
de sus trabajos a la aprobacion de las Sesiones Plenarias de la Confe-
rencia. Las comisiones podran variar part adaptarse al Programa, 
pero las siguientes representan, en principio, los tipos que habran de 
establecerse: 

(A) De Iniciativa,s; 
(B) De Credenciales; 
(0) Tecnica; 
(D) Juridico-Administrativa; y 
(E) De Redaccion. 

ART. 5. DE LOS M IEMBROS DE LAS COMISIONES. 
A) La Comision de Iniciativas estara compuesta por los Presidentes 

de las Delegaciones o sus sustitutos y debera aer presidida por el Presi-
dente de la Conferencia; 
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B) En la primera sesi6n plenaria, la Conferencia, a propuesta del
Presidente, elegira una Comisi6n de Credenciales, compuesta de cinco
miembros;

C) Las demas comisiones se compondran de Delegados, de acuerdo
con las designaciones efectuadas por los Presidentes de las respectivas
delegaciones, comunicadas al Presidente permanente. Los repre-
sentantes podrin asistir y participar en las sesiones de las comisiones
de acuerdo con las asignaciones hechas por los Presidentes de sus
respectivas delegaciones y de conformidad con el Articulo 1 C);

D) Las comisiones pueden invitar a participar en sus trabajos a
aquellas personas naturales o juridicas cuyos consejos o exposiciones
puedan considerarse de valor.
ART. 6. DE LA ORGANIZACION DE LAS COMISIONES.

A) Cada comisi6n sera presidida, en su sesi6n de organizaci6n, por
el Presidente permanente de la Conferencia y en esa sesi6n seran
elegidos de entre sus miembros, un Presidente y un Vicepresidente;

B) El Presidente de cada comisi6n podra nombrar uno o mas rela-
tores;

C) Cada comisi6n podra nombrar las subcomisiones que estime
conveniente.
ART. 7. DE LAS FUNCIONES DE LAS COMISIONES.

A) La Comisi6n de Iniciativas, coordinara los trabajos de la Con-
ferencia; resolvera las cuestiones de orden interior que se relaciones
con la Conferencia, y los asuntos que se le transmitan por otras comi-
siones o por la Secretaria; decidira por dos tercios de los votos, sobre
los nuevos temas presentados por las delegaciones, de que deba
ocuparse la Conferencia, y especialmente, asesorara al Presidente
permanente en los asuntos no comprendidos en este Reglamento
interno.

B) La Comision de Credenciales examinara las credenciales pre-
sentadas por los miembros de las Delegaciones, cerciorindose de que
esten en buena y debida forma e informara, sin demora, a la Confe-
rencia;

C) La Comision Tecnica tendra a su cargo el estudio de todos los
aspectos tecnicos relativos a radiocomunicaciones y todas las demas
materias que envuelvan practicas de ingenieria, incluidas en el Pro-
grama de la Conferencia;

D) La Comisi6n Jurtdico-Administrativa tendra a su cargo el es-
tudio de todos los aspectos juridico de los temas del programa, as!
como tambi6n de todos los asuntos que tengan caracter esencialmente
administrativo. Como comisi6n juridica, fijara la terminologia de-
finitiva que haya de usarse en todos los acuerdos o resoluciones, rela-
cionados no s61o con los temas que esten bajo su inmediata jurisdicci6n,
sino con todos los asuntos que emanen de otras comisiones de la
Conferencia;

E) La Comision de Redaccion estara encargada de la redacci6n de-
finitiva de los Acuerdos y Resoluciones de la Conferencia, sin alterar
el sentido de los mismos, con el prop6sito de prevenir las duplicaciones
o repeticiones, en cuyo caso esos documentos seran devueltos a la
comisi6n de origen para su correcci6n.
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B) En la primers, sesi6n plenaria, la Conferencia, a propuesta del 
Presidente, elegirit una Comision de Credenciales, compuesta de cinco 
miembros; 
C) Las demits comisiones se compondrfin de Delegados, de acuerdo 

con las designaciones efectuadas por los Presidentes de las respectivas 
delegaciones, comunicadas al Presidente permanente. Los repre-
sentantes podrin asistir y participar en las sesiones de las comisiones 
de acuerdo con las asignaciones hechas por los Presidentes de sus 
respectivas delegaciones y de conformidad con el Articulo 1 C); 
D) Las comisiones pueden inviter a participar en sus trabajos a 

aquellas personas naturales o juridicas cuyos consejos o exposiciones 
pued.an considerarse de valor. 
ART. 6. DE LA ORGANIZACION DE LAS COMISIONES. 
A) Cada cornisi6n sera, presklida, en su sesion de organizacion, por 

el Presidente permanente de la Conferencia y en esa sesi6n Berlin 
elegidos de entre sus miembros, un Presidente y un Vicepresidente; 
B) El Presidente de cada comisiem podrit nombrar uno o mas rela-

tores; 
C) Cada comisi6n podrb, nombrar las subcomisiones que estime 

conveniente. 
ART. 7. DE LAS FUNCIONES DE LAS COMISIONES. 
A) La Comision de Iniciativas, coordinarit los trabajos de la Con-

ferencia; resolvera las cuestiones de orden interior que se relaciones 
con is Conferencia, y los asuntos que se le transmitan por otras comi-
siones o por is. Secretarla; decidirb, por dos tercios de los votos, sobre 
los nuevos temas presentados por las delegaciones, de que deba 
ocuparse is Conferencia, y especialmente, asesorarb. al Presidente 
permanente en los asuntos no comprendidos on este Reglamento 
interno. 
B) La Comision de (Jredenciales examinarb, las credenciales pre. 

sentadas por los miembros de las Delegaciones, cerciorandose de que 
esten en buena y debida forma e informarb., sin demora, la Confe-
rencia; 
C) La Comision Tecnica tendril, a su cargo el estudio de todos los 

aspectos tecnicos relativos a ra.diocomunicaciones y todas las demits 
materias que envuelvan practices de ingenierf a, incluidas en el Pro-
grama de la Conferencia; 
D) La Comision Juridico-Administrativa tendril a su cargo el es-

tudio de todos los aspectos juridico de los temas del programs, est 
como tambien de todos los asuntos que tengan catheter esencialmente 
administrativo. Como comision jurldica, fijath is terminologfa de-
fmitiva que hays de usarse en todos los acuerdos o resoluciones, rela-
cionados no solo con los temas que eaten bajo su inmediata jurisdiccion, 
sino con todos los asuntos que emanen de otras comisiones de la 
Conferencia; 
E) La Comisilm de Redaccion estarb, encargada de la redaccion de-

finitiva de los Acuerdos y Resoluciones de la Conferencia, sin alterar 
el sentido de los mismos, con el prop6sito de prevenir las duplicaciones 
o repeticiones, en cuyo caso esos documentos seritn devueltos a is 
comisi6n de origen para su correccion. 
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F) Los relatores de las Comisiones:
a) Abriran la discusi6n de los temas en estudio y presentaran in-

formes que contengan los antecedentes y un analisis de los distintos
aspectos de los asuntos; estos informes serviran de base para la dis-
cusi6n.

b) Al terminarse las discusiones, resumiran los debates en un
informe, y redactaran, de conformidad con la opini6n de la mayoria
de cada Comisi6n, el proyecto que, una vez aprobado por la Comisi6n,
serA sometido a la Conferencia.

c) La minoria de cualquier comisi6n tendra derecho a nombrar un
relator, quien presentara a la Conferencia las opiniones de la minoria
y los proyectos redactados por esta ultima.

Capitulo III

IDIOMAS OFICIALES.

ART. 8. ESPAROL, INGLES, PORTUGUES Y FRANCES.
Los idiomas oficiales de la Conferencia seran el espafiol, el ingles, el

portugu6s y el frances. El Gobierno Organizador tomara todas las
medidas necesarias para asegurar el cumplimiento de esta disposici6n.

Capitulo IV.

QUORUM Y VOTACION.

ART. 9. QUORUM.
Para que haya quorum en las sesiones plenarias de la Conferencia,

debera asistir la mayoria de las delegaciones, representadas por uno
o mas de sus delegados.

Para que haya quorum en las sesiones de las comisiones, la mayoria
de las delegaciones deberA asistir, representada por alguno de sus
delegados.
ART. 10. VOTACION.

A) La votaci6n se efectuara sobre la base de un solo voto por cada
Estado que reuna los siguientes requisites:

I poblaci6n permanente.
II territorio determinado.

III gobierno.
IV capacidad para entrar en relaciones

con los demAs Estados.
Los paises o territorios que no posean esos requisitos podran tener

voz mas no voto en las Conferencias; pero los acuerdos resultantes de
las Conferencias estaran abiertos a su adhesi6n por medio de los respec-
tivos Gobiernos metropolitanos.

B) El voto de cada Delegaci6n en las sesiones plenarias y en las de
las comisiones deberi ser emitido por el Presidente de la Delegaci6n
u otro miembro que actue en su nombre.

C) Las Delegaciones deberin ser llamadas a votar por el orden
alfab6tico del nombre de sus respectivos Estados, expresado en el
idioma espafiol.
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F) Los relatores de las Comisiones: 
a) Abriran la discusion de los temas en estudio y presentaran in-

formes que contengan los antecedentes y un anfilisis de los distintos 
aspectos de los asuntos; estos informes serviran de base para la dis-
cusion. 

b) Al terminarse las discusiones, resumiran los debates en un 
inforrne, y redactaran, de conformidad con la opinion de la mayorfa 
de cada Comision, el proyecto que, una vez aprobado por la Comision, 
sera sometido a la Conferencia. 

c) La minorfa de cualquier cornision ten.drit derecho nombrar un 
relator, quien presentara a la Conferencia las opiniones de la minorfa 
y los proyectos redactados por esta ultima. 

Capitulo III 

IDIOMAS OFICIALES. 

ART. 8. EspAgroL, INGLES, PORTUGUES Y FRANCES. 
Los idiomas oficiales de la Conferencia scrim el espafiol, el ingles, el 

portugues y el frances. El Gobierno Orgartizador tomara todas las 
medidas necesarias para, asegurar el cumplimiento de esta disposicion. 

Capitulo IV. 

QUORUM Y VOTACION. 

ART. 9. QUORUM. 
Para que hays quorum en las sesiones plenarias de la Conferencia, 

debera asistir la mayoria de las delegaciones, representadas por uno 
o mas de sus delegados. 
Para que hays quorum en las sesiones de las comisiones, la mayorfa 

de las delegaciones debera asistir, representada por alguno de sus 
delegados. 
ART. 10. VOTACION. 
A) La votacion se efectuark sobre la base de un solo vote por cadet 

Estado que reuna los siguientes requisites: 

I poblacian permanente. 
II territorio deterrninado. 

III gobierno. 
IV capacidad para entrar en relaciones 

con los derails Estados. 

Los paises o territories que no posean esos requisitos podran tenor 
voz mas no vote en las Conferencias; pero los acuerdos resultantes de 
las Conferencias estaran abiertos a su adhesion por medio de los respec-
tivos Gobiernos metropolitanos. 
B) El vote de cada Delegacion en las sesiones plenarias y en las de 

las comisiones debera ser ernitido por el Presidente de la Delegacion 
u otro roiembro que actue en an norabre. 
C) Las Delegaciones debertin ser llamadas a votar por el orden 

alfabetico del nombre de sus respectivos Estados, expresado en el 
idioms espafiol. 
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D) Las proposiciones y modificaciones seran adoptadas solamente
cuando obtengan la mayoria de los votos emitidos. En caso de
empate se consideraran rechazadas.

Capitulo V.

PROCEDIMIENTO.

ART. 11. SESIONES PLENWRIAS
A) La sesi6n inaugural de la Conferencia se celebrara en la fecha

y lugar designados por el Gobierno Organizador, y las demas sesiones
se efectuaran en las fechas que determine la Conferencia.

B) Al reunirse una sesi6n plenaria se leeran, someti6ndolas a su
aprobaci6n, las actas de las sesiones anteriores, excepto la de la sesi6n
plenaria inaugural, salvo que las delegaciones acuerden unanimemente
prescindir de su lectura.

C) Las actas de las sesiones plenarias serin redactadas por el
personal de la Secretaria General. Solamente apareceran en las actas,
en forma breve, las opiniones y proposiciones con sus fundamentos,
conjuntamente con un relato sumario de los debates.

No obstante, cualquier delegado, puede solicitar la inserci6n en las
actas, en forma extensa, de sus declaraciones; pero en este caso,
suministrara a la Secretaria, inmediatamente despu6s de terminada
la sesi6n plenaria, el.texto correspondiente.

D) Los delegados podran presentar a la Conferencia, por escrito,
sus opiniones sobre asuntos sujetos a discusi6n, y solicitar que sean
afiadidas a las actas de la sesi6n en que hayan sido suministradas.

E) Las sesiones plenarias de la Conferencia seran de caracter
publico. A moci6n de cualquier delegado las sesiones podran decla-
rarse privadas, por mayoria de votos. Esta moci6n tendra preceden-
cia y no estara sujeta a debate.

F) La Conferencia podra prescindir del procedimiento usual y pasar
a considerar un asunto por voto de las dos tercera partes de las
delegaciones presentes, excepto en el caso de una cuesti6n nueva en
que seran observadas en todo caso, las reglas de procedimiento prescri-
tas en el articulo 13.

G) Las enmiendas seran sometidas a discusi6n y votadas antes que
la moci6n que se pretenda enmendar.

H) Las actas de las sesiones plenarias deberan ser firmadas por el
Presidente y el Secretario General.

I) En la sesi6n plenaria de clausura se firmaran los acuerdos y
resoluciones adoptados por las diversas comisiones de la Conferencia,
y se sefialara el pais donde deba reunirse la pr6xima Conferencia y
la fecha en que haya de celebrarse.
ART. 12. DE LAS SESIONES DE LAS COMISIONES.

A) El procedimiento para las sesiones plenarias sera tambi6n
observado en las sesiones de las comisiones, en cuanto sea posible.

B) Las actas de las sesiones de las comisiones deberan ser firmadas
por el Presidente y el Secretario.
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D) Las proposiciones y modificaciones seran adoptadas solamente 
cuando obtengan in mayoria de los votos emitidos. En caso de 
empate se consideraran rechazadas. 

Capitulo V. 

PROCEDIMIENTO. 

ART. 11. SESIONES PLENARIAS 
A) La sesi6n inaugural de la Conferencia se celebrarfi, en in fecha 

y lugar designados por el Gobiemo Organizador, y las demis sesiones 
se efectuarin en las fechas que determine la Conferencia. 
B) Al reunirse ma sesion plenaria se leerim, sometiendolas a su 

aprobacion, las actas de las sesiones anteriores, except() la de la sesion 
plenaria inaugural, salvo que las delegaciones acuerden unanimemente 
prescindir de su lectura. 
C) Las actas de las sesiones plenarias seran redactadas por el 

personal de la Secretaria General. Solamente aparecerfin en las actas, 
en forma breve, las opiniones y proposiciones con sus fundamentos, 
conjuntamente con un relato suraario de los debates. 
No obstante, cualquier delegado, puede solicitar la insercion en las 

actas, en forma extensa, de sus declaraciones; pero en este caso, 
snministrara, a la Secretaria, inmediatamente despues de terminada 
la sesi6n plenaria, el. text° eorrespondiente. 
D) Los delegados podran presentar a la Conferencia, por escrito, 

sus opiniones sobre asuntos sujetos a discusion, y solicitor que sean 
afiadidas a las actas de la sesien en que hayan sido suministradas. 
E) Las sesiones'plenarias de la Conferencia seran de caricter 

pallor). A moci6n de cualquier delegado las sesiones podran decla-
rarse privadas, por mayoria de votos. Esta mocion tendra, preceden-
cia y no estara, sujeta a debate. 

F) La Conferencia podr(t prescindir del procediraiento usual y pasar 
a considerar un asunto por voto de las dos tercera partes de las 
delegaciones presentes, excepto en el caso de una cuestion nueva en 
que Bean observadas en todo caso, las reglas de procedirniento preseri-
tas en el articulo 13. 
G) Las enmiendas serin sometidas a discusion y votadas antes que 

la moci6n quo se pretenda enmendar. 
H) Las actas de las sesiones plenarias cleberin ser firmadas por el 

Presidente y el Secretario General. 
I) En la sesion plenaria de clausura se fumaran los acuerdos y 

resoluciones adopta,dos por las diversas comisiones de la Conferencia, 
y se sefialarb. el pals donde deba reunirse la prOxima Conferencia y 
la fecha en que haya de celebrarse. 
ART. 12. DE LAB SESIONES DE LAS COMISIONES. 
A) El proceclimiento para las sesiones plenarias sera tambien 

observado en las sesiones de las comisiones, en cuanto sea posible. 
B) Las actas de las sesiones de las comisiones deberin ser firmadas 

por el Presidente y el Secretario. 
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Capitulo VI.

NUEVOS ASUNTOS.

ART. 13. REGLAS DE PROCEDIMIENTO.

Si alguna Delegacibn propusiere a la consideraci6n de la Conferencia
un tema no incluido en el Programa, el nuevo tema pasarh al estudio
de la Comisi6n de Iniciativas y despues de que se presente y acepte
un informe por el voto de las dos terceras partes de las Delegaciones
de la Conferencia se transmitira a la Comisi6n correspondiente.

ANEXO 2

A la Convencion Interamericana Sobre Radiocomunicaciones
Suscrita en la Habana, el 13 de Diciembre, 1937.

REGLAMENTO INTERNO DE LA OFICINA INTERAMERICANA DE RADIO.
(0. I. R.)

INDICE.

Art. 1. Administraci6n.
Art. 2. Nombramiento del primer Director.
Art. 3. Personal de la Oficina.
Art. 4. Presupuesto.
Art. 5. Distribuci6n del Presupuesto.
Art. 6. Cuentas.
Art. 7. Contribuciones a la O. I. R.

ARTICULO 1. ADMINISTRACION.

La Oficina Interamericana de Radio estara a cargo de un Director
que sera nombrada por la Conferencia Interamericana de Radio, a
propuesta de una comisi6n especial de la misma Conferencia.
ARTfCULO 2. NOMBRAMIENTO DEL PRIMER DIRECTOR.

El primer Director sera nombrado por el Gobierno de Cuba.
ARTfCULO 3. PERSONAL DE LA OFICINA.

El Director nombrara los Auxiliares y funcionarios competentes,
incluyendo los int6rpretes y traductores que se requieran para el
trabajo de la oficina.
ARTfCULO 4. PRESUPUESTO.

El Director presentara anualmente al Gobierno del pafs en donde
tenga su sede la Oficina, un proyecto de presupuesto de rentas y
gastos para el afo siguiente.

Aprobado el presupuesto por el mencionado Gobierno, serI co-
municado a los demas Gobiernos participantes, indicandoles la cuota
que a cada uno de ellos corresponda, de acuerdo con la distribuci6n
hecha en el Articulo 7.
ARTfCULO 5. DISTRIBUCION DEL PRESUPUESTO.

Los sueldos del personal de la Oficina no excederan las dos terceras
partes del presupuesto anual.
ARTfCULO 6. CUENTAS.

El Director tendra a su cargo la recaudaci6n y empleo de los fondos
de la Oficina.
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Debera presentar mensualmente al Gobierno del pals sede de la
misma una relaci6n de ingresos y egresos; y semestralmente las
cuentas generales de la administraci6n.

Dicho Gobierno, despues de examinarlas, las someteri a la con-
sideraci6n de la Conferencia subsiguiente.
ARTfCULO 7. CONTRIBUCION A LA 0. I. R.

De acuerdo con el Articulo 8 (B) de la Convenci6n, las contribuciones
de los Estados del continente Americano se distribuyen en las siguientes
categorias:

Categorfas. I II III IV V VI

Unidades 25 20 15 10 5 3

Palses Argentina Brasil. Cuba. Colombia. Bolivia.
Canada. Mexico. Chile. Costa Rica.
Estados Perd. Repdblica

Unidos de Venezuela. D o mi n i-
America. cana.

Ecuador.
Guatemala.
Haiti.
Honduras.
Nicaragua.
Panama.
Paraguay.
Salvador.
Uruguay.

ANEXO 3

A la Convencion Interamericana Sobre Radiocomunicaciones
Suscrita en la Habana, el 13 de Diciembre de 1937.

Para los efectos del Articulo 11, Inciso D) de la Convenci6n Inter-
americana sobre Radiocomunicaciones, se entiende por:

ZONA SEPTENTRIONAL: la que comprende los paises situados al
Norte de Guatemala y al Norte de la costa Sur de la Repdblica
Dominicana y de Haiti;

ZONA CENTRAL: la que comprende los paises y porciones de paises
situados al Sur de M6xico y al Sur de la costa meridional de la Re-
pdblica Dominicana y de Haiti, hasta el paralelo 5° de latitud Sur; y

ZONA MERIDIONAL: la que comprende los palses y porciones de
paises situados al Sur del paralelo 5° de latitud Sur.
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INTER-AMERICAN RADIOCOMMUNICATIONS
CONVENTION

concluded at Havana, on December 13th, 1937 among the Govern- mC,,tr 8actnggover
ments of the States named below:

Brazil, Dominican Republic, Nicaragua,
Canada, United States of America, Panama,
Colombia, Guatemala, Peru,
Cuba, Haiti, Uruguay and
Chile, Mexico, Venezuela.

The governments named above, recognizing the benefits of coopera-
tion and mutual understanding resulting from the exchange of views
with respect to radiocommunications, have designated the undersigned
plenipotentiaries to the first Inter-American Radio Conference, held
in the City of Havana, Republic of Cuba, who by common consent and
subject to ratification, have concluded the following Convention, in
conformity with the provisions of the International Telecommunica-
tions Convention of Madrid, 1932.

Part One
CONFERENCES

ARTICLE 1. OBJECTIVE

The contracting governments agree to meet periodically in con-
ferences of plenipotentiaries for the purpose of resolving by common
understanding such problems as may arise in the field of radiocom-
munications in the American continent.

ARTICLE 2. COMPOSITION OF THE CONFERENCES

The conferences shall be composed, as provided in the Internal
Regulations of the Inter-American Radio Conferences, (Annex 1 of
this Convention), of the delegates of all the Governments of the
American Continent which agree to attend.

Representatives of institutions and organizations associated with
radiocommunications, of enterprises or groups of enterprises and
bodies or persons engaged in the operation of radio services may also
attend, as observers, provided they are authorized by their respective
Governments.

ARTICLE 3. VOTING

A) Only one vote shall be had in the Conferences by each State
that meets the following qualifications:

I a permanent population;
II a defined territory;

III government;
IV capacity to enter into relations

with the other States.

Purpose.

49 Stat. 2391.

Conferences; objec-
tive.

Composition of the
conferences.

Post, p. 1602.

Observers.

Qualifications for
voting, etc.
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B) Countries or territories not possessing these qualifications may
have voice but no vote in the conferences; but agreements resulting
from the conferences shall be open for their adherence through the
medium of their respective home governments.

ARTICLE 4. PLACE AND DATE OF CONFERENCES

The conferences shall be held at intervals not greater than three
years. The country and the date at which each conference is to meet
shall be fixed by the preceding conference. However, the date
scheduled for a meeting may be advanced or postponed by the organiz-
ing government at the request of five or more participating govern-
ments.

The government of the country in which the conference is scheduled
to be held, hereafter referred to as the organizing government, shall
fix the place and the final date of the meeting and shall send out the
invitations for attendance through the customary diplomatic channels,
at least six months in advance.

ARTICLE 5. INTERNAL REGULATIONS FOR CONFERENCES

This convention has annexed Internal Regulations for the Inter-
american Radio Conference (Annex 1) which establish the procedure
to be followed at the meetings and which may be amended only by
the affirmative vote of two-thirds of the states participating at the
Conference in question.

,Part Two

INTER-AMERICAN RADIO OFFICE, (O. I. R.)

ARTICLE 6. OBJECT

The contracting governments agree:
(A) To establish the Inter-American Radio Office, (OIR), as an

Inter-American organization of a consultative character which shall
centralize and facilitate, among the administrations of theAmerican
countries, the interchange and circulation of information relative to
radiocommunications in all their aspects, and collaborate in the
organization of the conferences mentioned in Part One of this conven-
tion; and

(B) l.-To communicate at the proper time to the Inter-American
Radio Office all provisions of internal and international radio legisla-
tion and the regulations in force in their territories, and such amend-
ments as may be introduced in these provisions; as well as statistical,
technical and administrative reports relative thereto; and

2.-Specifically, to transmit to the OIR every six months an official
list of the frequencies assigned by them to all broadcasting stations
and to notify monthly all changes and additions thereto.

Such notification shall be made in accordance with the procedure
adopted in the current General Radio Regulations annexed to the
International Telecommunication Convention and shall also include:

a. Power actually in use.
b. Maximum contemplated power.
c. Hours of transmission.
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The required notifications referred to shall be made in all cases,
independently of the usual notification sent to the Bureau of the
International Telecommunication Union.

ARTICLE 7. FUNCTIONS

The Inter-American Radio Office shall be charged with: Functions.

(A) the preparatory work of conferences and the work resulting
from their decisions;

(B) providing in accord with the organizing government concerned,
the Secretariat of the conferences;

(C) the issuance of such publications as may be established by con-
ferences;

(D) the publication and circulation of technical information other
than that resulting from conferences, including the exchange of data
relating to the accuracy and stability of frequencies, to interference or
other disturbances observed in the territories of the contracting coun-
tries, and such other studies as may be carried on, such as the propa-
gation of waves, the general characteristics of antennas, etc.; also the
exchange of documents of a legal nature, treaties and general informa-
tion designed for a better understanding and raising of the standards
of radiocommunications in the American continent;

(E) the submission of an annual report of its work, which shall be
communicated to all contracting governments;

(F) the performance of such other duties as may pertain to it or be
assigned to it by the conferences.

ARTICLE 8. MAINTENANCE OF THE OFFICE

(A) The general expenses of the Inter-American Radio Office shall Office maintenance

not exceed the sum of Twenty Five Thousands Dollars ($25,000.00)
currency of the United States of America, per annum.

(B) In order to defray these expenses each of the American govern-
ments agrees to contribute in proportion to a certain number of units
corresponding to the category to which it belongs, as provided in the
Internal Regulations of the O. I. R. For this purpose six categories Post, p. 1607.

are established with the units assigned to each as shown below:
Categories: I II III IV V VI
Units: 25 20 15 10 5 3

(C) The general expenses will not include the expenses incidental
to the work of conferences, which shall be borne by the organizing
government.

(D) The funds required for the Office shall be payable half yearly
in advance by the governments forming part of the Inter-American
Radio Office. If any country is in arrears of payment the govern-
ment of the country in which the Office is located shall advance
amounts as required. The sums thus advanced must be reimbursed
by the debtor governments as soon as possible and at the latest at the
expiration of the fourth month following the date on which payments
are due.
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ARTICLE 9 SEAT AND SUPERVISION OF THE OFFICE

(A) The seat of the Inter-American Radio Office and appointment

of Director will form a subject of the Agenda for each conference.
(B) The Government of the country where the Office has its seat

shall exercise general supervision over its organization, budget and

finances and make the necessary advances of funds.

(C) The accounts of the Inter-American Radio Office shall be sub-

mitted by the Government where the Office is located to the next

succeeding conference for approval.
(D) The Office is placed initially under the auspices of the Govern-

ment of Cuba. Its headquarters shall be in the city of Havana.

ARTICLE 10. INTERNAL REGULATIONS FOR O. I. R.

Seat and supervi-
sion of the office.

Internal Regulations
for 0.1. R.

Post, p. 1607.
This Convention has annexed Internal Regulations of the Inter-

American Radio Office (Annex 2), which provide the details for the

internal administration of this organization and which may be amended

only by the affirmative vote of two-thirds of the States represented

at a conference.
Part Three

SPECIAL PROVISIONS.

ARTICLE 11. GENERAL PRINCIPLES

Recognition of soV-
ereig rights over (A) The contracting Governments recognize the sovereign right of
broadcasting chan- all nations to the use of every radio broadcasting channel.

qAssigent of e (B) The American Governments, upon the sole condition that no

interference will be caused to the services of another country, may

assign any frequency and any type of wave to any radio station under

their authority.
eginal arrange- (C) Nevertheless, the Governments recognize that, until technical

development reaches a state that permits the elimination of radio

interference of international character, regional arrengements are

essential in order to promote standardization and to minimize such
interference.

Geographical oes. (D) For the solution of those problems which, because of special

propagation characteristics and interference conditions of radio trans-

mission in the various geographical zones require special provisions,
the contracting Governments agree to divide the American continent
into three regions, designated as the northern zone, the central zone,

Post,. l 18. and the southern zone (Annex 3)

ARTICLE 12. BILATERAL AGREEMENTS

Bilateral agree- The contracting governments whenever they shall deem it desirable
me nt s within the scope of this convention shall negotiate bilateral agree-

ments concerning the operation of radiotelegraph stations asbetween
their respective nations in order to facilitate direct communication.

ARTICLE 13. FREQUENCY MEASURING STATIONS

Frequency measur-
ing stations. The contracting governments agree to establish frequency measur-

ing stations as soon as possible.
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ARTICLE 14. EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION

The contracting governments which have not undertaken to com-
municate data relating to radiocommunications to an Inter-American
centralizing office, shall interchange with all the other American
governments the data referred to in Article 6, paragraph B (2), of
this Convention.

ARTICLE 15. SAFETY OF LIFE AT SEA AND IN THE AIR

The contracting Governments shall take appropriate measures to
ensure the maintenance of an adequate radio service, operated or
licensed by the Government for the safety of navigation by sea and
air.

ARTICLE 16. OBLIGATION OF ALL COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT To CARRY
RADIO EQUIPMENT

The contracting Governments agree that:
(A) All aircraft when operating on International scheduled services

and carrying passengers shall compulsorily be provided with radio
apparatus, both sending and receiving, which must be in efficient
operating condition and in charge of properly licensed operators; and

(B) Aircraft used for the transportation of passengers on inter-
national scheduled services making journeys over the sea beyond
seventy five kilometers from any coast, shall be able to transmit
and receive on the frequency of 500 kc/s. for the purpose of establish-
ing emergency communication with stations in the marine radio
service.

ARTICLE 17. ESTABLISHMENT OF AERONAUTICAL RADIO STATIONS

The contracting Governments agree independently or in accord
with neighbouring countries to take the steps necessary to establish
a sufficient number of regional stations, operated or licensed by the
Government, to furnish meteorological and safety information neces-
sary for air traffic and aircraft guidance.
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ARTICLE 18 EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS

Subject to the internal regulations of each country, any radio
transmitting station, may, during a period of emergency in which
normal communication facilities are disrupted as a result of hurricane,
flood, earthquake or similar disaster, carry on emergency communica-
tion with points other than those normally authorized.

ARTICLE 19. CULTURAL BROADCASTING

The contracting governments shall take the necessary measures in
order to facilitate and promote the retransmission and exchange of
international cultural, educational and historical programs of the
countries of the American continent by their respective broadcasting
stations.
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sary for air traffic and aircraft guidance. 
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Subject to the internal regulations of each country, any radio 
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normal communication facilities are disrupted as a result of hurricane, 
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countries of the American continent by their respective broadcasting 
stations. 
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ARTICLE 20. PRESS TRANSMISSIONS TO MULTIPLE DESTINATIONS

The contracting Governments agree that:
(A) The respective governments shall encourage the rapid and

economical transmission, dissemination and interchange of news and
information among the nations of America;

(B) Informative publications and news agencies be granted the
use and enjoyment of the advantages of press radiocommunications
to multiple destinations, these being offered at minimum prices, for
which the tariffs may be based on units of time devoted to the trans-
mission, or other means similarly economical;

(C) The low rates and other advantages, deriving from the prin-
ciples established in the foregoing paragraphs of this article be enjoyed
by all regularly constituted news and information agencies, news-
papers and other periodicals, broadcast stations, news reels, news by
printer services, bulletin boards, and any other proper means which
may be developed;

(D) Encouragement should be given to the use and development
of devices and methods designed to prevent unauthorized interception
of press radio multiple address transmissions.

ARTICLE 21. RETRANSMISSIONS

Retransmissions.

Clandestine sta-
tions.

Ratification.

Entry into force,
Parts 1, 3, and 4.

Anse, pp. 1693, 1596.

The contracting Governments shall take appropriate measures to
ensure that no program transmitted by a broadcasting station may
be retransmitted or rebroadcast, in whole or in part, by any other
station without the previous authorization of the station of origin.

The rebroadcasting station shall announce at suitable periods during
the retransmission the nature of the broadcast, the location and the
official call letters or other identification of the station of origin.

ARTICLE 22. CLANDESTINE STATIONS

The contracting Governments agree to give mutual support in
discovering and suppressing clandestine transmitting stations when-
ever this becomes necessary.

Part Four

GENERAL PROVISIONS

ARTICLE 23. ENTRY INTO FORCE OF THE CONVENTION AND

RATIFICATION

A) The present Convention shall be ratified by the contracting
States in conformity with their respective consitutional procedures.

B) Parts One, Three and Four of the present Convention shall
come into force on the first day of July, 1938, if at that date two
ratifications or final adherences have been deposited with the govern-
ment of the country where the conference was held. If two ratifi-
cations or final adherences have not been deposited on that date those
Parts of the Convention shall come into force thirty days after the
second ratification or adherence has been deposited.
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ARTICLE 23. ENTRY INTO FORCE OF THE CONVENTION AND 
RATIFICATION 

A) The present Convention shall be ratified by the contracting 
States in conformity with their respective consitutional procedures. 
B) Parts One, Three and Four of the present Convention shall 

come into force on the first day of July, 1938, if at that date two 
ratifications or final adherence„s have been deposited with the govern-
ment of the country where the conference was held. If two ratifi-
cations or final adherences have not been deposited on that date those 
Parts of the Convention shall come into force thirty days after the 
second ratification or adherence has been deposited. 
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C) In order that Part Two of this Convention shall come into force,
it will be necessary that the ratifications or final adherences deposited
by the American governments shall represent, when added together,
more than one-half of the contributory units established for the mainte-
nance of the Inter-American Radio Office (0. I. R.), in accordance
with Article 8, paragraph B, of this Convention, as classified in the
Internal Regulations of the 0. I. R. (Annex 2, article 7).

D) The depository government shall notify, as soon as possible,
the ratifications and adherences which are received to all the govern-
ments of the States of the American Continent.

Part 2.

Ante, p. 1594.

Ante, p. 1595; post,
p. 1608.

Notices by deposi-
tory government.

ARTICLE 24. ADHERENCES

This Convention shall be open to adherence by all non-signatory Adherences.

American countries.

ARTICLE 25. DIVISIBILITY OF CONVENTION

The ratifications or adherences to the present Convention may refer
to the totality thereof or to two or more of its parts; provided that, in
every case Parts One and Four (Conferences and General Provisions)
be ratified or adhered to.

ARTICLE 26. REPORTS OF RATIFICATIONS AND ADHERENCES

On June 1, 1938, and subsequently at intervals of six months, the
depository government shall request those governments of the
Americas which may not have ratified or adhered to this Convention, to
report regarding such ratification or adherence. These reports shall
be communicated to all the other governments of the American
Continent.

ARTICLE 27 DENUNCIATION

A) This Convention may be denounced in its entirety, or Parts
Two and Three separately, by notice addressed to the depository
government. This notice shall become effective one year after date
of receipt thereof, and shall be effective only for the Government
denouncing.

B) The depository government shall notify all the governments of
the States of the Americas of the denunciations received.

ARTICLE 28. LANGUAGES

The present Convention has been drafted in Spanish, English,
Portuguese and French, all of which shall be authentic.

Divisibility of con-
vention.

Ante, pp. 1593,1598.

Reports of ratifica-
tions and adherences.

Denunciation.

Notification.

Languages.

ARTICLE 29. SPECIAL AGREEMENTS

The contracting governments reserve for themselves the right to agr ts regional
make special or regional agreements which do not concern the govern-
ments in general. These agreements, however, must be within the Restr ction.
limits of this Convention and the Regulations annexed thereto so far
as concerns the interference which may result from such agreements
with the services of the other countries.
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Codification.

Arbitration provi-
sions.

ARTICLE 30. CODIFICATION

At future conferences all provisions of this Convention remaining
unchanged shall be included with the new provisions that may be
adopted.

ARTICLE 31. ARBITRATION

A) In case of disagreement between two or more contracting govern-
ments concerning the execution of the present Convention, the dispute,
if it is not settled through diplomatic channels, shall be submitted to
arbitration at the request of one of the governments in disagreement.

B) Unless the parties in disagreement agree to adopt a procedure
already established by bilateral or multilateral treaties concluded
among them for the settlement of international disputes or the pro-
cedure provided for in Paragraph 6 of this article, arbitrators shall be
appointed in the following manner:

C) (1) The parties shall decide, by mutual agreement, whether the
arbitration is to be entrusted to individuals or to governments; failing
an agreement on this matter, governments shall be resorted to.

(2) In case the arbitration is to be entrusted to individuals the
arbitrators must not be of the same nationality as any one of the parties
concerned in the dispute.

(3) In case the arbitration is to be entrusted to governments, the
latter must be chosen from among the parties adhering to the agree-
ment, the application of which caused the dispute.

D) The party appealing to arbitration shall be considered as the
plaintiff. This party shall designate an arbitrator and notify the
opposing party thereof. The defendant must then appoint a second
arbitrator, within two months after the receiptof plaintiff's notification.

E) If more than two parties are involved, each group of plaintiffs or
of defendants shall appoint an arbitrator, observing the same proce-
dure as in Paragraph (D).

F) The two arbitrators thus appointed shall agree in designating an
umpire who, if the arbitrators are individuals and not governments,
must not be of the same nationality as either of them or either of the
parties involved. Failing an agreement of the arbitrators as to the
choice of the umpire, each arbitrator shall propose an umpire in no
way concerned in the dispute.

Lots shall then be drawn between the umpires proposed. The
representative of an American government, not interested in the dis-
pute, selected by the two arbitrators, will draw the lots.

G) Finally, the parties in dispute shall have the right to have their
disagreement settled by a single arbitrator. In this case, either they
shall agree on the choice of the arbitrator, or the latter shall be desig-
nated in conformity with the method indicated in Paragraph (F).

H) The arbitrators shall be free to decide on the procedure to be
followed.

I) Each party shall bear the expenses it shall have incurred in the
investigation of the dispute. The cost of the arbitration shall be
apportioned equally among the parties involved.
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In witness whereof, the respective delegates have signed copies of CDeposit of signed

this instrument, one each in Spanish, English, Portuguese and French,
to be deposited in the archives of the Government of Cuba, which shall
forward an authenticated copy thereof in each language to the other
contracting Governments.

Done in the city of Havana, Republic of Cuba, on the 13th. day
of December, 1937.

RESERVATIONS OF BRAZIL

The Government of the United States of Brazil has authorized the
Chief of its Delegation to the First Inter-American Radio Conference
to sign "ad-referendum" the International Agreements just adopted
by the Conference, under the reservation that the Government of
Brazil will only ratify same, in case their provisions are not in con-
flict with the South American Agreement of Rio Janeiro and its
Internal Regulations, nor with any other International Commitments
already entered into by the Brazilian Government.

HAVANA, December 13th, 19S7.BRAZIL:
The Brazilian Delegate signs "Ad-Referen-

dum" with the reservations as stated above.
Jose Roberto de Macedo-Soares.

CANADA:
Laurent Beaudry.
C. P. Edwards.

COLOMBIA:

Jorge Soto del Corral.
Ricardo Gutierrez Lee y Rivero.

CUBA:
Wifredo Albanes y Pefa.
Andres Asensio y Carrasco.
Nicolfs Gonzalez de Mendoza y de la Torre.
Alfonso Hernandez Catf y Gait.

CHILE:

Emilio Edwards Bello.
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC:

Roberto Despradel.
Maximo Lovat6n P.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
T. A. M. Craven.

GUATEMALA:

Arturo C6bar L.
HAITI:

Justin Barau.
MEXICO:

Ignacio Galindo.
Salvador Tayabas.
Fernando Sanchez Ayala.
Ruben Fuentes.

Reservations of
Brazil.

Signatures.
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NICARAGUA:

Guillermo Arguedas.
PANAMA:

Ernesto B. Fabrega.
PERU:

Carlos A. Tudela.
URUGUAY:

C6sar Gorri.
VENEZUELA:

Alberto Smith.

ANNEX 1

To the Inter-American Radiocommunications Convention
Signed in Havana, on December 13, 1937.

INTERNAL REGULATIONS OF THE INTER-AMERICAN CONFERENCES.

INDEX
CHAPTER I. DEFINITIONS

Art. 1. American Governments, Delegates, Representatives.
CHAPTER II. ORGANIZATION OF THE CONFERENCE

Art. 2. Officers of the Conference.
Art. 3. Duties of the officers.
Art. 4. Committees.
Art. 5. Membership of Committees.
Art. 6. Organization of Committees.
Art. 7. Duties of Committees.

CHAPTER III. OFFICIAL LANGUAGES.
Art. 8. Spanish, English, Portuguese, French.

CHAPTER IV. QUORUM AND VOTING
Art. 9. Quorum.
Art. 10. Voting.

CHAPTER V. PROCEDURE
Art. 11. Plenary Sessions.
Art. 12. Committee meetings.

CHAPTER VI. NEW MATTER
Art. 13. Rules of procedure.

Chapter I

DEFINITIONS

ARTICLE 1. AMERICAN GOVERNMENTS, DELEGATES, AND REPRE-
SENTATIVES

Defnitions. When in the Inter-American Convention concerning Radiocom-
munications, of which these Regulations form a part, the words
American Governments, Delegates, and Representatives are men-
tioned, they shall be understood to mean:

mensican Govern- A) American Governments: the Governments of the States of the
American Continent;

Delegates. B) Delegates: the persons officially appointed by the participating
Governments with sufficient powers to act on their behalf;

presentatives. C) Representatives: Members of public or private institutions or
bodies, or private individuals, of recognized interest in radiocom-
munications, who are accredited by a Government to observe the
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proceedings of the conference; who shall have neither voice nor vote,
and who may express their points of view only through the delegation
of their respective country.

However, representatives shall have voice, in technical matters,
in the committes when expressly authorized to do so by their dele-
gation.

Chapter II

ORGANIZATION OF THE CONFERENCE

ARTICLE 2. OFFICERS OF THE CONFERENCE
A) Provisional President: The organizing Government will appoint

the Provisional President who will preside over the inaugural session
and continue in office until the Conference has elected its Permanent
President.

B) Permanent President: The Permanent President shall be
elected by a majority vote of the Delegations present at the Conference.

C) Vice-President: Lots shall be drawn at the first session to estab-
lish the order of precedence of the Delegations; and the Chairmen
of the Delegations shall be Vice-Presidents in this order and act as
President in his absence.

D) Secretary General: The Secretary General of the Conference
will be appointed by the organizing Government.
ARTICLE 3. DUTIES OF THE OFFICERS

A) President: The President shall direct the work of the Conference,
announce the opening, suspension and adjournment of the meetings
of the Conference, accord the right to speak in the order requested,
declare the debates to be closed, put the questions to vote, announce
the result of the voting, and ensure the observance of the Regulations.

B) Vice-President: In the absence of the President the Vice-Presi-
dents in the order of precedence established in article 2, paragraph C,
will assume and exercise his duties.

C) Secretary General: The Secretary General is responsible for:
1. The organization, direction and coordination of the work of the

staff appointed to the Secretariat;
2. Receiving and disposing of the official correspondence of the

Conference;
3. Acting as intermediary between the delegations and the organiz-

ing Government in all matters relating to the conference;
4. Preparation and circulation of minutes of the meetings and

information and documents of the conference and, in accordance
with instructions of the President, orders of the day.

D) Secretariat: The organizing Government shall form the Secre-
tariat staff of the Conference under the direction of the Secretary
General.

ARTICLE 4. COMMITTEES
For the more effective functioning of the Conference, comprehensive

study of the subjects forming the agenda and expedition of its work,
committees shall be formed, the results of whose labors shall be sub-
mitted to the plenary sessions for approval. While the committees
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proceedings of the conference; who shall have neither voice nor vote, 
and who may express their points of view only through the delegation 
of their respective country. 
However, representatives shall have voice, in technical matters, 

in the comroittes when expressly authorized to do so by their dele-
gation. 

Chapter II 
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declare the debates to be closed, put the questions to vote, announce 
the result of the voting, and ensure the observance of the Regulations. 
B) Vice-President: In the absence of the President the Vice-Presi-

dents in the order of precedence established in article 2, paragraph C, 
will assume and exercise his duties. 

C) Secretary General: The Secretary General is responsible for: 
1. The organization, direction and coordination of the work of the 

staff appointed to the Secretariat; 
2. Receiving and disposing of the official correspondence of the 

Conference; 
3. Acting as intermediary between the delegations and the organiz-

ing Government in all matters relating to the conference; 
4. Preparation and circulation of minutes of the meetings and 

information and documents of the conference and, in accordance 
with instructions of the President, orders of the day. 
D) Secretariat: The organizing Government shall form the Secre-

tariat staff of the Conference under the direction of the Secretary 
General. 

ARTICLE 4. COMMITTEES 
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mitted to the plenary sessions for approval. While the committees 
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to be established may vary to conform to the agenda of the con-
ferences, the following shall represent, in principle, the type of com-
mittees to be established:

(A) Committee on Initiatives;
(B) Credentials Committee;
(C) Technical Committee;
(D) Juridical and Administrative Committee;
(E) Drafting Committee.

ARTICLE 5. MEMBERSHIP OF COMMITTEES

Membership of A) The Committee on Initiatives shall be composed of the Chairmen
committees.

of the Delegations or their alternates, and shall be presided over by
the President of the Conference.

B) At the first plenary session the Conference, on the proposal of
the President, shall appoint a Committee on Credentials of five
members.

C) The remaining committees shall be composed of delegates in
accordance with assignments made by the chairmen of the respective
delegations and submitted to the permanent president. Representa-
tives may attend and participate in the meetings of the committees
in accordance with assignments made by their respective delegation
chairmen and in conformity with article 1-(C).

D) The committees may invite to participate in their work indi-
viduals or juridical persons whose advice or statements may be con-
sidered to be of value.

ARTICLE 6. ORGANIZATION OF COMMITTEES

Organizationofcom- A) Each committee shall, at its organization meeting, be presided
over by the permanent president of the conference and at that meet-
ing shall choose from among its members a chairman and a vice-
chairman.

B) The chairman of each committee may appoint one or more
reporters.

C) Each committee may appoint such special subcommittees as it
may deem desirable.

ARTICLE 7. DUTIES OF COMMITTEES

Duties of commit- A) The Committee on Initiatives shall coordinate the business of
tees.

otiammittee on Ini- the conference, rule upon questions of policy as related to the con-
ference, resolve matters referred to it by other committees or the
secretariat, decide by two thirds majority of the votes cast on new
matters presented by the delegations, which should be considered by
the conference, and advise the permanent president particularly with
respect to matters not comprehended by these internal regulations.

Credentials Cor- B) The Credentials Committee shall examine the credentials sub-
mitted by members of delegations, ascertain that they are in good and
proper form and report without delay to the conference.

Technical Commit- C) The Technical Committee shall have charge of the study of all
technical phases of radiocommunication and all matters involving
engineering practices included in conference agenda.

Juridical and Ad D) The Juridical and Administrative Committee shall have charge of
minittthe study of all legal phases of the agenda subjects as well as of amit-me. the study of all legal phases of the agenda subjects as well as of all
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matters of an essentially administrative character. In its legal char-
acter it shall pass upon the final terminology to be used in all agree-
ments or resolutions pertaining, not only to matters within its im-
mediate jurisdiction, but to all material emanating from other com-
mittees of the conference.

E) The Drafting Committee shall be entrusted with the final drafting
of conference agreements and resolutions, without altering their sense,
for the purpose of ensuring against duplication or repetition in which
event the material shall be referred to the committee of origin for
correction.

F) The reporters of the committees shall:
(a) Open the discussion of the questions under consideration and

submit reports containing the facts and an analysis of the various
aspects of the questions; those reports shall serve as the basis for
discussion,

(b) At the end of the discussions make summaries of the debates in a
report, and draft, in accordance with the opinion of the majority of
each committee, the projects which, upon approval by the committee,
will be submitted to the conference,

(c) The minority in any committee shall have the right to appoint
a reporter who shall submit to the conference the opinions of the
minority and the projects drafted by the latter.
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Chapter III

OFFICIAL LANGUAGES

ARTICLE 8. SPANISH, ENGLISH, PORTUGUESE, FRENCH.

The official languages of the conferences shall be Spanish, English, official languages.

Portuguese and French. The organizing Government shall take
appropriate measures to insure fulfillment of this provision.

Chapter IV

QUORUM AND VOTING

ARTICLE 9. QUORUM

A majority of the delegations of the Conference must be in attend- Quorum.
ance, represented by one or more of their Delegates, in order to have a
quorum at the plenary sessions of the conference.

A majority of the Delegations must be in attendance, represented
by some of their delegates in order to have a quorum at committee
meetings.

ARTICLE 10. VOTING.

A) Voting shall be on the basis of only one vote for each State Voting.
having the following qualifications:

I a permanent population;
II a defined territory;

III government;
IV capacity to enter into relations

with other States.
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TREATIES

Countries or territories not possessing these qualifications may have
voice but no vote in the conferences, but agreements resulting from
the conferences shall be opened for their adherence through the medi-
um of their respective home governments.

B) The vote of each delegation shall, in plenary sessions and com-
mittee meetings, be cast by the delegation chairman or other member
acting in his behalf.

C) The vote may be taken by delegates rising in their seats, or
in any other agreed manner. But at the request of any delegation,
or by decision of the chairman, the vote must take place by "calling
the roll" in the alphabetical order of the names of their respective
states as expressed in the Spanish language.

D) Propositions and amendments will be adopted only when they
obtain a majority of the votes cast. In case of a tie vote, they will
be considered rejected.

Chapter V

PROCEDURE

ARTICLE 11. PLENARY SESSIONS

A) The inaugural session of the conference shall be held at the time
and place designated by the organizing government, and the further
sessions on such days as the Conference may determine.

B) Upon the convening of a plenary session, the minutes of the pre-
ceding meeting, except in the case of the inaugural plenary session,
will be read and submitted for approval, unless by unanimous consent
the assembly of the delegations agrees to omit this reading.

C) The minutes of the Plenary Sessions will be drafted by the staff
of the General Secretariat, only the opinions and propositions with
their fundamentals, in a brief form, will appear in the minutes, together
with a brief statement of the debates.

Any Delegate may, however, request the insertion "in extenso"
in the minutes of any declaration he has expressed; but in this case,
he shall furnish the Secretariat with the corresponding text immedi-
ately after the closing of the Plenary Session.

D) The delegates may submit to the conference their opinions in
writing on matters under discussion, and request that they be added
to the minutes of the session or meeting at which they are submitted.

E) The Plenary sessions of the conference shall be of a public char-
acter. On motion of any delegate the sessions may be declared
private by a majority vote. Such motion shall have precedence and
is not debatable.

F) By a vote of two thirds of the delegations present the conference
may dispense with the usual procedure and proceed to consider a
question except in the case of new matter, when the rules of procedure
promulgated in article 13 shall, under all circumstances, be observed.

G) Amendments shall be submitted for discussion and be voted
upon before the motion which they purport to amend.

H) The minutes of plenary sessions shall be signed by the President
and Secretary General.

Plenary sessions.
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I) At the closing plenary session the agreements and resolutions
adopted by the different committees of the Conference shall be signed,
and the country and date of the next conference shall be designated.
ARTICLE 12. COMMITTEE MEETINGS

A) The procedure for Plenary Sessions shall also be followed in
the committee meetings as far as practicable.

B) Minutes of the committee meetings shall be signed by the
Chairman and Secretary.

Chapter VI

NEW MATTER

ARTICLE 13.-RULES OF PROCEDURE

If any delegation should propose a topic not included in the agenda,
for the consideration of the conference, the new matter should be
referred to the Committee on Initiatives and after a report is sub-
mitted and accepted by a vote of two thirds of the delegations at the
Conference, it shall be referred to the appropriate committee.

ANNEX 2

Inter-American Radiocommunications Convention Signed at
Havana on December 13, 1937.

INTERNAL REGULATIONS FOR THE INTER-AMERICAN RADIO OFFICE
(O. 1. R.)

INDEX

Art. 1. Administration.
Art. 2. First Director.
Art. 3. Appointment of Staff.
Art. 4. Budget.
Art. 5. Salaries of the Staff.
Art. 6. Accounts.
Art. 7. Contributions to O. I. R.

ARTICLE 1. ADMINISTRATION

The Inter-American Radio Office shall be in charge of a Director
who shall be appointed by the Inter-American Radio Conference on
the recommendation of a special committee thereof.
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ARTICLE 2. FIRST DIRECTOR

The first Director shall be appointed by the Government of Cuba. First Director.
ARTICLE 3. APPOINTMENT OF STAFF

The Director shall appoint such competent assistants and staff, Appointment of
including interpreters and translators, as may be required for the
work of the office.
ARTICLE 4. BUDGET

The Director shall submit annually to the government of the coun- Budget.
try where the office is established a draft budget of revenues and
expenditures for the ensuing year. When the budget has been ap-
proved by the aforesaid government it shall be communicated to the
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Contributions to
0. I. R.

other participating governments with a statement of the amount that
each is to pay, pursuant to the quota established in Article 7.
ARTICLE 5. SALARIES OF THE STAFF

The salaries of the personnel of the office shall not exceed two
thirds of the annual budget.
ARTICLE 6. ACCOUNTS

The Director shall be charged with the collection and disbursement
of the funds of the office. He shall submit to the government where
the office is established a monthly report of receipts and expenditures
and a semi-annual report on the general accounts of the administra-
tion. After examining the latter the said government shall submit
them to the ensuing Conference for consideration.
ARTICLE 7. CONTRIBUTIONS TO 0. I. R.

In accordance with Article 8 (B) of the Convention the contribu-
tion of the States of the American continent will be assigned under
the following categories:

Category. I II III IV V VI

Units. 25 20 15 10 5 3

States Argentine, Brazil Cuba Colombia Bolivia
Canada, Mexico Chile, Costa Rica
U n it e d Perd, Dominican

States of Venezuela Rep.
America. Ecuador

Guatemala
Haiti
Honduras
Nicaragua
Panama
Paraguay
Salvador
Uruguay

ANNEX 3

To the Inter-American Radiocommunications Convention
Signed in Havana on December 13, 1937.

DEFINITION OF ZONES

For the purpose of Article 11, paragraph D, of the Inter-American
Radiocommunications Convention, it shall be understood that:

NORTHERN ZONE, is that which comprises the countries located to
the North of Guatemala and North of the Southern coast of the
Dominican Republic and Haiti;

CENTRAL ZONE, is that which comprises the countries or portions of
countries located South of Mexico and the Southern coast of the
Dominican Republic and Haiti and extending to parallel 5° of South
latitude;

SOUTHERN ZONE, is that which comprises the countries or portions
of countries to the South of parallel 5°. of the South latitude.

Definition of zones.

Northern.

Central.

Southern.
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CONVENAO INTERAMERICANA SOBRE
RADIOCOMMUNICAQOES

celebrada em Havana, em 13 de Dezembro de 1937, entre os Governos
dos Estados que se mencionam a continuagao:

Brasil, Repdblica Dominicana, Nicaragua,
Canada, Estados Unidos de America, Panama,
Chile, Guatemala, Periu,
Colombia, Haiti, Uruguay, e
Cuba, Mexico, Venezuela.

Os Governos acima mencionados, reconhecendo as vantagens da
cooperagao a mutuo entendimento que resultam do intercambio de
pareceres com respeito as radiocommunicacoes, designaram os abaixo
assignados plenipotenciarios a Primeira Conferencia Interamericana
de Radiocommunica6ces reunida na cidade de Havana, Repdblica de
Cuba, os quaes, de commum acc6rdo e sob reserva de ratificagao,
celebraram a seguinte Convencao, que se ajusta as estipulag6es da
Convencao Internacional de Telecommunicagoes de Madrid, de

Primeira Parte
CONFERENCIA

ARTIGO 1.-OBJECTO.

Os Governos contractantes convem em reunir-se periodicamente
em Conferencias de Plenipotenciarios com o fim de resolver por
mutuo acc6rdo os problemas que surjam no campo das radiocommuni-
cacoes no Continente americano.

ARTIGO 2.-COMPOSIgAO DAS CONFERENCIAS.

As Conferencias serao compostas, nos termos fixados pelo Regu-
lamento Interno das Conferencias Interamericanas de Radio (Annexo
1 desta Convencao), pelos Delegados de todos os Governos americanos
que acceitem participar.

Alem disso, a ellas poderao assistir, com o caracter de observadores,
representantes de institui?6es e organismos vinculados as radio-
communicagoes, de empresas ou agrupacoes de empresas e de entidades
ou pess6as que explorem servicos radioelectricos, desde que estejam
autorizados por seus respectivos Governos.

ARTIGO 3.-VOTO NAS CONFERENCIAS

A) S6 terao voto nas Conferencias os Estados que reunam os
seguintes requisitos:

I.-Populagao permanente.
II.-Territorio determinado.

III.-Governo.
IV.-Capacidade para entrar em relacOes

corn os demas Estados.
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celebrararn a seguinte Convencao, quo se ajusta as estipulacoes da 
Con.venca'o Internacional de Telecommunicag6es de Madrid, de 

Primeira Parte 

CONFERENCIA 

ARTIGO 1.—OBJECTO. 

Os Governos contractantes convem em reunir-se periodicamente 
em Conferencias de Plenipotenciarios corn o fim de resolver por 
mutuo accord() os problemas quo surjam no campo das radiocommuni-
cagOes no Continente americano. 

AnTwo 2.—ComPosigko DAS CONFERENCIAS. 

As Conferencias serif:0 compostas, nos termos fixados pelo Regu-
lamento Intern° das Conferencias Interamericanas de Radio (An.nexo 
1 desta Convencao), pelos Delegados de todos os Governos americanos 
quo acceitem participar. 
Alem disso, a ellas poderAo assistir, corn o caracter de observadores, 

representantes de instituicties e organismos vinculados as radio-
communicacoes, de empresas ou agrupacoes de empresas e de entidades 
ou pess6as quo explorem servicos radioel6etricos, desde quo estejam 
autorizados por seus respectivos Governos. 

ARTIGO 3.—VOTO NAS CONFERENCIAS 

A) S6 terao voto nas Conferencias os Estados que reunam os 
seguintes requisitos: 

I.—Populacao permanente. 
II—Territorio determinado. 

III. Governo. 
IV.—Capacidade para entrar ern relaeoes 

corn os demas Estados. 



B) Os paizes ou territorios que nao reunam essas condig6es poderao
ter voz, mas nao voto nas Conferencias; por6m, os acc6rdos resultantes
das Conferencias estarao abertos a sua adhesao por meio de seus
respectivos Governos metropolitanos.

ARTIGO 4.-LUoGAR E DT DATA AS CONFERENCIAS

A) As Conferencias se effectuarao cor intervallo nao maior de tres
annos. O paiz e a data em que deva reunir-se cada Conferencia
serao fixados na precedentes. No entanto, a data indicada para uma
reuniao podera ser adeantada ou adiada pelo Governo Organizador a
pedido de cinco ou mais Governos participantes.

B) O Governo do paiz onde deva reunir-se uma Conferenbia, o qual
se denominar, Governo Organizador, fixari o logar e a data definitiva
da reuniao e expedira pela via diplomatica, cor uma antocipagao
nao menor de seis mezes, os convites de estylo.

ARTIGO 5.-REGULAMENTO INTERNO PARA AS CONFERENCIAS

Esta Convengao tem como annexo um Regulamento Interno das
Conferencias Interamericanas de Radiocommunicagoes (Annexo 1),
que fixa as modalidades de suas reuniSes, e que s6 podera ser modifi-
cado pelo voto favoravel das duas terceiras partes dos Estados
participantes na respectiva Conferencia.

Segunda Parte
REPARTICAO INTERAMERICANA DE RADIOCOMMUNI-

CACOES

("Oficina Interamericana de Radio" O. I. R.)

ARTIGO 6.-OBJECTO

Os Governos Contractantes conv6m:
A) Em estabelecer a Repartigao Interamericana de Radiocommu-

nicagSes (0. I. R.) como organismo interamericano de caracter con-
sultivo que centralizara e facilitara entre as Administragoes dos
paizes americanos, o intercambio e circulagao de informag6es relativas
as radiocommunicagoes em todos os seus aspectos e collaborara na
organizagao das Conferencias mencionadas na Parte Primeira desta
Convencao;

B) 1.-Em communicar opportunamente a Reparticao Inter-
americana de Radiocommunicagoes (0. I. R.) todas as disposieoes
legaes sobre radiocommunicagao, internas e internacionaes, os regu-
lamentos vigentes em seus territorios, as reformas nelles introduzidas
assim como tambem informes estatisticos, technico e administrativos
sobre a materia; e

2.-Especificamente deverao enviar ao Departamento Inter-
americano de Radiocommunicagoes, cada seis mezes, uma lista offi-
cial das frequencias assignadas por elles a todas as estagoes radio-
diffusoras e notificar mensalmente todas as modificagoes e addita-
mentos effectuados.
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B) Os paizes ou territorios quo nab reunam essas condiOes poderao 
ter voz, mas nab voto nas Conferencias; porem, os accordos resultantes 
das Conferencias estarAo abertos a sua adhesao por meio de seus 
respectivos Governos metropofitanos. 

ARTIGO 4.—LUGAR E DATA DAS CONFERENCIAS 

A) As Conferencias se effectuarito corn intervallo nito maior de tres 
annos. 0 p&iz e a data em quo deva reunfr-se cada Conferencia 
serAo fixados na precedentes. No entanto, a data indicada para uma 
reunify° podeth ser adeantada ou adiada pelo Govern° Organizador a 
pedido de cinco ou mais Governos participantes. 
B) 0 Govern° do paiz onde deva reunir-se uraa Conferentia, o qual 

se denominarA Governs° Organizador, fixark o logar e a data definitiva 
da reunia° e expedirA pela via diplomatica, corn uma antecipagAo 
nab menor de seis mezes, os convites de estylo. 

ARTIGO 5.—REGULAMENTO INTERN() PARA AS CONFERENCIAS 

Esta Convenctio tern como annex° urn Regulament° Inferno das 
Conferencias Intera,mericanas de Radiocommunicaoes (Annex° 1), 
quo fixa as modalidades de suas reuniOes, e quo s6 podera, ser modifi-
cado pelo voto favoravel das duas terceiras partes dos Estados 
participantes na respectiva Conferencia. 

Segunda Parte 

REPARTIcA0 INTERAMERICANA DE RADIOCOMMUNI-
CAcOES 

("Oficina Interamericana de Radio" 0. I. R.) 

ARTIGO 6.--OBJECTO 

Os Governos Contractantes convem: 
A) Em estabelecer a ReparticAo Interamericana de Radiocommu-

nicaOtes (O. I. R.) como organism° interamericano de caracter con-
sultivo quo centralizartt e facilitarA entre as AdministraOes dos 
paizes americanos, o intercambio e circulagAo de informaOes relativas 
as radiocommunicacoes em todos os seus aspectos e collaborara na 
organizactio das Conferencias mencionadas na Parte Primeira desta 
ConvencAo; 
B) 1.—Em communicar opportunamente b, ReparticAo Inter-

americana de Radiocommunicaoes (0. I. R.) todas as disposicOes 
legaes sobre radiocommunicacao, intemas e intemacionaes, os regu-
lamentos vigentes em seus territories, as reformas nelles introduzidas 
assim como tambem informes estatisticos, technico e administrativos 
sobre a materia; e 

2.—Especfficamente deverAo enviar ao Departamento Inter-
americano de Radiocommunicaoes, cada seis mezes, uma lista offi-
cial das frequencias assignadas por des a todas as estaOes radio-
diffusoras e notificar mensalmente todas as modificagOes e addita-
mentos effectuados. 
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As referidas communicagOes deverao fazer-se de acc6rdo cor o
procedimento adoptado no Regulamento Geral de Radiocommuni-
cagoes annexo a Convencao Internacional de Telecommunicagoes
vigente, devendo incluir tambem:

a) Potencia actual usada.
b) potencia maxima que se intentar usar.
c) Horario das transmissoes.

Estas communica6Oes deverao fazer-se, independentemente, em
todos os casos, das que se remettem ao Departamento da Uniao
Internacional de Telecommunicagoes.

ARTIGO 7.-ATTRIBUIGOES

O Reparticao Interamericano de Radiocommunica6Ses estard
encarregado:

A) Dos trabalhos preparatorios das Conferencias e dos que derivam
de suas deciss6es;

B) De constituir, de acc6rdo corn o Governo Organizador, a Secre-
taria das Conferencias;

C) De publicar e distribuir os documentos exigidos pelas Con-
ferencias;

D) De publicar e distribuir informagoes t6chnicas differentes das
originadas nas Conferencias, incluindo o intercambio de dados rela-
tivos a exactidao e estabilidade das frequencias, fs interferencias e
outros inconvenientes observados nos territorios dos paizes contrac-
tantes e a outros estudos que se realizem, taes como propagacao das
ondas, caracteristicas garaes das differentes antennas, etc. assim como
o intercambio de documentos de caracter juridico, de Tratados e de
Informagao geral para uma melhor intelligencia e aperfeigoamento
das normas de radiocommunica96es no Continente americano.

E) Do apresentar um informe annual de seus trabalhos, o qual
sera communicado a todos os Governos contractantes; e,

F) Do desempenho de quaesquer outras funcgoes que Ihe corres-
pondam ou lhe sejam assignadas pelas Conferencias.

ARTIGO 8.-MANUTENgAO DA REPARTIgAO

A) As despesas geraes do Repartiqao Interamericana de Radio-
communicacoes (0. I. R.) nao excederao a somma de vinte e cinco mil
dollars ($25.000.00), moeda dos Estados Unidos de America, por
anno;

B) Para suffragar essas despesas cada Governo americano convem
em contribuir em proporgao a certo numero de unidades, de acc6rdo
com a categoria a que pertenga, segundo o disposto no Regulamento
Interno da Repartigao Interamericana de Radiocommunicaoses
(O. I. R.). Cor esse fim estabelece-se seis categorias, as quaes
corresponderao as seguintes unidades:

Categorias: I II III IV V VI
Unidades: 25 20 15 10 5 3

C) As despesas geraes nao incluirao as motivadas pela das Con-
ferencias, as quaes serao suffragadas pelo Governo Organizador.
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As referidas communicagoes deverao fazer-se de accord° corn o 
procedimento adoptado no Regulamertto Geral de Radiocommuni-
cagoes annex° a, Convencao Internacional de Telecommunicavies 
vigente, devendo incluir tambem: 

a) Potencia actual usada. 
b) potencia maxima quo se intentar usar. 
c) Horario das transmissoes. 

Estas communicagoes devera'o fazer-se, independentemente, em 
todos os casos, das quo se remettem ao Departamento da Unitto 
Internacional de Telecommunicaoes. 

ARTIGO 7.—ArritIBUIg5ES 

0 Reparticao Interamericano de Radiocommunicagoes estara 
encarregado: 
A) Dos trabalhos preparatmios das Conferencias e dos qua derivam 

de suas decissoes; 
B) De constituir, de accord° corn o Govern° Organizador, a Secre-

taria das Conferencias; 
C) De publicar e distribuir os documentos exigidos pelas Con-

ferencias; 
D) De publicar e distribuir informacties technicas differentes das 

originadas nas Conferencias, incluindo o intercambio de dados rela-
tivos It exactidao e estabilidade das frequencias, s interferencias e 
outros inconvenientes observados nos territorios dos paizes contrac-
tantes e a outros estudos quo se realizem, taes como propagacio das, 
ondas, caracteristicas garaes das differentes antennas, etc. assim como 
o intercambio de documentos de caracter juridico, de Tratados e de 
Informagao goad para uma melhor intelligencia e aperfeicoamento 
das normas de radiocommunicacoes no Continent() americano. 
E) Do apresentar um informe annual de seus trabalhos, o qual 

sera communicado a todos os Governos contractantes; e, 
F) Do desernpenho de quaesquer outras funccoes quo lhe corres-

pondam ou lhe sejam assignadas pelas Conferencias. 

ARTIGO 8.—MANUTENgX0 DA REPARTIgX0 

A) As despesas geraes do Reparticao Interamericana de Radio-
communicacoes (0. I. R.) no excederao a somma de vinte e cinco mil 
dollars ($25.000.00), moeda dos Estados Unidos de America, por 
anno; 
B) Para suffragar essas despesas cada Govern° americano convem 

em contribuir em proporcao a certo numero de unidades, de acc8rdo 
corn a categoria a quo pertenca, segundo o disposto no Regulamento 
Interim da Reparticao Interamericana de Radiocommunicag5es 
(0. I. R.). Corn esse fim estabelece-se seis categorias, as quaes 
corresponderao as seguintes unidades: 

Categories: I II III IV V VI 
Unidades: 25 20 15 10 5 3 

C) As despesas geraes na",o incluirtio as motivadas pela das Con-
ferencias, as quae,s sera° suffragadas polo Govern° Organizador. 
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D) As quantias necessarias para a manutengao da Repartigao
deverao ser pagas por semestres adeantados, pelos Governos que
della facam parte. Se um Governo estiver atrazado em seus paga-
mentos, o Governo do paiz s6de do Departamento adeantara as
quantias que se requeiram. As sommas assim antecipadas deverao
ser reembolsadas perlo Governo devedor o mais prompto possivel, e
ao mais tardar, dentro dos quatro mezes seguintes a data em que o
pagamento devia ter sido effectuado.

ARTIGO 9.--SDE E VIGILANCIA DA REPARTICAO

A) A sede da Repartigao Interamericana de Radiocommunicagoes
e a nomeagao do Director serao thema do programma de cada Con-
ferencia.

B) O Governo do paiz onde a Repartigao tiver a sua sede tera a
seu cargo a inspecgao e vigilancia de sua organizagao, orgamento e
finangas e effectuari os adeantamentos necessarios.

C) As contas da Repartigao Interamericana de Radiocommunica-
goes serao submettidas pelo Governo do paiz onde tiver a sua s6de,
a approvagao da seguinta Conferencia.

D) A Repartigao se estabelece inicialmente sob os auspicios do
Governo de Cuba. Sua sede sera na cidade de Havana.

ARTIGO 10.-REGTLAMIENTO INTERNO DA REPARTIAXO (0. I. R.)

Esta Convengao tern annexo um Regulamento Interno da Re-
partigao Interamericana de Radiocommunicagoes (Annexo 2) que
determina os detalhes da administragao interna desse organismo e
que s6 podera ser modificado pelo voto favoravel das duas terceiras
partes dos Estados representados em uma Conferencia.

Terceira Parte

DISPOSICOES ESPECIAES

ARTIGO 11.-PRINCIPIOS GERAES

A) Os Governos contractantes reconhecem o direito soberano das
nagoes no uso de todos os canaes da radiodiffusao.

B) Os Governos americanos, cor a unica condigao de que nao
causar interferencia aos servigos de outro paiz, p6dem assignar qual-
quer classe de onda e frequencia as estaQoes de radiocommunicaoses
que se encontrem sob sua jurisdicgao.

C) No entanto, os Governos reconhecem que, ate quando o pro-
gresso technico alcance um estado que permitta eliminar as inter-
ferencias de radiocommunicagSes de caracter internacional, os ajustes
regionaes sao essenciaes para fomentar a normalizagao e diminuir as
interferencias.

D) Para a solugao daquelles assumptos que pelas caracteristicas
especiaes de propagacao e condisoes de interferencia das emissoes
radioelectricas nas differentes zonas geograficas requeiram disposigoes
especiaes, os Governos contractantes convem em dividir o Continente
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D) As quantias necessaries para a manutenctio da Repartictib 
devertio ser pagas por semestres adeantados, pelos Governos que 
della facam parte. Sc um Governo estiver atrazado em seus paga-
mentos, o Governo do paiz sede do Department° adeantara, as 
quantias que se requeiram. As sommas assim antecipadas devertio 
ser reembolsadas perlo Governo devedor o mais prompto possivel, e 
ao mais tardar, dentro dos quatro mezes seguintes 6, data em que o 
pagamento devia ter sido effectuado. 

ARTIGO 9.--StDE E VIGILANCIA DA REPARTIO.0 

A) A s6de da Repartigdo Interamericana de RadiocommunicagOes 
e a nomeactio do Director sera° thema do progra,mma de cada Con-
ferencia. 
B) 0 Governo do paiz onde a Reparticao tiver a sua Bede ter& a 

seu cargo a inspecgtio e vigilancia de sua organizagtio, orgamento e 
finangas e effectuar& os adeantamentos necessarios. 

C) As contas da Reparticao Interamericana de Radiocommunica-
goes sertio submettidas pelo Governo do paiz onde tiver a sua sede, 
approvactio da seguinta Conferencia. 
D) A Repartictio se estabelece inicialmente sob os auspicios do 

Governo de Cuba. Sua s6de serf], na cidade de Havana. 

ARTIGO 10.—REGULAMENTO INTERN° DA REPARTIQX0 (0. I. R.) 

Esta Convengtio tern annex° urn Regulamento Intern° da Re-
partici-0 Interamericana de Radiocommunicagoe,s (Annex° 2) que 
determina os detalhes da administractio interna desse organism° e 
que s6 poderti ser modificado pelo voto favoravel das dua,s terceiras 
partes dos Estados representados em uma Conferencia. 

Terceira Parte 

DISPOSIcOES ESPECIAES 

Aanoo 11.—PraNciPios GERAES 

A) Os Governos contractantes reconhecem o direito soberano das 
nag6es no uso de todos os canaes da radiodiffusAo. 
B) Os Governos americanos, corn a unica condigio de que nito 

causar interferencia aos servicos de outro paiz, p6dem assignor qual-
quer classe de onda e frequencia as estagOes de radiocommunicagoes 
que se encontrem sob sua jurisdicgtio. 
C) No entanto, os Governos reconhecem que, ate quando o pro-

gre,sso technic° alcance urn estado que permitta eliminar as inter-
ferencias de radiocommunicagoes de caracter internacional, os ajustes 
regionaes BA° essenciaes para fomentar a normalizactio e diminuir as 
interferencias. 

D) Para a soluctio daquelle,s assumptos que pelas caracteristicas 
especiaes de propagagao e c,ondigoes de interferencia das emissOes 
radioelectricas nas differentes zones geograficas requeiram disposigOes 
especiaes, os Governos c,ontractantes convem em dividir o Continente 
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americano, em tres regi6es denominadas: Zona septentrional, Zona
central e Zona meridional. (Annexo 3 desta Convengao)

ARTIGO 12.-ACCORDOS BILATERAES

Os Governos contractantes, quando o julgarem conveniente, dentro
dos limites desta Conventao, celebrarao acc6rdos bilateraes relativos
a operagao de estagoes radiotelegraphicas entre seus respectivos
paizes, afim de facilitar as communicacSes directas entre as mesmas.

ARTIGO 13.-ESTACOES DE VERIFICAAXO DE FiREQUENCIAS

Os Governos contractantes obrigam-se a estabelecer, no menor
periodo de tempo possivel, estagoes de verificagao de frequencias.

ARTIGO 14.-INTERCAMBIO DE INFORMES

Os Governos contractantes, que nao se tenham obrigado a remetter
a uma Repartigao Centralizadora Interamericana os dados relativos a
radiocommunicagoes em seu territorio, inter-trocarao com todos os
demais Governos americanos os dados a que se refere o artigo 6, inciso
B) 2 de esta Convengao.

ARTIGO 15.--SEGURANCAS PARA A VIDA NO MAR E NO AR

Para a seguranga da navegagao maritima e aerea os Governos con-
tractantes tomarao as medidas necessarias afim de assegurar um
servico de radiocommunicag6es adequado, dependente do Governo ou
por elle autorizado.

ARTIGO 16.--OBRIGAgAO DAs AERONAVES COMMERCIAES DE

LEVAR APPARELHAMENTO RADIOELECTRICO

Os Governos contractantes convem em:
A) Que toda aeronave destinada ao transporte de passageiros

quando opere em servico internacional com itinerario fixo, dever&
estar provista de apparelhos radioelectricos de transmissao e recepQao,
em condiS6es de poder funccionar efficientemente e a cargo de opera-
dores devidamente titulados.

B) As aeronaves com itinerario fixo destinadas ao transporte
internacional de passageiros e que v6em sobre o mar, mais alum de
setenta e cinco kilometros de qualquer costa, deverao estar capa-
citadas para emittir e receber na frequencia de 500 Kc/s para poder
estabelecer communicagao de emergencia com as esta9Ses do servigo
radioelectrico maritimo.

ARTIGO 17. ESTABELECIMENTO DE ESTAgOES AERONAUTICAS RADIO-
ELECTRICAS

Os Governos contractantes convem em tomar isoladamente, ou
de acc6rdo com os paizes visinhos, as medidas necessarias para esta-
belecer um ndmero sufficiente de estaCoes regionaes, operadas ou
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americana em tres regi6es denominadas: Zona septentrional, Zona 

central e Zona meridional. (Annexo 3 desta Convencao) 

ARTIGO 12.—ACCORDOS BILATERAES 

Os Governos contractantes, quando o julgarem conveniente, dentro 
dos limites desta Convenctio, celebrartio accordos bilateraes relativos 

operagao de estagOes radiotelegraphicas entre seus respectivos 
paizes, afim de facilitar as comrounicagOes directas entre as mesmas. 

ARTIGO 13.—EsTAgoEs DE VERIFICA00 DE FREQUENCIAS 

Os Governos contractantes obrigam-se a estabelecer, no menor 
period.° de tempo possivel, estagoes de verificagito de frequencias. 

ARTIGO 14.—INTERCAMBIO DE INFORMES 

Os Governos contractantes, quo ntio se tenham obrigado a remetter 
a lima Repartiglio Centralizadora Interamericana os dados relativos a 
radiocomraunicacifies em seu territorio, inter-trocarao corn todos os 
demais Governos americanos os dados a quo se refere o artigo 6, inciso 
B) 2 de esta Convencao. 

ARTIGO 15.--SEGURANCAS ['ABA A VIDA NO M AR E NO AR 

Para a seguranga da navegagao maritima e aerea os Governos con-
tractantes tomaralo as medidas necessarias afim de assegurar um 
servico de radiocommunicagOes adequado, dependente do Govern° ou 
por elle autorizado. 

ARTIGO 16.-0sRmAgXo DAS AERONAVES COMMERCIAES DE 
LEVAR APPARELHAMENTO RADIOELECTRICO 

Os Governos contractantes convem em: 
A) Quo toda aeronave destinada ao transporte de passageiros 

quando opere em servico internacional corn itinerario fixo, clever& 
estar provista de apparelhos radioelectricos de transmissAo e recepctio, 
em condig6es de poder funccionar efficientemente e a cargo de opera-
dores devidamente titulados. 
B) As aeronaves corn itinerario fixo destinadas ao transporte 

internacional de passageiros a quo v5em sobre o mar, mais alem de 
setenta e cinco kilometros de qualquer costa, deverAo estar capa-
citadas pare, emittir e receber na frequencia de 500 licis para poder 
estabelecer communicagao de emergencia corn as estacoes do servigo 
radioelectrico maritimo. 

ARTIGO 17. ESTABELECIMENTO DE ESTAgoES AERONAUTICAS RADIO-
ELECTRICAS 

Os Governos contractantes convAm em tomar isoladamente, ou 
de accordo corn os paizes visinhos, as medidas necessarias para esta-
belecer urn numero sufficiente de estagOes regionaes, operada,s ou 
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autorizadas por elles, para prover a informagao e seguridade neces-
sarias para o trafico aereo e a orientagao das aeronaves.

ARTIGO 18 COMMUNICAgOES DE EMERGENCIA

Qualquer estagao radioemissora podera de acc6rdo cor as leis do
seu paiz, effectuar communicagoes de emergencia cor pontos outros
que os autorizados normalmente, durante um periodo excepcional
em que houver sido interrompido o funccionamento normal das com-
municagoes, como consequencia de tuf6es, inundaSOes, tremores de
terra ou desastres similares.

ARTIGO 19.-RADIODIFFUSAO CULTURAL

Os Governos contractantes tomarao as medidas necessarias, para
facilitar e fomentar a retransmissao e intercambio de programmas
internacionaes de caracter cultural, educativo e historico dos paizes
do Continente americano, por meio de suas respectivas esta6oes
radiodiffusoras.

ARTIGO 20.-RADIOCOMMUNICACOES A MULTIPLOS DESTINOS

Os Governos americanos convem em que:
A) Os respectivos Governos estimularao a transmissao, dissemi-

nagao e intercambio rapidos e economicos de noticias e informagoes
entre as nagoes de America;

B) As publicagoes informativas e agencias de noticias, se lhes facili-
tara o emprego e desfrute das vantagens das radiocommunicag6es de
imprensa a multiplos destinos, offerecendo-as a pregos minimos,
para o que as tabellas poderao basear-se em unidades de tempo
invertido na transmissao ou outros meios que resultem similarmente
economicos.

C) Deverao gozar das tabellas baixas e vantagens que derivam
dos principios estabelecidos nos paragraphos anteriores, todas as
agencias de noticias e de infornnaao devidamente estabelecidas, os
diarios e outras publicag6es periodicas, as estagSes de radiodiffusao,
revistas cinematographicas, servicos de reproducao tipographicos,
"placards" informativas e quaesquer outros meios de diffusgo que
possam desenvolver-se

D) Devera estimular-se o uso e desenvolvimento de dispositivos e
methodos que tenham por fim evitar a intercepgao nao autorizada de
noticias da imprensa transmittidas por radio a multiplos destinos.

ARTIGO 21.-RETRANSMISS6ES

Os Governos contractantes tomarao medidas adequadas para evitar
que os programmas transmittidos por uma estagao diffusora sejam
retransmittidos ou irradiados, total ou parcialmente, por outras es-
tagoes, sem previa autorizagao da estaiao de origem.

A estagao que retransmitta qualquer programma devera annunciar
a retransmissao e, a intervallos convenientes, a natureza da irradiagao,
a situagao da estagao de origem e o indicativo de chamada ou outra
identificagao da mesma.
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autorizadas por elles, para prover ft informagan e seguridade neces-
sarias para o trafico aereo e a orientagao das aeronaves. 

ARTIGO 18 COMMUNICAOES DE EMERGENCIA 

Qua'quer estagio radioemissora podera de accord° corn as leis do 
seu paiz, effectuar communicagees de emergencia corn pontos outros 
que os autorizados normalmente, durante urn periodo excepcional 
em que houver sido interrompido o funccionamento normal des corn-
municagoes, como consequencia de tufees, inundagees, tremores de 
terra ou desastres similares. 

ARTIGO 19.—RADIODIFFUSX0 CULTURAL 

Os Governos contractantes tomarao as medidas necessatias, para 
facilitar e fomentar a retransmissAo e intercambio de programmes 
internacionaes de caracter cultural, educativo e historic° dos paizes 
do Continente americana por meio de suas respectivas estagees 
radiodiffusoras. 

ARTIGO 20.—RADIOCOMMITNICAOES A M ULTIPLOS DESTINOS 

Os Governos americanos convem em que: 
A) Os respectivos Governos estimulartio a transmissan, dissemi-

nagAo e intercambio rapidos e economicos de noticias e informagees 
entre as nage:'1es de America; 
B) As publicagees informativas e agencies de noticias, se lhes facili-

tara o emprego e desfrute das vantagens das radiocommunicagoes de 
imprensa a multiplos destinos, offerecendo-as a pregos minimos, 
para o que as tabellas poderao basear-se em unidades de tempo 
invertido na transnaissAo on outros meios que resultem similarmente 
economicos. 
C) DeverAo gozar das tabellas baixas e vantagens que derivam 

dos principios estabelecidos nos paragraphos anteriores, todas as 
agencias de noticias e de informaglo devidamente estabelecidas, os 
diarios e outras publicaeeses periodicas, as estacees de radiodiffusAo, 
revistas cinematographicas, servicos de reproduccAo tipographicos, 
"placards" informativas e quaesquer outros meios de diffusAo que 
possam desenvolver-se 
D) Deverk estimular-se o uso e desenvolvimento de dispositivos e 

methodos que tenham por fun evitar a intercepgAo nAo autorizada de 
noticias da imprensa transmittidas por radio a multiplos destinos. 

ARTIGO 21.—RETRANSMISSoES 

Os Governos contractantes tomarAo medidas adequada,s para evitar 
que os programmes transmittidos por uma estagao diffusora sejam 
retransmittidos ou irradiados, total on parcialmente, por outras es-
taces, sem previa autorizacAo da estaelo de origem. 
A estagao que retransnaitta qualquer programma clever& annunciar 

a retransmis.slo e, a intervallos convenientes, a natureza da irradiactio, 
a situagio da estagao de origem e o indicativo de chamada ou outra 
identificactio da mesma. 
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ARTIGO 22.-ESTACOES CLANDESTINAS

Os Governos contractantes convem em prestar-se mutuo apoio para
descobrir e supprimir as estagoes emissoras clandestinas.

Quarta Parte

DISPOSICOES GERAES

ARTIGO 23.-VIGENCIA E RATIFICACOES

A) A presente Convengao sera ratificada pelos Estados contrac-
tantes de conformidade cor seus respectivos preceitos constitucionaes.

B) As Partes Primeira, Terceira e Quarta da presente Convengao
entrarao em vigor no lro. de Julho de 1938, desde que nessa data
tiverem sido depositadas perante o Governo do paiz onde esta Con-
ferencia foi realizada duas ratificag6es ou adhes6es definitivas. Se
nessa data nao houvessem sido depositadas duas ratificagoes ou
adhes6es definitivas, estas Partes da Convengao entrarao em vigor
trinta dias depois de depositada a segunda ratificagao ou adhesao
definitiva.

C) Para que entre em vigor a Parte Segunda desta Convengao,
sera necessario o deposito da ratificagao ou adhesao definitiva de
Governos Americanos cujas contribuigoes para a manutengao da
Reparticao Interamericana de Radiocommunicagoes, de acc6rdo cor
o disposto no artigo 8, inciso B, representem mas da metade das
unidades estabelecidas no Regulamento Interno da Repartigao
Interamericana de Radiocommunicag9es (Annexo 2, Artigo 7).

D) O Governo depositario notificara, cor a maior brevidade
possivel, aos Estados Americanos as ratificagoes ou adhesoes defi-
nitivas que receba.

ARTIGO 24. ADIESOES

Esta convencao fica aberta a adhesao de todos os paizes americanos
nao signatarios.

ARTIGO 25. RATIFICACOES E ADHESOES PARCIAES

As ratifica9oes ou adhesoes a presente Convengao poderao referir-se
A totalidade della ou a dois ou mais de suas Partes, sempre que em
todo o caso se ratifique ou adhira as Primeira e Quarta Partes. (Con-
ferencias e Disposigoes Geraes).

ARTIGO 26.-Avisos

A Iro. de Junho de 1938, e depois cor intervallos de seis mezes, o
Governo depositario pedira aos Governos dos Estados Americanos
que nao houvessem ainda ratificado ou adherido a Convengao, tenham
a bem informar sobre a mencionada ratificagao ou adhesao. Estes
informes serao transmittidos a todos os demais Governos americanos.
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Anrrioo 22.—EsTAgoEs CLANDESTINAS 

Os Governos contractantes convem em prestar-se mutuo apoio pars 
descobrir o supprimir as estagoes emissoras clandestinas. 

Quarta Parte 

DISPOSIc OES GERAES 

ARTIGO 23.—VIGENCIA E RATIFICACOES 

A) A presente Convened° sera, ratificada pelos Estados contrac-
tantes de conformidade corn seus respectivos preceitos constitucionaes. 
B) As Partes Primeira, Terceira e Quarta da presente Convened() 

entrarao em vigor no lro. de Julho de 1938, desde que nessa data 
tiverem sido depositadas perante o Governo do paiz onde esta Con-
ferencia foi realizada duas ratificagOes ou adhes6es definitivas. Se 
nessa data nao houvessem sido depositadas duas ratificagoes on 
adhesoes definitivas, estas Partes da Convened° entrarao ern vigor 
trinta dias depois de depositada a segunda ratificaedo ou adhesdo 
defmitiva. 
C) Para que entre em vigor a Parte Segunda desta Convencao, 

sera necessario o deposito da ratificagdo ou adhesao definitiva de 
Governos Americanos cujas contribuicoes para a manutengan da 
Reparticao Interamericana de RadiocommunicagOes, de accord() corn 
o disposto no artigo 8, inciso B, representem mas da metade das 
unidades estabelecidas no Regulamento Intemo da Reparticao 
Interamericana de Radiocommunicacoes (Annex° 2, Artigo 7). 

I)) 0 Governo depositario notificara, corn a major brevidade 
possivel, aos Estados Americanos as ratificacOes ou adhesOes defi-
nitivas que receba. 

ARTIGO 24. ADIIESoES 

Esta convencao fica aberta It adhesdo de todos os paizes americanos 
nab signatarios. 

ARTIGO 25. RATIFICAOES E ADHESCIES PARCIAES 

As ratificaeoes ou adhesoes a presents Conveneao poderao referir-se 
It totalidade della ou a dois ou mais de suas Partes, sempre que ern 
todo o caso se ratifique ou adhira as Primeira e Quarts Partes. (Con-
ferencias e DisposigOes Geraes). 

ARTIGO 26.—Avisos 

A lro. de Junho de 1938,0 depois corn intervallos de seis mezes, o 
Governo depositario pedira aos Governos dos Estados Americanos 
que nao houvessem ainda ratificado ou adherido It Convencao, tenham 
a hem informar sobre a mencionada ratificagan ou adhesdn. Estee 
inforross sera() transmittidos a todos os demais Governos americanos. 



TREATIES

ARTIGO 27.-DENuNCIAS

A) A presente Convencao podera ser denunciada em sua totalidade
ou separadamente as partes Duas e Tres por uma notificagao dirigida
ao Governo depositario. Esta notificagao surtiri effeito um anno
depois da data em que tiver sido recebida, e unicamente para o
Governo que a tiver feito.

B) O Governo depositario notificarA a todos os Estados Americanos
as denuncias recebidas.

ARTIGO 28.-IDIOMAS

A presente Convengao foi redactada em espanhol, inglez, portuguez
e francez, cujos textos darao f6 por igual.

ARTIGO 29.-Acc6RDOS ESPECIAES

Os Governos contractantes se reservam o direito de effectuar
acc6rdos especiaes ou regionaes que nao affectem aos Governos em
geral. Estes acc6rdos, no entanto, deverao estar dentro dos limites
de esta Convengao e dos Regulamentos annexos A mesma, emquanto
se relacionem cor a interferencia que pudesse resultar de taes acc6rdos
cor os servigos de outros paizes.

ARTIGO 30. CODIFICAAXO

Nas proximas Conferencias todas as disposigSes da presente Con-
vengao e dos seus Regulamentos que nao tiverem sido modificadas,
se incorporarao cor as novas normas que se adoptem.

ARTIGO 31.-ARBITRAGEM

A) Se surgisse controversia entre dois ou mais Governos contrac-
tantes com respeito a execugao da presente Convengao, que nao
podesse resolver-se pela via diplomatica, sera submetida a arbitragem
a petigio de um dos Governos em dessac6rdo.

B) Ao menos que as partes em controversia acc6rdem usar um
procedimento ja estabelecido por tratados bilateraes ou multilateraes
celebrados entre ellas para a solugao de controversias internacionaes,
ou o procedimento contemplado no inciso G) do presente artigo, os
arbitros serao designados na forma seguinte:

C) (1).-As partes decidirao de mutuo acc6rdo se devem designar-se
como arbitros a individuos ou a Governos; a falta de acc6rdo, se
recorrera a Governos.

(2).-Se houver de confiar-se o arbitragem a individuos, os arbitros
nao poderao ser da nacionalidade de nenhuma das partes interessadas
na controversia.

(3).-Se houver de encarregar-se a Governos, estes deverao ser
escolhidos entre as partes adherentes ao acc6rdo cuja applicagco
tenha provocado a controversia.

D) A parte que appelle a arbitragem sera denominada deman-
dante. Esta designara um arbitro e communicara sua eleigao a
parte contraria. A demandada deveri entao designar um segundo
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ARTIGO 27.—DENITNCIAS 

A) A presente ConvencAo podera ser denunciada em sua totalidade 
ou separadamente as partes Duos e Tres por tuna notificactio dirigida 
ao Govern° depositario. Esta notificactio surtiri effeito urn anno 
depois da data em que tiver sido recebida, e unicamente para o 
Govern° que a tiver feito. 
B) 0 Govern° depositario notificari a todos os Estados Americanos 

as denuncias recebidas. 

ARTIGO 28.—InromAs 

A presente Convencito foi redactada em espanhol, inglez, portuguez 
e francez, cujos textos darao f por igual. 

ARTIGO 29.—Acconnos ESPECIAES 

Os Governos contractantes se reservam o direito de effectuar 
accordos especiaes ou regionaes que nAo affectem aos Governos em 
geral. Estes accordos, no entanto, deverao estar dentro dos limites 
de esta Convencao e dos Regulamentos annexos It mesma, emquanto 
se relacionem corn a interferencia que pudesse resultar de taes accOrdos 
corn os servicos de outros palms. 

ARTIGO 30. ConnacegXo 

Nas proximas Conferencias todas as disposioes da presente Con-
vencAo e dos sons Regulamentos que nAo tiverem sido modificadas, 
se incorporarlio com as novas norrnas que se adoptem. 

ARTIGO 31.—ARBITRAGEM 

A) Se surgisse controversia entre dois ou mais Governos contrac-
tantes corn respeito ft execucAo da presente Convencao, que no 
podesse resolver-se pela via diplomatica, seri submetida a arbitragem 
a peticAo de um dos Governos em dessacordo. 
B) Ao menos que as partes em controversia accordem usar um 

procedhnento jlt estabelecido por tratados bilateraes on multilateraes 
celebrados entre ellas para a solugAo de controversias intemacionaes, 
on o procedimento contemplado no inciso G) do presente artigo, os 
arbitros serAo designados na forma seguinte: 
C) (1).—As partes decidirAo de mutuo accord° se devem designar-se 

como arbitros a individuos ou a Governos; IL falta de accord°, se 
recorreri a Governos. 

(2).—Se houver de confiar-se o arbitragem a individuos, os arbitros 
nAo poderlio ser da nacionalidade de nenhuma das partes interessadas 
na controversia. 

(3).—Se houver de encarregar-se a Governos, estes deverio ser 
escolhidos entre as partes adherentes so accord° cuja applicagAo 
tenha provocado a controversia. 
D) A parte que appelle IL arbitragem seri denominada deman-

dante. Esta design.ari urn arbitro e communicari sua eleicAo It 
parte contraria. A demandada deveri entAo designar Urn segundo 
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arbitro dentro de um prazo de dois mezes, a contar da data em que
receba a notificagao da demandante.

E) Se se tratar de mais de duas partes, cada grupo de deman-
dantes ou demandados procederS a designar um arbitro de accordo
cor o procedimento previsto no inciso D.

F) Os dois arbitros assim designados devem p6r-se de acc6rdo
pars, nomear um terceiro arbitro o qual, se os arbitros sao individuos
em vez de Governos, nao poderao ser da nacionalidade de nenhum
dos arbitros nem de nenhuma das partes. Se os arbitros nao podem
chegar a um acc6rdo em quanto a designagao de terceiro arbitro,
cada arbitro devera, prop6r a um que nao esteja interessado na con-
troversia.

Em seguida serao sorteados os terceiros arbitros propostos. O
representante de um Governo americano, nao interessado na contro-
versia, escolhido pelos dois arbitros, effectuara o sorteio.

G) Finalmente, as partes em dessacc6rdo terao a opgao de sub-
meter sua controversia a um s6 arbitro. Neste caso, ou chegarao
a um acc6rdo com respeito a eleigao do arbitro, ou elle sera nomeado
de acc6rdo cor o methodo indicado no inciso F.

H) Os arbitros escolherao livremente o procedimento.
I) Cada uma das partes pagar& as despesas que lhe occasione a

instruccao do juizo arbitral. As despesas da arbitragem serao repar-
tidas na mesma proporgao pelas duas partes interessadas.

Em f6 do que os respectivos Plenipotenciarios assignaram varios
exemplares do presente Instrumento em espanhol, inglez, portuguez e
francez que serao depositados nos archivos do Governo cubano, o
qual encaminhara aos outros Governos contractantes uma copia
authenticada em cada uma dessas linguas.

Feito na cidade de Havana, em 13 de Dezembro de 1937.
RESERVAS DO BRASIL.

O Governo dos Estados Unidos do Brasil autorizou o Chefe da sua
Delegacao a Primeira Conferencia Interamericana de Radio a assignar
"ad referendum" os Acc6rdos internacionaes que acaba de adoptar a
mesma Conferencia sob a reserva de que o Governo do Brasil s6 os
confirmara no caso de que as suas disposi6ces nao estejam em contra-
dicqao cor o Acc6rdo sul-americano de radio-communicacoes do Rio
de Janeiro e seu regulamento interno nem cor quaesquer outros
compromissos internacionaes ja assumidos pelo Governo brasileiro.

HAVANA, em 13 de Dezembro de 1937.
BRASIL:

0 Delegado do Brasil assigna "ad referendum" cor as
reservas que se leem acima.

Jos6 Roberto de Macedo-Soares
CANADA:

Laurent Beaudry
C. P. Edwards

COLOMBIA:
Jorge Soto del Corral
Ricardo Gutierrez Lee y Rivero
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arbitro dentro de um prazo de dois mezes, a contar da data em que 
receba a notificagao da demandante. 
E) Se se tratar de mais de duas partes, cada grupo de deman-

dantes ou demandados proceder6, a designar um arbitro de accOrdo 
corn o procedimento previsto no inciso D. 

F) Os dois arbitros assim designados devem por-se de accordo 
pare, nomear urn terceiro arbitro o qual, se os arbitros so individuos 
em vez de Governos, nao podertio ser da nacionalidade de nenhum 
dos arbitros nem de nenhuma das partes. Se os arbitros nab podem 
chegar a urn accords) em quanto a designacao de terceiro arbitro, 
cada arbitro deverb, prop& a um que no esteja interessado na con-
troversia. 
Em seguida sera() sorteados os terceiros arbitros propostos. 0 

representante de um Govern° americano, nâo interessado na contro-
versia, escolhido pelos dois arbitros, effectuara, o sorteio. 
G) Finalmente, as partes em dessaccordo tell° a omit° de sub-

meter sua controversia a um so arbitro. Neste caso, ou chegarli,o 
a urn accOrdo corn respeito eleicao do arbitro, ou elle sera nomeado 
de accord° corn o method° indicado no inciso F. 
H) Os arbitros escolhertio livrernente o procedimento. 
I) Cada uma das partes pagar6, as despesas que lhe occasions a 

instruccrio do juizo arbitral. As despesas da arbitragem sera° repar-
tidas na mesma proporcao pelas duas partes interessadas. 

Em fe do que os respectivos Plenipotenciarios assignaram varios 
exemplares do presente Instrumento em espanhol, inglez, portuguez e 
francez que sera() depositados nos archives do Governo cubano, o 
qual encaminharfi, aos outros Governos contractantes uma copia 
authenticada em cada uma dessas linguas. 

Feito na cidade de Havana, em 13 de Dezembro de 1937. 

RESERVAS DO BRASIL. 

0 Govern° dos Estados Unidos do Brasil autorizou o Chefe da sua 
Delegactio a Priuneira Conferencia Interamericana de Radio a assignar 
"ad referendum" os Accordos internacionaes que acaba de adoptar a 
mesma Conferencia sob a reserva de que o Govern() do Brasil s6 os 
confirmara no caso de que as suas disposicoes ndo estejam em contra-
diccao corn o Accord() sul-americano de radio-communicagOes do Rio 
de Janeiro e seu regularnento intern° nem corn quaesquer outros 
compromissos internacionaes ja assumidos pelo Govern() brasileiro. 

HAVANA, em 13 de Dezembro de 1937. 
BBAsIL: 

0 Delegado do Brasil assigna "ad referendum" corn as 
reservas que se leem acima. 

Jose Roberto de Macedo-Soares 
CANADA: 

Laurent Beauclry 
C. P. Edwards 

COLOMBIA: 
Jorge Soto del Corral 
Ricardo Gutierrez Lee y Rivero 
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CUBA:
Wifredo Albanes y Pena
Andres Asensio y Carrasco
Nicolas Gonzalez de Mendoza y de la Torre
Alfonso Hernandez Cata y Gait

CHILE:
Emilio Edwards Bello

REPUBLICA DOMINICANA:
Roberto Despradel
Maximo Lovaton P.

ESTADOS UNIDOS DA AMERICA:
T. A. M. Craven

GUATEMALA:

Arturo C6bar L.
HAITI:

Justin Barau
MEXICO:

Ignacio Galindo
Salvador Tayabas
Fernando Sanchez Ayala
Ruben Fuentes

NICARAGUA:
Guillermo Arguedas

PANAMA:
Ernesto B. Fabrega

PERU:
Carlos A. Tudela

URUGUAY:
C6sar Gorri

VENEZUELA:
Alberto Smith

ANNEXO 1

Da Convengao Interamericana Sobre Radiocommunicagoes
Assignada em Havana, em 13 de Dezembro de 1937

REGULAMENTO INTERNO DAS CONFERENCIAS INTERAMERICANAS
DE RADIOCOMMUNICAC5OES

INDICE
CAPITULO I.-DEFINICgEB

Art. 1.-Governos americanos, Delegados e Representantes.
CAPITULO II.-ORGANIZACVO DAB CONFERENCIAS

Art. 2.-Funccionarios da Conferencia.
Art. 3.-Attribuigoes dos funccionarios.
Art. 4.-Das Commiss6es.
Art. 6.-Membros das Commiss6es.
Art. 6.-Da organizagao das CommissSes.
Art. 7.-Das ObrigagSes das Commissbes.

CAPITULO III IDIOMAB OFFICIAES
Art. 8.-Espanhol, inglez, portuguez e francez.

CAPrruLO IV. QUORUM E VOTAgXO
Art. 9.-Quorum.
Art. 10.-Votagso.

CAPITULO V. PaocEDnIMNTO
Art. 11.-SessSes Plenarias.
Art. 12.-Sessoes das Commiss6es.

CAPITULO VI. Novos AssUMPTrO
Art. 13.-Regras de procedimento.
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Capitulo I

DEFINICOES

ARTIGO 1.-GOVERNOS AMERICANOS, DELEGADOS E REPRESENTANTES

Quando na Convengao Interamericana sobre Radiocommunicagoes
da qual faz parte este Regulamento, e neste se mencionem as expres-
soes Governos Americanos, Delegados e Representantes, devem enten-
der-se por:

A) Governos Americanos: Os Governos dos Estados do Continente
Americanos;

B) Delegados: As pessoas officialmente nomeadas pelos Governos
participantes, corn poderes sufficientes para actuar em seu nome;

C) Representantes: Os membros de instituicoes ou organismos pu-
blicos ou privados, ou individuos notoriamente interessados em radio-
communicagoes, que sejam autorizados por um Governo para observar
os trabalhos da Conferencia, os quaes nao terao voz nem voto em
assumptos administrativos, podendo expor seus pontos de vista
s6mente por intermedio da Delegagao do seu respectivo paiz.

Todavia, em assumptos technicos, os representantes terao voz nas
Commissoes, corn a autorizagao previa e expressa de sua Delegagao.

Capitulo II

ORGANIZACAO DAS CONFERENCIAS

ARTIGO 2.-FUNCCIONARIOS DA CONFERENCIA
A) Presidente Provisorio: 0 Governo Organizador nomearh o

Presidente Provisorio, o qual presidira A sessao inaugural e continuara
exercendo suas funcgoes ate que a Conferencia escolha seu Presidente
Permanente.

B) Presidente Permanente: 0 Presidente Permanente sera eleito
pelo voto da maioria absoluta das Delegacoes presentes na Confe-
rencia.

C) Vice-Presidente: Na Primeira sessao se sorteara a ordem de pre-
cedencia das Delegagaes e, nesta ordem, os Presidentes das Dele-
gacoes serao Vice-Presidentes e substituirao o Presidente na sua
ausencia.

D) Secretario Geral: 0 Secretario Geral da Conferencia sera nomeado
pelo Governo Organizador.
ARTIGO 3.-ATTRIBUICOES DOS FUNCCIONARIOS

A) Presidente: 0 Presidente encaminhara os trabalhos da Con-
ferencia, abrira, suspendera e levantara as sess6es; concedera a palavra
na ordem em que houver sido pedida; declarara o encerramento das
discussoes; submetera a votagao os assumptos; annunciara o resultado
dos escrutinios, e zelara pelo cumprimento dos Regulamentos.

B) Vice-Presidente: Na ausencia do Presidente, os Vice-Presidentes
na ordem de precedencia estabelecida no artigo 2, inciso C), assumirao
e exercerao suas func95es.

C) Secretario Geral: 0 Secretario Geral terA as seguintes attribuigoes:
.-- Organizar, encaminhar e coordinar o trabalho do pessoal

designado para a Secretaria.
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Capitulo I 

DEFINIc OES 

ARTIGO 1.—GOVERNOS AMERICANOS, DELEGADOS E REPRESENTANTES 

Quando ma Convencao Interamericana sobre RadiocoramunicaOes 
da qual faz parte este Regulamento, e neste se mencionem as expres-
ses Governos Americanos, Delegados e Representantes, devem enten-
der-se por: 
A) Governos Americanos: Os Governos dos Estados do Continente 

Americanos; 
B) Delegados: As pessoas officialmente nomeadas pelos Governos 

participantes, corn poderes sufficientes para actuar em seu nome; 
C) Representantes: Os raembros de instituiOes ou organismos pu-

blicos on privados, on individuos notoriamente interessados em radio-
communicaoes, quo sejam autorizados por um Govern° para observar 
os trabalhos da Conferencia, os quaes no terao voz nem voto em 
assumptos administrativos, podendo exp8r seus pontos de vista 
semen.te por intermedio da Delegagao do seu respectivo paiz. 

Todavia, em assumptos technicos, os representantes terao voz nas 
Commissoes, corn a autorizagan previa e expressa de sua Delegagao. 

Capitulo II 

ORGANIZAcA0 DAS CONFERENCIAS 

ARTIGO 2.—FUNCCIONARIOS DA CONFERENCIA 
A) Presidente Provisorio: 0 Governs) Organizador nomeara o 

Presidente Provisorio, o qual presidira a sessao inaugural e continuara 
exercendo suas funcoes ate quo a Conferencia escolha seu Presidente 
Permanente. 
B) Presidents Permanents: 0 Presidente Permanente sera eleito 

polo voto da maioria absoluta das Delegagoes presentes ma Confe-
rencia. 
C) Vice-Presidente: Na Primeira sessao se sorteara a ordem de pre-

cedencia das Delegaoes e, nesta ordem, os Presidentes das Delo-
gaOes serao Vice-Presidentes e substituirao o Presidente na sua, 
ausencia. 
D) Secretario Geral: 0 Secretario Geral da Conferencia sera nomeado 

pelo Govern() Organizador. 
ARTIGO 3.—ATTRIBUIOES DOS FUNCCIONARIOS 
A) Presidente: 0 Presidente encaminhara os trabalhos da Con-

ferencia, abrirk, suspenders, e levantara as sess6es; concedera a palavra 
ma ordem em quo houver sido pedida; declarara, o encerramento das 
discusseies; submetera a votagao os assumptos; annunciara o resultado 
dos escrutinios, e zelara pelo cumprimento dos Regulamentos. 
B) Vice-Presidente: Na ausencia do Presidente, os Vice-Presidentes 

ma ordem de precedencia estabelecida no artigo 2, inciso C), assnmitito 
e exercerao suas funcoes. 
C) Secretario Geral: 0 Secretario Geral ter& as seguintes attribuioes: 
1.—Organizar, encaminhar e coordinar o traballao do pessoal 

designado para a Secretaria. 
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2.-Receber a correspondencia official da Conferencia e distribuil-a.
3.-Ser o intermediario entre as DelegagSes e o Governo Organiza-

dor, em todos os assumptos relativos a Conferencia.
4.-Preparar e distribuir as actas das sessses e a informacao e docu-

mentos da Conferencia e, de acc6rdo cor as instrucgoes do Presidente,
redactar as Ordens do Dia.

D) Secretaria: 0 Governo Organizador designara o pessoal da Secre-
taria da Conferencia, o qual estara sob a direccao do Secretario Geral.
ARTIGO 4.-DAB COMMISSOES

Serao organizadas Commissoes para o mais efficaz funecionamento
da Conferencia, o estudo adequado dos themas de seu Programma e a
simplificacao dos seus trabalhos. As commissoes submeterao o
resultado de seus trabalhos a approvagao das Sess6es Plenarias da
Conferencia. As commiss6es poderao variar para adaptar-se ao
Programma, por6m as seguintes representam, em principio, os typos
que deverao estabelecer-se:

(A) De Iniciativas;
(B) De Credenciaes;
(C) Technica;
(D) Juridico-Administrativa; e
(E) De Redaccao.

ARTIGO 5.-Dos MEMBROS DAS COMMISSOES

A) A Commissao de Iniciativas devera estar composta pelos
Presidentes das DelegagSes ou seus substitutos e devera ser presidida
pelo Presidente da Conferencia.

B) Na primeira sessao plenaria, a Conferencia, a proposta do
Presidente, elegera uma Commissao de Credenciaes, composta de
cinco membros.

C) As demais commissbes serao compostas de Delegados, de ac-
c6rdo cor as designagSes effectuadas pelos Presidentes das respectivas
Delegacoes, communicadas ao Presidente Permanente. Os repre-
sentantes poderao assistir e tomar parte nas sessSes das commissoes
de acc6rdo cor as designagSes feitas pelos Presidentes das suas
respectivas delegag6es e de conformidade con o artigo 1 letra (C).

D) As commiss6es p6dem convidar a participar nos seus trabalhos
aquellas pess6as naturaes ou juridicas cujos conselhos ou exposigoes
possam ser consideradas de valor.
ARTIGO 6.-DA ORGANIZAXAO DAS COMMISSOES

A) Cada commissio sera presidida, na sua sessao de organizagao,
pelo Presidente Permanente da Conferencia e nessa sessao serao
eleitos, entre os seus membros, um Presidente e um Vice-Presidente;

B) O Presidente de cada commissao podera nomear um o mais
relatores.

C) Cada commissao podera nomear as sub-commiss6es que estime
conveniente.
ARTIGO 7.-DAS FUNCCSES DAS COMMISSOES

A) A Commissuo de Iniciativas: coordinara os trabalhos da Con-
ferencia: resolvera as questoes de ordem interno que tenham relaiao
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2.—Receber a correspondencia official da Conferencia e distribuil-a. 
3.—Ser o intermediario entre as DelegagOes e o Govern° Organiza-

dor, em todos os assumptos relativos ft Conferencia. 
4.—Preparar e distribuir as actas das sessOes e a informagao e docu-

mentos da Conferencia e, de accOrdo corn as instruccOes do Presidente, 
redactar as Ordens do Dia. 
D) Secretaria: 0 Governo Organizador designarb, o pessoal da Secre-

taria da Conferencia, o qual estarft sob a direcctio do Secretario Geral. 
ARTIGO 4.—DAs CommIssoEs 

Serif° organizadas Commissoes para o mais efficaz funccionamento 
da Conferencia, o estudo adequado dos themas de seu Programma e a 
simplificagab dos seus trabalhos. As commissOes submeterao o 
resultado de seus trabalhos approvactio das SessOes Plenarias da 
Conferencia. As commissOes poderfio variar para adaptar-se ao 
Programma, porem as seguintes representam, em principio, os typos 
quo deverfto estabelecer-se: 

(A) De Iniciativas; 
(B) De Credenciaes; 
(C) Technica; 
(D) Juridico-Administrativa; e 
(E) De Redaccrto. 

ARTIGO 5.—DOS MEMBROS DAS COMMISSEMS 
A) A Commissfio de Iniciativas deverb. estar composts pelos 

Presidentes das Delegagoes ou seus substitutos e clever& ser presidida 
pelo Presidente da Conferencia. 
B) Na primeira sessfto plenaria, a Conferencia, a proposta do 

Presidente, elegerb, uma Commissao de Credenciaes, composta de 
cinco membros. 

C) As demais commissoes sera° compostas de Delegados, de ac-
cord° corn as designagOes effectuadas pelos Presidentes das respectivas 
Delegacoes, communicadas ao Presidente Permanente. Os repre-
sentantes podertIo assistir e tornar parts nas sessOes das commissOes 
de accord° corn as designagOes feitas pelos Presidentes das suas 
respectivas delegagOes e de conformidade con o artigo 1 letra (C). 
D) As commissoes p6dem convidar a participar nos seus trabalhos 

aquellas pessoas naturaes ou juridicas cujos conselhos ou exposigOes 
possam ser consideradas de valor. 
ARTIGO 6.—DA ORGANIZAgX0 DAS COMMISSOES 
A) Cada commissao sera presidida, na sua sessfto de organizagio, 

pelo Presidente Permanents da Conferencia e nessa sessan seri° 
eleitos, entre os seus membros, um Presidente e urn Vice-Presidente; 
B) 0 Presidente de cada commissito poderb, nomear um o mais 

relatores. 
C) Cada commisstio podera nomear as sub-comraissOe„s quo estime 

conveniente. 
ARTIGO 7.—DAS FUNCgoES DAS COMMISOES 
A) A Commisstio de Iniciativas: coordinara os trabalhos da Con-

ferencia: resolverft as questekes de ordem intern° quo tenham relagtio 
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corn a Conferencia e os assumptos que lhe sejam transmittidos por
outras Commiss6es ou pela Secretaria; decidira por dois tergos dos
votos sobre os novos themas appresentados pelas delegacoes de que
deva occupar-se a Conferencia e, especialmente auxiliara o Presidente
Permanente nos assumptos nao comprehendidos neste Regulamento
Interno.

B) A Commissao de Credenciaes: procedera ao exame das cre-
denciaes apresentadas pelos membros das delegagoes, comprovando
que estejam em b6a e devida forma e informara sem demora a Con-
ferencia.

C) A Commissao Technica: terA a seu cargo o estudo de todos os
aspectos technicos relativos a radiocommunicagoes e todas as demas
materias que envolvam normas de engenharia, incluidas no Pro-
gramma da Conferencia.

D) A Commissao Juridico-Administrativa: tera a seu cargo o estudo
de todos os aspectos juridicos dos themas do programma, assim como
tambem de todos os assumptos que tenham caracter essencialmente
administrativo. Como Commissao Juridica, fixara a terminologia
definitiva que se devera usar em todos os accordos ou resolusoes,
relacionados nao s6 corn os themas que estejam sob sua immediata
jurisdiccao, mas ainda com todos os assumptos que emanem de outras
Commiss6es da Conferencia.

E) A Commissao de Redacgao: estara encarregada da redaccao
definitiva dos Accordos e Resolucges da Conferencia, sem alterar o
sentido dos mesmos, cor o proposito de evitar as duplicagoes ou
repetigoes em cujo case esses documentos serao restituidos a commis-
sao de origem para sua correeqao.

F) Os relatores das CommissSes:
a) Abrirao a discussao dos themas em estudo e apresentarao

informes que contenham os antecedentes e uma analyse dos diffe-
rentes aspectos dos assumptos; estes informes servirao de base para
a discussao.

b) Ao findar as discuss6es, resumirao os debates em um informe,
e redactarao, de conformidade com a opiniao da maioria de cada
Commissao, o projecto que, uma vez approvado pela Commissao,
sera submetido a Conferencia.

c) A minoria de qualquer Commissao tera direito a nomear um
relator, o qual apresentara a Conferencia as opinises da minoria e os
projectos redactados por esta ultima.

Capitulo III

IDIOMAS OFFICIAES

ARTIGO 8 .- ESPANHOL, INGLEZ, PORTUGUEZ E FRANCEZ
Os idiomas officiaes da Conferencia serao o espanhol, o inglez o

portuguez e o francez. 0 Governo Organizador tomara todas as
medidas necessarias para assegurar o cumprimento desta disposingo.
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corn a Conferencia e os assumptos que lhe sejam transmittidos por 
outras Conunissoes ou pela Secretaria; decidird por dois tercos dos 
votos sobre os novos themas appresentados pelas delegagOes de quo 
deva occupar-se a Conferencia e, especialnnente auxiliard o Presidente 
Perrnanente nos assiuriptos nab comprehendidos neste Regulamento 
Intern o. 
B) A Commissao de Credenciaes: procederd ao exame das cre-

denciaes apresentadas pelos membros das delegagOes, comprovando 
quo estejam em boa e devida forma e informarh, sem demora a Con-
ferencia. 
C) A Commissao Technica: ter& a seu cargo o estudo de todos os 

aspectos technicos relativos a radiocoramunicacOes e todas as demas 
materias quo envolvarn norrnas de engenharia, incluidas no Pro-
gramma da Conferencia. 
D) A Commissao Juridico-Administrativa: terb, a seu cargo o estudo 

de todos os aspectos juridicos dos themas do programma, assim como 
tambem de todos os assumptos quo tenham caracter essencialmente 
administrativo. Como Commissao Juridica, fixara, a terminologia 
definitiva quo se clever& usar em todos os accOrdos ou resolucties, 
relacionados no so corn os themas quo estej am sob sua immediata 
jurisdicgdo, mas ainda corn todos os assn mptos quo emanem de outras 
CommissOes da Conferencia. 
E) A Commissao de Redaccao: estard encarregada da redacca",o 

definitiva dos Accordos e Resolugoes da Conferencia, sem alterar o 
sentido dos mesmos, corn o proposito de evitar as duplicagoes ou 
repetigoes em cujo caso esses documentos sera() restituidos It commis-
sac) de origem para sua correccdo. 

F) Os relatores das Commissoes: 
a) Abrirdo a discussdo dos themas em estudo e apresentardo 

informes quo contenham os antecedentes e uma analyse dos diffe-
routes aspectos dos assumptos; estes informes servirdo de base para 
a discussdo. 

b) Ao findar as discussOes, resumirtio os debates em um informe, 
e redactarao, de conformidade corn a opinido da maioria de cada 
Commissdo, o projecto quo, uma vez approvado pela Commisstio, 
sub, submetido IL Conferencia. 

c) A minoria de qualquer Commissdo terd direito a nomear urn 
relator, o qual apresentara IL Conferencia as opinibes da minoria e os 
projectos redactados por esta ultima. 

Capitulo III 

IDIOMAS OFFICIAES 

ARTIGO 8.—ESPANHOL, INGLEZ, PORTUGUEZ E FRANCEZ 
Os idiomas officiaes da Conferencia sera° o espanhol, o inglez o 

portuguez e o francez. 0 Govern() Organizador tomard todas as 
medidas necessarias para assegurar o cumprimento desta disposigdo. 



Capitulo IV

QUORUM E VOTAIAO

ARTIGO 9.--QUORUM
Para que haja quorum nas Sess6es Plenarias da Conferencia devera

estar presente a maioria das Delegagoes, representadas por um ou
mais de seus delegados.

Para que haja quorum nas sess6es das CommissSes a maioria das
delegates deverao estar presentes, representadas por algum de seus
delegados.

ARTIGO 10 VOTAgXO
A) A votagao se effectuara, sobre a base de um s6 voto por Estado

que reuna os seguintes requisitos:

I povoagao permanente.
II territorio determinado.
III governo.
IV capacidade para entrar em relagces

corn os demais Estados.

Os paizes ou territorios que nao possuam esses requisitos poderao
ter voz, mas nao voto, nas Conferencias; por6m os acc6rdos resultantes
das Conferencias estarao abertos a sua adhesao por meio dos respec-
tivos Governos metropolitanos.

B) O voto de cada Delegagao nas sess6es plenarias e nas das com-
missoes devera ser emittido pelo Presidente da Delegagao ou outro
membro que estiver actuando em seu nome.

C) As Delegagoes deverao ser chamadas a votar pela ordem
alphabetica do nome de seus respectivos Estados, expressado no
idioma espanhol.

D) As proposig6es e modifica9ges serao adoptadas s6mente quando
obtiverem a maioria dos votos emittidos. No caso de empate se
considerarao rejeitadas.

Capitulo V

PROCEDIMENTO

ARTIGO 11.-SEssOES PLENARIAS
A) A sessao inaugural da Conferencia se celebrara na data e lugar

designados pelo Governo Organizador, e as demais sess6es se effec-
tuarao nas datas que determinar a Conferencia.

B) Ao reunir-se uma sessao plenaria deverao ler-se, submetendo-as
a sua approvagao, as actas das sess6es anteriores, excepto a da sessao
plenaria inaugural, salvo se as delegaCQes acc6rdem unanimente em
prescindir da sua leitura.

C) As actas das sessoes plenarias serao redactadas pelo pessoal da
Secretaria Geral. S6mente apparecerao nas actas, de maneira breve,
as opinioes e proposigoes corn seus fundamentos, conjuntamente cor
uma relagao summaria dos debates.

No entanto, qualquer delegado pode solicitar a insergao nas actas,
por extenso, de suas declaragoes mas, neste caso, subministrara a
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QUORUM E VOTAcA0 
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ARTIGO 9.—Quouum 
Para que haja quorum nas Sessoes Plenarias da Conferencia devera 

estar presente a maioria das DelegagOes, representadas por um ou 
mais de seus delegados. 
Para que haja quorum nas sess6es das Commiss6es a maioria das 

delegagoes devertio estar presentes, representadas por algum de seus 
delegados. 

ARTIGO 10 VOTA0.-0 
A) A votactio se effectual* sobre a base de urn so voto por Estado 

que reuna os seguintes requisitos: 

I povoacAo permanente. 
II territorio determinado. 
III governo. 
IV capacidade para entrar em relag6es 

coin os demais Estados. 

Os paizes ou territorios que no possuam esses requisitos poderAo 
ter voz, mas no voto, nas Conferencias; porem os accordos resultantes 
das Conferencias estarAo abertos b, sua adhesio por meio dos respec-
tivos Govemos metropolitanos. 
B) 0 voto de cada DelegagRo nas sessoes plenaria,s e nas das corn-

misses devera ser emittido pelo Presidente da Delegagito ou outro 
membro que estiver actuando em seu nome. 
C) As Delegag6es deverAo ser chamadas a votar pela ordem 

alphabetica do nome de seus respectivos Estados, expressado no 
idioma espanhol. 
D) As proposigOes e modificacOes serb",o adoptadas sbmente quando 

obtiverem a maioria dos votos emittidos. No caso de empate se 
considerario rejeitadas. 

Capitulo V 

PROCEDIMENTO 

ARTIGO 11.--SESS0ES PLENARIAS 
A) A sessao inaugural da Conferencia se celebrarâ na data e lugar 

designados pelo Governo Organizador, e as demais sess6es se effec-
tuarao nas datas que determinar a Conferencia. 
B) Ao reunir-se ulna sessflo plenaria deverAo ler-se, submetendo-as 

a sua approvaga-o, as actas das sessOes anteriores, excepto a da sessAo 
plenaria inaugural, salvo se as delegagOes accordem unanimente em 
prescindir da sua leitura. 
C) As actas das sessOes plenarias serAo redactadas pelo pessoal da 

Secretaria Geral. Somente apparecerAo nas actas, de maneira breve, 
as opiniOes e proposig6es corn seus fundamentos, conjuntamente corn 
urns relacAo summaria dos debates. 
No entanto, qualquer delegado pode solicitar a insergtio nas actas, 

por extenso, de suas declaragdes mas, neste caso, subministrara b. 
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Secretaria, immediatamente depois de terminada a sessao plenaria, o
texto respectivo.

D) Os delegados poderao apresentar a Conferencia, por escripto,
suas opini6es sobre assumptos sujeitos a discussao, e solicitar que
sejam additadas as da sessao em que tiverem sido subministradas.

E) As sess6es plenarias da Conferencia sergo de caracter publico.
A pedido de qualquer delegado as sess6es poderao declararse privadas,
por maioria de votos. Este pedido tera precedencia e nao estara
sujeito a debate.

F) A Conferencia podera prescindir do procedimento usual e passar
a considerar um assumpto pelo voto das duas terceiras partes das
delegag6es presentes, excepto no caso de uma questao nova em que
serao observadas, em todo caso, as regras de procedimento estabe-
lecidas no artigo 13.

G) As emendas serao submetidas a discussao e votadas antes da
mogao que se pretenda emendar.

H) As actas das sessoes plenarias deverao ser assignadas pelo
Presidente e o Secretario Geral.

I) Na sessao plenaria de encerramento se assignarao os accordos e
resolugSes adoptados pelas diversas commiss6es da Conferencia, e se
determinara o paiz onde deva reunir-se a proxima Conferencia e a data
em que houver de celebrar-se.
ARTIGO 12.-DAS SESS6ES DAS COMMISSOES

A) O procedimento para as sess6es plenarias sera tambem observado
nas sess6es das commiss6es, em quanto seja possivel.

B) As actas das sess6es das commiss6es deverao ser assignadas pelo
Presidente e o Secretario.

Capitulo VI

NOVOS ASSUMPTOS

ARTIGO 13.-DAs REGRAS DE PROCEDIMENTO
Se por alguma delegagao fosse proposto a consideragao da Con-

ferencia, um thema nao incluido no Programma, o novo thema passara
ao estudo da Commissao de Iniciativas, e depois de que se apresente
e f6r acceito um informe pelo voto das duas terceiras partes das
delega6ges da Conferencia, sera transmittido a commissao respectiva.

ANNEXO 2

Da Convengao Interamericana Sobre Radiocommunicagoes
Assignada em Havana, em 13 de Dezembro, 1937

REGULAMENTO INTERNO DA REPARTICAO INTERAMEIICANA DE
RADIOCOMMUNICACiES (0.O. R.)

INDICE

Art. 1.-Administragao.
Art. 2.-Nomeagao do primeiro Director.
Art. 3.-Pessoal da Repartigao
Art. 4 .- Orcamento.
Art. 5.-Distribuigao do Orgamento.
Art. 6.-Contas.
Art. 7.-ContribuigSes a Reparticao ("O. I. R.")
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Secretaria, immediatamente depois de terminada a sessdo plenaria, o 
texto respectivo. 
D) Os delegados poderdo apresentar 6, Conferencia, por escripto, 

suas opinioes sobre assumptos sujeitos a, discussao, e solicitar que 
sej am additadas as da sessao em que tiverem sido subministradas. 
E) As sessOes plenarias da Conferencia sera() de caracter publico. 

A pedido de qualquer delegado as sessOes poderdo declararse privadas, 
por maioria de votos. Este pedido tera precedencia e no estara 
sujeito a debate. 

F) A Conferencia podera prescindir do procedimen to usual e passar 
a considerar urn assumpto pelo voto das duas terceiras partes das 
delegageies presentes, except° no caso de uma questdo nova em que 
serdo observadas, em todo caso, as regras de procedimento estabe-
Iecidas no artigo 13. 
G) As emendas sera() submetidas a discussao e votadas antes da 

mocâo que se pretenda emendar. 
II) As actas das sessOes plenarias deverao ser assignadas pelo 

Presidente e o Secretario Geral. 
I) Na sessdo plenaria de en.cerramento Be assignardo os accOrdos e 

resolugoes adoptados pelas diversas commissoes da Conferencia, e se 
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em que houver de celebrar-se. 
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ARTIGO 1.-ADMINISTRACAO
A Repartigao Interamericana de Radio estark a cargo de um Direc-

tor que sera nomeado pela Conferencia Interamericana de Radio-
cotnmunicaoaes por proposta de uma commissao especial da mesma
Conferencia.
ARTIGO 2.-NOMEACAO DO PRIMEIRO DIRECTOR

O primeiro Director sera, nomeado pelo Governo de Cuba.
AITIGO 3.-PESSOAL DA REPARTICAO

O Director nomear, os Auxiliares e funccionarios competentes,
incluindo os interpretes e traductores que se requeiram para o tra-
balho da Repartigao.
ABTIGO 4.-ORCAMENTO

O Director apresentara annualmente ao Governo do paiz onde tiver
a sua s6de a RepartiCao um projecto de orgamento das rendas e
despesas para o anno seguinte.

Approvado o orgamento pelo mencionado Governo sera communi-
cado aos demais Governos participantes indicando-lhes a quota que a
cada um delles corresponda de acc6rdo corn a distribuigao feita no
artigo 7.
ARTIGO 5.-DISTRIBUICAO DO ORCAMENTO

Os vencimentos do pessoal da Repartigao nao excedera as duas
terceiras partes do orgamento annual.
ARTIGO 6.-CONTAS

O Director tera a seu cargo a receita e emprego dos fundos da
Repartigao.

Devera apresentar mensalmente ao Governo do paiz sede da mesma
uIna relagao de ingressos e egressos; e semestralmente as contas gereas
da administragao.

O mencionado Governo, depois de examinal-as, as submeterA a
consideragao da Conferencia subsequente.
ARTIGO 7.-CONTRIBUICXAO A REPARTIgAO (O. I. R.).

De acc6rdo corn o Artigo 8 (B) da ConvengAo, as contribuigSes
dos Estados do continente americano serao as seguintes:

Categorias: I II III IV V VI

Unidades: 25 20 15 10 5 3

psizes. Argentina Brasil Cuba Colombia Bolivia
Canada Mexico Chile Costa-Rica
Estados Perd Republica

Un i dos Venezuela. Dominica-
da Amer- na
ica. Equador

Guatemala
Haiti
Honduras
Nicaragua
Panama
Paraguay
Salvador
Uruguay
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ARTIGO 1.—ADMINISTRAO 0 
Repartigao Interamericana de Radio estara a cargo de urn Direc-

tor que sera nomeado pela Conferencia Interamericana de Radio-
coinmunicagOes por proposta de uma commissao especial da mesma 
Conferencia. 
ARTIGO 2.—NomEAgXo DO PRIMEIRO DIRECTOR 
0 primeiro Director sera nomeado pelo Govern° de Cuba. 

Alamo 3.—PESSOAL DA REPARTIgX0 
0 Director nomearh. os Auxiliares e funccionarios competentes, 

incluindo os interpretes e traductores qua se requeiram para o tra-
balho da Repartigao. 
AETroo 4.--ORgAMENTO 
0 Director apresentara annualmente ao Govern° do paiz onde tiver 

a sua Bede a Repartigito um projecto de orgamento das rendas e 
despesas para o anno seguinte. 
Approvado o orgarnento pelo mencionado Govern° sera communi-

cado aos demais Govemos participantes indicando-lhes a quota quo a 
cada um delles corresponda de accord° corn a distribuigao feita no 
artigo 7. 
ARTIGO 5.—DisTRIBuicXo DO ORgAMENTO 
Os vencimentos do pessoal da Repartigao nao excedera as duas 

terceiras partes do orgamento annual. 
Maroc) 6.--Corres 
0 Director terit a seu cargo a receita e emprego dos fundos da 

Repartigge. 
Dever& apresentar mensalmente ao Govemo do paiz Bede da mesma 

uraa relagio de ingressos e egressos; e semestralmente as contas gereas 
da ad m inistrag ao 
0 mencionado Govern°, depois de examinal-as, as submetera a 

consideragao da Conferencia subsequente. 
AETroo 7.—CoNTranurgXo A REPARTIgX 0 (0. I. R.). 
De accord° corn o Artigo 8 (B) da Convengtio, as contribuigOes 

dos Estados do continente americano sera° as seguintes: 

Categorias: I II III Iv v VI 

Unidades: 25 20 15 10 5 3 

Palzez• Argentina Brasil Cuba Colombia Bolivia 
Canada Mexico Chile Costa-Rica 
Estados Perd Republica 
Unidos 
da Amer- 
ica. 

Venezuela. Dominica-
na 

Equador 
Guatemala 
Haiti 
Honduras 
Nicaragua 
Panama 
Paraguay 
Salvador 
Uruguay 
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ANNEXO 3

Da Convengao Interamericana Sobre Radiocommunicagoes
Assignada em Havana, em 13 de Dezembro de 1937

Aos effeitos do artigo 11, inciso D, da Convengao Interamericana
sobre Radiocommunicagoes, se entende por:

ZONA SEPTENTRIONAL a que comprehende os paizes situados ao
Norte de Guatemala e ao Norte da costa Sul das Republicas Domini-
cana e de Haiti;

ZONA CENTRAL a quo comprehende os paizes e por6Oes de paizes
situados ao Sul do Mexico e ao Sul da costa meridional das Republicas
Dominicana e de Haiti ate o parallelo 5o. de latitude Sul; e

ZONA MERIDIONAL a que comprehende os paizes e porgoes de paizes
situados ao Sul do parallelo 5o. de latitude Sul.
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ANNEX° 3 

Da Convencao Interamericana Sobre Radiocommunicagoes 
Assignada em Havana, em 13 de Dezembro de 1937 

Aos effeitos do artigo 11, inciso D, da Convenctla Intera.mericana 
sabre RadiocommunicagOes, se entende por: 
ZONA SEPTENTRIONAL a quo comprehende os paizes situados ao 

Norte de Guatemala e ao North da costa Sul das Republicas Domini-
cana e de Haiti; 
ZONA CENTRAL a quo comprehend° as paizes e porcoes de paizes 

situados ao Sul do Mexico e ao Sul da costa meridional das Republicas 
Dominicana e de Haiti ato o parallelo 5o. de latitude Sul; e 
ZONA M ERIDIONAL a quo comprehend° os paizes e porgoes de paizes 

situados ao Sul do parallel° 5o. de latitude Sul. 



TREATIES

PREMIERE CONFERENCE INTERAMERICAINE
DE RADIO-COMMUNICATIONS

La Havane 1937.

CONVENTION INTERAMERICAINE DE
RADIO-COMMUNICATIONS.

arrAtee A La Havane, le 13 d6cembre 1937, entre les Gouvernements
des pays suivants:

Bresil R6publique Dominicaine, Nicaragua,
Canada, Etats Unis d'Am6rique, Panama,
Chili, Guatemala, P6rou,
Colombie, Haiti, Uruguay et
Cuba, Mexique, Venezuela.

Reconnaissant les avantages de la cooperation et de l'entente
mutuelle qui resultent de l'6change d'idees au sujet de Radio-Com-
munications, les Gouvernements ci-dessus ont design6 les plenipoten-
tiaires soussign6s A la Premiere Conference Interamericaine de Radio-
Communications qui a eu lieu A La Havane, R6publique de Cuba,
lesquels, d'un commun accord et sujet A ratification, ont arrte6 la
Convention suivante, en conformite avec les dispositions de la Con-
vention Internationales de Tel-Communications de Madrid 1932.

Premiere Partie.
CONFERENCES.

ARTICLE 1.-OBJET.

Les Gouvernements contractants ont decide de se r6unir periodique-
ment en Conferences de Plenipotentiaires pour y resoudre, de commun
accord les problemes qui pourraient se presenter dans le domaine des
radio-communications dans le Continent Am6ricain.

ARTICLE 2.-COMPOSITION DES CONFERENCES.

Les Conferences se composeront d'accord avec les termes fixes par
le R6glement interieur des Conferences Interamericaines de Radio-
Communications, (Annexe 1 de la presente Convention) des Dlegues
de tous les Gouvernements du Continent Americain qui accepteront
d'y prendre part.

Des representants d'institutions et d'organisations interessees dans
les Radio-communications, d'entreprises ou de groupements d'entre-
prises, d'entites ou de personnes qui exploitent des services radio-
electriques, peuvent aussi y prendre part comme observateurs a
condition d'y etre autorises par leurs gouvernements respectifs.
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PREMIERE CONFERENCE INTERAMERICAINE 
DE RADIO-COMMUNICATIONS 

La Havane 1937. 

CONVENTION INTERAMERICAINE DE 
RADIO-COMMUNICATIONS. 

arretee a La Havane, le 13 decembre 1937, entre 
des pays suivants: 

Bresil Republique Dominicaine, 
Canada, Etats Unis d'Amerique, 
Chili, Guatemala, 
Colombie, Haiti, 
Cuba, Mexique, 

lea Gouvernements 

Nicaragua, 
Panama, 
Perou, 
Uruguay et 
Venezuela. 

Reconnaissant lea avantages de la cooperation et de l'entente 
mutuelle qui resultent de Pechange d'idees au sujet de Radio-Com-
munications, lea Gouvernements ci-dessus ont designe lea plenipoten-
tiaires soussignes a la Premiere Conference Interamericaine de Radio-
Communications qui a eu lieu a La Havane, Republique de Cuba, 
lesquels, d'un commun accord et sujet a ratification, ont arrete la 
Convention suivante, en conformite avec lea dispositions de la Con-
vention Internationales de Tele-Communications de Madrid 1932. 

Premiere Partie. 

CONFERENCES. 

ARTICLE 1.—OBJET. 

Les Gouvernements contractants ont decide de se reunir periodique-
ment on Conferences de Plenipotentiaires pour y resoudre, de commun 
accord lea problemes qui pourraient se presenter dans le domaine des 
radio-communications dans le Continent Americain. 

ARTICLE 2.—COMPOSMON DES CONFERENCES. 

Les Conferences se composeront d'accord avec les termes fixes par 
le Reglement interim. des Conferences Interamericaines de Radio-
Communications, (Annexe 1 de la presents Convention) des Delegues 
de thus lea Gouvernements du Continent Americain qui accepteront 
d'y prendre part. 
Des repr6sentants d'institutions et d'organisations interessees dans 

lea Radio-communications, d'entreprises on de groupements d'entre-
prises, d'entites on de personnes qui exploitent des services radio-
electriques, peuvent aussi y prendre part comme observateurs a 
condition d'y etre autorises par leurs gouvernements respectifs. 
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ARTICLE 3.-VOTATION.

A) Les Etats qui reunissent les conditions suivantes:

I.-Une population permanente,
II.-Un territoire determine,

III.-Un Gouvernement,
IV.-La capacite d'engager des relations

avec les autres Etats,

n'auront qu'une voix.
B) Les pays ou territoires qui ne possedent pas les conditions

ci-dessus, pourront prendre part aux debats, mais non pas voter au
cours des conferences; mais ils pourront adherer aux accords, resultats
de ces Conferences, par l'intermediaire de leurs Gouvernements
metropolitains respectifs.

ARTICLE 4.-LIEU ET DATE DES CONFERENCES

a) les Conferences auront lieu A des intervalles qui ne depasseront
pas trois ans. Le Pays et la date de reunion de chaque Conference
seront fixes par la Conference anterieure. Cependant la date signalee
pour une reunion pourra etre avancee ou retardee, par le Gouverne-
ment organisateur, , la demande de cinq ou de plus de cinq Gouverne-
ments participants.

b) Le Gouvernement du Pays ou doit se r6unir une Conference,
qui sera appelle le Gouvernement Organisateur, fixera le lieu et la
date definitive de la reunion et enverra, par la voie diplomatique, au
moins six mois d'avance les invitations d'usage.

ARTICLE 5.-REGLEMENT INTERIEUR DES CONFERENCES

Un Reglement Interieur des Conferences interamericaines de
Radio-communications, (annexe 1) qui fixe la procedure des reunions
de la Conference et qui ne pourra etre modifie que par un vote favo-
rable d'une majorit6 des deux tiers des Etats participants A la Confe-
rence mentionnee, est annexe a cette Convention.

Deuxieme Partie

BUREAU INTERAMERICAIN DE RADIO-COMMUNICA-
TIONS. (0. I. R.)

ARTICLE 6.-OBJET

Les Gouvernements contractants ont convenu:
A) D'6tablir le Bureau Interamericain de Radio-communications

(0. I. R.) comme organisme Interamericain de caractere consultatif
qui centralisera et facilitera l'echange et la circulation d'information
concernant les Radio-communications sous tous leurs aspects, entre
les Administrations des pays americains, et qui collaborera A l'organisa-
tion des Conferences mentionfiees dans la premiere partie de cette
Convention.
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ARTICLE 3.—VOTATION. 

A) Les Etats qui reunissent les conditions suivantes: 

I.—Une population permanente, 
II.—Un territoire determine, 
II1.—Un Gouvernement, 
IV.—La capacite d'engager des relations 

avec les autres Etats, 

n'auront qu'une voix. 
B) Les pays ou territoires qui ne possedent pas les conditions 

ci-dessus, pourront prendre part aux debats, mais non pas voter au 
cours des conferences; mais ils pourront adherer aux accords, resultats 
de ces Conferences, par l'intermediaire de leurs Gouvemements 
metropolitains respectifs. 

ARTICLE 4.—LIEU ET DATE DES CONFERENCES 

a) les Conferences auront lieu a. des interv-alles qui no depasseront 
pas trois ans. Le Pays et la date de reunion de chaque Conference 
seront fixes par is Conference anterieure. Cependant is date signalee 
pour tine reunion pourra etre avancee ou retardee, par le Gouverne-
ment organisateur, a la domande de cinq ou de plus de cinq Gouverne-
ments participants. 

b) Le Gouvernement du Pays oi doit se r6unir Ime Conference, 
qui sera appelle le Gouvernement Organisateur, fixers le lieu et is 
date definitive de is reunion et enverra, par is voie diplomatique, au 
moms six mois d'avance les invitations d'usage. 

ARTICLE 5.—REGLEMENT INTERIEUR DES CONFERENCES 

Un Reglement Interieur des Conferences interamericaines de 
Radio-communications, (annexe 1) qui fixe is procedure des reunions 
de la Conference et qui no pourra etre modifie quo par tin vote favo-
rable d'une majorito des deux tiers des Etats participants a la Confe-
rence mentionnee, est annexe a cette Convention. 

Deuxieme Partie 

BUREAU INTERAMERICAIN DE RADIO-COMMUNICA-
TIONS. (0. I. R.) 

ARTICLE 6.—OBJET 

Les Gouvemements contractants ont convenu: 
A) D'etablir Jo Bureau Interamericain de Radio-communications 

(0. I. R.) comme organisme Interamericain de caractere consultatif 
qui centralisera et facilitera Pechange et la circulation d'information 
concernant les Radio-communications sous tous leurs aspects, entre 
les Administrations des pays americains, et qui collaborera a l'organisa-
tion des Conferences mentionMes dans is premiere partie de cette 
Convention. 
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B) 1. De communiquer oportunement au Bureau Interamericain
de Radio-communication toutes les dispositions de legislation inte-
rieure et internationale qui sont en vigueur sur leurs territoires ainsi
que les rapports de statistiques, techniques et administratifs concer-
nant les radio-communications et de meme les modifications qui se
feront a ces dispositions; et

2. Ils devront remettre specialement au Bureau Interamericain de
Radio-communications, tous les six mois, une liste officielle des
fr6quences par eux assignees A toutes les stations de radio-diffuseurs et
en plus, tous les mois, ils devront rapporter toutes les modifications et
toutes les additions qui y auront ete faites.

Ces communications devront 8tre faites d'accord avec la procedure
adoptee dans le reglement general de radio-communications annexe a
la Convention Internationale de Telecommunications en vigueur et
on devra y inclure en plus:

A) Puissance actuellement employee.
B) Puissance maximum que l'on se propose d'employer.
C) Horaire des Transmisions.

Ces communications devront se faire dans tous les cas independam-
ment de celles qui se remettent au Bureau de l'Union Internationale
de Telecommunications.

ARTICLE 7.-ATTRIBUTIONS.

Le Bureau Interamericain de Radio-communications se chargera:
A) des travaux preparatoires aux Conferences et de ceux qui

drivent de leurs decisions.
B) de creer d'accord avec le Gouvernement organisateur, le

Secretariat des Conferences.
C) de publier et de distribuer les documents designes par les

Conferences;
D) de publier et de distribuer des informations techniques autres

que celles qui resultent des Conferences, comprennent l'echange de
renseignements relatifs a l'exactitude et a la stabilite des frequences,
aux interferences et aux autres derangements observes sur le terri-
toire des pays contractants et aux autres etudes qui se feront par
exemple sur les caract6ristiques generals des ondes de diff6rentes
antennes, etc, ainsi que l'echange de documents de caractere juri-
dique, de Traites et d'information generale pour une meilleure com-
prehension et un meilleur perfectionnement des regles de radio-
communications dans le continent americain.

E) de presenter un rapport annuel de ses travaux qui sera communi-
que a tous les gouvernements contractants; et

F) de remplir n'importe quelle autre fonction qui lui corresponde
ou qui lui soit attribuee par les Conferences.

ARTICLE 8.-SUBVENTION DU BUREAU

A) Les frais generaux du Bureau Interamericain de radio-com-
munications (0. I. R.) ne d6passeront pas la somme de vingt cinq
mille dollars ($25.000) en monnaie des Etats Unis d'Amerique, par
an;
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B) 1. De coramuniquer oportunement au Bureau Interamericain 
de Radio-communication toutes les dispositions de legislation lute-
rieure et internationale qui sont en vigueur sur leurs tenitoires ainsi 
quo les rapports de statistiques, techniques et administratifs concer-
nant les radio-communications et de memo les modifications qui se 
feront a ces dispositions; et 

2. Ils devront remettre specialement au Bureau Interamericain de 
Radio-communications, tous les six mois, une liste officielle des 
frequences par eux assignees a toutes les stations de radio-diffuseurs et 
en plus, tous les mois, us devront rapporter toutes les modifications et 
toutes les additions qui y auront ete faites. 

Ces communications devront etre faites d'accord avec la procedure 
adoptee dans le reglement general de radio-communications annexe a 
la Convention Internationale de Telecommunications en vigueur et 
on devra y inclure en plus: 

A) Puissance actuellement employee. 
B) Puissance maximum clue l'on se propose d'employer. 
C) Horaire des Transmisions. 

Ces communications devront se faire dans toils les cas independam-
ment de cellos qui se remettent au Bureau de l'Union Internationale 
de Tele-communications. 

ARTICLE 7.—ATTRIBUTIONS. 

Le Bureau Interamericain de Radio-communications se chargers: 
A) des travaux preparatoires aux Conferences et de ceux qui 

derivent de leurs decisions. 
B) de creer d'ac,cord avec le Gouvemement organisateur, le 

Secretariat des Conferences. 
C) de publier et de distaibuer les documents designes par les 

Conferences; 
D) de publier et de distribuer des informations techniques autres 

quo celles qui resultent des Conferences, comprennent Pechange de 
renseignements relatifs a l'exactitude et a la stabilite des frequences, 
aux interferences et aux autres derangements observes sur le terri-
toire des pays contractants et aux autres etudes qui se feront par 
exemple sur les caracteristiques generals des ondes de differentes 
antennes, etc, ainsi quo l'echange de documents de caractere juri-
dique, de Trait& et d'information generale pour une meilleure com-
prehension et un meilleur perfectionnement des regles de radio-
communications dans le continent americain. 
E) de presenter un rapp ort annuel de sea travaux qui sera communi-

que a tous les gouvemements contractants; et 
F) de remplir n'importe quelle autre fonction qui lui corresponde 

ou qui lui soit attribuee par les Conferences. 

ARTICLE 8.—SUBVENTION DV BUREAU 

A) Les frais generaux du Bureau Interamericain de radio-com-
munications (0. I. R.) ne depasseront pas is. somme de vingt cinq 
mile dollars ($25.000) en monnaie des Etats Unis d'Amerique, par 
an; 
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B) pour payer kes frais chacun des Gouvernements Americains
accepte de contribuer dans la proportion d'un certain nombre d'unites
correspondant A la categorie A laquelle il appartient, telle que prevue
par le Reglement Interieur de 1' O. I. R.-Dans ce but 6 categories
sont etablies avec les unites correspondant a chacune telles qu'in-
diquees ci-dessous:

Categories: I II III IV V VI
Unites: 25 20 15 10 5 3

C) les frais g6enraux ne comprendront pas les frais causes par les
Conferences; ces derniers seront pay6s par le Gouvernement organi-
sateur.

D) les fonds neccessaires pour subventionner le Bureau devront
etre payees d'avance tous les 6 mois par les Gouvernements qui font
partie du Bureau interam6ricain de radio-communications. Si un
gouvernement retardait ses payements le gouvernement du pays
siege du bureau avancera les fonds qui seront n6cessaires; les fonds
avances par ce gouvernement devront etre remboursees par le gouver-
nement debiteur Ie plus t6t possible, et au plus tard, au cours des 4
mois qui suivront la date A laquelle le payement aurait dA etre fait.

ARTICLE 9.-SIEGE ET SURVEILLANCE DU BUREAU.

A) le siege du bureau interamericain de radio-communication et la
designation de directeur sera un des sujets du programme de chaque
Conference.

B) le Gouvernement du pays of. le bureau a son siege sera charge
de son inspection et de la surveillance de son organisation, de son
budget et de ses finances, et fera les avances n6cessaires.

C) les comptes du Bureau international de Radio-communication
seront soumis, par le Gouvernement du pays ofi siege le bureau, a
l'aprobation de la Conference suivante.-

D) le bureau s'6tablira en premier lieu sous les auspices du Gou-
vernement de Cuba; son siege sera la ville de La Havane.

ARTICLE 10.-REGLEMENT INTERIEUR DE L'O. I. R.

Un reglement interieur du Bureau interamericain de Radio-commu-
nications est annexe A cette Convention (Annexe 2.) ce Reglement
fixe les details de cette organisation; il ne pourra etre modifie que par
une decision qui reunisse une majorit6 des deux tiers des voix des
Etats representes A une Conference.

Troisieme Partie
DISPOSITIONS SPECIALES

ARTICLE 11.-PRINCIPEs GENERAUX

A) Les Gouvernements contractants reconnaissent le droit souve-
rain de toutes les nations a l'usage de toutes les voies de radio-diffusion.

B) Les Gouvernements am6ricains, sous la seule condition de ne
causer aucune interference aux services des autres pays, peuvent
assigner n'importe quelle espece d'ondes et n'importe quelle frequence
aux stations de radio-diffusion que se trouvent sous leur jurisdiction.
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B) pour payer kes frais chacun. des Gouvernements Americains 
accepte de contribuer dans la proportion (Pun certain nombre d'unites 
correspondant a la categoric a laquelle II appartient, telle que prevue 
par le Reglement Interieur de 1' 0. I. R.—Dans cc but 6 categories 
sont etablies avec les unites correspondant a chacune telles qu'in-
diquees ci-dessous: 

Categories: I II III IV V VI 
Unites: 25 20 15 10 5 3 

C) les frais generaux no comprendront pas les frais causes par les 
Conferences; ces derniers seront payes par le Gouvernement organi-
sateur. 
D) les fonds neccessaires pour subventionner le Bureau devront 

etre payees d'avance tous les 6 mois par les Gouvernements qui font 
partie du Bureau interamericain de radio-communications. Si un 
gouvernement retardalt ses payements le gouvernement du pays 
siege du bureau avancera les fonds qui seront necessaires; les fonds 
avances par cc gouvernement devront etre remboursees par le gouver-
nement debiteur le plus tot possible, et au plus tard, au cours des 4 
mois qui suivront la date a laquelle le payement aurait dh. etre fait. 

ARTICLE 9.—SIEGE ET SURVEILLANCE DU BUREAU. 

A) le siege du bureau interamericain de radio-communication et la 
designation de directeur sera un des sujets du programme de chaque 
Conference. 
B) le Gouvernement du pays oh le bureau a son siege sera charge 

de son inspection et de la surveillance de son organisation, de son 
budget et de sea finances, et fera les avances necessaires. 
C) les comptes du Bureau international de Radio-communication 

seront soumis, par le Gouvernement du pays oh siege le bureau, a 
l'aprobation de la Conference suivante.— 
D) le bureau s'etablira en premier lieu sous les auspices du Gou-

vernement de Cuba; son siege sera la vile de La Havane. 

ARTICLE 10.—REGLEMENT INTERIEUR DE L'O. I. R. 

Un reglement interieur du Bureau interarnerfcain de Radio-commu-
nications eat annexe a cette Convention (Annexe 2.) cc Reglement 
fixe les details de cette organisation; il ne pou.rra etre modifie qua par 
une decision qui reunisse une majorite des deux tiers des voix des 
Etats represent& a une Conference. 

Troisieme Partie 

DISPOSITIONS SPECIALES 

ARTICLE 11.—PRINCIPES GENERAUX 

A) Les Gouvernements contractants reconnaissent le droit souve-
rain de toute,s les nations h, l'usage de toutes les voies de radio-diffusion. 
B) Les Gouvernements americains, sous la seule condition de no 

causer aucune interference aux services des autres pays, peuvent 
assigner n'importe quelle espece d'ondes et n'importe quelle frequence 
aux stations de radio-diffusion que se trouvent sous lour jurisdiction. 
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C) Cependant les Etats reconnaissent que jusqu'A ce que le progres
technique atteigne un point qui permette d'6liminer les interferences
de radio-communications de caractere international, les accords
regionaux sont essentiels pour 6tablir la normalisation et diminuer
les interferences.

D) Pour r6soudre les problemas qui, A cause des caract6ristiques
sp6ciales de propagation et des conditions d'interference des emissions
radio-electriques dans les diverses zones geographiques, necessitent de
dispositions speciales, les Gouvernements contractants accordent de
diviser en trois regions le Continent americain; la zone septentrionale,
la zone centrale, et la zone meridionale. (Annexe 3).

ARTICLE 12.-ACCORDS BI-LATERAUX.

Les Gouvernements contractants, quand ils le jugeront opportun,
et dans les limites de cette Convention, arreteront des accords bi-
lat6raux entre leurs nations respectives concernant le fonctionnement
des stations radio-t&l6graphiques pour faciliter les communications
directes entre celles-ci.

ARTICLE 13.--POTES DE CONTROLE DE FREQUENCES.

Les Gouvernements contractants s'engagent A etablir dans le d6ai
le plus court possible, des postes de controle de frequence.

ARTICLE 14.-ECHANGE DE RAPPORTS.

Les Gouvernements contractants qui ne se sont pas engages a
remettre a un Bureau Interamericain Centralisateur des rapports
relatifs aux radio-communications sur son territoire, echangeront
avec tous les autres gouvernements americains tous les rensoigne-
ments auxquels se rapporte l'article 6 alinea B) 2 de la presente
Convention.

ARTICLE 15.-SECURITE DE LA VIE SUR MER ET DANS L'AmB.

Les Gouvernements contractants prendront les mesures necessaires
pour fournir un service de radio-communications approprie dependant
du Gouvernement, ou autorise par celui-ci, pour la securite de la
navigation maritime et aerienne.

ARTICLE 1 6.-OBLIGATION POUR TOUTE AERONEF COMMERCIALE
D'ETRE MUNIE D'UN EQUIPEMENT RADIO-ELECTRIQUE

Les Gouvernements contractants decident:
A) que toute aronef destinee au transport de passagers, faisant un

service international de passagers, avec itin6raire fixe, devra etre obli-
gatoirement munie d'appareils radio-6ectriques de transmission et de
reception qui puissent fonctionner avec efficacit6 et manipules par des
operateurs dument diplomes.

B) que les aeronefs destindes au transport international de passa-
gers, dont le service suit un itineraire fixe, et qui volent sur la mer a
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C) Cependant les Etats reconnaissent que jusqu'a ce quo le progres 
technique atteigne un point qui permette d'eliminer les interferences 
de radio-communications de caractere international, les accords 
regionaux sont essentiels pour etablir la normalisation et diminuer 
les interferences. 
D) Pour resoudre les problemas qui, a cause des caracteristiques 

speciales de propagation et des conditions d'interference des emissions 
radio-electriques dans les diverses zones geographiques, necessitent de 
dispositions speciales, les Gouvernements contractants accordent de 
diviser en trois regions le Continent americain; la zone septentrionale, 
la zone centrale, et la zone meridionale. (Annexe 3). 

ARTICLE 12.-ACCORDS RI-LATERAUX. 

Les Gouvernements contractants, quand ils le jugeront opportun, 
et dans les lfmites de cette Convention, arreteront des accords bi-
lateraux entre leurs nations respectives concemant le fonctionnement 
des stations radio-telegraphiques pour faciliter les communications 
directes entxe celles-ci. 

ARTICLE 13.—POSTES DE CONTROLE DE FREQUENCES. 

Les Gouvernements contractants s'engagent a etablir dans le delai 
le plus court possible, des postes de controls de frequence. 

ARTICLE 14.—ECHANGE DE RAPPORTS. 

Les Gouvernements contractants qui ne se sont pas engages a 
remettre a un Bureau Interamericain Centralisateur des rapports 
relatifs aux radio-communications Bur son territoire, echangeront 
avec tous les autres gouvernements americains tons les rensoigne-
ments auxquels se rapporte l'artide 6 alines. B) 2 de la presente 
Convention. 

ARTICLE lb.—SECO:TRITE DE LA VIE BUR MER ET DANS L'AIR. 

Les Gouvernements contractants prendront les mesures necessaires 
pour fournir un service de radio-communications approprie dependant 
du Gouvernement, ou autorise par celui-ci, pour la securite de la 
navigation maritime et aerienne. 

ARTICLE 16.—OBLIGATION POUR TOUTE AERONEF COMMERCIALE 
D'ETRE MUNIE DtUN EQUIPEMENT RADIO-ELECTRIQUE 

Les Gouvernements contractants decident: 
A) quo toute aeronef destinee an transport de passagers, faisant un 

service international de passagers, avec itineraire fixe, devra etre obli-
gatoirement munie d'appareils radio-electriques de transmission et de 
reception qui puissent fonctionner avec efficacite et manipulifs par des 
operateurs dment diplomes. 
B) quo les aeronefs destinees an transport international de passa-

gers, dont le service suit un itineraire fixe, et qui volent our la mer 
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plus de 75 kilometres des c6tes, devront 8tre en mesure d'emettre et
de recevoir sur la fr6quence de 500 Kc/s., pour pouvoir etablir des
communications de secours avec les stations du service radio-electrique
maritime.

ARTICLE 17.-ETABLISSEMENT DES STATIONS AERONAUTIQUES
RADIO-ELECTRIQUES.

Les Gouvernements contractants ont convenu:
de prendre individuellement ou d'accord avec les pays voisins les

mesures necessaires pour etablir un nombre suffisant de stations
regionales administrees, ou autorisees par eux, pour fournir les ren-
seignements m6teorologiques et de securit6 necessaires au trafic
aerien et au guidage des aeronefs.

ARTICLE 18.-COMMUNICATIONS D'URGENCE.

Sujet aux lois de son pays, n'importe quel poste radio-emetteur,
pourra, en cas d'urgence et lorsque les communications normales sont
interrompues A la suite d'ouragans, d'inondations, de tremblements
de terre et de catastrophes semblables, etablir des communications
d'urgence avec des points autres que ceux qui sont normalement
autoris6s.

ARTICLE 19.-RADIO-DIFFUSION CULTURALE.

Les Gouvernements contractants prendront les mesures n6cessaires
pour faciliter et stimuler la retransmission et l'echange de programmes
internationaux d'un caractere cultural, educatif et historique, des pays
du Continent Am6ricain, au moyen de leurs postes de radio-diffusion
respectifs.

ARTICLE 20.-RADIO-COMMUNICATIONS ADRESSEES A DES

MULTIPLES DESTINATIONS.

Les Gouvernements americains ont convenu:
A) Les Gouvernements respectifs encourageront la transmision,

dissemination et echanges rapides et economiques de nouvelles et
d'informations entre les pays d'Amerique.

B) On facilitera aux publications informatives et aux agences de
nouvelles l'emploi et la jouissance des avantages des radio-communi-
cations de presse, adressees A de multiples destinations en les leur
offrant a des prix minimum; pour cela on pourrait etablir les tarifs
en rapport avec les unites de temps employees pour les transmettre ou
par d'autres moyens dont les resultats economique serait similaire.

C) Toutes les agences de nouvelles ou d'information ddment
etablies, les journaux ou autres publications periodiques, les postes de
radio-diffusion, les revues cinematographiques, les services de repro-
duction tipographique, les tableaux informatifs et tous les autres
moyens de diffusion qui puissent se developper, devront jouir de
tarifs bas et des avantages qui derivent des principes 6tablis par les
articles anterieurs.
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plus de 75 kilometres des cotes, devront etre en mesure d'emettre et 
de recevoir stir la frequence de 500 lic/s., pour pouvoir etablir des 
communications de secours avec les stations du service radio-electrique 
maritime. 

ARTICLE 17.—ETABLISSEMENT DES STATIONS AERONAUTIQUES 
RADIO-ELECTRIQUES. 

Les Gouvernements contractants out convenu: 
de prendre individuellement ou d'accord avec les pays voisins les 

mesures necessaires pour etablir tin nombre suffisant de stations 
regionales administrees, ou autorisees par eux, pour fournir les ren-
seignements meteorologiques et de securite necessaires au trafic 
aerien et au guidage des aeronefs. 

ARTICLE 18.—COMMUNICATIONS D'URGENCE. 

Sujet aux lois de son pays, n'importe quel poste radio-emetteur, 
pourra, en cas d'urgence et lorsque les communications normales sont 
interrompues a la suite d'ouragans, d'inondations, de tremblements 
de terre et de catastrophes semblables, etablir des communications 
d'urgence avec des points autres quo ceux qui sont normalement 
autorises. 

ARTICLE 19.—RADIO-DIFFITSION CULT1TRALE. 

Les Gouvernements contractants prendront les mesures necessaires 
pour faciliter et stimuler is, retransmission et Pechange de programmes 
internationaux d'un caractere cultural, educatif et historique, des pays 
du Continent Americain, au moyen de leurs postes de radio-diffusion 
respectifs. 

ARTICLE 20.—RADIO-COMMUNICATIONS ADRESSEES A DES 
M ULTIPLES DESTINATIONS. 

Les Gouvernements americains ont convenu: 
A) Les Gouvernements respectifs encourageront la transmision, 

dissemination et echanges rapides et economiques de nouvelles et 
d'informations entre les pays d'Amerique. 
B) On facilitera aux publications informatives et aux agences de 

nouvelles l'emploi et la jouissance des avantages des radio-communi-
cations de presse, adressees a de multiples destinations en les leur 
offrant a des prix minimum; pour eels on pourrait etablir les tarifs 
en rapport avec les unites de temps employees pour les transmettre ou 
par d'autres moyens dont les resultats economique serait   
C) Toutes les agences de nouvelles ou d'information ditment 

etablies, les journaux on autres publications periodiques, les postm de 
radio-diffusion, les revues cinematographiques, les services de repro-
duction tipographique, les tableaux informatifs et tous les autres 
moyens de diffusion qui puissant se developper, devront jouir de 
tarifs bas at des avantages qui derivent des prineipes etablis par les 
articles anterieurs. 
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D) On devra stimuler l'usage et le d6veloppement des dispositifs
et des m6thodes qui ont pour but d'eviter l'int6rception non autorisee
de nouvelles de presse transmises par radio-communications a de
multiples adresses.

ARTICLE 21.-RETRANSMISIONS.

Les Gouvernements contractants prendront les mesures n6cessaires
pour 6viter que les programmes transmis par une station de radio-
diffusion soient retransmis ou emis, totalement ou partiellement par
une autre station sans avoir obtenu auparavant l'autorisation de la
station d'origine.

Le poste qui retransmettra n'importe quel programme devra an-
noncer la retransmision, et, a intervalles appropies, la nature de
l'emission, la position du poste d'origine et l'indicatif d'appel ou
toute autre identification de celui-ci.

ARTICLE 22.-POSTES CLANDESTINS.

Les Gouvernements contractants ont convenu qu'ils se preteront
une aide mutuelle pour d6couvrir et supprimer les postes 6metteurs
clandestins.

Quatrieme Partie.
DISPOSITIONS GENERALES.

ARTICLE 23.-ENTREE EN VIGUEUR ET RATIFICATIONS.

A) La presente Convention sera ratifiee par tous les Etats contrac-
tants conformement A leurs procedures constitutionnelles respectives.

B) Les Premiere, Troisieme et Quatrieme Parties de la pr6sente
Convention entreront en vigueur le lo. juillet 1938, si A cette date, se
trouvent deposees, par-devant le Gouvernement du pays o la Con-
ference a eu lieu, deux ratifications ou adhesions d6finitives. Si A
cette date, deux ratifications ou deux adhesions n'ont pas 6et d6pos6es,
ces Parties de la Convention entreront en vigueur trente jours apr6s
la deposition de la deuxi6me ratification ou adhesion definitive.

C) La Seconde Partie de cette Convention entrera en vigueur
quand se trouvera deposee la ratification ou l'adh6sion definitive des
Gouvernements Am6ricains dont les contributions pour la subvention
du Bureau interamericain de Radio-Communications, d'accord avec
ce que pr6voit l'article 8, alinea B), representent, une fois additionn6es,
plus de la moiti6 des unites etablies par le Reglement interieur du
Bureau interam6ricain de Radio-communications (Annexe 2, article 7).

D) Le Gouvernement depositaire communiquera, dans le plus
court delai possible, a tous les Etats americains, les ratifications ou
les adhesions definitives.

ARTICLE 24.-ADHESIONS.

Cette Convention restera ouverte A l'adhesion de tous les pays
americains non-signataires.
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D) On devra stimuler l'usage et le developpement des dispositifs 
et des methodes qui ont pour but d'eviter Finterception non autorisee 
de nouvelles de pre,sse transmises par radio-communications a de 
multiples adresses. 

ARTICLE 21.—g, ETRANsmrsioNs. 

Les Gouvernements contractants prendront les mesures necessaires 
pour eviter que les programmes transnais par une station de radio-
diffusion soient retransmis ou emis, totalement on partiellement par 
une autre station sans avoir obtenu auparavant l'autorisation de la 
station d'origine. 
Le poste qui retransmettra n'importe quel programme devra an-

noncer la retransmision, et, a intervalles appropies, la nature de 
remission, la position du poste d'origine et rindicatif d'appel ou 
toute autre identification de celui-ci. 

ARTICLE 22.--PosTss CLANDESTINE,. 

Les Gouvernements contractanta out convenu qu'ils se preteront 
une aide mutuelle pour elecouvrir et supprimer les postes ernetteurs 
clandestins. 

Quatrieme Partie. 

DISPOSITIONS GENER  AT iES. 

ARTICLE 23 .--ENTREE EN VIGUEUR ET RATIFICA.TIONS. 

A) La presente Convention sera ratifiee par tons les Etats contrac-
tants conformement a leurs procedures constitutionnelles respectives. 
B) Les Premiere, Troisieme et Quatrieme Parties de la presente 

Convention entreront en vigueur le 10. juillet 1938, si a cette date, se 
trouvent deposees, par-devant le Gouvernement du pays oh. la Con-
ference a en lieu, deux ratifications on adhesions defmitives. Si e. 
cette date, deux ratifications ou deux adhesions n'ont pas ete deposees, 
ces Parties de la Convention entreront en vigueur trente jours apres 
la deposition de la dewdeme ratification ou adhesion definitive. 
C) La Seconde Partie de cette Convention entrera en vigueur 

quand se trouvera deposee la ratification ou Padhesion definitive des 
Gouvernements Americains dont les contributions pour la subvention 
du Bureau interamericain de Radio-Communications, d'accord avec 
ce que prevoit Particle 8, alinea B), representent, une fois additionnees, 
plus de la moitie des unites etablies par le Reglement interieur du 
Bureau interamericain de Radio-communications (Annexe 2, article 7). 
D) Le Gouvernement depositaire communiquera, dans le plus 

court delai possible, tons les Etats americains, les ratifications ou 
les adhesions definitives. 

ARTICLE 24.— ADHESIONS. 

Cette Convention restera ouverte a Padhesion de tons les pays 
americains non-signataires. 
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ARTICLE 25.-DIVISIBILITE DE LA CONVENTION.

Les ratifications ou les adhesions I la presente Convention pourront
se rapporter A son ensemble ou , deux parties ou plus, si, dans tous
les cas on ratifie la Premiere et la Quatrieme Partie, ou on y adhere.
(Conferences et Dispositions generales)

ARTICLE 26.-RAPPORTS DES RATIFICATIONS ET DES ADHESIONS

Le ler. juin 1938, et apres cette date, tous les six mois, le Gouverne-
ment depositaire demandera aux Gouvernements des Etats ameri-
cains qui n'auraient pas ratifie la presente Convention ou qui n'y
auraient pas adhere, de bien vouloir rendre un rapport sur cette
ratification ou cette adhesion. Ces rapports seront communiques A
tous les autres Gouvernements americains.

ARTICLE 27.-DENONCIATION.

A) On pourra denoncer la presente Convention totalement, ou
seulement ses Parties Deux et Trois, par une communication adressee
au Gouvernement depositaire. Cette communication prendra effet
un an A partir du jour oi elle aura ete revue, et seulement pour le
Gouvernement qui l'aura signifie.

B) Le Gouvernement depositaire communiquera a tous les Etats
americains les denonciations reques.

ARTICLE 28.-LANGUES.

La presente Convention a ete r6digee en espagnol, en anglais, en
portuguais et en francais; ces textes feront 6galement foi.

ARTICLE 29.-ACCORDS SPECIAUX.

Les Gouvernements contractants de la Convention int6ramericaine
de Radio-Communication se r6servent lo droit d'6tablir dos accords
speciaux ou regionaux, qui ne se rapportent pas aux Gouvernements
en g6neral. Cependant ces accords ne devront pas enfreindre les
limites de la presente Convention et des autres Reglements qui y sont
annexes pour tout ce qui se rapporte A l'interference qui pourrait
resulter de ces accords, avec les services des autres pays.

ARTICLE 30.-CODIFICATION.

Dans les prochaines Conferences, toutee les dispositions de la
presente Convention et de ses Reglements qui n'auront pas 6et
modifees, s'incorporeront aux autres regles qui s'y adopteront.

ARTICLE 31.-ARBITRAGE.

A) En cas de desaccord entre deux ou plusieurs gouvernements
contractants relativemement a l'execution de la presente Convention,
le differend, s'il n'est regle par la voie diplomatique, sera soumis A
un jugement arbitral A la demande d'un quelconque des gouverne-
ments en desaccord.
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ARTICLE 25.—DIVISIBILITE DE LA CONVENTION. 

Les ratifications ou les adhesions a. la present° Convention pourront 
se rapporter a. son ensemble ou a deux parties ou plus, si, dans tous 
les cas on ratifie la Premiere et la Quatrieme Partie, ou on y adhere. 
(Conferences et Dispositions generales) 

ARTICLE 26.—RAPPORTS DES RATIFICATIONS ET DES ADHESIONS 

Le 1er. juin 1938, et apres cette date, tous les six mois, le Gouverne-
ment depositaire demandera aux Gouvernements des Etats ameri-
cains qui n'auraient pas ratifie la presente Convention ou qui n'y 
auraient pas adhere, de bien vouloir rendre an rapport stir cette 
ratification ou cette adhesion. Ces rapports seront communiques a 
tous les autres Gouvernements americains. 

ARTICLE 27.—DENONCIATION. 

A) On pourra denoncer la present° Convention totalement, ou 
seulement ses Parties Deux et Trois, par tine communication adressee 
au Gouvernement depositaire. Cette communication prendra effet 
tin an a. partir du jour oa elle aura 60 regue, et seulement pour le 
Gouvernement qui l'aura signifie. 
B) Le Gouvernement depositaire communiquera a. tous les Etats 

americains les denonciations regues. 

ARTICLE 28.—LANGUES. 

La presente Convention A ete redigee en espagnol, en anglais, en 
portuguais et en francais; ces textes feront egalement foi. 

ARTICLE 29.—ACCORDS SPECIATJX. 

Les Gouvernements contractants de la Convention interamencaine 
de Radio-Communication se reservent le droit d'etablir des accords 
speciaux ou regionaux, qui ne se rapportent pas aux Gouvernements 
en general. Cependant ces accords no devront pas enfreindre les 
limites de la presente Convention et des autres Reglements qui y sont 
annexes pour tout ce qui se rapport° a. l'interference qui pouxTait 
resulter de ces accords, avec les services des autres pays. 

ARTICLE 30.--ComficATIoN. 

Dans les prochaines Conferences, toutes le,s dispositions de la 
presente Convention et de ses Reglements qui n'auront pas 60 
modifees, s'incorporeront aux autres regles qui s'y adopteront. 

ARTICLE 31.—ARBITRAGE. 

A) En cas de desacc,ord entre deux ou plusieurs gouvernements 
contractants relativemement a. l'execution de la presents Convention, 
le differend, s'il n'e,st regle par la voie diplomatique, sera soumis a. 
un jugement arbitral a la dema,nde qualconque des gouverne-
ments en desaccord. 



B) A moins que les Parties en desaccord ne s'entendent pour faire
usage d'une proc6dure deja etablie par des traites (bilateraux ou
multilateraux), (conclus entre elles pour le reglement des conffits
internationaux, ou de celle prevue au paragraphe G du present
article) il sera procede comme il suit A la designation des arbitres:

C) (1) Les Parties decident, aprs entente reciproque, si l'arbitrage
doit 8tre confie a des personnes ou a des gouvernements; A defaut
d'entente, il sera recouru A des gouvernements.

(2) Dans le cas ou l'arbitrage doit Wtre confie a des personnes, les
arbitres ne pourront 8tre de la nationalite d'aucune des Parties
interessees dans le differend.

(3) Dans le cas ol l'arbitrage doit 8tre confie A des gouvernements
ceux-ci doivent Atre choisis parmi les Parties adherentes A l'accord
dont l'application a provoque le differend.

D) La Partie qui fait appel A 1'arbitrage est consideree comme
Partie demanderesse. Elle designe un arbitre et le notifie A la partie
adverse. La Partie defenderesse devra alors designer un second
arbitre dans un delai de deux mois, A partir de la date ol elle a recu la
communication de la demanderesse.

E) S'il s'agit de plus de deux Parties, chaque groupe de deman-
deresses ou defenderesses procedera a la nomination d'un arbitre en
observant le proc6d6 indique par l'alinea D.

F) Les deux arbitres ainsi nommes s'entendront pour'designer un
surarbitre, qui, si les arbitres sont des personnes et non pas de gou-
vernements, ne pourra 8tre de la nationalite d'aucun d'eux et d'aucune
des Parties. Si les arbitres ne se mettent pas d'accord sur le choix
du surarbitre, chaque arbitre propose un surarbitre desinteresse dans
le differend.

I1 est ensuite tire au sort entre les surarbitres proposes. Le D6elgue
d'un Gouvernement americain d6sinteresse dans le differend, et
choisi par les deux arbitres, fera le tirage au sort.

G.-Enfin, les Parties en desaccord ont la facult6 de faire juger
leur differend par un seul arbitre. Dans ce cas ou bien elles s'enten-
dent sur le choix de l'arbitre, ou bien celui-ci est designe conformement
a la methode indiquee par l'alinea F.

H.-Les arbitres arretent librement la procedure a suivre.
I.-Chaque Partie supporte les d6penses que lui occasionne l'instruc-

tion du differend. Les frais d'arbitrage sont repartis de facon egale
entre les Parties en cause.

En foi de quoi les D6legues respectifs ont signe des copies de ce
document en espagnol, en anglais, en portuguais et en francais,
lesquelles seront deposees aux archives du Gouvernement de Cuba
qui en adressera une copie certifiee en chaque langue aux autres
Gouvernements contractants.

Fait A la Havane, Republique de Cuba, le 13 decembre 1937.

RESERVES DU BBESIL

Le Gouvernement du Bresil a autorise le President de sa Delegation
a la Premiere Conference Inter-Americaine de Radio-Communications
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B) A moins que lee Parties en desaccord no s'entendent pour faire 
usage d'une procedure deja etablie par des trait& (bilateraux ou 
multilateraux), (conclus entre elles pour le reglement des conffits 
internationaux, on de celle prevue au paragraphe G du present 
article) il sera procede comme il suit a la designation des arbitres: 
C) (1) Les Parties decident, apres entente reciproque, si l'arbitrage 

doit etre confie a des personnes on a, des gouvernements; a, defaut 
d'entente, il sera recouru a des gouvernements. 

(2) Dane le cas on l'arbitrage doit etre confie a des personnes, les 
arbitres ne pourront etre de la nationalite d'aucune des Parties 
interessees dens le differend. 

(3) Dane le cas oh l'arbitrage doit etre confie a des gouvernements 
ceux-ci doivent etre choisis parmi lee Parties adherentes a l'accord 
dont Papplication a provoque le differend. 
D) La Partie qui fait appel a l'arbitrage est consideree comme 

Partie demanderesse. Elle designs un arbitre et is notifie a la partie 
adverse. La Partie defenderesse devra alors designer un second 
arbitre dens u.n deal de deux mois, a partir de la date oh elle a regu la 
communication de la demanderesse. 
E) S'il s'agit de plus de deux Parties, cheque groups de deman-

deresses on defenderesses procedera a la nomination d'un arbitre en 
observant le procede indique par Palinea D. 
F) Les deux arbitres ainsi nommes s'entendront pourdesigner un 

surarbitre, qui, si lee arbitres sont des personnes et non pas de gou-
vernements, no pourra etre de la nationalite d'aucun d'eux et d'aucune 
des Parties. Si les arbitres no se mettent pas d'accord sur is choix 
du surarbitre, cheque arbitre propose un surarbitre desinteresse dans 
is differend. 

Ii est ensuite tire au sort entre lee surarbitres proposes. Le Delegue 
d'un Gouvernement americain desinteresse dens le differend, et 
choisi par lee deux arbitres, fora le tirage an sort. 
G.—Enfin, les Parties en desaccord ont la faculte de faire juger 

leur differend par un seul arbitre. Dens ce cas on bien elks s'enten-
dent sur le choix de Parbitre, on bien celui-ci est designe conformement 
a la methode indiquee par Palinea F. 

arbitres arretent librement la procedure a suivre. 
I.—Chaque Partie supporte les depenses quo lui occasionne l'instruc-

tion du differend. Les frais d'arbitrage sont repartis de bacon tale 
entre les Parties en cause. 
En foi de quoi lee Delegues respectifs ont signe des copies de ce 

document en espagnol, en anglais, en portuguais et en francais, 
lesquelles seront deposees aux archives du Gouvernement de Cuba 
qui en adressera une copie certifiee en chaque langue aux autres 
Gouvernements contractants. 

Fait a hi Havane, Republique de Cuba, le 13 decembre 1937. 

RESERVES DU BRESEL 

Le Gouvernement du Bred il a autori's.5 le President de Sit Delegation 
a la Premiere Conference Inter-Americaine de Radio-Communications 
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a signer "ad referendum" les Accords internationaux que cette Con-
ference vient d'adopter, sous la reserve suivante: le Gouvernement du
Br6sil ne confirmera ces Accords que si leurs dispositions ne sont pas
en d6saccord avec I'Accord sud-americain de Rio de Janeiro, avec
son Reglement interieur, avec tout autre engagement international
deja contract6 par le Gouvernement br6silien.

LA HAVANE, 13 decembre 1937.

BRESIL:
Le D6elgu6 du Bresil signe "ad referendum"

avec les reserves indiquees ci-dessus.
Jos6 Roberto de Macedo-Soares.

CANADA:
Laurent Beaudry.
C. P. Edwards.

COLOMBIE:

Jorge Soto del Corral.
Ricardo Gutierrez Lee y Rivero.

CUBA:
Wifredo Albanes y Pena.
Andr6s Asensio y Carrasco.
Nicolfs Gonzalez de Mendoza y de la Torre.
Alfonso Hernandez Catf y Galt.

CHILI:
Emilio Edwards Bello.

REPUBLIQUE DOMINICAINE:

Roberto Despradel.
Maximo Lovat6n P.

ETATS UNIS D'AMERIQUE:
T. A. M. Craven.

GUATEMALA:
Arturo C6bar L.

HAITI:
Justin Barau.

MEXIQUE:
Ignacio Galindo.
Salvador Tayabas.
Fernando Sanchez Ayala.
Rub6n Fuentes.

NICARAGUA:
Guillermo Arguedas.

PANAMA:
Ernesto B. Fabrega.

PEROU:
Carlos A. Tudela.

URUGUAY:
Cesar Gorri.

VENEZUELA:
Alberto Smith.
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a signer "ad referendum" les Accords intemationaux quo cette Con-
ference vient d'adopter, sous la reserve suivante: le Gouvernement du 
Bresil ne confirmera ces Accords que si leurs dispositions no sent pas 
en desaccord avec l'Accord sud-americain de Rio de Janeiro, avec 
son Reglement interieur, avec tout autre engagement international 
deja contracte par le Gouvemement bresilien. 

LA HAVANE, 18 decembre 1937. 

BRESIL: 
Le Delegue du Bresil signe "ad referendum" 

avec les reserves indiquees ci-dessus. 
Jose Roberto de Macedo-Soares. 

CANADA: 
Laurent Beaudry. 
C. P. Edwards. 

COLOMBIE: 
Jorge Soto del Corral. 
Ricardo Gutierrez Lee y River°. 

CUBA: 
Wifredo Alban& y 
Andres Asensio y Carrasco. 
Nicolas Gonzalez de Mendoza y de la Torre. 
Alfonso Hernandez Cat & y Galt. 

CHILI: 
Eniilio Edwards Bob. 

REPUBLIQUE DOMINICAINE: 
Roberto Despradel. 
Maximo Lovaton P. 

ETATs Thus D'AMERIQUE: 
T. A. M. Craven. 

GUATEMALA: 
Arturo Cobar L. 

HAITI: 
Justin Barau. 

MEXIQUE: 
Ignacio Galindo. 
Salvador Tayab as. 
Fernando Sanchez Ayala. 
Ruben Fuentes. 

NICARAGUA: 
Guillermo Arguedas. 

PANAMA: 
Ernesto B. Fabrega. 

PEROU: 
Carlos A. Tudela. 

URUGUAY: 
Cesar GOITi. 

VENEZUELA: 
Alberto Smith. 
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ANNEXE 1

A la Convention Interamericaine de Radio-Communications.
Signee a la Havane, le 13 Decembre 1937.

REGLEMENT INTERIEUR DES CONFERENCES INTERAMERICAINES DE
RADIO-COMMUNICATIONS.

TABLE DES MATIERES

CHAPITRE I.-DEFINITIONS.

Art. 1.-Gouvernements americains, D1eegues et Representants.
CHAPITRE II.-ORGANISATION DES CONFERENCES.

Art. 2.-Fonctionnaires de la Conference.
Art. 3.-Attributions des fonctionnaires.
Art. 4.-Des Commissions.
Art. 5.-Membres des Commissions.
Art. 6.-Organisation des Commissions.
Art. 7.-Fonctions des Commissions.

CHAPITRE III.-LANGUES OFFICIELLES.
Art. 8.-Espagnol, Anglais, Portuguais et Francais.

CHAPITRE IV.-QUoRUM ET VOTATION.

Art. 9.-Quorum.
Art. 10.-Votation.

CHAPITRE V.-PROCEDURE.
Art. 11.-Seances plenieres.
Art. 12.-Seances des commissions.

CHAPITRE VI.-NOUVEAUX SUJETS.

Art. 13.-Regles de procedure.

Chapitre I.

DEFINITIONS.

ARTICLE 1.-GOUVERNEMENTS AMERICAINS, DELEGUES ET REPRE-
SENTANTS.

Lorsque le present Reglement fera partie d'une Convention Inter-
am6ricaine concernant la Radio-communication, et lorsqu'apparai-
tront dans le present Reglement les expressions Gouvernements
americains, D6elgues et Representants, on interpretera:

a) Gouvernements americains: Comme les Gouvernements des Etats
du continent americain.

b) Dilegugs: comme les personnes qui ont ete designees officielle-
ment par les Gouvernements qui font partie de la Conf6rence et qui
ont requ de ceux-ci des pouvoirs suffisants pour voter et signer en
leur nom.

c) Representants: comme les membres des institutions ou des or-
ganisations publiques ou priv6es, ou comme les individus sp6cialement
interesses par la radio-communication, qui sont accreditds par un
Gouvernement pour observer les travaux des Conferences; ils ne
pourront pas prendre part aux d6bats ni voter, et ne pourront ex-
primer leurs vue que par l'intermediaire de la d6elgation de leurs pays
respectifs. Cependant les representants pourront prendre part aux
d6bats, sur les questions techniques, dans les commissions, lorsqu'ils
y seront expressement autorises par leurs d6elgations.-
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Chapitre II.

ORGANISATION DES CONFERENCES

ARTICLE 2.--FONCTIONNAIRES DE LA CONFERENCE.
a) President Provisoire: Le Gouvernement organisateur designera

le President provisoire, qui presidera la s6ance d'inauguration et qui
continuera dans l'exercice de ses fonctions jusqu'a ce que la Conference
designe son President permanent.

b) President Permanent: Le President Permanent sera elu par une
majorit6 absolue des Delegations presentes a la Conference.

c) Vice-President: Pendant la premiere seance on tirera au sort
l'ordre de preseance des Delegations, et dans le meme ordre, les
Presidents des D6elgations deviendront Vice-Presidents et remplace-
ront le President pendant son absence.

d) Secretaire General: Le Secretaire General de la Conference sera
design6 par le Gouvernement organisateur.
ARTICLE 3.-ATTRIBUTIONS DES FONCTIONNAIRES.

a) President: Le President dirigera les travaux de la Conference
ouvrira, suspendra et levera les seances; donnera la parole dans
l'ordre dans lequel elle aura et6 demandee; declarera les discussions
closes; mettra les questions aux voix; proclamera les resultats du
scrutinf et veillera A I'observation des Reglements.

b) Vice-President: En cas d'absence du President, les Vice-Presi-
dents, dans l'ordre de preseance etabli par l'article 2, alinea c) as-
sumeront et exerceront ses fonctions;

c) Secretaire General: Le Secretaire General aura les attributions
suivantes:

1.-Organiser, diriger et coordonner le travail du personnel designe
pour le Secretariat;

2.-Recevoir la correspondance officielle de la Conference et lui
faire suivre son cours.

3.-Etre l'intermediaire entre les Delegations et le Gouvernement
organisateur, pour tous les sujets relatifs A la Conference;

4.-Preparer et distribuer les compte-rendus des seances, ainsi que
1'information et les documents de la Conference et d'accord avec les
instructions du president, rediger les ordre-du-jour.-

d) Secretariat: Le Gouvernement organisateur d6signera le per-
sonnel du Secretariat de la Conference qui se placera sous la direction
du Secretaire, G6enral:-
ARTICLE 4.-DES COMMISSIONS.

Des Commissions seront organisees pour un plus efficace fonction-
nement de la Conference, pour une etude plus approfondie des themes
de son programme et pour la simplification de ses travaux.-Les
Commissions soumettront le resultat de leurs travaux A l'approbation
des S6ances plenieres de la Conference. II pourra y avoir plusieurs
Commissions pour mieux s'adapter au Programme, mais en principe,
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les Commissions suivantes representent les types de Commissions qui
devront etre 6tablies:

(A) D'Initiatives;
(B) De v6rification de pouvoirs;
(C) Technique;
(D) Juridique-Administrative; et
(E) De Redaction.

ARTICLE 5.-MEMBRES DES COMMISSIONS.

a) La Commission d'initiatives sera composee par les Presidents des
Delegations ou par leurs substituts, et devra etre presidee par le Pr6si-
dent de la Conference;

b) Pendant la premiere s6ance pl6niere, la Conference, sous la pro-
position de son president, l1ira une commission de verification de
pouvoirs compos6e de cinq membres;

c) Les autres commissions seront composees par des D6elgu6s d'ac-
cord avec les designations faites par les Presidents de leurs Delegations
respectives, et communiqu6es au President permanent. Les represen-
tants pourront assister et participer aux s6ances des commissions
d'accord avec les assignations faites par les Presidents de leurs D61e-
gations respectives, et conformement A l'article 1 c).-

d) Les commissions peuvent inviter pour collaborer a leur travaux
des spdcialistes ou juristes dont les conseils ou les rapports peuvent
etre consideres comme ayant une grande valeur.
ARTICLE 6.-ORGANISATION DES COMMISSIONS.

a) Chaque Commission sera presidee, pendant sa s6ance d'organisa-
tion par le President Permanent de la Conference, et on y elira entre
ses membres, son president et son vice-president;

b) Le President de chaque commission pourra d6signer un ou plu-
sieurs rapporteurs.

c) Chaque Commission pourra crier toutes les sous-Commissions
qu'elle juge n6cessaires.
ARTICLE 7.-FONCTIONS DES COMMISSIONS.

a) La Commission d'lnitiatives coordonnera les travaux de la Con-
ference; tranchera les questions d'ordre interieur concernant la Con-
ference et celles qui lui seront pr6sent6es par les autres Commissions
ou par le Secretariat; elle prendra des resolutions par deux tiers de
majorite, sur les nouveaux sujets du ressort de la Conf6rence, qui
seront presentes par les Delegations et surtout conseillera le President
Permanent pour tous les sujets non inclus dans le pr6sent Reglement
interieur.

b) La Commission de verification de pouvoirs examinera les pouvoirs
presentes par les membres des D6elgations, s'assurera qu'ils sont en
bonne et due forme, et en fera, sans delai, rapport a la Conference;

c) La Commission technique se chargera de l'6tude de tous les aspects
techniques concernant la radio-communication, et de toutes les autres
matieres comprises dans le programme de la Conference au sujet de la
technique.

d) La Commission Juridique-administrative se chargera de l'etude
de tous les aspects juridiques des sujets du programme ainsi que de
tons les sujets qui ont un caractere essentiellement administratif.
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Comme Commission juridique elle fixera le lexique definitif qui devra
8tre employe pour tous les accords ou resolutions, concernant non
seument les sujets qui se trouvent directement sous sa jurisdiction,
mais encore tous les autres sujets qui emanent des autres Commissions
de la Conference.

e) La Commission de Redaction se chargera de la redaction d6finitive
des Accords et Resolutions de la Conference, sans alterer leur sens,
dans le but de prevenir les repetitions ou duplications; dans ce cas
les documents seront remis a la Commission d'origine pour etre
corriges.

f) Les rapporteurs des Commissions:
a) ouvrivont la discussion des sujets en etude et presenteront des

rapports contenant les antecedents et une analyse des divers aspects
des sujets; ces rapports serviront de base a la discussion.

b) Une fois close la discussion, les debats seront resum6s dans un
rapport, et on redigera d'accord avec la majorite de chaque Commis-
sion un projet qui, une fois approuv6 par la Commission, sera soumis
a la Conference.

c) La minorit6 de n'importe quelle commission aura le droit de
designer un rapporteur qui exposera a la Conference les opinions de
la minorite et les projets r6diges par celle-ci.

Chapitre III.

LANGUES OFFICIELLES.

ARTICLE 0 [8.--ESPAGNOL, ANGLAIS, PORTUGUAIS ET FRANCAIS.

Les langues officielles seront l'espagnol, l'anglais, le portuguais et
le francais. Le Gouvernement organisateur prendra toutes les mesures
necessaires pour assurer l'accomplissement de cette disposition.

Chapitre IV.

QUORUM ET VOTATION.

ARTICLE 9.-QUORUM.
Pour qu'il y ait quorun dans les Seances Plenieres de la Conference,

la majorit6 des D6legations devra 8tre presente; un ou plusieurs
delegues pourront representer chaque Delegation.

Pour qu'il y ait quorum dans les seances des commissions la ma-
jorite des D6elgations devra 8tre prdsente. Chaque Delegation pourra
8tre representee par un ou plusieurs delegues.
ARTICLE 10.-VOTATION.

a) la votation se fera sur la base d'une seule voix par Etat qui
reunisse les conditions suivantes:

I. Une population permanente.
II. Un territoire determine.

III. Un gouvernement.
IV. La capacite pour engager des relations avec les autres Etats.

Les pays ou territoires qui ne reuniront pas ces conditions pourront
prendre port aux debats mais non pas voter dans les Conferences;
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mais ils pourront s'adherer aux accords, qui r6sultent de ces Confe-
rences, par l'intermediaire de leurs Gouvernements metropolitains
respectifs.

b) Le President de la Delegation ou le membre qui le represente,
devra voter au nom de chaque D6elgation dans les Seances Plenieres
et dans les seances des Commissions.

c) Les del6gues voteront en se levant ou de toute autre mani6re
convenue. Mais a la demande d'une delegation quelconque ou par
decision du President, la votation devra se faire par l'appel nominal
dans l'ordre alphab6tique des noms des pays respectifs, etabli en
espagnol.

d) Les propositions et modifications ne seront adoptees qu'une
fois obtenue la majorite des voix. En cas d'egalite des elles
seront consid6eres comme non acceptees.

Chapitre V.

PROCEDURE.
ARTICLE 11.-SEANCES PLENIERES.

a) La seance d'inauguration de la Conference aura lieu au jour
et lieu fixes par le Gouvernement organisateur, et les autres seances
auront lieu aux dates fixees par la Conference.

b) Quand une seance pleniere aura lieu, on lira, pour les soumettre
a son approbation, les comptes-rundus des seances anterieures, ex-
cept6 celui de la seance d'inauguration, a moins que, par unanimite,
les Delegations conviennet d'omettre cette lecture.

c) Les comptes-rendus des seances plenieres seront rediges par le
personnel du Secretariat general. Les opinions et les propositions
avec leurs arguments, n'apparaitrent que sous forme resumee dans
les compte rendus des s6ances, avec une relation sommaire des debats.

Tout d6elgu6 cependant, pourra demander l'insertion complete
dans le compte-rendu, de toute declaration qu'il ait faite mais dans
ce cas il fournira au S6cretariat, aussit6t close la Seance Pleniere, le
texte correspondant.

d) Les Delegu6s pourront presenter a la Conference, par ecrit leurs
opinions sur les sujets en discussion, et solliciter qu'elles soient
ajoutees aux compte-rendus des s6ances ou elles ont ete faites.

e) Les s6ances pl6nieres de la Conference seront ouvertes au public.
A la demande de n'importe quel d6elgu6 les seances peuvent 8tre
declardes secretes, si cette proposition obtient une majorite de voix.
Cette proposition sera consideree comme ayant une preseance, et ne
sera pas discutee.

f) La Conference pourra ne pas observer le proced6 d'usage et
passer a la consideration d'un sujet, par une majorite des deux tiers
des Delegations presentes, excepte quand il s'agira d'un nouveau
sujet; dans ce dernier cas les regles de proced6 qui apparaiesent dans
l'article 13, seront toujours suivies.

g) Les modifications seront presentees pour 8tre discutees et mises
aux voix avant la proposition qu'on veut modifier.

h) Les compte-rendus des keances plenieres devront etre signes
par le President et par le Secretaire General.
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PROCEDURE. 

ARTICLE 11.—SEANCES PLENIERES. 
a) La seance d'inauguration de la Conference aura lieu an jour 

et lieu fixes par le Gouverrtement organisateur, et lea autres seances 
auront lieu aux dates fixees par la Conference. 

b) Quand une seance pleniere aura lieu, on lira, pour les soumettre 
b. son approbation, les comptes-rundus des seances anterieures, ex-
cepte celui de Is. seance d'inauguration, a moms quo, par unanimite, 
les Delegations conviennet d'omettre cette lecture. 

c) Les compte.s-rendus des seances plenieres seront rediges par le 
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avec leurs arguments, n'apparaitrent quo sous forme resumes dans 
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dans le compte-rendu, de toute declaration qu'il ait faite mais dans 
se cas il fournira an Secretariat, aussit6t close la Seance Pleniere, le 
texts correspondant. 

d) Les Delegues pourront presenter it is. Conference, par ecrit leurs 
opinions Bur les sujets en discussion, et solliciter qu'elles soient 
ajoutees aux compte7rendus des seances ou elles ont ete faiths. 

e) Les seances plenieres de la Conference seront ouvertes au public. 
A is. domande de n'importe quel delegue lea seances peuvent etre 
declarees secretes, si cette proposition obtient une majorite de voix. 
Cette proposition sera consideree comme ayant une preseance, et ne 
sera pas discutee. 

f) La Conference pourra no pas observer le procede d'usage et 
passer a is. consideration d'un sujet, par une majorite des deux tiers' 
des Delegations presentes, excepte quand il s'agira d'un nouveau 
sujet; dans ce dernier cas lea regles de procede qui apparaipsent dans 
Particle 13, seront toujours suivies. 

g) Les modifications seront presentees pour etre discutees et mises 
aux voix avant la proposition qu'on vent modifier. 

h) Les compte-rendus des Aean.ces plenieres devront etre sign& 
par le President et par le Secretaire General. 
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i) Dans la seance pldniere de cl6ture, les accords et resolutions
adoptes par les diffjrentes commissions de ]a Conference seront sign6s,
et on signalera le pays oh se reunira la prochaine Conference ainsi
que la date de son inauguration.
ARTICLE 12.-SEANCES DES COMMISSIONS.

a) La procedure concernant les seances plenieres sera autant que
possible, suivie dans les seances des commissions.

b) Les comptes-rendus des commissions devront 8tre signes par le
President et par le Secretaire.

Chapitre VI.

NOUVEAUX SUJETS.

ARTICLE 13.-REGLES DE PROCEDURE.
Si une Delegation soumet a la consideration de la Conference un

sujet non inclus dans son programme, le nouveau sujet sera soumis
pour etre 6tudi6 a la Commission d'iniciatives, et apres la pr6senta-
tion et l'approbation d'un rapport par une majorit6 des deux tiers
des Delegations de la Conference, il sera remis a la Commission
competente.

ANNEXE 2

A la Convention Interamericaine de Radio-Communications,
Signee a la Havane, le 13 Decembre 1937.

REGLEMENT INTERIEUR DU BUREAU INTERAMERICAIN DE RADIO-
COMMUNICATIONS. (O.I.R.)

TABLE DES MATIERES.

Art. 1.-Administration.
Art. 2.-Premier Directeur.
Art. 3.-Designation du personnel du Bureau.
Art. 4.-Budget.
Art. 5.-Traitemant du personnel.
Art. 6.-Comptes.
Art. 7.-Contributions pour l'O.I.R.

ARTICLE 1.-ADMINISTRATION.
Le Bureau interamericain de Radio-communications sera administr6

par un Directeur qui sera design6 par la Conference Interamericaine
de Radio-Communication sur la proposition d'une commission
sp6ciale de la meme Conference.
ARTICLE 2 .- PREMIER DIRECTEUR

Le premier Directeur sera design6 par le Gouvernement cubain.
ARTICLE 3.-DESIGNATION DU PERSONNEL DU BUREAU.

Le Directeur designera les auxiliaires et les fonctionnaires comp6-
tents, y compris les interprates et les traducteurs dont il soit besoin
pour les traveaux du Bureau.
ARTICLE 4.-BUDGET.

Le Directeur presentera annuellement au Gouvernement du pays
au siege le Bureau, un projet de budget de depenses et de recettes,
pour l'annee suivante.
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i) Pans la seance pleniere de cloture, les accords et resolutions 
adopt& par les ditrerentes commissions de la Conference seront signes, 
et on signalera le pays oii se reunira la prochaine Conference ainsi 
que la date de son inauguration. 
ARTICLE 12.--SEANCES DES COMMISSIONS. 

a) La procedure concernant les seances plenieres sera autant que 
possible, suivie dans les seances des commissions. 

b) Les comptes-rendus des commissions devrant etre sign& par le 
President et par le Secretaire. 

Ch,apitre VI. 

NOUVEAUX SUJETS. 

ARTICLE 13.—REGLES DE PROCEDURE. 
Si une Delegation soumet a, is. consideration de la Conference tin 

sujet non inclus dans son programme, le nouveau sujet sera soumis 
pour etre etudie a, la Commission d'iniciatives, et apreg is. presenta-
tion et Papprobation d'un rapport par tine majorite des deux tiers 
des Delegations de Is. Conference, ii sera remis a la Commission 
competente. 

ANNEXE 2 

A la Convention Interamericaine de Radio-Communications, 
Signee a la Havane, le 13 Decembre 1937. 

REGLEMENT INTERIEUR DU BUREAU INTERAMERICAIN DE RADIO-
COMMUNICATIONS. (O.LR.) 

TABLE DES MATItRES. 

Art. 1.—Administration. 
Art. 2.—Premier Directeur. 
Art. 3.—Designation du personnel du Bureau. 
Art. 4.—Budget. 
Art. 5.—Traitemant du personnel. 
Art. 6.—Comptes. 
Art. 7.—Contributions pour l'O.I.R. 

ARTICLE 1.—ADMINISTRATION. 
Le Bureau interamexicain de Radio-communications sera administre 

par un Directeur qui sera designe par la Conference Interamericaine 
de Radio-Communication sur is. proposition d'une commission 
speciale de is. memo Conference. 
ARTICLE 2.—PREMIER DIRECTEUR 
Le premier Directeur sera designe par le Gouvernement cubain. 

ARTICLE 3.—DESIGNATION DU PERSONNEL DU BUREAU. 
Le Directeur designera les auxiliaires et les fonctionnakes compd. 

tents, y compris les interpretes et les tratlucteurs dont il soit besoin 
pour les traveaux du Bureau. 
ARTICLE 4.—BUDGET. 
Le Directeur presentera annuellement au Gouvernement du pays 

au siege le Bureau, tin projet de budget de depenses et de mates, 
pour Panne° suivante. 



Une fois que ce budget aura ete approuve par le Gouvernement en
question, il sera communique aux autres Gouvernements participants
en leur indiquant la contribution qui leur correspond individuellement
d'accord avec la distribution faite par Particle 7.
ARTICLE 5.-TRAITEMENT DU PERSONNEL.

Les traitements du personnel du Bureau ne devront pas d6passer
les deux tiers du budget annuel.
ARTICLE 6.-COMPTES.

Le Directeur aura a sa charge la perception et l'emploi des fonds du
Bureau.

1n devra presenter mensuellement au Gouvernement du pays siege
du Bureau, un compte-fendu des recettes et des d6penses; et, tous
les six mois, les comptes generaux de l'administration.

Ce Gouvernement, apres les avoir examinees, les soumettra A la
consideration de la Conference suivante.
ARTICLE 7.-CONTRIBUTION POUR L'O.I.R.

D'accord avec l'article 8 (b) de la Convention, les contributions
des Etats du continent Americain seront les suivantes:

Categorie. I II III IV V VI

Unites. 25 20 15 10 5 3

Pays Argentine Bresil Cuba Colombie Bolivie
Canada Mfxique Chili Costa-Rica
Etats-Unis P6rou R6publique
d'Am6rique. Venezuela. Dominicaine.

Equateur.
Guatemala
Haiti
Honduras
Nicaragua
Panama
Paraguay
Salvador
Uruguay.

ANNEXE 3

A la Convention Interamericaine de Radio-Communications.

DEFINITIONS DES ZONES

Pour les fins de l'article 11, alin6a D. de la Convention interam6ri-
caine de Radio-Communications, on entendri par:

ZONE SEPTENTRIONALE: la zone qui comprend le pays situes an
nord du Guatemala et au nord de la c6te sud des R6publiques de
Haiti et de St. Domingue.

ZONE CENTRALE: la zone qui comprend les pays et fractions de
pays, situes au sud du Mexique et de la c6te sud des Republiques de
Haiti et de Saint Domingue, et s'6tendant jusqu'au parallnle 50
latitude sud

ZONE MERIONALE: la zone qui comprend les pays et fractions de
pays, situes au sud du parallle 50. latitude sud.
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Une fois qua ce budget aura ete approuve par le Gouvemement en 
question, il sera communique aux autres Gouvemements participants 
en leur indiquant is contribution qui leur correspond individuellement 
d'accord avec is distribution faite par Particle 7. 
ARTICLE 5.—TRAITEMENT DU PERSONNEL. 
Les traitements du personnel du Bureau no devront pas depasser 

les deux tiers du budget annuel. 
ARTICLE 6.--CompTEs. 
Le Directeur aura a as. charge la perception et Pemploi des fonds du 

Bureau. 
II devra presenter mensuellement au Gouvemement du pays siege 

du Bureau, un compte-fendu des recettes et des depenses; et, tous 
les six mois, les comptes generaux de l'administration. 
Ce Gouvemement, apres les avoir examin.6es, les soumettra a Is 

consideration de is Conference suivante. 
ARTICLE 7.—CoNTRIBuTrox POUR L'O.I.R. 

D'acc,ord avec Particle 8 (b) de la Convention, lea contributions 
des Etats du continent Americain seront les suivantes: 

Categoric. I II III IV V VI 

Unites. 25 20 15 10 5 3 

Pays Argentine Bresil Cuba Colombie Bolivie 
Canada Mexique Chili Costa-Rica 
Etats-Unis 
d'Amerique. 

Perou 
Venezuela. 

Republique 
Dominicalne. 
Equateur. 
Guatemala 
Haiti 
Honduras 
Nicaragua 
Panama 
Paraguay 
Salvador 
Uruguay. 

ANNEXE 3 

A la Convention Interamericaine de Radio-Communications. 

DEFINITIONS DES ZONES 

Pour lea fins de Particle 11, alinea D. de la Convention interameri-
caine de Radio-Communications, on entendra par: 
ZONE SEPTEN'FRIONALE: is zone qui comprend le pays situ& an 

nord du Guatemala et au nord de is cete sud des Republiques de 
Haiti et de St. Doroingue. 
ZONE CENTRALS: Is zone qui comprend les pays et fractions de 

pays, situes au sud du Mexique et de la cote sud des Republiques de 
Haiti et de Saint Domingue, et s'etendant jusqu'au parallele 50 
latitude sud 
ZONE MfaroNA.LE: la zone qui comprend les pays et fractions de 

pays, situes au sud du parall.ele 50. latitude sud. 
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AND WHEREAS it is provided in Section (B) of Article 23 of the said
Convention that Parts One, Three and Four thereof shall come into
force on the first day of July, one thousand nine hundred and thirty-
eight, if at that date two ratifications or final adherences have been
deposited with the Government of the country where the conference
was held, namely, Cuba;

AND WHEREAS the ratifications of the said Convention by the Gov-
ernments of Cuba and Haiti were deposited with the Government of
Cuba at Habana on the twelfth day of January, one thousand nine
hundred and thirty-eight and the twenty-seventh day of June, one
thousand nine hundred and thirty-eight, respectively, Parts One,
Three and Four of the said Convention thus coming into force on the
first day of July, one thousand nine hundred and thirty-eight;

AND WHEREAS the said Convention has been duly ratified on the
part of the United States of America and the instrument of ratification
of the United States of America was deposited with the Government
of Cuba at Habana on the twenty-first day of July, one thousand nine
hundred and thirty-eight, Parts One, Three and Four of the Conven-
tion thus coming into force with respect to the United States of
America;

AND WHEREAS it is provided in Section (C) of Article 23 of the said
Convention that in order that Part Two of the said Convention shall
come into force it will be necessary that the ratifications or final
adherences deposited by the American Governments shall represent,
when added together, more than one-half of the contributory units
established for the maintenance of the Inter-American Radio Office in
accordance with Article 8, paragraph (B), of the Convention, as
classified in the Internal Regulations of the Inter-American Radio
Office (Annex two, Article 7);

Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
President of the United States of America, have caused the said
Inter-American Radio Communications Convention to be made
public to the ends that Parts One, Three and Four thereof shall be
observed and fulfilled with good faith by the United States of America
and the citizens thereof, and that Part Two thereof shall be so ob-
served and fulfilled at and from the time when that Part shall have
come into force in accordance with Section (C) of the aforesaid
Article 23.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this nineteenth day of September
L]in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and

thirty-eight and of the Independence of the United States
of America the one hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL

Secretary of State.

1643

Deposit of ratifica-
tions by Cuba and
Haiti.

By United States of
America.

Provisions concern-
ing maintenance of
the Inter-American
Radio Office.

Ante, pp. 1595, 1608.

Proclamation.

Ante, pp. 1693, 1596,
1598.

Ante, p. 1594.
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AND WHEREAS it is provided in Section (B) of Article 23 of the said 
Convention that Parts One, Three and Four thereof shall come into 
force on the first day of July, one thousand nine hundred and thirty-
eight, if at that date two ratifications or final adherences have been 
deposited with the Government of the country where the conference 
was held, namely, Cuba; 
AND WHEREAS the ratifications of the said Convention by the Gov-

ernments of Cuba and Haiti were deposited with the Government of 
Cuba at Habana on the twelfth day of January, one thousand nine 
hundred and thirty-eight and the twenty-seventh day of June, one 
thousand nine hundred and thirty-eight, respectively, Parts One, 
Three and Four of the said Convention thus coming into force on the 
first day of July, one thousand nine hundred and thirty-eight; 
AND WHEREAS the said Convention has been duly ratified on the 

part of the United States of America and the instrument of ratification 
of the United States of America was deposited with the Government 
of Cuba at Habana on the twenty-first day of July, one thousand nine 
hundred and thirty-eight, Parts One, Three and Four of the Conven-
tion thus coming into force with respect to the United States of 
America; 
AND WHEREAS it is provided in Section (C) of Article 23 of the said 

Convention that in order that Part Two of the said Convention shall 
come into force it will be necessary that the ratifications or final 
adherences deposited by the American Governments shall represent, 
when added together, more than one-half of the contributory units 
established for the maintenance of the Inter-American Radio Office in 
accordance with Article 8, paragraph (B), of the Convention, as 
classified in the Internal Regulations of the Inter-American Radio 
Office (Annex two, Article 7); 
Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, 

President of the United States of America, have caused the said 
Inter-American Radio Communications Convention to be made 
public to the ends that Parts One, Three and Four thereof shall be 
observed and fulfilled with good faith by the United States of America 
and the citizens thereof, and that Part Two thereof shall be so ob-
served and fulfilled at and from the time when that Part shall have 
come into force in accordance with Section (C) of the aforesaid 
Article 23. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused 

the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the city of Washington this nineteenth day of September 

,  [BEAU ] in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and 
thirty-eight and of the Independence of the United States 
of America the one hundred and sixty-third. 

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 
By the President: 

CORDELL HULL 
Secretary of State. 

Deposit of ratifica-
tions by Cuba and 
Haiti. 

By United States of 
America. 

Provisions concern-
ing maintenance of 
the Inter-American 
Radio Office. 

Ante, pp. 1595, 1809. 

Proclamation. 

Ante, pp. 150:3, 1596, 
1598. 

Ante, p. 1594. 
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Convention and protocol between the United States of America and other
powers regarding the abolition of the capitulations in Egypt. Signed
at Montreux May 8, 1937; ratification advised by the Senate of the
United States June 13, 1938; ratified by the President July 5, 1938;
ratification of the United States of America deposited at Cairo August
29, 1938; proclaimed September 19, 1938. And related papers.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

A PROCLAMATION.

WHEREAS a convention regarding the abolition of the capitulations
in Egypt and defining the rights of the United States of America and
of the other capitulatory powers in Egypt consequent upon the aboli-
tion of the capitulatory regime in that country and a protocol were
signed in behalf of Egypt on the one part and in behalf of the United
States of America, Belgium, Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, the Irish Free State, India,
Denmark, Spain, France, Greece, Italy, Norway, the Netherlands,
Portugal and Sweden on the other part, at Montreux, Switzerland,
on the eighth day of May, one thousand nine hundred and thirty-
seven, the original of which convention and protocol, being in the
French and English languages, is word for word as follows:

May 8,1937
IT. S. No. 939]

Multilateral con-
vention and protocol
regarding the abolition
of the capitulations in
Egypt.

Preamble.

98907-39--PT 3-14
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Convention and protocol between the United States of America and other  May 8, 1937  

powers regarding the abolition of the capitulations in Egypt. Signed IT. S. No. 9391 

at Montreux May 8, 1937; ratification advised by the Senate of the 
United States June 13, 1938; ratified by the President July 5, 1938; 
ratification of the United States of America deposited at Cairo August 
29, 1938; proclaimed September 19, 1938. And related papers. 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 

A PROCLAMATION. 

WHEREAS a convention regarding the abolition of the capitulations 
in Egypt and defining the rights of the United States of America and 
of the other capitulatory powers in Egypt consequent upon the aboli-
tion of the capitulatory regime in that country and a protocol were 
signed in behalf of Egypt on the one part and in behalf of the United 
States of America, Belgium, Great Britain and Northern Ireland, 
Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, the Irish Free State, India, 
Denmark, Spain, France, Greece, Italy, Norway, the Netherlands, 
Portugal and Sweden on the other part, at Montreux, Switzerland, 
on the eighth day of May, one thousand nine hundred and thirty-
seven, the original of which convention and protocol, being in the 
French and English languages, is word for word as follows: 

Multilateral con-
vention and protocol 
regarding the abolition 
of the capitulations in 
Egypt. 

98907°-39----1'T 3-14 



TREATIES

CONVENTION CONCERNANT L'ABOLITION DES CAPITU-
LATIONS EN PGYPTE

Signee a Montreux, le 8 Mai 1937

SA MAJESTI LE ROI D'EGYPTE, d'une part,
et

LE PRESIDENT DES ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE; SA MAJESTA LE

ROI DES BELGES; SA MAJESTI LE ROI DE GRANDE-BRETAGNE,

D'IRLANDE ET DES DOMINIONS BRITANNIQUES AU DELA DES MERS,

EMPEREUR DES INDES; SA MAJESTE LE ROI DE DANEMARK; LE

PRESIDENT DE LA RtPUBLIQUE ESPAGNOLE; LE PRESIDENT DE LA

REPUBLIQUE FRANgAISE; SA MAJESTB LE ROI DES HELLENES; SA

MAJESTI LE ROI D'ITALIE, EMPEREUR D'ETHIOPIE; SA MAJESTi LE

ROI DE NORVEGE; SA MAJESTE LA REINE DES PAYS-BAS; LE PRISI-

DENT DE LA RAPUBLIQUE PORTUGAISE; SA MAJESTE LE ROI DE

SUEDE, d'autre part;
Considerant que le regime des Capitulations jusqu'ici en vigueur

en Egypte ne correspond plus A la situation nouvelle A laquelle ce
pays est parvenu par le progr&s de ses institutions et qu'il doit en
consequence y etre mis fin;

Estimant qu'a la suite de l'abolition, convenue d'un commun
accord, dudit regime, il convient d'6tablir entre eux des relations
basees sur le respect de l'independance et de la souverainete des
Etats et sur le droit commun international;

Animes du sincere desir de faciliter entre eux la plus large et la
plus confiante collaboration;

Ont decide de conclure une convention a cet effet et ont nomme
pour leurs Plenipotentiaires, savoir:

L1 PRESIDENT DES ETATS-UNIB D'AMARIQUE:

M. Bert Fish, Envoye extraordinaire et Ministre pl6nipotentiaire
des Etats-Unis d'Amerique au Caire;

SA MAJESTE LE ROI DES BELGES:

M. Pierre Forthomme, Grand Croix de l'Ordre de la Couronne,
Grand Officier de l'Ordre de L6opold, ancien Ministre, Envoye
extraordinaireet Ministre plenipotentiaire;

SA MAJESTE LE ROI DE GRANDE-BRETAGNE, D'IRLANDE ET DES

DOMINIONS BRITANNIQUES AU DELA DES MERS, EMPEREUR

DES INDES:

Pour la Grande-Bretagne et l'Irlande du Nord:

Le Tres Honorable Capitaine David Euan Wallace, M. C., M. P.,
Sous-Secretaire d'Etat Parlementaire aux Affaires 6trangees,

Secretaire Parlementaire au Board of Trade, Secr6taire du
Departement du Commerce d'outre-mer;
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CONVENTION CONCERNANT L'ABOLITION DES CAPITU-
LATIONS EN EGYPTE 

Signee a Montreux, le 8 Mai 1937 

SA MAJEsTE LE Rot D'EGYpTE, d'une part, 
et 

LE PRESIDENT DES ETATS-UNIS D'AmERIQTJE; SA MAJESTE LE 
Rot DES BELGES; SA MAJESTE LE Rot DE GRANDE-BRETAGNE, 
D'IRLANDE ET DES DOMINIONS BRITANNIQUES AU DELA DEB MEM, 

EMpEREUR DES INDES; SA MAJESTE LE Rot DE DANEmARK; LE 

PRESIDENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE ESpAGNOLE; LE PRESIDENT DE LA 

REpuBLIQUE FRANgAISE; SA MAJEsTE LE Rot DES HELLENES; SA 

MAJESTE LE Rot D'ITALIE, EMpEREITE D'ETHIONE; SA MAJESTE LE 

Rot DE NORVhGE; SA MAIESTE LA REINE DES PAYS-BAS; LE PEER-
DENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE PORTUGAISE; SA MAJEsTE LE Rot DE 

SuhnE, d'autre part; 
Considerant quo le regime des Capitulations jusqu'ici en vigueur 

en Egypte tie correspond plus a la situation nouvelle a. laquelle ce 
pays est parvenu par le progres de ses institutions et qu'il dolt en 
consequence y etre mis fin; 
Estimant qu'à la suite de Pabolition, convenue d'un commun 

accord, dudit regime, il convient d'etablir entre eux des relations 
basees sur le respect de Pindependance et de la souverainete des 
Etats et sur le droit commun international; 
Animes du sincere &sir de faciliter entre eux la plus large et la 

plus confiante collaboration; 
Ont decide de conclure une convention b. cot effet et ont nomme 

pour leurs Plenipotentiaires, savoir: 

LE PRESIDENT DES ETATS-UNIS DIAMERIQUE: 

M. Bert Fish, Envoye extraordinaire et Ministre plenipotentiaire 
des Etats-TJnis d'Amerique au Caire; 

SA MAJESTE LE Rot DES BELGES: 

M. Pierre Forthomme, Grand Croix de l'Ordre de la Couronne, 
Grand Officier de l'Ordre de Leopold, ancien Ministre, Envoyd 
extraordinaire et Ministre plenipotentiaire; 

SA MAJESTE LE Rot DE GRANDE-BRETAGNE, D'IRLANDE ET DES 

DOmINIONs BRITANNIQUES AU DELL DES MERS, EMPEREUR 

DES INDES: 

Pour la Grande-Bretagne et l'Irlande du Nord: 

Le Tres Honorable Capitaine David Euan Wallace, M. C., M. P., 
Sous-Secretaire d'Etat Parlementaire aux Affaires etrangeres, 
Secretaire Parlementaire an Board of Trade, Secretaire du 
Departement du Commerce d'outre-mer; 
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CONVENTION REGARDING THE ABOLITION OF THE CAPIT-
ULATIONS IN EGYPT

Signed at Montreux, on May 8th, 1937

HIs MAJESTY THE KING OF EGYPT, of the one part,
and

THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA; HIS MAJESTY

THE KING OF THE BELGIANS; HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF GREAT

BRITAIN, IRELAND AND THE BRITISH DOMINIONS BEYOND THE SEAS,

EMPEROR OF INDIA; HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF DENMARK; THE PRESI-

DENT OF THE SPANISH REPUBLIC; THE PRESIDENT OF THE FRENCH

REPUBLIC; HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF THE HELLENES; HIS MAJESTY

THE KING OF ITALY, EMPEROR OF ETHIOPIA; HIS MAJESTY THE KING

OF NORWAY; HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN OF THE NETHERLANDS;

THE PRESIDENT OF THE PORTUGUESE REPUBLIC: HIS MAJESTY THE

KING OF SWEDEN, of the other part;
Whereas the regime of Capitulations hitherto in force in Egypt is

no longer in harmony with the new situation to which that country
has attained through the progress of its institutions and whereas it
should in consequence be brought to an end;

Considering that, following upon the abolition by common agree-
ment of the said regime, there should be established between them
relations based on respect for the independence and sovereignty of
States and on ordinary international law;

Prompted by the sincere desire to facilitate the most extensive and
friendly co-operation between them;

Have decided to conclude a Convention for that purpose and have
appointed as their Plenipotentiaries:

THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:

Mr. Bert Fish, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary

of the United States of America at Cairo;

HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF THE BELGIANS:

M. Pierre Forthomme, Grand Cross of the Order of the Crown,
Grand Officer of the Order of Leopold, former Minister, Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary;

His MAJESTY THE KING OF GREAT BRITAIN, IRELAND AND THE

BRITISH DOMINIONS BEYOND THE SEAS, EMPEROR OF INDIA:

For Great Britain and Northern Ireland:

Captain the Right Honourable David Euan Wallace, M. C., M. P.,
a Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs,
a Parliamentary Secretary to the Board of Trade, Secretary
of the Department of Overseas Trade;

Signatory Powers.

Purposes declared.

Plenipotentiaries.
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CONVENTION REGARDING THE ABOLITION OF THE CAPIT-
ULATIONS IN EGYPT 

Signed at Montreux, on May 8th, 1937 

HIS M AJESTY THE KING OF EGYPT, of the one part, 
and 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA; HIS M AJESTY 
THE KING OF THE BELGIANS; HIS M AJESTY THE KING OF GREAT 
BRITAIN, IRELAND AND THE BRITISH DOMINIONS BEYOND THE SEAS, 
EMPEROR OF INDIA; HIS M AJESTY THE KING OF DENMARK; THE PRESI-
DENT OF THE SPANISH REPUBLIC; THE PRESIDENT OF THE FRENCH 
REPUBLIC; HIS M AJESTY THE KING OF THE HELLENES; HIS M AJESTY 
THE KING OF ITALY, EMPEROR OF ETHIOPIA; HIS M AJESTY THE KING 
OF NORWAY; HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN OF THE NETHERLANDS; 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE PORTUGUESE REPUBLIC: HIS M AJESTY THE 
KING OF SWEDEN, of the other part; 

Whereas the regime of Capitulations hitherto in force in Egypt is 
no longer in harmony with the new situation to which that country 
has attained through the progress of its institutions and whereas it 
should in consequence be brought to an end; 

Considering that, following upon the abolition by common agree-
ment of the said regime, there should be established between them 
relations based on respect for the independence and sovereignty of 
States and on ordinary international law; 
Prompted by the sincere desire to facilitate the most extensive and 

friendly co-operation between them; 
Have decided to conclude a Convention for that purpose and have 

appointed as their Plenipotentiaries: 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 

Mr. Bert Fish, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary 

of the United States of America at Cairo; 

HIS M AJESTY THE KING OF THE BELGIANS: 

M. Pierre Forthorame, Grand Cross of the Order of the Crown, 
Grand Officer of the Order of Leopold, former Minister, Envoy 
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary; 

HIS M AJESTY THE KING OF GREAT BRITAIN, IRELAND AND THE 
BRITISH DOMINIONS BEYOND THE SEAS, EMPEROR OF INDIA: 

For Great Britain and Northern Ireland: 

Captain the Right Honourable David Euan Wallace, M. C., M. P., 
a Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, 
a Parliamentary Secretary to the Board of Trade, Secretary 
of the Department of Overseas Trade; 

Signatory Powers. 

Purposes declared. 

Plenipotent iaries. 
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M. David Victor Kelly, C. M. G., M. C., Conseiller ~ l'Ambassade
de Sa Majeste Britannique au Caire;

M. William Eric Beckett, C. M. G., Deuxieme Conseiller Juridique
au Foreign Office;

Pour le Commonwealth d'Australie:

Le Tres Honorable Capitaine David Euan Wallace, M. C., M. P.;

Pour le Dominion de Nouvelle-Zelande:

Le Tres Honorable Capitaine David Euan Wallace, M. C., M. P.;

Pour I'Union Sud-Africaine:

M. le Dr. Stefanus Francois Naude Gie, Ministre de l'Union Sud-
Africaine a Berlin;

M. Harry Thomson Andrews, D6elgu6 permanent aupres de la
Societe des Nations;

Pour l'ltat Libre d'Irlande:

M. Francis T. Cremins, Delegue permanent aupres de la Soci6te
des Nations;

Pour l'Inde:

Le Tres Honorable Capitaine David Euan Wallace, M. C., M. P.;

SA MAJESTE LE ROI DE DANEMARK:

M. Niels Peter Arnstedt, Envoye extraordinaire et Ministre pleni-
potentiaire au Caire;

M. Niels Vilhelm Boeg, Membre de la Cour d'Appel A Copenhague,
ancien juge pres les Tribunaux de la Reforme en Egypte,
ancien President du Tribunal arbitral mixte turco-grec;

SA MAJESTE LE ROI D'EGYPTE:

Moustapha El-Nahas Pacha, President du Conseil des Ministres,
Ministre de l'Interieur et de l'Hygiene publique;

Dr. Ahmed Maher, President de la Chambre des Deputes;
Wacyf Boutros Ghali Pacha, Ministre des Affaires 6trangeres;
Makram Ebeid Pacha, Ministre des Finances;
Abdel Hamid Badaoui Pacha, President du Comite du Contentieux

de 1'Etat;

LA PRESIDENT DE LA RAPUBLIQUE ESPAGNOLE:

M. Antonio Fabra Ribas, Envoy6 extraordinaire et Ministre pleni-
potentiaire A Berne;

M. Mariano Gomez, President de la Cour Supreme de Justice et
ancien Recteur de l'Universite de Valence;

LE PRESIDENT DE LA RPBPULIQUE FRANCAISE:

M. Frangois de Tessan, Depute, Sous-Secretaire d'Etat A la Pr6si-
dence du Conseil;

M. Max Hymans, Depute, ancien President de la Commission des
douanes et des Conventions commerciales;
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M. David Victor Kelly, C. M. G., M. C., Conseiller a l'Ambassade 
de Sa Majeste Britannique au Cafre; 

M. William Eric Beckett, C. M. G., Deuxieme Conseiller Juridique 
au Foreign Office; 

Pour le Commonwealth d'Australie: 

Le Tres Honorable Capitaine David Euan Wallace, M. C., M. P.; 

Pour le Dominion de Nouvelle-Zelande: 

Le Tres Honorable Capitaine David Euan Wallace, M. C., M. P.; 

Pour 1' Union Sud-Africaine: 

M. le Dr. Stefanus Francois Naude Gie, Ministre de l'Union Sud-
.Africaine Berlin; 

M. Harry Thomson Andrews, Delegu.e permanent aupres de la 
Societe des Nations; 

Pour l'Etat Libre d' 

M. Francis T. Cremins, Delegue permanent aupres de la Societe 
des Nations; 

Pour l'Ind,e: 

Le Tres Honorable Capitaine David Euan Wallace, M. C., M. P.; 

SA MAJESTE LE ROI DE DANEMARK: 

M. Niels Peter Arnstedt, Envoye extraordinaire et Ministre pleni-
potentiaire au Caire; 

M. Niels Vilhelm Boeg, Membre de la Cour d'Appel a Copenhague, 
ancien juge pres les Tribunaux de la Reforme en Egypte, 
ancien President du Tribunal arbitral mixte turco-grec; 

SA MAJESTE LE ROI D'EGYPTE: 

Moustapha El-Nahas Pacha, President du Conseil des Ministres, 
Ministre de l'Interieur et de l'Hygiene publique; 

Dr. Ahmed Maher, President de la Chambre des Deputes; 
Wacyf Boutros Ghali Pacha, Ministre des Affaires etrangeres; 
Makram Ebeid Pacha, Ministre des Finances; 
Abdel Hamid Badaoui Pacha, President du Comite du Contentieux 

de l'Etat; 

LA PRESIDENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE ESPAGNOLE: 

M. Antonio Fabra Ribas, Envoye extmordinaire et Ministre pleni-
potentiaire a Berne; 

M. Mariano Gomez, President de la Cour Supreme de Justice et 
ancien Recteur de l'Universite de Valence; 

LE PRESIDENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE FRANgAISE: 

M. Francois de Tessan, Depute, Sous-Secretaire d'Etat a la Presi-
dence du Conseil; 

M. Max Hymans, Depute, ancien President de la Commission des 
douanes et des Conventions commerciales; 
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Mr. David Victor Kelly, C. M. G., M. C., Counsellor in His Britan-
nic Majesty's Embassy at Cairo;

Mr. William Eric Beckett, C. M. G., Second Legal Adviser to the
Foreign Office;

For the Commonwealth of Australia:
Captain the Right Honourable David Euan Wallace, M. C., M. P.;

For the Dominion of New Zealand:
Captain the Right Honourable David Euan Wallace, M. C., M. P.;

For the Union of South Africa:
Dr. Stefanus Frangois Naude Gie, Minister of the Union of South

Africa in Berlin;
Mr. Harry Thomson Andrews, Permanent Delegate to the League

of Nations;

For the Irish Free State:

Mr. Francis T. Cremins, Permanent Delegate to the League of
Nations;

For India:

Captain the Right Honourable David Euan Wallace, M. C., M. P.;
HiS MAJESTY THE KING OF DENMARK:

M. Niels Peter Arnstedt, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister
Plenipotentiary at Cairo;

M. Niels Vilhelm Boeg, Member of the Court of Appeal at Copen-
hagen, former Judge of the Mixed Tribunals in Egypt, former
President of the Mixed Greco-Turkish Arbitration Tribunal;

HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF EGYPT:

Mustapha El-Nahas Pasha, President of the Council of Ministers,
Minister of the Interior and of Public Health;

Dr. Ahmed Maher, President of the Chamber of Deputies;
Wacyf Boutros Ghali Pasha, Minister for Foreign Affairs;
Makram Ebeid Pasha, Minister of Finance;
Abdel Hamid Badaoui Pasha, President of the Comite du Con-

tentieux de 'Etat;

THE PRESIDENT OF THE SPANISH REPUBLIC:

M. Antonio Fabra Ribas, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister
Plenipotentiary at Berne;

M. Mariano Gomez, President of the Supreme Court of Justice;
former Rector of the University of Valencia;

THE PRESIDENT OF THE FRENCH REPUBLIC:

M. Frangois de Tessan, Deputy, Under-Secretary of State in the
Department of the President of the Council;

M. Max Hymans, Deputy, former President of the Commission for
Customs and Commercial Conventions;
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Mr. David Victor Kelly, C. M. G., M. C., Counsellor in His Britan-
nic Majesty's Embassy at Cairo; 

Mr. William Eric Beckett, C. M. G., Second Legal Adviser to the 
Foreign Office; 

For the Commonwealth of Australia: 

Captain the Right Honourable David Euan Wallace, M. C., M. P.; 

For the Dominion of New Zealand: 

Captain the Right Honourable David Euan Wallace, M. C., M. P.; 

For the Union of South Africa: 

Dr. Stefanus Francois Naude Gie, Minister of the Union of South 
Africa in Berlin; 

Mr. Harry Thomson Andrews, Permanent Delegate to the League 
of Nations; 

For the Irish Free State: 

Mr. Francis T. Cremins, Permanent Delegate to the League of 
Nations; 

For India: 

Captain the Right Honourable David Euan Wallace, M. C., M. P.; 

HIS M AJESTY THE KING or DENMARK: 

M. Niels Peter Arnstedt, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister 
Plenipotentiary at Cairo; 

M. Niels Vilhelm beg, Member of the Court of Appeal at Copen-
hagen, former Judge of the Mixed Tribunals in Egypt, former 
President of the Mixed Greco-Turkish Arbitration Tribunal; 

His MAJESTY THE KING OF EGYPT: 

Mustapha El-Nahas Pasha, President of the Council of Ministers, 
Minister of the Interior and of Public Health; 

Dr. Ahmed Maher, President of the Chamber of Deputies; 
Wacyf Boutros Ghali Pasha, Minister for Foreign Affairs; 
Makram Ebeid Pasha, Minister of Finance; 
Abdel Haraid Badaoui Pasha, President of the Comite du Con-

tentieux de l'Etat; 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE SPANISH REPUBLIC: 

M. Antonio Fabra Ribas, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister 
Plenipotentiary at Berne; 

M. Mariano Gomez, President of the Supreme Court of Justice; 
former Rector of the University of Valencia; 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE FRENCH REPUBLIC: 

M. Francois de Tessan, Deputy, Under-Secretary of State in the 
Department of the President of the Council; 

M. Max Hymens, Deputy, former President of the Commission for 
Customs and Commercial Conventions; 
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SA MAJESTA LE ROI DES HELLENES:

M. Nicolas Politis, Envoy6 extraordinaire et Ministre pl6nipo-
tentiaire de Grece A Paris, ancien Ministre des Affaires etran-
gAres;

M. Georges Roussos, Envoye extraordinaire et Ministre pl6nipo-
tentiaire, ancien Ministre des Affaires etrangeres;

M. Constantin Vryakos, Envoy6 extraordinaire et Ministre pl6ni-
potentiaire, ancien Ministre de la Justice;

M. Constantin Sakellaropoulo, Envoye extraordinaire et Ministre
plenipotentiaire, Directeur des Affaires politiques au MinistBre
des Affaires 6trangeres;

SA MAJESTE LE ROI D'ITALIE, EMPEREUR D'iTHIOPIE:

Le Comte Luigi Aldrovandi Marescotti di Viano, Ambassadeur de
Sa Majeste le Roi d'Italie, Empereur d'Ethiopie;

M. Salvatore Messina, President de Section de la Cour de Cassation;
M. Piero Parini, Ministre plenipotentiaire, Directeur general des

Italiens a l'6tranger;
M. Pellegrino Ghigi, Envoy6 extraordinaire et Ministre pl6nipo-

tentiaire de Sa Majeste le Roi d'Italie, Empereur d'Ethiopie,
au Caire;

SA MAJESTE LE ROI DE NORVEGE:

M. Michael Hansson, ancien President de la Cour d'appel mixte
d'Egypte, Membre pour la NorvAge de la Cour permanente
d'arbitrage A La Haye, President de l'Office International
Nansen pour les refugies;

SA MAJESTE LA REINE DES PAYS-BAS:

M. W. C. Beucker Andreae, Chef de la Direction des Affaires
Juridiques au Ministere des Affaires etrangeres;

M. le Chevalier J. J. B. Bosch de Rosenthal, Charge d'affaires des
Pays-Bas au Caire;

Le Comte W. F. L. de Bylandt, Conseiller A la Legation des Pays-
Bas a Paris;

LE PRESIDENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE PORTUGAISE:

M. le Dr. J. Caeiro Da Matta, ancien Ministre des Affaires
etrangeres, Professeur et Recteur de l'Universite de Lisbonne;

SA MAJESTE LE ROI DE SUEDE:

M. K. K. F. Malmar, Directeur de la Division juridique du Mi-
nistere des Affaires etrangeres;

LESQUELS, apres avoir depos6 leurs pleins pouvoirs, trouves en
bonne et due forme, sont convenus des dispositions suivantes:

ARTICLE PREMIER.

Les Hautes Parties contractantes declarent accepter, chacune en

ce qui la concerne, l'abolition complete des Capitulations en Egypte
a tous les points de vue.
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SA MAJESTE LE Roi DES HELLhNEs: 

M. Nicolas Politis, Envoye extraordinaire et Ministre plenipo-
tentiaire de Grece a Paris, ancien Ministre des Affaires etran-
geres; 

M. Georges Roussos, Envoye extraordinaire et Ministre plenipo-
tentiaire, ancien Ministre des Affaires etrangeres; 

M. Constantin Vryakos, Envoye extraordinaire et Ministre pleni-
potentiaire, ancien Ministre de la Justice; 

M. Constantin Sakellaropoulo, Envoye extraordinaire et Ministre 
plenipotentiaire, Directeur des Affaires politiques au Ministere 
des Affaires etrangeres; 

SA MAJESTE LE Roi DITTALIE, EMPEREUR 

Le Comte Luigi Aldrovandi Marescotti di Viano, Ambassadeur de 
Sa Majeste le Roi d'Italie, Empereur d'Ethiopie; 

M. Salvatore Messina, President de Section de la Cour de Cessation; 
M. Piero Parini, Ministre plenipotentiaire, Directeur general des 

Italiens a Petranger; 
M. Pellegrino Ghigi, Envoye extraordinaire et Ministre plenipo-

tentiaire de Sa Majesto le Roi d'Italie, Empereur d'Ethiopie, 
an Caire; 

SA MAJESTE LE Roi DE NORVkGE: 

M. Michael Hansson, ancien President de la Cour d'appel mixte 
d'Egypte, Membre pour la Norvege de la Cour permanente 
d'arbitrage a La Haye, President de l'Office International 
Nansen pour les refugies; 

SA MAJESTE LA REINE DES PAYS-BAS: 

M. W. C. Beucker Andreae, Chef de la Direction des Affaires 
Juridiques au Ministere des Affaires etrangeres; 

M. le Chevalier J. J. B. Bosch de Rosenthal, Charge d'affaires des 
Pays-Bas au Cairo; 

Le Comte W. F. L. de Bylandt, Conseiller a in Legation des Pays-
Bas a Paris; 

LE PRESIDENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE PORTUGAISE: 

M. le Dr. J. Caeiro Da Matta, ancien Ministre des Affaires 
etrangeres, Professeur et Recteur de l'Universite de Lisbonne; 

SA MAJESTE LE Roi DE SUbDE: 

M. K. K. F. Ma1raar, Directeur de la Division jmidique du Mi-
nistere des Affaires etrangeres; 

LESQUELS, apres avoir depose leurs pleins pouvoirs, trouves en 
bonne et due forme, sont convenus des dispositions suivantes: 

ARTICLE PREMIER. 

Les Hautes Parties contractantes declarent accepter, chacune en 
ce qui in concerne, Pabolition complete des Capitulations en Egypte 
tons les points de vue. 
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HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF THE HELLENES:

M. Nicolas Politis, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipoten-
tiary of Greece in Paris, former Minister for Foreign Affairs;

M. Georges Roussos, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni-
potentiary, former Minister for Foreign Affairs;

M. Constantin Vryakos, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister
Plenipotentiary, former Minister of Justice;

M. Constantin Sakellaropoulo, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister
Plenipotentiary, Director of Political Affairs in the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs;

HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF ITALY, EMPEROR OF ETHIOPIA:

Count Luigi Aldrovandi Marescotti di Viano, Ambassador of His
Majesty the King of Italy, Emperor of Ethiopia;

M. Salvatore Messina, President of Section in the Court of Cassa-
tion;

M. Piero Parini, Minister Plenipotentiary, Director-General of
Italians abroad;

M. Pellegrino Ghigi, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipo-
tentiary of His Majesty the King of Italy, Emperor of Ethiopia,
at Cairo;

HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF NORWAY:

M. Michael Hansson, former President of the Egyptian Mixed
Court of Appeal, Norwegian Member of the Permanent Court
of Arbitration at The Hague, President of the Nansen Inter-
national Office for Refugees;

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN OF THE NETHERLANDS:

M. W. C. Beucker Andreae, Head of the Directorate of Legal
Affairs in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs;

M. le Chevalier J. J. B. Bosch de Rosenthal, Charg6 d'Affaires
of the Netherlands at Cairo;

Count W. F. L. de Bylandt, Counsellor in the Netherlands Legation
in Paris;

THE PRESIDENT OF THE PORTUGUESE REPUBLIC:

Dr. J. Caeiro Da Matta, former Minister for Foreign Affairs, Pro-
fessor and Rector of the University of Lisbon;

HIs MAJESTY THE KING OF SWEDEN:

M. K. K. F. Malmar, Director of the Legal Division of the Minis-
try of Foreign Affairs;

WHO, having deposited their full powers, found in good and due
form, have agreed on the following provisions:

ARTICLE 1.

The High Contracting Parties declare that they agree, each in so pl oo^~~i
far as he is concerned, to the complete abolition in all respects of Capit- pit"tions declared.

ulations in Egypt.
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HIS M AJESTY THE KING OF THE HELLENES: 

M. Nicolas Politis, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipoten-
tiary of Greece in Paris, former Minister for Foreign Affairs; 

M. Georges Roussos, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni-
potentiary, former Minister for Foreign Affairs; 

M. Constantin Vryakos, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister 
Plenipotentiary, former Minister of Justice; 

M. Constantin Sakellaropoulo, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister 
Plenipotentiary, Director of Political Affairs in the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs; 

HIS M AJESTY THE KING OF ITALY, EMPEROR OF ETHIOPIA: 

Count Luigi Aldrovandi Marescotti di Viano, Ambassador of His 
Majesty the King of Italy, Emperor of Ethiopia; 

M. Salvatore Messina, President of Section in the Court of Cassa-
tion; 

M. Piero Parini, Minister Plenipotentiary, Director-General of 
Italians abroad; 

M. Pellegrino Ghigi, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipo-
tentiary of His Majesty the King of Italy, Emperor of Ethiopia, 
at Cairo; 

HIS M AJESTY THE KING OF NORWAY: 
M. Michael Hansson, former President of the Egyptian Mixed 

Court of Appeal, Norwegian Member of the Permanent Court 
of Arbitration at The Hague, President of the Nansen Inter-
national Office for Refugees; 

HER M AJESTY THE QUEEN OF THE NETHERLANDS: 

M. W. C. Beucker Andreae, Head of the Directorate of Legal 
Affairs in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs; 

M. le Chevalier J. J. B. Bosch de Rosenthal, Chargo d'Affaires 
of the Netherlands at Cairo; 

Count W. F. L. de Bylandt, Counsellor in the Netherlands Legation 
in Paris; 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE PORTUGUESE REPUBLIC: 

Dr. J. Caeiro Da Matta, former Minister for Foreign Affairs, Pro-
fessor and Rector of the University of Lisbon; 

HIS M AJESTY THE KING OF SWEDEN: 

M. K. K. F. Malmar, Director of the Legal Division of the Minis-
try of Foreign Affairs; 

W HO, having deposited their full powers, found in good and due 
form, have agreed on the following provisions: 

ARTICLE 1. 

The High Contracting Parties declare that they agree, each in so 
far as he is concerned, to the complete abolition in all respects of Capit-
ulations in Egypt. 

Agreement to com-
plete abolition of ca-
pitulations declared. 
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ARTICLE 2.

Sous reserve des principes du droit international, les strangers
seront soumis A la lislation 6gyptienne en matiere p6nale, civile,
commerciale, administrative, fiscale ou autre.

I1 est entendu que la legislation a laquelle les etrangers seront
soumis ne sera pas incompatible avec les principes generalement
adoptes dans les legislations modernes, et ne comportera pas, speciale-
ment en matiere fiscale, de discrimination au detriment des etrangers
ou au detriment des soci6tes constituees conformement a la loi
egyptienne dans lesquelles les 6trangers ont des interets s6rieux.

La disposition qui precede, en tant qu'elle ne constitue pas une
regle reconnue de droit international, ne sera applicable que durant
la periode transitoire.

ARTICLE 3.

La cour d'appel mixte et les tribunaux mixtes existants sont main-
tenus jusqu'au 14 octobre 1949.

A partir du 15 octobre 1937, ils seront regis par une loi egyptienne
portant Reglement d'organisation judiciaire dont le texte est annexe
a la presente Convention.

A la date visee A l'alinea premier, toutes les affaires pendantes
devant les tribunaux mixtes seront transferees en l'etat et sans frais
aux tribunaux nationaux pour y etre poursuivies jusqu'a leur solution
definitive.

La periode allant du 15 octobre 1937 jusqu'au 14 octobre 1949 sera
denommee "periode transitoire".

ARTICLE 4.

Les magistrats, fonctionnaires et employes des tribunaux mixtes et
du parquet mixte en service au 14 octobre 1937 sont maintenus en
fonctions.

ARTICLE 5.

Les regles applicables par les tribunaux nationaux egyptiens en
matiere d'actions accessoires seront les memes que celles qui sont pre-
vues pour les tribunaux mixtes par l'article 37 du Reglement d'organi-
sation judiciaire mixte.

ARTICLE 6.

Les tribunaux nationaux connattront des poursuites contre les
auteurs et complices, quelle que soit leur nationalite, des crimes et
delits vises A Particle 45 du Reglement d'organisation judiciaire mixte
lorsqu'il s'agit des magistrats et officiers de justice de ces tribunaux,
de leurs sentences et mandats, ou lorsqu'il s'agit d'une banqueroute
simple ou frauduleuse dans les cas de faillite prononcee par ces tri-
bunaux.
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ARTICLE 2.

Subject to the application of the principles of international law,
foreigners shall be subject to Egyptian legislation in criminal, civil,
commercial, administrative, fiscal and other matters.

It is understood that the legislation to which foreigners will be
subject will not be inconsistent with the principles generally adopted
in modern legislation and will not, with particular relation to legis-
lation of a fiscal nature, entail any discrimination against foreigners
or against companies incorporated in accordance with Egyptian law
wherein foreigners are substantially interested.

The immediately preceding paragraph, in so far as it does not con-
stitute a recognised rule of international law, shall apply only during
the transition period.

ARTICLE 3.

The Mixed Court of Appeal and the Mixed Tribunals now existing
shall be maintained until October 14th, 1949.

As from October 15th, 1937, they shall be governed by an Egyptian
law establishing the Reglement d'organisation judiciaire the text of
which is annexed to the present Convention. 1

On the date mentioned in paragraph 1 above, all cases pending
before the Mixed Tribunals shall be remitted, at the stage which they
have then reached and without involving the parties in the payment
of any fees, to the National Tribunals to be continued therein until
they are finally disposed of.

The period from October 15th, 1937 to October 14th, 1949 shall be
known as "the transition period".

1653

Application of
Egyptian law to for-
eigners.

Restriction against
discrimination.

Post, p. 1673.

Application of pro-
vision.

Judicial organiza-
tions.

Transition period.

ARTICLE 4.

The judges, officials and staff of the Mixed Tribunals and of the
Mixed Parquet, who are employed there on October 14th, 1937 shall
be retained in office.

ARTICLE 5.

The rules to be applied by the Egyptian National Courts in regard
to third party actions shall be the same as those prescribed for the
Mixed Tribunals in Article 37 of the Rfglement d'organisationjudiciaire
mixte.

ARTICLE 6.

Retention of person-
ncl of Mixed Tribu-
nals, etc.

Third party actions,
rules.

Post, p. 1682.

The National Courts shall also have jurisdiction in respect of the tioJn uraltdiCt of
designated crimes andprosecution of persons of any nationality, accused as principals or misdemeanoris. a n

accomplices of any of the crimes and misdemeanours referred to in
Article 45 of the Reglement d'organisation judiciaire mixte involving Pt, p. 1684.
judges and judicial officials of those courts or their judgments or
orders or of bankruptcy offences where the bankruptcy proceedings
have taken place before the said courts.

I Post, p. 1661; translation, post, p. 1676.
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ARTICLE 2. 

Subject to the application of the principles of international law, 
foreigners shall be subject to Egyptian legislation in criminal, civil, 
commercial, administrative, fiscal and other matters. 

It is understood that the legislation to which foreigners will be 
subject will not be inconsistent with the principles generally adopted 
in modern legislation and will not, with particular relation to legis-
lation of a fiscal nature, entail any discrimination against foreigners 
or against companies incorporated in accordance with Egyptian law 
wherein foreigners are substantially interested. 
The immediately preceding paragraph, in so far as it does not con-

stitute a recognised rule of international law, shall apply only during 
the transition period. 

ARTICLE 3. 

The Mixed Court of Appeal and the Mixed Tribunals now existing 
shall be maintained until October 14th, 1949. 
As from October 15th, 1937, they shall be governed by an Egyptian 

law establishing the Reglement d'organiaation judiciaire the text of 
which is annexed to the present Convention.' 
On the date mentioned in paragraph 1 above, all cases pending 

before the Mixed Tribunals shall be remitted, at the stage which they 
have then reached and without involving the parties in the payment 
of any fees, to the National Tribunals to be continued therein until 
they are finally disposed of. 
The period from October 15th, 1937 to October 14th, 1949 shall be 

known as "the transition period". 

ARTICLE 4. 

The judges, officials and staff of the Mixed Tribunals and of the 
Mixed Parquet, who are employed there on October 14th, 1937 shall 
be retained in office. 

ARTICLE 5. 

Application of 
Egyptian law to for-
eigners. 

Restriction against 
discrimination. 

Post, p. 1673. 

Application of pro-
vision. 

Judicial organiza-
tions. 

Transition period. 

Retention of person-
nel of Mixed Tribu-
nals, etc. 

The rules to be applied by the Egyptian National Courts in regard ruireshird party actions, 

to third party actions shall be the same as those prescribed for the 
Mixed Tribunals in Article 37 of the Reglement d'organisationjudiciaire 
mixte. 

ARTICLE 6. 

The National Courts shall also have jurisdiction in respect of the 
prosecution of persons of any nationality, accused as principals or 
accomplices of any of the crimes and misdemeanours referred to in 
Article 45 of the Reglement d'organisation judiciaire mixte involving 
judges and judicial officials of those courts or their judgments or 
orders or of bankruptcy offences where the bankruptcy proceedings 
have taken place before the said courts. 

Post, p. 1682. 

Jurisdiction of Na-
tional Courts over 
designated crimes and 
misdemeanors. 

Post, p. 1684. 

1 Post, p. 1661; translation, post, p. 1676. 



TREATIES

ARTICLE 7.

Le changement de nationality de l'une des parties survenu en cours
d'instance devant les tribunaux nationaux ne pourra modifier la
competence du tribunal saisi.

ARTICLE 8.

Sous reserve des dispositions de l'article 9 ci-apres, aucune action
civile, commerciale, de statut personnel ou penale, ne sera regue A
partir du 15 octobre 1937 devant les juridictions consulaires en Egypte.

Les causes commencees devant ces juridictions avant la date
precitee seront continu6es par devant lesdites juridictions jusqu'A leur
solution d6finitive, A moins qh'elles ne soient transferees aux tribunaux
mixtes dans les conditions pr6vues A l'article 53 du Reglement d'or-
ganisation judiciaire.

ARTICLE 9.

Chacune des Hautes Parties contractantes qui a des tribunaux
consulaires en Egypte, pourra les conserver A l'effet d'exercer la juri-
diction en matiere de statut personnel, dans tous les cas oi la loi ap-
plicable est la loi nationale de cette Haute Partie contractante.

Toute Haute Partie contractante qui d6sirerait user de cette faculte
devra en donner avis au Gouvernement royal egyptien en meme temps
qu'elle d6posera ses instruments de ratification a la presente Conven-
tion.

Au cours de la p6riode transitoire, chaque Haute Partie contrac-
tante pourra declarer qu'elle renonce A sa juridiction consulaire. Cette
declaration sortira ses effets A partir du 15 octobre qui suivra la date
a laquelle elle aura ete faite. Aucune affaire nouvelle ne pourra
etre introduite apres la date a laquelle la renonciation aura pris effet,
mais les procedures en cours pourront 8tre suivies jusqu'a la solution
d6finitive du litige.

Les juridictions consulaires ne seront pas maintenues apres le 14
octobre 1949. A cette date, toutes les affaires pendantes devant ces
juridictions seront transf6r6es en l'6tat aux tribunaux nationaux.

ARTICLE 10.

En matiere de statut personnel, la loi applicable determinera la
juridiction comp6tente.

Le statut personnel comprendra les matieres d6finies A l'article 28
du Reglement d'organisation judiciaire mixte.

La loi applicable sera d6termin6e d'apres les regles 6noncees aux
articles 29 et 30 dudit Reglement.
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ARTICLE 7. 

Le changement de nationalite de l'une des parties survenu en cours 
d'instance devant les tribunaux nationaux ne pourra modifier la 
competence du tribunal saisi. 

ARTICLE 8. 

Sous reserve des dispositions de Particle 9 ci-apres, aucune action 
civile, commerciale, de statut personnel ou penale, ne sera regue 
partir du 15 octobre 1937 devant les juridictions consulaires en Egypte. 
Les causes commencees devant ces juridictions avant la date 
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octobre 1949. A cette date, toutes les Oakes pendantes devant ces 
juridictions seront transferees en Petat aux tribunaux nationaux. 

ARTICLE 10. 

En matiere de statut personnel, la loi applicable determiners, la 
juridiction competente. 
Le statut personnel comprendra les matieres denies a Particle 28 

du Reglement d'organisation judiciaire mixte. 
La loi applicable sera determinee d'apres les regles enoncees aux 

articles 29 et 30 dudit Reglement. 
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ARTICLE 7.

A change in the nationality of one of the parties in the course of
proceedings before the National Courts shall not affect the competence
of the Court before which the proceedings have been brought.

ARTICLE 8.

Subject to the provisions of Article 9, no civil or commercial action,
no action in matters of personal status and no criminal cause shall be
instituted before any Consular Court in Egypt after October 15th, 1937.

Proceedings already brought prior to the above date in any such
courts shall be continued before them until finally disposed of, unless
they are remitted to the Mixed Tribunals under the conditions specified
in Article 53 of the Reglement d'organisation judiciaire.

1655

Changes in nation-
ality in course of pro-
ceedings.

Suspension of Con-
sular Courts after Oc-
tober 15, 1937.

Disposition of pend-
ing proceedings.

Post, p. 1686.

ARTICLE 9.

Any of the High Contracting Parties who possess at present Con-
sular Courts in Egypt, may retain such courts for the purposes of
jurisdiction in matters of personal status in all cases in which the law
applicable is the national law of the High Contracting Party concerned.

Any such High Contracting Party who desires to exercise the above
right shall notify the Royal Egyptian Government to this effect at the
time of the deposit of his instrument of ratification of the present
Convention.'

At any time during the transition period any High Contracting
Party may make a declaration renouncing his consular jurisdiction.
Such declaration shall take effect as from October 15th following the
date on which it is made.2 No new proceeding shall be entertained
after the date on which a renunciation of jurisdiction takes effect, but
any proceeding already instituted may be continued until finally dis-
posed of.

No Consular Court shall be maintained after October 14th, 1949.
On that date all proceedings pending before the said Consular Courts
shall be remitted to the National Tribunals at the stage they have
then reached.

ARTICLE 10.

Existing Consular
Courts, jurisdiction
over matters of per-
sonal status under na-
tional law.

Declaration of re-
nunciation of consular
jurisdiction during
transition period.

Termination of Con-
sular Courts; transfer
of pending proceed-
ings.

In matters of personal status, the jurisdiction which is competent
shall be determined by the law to be applied.

The expression "personal status" refers to the matters specified in
Article 28 of the Reglement d'organisation judiciaire mixte.

The law to be applied shall be ascertained in conformity with the
rules set out in Articles 29 and 30 of the said Reglement.

i See proces-verbal of deposit of ratification of the United States, post, p. 1727,
and notification given by the American Minister to Egypt, post, p. 1728.

2 See the President's proclamation, October 9, 1937, post, p. 1729.

Matters of personal
status.

Post, p. 1681.

Post, p. 1681.
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ARTICLE 7. 
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ARTICLE 11.

Les consuls strangers seront soumis A la juridiction des tribunaux
mixtes, sous les reserves admises par le droit des gens. Ils ne pour-
ront notamment pas etre poursuivis A raison d'actes accomplis dans
l'exercice de leurs fonctions.

Sous condition de r6ciprocite, ils exerceront les attributions com-
mun6ment reconnues aux consuls en matiere d'actes d'6tat civil, de
contrats de marages et autres actes notaries, de succession, de repr-
sentation en justice de leurs nationaux absents et de navigation mari-
time, et jouiront de l'immunite personnelle.

Jusqu'a la conclusion de conventions consulaires et, eventuellement,
durant un delai de trois annees A partir de la date de la signature de la
presente Convention, les consuls continueront A jouir des immunites
qui leur sont actuellement reconnues en ce qui concerne les locaux du
consulat et en matiere d'imp6ts, droits de douane et autres contribu-
tions publiques.

ARTICLE 12.

Les Hautes Parties contractantes s'engagent A conserver en Egypte
durant la periode transitoire tous les documents judiciaires de leurs
tribunaux consulaires.

Les juridictions du pays pourront prendre connaissance de ces
documents toutes les fois qu'elles le jugeront necessaire pour une
affaire de leur competence; des copies certifiees conformes desdits
documents leur seront fournies sur demande.

ARTICLE 13.

Tout differend entre les Hautes Parties contractantes au sujet de
l'interpr6tation ou de l'application des dispositions de la pr6sente
Convention qu'elles ne seraient pas parvenues a r6soudre par les
moyens diplomatiques sera soumis, a la demande de l'une des Parties
au differend, a la Cour permanente de justice internationale.

Toutefois, s'il existe actuellement entre l'une des Hautes Parties
contractantes et Sa Majeste le Roi d'Egypte un traite d'arbitrage
prevoyant un autre tribunal, celui-ci sera, pendant la dur6e de la
Convention, substitu6 a la Cour permanente de Justice internationale
aux fins du present article, meme si ledit traite d'arbitrage cesse
d'exister a d'autres fins.

ARTICLE 14.

La presente Convention, A l'exception de l'annexe visee A l'article 3,
est etablie en un seul exemplaire en langues frangaise et anglaise.
Les deux textes feront egalement foi pour son interpretation.

Pour l'annexe susvisee, le texte frangais fera seul foi.
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ARTICLE 11. 

Les consuls etrangers seront soumis a la juridiction des tribunaux 
mixtes, sous les reserves admises par le droit des gens. Rs ne pour-
ront notamment pas etre poursuivis a raison d'actes accomplis dans 
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ARTICLE 11.

Without prejudice to the exceptions recognised by international
law, foreign consuls shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Mixed
Tribunals. In particular, they may not be prosecuted in respect of
acts performed by them in the performance of their official duties.

Subject to reciprocity, they shall exercise the powers customarily
granted to consuls as regards registration in matters of personal status,
as regards contracts of marriage and other notarial acts, inheritance,
the representation before the Courts of the interests of their absent
nationals and maritime navigation, and shall enjoy personal immunity.

Until Consular Conventions are concluded, and in any case during
a period of three years as from the date of the signature of the present
Convention, consuls shall continue to enjoy the immunities which
they possess at present in respect of consular premises and in the mat-
ter of taxes, customs duties and other public dues.

Foreign consuls sub-
ject to jurisdiction of
Mixed Tribunals.

Powers.

Immunities.

ARTICLE 12.

The High Contracting Parties undertake to maintain in Egypt,
during the transition period, all the judicial records of their Consular
Courts.

These records shall be open for inspection by the Courts in Egypt
whenever such inspection is required in connection with a case coming
within their jurisdiction; certified copies of such records shall be fur-
nished upon the request of any such court.

ARTICLE 13.

Any dispute between the High Contracting Parties relating to the
interpretation or application of the provisions of the present Conven-
tion, which they are unable to settle by diplomatic means, shall, on
the application of one of the Parties to the dispute, be submitted to
the Permanent Court of International Justice.

If, however, there is at present in force between any of the High
Contracting Parties and His Majesty the King of Egypt a treaty of
arbitration providing for another tribunal, this tribunal shall, for the
duration of this Convention, be substituted for the Permanent Court
of International Justice for the purposes of this Article, even though
such treaty of arbitration may have ceased to exist for other purposes.

Submission of dis-
putes to Permanent
Court of International
Justice.

Substitution.

ARTICLE 14.

The present Convention, with the exception of the annex referred
to in Article 3, has been drawn up in a single copy in the English and
French languages. Both texts shall be equally authentic for the pur-
poses of its interpretation.

In the case of the annex aforesaid the French text alone shall be
authentic.'

I Post, p. 1661; translation, post, p. 1676.

Convention drawn
in single copy; excep-
tion.

Authentic texts.

Judicial records of
Consular Courts.
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ARTICLE 11. 
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ARTICLE 15.

La presente Convention sera ratifiee et les instruments de ratifi-
cation seront deposes le plus t6t possible au Caire. Le Gouvernement
royal egyptien se chargera de faire enregistrer la Convention au
Secretariat de la Societe des Nations.

Le Gouvernement royal egyptien informera les Gouvernements des
Hautes Parties contractantes et le Secretaire general de la Societe
des Nations du dep6t de chaque ratification.

La presente Convention entrera en vigueur le 15 octobre 1937 si
trois instruments de ratification ont ete deposes. Elle n'entrera
neanmoins en vigueur a l'egard des autres signataires qu'h la date du
dep6t de leurs instruments de ratification respectifs.
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ARTICLE 15.

The present Convention shall be ratified and the instruments of
ratification shall be deposited as soon as possible at Cairo. The Royal
Egyptian Government shall undertake the registration of the Con-
vention with the Secretariat of the League of Nations.

The Royal Egyptian Government shall inform the Governments of
the High Contracting Parties and the Secretary-General of the League
of Nations of the deposit of each ratification.

The present Convention shall come into force on October 15th, 1937
if three instruments of ratification have been deposited. It shall not
however come into force in respect of the other signatories before the
date of the deposit of their respective instruments of ratification.

Ratification; depos-
it of instruments of
ratification.

Notice to other Pow-
ers.

Date of coming into
force.
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Signatures. EN FOI DE QUOI les Pl6nipo-
tentiaires susmentionn6s ont sign6
la presente Convention.

FAIT a Montreux, le huit mai
mil neuf cent trente-sept, en un
seul exemplaire, revetu des sceaux
des Plenipotentiaires, qui sera
depos6 dans les archives du Gou-
vernement royal egyptien et dont
les copies certifiees conformes
seront remises aux Gouvernements
des Puissances signataires.

BERT FISH

P. FORTHOMME

DAVID EUAN WALLACE

DAVID VICTOR KELLY
WILLIAM ERIC BECKETT

DAVID EUAN WALLACE

DAVID EUAN WALLACE

S. F. N. GIE
H. T. ANDREWS

F. T. CREMINS

DAVID EVAN WALLACE

N. P. ARNSTEDT

N. V. BOEG
MOUSTAPHA EL-NAHAS

A. MAHER

WACYF BOUTROS GHALI

MAKRAM EBEID

A. BADAOUI

A. FABRA RIBAS

MARIANO GOMEZ

F. DE TESSAN

HYMANS

N. POLITIS

G. Roussos
C. VRYAKOS
C. M. SAKELLAROPOULO
L. ALDROVANDI

SALVATORE MESSINA

PIERO PARINI

GHIGI

MICHAEL HANSSON

W. C. BEUCKER ANDREAE
J. BOSCH DE ROSENTHAL

W. DE BYLANDT

J. CAEIRO DA MATTA

MALMAR

IN FAITH WHEREOF the above-

mentioned Plenipotentiaries have
signed the present Convention.

DONE at Montreux, on the
eighth day of May, one thousand
nine hundred and thirty-seven, in
a single copy, bearing the seals of
the Plenipotentiaries, which shall
be deposited in the archives of the
Royal Egyptian Government and
of which certified true copies shall
be delivered to the Governments
of the signatory Powers.
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seul exemplaire, revetu des sceaux 
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eighth day of May, one thousand 
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a single copy, bearing the seals of 
the Plenipotentiaries, which shall 
be deposited in the archives of the 
Royal Egyptian Government and 
of which certified true copies shall 
be delivered to the Governments 
of the signatory Powers. 
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ANNEXE 1

Reglement d'Organisation Judiciaire

I. ORGANISATION ET COMPOSITION

ARTICLE PREMIER.

Sont maintenus la cour d'appel mixte d'Alexandrie et les trois
tribunaux mixtes de premiere instance du Caire, d'Alexandrie et de
Mansourah, avec leurs circonscriptions territoriales actuelles.

Ces circonscriptions peuvent 8tre modifiees par decret apres avis
de la cour.

ARTICLE 2.

La cour d'appel sera composee de 18 conseillers dont 11 etrangers.
Le cas 6ch6ant, deux conseillers, dont un 6tranger, pourront 8tre
nommes en sus de ce nombre. I1 sera pourvu aux vacances qui se
produiront parmi les conseillers etrangers de la cour d'appel par voie
de promotion de juges 6trangers des tribunaux de premiere instance.

ARTICLE 3.

Les tribunaux du Caire, d'Alexandrie et de Mansourah seront com-
poses, A la date du 15 octobre 1937, de 61 juges, dont 40 etrangers.

Au fur et A mesure des vacances qui se produiront par voie de mise
A la retraite, d6ces, d6mission ou promotion parmi les juges etrangers,
ces magistrats seront remplaces par des magistrats egyptiens.

Toutefois, le nombre des juges etrangers des tribunaux de premiere
instance ne pourra 8tre inferieur au tiers du nombre des magistrats
composant ces tribunaux.

ARTICLE 4.

II ne sera fait aucune distinction bas6e sur la nationalit6 des magis-
trats tant pour la composition des chambres que pour la d6signation
aux differents postes de l'organisation judiciaire, y compris la presi-
dence des tribunaux et des chambres.

Le president de la cour d'appel sera de nationalite etrangere et le
vice-president, de nationalite 6gyptienne.

Dans le cas oi le president d'un tribunal serait de nationalit6
egyptienne, le vice-president sera de nationalit6 6trangere et r6cipro-
quement.

I For translation, see post, p. 1676.
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ARTICLE 5.

Les arrets de la cour d'appel sont rendus par cinq conseillers.
Toutefois la loi peut fixer A trois conseillers la composition des cham-
bres statuant sur des affaires qui en premier ressort sont de la compe-
tence d'un juge unique.

La cour d'assises est compos6e de cinq magistrats dont trois con-
seillers A la cour d'appel.

Les jugements des tribunaux de premiere instance, tant en matiere
civile qu'en matiere penale, sont rendus par trois juges.

En matiere commerciale, les troix juges peuvent, en vertu d'une
loi, etre assistes de deux assesseurs avec voix consultative.

En matiere de r6efers, de justice sommaire et de simple police, les
jugements sont rendus par un juge unique.

ARTICLE 6.

Les magistrats sont nommes par decret.
Is sont inamovibles.
La limite d'age pour la mise A la retraite d'office est fixee A 65 ans

pour les juges de premiere instance et A 70 ans pour les conseillers a
la cour d'appel.

Le passage d'un juge d'un tribunal . un autre ainsi que son avance-
ment ne peuvent avoir lieu que sur avis conforme de l'assemblee
generale de la cour.

ARTICLE 7.

Les presidents et vice-presidents de la cour d'appel et des tribunaux
sont nommes pour un an, par d6cret, sur designation de l'assemblee
generale de la cour A la majorite absolue des voix. Pour les tribunaux
de premiere instance, la designation a lieu sur une liste alphab6tique
dressee par l'assembl6e g6n6rale de chaque tribunal et comprenant
trois candidats a Alexandrie et au Caire et deux candidats A Mansourah.

Les presidents de chambre de la cour d'appel sont design6s chaque
annee par l'assemblee generale de la cour.

Les presidents de chambre de chaque tribunal sont designes chaque
annie par l'assemblee generale de la cour sur presentation de l'assem-
blee generale du tribunal.

ARTICLE 8.

Les traitements des magistrats sont fixs par la loi.

ARTICLE 9.

Les fonctions de magistrat sont incompatibles avec l'exercice du
commerce ou avec toute fonction salariee.

ARTICLE 10.

La discipline des magistrats est reservee A la cour d'appel. Le
reglement general judiciaire determine les mesures disciplinaires et la
procedure A suivre en cette matiere.
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ARTICLE 11.

Les audiences sont publiques, sauf le cas oA le tribunal ordonne,
par decision motivee, le huis-clos dans l'interet des bonnes moeurs
ou de 1'ordre public.

La defense est libre.
ARTICLE 12.

Les langues judiciaires employees devant les tribunaux mixtes pour
les plaidoiries et la redaction des actes et sentences sont: 1'arabe,
l'anglais, le frangais et 1'italien.

Le dispositif des sentences sera prononce dans deux langues judi-
ciaires dont l'une sera obligatoirement l'arabe. Apres le prononce,
les sentences redig6es en langue etrangere seront integralement tra-
duites en langue arabe et celles redigees en langue arabe seront
integralement traduites en langue etrangere.

En cas de divergence entre le texte original et la traduction, le
premier fera foi.

ARTICLE 13.

Sous r6serve des exceptions prevues par les codes, les lois ou les
reglements, les parties ne peuvent etre representees en justice que
par des personnes admises A exercer comrne avocats devant les
tribunaux mixtes. Le reglement general judiciaire determine 1'orga-
nisation du barreau et les conditions de la discipline des avocats.

ARTICLE 14.

Le personnel auxiliaire de la cour d'appel et des tribunaux comprend:
les greffiers, les commis-greffiers, les interpretes, les huissiers et autres
agents.

Le reglement general judiciaire determine les conditions de dis-
cipline du personnel susvise.

ARTICLE 15.

L'execution des sentences est effectuee sur l'ordre du tribunal par
ses huissiers, avec l'assistance des autorites administratives lorsqu'elle
est requise.

II. PARQUET

ARTICLE 16.

Le parquet pros les tribunaux mixtes exerce les attributions pr6vues
ci-apres ainsi que celles qui lui sont conferees par la loi.

I1 est dirige par un procureur g6neral de nationalit6 etrangere.

ARTICLE 17.

Le procureur general est assiste d'un premier avocat general de
nationalite egyptienne et d'un deuxieme avocat general de nationality
etrangere.

En cas d'absence ou d'empechement, le procureur genEral est
remplace par le premier avocat general en mati&re civile et au point
de vue administratif, et par le deuxieme avocat general en matiere
pinale.
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Le procureur general a en outre sous sa direction des substituts en
nombre suffisant.

ARTICLE 18.

Les magistrats du parquet sont nommes par decret. Ils sont
amovibles et relevent exclusivement de leurs chefs hierarchiques et, en
dernier lieu, du ministre de la justice.

ARTICLE 19.

Le ministere public, en la personne du procureur general, d'un des
avocats generaux ou d'un substitut, peut sieger a toutes les chambres
et a toutes les assemblees generales de la cour et des tribunaux.

ARTICLE 20.

En matiere penale, le parquet exerce 1'action publique. Il dirige la
police judiciaire dans toute affaire rentrant dans la juridiction des
tribunaux mixtes.

Les fonctionnaires auxquels la loi reconnatt la qualite d'officiers de
police judiciaire sont, comme tels, places sous les ordres du parquet.

ARTICLE 21.

Le procureur general donne son avis lorsqu'il y a lieu d'appliquer,
a l'egard d'un etranger, les dispositions du code penal et du code d'in-
struction criminelle concernant la remise totale ou partielle ou la
commutation d'une peine ainsi que l'execution de la peine capitale.

ARTICLE 22.

Le procureur general a la surveillance des prisons et des etablisse-
ments penitentiaires dans lesquels des etrangers sont detenus. I a
egalement A tout moment libre acces a tout autre lieu oi un etranger
serait detenu.

II signale au ministre de la justice les irr6gularites qu'il constate et
lui fait toutes autres communications que comporte la surveillance
dont il est charge.

ARTICLE 23.

Le ministere public intervient dans toute affaire ayant trait au
statut personnel ou a la nationalite. 1I peut aussi intervenir dans les
affaires interessant des mineurs ou des incapables ainsi que dans tous
autres cas pr6vus par le code de procedure civile.

I lui appartient en outre d'ordonner et de faire executer les mesures
qu'il juge opportunes pour la sauvegarde des int6erts des mineurs ou
des incapables.

ARTICLE 24.

Le parquet a la surveillance du service des fonds judiciaires et de la
caisse speciale des dep6ts et consignations.

II contr6le en outre les services des greffes et des huissiers dont la
direction est reservee aux presidents de la cour et des tribunaux.
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III. COMPETENCE

ARTICLE 25.

Aux fins de la competence des tribunaux mixtes, le mot "6trangers"
comprend les ressortissants des Hautes Parties contractantes a la
Convention de Montreux concernant l'abolition des Capitulations en
Egypte, ainsi que les ressortissants de tout autre Etat qui pourrait
8tre vise par d6cret.

Aucun ressortissant egyptien ne pourra se prevaloir de la protection
d'une Puissance etrangere.

Les ressortissants de la Syrie et du Liban ainsi que ceux de la
Palestine et de la Transjordanie seront justiciables de la juridiction
nationale tant en matiere civile qu'en matiere p6nale.

Les ressortissants etrangers (citoyens, sujets et proteges) apparte-
nant a des religions, confessions ou rites pour lesquels il existe des
tribunaux 6gyptiens de statut personnel, continueront, dans les memes
conditions que dans le passe, A etre jug6s, en cette matiere, par lesdits
tribunaux.

Les ressortissants susvises auront en outre la faculte d'opter en
matiere civile et commerciale entre la juridiction mixte et la juridiction
nationale. Lorsqu'un desdits ressortissants sera cite, dans l'une de
ces matieres, devant un tribunal national, dans une affaire a propos
de laquelle il n'aura pas pr6alablement accepte la competence de la
juridiction nationale, il devra, s'il desire decliner la competence du
tribunal saisi, le faire par lettre recommandee ou exploit d'huissier,
ou au plus tard a la premiere audience, faute de quoi le tribunal sera
competent.

A. Competence en Matiere Civile et Commerciale.

ARTICLI 26.

Les tribunaux mixtes connaissent de toutes contestations en
matiere civile et commerciale entre 6trangers et entre Strangers et
justiciables des tribunaux nationaux.

Toutefois, les tribunaux nationaux sont competents en ces matieres
A 1'6gard de tout etranger qui accepte de se soumettre A leur j uridiction.

Cette soumission peut r6sulter d'une clause attributive de comp-
tence ou du fait: 1° que 1'etranger a lui-meme introduit la procedure
devant les tribunaux nationaux; 2° qu'il n'a pas decline la competence
de ces tribunaux avant le prononce d'un jugement dans une procedure
oi il a comparu comme d6fendeur ou intervenant.

Le fait de se soumettre A la juridiction d'un tribunal de premier
degre entraine la soumission a la juridiction des tribunaux superieurs
du meme ordre.

ARTICLE 27.

Les tribunaux mixtes connaissent egalement des contestations et
des questions relatives au statut personnel dans les cas ou la loi
applicable aux termes de l'article 29 est une loi 6trangere.
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tence ou du fait: 1° quo Petranger a lui-meme introduit la procedure 
devant les tribunaux nationaux; 2° qu'il n.'a pas decline la competence 
de ces tribunaux avant le prononce d'un jugement dans une procedure 
oü il a comparu comme defendeur ou intervenant. 
Le fait de se soumettre a, la juridiction d'un tribunal de premier 

degre entraine la soumission a la juridiction des tribunaux superieurs 
du meme ordre. 

ARTICLE 27. 

Les tribun aux mixtes connaissent egalement des contestations et 
des questions relatives an statut personnel dans les cas oft la loi 
applicable aux termes de Particle 29 eat une loi etrangere. 
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ARTICLE 28.

Le statut personnel comprend: les contestations et les questions
relatives A l'etat et A la capacite des personnes; au droit de famille,
notamment aux fiancailles, au mariage, aux droits et devoirs recipro-
ques des epoux, A la dot et au regime des biens entre epoux, au divorce,
A la repudiation, A la separation, A la filiation, A la reconnaissance et
au desaveu de paternit6, aux relations entre ascendants et descen-
dants, A l'obligation alimentaire entre les parents et entre les allies,
A la legitimation, A l'adoption, a la tutelle, A la curatelle, A l'inter-
diction, A l'emancipation; aux donations, aux successions, aux testa-
ments et autres dispositions A cause de mort; A l'absence et a la
presomption de d6ces.

ARTICLE 29.

L'etat et la capacit6 des personnes sont regis par leurs lois
nationales.

Les conditions de fond relatives a la validite du mariage sont
regies par la loi nationale de chacun des epoux.

Dans les matieres relatives aux rapports entre epoux, y compris
la s6paration, le divorce et la repudiation, et A leurs effets quant aux
biens, la loi applicable sera la loi nationale du mari au moment de
la c6lbration du mariage.

Les droits et devoirs reciproques entre parents et enfants sont
regis par la loi nationale du pere.

L'obligation alimentaire est regie par la loi nationale du debiteur.
Les matieres relatives A la filiation, A la legitimation, A la recon-

naissance et au d6saveu de paternite sont regies par la loi nationale
du pere.

Les questions relatives A la validitd de l'adoption sont r6gies par
la loi nationale de l'adoptant aussi bien que par celle de l'adopte.
Les effets de l'adoption sont regis par la loi nationale de i'adoptant.

La tutelle, la curatelle et 1'6mancipation sont regies par la loi
nationale de l'incapable.

Les successions et les testaments sont regis par la loi nationale du
de cujus ou du testateur.

Les donations sont regies par la loi nationale du donateur au mo-
ment de la donation.

Les regles du present article ne portent pas atteinte aux dispositions
relatives au regime de la propriete immobiliere en Egypte.

ARTICLE 30.

A d6faut de nationalite connue, ou si une personne a simultanement,
au regard de plusieurs Etats etrangers, la nationalit6 de chacun d'eux,
le juge determinera la loi applicable.

Si une personne possede simultan6ment, au regard de l'Egypte, la
nationalite egyptienne et, au regard d'un ou plusieurs Etats etrangers,
la nationalite de ces Etats, la loi applicable sera la loi egyptienne.
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ARTICLE 31.

Par le terme "loi nationale", on doit entendre les dispositions
internes de cette loi a l'exclusion de ses dispositions de droit inter-
national priv6.

ARTICLE 32.

Les regles de procedure prevues par une loi 6trangere ne sont pas
applicables en tant qu'elles sont incompatibles avec les regles de
procedure 6gyptiennes.

ARTICLE 33.

Sous reserve des dispositions des articles 34, 35, 36 et 37, la compe-
tence des tribunaux mixtes est determinee uniquement par la natio-
nalit6 des parties reellement en cause, sans egard aux int6erts mixtes
qui pourraient Wtre indirectement engages.

ARTICLE 34.

Dans leurs contestations avec des justiciables des tribunaux
nationaux, les societes de nationalite 6gyptienne deja constituees,
dans lesquelles entrent des int6erts etrangers serieux, sont justiciables
des tribunaux mixtes, A moins que leurs statuts ne contiennent une
clause attributive de competence aux tribunaux nationaux ou qu'elles
n'aient accept6 la juridiction de ces tribunaux conformement l'ar-
ticle 26.

ARTICLE 35.

Les tribunaux mixtes sont de meme competents en matiere de faillite
d'un justiciable des tribunaux nationaux, si l'un des creanciers parties
A la procedure est etranger.

ARTICLE 36.

Le seul fait de la constitution d'une hypothbque en faveur d'un
6tranger sur les biens immeubles, quels que soient le possesseur et le
proprietaire, rend les tribunaux mixtes competents pour statuer sur
la validit6 de l'hypotheque et sur toutes ses consequences, jusques
et y compris la vente forcee de l'immeuble ainsi que la distribution du
prix.

ARTICLE 37.

Les tribunaux mixtes ne peuvent pas connaitre d'une action qui
n'est pas en soi de leur competence, meme si elle se presente comme
accessoire a une action d6ej introduite devant eux. Toutefois, ils
connaltront de ladite action accessoire lorsque la juridiction qui en
aura et6 saisie estimera, dans l'interet de la justice, devoir renvoyer
les parties se pourvoir devant eux.

Les tribunaux mixtes peuvent, s'ils estiment devoir le faire dans
l'interet de la justice, renvoyer les parties se pourvoir devant les tri-
bunaux nationaux lorsque 1'action introduite devant eux se presente
comme une action accessoire a une action principale deja introduite
devant lesdits tribunaux nationaux.
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ARTICLE 38.

Ne sont pas soumises aux tribunaux mixtes les demandes des
strangers contre un wakf en revendication de la propriet6 d'im-
meubles de ce wakf; mais ces tribunaux sont competents pour statuer
sur la demande intentee sur la question de possession legale, quel que
soit le demandeur ou le defendeur.

Ne sont pas non plus de la competence des tribunaux mixtes les
contestations ayant directement ou indirectement pour objet la con-
stitution d'un wakf, la validite, l'interpretation ou l'application de ses
clauses, ou la nomination ou revocation du nazir.

Les tribunaux mixtes peuvent toutefois declarer inopposable aux
creanciers du constituant la constitution en wakf d'un bien, faite en
fraude de leurs droits.

ARTICLE 39.

Lorsque, dans une instance, une exception relative au statut per-
sonnel d'une partie justiciable en cette matiere d'une autre juridiction
est soulevee, les tribunaux mixtes, s'ils reconnaissent la n6cessit6 de
faire statuer au prealable sur l'exception, doivent surseoir au juge-
ment du fond et fixer un delai a la partie contre laquelle la question
prejudicielle a ete soulevee pour la faire juger definitivement par le juge
competent. Si cette necessite n'est pas reconnue, il sera pass6 outre
au jugement du fond.

ARTICLE 40.
La cession d'un droit A un etranger, la mise en cause d'un etranger

ou la constitution d'un prete-nom etranger ne peut donner com-
petence aux tribunaux mixtes pour statuer sur des contestations de la
competence des tribunaux nationaux, lorsque la cession, la mise en
cause ou la constitution du prete-nom a pour but de distraire des
tribunaux nationaux la connaissance de ces litiges.

Est presumee avoir 6et faite dans ce but toute cession consentie en
cours d'instance. Le tribunal peut toutefois, dans de cas exception-
nels, admettre la preuve du contraire.

Sous reserve de la disposition de l'alin6a precedent, l'exception de
prate-nom ne saurait etre opposee lorsqu'il s'agit de cessions par voie
d'endossement d'effets de commerce.

L'endossement irregulier ou en recouvrement d'un effet de commerce
a un etranger ne donne pas competence aux tribunaux mixtes pour des
contestations de la competence des tribunaux nationaux.

ARTICLE 41.
Lorsque le plaideur, dont le caractere etranger donnait competence

aux tribunaux mixtes, ne se trouve plus, avant la cloture des d6bats,
etre partie a l'instance, ces tribunaux, sur l'exception soulevee par
1'une des parties, cesseront d'avoir competence dans l'affaire qui sera
transferee en l'etat aux tribunaux nationaux.

ARTICLE 42.
Le changement de nationalite de l'une des parties, survenu en

cours d'instance, ne pourra modifier la competence du tribunal
regulierement saisi.
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ARTICLE 43.

Les tribunaux mixtes ne peuvent connaltre directement ou indirecte-
ment des actes de souverainet. Ils ne peuvent pas statuer sur la
validite de l'application aux etrangers des lois ou reglements 6gyptiens.

Is ne peuvent pas, non plus, statuer sur la propri6te du domaine
public.

Mais, sans pouvoir interpreter un acte d'administration ou en
arreter l'execution, ils sont comp6tents pour connaitre: 1° en matiere
civile ou commerciale, de toutes contestations mobilieres ou immobi-
lieres entre les etrangers et l'Etat; 2° de toute action en responsabilit6
civile intent6e par un etranger contre l'Etat a raison de mesures admi-
nistratives prises en violation des lois ou reglements.

B. Competence Penale.

ARTICLE 44.

Les tribunaux mixtes connaissent de toute poursuite contre un
etranger pour un fait punissable par la loi.

ARTICLE 45.

Les tribunaux mixtes connaissent en outre des poursuites contre
les auteurs ou complices, quelle que soit leur nationalite, des crimes et
delits suivants:

1 crimes et delits commis directement contre les magistrats et
officiers de justice des tribunaux mixtes dans l'exercice ou a
l'occasion de l'exercice de leurs fonctions;

20 crimes et d6lits commis directement contre l'ex6cution des
sentences et des mandats de justice des tribunaux mixtes;

3° crimes et delits imputes aux juges et officiers de justice, quand
ils sont accuses de les avoir commis dans l'exercice de leurs fonc-
tions ou par suite d'un abus de ces fonctions;

4° crimes et delits de banqueroute simple ou frauduleuse dans
les cas de faillites mixtes.

Sont compris sous la designation d'officiers de justice, dans les
paragraphes 1 et 3 ci-dessus, les greffiers, les commis greffiers asser-
ment6s, les interpretes attaches au tribunal et les huissiers titulaires,
mais non les personnes chargees accidentellement, par d6legation du
tribunal, d'une signification ou d'un acte d'huissier.

ARTICLE 46.

En matiere penale, les tribunaux de simple police jugent les faits
qualifies contraventions par la loi et les d6lits comportant une peine
ne depassant pas trois mois d'emprisonnement.

Les tribunaux correctionnels jugent les faits qualifies delits par la
loi, autres que ceux vises A l'alin6a precedent, et les appels contre les
jugements rendus par les tribunaux de simple police.

Les cours d'assises jugent les faits qualifies crimes par la loi.
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ARTICLE 47.

Les arrestations d'etrangers et les perquisitions au domicile d'6tran-
gers, sauf dans les cas de flagrant delit ou de demande de secours
venant de l'int6rieur du domicile, seront effectu6es par les soins ou en
presence d'un membre du parquet mixte ou d'un officier de la police
judiciaire auquel ces fonctions auront 6t6 delegu6es par le parquet
mixte.

ARTICLE 48.

En matiere criminelle, si le parquet estime qu'il y a lieu de pour-
suivre, il doit saisir de l'affaire le juge d'instruction.

En matiere correctionnelle, le parquet saisit egalement le juge
d'instruotion, a moins qu'il n'estime que les elements recueillis dans
une information sommaire sont suffisants pour poursuivre l'instruction
de l'affaire A l'audience. Dans ce cas, si l'inculpe a ete entendu ou si
son absence ou l'impossibilite de trouver son domicile a 6et duiment
constatee, le parquet peut le citer directement devant le tribunal.

Le tribunal peut toutefois, soit a la demande de l'inculpe ou du
parquet, soit d'office, prononcer l'annulation de la citation et ordonner
le renvoi de l'affaire devant le juge d'instruction.

ARTICLE 49.

La detention de tout etranger est immediatement signalee au par-
quet qui doit, dans les conditions fixees par le code d'instruction crimi-
nelle et au plus tard dans les quatre jours, ordonner la mise en libert6
du detenu ou le d6efrer au juge d'instruction.

Tout etranger en etat de detention preventive a le droit d'aviser
de sa detention son consul et son avocat par l'intermediaire du parquet.

Le consul et l'avocat du detenu peuvent lui rendre visite dans la
prison suivant les modalites approuv6es par le parquet.

ARTICLE 50.

Sauf en cas d'urgence, si l'inculp6 n'a pas de d6fenseur, il lui en
sera designe un, s'il le demande, au moment de l'interrogatoire, A
peine de nullit6.

I1 sera en outre designe un defenseur d'office dans un delai raison-
nable avant l'audience a tout accuse d6f6r6 a la cour d'assises.

IV. DISPOSITIONS GENtRALES ET TRANSITOIRES

ARTICLE 51.

Les tribunaux mixtes rendent la justice en Notre Nom.

ARTICLE 52.

En cas de silence, d'insuffisance ou d'obscurite de la loi, le juge se
conformera aux principes du droit naturel et aux rkgles de l'equit&.
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Sauf en cas d'urgence, si rinculpe n'a pas de defenseur, il lui en 
sera designs:3 un, s'il le demande, an moment de rinterrogatoire, 
peine de nullite. 

II sera en outre designe un defenseur d'office dans un alai raison-
nable avant l'audience a tout accuse Mere a ht, cour d'assises. 

IV. DISPOSITIONS GENERALES ET TRANSITOIRES 

ARTICLE 51. 

Les tribunaux mixtes rendent la justice en Notre Nom. 

ARTICLE 52. 

En cas de silence, d'insuffisance on d'obscurite de la loi, le juge se 
conformers aux principes du droit naturel et aux regles de requite. 
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ARTICLE 53.

Les causes commenc6es avant le 15 octobre 1937 devant une juri-
diction consulaire seront continuees devant cette juridiction jusqu'A
leur solution d6finitive.

I1 en sera de meme des causes commencees avant cette date devant
les tribunaux mixtes et qui, en vertu de la presente loi, seraient de la
competence des tribunaux nationaux.

En matiere civile, les causes vis6es aux deux alineas ci-dessus pour-
ront, A la demande des parties et avec le consentement de tous les
interess6s, etre defer6es aux tribunaux competents suivant les dis-
positions des articles precedents pour y etre poursuivies et jugees en
l'6tat de la procedure oi elles se trouvent.

En matiere penale, les juridictions consulaires pourront egalement
d6ferer aux tribunaux mixtes les affaires commenc6es avant le 15
octobre 1937.

ARTICLE 54.

Les jugements et ordonnances des tribunaux consulaires garderont
l'autorite de la chose jugee et seront executes, le cas echeant, par
I'entremise des tribunaux mixtes.

ARTICLE 55.

Les prescriptions et forclusions qui 6taient applicables dans les
matieres de la competence des tribunaux consulaires garderont leur
effet devant les tribunaux mixtes.

ARTICLE 56.

Nonobstant les dispositions de l'article 27, les tribunaux mixtes ne
seront pas competents en matiere de statut personnel lorsque la loi
applicable conformement aux dispositions de l'article 29 est celle
d'une Puissance partie a la Convention concernant l'abolition des
Capitulations en Egypte qui, conformement a l'article 9 de ladite
Convention, a reserve A ses tribunaux consulaires la juridiction en
matiere de statut personnel et n'a pas retire cette reserve.

ARTICLE 57.

Les dispositions du reglement general judiciaire actuel, en tant
qu'elles n'ont pas ete abrogees ou modifiees par les dispositions
precedentes, continueront A 8tre en vigueur.

Toute modification audit reglement proposee par l'assemblee
generale de la cour ne sera rendue executoire que si elle est promulguee
par un d6cret sur la proposition du ministre de la justice.

ARTICLE 58.

Sont abrog6s le Reglement d'organisation judiciaire actuel pour
les proces mixtes en Egypte, ainsi que toutes dispositions contraires
L la presente loi.
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PROTOCOLE

Au moment de signer la Convention concernant l'abolition des
Capitulations en Egypte, portant la date de ce jour,

LES PLENIPOTENTIAIRES SOUSSIGNES,

Desireux de preciser certaines des dispositions de la Convention et
de son annexe,

SONT CONVENUS DE CE QUI SUIT:

I.

II est entendu que les dispositions du deuxieme alinea de l'article
2 de la Convention relatives A la regle de non discrimination et appli-
cables pendant la p6riode transitoire, doivent 8tre interpret6es A la
lumiere de la pratique internationale concernant les engagements de
cette nature entre pays jouissant de la souverainete legislative.

II.

Au sujet de l'article 6, alinea premier, du R6glement d'organisation
judiciaire, il est entendu que le choix des magistrats etrangers ap-
partient au Gouvernement royal egyptien, mais que, pour 8tre
rassur6 lui-mmme sur les garanties que presenteront les personnes
dont il fera choix, il s'adressera officieusement aux ministres de la
justice a l'6tranger et n'engagera que les personnes munies de l'ac-
quiescement de leur gouvernement.
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PROTOCOL

On signing the Convention regarding the abolition of the Capitula-
tions in Egypt bearing this day's date,

THE UNDERSIGNED PLENIPOTENTIARIES,

Being desirous of determining exactly some of the provisions of the
Convention and of its Annex,

HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS:

I.

It is understood that the provisions of Article 2, paragraph 2, of the Ante p. 653.

Convention relating to the non-discrimination rule and applicable
during the transition period must be interpreted in the light of inter-
national practice relating to undertakings of that nature between
countries enjoying legislative sovereignty.

II.

With reference to Article 6, paragraph 1, of the Rfglement d'organisa- P
os, . 1677

tion judiciaire, it is understood that the selection of foreign judges is a
matter for the Royal Egyptian Government, but that, in order to
satisfy itself regarding the suitability of the persons whom it may
select, the Royal Egyptian Government will approach unofficially
the Ministers of Justice of the foreign countries concerned and will
appoint only persons of whom their respective Governments approve.
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On signing the Convention regarding the abolition of the Capitula-
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Convention and of its Annex, 
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FAIT A Montreux, en un seul
exemplaire en fran9ais et en an-
glais, les deux textes faisant 6gale-
ment foi, le huit mai mil neuf cent
trente-sept.

DONE at Montreux, in a single
copy in French and English, both
texts being equally authentic, on
the eighth day of May one thou-
sand nine hundred and thirty-
seven.

BERT FISH

P. FORTHOMME

DAVID EUAN WALLACE

DAVID VICTOR KELLY

WILLIAM ERIC BECKETT

DAVID EUAN WALLACE

DAVID EUAN WALLACE

S. F. N. GIE
H. T. ANDREWS

F. T. CREMINS
DAVID EUAN WALLACE
N. P. ARNSTEDT
N. V. BOEG
MOUSTAPHA EL-NAHAS

A. MAHER
WACYF BOUTROS GHALI
MAKRAM EBEID

A. BADAOUI

A. FABRA RIBAS
MARIANO GOMEZ

F. DE TESSAN

HYMANS

N. POLITIS
G. Roussos
C. VRYAKOS
C. M. SAKELLAROPOULO
L. ALDROVANDI

SALVATORE MESSINA

PIERO PARINI

GHIGI

MICHAEL HANSSON

W. C. BEUCKER ANDREAE
J. BOSCH DE ROSENTHAL

W. DE BYLANDT

J. CAEIRO DA MATTA

MALMAR
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AND WHEREAS the said convention came into force on October 15, cEffeti date of
1937 in accordance with the third paragraph of Article 15 thereof, the
Governments of Egypt, Belgium, Italy, Greece, Sweden, Great Britain
and Northern Ireland, and Denmark having prior to that date de-
posited their instruments of ratification at Cairo;

AND WHEREAS the said convention and protocol have been duly tioDn of ratflca-
ratified on the part of the United States of America, and the instru-
ment of ratification of the United States of America was deposited at
Cairo on the twenty-ninth day of August, one thousand nine hundred
and thirty-eight, on which day the convention and protocol came into eEntr into foe ite
force in respect of the United States of America, in accordance with States.
the third paragraph of Article 15 of the said convention;

AND WHEREAS at the time of the deposit of the said ratification at RetentionofAmeri-
can consular courts

Cairo the Government of the United States of America, as provided in for purposes desig-
nsted.

Article 9 of the said convention, formally notified the Royal Egyptian
Government that it is the intention of the Government of the United
States of America to retain American consular courts in Egypt for
the purposes of jurisdiction in matters of personal status in all cases
in which the law applicable is the national law of the United States of
America;

Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Procla ma

President of the United States of America, have caused the said con-
vention and protocol to be made public, to the end that the same and
every article and clause thereof may be observed and fulfilled with
good faith by the United States of America and the citizens thereof
subject to the notification aforesaid.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand andcaused
the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this nineteenth day of September
in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and

[SEAL] thirty-eight and of the Independence of the United States
of America the one hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL

Secretary of State.

I In addition to the ratification of the United States of America, instruments
of ratification of the convention had been deposited at Cairo as follows: By
Egypt, September 4, 1937; by Belgium, September 11, 1937; by Italy, September
25, 1937; by Greece, September 25, 1937; by Sweden, September 28, 1937; by
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, October 12, 1937; by Denmark, October 13,
1937; by the Netherlands, January 22, 1938; by New Zealand, March 23, 1938;
by Norway, April 13, 1938; by Australia, April 27, 1938; by India, May 19, 1938;
by the Union of South Africa, May 19, 1938; and by Spain, June 2, 1938.
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TREATIES

[Translation]

ANNEX

Regulations of the Judicial Organisation

I. ORGANISATION AND COMPOSITION

ARTICLE 1

The Mixed Court of Appeal at Alexandria and the three Mixed
Tribunals of first instance at Cairo, Alexandria, and Mansurah shall be
maintained with their existing territorial areas of jurisdiction.

These areas of jurisdiction may be altered by decree after consulta-
tion with the Court.

ARTICLE 2

The Court of Appeal shall be composed of 18 judges, 11 of whom
shall be foreigners. Should occasion arise, two judges, of whom one
must be a foreigner, may be appointed in addition to that number.
Vacancies occurring among the foreign judges of the Court of Appeal
shall be filled by the promotion of foreign judges of the Tribunals of
first instance.

ARTICLE 3

The Tribunals at Cairo, Alexandria and Mansurah shall, on October
15th, 1937, be composed of 61 judges, of whom 40 shall be foreigners.

As vacancies occur among the foreign judges of first instance as a
result of retirement, death, resignation or promotion, such judges
shall be replaced by Egyptian judges.

Nevertheless, the number of foreign judges in the Tribunals of first
instance shall not be less than one-third of the total number of judges
of the said Tribunals.

ARTICLE 4

No distinction based on the nationality of judges shall be made
either in the matter of the composition of the Chambers or in that of
appointments to the various posts in the judicial organisation,
including the presidency of Tribunals and Chambers.

The President of the Court of Appeal shall be of foreign nationality,
and the Vice-President of Egyptian nationality.

Should the President of a Tribunal be of Egyptian nationality, the
Vice-President shall be of foreign nationality, and vice versa.

ARTICLE 5

The judgments of the Court of Appeal shall be given by five judges.
Nevertheless, the law may prescribe that three judges shall compose
Chambers to decide matters which are in first instance within the
competence of a judge sitting alone.

I See articles 3 and 14 of the convention, ante, pp. 1653 and 1657.
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[Translation] 

ANNEX 

Regulations of the Judicial Organisation 

I. ORGANISATION AND COMPOSITION 

ARTICLE 1 

The Mixed Court of Appeal at Alexandria and the three Mixed 
Tribunals of first instance at Cairo, Alexandria, and Mansural shall be 
maintained with their existing territorial areas of jurisdiction. 
These areas of jurisdiction may be altered by decree after consulta-

tion with the Court. 
ARTICLE 2 

The Court of Appeal shall be composed of 18 judges, 11 of whom 
shall be foreigners. Should occasion arise, two judges, of whom one 
must be a foreigner, may be appointed in addition to that number. 
Vacancies occurring among the foreign judges of the Court of Appeal 
shall be filled by the promotion of foreign judges of the Tribunals of 
first instance. 

ARTICLE 3 

The Tribunals at Cairo, Alexandria and Mansurah shall, on October 
15th, 1937, be composed of 61 judges, of whom 40 shall be foreigners. 
As vacancies occur among the foreign judges of first instance as a 

result of retirement, death, resignation or promotion, such judges 
shall be replaced by Egyptian judges. 

Nevertheless, the number of foreign judges in the Tribunals of first 
instance shall not be less than one-third of the total number of judges 
of the said Tribunals. 

ARTICLE 4 

No distinction based on the nationality of judges shall be made 
either in the matter of the composition of the Chambers or in that of 
appointments to the various posts in the judicial organisation, 
including the presidency of Tribunals and Chambers. 
The President of the Court of Appeal shall be of foreign nationality, 

and the Vice-President of Egyptian nationality. 

Should the President of a Tribunal be of Egyptian nationality, the 
Vice-President shall be of foreign nationality, and vice versa. 

ARTICLE 5 

The judgments of the Court of Appeal shall be given by five judges. 
Nevertheless, the law may prescribe that three judges shall compose 
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1 See articles 3 and 14 of the convention, ante, pp. 1653 and 1657. 
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The Assize Court shall consist of five judges, of whom three shall be
Judges of the Court of Appeal.

The judgments of Tribunals of first instance, both in civil and
criminal matters, shall be given by three judges.

In commercial matters, the three judges may, in virtue of a law, be
assisted by two assessors in a consultative capacity.

In interlocutory matters, in civil cases of a summary nature, and
for petty offences, judgments shall be given by a judge sitting alone.

ARTICLE 6

Judges shall be appointed by decree.
They shall be irremovable.
The age at which magistrates may be required to retire shall be 65

years for judges of first instance and 70 years for judges of the Court
of Appeal.

Judges shall not be transferred from one Tribunal to another, nor
shall they be promoted except in conformity with the recommendation
of the General Assembly of the Court of Appeal.

ARTICLE 7

The Presidents and Vice-Presidents of the Court of Appeal and of
the Tribunals shall be appointed for one year, by decree, on the nomi-
nation of the General Assembly of the Court by an absolute majority
of votes. In the case of Tribunals of first instance, nominations shall
be made from an alphabetical list drawn up by the General Assembly
of each Tribunal and comprising three candidates at Alexandria and
at Cairo and two candidates at Mansurah.

The Presidents of the Chambers of the Court of Appeal shall be
nominated annually by the General Assembly of the Court.

The Presidents of the Chambers of each Tribunal shall be nomi-
nated annually by the General Assembly of the Court on the recom-
mendation of the General Assembly of the Tribunal.

ARTICLE 8

The salaries of judges are fixed by law.

ARTICLE 9

Judges are debarred from engaging in business and from occupying
any salaried position.

ARTICLE 10

Discipline over judges shall be exercised exclusively by the Court
of Appeal. The General Judicial Regulations shall determine the
disciplinary measures and the procedure to be followed in this matter.

ARTICLE 11

Proceedings shall be public, except in cases where the court by
reasoned decision orders the hearing to be held in camera in the
interests of morality or public order.

The accused shall be free to defend himself against the charge.
98907° ---3 -T 3-- 16
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ARTICLE 12

The judicial languages employed in the Mixed Tribunals for the
conduct of cases and for the drafting of official documents and judg-
ments shall be: Arabic, English, French and Italian.

The operative part of judgments shall be pronounced in two of the
judicial languages, of which one must be Arabic. After the pro-
nouncement, judgments drawn up in a foreign language shall be
translated in their entirety into Arabic and those drawn up in Arabic
shall be translated in their entirety into a foreign language.

In the event of divergence between the original text and the trans-
lation, the former shall be authentic.

ARTICLE 13

Subject to the exceptions provided for by the Codes, laws or regula-
tions, parties shall be represented at law only by persons authorised
to practise as barristers in the Mixed Tribunals. The General Judicial
Regulations determine the organisation of the Bar and the conditions
for the exercise of discipline over barristers.

ARTICLE 14

The auxiliary staff of the Court of Appeal and of the Tribunals
shall include: clerks of the courts, assistant clerks, interpreters, bailiffs
and other agents.

The General Judicial Regulations determine the conditions for the
exercise of discipline over the above-mentioned staff.

ARTICLE 15

Judgments shall be executed on the order of the court by its bailiffs,
with the assistance of the administrative authorities when such assist-
ance is requested.

II. THE PARQUET

ARTICLE 16

The Parquet of the Mixed Tribunals shall exercise the powers
specified hereinafter together with those conferred upon it by law.

It shall be directed by a Procurator General of foreign nationality.

ARTICLE 17

The Procurator General shall be assisted by a First Advocate Gen-
eral of Egyptian nationality and by a Second Advocate General of
foreign nationality.

Should the Procurator General be absent or otherwise prevented
from discharging his duties, he shall be replaced in civil matters and
for the purposes of administration by the First Advocate General and
in criminal matters by the Second Advocate General.

The Procurator General shall, in addition, have under his direction
an adequate number of deputies.
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ARTICLE 12 

The judicial languages employed in the Mixed Tribunals for the 
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ARTICLE 18

The members of the Parquet shall be appointed by decree. They
shall be removable and responsible only to their administrative chiefs
and, ultimately, to the Minister of Justice.

ARTICLE 19

The "Ministere public," in the person of the Procurator General,
one of the Advocates General or a deputy, may sit in all the Chambers
and in all the General Assemblies of the Court and of the Tribunals.

ARTICLE 20

In criminal matters, the parquet shall conduct public prosecutions.
It shall control the judicial police in all cases falling within the juris-
diction of the Mixed Tribunals.

Officials recognised by law as being members of the judicial police
shall, as such, be under the orders of the parquet.

ARTICLE 21

The Procurator General shall be called upon to give his opinion on
the application to any foreigner of the provisions of the Criminal Code
and of the "Code d'Instruction criminelle" concerning total or partial
remission or commutation of any penalty and the execution of death
sentences.

ARTICLE 22

The Procurator General shall supervise prisons and penitentiaries
in which foreigners are detained. He shall, in addition, have free
access at all times to any other place wherein a foreigner may be
detained.

He shall notify the Minister of Justice of all irregularities of which
he becomes aware, and shall make to him any other communications
called for in the exercise of the supervision for which he is responsible.

ARTICLE 23

The "Ministere public" shall intervene in all matters involving
questions of personal status or nationality. It may furthermore
intervene in matters concerning minors or persons under an incapacity,
and also in all other cases specified in the Code of Civil Procedure.

It shall further be empowered to order and to have carried out any
measures which it may consider proper to safeguard the interests of
minors or of persons under an incapacity.

ARTICLE 24

The parquet shall supervise the administration of judicial funds
and the special deposit and consignment fund.

It shall also supervise the clerks of the court and the bailiffs, who
shall be under the exclusive control of the Presidents of the Court and
Tribunals.
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III. COMPETENCE

ARTICLE 25

For the purposes of determining the competence of the Mixed
Tribunals, the word "foreigners" shall be taken to mean nationals of
the High Contracting Parties to the Montreux Convention concerning
the Abolition of Capitulations in Egypt, together with nationals of
any other State that may be specified by decree.

No Egyptian national may avail himself of the protection of a
foreign Power.

Nationals of Syria and of the Lebanon and also those of Palestine
and Trans-Jordan shall come within the competence of the National
jurisdiction as regards both civil and criminal matters.

Foreign nationals (citizens, subjects and protected persons) belong-
ing to religions, confessions or sects for which there exist Egyptian
Tribunals dealing with matters of personal status, shall continue to
have their cases heard by the said Tribunals in such matters under the
same conditions as in the past.

The nationals specified above shall, moreover, have the right to opt
between the Mixed jurisdiction and the National jurisdiction in civil
and commercial matters. When one of the said nationals is summoned
in respect of either of the said matters before a National Tribunal, in
a case in connection with which he has not previously accepted the
competence of the National jurisdiction, he shall, if he wishes to chal-
lenge the competence of the Tribunal before which the case is brought,
do so by registered letter or by service of a writ, or at the latest at the
first hearing, failing which the Tribunal shall be competent.

(A) Competence in Civil and Commercial Matters

ARTICLE 26

The Mixed Tribunals shall take cognizance of all civil and commer-
cial suits between foreigners or between foreigners and parties subject
to the jurisdiction of the National Courts.

Nevertheless, the National Tribunals shall be competent in the
aforesaid matters in respect of any foreigner who agrees to submit
himself to their jurisdiction.

Such submission may result from a clause attributing competence
or from the fact (1) that the foreigner has himself initiated the proceed-
ings before the National Courts; or (2) that he has not challenged the
competence of the said courts before the pronouncement of a judicial
decision in proceedings wherein he has appeared as defendant or as
an intervening party.

Submission to the jurisdiction of a court of first instance entails
submission to the jurisdiction of superior courts of the same category.

ARTICLE 27

The Mixed Tribunals shall also take cognizance of suits and matters
relating to personal status in cases wherein the law to be applied
according to the terms of Article 29 is a foreign law.
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ARTICLE 28

Personal status comprises: suits and matters relating to the status
and capacity of persons, legal relations between members of a family,
more particularly betrothal, marriage, the reciprocal rights and duties
of husband and wife, dowry and their rights of property during mar-
riage, divorce, repudiation, separation, legitimacy, recognition and
repudiation of paternity, the relation between ascendants and de-
scendants, the duty of support as between relatives by blood or
marriage, legitimation, adoption, guardianship, curatorship, inter-
diction, emancipation, and also gifts, inheritance, wills and other
dispositions mortis causa, absence and the presumption of death.

ARTICLE 29

The status and capacity of persons shall be governed by their
national laws.

The fundamental conditions of the validity of marriage shall be
governed by the national law of each of the parties thereto.

In matters concerning relations between the husband and wife,
including separation, divorce and repudiation and the effects thereof
upon their property, the law to be applied shall be the national law
of the husband at the time of the celebration of the marriage.

Reciprocal rights and duties as between parents and children shall
be governed by the national law of the father.

The duty of maintenance shall be governed by the national law
of the party against whom the claim is made.

Matters relating to filiation, legitimation, and the recognition and
repudiation of paternity shall be governed by the national law of the
father.

Questions relating to the validity of adoption shall be governed by
the national law of the adopting party as well as by that of the adopted
person. The effects of adoption shall be governed by the national law
of the adopting party.

Guardianship, curatorship and emancipation shall be governed by
the national law of the person under the incapacity.

Inheritance and wills shall be governed by the national law of the
deceased or of the testator.

Gifts shall be governed by the national law of the donor at the time
of the gift.

The rules of the present article shall not affect provisions relating
to the legal position of immovable property in Egypt.

ARTICLE 30

Should the nationality of a person be unknown, or should he
simultaneously possess, under the laws of several foreign States, the
nationality of each of them, the judge shall decide what law shall be
applied.
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Should a person simultaneously possess the nationality of Egypt
under Egyptian law and of one or more foreign States under the law
of the State or States concerned, the law to be applied shall be the
Egyptian law.

ARTICLE 31

The term "national law" shall be understood to mean the municipal
law of the country in question to the exclusion of the provisions of
private international law.

ARTICLE 32

Rules of procedure prescribed by a foreign law shall not apply
in so far as they are incompatible with Egyptian rules of procedure.

ARTICLE 33

Subject to the provisions of Articles 34, 35, 36 and 37, the com-
petence of the Mixed Tribunals shall be determined solely by the
nationality of the parties directly concerned, without regard to any
mixed interests which may be indirectly concerned.

ARTICLE 34

Companies of Egyptian nationality already incorporated, in which
there are substantial foreign interests shall, in their suits with per-
sons subject to the jurisdiction of the National Tribunals, be subject
to the jurisdiction of the Mixed Tribunals unless the terms of their
incorporation contain a clause attributing competence to the National
Tribunals, or unless they have accepted the jurisdiction of the said
courts in accordance with Article 26.

ARTICLE 35

The Mixed Tribunals shall similarly be competent in matters
arising out of the bankruptcy of a person subject to the jurisdiction
of the National Tribunals if one of the creditors party to the pro-
ceedings is a foreigner.

ARTICLE 36

The creation of a charge in favor of a foreigner over immovable
property, whoever may be the person in possession or the owner
thereof, renders the Mixed Tribunals ipso facto competent to deter-
mine the validity of the charge and all its consequences up to and
including the forced sale of the said property and also the distribution
of the monies realised thereby.

ARTICLE 37

The Mixed Tribunals shall not take cognizance of an action not in
itself falling within their competence, even if it arises as subsidiary
to an action already constituted before them. Nevertheless, they
shall take cognizance of the said subsidiary action when the jurisdic-
tion before which it has been brought, decides in the interests of justice,
to remit it to be pleaded before them.
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The Mixed Tribunals may, if they consider that the interests of
justice so require, remit to be pleaded before the National Courts an
action instituted before them, which is subsidiary to a principal action
already instituted before the said National Courts.

ARTICLE 38

Suits by foreigners against a Wakf involving a claim to the owner-
ship of immovable property of the said Wakf shall not be submitted
to the Mixed Tribunals. Nevertheless, the said Tribunals shall be
competent to give judgment on claims brought in respect of legal
possession, whoever may be plaintiff or defendant.

Furthermore, suits directly or indirectly concerning the constitution
of a Wakf or the validity, interpretation or application of its clauses,
or the appointment or removal of the Nazir shall not come within the
competence of the Mixed Tribunals.

The Mixed Tribunals may, nevertheless, declare void as against
creditors the constitution of property as a Wakf in fraud of the rights
of such creditors.

ARTICLE 39

When, in the course of proceedings, an issue is raised concerning the
personal status of a party coming in that respect within the jurisdiction
of some other court, the Mixed Tribunals shall, if they consider it
necessary to secure a preliminary decision upon that issue, suspend
judgment on the main issue and prescribe a time limit within which
the party against whom the interlocutory plea has been raised must
have the matter finally decided by the competent court. If such a
preliminary decision is not considered necessary, they shall proceed to
give a decision on the main issue.

ARTICLE 40

The cession of a right to a foreigner, the citing of a foreigner as
third party, or a fictitious assignment to a foreigner shall not render
the Mixed Tribunals competent to decide suits coming within the
competence of the National Courts if the object of the said cession,
citation as third party or fictitious assignment is to remove such
litigation from the cognizance of the National Tribunals.

Any cession of a right to a foreigner agreed to during the course
of the proceedings shall be presumed to have been made with the
above object. The Court may, however, in exceptional cases, admit
proof to the contrary.

Subject to the provisions of the preceding paragraph, the com-
petence of the Mixed Tribunals cannot be challenged on the ground
that the assignment is fictitious where the assignment is made by
means of the endorsement of a negotiable instrument.

The irregular endorsement of a negotiable instrument to a for-
eigner, or its endorsement to a foreigner for purposes of collection,
shall not give competence to the Mixed Tribunals in the case of
suits that are within the competence of the National Courts.
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ARTICLE 41

Should the litigant whose foreign character gave competence to
the Mixed Tribunals cease before the close of the hearing to be a
party to the proceedings, the said Tribunals shall, on objection being
raised by one of the parties, cease to have competence in the matter,
which shall be transferred as it stands to the National Courts.

ARTICLE 42

A change in the nationality of one of the parties during the course
of the proceedings shall have no effect on the competence of the
court before which a case has been properly brought.

ARTICLE 43

The Mixed Tribunals may not directly or indirectly pass judgment
on acts of sovereignty. They may not give decisions on the validity
of the application of Egyptian laws or regulations to foreigners.

Furthermore, they may not give decisions on the ownership of public
property.

Nevertheless, though they may not interpret an administrative act
or arrest the execution thereof, they shall be competent to hear (1) all
civil and commercial actions between foreigners and the State concern-
ing movable or immovable property; (2) civil actions brought by
foreigners against the State in respect of administrative measures
taken in violation of laws or regulations.

(B) Criminal Competence

ARTICLE 44

The Mixed Tribunals shall hear all prosecutions of foreigners in
respect of acts punishable by law.

ARTICLE 45

The Mixed Tribunals shall further hear all prosecutions against
principal offenders or their accomplices, of whatever nationality, in
respect of the following crimes and misdemeanors:-

(1) crimes and misdemeanors committed directly against judges and
judicial officers of the Mixed Tribunals in the performance, or in con-
nection with the performance, of their duties;

(2) crimes and misdemeanors committed directly to hinder the exe-
cution of judgments and warrants of the Mixed Tribunals;

(3) crimes and misdemeanors alleged against judges and judicial
officers if they are accused of having committed them in the perform-
ance of their duties or in abuse of their powers;

(4) bankruptcy offences, whether crimes or misdemeanors with or
without fraud, where the bankruptcy proceedings are before the Mixed
Tribunals.
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The term judicial officers in paragraphs (1) and (3) above shall com-
prise: clerks of the Court, sworn assistant clerks, interpreters attached
to the Tribunal, and the official bailiffs, but not persons incidentally
entrusted, by delegation from the Tribunal, with the service or execu-
tion of writs or warrants.

ARTICLE 46

In criminal matters the police courts shall deal with offences defined
as contraventions by law and misdemeanors carrying a penalty of not
more than three months' imprisonment.

The correctional courts shall deal with offences defined as mis-
demeanors by law other than those referred to in the preceding para-
graph, and shall hear appeals against decisions given by the police
courts.

The assize courts shall deal with offences defined as crimes by law.

ARTICLE 47

Arrests and domiciliary searches of foreigners, except in cases of
"flagrant d6lit" or a call for help from within the dwelling-house shall
be carried out by, or in the presence of, a member of the Mixed Par-
quet or an officer of the judicial police to whom such functions have
been delegated by the Mixed Parquet.

ARTICLE 48

In criminal matters, if the Parquet considers there are grounds for
prosecution, it must refer the case to the investigating magistrate.

In correctional matters also, the Parquet shall refer the case to the
investigating magistrate unless it decides that the information
received on summary enquiry is sufficient for the case to be brought to
trial. In such a case, if the accused has been heard, or if his absence or
the impossibility of finding his residence has been duly established,
the Parquet may summon him directly before the Tribunal.

Nevertheless, at the request of the accused or of the Parquet, or
without being moved thereto, the tribunal may declare the summons
to be annulled and order the case to be referred to the investigating
magistrate.

ARTICLE 49

The detention of any foreigner shall at once be notified to the
Parquet. The Parquet is bound within the time specified in the Code
d'Instruction criminelle and, at longest, within four days either to
order the release of the person detained or to send him before the
investigating magistrate.

Any foreigner who is detained pending trial shall have the right to
inform his Consul and his lawyer of his detention through the inter-
mediary of the Parquet.

The Consul and the lawyer of the detained person may visit him in
prison under conditions approved by the Parquet.
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The term judicial officers in paragraphs (1) and (3) above shall com-
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without being moved thereto, the tribunal may declare the summons 
to be annulled and order the case to be referred to the investigating 
magistrate. 
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The detention of any foreigner shall at once be notified to the 
Parquet. The Parquet is bound within the time specified in the Code 
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order the release of the person detained or to send him before the 
investigating magistrate. 
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inform his Consul and his lawyer of his detention through the inter-
mediary of the Parquet. 
The Consul and the lawyer of the detained person may visit him in 

prison under conditions approved by the Parquet. 
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ARTICLE 50

Except in cases of urgency, if the accused has no defending counsel
one shall be appointed for him, if he so requests, at the time of his
interrogation, failing which the proceedings shall be void.

A defending counsel shall further be officially appointed within a
reasonable time before the hearing of the case to every accused person
committed for trial before the Assize Court.

IV. GENERAL AND TRANSITORY PROVISIONS

ARTICLE 51

The Mixed Tribunals shall administer justice in Our Name.

ARTICLE 52

Where the law is silent, insufficient or obscure, the judge shall act
in conformity with the principles of natural law and with the rules
of equity.

ARTICLE 53

Actions begun prior to October 15th, 1937, before a Consular juris-
diction shall be continued before that jurisdiction until a final judg-
ment has been given.

The same shall apply to actions which have been begun prior to
that date before the Mixed Tribunals and which, by virtue of the
present law, would come within the competence of the National
Tribunals.

In civil matters, actions referred to in the two paragraphs above
may, on the request of the parties thereto and with the consent of all
persons having an interest therein, be referred at the stage which they
have reached to the courts which are competent according to the pro-
visions of the preceding Articles in order that they may be continued
and decided therein.

In criminal matters also, Consular jurisdictions may refer cases
begun prior to October 15th, 1937, to the Mixed Tribunals.

ARTICLE 54

Judgments and orders of the Consular Courts shall continue to have
the force of resjudicata and shall, when necessary, be executed through
the agency of the Mixed Tribunals.

ARTICLE 55

Prescriptions and foreclosures which were applicable in cases when
within the competence of the Consular Courts shall continue to apply
when they come before the Mixed Tribunals.
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ARTICLE 56

Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 27, the Mixed Tribunals
shall not have competence in matters of personal status where the law
applicable in accordance with the provisions of Article 29 is that of
a High Contracting Party to the Convention regarding the abolition
of the Capitulations in Egypt, which, in accordance with Article 9 of
that Convention, has reserved jurisdiction in personal status for its
Consular Courts and that reservation has not been withdrawn.

ARTICLE 57

The provisions of the existing General Judicial Regulations shallremain in force in so far as they are not abrogated or modified by the
preceding provisions.

No modification of the said Regulations proposed by the General
Assembly of the Court shall take effect until promulgated by decree
on the proposal of the Minister of Justice.

ARTICLE 58

The present Rdglement d'organisation juidiaire pour les procs
mixtes en Bgypte and any provisions contrary to the present law are
hereby abrogated.
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PIECES CONNEXES

Acte Final

La Conf6rence des Capitulations s'est r6unie sur l'invitation du
Gouvernement de Sa Majest6 le Roi d'Egypte, a Montreux, le 12
avril 1937.

Les Gouvernements dont l'6num6ration suit ont et6 repr6sent6s a
la Conf6rence par les d6elgations ci-apres:

UNION SUD-AFRICAINE

Delegues:

M. le Dr Stefanus Francois Naud6 GIE, Envoye extraordinaire et
Ministre pl6nipotentiaire a Berlin;

M. Harry Thomson ANDREWS, D6elgu6 permanent aupres de la

Soci6t6 des Nations;

Secretaire:

M. R. JONES, Vice consul a Hambourg;

ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE

Delegue:

M. Bert FISH, Envoy6 extraordinaire et Ministre pl6nipotentiaire
au Caire;

Experts:

M. Paul H. ALLING, Sous-Chef de la Section des Affaires du Proche-
Orient au Departement d'Etat;

M. Francis Colt de WOLF, Division des Traites du D6partement
d'Etat;

AUSTRALIE

Delegue:

Le Tres Honorable Capitaine David Euan WALLACE; M. C., M. P.;

BELGIQUE

Del/gues:

M. P. FORTHOMME, ancien Ministre de la Couronne, Envoy6 ex-
traordinaire et Ministre pl6nipotentiaire, President de la Delega-
tion;

M. J. WATHELET, Conseiller royal honoraire du Gouvernement
6gyptien;

M. G. DELCOIGNE, Secretaire de L6gation;
M. A. HERMENT, Soux-Directeur au Ministere des Affaires 6tran-

geres;
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PIECES CONNEXES 

Acte Final 
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M . A. HERMENT, Soux-Dire,cteur au Ministere des Affaires &ran-
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RELATED PAPERS

Final Act

The Capitulations Conference met at the invitation of the Govern-
ment of His Majesty the King of Egypt, at Montreux, on April
12th, 1937.

The Governments enumerated below were represented at the Con-
ference by the following delegations:

UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA.
Delegates:

Dr. Stefanus Frangois Naud6 GIE, Envoy Extraordinary and
Minister Plenipotentiary in Berlin;

Mr. Harry Thomson ANDREWS, Permanent Delegate to the League
of Nations.

Secretary:

Mr. R. JONES, Vice Consul at Hamburg;

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
Delegate:

Mr. Bert FISH, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary,
at Cairo;

Experts:

Mr. Paul H. ALLING, Assistant-Chief, Division of Near Eastern
Affairs, Department of State;

Mr. Francis Colt de WOLF, Treaty Division, Department of State;

AUSTRALIA.
Delegate:

Captain the Right Honourable David Euan WALLACE, M. C.,
M. P.;

BELGIUM.
Delegates:

M. P. FORTHOMME, former Minister of the Crown, Envoy Extra-
ordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, President of the Dele-
gation;

M. J. WATHELET, Honorary Royal Counsellor of the Egyptian
Government;

M. G. DELCOIGNE, Secretary of Legation;
M. A. HERMENT, Assistant-Director in the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs;
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Final Act 
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BELGIUM. 
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M. P. FORTHOMME, former Minister of the Crown, Envoy Extra-
ordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, President of the Dele-
gation; 

M . J. WATHELET, Honorary Royal Counsellor of the Egyptian 
Government; 

M. G. DELCOIGNE, Secretary of Legation; 
M. A. HErtmENT, Assistant-Director in the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs; 
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ROYAUME-UNI DE GRANDE-BRETAGNE ET D'IRLANDE DU NORD

Ddegues:

Le Tres Honorable Capitaine David Euan WALLACE, M. C., M. P.,
Sous-Secretaire d'Etat parlementaire aux Affaires 6trangeres,
Secr6taire parlementaire au Board of Trade, Secretaire du
Departement du Commerce d'outre-mer;
Secretaire prive: M. Patrick MUNRO, M. P., Secretaire parlemen-

taire prive du Capitaine Wallace;
M. David Victor KELLY, C. M. G., M. C., Conseiller a l'Ambassade

de Sa Majeste Britannique au Caire;
M. William Eric BECKETT, C. M. G., Deuxieme Conseiller juridique

au Foreign Office;

Secretaire general:
M. J. S. S6MERS COCKS;

DANEMARK
Delegues:

M. Niels Peter ARNSTEDT, Envoye extraordinaire et Ministre
plenipotentiaire au Caire, President de la Delegation;

M. Niels Vilhelm BOEG, Conseiller A la Cour d'Appel de Copenhague,
ancien Juge pres les Tribunaux de la Reforme en Egypte, ancien
President du Tribunal arbitral mixte turco-grec;

EGYPTE
Delugus:

MOUSTAPHA EL-NAHAS Pacha, President du Conseil des Ministres,
Ministre de l'Interieur et de l'Hygiene publique;

Dr AHMED MAHER, President de la Chambre des Deputes;
WACYP BOUTROS GHALI Pacha, Ministre des Affaires 6trangeres;
MAKRAM EBEID Pacha, Ministre des Finances;
ABDEL HAMID BADAOUI Pacha, President du Comitd du Con-

tentieux de l'Etat;
Conseilers techniques:

M. E. F. W. BESLY, Secretaire legal du Conseiller judiciaire;
M. Maurice JACQUET, Conseiller royal;

Seeretaire general:
Georges DUMANI Bey, ContrBleur g6enral du Bureau politique

europ6en;

Secretaire genral-adjoint:
Mohamed SALAH EDDINE Bey, Secretaire general-adjoint du

Conseil des Ministres;
Secretaires techniques:

A. ASSABGHY Bey, Chef du Parquet du Tribunal mixte du Caire;

M. J. FELDMAN, Substitut au Contentieux de 1'Etat;
M. H. BAHGAT BADAOUI, Substitut au Contentieux de l'Etat;
M. L. DICHY, Secretaire du Conseil economique;
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Delegues: 
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WACYIP Bournos GRAM Pacha, Ministre des Affaires etrangeres; 
MAKRAM EBEID Pacha, Ministre des Finances; 
ABDEL HAMID BADAOM Pacha, President du Comite du Con-

tentieux de l'Etat; 

Conseillers techniques: 

M. E. F. W. BESLY, Secretaire legal du Conseiller judiciaire; 
M. Maurice JACQUET, Conseiller royal; 

Secretaire general: 

Georges DITMANI Bey, ContAleur general du Bureau politique 
europeen; 

Secretaire general-adjoint: 

Mohamed &mail EDDINE Bey, Secretaire general-ad joint du 
Conseil des Ministres; 

Secretaires techniques: 

A. ASSABGHY Bey, Chef du Parquet du Tribunal mixte du Caire; 

M. J. FELDMAN, Substitut au Contentieux de PEtat; 
M. H. BAHGAT BADA0III, Substitut au Contentieux de l'Etat; 
M. L. DICHY, Secretaire du Conseil economique; 
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UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND.

Delegates:

Captain the Right Honourable David Euan WALLACE, M. C.,
M. P., a Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs, a Parliamentary Secretary to the Board of Trade,
Secretary of the Department of Overseas Trade;
Private Secretary: Mr. Patrick MuNRO, M. P. (Private Par-

liamentary Secretary to Captain Wallace);
Mr. David Victor KELLY, C. M. G., M. C., Counsellor in His

Britannic Majesty's Embassy at Cairo;
Mr. William Eric BECKETT, C. M. G., Second Legal Adviser to the

Foreign Office;

Secretary-General:
Mr. J. S. S6MERS CocKs;

DENMARK.
Delegates:

M. Niels Peter ARNSTEDT, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister
Plenipotentiary, at Cairo, President of the Delegation;

M. Niels Vilhelm BOEG, Member of the Court of Appeal at Copen-
hagen, former Judge of the Mixed Tribunals in Egypt, former
President of the Mixed Greco-Turkish Arbitration Tribunal;

EGYPT.
Delegates:

MUSTAPHA EL-NAHAS Pasha, President of the Council of Min-
isters, Minister of the Interior and of Public Health;

Dr. AHMED MAHER, President of the Chamber of Deputies;
WACYF BOUTROS GHALI Pasha, Minister for Foreign Affairs;
MAKRAM EBEID Pasha, Minister of Finance;
ABDEL HAMID BADAOUI Pasha, President of the Comite du Conten-

tieux de I'Etat;
Technical advisers:

Mr. E. F. W. BESLY, Legal Secretary to the Judicial Adviser;
M. Maurice JACQUET, Royal Counsellor;

Secretary-General:
Georges DUJMANI Bey, Controller-General of the European Political

Bureau;

Deputy Secretary-General:
Mohamed SALAH EDDINE BEY, Deputy Secretary-General of the

Council of Ministers;

Technical Secretaries:
A. ASSABGHY Bey, Head of the Parquet of the Mixed Tribunal at

Cairo;
M. J. FELDMAN, Substitut au Contentieux de I'Etat;
M. H. BAHGAT BADAOUI, Substitut au Contentieux de I'Etat;
M. L. DICHY, Secretary of the Economic Council.
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Secretaires:

M. Fouad EL PHARAONY, Attach6 A la Legation Royale d'Egypte A
Paris;

M. Aram STEPHAN, Attache A la Legation Royale d'Egypte A Paris;

ESPAGNE
Delegues:

M. Antonio FABRA RIBAS, Envoy6 extraordinaire et Ministre pl6ni-
potentiaire A Berne;

M. le Dr Mariano GOMEZ, President de la Cour Supreme de Justice,
ancien Recteur de l'Universite de Valence;

M. Benito PABON, President de la Commission Consultative
Juridique;

Secretaire:

M. Rafael TOLSA;

FRANCE
Delegues:

M. Francois de TESSAN, D6pute, Sous-Secr6taire d'Etat A la Presi-
dence du Conseil;

M. Max HYMANS, D6pute, ancien President de la Commission des
douanes et des Conventions commerciales;

Delegues-adjoints:

M. Jean PozzI, Ministre plenipotentiaire;
M. Ernest LAGARDE, Ministre pl6nipotentiaire, Sous-Directeur

d'Afrique-Levant;
M. Paul CHARGUERAUD, Conseiller juridique du Ministere des

Affaires 6trangeres;

Conseiller:

M. Maurice LINANT DE BELLEFONDS, ancien Conseiller royal du
Gouvernement egyptien;

Secretaire general:

M. Roger GARREAU, Conseiller d'Ambassade;

Secretaires:

M. Roger Robert DU GARDIER, Secretaire d'Ambassade, Secretaire
general-adjoint;

M. Albert CHAMBON, Secretaire interprete d'Extreme-Orient;
M. Henri BRADIER, Attache au Ministere des Affaires 6trangres;

Ezperts:

M. Jean CABOUAT, Chef de cabinet du Sous-Secretaire d'Etat a la
Presidence du Conseil;

M. Raoul AGHION, Conseiller du commerce exterieur de la France;
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Secritaires: 
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Gouvernement egyptien; 

Seeritaire general: 

M. Roger GARREAU, Conseiller d'Ambassade; 

Secretaires: 

M. Roger Robert nu GARDIER, Secretaire d'Ambassade, Seeretaire 
general-adjoint; 

M. Albert CHAMBON, Secretaire interprete d'Extreme-Orient; 
M. Henri READIER, Attache an Ministere des Affaires etrangeres; 

Experts: 

M. Jean CABOUAT, Chef de cabinet du SousSecretaire d'Etat a la 
Presidence du Conseil; 

M. Raoul AGHION, Conseiller du commerce exterieur de la France; 
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Secretaries:

M. Fouad EL PHARAONY, Attache in the Royal Egyptian Legation
in Paris;

M. Aram STEPHAN, Attache in the Royal Egyptian Legation in
Paris;

SPAIN.
Delegates:

M. Antonio FABRA RIBAS, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister
Plenipotentiary at Berne;

Dr. Mariano GOMEZ, President of the Supreme Court of Justice,
former Rector of the University of Valencia;

M. Benito PABON, President of the Legal Advisory Committee;

Secretary:

M. Rafael TOLSA;

FRANCE.
Delegates:

M. Francois DE TESSAN, Deputy, Under-Secretary of State in the
Department of the President of the Council;

M. Max HYMANS, Deputy, former President of the Commission
for Customs and Commeicial Conventions;

Deputy-delegates:

M. Jean Pozzi, Minister Plenipotentiary;
M. Ernest LAGARDE, Minister Plenipotentiary, Sous-Directeur

d'Afrique-Levant;
M. Paul CHARGUPRAUD, Legal Adviser to the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs;

Adviser:

M. Maurice LINANT DE BELLEFONDS, former Royal Counsellor
of the Egyptian Government;

Secretary-General:

M. Roger GARREAU, Counsellor of Embassy;

Secretaries:

M. Roger Robert Du GARDIER, Secretary of Embassy, Deputy
Secretary-General;

M. Albert CHAMBON, Far-Eastern Secretary-Interpreter;
M. Henri BRADIER, Attache in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs;

Experts:

M. Jean CABOUAT, Chef de Cabinet of the Under-Secretary of State
in the Department of the President of the Council;

M. Raoul AGHION, Adviser on French Foreign Trade;
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Secretaries: 

M. Fouad EL PHARAONY, Attache in. the Royal Egyptian Legation 
in Paris; 

M. Aram STEPHAN, Attache in the Royal Egyptian Legation in 
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SPAIN. 

Delegates: 

M. Antonio FABRA RIBAS, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister 
Plenipotentiary at Berne; 

Dr. Mariano GomEz, President of the Supreme Court of Justice, 
former Rector of the University of Valencia; 

M. Benito PABON, President of the Legal Advisory Committee; 

Secretary: 

M. Rafael TOLSA; 

FRANCE. 

Delegates: 

M. Francois DE TESSAN, Deputy, Under-Secretary of State in the 
Department of the President of the Council; 

M. Max HYMANS, Deputy, former President of the Commission 
for Customs and Commeicial Conventions; 

Deputy-delegates: 

M. Jean Pozzi, Minister Plenipotentiary; 
M. Ernest LAGARDE, Minister Plenipotentiary, Sous-Directeur 

d' Afrique-Levant; 
M. Paul CHARGUtRAUD, Legal Adviser to the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs; 

Adviser: 

M. Maurice LINANT DE BELLEFONDS, former Royal Counsellor 
of the Egyptian Government; 

Secretary-General: 

M. Roger GARREAIT, Counsellor of Embassy; 

Secretaries: 

M. Roger Robert DU GARDIER, Secretary of Embassy, Deputy 
Secretary-General; 

M. Albert CHAmeoN, Far-Eastern Secretary-Interpreter; 
M. Henri BEADIER, Attache in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs; 

Experts: 

M. Jean CABOITAT, Chef de Cabinet of the Under-Secretary of State 
in the Department of the President of the Council; 

M. Raoul Aomox, Adviser on. French Foreign Trade; 
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GRECE
Delegus:

M. Nicolas POLITIS, Ministre de Grece A Paris, ancien Ministre des
Affaires 6trangeres, President de la Dlegation;

M. Georges Roussos, Envoye extraordinaire et Ministre pl6ni-
potentiaire, ancien Ministre des Affaires 6trangeres;

M. Constantin VRYAKOS, Envoy6 extraordinaire et Ministre pl6ni-
potentiaire, ancien Ministre de la Justice;

M. Constantin SAKELLAROPOULO, Envoye extraordinaire et Minis-
tre plenipotentiaire, Directeur des Affaires politiques au
Ministere des Affaires 6trangeres;

Secretaire gernal:
M. Michel MELAs, Premier Secretaire de Legation;

INDE
Delegue:

Le Tres Honorable Capitaine David Euan WATLACE, M. C., M. P.;

ATAT LIBRE D'IRLANDE
Delegu4:

F. T. CREMINS, DfeIgue permanent aupres de la Soci6t des Nations;

ITALIE
Del6gu6s:

Le Comte Luigi ALDROVANDI MARESCOTTI DI VIANO, Ambassadeur
de Sa Majeste le Roi d'Italie, Empereur d'Ethiopie, President
de la Daelgation;

M. Salvatore MEssINA, President de Section a la Cour de Cassation;

M. Piero PARINI, Ministre pl6nipotentiaire, Directeur gneral des
Italiens A l'etranger;

M. Pellegrino GHIGI, Envoye extraordinaire et Ministre pl6nipo-
tentiaire de Sa Majeste le Roi d'Italie, Empereur d'Ethiopie, au
Caire;

Secretaire general:
Le Comte Vittorio ZOPPI, Conseiller de Iegation;

Experts:
M. Alberto d'AGosTINo, Directeur genral au Sous-Secretariat d'Etat

pour les echanges et les devises;
M. Leopoldo PIccARDI, Conseiller d'Etat;
M. Alberto CALISSE, Sous-Directeur pour les Affaires commerciales

au Ministere des Affaires etrangeres;
M. Gaetano MORELLI, Professeur de Droit international;

Secretaires:

M. Giacomo PBOFILI;
M. Mario PIRODDI;
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GRECE 

Deleguis: 

M. Nicolas Potans, Ministre de Greco a Paris, ancien Ministre des 
Affaires etrangeres, President de la Delegation; 

M. Georges Roussos, Envoye extraordinaire et Ministre pleni-
potentiaire, ancien Ministre des Affaires etrangeres; 

M. Constantin VRYAKOS, Envoye extraordinaire et Ministre pleni-
potentiaire, ancien Ministre de la Justice; 

M. Constantin SAKELLAROPOITLO, Envoye extraordinaire et Minis-
tre plenipotentiaire, Directeur des Affaires politiques an 
Ministere des Affaires etrangeres; 

Secretaire general: 

M. Michel M ELAS, Premier Secretake de Legation; 

INDE 

Mega& 

Le Tres Honorable Capitaine David Euan W A.LLACE, M. C., M. P.; 

nTAT , LIBRE D'IRLANDE 

Mega& 
F. T. CREMINS, DoSlegue permanent aupres de la Societe des Nations; 

ITALIE 

Delegues: 
Le Comte Luigi ALDROVANDI M ARESCOTTI DI VIANO, Ambassacleur 

de Sa Majeste le Roi Empereur d'Ethiopie, President 
de la Delegation; 

M. Salvatore MEssrme, President de Section A, la (Jour de Cassation; 

M. Piero PARINI, Ministre plenipotentiaire, Directeur general des 
Italiens a Petranger; 

M. Pellegrino GHIGI, Envoye extraordinaire et Ministre plenipo-
tentiaire de Sa Maj6ste le Rd i d'Italie, Empereur d'Ethiopie, an 
Caire; 

Secretaire geniral: 

Le Comte Vittorio ZOPPI, Conseiller de Legation; 

Experts: 

M. Alberto d'AGosTusro, Directeur general an Sous-Secretariat d'Etat 
pour les echanges et les devises; 

M. Leopoldo PICCA_RDI, Conseiller d'Etat; 
M. Alberto CALISSE, Sous-Directeur pour les Affaires commerciales 

an Ministere des Affaires etrangeres; 
M. Gaetano M ORELLI, Profeaseur de Droit international; 

Secritaires: 

M. Giacomo PROFILI; 
M. Mario PIRODDI; 
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GREECE.
Delegates:

M. Nicolas POLITIS, Greek Minister in Paris, former Minister for
Foreign Affairs, President of the Delegation;

M. Georges Roussos, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipo-
tentiary, former Minister for Foreign Affairs;

M. Constantin VRYAKOS, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister
Plenipotentiary, former Minister of Justice;

M. Constantin SAKELLAROPOULO, Envoy Extraordinary and Min-
ister Plenipotentiary, Director of Political Affairs in the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs;

Secretary-General:

M. Michel MELAS, First Secretary of Legation;

INDIA.
Delegate:

Captain the Right Honourable David Euan WALLACE, M. C.,
M. P.;

IRISH FREE STATE.
Delegate:

Mr. F. T. CREMINS, Permanent Delegate to the League of Nations;

ITALY.
Delegates:

Count Luigi ADLROVANDI MARESCOTTI di VIANO, Ambassador of
His Majesty the King of Italy, Emperor of Ethiopia, President
of the Delegation;

M. Salvatore MESSINA, President of Section in the Court of Cas-
sation;

M. Piero PARINI, Minister Plenipotentiary, Director-General of
Italians abroad;

M. Pellegrino GHIGI, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipo-
tentiary of His Majesty the King of Italy, Emperor of Ethiopia,
at Cairo;

Secretary-General:

Count Vittorio ZOPPI, Counsellor of Legation;

Experts:

M. Alberto d'AGosTINO, Director-General in the Department of the
Under-Secretary of State, for Trade and Exchange;

M. Leopoldo PICCARDI, Counsellor of State;
M. Alberto CALIssE, Assistant Director of Commercial Affairs in

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs;
M. Gaetano MORELLI, Professor of International Law;

Secretaries:

M. Giacomo PROFILI;
M. Mario PIRODDI;
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GREECE. 

Delegates: 

M. Nicolas Pourns, Greek Minister in Paris, former Minister for 
Foreign Affairs, President of the Delegation; 

M. Georges ROUSSOS, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipo-
tentiary, former Minister for Foreign Affairs; 

M. Constantin VRYAKOS, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister 
Plenipotentiary, former Minister of Justice; 

M. Constantin SAKELLAROPOULO, Envoy Extraordinary and Min-
ister Plenipotentiary, Director of Political Affairs in the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs; 

Secretary-General: 

M. Michel M ELAS, First Secretary of Legation; 

INDIA. 

Delegate: 

Captain the Right Honourable David Euan WALLACE, M. C., 
M. P.; 

IRISH FREE STATE. 

Delegate: 
Mr. F. T. CREMINS, Permanent Delegate to the League of Nations; 

ITALY. 

Delegates: 

Count Luigi ADLROVANDI M ARESCOTTI di VIANO, Ambassador of 
His Majesty the King of Italy, Emperor of Ethiopia, President 
of the Delegation; 

M. Salvatore M ESSINA, President of Section in the Court of Cas-
sation; 

M. Piero PARINI, Minister Plenipotentiary, Director-General of 
Italians abroad; 

M. Pellegrino Gum', Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipo-
tentiary of His Majesty the King of Italy, Emperor of Ethiopia, 
at Cairo; 

Secretary-General: 

Count Vittorio ZOPPI, Counsellor of Legation; 

Experts: 

M. Alberto d'Acrosruro, Director-General in the Department of the 
Under-Secretary of State, for Trade and Exchange; 

M. Leopoldo PICCARDI, Counsellor of State; 
M. Alberto CALISSE, Assistant Director of Commercial Affairs in 

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs; 
M. Gaetano M ORELLI, Professor of International Law; 

Secretaries: 

M. Giacomo PROFILI; 
M. Mario Pluonm; 



, NORVEGE
Delegue:

M. Michael HANSSON, ancien President de la Cour d'Appel mixte
d'Egypte, Membre pour la Norvege de la Cour permanente
d'arbitrage A La Haye, President de 1'Office International
Nansen pour les refugies;

Expert technique:
Georges CORONI Bey, Directeur administratif de l'Office Interna-

tional Nansen, ancien Greffier en chef de la Cour d'Appel mixte
d'Egypte;

Dlegue: NOUVELLE-ZELANDEDelegue:
Le Tres Honorable Capitaine David Euan WALLACE, M. C., M. P.;

s -PAYS-BAS
Delegues:

M. W. C. BEUCKER, ANDREAE, Chef de la Direction des Affaires
juridiques au Ministere des Affaires 6trangeres;

M. le Chevalier J. J. B. BoscH DE ROSENTHAL, Charge d'affaires
en Egypte;

Le Comte W. F. L. DE BYLANDT, Conseiller A la Legation des
Pays-Bas A Paris;

Dlegu: PORTUGAL

M. le D' J. CAEIBO Da MATTA, ancien Ministre des Affaires
6trangeres, Professeur et Recteur de l'Universite de Lisbonne;

Dlgu& SUEDEDelegue :
M. K. K. F. MALMAR, Directeur de la Division juridique du

Ministere des Affaires etrangeres.

M. Th. AGHNIDES, Directeur de la Section du Desarmement au
Secretariat de la Societe des Nations, a rempli les fonctions de Secre
taire general de la Conference.

Dans une serie de reunions tenues du 12 avril au 8 mai 1937, oi
les Delegu6s precit6s ont ete constamment animes du desir de realiser
les intentions de leurs Gouvernements d'6tablir, A la suite de leur
accord au sujet de l'abolition du regime des Capitulations en Egypte,
les bases de la plus confiante collaboration entre cette Puissance et
les autres Hautes Parties contractantes, la Conference a arret6, pour
8tre soumis a la signature des Plenipotentiaires, le texte des Conven-
tion, Reglement et Protocole et a pris connaissance et acte des Decla-
ration et Lettres, 6num6ers ci-apres et annexes au present Acte final:

I. Convention concernant l'abolition des Capitulations en Egypte.
II. Reglement d'organisation judiciaire (Annexe a la Convention).
III. Protocole.
IV. Declaration du Gouvernement royal 6gyptien.
V. Lettres.
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Daggue: 
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PORTUGAL 

SUEDE 
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NORWAY.
Delegate:

M. Michael HANSSON, former President of the Egyptian Mixed
Court of Appeal, Norwegian Member of the Permanent Court
of Arbitration at The Hague, President of the Nansen Interna-
tional Office for Refugees;

Technical Expert:
Georges CORONI Bey, Administrative Director of the Nansen Inter-

national Office, Former Chief Registrar of the Egyptian Mixed
Court of Appeal;
De : NEW ZEALAND.Delegate:

Captain the Right Honorable David Euan WALLACE, M. C., M. P.;

Dele : NETHERLANDS.Delegates:
M. W. C. BEUCKER ANDREAE, Head of the Legal Section in the

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, The Hague;
M. le Chevalier J. J. B. Bosch DE ROSENTHAL, Charg6 d'Affaires

in Egypt;
Count W. F. L. DE BYLANDT, Counsellor of the Netherlands Lega-

tion in Paris;

Del : PORTUGAL.Delegate:
Dr. J. CAEIRO DA MATTA, Former Minister for Foreign Affairs,

Professor and Rector of the University of Lisbon;

SWEDEN.
Delegate:

M. K. K. F. MALMAR, Director of the Legal Division at the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs.

M. Th. AGHNIDES Director of the Disarmament Section of the
Secretariat of the League of Nations, discharged the duties of Secre-
tary-General of the Conference.

In a series of meetings held from April 12th to May 8th 1937,
throughout which the above-mentioned delegates were constantly
animated by the desire to realise their Governments' intentions to
establish, following upon their agreement regarding the abolition of
the Capitulatory system in Egypt, the bases of the most confident
collaboration between that Power and the other High Contracting
Parties, the Conference drew up for signature by the Plenipotentiaries
the text of the Convention, Reglement and Protocol and took cogni-
zance and note of the Declaration and Letters enumerated hereunder
and annexed to the present Final Act:

I. Convention regarding the abolition of the Capitulations in Egypt.
II. Reglement d'organisation judiciaire (Annex to the Convention).
III. Protocol.
IV. Declaration by the Royal Egyptian Government.
V. Letters.
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Delegate: 
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SWEDEN. 
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Signatures. EN FOI DE QUOI les Pl6nipoten-
tiaires ont sign6 le present Acte.

FAIT A Montreux, le huit mai
mil neuf cent trente-sept, en un
seul exemplaire qui sera depose
dans les archives du Gouvernement
royal 6gyptien et dont des copies
certifiees conformes seront remises
aux Gouvernements des Puissan-
ces signataires.

Le President de la Confrence:
MOUSTAPHA EL-NAHAS

Le Secretaire gneral
de la Confrence:
TH. AGHNIDES

UNION SUD-AFRICAINE

S. F. N. GIE
H. T. ANDREWS

ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE

AUSTRALIE

BELGIQUE

GRANDE-BRETAGNE ET
IRLANDE DU NORD

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

BERT FISH

AUSTRALIA

DAVID EUAN WALLACE

P. FORTHOMME

BELGIUM

GREAT BRITAIN AND
NORTHERN IRELAND

DAVID EUAN WALLACE

DAVID VICTOR KELLY

WILLIAM ERIC BECKETT

DANEMARK

N. P. ARNSTEDT
N. V. BOEG

EGYPTE

MOUSTAPHA EL-NAHAS

A. MAHER

WACYF BOUTROS GHALI
MAKRAM EBEID

A. BADAOUI

A. FABRA RIBAS
MARIANO GOMEZ

IN FAITH WHEREOF the Pleni-

potentiaries have signed the pres-
ent Act.

DONE at Montreux, this eighth
day of May, one thousand nine
hundred and thirty-seven, in a
single copy which shall be de-
posited in the archives of the
Royal Egyptian Government and
of which certified true copies shall
be delivered to the Governments
of the signatory Powers.

The President of the Conference:
MOUSTAPHA EL-NAHAS

The Secretary-General
of the Conference:

TH. AGHNIDES

UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA

DENMARK

EGYPT

ESPAGNE SPAIN
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The President of the Conference: 
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UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA 

S. F. N. GIE 
H. T. ANDREWS 

ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

BERT FISH 
AUSTRALIE 

DAVID EUAN WALLACE 
BELGIQUE 

P. FORTHOMME 

GRANDE-BRETAGNE ET GREAT BRITAIN AND 
IRLANDE DU NORD NORTHERN IRELAND 

AUSTRALIA 

BELGIUM 

DANEMARK 

EGYPTE 
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DENMARK 

EGYPT 

SPAIN 
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FRANCE FRANCE

F. DE TESSAN
HYMANS

GRECE

N. POLITIS
G. Roussos
C. VRYAKOS

C. M. SAKELLAROPOULO

INDE

DAVID EUAN WALLACE

ETAT LIBRE D'IRLANDE

F. T. CREMINS

ITALIE

L. ALDROVANDI
SALVATORE MESSINA

PIERO PARINI
GRIGI

NORVEGE

MICHAEL HANSSON

NOUVELLE-ZELANDE

DAVID EUAN WALLACE

PAYS-BAS

W. C. BEUCKER ANDREAE
J. BOSCH DE ROSENTHAL

W. DE BYLANDT

PORTUGAL

CAEIRO DA MATTA

SUEDE

GREECE

INDIA

IRISH FREE STATE

ITALY

NORWAY

NEW ZEALAND

NETHERLANDS

PORTUGAL

SWEDEN

MALMAR
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Declaration du Gouvernement Royal Agyptien

LES SOUSSIGNES, agissant en vertu de leurs pleins pouvoirs, pro-
cedent A la declaration suivante:

1. COMPETENCE DES TRIBUNAUX MIXTES.

Le Gouvernement royal egyptien, se referant A l'article 25 alinea
premier du Reglement d'organisation judiciaire, a d6jA decid6 d'eten-
dre par decret la competence des tribunaux mixtes aux ressortis-
sants des huit Etats suivants: Allemagne, Autriche, Hongrie, Pologne,
Roumanie, Suisse, Tchecoslovaquie et Yougoslavie.

2. REGLE DE NON DISCRIMINATION.

En ce qui concerne l'article 2 alinea 2 de la Convention et le Pro-
tocole relatif A ce texte, le fait d'avoir limite A la duree de la periode
transitoire l'effet de la regle de non discrimination vis6e dans l'article
2 precit6 n'implique pas, de la part du Gouvernement royal dgyptien,
l'intention de suivre en cette matiere, a la fin de ladite p6riode, une
politique opposee, de discrimination au detriment des etrangers. Le
Gouvernement royal egyptien est d'ailleurs dispose , conclure des
traites d'etablissement et d'amiti6 aveo les diverses Puissances.

3. STATUT PERSONNEL.

Ayant d6ja spontanement adopt6 le principe de la personnalit6 des
lois en matiere de statut personnel, notamment dans les traites
d'etablissement conclus avec l'Iran et la Turquie, le Gouvernement
royal egyptien entend suivre en cette matiere a l'avenir le meme
principe.

Quant aux regles de procedure que le Gouvernement royal egyptien
se propose d'6dicter en matiere de statut personnel, elles seront appli-
quees sous reserve qu'une regle de fond de la loi nationale etrangere
ne fasse pas obstacle A cette application.

4. EXPULSION

L'abolition des Capitulations entratnant la suppression de toutes
les restrictions au droit du Gouvernement royal egyptien d'expulser
les etrangers se trouvant sur le territoire de l'Egypte, il n'entre pas
cependant dans les intentions de ce Gouvernement d'exercer, durant
la periode transitoire, son droit d'expulsion A l'egard d'un 6tranger
justiciable des tribunaux mixtes qui aura reside en Egypte pendant
au moins cinq annees, ni de lui refuser l'acc&s du territoire egyptien
s'il l'a temporairement quitte, sauf dans l'un des cas suivants:

a) s'il a et6 condamne pour un crime ou pour un d6lit punissable
de plus de trois mois d'emprisonnement;
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Declaration by the Royal Egyptian Government

THE UNDERSIGNED, acting in virtue of their full powers, make the
following declaration:

1. COMPETENCE OF THE MIXED TRIBUNALS.

With reference to Article 25, paragraph 1, of the Rfglement d'or-
ganisation judiciaire, the Royal Egyptian Government has already
decided to extend by decree the competence of the Mixed Tribunals to
nationals of the following eight States: Austria, Czechoslovakia,
Germany, Hungary, Poland, Roumania, Switzerland, Yugoslavia.

2. NON-DISCRIMINATION RULE.

With reference to Article 2, paragraph 2, of the Convention and the
Protocol relating thereto, the fact that the effect of the non-discrim-
ination rule referred to in the above-mentioned Article 2 is limited to
the duration of the transition period, does not imply any intention on
the part of the Royal Egyptian Government to pursue thereafter in
this matter any contrary policy of discrimination against foreigners.
The Royal Egyptian Government is, moreover, prepared to conclude
Establishment Treaties and Treaties of Friendship with the various
Powers.

3. PERSONAL STATUS.

The Royal Egyptian Government, having already, and more par-
ticularly in the Establishment Treaties which it has concluded with
Iran and Turkey, spontaneously adopted the principle that, in mat-
ters of personal status, the personal law should apply, intends to
adopt the same principle with regard thereto in the future.

As regards the rules of procedure, which the Royal Egyptian Gov-
ernment intends to enact for cases of personal status, these will be
applied provided that no substantive rule of the foreign national law
prevents their application.

4. DEPORTATION.

Although the abolition of Capitulations entails the removal of all
the existing restrictions on the Royal Egyptian Government's right to
deport foreigners who are within Egyptian territory, nevertheless that
Government does not intend to exercise during the transition period
its right of deportation in respect of a foreigner subject to the juris-
diction of the Mixed Tribunals, who shall have resided in Egypt for at
least five years, or to refuse such a foreigner access to Egyptian terri-
tory, if he has temporarily quitted that territory, unless:

(a) he has been convicted in respect of a crime or misdemeanour
punishable by more than three months' imprisonment, or
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b) s'il s'est rendu coupable d'activites de nature subversive ou por-
tant atteinte A l'ordre public ou A la tranquillite, la morale ou la sante
publiques;

c) s'il est indigent et A la charge de 1'Etat.
Le Gouvernement royal egyptien se propose en outre d'instituer

une commission administrative consultative dont fera partie le Pro-
cureur general pres les tribunaux mixtes, en vue de faire examiner
par elle, le cas ech6ant, les contestations au sujet soit de l'identite
ou de la nationalite de la personne dont l'expulsion est envisag6e, soit
de la dur6e de son sejour en Egypte, soit de l'existence des faits sur
lesquels l'expulsion est bas6e.

5. EXTRADITION.

Conformement A la pratique generalement adoptee en matiere
d'extradition, le Gouvernement royal egyptien a l'intention d'adopter
en cette matiere la procedure judiciaire. Les tribunaux mixtes auront
done A se prononcer sur la verification de la r6gularit6 de la demande
d'extradition, lorsqu'elle concernera un 6tranger justiciable de ces
tribunaux.

6. CLAUSE ATTRIBUTIVE DE COMPETENCE.

Se referant Pl'article 26 du Reglement d'organisation judiciaire, le
Gouvernement royal egyptien n'a pas l'intention d'inserer dans les
contrats du gouvernement (y compris les contrats des administrations
publiques et des municipalites) de clause attributive de competence
juridictionnelle.

7. MAGISTRATS, FONCTIONNAIRES ET BARREAU.

I1 n'entre pas dans les intentions du Gouvernement royal 6gyptien
de modifier les conditions de service ou les traitements actuels des
magistrats des tribunaux mixtes.

De meme, le Gouvernement n'a pas l'intention de modifier les
traitements actuels des fonctionnaires et employes desdits tribunaux.
Il examinera avec bienveillance a l'occasion de l'etablissement du
nouveau cadre actuellement a l'etude la situation desdits fonction-
naires et employes au point de vue des classes et conditions d'aug-
mentation ou de promotion.
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(b) he has been guilty of activities of a subversive nature or to the
prejudice of public order or public tranquillity, morality or health, or

(c) he is indigent and a burden upon the State.

The Royal Egyptian Government further proposes to set up an
administrative advisory committee, of which the Procurator General
of the Mixed Tribunals shall be a member, for the purpose of exam-
ining any disputes on the subject of the identity or the nationality of
the person whose deportation is under consideration, or of the length
of his residence in Egypt, or of the existence of the facts which con-
stitute the grounds for deportation.

5. EXTRADITION.

In conformity with the practice generally adopted in regard to extra-
dition, the Royal Egyptian Government intends to adopt judicial
procedure in this matter. It will therefore be necessary for the
Mixed Tribunals to pronounce upon the regularity of the request for
extradition when such request relates to a foreigner within the juris-
diction of the said Tribunals.

6. CLAUSE RELATING TO THE JURISDICTION TO WHICH DISPUTES SHOULD

BE SUBMITTED.

With reference to Article 26 of the Reglement d'organisation judi-
ciaire, the Royal Egyptian Government does not intend to insert in
Government contracts (including contracts made by public adminis-
trations and municipalities) any clause relating to the jurisdiction
to which disputes should be submitted.

7. JUDGES, OFFICIALS AND MEMBERS OF THE BAR.

The Royal Egyptian Government does not intend to alter either the
existing conditions of service or the present salaries of judges of the
Mixed Tribunals.

Similarly, the Government does not intend to alter the present
salaries of officials and employees of the said Tribunals.

It will give sympathetic consideration to their treatment in respect
of grading, rules for increase of salary and promotion, when the new
cadre now being considered is introduced.
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Le cas de ceux de ces fonction-
naires et employes qui seraient
licencies a la fin de la periode
transitoire fera l'objet d'un ex-
amen particulier en tenant compte
des circonstances propres A chaque
cas. Si ces circonstances le justi-
fient, certains avantages pourront
6tre accordes au point de vue de la
pension ou de l'indemnite.

Le Gouvernement a l'intention,
quant aux pensions des magistrats,
fonctionnaires et employes etran-
gers, d'eviter la double imposition.

En ce qui concerne, en outre, les
avocats inscrits au barreau mixte,
le Gouvernement se propose de
prendre les mesures n6cessaires
pour leur permettre d'obtenir sans
condition, A la fin de la periode
transitoire, leur inscription avec
leur rang d'anciennete au tableau
de l'ordre des avocats pres les
tribunaux nationaux.

The case of any such officials
and employees who may be retired
at the end of the transition period
will receive special consideration,
the circumstances peculiar to each
individual being taken into ac-
count. Should such circum-
stances justify it, certain advan-
tages may be granted in the matter
of the pension or compensation to
be paid.

As regards the pensions of for-
eign judges, officials and em-
ployees, the Government intends
to ensure that they are not preju-
diced by double taxation.

Furthermore, in the case of ad-
vocates admitted to practise at the
Mixed Bar the Egyptian Govern-
ment intends to take the neces-
sary measures to enable such ad-
vocates, at the end of the transi-
tion period, to obtain uncondition-
ally the inscription of their names
and the recognition of their pro-
fessional seniority on the roll of
the Order of Advocates practising
in the National Tribunals.

FAIT a Montreux, le huit mai DONE at Montreux on May 8th,
mil neuf cent trente sept. 1937.

MOUSTAPHA EL-NAHAS

A. MAHER

WACYF BOUTROS GHALI

MAKRAM EBEID

A. BADAOUI
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Letters Relating to Educational, Medical, and Charitable Institu-
tions (Associations or Foundations)

a) Letter from the President of the Egyptian Delegation to the President
of the Delegation of the United States of America.

SIR, MONTREUX, May 8th 1937.
As Your Excellency has expressed a desire to receive detailed infor-

mation concerning the situation of the educational, medical and
charitable institutions (associations or foundations) of the United
States of America in Egypt, I have the honour to state that the Royal
Egyptian Government is prepared to assure you that pending the
conclusion of a subsequent agreement or, in any case until the end of
the transition period, all the above-mentioned institutions, actually
existing in the country at the date of the Convention signed this day,
may continue freely to carry on their activities in Egypt, whether
educational, scientific, medical or charitable, subject to the following
conditions:

(1) They shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Mixed Tribunals
and shall be subject to Egyptian laws and regulations, including fiscal
laws, under the same conditions as similar Egyptian institutions, and
also to all measures necessary for the preservation of public order in
Egypt.

(2) They shall retain their legal status and shall, as regards their
organisation and operation, be governed by their charters or other
instruments under which they were created and also in the case of
educational institutions, by their own curricula.

(3) They may, without prejudice to the laws relating to expropria-
tion for purposes of public utility, possess the movable and immovable
property necessary to enable them to attain their objects, and may
administer and dispose of their property for these purposes.

(4) They may continue to employ their existing staff and may also,
each within the scope of its organisation, employ either Egyptians or
foreigners, whether established in Egypt or elsewhere, without preju-
dice in all cases to the application of the Egyptian laws which are now
applicable to them or to the Egyptian Government's general right of
control over the entry of foreigners into Egypt.

Furthermore, within the limits of the customs recognised in Egypt
regarding religions other than the State religion, freedom of worship
shall continue to be assured to all religious institutions of the United
States of America on condition that there is no offence against public
order or morals.
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A list of the institutions referred to in this letter shall be drawn up
as soon as possible in agreement between the Egyptian Government
and the Government of the United States of America.

I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant.

Moustapha EL-NAHAs
President of the Egyptian Delegation.

Reply by the President of the Delegation of the United States of America
to the President of the Egyptian Delegation.

MONTREUX, May 8th, 1937.
SIR,

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excel-
lency's letter bearing to-day's date. I welcome the assurances which
it contains with regard to the regime to be enjoyed henceforth by the
educational, medical and charitable institutions (associations or
foundations) of the United States of America in Egypt.

I have great pleasure in thanking Your Excellency. I do not doubt,
moreover, that Egypt, which has always shown a sympathetic interest
in such undertakings and has given proof of the most liberal spirit of
unterstanding in regard to them, will continue to assist them in
carrying on the very valuable work which they have always performed
to the mutual profit of our two countries.

I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant.

BERT FISH
President of the Delegation of the United States of America.

6) Letter from the President of the Egyptian Delegation to the President
of the Delegation of the United Kingdom.

MONTREUX, May 8th, 1937.
SIR,

As Your Excellency has expressed a desire to receive detailed in-
formation concerning the situation of the educational, medical and
charitable institutions (associations or foundations) of the United
Kingdom in Egypt, I have the honour to state that the Royal Egyp-
tian Government is prepared to assure you that pending the conclu-
sion of a subsequent agreement or, in any case until the end of the
transition period, all the above-mentioned institutions, actually exist-
ing in the country at the date of the Convention signed this day, may
continue freely to carry on their activities in Egypt, whether educa-
tional, scientific, medical or charitable, subject to the following
conditions:

(1) They shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Mixed Tribunals
and shall be subject to Egyptian laws and regulations, including fiscal
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lency's letter bearing to-day's date. I welcome the assurances which 
it contains with regard to the regime to be enjoyed henceforth by the 
educational, medical and charitable institutions (associations or 
foundations) of the United States of America in Egypt. 
I have great pleasure in thanking Your Excellency. I do not doubt, 

moreover, that Egypt, which has always shown a sympathetic interest 
in such undertakings and has given proof of the most liberal spirit of 
unterstanding in regard to them, will continue to assist them in 
carrying on the very valuable work which they have always performed 
to the mutual profit of our two countries. 
I have the honour to be, Sir, 

Your obedient servant. 
BERT FISH 

President of the Delegation of the United States of America. 

6) Letter from the President of the Egyptian Delegation to the President 
of the Delegation of the United Kingdom. 

M ONTREUX, May 8th, 1937. 
SIR, 
As Your Excellency has expressed a desire to receive detailed in-

formation concerning the situation of the educational, medical and 
charitable institutions (associations or foundations) of the United 
Kingdom in Egypt, I have the honour to state that the Royal Egyp-
tian Government is prepared to assure you that pending the conclu-
sion of a subsequent agreement or, in any case until the end of the 
transition period, all the above-mentioned institutions, actually exist-
ing in the country at the date of the Convention signed this day, may 
continue freely to carry on their activities in Egypt, whether educa-
tional, scientific, medical or charitable, subject to the following 
conditions: • 

(1) They shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Mixed Tribunals 
and shall be subject to Egyptian laws and regulations, including fiscal 
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laws, under the same conditions as similar Egyptian institutions, and
also to all measures necessary for the preservation of public order in
Egypt.

(2) They shall retain their legal status and shall, as regards their
organisation and operation, be governed by their charters or other
instruments under which they were created and also in the case of
educational institutions, by their own curricula.

(3) They may, without prejudice to the laws relating to expropria-
tion for purposes of public utility, possess the movable and immovable
property necessary to enable them to attain their objects, and may
administer and dispose of their property for these purposes.

(4) They may continue to employ their existing staff and may also,
each within the scope of its organisation, employ either Egyptians or
foreigners, whether established in Egypt or elsewhere, without preju-
dice in all cases to the application of the Egyptian laws which are now
applicable to them or to the Royal Egyptian Government's general
right of control over the entry of foreigners into Egypt.

Furthermore, within the limits of the customs recognised in Egypt
regarding religions other than the State religion, freedom of worship
shall continue to be assured to all religious institutions of the United
Kingdom on condition that there is no offence against public order
or morals.

A list of the institutions referred to in this letter shall be drawn up
as soon as possible in agreement between the Egyptian Government
and the Government of the United Kingdom.

I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

Moustapha EL-NAHAS
President of the Egyptian Delegation.

Reply by the President of the Delegation of the United Kingdom to the
President of the Egyptian Delegation.

MONTREUX, May 8th, 1937.

SIR,

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excel-
lency's letter of to-day's date. It is with pleasure that I note the
assurances contained therein on the subject of the regime which will
in future govern the educational, medical and charitable institutions
(associations or foundations) of the United Kingdom in Egypt.

I thank Your Excellency for these assurances which are received
with much satisfaction. I do not doubt moreover that Egypt, which
has always shown a benevolent interest in the work of these institu-
tions and has given proof of the most liberal spirit of understanding
towards them, will continue to facilitate the useful activities which
they have always exercised to the mutual profit of our two countries.

I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

Euan WALLACE
President of the Delegation of the United Kingdom.
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laws, under the same conditions as similar Egyptian institutions, and 
also to all measures necessary for the preservation of public order in 
Egypt. 

(2) They shall retain their legal status and shall, as regards their 
organisation and operation, be governed by their charters or other 
instruments under which they were created and also in the case of 
educational institutions, by their own curricula. 

(3) They may, without prejudice to the laws relating to expropria-
tion for purposes of public utility, possess the movable and immovable 
property necessary to enable them to attain their objects, and may 
administer and dispose of their property for these purposes. 

(4) They may continue to employ their existing staff and may also, 
each within the scope of its organisation, employ either Egyptians or 
foreigners, whether established in Egypt or elsewhere, without preju-
dice in all cases to the application of the Egyptian laws which are now 
applicable to them or to the Royal Egyptian Government's general 
right of control over the entry of foreigners into Egypt. 

Furthermore, within the limits of the customs recognised in Egypt 
regarding religions other than the State religion, freedom of worship 
shall continue to be assured to all religious institutions of the United 
Kingdom on condition that there is no offence against public order 
or morals. 
A list of the institutions referred to in this letter shall be drawn up 

as soon as possible in agreement between the Egyptian Government 
and the Government of the United Kingdom. 
I have the honour to be, Sir, 

Your obedient servant, 
Moustapha EL-NAHAS 

President of the Egyptian Delegation. 

Reply by the President of the Delegation of the United Kingdom to the 
President of the Egyptian Delegation. 

MoNTREux, May 8th, 1987. 

SIR, 
I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excel-

lency's letter of to-day's date. It is with pleasure that I note the 
assurances contained therein on the subject of the regime which will 
in future govern the educational, medical and charitable institutions 
(associations or foundations) of the United Kingdom in Egypt. 
I thank Your Excellency for these assurances which are received 

with much satisfaction. I do not doubt moreover that Egypt, which 
has always shown a benevolent interest in the work of these institu-
tions and has given proof of the most liberal spirit of understanding 
towards them, will continue to facilitate the useful activities which 
they have always exercised to the mutual profit of our two countries. 
I have the honour to be, Sir, 

Your obedient servant, 
Euan "Weilacz 

President of the Delegation of the United Kingdom. 
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c) Lettre du President de la delegation egyptienne au President de la
delegation espagnole.

MONTREUX, le 8 mai 1937.
MONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT,

J'ai 1'honneur de declarer que les institutions relevant de l'Espagne
en Egypte feront l'objet, de la part du Gouvernement 6gyptien, du
mgme traitement que celui qui est indique dans la lettre adressee au
President de la delegation du Royaume-Uni en ce qui concerne les
institutions similaires du Royaume-Uni et aux memes conditions.

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le President, les assurances de ma haute
consideration.

Moustapha EL-NAHAs,
President de la ddelgation egyptienne.

[Translation]

c) Letter from the President of the Egyptian delegation to the President
of the Spanish delegation

MONTREUX, May 8, 1937.
MR. PRESIDENT:

I have the honor to declare that the institutions of Spain in Egypt
will be subject on the part of the Egyptian Government to the same
treatment as that which is indicated in the letter addressed to the
president of the delegation of the United Kingdom as regards the
similar institutions of the United Kingdom, and under the same
conditions.

Please accept, Mr. President, the assurances of my high considera-
tion.

MOUSTAPHA EL-NAHAs,
President of the Egyptian delegation.

Reponse du President de la dlegation espagnole au President de la
delegation egyptienne.

MONTREUX, le 8 mai 1937.
MONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT,

J'ai l'honneur d'accuser reception a Votre Excellence de la lettre
suivante qu'Elle a bien voulu m'adresser en date d'aujourd'hui:

((J'ai l'honneur de declarer que les institutions relevant de l'Espagne
en Egypte feront l'objet, de la part du Gouvernement 6gyptien, du
mgme traitement que celui qui est indique dans la lettre adress6e au
President de la delegation du Royaume-Uni en ce qui concerne les
institutions similaires du Royaume-Uni et aux memes conditions.))

En remerciant Votre Excellence de cette obligeante communication
dont je prends acte au nom de mon Gouvernement, je saisis cette
occasion pour reiterer A Votre Excellence les assurances de ma haute
consid6ration.

A. Fabra RIBAs,
President de la deegation espagnole.
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c) Lettre du President de la delegation egyptienne an President de la 
delegation espagnole. 

MoymEux, le 8 mai 1987. 
MONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT, 

J'ai l'honneur de declarer que les institutions relevant de l'Espagne 
en Egypte feront l'objet, de la part du Gouvemement egyptien, du 
meme traitement que celui qui est indique dans la lettre adressee au 
President de la delegation du Royaume-Uni en ce qui concerne les 
institutions similaires du Royaume-Uni et aux memes conditions. 

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le President, les assurances de ma haute 
consideration. 

Moustapha EL-NAHAS, 
President de la delegation egyptienne. 

[Translation] 

c) Letter from the President of the Egyptian delegation to the President 
of the Spanish delegation 

MONTREUX, May 8, 1937. 
MR. PRESIDENT: 

I have the honor to declare that the institutions of Spain in Egypt 
will be subject on the part of the Egyptian Government to the same 
treatment as that which is indicated in the letter addressed to the 
president of the delegation of the United Kingdom as regards the 
similar institutions of the United Kingdom, and under the same 
conditions. 

Please accept, Mr. President, the assurances of my high considera-
tion. 

MOUSTAPHA EL-NAHAS, 

President of the Egyptian delegation. 

Reponse du President de la delegation espagnole au President de la 
delegation egyptienne. 

MowrnEux, le 8 mai 1937, 
MONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT, 

J'ai l'honneur d'accuser reception a Votre Excellence de la lettre 
suivante qu'Elle a bien voulu m'adresser en date d'aujourd'hui: 

((J'ai Phonnetir de declarer que les institutions relevant de l'Espagne 
en Egypte feront l'objet, de la part du Gouvernement 6gyptien, du 
memo traitement que celui qui est indique dans la lettre adressee au 
President de la delegation du Royaume-Uni en ce qui concerne les 
institutions gimilaires du Royaume-Uni et aux memos conditions.)> 

En remerciant Votre Excellence de cette obligeante communication 
dont je prends acte au nom de mon Gouvemement, je saisis cette 
occasion pour reiterer a Votre Excellence les assurances de ma haute 
consideration. 

A. Fabra RIBAS, 
President de la delegation espagnole. 
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[Translation]

Reply of the President of the Spanish delegation to the President of the
Egyptian delegation

MONTREUX, May 8, 1937.
MR. PRESIDENT:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt from Your Excellency
of the following letter which you were good enough to address to me
today:

"I have the honor to declare that the institutions of Spain in Egypt
will be subject on the part of the Egyptian Government to the same
treatment as that which is indicated in the letter addressed to the
president of the delegation of the United Kingdom as regards the
similar institutions of the United Kingdom, and under the same
conditions."

In thanking Your Excellency for this kind communication which I
acknowledge in the name of my Government, I avail myself of this
occasion to repeat to Your Excellency the assurances of my high
consideration.

A. FABRA RIBAS,
President of the Spanish delegation.

d) Lettre du President de la delegation egyptienne au President de la
delegation francaise.

MONTREUX, le 8 mai 1937.
MONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT,

Votre Excellence ayant exprime le desir de recevoir des precisions
en ce qui concerne la situation en Egypte des 6tablissements (associa-
tions ou fondations) scolaires, medicaux et d'assistance relevant de la
France, j'ai l'honneur de declarer que le Gouvernement royal egyptien
est dispos6 A reconnaitre que les etablissements precites existant a la
date de la Convention signee ce jour et mentionn6s dans la liste ci-an-
nexee, pourront, jusqu'a la conclusion d'un accord ulterieur et, 6ventuel-
lement, durant la periode transitoire, continuer a exercer librement leur
activite, qu'elle ait un objet p6dagogique ou scientifique, d'hospitali-
sation ou d'assistance, en Egypte, aux conditions suivantes:

1° Ils seront justiciables des tribunaux mixtes et soumis aux lois et
reglements 6gyptiens, y compris les lois fiscales, dans les memes condi-
tions que les etablissements similaires egyptiens, ainsi qu'a toute
mesure qu'exigerait l'observation de l'ordre public 6gyptien.

20 Ils garderont leur capacite legale et seront regis, au point de vue
de leur organisation et de leur fonctionnement, par leurs actes consti-
tutifs ou par leur statut propre ainsi que, pour ce qui concerne les
6tablissements scolaires, par leurs programmes d'enseignement.

3° Ils pourront, sans prejudice des lois d'expropriation pour cause
d'utilite publique, posseder les biens meubles et immeubles qui leur
permettent de realiser leurs fins, les gerer et en disposer en vue
egalement de ces fins.
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[Translation] 

Reply of the President of the Spanish delegation to the President of the 
Egyptian delegation 

M ONTREUX, May 8, 1937. 
Mn. PRESIDENT: 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt from Your Excellency 

of the following letter which you were good enough to address to me 
today: 

"I have the honor to declare that the institutions of Spain in Egypt 
will be subject on the part of the Egyptian Government to the same 
treatment as that which is indicated in the letter addressed to the 
president of the delegation of the United Kingdom as regards the 
similar institutions of the United Kingdom, and under the same 
conditions." 

In thanking Your Excellency for this kind communication which I 
acknowledge in the name of my Government, I avail myself of this 
occasion to repeat to Your Excellency the assurances of my high 
consideration. 

A. FABRA RIBAS, 
President of the Spanish delegation. 

d) Lettre du President de la delegation egyptienne an President de la 
delegation frangaise. 

M ONTREUX, le 8 mai 1937. 
MONSIEUR LE PliSIDENT, 

Votre Excellence ayant exprime le desk de reeevoir des precisions 
en ce qui concerne la situation en Egypte des etablissements (associa-
tions ou fondations) scolaires, medicaux et d'assistance relevant de la 
France, j'ai l'honneur de declarer que le Gouvernement royal egyptien 
eat dispose a reconnoitre que les etablissements precites existant a la 
date de la Convention signee cc jour et mentionnes dans la liste ci-an-
nexee, pourront, jusqu'a la conclusion d'un accord ulterieur et, eventuel-
lement, durant la periode transitoire, continuer a exercer librement leur 
activite, qu'elle alt un objet pedagogique ou scientifique, &hospitali-
sation ou d'assistance, en Egypte, aux conditions suivantes: 

1° us seront justiciables des trib-unaux mixtes et sounds aux lois et 
reglements egyptiens, y compris les lois fiscales, dans les memes condi-
tions que les etablissements similaires egyptiens, ainsi qu'a toute 
mesure qu'exigerait Pobservation de l'ordre public egyptien. 

2° Es garderont leur capacite 'tale et seront regis, au point de vue 
de leur organisation et de leur fonctionnement, par leurs actes consti-
tutifs ou par leur statut propre ainsi que, pour ce qui concerne les 
etablissements scolaires, par leurs programmes d'enseignement. 

3° Es pmuront, sans prejudice des lois &expropriation pour cause 
d'utilite publique, posseder les biens meubles et immeubles qui leur 
permettent de realiser leurs fins, les gerer et en disposer en vue 
egalement de ces fins. 
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4° Is pourront continuer A employer leur personnel actuel, de m6me
qu'ils pourront employer, dans les limites de leur organisation, soit
des Egyptiens soit des etrangers etablis ou non en Egypte, sans preju-
dice, dans tous les cas, des lois egyptiennes actuellement applicables
et du droit g6enral de contr6le du Gouvernement royal egyptien sur
l'entree des etrangers en Egypte.

D'autre part, dans les limites des usages etablis en Egypte pour les
religions autres que la religion d'Etat, la libre pratique du culte
continuera a 8tre assur6e aux etablissements religieux relevant de la
France A la condition qu'il ne soit pas porte atteinte a l'ordre public
et aux bonnes mceurs.

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le President, les assurances de ma haute
consideration.

Moustapha ELNAHAS

President de la dlegation 4gyptienne.

ANNEXE

La liste .arrnter d'un commun accord entre le Gouvernement
francais et le Gouvernement egyptien comprendra notamment:

1° Institut frangais d'archeologie orientale.
2° Ecole frangaise de droit du Caire.
3° Etablissements de la Mission laique frangaise.
4° Etablissements d'enseignement appartenant a des congregations

religieuses.
5° Cours de l'Alliance frangaise et autres organisations d'enseigne-

ment.
6° Couvents et seminaires.
7° Institutions paroissiales, episcopales et patriarcales.
8° H6pitaux, asiles, dispensaires et creches.

[Translatlon]

d) Letter from the President of the Egyptian delegation to the President
of the French delegation

MONTREUX, May 8, 1937.
MR. PRESIDENT:

Your Excellency, having expressed the desire to receive detailed
information concerning the situation of the educational, medical and
charitable institutions (associations or foundations) of France in
Egypt, I have the honor to state that the Royal Egyptian Govern-
ment is prepared to assure you that pending the conclusion of a sub-
sequent agreement or, in any case until the end of the transition
period, all the above-mentioned institutions existing in the country
at the date of the Convention signed this day, and mentioned in the
list annexed hereto, may continue freely to carry on their activities in
Egypt, whether educational, scientific, medical or charitable, subject
to the following conditions:

1. They shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Mixed Tribunals
and shall be subject to Egyptian laws and regulations, including
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4° Ils pourront continuer a employer leur personnel actuel, de meme 
qu'ils pourront employer, dans les limites de leur organisation, soit 
des Egyptiens soit des etrangers etablis ou non en Egypte, sans preju-
dice, dans thus les cas, des lois egyptiennes actuellement applicables 
et du droit general de contrele du Gouvernement royal egyptien sur 
Pentree des etrangers en Egypte. 

D'autre part, dans les limites des usages etablis en Egypte pour les 
religions autres que la religion d'Etat, la libre pratique du culte 
continuera a etre assures aux etablissements religieux relevant de in 
France a la condition qu'il ne soit pas porto atteinte a Pordre public 
et aux bonnes mceurs. 

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le President, les assurances de ma haute 
consideration. 

Moustapha EL-NAHAS 
President de la delegation egyptienne. 

ANNEXE 

La liste a .arreter d'un commun accord entre le Gouvernement 
frangais et le Gouvernement egyptien comprendra notamment: 

1° Institut frangais d.'archeologie orientale. 
2° Ecole frangaise de droit du Cairo. 
3° Etablissements de la Mission laique frangaise. 
4° Etablissements d'enseignement appartenant a des congregations 

religieuses. 
5° Cows de l'Alliance frangaise et autres organisations d'enseigne-

ment. 
6° Couvents et seminaires. 
7° Institutions paroissiales, episcopales et patriarcales. 
8° II6pitaux, asiles, dispensaires et creches. 

(Translation] 

d) Letter from the President of the Egyptian delegation to the President 
of the French delegation 

MoNTREux, May 8, 1987. 
Mn. PRESIDENT: 
Your Excellency, having expressed the desire to receive detailed 

information concerning the situation of the educational, medical and 
charitable institutions (associations or foundations) of France in 
Egypt, I have the honor to state that the Royal Egyptian Govern-
ment is prepared to assure you that pending the conclusion of a sub-
sequent agreement or, in any case until the end of the transition 
period, all the above-mentioned institutions existing in the country 
at the date of the Convention signed this day, and mentioned in the 
list annexed hereto, may continue freely to carry on their activities in 
Egypt, whether educational, scientific, medical or charitable, subject 
to the following conditions: 

1. They shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Mixed Tribunals 
and shall be subject to Egyptian laws and regulations, including 
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fiscal laws, under the same conditions as similar Egyptian institutions,
and also to all measures necessary for the preservation of public order
in Egypt.

2. They shall retain their legal status and shall, as regards their
organization and operation, be governed by their charters or bytheir
own by-laws and also in the case of educational institutions by their
own curricula.

3. They may, without prejudice to the laws relating to expropria-
tion for purposes of public utility, possess the movable and immovable
property necessary to enable them to attain their objects, and may ad-
minister and dispose of their property for these purposes.

4. They may continue to employ their existing staff and may also,
within the scope of their organization, employ either Egyptians or
foreigners, whether established in Egypt or not, without prejudice in
all cases to the application of the Egyptian laws which are now ap-
plicable to them or to the Egyptian Government's general right of
supervision over the entry of foreigners into Egypt.

Furthermore within the limits of the customs established in Egypt
regarding religions other than the state religion, freedom of worship
shall continue to be assured to the religious institutions of France on
condition that there is no offense against public order or good morals.

Please accept, Mr. President, the assurances of my high considera-
tion.

MOUSTAPHA EL-NAHAS,
President of the Egyptian delegation.

ANNEX

The list to be drawn up by common agreement between the French
Government and the Egyptian Government shall include in particular:

1. French Institute of Oriental Archaeology.
2. French Law School at Cairo.
3. Establishments of the French lay mission.
4. Educational institutions belonging to religious congregations.
5. Courses of l'Alliance Francaise and other educational organiza-

tions.
6. Convents and seminaries.
7. Parish, episcopal and patriarchal institutions.
8. Hospitals, asylums, dispensaries, and creches.

Reponse du President de la dlegation Jrangaise au President de la
delgation 6gyptienne.

MONTREUX, le 8 mai 1937.
MONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT,

J'ai l'honneur d'accuser reception A Votre Excellence de Sa lettre
en date de ce jour. II m'est bien agreable d'y trouver des assurances
au sujet du regime dont bne6ficieront desormais en Egypte les establis-
sements (associations ou fondations) scolaires, medicaux et d'assistance
qui relevent de la France.
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fiscal laws, under the same conditions as similar Egyptian institutions, 
and also to all measures necessary for the preservation of public order 
in Egypt. 

2. They shall retain their legal status and shall, as regards their 
organization and operation, be governed by their charters or by their 
own by-laws and also in the case of educational institutions by their 
own curricula. 

3. They may, without prejudice to the laws relating to expropria-
tion for purposes of public utility, possess the movable and immovable 
property necessary to enable them to attain their objects, and may ad-
minister and dispose of their property for these purposes. 

4. They may continue to employ their existing staff and may also, 
within the scope of their organization, employ either Egyptians or 
foreigners, whether established in Egypt or not, without prejudice in 
all cases to the application of the Egyptian laws which are now ap-
plicable to them or to the Egyptian Government's general right of 
supervision over the entry of foreigners into Egypt. 

Furthermore within the limits of the customs established in Egypt 
regarding religions other than the state religion, freedom of worship 
shall continue to be assured to the religious institutions of France on 
condition that there is no offense against public order or good morals. 

Please accept, Mr. President, the assurances of my high considera-
tion. 

M OUSTAPHA EL-NAHAS, 

President of the Egyptian delegation. 

ANNEX 

The list to be drawn up by common agreement between the French 
Government and the Egyptian Government shall include in particular: 

1. French Institute of Oriental Archaeology. 
2. French Law School at Cairo. 
3. Establishments of the French lay mission. 
4. Educational institutions belonging to religious congregations. 
5. Courses of l'Alliance Frangaise and other educational organiza-

tions. 
6. Convents and seminaries. 
7. Parish, episcopal and patriarchal institutions. 
8. Hospitals, asylums, dispensaries, and creches. 

Reponse du President de la delegation frangaise an President de la 
delegation egyptienne. 

M ONTREUX, le 8 mai 1987. 
M ONSIEUR LE PRiSIDENT, 

J'ai Phonneur d'accuser reception a Votre Excellence de Sa lettre 
en date de ce jour. II m'est bien agreable d'y trouver des assurances 
au sujet du regime dont beneficieront desorraais en Egypte les establis-
sements (associations ou fondations) scolaires, medicaux et d'assistance 
qui relevent de la France. 
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C'est avec satisfaction que j'en remercie Votre Excellence. Je ne
doute d'ailleurs pas que l'Egypte, qui a toujours marque un interet
bienveillant A ces ceuvres et fait preuve, a leur 6gard, du plus liberal
esprit de comprehension, ne veuille continuer A leur faciliter l'activite
si heureuse qu'elles n'ont cesse de deployer au profit mutuel de nos
deux pays.

Je saisis cette occasion pour renouveler A Votre Excellence les
assurances de ma haute consideration.

F. DE TESSAN
President de la delgation franaise.

[Translation]

Reply from the President of the French delegation to the President of the
Egyptian delegation

MONTREUX, May 8, 1937.
MR. PRESIDENT:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's
letter bearing to-day's date. I welcome the assurances which it
contains with regard to the regime to be enjoyed henceforth by the
educational, medical and charitable institutions (associations or
foundations) of France in Egypt.

I have great pleasure in thanking Your Excellency. I do not
doubt, moreover, that Egypt, which has always shown a sympathetic
interest in such undertakings and has given proof of the most liberal
spirit of understanding in regard to them, will continue to assist
them in carrying on the very valuable work which they have always
performed to the mutual profit of our two countries.

I avail myself of this occasion to renew to Your Excellency the
assurances of my high consideration.

F. DE TESSAN,
President of the French delegation.

d) Lettre du President de la delegation 4gyptienne au President de la
delgation hellenique.

MONTREUX, le 8 mai 1937.
MONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT,

Votre Excellence ayant exprime le dssir de recevoir des precisions
en ce qui concerne la situation en Egypte des 6tablissements (associa-
tions ou fondations) scolaires, medicaux et d'assistance relevant de la
Grece, j'ai l'honneur de declarer que le Gouvernement royal egyptien
est dispose A reconnattre que les etablissements precites existant A la
date de la Convention signee ce jour etmentionnes dans la liste ci-
annexee, pourront, jusqu'a la conclusion d'un accord ulterieur et,
6ventuellement, durant la p6riode transitoire, continuer A exercer
librement leur activite, qu'elle ait un objet pedagogique ou scientifique,
d'hospitalisation ou d'assistance, en Egypte, aux conditions suivantes:

1° ls seront justiciables des tribunaux mixtes et soumis aux lois et
riglements egyptiens, y compris les lois fiscales, dans les memes
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C'est avec satisfaction que j'en remercie Votre Excellence. Je ne 
doute d'ailleurs pas que l'Egypte, qui a toujours marque un interet 
bienveillant a ces ceuvres et fait preuve, A leur egard, du plus liberal 
esprit de comprehension, ne veuille continuer A leur faciliter Pactivite 
Si heureuse qu'elles n'ont cesse de deployer au profit mutuel de nos 
deux pays. 

Je saisis cette occasion pour renouveler a Votre Excellence les 
assurances de ma haute consideration. 

F. nE TESSAN 
President de la delegation frangaise. 

[Translation] 

Reply from the President of the French delegation to the President of the 
Egyptian delegation 

MoNTREux, May 8, 1987. 
M R. PRESIDENT: 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's 

letter bearing to-day's date. I welcome the assurances which it 
contains with regard to the regime to be enjoyed henceforth by the 
educational, medical and charitable institutions (associations or 
foundations) of France in Egypt. 
I have great pleasure in thanking Your Excellency. I do not 

doubt, moreover, that Egypt, which has always shown a sympathetic 
interest in such undertakings and has given proof of the most liberal 
spirit of understanding in regard to them, will continue to assist 
them in carrying on the very valuable work which they have always 
performed to the mutual profit of our two countries. 
I avail myself of this occasion to renew to Your Excellency the 

assurances of my high consideration. 
F. DE TESSAN, 

President of the French delegation. 

d) Lettre du President de la delegation egyptienne au President de la 
delegation hellinique. 

MONTREUX, le 8 mai 1987. 
MONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT, 
Votre Excellence ayant exprime le &sir de recevoir des precisions 

en cc qui c,oncerne la situation en Egypte des etablissements (associa-
tions ou fondations) scolaires, medicaux et d'assistance relevant de la 
Grece, j'ai Phonneur de declarer que le Gouvemement royal egyptien 
est dispose a reconnoitre que lea etablissements precites existant a is. 
date de la Convention sign& cc jour etmentionnes dans la liste ci-
annexee, pourront, jusqu'A la conclusion d'un accord ulterieur et, 
eventuellement, durant la periode transitoire, continuer a exercer 
librement leur activite, qu'elle ait un objet pedagogique on scientifique, 
d'hospitalisation on d'assistance, en Egypte, aux conditions suivantes: 

1° Ds seront justiciables des tribunaux mixtes et soumis aux lois et 
regiments egyptiens, y compria le,s lois fiseales, dans lea memes 
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conditions que les 6tablissements similaires 4gyptiens, ainsi qu'a
toute mesure qu'exigerait l'observation de l'ordre public egyptien.

2° Ils garderont leur capacit6 l6gale et seront r6gis, au point de vue
de leur organisation et de leur fonctionnement, par leurs actes con-
stitutifs ou par leur statut propre ainsi que, pour ce qui concerne les
6tablissements scolaires, par leurs programmes d'enseignement.

3° Ils pourront, sans prejudice des lois d'expropriation pour cause
d'utilit6 publique, posseder les biens meubles et immeubles qui leur
permettent de realiser leurs fins, les gerer et en disposer en vue egale-
ment de ces fins.

4° Ils pourront continuer a employer leur personnel actuel, de
meme qu'ils pourront employer, dans les limites de leur organisation,
soit des Egyptiens soit des etrangers 6tablis ou non en Egypte, sans
prejudice, dans tous les cas, des lois egyptiennes actuellement
applicables et du droit general de controle du Gouvernement egyptien
sur l'entr6e des etrangers en Egypte.

D'autre part, dans les limites des usages 6tablis en Egypte pour les
religions autres que la religion d'Etat, la libre pratique du culte
continuera a, tre assurde aux etablissements religieux relevant de la
Grece a la condition qu'il ne soit pas port6 atteinte A l'ordre public et
aux bonnes mceurs.

Veuillez agr6er, Monsieur le President, les assurances de ma haute
consideration.

Moustapha EL-NAHAS,
President de la delegation 6gyptienne.

ANNEXE

Cette liste a un caractere provisoire et est destin6e a etre remplacee
par une liste d6finitive 6tablie d'un commun accord.

I. ASSOCIATIONS DE DROIT PRIVE D•iNOMMEES

(( COMMUNAUT1ES HELLENIQUES )).

1° Alexandrie. L'association possede et gere: onze ocoles (primaires
et secondaires, classiques et commerciales) soit de filles soit de garcons;
b) cinq eglises; c) un cimetiere; d) un asile de vieillards; e) un h6pital;
f) une cuisine populaire.

2° Le Caire. L'association du Caire possede et gere: a) une ecole
complete de filles, une 6cole primaire de gargons et une ecole primaire
de filles ; 6) deux 6glises ; c) un h6pital. - I1 est A noter, en outre, que
la colonie hellene de cette circonscription est int6ressee de maniere tres
importante A la Fondation (( Abet ) et participe A son administration.

3° Mansourah. L'association possede et gere une ecole primaire et
une ecole secondaire, une eglise et un cimetiere.

4° Assouan. L'association possMde et gere une 6glise et une ecole
primaire.

5° Benha. L'association possede et gore une eglise et une ecole
primaire.

6° Beni Suef. L'association possede et gere une (glise, un cimeti&re
avec chapelle et une ecole 6elmentaire.
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conditions que les etablissements similaires egyptiens, ainsi qu'a 
toute mesure qu'exigerait l'observation de l'ordre public egyptien. 

2° Ils garderont leur capacite legale et seront regis, au point de vue 
de leur organisation et de leur fonctionnement, par leurs actes con-
stitutifs ou par leur statut propre ainsi que, pour cc qui conceme les 
etablissements scolaires, par leurs programmes d'enseignement. 

3° Ils pourront, sans prejudice des lois d'expropriation pour cause 
d'utilite publique, posseder les biens meubles et immeubles qui leur 
permettent de realiser leurs fins, les gerer et en disposer en vue egale-
ment de ces fins. 

4° Ils pourront continuer a employer leur personnel actuel, de 
meme qu'ils pourront employer, dans les limites de leur organisation, 
soit des Egyptiens soft des &rangers etablis ou non en Egypte, sans 
prejudice, dans tous les cas, des lois egyptiennes actuellement 
applicables et du droit general de contr6le du Gouvernement egyptien 
sur Pentree des &rangers en Egypte. 

D'autre part, dans les limites des usages etablis en Egypte pour les 
religions autres que la religion d'Etat, la libre pratique du culte 
continuera a etre assure° aux etablissements religieux relevant de la 
Grece b, la condition qu'il no soit pas porte atteinte a l'ordre public et 
aux bonnes mceurs. 

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le President, les assurances de ma haute 
consideration. 

Moustapha EL-NAHAS, 
President de la delegation egyptienne. 

ANNEXE 

Cette liste a un caractere provisoire et est destinee a etre remplacee 
par une liste definitive etablie d'un commun accord. 

I. ASSOCIATIONS DE DROIT PRIVt DLNOMMAES 
(( COMMUNAUTAS HELLtNIQUES )). 

1° Alexandrie. L'association possede et gere : onze ecoles (primaires 
et secondaires, classiques et commerciales) soit de fines soit de garcons ; 
6) cinq eglises; un cimetiere; un asile de vieillards; un hOpital; 
f) une cuisine populaire. 

2° Le (Jaire. L'association du Cairo possede et gere: a) une ecole 
complete de files, une ecole primaire de garcons et une ecole primaire 
de lilies ; b) deux eglises ; c) un hopital. —11 est a rioter, en outre, que 
la colonie hellene de cette circonscription est interessee de maniere tres 
importante a la Fondation Abet >) et participe a son administration. 

3° Mansourah. L'association possede et gere une &ale primaire et 
une ecole secondaire, une eglise et un cimetiere. 

4° Assouan. L'association possede et gere une eg,lise et une ecole 
primaire. 

5° Benha. L'association possede et ere une eglise et une ecole 
primaire. 

6° Beni Sue f. L'association posse& et Ore une eglise, un cimetiere 
avec chapelle et une ecole elementaire. 
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7° Assiout. L'association possede et gere une 6glise et une ecole
primaire.

8° Damanhour. L'association possede et gere une eglise et une 6cole
primaire.

9° Zagazig. L'association possede et gere une eglise, une 6cole
primaire, une ecole secondaire, un cimetiere avec chapelle.

10° Zifteh. L'association possede et gere une 6glise et une 6cole
primaire.

11° Zeitoun. L'association possede et gere une 6glise et une 6cole
primaire.

12° Hliopolis. L'association possede et gere une ecole primaire.
13° Ismailieh. L'association possede et gere deux 6glises et une ecole

primaire.
14° Kafr el Zayat. L'association possede et gere une eglise et une

ecole primaire.
15° Kantara. L'association possede et gere une eglise et une ecole

primaire.
16° Minieh. L'association de Minieh possede et gere une eglise, une

ecole primaire, un cimetiere avec chapelle.
17° Minet el Gamh. L'association possede et gere une eglise et une

ecole primaire.
18° Marsa Matrouh. L'association possede et gere une 6glise, une

chapelle et une 6cole primaire.
19° Mehallet el Kebir. L'association possMe et gere une 6glise et

une ecole primaire logee dans un immeuble, propri6t6 du Gouverne-
ment hell6nique.

20° Mit Ghamr. L'association possede et gere une 6glise et une
ecole primaire.

21° Port-Said. L'association possede et gere deux 6glises, une 6cole
primaire et une ecole superieure a Port-Said et egalement une 6cole
primaire et une ecole sup6rieure A Port-Fouad.

22° Shibin el Qom. L'association possede et gere une eglise et une
ecole primaire.

23° Ibrahimieh (faubourg d'Alexandrie). L'association possede et
gere une ecole primaire de garcons, une ecole primaire de filles et deux
eglises.

24° Suez. L'association possede et gere deux eglises, une ecole
primaire et une ecole superieure A Suez; elle possede et gere aussi a
Port-Tewfik une ecole primaire, une ecole sup6rieure et une 6glise.

25° Tantah. L'association possede et gere une eglise, un cimetiere
avec chapelle, une ecole primaire et une 6cole secondaire.

26° Facous. L'association possede et gere une eglise et une ecole
primaire.

27° Fayoum. L'association possede et gere deux eglises et une ecole
primaire.

28° Helouan. L'association possede et gere une eglise et une ecole
primaire.

29° Kqfr el Daouar. L'association possede et gere une chapelle.

NoTA.-Plusieurs de ces associations possedent un cimetigre.
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7° Assiout. L'association possede et gere une eglise et une ecole 
primaire. 

8° Damanhaur. L'association possede et ere une eglise et une ecole 
primaire. 

9° Zagazig. L'association possede et gere une eglise, une ecole 
primaire, une ecole secondaire, un cimetiere avec chapelle. 

10° Zifteh. L'association possede et ere une eglise et une ecole 
primaire. 

11° Zeitaun. L'association possede et Ore une eglise et une ecole 
primaire. 

12° Heliopolis. L'association possede et gere une ecole 
13° Ismailieh. L'association possede et gere deux eglises et une ecole 

primaire. 
14° Kajr el Zayat. L'association possede et gere une 6glise et une 

ecole primaire. 
15° Kantara. L'association possede et gere une 6glise et une ecole 

primaire. 
16° Minieh. L'association de Minieh possede et gere une 6glise, une 

ecole primaire, un cimetiere avec chapelle. 
17° Minet el Gamh. L'association possede et gere une eglise et une 

ecole primaire. 
18° Marsa Matrauh. L'association possede et gere une ease, une 

chapelle et une ecole primaire. 
19° Mehallet el Ifebir. L'association possede et Ore une eglise et 

une ecole primaire logee dans un immeuble, propriete du Gouveme-
ment hellenique. 

20° Mit Ghamr. L'association possede et gere une eglise et une 
ecole primaire. 

21° Port-Said. L'association possede et gere deux eglises, une ecole 
primaire et une ecole superieure a, Port-Said et egalement une ecole 
primaire et une ecole superieure Port-Fouad. 

22° Shibin el Qom. L'association possede et ge.re une klise et une 
ecole primaire. 

23° Ibrahimieh (faubourg d'Alexandrie). L'association possede et 
gere une 6cole primaire de garcons, une ecole primaire de filles et deux 
eglises. 

24° Suez. L'association possede et ere deux klises, une ecole 
primaire et une 6cole superieure a Suez; elle possede et Ore aussi 
Port-Tewfik une ecole primaire, une ecole superieure et une eglise. 

25° Tantah. L'association possede et ere une église, un cimetiere 
avec chapelle, une ecole primaire et une 6cole secondafre. 

26° Facous. L'association possede et Ore une eglise et une 6cole 
primaire. 

27° Fayoum. L'association possede et ere deux eglises et une ecole 
primaire. 

28° Helouan. L'association possede et ere une eglise et une ecole 
primaire. 

29° Kgfr el Daouar. L'association possede et gere une chapelle. 

Nom.—Plusieurs de ces associations possedent un cimetiere. 
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II. AUTRES ETABLISSEMENTS (FONDATIONS OU ASSOCIATIONS).

a) Alexandrie.
1° Association Eschyle-Arion, laquelle possede et gere une 6cole

primaire et un orphelinat de garQons (Kaniskerion) avec une 6glise.
2° Fondation Benachion, orphelinat de jeunes filles avec 6glise.
3° Union de dames hellenes ((Mana)) qui possede et gere une

creche et un orphelinat mixte.
4° Club nautique hellenique.
5° HIpital Cotsicas, propri6t6 du Gouvernement hell6nique, ger6

par la ((Communaute hell6nique d'Alexandrie)).
6° Ligue nationale des dames hellenes qui possede et gere l'asile

((Zerbinion)).
7° Association de bienfaisance ((Philoptochos)).
8° Association de bienfaisance ((Eleimosini)).
9° Association ((Les amis des vieillards)).
10° Association de jeunes filles ((Melissa)) (bienfaisance).
11° Association des anciens eleves des ecoles de la Communaut6

hellenique d'Alexandrie.

b) Le Caire.

1° Orphelinat pour gargons et filles sis a Heliopolis, fondation des
6poux G. Spets6ropoulos, denomm6 ((Sp6tseropoulion)).

2° Cuisine economique, fondation charitable.
3° Association de bienfaisance ((Philoptochos)).
4° Union philanthropique des dames hellenes.

c) Ibrahimieh.

1° Fondation charitable (cuisine 6conomique).
2° Association de bienfaisance ((Philoptochos)).
Des associations charitables denommees ((Philoptochos)) (amis des

pauvres) existent egalement dans les localites suivantes: Zagazig,
Tantah, Kafr el Zayat, Mansourah, Port-Said, Ismailieh, Suez,
Damanhour.

Enfin, dans les localit6s de: 1° Deirut, 2° Tahtah, 3° Cherbin et 4°
Belkas, il existe quatre chapelles du rite orthodoxe grec, fondees et
entretenues par les Hellenes qui y habitent.

En recevant de la d6elgation hellenique la liste ci-dessus, la dle-
gation egyptienne a declare ne pouvoir y donner son assentiment
avant d'en avoir fait 1'examen d6taille auquel elle se reserve de pro-
ceder des son retour en Egypte a 1'effet de s'assurer

a) qu'il n'y est compris aucun etablissement reconnu comme
national egyptien;

b) que les 6tablissements qui y sont 6numeres rentrent dans les
categories convenues dans la lettre a laquelle la liste est annexee.

M.N.
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II. AUTRES ETABLISSEMENTS (FONDATIONS OU ASSOCIATIONS). 

a) Alexandrie. 
1° Association Eschyle-Arion, laquelle possede et gere une ecole 

primaire et un orphelinat de garcons (Kaniskerion) avec une eglise. 
2° Fondation Benachion, orphelinat de jeunes files avec eglise. 
3° Union de dames hellenes ((Mama)) qui possede et gere une 

crèche et un orphelinat mixte. 
4° Club nautique hellenique. 
5° Hapital Cotsicas, propriete du Gouvernement hellenique, gero 

par la ((Communaute hellenique d'Alexandrie)). 
6° Ligue nationale des dames hellenes qui possede et ere Pasile 

((Zerbinion)). 
7° Association de bienfaisance ((Philoptochos)). 
8° Association de bienfaisance ((Eleimosini)). 
9° Association ((Les amis des vieillards)). 
10° Association de jeunes filles ((Melissa)) (bienfaisance). 
11° Association des anciens eleves des ecoles de la Communaute 

hellenique d'Alexandrie. 

b) Le Caire. 

1° Orphelinat pour garcons et flues sis a Heliopolis, fondation des 
epoux G. Spetseropoulos, denomme ((Spetseropoulion)). 

2° Cuisine economique, fondation charitable. 
3° Association de bienfaisance ((Philoptochos)). 
4° Union philanthropique des dames hellenes. 

c) Ibrahimieh. 

1° Fondation charitable (cuisine economique). 
2° Association de bienfaisance ((Philoptochos)). 
Des associations charitables denommees ((Philoptochos)) (amis des 

pauvres) existent egalement dans lea localites suivantes: Zagazig, 
Tantah, Kafr el Zayat, Mansourah, Port-Said, Ismailieh, Suez, 
Damanhour. 

Enfin, dans lea localites de: 1° Deirut, 2° Tahtah, 3° Cherbin et 4° 
Belkas, ii existe quatre chapelles du rite orthodoxe grec, fondees et 
entretenues par lea Hellenes qui y habitent. 

En recevant de la delegation hellenique is. liste ci-dessus, is. dele-
gation egyptienne a declare ne pouvoir y dormer son assentiment 
avant (Pen avoir fait l'exa,men detaille auquel elle se reserve de pro-
ceder des son retour en Egypte a l'effet de s'assurer 

a) qu'il n'y eat compris aucun etablissement reconnu comma 
national egyptien; 

b) quo lea etablissements qui y sont enumeres rent,rent dans les 
categories convenues dans is. lettre a laquell.e is. liste eat annexes. 

M. N. 



[Translation]

d) Letter from the President of the Egyptian delegation to the President
of the Hellenic delegation

MONTREUX, May 8, 1937.
MR. PRESIDENT:

Your Excellency, having expressed the desire to receive detailed
information concerning the situation of the educational, medical and
charitable institutions (associations or foundations) of Greece in
Egypt, I have the honor to state that the Royal Egyptian Govern-
ment is prepared to assure you that pending the conclusion of a sub-
sequent agreement or in any case until the end of the transition period
all the above-mentioned institutions existing in the country at the
date of the Convention signed this day, and mentioned in the list
annexed hereto, may continue freely to carry on their activities in
Egypt, whether educational, scientific, medical or charitable, subject
to the following conditions:

1. They shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Mixed Tribunals
and shall be subject to Egyptian laws and regulations, including fiscal
laws, under the same conditions as similar Egyptian institutions, and
also to all measures necessary for the preservation of public order in
Egypt.

2. They shall retain their legal status and shall, as regards their
organization and operation, be governed by their charters or by
their own by-laws and also in the case of educational institutions by
their own curricula.

3. They may, without prejudice to the laws relating to expropria-
tion for purposes of public utility, possess the movable and immovable
property necessary to enable them to attain their objects, and may
administer and dispose of their property for these purposes.

4. They may continue to employ their existing staff and may also,
within the scope of their organization, employ either Egyptians or
foreigners, whether established in Egypt or not, without prejudice
in all cases to the application of the Egyptian laws which are now
applicable to them or to the Egyptian Government's general right of
supervision over the entry of foreigners into Egypt.

Furthermore within the limits of the customs established in Egypt
regarding religions other than the state religion, freedom of worship
shall continue to be assured to the religious institutions of Greece on
condition that there is no offense against public order or good morals.

Please accept, Mr. President, the assurances of my high considera-
tion.

MOUSTAPHA EL-NAHAS,

President of the Egyptian delegation.
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[Translation] 

d) Letter from the President of the Egyptian delegation to the President 
of the Hellenic delegation 

MoNTREux, May 8, 1937. 
MR. PRESIDENT: 

Your Excellency, having expressed the desire to receive detailed 
information concerning the situation of the educational, medical and 
charitable institutions (associations or foundations) of Greece in 
Egypt, I have the honor to state that the Royal Egyptian Govern-
ment is prepared to assure you that pending the conclusion of a sub-
sequent agreement or in any case until the end of the transition period 
all the above-mentioned institutions existing in the country at the 
date of the Convention signed this day, and mentioned in the list 
annexed hereto, may continue freely to carry on their activities in 
Egypt, whether educational, scientific, medical or charitable, subject 
to the following conditions: 

1. They shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Mixed Tribunals 
and shall be subject to Egyptian laws and regulations, including fiscal 
laws, under the same conditions as similar Egyptian institutions, and 
also to all measures necessary for the preservation of public order in 
Egypt. 

2. They shall retain their legal status and shall, as regards their 
organization and operation, be governed by their charters or by 
their own by-laws and also in the case of educational institutions by 
their own curricula. 

3. They may, without prejudice to the laws relating to expropria-
tion for purposes of public utility, possess the movable and immovable 
property necessary to enable them to attain their objects, and may 
administer and dispose of their property for these purposes. 

4. They may continue to employ their existing staff and may also, 
within the scope of their organization, employ either Egyptians or 
foreigners, whether established in Egypt or not, without prejudice 
in all cases to the application of the Egyptian laws which are now 
applicable to them or to the Egyptian Government's general right of 
supervision over the entry of foreigners into Egypt. 

Furthermore within the limits of the customs established in Egypt 
regarding religions other than the state religion, freedom of worship 
shall continue to be assured to the religious institutions of Greece on 
condition that there is no offense against public order or good morals. 

Please accept, Mr. President, the assurances of my high considera-
tion. 

MOUSTAPHA EL-NAHAS, 

President of the Egyptian delegation. 
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ANNEX

This list has a provisional character and is to be replaced by a defini-
tive list drawn up by common agreement.

I. ASSOCIATIONS OF PRIVATE LAW DENOMINATED "HELLENIC COM-

MUNITIES"

1. Alexandria. The association possesses and administers: eleven
schools (primary and secondary, classical and commercial), whether
for girls or for boys; (b) five churches; (c) a cemetery; (d) an old men's
home; (e) a hospital; (f) people's kitchen.

2. Cairo: The Cairo association possesses and administers: (a) a
complete school for girls, a primary school for boys and a primary
school for girls; (b) two churches; (c) a hospital.-It is to be noted
also that the Hellenic Colony of this district has a very important
interest in the Abet Foundation, and takes part in its administration.

3. Mansourah. The association possesses and administers a primary
school and a secondary school, a church and a cemetery.

4. Assouan. The association possesses and administers a church
and a primary school.

5. Benha. The association possesses and administers a church and
a primary school.

6. Beni Suef. The association possesses and administers a church, a
cemetery with a chapel and an elementary school.

7. Assiout. The association possesses and administers a church and
a primary school.

8. Damanhour. The association possesses and administers a church
and a primary school.

9. Zagazig. The association possesses and administers a church, a
primary school, a secondary school and a cemetery with chapel.

10. Zifteh. The association possesses and administers a church and
a primary school.

11. Zeitoun. The association possesses and administers a church
and a primary school.

12. Heliopolis. The association possesses and administers a primary
school.

13. Ismailieh. The association possesses and administers two
churches and a primary school.

14. Kafr el Zayat. The association possesses and administers a
church and a primary school.

15. Kantara. The association possesses and administers a church
and a primary school.

16. Minieh. The association of Minieh possesses and administers
a church, a primary school and a cemetery with chapel.

17. Minet el Gamh. The association possesses and administers a
church and a primary school.

18. Marsa Matrouh. The association possesses and administers a
church, a chapel and a primary school.
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ANNEX 

This list has a provisional character and is to be replaced by a defini-
tive list drawn up by common agreement. 

I. ASSOCIATIONS OF PRIVATE LAW DENOMINATED "HELLENIC COM-
MUNITIES" 

1. Alexandria. The association possesses and administers: eleven 
schools (primary and secondary, classical and commercial), whether 
for girls or for boys; (b) five churches; (c) a cemetery; (d) an old men's 
home; (e) a hospital; (f) people's kitchen. 

2. Cairo: The Cairo association possesses and administers: (a) a 
complete school for girls, a primary school for boys and a primary 
school for girls; (b) two churches; (c) a hospital.—It is to be noted 
also that the Hellenic Colony of this district has a very important 
interest in the Abet Foundation, and takes part in its administration. 

3. Mansourah. The association possesses and administers a primary 
school and a secondary school, a church and a cemetery. 

4. Assouan. The association possesses and administers a church 
and a primary school. 

5. Benha. The association possesses and administers a church and 
a primary school. 

6. Beni Suef. The association possesses and administers a church, a 
cemetery with a chapel and an elementary school. 

7. Assiout. The association possesses and administers a church and 
a primary school. 

8. Damanhour. The association possesses and administers a church 
and a primary school. 

9. Zagazig. The association possesses and administers a church, a 
primary school, a secondary school and a cemetery with chapel. 

10. Zifteh. The association possesses and administers a church and 
a primary school. 

11. Zeitoun. The association possesses and administers a church 
and a primary school. 

12. Heliopolis. The association possesses and administers a primary 
school. 

13. Ismailieh. The association possesses and administers two 
churches and a primary school. 

14. Kafr el Zayat. The association possesses and administers a 
church and a primary school. 

15. Kantara. The association possesses and administers a church 
and a primary school. 

16. Minieh. The association of Minieh possesses and administers 
a church, a primary school and a cemetery with chapel. 

17. Minet el Gamh,. The association possesses and administers a 
church and a primary school. 

18. Marsa Matrouh. The association possesses and administers a 
church, a chapel and a primary school. 



19. Mehallet el Kebir. The association possesses and administers a
church and a primary school, situated in a building which is owned by
the Hellenic Government.

20. Mit Ghamr. The association possesses and administers a church
and a primary school.

21. Port-Said. The association possesses and administers two
churches, a primary school and a superior school at Port-Said and
likewise a primary school and a superior school at Port-Fouad.

22. Shibin el Qom. The association possesses and administers a
church and a primary school.

23. Ibrahimieh. (Suburb of Alexandria). The association possesses
and administers a primary school for boys, a primary school for girls
and two churches.

24. Suez. The association possesses and administers two churches,
a primary school and a superior school at Suez; it possesses and admin-
isters also at Port-Tewfik a primary school, a superior school and a
church.

25. Tantah. The association possesses and administers a church, a
cemetery with chapel, a primary school and a secondary school.

26. Facous. The association possesses and administers a church and
a primary school.

27. Fayoum. The association possesses and administers two
churches and a primary school.

28. Helouan. The association possesses and administers a church
and a primary school.

29. Kafr el Daouar. The association possesses and administers a
chapel.

NOTE.-Several of these associations possess a cemetery.

II. OTHER ESTABLISHMENTS (FOUNDATIONS OR ASSOCIATIONS)

a) Alexandria.
1. The Eschylus-Arion Association which possesses and administers

a primary school and a boys' orphanage (Kaniskerion) with a church.
2. Benachion Foundation, an orphanage for young girls (with

church).
3. Union of Hellenic Ladies, "Mana", which possesses and admin-

isters a creche and a mixed orphanage.
4. Hellenic Nautical Club.
5. Cotsicas Hospital, property of the Hellenic Government, admin-

istered by the "Hellenic Community of Alexandria".
6. National League of Hellenic Ladies which possesses and adminis-

ters the asylum "Zerbinion".
7. "Philoptochos" Charitable Association.
8. "Eleimosini" Charitable Association.
9. The association "Friends of the Old".
10. The "Melissa" association of young girls (charity).
11. Association of former pupils of the schools of the Hellenic

community of Alexandria.
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19. Mehallet el Kebir. The association possesses and administers a 
church and a primary school, situated in a building which is owned by 
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and a primary school. 
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likewise a primary school and a superior school at Port-Fouad. 
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and administers a primary school for boys, a primary school for girls 
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a primary school and a superior school at Suez; it possesses and admin-
isters also at Port-Tewfak a primary school, a superior school and a 
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25. Tantah. The association possesses and administers a church, a 
cemetery with chapel, a primary school and a secondary school. 

26. Facous. The association possesses and administers a church and 
a primary school. 

27. Fayoum. The association possesses and administers two 
churches and a primary school. 

28. Helouan. The association possesses and administers a church 
and a primary school. 

29. Kafr el Daouar. The association possesses and administers a 
chapel. 

NOTE.—Several of these associations possess a cemetery. 

II. OTHER ESTABLISHMENTS (FOUNDATIONS OR ASSOCIATIONS) 

a) Alexandria. 
1. The Eschylus-Arion Association which possesses and administers 

a primary school and a boys' orphanage (Kaniskerion) with a church. 
2. Benachion Foundation, an orphanage for young girls (with 

church). 
3. Union of Hellenic Ladies, "Mana", which possesses and admin-

isters a crèche and a mixed orphanage. 
4. Hellenic Nautical Club. 
5. Cotsicas Hospital, property of the Hellenic Government, admin-

istered by the "Hellenic Community of Alexandria". 
6. National League of Hellenic Ladies which possesses and adminis-

ters the asylum "Zerbinion". 
7. "Philoptochos" Charitable Association. 
8. "Eleimosini" Charitable Association. 
9. The association "Friends of the Old". 
10. The "Melissa" association of young girls (charity). 
11. Association of former pupils of the schools of the Hellenic 

community of Alexandria. 
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b) Cairo.
1. Orphanage for boys and girls situated at Heliopolis, founded by

the spouses, G. Spetseropoulos, denominated the "Spetseropoulion."
2. Cheap kitchen, a charitable foundation.
3. "Philoptochos" charity association.
4. Philanthropic Union of Hellenic Ladies.

c) Ibrahimieh.
1. The Charitable Foundation (cheap kitchen).
2. "Philoptochos" Charitable Association.
Charitable associations called "Philoptochos" (friends of the poor)

exist likewise in the following localities: Zagazig, Tantah, Kafr el
Zayat, Mansourah, Port-Said, Ismailieh, Suez, Damanhour.

Lastly, in the localities of: 1. Deirut; 2. Tahtah; 3. Cherbin, and
4. Belkas; there are four chapels of the Orthodox Greek rite, founded
and maintained by the Hellenes who live there.

In receiving from the Hellenic delegation the above list, the Egyptian
delegation has declared that it could not give its assent thereto before
having made the detailed examination which it reserves the right to
make as soon as it returns to Egypt for the purpose of assuring itself:

a) That there is included therein no establishment recognized as a
national Egyptian one;

b) That the establishments enumerated therein belong to the
categories agreed upon in the letter to which it is annexed.

M. N.

Rgponse du President de la dlegation hell6nique au President de la
delgation 4gyptienne.

MONTREUX, le 8 mai 1937.
MONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT,

J'ai l'honneur d'accuser reception a Votre Excellence de Sa lettre
en date de ce jour. II m'est bien agr6able d'y trouver des assurances
au sujet du regime dont ben6ficieront desormais en Egypte les eta-
blissements (associations ou fondations) scolaires, medicaux et d'as-
sistance qui relevent de la Grece.

C'est avec satisfaction que j'en remercie Votre Excellence. Je ne
doute d'ailleurs pas que 1'Egypte, qui a toujours marque un int6ert
bienveillant A ces ceuvres et fait preuve, A leur egard, du plus liberal
esprit de comprehension, ne veuille continuer A leur faciliter l'activite
si heureuse qu'elles n'ont cess6 de deployer au profit mutuel de nos
deux pays.

Je saisis cette occasion pour renouveler A Votre Excellence les as-
surances de ma haute consideration.

N. POLITIS
President de la dlegation hellWniue.
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b) Cairo. 
1. Orphanage for boys and girls situated at Heliopolis, founded by 

the spouses, G. Spetseropoulos, denominated the "Spetseropoulion." 
2. Cheap kitchen, a charitable foundation. 
3. "Philoptochos" charity association. 
4. Philanthropic Union of Hellenic Ladies. 

c) Ibrahimieh,. 
1. The Charitable Foundation (cheap kitchen). 
2. "Philoptochos" Charitable Association. 
Charitable associations called "Philoptochos" (friends of the poor) 

exist likewise in the following localities: Zagazig, Tantah, Kafr el 
Zayat, Mansourah, Port-Said, Ismailieh, Suez, Damanhour. 

Lastly, in the localities of: 1. Deirut; 2. Tahtah; 3. Cherbin, and 
4. Belkas; there are four chapels of the Orthodox Greek rite, founded 
and maintained by the Hellenes who live there. 

In receiving from the Hellenic delegation the above list, the Egyptian 
delegation has declared that it could not give its assent thereto before 
having made the detailed examination which it reserves the right to 
make as soon as it returns to Egypt for the purpose of assuring itself: 

a) That there is included therein no establishment recognized as a 
national Egyptian one; 

b) That the establishments enumerated therein belong to the 
categories agreed upon in the letter to which it is annexed. 

M. N. 

Reponse du President de la delegation. hellenique an President de la 
delegation egyptien.ne. 

M ONTREUX, le 8 mai 1937. 
M ONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT, 

J'ai l'honneur d'accuser reception a Votre Excellence de Sa lettre 
en date de ce jour. Ii m'est bien agreable d'y trouver des assurances 
au sujet du regime dont beneficieront desormais en Egypte les eta-
blissements (associations ou fondations) scolaires, medicaux et d'as-
sistance qui relevent de la Greco. 

C'est avec satisfaction quo j'en remercie Votre Excellence. Jo no 
doute d'ailleurs pas quo PEgypte, qui a toujoms marque un inter& 
bienveillant a ces ceuvres et fait preuve, a leur egard, du plus liberal 
esprit de comprehension, tie vetrille continuer a leur faciliter Pactivite 
si heureuse qu'elles n'ont cesse de deployer au profit mutuel de nos 
deux pays. 

Je saisis cette occasion pour renouveler a Votre Excellence les as-
surances de ma haute consideration. 

N. POLITIS 
President de la delegation hellenique. 



[Translation]

Reply of the President of the Hellenic delegation to the President of the
Egyptian delegation.

MONTREUX, May 8, 1987.
MR. PRESIDENT:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's
letter bearing to-day's date. I welcome the assurances which it
contains with regard to the regime to be enjoyed henceforth by the
educational, medical and charitable institutions (associations or
foundations) of Greece in Egypt.

I have great pleasure in thanking Your Excellency. I do not doubt,
moreover, that Egypt, which has always shown a sympathetic interest
in such undertakings and has given proof of the most liberal spirit of
understanding in regard to them, will continue to assist them in carry-
ing on the very valuable work which they have always performed to
the mutual profit of our two countries.

I avail myself of this occasion to renew to Your Excellency the
assurances of my high consideration.

N. POLITIS,
President of the Hellenic delegation.

e) Lettre du President de la dlegation igyptienne au President de la
delgation italienne.

MONTREUX, le 8 mai 1937.
MONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT,

Votre Excellence ayant exprime le desir de recevoir des precisions
en ce qui concerne la situation en Egypte des 6tablissements (associa-
tions ou fondations) scolaires, medicaux et d'assistance relevant de
l'Italie, j'ai l'honneur de declarer que le Gouvernement royal egyptien
est dispose a reconnaitre que les etablissements precites existant a la
date de la Convention signee ce jour et mentionnes dans la liste ci-
annexee pourront, jusqu'a la conclusion d'un accord ulterieur et,
eventuellement, durant la periode transitoire, continuer a exercer
librement leur activite, qu'elle ait un objet pedagogique ou scientifique,
d'hospitalisation ou d'assistance, en Egypte, aux conditions suivantes:

1° Is seront justiciables des tribunaux mixtes et soumis aux lois
et reglements 6gyptiens, y compris les lois fiscales, dans les memes
conditions que les 6tablissements similaires egyptiens ainsi qu'a toute
mesure qu'exigerait l'observation de l'ordre public egyptien.

20 Ils garderont leur capacit6 legale et seront regis, au point de
vue de leur organisation et de leur fonctionnement, par leurs actes
constitutifs ou par leur statut propre ainsi que, pour ce qui concerne
les 6tablissements scolaires, par leurs programmes d'enseignement.

3° Ils pourront, sans prejudice des lois d'expropriation pour cause
d'utilite publique, posseder les biens meubles et immeubles qui leur
permettent de realiser leurs fins, les gerer et en disposer en vue
egalement de ces fins.
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[Translation] 

Reply of the President of the Hellenic delegation to the President of the 
Egyptian delegation. 

M ONTREUX, May 8, 1987. 
M R. PRESIDENT: 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's 

letter bearing to-day's date. I welcome the assurances which it 
contains with regard to the regime to be enjoyed henceforth by the 
educational, medical and charitable institutions (associations or 
foundations) of Greece in Egypt. 
I have great pleasure in thanking Your Excellency. I do not doubt, 

moreover, that Egypt, which has always shown a sympathetic interest 
in such undertakings and has given proof of the most liberal spirit of 
understanding in regard to them, will continue to assist them in carry-
ing on the very valuable work which they have always performed to 
the mutual profit of our two countries. 
I avail myself of this occasion to renew to Your Excellency the 

assurances of my high consideration. 
N. POLITIS, 

President of the Hellenic delegation. 

e) Lettre du President de la delegation egyptienne an President de la 
delegation italienne. 

M ONTREUX, le 8 mai 1987. 
M ONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT, 
Votre Excellence ayant exprime le desir de recevoir des precisions 

en ce qui concerne la situation en Egypte des etablissements (associa-
tions ou fondations) scolaires, medicaux et d'assistance relevant de 
l'Italie, j'ai l'honneur de declarer quo le Gouvemement royal egyptien 
est dispose 11, reconnattre quo les etablissements precites existant a la 
date de la Convention signee ce jour et mentionnes dans la liste ci-
annex& pounont, jusqu'a la conclusion d'un accord ulterieur et, 
eventuellement, durant la periode transitoire, continuer a exercer 
librement leur activite, qu'elle ait un objet pedagogique ou scientifique, 
d'hospitalisation ou d'assistance, en Egypte, aux conditions suivantes: 

1° Ils seront justiciables des tribunaux mixtes et soumis aux lois 
et reglements egyptiens, y compris les lois fiscales, dans les memos 
conditions quo les etablissements similaires egyptiens ainsi qu'a, toute 
mesure qu'exigerait l'observation de l'ordre public egyptien. 

2° Ils garderont leur capacite legale et seront regis, au point de 
vue de leur organisation et de leur fonctionnement, par leurs actes 
constitutifs ou par leur statut propre ainsi que, pour ce qui conceme 
les etablissements scolaires, par leurs programmes d'enseignement. 

3° Ils pourront, sans prejudice des lois d'expropriation pour cause 
d'utilite publique, posseder les biens meubles et immeubles qui leur 
permettent de realiser leurs fins, les gerer et en disposer en vue 
**element de ees fins. 
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4° Ils pourront continuer a employer leur personnel actuel, de
meme qu'ils pourront employer, dans les limites de leur organisation,
soit des Egyptiens soit des etrangers 6tablis ou non en Egypte, sans
prejudice, dans tous les cas, des lois egyptiennes actuellement appli-
cables et du droit general de controle du Gouvernement 6gyptien sur
l'entr6e des etrangers en Egypte.

D'autre part, dans les limites des usages 6tablis en Egypte pour les
religions autres que la religion d'Etat, la libre pratique du culte
continuera A 8tre assuree aux 6tablissements religieux relevant de l'Ita-
lie A la condition qu'il ne soit pas porte atteinte a l'ordre public et
aux bonnes mceurs.

Veuillez agr6er, Monsieur le President, les assurances de ma haute
consideration.

Moustapha ELNAHAS
President de la delegation egyptienne.

LISTE PROVISOIRE

La liste d6finitive a arreter d'un commun accord entre le Gouverne-
ment italien et le Gouvernement egyptien comprendra notamment:

1° les ((Regie Scuole Italiane));
2° les ((Scuole dell'Associazione Nazionale Italica Gens)> avec les

immeubles destines aux religieux qui les gerent;
30 les h6pitaux, asiles et creches;
4° les Oeuvres dependantes du Fascio destinees a l'assistance

p6cuniaire ou spirituelle en tant qu'elles s'occupent d'assis-
tance A l'exclusion d'autres activites.

5° les institutions 6piscopales et paroissiales, couvents et s6minaires.

[Translation]

e) Letter from the President of the Egyptian delegation to the President
of the Italian delegation

MR. P: MONTREUX, May 8, 1937.MR. PRESIDENT:
Your Excellency, having expressed the desire to receive detailed

information concerning the situation of the educational, medical and
charitable institutions (associations or foundations) of Italy in Egypt,
I have the honor to state that the Royal Egyptian Government is
prepared to assure you that pending the conclusion of a subsequent
agreement or in any case until the end of the transition period all the
above-mentioned institutions existing in the country at the date of the
Convention signed this day, and mentioned in the list annexed hereto,
may continue freely to carry on their activities in Egypt, whether
educational, scientific, medical or charitable, subject to the following
conditions:

1. They shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Mixed Tribunals
and shall be subject to Egyptian laws and regulations, including
fiscal laws, under the same conditions as similar Egyptian institutions,
and also to all measures necessary for the preservation of public order
in Egypt.
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4° Es pourront continuer à , employer leur personnel actuel, de 
meme qu'ils pourront employer, dans les limites de leur organisation, 
soit des Egyptiens soit des &rangers etablis ou non en Egypte, sans 
prejudice, dans tous les cas, des lois egyptiennes aetuellement appli-
cables et du droit general de control° du Gouvernement egyptien sur 
l'entree des &rangers en Egypte. 

D'autre part, dans les limites des usages etablis en Egypte pour les 
religions autres quo la religion d'Etat, la libre pratique du culte 
continuera etre assuree aux etablissements religieux relevant de Pha-
lle a la condition qu'il ne soit pas porte atteinte a l'ordre public et 
aux bonnes mceurs. 

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le President, les assurances de ma haute 
consideration. 

Moustapha EL-NAHAS 
Presi'dent de la delegation egyptienne. 

LISTE PROVISOIRE 

La liste definitive h arreter d'un comraun accord entre le Gouverne-
ment italien et le Gouvernement egyptien coraprendra notamment: 

1° les ((Regie Scuole Italiane)); 
2° les ((Seuole dell'Associazione Nazionale Italica GensD avec les 

immeubles destines aux religieux qui les gerent; 
3° les hOpitaux, asiles et creches; 
4° les Oeuvres dependantes du Faseio destinees a Passistance 

pecuniaire ou spirituelle en tant qu'elles s'occupent d'assis-
tance a l'exclusion d'autres activites. 

5° les institutions episeopales et paroissiales, convents et seminaires. 

[Translation] 

e) Letter from the President of the Egyptian delegation to the President 
of the Italian delegation 

MorrrnEux, May 8, 1987. 
M R. PRESIDENT: 

Your Excellency, having expressed the desire to receive detailed 
information concerning the situation of the educational, medical and 
charitable institutions (associations or foundations) of Italy in Egypt, 
I have the honor to state that the Royal Egyptian Government is 
prepared to assure you that pending the conclusion of a subsequent 
agreement or in any case until the end of the transition period all the 
above-mentioned institutions existing in the country at the date of the 
Convention signed this day, and mentioned in the list annexed hereto, 
may continue freely to carry- on their activities in Egypt, whether 
educational, scientific, medical or charitable, subject to the following 
conditions: 

1. They shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Mixed Tribunals 
and shall be subject to Egyptian laws and regulations, including 
fiscal laws, under the same conditions as similar Egyptian institutions, 
and also to all measures necessary for the preservation of public order 
in Egypt. 
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2. They shall retain their legal status and shall, as regards their
organization and operation, be governed by their charters or by their
own by-laws and also in the case of educational institutions by their
own curricula.

3. They may, without prejudice to the laws relating to expropria-
tion for purposes of public utility, possess the movable and immovable
property necessary to enable them to attain their objects, and may
administer and dispose of their property for these purposes.

4. They may continue to employ their existing staff and may also,
within the scope of their organization, employ either Egyptians or
foreigners, whether established in Egypt or not, without prejudice
in all cases to the application of the Egyptian laws which are now
applicable to them or to the Egyptian Government's general right of
supervision over the entry of foreigners into Egypt.

Furthermore within the limits of the customs established in Egypt
regarding religions other than the state religion, freedom of worship
shall continue to be assured to the religious institutions of Italy on
condition that there is no offense against public order or good morals.

Please accept, Mr. President, the assurances of my high con-
sideration.

MOUSTAPHA EL-NAHAS,

President of the Egyptian delegation.

PROVISIONAL LIST

The definitive list to be drawn up by common agreement between
the Italian Government and the Egyptian Government will include
in particular:

1. The "Royal Italian Schools";
2. The "Schools of the National Association Italica Gens", with

the buildings used by the monks who administer them;
3. Hospitals, asylums and creches;
4. The charitable works dependent on the Fascio intended for

pecuniary or spiritual assistance in so far as they are occupied
with assistance to the exclusion of other activities.

5. Episcopal and parish institutions, convents and seminaries.

Reponse du President de la delgation italienne au President de la
delgation egyptienne.

MONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT, MONTREUX, le 8 mai 1937.

J'ai l'honneur d'accuser reception A Votre Excellence de Sa lettre
en date de ce jour. l m'est bien agreable d'y trouver des assurances
au sujet du r6gime dont beneficieront desormais en Egypte les etablis-
sements (associations ou fondations) scolaires, medicaux et d'assistance
qui relevent de l'Italie.

C'est avec satisfaction que j'en remercie Votre Excellence. Je ne
doute d'ailleurs pas que l'Egypte, qui a toujours marqu6 un interet
bienveillant a ces ceuvres et fait preuve, a leur egard, du plus liberal
esprit de comprehension, ne veuille continuer a leur faciliter I'activit6
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2. They shall retain their legal status and shall, as regards their 
organization and operation, be governed by their charters or by their 
own by-laws and also in the case of educational institutions by their 
own curricula. 

3. They may, without prejudice to the laws relating to expropria-
tion for purposes of public utility, possess the movable and immovable 
property necessary to enable them to attain their objects, and may 
administer and dispose of their property for these purposes. 

4. They may continue to employ their existing staff and may also, 
within the scope of their organization, employ either Egyptians or 
foreigners, whether established in Egypt or not, without prejudice 
in all cases to the application of the Egyptian laws which are now 
applicable to them or to the Egyptian Government's general right of 
supervision over the entry of foreigners into Egypt. 

Furthermore within the limits of the customs established in Egypt 
regarding religions other than the state religion, freedom of worship 
shall continue to be assured to the religious institutions of Italy on 
condition that there is no offense against public order or good morals. 

Please accept, Mr. President, the assurances of my high con-
sideration. 

M OUSTAPHA EL-NAHAS, 
President of the Egyptian delegation. 

PROVISIONAL LIST 

The definitive list to be drawn up by common agreement between 
the Italian Government and the Egyptian Government will include 
in particular: 

1. The "Royal Italian Schools"; 
2. The "Schools of the National Association Italics Gens", with 

the buildings used by the monks who administer them; 
3. Hospitals, asylums and creches; 
4. The charitable works dependent on the Fascio intended for 

pecuniary or spiritual assistance in so far as they are occupied 
with assistance to the exclusion of other activities. 

5. Episcopal and parish institutions, convents and seminaries. 

Reponse du President de la delegation italienne au President de la 
delegation egyptienne. 

M ONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT, 

J'ai Phonneur d'accuser reception a Votre Excellence de Sa lettre 
en date de ce jour. II &est hien agreable d'y trouver des assurances 
au sujet du regime dont beneficieront desormais en Egypte les etablis-
sements (associations on fondations) scolaires, medicaux et d'assistance 
qui relevent de l'Italie. 

C'est avec satisfaction que j'en remercie Votre Excellence. Jo ne 
doute d'ailleurs pas que l'Egypte, qui a toujours marque un interet 
bienveillant ces ceuvres et fait preuve, a leur egard, du plus liberal 
esprit de comprehension, no veuille continuer a leur faclliter Paktivite 

M ONTREUX, le 8 mai 1937. 
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si heureuse qu'elles n'ont cess6 de deployer au profit mutuel de nos
deux pays.

Je saisis cette occasion pour renouveler A Votre Excellence les
assurances de ma haute consideration.

L. ALDROVANDI
President de la delegation italienne.

[Translation]

Reply of the President of the Italian delegation to the President of the
Egyptian delegation

MR. PRESIDENT: MONTREUX, May 8, 1937.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's

letter bearing to-day's date. I welcome the assurances which it con-
tains with regard to the regime to be enjoyed henceforth by the
educational, medical and charitable institutions (associations or
foundations) of Italy in Egypt.

I have great pleasure in thanking Your Excellency. I do not doubt,
moreover, that Egypt, which has always shown a sympathetic interest
in such undertakings and has given proof of the most liberal spirit of
understanding in regard to them, will continue to assist them in carry-
ing on the very valuable work which they have always performed to
the mutual profit of our two countries.

I avail myself of this occasion to renew to Your Excellency the
assurances of my high consideration.

L. ALDROVANDI,
President of the Italian delegation.

h) Lettre du President de la delegation egyptienne au President de la
delegation neerlandaise.

MO~TREUX, le 8 mai 1937.MONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT, M TREUX 8 mai 17.
J'ai l'honneur de declarer que les institutions relevant des Pays-Bas

en Egypte feront l'objet, de la part du Gouvernement 6gyptien, du
meme traitement que celui qui est indique dans la lettre adress6e au
President de la d6elgation du Royaume-Uni en ce qui concerne les
institutions similaires du Royaume-Uni et aux memes conditions.

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le President, les assurances de ma haute
consideration.

Moustapha EL-NAHAS
President de la delegation egyptienne.

[Translation]

h) Letter from the President of the Egyptian delegation to the President
of the Netherland delegation

MR. PRESIDENT: MONTREUX, May 8, 1937.

I have the honor to state that the institutions of the Netherlands,
in Egypt, will receive on the part of the Egyptian Government the
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si heureuse qu'elles n'ont cesse de deployer au profit mutuel de nos 
deux pays. 

Je saisis cette occasion pour renouveler a Votre Excellence lea 
assurances de ma haute consideration. 

L. ALDROVANDI 
President de la delegation italienne. 

[Translation] 

Reply of the President of the Italian delegation to the President of the 
Egyptian delegation 

MONTREUX, May 8, 1937. Mn. PRESIDENT: 

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's 
letter bearing to-day's date. I welcome the assurances which it con-
tains with regard to the regime to be enjoyed henceforth by the 
educational, medical and charitable institutions (associations or 
foundations) of Italy in Egypt. 
I have great pleasure in thanking Your Excellency. I do not doubt, 

moreover, that Egypt, which has always shown a sympathetic interest 
in such undertakings and has given proof of the most liberal spirit of 
understanding in regard to them, will continue to assist them in carry-
ing on the very valuable work which they have always performed to 
the mutual profit of our two countries. 
I avail myself of this occasion to renew to Your Excellency the 

assurances of my high consideration. 
L. ALDROVANDI, 

President of the Italian delegation. 

h) Lettre du President de la delegation egyptienne au President de la 
delegation neerlandaise. 

MovrnEux, le 8 mai 1937. MONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT, 

J'ai l'honneur de declarer quo lea institutions relevant des Pays-Bas 
en Egypte feront l'objet, de la part du Gouvemement egyptien, du 
memo traitement quo celui qui est indique dans la lettre adressee au 
President de la delegation du Royaume-Uni en ce qui conceme les 
institutions similaires du Royaume-Uni et aux memes conditions. 

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le President, lea assurances de ma haute 
consideration. 

Moustapha EL-NARAS 
President de la delegation egyptienne. 

[Translation] 

h) Letter from the President of the Egyptian delegation to the President 
of the Netherland delegation 

MoNTREux, May 8, 1937. Mn. PRESIDENT: 

I have the honor to state that the institutions of the Netherlands, 
in Egypt, will receive on the part of the Egyptian Government the 
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same treatment as that which is indicated in the letter addressed to
the President of the delegation of the United Kingdom as regards the
similar institutions of the United Kingdom and under the same
conditions.

Please accept, Mr. President, the assurances of my high consider-
ation.

MOUSTAPHA EL-NAHAS,
President of the Egyptian delegation.

Reponse du President de la ddegation neerlandaise au President de la
delgation egyptienne.

MONTREUX, Ie 8 mai 1937.
MONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT,

J'ai l'honneur d'accuser reception A Votre Excellence de la lettre
suivante qu'Elle a bien voulu m'adresser en date d'aujourd'hui:

((J'ai l'honneur de declarer que les institutions relevant des Pays-
Bas en Egypte feront l'objet, de la part du Gouvernement egyptien,
du meme traitement que celui qui est indiqu6 dans la lettre adress6e
au President de la d6elgation du Royaume-Uni en ce qui concerne les
institutions similaires du Royaume-Uni et aux memes conditions.))

En remerciant Votre Excellence de cette obligeante communication
dont je prends acte au nom de mon Gouvernement, je saisis cette
occasion pour r6iterer a Votre Excellence les assurances de ma haute
consideration.

W. C. BEUCKER ANDREAE,
President de la delegation neerlandaise.

[Translation]

Reply from the President of the Netherland delegation to the President of
the Egyptian delegation

MONTREUX, May 8, 1937.
MR. PRESIDENT:

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt to Your Excellency of
the following letter which you were good enough to address to me
today:

"I have the honor to state that the institutions of the Netherlands,
in Egypt, will receive on the part of the Egyptian Government the
same treatment as that which is indicated in the letter addressed to
the President of the.delegation of the United Kingdom as regards
the similar institutions of the United Kingdom and under the same
conditions."

In thanking Your Excellency for this kind communication, of which
I acknowledge receipt in the name of my Government, I avail myself
of this occasion to repeat to Your Excellency the assurances of my
high consideration.

W. C. BEUCKER ANDREAE,
Presiden of the Netherland delegation.
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same treatment as that which is indicated in the letter addressed to 
the President of the delegation of the United Kingdom as regards the 
similar institutions of the United Kingdom and under the same 
conditions. 

Please accept, Mr. President, the assurances of my high consider-
ation. 

MOUSTAPHA EL-NAHAS, 
President of the Egyptian delegation. 

Reponse du President de la delegation neerlandaise an President de la 
delegation egyptienne. 

MoNTREux, is 8 mai 1987. 
MONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT, 

J'ai l'honneur d'accuser reception a Votre Excellence de la lettre 
suivante qu'Elle a bien voulu m'adresser en date d'aujourd'hui: 

(<J'ai l'honneur de declarer que les institutions relevant des Pays-
Bas en Egypte feront l'objet, de la part du Gouvemement egyptien, 
du memos traitement que celui qui est indique dans la lettre adressee 
an President de la delegation du Royaume-Uni en ce qui conceme les 
institutions similaires du Royaume-Uni et aux memes conditions)) 

En remerciant Votre Excellence de cette obligeante communication 
dont je prends acte an nom de mon Gouvemement, je saisis cette 
occasion pour reiterer a Votre Excellence les assurances de ma haute 
consideration. 

W. C. BEUCKER ANDREAE, 
President de la delegation neerlandaise. 

[Translation] 

Reply from the President of the Netherland delegation to the President of 
the Egyptian delegation 

1, 
MONTREUX, May 8, 1987. 

M R. PRESIDENT: 
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt to Your Excellency of 

the following letter which you were good enough to address to me 
today: 

"I have the honor to state that the institutions of the Netherlands, 
in Egypt, will receive on the part of the Egyptian Government the 
same treatment as that which is indicated in the letter addressed to 
the President of the .delegation of the United Kingdom as regards 
the similar institutions of the United Kingdom and under the same 
conditions." 

In thanking Your Excellency for this kind communication, of which 
I acknowledge receipt in the name of my Government, I avail myself 
of this occasion to repeat to Your Excellency the assurances of my 
high consideration. 

W. C. BEUCKER ANDREAE, 
President of the Netherland delegation. 
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Letters Concerning the Participation of Canada in the Conference

a) Letterfrom the High Commissionerfor Canada in London to the
President of the Conference.

LONDON, April 14th, 1937.
SIR,

I have the honour on behalf of the Government of Canada to
inform Your Excellency as President of the Capitulations Conference
that in view of lack of any interest special to Canada, the Govern-
ment of Canada have not considered Canadian representation in the
present Conference to be necessary, and will accept the provisions of
any Convention drawn up at Montreux which is signed and ratified
in respect of other members of the British Commonwealth of Nations.

This acceptance by the Government of Canada is naturally on the
understanding that Canada can claim under the Convention the same
rights as those States in whose respect it has been signed and ratified.

I request Your Excellency that copies of this note be communicated
to all the delegations at the Conference and recorded in the archives
of the Conference.

I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

Vincent MASSEY.

b) Reply by the President of the Conference to the High Commissionerfor
Canada in London.

MONTREUX, April 19th, 1937.
SIR,

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter of
April 14th, in which on behalf of the Government of Canada you were
good enough to inform me, as President of the Capitulations Con-
ference, of the reasons for the Government of Canada not being
represented at the present Conference.

In compliance with the wish expressed in the last paragraph of your
letter, I have circulated copies of your communication to all the dele-
gations and have given instructions that it shall be recorded in the
archives of the Conference.

I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

Moustapha EL-NAHAS.
President of the Conference.

98907 -39-PT 3-19
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Letters Concerning the Participation of Canada in the Conference 

a) Letter from the High Commissioner for Canada in, London to the 
President of the Conference. 

LONDON, April 14th, 1987. 
SIR, 
I have the honour on behalf of the Government of Canada to 

infoun Your Excellency as President of the Capitulations Conference 
that in view of lack of any interest special to Canada, the Govern-
ment of Canada have not considered Canadian representation in the 
present Conference to be necessary, and will accept the provisions of 
any Convention drawn up at Montreux which is signed and ratified 
in respect of other members of the British Commonwealth of Nations. 

This acceptance by the Government of Canada is naturally on the 
understanding that Canada can claim under the Convention the same 
rights as those States in whose respect it has been signed and ratified. 
I request Your Excellency that copies of this note be communicated 

to all the delegations at the Conference and recorded in the archives 
of the Conference. 
I have the honour to be, Sir, 

Your obedient servant, 
Vincent M ASSEY. 

b) Reply by the President of the Conference to the High Commissioner for 
Canada in London. 

M ONTREUX, April 19th, 1937. 
SIR, 
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 

April 14th, in which on behalf of the Government of Canada you were 
good enough to inform me, as President of the Capitulations Con-
ference, of the reasons for the Government of Canada not being 
represented at the present Conference. 

In compliance with the wish expressed in the last paragraph of your 
letter, I have circulated copies of your communication to all the dele-
gations and have given instructions that it shall be recorded in the 
archives of the Conference. 
I have the honour to be, Sir, 

Your obedient servant, 
Moustapha E L-NAHAS. 
President of the Conference. 
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TREATIES

Proces-Verbal

DE DEP6T DE L'INSTRUMENT DE RATIFICATION DES ETATS-UNIS

D'AMERIQUE SUR LA CONVENTION CONCERNANT L'ABOLITION DES

CAPITULATIONS EN EGYPTE, SIGNEE X MONTREUX LE 8 MAI 1937.

Conformement aux dispositions de l'article 15 de la Convention
concernant 1'Abolition des Capitulations en Egypte, signee a Mon-
treux le 8 mai 1937, Son Excellence Monsieur Bert Fish Envoy6
Extraordinaire et Ministre Plenipotentiaire des Etats-Unis d'Amerique
en Egypte, s'est presente aujourd'hui au Ministere des Affaires
Etrangeres du Royaume d'Egypte, A l'effet de proceder au dep6t de
l'instrument de ratification de Son Excellence Monsieur le President
des Etats-Unis d'Amerique sur la Convention precitee.

Cet instrument ayant ete, apres examen, trouve en bonne et due
forme, a ete depose dans les archives du Ministere des Affaires
Etrangeres du Royaume d'Egypte, pour y 6tre conserve 6vec le
present proces-verbal.

Ledit depot sera notifi6 aux Etats parties a la Convention ainsi
qu'a Monsieur le Secr6taire General de la Soci6te des Nations.

En proc6dant A ce dep6t, Son Excellence Monsieur Bert Fish, a
declare par une lettre que son Gouvernement desire user de la
facult6 prevue a l'article 9 de la Convention et conserver ses Tri-
bunaux Consulaires en Egypte a l'effet d'exercer la juridiction en
matiere de statut personnel dans tous les cas oil la loi applicable est
la loi nationale des Etats-Unis d'Am6rique.

Fait en double exemplaire A Bulkeley, le 29 Aott 1938

Le Ministre des Affaires Le Ministre des Etats-Unis
Etrangees d'Amerique

A. YEHIA BERT FISH

Le Directeur des Afaires
Politiques et Commerciales p. i.

W. RosTwT
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Proces-Verbal 

DE DAP oT DE LIINSTRUMENT DE RATIFICATION DES ETATS-UNIS 
DIAMtRIQUE SUB LA CONVENTION CONCERNANT LIABOLITION DES 
CAPITULATIONS EN EGYPTE, SIGNtE A MONTREUX LE 8 MAX 1937. 

Conformement aux dispositions de Particle 15 de la Convention 
concernant l'Abolition des Capitulations en Egypte, sign& a Mon-
treux le 8 mai 1937, Son Excellence Monsieur Bert Fish Envoye 
Extraordinaire et Ministre Plenipotentiaire des Etats-Unis d'Amerique 
en Egypte, s'est presente aujourd'hui an Ministere des Affaires. 
Etrangeres du Royaume d'Egypte, a Peffet de proceder an depot de 
Pinstrument de ratification de Son Excellence Monsieur le President 
des Etats-Unis d'Amerique stir la Convention precitee. 
Cet instrument ayant ete, apres examen, trouve en bonne et due 

forme, a ete depose dans lea archives du Ministe.re des Affaires 
Etrangeres du Royaume d'Egypte, pour y etre conserve &ea le 
present proces-verbal. . 

Ledit (Mph sera notifie aux Etats. parties ft is Convention ainsi 
qu'a Monsieur le Secretaire General de is Societe des Nations. 
En procedant ft ce (108% Son Excellence Monsieur Bert Fish, a 

declare par une lettre quo son Gouvemement desire user de is 
faculte prevue a Particle 9 de la Convention et conserver ses Tii-
bunaux Consulaires en Egypte a l'effet d'exercer is juridiction en 
matiere de statut personnel dans tous les cas oft la loi applicable eat 
la loi nationale des Etats-Unis d'Amerique. 

Fait en double exemplaire a Bulkeley, le 29 Aofit 1938 

Le Mini sire des Affaires Le Ministre des Etats-Vnie 
Etrangeres d'Andrique 

A. YEHIA BERT FISH 
Le Directeur des Ajaires 

Politiques et Cornmerciales p. i. 

W. Rowrum 
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[Translation;

Proces-Verbal

OF THE DEPOSIT OF THE INSTRUMENT OF RATIFICATION OF THE UNITED

STATES OF AMERICA OF THE CONVENTION CONCERNING THE ABOLITION

OF THE CAPITULATIONS IN EGYPT, SIGNED AT MONTREUX ON MAY 8,
1937.

In accordance with the provisions of Article 15 of the Convention
concerning the Abolition of the Capitulations in Egypt, signed at
Montreux on May 8, 1937, Mr. Bert Fish, Envoy Extraordinary and
Minister Plenipotentiary of the United States of America in Egypt,
appeared today at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Kingdom of
Egypt for the purpose of proceeding to the deposit of the instrument
of ratification of the President of the'United States of America of the
Convention above-mentioned.

This instrument having been examined and found in good and due
form, has been deposited in the archives of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of the Kingdom of Egypt to be preserved with the present
proces-verbal.

The States which are parties to the Convention and the Secretary
of the League of Nations will be notified of the said deposit.

In proceeding to this deposit, Mr. Bert Fish stated by a letter
that his Government desires to avail itself of the option provided by
Article 9 of the Convention and to retain its Consular Courts in
Egypt for the purpose of exercising jurisdiction in matters of personal
status in all cases in which the law applicable is the national law of
the United States of America.

Done in duplicate at Bulkeley, August 29, 1938.

The Minister of Foreign Affairs The Minister of the United States
of America

A. YEHIA BERT FISH

The Director of Political and Commercial Affairs a. i.
W. ROSTUM

Post, p. 1728.
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[Translation; 

Proces-Verbal 

OF THE DEPOSIT OF THE INSTRUMENT OF RATIFICATION OF THE UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA OF THE CONVENTION CONCERNING THE ABOLITION 
OF THE CAPITULATIONS IN EGYPT, SIGNED AT MONTREUX ON MAY 8, 
1937. 

In accordance with the provisions of Article 15 of the Convention 
concerning the Abolition of the Capitulations in Egypt, signed at 
Montreux on May 8, 1937, Mr. Bert Fish, Envoy Extraordinary and 
Minister Plenipotentiary of the United States of America in Egypt, 
appeared today at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Kingdom of 
Egypt for the purpose of proceeding to the deposit of the instrument 
of ratification of the President of the 'United States of America of the 
Convention above-mentioned. 

This instrument having been examined and found in good and due 
form, has been deposited in the archives of the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs of the Kingdom of Egypt to be preserved with the present 
proces-verbal. 
The States which are parties to the Convention and the Secretary 

of the League of Nations will be notified of the said deposit. 
In proceeding to this deposit, Mr. Bert Fish stated by a letter 

that his Government desires to avail itself of the option provided by 
Article 9 of the Convention and to retain its Consular Courts in 
Egypt for the purpose of exercising jurisdiction in matters of personal 
status in all cases in which the law applicable is the national law of 
the United States of America. 
Done in duplicate at Bulkeley, August 29, 1938. 

The Minister of Foreign Affairs The Minister of the United States 
of America 

A. YEHIA BERT FISH 
The Director of Political and Commercial Affairs a. i. 

W. ROSTIIM 

1 Post, p. 1728. 



TREATIES

Letter From the American Minister to the Egyptian Minister of
Foreign Affairs

No. 550' LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

[Bulkeley,] Ramleh, August 29, 1938.
EXCELLENCY:

With reference to the deposit this day of the ratification of the Pres-
ident of the United States of America of the Convention and annexed
protocol, signed at Montreux on May 8, 1937, regarding the abolition
of the capitulations in Egypt, I have the honor, in accordance with
my instructions, to inform Your Excellency that as provided in Article
9 of the Convention, it is the intention of the Government of the
United States of America to retain American Consular courts in
Egypt for the purposes of jurisdiction in matters of personal status in
all cases in which the law applicable is the national law of the United
States of America.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the
assurances of my highest consideration.

BERT FISH
American Minister

His Excellency
ABDEL FATTAH YEHIA PASHA,

Minister of Foreign Affairs,
Cairo.
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Letter From the American Minister to the Egyptian Minister of 
Foreign Affairs 

No. 550 LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
[Bulkeley,] Ramleh, August 29, 1938. 

EXCELLENCY: 
With reference to the deposit this day of the ratification of the Pres-

ident of the United States of America of the Convention and annexed 
protocol, signed at Montreux on May 8, 1937, regarding the abolition 
of the capitulations in Egypt, I have the honor, in accordance with 
my instructions, to inform Your Excellency that as provided in Article 
9 of the Convention, it is the intention of the Government of the 
United States of America to retain American Consular courts in 
Egypt for the purposes of jurisdiction in matters of personal status in 
all cases in which the law applicitble is the national law of the United 
States of America. 
I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the 

assurances of my highest consideration. 

His Excellency 
Al3DEL FATTAII YEHIA PASHA, 

Minister of Foreign Affairs, 
Cairo. 

BERT FISH 
American Minister 
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Suspension of Certain Jurisdiction of American Extraterritorial
Courts in Egypt

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS by a Presidential proclamation issued on March 27, 1876, 51 Stat 397
pursuant to the authority of the act of Congress approved March 23, 18 tat. 23.

1874, the judicial functions theretofore exercised in Egypt by the
minister, consuls, or other functionaries of the United States pursuant
to the act of Congress approved June 22, 1860, were suspended, dur- 12 stat. 72.

ing the pleasure of the President, so far as the jurisdiction of certain
Egyptian tribunals embraced matters cognizable by the minister, con-
suls, or other functionaries of the United States in Egypt, except as
to cases actually commenced before the date of the said proclamation;

WHEREAS at the time of the issuance of the said proclamation the
jurisdiction of the said Egyptian tribunals did not extend to certain
categories of cases within the jurisdiction of the minister, consuls, or
other functionaries of the United States which were accordingly retained
within the jurisdiction of, and have continued to the present time to
be exercised by, those functionaries;

WHEREAS the Government of the United States and other govern-
ments concluded a convention with the Government of Egypt on
May 8, 1937, providing for the termination of the capitulatory rights
now enjoyed by the United States and other powers in Egypt and
providing that, during the period October 15, 1937-October 14, 1949,
the judicial functions now exercised by consular courts would be exer-
cised by the Mixed Tribunals of Egypt, except as to personal status
matters-as defined in article 28 of the Rfglement d'Organisation Judi-
ciaire annexed to and forming a part of the said convention of May 8,
1937-with respect to which the said convention provides that the
signatory governments may retain existing consular courts for the
purpose of jurisdiction in cases involving the personal status of their
respective nationals during the period October 15, 1937-October 14,
1949;

WHEREAS, pending the ratification of the said convention by the
Government of the United States, it is in the interest of the United
States to cooperate with the Government of Egypt and the other
capitulatory powers by suspending the jurisdiction now exercised by
the minister, consuls, or other functionaries of the United States in
Egypt and consenting to the transfer of that jurisdiction to the Mixed
Tribunals of Egypt, except jurisdiction in matters involving the per-
sonal status of citizens of the United States; and
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Suspension of Certain Jurisdiction of American Extraterritorial 
Courts in Egypt 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS by a Presidential proclamation issued on March 27, 1876, 
pursuant to the authority of the act of Congress approved March 23, 
1874, the judicial functions theretofore exercised in Egypt by the 
minister, consuls, or other functionaries of the United States pursuant 
to the act of Congress approved June 22, 1860, were suspended, dur-
ing the pleasure of the President, so far as the jurisdiction of certain 
Egyptian tribunals embraced matters cognizable by the minister, con-
suls, or other functionaries of the United States in Egypt, except as 
to cases actually commenced before the date of the said proclamation; 
WHEREAS at the time of the issuance of the said proclamation the 

jurisdiction of the said Egyptian tribunals did not extend to certain 
categories of cases within the jurisdiction of the minister, consuls, or 
other functionaries of the United States which were accordingly retained 
within the jurisdiction of, and have continued to the present time to 
be exercised by, those functionaries; 
W HEREAS the Government of the United States and other govern-

ments concluded a convention with the Government of Egypt on 
May 8, 1937, providing for the termination of the capitulatory rights 
now enjoyed by the United States and other powers in Egypt and 
providing that, during the period October 15, 1937-October 14, 1949, 
the judicial functions now exercised by consular courts would be exer-
cised by the Mixed Tribunals of Egypt, except as to personal status 
matters—as defined in article 28 of the ROglement d'Organisation Judi-
ciaire annexed to and forming a part of the said convention of May 8, 
1937—with respect to which the said convention provides that the 
signatory governments may retain existing consular courts for the 
purpose of jurisdiction in cases involving the personal status of their 
respective nationals during the period October 15, 1937-October 14, 
1949; 
W HEREAS, pending the ratification of the said convention by the 

Government of the United States, it is in the interest of the United 
States to cooperate with the Government of Egypt and the other 
capitulatory powers by suspending the jurisdiction now exercised by 
the minister, consuls, or other functionaries of the United States in 
Egypt and consenting to the transfer of that jurisdiction to the Mixed 
Tribunals of Egypt, except jurisdiction in matters involving the per-
sonal status of citizens of the United States; and 

51 Stat. 397. 
19 Stat. 662. 
18 Stat. 23. 

12 Stat. 72. 



WHEREAS satisfactory information has been received by me that
the said Mixed Tribunals of Egypt are organized on a basis likely to
secure to citizens of the United States in Egypt the impartial justice
which they now enjoy under the judicial functions exercised by the
minister, consuls, or other functionaries of the United States pursuant
to the said act of Congress of June 22, 1860:

Now, THEREFORE, I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of the
United States of America, by virtue of the power and authority con-
ferred upon me by the said act of Congress approved March 23, 1874,
do hereby suspend, effective October 15, 1937, during the pleasure of
the President, the judicial functions now exercised by the minister,
consuls, or other functionaries of the United States in Egypt, except
as to cases actually commenced before October 15, 1937, and except
as to matters involving the personal status of citizens of the United
States as defined in article 28 of the RBglement d'Organisation Judiciaire
annexed to the said convention of May 8, 1937.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the
Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this 9th day of October, in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-seven, and of

[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the one
hundred and sixty-second.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL
Secreary of State.

[No. 22551
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WHEREAS satisfactory information has been received by me that 
the said Mixed Tribunals of Egypt are organized on a basis likely to 
secure to citizens of the United States in Egypt the impartial justice 
which they now enjoy under the judicial functions exercised by the 
minister, consuls, or other functionaries of the United States pursuant 
to the said act of Congress of June 22, 1860: 
Now, THEREFORE, I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of the 

United States of America, by virtue of the power and authority con-
ferred upon me by the said act of Congress approved March 23, 1874, 
do hereby suspend, effective October 15, 1937, during the pleasure of 
the President, the judicial functions now exercised by the minister, 
consuls, or other functionaries of the United States in Egypt, except 
as to cases actually commenced before October 15, 1937, and except 
as to matters involving the personal status of citizens of the United 
States as defined in article 28 of the Reglement d' Organisation Judiciaire 
annexed to the said convention of May 8, 1937. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the 

Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the city of Washington this 9th day of October, in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-seven, and of 
[sEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and sixty-second. 
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 

By the President: 
CORDELL HULL 

Secretary of State. 

[No. 22551 
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Treaty of friendship, commerce and navigation, final protocol and exchange
of notes between the United States of America and Siam. Signed at
Bangkok November 13, 1937; ratification advised by the Senate June
13, 1938; ratified by the President July 5, 1938; ratified by Siam
March 4, 1938; ratifications exchanged at Bangkok October 1, 1938;
proclaimed October 5, 1938. And related notes.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

A PROCLAMATION.

WHEREAS a Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation be-
tween the United States of America and the Kingdom of Siam, a
Final Protocol thereto, and an Agreement in regard to monopolies,
effected by an Exchange of Notes, were signed by the respective
Plenipotentiaries of the United States of America and Siam at
Bangkok on the thirteenth day of November, one thousand nine
hundred and thirty-seven, which Treaty, Final Protocol and
Exchange of Notes in the English language are word for word as
follows:

Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation
Between the

United States of America and Siam.

The United States of America and the Kingdom of Siam, desirous
of strengthening the bond of peace which happily prevails between
them, by arrangements designed to promote friendly intercourse
between their respective territories through provisions responsive to
the spiritual, cultural, economic and commercial aspirations of the
peoples thereof, have resolved to conclude a Treaty of Friendship,
Commerce and Navigation and for that purpose have appointed as
their Plenipotentiaries:

THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: Edwin L.
Neville, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of the
United States of America;
and

HIs MAJESTY THE KING OF SIAM: Luang Pradist Manudharm
(Pridi Banomyong), Minister of Foreign Affairs;

Who, having communicated to each other their full powers found
to be in due form, have agreed upon the following articles:

ARTICLE 1.

There shall be constant peace and perpetual friendship between
the United States of America and the Kingdom of Siam. The
nationals of each of the High Contracting Parties shall be permitted
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Treaty of friendsh,ip , commerce and navigation, final protocol and exchange 
of notes between the United States of America and Siam. Signed at 
Bangkok November 13, 1937; ratification advised by the Senate June 
13, 1938; ratified by the President July 5, 1938; ratified by Siam 
March 4, 1938; ratifications exchanged at Bangkok October 1, 1938; 
proclaimed October 5, 1938. And related notes. 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 

A PROCLAMATION. 

WHEREAS a Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation be-
tween the United States of America and the Kingdom of Siam, a 
Final Protocol thereto, and an Agreement in regard to monopolies, 
effected by an Exchange of Notes, were signed by the respective 
Plenipotentiaries of the United States of America and Siam at 
Bangkok on the thirteenth day of November, one thousand nine 
hundred and thirty-seven, which Treaty, Final Protocol and 
Exchange of Notes in the English language are word for word as 
follows: 

Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation 

Between the 

United States of America and Siam. 

The United States of America and the Kingdom of Siam, desirous 
of strengthening the bond of peace which happily prevails between 
them, by arrangements designed to promote friendly intercourse 
between their respective territories through provisions responsive to 
the spiritual, cultural, economic and commercial aspirations of the 
peoples thereof, have resolved to conclude a Treaty of Friendship, 
Commerce and Navigation and for that purpose have appointed as 
their Plenipotentiaries: 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: Edwin L. 

Neville, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of the 
United States of America; 
and 
HIS MAJES'FY TIFE KING or SIAM: Luang Pradist Manudharm 

(Pridi Banomyong), Minister of Foreign Affairs; 
Who, having communicated to each other their full powers found 

to be in due form, have agreed upon the following articles: 

ARTICLE 1. 

There shall be constant peace and perpetual friendship between 
the United States of America and the Kingdom of Siam. The 
nationals of each of the High Contracting Parties shall be permitted 
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to enter, travel and reside in the territories of the other, to carry
on their commerce and manufacture, to trade in all kinds of merchan-
dise of lawful commerce, to engage in religious, educational and
charitable work, to own or lease and occupy houses, manufactories,
warehouses and shops, to employ agents of their choice, to lease land
for residential, commercial, industrial, religious and charitable pur-
poses, and for use as cemeteries, and generally to do anything incident
to or necessary for the enjoyment of any of the foregoing privileges
upon the same terms as nationals of the State of residence, submitting
themselves to the laws and regulations there established.

Equality of taxes, They shall not be compelled, under any pretext whatsoever, to pay
etc.

any internal charges or taxes other or higher than those that are or
may be paid by nationals of the State of residence.

Protection of per- The nationals of each of the High Contracting Parties shall re-
sons and property.

ceive, in the territories of the other, the most constant protection
and security for their persons and property, and shall enjoy in this
respect the same rights and privileges as are or may be granted to
nationals of the State of residence on their submitting themselves
to the conditions imposed upon nationals of the State of residence.
They shall also enjoy in this respect that degree of protection and
security that is required by international law. Their property shall
not be taken without due process of law or without payment of just
compensation.

miitary serOe, con They shall be exempt in the territories of the other from com-
tributions, etc. pulsory military service on land, on sea, or in the air, in the regular

forces, or in the national guard, or in the militia; from all contribu-
tions in money or in kind, imposed in lieu of personal military serv-
ice, and from all forced loans or military contributions. They shall
not be subjected, in time of peace or in time of war, to military
requisitions except as imposed upon nationals.

sLibcety o corshi- The nationals of each of the High Contracting Parties shall enjoy
in the territories of the other entire liberty of conscience, and, sub-
ject to the local laws, ordinances and regulations, shall enjoy the
right of private and public exercise of their worship.

Caoing and pro- In al that relates to callings and professions, the nationals of eachfessions.
of the High Contracting Parties shall throughout the whole extent
of the territories of the other on condition of reciprocity be placed
in all respects on the same footing as the nationals of the most

mAcquiition, ertc. of favored nation. Furthermore, upon compliance with the provisionsmovable propmrty.

of local law, the nationals, including corporations, partnerships and
associations of each of the High Contracting Parties, shall, in the
territory of the other High Contracting Party, have the right to
acquire, possess and dispose of every kind of movable property on
the same terms as the nationals, including corporations, partnerships
and associations, of such other Party.

etvbke prop In all that relates to the acquisition, possession and disposition of
immovable property the nationals, including corporations, partner-
ships, associations and other legal entities of each High Contracting
Party shall in the territory of the other High Contracting Party
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may be paid by nationals of the State of residence. 
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respect the same rights and privileges as are or may be granted to 
nationals of the State of residence on their submitting themselves 
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tions in money or in kind, imposed in lieu of personal military serv-
ice, and from all forced loans or military contributions. They shall 
not be subjected, in time of peace or in time of war, to military 
requisitions except as imposed upon nationals. 
The nationals of each of the High Contracting Parties shall enjoy 

in the territories of the other entire liberty of conscience, and, sub-
ject to the local laws, ordinances and regulations, shall enjoy the 
right of private and public exercise of their worship. 
In all that relates to callings and professions, the nationals of each 

of the High Contracting Parties shall throughout the whole extent 
of the territories of the other on condition of reciprocity be placed 
in all respects on the same footing as the nationals of the most 
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acquire, possess and dispose of every kind of movable property on 
the same terms as the nationals, including corporations, partnerships 
and associations, of such other Party. 
In all that relates to the acquisition, possession and disposition of 

immovable property the nationals, including corporations, partner-
ships, associations and other legal entities of each High Contracting 
Party shall in the territory of the other High Contracting Party 
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be subject exclusively to the applicable laws of the situs of such im-
movable property. The applicable laws of the situs of immovable
property as herein used shall in reference to the nationals of Siam
be understood and construed to mean the laws applicable to immov-
able property of the state, territory or possession of the United
States of America in which such immovable property is situate;
and nothing herein shall be construed to change, affect or abrogate
the laws applicable to immovable property of any state, territory
or possession of the United States of America.

It is expressly agreed that nationals of the United States of
America, including corporations, partnerships and associations, who
are legal residents of or are organized under the laws of any state,
territory or possession of the United States of America which accords
to nationals of Siam the right to acquire, possess and dispose of im-
movable property, shall, in return, be accorded all the rights respect-
ing immovable property in Siam which are or may hereafter be
accorded to the nationals, including corporations, partnerships or
associations of any other country, upon the principle of non-discrim-
inatory treatment.

The nationals, including corporations and associations, of either
High Contracting Party shall enjoy in the territories of the other
Party, upon compliance with the conditions there imposed, most-
favored-nation treatment in respect of the exploration for and exploi-
tation of mineral resources; provided that neither Party shall be
required to grant rights and privileges in respect of the mining of
coal, phosphate, oil, oil shale, gas and sodium on the public domain,
or in respect of the ownership of stock in domestic corporations en-
gaged in such operations, greater than its nationals, corporations and
associations receive from the other Party. It is understood, however,
that neither High Contracting Party shall be required by anything
in this paragraph to grant any application for any such right or
privilege if at the time such application is presented the granting
of all similar applications shall have been suspended or discontinued.

AmrICLE 2.

The dwellings, warehouses, manufactories, shops and other places
of business and all other property of the nationals of each of the
High Contracting Parties in the territories of the other, and all
premises appertaining thereto used for any purposes set forth in
Article 1 shall be respected. It shall not be allowable to proceed to
make a domiciliary visit to, or a search of, any such buildings and
premises, or to examine or inspect books, papers, or accounts, except
under the conditions and in conformity with the forms prescribed
by the laws, ordinances and regulations for nationals of the State
of residence.

ABTIrc 3.

The nationals of each of the High Contracting Parties, equally
with those of the most favored nation, shall have liberty freely to
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be subject exclusively to the applicable laws of the situs of such im-
movable property. The applicable laws of the situs of immovable 
property as herein used shall in reference to the nationals of Siam 
be understood and construed to mean the laws applicable to immov-
able property of the state, territory or possession of the United 
States of America in which such immovable property is situate; 
and nothing herein shall be construed to change, affect or abrogate 
the laws applicable to immovable property of any state, territory 
or possession of the United States of America. 
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that neither High Contracting Party shall be required by anything 
in this paragraph to grant any application for any such right or 
privilege if at the time such application is presented the granting 
of all similar applications shall have been suspended or discontinued. 

ARTICLE 2. 

The dwellings, warehouses, manufactories, shops and other places 
of business and all other property of the nationals of each of the 
High Contracting Parties in the territories of the other, and all 
premises appertaining thereto used for any purposes set forth in 
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make a domiciliary visit to, or a search of, any such buildings and 
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by the laws, ordinances and regulations for nationals of the State 
of residence. 
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come with their ships and cargoes to all places, ports and rivers in
the territories of the other which are or may be opened to foreign
commerce and navigation, subject always to the laws of the country
to which they thus come.

Neither High Contracting Party shall establish or maintain prohibi-
tions or restrictions on imports from or exports to the territories
of the other Party which are not applied to the import and export
of any like article originating in or destined for any other country.
Any withdrawal of an import or export prohibition or restriction
which is granted even temporarily by one of the High Contracting
Parties in favor of any article originating in or destined for a third
country shall be applied immediately and unconditionally to the like
article originating in or destined for the territories of the other Party.

Nothing in this Treaty shall be construed to restrict the right of
either High Contracting Party to impose, on such terms as it may
see fit, measures prohibiting or restricting the exportation or im-
portation of gold or silver, or measures for the prohibition or the
control of the export, or sale for export, of arms, ammunition or
implements of war, and, in exceptional circumstances, all other
military supplies.

Nothing in this Treaty shall be construed to restrict the right of
either High Contracting Party to impose, on such terms as it may
see fit, subject to the principle of non-discriminatory treatment:

(1) Prohibitions, restrictions or regulations for the enforcement
of police or revenue laws, including laws prohibiting or restricting
the importation, exportation, or sale of alcohol or alcoholic bever-
ages or of opium, the coca leaf, their derivatives, and other narcotic
drugs, as well as other laws imposed upon articles the internal pro-
duction, consumption, sale or transport of which is or may be for-
bidden or restricted by the national law;

(2) Prohibitions or restrictions necessary for the protection of
national or public security or health, or for the protection of animal
or plant life against disease, harmful pests or extinction;

(3) Prohibitions or restrictions upon articles which, as regards
production or trade, are or may hereafter be subject within the
country to a monopoly exercised by or under the control of the
State;

(4) Prohibitions or restrictions relating to prison-made goods, or
imposed on moral or humanitarian grounds.

If either High Contracting Party establishes or maintains import
or customs quotas or other quantitative restrictions on the importa-
tion of any article in which the other High Contracting Party has
an interest, or regulates the importation of any such article by means
of licenses or permits, the High Contracting Party taking such action
shall, upon request, inform the other High Contracting Party of the
total quantity of any such article permitted to be imported and shall
allot to the other High Contracting Party a share of the total per-
missible imports of such article equivalent to the proportion of the
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come with their ships and cargoes to all places, ports and rivers in 
the territories of the other which are or may be opened to foreign 
commerce and navigation, subject always to the laws of the country 
to which they thus come. 

Neither High Contracting Party shall establish or maintain prohibi-
tions or restrictions on imports from or exports to the territories 
of the other Party which are not applied to the import and export 
of any like article originating in or destined for any other country. 
Any withdrawal of an import or export prohibition or restriction 
which is granted even temporarily by one of the High Contracting 
Parties in favor of any article originating in or destined for a third 
country shall be applied immediately and unconditionally to the like 
article originating in or destined for the territories of the other Party. 
Nothing in this Treaty shall be construed to restrict the right of 

either High Contracting Party to impose, on such terms as it may 
see fit, measures prohibiting or restricting the exportation or im-
portation of gold or silver, or measures for the prohibition or the 
control of the export, or sale for export, of arms, ammunition or 
implements of war, and, in exceptional circumstances, all other 
military supplies. 
Nothing in this Treaty shall be construed to restrict the right of 

either High Contracting Party to impose, on such terms as it may 
see fit, subject to the principle of non-discriminatory treatment: 

(1) Prohibitions, restrictions or regulations for the enforcement 
of police or revenue laws, including laws prohibiting or restricting 
the importation, exportation, or sale of alcohol or alcoholic bever-
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(2) Prohibitions or restrictions necessary for the protection of 
national or public security or health, or for the protection of animal 
or plant life against disease, harmful pests or extinction; 

(3) Prohibitions or restrictions upon articles which, as regards 
production or trade, are or may hereafter be subject within the 
country to a monopoly exercised by or under the control of the 
State; 

(4) Prohibitions or restrictions relating to prison-made goods, or 
imposed on moral or humanitarian grounds. 

If either High Contracting Party establishes or maintains import 
or customs quotas or other quantitative restrictions on the importa-
tion of any article in which the other High Contracting Party has 
an interest, or regulates the importation of any such article by means 
of licenses or permits, the High Contracting Party taking such action 
shall, upon request, inform the other High Contracting Party of the 
total quantity of any such article permitted to be imported and shall 
allot to the other High Contracting Party a share of the total per-
missible imports of such article equivalent to the proportion of the 
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total importation of such article which the other High Contracting
Party supplied during a previous representative period, unless it is
mutually agreed to dispense with such allotment.

If either High Contracting Party establishes or maintains directly
or indirectly any form of control of the means of international pay-
ment it shall in this respect apply to the other High Contracting
Party the most-favored-nation treatment.

ARTICLE 4.

The nationals of each of the High Contracting Parties shall have
free access to the Courts of Justice of the other in pursuit and de-
fense of their rights; they shall be at liberty, equally with nationals
of the State of residence and with the nationals of the most favored
nation, to choose and employ lawyers, advocates and representatives
to pursue and defend their rights before such Courts.

There shall be imposed upon the nationals of either of the High
Contracting Parties no conditions or requirements in connection with
such access to the Courts of Justice of the other which do not apply
to nationals of the State of residence or to the nationals of the most
favored nation.

ARTICLE 5.

Limited liability and other corporations and associations, whether
or not for pecuniary profit, which have been or may hereafter bi or-
ganized in accordance with and under the laws, National, State or
Provincial, of either High Contracting Party and which maintain
central offices within the territories thereof, shall have their juridical
status recognized by the other High Contracting Party provided
that they pursue no aims within its territories contrary to its laws.
They shall enjoy free access to the Courts of Justice, on conforming
to the laws regulating the matter, as well for the prosecution as for
the defense of rights in all the degrees of jurisdiction established by
law.

The right of corporations and associations of either High Con-
tracting Party which have been so recognized by the other to estab-
lish themselves in the territories of the other Party or to establish
branch offices and fulfil their functions therein shall depend upon and
be governed solely by the consent of such Party as expressed in its
National, State or Provincial laws.

ARTICLE 6.

The nationals and goods, products, wares and merchandise of each
High Contracting Party within the territories of the other shall re-
ceive the same treatment as nationals and goods, products, wares and
merchandise of the country with regard to internal taxes, transit
duties, charges in respect to warehousing and other facilities and the
amount of drawbacks.
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total importation of such article which the other High Contracting 
Party supplied during a previous representative period, unless it is 
mutually agreed to dispense with such allotment. 

If either High Contracting Party establishes or maintains directly 
or indirectly any form of control of the means of international pay-
ment it shall in this respect apply to the other High Contracting 
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Limited liability and other corporations and associations, whether 
or not for pecuniary profit, which have been or may hereafter be or-
ganized in accordance with and under the laws, National, State or 
Provincial, of either High Contracting Party and which maintain 
central offices within the territories thereof, shall have their juridical 
status recognized by the other High Contracting Party provided 
that they pursue no aims within its territories contrary to its laws. 
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to the laws regulating the matter, as well for the prosecution as for 
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law. 
The right of corporations and associations of either High Con-
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The nationals and goods, products, wares and merchandise of each 
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Tonnage duties, etc.

ArICrLE 7.

No duties of tonnage, harbor, pilotage, lighthouse, quarantine or
other similar or corresponding duties or charges of whatever nature
or of whatever denomination levied in the name or for the profit of
the Government, public functionaries, private individuals, corpora-
tions or establishments of any kind shall be imposed in the ports of
the territories or territorial waters of either country upon the vessels
of the other country, which shall not equally and under the same con-
ditions be imposed in the like cases on national vessels. Such equal-
ity of treatment shall apply reciprocally to the respective vessels,
from whatever port or place they may arrive and whatever may be
their place of destination. In no case shall the treatment accorded
to the vessels and cargoes of one of the Parties be less favorable than
that accorded to the vessels and cargoes of any third State.

AxTICLE 8.

Each of the High Contracting Parties binds itself, in all that
pertains to the amount and collection of duties and other charges on
or in connection with importation or exportation, and with respect
to all rules and formalites in connection with importation and ex-
portation, and with respect to all laws or regulations affecting the
sale, taxation, or use of imported goods within the country, to grant
to the nationals, vessels or goods of the other the advantage of every
favor, privilege or immunity which it accords or may hereafter ac-
cord to the nationals, vessels or goods of any other State, regardless
of whether such other State shall have been accorded such treatment
gratuitously or in return for reciprocal compensatory treatment.

It is understood that the Customs tariffs applicable to articles,
the produce or manufacture of either of the High Contracting Parties
imported into the territories of the other, shall be regulated by the
laws of the country of importation.

ARTICLE 9.

The nationals of each of the High Contracting Parties shall have
in the territories of the other the same rights as nationals of that
High Contracting Party in regard to patents for inventions, trade-
marks, trade-names, designs and copyright in literary and artistic
works, upon fulfilment of the formalities prescribed by law.

ARTICLE 10.

Merchant vessels and other privately owned vessels under the flag
of either of the High Contracting Parties shall be permitted to dis-
charge portions of cargoes at any port open to foreign commerce in
the territories of the other High Contracting Party, and to proceed
with the remaining portions of such cargoes to any other ports of
the same territories open to foreign commerce, without paying other
or higher tonnage dues or port charges in such cases than would be
paid by national vessels in like circumstances, and they shall be per-
mitted to load in like manner at different ports in the same voyage
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ARTICLE 7. 

No duties of tonnage, harbor, pilotage, lighthouse, quarantine or 
other similar or corresponding duties or charges of whatever nature 
or of whatever denomination levied in the name or for the profit of 
the Government, public functionaries, private individuals, corpora-
tions or establishments of any kind shall be imposed in the ports of 
the territories or territorial waters of either country upon the vessels 
of the other country, which shall not equally and under the same con-
ditions be imposed in the like cases on national vessels. Such equal-
ity of treatment shall apply reciprocally to the respective vessels, 
from whatever port or place they may arrive and whatever may be 
their place of destination. In no case shall the treatment accorded 
to the vessels and cargoes of one of the Parties be less favorable than 
that accorded to the vessels and cargoes of any third State. 

.ARTICLE 8. 

Each of the High Contracting Parties binds itself, in all that 
pertains to the amount and collection of duties and other charges on 
or in connection with importation or exportation, and with respect 
to all rules and formalites in connection with importation and ex-
portation, and with respect to all laws or regulations affecting the 
sale, taxation, or use of imported goods within the country, to grant 
to the nationals, vessels or goods of the other the advantage of every 
favor, privilege or immunity which it accords or may hereafter ac-
cord to the nationals, vessels or goods of any other State, regardless 
of whether such other State shall have been accorded such treatment 
gratuitously or in return for reciprocal compensatory treatment. 

It is understood that the Customs tariffs applicable to articles, 
the produce or manufacture of either of the High Contracting Parties 
imported into the territories of the other, shall be regulated by the 
laws of the country of importation. 

Aim= 9. 

The nationals of each of the High Contracting Parties shall have 
in the territories of the other the same rights as nationals of that 
High Contracting Party in regard to patents for inventions, trade-
marks, trade-names, designs and copyright in literary and artistic 
works, upon fulfilment of the formalities prescribed by law. 

ARTICLE 10. 

Merchant vessels and other privately owned vessels under the flag 
of either of the High Contracting Parties shall be permitted to dis-
charge portions of cargoes at any port open to foreign commerce in 
the territories of the other High Contracting Party, and to proceed 
with the remaining portions of such cargoes to any other ports of 
the same territories open to foreign commerce, without paying other 
or higher tonnage dues or port charges in such cases than would be 
paid by national vessels in like circumstances, and they shall be per-
mitted to load in like manner at different ports in the same voyage 
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outward, provided, however, that the coasting trade of the High
Contracting Parties is exempt from the provisions of this Article and
from the other provisions of this Treaty, and is to be regulated
according to the laws of each High Contracting Party in relation
thereto. It is agreed, however, that nationals and vessels of either
High Contracting Party shall within the territories of the other
Party enjoy with respect to the coasting trade most-favored-nation
treatment.

ARTICLE 11.

In all that concerns the entering, clearing, stationing, loading and
unloading of vessels in the ports, basins, docks, roadsteads, harbors, or
rivers of the two countries, no privilege shall be granted to vessels
of a third Power which shall not equally be granted to vessels of the
other country, the intention of the High Contracting Parties being
that in these respects the vessels of each shall receive the treatment
accorded to vessels of the most favored nation.

ARTICLE 12.

Any ship of war or merchant vessel of either of the High Con-
tracting Parties which may be compelled by stress of weather, or
by reason of any other distress, to take shelter in a port or place of
the other shall be at liberty to refit therein, to procure all necessary
supplies, and to put to sea again, without paying any dues other than
such as would be payable by national vessels in like circumstances.
In case, however, the master of a merchant vessel should be under
the necessity of disposing of a part of his cargo in order to defray
expenses, he shall be bound to conform to the regulations and tariffs
of the place to which he may have come.

If any ship of war or merchant vessel of one of the High Con-
tracting Parties should run aground or be wrecked upon the coasts
of the other, the local authorities shall give prompt notice of the
occurrence to the nearest Consular Officer of the other Party.

Such stranded or wrecked ship or vessel and all parts thereof,
and all equipment and appurtenances belonging thereto, and all goods
and merchandise saved therefrom, including those which may have
been cast into the sea, or the proceeds thereof, if sold, as well as all
papers found on board such stranded or wrecked ship or vessel, shall
be given up to the owners or their agents, when claimed by them.

If such owners or agents are not on the spot, the aforesaid prop-
erty or proceeds from the sale thereof and the papers found on
board the vessel shall be delivered to the proper Consular Officer of
the High Contracting Party whose vessel is wrecked or stranded,
provided that such Consular Officer shall make claim within the
period fixed by the laws, ordinances and regulations of the country in
which the wreck or stranding has occurred; and such Consular
Officer, owners or agents shall pay only the expenses incurred in
the preservation of the property, together with the salvage or other
expenses which would have been payable in the case of a wreck or
stranding of a national vessel.
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Customs duties on
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Assistance to nation-
als of his State by
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The goods and merchandise saved from the wreck or stranding
shall be exempt from all duties of the customs unless cleared for
consumption, in which case they shall pay ordinary duties.

In the case of a ship or vessel belonging to the nationals of one
of the High Contracting Parties being driven in by stress of weather
or by reason of any other distress, run aground or wrecked in the
territories of the other, the proper Consular Officer of the High Con-
tracting Party to which the vessel belongs, shall, if the owners or
their agents are not present, or are present but request it, be per-
mitted to interpose in order to afford appropriate assistance to the
nationals of his State.

ARTICLE 13.

The vessels of war of each of the High Contracting Parties may
enter, remain and make repairs in those ports and places of the other
to which the vessels of war of any other nation are accorded access;
and they shall submit to the same regulations and enjoy the same
honors, advantages, privileges and exemptions as are now, or may
hereafter be conceded to the vessels of war of any other nation.

Privileges, etc., ac-
corded vessels of war.

Consular Officers or
Agents, appointment.

Powers, etc, con-
ferred.

Acquisition of real-
ty, etc.

Tax exemption, if
used exclusively for
governmental pur-
poes.

Notice of death in
one country of a na-
tional of the other.

ATICLE 14.

Each of the High Contracting Parties may appoint Consuls Gen-
eral, Consuls, Vice Consuls and other Consular Officers or Agents to
reside in the towns and ports of the territories of the other where
similar officers of any other Power are permitted to reside.

Such Consular Officers and Agents, however, shall not enter upon
their functions until they shall have been approved and admitted by
the Government to which they are sent.

They shall be entitled on condition of reciprocity to exercise all
the powers and enjoy all the honors, privileges, exemptions and im-
munities of every kind which are, or may be, accorded to Consular
Officers of the most favored nation.

The Government of each High Contracting Party shall have the
right to acquire and own land and buildings required for diplomatic
or consular premises in the territories of the other High Contracting
Party and also to erect buildings in such territories for the purposes
stated, subject to local building regulations.

Lands and buildings situated in the territories of either High Con-
tracting Party of which the other High Contracting Party is the right-
ful owner and which are used exclusively for governmental purposes
by that owner shall be exempt from taxation of every kind, National,
State, Provincial and Municipal, other than assessments levied for
services or local public improvements by which the premises are
benefited.

ABrric 15.

In case of the death of a national of either High Contracting Party
in the territory of the other without having in the locality of his de-
cease any known heirs or testamentary executors by him appointed, the
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similar officers of any other Power are permitted to reside. 
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the powers and enjoy all the honors, privileges, exemptions and im-
munities of every kind which are, or may be, accorded to Consular 
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The Government of each High Contracting Party shall have the 

right to acquire and own land and buildings required for diplomatic 
or consular premises in the territories of the other High Contracting 
Party and also to erect buildings in such territories for the purposes 
stated, subject to local building regulations. 
Lands and buildings situated in the territories of either High Con-

tracting Party of which the other High Contracting Party is the right-
ful owner and which are used exclusively for governmental purposes 
by that owner shall be exempt from taxation of every kind, National, 
State, Provincial and Municipal, other than assessments levied for 
services or local public improvements by which the premises are 
benefited. 

Arnaz 15. 

In cam of the death of a national of either High Contracting Party 
in the territory of the other without having in the locality of his de-
cease any known heirs or testamentary executors by him appointed, the 
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competent local authorities shall at once inform the nearest Consular
Officer of the State of which the deceased was a national of the fact
of his death, in order that necessary information may be forwarded
to the parties interested.

In case of the death of a national of either of the High Contracting
Parties without will or testament, in the territory of the other High
Contracting Party, the Consular Officer of the State of which the de-
ceased was a national and within whose district the deceased made
his home at the time of death, shall, so far as the laws of the country
permit and pending the appointment of an administrator and until
letters of administration have been granted, be deemed qualified to
take charge of the property left by the decedent for the preservation
and protection of the same. Such Consular Officer shall have the right
to be appointed as administrator within the discretion of a tribunal
or other agency controlling the administration of estates provided the
laws of the place where the estate is administered so permit.

In case of the death of a national of either of the High Contracting
Parties without will or testament and without any known heirs resi-
dent in the country of his decease, the Consular Officer of the country
of which the deceased was a national shall be appointed administrator
of the estate of the deceased, provided the regulations of his own
Government permit such appointment and provided such appointment
is not in conflict with local law and the tribunal having jurisdiction
has no special reasons for appointing someone else.

Whenever a Consular Officer accepts the office of administrator of
the estate of a deceased countryman, he subjects himself as such to
the jurisdiction of the tribunal or other agency making the appoint-
ment for all necessary purposes to the same extent as a national
of the country where he was appointed.

Where no will, etc.,
preservation of prop-
erty until appoint-
ment of administrator.

Where no known
heirs resident in coun-
try; appointment of
administrator.

Status of Consular
Officer acting as ad-
ministrator.

ARTICLE 16.

It is understood by the High Contracting Parties that the stipula-
tions contained in this Treaty do not in any way affect, supersede, or
modify any of the laws, ordinances and regulations with regard
to naturalization, immigration, police and public security which are
in force or which may be enacted in either of the two countries.

ARTICLE 17.

Domestic laws with
regard to naturaliza-
tlon, etc., not affected.

The provisions of the present Treaty as regards the most-favored-
nation treatment do not apply to:

1) Favors now granted or which may hereafter be granted to an
adjoining State to facilitate frontier traffic;

2) Favors now granted or which may hereafter be granted to a
third State in virtue of a Customs Union;

3) Favors now contractually granted or which may hereafter be
contractually granted to a third State for the avoidance of double
taxation or the mutual protection of revenue;

Exceptions to most.
favored-nation treat.
ment.
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4) Favors now granted or which may hereafter be granted to an
adjoining State with regard to navigation on or use of boundary
waterways not navigable from the sea.

ARTICLE 18.

Former treaty su- The present Treaty shall, from the date of its entry into force,
perseded. be substituted for the Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Naviga-

tion between the United States of America and Siam signed at
42 stat. 192s. Washington on the 16th December 1920, and from this date the said

Treaty of 1920 and all arrangements and agreements subsidiary
thereto concluded or existing between the High Contracting Parties
shall cease to be binding.

ARTICLE 19.

Areas included. Subject to any limitation or exception hereinabove set forth, or
hereafter to be agreed upon, the territories of the High Contract-
ing Parties to which the provisions of this Treaty extend shall be
understood to include all areas of land and water over which the

Exception. Parties, respectively, exercise dominion as sovereign thereof, except
the Panama Canal Zone.

ArTICLE 20.

Dateotenteriginto The present Treaty shall enter into force in all of its provisions
re; duration. on the day of the exchange of ratifications and shall continue in force

for the term of five years from that day.
Termination- If within one year before the expiration of five years from the

day on which the present Treaty shall enter into force, neither High
Contracting Party notifies to the other Party an intention of ter-
minating the Treaty upon the expiration of the aforesaid period of
five years, the Treaty shall remain in full force and effect after the
aforesaid period and until one year from the day on which either
of the High Contracting Parties shall have notified to the other Party
an intention of terminating it.

Abrogated treaties, It is clearly understood, however, that termination of the present
eto., not revived by
ermination. Treaty as above provided for shall not have the effect of reviving

any of the Treaties, Conventions, Arrangements, or Agreements
abrogated by the present Treaty.

Ratification.

Signatures

ARTICLE 21.

This Treaty shall be ratified, and the ratifications thereof shall
be exchanged at Bangkok.

IN wmITNEB WHEBEOF the undersigned Plenipotentiaries have here-
unto signed their names and affixed their seals, this thirteenth day
of November in the nineteen hundred and thirty seventh year of the
Christian Era, corresponding to the thirteenth day of the eighth month
in the two thousand four hundred and eightieth year of the Buddhist
Era.

EDwiw L. NEVIz
LUANO PRBAST MANUDHARM

[SEAL]

[SEAL]
TV]DI~
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Subject to any limitation or exception hereinabove set forth, or 
hereafter to be agreed upon, the territories of the High Contract-
ing Parties to which the provisions of this Treaty extend shall be 
understood to include all areas of land and water over which the 
Parties, respectively, exercise dominion as sovereign thereof, except 
the Panama Canal Zone. 

ARTICLE 20. 

The present Treaty shall enter into force in all of its provisions 
on the day of the exchange of ratifications and shall continue in force 
for the term of five years from that day. 

If within one year before the expiration of five years from the 
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five years, the Treaty shall remain in full force and effect after the 
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It is clearly understood, however, that termination of the present 
Treaty as above provided for shall not have the effect of reviving 
any of the Treaties, Conventions, Arrangements, or Agreements 
abrogated by the present Treaty. 

ARTICLE 21. 

This Treaty shall be ratified, and the ratifications thereof shall 
be exchanged at Bangkok. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned Plenipotentiaries have here-

unto signed their names and affixed their seals, this thirteenth day 
of November in the nineteen hundred and thirty seventh year of the 
Christian Era, corresponding to the thirteenth day of the eighth month 
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Enwpr L. NEVILLE [soma 

LUANG PRADIST MANuDHARIK [SEAL] 
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FINAL PROTOCOL

At the moment of proceeding this day to the signature of the
Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation between the
United States of America and the Kingdom of Siam, the two Pleni-
potentiaries have adopted the present Protocol which will have the
same validity as if the ratification thereof were inserted in the text
of the Treaty to which it refers:

1. It is understood that in all matters for which national treat-
ment is provided in this Treaty, the nationals of each of the High
Contracting Parties shall not be treated by the other less favorably
than the nationals of any other country.

2. It is understood that the provisions of Article 6 shall not be Ant,p.1735.
deemed to preclude either of the High Contracting Parties from
charging differing rates of license fees for the sale of imported
spirituous liquors and of spirituous liquors manufactured by or
under license from the State.

3. It is understood that the provisions prescribing most-favored-
nation treatment in this Treaty do not apply to any advantages now
accorded or which may hereafter be accorded by the United States
of America, its territories or possessions or the Panama Canal Zone
to one another or to the Republic of Cuba, or to any advantages now
or hereafter accorded by the United States of America, its terri-
tories or possessions or the Panama Canal Zone to one another, irre-
spective of any change in the political status of any of the terri-
tories or possessions of the United States of America.

4. It is understood that the payment of just compensation pro-
vided for in Article 1, paragraph 3, shall be determined by due Ante,p.1732.

process of law, without prejudice to redress, if any, according to
international law.

5. It is understood that the most-favored-nation treatment in
respect of the control of the means of international payment pro-
vided for in the last paragraph of Article 3 of this Treaty shall be An t p. 135.

applied unconditionally, and that such control shall be administered
so as not to influence to the disadvantage of the other High Con-
tracting Party the competitive relationships between articles origi-
nating in the territories of such Party and similar articles originat-
ing in third countries and so as not to impair the operation of any
other provisions of this Treaty.

6. It is understood that in the application of the provisions of
Article 7 Siam reserves the right to apply, in the matter of compul- At, p. 173.

sory pilotage, the provisions of the Convention and Statute on the
International Regime of Maritime Ports, signed at Geneva, Decem-
ber 9. 1923.

98907 °-39-PT 3-20
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7. It is understood that Siam reserves her national fisheries, which
shall continue to be regulated by her national laws.

signatures. IN WITNEss WHEREOF the undersigned plenipotentiaries have here-

unto signed their names and affixed their seals, this thirteenth day
of November in the nineteen hundred and thirty seventh year of the
Christian Era, corresponding to the thirteenth day of the eighth
month in the two thousand four hundred and eightieth year of the
Buddhist Era.

EDWIN L. NEVLLE [SEAL]
LUANG PBADISp MANUDHARM [SEAL]
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Signatures. 

7. It is understood that Siam reserves her national fisheries, which 
shall continue to be regulated by her national laws. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned plenipotentiaries have here-

unto signed their names and affixed their seals, this thirteenth day 
of November in the nineteen hundred and thirty seventh year of the 
Christian Era, corresponding to the thirteenth day of the eighth 
month in the two thousand four hundred and eightieth year of the 
Buddhist Era. 

EDWIN L. NEVILLE [SEAL] 
LUANG PRADIST MANIIDHARM [SEAL] 
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[EXCHANGE OF NOTES]

[The Siamese Minister of Foreign Affairs (Manudharm) to the
American Minister (Neville)]

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRs,
Saranromya Palace, 13th November, 1937.

MONSIEUR LE MINISTRE,

In regard to sub-paragraph 3 of paragraph 4 of Article 3 of the
Treaty signed by us today, we have reached the following agreement
which is to remain in force during the life of the Treaty:

In the event of the establishment of a monopoly for the importa-
tion, production, or sale of a particular commodity by the Govern-
ment or by a private individual or organization under authority of
the Government, my Government agrees that in respect of the for-
eign purchases of such monopoly the commerce of your country shall
receive fair and equitable treatment. To this end it is agreed that
in making its foreign purchases of any product such monopoly will
be influenced solely by those considerations, such as price, quality,
marketability, and terms of sale, which would ordinarily be taken
into account by a private commercial enterprise interested solely in
purchasing such product on the most favourable terms.

I avail myself of this opportunity, Monsieur le Ministre, to renew
to Your Excellency the assurance of my highest consideration.

LuANG PRADIST MANUDIHAE

His Excellency Monsieur EDWIN L. NEVILLE,

Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary
of the United States of America,

Bangkok.

[The American Minister (Neville) to the Siamese Minister of Foreign
Affairs (Manudharm) ]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

No. 15. Bangkok, November 13, 1937.
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to confirm Your Excellency's note of November
13, 1937, in which you state that in regard to sub-paragraph 3 of
paragraph 4 of Article 3 of the Treaty signed by us today, we have
reached the following agreement which is to remain in force during
the life of the Treaty:

In the event of the establishment of a monopoly for the importa-
tion, production, or sale of a particular commodity by the Govern-
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[EXCHANGE OF NOTES] 

[The Siamese Minister of Foreign Affairs (Mainudharm) to the 
American Minister (Neville)] 

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, 
Saranrornya Palace, 13th November, 1937. 

MONSIEUR LE MINISTRE, 
In regard to sub-paragraph 3 of paragraph 4 of Article 3 of the 

Treaty signed by us today, we have reached the following agreement 
which is to remain in force during the life of the Treaty: 
In the event of the establishment of a monopoly for the importa-

tion, production, or sale of a particular commodity by the Govern-
ment or by a private individual or organization under authority of 
the Government, my Government agrees that in respect of the for-
eign purchases of such monopoly the commerce of your country shall 
receive fair and equitable treatment. To this end it is agreed that 
in making its foreign purchases of any product such monopoly will 
be influenced solely by those considerations, such as price, quality, 
marketability, and terms of sale, which would ordinarily be taken 
into account by a private commercial enterprise interested solely in 
purchasing such product on the most favourable terms. 
I avail myself of this opportunity, Monsieur le Ministre, to renew 

to Your Excellency the assurance of my highest consideration. 

LUANG PRADIST MANUDIIARM 

His Excellency Monsieur EDWIN L. NEvir.T.r., 
Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary 

of the United States of America, 
Bangkok. 

[The American Minister (Neville) to the Siamese Minister of Foreign 
Affairs (Manudharm)] 

LEGATION OF THE UNITE1) STATES OF AMERICA 
No. 15. Bangkok, November 13, 1937. 

ExcELLEN-c-r: 
I have the honor to confirm Your Excellency's note of November 

13, 1937, in which you state that in regard to sub-paragraph 3 of 
paragraph 4 of Article 3 of the Treaty signed by us today, we have 
reached the following agreement which is to remain in force during 
the life of the Treaty: 
In the event of the establishment of a monopoly for the importa-

tion, production, or sale of a particular commodity by the Govern-



ment or by a private individual or organization under authority of
the Government, my Government agrees that in respect of the foreign
purchases of such monopoly the commerce of your country shall
receive fair and equitable treatment. To this end it is agreed that
in making its foreign purchases of any product such monopoly will
be influenced solely by those considerations, such as price, quality,
marketability, and terms of sale, which would ordinarily be taken
into account by a private commercial enterprise interested solely
in purchasing such product on the most favorable terms.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the
assurances of my highest consideration.

EDWIN L. NEVILLE
American Minister.

His Excellency LuJANG PRADIST MANUDHARM,

His Siamese Majesty's Minister of Foreign Affairs,
Bangkok.

Exchange of ratifl- AND WHEREAS the said Treaty, Final Protocol and Agreement by
cations.

Exchange of Notes have been duly ratified on the part of both the
United States of America and Siam, and the ratifications of the two
Governments were exchanged at Bangkok on the first day of October
one thousand nine hundred and thirty-eight.

Proclamation. Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
President of the United States of America, have caused the said
Treaty, Final Protocol and Exchange of Notes to be made public
to the end that the same and every article and clause thereof may
be observed and fulfilled with good faith by the United States of
America and the citizens thereof.

IN TESTIMONY WHREEOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this fifth day of October, in the
year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirty-

[SEAL] eight, and of the Independence of the United States of
America the one hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

SUMNER WELLES
Acting Secretary of State.
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Exchange of ratifi-
cations. 

Proclamation. 

ment or by a private individual or organization under authority of 
the Government, my Government agrees that in respect of the foreign 
purchases of such monopoly the commerce of your country shall 
receive fair and equitable treatment. To this end it is agreed that 
in making its foreign purchases of any product such monopoly will 
be influenced solely by those considerations, such as price, quality, 
marketability, and terms of sale, which would ordinarily be taken 
into account by a private commercial enterprise interested solely 
in purchasing such product on the most favorable terms. 
I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the 

assurances of my highest consideration. 
EDWIN L. NEVILLE 

American Minister. 
His Excellency LUANG PRADIST MANTIDHARM, 

His Siamese Majesty's Minister of Foreign Affairs, 
Bangkok. 

AND WHEREAS the said Treaty, Final Protocol and Agreement by 
Exchange of Notes have been duly ratified on the part of both the 
United States of America and Siam, and the ratifications of the two 
Governments were exchanged at Bangkok on the first day of October 
one thousand nine hundred and thirty-eight. 
Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, 

President of the United States of America, have caused the said 
Treaty, Final Protocol and Exchange of Notes to be made public 
to the end that the same and every article and clause thereof may 
be observed and fulfilled with good faith by the United States of 
America and the citizens thereof. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused 

the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the city of Washington this fifth day of October, in the 

year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirty-
[BEAL] eight, and of the Independence of the United States of 

America the one hundred and sixty-third. 

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 
By the President: 

SUMNER W AZ,LE,4 
Acting Secretary of State. 
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RELATED NOTES

The Siamese Minister of Foreign Affairs (Manudharm) to the
American Minister (Neville)

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS,
Saranromya Palace, 13th November, 1937.

MONSIEUR LE MINISTRE,

Referring to Article 1 of the Treaty signed by us this day which
provides among other things for the holding of real property in
Siam by Americans, I have the honour to state that:

1. With respect to lands of which American nationals, partner-
ships, corporations, or associations are the rightful owners, whether
or not they now possess papers of any kind, they may apply to have
title papers issued in the regular way.

2. As to the lands held under lease from Government, the Siamese
Government will not interrupt the possession by the missions as long
as they continue to use the land for mission purposes.

3. It is understood that the Siamese Government is not identified
with Wat administration; that is to say, the foregoing understand-
ing must not be construed as a promise by the Government to inter-
fere with lands held and claimed by religious authorities, whether
Buddhists or of any other faith.

4. Of course, all mission lands are held subject to the exercise by
the Siamese Government of the right of eminent domain.

I avail myself of this opportunity, Monsieur le Ministre, to renew
to Your Excellency the assurance of my highest consideration.

LUANG PRADIST MANUDHARM

His Excellency Monsieur EDWIN L. NEVILLE,
Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary

of the United States of America,
Bangkok.

The American Minister (Neville) to the Siamese Minister of
Foreign Affairs (Manudharm)

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
No. 14. Bangkok, November 13, 1937.
ExcELLENC :

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's
note of November 13, 1937, in regard to Article 1 of the Treaty signed
by us this day which provides among other things for the holding of
real property in Siam by Americans, and to confirm that:

1. With respect to lands of which American nationals, partner-
ships, corporations, or associations are the rightful owners, whether
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RELATED NOTES 

The Siamese Minister of Foreign Affairs (Manudharm,) to the 
American Minister (Neville) 

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, 
Saranromya Palace, 13th, November, 1937. 

MONSIEUR LE MINISTRE, 
Referring to Article 1 of the Treaty signed by us this day which 

provides among other things for the holding of real property in 
Siam by Americans, I have the honour to state that: 

1. With respect to lands of which American nationals, partner-
ships, corporations, or associations are the rightful owners, whether 
or not they now possess papers of any kind, they may apply to have 
title papers issued in the regular way. 

2. As to the lands held under lease from Government, the Siamese 
Government will not interrupt the possession by the missions as long 
as they continue to use the land for mission purposes. 

3. It is understood that the Siamese Government is not identified 
with Wat administration; that is to say, the foregoing understand-
ing must not be construed as a promise by the Government to inter-
fere with lands held and claimed by religious authorities, whether 
Buddhists or of any other faith. 

4. Of course, all mission lands are held subject to the exercise by 
the Siamese Government of the right of eminent domain. 
I avail myself of this opportunity, Monsieur le Ministre, to renew 

to Your Excellency the assurance of my highest consideration. 

LUANG PRADIST MAN'UDHARM 

His Excellency Monsieur EnwiN L. NEVILLE, 
Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary 

of the United States of America, 
Bangkok. 

The American Minister (Neville) to the Siamese Minister of 
Foreign Affairs (Manudh,arm) 

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
No. 14. Bangkok, November 13, 1937. 
EXCELLENCY: 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's 

note of November 13, 1937, in regard to Article 1 of the Treaty signed 
by us this day which provides among other things for the holding of 
real property in Siam by Americans, and to confirm that: 

1. With respect to lands of which American nationals, partner-
ships, corporations, or associations are the rightful owners, whether 



or not they now possess papers of any kind, they may apply to have
title papers issued in the regular way.

2. As to the lands held under lease from Government, the Siamese
Government will not interrupt the possession by the missions as long
as they continue to use the land for mission purposes.

3. It is understood that the Siamese Government is not identified
with Wat administration; that is to say, the foregoing understanding
must not be construed as a promise by the Government to interfere
with lands held and claimed by religious authorities, whether Bud-
dhists or of any other faith.

4. All Mission Lands are held subject to the exercise by the
Siamese Government of the right of eminent domain.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency
the assurances of my highest consideration.

EDWIN L. NEVILLE
American Minister.

His Excellency LTANG PRADIST MANUDHARM,
His Siamese Majesty's Minister of Foreign Affairs,

Bangkok.

The Siamese Minister of Foreign Affairs (Manudharm) to the
American Minister (Neville)

MINISTRY OF FOrEIoN ATFAB,
Saranromya Palace, 13th November, 1937.

MONSIER LE MNIMSTE,
With reference to Article 1 of the Treaty of Friendship, Commerce

and Navigation between Siam and the United States of America,
signed this day, I have the honour to inform Your Excellency that
it is the intention of the Siamese Government to grant to foreigners
the right to acquire immovable property necessary for residential,
commercial, industrial, religious and charitable purposes as well as
for use as cemeteries, while the acquisition of lands of the public
domain will be reserved for the subjects of Siam without prejudice
however to the rights already acquired according to the laws and
regulations at the coming into force of the new Treaty.

I avail myself of this opportunity, Monsieur le Ministre, to re-
new to Your Excellency the assurance of my highest consideration.

LUANG PRADIST MANUDHARL
His Excellency Monsieur EDWIN L. NEVnLE,

Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary
of the United States of America,

Bangkok.
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or not they now possess papers of any kind, they may apply to have 
title papers issued in the regular way. 

2. As to the lands held under lease from Government, the Siamese 
Government will not interrupt the possession by the missions as long 
as they continue to use the land for mission purposes. 

3. It is understood that the Siamese Government is not identified 
with Wat administration; that is to say, the foregoing understanding 
must not be construed as a promise by the Government to interfere 
with lands held and claimed by religious authorities, whether Bud-
dhists or of any other faith. 

4. All Mission Lands are held subject to the exercise by the 
Siamese Government of the right of eminent domain. 
I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency 

the assurances of my highest consideration. 
EDWIN L. NEVILLE 

American Minister. 
His Excellency LUANG PRADIST MANUDHARM, 

His Siamese Majesty's Minister of Foreign Affairs, 
Bangkok. 

The Siamese Minister of Foreign Affairs (Manudharm) to the 
American Minister (Neville) 

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFTA/RS, 
Saranroraya Palace, 13th November, 1937. 

MONSIEUR LE MINISTRE, 
With reference to Article 1 of the Treaty of Friendship, Commerce 

and Navigation between Siam and the United States of America, 
signed this day, I have the honour to inform Your Excellency that 
it is the intention of the Siamese Government to grant to foreigners 
the right to acquire immovable property necessary for residential, 
commercial, industrial, religious and charitable purposes as well as 
for use as cemeteries, while the acquisition of lands of the public 
domain will be reserved for the subjects of Siam without prejudice 
however to the rights already acquired according to the laws and 
regulations at the coming into force of the new Treaty. 
I avail myself of this opportunity, Monsieur le Ministre, to re-

new to Your Excellency the assurance of my highest consideration. 

LUANG PRADIST MANUDHARM 

His Excellency Monsieur EDWIN L. NEVILLE, 
Envoy Eatraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary 

of the United States of America, 
Bangkok. 
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The American Minister (Neville) to the Siamese Minister of
Foreign Affairs (Manudharm)

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERCA
No. 16. Bangkok, November 13, 1937.
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's
note of November 13, 1937, in which you were good enough to inform
me that, with reference to Article 1 of the Treaty of Friendship,
Commerce and Navigation between the United States of America
and Siam, signed this day, it is the intention of the Siamese Gov-
ernment to grant to foreigners the right to acquire immovable
property necessary for residential, commercial, industrial, religious
and charitable purposes as well as for use as cemeteries, while the
acquisition of lands of the public domain will be reserved for the
subjects of Siam without prejudice however to the rights already
acquired according to the laws and regulations at the coming into
force of the new Treaty.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency
the assurances of my highest consideration.

EDWIN L. NEvrILE
American Minister.

His Excellency LUANG PRADIST MANUDHARM,
His Siamese Majesty's Minister of Foreign Affairs,

Bangkok.

1747

No. 16. 

Excr.r.T.F.Ncy 
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The American Minister (Neville) to the Siamese Minister of 
Foreign Affairs (Manuclharm,) 

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Bangkok, November 13, 1937. 

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's 
note of November 13, 1937, in which you were good enough to inform 
me that, with reference to Article 1 of the Treaty of Friendship, 
Commerce and Navigation between the United States of America 
and Siam, signed this day, it is the intention of the Siamese Gov-
ernment to grant to foreigners the right to acquire immovable 
property necessary for residential, commercial, industrial, religious 
and charitable purposes as well as for use as cemeteries, while the 
acquisition of lands of the public domain will be reserved for the 
subjects of Siam without prejudice however to the rights already 
acquired according to the laws and regulations at the coming into 
force of the new Treaty. 
I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency 

the assurances of my highest consideration. 

EDWIN L. NEVILLE 
American Minister. 

His Excellency LUANG PRADIST MANITDHARM, 
His Siamese Majesty's Minister of Foreign Affairs, 

Bangkok. 



TREATIES

June 2, 1934
(T. S. No. 941]

Multilateral con-
vention for the pro-
tection of industrial
property.

Preamble.
25 Stat. 1372; 32 Stat.

1936; 38 Stat. 1645;
47 Stat. 1789.

Convention between the United States of America and other powers for
the protection of industrial property, revising the Paris convention of
March 20, 1883, revised at Brussels on December 14, 1900, at Wash-
ington on June 2, 1911, and at The Hague on November 6, 1925.
Signed at London June 2, 1934; ratification advised by the Senate
June 5, 1935; ratified by the President June 27, 1935; ratification
of the United States of America deposited at London July 12, 1956;
proclaimed October 28, 1938.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

A PROCLAMATION.

WHEREAS a convention revising the convention for the protection
of industrial property signed at Paris on March 20, 1883, revised at
Brussels on December 14, 1900, at Washington on June 2, 1911, and
at The Hague on November 6, 1925, was signed by the respective
plenipotentiaries of the United States of America and certain other
countries at London on June 2, 1934, which convention in the French
language is word for word as follows:

CONVENTION D'UNION DE PARIS DU 20 MARS 1883 POUR LA PRO-
TECTION DE LA PROPRIETE INDUSTRIELLE, REVISEE A BRUXELLES
LE 14 DECEMBRE 1900, A WASHINGTON LE 2 JUIN 1911, A LA HAYE
LE 6 NOVEMBRE 1925, ET A LONDRES LE 2 JUIN 1934.

LE President du Reich allemand; le President du Bundesstaat
d'Autriche; Sa Majest6 le Roi des Belges; le President des Etats-Unis
du Bresil; le President de la R6publique de Cuba; Sa Majest6 le Roi
de Danemark; le President de la Republique d'Espagne; le'President
des Etats-Unis d'Amerique; le President de la Republique de Finlande;
le President de la Republique frangaise; Sa Majeste le Roi de Grande-
Bretagne, d'Irlande et des Territoires britanniques au dela des Mers,
Empereur des Indes; Son Altesse Serenissime le Regent du Royaume
de Hongrie; Sa Majest6 le Roi d'Italie; Sa Majeste l'Empereur du
Japon; Son Altesse Ser6nissime le Prince de Liechtenstein; Sa Majeste
le Sultan du Maroc; le President des Etats-Unis du Mexique; Sa
Majeste le Roi de Norvege; Sa Majeste la Reine des Pays-Bas; le
President de la Republique polonaise (au nom de la Pologne et de
la Vile libre de Dantzig); le President de la Republique portugaise;
Sa Majeste le Roi de Suede; le Conseil fed&ral de la Confederation
suisse; le President de la Republique tchecoslovaque; Son Altesse le
Bey de Tunisie; le President de la R6publique turque; Sa Majest6
le Roi de Yougoslavie,

NoTE. For English translation see p. 1768.
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June 2, 1934  Convention between the United States of America and other powers for 
[T. S. No. 941] the protection of industrial property, revising the Paris convention of 

March 20, 1883, revised at Brussels on December 14, 1900, at Wash-
ington on June 2, 1911, and at The Hague on November 6, 1925. 
Signed at London June 2, 1934; ratification advised by the Senate 
June 5, 1935; ratified by the President June 27, 1935; ratification 
of the United States of America deposited at London July 12, 1935; 
proclaimed October 28, 1938. 

Multilateral con-
vention for the pro-
tection of industrial 
property. 
Preamble. 
25 Stat. 1372; 32 Stat. 

1938; 38 Stat. 1845; 
47 Stat. 1789. 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 

A PROCLAMATION. 

W HEREAS a convention revising the convention for the protection 
of industrial property signed at Paris on March 20, 1883, revised at 
Brussels on December 14, 1900, at Washington on June 2, 1911, and 
at The Hague on November 6, 1925, was signed by the respective 
plenipotentiaries of the United States of America and certain other 
countries at London on June 2, 1934, which convention in the French 
language is word for word as follows: 1 

CONVENTION D'UNION DE PARIS DU 20 MARS 1883 POUR LA PRO-
TECTION DE LA PROPRIETE INDUSTRIELLE, REVISEE A BRUXELLES 
LE 14 DECEMBRE 1900, A WASHINGTON LE 2 JUIN 1911, A LA HAVE 
LE 6 NOVEMBRE 1925, ET A LONDRES LE 2 JUIN 1934. 

LE President du Reich allemand; le President du Bundesstaat 
d'Autriche; Sa Majeste le Roi des Belges; le President des Etats-Unis 
du Bresil; le President de la Republique de Cuba; Sa Majeste le Roi 
de Danemark; 1 President de la Republique d'Espagne; leTresident 
des Etats-Unis d'Arnerique; le President de la Republique de Finlande; 
le President de la Republique frangaise; Sa Majeste le Roi de Grande-
Bretagne, d'Irlande et des Territoires britanniques au dela, des Mers, 
Empereur des Indes; Son Altesse Serenisshne le Regent du Royaume 
de Hongrie; Sa Majeste le Roi d'Italie; Sa Majeste l'Empereur du 
Japon; Son Altesse Serenissime le Prince de Liechtenstein; Sa Majeste 
le Sultan du Maroc; le President des Etats-Unis du Mexique; Sa 
Majeste le Roi de Norvege; Sa Majeste la Reine des Pays-Bas; le 
President de la Republique polonaise (au nom de la Pologne et de 
la Vile libre de Dantzig); le President de la Republique portugaise; 
Sa Majeste le Roi de Suede; le Conseil federal de la Confederation 
suisse; le President de la Republique tchecoslovaque; Son Altesse le 
Bey de Tunisie; le President de la Republique turque; Sa Majeste 
le Roi de Yougoslavie, 

1 NOTE. For English translation see p. 1768. 
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Ayant jug6 utile d'apporter certaines modifications et additions A
la Convention internationale du 20 mars 1883, portant creation d'une
Union internationale pour la Protection de la Propridt6 industrielle,
revisee A Bruxelles le 14 d6cembre 1900, A Washington le 2 juin 1911
et A La Haye le 6 novembre 1925, ont nomm6 pour leurs Plenipo-
tentiaires, savoir:

Le President du Reich allemand:
Son Excellence M. Leopold von Hoesch, Ambassadeur

d'Allemagne a Londres.
M. Georg Klauer, President du Bureau des Brevets.
M. Wolfgang Kiuhnast, Geh. Justizrat, Directeur au Bureau

des Brevets.
M. Herbert Kiuhnemann, Landgerichtsrat au Ministere de la

Justice.

Le President du Bundesstaat d'Autriche:
M. le Hofrat Dr. Hans Werner, President conseiller du

Bureau des Brevets.

Sa Majeste le Roi des Belges:
M. Daniel Coppieters de Gibson, avocat A la Cour d'Appel de

Bruxelles.
M. Thomas Braun, avocat a la Cour d'Appel de Bruxelles.

Le President des Stats-Unis du Bresil:
M. Julio Augusto Barboza-Carneiro, Attache commercial

pros l'Ambassade du Bresil a Londres.

Le President de la Republique de Cuba:
M. le Dr. Gabriel Suarez Solar, Charge d'Affaires de Cuba A

Londres.

Sa Majeste le Roi de Danemark:
M. N. J. Ehrenreich-Hansen, Directeur de l'Administration

de la Propridte industrielle.

Le President de la Republique d'Espagne:
Son Excellence Don Ram6n Perez de Ayala, Ambassadeur

d'Espagne A Londres.
Don Fernando Cabello Lapiedra, Directeur du Bureau de

la Propriete industrielle.
Don Jos6 Garcia Monge y de Vera, Sub-chef et Secretaire

du Registre de la Propri6t6 industrielle.

Le President des Etats-Unis d'Amerique:
The Hon. Conway P. Coe, Commissaire des Brevets.
M. Thomas Ewing.
M. John A. Dienner.

Le President de la Republique de Finlande:
M. Juho Fredrik Kautola, Conseiller industriel, Chef du

Bureau des brevets au Ministere du Commerce et de
l'Industrie.
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Ayant jug4 utile d'apporter certaines modifications et additions a 
la Convention internationale du 20 mars 1883, portant creation d'une 
Union international° pour la Protection de la Propriete industrielle, 
revisee a Bruxelles le 14 decembre 1900, a Washington le 2 juin 1911 
et a La Haye le 6 novembre 1925, out nomme pour leurs Plenipo-
tentiaires, savoir: 

Le President du Reich allemand: 

Son Excellence M. Leopold von Hoesch, Ambassadeur 
d'Allemagne a Londres. 

M. Georg -Mauer, President du Bureau des Brevets. 
M. Wolfgang Kiihnast, Geh. Justizrat, Directeur au Bureau 

des Brevets. 
M. Herbert Kiihnemann, Landgerichtsrat au Minister° de la 

Justice. 

Le President du Bundesstaat d'Autrich,e: 

M. le Hofrat Dr. Hans Werner, President conseiller du 
Bureau des Brevets. 

Sa Majeste is Roi des Belges: 

M. Daniel Coppieters de Gibson, avocat a la Cour d'Appel de 
Bruxelles. 

M. Thomas Braun, avocat a la Cour d'Appel de Bruxelles. 

Le President des Etats-Unis du Brasil: 

M. Julio Augusto Barboza-Carneiro, Attaché commercial 
pres l'Ambassade du Bresil a Londres. 

Le President de la Republique de Cuba: 

M. le Dr. Gabriel Suarez Solar, Chargé d'Affaires de Cuba a 
Londres. 

Sa Majeste is Roi de Danemark: 

M. N. J. Ehrenreich-Hansen, Directeur de l'Administration 
de la Propriete industrielle. 

Le President de la Republique d'Espagne: 

Son Excellence Don Ramon Perez de Ayala, Ambassadeur 
d'Espagne a Londres. 

Don Fernando Cabello Lapiedra, Directeur du Bureau de 
la Propriete industrielle. 

Don Jose Garcia Monge y de Vera, Sub-chef et Secretaire 
du Registre de la Propriete industrielle. 

Le President des Etats-Unis d'Amerique: 

The Hon. Conway P. Coe, Commissaire des Brevets. 
M. Thomas Ewing. 
M. John A. Dienner. 

Le President de la Republique de Finlande: 

M. Julio Fredrik Kautola, Conseiller industriel, Chef du 
Bureau des brevets au Ministere du Commerce et de 
l'Industrie. 



Le President de la Republique franfaise:
Au nom de la Rgpublique Jranfaise:

M. Marcel Plaisant, S6nateur, Avocat A la Cour d'Appel
de Paris, D6elgue-adjoint de la France a la Soci6t6 des
Nations, Membre du Comit6 technique de la Propri6te
industrielle.

M. Roger Cambon, Ministre Plenipotentiaire, Conseiller
de l'Ambassade de France a Londres.

M. Georges Lainel, Directeur de la Propri6et industrielle
au Ministere du Commerce et de l'Industrie.

M. Georges Maillard, Avocat a la Cour d'Appel de Paris,
Vice-President du Comit6 technique de la Propriet6
industrielle.

Au nom des Stats de Syrie et du Liban:
M. Marcel Plaisant.

Sa MajestW le Roi de Grande-Bretagne, d'Irlande et des Territoires
britanniques au deld des Mers, Empereur des Indes:

Pour la Grande-Bretagne et l'Irlande du Nord:
Sir Frederick William Leith-Ross, K. C. B., K. C. M. G.,

Chief Economic Adviser to His Majesty's Govern-
ment in the United Kingdom.

Mr. Mark Frank Lindley, LL. D., Comptroller-General of
Patents, Designs and Trade Marks.

Sir William Smith Jarratt.

Pour le Commonwealth d'Australie:
Mr. Bernhard Wallach, Commissioner of Patents, Regis-

trar of Trade Marks, Registrar of Designs, Registrar
of Copyrights.

Pour I'Vtat libre d'Irlande:
Mr. John W. Dulanty, High Commissioner of the Irish

Free State in London.
Mr. Edward A. Cleary, Controller of Industrial and Com-

mercial Property.

Son Altesse Srknissime le Regent du Royaume de Hongrie:
M. Zoltin Schilling, President de la Cour royale hongroise des

Brevets.

Sa Majeste le Roi d'Italie:
Son Excellence M. Eduardo Piola Caselli, Senateur, President

de Chambre A la Cour de Cassation.
Son Excellence M. le Prof. Amedeo Giannini, Senateur, Ministre

Plenipotentiaire, Conseiller d'Etat.
M. le Dr. Luigi Biamonti, Directeur du Bureau legal de la

Conf&deration de l'Industrie.
M. le Dr. Alfredo Jannoni Sebastianini, Directeur de l'Office

de la Propriete intellectuelle.
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Son Excellence M. Eduardo Piola easelli, Senateur, President 
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Son Excellence M. le Prof. Amedeo Giannini, Senateur, Ministre 
Plenipotentiaire, Conseiller dttat. 
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Sa Majeste l'Empereur du Japon:
Son Excellence M. Massa-aki Hotta, Envoye Extraordinaire et

Ministre Plenipotentiaire du Japon A Prague.
M. Takatsugu Yoshiwara, Secretaire general du Bureau des

Brevets d'invention.

Son Altesse Serenissime le Prince de Liechtenstein:
M. Walther Kraft, Directeur du Bureau federal de la Propriet6

intellectuelle A Berne.

Sa Majest6 le Sultan du Maroc:
Son Excellence le Vicomte de Poulpiquet du Halgouet, Attache

Commercial de France A Londres.

Le President des Etats- Unis du Mexique:
M. Gustavo Luders de Negri, Consul general du Mexique a

Londres.

Sa Majeste le Roi de Norvege:
M. Birger Gabriel Wyller, Directeur general du Bureau de la

Propriete industrielle.

Sa Majest6 la Reine des Pays-Bas:
M. le Dr. J. Alingh Prins, President du Conseil pour les Brevets

d'invention, Directeur du Bureau pour la Propriete
industrielle A La Haye.

M. le Dr. Ing6nieur J. van Hettinga Tromp, avocat pres la
Haute Cour A La Haye.

M. le Dr. A. D. Koeleman, Conseiller A La Haye.
M. le Dr. H. F. van Walsem, avocat, A Eindhoven.

Le President de la Republique polonaise (au nom de la Pologne et de la
Ville libre de Dantzig):

Au nom de la Republique polonaise:
M. Stefan Czaykowski, President de l'Office des Brevets de

la R6publique polonaise.

Au nom de la Ville libre de Dantzig:
M. Stefan Czaykowski.

Le President de la Republique portugaise:
M. le Dr. Joao de Lebre e Lima, Charge d'Affaires du Portugal a

Londres.
M. l'Ing. Arthur de Mello Quintella Saldanha, Directeur du

Bureau de la Propriete industrielle.
Sa Majeste le Roi de Suede:

M. le Dr. Carl Birger Lindgren, Chef de Section a l'Office des
Brevets et de l'Enregistrement.

M. Ake de Zweigbergk.

Le Conseilfederal de la Confederation suisse:
M. Walther Kraft, Directeur du Bureau f6deral de la Propri6t6

intellectuelle.
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Au nom de la Republique polonaise: 

M. Stefan Czaykowski, President de l'Office des Brevets de 
la Republique polonaise. 
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Le President de la Republique portugaise: 
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Londres. 

M. Ping. Arthur de Mello Quintella Saldanha, Directeur du 
Bureau de la Propriete industrielle. 

Sa Majeste Is Roi de Suede: 

M. le Dr. Carl Birger Lindgren, Chef de Section a l'Office des 
Brevets et de l'Enregistrement. 

M. Ake de Zweigbergk. 

Le Conseil federal de la Confederation sui,sse: 

M. Walther Kraft, Directeur du Bureau federal de la Propriete 
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Le President de la Republique tchecoslovaque:
M. le Dr. Karel Skala, Conseiller superieur au Ministere du

Commerce.
M. le Dr. Otto Parsch, Secretaire au Ministere du Commerce.

Son Altesse le Bey de Tunisie:
M. Charles Billecocq, Consul general de France a Londres.

Le President de la Republique turque:
Son Excellence Ali Fethi Bey, Ambassadeur de Turquie A

Londres.

Sa Majest le Roi de Yougoslavie:
M. le Dr. Janko Choumane, President de l'Office national

pour la Protection de la Propriete industrielle.

Lesquels, apres avoir communique leurs pleins pouvoirs respectifs,
trouves en bonne et due forme, sont convenus des dispositions
suivantes:-

ARTICLE l1".

1. Les pays auxquels s'applique la presente Convention sont con-
stitues a l'etat d'Union pour la protection de la propriete industrielle.

2. La protection de la propriete industrielle a pour objet les brevets
d'invention, les modeles d'utilite, les dessins ou modeles industriels,
les marques de fabrique ou de commerce, le nom commercial et les
indications de provenance ou appellations d'origine, ainsi que la
repression de la concurrence deloyale.

3. La propriete industrielle s'entend dans l'acception la plus large
et s'applique non seulement A l'industrie et au commerce proprement
dits, mais egalement au domaine des industries agricoles et extrac-
tives et a tous produits fabriques ou naturels, par exemple: vins,
grains, feuilles de tabac, fruits, bestiaux, mineraux, eaux minerales,
bieres, fleurs, farines.

4. Parmi les brevets d'invention sont comprises les diverses especes
de brevets industriels admises par les legislations des pays de 1'Union,
telles que brevets d'importation, brevets de perfectionnement, brevets
et certificats d'addition, etc.

ARTICLE 2.

1. Les ressortissants de chacun des pays de l'Union jouiront dans
tous les autres pays de 1'Union, en ce qui concere la protection de
la propriete industrielle, des avantages que les lois respectives accor-
dent actuellement ou accorderont par la suite aux nationaux, le tout
sans prejudice des droits spcialement prevus par la presente Conven-
tion. En consequence, ils auront la meme protection que ceux-ci
et le meme recours legal contre toute atteinte portee A leurs droits,
sous reserve de l'accomplissement des conditions et formalites imposees
aux nationaux.

2. Toutefois, aucune condition de domicile ou d'etablissement dans
le pays oi la protection est reclamee ne peut 6tre exigee des ressor-
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tissants de 1'Union pour la jouissance d'aucun des droits de propri6te
industrielle.

3. Sont expressement reserv6es les dispositions de la legislation de
chacun des pays de 1'Union relatives a la procedure judiciaire et
administrative et , la competence, ainsi qu'a l'election de domicile
ou A la constitution d'un mandataire, qui seraient requises par les
lois sur la propriet6 industrielle.

ARTICLE 3.

Sont assimiles aux ressortissants des pays de l'Union les ressortis-
sants des pays ne faisant pas partie de 1'Union qui sont domicilies
ou ont des etablissements industriels ou commerciaux effectifs et
serieux sur le territoire de l'un des pays de l'Union.

ARTICLE 4.

A.-1. Celui qui aura r6gulierement fait le d6p6t d'une demande
de brevet d'invention, d'un modele d'utilite, d'un dessin ou modele
industriel, d'une marque de fabrique ou de commerce, dans l'un des
pays de 1'Union, ou son ayant cause, jouira, pour effectuer le dep6t
dans les autres pays, d'un droit de priorite pendant les delais ddter-
mines ci-apres.

2. Est reconnu comme donnant naissance au droit de priorite
tout d6ept ayant la valeur d'un dep6t national regulier en vertu de
la loi interieure de chaque pays de l'Union ou de trait6s interna-
tionaux conclus entre plusieurs pays de 1'Union.

B.-En consequence, le d6pot ulterieurement oper6 dans l'un des
autres pays de 1'Union, avant 1'expiration de ces delais, ne pourra
8tre invalide par des faits accomplis dans 1'intervalle, soit, notam-
ment, par un autre d6ept, par la publication de l'invention ou son
exploitation, par la mise en vente d'exemplaires du dessin ou du
modele, par l'emploi de la marque, et ces faits ne pourront faire
naltre aucun droit de tiers ni aucune possession personnelle. Les
droits acquis par des tiers avant le jour de la premiere demande
qui sert de base au droit de priorite sont reserves par l'effet de la
legislation interieure de chaque pays de 1'Union.

C.-1. Les delais de priorite mentionn6s ci-dessus seront de douze
mois pour les brevets d'invention et les modeles d'utilite, et de six
mois pour les dessins ou modeles industriels et pour les marques de
fabrique ou de commerce.

2. Ces delais commencent A courir de la date du dep6t de la premiere
demande; le jour du d6p6t n'est pas compris dans le d6lai.

3. Si le dernier jour du delai est un jour ferie legal ou un jour oi
le Bureau n'est pas ouvert pour recevoir le dep6t des demandes dans
le pays ou la protection est reclamee, le delai sera proroge jusqu'au
premier jour ouvrable qui suit.

D.-1. Quiconque voudra se prevaloir de la priorite d'un dep6t
anterieur sera tenu de faire une declaration indiquant la date et le
pays de ce dep6t. Chaque pays determinera A quel moment, au plus
tard, cette declaration devra 6tre effectuee.
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2. Ces indications seront mentionn6es dans les publications 6manant
de l'Administration competente, notamment sur les brevets et les
descriptions y relatives.

3. Les pays de l'Union pourront exiger de celui qui fait une d6cla-
ration de priorite la production d'une copie de la demande (description,
dessins, etc.) deposee ant6rieurement. La copie, certifie conforme
par l'Administration qui aura recu cette demande, sera dispensee de
toute legalisation, et elle pourra en tous cas 8tre depos6e, exempte de
frais, a n'importe quel moment dans le delai de trois mois A dater du
dep6t de la demande ulterieure. On pourra exiger qu'elle soit accom-
pagnee d'un certificat de la date du dep6t emanant de cette Adminis-
tration, et d'une traduction.

4. D'autres formalites ne pourront etre requises pour la declaration
de priorite au moment du d6ept de la demande. Chaque pays de
l'Union d6terminera les consequences de l'omission des formalit6s
prevues par le present article, sans que ces consequences puissent
exceder la perte du droit de priorite.

5. Ultrieurement d'autres justifications pourront 8tre demandees.
E.-1. Lorsqu'un dessin ou modele industriel aura ete depose

dans un pays en vertu d'un droit de priorite base sur le dep6t d'un
modele d'utilite, le delai de priorite ne sera que celui fix6 pour les
dessins ou modeles industriels.

2. En outre, il est permis de deposer dans un pays un modele
d'utilite en vertu d'un droit de priorite base sur le dep6t d'une demande
de brevet et inversement.

F.-Aucun pays de 1'Union ne pourra refuser une demande de
brevet pour le motif qu'elle contient la revendication de priorites
multiples, a la condition qu'il y ait unite d'invention au sens de la
loi du pays.

G.-Si l'examen revele qu'une demande de brevet est complexe,
le demandeur pourra diviser la demande en un certain nombre de
demandes divisionnaires en conservant comme date de chacune la
date de la demande initiale et, s'il y a lieu, le benefice du droit de
priorite.

H.-La priorite ne peut etre refusee pour le motif que certains
elements de l'invention pour lesquels on revendique la priorite ne
figurent pas parmi les revendications formul6es dans la demande au
pays d'origine, pourvu que l'ensemble des pieces de la demande revele
d'une fason precise lesdits 6elments.

ARTICLE 4 bis.

1. Les brevets demandes dans les differents pays de l'Union par
des ressortissants de l'Union seront independants des brevets obtenus
pour la mnme invention dans les autres pays, adherents ou non a
1'Union.

2. Cette disposition doit s'entendre d'une facon absolue, notam-
ment en ce sens que les brevets demandes pendant le delai de priorite
sont independants, tant au point de vue des causes de nullit6 et de
de&heance, qu'au point de vue de la duree normale.
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G.—Si l'examen revele qu'une demande de brevet est complexe, 

le demandeur pourra divise,r la demande en un certain nombre de 
demandes divisionnaires en conservant comme date de chacune la 
date de la demande initial° et, s'il y a lieu, le benefice du droit de 
priorite. 
H.—La priorite ne pout etre refugee pour le motif que certains 

elements de l'invention pour lesquels on revendique la priorite no 
figurent pas parmi les revendications formulees dans la demande au 
pays d'origine, pourvu quo l'ensemble des pieces de la demande revele 
d'une fagon precise lesdits elements. 

ARTICLE 4 Ms. 

1. Les brevets demand& dans les differents pays de l'Union par 
des ressortissants de l'Union seront independants des brevets obtenus 
pour la memo invention dans les antra; pays, adherents ou non a. 
l'Union. 

2. Cette disposition dolt s'entendre d'une fagon absolue, notam-
merit en ce sans quo les brevets demand& pendant le Mai de priorite 
sont independants, tent au point de vue des causes de nullite at de 
decheance, qu'au point de vue de is dug.° normale. 
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3. Elle s'applique a tous les brevets existant au moment de sa
mise en vigueur.

4. n en sera de mmem, en cas d'accession de nouveaux pays, pour
les brevets existant de part et d'autre au moment de 1'accession.

5. Les brevets obtenus avec le benefice de la priorite jouiront,
dans les differents pays de l'Union, d'une dur6e egale a celle dont
ils jouiraient s'ils etaient demandes ou delivres sans le benefice de
la priorite.

ARTICLE 4 ter.

L'inventeur a le droit d'etre mentionne comme tel dans le brevet.

ARTICLE 5.

A.-1. L'introduction, par le brevete, dans le pays oil le brevet a
et6 delivr6, d'objets fabriques dans l'un ou 1'autre des pays de 1'Union,
n'entramnera pas la decheance.

2. Toutefois, chacun des pays de 1'Union aura la faculte de prendre
les mesures legislatives necessaires pour prevenir les abus qui pour-
raient r6sulter de l'exercice du droit exclusif confere par le brevet,
par exemple faute d'exploitation.

3. Ces mesures ne pourront prevoir la decheance du brevet que
si la concession de licences obligatoires ne suffisait pas pour prevenir
ces abus.

4. En tout cas, la concession d'une licence obligatoire ne pourra
pas etre demandee avant l'expiration de trois annees A compter de la
date de la delivrance du brevet, et cette licence ne pourra etre accordee
que si le brevete ne justifie pas d'excuses lgitimes. Aucune action
en dech6ance ou en revocation d'un brevet ne pourra etre introduite
avant l'expiration de deux annees a compter de la concession de la
premiere licence obligatoire.

5. Les dispositions qui precedent seront applicables, sous reserve
des modifications necessaires, aux modeles d'utilite.

B.-La protection des dessins et modeles industriels ne peut etre
atteinte par une decheance quelconque, soit pour d6faut d'exploitation,
soit pour introduction d'objets conformes A ceux qui sont proteges.

C.-1. Si, dans un pays, 1'utilisation de la marque enregistree est
obligatoire, l'enregistrement ne pourra Wtre annule qu'apres un delai
equitable et si l'interesse ne justifie pas des causes de son inaction.

2. L'emploi d'une marque de fabrique ou de commerce par le
proprietaire, sous une forme qui differe par des 6elments n'alt6rant
pas le caractere distinctif de la marque dans la forme sous laquelle
celle-ci a 6te enregistree dans 1'un des pays de l'Union, n'entrainera
pas 1'invalidation de l'enregistrement et ne diminuera pas la
protection accordee A la marque.

3. L'emploi simultan6 de la meme marque sur des produits
identiques ou similaires, par des etablissements industriels ou com-
merciaux consideres comme coproprietaires de la marque d'apres
les dispositions de la loi nationale du pays ot la protection est reclam6e,
n'empachera pas 1'enregistrement ni ne diminuera d'aucune fagon
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3. Elle s'applique a tous les brevets existant au moment de sa 
mise en vigueur. 

4. 11 en sera de meme, en cas d'accession de nouveaux pays, pour 
les brevets existant de part et d'autre au moment de l'accession. 

5. Les brevets obtenus avec le benefice de la priorite jouiront, 
dans les differents pays de l'Union, d'une duree egale a, cello dont 
ils jouiraient s'ils etaient dernandes ou delivres sans le benefice de 
la priorite. 

ARTICLE 4 ter. 

L'inventeur a le droit d'être mentionne comme tel dans le brevet. 

ARTICLE 5. 

A.-1. L'introduction, par le brevete, dans le pays oh. le brevet a 
ete delivre, d'objets fabriques dans l'un ou l'autre des pays de l'Union, 
n'entratnera pas la decheance. 

2. Toutefois, chacun des pays de l'Union aura la faculte de prendre 
les mesures legislatives necessaires pour prevenh• les abus qui pour-
raient resulter de l'exercice du droit exclusif confere par le brevet, 
par exemple faute d'exploitation. 

3. Ces mesures no pourront prevoir la decheance du brevet quo 
Si la concession de licences obligatoires no suffisait pas pour prevenir 
ces abus. 

4. En tout cas, la concession d'une licence obligatoire no pourra 
pas etre demand& avant l'expiration de trois annees a, compter de la 
date de la delivrance du brevet, et cette licence no pourra etre accord& 
quo si le brevete no justifie pas d'excuses legitimes. Aucune action 
en decheance ou en revocation d'un brevet no pourra etre introduite 
avant l'expiration de deux annees a. compter de la concession de la 
premiere licence obligatoire. 

5. Les dispositions qui precedent seront applicables, sous reserve 
des modifications necessaires, aux modeles d'utilite. 
B.—La protection des dessins et modeles industriels ne pout etre 

atteinte par une decheance quelconque, soit pour defaut d'exploitation, 
soit pour introduction d'objets conformes a. ceux qui sont proteges. 
C.-1. Si, dans un pays, l'utilisation de la marque enregistree est 

obligatoire, l'enregistrement no pourra etre annule qu'apres un deai 
equitable et si l'interesse no justifie pas des causes de son inaction. 

2. L'emploi d'une marque de fabrique ou de commerce par le 
proprietaire, sous une forme qui differe par des elements n'alterant 
pas le caractere distinctif de la marque dans la forme sous laquelle 
celle-ci a ete enregistree dans l'un des pays de l'Union, n'entrainera 
pas l'invalidation de l'enregistrement et ne diminuera pas la 
protection accord& a la marque. 

3. L'emploi simultane de la memo marque our des produits 
identiques on similaires, par des etablis.sements industriels on corn-
merciaux consider& comme coproprietaires de la marque d'apres 
les dispositions de la loi nationale du pays oa la protection eat reclamee, 
n'empechera pas l'enregistrement ni ne diminuera d'aucune facon 
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la protection accord6e A ladite marque dans n'importe quel pays de
l'Union, pourvu que ledit emploi n'ait pas pour effet d'induire le
public en erreur et qu'il ne soit pas contraire A 1'interet public.

D.-Aucun signe ou mention du brevet, du modele d'utilite, de
l'enregistrement de la marque de fabrique ou de commerce ou du
dep6t du dessin ou modele industriel ne sera exig6 sur le produit, pour
la reconnaissance du droit.

ARTICLE 5 bis.

1. Un d6lai de grace, qui devra 8tre au minimum de trois mois,
sera accorde pour le payement des taxes prdvues pour le maintien des
droits de propri6t6 industrielle, moyennant le versement d'une surtaxe,
si la l1gislation nationale en impose une.

2. Pour les brevets d'invention, les pays de l'Union s'engagent
en outre, soit A porter le d6lai de grAce A six mois au moins, soit A
prevoir la restauration du brevet tombe en d6cheance par suite de
non-payement de taxes, ces mesures restant soumises aux conditions
pr6vues par la legislation interieure.

ARTICLE 5 ter.

Dans chacun des pays de l'Union ne seront pas consid6r6s comme
portant atteinte aux droits du brevete:

1° l'emploi, A bord des navires des autres pays de 1'Union, des
moyens faisant l'objet de son brevet dans le corps du navire,
dans les machines, agres, apparaux et autres accessoires,
lorsque ces navires penetreront temporairement ou acciden-
tellement dans les eaux du pays, sous reserve que ces moyens
y soient employes exclusivement pour les besoins du navire;

20 l'emploi des moyens faisant l'objet du brevet dans la construction
ou le fonctionnement des engins de locomotion aerienne ou
terrestre des autres pays de l'Union ou des accessoires de
ces engins, lorsque ceux-ci pen6treront temporairement ou
accidentellement dans ce pays.

ARTICLE 6.

A.-Toute marque de fabrique ou de commerce r(gulierement
enregistrQe dans le pays d'origine sera admise au d6p6t et protegee
telle quelle dans les autres pays de l'Union sous les reserves indiqu6es
ci-apres. Ces pays pourront exiger, avant de proceder A l'enregis-
trement d6finitif, la production d'un certificat d'enregistrement au
pays d'origine delivre par l'autorit6 comp6tente. Aucune legalisation
[legislation] ne sera requise pour ce certificat.

B.-1. Toutefois, pourront etre refusees ou invalidees:
1° les marques qui sont de nature A porter atteinte a des droits

acquis par des tiers dans le pays oi la protection est
reclamee;
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la protection accord& a ladite marque dans n'importe quel pays de 
l'Union, pourvu que ledit emploi n'ait pas pour effet d'induire le 
public en erreur et qu'il no soit pas contraire a l'interet public. 
D.—Aucun signe ou mention du brevet, du modelle d'utffite, de 

l'enregistrement de la marque de fabrique ou de commerce ou du 
depot du dessin ou modele industriel ne sera exige sur le produit, pour 
la reconnaissance du droit. 

ARTICLE 5 bis. 

1. Un delai de grace, qui devra etre au minimum de trois mois, 
sera accorde pour le payement des taxes prevues pour le maintien des 
droits de propriete industrielle, moyennant le versement d'une surtaxe, 
Si la legislation nationale en impose une. 

2. Pour les brevets d'invention, les pays de l'Union s'engagent 
en outre, soit a porter le delai de grace a six mois au moms, soit 
prevoir la restauration du brevet tombe en decheance par suite de 
non-payement de taxes, ces mesures restant soumises aux conditions 
prevues par la legislation interieure. 

ARTICLE 5 ter. 

Dans chacun des pays de l'Union no seront pas consider& comme 
portant atteinte aux droits du brevete: 

1° l'emploi, a bord des navires des autres pays de l'Union, des 
moyens faisant l'objet de son brevet dans le corps du navire, 
dans les machines, ogres, apparaux et autres accessoires, 
lorsque ces navires penetreront temporairement ou acciden-
tellement dans les eaux du pays, sous reserve quo ces moyens 
y soient employes exclusivement pour les besoins du navire; 

2° l'emploi des moyens faisant l'objet du brevet dans la construction 
ou le fonctionnement des engins de locomotion aerienne ou 
terrestre des autres pays de l'Union ou des accessoires de 
ces engins, lorsque ceux-ci penetreront temporairement ou 
accidentellement dans ce pays. 

ARTICLE 6. 

A.—Toute marque de fabrique ou de commerce regulierement 
enregistree dans le pays d'origine sera admise au depot et protegee 
telle quelle clans les autres pays de l'Union sous les reserves indiquees 
ci-apres. Ces pays pourront exiger, avant de proceder a l'enregis-
trement definitif, la production d'un certificat cl'enregistrement au 
pays d'origine delivre par l'autorite competente. Aucune legalisation 
[legislation] ne sera requise pour cc certificat. 
B.-1. Toutefois, pourront etre refusees ou invalidees: 

1° les marques qui sont de nature a porter atteinte a des droits 
acquis par des tiers dans le pays ()A la protection eat 
reclamee; 
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2° les marques depourvues de tout caractere distinctif, ou bien
composees exclusivement de signes ou d'indications pouvant
servir, dans le commerce, pour designer l'espece, la qualite,
la quantit6, la destination, la valeur, le lieu d'origine des
produits ou l'6poque de production ou devenus usuels dans
le langage courant ou les habitudes loyales et constantes
du commerce du pays oh la protection est reclam6e. Dans
l'appreciation du caractere distinctif d'une marque, on
devra tenir compte de toutes les circonstances de fait,
notamment de la dur6e de l'usage de la marque;

3° les marques qui sont contraires a la morale ou a l'ordre public,
notamment celles qui sont de nature a tromper le public.
I1 est entendu qu'une marque ne pourra etre consid6r6e
comme contraire A l'ordre public pour la seule raison qu'elle
n'est pas conforme a quelque disposition de la legislation
sur les marques, sauf le cas ou cette disposition elle-meme
concerne l'ordre public.

2. Ne pourront etre refus6es dans les autres pays de l'Union les
marques de fabrique ou de commerce pour le seul motif qu'elles ne
different des marques protegees dans le pays d'origine que par des
6elments n'alt6rant pas le caractere distinctif et ne touchant pas A
l'identite des marques dans la forme sous laquelle celles-ci ont 6et
enregistrees audit pays d'origine.

C.-Sera consider6 comme pays d'origine le pays de l'Union ou
le d6posant a un etablissement industriel ou commercial effectif et
serieux, et, s'il n'a pas un tel 6tablissement, le pays de l'Union oi
il a son domicile, et, s'il n'a pas de domicile dans l'Union, le pays
de sa nationalite, au cas oh il est ressortissant d'un pays de l'Union.

D.-Lorsqu'une marque de fabrique ou de commerce aura ete
r6gulierement enregistr6e dans le pays d'origine, puis dans un ou
plusieurs autres pays de l'Union, chacune de ces marques nationales
sera consideree, des la date a laquelle elle aura ete enregistree, comme
independante de la marque dans le pays d'origine, pourvu qu'elle
soit conforme A la legislation interieure du pays d'importation.

E.-En aucun cas le renouvellement de l'enregistrement d'une
marque dans le pays d'origine n'entrainera l'obligation de renouveler
l'enregistrement dans les autres pays de l'Union oi la marque aura
et6 enregistr6e.

F.-Le benefice de la priorite reste acquis aux dep6ts de marques
effectues dans le d6lai de l'article 4, meme lorsque l'enregistrement
dans le pays d'origine n'intervient qu'apres l'expiration de ce d6lai.

ARTICLE 6 bis.

1. Les pays de l'Union s'engagent A refuser ou a invalider, soit
d'office si la legislation du pays le permet, soit a la requete de
l'interesse, l'enregistrement d'une marque de fabrique ou de com-
merce qui constitue la reproduction, l'imitation ou la traduction,
susceptibles de creer une confusion, d'une marque que 1'autorit6
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2° les marques depourvues de tout caractere distinctif, ou bien 
composees exclusivement de signes ou d'indications pouvant 
servir, dans le commerce, pour designer l'espece, la qualite, 
la quanta& la destination, la valour, le lieu d'origine des 
produits on Pepoque de production ou devenus usuels dans 
le langage courant ou les habitudes loyales et constantes 
du commerce du pays oh la protection est reclamee. Dans 
Pappreciation du caraetere distinctif d'une marque, on 
devra tenir compte de toutes les circonstances de fait, 
notamment de la duree de Pusage de la marque; 

3° les marques qui sont contraires A, la morale ou a l'ordre public, 
notamment celles qui sont de nature A tromper le public. 
II est entendu qu'une marque ne pourra etre consider& 
comme contraire a l'ordre public pour la seule raison qu'elle 
n'est pas conforme a. quelque disposition de la legislation 
sur les marques, sauf le cas ol cette disposition elle-meme 
concerne l'ordre public. 

2. Ne pourront etre refusees dans les autres pays de l'Union les 
marques de fabrique ou de commerce pour le soul motif qu'elles no 
different des marques protegees dans le pays d'origine que par des 
elements n'alterant pas le caractere distinctif et no touchant pas A 
Pidentite des marques dans is. forme sous laquelle celles-ci ont ete 
em-egistrees audit pays d'origine. 
C.—Sera considere comme pays d'origine le pays de l'Union oA 

le deposant a un etablissement industriel on commercial effectif et 
serieux, et, s'il n'a pas un tel etablissement, le pays de l'Union 
il a son domicile, et, s'il n'a pas de domicile dans l'Union, le pays 
de sa nationalite, au cas oit il est ressortissant d'un pays de l'Union. 
D.—Lorsqu'une marque de fabrique ou de commerce aura ete 

regulierement enregistree dans le pays d'origine, puis dans un ou 
plusieurs autres pays de l'Union, chacune de ces marques nationales 
sera consideree, des is. date a. laquelle elle aura ete enregistree, comme 
independante de is. marque dans le pays d'origine, pourvu qu'elle 
soit conforme a. la legislation interieure du pays d'importation. 
E.—En aucun cas le renouvellement de l'enregistrement d'une 

marque dans le pays d'origine n'entrainera l'obligation de renouveler 
l'enregistrement dans les autres pays de l'Union ou la marque aura 
ete enregistree. 
F.—Le benefice de la priorite reste acquis aux depots de marques 

effectues dans le Mai de l'article 4, memo lorsque l'enregistrement 
dans le pays d'origine n'intervient qu'apres l'expiration de ce 

ARTICLE 6 bis. 

1. Les pays de l'Union s'engagent a. refuser ou a. invalider, soit 
d'office si la legislation du pays le permet, soit a. is. requete de 
Pinteresse, l'enregistrement d'une marque de fabrique on de com-
merce qui constitue is. reproduction, Pimitation ou is. traduction, 
susceptibles de creer une confusion, d'une marque quo Pautorite 
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comp6tente du pays de l'enregistrement estimera y 8tre notoire-
ment connue comme etant d6ja la marque d'une personne admise A
beneficier de la pr6sente Convention et utilisee pour des produits
identiques ou similaires. I en sera de meme lorsque la partie essen-
tielle de la marque constitue la reproduction d'une telle marque
notoirement connue ou une imitation susceptible de cr6er une
confusion avec celle-ci.

2. Un delai minimum de trois ans devra 8tre accorde pour
reclamer la radiation de ces marques. Le d6lai courra de la date de
l'enregistrement de la marque.

3. n ne sera pas fixe de delai pour reclamer la radiation des
marques enregistr6es de mauvaise foi.

ARTICLE 6 ter.

1. Les pays de l'Union conviennent de refuser ou d'invalider
l'enregistrement et d'interdire, par des mesures appropri6es, l'utilisa-
tion, A defaut d'autorisation des pouvoirs competents, soit comme
marques de fabrique ou de commerce, soit comme 6elments de ces
marques, des armoiries, drapeaux et autres emblemes d'ltat des
pays de l'Union, signes et poincons officiels de contr6le et de
garantie adoptes par eux, ainsi que toute imitation au point de
vue h6raldique.

2. L'interdiction des signes et poingons officiels de contrl6e et
de garantie s'appliquera seulement dans les cas oh les marques qui
les comprendront seront destinees A Wtre utilisees sur des marchan-
dises du meme genre ou d'un genre similaire.

3. Pour l'application de ces dispositions, les pays de l'Union
conviennent de se communiquer reciproquement, par l'intermediaire
du Bureau international de Berne, la liste des emblemes d'Etat,
signes et poingons officiels de contr6le et de garantie, qu'ils desirent
ou d6sireront placer, d'une fagon absolue ou dans certaines limites,
sous la protection du present article, ainsi que toutes modifications
ult6rieures apportees a cette liste. Chaque pays de l'Union mettra
a la disposition du public, en temps utile, les listes notifiees.

4. Tout pays de l'Union pourra, dans un d6lai de douze mois a
partir de la reception de la notification, transmettre, par 1'inter-
mediaire du Bureau international de Berne, au pays interesse, ses
objections eventuelles.

5. Pour les emblemes d'etat notoirement connus, les mesures
prevues A l'alinea 1 s'appliqueront seulement aux marques enregistrees
apres le 6 novembre 1925.

6. Pour les emblemes d'Etat qui ne seraient pas notoirement
connus, et pour les signes et poingons officiels, ces dispositions ne
seront applicables qu'aux marques enregistr6es plus de deux mois
apres reception de la notification prevue par l'alinea 3.

7. En cas de mauvaise foi, les pays auront la faculte de faire
radier mAme les marques enregistrees avant le 6 novembre 1925 et
comportant des emblbmes d'etat, signes et poingons.
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competente du pays de Penregistrement estimera y etre notoire-
ment connue comme &ant dej a, la marque d'une personne admise 
beneficier de la presente Convention et utilisee pour des produits 
identiques ou similaires. 11 en sera de meme lorsque is partie essen-
tielle de is marque constitue la reproduction d'une telle marque 
notoirement connue ou une imitation susceptible de creer une 
confusion avec celle-ci. 

2. Un alai minimum de trois ans devra etre accorde pour 
reclamer is radiation de ces marques. Le Mai courra de is date de 
Penregistrement de is marque. 

3. 11 ne sera pas fixe de (Mai pour reclamer is radiation des 
marques enregistrees de mauvaise foi. 

ARTICLE 6 ter. 

1. Les pays de l'Union conviennent de refuser ou d'invalider 
l'enregistrement et d'interdire, par des mesures appropriees, l'utffisa-
tion, ft defaut d'autorisation des pouvoirs competents, soit comme 
marques de fabrique ou de commerce, soit comme dements de ces 
marques, des armoiries, drapeaux et autres emblemes d'ntat des 
pays de l'Union, signes et poingons officiels de contrOle et de 
garantie adopt& par eux, ainsi que toute imitation au point de 
vue heraldique. 

2. L'interdiction des signes et poingons officiels de controle et 
de garantie s'appliquera seulement dans les cas oa les marques qui 
les comprendront seront de,stinees a, etre utffisees sur des marchan-
dises du memo genre ou d'un genre similaire. 

3. Pour Papplication de ces dispositions, les pays de l'Union 
conviennent de se communiquer reciproquement, par Pintermediaire 
du Bureau international de Berne, is liste des emblemes d'Etat, 
signes et poingons officiels de contrde et de garantie, qu'ils desirent 
ou desireront placer, d'une fagon absolue ou dans certaines limites, 
sous la protection du present article, ainsi quo toutes modifications 
ulterieures apportees ft cette Hate. Chaque pays de l'Union mettra 
b, Is disposition du public, en temps utile, les Estes notifiees. 

4. Tout pays de l'Union pourra, dans un ddai de douze mois ft 
partir de is reception de la notification, transmettre, par Pinter-
mediaire du Bureau international de Berne, au pays interesse, see 
objections eventuelles. 

5. Pour les emblemes d'Etat notoirement connus, les mesures 
prevues ft Pain& 1 s'appliqueront seulement aux marques enregistrees 
apres le 6 novembre 1925. 

6. Pour les emblemes d'Etat qui ne seraient pas notoirement 
connus, et pour les signes et poingons officiels, ces dispositions ne 
seront applicables qu'aux marques enregistrees plus de deux mois 
spree reception de is notification prevue par l'alinea 3. 

7. En cas de mauvaise foi, les pays auront is faculte de faire 
radier meme les marques enregistrees avant le 6 novembre 1925 et 
comportant des emblemes d'Etat, signes et poingons. 
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8. Les nationaux de chaque pays qui seraient autoris6s A faire
usage des emblemes d'Etat, signes et poincons de leur pays, pourront
les utiliser, meme s'il y avait similitude avec ceux d'un autre pays.

9. Les pays de 1'Union s'engagent A interdire 1'usage non autoris6,
dans le commerce, des armoiries d']ttat des autres pays de 1'Union,
lorsque cet usage sera de nature A induire en erreur sur l'origine des
produits.

10. Les dispositions qui precedent ne font pas obstacle A 1'exercice,
par les pays, de la facult6 de refuser ou d'invalider, par application
du 3° de l'alin6a 1 de la lettre B de l'article 6, les marques contenant,
sans autorisation, des armoiries, drapeaux, decorations et autres
emblemes d'Etat ou des signes et poingons officiels adoptes par un
pays de 1'Union.

ARTICLE 6 quater.

1. Lorsque, conformement a la legislation d'un pays de l'Union,
la cession d'une marque n'est valable que si elle a lieu en meme
temps que le transfert de 1'entreprise ou du fonds de commerce
auquel la marque appartient, il suffira, pour que cette validit6 soit
admise, que la partie de l'entreprise ou du fonds de commerce situee
dans ce pays soit transmise au cessionnaire, avec le droit exclusif d'y
fabriquer ou d'y vendre les produits portant la marque cedee.

2. Cette disposition n'impose pas aux pays de 1'Union l'obligation
de considerer comme valable le transfert de toute marque dont
l'usage par le cessionnaire serait, en fait, de nature A induire le public
en erreur, notamment en ce qui concerne la provenance, la nature ou les
qualites substantielles des produits auxquels la marque est appliquee.

ARTICLE 7.

La nature du produit sur lequel la marque de fabrique ou de
commerce doit 8tre appos6e ne peut, dans aucun cas, faire obstacle a
l'enregistrement de la marque.

ARTICLE 7 bis.

1. Les pays de l'Union s'engagent a admettre au dep6t et a
prot6ger les marques collectives appartenant A des collectivit6s dont
l'existence n'est pas contraire a la loi du pays d'origine, m6me si
ces collectivites ne possedent pas un etablissement industriel ou
commercial.

2. Chaque pays sera juge des conditions particulieres sous lesquelles
une marque collective sera protegee et il pourra refuser la protection
si cette marque est contraire A l'inter6t public.

3. Cependant, la protection de ces marques ne pourra 8tre refusee
A aucune collectivit6 dont l'existence n'est pas contraire A la loi du
pays d'origine, pour le motif qu'elle n'est pas 6tablie dans le pays oa
la protection est requise ou qu'elle n'est pas constitute conform6ment
a la legislation de ce pays.
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ARTICLE 8.

Le nom commercial sera proteg6 dans tous les pays de 1'Union
sans obligation de dep6t ou d'enregistrement, qu'il fasse ou non partie
d'une marque de fabrique ou de commerce.

ARTICLE 9.

1. Tout produit portant illicitement une marque de fabrique ou
de commerce, ou un nom commercial, sera saisi A l'importation dans
ceux des pays de l'Union dans lesquels cette marque ou ce nom
commercial ont droit A la protection legale.

2. La saisie sera egalement effectu6e dans le pays oA l'apposition
illicite aura eu lieu, ou dans le pays oA aura 6et importe le produit.

3. La saisie aura lieu a la requAte soit du ministere public, soit
de toute autre autorit6 competente, soit d'une partie interess6e,
personne physique ou morale, conform6ment a la legislation interieure
de chaque pays.

4. Les autorites ne seront pas tenues d'effectuer la saisie en cas
de transit.

5. Si la legislation d'un pays n'admet pas la saisie a l'importation,
la saisie sera remplac6e par la prohibition d'importation ou la saisie
A I'int6rieur.

6. Si la legislation d'un pays n'admet ni la saisie A l'importation,
ni la prohibition d'importation, ni la saisie A l'int6rieur, et en attendant
que cette legislation soit modifiee en consequence, ces mesures seront
remplacees par les actions et moyens que la loi de ce pays assurerait
en pareil cas aux nationaux.

ARTICLE 10.

1. Les dispositions de l'article precedent seront applicables a tout
produit portant faussement, comme indication de provenance, le nom
d'une localite ou d'un pays determine, lorsque cette indication sera
jointe a un nom commercial fictif ou emprunt6 dans une intention
frauduleuse.

2. Sera en tout cas reconnu comme partie int6ress6e, que ce soit
une personne physique ou morale, tout producteur, fabricant ou com-
mercant engag6 dans la production, la fabrication ou le commerce de
ce produit et etabli, soit dans la localit6 faussement indiquee comme
lieu de provenance, soit dans la region ot cette localit6 est situee,
soit dans le pays faussement indique, soit dans le pays oi la fausse
indication de provenance est employee.

ARTICLE 10 bi8.

1. Les pays de l'Union sont tenus d'assurer aux ressortissants de
l'Union une protection effective contre la concurrence deloyale.

2. Constitue un acte de concurrence d6loyale tout acte de con-
currence contraire aux usages honnetes en matire industrielle ou
commerciale.
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3. Notamment devront etre interdits:
10 tous faits quelconques de nature A cr6er une confusion par

n'importe quel moyen avec l'6tablissement, les produits ou
l'activite industrielle ou commerciale d'un concurrent;

2° les allegations fausses, dans l'exercice du commerce, de nature a
discrediter 1'6tablissement, les produits ou l'activit6 industri-
elle ou commerciale d'un concurrent.

ARTICLE 10 ter.

1. Les pays de l'Union s'engagent A assurer aux ressortissants des
autres pays de l'Union des recours legaux appropries pour reprimer
efficacement tous les actes vises aux articles 9, 10 et lObis.

2. Is s'engagent, en outre, A prevoir des mesures pour permettre
aux syndicats et associations representant les industriels, producteurs
ou commercants interesses et dont l'existence n'est pas contraire aux
lois de leurs pays, d'agir en justice ou aupr&s des autorites adminis-
tratives, en vue de la repression des actes prevus par les articles 9,
10 et lObis, dans la mesure oi la loi du pays dans lequel la protection
est reclamee le permet aux syndicats et associations de ce pays.

ARTICLE 11.

1. Les pays de l'Union accorderont, conformement A leur legisla-
tion interieure, une protection temporaire aux inventions brevetables,
aux modeles d'utilit6, aux dessins ou modbles industriels ainsi qu'aux
marques de fabrique ou de commerce, pour les produits qui figureront
aux expositions internationales officielles ou officiellement reconnues
organisdes sur le territoire de l'un d'eux.

2. Cette protection temporaire ne prolongera pas les delais de
l'article 4. Si, plus tard, le droit de priorit6 est invoque, l'Adminis-
tration de chaque pays pourra faire partir le dMlai de la date de l'intro-
duction du produit dans l'exposition.

3. Chaque pays pourra exiger, comme preuve de l'identit6 de l'objet
expose et de la date d'introduction, les pieces justificatives qu'il jugera
n6cessaires.

ARTICLE 12.

1. Chacun des pays de l'Union s'engage A 6tablir un service special
de la propriet6 industrielle et un depot central pour la communication
au public des brevets d'invention, des modeles d'utilite, des dessins
ou modeles industriels et des marques de fabrique ou de commerce.

2. Ce service publiera une feuille periodique officielle. n publiera
regulierement:

(a) les noms des titulaires des brevets d6livr6s, avec une breve
designation des inventions brevetees;

(b) les reproductions des marques enregistrees.

ARTICLE 13.

1. L'Office international institue a Berne sous le nom de Bureau
international pour la protection de la propri6td industrielle est place
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sous la haute autorite du Gouvernement de la Confederation suisse,
qui en regle l'organisation et en surveille le fonctionnement.

2. La langue officielle du Bureau international est la langue
frangaise.

3. Le Bureau international centralise les renseignements de toute
nature relatifs a la protection de la propriete industrielle; il les reunit
et les publie. I1 procede aux etudes d'utilite commune interessant
l'Union et redige, A l'aide des documents qui sont mis a sa disposition
par les diverses Administrations, une feuille periodique, en langue
francaise, sur les questions concernant l'objet de l'Union.

4. Les numeros de cette feuille, de meme que tous les documents
publies par le Bureau international, sont repartis entre les Adminis-
trations des pays de l'Union dans la proportion du nombre des unites
contributives ci-dessous mentionn6es. Les exemplaires et documents
supplementaires qui seraient reclames, soit par lesdites Administra-
tions, soit par des societes ou des particuliers, seront payes A part.

5. Le Bureau international doit se tenir en tout temps A la disposi-
tion des pays de l'Union, pour leur fournir, sur les questions relatives
au service international de la proprietd industrielle, les renseignements
speciaux dont ils pourraient avoir besoin. Le Directeur du Bureau
international fait sur sa gestion un rapport annuel qui est communique
A tous les pays de l'Union.

6. Les depenses ordinaires du Bureau international seront sup-
portees en commun par les pays de l'Union. Jusqu'a nouvel ordre,
elles ne pourront pas depasser la somme de cent vingt mille francs
suisses par annee. Cette somme pourra etre augmentee au besoin,
par decision unanime d'une des Conferences prevues A l'article 14.

7. Les d6penses ordinaires ne comprennent pas les frais afferents
aux travaux des Conferences de Plenipotentiaires ou administratives,
ni les frais que pourront entrainer des travaux speciaux ou des publi-
cations effectues conformement aux decisions d'une Conference.
Ces frais, dont le montant annuel ne pourra depasser 20,000 francs
suisses, seront repartis entre les pays de l'Union proportionnellement
A la contribution qu'ils payent pour le fonctionnement du Bureau
international, suivant les dispositions de l'alinea 8 ci-aprbs.

8. Pour determiner la part contributive de chacun des pays dans
cette somme totale des frais, les pays de l'Union et ceux qui adhereront
ulterieurement a l'Union sont divises en six classes, contribuant
chacune dans la proportion d'un certain nombre d'unites, savoir:

Unites.
r" classe ----------------------------------- 25

2 classe------------------------------------- 202e classe... 20
31 classe-------------------------------------153e classe... 15

4 classe --------------------------------------- 10
5 classe--------------------------------------- 5
6° classe---.. .____.. 36classe-------------------------------------3

Ces coefficients sont multiplies par le nombre des pays de chaque
classe, et la somme des produits ainsi obtenus fournit le nombre
d'unites par lequel la d6pense totale doit etre divis&e. Le quotient
donne le montant de l'unit6 de d6pense.
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9. Chacun des pays de l'Union d6signera, au moment de son
accession, la classe dans laquelle il desire 8tre range. Toutefois,
chaque pays de 1'Union pourra declarer ulterieurement qu'il desire
8tre range dans une autre classe.

10. Le Gouvernement de la Confederation suisse surveille les
depenses du Bureau international, fait les avances n6cessaires et
etablit le compte annuel qui sera communique a toutes les autres
Administrations.

ARTICLE 14.

1. La presente Convention sera soumise A des revisions periodiques,
en vue d'y introduire les ameliorations de nature A perfectionner le
systeme de l'Union.

2. A cet effet, des Conferences auront lieu, successivement, dans
l'un des pays de l'Union [pays contractants] entre les D61egues desdits
pays.

3. L'Administration du pays ou doit sieger la Confeence preparera,
avec le concours du Bureau international, les travaux de cette Con-
ference.

4. Le Directeur du Bureau international assistera aux seances des
Conferences, et prendra part aux discussions sans voix delib6rative.

ARTICLE 15.

I1 est entendu que les pays de 1'Union se reservent respectivement
le droit de prendre separement, entre eux, des arrangements par-
ticuliers pour la protection de la propri6t6 industrielle, en tant que
ces arrangements ne contreviendraient point aux dispositions de la
presente Convention.

ARTICLE 16.

1. Les pays qui n'ont point pris part a la presente Convention
seront admis A y adherer sur leur demande.

2. Cette adhesion sera notifiee par la voie diplomatique au
Gouvernement de la Confederation suisse, et par celui-ci A tous les
autres.

3. Elle emportera, de plein droit, accession a toutes les clauses
et admission a tous les avantages stipules par la presente Convention,
et produira ses effets un mois apres l'envoi de la notification faite par
le Gouvernement de la Confederation suisse aux autres pays
unionistes, A moins qu'une date post6rieure n'ait et6 indiquee dans la
demande d'adh6sion.

ARTICLE 16 bi8.

1. Chacun des pays de l'Union peut, en tout temps, notifier par
ecrit au Gouvernement de la Confederation suisse que la presente
Convention est applicable A tout ou partie de ses colonies, protec-
torats, territoires sous mandat ou tous autres territoires soumis a
son autorite, ou tous territoires sous suzerainete, et la Convention
s'appliquera a tous les territoires design&s dans la notification un
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mois apres l'envoi de la communication faite par le Gouvernement
de la Confederation suisse aux autres pays de 1'Union, A moins
qu'une date posterieure n'ait et6 indiquee dans la notification. A
defaut de cette notification, la Convention ne s'appliquera pas A, ces
territoires.

2. Chacun des pays de l'Union peut, en tout temps, notifier par
crit au Gouvernement de la Confederation suisse que la presente

Convention cesse d'etre applicable A tout ou partie des territoires qui
ont fait l'objet de la notification prevue a l'alinea qui pr6cede, et la
Convention cessera de s'appliquer dans les territoires designes dans
cette notification douze mois apres reception de la notification
adress6e au Gouvernement de la Confederation suisse.

3. Toutes les notifications faites au Gouvernement de la Con-
federation suisse, conformement aux dispositions des alineas 1 et 2
du present article, seront communiquees par ce Gouvernement A tous
les pays de l'Union.

ARTICLE 17.

L'ex6cution des engagements reciproques contenus dans la pr-
sente Convention est subordonnee, en tant q'e de besoin, A l'accom-
plissement des formalites et regles 6tablies par les lois constitutionnelles
de ceux des pays de 1'Union qui sont tenus d'en provoquer l'applica-
tion, ce qu'ils s'obligent A faire dans le plus bref delai possible.

ARTICLE 17 bis.

1. La Convention demeurera en vigueur pendant un temps
ind6termine, jusqu'A l'expiration d'une ann6e A partir du jour oil la
denonciation en sera faite.

2. Cette denonciation sera adressee au Gouvernement de la
Confederation suisse. Elle ne produira son effet qu'A l'egard du pays
au nom duquel elle aura 6te faite, la Convention restant executoire
pour les autres pays de 1'Union.

ARTICLE 18.

1. Le present Acte sera ratifie et les instruments de ratification
en seront deposes a, Londres au plus tard le 1" juillet 1938. II
entrera en vigueur entre les pays au nom desquels il aura ete ratifi6
un mois apres cette date. Toutefois, si auparavant il etait ratifie au
nom de six pays au moins, il entrerait en vigueur entre ces pays un
mois apres que le dep6t de la sixieme ratification leur aurait ete
notifie par le Gouvernement de la Conf6deration suisse, et pour les
pays au nom desquels il serait ratifie ensuite, un mois apres la notifica-
tion de chacune de ces ratifications.

2. Les pays au nom desquels l'instrument de ratification n'aura
pas ete depos6 dans le delai vise . l'alinea precedent seront admis a
l'adhesion aux termes de l'article 16.

3. Le present Acte remplacera, dans les rapports entre les pays
auxquels il s'applique, la Convention d'Union de Paris de 1883 et les
Actes de revision subsequents.
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4. En ce qui concerne les pays auxquels le present Acte ne s'applique
pas, mais auxquels s'applique la Convention d'Union de Paris revisee
a La Haye en 1925, cette derniere restera en vigueur.

5. De mme, en ce qui concerne les pays auxquels ne s'appliquent
ni le present Acte, ni la Convention d'Union de Paris revisee a La
Haye, la Convention d'Union de Paris revisee a Washington en 1911
restera en vigueur.

ARTICLE 19.

Le present Acte sera sign6 en un seul exemplaire, lequel sera depose
aux Archives du Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne
et d'Irlande du Nord. Une copie certifiee sera remise par ce dernier
a chacun des Gouvernements des pays de 1'Union.

Fait a Londres, en un seul exemplaire, le 2 Juin 1934.

Pour l'Allemagne:
HOESCH.

GEORG KLAUER.

WOLFGANG KtIHNAST.

HERBERT KUHNEMANN.

Pour l'Autriche:
DR. HANS WERNER.

Pour la Belgique:
COPPIETERS DE GIBSON.

THOMAS BRAUN.

Pour les Atats-Unis du Bresil:
J. A. BARBOZA-CARNEIRO.

Pour Cuba:
GABRIEL SUAREZ SOLAR.

Pour le Danemark:
N. J. EHRENREICH-HANSEN.

Pour la Ville libre de Dantzig:

Pour l'Espagne:
RAM6N PEREZ DE AYALA.

FERNANDO CABELLO LAPIEDRA.

JosE GARCfA MONGE.

Pour les Etats-Unis d'Amerique:
CONWAY P. COE.
JOHN A. DIENNER.

THOMAS EWING.

Pour la Finlande:
J. KAUTOLA.

Pour la France:
MARCEL PLAISANT.

ROGER CAMBON.

GEORGES LAINEL.

GEORGES MAILLARD.
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Pour la Grande-Bretagne et l'Irlande du Nord:
F. W. LEITH-ROSS.
M. F. LINDLEY.
WILLIAM S. JARRATT.

Pour l'Australie:
B. WALLACH.

Pour l'.ltat libre d'Irlande:

Pour la Hongrie:
SCHILLING ZOLTXN.

Pour l'Italie:
EDUARDO PIOLA CASELLI.

LUIGI BIAMONTI.

ALFREDO JANNONI SEBASTIANINI.

Pour le Japon:
M. HOTTA.
TAKATSUGU YOSHIWARA.

Pour Liechtenstein:
W. KRAFT.

Pour le Maroc:
HALGOUET.

Pour les Btats-Unis du Mexique:
G. LUDERS DE NEGRI.

Pour la Norvege:
B. G. WYLLER.

Pour les Pays-Bas:
J. ALINGH PRINS.
J. VAN HETTINGA TROMP.
A. D. KOELEMAN.
H. F. VAN WALSEM.

Pour la Pologne:
STEFAN CZAYKOWBKI.

Pour le Portugal:
JOXO DE LEBRE E LIMA.
ARTHUR DE MELLO QUINTELLA SALDANHA.

Pour la Suede:
BIRGER LINDGREN.

AKE DE ZWEIGBERGK.

Pour la Syrie et le Liban:
MARCEL PLAISANT.

Pour la Suisse:
W. KRArT.
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Pour la Tchecoslovaquie:
DR. KAREL SKALA.
DR. OTTO PARSCH.

Pour la Tunisie:
C. BILLECOCQ.

Pour la Turquie:
A. FETHI.

Pour la Yougoslavie:
DR. JANKO CHOUMANE (SUMAN).

WHEREAS it is provided in Article 18 of the said convention that the
instruments of ratification thereof shall be deposited in London not
later than the first of July 1938 and that the convention shall come
into force between the countries in whose names it shall have been
ratified one month after such date;

AND WHEREAS the ratifications of the United States of America,
Denmark, Germany, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland, Japan, including Chosen, Taiwan and Karafuto,
and Norway were deposited in London before July 1, 1938, the said
convention thus coming into force between those countries one month
after such date, that is to say on August 1, 1938, in accordance with
Article 18 of the said convention;

Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
President of the United States of America, have caused the said
convention to be made public to the end that the same and every
article and clause thereof may be observed and fulfilled in good faith
by the United States of America and the citizens thereof.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have caused the Seal of the United States
of America to be hereunto affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this twenty-eighth day of October
in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and

[SEAL] thirty-eight and of the Independence of the United States
of America the one hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL
Secretary of State.

Deposit of ratifica-
tions.

Post, p. 1784.

Proclamation.
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[Translation]

CONVENTION OF UNION OF PARIS OF MARCH 20, 1883, FOR THE

PROTECTION OF INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY, REVISED AT BRUSSELS
DECEMBER 14, 1900, AT WASHINGTON JUNE 2, 1911, AT THE HAGUE

NOVEMBER 6, 1925, AND AT LONDON JUNE 2, 1934

Contracting powers. The President of the German Reich; the President of the Republic
of Austria; His Majesty the King of the Belgians; the President of the
United States of Brazil; the President of the Republic of Cuba; His
Majesty the King of Denmark; the President of the Republic of
Spain; the President of the United States of America; the President
of the Republic of Finland; the President of the French Republic;
His Majesty the King of Great Britain and Ireland and of the British
Territories Beyond the Seas, Emperor of India; His Most Serene
Highness the Regent of the Kingdom of Hungary; His Majesty the
King of Italy; His Majesty the Emperor of Japan; His Most Serene
Highness the Prince of Liechtenstein; His Majesty the Sultan of
Morocco; the President of the United Mexican States; His Majesty
the King of Norway; Her Majesty the Queen of the Netherlands;
the President of the Polish Republic (in the name of Poland and the
Free City of Danzig); the President of the Portuguese Republic;
His Majesty the King of Sweden; the Federal Council of the Swiss
Confederation; the President of the Czechoslovak Republic; His
Highness the Bey of Tunisia; the President of the Turkish Republic;
His Majesty the King of Yugoslavia,

Having deemed it expedient to make certain modifications and
25 tat.1372. additions in the International Convention of March 20, 1883, for

the creation of an International Union for the Protection of Industrial
32 stat. 1936. Property, revised at Brussels on December 14, 1900, at Washington
38 Stat. 145. on June 2, 1911, and at The Hague on November 6, 1925, have

appointed as their plenipotentiaries, to wit:
Plenipotentiarles. The President of the German Reich:

His Excellency M. Leopold von Hoesch, German Ambassador
in London.

Mr. Georg Klauer, President of the Patent Office.
Mr. Wolfgang Kihnast, Geh. Justizrat, Director in the Patent

Office.
Mr. Herbert Kiihnemann, Landgerichtsrat in the Ministry of

Justice.

The President of the Republic of Austria:
Mr. le Hofrat Dr. Hans Werner, Chief Adviser in the Patent

Office.
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25 Stat. 1372. 

32 Stat. 1936. 

38 Stat. 1645. 
47 Stat. 1789. 
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His Majesty the King of the Belgians: Plenipotentiaries-
Continued.Mr. Daniel Coppieters de Gibson, attorney at the Court of

Appeals of Brussels.
Mr. Thomas Braun, attorney at the Court of Appeals of Brussels.

The President of the United States of Brazil:
Mr. Julio Augusto Barboza-Carneiro, Commercial Attache at

the Brazilian Embassy in London.

The President of the Republic of Cuba:
Mr. le Dr. Gabriel Suarez Solar, Cuban Charge d'Affaires in

London.

His Majesty the King of Denmark:
Mr. N. J. Ehrenreich-Hansen, Director of the Administration

of Industrial Property.

The President of the Republic of Spain:
His Excellency Don Ram6n Perez de Ayala, Ambassador of

Spain in London.
Mr. Fernando Cabello Lapiedra, Director of the Office of In-

dustrial Property.
Mr. Jose Garcia Monge y de Vera, Assistant Chief and Secre-

tary of the Register of Industrial Property.
The President of the United States of America:

The Honorable Conway P. Coe, Commissioner of Patents.
Mr. Thomas Ewing.
Mr. John A. Dienner.

The President of the Republic of Finland:
Mr. Juho Fredrik Kautola, Industrial Adviser, Chief of the

Patent Office at the Ministry of Commerce and Industry.
The President of the French Republic:

In the name of the French Republic:
Mr. Marcel Plaisant, senator, attorney at the Court of

Appeals of Paris, Assistant Delegate for France at the
League of Nations, member of the Technical Com-
mittee on Industrial Property.

Mr. Roger Cambon, Minister Plenipotentiary, Adviser of
the French Embassy in London.

Mr. Georges Lainel, Director of Industrial Property in the
Ministry of Commerce and Industry.

Mr. Georges Maillard, attorney at the Court of Appeals of
Paris, Vice President of the Technical Committee on
Industrial Property.

In the name of the States of Syria and the Lebanon:
Mr. Marcel Plaisant.
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onteentiaie. His Majesty the King of Great Britain, Ireland, and the British
Territories Beyond the Seas, Emperor of India:

For Great Britain and Northern Ireland:
Sir Frederick William Leith-Ross, K. C. B., K. C. M. G.,

Chief Economic Adviser toHis Majesty's Government
in the United Kingdom.

Mr. Mark Frank Lindley, LL. D., Comptroller General of
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks.

Sir William Smith Jarratt.

For the Commonwealth of Australia:
Mr. Bernhard Wallach, Commissioner of Patents, Regis-

trar of Trade Marks, Registrar of Designs, Registrar of
Copyrights.

For the Irish Free State:
Mr. John W. Dulanty, High Commissioner of the Irish

Free State in London.
Mr. Edward A. Cleary, Controller of Industrial and Com-

mercial Property.

His Most Serene Highness the Regent of the Kingdom of Hungary:
Mr. Zoltan Schilling, President of the Hungarian Royal Court

of Patents.

His Majesty the King of Italy:
His Excellency Mr. Eduardo Piola Caselli, senator, President

of Chamber in the Court of Cassation.
His Excellency Prof. Amedeo Giannini, senator, Minister Plen-

ipotentiary, State Adviser.
Dr. Luigi Biamonti, Director of the Legal Office of the Confed-

eration of Industry.
Dr. Alfredo Jannoni Sebastianini, Director of the Bureau of

Intellectual Property.

His Majesty the Emperor of Japan:
His Excellency Massa-aki Hotta, Envoy Extraordinary and

Minister Plenipotentiary of Japan in Prague.
Mr. Takatsugu YoshiWara, Secretary General of the Office of

Patents of Invention.

His Most Serene Highness the Prince of Liechtenstein:
Mr. Walther Kraft, Director of the Federal Bureau of Intel-

lectual Property at Bern.

His Majesty the Sultan of Morocco:
His Excellency Viscount de Poulpiquet du Halgouet, Commer-

cial Attache of France in London.
The President of the United Mexican States:

Mr. Gustavo Luders de Negri, Consul General of Mexico in
London.
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Intellectual Property. 

His Majesty the Emperor of Japan: 

His Excellency Massa-aki Hotta, Envoy Extraordinary and 
Minister Plenipotentiary of Japan in Prague. 

Mr. Takatsugu Yoshiwara, Secretary General of the Office of 
Patents of Invention. 

His Most Serene Highness the Prince of Liechtenstein: 
Mr. Walther Kraft, Director of the Federal Bureau of Intel-

lectual Property at Bern. 

His Majesty the Sultan of Morocco: 

His Excellency Viscount de Poulpiquet du Halgouet, Commer-
cial Attaché of France in London. 

The President of the United Mexican States: 

Mr. Gustavo Luders de Negri, Consul General of Mexico in 
London. 
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His Majesty the King of Norway: Plenipotentiaries-

Mr. Birger Gabriel Wyller, Director General of the Office of
Industrial Property.

Her Majesty the Queen of the Netherlands:
Dr. J. Alingh Prins, President of the Council for Patents of

Invention, Director of the Office of Industrial Property at
The Hague.

Dr. Ing. J. van Hettinga Tromp, attorney at the High Court
at The Hague.

Dr. A. D. Koeleman, adviser at The Hague.
Dr. H. F. van Walsem, attorney at Eindhoven.

The President of the Polish Republic (in the name of Poland and
the Free City of Danzig):

In the name of the Polish Republic:
Mr. Stefan Czaykowski, President of the Patent Office of

the Polish Republic.
In the name of the Free City of Danzig:

Mr. Stefan Czaykowski.

The President of the Portuguese Republic:
Dr. Joao de Lebre e Lima, Portuguese Charge d'Affaires in

London.
Ing. Arthur de Mello Quintella Saldanha, Director of the

Bureau of Industrial Property.

His Majesty the King of Sweden:
Dr. Carl Birger Lindgren, Section Chief at the Office of Patents

and Registration.
Mr. Xke de Zweigbergk.

The Federal Council of the Swiss Confederation:
Mr. Walther Kraft, Director of the Federal Bureau of Intellec-

tual Property.

The President of the Czechoslovak Republic:
Dr. Karel Skala, Adviser at the Ministry of Commerce.
Dr. Otto Parsch, Secretary at the Ministry of Commerce.

His Highness the Bey of Tunisia:
Mr. Charles Billecocq, Consul General of France in London.

The President of the Turkish Republic:
His Excellency Ali Fethi Bey, Turkish Ambassador in London.

His Majesty the King of Yugoslavia:
Dr. Janko Choumane, President of the National Office for the

Protection of Industrial Property.
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His Majesty the King of Sweden: 

Dr. Carl Birger Lindgren, Section Chief at the Office of Patents 
and Registration. 

Mr. Ake de Zweigbergk. 

The Federal Council of the Swiss Confederation: 

Mr. Walther Kraft, Director of the Federal Bureau of Intellec-
tual Property. 

The President of the Czechoslovak Republic: 

Dr. Karel Skitla, Adviser at the Ministry of Commerce. 
Dr. Otto Parsch, Secretary at the Ministry of Commerce. 

His Highness the Bey of Tunisia: 

Mr. Charles Billecocq, Consul General of France in London. 

The President of the Turkish Republic: 

His Excellency All Fethi Bey, Turkish Ambassador in London. 

His Majesty the King of Yugoslavia: 

Dr. Janko Choumane, President of the National Office for the 
Protection of Industrial Property. 
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Who, having communicated their respective full powers, which
were found to be in good and due form, have agreed upon the following
provisions:

ARTICLE 1

(1) The countries to which the present convention applies consti-
tute themselves into a Union for the Protection of Industrial Property.

(2) The scope of the protection of industrial property shall include
patents, utility models, industrial designs and models, trade marks,
commercial names and indications of origin, or appellations of origin,
as well as the repression of unfair competition.

(3) Industrial property shall be understood in the broadest meaning
and shall apply not only to industry and commerce as such, but like-
wise to agricultural and extractive industries and to all manufactured
or natural products, for example, wines, grains, tobacco leaves, fruits,
cattle, minerals, mineral waters, beers, flowers, flours.

(4) The term "patents" shall extend to the various types of
industrial patents recognized by the laws of the countries of the
Union, such as patents of importation, improvement patents, patents
and certificates of addition, etc.

ARTICLE 2

Union constituted.

Scope.

Terms defined.
Industrial property.

Patents.

nutural propteton (1) Nationals of each of the countries of the Union shall, in all
other countries of the Union, as regards the protection of industrial
property, enjoy the advantages that their respective laws now grant,
or may hereafter grant, to their own nationals, without any prejudice

Protectionf against to the rights specially provided for by the present convention. Con-
sequently they shall have the same protection as the latter, and the
same legal remedy against any infringement of their rights, provided
they observe the conditions and formalities imposed upon nationals.

Limitation. (2) Nevertheless, no condition as to the possession of a domicile
or establishment in the country where protection is claimed can be
required of those who enjoy the benefits of the Union for the enjoy-
ment of any industrial property rights.

Reservation. (3) The provisions of the legislation of each of the countries of
the Union relative to judicial and administrative proceedings and to
competent authority, as well as to the choice of domicile or the
appointment of an authorized agent, which may be required by the
laws on industrial property are expressly reserved.

ARTICLE 3

Assimilation of
resident, etc., nationals
of countries outside
Union.

Right of priority.

Nationals of countries not forming part of the Union who are domi-
ciled or who have real and effective industrial or commercial establish-
ments in the territory of one of the countries of the Union shall be
assimilated to the nationals of the countries of the Union.

ARTICLE 4

A. (1) Any person who has duly applied for a patent, the regis-
tration of a utility model, industrial design or model, or trade mark in
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one of the countries of the Union, or his legal representative or as-
signee, shall enjoy for the purposes of registration in other countries
a right of priority during the periods hereinafter stated.

(2) Any filing having the value of a formal national filing by inF;ortteitio .-

virtue of the internal law of each country of the Union or of inter-
national treaties concluded among several countries of the Union shall
be recognized as giving rise to a right of priority.

B. Consequently, subsequent filing in one of the other countries Effect.

of the Union before the expiration of these periods shall not be invali-
dated through any acts accomplished in the interval, as, for instance,
by another filing, by publication of the invention or the working
thereof, by the sale of copies of the design or model, or by use of the
trade mark, and these facts cannot give rise to any right of third parties Third parties, etc.

or any personal possession. The rights acquired by third parties
before the day of the first application on which priority is based shall
be reserved by the internal legislation of each country of the Union.

C. (1) The above-mentioned periods of priority shall be 12 months Periods of priority.
for patents and utility models and 6 months for industrial designs
and models and for trade marks.

(2) These periods shall start from the date of filing of the first
application; the day of filing is not counted in this period.

(3) If the last day of the period is a legal holiday, or a day on which
the Patent Office is not open to receive applications in the country
where protection is claimed, the period shall be extended until the
next working day.

D. (1) Any person desiring to take advantage of the priority of a ti)eclarsaeuinf par-

previous application must make a declaration giving particulars as to
the date of such application and the country in which it was made.
Each country will determine the latest date at which such declaration
must be made.

(2) The particulars referred to shall be stated in the publications Statemento partic-

issued by the competent authority, and in particular in the patents
issued and the specifications relating thereto.

(3) The countries of the Union may require any person making a Production of certi-fled copy of prior
declaration of priority to produce a copy of the application (with the application.

specification, drawings, etc.) previously made. The copy, certified
as correct by the authority receiving this application, shall not require
legal authentication, and in all cases it can be filed, without fee, at
any time within the period of 3 months from the filing of the applica-
tion. They may also require that the declaration later be accom-
panied by a certificate by the proper authority showing the date of
application, and also by a translation.

(4) No other formalities may be required for the declaration of Further forImau

priority at the time application is filed. Each of the countries of
the Union shall decide upon the consequences of the omission of the
formalities prescribed by this article, but such consequences shall in
no case exceed the loss of the right of priority.

(5) Further proof in support of the application may be required Furtherpr.
later.

98907--39-PT 3--22
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E. (1) Where an application is filed in a country for the registration
of an industrial design or model by virtue of a right of priority based
on the registration of a utility model, the period of priority shall be
the same as that fixed for industrial designs and models.

(2) Furthermore, it is allowable to deposit in a country a utility
model by virtue of rights of priority based on a patent application,
and vice versa.

F. No country of the Union can refuse an application for patent
on the ground that it claims multiple priorities provided there is
unity of invention in the sense of the law of the country.

G. If the examination shows that an application for patent is
complex, the applicant can divide the application into a certain num-
ber of divisional applications preserving as the date of each the date
of the initial application, and the benefit of the right of priority, if any.

H. Priority cannot be refused on the ground that certain elements
of the invention for which priority is claimed do not appear among
the claims made in the application in the country of origin, provided
that the application, as a whole, discloses precisely the aforesaid
elements.

ARTICLE 4 bis

Ipndtependence of (1) Patents applied for in the various countries of the Union bypatents applied for.
persons entitled to the benefits of the Union shall be independent of
the patents obtained for the same invention in other countries, whether
or not such countries be parties to the Union.

(2) This stipulation must receive a strict interpretation; in par-
ticular, it shall be understood to mean that patents applied for during
the period of priority are independent, both as regards the grounds
for refusal and revocation and as regards their normal duration.

(3) This stipulation shall apply to all patents already existing at
the time when it shall come into effect.

(4) The same stipulation shall apply, in the case of the accession of
new countries, to patents in existence, either on one side or the other,
at the time of accession.

(5) Patents obtained with the benefit of priority shall enjoy, in
the different countries of the Union, a duration equal to that which
they would have enjoyed if they had been applied for or granted
without the benefit of priority.

ARTICLE 4 ter

Inventor's name.

Introduction of
patented articles.

Prevention of
abuses.

The inventor shall have the right to be mentioned as such in the
patent.

ARTICLE 5

A. (1) The introduction by the patentee into the country where
the patent has been granted of objects manufactured in any of the
countries of the Union shall not entail forfeiture.

(2) Nevertheless, each of the countries of the Union shall have the
right to take the necessary legislative measures to prevent the abuses
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which might result from the exercise of the exclusive rights conferred
by the patent; for example, failure to use.

(3) These measures will only provide for the revocation of the
patent if the granting of compulsory licenses does not suffice to prevent
these abuses.

(4) In any case the issuance of a compulsory license cannot be
demanded before the expiration of 3 years beginning with the date of
the granting of the patent and this license can be issued only if the
patentee does not produce acceptable excuses. No action for the
cancelation or revocation of a patent can be introduced before the
expiration of 2 years beginning with the issuance of the first compulsory
license.

(5) The preceding provisions, subject to necessary modifications,
shall be applicable to utility models.

B. The protection of designs and industrial models cannot be liable
to cancelation either for failure to work or for the introduction of
objects corresponding to those protected.

C. (1) If in a country the use of a registered mark is compulsory,
the registration can be canceled only after a reasonable period, and
if the interested party cannot justify the causes of his inaction.

(2) The use of a trade mark by the owner, in a form which differs
by elements not altering the distinctive character of the mark, in the
form under which it was registered in one of the countries of the
Union, shall not entail invalidation of the registration, nor shall it
diminish the protection accorded to the mark.

(3) The simultaneous use of the same mark on identical or similar
products by industrial or commercial establishments considered as
joint owners of the mark according to the provisions of the national
law of the country where protection is sought shall neither prevent
registration nor dininish in any way the protection accorded the said
mark in any country of the Union, provided the said use does not
result in inducing the public into error and is not contrary to public
interest.

D. Articles shall not be required to bear any sign or mention of
the patent, the utility model, or the registration of the trade mark
or of the deposit of the industrial design or model for recognition
of the right.

ARTICLE 5 bi8

(1) A period of grace of at least 3 months shall be granted for
the payment of charges prescribed for the maintenance of industrial
property rights, subject to the payment of a surcharge, if the internal
legislation so provides.

(2) For patents of invention, the countries of the Union undertake,
moreover, either to prolong the extended period to 6 months at least,
or to provide for the restoration of the patent which has lapsed owing
to the nonpayment of fees, such provisions remaining subject to the
conditions prescribed by internal legislation.

1775
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ARTICLE 5 ter

Acts not considered
infringements.

Temporary use of
patent in body of
another signatory's
ship.

Use in construction
etc., of air or land
locomotive engines;
conditions.

Trade mark regis-
tration and protection.

Marks subject to
refusal or cancelation.

Country of origin
defined.

In each one of the countries of the Union, the following shall not
be considered as infringing the rights of the patentee:

1°. The use on board ships of other countries of the Union of any
article forming the subject matter of his patent in the body of the
ship, in the machinery, tackle, rigging, and other accessories, when
such ships shall enter temporarily or accidentally the waters of the
country, provided that such article is used there exclusively for the
needs of the vessel.

20. The use of any article forming the subject matter of the patent
in the construction or operation of air or land locomotive engines of
the other countries of the Union, or of accessories to these engines,
when the latter shall enter the country temporarily or accidentally.

ARTICLE 6

A. Every trade mark duly registered in the country of origin shall
be admitted for registration and protected in the form originally
registered in the other countries of the Union under the reservations
indicated below. These countries can demand, before proceeding to a
final registration, the production of a certificate of registration in the
country of origin issued by the competent authority. No legislation
shall be required for this certificate.

B. (1) Nevertheless, the following marks may be refused or
canceled:

1°. Those which are of such a nature as to infringe upon rights
acquired by third parties in the country where protection is applied
for.

20. Those which have no distinctive character, or which consist
exclusively of signs or indications which serve in trade to designate
the kind, quality, quantity, destination, value, place of origin of the
products, or time of production, or which have become customary in
the current language, or in the bona fide and unquestioned usages of
the trade in the country in which protection is sought. In arriving
at a decision as to the distinctiveness of the character of a mark, all
the circumstances of the case must be taken into account, and in
particular the length of time that such a mark has been in use.

3°. Those which are contrary to morality or public order, especially
those which are of a nature to deceive the public. It is to be under-
stood that a mark cannot be considered as contrary to public order
for the sole reason that it does not conform to some legislative require-
ment concerning trade marks, except in circumstances where this
requirement itself concerns public order.

(2) Trade marks cannot be refused in the other countries of the
Union on the sole ground that they only differ from the marks pro-
tected in the country of origin by elements not altering the distinctive
character and not affecting the identity of the marks in the form under
which they have been registered in the aforesaid country of origin.

C. The following shall be deemed the country of origin:
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ARTICLE 5 ter 

In each one of the countries of the Union, the following shall not 
be considered as infringing the rights of the patentee: 

1°. The use on board ships of other countries of the Union of any 
article forming the subject matter of his patent in the body of the 
ship, in the machinery, tackle, rigging, and other accessories, when 
such ships shall enter temporarily or accidentally the waters of the 
country, provided that such article is used there exclusively for the 
needs of the vessel. 

2°. The use of any article forming the subject matter of the patent 
in the construction or operation of air or land locomotive engines of 
the other countries of the Union, or of accessories to these engines, 
when the latter shall enter the country temporarily or accidentally. 

ARTICLE 6 

A. Every trade mark duly registered in the country of origin shall 
be admitted for registration and protected in the form originally 
registered in the other countries of the Union under the reservations 
indicated below. These countries can demand, before proceeding to a 
final registration, the production of a certificate of registration in the 
country of origin issued by the competent authority. No legislation 
shall be required for this certificate. 

B. (1) Nevertheless, the following marks may be refused or 
canceled: 

1°. Those which are of such a nature as to infringe upon rights 
acquired by third parties in the country where protection is applied 
for. 

2°. Those which have no distinctive character, or which consist 
exclusively of signs or indications which serve in trade to designate 
the kind, quality, quantity, destination, value, place of origin of the 
products, or time of production, or which have become customary in 
the current language, or in the bona fide and unquestioned usages of 
the trade in the country in which protection is sought. In arriving 
at a decision as to the distinctiveness of the character of a mark, all 
the circumstances of the case must be taken into account, and in 
particular the length of time that such a mark has been in use. 

3°. Those which are contrary to morality or public order, especially 
those which are of a nature to deceive the public. It is to be under-
stood that a mark cannot be considered as contrary to public order 
for the sole reason that it does not conform to some legislative require-
ment concerning trade marks, except in circumstances where this 
requirement itself concerns public order. 

(2) Trade marks cannot be refused in the other countries of the 
Union on the sole ground that they only differ from the marks pro-
tected in the country of origin by elements not altering the distinctive 
character and not affecting the identity of the marks in the form under 
which they have been registered in the aforesaid country of origin. 

C. The following shall be deemed the country of origin: 
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The country of the Union where the applicant has an actual and
genuine industrial or commercial establishment; and, if he has not
such an establishment, the country of the Union where he has his
domicile; and, if he has not a domicile in the Union, the country of his
nationality in the case where he is under the jurisdiction of a country of
the Union.

D. When a trade mark shall have been duly registered in the coun-
try of origin, then in one or more of the other countries of the Union,
each one of these national marks shall be considered, from the date on
which it shall have been registered, as independent of the mark in the
country of origin, provided it conforms to the internal law of the coun-
try of importation.

E. In no case shall the renewal of the registration of a trade mark in
the country of origin involve the obligation of renewal of the registra-
tion of the mark in other countries of the Union in which the mark has
been registered.

F. The benefits of priority shall subsist in trade-mark applications
filed in the period allowed by article 4, even when the registration in
the country of origin is completed only after the expiration of such
period.

ARTICLE 6 bis

(1) The countries of the Union agree to refuse or to invalidate
either administratively, if their legislation so permits, or at the
request of an interested party, the registration of a trade mark which
constitutes a reproduction, limitation, or translation, liable to create
confusion with a mark considered by the competent authority of the
country of registration to be well known there as being already a
mark of a person entitled to the benefits of the present convention
and used for identical or similar products. The same shall apply
when the essential part of the mark constitutes a reproduction of a
well-known mark or an imitation likely to cause confusion therewith.

(2) A period of at least 3 years must be granted in order to claim
the cancelation of these marks. The period shall start from the date
of registration of the mark.

(3) No period shall be established to claim the cancelation of marks
registered in bad faith.

ARTICLE 6 ter

(1) The countries of the Union undertake to refuse or invalidate
registration, and to prohibit by appropriate means the use, failing
authorization from the competent authority, whether as a trade mark
or as the components of such, of all coats of arms, flags, and other
state emblems of countries of the Union, official control and guarantee
signs and stamps adopted by them, and any imitation thereof from
an heraldic point of view.

(2) The prohibition of official control and guarantee signs and
stamps shall apply only in cases where marks which comprise them
are intended to be used on merchandise of the same or a similar
nature.
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(1) The countries of the Union undertake to refuse or invalidate 
registration, and to prohibit by appropriate means the use, failing 
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or as the components of such, of all coats of arms, flags, and other 
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are intended to be used on merchandise of the same or a similar 
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utual exchange f (3) For the application of these provisions the countries of the
Union agree to communicate reciprocally, through the intermediary
of the International Bureau of Bern, the list of state emblems and
official control and guarantee signs and stamps which they desire, or
will desire, to place, wholly or with certain reservations, under the
protection of the present article, as well as any subsequent modifi-
cations added to the list. Each country of the Union shall place the
communicated list at the disposal of the public in due course.

jecifons; time period. (4) Each country of the Union may, within a period of 12 months
from the receipt of the notification, and through the intermediary of
the International Bureau of Bern, transmit its possible objections to
any other country concerned.

Stateemblems. (5) For state emblems which are well known, the provisions of
paragraph 1 shall be applicable only to marks registered after Novem-
ber 6, 1925.

(6) For state emblems which are not well known, and for official
signs and stamps, these provisions shall be applicable only to marks
registered more than 2 months after the receipt of the notification
contemplated in paragraph 3.

In eofbadfaith. (7) In case of bad faith, the countries shall have the right to
cancel even the marks registered before November 6, 1925, and
embodying state emblems, signs, and stamps.

suorimiatkstetc.yt (8) Nationals of each country who are authorized to make use of
state emblems, and signs and stamps of their country, may use them
even if there be a similarity with those of another country.

Unauthorized use In
trade of state coats of (9) The countries of the Union undertake to prohibit the un-
arms, etc. authorized use in trade of state coats of arms of other countries of the

Union, when such use is liable to cause confusion as to the origin of
the product.

(10) The preceding provisions shall not prevent the countries from
exercising the right to refuse or to invalidate, by application of item
3°, paragraph (1), letter B, of article 6, marks including, without
authorization, coats of arms, flags, decorations, and other state em-
blems or official signs and stamps adopted by a country of the Union.

ARTICLE 6 quater

Assignments. (1) When in accordance with the laws of a country of the Union
the assignment of a mark is valid only if it takes place at the same
time as the transfer of the enterprise or business and goodwill to
which the mark belongs, it will suffice, for the admission of the validity
of such transfer, that the part of the enterprise or business and good-
will which is located in this country be transferred to the assignee
with the exclusive right therein to manufacture or sell products under
the mark which has been assigned.

(2) This provision shall not impose upon the countries of the Union
the obligation of considering as valid the transfer of any mark whose
use by the assignee would, in fact, be of such a nature as to deceive
the public, especially as regards the place of origin, the nature, or the
material qualities of the products to which the mark is applied.
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(3) For the application of these provisions the countries of the, 
Union agree to communicate reciprocally, through the intermediary 
of the International Bureau of Bern, the list of state emblems and 
official control and guarantee signs and stamps which they desire, or 
will desire, to place, wholly or with certain reservations, under the 
protection of the present article, as well as any subsequent modifi-
cations added to the list. Each country of the Union shall place the 
communicated list at the disposal of the public in due course. 

(4) Each country of the Union may, within a period of 12 months 
from the receipt of the notification, and through the intermediary of 
the International Bureau of Bern, transmit its possible objections to 
any other country concerned. 

(5) For state emblems which are well known, the provisions of 
paragraph 1 shall be applicable only to marks registered after Novem-
ber 6, 1925. 

(6) For state emblems which are not well known, and for official 
signs and stamps, these provisions shall be applicable only to marks 
registered more than 2 months after the receipt of the notification 
contemplated in paragraph 3. 

(7) In case of bad faith, the countries shall have the right to 
cancel even the marks registered before November 6, 1925, and 
embodying state emblems, signs, and stamps. 

(8) Nationals of each country who are authorized to make use of 
state emblems, and signs and stamps of their country, may use them 
even if there be a similarity with those of another country. 

(9) The countries of the Union undertake to prohibit the un-
authorized use in trade of state coats of arms of other countries of the 
Union, when such use is liable to cause confusion as to the origin of 
the product. 

(10) The preceding provisions shall not prevent the countries from 
exercising the right to refuse or to invalidate, by application of item 
3°, paragraph (1), letter B, of article 6, marks including, without 
authorization, coats of arms, flags, decorations, and other state em-
blems or official signs and stamps adopted by a country of the Union. 

ARTICLE 6 quater 

(1) When in accordance with the laws of a country of the Union 
the assignment of a mark is valid only if it takes place at the same 
time as the transfer of the enterprise or business and goodwill to 
which the mark belongs, it will suffice, for the admission of the validity 
of such transfer, that the part of the enterprise or business and good-
will which is located in this country be transferred to the assignee 
with the exclusive right therein to manufacture or sell products under 
the mark which has been assigned. 

(2) This provision shall not impose upon the countries of the Union 
the obligation of considering as valid the transfer of any mark whose 
use by the assignee would, in fact, be of such a nature as to deceive 
the public, especially as regards the place of origin, the nature, or the 
material qualities of the products to which the mark is applied. 
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ARTICLE 7

The nature of the goods on which the trade mark is to be used can
in no case form an obstacle to the registration of the trade mark.

ARTICLE 7 bis

(1) The countries of the Union undertake to allow the filing of and
to protect collective marks belonging to associations, the existence
of which is not contrary to the law of the country of origin, even if
these associations do not possess an industrial or commercial estab-
lishment.

(2) Each country shall be the judge as to the particular conditions
under which a collective mark shall be protected, and it can refuse
protection if this mark is contrary to public interest.

(3) However, the protection of these marks cannot be refused to
any association whose existence is not contrary to the law of the
country of origin, on the ground that it is not established in the country
where protection is sought, or that it is not organized in conformity
with the law of that country.

ARTICLE 8

A trade name shall be protected in all the countries of the Union
without the obligation of filing or registration, whether or not it
forms part of a trade mark.

ARTICLE 9

(1) All goods illegally bearing a trade mark or trade name shall
be seized at importation into those countries of the Union where this
mark or name has a right to legal protection.

(2) Seizure shall likewise be effected in the country where the mark
or name was illegally applied, or in the country into which the article
bearing it has been imported.

(3) The seizure shall take place at the request either of the proper
government department or of ary other competent authority, or of
any interested party, whether an ;ctual or a legal person, in conform-
ity with the domestic laws of each country.

(4) The authorities shall not be bound to effect the seizure in
transit.

(5) If the law of a country does not permit seizure at importation,
such seizure shall be replaced by prohibition to import or by seizure
within such country.

(6) If the law of any country permits neither seizure at importation,
nor prohibition to import, nor seizure within the country, and until
such time as this law shall be accordingly modified, these measures
shall be replaced by the remedies assured to nationals, in such cases,
by the law of such country.
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ARTICLE 7 

The nature of the goods on which the trade mark is to be used can 
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(1) All goods illegally bearing a trade mark or trade name shall 
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mark or name has a right to legal protection. 

(2) Seizure shall likewise be effected in the country where the mark 
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government department or of any other competent authority, or of 
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such seizure shall be replaced by prohibition to import or by seizure 
within such country. 

(6) If the law of any country permits neither seizure at importation, 
nor prohibition to import, nor seizure within the country, and until 
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shall be replaced by the remedies assured to nationals, in such cases, 
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Actsparticularlyfor-
bidden.

name of a specified locality or country when such indication shall be
joined to a trade name of a fictitious character or used with intent to
defraud.

(2) Any producer, manufacturer, or trader engaged in the produc-
tion, manufacture, or trade of such goods and established either in
the locality falsely designated as the place of origin, or in the district
in which the locality is situated, or in the country falsely designated,
or in the country where the false indication of origin is used, shall be
deemed in all cases a party concerned, whether such person be actual
or legal.

ARTICLE 10 bis

(1) The countries of the Union are bound to assure to nationals of
countries of the Union an effective protection against unfair com-
petition.

(2) Any act of competition contrary to honest practice in industrial
or commercial matters constitutes an act of unfair competition.

(3) The following particularly are to be forbidden:
1°. All acts whatsoever of a nature to create confusion in any way

whatsoever with the establishment, the goods, or the services of the
competitor;

2°. False allegations in the conduct of trade of a nature to discredit
the establishment, the goods, or the services of a competitor.

ARTICLE 10 ter

Legal remedies. (1) The countries of the Union undertake to assure to the nationals
of other countries of the Union appropriate legal remedies to repress
effectively all acts set forth in articles 9, 10, and l0bis.

(2) They undertake, moreover, to provide measures to permit syn-
dicates and associations representing the manufacturers, producers,
or merchants interested, and of which the existence is not contrary
to the laws of their country, to take action in justice or before the
administrative authorities, with a view to the repression of the acts
set forth in articles 9, 10, and 10 bis, so far as the law of the country
in which protection is claimed permits such action to the syndicates
and associations of that country.

ARTICLE 11

Temporary protec-
tion at international
exhibitions.

Rights of priority.

(1) The countries of the Union shall, in conformity with their own
national legislation, accord temporary protection to patentable
inventions, to utility models, and to industrial designs or models, as
well as to trade marks in respect of products which shall be exhibited
at official, or officially recognized, international exhibitions held in the
territory of one of them.

(2) This temporary protection shall not prolong the periods pro-
vided by article 4. If later the right of priority is invoked, the
competent authority of each country may date the period from the
date of the introduction of the product into the exhibition.
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(1) The countries of the Union undertake to assure to the nationals 
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(1) The countries of the Union shall, in conformity with their own 
national legislation, accord temporary protection to patentable 
inventions, to utility models, and to industrial designs or models, as 
well as to trade marks in respect of products which shall be exhibited 
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(2) This temporary protection shall not prolong the periods pro-
vided by article 4. If later the right of priority is invoked, the 
competent authority of each country may date the period from the 
date of the introduction of the product into the exhibition. 
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(3) Each country may require, as proof of the identity of the object
exhibited and of the date of introduction, such proofs as it may.
consider necessary.

ARTICLE 12

(1) Each one of the countries of the Union undertakes to establish
a special government service for industrial property, and a central
office for communication to the public of patents, utility models,
industrial designs, or models and trade marks.

(2) This service shall publish an official periodical paper. It shall
publish regularly-

(a) The names of the owners of the patents granted with a short
designation of the patented inventions;

(b) Reproductions of the marks which have been registered.

ARTICLE 13

(1) The international office, established at Bern under the name
of International Bureau for the Protection of Industrial Property, is
placed under the high authority of the Government of the Swiss Con-
federation, which is to regulate its organization and supervise its
working.

(2) The official language of the International Bureau shall be
French.

(3) The International Bureau shall centralize information of every
kind relating to the protection of industrial property; it shall collect
and publish such information. It shall make a study of all matters
of common utility to the Union and shall prepare, with the help of
documents supplied to it by the various administrations, a periodical
paper in the French language, dealing with questions regarding the
purpose of the Union.

(4) The numbers of this paper, as well as the documents published
by the International Bureau, are circulated among the administrations
of the countries of the Union in proportion to the number of contribut-
ing units as mentioned below. Such further copies as may be ordered,
either by said administrations or by companies or private persons,
shall be paid for separately.

(5) The International Bureau shall, at all times, hold itself at the
service of members of the Union, in order to supply them with any
special information they may need on questions relating to the inter-
national system of industrial property. The Director of the Inter-
national Bureau will furnish an annual report on management which
shall be communicated to all the members of the Union.

(6) The ordinary expenses of the International Bureau will be borne
by the countries of the Union in common. Until further instructions,
they must not exceed the sum of 120,000 Swiss francs per annum.
This sum may be increased, in cases of necessity, by a unanimous
decision of one of the conferences provided for by article 14.

(7) The ordinary expenses shall not include the costs relating to the
work of plenipotentiary or administrative conferences nor the costs
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(7) The ordinary expenses shall not include the costs relating to the 
work of plenipotentiary or administrative conferences nor the costs 
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TREATIES

Determination of
quotas.

Designation of
classes.

Supervision of ex-
penses, etc.

brought about by special work or by publications made in conformity
with the decisions of a conference. These costs, of which the annual
amount cannot exceed 20,000 Swiss francs, shall be apportioned among
the countries of the Union in proportion to their contribution for the
working of the International Bureau in accordance with the provisions
of paragraph (8) hereinafter.

(8) To determine the part which each country should contribute
to this total of expenses, the countries of the Union and those which
may afterwards join the Union shall be divided into six classes, each
contributing in the proportion of a certain number of units, namely:

Units
First class ------------------------------------- 25
Second class ----__________---------------_ 20
Third class -- ----------.-------------------- 15
Fourth class --- ______________---------------_ 10
Fifth class---------------------------------- 5
Sixth class ----------------------------------- 3

These coefficients shall be multiplied by the number of countries
in each class, and the sum of the results thus obtained shall give the
number of units by which the total expense must be divided. The
quotient shall give the amount of the unit of expense.

(9) Each one of the countries of the Union will designate, at the
time of its accession, the class in which it wishes to be placed. How-
ever, each country of the Union may state later that it wishes to be
placed in another class.

(10) The Government of the Swiss Confederation shall superintend
the expenses of the International Bureau, advance the necessary funds,
and render an annual account which shall be communicated to all
the other administrations.

ARTICLE 14

zdRevisions author- (1) The present convention shall be submitted to periodical re-
visions with a view to the introduction therein of amendments cal-
culated to improve the system of the Union.

(2) For this purpose conferences shall be held successively in one
of the contracting countries between the delegates of the said countries.

(3) The administration of the country in which the conference is
to be held shall prepare for the work of that conference, with the
assistance of the International Bureau.

rAtendane of Dil (4) The Director of the International Bureau shall be present at the
meetings of the conferences, and shall take part in the discussions,
but without the privilege of voting.

ARTICLE 15
Separate arrange- th c o the U rments autehorized It is agreed that the countries of the Union respectively reserve to

themselves the right to make separately as between themselves special
arrangements for the protection of industrial property insofar as
such arrangements do not contravene the provisions of the present
convention.
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brought about by special work or by publications made in conformity 
with the decisions of a conference. These costs, of which the annual 
amount cannot exceed 20,000 Swiss francs, shall be apportioned among 
the countries of the Union in proportion to their contribution for the 
working of the International Bureau in accordance with the provisions 
of paragraph (8) hereinafter. 

Determination of 
quotas. (8) To determine the part which each country should contribute 

to this total of expenses, the countries of the Union and those which 
may afterwards join the Union shall be divided into six classes, each 
contributing in the proportion of a certain number of units, namely: 

Units 
First class   25 
Second class  20 
Third class  15 
Fourth class  10 
Fifth class  5 
Sixth class  3 

These coefficients shall be multiplied by the number of countries 
in each class, and the sum of the results thus obtained shall give the 
number of units by which the total expense must be divided. The 
quotient shall give the amount of the unit of expense. 

(9) Each one of the countries of the Union will designate, at the 
time of its accession, the class in which it wishes to be placed. How-
ever, each country of the Union may state later that it wishes to be 
placed in another class. 

(10) The Government of the Swiss Confederation shall superintend 
the expenses of the International Bureau, advance the necessary funds, 
and render an annual account which shall be communicated to all 
the other administrations. 

ARTICLE 14 

(1) The present convention shall be submitted to periodical re-
visions with a view to the introduction therein of amendments cal-
culated to improve the system of the Union. 

(2) For this purpose conferences shall be held successively in one 
of the contracting countries between the delegates of the said countries. 

(3) The administration of the country in which the conference is 
to be held shall prepare for the work of that conference, with the 
assistance of the International Bureau. 

(4) The Director of the International Bureau shall be present at the 
meetings of the conferences, and shall take part in the discussions, 
but without the privilege of voting. 

ARTICLE 15 

It is agreed that the countries of the Union respectively reserve to 
themselves the right to make separately as between themselves special 
arrangements for the protection of industrial property insofar as 
such arrangements do not contravene the provisions of the present 
convention. 
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ARTICLE 16

(1) The countries which have not taken part in the present con-
vention shall be permitted to adhere to it upon their request.

(2) Such adherence shall be notified through diplomatic channels
to the Government of the Swiss Confederation, and by the latter to
all the other Governments.

(3) It shall entail, as a matter of right, accession to all the classes,
as well as admission to all the advantages stipulated in the present
convention, and shall take effect 1 month after the dispatch of the
notification by the Government of the Swiss Confederation to the
other countries of the Union, unless a subsequent date has been indi-
cated in the request for adherence.

ARTICLE 16 bis

(1) Each one of the countries of the Union may, at any time, notify
the Government of the Swiss Confederation, in writing, that the
present convention shall be applicable to all or a part of its colonies,
protectorates, territories under mandate or all other territories sub-
ject to its authority, or all territories under sovereignty, and the con-
vention shall apply to all territories specified in the notification
1 month after the sending of the communication by the Government
of the Swiss Confederation to the other countries of the Union, unless
a subsequent date has been indicated in the notification. In the
absence of this notification, the convention shall not apply to these
territories.

(2) Each one of the countries of the Union may, at any time, notify
the Government of the Swiss Confederation, in writing, that the
present convention has ceased to be applicable to all or a part of the
territories which have been made the object of the notification pro-
vided for in the preceding paragraph, and the convention shall cease
to apply in the territories designated in this notification 12 months
after receipt of the notification addressed to the Government of the
Swiss Confederation.

(3) All notifications sent to the Government of the Swiss Con-
federation, in conformity with the provisions of paragraphs 1 and 2
of the present article, shall be communicated by this Government to
all the countries of the Union.

Adherence of non-
participating countries.

Application of pro-
visions to colonies, etc.

Denunciation.

Notice to signatory
countries.

ARTICLE 17

The execution of the reciprocal engagements contained in the iExectionsubjectto
present convention shall be subordinated, insofar as necessary, to
the observance of the formalities and rules established by the con-
stitutional laws of those of the countries of the Union which are
bound to enforce the same, which they undertake to do with as
little delay as possible.
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ARTICLE 16 

(1) The countries which have not taken part in the present con-
vention shall be permitted to adhere to it upon their request. 

(2) Such adherence shall be notified through diplomatic channels 
to the Government of the Swiss Confederation, and by the latter to 
all the other Governments. 
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(3) All notifications sent to the Government of the Swiss Con-
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all the countries of the Union. 
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The execution of the reciprocal engagements contained in the 
present convention shall be subordinated, insofar as necessary, to 
the observance of the formalities and rules established by the con-
stitutional laws of those of the countries of the Union which are 
bound to enforce the same, which they undertake to do with as 
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ARTICLE 17 bis

Duration. (1) The convention shall remain in force for an unlimited time,
until the expiration of 1 year from the date of its denunciation.

Denunciation. (2) This denunciation shall be addressed to the Government of the
Swiss Confederation. It shall be effective only for the country in
whose name it shall have been made, the convention remaining in
operation as regards the other countries of the Union.

ARTICLE 18

Ratification. (1) The present act shall be ratified and the instruments of rati-
fication shall be deposited in London not later than the 1st of July

foceteof cming into 1938. It shall come into force, between the countries in whose names
it shall have been ratified, 1 month after such date. However, if
before July 1, 1938, it is ratified in the name of at least six countries,
it shall come into force between those countries 1 month after the
Government of the Swiss Confederation has notified them of the
deposit of the sixth ratification, and for the countries in whose names
it shall have been ratified thereafter, 1 month after the notification
of each of these ratifications.

sionherence pro v
- (2) The countries in whose names no instruments of ratification

shall have been deposited within the period of time contemplated in
the preceding paragraph shall be permitted to adhere under the terms
of article 16.

Former conventionsupersednedi (3) The present act shall replace, as regards relations between the
s1936tat. 132;32ta4t. countries to which it applies, the Convention of the Union of Paris

Stat. i78. of 1883 and the subsequent acts of revision.
present act inaica- (4) As regards the countries to which the present act does not
ble. apply, but to which the Convention of the Union of Paris, as revised

at The Hague in 1925, does apply, the latter shall remain in force.
ne tpresn to hich (5) Likewise, as regards the countries to which neither the present
rPevived^lntlson as act nor the Convention of the Union of Paris, as revised at The Hague,

applies, the Convention of the Union of Paris as revised in Washington
in 1911 shall remain in force.

ARTICLE 19

Deposit of original
act.

Signatures.

The present act shall be signed in a single copy, which shall be
deposited in the archives of the Government of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. A certified copy shall be
forwarded by the latter to each of the governments of the countries
of the Union.

Done at London in a single copy, on June 2, 1934.

For Germany:
HOESCH

GEORG KLAUER
WOLFGANG KtEUNAST

HERBERT KUHNEMANN
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ARTICLE 17 bis 

(1) The convention shall remain in force for an unlimited time, 
until the expiration of 1 year from the date of its denunciation. 

(2) This denunciation shall be addressed to the Government of the 
Swiss Confederation. It shall be effective only for the country in 
whose name it shall have been made, the convention remaining in 
operation as regards the other countries of the Union. 

ARTICLE 18 

(1) The present act shall be ratified and the instruments of rati-
fication shall be deposited in London not later than the 1st of July 
1938. It shall come into force, between the countries in whose names 
it shall have been ratified, 1 month after such date. However, if 
before July 1, 1938, it is ratified in the name of at least six countries, 
it shall come into force between those countries 1 month after the 
Government of the Swiss Confederation has notified them of the 
deposit of the sixth ratification, and for the countries in whose names 
it shall have been ratified thereafter, 1 month after the notification 
of each of these ratifications. 

(2) The countries in whose names no instruments of ratification 
shall have been deposited within the period of time contemplated in 
the preceding paragraph shall be permitted to adhere under the terms 
of article 16. 

(3) The present act shall replace, as regards relations between the 
countries to which it applies, the Convention of the Union of Paris 
of 1883 and the subsequent acts of revision. 

(4) As regards the countries to which the present act does not 
apply, but to which the Convention of the Union of Paris, as revised 
at The Hague in 1925, does apply, the latter shall remain in force. 

(5) Likewise, as regards the countries to which neither the present 
act nor the Convention of the Union of Paris, as revised at The Hague, 
applies, the Convention of the Union of Paris as revised in Washington 
in 1911 shall remain in force. 

ARTICLE 19 

The present act shall be signed in a single copy, which shall be 
deposited in the archives of the Government of the United Kingdom 
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. A certified copy shall be 
forwarded by the latter to each of the governments of the countries 
of the Union. 
Done at London in a single copy, on June 2, 1934. 

For Germany: 

HOESCH 
GEORG KLACTER 
W OLFGANG litTRNAST 
HERBERT KiIHNEMA NN 
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For Austria: Signatures-Contd.

DR. HANS WERNER

For Belgium:
COPPIETERS DE GIBSON
THOMAS BRAUN

For the United States of Brazil:
J. A. BARBOZA-CARNEIRO

For Cuba:
GABRIEL SUAREZ SOLAR

For Denmark:
N. J. EHRENREICH-HANSEN

For the Free City of Danzig:

For Spain:
RAM6N PEREZ DE AYALA
FERNANDO CABELLO LAPIEDRA
JosE GARCIA MONGE

For the United States of America:
CONWAY P. COE
JOHN A. DIENNER

THOMAS EWING

For Finland:
J. KAUTOLA

For France:
MARCEL PLAISANT

ROGER CAMBON
GEORGES LAINEL

GEORGES MAILLARD

For Great Britain and Northern Ireland:
F. W. LEITH-ROSS
M. F. LINDLEY
WILLIAM S. JARRATT

For Australia:
B. WALLACH

For the Irish Free State:

For Hungary:
SCHILLING ZOLTAN

For Italy:
EDUARDO PIOLA CASELLI

LUIGI BIAMONTI
ALFREDO JANNONI SEBASTIANINI
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For Great Britain and Northern Ireland: 
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WILLIAM S. JARRATT 

For Australia: 
B. WALLACH 

For the Irish Free State: 

For Hungary: 

SCHILLING ZOLTA.N 

For Italy: 

EDUARDO PIOLA OASELLI 
LUIGI BIAMONTI 
ALFREDO JANNONI SEBASTIA.NINI 

Signatures—Contd. 
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Signatures-Contd. For Japan:

M. HOTTA

TAKATSUGU YOSHIWARA

For Liechtenstein:
W. KRAFT

For Morocco:
HALGOUET

For the United Mexican States:
G. LUDERS DE NEGRI

For Norway:
B. G. WYLLER

For the Netherlands:
J. ALINGH PRINS
J. VAN HETTINGA TROMP
A. D. KOELEMAN
H. F. VAN WALSEM

For Poland:
STEFAN CZAYKOWSKI

For Portugal:
JOXo DE LEBRE E LIMA
ARTHUR DE MELLO QUINTELLA SALDANHA

For Sweden:
BIRGER LINDGREN

XKE DE ZWEIGBERGK

For Syria and the Lebanon:
MARCEL PLAISANT

For Switzerland:
W. KRAFT

For Czechoslovakia:
DR. KAREL SKALA

DR. OTTO PARSCH

For Tunis:
C. BILLECOCQ

For Turkey:
A. FETHI

For Yugoslavia:

DR. JANKO CHOUMANE (SUMAN)
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Modification of Annex II (6) (a) of the convention between the United
States of America and other powers signed at London July 5, 1930,
establishing load lines. Proposed by the Government of Australia;
communicated to the Government of the United States of America by
the Government of the United Kingdom October 22, 19S6; ratification
advised by the Senate June 7, 1937; ratified by the President June 16,
1937; ratification of the United States of America deposited at London
July 12, 1937; declaration of acceptance by all parties to the convention,
issued by the Foreign Office at London August 23, 1938; proclaimed
December 12, 1938.

October 22, 1936
[T. S. No. 9421

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS an International Convention establishing uniform prin-
ciples and rules with regard to the limits to which ships on interna-
tional voyages may be loaded, signed at London on July 5, 1930,
was ratified on the part of the United States of America on May 1,
1931, and the instrument of ratification was deposited with the
Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland on June 10, 1931;

AND WHEREAS, by the provisions of paragraph 1 of Article 20 of the
said Convention, modifications of the Convention "which may be
deemed useful or necessary improvements may at any time be pro-
posed by any Contracting Government to the Government of the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland" which latter
Government shall communicate such proposals to all the other Con-
tracting Governments, and if any such modifications are accepted by
all the Contracting Governments (including Governments which have
deposited ratifications or accessions which have not yet become
effective), the Convention shall be modified accordingly;

AND WHEREAS, after the ratification of the said Convention by the
United States of America, the Government of the Commonwealth of
Australia proposed a modification of Annex II to the Convention as
follows:

"After the words 'south of latitude 11° South' in paragraph
(6) (a) of the section headed 'Seasonal Areas', there shall be added
the words 'Mackay to be considered as being on the boundary of
the 'Seasonal Tropical' and 'Summer' zones";

AND WHEREAS the said modification, having been communicated
according to the provisions of the said Article 20 by the Government
of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland to the
Government of the United States of America and to all the other
Contracting Governments (including Governments which have de-
posited ratifications or accessions which have not yet become effective);

International Load
Line Convention,
modification.

Preamble.
47 Stat. 2228.

47 Stat. 2252.

Proposal by the
Commonwea th of
Australia.
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advised by the Senate June 7, 1937; ratified by the President June 16, 
1937; ratification of the United States of America deposited at London 
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October 22, 1936 

[T. S. No. 9421 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS an International Convention establishing -uniform prin-
Li e Coti: d ciples and rules with regard to the limits to w hich ships on interna- moliaca ventiotoen. ' 

tional voyages may be loaded, signed at London on July 5, 1930, 47 Stat. 2228. 
was ratified on the part of the United States of America on May 1, 
1931, and the instrument of ratification was deposited with the 
Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland on June 10, 1931; 
AND WHEREAS, by the provisions of paragraph 1 of Article 20 of the 47 Stat. 2252. 

said Convention, modifications of the Convention "which may be 
deemed useful or necessary improvements may at any time be pro-
posed by any Contracting Government to the Government of the 
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland" which latter 
Government shall communicate such proposals to all the other Con-
tracting Governments, and if any such modifications are accepted by 
all the Contracting Governments (including Governments which have 
deposited ratifications or accessions which have not yet become 
effective), the Convention shall be modified accordingly; 
AND WHEREAS, after the ratification of the said Convention by the 11 the 

COIflmonweaith 
United States of America, the Government of the Commonwealth of Australia* 

Australia proposed a modification of Annex II to the Convention as 
follows: 

"After the words 'south of latitude 11° South' in paragraph 
(6) (a) of the section headed 'Seasonal Areas', there shall be added 
the words 'Mackay to be considered as being on the boundary of 
the 'Seasonal Tropical' and 'Summer' zones'; 

AND WHEREAS the said modification, having been communicated 
according to the provisions of the said Article 20 by the Government 
of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland to the 
Government of the United States of America and to all the other 
Contracting Governments (including Governments which have de-
posited ratifications or accessions which have not yet become effective); 



Ratification of mod- AND WHEREAS the said modification has been duly ratified on theification by United
Stat ne by all part of the United States of America and has been accepted by all the
other Contracting other Contracting Governments (including Governments which have

deposited ratifications or accessions which have not yet become
effective), as is evidenced by a declaration issued by the Foreign
Office at London on August 23, 1938, a certified copy of which is
hereto annexed;

Proclamation. Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
President of the United States of America, have caused the said

47 Stat. 2356. modification to be made public to the end that Annex II (6) (a), as
modified, shall be observed and fulfilled with good faith by the United
States of America and by the citizens thereof, the same as if the said

Text of modifica- Annex II (6) (a) had originally read as follows:
tion.

"(6) In the South Pacific Ocean.
"(a) An area bounded on the north by the parallel of lat. 11°

S., on the west by the east coast of Australia, on the south by the
parallel of lat. 20° S., and on the east by the meridian of 175° E.,
together with the Gulf of Carpentaria south of lat. 11° S.
Mackay to be considered as being on the boundary of the 'seasonal
tropical' and 'summer' zones.

"Tropical: 1st April to 30th November.
"Summer: 1st December to 31st March."

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have caused the Seal of the United
States of America to be hereunto affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this twelfth day of December in
the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and

[SEAL] thirty-eight and of the Independence of the United
States of America the one hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

SUMNER WELLES

Acting Secretary of State.
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AND WHEREAS the said modification has been duly ratified on the 
part of the United States of America and has been accepted by all the 
other Contracting Governments (including Governments which have 
deposited ratifications or accessions which have not yet become 
effective), as is evidenced by a declaration issued by the Foreign 
Office at London on August 23, 1938, a certified copy of which is 
hereto annexed; 
Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, 

President of the United States of America, have caused the said 
modification to be made public to the end that Annex II (6) (a), as 
modified, shall be observed and fulfilled with good faith by the United 
States of America and by the citizens thereof, the same as if the said 
Annex II (6) (a) had originally read as follows: 

"(6) In the South Pacific Ocean. 
"(a) An area bounded on the north by the parallel of lat. 11° 

S., on the west by the east coast of Australia, on the south by the 
parallel of lat. 20° S., and on the east by: the meridian of 175° E., 
together with the Gulf of Carpentaria south of lat. 11° S. 
Mackay to be considered as being on the boundary of the 'seasonal 
tropical' and 'summer' zones. 

"Tropical: 1st April to 30th November. 
"Summer: 1st December to 31st March." 

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have caused the Seal of the United 
States of America to be hereunto affixed. 
DONE at the city of Washington this twelfth day of December in 

the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and 
[BEAU ] thirty-eight and of the Independence of the United 

States of America the one hundred and sixty-third. 

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 
By the President: 

SUMNER W ELLES 
Acting Secretary of State. 
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[FOREIGN OFFICE SEAL]

[DECLARATION]

Whereas by the provisions of
paragraph 1 of Article 20 of the
International Convention respect-
ing Load Lines, signed in London
on the 5th July, 1930, viz:-

"Modifications of this Conven-
"tion which may be deemed useful
"or necessary improvements may
"at any time be proposed by any
"Contracting Government to the
"Government of the United King-
"dom of Great Britain and North-
"ern Ireland, and such proposals
"shall be communicated by the
"latter to all the other Contract-
"ing Governments, and if any such
"modifications are accepted by all
"the Contracting Governments
"(including Governments which
"have deposited ratifications or ac-
"cessions which have not yet be-
"come effective) this Convention
"shall be modified accordingly."

the provisions of the Convention
may be modified;

And Whereas the Government
of the Commonwealth of Australia,
being a Contracting Government,
have proposed a modification of
Annex II to the Convention the
terms of which are as follows:

After the words "south of lati-
tude 11° South" in paragraph (6)
(a) of the section headed "Seasonal
Areas", there shall be added the
words "Mackay to be considered
as being on the boundary of the
'Seasonal Tropical' and 'Summer'
zones";

Considerant que conformement
a l'alin6a I de l'Article 20 de la
Convention internationale sur les
Lignes de Charge, signee A Lon-
dres le 5 juillet, 1930, a savoir:-

"Les modifications a la presente
"Convention qui pourraient etre
"consid6r6es comme des am6liora-
"tions utiles ou n6cessaires peuvent
"en tout temps etre proposees par
"un Gouvernement contractant au
"Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni
"de Grande-Bretagne et d'Irlande
"du Nord. Ces propositions doi-
"vent 8tre communiquees par ce
"dernier a tous les autres Gouver-
"nements contractants; si l'une
"quelconque de ces modifications
"est acceptee par tous les Gou-
"vernements contractants (y com-
"pris les Gouvernements ayant
"d6pos6 des ratifications ou ad-
"h6sions qui ne sont pas encore
"devenues effectives) la pr6sente
"Convention sera modifi6e en con-
"sequence."

les dispositions de la Convention
peuvent etre modifiees;

Considerant que le Gouverne-
ment du Commonwealth d'Aus-
tralie, en qualit6 de Gouverne-
ment contractant, a propos6 une
modification de l'Annexe II de la
Convention dont les termes ci-
apres:

Apres les mots "au Sud du
parallele de latitude 11° S" A
l'alinea (6) (a) de la section intitu-
lee "Regions periodiques" seront
ajoutes les mots "Mackay est con-
sider6 comme etant sur la ligne de
demarcation de la 'zone tropicale
p6riodique' et la 'zone d'et6' ";

98907-39--PT. 3-23

Declaration of ac-
ceptance.

47 Stat. 2252.
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[FOREIGN OFFICE SEAL] 

[DECLARATION] 

Whereas by the provisions of 
paragraph 1 of Article 20 of the 
International Convention respect-
ing Load Lines, signed in London 
on the 5th July, 1930, viz:— 

"Modifications of this Con.ven-
"tion which may be deemed useful 
"or necessary improvements may 
"at any time be proposed by any 
"Contracting Government to the 
"Government of the United King-
"dom of Great Britain and North-
"ern Ireland, and such proposals 
"shall be communicated by the 
"latter to all the other Contract-
"ing Governments, and if any such 
"modifications are accepted by all 
"the Contracting Governments 
"(including Governments which 
"have deposited ratifications or ac-
"cessions which have not yet be-
"come effective) this Convention 
"shall be modified accordingly." 

the provisions of the Convention 
may be modified; 
And Whereas the Government 

of the Commonwealth of Australia, 
being a Contracting Government, 
have proposed a modification of 
Annex II to the Convention the 
terms of which are as follows: 

After the words "south of lati-
tude 11° South" in paragraph (6) 
(a) of the section headed "Seasonal 
Areas", there shall be added the 
words "Mackay to be considered 
as being on the boundary of the 
'Seasonal Tropical' and 'Summer' 
zones"; 

Considerant que conformement 
l'alinea I de l'Article 20 de la 

Convention internationale sur les 
Lignes de Charge, sign& A. Lon-
dres le 5 juillet, 1930, a savoir:— 

"Les modifications a la presente 
"Convention qui pourraient etre 
"considerees comme des ameliora-
"tions utiles ou necessaires peuvent 
"en tout temps etre proposees par 
"un. Gouvernement contractant au 
"Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni 
"de Grande-Bretagne et d'Irlande 
"du Nord. Ces propositions doi-
"vent etre communiquees par ce 
"dernier a tous les autres Gouver-
"Dements contractants; si l'une 
"quelconque de ces modifications 
"est accept& pax tous les Gou-
"vernements contractants (y corn-
"pris les Gouvernements ayant 
"depose des ratifications on ad-
"hesions qui no sont pas encore 
"devenues effectives) la present° 
"Convention sera modifiee en con-
"sequence." 

les dispositions de is Convention 
peuvent etre modifiees; 

Considerant quo le Gouverne-
ment du Commonwealth d'Aus-
tralie, en qualite de Gouverne-
ment contractant, a propose une 
modification de l'Annexe II de la 
Convention dont les termes ci-
apres: 
Apres les moth "au Sud du 

parallele de latitude 11° S" 
Palinea (6) (a) de la section intitu-
lee "Regions periodiques" seront 
ajoutes les mots "Mackay est con-
sidere comme &ant sur is ligne de 
demarcation de is 'zone tropicale 
periodique' et is 'zone d'ete "; 

Declaration of ac-
ceptance. 

47 Stat. 2252. 

98907°-39—Px. 3-23 
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And Whereas the said modifica-
tion, having been communicated,
according to the provisions of the
said Article 20, to all the other
Contracting Governments (includ-
ing Governments which have de-
posited ratifications or accessions
which have not yet become effec-
tive), is accepted by the said
Governments;

I the Undersigned, Principal
Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs of His Majesty the King of
Great Britain, Ireland and the
British Dominions beyond the
Seas, Emperor of India, hereby
declare that, as from this date,
Annex II to the said Convention is
modified accordingly.

In witness whereof I have
signed the present declaration with
my own hand.

Done at the Foreign Office,
London, the 23rd day of August,
1938.

(Signed) HALIFAX.

Considerant que ladite modifica-
tion, ayant et6 communiquee, con-
formement aux dispositions dudit
Article 20, A tous les autres
Gouvernements contractants (y
compris les Gouvernements ayant
depose des ratifications ou adhe-
sions qui ne sont pas encore deve-
nues effectives), est acceptee par
les dits Gouvernements;

Je, soussigne, Principal Secr&
taire d'Etat pour les Affaires
Etrangeres de Sa Majeste le Roi de
Grande-Bretagne, d'Irlande et des
Territoires britanniques au dela
des Mers, Empereur des Indes, de-
clare qu'a partir de cette date,
l'Annexe II de ladite Convention
est modifi6 en consequence.

En foi de quoi j'ai sign6 la pr-
sente declaration de ma propre
main.

Fait au Foreign Office, Londres,
le 23 aodt, 1938.

(Sign6) HALIFAX.
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And Whereas the said modifica-
tion, having been communicated, 
according to the provisions of the 
said Article 20, to all the other 
Contracting Governments (includ-
ing Governments which have de-
posited ratifications or accessions 
which have not yet become effec-
tive), is accepted by the said 
Governments; 
I the Undersigned, Principal 

Secretary of State for Foreign 
Affairs of His Majesty the King of 
Great Britain, Ireland and the 
British Dominions beyond the 
Seas, Emperor of India, hereby 
declare that, as from this date, 
Annex H to the said Convention is 
modified accordingly. 

In witness whereof I have 
signed the present declaration with 
my own hand. 
Done at the Foreign Office, 

London, the 23rd day of August, 
1938. 

(Signed) HALIFAX. 

Considerant que ladite modifica-
tion, ayant été communiquee, con-
formement aux dispositions dudit 
Article 20, a, tous les autres 
Gouvernements contractants (y 
compris les Gouvernements ayant 
depose des ratifications on adhe-
sions qui ne sont pas encore deve-
nues effectives), est accept& par 
les dits Gouvernements; 

Je, soussigne, Principal Seer& 
taire d'Etat pour les Affaires 
Etrangeres de Sa Majeste le Roi de 
Grande-Bretagne, d'Irlande et des 
Territoires britanniques an dela 
des Mers, Empereur des hides, de-
clare qu'a partir de cette date, 
l'Annexe II de ladite Convention 
est modifie en consequence. 
En foi de quoi j'ai signe la pre-

sent° declaration de ma propre 
main. 

Fait au Foreign Office, Londres, 
le 23 aoilt, 1938. 

(Signe) IIALIFAx. 
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Convention between the United States of America and Switzerland regu-
lating military obligations of certain persons having dual nationality.
Signed at Bern November 11, 1937; ratification advised by the Senate
June 13, 1938; ratified by the President July 5, 1938; ratified by
Switzerland November 18, 1938; ratifications exchanged at Bern
December 7, 1938; proclaimed December 13, 1938.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

A PROCLAMATION.

WHEREAS a convention between the United States of America and
Switzerland regulating the military obligations of certain individuals
possessing both American and Swiss nationality was concluded and
signed by the respective Plenipotentiaries of the two countries at
Bern on the eleventh day of November, one thousand nine hundred
and thirty-seven, the original of which convention, being in the
English and French languages, is word for word as follows:

Convention
between the United States of America and Switzerland

relative
to military obligations of certain persons

having dual nationality.

Convention
entre les Etats-Unis d'Amerique et la Suisse

relative
aux obligations militaires de certains doubles nationaux.

The President of the United Le President des Etats-Unis
States of America d'Amerique

and
the Swiss Federal Council,
animated by the desire of regu-

lating the military obligations of
certain individuals possessing both
American and Swiss nationality,
have resolved to conclude a con-
vention to that effect and have
named as their Plenipotentiaries:

The President of the United
States of America:
Mr. Leland Harrison, Envoy ex-
traordinary and Minister plenipo-

et
le Conseil F6deral Suisse,
animes du d6sir de r6gler les

obligations militaires de certains
individus poss6dant a la fois la
nationalit6 americaine et la na-
tionalite suisse, ont r6solu de con-
clure une convention A cet effet et
ont nomme pour leurs Plenipoten-
tiaires, savoir:

Le President des Etats-Unis
d'Am6rique:
Monsieur Leland Harrison, En-
voy6 extraordinaire et Ministre

November 11, 1937
[T. S. No. 943]

Convention with
Switzerland regulat-
ing the military obli-
gations of certain per-
sons having dual na-
tionality.

Preamble.

Contracting powers.

Purposes declared.

Plenipotentiaries.
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Convention between the United States of America and Switzerland regu-  November 11, 1937  
lating military obligations of certain persons having dual nationality. [T. S. No. 943] 

Signed at Bern November 11, 1937; ratification advised by the Senate 
June 13, 1938; ratified by the President July 5, 1938; ratified by 
Switzerland November 18, 1938; ratifications exchanged at Bern 
December 7, 1938; proclaimed December 13, 1938. 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 

A PROCLAMATION. 

WHEREAS a convention between the United States of America and 
Switzerland regulating the military obligations of certain individuals 
possessing both American and Swiss nationality was concluded and 
signed by the respective Plenipotentiaries of the two countries at 
Bern on the eleventh day of November, one thousand nine hundred 
and thirty-seven, the original of which convention, being in the 
English and French languages, is word for word as follows: 

Convention 
between the United States of America and Switzerland 

relative 
to military obligations of certain persons 

having dual nationality. 

Convention 
entre les Etats-Unis d'Am6rique et la Suisse 

relative 
aux obligations militaires de certains doubles nationaux. 

The President of the United 
States of America 

and 
the Swiss Federal Council, 
animated by the desire of regu-

lating the military obligations of 
certain individuals possessing both 
American and Swiss nationality, 
have resolved to conclude a con-
vention to that effect and have 
named as their Plenipotentiaries: 

The President of the United 
States of America: 
Mr. Leland Harrison, Envoy ex-
traordinary and Minister plenipo-

Le President des Etats-Unis 
d'Amerique 

et 
le Conseil Federal Suisse, 
anim  es du desir de regler les 

obligations militaires de certains 
individus possedant a la fois la 
nationalite americaine et la na-
tionalite suisse, ont resolu de con-
clure une convention a cet effet et 
ont nomme pour leurs Plenipoten-
tiaires, savoir: 
Le President des Etats-Unis 

d'Am.erique: 
Monsieur Leland Harrison, En-
voye extraordinaire et Ministre 

Convention with 
Switzerland regulat-
ing the military obli-
gations of certain per-
sons having dual na-
tionality. 
Preamble. 

Contracting powers. 

Purposes declared. 

Plenipotentiaries. 
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tentiary of the United States of
America, in Berne;

The Swiss Federal Council:
Mr. Giuseppe Motta, President
of the Confederation, Chief of the
Federal Political Department,

who, after having exchanged
their full powers, found in good
and due form, have agreed upon
the following provisions:

ARTICLE 1.
Persons with double

nationality temporary A person, born in the territory
parents but ntr o of one of the two Parties, of par-
birth. ents who are nationals of the

other, who possesses the nation-
ality of these two States and has
his habitual residence in the State
of his birth, shall not be held
liable by the other State for mili-
tary service or for payment of
taxes in lieu thereof, even in the
case of a temporary stay in the

,mapst^t n of per- territory of the latter State. How-
ever, if this stay is protracted
beyond the period of two years, it
shall be presumed to be perma-
nent, unless the person can show
his intention of returning to his
native land shortly after the lapse
of this period.

ARTICLE 2.

Ratification. The present convention shall
be ratified.

Sffective date and It shall become effective uponduration.
the exchange of the instruments
of ratification and shall continue
in effect for three years. At the
end of this time, either of the
Parties may denounce it at any
time, subject to notice given six
months in advance.

signatures. In witness whereof, the above-
named Plenipotentiaries have
signed this convention and have
hereunto affixed their seals.

plenipotentiaire des Etats-Unis
d'Am6rique, a Berne;

Le Conseil F6d6ral Suisse:
Monsieur Giuseppe Motta, Pre
sident de la Confederation, Chef
du Departement Politique Federal,

lesquels, apres s'etre communi-
que leurs pleins pouvoirs, trouves
en bonne et due forme, sont con-
venus des stipulations ci-apres:

ARTICLE PREMIER.

Une personne, nee sur le terri-
toire de l'une des deux Parties de
parents nationaux de l'autre, qui
possede la nationalite de ces
deux Etats et a sa residence
habituelle dans 1'Etat de sa nais-
sance ne sera pas astreinte par
l'autre Etat au service militaire
ou, a sa place, au paiement de
taxes, meme en cas de sejour
temporaire sur le territoire de ce
dernier. Toutefois, si ce sejour
depasse le d6lai de deux ans, il
sera presume permanent, A moins
que l'interesse ne puisse demon-
trer son intention de retourner
dans son pays natal peu de temps
apres l'echeance de ce delai.

ARTICLE 2.

La presente convention sera
ratifi6e.

Elle entrera en vigueur des
l'echange des instruments de rati-
fication et continuera a deployer
ses effets pendant trois ans. Passe
ce delai, chacune des Parties aura
la faculte de la denoncer en tout
temps, moyennant avertissement
donn6 six mois A I'avance.

En foi de quoi, les Plenipoten-
tiaires susnommes ont sign6 la
presente convention et y ont
appos6 leurs sceaux.
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Persons with double 
nationality, temporary 
stay in country of 
parents but not of 
birth. 

Presumption of per-
manent stay. 

Ratification. 

Effective 
duration. 

Signatures. 

tentiary of the United States of 
America, in Berne; 
The Swiss Federal Council: 

Mr. Giuseppe Motta, President 
of the Confederation, Chief of the 
Federal Political Department, 
who, after having exchanged 

their full powers, found in good 
and due form, have agreed upon 
the following provisions: 

ARTICLE 1. 

A person, born in the territory 
of one of the two Parties, of par-
ents who are nationals of the 
other, who possesses the nation-
ality of these two States and has 
his habitual residence in the State 
of his birth, shall not be held 
liable by the other State for mili-
tary service or for payment of 
taxes in lieu thereof, even in the 
case of a temporary stay in the 
territory of the latter State. How-
ever, if this stay is protracted 
beyond the period of two years, it 
shall be presumed to be perma-
nent, unless the person can show 
his intention of returning to his 
native land shortly after the lapse 
of this period. 

ARTICLE 2. 

The present convention shall 
be ratified. 

date and It shall become effective upon 
the exchange of the instruments 
of ratification and shall continue 
in effect for three years. At the 
end of this time, either of the 
Parties may denounce it at any 
time, subject to notice given six 
months in advance. 
In witness whereof, the above-

named Plenipotentiaries have 
signed this convention and have 
hereunto affixed their seals. 

plenipotentiaire des Etats-Unis 
d'Amerique, a Berne; 
Le Conseil Federal Suisse: 

Monsieur Giuseppe Motta, Pre-
sident de la Confederation, Chef 
du Departement Politique Federal, 

lesquels, apres s'etre communi-
que leurs pleins pouvoirs, trouves 
en bonne et due forme, sont con-
venus des stipulations ci-apres: 

ARTICLE PREMIER. 

Tine personne, nee sur le terri-
toire de Pune des deux Parties de 
parents nationaux de l'autre, qui 
possecle la nationalite de ces 
deux Etats et a sa residence 
habituelle dans l'Etat de sa nais-
sauce ne sera pas astreinte par 
l'autre Etat au service militaire 
ou, a sa place, au paiement de 
taxes, meme en cas de sejour 
temporaire sur le territoire de ce 
dernier. Toutefois, si ce sejour 
depasse le deal de deux ans, il 
sera presume permanent, a moms 
que l'interesse no puisse demon-
trer son intention de retourner 
dans son pays natal peu de temps 
apres Pecheance de ce 

ARTICLE 2. 

La presente convention sera 
ratifi6e. 

Elle entrera en vigueur des 
Pechange des instruments de rati-
fication et continuera a deployer 
ses effets pendant trois ans. Passe 
ce délai, chacune des Parties aura 
la faculte de la denoncer en tout 
temps, moyennant avertissement 
donne six mois a l'avance. 
En foi de quoi, les Plenipoten-

tiaires susnommes ont signe la 
present° convention et y ont 
appose leurs sceaux. 
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Done at Berne, in duplicate, in Fait A Berne, en double exp&
the English and French languages, dition, en langues anglaise et
the eleventh day of November frangaise, le onze novembre mil
nineteen hundred and thirty seven. neuf cent trente-sept.

[SEAL] LELAND HARRISON.

[SEAL] MOTTA.

1793

AND WHEREAS the said convention has been duly ratified on both Exchange of
parts, and the ratifications of the two Governments were exchanged in catons'
the city of Bern on the seventh day of December, one thousand nine
hundred and thirty-eight;

Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Proclamation.
President of the United States of America, have caused the said
convention to be made public, to the end that the same and every
article and clause thereof may be observed and fulfilled with good
faith by the United States of America and the citizens thereof.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have caused the Seal of the United States
of America to be hereunto affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this thirteenth day of December in
the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and

[SEAL] thirty-eight and of the Independence of the United States
of America the one hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

SUMNER WELLES

Acting Secretary of State.

ratifi-
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Done at Berne, in duplicate, in Fait a Berne, en double expe-
the English and French languages, dition, en langues anglaise et 
the eleventh day of November frangaise, le onze novembre mil  
nineteen hundred and thirty seven. neuf cent trente-sept. 

[SEAL] LELAND HARRISON. 

[SEAL] M OTTA. 

AND WHEREAS the said convention has been duly ratified on both 
parts, and the ratifications of the two Governments were exchanged in 
the city of Bern on the seventh day of December, one thousand nine 
hundred and thirty-eight; 
Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, 

President of the United States of America, have caused the said 
convention to be made public, to the end that the same and every 
article and clause thereof may be observed and fulfilled with good 
faith by the United States of America and the citizens thereof. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have caused the Seal of the United States 

of America to be hereunto affixed. 
DONE at the city of Washington this thirteenth day of December in 

the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and 
[SEAL] thirty-eight and of the Independence of the United States 

of America the one hundred and sixty-third. 

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 
By the President: 

SUMNER W ELLES 
Acting Secretary of State. 

Exchange of ratifi-
cations. 

Proclamation. 
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Protocol between the United States of America and other powers amending
the International Agreement for the Regulation of Whaling, signed in
London June 8, 1937. Signed at London June 24, 1938; ratification
advised by the Senate March 8, 1939; ratified by the President March
16, 1939; ratification of the United States of America deposited at
London March 0S, 19S9; proclaimed April 8, 19S9. With certificate
of extension and Final Act of the Conference.

June24,1938 BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
[T. S. No. 944]

A PROCLAMATION.

gRegulation of whal- WHEREAS a Protocol amending the International Agreement for the
52seable. Regulation of Whaling, signed in London on June 8, 1937, which

Agreement was continued in force after June 30, 1938 in the manner
prescribed in Article 21 thereof, as is evidenced by a certificate

Pot, p. 179. issued by the Foreign Office in London on June 29, 1938, a copy of
which is hereto attached, was signed at London on June 24, 1938 by the
respective Plenipotentiaries of the Government of the United States
of America, the Government of the Union of South Africa, the Govern-
ment of the Argentine Republic, the Government of the Common-
wealth of Australia, the Government of Canada, the Government of
Eire, the Government of Germany, the Government of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the Government of
New Zealand, and the Government of Norway, a true copy of which
Protocol as certified by the Librarian and Keeper of the Papers at the
Foreign Office in London, is word for word as follows:

PROTOCOL.

Contracting a ov- THE Governments of the Union of South Africa, the United States
of America, the Argentine Republic, the Commonwealth of Australia,
Canada, Eire, Germany, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland, New Zealand and Norway, desiring to introduce
certain amendments into the International Agreement for the
Regulation of Whaling, signed in London on the 8th June, 1937
(hereinafter referred to as the Principal Agreement) in accordance

52 stat. 1464. with the provisions of Article 21 thereof, have agreed as follows:-

ARTICLE 1.

Factory ship, etc., With reference to the provisions of Articles 5 and 7 of the Principaluse restricted.
52 stat. 146. Agreement, it is forbidden to use a factory ship or a whale catcher
Humpback whales. attached thereto for the purpose of taking or treating humpback
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Protocol between the United States of America and other powers amending 
the International Agreement for the Regulation of Whaling, signed in 
London June 8, 1937. Signed at London June 24, 1938; ratification 
advised by the Senate March 8, 1939; ratified by the President March 
16, 1989; ratification of the United States of America deposited at 
London March 30, 1989; proclaimed April 8, 1939. With certificate 
of extension and Final Act of the Conference. 

June 24, 1938 BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
[T. S. No. 944] 

Regulation of whal-
ing. 
Preamble. 
52 Stat. 1460. 

Poet, p. 1799. 

Contracting 
ernments. 

62 Stat. 1464. 

A PROCLAMATION. 

WHEREAS a Protocol amending the International Agreement for the 
Regulation of Whaling, signed in London on June 8, 1937, which 
Agreement was continued in force after June 30, 1938 in the manner 
prescribed in Article 21 thereof, as is evidenced by a certificate 
issued by the Foreign Office in London on June 29, 1938, a copy of 
which is hereto attached, was signed at London on June 24, 1938 by the 
respective Plenipotentiaries of the Government of the United States 
of America, the Government of the Union of South Africa, the Govern-
ment of the Argentine Republic, the Government of the Common-
wealth of Australia, the Government of Canada, the Government of 
Eire, the Government of Germany, the Government of the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the Government of 
New Zealand, and the Government of Norway, a true copy of which 
Protocol as certified by the Librarian and Keeper of the Papers at the 
Foreign Office in London, is word for word as follows: 

PROTOCOL. 

ci"" THE Governments of the Union of South Africa, the United States 
of America, the Argentine Republic, the Commonwealth of Australia, 
Canada, Eire, Germany, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland, New Zealand and Norway, desiring to introduce 
certain amendments into the International Agreement for the 
Regulation of Whaling, signed in London on the 8th June, 1937 
(hereinafter referred to as the Principal Agreement) in accordance 
with the provisions of Article 21 thereof, have agreed as follows:— 

ARTICLE 1. 

Factory sd.hift, etc.. With reference to the provisions of Articles 5 and 7 of the Principal 
use restrict,e 

52 Stat. 1461. Agreement, it is forbidden to use a factory ship or a whale catcher 
Humpback whales, attached thereto for the purpose of taking or treating humpback 
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whales in any waters south of 40° South Latitude during the period
from the 1st October, 1938, to the 30th September, 1939.

ARTICLE 2.

Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 7 of the Principal
Agreement, it is forbidden to use a factory ship or a whale catcher
attached thereto for the purpose of taking or treating baleen whales
in the waters south of 40° South Latitude from 70° West Longitude
westwards as far as 160° West Longitude for a period of two years
from the 8th day of December, 1938.

ARTICLE 3.

(1) No factory ship which has been used for the purpose of treating
baleen whales south of 40° South Latitude shall be used for that
purpose elsewhere within a period of twelve months from the end
of the open season prescribed in Article 7 of the Principal Agreement.

(2) Only such factory ships as have operated during the year 1937
within the territorial waters of any signatory Government shall, after
the signature of this Protocol, so operate, and any such ships so
operating shall be treated as land stations and remain moored in
territorial waters in one position during the season and shall operate
for not more than six months in any period of twelve months, such
period of six months to be continuous.

Factory ships.
Use of, for treatment

elsewhere after close of
open season.

Operation within
territorial waters of
signatory Govern-
ment restricted.

Treatment as land
stations.

ARTICLE 4.

To Article 5 of the Principal Agreement there shall be added the 2 Stat. 141.

following:-

"except that blue whales of not less than 65 feet, fin whales of not Killing ofblue, etc.
less than 50 feet and sperm whales of not less than 30 feet in suhiptfion as food.
length may be taken for delivery to land stations provided that
the meat of such whales is to be used for local consumption as
human or animal food."

ARTICLE 5.

To Article 7 of the Principal Agreement there shall be added the 52 Stat. 1461.

following:-

"Notwithstanding the above prohibition of treatment during Treatmentofwhales
a close season, the treatment of whales which have been taken ater nend of open
during the open season may be completed after the end of the
open season."

ARTICLE 6.

In Article 8 of the Principal Agreement the word "baleen" shall be sT2s'ltc. T1 n.
inserted after the word "treating."

Baleen whales.
52 Stat. 1461.
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whales in any waters south of 40° South Latitude during the period 
from the 1st October, 1938, to the 30th September, 1939. 

ARTICLE 2. 

Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 7 of the Principal 
Agreement, it is forbidden to use a factory ship or a whale catcher 
attached thereto for the purpose of taking or treating baleen whales 
in the waters south of 40° South Latitude from 70° West Longitude 
westwards as far as 160° West Longitude for a period of two years 
from the 8th day of December, 1938. 

ARTICLE 3. 

(1) No factory ship which has been used for the purpose of treating 
baleen whales south of 40° South Latitude shall be used for that 
purpose elsewhere within a period of twelve months from the end 
of the open season prescribed in Article 7 of the Principal Agreement. 

(2) Only such factory ships as have operated during the year 1937 
within the territorial waters of any signatory Government shall, after 
the signature of this Protocol, so operate, and any such ships so 
operating shall be treated as land stations and remain moored in 
territorial waters in one position during the season and shall operate 
for not more than six months in any period of twelve months, such 
period of six months to be continuous. 

ARTICLE 4. 

To Article 5 of the Principal Agreement there shall be added the 
following:— 

"except that blue whales of not less than 65 feet, fin whales of not 
less than 50 feet and sperm whales of not less than 30 feet in 
length may be taken for delivery to land stations provided that 
the meat of such whales is to be used for local consumption as 
human or animal food." 

ARTICLE 5. 

To Article 7 of the Principal Agreement there shall be added the 
following:— 

"Notwithstanding the above prohibition of treatment during 
a close season, the treatment of whales which have been taken 
during the open season may be completed after the end of the 
open season." 

ARTICLE 6. 

In Article 8 of the Principal Agreement the word "baleen" shall be 
inserted after the word "treating." 
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TREATIES

ARTICLE 7.

52 Stat. 1461.
Substituted areas.

ARTICLE 8.

52 Stat. 1462.
Taking of whales

for delivery to factory
ship.

For Article 12 of the Principal Agreement there shall be substituted
the following, viz.: The taking of whales for delivery to a factory
ship shall be so regulated or restricted by the master or person in
charge of the factory ship that no whale carcase shall remain in the sea
for'a longer period than 33 hours from the time of killing to the time
when it is taken up on to the deck of the factory ship for treatment.

ARTICLE 9.

Provisional entry
into force.

The present Protocol shall come into force provisionally on the
first day of July, 1938, to the extent to which the signatory Govern-
ments are respectively able to enforce it.

ARTICLE 10.

Ratification, etc. (i) The present Protocol shall be ratified and the instruments of
ratification shall be deposited with the Government of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland as soon as possible.

Definitive entry (ii) It shall come into force definitively upon the deposit of the
instruments of ratification by the Governments of the United King-
dom, Germany and Norway.

Other Governments (iii) For any other Government which is a party to the Principal
parties to Principal
Agreement. Agreement, the present Protocol shall come into force on the date of

the deposit of its instrument of ratification or notification of accession.
(iv) The Government of the United Kingdom will inform the

other Governments of the date on which the Protocol comes into force
and the date of any ratification or accession received subsequently.

ARTICLE 11.

Accessions. (i) The present Protocol shall be open to accession by any Govern-
ment which has not signed it and which accedes to the Principal
Agreement before the definitive entry into force of the Protocol.

For the areas specified in (a), (b), (c) and (d) of Article 9 of the Prin-
cipal Agreement there shall be substituted the following areas, viz.:-

(a) in the waters north of 66° North Latitude; except that from
150° East Longitude eastwards as far as 140° West
Longitude the taking or killing of whales by such ship or
catcher shall be permitted between 66° North Latitude
and 72° North Latitude

(b) in the Atlantic Ocean and its dependent waters north of 40°
South Latitude;

(c) in the Pacific Ocean and its dependent waters east of 150°
West Longitude between 40° South Latitude and 35°
North Latitude;

(d) in the Pacific Ocean and its dependent waters west of 150°
West Longitude between 40° South Latitude and 20°
North Latitude;

(e) in the Indian Ocean and its dependent waters north of 40°
South Latitude.
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ARTICLE 7. 

For the areas specified in (a), (b), (c) and (d) of Article 9 of the Prin-
cipal Agreement there shall be substituted the following areas, viz.:— 

(a) in the waters north of 66° North Latitude; except that from 
150° East Longitude eastwards as far as 140° West 
Longitude the taking or killing of whales by such ship or 
catcher shall be permitted between 66° North Latitude 
and 72° North Latitude 

(b) in the Atlantic Ocean and its dependent waters north of 40° 
South Latitude; 

(c) in the Pacific Ocean and its dependent waters east of 150° 
West Longitude between 40° South Latitude and 35° 
North Latitude; 

(d) in the Pacific Ocean and its dependent waters west of 150° 
West Longitude between 40° South Latitude and 20° 
North Latitude; 

(e) in the Indian Ocean and its dependent waters north of 40° 
South Latitude. 

ARTICLE 8. 

For Article 12 of the Principal Agreement there shall be substituted 
the following, viz.: The taking of whales for delivery to a factory 
ship shall be so regulated or restricted by the master or person in 
charge of the factory ship that no whale carcase shall remain in the sea 
for a longer period than 33 hours from the time of killing to the time 
when it is taken up on to the deck of the factory ship for treatment. 

ARTICLE 9. 

The present Protocol shall come into force provisionally on the 
first day of July, 1938, to the extent to which the signatory Govern-
ments are respectively able to enforce it. 

ARTICLE 10. 

(i) The present Protocol shall be ratified and the instruments of 
ratification shall be deposited with the Government of the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland as soon as possible. 

(ii) It shall come into force definitively upon the deposit of the 
instruments of ratification by the Governments of the United King-
dom, Germany and Norway. 

(iii) For any other Government which is a party to the Principal 
Agreement, the present Protocol shall come into force on the date of 
the deposit of its instrument of ratification or notification of accession. 

(iv) The Government of the United Kingdom will inform the 
other Governments of the date on which the Protocol comes into force 
and the date of any ratification or accession received subsequently. 

ARTICLE 11. 

(i) The present Protocol shall be open to accession by any Govern-
ment which has not signed it and which accedes to the Principal 
Agreement before the definitive entry into force of the Protocol. 
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(ii) Accession shall be effected by means of a notification in writing
addressed to the Government of the United Kingdom and shall take
effect immediately after the date of its receipt.

(iii) The Government of the United Kingdom will inform all the
Governments which have signed or acceded to the present Protocol
of all accessions received and the date of their receipt.

ARTICLE 12.

Any ratification of or accession to the Principal Agreement which cesatifcatlio, or aCo
may be deposited or notified after the date of definitive coming into Principal Agreement.

force of the present Protocol shall be deemed to relate to the Principal
Agreement as amended by the present Protocol.

In witness whereof the undersigned, duly authorised thereto, have sinatures.
signed the present Protocol.

Done in London the twenty-fourth day of June, 1938, in a single
copy, which shall be deposited in the archives of the Government of the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, by whom
certified copies shall be communicated to all the signatory Govern-
ments.

For the Government of the Union of South Africa:
C. T. TE WATER.
F. J. DU TOIT.

For the Government of the United States of America:
HERSCHEL V. JOHNSON.
REMINGTON KELLOGG.
WILFRID N. DERBY.

For the Government of the Argentine Republic:
MANUEL E. MALBRAN.
M. FINCATI.

For the Government of the Commonwealth of Australia:
ROBERT G. MENZIES.

For the Government of Canada:
VINCENT MASSEY.

For the Government of Eire:
SEAN O'FAOLAIN O'DULCHAONTIGH.
J. D. RUSH.

For the Government of Germany:
HELMUTH WOHLTAT.

For the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland:

HENRY G. MAURICE.
GEO. HOGARTH.

For the Government of New Zealand:
W. J. JORDAN.

For the Government of Norway:
BIRGER BERGERSEN.
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(ii) Accession shall be effected by means of a notification in writing 
addressed to the Government of the United Kingdom and shall take 
effect immediately after the date of its receipt. 

(iii) The Government of the United Kingdom will inform all the 
Governments which have signed or acceded to the present Protocol 
of all accessions received and the date of their receipt. 

ARTICLE 12. 

Any ratification of or accession to the Principal Agreement which 
may be deposited or notified after the date of definitive coming into 
force of the present Protocol shall be deemed to relate to the Principal 
Agreement as amended by the present Protocol. 

In witness whereof the undersigned, duly authorised thereto, have 
signed the present Protocol. 
Done in London the twenty-fourth day of June, 1938, in a single 

copy, which shall be deposited in the archives of the Government of the 
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, by whom 
certified copies shall be communicated to all the signatory Govern-
ments. 

For the Government of the Union of South Africa: 

C. T. TE WATER. 
F. J. DU TOIT. 

For the Government of the United States of America: 
HERSCHEL V. JOHNSON. 
REMINGTON KELLOGG. 
WILFRID N. DERBY. 

For the Government of the Argentine Republic: 

MANUEL E. MALBRAN. 
M. FINCATI. 

For the Government of the Commonwealth of Australia: 

ROBERT G. MENZIES. 

For the Government of Canada: 

VINCENT MASSEY. 

For the Government of Eire: 

SEAN O'FAOLAIN O'DULCHAONTIGH. 
J. D. RUSH. 

For the Government of Germany: 

HELMUTH WOHLTAT. 

For the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland: 

HENRY G. MAURICE. 
GEO. HOGARTH. 

For the Government of New Zealand: 
W. J. JORDAN. 

For the Government of Norway: 

BIRGER BERGERSEN. 
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cessions, relation to 
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Deposit of ratiflca- AND WHEREAS the Governments of the United Kingdom of Great
tions.

Britain and Northern Ireland, Germany, and Norway, having de-
posited their instruments of ratification of the said Protocol with the
Government of the United Kingdom, the last on December 30, 1938,
the said Protocol came into force definitively on December 30, 1938,

Ante, p. 1796. in accordance with Section (ii) of Article 10 thereof;
AND WHEREAS it is provided by Section (iii) of the said Article 10

that for any other Government which is a party to the principal
52 Stat. 1460. Agreement of June 8, 1937, the Protocol shall come into force on the

date of the deposit of that Government's instrument of ratification or
notification of accession;

AND WHEREAS the said Protocol has been duly ratified by the
Government of the United States of America and its instrument of
ratification was deposited with the Government of the United King-
dom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland on March 30, 1939;

Proclamation. Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
President of the United States of America, have caused the said
Protocol signed on June 24, 1938, amending the International Agree-

52Stat. 1460. ment for the Regulation of Whaling signed on June 8, 1937, to be
made public to the end that the same and every article and clause
thereof, and the Agreement of June 8, 1937 as amended thereby, may
be observed and fulfilled with good faith by the United States of
America and the citizens thereof.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have caused the Seal of the United
States of America to be hereunto affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this eighth day of April in the
year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirty-

[SEAL] nine and of the Independence of the United States of
America the one hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL

Secretary of State.
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AND WHEREAS the Governments of the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland, Germany, and Norway, having de-
posited their instruments of ratification of the said Protocol with the 
Government of the United Kingdom, the last on December 30, 1938, 
the said Protocol came into force definitively on December 30, 1938, 
in accordance with Section (ii) of Article 10 thereof; 
AND WHEREAS it is provided by Section (iii) of the said Article 10 

that for any other Government which is a party to the principal 
Agreement of June 8, 1937, the Protocol shall come into force on the 
date of the deposit of that Government's instrument of ratification or 
notification of accession; 
AND WHEREAS the said Protocol has been duly ratified by the 

Government of the United States of America and its instrument of 
ratification was deposited with the Government of the United King-
dom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland on March 30, 1939; 
Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, 

President of the United States of America, have caused the said 
Protocol signed on June 24, 1938, amending the International Agree-
ment for the Regulation of Whaling signed on June 8, 1937, to be 
made public to the end that the same and every article and clause 
thereof, and the Agreement of June 8, 1937 as amended thereby, may 
be observed and fulfilled with good faith by the United States of 
America and the citizens thereof. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have caused the Seal of the United 

States of America to be hereunto affixed. 
DONE at the city of Washington this eighth day of April in the 

year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirty-
[SEAL] nine and of the Independence of the United States of 

America the one hundred and sixty-third. 

By the President: 
CORDELL HULL 

Secretary of State. 

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 
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[SEAL OF BRITISH FOREIGN OFFICE]

[CERTIFICATE OF EXTENSION OF AGREEMENT FOR THE
REGULATION OF WHALING SIGNED JUNE 8, 1937]

Whereas the International Agreement for the Regulation of Whal-
ing, signed in London on the 8th June, 1937 has been ratified by the
Governments of the United States of America, Germany, the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Eire, New Zealand
and Norway, and came into force in accordance with the provisions
of Article 19 on the 7th day of May, 1938; and

Whereas the Governments of the United States of Mexico and
Canada have acceded, with effect from the 7th May, 1938 and the
14th June, 1938, respectively, to the said Agreement in accordance
with Article 22 thereof; and

Whereas in consequence the Governments of the United States of
America, Germany, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland, Eire, New Zealand, Norway, the United States of
Mexico and Canada are contracting Governments; and

Whereas, according to the provisions of Article 21, the said Agree-
ment remains in force until the 30th June, 1938 and thereafter if,
before that date, a majority of the contracting Governments, which
shall include the Governments of the United Kingdom, Germany and
Norway shall have agreed to extend its duration:

The Undersigned, Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs
of His Majesty the King of Great Britain, Ireland and the British
Dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor of India, hereby certifies that,
the Governments of the United States of America, Canada, Germany,
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Eire,
the United States of Mexico, New Zealand and Norway have agreed
to extend the duration of the said Agreement, and that the Agreement
will accordingly, under the provisions of Article 21, continue in force
after the 30th June, 1938.

Witness my hand this 29th day of June, 1938.
Given at the Foreign Office, London.

HALIFAX.
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[SEAL OF BRITISH FOREIGN OFFICE] 

[CERTIFICATE OF EXTENSION OF AGREEMENT FOR THE 
REGULATION OF WHALING SIGNED JUNE 8, 1937] 

Whereas the International Agreement for the Regulation of Whal-
ing, signed in London on the 8th June, 1937 has been ratified by the 
Governments of the United States of America, Germany, the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Eire, New Zealand 
and Norway, and came into force in accordance with the provisions 
of Article 19 on the 7th day of May, 1938; and 
Whereas the Governments of the United States of Mexico and 

Canada have acceded, with effect from the 7th May, 1938 and the 
14th June, 1938, respectively, to the said Agreement in accordance 
with  Article 22 thereof; and 

Whereas in consequence the Governments of the United States of 
America, Germany, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland, Eire, New Zealand, Norway, the United States of 
Mexico and Canada are contracting Governments; and 

Whereas, according to the provisions of Article 21, the said Agree-
ment remains in force until the 30th June, 1938 and thereafter if, 
before that date, a majority of the contracting Governments, which 
shall include the Governments of the United Kingdom, Germany and 
Norway shall have agreed to extend its duration: 
The Undersigned, Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 

of His Majesty the King of Great Britain, Ireland and the British 
Dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor of India, hereby certifies that, 
the Governments of the United States of America, Canada, Germany, 
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Eire, 
the United States of Mexico, New Zealand and Norway have agreed 
to extend the duration of the said Agreement, and that the Agreement 
will accordingly, under the provisions of Article 21, continue in force 
after the 30th June, 1938. 

Witness my hand this 29th day of June, 1938. 
Given at the Foreign Office, London. 

HALIFAX. 
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INTERNATIONAL WHALING CONFERENCE,
LONDON-JUNE 1938.

FINAL ACT OF THE CONFERENCE.

1. IN accordance with the Recommendation contained in para-
graph 11 of the Final Act, signed in London on the 8th June, 1937,
a further Conference met in London on the 14th June, 1938, and
subsequent days to consider modifications or extensions of the existing
Agreement, hereinafter referred to as the Principal Agreement.

2. The following Governments sent Delegates to the Conference:
Union of South Africa, United States of America, Argentina, Aus-
tralia, Canada, Denmark, Eire, France, Germany, United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Japan, New Zealand and Nor-
way. An observer also attended on behalf of the Portuguese Gov-
ernment, and the interests of Newfoundland were watched by the
United Kingdom Delegation.

3. The Principal Agreement has been ratified by the Govern-
ments of Eire, Germany, Norway, United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland and United States of America, whilst Canada
and Mexico have since acceded to it. With regard to the remaining
signatory Governments, New Zealand has actually ratified the
Principal Agreement.

The Argentine Republic is enforcing the Principal Agreement by
Executive Decree, and formal ratification is only a matter of time.
The Conference understands that ratification of the Principal Agree-
ment by the Governments of the Commonwealth of Australia and
of the Union of South Africa has been delayed only by constitutional
difficulties. The Conference is confident that these Governments
will take steps at the earliest possible moment to remove these
difficulties and to ratify. The Government of Denmark has notified
its intention of acceding to the Principal Agreement and the Protocol
as soon as the necessary powers to enforce their provisions have been
obtained by legislation. The Government of France is prepared to
accede to the Principal Agreement subject to certain reservations
affecting land stations, which are dealt with later in this Act. To-
wards the end of the proceedings of the Conference the Japanese
Delegation informed the Conference that their Government was
prepared to take the necessary legislative and other measures to
enable them to accede to the Principal Agreement and the Protocol
after an interval of a year subject to a reservation in respect of the
first paragraph of Article 3 of the Protocol. The Japanese Govern-
ment is also prepared to observe the principles of the present Agree-
ment as nearly as possible in the meantime. There is no information
at present available as to the attitude of Portugal and the Govern-
ment of Newfoundland has reserved its decision.

4. The necessary majority required by Article 21 of the Principal
Agreement for the extension of its duration after the 30th June, 1938,
has been secured.
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Agreement for the extension of its duration after the 30th June, 1938, 
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5. The Conference took note of the fact that, according to the
statistics of the catch of the last Antarctic season, the opinion ex-
pressed in paragraph 2 of the Final Act of the Conference of 1937,
that the Principal Agreement was likely to go far in maintaining the
stock of whales, had not been justified by the event, inasmuch as
the actual number of whales killed (approximately 44,000) and the
number of barrels of oil produced (approximately 3,250,000) were,
respectively, some 10,000 and 600,000 in excess of the corresponding
figures for the previous season.

6. The Conference had also before it a Resolution of the Whaling
Committee of the International Council for the Exploration of the
Sea, which met in Copenhagen on the 23rd May, 1938, in the follow-
ing terms:-

"The Committee, viewing with alarm the evident decline of
the stock of Blue Whales, is of opinion that nothing less than
a limitation of the total amount of whale oil which may be taken
in any whaling season can be effective in preserving the stock
of Blue Whales from being reduced to the level at which it can
no longer be the object of economic exploitation."

This resolution was adopted by the Council at its concluding Meet-
ing on the 28th May, 1938, with a request that it should be brought
to the notice of the Members of the present Conference.

7. In the light of the facts set forth in paragraph 5 above, and
the terms of the above Resolution of the Whaling Committee of the
International Council for the Exploration of the Sea, the Conference
considered the following measures of general application which might
be expected to limit the destruction of whales:-

(a) a further reduction of the open season;
(b) a limitation of the number of catchers which might be used

in connection with each expedition;
(c) an overhead limitation of output during the Antarctic whaling

season, by which is meant that a limit of output should be
fixed, after which all whaling should cease, though the
limit might be reached before the end of the open season;

(d) the fixing of a maximum oil production which no expedition
should exceed in any one Antarctic season;

(e) special measures of protection for humpback whales;
(0) the establishment of a sanctuary in waters south of 40° South

Latitude;
(g) the closure of additional areas against pelagic whaling.

8. With regard to method (a) in the foregoing paragraph, the Con-
ference agreed, with the exception of the Japanese Delegation, who
reserved their position for the season 1938-39, that the open season
provided for in Article 7 of the Principal Agreement, that is to say,
from the 8th day of December to the 7th day of March following,
should be maintained. It was felt that few, if any, expeditions would
be able to engage profitably in whaling if the open season in the Ant-
arctic were further curtailed; and that a further curtailment of the
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5. The Conference took note of the fact that, according to the 
statistics of the catch of the last Antarctic season, the opinion ex-
pressed in paragraph 2 of the Final Act of the Conference of 1937, 
that the Principal Agreement was likely to go far in maintaining the 
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the actual number of whales killed (approximately 44,000) and the 
lumber of barrels of oil produced (approximately 3,250,000) were, 
respectively, some 10,000 and 600,000 in excess of the corresponding 
figures for the previous season. 
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in any whaling season can be effective in preserving the stock 
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ing on the 28th May, 1938, with a request that it should be brought 
to the notice of the Members of the present Conference. 

7. In the light of the facts set forth in paragraph 5 above, and 
the terms of the above Resolution of the Whaling Corrunittee of the 
International Council for the Exploration of the Sea, the Conference 
considered the following measures of general application which might 
be expected to limit the destruction of whales:— 

(a) a further reduction of the open season; 
(b) a limitation of the number of catchers which might be used 

in connection with each expedition; 
(c) an overhead limitation of output during the Antarctic whaling 

season, by which is meant that a limit of output should be 
fixed, after which all whaling should cease, though the 
limit might be reached before the end of the open season; 

(d) the fixing of a maximum oil production which no expedition 
should exceed in any one Antarctic season; 

(e) special measures of protection for humpback whales; 
(f) the establishment of a sanctuary in waters south of 40° South 

Latitude; 
(g) the closure of additional areas against pelagic whaling. 

8. With regard to method (a) in the foregoing paragraph, the Con-
ference agreed, with the exception of the Japanese Delegation, who 
reserved their position for the season 1938-39, that the open season 
provided for in Article 7 of the Principal Agreement, that is to say, 
from the 8th day of December to the 7th day of March following, 
should be maintained. It was felt that few, if any, expeditions would 
be able to engage profitably in whaling if the open season in the Ant-
arctic were further curtailed; and that a further curtailment of the 



open season would increase the temptation to evade the provisions of
Articles 11 and 12 of the Principal Agreement, which are designed to
secure that the fullest possible use shall be made of all whales taken.

9. With regard to method (b), a proposal was put forward that the
number of whale catchers attached to any expedition should be limited
to seven, but the Conference was unable to reach agreement either
upon this proposal or upon any limitation in the number of whale
catchers.

10. Although method (c) was advocated by the Whaling Committee
of the International Council for the Exploration of the Sea as the most
effective restriction of undue exploitation of the whale stock, the
Conference did not feel able at the present time to recommend its
adoption.

11. The Conference could not agree on the application of method
(d). In particular, objection was taken to this method on the ground
that its incidence would be unfair, in that it would limit the operations
of the most efficient factory ships and have little, if any, effect upon the
operations of the smaller and less efficient factory ships. The question
whether different maxima might be fixed for different expeditions
according to their capacity was raised, but it was clear that agreement
would not be reached on this basis.

12. Although the Conference was unable to agree to the immediate
adoption of methods (b), (c) or (d), there was a strong feeling that
these were matters calling for further expert examination by all the
Governments concerned, with a view to their consideration at a subse-
quent Conference.

13. With regard to method (e), attention was drawn to a Report
recently issued by the Discovery Committee concerning the condition
of the stock of humpback whales and to other evidence pointing to
a serious decline of that stock, and the Conference appointed a
Committee to study this question. The Committee reported that
there was ample biological evidence to show that the humpback
stock was in very serious danger in all sectors of the southern hemi-
sphere, and recommended that there should be no hunting of this
species of whale for at least a year in any waters, or at least in the
southern hemisphere and North Atlantic and dependent waters. It
proved impossible to obtain the general agreement of the Conference
to this proposal, chiefly because some land stations depend mainly
upon humpbacks for their output of oil, and it was contended that
the total prohibition, even for one year, of the hunting of humpbacks
would have an effect on these land stations disproportionate to that
which it would have on pelagic expeditions. The Conference, there-
fore, while admitting the desirability of a total prohibition, agreed
that, in the first instance, the hunting of humpbacks by means of
pelagic expeditions should be prohibited in the waters south of 40°
South Latitude. A provision to this effect has consequently been
embodied in the Protocol (Article 1). It is hoped that this measure
of protection, coupled with the immunity which all baleen whales
would enjoy in the greater part of the waters north of 40° South
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open season would increase the temptation to evade the provisions of 
Articles 11 and 12 of the Principal Agreement, which are designed to 
secure that the fullest possible use shall be made of all whales taken. 

9. With regard to method (b), a proposal was put forward that the 
number of whale catchers attached to any expedition should be limited 
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of the International Council for the Exploration of the Sea as the most 
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that its incidence would be unfair, in that it would limit the operations 
of the most efficient factory ships and have little, if any, effect upon the 
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whether different maxima might be fixed for different expeditions 
according to their capacity was raised, but it was clear that agreement 
would not be reached on this basis. 

12. Although the Conference was unable to agree to the immediate 
adoption of methods (b), (c) or (d), there was a strong feeling that 
these were matters calling for further expert examination by all the 
Governments concerned, with a view to their consideration at a, subse-
quent Conference. 

13. With regard to method (e), attention was drawn to a Report 
recently issued by the Discovery Committee concerning the condition 
of the stock of humpback whales and to other evidence pointing to 
a serious decline of that stock, and the Conference appointed a 
Committee to study this question. The Committee reported that 
there was ample biological evidence to show that the humpback 
stock was in very serious danger in all sectors of the southern hemi-
sphere, and recommended that there should be no hunting of this 
species of whale for at least a year in any waters, or at least in the 
southern hemisphere and North Atlantic and dependent waters. It 
proved impossible to obtain the general agreement of the Conference 
to this proposal, chiefly because some laud stations depend mainly 
upon humpbacks for their output of oil, and it was contended that 
the total prohibition, even for one year, of the hunting of humpbacks 
would have an effect on these land stations disproportionate to that 
which it would have on pelagic expeditions. The Conference, there-
fore, while admitting the desirability of a total prohibition, agreed 
that, in the first instance, the hunting of humpbacks by means of 
pelagic expeditions should be prohibited in the waters south of 40° 
South Latitude. A provision to this effect has consequently been 
embodied in the Protocol (Article 1). It is hoped that this measure 
of protection, coupled with the immunity which all baleen whales 
would enjoy in the greater part of the waters north of 40° South 
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Latitude, should have useful results, and the Conference strongly
recommends the Governments represented thereat and other Govern-
ments concerned to study this question further with a view to give
complete protection to humpback whales for a suitable period after
the 30th September, 1939.

14. With regard to method (f), the Conference agreed that the
sector of the waters south of 40° South Latitude which lies between
70° West Longitude and 160° West Longitude should be a sanctuary
for whales for at least two years, and provision has been made accord-
ingly in the Protocol (Article 2). In this sector commercial whaling
has not hitherto been prosecuted, but the evidence acquired by the
Discovery Committee shows that it is frequented by baleen whales,
and the Conference agreed that it was highly desirable that the
immunity which whales in this area had hitherto enjoyed should be
maintained. Little information is available as to the extent to which
whales from this area travel into the adjoining areas, or vice versa,
but there is reason to think that such movement does, to some extent,
take place, and that therefore the protection provided in this area may
have useful results.

15. With regard to method (g), certain doubts having arisen already
as to the limits of the Greenland Sea referred to in Article 9 of the
Principal Agreement and as to the extent to which the Arctic Ocean
is included within the area protected by that Article, it was suggested
that the whole of the waters North of 66° North Latitude should be
brought under protection, and that to the Atlantic and Indian Oceans
and to the closed areas of the Pacific Ocean should be added their
respective dependent waters. The Japanese Delegation, however,
asked for a concession permitting whaling in the Arctic Ocean north
of the Pacific Ocean, between 66° North Latitude and 72° North
Latitude. In view of the satisfactory declaration as to the position
of the Japanese Government referred to in paragraph 3, the Con-
ference agreed to exclude these waters from the restriction. Provision
to meet these points has accordingly been made in the Protocol
(Article 7).

16. In the fifth paragraph of the Final Act of the Conference of
last year attention was drawn to the risk that the restrictions imposed
on pelagic whaling might lead to a development of whaling from land
stations, and the Governments were accordingly advised to place
themselves in a position to check or regulate such development
should it occur. Since the Conference of last year an unforeseen
development has occurred owing to the assumption in certain quarters
that, in spite of the provisions of Article 9 of the Principal Agreement,
it was legitimate to use a factory ship as a temporary "land station"
when it remained within the territorial waters of a State. In the
opinion of the Conference as a whole (United States of America Dele-
gation dissenting), the wording of Article 9 of the Principal Agreement
prohibits the use of a factory ship for treating whales in the whole of
the areas specified, without exception. Briefly, the majority view of
the Conference is that a factory ship does not lose its character of
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Latitude, should have useful results, and the Conference strongly 
recommends the Governments represented thereat and other Govern-
ments concerned to study this question further with a view to give 
complete protection to humpback whales for a suitable period after 
the 30th September, 1939. 

14. With regard to method (f), the Conference agreed that the 
sector of the waters south of 40° South Latitude which lies between 
70° West Longitude and 160° West Longitude should be a sanctuary 
for whales for at least two years, and provision has been made accord-
ingly in the Protocol (Article 2). In this sector commercial whaling 
has not hitherto been prosecuted, but the evidence acquired by the 
Discovery Committee shows that it is frequented by baleen whales, 
and the Conference agreed that it was highly desirable that the 
immunity which whales in this area had hitherto enjoyed should be 
maintained. Little information is available as to the extent to which 
whales from this area travel into the adjoining areas, or vice versa, 
but there is reason to think that such movement does, to some extent, 
take place, and that therefore the protection provided in this area may 
have useful results. 

15. With regard to method (q), certain doubts having arisen already 
as to the limits of the Greenland Sea referred to in Article 9 of the 
Principal Agreement and as to the extent to which the Arctic Ocean 
is included within the area protected by that Article, it was suggested 
that the whole of the waters North of 66° North Latitude should be 
brought under protection, and that to the Atlantic and Indian Oceans 
and to the closed areas of the Pacific Ocean should be added their 
respective dependent waters. The Japanese Delegation, however, 
asked for a concession permitting whaling in the Arctic Ocean north 
of the Pacific Ocean, between 66° North Latitude and 72° North 
Latitude. In view of the satisfactory declaration as to the position 
of the Japanese Government referred to in paragraph 3, the Con-
ference agreed to exclude these waters from the restriction. Provision 
to meet these points has accordingly been made in the Protocol 
(Article 7). 

16. In the fifth paragraph of the Final Act of the Conference of 
last year attention was drawn to the risk that the restrictions imposed 
on pelagic whaling might lead to a development of whaling from land 
stations, and the Governments were accordingly advised to place 
themselves in a position to check or regulate such development 
should it occur. Since the Conference of last year an unforeseen 
development has occurred owing to the assumption in certain quarters 
that, in spite of the provisions of Article 9 of the Principal Agreement, 
it was legitimate to use a factory ship as a temporary "land station" 
when it remained within the territorial waters of a State. In the 
opinion of the Conference as a whole (United States of America Dele-
gation dissenting), the wording of Article 9 of the Principal Agreement 
prohibits the use of a factory ship for treating whales in the whole of 
the areas specified, without exception. Briefly, the majority view of 
the Conference is that a factory ship does not lose its character of 



being a ship until at least it loses its power of independent movement,
and that a factory ship moored in territorial waters is no less a ship
than any other ship which drops its anchor or is moored in a port.
Although the Conference has no doubt of the correctness of this inter-
pretation of Article 9, it has been thought desirable, in view of the
events which have occurred, to embody in the Protocol an Article
(Article 3) which, while placing beyond doubt the fact that it is not
permissible to use a factory ship as a "land station," nevertheless
makes a concession in respect of existing enterprises.

17. The French Delegation declared that the French Government
was ready to accede to the present Agreement subject to the following
reservations:-

First, that the term "land station" employed in the Principal
Agreement means a factory on land or a factory placed near the
coast on a construction fixed or anchored at the same spot during
the whole of the hunting season, and one which cannot be subse-
quently employed as a factory ship fishing in the deep sea.

Secondly, should any regulations be introduced regulating the
number of land stations as thus defined, France reserves the right
to establish or to maintain three of such stations in her possessions
in the Southern hemisphere.

In view of the provisions of Article 3 of the Protocol, coupled with
the statement in paragraph 16 of this Final Act, the first reservation
of the French Government appears to be satisfied. Furthermore,
there is no provision in the Protocol regulating the number of land
stations. The way, therefore, is clear for the accession of the Govern-
ment of the French Republic.

18. It was represented to the Conference by the Danish Delega-
tion that in the Faroe Islands whale hunting was prosecuted mainly
to provide food in the form of whale meat for the population of the
Islands, and that hitherto whaling had been conducted from two
land stations in the Faroe Islands without regard to size limits.
They intimated that it would be necessary for them, in order to
accede to the Principal Agreement, which Denmark was otherwise
ready to accept, to make a reservation in respect of size limits so far
as they affected these stations. To meet this particular case and
other cases of a similar character, the Conference agreed to attach
a proviso to Article 5 of the Principal Agreement. The Protocol
(Article 4) provides that the size limit for blue, fin and sperm whales
applicable to whales taken by catchers working from land stations
may be reduced by 5 feet in each instance provided that the meat
of such whales is to be used for local consumption. It is understood
that this provision is to be limited in its application to stations which
are genuinely intended to supply the local needs of the country in
which the station is situated.

19. It was agreed that Article 7 of the Principal Agreement
should be amended so as to allow of the treatment of whales after
the end of the open season provided that they were killed before
midnight on the 7th March. Provision has been made accordingly
in the Protocol (Article 5).
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the statement in paragraph 16 of this Final Act, the first reservation 
of the French Government appears to be satisfied. Furthermore, 
there is no provision in the Protocol regulating the number of land 
stations. The way, therefore, is clear for the accession of the Govern-
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18. It was represented to the Conference by the Danish Delega-
tion that in the Faroe Islands whale hunting was prosecuted mainly 
to provide food in the form of whale meat for the population of the 
Islands, and that hitherto whaling had been conducted from two 
land stations in the Faroe Islands without regard to size limits. 
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20. The Conference considered a statement by the Japanese
Delegation with regard to the effect of Article 8 of the Principal
Agreement upon land stations in Japan, some of which actually
operate for more than six months in any one year, a considerable
portion of the catch consisting of sperm whales. In order to meet
so far as possible the case of such land stations, the Conference
agreed to confine the application of Article 8 to baleen whales, and
an amendment to this effect has been included in the Protocol
(Article 6).

21. The Conference having considered reports to the effect that
some difficulty has been experienced in the application of Article 12
of the Principal Agreement, the purpose of which is to limit the
period between the killing and the treatment of a whale, it was
agreed to remove the uncertainty as to the exact interpretation of
the Article by redrafting it on different lines with the same purpose
in view. Provision has been made accordingly in the Protocol
(Article 8).

22. The Conference learned with concern that during the Antarctic
whaling season of 1936-37, and the summer of 1937, no less than 15
right whales had been killed. They were informed that some of
these whales had been measured, and among them four fcetuses were
found, the lengths of which were approximately 20 feet, 19 feet, 17
feet and 1 foot respectively. Some of these whales were taken by
nationals of Governments which were signatories to the Principal
Agreement. The Conference desires to draw the attention of the
Governments concerned to these breaches of the Geneva Convention
and the Principal Agreement. From the commercial point of view,
little advantage can accrue to any expedition by the taking of the few
right whales that still exist, and, in the opinion of the Conference, it is
deplorable not only that right whales should be killed in spite of the
provisions of the Principal Agreement, but that, in particular, as the
statistics prove, breeding right whales should have been killed. The
Conference, therefore, expresses the hope that, with a view to the
preservation of the remainder of these most interesting mammals, the
Governments concerned should sternly enforce the provisions of
Article 4 of the Principal Agreement.

23. The Conference took note of a statement by Dr. Mackintosh
of the proposals of the Discovery Committee for enlisting the support
of whaling enterprises in the continuation and development of whale
marking as carried out by the Committee. The Conference also heard
a statement from the German Delegation as to the steps which the
German Government proposes to take for the marking of whales.
The Conference expressed the hope that the Governments and the
whaling enterprises concerned will do their best to encourage the
development of whale marking, which, in the view of the Conference,
is likely to make an important contribution to the knowledge of the
movement of whales, which has a very close bearing upon the problem
of conservation of whales.

24. With reference to paragraph 9 of the Final Act of the Conference
of 1937, it was reported that the Governments of Germany and
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20. The Conference considered a statement by the Japanese 
Delegation with regard to the effect of Article 8 of the Principal 
Agreement upon land stations in Japan, some of which actually 
operate for more than six months in any one year, a considerable 
portion of the catch consisting of sperm whales. In order to meet 
so far as possible the case of such land stations, the Conference 
agreed to confine the application of Article 8 to baleen whales, and 
an amendment to this effect has been included in the Protocol 
(Article 6). 
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feet and 1 foot respectively. Some of these whales were taken by 
nationals of Governments which were signatories to the Principal 
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Governments concerned to these breaches of the Geneva Convention 
and the Principal Agreement. From the commercial point of view, 
little advantage can accrue to any expedition by the taking of the few 
right whales that still exist, and, in the opinion of the Conference, it is 
deplorable not only that right whales should be killed in spite of the 
provisions of the Principal Agreement, but that, in particular, as the 
statistics prove, breeding right whales should have been killed. The 
Conference, therefore, expresses the hope that, with a view to the 
preservation of the remainder of these most interesting mammals, the 
Governments concerned should sternly enforce the provisions of 
Article 4 of the Principal Agreement. 

23. The Conference took note of a statement by Dr. Mackintosh 
of the proposals of the Discovery Committee for enlisting the support 
of whaling enterprises in the continuation and development of whale 
marking as carried out by the Committee. The Conference also heard 
a statement from the German Delegation as to the steps which the 
German Government proposes to take for the marking of whales. 
The Conference expressed the hope that the Governments and the 
whaling enterprises concerned will do their best to encourage the 
development of whale marking, which, in the view of the Conference, 
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Norway had acquired the necessary powers to deal with transfers of
ships registered in their territories, and that the Government of the
United States of America already possessed those powers. The
Conference expressed the hope that other countries would take steps
to acquire similar powers at an early date.

25. In conclusion, the Conference suggested that the question of
holding a future Conference should be left to the consideration of the
Governments concerned, in the light of developments.

Signatures. Done in London the 24th day of June, 1938, in a single copy, which
shall be deposited in the archives of the Government of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, by whom certified
copies shall be communicated to all the signatory Governments.

For the Government of the Union of South Africa:

C. T. TE WATER
F. J. DU TOIT.

For the Government of the United States of America.

HERSCHEL V. JOHNSON.
REMINGTON KELLOGG.
WILFRID N. DERBY.

For the Government of the Argentine Republic:

MANUEL E. MALBRAN.
M. FINCATI.

For the Government of the Commonwealth of Australia:

ROBERT G. MENZIES.

For the Government of Canada:

VINCENT MASSEY.

For the Government of Denmark:
P. F. ERICSEN.

For the Government of Eire:
SEAN O'FAOLAIN O'DULCHAONTIGH.
J. D. RUSH.

For the Government of Germany:
HELMUTH WOHLTAT.

For the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland:

HENRY G. MAURICE.
GEO. HOGARTH.

For the Government of Japan:
A. KODAKI.

For the Government of New Zealand:

W. J. JORDAN.

For the Government of Norway:
BIRGER BERGERSEN.
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Norway had acquired the necessary powers to deal with transfers of 
ships registered in their territories, and that the Government of the 
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General treaty of friendship and cooperation between the United States
of America and Panama. Signed at Washington March 2, 1936;
ratification advised by the Senate July 25, 1939; ratified by the Presi-
dent of the United States July 26, 1939; ratified by Panama July
17, 1939; ratifications exchanged at Washington July 27, 1939; pro-
claimed July 27, 1939. And exchanges of notes.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS a Treaty between the United States of America and the
Republic of Panama to strengthen further the bonds of friendship and
cooperation between the two countries and to regulate on a stable and
mutually satisfactory basis certain questions which have arisen as a
result of the construction of the interoceanic canal across the Isthmus
of Panama was concluded and signed by their respective Plenipoten-
tiaries at Washington on the second day of March, one thousand nine
hundred and thirty-six, the original of which Treaty, being in the
English and Spanish languages, is word for word as follows:

March 2, 1936
[T. S. No. 945]

Treaty of friendship
and cooperation with
Panama.

Preamble.

The United States of America
and the Republic of Panama, ani-
mated by the desire to strengthen
further the bonds of friendship
and cooperation between the two
countries and to regulate on a
stable and mutually satisfactory
basis certain questions which have
arisen as a result of the construc-
tion of the interoceanic canal
across the Isthmus of Panama,
have decided to conclude a treaty,
and have designated for this pur-
pose as their Plenipotentiaries:

The President of the United
States of America:

Mr. Cordell Hull, Secretary of
State of the United States of
America, and Mr. Sumner Welles,
Assistant Secretary of State of the
United States of America; and

The President of the Republic
of Panama:

The Honorable Doctor Ricardo
J. Alfaro, Envoy Extraordinary

Los Estados Unidos de America
y la Republica de Panama, ani-
mados por el deseo de fortalecer
mas los lazos de amistad y de co-
operaci6n entre los dos paises y de
regular sobre una base firme y
mutuamente satisfactoria algunas
cuestiones que han surgido como
resultado do la construcci6n del
Canal interoceanico a traves del
Istmo de Panama, han resuelto
celebrar un tratado y en tal virtud
han designado como sus Plenipo-
tenciarios:

El Presidente de los Estados
Unidos de America:

Al Sefior Cordell Hull, Secre-
tario de Estado de los Estados
Unidos de America y al sefior
Sumner Welles, Subsecretario de
Estado de los Estados Unidos de
America; y

El Presidente de la Repiblica
de Panama:

A los Excelentisimos Sefiores
Doctor Ricardo J. Alfaro, Enviado

Objects.

Plenipotentiaries.
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General treaty of friendship and cooperation between the United States 
of America and Panama. Signed at Washington March 2, 1986; 
ratification advised by the Senate July 25, 1939; ratified by the Presi-
dent of the United States July 26, 1939; ratified by Panama July 
17, 1939; ratifications exchanged at Washington July 27, 1939; pro-
claimed July 27, 1939. And exchanges of notes. 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

W HEREAS a Treaty between the United States of America and the 
Republic of Panama to strengthen further the bonds of friendship and 
cooperation between the two countries and to regulate on a stable and 
mutually satisfactory basis certain questions which have arisen as a 
result of the construction of the interoceanic canal across the Isthmus 
of Panama was concluded and signed by their respective Plenipoten-
tiaries at Washington on the second day of March, one thousand nine 
hundred and thirty-six, the original of which Treaty, being in the 
English and Spanish languages, is word for word as follows: 

The United States of America 
and the Republic of Panama, ani-
mated by the desire to strengthen 
further the bonds of friendship 
and cooperation between the two 
countries and to regulate on a 
stable and mutually satisfactory 
basis certain questions which have 
arisen as a result of the construc-
tion of the interoceanic canal 
across the Isthmus of Panama, 
have decided to conclude a treaty, 
and have designated for this pur-
pose as their Plenipotentiaries: 
The President of the United 

States of America: 
Mr. Cordell Hull, Secretary of 

State of the United States of 
America, and Mr. Sumner Welles, 
Assistant Secretary of State of the 
United States of America; and 

The President of the Republic 
of Panama: 
The Honorable Doctor Ricardo 

J. Alfaro, Envoy Extraordinary 

Los Estados Unidos de America 
y la Republica de Panama, ani-
mados por el deseo de fortalecer 
mas los lazes de amistad y de co-
operacien entre los dos paises y de 
regular sobre una base firme y 
mutuamente satisfactoria algunas 
cuestiones quo han surf,,,ido como 
resultado do in. construccien del 
Canal interocednico a tray& del 
Istmo de Panama, han resuelto 
celebrar un tratado y en tal virtud 
han designado como sus Plenipo-
tenciarios: 
El Presidente de los Estados 

Unidos de America: 
Al Senor Cordell Hull, Secre-

tario de Estado de los Estados 
Unidos de America y al sefior 
Sumner Welles, Subsecretario de 
Estado de los Estados Unidos de 
America; y 
El Presidente de in. Repfiblica 

de Panama: 
A los Excelentisimos Sefiores 

Doctor Ricardo J. Alfaro, Enviado 

March 2, 1936 
[T. S. No. 945] 

Treaty of friendship 
and cooperation with 
Panama. 
Preamble. 

Objects. 

Plenipotentiaries. 



TREATIES

and Minister Plenipotentiary of
Panama to the United States of
America, and The Honorable Doc-
tor Narciso Garay, Envoy Extra-
ordinary and Minister Plenipo-
tentiary of Panama on special
mission;

Who, having communicated
their respective full powers to
each other, which have been found
to be in good and due form, have
agreed upon the following:

ARTICLE I

Article I of the Convention of
November 18, 1903, is hereby
superseded.

There shall be a perfect, firm
and inviolable peace and sincere
friendship between the United
States of America and the Re-
public of Panama and between
their citizens.

In view of the official and
formal opening of the Panama
Canal on July 12, 1920, the United
States of America and the Repub-
lic of Panama declare that the
provisions of the Convention of
November 18, 1903, contemplate
the use, occupation and control
by the United States of America
of the Canal Zone and of the ad-
ditional lands and waters under
the jurisdiction of the United
States of America for the purposes
of the efficient maintenance, oper-
ation, sanitation and protection of
the Canal and of its auxiliary
works.

The United States of America
will continue the maintenance of
the Panama Canal for the encour-
agement and use of interoceanic
commerce, and the two Govern-
ments declare their willingness to
cooperate, as far as it is feasible
for them to do so, for the purpose

Extraordinario y Ministro Pleni-
potenciario de Panama en los
Estados Unidos, y Doctor Narciso
Garay, Enviado Extraordinario y
Ministro Plenipotenciario de Pa-
nama en mision especial;

Quienes, habiendose comuni-
cado sus respectivos Plenos Pode-
res, los que han sido hallados en
buena y debida forma, han con-
venido en lo siguiente:

ARTICULO I

El Artfculo I de la Convenci6n
de 18 de Noviembre de 1903 queda
subrogado asi:

Habra perfecta, firme e invio-
lable paz y sincera amistad entre
los Estados Unidos de America y
la Repdblica de Panama y entre
sus ciudadanos.

En vista de la apertura formal
y oficial del Canal de Panama el
12 de Julio de 1920, los Estados
Unidos de America y la Repdblica
de Panama declaran que las estipu-
laciones de la Convenci6n de 18
de Noviembre de 1903 tienen en
mira el uso, ocupaci6n y control
por los Estados Unidos do America
de la Zona del Canal y de las
tierras y aguas adicionales bajo la
jurisdicci6n de los Estados Unidos
de America, para los fines del efi-
ciente mantenimiento, funciona-
miento, saneamiento y protecci6n
del Canal y de sus obras auxiliares.

Los Estados Unidos de America
continuaran manteniendo el Canal
de Panama para fomento y uso del
comercio interoceanico y los dos
Gobiernos declaran su voluntad
de cooperar en cuanto les sea
factible al prop6sito de asegurar
el goce pleno y perpetuo de los

Provision super-
seded.

33 Stat. 2234.

Mutual peace and
friendship.

Use, occupation
and control of Canal
Zone, etc., byU. S. A.

Maintenance of
Panama Canal.
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Provision super-
seded. 

33 Stat. 2234. 

Mutual peace and 
friendship. 

Use, occupation, 
and control of Canal 
Zone, etc, by U. S. A. 

Maintenance of 
Panama Canal. 

and Minister Plenipotentiary of 
Panama to the United States of 
America, and The Honorable Doc-
tor Narciso Garay, Envoy Extra-
ordinary and Minister Plenipo-
tentiary of Panama on special 
mission; 
Who, having communicated 

their respective full powers to 
each other, which have been found 
to be in good and due form, have 
agreed upon the following: 

ARTICLE I 

Article I of the Convention of 
November 18, 1903, is hereby 
superseded. 
There shall be a perfect, firm 

and inviolable peace and sincere 
friendship between the United 
States of America and the Re-
public of Panama and between 
their citizens. 
In view of the official and 

formal opening of the Panama 
Canal on July 12, 1920, the United 
States of America and the Repub-
lic of Panama declare that the 
provisions of the Convention of 
November 18, 1903, contemplate 
the use, occupation and control 
by the United States of America 
of the Canal Zone and of the ad-
ditional lands and waters under 
the jurisdiction of the United 
States of America for the purposes 
of the efficient maintenance, oper-
ation, sanitation and protection of 
the Canal and of its auxiliary 
works. 
The United States of America 

will continue the maintenance of 
the Panama Canal for the encour-
agement and use of interoceanic 
commerce, and the two Govern-
ments declare their willingness to 
cooperate, as far as it is feasible 
for them to do so, for the purpose 

Extraordinario y Ministro Pleni-
potenciario de Panama en los 
Estados Unidos, y Doctor Narciso 
Garay, Enviado Extraordinario y 
Ministro Plenipotenciario de Pa-
nama en raision especial; 

Quienes, habiendose comuni-
cado sus respectivos Plenos Pode-
res, los que han sido hallados en 
buena y debida forma, han con-
venido en lo siguiente: 

ARTICULO I 

El Articulo I de la Convencion 
de 18 de Noviembre de 1903 qued.a 
subrogado asf: 
Habra perfecta, firme e invio-

lable paz y sincera amistad entre 
los Estados Unidos de America y 
la Rep-ablica de Panama y entre 
sus ciudadanos. 

En vista de la apertura formal 
y oficial del Canal de Panama el 
12 de Julio de 1920, los Estados 
Unidos de America y la Reptiblica 
de Panama declaran que las estipu-
laciones de la Convencion de 18 
de Noviembre de 1903 tienen en 
mira el uso, ocupacion y control 
por los Estados Unidos do America 
de la, Zona del Canal y de las 
tierras y aguas adicionales bajo la 
jurisdiccion de los Estados Unidos 
de America, para los fines del efi-
ciente mantenimiento, funciona-
miento, saneamiento y protecci6n 
del Canal y de sus obras auxiliares. 

Los Estados Unidos de America 
continuaran raanteniendo el Canal 
de Panama para fomento y uso del 
comercio interoceanico y los dos 
Gobiernos declaran su voluntad 
de cooperar en cuanto les sea 
factible al proposito de asegurar 
el goce pleno y perpetuo de los 
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of insuring the full and perpetual
enjoyment of the benefits of all
kinds which the Canal should
afford the two nations that made
possible its construction as well as
all nations interested in world
trade.

ARTICLE II

The United States of America
declares that the Republic of
Panama has loyally and satisfac-
torily complied with the obliga-
tions which it entered into under
Article II of the Convention of
November 18, 1903, by which it
granted in perpetuity to the United
States the use, occupation and
control of the zone of land and
land under water as described in
the said Article, of the islands
within the limits of said zone, of
the group of small islands in the
Bay of Panama, named Perico,
Naos, Culebra and Flamenco, and
of any other lands and waters out-
side of said zone necessary and
convenient for the construction,
maintenance, operation, sanita-
tion and protection of the Panama
Canal or of any auxiliary canals or
other works, and in recognition
thereof the United States of
America hereby renounces the
grant made to it in perpetuity by
the Republic of Panama of the
use, occupation and control of
lands and waters, in addition to
those now under the jurisdiction
of the United States of America
outside of the zone as described in
Article II of the aforesaid Conven-
tion, which may be necessary and
convenient for the construction,
maintenance, operation, sanita-
tion and protection of the Panama
Canal or of any auxiliary canals or
other works necessary and con-
venient for the construction, main-

beneficios de todo orden que el
Canal debe proporcionar a las dos
naciones que hicieron posible su
construcci6n, asi como tambien a
todas las naciones interesadas en
el comercio universal.

ARTICULO II

Los Estados Unidos de America
declaran que la Republica de
Panama ha cumplido leal y satis-
factoriamente las obligaciones que
asumi6 por el Articulo II de la
Convenci6n de 18 de Noviembre
de 1903, por el cual concedi6 a
perpetuidad a los Estados Unidos
de America el uso, ocupaci6n y
control de la zona de tierra y de
tierra cubierta por agua que se
describe en dicho articulo, de las
islas situadas dentro de los limites
de la mencionada zona, del grupo
de pequefas islas en la bahia de
Panama nombradas Perico, Naos,
Culebra y Flamenco, y de cuales-
quiera otras tierras y aguas fuera
de la zona citada necesarias y
convenientes para la construcci6n,
mantenimiento, funcionamiento,
saneamiento y protecci6n del Canal
de Panama o de cualesquiera
canales auxiliares u otras obras, y
en reconocimiento de ello los
Estados Unidos de Am6rica re-
nuncian por el presente articulo a
la concesi6n que le hizo a perpetui-
dad la Repdblica de Panama, del
uso, ocupaci6n y control de tierras
y aguas, ademas de las que ahora
estan bajo la jurisdicci6n de los
Estados Unidos de America fuera
de la zona descrita en el Articulo
II de la mencionada Convenci6n,
que fueran necesarias y conve-
nientes para la construcci6n, man-
tenimiento, funcionamiento, sane-
amiento y protecci6n del Canal de
Panama o de cualesquiera canales

Renunciation of
grant made in per-
petuity of certain
lands and waters out-
side of zone.

33 Stat. 2234.
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of insuring the full and perpetual 
enjoyment of the benefits of all 
kinds which the Canal should 
afford the two nations that made 
possible its construction as well as 
all nations interested in world 
trade. 

ARTICLE II 

The United States of America 
declares that the Republic of 
Panama has loyally and satisfac-
torily complied with the obliga-
tions which it entered into under 
Article II of the Convention of 
November 18, 1903, by which it 
granted in perpetuity to the United 
States the use, occupation and 
control of the zone of land and 
land under water as described in 
the said Article, of the islands 
within the limits of said zone, of 
the group of small islands in the 
Bay of Panama, named Perico, 
Naos, Culebra and Flamenco, and 
of any other lands and waters out-
side of said zone necessary and 
convenient for the construction, 
maintenance, operation, sanita-
tion and protection of the Panama 
Canal or of any auxiliary canals or 
other works, and in recognition 
thereof the United States of 
America hereby renounces the 
grant made to it in perpetuity by 
the Republic of Panama of the 
use, occupation and control of 
lands and waters, in addition to 
those now under the jurisdiction 
of the United States of America 
outside of the zone as described in 
Article II of the aforesaid Conven-
tion, which may be necessary and 
convenient for the construction, 
maintenance, operation, sanita-
tion and protection of the Panama 
Canal or of any auxiliary canals or 
other works necessary and con-
venient for the construction, main-

beneficios de todo orden que el 
Canal debe proporcionar a las dos 
naciones que hicieron posible su 
construccien, asi como tambien a 
todas las naciones interesadas en 
el comercio universal. 

ARTICULO II 

Los Estados Unidos de America 
declaran que la Republica de 
Panama ha cumplido leal y satis-
factoriamente las obligaciones que 
asumi6 por el Articulo II de la 
Convencion de 18 de Noviembre 
de 1903, por el cual concedi6 a 
perpetuidad a los Estados Unidos 
de America el uso, ocupaci6n y 
control de la zona de tierra y de 
tierra cubierta por agua que se 
describe en clicho articulo, de las 
islas situadas dentro de los limites 
de la mencionada zona, del grupo 
de pequefins Was en la bahla de 
Panama, nombradas Perko, Naos, 
Culebra y Flamenco, y de cuales-
quiera otras tierras y aguas fuera 
de la zona citada necesarias y 
con.venientes para la construccien, 
mantenimiento, f uncionamien to, 
saneamiento y pro tecciem del Canal 
de Panama, o de cualesquiera 
canales auxiliares u otras obras, y 
en reconocimiento de ello los 
Estados Unidos de America re-
nuncian por el presente articulo a 
la conc,esion que le hizo a perpetui-
dad la Reptiblica de Panama, del 
uso, ocupacion y control de tierras 
y aguas, ademas de las que ahora 
estan bajo la jmisdiccion de los 
Estados Unidos de America fuera 
de la zona descrita en el Articulo 
II de la mencionada Convencion, 
que fueran necesarias y conve-
nientes para la construc,cion, man-
tenimiento, funcionamiento, sane-
amiento y proteccion del Canal de 
Panama o de cualesquiera canales 

Renunciation of 
grant made in per-
petuity of certain 
lands and waters out-
side of zone. 

33 Stat. 2234. 



tenance, operation, sanitation and auxiliares u otras obras necesarias
protection of the said enterprise. y convenientes para la construc-

ci6n, mantenimiento, funciona-
miento, saneamiento y protecci6n
de dicha empresa.

Operation of Canal,
preservation of neu-
trality, etc.

Commercial agree-
ment.

Business transac-
tions.

While both Governments agree
that the requirement of further
lands and waters for the enlarge-
ment of the existing facilities of
the Canal appears to be improb-
able, they nevertheless recognize,
subject to the provisions of Ar-
ticles I and X of this Treaty, their
joint obligation to insure the ef-
fective and continuous operation
of the Canal and the preservation
of its neutrality, and consequently,
if, in the event of some now
unforeseen contingency, the utiliza-
tion of lands or waters additional
to those already employed should
be in fact necessary for the main-
tenance, sanitation or efficient
operation of the Canal, or for its
effective protection, the Govern-
ments of the United States of
America and the Republic of
Panama will agree upon such
measures as it may be necessary
to take in order to insure the main-
tenance, sanitation, efficient oper-
ation and effective protection of
the Canal, in which the two coun-
tries are jointly and vitally in-
terested.

ARTICLE III

In order to enable the Republic
of Panama to take advantage of
the commercial opportunities in-
herent in its geographical situa-
tion, the United States of America
agrees as follows:

1) The sale to individuals of
goods imported into the Canal
Zone or purchased, produced or
manufactured therein by the Gov-
ernment of the United States of
America shall be limited by it to

Si bien los dos Gobiernos con-
vienen en que la necesidad de
nuevas tierras y aguas para el en-
sanche de las actuales facilidades
del Canal se estima improbable,
reconocen sin embargo, de acuerdo
con las estipulaciones de los Ar-
ticulos I y X de este tratado, su
obligaci6n conjunta de asegurar
el efectivo y continuo funciona-
miento del Canal y el manteni-
miento de su neutralidad, y en
consecuencia, si en el evento de
alguna contingencia ahora impre-
vista la utilizaci6n de tierras o
aguas adicionales a las que se
estAn ya usando fuere realmente
necesaria para el mantenimiento,
saneamiento o eficiente funciona-
miento del Canal, o para su pro-
tecci6n efectiva, los Gobiernos de
los Estados Unidos de America y
de la Repdblica de Panama acor-
daran las medidas que sea nece-
sario tomar para asegurar el man-
tenimiento, saneamiento, eficiente
funcionamiento y protecci6n efec-
tiva del Canal, en el cual los dos
pafses tienen interes conjunto y
vital.

ARTICULO III

Con el objeto de que la Repd-
blica de Panamapueda beneficiarse
de las ventajas comerciales inhe-
rentes a su posici6n geogrAfica, los
Estados Unidos de America con-
vienen:

1) La venta a individuos de ar-
tfculos importados a la Zona del
Canal o comprados, producidos o
manufacturados allf por el Go-
bierno de los Estados Unidos de
America sera limitada por este a
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Operation of Canal, 
preservation of neu-
trality, etc. 

Commercial agree-
ment. 

Business transac-
tions. 

tenance, operation, sanitation and 
protection of the said enterprise. 

While both Governments agree 
that the requirement of further 
lands and waters for the enlarge-
ment of the existing facilities of 
the Canal appears to be improb-
able, they nevertheless recognize, 
subject to the provisions of Ar-
ticles I and X of this Treaty, their 
joint obligation to insure the ef-
fective and continuous operation 
of the Canal and the preservation 
of its neutrality, and consequently, 
if, in the event of some now 
unforeseen contingency, the utiliza-
tion of lands or waters additional 
to those already employed should 
be in fact necessary for the main-
tenance, sanitation or efficient 
operation of the Canal, or for its 
effective protection, the Govern-
ments of the United States of 
America and the Republic of 
Panama will agree upon such 
measures as it may be necessary 
to take in order to insure the main-
tenance, sanitation, efficient oper-
ation and effective protection of 
the Canal, in which the two coun-
tries are jointly and vitally in-
terested. 

ARTICLE III 

In order to enable the Republic 
of Panama to take advantage of 
the commercial opportunities in-
herent in its geographical situa-
tion, the United States of America 
agrees as follows: 

1) The sale to individuals of 
goods imported into the Canal 
Zone or purchased, produced or 
manufactured therein by the Gov-
ernment of the United States of 
America shall be limited by it to 

auxiliares u otras obras necesarias 
y convenientes para la construe-
eke, mantenimiento, funciona-
miento, saneamiento y proteccion 
de dicha empresa. 

Si bien los dos Gobiernos con-
vienen en que la necesidad de 
nuevas tierras y aguas para el en-
sanche de las actuales facilidades 
del Canal se estima improbable, 
reconocen sin embargo, de acuerdo 
con las estipulaciones de los Ar-
ticulos I y X de este tratado, su 
obligacion conjunta de asegurar 
el efectivo y continuo funciona-
miento del Canal y el manteni-
miento de su neutralidad, y en 
consecuencia, si en el evento de 
alguna contingencia ahora impre-
vista la utilizacion de tierras o 
aguas adicionales a las quo se 
estan ya usando fuere realmente 
necesaria para el mantenimiento, 
saneamiento o eficiente funciona-
miento del Canal, o para su pro-
teccion efectiva, los Gobiernos de 
los Estados Unidos de America y 
de la Republica de Panama acor-
daran las medidas qua sea nece-
sari° tomar para asegurar el man-
tenimiento, saneamiento, eficiente 
funcionamiento y proteccion efec-
tiva del Canal, en el cual los dos 
paises tienen interes conjunto y 
vital. 

ARTICULO III 

Con el objeto de quo la Repti-
blica de Panamapueda beneficiarse 
de las ventajas comerciales inhe-
rentes a su posicien geografica, los 
Estados Unidos de America con-
vienen: 

1) La yenta a individuos de ar-
ticulos importados a la Zona del 
Canal o comprados, producidos o 
manufacturados alli por el Go-
bierno de los Estados Unidos de 
America sera limitada por 6.3te a 
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the persons included in classes (a)
and (b) of Section 2 of this Article;
and with regard to the persons in-
cluded in classes (c), (d) and (e) of
the said Section and members of
their families, the sales above men-
tioned shall be made only when
such persons actually reside in the
Canal Zone.

2) No person who is not com-
prised within the following classes
shall be entitled to reside within
the Canal Zone:

(a) Officers, employees, work-
men or laborers in the service or
employ of the United States of
America, the Panama Canal or the
Panama Railroad Company, and
members of their families actually
residing with them;

(b) Members of the armed
forces of the United States of
America and members of their
families actually residing with
them;

(c) Contractors operating in the
Canal Zone and their employees,
workmen and laborers during the
performance of contracts;

(d) Officers, employees, or work-
men of companies entitled under
Section 5 of this Article to con-
duct operations in the Canal Zone;

(e) Persons engaged in reli-
gious, welfare, charitable, edu-
cational, recreational and scientific
work exclusively in the Canal
Zone;

(f) Domestic servants of all
the beforementioned persons and
members of the families of the
persons in classes (c), (d) and (e)
actually residing with them.

3) No dwellings belonging to
the Government of the United
States of America or to the Pan-

las personas incluidas en las cate-
gorias (a) y (b) de la Secci6n 28 de
este Articulo. Con respecto a las
personas incluidas en las cate-
gorias (c), (d) y (e) de la men-
cionada Secci6n y miembros de sus
familias, las ventas arriba referidas
s6lo podran hacerse cuando tales
personas residan realmente en la
Zona del Canal.

2) No podr& residir en la Zona
del Canal ninguna persona que no
est6 comprendida en las siguientes
categorias:

(a) Jefes, empleados, artesanos
u obreros al servicio o en el empleo
de los Estados Unidos de America,
del Canal de Panamai o de la Com-
pafia del Ferrocarril de Panama
y miembros de sus familias que
realmente vivan con ellos;

(b) Miembros de las fuerzas ar-
madas de los Estados Unidos de
America, y miembros de sus fami-
las que realmente vivan con ellos;

(c) Contratistas que trabajen en
la Zona del Canal y sus empleados,
artesanos y obreros durante el
cumplimiento de sus contratos;

(d) Jefes, empleados u obreros
de compafias que tengan derecho
a hacer negocios en la Zona del
Canal segdn la Secci6n 5 de este
articulo;

(e) Personas que se ocupen en
actividades religiosas, de asistencia
publica, de caridad, de educaci6n,
de recreo y cientificas, exclusiva-
mente en la Zona del Canal;

(f) Sirvientes domesticos de
todas las personas antes mencio-
nadas y miembros de las familias
de las personas correspondientes
a las categorias (c), (d) y (e)
que realmente vivan con ellos.

3) No se daran en arrenda-
miento, a plazo o con sujeci6n a
desahucio ni se subarrendaran,

Residence restric-
tions.

Rental, etc., restric-
tions.
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the persons included in classes (a) 
and (b) of Section 2 of this Article; 
and with regard to the persons in-
cluded in classes (c), (d) and (e) of 
the said Section and members of 
their families, the sales above men-
tioned shall be made only when 
such persons actually reside in the 
Canal Zone. 

2) No person who is not com-
prised within the following classes 
shall be entitled to reside within 
the Canal Zone: 

(a) Officers, employees, work-
men or laborers in the service or 
employ of the United States of 
America, the Panama Canal or the 
Panama Railroad Company, and 
members of their families actually 
residing with them; 

(b) Members of the armed 
forces of the United States of 
America and members of their 
families actually residing with 
them; 

(c) Contractors operating in the 
Canal Zone and their employees, 
workmen and laborers during the 
performance of contracts; 

(d) Officers, employees, or work-
men of companies entitled under 
Section 5 of this Article to con-
duct operations in the Canal Zone; 

(e) Persons engaged in reli-
gious, welfare, charitable, edu-
cational, recreational and scientific 
work exclusively in the Canal 
Zone; 

(f) Domestic servants of all 
the beforementioned persons and 
members of the families of the 
persons in classes (c), (d) and (e) 
actually residing with them. 

3) No dwellings belonging to 
the Government of the United 
States of America or to the Pan-

las personas inclufdas en las cate-
gorfas (a) y (b) de la Seccion 2a de 
este Articulo. Con respecto a las 
personas inclufdas en las cate-
gorias (c), (d) y (e) de la men-
cionada SecciOn y miembros de sus 
familias, las yentas arriba referidas 
solo podran hacerse cuando tales 
personas residan realmente en la 
Zona del Canal. 

2) No podra residir en la Zona 
del Canal ninguna persona quo no 
este comprendida en las siguientes 
categorf as : 

(a) Jefes, empleados, artesanos 
u obreros al servicio o en el empleo 
de los Estados Unidos de America, 
del Canal de Panama o de la Cora-
parifa del Ferrocarril de Panama 
y miembros de sus familias quo 
realmente vivan con ellos; 

(b) Miembros de las fuerzas ar-
madas de los Estados Unidos de 
America, y rniembros de sus fami-
lias quo realmente vivan con ellos; 

Residence restric-
tions. 

(c) Contratistas quo trabajen en 
la Zona del Canal y sus empleados, 
artesanos y obreros durante el 
cumplimiento de sus contratos; 

(d) Jefes, empleados u obreros 
de comparifas quo tengan derecho 
a hacer negocios en la Zona del 
Canal sepia la Semi.% 5 de este 
articulo; 

(e) Personas que se ocupen en 
actividades religiosas, de asistencia 
pdblica, de caridad, de educacion, 
de recreo y cientificas, exclusiva-
mente en la Zona del Canal; 

(f) Sirvientes domesticos de 
todas las personas antes mencio-
nad.as y miembros de las familias 
de las personas correspondientes 
a las categories (c), (d) y (e) 
quo realmente vivan con ellos. 

3) No se darin en arrenda- tioRental, etc., restrie-
miento, a plazo o con sujecihn a 
desahucio ni se subarrendarin, 



ama Railroad Company and situ-
ated within the Canal Zone shall
be rented, leased or sublet except
to persons within classes (a) to
(e), inclusive of Section 2 here-
inabove.

Immigration and 4) The Government of thecustoms laws, viola-
tions. United States of America will

continue to cooperate in all proper
ways with the Government of the
Republic of Panama to prevent
violations of the immigration and
customs laws of the Republic of

smuggling. Panama, including the smuggling
into territory under the jurisdic-
tion of the Republic of goods
imported into the Canal Zone or
purchased, produced or manu-
factured therein by the Govern-
ment of the United States of
America.

Private business 5) With the exception of con-
cerns having a direct relation
to the operation, maintenance,
sanitation or protection of the
Canal, such as those engaged in
the operation of cables, shipping,
or dealing in oil or fuel, the
Government of the United States
of America will not permit the
establishment in the Canal Zone
of private business enterprises
other than those existing therein
at the time of the signature of
this Treaty.

Use of port facili- 6) In view of the proximity ofties at Balboa and
Cristobal. the port of Balboa to the city of

Panama and of the port of Cristo-
bal to the city of Col6n, the United
States of America will continue to
permit, under suitable regulations
and upon the payment of proper
charges, vessels entering at or
clearing from the ports of the
Canal Zone to use and enjoy the
dockage and other facilities of the
said ports for the purpose of load- i

casas o habitaciones pertenecientes
al Gobierno de los Estados Unidos
de America o a la Compafiia del
Ferrocarril de Panama y situadas
en la Zona del Canal, a personas
no comprendidas en las categorias
(a) a (e) inclusive de la Secci6n 2
arriba citada.

4) El Gobierno de los Estados
Unidos de America continuarA
cooperando por todos los medios
apropiados con el Gobierno de la
RepAblica de Panama, para pre-
venir violaciones de las leyes de la
Repdblica en materia de aduanas
y de inmigraci6n, inclusive el con-
trabando al territorio bajo la
jurisdicci6n de la Republica de
artfculos importados a la Zona del
Canal o comprados, producidos o
manufacturados allf por el
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos
de America.

5) Con excepci6n de las em-
presas que tengan relaci6n directa
con el funcionamiento, manteni-
miento, saneamiento o protecci6n
del Canal, o sean las de cable,
navieras, petroleras o de com-
bustible, los Estados Unidos de
America no permitiran que se
radiquen en la Zona del Canal
mas empresas comerciales priva-
das que las existentes allf al
tiempo de firmarse este tratado.

6) En vista de la proximidad
del puerto de Balboa a la ciudad
de Panama y del puerto de Crist6-
bal a la ciudad de Col6n, los
Estados Unidos de America con-
tinuaran permitiendo, de acuerdo
con reglamentos adecuados y me-
liante el pago de los derechos co-
Tespondientes, a las naves que
entren a los puertos de la Zona o
salgan de ellos, el uso y goce de
os muelles y otras facilidades en
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ama Railroad Company and situ-
ated within the Canal Zone shall 
be rented, leased or sublet except 
to persons within classes (a) to 
(e), inclusive of Section 2 here-
inabove. 

Immigration and 4) The Government of the 
customs laws, viola-
tions. United States of America will 

continue to cooperate in all proper 
ways with the Government of the 
Republic of Panama to prevent 
violations of the immigration and 
customs laws of the Republic of 
Panama, including the smuggling 
into territory under the jurisdic-
tion of the Republic of goods 
imported into the Canal Zone or 
purchased, produced or manu-
factured therein by the Govern-
ment of the United States of 
America. 

Private business 5) With the exception of con-
enterprises. 

cerns having a direct relation 
to the operation, maintenance, 
sanitation or protection of the 
Canal, such as those engaged in 
the operation of cables, shipping, 
or dealing in oil or fuel, the 
Government of the United States 
of America will not permit the 
establishment in the Canal Zone 
of private business enterprises 
other than those existing therein 
at the time of the signature of 
this Treaty. 

6) In view of the proximity of 
the port of Balboa to the city of 
Panama and of the port of Cristo-
bal to the city of Colon, the United 
States of America will continue to 
permit, under suitable regulations 
and upon the payment of proper 
charges, vessels entering at or 
clearing from the ports of the 
Canal Zone to use and enjoy the 
dockage and other facilities of the 
said ports for the purpose of load-

Smuggling. 

Use of port facili-
ties at Balboa and 
Cristobal. 

casas o habitaciones pertenecientes 
al Gobierno de los Estados Unidos 
de America o a la Compafila del 
Ferrocarril de Panama y situadas 
en la Zona del Canal, a personas 
no comprendidas en las categorfas 
(a) a (e) inclusive de la Seccion 2 
arriba citada. 

4) El Gobierno de los Estados 
Unidos de America continuara 
cooperando por todos los medios 
apropiados con el Gobierno de la 
Repiiblica de Panama, para pre-
venir violaciones de las leyes de la 
Reptiblica en materia de aduanas 
y de inmigracion, inclusive el con-
trabando al territorio bajo la 
jurisdicci6n de la Repalica de 
artfculos importados a la Zona del 
Canal o comprados, producidos o 
manufacturados allf por el 
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos 
de America. 

5) Con excepcion de las em-
presas quo tengan relacion directa 
con el funcionamiento, manteni-
miento, saneamiento o proteccion 
del Canal, o sean las de cable, 
navieras, petroleras o de com-
bustible, los Estados Unidos de 
America no permitiran que se 
radiquen en la Zona del Canal 
mas empresas comerciales priva-
das quo las existentes allf al 
tiempo de firmarse este tratado. 

6) En vista de la proximidad 
del puerto de Balboa a la ciudad 
de Panama y del puerto de Cristo-
bal a la ciudad de Colon, los 
Estados Unidos de America con-
tinuaran permitiendo, de acuerdo 
con reglamentos adecuados y me-
diante el pago de los derechos co-
rrespondientes, a las naves quo 
entren a los puertos de la Zona o 
salgan de ellos, el uso y goce de 
los muelles y otras facilidades en 
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ing and unloading cargoes and
receiving or disembarking passen-
gers to or from the territory under
the jurisdiction of the Republic of
Panama.

The Republic of Panama will
permit vessels entering at or clear-
ing from the ports of Panama or
Col6n, in case of emergency and
also under suitable regulations and
upon the payment of proper
charges, to use and enjoy the
dockage and other facilities of said
ports for the purpose of receiving
or disembarking passengers to or
from the territory of the Republic
of Panama under the jurisdiction
of the United States of America,
and of loading and unloading car-
goes either in transit or destined
for the service of the Canal or of
works pertaining to the Canal.

7) The Government of the
United States of America will ex-
tend to private merchants residing
in the Republic of Panama full
opportunity for making sales to
vessels arriving at terminal ports
of the Canal or transiting the
Canal, subject always to appro-
priate administrative regulations
of the Canal Zone.

ARTICLE IV

The Government of the Repub-
lic of Panama shall not impose
import duties or taxes of any kind
on goods destined for or consigned
to the agencies of the Government
of the United States of America in
the Republic of Panama when the
goods are intended for the official
use of such agencies, or upon goods
destined for or consigned to per-
sons included in classes (a) and

los mencionados puertos, para el
objeto de cargar y descargar mer-
caderias, y de recibir o desem-
barcar pasajeros que entren al
territorio bajo la jurisdicci6n de
la Republica de Panama o que
salgan de 4l.

La Republica de Panama permi-
tira a las naves que entren a los
puertos de Panama o Col6n o que
zarpen de ellos, en caso de emer-
gencia y tambien de acuerdo con
reglamentos adecuados y mediante
el pago de los derechos corres-
pondientes, el uso y goce de los
muelles y de otras facilidades de
dichos puertos con el objeto de
recibir y desembarcar pasajeros
con destino a territorio de la Re-
publica de Panama bajo juris-
dicci6n de los Estados Unidos de
America o procedentes del mismo,
y para cargar o descargar merca-
derias en transito o destinadas
al servicio del Canal o de obras
pertenecientes al Canal.

7) El Gobiero de los Estados
Unidos de America dara a los
comerciantes residentes en la Re-
plblica de Panama plena opor-
tunidad para hacer ventas a las
naves que lleguen a los puertos
terminales del Canal o que pasen
por el, con sujeci6n siempre a los
reglamentos administrativos per-
tinentes de la Zona del Canal.

ARTICULO IV

El Gobierno de la Repdblica de
Panama no impondra derechos de
importaci6n ni contribuciones de
ninguna clase a las mercancias
remitidas o consignadas a las
agencias del Gobierno de los Esta-
dos Unidos de America en la Re-
pfblica de PanamA cuando las
mercancias sean destinadas para
el uso oficial de tales agencias, ni
a las mercancias remitidas o con-

Emergency, etc.,
uses.

Sales by private
merchants to vessels;
regulations.

Import duties or
taxes.
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big and unloading cargoes and 
receiving or disembarking passen-
gers to or from the territory under 
the jurisdiction of the Republic of 
Panama. 

The Republic of Panama will 
permit vessels entering at or clear-
ing from the ports of Panama or 
Colon, in case of emergency and 
also under suitable regulations and 
upon the payment of proper 
charges, to use and enjoy the 
dockage and other facilities of said 
ports for the purpose of receiving 
or disembarking passengers to or 
from the territory of the Republic 
of Panama under the jurisdiction 
of the United States of America, 
and of loading and unloading car-
goes either in transit or destined 
for the service of the Canal or of 
works pertaining to the Canal. 

7) The Government of the 
United States of America will ex-
tend to private merchants residing 
in the Republic of Panama full 
opportunity for making sales to 
vessels arriving at terminal ports 
of the Canal or transiting the 
Canal, subject always to appro-
priate administrative regulations 
of the Canal Zone. 

ARTICLE IV 

The Government of the Repub-
lic of Panama shall not impose 
import duties or taxes of any kind 
on goods destined for or consigned 
to the agencies of the Government 
of the United States of America in 
the Republic of Panama when the 
goods are intended for the official 
use of such agencies, or upon goods 
destined for or consigned to per-
sons included in classes (a) and 

los mencionados puertos, para el 
objeto de cargar y descargar mer-
caderfas, y de recibir o desem-
barcar pasajeros que entren al 
territorio bajo la jurisdiccion de 
la Repdblica de Panama o que 
salgan de el. 
La Repdblica de Panama permi-

tirg. a las naves que entren a los 
puertos de Panama o Colon o qua 
zarpen de ellos, en caso de emer-
gencia y tambien de acuerdo con 
reglamentos adecuados y mediante 
el pago de los derechos corres-
pondientes, el uso y goce de los 
=elks y de otras facilidades de 
dichos puertos con el objeto de 
recibir y desembarcar pasajeros 
con destino a territorio de la Re-
pdblica de Panama bajo juris-
dic,cihn de los Estados Unidos de 
America o procedentes del mismo, 
y para cargar o descargar merca-
derias en transito o destinadas 
al servicio del Canal o de obras 
pertenecientes al Canal. 

7) El Gobierno de los Estados 
Unidos de America dart a los 
comerciantes residentes en la Re-
pdblica de Panama plena opor-
tunidad para hacer yentas a las 
naves que lleguen a los puertos 
terminales del Canal o que pasen 
por el, con sujeci6n siempre a los 
reglamentos administrativos per-
tinentes de la Zona del Canal. 

ARTICITLO IV 

El Gobiemo de la Repdblica de 
Panama no impondra derechos de 
importacion ni contribuciones de 
ning-una close a las mercancias 
remitidas o consignadas a las 
agencias del Gobiemo de los Esta-
dos Unidos de America en la Re-
pdblica de Panama cuando las 
mercancias sean destinadas para 
el uso oficial de tales agencias, ni 
a las mercancias remitidas o con-

Emergency, etc., 
uses. 

Sales by private 
merchants to vessels; 
regulations. 

Import duties or 
taxes. 
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Transit charges.

Deportations,
transit through Canal
Zone.

(b) in Section 2 of Article III of signadas a las personas comprendi-
this Treaty, who reside or sojourn das en las categorias (a) y (b) de
in territory under the jurisdiction la Secci6n 2 del Articulo III de
of the Republic of Panama during este tratado, que residan o se
the performance of their service hallen temporalmente en territorio
with the United States of America, bajo la jurisdicci6n de la Repdblica
the Panama Canal or the Panama- de Panama, mientras presten sus
Railroad Company, when the servicios a los Estados Unidos de
goods are intended for their own America, al Canal de Panama o
use and benefit. a la Compafiia del Ferrocarril de

Panama, siempre que las mercan-
cias sean destinadas al uso y bene-
ficio exclusive de esas personas.

The United States of America Los Estados Unidos de America
shall not impose import duties or no impondran derechos de impor-
taxes of any kind on goods, wares taci6n ni contribuciones de nin-
and merchandise passing from guna clase a los articulos, efectos
territory under the jurisdiction of y mercaderias que pasen del terri-
the Republic of Panama into the torio bajo la jurisdicci6n de la
Canal Zone. Repfiblica de Panama a la Zona

del Canal.
No charges of any kind shall be Las autoridades de los Estados

imposed by the authorities of the Unidos de America no impondran
United States of America upon contribuciones de ninguna clase a
persons residing in territory under las personas que residan en la
the jurisdiction of the Republic of Repfblica de Panama y que pasen
Panama passing from the said ter- de la jurisdicci6n de la Repdblica
ritory into the Canal Zone, and no de Panama a la Zona del Canal, y
charges of any kind shall be im- las autoridades de la Repfblica de
posed by the authorities of the Panama no impondran contribu-
Republic of Panama upon persons clones de ninguna clase a las per-
in the service of the United States sonas en el servicio de los Estados
of America or residing in the Canal Unidos de America o que residan
Zone passing from the Canal Zone en la Zona del Canal y que pasen
into territory under the jurisdic- de la Zona del Canal a territorio
tion of the Republic of Panama, bajo la jurisdicci6n de la Repu-
all other persons passing from the blica de Panama,quedando sujetas
Canal Zone into territory under a los plenos efectos de las leyes de
the jurisdiction of the Republic of inmigraci6n de la Repdblica de
Panama being subject to the full Panama todas las otras personas
effects of the immigration laws of que pasen de la Zona del Canal a
the Republic. territorio bajo la jurisdicci6n de

la Repiblica de Panama.
In view of the fact that the En vista del hecho de que la

Canal Zone divides the territory Zona del Canal divide el territorio
under the jurisdiction of the Re- bajo jurisdicci6n de la Republica
public of Panama, the United de Panama, los Estados Unidos
States of America agrees that, de America convienen en que,
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Transit charges. 

Deportations, 
transit through Canal 
Zone. 

(b) in Section 2 of Article III of signadas a las personas comprencli-
this Treaty, who reside or sojourn das en las categorias (a) y (b) de 
in territory under the jurisdiction la Seccion 2 del Articulo III de 
of the Republic of Panama during este tratado, que residan o se 
the performance of their service hallen temporalmente en territorio 
with the United States of America, bajo la jurisdiccion de la Republica 
the Panama Canal or the Panama • de Panama, mientras presten sus 
Railroad Company, when the servicios a los Estados Unidos de 
goods are intended for their own America, al Canal de Panama o 
use and benefit. a la Comparila del Ferrocarril de 

Panama, siempre que las mercan-
cias sean destinadas al uso y bene-
ficio exclusivo de esas personas. 
Los Estados Unidos de America 

no impondran derechos de impor-
tacidn ni contribuciones de nin-
guna clase a los articulos, efectos 
y mercaderfas que pasen del terri-
torio bajo la jurisdiccion de la 
Repiiblica de Panama a la Zona 
del Canal. 
Las autoridades de los Estados 

Unidos de America no impondran 
contribuciones de ninguna clase a 
las personas que residan en la 
Reptiblica de Panama y que pasen 
de la jurisdiccion de in Repdblica 
de Panama a la Zona del Canal, y 
las autoridades de la Repdblica de 
Panama no impondran contribu-
ciones de ninguna clase a las per-
sonas en el servicio de los Estados 
Unidos de America o que residan 
en in Zona del Canal y que pasen 
de la Zona del Canal a territorio 
bajo la jurisdiccion de la Repu-
blica de Panama, quedando sujetas 
a los plenos efectos de las leyes de 
inmigracian de la Repdblica de 
Panama todas las otras personas 
que pasen de la Zona del Canal a 
territorio bajo la jurisdiccion de 
la Repiiblica de Panama. 
En vista del hecho de que la 

Zona del Canal divide el territorio 
bajo jurisdiccion de la Repdblica 
de Panama, los Estados Unidos 
de America convienen en que, 

The United States of America 
shall not impose import duties or 
taxes of any kind on goods, wares 
and merchandise passing from 
territory under the jurisdiction of 
the Republic of Panama into the 
Canal Zone. 

No charges of any kind shall be 
imposed by the authorities of the 
United States of America upon 
persons residing in territory under 
the jurisdiction of the Republic of 
Panama passing from the said ter-
ritory into the Canal Zone, and no 
charges of any kind shall be im-
posed by the authorities of the 
Republic of Panama upon persons 
in the service of the United States 
of America or residing in the Canal 
Zone passing from the Canal Zone 
into territory under the jurisdic-
tion of the Republic of Panama, 
all other persons passing from the 
Canal Zone into territory under 
the jurisdiction of the Republic of 
Panama being subject to the full 
effects of the immigration laws of 
the Republic. 

In view of the fact that the 
Canal Zone divides the territory 
under the jurisdiction of the Re-
public of Panama, the United 
States of America agrees that, 
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subject to such police regulations
as circumstances may require,
Panamanian citizens who may oc-
casionally be deported from the
Canal Zone shall be assured transit
through the said Zone, in order to
pass from one part to another of
the territory under the jurisdiction
of the Republic of Panama.

ARTICLE V

con sujeci6n a las disposiciones
policivas que las circunstancias
requieran, a los ciudadanos pana-
mefios que ocasionalmente sean
deportados de la Zona del Canal se
les garantizarai el transito a traves
de dicha Zona para trasladarse de
una parte a otra del territorio
sujeto a la jurisdicci6n de la Re-
publica.

ARTICULO V

Article IX of the Convention
of November 18, 1903, is hereby
superseded.

The Republic of Panama has
the right to impose upon mer-
chandise destined to be introduced
for use or consumption in terri-
tory under the jurisdiction of the
Republic of Panama, and upon
vessels touching at Panamanian
ports and upon the officers, crew
or passengers of such vessels, the
taxes or charges provided by the
laws of the Republic of Panama;
it being understood that the Re-
public of Panama will continue
directly and exclusively to exer-
cise its jurisdiction over the ports
of Panama and Col6n and to
operate exclusively with Pana-
manian personnel such facilities
as are or may be established
therein by the Republic or by its
authority. However, the Re-
public of Panama shall not im-
pose or collect any charges or
taxes upon any vessel using or
passing through the Canal which
does not touch at a port under
Panamanian jurisdiction or upon
the officers, crew or passengers of
such vessels, unless they enter the
Republic; it being also understood
that taxes and charges imposed by
the Republic of Panama upon ves-
sels using or passing through the

El Articulo IX de la Convenci6n
de 18 de Noviembre de 1903 queda
subrogado asi:

La Republica de Panama tiene
el derecho de imponer a las mer-
cancias destinadas a ser intro-
ducidas para uso y consume en
territorio bajo la jurisdicci6n de la
Repiblica de Panama y a las
naves que toquen en puertos pana-
mefios y a los oficiales, tripulaci6n
o pasajeros de dichas naves, los
impuestos y gravamenes estable-
cidos por las leyes de la Republica
de Panama; conviniendose que la
Republica de Panama continuara
ejerciendo directa y exclusiva-
mente su jurisdicci6n sobre los
puertos de Panama y Col6n y la
explotaci6n, con personal pana-
mefio exclusivamente, de las obras
maritimas ya establecidas o que
se establezcan en dichos puertos
por la Repiblica de Panama o
por su autoridad. Sin embargo,
la Repfblica de Panama no im-
pondra ni cobrarh gravamenes o
contribuciones sobre las naves que
usen el Canal o que pasen por 61
sin tocar en puertos bajo la juris-
dicci6n panamefia, ni a los ofi-
ciales, tripulaci6n o pasajeros de
dichas naves, a no ser que entren
a la Repiblica, siendo entendido
ademas que las contribuciones y
gravamenes que imponga la Re-

Existing provision
superseded.

33 Stat. 2237.

Right of Panama to
impose taxes and oth-
er charges on imports,
etc.

Existing urisdiction
of Panama over cer-
tain ports and facili-
ties, continuance.

Exemptions.

No discriminatory
taxes, etc.
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subject to such police regulations 
as circumstances may require, 
Panamanian citizens who may oc-
casionally be deported from the 
Canal Zone shall be assured transit 
through the said Zone, in order to 
pass from one part to another of 
the territory under the jurisdiction 
of the Republic of Panama. 

ARTICLE V 

Article IX of the Convention 
of November 18, 1903, is hereby 
superseded. 
The Republic of Panama has 

the right to impose upon mer-
chandise destined to be introduced 
for use or consumption in terri-
tory under the jurisdiction of the 
Republic of Panama, and upon 
vessels touching at Panamanian 
ports and upon the officers, crew 
or passengers of such vessels, the 
taxes or charges provided by the 
laws of the Republic of Panama; 
it being understood that the Re-
public of Panama will continue 
directly and exclusively to exer-
cise its jurisdiction over the ports 
of Panama, and Colon and to 
operate exclusively with Pana-
manian personnel such facilities 
as are or may be established 
therein by the Republic or by its 
authority. However, the Re-
public of Panama shall not im-
pose or collect any charges or 
taxes upon any vessel using or 
passing through the Canal which 
does not touch at a port under 
Panamanian jurisdiction or upon 
the officers, crew or passengers of 
such vessels, unless they enter the 
Republic; it being also understood 
that taxes and charges imposed by 
the Republic of Panama upon ves-
sels using or passing through the 

con sujecion a las disposiciones 
policivas que las circunstancias 
requieran, a los ciudadanos pana-
metios que ocasionalraente sean 
deportados de la Zona del Canal se 
les garantizara el transit° a tray& 
de clicha Zona para trasladarse de 
una parte a otra del tenitorio 
sujeto a la jurisdiccion de la Re-
pUblica. 

ARTICULO V 

El Articulo IX de la Convencion 
de 18 de Novierabre de 1903 queda 
subrogado asf: 
La RepAblica de Panama tiene 

el derecho de imponer a las mer-
cancias destinadas a ser intro-
ducidas pars uso y consinno en 
territorio bajo la jurisdiccion de is 
RepAblica de Panama y a las 
naves que toquen en puertos pans-
met1os y a los oficiales, tripulacian 
o pasajeros de dichas naves, los 
impuestos y gravamenes estable-
cidos por las leyes de is Repfiblica 
de Panama; conviniendose que is 
Republica de Panama continuara 
ejerciendo directs y exclusiva-
mente su jurisdicciOn sobre los 
puertos de Panama y Colon y la 
explotacion, con personal pans-
mefio exclusivamente, de las obras 
marltimas ya establecidas o que 
se establezcan en dichos puertos 
por Is Republica de Panama o 
por an autoridad. Sin embargo, 
is Repdblica de Panama no im-
pondra, ni cobrara gravamenes o 
contribuciones sobre las naves que 
usen. el Canal o que pasen por el 
sin tocar en puertos bajo is juris-
dicci6n panametia, ni a los ofi-
ciales, tripulacion o pasajeros de 
dichas naves, a no ser que entren 
a is RepAblicaT siendo entendido 
ademas que las contribuciones y 
gravamenes que imponga la Re-

Existing provision 
superseded. 

33 Stat. 2237. 

Right of Panama to 
Impose taxes and oth-
er charges on imports, 
etc. 

Existing Jurisdiction 
of Panama over cer-
tain ports and facili-
ties, continuance. 

Exemptions. 

No discriminatory 
taxes, etc. 
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Canal which touch at ports under
Panamanian jurisdiction, or upon
their cargo, officers, crew or pas-
sengers, shall not be higher than
those imposed upon vessels which
touch only at ports under Pana-
manian jurisdiction and do not
transit the Canal, or upon their
cargo, officers, crew or passengers.

The Republic of Panama also
has the right to determine what
persons or classes of persons ar-
riving at ports of the Canal Zone
shall be admitted to the Republic
of Panama and to determine like-
wise what persons or classes of
persons arriving at such ports
shall be excluded from admission
to the Republic of Panama.

The United States of America
will furnish to the Republic of
Panama free of charge the neces-
sary sites for the establishment
of customhouses in the ports of
the Canal Zone for the collection
of duties on importations destined
to the Republic and for the exam-
ination of merchandise, baggage
and passengers consigned to or
bound for the Republic of Panama,
and for the prevention of contra-
band trade, it being understood
that the collection of duties and
the examination of merchandise
and passengers by the agents of
the Government of the Republic
of Panama, in accordance with
this provision, shall take place
only in the customhouses to be
established by the Government of
the Republic of Panama as herein
provided, and that the Republic
of Panama will exercise exclusive
jurisdiction within the sites on

piblica de Panama a las naves
que usen el Canal o que pasen por
el y que toquen en puertos bajo la
jurisdicci6n panameina o a la
carga, oficiales, tripulaci6n o pasa-
jeros de dichas naves, no seran
mas altos que los que se impongan
a las naves que toquen dnicamente
en los puertos bajo la jurisdicci6n
panamefa sin pasar por el Canal,
y a la carga, oficiales, tripulaci6n
o pasajeros de dichas naves.

La Repdblica de Panama tiene
tambien el derecho de determinar
qu6 personas o clases de personas
que lleguen a los puertos de la
Zona del Canal seran admitidas a
la Repdblica de Panama y asimis-
mo el de determinar a qu6 per-
sonas o clases de personas que
lleguen a esos puertos se les
negara entrada a la Repdblica de
Panama.

Los Estados Unidos de America
suministraran a la Republica de
Panama libres de todo gravamen
los sitios necesarios para la cons-
trucci6n de edificios para aduanas
en los puertos de la Zona del Canal
para le recaudaci6n de impuestos
sobre las importaciones destinadas
a la Repdblica de Panama y para
el examcn de mercancias, equipa-
jes y pasajeros consignados o des-
tinados a la Repdblica de Pana-
ma, y para prevenir el comercio de
contrabando, siendo entendido que
la recaudaci6n de impuestos y el
examen de mercancias y pasa-
jeros por los funcionarios del Go-
bierno de la Repdblica de Pana-
ma, de conformidad con esta esti-
pulaci6n, tendra lugar unicamente
en las aduanas que establezca el
Gobierno de la Repdblica de Pana-
ma de acuerdo con lo aqui esti-
pulado, y que la Repfblica de
Panama ejercera jurisdicci6n ex-

Immigration regu-
lation.

Canal Zone, sites
for customhouses; jur-
isdiction.
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Immigration regu-
lation. 

Canal which touch at ports under 
Panamanian jurisdiction, or upon 
their cargo, officers, crew or pas-
sengers, shall not be higher than 
those imposed upon vessels which 
touch only at ports under Pana-
manian jurisdiction and do not 
transit the Canal, or upon their 
cargo, officers, crew or passengers. 

The Republic of Panama also 
has the right to determine what 
persons or classes of persons ar-
riving at ports of the Canal Zone 
shall be admitted to the Republic 
of Panama and to determine like-
wise what persons or classes of 
persons arriving at such ports 
shall be excluded from admission 
to the Republic of Panama. 

Canal Zone, sites  for custombouses The United States of America ; jur-

isdiction. will furnish to the Republic of 
Panama free of charge the neces-
sary sites for the establishment 
of customhouses in the ports of 
the Canal Zone for the collection 
of duties on importations destined 
to the Republic and for the exam-
ination of merchandise, baggage 
and passengers consigned to or 
bound for the Republic of Panama, 
and for the prevention of contra-
band trade, it being understood 
that the collection of duties and 
the examination of merchandise 
and passengers by the agents of 
the Government of the Republic 
of Panama, in accordance with 
this provision, shall take place 
only in the customhouses to be 
established by the Government of 
the Republic of Panama as herein 
provided, and that the Republic 
of Panama will exercise exclusive 
jurisdiction within the sites on 

pUblica de Panama a las naves 
que usen el Canal o que pasen por 
61 y que toquen en puertos bajo la 
jurisdiccion panameria. o a la 
carga, oficiales, tripulacion o pasa-
jeros de dichas naves, no serail 
mas altos que los que se impongan 
a las naves que toquen dnicamente 
en los puertos bajo la jurisdiccion 
panameria sin pasar por el Canal, 
y a in carga, oficiales, tripulaci6n 
o pasajeros de dichas naves. 
La Reptiblica de Panama, tiene 

tambien el derecho de determinar 
que personas o clases de personas 
que lleguen a los puertos de la 
Zona del Canal seran admitidas a 
la RepUblica de Panama y asimis-
mo el de determinar a qu6 per-
sonas o clases de personas que 
lleg-uen a esos puertos se los 
negara entrada a la Repdblica de 
Panama. 
Los Estados Unidos de America 

suministraran a la Republica de 
Panama libres de todo gravamen 
los sitios necesarios para In cons-
truccion de edificios para aduanas 
en los puertos de in Zona del Canal 
para le recaudaci6n de impuestos 
sobre las importaciones destinadas 
a In Reptiblica de Panama y para 
el examen de mercancias, equipa-
jes y pasajeros consignados o des-
tinados a la Republica de Pana-
ma, y para prevenir el comercio de 
contrabando, siendo entendido que 
la recaudaci6n de impuestos y el 
examen de mercanclas y pasa-
jeros por los funcionarios del Go-
bierno de la Reptiblica de Pana-
ma, de conformidad con este, esti-
pulaci6n, tendra lugar iinicamente 
en las aduanas que establezca el 
Gobierno de la Reptiblica de Pana-
ma, de acuerdo con lo aqui esti-
pulado, y que la RepAblica de 
Panama ejercera jurisdiccion ex-
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which the customhouses are lo- clusiva dentro de los sitios donde
cated so far as concerns the en-
forcement of immigration or cus-
toms laws of the Republic of
Panama, and over all property
therein contained and the person-
nel therein employed.

To further the effective enforce-
ment of the rights hereinbefore
recognized, the Government of the
United States of America agrees
that, for the purpose of obtaining
information useful in determining
whether persons arriving at ports
of the Canal Zone and destined to
points within the jurisdiction of
the Republic of Panama should be
admitted or excluded from admis-
sion into the Republic, the im-
migration officers of the Republic
of Panama shall have the right of
free access to vessels upon their
arrival at the Balboa or Cristobal
piers or wharves with passengers
destined for the Republic; and
that the appropriate authorities of
the Panama Canal will adopt such
administrative regulations regard-
ing persons entering ports of the
Canal Zone and destined to points
within the jurisdiction of the Re-
public of Panama as will facilitate
the exercise by the authorities of
Panama of their jurisdiction in the
manner provided in Paragraph 4
of this Article for the purposes
stated in Paragraph 3 thereof.

se hallen las aduanas en cuanto
concierne a la efectividad de las
leyes de inmigraci6n y de aduanas
de la Republica de Panama, como
tambien sobre los efectos de todas
clases alli existentes y sobre el
personal empleado en ellas.

Para asegurar el ejercicio efec-
tivo de los derechos reconocidos
anteriormente, el Gobierno de los
Estados Unidos de America con-
viene en que, con el objeto de
obtener informaci6n util para de-
terminar si a las personas que
lleguen a los puertos de la Zona del
Canal con destino a puntos dentro
de la jurisdicci6n de la Republica
de Panama debe permitirse o ne-
garse la entrada a la Republica,
los funcionarios de inmigraci6n de
la Republica de Panama tendran
el derecho de libre acceso a los
buques a su Ilegada a los muelles
de Balboa o de Crist6bal llevando
pasajeros con destino a la Re-
puiblica; y que las autoridades
competentes del Canal de Panama
adoptaran con respecto a las per-
sonas que entren por los puertos
de la Zona del Canal con destino
a puntos dentro do la jurisdicci6n
de la Repfiblica de Panama, los
reglamentos administrativos que
faciliten a las autoridades de Pa-
nama el ejercicio de su jurisdicci6n
en la forma estipulada en el para-
grafo 4° de este articulo, para los
fines expuestos en el paragrafo 3°
del mismo.

1817

Enforcement of im-
migration or customs
laws of Panama.

Inspection of pas-
sengers on arrival at
ports of Canal Zone.

Regulations.

ARTICLE VI

The first sentence of Article VII
of the Convention of November
18, 1903, is hereby amended so as
to omit the following phrase: "or
by the exercise of the right of
eminent domain".

ARTICULO VI

El primer periodo del Articulo T extua I amend-
VII de la Convenci6n de 18 de No- 33 

Stat. 2236.
viembre de 1903, queda modificado
omiti6ndose la siguiente frase: "o
por el ejercicio del derecho de
dominio eminente".
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which the customhouses are lo-
cated so far as concerns the en-
forcement of immigration or cus-
toms laws of the Republic of 
Panama, and over all property 
therein contained and the person-
nel therein employed. 

To further the effective enforce-
ment of the rights hereinbefore 
recognized, the Government of the 
United States of America agrees 
that, for the purpose of obtaining 
information useful in determining 
whether persons arriving at ports 
of the Canal Zone and destined to 
points within the jurisdiction of 
the Republic of Panama should be 
admitted or excluded from admis-
sion into the Republic, the im-
migration officers of the Republic 
of Panama shall have the right of 
free access to vessels upon their 
arrival at the Balboa or Cristobal 
piers or wharves with passengers 
destined for the Republic; and 
that the appropriate authorities of 
the Panama Canal will adopt such 
administrative regulations regard-
ing persons entering ports of the 
Canal Zone and destined to points 
within the jurisdiction of the Re-
public of Panama as will facilitate 
the exercise by the authorities of 
Panama of their jurisdiction in the 
manner provided in Paragraph 4 
of this Article for the purposes 
stated in Paragraph 3 thereof. 

ARTICLE VI 

The first sentence of Article VII 
of the Convention of November 
18, 1903, is hereby amended so as 
to omit the following phrase: "or 
by the exercise of the right of 
eminent domain". 

clusiva dentro de los sitios donde 
se hallen las aduanas en cuanto 
concierne a la efectividad de las 
leyes de inmigracion y de aduanas 
de la Repdblica de Panama, como 
tambien sobre los efectos de todas 
clases alli existentes y sobre el 
personal empleado en ellas. 
Para aseg-urar el ejercicio efec-

tivo de los derechos reconocidos 
anteriormente, el Gobierno de los 
Estados Unidos de America con-
viene en que, con el objeto de 
obtener informacion iltil para de-
terminar si a las personas que 
lleguen a los puertos de la Zona del 
Canal con destino a puntos dentro 
de la jurisdiccidn de la Repdblica 
de Panama debe perraitirse o ne-
garse la entrada a la Rept%lica, 
los funcionarios de inmigracidn de 
la Repdblica de Panama tendran 
el derecho de libre acceso a los 
buques a su Ilegada a los rauelles 
de Balboa o de Cristobal lleyando 
pasajeros con destino a la Re-
publica; y que las autoridades 
competentes del Canal de Panama 
adoptaran con respecto a las per-
sonas que entren por los puertos 
de la Zona del Canal con destino 
a puntos dentro de la jurisdicci6n 
de la Republica do Panama, los 
reglamentos administrativos que 
faciliten a las autoridades de Pa-
nama el ejercicio de su jurisdicci6n 
en la forma estipulada en el para.-
grafo 4° de este artIculo, para los 
fines expuestos en el paragrafo 3° 
del mi'smo. 

ARTICITLO VI 

El primer period() del Articulo 
VII de la Convencion de 18 de No-
viembre de 1903, queda modificado 
omitiendose la siguiente frase: "o 
por el ejercicio del derecho de 
dominio eminente". 

Enforcement of im-
migration or customs 
laws of Panama. 

Inspection of pas-
sengers on arrival at 
ports of Canal Zone. 

Regulations. 

Textual amend-
meat. 

33 Stat. 2236. 
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Paragraph abrogat-
ed.

33 Stat. 2236.
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The third paragraph of article
VII of the Convention of Novem-
ber 18, 1903, is hereby abrogated.

[53 STAT.

El Paragrafo tercero del Arti-
culo VII de la Convenci6n de 18
de Noviembre de 1903, queda
abrogado.

ARTICLE VII

PaymentsbyUnited Beginning with the annuity pay-States.
able in 1934 the payments under
Article XIV of the Convention of
November 18, 1903, between the
United States of America and the
Republic of Panama, shall be four
hundred and thirty thousand Bal-

Post, p. 1859. boas (B/430,000.00) as defined by
the agreement embodied in an ex-
change of notes of this date. The
United States of America may dis-
charge its obligation with respect
to any such payment, upon pay-
ment in any coin or currency, pro-
vided the amount so paid is the
equivalent of four hundred and
thirty thousand Balboas (B/430,-
000.00) as so defined.

ARTICLE VIII

fjransfderto Panar In order that the city of Col6n
described corridor. may enjoy direct means of land

communication under Panama-
nian jurisdiction with other terri-
tory under jurisdiction of the
Republic of Panama, the United
States of America hereby transfers
to the Republic of Panama juris-
diction over a corridor, the exact
limits of which shall be agreed
upon and demarcated by the two
Governments pursuant to the fol-
lowing description:

Description. (a) The end at Col6n connects
with the southern end of the east
half of the Paseo del Centenario
at Sixteenth Street, Col6n; thence
the corridor proceeds in a general
southerly direction, parallel to and

ARTICULO VII

Comenzando con la anualidad
pagadera en 1934 los pagos de
acuerdo con el Articulo XIV de la
Convenci6n de 18 de Noviembre
de 1903, celebrada entre los Esta-
dos Unidos 'de America y la Re-
piblica de Panama, seran de cua-
trocientos treinta mil Balboas,
(B/430.000.00) segun los define el
convenio incorporado en canje de
notas de esta fecha. Los Estados
Unidos de America pueden cum-
plir su obligaci6n con respecto a
cualquiera de dichos pagos me-
diante el pago en qualquier mone-
da, siempre que la cantidad que se
pague sea el equivalente de cua-
trocientos treinta mil Balboas
(B/430.000.00) definidos como que-
da expresado.

ARTICULO VIII

Con el fin de que la ciudad de
Col6n pueda disfrutar de un medio
directo de comunicaci6n por
tierra, bajo jurisdicci6n pana-
mefia, con el resto del territorio
bajo jurisdicci6n de la Repdblica
de Panama, los Estados Unidos de
America transfieren a la Repu-
blica de Panama jurisdicci6n sobre
un corredor cuyos limites exactos
seran convenidos y demarcados
por los dos Gobiernos, de acuerdo
con la descripci6n siguiente:

(a) El termino del corredor en
Col6n empalma con el extremo
Sur de la mitad Este del Paseo
del Centenario en la Calle 16 de
Col6n; de alii el corredor sigue en
direcci6n general Sur, paralela a

(
(
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33 Stat. 2236. VII of the Convention of Novem-

ber 18, 1903, is hereby abrogated. 

Payments by United 
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33 Stat. 2238. 

Poet, p. 1859. 

Transfer to Panama 
of jurisdiction over 
described corridor. 

Description. 

ARTICLE VII 

Beginning with the annuity pay-
able in 1934 the payments under 
Article XIV of the Convention of 
November 18, 1903, between the 
United States of America and the 
Republic of Panama, shall be four 
hundred and thirty thousand Bal-
boas (B/430,000.00) as defined by 
the agreement embodied in an ex-
change of notes of this date. The 
United States of America may dis-
charge its obligation with respect 
to any such payment, upon pay-
ment in any coin or currency, pro-
vided the amount so paid is the 
equivalent of four hundred and 
thirty thousand Balboas (B/430,-
000.00) as so defined. 

ARTICLE VIII 

In order that the city of Colon 
may enjoy direet means of land 
communication under Panama-
nian jurisdiction with other terri-
tory under jurisdiction of the 
Republic of Panama, the United 
States of America hereby transfers 
to the Republic of Panama juris-
diction over a corridor, the exact 
limits of which shall be agreed 
upon and demarcated by the two 
Governments pursuant to the fol-
lowing description: 

(a) The end at Coke connects 
with the southern end of the east 
half of the Paseo del Centenario 
at Sixteenth Street, Colon; thence 
the corridor proceeds in a general 
southerly direction, parallel to and 

El Paragrafo tercero del Arti-
culo VII de la Convencion de 18 
de Noviembre de 1903, queda 
abrogado. 

ARTICULO VII 

Comenzando con la anualidad 
pagadera en 1934 los pagos de 
acuerdo con el Articulo XIV de la 
Convencion de 18 de Noviembre 
de 1903, celebrada entre los Esta-
dos Unidos *de America y in Re-
pdblica de Panama, serial de cua-
trocientos treinta mil Balboas, 
(B/430.000.00) segim los define el 
convenio incorporado en canje de 
notas de esta fecha. Los Estados 
Unidos de America pueden cum-
plir all obligacion con respecto a 
cualquiera de dichos pagos me-
diante el pago en qualquier mone-
da, siempre que la cantidad que se 
pague sea el equivalente de cua-
trocientos treinta mil Balboas 
(B/430.000.00) definidos como que-
da expresado. 

ARTICULO VIII 

Con el fin de que la ciudad de 
Coke pueda disfrutar de un medio 
directo de comunicaci6n por 
tierra, bajo jurisdicci6n pana-
mena, con el resto del territorio 
bajo jurisdiccion de la Repdblica 
de Panama, los Estados Unidos de 
America transfieren a la Repu-
blica de Panama. jurisdiccion sobre 
un corredor cuyos lImites exactos 
seran convenidos y demarcados 
por los dos Gobiernos, de acuerdo 
con la descripcion siguiente: 

(a) El termino del corredor en 
Colon empalma con el extremo 
Sur de la mitad Este del Paseo 
del Centenario en la Calle 16 de 
Colon; de allf el corredor sigue en 
direcci6n general Sur, paralela a 
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east of Bolivar Highway to th
vicinity of the northern edge o
Silver City; thence eastward nea
the shore line of Folks River
around the northeast corer o
Silver City; thence in a genera
southeasterly direction and gener
ally parallel to the Randolpl
Road to a crossing of said Ran
dolph Road, about 1200 feet easl
of the East Diversion; thence in E
general northeasterly direction t(
the eastern boundary line of the
Canal Zone near the southeastern
corer of the Fort Randolph
Reservation, southwest of Cativa
The approximate route of the cor-
ridor is shown on the map which
accompanies this Treaty, signed
by the Plenipotentiaries of the
two countries and marked "Exhibit
A".

(b) The width of the corridor
shall be as follows: 25 feet in
width from the Col6n end to a
point east of the southern line of
Silver City; thence 100 feet in
width to Randolph Road, except
that, at any elevated crossing
which may be built over Randolph
Road and the railroad, the corridor
will be no wider than is necessary
to include the viaduct and will not
include any part of Randolph
Road proper, or of the railroad
right of way, and except that, in
case of a grade crossing over
Randolph Road and the railroad,
the corridor will be interrupted by
that highway and railroad; thence
200 feet in width to the boundary
line of the Canal Zone.

e la Carretera Bolivar y al Este de
f ella hasta la vecindad de la orilla
r Norte de Silver City; de alli hacia
', el Este cerca de la ribera de Folks
f River, doblando la esquina Nor-
1 deste de Silver City; de alli en
- direcci6n Sudeste y paralela en
h general al camino que va a France
- Field y Fort Randolph hasta
t cruzar el mencionado camino co-

mo a 1200 pies al Este de la Deri-
vaci6n Este; de alli en una direc-

e ci6n general Nordeste hasta la
linea Este del limite de la Zona del

i Canal cerca de la esquina Sudeste
. de la Reserva de Fort Randolph
- al Sudoeste de Cativa. El trazado
l aproximado del corredor es el que
I muestra el mapa anexo a este Tra-

tado, firmado por los Plenipo-
ttenciarios de los dos paises y
denominado "Anexo A".

(b) La anchura del corredor
sera como sigue: 25 pies de ancho
desde su extremo en Col6n hasta
un punto Este de la linea Sur de
Silver City; de alli 100 pies de
ancho hasta el camino de Fort
Randolph con la salvedad de que
en cualquier cruce elevado del
camino de Fort Randolph sobre
el ferrocarril que pueda cons-
truirse, la enchura del corredor
no serb mayor que la necesaria
para incluir el viaducto y no in-
cluira parte alguna del camino de
Fort Randolph propiamente dicho
ni de la servidumbre de transito
del ferrocarril, y con la salvedad
de que en caso de hacerse cruce
a nivel con el camino de Fort
Randolph y con el ferrocarril, el
corredor quedara interrumpido por
esa carretera y por el ferrocarril;
a partir de ese punto el corredor
tendra 200 pies de ancho hasta la
linea fronteriza de la Zona del
Canal.
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east of Bolivar Highway to the 
vicinity of the northern edge of 
Silver City; thence eastward near 
the shore line of Folks River, 
around the northeast corner of 
Silver City; thence in a general 
southeasterly direction and gener-
ally parallel to the Randolph 
Road to a crossing of said Ran-
dolph Road, about 1200 feet east 
of the East Diversion; thence in a 
general northeasterly direction to 
the eastern boundary line of the 
Canal Zone near the southeastern 
corner of the Fort Randolph 
Reservation, southwest of Cativa. 
The approximate route of the cor-
ridor is shown on the map which 
accompanies this Treaty, signed 
by the Plenipotentiaries of the 
two countries and marked "Exhibit 
A". 

(b) The width of the corridor 
shall be as follows: 25 feet in 
width from the Colon end to a 
point east of the southern line of 
Silver City; thence 100 feet in 
width to Randolph Road, except 
that, at any elevated crossing 
which may be built over Randolph 
Road and the railroad, the corridor 
will be no wider than is necessary 
to include the viaduct and will not 
include any part of Randolph 
Road proper, or of the railroad 
right of way, and except that, in 
case of a grade crossing over 
Randolph Road and the railroad, 
the corridor will be interrupted by 
that highway and railroad; thence 
200 feet in width to the boundary 
line of the Canal Zone. 

la Carretera Bolivar y al Este de 
ella hasta la vecindad de la orilla 
Norte de Silver City; de alli hacia 
el Este cerca de la ribera de Folks 
River, doblando la esquina Nor-
deste de Silver City; de affi en 
direccion. Sudeste y paralela en 
general al caraino que va a France 
Field y Fort Randolph hasta 
cruzar el mencionado camino co-, 
mo a 1200 pies al Este de la Deri-
vacion Este; de alli en -ma direc-
cion general Nordeste hasta la 
linea Este del limite de la Zona del 
Canal cerca de la esquina Sudeste 
de la Reserva de Fort Randolph 
al Sudoeste de Cativa. El trazado 
aproximado del corredor es el que 
muestra el mapa anexo a este Tra-
tado, firmado por los Plenipo-
tenciarios de los dos paises y 
denominado "Anexo A". 

(b) La anchura del corredor 
sera como sigue: 25 pies de ancho 
desde su extrerao en Colon hasta 
un ptmto Este de la lin.ea Sur de 
Silver City; de alli 100 pies de 
ancho hasta el camino de Fort 
Randolph con la salvedad de que 
en cualquier cruce elevado del 
camino de Fort Randolph sobre 
el ferrocarril que pueda cons-
truirse, la anchura del corredor 
no sera mayor que la necesaria 
para incluir el viaducto y no in-
cluira parte alguna del camino de 
Fort Randolph propiamente dicho 
ni de la servidumbre de teansito 
del ferrocarril, y con la salvedad 
de que en caso de hacerse cruce 
a nivel con el camino de Fort 
Randolph y con el ferrocarril, el 
corredor quedara interrumpido por 
esa carretera y por el ferrocarril; 
a partir de ese punto el corredor 
tendra 200 pies de ancho hasta hi 
linea fronteriza de la Zona del 
Canal. 
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st private itle. The Government of the United
States of America will extinguish
any private titles existing or which
may exist in and to the land in-
cluded in the above-described
corridor.

Streams.din8 ge The stream and drainage cross-
ings of any highway built in the
corridor shall not restrict the
water passage to less than the
capacity of the existing streams
and drainage.

estrinio sts c t ion No other construction will take
place within the corridor than that
relating to the construction of a
highway and to the installation of
electric power, telephone and tele-
graph lines; and the only activities
which will be conducted within the
said corridor will be those per-
taining to the construction, main-
tenance and common uses of a
highway and of power and com-
munication lines.

Rightsreserved. The United States of America

shall enjoy at all times the right
of unimpeded transit across the
said corridor at any point, and of
travel along the corridor, subject
to such traffic regulations as may
be established by the Government
of the Republic of Panama; and
the Government of the United
States of America shall have the
right to such use of the corridor
as would be involved in the con-
struction of connecting or inter-
secting highways or railroads,
overhead and underground power,
telephone, telegraph and pipe
lines, and additional drainage
channels, on condition that these
structures and their use shall not
interfere with the purpose of the
corridor as provided hereinabove.

El Gobierno de los Estados
Unidos de America extinguira
cualesquiera titulos de propiedad
privada existentes o que puedan
existir respecto de las tierras com-
prendidas dentro del corredor arri-
ba mencionado.

Los cruces de corrientes y de-
sagiies en los caminos que se cons-
truyan sobre el corredor no
restringiran el paso de las aguas a
menos de la capacidad de las co-
rrientes y desagies existentes.

No se hara ninguna otra cons-
trucci6n en el corredor, fuera de
la relativa a la construcci6n de
una carretera y a la instalaci6n de
lineas de transmisi6n de energia
electrica, de telefonos y de tele-
grafos; y las dnicas actividades que
seran ejercidas dentro de dicho
corredor seran las correspondientes
a la construcci6n, mantenimiento
y usos comunes de una carretera
y de lineas de comunicaci6n y de
transmisi6n de fuerza.

Los Estados Unidos de America
disfrutaran en todo tiempo el dere-
cho al transito irrestricto a traves
del expresado corredor por cual-
quier punto y el de transitar a lo
largo de dicho corredor, con su-
jeci6n a los reglamentos de trafico
quo scan establecidos por el Go-
bierno de la Repiblica de Panama,
y el Gobierno de los Estados Uni-
dos de America tendra derecho al
uso del corredor en cuanto pueda
ser necesario para la construcci6n
de empalmes o cruces de carreteras
o ferrocarriles, de lineas de trans-
misi6n de fuerza, a6reas o sub-
terraneas, lineas de tel6fonos, de
telegrafos, o de tuberias y de cana-
les de drenaje adicionales, a con-
dici6n de que estas estructuras y el
uso de ellas no estorben los fines
del corredor, segun lo arriba estipu-
lado.
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Extinguishment of 
existing private titles. 

Stream and drainage 
crossings. 

Construction 
restrictions. 

Rights reserved. 

The Government of the United 
States of America will extinguish 
any private titles existing or which 
may exist in and to the land in-
cluded in the above-described 
corridor. 

The stream and drainage cross-
ings of any highway built in the 
corridor shall not restrict the 
water passage to less than the 
capacity of the existing streams 
and drainage. 
No other construction will take 

place within the corridor than that 
relating to the construction of a 
highway and to the installation of 
electric power, telephone and tele-
graph lines; and the only activities 
which will be conducted within the 
said corridor will be those per-
taining to the construction, main-
tenance and common uses of a 
highway and of power and com-
munication lines. 

The United States of America 
shall enjoy at all times the right 
of unimpeded transit across the 
said corridor at any point, and of 
travel along the corridor, subject 
to such traffic regulations as may 
be established by the Government 
of the Republic of Panama; and 
the Government of the United 
States of America shall have the 
right to such use of the corridor 
as would be involved in the con-
struction of connecting or inter-
secting highways or railroads, 
overhead and underground power, 
telephone, telegraph and pipe 
lines, and additional drainage 
channels, on condition that these 
structures and their use shall not 
interfere with the purpose of the 
corridor as provided hereinabove. 

El Gobierno de los Estados 
Unidos de America extinguirk 
cualesquiera titulos de propiedad 
privada existentes o que puedan 
existir respecto de las tierras cora-
prendidas dentro del corredor arri-
ba rnencionado. 
Los cruces de corrientes y de-

sagiies en los caminos que se cons-
truyan sobre el corredor no 
restringiren el paso de las aguas a 
Dienes de la capacidad de las co-
rrientes y desagiies existentes. 
No se hare, ninguna otra cons-

trued& en el corredor, fuera de 
la relative, a la construed& de 
una carretera y a la instalacien de 
lineas de transmision de energf a 
electrica, de telefonos y de tele-
grafos; y las {micas actividades que 
serail ejercidas dentro de dicho 
corredor seran las correspondientes 
a la construccion, raantenimiento 
y usos comunes de una carretera 
y de lfneas de comunicacion y de 
transmision de fuerza. 
Los Estados Unidos de America 

disfrutaran en todo tiempo el dere-
cho al transit° irrestricto a tray& 
del expresado corredor por cual-
quier punto y el de transitar a lo 
largo de dicho corredor, con su-
jecien a los reglamentos de trafico 
quo sean establecidos por el Go-
bierno de la Reptiblica de Panama, 
y el Gobierno de los Estados Uni-
dos de America tendra derecho al 
uso del corredor en cuanto pueda 
ser necesario para la construccion 
de empalmes o cruces de carreteras 
o ferrocarriles, de lineas de trans-
'nisi& de fuerza, aereas o sub-
terraneas, line as de telefonos, de 
telegrafos, o de tuberfas y de cana-
les de drenaje adicionales, a con-
did& de que estas estructuras y el 
uso de ellas no estorben los fines 
del corredor, seg-fin lo arriba estipu-
lado. 
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ARTICLE IX

In order that direct means of
land communication, together
with accommodation for the high
tension power transmission lines,
may be provided under jurisdic-
tion of the United States of Amer-
ica from the Madden Dam to the
Canal Zone, the Republic of Pan-
ama hereby transfers to the United
States of America jurisdiction over
a corridor, the limits of which
shall be demarcated by the two
Governments pursuant to the fol-
lowing descriptions:

A strip of land 200 ft. in width,
extending 62.5 ft. from the center
line of the Madden Road on its
eastern boundary and 137.5 ft.
from the center line of the Madden
Road on its western boundary,
containing an area of 105.8 acres
or 42.81 hectares, as shown on the
map which accompanies this
Treaty, signed by the Plenipo-
tentiaries of the two countries and
marked "Exhibit B".

Beginning at the intersection of
the located center line of the
Madden Road and the Canal
Zone-Republic of Panama 5-mile I
boundary line, said point being
located N. 29020' W. a distance
of 168.04 ft. along said boundary
line from boundary monument i
No. 65, the geodetic position of I
boundary monument No.65 being I
latitude N. 9°07' plus 3,948.8 ft. i
and longitude 79°37' plus 1,174.6 1
ft.; I

thence
of 541.1
06.65 ft.;

N. 43010' E. a distance
ft. to station 324 plus

ARTICULO IX

Con el fin de proveer un medio tin b anrama odic-

directo de comunicaci6n por tierra described corridor.

con espacio para la instalaci6n de
lineas de transmisi6n de energia
de alta tensi6n, bajo jurisdicci6n
de los Estados Unidos de America,
de la Represa Madden a la Zona
del Canal, la Repfblica de Panama
transfiere a los Estados Unidos de
America jurisdicci6n sobre un co-
rredor, cuyos limites serAn demar-
cados por los dos Gobiernos, de
acuerdo con la descripci6n sigui-
ente:

Una faja de tierra de 200 pies Description.
de ancho, que se extiende 62.5
pies de la linea central de la
Carretera Madden sobre su limite
Este y 137.5 pies de la linea cen-
tral de la Carretera Madden sobre
su limite Oeste, y que contiene
un Area de 105.8 acres o 42.81
hectAreas, como se indica en el
piano que se acompafia a este
Tratado, firmado por los Plenipo-
tenciarios de los dos paises y mar-
cado "Anexo B".

Comenzando en la intersecci6n
de la Ifnea central localizada sobre
la Carretera Madden con la linea
limitrofe de cinco millas entro la
Zona del Canal y la Repdblica do
Panama, estando situado este
punto al Norte 29020 ' Oeste se
igue en una distancia de 168.04

pies a lo largo de la linea del
mencionado limite desde el monu-
nento limitrofe Ndmero 65, siendo
la posici6n geodesica de dicho
nonumento Ndmero 65 la de 9007 '

le Latitud Norte mas 3,948.8 pies
y 79037' de Longitud mAs 1,174.6
pies;

de allf al Norte 43°10' Este en
ma distancia de 541.1 pies al
nonumento 324, mAs 06.65 pies;
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ARTICLE IX 

In order that direct means of 
land communication, together 
with accommodation for the high 
tension power transmission lines, 
may be provided under jurisdic-
tion of the United States of Amer-
ica from the Madden Dam to the 
Canal Zone, the Republic of Pan-
ama hereby transfers to the United 
States of America jurisdiction over 
a corridor, the limits of which 
shall be demarcated by the two 
Governments pursuant to the fol-
lowing descriptions: 
A strip of land 200 ft. in width, 

extending 62.5 ft. from the center 
line of the Madden Road on its 
eastern boundary and 137.5 ft. 
from the center line of the Madden 
Road on its western boundary, 
containing an area of 105.8 acres 
or 42.81 hectares, as shown on the 
map which accompanies this 
Treaty, signed by the Plenipo-
tentiaries of the two countries and 
marked "Exhibit B". 

Beginning at the intersection of 
the located center line of the 
Madden Road and the Canal 
Zone-Republic of Panama 5-mile 
boundary line, said point being 
located N. 29°20' W. a distance 
of 168.04 ft. along said boundary 
line from boundary monument 
No. 65, the geodetic position of 
boundary monument No.65 being 
latitude N. 9°07' plus 3,948.8 ft. 
and longitude 79°37' plus 1,174.6 
ft.; 

thence N. 43°10' E. a distance 
of 541.1 ft. to station 324 plus 
06.65 ft.; 

ARTICULO IX 

Con el fin de proveer un medio 
directo de comunicacion por tierra 
con espacio para la instalacion de 
Eneas de transmision de energia 
de alta tensi6n, bajo jurisdiccien 
de los Estados Unidos de America, 
de la Represa Madden a la Zona 
del Canal, la Rept:lblica de Panama 
transfiere a los Estados Unidos de 
America jurisdiccidn sobre un co-
rredor, cuyos limites serán demar-
cados por los dos Gobiernos, de 
acuerdo con la descripcion sigui-
ente: 
Una faj a de tierra de 200 pies 

de ancho, que se extiende 62.5 
pies de in lfnea central de la 
Carretera Madden sobre an Ifmite 
Este y 137.5 pies de is. Linea cen-
tral do is. Carretera Madden sobre 
su "finite Oeste, y quo contien.e 
un area de 105.8 acres o 42.81 
heetareas, como se indica en el 
piano quo se acompatia a este 
Tratado, firmado por los Plenipo-
tenciarios de los dos paises y mar-
cado "Anexo B". 
Comenzando en is. interseccion 

de la lines, central Iocalizada sobre 
is. Carretera Madden con is. lfnea 
limftrofe de cinco minas entre 
Zona del Canal y la Republics. de 
Panama, estando situado este 
punto al Norte 29°20' Oeste se 
sigue en una distancia de 168.04 
pies a lo largo de is. linea del 
mencionado limite desde el monu-
men to limitrofe Namero 65, siendo 
is. posicion geodesica de dicho 
monumento NAmero 65 la de 9°07' 
de Latitud Norte mas 3,948.8 pies 
y 79°37' de Longitud mas 1,174.6 
pies; 
de sill al Norte 43°10' Este en 

una distancia de 541.1 pies al 
monumento 324, man 06.65 pies; 

Transfer of jurisdic-
tion by Panama over 
described corridor. 

Description, 

98907°-39—FT. 3- 25 
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thence on a 3° curve to the left
a distance of 347.2 ft. to station
327 plus 53.9 ft.;

thence N. 32045' E. a distance
of 656.8 ft. to station 334 plus
10.7 ft.;

thence on a 3° curve to the left
a distance of 455.55 ft. to station
338 plus 66.25 ft.;

thence N. 19005' E. a distance
of 1,135.70 ft. to station 350 plus
01.95 ft.;

thence on an 8° curve to the
left a distance of 650.7 ft. to
station 356 plus 52.7 ft.;

thence N. 32058' W. a distance
* of 636.0 ft. to station 362 plus

88.7 ft.;
thence on a 10° curve to the

right a distance of 227.3 ft. to
station 365 plus 16.0 ft.;

thence N. 10°14' W. a distance
of 314.5 ft. to station 368 plus 30.5
ft.;

thence on a 5° curve to the left
a distance of 178.7 ft. to station
370 plus 09.2 ft.;

thence N. 19010' W. a distance
of 4,250.1 ft. to station 412 plus
59.3 ft.;

thence on a 5° curve to the right
a distance of 720.7 ft. to station
419 plus 80.0 ft.;

thence N. 16052 ' E. a distance
of 1,664.3 ft. to station 436 plus
44.3 ft.;

thence on a 5° curve to the left
a distance of 597.7 ft. to station
442 plus 42.0 ft.;

thence N. 13°01' W. a distance
of 543.8 ft. to station 447 plus
85.8 ft.-

, de allf siguiendo una curva de
3° hacia la izquierda, en una dis-
tancia de 347.2 pies al monumento
327, mAs 53.9 pies;

d de allf al Norte 32045' Este en
s una distancia de 656.8 pies al

monumento 334, mas 10.7 pies;
de allf siguiendo una curva de

3° hacia la izquierda en una dis-
tancia de 455.55 pies al monu-
mento 338, mas 66.25 pies;

de allf al Norte 19005' Este en
I una distancia de 1,135.70 pies al

monumento 350, mas 01.95 pies;
de allf siguiendo una curva de

8° hacia la izquierda en una dis-
tancia de 650.7 pies al monumento
356, mas 52.7 pies;

de allf al Norte 32°58' Oeste en
una distancia de 636.0 pies al
monumento 362, mAs 88.7 pies;

de allf siguiendo una curva de
10° hacia la derecha en una dis-
tancia de 227.3 pies al monu-
mento 365, mAs 16.0 pies;

de allf al Norte 10° 14' Oeste en
una distancia de 314.5 pies al
monumento 368, mAs 30.5 pies;

de allf siguiendo una curva de 5°
hacia la izquierda en una distancia
de 178.7 pies al monumento 370,
mas 09.2 pies;

de allf al Norte 19° 10' Oeste en
una distancia de 4,250.1 pies al
monumento 412, mds 59.3 pies;

de allf siguiendo una curva de
5° hacia la derecha en una dis-
tancia de 720.7 pies al monumento
419 mAs80.0 pies;

de all al Norte 16° 52' Este en
una distancia de 1,664.3 pies al
monumento 436 mas 44.3 pies;

de alli siguiendo una curva de
5° hacia la izquierda en una dis-
tancia de 597.7 pies al monumento
442, mAs 42.0 pies;

de alli al Norte 13° 01' Oeste en
una distancia de 543.8 pies al
monumento 447, mAs 85.8 pies;
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thence on a 3° curve to the left, 
a distance of 347.2 ft. to station 
327 plus 53.9 ft.; 

thence N. 32°45' E. a distance 
of 656.8 ft. to station 334 plus 
10.7 ft.; 

thence on a 3° curve to the left 
a distance of 455.55 ft. to station 
338 plus 66.25 ft.; 

thence N. 19°05' E. a distance 
of 1,135.70 ft. to station 350 plus 
01.95 ft.; 

thence on an 8° curve to the 
left a distance of 650.7 ft. to 
station 356 plus 52.7 ft.; 

thence N. 32°58' W. a distance 
• of 636.0 ft. to station 362 plus 

88.7 ft.; 
thence on a 10° curve to the 

right a distance of 227.3 ft. to 
station 365 plus 16.0 ft.; 

thence N. 10°14' W. a distance 
of 314.5 ft. to station 368 plus 30.5 
ft.; 

thence on a 5° curve to the left 
a distance of 178.7 ft. to station 
370 plus 09.2 ft.; 

thence N. 19°10' W. a distance 
of 4,250.1 ft. to station 412 plus 
59.3 ft.; 

thence on a 5° curve to the right 
a distance of 720.7 ft. to station 
419 plus 80.0 ft.; 

thence N. 16°52' E. a distance 
of 1,664.3 ft. to station 436 plus 
44.3 ft.; 

thence on a 5° curve to the left 
a distance of 597.7 ft. to station 
442 plus 42.0 ft.; 

thence N. 13°01' W. a distance 
of 543.8 ft. to station 447 plus 
85.8 ft.• 

de all siguiendo una curva de 
3° hacia la izquierda, en una dis-
tancia de 347.2 pies al monumento 
327, mas 53.9 pies; 
de all al Norte 32°45' Este en 

una distancia de 656.8 pies al 
monumento 334, mas 10.7 pies; 

de all siguiendo una curva de 
3° hacia la izquierda en una dis-
tancia. de 455.55 pies al monu-
mento 338, mes 66.25 pies; 

de all al Norte 19°05' Este en 
una distancia de 1,135.70 pies al 
monumento 350, mas 01.95 pies; 

de all siguiendo una curva de 
8° hacia la izquierda en una dis-
tancia de 650.7 pies al monumento 
356, mas 52.7 pies; 
de all al Norte 32°58' Oeste en 

una distancia de 636.0 pies al 
monumento 362, ms 88.7 pies; 

de allf siguiendo una curva de 
10° hacia la derecba en una dis-
tancia de 227.3 pies al monu-
mento 365, ms 16.0 pies; 

de allf al Norte 10° 14' Oeste en 
una distancia de 314.5 pies al 
monumento 368, Inas 30.5 pies; 

de all siguiendo una curva de 5° 
hacia la izquierda en una distancia 
de 178.7 pies al monumento 370, 
mas 09.2 pies; 

de all al Norte 19° 10' Oeste en 
una distancia de 4,250.1 pies al 
monumento 412, mos 59.3 pies; 

de all siguiendo una curva de 
5° hacia la derecha en una dis-
tancia de 720.7 pies al monumento 
419 miw..80.0 pies; 

de all al Norte 16° 52' Este en 
una distancia de 1,664.3 pies at 
monumento 436 mas 44.3 pies; 
de alit siguiendo una curva de 

5° hacia la izquierda en una dis-
tancia de 597.7 pies al monumento 
442, mas 42.0 pies; 

de alli al Norte 13° 01' Oeste en 
una distancia de 543.8 pies al 
monumento 447, mas 85.8 pies; 
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thence on a 5° curve to the
right a distance of 770.7 ft. to
station 455 plus 56.5 ft.;

thence N. 25°31' E. a distance
of 1,492.2 ft. to station 470 plus
48.7 ft.;

thence on a 5° curve to the right
a distance of 808.0 ft. to station
478 plus 56.7 ft.;

thence N. 65055' E. a distance
of 281.8 ft. to station 481 plus
38.5 ft.;

thence on an 8° curve to the left
a distance of 446.4 ft. to station
485 plus 84.9 ft.;

thence N. 30°12' E. a distance
of 479.6 ft. to station 490 plus
64.5 ft.;

thence on a 5° curve to the left
a distance of 329.4 ft. to station
493 plus 93.9 ft.;

thence N. 13°44' E. a distance
of 1,639.9 ft. to station 510 plus
33.8 ft.;

thence on a 5° curve to the left
a distance of 832.3 ft. to station
518 plus 66.1 ft.;

thence N. 27°53' W. a distance
of 483.9 ft. to station 523 plus
50.0 ft.;

thence on an 8° curve to the
right a distance of 469.6 ft. to
station 528 plus 19.6 ft.;

thence N. 9°41' E. adistance
of 1,697.6 ft. to station 545 plus
17.2 ft.;

thence on a 10° curve to the
left a distance of 451.7 ft. to sta-
tion 549 plus 68.9 ft., which is the
point marked Point Z on the
above-mentioned map known as
"Exhibit B".

de allf siguiendo una curva de 5°
hacia la derecha en una distancia
de 770.7 pies al monumento 455,
mas 56.5 pies;

de alli al Norte 25031' Este en
una distancia de 1,492.2 pies al
monumento 470 mas 48.7 pies;

de alli siguiendo una curva de 5°
hacia la derecha en una distancia
de 808.0 pies al monumento 478,
mas 56.7 pies;

de alli al Norte 65055' Este en
una distancia de 281.8 pies al
monumento 481, mas 38.5 pies;

de allii siguiendo una curva de 8°
hacia la izquierda en una distancia
de 446.4 pies al monumento 485,
mas 84.9 pies;

de allii al Norte 30012' Este en
una distancia de 479.6 pies al
monumento 490 mas 64.5 pies;

de alli siguiendo una curva de 5°
hacia la izquierda en una distancia
de 329.4 pies al monumento 493,
mas 93.9 pies;

de alli al Norte 13044 ' Este en
una distancia de 1,639.9 pies al
monumento 510, mas 33.8 pies;

de allf siguiendo una curva de 5°
hacia la izquierda en una distancia
de 832.3 pies, al monumento 518,
mas 66.1 pies;

de alli al Norte 27°53' Oeste en
una distancia de 483.9 pies al
monumento 523 mas 50.0 pies;

de allf siguiendo una curva de 8°
hacia la derecha en una distancia
de 469.6 pies al monumento 528,
mas 19.6 pies;

de alli al Norte 9°41' Este en
una distancia de 1,697.6 pies al
monumento 545, mis 17.2 pies;

de alii siguiendo una curva de
10° hacia la izquierda en una dis-
tancia de 451.7 pies hasta el monu-
mento 549, mas 68.9 pies; que es el
punto marcado Punto Z en el mapa
arriba mencionado denominado
"Anexo B".
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thence on a 5° curve to the 
right a distance of 770.7 ft. to 
station 455 plus 56.5 ft.; 

thence N. 25°31' E. a distance 
of 1,492.2 ft. to station 470 plus 
48.7 ft.; 

thence on a 5° curve to the right 
a distance of 808.0 ft. to station 
478 plus 56.7 ft.; 

thence N. 65°55' E. a distance 
of 281.8 ft. to station 481 plus 
38.5 ft.; 

thence on an 8° curve to the left 
a distance of 446.4 ft. to station 
485 plus 84.9 ft.; 

thence N. 30°12 E. a distance 
of 479.6 ft. to station 490 plus 
64.5 ft.; 

thence on a 5° curve to the left 
a distance of 329.4 ft. to station 
493 plus 93.9 ft.; 

thence N. 13°44' E. a distance 
of 1,639.9 ft. to station 510 plus 
33.8 ft.; 

thence on a 5° curve to the left 
a distance of 832.3 ft. to station 
518 plus 66.1 ft.; 

thence N. 27°53' W. a distance 
of 483.9 ft. to station 523 plus 
50.0 ft.; 

thence on an 8° curve to the 
right a distance of 469.6 ft. to 
station 528 plus 19.6 ft.; 

thence N. 9°41' E. a;distance 
of 1,697.6 ft. to station 545 plus 
17.2 ft.; 

thence on a 10° curve to the 
left a distance of 451.7 ft. to sta-
tion 549 plus 68.9 ft., which is the 
point marked Point Z on the 
above-mentioned map known as 
"Exhibit B". 

de all siguiendo una curva de 5° 
hacia is. derecha en una distancia 
de 770.7 pies al monumento 455, 
mas 56.5 pies; 

de all al Norte 25°31' Este en 
una distancia de 1,492.2 pies al 
monumento 470 mas 48.7 pies; 
de alli siguiendo una curva de 5° 

hacia la derecha en una distancia 
de 808.0 pies al monumento 478, 
mas 56.7 pies; 

de alli al Norte 65°55' Este en 
una distancia de 281.8 pies al 
monumento 481, mas 38.5 pies; 

de alli siguiendo una curva de 8° 
hacia la izquierda en una distancia 
de 446.4 pies al monumento 485, 
mils 84.9 pies; 

de all al Norte 30°12' Este en 
una distancia de 479.6 pies al 
monumento 490 rubs 64.5 pies; 

de alli siguiendo una curve de 5° 
hacia la izquierda en una distancia 
de 329.4 pies al monumento 493, 
rafts 93.9 pies; 

de all al Norte 13°44' Este en 
una distancia de 1,639.9 pies al 
monumento 510, mas 33.8 pies; 
de alli siguiendo una curva de 5° 

hacia la izquierda en una distancia 
de 832.3 pies, al monumento 518, 
mas 66.1 pies; 
de all al Norte 27°53' Oeste en 

una distancia de 483.9 pies al 
monumento 523 mks 50.0 pies; 
de all siguiendo una curva de 8° 

hacia la derecha en una distancia 
de 469.6 pies al monumento 528, 
mks 19.6 pies; 
de all al Norte 9°41' Este en 

una distancia de 1,697.6 pies al 
monumento 545, mils 17.2 pies; 
de all siguiendo 'ma curva de 

10° hacia la izquierda en una dis-
tancia de 451.7 pies hasta el monu-
mento 549, mks 68.9 pies; que es el 
punt,o marcado Punto Z en el mapa 
arriba mencionado denominado 
"Anexo B". 
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(All bearings are true bearings.)

exstiengpihatetittis. The Government of the Repub-
lic of Panama will extinguish any
private titles existing or which
may exist in and to the land in-
cluded in the above-described
corridor.

tream and drain- The stream and drainage cross-
ings of any highway built in the
corridor shall not restrict the water
passage to less than the capacity
of the existing streams and drain-
age.

Construction re- No other construction will takestrictions.
place within the corridor than
that relating to the construction
of a highway and to the installa-
tion of electric power, telephone
and telegraph lines; and the only
activities which will be conducted
within the said corridor will be
those pertaining to the construc-
tion, maintenance and common
uses of a highway, and of power
and communication lines, and
auxiliary works thereof.

Rights reserved. The Republic of Panama shall
enjoy at all times the right of un-
impeded transit across the said
corridor at any point, and of travel
along the corridor, subject to such
traffic regulations as may be
established by the authorities of
the Panama Canal; and the Gov-
ernment of the Republic of
Panama shall have the right to
such use of the corridor as would
be involved in the construction
of connecting or intersecting high-
ways or railroads, overhead and
underground power, telephone,
telegraph and pipe lines, and ad-
ditional drainage channels, on]
condition that these structures ,

(Todos los rumbos se refieren al
verdadero meridiano)

El Gobierno de la Repfiblica de
Panama extinguira cualesquiera
titulos de propiedad privada exis-
tentes o que puedan existir respecto
de las tierras comprendidas dentro
del corredor arriba mencionado.

Los cruces de corrientes y desa-
gues en todos los caminos que se
construyan sobre el corredor no
restringirin el paso de las aguas a
menos de la capacidad de las co-
rrientes y desagiies existentes.

No se hara ninguna otra cons-
trucci6n en el corredor, fuera de la
relativa a la construcci6n de una
carretera y a la instalaci6n de
lineas de transmisi6n de energia
electrica, de telefonos y de telegra-
fos; y las inicas actividades que
seran ejercidas dentro de dicho
corredor seran las correspondientes
a la construcci6n, mantenimiento
y usos comunes de una carretera,
de lineas de comunicaci6n y de
transmisi6n de fuerza y de las
obras auxiliares de las mismas.

La Repfiblica de Panama dis-
frutara en todo tiempo el derecho
al transito irrestricto a traves del
expresado corredor por cualquier
punto y el de transitar a lo largo
de dicho corredor, con sujeci6n a
los reglamentos de trafico que sean
establecidos por las autoridades
del Canal de Panama, y el Gobier-
no de la Repdblica de Panama
tendra el derecho al uso del corre-
dor en cuanto pueda ser necesario
para la construcci6n de empalmes
o cruces de carreteras o ferroca-
rriles, de lineas de trasmisi6n de
fuerza, aereas o subterraneas,
lineas de tel6fonos, de tel6grafos o
de tuberias y de canales de drenaje
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Extinguishment of 
existing private titles. 

Stream and drain-
age crossings. 

Construction re-
strictions. 

Rights reserved. 

(All bearings are true bearings.) 

The Government of the Repub-
lic of Panama will extinguish any 
private titles existing or which 
may exist in and to the land in-
cluded in the above-described 
corridor. 
The stream and drainage cross-

ings of any highway built in the 
corridor shall not restrict the water 
passage to less than the capacity 
of the existing streams and drain-
age. 
No other construction will take 

place within the corridor than 
that relating to the construction 
of a highway and to the installa-
tion of electric power, telephone 
and telegraph lines; and the only 
activities which will be conducted 
within the said corridor will be 
those pertaining to the construc-
tion, maintenance and common 
uses of a highway, and of power 
and communication lines, and 
auxiliary works thereof. 

The Republic of Panama shall 
enjoy at all times the right of un-
impeded transit across the said 
corridor at any point, and of travel 
along the corridor, subject to such 
traffic regulations as may be 
established by the authorities of 
the Panama Canal; and the Gov-
ernment of the Republic of 
Panama shall have the right to 
such use of the corridor as would 
be involved in the construction 
of connecting or intersecting high-
ways or railroads, overhead and 
underground power, telephone, 
telegraph and pipe lines, and ad-
ditional drainage channels, on 
condition that these structures 

(Todos los rumbos se refieren al 
verdadero rneridiano) 
El Gobierno de la Reptiblica de 

Panama extinguira cualesquiera 
titulos de propiedad privada exis-
tentes o que puedan existir respecto 
de las tierras cornprendidas dentro 
del corredor arriba mencionado. 
Los cruces de corrientes y desa-

giies en todos los caminos que se 
construyan sobre el corredor no 
restringirtm el paso de las aguas a 
menos de la capacidad de las co-
rrientes y desagues existentes. 
No se hara, ninguna otra cons-

truccion en el corredor, fuera de is. 
relativa a la construccion de una 
carretera y a la instalacion de 
lineas de transrnision de energia 
electrica, de telefonos y de telegra-
fos; y las (micas actividades que 
serial ejercidas dentro de dicho 
corredor serail las correspondientes 
a la construccion, mantenimiento 
y usos comunes de una carretera, 
de lineas de comunicacion y de 
transmision de fuerza y de las 
obras auxiliares de las mismas. 
La RepAblica de Panama, dis-

frutaraen todo tiempo el derecho 
al transito irrestricto a trays del 
expresado corredor por cualquier 
punto y el de transitar a lo largo 
de dicho corredor, con sujecion a 
los reglamentos de trkfico que sean 
establecidos por las autoridades 
del Canal de Panama, y el Gobier-
no de la Repdblica de Panama 
tendra el derecho al uso del corre-
dor en cuanto pueda ser necesario 
para Is. construccion de empalmes 
o cruces de carreteras o ferroca-
rriles, de lineas de trasmision de 
fuerz a, aereas o subterraneas, 
lineas de telefonos, de telegrafos o 
de tuberias y de canales de drenaje 
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and their use shall not interfere
with the purpose of the corridor as
provided hereinabove.

ARTICLE X

adicionales, a condici6n de que
estas estructuras y el uso de
ellas no estorben los fines del
corredor, segdn lo arriba estipu-
lado.

ARTICULO X

In case of an international con-
flagration or the existence of any
threat of aggression which would
endanger the security of the Re-
public of Panama or the neu-
trality or security of the Panama
Canal, the Governments of the
United States of America and the
Republic of Panama will take such
measures of prevention and de-
fense as they may consider neces-
sary for the protection of their
common interests. Any measures,
in safeguarding such interests,
which it shall appear essential to
one Government to take, and
which may affect the territory
under the jurisdiction of the other
Government, will be the subject of
consultation between the two Gov-
ernments.

En caso de conflagraci6n in-
ternacional o de existencia de
cualquier amenaza de agresi6n en
que peligren la seguridad de la
Repdblica de Panama o la neu-
tralidad o seguridad del Canal de
Panama, los Gobiernos de la
Repiblica de Panama y de los
Estados Unidos de America to-
maran las medidas de prevenci6n
y defensa que consideren necesa-
rias para la protecci6n de sus
intereses comunes. Las medidas
que parezca esencial tomar a uno
de los dos Gobiernos en guarda de
dichos intereses y que afecten el
territorio bajo la jurisdicci6n del
otro Gobierno seran objeto de
consulta entre los dos Gobiernos.

ARTICLE XI ARTICULO XI

The provisions of this Treaty
shall not affect the rights and
obligations of either of the two
High Contracting Parties under
the treaties now in force between
the two countries, nor be con-
sidered as a limitation, definition,
restriction or restrictive interpre-
tation of such rights and obliga-
tions, but without prejudice to
the full force and effect of any
provisions of this Treaty which
constitute addition to, modifica-
tion or abrogation of, or substitu-
tion for the provisions of previous
treaties.

Las estipulaciones de este tra-
tado no afectartn los derechos y
obligaciones de ninguna de las
dos Altas Partes Contratantes de
conformidad con los tratados vi-
gentes hoy entre los dos paises,
ni seran consideradas como limi-
taci6n, definici6n, restricci6n o
interpretaci6n restrictiva de tales
derechos y obligaciones, pero sin
perjuicio del pleno vigor y efecto
de las estipulaciones de este tra-
tado que constituyen adici6n, modi-
ficaci6n, abrogaci6n o subroga-
ci6n de las estipulaciones de los
tratados anteriores.

Measures for pro-
tection of common in-
terests where security
endangered, etc.

Existing treaties not
affected.
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and their use shall not interfere adicionales, a condicien de que 
with the purpose of the corridor as estas estructuras y el uso de 
provided hereinabove. ellas no estorben los fines del 

corredor, segtin lo arriba estipu-
lado. 

ARTICULO X ARTICLE X 

In case of an international con-
flagration or the existence of any 
threat of aggression which would 
endanger the security of the Re-
public of Panama or the neu-
trality or security of the Panama 
Canal, the Governments of the 
United States of America and the 
Republic of Panama will take such 
measures of prevention and de-
fense as they may consider neces-
sary for the protection of their 
common interests. Any measures, 
in safeguarding such interests, 
which it shall appear essential to 
one Government to take, and 
which may affect the territory 
under the jurisdiction of the other 
Government, will be the subject of 
consultation between the two Gov-
ernments. 

ARTICLE XI 

The provisions of this Treaty 
shall not affect the rights and 
obligations of either of the two 
High Contracting Parties under 
the treaties now in force between 
the two countries, nor be con-
sidered as a limitation, definition, 
restriction or restrictive interpre-
tation of such rights and obliga-
tions, but without prejudice to 
the full force and effect of any 
provisions of this Treaty which 
constitute addition to, modifica-
tion or abrogation of, or substitu-
tion for the provisions of previous 
treaties. 

En caso de conflagracien in-
ternacional o de existencia de 
cualquier amen aza de agresion en 
que peligren is, seguridad de la 
Republica de Panamh o la neu-
tralidad o seguridad del Canal de 
Panama, los Gobiernos de la 
Repdblica de Panamk y de los 
Estados Unidos de America to-
martin las medidas de prevencien 
y defense que consideren necesa-
ries para la proteccien de sus 
intereses comunes. Las medidas 
que parezca esencial tomer a uno 
de los dos Gobiernos en guarda de 
dichos intereses y que afecten el 
territorio bajo is, jurisdiccien del 
otro Gobierno serail objeto de 
consults entre los dos Gobiernos. 

ARTIC1JLO XI 

Las estipulaciones de este tra-
tado no afectartm los derechos y 
obligaciones de ninguna de las 
dos Altas Partes Contratantes de 
conformidad con los tratados vi-
gentes hoy entre los dos paises, 
ni seran consideradas como limi-
tacion, definicion., restriccien o 
interpretacion restrictive de tales 
derechos y obligaciones, pero sin 
perjuicio del pleno vigor y efecto 
de las estipulaciones de este tra-
tadoqueconstituyen adicien, modi-
ficaci6n, abrogacion o subroga-
cion de las estipulaciones de los 
tratados anteriores. 
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Measures for pro-
tection of common in-
terests where security 
endangered, etc. 

Existing treaties not 
atferted. 
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ARTICLE XII

Ratification and ef-
fective date.

Signatures.

[53 STAT.

ARTICULO XII

The present Treaty shall be
ratified in accordance with the
constitutional methods of the High
Contracting Parties and shall take
effect immediately on the exchange
of ratifications which shall take
place at Washington.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Plen-
ipotentiaries have signed this
Treaty in duplicate, in the Eng-
lish and Spanish languages, both
texts being authentic, and have
hereunto affixed their seals.

DONE at the city of Washing-
ton the second day of March,
1936.

CORDELL HULL
SUMNER WELLES

R. J. ALFARO
NARCISO GARAY

[SEAL]

[SEAL]

[SEAL]

[SEAL]

xchange of ratifi- AND WHEREAS the said Treaty has been duly ratified on both parts,
and the ratifications of the two Governments were exchanged in the
city of Washington on the twenty-seventh day of July one thousand
nine hundred and thirty-nine;

Proclamation. Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
President of the United States of America, have caused the said
Treaty to be made public, to the end that the same and every article
and clause thereof may be observed and fulfilled with good faith by
the United States of America and the citizens thereof.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this twenty-seventh day of July
in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and

[SEAL] thirty-nine and of the Independence of the United States
of America the one hundred and sixty-fourth.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL

Secretary of State.

1826

El presente tratado serb ratifi-
cado de acuerdo con las formas
constitucionales de las Altas Partes
Contratantes y entrara en vigor
inmediatamente al canjearse las
ratificaciones, lo cual tendra lugar
en Washington.

EN FE DE LO CUAL los Plenipo-
tenciarios han firmado este tra-
tado en duplicado en Ingles y
en Espanol, siendo ambos textos
aut6nticos, y han estampado en 61
sus sellos.

HECHO en la ciudad de Wash-
ington, a los dos dias del mes de
Marzo de 1936.
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ARTICLE XII ARTICULO XII 

Ratification and of- The present Treaty shall be El presente tratado seri], ratifi-fective date. 

Signatures. 

Exchange of ratifi-
cations. 

Proclamation. 

ratified in accordance with the 
constitutional methods of the High 
Contracting Parties and shall take 
effect immediately on the exchange 
of ratifications which shall take 
place at Washington. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Plen-

ipotentiaries have signed this 
Treaty in duplicate, in the Eng-
lish and Spanish languages, both 
texts being authentic, and have 
hereunto affixed their seals. 
DONE at the city of Washing-

ton the second day of March, 
1936. 

cado de acuerdo con las forrnas 
constitucionales de las Altas Pastes 
Contratantes y entrartt en vigor 
inmediatamente al canjearse las 
ratifieaciones, lo cual tendrk,lugar 
en Washington. 
EN FE DE LO CUAL 10S Plenipo-

tenciarios han firmado este tra-
tado en duplicado en Ingles y 
en Espasiol, siendo ambos textos 
autenticos, y han estampado en el 
sus sellos. 
HECHO en la ciudad de Wash-

ington, a los dos dlas del mes de 
Marzo de 1936. 

CORDELL HULL 
SUMNER W ELLES 
R. J. ALFARO 
NARCISO GARAY 

[SEAL] 
[SEAL] 
[SEAL] 
[SEAL] 

AND WHEREAS the said Treaty has been duly ratified on both parts, 
and the ratifications of the two Governments were exchanged in the 
city of Washington on the twenty-seventh day of July one thousand 
nine hundred and thirty-nine; 
Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, 

President of the United States of America, have caused the said 
Treaty to be made public, to the end that the same and every article 
and clause thereof may be observed and fulfilled with good faith by 
the United States of America and the citizens thereof. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused 

the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the city of Washington this twenty-seventh day of July 

in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and 
[SEAL] thirty-nine and of the Independence of the United States 

of America the one hundred and sixty-fourth. 

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 
By the President: 

CORDELL HULL 
Secretary of State. 
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EXCHANGES OF NOTES

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission to the Secretary of
State (Hull)

LEGACI6N DE PANAMA

WASHINGTON

Marzo 2 de 1936
SEROR:

En relaci6n con el tratado firmado hoy y los canjes de notas ac-
cesorios al mismo tenemos a honra confirmar el entendimiento a que
hemos llegado durante las negociaciones de que dondequiera que las
estipulaciones de dicho tratado y las declaraciones contenidas en las
notas accesorias se refieran a la Zona del Canal, tales estipulaciones y
declaraciones son aplicables a todas las tierras y aguas cuyo uso,
ocupaci6n o control tengan los Estados Unidos de America.

Acepte, Vuestra Excelencia, las reiteradas seguridades de nuestra
mas alta consideraci6n.

R. J. ALFARO
NARCISO GARAY.

Honorable CORDELL HULL,
Secretario de Estado,

Washington, D. C.

[Translation]

LEGATION OF PANAMA,

Washington, March 2, 1936.
SIR:

In connection with the treaty signed today and the exchange of Ane, p. 1807.

notes accessory thereto we have the honor to confirm the under-
standing we have reached during the negotiations that wherever the
provisions of the said treaty and the statements contained in the
accessory notes refer to the Canal Zone, such provisions and statements
are applicable to all such lands and waters as may be used, occupied
or controlled by the United States of America.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our highest consideration.

R. J. ALFARO
NARCISO GARAY.

The Honorable CORDELL HULL,
Secretary of State,

Washington, D. C.
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EXCHANGES OF NOTES 

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission to the Secretary of 
State (Hull) 

LEGACI6N DE PANAMA 
WASHINGTON 
Marzo 2 de 1986 

SEgroR: 
En relacion con el tratado firmado hoy y los canjes de n.otas ac-

cesorios al mismo tenemos a honra confirmar el entendimiento a que 
hemos llegado durante las negociaciones de que dondequiera que las 
estipulaciones de dicho tratado y las declaraciones contenidas en las 
notas accesorias se refieran a la Zona del Canal, tales estipulaciones y 
declaraciones son aplicables a todas las tierras y aguas cuyo uso, 
ocupacion o control tengan los Estados Unidos de America. 

Acepte, Vuestra Excelencia, las reiteradas seguridades de n.uestra 
mas alta consideracien. 

R. J. ALFARO 
NARCISO GARAY. 

Honorable CoRnELL HULL, 
Secretario de Estado, 

Washington, D. C. 

[Translation] 

SIR: 
In connection with the treaty signed today and the exchange of 

notes accessory thereto we have the honor to confirm the under-
standing we have reached during the negotiations that wherever the 
provisions of the said treaty and the statements contained in the 
accessory notes refer to the Canal Zone, such provisions and statements 
are applicable to all such lands and waters as may be used, occupied 
or controlled by the United States of America. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our highest consideration. 

R. J. ALFARO 
NARCISO GARAY. 

LEGATION OF PANAMA, 
Washington, March 2, 1986. 

The Honorable CORDELL HULL, 
Secretary of &ate, 

Washington, D. C. 

Ante, p. 1807. 
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The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Members of the Panamanian Treaty
Commission

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

WASHINGTON
March 2, 1936

SIRS:
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of today's

date, reading as follows:

"In connection with the treaty signed today and the exchange
of notes accessory thereto we have the honor to confirm the
understanding we have reached during the negotiations that
wherever the provisions of the said treaty and the statements
contained in the accessory notes refer to the Canal Zone, such
provisions and statements are applicable to all such lands and
waters as may be used, occupied or controlled by the United
States of America."

In reply, I have the honor to confirm the understanding we have
reached as set forth in your note under reference.

Accept, Sirs, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.

CORDELL HULL

The Honorable Doctor RICARDO J. ALFARO
The Honorable Doctor NARCISO GARAY

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission,
Washington, D. C.

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Members of the Panamanian Treaty
Commission

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

WASHINGTON
March 2, 19S6

SIRS:
Ante, p. 1810. With reference to Section 1 of Article III of the treaty signed today,

wherein are specified the classes of persons to whom goods imported
into the Canal Zone, or purchased, produced or manufactured therein,
may be sold by the Government of the United States of America,
I have the honor to confirm the understanding reached in the course
of the recent negotiations, namely, that for the purposes of said
Section 1 of Article III, the term "Officers, employees, workmen or
laborers in the service or employ of the United States of America",
as it appears in Section 2 (a) of said Article III, is interpreted as
referring exclusively to such persons whose services are related to
the Panama Canal, the Panama Railroad Company or their auxiliary
works, and to duly accredited representatives of any branch of the
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Ante, p. 1810. 

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Members of the Panamanian Treaty 
Commission 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
W ASHINGTON 

March 2, 1986 

SIRS: 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of today's 

date, reading as follows: 

"In connection with the treaty signed today and the exchange 
of notes accessory thereto we have the honor to confirm the 
understanding we have reached during the negotiations that 
wherever the provisions of the said treaty and the statements 
contained in the accessory notes refer to the Canal Zone, such 
provisions and statements are applicable to all such lands and 
waters as may be used, occupied or controlled by the United 
States of America." 

In reply, I have the honor to confirm the understanding we have 
reached as set forth in your note under reference. 

Accept, Sirs, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 

CORDELL HULL 
The Honorable Doctor RICARDO J. ALFARO 
The Honorable Doctor NARCISO GARAY 

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission, 
Washington, D. C. 

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Members of the Panamanian Treaty 
Commission 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
W ASHINGTON 

March 2, 1936 
SIRS: 
With reference to Section 1 of Article III of the treaty signed today, 

wherein are specified the classes of persons to whom goods imported 
into the Canal Zone, or purchased, produced or manufactured therein, 
may be sold by the Government of the United States of America, 
I have the honor to confirm the understanding reached in the course 
of the recent negotiations, namely, that for the purposes of said 
Section 1 of Article III, the term "Officers, employees, workmen or 
laborers in the service or employ of the United States of America", 
as it appears in Section 2 (a) of said Article III, is interpreted as 
referring exclusively to such persons whose services are related to 
the Panama Canal, the Panama Railroad Company or their auxiliary 
works, and to duly accredited representatives of any branch of the 
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Government of the United States of America exercising official duties
within the Republic of Panama, including diplomatic and consular
officers, and to members of their staffs.

Accept, Sirs, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.

CORDELL HULL
The Honorable Doctor RICARDO J. ALFARO
The Honorable Doctor NARCISO GARAY

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission,
Washington, D. C.

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission to the Secretary of
State (Hull)

LEGACI6N DE PANAMA

WASHINGTON

Marzo 2 de 1936
SENOR:

Tenemos el honor de acusar recibo de la nota de Vuestra Ex-
celencia que dice lo siguiente:

"Con referencia a la Secci6n 1" del Articulo III del tratado
firmado hoy, en la que se especifican las categorias de las personas
a quienes el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos puede vender
articulos importados a la Zona del Canal o comprados, pro-
ducidos o manufacturados alli, tengo el honor de confirmar a
ustedes la inteligencia a que se ha llegado en el curso de las
recientes negociaciones, es decir, que para los fines de la mencio-
nada Secci6n la del Articulo III, la frase "Jefes, empleados,
artesanos u obreros al servicio o en el empleo de los Estados
Unidos de America", como aparece en la Secci6n 21 inciso (a)
del citado Articulo III, se interpreta en el sentido de referirse
exclusivamente a las personas cuyos servicios tienen relaci6n
con el Canal de Panama, con la Compafiia del Ferrocarril de
Panama u otras obras auxiliares, y a los representantes de
cualquier rama del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America
debidamente acreditados y que desempefen funciones oficiales
dentro de la Repdblica de Panama, incluy4ndose a los fun-
cionarios diplomaticos y consulares y al personal de sus des-
pachos."

En contestaci6n, tenemos el honor de confirmar la inteligencia
expresada en la nota de Vuestra Excelencia a que nos hemos referido.

Acepte, Vuestra Excelencia, las reiteradas seguridades de nuestra
mis alta consideraci6n.

R. J. ALFARO
NARCISO GARAY

Honorable CORDELL HULL,
Secretario de Estado,

Washington, D. C.
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Government of the United States of America exercising official duties 
within the Republic of Panama, including diplomatic and consular 
officers, and to members of their staffs. 

Accept, Sirs, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 

CORDELL HELL 
The Honorable Doctor RICARDO J. ALFARO 
The Honorable Doctor NARCISO GARA.Y 

Members of the Panamanian, Treaty Commission, 
Washington, D. C. 

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission to the Secretary of 
State (Hull) 

LEGACION DE PANAMA 
W ASHINGTON 
Marzo 2 de 1936 

SENOR: 
Tenemos el honor de acusar "recibo de la nota de Vuestra Ex-

celencia que dice lo siguiente: 

"Con referencia a la SecciOn la del ArtIculo III del tratado 
firmado hoy, en la que se especifican las categorias de las personas 
a quienes el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos puede vender 
articulos importados a la Zona del Canal o comprados, pro-
ducidos o manufacturados all, tengo el honor de confirmar a 
ustedes la inteligencia a que se ha Ilegado en el curso de las 
recientes negociaciones, es decir, que para los fines de la mencio-
nada Seccion 1° del Artfculo III, la fra,se "Jefes, empleados, 
artesanos u obreros al servicio o en el empleo de los Estados 
Unidos de America", como aparece en la Seccien 2° inciso (a) 
del citado Articulo III, se interpreta en el sentido de referirse 
exclusivamente a las personas cuyos servicios tienen relacion 
con el Canal de Panama, con la Compailla del Ferrocarril de 
Panama u otras obras amdliares, y a los representantes de 
cualquier rama del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America 
debidamente acreditados y que desempefien funciones oficiales 
dentro de la Repablica de Panama, incluyendose a los fun-
cionarios diplomaticos y consulare,s y al personal de sus des-
pachos." 

En contestacien, tenemos el honor de confirmar la intehgencia 
expresada en la nota de Vuestra Excelencia a que nos hemos referido. 

Acepte, Vuestra Excelencia, las reiteradas seguridades de nuestra 
mas alta consideracien. 

R. J. ALFARO 
NARCISO GARAY 

Honorable CORDELL HULL, 
Secretario de Estado, 

Washington, D. C. 



[TanslationI

LEGATION OF PANAMA,

Washington, March 2, 1936.
SIR:

We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's
note reading as follows:

Ante, p. 1810. "With reference to Section 1 of Article III of the treaty signed
today, wherein are specified the classes of persons to whom
goods imported into the Canal Zone, or purchased, produced or
manufactured therein, may be sold by the Government of the
United States of America, I have the honor to confirm the under-
standing reached in the course of the recent negotiations, namely,
that for the purposes of said Section 1 of Article III, the term
'Officers, employees, workmen or laborers in the service or employ
of the United States of America', as it appears in Section 2 (a)
of said Article III, is interpreted as referring exclusively to such
persons whose services are related to the Panama Canal, the
Panama Railroad Company or their auxiliary works, and to
duly accredited representatives of any branch of the Govern-
ment of the United States of America exercising official duties
within the Republic of Panama, including diplomatic and con-
sular officers, and to members of their staffs."

In reply we have the honor to confirm the understanding set forth
in Your Excellency's note under reference.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our highest consideration.
R. J. ALFARO
NARCISO GARAY

The Honorable CORDELL HULL,

Secretary of State,
Washington, D. C.

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission to the Secretary of
State (Hull)

LEGACI6N DE PANAMA
WASHINGTON

Marzo 2 de 1936
SENOR:

En relaci6n con la parte del Articulo III del tratado firmado hoy en
que se especifican las personas que tienen derecho de residir en la Zona
del Canal, tenemos el honor de manifestar a nombre de nuestro
Gobierno que en vista del hecho de que en la Zona del Canal residen
los jefes, empleados y obreros de los Estados Unidos de America, los
miembros del Ejercito y de la Marina y los miembros de las familias
de todas esas personas, nuestro Gobierno no haria objeci6n a la resi-
dencia alli de las siguientes personas: hortelanos empleados en el
cultivo de hortalizas pars abastecer de vegetales a los residentes de la
Zona del Canal; vendedores ambulantes que se ocupen en la vents
de esos vegetales; propietarios de pequenos establecimientos pars el
abastecimiento de dichos hortelanos y vendedores ambulantes y
miembros de las familias de esas personas.
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TREATIES 

[Trans1ationl 

[53 STAT. 

LEGATION OF PANAMA, 
Washington, March 2, 1986. 

SIR: 
We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's 

note reading as follows: 
"With reference to Section 1 of Article III of the treaty signed 

today, wherein are specified the classes of persons to whom 
goods imported into the Canal Zone, or purchased, produced or 
manufactured therein, may be sold by the Government of the 
United States of America, I have the honor to confirm the under-
standing reached in the course of the recent negotiations, namely, 
that for the purposes of said Section 1 of Article III, the term 
'Officers, employees, workmen or laborers in the service or employ 
of the United States of America', as it appears in Section 2 (a) 
of said Article III, is interpreted as referring exclusively to such 
persons whose services are related to the Panama Canal, the 
Panama Railroad Company or their auxiliary works, and to 
duly accredited representatives of any branch of the Govern-
ment of the United States of America exercising official duties 
within the Republic of Panama, including diplomatic and con-
sular officers, and to members of their staffs." 

In reply we have the honor to confirm the understanding set forth 
in Your Excellency's note under reference. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our highest consideration. 
R. J. ALFARO 
NARCISO GARAY 

The Honorable CORDELL HULL, 
Secretary of State, 

Washington, D. C. 

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission to the Secretary of 
State (Hull) 

LEGACI6N DE PANAMA 
WASHINGTON 
Marzo 2 de 1986 

SEgroR: 
En relaci6n con la parte del Articulo III del tratado firmado hoy en 

que se especifican las personas que tienen derecho de residir en la Zona 
del Canal, tenemos el honor de manifestar a nombre de nuestro 
Gobierno que en vista del hecho de que en la Zona del Canal residen 
los jefes, empleados y obreros de los Estados Unidos de America, los 
miembros del Ejercito y de la Marina y los miembros de las farnilias 
de todas esas personas, nuestro Gobierno no harfa objecien a la resi-
dencia alit de las siguientes personas: hortelanos empleados en el 
cultivo de hortalizas para abastecer de vegetales a los residentes de la 
Zona del Canal; vendedores ambulantes que se ocupen on la yenta 
de esos vegetales; propietarios de pequefios establecinaientos para el 
abastecimiento de dichos hortelanos y vendedores ambulantes y 
miembros de las familias de esas personas. 
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Es entendido, ademAs, que los colonos dedicados al cultivo de
pequeflas parcelas con licencias agricolas expedidas por el Canal de
Panama continuaran residiendo en la Zona del Canal sujetos a las
condiciones expuestas con respecto a estos colonos por los represen-
tantes del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America durante las
negociaciones, a saber: que en la actualidad hay vigentes en la Zona
del Canal 1568 licencias agricolas, mks o menos; que todas esas licen-
cias, excepto unas pocas, como las concedidas para hortalizas chinas,
van extingui6ndose por causas naturales, es decir, por abandonar el
lugar sus tenedores, por muerte de los mismos o por falta de cumpli-
miento de sus condiciones; que es norma del Canal de Panamai no
permitir que la licencia sea transferida por muerte de los tenedores a
personas dependientes de ellos, excepto iunicamente en casos excep-
cionales en que de otra manera se causaria perjuicio extremo, y que
es tambien norma del Canal de Panama no expedir nuevas licencias,
con excepci6n de un nbmero insignificante que se considera necesario
para la Zona del Canal, como las concedidas para hortalizas chinas.

Acepte, Vuestra Excelencia, las reiteradas seguridades de nuestra
mas alta consideraci6n.

R. J. ALFARO
NARCISO GARAY

Honorable CORDELL HULL,
Secretario de Estado,

Washington, D. C.

[Translation]

LEGATION OF PANAMA,

Washington, March 2, 19S6.
SIR:

In connection with that part of Article III of the treaty signed today Antl P. 1811
in which the persons are specified who are entitled to reside within the
Canal Zone, we have the honor to state in the name of our Govern-
ment that in view of the residence in the Canal Zone of the officers,
employees and laborers of the United States of America, members of
the forces of the Army and Navy, and members of the families of all
those persons, our Government would have no objection to the resi-
dence therein of the following persons also: settlers engaged in the
cultivation of truck gardens to furnish vegetables to the residents of
the Canal Zone; hucksters engaged in the sale of such vegetables;
proprietors of small establishments for the supply of such settlers and
hucksters, and members of the families of all these persons.

It is also understood that the settlers engaged in the cultivation of
small tracts under agricultural licenses issued by the Panama Canal
will continue to reside in the Canal Zone, subject to the conditions,
as stated by the representatives of the Government of the United
States of America during the negotiations in regard to the settlers,
to wit: that at present about 1,568 agricultural licenses in the Canal
Zone are outstanding; that all of these licenses except a few, such as
those for Chinese gardens, are being terminated by natural processes,
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Es entendido, ademas, que los colonos dedicados al cultivo de 
pequetias parcelas con licencias agricolas expedidas por el Canal de 
Panama continuaran residiendo en la Zona del Canal sujetos a las 
condiciones expuestas con respecto a estos colon.os por los represen-
tantes del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America durante las 
negociaciones, a saber: que en la actualidad hay vigentes en la Zona 
del Canal 1568 licencias agricolas, mks o menos; que todas esas licen-
cias, excepto unas pocas, corao las concedidas para hortalizas chinas, 
van extinguiendose por causas naturales, es decir, por abandonar el 
lugar sus tenedores, por muerte de los mismos o por falta de cumpli-
miento de sus condiciones; que es norma del Canal de Panama no 
permitir que la licencia sea transferida por muerte de los tenedores a 
personas dependientes de ellos, excepto imicamente en casos excep-
cionales en que de otra manera se causaria perjuicio extrerao, y que 
es tambien norma del Canal de Panama no expedir nuevas licencias, 
con excepcion de un flamer() insignificante que se considera necesario 
para la Zona del Canal, como las concedidas para hortalizas chinas. 

Acepte, Vuestra Excelencia, las reiteradas seguridades de nuestra 
mas alta consideracien. 

R. J. ALFARO 
NARCISO GARAY 

Honorable CORDELL HULL, 
Secretario de Estado, 

Washington, D. C. 

[Translation] 

LEGATION OF PANAMA, 
Washington, March 2, 1986. 

SIR: 
In connection with that part of Article III of the treaty signed today 

in which the persons are specified who are entitled to reside within the 
Canal Zone, we have the honor to state in the name of our Govern-
ment that in view of the residence in the Canal Zone of the officers, 
employees and laborers of the United States of America, members of 
the forces of the Army and Navy, and members of the families of all 
those persons, our Government would have no objection to the resi-
dence therein of the following persons also: settlers engaged in the 
cultivation of truck gardens to furnish vegetables to the residents of 
the Canal Zone; hucksters engaged in the sale of such vegetables; 
proprietors of small establishments for the supply of such settlers and 
hucksters, and members of the families of all these persons. 

It is also understood that the settlers engaged in the cultivation of 
small tracts under agricultural licenses issued by the Panama Canal 
will continue to reside in the Canal Zone, subject to the conditions, 
as stated by the representatives of the Government of the United 
States of America during the negotiations in regard to the settlers, 
to wit: that at present about 1,568 agricultural licenses in the Canal 
Zone are outstanding; that all of these licenses except a few, such as 
those for Chinese gardens, are being terminated by natural processes, 

Ante, p. 1811. 



that is, as the licensees abandon the ground, die, or fail to live up to
the terms of the licenses; that it is the policy of the Panama Canal
not to permit the license to be transferred to dependents when the
licensee dies, except only in exceptional cases where real hardship
would otherwise result; and that it is also the policy of the Panama
Canal to issue no new licenses, except an inconsequential number
regarded as necessary to the Canal Zone, such as for Chinese gardens.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our highest consideration.
R. J. ALFARO
NARCISO GARAY

The Honorable CORDELL HULL,

Secretary of State,
Washington, D. C.

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Members of the Panamanian Treaty
Commission

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
WASHINGTON

March 2, 1936
SIRS:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of today's
date, reading as follows:

Ante, p. 1811. "In connection with that part of Article III of the treaty
signed today in which the persons are specified who are entitled
to reside within the Canal Zone, we have the honor to state in
the name of our Government that in view of the residence in the
Canal Zone of the officers, employees and laborers of the United
States of America, members of the forces of the Army and Navy,
and members of the families of all those persons, our Government
would have no objection to the residence therein of the following
persons also: settlers engaged in the cultivation of truck gardens
to furnish vegetables to the residents of the Canal Zone; huck-
sters engaged in the sale of such vegetables; proprietors of small
establishments for the supply of such settlers and hucksters, and
members of the families of all these persons.

"It is also understood that the settlers engaged in the culti-
vation of small tracts under agricultural licenses issued by the
Panama Canal will continue to reside in the Canal Zone, subject
to the conditions, as stated by the representatives of the Govern-
ment of the United States of America during the negotiations in
regard to the settlers, to wit: that at present about 1,568 agri-
cultural licenses in the Canal Zone are outstanding; that all of
these licenses except a few, such as those for Chinese gardens,
are being terminated by natural processes, that is, as the licensees
abandon the ground, die, or fail to live up to the terms of the
licenses; that it is the policy of the Panama Canal not to permit
the license to be transferred to dependents when the licensee dies,
except only in exceptional cases where real hardship would other-
wise result; and that it is also the policy of the Panama Canal to
issue no new licenses, except an inconsequential number regarded
as necessary to the Canal Zone, such as for Chinese gardens."
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Ante, p. 1811. 

that is, as the licensees abandon the ground, die, or fail to live up to 
the terms of the licenses; that it is the policy of the Panama Canal 
not to permit the license to be transferred to dependents when the 
licensee dies, except only in exceptional cases where real hardship 
would otherwise result; and that it is also the policy of the Panama 
Canal to issue no new licenses, except an inconsequential number 
regarded as necessary to the Canal Zone, such as for Chinese gardens. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our highest consideration. 
R. J. ALFARO 
NARCISO GARAY 

The Honorable CORDELL HULL, 
Secretary of State, 

Washington, D. C. 

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Members of the Panamanian Treaty 
Commission 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
W ASHINGTON 

March 2, 1986 
SIRS: 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of today's 

date, reading as follows: 

"In connection with that part of Article III of the treaty 
signed today in which the persons are specified who are entitled 
to reside within the Canal Zone, we have the honor to state in 
the name of our Government that in view of the residence in the 
Canal Zone of the officers, employees and laborers of the United 
States of America, members of the forces of the Army and Navy, 
and members of the families of all those persons, our Government 
would have no objection to the residence therein of the following 
persons also: settlers engaged in the cultivation of truck gardens 
to furnish vegetables to the residents of the Canal Zone; huck-
sters engaged in the sale of such vegetables; proprietors of small 
establishments for the supply of such settlers and hucksters, and 
members of the families of all these persons. 

"It is also understood that the settlers engaged in the culti-
vation of small tracts under agricultural licenses issued by the 
Panama Canal will continue to reside in the Canal Zone, subject 
to the conditions, as stated by the representatives of the Govern-
ment of the United States of America during the negotiations in 
regard to the settlers, to wit: that at present about 1,568 agri-
cultural licenses in the Canal Zone are outstanding; that all of 
these licenses except a few, such as those for Chinese gardens, 
are being terminated by natural processes, that is, as the licensees 
abandon the ground, die, or fail to live up to the terms of the 
licenses; that it is the policy of the Panama Canal not to permit 
the license to be transferred to dependents when the licensee dies, 
except only in exceptional cases where real hardship would other-
wise result; and that it is also the policy of the Panama Canal to 
issue no new licenses, except an inconsequential number regarded 
as necessary to the Canal Zone, such as for Chinese gardens." 
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In reply I have the honor to confirm the understanding reached on
the foregoing points as set forth in your note under reference.

Accept, Sirs, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
CORDELL HULL

The Honorable Doctor RICARDO J. ALFARO
The Honorable Doctor NARCISO GARAY

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission,
Washington, D. C.

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission to the Secretary of
State (Hull)

LEGACI6N DE PANAMA
WASHINGTON

Marzo 2 de 1936
SEROR:

En relaci6n con la parte del Articulo III del tratado firmado hoy
en que se especifican las personas que tienen derecho de residir en la
Zona del Canal, tenemos a honra manifestar a nombre de nuestro
Gobierno que las restricciones establecidas en materia de residencia no
afectan en manera alguna a los huespedes de los hoteles que el Canal
de Panama o la Compaiia del Ferrocarril de Panama mantienen y
administran por cuenta del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America
en la Zona del Canal, puesto que tales huespedes al ingresar a dichos
hoteles no van a la Zona en calidad de residentes sino de transeuntes y
el objeto de su estada en la Zona del Canalportiempo indeterminado
no es el de establecer domicilio permanente alli.

Es igualmente entendido que las restricciones tampoco alcanzan a
las personas que deseen establecer domicilio permanente en algin
hotel de la Zona del Canal, siempre que esas personas sean de las que
tienen derecho de residir en la Zona, de conformidad con la Secci6n 2 '
del Articulo III del tratado a que dejamos hecha referencia.

Deseamos dejar constancia de la honda complacencia que nos ha
producido la manifestaci6n hecha por los representantes del Gobierno
de los Estados Unidos deAmerica durante las negociaciones del tratado,
de que el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America no tiene la inten-
ci6n ni el deseo de competir con la industria panamefla. Tambien
nos es grato saber que en lo tocante al negocio de hoteles en la Zona
del Canal, 6stos fueron establecidos con la mira de llenar las necesi-
dades del trafico de pasajeros en epoca en que los hoteles establecidos
en Panama no estaban enteramente capacitados para ello; que tan
pronto como esta situaci6n cambie satisfactoriamente se dejari el
negocio de hoteles enteramente en manos de la industria establecida
en Panama, y que la prosperidad de la Repiiblica de Panama en esta,
como en otras materias, es vehementemente deseada por los Estados
Unidos de America.
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In reply I have the honor to confirm the understanding reached on 
the foregoing points as set forth in your note under reference. 

Accept, Sirs, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 
CORDELL HULL 

The Honorable Doctor RICARDO J. ALFARO 
The Honorable Doctor NARCISO GARAY 

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission, 
Washington, D. C. 

Members of the Panamanian, Treaty Commission to the Secretary of 
State (Hull) 

LEGACI6N DE PANAMA. 
W ASHINGTON 
Marzo 2 de 1936 

SENOR: 

En relacion con la parte del Articulo III del tratado firmado hoy 
en que se especifican las personas que tienen derecho de residir en la 
Zona del Canal, tenemos a honra manifestar a nombre de nuestro 
Gobierno que las restricciones establecidas en materia de residencia no 
afectan en manera alguna a los huespedes de los hoteles que el Canal 
de Panama o la Compaiiia del Ferrocarril de Panama mantienen y 
administran por cuenta del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America 
en la Zona del Canal, puesto que tales huespedes ad ingresar a dichos 
hoteles no van a la Zona en calidad de residentes sino de transeuntes y 
el objeto de su estada en la Zona del Canal por tiempo indeterminado 
no es el de establecer domicilio permanente allf. 
Es igualmente entendido que las restricciones tampoco alcanzan a 

las personas que deseen establecer domicilio permanente en algun 
hotel de la Zona del Canal, siempre que esas personas scan de las que 
tienen derecho de residir en la Zona, de conformidad con la Secci6n 2° 
del Articulo III del tratado a que dejamos hecha referencia. 
Deseamos dejar constancia de in honda complacencia que nos ha 

producido in manifestacien hecha por los representantes del Gobierno 
de los Estados Unidos de America durante las negociaciones del tratado, 
de que el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America no tiene la inten-
cion ni el deseo de competir con in industria panametta. Tambien 
nos es grato saber que en lo tocante al negocio de hoteles en la Zona 
del Canal, estos fueron establecidos con la mira de llenar las necesi-
dades del trafico de pasajeros en epoca en que los hoteles establecidos 
en Panama no estaban enteramente capacitados para ello; que tan 
pronto como esta situacien cambie satisfactoriamente se dejara el 
negocio de hoteles enteramente en manos de la industria establecida 
en Panama., y que la prosperidad de la Reptiblica de Panama en esta, 
como en otras materias, es vehementemente deseada por los Estados 
Unidos de America. 
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Acepte, Vuestra Excelencia, las reiteradas seguridades de nuestra
m&s alta consideraci6n.

R. J. ALFARO
NARCISO GARAY

Honorable CORDELL HULL,
Secretario de Estado,

Washington, D. C.

[Translation]

LEGATION OF PANAMA,

Washington, March 2, 1936.
SIR:

Ante, p. 1811. In connection with the part of Article III of the treaty signed
today, in which the persons are specified who have a right to reside
in the Canal Zone, we have the honor to state in the name of our
Government that the restrictions established in the matter of resi-
dence in no wise affect the guests of hotels which the Panama Canal
or the Panama Railroad Company maintains and manages for ac-
count of the Government of the United States of America in the
Canal Zone, as such guests in entering such hotels do not go to the
Zone as residents but as transients and the object of their stay in
the Canal Zone for an indeterminate period is not to establish a per-
manent domicile there.

It is also understood that the restrictions do not apply to persons
who wish to establish a permanent residence in any hotel in the
Canal Zone either, provided such persons are among the number of
those who have a right to reside in the Zone, in accordance with
Section 2 of Article III of the treaty to which we have referred.

We wish to express our great pleasure at the statement made by
the representatives of the Government of the United States of America
during the negotiation of the treaty, that it is not the intention or
desire of the Government of the United States of America to compete
with Panamanian industry. We are also pleased to know with
respect to the hotels in the Canal Zone that they were established
for the purpose of meeting the necessities of the passenger traffic at a
time when the hotels established in Panama were not entirely in
position to do so; that as soon as this situation is satisfactorily altered
the hotel business proper will be left in the hands of the industry
established in Panama, and that the prosperity of the Republic of
Panama in this, as in other respects, is earnestly desired by the United
States of America.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our highest consideration.
R. J. ALFARO
NARCISO GABAY

The Honorable CORDELL HULL,

Secretary of State,
Washington, D. C.
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Ante, p. 1811. 

Acepte, Vuestra Excelencia, las reiteradas seguridades de nuestra 
rails alta consideracion. 

R. J. ALFARO 
NAaciso GARAY 

Honorable CORDELL HULL, 
Secretario de Estado, 

Washington, D. C. 

[Translation] 

LEGATION or PANAMA, 
Washington, March 2, 1986. 

SIR: 
In connection with the part of Article III of the treaty signed 

today, in which the persons are specified who have a right to reside 
in the Canal Zone, we have the honor to state in the name of our 
Government that the restrictions established in the matter of resi-
dence in no wise affect the guests of hotels which the Panama Canal 
or the Panama Railroad Company maintains and manages for ac-
count of the Government of the United States of America in the 
Canal Zone, as such guests in entering such hotels do not go to the 
Zone as residents but as transients and the object of their stay in 
the Canal Zone for an indeterminate period is not to establish a per-
manent domicile there. 

It is also understood that the restrictions do not apply to persons 
who wish to establish a permanent residence in any hotel in the 
Canal Zone either, provided such persons are among the number of 
those who have a right to reside in the Zone, in accordance with 
Section 2 of Article III of the treaty to which we have referred. 
We wish to express our great pleasure at the statement made by 

the representatives of the Government of the United States of America 
during the negotiation of the treaty, that it is not the intention or 
desire of the Government of the United States of America to compete 
with Panamanian industry. We are also pleased to know with 
respect to the hotels in the Canal Zone that they were established 
for the purpose of meeting the necessities of the passenger traffic at a 
time when the hotels established in Panama were not entirely in 
position to do so; that as soon as this situation is satisfactorily altered 
the hotel business proper will be left in the hands of the industry 
established in Panama, and that the prosperity of the Republic of 
Panama in this, as in other respects, is earnestly desired by the United 
States of America. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our highest consideration. 
R. J. ALFARO 
NARCISO GARAY 

The Honorable CORDELL HULL, 
Secretary of State, 

Washington, D. C. 
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The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Members of the Panamanian Treaty
Commission

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
WASHINGTON

March 2, 1936
SIRS:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of today's
date, reading as follows:

"In connection with the part of Article III of the treaty signed Ante, p. 1811.
today, in which the persons are specified who have a right to
reside in the Canal Zone, we have the honor to state in the name
of our Government that the restrictions established in the matter
of residence in no wise affect the guests of hotels which the
Panama Canal or the Panama Railroad Company maintains
and manages for account of the Government of the United
States of America in the Canal Zone, as such guests in entering
such hotels do not go to the Zone as residents but as tran-
sients and the object of their stay in the Canal Zone for an inde-
terminate period is not to establish a permanent domicile there.

"It is also understood that the restrictions do not apply to
persons who wish to establish a permanent residence in any
hotel in the Canal Zone either, provided such persons are among
the number of those who have a right to reside in the Zone,
in accordance with Section 2 of Article III of the treaty to which
we have referred.

"We wish to express our great pleasure at the statement made
by the representatives of the Government of the United States
of America during the negotiation of the treaty, that it is not
the intention or desire of the Government of the United States
of America to compete with Panamanian industry. We are
also pleased to know with respect to the hotels in the Canal
Zone that they were established for the purpose of meeting
the necessities of the passenger traffic at a time when the hotels
established in Panama were not entirely in position to do so;
that as soon as this situation is satisfactorily altered the hotel
business proper will be left in the hands of the industry estab-
lished in Panama, and that the prosperity of the Republic of
Panama in this, as in other respects, is earnestly desired by the
United States of America."

In reply I have the honor to confirm the understanding reached
on the foregoing points as set forth in your note under reference.

Accept, Sirs, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
CORDELL HULL

The Honorable Doctor RICARDO J. ALFARO
The Honorable Doctor NARCISO GARAY

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission,
Washington, D. C.
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The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Members of the Panamanian Treaty 
Commission 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
WASHINGTON 

March 2, .1936 
SIRS: 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of today's 

date, reading as follows: 

"In connection with the part of Article III of the treaty signed 
today, M. which the persons are specified who have a right to 
reside in the Canal Zone, we have the honor to state in the name 
of our Government that the restrictions established in the matter 
of residence in no wise affect the guests of hotels which the 
Panama Canal or the Panama Railroad Company maintains 
and manages for account of the Government of the United 
States of America in the Canal Zone, as such guests in entering 
such hotels do not go to the Zone as residents but as tran-
sients and the object of their stay in the Canal Zone for an inde-
terminate period is not to establish a permanent domicile there. 

"It is also understood that the restrictions do not apply to 
persons who wish to establish a permanent residence in any 
hotel in the Canal Zone either, provided such persons are among 
the number of those who have a right to reside in the Zone, 
in accordance with Section 2 of Article III of the treaty to which 
we have referred. 
"We wish to express our great pleasure at the statement made 

by the representatives of the Government of the United States 
of America during the negotiation of the treaty, that it is not 
the intention or desire of the Government of the United States 
of America to compete with Panamanian industry. We are 
also pleased to know with respect to the hotels in the Canal 
Zone that they were established for the purpose of meeting 
the necessities of the passenger traffic at a time when the hotels 
established in Panama were not entirely in position to do so; 
that as soon as this situation is satisfactorily altered the hotel 
business proper will be left in the hands of the industry estab-
lished in Panama, and that the prosperity of the Republic of 
Panama in this, as in other respects, is earnestly desired by the 
United States of America." 

In reply I have the honor to confirm the understanding reached 
on the foregoing points as set forth in your note under reference. 

Accept, Sirs, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 
CORDELL HULL 

The Honorable Doctor RICARDO J. ALFARO 
The Honorable Doctor NARCISO GARAY 

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission, 
Washington, D. C. 

Ante, p. 1811. 



Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission to the Secretary of
State (Hull)

LEGACI6N DE PANAMA
WASHINGTON

Marzo 2 de 1936
SENOR:

Con referencia a la Secci6n 1l del Articulo III del tratado firmado
hoy, por la cual los sirvientes de las personas incluidas en las categorias
(a) a (e) inclusive de la Secci6n 2V quedan excluidos de la facultad de
comprar articulos importados a la Zona del Canal o comprados, pro-
ducidos o manufacturados alli por el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos
de America, tenemos el honor de expresar la inteligencia del Gobierno
de la Repdblica de Panama de que esa exclusi6n no impide a las per-
sonas especificadas en la mencionada Secci6n 1" del Articulo III
comprar provisiones, medicinas y ropa para uso y consumo de sus
sirvientes que est6n viviendo con ellos, por estimarse que esos sir-
vientes forman parte de la familia, segdn la acepci6n mas lata de esa
palabra.

Acepte, Vuestra Excelencia, las reiteradas seguridades de nuestra
mas alta consideraci6n.

R. J. ALFARO
NARCISO GARAY

Honorable CORDELL HULL,
Secretario de Estado,

Washington, D. C.

[Translation]

LEGATION OF PANAMA,

Washington, March 2, 19S6.
SIR:

Ante, p. 1810. With reference to Section 1 of Article III of the treaty signed today
whereby servants of the persons included in classes (a) to (e) inclusive
of Section 2 are excluded from purchasing goods imported into the
Canal Zone or purchased, produced or manufactured therein by the
Government of the United States of America, we have the honor to
express the understanding of the Government of the Republic of
Panama that such exclusion does not prevent the persons specified in
the aforesaid Section 1 of Article III from purchasing provisions,
medicines and clothing for use or consumption by their servants who
are living with them, such servants being regarded as forming part of
the families of such persons, in a broad acceptation of that word.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our highest consideration.
R. J. ALFARO
NARCISO GARAY

The Honorable CORDELL HULL,

Secretary of State,
Washington, D. C.
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Ante, p. 1810. 

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission to the Secretary of 
State (Hull) 

LEGACION DE PANAMA 
WASHINGTON 
Marzo 2 de 1986 

SENOR: 
Con referencia a la Seccion la del Articulo III del tratado firmado 

hoy, por la cual los sirvientes de las personas incluidas en las categories 
(a) a, (e) inclusive de la Seccion 2a quedan excluidos de la facultad de 
comprar articulos importados a la Zona del Canal o comprados, pro-
ducidos o manufacturados sill por el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos 
de AmOrica, tenemos el honor de expresar la inteligencia del Gobierno 
de la Republica de PanamA, de que esa exclusion no impide a las per-
sonas especificadas en la mencionada Seccion la del Articulo III 
comprar provisiones, medicinas y ropa para uso y consumo de sus 
sirvientes quo eaten viviendo con ellos, por estimarse quo esos sir-
vientes form an parte de la familia, segim la acepcion mas lata de esa 
palabra. 

Acepte, Vuestra Excelencia, las reiteradas seguridades de nuestra 
mas alta consideraciOn. 

R. J. ALFARO 
NARCISO GARAY 

Honorable CORDELL HULL, 
Secretario de Estad,o, 

Washington, D. C. 

[Translation] 

LEGATION OF PANAMA, 
Washington, March 2, 1986'. 

SIR: 

With reference to Section 1 of Article III of the treaty signed today 
whereby servants of the persons included in classes (a) to (e) inclusive 
of Section 2 are excluded from purchasing goods imported into the 
Canal Zone or purchased, produced or manufactured therein by the 
Government of the United States of America, we have the honor to 
express the understanding of the Government of the Republic of 
Panama that such exclusion does not prevent the persons specified in 
the aforesaid Section 1 of Article III from purchasing provisions, 
medicines and clothing for use or consumption by their servants who 
are living with them, such servants being regarded as forming part of 
the families of such persons, in a broad acceptation of that word. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our highest consideration. 

The Honorable CORDELL HULL, 
Secretary of State, 

Washington, D. C. 

R. J. ALFARO 
N.A.RCISO GARAY 
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The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Members of the Panamanian Treaty
Commission

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
WASHINGTON

March 2, 1936
SIRS:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of today's
date, reading as follows:

"With reference to Section 1 of Article III of the treaty signed Ante, p. 1810.

today whereby servants of the persons included in classes (a) to
(e) inclusive of Section 2 are excluded from purchasing goods
imported into the Canal Zone or purchased, produced or manu-
factured therein by the Government of the United States of
America, we have the honor to express the understanding of the
Government of the Republic of Panama that such exclusion does
not prevent the persons specified in the aforesaid Section 1 of
Article III from purchasing provisions, medicines and clothing
for use or consumption by their servants who are living with
them, such servants being regarded as forming part of the fami-
lies of such persons, in a broad acceptation of that word."

In reply I have the honor to confirm the understanding reached on
the foregoing point as set forth in your note under reference.

Accept, Sirs, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
CORDELL HULL

The Honorable Doctor RICARDO J. ALFARO
The Honorable Doctor NARCISO GARAY

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission,
Washington, D. C.

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Members of the Panamanian Treaty
Commission

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
WASHINGTON

March 2, 1936
SIRS:

With reference to Article III of the treaty signed today, I have the Ante, r. 1810.
honor to state that the Government of the United States of America
has no desire to conduct a bonded warehouse business in the Canal
Zone, or, in fact to continue the "hold for orders" business in the
terminal ports of the Canal as now conducted by the Panama Canal,
any longer than until such time as satisfactory bonded warehouse
facilities may become available at reasonable rates in Panamanian
jurisdiction. At such time, the Government of the United States of
America, in order to assist Panamanian business, will be glad volun-
tarily to withdraw from the conduct of "hold for orders" business
and to abstain therefrom for so long as satisfactory bonded warehouse
facilities may continue to be available at reasonable rates in Pana-
manian jurisdiction.

98907 -39-PT. 3-26
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The Secretary of &ate (Hull) to the Members of the Panamanian Treaty 
Commission 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
WASHINGTON 

March 2, 1986 
SIRS: 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of today's 

date, reading as follows: 

"With reference to Section 1 of Article III of the treaty signed 
today whereby servants of the persons included in classes (a) to 
(e) inclusive of Section 2 are excluded from purchasing goods 
imported into the Canal Zone or purchased, produced or manu-
factured therein by the Government of the United States of 
America, we have the honor to express the understanding of the 
Government of the Republic of Panama that such exclusion does 
not prevent the persons specified in the aforesaid Section 1 of 
Article III from purchasing provisions, medicines and clothing 
for use or consumption by their servants who are living with 
them, such servants being regarded as forming part of the fami-
lies of such persons, in a broad acceptation of that word." 

In reply I have the honor to confirm the understanding reached on 
the foregoing point as set forth in your note under reference. 

Accept, Sirs, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 
CORDELL HULL 

The Honorable Doctor RICARDO J. ALFARO 
The Honorable Doctor NARCISO GARAY 

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission, 
Washington, D. C. 

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Members of the Panamanian Treaty 
Commission 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
WASHINGTON 

March 2, 1936 
SIRS: 
With reference to Article III of the treaty signed today, I have the 

honor to state that the Government of the United States of America 
has no desire to conduct a bonded warehouse business in the Canal 
Zone, or, in fact to continue the "hold for orders" business in the 
terminal ports of the Canal as now conducted by the Panama Canal, 
any longer than until such time as satisfactory bonded warehouse 
facilities may become available at reasonable rates in Panamanian 
jurisdiction. At such time, the Government of the United States of 
America, in order to assist Panamanian business, will be glad volun-
tarily to withdraw from the conduct of "hold for orders" business 
and to abstain therefrom for so long as satisfactory bonded warehouse 
facilities may continue to be available at reasonable rates in Pana-
manian jurisdiction. 

Ante, p. 1810. 

Ante, p. 1810. 
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Accept, Sirs, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
CORDELL HULL

The Honorable Doctor RICARDO J. ALFARO
The Honorable Doctor NARCISO GARAY

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission,
Washington, D. C.

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission to the Secretary of
State (Hull)

LEGACI6N DE PANAMA
WASHINGTON
Marzo 2 de 1936

SENOR:

Tenemos el honor de acusar recibo de la nota de Vuestra Excelencia
fechada hoy, que dice lo siguiente:

"Con referencia al Articulo III del tratado firmado hoy, tengo
a honra manifestar que el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de
America no desea hacer el negocio de almacenes de dep6sito en
la Zona del Canal, o sea continuar el negocio de "consignaciones
a la orden" en los puertos terminales del Canal como lo hace
actualmente el Canal de Panama, sino hasta tanto haya dispo-
nibles almacenes de dep6sito satisfactorios y a ratas razonables
en jurisdicci6n panamefa. Cuando esto suceda el Gobierno de
los Estados Unidos de America, con el fin de ayudar al comercio
panameno, se complacerh en retirarse voluntariamente del negocio
de "consignaciones a la orden" y en abstenerse del mismo mien-
tras haya disponibles almacenes de dep6sito satisfactorios y a
ratas razonables en jurisdicci6n panamefia."

En contestaci6n, tenemos el honor de manifestar que el Gobierno
de la Repdblica de Panama se ha impuesto con satisfacci6n de las
seguridades que contiene la nota de Vuestra Excelencia a que nos
hemos referido.

Acepte, Vuestra Excelencia, las reiteradas seguridades de nuestra
mis alta consideraci6n.

R. J. ALFARO

NARCISO GARAY
Honorable CORDELL HULL,

Secretario de Estado,
Washington, D. C.

[Translation]

LEGATION OF PANAMA,

Washington, March 2, 1936.
SIR:

We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's
note of today's date, reading as follows:

Ant, p. 1810. "With reference to Article III of the treaty signed today, I
have the honor to state that the Government of the United States
of America has no desire to conduct a bonded warehouse business
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Ante, p. 1810. 

Accept, Sirs, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 
CORDELL HULL 

The Honorable Doctor RICARDO J. ALFARO 
The Honorable Doctor NARCISO GARAY 

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission, 
Washington, D. C. 

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission to the Secretary of 
State (Hull) 

LEGACI6N DE PANAMA. 
WASHINGTON 
Marzo 2 de 1936 

SEftoR: 
Tenemos el honor de acusar recibo de la nota de Vuestra Excelencia 

fechada hoy, que dice lo siguiente: 

"Con referencia al Articulo III del tratado firmado hoy, tengo 
a honra manifests"' que el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de 
America no desea hacer el negocio de almacenes de deposit° en 
la Zona del Canal, o sea continuar el negocio de "consignaciones 
a la orden" en los puertos terminales del Canal como lo hace 
actua1mente el Canal de Panama, sino hasta tanto haya dispo-
nibles .almacenes de deposit° satisfactorios y a ratas razonables 
en junsdiccion panamefia. Cuando esto suceda el Gobierno de 
los Estados Unidos de America, con el fin de ayudar al comercio 
panamefio, se complacera en retirarse voluntariamente del negocio 
de "consignaciones a la orden" y en abstenerse del mismo mien-
tras haya disponibles almacenes de deposit° satisfactorios y a 
ratas razonables en jurisdiccion panamefia." 

En contestaciem, tenemos el honor de manifestar que el Gobierno 
de la Republica de Panama se ha impuesto con satisfaccion de las 
seguridades que contiene la nota de Vuestra Excelencia a que nos 
hemos referido. 

Acepte, Vuestra Excelencia, las reiteradas seguridades de nuestra 
mas alta consideraci6n. 

Honorable CORDELL HULL, 

SIR: 
We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's 

note of today's date, reading as follows: 

"With reference to Article III of the treaty signed today, I 
have the honor to state that the Government of the United States 
of America has no desire to conduct a bonded warehouse business 

R. J. ALFARO 
NARCISO GARAY 

Secretario de E3tado, 
Washington, D. C. 

[Translation] 

LEGATION OF PANAMA, 
Washington, March 2, 1986. 
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in the Canal Zone, or, in fact to continue the 'hold for orders'
business in the terminal ports of the Canal as now conducted by
the Panama Canal, any longer than until such time as satisfactory
bonded warehouse facilities may become available at reasonable
rates in Panamanian jurisdiction. At such time, the Government
of the United States of America, in order to assist Panamanian
business, will be glad voluntarily to withdraw from the conduct of
'hold for orders' business and to abstain therefrom for so long as
satisfactory bonded warehouse facilities may continue to be
available at reasonable rates in Panamanian jurisdiction."

In reply we have the honor to state that the Government of the
Republic of Panama has noted with gratification the assurances con-
tained in Your Excellency's note under reference.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our highest consideration.
R. J. ALFARO
NARCISO GARAY

The Honorable CORDELL HULL,
Secretary of State,

Washington, D. C.

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Members of the Panamanian Treaty
Commission

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

WASHINGTON

March 2, 1936
SIRS:

With reference to Article III of the treaty signed today and to the Ante, p. is'o.

joint statement issued by President Arias and President Roosevelt on
October 17, 1933, I have the honor to advise you that the Canal Zone
authorities will continue to take administrative measures to limit the
use and services of hospitals, dispensaries, restaurants, lunch-rooms,
messes, clubhouses and moving picture houses maintained and
operated in the Canal Zone to residents of the Canal Zone and to the
following persons who may not be residents of the Canal Zone and
members of their families actually living with them: officers and em-
ployees of the Government of the United States of America, the
Panama Canal or the Panama Railroad Company and members of the
armed forces of the United States of America. As regards laundries
and cleaning and pressing establishments so maintained and operated,
similar restrictions will be made, and moreover such service of laundries
and cleaning and pressing establishments will not be available for
ships and their crews and passengers transiting the Canal so long as
satisfactory service is furnished by similar establishments in Panama.

It is understood that these measures will not preclude admission to
and services of the hospitals and dispensaries of the United States of
America in cases of emergencies occurring within the Canal Zone, and
that those facilities will likewise be available for officers and members
of the crews of ships arriving at the Canal Zone ports; and that these
measures will not preclude admission to the restaurants, lunch-rooms,
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in the Canal Zone, or, in fact to continue the 'hold for orders' 
business in the terminal ports of the Canal as now conducted by 
the Panama Canal, any longer than until such time as satisfactory 
bonded warehouse facilities may become available at reasonable 
rates in Panamanian jurisdiction. At such time, the Government 
of the United States of America, in order to assist Panamanian 
business, will be glad voluntarily to withdraw from the conduct of 
'hold for orders' business and to abstain therefrom for so long as 
satisfactory bonded warehouse facilities may continue to be 
available at reasonable rates in Panamanian jurisdiction." 

In reply we have the honor to state that the Government of the 
Republic of Panama has noted with gratification the assurances con-
tained in Your Excellency's note under reference. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our highest consideration. 
R. J. ALFARO 
NARCISO GARAY 

The Honorable CORDELL HULL, 
Secretary of State, 

Washington, D. C. 

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Members of the Panamanian Treaty 
Commission 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
WASHINGTON 

March 2, 1936 
SIRS: 
With reference to Article III of the treaty signed today and to the 

joint statement issued by President Arias and President Roosevelt on 
October 17, 1933, I have the honor to advise you that the Canal Zone 
authorities will continue to take administrative measures to limit the 
use and services of hospitals, dispensaries, restaurants, lunch-rooms, 
messes, clubhouses and moving picture houses maintained and 
operated in the Canal Zone to residents of the Canal Zone and to the 
following persons who may not be residents of the Canal Zone and 
members of their families actually living with them: officers and em-
ployees of the Government of the United States of America, the 
Panama Canal or the Panama Railroad Company and members of the 
armed forces of the United States of America. As regards laundries 
and cleaning and pressing establishments so maintained and operated, 
similar restrictions will be made, and moreover such service of laundries 
and cleaning and pressing establishments will not be available for 
ships and their crews and passengers transiting the Canal so long as 
satisfactory service is furnished by similar establishments in Panama. 

It is understood that these measures will not preclude admission to 
and services of the hospitals and dispensaries of the United States of 
America in cases of emergencies occurring within the Canal Zone, and 
that those facilities will likewise be available for officers and members 
of the crews of ships arriving at the Canal Zone ports; and that these 
measures will not preclude admission to the restaurants, lunch-rooms, 

Ante, p. 1S10. 
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messes, clubhouses and moving picture houses of guests of the persons
entitled to use these establishments when the admission or consump-
tion expenses are paid by those persons.

Accept, Sirs, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
CORDLL HULL

The Honorable Doctor RICARDO J. ALFARO
The Honorable Doctor NARCISO GARAY

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission,
Washington, D. C.

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission to the Secretary of
State (Hull)

LEGACI6N DE PANAMA
WASHINGTON

Marzo 2 de 19S6
SENOR:

Tenemos el honor de acusar recibo de la nota de Vuestra Excelencia
fechada hoy que dice lo siguiente:

"Con referencia al Articulo III del tratado firmado hoy y a la
declaraci6n conjunta del Presidente Arias y del Presidente Roose-
velt del 17 de Octubre de 1933, tengo a honra informar a ustedes
que las autoridades de la Zona del Canal continuaran adoptando
medidas administrativas para que el uso y el servicio de hospi-
tales, dispensarios, restaurantes, merenderos, comedores mili-
tares, clubes y cinemat6grafos establecidos y explotados en la
Zona del Canal, sean limitados a los residentes de la Zona del
Canal y a las siguientes personas que pueden no ser residentes de
la Zona del Canal, y miembros de sus familias que realmente vivan
con ellas, a saber: jefes y empleados del Gobierno de los Estados
Unidos de America, del Canal de Panama o de la Compafifa del
Ferrocarril de Panama y miembros de las fuerzas armadas de los
Estados Unidos de America. Iguales restricciones se estable-
ceran con respecto a las lavanderias y a los establecimientos de
aplanchado y de limpieza de ropa establecidos y explotados allf,
y ademas no se suministrara el servicio de esas lavanderias ni
el de los establecimientos de aplanchado y de limpieza do ropa
a las naves que pasen por el Canal ni a sus tripulaciones y pasa-
jeros, por todo el tiempo que se haga satisfactoriamente este
servicio por establecimientos similares de Panama.

"Es entendido que estas medidas no impediran la admisi6n a
los hospitales y dispensarios de los Estados Unidos de America
ni la prestaci6n de sus servicios cuando se trate de casos de
emergencia que ocurran dentro de la Zona del Canal, y que esas
facilidades seran igualmente asequibles a los oficiales y tripu-
lantes de los buques que leguen a los puertos de la Zona del
Canal; ni impediran tampoco estas medidas la admisi6n a los
restaurantes, merenderos, comedores militares, clubes y cine-
mat6grafos, de huespedes de las personas que tienen derecho a
usar esos establecimientos cuando los gastos de admisi6n o de
consumo sean pagados por esas personas."

En contestaci6n, tenemos el honor de confirmar la inteligencia a que
se ha legado sobre los puntos anteriores segin queda expuesta en la
nota de Vuestra Excelencia a que nos hemos referido.
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messes, clubhouses and moving picture houses of guests of the persons 
entitled to use these establishments when the admission or consump-
tion expenses are paid by those persons. 

Accept, Sirs, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 
CORDELL HULL 

The Honorable Doctor RICARDO J. ALFARO 
The Honorable Doctor NARCISO GARAY 

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission, 
Washington, D. C. 

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission to the Secretary of 
State (Hull) 

LEGACION DE PANAMA 
W ASHINGTON 
Marzo 2 de 1986 

SEf4on: 
Tenemos el honor de acusar recibo de la nota de Vuestra Excelencia 

fechada hoy que dice lo siguiente: 

"Con referencia al Articulo III del tratado firmado hoy y a la 
declaracion conjunta del Presidente Arias y del Presidente Roose-
velt del 17 de Octubre de 1933, tengo a honra informar a ustedes 
que las autoridades de la Zona del Canal continuaran adoptando 
medidas administrativas para que el uso y el servicio de hospi-
tales, dispensarios, restaurantes, merenderos, comedores miii-
tares, clubes y cinemategrafos establecidos y explotados en la 
Zona del Canal, sean limitados a los residentes de la Zona del 
Canal y a las siguientes personas que pueden no ser residentes de 
la Zona del Canal, y miembros de sus familias que realmente vivan 
con ellas, a saber: jefes y empleados del Gobierno de los Estados 
Unidos de America, del Canal de Panama o de la Compslila del 
Ferrocarril de Panama y miembros de las fuerzas armadas de los 
Estados Unidos de America. Iguales restricciones se estable-
ceran con respecto a las lavanderias y a los establecimientos de 
aplanehado 37 de limpieza de ropa establecidos y explotados alit, 
y ademas no se suministrara el servicio de esas lavanderias ni 
el de los establecimientos de aplancha.do y de limpieza de ropa 
a las naves que pasen por el Canal ni a sus tripulaciones y pasa-
jeros, por todo el tiempo que se haga satisfactoriamente este 
servicio por establecimientos similares de Panama. 
"Es entendido que estas medidas no impediran la admisi6n a 

los hospitales y dispensarios de los Estados Unidos de America 
ni la prestacion de sus servicios cuando se trate de casos de 
emergencia que ocurran dentro de la Zona del Canal, y que esas 
facilidades serán igualmente asequibles a los oficiales y tripu-
lantes de los buques que lleguen a los puertos de la Zona del 
Canal; ni impediran tampoco estas medidas la admision a los 
restaurantes, merenderos, comedores militares, clubes y eine-
mategrafos, de huespedes de las personas que tienen derecho a 
usar esos establecimientos cuando los gastos de admisien o de 
consumo sean pagados por esas personas." 

En contestacion, tenemos el honor de 0011firDIRT la inteligencia a que 
se ha llegado sobre los puntos anteriores segtin queda expuesta en la 
nota de Vuestra Excelencia a que nos hemos referido. 
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Acepte, Vuestra Excelencia, las reiteradas seguridades de nuestra
mas alta consideraci6n.

R. J. ALFARO
NARCISO GARAY

Honorable CORDELL HULL,
Secretario de Estado,

Washington, D. C.

[Translation]

LEGATION OF PANAMA,

Washington, March 2, 1936
SIR:

We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's
note of today's date, reading as follows:

"With reference to Article III of the treaty signed today and Ante, p. 1810.
to the joint statement issued by President Arias and President
Roosevelt on October 17, 1933, I have the honor to advise you that
the Canal Zone authorities will continue to take administrative
measures to limit the use and services of hospitals, dispensaries,
restaurants, lunch-rooms, messes, clubhouses and moving picture
houses maintained and operated in the Canal Zone to residents
of the Canal Zone and to the following persons who may not be
residents of the Canal Zone and members of their families actu-
ally living with them: officers and employees of the Government
of the United States of America, the Panama Canal or the Panama
Railroad Company and members of the armed forces of the
United States of America. As regards laundries and cleaning
and pressing establishments so maintained and operated, similar
restrictions will be made, and moreover such service of laundries
and cleaning and pressing establishments will not be available
for ships and their crews and passengers transiting the Canal so
long as satisfactory service is furnished by similar establishments
in Panama.

"It is understood that these measures will not preclude ad-
mission to and services of the hospitals and dispensaries of the
United States of America in cases of emergencies occurring within
the Canal Zone, and that those facilities will likewise be avail-
able for officers and members of the crews of ships arriving at the
Canal Zone ports; and that these measures will not preclude
admission to the restaurants, lunch-rooms, messes, clubhouses
and moving picture houses of guests of the persons entitled to
use these establishments when the admission or consumption
expenses are paid by those persons."

In reply we have the honor to confirm the understanding reached
on the foregoing points as set forth in Your Excellency's note under
reference.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our highest consideration.

R. J. ALFARO
NARCISO GARAY

The Honorable CORDELL HULL,
Secretary of State,

Washington, D. C.
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Acepte, Vuestra Excelencia, la,s reiteradas seguridades de nuestra 
mas alta consideracion. 

R. J. ALFARO 
NARCISO GARAY 

Honorable CORDELL HULL, 
Secretario de Estctdo, 

Washington, D. C. 

[Translation] 

LEGATION OF PANAMA, 

SIR: 
Washington, March 2, 1986 

We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's 
note of today's date, reading as follows: 

"With reference to Article III of the treaty signed today and 
to the joint statement issued by President Arias and President 
Roosevelt on October 17,1933, I have the honor to advise you that 
the Canal Zone authorities will continue to take administrative 
measures to limit the use and services of hospitals, dispensaries, 
restaurants, lunch-rooms, messes, clubhouses and moving picture 
houses maintained and operated in the Canal Zone to residents 
of the Canal Zone and to the following persons who may not be 
residents of the Canal Zone and members of their families actu-
ally living with them: officers and employees of the Government 
of the United States of America, the Panama Canal or the Panama 
Railroad Company and members of the armed forces of the 
United States of America. As regards laundries and cleaning 
and pressing establishments so maintained and operated, similar 
restrictions will be made, and moreover such service of laundries 
and cleaning and pressing establishments will not be available 
for ships and their crews and passengers transiting the Canal so 
long as satisfactory service is furnished by similar establishments 
in Panama. 

"It is understood that these measures will not preclude ad-
mission to and services of the hospitals and dispensaries of the 
United States of America in cases of emergencies occurring within 
the Canal Zone, and that those facilities will likewise be avail-
able for officers and members of the crews of ships arriving at the 
Canal Zone ports; and that these measures will not preclude 
admission to the restaurants, lunch-rooms, messes, clubhouses 
and moving picture houses of guests of the persons entitled. to 
use these establishments when the admission or consumption 
expenses are paid by those persons." 

In reply we have the honor to confirm the understanding reached 
on the foregoing points as set forth in Your Excellency's note under 
reference. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our highest consideration. 

R. J. ALFARO 
NARCISO GARAY 

The Honorable CORDELL HULL, 
Secretary of State, 

Washington, D. C. 

Ante, p. 1810. 



The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Members of the Panamanian Treaty
Commission

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

WASHINGTON

March 2, 1936.
SIRS:

Ante, p. 1812. With reference to Section 4 of Article III of the treaty signed today
wherein it is stated that the Government of the United States of
America will continue to cooperate in all proper ways with the Re-
public of Panama to prevent smuggling into territory under the
jurisdiction of the Republic of goods imported into the Canal Zone or
purchased, produced or manufactured therein by the Government of
the United States of America, I have the honor to state that the
Governor of the Panama Canal will be prepared to appoint a repre-
sentative to meet with a representative appointed by your Govern-
ment in order that regular and continuing opportunity may be
afforded for mutual conference and helpful exchange of views bearing
on this question.

Accept, Sirs, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
CORDELL HULL

The Honorable Doctor RICARDO J. ALFARO
The Honorable Doctor NARCISO GARAY

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission,
Washington, D. C.

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission to the Secretary of
State (Hull)

LEGACI6N DE PANAMI

WASHINGTON

Marzo 2 de 1936
SENOR:

Tenemos el honor de acusar recibo de la nota de Vuestra Excelencia
fechada hoy, que dice lo siguiente:

"Con referencia a la Secci6n 4a del Articulo III del tratado
firmado hoy en la cual se declara que el Gobierno de los Estados
Unidos de America continuara cooperando por todos los medios
apropiados con la Repdblica de Panama, en la prevenci6n del
contrabando al territorio bajo jurisdicci6n de la Repdblica de
articulos importados a la Zona del Canal o comprados, producidos
o manufacturados allf por el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de
America, tengo el honor de manifestar a ustedes que el Gober-
nador del Canal de Panama estarA listo para nombrar a un repre-
sentante que se reuna con un representante nombrado por su
Gobierno, a fin de que haya asi oportunidad regular y continua de
consulta mutua y cambio provechoso de ideas con respecto a esta
cuesti6n."
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The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Members of the Panamanian Treaty 
Commission 

Ante, p. 1812. 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
WASHINGTON 

March 2, 1936. 
SIRS: 
With reference to Section 4 of Article III of the treaty signed today 

wherein it is stated that the Government of the United States of 
America will continue to cooperate in all proper ways with the Re-
public of Panama to prevent smuggling into territory under the 
jurisdiction of the Republic of goods imported into the Canal Zone or 
purchased, produced or manufactured therein by the Government of 
the United States of America, I have the honor to state that the 
Governor of the Panama Canal will be prepared to appoint a repre-
sentative to meet with a representative appointed by your Govern-
ment in order that regular and continuing opportunity may be 
afforded for mutual conference and helpful exchange of views bearing 
on this question. 

Accept, Sirs, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 

CORDELL HULL 
The Honorable Doctor RICARDO J. ALFARo 
The Honorable Doctor NARCISO GARAY 

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission, 
Washington, D. C. 

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission to the Secretary of 
State (Hull) 

LEGACI6N DE PANAMA. 
WASHINGTON 
Marzo 2 de 1936 

SENOR: 

Tenemos el honor de acusar recibo de la nota de Vuestra Excelencia 
fechada hoy, que dice lo siguiente: 

"Con referencia a la Seccion 46 del Articulo III del tratado 
firmado hoy en la cual se declara que el Gobierno de los Estados 
Unidos de America continuara cooperando por todos los medios 
apropiados con la Repdblica de Panama, en la prevencion del 
contrabando al territorio bajo jurisdiccien de la Republica de 
articulos importados a la Zona del Canal o comprados, producidos 
o manufacturados all por el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de 
America, tengo el honor de nianifestar a ustedes que el Gober-
nador del Canal de Panama estara, listo pant nombrar a un repre-
sentante que se reuna con un representante nombrado por su 
Gobierno, a fin de que haya asi oportunidad regular y continua de 
consulta mutua y camhio provechoso de ideas con respecto a esta 
cuestion." 
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En contestaci6n, tenemos el honor de expresar el acuerdo del Go-
bierno de la Republica de Panama respecto del procedimiento esbozado
en la nota de Vuestra Excelencia a que nos hemos referido.

Acepte Vuestra Excelencia las reiteradas seguridades de nuestra
mas alta consideraci6n.

R. J. ALFARO
NARCISO GARAY

Honorable CORDELL HULL,
Secretario de Estado,

Washington, D. C.

[Translation]

LEGATION OF PANAMA,
Washington, March 2, 19S6.

SIR:

We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's
note of today's date, reading as follows:

"With reference to Section 4 of Article III of the treaty signed Ante, p. 1812l
today wherein it is stated that the Government of the United
States of America will continue to cooperate in all proper ways
with the Republic of Panama to prevent smuggling into territory
under the jurisdiction of the Republic of goods imported into the
Canal Zone or purchased, produced or manufactured therein by
the Government of the United States of America, I have the
honor to state that the Governor of the Panama Canal will be
prepared to appoint a representative to meet with a representa-
tive appointed by your Government in order that regular and
continuing opportunity may be afforded for mutual conference
and helpful exchange of views bearing on this question."

In reply we have the honor to express the agreement of the Govern-
ment of the Republic of Panama with the procedure outlined in Your
Excellency's note under reference.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our highest consideration.
R. J. ALFARO
NARCISO GARAY

The Honorable CORDELL HULL,
Secretary of State,

Washington, D. C.

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Members of the Panamanian Treaty
Commission

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
WASHINGTON

March 2, 1936
SIRS:

With reference to Section 5 of Article III of the treaty signed today Ante, p. 1812

regulating the establishment in the Canal Zone of private business
enterprises, I have the honor to express the understanding of the Gov-
ernment of the United States of America that the provisions of this
section shall not prevent the establishment in the Canal Zone of private
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En contestacian, tenemos el honor de expresar el acuerdo del Go-
bierno de la Repablica de Panama respecto del procedimiento esbozado 
en la nota de Vuestra Excelencia a que nos hemos referido. 
Acepte Vuestra Excelencia las reiteradas seguridades de nuestra 

mas alta consideraciOn. 
R. J. ALFARO 
NARCISO GARAY 

Honorable CORDELL HULL, 
Secretario de Estado, 

Washington, D. C. 

[Translation] 

LEGATION OF PANAMA, 
Washington, March 2, 1986. 

SIR: 

We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's 
note of today's date, reading as follows: 

"With reference to Section 4 of Article III of the treaty signed 
today wherein it is stated that the Government of the United 
States of America will continue to cooperate in all proper ways 
with the Republic of Panama to prevent smuggling into territory 
under the jurisdiction of the Republic of goods imported into the 
Canal Zone or purchased, produced or manufactured therein by 
the Government of the United States of America, I have the 
honor to state that the Governor of the Panama Canal will be 
prepared to appoint a representative to meet with a representa-
tive appointed by your Government in order that regular and 
continuing opportunity may be afforded for mutual conference 
and helpful exchange of views bearing on this question." 

In reply we have the honor to express the agreement of the Govern-
ment of the Republic of Panama with the procedure outlined in Your 
Excellency's note under reference. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our highest consideration. 
R. J. ALFARO 
NARCISO GARAY 

The Honorable CORDELL HULL, 
Secretary of State, 

Washington, D. C. 

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Members of the Panamanian Treaty 
Commission 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
W ASHINGTON 

March 2, 1936 
SIRS: 

With reference to Section 5 of Article III of the treaty signed today 
regulating the establishment in the Canal Zone of private business 
enterprises, I have the honor to express the understanding of the Gov-
ernment of the United States of America that the provisions of this 
section shall not prevent the establimhment in the Canal Zone of private 

Ante, p. 1812. 

Ante, g. 1812. 
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enterprises temporarily engaged in construction work having a direct
relation to the operation, maintenance, sanitation or protection of the
Canal.

Accept, Sirs, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
CORDELL HULL

The Honorable Doctor RICARDO J. ALFARO
The Honorable Doctor NARCISO GARAY

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission,
Washington, D. C.

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission to the Secretary of
State (Hull)

LEGACI6N DE PANAM.
WASHINGTON

Marzo 2 de 1936
SENOR:

Tenemos el honor de acusar recibo de la nota de Vuestra Excelencia
fechada hoy, que dice lo siguiente:

"Con referencia a la Secci6n 5' del Articulo III del tratado
firmado hoy que reglamenta el establecimiento en la Zona del
Canal de empresas comerciales privadas, tengo el honor de ex-
presar la inteligencia del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de
America de que las estipulaciones de esta Secci6n no impiden el
establecimiento en la Zona del Canal de empresas privadas dedi-
cadas temporalmente a trabajos de construcci6n que tengan
relaci6n directa con el funcionamiento, mantenimiento, sanea-
miento y protecci6n del Canal."

En contestaci6n, tenemos el honor de confirmar la inteligencia ex-
presada en la nota de Vuestra Excelencia a que nos hemos referido.

Acepte, Vuestra Excelencia, las reiteradas seguridades de nuestra
m&s alta consideraci6n.

R. J. ALFARO
NARCISO GARAY

Honorable CORDELL HULL,
Secretario de Estado,

Washington, D. C.

[Translation]

LEGATION OF PANAMA,

Washington, March 2, 1986.
SIR:

We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's
note of today's date, reading as follows:

Ante, p. 1812. "With reference to Section 5 of Article III of the treaty signed
today regulating the establishment in the Canal Zone of private
business enterprises, I have the honor to express the understand-
ing of the Government of the United States of America that the
provisions of this section shall not prevent the establishment in
the Canal Zone of private enterprises temporarily engaged in
construction work having a direct relation to the operation,
maintenance, sanitation or protection of the Canal."
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Ante, p. 1812. 

enterprises temporarily engaged in construction work having a direct 
relation to the operation, maintenance, sanitation or protection of the 
Canal. 

Accept, Sirs, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 
CORDELL HULL 

The Honorable Doctor RICARDO J. ALFARO 
The Honorable Doctor NARCISO GARAY 

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission, 
Washington, D. C. 

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission to the Secretary of 
State (Hull) 

LEGACION DE PANAMA 
WASHINGTON 
Marzo 2 tie 1986 

SEgoR: 
Tenemos el honor de acusar recibo de la nota de Vuestra Excelencia 

fechada hoy, que dice lo siguiente: 

"Con referencia a la Seccion 5a del Articulo III del tratado 
firmado hoy que reglamenta el establecimiento en la Zona del 
Canal de empresas comerciales privadas, tengo el honor de ex-
presar la inteligencia del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de 
America de que las estipulaciones de esta Seccion no impiden el 
establecimiento en la Zona del Canal de empresas privadas dedi-
cadas temporalmente a trabajos de construccion que tengan 
relacien directa con el funcionamiento, mantenimiento, sanea-
miento y proteccien del Canal." 

En contestacion, tenemos el honor de confirmar la inteligencia ex-
presada en la nota de Vuestra Excelencia a que nos hemos referido. 

Acepte, Vuestra Excelencia, las reiteradas seguridades de nuestra 
info alta consideraci6n. 

Honorable CORDELL HULL, 
Secretario de Estado, 

Washington, D. C. 

[Translation] 

SIR: 

R. J. ALFARO 
NARCISO GARAY 

LEGATION OF PANAMA, 
Washington, March 2, 1986. 

We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's 
note of today's date, reading as follows: 

"With reference to Section 5 of Article III of the treaty signed 
today regulating the establishment in the Canal Zone of private 
business enterprises, I have the honor to express the understand-
ing of the Government of the United States of America that the 
provisions of this section shall not prevent the establishment in 
the Canal Zone of private enterprises temporarily engaged in 
construction work having a direct relation to the operation, 
maintenance, sanitation or protection of the Canal." 
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In reply we have the honor to confirm the understanding set forth
in Your Excellency's note under reference.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our highest consideration.
R. J. ALFARO
NARCISO GARAY

The Honorable CORDELL HULL,
Secretary of State,

Washington, D. C.

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Members of the Panamanian Treaty
Commission

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
WASHINGTON

March 2, 1936
SIRS:

With reference to the question of the sale to ships of goods imported
into the Canal Zone by the Government of the United States of
America, I have the honor to advise you that it will be the policy of
this Government to effect such sales on the following basis:

Articles classed by the Panama Canal as "ships stores", such
as articles, materials and supplies necessary for the navigation,
propulsion and upkeep of vessels, will continue to be sold as at
present;

Articles classed by the Panama Canal as tourist or luxury goods
will not be sold to ships;

Articles classed by the Panama Canal as "sea stores", such as
articles for the use or consumption of the passengers and crew
of the ship upon its voyage, and articles of other classes, will be
sold at prices which, in the judgment of the Government of the
United States of America and insofar as may appear feasible, will
afford merchants of Panama fair opportunity to sell on equal
terms. To arrive at the prices at which these articles will be sold
to ships the retail prices of such articles to Canal Zone employees
will be taken as a base, and a surcharge added thereto, when
necessary; and no discount for purchases of large quantities will
be granted to ships making such purchases.

For your information I am enclosing herewith four lists illustrative
but not in any sense exhaustive of the various articles included in the
four classes mentioned above, namely: (1) ships stores; (2) tourist or
luxury goods; (3) sea stores; and, (4) articles of other classes.

It is the hope of the Government of the United States of America
that in benefit of Panamanian commerce merchants of Panama may
be able to furnish in satisfactory quantities and qualities and at reas-
onable prices many or all of the articles classed as "sea stores" and as
"articles of other classes" purchased by ships arriving at terminal
ports of the Canal or transiting the Canal. It will be the policy of the
United States of America that whenever and for so long as merchants
of Panama are in fact able to furnish certain articles as so described
in satisfactory quantities and qualities and at reasonable prices, the
Canal Zone commissaries will refrain from selling like articles to ships.
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In reply we have the honor to confirm the understanding set forth 
in Your Excellency's note under reference. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our highest consideration. 

R. J. ALFARO 
NARCISO GARAY 

The Honorable CORDELL HULL, 
Secretary of State, 

Washington, D. C. 

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Members of the Panamanian Treaty 
Commission 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
WASHINGTON 

March 2, 1986 
SIRS: 
With reference to the question of the sale to ships of goods imported 

into the Canal Zone by the Government of the United States of 
America, I have the honor to advise you that it will be the policy of 
this Government to effect such sales on the following basis: 

Articles classed by the Panama Canal as "ships stores", such 
as articles, materials and supplies necessary for the navigation, 
propulsion and upkeep of vessels, will contmue to be sold as at 
present; 

Articles classed by the Panama Canal as tourist or luxury goods 
will not be sold to ships; 

Articles classed by the Panama Canal as "sea stores", such as 
articles for the use or consumption of the passengers and crew 
of the ship upon its voyage, and articles of other classes, will be 
sold at prices which, in the judgment of the Government of the 
United States of America and insofar as may appear feasible, will 
afford merchants of Panama fair opportunity to sell on equal 
terms. To arrive at the prices at which these articles will be sold 
to ships the retail prices of such articles to Canal Zone employees 
will be taken as a base, and a surcharge added thereto, when 
necessary; and no discount for purchases of large quantities will 
be granted to ships making such purchases. 

For your information I am enclosing herewith four lists illustrative 
but not in any sense exhaustive of the various articles included in the 
four classes mentioned above, namely: (1) ships stores; (2) tourist or 
luxury goods; (3) sea stores; and, (4) articles of other classes. 

It is the hope of the Government of the United States of America 
that in benefit of Panamanian commerce merchants of Panama may 
be able to furnish in satisfactory quantities and qualities and at reas-
onable prices many or all of the articles classed as "sea stores" and as 
"articles of other classes" purchased by ships arriving at terminal 
ports of the Canal or transiting the Canal. It will be the policy of the 
United States of America that whenever and for so long as merchants 
of Panama are in fact able to furnish certain articles as so described 
in satisfactory quantities and qualities and at reasonable prices, the 
Canal Zone commissaries will refrain from selling like articles to ships. 
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In accordance with the policy of affording merchants of Panama full
opportunity for making sales to ships, the launch facilities now em-
ployed by the Government of the United States of America in effecting
sales to ships will be made available on equal terms to merchants of
Panama, subject to appropriate administrative regulations of the
Canal Zone.

The Governor of the Panama Canal will be prepared to appoint a
representative to meet with a representative of Panamanian com-
merce appointed by your Government, in order that regular and con-
tinuing opportunity may be afforded for mutual conference and
helpful exchange of views bearing on these questions, including the
amount of the surcharge to be established, when necessary, in con-
nection with "sea stores" and "articles of other classes".

Accept, Sirs, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
CORDELL HULL

The Honorable Doctor RICARDO J. ALFARO
The Honorable Doctor NARCISO GARAY

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission,
Washington, D. C.

[Enclosures]

SHIPS STORES

Fuel
Oil and grease
Hardware (bolts, nuts, nails, tools, et cetera)
Paints
Disinfectants and insecticides
Rope, cable, chain

TOURIST OR LUXURY GOODS

Articles of personal adornment
Women's and children's fancy and foreign wearing apparel
Perfumes and expensive lotions and fancy and foreign toilet articles
Foreign high quality linens, table ware and house furnishing articles
Expensive and foreign bolt goods
Men's foreign articles and wearing apparel
Panama hats
Liquors, wines, and beer

SEA STORES

Goods only of standard quality and almost without exception of
American source

Food supplies
Medical supplies
Stationery and stationery supplies
Galley and table utensils and equipment
Table and bunk linen
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In accordance with the policy of affording merchants of Panama full 
opportunity for making sales to ships, the launch facilities now em-
ployed by the Government of the United States of America in effecting 
sales to ships will be made available on equal terms to merchants of 
Panama, subject to appropriate administrative regulations of the 
Canal Zone. 
The Governor of the Panama Canal will be prepared to appoint a 

representative to meet with a representative of Panamanian com-
merce appointed by your Government, in order that regular and con-
tinuing opportunity may be afforded for mutual conference and 
helpful exchange of views bearing on these questions, including the 
amount of the surcharge to be established, when necessary, in con-
nection with "sea stores" and "articles of other classes". 

Accept, Sirs, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 

CORDELL HULL 
The Honorable Doctor RICARDO J. ALFARO 
The Honorable Doctor NARCISO GARAY 

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission, 
Washington, D. C. 

[Enclosures] 

SHIPS STORES 
Fuel 
Oil and grease 
Hardware (bolts, nuts, nails, tools, et cetera) 
Paints 
Disinfectants and insecticides 
Rope, cable, chain 

TOURIST OR LUXURY GOODS 

Articles of personal adornment 
Women's and children's fancy and foreign wearing apparel 
Perfumes and expensive lotions and fancy and foreign toilet articles 
Foreign high quality linens, table ware and house furnishing articles 
Expensive and foreign bolt goods 
Men's foreign articles and wearing apparel 
Panama hats 
Liquors, wines, and beer 

SEA STORES 

Goods only of standard quality and almost without exception of 
American source 

Food supplies 
Medical supplies 
Stationery and stationery supplies 
Galley and table utensils and equipment 
Table and bunk linen 
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Mosquito bars, canvas, cheese cloth
Work clothes
Cleaning materials and equipment

ARTICLES OF OTHER CLASSES

Goods similar to those listed under sea stores, but of better than
standard quality

Many articles of many classes, such as those sold in department
stores, excepting those articles classed under "tourist or luxury
goods".

AMembers of the Panamanian Treaty Commission to the Secretary of
State (Hull)

LEGACI6N DE PANAMA
WASHINGTON

Marzo 2 de 1936
SENOR:

Tenemos a honra acusar recibo de la atenta comunicaci6n de
Vuestra Excelencia, por medio de la cual se sirve expresarnos cual
sera la politica de los Estados Unidos de America en lo relativo a la
vent a las naves de articulos importados por los Estados Unidos de
America a la Zona del Canal.

Acerca de este asunto la Republica de Panama debe hacer reserva
expresa de sus derechos, conforme a su concepto de que las exenciones
de que trata el Articulo XIII de la Convenci6n de 18 de Noviembre
de 1903 fueron pactadas exclusivamente en beneficio de la empresa
del Canal, de las personas al servicio de los Estados Unidos de America
en relaci6n con el mismo y de sus familias; pero mientras se lega a
un entendimiento respecto de este asunto el Gobierno panamefio
desea expresar la grata satisfacci6n que le causa la decisi6n del Go-
bierno de los Estados Unidos de America de poner en vigor medidas
como las expuestas en la nota que contestamos, para el efecto de
restringir las ventas a las naves, que en 6pocas anteriores a la presente
habian venido haciendose sin limitaci6n alguna. Igual satisfacci6n
causa al Gobierno panamefio el prop6sito fundamental que pone de
manifiesto la nota en referencia de dejar en manos de los comerciantes
de Panama el negocio de aprovisionamiento de los buques que lleguen
a los puertos terminales del canal o que pasen por el canal y de abste-
nerse el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America de hacer aquellas
ventas, mientras los comerciantes de Panama muestren efectivamente
su capacidad de suministrar mercancias a las naves en cantidades y
calidades satisfactorias y a precios razonables.

Nuestro Gobierno esta dispuesto a nombrar un representante
escogido por el Comercio de Panama para entenderse con un repre-
sentante de la Administraci6n del Canal, a fin de que haya asf opor-
tunidad regular y continua de consulta y de cooperaci6n para la
realizaci6n de los fines arriba expresados.
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Mosquito bars, canvas, cheese cloth 
Work clothes 
Cleaning materials and equipment 

ARTICLES OF OTHER CLASSES 

Goods similar to those listed under sea stores, but of better than 
standard quality 

Many articles of many classes, such as those sold in department 
stores, excepting those articles classed under "tourist or luxury 
goods". 

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission to the Secretary of 
State (Hull) 

LEGACI6N DE PANAMA 
WASHINGTON 
Marzo 2 de 1936 

SERon: 
Tenemos a honra acusar recibo de la atenta comunicacien de 

Vuestra Excelencia, por medio de la cual se sirve expresarnos cual 
sera, la politica de los Estados Unidos de America en lo relativo a la 
yenta a las naves de articulos importados por los Estados Unidos de 
America a la Zon.a del Canal. 
Acerca de este asunto la Rept%lica de Panama debe hacer reserva 

expresa de sus derechos, conforme a su concept° de que las exenciones 
de que trata el Articulo XIII de la Convencion de 18 de Noviembre 
de 1903 fueron pactadas exclusivamente en beneficio de la empress 
del Canal, de las personas al servicio de los Estados Unidos de America 
en relacion con el mismo y de sus familias; pero mientras se llega a 
un entendimiento respecto de este asunto el Gobierno panamefio 
desea expresar la grata satisfaccien que le causa la decision del Go-
bierno de los Estados Unidos de America de poner en vigor medidas 
como las expuestas en la nota que contestamos, para el efecto de 
restringir las -yentas a las naves, que en epocas anteriores a la presente 
habian venido haciendose sin limitacion alguna. Igual satisfaccien 
causa al Gobierno panamefio el prop6sito fundamental que pone de 
manifiesto la nota en referenda de dejar en manos de los comerciantes 
de Panama el negocio de aprovisionamiento de los buques que lleguen 
a los puertos terminales del canal o que pasen por el canal y de abste-
nerse el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America de hacer aquellas 
yentas, rnientras los comerciantes de Panama muestren efectivamente 
su capacidad de suministrar mercancias a las naves en cantidades y 
calidades satisfactorias y a precios razonables. 

Nuestro Gobierno esta dispue,sto a nombrar un representante 
escogido por el Comercio de Panama para entenderse con un repre-
sentante de la Administracion. del Canal, a fin de qua hays asf opor-
tunidad regular y continua de consulta y de cooperacian para la 
realizacion de los fines arriba expresados. 



Acepte, Vuestra Excelencia, las reiteradas seguridades de nuestra
mas alta consideraci6n.

R. J. ALFARO
NARCISO GARAY

Honorable CORDELL HULL,
Secretario de Estado,

Washington, D. C.

[Translation]

LEGATION OF PANAMA,

Washington, March 2, 1936.
SIR:

We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's
kind communication, in which you indicate what will be the policy of
the United States of America in regard to the sale to ships of articles
imported by the United States into the Canal Zone.

With regard to this matter the Government of the Republic of
Panama must make a special reservation of its rights, in conformity
with its opinion that the exemptions covered by Article XIII of the

33 Stat. 3s. Convention of November 18, 1903, were stipulated exclusively for
the benefit of the Canal enterprise, of the persons in the service of the
United States of America in connection therewith, and of their families;
but until an understanding is reached regarding this matter, the
Panamanian Government desires to express its deep satisfaction at
the decision of the Government of the United States of America to
put into effect measures such as those set forth in the note to which
this is a reply, for the purpose of restricting sales to ships, which in
former times had been made without any limitation. The Panama-
nian Government feels an equal satisfaction at the basic purpose set
forth in the said note that the business of provisioning vessels arriving
at terminal ports of the Canal or transiting the Canal will be left in
the hands of the merchants of Panama and that the Government of
the United States of America will abstain from making such sales
whenever and for so long as merchants of Panama effectively demon-
strate their ability to supply merchandise to vessels in satisfactory
quantities and qualities and at reasonable prices.

Our Government is prepared to appoint a representative selected
by the business men of Panama to come to meet with a representative
of the Canal Administration, in order that regular and continuing
opportunity may be afforded for conference and cooperation for the
accomplishment of the above-mentioned purposes.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our highest consideration.
R. J. ALFARO
NARCISO GARAY

The Honorable CORDELL HULL,
Secretary of State,

Washington, D. C.
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Acepte, Vuestra Excelencia, las reiteradas seguridades de nuestra 
mas alta consideracion. 

R. J. ALFARO 
NARCISO GARAY 

Honorable CORDELL HULL, 
Secretario de Estado, 

Washington, D. C. 

[Translation] 

LEGATION OF PANAMA, 
Washington, March 2, 1986. 

We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's 
kind communication, in which you indicate what will be the policy of 
the United States of America in regard to the sale to ships of articles 
imported by the United States into the Canal Zone. 
With regard to this matter the Government of the Republic of 

Panama must make a special reservation of its rights, in conformity 
with its opinion that the exemptions covered by Article XIII of the 
Convention of November 18, 1903, were stipulated exclusively for 
the benefit of the Canal enterprise, of the persons in the service of the 
United States of America in connection therewith, and of their families; 
but until an understanding is reached regarding this matter, the 
Panamanian Government desires to express its deep satisfaction at 
the decision of the Government of the United States of America to 
put into effect measures such as those set forth in the note to which 
this is a, reply, for the purpose of restricting sales to ships, which in 
former times had been made without any limitation. The Panama-
nian Government feels an equal satisfaction at the basic purpose set 
forth in the said note that the business of provisioning vessels arriving 
at terminal ports of the Canal or transiting the Canal will be left in 
the hands of the merchants of Panama and that the Government of 
the United States of America will abstain from making such sales 
whenever and for so long as merchants of Panama effectively demon-
strate their ability to supply merchandise to vessels in satisfactory 
quantities and qualities and at reasonable prices. 
Our Government is prepared to appoint a representative selected 

by the business men of Panama to come to meet with a representative 
of the Canal Administration, in order that regular and continuing 
opportunity may be afforded for conference and cooperation for the 
accomplishment of the above-mentioned purposes. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our highest consideration. 

The Honorable CORDELL HULL, 
Secretary of State, 

Washington, D. C. 

R. J. ALFARO 
NARCISO GARAY 
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Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission to the Secretary of State
(Hull)

LEGACI6N DE PANAMA
WASHINGTON

Marzo 2 de 1936
SEROR:

Con referencia al segundo paragrafo del Articulo V del tratado
firmado hoy que se refiere, en parte, a las obras maritimas establecidas
o que se establezcan en los puertos de Panama y Col6n por la Re-
piblica de Panama o por su autoridad, tenemos el honor de confirmar
el acuerdo a que se ha llegado durante las negociaciones, de que esas
estipulaciones no perjudican el derecho de la Compaffa del Ferro-
carril de Panama, emanado de sus concesiones, a la propiedad y
manejo de obras maritimas en esos puertos, ni los derechos que puedan
pasar de la citada Compafia al Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de
America.

Acepte, Vuestra Excelencia, las seguridades de nuestra mas alta
consideraci6n.

R. J. ALFARO
NARCISO GARAY

Honorable CORDELL HULL,
Secretario de Estado,

Washington, D. C.

[TranslationI

LEGATION OF PANAMA,

Washington, March 2, 1936.
SIR:

With reference to the second paragraph of Article V of the treaty Ante, P. 1S1S.
signed today which pertains, in part, to facilities established or to be
established in the ports of Panama and Col6n by the Republic of
Panama or by its authority, we have the honor to confirm the agree-
ment reached during the negotiations that such provisions are not
intended to prejudice the right of the Panama Railroad Company,
derived from its concessions, to own and operate port facilities in
those ports or any such rights as may pass from the said Company to
the Government of the United States of America.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our highest consideration.
R. J. ALFARO
NARCISO GARAY

The Honorable CORDELL HULL,

Secretary of State,
Washington, D. C.

184953 STAT.] PANAMA— FRIENDSHIP AND COOPERATION— MAR. 2, 1936 

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission to the Secretary of State 
(Hull) 

LEGACIoN DE PANAMA. 
W ASHINGTON 
Marzo 2 de 1936 

SENOR: 
Con referencia al segundo paragrafo del Articulo V del tratado 

firmado hoy que se refiere, en parte, a las obras maritimas establecidas 
o que se establezcan en los puertos de Panama, y Colon por la Re-
pdblica de Panama o por su autoridad, tenemos el honor de confirmar 
el acuerdo a que se ha llegado durante las negociaciones, de que esas 
estipulaciones no perjudican el derecho de la Compaiiia del Ferro-
carril de Panama, emanado de sus concesiones, a la propiedad y 
manejo de obras maritinaas en esos puertos, ni los derechos que puedan 
pasar de la citada Compailia al Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de 
America. 

Acepte, Vuestra Excelencia, las seguridades de nuestra más alta 
consideracien. 

Honorable CORDELL HULL, 
Secretario de Estado, 

Washington, D. C. 

[Translation' 

R. J. ALFARO 
NARCISO GARAY 

LEGATION OF PANAMA, 
Washington, March 2, 1936. 

SIR: 
With reference to the second paragraph of Article V of the treaty 

signed today which pertains, in part, to facilities established or to be 
established in the ports of Panama and Colon by the Republic of 
Panama or by its authority, we have the honor to confirm the agree-
ment reached during the negotiations that such provisions are not 
intended to prejudice the right of the Panama Railroad Company, 
derived from its concessions, to own and operate port facilities in 
those ports or any such rights as may pass from the said Company to 
the Government of the United States of America. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our highest consideration. 
R. J. ALFARO 
NARCISO GARAY 

The Honorable CORDELL HULL, 
Secretary of State, 

Washington, D. C. 

1849 
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The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Members of the Panamanian Treaty
Commission

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

WASHINGTON

March 2, 1936
SIRS:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of today's
date, reading as follows:

Ante, p. 1815. "With reference to the second paragraph of Article V of the
treaty signed today which pertains, in part, to facilities established
or to be established in the ports of Panama and Col6n by the
Republic of Panama or by its authority, we have the honor to
confirm the agreement reached during the negotiations that such
provisions are not intended to prejudice the right of the Panama
Railroad Company, derived from its concessions, to own and
operate port facilities in those ports or any such rights as may
pass from the said Company to the Government of the United
States of America."

In reply I have the honor to confirm the agreement we have reached
as set forth in your note under acknowledgment.

Accept, Sirs, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
CORDELL HULL

The Honorable Doctor RICARDO J. ALFARO
The Honorable Doctor NARCISO GARAY

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission,
Washington, D. C.

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission to the Secretary of State
(Hull)

LEGACI6N DE PANAMA

WASHINGTON

Marzo 2 de 1936
SEROR:

Con referencia al paragrafo tercero del Articulo V del tratado firmado
hoy, por el cual se reconoce el derecho de la Repdblica de Panama a
determinar que personas o clases de personas que lleguen a los puertos
de la Zona del Canal seran admitidas a la Repiblica de Panama y de
determinar asimismo a qu6 personas o clases de personas que l1eguen
a esos puertos se les negara entrada a la Republica de Panama, tene-
mos el honor de expresar la inteligencia del Gobierno de la Republica
de Panama de que esta estipulaci6n no perjudica en manera alguna
el efecto de la estipulaci6n contenida en el paragrafo tercero delArticulo
IV con respecto a las personas en el servicio de los Estados Unidos de

TREATIES [53 STAT.1850 TREATIES [53 STAT. 
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The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Members of the Panamanian Treaty 
Commission 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
WASHINGTON 

March 2, 1986 
SIRS: 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of today's 

date, reading as follows: 

"With reference to the second paragraph of Article V of the 
treaty signed today which pertains, in part, to facilities established 
or to be established in the ports of Panama and Colon by the 
Republic of Panama or by its authority, we have the honor to 
confirm the agreement reached during the negotiations that such 
provisions are not intended to prejudice the right of the Panama 
Railroad Company, derived from its concessions, to own and 
operate port facilities in those ports or any such rights as may 
pass from the said Company to the Government of the United 
States of America." 

In reply I have the honor to confirm the agreement we have reached 
as set forth in your note under acknowledgment. 

Accept, Sirs, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 

ConnEm, HULL 
The Honorable Doctor RICARDO J. ALFARO 
The Honorable Doctor NARCISO GARAY 

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission, 
Washington, D. C. 

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission to the Secretary of State 
(Hull) 

LEGACI6N DE PANAMA 
WASHINGTON 
Marzo 2 de 1936 

SEgoR: 
Con referencia al paragrafo tercero del Artfculo V del tratado firmado 

hoy, por el cual se reconoce el derecho de la Reptiblica de Panama a 
determinar que personas o clases de personas que lleguen a los puertos 
de la Zona del Canal seam admitidas a la Reptiblica de Panama y de 
deterrainar asfmismo a que personas o asses de personas que lleg-uen 
a esos puertos se les negara entrada a la Reptiblica de Panama, tene-
mos el honor de expresar la inteligencia del Gobierno de la Reptiblica 
de Panama de que esta estipulacion no perjudica en manera alg-una 
el efecto de la estipulacion contenida en el paragrafo tercero del Artfculo 
IV con respecto a 18,s personas en el servicio de los Estados Unidos de 
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America o residentes en la Zona del Canal, que pasen de la Zona del
Canal a la jurisdicci6n de la Republica de Panama.

Acepte, Vuestra Excelencia, las reiteradas seguridades de nuestra
mis alta consideraci6n.

R. J. ALFARO
NARCISO GARAY

Honorable CORDELL HULL,
Secretario de Estado,

Washington, D. C.

[Translation]

LEGATION OF PANAMA,

Washington, March 2, 1936.
SIR:

With reference to the third paragraph of Article V of the treaty Ante, p. 15.

signed today in which is recognized the right of the Republic of Panama
to determine what persons or classes of persons arriving at ports of
the Canal Zone shall be admitted to the Republic of Panama and to
determine likewise what persons or classes of persons arriving at such
ports shall be excluded from admission to the Republic of Panama,
we have the honor to express the understanding of the Government
of the Republic of Panama that this provision does not prejudice in
any way the effect of the stipulation contained in the third paragraph
of Article IV, with regard to persons in the service of the United States
of America or residing in the Canal Zone, passing from the Canal Zone
into the jurisdiction of the Republic of Panama.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our highest consideration.
R. J. ALFARO
NARCISO GARAY

The Honorable CORDELL HULL,
Secretary of State,

Washington, D. C.

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Members of the Panamanian Treaty
Commission

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
WASHINGTON

March 2, 1936
SIRS:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of today's
date, reading as follows:

"With reference to the third paragraph of Article V of the Ante, p. 1815.
treaty signed today in which is recognized the right of the Repub-
lic of Panama to determine what persons or classes of persons
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America o residentes en la Zona del Canal, que pasen de la Zona del 
Canal a la jurisdiccien de la RepUblica de Panama. 

Acepte, Vuestra Excelencia, las reiteradas seguridades de nuestra 
mas alta consideracion. 

R. J. ALFARO 
NARCISO GARAY 

Honorable CORDELL HULL, 
Secretario de Estado, 

Washington, D. C. 

[Translation] 

LEGATION OF PANAMA, 
Washington, March 2, 1936. 

SIR: 
With reference to the third paragraph of Article V of the treaty 

signed today in which is recognized the right of the Republic of Panama 
to determine what persons or classes of persons arriving at ports of 
the Canal Zone shall be admitted to the Republic of Panama and to 
determine likewise what persons or classes of persons arriving at such 
ports shall be excluded from admission to the Republic of Panama, 
we have the honor to express the understanding of the Government 
of the Republic of Panama that this provision does not prejudice in 
any way the effect of the stipulation contained in the third paragraph 
of Article IV, with regard to persona in the service of the United States 
of America or residing in the Canal Zone, passing from the Canal Zone 
into the jurisdiction of the Republic of Panama. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our highest consideration. 

R. J. AL FARO 
NARCISO GARAY 

The Honorable CORDELL HULL, 
Secretary of State, 

Washington, D. C. 

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Members of the Panamanian Treaty 
Commission 

DEPARTMENT or STATE 
W ASHINGTON 

March 2, 1986 
SIRS: 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of today's 

date, reading as follows: 

"With reference to the third paragraph of Article V of the 
treaty signed today in which is recognized the right of the Repub-
lic of Panama to determine what persons or classes of persons 

Ante, p. 1815. 

Ante, p. 1815. 



arriving at ports of the Canal Zone shall be admitted to the
Republic of Panama and to determine likewise what persons or
classes of persons arriving at such ports shall be excluded from
admission to the Republic of Panama, we have the honor to express
the understanding of the Government of the Republic of Panama
that this provision does not prejudice in any way the effect of
the stipulation contained in the third paragraph of Article IV,
with regard to persons in the service of the United States of
America or residing in the Canal Zone, passing from the Canal
Zone into the jurisdiction of the Republic of Panama."

In reply I have the honor to confirm the understanding reached on
the foregoing point as set forth in your note under reference.

Accept, Sirs, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
CORDELL HULL

The Honorable Doctor RICARDO J. ALFARO
The Honorable Doctor NARCISO GARAY

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission,
Washington, D. C.

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Members of the Panamanian Treaty
Commission

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
WASHINGTON

March 2, 1936
SIRS:

I have the honor to confirm my understanding of the agreement
reached during the negotiation of the treaty signed today to the effect
that, in furtherance of the purpose of Article VII of the Convention

33Stat.223. of November 18, 1903, so far as it relates to the sanitation of the
cities of Panama and Col6n, the Health Services of the Republic of
Panama and of the Panama Canal will give consideration to the advis-
ability of discussing and concluding agreements which might well take
as a basis for formulation the proposals advanced in October 1931,
by the Director General of Health and Welfare of the Republic of
Panama and the Chief Health Officer of the Panama Canal for the
amplification, extension and modernization of the health service of
the City of Panama.

Accept, Sirs, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
CORDELL HULL

The Honorable Doctor RICARDO J. ALFARO
The Honorable Doctor NARCISO GARAY

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission,
Washington, D. C.
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arriving at ports of the Canal Zone shall be admitted to the 
Republic of Panama and to determine likewise what persons or 
classes of persons arriving at such ports shall be excluded from 
admission to the Republic of Panama, we have the honor to express 
the understanding of the Government of the Republic of Panama 
that this provision does not prejudice in any way the effect of 
the stipulation contained in the third paragraph of Article IV, 
with regard to persons in the service of the United States of 
America or residing in the Canal Zone, passing from the Canal 
Zone into the jurisdiction of the Republic of Panama." 

In reply I have the honor to confirm the understanding reached on 
the foregoing point as set forth in your note under reference. 

Accept, Sirs, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 
CORDELL HULL 

The Honorable Doctor RICARDO J. ALFARO 
The Honorable Doctor NARCISO GARAY 

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission, 
Washington, D. C. 

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Members of the Panamanian Treaty 
Commission 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
WASHINGTON 

March 2, 1936 
SIRS: 
I have the honor to confirm my understanding of the agreement 

reached during the negotiation of the treaty signed today to the effect 
that, in furtherance of the purpose of Article VII of the Convention 
of November 18, 1903, so far as it relates to the sanitation of the 
cities of Panama and Colon, the Health Services of the Republic of 
Panama and of the Panama Canal will give consideration to the advis-
ability of discussing and concluding agreements which might well take 
as a basis for formulation the proposals advanced in October 1931, 
by the Director General of Health and Welfare of the Republic of 
Panama and the Chief Health Officer of the Panama Canal for the 
amplification, extension and modernization of the health service of 
the City of Panama. 

Accept, Sirs, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 
CORDELL HULL 

The Honorable Doctor RICARDO J. ALFARO 
The Honorable Doctor NARCISO GARAY 

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission, 
Washington, D. C. 
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Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission to the Secretary of
State (Hull)

LEGACI6N DE PANAMA
WASHINGTON
Marzo 2 de 19S6.

SENOR:
Tenemos el honor de acusar recibo de la nota de Vuestra Excelencia

fechada hoy, que dice lo siguiente:
"Tengo el honor de confirmar mi inteligencia del acuerdo a que

llegamos durante la negociaci6n del tratado firmado hoy, en el
sentido de que, en desarrollo de los fines del Articulo VII de la
Convenci6n de 18 de Noviembre de 1903, en lo concerniente al
saneamiento de las ciudades de Panama y Col6n, los Departa-
mentos Sanitarios de la Republica de Panama y del Canal de
Panama consideraran la conveniencia de discutir y celebrar acuer-
dos para cuya elaboraci6n bien podrian tomarse como base las
propuestas hechas en Octubre de 1931, por el Director General
de Sanidad y Beneficencia de la Repdblica de Panama y el Oficial
Jefe de Sanidad del Canal de Panama para la ampliaci6n, exten-
si6n y modernizaci6n del servicio sanitario de la ciudad de
Panama."

En contestaci6n, tenemos el honor de manifestar que la inteligencia
de Vuestra Excelencia sobre el anterior acuerdo es conforme con la
inteligencia del Gobierno de la Repdblica de Panama.

Acepte, Vuestra Excelencia, las reiteradas seguridades de nuestra
mas alta consideraci6n.

R. J. ALFARO
NARCISO GARAY

Honorable CORDELL HULL,
Secretario de Estado,

Washington, D. C.

[Translation]

LEGATION OF PANAMA,

Washington, March 2, 1936.
SIR:

We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's
note of today's date, reading as follows:

"I have the honor to confirm my understanding of an agree-
ment reached during the negotiation of the treaty signed today
to the effect that, in furtherance of the purpose of Article VII of
the Convention of November 18, 1903, so far as it relates to the 33 Stat. 2236.
sanitation of the cities of Panama and Col6n, the Health Services
of the Republic of Panama and of the Panama Canal will give
consideration to the advisability of discussing and concluding
agreements which might well take as a basis for formulation the
proposals advanced in October 1931, by the Director General of
Health and Welfare of the Republic of Panama and the Chief
Health Officer of the Panama Canal for the amplification, exten-
sion and modernization of the health service of the City of
Panama."

98907°-39-PT. 3- 27
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Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission to the Secretary of 
State (Hull) 

SERoR: 
Tenemos el honor de acusar recibo de la nota de Vuestra Excelencia 

fechada hoy, que dice lo siguiente: 

"Tengo el honor de confirmar mi inteligencia del acuerdo a que 
Ilegamos durante la negociacion del tratado firmado hoy, en el 
sentido de que, en desarrollo de los fines del Artfculo VII de la 
ConvenciOn de 18 de Noviembre de 1903, en lo concerniente al 
saneamiento de las ciudades de Panama y Colon, los Departa-
mentos Sanitarios de is Republics de Panama y del Canal de 
Panama consideraran la conveniencia de discutir y celebrar acuer-
dos pars cuya elaboracion bien podrfan tomarse como base las 
propuestas hechas en Octubre de 1931, por el Director General 
de Sanidad y Beneficencia de la Republics de Panama y el Oficial 
Jefe de Sanidad del Canal de Panama pars is ampliacion, exten-
sion y modernizacion del servicio sanitario de is ciudad de 
Panama." 

En contestacion., tenemos el honor de monifestar que is inteligencia 
de Vuestra Excelencia sobre el anterior acuerdo es conforme con la 
inteligencia del Gobierno de la Rep%lica de Panama. 

Acepte, Vuestra Excelencia, las reiteradas seguridades de nuestra 
mas alta consideraci6n. 

LEGACI6N DE PANAMA 
WASHINGTON 
Marzo 2 de 1986. 

Honorable CORDELL M ILL, 
Secretario de Estado, 

Washington, D. C. 

[Translation) 

SIR: 

R. J. ALFARO 
NARCISO GARA.Y 

LEGATION OF PANAMA, 
Washington, March 2, 1936. 

We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's 
note of today's date, reading as follows: 

"I have the honor to confirm my understanding of an agree-
ment reached during the negotiation of the treaty signed today 
to the effect that, in furtherance of the purpose of Article VII of 
the Convention of November 18, 1903, so far as it relates to the 
sanitation of the cities of Panama and Col6n, the Health Services 
of the Republic of Panama and of the Panama Canal will give 
consideration to the advisability of discussing and concluding 
agreements which might well take as a basis for formulation the 
proposals advanced in October 1931, by the Director General of 
Health and Welfare of the Republic of Panama and the Chief 
Health Officer of the Panama Canal for the amplification, exten-
sion and modernization of the health service of the City of 
Panama." 

33 Stat. 2236. 
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In reply we have the honor to state that Your Excellency's under-
standing of the foregoing agreement is in conformity with the under-
standing of the Government of the Republic of Panama.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our highest consideration.
R. J. ALFARO
NARCISO GARAY

The Honorable CORDELL HULL,
Secretary of State,

Washington, D. C.

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission to the Secretary
of State (Hull)

LEGACI6N DE PANAMA

WASHINGTON

Marzo 2 de 1936
SEROR:

En el curso de las recientes negociaciones para la revisi6n de la
Convenci6n de 18 de Noviembre de 1903, lamamos la atenci6n de su
Gobierno sobre ciertas cuestiones que han surgido con respecto a la
parte del Articulo VII de la citada Convenci6n que se refiere a la
construcci6n por los Estados Unidos de America de los acueductos y
albafiales de las ciudades de Panama y Col6n, y a la amortizaci6n de
su costo dentro de un perfodo de cincuenta afios, pensando al principio
que estos asuntos podian solucionarse durante las negociaciones.

Se encontr6, sin embargo, que para llegar a un completo acuerdo
sobre estos asuntos se necesitaria un examen largo, cuidadoso y com-
pleto de sus aspectos tecnico, legal y financiero, y por lo tanto, se
convino dejar en suspenso la discusi6n formal de estas cuestiones y
que despues de la terminaci6n del nuevo tratado los dos Gobiernos
procederfan a discutirlas amigablemente con el fin de llegar a un
acuerdo equitativo y mutuamente satisfactorio.

Nuestro Gobierno entiende que estas discusiones envolverin un
estudio de los contratos del 30 de Septiembre de 1910, celebrados entre
el Gobierno de la Republica de Panama y la Comisi6n del Canal
Istmico, y un examen de las cuentas entre las dos administraciones,
relativas a las tarifas de agua de las ciudades de Panama y Col6n.
A este respecto se cree que debe darse la debida consideraci6n, entre
otras cosas, a las representaciones hechas por la Comisi6n Panamefia
en el curso de las recientes negociaciones, y especialmente a su Memo-
randum del 12 de Marzo de 1935 y a su Aide-Memoire del 14 de Agosto
de 1935.

Acepte, Vuestra Excelencia, las reiteradas seguridades de nuestra
mas alta consideraci6n.

R. J. ALFARO
NARCISO GARAY

Honorable CORDELL HULL,
Secretario de Estado,

Washington, D. C.
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In reply we have the honor to state that Your Excellency's under-
standing of the foregoing agreement is in conformity with the under-
standing of the Government of the Republic of Panama. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our highest consideration. 

R. J. ALFARO 
NARCISO GARAY 

The Honorable CORDELL HULL, 
Secretary of State, 

Washington, D. C. 

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission to the Secretary 
of State (Hull) 

LEGACIoN DE PANAMA 
WASHINGTON 
Marzo 2 de 1936 

En el curso de las recientes negociaciones para la revision de la 
Convenciem de 18 de Noviembre de 1903, llamamos la atencion de an 
Gobierno sobre ciertas cuestiones que han surgido con respecto a la 
parte del Articulo VII de la citada Convenci6n que se refiere a la 
construccion por los Estados Unidos de America de los acueductos y 
albafiales de las ciudades de Panama y Colon, y a la amortizacion de 
su costo dentro de un period() de cincuenta afios, pensando al principio 
quo estos asuntos podfan solucionarse durante las negociaciones. 

Se encontr6, sin embargo, que para llegar a un corapleto acuerdo 
sobre estos asuntos se necesitarfa un examen largo, cuidadoso y corn-
pleto de sus aspectos tecnico, legal y financiero, y por lo tanto, se 
convino dejar en suspenso la discusion formal de estas cuestiones y 
que despues de la terminacion del nuevo tratado los dos Gobiernos 
procederfan a discutirlas amigablemente con el fin de llegar a un 
acuerdo equitativo y mutuamente satisfactorio. 
Nuestro Gobierno entiende que estas discusiones envolveran un 

estudio de los contratos del 30 de Septiembre de 1910, celebrados entre 
el Gobierno de la Repablica de Panama y la ComisiOn del Canal 
Istmico, y un examen de las cuentas entre las dos administraciones, 
relativas a las tarifas de agua de las ciudades de Panama y Colon. 
A este respecto se cree que debe darse la debida consideraci6n, entre 
otras cosas, a las representaciones hechas por la Comisi6n Panamefia 
en el curso de las recientes negociaciones, y especialmente a su Memo-
randum del 12 de Marzo de 1935 y a su Aide-Memoire del 14 de Agosto 
de 1935. 

Acepte, Vuestra Excelencia, las reiteradas seguridades de nuestra 
mas alta consideraci6n. 

R. J. ALFARO 
NARCISO GARAY 

Honorable CORDELL HULL, 
Secretario de Estado, 

Washington, D. C. 
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[Translation]

LEGATION OF PANAMA,
Washington, March 2, 1936.

SIR:
In the course of the recent negotiations for a revision of the Conven-

tion of November 18, 1903, we have brought to the attention of your 33 stat. 2234.
Government certain questions which have arisen in respect of that
part of Article VII of the said Convention which refers to the con-
struction by the United States of America of the water works and
sewers in the cities of Panama and Col6n, and to the amortization of
the cost thereof within a period of fifty years, thinking at first that
these matters could be disposed of during the negotiations.

It was found, however, that to reach a complete understanding of
these matters a long, painstaking and exhaustive examination of the
technical, legal and financial aspects thereof would be required, and
it was therefore decided that formal discussion of these questions
would be held in abeyance and that after the conclusion of the new
treaty the two Governments would engage in friendly discussions in
an endeavor to arrive at a fair and mutually satisfactory agreement.

It is the understanding of our Government that such discussions
will involve a study of the contracts of September 30, 1910, between
the Government of the Republic of Panama and the Isthmian Canal
Commission, and an examination of the accounts between the two
administrations relating to water rates in the cities of Panama and
Col6n. In this connection it is believed that due consideration should
be given, among other things, to the representations made by the
Panamanian Commission in the course of the recent negotiations, and
especially to its memorandum of March 12, 1935, and its Aide-
Memoire of August 14, 1935.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our highest consideration.
R. J. ALFARO
NARCISO GARAY

The Honorable CORDELL HULL,
Secretary of State,

Washington, D. C.

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Members of the Panamanian Treaty
Commission

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
WASHINGTON

March 2, 1936
SIRS:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of today's
date, reading as follows:

"In the course of the recent negotiations for a revision of the
Convention of November 18, 1903, we have brought to the at- 33 stat. 34.
tention of your Government certain questions which have arisen
in respect of that part of Article VII of the said Convention
which refers to the construction by the United States of America
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[Translation] 
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SIR: 

LEGATION OF PANAMA, 
Washington, March 2, 1936. 

In the course of the recent negotiations for a revision of the Conven-
tion of November 18, 1903, we have brought to the attention of your 
Government certain questions which have arisen in respect of that 
part of Article VII of the said Convention which refers to the con-
struction by the United States of America of the water works and 
sewers in the cities of Panama and Colon, and to the amortization of 
the cost thereof within a period of fifty years, thinking at first that 
these matters could be disposed of during the negotiations. 

It was found, however, that to reach a complete understanding of 
these matters a long, painstaking and exhaustive examination of the 
technical, legal and financial aspects thereof would be required, and 
it was therefore decided that formal discussion of these questions 
would be held in abeyance and that after the conclusion of the new 
treaty the two Governments would engage in friendly discussions in 
an endeavor to arrive at a fair and mutually satisfactory agreement. 

It is the understanding of our Government that such discussions 
will involve a study of the contracts of September 30, 1910, between 
the Government of the Republic of Panama and the Isthmian Canal 
Commission, and an examination of the accounts between the two 
administrations relating to water rates in the cities of Panama and 
ColOn. In this connection it is believed that due consideration should 
be given, among other things, to the representations made by the 
Panamanian Commission in the course of the recent negotiations, and 
especially to its memorandum of March 12, 1935, and its Aide-
Memoire of August 14, 1935. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our highest consideration. 
R. J. ALFAno 
NARCISO GARAY 

The Honorable CORDELL HULL, 
Secretary of State, 

Washington, D. C. 

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Members of the Panamanian Treaty 
Commission 

SIRS: 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of today's 

date, reading as follows: 

"In the course of the recent negotiations for a revision of the 
Convention of November 18, 1903, we have brought to the at- 33 Stat. 2234. 

tention of your Government certain questions which have arisen 
in respect of that part of Article VII of the said Convention 
which refers to the construction by the United States of America 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
W ASHINGTON 

March 2, 1936 

33 Stat. 2234. 



of the water works and sewers in the cities of Panama and Col6n,
and to the amortization of the cost thereof within a period of
fifty years, thinking at first that these matters could be disposed
of during the negotiations.

"It was found, however, that to reach a complete understanding
of these matters a long, painstaking and exhaustive examination
of the technical, legal and financial aspects thereof would be
required, and it was therefore decided that formal discussion of
these questions would be held in abeyance and that after the
conclusion of the new treaty the two Governments would engage
in friendly discussions in an endeavor to arrive at a fair and
mutually satisfactory agreement.

"It is the understanding of our Government that such dis-
cussions will involve a study of the contracts of September 30,
1910, between the Government of the Republic of Panama and
the Isthmian Canal Commission, and an examination of the
accounts between the two administrations relating to water
rates in the cities of Panama and Col6n. In this connection it
is believed that due consideration should be given, among other
things, to the representations made by the Panamanian Com-
mission in the course of the recent negotiations, and especially
to its memorandum of March 12, 1935, and its Aide-Memoire
of August 14, 1935."

In reply I have the honor to advise you that the Government of
the United States of America, in accordance with the procedure
outlined in your note under reference, will be pleased to instruct the
American Minister in Panama to arrange for conversations between
the appropriate authorities of the Republic of Panama and of the
Canal Zone in order that the Government of the Republic of Panama
may present such specific proposals in the premises as it may desire,
and in order that an opportunity may thus be afforded for reaching
an agreement on these matters satisfactory to both Governments.

Accept, Sirs, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
CORDELL HULL

The Honorable Doctor RICARDO J. ALFARO
The Honorable Doctor NARCISO GARAY

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission,
Washington, D. C.

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Members of the Panamanian Treaty
Commission

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

WASHINGTON

March 2, 1936
SIRS:

With reference to the representations made by you during the
Anc, p. 1807. negotiation of the treaty signed today, regarding Panamanian citizens

employed by the Panama Canal or by the Panama Railroad Company,
I have the honor to state that the Government of the United States
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Ante, p. 1807. 

of the water works and sewers in the cities of Panama and Colon., 
and to the amortization of the cost thereof within a period of 
fifty years, thinking at first that these matters could be disposed 
of during the negotiations. 

"It was found, however, that to reach a complete understanding 
of these matters a long, painstaking and exhaustive examination 
of the technical, legal and financial aspects thereof would be 
required, and it was therefore decided that formal discussion of 
these questions would be held in abeyance and that after the 
conclusion of the new treaty the two Governments would engage 
in friendly discussions in an endeavor to arrive at a fair and 
mutually satisfactory agreement. 

"It is the understanding of our Government that such dis-
cussions will involve a study of the contracts of September 30, 
1910, between the Government of the Republic of Panama and 
the Isthmian Canal Commission, and an examination of the 
accounts between the two administrations relating to water 
rates in the cities of Panama and Colon. In this connection it 
is believed that due consideration should be given, among other 
things, to the representations made by the Panamanian Corn-
mission in the course of the recent negotiations, and especially 
to its memorandum of March 12, 1935, and its Aide-Mernoire 
of August 14, 1935." 

In reply I have the honor to advise you that the Government of 
the United States of America, in accordance with the procedure 
outlined in your note under reference, will be pleased to instruct the 
American Minister in Panama to arrange for conversations between 
the appropriate authorities of the Republic of Panama and of the 
Canal Zone in order that the Government of the Republic of Panama 
may present such specific proposals in the premises as it may desire, 
and in order that an opportunity may thus be afforded for reaching 
an agreement on these matters satisfactory to both Governments. 

Accept, Sirs, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 

CORDELL HULL 
The Honorable Doctor RICARDO J. ALFARO 
The Honorable Doctor NARCISO GARAY 

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission, 
Washington, D. C. 

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Members of the Panamanian Treaty 
Commission 

SIRS: 
With reference to the representations made by you during the 

negotiation of the treaty signed today, regarding Panamanian citizens 
employed by the Panama Canal or by the Panama Railroad Company, 
I have the honor to state that the Government of the United States 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
WASHINGTON 

March 2, 1936 
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of America, in recognition of the special relationship between the
United States of America and the Republic of Panama with respect
to the Panama Canal and the Panama Railroad Company, main-
tains and will maintain as its public policy the principle of equality
of opportunity and treatment set down in the Order of December 23,
1908, of the Secretary of War, and in the Executive Orders of February
2, 1914, and February 20, 1920, and will favor the maintenance,
enforcement or enactment of such provisions, consistent with the
efficient operation and maintenance of the Canal and its auxiliary
works and their effective protection and sanitation, as will assure to
Panamanian citizens employed by the Canal or the Railroad equality
of treatment with employees who are citizens of the United States of
America.

Accept, Sirs, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.

CORDELL HULL
The Honorable Doctor RICARDO J. ALFARO
The Honorable Doctor NARCISO GARAY

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission,
Washington, D. C.

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission to the Secretary of
State (Hull)

LEGACI6N DE PANAMA
WASHINGTON

Marzo 2 de 1936
SEROR:

Tenemos el honor de acusar recibo de la nota de Vuestra Excelencia
fechada hoy que dice lo siguiente:

"Con referencia a las representaciones hechas por ustedes
durante las negociaciones del tratado firmado hoy, relacionadas
con los ciudadanos panameoios empleados en el Canal y en la
Compafiia del Ferrocarril de Panama, tengo el honor de manifestar
a ustedes que el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America en
reconocimiento de las especiales relaciones que existen entre los
Estados Unidos de America y la Repdblica de Panama con res-
pecto al Canal de Panama y a la Compalia del Ferrocarril de
Panama, mantiene y mantendrh como polftica suya el principio
de igualdad de oportunidades y de trato consignado en la Orden
del Secretario de Guerra del 23 de Diciembre de 1908, y en las
Ordenes Ejecutivas del 2 de Febrero de 1914 y del 20 de Febrero
de 1920, y favorecera el mantenimiento, la efectividad y la
expedici6n de disposiciones, compatibles con el eficiente funcio-
namiento y mantenimiento del Canal y sus obras auxiliares y con
su efectiva protecci6n y saneamiento, que aseguren a los ciudada-
nos panamefios empleados en el Canal o en el Ferrocarril igualdad
de trato con los empleados que son ciudadanos de los Estados
Unidos de America."
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of America, in recognition of the special relationship between the 
United States of America and the Republic of Panama with respect 
to the Panama Canal and the Panama Railroad Company, main-
tains and will maintain as its public policy the principle of equality 
of opportunity and treatment set down in the Order of December 23, 
1908, of the Secretary of War, and in the Executive Orders of February 
2, 1914, and February 20, 1920, and will favor the maintenance, 
enforcement or enactment of such provisions, consistent with the 
efficient operation and maintenance of the Canal and its auxiliary 
works and their effective protection and sanitation, as will assure to 
Panamanian citizens employed by the Canal or the Railroad equality 
of treatment with employees who are citizens of the United States of 
America. 

Accept, Sirs, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 

CORDELL HULL 
The Honorable Doctor RICARDO J. ALFARO 
The Honorable Doctor NARciso GARAY 

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission, 
Washington, D. C. 

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission to the Secretary of 
State (Hull) 

LEGACI6N DE PANAMA. 
WASHINGTON 
Marzo 2 de 198' 

SERoR: 

Tenemos el honor de acusar recibo de in nota de Vuestra Excelencia 
fechada hoy que dice lo siguiente: 

"Con referencia a las representaciones hechas por ustedes 
durante las negociaciones del tratado firmado hoy, relacionadas 
con los ciudadanos panamefios empleados en el Canal y en la 
Comp afiia del Ferrocarril de Panama, tengo el honor de manifestar 
a ustedes que el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America en 
reconocimiento de las especiales relaciones que existen entre los 
Estados Unidos de America y la Reptiblica de Panama con res-
pecto al Canal de Panama y a la Compelfa del Ferrocarril de 
Panama, mantiene y mantendra como politica suya el principio 
de igualdad de oportunidades y de trato consignado en la Orden 
del Secretario de Guerra del 23 de Diciembre de 1908, y en las 
Ordenes Ejecutivas del 2 de Febrero de 1914 y del 20 de Febrero 
de 1920, y favorecera el mantenimiento, in efectivid ad y la 
expedici6n de disposiciones, compatibles con el eficiente funcio-
nannento y mantenimiento del Canal y sus obras auxiliares y con 
su efectiva proteccion y saneamiento, que asegm-en a los ciudada-
nos panamefios empleados en el Canal o en el Ferrocarril igualdad 
de trato con los empleados que son ciudadanos de los Estados 
Unidos de America." 
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En contestaci6n, tenemos el honor de expresar la complacencia
del Gobierno de la Repiblica de Panama por la declaraci6n de la
politica enunciada en la nota de Vuestra Excelencia a que nos hemos
referido.

Acepte, Vuestra Excelencia, las reiteradas seguridades de nuestra
mas alta consideraci6n.

R. J. ALFARO
NARCISO GARAY

Honorable CORDELL HULL,
Secretario de Estado,

Washington, D. C.

[Translation?

LEGATION OF PANAMA,

Washington, March 2, 1986.
SIR:

We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's
note of today's date, reading as follows:

"With reference to the representations made by you during the
negotiation of the treaty signed today, regarding Panamanian
citizens employed by the Panama Canal or by the Panama Rail-
road Company, I have the honor to state that the Government
of the United States of America, in recognition of the special
relationship between the United States of America and the
Republic of Panama with respect to the Panama Canal and the
Panama Railroad Company, maintains and will maintain as its
public policy the principle of equality of opportunity and treat-
ment set down in the Order of December 23, 1908, of the Secretary
of War, and in the Executive Orders of February 2, 1914, and
February 20, 1920, and will favor the maintenance, enforcement
or enactment of such provisions, consistent with the efficient
operation and maintenance of the Canal and its auxiliary works
and their effective protection and sanitation, as will assure to
Panamanian citizens employed by the Canal or the Railroad
equality of treatment with employees who are citizens of the
United States of America."

In reply we have the honor to express the gratification of the Gov-
ernment of the Republic of Panama at the declaration of policy set
forth in Your Excellency's note under reference.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our highest consideration.
R. J. ALFARO
NARCISO GARAY

The Honorable CORDELL HULL,

Secretary of State,
Washington, D. C.
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En contestacion, tenemos el honor de expresar la complacencia 
del Gobierno de la RepUblica de Panama por la declaraciOn de la 
politica enunciada en la nota de Vuestra Excelencia a que nos hemos 
referido. 

Acepte, Vuestra Excelencia, las reiteradas seguridades de nuestra 
mas alta consideracion. 

Honorable CORDELL HULL, 
Secretario de Estado, 

Washington, D. C. 

[Translationl 

R. J. ALFARO 
NARCISO GARAY 

LEGATION OF PANAMA, 
Washington, March 2, 1986. 

SIR: 
We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's 

note of today's date, reading as follows: 

"With reference to the representations made by you during the 
negotiation of the treaty signed today, regarding Panamanian 
citizens employed by the Panama Canal or by the Panama Rail-
road Company, I have the honor to state that the Government 
of the United. States of America, in recognition of the special 
relationship between the United States of America and the 
Republic of Panama with respect to the Panama Canal and the 
Panama Railroad Company, maintains and will maintain as its 
public policy the principle of equality of opportunity and treat-
ment set down in the Order of December 23, 1908, of the Secretary 
of War, and in the Executive Orders of February 2, 1914, and 
February 20, 1920, and will favor the maintenance, enforcement 
or enactment of such provisions, consistent with the efficient 
operation and maintenance of the Canal and its auxiliary works 
and their effective protection and sanitation, as will assure to 
Panamanian citizens employed by the Canal or the Railroad 
equality of treatment with employees who are citizens of the 
United States of America." 

In reply we have the honor to express the gratification of the Gov-
ernment of the Republic of Panama at the declaration of policy set 
forth in Your Excellency's note under reference. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our highest consideration. 
R. J. ALFARO 
NARCISO GARAY 

The Honorable CORDELL HULL, 
Secretary of State, 

Washington, D. C. 
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The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Members of the Panamanian Treaty
Commission

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
WASHINGTON

March 2, 1936
SIRS:

I have the honor to refer to our conversations with respect to the
effect upon the Monetary Agreement of June 20, 1904, between the
United States of America and the Republic of Panama as modified
by the exchanges of notes of March 26-April 2, 1930, and of May 28-
June 6, 1931, of the action taken by the President of the United
States of America in his Proclamation of January 31, 1934, reducing 48 tat. 1730.
the weight of the gold dollar of the United States of America.

It has been recognized that, as a result of this action, the provision
of the Monetary Agreement that the monetary unit of the Republic
of Panama should be a gold Balboa of the weight of one gram, 672
milligrams, nine-tenths fine, is no longer consistent with the necessary
condition of the Agreement that the standard unit of value of the
United States of America, the dollar, and the standard unit of value
of the Republic of Panama, the Balboa, should continue at a parity
at the rate of one dollar for one Balboa. It has also been recognized
that in the Republic of Panama and in the Canal Zone silver Balboas
and fractional currency of the Republic are circulating together with
United States currency at the rate of one Balboa for one dollar.

For these reasons, it is desirable that the existing Monetary Agree-
ment, as modified, be further modified to make provision for the re-
duction of the weight of the gold Balboa so that the legal standard
units of value of the Republic of Panama and of the United States
of America shall be equal. Accordingly, for the purpose of Article
VII of the General Treaty signed today, the Balboa shall be regarded Ant ' p. 1S18.
as defined to consist of 987% milligrams of gold of 0.900 fineness.

It is understood that the reduction in the weight of the gold Balboa
shall not necessitate an alteration of the weight of the silver coins of
the Republic of Panama, but that these shall continue to be of the
same size, weight and fineness as at present.

Notwithstanding any language contained in the existing Monetary
Agreement, as modified, which has been interpreted or might be inter-
preted as limiting the number of coins of any denomination to be
issued by the Republic of Panama within the total amount of coins of
all denominations, it is now understood and agreed that the Monetary
Agreement, as modified, shall not be considered as contemplating any
such limitation, so that, as long as such total amount is not exceeded,
that total amount may be apportioned among the coins of the various
denominations referred to in the Agreement as may seem fitting to the
Government of the Republic of Panama.

As a further modification of the existing Monetary Agreement, it
is agreed that the Government of the United States of America shall
not be required to accept Panamanian silver currency for the payment
of tolls for the use of the Panama Canal.
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The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Members of the Panamanian Treaty 
Commission 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
W ASHINGTON 

March 2, 1,936 
SIRS: 

I have the honor to refer to our conversations with respect to the 
effect upon the Monetary Agreement of June 20, 1904, between the 
United States of America and the Republic of Panama as modified 
by the exchanges of notes of March 26—April 2, 1930, and of May 28 - 
June 6, 1931, of the action taken by the President of the United 
States of America in his Proclamation of January 31, 1934, reducing 
the weight of the gold dollar of the United States of America. 

It has been recognized that, as a result of this action, the provision 
of the Monetary Agreement that the monetary unit of the Republic 
of Panama should be a gold Balboa of the weight of one gram, 672 
milligrams, nine-tenths fine, is no longer consistent with the necessary 
condition of the Agreement that the standard unit of value of the 
United States of America, the dollar, and the standard unit of value 
of the Republic of Panama, the Balboa, should continue at a parity 
at the rate of one dollar for one Balboa. It has also been recognized 
that in the Republic of Panama and in the Canal Zone silver Balboas 
and fractional currency of the Republic are circulating together with 
United States currency at the rate of one Balboa for one dollar. 
For these reasons, it is desirable that the existing Monetary Agree-

ment, as modified, be further modified to make provision for the re-
duction of the weight of the gold Balboa so that the legal standard 
units of value of the Republic of Panama and of the United States 
of America shall be equal. Accordingly, for the purpose of Article 
VII of the General Treaty signed today, the Balboa shall be regarded 
as defined to consist of 987% milligrams of gold of 0.900 fineness. 

It is understood that the reduction in the weight of the gold Balboa 
shall not necessitate an alteration of the weight of the silver coins of 
the Republic of Panama, but that these shall continue to be of the 
same size, weight and fineness as at present. 
Notwithstanding any language contained in the existing Monetary 

Agreement, as modified, which has been interpreted or might be inter-
preted as limiting the number of coins of any denomination to be 
issued by the Republic of Panama within the total amount of coins of 
all denominations, it is now understood and agreed that the Monetary 
Agreement, as modified, shall not be considered as contemplating any 
such limitation, so that, as long as such total amount is not exceeded, 
that total amount may be apportioned among the coins of the various 
denominations referred to in the Agreement as may seem fitting to the 
Government of the Republic of Panama. 
As a further modification of the existing Monetary Agreement, it 

is agreed that the Government of the United States of America shall 
not be required to accept Panamanian silver currency for the payment 
of tolls for the use of the Panama Canal. 

48 Stat. 1730. 

Ante, p. 1S18. 
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I may say that the above understandings and agreements are
acceptable to my Government, and that upon receipt of a note con-
firming them on behalf of the Government of the Republic of Panama,
the Government of the United States of America will consider as
further modified in accordance therewith the Monetary Agreement of
June 20, 1904, as modified.

Accept, Sirs, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
CORDELL HULL

The Honorable Doctor RICARDO J. ALFARO
The Honorable Doctor NARCISO GARAY

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission,
Washington, D. C.

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission to the Secretary of
State (Hull)

LEGACI6N DE PANAMA
WASHINGTON

Marzo 2 de 1936
SEROR:

Tenemos el honor de acusar recibo de la comunicaci6n de Vuestra
Excelencia que dice lo siguiente:

"Tengo el honor de referirme a nuestras conversaciones acerca
del efecto que tuvo sobre el Convenio Monetario de 20 de Junio
de 1904 entre la Republica de Panama y los Estados Unidos de
America, modificado por los canjes de notas de Marzo 26 y Abril
2 de 1930, y de Mayo 28 y Jumo 6 de 1931, lo dispuesto por el
Presidente de los Estados Unidos de America en su Proclama de
31 de Enero de 1934, por la cual se redujo el peso del d6lar de
oro de los Estados Unidos de America.

"Se ha reconocido que, como resultado de esta medida, la esti-
pulaci6n del Convenio Monetario de que la unidad monetaria de la
Republica de Panama debe ser un Balboa de oro con peso de
1 gramo, 672 miligramos, de 0.900 de fino, no es ya compatible
con la condici6n necesaria del Convenio do que la unidad mone-
taria de los Estados Unidos de America, el d6lar, y la unidad
monetaria de la Repdblica de Panama, el Balboa, deben mante-
nerse a la par, a raz6n de un d6lar por un Balboa. Se ha recono-
cido tambien que en la Repdblica de Panama y en la Zona del
Canal los Balboas de plata y la moneda fraccionaria de la Repi-
blica estan circulando junto con la moneda de los Estados Unidos
a raz6n de un Balboa por un d6lar.

"Por estas razones es conveniente que el actual Convenio
Monetario con sus modificaciones, sea modificado de nuevo, a fin
de proveer a la reducci6n del peso del Balboa de oro, de manera
que el patr6n legal de valor de la Repdblica de Panama y el de los
Estados Unidos de America sean iguales. En concordancia con
lo anterior, para los efectos del Articulo VII del Tratado General
firmado hoy, se considerara el Balboa definido como una unidad
monetaria de novecientos ochenta y siete y medio miligramos
(Gr. 0.9875) de oro de novecientos milesimos (0.900) de fino.

"Es entendido que la reducci6n del peso del Balboa de oro no
implica alteraci6n en el peso de las monedas de plata de la Repi-
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I may say that the above understandings and agreements are 
acceptable to my Government, and that upon receipt of a note con-
firming them on behalf of the Government of the Republic of Panama, 
the Government of the United States of America will consider as 
further modified in accordance therewith the Monetary Agreement of 
June 20, 1904, as modified. 

Accept, Sirs, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 
CORDELL HULL 

The Honorable Doctor RICARDO J. ALFARO 
The Honorable Doctor NARCISO GARAY 

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission, 
Washington, D. C. 

Members of the Panamanian Treaty Commission to the Secretary of 
State (Hull) 

LEGACI6N DE PANAMA 
W ASHINGTON 
Marzo 2 de 1930 ' 

SERron: 
Tenemos el honor de acusar recibo de is comunicacion de Vuestra 

Excelencia quo dice lo siguiente: 

"Tengo el honor de referirme a nuestras conversaciones acerca 
del efecto que tuvo sobre el Convenio Monetario de 20 de Junio 
de 1904 entre Is Rept%lies, do Panama y los Estados Unidos de 
America modificado por los canies de notas de Marzo 26 y Abril 
2 de 1930, y de Mayo 28 y Juni° 6 de 1931, lo dispuesto por el 
Presidente de los Estados Unidos de America en su Proclama de 
31 de Enero de 1934, por is eual se redujo el peso del digitr de 
oro de los Estados Unidos de America. 

"Sc ha reconocido que, como resultado de esta medida, la esti-
pulacion del Convenio Monetario de que la unidad monetaria de is 
Republica de Panama debe ser un Balboa de oro con peso de 
1 gramo, 672 miligramos, de 0.900 de fino, no es ya compatible 
con Is condicion necesaria del Convenio de que la unidad mone-
taria de los Estados Unidos de America, el delar, y is unidad 
monetaria de is Reptiblica de Panama, el Balboa, deben mante-
nerse a la par, a razOn de un &Mar por un Balboa. Se ha recono-
cido tambien que en Is Republica de Panama y en la Zona del 
Canal los Balboas de plata y la moneda fraccionaria de is Repu-
blica estan circulando junto con la moneda de los Estados Unidos 
a razon de un Balboa por un &Aar. 
"Por estas razones es conveniente que el actual Convenio 

Monetario con sus modificaciones, sea modificado de nuevo, a fin 
de proveer a is reduccion del peso del Balboa de oro, de manera 
que el patron legal de valor de is RepUblica de Panama y el de los 
Estados Unidos de America sean iguales. En concordancia con 
lo anterior, pars los efectos del Ardenlo VII del Tratado General 
firmado hoy, se considerara, el Balboa defmido como una unidad 
monetaria de novecientos ochenta y siete y medio miligramos 
(Gr. 0.9875) de oro de novecientos milesimos (0.900) de fino. 
"Es entendido que la reduccion del peso del Balboa de oro no 

implica alteracien en el peso de las monedas de plata de is Repd-
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blica de Panama, sino que ellas continuaran teniendo el mismo
tamafio, peso y ley que tienen ahora.

"No obstante cualesquiera t4rminos contenidos en el Convenio
Monetario existente, con sus modificaciones, que hayan sido o
puedan ser interpretados en el sentido de que limitan la cantidad
de monedas de cualquiera denominaci6n que Panama acuie
dentro de la suma total de monedas de todas las denominaciones,
queda ahora entendido y convenido que el Convenio Monetario,
con sus modificaciones, no tiene en mira tal limitaci6n, de manera
que si la cantidad total no es excedida, esa cantidad total puede
repartirse como lo tenga a bien el Gobierno de la Republica de
Panama entre las monedas de las diferentes denominaciones a que
el Convenio se refiere.

"Como modificaci6n adicional del Convenio Monetario exis-
tente, se conviene que el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de Ameri-
ca no estara obligado a aceptar la moneda de plata panamefia para
el pago de peajes por el uso del Canal de Panama.

"Puedo decir que las anteriores inteligencias y acuerdos son
aceptables a mi Gobierno, y que al recibir una comunicaci6n por
medio de la cual sean confirmados a nombre del Gobierno de la
Repdblica de Panama, el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de
America considerara modificado nuevamente, en los terminos que
quedan expresados, el Convenio Monetario del 20 de Junio de
1904, con sus modificaciones".

Nuestro Gobierno confirma las inteligencias y acuerdos expresados
en la nota que contestamos, y por tanto, el Gobierno de la Republica
de Panama considerara nuevamente modificado en los t6rminos alli
expuestos, el Convenio Monetario del 20 de Junio de 1904, con sus
modificaciones.

Acepte, Vuestra Excelencia, las reiteradas seguridades de nuestra
mas alta consideraci6n.

R. J. ALFARO
NARCISO GARAY

Honorable CORDELL HULL,
Secretario de Estado,

Washington, D. C.

[Translation]

LEGATION OF PANAMA,

Washington, March 2, 1936.

SIR:

We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's
communication reading as follows:

"I have the honor to refer to our conversations with respect to
the effect upon the Monetary Agreement of June 20, 1904, be-
tween the United States of America and the Republic of Panama
as modified by the exchanges of notes of March 26-April 2, 1930,
and of May 28-June 6, 1931, of the action taken by the President
of the United States of America in his Proclamation of January
31, 1934, reducing the weight of the gold dollar of the United 48tat. 1730.
States of America.
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blica de Panama, sino que ellas continuaran teniendo el inismo 
tamatio, peso y ley que tienen ahora. 
"No obstante cualesquiera terminos contenidos en el Convenio 

Monetario existente, con sus modificaciones, que hayan sido o 
puedan ser interpretados en el sentido de que limitan la cantidad 
de monedas de cualquiera denominaciOn que Panama acidic 
dentro de la suma total de monedas de todas las denominaciones, 
queda ahora entendido y convenido que el Convenio Monetario, 
con sus modificaciones, no tiene en mira tal limitacion, de manera 
que si la cantidad total no es excedida, esa cantidad total puede 
repartirse como lo tenga a bien el Gobierno de la Rept%lica de 
Panama entre las monedas de las diferentes denominaciones a que 
el Convenio se refiere. 
"Como modificacidn adicional del Convenio Monetario exis-

tente, se conviene que el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de Ameri-
ca no estara obligado a aceptar la moneda de plata panameria para 
el pago de peajes por el uso del Canal de Panama. 
"Puedo decir que las anteriores inteligencias y acuerdos son 

aceptables a mi Gobierno, y que al recibir una comunicacion por 
medio de la cual sean confirmados a nombre del Gobierno de la 
Repdblica de Panama, el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de 
America considerara modificado nuevamente, en los terminos que 
quedan expresados, el Convenio Monetario del 20 de Junio de 
1904, con sus modificaciones". 

Nuestro Gobierno confirma las inteligencias y acuerdos expresados 
en la nota que contestaraos, y por tanto, el Gobierno de is. Repdblica 
de Panama considerara nuevamente niodificado en los terminos allf 
expuestos, el Convenio Monetario del 20 de Junio de 1904, con sus 
modificaciones. 

Acepte, Vuestra Excelencia, las reiteradas seguridades de nuestra 
rafts alta consideracien. 

R. J. ALFARO 
NAR CISO GARAY 

Honorable CoRDELL Hum, 
Secretario de Estado, 

Washington, D. C. 

[Translation] 

LEGATION OF PANAMA, 
Washington, March 2, 1936. 

SIR: 
We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's 

communication reading as follows: 

"I have the honor to refer to our conversations with respect to 
the effect upon the Monetary Agreement of June 20, 1904, be-
tween the United States of America and the Republic of Panama 
as modified by the exchanges of notes of March 26—April 2, 1930, 
and of May 28—June 6, 1931, of the action taken by the President 
of the United States of America in his Proclamation of January 
31, 1934, reducing the weight of the gold dollar of the United 
States of America. 
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"It has been recognized that, as a result of this action, the pro-
vision of the Monetary Agreement that the monetary unit of the
Republic of Panama should be a gold Balboa of the weight of one
gram, 672 milligrams, nine-tenths fine, is no longer consistent
with the necessary condition of the Agreement that the standard
unit of value of the United States of America, the dollar, and the
standard unit of value of the Republic of Panama, the Balboa,
should continue at a parity at the rate of one dollar for one Balboa.
It has also been recognized that in the Republic of Panama and in
the Canal Zone silver Balboas and fractional currency of the Re-
public are circulating together with United States currency at
the rate of one Balboa for one dollar.

"For these reasons, it is desirable that the existing Monetary
Agreement, as modified, be further modified to make provision
for the reduction of the weight of the gold Balboa so that the
legal standard units of value of the Republic of Panama and of
the United States of America shall be equal. Accordingly, for

Ante, p. 1818. the purpose of Article VII of the General Treaty signed today,
the Balboa shall be regarded as defined to consist of 987% milli-
grams of gold of 0.900 fineness.

"It is understood that the reduction in the weight of the gold
Balboa shall not necessitate an alteration of the weight of the
silver coins of the Republic of Panama, but that these shall con-
tinue to be of the same size, weight and fineness as at present.

"Notwithstanding any language contained in the existing
Monetary Agreement, as modified, which has been interpreted or
might be interpreted as limiting the number of coins of any
denomination to be issued by the Republic of Panama within the
total amount of coins of all denominations, it is now understood
and agreed that the Monetary Agreement, as modified, shall not
be considered as contemplating any such limitation, so that, as
long as such total amount is not exceeded, that total amount
may be apportioned among the coins of the various denominations
referred to in the Agreement as may seem fitting to the Govern-
ment of the Republic of Panama.

"As a further modification of the existing Monetary Agreement,
it is agreed that the Government of the United States of America
shall not be required to accept Panamanian silver currency for
the payment of tolls for the use of the Panama Canal.

"I may say that the above understandings and agreements are
acceptable to my Government, and that upon receipt of a note
confirming them on behalf of the Government of the Republic of
Panama, the Government of the United States of America will
consider as further modified in accordance therewith the Monetary
Agreement of June 20, 1904, as modified."

The understandings and agreements stated in your note under
acknowledgment are hereby confirmed by our Government and,
accordingly, the Government of the Republic of Panama will consider
as further modified in accordance therewith the Monetary Agreement
of June 20, 1904, as modified.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our highest consideration.

R. J. ALFARO
NARCISO GARAY

The Honorable CORDELL HULL,
Secretary of State,

Washington, D. C.
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"It has been recognized that, as a result of this action, the pro-
vision of the Monetary Agreement that the monetary unit of the 
Republic of Panama should be a gold Balboa of the weight of one 
gram, 672 milligrams, nine-tenths fine, is no longer consistent 
with the necessary condition of the Agreement that the standard 
unit of value of the United States of America, the dollar, and the 
standard unit of value of the Republic of Panama, the Balboa, 
should continue at a parity at the rate of one dollar for one Balboa. 
It has also been recognized that in the Republic of Panama and in 
the Canal Zone silver Balboas and fractional currency of the Re-
public are circulating together with United States currency at 
the rate of one Balboa for one dollar. 
"For these reasons it is desirable that the existing Monetary 

Agreement, as modified, be further modified to make provision 
for the reduction of the weight of the gold Balboa so that the 
legal standard units of value of the Republic of Panama and of 
the United States of America shall be equal. Accordingly, for 
the purpose of Article VII of the General. Treaty signed today, 
the Balboa shall be regarded as defined to consist of 987% milli-
grams of gold of 0.900 fineness. 

"It is understood that the reduction in the weight of the gold 
Balboa shall not necessitate an alteration of the weight of the 
silver coins of the Republic of Panama, but that these shall con-
tinue to be of the same size, weight and fineness as at present. 

"Notwithstanding any language contained in the existing 
Monetary Agreement, as modified, which has been interpreted or 
might be interpreted as limiting the number of coins of any 
denomination to be issued by the Republic of Panama within the 
total amount of coins of all denominations, it is now understood 
and agreed that the Monetary Agreement, as modified, shall not 
be considered as contemplating any such limitation, so that, as 
long as such total amount is not exceeded, that total amount 
may be apportioned among the coins of the various denominations 
referred to in the Agreement as may seem fitting to the Govern-
ment of the Republic of Panama. 
"As a further modification of the existing Monetary Agreement, 

it is agreed that the Government of the United States of America 
shall not be required to accept Panamanian silver currency for 
the payment of tolls for the use of the Panama Canal. 

"I may say that the above understandings and agreements are 
acceptable to my Government, and that upon receipt of a note 
confirming them on behalf of the Government of the Republic of 
Panama, the Government of the United States of America will 
consider as further modified in accordance therewith the Monetary 
Agreement of June 20, 1904, as modified." 

The understandings and agreements stated in your note under 
acknowledgment are hereby confirmed by our Government and, 
accordingly, the Government of the Republic of Panama will consider 
as further modified in accordance therewith the Monetary Agreement 
of June 20, 1904, as modified. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our highest consideration. 

R. J. ALFARO 

The Honorable CORDELL HULL, 
Secretary of State, 

Washington, D. C. 

NARCISO GARAY 
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The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Panamanian Minister (Boyd)

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
WASHINGTON
February 1, 1939

SIR:
I have the honor to refer to the General Treaty signed between the

United States of America and the Republic of Panama on March 2, At, p. 1807.
1936 and to the record of the proceedings of the negotiations leading
to this accord. As you may recall, on several occasions during the
course of the negotiations, it was found necessary to discuss and to
reach a mutual understanding as to the interpretation to be placed
upon certain draft provisions eventually incorporated in the signed
treaty. These discussions and understandings were, after each meet-
ing, embodied in the duly attested typewritten record of the proceed-
ings of the treaty negotiations.

It seems possible that, following the favorable report at the close
of the last session of Congress by the Committee on Foreign Relations
of the United States Senate on the General Treaty and accompanying
Conventions, the individual members of the Senate in their considera-
tion during the current session of Congress of the Treaty and Con-
ventions, may ask for clarification as to the precise meaning of certain
important provisions of the General Treaty which affect the security
and neutrality of the Panama Canal. With a view to anticipating
these inquiries, and in the hope of avoiding further delay on this
account in the consideration of the General Treaty of March 2, 1936,
it has seemed to my Government advisable to set forth in an exchange
of notes between our two Governments the substance of some of these
above-mentioned understandings as mutually reached. I should be
grateful, accordingly, if you would inform me whether your Govern-
ment shares the understanding of my Government upon the points
which follow in subsequent paragraphs.

1. In connection with the declared willingness of both the Govern-
ment of the United States of America and the Government of the
Republic of Panama to cooperate for the purpose of insuring the full
and perpetual enjoyment of the benefits of all kinds which the Canal
should afford them (Article I of the General Treaty of March 2, 1936)
the word "maintenance" as applied to the Canal shall be construed as
permitting expansion and new construction when these are undertaken
by the Government of the United States of America in accordance
with the said Treaty.

2. The holding of maneuvers or exercises by the armed forces of the
United States of America in territory adjacent to the Canal Zone is
an essential measure of preparedness for the protection of the neu-
trality of the Panama Canal, and when said maneuvers or exercises
should take place, the parties shall follow the procedure set forth in the
records of the proceedings of the negotiations of the General Treaty of
March 2, 1936, which proceedings were held on March 2, 1936.

3. As set forth in the records of the proceedings of the negotiations
of the General Treaty of March 2, 1936, which proceedings were held
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The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Panamanian Minister (Boyd) 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
W ASHINGTON 
February .1, 1939 

SIR: 
I have the honor to refer to the General Treaty signed between the 

United States of America and the Republic of Panama on March 2, 
1936 and to the record of the proceedings of the negotiations leading 
to this accord. As you may recall, on several occasions during the 
course of the negotiations, it was found necessary to discuss and to 
reach a mutual understanding as to the interpretation to be placed 
upon certain draft provisions eventually incorporated in the signed 
treaty. These discussions and understandings were, after each meet-
ing, embodied in the duly attested typewritten record of the proceed-
ings of the treaty negotiations. 

It seems possible that, following the favorable report at the close 
of the last session of Congress by the Committee on Foreign Relations 
of the United States Senate on the General Treaty and accompanying 
Conventions, the individual members of the Senate in their considera-
tion during the current session of Congress of the Treaty and Con-
ventions, may ask for clarification as to the precise meaning of certain 
important provisions of the General Treaty which affect the security 
and neutrality of the Panama Canal. With a view to anticipating 
these inquiries, and in the hope of avoiding further delay on this 
account in the consideration of the General Treaty of March 2, 1936, 
it has seemed to my Government advisable to set forth in an exchange 
of notes between our two Governments the substance of some of these 
above-mentioned understandings as mutually reached. I should be 
grateful, accordingly, if you would inform me whether your Govern-
ment shares the understanding of my Government upon the points 
which follow in subsequent paragraphs. 

1. In connection with the declared willingness of both the Govern-
ment of the United States of America and the Government of the 
Republic of Panama to cooperate for the purpose of insuring the full 
and perpetual enjoyment of the benefits of all kinds which the Canal 
should afford them (Article I of the General Treaty of March 2, 1936) 
the word "maintenance" as applied to the Canal shall be construed as 
permitting expansion and new construction when these are undertaken 
by the Government of the United States of America in accordance 
with the said Treaty. 

2. The holding of maneuvers or exercises by the armed forces of the 
United States of America in territory adjacent to the Canal Zone is 
an essential measure of preparedness for the protection of the neu-
trality of the Panama Canal, and when said maneuvers or exercises 
should take place, the parties shall follow the procedure set forth in the 
records of the proceedings of the negotiations of the General Treaty of 
March 2, 1936, which proceedings were held on March 2, 1936. 

3. As set forth in the records of the proceedings of the negotiations 
of the General Treaty of March 2, 1936, which proceedings were held 
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on March 16, 1935, in the event of an emergency so sudden as to make
action of a preventive character imperative to safeguard the neutrality
or security of the Panama Canal, and if by reason of such emergency it
would be impossible to consult with the Government of Panama as
provided in Article X of said Treaty, the Government of the United
States of America need not delay action to meet this emergency pending
consultation, although it will make every effort in the event that such
consultation has not been effected prior to taking action to consult as
soon as it may be possible with the Panamanian Government.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
CORDELL HULL

The Honorable
Sefior Dr. Don AuGUsTo S. BOYD,

Minister of Panama.

The Panamanian Minister (Boyd) to the Secretary of State (Hull)

LEGACI6N DE PANAMA

WASHINGTON

SEROR SECRETARIO:

Tengo el honor de referirme a la atenta comunicaci6n de Vuestra
Excelencia de fecha de hoy en la cual se refiere al Tratado General
firmado por los Gobiernos de la Republica de Panama y de los Estados
Unidos de America el dia 2 de Marzo de 1936 y a las actas de las
sesiones celebradas por los Comisionados Panamefos y los de Estados
Unidos de America durante las negociaciones que precedieron a la
firma de dicho tratado. Llama Vuestra Excelencia mi atenci6n al
hecho de que durante el curso de las negociaciones se discuti6 y se
lleg6 a un entendimiento mutuo en lo que respecta a la interpretaci6n
que se daria a ciertas provisiones que eventualmente fueron incorpo-
radas al tratado. Manifiesta Vuestra Excelencia que esas discusiones
y entendimientos se hicieron constar, despu6s de cada sesi6n, en las
actas respectivas, escritas a maquina.

Opina luego que en vista del informe favorable presentado al
finalizarse las sesiones pasadas del Congreso por la Comisi6n de
Relaciones Exteriores del Senado de los Estados Unidos de America,
sobre el Tratado General y las varias Convenciones adicionales, algunos
miembros del Senado durante los debates a que se sometera el Tratado
General y las Convenciones en las sesiones actuales del Congreso,
podrian solicitar que se clarificase el significado de algunas provisiones
del Tratado General que afectan la seguridad y neutralidad del
Canal de Panama. Con el objeto de anticiparse a esa eventualidad
y evitar nuevas demoras a la consideraci6n del Tratado General de
Marzo 2 de 1936, manifiesta Vuestra Excelencia que le parece con-
veniente a su Gobierno el efectuar un canje de notas con mi Gobierno
a fin de reiterar las interpretaciones que en las actas se dan a algunos
puntos.

Placeme manifestarle a Vuestra Excelencia que he sido autorizado
por mi Gobierno para efectuar este canje de notas y aclarar los puntos
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on March 16, 1935, in the event of an emergency so sudden as to make 
action of a preventive character imperative to safeguard the neutrality 
or security of the Panama Canal, and if by reason of such emergency it 
would be impossible to consult with the Government of Panama as 
provided in Article X of said Treaty, the Government of the United 
States of America need not delay action to meet this emergency pending 
consultation, although it will make every effort in the event that such 
consultation has not been effected prior to taking action to consult as 
soon as it may be possible with the Panamanian Government. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 
CORDELL HULL 

The Honorable 
Sefior Dr. Don AUGUSTO S. BOYD, 

Minister of Panama. 

The Panamanian Minister (Boyd) to the Secretary of State (Hull) 

LEGACI6N DE PANAMA 
WASHINGTON 

SENOR SECRETARIO: 
Tengo el honor de referirme a la atenta comunicaci% de Vuestra 

Excelencia de fecha de hoy en la cual se refiere al Tratado General 
firmado por los Gobiernos de la Repdblica de Panama y de los Estados 
Unidos de America el &a 2 de Marzo de 1936 y a las actas de las 
sesiones celebradas por los Comision.ados Pan amefios y los de Estados 
Unidos de America durante las negociaciones que precedieron a la 
firma de dicho tratado. Llama Vuestra Excelencia mi atenci6n al 
hecho de que durante el curso de las negociaciones se discuti6 y se 
lleg6 a un entendimiento /nano en lo que respecta a la interpretaci6n 
que se daria a ciertas provisiones que eventualmente fueron incorpo-
radas al tratado. Manifiesta Vuestra Excelencia que esas discusiones 
y entendimientos se hicieron constar, despues de cada sesion, en las 
actas respectivas, escritas a maquina. 
Opina luego que en vista del informe favorable presentado al 

finalizarse las sesiones pasadas del Congreso por in Cornish% de 
Relaciones Exteriores del Senado de los Estados Unidos de America, 
sobre el Tratado General y las varias Convenciones adicionales, algunos 
miembros del Senado durante los debates a que se sometera el Tratado 
General y las Convenciones en las sesiones actuales del Congreso, 
podrian solicitar que se clarificase el significado de algunas provisiones 
del Tratado General que afectan la seguridad y neutralidad del 
Canal de Panama. Con el objeto de anticiparse a esa eventualidad 
y evitar nuevas demoras a la consideraci% del Tratado General de 
Marzo 2 de 1936, manifiesta Vuestra Excelencia que le parece con-
veniente a su Gobierno el efectuar un canje de notas con ml Gobierno 
a fin de reiterar las interpretaciones que en las actas se dare a algwaos 
puntos. 

Phiceme manifestarle a Vuestra Excelencia que he sido autorizado 
por mi Gobierno para efectuar este canje de notas y aclarar los pwatos 
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que Vuestra Excelencia propone, y los cuales, para mayor claridad, se
enumeran seguidamente en idioma inglis:

1. In connection with the declared willingness of both the
Government of the United States of America and the Government
of the Republic of Panama to cooperate for the purpose of insuring
the full and perpetual enjoyment of the benefits of all kinds which
the Canal should afford them (Article I of the General Treaty of
March 2 1936) the word "maintenance" as applied to the Canal
shall be construed as permitting expansion and new construction
when these are undertaken by the Government of the United
States of America in accordance with the said Treaty.

2. The holding of maneuvers or exercises by the armed forces
of the United States of America in territory adjacent to the Canal
Zone is an essential measure of preparadness for the protection of
the neutrality of the Panama Canal, and when said maneuvers or
exercises should take place, the parties shall follow the procedure
set forth in the records of the proceedings of the negotiations of
the General Treaty of March 2, 1936, which proceedings were
held on March 2, 1936.

3. As set forth in the records of the proceedings of the negotia-
tions of the General Treaty of March 2, 1936, which proceedings
were held on March 16, 1935, in the event of an emergency so
sudden as to make action of a preventive character imperative to
safeguard the neutrality or security of the Panama Canal, and if
by reason of such emergency it would be impossible to consult
with the Government of Panama as provided in Article X of
said Treaty, the Government of the United States of America
need not delay action to meet this emergency pending consulta-
tion, although it will make every effort in the event that such
consultation has not been effected prior to taking action to
consult as soon as it may be possible with the Panamanian
Government.

Aprovecho la ocasi6n para renovar a Vuestra Excelencia las
expresiones de mi consideraci6n mas distinguida,

AUGUSTO S. BOYD
Ministro.

WASHINGTON, D. C.
Febrero 1 de 1939.

Su Excelencia CORDELL HULL
Secretario de Estado de los Estados Unidos

Washington, D. C.

[Translation]

LEGATION OF PANAMA

WASHINGTON
MR. SECRETARY:

I have the honor to refer to Your Excellency's valued communica-
tion of today's date with respect to the General Treaty signed between
the Governments of the Republic of Panama and of the United States
of America March 2, 1936 and to the proceedings of the meetings held Ant, p. 107.
by the Commissioners of Panama and of the United States of America
during the negotiations which preceded the signature of the said
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que Vuestra Excelencia propone, y los cuales, para mayor claridad, se 
enumeran seguidamente en idioma ingles: 

1. In connection with the declared willingness of both the 
Government of the United States of America and the Government 
of the Republic of Panama to cooperate for the purpose of insuring 
the full and perpetual enjoyment of the benefits of all kinds which 
the Canal should afford them (Article I of the General Treaty of 
March 2 1936) the word "maintenance" as applied to the Canal 
shall be construed as permitting expansion and new construction 
when these are undertaken by the Government of the United 
States of America in accordance with the said Treaty. 

2. The holding of maneuvers or exercises by the armed forces 
of the United States of America in territory adjacent to the Canal 
Zone is an essential measure of preparadness for the protection of 
the neutrality of the Panama Canal, and when said maneuvers or 
exercises should take place, the parties shall follow the procedure 
set forth in the records of the proceedings of the negotiations of 
the General Treaty of March 2, 1936, which proceedings were 
held on March 2, 1936. 

3. As set forth in the records of the proceedings of the negotia-
tions of the General Treaty of March 2, 1936, which proceedings 
were held on March 16, 1935, in the event of an emergency so 
sudden as to make action of a preventive character imperative to 
safeguard the neutrality or security of the Panama Canal, and if 
by reason of such emergency it would be impossible to consult 
with the Government of Panama as provided in Article X of 
said Treaty, the Government of the United States of America 
need not delay action to meet this emergency pending consulta-
tion, although it will make every effort in the event that such 
consultation has not been effected prior to taking action to 
consult as soon as it may be possible with the Panamanian 
Government. 

Aprovecho la ocasion para renovar a Vuestra Excelencia las 
expresiones de mi consideracion más distinguida, 

AUGUSTO S. BOYD 
Ministro. 

W ASHINGTON, D. C. 
Febrero 1 de 1939. 

Su Excelencia CORDELL HULL 
Secretario de Estado de los Estados Unidos 

Washington, D. C. 

[Translation] 

LEGATION OF PANAMA 
W ASHINGTON 

M R. SECRETARY: 
I have the honor to refer to Your Excellency's valued communica-

tion of today's date with respect to the General Treaty signed between 
the Governments of the Republic of Panama and of the United States 
of America March 2, 1936 and to the proceedings of the meetings held 
by the Commissioners of Panama and of the United States of America 
during the negotiations which preceded the signature of the said 

p. 1807. 

1865 



Treaty. Your Excellency invites my attention to the fact that during
the course of the negotiations and after discussion a mutual agreement
was reached with regard to the interpretation to be given to certain
provisions which eventually were incorporated in the Treaty. Your
Excellency states that these discussions and understandings were, after
each meeting, embodied in the typewritten records of the proceedings.

You then give as your opinion that in view of the favorable
report presented at the close of the last session of Congress by the
Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate of the United States of
America on the General Treaty and the various accompanying Con-
ventions, some members of the Senate, during the debates with
respect to the General Treaty and the Conventions in the present ses-
sion of Congress, may ask for clarification as to the meaning of certain
provisions of the General Treaty affecting the security and neutrality
of the Panama Canal. With a view to anticipating such an eventual-
ity, and of avoiding new delays in the consideration of the General
Treaty of March 2, 1936, Your Excellency states that it seems advis-
able to your Government to effect an exchange of notes with my
Government for the purpose of reiterating the interpretation given
to certain points in the proceedings.

I take pleasure in informing Your Excellency that I have been
authorized by my Government to effect this exchange of notes and
to clarify the points propounded by Your Excellency, and which, for
greater clarity, are set forth in the English language as follows:

1. In connection with the declared willingness of both the
Government of the United States of America and the Govern-
ment of the Republic of Panama to cooperate for the purpose of
insuring the full and perpetual enjoyment of the benefits of all
kinds which the Canal should afford them (Article I of the

Ante, p. 1808. General Treaty of March 2, 1936) the word "maintenance" as
applied to the Canal shall be construed as permitting expansion
and new construction when these are undertaken by the Govern-
ment of the United States of America in accordance with the
said Treaty.

2. The holding of maneuvers or exercises by the armed forces
of the United States of America in territory adjacent to the Canal
Zone is an essential measure of preparedness for the protection
of the neutrality of the Panama Canal, and when said maneuvers
or exercises should take place, the parties shall follow the pro-
cedure set forth in the records of the proceedings of the negotia-
tions of the General Treaty of March 2, 1936, which proceedings
were held on March 2, 1936.

3. As set forth in the records of the proceedings of the negotia-
tions of the General Treaty of March 2, 1936, which proceedings
were held on March 16, 1935, in the event of an emergency so
sudden as to make action of a preventive character imperative
to safeguard the neutrality or security of the Panama Canal, and
if by reason of such emergency it would be impossible to consult
with the Government of Panama as provided in Article X of
said Treaty, the Government of the United States of America
need not delay action to meet this emergency pending consulta-
tion, although it will make every effort in the event that such
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Treaty. Your Excellency invites my attention to the fact that during 
the course of the negotiations and after discussion a mutual agreement 
was reached with regard to the interpretation to be given to certain 
provisions which eventually were incorporated in the Treaty. Your 
Excellency states that these discussions and understandings were, after 
each meeting, embodied in the typewritten records of the proceedings. 
You then give as your opinion that in view of the favorable 

report presented at the close of the last session of Congress by the 
Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate of the United States of 
America on the General Treaty and the various accompanying Con-
ventions, some members of the Senate, during the debates with 
respect to the General Treaty and the Conventions in the present ses-
sion of Congress, may ask for clarification as to the meaning of certain 
provisions of the General Treaty affecting the security and neutrality 
of the Panama Canal. With a view to anticipating such an eventual-
ity, and of avoiding new delays in the consideration of the General 
Treaty of March 2, 1936, Your Excellency states that it seems advis-
able to your Government to effect an exchange of notes with my 
Government for the purpose of reiterating the interpretation given 
to certain points in the proceedings. 
I take pleasure in informing Your Excellency that I have been 

authorized by my Government to effect this exchange of notes and 
to clarify the points propounded by Your Excellency, and which, for 
greater clarity, are set forth in the English language as follows: 

1. Tn connection with the declared willingness of both the 
Government of the United States of America and the Govern-
ment of the Republic of Panama to cooperate for the purpose of 
insuring the full and perpetual enjoyment of the benefits of all 
kinds which the Canal should afford them (Article I of the 
General Treaty. of March 2, 1936) the word "maintenance" as 
applied to the Canal shall be construed as permitting expansion 
and new construction when these are undertaken by the Govern-
ment of the United States of America in accordance with the 
said Treaty. 

2. The holding of maneuvers or exercises by the armed forces 
of the United States of America in territory adja cent to the Canal 
Zone is an essential measure of preparedness for the protection 
of the neutrality of the Panama Canal, and when said maneuvers 
or exercises should take place, the parties shall follow the pro-
cedure set forth in the records of the proceedings of the negotia-
tions of the General Treaty of March 2, 1936, which proceedings 
were held on March 2, 1936. 

3. As set forth in the records of the proceedings of the negotia-
tions of the General Treaty of March 2, 1936, which proceedings 
were held on March 16, 1935, in the event of an emergency so 
sudden as to make action of a preventive character imperative 
to safeguard the neutrality or security of the Panama Canal, and 
if by reason of such emergency it would be impossible to consult 
with the Government of Panama as provided in Article X of 
said Treaty, the Government of the United States of America 
need not delay action to meet this emergency pending consulta-
tion, although it will make every effort in the event that such 
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consultation has not been effected prior to taking action to
consult as soon as it may be possible with the Panamanian
Government.

I avail myself of this occasion to renew to Your Excellency the
assurances of my most distinguished consideration.

AUGUSTO S. BOYD
Minister

WASHINGTON, D. C.,
February 1, 19S9.

His Excellency CORDELL HULL
Secretary of State of the United States

Washington, D. C.

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Panamanian Ambassador (Boyd)

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

WASHINGTON

July 25, 19S9
EXCELLENCY:

I understand from the debate in the Senate of the United States
yesterday on the treaties signed with Panama, March 2, 1936, that Ante, p. 1807.
the question was raised as to whether the Assembly of Panama had
the notes and minutes of the treaty negotiations before it at the time
the treaties were considered and ratified by that body.

I shall thank you to advise me definitely as to whether the notes
and minutes of the negotiations were before the Assembly of Panama
and were thoroughly understood and considered by the Assembly in
connection with its ratification of the aforesaid treaties.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration.

CORDELL HULL
His Excellency

Sefior Dr. Don AUGUSTO S. BOYD,
Ambassador of Panama

The Panamanian Ambassador (Boyd) to the Secretary of State (Hull)

EMBAJADA DE PANAMA

WASHINGTON

July 25, 1939
EXCELLENCY:

I am in receipt of Your Excellency's note of this date in which you
state that you understand from the debate in the Senate of the United
States yesterday on the Treaties with Panama signed March 2, 1936, Ant, p. 180.
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consultation has not been effected prior to taking action to 
consult as soon as it may be possible with the Panamanian 
Government. 

I avail myself of this occasion to renew to Your Excellency the 
assurances of my most distinguished consideration. 

AUGUSTO S. BOYD 
Minister 

W ASHINGTON, D. C., 
February 1, 1989. 

His Excellency CORDELL HULL 
Secretary of State of the United States 

Washington, D. C. 

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Panamanian. Ambassador (Boyd) 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
W ASHINGTON 

July 25, 1989 
EXCELLENCY: 

I understand from the debate in the Senate of the United States 
yesterday on the treaties signed with Panama, March 2, 1936, that 
the question was raised as to whether the Assembly of Panama had 
the notes and minutes of the treaty negotiations before it at the time 
the treaties were considered and ratified by that body. 
I shall thank you to advise me definitely as to whether the notes 

and minutes of the negotiations were before the Assembly of Panama 
and were thoroughly understood and considered by the Assembly in 
connection with its ratification of the aforesaid treaties. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration. 

CORDELL HULL 
His Excellency 

Senor Dr. Don AUGUSTO S. BOYD, 
Ambassador of Panama 

The Panamanian Ambassador (Boyd) to the Secretary of State (Hull) 

EMBAJADA DE PANAMA 
W ASHINGTON 

July 25, 1939 
EXCELLENCY: 

I am in receipt of Your Excellency's note of this date in which you 
state that you understand from the debate in the Senate of the United 
States yesterday on the Treaties with Panama signed March 2, 1936, 

Ante, p. 1807. 

Ante, p. 1807. 



that the question was raised whether the Assembly of Panama had
the notes and minutes of the treaty negotiations before it at the time
the treaties were considered and ratified by that body.

I think that the best answer I may give to Your Excellency is to
transcribe textually, in translation, law No. 37 of 1936 which was
passed by our Assembly on the twenty-fourth of December, 1936, and
which reads as follows:

The National Assembly of Panama
Decrees

Only article: there are hereby approved and ratified in all their
parts the General Treaty, the Radio Communications Conven-
tion, the Convention on the Transfer of the stations of La Palma
and Puerto Obaldia and the Convention on the Trans-Isthmian
Highway, signed in the city of Washington, March 2, 1936, by
plenipotentiaries of the Governments of the Republic of Panama
and of the United States of America, which is done taking into
account the Minutes and the Exchanges of Notes signed on the
same date and which contain interpretations and explanations of
certain important aspects of the General Treaty and of the Con-
ventions aforementioned.

From the law quoted above Your Excellency will observe that the
minutes and the notes were before the Assembly and were considered
and understood by it at the same time that the Assembly ratified the
Treaty and Conventions above mentioned.

Accept, Excellency, the sentiments of my highest consideration.
AUGUSTO S. BOYD

His Excellency
CORDELL HULL,

Secretary of State.
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that the question was raised whether the Assembly of Panama had 
the notes and minutes of the treaty negotiations before it at the time 
the treaties were considered and ratified by that body. 
I think that the best answer I may give to Your Excellency is to 

transcribe textually, in translation, law No. 37 of 1936 which was 
passed by our Assembly on the twenty-fourth of December, 1936, and 
which reads as follows: 

The National Assembly of Panama 
Decrees 

Only article: there are hereby approved and ratified in all their 
parts the General Treaty, the Radio Communications Conven-
tion, the Convention on the Transfer of the stations of La Palma 
and Puerto Obaldia and the Convention on the Trans-Isthmian 
Highway, signed in the city of Washington, March 2, 1936, by 
plenipotentiaries of the Governments of the Republic of Panama 
and of the United States of America, which is done taking into 
account the Minutes and the Exchanges of Notes signed on the 
same date and which contain interpretations and explanations of 
certain important aspects of the General Treaty and of the Con-
ventions aforementioned. 

From the law quoted above Your Excellency will observe that the 
minutes and the notes were before the Assembly and were considered 
and understood by it at the same time that the Assembly ratified the 
Treaty and Conventions above mentioned. 

Accept, Excellency, the sentiments of my highest consideration. 
AITGUSTO S. BOYD 

His Excellency 
CORDELL HULL, 

Secretary of State. 
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Convention between the United States of America and Panama for the
completion of the Trans-Isthmian Highway. Signed at Washington
M1arch 2, 1936; ratification advised by the Senate July 25, 1939;
ratified by the President of the United States July 26, 1939; ratified
by Panama July 17, 1939; ratifications exchanged at Washington
July 27, 1939; proclaimed July 27, 1939.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

A PROCLAMATION.

WHEREAS a Convention between the United States of America and
the Republic of Panama to arrange for the completion of a highway
between the cities of Panama and Col6n through territory under their
respective jurisdictions was concluded and signed by their respective
Plenipotentiaries at Washington on the second day of March, one
thousand nine hundred and thirty-six, the original of which Conven-
tion, being in the English and Spanish languages, is word for word
as follows:

March 2, 1936
[T. S. No. 946]

Convention with
Panama for comple-
tion of the Trans-Isth-
mian Highway.

Preamble.

The United States of America
and the Republic of Panama, in
order to arrange for the completion
of a highway between the cities of
Panama and Col6n through terri-
tory under their respective juris-
dictions, hereinafter referred to as
the Trans-Isthmian Highway,
have resolved to conclude a Con-
vention for that purpose and have
appointed as their Plenipotenti-
aries:

The President of the United
States of America:

Mr. Cordell Hull, Secretary of
State of the United States of
America, and Mr. Sumner Welles,
Assistant Secretary of State of the
United States of America; and

The President of the Republic
of Panama:

The Honorable Doctor Ricardo
J. Alfaro, Envoy Extraordinary
and Minister Plenipotentiary of
Panama to the United States of

98907 -39--PT. 3---28

Los Estados Unidos de America
y la Repdblica de Panama, con el
fin de concertar la terminaci6n de
una carretera entre las ciudades de
Panama y Col6n a traves de terri-
torio bajo sus respectivas juris-
dicciones, que en lo sucesivo se
denominara la Carretera Trans-
fstmica, han resuelto celebrar una
Convenci6n con ese objeto y han
designado como sus Plenipotencia-
rios:

El Presidente de los Estados
Unidos de America:

Al Sefior Cordell Hull, Secre-
tario de Estado de los Estados
Unidos de America, y al sefior
Sumner Welles, Subsecretario de
VEstado de los Estados Unidos de
America; y

El Presidente de la Repdblica
de Panama:

A los Excelentisimos Sefores
Doctor Ricardo J. Alfaro, Enviado
Extraordinario y Ministro Pleni-
potenciario de Panama en los

Purposes declared.

Plenipotentiaries.
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Convention between the United States of America and Panama for the 
completion of the Trans-Isthmian Highway. Signed at Washington 
March 2, 1986; ratification advised by the Senate July 25, 1989; 
ratified by the President of the United States July 26, 1989; ratified 
by Panama July 17, 1939; ratifications exchanged at Washington 
July 27, 1989; proclaimed July 27, 1989. 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 

A PROCLAMATION. 

WHEREAS a Convention between the United States of America and 
the Republic of Panama to arrange for the completion of a highway 
between the cities of Panama and Colon through territory under their 
respective jurisdictions was concluded and signed by their respective 
Plenipotentiaries at Washington on the second day of March, one 
thousand nine hundred and thirty-six, the original of which Conven-
tion, being in the English and Spanish languages, is word for word 
as follows: 

The United States of America 
and the Republic of Panama, in 
order to arrange for the completion 
of a highway between the cities of 
Panama and Colon through terri-
tory under their respective juris-
dictions, hereinafter referred to as 
the Trans-Isthmian Highway, 
have resolved to conclude a Con-
vention for that purpose and have 
appointed as their Plenipotenti-
aries: 
The President of the United 

States of America: 
Mr. Cordell Hull, Secretary of 

State of the United States of 
America, and Mr. Sumner Welles, 
Assistant Secretary of State of the 
United States of America; and 

The President of the Republic 
of Panama: 
The Honorable Doctor Ricardo 

J. Alfaro, Envoy Extraordinary 
and Minister Plenipotentiary of 
Panama to the United States of 

98907°-39—m 3-28 

Los Estados Unidos de America 
y la Repdblica de Panama, con el 
fm de concertar la terrainacion de 
una carretera entre las ciudades de 
Panama y Colon a traves de terri-
torio bajo sus respectivas juris-
dicciones, que en lo sucesivo se 
denominark la Carretera Trans-
fstmica, han resuelto celebrar una 
Convenci6n con ese objeto y han 
designado como sus Plenipotencia-
rios: 

El Presidents de los Estados 
Unidos de America: 
Al Senor Cordell Hull, Secre-

tario de Estado de los Estados 
Unidos de America, y al sefior 
Sumner Welles, Subsecretario de 
Estado de los Estados Unidos de 
America; y 
El Presidente de la Rept%lica 

de Panama: 
A los Excelentfsimos Sefiores 

Doctor Ricardo J. Alfaro, Enviado 
Extraordinario y Ministro Pleni-
potenciario de Panama en los 

March 2, 1936 
[T. S. No. 9461 

Convention with 
Panama for comple-
tion of the Trans-Isth-
mian Highway. 
Preamble. 

Purposes declared. 

Plenipotentiaries. 
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America, and The Honorable Doc-
tor Narciso Garay,Envoy Extraor-
dinary and Minister Plenipoten-
tiary of Panama on special mission;

Who, having communicated to
each other their respective full
powers, which have been found to
be in good and due form, have
agreed upon the following:

ARTICLE I

In order to make possible the
completion of the Trans-Isthmian
Highway, the Government of the
United States of America under-
takes to obtain such waiver from
the Panama Railroad Company of
its exclusive right to establish
roads across the Isthmus of Pan-
ama as is necessary to enable the
Government of the Republic of
Panama to construct a highway
from a point on the boundary of
the Madden Dam area at Alha-
juela to a point on the boundary
of the Canal Zone near Cativi.

ARTICLE II

As a contribution to the com-
pletion of the Trans-Isthmian
Highway, the United States of
America will construct without
delay and at its own expense that
portion of the Highway between
the Canal Zone boundary near
Cativa and a junction with the
Fort Randolph Road near France
Field, which portion shall there-
after be maintained by the Re-
public of Panama at its own ex-
pense.

ARTICLE III

Prior to the undertaking of
further construction on the Trans-
Isthmian Highway, each Govern-
ment will appoint an equal num-
ber of representatives who will

Estados Unidos, y Doctor Narciso
Garay, Enviado Extraordinario y
Ministro Plenipotenciario de Pa-
nama en mision especial;

Quienes, habiendose comuni-
cado sus respectivos Plenos Po-
deres, los que han sido hallados
en buena y debida forma, han
convenido en lo siguiente:

ARTICULO I

Con el fin de hacer posible la
terminaci6n de la Carretera Trans-
istmica, el Gobierno de los Estados
Unidos de America se compromete
a conseguir que la Compafia del
Ferrocarril de Panama renuncie su
derecho exclusivo de construir
caminos a traves del Istmo de
Panama hasta donde sea necesario
para que el Gobierno de la Re-
pdblica de Panama pueda con-
struir una carretera desde un
punto en el limite del area de la
Represa Madden en Alhajuela
hasta un punto en el limite de la
Zona del Canal cerca de Cativa.

ARTICULO II

Como contribuci6n a la termi-
naci6n de la Carretera Trans-
Istmica, los Estados Unidos de
America construir&n sin demora y
a sus expensas la parte de la Carre-
tera comprendida entre el limite de
la Zona del Canal cerca de Cativa
y el empalme con el camino de
Fort Randolph cerca de France
Field, parte cuyo mantenimiento
tendra a su cargo en adelante la
Republica de Panama.

ARTICULO III

Antes de emprender nuevos tra-
bajos en la Carretera Transist-
mica, cada Gobierno nombrara
igual ndmero de representantes
que constituiran una Junta Mixta

Waiver of right to
establish roads.

Highway construc-
tion by Panama, loca-
tion.

U.S. contributionto
completion of high-
way.

Joint board to ad-
just questions of de-
tail, appointment.
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Waiver of right to 
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America, and The Honorable Doc-
tor Narciso Garay,Envoy Extraor-
dinary and Minister Plenipoten-
tiary of Panama on special mission; 
Who, having communicated to 

each other their respective full 
powers, which have been found to 
be in good and due form, have 
agreed upon the following: 

ARTICLE I 

In order to make possible the 
completion of the Trans-Isthmian 
Highway, the Government of the 
United States of America under-
takes to obtain such waiver from 
the Panama Railroad Company of 
its exclusive right to establish 
roads across the Isthmus of Pan-
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Panama to construct a highway 
from a point on the boundary of 
the Madden Dam area at Alba-
juela to a point on the boundary 
of the Canal Zone near Cativa. 

U. S. contribution to 
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way. 

Joint board to ad-
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ARTICLE II 

As a contribution to the com-
pletion of the Trans-Isthmian 
Highway, the United States of 
America will construct without 
delay and at its own expense that 
portion of the Highway between 
the Canal Zone boundary near 
Cativa, and a junction with the 
Fort Randolph Road near France 
Field, which portion shall there-
after be maintained by the Re-
public of Panama at its own ex-
pense. 

Estados Unidos, y Doctor Narciso 
Garay, Enviado Extraordinario y 
Ministro Plenipotenciario de Pa-
namh, en mision especial; 

Quienes, habiendose comuni-
cado sus respectivos Plenos Po-
deres, los que han sido hallados 
en buena y debida forma, han 
convenMo en lo siguiente: 

ARTICULO I 

Con el fin de hacer posible la 
terrainacion de la Carretera Trans-
istmica, el Gobierno de los Estados 
Unidos de America se compromete 
a conseguir que la Compania del 
Ferrocarril de Panama renuncie an 
derecho exclusivo de construir 
caminos a trave,s del Istmo de 
Panama hasta donde sea necesario 
pars que el Gobiemo de la Re-
publica de Panama pueda con-
struir una carretera desde un 
punto en el 'Smite del area de la 
Represa Madden en Alhajuela 
hasta un punto en el limite de la 
Zona del Canal cerca de Cativa. 

ARTICULO II 

Como contribucion a la termi-
naci6n de la Carretera Trans-
istmica, los Estados Unidos de 
America construiran sin demora y 
a sus expensas la parte de la Carre-
tera comprendida entre el limite de 
la Zona del Canal cerca de Cativa 
y el empalme con el camino de 
Fort Randolph cerca de France 
Field, parte cuyo mantenimiento 
tendra a su cargo en adelante is 
Republica de Panama. 

ARTICLE III ARTICULO III 

Prior to the undertaking of Antes de emprender nuevos tra-
further construction on the Trans- bajos en is Carretera Transist-
Isthmian Highway, each Govern- mica, cads Gobiemo nombrara 
ment will appoint an equal num- igual n6mero de representantes 
her of representatives who will que constituiran. una Junta Mixta 
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constitute a joint board witi
authority to adjust questions o:
detail regarding the location, de-
sign and construction of the por-
tions of the Highway falling undei
the jurisdiction of each Govern.
ment. Questions of detail on
which the board may fail to reach
an agreement will be referred to
the two Governments for settle-
ment.

ARTICLE IV

The sections of the Trans-
Isthmian Highway which are to be
constructed by each Government
shall have the following minimum
characteristics:

a. Pavement: concrete; normal
width 18 feet, suitably widened
on curves of 5 degrees or sharper;
of the thickened edge type of 9" -
7" - 9" section, with proper rein-
forcement with steel in accordance
with good practice; provision for
suitable longitudinal and trans-
verse joints, sealed with an asphalt
filler, and with adjacent slabs
properly doweled.

b. Gradients: maximum 8 per-
cent.

c. Curves: maximum 12 degrees,
properly superelevated and suit-
ably widened pavement when of 5
degrees or sharper.

d. Bridges and Culverts: to be
two-way, of a width of 20 feet; of
capacity to carry live loads equiv-
alent to 20-ton truck with 14 tons
on rear axle and 6 tons on front
axle; and so located and of such
span or size as to afford adequate
drainage under maximum flow.

con autoridad para ajustar cues-
tiones de detalle respecto de la
ubicaci6n, trazado y construcci6n
de las partes de la Carretera que
queden bajo la jurisdicci6n de
cada Gobierno. Las cuestiones
de detalle acerca de las cuales no
haya acuerdo en la Junta, seran
sometidas a los dos Gobiernos
para su arreglo.

ARTICULO IV

Las secciones de la Carretera
Transistmica que hayan de ser
construidas per cada Gobierno
tendran las siguientes especifica-
ciones minimas:

a. Pavimento: hormig6n; ancho
normal, 18 pies, ensanchado con-
venientemente en las curvas de 5
grades o mas pronunciadas; del
tipo de borde grueso con secci6n
de 9" - 7" - 9", con el debido re-
fuerzo de acero conforme a las
buenas practicas de vialidad pro-
veyendo ademAs junturas longitu-
dinales y transversales, rellenas
con asfalto y con los tramos adya-
centes debidamente ensamblados.

b. Declives: maximo 8 per ciento.

c. Curvas: maximo 12 grades;
pavimento debidamente elevado
y convenientemente ensanchado
cuando sean de 5 grades o mas
pronunciadas.

d. Puentes y Alcantarillas: deben
ser de trafico doble con un ancho
de 20 pies; con capacidad para
soportar un peso vivo equivalente
a un cami6n de 20 toneladas, con
un peso de 14 toneladas sobre el
eje trasero y de 6 toneladas sobre
el eje delantero y con localizaci6n,
tamafio y luz tales que provean un
desagiie adecuado en las corrientes
maximas.

e. Right of Way: to be of ample e. Servidumbre de Transito: debe
width to accommodate the pave- ser suficientemente ancha para dar

Reference of ques-
tions in disagreement.

Minimum construc-
tion characteristics.

Pavement.

Gradients.

Curves.

Bridges and cul-
verts.

Right of Way.
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constitute a joint board with 
authority to adjust questions of 
detail regarding the location, de-
sign and construction of the por-
tions of the Highway falling under 
the jurisdiction of each Govern-
ment. Questions of detail on 
which the board may fail to reach 
an agreement will be referred to 
the two Governments for settle-
ment. 

ARTICLE IV 

The sections of the Trans-
Isthmian Highway which are to be 
constructed by each Government 
shall have the following minimum 
characteristics: 

a. Pavement: concrete; normal 
width 18 feet, suitably widened 
on curves of 5 degrees or sharper; 
of the thickened edge type of 9" — 
7" — 9" section, with proper rein-
forcement with steel in accordance 
with good practice; provision for 
suitable longitudinal and trans-
verse joints, sealed with an asphalt 
filler, and with adjacent slabs 
properly doweled. 

b. Gradients: maximum 8 per-
cent. 

c. Curves: maximum 12 degrees, 
properly superelevated and suit-
ably widened pavement when of 5 
degrees or sharper. 

d. Bridges and Culverts: to be 
two-way, of a width of 20 feet; of 
capacity to carry live loads equiv-
alent to 20-ton truck with 14 tons 
on rear axle and 6 tons on front 
axle; and so located and of such 
span or size as to afford adequate 
drainage under maximum flow. 

e. Right of Way: to be of ample 
width to accommodate the pave-

con autoridad para ajustar cues-
tiones de detalle respecto de is. 
ubicacion, trazado y construccion 
de las pastes de la Carretera que 
queden bajo la jmisdiccion de 
cads. Gobierno. Las cuestiones 
de detalle acerca de las cuales no tions in disagreement. 

haya acuerdo en is. Junta, seran 
sometidas a los dos Gobiernos 
para su arreglo. 

ARTICITLO IV 

Las secciones de is. Carretera 
Transfstmica que hayan de ser 
construidas per cads. Gobierno 
tendran las sigtiientes especifica-
ciones minimas: 

a. Pavimento: horraig6n; ancho 
normal, 18 pies, ensanchado con-
venientemente en las curves de 5 
grados o mas pron.unciadas; del 
tipo de borde grueso con seccion 
de 9" — 7" —9", con el debido re-
fuerzo de acero conforme a las 
buenas practicas de vialidad pro-
veyendo ademas junturas longitu-
dinales y transversales, rellenas 
con asf alto y con los tramos adya-
centes debidamente ensamblados. 

b. Declives: maxirno 8 por ciento. 

c. Curvas: maxim() 12 grados; 
pavimento debidamente elevado 
y convenientemente ensanchado 
cuando sean de 5 grados o mas 
pronunciadas. 

d. Puentes y Alcantarillas:deben 
ser de trafico doble con un ancho 
de 20 pies; con capacidad para. 
soportar un peso vivo equivalente 
a, un camion de 20 toneladas, con 
un peso de 14 toneladas sobre el 
eje trasero y de 6 toneladas sobre 
el eje delantero y con localizacion, 
tamano y luz tales que provean un 
desagiie adecuado en las corrientes 
maximas. 

e. Servidumbre de Transito: debe 
ser suficientemente ancha pars. dar 

Reference of ques-

Minimum construc-
tion characteristics. 

Pavement. 

Gradients. 

Curves. 

Bridges and cul-
verts. 

Right of Way. 
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ment plus 4-foot berms and drain-
age ditches and to provide for
suitable slopes in cuts and fills;
the right to be reserved to each of
the two Governments to install
and use telegraph and telephone
lines of either pole line construc-
tion or underground cable con-
struction in that part of the Trans-
Isthmian Highway subject to
the jurisdiction of the other
Government.

ARTICLE V

The portions of the Trans-
Isthmian Highway which the two
Governments undertake to con-
struct according to the provisions
of this Convention will be com-
pleted within a period of ten years
after the entrance into force of the
Convention. The two Govern-
ments will consult with each other
with a view to coordinating the
construction of the two portions
of the highway so far as may be
feasible in order that the useful-
ness of one portion may not be
unduly impaired by a failure to
complete the other portion.

ARTICLE VI

The United States of America
and the Republic of Panama shall
maintain in a good state of repair
at all times the portions of the
Trans-Isthmian Highway within
their respective jurisdictions.

ARTICLE VII

Subject to the laws and regu-
lations relating to vehicular traffic
in force in their respective juris-
dictions the United States of
America and the Republic of
Panama shall enjoy equally the
use of the Trans-Isthmian High-
way.

cabida al pavimento, mhs hom-
bros de 4 pies y zanjas de desagie
y para proveer pendientes ade-
cuadas en los cortes y rellenos;
reservandose cada Gobierno el
derecho de instalar y usar lineas
telegraficas y telef6nicas de postes
o de cable subterraneo en la parte
de la Carretera Transistmica su-
jeta a la jurisdicci6n del otro
Gobierno.

ARTICULO V

Las partes de la Carretera
Transistmica que los dos Gobier-
nos van a construir de acuerdo
con las estipulaciones de esta
Convenci6n, quedaran terminadas
en un periodo de diez afos a
contar de la fecha en que ella
entre en vigor. Los dos Gobier-
nos se consultaran mutuamente
con la mira de coordinarla cons-
trucci6n de las dos partes de la
carretera hasta donde sea factible,
a fin de que el servicio de una parte
no se perjudique indebidamente
por no terminarse la otra parte.

ARTICULO VI

Los Estados Unidos de America
y la Republica de Panamfi manten-
dr&n en buen estado de conserva-
ci6n en todo tiempo las partes de
la Carretera Transistmica que
queden dentro de sus respectivas
jurisdicciones.

ARTICULO VII

Los Estados Unidos de America
y la Repdblica de Panama tendran
por igual el uso de la Carretera
Transistmica, con sujeci6n a las
leyes y reglamentos vigentes en
las respectivas jurisdicciones sobre
trAfico de vehiculos.

Time limitations.

Coordination of con-
struction.

Maintenance of
state of repair.

Equal enjoyment
of use of highway.
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Time limitations. 

Coordination of con-
struction. 

Maintenance of 
state of repair. 

Equal enjoyment 
of use of highway. 

merit plus 4-foot berms and drain-
age ditches and to provide for 
suitable slopes in cuts and fills; 
the right to be reserved to each of 
the two Governments to install 
and use telegraph and telephone 
lines of either pole line construc-
tion or underground cable con-
struction in that part of the Trans-
Isthmian Highway subject to 
the jurisdiction of the other 
Government. 

ARTICLE V 

The portions of the Trans-
Isthmian Highway which the two 
Governments undertake to con-
struct according to the provisions 
of this Convention will be com-
pleted within a period of ten years 
after the entrance into force of the 
Convention. The two Govern-
ments will consult with each other 
with a view to coordinating the 
construction of the two portions 
of the highway so far as may be 
feasible in order that the useful-
ness of one portion may not be 
unduly impaired by a failure to 
complete the other portion. 

ARTICLE VI 

The United States of America 
and the Republic of Panama shall 
maintain in a good state of repair 
at all times the portions of the 
Trans-Isthmian Highway within 
their respective jurisdictions. 

ARTICLE VII 

Subject to the laws and regu-
lations relating to vehicular traffic 
in force in their respective juris-
dictions the United States of 
America and the Republic of 
Panama shall enjoy equally the 
use of the Trans-Isthmian High-
way. 

cabida al pavimento, mAs horn-
bros de 4 pies y zanjas de desague 
y para proveer pendientes ade-
cuadas en los cortes y rellenos; 
reservandose cada Gobierno el 
derecho de instalar y usar lineas 
telegraficas y telefbnicas de postes 
o de cable subterraneo en la parte 
de la Carretera Transistmica su-
jeta a la jurisdiccion del otro 
Gobierno. 

ARTICULO V 

Las partes de la Carretera 
Transistmica que los dos Gobier-
nos van a construir de acuerdo 
con las estipulaciones de esta 
Convencion, quedaran terminadas 
en un periodo de diez ems a 
contar de la fecha en que ells 
entre en. vigor. Los dos Gobier-
nos se consultaran mutuam.ente 
con la mira, de coordinar la cons-
truccion de las dos partes de la 
carretera hasta donde sea factible, 
a fin de que el servicio de una parte 
no se perjudique indebidamente 
por no terminarse la otra parte. 

ARTICULO VI 

Los Estados Unidos de America 
y la Republica de Panamh, manten-
drain en buen estado de conserva-
ci6n en todo tiempo las partes de 
la Carretera Transfstmica que 
queden dentro de sus respectivas 
jurisdicciones. 

ARTICULO VII 

Los Estados Unidos de America 
y la Repdblica de Panamfi, tendthn 
por igual el uso de in Carretera 
Transistmica, con sujecion a las 
leyes y reglamentos vigentes en 
las respectivas jurisdicciones sobre 
triffico de vehlculos. 
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ARTICLE VIII

The present Convention shall
be ratified in accordance with the
constitutional methods of the High
Contracting Parties and shall take
effect immediately on the ex-
change of ratifications which shall
take place at Washington.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the
Plenipotentiaries have signed this
Convention in duplicate in the
English and Spanish languages,
both texts being authentic, and
have hereunto affixed their seals.

DONE at the city of Washington
the second day of March, 1936.

[SEAL] CO:

[SEAL] Suv

[SEAL] R.
[SEAL] NA

ARTICULO VIII

La presente Convenci6n sera
ratificada de acuerdo con las
formas constitucionales de las
Altas Partes Contratantes y en-
trara en vigor inmediatamente al
canjearse las ratificaciones, lo cual
tendrA lugar en Washington.

EN FE DE LO CUAL los Plenipo-
tenciarios han firmado esta Con-
venci6n en duplicado en ingles y
en espaiol, siendo ambos textos
autenticos, y han estampado en
ella sus sellos.

HECHA en la ciudad de Wash-
ington, a los dos dias del mes de
Marzo de 1936.

RDELL HULL

LNER WELLES

J. ALFARO
RCISO GARAY

AND WHEREAS the said Convention has been duly ratified on both tiExchangeofratifica
parts, and the ratifications of the two Governments were exchanged
in the city of Washington, on the twenty-seventh day of July, one
thousand nine hundred and thirty-nine;

Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Proclamation.
President of the United States of America, have caused the said
Convention to be made public, to the end that the same and every
article and clause thereof may be observed and fulfilled with good
faith by the United States of America and the citizens thereof.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this twenty-seventh day of July
in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and

[SEAL] thirty-nine and of the Independence of the United States
of America the one hundred and sixty-fourth.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL

Secretary of State.

Ratification.

Effective date.

Signatures.
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ARTICLE VIII 

The present Convention shall 
be ratified in accordance with the 
constitutional methods of the High 
Contracting Parties and shall take 
effect immediately on the ex-
change of ratifications which shall 
take place at Washington. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the 
Plenipotentiaries have signed this 
Convention in duplicate in the 
English and Spanish languages, 
both texts being authentic, and 
have hereunto affixed their seals. 
DONE at the city of Washington 

the second day of March, 1936. 

[SEAL] 
[SEAL] 
[SEAL] R. J. ALFARO 
[SEAL] NARCISO GARAY 

AnalcuLo VIII 

La presente Convencion serb, 
ratificada de acuerdo con las 
formas constitucionales de las 
Altas Partes Contratantes y en-
trait., en vigor inmediatamente al 
canjearse las ratificaciones, lo cual 
tendra lugar en Washington. 

EN FE DE LO CITAL IOS Plenipo-
tenciarios han firraado esta Con-
vencion en duplicado en hie& y 
en espaiiol, sien.do ambos textos 
autdnticos, y han estampado en 
ella sus sellos. 
HECHA en la ciudad de Wash-

ington, a los dos dias del mes de 
Marzo de 1936. 

CORDELL HULL 
SUMNER W ELLES 

AND WHEREAS the said Convention has been duly ratified on both 
parts, and the ratifications of the two Governments were exchanged 
in the city of Washington, on the twenty-seventh day of July, one 
thousand nine hundred and thirty-nine; 
Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, 

President of the United States of America, have caused the said 
Convention to be made public, to the end that the same and every 
article and clause thereof may be observed and fulfilled with good 
faith by the United States of America and the citizens thereof. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused 

the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the city of Washington this twenty-seventh day of July 

in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and 
[sEAL] thirty-nine and of the Independence of the United States 

of America the one hundred and sixty-fourth. 

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 
By the President: 

CORDELL HULL 
Secretary of State. 

Ratification. 

Effective date. 

Signatures. 

Exchange ofratifica-
tions. 

Proclamation. 
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Parcel post agreement between the United States of America and Japan,
with regulations for execution. Signed at Tokyo June 1, 1938 and at
Washington June 20, 1988; approved by the President June 21,
1938.

PARCEL POST AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA AND JAPAN.

The Post Office Department of the United States of America
and the Department of Communications of Japan have agreed upon
the following articles for the purpose of improving the relations of
Parcel Post between the two countries:

AimCLE I.

Eochange of parcels.

Between the United States of America (including Alaska, Puerto
Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, Samoa, and Hawaii) on one hand
and Japan on the other hand, there may be exchanged parcels up to
the limits of weight and dimensions stated in the Detailed Regula-
tions for the execution of this Agreement.

ARTICLE II.

Transit of parcels.

1. Each Postal Administration guarantees the right of transit
through its service, to or from any country with which it has parcel
post communication, of parcels originating in or addressed for
delivery in the service of the other Administration.

2. Parcels sent in open mail and in transit to or from one of the
services of the two Postal Administrations through the other are
subject to the conditions of exchange of parcels between them as well
as those between the intermediate Administration and that of the
third country concerned.

3. Parcels sent in closed mails and in transit to or from one of the
services of the two Postal Administrations through the other are
subject to the conditions specially agreed upon between the Chiefs
of the two Postal Administrations.

June 1, 1938
June 20, 1938

Parcel post agree-
ment with Japan.

Territory embraced.

Weight and dimen-
sions.

Post, p. 1884.

Rights guaranteed.

Parcels sent in open
mail.

Parcels sent in
closed mails.

ARTICLE III.

Postage.

1. Each Postal Administration is entitled to fix its postage rates Collection from
for parcels to be collected from the sender. sender.

2. The postage mentioned in the preceding section must be prepaid Prepayment.
by the sender.
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Parcel post agreement between the United States of America and Japan, 
with regulations for execution. Signed at Tokyo June 1, 1938 and at 
Washington June 20, 1938; approved by the President June 21, 
1938. 

PARCEL POST AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA AND JAPAN. 

The Post Office Department of the United States of America 
and the Department of Communications of Japan have agreed upon 
the following articles for the purpose of improving the relations of 
Parcel Post between the two countries: 

ARTIcraD I. 

Eochange of parcels. 

Between the United States of America (including Alaska, Puerto 
Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, Samoa, and Hawaii) on one hand 
and Japan on the other hand, there may be exchanged parcels up to 
the limits of weight and dimensions stated in the Detailed Regula-
tions for the execution of this Agreement. 

Annum II. 

Transit of parcels. 

1. Each Postal Administration guarantees the right of transit 
through its service, to or from any country with which it has parcel 
post communication, of parcels originating in or addressed for 
delivery in the service of the other Administration. 

2. Parcels sent in open mail and in transit to or from one of the 
services of the two Postal Administrations through the other are 
subject to the conditions of exchange of parcels between them as well 
as those between the intermediate Administration and that of the 
third country concerned. 

3. Parcels sent in closed mails and in transit to or from one of the 
services of the two Postal Administrations through the other are 
subject to the conditions specially agreed upon between the Chiefs 
of the two Postal Administrations. 

ARTICLE III. 

Postage. 

1. Each Postal Administration is entitled to fix its postage rates 
for parcels to be collected from the sender. 

2. The postage mentioned in the preceding section must be prepaid 
by the sender. 
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ARTICLE IV.

Preparation of parcels.

Packing. Every parcel shall be packed in a manner adequate for the length
of the journey and the protection of the contents as set forth in the

Pos, p. 1884. Detailed Regulations.

ATICLE V.

Prohibitions.

Articles specifed. 1. The following articles are prohibited transmission by parcel
post:

Letters, etc. (a) A letter or a communication having the nature of a letter.
Nevertheless it is permitted to enclose in a parcel an open invoice,
confined to the particulars which constitute an invoice.

Enclosure with dif- (b) An enclosure which bears an address different from that
ferent address placed on the cover of the parcel.

Live animals. (C) Any live animal.
Nonadmissible arti- (d) Any article the admission of which is not authorized by the

customs or other laws or regulations in force in either country.
Explosive, etc., ar- (e) Any explosive or inflammable article, and in general, any

article the conveyance of which is dangerous.
Artices injurious to (f) Documents, pictures, and other articles injurious to publicpublic morals. morals.

morals.
Action to be taken. 2. When a parcel contravening any of these prohibitions is handed

over by one of the two Postal Administrations to the other, the latter
shall proceed in accordance with its laws and inland regulations.
However, explosive or inflammable articles, as well as documents,
pictures, and other articles injurious to public morals are not re-
turned to origin; they are destroyed on the spot by the Administra-
tion which has found them in the mails.

List o prtohibited 3. The two Postal Administrations shall furnish each other with
nished. a list of prohibited articles.

ARTICLE VI.

Insurance.

Maximum amount.

Limitation.

Fee.

Coin, jewelry, etc.

1. Parcels may be insured up to the amount of 500 francs or its
equivalent in currency of the country of origin. However, the Chiefs
of the two Postal Administrations may, by mutual consent, fix the
limit of insured value above 500 francs.

The insured value may not exceed the actual value of the contents,
but it is permissible to insure only part of that value.

2. For an insured parcel, an insurance fee fixed by the Postal
Administration of the country of origin shall be collected at the
time of mailing in addition to the postage.

3. The insurance of all parcels containing coin, bullion, valuable
jewelry, or any other precious article is obligatory.

If, in the country of destination, a parcel which has not been in-
sured is found to contain coin, bullion, valuable jewelry, or any
other precious article, it may be delivered to its addressee as an insured
parcel. In this case, the Postal Administration of the country of
destination may collect the insurance fee fixed by that Administra-
tion in accordance with the provisions of the preceding section.
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ARTICLE IV. 

Preparation of parcels. 

Every parcel shall be packed in a manner adequate for the length 
of the journey and the protection of the contents as set forth in the 
Detailed Regulations. 

ARTICLE V. 

Prohibitions. 

1. The following articles are prohibited transmission by parcel 
post: 

(a) A letter or a communication having the nature of a letter. 
Nevertheless it is permitted to enclose in a parcel an open invoice, 
confined to the particulars which constitute an invoice. 

(b) An enclosure which bears an address different from that 
placed on the cover of the parcel. 

(c) Any live animal. 
(d) Any article the admission of which is not authorized by the 

customs or other laws or regulations in force in either country. 
(e) Any explosive or inflammable article, and in general, any 

article the conveyance of which is dangerous. 
(f) Documents, pictures, and other articles injurious to public 

morals. 
2. When a parcel contravening any of these prohibitions is handed 

over by one of the two Postal Administrations to the other, the latter 
shall proceed in accordance with its laws and inland regulations. 
However, explosive or inflammable articles, as well as documents, 
pictures, and other articles injurious to public morals are not re-
turned to origin; they are destroyed on the spot by the Administra-
tion which has found them in the mails. 

3. The two Postal Administrations shall furnish each other with 
a list of prohibited articles. 

AirricLE VI. 

Insurance. 

1. Parcels may be insured up to the amount of 500 francs or its 
equivalent in currency of the country of origin. However, the Chiefs 
of the two Postal Administrations may, by mutual consent, fix the 
limit of insured value above 500 francs. 
The insured value may not exceed the actual value of the contents, 

but it is permissible to insure only part of that value. 
2. For an insured parcel, an insurance fee fixed by the Postal 

Administration of the country of origin shall be collected at the 
time of mailing in addition to the posta&e. 

3. The insurance of all parcels contaming coin, bullion, valuable 
jewelry, or any other precious article is obligatory. 

If, in the country of destination, a parcel which has not been in-
sured is found to contain coin, bullion, valuable jewelry, or any 
other precious article, it may be delivered to its addressee as an insured 
parcel. In this case, the Postal Administration of the country of 
destination may collect the insurance fee fixed by that Administra-
tion in accordance with the provisions of the preceding section. 
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ARTICLE VII.

Certificate of mailing.

The sender of an ordinary parcel may request, at the time of mail-
ing, a certificate of mailing upon payment of a fee which may be
fixed by the Postal Administration of the country of origin. How-
ever, no certificate of mailing, other than the insurance receipt, will
be furnished the sender of an insured parcel, and no charge other
than the insurance fee will be made for the insurance receipt.

ARTICLE VIII.

Advice of delivery. Inquiry.

1. The sender of an insured parcel may request, either at the time
of mailing or after mailing, an advice of delivery upon payment of
a fee which may be fixed by the Postal Administration of the country
of origin.

2. The sender of an ordinary or insured parcel may request, after
mailing, an inquiry for the parcel upon payment of a fee which may
be fixed by the Postal Administration of the country of origin. As
regards insured parcels, no fee is, however, charged if the sender has
already paid the special fee to obtain an advice of delivery.

3. The request for an advice of delivery or an inquiry made after
the mailing of a parcel is admitted only within the period of one
year, counting from the day following that of mailing.

ARTICLE IX.

Customs duties.

Parcels are subject to all customs laws and regulations in force in
the country of destination. The duties collectible on that account
are collected from the addressee on delivery of the parcel.

ARTICLE X.

Fee for cutoms formalities. Fee for delivery. Warehousing charges.

1. The Postal Administration of the country of destination may
collect from the addressee, for the fulfillment of customs formalities,
a fee not exceeding 50 centimes per parcel.

2. The Postal Administration of the country of destination may
collect from the addressee, for delivery of parcels at the addressee's
residence, a fee not exceeding 50 centimes per parcel. The same fee
may be charged for each presentation after the first at the addressee's
residence.

3. The Postal Administration of the country of destination may
collect from the addressee a suitable warehousing charge for parcels
which are not withdrawn within the period which it has fixed. This
charge may not, however, exceed 5 francs per parcel.

4. The fees and charges prescribed by the above three sections
shall not be canceled even in case the parcel is redirected or returned
out of the country.

Insured parcels.

Inquiry.

Time limitation.

Customs duties;
collections.

Fees.
Customs formali-

ties.

Delivery at address-
ee's residence.

Warehousing
charge.

No cancelation of
charges.
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Insured parcels.
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ARTICLE VII. 

Certificate of mailing. 

The sender of an ordinary parcel may request, at the time of mail-
ing, a certificate of mailing upon payment of a fee which may be 
fixed by the Postal Administration of the country of origin. How-
ever , no certificate of mailing, other than the insurance receipt, will 
be furnished the sender of an. insured parcel, and no charge other  
than the insurance fee will be made for the insurance receipt. 

ARTICLE VIII. 

Advice of delivery. Inquiry. 

1. The sender of an insured parcel may request, either at the time 
of mailing or after mailing, an advice of delivery upon payment of 
a fee which may be fixed by the Postal Administration of the country 
of origin. 

2. The sender of an ordinary or insured parcel may request, after 
mailing, an inquiry for the parcel upon payment of a fee which may 
be fixed by the Postal Administration of the country of origin. As 
regards insured parcels no fee is, however, charged if the sender has 
already paid the special fee to obtain an advice of delivery. 

3. The request for an advice of delivery or an inquiry made after 
the mailing of a parcel is admitted only within the period of one 
year, counting from the day following that of mailing. 

ARTICLE IX. 

Customs duties. 

Parcels are subject to all customs laws and regulations in force in 
the country of destination. The duties collectible on that account 
are collected from the addressee on delivery of the parcel. 

ARTICLE X. 

Fee for customs formalities. Fee for delivery. Warelousing charges. 

1. The Postal Administration of the country of destination may 
collect from the addressee, for the fulfillment of customs formalities, 
a fee not exceeding 50 centimes per parcel. 

2. The Postal Administration of the country of destination may 
collect from the addressee, for delivery of parcels at the addressee's 
residence, a fee not exceeding 50 centimes per parcel. The same fee 
may be charged for each presentation after the first at the addressee's 
residence. 

3. The Postal Administration of the country of destination may 
collect from the addressee a suitable warehousing charge for parcels 
which are not withdrawn within the period which it has fixed. This 
charge may not, however, exceed 5 francs per parcel. 

4. The fees and charges prescribed by the above three sections 
shall not be canceled even in case the parcel is redirected or returned 
out of the country. 
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ARTICLE XI.

Redirection.

1. A parcel may be redirected, at the request of the addressee, in
consequence of the addressee's change of address in the country of
destination.

2. For parcels redirected in its territory, the Postal Administra-
tion of the country of destination may collect from the addressee
additional charges fixed by its internal regulations. These charges
shall not be canceled even in case the parcel is redirected or returned
out of the country.

3. A parcel may be redirected out of the country only at the
addressee's request, and provided that the parcel complies with the
conditions required for its further conveyance. Insured parcels shall
not be redirected to another country except as insured mail.

4. When a parcel is redirected out of the country, the charges for
conveyance due to the Postal Administrations concerned and, if any,
the insurance fees, as well as the various charges cancelation of which
is not allowed by the retransmitting Administration, shall be col-
lected additionally from the addressee.

5. The sender is entitled to forbid any redirection by means of
a suitable entry on the parcel and on the customs declaration.

ARTICLE XII.

Recall. Change of address.

1. So long as a parcel has not been delivered to the addressee, the
sender may recall it or cause its address to be altered.

For this service, the Postal Administration of the country of origin
may collect the charge fixed by its internal regulations.

2. The provisions of Sections 2 to 4 of the preceding article are
applicable to the parcel returned or redirected m consequence of the
recall or the change of address.

ARTICLE XIII.

Non-delivery.

1. The sender of a parcel may make a request at the time of mail-
ing as to the disposal of the parcel in the event it is not deliverable
as addressed, the particulars of which are set forth in the Detailed
Regulations.

2. If the sender does not make any request in accordance with the
preceding section or the sender's request has not resulted in delivery,
undeliverable parcels will be returned to the sender without previous
notification at the expiration of thirty days counting from the day
following that of receipt at the office of destination, while parcels
refused by the addressee will be returned at once.

3. The provisions of Article XI, Sections 2 and 4 are applicable
to the parcel redirected in the country of destination or returned to
origin m consequence of non-delivery.

The same provisions are also applicable to the parcel returned to
origin for the reason that it contains any prohibited articles.

4. Undeliverable parcels which the sender has marked "Abandon"
are not returned but are disposed of in accordance with the legisla-
tion of the country of destination after the expiration of the period
mentioned in Section 2 above.
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ARTICLE XI. 

Redirection. 

1. A parcel may be redirected, at the request of the addressee, in 
consequence of the addressee's change of address in the country of 
d estination. 

2. For parcels redirected in its territory, the Postal Administra-
tion of the country of destination may collect from the addressee 
additional charges fixed by its internal regulations. These charges 
shall not be canceled even in case the parcel is redirected or returned 
out of the country. 

3. A parcel may be redirected out of the country only at the 
addressee's request, and provided that the parcel complies with the 
conditions required for its further conveyance. Insured parcels shall 
not be redirected to another country except as insured mail. 

4. When a parcel is redirected out of the country, the charges for 
conveyance due to the Postal Administrations concerned and, if any, 
the insurance fees, as well as the various charges cancelation of which 
is not allowed by the retransmitting Administration, shall be col-
lected additionally from the addressee. 

5. The sender is entitled to forbid any redirection, by means of 
a suitable entry on the parcel and on the customs declaration. 

ARTICLE XII. 

Recall. Change of addrem 

1. So long as a parcel has not been delivered to the addressee, the 
sender may recall it or cause its address to be altered. 
For this service, the Postal Administration of the country of origin 

may collect the charge fixed by its internal regulations. 
2. The provisions of Sections 2 to 4 of the preceding article are 

applicable to the parcel returned or redirected in consequence of the 
recall or the change of address. 

ARTICLE XIII. 

Non-delivery. 

1. The sender of a parcel may make a request at the time of mail-
ing as to the disposal of the parcel in the event it is not deliverable 
as addressed, the particulars of which are set forth in the Detailed 
Regulations. 

2. If the sender does not make any request in accordance with the 
preceding section or the sender's request has not resulted in delivery, 
undeliverable parcels will be returned to the sender without previous 
notification at the expiration of thirty days counting from the day 
following that of receipt at the office of destination, while parcels 
refused by the addressee will be returned at once. 

3. The provisions of Article XI, Sections 2 and 4 are applicable 
to the parcel redirected in the country of destination or returned to 
origin in consequence of non-delivery. 
The same provisions are also applicable to the parcel returned to 

origin for the reason that it contains any prohibited articles. 
4. Undeliverable parcels which the sender has marked "Abandon" 

are not returned but are disposed of in accordance with the legisla-
tion of the country of destination after the expiration of the period 
mentioned in Section 2 above. 
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ARTICLE XIV.

Sale. Destruction.

1. Articles liable to deterioration or corruption, and these only, may Artilesi liable to
be sold immediately, even on the outward or return journey, without deteror
previous notice or judicial formality, for the benefit of the right
party.

2. If for any reason a sale is impossible, the spoilt or putrid
articles are destroyed.

ARTICLE XV.

Parcels wrongly accepted. Missent parcels.

1. If parcels of which the weight or dimensions exceed the limits
allowed have been wrongly accepted and dispatched, they are returned
to origin by the Postal Administration to which the parcels were
sent.

2. Parcels, when missent, are reforwarded to their correct destina-
tion by the most direct route at the disposal of the Postal Adminis-
tration to which the parcels were missent; nevertheless, the parcels
which cannot be reforwarded to their correct destination are returned
to origin.

Insured parcels may not be reforwarded except as insured mail.
3. The parcels mentioned in the two sections above must not be

charged by the retransmitting country with customs or other non-
postal charges.

ARTICLE XVI.

Cancelation of customs charges.

The two Postal Administrations agree to urge the services con-
cerned in their countries to cancel customs and other non-postal
charges on parcels which are returned to origin, abandoned by the
sender, destroyed because the contents are completely damaged, or
redirected to a third country.

ARTICLE XVII.

Indemlnity.

1. Except in the cases mentioned in the next section, the two Postal
Administrations are responsible for the loss of insured parcels ex-
changed between the two countries and for the abstraction of or
damage to their contents under the conditions prescribed by the
Detailed Regulations.

2. The Postal Administrations are relieved from all responsibility:
(a) In case of parcels of which the addressee or the sender as re-

gards returned parcels has accepted delivery without reservations.
(b) In case of loss or damage through force majeure, although

either Postal Administration may, at its option and without recourse
to the other Administration, pay indemnity for loss or damage due to
force majeure even in cases where the Administration in the service
of which the loss or damage occurred recognizes that the damage was
due to force majeure.

(c) When they are unable to account for parcels in consequence
of the destruction of official documents through force majeure.

(d) When the damage has been caused by the fault or negligence
of the sender or when it is due to the nature of the article.

Parcels wrongly
accepted.

Missent parcels.

Insured parcels.

No customs, etc.,
charges.

Cancelation of cus-
toms, etc., charges.

Responsibility.

Post, p. 1884.

Exceptions.
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AirricLE XIV. 

Sale. Destruction. 

1. Articles liable to deterioration or corruption, and these only, may 
be sold immediately, even on the outward or return journey, without 
previous notice or judicial formality, for the benefit of the right 
party. 

2. If for any reason a sale is impossible, the spoilt or putrid 
articles are destroyed. 

ARTICLE XV. 

Parcels wrongly accepted. Missent parcels. 

1. If parcels of which the weight or dimensions exceed the limits 
allowed have been wrongly accepted and dispatched, they are returned 
to origin by the Postal Administration to which the parcels were 
sent. 

2. Parcels, when missent, are reforwarded to their correct destina-
tion by the most direct route at the disposal of the Postal Adminis-
tration to which the parcels were missent; nevertheless, the parcels 
which cannot be ref orwarded to their correct destination are returned 
to origin. 
Insured parcels may not be reforwarded except as insured mail. 
3. The parcels mentioned in the two sections above must not be 

charged by the retransmitting country with customs or other non-
postal charges. 

ARTICLE XVI. 

Cancelation of customs charges. 

The two Postal Administrations agree to urge the services con-
cerned in their countries to cancel customs and other non-postal 
charges on parcels which are returned to origin, abandoned by the 
sender, destroyed because the contents are completely damaged, or 
redirected to a third country. 

ARTICLE XVII. 

Indemnity. 

1. Except in the cases mentioned in the next section, the two Postal 
Administrations are responsible for the loss of insured parcels ex-
changed between the two countries and for the abstraction of or 
damage to their contents under the conditions prescribed by the 
Detailed Regulations. 

2. The Postal Administrations are relieved from all responsibility: 
(a) In case of parcels of which the addressee or the sender as re-

gards returned parcels has accepted delivery without reservations. 
(b) In case of loss or damage through force majeure, although 

either Postal Administration may, at its option and without recourse 
to the other Administration, pay indemnity for loss or damage due to 
force majeure even in cases where the Administration in the service 
of which the loss or damage occurred recognizes that the damage was 
due to force majeure. 

(c) When they are unable to account for parcels in consequence 
of the destruction of official documents through force majeure. 

(d) When the damage has been caused by the fault or negligence 
of the sender or when it is due to the nature of the article. 
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(e) For parcels which contain prohibited articles.
(f) For parcels which have been fraudulently insured for a sum

exceeding the actual value of the contents.
(g) For parcels seized by the customs because of false declaration

of contents.
(h) When any request for inquiry or application for indemnity has

not been made within the period of one year counting from the day
following that of mailing the parcel.

3. The two Postal Administrations will not be responsible for the
loss of ordinary parcels exchanged between the two countries nor for
the abstraction of or damage to their contents; but either Admin-
istration is at liberty to indemnify for the loss, abstraction, or
damage which may occur in its service, without recourse to the other
Administration.

4. The two Postal Administrations are not responsible for the loss
of the parcels mentioned in Article II, Sections 2 and 3, nor for the
abstraction of or damage to their contents unless an arrangement
to the contrary is made between the Chiefs of the two Postal Ad-
ministrations.

ARTICLE XVIII.

Credits.

1. For each parcel exchanged between the two countries, the Postal
Administration of the country of origin shall pay to that of the coun-
try of destination the sums indicated in the Detailed Regulations.

2. In case of redirection or of return of parcels from one of the
two countries to the other, the retransmitting Administration shall
claim from the other the sums equal to its credits mentioned in the
preceding section and the following charges, as the case may be:

(a) Sea rates due to the retransmitting Administration.
(b) Charges which are not canceled by the retransmitting Ad-

ministration.
(c) Charges due to a third country.
3. As regards parcels originating in one of the two countries and

sent through the other to a third country, the Postal Administration
of the country of origin shall pay to the intermediate Administration
the sums required by the latter.

4. As regards parcels originating in a third country and sent to one
of the two countries through the other in open mail, the intermnedi-
ate Administration shall pay to the Administration of destination the
sums indicated in the Detailed Regulations.

ARTICLE XIX.

Postal charges other than those prescribed not to be collected.

The parcels to which this Agreement applies shall not be subject to
any postal charges other than those contemplated by the different
articles hereof.

ARTICLE XX.

Air parcels. Parcels for delivery free of charge.

The Chiefs of the two Postal Administrations may come to special
arrangements for the exchange of air parcels and of parcels for
delivery free of charge.
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(e) For parcels which contain prohibited articles. 
(f) For parcels which have been fraudulently insured for a sum 

exceeding the actual value of the contents. 
(g) For parcels seized by the customs because of false declaration 

of contents. 
(h) When any request for inquiry or application for indemnity has 

not been made within the period of one year counting from the day 
following that of mailing the parcel. 

3. The two Postal Administrations will not be responsible for the 
loss of ordinary parcels exchanged between the two countries nor for 
the abstraction of or damage to their contents; but either Admin-
istration is at liberty to indemnify for the loss, abstraction, or 
damage which may occur in its service, without recourse to the other 
Administration. 

4. The two Postal Administrations are not responsible for the loss 
of the parcels mentioned in Article II, Sections 2 and 3, nor for the 
abstraction of or damage to their contents unless an arrangement 
to the contrary is made between the Chiefs of the two Postal Ad-
ministrations. 

ARTICLE XVIII. 

Credits. 

1. For each parcel exchanged between the two countries, the Postal 
Administration of the country of origin shall pay to that of the coun-
try of destination the sums indicated in the Detailed Regulations. 

2. In case of redirection or of return of parcels from one of the 
two countries to the other, the retransmitting Administration shall 
claim from the other the sums equal to its credits mentioned in the 
preceding section and the following charges, as the case may be: 

(a) Sea rates due to the retransmitting Administration. 
(b) Charges which are not canceled by the retransmitting Ad-

ministration. 
(c) Charges due to a third country. 
3. As regards parcels originating in one of the two countries and 

sent through the other to a third country, the Postal Administration 
of the country of origin shall pay to the intermediate Administration 
the sums required by the latter. 

4. As regards parcels originating in a third country and sent to one 
of the two countries through the other in open mail, the intermedi-
ate Administration shall pay to the Administration of destination the 
sums indicated in the Detailed Regulations. 

ARTICLE XIX. 

Postal charges other than those prescribed not to be collected. 

The parcels to which this Agreement applies shall not be subject to 
any postal charges other than those contemplated by the different 
articles hereof. 

ARTICLE XX. 

Air parcels. Parcels for delivery free of charge. 

The Chiefs of the two Postal Administrations may come to special 
arrangements for the exchange of air parcels and of parcels for 
delivery free of charge. 
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ARTICLE XXI.

Standard monetary unit.
The franc regarded as the monetary unit in the provisions of this Standard monetary

Agreement is the gold franc of 100 centimes of a weight of 10/31 umt

of a gram and of a fineness of 0.900.

ARTICLE XXII.

Temporary suspension of service.
In extraordinary circumstances such as will justify the measure,

either Postal Administration may temporarily suspend the Parcel
Post Service, either entirely or partially, on condition of giving
immediate notice to the other Administration.

ARTICLE XXIII.

Detailed Regulations. Application of internal legislation,
1. The details necessary for the execution of this Agreement will be

fixed in the form of Detailed Regulations between the two Postal
Administrations.

2. As regards the items not provided for in this Agreement the
internal legislation shall remain applicable in each country.

3. The two Postal Administrations notify each other of their laws,
ordinances, and tariffs concerning the exchange of parcel post, as
well as all modifications thereof which may be subsequently made.

ARTICLE XXIV.

Entry into force and duration of Agreement.
1. This Agreement shall supersede the Convention signed at

Washington on the 30th day of June 1904 corresponding to the 30th
day of the 6th month of the 37th year of Meizi.

2. This Agreement shall come into force on the 1st day of July
1938 corresponding to the 1st day of the 7th month of the 13th year
of Syowa, and shall remain in force until the expiration of six
months from the date on which one of the two Postal Administrations
has given notice to the other of its intention to terminate the
Agreement.

Done in duplicate and signed at Tokyo on the 1st day of the 6th
month of the 13th year of Syowa, and at Washington on the 20th day
of June 1938.

[sEAL] JAMES A FARLEY
Postmaster General of the United States of America.

RYNTARO NAGAI
Minister of State for Communications of Japan.

The foregoing Agreement between the United States of America
and Japan for the exchange of parcels by parcel post has been
negotiated and concluded with my advice and consent and is hereby
approved and ratified.

In testimony whereof I have caused the seal of the United States to
be hereunto affixed.

[SEAL] FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President.

SUMNER WELLES
Acting Secretary of State.

WAsHINOToN, June 21, 1938.
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ARTICLE XXI. 

Standard monetary unit. 

The franc regarded as the monetary unit in the provisions of this 
Agreement is the gold franc of 100 centimes of a weight of 10/31 
of a gram and of a fineness of 0.900. 

ARTICLE XXII. 

Temporary suspension of service. 

In extraordinary circumstances such as will justify the measure, 
either Postal Administration may temporarily suspend the Parcel 
Post Service either entirely or partially, on condition of giving 
immediate notice to the other Administration. 

ARTICLE XXIII. 

Detailed Regulations. Application of internal legislation, 

1. The details necessary for the execution of this Agreement will be 
fixed in the form of Detailed Regulations between the two Postal 
Administrations. 

2. As regards the items not provided for in this Agreement the 
internal legislation shall remain applicable in each country. 

3. The two Postal Administrations notify each other of their laws, 
ordinances and tariffs concerning the exchange of parcel post, as 
well as all modifications thereof which may be subsequently made. 

ARTrcLE XXIV 

Entry into force and duration of Agreement. 

1. This Agreement shall supersede the Convention signed at 
Washington on the 30th day of June 1904 corresponding to the 30th 
day of the 6th month of the 37th year of Meizi. 

2. This Agreement shall come into force on the 1st day of July 
1938 corresponding to the 1st day of the 7th month of the 13th year 
of Syowa, and shall remain in force until the expiration of six 
months from the date on which one of the two Postal Administrations 
has given notice to the other of its intention to terminate the 
Agreement. 
Done in duplicate and signed at Toky5 on the 1st day of the 6th 

month of the 13th year of Syowa, and at Washington on the 20th day 
of June 1938. 

[sE,Aki JAMES A FARLEY 
Postmaster General of the United States of America. 

RYNTARO NAGAI 
Minister of State for Communications of Japan. 

The foregoing Agreement between the United States of America 
and Japan for the exchange of parcels by parcel post has been 
negotiated and concluded with my advice and consent and is hereby 
approved and ratified. 
In testimony whereof I have caused the seal of the United States to 

be hereunto affixed. 
[SEAL] FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 
By the President. 

SUMNER W ELLES 
Acting Secretary of State. 

W ASHINGTON, June 21, 1938. 
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DETAILED REGULATIONS FOR THE EXECUTION OF THE
PARCEL POST AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA AND JAPAN.

In accordance with the provisions of Article XXIII, Section 1,
of the Parcel Post Agreement between the United States of America
and Japan, the two Postal Administrations have agreed as follows:

ARTICLE 1.

Limits of weight and dimensions.

1. The limits of weight and dimensions of parcels exchanged be-
tween the United States of America and Japan are as follows:

(a) Parcels originating in the United States of America addressed
to Japan:-

Weight --- 22 pounds.
Dimensions -- greatest length 4 feet on condition that parcels over

42 inches but not over 44 inches long do not exceed 24 inches in
girth; that parcels over 44 inches but not over 46 inches long do not
exceed 20 inches in girth; that parcels over 46 inches but not over 4
feet long do not exceed 16 ininches in girth; and that parcels up to
3/2 feet in length do not exceed 6 feet in length and girth combined.

(b) Parcels originating in Japan addressed to the United States
of America:

Weight --- 10 kilograms.
Dimensions -- length on one side 1 meter 25 on condition that par-

cels not over 5 kilograms in weight do not exceed 60 cubic decimeters
in volume and that parcels over 5 kilograms but not over 10 kilo-
grams in weight do not exceed 80 cubic decimeters in volume.

2. The viewpoint of the dispatching office in regard to the exact
calculation of the weight and the dimensions must be considered as
prevailing, except in case of obvious error.

ARTICLE 2.

Preparation of parcels.

1. The name and address of the sender and of the addressee must
be legibly and correctly written in every case when possible on the
parcel itself or on a label or tag firmly attached thereto. It is not
allowed to write with initials the name and address of the sender or
addressee, unless the initials are the adopted trade name of the send-
ers or addressees which is generally understood. Addresses in
pencil are also not allowed, except those written with copying ink
on a surface previously dampened.

A slip bearing the name and address of the sender and the ad-
dressee must be enclosed in the parcel when the address is written
on a label which is not gummed to the parcel. It is advisable that
such slips be enclosed in all parcels.

2. Parcels must be packed in a manner adequate for the length
of the journey and for the protection of the contents and so effectu-
ally that it is impossible to tamper with the contents without leaving
an obvious trace of violation; m particular when the contents con-
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DETAILED REGULATIONS FOR THE EXECUTION OF THE 
PARCEL POST AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA AND JAPAN. 

In accordance with the provisions of Article XXIII, Section 1, 
of the Parcel Post Agreement between the United States of America 
and Japan, the two Postal Administrations have agreed as follows: 

AirricLE 1. 

Limits of weight and dimensions. 

1. The limits of weight and dimensions of parcels exchanged be-
tween the United States of America and Japan are as follows: 

(a) Parcels originating in the United States of America addressed 
to Japan :— 
Weight____22 pounds. 
Dimensions____greatest length 4 feet on condition that parcels over 

42 inches but not over 44 inches long do not exceed 24 inches in 
girth; that parcels over 44 inches but not over 46 inches long do not 
exceed 20 inches in girth; that parcels over 46 inches but not over 4 
feet long do not exceed 16 inches in girth; and that parcels up to 
31/2  feet in length do not exceed 6 feet in length and girth combined. 

(b) Parcels originating in Japan addressed to the United States 
of America: 
Weight_10 kilograms. 
Dimensions____length on one side 1 meter 25 on condition that par-

cels not over 5 kilograms in weight do not exceed 60 cubic decimeters 
in volume and that parcels over 5 kilograms but not over 10 kilo-
grams in weight do not exceed 80 cubic decimeters in volume. 

2. The viewpoint of the dispatching office in regard to the exact 
calculation of the weight and the dimensions must be considered as 
prevailing, except in case of obvious error. 

ARTICLE 2. 

Preparation of parcels. 

1. The name and address of the sender and of the addressee must 
be legibly and correctly written in every case when possible on the 
parcel itself or on a label or tag firmly attached thereto. It is not 
allowed to write with initials the name and address of the sender or 
addressee, unless the initials are the adopted trade name of the send-
ers or addressees which is generally understood. Addresses in 
pencil are also not allowed, except those written with copying ink 
on a surface previously dampened. 
A slip bearing the name and address of the sender and the ad-

dressee must be enclosed in the parcel when the address is written 
on a label which is not gummed to the parcel. It is advisable that 
such slips be enclosed in all parcels. 

2. Parcels must be packed in a manner adequate for the length 
of the journey and for the protection of the contents and so effectu-
ally that it is impossible to tamper with the contents without leaving 
an obvious trace of violation; in particular when the contents con-
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sist of precious metal, articles of metal or heavy goods, it is essen-
tial that stout metal boxes or wooden cases at least one centimeter
(2% inch) thick should be used for packing.

Any liquid or any substance which easily liquefies must be packed
in a double receptacle. Between the first receptacle (bottle, flask,
pot, box, etc.) and the second (box of metal, of strong wood, or strong
corrugated cardboard, or of strong fibreboard, or receptacle of equal
strength) shall be left a space which shall be filled with sawdust,
bran, or some other absorbent material, in sufficient quantity to
absorb all the liquid contents in case of breakage.

Powders and dyes in powder form must be packed in lead-sealed
metal containers which containers must be enclosed in substantial
outer covers so as to obviate all damage to the accompanying mail
matter.

3. Insured parcels must be sealed by means of wax, by lead, or
other seals. Either Administration may require a special design or
mark of the sender in the sealing of insured parcels mailed in its
service.

ARTICLE 3.

Customs declarations.

1. The sender shall prepare one customs declaration for each par-
cel, on a special form provided for the purpose by the Administration
of origin.

The customs declaration shall give a general description of the
parcel, an accurate statement in detail of its contents and value, date
of mailing, the actual weight, the sender's name and address, and
the name and address of the addressee, and shall be securely at-
tached to the parcel.

2. When more than one ordinary parcel is mailed simultaneously
by the same sender to the same addressee at the same address, the
sender may prepare only one customs declaration for the parcels,
which customs declaration shall show, in addition to the particulars
set forth in the preceding section, the total number of the relative
parcels and shall be securely attached to one of the parcels. The
parcels shall be clearly marked in such case with a fractional num-
ber, the denominator of which will indicate, in arabic figures, the
total number of the relative parcels, and the numerator the serial
number of the parcel.

3. The Administrations accept no responsibility for the correctness
of the customs declarations.

ARTicLE 4.

Indication of insured parcels.

1. On the address side, each insured parcel must bear a label with
the words "Insured" or "Valeur declaree", or be stamped or marked
with the same words in close proximity to the number given the
parcel.

2. The insured parcels must bear an indication of the amount of
the insured value, mentioned fully and legibly in the currency of
the country of origin and in roman letters. This amount must be
converted into gold francs by the sender or by the office of origin
and the result of conversion is added below the original description.
The amount of the insured value must also be indicated on the cus-
toms declaration.

3. The exact weight of each insured parcel must be entered by the
office of origin on the address side of the parcel.
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ARTICLE 5.

Advice of delivery. Inquiry.

1. As to a parcel for which an advice of delivery is asked, the
office of origin impresses on the address side of the parcel and on the
customs declaration with a stamp, the letters or words "A. R." or
"Avis de reception". The office of origin or any other office ap-
pointed by the dispatching Administration shall fill up an advice of
delivery form and attach it to the parcel. If the form does not
reach the office of destination, that office makes out a duplicate.

2. The office of destination, after having duly filled up the advice
of delivery form returns it free of postage to the address of the
sender of the parcel.

3. When the sender applies for an advice of delivery after a
parcel has been posted, the office of origin or any other office ap-
pointed by the dispatching Administration duly fills up an advice
of delivery form and attaches it to a form of inquiry which is en-
tered with the details concerning the transmission of the parcel.
This inquiry form is treated according to the provisions of Section
5 below, except that, in case of the due delivery of the parcel, the
office of destination withdraws the inquiry form and returns the ad-
vice of delivery form to origin in the manner prescribed by the
preceding section.

4. When the sender makes inquiry concerning an advice of de-
livery which has not been returned to him after a reasonable inter-
val, action is taken in accordance with the rules laid down in the
preceding section. In that case, a second fee is not charged, and the
office of origin or any other office appointed by the dispatching
Administration enters at the top of the advice of delivery form the
words "Duplicate of the advice of delivery".

5. When the sender requests an inquiry for the parcel, the office of
origin or any other office appointed by the dispatching Adminis-
tration fills up an inquiry form and sends it to the office of destina-
tion or to any other office appointed by the Administration of des-
tination accompanied, whenever possible, by a facsimile of the ad-
dress of the parcel. If the service of the country of destination is
in a position to furnish information as to the ultimate disposal of
the parcel it completes the form and returns it to the office of the
country of origin from which the form has been forwarded. When
the disposal of the parcel cannot be established by the service of the
country of destination, the fact is recorded on the form and the form
is returned accompamed, whenever possible, by a declaration from
the addressee certifying that he has not received the parcel.

ARTICLE 6.

Transit parcels.

Each Administration shall inform the other to which countries
parcels may be sent through it as intermediary, and the amount of
the charges due to it therefor, as well as other conditions.

ARTICLE 7.

Method of exchange of parcels.

1. Parcels shall be exchanged, in bags duly fastened and sealed,
by the offices appointed by agreement between the two Administra-
tions, and shall be dispatched to the country of destination by the
country of origin at its cost and by such means as it provides.
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2. Insured parcels exchanged direct between the two countries shall
be enclosed in separate bags from those in which ordinary parcels
are contained: and the labels of bags containing insured parcels shall
be marked with such distinctive symbols as may from time to time
be agreed upon.

ARTICLE 8.

Receptacles.

1. The two Administrations shall provide their respective bags
necessary for the dispatch of their parcels and each bag shall be
marked to show the name of the office or the country to which it
belongs.

2. Bags must be returned empty and without charge to the dis-
patching office by the next mail. Empty bags to be returned are
made up in bundles of ten, enclosing nine bags in one. The total
number of bags returned shall be entered on the relative parcel bills.

3. The returning Administration shall repay to the Administra-
tion of origin, the value of any bags which it fails to return.

AirOaLE 9.

Billing of parcels.

1. Ordinary parcels and insured parcels exchanged direct between
the two countries are entered on separate parcel bills.

The ordinary parcels are entered on the parcel bills to show the
total number of the parcels and the total net weight thereof, while
redirected or returned parcels are entered individually.

The insured parcels are entered individually on the parcel bills
to show their numbers, the name of the office of origin, and their
total net weight.

The entry on the parcel bills of any redirected or returned parcel
must be followed by the word "Redirected" or "Returned" together
with the detailed statement of charges which may be additionally
collected, in the "Observations" column.

2. Transit parcels sent a decouvert are entered individually on the
parcel bills separate from those mentioned in the preceding section.

3. The amount to be credited must be totaled and shown on each
parcel bill.

The total number of bags comprising each dispatch must also be
shown on the parcel bills.

4. Each dispatching office of exchange shall number the parcel
bills in the upper left-hand corner, commencing each year a fresh
series for each office of exchange of destination. The last number
of the year shall be shown on the parcel bill of the first dispatch
of the following year.

5. The parcel bills are prepared in duplicate. The original is sent
in the regular mails, while the duplicate is inserted in one of the
bags. The bag containing the parcel bill is designated by the letter
"F" traced in a conspicuous manner on the label.

ABTCLE 10.

Checking of parcels.

1. The office of exchange which has received a parcel mail shall
check the parcels and the accompanying bills. If a parcel is missing
or any other irregularity is noted, it shall be immediately reported
to the dispatching office of exchange by means of a bulletin of veri-
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fication. The report of such a serious irregularity as to involve the
responsibility of the respective Administration shall be accompanied
by such vouchers as the strings, wax, or lead seals used for closing
the bag which contained the parcels, if they are available.

If no report is made by the next mail, it will be assumed that the
mail has been received in proper order until the contrary is proved.

2. If a parcel bill is missing a duplicate shall be made out and a
copy sent to the dispatching office of exchange from which the dis-
patch was received.

3. If any parcel which is in the course of transmission is observed
to bear evidence of violation or damage, it must have the facts noted
on it and be marked with the stamp of the office making the note,
or a document drawing attention to the violation or damage must
be annexed to the parcel.

ARTIOLE 11.

Recall. Change of address.

1. For requests for recall or change of address of parcels, the
sender, in handing the application to the post office of origin, must
prove his identity and produce the certificate of mailing or the receipt
of the parcel, if any. After proof of identity, for which the Adminis-
tration of origin assumes responsibility, the procedure is as follows:

(a) If the request is meant to be sent by post, the application,
together with an exact facsimile of the address of the parcel, is dis-
patched in a registered cover directly to the office of destination or
to any other office appointed by the Administration of destination.

(b) If the request is to be made by telegraph, the terms of the
request are transmitted by telegraph to the office of destination or
to any other office appointed by the Administration of destination.
In case of the request for change of address of an insured parcel, the
request must be confirmed by the first mail in the manner prescribed
by the preceding paragraph. In this case, the words "Confirmation
of the telegraphic request for the change of address" must be shown
on the upper part of the application.

2. The office which has received the request mentioned in the pre-
ceding section searches for the parcel in question and takes the nec-
essary action.

3. f the search is fruitless, or if the parcel has already been
delivered to the addressee, or if the request by telegraph is not ex-
plicit enough to permit the parcel to be surely recognzed, the fact
is reported at once to the office from which the request was forwarded
and which informs the applicant accordingly.

ARTICLE 12.

Non-delivery.

1. The sender of a parcel may request at the time of mailing that,
if the parcel cannot be delivered as addressed it shall be either (a)
treated as abandoned, or (b) tendered for delivery at a second ad-
dress in the country of destination, or (c) returned immediately.

If the sender avails himself of this facility, his request must appear
on the address side of the parcel and on the relative customs declara-
tion and must be in conformity with or analogous to one of the
following forms:

"If not deliverable as addressed .--..--'Abandon' ".
"If not deliverable as addressed--- --- 'Deliver to------_' ".
"If not deliverable as addressed -..--- 'Return immediately'".
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2. The parcels to be returned as undeliverable to the country of
origin shall be marked to show the reason for non-delivery.

3. If a parcel, for any reason, is neither delivered as addressed nor
returned to origin, the Administration of origin shall be informed
in a precise manner of the treatment accorded to the parcel.

ARTICLE 13.

Sale. Destruction.

When a parcel has been sold or destroyed in accordance with the
provisions of Article XIV of the Agreement, a report of the sale or
destruction is prepared. A copy of the report, together with the
customs declaration, is forwarded to the office of origin.

ARTICLE 14.

Parcels wrongly accepted. Missent parcels.
1. When parcels exceeding the limits of weight and dimensions

allowed or missent parcels are returned to origin, the returning Ad-
ministration refunds to the dispatching Administration the amount
credited for the parcel and reports the irregularity by means of a
bulletin of verification.

2. When missent parcels are reforwarded to their proper destina-
tion, and if the amount credited to the reforwarding Administration
is insufficient to cover the expenses of the onward transmission, the
reforwarding Administration claims from the dispatching Admin-
istration the amount of the deficiency, and reports the reason for the
claim by means of a bulletin of verification.

ARTICLE 15.

Indemnity.

1. On the basis of the provisions of Article XVII of the Agree-
ment, the sender is entitled to an indemnity corresponding to the
actual amount of the loss of an insured parcel and of the abstrac-
tion of or damage to its contents.

Indemnity is paid to the addressee when he claims it, either after
making reservations when accepting delivery of a pilfered or dam-
aged parcel, or if he proves that the sender has waived his rights
in his favour.

When an insured parcel is redirected or returned to a third country
from one of the two countries, the sender, in case of loss, rifling, or
damage occurring subsequent to the redirection or return of the par-
cel, can lay claim only to the indemnity which the Administration
of the country where the loss, rifling, or damage occurred consents
to pay, or which that Administration is obligated to pay in accord-
ance with the agreement made between the Administrations of the
countries directly interested in the redirection or return.

2. The amount of indemnity is calculated on the basis of the actual
value (current price or, in the absence of current price, the ordinary
estimated value) at the time and place of mailing of the parcel,
provided in any case that the indemnity shall not exceed the amount
for which the parcel was insured.

Indirect loss or loss of profits is not taken into consideration.
In the case where indemnity is payable for the loss of a parcel or

for the destruction or abstraction of the whole of the contents thereof,
the sender is entitled to return of the postal charges which have been
paid. However, the insurance fees are not returned in any case.
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for the destruction or abstraction of the whole of the contents thereof, 
the sender is entitled to return of the postal charges which have been 
paid. However, the insurance fees are not returned in any case. 

Sale; destruction. 

Parcels wrongly ac-
cepted; Mis,sent par-
cels. 

Indemnity. 
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3. The obligation of paying the indemnity shall rest with the
Administration to which the office of origin is subordinate, provided
that, in the case where the indemnity is paid to the addressee in
accordance with the second paragraph of the first section, it shall
rest with the Administration of destination.

The paying Administration retains the right to make a claim
against the Administration responsible.

4. The payment of indemnity shall be made as soon as possible
and at the latest within a period of one year counting from the day
following that on which the application is made.

However, the paying Administration may exceptionally defer pay-
ment of indemnity for a longer period than that stipulated if, at
the expiration of that period, it has not been able to determine the
disposition made of the parcel in question or the responsibility
incurred.

5. The Administration which undertakes the payment of indem-
nity is authorized to pay indemnity on behalf of the Administra-
tion which, after being duly informed of the application for indem-
nity, has let nine months pass without settling the matter.

6. Responsibility for loss, abstraction, or damage of a parcel dis-
covered by the receiving office of exchange at the time of opening
the receptacles and duly notified to the dispatching office of exchange
by bulletin of verification, shall fall upon the Administration to
which the dispatching office of exchange is subordinate unless it be
proved that the damage occurred in the service of the receiving
Administration.

7. Until the contrary is proved, responsibility for a parcel rests
with the Administration which, having received the parcel without
making any observation and being furnished with all necessary par-
ticulars for inquiry, is unable to show its proper disposition.

8. If the loss, abstraction, or damage has occurred in course of con-
veyance without its being possible to ascertain in which service the
irregularity took place, the Administrations concerned bear the loss
in equal shares.

9. The Administration responsible or on whose account payment is
made in accordance with Section 5 is bound to repay to the Adminis-
tration making payment on its behalf, without delay and within not
more than nine months after receiving notice of payment, the amount
of indemnity paid.

10. Repayments are to be made free of cost to the creditor Admin-
istration by means of either a money order or a draft, in money valid
in the creditor country, or by such other means as may be mutually
agreed upon by correspondence.

ARTICLE 16.

Payment.

Payment. 1. The amounts to be paid by the Administration of origin to
that of destination, in accordance with the provisions of Article
XVIII, Section 1, of the Agreement are as follows:

A. In the case of parcels originating in the United States of
America:

(a) Parcels for Japan proper and for any of its dependencies
(Tyosen, Taiwan, Karahuto, the Leased Territory of Kwantung, the
South Manchuria Railway Zone, and the South Sea Islands under
Japanese Mandate), which are dispatched directly thereto, 20 cen-
times per pound or fraction thereof.
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3. The obligation of paying the indemnity shall rest with the 
Administration to which the office of origin is subordinate, provided 
that, in the case where the indemnity is paid to the addressee in 
accordance with the second paragraph of the first section, it shall 
rest with the Administration of destination. 
The paying Administration retains the right to make a claim 

against the Administration responsible. 
4. The payment of indemnity shall be made as soon as possible 

and at the latest within a period of one year counting from the day 
following that on which the application is made. 
However, the paying Administration may exceptionally defer pay-

ment of indemnity for a longer period than that stipulated if, at 
the expiration of that period, it has not been able to determine the 
disposition made of the parcel in question or the responsibility 
incurred. 

5. The Administration which undertakes the payment of indem-
nity is authorized to pay indemnity on behalf of the Administra-
tion which, after being duly informed of the application for indem-
nity, has let nine months pass without settling the matter. 

6. Responsibility for loss, abstraction, or damage of a parcel dis-
covered by the receiving dice of exchange at the time of opening 
the receptacles and duly notified to the dispatching office of exchange 
by bulletin of verification, shall fall upon the Administration to 
which the dispatching office of exchange is subordinate unless it be 
proved that the damage occurred in the service of the receiving 
Administration. 

7. Until the contrary is proved, responsibility for a parcel rests 
with the Administration which, having received the parcel without 
making any observation and being furnished with all necessary par-
ticulars for inquiry, is unable to show its proper disposition. 

8. If the loss, abstraction, or damage has occurred in course of con-
veyance without its being possible to ascertain in which service the 
irregularity took place, the Administrations concerned bear the loss 
in equal shares. 

9. The Administration responsible or on whose account payment is 
made in accordance with Section 5 is bound to repay to the Adminis-
tration making payment on its behalf, without delay and within not 
more than nine months after receiving notice of payment, the amount 
of indemnity paid. 

10. Repayments are to be made free of cost to the creditor Admin-
istration by means of either a money order or a draft, in money valid 
in the creditor country, or by such other means as may be mutually 
agreed upon by correspondence. 

AirricLE 16. 

Payment. 

1. The amounts to be paid by the Administration of origin to 
that of destination, in accordance with the provisions of Article 
XVIII, Section 1, of the Agreement are as follows: 

A. In the case of parcels originating in the United States of 
America: 

(a) Parcels for Japan proper and for any of its dependencies 
(TyOsen Taiwan, Karahuto the Leased Territory of Kwantung, the 
South Manchuria Railway Zone, and the South Sea Islands under 
Japanese Mandate) ' which are dispatched directly thereto, 20 cen-
times per pound or fraction thereof. 

Payment. 
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(b) Parcels for one of the Japanese dependencies sent throughJapan proper, 40 centimes per pound or fraction thereof.
For an insured parcel, 10 centimes shall be paid in addition foreach parcel mentioned under (a) and 40 centimes for each parcel

mentioned under (b).
B. In the case of parcels originating in Japan:
(a) Parcels for the United States proper and for Alaska whichare dispatched directly thereto, 32 centimes per 455 grams or fraction

thereof.
(b) Parcels for Guam, Samoa, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, United StatesVirgin Islands, which are dispatched directly thereto, 16 centimes per455 grams or fraction thereof.
(c) Parcels for Alaska sent to Seattle, 64 centimes per 455 gramsor fraction thereof.
(d) Parcels for Alaska sent to any United States port except

Seattle, 100 centimes per 455 grams or fraction thereof.
(e) Parcels for Puerto Rico or the United States Virgin Islands

sent through the United States, 84 centimes per 455 grams or fraction
thereof.

(f) Parcels for Guam sent to San Francisco and parcels for Samoa
and Hawaii sent to San Francisco or to San Pedro, 48 centimes per
455 grams or fraction thereof.

(g) Parcels for Guam sent to any United States port except SanFrancisco and parcels for Samoa and Hawaii sent to any United
States port except San Francisco or San Pedro, 84 centimes per 455grams or fraction thereof.

For an insured parcel, 10 centimes shall be paid in addition foreach parcel mentioned under (a) and (b) and 30 centimes for each
parcel mentioned under (c), (d), (e), (f), and (g).

2. For parcels originating in a third country and sent a decouvert
to one of the two countries through the other, the intermediary Ad-ministration shall pay to the Administration of destination the
amounts equal to those fixed by the preceding section.

3. The allocation or claim of the amounts mentioned in the preced-
ing two sections and in Article XVIII, Sections 2 and 3, of the
Agreement shall be made by means of parcel bills.

ARTICLE 17.

Accounting.

1. Each Administration shall prepare quarterly an account showing Accounting.
the sums due for parcels sent by the other Administration.

2. These accounts accompanied by the parcel bills and, if any,copies of bulletins of verification relating thereto shall be submitted
to the examination of the corresponding Administration in the courseof the quarter following the quarter to which they relate.

3. The compilation, transmission, and acceptance of the accountsmust be effected as early as possible and the payment resulting fromthe balance must be made at the latest before the end of the followingquarter.
4. Payment of the balances due on these accounts between the twoAdministrations shall be effected by means of drafts drawn on thecapital or one of the commercial towns of the creditor country, or inany other manner which may from time to time be agreed uponbetween the two Administrations, the expense attendant on the pay-ment being at the charge of the indebted Administration.
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(b) Parcels for one of the Japanese dependencies sent through 
Japan proper, 40 centimes per pound or fraction thereof. 
For an insured parcel, 10 centimes shall be paid in addition for 

each parcel mentioned under (a) and 40 centimes for each parcel 
mentioned under (b). 

B. In the case of parcels originating in Japan: 
(a) Parcels for the United States proper and for Alaska, which 

are dispatched directly thereto, 32 centimes per 455 grams or fraction 
thereof. 

(b) Parcels for Guam, Samoa, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, United States 
Virgin Islands, which are dispatched directly thereto, 16 centimes per 
455 grams or fraction thereof. 

(c) Parcels for Alaska sent to Seattle, 64 centimes per 455 grams 
or fraction thereof. 

(d) Parcels for Alaska sent to any United States port except 
Seattle 100 centimes per 455 grams or fraction thereof. 

(e) Parcels for Puerto Rico or the United States Virgin Islands 
sent through the United States, 84 centimes per 455 grams or fraction 
thereof. 

(f) Parcels for Guam sent to San Francisco and parcels for Samoa 
and Hawaii sent to San Francisco or to San Pedro, 48 centimes per 
455 grams or fraction thereof. 

(g) Parcels for Guam sent to any United States port except San 
Francisco and parcels for Samoa and Hawaii sent to any United 
States port except San Francisco or San Pedro, 84 centimes per 455 
grams or fraction thereof. 
For an insured parcel, 10 centimes shall be paid in addition for 

each parcel mentioned under (a) and (b) and 30 centimes for each 
parcel mentioned under (c), (d), (e), (f), and (g). 

2. For parcels originating in a third country and sent a decouvert 
to one of the two countries through the other, the intermediary Ad-
ministration shall pay to the Administration of destination the 
amounts equal to those fixed by the preceding section. 

3. The allocation or claim of the amounts mentioned in the preced-
ing two sections and in Article XVIII, Sections 2 and 3, of the 
Agreement shall be made by means of parcel bills. 

AirricLE 17. 

Accounting. 

1. Each Administration shall prepare quarterly an account showing 
the sums due for parcels sent by the other Administration. 

2. These accounts accompanied by the parcel bills and, if any, 
copies of bulletins of verification relating thereto shall be submitted 
to the examination of the corresponding Administration in the course 
of the quarter following the quarter to which they relate. 

3. The compilation, transmission, and acceptance of the accounts 
must be effected as early as possible and the payment resulting from 
the balance must be made at the latest before the end of the following 
quarter. 

4. Payment of the balances due on these accounts between the two 
Administrations shall be effected by means of drafts drawn on the 
capital or one of the commercial towns of the creditor country, or in 
any other manner which may from time to time be agreed upon 
between the two Administrations, the expense attendant on the pay-
ment being at the charge of the indebted Administration. 

Accounting. 
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ARTICLE 18.

Miscellaneous notifications.

The Administrations shall communicate to each other all items
necessary for carrying out the exchange of parcels.

The present Detailed Regulations shall come into operation on the
day on which the Parcel Post Agreement comes into force and shall
have the same duration as the Agreement. The Administrations con-
cerned shall, however, have the power by mutual consent to modify
the details from time to time.

Done in duplicate and signed at T6ky5 on the 1st day of the 6th
month of the 13th year of Syowa, and at Washington on the 20th
day of June 1938.

[SEAL] JAMES A FARLEY
Postmaster General of the United States of America.

RYNTrAo NAGAI
Minister of State for Communications of Japan.

The foregoing Regulations for the Execution of the Parcel Post
Agreement between the United States of America and Japan have
been negotiated and concluded with my advice and consent and are
hereby approved and ratified.

In testimony whereof I have caused the seal of the United States
to be hereunto affixed.

[SEAL] FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT

By the President.
SUNER WELLES

Acting Secretary of State.
WASHINGTON, June X1, 1938.
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Miscellaneous noti-
fications. 

Entry into force; du-
ration. 

Modification. 

Signatures. 

Approval by the 
President. 

ARTICLE 18. 

Miscellaneous notifications. 

The Administrations shall communicate to each other all items 
necessary for carrying out the exchange of parcels. 
The present Detailed Regulations shall come into operation on the 

day on which the Parcel Post Agreement comes into force and shall 
have the same duration as the Agreement. The Administrations con-
cerned shall, however, have the power by mutual consent to modify 
the details from time to time. 
Done in duplicate and signed at Tokyo on the 1st day of the 6th 

month of the 13th year of SyOwa, and at Washington on the 20th 
day of June 1938. 

JAMES A FARLEY 
Postmaster General of the United States of America. 

RYNTARO NAGAI 
Minister of State for Communications of Japan. 

The foregoing Regulations for the Execution of the Parcel Post 
Agreement between the United States of America and Japan have 
been negotiated and concluded with my advice and consent and are 
hereby approved and ratified. 
In testimony whereof I have caused the seal of the United States 

to be hereunto affixed. 
[SEAL] FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 
By the President. 

SUMNER W ELLES 
Acting Secretary of State. 

W ASHINGTON, June 21, 1938. 
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Agreement between the postal administration of the United States of
America and the Kingdom of Yugoslavia concerning the exchange of
parcel post, with regulations of execution. Signed at Beograd (Belgrade)
April 16, 1938 and at Washington June 20, 1938; approved by the
President June 24, 1938.

ARRANGEMENT ENTRE L'ADMI-
NISTRATION DES POSTES DES
ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE ET
L'ADMINISTRATION DES
POSTES DU ROYAUME DE
YOUGOSLAVIE CONCERNANT
L'ECHANGE DES COLIS POSTAUX.

Les soussignes, munis des pleins-
pouvoirs de leurs Gouvernements
respectifs ont, d'un commun ac-
cord et sous reserve de ratification
par 1'autorite superieure compe-
tente, arret6 l'Arrangement sui-
vant:

ARTICLE I.

Objet de i'Arrangement.

Entre les Etats-Unis d'Am6rique
(y compris l'Alaska, Hawal, Porto
Rico, Guam, Samoa et les Iles
Vierges des Etats-Unis) et le Ro-
yaume de Yougoslavie, il peut
etre echang6, sous la d6nomina-
tion de colis postaux, des envois
jusqu'aux limites du poids et de
dimensions prescrites dans le Re-
glement d'Ex6cution.

ARTICLE II.

Colis en transit.

1. Chaque Administration ga-
rantit le droit de transit sur son
service A ou de l'un quelconque
des pays avec lequel elle echange
des colis postaux, aux colis origi-
naires ou en destination du terri-
toire de l'autre Administration
contractante.

2. Chaque Administration fera
connattre a l'autre quels sont les
pays auxquels des colis peuvent

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE
POSTAL ADMINISTRATION OF
THE UNITED STATES OF AMER-
ICA AND THE KINGDOM OF
YUGOSLAVIA CONCERNING THE
EXCHANGE OF PARCEL POST.

The undersigned, provided with
full powers by their respective gov-
ernments, have by common con-
sent and subject to ratification by
the competent superior authori-
ties, drawn up the following Agree-
ment:

ARTICLE I.

Object of the Agreement.

Between the United States of
America (including Alaska, Puer-
to Rico, the Virgin Islands,
Guam, Samoa, and Iawaii) and
the Kingdom of Yugoslavia, there
may be exchanged, under the de-
nomination of parcel post, parcels
up to the maximum weight and
the maximum dimensions indi-
cated in the Regulations of Exe-
cution.

ARTICLE II.

Transit parcels.

1. Each Administration guar-
antees the right of transit through
its service, to or from any country
with which it has parcel-post com-
munication, of parcels originating
in or addressed for delivery in the
service of the other contracting
Administration.

2. Each Administration shall
inform the other to which coun-
tries parcels may be sent through

1893

April 16, 1938
June 20, 1938

Agreement with
Yugoslavia concern-
ing exchange of parcel
post.

Territoryembraced.

Weight and dimen-
sions.

Post, p. 1910.

Right of transit.

Intermediate Ad-
ministrations.
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Agreement between the postal administration of the United States of 
America and the Kingdom of Yugoslavia concerning the exchange of 
parcel post, with regulations of execution. Signed at Beograd (Belgrade) 
April 16, 1938 and at Washington June 20, 1938; approved by the 
President June 24, 1938. 

ARRANGEMENT ENTRE L'ADMI-
NISTRATION DES POSTES DES 
ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE ET 
L'ADMINISTRATION DES 
POSTES DU ROYAUME DE 
YOUGOSLAVIE CONCERNANT 
L'ECHANGE DES COLIS POSTAUX. 

Les soussignes, munis des pleins-
pouvoirs de leurs Gouvernements 
respectifs ont, d'un commun ac-
cord et sous reserve de ratification 
par Pau torite superieure comp& 
tente, arrote l'Arrangement sui-
vant: 

ARTICLE I. 

Objet de I' Arrangement. 

Entre les Etats-Unis d'Amerique 
(y compris l'Alaska, Hawai, Porto 
Rico, Guam, Samoa et les Iles 
Vierges des Etats-Unis) et le Ro-
plume de Yougoslavie, ii pent 
etre echange, sous la denomina-
tion de colis postaux, des envois 
jusqu'aux limites du poids et de 
dimensions prescrites dans le Re-
glement d'Execution. 

ARTICLE II. 

Colic en transit. 

1. Chaque Administration ga-
rantit le droit de transit sur son 
service ou de Pan quelconque 
des pays avec lequel elle &hang° 
des colis postaux, aux colis migi-
naires ou en destination du terri-
toire de l'autre Administration 
contractante. 

2. Chaque Administration fera 
connattre a l'autre quels sont les 
pays auxquels des coils peuvent 

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE 
POSTAL ADMINISTRATION OF 
THE UNITED STATES OF AMER-
ICA AND THE KINGDOM OF 
YUGOSLAVIA CONCERNING THE 
EXCHANGE OF PARCEL POST. 

The undersigned, provided with 
full powers by their respective gov-
ernments, have by common con-
sent and subject to ratification by 
the competent superior authori-
ties, drawn up the following Agree-
ment: 

ARTICLE I. 

Object of the Agreement. 

Between the United States of 
America (including Alaska, Puer-
to Rico, the Virgin Islands, 
Guam, Samoa, and Hawaii) and 
the Kingdom of Yugoslavia, there 
may be exchanged, under the de-
nomination of parcel post, parcels 
up to the maximum weight and 
the maximum dimensions indi-
cated in the Regulations of Exe-
cution. 

ARTICLE II. 

Transit parcels. 

1. Each Administration guar-
antees the right of transit through 
its service, to or from any country 
with which it has parcel-post com-
munication, of parcels originating 
in or addressed for delivery in the 
service of the other contracting 
Administration. 

2. Each Administration shall ministrations. Intermediate Ad-

inform the other to which coun-
tries parcels may be sent through 
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Otre adresses par son intermediaire
et les droits de transport qui lui
reviennent ainsi que les autres
conditions.

3. Pour etre accept6s, les colis
expedi6s par lun des pays con-
tractants et destines a, transiter
par le service de l'autre, doivent
remplir les conditions fix6es de
temps en temps par l'Administra-
tion intermediaire.

ARTICLE III.

Affranchissements et tazes.

1. L'Administration d'origine
est autorisee A percevoir de
l'exp6diteur de chaque colis les
taxes d'affranchissement, les taxes
pour demandes de renseignements
faites posterieurement au dep6t,
et, en ce qui concerne les colis
assures (colis avec valeur declaree),
les taxes d'assurance et les taxes
de renvoi des accuses de reception,
pr6vues de temps en temps par sa
legislation interieure.

2. Sauf en cas de reexp6dition
ou de retour des colis A l'origine,
l'affranchissement des colis ainsi
que le paiement d'avance des taxes
susindiquees applicables, est obli-
gatoire.

ARTICLE IV.

Conditionnement des colis.

Packing. Chaque colis doit etre emball6
d'une maniere repondant A la
longueur du parcours et A la pro-
tection de contenu du colis ainsi

PoRt, p. 1910. qu'il est prescrit par le Reglement
d'Execution.

ARTICLE V.

Objets prohibes.
Articles specified.

Dangerous articles.

Narcotics.

Nonadmissible ar-
ticles.

1. II est interdit d'expedier par
colis postal:

(a) Les objets qui, par leur na-
ture ou leur emballage, peuvent
presenter du danger pour les
agents, salir ou d6teriorer les
autres colis.

(b) L'opium, la morphine, la
cocaine et autres stup6fiants.

(c) Les objets dont l'admission
n'est pas autorisEe par la douane

it as intermediary, and the amount
of the charges due to it therefor,
as well as other conditions.

3. To be accepted for onward
transmission, parcels sent by one
of the contracting countries
through the service of the other
must comply with the conditions
prescribed from time to time by
the intermediate Administration.

ARTICLE III.

Prepayment of postage andfees.

1. The Administration of origin
is entitled to collect from the
sender of each parcel the postage
and the fees for requests for infor-
mation as to the disposal of a par-
cel made after it has been posted,
and also, in the case of insured
parcels, the insurance fees and the
fees for return receipts that may
from time to time be prescribed
by its regulations.

2. Except in the case of returned
or redirected parcels, prepayment
of the postage and such of the fees
mentioned in the preceding sec-
tion as are applicable, is com-
pulsory.

ARTICLE IV.

Preparation of parcels.

Every parcel shall be packed in
a manner adequate for the length
of the journey and the protection
of the contents as set forth in the
Regulations of Execution.

ARTICLE V.

Prohibitions.

1. The following articles are
prohibited transmission by parcel
post:

(a) Articles which, from their
nature or by their packing, may
expose postal officials to danger,
or soil, or damage other parcels.

(b) Opium, morphine, cocaine
and other narcotics.

(c) Articles whose admission is
not authorized by the customs or

Collection from
sender.

Exception.
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Narcotics. 

Nonadmissible ar-
ticles. 

etre adresses par son intermediaire 
et les droits de transport qui hn 
reviennent ainsi quo les autres 
conditions. 

3. Pour etre acceptes, les coils 
expedies par l'un des pays con-
tractants et destines a transiter 
par le service de l'autre, doivent 
remplir les conditions fixees de 
temps en temps par l'Administra-
don intermediaire. 

ARTICLE III. 

Affranchissements et taxes. 

1. L'Ad ministration d.'origine 
est autorisee a percevoir de 
Pexpediteur de chaque colis les 
taxes d'affranchissement, les taxes 
pour demandes de renseignements 
faites posterieurement au depot, 
et, en co qui concerne les cobs 
assures (colis avec valour declaree), 
les taxes d'assurance et les taxes 
de renvoi des accuses de reception, 
prevues de temps en temps par sa 
legislation interieure. 

2. Sauf en cas de reexpedition 
ou de retour des coils a Porigine, 
l'affranchissement des colis ainsi 
que le paiement d'avance des taxes 
susindiquees applicables, est obh-
ga toire. 

ARTICLE IV. 

Conditionnement des colis. 

Chaque colis doit etre emballe 
d'une maniere repondant a la 
longueur du parcours et 11, la pro-
tection de contenu du colis ainsi 
qu'il est present par le Reglement 
d'Execution. 

ARTICLE V. 

Objets prohibes. 

1. II est interdit d'expedier par 
colis postal: 

(a) Les objets qui, par leur na-
ture ou leur emballage, peuvent 
presenter du danger pour les 
agents, salir ou deteriorer les 
autres colis. 

(b) L'opium, la morphine, la 
cocaine et autres stupefiants. 

(c) Les objets dont Padmission 
n'est pas autorisee par la douane 

it as intermediary, and the amount 
of the charges due to it therefor, 
as well as other conditions. 

3. To be accepted for onward 
transmission, parcels sent by one 
of the contracting countries 
through the service of the other 
must comply with the conditions 
prescribed from time to time by 
the intermediate Administration. 

ARTICLE III. 

Prepayment of postage and fees. 

1. The Administration of origin 
is entitled to collect from the 
sender of each parcel the postage 
and the fees for requests for infor-
mation as to the disposal of a par-
cel made after it has been posted, 
and also, in the case of insured 
parcels, the insurance fees and the 
fees for return receipts that may 
from time to .time be prescribed 
by its regulations. 

2. Except in the case of returned 
or redirected parcels, prepayment 
of the postage and such of the fees 
mentioned in the preceding sec-
tion as are applicable, is com-
pulsory. 

ARTICLE IV. 

Preparation of parcels. 

Every parcel shall be packed in 
a manner adequate for the len0h 
of the journey and the protection 
of the contents as set forth in the 
Regulations of Execution. 

ARTICLE V. 

Prohibitions. 

1. The following articles are 
prohibited transmission by parcel 
post: 

(a) Articles which, from their 
nature or by their packing, may 
expose postal officials to danger, 
or soil, or damage other parcels. 

(b) Opium, morphine, cocaine 
and other narcotics. 

(c) Articles whose admission is 
not authorized by the customs or 
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ou par les autres lois ou reglements
en vigueur dans l'un ou l'autre
pays.

(d) Des lettres ou documents
ayant le caractere de correspon-
dance actuelle et personnelle, mais
il est permis d'ins6rer dans un colis
une facture ouverte, limit6e aux
renseignements constitutifs d'une
facture et aussi une copie simple
de l'adresse du colis, avec mention
de l'adresse de l'expediteur.

(e) Les objets obscenes ou im-
moraux.

(f) Des animaux vivants, A l'ex-
ception des sangsues.

(g) Une piece annexee portant
une adresse differente de l'adresse
portee sur l'emballage du colis.

(h) Les matieres explosibles, in-
flammables ou dangereuses.

(i) Les pieces de monnaie, les
billets de banque, les billets de
monnaie ou les valeurs quelcon-
ques au porteur, le platine, l'or ou
l'argent, manufactures ou non, les
pierries, les bijoux et autres objets
pr6cieux, dans les colis sans valeur
d6clar6e.

2. Quand un colis contenant des
objets prohibes est transmis par
l'une des Administrations a l'autre,
cette derniere doit agir conforme-
ment A ses lois et reglements in-
terieurs. Les matieres explosibles
ou inflammables ainsi que les docu-
ments, les portraits ou les autres
objets portant atteinte aux bonnes
moeurs du public, peuvent etre de-
truites sur place par l'Administra-
tion que en constate la presence
dans les colis.

Le fait qu'un colis contient une
lettre ou une communication ayant
le caractere d'une lettre ne peut en
aucun cas entrainer le retour du
colis A l'expediteur. La lettre est
toutefois tax6e en vue de la per-
ception, du destinataire, de l'af-
franchissement di, d'apres le tarif
regulier.

Les deux Administrations se
communiquent, au moyen de la
"Liste des Objets Interdits" pu-
bliee par le Bureau International de
1'Union Postale Universelle, la
nomenclature de tous les objets
prohibes; mais elles ne prendront,
en agissant de la sorte, aucune
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other laws or regulations in force
in either country.

(d) A letter or document which Letters, etc.
constitutes an actual and personal
correspondence, but it is permitted
to enclose in a parcel an open in-
voice, confined to the particulars
which constitute an invoice, and
also a simple copy of the address
of the parcel, with mention of the
address of the sender.

(e) Obscene or immoral articles. lObscene, etc., arti-

(f) Live animals, except leeches. Live animals.

(g) An enclosure which bears an
address different from that placed
on the cover of the parcel.

(h) Explosive, inflammable, or
dangerous substances.

(i) Coin, bank notes, currency
notes, or any kind of securities
payable to bearer; platinum, gold,
or silver, whether manufactured
or not; precious stones, jewels, or
other precious articles in uninsured
parcels.

2. When a parcel containing any
prohibited article is handed over
by one Administration to the
other, the latter shall proceed in
accordance with its laws and in-
land regulations. Explosive or in-
flammable articles, as well as docu-
ments, pictures, and other articles
injurious to public morals may be
destroyed on the spot by the Ad-
ministration which has found them
in the parcels.

The fact that a parcel contains
a letter, or a communication hav-
ing the nature of a letter, may not
in any case entail return of the
parcel to the sender. The letter
is, however, marked for collection
of postage due from the addressee
at the regular rate.

The two Administrations advise
each other, by means of the List
of Prohibited Articles published
by the International Bureau of the
Universal Postal Union, of all
prohibited articles. However, they
do not assume, on that account,
any responsibility towards the cus-

Enclosure with dif-
ferent address.

Explosive, etc.,
substances.

Coin, etc.

Action to be taken.

Parcel containing a
letter.

Advice as to pro-
hibited articles.
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ou par les autres lois ou reglements 
en vigueur dans Pun ou l'autre 
pays. 

(d) Des lettres on documents 
ayant le caractere de correspon-
dance actuelle et personnelle, mais 
il est permis d'inserer dans un cobs 
une facture ouverte, limitee aux 
renseignements cons titutifs d'une 
facture et aussi une copie simple 
de l'adresse du coils, avec mention 
de l'adresse de l'expediteur. 

(e) Les objets obscenes ou im-
moraux. 

(f) Des animaux vivants, a l'ex-
ception des sangsues. 

(g) Une piece annexe portant 
une adresse differente de l'adresse 
port& Ear l'emballage du colis. 

(h) Les rnatieres explosibles, in-
flammables ou dangereuses. 

(i) Les pieces de monnaie, les 
billets de banque, les billets de 
monnaie ou les valeurs quelcon-
ques au porteur, le platine, l'or ou 
l'argent, manufactures on non, les 
pierries, les bijoux et autres objets 
precieux, dans les colis sans valeur 
declaree. 

2. Quand un colis contenant des 
objets prohibes est transmis par 
l'une des Administrations a l'autre, 
cette derniere doit agir conform& 
ment a ses lois et regiments in-
terieurs. Les matieres explosibles 
ou inflammables ainsi que les docu-
ments, les portraits ou les autres 
objets portant atteinte aux bonnes 
moeurs du public, peuvent etre de-
truites sur place par l'Administra-
tion que en constate la presence 
dans les colis. 
Le fait qu'un colis contient une 

lettre ou une communication ayant 
le caractere d'une lettre ne peut en 
aucun cas entratner le retour du 
colis l'expediteur. La lettre est 
toutefois tax& en vue de la per-
ception, du destinataire, de l'af-
franchissement dtt, d'apres le tarif 
regulier. 
Les deux Administrations se 

communiquent, au moyen de la 
"Liste des Objets Interdits" pu-
bliee par le Bureau International de 
l'Union Postale Universelle, la 
nomenclature de tons les objets 
prohibes; mais elles ne prendront, 
en agissant de la sorte, aucune 

other laws or regulations in force 
in either country. 

(d) A letter or document which 
constitutes an actual and personal 
correspondence, but it is permitted 
to enclose in a parcel an open in-
voice, confined to the particulars 
which constitute an invoice, and 
also a simple copy of the address 
of the parcel, with mention of the 
address of the sender. 

(e) Obscene or immoral articles. 

(f) Live animals, except leeches. 

(g) An enclosure which bears an 
address different from that placed 
on the cover of the parcel. 

(h) Explosive, inflammable, or 
dangerous substances. 

(i) Coin, bank notes, currency 
notes, or any kind of securities 
payable to bearer; platinum, gold, 
or silver, whether manufactured 
or not; precious stones, jewels, or 
other precious articles in uninsured 
parcels. 

2. When a parcel containing any 
prohibited article is handed over 
by one Administration to the 
other, the latter shall proceed in 
accordance with its laws and in-
land regulations. Explosive or in-
flammable articles, as well as docu-
ments, pictures, and other articles 
injurious to public morals may be 
destroyed on the spot by the Ad-
ministration which has found them 
in the parcels. 

The fact that a parcel contains 
a letter, or a conununication hav-
ing the nature of a letter, may not 
in any case entail return of the 
parcel to the sender. The letter 
is, however, marked for collection 
of postage due from the addressee 
at the regular rate. 

The two Administrations advise 
each other, by means of the List 
of Prohibited Articles published 
by the International Bureau of the 
Universal Postal Union, of all 
prohibited articles. However, they 
do not assume, on that account, 
any responsibility towards the cus-

Letters, etc. 

Obscene, etc., arti-
cles. 

Live animals. 

Enclosure with dif-
ferent address. 

Explosive, etc., 
substances. 

Coin, etc. 

, Action to be taken. 

Parcel containing a 
letter. 

Advice as to pro-
hibited articles. 
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Parcels wrongly ad-
mitted.

responsabilit6 vis-a-vis de la po-
lice, de la douane ou des exp6di-
teurs des colis.

3. Dans le cas oh les colis admis
A tort a l'exp6dition ne seraient ni
renvoy6s a l'origine, ni remis au
destinataire, l'Administration ex-
p6ditrice doit etre informee, pre-
cisement, du traitement appliqu6
a ces colis.

ARTICLE VI.

Assurance.

Les colis peuvent Btre assures
jusqu'au montant de 500 francs-or
ou l'equivalent en monnaie du
pays d'origine. Cependant, les
Chefs des Administrations pos-
tales des deux pays contractants
peuvent, d'un commun accord,
majorer ou r6duire ce montant
maximum de l'assurance.

Un colis ne peut donner droit A
une indemnit6 sup6rieure A la
valeur reelle de son contenu, mais
il est permis d'assurer tout colis
pour une partie seulement de cette
valeur.

ARTICLE VII.

ResponsabilitS. Indemnite.

1. Les Administrations postales
des deux pays contractants ne
seront pas responsables de la perte,
de la soustraction ou la det6riora-
tion d'un colis ordinaire.

2. Sauf dans les cas pr6vus a
l'article suivant, les Administra-
tions contractantes sont responsa-
bles de la perte des colis assures
deposes dans l'un des deux pays
contractants et a livrer dans
l'autre et de la perte, de la spolia-
tion ou de la deterioration de leur
contenu ou d'une partie de celui-ci.

L'exp6diteur, ou tout autre re-
clamant qualifi6, a droit A une
indemnit6 correspondant au mon-
tant reel de la perte, de la spolia-
tion ou du dommage. L'indem-
nit6 est calcul6e d'apres le prix
courant ou en l'absence de prix-
courant d'apres la valeur de la
marchandise, 6valuee au moment
et dans le lieu du d6p6t; toutefois
l'indemnite ne peut en aucun cas
etre superieure a la somme pour

toms or police authorities or the
sender.

3. If parcels wrongly admitted
to the post are neither returned to
origin nor delivered to the ad-
dressee, the Administration of
origin must be precisely informed
as to the treatment accorded to
the parcels.

ARTICLE VI.

Insurance.

Parcels may be insured up to the
amount of 500 gold francs or its
equivalent in the currency of the
country of origin. However, the
Chiefs of the Postal Administra-
tions of the two contracting coun-
tries may, by mutual consent,
increase or decrease this maximum
amount of insurance.

A parcel cannot give rise to an
indemnity higher than the actual
value of its contents, but it is per-
missible to insure it for only part
of that value.

ARTICLE VII.

Responsibility. Indemnity.

1. The Administrations of the
two contracting countries will not
be responsible for the loss, abstrac-
tion, or damage of an ordinary
parcel.

2. Except in the cases men-
tioned in the article following, the
contracting Administrations are
responsible for the loss of insured
parcels mailed in one of the two
contracting countries for delivery
in the other and for the loss, ab-
straction of, or damage to, their
contents, or a part thereof.

The sender, or any other right-
ful claimant, is entitled to compen-
sation corresponding to the actual
amount of the loss, abstraction, or
damage. The amount of indem-
nity is calculated on the basis of
the current price or, in the absence
of current price, the ordinary value
at the place where and the time
when the parcel was accepted for
mailing. However, the indemnity
may not in any case be greater

Maximum amount.

Limitation.

Responsibility.

Indemnity.
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Parcels wrongly ad-
mitted. 

Maximum amount. 

Limitation. 

Responsibility. 

Indemnity. 

responsabilite vis-à-vis de la po-
lice, de la douane ou des expedi-
teurs des colis. 

3. Pans le cas oit les cons admis 
a tort A, Pexpedition no seraient ni 
renvoyes A, l'origine, Di remis au 
destinataire, l'Administration ex-
peditrice doit etre informee, pre-
cisement, du traitement applique 
ces colis. 

ARTICLE VI. 

Assurance. 

Les coils peuvent etre assures 
jusqu'au montant de 500 francs-or 
ou Pequivalent en monnaie du 
pays d'oligine. Cependant, les 
Chefs des Administrations pos-
tales des deux pays contractants 
peuvent, d'un commun accord, 
majorer on reduire cc montant 
maximum de l'assurance. 
Un colis ne peut donner droit a 

une indemnite superieure a la 
valour reelle de son contenu, mais 
II est permis d'assurer tout colis 
pour une partie seulement de cette 
valeur. 

ARTICLE VII. 

Responsabilite. Indemnite. 

1. Les Administrations postales 
des deux pays contractants ne 
seront pas responsables de la perte, 
de la soustraction ou la deteriora-
tion d'un colis ordinaire. 

2. Sauf dans les cas prevus 
Particle suivant, les Administra-
tions contractantes sont responsa-
bles de la perte des colis assures 
deposes dans l'un des deux pays 
contractants et A. livrer dans 
l'autre et de la perte, de la spolia-
tion ou de la deterioration de leur 
contenu ou d'une partie de celui-ci. 

L'expediteur, ou tout autre re-
clamant qualifie, a droit a une 
indemnite correspondant au mon-
tant reel de la perte, de la spolia-
tion ou du donunage. L'indem-
nite est calculee d'apres le prix 
courant ou en l'absence de prix-
courant d'apres la valour de la 
marchandise, evaluee au moment 
et dans le lieu du depot; toutefois 
Pindemnite ne peut en aucun cas 
etre superieure a la somme pour 

toms or police authorities or the 
sender. 

3. If parcels wrongly admitted 
to the post are neither returned to 
origin nor delivered to the ad-
dressee, the Administration of 
origin must be precisely informed 
as to the treatment accorded to 
the parcels. 

ARTICLE VI. 

Insurance. 

Parcels may be insured up to the 
amount of 500 gold francs or its 
equivalent in the currency of the 
country of origin. However, the 
Chiefs of the Postal Administra-
tions of the two contracting coun-
tries may, by mutual consent, 
increase or decrease this maximum 
amount of insurance. 
A parcel cannot give rise to an 

indemnity higher than the actual 
value of its contents, but it is per-
missible to insure it for only part 
of that value. 

ARTICLE VII. 

Responsibility. Indemnity. 

1. The Administrations of the 
two contracting countries will not 
be responsible for the loss, abstrac-
tion, or damage of an ordinary 
parcel. 

2. Except in the cases men-
tioned in the article following, the 
contracting Administrations are 
responsible for the loss of insured 
parcels mailed in one of the two 
contracting countries for delivery 
in the other and for the loss, ab-
straction of, or damage to, their 
contents, or a part thereof. 
The sender, or any other right-

ful claimant, is entitled to compen-
sation corresponding to the actual 
amount of the loss, abstraction, or 
damage. The amount of indem-
nity is calculated on the basis of 
the current price or, in the absence 
of current price, the ordinary value 
at the place where and the time 
when the parcel was accepted for 
mailing. However, the indemnity 
may not in any case be greater 
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laquelle le colis a 6t6 assure, ou
sur laquelle la taxe d'assurance a
ete perque, ou au montant maxi-
mum de 500 francs-or.

3. Il n'est pas paye d'indemnite
pour les dommages indirects ou des
benefices non r6alises resultant de
la perte, de la spoliation, de la
deterioration, de la non-livraison,
de la remise a une fausse adresse
ou du retard d'un colis assure
expedi6 d'apres les conditions du
present Arrangement.

4. Dans le cas ou l'indemnite
est due pour la perte d'un colis,
pour un dommage irreparable du
contenu ou pour la spoliation com-
plete de ce contenu, le r6clamant
qualifi6 a egalement droit au
remboursement des taxes d'af-
franchissement, sur demande; les
taxes d'assurance sont, dans tous
les cas, conservees par les Admi-
nistrations contractantes.

5. Sauf arrangement special con-
traire entre les pays interesses,
arrangement qui peut 8tre 6tabli
par correspondance, aucune in-
demnite ne sera payee par l'un ou
l'autre des pays qui ne participe
pas a cet Arrangement, et des-
tin6s A l'un des deux pays contrac-
tants ou pour les colis originaires de
l'un des deux pays contractants et
destines a un pays qui ne participe
pas a cet Arrangement.

6. Lorsqu'un colis assure pro-
venant de 1'un des deux pays et I
destine A 8tre remis dans 1'autre E
est reexpedie de la sur un tiers (
pays ou y est renvoye A la de- t
mande de l'expediteur ou du t
destinataire, l'ayant-droit l'in- a
demnit6, en cas de perte de spolia- t
tion ou d'avarie survenue sub- c
sequemment A la reexp6dition ou c
au renvoi du colis par le pays de f
l'adresse primitive, ne peut pre- I
tendre, le cas 6cheant, qu'a l'in- t
demnite que consent A verser o
ou-suivant 1'entente convenue c
entre les pays interess6s direc- d
tement A la reexpedition ou au o
renvoi-que doit payer le pays p
oht le fait s'est produit. Chacun n

than the amount for which the
parcel was insured and on which
the insurance fee has been col-
lected, or the maximum amount of
500 gold francs.

3. No indemnity is paid for Indirect damages,
indirect damages or loss of profits etc.
resulting from the loss, rifling,
damage, nondelivery, misdelivery,
or delay of an insured parcel dis-
patched in accordance with the
conditions of the present Agree-
ment.

4. In the case where indemnity Return of postageon
is payable for the loss of a parcel lossof parcel
or for the destruction or abstrac-
tion of the whole of the contents
thereof, the rightful claimant is
entitled to return of the postage
charges, if claimed. The insur- Insurance fees.
ance fees are in every case re-
tained by the contracting Admin-
istrations.

5. In the absence of special ce originating
agreement to the contrary be- tined for either con-
tween the countries involved, tracting power.
which agreement may be made by
correspondence, no indemnity will
be paid by either country for the
loss of transit insured parcels, that
is, parcels originating in a country
not participating in this Agree-
ment and destined for one of the
two contracting countries or par- Parcels destined forcountry not party tocels originating in one of the two agren rt. to

contracting countries and des-
tined for a country not partici-
pating in this Agreement.

6. When an insured parcel origi- Parcels reforwarded
lating in one of the two countries third country.
ind destined to be delivered in the
)ther is reforwarded from there
to a third country or is returned
;o a third country at the request
of the sender or of the addressee,
,he party entitled to indemnity in
case of loss, rifling, or damage
occurring subsequent to the re-
orwarding or return of the parcel
by the original country of destina-
ion, can lay claim, in such a case,
only to the indemnity which the
ountry where the loss, rifling, or
lamage occurred consents to pay,
or which that country is obliged to
)ay in accordance with the agree-
aent made between the countries
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laquelle le colis a ete assure, ou 
sur laquelle la taxe d'assurance a 
ete pergue, ou an montant maxi-
mum de 500 francs-or. 

3. Ii n'est pas paye d'indemnite 
pour les dommages indirects on des 
benefices non realises resultant de 
la perte, de la spoliation, de la 
deterioration, de la non-livraison, 
de la remise a une fausse adresse 
ou du retard d'un colis assure 
expedie d'apres les conditions du 
present Arrangement. 

4. Dana le cas l'indemnite 
est due pour la perte d'un colis, 
pour un dommage irreparable du 
contenu on pour la spoliation com-
plete de cc contenu, le reclamant 
qualifie a egalement droit au 
remboursement des taxes d'af-
franchissement, sur demande; les 
taxes d'assurance sont, dans tous 
les cas, conservees par les Admi-
nistrations contractantes. 

5. Sauf arrangement special con-
traire entre les pays ingresses, 
arrangement qui peut etre etabli 
par correspondance, aucune in-
demnite no sera payee par Pun on 
l'autre des pays qui no participe 
pas a cet Arrangement, et des-
tines a l'un des deux pays contrac-
tants on pour les colis miginaires de 
l'un des deux pays contractants et 
destines a un pays qui no participe 
pas a cet Arrangement. 

6. Lorsqu'un colis assure pro-
venant de l'un des deux pays et 
destine a etre remis dans l'autre 
est reexpedie de la sur un tiers 
pays ou y est renvoye a la de-
mande de l'expediteur ou du 
destinataire, l'ayant-droit a l'in-
demnite, en cas de perte de spolia-
tion on d'avarie survenue sub-
sequemment a la reexpedition on 
au renvoi du colis par le pays de 
l'adresse primitive, ne pent pre-
tendre, le cas echeant, qu'a l'in-
demnite quo consent a verser 
ou—suivant l'entente convenue 
entre les pays ingresses direc-
tement a la reexpedition on au 
renvoi—que doit payer le pays 
oil le fait s'est produit. Chacun 

than the amount for which the 
parcel was insured and on which 
the insurance fee has been col-
lected, or the maximum amount of 
500 gold francs. 

3. No indemnity is paid for et Indirect 

indirect damages or loss of profits c 
resulting from the loss, rifling, 
damage, nondelivery, misdelivery, 
or delay of an insured parcel dis-
patched in accordance with the 
conditions of the present Agree-
ment. 

4. In the case where indemnity 
is payable for the loss of a parcel 
or for the destruction or abstrac-
tion of the whole of the contents 
thereof, the rightful claimant is 
entitled to return of the postage 
charges, if claimed. The insur-
ance fees are in every case re-
tained by the contracting Admin-
istrations. 

5. In the absence of special 
agreement to the contrary be-
tween the countries involved, 
which agreement may be made by 
correspondence, no indemnity will 
be paid by either country for the 
loss of transit insured parcels, that 
is, parcels originating in a country 
not participating in this Agree-
ment and destined for one of the 
two contracting countries or par-
cels originating in one of the two 
contracting countries and des-
tined for a country not partici-
pating in this Agreement. 

6. When an insured parcel origi-
nating in one of the two countries 
and destined to be delivered in the 
other is reforwarded from there 
to a third country or is returned 
to a third country at the request 
of the sender or of the addressee, 
the party entitled to indemnity in 
case of loss, rifling, or damage 
occurring subsequent to the re-
forwarding or return of the parcel 
by the original country of destina-
tion, can lay claim, in such a case, 
only to the indemnity which the 
country where the loss, rifling, or 
damage occurred consents to pay, 
or which that country is obliged to 
pay in accordance with the agree-
ment made between the countries 

damages. 

Return of postage on 
loss of parcel. 

Insurance fees. 

Parcels originating 
in a third country des-
tined for either con-
tracting power. 

Parcels destined for 
country not party to 
agreement. 

Parcels reforwarded 
to or returned to a 
third country. 
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des deux pays signataires du
present Arrangement qui r6exp-
die A tort un colis assure sur un
tiers pays, est responsable envers
l'expediteur dans la meme mesure
que le pays originaire, done dans
les limites du present Arrange-
ment.

7. L'exp6diteur est responsable
des d6fectuosites en l'emballage et
de l'insuffisance de la fermeture et
des cachets des colis V. D. En
outre, les deux Administrations
n'assument aucune responsabilit6
pour les pertes, spoliations ou
deteriorations resultant de defec-
tuosites qui ne pouvaient Btre con-
statees lors du dep6t du colis.

ARTICLE VIII.

Exceptions au principe de la
responsabilite.

Les Administrations contrac-
tantes sont d6gag6es de toute
responsabilit6:

(a) Pour les colis dont les des-
tinataires ont pris livraison sans
formuler des r6serves.

(b) En cas de perte ou d'avarie
due A la force majeure; bien que
chacune des Administrations
puisse, de son gr6 et sans recours
contre l'autre Administration,
payer indemnite pour la perte, ou
l'avarie due a la force majeure,
mmem sil'Administration du pays
dans le service duquel la perte
ou l'avarie a eu lieu reconnaft que
le dommage a ete cause par la force
majeure. Le pays responsable de
la perte, de la spoliation ou de
l'avarie doit, suivant sa legislation
interieure, decider si cette perte,
spoliation ou avarie est due A des
circonstances constituant un cas de
force majeure.

(c) Lorsque, la preuve de leur
responsabilite n'ayant pas ete ad-
ministr6e autrement, elles ne peu-
vent rendre compte des colis par
suite de la destruction des docu-
ments de service resultant d'un cas
de force majeure.

directly interested in the refor-
warding or return. Either of the
two countries signing the present
Agreement which wrongly for-
wards an insured parcel to a third
country is responsible to the
sender to the same extent as the
country of origin, that is, within
the limits of the present Agree-
ment.

7. The sender is responsible for
defects in the packing and in-
sufficiency in the closing and seal-
ing of insured parcels. More-
over, the two Administrations are
released from all responsibility in
case of loss, rifling, or damage
caused by defects not noticed at
the time of mailing.

ARTICLE VIII.

Exceptions to the principle of
responsibility.

The contracting Administra-
tions are released from all respon-
sibility:

(a) For parcels of which the
addressee has accepted delivery
without reservation.

(b) In case of loss or damage
through force majeure (causes
beyond control) although either
Administration may at its option
and without recourse to the other
Administration pay indemnity for
loss or damage due to force
majeure even in cases where the
Administration of the country in
the service of which the loss or
damage occurred recognizes that
the damage was due to force
majeure. The country responsible
for the loss, abstraction, or damage
must decide, in accordance with its
internal legislation, whether this
loss, abstraction, or damage is due
to circumstances constituting a
case of force majeure.

(c) When, their responsibility
not having been proved otherwise,
they are unable to account for
parcels in consequence of the de-
struction of official documents
through force majeure.

Defects in packing.

Parcels accepted
without reservation.

Loss, etc., through
force majeure.

Destruction of offi-
cial documents.
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Defects in packing. 

Parcels accepted 
without reservation. 

Loss, etc., through 
force majeure. 

Destruction of oda. 
cial documents. 

des deux pays signataires du 
present Arrangement qui reexpe-
die tort un cobs assure cur un 
tiers pays, est responsable envers 
Pexpediteur darts la meme mesure 
que le pays originaire, done dans 
les limites du present Arrange-
ment. 

7. L'expediteur est responsable 
des defectuosites en Pemballage et 
de Pinsuffisance de la fermeture et 
des cachets des coils V. D. En 
outre, lee deux Administrations 
n'assument aucune responsabilite 
pour lee pertes, spoliations ou 
deteriorations resultant de &fee-
tuosites qui no pouvaient etre con-
statees lors du depot du colic. 

ARTICLE VIII. 

Exceptions an principe de la 
responsabilite. 

Les Administrations contrac-
tantes sont degagees de toute 
responsabilite: 

(a) Pour lee coils dent les des-
tinataires ont pris livraison sans 
forrauler des reserves. 

(b) En cas de perte on d'avarie 
due a la force majeure; bien que 
chacune des Administrations 
puisse, de son gre et sans recours 
con tre autre Administration, 
payer indemnite pour la perte, ou 
l'avarie due a la force majeure, 
memo si l'Administration du pays 
dans le service duquel la perte 
ou l'avarie a cu lieu reconnatt que 
le dommage a ete cause par la force 
majeure. Le pays responsable de 
la perte, de in spoliation ou de 
l'avarie doit, suivant sa legislation 
interieure, decider si cette perte, 
spoliation ou avarie est due a des 
circonstances constituant un cas de 
force majeure. 

(c) Lorsque, la preuve de leur 
responsabilite n'ayant pas ete ad-
ministree autrement, elks no peu-
vent rendre compte des coils par 
suite de la destruction des docu-
ments de service resultant d'un cas 
de force majeure. 

directly interested in the refor-
warding or return. Either of the 
two countries signing the present 
Agreement which wrongly for-
wards an insured parcel to a third 
country is responsible to the 
sender to the same extent as the 
country of origin, that is, within 
the limits of the present Agree-
ment. 

7. The sender is responsible for 
defects in the packing and in-
sufficiency in the closing and seal-
ing of insured parcels. More-
over, the two Administrations are 
released from all responsibility in 
case of loss, rifling, or damage 
caused by defects not noticed at 
the time of mailing. 

ARTICLE VIII. 

Exceptions to the principle of 
responsibility. 

The contracting Administra-
tions are released from all respon-
sibility: 

(a) For parcels of which the 
addressee has accepted delivery 
without reservation. 

(b) In case of loss or damage 
through force majeure (causes 
beyond control) although either 
Administration may at its option 
and without recourse to the other 
Administration pay indemnity for 
loss or damage due to force 
majeure even in cases where the 
Administration of the country in 
the service of which the loss or 
damage occurred recognizes that 
the damage was due to force 
majeure. The country responsible 
for the loss, abstraction, or damage 
must decide, in accordance with its 
internal legislation, whether this 
loss, abstraction, or damage is due 
to circumstances constituting a 
case of force majeure. 

(c) When, their responsibility 
not having been proved otherwise, 
they are unable to account for 
parcels in consequence of the de-
struction of official documents 
through force majeure. 
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(d) Lorsque le dommage a 6et
cause par la faute ou la negligence
de l'exp6diteur ou du destinataire
ou du representant de l'un ou
l'autre, ou provient de la nature
de l'objet.

(e) Pour les colis qui contient
des objets prohibes.

(f) Quand l'exp6diteur d'un
colis assure, avec l'intention de
faire une fraude, declare que le
contenu du colis a une valeur
superieure A sa valeur reelle; mais
cette regle ne porte prejudice A
aucun poursuit judiciaire neces-
site par la legislation du pays d'ori-
gine.

(g) Pour les colis saisis par la
douane par suite de fausse declara-
tion de leur contenu.

(h) Quand aucune reclamation
ni demande n'a 6et presentee par
le r6clamant ou par son repr6sen-
tant dans le delai d'un an A partir
du lendemain de jour du d6p6t du
colis assure.

(i) Pour les colis qui contien-
nent des objets sans valeur intrin-
seque ou des objets perissables,
ou des objets qui ne remplissaient
pas les stipulations de cet Arrange-
ment, ou qui n'avaient pas ete
deposes de la maniere prescrite;
mais le pays responsable de la
perte, la spoliation ou l'avarie
pourra payer indemnite du chef
de tels colis sans recours contre
l'autre Administration.

ARTICLE IX.
Cessation de la responsabilite.

Les Administrations cessent
d'8tre responsables des colis dont
elles ont effectue la remise dans les
conditions prescrites par leur reg-
lement interieur pour les envois de
meme nature.

Toutefois, la responsabilite est
maintenue lorsque le destinataire
ou, en cas de renvoi, l'expediteur
formule des reserves en prenant
livraison d'un colis spolie ou
avarie.

(d) When the damage has been
caused by the fault or negligence
of the sender, or of the addressee,
or the representative of either; or
when it arises from the nature of
the article.

(e) For parcels which contain
prohibited articles.

(f) In case the sender of an
insured parcel, with intent to
defraud, shall declare the contents
to be above their real value; this
rule, however, shall not prejudice
any legal proceedings necessitated
by the legislation of the country
of origin.

(g) For parcels seized by the
Customs because of false declara-
tion of contents.

(h) When no inquiry or appli-
cation for indemnity has been
made by claimant or his represen-
tative within a year commencing
with the day following the posting
of the insured parcel.

(i) For parcels which contain
matter of no intrinsic value, or
perishable matter, or which did
not conform to the stipulations of
this Agreement, or which were not
posted in the manner prescribed;
but the country responsible for
the loss, rifling, or damage ma
pay indemnity in respect of such
parcels without recourse to the
other Administration.

ARTICLE IX.

Termination of responsibility.
Administrations cease to be

responsible for parcels of which
they have effected delivery in
accordance with their internal
regulations for parcels of the same
kind.

Responsibility is, however,
maintained when the addressee or,
in case of return, the sender,
makes reservations in taking de-
livery of a parcel which has been
abstracted or damaged.

Damage through
fault of sender, ad-
dressee, etc.

Prohibited articles.

Declared above real
value.

Seized because of
false declaration.

Unclaimed within a
year.

Matter of no in-
trinsic value, etc.

Termination of re-
sponsibility.

Reservations.

ARTICLE X. ARTICLE X.

Payement de la compensation. Payment of compensation.
L'obligation de payer la com- The obligation to pay compen- Payment of com-

pensation ainsi que les droits sation as well as the postage
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(d) Lorsque le dommage a ete 
cause par la faute ou la negligence 
de l'expediteur ou du destinataire 
ou du representant de l'un ou 
l'autre, ou provient de la nature 
de l'objet. 

(e) Pour les colis qui contient 
des objets prohibes. 

(f) Quand l'expediteur d'un 
colis assure, avec l'intention de 
faire une fraude, declare que le 
contenu du colis a une valeur 
superieure a sa valeur reelle; mais 
cette regle ne porte prejudice a 
aucun poursuit judiciaire neces-
site par la legislation du pays d'ori-
gme. 

(g) Pour les colis saisis par la 
douane par suite de fausse declara-
tion de leur contenu. 

(h) Quand aucune reclamation 
ni demand() n'a ete presentee par 
le reclamant ou par son represen-
tant dans le Mai d'un an a partir 
du lendemain de jour du depot du 
colis assure. 

(i) Pour les colis qui contien-
nent des objets sans valour intrin-
segue ou des objets perissables, 
on des objets qui no remplissaient 
pas les stipulations de cot Arrange-
ment, ou qui n'avaient pas .4t6 
deposes de la maniere prescrite; 
ma's le pays responsable de la 
perte, la spoliation ou Pavane 
pourra payer indemnite du chef 
de tels colis sans recours contre 
l'autre Administration. 

ARTICLE IX. 
Cessation de la responsabilite. 

Les Administrations cessent 
d'etre responsables des colis dont 
cues ont effectue la remise dans les 
conditions prescrites par leur.reg-
lement interieur pour les envois de 
memo nature. 

Toutefois, la responsabilite est 
maintenue lorsque le destinataire 
ou, en ens de renvoi, l'expediteur 
formule des reserves en prenant 
livraison d'un cobs spolie ou 
avarie. 

ARTICLE X. 

Payement de la compensation. 

(d) When the damage has been 
caused by the fault or negligence 
of the sender, or of the addressee, 
or the representative of either; or 
when it arises from the nature of 
the article. 

(e) For parcels which contain 
prohibited articles. 

(f) In case the sender of an 
insured parcel, with intent to 
defraud, shall declare the contents 
to be above their real value; this 
rule, however, shall not prejudice 
any legal proceedings necessitated 
by the legislation of the country 
of origin. 

(g) For parcels seized by the 
Customs because of false declara-
tion of contents. 

(h) When no inquiry or appli-
cation for indemnity has been 
made by claimant or his represen-
tative within a year commencing 
with the day following the posting 
of the insured parcel. 

(i) For parcels which contain 
matter of no intrinsic value, or 
perishable matter, or which did 
not conform to the stipulations of 
this Agreement, or which were not 
posted in the manner prescribed; 
but the country responsible for 
the loss, rifling, or damage may 
pay indemnity in respect of such 
parcels without recourse to the 
other Administration. 

ARTICLE IX. 

Termination of responsibility. 

Administrations cease to be 
responsible for parcels of which 
they have effected delivery in 
accordance with their internal 
regulations for parcels of the same 
kind. 

Responsibility is, however, 
maintained when the addressee or, 
in case of return, the sender, 

i makes reservations n taking de-
livery of a parcel which has been 
abstracted or damaged. 

ARTICLE X. 

Payment of compensation. 

Damage through 
fault of sender, ad-
dressee, etc. 

Prohibited articles. 

Declared above real 
value. 

Seized because of 
false declaration. 

Unclaimed within a 
year. 

Matter of no in-
trinsic value, etc. 

Termination of re-
sponsibility. 

Reservations. 

L'obligation de payer la corn- The obligation to pay compen- Payment of com-
pensation. 

pensation ainsi quo les droits sation as well as the postage 
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postaux a restituer incombe a
l'Administration dont releve le bu-
reau expediteur du colis. Toute-
fois, lorsque l'indemnit6 est
payee au destinataire selon le
deuxieme alinea du paragraphe 2,
de l'Article VII, cette obligation
incombe a l'Administration de
destination.

L'Administration payante a un
droit de recours contre l'Adminis-
tration responsable.

ARTICLE XI.

charges due to be refunded rests
with the Administration to which
the office of origin of the parcel is
subordinate. However, in cases
where the compensation is paid
to the addressee in accordance
with Article VII, Section 2, second
paragraph, the obligation rests
with the Administration of desti-
nation.

The paying Administration re-
tains the right to make a claim
against the Administration re-
sponsible.

ARTICLE XI.

Delai de payement de la compen- Period for payment of compensa-
sation. tion.

1. Le payement de la com-
pensation doit avoir lieu le plus
tot possible, au plus tard, dans
le delai d'un an a compter du
lendemain du jour de la r6clama-
tion.

Toutefois, 1'Administration a
laquelle incombe ce payement peut
exceptionnellement diff6rer le
reglement de l'indemnit6 jusqu'au
dell de la p6riode d'un an si, a
la fin de cette periode il n'a pas
6ete en mesure de d6terminer ce
qu'est devenu l'envoi en question
ou de fixer la responsabilit6 en-
courue.

2. Sauf en cas oh le payement
est exceptionnellement differ6 en
conformite avec le deuxieme alin6a
du paragraphe precedent, l'Ad-
ministration postale qui se charge
de payerent de l'indomnite est
autorisee a desinteresser l'ayant
droit pour le compte de l'Ad-
ministration qui, regulierement
saisie, a laiss6 s'ecouler neuf mois
sans donner de solution A l'affaire.

ARTICLE XII.
Determination de la responsabilite.

1. Jusqu'A preuve du contraire,
la responsabilite pour un colis
assure incombe a l'Administration
qui, ayant regu le colis sans faire
d'observation et 6tant mise en
possession de tous les moyens
reglementaires d'investigation, ne
peut pas etablir le sort du colis.

1. The payment of compensa-
tion must take place as soon as
possible, and at the latest, within
the period of one year counting
from the day following that on
which the claim is made.

However, the Administration
responsible for making payment
may exceptionally defer payment
of indemnity for a longer period
than one year if, at the expiration
of that period, it has not been
able to determine the disposition
made of the article in question or
the responsibility incurred.

2. Except in cases where pay-
ment is exceptionally deferred as
provided in the second paragraph
of the foregoing section, the Postal
Administration which undertakes
payment of compensation is au-
thorized to pay indemnity on
behalf of the Administration,
which, after being duly informed
of the application for indemnity,
has let nine months pass without
settling the matter.

ARTICLE XII.

Fixing of responsibility.
1. Until the contrary is proved,

responsibility for an insured par-
cel rests with the Administration
which, having received the parcel
without making any observations
and being put in possession of all
the regulation means of investiga-
tion, cannot establish the disposal
of the parcel.

Period for payment
of compensation.

Deferred payment.

Payment when de-
layed nine months.

Fixing of responsi-
bility.
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Period for payment 
of compensation. 

Deferred payment. 

Payment when de-
layed nine months. 

Fixing of responsi-
bility. 

postaux a restituer incombe a 
l'Administration dont releve le bu-
reau expediteur du coils. Toute-
fois' lorsque Pindemnito est 
payee au destinataire selon le 
deuxieme a]inea du paragraphe 2, 
de l'Article VII, cette obligation 
incombe a l'Administration de 
destination. 

L'Administration payante a un 
droit de recours contre l'Adminis-
tration responsable. 

ARTICLE XI. 

Delai de payement de la compen-
sation. 

1. Le payement de la com-
pensation doit avoir lieu le plus 
tot possible, au plus tard, dans 
le Mai d'un an A. compter du 
lendemain du jour de la reclama-
tion. 

Toutefois, PAdministration 
laquelle incombe ce payement pent 
exceptionnellement differer le 
reglement de Pindemnite jusqu'au 
dela de la periode d'un an si, a 
la fin de cette periode ii n'a pas 
ete en mesure de determiner ce 
qu'est devenu Penvoi en question 
on de fixer la responsabilite en-
courue. 

2. Saul en cas spA le payement 
est exceptionnellement differe en 
conformite avec le deuxieme din& 
du paragraphe precedent, l'Ad-
ministration postale qui se charge 
de payment de Pindemnito est 
autorisee è. desinteresser l'ayant 
droit pour le compte de l'Ad-
ministration qui, regulierement 
saisie, a laisse s'ecouler neuf mois 
sans donner de solution a Paffaire. 

ARTICLE XII. 

Determination de la responsabilite. 

1. Jusqu'a preuve du contraire, 
la responsabilite pour un colis 
assure incombe a PAdministration 
qui, ayant regu le cons sans faire 
d'observation et etant mise en 
possession de thus les moyens 
reglementaires d'investigation, no 
peut pas etablir le sort du coils. 

charges due to be refunded rests 
with the Administration to which 
the office of origin of the parcel is 
subordinate. However, in cases 
where the compensation is paid 
to the addressee in accordance 
with Article VII, Section 2, second 
paragraph, the obligation rests 
with the Administration of desti-
nation. 
The paying Administration re-

tains the right to make a claim 
against the Administration re-
sponsible. 

ARTICLE XI. 

Period for payment of compensa-
tion. 

1. The payment of compensa-
tion must take place as soon as 
possible, and at the latest, within 
the period of one year counting 
from the day following that on 
which the claim is made. 
However, the Administration 

responsible for making payment 
may exceptionally defer payment 
of indemnity for a longer period 
than one year if, at the expiration 
of that period, it has not been 
able to determine the disposition 
made of the article in question or 
the responsibility incurred. 

2. Except in cases where pay-
ment is exceptionally deferred as 
provided in the second paragraph 
of the foregoing section, the Postal 
Administration which undertakes 
payment of compensation is au-
thorized to pay indemnity on 
behalf of the Administration, 
which, after being duly informed 
of the application for indemnity, 
has let nine months pass without 
settling the matter. 

ARTICLE XII. 

Fixing of responsibility. 

1. Until the contrary is proved, 
responsibility for an insured par-
cel rests with the Administration 
which, having received the parcel 
without making any observations 
and being put in possession of all 
the regulation means of investiga-
tion, cannot establish the disposal 
of the parcel. 
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2. Lorsque la perte, la spolia-
tion ou 1'avarie d'un colis assure
sont constatees par le bureau
d'echange destinataire, au mo-
ment de l'ouverture des depeches
et sont regulierement signalees au
bureau d'6change exp6diteur, la
responsabilite incombe a l'Admi-
nistration a laquelle appartient le
bureau d'echange exp6diteur a
moins qu'il ne soit prouv6 que la
perte, la spoliation ou l'avarie ont
eu lieu dans le service de l'Admi-
nistration destinataire.

3. Si la perte, la spoliation ou
l'avarie s'est produite en cours de
transport, sans qu'il soit possible
d'etablir sur le territoire ou dans
le service de quel pays le fait s'est
accompli, les Administrations en
cause supportent le dommage par
parts egales.

4. L'Administration qui a effec-
tu6 le payement de l'indemnit6
est subrog6e, jusqu'a concurrence
du montant de cette indemnit6,
dans les droits de la personne qui
l'a reque, pour tout recours even-
tuel, soit contre le destinataire,
soit contre l'expediteur ou contre
des tiers.

5. En cas de d6couverte ult&
rieure d'un colis consid6r6 comme
perdu, la personne a qui l'indem-
nit6 a 6te payee doit avis6e qu'elle
peut prendre possession du colis
contre restitution du montant de
l'indemnit6.

ARTICLE XIII.

Remboursement de l'indemnite.

1. L'Administration responsable
do la perte, la spoliation ou l'avarie
ou celle pour le compte de laquelle
le payement est effectue, est tenue
de rembourser le montant de l'in-
demnite au pays qui a effectu6 le
payement. Ce remboursement
doit se faire sans d6lai, et, au plus
tard, au bout de neuf mois apres
reception de la notification du
payement.

2. Les remboursements au pays
cr6diteur doivent etre faits sans
frais pour ce pays, au moyen d'un
mandat ou d'une traite, en mon-
naie ayant cours dans le pays

98907°-39--PT. 3-30

2. When the loss, rifling, or dam-
age of an insured parcel is detected
upon opening the receptacle at the
receiving exchange office and has
been regularly pointed out to the
dispatching exchange office, the
responsibility falls on the Admin-
istration to which the latter office
belongs, unless it be proved that
the irregularity occurred in the
service of the receiving Adminis-
tration.

3. If the loss, rifling, or damage
has taken place in the course of
transportation, without its being
possible to establish on the terri-
tory or in the service of which
country the act took place, the
Administrations involved bear the
loss in equal shares.

4. The Administration paying
compensation takes over, to the
extent of the amount paid, the
rights of the person who has re-
ceived it, in any action which may
be taken against the addressee, the
sender, or a third party.

5. If a parcel which has been re-
garded as lost is subsequently
found, the person to whom com-
pensation has been paid must be
informed that he is at liberty to
take possession of the parcel
against repayment of the amount
of compensation.

ARTICLE XIII.

Repayment of compensation.

1. The Administration respon-
sible for the loss, rifling, or damage
and on whose account payment is
made, is bound to repay the
amount of the indemnity to the
country which has effected the
payment. This reimbursement
must take place without delay,
and at the latest within the period
of 9 months after notification of
payment.

2. These repayments to the
creditor country must be made
without expense for that country,
by money order or draft, in money
valid in the creditor country, or

53 STAT.]

Loss, etc., detected
at receiving exchange
office.

Loss, etc., in transit.

Rights taken over
by paying office.

Parcel regarded as
lost and subsequently
found.

Repayment of
compensation.
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2. Lorsque la perte, la spolia-
tion ou l'avarie d'un colis assure 
sont constatees par le bureau 
d'echange destinataire, au mo-
ment de l'ouverture des depeches 
et sont regulierement signalees an 
bureau d'echange expediteur, in 
responsabilite incombe a l'Admi-
nistration a laquelle appartient le 
bureau d'echange expediteur 
moms qu'il ne soit prouve que la 
perte, la spoliation ou l'avarie ont 
en lieu dans le service de l'Admi-
nistration destinataire. 

3. Si in perte, in spoliation ou 
l'avarie s'est produite en cours de 
transport, sans qu'il soit possible 
d'etablir sur le territoire ou dans 
le service de quel pays le fait s'est 
accompli, les Administrations en 
cause supportent le dommage par 
parts tales. 

4. L'Administration qui a effec-
tue le payment de l'indemnite 
est subrogee, jusqu'a, concurrence 
du montant de cette indemnite, 
dans les droits de in personne qui 
l'a regue, pour tout recours even-
tuel, soit contre le destinataire, 
soit contre l'expediteur ou contre 
des tiers. 

5. En ens de decouverte ulte-
rieure d'un colis considere comme 
perdu, In personne a qui l'indem-
nite a ete payee doit avisee qu'elle 
peut prendre possession du colis 
contre restitution du montant de 
l'indemnite. 

ARTICLE XIII. 

Remboursement de l'indemnite. 

1. L'Administration responsable 
de la perte, in spoliation ou l'avarie 
ou cello pour le compte de laquelle 
le payement est effectue, est tenue 
de rembourser le montant de Pin-
demnite au pays qui a effectue le 
payement. Ce remboursement 
doit se faire sans delai, et, au plus 
tard, au bout de neuf mois apres 
reception de in notification du 
payement. 

2. Les remboursements au pays 
crediteur doivent etre faits sans 
frais pour ce pays, au moyen d'un 
mandat ou d'une traite, en mon-
naie ayant cours dans le pays 

98907 ° —39--PT. 3-30 

2. When the loss, rifling, or dam-
age of an insured parcel is detected 
upon opening the receptacle at the 
receiving exchange office and has 
been regularly pointed out to the 
dispatching exchange office, the 
responsibility falls on the Admin-
istration to which the latter office 
belongs, unless it be proved that 
the irregularity occurred in the 
service of the receiving Adminis-
tration. 

Loss, etc., detected 
at receiving exchange 
office. 

3. If the loss, rifling, or damage Loss, etc., in transit. 

has taken place in the course of 
transportation, without its being 
possible to establish on the terri-
tory or in the service of which 
country the act took place, the 
Administrations involved bear the 
loss in equal shares. 

4. The Administration paying Rights taken over 

compensation takes over, to the 
extent of the amount paid, the 
rights of the person who has re-
ceived it, in any action which may 
be taken against the addressee, the 
sender, or a third party. 

5. If a parcel which has been re-
garded as lost is subsequently 
found, the person to whom com-
pensation has been paid must be 
informed that he is at liberty to 
take possession of the parcel 
against repayment of the amount 
of compensation. 

ARTICLE XIII. 

Repayment of compensation. 

1. The Administration respon-
sible for the loss, rifling, or damage 
and on whose account payment is 
made, is bound to repay the 
amount of the indemnity to the 
country which has effected the 
payment. This reimbursement 
must take place without delay, 
and at the latest within the period 
of 9 months after notification of 
payment. 

2. These repayments to the 
creditor country must be made 
without expense for that country, 
by money order or draft, in money 
valid in the creditor country, or 

by paying office. 

Parcel regarded as 
lost and subsequently 
found. 

Repayment of 
compensation. 
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crediteur, ou par tout autre moyen
qui pourra 6tre convenu d'un com-
mun accord, par correspondance.

ARTICLE XIV.

Certificat de depot. Recepisses.

L'expediteur d'un colis ordi-
naire (non-assure) recevra, sur sa
demande faite au moment de la
remise au transport, un certificat
de d6p6t delivre par le bureau
d'acceptation sur une formule
sp6ciale dress6 A cet effet; chaque
pays pourra percevoir une taxe
raisonnable pour ce certificat.

L'expediteur d'un colis assure
recoit gratuitement au moment de
dep6t, un rec6piss6 y relatif.

ARTICLE XV.

Avis de reception et reclamations.

in any other way to be mutually
agreed upon by correspondence.

ARTICLE XIV.

Certificate of mailing. Receipts.

On request made at the time of
mailing an ordinary (uninsured)
parcel, the sender will receive a
certificate of mailing from the post
office where the parcel is mailed,
on a special form provided for the
purpose; and each country may
collect a reasonable fee for this
certificate.

At the time of posting an insured
parcel, the sender receives without
charge, a receipt for his parcel.

ARTICLE XV.

Return receipts and inquiries.

Advice of delivery. 1. L'exp6diteur d'un colis assure
peut obtenir un avis de reception,
moyennant, le cas echeant, le
payement d'une taxe supplemen-
taire que le pays d'origine fixera et
dans les conditions 6tablies par le

Post, p. 1910. Rglement d'Ex6cution.

inquries. 2. Le pays d'origine a la facult6
de percevoir une taxe pour toute
demande de renseignements, rela-
tive au sort d'un colis ordinaire
ou avec valeur d6claree, formul6e
posterieurement au dep6t, si l'ex-
p6diteur n'a pas deja pay6 la
taxe speciale relative a l'avis de
reception.

Complaints of 3. Le pays d'origine a 6galement
regularity. la facult de percevoir une taxe

pour toute reclamation relative A
une irr6gularite qui, a premiere
vue, n'est pas imputable A une
faute du service postal.

ARTICLE XVI.

Retrait et changement d'adresse.

Recaf l and change Tant qu'un colis n'a pas 6et
livre au destinataire, l'expediteur
peut en demander le retrait ou en
faire modifier l'adresse. L'Ad-
ministration postale du pays d'ori-
gine est autoris6e A percevoir et
conserver, pour ce service, le droit
fixe par son reglement. Les de-

1. The sender of an insured par-
cel may obtain an advice of
delivery upon payment of such
additional charges, if any, as the
country of origin of the parcel
shall stipulate and under the con-
ditions laid down in the Regula-
tions of Execution.

2. The country of origin has the
right to charge a fee for any re-
quest for information relative to
the disposal of an ordinary parcel
or of an insured parcel made after
it has been posted, if the sender
has not already paid the special
fee to obtain an advice of delivery.

3. The country of origin also has
the right to charge a fee for any
complaint of irregularity which
prima facie was not due to the
fault of the Postal Service.

ARTICLE XVI.

Recall and change of address.

So long as a parcel has not been
delivered to the addressee, the
sender may recall it or cause its
address to be changed. For this
service, the Postal Administration
of the country of origin may collect
and retain the charge fixed by its
regulations. The requests for re-

Certificate of mail-
ing.

Receipt.

ii

c
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crediteur, on par tout autre moyen in any other way to be mutually 
qui pourra etre coiavenu d'un corn- agreed upon by correspondence. 
mun accord, par correspond.ance. 

Certificate of mail-
ing. 

Receipt. 

Advice of delivery. 

Post, p. 1910. 

Inquiries. 

Complaints of 
irregularity. 

Recall and change 
of address. 

ARTICLE XIV. 

Certificat de depot. Recepisses. 

L'expediteur d'un cons ordi-
naire (non-assure) recevra, sur sa 
demande faite an moment de la 
remise au transport, un certificat 
de depot delivre par le bureau 
d'acceptation stir une formule 
special° dresse a cot effet; cheque 
pays pourra percevoir tine tare 
raisonnable pour ce certificat. 

L'expediteur d'un coils assure 
regoit gratuitement au moment de 
depot, un recepisse y relatif. 

ARTICLE XV: 

Avis de reception et reclaracttions. 

1. L'expediteur d'un coils assure 
pout obtenir un avis de reception, 
moyennant, le cas echeant, le 
payement d'une tare supplemen-
taire que le pays d'origine fixers, et 
dans les conditions etablies par le 
Reglement d'Execution. 

2. Le pays d'origine a la faculte 
de percevoir une tare pour tout° 
demande de renseignements, rela-
tive au sort d'un coils ordinaire 
ou avec valour declaree, formulee 
posterieurement au depot, si l'ex-
pediteur n'a pas deja paye la 
taxe special° relative a l'avis de 
reception. 

3. Le pays d'origine a egalement 
la faculte de percevoir une tare 
pour toute reclamation relative a 
une irregularite qui, a premiere 
vue, n'est pas imputable a une 
faute du service postal. 

ARTICLE XVI. 

Retrait et changement d'adresse. 

Taut qu'un coils n'a pas ete 
livre au destinataire, l'expediteur 
peut en demander le retrait ou en 
faire modifier l'adresse. L'Ad-
ministration postale du pays d'ori-
gine est autorisee a percevoir et 
conserver, pour ce service, le droit 
fixe par son reglement. Les de-

ARTICLE XIV. 

Certificate of mailing. Receipts. 

On request made at the time of 
mailing an ordinary (uninsured) 
parcel, the sender will receive a 
certificate of mailing from the post 
office where the parcel is mailed, 
on a special form provided for the 
purpose; and each country may 
collect a reasonable fee for this 
certificate. 
At the time of posting an insured 

parcel, the sender receives without 
charge, a receipt for his parcel. 

ARTICLE XV. 

Return receipts and inquiries. 

1. The sender of an insured par-
cel may obtain an advice of 
delivery upon payment of such 
additional charges, if any, as the 
country of origin of the parcel 
shall stipulate and under the con-
ditions laid down in the Regula-
tions of Execution. 

2. The country of origin has the 
right to charge a fee for any re-
quest for information relative to 
the disposal of an ordinary parcel 
or of an insured parcel made after 
it has been posted, if the sender 
has not already paid the special 
fee to obtain an advice of delivery. 

3. The country of origin also has 
the right to charge a fee for any 
complaint of irregularity which 
prima facie was not due to the 
fault of the Postal Service. 

ARTICLE XVI. 

Recall and change of address. 

So long as a parcel has not been 
delivered to the addressee, the 
sender may recall it or cause its 
address to be changed. For this 
service, the Postal Administration 
of the country of origin may collect 
and retain the charge fixed by its 
regulations. The requests for re-
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mandes de retrait ou de change-
ment d'adresse doivent etre
adress6es a l'Administration Cen-
trale A Washington, s'il s'agit de
colis destines a etre distribu6s aux
Etats-Unis d'Amerique, et au bu-
reau de destination, s'il s'agit de
colis destines a etre distribues au
Royaume de Yougoslavie.

ARTICLE XVII.

Droits de douane.

Les colis sont soumis a toutes
les lois et reglements de douane en
vigueur dans le pays de destina-
tion. Les droits exigibles de ce
chef sont percus sur le destinataire
lors de la remise du colis, suivant
le reglement de douane au pays
destinataire.

ARTICLE XVIII.

Annulation des droits de douane.

Les droits de douane sur les colis
renvoy6s au pays d'origine ou re-
exp6dies sur un tiers pays seront
annul6s tant au Royaume de
Yougoslavie qu'aux Etats-Unis
d'Amerique.

ARTICLE XIX.

Droit de dedouanement.

L'Administration destinataire
peut percevoir, sur le destinataire,
soit pour la remise A la douane et
le d6douanement, soit pour la re-
mise A la douane seulement, un
droit s'elevant A 50 centimes-or au
maximum par colis.

ARTICLE XX.

Remise au destinataire. Droit
de remise d domicile.

Les colis sont remis aux desti-
nataires dans le plus bref delai
possible et conformement aux dis-
positions en vigueur dans le pays
de destination. Ce pays peut
percevoir, pour la remise des colis
a domicile, un droit s'elevant A
50 centimes-or au maximum par
colis. Le m&me droit est appli-

- call or change of address must be
sent to the Central Administration

- at Washington in case of parcels
destined for the United States and

: to the office of destination in case
of parcels destined for the King-
dom of Yugoslavia.

ARTICLE XVII.

Customs charges.

The parcels are subject to all
customs laws and regulations in
force in the country of destina-
tion. The duties collectible on
that account are collected from
the addressee on delivery of the
parcel in accordance with the cus-
toms regulations of the country of
destination.

ARTICLE XVIII.

Customs charges to be canceled.

The customs charges on parcels
sent back to the country of origin
or redirected to another country
shall be canceled both in the King-
dom of Yugoslavia and in the
United States of America.

ARTICLE XIX.

Fee for customs clearance.

The Administration of destina-
tion may collect from the addressee
either in respect of delivery to the
customs and clearance through
the customs or in respect of de-
livery to the customs only, a fee
not exceeding 50 centimes gold
per parcel.

ARTICLE XX.

Delivery to the addressee. Fee for
delivery at the place of address.

Parcels are delivered to the
addressees as quickly as possible
in accordance with the conditions
in force in the country of destina-
tion. This country may collect
for delivery of parcels to the ad-
dressee a fee not exceeding 50 cen-
times gold per parcel. The same
fee may be charged, if the case

Customs charges.

Cancelation, if re-
turned or redirected.

Fee for customs
clearance.

Delivery to addres-
see.

Fee.
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mandes de retrait ou de change-
ment d'adresse doivent etre 
adressees a l'Administration Cen-
trale A Washington, s'il s'agit de 
colis destines a etre distribues aux 
Etats-Unis d'Amerique, et au bu-
reau de destination, s'il s'agit de 
colis destines a etre distribues au 
Royaume de Yougoslavie. 

ARTICLE XVII. 

Droits de douane. 

Les colis sont soumis a toutes 
les lois et reglements de douane en 
vigueur dans le pays de destina-
tion. Les droits exigibles de co 
chef sont pergus sur le destinataire 
lors de la remise du colis, suivant 
le reglement de douane au pays 
destinataire. 

ARTICLE XVIII. 

Annulation des droits de douane. 

Les droits de douane sur les colis 
renvoyes au pays d'origine ou re-
expedies sur un tiers pays seront 
annul& tant au Royaume de 
Yougoslavie qu'aux Etats-Unis 
d'Amerique. 

ARTICLE XIX. 

Droit de dedouanement. 

L'Administration destin a taire 
pout percevoir, sur le destinataire, 
soit pour la remise A la douane et 
le dedouanement, soit pour la re-
mise a la douane seulement, un 
droit s'elevant a 50 centimes-or au 
maximum par colis. 

ARTICLE XX. 

Remise au destinataire. Droit 
de remise a domicile. 

Les colis sont remis aux desti-
nataires dans le plus bref délai 
possible et conformement aux dis-
positions en vigueur dans le pays 
de destination. Ce pays pout 
percevoir, pour la remise des cells 
a domicile, un droit s'elevant 
50 centimes-or an maximum par 
colis. Le memo droit est appli-

call or change of address must be 
sent to the Central Administration 
at Washington in case of parcels 
destined for the United States and 
to the office of destination in case 
of parcels destined for the King-
dom of Yugoslavia. 

ARTICLE XVII. 

Customs charges. 

The parcels are subject to all 
customs laws and regulations in 
force in the country of destina-
tion. The duties collectible on 
that account are collected from 
the addressee on delivery of the 
parcel in accordance with the cus-
toms regulations of the country of 
destination. 

ARTICLE XVIII. 

Customs charges to be canceled. 

The customs charges on parcels 
sent back to the country of origin 
or redirected to another country 
shall be canceled both in the King-
dom of Yugoslavia and in the 
United States of America. 

ARTICLE XIX. 

Fee for customs clearance. 

The Administration of destina-
tion may collect from the addressee 
either in respect of delivery to the 
customs and clearance through 
the customs or in respect of de-
livery to the customs only, a fee 
not exceeding 50 centimes gold 
per parcel. 

ARTICLE XX. 

Delivery to the addressee. Fee for 
delivery at the place of address. 

Parcels are delivered to the 
addressees as quickly as possible 
in accordance with the conditions 
in force in the country of destina-
tion. This country may collect 
for delivery of parcels to the ad-
dressee a fee not exceeding 50 cen-
times gold per parcel. The same 
fee may be charged, if the case 

Customs charges. 

Cancelation, if re-
turned or redirected. 

• 

Fee for customs 
clearance. 

Delivery to addres-
see. 

Fee. 
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cable, le cas ech6ant, a toute
presentation, autre quela premiere,
faite au domicile ou au office du
destinataire.

ARTICLE XXI.

Droit de magasinage.

Le pays de destination est auto-
rise a percevoir le droit de maga-
sinage fixe par sa legislation pour
les colis adresses poste restante ou
non retires dans les delais prescrits.

Ce droit ne peut toutefois exc6-
der 5 francs-or.

ARTICLE XXII.

Colis enfausse direction.
Ordinary parcels. Les colis ordinaires envoyes en

fausse direction sont reexp6dies sur
leur destination par la voie la plus
directe dont dispose 1'Administra-
tion qui les a recus par erreur.
Cette Administration ne peut frap-
per ces colis de droits de douane

Insured parcels. OU d'autres taxes quelconques.
Les colis assures regus en fausse
direction ne sont r6expedi6s que
s'ils peuvent etre r6expedies com-
me colis assures. Si cette condi-
tion n'est pas remplie, ces colis
sont renvoyes a l'origine.

Refund, if parcel re- Lorsque le r6acheminement com-turned.
porte le retour du colis au bureau
d'origine, 1'Administration qui ef-
fectue la retransmission rembourse
a ce bureau les bonifications recus
et signale l'erreur par bulletin de
verification.

Reforwarding to a Lorsque le r6acheminement com-
porte l'expedition d'un colis sur un
tiers pays et que la somme creditee
A l'Administration effectuant la
retransmission ne suffit pas A cou-
vrir les frais de celle-ci, l'Adminis-
tration r6exp6ditrice bonifie A
l'Administration A laquelle elle re-
met le colis les droits de transport
que comporte l'acheminement; elle
recupere ensuite le montant de
l'insuffisance par reprise sur le
bureau d'6change dont elle a di-
rectement requ le colis en fausse
direction. Le motif de cette re-
prise est notifi6 a ce bureau au
moyen d'un bulletin de v6rifica-
tion.

Warehousing
charges.

Limitation.

arises, for each presentation after
the first at the addressee's resi-
dence or place of business.

ARTICLE XXI.

Warehousing charges.

The country of destination is
authorized to collect the ware-
housing charge fixed by its legis-
lation for parcels addressed "Poste
restante" or which are not claimed
within the prescribed period.

This charge may in no case
exceed 5 gold francs.

ARTICLE XXII.

Missent parcels.

Ordinary parcels, when missent,
are reforwarded to their correct
destination by the most direct
route at the disposal of the refor-
warding Administration. They
must not be charged with customs
or other charges by that Adminis-
tration. Insured parcels, when
missent, may be reforwarded to
their destination only as insured
mail. If this is impossible, they
must be returned to origin.

When the reforwarding involves
return of the parcel to the office of
origin, the retransmitting Admin-
istration refunds to that office the
credits received and reports the
error by a bulletin of verification.

When the reforwarding involves
dispatch of a parcel to a third
country and if the amount cred-
ited to the retransmitting Adminis-
tration is insufficient to cover the
expenses of retransmission which
it has to defray, the retransmitting
Administration allows to the Ad-
ministration to which it forwards
the parcel the credits due it; it
then recovers the amount of the
deficiency by claiming it from the
office of exchange from which the
missent parcel was directly re-
ceived. The reason for this claim
is notified to the latter by means of
a bulletin of verification.
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Warehousing 
charges. 

Limitation. 

Ordinary parcels. 

Insured parcels. 

Refund, if parcel re-
turned. 

cable, le cas &heap t, a toute 
presentation, autre que la premiere, 
faite au domicile ou au office du 
destinataire. 

ARTICLE XXI. 

Droit de magasinage. 

Le pays de destination est auto-
rise a percevoir le droit de maga-
sinage fixe par sa legislation pour 
les coils adresses poste restante on 
non retires dans les &kis prescrits. 

Ce droit no pent toutefois exce-
der 5 francs-or. 

ARTICLE XXII. 

Colis en fausse direction. 

Les coils ordinaires envoy& en 
fausse direction sont reexpedies sur 
leur destination par la voie la plus 
directe dont dispose l'Administra-
tion qui les a regus par erreur. 
Cette Administration ne pent frap-
per ces coils de droits de douane 
on d'autres taxes quelconques. 
Les coils assures regus en fausse 
direction no sont reexpedies que 
s'ils peuvent etre reexpedies corn-
me coils assures. Si cette condi-
tion n'est pas remplie, ces coils 
sent renvoyes A. Porigine. 
Lorsque le reacheminement cora-

porte le retour du colis an bureau • 
d'origine, l'Administration qui ef-
fectue la retransmission rembourse 
ce bureau les bonifications regus 

et signale Perreur par bulletin de 
verification. 

Reforwarding to a Lorsque le reacheminement corn-
third country. 

porte Pexpedition d'un coils sur un 
tiers pays et que la somme creditee 

l'Administration effectuant la 
retransmission ne suffit pas a cau-
vrir les frais de celle-ci, l'Adminis-
tration reexpeditrice bonifie 
l'Administration a laquelle elle re-
met le colis les droits de transport 
que comporte l'acheminement; elle 
recupere ensuite le montant de 
Pinsuffisance par reprise sur le 
bureau d'echange dont elle a di-
rectement regu le cells en fausse 
direction. Le motif de c,ette re-
prise est notifie a ce bureau an 
moyen d'un bulletin de verifica-
tion. 

arises, for each presentation after 
the first at the addressee's resi-
dence or place of business. 

ARTICLE XXI. 

Warehousing charges. 

The country of destination is 
authorized to collect the ware-
housing charge fixed by its legis-
lation for parcels addressed "Poste 
restante" or which are not claimed 
within the prescribed period. 

This charge may in no case 
exceed 5 gold francs. 

ARTICLE XXII. 

Missent parcels. 

Ordinary parcels, when missent, 
are reforwarded to their correct 
destination by the most direct 
route at the disposal of the refor-
warding Administration. They 
must not be charged with customs 
or other charges by that Adminis-
tration. Insured parcels, when 
raissent, may be reforwarded to 
their destination only as insured 
mail. If this is impossible, they 
must be returned to origin. 

When the reforwarding involves 
return of the parcel to the office of 
origin, the retransmitting Admin-
istration refunds to that office the 
credits received .and reports the 
error by a bulletin of verification. 

When the reforwarding involves 
dispatch of a parcel to a third 
country and if the amount cred-
ited to the retransmitting Adminis-
tration is insufficient to cover the 
expenses of retransmission which 
it has to defray, the retransmitting 
Administration allows to the Ad-
ministration to which it forwards 
the parcel the credits due it; it 
then recovers the amount of the 
deficiency by claiming it from the 
office of exchange from which the 
missent parcel was directly re-
ceived. The reason for this claim 
is notified to the latter by means of 
a bulletin of verification. 
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ARTICLE XXIII.
Reexpedition.

1. La reexp6dition d'un colis,
par suite de changement de resi-
dence du destinataire dans le
territoire du pays de destination,
peut etre faite sur la demande de
l'exp6diteur ou du destinataire.

La reexp6dition d'un colis sur le
territoire d'un des pays contrac-
tants donne lieu A la perception
des taxes supplementaires pr6vues
par l'Administration de ce pays.
Il en est de eme, le cas 6ch6ant,
en ce qui concerne la remise de ce
colis a une autre personne au lieu
de destination primitif. Ces taxes
ne seront pas annullees, meme au
cas oiI le colis est renvoy6 b
l'origine ou r6exp6die sur un
autre pays.

2. Si un colis doit etre r6expedie
sur un des deux pays signataires
du present Arrangement, il est
passible des nouvelles taxes de
transport, et, le cas ech6ant, de la
taxe A la valeur, a moins que ces
taxes n'aient pas ete payees d'a-
vance. Les nouveaux droits sont
pergus sur le destinataire par
l'Administration qui effectue la
remise. Les colis assures doivent
etre r6exp&dies comme tels.

3. Sur demande de l'expediteur
ou du destinataire, les colis peu-
vent aussi etre r6expedi6s A un
autre pays ou y etre renvoy6s.
Les colis assures ne peuvent cepen-
dant etre reexpedi6s ou renvoy6s
que comme tels. Les exp6diteurs
peuvent rev6tir les colis de la
mention "Ne pas r6exp6dier sur un
tiers pays." Dans ce cas, les colis
ne doivent etre r6expedies a aucun
autre pays. En cas de perte, de
spoliation ou d'avarie d'un colis
assure reexp6di6e un tiers pays ou
renvoy6 par ce pays, l'indemnite
est d6terminee exclusivement
d'apres les dispositions de l'Article
VII, paragraphe 6 du present
Arrangement.

ARTICLE XXIV.
Non remise.

ARTICLE XXIII.

Reforwarding.
1. A parcel may be redirected Redirection.

in consequence of the addressee's
change of address in the country
of destination, at the request of
either the sender or the addressee.

The reforwarding of a parcel Supplementary
within one of the contracting es
countries gives rise to collection
of the supplementary charges pro-
vided for by the Administration
of that country. The same is
true, if occasion arises, in regard
to the delivery of such parcel to
another person at the original
place of destination. These
charges shall not be canceled
even in case the parcel is returned
to origin or is reforwarded to
another country.

2. If a parcel must be refor- Newfees.
warded to one of the two countries
signatory to the present Agree-
ment, it is liable to new postage
charges and, if occasion arises,
new insurance fees, unless such
charges and fees have been paid in
advance. The new fees are col-
lected from the addressee by the
Administration effecting the deliv-
ery. Insured parcels must be
reforwarded as such.

3. At the request of the sender Returnorrefoard-fug to another coun-or addressee, parcels may also be try.
reforwarded or returned to another
country. Insured parcels may not,
however, be reforwarded or re-
turned except as such. The send-
ers may mark the parcels: "Do
not forward to a third country."
In that case, the parcels must not
be reforwarded to any other
country. In case of loss, rifling, olndemnicty in case
or damage of an insured parcel oss et
reforwarded to another country or
returned by that country, the in-
demnity is decided upon exclu-
sively in accordance with the
provisions of Article VII, Sec-
tion 6.

ARTICLE XXIV.
Non-delivery.

1. Les colis tombes en rebuts 1. Undeliverable parcels re- harges, etc.
renvoy6s A l'exp6diteur sont greves turned to the sender are liable to
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ARTICLE XXIII. 

Reexpedition. 
1. La reexpedition d'un colis, 

par suite de changement de resi-
dence du destinataire dans le 
territoire du pays de destination, 
peut etre faite sur la demande de 
l'expediteur ou du destinataire. 
La reexpedition d'un colis sur le 

territoire d'un des pays contrac-
tants donne lieu a la perception 
des taxes supplementaires prevues 
par l'Administration de ce pays. 
II en est de memo, le cas echeant, 
en ce qui concerne la remise de ce 
colis a une autre personne au lieu 
de destination primitif. Ces taxes 
ne seront pas annullees, memo au 
cas oi le colis est renvoye 
l'origine ou reexpedie sur un 
autre pays. 

2. Si un coils dolt etre reexpedie 
sur un des deux pays signataires 
du present Arrangement, il. est 
passible des nouvelles taxes de 
transport, et, le cas echeant, de la 
taxe a la valeur, a moms quo ces 
taxes n'aient pas ete payees d'a-
vance. Les nouveaux droits sent 
pelvis sur le destinataire par 
l'Administration qui effectue la 
remise. Les colis assures doivent 
etre reexpedies comme tels. 

3. Sur demande de l'expediteur 
ou du destinataire, les coils peu-
vent aussi etre reexpedies a un 
autre pays ou y etre renvoyes. 
Les colis assures ne peuvent cepen-
dant etre reexpedies on renvoyes 
que comme tels. Les expediteurs 
peuvent revetir les colis de Ia 
mention "Ne pas reexpedier sur un 
tiers pays." Dans ce cas, les coils 
ne doivent etre reexpedies a aucun 
autre pays. En cas de perte, de 
spoliation ou d'avarie d'un colis 
assure reexpedie a un tiers pays ou 
renvoye par ce pays, l'indemnite 
est determinee exclusivement 
d'apres les dispositions de l'Article 
VII, paragraphe 6 du present 
Arrangement. 

ARTICLE XXIV. 

Non remise. 

1. Les colis tomb& en rebuts 
renvoyes a l'expediteur sont grey& 

ARTICLE XXIII. 

Reforwarding. 

1. A parcel may be redirected 
in consequence of the addressee's 
change of address in the country 
of destination, at the request of 
either the sender or the addressee. 

The reforwarding of a parcel Chsaugsplementary 
within one of the contracting rg 
countries gives rise to collection 
of the supplementary charges pro-
vided for by the Administration 
of that country. The same is 
true, if occasion arises, in regard 
to the delivery of such parcel to 
another person at the original 
place of destination. These 
charges shall not be canceled 
even in case the parcel is returned 
to origin or is reforwarded to 
another country. 

2. If a parcel must be refor-
warded to one of the two countries 
signatory to the present Agree-
ment, it is liable to new postage 
charges and, if occasion arises, 
new insurance fees, unless such 
charges and fees have been paid in 
advance. The new fees are col-
lected from the addressee by the 
Administration effecting the deliv-
ery. Insured parcels must be 
reforwarded as such. 

3. At the request of the sender inRg etourn reforward-
t another or addressee, addressee, parcels may also be try. 

reforwarded or returned to another 
country. Insured parcels may not, 
however, be reforwarded or re-
turned except as such. The send-
ers may mark the parcels: "Do 
not forward to a third country." 
In that case, the parcels must not 
be reforwarded to any other 
country. In case of loss, rifting, °figs:err in case 
or damage of an insured parcel 
reforwarded to another country or 
returned by that country, the in-
demnity is decided upon exclu-
sively in accordance with the 
provisions of Article VII, Sec-
tion 6. 

ARTICLE XXIV. 

Non-delivery. 
1. Undeliverable parcels re-

turned to the sender are liable to 

Redirection. 

New fees. 

Charges, etc. 
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Instructions in case
of non-delivery.

Undeliverable par-
cels.

Parcels liable to de-
terioration.

A bandoned parcels.

d'une nouvelle taxe d'affranchisse-
ment ainsi que des nouveaux
droits d'assurance, le cas 6ch6ant,
et doivent 6tre renvoyes comme
ils ont 6te recus. Les droits sont
percus sur l'exp6diteur par 1'Admi-
nistration quilui a remis les colis.

2. Au moment du d6p6t, l'expe-
diteur est tenu d'indiquer par une
mention portee sur la declaration
en douane et sur le colis lui-mfme,
de quele facon doit Ftre trait6 le
colis, en cas de non-remise.

A cet effet, il peut demander que
son colis soit:

(a) renvoy6 A 1'expediteur;
(b) consid6re comme abandonn6;
(c) presente a une autre per-

sonne dans le pays de destination.
Aucune demande autre que celles

qui sont pr6vues ci-dessus, ou une
emande similaire, n'est admise, A

moins de la mention pourvue A
1'Article XXIII, paragraphe 3.

3. Sauf demande contraire de
l'expediteur, les colis qui n'ont pu

etre distribu6s sont renvoyes A
l'origine sans pr6avis, A l'expira-
tion d'une p6riode de 30 jours, A
partir de leur date d'arrvee au
bureau de destination. Les colis
que le destinataire refuse d'accep-
ter doivent 8tre renvoy6s imm-
diatement. Tout colis renvoy6 A
l'expediteur doit porter l'indica-
tion tres claire du motif de la non-
remise.

4. Seuls les colis susceptibles A
la deterioration ou la corruption
peuvent 8tre vendus immediate-
ment, meme en cours de transport,
A l'aller ou au retour, sans preavis
et sans formalites judiciaires, au
profit de qui de droit.

Si, pour une cause quelconque,
la vente est impossible, les objets
d6t6riores ou corrompus sont d-
truits. La vente ou la destruction
donne lieu a l1'tablissement d'un
proces-verbal qui est transmise au
l'Administration d'origine.

5. Les colis non-distribuables,
abandonn6s par l'expediteur, peu-
vent 8tre vendus a I'expiration
d'une p6riode de 30 jours au profit
de l'Administration du pays des-
tinataire. Toutefois, dans le cas
d'un colis assure, il sera dress6 un

new postage charges as well as in-
surance fees, if necessary, and
must be returned as parcels of the
same class as that in which they
were received. The charges are
collectible from the sender, and are
collected by the Administration
which delivers the parcels to him.

2. At the time of mailing, the
sender must indicate by a note on
the customs declaration and on the
parcel itself, how his parcel is to
be disposed of in case of non-
delivery.

To this end, he may request
that his parcel be:

(a) returned to sender;
(b) considered as abandoned;
(c) delivered to another person

in the country of destination.
No note other than those pro-

vided above, or note of similar
import, is permitted, except as
provided in Article XXIII, Sec-
tion 3.

3. Barring contrary instructions
undeliverable parcels are returned
to origin, without previous notifi-
cation, 30 days after their arrival
at the office of destination. Par-
cels which the addressee refuses to
accept shall be returned immedi-
ately. In all cases, the reason for
non-delivery must be clearly indi-
cated on the parcel.

4. Parcels liable to deteriora-
tion or corruption, and these only,
may be sold immediately, even en
route, on the outward or return
voyage, without previous notice
and without judicial formality, for
the profit of the rightful party.

If, for any reason, sale is impos-
sible, the deteriorated or corrupted
articles are destroyed. The sale
or destruction gives rise to the
making of a report which is sent
to the Administration of origin.

5. Undeliverable parcels which
the sender has abandoned may, at
the expiration of a 30-day period,
be sold for the profit of the Ad-
ministration of the country of des-
tination. However, in the case of
an insured parcel, a report is made
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Instructions in case 
of non-delivery. 

Undeliverable par-
cels. 

Parcels liable to de-
terioration. 

A bandoned parcels. 

d'une nouvelle taxe d'affranchisse-
ment ainsi quo des nouveaux 
droits d'assurance, le cas eel:Leant, 
et doivent etre renvoyes comme 
us ont ete recus. Les droits sont 
pelvis sur Pexpediteur par l'Admi-
nistration qui lui a remis les colis. 

2. Au moment du depot, l'expe-
diteur est tenu d'indiquer par une 
mention portee sur in declaration 
en douane et sur le colis lui-meme, 
de quelle facon doit etre traite le 
colis, en cas de non-remise. 
A cet effet, ii pent demander que 

son colis soit: 
(a) renvoye a l'expediteur; 
(b) considere comme abandonne; 
(c) presente a une autre per-

sonne dans le pays de destination. 
Aucune demande autre quo celles 

qui sont prevues ci-de,ssus, ou une 
demande similaire, n'est admise, 
moms de in mention pourvue A 
PArticle XXIII, paragraphe 3. 

3. Sauf demande contraire de 
l'expediteur, lea colis qui n'ont pu 
etre distribues sont renvoyes 
Porigine sans preavis, A l'expira-
tion d'une period° de 30 jours, 
partir de leur date d'aiTivee au 
bureau de destination. Les colis 
quo le destinataire refuse 4:Paccep-
ter doivent etre renvoyes imme-
diatement. Tout colis renvoye 
l'expediteur doit porter Pindica-
tion tres claire du motif de la non-
remise. 

4. Souls les cons susc,eptibles A 
la deterioration ou in corruption 
peuvent etre vendus immediate-
ment, meme en cours de transport, 

l'aller on au retour, sans preavis 
et sans formalites judiciaires, au 
profit de qui de droit. 

Si, pour une cause quelconque, 
la vente est impossible, les objets 
deteriores ou corrompus sont de-
truits. La vente ou in destruction 
donne lieu a Petablissement d'un 
proces-verbal qui est transmise au 
l'Administration d'origine. 

5. Lea cobs non-distribuables, 
abandonnes par l'expediteur, peu-
vent etre vendus a l'expiration 
d'une periode de 30 jours an profit 
de l'Administration du pays des-
tinataire. Toutefois, dans le cas 
d'un cobs assure, il sera dresse un 

new postage charges as well as in-
surance fees, if necessary, and 
must be returned as parcels of the 
same class as that in which they 
were received. The charges are 
collectible from the sender, and are 
collected by the Administration 
which delivers the parcels to him. 

2. At the time of mailing, the 
sender must indicate by a note on 
the customs declaration and on the 
parcel itself, how his parcel is to 
be disposed of in case of non-
delivery. 
To this end, he may request 

that his parcel be: 
(a) returned to sender; 
(b) considered as abandoned; 
(c) delivered to another person 

in the country of destination. 
No note other than those pro-

vided above, or note of similar 
import, is permitted, except as 
provided in Article XXIII, Sec-
tion 3. 

3. Barring contrary instructions 
undeliverable parcels are returned 
to origin, without previous notifi-
cation, 30 days after their arrival 
at the office of destination. Par-
cels which the addressee refuses to 
accept shall be returned immedi-
ately. In all cases, the reason for 
non-delivery must be clearly indi-
cated on the parcel. 

4. Parcels liable to deteriora-
tion or corruption, and these only, 
may be sold immediately, even en 
route, on the outward or return 
voyage, without previous notice 
and without judicial formality, for 
the profit of the rightful party. 

If, for any reason, sale is impos-
sible, the deteriorated or corrupted 
articles are destroyed. The sale 
or destruction gives rise to the 
making of a report which is sent 
to the Administration of origin. 

5. Undeliverable parcels which 
the sender has abandoned may, at 
the expiration of a 30-day period, 
be sold for the profit of the Ad-
ministration of the country of des-
tination. However, in the. case of 
an insured parcel, a report is made 
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proces-verbal que doit etre en-
voy6 a 1'Administration du pays
d'origine. Aussi, l'Administra-
tion du pays d'origine doit 6tre
avisde si un colis assure non-dis-
tribuable n'est pas renvoy6 a
l'origine.

6. Les dispositions de l'Article
XXV, paragraphe 2, s'applique-
ront a un colis, qui est retourn6 par
suite de non-remise.

ARTICLE XXV.

Bonifications.

1. Pour chaque colis (ordinaire
ou assur6) echang6 entre les deux
pays contractants, 1'Administra-
tion expeditrice bonifie A l'Ad-
ministration destinataire sur les
feuilles de route les quotes-parts
revenant , cette derniere, et indi-
qu6es dans le Reglement d'Ex6cu-
tion.

2. En cas de r6expedition ou de
renvoi d'un colis A l'origine, si un
nouvel affranchissement et un
nouveau droit d'assurance (en cas
de colis assure) sont pergus par le
bureau r6exp6diteur, le colis est
traite comme s'il etait originaire
de ce pays. Dans le cas contraire,
1'Administration reexpeditrice re-
prend sur l'autre Administration
le quote-part qui lui sont di, c'est-
a-dire, suivant le cas:

(a) les droits prescrits dans
paragraphe 1 ci-dessus;

(b) les droits de r6exp6dition
ou de renvoi.

En cas de reexpedition ou de
renvoi sur un tiers pays, les droits
accumul6s, c'est-a-dire, ceux des
droits mention6es ci-dessus en (a)
et (b) que sont applicables, sui-
vent A charge du colis; mais dans
le cas of le tiers pays int6ress6
n'accepte pas l'imputation des
droits parce qu'ils ne peuvent
etre pergus du destinataire ou de
l'expediteur, le cas 6ch6ant, ou
pour une raison quelconque, ces
droits sont repris sur le pays d'ori-
gine.

En cas d'un colis renvoye ou
reexpedi6 en transit A travers l'une
des Administrations vers l'autre,
l'Administration interm6diaire
pourra exiger aussi la somme qui

up, which must be sent to the Ad-
ministration of the country of
origin. Likewise, the Adminis-
tration of the country of origin
must be advised when an insured
parcel which is undeliverable is not
returned to origin.

6. The provisions of Article
XXV, Section 2, shall be applied
to a parcel which is returned in
consequence of non-delivery.

ARTICLE XXV.

Charges.

Provisions appli-
cable.

1. For each parcel (ordinary or Credits.
insured) exchanged between the
two contracting countries, the dis-
patching Administration credits to
the Administration of destination
in the parcel bills, the quotas due
to the latter and indicated in the
Regulations of Execution. Post, p. 1910.

2. In case of reforwarding or Reforwarding or re-
return to origin of a parcel, if new turn to origin.
postage and new insurance fees (in
the case of insured parcels) are col-
lected by the redispatching office,
the parcel is treated as if it had
originatedin thatcountry. Other-
wise, the redispatching office re-
covers from the other office, the
quota due to it, namely, as the
case may be:

(a) the charges prescribed by
Section 1 above;

(b) the charges for reforwarding
or return.

In case of reforwarding or re- forardorre-turn to a third
turn to a third country, the ac- country.
crued charges, that is, such of the
charges mentioned in (a) and (b)
above as are applicable, shall follow
the parcel; but in the case that the
third country concerned refuses to
assume the charges because they
cannot be collected from the ad-
dressee or the sender, as the case
may be, or for any other reason,
they shall be charged back to the
country of origin.

In the case of a parcel returned Returned or refor-
or reforwarded in transit through ded t
one of the two Administrations to
or from the other the intermediary
Administration may claim also
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proces-verbal que doit etre en-
voye a l'Administration du pays 
d'origine. Aussi, l'Administra-
tion du pays d'origine doit etre 
avisee Si ufl colis assure non-dis-
tribuable n'est pas renvoye 
l'origine. 

6. Les dispositions de l'Article 
XXV, paragraphe 2, s'applique-
ront a un colis, qui est retourne par 
suite de non-remise. 

ARTICLE XXV. 

Bonifications. 

1. Pour chaque colis (ordinaire 
ou assure) echange entre les deux 
pays contractants, l'Administra-
tion expeditrice loonifie a l'Ad.-
ministration destinataire sur les 
feuilles de route les quotes-parts 
revenant a cette derniere, et indi-
quees dans le Reglement &Execu-
tion. 

2. En cas de reexpedition ou de 
renvoi d'un colis h l'origine, Si un 
nouvel affranchissement et un 
nouveau droit d'assurance (en cas 
de colis assure) sont pergus par le 
bureau reexpediteur, le colis est 
traite comme s'il etait originaire 
de ce pays. Dans le cas contraire, 
l'Administration reexpeditrice re-
prend sur l'autre Administration 
le quote-part qui lui sont dA, c'est-

suivant le cas: 
(a) les droits presents dans 

paragraphe 1 ci-dessus; 
(b) les droits de reexpedition 

ou de renvoi. 
En cas de reexpedition ou de 

renvoi sur un tiers pays, les droits 
accumules, c'est-a-dire, ceux des 
droits mentionees ci-dessus en (a) 
et (b) que sont applicables, sui-
vent a charge du colis; mais dans 
le cas oil le tiers pays interesse 
n'accepte pas l'imputation des 
droits parce qu'ils ne peuvent 
etre pergus du destinataire on. de 
l'expediteur, le cas echeant, ou 
pour une raison quelconque, ces 
droits sont repris sur le pays d'ori-
gine. 
En cas d'un colis renvoye ou 

reexpedie en transit a travers l'une 
des Administrations vers l'autre, 
PAdministration intermediaire 
pourra exiger aussi la somme qui 

up, which must be sent to the Ad-
ministration of the country of 
origin. Likewise, the Adminis-
tration of the country of origin 
must be advised when an insured 
parcel which is undeliverable is not 
returned to origin. 

ca r Leo. appli-
cable. 

The provisions of Article visions  

XXV, Section 2, shall be applied 
to a parcel which is returned in 
consequence of non-delivery. 

ARTICLE XXV. 

Charges. 

1. For each parcel (ordinary or 
insured) exchanged between the 
two contracting countries, the dis-
patching Administration credits to 
the Administration of destination 
in the parcel bills, the quotas due 
to the latter and indicated in the 
Regulations of Execution. 

Credits. 

Post, p. 1910. 

2. In case of reforwarding or Reforwarding or re-
return to origin of a parcel, if new turn to origin. 

postage and new insurance fees (in 
the case of insured parcels) are col-
lected by the redispatching office, 
the parcel is treated as if it had 
originated in that country. Other-
wise, the redispatching office re-
covers from the other office, the 
quota due to it, namely, as the 
case may be: 

(a) the charges prescribed by 
Section 1 above; 

(b) the charges for reforwarding 
or return. 

In case of reforwarding or re-
turn to a third country, the ac-
crued charges, that is, such of the 
charges mentioned in (a) and (b) 
above as are applicable, shall follow 
the parcel; but in the case that the 
third country concerned refuses to 
assume the charges because they 
cannot be collected from the ad-
dressee or the sender, as the case 
may be, or for any other reason, 
they shall be charged back to the 
country of origin. 

In the case of a parcel returned 
or reforwarded in transit through 
one of the two Administrations to 
or from the other the intermediary 
Administration may claim also 

Reforwarding or re-
turn to a third 
country. 

Returned or refor-
warded in transit. 
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lui est due pour tout autre service
territorial ou maritime effectu6,
ainsi que tous montants dus A une
ou plusieurs autres Administra-
tions quelconques qui sont int6res-
sees.

ARTICLE XXVI.

Interdiction de percevoir des taxes
postales autres que celles qui
sont prescrites.

Les colis auxquels s'applique le
present Arrangement ne seront
soumis A aucune taxe postale autre
que celles qui sont pr6vues dans
les differents articles dudit Ar-
rangement.

ARTICLE XXVII.

Colis avion.

Les Chefs des Administrations
postales des deux pays contrac-
tants ont le droit de fixer, d'un
commun accord, la surtaxe ae-
rienne et les autres conditions au
cas ofi les colis sont transportes
par voie aerienne.

ARTICLE XXVIII.

'Suspension temporaire de services.

Chacune des deux Administra-
tions peut suspendre temporaire-
ment le service des colis postaux,
en totalit6 ou en partie, lorsqu'il
existe des raisons sp6ciales pour le
faire, ou restreindre ce service A
certains bureaux, mais a la. condi-
tion que l'autre Administration ait
6t6 informee do cette mesure a
l'avance, au besoin par t6elgraphe.

ARTICLE XXIX.

Questions non reglees par l'Ar-
rangement.

1. Toutes les questions concer-
nant les demandes de retrait ou de
changement d'adresse de colis,
l'obtention et le sort d'avis de
reception pour les colis assures et le
reglement des demandes d'indem-
nite, qui ne sont pas trait6es
dans le present Arrangement sont
soumises aux dispositions de la
Convention de l'Union postale
Universelle et de son Reglement
d'Ex6cution, dans le mesure ou

the sum due to it for any addi-
tional territorial or sea service
provided, together with any
amounts due to any other Admin-
istration or Administrations con-
cerned.

ARTICLE XXVI.

Postal charges other than those
prescribed not to be collected.

The parcels to which this Agree-
ment applies shall not be subject to
any postal charges other than
those contemplated by the differ-
ent articles hereof.

ARTICLE XXVII.

Air parcels.

The Chiefs of the Postal Admin-
istrations of the two contracting
countries have the right to fix
by mutual consent the air surtax
and other conditions in the case
where the parcels are conveyed
by the air routes.

ARTICLE XXVIII.

Temporary suspension of services.

When there are special reasons
for doing so, either Administra-
tion may temporarily suspend
the parcel-post service, in whole
or in part, or restrict it to certain
offices, on condition that the other
Administration be informed of
this measure in advance, by tele-
graph if necessary.

ARTICLE XXIX.

Matters not providedfor in the
present Agreement.

1. All questions concerning re-
quests for recall or change of ad-
dress of parcels, the obtaining and
disposition of return receipts, and
the settlement of claims for in-
demnity for insured parcels, which
are not provided for in this Agree-
ment, shall be subject to the pro-
visions of the Universal Postal
Union Convention and its Regula-
tions of Execution, in so far as
they are applicable and are not

Postal charges; re-
striction.

Surtax, etc.

Temporary suspen-
sion of services.

Application of Uni-
versal Postal Union
Convention, etc.

49 Stat. 2741.
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lui est due pour tout autre service 
territorial ou maritime effectue, 
ainsi que tous montants dus a une 
ou plusieurs autres Administra-
tions quelconques qui sont interes-
sees. 

ARTICLE XXVI. 

Interdiction de percevoir des taxes 
postales autres que celles qui 
sont prescrites. 

Les colis auxquels s'applique le 
present Arrangement ne seront 
sonmis a aucune taxe postale autre 
que celles qui sent prevues dans 
les differents articles dudit Ar-
rangement. 

ARTICLE XXVII. 

Colic avion. 

Les Chefs des Administrations 
postales des deux pays contrac-
tants ont le droit de fixer, d'un 
commun accord, la surtaxe ae-
rienne et les autres conditions au 
cas on les colis sont transport& 
par voie aerienne. 

ARTICLE XXVIII. 

'Suspension temporaire de services. 

Chacune des deux Administra-
tions peut suspendre temporaire-
ment le service des colis postaux, 
en totalite ou en partie, lorsqu'il 
existe des raisons speciales pour le 
faire, ou restreindre cc service a 
certains bureaux, mais a la. condi-
tion que l'autre Administration ait 
60, inform& do cette mesure 
l'avance, au besoin par telegraphe. 

ARTICLE XXIX. 

Questions non reglees par l'Ar-
rangement. 

1. Toutes les questions concer-
nant les demandes de retrait ou de 
changement d'adresse de colis, 
l'obtention et le sort d'avis de 
reception pour les colis assures et le 
reglement des demandes d'indem-
nite, qui no sont pas traitees 
dans le present Arrangement sent 
soumises aux dispositions de la 
Convention de PUnion postale 
Universelle et de son Reglement 
d'Execution, dans le mesure ou 

the sum due to it for any addi-
tional territorial or sea service 
provided, together with any 
amounts due to any other Admin-
istration or Administrations con-
cerned. 

ARTICLE XXVI. 

Postal charges other than those 
prescribed not to be collected. 

The parcels to which this Agree-
ment applies shall not be subject to 
any postal charges other than 
those contemplated by the differ-
ent articles hereof. 

ARTICLE XXVII. 

Air parcels. 

The Chiefs of the Postal Admin-
istrations of the two contracting 
countries have the right to fix 
by mutual consent the air surtax 
and other conditions in the case 
where the parcels are conveyed 
by the air routes. 

ARTICLE XXVIII. 

Temporary suspension of services. 

When there are special reasons 
for doing so, either Administra-
tion may temporarily suspend 
the parcel-post service, in whole 
or in part, or restrict it to certain 
offices, on condition that the other 
Administration be informed of 
this measure in advance, by tele-
graph if necessary. 

ARTICLE XXIX. 

Matters not provided for in the 
present Agreement. 

1. All questions concerning re-
quests for recall or change of ad-
dress of parcels, the obtaining and 
disposition of return receipts, and 
the settlement of claims for in-
demnity for insured parcels, which 
are not provided for in this Agree-
ment, shall be subject to the pro-
visions of the Universal Postal 
Union Convention and its Regula-
tions of Execution, in so far as 
they are applicable and are not 
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celles-ci sont applicables et non
incompatibles avec les dispositions
pr6c6dentes. Enfin, A d6faut
d'autres dispositions, la legislation
interieure des Etats-Unis d'Ame-
rique ou du Royaume de Yougo-
slavie, ou les decisions prises par
l'un ou l'autre des pays, sont
applicables dans le pays respectif.

2. Les details relatifs A l'appli-
cation du present Arrangement
seront fixees par les deux Admi-
nistrations dans un RKglement
d'Ex6cution dont les dispositions
pourront 8tre modifi6es ou com-
plet6es de commun accord par
voie de correspondance.

3. Les deux Administrations se
communiqueront reciproquement
leurs lois, ordonnances et tarifs
applicables au transport des colis
postaux, ainsi que toutes les modi-
fications de taxes qui y seraient
introduites dans la suite.

ARTICLE XXX.

Duree de l'Arrangement.
1. Cette Arrangement entrera

en vigueur A partir de la date oil
I'Arrangement sera ratifi6, et en
attendant, les operations qui y
sont pr6vues commenceront a une
date fixee de commun accord entre
les Administrations des deux pays.

2. Elle demeurera en vigueur
jusqu'a ce que l'une des deux Ad-
ministrations contractantes ait no-
tifi6e l'autre, six mois b l'avance,
son intention d'y mettre fin.

Fait en double exemplaire et
signe a Washington, le 20me jour de
juin 1938 et A B6ograd le 16=" jour
d'avril 1938.

VOJKO CVRK16
Le Ministre des Postes, Tele-

graphes et Ttelphones du Royaume
de Yougoslavie.

contrary to the foregoing provi-
sions. If the case is not provided
for at all, the domestic legisla-
tion of the United States of
America or of Yugoslavia, or the
decisions made by one country
or the other, are applicable in
the respective country.

2. The details relative to the
application of the present Agree-
ment will be fixed by the two
Administrations in Regulations of
Execution, the provisions of which
may be modified or completed by
mutual consent by way of corre-
spondence.

3. The two Administrations no-
tify each other mutually of their
laws, ordinances, and tariffs con-
cerning the exchange of parcel post,
as well as of all modifications in
rates which may be subsequently
made.

ARTICLE XXX.

Duration of the Agreement.
1. This Agreement will become

effective on the date of ratification
and pending ratification, the opera-
tions contemplated thereunder will
commence on a date fixed by mu-
tual consent of the Administra-
tions of the two countries.

2. It will remain in force until
one of the two contracting Ad-
ministrations has notified the
other, six months in advance, of its
intention to abrogate it.

Done in duplicate and signed at
Washington, the 20th day of June
1938 and at Beograd, the 16th day
of April 1938
[SEAL] JAMES A FARLEY
The Postmaster General of the

United States of America.

The foregoing Agreement between the United States of America
and the Kingdom of Yugoslavia for the exchange of parcels by parcel
post has been negotiated and concluded with my advice and consent
and is hereby approved and ratified.

In testimony whereof I have caused the seal of the United States to
be hereunto affixed.

[SEAL] FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President.

CORDELL HULL
Secretary of State.

WASHINGTON, June 24, 1938.

Further provisions.

Details to be fixed
by mutual consent.

Mutual notification
of applicable laws,
etc.

Effective date.

Duration.

Signaturs.

Approval by the
President.
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celles-ci sont applicables et non 
incompatibles avec les dispositions 
pl.& Mentes . Enfin, a defaut 
d'autres dispositions, la legislation 
interieure des Etats-Unis d'Ame-
rique ou du Royaume de Yougo-
slavie, ou les decisions prises par 
l'un ou l'autre des pays, sont 
applicables dans le pays respectif. 

2. Les details relatifs a Pappli-
cation du present Arrangement 
seront fixees par les deux Admi-
nistrations dans un. Reglement 
d'Execution dont les dispositions 
pourront etre modifiees ou cora-
pletees de commun accord par 
voie de correspondance. 

3. Les deux Administrations se 
communiqueront reciproquement 
leurs lois, ordonnances et tarifs 
applicables au transport des colis 
postaux, ainsi quo toutes les modi-
fications de taxes qui y seraient 
introduites dans la suite. 

ARTICLE XXX. 

Duree de l'Arrangement. 

1. Cette Arrangement entrera 
en vigueur a partir de la date ciA 
PArrangement sera ratifie, et en 
attendant, les operations qui y 
sont prevues commenceront a une 
date fixee de commun accord entre 
les Administrations des deux pays. 

2. Elle demeurera en vigueur 
jusqu'a, ce que l'une des deux Ad-
ministrations contractantes ait no-
tifie a l'autre, six mois a l'avance, 
son intention d'y mettre fin. 

Fait en double exemplaire et 
signe a Washington, le 20m0 jour de 
juin 1938 et a Beograd le 16rae jour 
d'avril 1938. 

VOJKO CYRKIo 
Le Ministre des Postes, Tele-

graphes et Telephones du Royaume 
de Yougoslarie. 

contrary to the foregoing provi-
sions. If the case is not provided 
for at all, the domestic legisla-
tion of the United States of 
America or of Yugoslavia, or the 
decisions made by one country 
or the other, are applicable in 
the respective country. 

2. The details relative to the 
application of the present Agree-
ment will be fixed by the two 
Administrations in Regulations of 
Execution, the provisions of which 
may be modified or completed by 
mutual consent by way of corre-
spondence. 

3. The two Administrations no-
tify each other mutually of their 
laws, ordinances, and tariffs con-
cerning the exchange of parcel post, 
as well as of all modifications in 
rates which may be subsequently 
made. 

ARTICLE = C. 

Duration of the Agreement. 

1. This Agreement will become 
effective on the date of ratification 
and pending ratification, the opera-
tions contemplated thereunder will 
commence on a date fixed by mu-
tual consent of the Administra-
tions of the two countries. 

2. It will remain in force until 
one of the two contracting Ad-
ministrations has notified the 
other, six months in advance, of its 
intention to abrogate it. 
Done in duplicate and signed at 

Washington, the 20th day of June 
1938 and at Beograd, the 16th clay 
of April 1938 
[SEAL] JAMES A PARLEY 
The Postmaster General of the 

United States of America. 

The foregoing Agreement between the United States of America 
and the Kingdom of Yugoslavia for the exchange of parcels by parcel 
post has been negotiated and concluded with my advice and consent 
and is hereby approved and ratified. 
In testimony whereof I have caused the seal of the United States to 

be hereunto affixed. 
[SEAL] FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 

By the President. 
CORDELL HULL 

Secretary of State. 
W ASHINGTON, June 24, 1938. 

Further provisions. 

Details to be fixed 
by mutual consent. 

Mutual notification 
of applicable laws, 
etc. 

Effective date. 

Duration. 

Signatures. 

Approval by the 
President. 
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Detailed Regula-
tions.

REGLEMENT D'EXECUTION DE
L'ARRANGEMENT CONCER-
NANT L'ECHANGE DES COLIS
POSTAUX CONCLU ENTRE LE
ROYAUME DE YOUGOSLAVIE ET
LES ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE.

Le Reglement d6taill6 suivant
pour l'ex6cution de cet Arrange-
ment a ete arret6 par les Chefs des
Administrations Postales des
Etats-Unis d'Amerique et du
Royaume de Yougoslavie:

ARTICLE 1.

Limites de poids et de dimensions.

1. Les colis echanges sous les
dispositions de cet Arrangement
ne peuvent exceder le poids de 20
kilogrammes (44 livres) ni la lon-
gueur de 1 m. 25 (4 pieds) en tous
sens ni avoir un volume sup6rieur
A 55 decimetres cubes (2 pieds
cubes).

Les limites de poids et de dimen-
sions indiqu6es ci-dessus peuvent
etre chang6es de temps en temps
d'un commun accord par corres-
pondance.

2. En ce qui concerne le calcul
exact du poids, du volume et des
dimensions, les indications four-
nies par le bureau expediteur
seront acceptees, sauf dans le cas
d'erreur 6vidente.

ARTICLE 2.

Conditionnement des colis.

1. Le nom et l'adresse de 1'expe-
diteur ainsi que celle du destina-
taire doit etre 6crite lisiblement et
correctement en caracteres latins
sur le colis meme dans tous les cas
of c'est possible, ou sur une eti-
quette attachee solidement au
colis. Il est recommand6 d'in-
s6rer dans tous les colis une copie
de l'adresse notamment lorsqu'il
s'agit de colis munis simplement
d'une etiquette en raison de leur
forme ou de leurs dimensions.

REGULATIONS OF EXECUTION
FOR THE AGREEMENT CON-
CERNING THE EXCHANGE OF
PARCEL POST CONCLUDED
BETWEEN THE KINGDOM OF
YUGOSLAVIA AND THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA.

The following Detailed Regula-
tions for the execution of this
Agreement have been agreed upon
by the Chiefs of the Postal Admin-
istrations of the United States of
America and of the Kingdom of
Yugoslavia:

ARTICLE 1.

Limits of weight and size.

1. Parcels exchanged under the
provisions of this Agreement may
not exceed 44 pounds (20 kilo-
grams) in weight nor 4 feet (1.25
meters) in length nor have a vol-
ume greater than 2 cubic feet (55
cubic decimeters).

The limits of weight and size
stated above may be changed from
time to time by agreement made
through correspondence.

2. In regard to the exact calcu-
lation of the weight, volume, and
dimensions, the indications fur-
nished by the dispatching office
will be accepted save in the case
of obvious error.

ARTICLE 2.

Preparation of parcels.

1. The name and address of the
sender and of the addressee must
be written, legibly and correctly
in roman letters on the parcel it-
self, if possible, or on a label se-
curely affixed to the parcel. It is
recommended that a copy of the
address be inserted in every parcel,
especially when the use of a tag for
the address is rendered necessary
by the packing or form of the
parcel.

Limits of weight and
size.

Preparation of par-
cels.
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Detailed Regula-
tions. 

Limits of weight and 
size. 

Preparation of par-
cels. 

REGLEMENT D'EXECUTION DE 
L'ARRANGEMENT CONCER-
NANT L'ECHANGE DES COLIS 
POSTAUX CONCLU ENTER LE 
ROYAUME DE YOUGOSLAVIE ET 
LES ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE. 

Le Reglement &Rano suivant 
pour l'execution de cot Arrange-
ment a ete arrete par lea Chefs des 
Administrations Post ales des 
Etats-Unis d'Amerique et du 
Royaume de Yougoslavie: 

ARTICLE 1. 

Iiimites de poids et de dimensions. 

1. Les colis echanges sous les 
dispositions de cot Arrangement 
no peuvent exceder le poids de 20 
kilogrammes (44 livres) ni la lon-
gueur de 1 m. 25 (4 pieds) en tous 
sons ni avoir un volume superieur 
a 55 decimetres cubes (2 pieds 
cubes). 
Les limites de poids et de dimen-

sions indiquees ci-dessus peuvent 
etre changees de temps en temps 
d'un commun accord par corres-
ponda,nce. 

2. En ce qui c,onceme le calcul 
exact du poids, du volume et des 
dimensions, les indications four-
nies par le bureau expediteur 
seront acceptees, sauf dans le cas 
d'erreur evidente. 

ARTICLE 2. 

Conditionnement des colis. 

1. Le nom et l'adresse de l'expe-
diteur ainsi quo celle du destina-
taire doit etre ecrite lisiblement et 
c,orrectement en caracteres latins 
sur le colis memo darts tous lea cas 
nit c'est possible, ou sur une eti-
quette attachee solidement au 
colis. Ii est recommande 
serer darts tous lea colis une copie 
de l'adresse .notamment lorsqu'il 
s'agit de colts minis simplement 
d'une etiquette en raison de leur 
forme ou de lours dimensions. 

REGULATIONS OF EXECUTION 
FOR THE AGREEMENT CON-
CERNING THE EXCHANGE OF 
PARCEL POST CONCLUDED 
BETWEEN THE KINGDOM OF 
YUGOSLAVIA AND THE UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA. 

The following Detailed Regula-
tions for the execution of this 
Agreement have been agreed upon 
by the Chiefs of the Postal Admin-
istrations of the United States of 
America and of the Kingdom of 
Yugoslavia: 

ARTICLE 1. 

Limits of weight and size. 

1. Parcels exchanged under the 
provisions of this Agreement may 
not exceed 44 pounds (20 kilo-
grams) in weight nor 4 feet (1.25 
meters) in length nor have a vol-
ume greater than 2 cubic feet (55 
cubic decimeters). 

The limits of weight and size 
stated above may be changed from 
time to time by agreement made 
through correspondence. 

2. In regard to the exact calcu-
lation of the weight, volume, and 
dimensions, the indications fur-
nished by the dispatching office 
will be accepted save in the case 
of obvious error. 

ARTICLE 2. 

Preparation of parcels. 

1. The name and address of the 
sender and of the addressee must 
be written, legibly and correctly 
in roman letters on the parcel it-
self, if possible, or on a label se-
curely affixed to the parcel. It is 
recommended that a copy of the 
address be inserted in every parcel, 
especially when the use of a tag for 
the address is rendered necessary 
by the packing or form of the 
parcel. 
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Les colis dont les exp6diteurs ou
les destinataires sont d6signes par
des initiales ne sont accept6s que
lorsque les initiales repr6sentent la
raison sociale adoptee par l'exp6-
diteur ou par le destinataire.

Les adresses au crayon ne sont
pas admises; toutefois, sont ac-
cept6s les colis dont l'adresse
est ecrite au crayon ind6elbile
sur une surface prealablement
humect6e.

2. Tout colis doit etre emballe
de maniere A preserver le contenu
pendant toute la duree du trans-
port, et d'eviter que le contenu
puisse det6riorer les autres colis
ou objets ou blesser les agents
des postes. L'emballage doit pro-
teger suffisamment le contenu du
colis pour qu'en cas de spoliation,
les traces puissent en etre aisement
decouvertes.

Les colis assures doivent obli-
gatoirement 6tre fermes et scelles
au moyen de cachets A la cire, de
plombs ou autrement. Le ca-
chetage (ou le plombage) des colis
ordinaires est facultatif ou un
ficelage soigneux suffit comme
moyen de fermeture. L'une ou
l'autre des Administrations peut
exiger qu'une empreinte ou mar-
que speciale uniforme de l'exp6di-
teur figure sur les cachets ou les
plombs comme mesure de securite.

L'Administration des douanes a
le droit d'ouvrir les colis. A cet
effet, elle peut rompre les cachets
ou toute autre fermeture du colis.
Dans le cas, ces colis doivent etre
referm6s, et, si c'est necessaire,
recachetes a l'aide de cachets
officiels, sauf dans le cas des colis
ordinaires qui ne sont pas scelles
par l'exp6diteur pour la premiere
fois.

3. Chaque colis assure doit 8tre
revetu sur l'adresse du colis du
numero d'assurance du colis et
porter la mention "Insured" ou
"Valeur declaree" en ecriture ma-
nuscrite, ou appliqu6e au moyen
d'un timbre ou d'une etiquette A
c6t6 de l'adresse du colis.

4. Pour les colis assures, la de-
claration de la valeur doit etre ex-
primee dans la monnaie du pays
d'origine sur le colis en caracteres

Parcels on which the name of
the sender or of the addressee is
indicated by initials are admitted
only when the initials are the
adopted trade name of the sender
or addressee.

Addresses in ordinary pencil are
not admitted; however, addresses
written in indelible pencil on a
previously dampened surface are
accepted.

2. Each parcel must be packed
in such a manner that the contents
are protected over the whole
route, and in such a way that the
contents may not damage other
parcels or objects or injure postal
agents. The packing must pro-
tect the contents sufficiently that,
in case of rifling, the traces thereof
may be easily discovered.

Insured parcels must be closed
and sealed by means of wax, lead,
or other seals. Ordinary parcels
may be sealed at the option of the
sender, or careful tying is suffi-
cient as a means of closing. As a
protective measure, either Ad-
ministration may require that a
special imprint or mark of the
sender appear on the wax or lead
seals closing insured parcels.

The Customs Administration
of the country of destination is
authorized to open the parcels.
To this end, the seals or any other
fastenings may be broken. In
such case, these parcels must be
refastened and also officially re-
sealed, except in the case of ordi-
nary parcels which were not sealed
by the sender in the first instance.

3. Each insured parcel must
bear on the address side an insur-
ance number and must be marked,
stamped, or labeled "Insured" or
"Valeur declaree".

4. In case of insured parcels, the
amount of insured value must ap-
pear on the parcel in currency of
the country of origin in roman
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Les colis dont les expediteurs ou 
les destinataires sont designes par 
des initiales no sont accept& quo 
lorsque les initiales representent la 
raison sociale adoptee par l'expe-
diteur ou par le destinataire. 
Les adresses au crayon ne sont 

pas admises; toutefois, sont ac-
ceptes les colis dont l'adresse 
est &rite au crayon indelebile 
sur une surface prealablement 
humectee. 

2. Tout colis doit etre emballe 
de maniere a preserver le contenu 
pendant toute la duree du trans-
port, et d'eviter que le contenu 
puisse deteriorer les autres coils 
ou objets ou blesser les agents 
des postes. L'emballage doit pro-
teger suffisamment le contenu du 
colis pour qu'en cas de spoliation, 
les traces puissent en etre aisement 
decouvertes. 
Les colis assures doivent obli-

gatoirement etre fermes et scelles 
au moyen de cachets a la cire, de 
plombs ou autreraent. Le ca-
chetage (ou le plombage) des colis 
ordinaires est facultatif ou un 
ficelage soigneux suffit corame 
moyen de fermeture. L'une ou 
l'autre des Administrations peat 
exiger qu'une empreinte ou mar-
que speciale uniforme de l'expedi-
tour figure sur les cachets ou .les 
plombs comme mesure de securite. 

L'Administration des douanes a 
le droit d'ouvrir les colis. A cet 
effet, elle pout rompre les cachets 
ou toute autre fermeture du coils. 
Dans le cas, ces colis doivent etre 
referrnes, et, si c'est necessaire, 
recachetes l'aide de cachets 
officiels, sauf dans le cas des colis 
ordinaires qui no sont pas seen& 
par l'expechteur pour la premiere 
fois. 

3. Chaque colis assure dolt etre 
revetu sur l'adresse du colis du 
numero d'assurance du colis et 
porter la mention "Insured" ou 
"Valeur declaree" en ecriture ma-
nuscrite, ou appliquee an moyen 
d'un timbre ou d'une etiquette a 
cote de l'adresse du coils. 

4. Pour les colis assures, la de-
claration de la valeur doit etre ex-
primee dans la monnaie du pays 
d'origme sur le colis en caracteres 

Parcels on which the name of 
the sender or of the addressee is 
indicated by initials are admitted 
only when the initials are the 
adopted trade name of the sender 
or addressee. 

Addresses in ordinary pencil are 
not admitted; however, addresses 
written in indelible pencil on a 
previously dampened surface are 
accepted. 

2. Each parcel must be packed 
in such a manner that the contents 
are protected over the whole 
route, and in such a way that the 
contents may not damage other 
parcels or objects or injure postal 
agents. The packing must pro-
tect the contents sufficiently that, 
in case of rifling, the traces thereof 
may be easily discovered. 

Tnsured parcels must be closed 
and sealed by means of wax, lead, 
or other seals. Ordinary parcels 
may be sealed at the option of the 
sender, or careful tying is suffi-
cient as a means of closing. As a 
protective measure, either Ad-
ministration may require that a 
special imprint or mark of the 
sender appear on the wax or lead 
seals closing insured parcels. 

The Customs Administration 
of the country of destination is 
authorized to open the parcels. 
To this end, the seals or any other 
fastenings may be broken. In 
such case, these parcels must be 
refastened and also officially re-
sealed, except in the case of ordi-
nary parcels which were not sealed 
by the sender in the first instance. 

3. Each insured parcel must 
bear on the address side an insur-
ance number and must be marked, 
stamped, or labeled "'Insured" or 
"Valeur declaree". 

4. In case of insured parcels, the 
amount of insured value must ap-
pear on the parcel in currency of 
the country of origin in roman 
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latins, en toutes lettres et en
chiffres arabes.

Le montant de la declaration de
valeur doit etre converti en francs-
or et le resultat de la conversion
doit etre indique par de nouveaux
chiffres places A c6te ou au-dessous
de ceux qui repr6sentent le mon-
tant de la declaration dans la
monnaie du pays d'origine.

En outre, le poids exact de
chaque colis doit etre inscrit par
l'Administration d'origine sur 1'
adresse du colis et sur la declara-
tion en douane . la place a ce
reservee.

5. Les etiquettes et les timbres-
poste apposes sur les colis assures
doivent etre espaces de facon a ne
pas pouvoir cacher des lesions de
'emballage; ils ne peuvent pas,

non plus, etre replies sur les deux
faces de l'emballage de maniere A
couvrir la bordure.

6. Les liquides et les corps li-
quefiables doivent etre emballes
dans un double recipient. Entre
le premiere (bouteille, flacon, bolte,
etc.) et le second (bolte en metal,
en bois resistant, en carton ondule
solide ou en fibre de bois solide,
ou tout autre recipient de r6sis-
tance equivalente) il doit etre
menage un espace rempli de sciure
de bois, de son ou de toute autre
matiere absorbante, en quantite
suffisante pour absorber tout le
liquide, si le recipient vient A etre
brse.

7. Les poudres et les teintures
en poudre doivent etre contenues
dans des boltes en fer-blanc resis-
tant ou en autre metal, herm6ti-
quement fermees et scellees, placees
a leur tour dans un deuxieme etui
exterieur solide de maniere a eviter
tout dommage aux autres objets.

ARTICLE 3.

D&clarations en douane.

c(ustomr decara- 1. L'expeditour etablira une de-
claration en douane pour chaque
colis d6pose dans l'un ou l'autre
pays sur une formule speciale pre-
vue pour cet effet par le pays
d'origine.

letters spelled out in full and in
arabic figures.

The amount of the insured value
must be converted into gold francs
and the result of the conversion
is to be shown by new figures
placed beside or below those rep-
resenting the amount of insured
value in the currency of the
country of origin.

In addition, the exact weight of
each parcel must be written by the
Administration of origin on the
address side of the parcel and on
the customs declaration in the
place reserved for this purpose.

5. The labels and postage
stamps placed on the insured
parcels must be so spaced that
they cannot conceal injuries to
the packing. Neither may they
be folded over two faces of the
wrapping so as to cover the edge.

6. Liquids and easily liquefiable
substances must be sent in a
double receptacle. Between the
first (bottle, flask, box, etc.) and
the second (box of metal, strong
wood, or strong corrugated card-
board or fibreboard, or receptacle
of equal strength) there must be
left a space to be filled with saw-
dust, bran, or other absorbent
material, in sufficient quantity to
absorb all the liquid in case the
receptacle is broken.

7. Powders and dyes in powder
form must be packed in strong
boxes of tin or other metal,
hermetically closed and sealed and
placed in turn in a second sub-
stantial outer cover in such a way
as to avoid all damage to other
articles.

ARTICLE 3.

Customs declirations.

1. The sender shall prepare one
customs declaration for each par-
cel mailed in either country on a
special form provided for the pur-
pose by the country of origin.
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customs declars• 
tionm. 

latins, en toutes lettres et en 
chiffres arabes. 
Le montant de la declaration de 

valeur doit etre converti en francs-
or et le resultat de la conversion 
doit etre indique par de nouveaux 
chiffres places a cote on au-dessous 
de ceux qui representent le mon-
tent de la declaration dans la 
monnaie du pays d'origine. 
En outre, le poids exact de 

chaque colis doit etre inscrit par 
l'Administration d'origine sur 1' 
adresse du colis et sur la declara-
tion en douane a la place a ce 
reservee. 

5. Les etiquettes et les timbres-
poste apposes sur les colis assures 
doivent etre espaces de facon a ne 
pas pouvoir cacher des lesions de 
l'emballage; ils no peuvent pas, 
non plus, etre replies stir les deux 
faces de l'emballage de maniere a 
couvrir la bordure. 

6. Les liquides et les corps li-
quefiables doivent etre emballes 
dans un double recipient. Entre 
le premiere (bouteille, flacon, botte, 
etc.) et le second (bofte en metal, 
en bois resistant, en carton ondule 
solide ou en fibre de bois solide, 
ou tout autre recipient de resis-
tance equivalente) ii doit etre 
menage un espace rempli de sciure 
de bois, de son ou de toute autre 
matiere absorbante, en quantit6 
suffisante pour absorber tout le 
liquide, si le recipient vient a etre 
bnse. 

7. Les poudres et les teintures 
en poudre doivent etre contenues 
dans des boftes en fer-blanc resis-
tant ou en autre metal, hermeti-
quement fermees et scellees, placees 

leur tour dans un deuxieme etui 
exterieur solide de maniere a eviter 
tout dommage aux autres objets. 

ARTICLE 3. 

Declarations en douane. 

1. L'expediteur etablira une de-
claration en douane pour cheque 
colis depose dans l'un ou l'autre 
pays sur une formule speciale pre-
vue pour cet effet par le pays 
d'origine. 

letters spelled out in full and in 
arabic figures. 
The amount of the insured value 

must be converted into gold francs 
and the result of the conversion 
is to be shown by new figures 
placed beside or below those rep-
resenting the amount of insured 
value in the currency of the 
country of origin. 
In addition, the exact weight of 

each parcel must be written by the 
Administration of origin on the 
address side of the parcel and on 
the customs declaration in the 
place reserved for this purpose. 

5. The labels and postage 
stamps placed on the insured 
parcels must be so spaced that 
they cannot conceal injuries to 
the packing. Neither may they 
be folded over two faces of the 
wrapping so as to cover the edge. 

6. Liquids and easily liquefiable 
substances must be sent in a 
double receptacle. Between the 
first (bottle, flask, box, etc.) and 
the second (box of metal, strong 
wood, or strong corrugated card-
board or fibreboard, or receptacle 
of equal strength) there must be 
left a space to be filled with saw-
dust, bran, or other absorbent 
material, in sufficient quantity to 
absorb all the liquid in case the 
receptacle is broken. 

7. Powders and dyes in powder 
form must be packed in strong 
boxes of tin or other metal, 
hermetically closed and sealed and 
placed in turn in a second sub-
stantial outer cover in such a way 
as to avoid all damage to other 
articles. 

ARTICLE 3. 

Customs dedsratians. 

1. The sender shall prepare one 
customs declaration for each par-
cel mailed in either country on a 
special form provided for. the pur-
pose by the country of origin. 
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Les declarations en douane doi-
vent donner la description generale
du colis, l'indication exacte et d6-
taillee du contenu et de sa valeur,
la date de d6p6t, le poids brut du
colis et le poids net du contenu, et
porter la signature et l'adresse de
l'expediteur, ainsi que le nom et
l'adresse du destinataire, et elles
doivent 6tre attachees solidement
aux colis.

Toutefois, par derogation A ce
qui pr6cede, une seule declaration
en douane afferente aux colis ex-
p6dies de Yougoslavie aux Etats-
Unis d'Amerique ou des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique en Yougoslavie
peut servir pour une seul envoi de
colis ordinaire (non-assure) en-
voyes par le m~me exp6diteur au
meme destinataire au m6me mo-
ment. Ces declarations en douane
indiqueront, outre les details pr6-
vus au paragraphe qui precede, le
nombre total des colis que com-
prend l'envoi, et elles seront at-
tachees solidement A un des colis.
Les colis formant le meme envoi
porteront, de maniere evidente, un
num6ro fractionnaire dont le nu-
m6rateur doit indiquer en chiffres
arabes, le numero du colis et dont
le denominateur doit indiquer le
montant des colis comprenant la
consignation; par exemple, si un
envoi comprend 15 colis, chaque
colis doit etre num6rote, respeo-
tivement, X6, 35, s5, etc.

2. Les Administrations n'accep-
tent aucune responsabilite pour
1'exactitude des indications portees
sur les declarations en douane.

ARTICLE 4.

Avis de reception.

1. Lorsqu'il est demande un avis
de reception, l'exp6diteur ou le
bureau d'origine portent sur le co-
lis, la mention "Avis de reception",
"Return receipt requested" ou
"A. R.". Le bureau d'origine ou
tout autre bureau design6 par l'Ad-
ministration expeditrice, etablit
un avis de reception et le fixe au
colis. Si 1'avis ne parvient pas au

The customs declarations must
give a general description of the
parcel, an accurate statement in
detail of its contents and value,
date of mailing, gross and net
weight, the sender's name and ad-
dress, and the name and address of
the addressee and shall be securely
attached to the parcel.

However, as an exception to the
foregoing, only one customs dec-
laration for parcels sent from
Yugoslavia to the United States of
America, or from the United States
to Yugoslavia, may serve for a
single consignment of any number
of uninsured parcels sent by the
same sender to the same addressee
at the same time. In this case,
the customs declarations shall
show, in addition to the particu-
lars set forth in the preceding para-
graph, the total number of parcels
comprising the shipment, and shall
be securely attached to one of the
parcels. The parcels comprising
the entire shipment shall be clearly
marked in such case with a frac-
tional number, the numerator of
which will indicate, in arabic fig-
ures, the number of the parcel, and
the denominator the number of
parcels comprising the shipment;
for example, if a single shipment
were composed of 15 parcels, each
parcel would be numbered re-
spectively s6, 5s, 3/a, etc.

2. The Administrations accept
no responsibility for the correct-
ness of the information on the cus-
toms declarations.

ARTICLE 4.

Return receipts.

1. When a return receipt is re-
quested, the sender or the office of
origin places on the parcel the
words or letters, "Avis de recep-
tion", "Return receipt requested",
or "A. R.". The office of origin or
any other office appointed by the
dispatching Administration shall
fill out a return receipt form and
attach it to the parcel. If the form

53 STAT.] 1913

Return receipts.
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Les declarations en douane doi-
vent donner la description generale 
du colis, l'indication exacte et de-
tainee du contenu et de sa valeur, 
la date de depot, le poids brut du 
colis et le poids net du contenu, et 
porter la signature et l'adresse de 
l'expediteur, ainsi quo le nom et 
l'adresse du destinataire, et elks 
doivent etre attachees solidement 
aux colis. 

Toutefois, par derogation a ce 
qui precede, une seule declaration 
en douane afferente aux colis ex-
pedies de Yougoslavie aux Etats-
Unis d'Amerique ou des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique en Yougoslavie 
pout servir pour une seal envoi de 
colis ordinaire (non-assure) en-
voyes par le memo expediteur an 
meme destinataire au memo mo-
ment. Ces declarations en douane 
indiqueront, outre les details pre-
vus au paragraphe qui precede, le 
nombre total des colis quo com-
prend l'envoi, et elles seront at-
tachees solidement un des colis. 
Les colis formant le memo envoi 
porteront, de maniere evidente, un 
numero fractionnaire dont le nu-
merateur dolt indiquer en cluffres 
arabes, le numero du colis et dont 
le denominateur doit indiquer le 
montant des colis comprenant la 
consignation; par exemple, Si ufl 
envoi comprend 15 colis, chaque 
colis doit etre numerote, respeo-
tivement, X45, 3, 3/15, etc. 

2. Les Administrations n'accep-
tent aucune responsabilite pour 
l'exactitude des indications portees 
sur les declarations en douane. 

ARTICLE 4. 

Avis de reception. 

1. Lorsqu'il est demande un avis 
de reception, l'expediteur ou le 
bureau d'origine portent sur le co-
lis, la mention "Avis de reception", 
"Return receipt requested" ou 
"A. R.". Le bureau d'origine ou 
tout autre bureau designe par l'Ad-
ministration expeditrice, etablit 
un avis de reception et le fixe au 
colds. Si l'avis ne parvient pas au 

The customs declarations must 
give a general description of the 
parcel, an accurate statement in 
detail of its contents and value, 
date of mailing, gross and net 
weight, the sender's name and ad-
dress, and the name and address of 
the addressee and shall be securely 
attached to the parcel. 

However, as an exception to the 
foregoing, only one customs dec-
laration for parcels sent from 
Yugoslavia to the United States of 
America, or from the United States 
to Yugoslavia, may serve for a 
single consignment of any number 
of uninsured parcels sent by the 
same sender to the same addressee 
at the same time. In this case, 
the customs declarations shall 
show, in addition to the particu-
lars set forth in the preceding para-
graph, the total number of parcels 
comprising the shipment, and shall 
be securely attached to one of the 
parcels. The parcels comprising 
the entire shipment shall be clearly 
marked in such case with a frac-
tional number, the numerator of 
which will indicate, in arabic fig-
ures, the number of the parcel, and 
the denominator the number of 
parcels comprising the shipment; 
for example, if a single slupment 
were composed of 15 parcels, each 
parcel would be numbered re-
spectively 345, 3;5, %, etc. 

2. The Administrations accept 
no responsibility for the correct-
ness of the information on the cus-
toms declarations. 

ARTICLE 4. 

Return receipts. 

1. When a return receipt is re-
quested, the sender or the office of 
origin places on the parcel the 
words or letters, "Avis de recep-
tion", "Return receipt requested", 
or "A. R.". The office of origin or 
any other office appointed by the 
dispatching Administration shall 
fill out a return receipt form and 
attach it to the parcel. If the form 
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Return receipts. 
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bureau de destination, celui-ci eta-
blit d'office un nouvel avis de
reception.

2. Le bureau de destination,
apres avoir complete la formule en
question, la renvoie, A decouvert
et en franchise, A l'adresse de
1'expediteur du colis.

3. Lorsque l'expediteur de-
mande un avis de reception pos-
terieurement au dep6t du colis,
le bureau d'origine remplie r6gu-
lierement une formule d'avis de
reception, tout en y attachant une
formule de reclamation pourvue
des details relatifs a l'exp6dition
du colis, et la transmet au bureau
de destination du colis. En cas
de remise reguliere du colis, le
bureau de destination retire la
formule de reclamation, et l'avis
de reception est traite de la ma-
niere prescrite au paragraphe
precedent.

ARTICLE 5.

Recipients.

1. Les Administrations postales
des deux pays contractants four-
nissent les sacs necessaires a
l'expedition de leur colis et chaque
sac doit 8tre marque de fagon A
indiquer le nom du bureau ou du
pays auquel il appartient.

2. Les sacs doivent etre ren-
voyes vides au bureau expediteur
par le plus prochain courrier. Les
sacs vides seront reunis par pa-
quets de dix (neuf sacs renfermes
dans un dixirme sac). Le nom-
bre total de ces sacs sera porte sur
les feuilles de route respectives.

3. Au cas oi dix pour cent du
nombre total des sacs utilises pen-
dant une annee n'a pas 6et renvoye,
la valeur des sacs manquants doit
etre rembours6e A I'Administra-
tion d'origine.

ARTICLE 6.

Mode d'&change des colis.

Meth olexchange 1. Les colis seront echangEs,
dans des sacs dument fermes et
cachetes, par les bureaux d6signes
A la suite d'un accord entre les
Administrations, et seront exp6dies
sur le pays de destination, par le

does not reach the office of desti-
nation, that office makes out a
duplicate.

2. The office of destination, af-
ter having completed the return
receipt form, returns it free of
postage to the address of the
sender of the parcel.

3. When the sender applies for
a return receipt after a parcel has
been mailed, the office of origin
duly fills out a return receipt form
and attaches it to a form of in-
quiry which is entered with the
details concerning the transmis-
sion of the parcel and then for-
wards it to the office of destina-
tion of the parcel. In the case of
the due delivery of the parcel, the
office of destination withdraws the
inquiry form, and the return re-
ceipt is treated in the manner
prescribed in the foregoing section.

ARTICLE 5.

Receptacles.

1. The postal Administrations
of the two contracting countries
shall provide the bags necessary
for the dispatch of their parcels
and each bag shall be marked to
show the name of the office or
country to which it belongs.

2. Bags must be returned empty
to the dispatching office by the
next mail. Empty bags to be re-
turned are made up in bundles of
ten, enclosing nine bags in one.
The total number of bags returned
shall be entered on the relative
parcel bills.

3. In case ten percent of the
total number of bags used during
the year have not been returned,
the value of the missing bags must
be repaid to the Administration
of origin.

ARTICLE 6.

Method of exchange of parcels.

1. The parcels shall be ex-
changed in sacks duly fastened
and sealed by the offices appointed
by agreement between the two
Administrations, and shall be dis-
patched to the country of desti-

Receptacles.
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Receptacles. 

Method of exchange 
of parcels. 

bureau de destination, celui-ci eta-
blit d'office un nouvel avis de 
reception. 

2. Le bureau de destination, 
apres avoir complete la formule en 
question, la renvoie, a decouvert 
et en franchise, a l'adresse de 
l'expediteur du colis. 

3. Lorsque l'expediteur do-
mande un avis de reception pos-
terieurement au depot du colis, 
le bureau d'origine remplie regu-
lierement tine formule d'avis de 
reception, tout en y attachant une 
formule de reclamation pourvue 
des details relatifs a l'expedition 
du colis, et la transmet au bureau 
de destination du cons. En cas 
de remise reguliere du coll.% le 
bureau de destination retire la 
formule de reclamation, et l'avis 
de reception est traite de la ma-. 
there prescrite au paragraphe 
precedent. 

ARTICLE 5. 

Recipients. 

1. Les Administrations postales 
des deux pays contractants four-
nissent les sacs necessaires 
l'expedition de leur colis et chaque 
sac doit etre marque de facon 
indiquer le nom du bureau ou du 
pays auquel il appartient. 

2. Les sacs doivent etre ren-
voyes vides au bureau expediteur 
par le plus prochain courrier. Les 
sacs vides seront reunis par pa-
quets de dix (neuf sacs renfermes 
dans un dixieme sac). Le nom-
bre total de ces sacs sera porte sur 
les feuilles de route respectives. 

3. Au cas oü dix pour cent du 
nombre total des sacs utilises pen-
dant tine armee n'a pas ete renvoye, 
la valeur des sacs manquants doit 
etre remboursee a l'Administra-
tion d'origine. 

ARTICLE 6. 

Mode d'echange des colis. 

1. Les colis seront echanges, 
dans des sacs dument fermes et 
cachetes, par les bureaux design& 
a la suite d'un accord entre les 
Administrations, et seront expedies 
sur le pays de destination, par le 

does not reach the office of desti-
nation, that office makes out a 
duplicate. 

2. The office of destination, af-
ter having completed the return 
receipt form, returns it free of 
postage to the address of the 
sender of the parcel. 

3. When the sender applies for 
a return receipt after a parcel has 
been mailed, the office of origin 
duly fills out a return receipt form 
and attaches it to a form of in-
quiry which is entered with the 
details concerning the transmis-
sion of the parcel and then for-
wards it to the office of destina-
tion of the parcel. In the case of 
the due delivery of the parcel, the 
office of destination withdraws the 
inquiry form, and the return re-
ceipt is treated in the manner 
prescribed in the foregoing section. 

ARTICLE 5. 

Receptacles. 

1. The postal Administrations 
of the two contracting countries 
shall provide the bags necessary 
for the dispatch of their parcels 
and each bag shall be marked to 
show the name of the office or 
country to which it belongs. 

2. Bags must be returned empty 
to the dispatching office by the 
next mail. Empty bags to be re-
turned are made up in bundles of 
ten, enclosing nine bags in one. 
The total number of bags returned 
shall be entered on the relative 
parcel bills. 

3. In case ten percent of the 
total number of bags used during 
the year have not been returned, 
the value of the missing bags must 
be repaid to the Administration 
of origin. 

ARTICLE 6. 

Method of exchange of parcels. 

1. The parcels shall be ex-
changed in sacks duly fastened 
and sealed by the offices appointed 
by agreement between the two 
Administrations, and shall be dis-
patched to the country of desti-
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pays d'origine, a ses frais et par
les moyens dont il dispose.

2. Les colis assures sont inseres
dans des sacs distincts de ceux qui
contiennent les colis ordinaires; les
etiquettes des sacs contenant des
colis assures sont marquees d'un
signe distinctif dont les Admi-
nistrations pourront de temps en
temps convenir eventuellement.

ARTICLE 7.

Inscription des colis sur les
feuilles de route.

1. Les colis avec valeur declaree
et les colis ordinaires sont inscrits
sur des feuilles de route distinctes.
Les feuilles de route sont 6tablies
en double expedition. L'original
est envoye dans les d6epches re-
gulieres et le duplicata est ins6re
dans l'un des sacs. Le sac con-
tenant la feuille de route est
designe pour la lettre "F" tracee
d'une maniere apparente sur l'6ti-
quette.

2. Les colis ordinaires compris
dans chaque d6epche envoyee aux
Etats-Unis d'Amerique sont in-

.scrits sur les feuilles de route par
le seul mention du nombre total
des colis et de leur poids net total.

Les colis ordinaires compris dans
chaque depeche & destination de
la Yougoslavie sont inscrits sur
les feuilles de route pour dEmontrer
le nombre total des colis ne d6pas-
sant pas 1 kilogramme, des colis
au dela de 1 kilogramme jusqu'a
5 kilogrammes, au dela de 5
jusqu'a 10 kilogrammes, au del& de
10 jusqu'a 15 kilogrammes et au
dela de 15 jusqu'a 20 kilogrammes.

3. Les colis assures sont inscrits
individuellement sur les feuilles de
route de facon a comprendre le
numero d'assurance du colis ainsi
que le nom du bureau d'origine.

Pour les colis envoyes aux
Etats-Unis, le poids net total de
tous les colis doit etre aussi
indique. Pour les colis envoyes
en Yougoslavie le poids de chaque
colis doit etre inscrit individuelle-
ment dans la feuille de route.

L P2ST-J Apr. 16, 1938
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nation by the country of origin at
its cost and by such means as it
provides.

2. Insured parcels shall be en-
closed in separate sacks from those
in which ordinary parcels are con-
tained, and the labels of sacks con-
taining insured parcels shall be
marked with such distinctive sym-
bols as may from time to time be
agreed upon.

ARTICLE 7.

Entry of parcels on the
parcel bills.

1. Insured and ordinary parcels
are entered on separate parcel
bills. The parcel bills are pre-
pared in duplicate. The original
is sent in the regular mails while
the duplicate is inserted in one of
the sacks. The sack containing
the parcel bill is designated by the
letter "F" traced in a conspicuous
manner on the label.

1915

Entry of parcels on
the parcel bills.

2. The ordinary parcels in-
cluded in each dispatch sent to the
United States of America are en-
tered on the parcel bills to show
the total number of parcels and
the total net weight thereof.

The ordinary parcels included
in each dispatch sent to Yugo-
slavia are entered on the parcel
bills to show the total number of
parcels not exceeding 1 kilogram,
parcels over 1 kilogram to 5, over
5 to 10 kilograms, over 10 to 15
and over 15 to the weight of 20
kilograms.

3. Insured parcels are entered
individually in the parcel bills.
The entry for each parcel com-
prises the insurance number of
the parcel as well as the name of
the office of origin.

For parcels sent to the United
States, the total net weight of all
the parcels must also be shown.
For parcels sent to Yugoslavia,
the weight of each parcel must be
entered individually in the parcel
bills.
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pays d'origine, a ses frais et par 
les moyens dont il dispose. 

2. Les colis assures sont inseres 
dans des sacs distincts de ceux qui 
con tiennent les colis ordinaires; les 
etiquettes des sacs contenant des 
colis assures sont marquees d'un 
signe distinctif dont les Admi-
nistrations pourront de temps en 
temps convent'. eventuellement. 

ARTICLE 7. 

Inscription des colic sur les 
feuilles de route. 

1. Les colis avec valeur declare° 
et les colis ordinaires sont inscrits 
sur des feuilles de route distinctes. 
Les feuilles de route sont etablies 
en double expedition. L'original 
est envoye dans les depeches re-
gulieres et le duplicata est insere 
dans l'un des sacs. Le sac con-
tenant la feuille de route est 
designe pour la lettre "F" trade 
d'une maniere apparente sur Peti-
quette. 

2. Les coils ordinaires compris 
dans chaque depeche envoyee aux 
Etats-Ums d'Amerique sent in-
scrits sur les feuilles de route par 
le seul mention du nombre total 
des colis et de leur poids net total. 

Les colis ordinaires compris dans 
chaque depeche a destination de 
la Yougoslavie sont inscrits sur 
les feuilles de route pour demontrer 
le nombre total des colis ne &pas-
sant pas 1 kilogramme, des colis 
au dela de 1 kilogramme jusqu'a 
5 kilogrammes, au dela de 5 
jusqu'a 10 kilogrammes, au dela de 
10 jusqu'a, 15 kilogrammes et au 
dela de 15 jusqu'a 20 kilogrammes. 

3. Les colis assures sont inscrits 
individuellement sur les feuilles de 
route de fagon a comprendre is 
numero d'assurance du colis ainsi 
que le nom du bureau d'origine. 

Pour les colis envoy& aux 
Etats-Unis, le poids net total de 
tous les colis doit etre aussi 
indique. Pour les colis envoy& 
en Yougoslavie. le poids de chaplet 
colis dort etre mscrit nadividuelle-
ment dans la feuille de route. 

nation by the country of origin at 
its cost and by such means as it 
provides. 

2. Insured parcels shall be en-
closed in separate sacks from those 
in which ordinary parcels are con-
tained, and the labels of sacks con-
taining insured parcels shall be 
marked with such distinctive sym-
bols as may from time to time be 
agreed upon. 

ARTICLE 7. 

Entry of parcels on the 
parcel bills. 

1. Insured and ordinary parcels 
are entered on separate parcel 
bills. The parcel bills are pre-
pared in duplicate. The original 
is sent in the regular mails while 
the duplicate is inserted in one of 
the sacks. The sack containing 
the parcel bill is designated by the 
letter "F" traced in a conspicuous 
manner on the label. 

2. The ordinary parcels in-
cluded in each dispatch sent to the 
United States of America are en-
tered on the parcel bills to show 
the total number of parcels and 
the total net weight thereof. 
The ordinary parcels included 

in each dispatch sent to Yugo-
slavia are entered on the parcel 
bills to show the total number of 
parcels not exceeding 1 kilogram, 
parcels over 1 kilogram to 5, over 
5 to 10 kilograms, over 10 to 15 
and over 15 to the weight of 20 
kilograms. 

3. Insured parcels are entered 
individually in the parcel bills. 
The entry for each parcel com-
prises the insurance number of 
the parcel as well as the name of 
the office of origin. 
For parcels sent to the United 

States, the total net weight of all 
the parcels must also be shown. 
For parcels sent to Yugoslavia, 
the weight of each parcel must be 
entered individually in the parcel 
bills. 

Entry of parcels on 
the parcel bills. 
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4. Les colis envoyes A decouvert
doivent etre inscrits separ6ment
sur les feuilles de route.

5. Les colis en retour ou re-
expedi6s doivent etre inscrits indi-
viduellement sur les feuilles de
route et l'inscription est suivie de
la mention "en retour" ou "re-
exp6die", selon le cas. I y a lieu
d'mdiquer 6ventuellement, dans la
colonne "Observations", les frais
pouvant grever ces colis.

6. Le nombre total des sacs dont
se compose chaque envoi doit etre
indiqu6 aussi sur les feuilles de
route.

7. Chaque bureau d'echange ex-
pediteur doit numeroter les feuilles
de route au coin superieur gauche,
en commengant tous les ans une
nouvelle serie pour chacun des
bureaux d'echange destinataires.
Le dernier numero de l'annee
prec6dente doit etre indiqu6 sur
la feuille de route de la premiere
d6p8che de l'ann6e suivante.

8. Le mode exact d'inscription
des colis ou des recipients qui les
contiennent, envoyes en transit,
par l'une des Administrations A
l'autre ainsi que tous les details
des operations a effectuer au sujet
du mode d'inscription de ces colis
ou de ces depeches, et pour lesquels
il n'est rien prevu ci-dessus, seront
regles d'un commun accord et par
correspondance, par les deux Ad-
ministrations.

ARTICLE 8.

Vrification par lee Bureaux
d'kchange.

1. A la reception d'un envoi, le
bureau d'echange destinataire pro-
cede A la verification des colis et
des divers documents qui les ac-
compagnent. Si l'un des colis est
manque ou s'il est constate des
erreurs ou des omissions sur la
feuille de route, il opere imme-
diatement les rectifications neces-
saires en ayant soin de biffer les
indications erronees, de maniere A
laisser reconnattre les inscriptions
primitives. Ces rectifications s'ef-
fectuent avec le concours de deux

4. Parcels sent in open mail
must be entered separately in the
parcel bills.

5. Returned or reforwarded par-
cels must be entered individually
in the parcel bills, and the entry is
followed by the word "Returned"
or "Reforwarded" as the case may
be. Also, any charges due on
these parcels should be indicated
in the "Observations" column.

6. The total number of sacks
comprising each dispatch must
also be shown on the parcel bills.

7. Each dispatching exchange
office must number the parcel
bills in the upper left-hand corner,
beginning every year a new series
for each exchange office of desti-
nation. The last number of the
preceding year must be indicated
on the parcel bill of the first dis-
patch of the following year.

8. The exact method of entering
parcels or the receptacles contain-
ing them sent in transit by one
Administration to the other, as
well as all details of procedure in
connection with the method of
entering such parcels or such dis-
patches, for which no provision is
made above, will be decided upon
by mutual consent through cor-
respondence by the two Adminis-
trations.

ARTICLE 8.

Verification by the exchange
ofces.

1. On receipt of a parcel mail,
the office of exchange of destina-
tion proceeds to check the parcels
and the various documents which
accompany them. If a parcel is
missing or if the exchange office
detects errors or omissions on the
parcel bill, it immediately makes
the necessary correction, taking
care to strike out the incorrect en-
tries in such a way as to leave the
original entries legible. These cor-
rections are made by two officers.
Except in case of obvious error,

Verification by the
exchange offices.
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Verification by the 
exchange offices. 

4. Les colis envoyes a decouvert 
doivent etre insults separement 
sur les feuilles de route. 

5. Les colis en retour on re-
expedies doivent etre inscrits indi-
viduellement sur les fealties de 
route et l'inscription est suivie de 
la mention "en retour" on "re-
expedie", selon le cas. TI y a lieu 
d'mdiquer eventuellement, dans la 
colonne "Observations", les frais 
pouvant greyer ces colis. 

6. Le nombre total des sacs dont 
se compose chaque envoi doit etre 
indique aussi sur les feuilles de 
route. 

7. Chaque bureau d'echange ex-
pediteur doit numeroter les feuilles 
de route an coin superieur gauche, 
en commengant tous les ans une 
nouvelle serie pour chacun des 
bureaux d'echange destinataires. 
Le dernier numero de Panne° 
precedent° doit etre indique sur 
in feuille de route de la premiere 
depeche de Faun& suivante. 

8. Le mode exact d'inscription 
des colis ou des recipients qui les 
contiennent, envoy& on transit, 
par l'une des Administrations 
l'autre ainsi quo tons les details 
des operations a effectuer an sujet 
du mode &inscription de ces colis 
on de ces depeches, et pour lesquels 
ii n'est rien prevu ci-dessus, seront 
regles d'un coramun accord et par 
correspondance, par les deux Ad-
ministrations. 

ARTICLE 8. 

Verification par les Bureaux 
d'echange. 

1. A la reception d'un envoi, le 
bureau d'echange destinataire pro-
cede a la verification des colis et 
des divers documents qui les ac-
compagnent. Si Pun des coils est 
manque ou s'il est constate des 
erreurs on des omissions sur la 
feuille de route, if opere imme-
diatement les rectifications aces-
saires en ayant soin de biffer les 
indications erronees, de maniere a 
laisser reconnoitre les inscriptions 
primitives. Ces rectifications s'ef-
fectuent avec le concours de deux 

4. Parcels sent in open mail 
must be entered separately in the 
parcel bills. 

5. Returned or reforwarded par-. 
cols must be entered individually 
in the parcel bills, and the entry is 
followed by the word "Returned" 
or "Reforwarded" as the case may 
be. Also, any charges due on 
these parcels should be indicated 
in the "Observations" column. 

6. The total number of sacks 
comprising each dispatch must 
also be shown on the parcel bills. 

7. Each dispatching exchange 
office must number the parcel 
bills in the upper left-hand corner, 
beginning every year a new series 
for each exchange office of desti-
nation. The last number of the 
preceding year must be indicated 
on the parcel bill of the first dis-
patch of the following year. 

8. The exact method of entering 
parcels or the receptacles contain-
mg them sent in transit by one 
Administration to the other, as 
well as all details of procedure in 
connection with the method of 
entering such parcels or such dis-
patches, for which no provision is 
made above, will be decided upon 
by mutual consent through cor-
respondence by the two Adminis-
trations. 

ARTICLE 8. 

Verification by the exchange 
qgces. 

1. On receipt of a parcel mail, 
the office of exchange of destina-
tion proceeds to check the parcels 
and the various documents which 
accompany them. If a parcel is 
missing or if the exchange office 
detects errors or omissions on the 
parcel bill, it immediately makes 
the necessary correction, taking 
care to strike out the incorrect en-
tries in such a way as to leave the 
original entries legible. These cor-
rections are made by two officers. 
Except in case of obvious error, 
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agents. A moins d'une erreur
evidente, elles prevalent sur la
declaration originale.

Un bulletin de verification est,
en outre, dresse par le bureau des-
tinataire et envoy6 sans delai, en
double expedition, au bureau
d'echange expediteur.

S'il est constate une erreur ou
une irr6gularit6 a la reception
d'une dep6che, toutes les pieces
pouvant servir de preuves a l'ap-
pui en vue de recherches ult6-
ribures ou de l'examen de demandes
d'indemnite doivent etre conser-
vees.

2. Le bureau d'echange exp6di-
teur auxquels sont adress6s les
bulletins de verification les renvoi-
ent le plus promptement possible
apres les avoir examines et y avoir
mentionne leurs observations, s'il
y a lieu. Ces bulletins sont en-
suite annexes aux feuilles de route
qu'ils concernent. Les correc-
tions faites sur une feuille de route
et non appuyees des pieces justifi-
catives sont considerees comme
nulles.

3. Si c'est necessaire, le bureau
d'echange expediteur peut egale-
ment etre avis6 par telegramme,
aux frais de 'Office qui envoie ce
t6elgramme.

4. En cas de manquant d'une
feuille de route, il en est etabli un
duplicata dont une copie est
envoyee au bureau d'echange ex-
pediteur de l'envoi.

5. Le bureau d'echange qui
regoit d'un bureau correspondant
un colis insuffisamment emballe
ou avarie doit y donner cours apres
l'avoir emballe de nouveau, s'il y
a lieu, en conservant autant que
possible l'emballage primitif.

Si l'avarie est telle que le con-
tenu de l'envoi a pu 6tre sous-
trait, le bureau doit proceder
d'abord a l'ouverture d'office du
colis et a la verification de son
contenu.

Dans les deux cas, le poids du
colis doit etre constat6 avant et
apres le nouvel emballage et indi-
qu6 sur l'enveloppe meme du
colis. Cette indication est suivie
de la mention "Remballe A .. ."

98907°-39-PT. 3-31

they are accepted in preference to
the original statement.

A bulletin of verification is in
addition prepared by the office of
destination and sent without de-
lay, in duplicate, to the dispatch-
ing exchange office.

If an error or irregularity is
found upon receipt of a dispatch,
all objects which may serve later
on for investigations, or for ex-
amination of requests for indem-
nity, must be kept.

2. The dispatching exchange
office to which a bulletin of veri-
fication is sent returns it after
having examined it and entered
thereon its observations, if any.
That bulletin is then attached to
the parcel bills of the parcels
to which it relates. Corrections
made on a parcel bill which are
not justified by supporting papers
are considered as devoid of value.

3. If necessary, the dispatching
exchange office may also be
advised by telegram, at the ex-
pense of the Office sending such
telegram.

4. In case of shortage of a
parcel bill, a duplicate is prepared,
a copy of which is sent to the
exchange office of origin of the
dispatch.

5. The office of exchange which
receives from a corresponding
office a parcel which is damaged
or insufficiently packed must
redispatch such parcel after re-
packing, if necessary, preserving
the original packing as far as
possible.

If the damage is such that the
contents of the parcel may have
been abstracted, the office must
first officially open the parcel and
verify its contents.

In either case, the weight of the
parcel will be verified before and
after repacking, and indicated on
the wrapper of the parcel itself.
That indication will be followed
by the note "Repacked at . . .",
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agents. A moms d'une 
evidente, elks prevalent 
declaration originale. 
Un bulletin de verification est, 

en outre, dresse par le bureau des-
tmataire et envoye sans alai, en 
double expedition, au bureau 
d'echange expediteur. 

S'il. est constate une erreur ou 
une irregularito a la reception 
d'une &Oche, toutes les pieces 
pouvant servir de preuves a Pap-
pm en vue de recherches ulte-
rieures ou de l'examen de demandes 
d'inderanite doivent etre conser-
vees. 

2. Le bureau d'echange expedi-
tour auxquels sont adresses les 
bulletins de verification les renvoi-
ent le plus promptement possible 
apresles avoir examines et y avoir 
mentionne leurs observations, s'il 
y a lieu. Ces bulletins sont en-
suite annexes aux feuilles de route 
gulls concernent. Les correc-
tions faites sur une fenille de route 
et non appuyees des pieces justifi-
catives sont considerees comme 
nulles. 

3. Si c'est necessaire, le bureau 
d'echange expediteur peut egale-
ment etre avise par telegramme, 
aux frais de l'Office qui envoie ce 
telegramrae. 

4. En cas de manquant d'une 
feuille de route, il en est etabli un 
duplicata dont une copie est 
envoyee au bureau d'echange ex-
pediteur de l'envoi. 

5. Le bureau d'echange qui 
regoit d'un bureau correspondant 
un colis insuffisamment emballe 
ou avarie doit y dormer cours apres 
l'avoir emballe de nouveau, s'il y 
a lieu, en conservant autant quo 
possible l'emballage primitif. 

Si l'avarie est telle quo le con-
tenu de l'envoi a pu etre sous-
trait, le bureau doit prodder 
d'abord a l'ouverture d'office du 
colis et a la verification de son 
contenu. 
Dans les deux cas, le poids du 

colis doit etre constate avant et 
apres le nouvel emballage et indi-
que sur l'enveloppe memo du 
colis. Cette indication est suivie 
de la mention "Remballe a . . . " 

98907*-39—Pr. 3-31 

erreur they are accepted in preference to 
sur la the original statement. 

A bulletin of verification is in 
addition prepared by the office of 
destination and sent without de-
lay, in duplicate, to the dispatch-
ing exchange office. 

If an error or irregularity is 
found upon receipt of a dispatch, 
all objects which may serve later 
on .for investigations, or for ex-
animation of requests for indem-
nity, must be kept. 

2. The dispatching exchange 
office to which a bulletin of veri-
fication is sent returns it after 
having examined it and entered 
thereon its observations, if any. 
That bulletin is then attached to 
the parcel bills of the parcels 
to which it relates. Corrections 
made on a parcel bill which are 
not justified by supporting papers 
are considered as devoid of value. 

3. If necessary, the dispatching 
exchange office may also be 
advised by telegram, at the ex-
pense of the Office sending such 
telegram. 

4. In case of shortage of a 
parcel bill, a duplicate is prepared, 
a copy of which is sent to the 
exchange office of origin of the 
dispatch. 

5. The office of exchange which 
receives from a corresponding 
office a parcel which is damaged 
or insufficiently packed must 
redispatch such parcel after re-
packiN, if necessary, preserving 
the original packing as far as 
possible. 

If the damage is such that the 
contents of the parcel may have 
been abstracted, the office must 
first officially open the parcel and 
verify its contents. 

In either case, the weight of the 
parcel will be verified before and 
after repacking, and indicated on 
the wrapper of the parcel itself. 
That indication will be followed 
by the note "Repacked at . . .", 
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et de la signature des agents and the signature of the agents
ayant effectu6 le remballage. who have effected such repacking.

Charges.

ARTICLE 9.

Bonifications.

1. Pour chaque colis (ordinaire
ou assure) echange entre les deux
pays contractants, 1'Administra-
tion expeditrice bonifie un droit
terminal sur les bases indiquees
ci-apres:

(a) Pour les colis provenant de
la Yougoslavie A destination des
Etats-Unis d'Amerique, 70 cen-
times-or par kilogramme calcule
sur le poids net global de chaque
d6peche.

(b) Pour les colis provenant des
Etats-Unis d'Am6rique a destina-
tion de la Yougoslavie la taxe
terminale par colis:

Jusqu'a 1 kilogramme -_------- 0. 85
franc-or.

Au dela de 1 kilogramme jusqu'a
5 kilogrammes ---- _---------- 1. 25
franc-or.

Au dela de 5 kilogrammes jusqu'a
10 kilogrammes------------- 2. 25
francs-or.

Au delA de 10 kilogrammes jusqu'a
15 kilogrammes-------------- 3. 25
francs-or.

Au dela de 15 kilogrammes jusqu'A
20 kilogrammes ------------- 4.25
francs-or.

(c) Pour les colis assures, un
droit d'assurance additionnel de
dix centimes-or par colis.

2. Dans le cas de colis prove-
nant de la Yougoslavie et expedies
aux Etats-Unis d'Amerique pour
etre transmis A l'une de ses posses-
sions ou, en depeches closes, a un
tiers pays, l'Administration de la
Yougoslavie bonifiera A l'Ad-
ministration des Etats-Unis
comme droit de transit 70 cen-
times-or par kilogramme lorsque le
transit a lieu par mer seulement;
1.15 franc-or par kilogramme lors-
que le transit a lieu par terre seule-
ment et 1.50 franc-or par kilo-
gramme lorsque le transit s'effec-
tue par mer et par terre, base sur
le poids net global de chaque
depeche.

De meme, pour les colis destines
aux possessions des Etats-Unis,
l'Administration de la Yougoslavie
bonifiera a l'Administration des

ARTICLE 9.

Charges.

1. For each parcel (ordinary or
insured) exchanged between the
two contracting countries, the
dispatching Administration shall
pay a terminal credit as follows:

(a) For parcels originating in
Yugoslavia, addressed to the
United States of America, 70 gold
centimes per kilogram, computed
on the bulk net weight of each
dispatch.

(b) For parcels originating in
the United States of America,
addressed to Yugoslavia, ter-
minal charges for each parcel:

Up to 1 kilogram --------- _--- 0. 85
gold franc.

Over 1 up to 5 kilograms-_------. 1. 25
gold franc.

Over 5 up to 10 kilograms-------- 2. 25
gold francs.

Over 10 up to 15 kilograms ------- 3. 25
gold francs.

Over 15 up to 20 kilograms------- 4. 25
gold francs.

(c) For insured parcels, an addi-
tional insurance credit of 10 gold
centimes per parcel.

2. In the case of parcels origi-
nating in Yugoslavia which are
sent to the United States of
America for onward dispatch to a
possession of the latter country, or
in closed mails to a third country,
the Administration of Yugoslavia
shall pay to the Administration of
the United States as a transit
credit, 70 gold centimes per kilo-
gram when only sea transit is
provided; 1.15 gold franc per kilo-
gram when only land transit is
provided, and 1.50 gold franc per
kilogram when both land and sea
transit are provided, based on
the bulk net weight of each dis-
patch.

Also, in the case of parcels for
the possessions of the United
States of America, the Adminis-
tration of Yugoslavia shall pay to
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Charges. 

et de is signature des agents and the signature of the agents 
ayant effectue le remballage. who have effected such repacking. 

ARTICLE 9. 

Bonifications. 

1. Pour chaque colis (ordinaire 
ou assure) &hang() entre les deux 
pays contractants, l'Administra-
tion expeditrice bonifie un droit 
terminal stir les bases incliquees 
ci-apres: 

(a) Pour les coils provenant de 
is Yougoslavie a destination des 
Etats-Unis d'Amerique, 70 cen-
times-or par kilogramme calcule 
sur le poids net global de chaque 
depeche. 

(b) Pour les coils provenant des 
Etats-Unis d'Amerique a, destina-
tion de la Yougoslavie is taxe 
terminale par coils: 

Jusqu'a 1 kilogramme 
franc-or. 

Au dela de 1 kilogramme jusqu'a 
5 kilogrammes 
franc-or. 

Au dela de 5 kilogrammes jusqu'a 
10 kilogrammes  
francs-or. 

Au dela de 10 kilogrammes jusqu'a 
15 kilogrammes  
francs-or. 

Au dela de 15 kilogrammes jusqu'a 
20 kilogrammes  
francs-or. 

  0. 85 

  1. 25 

2.25 

3. 25 

4.25 

(c) Pour les coils assures, un 
droit d'assurance additionnel de 
dix centimes-or par coils. 

2. Dana le cas de coils prove-
nant de is Yougoslavie et expedies 
aux Etats-Unis d'Amerique pour 
etre transmis a l'une de ses posses-
sions ou, en depeches closes, a un 
tiers pays, l'Administration de is 
Yougoslavie bonifiera a l'Ad-
ministration des Etats-Unis 
comme droit de transit, 70 cen-
times-or par kilogramme lorsque le 
transit a lieu par mer seulement; 
1.15 franc-or par kilogramme lors-
que le transit a lieu par terre seule-
ment et 1.50 franc-or par kilo-
gramme lorsque le transit s'effec-
tue par mer et par terre, base stir 
le poids net global de chaque 
&Oche. 
De memo, pour les coils destines 

aux possessions des Etats-Unis, 
l'Administration de is Yowslavie 
bonifiera a l'Administration des 

ARTICLE 9. 

Charges. 

1. For each parcel (ordinary or 
insured) exchanged between the 
two contracting countries, the 
dispatching Administration shall 
pay a terminal credit as follows: 

(a) For parcels originating in 
Yugoslavia, addressed to the 
United States of America, 70 gold 
centimes per kilogram, computed 
on the bulk net weight of each 
dispatch. 

(b) For parcels originating in 
the United States of America, 
addressed to Yugoslavia, ter-
rain  al charges for each parcel: 

Up to 1 kilogram  0. 85 
gold franc. 

Over 1 up to 5 kilograms  1. 25 
gold franc. 

Over 5 up to 10 kilograms  2. 25 
gold francs. 

Over 10 up to 15 kilograms  3. 25 
gold francs. 

Over 15 up to 20 kilograms  4. 25 
gold francs. 

(c) For insured parcels, an addi-
tional insurance credit of 10 gold 
centimes per parcel. 

2. In the case of parcels origi-
nating in Yugoslavia which are 
sent to the United States of 
America for onward dispatch to a 
possession of the latter country, or 
in closed mails to a third country, 
the Administration of Yugoslavia 
shall pay to the Administration of 
the United States as a transit 
credit, 70 gold centimes per kilo-
gram when only sea transit is 
provided; 1.15 gold franc per kilo-
gram when only land transit is 
provided, and 1.50 gold franc per 
kilogram when both land and sea 
transit are provided, based on 
the bulk net weight of each dis-
patch. 

Also, in the case of parcels for 
the possessions of the United 
States of America, the Adminis-
tration of Yugoslavia shall pay to 
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Etats-Unis les droits terminau:
indiques ci-apres bases sur le poid&
net global de chaque d6peche:

Pour les colis destines a l'Alaska
70 centimes-or par kilogramme.

Pour les colis destines A Port(
Rico, les Iles Vierges, Guam
Samoa et Hawai, 35 centimes-o]
par kilogramme.

3. Les droits terminaux et de
transit specifies ci-dessus peuveni
etre reduits ou majores, sur pr&e
avis de 3 mois donne par un pays
A 1'autre. La reduction ou ls
majoration restera en vigueur pen-
dant une duree d'un an au moins.

ARTICLE 10.

Reglement des comptes.

1. A la fin de chaque trimestre,
chaque Administration 6tablit un
compte sur la base des feuilles de
route.

2. Ces comptes, accompagnes
des feuilles de route et, le cas
echbant, de copies des bulletins de
verification s'y rapportant, doivent
etre soumis A 1'examen de 1'Ad-
ministration correspondante dans
le courant du mois qui suit le
trimestre auquel ils se rapportent.

3. La recapitulation, l'envoi,
l'examen et l'acceptation de ces
comptes ne doivent pas etre re-
tardes et le reglement du solde aura
lieu, au plus tard, A 1'expiration du
trimestre suivant.

4. Le solde resultant de la ba-
lance des comptes entre les deux
Administrations est paye par traite
A vue, tiree sur New York ou par
un autre moyen convenu recipro-
quement par voie de correspon-
dance. Les frais de paiement sont
A la charge de l'Administration
debitrice.

ARTICLE 11.

Notifications diverses.
Les Administrations se com-

muniqueront reciproquement un
resume de leurs lois ou reglement
applicables aux colis echanges
entre les deux pays contractants
et des autres details necessaires
pour l'execution de l'6change
des colis.

x the Administration of the United
s States the following terminal

credits, based on the bulk net
weight of each dispatch:
, For parcels for Alaska, 70 cen-
times gold per kilogram.

n For parcels for Puerto Rico, the
, Virgin Islands, Guam, Samoa, and
r Hawaii 35 centimes gold per kilo-

gram.
3. The terminal charges and

t transit rates specified above may
- be reduced or increased on 3
s months previous notice given by

one country to the other. These
- reductions or increases shall hold

good for at least one year.

ARTICLE 10.

Accounting.
1. At the end of each quarter,

each Administration makes up an
account on the basis of the parcel
bills.

2. These accounts accompanied
by the parcel bills and, if any,
copies of verification notes relating
thereto shall be submitted for the
examination of the corresponding
Administration in the course of the
month following the quarter to
which they relate.

3. The recapitulation, transmis-
sion, examination, and acceptance
of these accounts must not be
delayed and payment of the bal-
ance shall take place at the latest
at the expiration of the following
quarter.

4. The balance resulting from
adjustment of the accounts be-
tween the two Administrations is
paid by a sight draft drawn on
New York, or by some other means
mutually agreed upon by cor-
respondence. The expenses of
payment are chargeable to the
debtor Administration.

Accounting.

ARTICLE 11.

Miscellaneous notifications.
The Administrations shall com- Miscellaneou noti-

municate to each other a summary
of the provisions of their laws or
regulations applicable to the par-
cels exchanged between the two
contracting countries, and other
items necessary for carrying out
the exchange of parcels.
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Etats-Unis les droits terminaux 
indiques ci-apres bases sur le poids 
net global de chaque depeche: 

Pour les coils destines a l'Alaska, 
70 centimes-or par kilogramme. 
Pour les coils destines a Porto 

Rico, les Iles Vierges, Guam, 
Samoa et HawaY, 35 centimes-or 
par kilogramme. 

3. Les droits terminaux et de 
transit specifies ci-dessus peuvent 
etre reduits ou majores, sur pre-
avis de 3 mois donne par un pays 

l'autre. La reduction ou la 
rnajoration restera en vigueur pen-
dant une duree d'un an au moms. 

ARTICLE 10. 

Reglement des comptes. 

1. A la fin de chaque trimestre, 
chaque Administration etablit un 
compte sur la base des feuilles de 
route. 

2. Ces comptes, accompagnes 
des feuilles de route et, le cas 
echeant, de copies des bulletins de 
verification s'y rapportant, doivent 
etre soumis l'examen de l'Ad-
ministration correspondante dans 
le courant du mois qui suit le 
trimestre auquel ils se rapportent. 

3. La recapitulation, l'envoi, 
l'examen et l'acceptation de ces 
comptes ne doivent pas etre re-
tard& et le reglement du solde aura 
lieu, au plus tard, l'expiration du 
trimestre suivant. 

4. Le solde resultant de in ba-
lance des comptes entre les deux 
Administrations est paye par traite 
vue, tiree sur New York ou par 

un autre rnoyen convenu recipro-
quement par voie de correspon-
dance. Les frais de paiement sont 
a la charge de l'Administration 
debi trice. 

ARTICLE 11. 

Notifications diverses. 
Les Administrations se corn-

muniqueront reciproquement un 
resume de leurs lois on reglement 
applicables aux coils &hang& 
entre les deux pays contractants 
et des autres details necessaires 
pour l'execution. de Pechange 
des coils. 

the Administration of the United 
States the following terminal 
credits, based on the hulk net 
weight of each dispatch: 
For parcels for Alaska, 70 cen-

times gold per kilogram. 
For parcels for Puerto Rico, the 

Virgin Islands, Guam, Samoa, and 
Hawaii 35 centimes gold per kilo-
gram. 

3. The terminal charges and 
transit rates specified above may 
be reduced or increased on 3 
months previous notice given by 
one country to the other. These 
reductions or increases shall hold 
good for at least one year. 

ARTICLE 10. 

Accounting. 

1. At the end of each quarter, 
each Administration makes up an 
account on the basis of the parcel 
bifis. 

2. These accounts accompanied 
by the parcel bills and, if any, 
copies of verification notes relating 
thereto shall be submitted for the 
examination of the corresponding 
Administration in the course of the 
month following the quarter to 
which they relate. 

3. The recapitulation, transmis-
sion, examination, and acceptance 
of these accounts must not be 
delayed and payment of the bal-
ance shall take place at the latest 
at the expiration of the following 
quarter. 

4. The balance resulting from 
adjustment of the accounts be-
tween the two Administrations is 
aid by a sight draft drawn on 
New York, or by some other means 
mutually agreed upon by cor-
respondence. The expenses of 
payment are chargeable to the 
debtor Administration. 

Accounting. 

ARTICLE 11. 

Miscellaneous notifications. 
The Administrations shall corn- Miscellaneous 

municate to each other a summary fications. 
of the provisions of their laws or 
regulations applicable to the par-
cels exchanged between the two 
contracting countries, and other 
items necessary for carrying out 
the exchange of parcels. 

noti-
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Effective date and
duration. Le present Reglement sera ex6-

cutoire a partir du jour de la mise
en vigueur de 1'Arrangement con-
cernant les colis postaux et il aura
la meme dur6e que cet Arrange-
ment.

Fait en double expedition et
signe A Washington, le 20"m jour
de juin 1938 et A Beograd le 16

th
jour d'avril 1938.

VOJKO CVRKI6
Le Ministre des Postes, Tele-

graphes et Telephones du
Royaume de Yougoslavie.

Approval by the
President. The foregoing Regulations for the Execution of the Parcel Post

Agreement between the United States of America and the Kingdom
of Yugoslavia have been negotiated and concluded with my advice
and consent and are hereby approved and ratified.

In testimony whereof, I have caused the seal of the United States
to be hereunto affixed.

[SEAL] FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT

By the President.
CORDELL HULL

Secretary of State.
WASHINGTON, June 24, 1938.

These regulations shall come
into operation on the day on which
the Parcel Post Agreement comes
into force and shall have the same
duration as the Agreement.

Done in duplicate and signed
at Washington, the 20th day of
June 1938 and at Beograd, the
16th day of April 1938.

[SEAL] JAMES A FARLEY

The Postmaster General of the
United States of America.

Signatures.
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Effective date and 
duration. 

Signatures. 

Approval by the 
President. 

be present Reglement sera exe-
cutoire a partir du jour de la mise 
en vigueur de l'Arrangement con-
cemant les coils postaux et il aura 
la memo duree que cet Arrange-
ment. 

Fait en double expedition et 
signe a Washington, le 20me jour 
de juin 1938 et a Beograd le 16th 
jour d'avril 1935. 

VOJKO CVRKI6 
Le Ministre des Postes, Tele-
graphes et Telephones du 
Royaume de Yougoslavie. 

These regulations shall come 
into operation on the day on which 
the Parcel Post Agreement comes 
into force and shall have the same 
duration as the Agreement. 

Done in duplicate and signed 
at Washington, the 20th day of 
June 1938 and at Beograd, the 
16th day of April 1938. 

[SEAL] JAMES A FARLEY 
The Postmaster General of the 

United States of America. 

The foregoing Regulations for the Execution of the Parcel Post 
Agreement between the United States of America and the Kingdom 
of Yugoslavia have been negotiated and concluded with my advice 
and consent and are hereby approved and ratified. 

In testimony whereof, I have caused the seal of the United States 
to be hereunto affixed. 

[SEAL] 

By the President. 
CORDELL HULL 

Secretary of State. 
W ASHINGTON, June 24, 1988. 

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 



53 STAT.] MULTILATERAI-NAVAL ARMAMENT-JUNE 30,1938

Protocol between the United States of America, the French Republic, and
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland modifying
the treaty of March 25, 1936 for the limitation of naval armament.
Signed at London June 30, 1938; effective June 30, 1938.

June 30, 1938
[E. A. S. No. 127]

PROTOCOL.

WHEREAS by Article 4 (1) of the Treaty for the Limitation of Capital ships, dis-

Naval Armaments signed in London on the 25th March, 1936, it 60Stat. 371.

is provided that no capital ship shall exceed 35,000 tons (35,560
metric tons) standard displacement;

And whereas by reason of Article 4 (2) of the said treaty the maxi- 0 Stat'i
mum calibre of gun carried by capital ships is 16 inches (406 mm.);

And whereas on the 31st March, 1938, the Government of the
United States of America and the Government of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland gave notice under paragraph
(2) of Article 25 of the said Treaty of their decision to exercise the
right provided for in paragraph (1) of the said Article to depart from
the limitations and restrictions of the treaty in regard to the upper
limits of capital ships of sub-category (a);

And whereas consultations have taken place as provided in para-
graph (3) of Article 25, with a view to reaching agreement in order to
reduce to a minimum the extent of the departures from the limitations
and restrictions of the treaty;

The undersigned, duly authorised by their respective Govern-
ments, have agreed as follows:-

1. As from this day's date the figure of 35,000 tons (35,560 metric
tons) in Article 4 (1) of the said treaty shall be replaced by
the figure of 45,000 tons (45,720 metric tons).

2. The figure of 16 inches (406 mm.) in Article 4 (2) remains un-
altered.

3. The present protocol, of which the French and English texts
shall both be equally authentic, shall come into force on this
day's date.

In faith whereof the undersigned have signed the present protocol.
Done in London the 30th day of June, 1938.

For the Government of the United States of America:
HERSCHEL V. JOHNSON.

For the Government of the French Republic:
ROGER CAMBON.

For the Government of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland:

ALEXANDER CADOGAN.

Notice served of
departure from treaty
limitations.

50 Stat. 1387.

Consultations held.

Agreement.

Figures replaced.

Signatures.
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Protocol between the United States of America, the French Republic, and  June 30, 1938  

the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland modifying [E. A. S. No. 127] 

the treaty of March 25, 1936 for the limitation of naval armament. 
Signed at London June 30, 1988; effective June 30, 1938. 

PROTOCOL. 

WHEREAS by Article 4 (1) of the Treaty for the Limitation of 
Naval Armaments signed in London on the 25th March, 1936, it 
is provided that no capital ship shall exceed 35,000 tons (35,560 
metric tons) standard displacement; 
And whereas by reason of Article 4 (2) of the said treaty the maxi-

mum calibre of gun carried by capital ships is 16 inches (406 mm.); 

And whereas on the 31st March, 1938, the Government of the 
United States of America and the Government of the United Kingdom 
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland gave notice under paragraph 
(2) of Article 25 of the said Treaty of their decision to exercise the 
right provided for in paragraph (1) of the said Article to depart from 
the limitations and restrictions of the treaty in regard to the upper 
limits of capital ships of sub-category (a); 
And whereas consultations have taken place as provided in para-

graph (3) of Article 25, with a view to reaching agreement in order to 
reduce to a minimum the extent of the departures from the limitations 
and restrictions of the treaty; 
The undersigned, duly authorised by their respective Govern-

ments, have agreed as follows:-

1. As from this day's date the figure of 35,000 tons (35,560 metric 
tons) in Article 4 (1) of the said treaty shall be replaced by 
the figure of 45,000 tons (45,720 metric tons). 

2. The figure of 16 inches (406 mm.) in Article 4 (2) remains un-
altered. 

3. The present protocol, of which the French and English texts 
shall both be equally authentic, shall come into force on this 
day's date. 

In faith whereof the undersigned have signed the present protocol. 
Done in London the 30th day of June, 1938. 

For the Government of the United States of America: 
HERSCHEL V. JOHNSON. 

For the Government of the French Republic: 
ROGER CAMBON. 

For the Government of the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland: 

ALEXANDER CADOGAN. 

Capital ships, dis-
placement. 
50 Stat. 1371. 

Gun calibre. 
50 Stat. 1371. 

Notice served of 
departure from treaty 
limitations. 

50 Stat. 1387. 

Consultations held. 

Agreement. 

Figures replaced. 

Signatures. 
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PROTOCOLE.

CONSIDeRANT que l'article 4 (1) du Trait6 pour la Limitation des
Armements navals signe a Londres le 25 mars 1936 a stipule qu'aucun
navire de ligne ne doit avoir un d6placement-type sup6rieur A 35,000
tonnes (35,560 tonnes m6triques);

Considerant que, en raison de l'article 4 (2) dudit traite le maxi-
mum du calibre de l'artillerie portee par les navires de ligne est de
16 pouces (406 m/m);

Considerant que, A la date du 31 mars 1938, le Gouvernement des
Etats-Unis d'Amerique et le Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni de
Grande-Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord ont notifie, conformement au
paragraphe (2) de l'article 25 dudit traite, leur decision d'exercer le
droit stipule au paragraphe (1) dudit article de d6roger aux limita-
tions et restrictions du trait6 relatives aux limites superieures des
navires de ligne de la sous-categorie (a);

Considerant que des consultations ont eu lieu, conformement au
paragraphe (3) de l'article 25, en vue de realiser un accord pour
reduire au minimum la portee des derogations aux limitations et
restrictions du traite;

Les soussignes, dtment autorises par leurs Gouvernements re-
spectifs, sont convenus de ce qui suit:

1. A dater de ce jour, le chiffre de 35,000 tonnes (35,560 tonnes
metriques) de l'article 4 (1) du trait6 sera remplac6 par
le chiffre de 45,000 tonnes (45,720 tonnes metriques).

2. Le chiffre de 16 pouces (406 m/m) de l'article 4 (2) est
maintenu sans changement.

3. Le present protocole, dont les textes francais et anglais feront
egalement foi, entrera en vigueur A la date de ce jour.

En foi de quoi, les soussignes ont sign6 le present protocole.
Fait A Londres le 30 juin 1938.

Pour le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d'Amerique:
HERSCHEL V. JOHNSON.

Pour le Gouvernement de la R6publique frangaise:
ROGER CAMBON.

Pour le Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni de Grande-
Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord:

ALEXANDER CADOGAN.
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PROTOCOLE. 

CONSIDARANT quo Particle 4 (1) du Trait() pour la Limitation des 
Armements navels signea Londres le 25 mars 1936 a stipule qu'aucun 
navire de ligne ne doit avoir un deplacement-type superieur a 35,000 
tonnes (35,560 tonnes metriques); 

Considerant quo, en raison de Particle 4 (2) dudit trait 6 le maxi-
mum du calibre de Partillerie port& par les navires de ligne est de 
16 pouces (406 m/m); 
Considerant quo, la date du 31 mars 1938, le Gouvernement des 

Etats-Unis d'Amerique et le Gouverrtement du Royaume-Uni de 
Grande-Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord out notifie, conformement au 
paragraphe (2) de Particle 25 dudit traite, leur decision d'exercer le 
droit stipule an paragraphe (1) dudit article de deroger aux limita-
tions et restrictions du trate relatives aux li mites superieures des 
navires de ligne de la sous-categorie (a); 

Considerant quo des consultations ont en lieu, conformement au 
paragraphe (3) de Particle 25, en vue de realiser un accord pour 
reduire au minimum la port& des derogations aux limitations et 
restrictions du traite; 

Les soussignes, dement autorises par leurs Gouvernements re-
spectifs, sont convenus de cc qui suit: 

I. A dater de cc jour, le chiffre de 35,000 tonnes (35,560 tonnes 
metriques) de Particle 4 (1) du traite sera remplaee par 
le chiffre de 45,000 tonnes (45,720 tonnes raetriques). 

2. Le chiffre de 16 ponces (406 m/m) de l'article 4 (2) est 
maintenu sans changement. 

3. Le present protocole, dont les textes frangais et anglais feront 
egalement foi, entrera on vigueur a la date de ce jour. 

En foi de quoi, les soussignes ont signe le present protocole. 
Fait a, Londres le 30 juin 1938. 

Pour le Gouvemement des Etats-Unis d'Amerique: 
HERSCHEL V. JOHNSON. 

Pour le Gouvemement de la Republique frangaise: 
ROGER CAMS ON. 

Pour le Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni de Grande-
Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord: 

ALEXANDER CA D OGAN. 



HAITI-FINANCES-JULY 1, 1938

Supplementary agreement between the United States of America and Jly 1, 138
Haiti further modifying the agreement of August 7, 1933. Signed [E- A.. No. 1 8]

July 1, 1938.

SUPPLEMENTARY EXECUTIVE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE
UNITED STATES AND THE
REPUBLIC OF HAITI.

The undersigned plenipotenti-
aries, duly authorized by their
respective Governments, have
agreed upon the following Supple-
mentary Executive Agreement:

ARTICLE I

On and after October 1, 1938
and until and including September
30, 1939, all moneys received by
or for the Haitian Government
shall be deposited in the National
Bank of the Republic of Haiti to
the credit of the Haitian Govern-
ment with the exception of the
five per centum of customs reve-
nues foreseen in Article IX of the
Accord of August 7, 1933, and
the amounts needed for pay-
ments connected with execution
of the Loan Contracts which
payments during the period men-
tioned shall consist of the amounts
necessary to pay the interest on
all outstanding bonds issued under
the Loan Contracts of October 6,
1922 and May 26, 1925 and
$. 20.000 on account of the
amounts required to be paid under
such Loan Contracts for the
amortization of the bonds which
amounts shall be credited to the
Fiscal Representative.

ACCORD EXECUTIF ADDITION-
NEL ENTRE LES ETATS UNIS
D'AMERIQUE & LA REPUBLI-
QUE D'HAITI.

Les Pl 6nipotentiaires, soussign6s,
dAment autorises par leurs Gouver-
nements respectifs, sont convenus
de l'Accord Ex6cutif Additionnel
suivant:

ARTICLE I

A partir du ler. Octobre 1938
et jusqu'au 30 Septembre 1939
inclusivement, tous les fonds re-
couvres par ou pour le Gouverne-
ment Haitien seront deposes, au
credit du Gouvernement Haitien,
a la Banque Nationale de la
Republique d'Haiti, A l'exception
des sommes suivantes qui seront
d6pos6es au credit du Repr6sen-
tant Fiscal: lo. les 5% des recettes
douanieres prevus A l'Article IX
de l'Accord du 7 Aott 1933, et
20. les fonds exigibles pour les
paiements afferents au service
des contrats d'emprunt, lesquels
paiements, durant la periode sus-
mentionnee, consisteront a) en
les valeurs n6cessaires pour payer
les interets sur tous les titres en
circulation, emis d'apres les con-
trats d'emprunt du 6 Octobre 1922
et du 26 Mai 1925, et b) en une
somme de $. 20.000 A valoir sur
les valeurs exigibles, d'apres les
susdits contrats d'emprunt, pour
l'amortissement des titres.

1923

Supplementary
Executive Agreement
with Haiti.

Deposit of receipts.

48 Stat. 1780.
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Supplementary agreement between the United States of America and 
Haiti further modifying the agreement of August 7, 1933. Signed 
July 1, 1988. 

SUPPLEMENTARY EXECUTIVE 
AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE 
UNITED STATES AND THE 
REPUBLIC OF HAITI. 

The undersigned plenipotenti-
aries, duly authorized by their 
respective Governments, have 
agreed upon the following Supple-
mentary Executive Agreement: 

ARTICLE I 

On and after October 1, 1938 
and until and including September 
30, 1939, all moneys received by 
or for the Haitian Government 
shall be deposited in the National 
Bank of the Republic of Haiti to 
the credit of the Haitian Govern-
ment with the exception of the 
five per centum of customs reve-
nues foreseen in Article IX of the 
Accord of August 7, 1933, and 
the amounts needed for pay-
ments connected with execution 
of the Loan Contracts which 
payments during the period men-
tioned shall consist of the amounts 
necessary to pay the interest on 
all outstanding bonds issued under 
the Loan Contracts of October 6, 
1922 and May 26, 1925 and 
$. 20.000 on account of the 
amounts required to be paid under 
such Loan Contracts for the 
amortization of the bonds which 
amounts shall be credited to the 
Fiscal Representative. 

ACCORD EXECUTIF ADDITION-
NEL ENTRE LES ETATS UNIS 
D'AMERIQUE & LA REPUBLI-
QUE D'HAITI. 

Les Plenipotentiaires,soussignes, 
ament autorises par leurs Gouver-
nements respectifs, sont convenus 
de l'Accord Executif Additionnel 
suivant: 

ARTICLE I 

A partir du ler. Octobre 1938 
et jusqu'au 30 Septembre 1939 
inclusivement, tous les fonds re-
couvres par ou pour le Gouverne-
ment Haitien seront deposes, au 
credit du Gouvernement Haitien, 
a la Banque Nationale de la 
Republique d'Haiti, a l'exception 
des sommes suivantes qui seront 
deposees au credit du Represen-
tant Fiscal: 10. les 5% des recettes 48 Stat. 1780. 

douanieres prevus a l'Article IX 
de l'Accord du 7 Awn 1933, et 
20. les fonds exigibles pour les 
paiements afferents au service 
des contrats d'emprunt, lesquels 
paiements, durant la 'Anode sus-
mentionnee, consisteront a) en 
les valeurs necessaires pour payer 
les interets sur tous les titres en 
circulation, anis d'apres les con-
trats d'emprunt du 6 Octobre 1922 
et du 26 Mai 1925, et b) en une 
somme de $. 20.000 a valoir sur 
les valeurs exigibles, d'apres les 
susdits contrats d'emprunt, pour 
l'amortissement des titres. 

July 1, 1938 
[E. A. S. No. 128] 

Supplementary 
Executive Agreement 
with Haiti. 

Deposit of receipts. 
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ARTICLE II ARTICLE II

48 Stat. 1781, 1783.

Signatures.

The provisions of the first sen-
tence of Article XI and the first
and last sentences of Article XVI
of the Accord of August 7, 1933,
to the extent and only to the ex-
tent that they may be inconsistent
with the provisions of Article I of
this ACCORD, shall be suspended so
long as this Supplementary Execu-
tive Agreement remains in effect.

Signed at Port-au-Prince, in
duplicata, in the English and
French languages, this 1st day of
July nineteen hundred and thirty-
eight.

FERDINAND LATHROP MAYER

[SEAL]

Les effets des dispositions de
la premiere phrase de l'article XI
et de la premiere et de la derniere
phrases de I'article XVI de 1'Ac-
cord du 7 Aoit 1933 seront, en
tant seulement qu'ils sont con-
traires aux dispositions de Particle
premier du present Accord, sus-
pendus, tant que cet Accord Exe-
cutif Additionnel restera en vi-
gueur.

Fait de bonne foi, en double, en
anglais et en frangais A Port-au-
Prince, le ler. Juillet mil neuf cent
trente huit.

GEORGES N. IGER

[SEAL]
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48 Stat. 1781, 1783. 

Signatures. 

ARTICLE II 

The provisions of the first sen-
tence of Article XI and the first 
and last sentences of Article XVI 
of the Accord of August 7, 1933, 
to the extent and only to the ex-
tent that they may be inconsistent 
with the provisions of Article I of 
this ACCORD, shall be suspended so 
long as this Supplementary Execu-
tive Agreement remains in effect. 

Signed at Port-au-Prince, in 
duplicata, in the English and 
French languages, this 1st day of 
July nineteen hundred and thirty-
eight. 

FERDINAND LATHROP MAYER 

[SEAL] 

ARTICLE II 

Les effets des dispositions de 
la premiere phrase de Particle XI 
et de la premiere et de la derniere 
phrases de Particle XVI de l'Ac-
cord du 7 Aotit 1933 seront, en 
taut seulement qu'ils sont con-
traires aux dispositions de l'article 
premier du present Accord, sus-
pendus, tant quo cot Accord Exe-
cutif Additionnel restera en vi-
gueur. 

Fait de bonne foi, en double, en 
anglais et en francais a Port-au-
Prince, le ler. JillBet mil neuf cent 
trente huit. 

GEORGES N. LAGER 

[SEAL] 



53STAT.] CANADA-AIR NAVIGATION-JULY 28, 1938 1925

Arrangement between the United States of America and Canada respecting
air navigation. Effected by exchange of notes signed July 28, 1938;
effective August 1, 1938.

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Canadian Minister (Marler)

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Washington, July 28, 1938

I have the honor to refer to negotiations which have recently taken
place between the Government of the United States of America and
the Government of Canada for the conclusion of a reciprocal air
navigation arrangement.

It is my understanding that it has been agreed in the course of the
negotiations, now terminated, that this arrangement shall be as
follows:

ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND
CANADA RELATING TO AIR NAVIGATION.

July 28, 1938
[E. A. S. No. 129]

Reciprocal air navi-
gation arrangement
with Canada.

ARTICLE I

(a) The present arrangement between the United States of America
and Canada relates to the operation in either country of civil aircraft
duly registered in territory of the other country in accordance with
its requirements as to registration.

(b) The term "civil aircraft" shall for the purposes of this arrange-
ment be understood to mean all aircraft other than military, naval,
customs and police aircraft.

ARTICLE II

The present arrangement shall apply to continental United States
of America, including Alaska, and to Canada, including their terri-
torial waters.

ARTICLE III

(a) Each of the Parties to the present arrangement shall grant,
in time of peace, liberty of passage above its territory to aircraft of
the other Party duly registered in the territory of such other Party,
provided that the conditions set forth in the present arrangement
are observed.

(b) It is, however, agreed that the establishment and operation
by an enterprise of one of the Parties of a regular air route or service
to, over or away from the territory of the other Party, with or with-
out a stop, shall be subject to the consent of such other Party.

(c) Any air transport enterprise of either Party applying for per-
mission to operate such a route or service shall be required to submit
its application through diplomatic channels.

Operation provi-
sions.

"Civil aircraft" de-
fined.

Application.

Liberty of passage.

Regular air routes,
consent required.

Applications for op-
eration, submittal
through diplomatic
channels.
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Arrangement between the United States of America and Canada respecting 
air navigation. Effected by exchange of notes signed July 28, 1988; 
effective August 1, 1938. 

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Canadian Minister (Marler) 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

Sul: 

I have the honor to refer to negotiations which have recently taken 
place between the Government of the United States of America and 
the Government of Canada for the conclusion of a reciprocal air 
navigation arrangement. 

It is my understanding that it has been agreed in the course of the 
negotiations, now terminated, that this arrangement shall be as 
follows: 

Washington, July 28, 1938 

ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND 

CANADA RELATING TO AIR NAVIGATION. 

ARTICLE I 

(a) The present arrangement between the United States of America 
and Canada relates to the operation in either country of civil aircraft 
duly registered in territory of the other country in accordance with 
its requirements as to registration. 

(b) The term "civil aircraft" shall for the purposes of this arrange-
ment be understood to mean all aircraft other than military, naval, 
customs and police aircraft. 

ARTICLE II 

The present arrangement shall apply to continental United States 
of America, including Alaska, and to Canada, including their terri-
torial waters. 

ARTICLE III 

(a) Each of the Parties to the present arrangement shall grant, 
in time of peace, liberty of passage above its territory to aircraft of 
the other Party duly registered in the territory of such other Party, 
provided that the conditions set forth in the present arrangement 
are observed. 

(b) It is, however, agreed that the establishment and operation 
by an enterprise of one of the Parties of a regular air route or service 
to, over or away from the territory of the other Party, with or with-
out a stop, shall be subject to the consent of such other Party. 

(c) Any air transport enterprise of either Party applying for per-
mission to operate such a route or service shall be required to submit 
its application through diplomatic channels. 

July 2,8, 1938 
[E. A. S. No. 1291 

Reciprocal air navi-
gation arrangement 
with Canada. 

Operation provi-
sions. 

"Civil aircraft" de-
fined. 

Application. 

Liberty of passage. 

Regular air routes, 
consent required. 

Applications for op-
eration, submittal 
through diplomatic 
channels. 



1926

Jurisdiction over
aircraft, passengers,
etc.

Exchange of regula-
tions.

Fuel and lubricants,
exemption from cus-
toms duty.

Availability of aero-
dromes, services, etc.

"Air commerce"de-
fined.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [53 STAT.

ARTICLE IV

(a) The aircraft of each of the Parties, passengers and goods car-
ried thereon and personnel employed on the aircraft, shall while
within or over the territory of the other Party, be subject to the laws
in force in that territory, including all regulations relating to air
traffic applicable to foreign aircraft, the transport of passengers and
goods, and public safety and order, as well as any regulations con-
cerning entry and clearance, immigration, passports, quarantine and
customs.

(b) Subject to the provisions of the preceding paragraph and to
the laws and regulations therein specified, the carriage of passengers
and the import or export of any goods which may lawfully be im-
ported or exported will be permitted in aircraft of either Party into
or out of territory of the other Party; and (subject to the same
proviso) such aircraft, passengers and goods carried thereon and
personnel employed on the aircraft shall enjoy in the territory men-
tioned the same privileges as aircraft of such other Party and shall
not, merely by reason of the nationality of the aircraft, be subjected
to any other or higher duties or charges than those which are or may
be imposed on aircraft of the territory referred to or the aircraft
of the most favored country, engaged in international commerce,
or on their passengers, goods and personnel.

ARTICLE V

The regulations (together with any subsequent alterations therein)
relative to air traffic in force in territory of either Party shall be
communicated to the other Party.

ARTICLE VI

The fuel and lubricating oils retained on board aircraft of either
Party arriving in or leaving territory of the other Party shall be
exempt from customs duty, even though the fuel and lubricating oils
so retained are used by the aircraft on a flight in that territory.

ARTICLE VII

Aerodromes open to public air traffic in territory of either Party
shall, so far as they are under its control, be open to aircraft of the
other Party, which (subject to the same proviso) will also be entitled
to the assistance of the meteorological, radio, lighting and day and
night signalling services at such aerodromes. Subject again to the
same proviso, the scale of charges at such aerodromes for landing and
accommodation shall be the same for aircraft of each of the Parties.

ARTICLE VIII

(a) The term "air commerce" as used in the succeeding paragraph
of this article means:-Navigation of aircraft in territory of either
Party in the conduct or furtherance of a business; and the commer-
cial transport of passengers or goods between any two points in the
territory of either Party.

1926 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [53 STAT. 

ARTICLE IV 

Jurisdiction over 
aircraft, passengers, 
etc. 

Exchange of regula-
tions. 

Fuel and lubricants, 
exemption from cus-
toms duty. 

Availability of aero-
dromes, services, etc. 

"Air commerce" de-
fined. 

(a) The aircraft of each of the Parties, passengers and goods car-
ried thereon and personnel employed on the aircraft, shall while 
within or over the territory of the other Party, be subject to the laws 
in force in that territory, including all regulations relating to air 
traffic applicable to foreign aircraft, the transport of passengers and 
goods, and public safety and order, as well as any regulations con-
cerning entry and clearance, immigration, passports, quarantine and 
customs. 

(b) Subject to the provisions of the preceding paragraph and to 
the laws and regulations therein specified, the carriage of passengers 
and the import or export of any goods which may lawfully be im-
ported or exported will be permitted in aircraft of either Party into 
or out of territory of the other Party; and (subject to the same 
proviso) such aircraft, passengers and goods carried thereon and 
personnel employed on the aircraft shall enjoy in the territory men-
tioned the same privileges as aircraft of such other Party and shall 
not, merely by reason of the nationality of the aircraft, be subjected 
to any other or higher duties or charges than those which are or may 
be imposed on aircraft of the territory referred to or the aircraft 
of the most favored country, engaged in international commerce, 
or on their passengers, goods and personnel. 

ARTICLE V 

The regulations (together with any subsequent alterations therein) 
relative to air traffic in force in territory of either Party shall be 
communicated to the other Party. 

ARTICLE VI 

The fuel and lubricating oils retained on board aircraft of either 
Party arriving in or leaving territory of the other Party shall be 
exempt from customs duty, even though the fuel and lubricating oils 
so retained are used by the aircraft on a flight in that territory. 

ARTICLE VII 

Aerodromes open to public air traffic in territory of either Party 
shall, so far as they are under its control, be open to aircraft of the 
other Party, which (subject to the same proviso) will also be entitled 
to the assistance of the meteorological, radio, lighting and day and 
night signalling services at such aerodromes. Subject again to the 
same proviso, the scale of charges at such aerodromes for landing and 
accommodation shall be the same for aircraft of each of the Parties. 

ARTICLE VIII 

(a) The term "air commerce" as used in the succeeding paragraph 
of this article means :—Navigation of aircraft in territory of either 
Party in the conduct or furtherance of a business; and the commer-
cial transport of passengers or goods between any two points in the 
territory of either Party. 
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(b) Air commerce may, in the territory of either Party, be reserved
exclusively to its own aircraft. With the reservation of the stipula-
tions contained in Article III concerning regular air routes or serv-
ices for which special consent is necessary, the aircraft of either Party
may, nevertheless, proceed from any aerodrome open to public air
traffic in territory of the other Party to any other such aerodrome for
the purpose of taking on board or landing the whole or part of their
goods or passengers, provided that such goods are covered by through
bills of lading and such passengers hold through tickets, issued re-
spectively for a journey the starting place and end of which are not
both points between which air commerce has been reserved; and such
aircraft while so proceeding from one aerodrome to another shall, not-
withstanding that both such aerodromes are points between which air
commerce has been reserved, be entitled to the treatment set out in this
arrangement.

ARTIOLE IX

(a) Air traffic may be prohibited over specified areas in the ter-
ritories to which this arrangement applies, it being understood that
no distinction in this matter will be made by either Party between its
aircraft engaged in international commerce and the aircraft of the
other Party likewise engaged. Lists of the areas above which air
traffic is thus prohibited in territory of either Party, as well as any
subsequent alterations therein, will be communicated as soon as pos-
sible to the other Party.

(b) In exceptional circumstances air traffic above the whole or any
part of the territories to which this arrangement applies may tem-
porarily, and with immediate effect, be limited or prohibited, but
no distinction in this respect will be made by either Party between
the aircraft of the other Party and the aircraft of any other foreign
country.

(c) In the event of any aircraft finding itself over a prohibited
area it must, as soon as it is aware of the fact, give the signal of dis-
tress prescribed in the Rules of the Air in force in the territory in
which the prohibited area is situated, and a landing must be effected
as soon as practicable at an aerodrome in that territory, outside but as
near as possible to the prohibited area. The obligation to land applies
also in respect to flights over prohibited areas by aircraft to which
the special signal intended to draw their attention shall have been
given.

ARTICLE X

(a) All aircraft of either Party flying in or over the territory of
the other Party must carry clear and visible nationality and registra-
tion marks whereby they may be recognized during flight.

(b) Such aircraft must also be provided with certificates of reg-
istration and airworthiness and with all the other documents pre-
scribed for air traffic in the territory in which they are registered.

(c) The persons employed on such aircraft who perform duties
for which a certificate of competency or license is required in the ter-

Reservations per-
mitted.

Restricted areas.

Aircraft over pro-
hibited areas.

Nationality and
registration marks.

Certificates of regis-
tration, etc.

Employees, certifi-
cates of competency,
etc.
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ritory in which the aircraft is registered, must carry such documents
as are prescribed by the regulations in force in that territory.

(d) The other persons employed on board must carry documents
showing their duties in the aircraft, their profession, identity and
nationality.

(e) Each of the Parties reserves the right to require lists of the
passengers and persons employed on board as well as a manifest of the
goods carried on the aircraft.

(f) The certificate of airworthiness, certificates of competency or
licenses issued or rendered valid by the competent authorities of either
country in respect of its aircraft or of the crew of such aircraft shall
be recognized as having the same validity in the territory of the other
country as the corresponding documents issued or rendered valid by
the competent authorities of such other country; provided that with
respect to certificates of competency or licenses issued or rendered
valid by either country in favor of nationals of the other country, such
recognition may be refused by the latter country.

ARTICLE XI

(a) Aircraft of either Party may, in or over the territory of the
other Party, carry radio apparatus only if a license to install and work
such apparatus, which license must be carried in the aircraft, has been
issued by the competent authorities of the territory in which the air-
craft is registered. The use of such apparatus shall be in accordance
with the regulations on the subject issued by the competent author-
ities of the territory flown over.

(b) Such apparatus may be used only by the personnel employed on
board who are provided with a special license for the purpose, issued
by the competent authorities of the territory in which the aircraft is
registered.

(c) For reasons of safety each of the Parties to this arrangement
reserves the right to issue regulations relative to the obligatory equip-
ment of aircraft with radio apparatus when in or over its territory.

ARTCLEr XII

Transportation of (a) No explosives, arms of war or munitions of war may be car-
ried by aircraft of either Party in or above the territory of the other
Party, or by the personnel employed on board or passengers, except by
permission of the competent authorities of that territory.

Carriage of rockets, (b) However, the carriage of accessories necessary to the operation
and navigation of the aircraft, such as rockets, flares, and similar
devices is not prohibited.

Photographic ap- (c) Each of the Parties reserves the right to require that the car-
riage by aircraft of photographic apparatus be prohibited or regu-
lated by the competent authorities of the territory flown over.

Retrictionfor rea- (d) Each of the Parties reserves the right, for reasons of publicsons of public order
and safety. order and safety, to limit or prohibit the carriage in or above its ter-

ritory of articles other than those enumerated in paragraph (a) of
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this article, provided that no distinction is made in this respect be-
tween its national aircraft employed in international traffic and the
aircraft of the other Party so employed.

ARTICLE. XIII

The competent authorities of each of the Parties shall have the
right to search aircraft of the other Party on landing or departure
and to inspect the certificates and other documents prescribed in the
preceding articles.

ARTICLE XIV

Search and inspec-
tion.

(a) Aircraft of either Party entering or leaving territory of the irst landing and
other Party shall make a first landing at and depart from only an tering or leaving ter-
aerodrome open to public air traffic and designated as an airport of tory ofther Party.

entry where facilities exist for the enforcement of customs, passport,
quarantine and immigration regulations and the entry and clearance
of aircraft; and no intermediate landing other than a forced landing
may be effected before arriving at such an airport on entry into the
territory concerned or after leaving such an airport on departure
from that territory. In special cases, and subject to the same pro-
visions as to intermediate landing, the competent authorities may
allow a first landing at or a departure from another aerodrome where
the above-mentioned facilities have been arranged.

(b) Each of the Parties reserves the right to require that aircraft
entering its territory shall make its first landing at the airport of
entry nearest to the point where the aircraft has crossed the frontier,
with the understanding, however, that in this event, permission may
be granted for the aircraft to make its first landing at an airport
of entry other than the one nearest to the frontier.

(c) In the event of a forced landing or of a landing as provided Forcedlandng.
in paragraph (c) of Article IX, not at an airport of the class men-
tioned in the preceding paragraph, the personnel employed on board
and passengers must conform to the entry and clearance, customs,
passport, quarantine and immigration regulations in force in the
territory in which the landing occurs.

(d) Lists of aerodromes in territory of either Party which are aerodrome .s tlb
designated as airports of entry for the purposes of this article will
be communicated as soon as possible to the other Party. Any subse-
quent alterations in these lists will also be communicated to such
other Party.

ARTCLE XV

The competent authorities of either Party may require that on
entering or leaving its territory the aircraft of the other Party shall
do so between specified points. Any requirements of either Party
in this respect and any subsequent alterations therein shall be com-
municated to the other Party. Subject to any such requirement and
to the provisions of this arrangement, aircraft of each Party may
choose their own route of entry or departure in entering or leaving
territory of the other Party.

Flight restrictions.
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ARTICUa XVI

No article or substance, other than ballast, may be unloaded or
otherwise discharged from aircraft of either Party in the course of
flight in or over the territory of the other Party unless special per-
mission to that effect is given by the competent authorities of the
territory in which the unloading or discharge occurs. For the pur-
poses of this article ballast means fine sand or water only.

ARTICLE XVII

(a) The present arrangement or any part thereof may be termi-
nated by either Government at any time upon sixty days' notice given-
in writing to the other Government.

(b) On the date that the present arrangement becomes effective,
the reciprocal arrangement between the United States of America
and Canada for the admission of civil aircraft, the issuance by each
country of pilots' licenses to nationals of the other country and the
reciprocal acceptance of certificates of airworthiness for aircraft im-
ported as merchandise, entered into by an exchange of notes dated
August 29, 1929 and October 22, 1929, will be supplanted with the
exception of the provisions of the latter arrangement which set forth
the conditions governing the issuance of pilots' licenses and the
acceptance of certificates of airworthiness for aircraft imported as
merchandise.1

I shall be glad to have you inform me whether it is the understand-
ing of your Government that the terms of the arrangement agreed
to in the negotiations are as above set forth. If so, it is suggested
that the arrangement become effective on August 1, 1938. If your
Government concurs in this suggestion the Government of the United
States will regard it as becoming effective on that date.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
COmDELL HULL

The Honorable
Sir HERBERT MARLER, P. C., K. C. M. G.,

Minister of Canada.

'The present arrangement, signed July 28, 1938, and effective August 1, 1938,
relating to air navigation and two other arrangements between the United States
of America and Canada, both also signed July 28, 1938, and effective August
1, 1938, one relating to certificates of competency or licenses for the piloting of
civil aircraft (Executive Agreement Series No. 130, post, p. 1937) and the other
relating to certificates of airworthiness for export (Executive Agreement Series
No. 131, post, p. 1941), supplant in its entirety the reciprocal arrangement between
the United States of America and Canada for the admission of civil aircraft,
the issuance of pilots' licenses, and the acceptance of certificates of airworthiness
for aircraft imported as merchandise, entered into by an exchange of notes
signed August 29 and October 22, 1929 (Executive Agreement Series No. 2,
47 Stat. 2575).
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I shall be glad to have you inform me whether it is the understand-
ing of your Government that the terms of the arrangement agreed 
to in the negotiations are as above set forth. If so, it is suggested 
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The Canadian Minister (Marler) to the Secretary of State (Hull)

No. 175. CANADIAN LEGATION
Washington, July £8th, 1938.

Sis:
I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your note of July Agreement by Can-

28th, 1938, in which you communicated to me the terms of a recipro-
cal air navigation arrangement between Canada and the United
States of America, as understood by you to have been agreed to in
negotiations, now terminated, between the Government of Canada
and the Government of the United States of America.

The terms of this arrangement which you have communicated to
me are as follows:

ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA RELATING TO AIR NAVIGATION.

ARTICLE I

(a) The present arrangement between the United States of
America and Canada relates to the operation in either country of
civil aircraft duly registered in territory of the other country in
accordance with its requirements as to registration.

(b) The term "civil aircraft" shall for the purposes of this ar-
rangement be understood to mean all aircraft other than military,
naval, customs and police aircraft.

ARTICLE II

The present arrangement shall apply to continental United States
of America, including Alaska, and to Canada, including their
territorial waters.

ARTICLE III

(a) Each of the Parties to the present arrangement shall grant, in
time of peace, liberty of passage above its territory to aircraft of the
other Party duly registered in the territory of such other Party, pro-
vided that the conditions set forth in the present arrangement are
observed.

(b) It is, however, agreed that the establishment and operation by
an enterprise of one of the Parties of a regular air route or service
to, over or away from the territory of the other Party, with or with-
out a stop, shall be subject to the consent of such other Party.

(c) Any air transport enterprise of either Party applying for per-
mission to operate such a route or service shall be required to submit
its application through diplomatic channels.

ARTICLE IV

(a) The aircraft of each of the Parties, passengers and goods car-
ried thereon and personnel employed on the aircraft, shall while
within or over the territory of the other Party, be subject to the laws
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in force in that territory, including all regulations relating to air
traffic applicable to foreign aircraft, the transport of passengers and
goods, and public safety and order, as well as any regulations con-
cerning entry and clearance, immigration, passports, quarantine and
customs.

(b) Subject to the provisions of the preceding paragraph and to
the laws and regulations therein specified, the carriage of passengers
and the import or export of any goods which may lawfully be im-
ported or exported will be permitted in aircraft of either Party into
or out of territory of the other Party; and (subject to the same pro-
viso) such aircraft, passengers and goods carried thereon and per-
sonnel employed on the aircraft shall enjoy in the territory mentioned
the same privileges as aircraft of such other Party and shall not,
merely by reason of the nationality of the aircraft, be subjected to
any other or higher duties or charges than those which are or may
be imposed on aircraft of the territory referred to or the aircraft of
the most favoured country, engaged in international commerce, or on
their passengers, goods and personnel.

ARncLE V

The regulations (together with any subsequent alterations therein)
relative to air traffic in force in territory of either Party shall be
communicated to the other Party.

ARTICLE VI

The fuel and lubricating oils retained on board aircraft of either
Party arriving in or leaving territory of the other Party shall be
exempt from customs duty, even though the fuel and lubricating oils
so retained are used by the aircraft on a flight in that territory.

AmILE VII

Aerodromes open to public air traffic in territory of either Party
shall, so far as they are under its control, be open to aircraft of the
other Party, which (subject to the same proviso) will also be entitled
to the assistance of the meteorological, radio, lighting and day and
night signalling services at such aerodromes. Subject again to the
same proviso, the scale of charges at such aerodromes for landing and
accommodation shall be the same for aircraft of each of the Parties.

ARTICLE VIII

(a) The term "air commerce" as used in the suceeding paragraph
of this article means:--Navigation of aircraft in territory of either
Party in the conduct or furtherance of a business; and the commer-
cial transport of passengers or goods between any two points in the
territory of either Party.

(b) Air commerce may, in the territory of either Party, be re-
served exclusively to its own aircraft. With the reservation of the
stipulations contained in Article I concerning regular air routes or
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in force in that territory, including all regulations relating to air 
traffic applicable to foreign aircraft, the transport of passengers and 
goods, and public safety and order, as well as any regulations con-
cerning entry and clearance, immigration, passports, quarantine and 
customs. 

(b) Subject to the provisions of the preceding paragraph and to 
the laws and regulations therein specified, the carriage of passengers 
and the import or export of any goods which may lawfully be im-
ported or exported will be permitted in aircraft of either Party into 
or out of territory of the other Party; and (subject to the same pro-
viso) such aircraft, passengers and goods carried thereon and per-
sonnel employed on the aircraft shall enjoy in the territory mentioned 
the same privileges as aircraft of such other Party and shall not, 
merely by reason of the nationality of the aircraft, be subjected to 
any other or higher duties or charges than those which are or may 
be imposed on aircraft of the territory referred to or the aircraft of 
the most favoured country, engaged in international commerce, or on 
their passengers, goods and personnel. 

AirrIcLE V 

The regulations (together with any subsequent alterations therein) 
relative to air traffic in force in territory of either Party shall be 
communicated to the other Party. 

ARTICLE VI 

The fuel and lubricating oils retained on board aircraft of either 
Party arriving in or leaving territory of the other Party shall be 
exempt from customs duty, even though the fuel and lubricating oils 
so retained are used by the aircraft on a flight in that territory. 

ARTICLE VII 

Aerodromes open to public air traffic in territory of either Party 
shall, so far as they are under its control, be open to aircraft of the 
other Party, which (subject to the same proviso) will also be entitled 
to the assistance of the meteorological, radio, lighting and day and 
night signalling services at such aerodromes. Subject again to the 
same proviso, the scale of charges at such aerodromes for landing and 
accommodation shall be the same for aircraft of each of the Parties. 

ARTICLE VIII 

(a) The term "air commerce" as used in the suceeding paragraph 
of this article means :—Navigation of aircraft in territory of either 
Party in the conduct or furtherance of a business; and the commer-
cial transport of passengers or goods between any two points in the 
territory of either Party. 

(b) Air commerce may, in the territory of either Party, be re-
served exclusively to its own aircraft. With the reservation of the 
stipulations contained in Article III concerning regular air routes or 
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services for which special consent is necessary, the aircraft of either
Party may, nevertheless, proceed from any aerodrome open to public
air traffic in territory of the other Party to any other such aerodrome
for the purpose of taking on board or landing the whole or part of
their goods or passengers, provided that such goods are covered by
through bills of lading and such passengers hold through tickets,
issued respectively for a journey the starting place and end of which
are not both points between which air commerce has been reserved;
and such aircraft while so proceeding from one aerodrome to another
shall, notwithstanding that both such aerodromes are points between
which air commerce has been reserved, be entitled to the treatment
set out in this arrangement.

ARTICLE IX

(a) Air traffic may be prohibited over specified areas in the terri-
tories to which this arrangement applies, it being understood that no
distinction in this matter will be made by either Party between its
aircraft engaged in international commerce and the aircraft of the
other Party likewise engaged. Lists of the areas above which air
traffic is thus prohibited in territory of either Party, as well as any
subsequent alterations therein, will be communicated as soon as possible
to the other Party.

(b) In exceptional circumstances air traffic above the whole or any
part of the territories to which this arrangement applies may tempo-
rarily, and with immediate effect, be limited or prohibited, but no
distinction in this respect will be made by either Party between the
aircraft of the other Party and the aircraft of any other foreign
country.

(c) In the event of any aircraft finding itself over a prohibited area
it must, as soon as it is aware of the fact, give the signal of distress
prescribed in the Rules of the Air in force in the territory in which the
prohibited area is situated, and a landing must be effected as soon as
practicable at an aerodrome in that territory, outside but as near as
possible to the prohibited area. The obligation to land applies also
in respect to flights over prohibited areas by aircraft to which the
special signal intended to draw their attention shall have been given.

ARTICLE X

(a) All aircraft of either Party flying in or over the territory of the
other Party must carry clear and visible nationality and registration
marks whereby they may be recognized during flight.

(b) Such aircraft must also be provided with certificates of regis-
tration and airworthiness and with all the other documents prescribed
for air traffic in the territory in which they are registered.

(c) The persons employed on such aircraft who perform duties for
which a certificate of competency or license is required in the territory
in which the aircraft is registered, must carry such documents as are
prescribed by the regulations in force in that territory.
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in respect to flights over prohibited areas by aircraft to which the 
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(a) All aircraft of either Party flying in or over the territory of the 
other Party must carry clear and visible nationality and registration 
marks whereby they may be recognized during flight. 

(b) Such aircraft must also be provided with certificates of regis-
tration and airworthiness and with all the other documents prescribed 
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(d) The other persons employed on board must carry documents
showing their duties in the aircraft, their profession, identity and
nationality.

(e) Each of the Parties reserves the right to require lists of the pas-
sengers and persons employed on board as well as a manifest of the
goods carried on the aircraft.

(f) The certificate of airworthiness, certificates of competency or
licenses issued or rendered valid by the competent authorities of
either country in respect of its aircraft or of the crew of such air-
craft shall be recognized as having the same validity in the territory
of the other country as the corresponding documents issued or ren-
dered valid by the competent authorities of such other country; pro-
vided that with respect to certificates of competency or licenses issued
or rendered valid by either country in favour of nationals of the other
country, such recognition may be refused by the latter country.

ARTICLE XI

(a) Aircraft of either Party may, in or over the territory of the
other Party, carry radio apparatus only if a license to install and
work such apparatus, which license must be carried in the aircraft,
has been issued by the competent authorities of the territory in
which the aircraft is registered. The use of such apparatus shall
be in accordance with the regulations on the subject issued by the
competent authorities of the territory flown over.

(b) Such apparatus may be used only by the personnel employed
on board who are provided with a special license for the purpose,
issued by the competent authorities of the territory in which the
aircraft is registered.

(c) For reasons of safety each of the Parties to this arrangement
reserves the right to issue regulations relative to the obligatory
equipment of aircraft with radio apparatus when in or over its
territory.

ARTICLE XII

(a) No explosives, arms of war or munitions of war may be car-
ried by aircraft of either Party in or above the territory of the other
Party, or by the personnel employed on board or passengers, except
by permission of the competent authorities of that territory.

(b) However, the carriage of accessories necessary to the operation
and navigation of the aircraft, such as rockets, flares, and similar de-
vices is not prohibited.

(c) Each of the Parties reserves the right to require that the car-
riage by aircraft of photographic apparatus be prohibited or regu-
lated by the competent authorities of the territory flown over.

(d) Each of the Parties reserves the right, for reasons of public
order and safety, to limit or prohibit the carriage in or above its
territory of articles other than those enumerated in paragraph (a)
of this article, provided that no distinction is made in this respect
between its national aircraft employed in international traffic and the
aircraft of the other Party so employed.
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(d) The other persons employed on board must carry documents 
showing their duties in the aircraft, their profession, identity and 
nationality. 

(e) Each of the Parties reserves the right to require lists of the pas-
sengers and persons employed on board as well as a manifest of the 
goods carried on the aircraft. 

(f) The certificate of airworthiness, certificates of competency or 
licenses issued or rendered valid by the competent authorities of 
either country in respect of its aircraft or of the crew of such air-
craft shall be recognized as having the same validity in the territory 
of the other country as the corresponding documents issued or ren-
dered valid by the competent authorities of such other country; pro-
vided that with respect to certificates of competency or licenses issued 
or rendered valid by either country in favour of nationals of the other 
country, such recognition may be refused by the latter country. 

ARTICLE XI 

(a) Aircraft of either Party may, in or over the territory of the 
other Party, carry radio apparatus only if a license to install and 
work such apparatus, which license must be carried in the aircraft, 
has been issued by the competent authorities of the territory in 
which the aircraft is registered. The use of such apparatus shall 
be in accordance with the regulations on the subject issued by the 
competent authorities of the territory flown over. 

(b) Such apparatus may be used only by the personnel employed 
on board who are provided with a special license for the purpose, 
issued by the competent authorities of the territory in which the 
aircraft is registered. 

(c) For reasons of safety each of the Parties to this arrangement 
reserves the right to issue regulations relative to the obligatory 
equipment of aircraft with radio apparatus when in or over its 
territory. 

ARTICLE XII 

(a) No explosives, arms of war or munitions of war may be car-
ried by aircraft of either Party in or above the territory of the other 
Party, or by the personnel employed on board or passengers, except 
by permission of the competent authorities of that territory. 

(b) However, the carriage of accessories necessary to the operation 
and navigation of the aircraft, such as rockets, flares, and similar de-
vices is not prohibited. 

(c) Each of the Parties reserves the right to require that the car-
riage by aircraft of photographic apparatus be prohibited or regu-
lated by the competent authorities of the territory flown over. 

(d) Each of the Parties reserves the right, for reasons of public 
order and safety, to limit or prohibit the carriage in or above its 
territory of articles other than those enumerated in paragraph (a) 
of this article, provided that no distinction is made in this respect 
between its national aircraft employed in international traffic and the 
aircraft of the other Party so employed. 
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ARTICLE XIII

The competent authorities of each of the Parties shall have the
right to search aircraft of the other Party on landing or departure
and to inspect the certificates and other documents prescribed in
the preceding articles.

ARTICLE XIV

(a) Aircraft of either Party entering or leaving territory of the
other Party shall make a first landing at and depart from only an
aerodrome open to public air traffic and designated as an airport of
entry where facilities exist for the enforcement of customs, passport,
quarantine and immigration regulations and the entry and clearance
of aircraft; and no intermediate landing other than a forced landing
may be effected before arriving at such an airport on entry into the
territory concerned or after leaving such an airport on departure
from that territory. In special cases, and subject to the same provi-
sions as to intermediate landing, the competent authorities may allow
a first landing at or a departure from another aerodrome where the
above-mentioned facilities have been arranged.

(b) Each of the Parties reserves the right to require that aircraft
entering its territory shall make its first landing at the airport of
entry nearest to the point where the aircraft has crossed the frontier,
with the understanding, however, that in this event, permission may
be granted for the aircraft to make its first landing at an airport of
entry other than the one nearest to the frontier.

(c) In the event of a forced landing or of a landing as provided in
paragraph (c) of Article IX, not at an airport of the class mentioned
in the preceding paragraph, the personnel employed on board and
passengers must conform to the entry and clearance, customs, pass-
port, quarantine and immigration regulations in force in the terri-
tory in which the landing occurs.

(d) Lists of aerodromes in territory of either Party which are
designated as airports of entry for the purposes of this article will
be communicated as soon as possible to the other Party. Any sub-
sequent alterations in these lists will also be communicated to such
other Party.

ARTICLE XV

The competent authorities of either Party may require that on
entering or leaving its territory the aircraft of the other Party shall
do so between specified points. Any requirements of either Party
in this respect and any subsequent alterations therein shall be com-
municated to the other Party. Subject to any such requirement and
to the provisions of this arrangement, aircraft of each Party may
choose their own route of entry or departure in entering or leaving
territory of the other Party.
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passengers must conform to the entry and clearance, customs, pass-
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(d) Lists of aerodromes in territory of either Party which are 
designated as airports of entry for the purposes of this article will 
be communicated as soon as possible to the other Party. Any sub-
sequent alterations in these lists will also be communicated to such 

other Party. 
ARricLE XV 

The competent authorities of either Party may require that on 
entering or leaving its territory the aircraft of the other Party shall 
do so between specified points. Any requirements of either Party 
in this respect and. any subsequent alterations therein shall be com-
municated to the other Party. Subject to any such requirement and 
to the provisions of this arrangement, aircraft of each Party may 
choose their own route of entry or departure in entering or leaving 
territory of the other Party, 
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ARTICLE XVI

No article or substance, other than ballast, may be unloaded or
otherwise discharged from aircraft of either Party in the course of
flight in or over the territory of the other Party unless special permis-
sion to that effect is given by the competent authorities of the terri-
tory in which the unloading or discharge occurs. For the purposes
of this article ballast means fine sand or water only.

ARTICLE XVII

(a) The present arrangement or any part thereof may be termi-
nated by either Government at any time upon sixty days' notice given
in writing to the other Government.

(b) On the date that the present arrangement becomes effective, the
reciprocal arrangement between the United States of America and
Canada for the admission of civil aircraft, the issuance by each coun-
try of pilots' licenses to nationals of the other country and the recipro-
cal acceptance of certificates of airworthiness for aircraft imported
as merchandise, entered into by an exchange of notes dated August 29,
1929 and October 22,1929, will be supplanted with the exception of the
provisions of the latter arrangement which set forth the conditions
governing the issuance of pilots' licenses and the acceptance of certifi-
cates of airworthiness for aircraft imported as merchandise.'

I am instructed to state that the terms of the arrangement as com-
municated to me are agreed to by my Government.

I am further instructed to inform you that my Government concurs
in your suggestion that the arrangement become effective on August
1st, 1938, and will accordingly regard it as becoming effective on that
date.

I have the honour to be with the highest consideration Sir
Your most obedient humble servant

HERBERT M MARLER
The Honourable CORDELL HUII,

Secretary of State of the United States,
Washington, D. C.

See footnote, ante, p. 1930.
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ARTICLE XVI 

No article or substance, other than ballast, may be unloaded or 
otherwise discharged from aircraft of either Party in the course of 
flight in or over the territory of the other Party unless special permis-
sion to that effect is given by the competent authorities of the terri-
tory in which the unloading or discharge occurs. For the purposes 
of this article ballast means fine sand or water only. 

ARTICLE XVII 

(a) The present arrangement or any part thereof may be termi-
nated by either Government at any time upon sixty days' notice given 
in writing to the other Government. 

(b) On the date that the present arrangement becomes effective, the 
reciprocal arrangement between the United States of America and 
Canada for the admission of civil aircraft, the issuance by each coun-
try of pilots' licenses to nationals of the other country and the recipro-
cal acceptance of certificates of airworthiness for aircraft imported 
as merchandise, entered into by an exchange of notes dated August 29, 
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cates of airworthiness for aircraft imported as merchandiseJ 

I am instructed to state that the terms of the arrangement as com-
municated to me are agreed to by my Government. 
I am further instructed to inform you that my Government concurs 

in your suggestion that the arrangement become effective on August 
1st, 1938, and will accordingly regard it as becoming effective on that 
date. 
I have the honour to be with the highest consideration Sir 

Your most obedient humble servant 
HERBERT M MARLER 

The Honourable CORDELL HULL, 
Secretary of State of the United States, 

Washington, D. C. 

1 See footnote, ante, p. 1930. 
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Arrangement between the United States of America and Canada relating
to issue of certificates of competency or licenses for the piloting of
civil aircraft. Effected by exchange of notes signed July 28, 1938;
effective August 1, 1938.

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Canadian Minister (Marler)

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Washington, July 28, 1938
SIR:

I have the honor to refer to negotiations which have recently taken
place between the Government of the United States of America and
the Government of Canada for the conclusion of a reciprocal ar-
rangement for the issuance by each country of certificates of com-
petency or licenses to nationals of the other country for the piloting
of civil aircraft.

It is my understanding that it has been agreed in the course of the
negotiations, now terminated, that the arrangement shall be as
follows:

ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND

CANADA RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF CERTIFICATES OF COM-

PETENCY OR LICENSES FOR THE PILOTING OF CIVIL AIRCRAFT.

ARTICLE I

(a) The present arrangement between the United States of Amer-
ica and Canada relates to the issuance by the competent authorities

of each country of pilot certificates of competency or licenses to
nationals of the other country for the piloting of civil aircraft.

(b) The term "civil aircraft" shall for the purpose of this ar-

rangement be understood to mean all aircraft other than military,
naval, customs and police aircraft.

(c) Either country issuing certificates of competency or licenses
to nationals of the other country for the piloting of civil aircraft,
as defined in the preceding paragraph, reserves, however, the right
to limit such issuance to the operation of civil aircraft for non-

commercial purposes.
ARTICLE II

Pursuant to the provisions of Article I, the competent United

States authorities will issue pilot certificates of competency or li-
censes to nationals of Canada, upon a showing that they are quali-
fied under the regulations of the United States covering the issuance
of such certificates or licenses.

July 28, 1938
[E. A. S. No. 130]

Reciprocal arrange-
ment with Canada for
the issuance of li-
censes, etc., for pilot-
ing of civil aircraft.

Scope of arrange-
ments.

"Civil aircraft" de-
fined.

Operation for non-
commercial purposes.

Issue of certificates
or licenses.

By United States.
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civil aircraft. Effected by exchange of notes signed July 28, 1988; 
effective August 1, 1938. 

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Canadian Minister (Marler) 

DEPARTMENT or STATE 
Washington, July 28, 1938 

SIR: 
I have the honor to refer to negotiations which have recently taken 

place between the Government of the United States of America and 
the Government of Canada for the conclusion of a reciprocal ar-
rangement for the issuance by each country of certificates of com-
petency or licenses to nationals of the other country for the piloting 
of civil aircraft. 

It is my understanding that it has been agreed in the course of the 
negotiations, now terminated, that the arrangement shall be as 

follows: 

ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED -STATES OF AMERICA AND 

CANADA RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF CERTIFICATES OF COM-
PETENCY OR LICENSES FOR THE PILOTING OF CIVIL AIRCRAFT. 

ARTICLE I 

(a) The present arrangement between the United States of Amer-
ica and Canada relates to the issuance by the competent authorities 
of each country of pilot certificates of competency or licenses to 
nationals of the other country for the piloting of civil aircraft. 

(b) The term "civil aircraft" shall for the purpose of this ar-
rangement be understood to mean all aircraft other than military, 
naval, customs and police aircraft. 

(c) Either country issuing certificates of competency or licenses 
to nationals of the other country for the piloting of civil aircraft, 
as defined in the preceding paragraph, reserves, however, the right 
to limit such issuance to the operation of civil aircraft for non-
commercial purposes. 

ARTICLE II 

Pursuant to the provisions of Article I, the competent United 
States authorities will issue pilot certificates of competency or li-
censes to nationals of Canada, upon a showing that they are quali-
fied under the regulations of the United States covering the issuance 
of such certificates or licenses. 
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ABTICLE III

By Canada. Pursuant to the provisions of Article I, the competent Canadian
authorities will issue pilot certificates of competency or licenses to
nationals of the United States, upon a showing that they are quali-
fied under the regulations of Canada covering the issuance of such
certificates or licenses.

ARTICLE IV

rivilees acorded. Subject to the provisions of Articles I and II, pilot certificates of
competency or licenses issued by the competent United States au-
thorities to nationals of Canada shall entitle them to the same priv-
ileges in the matter of air pilotage as are granted by pilot certifi-
cates of competency or licenses issued to nationals of the United
States.

AemcLE V

By Canada. Subject to the provisions of Articles I and III, pilot certificates of
competency or licenses issued by the competent Canadian authorities
to nationals of the United States shall entitle them to the same priv-
ileges in the matter of air pilotage as are granted by pilot certifi-
cates of competency or licenses issued to nationals of Canada.

ARTICLE VI

Duration. (a) The present arrangement shall be subject to termination by
either Government upon sixty days' notice given in writing to the
other Government.

mDesgnated arrange (b) On the date that the present arrangement becomes effective,
planted. the reciprocal arrangement between the United States of America

and Canada for the admission of civil aircraft, the issuance by each
country of pilots' licenses to nationals of the other country and the
reciprocal acceptance of certificates of airworthiness for aircraft
imported as merchandise, entered into by an exchange of notes dated

47Stat. 275. August 29, 1929 and October 22, 1929, will be supplanted in so far
as it sets forth the conditions governing the issuance by each coun-
try of pilots' licenses to nationals of the other country.'

I shall be glad to have you inform me whether it is the under-
standing of your Government that the terms of the arrangement
agreed to in the negotiations are as above set forth. If so, it is sug-

'The present arrangement, signed July 28, 1938, and effective August 1, 1938,
relating to certificates of competency or licenses for the piloting of civil air-
craft and two other arrangements between the United States of America and
Canada, both also signed July 28, 1938, and effective August 1, 1938, one re-
lating to air navigation (Executive Agreement Series No. 129, ante, p. 1925) and
the other relating to certificates of airworthiness for export (Executive Agree-
ment Series No. 131, post, p. 1941), supplant in its entirety the reciprocal arrange-
ment between the United States of America and Canada for the admission of
civil aircraft, the issuance of pilots' licenses, and the acceptance of certificates
of airworthiness for aircraft imported as merchandise, entered into by an
exchange of notes signed August 29 and October 22, 1929 (Executive Agreement
Series No. 2, 47 Stat. 2575).
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ARTICLE III 

By Canada. 

Privileges accorded. 
By United States. 

By Canada. 

Duration. 

Designated arrange-
ments to be sup-
planted. 

47 Stat. 2575. 

Pursuant to the provisions of Article I, the competent Canadian 
authorities will issue pilot certificates of competency or licenses to 
nationals of the United States, upon a showing that they are quali-
fied under the regulations of Canada covering the issuance of such 
certificates or licenses. 

ARTICLE IV 

Subject to the provisions of Articles I and II, pilot certificates of 
competency or licenses issued by the competent United States au-
thorities to nationals of Canada shall entitle them to the same priv-
ileges in the matter of air pilotage as are granted by pilot certifi-
cates of competency or licenses issued to nationals of the United 
States. 

ARTICLE V 

Subject to the provisions of Articles I and III, pilot certificates of 
competency or licenses issued by the competent Canadian authorities 
to nationals of the United States shall entitle them to the same priv-
ileges in the matter of air pilotage as are granted by pilot certifi-
cates of competency or licenses issued to nationals of Canada. 

ARTICLE VI 

(a) The present arrangement shall be subject to termination by 
either Government upon sixty days' notice given in writing to the 
other Government. 

(b) On the date that the present arrangement becomes effective, 
the reciprocal arrangement between the United States of America 
and Canada for the admission of civil aircraft, the issuance by each 
country of pilots' licenses to nationals of the other country and the 
reciprocal acceptance of certificates of airworthiness for aircraft 
imported as merchandise, entered into by an exchange of notes dated 
August 29, 1929 and October 22, 1929, will be supplanted in so far 
as it sets forth the conditions governing the issuance by each coun-
try of pilots' licenses to nationals of the other country.' 

I shall be glad to have you inform me whether it is the under-
standing of your Government that the terms of the arrangement 
agreed to in the negotiations are as above set forth. If so, it is sug-

The present arrangement, signed July 28, 1938, and effective August 1, 1938, 
relating to certificates of competency or licenses for the piloting of civil air-
craft and two other arrangements between the United States of America and 
Canada, both also signed July 28, 1938, and effective August 1, 1938, one re-
lating to air navigation (Executive Agreement Series No. 129, ante, p. 1925) and 
the other relating to certificates of airworthiness for export (Executive Agree-
ment Series No. 131, post, p. 1941), supplant in its entirety the reciprocal arrange-
ment between the United States of America and Canada for the admission of 
civil aircraft, the issuance of pilots' licenses, and the acceptance of certificates 
of airworthiness for aircraft imported as merchandise, entered into by an 
exchange of notes signed August 29 and October 22, 1929 (Executive Agreement 
Series No. 2, 47 StaL 2575). 
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gested that the arrangement become effective on August 1, 1938. If Effective date.

your Government concurs in this suggestion the Government of the

United States will regard it as becoming effective on that date.
Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.

CORDELL HLtM
The Honorable

Sir HERBERT MARLER, P. C., K. C. M. G.,
Minister of Canada.

The Canadian Minister (Marler) to the Secretary of State (HuZZ)

No. 176. CANADIAN LEGATION

Washington, July 28th, 1938.
SIR:

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your note of July
28th, 1938, in which you communicated to me the terms of a recip-
rocal arrangement between Canada and the United States of Amer-
ica for the issuance by each country of certificates of competency or

licenses to nationals of the other country for the piloting of civil
aircraft, as understood by you to have been agreed to in negotiations,
now terminated, between the Government of Canada and the Gov-
ernment of the United States of America.

The terms of this arrangement which you have communicated to

me are as follows:

ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF CERTIFICATES OF COM-
PETENCY OR LICENSES FOR THE PILOTING OF CIVIL AIRCRAFT.

ARTICLE I

(a) The present arrangement between the United States of Amer-

ica and Canada relates to the issuance by the competent authorities
of each country of pilot certificates of competency or licenses to

nationals of the other country for the piloting of civil aircraft.

(b) The term "civil aircraft" shall for the purpose of this ar-

rangement be understood to mean all aircraft other than military,

naval, customs and police aircraft.
(c) Either country issuing certificates of competency or licenses

to nationals of the other country for the piloting of civil aircraft,
as defined in the preceding paragraph, reserves, however, the right

to limit such issuance to the operation of civil aircraft for non-

commercial purposes.

ARTICLE II

Pursuant to the provisions of Article I, the competent United

States authorities will issue pilot certificates of competency or li-

censes to nationals of Canada, upon a showing that they are qualified
under the regulations of the United States covering the issuance of

such certificates or licenses.

Agreement by
Canada.
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gested that the arrangement become effective on August 1, 1938. If 
your Government concurs in this suggestion the Government of the 
United States will regard it as becoming effective on that date. 
Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 

CORDFLT, HULL 
The Honorable 

Sir HERBERT MARLER, P. C., K. C. M. G., 
Minister of Canada. 

The Canadian Minister (Marler) to the Secretary of State (Hull) 

No. 176. CANADIAN LEGATION 
Washington, July 28th, 1938. 

SIR: 
I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your note of July 

28th, 1938, in which you communicated to me the terms of a recip-
rocal arrangement between Canada and the United States of Amer-
ica for the issuance by each country of certificates of competency or 
licenses to nationals of the other country for the piloting of civil 
aircraft, as understood by you to have been agreed to in negotiations, 
now terminated, between the Government of Canada and the Gov-
ernment of the United States of America. 
The terms of this arrangement which you have communicated to 

me are as follows: 

ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN CANADA AND TfW UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA RELATING TO THE ISSUANCE OF CERTIFICATES OF COM-
PETENCY OR LICENSES FOR THE PILOTING OF CIVIL AIRCRAFT. 

ARTICLE I 

(a) The present arrangement between the United States of Amer-
ica and Canada relates to the issuance by the competent authorities 
of each country of pilot certificates of competency or licenses to 
nationals of the other country for the piloting of civil aircraft. 

(b) The term "civil aircraft" shall for the purpose of this ar-
rangement be understood to mean all aircraft other than military, 
naval, customs and police aircraft. 

(c) Either country issuing certificates of competency or licenses 
to nationals of the other country for the piloting of civil aircraft, 
as defined in the preceding paragraph, reserves, however, the right 
to limit such issuance to the operation of civil aircraft for non-
commercial purposes. 

ARTICLE II 

Pursuant to the provisions of Article I, the competent United 
States authorities will issue pilot certificates of competency or li-
censes to nationals of Canada, upon a showing that they are qualified 
under the regulations of the United States covering the issuance of 
such certificates or licenses. 

Effective date. 

Agreement by 
Canada. 
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AEBTICLE III

Pursuant to the provisions of Article I, the competent Canadian
authorities will issue pilot certificates of competency or licenses to
nationals of the United States, upon a showing that they are quali-
fied under the regulations of Canada covering the issuance of such
certificates or licenses.

ARTCLE IV

Subject to the provisions of Articles I and II, pilot certificates
of competency or licenses issued by the competent United States
authorities to nationals of Canada shall entitle them to the same
privileges in the matter of air pilotage as are granted by pilot
certificates of competency or licenses issued to nationals of the
United States.

ARTICLE V

Subject to the provisions of Articles I and III, pilot certificates
of competency or licenses issued by the competent Canadian authori-
ties to nationals of the United States shall entitle them to the same
privileges in the matter of air pilotage as are granted by pilot cer-
tificates of competency or licenses issued to nationals of Canada.

ARTICLE VI

(a) The present arrangement shall be subject to termination by
either Government upon sixty days' notice given in writing to the
other Government.

(b) On the date that the present arrangement becomes effective,
the reciprocal arrangement between the United States of America
and Canada for the admission of civil aircraft, the issuance by each
country of pilots' licenses to nationals of the other country and
the reciprocal acceptance of certificates of airworthiness for air-
craft imported as merchandise, entered into by an exchange of
notes dated August 29, 1929 and October 22, 1929, will be supplanted
in so far as it sets forth the conditions governing the issuance by
each country of pilots' licenses to nationals of the other country.'

I am instructed to state that the terms of the arrangement as
communicated to me are agreed to by my Government.

I am further instructed to inform you that my Government con-
curs in your suggestion that the arrangement become effective on
August 1st, 1938, and will accordingly regard it as becoming effective
on that date.

I have the honour to be with the highest consideration Sir
Your most obedient humble servant

HERBERT M MARLER
The Honourable CoRDEmn HULL,

Secretary of State of the United States,
Washington, D. C.

See footnote, ante, p. 1938.
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ARTICLE III 

Pursuant to the provisions of Article I, the competent Canadian 
authorities will issue pilot certificates of competency or licenses to 
nationals of the United States, upon a showing that they are quali-
fied under the regulations of Canada covering the issuance of such 
certificates or licenses. 

ARTICLE IV 

Subject to the provisions of Articles I and II, pilot certificates 
of competency or licenses issued by the competent United States 
authorities to nationals of Canada shall entitle them to the same 
privileges in the matter of air pilotage as are granted by pilot 
certificates of competency or licenses issued to nationals of the 
United States. 

ARTICLE V 

Subject to the provisions of Articles I and III, pilot certificates 
of competency or licenses issued by the competent Canadian authori-
ties to nationals of the United States shall entitle them to the same 
privileges in the matter of air pilotage as are granted by pilot cer-
tificates of competency or licenses issued to nationals of Canada. 

ARTICLE VI 

(a) The present arrangement shall be subject to termination by 
either Government upon sixty days' notice given in writing to the 
other Government. 

(b) On the date that the present arrangement becomes effective, 
the reciprocal arrangement between the United States of America 
and Canada for the admission of civil aircraft, the issuance by each 
country of pilots' licenses to nationals of the other country and 
the reciprocal acceptance of certificates of airworthiness for air-
craft imported as merchandise, entered into by an exchange of 
notes dated August 29, 1929 and October 22, 1929, will be supplanted 
in so far as it sets forth the conditions governing the issuance by 
each country of pilots' licenses to nationals of the other country.' 

I am instructed to state that the terms of the arrangement as 
communicated to me are agreed to by my Government. 
I am further instructed to inform you that my Government con-

curs in your suggestion that the arrangement become effective on 
August 1st, 1938, and will accordingly regard it as becoming effective 
on that date. 
I have the honour to be with the highest consideration Sir 

Your most obedient humble servant 
HERBERT M MARLER 

The Honourable CORDELL Hum, 
Secretary of State of the United States, 

Washington, D. C. 

I See footnote, ante, p. 1938. 
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Arrangement between the United States of America and Canada for the
acceptance of certificates of airworthiness for export. Effected by
exchange of notes signed July 28, 1938; effective August 1, 1938.

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Canadian Minister (Marler)

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Washington, July 28, 1938
SIR:

I have the honor to refer to negotiations which have recently taken
place between the Government of the United States of America and
the Government of Canada for the conclusion of a reciprocal arrange-
ment for the acceptance of certificates of airworthiness for export.

It is my understanding that it has been agreed in the course of the
negotiations, now terminated, that the arrangement shall be as follows:

ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND
CANADA RELATING TO CERTIFICATES OF AIRWORTHINESS FOR
EXPORT.

ARTICLE I

(a) The present arrangement applies to civil aircraft constructed in
continental United States of America, including Alaska, and exported
to Canada; and to civil aircraft constructed in Canada and exported
to continental United States of America, including Alaska.

(b) This arrangement shall extend to civil aircraft of all categories,
including those used for public transport and those used for private
purposes as well as to components of such aircraft.

ARTICLE II

The same validity shall be conferred by the competent United States
authorities on certificates of airworthiness for export issued by the
competent Canadian authorities for aircraft subsequently to be regis-
tered in the United States as if they had been issued under the regu-
lations in force on the subject in the United States, provided that such
aircraft have been constructed in Canada in accordance with the
airworthiness requirements of Canada.

ABRTCLE III

July 28, 1938
[E. A. S. No. 131]

Reciprocal arrange-
ment with Canada for
the acceptance of cer-
tificates of airworthi-
ness for export.

Application.

Recognition of va-
lidity. Sta

By United States.

The same validity shall be conferred by the competent Canadian
authorities on certificates of airworthiness for export issued by the
competent United States authorities for aircraft subsequently to be
registered in Canada as if they had been issued under the regulations
in force on the subject in Canada, provided that such aircraft have
been constructed in continental United States or Alaska in accordance
with the airworthiness requirements of the United States.

By Canada.
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Arrangement between the United States of America and Canada for the  July 28, 1938  
acceptance of certificates of airworthiness for export. Effected by [E. A. S. No. 131] 

exchange of notes signed July 28, 1938; effective August 1, 1988. 

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Canadian Minister (Marler) 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
Washington, July 28, 1938 

Sm: 
I have the honor to refer to negotiations which have recently taken 

place between the Government of the United States of America and 
the Government of Canada for the conclusion of a reciprocal arrange-
ment for the acceptance of certificates of airworthiness for export. 

It is my understanding that it has been agreed in the course of the 
negotiations, now terminated, that the arrangement shall be as follows: 

ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND 
CANADA RELATING TO CERTIFICATES OF AIRWORTHINESS FOR 

EXPORT. 
ARTICLE I 

(a) The present arrangement applies to civil aircraft constructed in 
continental United States of America, including Alaska, and exported 
to Canada; and to civil aircraft constructed in Canada and exported 
to continental United States of America, including Alaska. 

(b) This arrangement shall extend to civil aircraft of all categories, 
including those used for public transport and those used for private 
purposes as well as to components of such aircraft. 

ARTICLE II 

The same validity shall be conferred by the competent United States 
authorities on certificates of airworthiness for export issued by the 
competent Canadian authorities for aircraft subsequently to be regis-
tered in the United States as if they had been issued under the regu-
lations in force on the subject in the United States, provided that such 
aircraft have been constructed in Canada in accordance with the 
airworthiness requirements of Canada. 

Auricm Ill 

The same validity shall be conferred by the competent Canadian 
authorities on certificates of airworthiness for export issued by the 
competent United States authorities for aircraft subsequently to be 
registered in Canada as if they had been issued under the regulations 
in force on the subject in Canada, provided that such aircraft have 
been constructed in continental United States or Alaska in accordance 
with the airworthiness requirements of the United States. 

Reciprocal arrange-
ment with Canada for 
the acceptance of cer-
tificates of airworthi-
ness for export. 

Application. 

Recognition of va-
lidity. 
By United States. 

By Canada. 
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Notice of modifi-
cations.

By United States.

By Canada.

Special conditions.

Exchange of infor-
mation concerning
regulations.
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ARmCLE IV

(a) The competent United States authorities shall arrange for the
effective communication to the competent Canadian authorities of
particulars of compulsory modifications prescribed in the United
States, for the purpose of enabling the Canadian authorities to re-
quire these modifications to be made to aircraft of the types affected,
whose certificates have been validated by them.

(b) The competent United States authorities shall, where neces-
sary, afford the competent Canadian authorities facilities for dealing
with noncompulsory modifications which are such as to affect the
validity of certificates of airworthiness validated under the terms
of this arrangement, or any of the other original conditions of vali-
dation. They will similarly give facilities for dealing with cases of
major repairs carried out otherwise than by the fitting of spare parts
supplied by the original constructors.

ARTICLE V

(a) The competent Canadian authorities shall arrange for the
effective communication to the competent United States authorities
of particulars of compulsory modifications prescribed in Canada, for
the purpose of enabling the United States authorities to require these
modifications to be made to aircraft of the types affected, whose
certificates have been validated by them.

(b) The competent Canadian authorities shall, where necessary,
afford the competent United States authorities facilities for dealing
with noncompulsory modifications which are such as to affect the
validity of certificates of airworthiness validated under the terms of
this arrangement, or any of the other original conditions of valida-
tion. They will similarly give facilities for dealing with cases of
major repairs carried out otherwise than by the fitting of spare parts
supplied by the original constructors.

ARTImLE VI

(a) The competent authorities of each country shall have the right
to make the validation of certificates of airworthiness for export
dependent upon the fulfillment of any special conditions which are
for the time being required by them for the issue of certificates of
airworthiness in their own country. Information with regard to
these special conditions in respect to either country will from time to
time be communicated to the competent authorities of the other
country.

(b) The competent authorities of each country shall keep the com-
petent authorities of the other country fully and currently informed
of all regulations in force in regard to the airworthiness of civil
aircraft and any changes therein that may from time to time be
effected.
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ARTICLE IV 

Notice of modifi-
cations. 
By United States. 

By Canada. 

Special conditions. 

Exchange of infor-
mation concerning 
regulations. 

(a) The competent United States authorities shall arrange for the 
effective communication to the competent Canadian authorities of 
particulars of compulsory modifications prescribed in the United 
States, for the purpose of enabling the Canadian authorities to re-
quire these modifications to be made to aircraft of the types affected, 
whose certificates have been validated by them. 

(b) The competent United States authorities shall, where neces-
sary, afford the competent Canadian authorities facilities for dealing 
with noncompulsory modifications which are such as to affect the 
validity of certificates of airworthiness validated under the terms 
of this arrangement, or any of the other original conditions of vali-
dation. They will similarly give facilities for dealing with cases of 
major repairs carried out otherwise than by the fitting of spare parts 
supplied by the original constructors. 

Aim= V 

(a) The competent Canadian authorities shall arrange for the 
effective communication to the competent United States authorities 
of particulars of compulsory modifications prescribed in Canada, for 
the purpose of enabling the United States authorities to require these 
modifications to be made to aircraft of the types affected, whose 
certificates have been validated by them. 

(b) The competent Canadian authorities shall, where necessary, 
afford the competent United States authorities facilities for dealing 
with noncompulsory modifications which are such as to affect the 
validity of certificates of airworthiness validated under the terms of 
this arrangement, or any of the other original conditions of valida-
tion. They will similarly give facilities for dealing with cases of 
major repairs carried out otherwise than by the fitting of spare parts 
supplied by the original constructors. 

ARTICLE VI 

(a) The competent authorities of each country shall have the right 
to make the validation of certificates of airworthiness for export 
dependent upon the fulfillment of any special conditions which are 
for the time being required by them for the issue of certificates of 
airworthiness in their own country. Information with regard to 
these special conditions in respect to either country will from time to 
time be communicated to the competent authorities of the other 
country. 

(b) The competent authorities of each country shall keep the com-
petent authorities of the other country fully and currently informed 
of all regulations in force in regard to the airworthiness of civil 
aircraft and any changes therein that may from time to time be 
effected. 
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ARTICLE VII

The question of procedure to be followed in the application of the Procedure-
provisions of the present arrangement shall be the subject of direct
correspondence, whenever necessary, between the competent United
States and Canadian authorities.

ARTICLE VIII

(a) The present arrangement shall be subject to termination by
either Government upon sixty days' notice given in writing to the
other Government.

(b) On the date that the present arrangement becomes effective,
the reciprocal arrangement between the United States of America
and Canada for the admission of civil aircraft, the issuance by each
country of pilots' licenses to nationals of the other country and the
reciprocal acceptance of certificates of airworthiness for aircraft im-
ported as merchandise, entered into by an exchange of notes dated
August 29, 1929 and October 22, 1929, will be supplanted in so far
as it sets forth the conditions governing the reciprocal acceptance of
certificates of airworthiness for aircraft imported as merchandise.l

I shall be glad to have you inform me whether it is the under-
standing of your Government that the terms of the arrangement
agreed to in the negotiations are as above set forth. If so, it is
suggested that the arrangement become effective on August 1, 1938.
If your Government concurs in this suggestion the Government of
the United States will regard it as becoming effective on that date.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
CORDELL HULL

The Honorable
Sir HERBERT MARLER, P. C., K. C. M. G.,

Minister of Canada.

The Canadian Minister (Marler) to the Secretary of State (Hull)

No. 177.

Duration of arrange-
ment.

Designated arrange-
ments to be sup-
planted.

47 Stat. 2575.

Effective date.

CANADIAN LEGATION
Washington, July 28th, 1938.

SIR:
I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your note of July

28th, 1938, in which you communicated to me the terms of a recipro-
cal arrangement between Canada and the United States of America

The present arrangement, signed July 28, 1938, and effective August 1, 1938,
relating to certificates of airworthiness for export and two other arrangements
between the United States of America and Canada, both also signed July 28,
1938, and effective August 1, 1938, one relating to air navigation (Executive
Agreement Series No. 129, ante, p. 1925) and the other relating to certificates of
competency or licenses for the piloting of civil aircraft (Executive Agreement
Series No. 130, ante, p. 1937), supplant in its entirety the reciprocal arrangement
between the United States of America and Canada for the admission of civil
aircraft, the issuance of pilots' licenses, and the acceptance of certificates of air-
worthiness for aircraft imported as merchandise, entered into by an exchange
of notes signed August 29 and October 22, 1929 (Executive Agreement Series
No. 2, 47 Stat. 2575).

Agreement by
Canada.
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ARTICLE VII 

The question of procedure to be followed in the application of the 
provisions of the present arrangement shall be the subject of direct 
correspondence, whenever necessary, between the competent United 
States and Canadian authorities. 

ARTICLE VIII 

(a) The present arrangement shall be subject to termination by 
either Government upon sixty days' notice given in writing to the 
other Government. 

(b) On the date that the present arrangement becomes effective, 
the reciprocal arrangement between the United States of America 
and Canada for the admission of civil aircraft, the issuance by each 
country of pilots' licenses to nationals of the other country and the 
reciprocal acceptance of certificates of airworthiness for aircraft im-
ported as merchandise, entered into by an exchange of notes dated 
August 29, 1929 and October 22, 1929, will be supplanted in so far 
as it sets forth the conditions governing the reciprocal acceptance of 
certificates of airworthiness for aircraft imported as merchandise.' 

I shall be glad to have you inform me whether it is the under-
standing of your Government that the terms of the arrangement 
agreed to in the negotiations are as above set forth. If so, it is 
suggested that the arrangement become effective on August 1, 1938. 
If your Government concurs in this suggestion the Government of 
the United States will regard it as becoming effective on that date. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 
CORDELL HULL 

The Honorable 
Sir HERBERT MAR, P. C., K. C. M. G., 

Minister of Canada. 

The Canadian Minister (Marler) to the Secretary of State (Hull) 

No. 177. CANADIAN LEGATION 
Washington,, July 08th, 1.938. 

SIR: 
I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your note of July 

28th, 1938, in which you communicated to me the terms of a recipro-
cal arrangement between Canada and the United States of America 

The present arrangement, signed July 28, 1938, and effective August 1, 1938, 
relating to certificates of airworthiness for export and two other arrangements 
between the United States of America and Canada, both also signed July 28, 
1938, and effective August 1, 1938, one relating to air navigation (Executive 
Agreement Series No. 129, ante, p. 1925) and the other relating to certificates of 
competency or licenses for the piloting of civil aircraft (Executive Agreement 
Series No. 130, ante, p.1937), supplant in its entirety the reciprocal arrangement 
between the United States of America and Canada for the admission of civil 
aircraft, the issuance of pilots' licenses, and the acceptance of certificates of air-
worthiness for aircraft imported as merchandise, entered into by an exchange 
of notes signed August 29 and October 22, 1929 (Executive Agreement Series 
No. 2, 47 Stat. 2575). 

Procedure. 

Duration orarrange-
ment. 

Designated arrange-
ments to be sup-
planted. 

47 Stat. 2575. 

Effective date. 

Agreement by 
Canada. 
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for the acceptance of certificates of airworthiness for export, as
understood by you to have been agreed to in negotiations, now ter-
minated, between the Government of Canada and the Government of
the United States of America.

The terms of this arrangement which you have communicated to
me are as follows:

ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA RELATING TO CERTIFICATES OF AIRWORTHINESS FOR
EXPORT.

ARTICLE I

(a) The present arrangement applies to civil aircraft constructed
in continental United States of America, including Alaska, and ex-
ported to Canada; and to civil aircraft constructed in Canada and
exported to continental United States of America, including Alaska.

(b) This arrangement shall extend to civil aircraft of all cate-
gories, including those used for public transport and those used for
private purposes as well as to components of such aircraft.

ARTICLE II

The same validity shall be conferred by the competent United
States authorities on certificates of airworthiness for export issued
by the competent Canadian authorities for aircraft subsequently to
be registered in the United States as if they had been issued under
the regulations in force on the subject in the United States, provided
that such aircraft have been constructed in Canada in accordance
with the airworthiness requirements of Canada.

ARTICLE III

The same validity shall be conferred by the competent Canadian
authorities on certificates of airworthiness for export issued by the
competent United States authorities for aircraft subsequently to be
registered in Canada as if they had been issued under the regulations
in force on the subject in Canada, provided that such aircraft have
been constructed in continental United States or Alaska in accordance
with the airworthiness requirements of the United States.

ARTICLE IV

(a) The competent United States authorities shall arrange for the
effective communication to the competent Canadian authorities of
particulars of compulsory modifications prescribed in the United
States, for the purpose of enabling the Canadian authorities to re-
quire these modifications to be made to aircraft of the types affected,
whose certificates have been validated by them.

(b) The competent United States authorities shall, where neces-
sary, afford the competent Canadian authorities facilities for dealing
with noncompulsory modifications which are such as to affect the
validity of certificates of airworthiness validated under the terms of
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for the acceptance of certificates of airworthiness for export, as 
understood by you to have been agreed to in negotiations, now ter-
minated, between the Government of Canada and the Government of 
the United States of America. 
The terms of this arrangement which you have communicated to 

me are as follows: 

ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA RELATING TO CERTIFICATES OF AIRWORTHINESS FOR 
EXPORT. 

ARTICLE I 

(a) The present arrangement applies to civil aircraft constructed 
in continental United States of America, including Alaska, and ex-
ported to Canada; and to civil aircraft constructed in Canada and 
exported to continental United States of America, including Alaska. 

(b) This arrangement shall extend to civil aircraft of all cate-
gories, including those used for public transport and those used for 
private purposes as well as to components of such aircraft. 

ARTICLE II 

The same validity shall be conferred by the competent United 
States authorities on certificates of airworthiness for export issued 
by the competent Canadian authorities for aircraft subsequently to 
be registered in the United States as if they had been issued under 
the regulations in force on the subject in the United States, provided 
that such aircraft have been constructed in Canada in accordance 
with the airworthiness requirements of Canada. 

AnaacLE Ill 

The same validity shall be conferred by the competent Canadian 
authorities on certificates of airworthiness for export issued by the 
competent United States authorities for aircraft subsequently to be 
registered in Canada as if they had been issued under the regulations 
in force on the subject in Canada, provided that such aircraft have 
been constructed in continental United States or Alaska in accordance 
with the airworthiness requirements of the United States. 

Annom IV 

(a) The competent United States authorities shall arrange for the 
effective communication to the competent Canadian authorities of 
particulars of compulsory modifications prescribed in the United 
States, for the purpose of enabling the Canadian authorities to re-
quire these modifications to be made to aircraft of the types affected, 
whose certificates have been validated by them. 

(b) The competent United States authorities shall, where neces-
sary, afford the competent Canadian authorities facilities for dealing 
with noncompulsory modifications which are such as to affect the 
validity of certificates of airworthiness validated under the terms of 
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this arrangement, or any of the other original conditions of valida-
tion. They will similarly give facilities for dealing with cases of
major repairs carried out otherwise than by the fitting of spare parts
supplied by the original constructors.

ARTICLE V

(a) The competent Canadian authorities shall arrange for the
effective communication to the competent United States authorities
of particulars of compulsory modifications prescribed in Canada, for
the purpose of enabling the United States authorities to require these
modifications to be made to aircraft of the types affected, whose cer-
tificates have been validated by them.

(b) The competent Canadian authorities shall, where necessary,
afford the competent United States authorities facilities for dealing
with noncompulsory modifications which are such as to affect the
validity of certificates of airworthiness validated under the terms of
this arrangement, or any of the other original conditions of valida-
tion. They will similarly give facilities for dealing with cases of
major repairs carried out otherwise than by the fitting of spare parts
supplied by the original constructors.

ARncLE VI

(a) The competent authorities of each country shall have the right
to make the validation of certificates of airworthiness for export de-
pendent upon the fulfillment of any special conditions which are
for the time being required by them for the issue of certificates of air-
worthiness in their own country. Information with regard to these
special conditions in respect to either country will from time to time
be communicated to the competent authorities of the other country.

(b) The competent authorities of each country shall keep the com-
petent authorities of the other country fully and currently informed
of all regulations in force in regard to the airworthiness of civil
aircraft and any changes therein that may from time to time be
effected.

AmIcLE VII

The question of procedure to be followed in the application of the
provisions of the present arrangement shall be the subject of direct
correspondence, whenever necessary, between the competent United
States and Canadian authorities.

AffCLE VIII

(a) The present arrangement shall be subject to termination by
either Government upon sixty days' notice given in writing to the
other Government.

(b) On the date that the present arrangement becomes effective,
the reciprocal arrangement between the United States of America
and Canada for the admission of civil aircraft, the issuance by each
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this arrangement, or any of the other original conditions of valida-
tion. They will similarly give facilities for dealing with cases of 
major repairs carried out otherwise than by the fitting of spare parts 
supplied by the original constructors. 

ARTICLE V 

(a) The competent Canadian authorities shall arrange for the 
effective communication to the competent United States authorities 
of particulars of compulsory modifications prescribed in Canada, for 
the purpose of enabling the United States authorities to require these 
modifications to be made to aircraft of the types affected, whose cer-
tificates have been validated by them. 

(b) The competent Canadian authorities shall, where necessary, 
afford the competent United States authorities facilities for dealing 
with noncompulsory modifications which are such as to affect the 
validity of certificates of airworthiness validated under the terms of 
this arrangement, or any of the other original conditions of valida-
tion. They will similarly give facilities for dealing with cases of 
major repairs carried out otherwise than by the fitting of spare parts 
supplied by the original constructors. 

ARTICLE VI 

(a) The competent authorities of each country shall have the right 
to make the validation of certificates of airworthiness for export de-
pendent upon the fulfillment of any special conditions which are 
for the time being required by them for the issue of certificates of air-
worthiness in their own country. Information with regard to these 
special conditions in respect to either country will from time to time 
be communicated to the competent authorities of the other country. 

(b) The competent authorities of each country shall keep the com-
petent authorities of the other country fully and currently informed 
of all regulations in force in regard to the airworthiness of civil 
aircraft and any changes therein that may from time to time be 
e ffected. 

ARTICLE VII 

The question of procedure to be followed in the application of the 
provisions of the present arrangement shall be the subject of direct 
correspondence, whenever necessary, between the competent United 
State § and Canadian authorities. 

.Acrx VIII 

(a) The present arrangement shall be subject to termination by 
either Government upon sixty days' notice given in writing to the 
other Government. 

(b) On the date that the present arrangement becomes effective, 
the reciprocal arrangement between the United States of America 
and Canada for the admission of civil aircraft, the issuance by each 
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country of pilots' licenses to nationals of the other country and the
reciprocal acceptance of certificates of airworthiness for aircraft im-
ported as merchandise, entered into by an exchange of notes dated
August 29, 1929 and October 22, 1929, will be supplanted in so far
as it sets forth the conditions governing the reciprocal acceptance of
certificates of airworthiness for aircraft imported as merchandise.'

I am instructed to state that the terms of the arrangement as com-
municated to me are agreed to by my Government.

I am further instructed to inform you that my Government concurs
in your suggestion that the arrangement become effective on August
1st, 1938, and will accordingly regard it as becoming effective on that
date.

I have the honour to be with the highest consideration Sir
Your most obedient humble servant

HERBERT M MARILE
The Honourable CORDEI . HuI,

Secretary of State of the United States,
Washington, D. 0.

See footnote, ante, p. 1943.
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country of pilots' licenses to nationals of the other country and the 
reciprocal acceptance of certificates of airworthiness for aircraft im-
ported as merchandise, entered into by an exchange of notes dated 
August 29, 1929 and October 22, 1929, will be supplanted in so far 
as it sets forth the conditions governing the reciprocal acceptance of 
certificates of airworthiness for aircraft imported as merchandise.' 

I am instructed to state that the terms of the arrangement as com-
municated to me are agreed to by my Government. 
I am further instructed to inform you that my Government concurs 

in your suggestion that the arrangement become effective on August 
1st, 1938, and will accordingly regard it as becoming effective on that 
date. 
I have the honour to be with the highest consideration Sir 

Your most obedient humble servant 
HLEBERT M MARLER 

The Honourable CORDELL HULL, 
Secretary of State of the United State; 

Washington, D. C. 

I See footnote, ante, p. 1943. 
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Agreement between the United States of America and the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics continuing inforce until August 6, 1939, the agree-
ment of August 4, 1937, regarding commercial relations; and related
notes. Effected by exchange of notes signed at Moscow August 5,
1938; approved by the Council of People's Commissars of the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics August 5, 1938; proclaimed by the Pres-
ident of the United States August 5, 1938; effective August 6, 1938.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION.

WHEREAS, by my authority, the Charge d'Affaires ad interim of
the United States of America at Moscow exchanged at that capital
on August 5, 1938, with the authorized representative of the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics identic notes, constituting an agreement
in regard to commerce between the United States of America and the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the continuance of favor-
able commercial relations between the two countries, the texts of
which notes are word for word as follows:

Moscow, August 5, 1938.
EXCELLENCY:

In accordance with the conversations which have taken place, I
have the honor to confirm on behalf of my Government the agree-
ment which has been reached between the Governments of our
respective countries that the agreement regarding commercial rela-
tions between the United States of America and the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics recorded in the exchange of notes between the
American Ambassador and the People's Commissar for Foreign
Affairs on August 4, 1937, which came into force on August 6, 1937,
upon proclamation thereof on that date by the President of the
United States of America and approval thereof by the Council of
People's Commissars of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on
the same date, shall continue in force until August 6, 1939. This
agreement shall be proclaimed by the President of the United States
of America and approved by the Council of People's Commissars of
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest
consideration.

A. C. KnE
Charge d'Affaires ad interim
of the United States of America

His Excellency
MAXIM LITVINOFT

People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs,
Moscow.

August 5, 1938
[E. A. S. No. 132]

Continuance of
agreement regarding
commercial relations
with the Union of
Soviet Socialist Re-
publics.

Texts of notes.

50 Stat. 1619.
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Agreement between the United States of America and the Union of Soviet 
Socialist Republics continuing in force until August 6, 1939, the agree 
ment of August 4, 1937, regarding commercial relations; and related 
notes. Effected by exchange of notes signed at Moscow August 5, 
1938; approved by the Council of People's Commissars of the Union 
of Soviet Socialist Republics August 5, 1938; proclaimed by the Pres-
ident of the United States August 5, 1938; effective August 6, 1938. 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERTCA 

A PROCLAMATION. 

W HEREAS, by my authority, the Charge d'Affaires ad interim of 
the United States of America at Moscow exchanged at that capital 
on August 5, 1938, with the authorized representative of the Union 
of Soviet Socialist Republics identic notes, constituting an agreement 
in regard to commerce between the United States of America and the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the continuance of favor-
able commercial relations between the two countries, the texts of 
which notes are word for word as follows: 

Moscow, August 5, 1938. 
EXCELLENCY: 

In accordance with the conversations which have taken place, I 
have the honor to confirm on behalf of my Government the agree-
ment which has been reached between the Governments of our 
respective countries that the agreement regarding commercial rela-
tions between the United States of America and the Union of Soviet 
Socialist Republics recorded in the exchange of notes between the 
American Ambassador and the People's Commissar for Foreiv 
Affairs on August 4, 1937, which came into force on August 6, 1937, 
upon proclamation thereof on that date by the President of the 
United States of America and approval thereof by the Council of 
People's Commissars of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on 
the same date, shall continue in force until August 6, 1939. This 
agreement shall be proclaimed by the President of the United States 
of America and approved by the Council of People's Commissars of 
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest 
consideration. 

A C Krim  
Chargé d'Affaires ad interim 
of the United States of America 

Ms Excellency 
MAXIM LITVINOFF 

People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs, 
Moscow. 

August 5, 1938 
[E. A. S. No. 132] 

Continuance of 
agreement regarding 
commercial relations 
with the Union of 
Soviet Socialist Re-
publics. 

Texts of notes. 

50 Stat. 1619. 
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. C Moscow, August 5th 1938
M. CHbARG D'ArlAnEs:

In accordance with the conversations which have taken place, I
have the honor to confirm on behalf of my Government the agree-
ment which has been reached between the Governments of our re-
spective countries that the agreement regarding commercial relations
between the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United
States of America recorded in the exchange of notes between the
People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs and the American Ambassa-
dor on August 4, 1937, which came into force on August 6, 1937,
upon approval thereof on that date by the Council of People's Com-
missars of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and proclamation
thereof by the President of the United States of America on the
same date, shall continue in force until August 6, 1939. This agree-
ment shall be approved by the Council of People's Commissars of
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and proclaimed by the
President of the United States of America.

Accept, Mr. Charge d'Affaires, the renewed assurances of my
highest consideration.

M. LrrTVwNOFF
Mr. ALAEXNDER C. KIRK,

Charge d'Affaires ad interimn
of the United States of America,

Moscow.

AND wmEREas, it is provided in the said agreement that the agree-
ment shall be proclaimed by the President of the United States of
America and approved by the Council of People's Commissars of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics:

Proclamation. Now, THEREFORE, BE IT KNOWN THAT I, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
President of the United States of America, do hereby make known
and proclaim the said agreement and, having been notified that the
same has been approved on this day by the Council of People's Corn-

Entry into force. missars of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, direct that it be
observed and fulfilled with good faith by the United States of
America on and after August 6, 1938.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this fifth day of August in the
year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirty-

[sEAL] eight, and of the Independence of the United States of
America the one hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL
Secretary of State.

Confirmation by 
Union of Soviet So-
cialist Republics. 

Proclamation. 

Entry into force. 
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MOSCOW., August 5th 1938 
MR. CHARGE' D'AFFAIRES: 
In accordance with the conversations which have taken place, I 

have the honor to confirm on behalf of my Government the agree-
ment which has been reached between the Governments of our re-
spective countries that the agreement regarding commercial relations 
between the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United 
States of America recorded in the exchange of notes between the 
People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs and the American Ambassa-
dor on August 4, 1937, which came into force on August 6, 1937, 
upon approval thereof on that date by the Council of People's Com-
missars of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and proclamation 
thereof by the President of the United States of America on the 
same date, shall continue in force until August 6, 1939. This agree-
ment shall be approved by the Council of People's Commissars of 
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and proclaimed by the 
President of the United States of America. 

Accept, Mr. Charge d'Affaires, the renewed assurances of my 
highest consideration. 

M. LITVINOFF 
Mr. ALEXANDER C. Irws., 

Chargé d'Affaires ad interim 
of the United States of America, 

Moscow. 

AND WHEREAS, it is provided in the said agreement that the agree-
ment shall be proclaimed by the President of the United States of 
America and approved by the Council of People's Commissars of the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics: 
Now, THEREFORE, BE rr KNOWN THAT I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, 

President of the United States of America, do hereby make known 
and proclaim the said agreement and, having been notified that the 
same has been approved on this day by the Council of People's Com-
missars of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, direct that it be 
observed and fulfilled with good faith by the United States of 
America on and after August 6, 1938. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused 

the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the city of Washington this fifth day of August in the 

year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirty-
[SEAL] eight, and of the Independence of the United States of 

America the one hundred and sixty-third. 

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 
By the President: 

CORDELL HULL 
Secretary of State. 
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RELATED NOTES

1. CONCERNING THE AMOUNT OF PURCHASES TO BE MADE BY THE UNION mhount of pur-chases by Union of
OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA Sovie Soialist Rnepublics in United

States.

The American Charge d'Affaires ad interim (Kirk) to the People's
Commissar for Foreign Affairs (Litvinoff)

EMBASSY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
Moscow, August 2, 1938.

EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to refer to our recent conversations in regard to
the commerce between the United States of America and the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics and to ask you to let me know the value
of articles, the growth, produce, or manufacture of the United States
of America which the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics intends to purchase in the United States of America during
the next twelve months for export to the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration.

A. C. Knut
Charge d'Affaires ad interim
of the United States of America

His Excellency
MAXIM LITVINOFF,

People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs,
Moscow.

The People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs (Litvinoff) to the
American Charge d'Affaires ad interim (Kirk)

Moscow, August "4", 1938.
MR. CHARGE D'AFFAIRES:

In reply to your inquiry regarding the intended purchases by the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics in the United States of America
in the course of the next twelve months, I have the honor to inform
you that, according to information received by me from the People's
Commissariat for Foreign Trade, the economic organisations of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics intend to buy in the United
States of America in the course of the next twelve months American
goods to the amount of at least forty million dollars.

Accept, Mr. Charge d'Affaires, the renewed assurances of my high-
est consideration.

Mr. ALEXANDER C. IRRK, M. LITVINOFF

Charge d'Affaires ad interim
of the United States of America.

Moscow.

98907°-39-PT. 3--33
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RELATED NOTES 

1. CONCERNING THE AMOUNT OF PURCHASES TO BE MADE BY THE UNION 
or SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS IN THE UNITED STATES or AMERICA 

The American Chargé d'Affaires ad interim, (Kirk) to the People's 
Commissar for Foreign Affairs (Litvinoff) 

EMBASSY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Moscow, August 2, 1938. 

EXCELLENCY: 

I have the honor to refer to our recent conversations in regard to 
the commerce between the United States of America and the Union 
of Soviet Socialist Republics and to ask you to let me know the value 
of articles, the growth, produce, or manufacture of the United States 
of America which the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics intends to purchase in the United States of America during 
the next twelve months for export to the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration. 

A. C. KIRK 
Chargé d'Affaires ad interim 
of the United States of America 

His Excellency 
MA XIM LITVINOFF, 

People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs, 
Moscow. 

The People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs (Litvinoff) to the 
American Chargé d'Affaires ad interim (Kirk) 

Moscow, August "4", 1938. 
MR. CHARGE D'AFFAIRES : 
In reply to your inquiry regarding the intended purchases by the 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics in the United States of America 
in the course of the next twelve months, I have the honor to inform 
you that, according to information received by me from the People's 
Commissariat for Foreign Trade, the economic organisations of the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics intend to buy in the United 
States of America in the course of the next twelve months American 
goods to the amount of at least forty million dollars. 

Accept, Mr. Charge d'Affaires, the renewed assurances of my high-
est consideration. 
Mr. ALEXANDER C. KIRK, M. Lrrvirion. 

Charge d'Affaires ad interim 
of the United States of America. 

Moscow. 

Amount of pur-
chases by Union of 
Soviet Socialist Re-
publics in United 
States. 

98907*-39—rT. 3-33 
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Exemption from ex- 2. EXEMPTION FROM EXCISE TAX OF COAL, COKE, AND COAL OR COKE
cise tax of coal, etc.,
from the Union of BIIQuETTES IMPORTED INTO THE UNITED STATES FROM THE UNIONSoviet Socialist Re-
publics. OF SOVIEr SOCIALIST REPUBLICS

The American Charge d'Affaires ad interim (Kirk) to the People's
Commissar for Foreign Affairs (Litvinoff)

EMBASSY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
Moscow, August 5, 1938.

EXCELLENCY:

With reference to the agreement signed today continuing the agree-
ment concerning commerce between the United States of America and
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics which came into force on
August 6, 1937, I have the honor to state that the Embassy has been
informed that the authorities of the Treasury Department of the
United States will admit coal of all sizes, grades, and classifications
(except culm and duff), coke manufactured therefrom, and coal or
coke briquettes, imported from the Union of Soviet Socialist Repub-
lics free from the import tax provided in Section 601 (c) (5) of the
Revenue Act of 1932, as amended, during the life of the agreement
unless other treatment is required by controlling judicial decision
hereafter rendered.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest consid-
eration.

A. C. KIRK
Charge d'Affaires ad interim

of the United States of America
His Excellency

MAXIM LrTVINOFF,
People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs,

Moscow.

The People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs (Litvinoff) to the Amer-
ican Charge d'Affaires ad interim (Kirk)

Moscow, August "5", 1938.
DEAR MR. CHARGE D'AFFAIRES:

In reply to your inquiry regarding the intended exports of Soviet
coal to the United States during the ensuing twelve months, I may
state that, according to information received by me from the People's
Comissariat for Foreign Trade, the economic organisations of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics will not in any case export to the
United States during the year beginning August 6, 1938, more than
400,000 tons of Soviet coal.

Sincerely yours
M. LrrVINOFF

Mr. ALEXANDER C. KIRK,
Charge d'Affaires ad interim

of the United States of America,
Moscow.
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Exemption from ex-
cise tax of coal, etc., 
from the Union of 
Soviet Socialist Re-
publics. 

2. EXEMPTION FROM EXCISE TAX OF COAL, COKE, AND COAL OR COKE 
BRIQUETTES IMPORTED INTTO Thu. UNITED STATES FROM THE UNION 
OF SOVIE'T SOCIALIST REPUBLICS 

The American Charge d'Affaires ad interim (Kirk) to the People's 
Commissar for Foreign Affairs (Litvinoff) 

EMBASSY OF TI-Tie UNITE].) STATES OF AMERICA, 
Moscow, August 5, 1938. 

EXCELLENCY: 

With reference to the agreement signed today continuing the agree-
ment concerning commerce between the United States of America and 
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics which came into force on 
August 6, 1937, I have the honor to state that the Embassy has been 
informed that the authorities of the Treasury Department of the 
United States will admit coal of all sizes, grades, and classifications 
(except culra and duff), coke manufactured therefrom, and coal or 
coke briquettes, imported from the Union of Soviet Socialist Repub-
lics free from the import tax provided in Section 601 (c) (5) of the 
Revenue Act of 1932, as amended, during the life of the agreement 
unless other treatment is required by controlling judicial decision 
hereafter rendered. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest consid-
eration. 

A. C. KIRK 
Chargé d'Affaires ad interim 
of the United States of America 

Ms Excellency 
MAXIM LITVINOFF, 

People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs, 
MOSCOW. 

The People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs (Litvinoff) to the Amer-
ican Chargé d'Affaires ad interim (Kirk) 

Moscow, August "5", 1938. 
DEAR MR. CHARGE D'AFFAIRES: 

In reply to your inquiry regarding the intended exports of Soviet 
coal to the United States during the ensuing twelve months, I may 
state that, according to information received by me from the People's 
Comissariat for Foreign Trade, the economic organisations of the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics will not in any case export to the 
United States during the year beginning August 6, 1938, more than 
400,000 tons of Soviet coal. 

Sincerely yours 

Mr. ALEXANDER C. KIRK, 
Charge d'Affaires ad interim 

of the United States of America, 
MOSCOW. 

M. LITVINOFF 
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Agreement between the United States of America and Ecuador respect-
ing reciprocal trade. Signed at Quito August 6, 1938; proclaimed
by the Supreme Chief of the Republic of Ecuador August 6, 1938;
proclaimed by the President of the United States September 23, 1938;
effective October 23, 1938.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

A PROCLAMATION.

WHEREAS it is provided in the Tariff Act of 1930 of the Congress
of the United States of America, as amended by the Act of June 12,
1934, entitled "AN ACT To amend the Tariff Act of 1930" (48 Stat.
943), which amending Act was extended by Joint Resolution of
Congress, approved March 1, 1937 (50 Stat. 24), as follows:

"Sec. 350. (a) For the purpose of expanding foreign markets
for the products of the United States (as a means of assisting in the
present emergency in restoring the American standard of living,
in overcoming domestic unemployment and the present economic
depression, in increasing the purchasing power of the American
public, and in establishing and maintaining a better relation-
ship among various branches of American agriculture, industry,
mining, and commerce) by regulating the admission of foreign
goods into the United States in accordance with the character-
istics and needs of various branches of American production so
that foreign markets will be made available to those branches of
American production which require and are capable of develop-
ing such outlets by affording corresponding market opportunities
for foreign products in the United States, the President, whenever
he finds as a fact that any existing duties or other import restric-
tions of the United States or any foreign country are unduly
burdening and restricting the foreign trade of the United States
and that the purpose above declared will be promoted by the
means hereinafter specified, is authorized from time to time-

"(1) To enter into foreign trade agreements with foreign
governments or instrumentalities thereof; and

"(2) To proclaim such modifications of existing duties and other
import restrictions, or such additional import restrictions, or
such continuance, and for such minimum periods, of existing
customs or excise treatment of any article covered by foreign
trade agreements, as are required or appropriate to carry out any
foreign trade agreement that the President has entered into here-
under. No proclamation shall be made increasing or decreasing
by more than 50 per centum any existing rate of duty or trans-
ferring any article between the dutiable and free lists. The
proclaimed duties and other import restrictions shall apply to

August 6, 1938
[E. A. S. No. 133]

Reciprocal trade
agreement with Ecua-
dor.

48 Stat. 943; 50
Stat. 24.

19 U. S. C. 1351;
Supp. IV, § 1352 (c).

Statutory provi-
sions.
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Agreement between the United States of America and Ecuador respect-
ing reciprocal trade. Signed at Quito August 6, 1938; proclaimed 
by the Supreme Chief of the Republic of Ecuador August 6, 1988; 
proclaimed by the President of the United States September 23, 1988; 
effective October 23, 1988. 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 

A PROCLAMATION. 

WHEREAS it is provided in the Tariff Act of 1930 of the Congress 
of the United States of America, as amended by the Act of June 12, 
1934, entitled "AN ACT To amend the Tariff Act of 1930" (48 Stat. 
943), which amending Act was extended by Joint Resolution of 
Congress, approved March 1, 1937 (50 Stat. 24), as follows: 

"Sec. 350. (a) For the purpose of expanding foreign markets 
for the products of the United States (as a means of assisting in the 
present emergency in restoring the American standard of living, 
in overcoming domestic unemployment and the present economic 
depression, in increasing the purchasing power of the American 
public, and in establishing and maintaining a better relation-
ship among various branches of American agriculture, industry, 
mining, and commerce) by regulating the admission of foreign 
goods into the United States in accordance with the character-
istics and needs of various branches of American production so 
that foreign markets will be made available to those branches of 
American production which require and are capable of develop-
ing such outlets by affording corresponding market opportunities 
for foreign products in the United States, the President, whenever 
he finds as a fact that any existing duties or other import restric-
tions of the United States or any foreign country are unduly 
burdening and restricting the foreign trade of the United States 
and that the purpose above declared will be promoted by the 
means hereinafter specified, is authorized from time to time— 
" (1) To enter into foreign trade agreements with foreign 

governments or instrumentalities thereof; and 
"(2) To proclaim such modifica tions of existing duties and other 

import restrictions, or such additional import restrictions, or 
such continuance, and for such minimum periods, of existing 
customs or excise treatment of any article covered by foreign 
trade agreements, as are required or appropriate to carry out any 
foreign trade agreement that the President has entered into here-
under. No proclamation shall be made increasing or decreasing 
by more than 50 per centum any existing rate of duty or trans-
ferring any article between the dutiable and free lists. The 
proclaimed duties and other import restrictions shall apply to 

August 6, 1938 
[E. A. S. No. 133] 

Reciprocal trade 
agreement with Ecua-
dor. 
48 Stat. 943; 50 

Stat. 24. 
19 U. S. C. § 1351; 

Supp. IV, § 1352 (c). 

Statutory provi-
sions. 
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articles the growth, produce, or manufacture of all foreign coun-
tries, whether imported directly, or indirectly: Provided, That
the President may suspend the application to articles the growth,
produce, or manufacture of any country because of its discrimi-
natory treatment of American commerce or because of other acts
or policies which in his opinion tend to defeat the purposes set
forth in this section; and the proclaimed duties and other import
restrictions shall be in effect from and after such time as is speci-
fied in the proclamation. The President may at any time
terminate any such proclamation in whole or in part."

Promotionofforeign WHEREAS I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of the United Statestrade.

of America, have found as a fact that certain existing duties and other
import restrictions of the United States of America and the Republic
of Ecuador are unduly burdening and restricting the foreign trade of
the United States of America and that the purpose declared in the said

24 Stat. 943; 5 Stat. Tariff Act of 1930, as amended by the said Act of June 12, 1934, as
s ppU. I .§ 135 (c; extended by the said Joint Resolution of Congress, approved March 1,

1937, will be promoted by a foreign trade agreement between the
United States of America and the Republic of Ecuador;

Notice given. WHEREAS reasonable public notice of the intention to negotiate such
foreign trade agreement was given and the views presented by persons
interested in the negotiation of such agreement were received and
considered;

Tnrade nAgreement WHEREAS, after seeking and obtaining information and advice withentered into.
respect thereto from the United States Tariff Commission, the Depart-
ments of State, Agriculture, and Commerce, and from other sources,
I entered into a foreign Trade Agreement on August 6, 1938, through
my duly empowered Plenipotentiary, with the Supreme Chief of the
Republic of Ecuador, through his duly empowered Plenipotentiary,

Pot. pp. 1968, 194. which Agreement, including two Schedules annexed thereto, as
amended by notes exchanged at Quito on August 6, 1938, September 9,
1938, and September 13, 1938, by my Plenipotentiary and the Pleni-
potentiaries of the Supreme Chief of the Republic of Ecuador, in the
English and Spanish languages, is in words and figures as follows:

Purposes declared. The President of the United El Presidente de los Estados

States of America and the Su- Unidos de America y el Jefe Su-
preme Chief of the Republic of Ec- premo de la Repdblica del Ecua-
uador, being desirous of strength- dor, deseosos de estrechar los
ening the traditional bonds of vinculos tradicionales de amistad
friendship between the two coun- entre los dos pafses, mediante el
tries by maintaining the principle mantenimiento del principio de
of equality of treatment as the igualdad de tratamiento como
basis of commercial relations and base de sus relaciones comerciales
by granting mutual and reciprocal y el otorgamiento de concesiones y
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Promotion of foreign 
trade. 

48 Stat. 943; 50 Stat. 
24. 

19 U. S. C. § 1351; 
Supp. IV, I 1352 (c). 

Notice given. 

Trade Agreement 
entered into. 

Post, pp. 1968, 1974. 

Purposes declared. 

articles the growth, produce, or manufacture of all foreign coun-
tries, whether imported directly, or indirectly: Provided, That 
the President may suspend the application to articles the growth, 
produce, or manufacture of any country because of its discrimi-
natory treatment of American commerce or because of other acts 
or policies which in his opinion tend to defeat the purposes set 
forth in this section; and the proclaimed duties and other import 
restrictions shall be in effect from and after such time as is speci-
fied in the proclamation. The President may at any time 
terminate any such proclamation in whole or in part." 

WHEREAS I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of the United States 
of America, have found as a fact that certain existing duties and other 
import restrictions of the United States of America and the Republic 
of Ecuador are unduly burdening and restricting the foreign trade of 
the United States of America and that the purpose declared in the said 
Tariff Act of 1930, as amended by the said Act of June 12, 1934, as 
extended by the said Joint Resolution of Congress, approved March 1, 
1937, will be promoted by a foreign trade agreement between the 
United States of America and the Republic of Ecuador; 
WHEREAS reasonable public notice of the intention to negotiate such 

foreign trade agreement was given and the views presented by persons 
interested in the negotiation of such agreement were received and 
considered; 
WHEREAS, after seeking and obtaining information and advice with 

respect thereto from the United States Tariff Commission, the Depart-
ments of State, Agriculture, and Commerce, and from other sources, 
I entered into a foreign Trade Agreement on August 6, 1938, through 
my duly empowered Plenipotentiary, with the Supreme Chief of the 
Republic of Ecuador, through his duly empowered Plenipotentiary, 
which Agreement, including two Schedules annexed thereto, as 
amended by notes exchanged at Quito on August 6, 1938, September 9, 
1938, and September 13, 1938, by my Plenipotentiary and the Pleni-
potentiaries of the Supreme Chief of the Republic of Ecuadot, in the 
English and Spanish languages, is in words and figures as follows: 

The President of the United 
States of America and the Su-
preme Chief of the Republic of Ec-
uador, being desirous of strength-
ening the traditional bonds of 
friendship between the two coun-
tries by maintaining the principle 
of equality of treatment as the 
basis of commercial relations and 
by granting mutual and reciprocal 

El Presidente de los Estados 
Unidos de America y el Jefe Su-
premo de la Republica del Ecua-
dor, deseosos de estrechar los 
vinculos tradicionales de arnistad 
entre los dos paises, mediante el 
raantenimiento del principio de 
igualdad de tratamiento como 
base de sus relaciones comerciales 
y el otorgamiento de concesiones y 
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concessions and advantages for
the promotion of trade, have
through their respective Plenipo-
tentiaries arrived at the following
Agreement:

ARTICLE I.

Articles the growth, produce or
manufacture of the United States
of America, enumerated and de-
scribed in Schedule I annexed to
this Agreement and made a part
thereof, shall, on their importation
into the Republic of Ecuador, be
exempt from ordinary customs
duties in excess of those set forth
in the said Schedule. The said
articles shall also be exempt from
all other duties, taxes, fees, charges
or exactions, imposed on or in con-
nection with importation, in ex-
cess of those imposed on the day
of the signature of this Agreement
or required to be imposed there-
after under laws of the Republic
of Ecuador in force on the day of
the signature of this Agreement.

ARTICLE II.

Articles the growth, produce or
manufacture of the Republic of
Ecuador, enumerated and de-
scribed in Schedule II annexed to
this Agreement and made a part
thereof, shall, on their importation
into the United States of America,
be exempt from ordinary customs
duties in excess of those set forth
and provided for in the said
Schedule. The said articles shall
also be exempt from all other
duties, taxes, fees, charges or
exactions, imposed on or in con-
nection with importation, in ex-
cess of those imposed on the day

ventajas mutuas y reciprocas para
el fomento del comercio, han cele-
brado por medio de sus respecti-
vos Plenipotenciarios, el siguiente
Convenio:

ARTICULO I.

Los articulos cosechados, pro-
ducidos o manufacturados en los
Estados Unidos de America, enu-
merados y descritos en la Lista I,
anexa a este Convenio, y del cual
forma parte, seran eximidos al ser
importados en la Repdblica del
Ecuador de los derechos ordinarios
de aduana que excedan a los
especificados en dicha Lista.
Tales articulos estaran asimismo
exentos de todo otro derecho,
impuesto, contribuci6n, carga o
exacci6n establecidos sobre la im-
portaci6n o en relaci6n con ella,que
exceda de los estipulados en el dia
de la firma de este Convenio, o
cuya imposici6n posterior fuere
exigida por leyes de la Repdblica
del Ecuador en vigor el dia de la
firma de este Convenio.

Enumerated im-
ports into Ecuador;
customs duties.

Post, p. 1968.

Exemption from
excess duties, etc.

ARTICULO II.

Los articulos cosechados, produ- ,numeraSte

cidos o manufacturados en la Re- custons duties.
ptiblica del Ecuador, enumorados
y descritos en la Lista II, anexa a I'ost, p. 1974.

este Convenio, y del cual forma
parte, seran eximidos al ser impor-
tados en los Estados Unidos de
America, de los derechos ordina-
ries de aduana que excedan a los
incluidos y especificados en dicha
Lista. Tales articulos estaran asi- Exedmptionexcess duties, el
mismo exentos de todo otro de-
recho, impuesto, contribuci6n,
carga o exacci6n establecidos sobre
la importaci6n o en relaci6n con
ella, que exceda de los estipulados

*d im-
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concessions and advantages for 
the promotion of trade, have 
through their respective Plenipo-
tentiaries arrived at the following 
Agreement: 

ARTICLE I. 

Articles the growth, produce or 
manufacture of the United States 
of America, enumerated and de-
scribed in Schedule I annexed to 
this Agreement and made a part 
thereof, shall, on their importation 
into the Republic of Ecuador, be 
exempt from ordinary customs 
duties in excess of those set forth 
in the said Schedule. The said 
articles shall also be exempt from 
all other duties, taxes, fees, charges 
or exactions, imposed on or in con-
nection with importation, in ex-
cess of those imposed on the day 
of the signature of this Agreement 
or required to be imposed there-
after under laws of the Republic 
of Ecuador in force on the day of 
the signature of this Agreement. 

ARTICLE II. 

Articles the growth, produce or 
manufacture of the Republic of 
Ecuador, enumerated and de-
scribed in Schedule H annexed to 
this Agreement and made a part 
thereof, shall, on their importation 
into the United States of America, 
be exempt from ordinary customs 
duties in excess of those set forth 
and provided for in the said 
Schedule. The said articles shall 
also be exempt from all other 
duties, taxes, fees, charges or 
exactions, imposed on or in con-
nection with importation, in ex-
cess of those imposed on the day 

ventajas mutuas y reciprocas pars 
el foment° del comercio, han cele-
brado por medio de sus respecti-
vos Plenipotenciarios, el siguiente 
Convenio: 

ARTICULO I. 

Los articulos cosechados, pro-
ducidos o manufacturados en los 
Estados Unidos de America, enu-
merados y descritos en la Lista I, 
anexa a este Convenio, y del cual 
forma parte, serail eximidos al ser 
ixnportados en la Reptiblica del 
Ecuador de los derechos ordinarios 
de aduana quo excedan a los 
especificados en dicha Lista. 
Tales articulos estarkn asimismo 
exentos de todo otro derecho, 
impuesto, contribucien, carga o 
exaccien establecidos sobre la im-
portacion o en relacion con ella, quo 
exceda de los estipulados en el dia 
de la firma de este Convenio, o 
cuya imposicion posterior fuere 
exigida por byes de la Repablica 
del Ecuador en vigor el dia de la 
firma de este Convenio. 

ARTICTJLO 

Los articulos cosechados, produ-
cidos o manufacturados en la Re-
publica del Ecuador, enumerados 
y descritos en la Lista II, anexa a 
este Convenio, y del cual forma 
parte, serail eximidos al ser impor-
tados en los Estados Unidos de 
America, de los derechos ordina-
rios de aduana quo excedan a los 
incluidos y especificados en dicha 
Lista. Tales articulos estaran asi-
misreo exentos de todo otro de-
recho, impuesto, contribucion, 
carga o exacci6n establecidos sobre 
la importaciOn o en relacion con 
ella, quo exceda de los estipulados 

Enumerated im-
ports into Ecuador; 
customs duties. 

Post, p. 1968. 

Exemption from 
excess duties, etc. 

Enumerated im-
ports into U. S. A.; 
customs duties. 

p. 1974. 

Exemption from 
excess duties, etc. 
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of the signature of this Agreement
or required to be imposed there-
after under laws of the United
States of America in force on the
day of the signature of this
Agreement.

ARTICLE III.

The provisions of Articles I
and II of this Agreement shall
not prevent the Government of
either country from imposing at
any time on the importation of
any product a charge equivalent
to an internal tax imposed in
respect of a like domestic product
or in respect of a commodity from
which the imported product has
been manufactured or produced
in whole or in part.

ARTICLE IV.

The United States of America
and the Republic of Ecuador agree
that the notes included in Sched-
ules I and II are hereby given
force and effect as integral parts
of this Agreement.

ARTICLE V.

Articles the growth, produce or
manufacture of the United States
of America or the Republic of
Ecuador, shall, after importation
into the other country, be exempt
from all internal taxes, fees,
charges or exactions other or
higher than those payable on like
articles of national origin or any
other foreign origin.

ARTICLE VI.

en el dia de la firma de este Con-
venio, o cuya imposici6n posterior
fuere exigida por leyes de los
Estados Unidos de Am6rica en
vigor el dia de la firma de este
Convenio.

ARTICULO III.

Las disposiciones de los Articulos
I y II de este Convenio no im-
pedirAn el que el Gobierno de uno
o del otro pais establiciere en
cualquier tiempo, sobre la impor-
taci6n de cualquier producto, un
gravamen equivalente a un im-
puesto interno establecido con
respecto a un producto nacional
anAlogo o con respecto a un
producto del cual el articulo im-
portado haya sido manufacturado
o producido en todo p en parte.

ARTICULO IV.

Los Estados Unidos de America
y la Repdblica del Ecuador con-
vienen en que a las notas incluidas
en las Listas I y II se les d6 por
este Convenio fuerza y efecto
como partes integrantes del mismo.

ARTICULO V.

Los articulos cosechados, pro-
ducidos o manufacturados en los
Estados Unidos de America o en
la Repiblica del Ecuador, estarfn,
despu6s de su importaci6n en el
otro pais, exentos de cualesquiera
impuestos, contribuciones, cargas
o exacciones internos, diferentes
o en exceso a los exigibles sobre
articulos analogos de origen na-
cional o de cualquier otro origen
extranjero.

ARTICULO VI.

Ad valorem duties. In respect of articles the growth, Con respecto a los articulos
Determination of

dutiable value, etc. produce or manufacture of the cosechados, producidos o manu-

1954

Imposition of
charges on importa-
tion.

Notes In schedules
considered parts of
Agreement.

Poet, pp. 1968, 1974.

Exemption from
discriminatory in-
ternal taxes, etc.
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Imposition of 
charges on importa-
tion. 

Notes in schedules 
considered parts of 
Agreement. 

Post, pp. 1998, 1974. 

Exemption from 
discriminatory in-
ternal taxes, etc. 

Ad valorem duties. 
Determination of 

dutiable value, etc. 

of the signature of this Agreement 
or required to be imposed there-
after under laws of the United 
States of America in force on the 
day of the signature of this 
Agreement. 

ARTICLE III. 

The provisions of Articles I 
and II of this Agreement shall 
not prevent the Government of 
either country from imposing at 
any time on the importation of 
any product a charge equivalent 
to an internal tax imposed in 
respect of a like domestic product 
or in respect of a commodity from 
which the imported product has 
been manufactured or produced 
in whole or in part. 

ARTICLE IV. 

The United States of America 
and the Republic of Ecuador agree 
that the notes included in Sched-
ules I and II are hereby given 
force and effect as integral parts 
of this Agreement. 

ARTICLE V. 

Articles the growth, produce or 
manufacture of the United States 
of America or the Republic of 
Ecuador, shall, after importation 
into the other country, be exempt 
from all internal taxes, fees, 
charges or exactions other or 
higher than those payable on like 
articles of national origin or any 
other foreign origin. 

en el dfa de la firma de este Con-
venio, o cuya imposicien posterior 
lucre exigida por byes de los 
Estados Unidos de America en 
vigor el dfa de la firma de este 
Convenio. 

ARTICULO III. 

Las disposiciones de los Articulos 
I y II de este Convenio no im-
pedirAn el que el Gobiemo de uno 
o del otro pals establiciere en 
cualquier tiempo, sobre la impor-
taciOn de cualquier producto, un 
gravamen equivalente a un im-
puesto intern° establecido con 
respecto a un producto nacional 
analog() o con respecto a un 
producto del cual el articulo im-
portado haya sido manufacturado 
o producido en todo o en parte. 

ARTICULO IV. 

Los Estados Unidos de America 
y la Repdblica del Ecuador con-
vienen en quo a las notas inclufdas 
en las Listas I y II se les de por 
este Convenio fuerza y efecto 
como partes integrantes del mismo. 

ARTICULO V. 

Los artIculos cosechados, pro-
ducidos o manufacturados en los 
Estados Unidos de America o en 
la Republica del Ecuador, estartm, 
despues de su importacion en el 
otro pats, exentos de cualesquiera 
impuestos, contribuciones, cargas 
o exacciones internos, diferentes 
o en exceso a los exigibles sobre 
artfculos analogos de origen na-
cional o de cualquier otro origen 
extranj ero . 

ARTICLE VI. ARTICULO VI. 

In respect of articles the growth, Con respecto a los artkulos 
produce or manufacture of the cosechados, producidos o mann-
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United States of America or the
Republic of Ecuador, enumerated
and described in Schedules I and
II, respectively, imported into
the other country, on which ad
valorem rates of duty, or duties
based upon or regulated in any
manner by value, are or may be
assessed, it is understood and
agreed that the bases and methods
of determining dutiable value and
of converting currencies shall be
no less favorable to importers
than the bases and methods pre-
scribed under laws and regula-
tions of the Republic of Ecuador
and the United States of America,
respectively, in force on the day
of the signature of this Agreement.

ARTICLE VII.

No prohibitions, import or cus-
toms quotas, import licenses, or
any other form of quantitative
regulation, whether or not oper-
ated in connection with any
agency of centralized control, shall
be imposed by the Republic of
Ecuador on the importation or
sale of any article the growth,
produce or manufacture of the
United States of America enu-
merated and described in Sched-
ule I, or by the United States of
America on the importation or
sale of any article the growth,
produce or manufacture of the
Republic of Ecuador enumerated
and described in Schedule II,
except as otherwise specifically
provided for in the said Schedules.

facturados en los Estados Unidos
de America o en la Repdblica del
Ecuador, enumerados y descritos
en las Listas I y II, respectiva-
mente, importados al otro pals,
sobre los cuales se imponen o se
impusieren derechos ad valorem o
derechos basados sobre el valor
o determinados, de cualquier
manera, por 61, se entiende y
conviene que las bases y los
m6todos para determinar el valor
sujeto a derechos aduaneros y
para convertir las monedas, no
seran menos favorables a los
importadores que las bases y los
m6todos prescritos segun las leyes
y reglamentos de la Repdblica
del Ecuador y de los Estados
Unidos de America, respectiva-
mente, vigentes el dia de la firma
de este Convenio.

ARTICULO VII.
I

Ninguna prohibici6n,cuota adua-
nera o de importaci6n, permiso de
importar o cualquier otra forma
de restricci6n cuantitativa, sea
que se opere o no en relaci6n con
cualquier agencia de control cen-
tralizada, sera impuesta por la
Republica del Ecuador sobre la
importaci6n o venta de cualquier
articulo cosechado, producido o
manufacturado en los Estados
Unidos de Am6rica, enumerado y
descrito en la Lista I, ni por los
Estados Unidos de Am6rica sobre
la importaci6n o venta de cual-
quier articulo cosechado, produ-
cido o manufacturado en la Re-
piblica del Ecuador, enumerado
y descrito en la Lista II, excepto
en cuanto se disponga especffica-
mente en sentido contrario en
dichas Listas.

1955

Post, pp. 1968,1974.

Restrictionon quan-
titative regulation.

Pod, p. 1968.

Post, p. 1974.
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United States of America or the 
Republic of Ecuador, enumerated 
and described in Schedules I and 
II, respectively, imported into 
the other country, on which ad 
valorem rates of duty, or duties 
based upon or regulated in any 
manner by value, are or may be 
assessed, it is understood and 
agreed that the bases and methods 
of determining dutiable value and 
of converting currencies shall be 
no less favorable to importers 
than the bases and methods pre-
scribed under laws and regula-
tions of the Republic of Ecuador 
and the United States of America, 
respectively, in force on the day 
of the signature of this Agreement. 

ARTICLE VII. 

No prohibitions, import or cus-
toms quotas, import licenses, or 
any other form of quantitative 
regulation, whether or not oper-
ated in connection with any 
agency of centralized control, shall 
be imposed by the Republic of 
Ecuador on the importation or 
sale of any article the growth, 
produce or manufacture of the 
United States of America enu-
merated and described in Sched-
ule I, or by the United States of 
America on the importation or 
sale of any article the growth, 
produce or manufacture of the 
Republic of Ecuador enumerated 
and described in Schedule II, 
except as otherwise specifically 
provided for in the said Schedules. 

facturados en los Estados Unidos 
de America o en la Republica del 
Ecuador, enumerados y descritos 
en las Listas I y II, respectiva-
mente, importados al otro pals, 
sobre los cuales se imponen o se 
impusieren derechos ad valorem o 
derechos basados sobre el valor 
o determinados, de cualquier 
manera, por el, se entiende y 
conviene quo las bases y los 
metodos para determinar el valor 
sujeto a derechos aduaneros y 
para convertir las monedas, no 
sertn raeno,s favorables a los 
importadores que las bases y los 
metodos presciitos segdm las leyes 
y reglamentos de la Republica 
del Ecuador y de los Estados 
Unidos de America, respectiva-
mente, vigentes el dia de la firma 
de este Convenio. 

ARTICCLO VII. 

Ninguna prohibicidn,cuota adua-
nera o de importacien, permiso de 
importar o cualquier otra forma 
de restriccion cuantitativa, sea 
quo se opere o no en relacien con 
cualquier agencia de control cen-
tralizada, sera impuesta por la 
Republica del Ecuador sobre la 
importacien o yenta de cualquier 
articulo cosechado, producido o 
manufacturado en los Estados 
Unidos de America, enumerado y 
descrito en la Lista I, ni por los 
Estados Unidos de America sobre 
la importacion o yenta de cual-
quier articulo cosechado, produ-
cido o manufacturado en la Re-
pdblica del Ecuador, enumerado 
y descrito en la Lista II, except° 
en cuanto se disponga especifica-
mente en sentido contrario en 
dichas Listas. 

Post, pp. 1968, 1974. 

Restriction on quan-
titative regulation. 

Post, p. 1968. 

Post, p. 1974. 
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Exceptions.

Notice of proposed
restriction.

The foregoing provision shall
not apply to quantitative restric-
tions in whatever form imposed
by the United States of America
or the Republic of Ecuador on
the importation or sale of any
article the growth, produce or
manufacture of the other country,
in conjunction with governmental
measures operating to regulate or
control the production, market
supply or prices of like domestic
articles, or tending to increase
the labor costs of production of
such articles, or imposed in order
to maintain the exchange value of
the currency of the country.
Whenever the Government of
either country proposes to estab-
lish or change any restriction
authorized by this paragraph, it
shall give notice thereof in writing
to the other Government and
shall afford such other Govern-
ment an opportunity within thirty
days after receipt of such notice
to consult with it in respect of
the proposed action; and if an
agreement with respect thereto
is not reached within thirty days
following receipt of the aforesaid
notice, the Government which
proposed to take such action
shall be free to do so at any time
thereafter, and the other Govern-
ment shall be free within fifteen
days after such action is taken to
terminate this Agreement in its
entirety on thirty days' written
notice.

ARTICLE VIII.

Actionwhereqoan- 1. If the Government of thetitative restriction
established or lower United States of America or the
rate imposed on por-
tionof imports, etc. Government of the Republic of

ARTICULO VIII.

l.-En caso de que el Gobierno
de los Estados Unidos de America
o el de la Repdblica del Ecuador

La disposici6n precedente no
sera aplicable a restricciones cuan-
titativas en cualquier forma, im-
puestas por los Estados Unidos
de America o por la Repdblica
del Ecuador sobre la importaci6n
o venta de cualquier articulo
cosechado, producido o manu-
facturado en el otro pais, rela-
cionadas con las medidas guber-
nativas destinadas a regir o
controlar la producci6n, el abas-
tecimiento del mercado o los
precios de articulos nacionales
analogos o tendientes a aumen-
tar el costo de la mano de
obra de la producci6n de tales
articulos o impuestas para man-
tener el valor de cambio de la
moneda nacional. Cuando el
Gobierno de cualquiera de los
dos paises propusiere establecer
o modificar cualquier restricci6n
autorizada por este inciso, dar.
aviso de ello por escrito al otro
Gobierno, y proporcionara a 6ste
la oportunidad de consultar con
aquel respecto a la acci6n proyec-
tada, dentro de treinta dias des-
pues del recibo de tal aviso; y si
no se llegare a un acuerdo con
respecto a esa acci6n proyectada,
dentro de treinti dias despues
del recibo del susodicho aviso,
el Gobierno que proponga tomar
tal acci6n estara en libertad de
llevarla a cabo en cualquier mo-
mento posterior y el otro Gobierno
estara en libertad, dentro de
quince dias despues de tomada tal
acci6n, de dar por terminado en
su totalidad este Convenio, dando
aviso por escrito con treinta dias
de anticipaci6n.
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Exceptions. 

Notice of proposed 
restriction. 

The foregoing provision shall 
not apply to quantitative restric-
tions in whatever form imposed 
by the United States of America 
or the Republic of Ecuador on 
the importation or sale of any 
article the growth, produce or 
manufacture of the other country, 
in conjunction with governmental 
measures operating to regulate or 
control the production, market 
supply or prices of like domestic 
articles, or tending to increase 
the labor costs of production of 
such articles, or imposed in order 
to maintain the exchange value of 
the currency of the country. 
Whenever the Government of 
either country proposes to estab-
lish or change any restriction 
authorized by this paragraph, it 
shall give notice thereof in writing 
to the other Government and 
shall afford such other Govern-
ment an opportunity within thirty 
days after receipt of such notice 
to consult with it in respect of 
the proposed action; and if an 
agreement with respect thereto 
is not reached within thirty days 
following receipt of the aforesaid 
notice, the Government which 
proposed to take such action 
shall be free to do so at any time 
thereafter, and the other Govern-
ment shall be free within fifteen 
days after such action is taken to 
terminate this Agreement in its 
entirety on thirty days' written 
notice. 

ARTICLE VIII. 

Action where mien- 1. If the Government of the 
tita t iv e restriction 
established or lower United States of America or the 
rate imposed on por-
tion of imports, etc. Government of the Republic of 

La disposici6n precedente no 
sera, aplicable a restricciones cuan-
titativas en cualquier forma, im-
puestas por los Estados Unidos 
de America o por la Repdblica 
del Ecuador sobre la importacion 
o yenta de cualquier articulo 
cosechado, producido o manu-
facturado en el otro pals, rela-
cionadas con las medidas guber-
nativas destinadas a regir o 
controlar la produccion, el abas-
tecimiento del mercado o los 
precios de articulos nacionales 
analogos o tendientes a aunien-
tar el costo de la mano de 
obra de la producci6n de tales 
articulos o impuestas para man-
tener el valor de cambio de la 
moneda nacional. Cuando el 
Gobierno de cualquiera de los 
dos paises propusiere establecer 
o modificar cualquier restriccion 
autorizada por este inciso, dart% 
aviso de ello por escrito al otro 
Gobierno, y proporcionarA a este 
la oportunidad de consultar con 
aqua respect° a la accion proyec-
tada, dentro de treinta dias des-
piles del recibo de tal aviso; y si 
no se llegare a un acuerdo con 
respecto a esa accion proyectada, 
dentro de treintfr dias despues 
del recibo del susodicho aviso, 
el Gobierno que proponga toznar 
tal acci6n estara, en libertad de 
llevarla a cabo en cualquier mo-
ment° posterior y el otro Gobierno 
estara en libertad, dentro de 
quince dias despues de tomada tal 
accion, de dar por terminado en 
su totalidad este Convenio, dando 
aviso por escrito con treinta dias 
de anticipacion. 

ARTICULO VIII. 

1.—En caso de quo el Gobierno 
de los Estados Unidos de America 
o el de la Repdblica del Ecuador 
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Ecuador establishes or maintains
any form of quantitative restric-
tion or control of the importation
or sale of any article in which the
other country has an interest, or
imposes a lower import duty or
charge on the importation or sale
of a specified quantity of any such
article than the duty or charge
imposed on importations in excess
of such quantity, the Government
taking any action shall:

(a) Give public notice of the
total quantity, or any change
therein, of any such article per-
mitted to be imported or sold or
permitted to be imported or sold
at such lower duty or charge,
during a specified period;

(b) Allot to the other country
for such specified period a share
of such total quantity as origi-
nally established or subsequently
changed in any manner equivalent
to the proportion of the total im-
portation of such article which
such other country supplied dur-
ing a previous representative pe-
riod, unless it is mutually agreed
to dispense with such allotment;
and

(c) Give public notice of the
allotments of such quantity among
the several exporting countries,
and at all times upon request
advise the Government of the
other country of the quantity of
any such article the growth, prod-
uce or manufacture of each ex-
porting country which has been
imported or sold or for which
licenses or permits for importa-
tion or sale have been granted.

2. Neither the United States of
America nor the Republic of
Ecuador shall regulate the total
quantity of importations into its

estableciere o mantuviere cual-
quier forma de restricci6n cuanti-
tativa o de control de la importa-
ci6n o venta de cualquier articulo
en el cual tenga inter6s el otro
pals, o impusiere sobre la im-
portaci6n o venta de un articulo en
determinada cantidad una tarifa
o gravamen mas bajo que los es-
tablecidos sobre importaciones en
exceso de tal cantidad, el Gobierno
que asf proceda debera:

(a).-Dar aviso pdblico de la
cantidad total, o de cualquier
cambio introducido, de cualquiera
de dichos articulos, cuya importa-
ci6n o venta sea permitida o los
cuales puedan ser importados o
vendidos al mencionado tipo re-
ducido de tarifa o gravamen,
durante un perfodo determinado;

(b).-Asignar al otro pals, du-
rante tal perfodo especificado, una
porci6n de la cantidad total fijada
al principio o subsiguientemente
alterada en cualquier forma, equi-
valente a la proporci6n de la im-
portaci6n total de dicho articulo
que el otro pafs haya abastecido
durante un perfodo anterior repre-
sentative, a menos que se acuerde
mutuamente prescindir de tal asig-
naci6n; y

(c).-Dar aviso pdblico de las
asignaciones de tal cantidad entre
los diferentes pafses exportadores,
y en todo tiempo, mediante solici-
tud, informar al Gobierno del otro
pals la cantidad de tal articulo,
cosechado, producido o manu-
facturado en cada pals exporta-
dor, que haya sido importada o
vendida, o para el cual se haya
concedido licencia o permiso de
importaci6n o venta.

2.-Ni los Estados Unidos de
America ni la Repiblica del Ecua-
dor regulara la cantidad de impor-
taciones totales a su territorio, o

Import licenses, etc.
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any form of quantitative restric-
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(c).—Dar aviso pdblico de las 
asignaciones de tal cantidad entre 
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y en todo tiempo, mediante solici-
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Import licenses, etc. 
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territory or sales therein of any
article in which the other country
has an interest, by import licenses
or permits issued to individuals or
organizations, unless the total
quantity of such article permitted
to be imported or sold, during a
quota period of not less than three
months, shall have been estab-
lished, and unless the regulations
covering the issuance of such
licenses or permits shall have been
made public before such regula-
tions are put into force.

ARTICLE IX.

In the event that the Govern-
ment of the United States of
America or the Government of the
Republic of Ecuador establishes
or maintains a monopoly for the
importation, production or sale
of a particular commodity or
grants exclusive privileges, for-
mally or in effect, to one or more
agencies to import, produce or sell
a particular commodity, the Gov-
ernment of the country establish-
ing or maintaining such monopoly,
or granting such monopoly priv-
ileges, agrees that in respect of the
foreign purchases of such monop-
oly or agency the commerce of the
other country shall receive fair and
equitable treatment. To this end
it is agreed that in making its
foreign purchases of any product
such monopoly or agency will be
influenced solely by those consid-
erations, such as price, quality,
marketability, and terms of sale,
which would ordinarily be taken
into account by a private commer-
cial enterprise interested solely in
purchasing such product on the
most favorable terms.

ventas en el mismo, de cualquier
articulo en el cual tenga inter6s el
otro pais, por medio de licencias o
permisos de importaci6n otorgados
a individuos u organizaciones, a
menos que haya sido fijada la
cantidad total del articulo cuya
venta o importaci6n pueda per-
mitirse durante un periodo de
cuota no menor de tres meses, y a
menos que los reglamentos que
rijan el otorgamiento de dichas
licencias o permisos hayan sido
publicados antes de haber sido
puestos en vigor.

ARTICULO IX.

En caso de que el Gobierno de
los Estados Unidos de America o el
de la Repdblica del Ecuador esta-
bleciere o mantuviere un monopolio
para la importaci6n, producci6n o
venta de cierto articulo o concedie-
re privilegios exclusivos en forma
legal o de hecho a una o mas
agencias, para importar, producir
o vender cierto artfculo, el Go-
bierno del pais que estableciere o
mantuviere dicho monopolio o que
concediere tales privilegios exclu-
sivos, conviene en que en lo que
respect a las compras en el exte-
rior de tal monopolio o agencia, el
comercio del otro pass deberA
recibir un tratamiento justo y
equitativo. Al efecto, se conviene
en que al hacer sus compras de
cualquier producto en el Exterior,
tal monopolio o agencia se regira,
solamente por consideraciones
tales como precio, calidad y posi-
bilidades y condiciones de venta
que ordinariamente serian toma-
das en cuenta por una empresa
comercial privada interesada dni-
camente en comprar tal producto
bajo las condiciones mas favora-
bles.

Purchases by Gov-
ernment monopolies,
etc.
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yentas en el mismo, de cualquier 
artfculo en el cual tenga inter& el 
otro pals, por medio de licencias o 
permisos de importacion otorgados 
a individuos u organizaciones, a 
menos que haya sido fijada la 
cantidad total del articulo cuya 
yenta o importacien pueda per-
mitirse durante un perfodo de 
cuota no menor de tres meses, y a 
menos que los reglamentos que 
rijan el otorgamiento de dichas 
licencias o permisos hayan sido 
publicados antes de haber sido 
puestos en vigor. 

ARTICULO IX. 

En caso de que el Gobierno de 
los Estados Unidos de America o el 
de la Repdblica del Ecuador esta-
bleciere o mantuviere un monopolio 
para la importacien, produccien o 
yenta de cierto artfculo o concedie-
re privilegios exclusivos en forma 
legal o de hecho a ima o mas 
agencias, para importar, producir 
o vender cierto artfculo, el Go-
bierno del pals que estableciere o 
mantuviere dicho monopolio o que 
concediere tales privilegios exclu-
sivos, conviene en que en lo que 
respecta a las compras en el exte-
rior de tal monopolio o agenda, el 
comercio del otro pals deberit 
recibir un tratamiento justo y 
equitativo. Al efecto, se conviene 
en que al hacer sus compras de 
cualquier producto en el Exterior, 
tal monopolio o agencia se regirk, 
solamente por consideraciones 
tales como precio, calidad y posi-
bilidades y condiciones de yenta 
que ordinariamente serfan toma-
das en cuenta por una empresa 
comercial privada interesada fini-
camente en comprar tal producto 
bajo las condiciones mâs favora-
bles. 
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ARTICLE X. ARTICULO X.

In the event that the Govern-
ment of the United States of
America or the Government of the
Republic of Ecuador establishes
or maintains, directly or indirectly,
any form of control of the means
of international payment, it shall,
in the administration of such con-
trol:

(a) Impose no prohibition, re-
striction, nor delay on the transfer
of payment for imported articles
the growth, produce, or manufac-
ture of the other country, or of
payments necessary for and inci-
dental to the importation of such
articles;

(b) Accord unconditionally,
with respect to rates of exchange
and taxes or surcharges on ex-
change transactions in connec-
tion with payments for or pay-
ments necessary and incidental to
the importation of articles the
growth, produce, or manufacture
of the other country, treatment no
less favorable than that accorded
in connection with the importation
of any article whatsoever the
growth, produce, or manufacture
of any third country; and

(c) Accord unconditionally,
with respect to all rules and
formalities applying to exchange
transactions in connection with
payments for or payments neces-
sary and incidental to the impor-
tation of articles the growth,
produce, or manufacture of the
other country, treatment no less
favorable than that accorded in
connection with the importation

En caso de que el Gobierno de
los Estados Unidos de America o
el Gobierno de la Repfiblica del
Ecuador estableciere o mantuviere,
directa o indirectamente, cualquier
sistema de control de los medios
de pago internacional, en la ad-
ministraci6n de tal control:

(a).-No impondra prohibici6n,
restricci6n ni demora a la trans-
ferencia de fondos en pago de ar-
ticulos importados que hayan sido
cosechados, producidos o manu-
facturados en el otro pals, ni a la
transferencia de fondos en pago de
los gastos necesarios a y relaciona-
dos con la importaci6n de tales
articulos;

(b).-Otorgara incondicional-
mente, con relaci6n a los tipos de
cambio y los impuestos o sobre-
cargas afectando a las transac-
ciones de cambio con respecto a
pagos para o pagos necesarios a y
relacionados con la importaci6n de
articulos cosechados, producidos o
manufacturados en el otro pals,
tratamiento no menos favorable
que el que otorgue con respecto a
la importaci6n de cualquier ar-
ticulo cosechado, producido o ma-
nufacturado en cualquier otro
pals; y

(c).-Otorgarfa incondicional-
mente, con respecto a todas las
reglas y formalidades exigidas en
las transacciones de cambio con
respecto a pagos para o pagos
necesarios a y relacionados con la
importaci6n de articulos cose-
chados, producidos o manufac-
turados en el otro pals, trata-
miento no menos favorable que el
que otorgue con respecto a la im-

Control of means
of international pay-
ment.

Transfer of pay-
ment for imports.

Rates of exchange,
etc.

Exchange transac-
tions.
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mente, con relacian a los tipos de 
cambio y los impuestos o sobre-
cargas afectando a las transac-
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pagos para o pagos necesarios a y 
relacionados con la importacien de 
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Mutual considera-
tion of representations
with respect to appli-
cation of Article.

of the like articles the growth,
produce, or manufacture of any
third country.

In the event that the Govern-
ment of either country shall make
representations concerning the ap-
plication by the Government of
the other country of the provisions
of this Article, the Government of
such other country shall give
sympathetic consideration to such
representations, and if, within
thirty days after the receipt of
such representations, a satisfac-
tory adjustment has not been
made or an agreement has not
been reached with respect to such
representations, the Government
making them may, within fifteen
days after the expiration of the
aforesaid period of thirty days,
terminate this Agreement on thirty
days' written notice.

ARTICLE XI. ARTICULO XI.

With respect to customs duties
or charges of any kind imposed on
or in connection with importation
or exportation, and with respect to
the method of levying such duties
or charges, and with respect to all
rules and formalities in connection
with importation or exportation,
and with respect to all laws or reg-
ulations affecting the sale, taxa-
tion or use of imported goods with-
in the country, any advantage,
favor, privilege or immunity which
has been or may hereafter be
granted by the United States of
America or the Republic of Ecua-
dor to any article originating in or
destined for any third country,
shall be accorded immediately and
unconditionally to the like article
originating in or destined for the

Conrespecto a losderechos adua-
neros o a las cargas de cualquier
clase impuestas sobre la importa-
ci6n o exportaci6n o en relaci6n
con las mismas, y con respecto al
metodo de imponer tales derechos
o cargas, y con respecto a todas
las reglas y formalidades en rela-
ci6n con la importaci6n o la expor-
taci6n, y con respecto a todas las
leyes o disposiciones que afectaren
la venta, tributaci6n o el uso den-
tro del pafs de las mercancias im-
portadas, cualquier ventaja, favor,
privilegio o inmunidad que se haya
otorgado o que en lo sucesivo se
otorgue por los Estados Unidos de
America or por la Republica del
Ecuador a cualquier articulo que
tenga su origen en o se destine a
cualquier tercer pais, se otorgarh

portaci6n de analogos articulos
cosechados, producidos o manu-
facturados en cualquier otro pais.

En caso de que el Gobierno de
uno u otro pais hiciere repre-
sentaciones con respecto a la
aplicaci6n por el Gobierno del
otro pais de las disposiciones de
este Articulo, el Gobierno del otro
pais prestara consideraci6n amis-
tosa a tales representaciones, y si
dentro de treinta dias despues de
recibidas tales representaciones
no se ha hecho un ajuste satis-
factorio, o no se ha llegado a un
arreglo, con respecto a tales re-
presentaciones, el Gobierno que
las haga, puede, dentro de quince
dias despues de la expiraci6n del
periodo antedicho de treinta dias,
dar por terminado este Convenio,
previo aviso por escrito, con
treinta dias de anticipaci6n.

Extension of advan-
tages, etc., granted
any other country.
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or charges of any kind imposed on 
or in connection with importation 
or exportation, and with respect to 
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with importation or exportation, 
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unconditionally to the like article 
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portacion de analogos articulos 
cosechados, producidos o manu-
facturados en cualquier otro pals. 
En caso de quo el Gobierno de 

uno u otro pals hiciere repre-
sentaciones con respecto a la 
aplicacion por el Gobierno del 
otro pals de las disposiciones de 
este Articulo, el Gobierno del otro 
pals prestara consideracion amis-
tosa a tales representaciones, y si 
dentro de treinta dias despues de 
recibidas tales representaciones 
no se ha hecho un ajuste satis-
factorio, o no se ha llegado a un 
arreglo, con respecto a tales re-
presentaciones, el Gobierno quo 
las haga, puede, dentro de quince 
dias despues de la expiracion del 
periodo antedicho de treinta dias, 
dar por terminado este Convenio, 
previo aviso por escrito, con 
treinta dias de anticipacien. 

ARTICULO XI. 

Con respecto a los derechos adua-
neros o a las cargas de cualquier 
clase impuestas sobre la importa-
cion o exportacion o en relacien 
con las mismas, y con respecto al 
metodo de imponer tales derechos 
o cargas, y con respecto a todas 
las reglas y formalidades en rela-
cien con la importacien o la expor-
tacion, y con respecto a todas las 
leyes o disposiciones quo afectaren 
la yenta, tributacien o el uso den-
tro del pals de las mercancias im-
portadas, cualquier ventaja, favor, 
privilegio o inmunidad quo se haya 
otorgado o que en lo sucesivo se 
otorgue por los Estados Unidos de 
America or por la Reptiblica del 
Ecuador a cualquier articulo quo 
tenga su origen en o se destine a 
cualquier tercer pais, se otorgara 
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Republic of Ecuador or the United
States of America, respectively.

ARTICLE XII.

Laws, regulations of administra-
tive authorities and decisions of
administrative or judicial author-
ities of the United States of Amer-
ica or the Republic of Ecuador,
respectively, pertaining to the clas-
sification of articles for customs
purposes or to rates of duty shall
be published promptly in such a
manner as to enable traders to be-
come acquainted with them. Such
laws, regulations and decisions
shall be applied uniformly at all
ports of the respective country,
except as otherwise specifically
provided in statutes of the United
States of America relating to arti-
cles imported into Puerto Rico.

No administrative ruling by the
United States of America or the
Republic of Ecuador effecting ad-
vances in rates of duties or in
charges applicable under an estab-
lished and uniform practice to
imports originating in the territory
of the other country, or imposing
any new requirement with respect
to such importations, shall be
effective retroactively or with re-
spect to articles either entered for
or withdrawn for consumption
prior to the expiration of thirty
days after the date of publication
of notice of such ruling in the usual
official manner. The provisions of
this paragraph do not apply to

inmediata e incondicionalmente al
articulo analogo que tenga su ori-
gen en o se destine a la Repdblica
del Ecuador o a Jos Estados Unidos
de America, respectivamente.

ARTICULO XII.

Las leyes, reglamentos de autori- Preulation of laws,
dades administrativas y resolu- sions
ciones de autoridades judiciales o
administrativas de los Estados
Unidos de America o de la Repf-
blica del Ecuador, respectivamen-
te, concerniente a la clasificaci6n de
articulos para fines aduaneros o a
aforos arancelarios, deberan ser
publicadas con prontitud y en
manera tal que los comerciantes tunsiform applica-
puedan enterarse de ellas. Dichas
leyes, reglamentos y resoluciones
deberan ser aplicados con unifor-
midad en todos los puertos del pais
respective, excepto como se haya
estipulado expresamente de manera
contraria en estatutos de los Esta-
dos Unidos de America relativa a
articulos importados en Puerto
Rico.

Ninguna disposici6n administra- iAdminfistrative runl

tiva de los Estados Unidos de Restrictionretro.active application.
America o de la Repdblica del
Ecuador, quo produzca un aumento
de los aforos o gravamenes aplica-
bles en virtud de una practica es-
tablecida y uniforme a las importa-
ciones originarias del otro pafs, o
que imponga cualquier nuevo re-
quisito con respecto a tales impor-
taciones, podra tener efecto retro-
activo ni deberA ser aplicable a
articulos que hayan sido registra-
dos en o sacados de las aduanas
para consumo dentro de los treinta
dias siguientes a la fecha de publi-
caci6n de tal disposici6n, en la duAtestcdumi

forma oficial acostumbrada. Las
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Republic of Ecuador or the United 
States of America, respectively. 

ARTICLE XII. 

Laws, regulations of administra-
tive authorities and decisions of 
administrative or judicial author-
ities of the United States of Amer-
ica or the Republic of Ecuador, 
respectively, pertaining to the clas-
sification of articles for customs 
purposes or to rates of duty shall 
be published promptly in such a 
manner as to enable traders to be-
come acquainted with them. Such 
laws, regulations and decisions 
shall be applied uniformly at all 
ports of the respective country, 
except as otherwise specifically 
provided in statutes of the United 
States of America relating to arti-
cles imported into Puerto Rico. 

No administrative ruling by the 
United States of America or the 
Republic of Ecuador effecting ad-
vances in rates of duties or in 
charges applicable under an estab-
lished and uniform practice to 
imports originating in the territory 
of the other country, or imposing 
any new requirement with respect 
to such importations, shall be 
effective retroactively or with re-
spect to articles either entered for 
or withdrawn for consumption 
prior to the expiration of thirty 
days after the date of publication 
of notice of such ruling in the usual 
official manner. The provisions of 
this paragraph do not apply to 

inmediata e incondicionalmente al 
articulo analogo que tenga su ori-
gen en o se destine a la Reptiblica 
del Ecuador o a los Estados Unidos 
de America, respectivaraente. 

ARTICULO XII. 

Las byes, reglamentos de autori-
dades administrativas y resolu-
ciones de autoridades judiciales o 
administrativas de los Estados 
Unidos de America o de la Repu-
blica del Ecuador, respectivamen-
te, concerniente a la clasificaciOn de 
articulos para fines aduaneros o a 
aforos arancelarios, deberfin ser 
publicadas con prontitud y en 

Un manera tal que los comerciantes tioniform applies-

puedan enterarse de ellas. Dichas 
leyes, reglam.entos y resoluciones 
deberfin ser aplicados con unifor-
midad en todos los puertos del pals 
respectivo, except° como se haya 
estipulado expresamente de manera 
contraria en estatutos de los Esta-
dos Unidos de America relativa a 
articulos importados en Puerto 
Rico. 
Ninguna disposicion administra- inAsamttcnistrauve ml-

tiva de los Estados Unidos de Resetrietion on retro-
active application. 

America o de la Repdblica del 
Ecuador, quo produzca un aumen to 
de los aforos o gravfimenes aplica-
bles en virtud de una practica es-
tablecida y uniforme a las importa-
ciones originarias del otro pals, o 
que imponga cualquier nuevo re-
quisito con respecto a tales impor-
taciones, podrfi, toner efecto retro-
activo ni debera, ser aplicable a 
articulos que hayan sido registra-
dos en o sacados de las aduanas 
para consumo dentro de los treinta 
dias siguientes a la fecha de publi-
cacion de tal disposici6n, en la 
forma oficial acostumbrada. Las 

Publication of laws, 
regulations, and deci-
sions. 

Anti-dumping 
duties, etc. 
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administrative orders imposing
anti-dumping duties, or relating to
regulations for the protection of
human, animal, or plant life, or
relating to public safety, or giving
effect to judicial decisions.

ARTICLE XIII.

In the event that the rate of ex-
change between the currencies of
the United States of America and
the Republic of Ecuador varies
considerably from the rate obtain-
ing on the day of the signature of
this Agreement, the Government
of either country, if it considers
the change in rate so substantial
as to prejudice the industry or
commerce of the country, shall be
free to propose negotiations for the
modification of this Agreement or
to terminate this Agreement in its
entirety on thirty days' written
notice.

disposiciones de este parrafo no
son aplicables a las 6rdenes ad-
ministrativas que impongan de-
rechos contra "dumping" o rela-
tivas a reglamentos para la pro-
tecci6n de la vida humana, animal
o vegetal, o relativas a la seguridad
pdblica, o para hacer cumplir reso-
luciones judiciales.

ARTICULO XIII.

En caso de que el tipo de cambio
entre las monedas de los Estados
Unidos de America y de la Repu-
blica del Ecuador varfe considera-
blemente del tipo de cambio vi-
gente en el dia de la firma de este
Convenio, el Gobierno de uno o del
otro pals que considere la diferen-
cia tan substancial que perjudique
las industrias o el comercio de su
pais, estara en libertad de proponer
negociaciones para la modificaci6n
de este Convenio o de dar por
terminado este Convenio en su
totalidad, dando aviso por escrito
con treinta dias de anticipaci6n.

ARTICLE XIV. ARTICULO XIV.

Greater than nominal penalties
will not be imposed in the United
States of America or in the Repub-
lic of Ecuador upon importations
of articles the growth, produce or
manufacture of the other country
because of errors in documentation
obviously clerical in origin or
where good faith can be estab-
lished.

The Government of each coun-
try will accord sympathetic con-
sideration to, and when requested
will afford adequate opportunity

No se impondran en los Estados
Unidos de America ni en la Re-
pdblica del Ecuador multas mayo-
res que las nominales sobre la
importaci6n de articulos cosecha-
dos, producidos o manufacturados
en el otro pais, con motivo de erro-
res en la documentaci6n que pa-
tentemente se deban a la simple
escritura o sean errores tipograficos
(clerical errors), o cuando pueda
establecerse la buena fe.

El Gobierno de cada pais darA
consideraci6n amistosa y a solici-
tud prestara oportunidad ade-
cuada a las consultas con respecto

Modification or ter-
mination where rate of
exchange prejudicial.

Errors in documen-
tation.

Mutual considera-
tion of representations
with respect to cus-
toms, etc.
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Modification or ter-
mination where rate of 
exchange prejudicial. 

Errors in documen-
tation. 

Mutual considera-
tion of representations 
with respect to cus-
toms, etc. 

administrative orders imposing 
anti-dumping duties, or relating to 
regulations for the protection of 
human, animal, or plant life, or 
relating to public safety, or giving 
effect to judicial decisions. 

ARTICLE XIII. 

In the event that the rate of ex-
change between the currencies of 
the United States of America and 
the Republic of Ecuador varies 
considerably from the rate obtain-
ing on the day of the signature of 
this Agreement, the Government 
of either country, if it considers 
the change in rate so substantial 
as to prejudice the industry or 
commerce of the country, shall be 
free to propose negotiations for the 
modification of this Agreement or 
to terminate this Agreement in its 
entirety on thirty days' written 
notice. 

ARTICLE XIV". 

Greater than nominal penalties 
will not be imposed in the United 
States of America or in the Repub-
lic of Ecuador upon importations 
of articles the growth, produce or 
manufacture of the other country 
because of errors in documentation 
obviously clerical in origin or 
where good faith can be estab-
lished. 

The Government of each coun-
try will accord sympathetic con-
sideration to, and when requested 
will afford adequate opportunity 

disposiciones de este parrafo no 
son aplicables a las 6rdenes ad-
ministrativas quo impongan de-
rechos contra "dumping" o rela-
tivas a reglamentos para la pro-
teccion de la vida humana, animal 
o vegetal, o relativas a la seguridad 
pUblica, o para hacer cumplir reso-
luciones judiciales. 

ARTICULO XIII. 

En caso de quo el tipo de cambio 
entre las monedas de los Estados 
Unidos de America y de la Repil-
blica del Ecuador varie considera-
blenaente del tipo de cambio vi-
gente en el dia de la firma de este 
Convenio, el Gobierno de uno o del 
otro pals que considere la diferen-
cia tan substancial quo perjudique 
las industrias o el comercio de su 
pals, estark en libertad de proponer 
negociaciones para la modificacibn 
de este Convenio o de dar por 
terminado este Convenio en su 
totalidad, dando aviso por escrito 
con treinta dias de anticipacion. 

ARTIC (MO XIV. 

No se impondran en los Estados 
Unidos de America ni en la Re-
publica del Ecuador multas mayo-
res quo las nominales sobre la 
importacion de articulos cosecha-
dos, producidos o manufacturados 
en el otro pals, con motivo de erro-
res en la documentacien quo pa-
tentemente se deban a la simple 
escritura o sean errores tipograficos 
(clerical errors), o cuando pueda 
establecerse la buena fe. 

El Gobierno de cada pals dara 
consideracien amistosa y a solici-
tud prestari oportunidad ade-
cuada a las consultas con respecto 
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for consultation regarding, such
representations as the other Gov-
ernment may make with respect
to the operation of customs regu-
lations, quantitative restrictions
or the administration thereof, the
observance of customs formalities,
and the application of sanitary
laws and regulations for the pro-
tection of human, animal, or plant
life or health.

In the event that the Govern-
ment of either country makes rep-
resentations to the Government of
the other country in respect of the
application of any sanitary law or
regulation for the protection of
human, animal, or plant life, and
if there is disagreement with re-
spect thereto, a committee of tech-
nical experts on which each Gov-
ernment shall be represented shall,
on the request of either Govern-
ment, be established to consider
the matter and to submit recom-
mendations to the two Govern-
ments.

a las representaciones que el otro
Gobierno pueda hacer con relaci6n
a la aplicaci6n de reglamentos adua-
neros, restricciones cuantitativas
o a la administraci6n de las mis-
mas, la observancia de formali-
dades aduaneras y la aplicaci6n de
leyes y reglamentos sanitarios para
la protecci6n de la vida o la salud
humana, animal o vegetal.

En caso de que el Gobierno de
uno u otro pais hiciere represen-
taciones al otro Gobierno con res-
pecto a la aplicaci6n de cualquier
ley o disposici6n sanitaria para la
protecci6n de la vida humana,
animal o vegetal, y hubiere des-
acuerdo sobre el particular, se
establecera, a petici6n de cual-
quiera de los Gobiernos, una Co-
misi6n de expertos t6cnicos en la
cual estaran representados ambos
Gobiernos, para considerar el asun-
to y someter recomendaciones a
los dos Gobiernos.

ARTICLE XV. ARTICULO XV.

Except as otherwise provided
in the second paragraph of this
Article, the provisions of this
Agreement relating to the treat-
ment to be accorded by the
United States of America and the
Republic of Ecuador, respectively,
to the commerce of the other
country, shall not apply to the
Philippine Islands, the Virgin Is-
lands, American Samoa, the Island
of Guam, or to the Panama
Canal Zone.

Subject to the reservations set
forth in the third and fourth
paragraphs of this Article, the
provisions of this Agreement re-

Exceptuando lo estipulado de
manera contraria en el segundo
parrafo de este Articulo, las dis-
posiciones de este Convenio refe-
rentes al tratamiento que los
Estados Unidos de America y la
Repdblica del Ecuador, respec-
tivamente, deberan dispensar al
comercio del otro pais, no seran
aplicables a las Islas Filipinas,
Islas Virgenes, Samoa Americana,
Isla de Guam, ni a la Zona del
Canal de Panama.

Sujetas a las reservas estable-
cidas en los parrafos tercero y
cuarto de este Articulo, las dis-
posiciones de este Convenio con

Sanitary regula-
tions.

Provisions not to
apply to Philippine
Islands, etc.; excep-
tion.

Preferential treat-
ment extended to ter-
ritories, etc., of each
other.
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for consultation regarding, such 
representations as the other Gov-
ernment may make with respect 
to the operation of customs regu-
lations, quantitative restrictions 
or the administration thereof, the 
observance of customs formalities, 
and the application of sanitary 
laws and regulations for the pro-
tection of human, animal, or plant 
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In the event that the Govern-
ment of either country makes rep-
resentations to the Government of 
the other country in respect of the 
application of any sanitary law or 
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human, animal, or plant life, and 
if there is disagreement with re-
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ment, be established to consider 
the matter and to submit recom-
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a las representaciones quo el otro 
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o a la administracien de las mis-
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Islands, etc.; excep-
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Preferential treat-
ment extended to ter-
ritories, etc., of each 
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Not applicable to
Panama Canal Zone.

Existing or future
advantages to adja-
cent countries ex-
cepted from operation
of Agreement.

Advantages accord-
ed by U. S., its ter-
ritories, etc., to one
another or Cuba.

Panama Canal
Zone.

garding most-favored-nation treat-
ment shall apply to articles the
growth, produce of manufacture
of any territory under the sov-
ereignty or authority of the United
States of America or the Republic
of Ecuador, imported from or ex-
ported to any territory under the
sovereignty or authority of the
other country. It is understood,
however, that the provisions of
this paragraph do not apply to
the Panama Canal Zone.

The advantages now accorded
or which may hereafter be ac-
corded by the United States of
America or the Republic of Ecua-
dor to adjacent countries in order
to facilitate frontier traffic, and
advantages resulting from a cus-
toms union to which either the
United States of America or the
Republic of Ecuador may become
a party so long as such advantages
are not extended to any other
country, shall be excepted from the
operation of this Agreement.

The advantages now accorded or
which may hereafter be accorded
by the United States of America,
its territories or possessions or the
Panama Canal Zone to one another
or to the Republic of Cuba shall be
excepted from the operation of
this Agreement. The provisions
of this paragraph shall continue to
apply in respect of any advantages
now or hereafter accorded by the
United States of America, its
territories or possessions or the
Panama Canal Zone to one an-
other, irrespective of any change
in the political status of any of the
territories or possessions of the
United States of America.

respecto al tratamiento de la na-
ci6n mas favorecida se aplicaran
a los articulos cosechados, pro-
ducidos o manufacturados en cual-
quier territorio bajo la soberania
o jurisdicci6n de los Estados
Unidos de America o de la Repd-
blica del Ecuador importados de o
exportados a cualquier territorio
bajo la soberania o jurisdicci6n
del otro pais. Se entiende, sin
embargo, que las disposiciones de
este parrafo no son aplicables a la
Zona del Canal de Panama.

Las ventajas ya otorgadas o
que en lo sucesivo se otorgaren por
los Estados Unidos de Am6rica
o la Republica del Ecuador a
paises limitrofes para facilitar el
trafico fronterizo y las ventajas
que resultaren de una uni6n
aduanera de la cual los Estados
Unidos de America o la Republica
del Ecuador pudiere formar parte
y mientras tales ventajas no se
concedan a cualquier otro pais, se
exceptuaran de los efectos de este
Convenio.

Las ventajas ya otorgadas o
que en lo sucesivo se otorgaren por
los Estados Unidos de America,
sus territorios o posesiones o por
la Zona del Canal de Panama,
entre si o a la Republica de Cuba,
se exceptuaran de los efectos de
este Convenio. Las disposiciones
de este pArrafo continuaran apli-
candose con respecto a cualquier
ventaja ya otorgada o que en lo
sucesivo se otorgare por los Es-
tados Unidos de America, sus
territorios o posesiones, o por la
Zona del Canal de Panama, entre
si, no obstante cualquier cambio
en el status politico de cualquiera
de los territorios o posesiones de
los Estados Unidos de America.
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growth, produce of manufacture 
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however, that the provisions of 
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the Panama Canal Zone. 
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or which may hereafter be ac-
corded by the United States of 
America or the Republic of Ecua-
dor to adjacent countries in order 
to facilitate frontier traffic, and 
advantages resulting from a cus-
toms union to which either the 
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are not extended to any other 
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now or hereafter accorded by the 
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in the political status of any of the 
territories or possessions of the 
United States of America. 

respecto al tratamiento de la na-
cif% Inas favorecida se aplicarkn 
a los articulos cosechados, pro-
ducidos o manufacturados en cual-
quier territorio bajo la soberania 
o jurisdiccien de los Estados 
Unidos de America o de la Repu-
blica del Ecuador importados de o 
exportados a cualquier territorio 
bajo la soberania o jurisdiccien 
del otro pals. Se entiende, sin 
embargo, que las disposiciones de 
este parrafo no son aplicables a la 
Zona del Canal de Panama. 
Las ventajas ya otorgadas o 

que en lo sucesivo se otorgaren por 
los Estados Unidos de America 
o la Republica del Ecuador a 
poises limitrofes para facilitar el 
trafico fronterizo y las ventajas 
que resultaren de una union 
aduanera de la cual los Estados 
Unidos de America o la Repliblica 
del Ecuador pudiere formar parte 
y mientras tales •ventajas no se 
concedan a cualquier otro pals, se 
exceptuaran de los efectos de este 
Convenio. 
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que en lo sucesivo se otorgaren por 
los Estados Unidos de America, 
sus territorios o posesiones o por 
la Zona del Canal de Panama, 
entre sf o a la Repdblica de Cuba, 
se exceptuaran de los efectos de 
este Convenio. Las disposiciones 
de este parrafo continuaran apli-
candose con respecto a cualquier 
ventaja ya otorgada o que en lo 
sucesivo se otorgare por los Es-
tados Unidos de America, sus 
territorios o posesiones, o por la 
Zona del Canal de Panama, entre 
si, no obstante cualquier cambio 
en el status politico de cualquiera 
de los territorios o posesiones de 
los Estados Unidos de America. 
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ARTICLE XVI.

Subject to the requirement that,
under like circumstances and con-
ditions, there shall be no arbitrary
discrimination by either country
against the other country in favor
of any third country, and without
prejudice to the provisions of the
second and third paragraphs of
Article XIV, the provisions of
this Agreement shall not extend to
prohibitions or restrictions (1)
imposed on moral or humanitarian
grounds; (2) designed to protect
human, animal or plant life or
health; (3) relating to prison-made
goods; (4) relating to the enforce-
ment of police or revenue laws.

Nothing in this Agreement shall
be construed to prevent the adop-
tion of measures prohibiting or
restricting the exportation of gold
or silver, or to prevent the adop-
tion of such measures as either
Government may see fit with
respect to the control of the export
or sale for export of arms, ammu-
nition, or implements of war, and,
in exceptional circumstances, all
other military supplies.

ARTICLE XVII.

In the event that the Govern-
ment of the United States of
America or the Government of
the Republic of Ecuador adopts
any measure which, even though
it does not conflict with the terms
of this Agreement, is considered
by the Government of the other
country to have the effect of nulli-
fying or impairing any object of
the Agreement, the Government

ARTICULO XVI.

Sujeto al requisito de que, bajo
circunstancias y condiciones ana-
logas, no habra discriminaci6n
arbitraria por un pais en contra
del otro a favor de cualquier
naci6n tercera, y sin perjuicio a
las disposiciones del segundo y
tercero parrafos del Articulo XIV,
las disposiciones de este Convenio
no se aplicaran a las prohibiciones
o restricciones (1) impuestas para
fines humanitarios o moral; (2)
destinadas a protejer la vida o la
salud humana, animal o vegetal;
(3) relacionadas con mercancias
producidas en prisiones; (4) con
respecto a la ejecuci6n de leyes
policiales o fiscales.

Nada de lo contenido en este
Convenio se interpretara en un
sentido que impida la adopci6n de
medidas que prohiban o restrinjan
la exportaci6n de oro o plata, o
que impida la adopci6n de las
medidas que cualquiera de los dos
Gobiernos estime necesarias para
el control de la exportaci6n o
venta para la exportaci6n, de
armas, municiones o implementos
de guerra, y, en circunstancias
excepcionales, do todo otro mn-
terial do guerra.

ARTICULO XVII.

En caso de que el Gobierno de
los Estados Unidos de America o
el Gobierno de la Repdblica del
Ecuador adopte cualquier medida
que aun cuando no este en con-
flicto con los t6rminos de este Con-
venio sea considerada por el Go-
bierno del otro pals como anu-
lando o desvirtuando cualquiera
de los fines de este Convenio, el
Gobierno que haya adoptado tal
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Provisions not to
extend to specified
restrictions.

Gold or silver ex-
portation restrictions.

Control of export of
arms, etc.

Adjustment of mess
ures impairing objects
of agreement.
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ARTICLE XVI. ARTICULO XVI. 

Subject to the requirement that, 
under like circumstances and con-
ditions, there shall be no arbitrary 
discrimination by either country 
against the other country in favor 
of any third country, and without 
prejudice to the provisions of the 
second and third paragraphs of 
Article XIV, the provisions of 
this Agreement shall not extend to 
prohibitions or restrictions (1) 
imposed on moral or humanitarian 
grounds; (2) designed to protect 
human, animal or plant life or 
health; (3) relating to prison-made 
goods; (4) relating to the enforce-
ment of police or revenue laws. 

Nothing in this Agreement shall 
be construed to prevent the adop-
tion of measures prohibiting or 
restricting the exportation of gold 
or silver, or to prevent the adop-
tion of such measures as either 
Government may see fit with 
respect to the control of the export 
or sale for export of arms, ammu-
nition, or implements of war, and, 
in exceptional circumstances, all 
other military supplies. 

ARTICLE XVII. 

In the event that the Govern-
ment of the United States of 
America or the Government of 
the Republic of Ecuador adopts 
any measure which, even though 
it does not conflict with the terms 
of this Agreement, is considered 
by the Government of the other 
country to have the effect of nulli-
fying or impairing any object of 
the Agreement, the Government 

Sujeto al requisito de que, bajo 
circunstancias y condiciones ant-
Iogas, no habra discriminaci6n 
arbitraria por un pals en contra 
del otro a favor de cualquier 
naci6n tercera, y sin perjuicio a 
las disposiciones del segundo y 
tercero parrafos del Articulo XIV, 
las disposiciones de este Convenio 
no se aplicarkn a las prohibiciones 
o restricciones (1) impuestas para 
fines humanitarios o moral; (2) 
destinadas a protejer la vida o la 
salud hu.mana, animal o vegetal; 
(3) relacionadas con mercancias 
producidas en prision.es; (4) con 
respecto a la ejecucion de leyes 
policiales o fiscales. 
Nada de lo contenido en este 

Convenio se interpretark en un 
sentido que impida la adopci6n de 
medidas que prohiban o restrinj an 
la exportacion de oro o plata, o 
quo impida la adopci6n de las 
medidas que cualquiera de los dos 
Gobiernos estime n.ecesarias para 
el control de la exportacion o 
yenta para la exportaci6n, de 
arrnas, municiones o implementos 
de guerra, y, en circunstancias 
excepcionales, de todo otro ma-
terial de guerra. 

ARTICULO XVII. 

En caso de que el Gobierno de 
los Estados Unidos de America o 
eI Gobierno de la Republica del 
Ecuador adopte cualquier medida 
que atin cuando no este en con-
flicto con los terminos de este Con-
venio sea considerada por el Go-
bierno del otro pals como anu-
lando o desvirtuando cualquiera 
de los fines de este Convenio, el 
Gobierno que haya adoptado tal 

Provisions not to 
extend to specified 
restrictions. 

Gold or silver ex-
portation restrictions. 

Control of export of 
arms, etc. 

Adjustment of meas-
ure' impairing objects 
of agreement. 
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which has adopted any such meas-
ure shall consider such representa-
tions and proposals as the other
Government may make with a
view to effecting a mutually satis-
factory adjustment of the matter.

ARTICLE XVIII.

The present Agreement shall,
from the date on which it comes
into force, supplant the modus
vivendi between the United States
of America and the Republic of
Ecuador, effected by exchange of
notes signed on June 12, 1936.

medida debera considerar las re-
presentaciones y propuestas que
el otro Gobierno pueda hacer con
la mira de efectuar un arreglo del
asunto mutuamente satisfactorio.

ARTICULO XVIII.

El presente Convenio deberA,
desde la fecha en que entre en
vigor, subrogar al modus vivendi
entre los Estados Unidos de Am-
rica y la Repdblica del Ecuador
efectuado por cambio de notas
firmadas el doce de Junio de mil
novecientos treinta y seis.

ARTICLE XIX. ARTICULO XIX.

The present Agreement shall
come into full force on the thir-
tieth day following proclamation
thereof by the President of the
United States of America and the
Supreme Chief of the Republic of
Ecuador, or should the proclama-
tions be issued on different days,
on the thirtieth day following the
date of the later in time of such
proclamations, and, subject to the
provisions of Article VII, Article
X, or Article XIII, shall remain in
force and effect until six months
from the day on which either
Government shall give notice of
its intention to terminate it. The
Government of each country shall
notify the Government of the
other country of the date of its
proclamation.

In witness whereof the respec-
tive Plenipotentiaries have signed
this Agreement and have affixed
their seals hereto.

El presente Convenio debera
entrar en pleno vigor treinta dias
despues de su promulgaci6n por el
Presidente de los Estados Unidos
de America y por el Jefe Supremo
de la Repiblica del Ecuador, o, en
caso de que las promulgaciones se
hagan en fechas distintas, treinta
dias despues de la fecha de la
dltima promulgaci6n, y, sujeto a
las disposiciones del Articulo VII,
Articulo X, o Articulo XIII, per-
manecera en vigor y efecto hasta
seis meses despues de la fecha en
que cualquiera de los dos Gobier-
nos diere aviso de su intenci6n de
terminarlo. El Gobierno de cada
pais debera notificar al Gobierno
del otro la fecha de su promulga-
ci6n.

En fe de lo cual los respectivos
Plenipotenciarios han firmado este
Convenio y han puesto sus sellos.

Agreement to sup-
plant modus vircndi.

49 Stat. 4013.

Effective date and
duration.

Notice of date of
proclamation.

Signatures.
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Agreement to sup-
plant mains vivendi. 

49 Stat. 4013. 

Effective date and 
duration. 

Notice of date of 
proclamation. 

Signatures. 

which has adopted any such meas-
ure shall consider such representa-
tions and proposals as the other 
Government may make with a 
view to effecting a mutually satis-
factory adjustment of the matter. 

ARTICLE XVIII. 

The present Agreement shall, 
from the date on which it comes 
into force, supplant the modus 
vivendi between the United States 
of America and the Republic of 
Ecuador, effected by exchange of 
notes signed on June 12, 1936. 

ARTICLE XIX. 

The present Agreement shall 
come into full force on the thir-
tieth day following proclamation 
thereof by the President of the 
United States of America and the 
Supreme Chief of the Republic of 
Ecuador, or should the proclama-
tions be issued on different days, 
on the thirtieth day following the 
date of the later in time of such 
proclamations, and, subject to the 
provisions of Article VII, Article 
X, or Article XIII, shall remain in 
force and effect until six months 
from the day on which either 
Government shall give notice of 
its intention to terminate it. The 
Government of each country shall 
notify the Government of the 
other country of the date of its 
proclamation. 

In witness whereof the respec-
tive Plenipotentiaries have signed 
this Agreement and have affixed 
their seals hereto. 

raedida deber6, considerar las re-
presentaciones y propuestas que 
el otro Gobierno pueda hacer con 
in mira de efectuar un arreglo del 
asunto rautuamente satisfactorio. 

ARTICULO XVIII. 

El presente Convenio deberk 
desde in fecha en quo entre en 
vigor, subrogar al modus vivendi 
entre los Estados Unidos de Ame-
rica y in Republica del Ecuador 
efectuado por cambio de notas 
firm adas el doce de Junio de mil 
novecientos treinta y seis. 

ARTICITLO 

El presente Convenio debera 
entrar en pleno vigor treinta dias 
despues de su promulgacien por el 
Presidente de los Estados Unidos 
de America y por el Jefe Supremo 
de in RepAblica del Ecuador, o, en 
caso de quo las promulgaciones se 
hagan en fechas distintas, treinta 
dias despues de in fecha de la 
Ultima proxnulgacion, y, sujeto a 
las disposiciones del Articulo VII, 
Articulo X, o Articulo XIII, per-
manecera, en vigor y efecto hasta 
seis meses despues de in fecha en 
quo cualquiera de los dos Gobier-
nos diere aviso de su intencien de 
terminarlo. El Gobierno de cada 
pals deber6, notificar al Gobierno 
del otro in fecha de su promulga-
cien. 

En fe de lo cual los respectivos 
Plenipotenciarios han firmado este 
Convenio y han puesto sus sellos. 
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Done in duplicate, in the Eng-
lish and Spanish languages, both
authentic, at the City of Quito
this sixth day of the month of
August of the year one thousand
nine hundred and thirty-eight.

For the President of the
United States of America,

[SEAL] BOAZ LONG

For the Supreme Chief
of the Republic of
Ecuador,

[SEAL] LUIS BOSSANO

Hecho en duplicado, en los
idiomas ingles y espafol, siendo
ambos textos aut6nticos, en la
ciudad de Quito, a los seis dias del
mes de Agosto de mil novecientos
treinta y ocho.

Por el Presidente de los
Estados Unidos de America,

[SEAL] BOAZ LONG

Por el Jefe Supremo de
la Republica del
Ecuador,

[SEAL] Luis BOSSANO
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Done in duplicate, in the Eng-
lish and Spanish languages, both 
authentic, at the City of Quito 
this sixth day of the month of 
August of the year one thousand 
nine hundred and thirty-eight. 

For the President of the 
United States of America, 

[SEAL] BOAZ LONG 

For the Supreme Chief 
of the Republic of 
Ecuador, 

[SEAL] Luis BOSSANO 

Hecho en duplicado, en los 
idiomas ingles y espaSiol, siendo 
ambos textos autenticos, en la 
ciudad de Quito, a los seis dias del 
Ines de Agosto de mil novecientos 
treinta y ocho. 

Por el President° de los 
Estados Unidos de America, 

[SEAL] BOAZ LONG 

Por el Jefe Supremo de 
la Republica del 
Ecuador, 

[SEAL] Luis BOSSANO 

1967 
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SCHEDULE I

Ecuadoran Maximum Rates of Duty.
Tariff Item Specific Rates in

Number Description of Articles Ecuadoran Sucres

NOTE: The provisions of this Schedule will be
interpreted as though they had been in-
cluded in the current Ecuadoran tariff law
by an amendment to that law.

ABBREVIATIONS:

G. K. - Gross Kilo
L. K. - Legal Kilo

9 Milk:
-b) Milk in powder or skimmed milk, evapo-

rated milk or cream or any kind of milk,
with or without sugar, conserved or con-
centrated, in any container, except milk
sugar L. K. 0.45

Ex 13 Hog lard:
-a) Hog lard G. K. 0.25

30 Preserved sardines, in any form or prepara-
tion L. K. 0. 49

43 Prunes in general L. K. 0. 315
77 Oats:

-c) Elaborated, prepared or crushed for human
food, in containers of metal, paper board
or similars L. K. 0. 245

87 Pure wheat flour, in any container G. K. 0. 075

154 Lubricating oils for machinery and vehicles in
general, including greases of any origin,
composition or mixture, not otherwise
shown G. K. 0. 315

Ex 277 All prepared liquid paints, not otherwise pro-
vided for, including those called enamels
and lacquers, not provided for in section 6 G. K. 0. 60

NOTE VI which reads "no articles classified
under item 277 will pay a duty of less than
30 percent ad valorem" is hereby deleted.

292 Paste, powder, soap, waters and liquid prepa-
rations in general and others not specified,
for dental cleanliness and hygiene, per-
fumed or not L. K. 2. 765

374 Pharmaceutical specialties and preparations
such as:

-c) Syrups, elixirs, emulsion, comprimes, tab-
lets, ampoules, capsules and similars L. K. 1. 20

NOTE XVII in so far as it refers to subitem c)
of item 374 is hereby deleted.

NOTE: The importation of pharmaceutical
specialties and patent medicines remains
subject to the provisions that the National
Department of Hygiene of Ecuador may
dictate. It is understood, however, that
the public health authorities of Ecuador
will not impose any certification require-
ment or any formality for the importation,
registration, licensing and sale of pharma-
ceutical specialties and patent medicines,
which will be impossible of fulfillment in
the United States of America because of the
lack of a duly authorized Federal agency.
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Ecuadoran 
Tariff Item 
Number 

SCHEDULE I 

Description of Articles 

NOTE: The provisions of this Schedule will be 
interpreted as though they had been in-
cluded in the current Ecuadoran tariff law 
by an amendment to that law. 

ABBREVIATIONS: 

G. K. - Gross Kilo 
L. K. - Legal Kilo 

Maximum Rates of Duty. 
Specific Rates in 
Ecuadoran Sucres 

9 Milk: 
-b) Milk in powder or skimmed milk, evapo-

rated milk or cream or any kind of milk, 
with or without sugar, conserved or con-
centrated, in any container, except milk 
sugar L. K. 0. 45 

Ex 13 Hog lard: 
-a) Hog lard G. K. O. 25 

30 Preserved sardines, in any form or prepara-
tion L. K. 0. 49 

43 Prunes in general L. K. 0. 315 
77 Oats: 

-c) Elaborated, prepared or crushed for human 
food, in containers of metal, paper board 
or simila,rs L. K. 0. 245 

87 Pure wheat flour, in any container G. K. 0. 075 

154 Lubricating oils for machinery and vehicles in 
general, including greases of any origin, 
composition or mixture, not otherwise 
shown G. K. 0. 315 

Ex 277 All prepared liquid paints, not otherwise pro-
vided for, including those called enamels 
and lacquers, not provided for in section 6 G. K. 0. 60 

NOTE VI which reads "no articles classified 
under item 277 will pay a duty of less than 
30 percent ad valorem" is hereby deleted. 

292 Paste, powder, soap, waters and liquid prepa-
rations in general and others not specified, 
for dental cleanliness and hygiene, per-
fumed or not L. K. 2. 765 

374 Pharmaceutical specialties and preparations 
such as: 

-c) Syrups, elixirs, emulsion, comprimes, tab-
lets, ampoules, capsules and similars L. K. 1. 20 

NOTE XVII in so far as it refers to subitem c) 
of item 374 is hereby deleted. 

NOTE: The importation of pharmaceutical 
specialties and patent medicines remains 
subject to the provisions that the National 
Department of Hygiene of Ecuador may 
dictate. It is understood, however, that 
the public health authorities of Ecuador 
will not impose any certification require-
ment or any formality for the importation, 
registration, licensing and sale of pharma-
ceutical specialties and patent medicines, 
which will be impossible of fulfillment in 
the United States of America because of the 
lack of a duly authorized Federal agency. 
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LISTA I
No. de la

Ley Aran-
celaria de
Aduanas Tarifas Maximas de Derechos.del Tarifas Especificas en SucresEcuador Descripci6n de Artlculos Ecuatorianos

NOTA: Las estipulaciones de esta Lista
se interpretaran como si estuvieran in-
cluidas en la actual Ley Arancelaria de
Aduanas del Ecuador como una en-
mienda a dicha Ley.

ABREVIACIONES:

P. B. K.- Por Kilo peso Bruto
P. L. K.- Por Kilo peso Legal

9.- Leche:
b).-Leche en polvo o descremada, leche o

crema evaporada o cualquier leche,
con o sin azucar, conservada o con-
centrada, en cualquier envase, excep-
tuando azdcar de leche P. L. K. 0,45

Ex 13.- Manteca de cerdo:
a).-Manteca de cerdo P. B. K. 0,25

30.- Sardinas conservadas en cualquier forma
o preparaci6n P. L. K 0,49

43.- Ciruelas pasas en general P. L. K. 0,315
77.- Avena:

c).-Elaborada, preparada o machacada
para la alimentaci6n humana, en en-
vases metalicos, de cart6n o seme-
jantes P. L. K. 0,245

87.- Harina pura de trigo, en cualquier en-
vase P. B. K. 0,075

154.- Aceites lubricantes para maquinarias y
vehfculos en general, incluso grasa, de
cualquier origen, composici6n o mez-
cla, no previstos en otra parte P. B. K. 0,315

Ex 277.- Todas las pinturas preparadas en lfquido,
no previstas en otra parte, incluso las
llamadas esmaltes y barnices, no pre-
vistas en la secci6n 6 P. B. K. 0,60

NOTA VI que dice "Ningdn artfculo clasi-
ficado en el parrafo 277 pagara un
derecho menos de Ad-val. 30%" queda
suprimida.

292.- Pasta, polvo, jab6n, aguas y prepara-
ciones liquidas en general, y cualquiera
otra no especificada para la limpieza e
higiene dentrifica, pcrfumados o no P. L. K. 2,765

374.- Preparaciones y especialidades farmac6u-
ticas, tales como:

c).- Jarabe, elixir, emulsi6n, comprimidos,
tabletas,ampollas,capsulasysemejantes P. L. K. 1,20

Queda suprimida NOTA XVII en cuanto
se refiere al inciso c) del parrafo 374.

NOTA: La importaci6n de especialidades
farmaceuticas y medicinas de patente
queda sujeta a las reglamentaciones que
el Departamento de Sanidad del Ecua-
dor pueda dictar. Debe entenderse, sin
embargo, que las autoridades de Sani-
dad del Ecuador no impondran el requi-
sito de certificaci6n de ninguna clase u
otra formalidad para la importaci6n,
registro, licencia y venta de especiali-
dades farmac6utioas y medicinas de
patente, lo cual seria imposible cumplir
en los Estados Unidos de America, de-
bido a la falta de una agencia Federal
debidamente autorizada para el efecto.

53 STAT.] 

No. de la 
Ley Aran-
celaria de 
Aduanas 

del 
Ecuador 

ECUADOR— RECIPROCAL TRADE—AUG. 6, 1938 

LISTA I 

Tarlfas Maximas de Derechos. 
Tarifas EspecIfIcas en Sumas 

Descripcion de Artfculos Ecuatorianos 

NOTA: Las estipulaciones de esta Lista 
se interpretaran como si estuvieran in-
cluidas en la actual Ley Arancelaria de 
Aduanas del Ecuador como una en-
mienda a dicha Ley. 

ADREVIACIONES: 

P. B. K.- Por Kilo peso Bruto 
P. L. K.- Por Kilo peso Legal 

9.- Leche: 
b).-Leche en polvo o descremada, leche o 

crema evaporada o cualquier leche, 
con o sin azticar, conservada o con-
centrada, en cualquier envase, excep-
tuando azdcar de leche P. L. K. 0,45 

Ex 13.- Manteca de cerdo: 
a).-Manteca de cerdo P. B. K. 0,25 

30.- Sardinas conservadas en cualquier forma 
o preparacien P. L. K 0,49 

43.- Ciruelas pasas en general P. L. K. 0,315 
77.- Avena: 

c).-Elaborada, preparada o machacada 
para la alimentacien humana, en en-
vases metalicos, de cart& o seme-
jantes P. L. K. 0,245 

87.- Harina pura de trigo, en cualquier en-
vase P. B. K. 0,075 

154.- Aceites lubricantes para maquinarias y 
vehiculos en general, incluso grasa, de 
cualquier origen, composicidn o mez-
cla, no previstos en otra parte P. B. K. 0,315 

Ex 277.- Todas las pinturas preparadas en liquid°, 
no previstas en otra parte, incluso las 
llamadas esmaltes y barnices, no pre-
vistas en la seccien 6 P. B. K. 0,60 

NOTA VI que dice "Ningdn articulo clasi-
ficado en el pArrafo 277 pagard un 
derecho menos de Ad-val. 30%" queda 
suprirnida. 

292.- Pasta, polvo, jaben, aguas y prepara-
clones liqui(las en general, y cualquiera 
otra no especificada para la limpieza e 
higiene dentrifica, perfumados o no P. L. K. 2,765 

374.- Preparaciones y especialidades farmaceu-
ticas, tales como: 

c).- Jarabe, elixir, emulsion, comprimidos, 
tabletas,ampollas,cdpsulas ysemejantes P. L. K. 1,20 

Queda suprimida NOTA XVII en cuanto 
se refiere al inciso c) del pdrrafo 374. 

NOTA: La importacion de especialidades 
farmaceuticas y medicinas de patente 
queda sujeta a las reglamentaciones que 
el Departamento de Sanidad del Ecua-
dor pueda dictar. Debe entenderse, sin 
embargo, que las autoridades de Saul-
dad del Ecuador no impondran el requi-
sito de certificacien de ninguna clase u 
otra formalidad para la importacion, 
registro, licencia y yenta de especiali-
dades farmaceutioas y medicinas de 
patente, lo cual seria imposible cumplir 
en los Estados Unidos de America, de-
bido a la falta de una agencia Federal 
debidamente autorizada para el efecto. 

1969 
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SCHEDULE I-Continued

Ecuadoran
Tariff Item

Number Description of Articles

524 Tools and instruments of all kinds for artisans
(excepting those intended for and those
suitable for automobiles), not mentioned
elsewhere, such as drills, reamers, anvils,
carpenters' planes, those for cleaning boiler
tubes, jack or long planes, bellows, scythes,
files, fixed wrenches and monkey wrenches,
hammers, crow bars, punches, handsaws,
saws, small or hand bits, pipe stocks, turn-
pikes, small or hand lathes, heel knives,
anvils (tall type), diamonds mounted for
cutting glass, wire stretchers and fencing
pliers for cattle fences, boiler tube expand-
ers, saw setters, plumbs, marking gauges
and levels for carpenters and masons,
stonecutters' steel tools, lifting jacks for
lifting weights up to two tons; all these of
iron, cast iron, steel or wood

526 Instruments and utensils, such as spades
or hoes, agricultural machetes (without
sheaths), shovels, rakes, pitch forks, win-
nowing forks for potatoes, picks, pick-axes,
pruners and hand trowels, all with or with-
out handles; root pruners and similar uten-
sils which are employed in agriculture and
the preparation of land for agriculture

608 Steam boilers and steam engines of all kinds,
including engines and tenders; traction
engines and portable engines; machinery
for the construction of roads and irrigation
canals; hydraulic motors, motors run by
hot air, compressed air, petroleum, gasoline
and naphtha, excepting motors intended for
passenger automobiles; complete air com-
pressor and all apparatus operated by
compressed air, such as hammers, drills,
chisels, etc.; hand or power cranes; turn
tables, elevators, machinery for rock and
well drilling; excavating machinery; stone
crushers, cutters and polishers; concrete
mixers, rammers, power hammers, wind-
lasses, dredges, winches; ore crushers; ma-
chines for making tiles and cement tubes,
and machinery in general for the manu-
facture of clay bricks, run by motive power

Maximum Rates of Duty.
Specific Rates in

Ecuadoran Sucres

10% ad valorem

33% ad valorem

Free

644 Mechanical specie counters; cash registers;
calculating machines; accounting machines;
spare parts for all such machines 20% ad valorem

648 Hand sewing machines, with or without
covers, for seamstresses and tailors Each

1970

10.00
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Ecuadoran 
Tariff Stern 
Number 

SCHEDULE I—Continued 

Description of Articles 

524 Tools and instruments of all kinds for artisans 
(excepting those intended for and those 
suitable for automobiles), not mentioned 
elsewhere, such as drills, reamers, anvils, 
carpenters' planes, those for cleaning boiler 
tubes, jack or long planes, bellows, scythes, 
files, fixed wrenches and monkey wrenches, 
hammers, crow bars, punches, handsaws, 
saws, small or hand bits, pipe stocks, turn-
pikes, small or hand lathes, heel knives, 
anvils (tall type), diamonds mounted for 
cutting glass, wire stretchers and fencing 
pliers for cattle fences, boiler tube expand-
ers, saw setters, plumbs, marking gauges 
and levels for carpenters and masons, 
stonecutters' steel tools, lifting jacks for 
lifting weights up to two tons; all these of 
iron, cast iron, steel or wood 

526 Instruments and utensils, such as spades 
or hoes, agricultural machetes (without 
sheaths), shovels, rakes, pitch forks, win-
nowing forks for potatoes, picks, pick-axes, 
pruners and hand trowels, all with or with-
out handles; root pruners and similar uten-
sils which are employed in agriculture and 
the preparation of land for agriculture 

Maximum Rates of Duty. 
Specific Rates in 
Ecuadoran Sums 

10% ad valorem 

3% ad valorem 

608 Steam boilers and steam engines of all kinds, 
including engines and tenders; traction 
engines and portable engines; machinery 
for the construction of roads and irrigation 
canals; hydraulic motors, motors run by 
hot air, compressed air, petroleum, gasoline 
and naphtha, excepting motors intended for 
passenger automobiles; complete air com-
pressor and all apparatus operated by 
compressed air, such as hammers, drills, 
chisels, etc.; hand or power cranes; turn 
tables, elevators, machinery for rock and 
well drilling; excavating machinery; stone 
crushers, cutters and polishers; concrete 
mixers, rammers, power hammers, wind-
lasses, dredges, winches; ore crushers; ma-
chines for making tiles and cement tubes, 
and machinery in general for the manu-
facture of clay bricks, run by motive power Free 

644 Mechanical specie counters; cash registers; 
calculating machines; accounting machines; 
spare parts for all such machines 

648 Hand sewing machines, with or without 
covers, for seamstresses and tailors Each 

20% ad valorem 

10.00 
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LISTA I-Continda
No. de la

Ley Aran-
celaria de
Aduanas Tarifas Maximas de Derechos.

dol Tarifas Especfficas en Sucres
Ecuador Descripci6n de Articulos Ecuatorianos

524.- Herramientas e instrumentos de todas
clases, para artesanos (exceptuando los
aparatos y los a prop6sito para autom6-
viles), no mencionados en otra parte,
tales como barrenas, brocas, bigornias,
cepillos de carpintero, los para limpiar
tubos de caldera, garlopas o garlopines,
fuelles, giiadafias, limas, Haves fijas y
Haves inglesas, martillos, palancas, sa-
cabocados, serruchos, sierras, taladros
pequefios o manuales, tarrajas, torni-
quetes, tornos pequefos o manuales,
trinchetes o tranchetes, yunques, dia-
mantes montados para cortar vidrio,
templadores de alambre y laves para
cercas de ganado, expandas para tubos
de calderos, trabadores de sierra, ploma-
das, gramiles y niveles para carpinteros
y albafiles, barrilejos y piquillos de
acero para picapedreros, gatos para
alzar pesos hasta de dos toneladas;
todos estos de hierro, hierro fundido,
acero o madera Ad-val. 10%

526.- Instrumentos y utiles, tales como azadas
o azadones, hoces, machetes de agricul-
tura (sin vaina), palas, rastrillos, hor-
quillas para estiercol, bieldos para sacar
papas, picos, piquetas, podadoras y ex-
cavadoras manuales, todos con cabos o
sin ellos; arrancacepas, y ftiles seme-
jantes que se emplean en la agricultura
y preparaci6n de la tierra para la agri-
cultura Ad-val. %

608.- Calderas y motores de vapor de todas
clases, incluso motores y tenderes; ma-
quinas de tracci6n y motores porta-
tiles; maquinaria para la construcci6n
de caminos y canales de riego; motores
hidraulicos, de aire caliente y de aire
comprimido; de petr6leo, de gasolina y
de nafta, excepto los motores destina-
dos a autom6viles de pasajeros; com-
presora de aire completo y todos los
aparatos que funcionan por medio do
aire compromido, tales como martillos,
taladros, cinceles, etc.; grdas de mano
o de fuerza motriz; plataformas gira-
torias, ascensores, maquinarias para
taladrar roca y para la perforaci6n de
pozos; maquinarias para excavaciones;
trituradoras, cortadoras y pulimenta-
doras para piedra; mezcladoras de con-
creto, martinetes, martillos de fuerza
motriz, cabrias, dragas, cabrestantes
bocarte; mdquinas para fabricar baldo-
sas y tubos de cemento; y maquinarias
en general, para la fabricaci6n de la-
drillos de arcilla, movidas a fuerza mo-
triz Libre

644.- Contadores mecanicos de efectivo; cajas
registradoras; maquinas de computar;
maquinas para tenedurfa de libros;
piezas sueltas de todas estas Ad-val. 20%

648.- Mdquinas de coser a mano, con caja o sin
ella, para costureras y sastres Cada una 10,00
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524.- Herramientas e instrumentos de todas 
clases, para artesanos (exceptuando los 
aparatos y los a prop6sito para autom6-
viles),. no mencionados en otra parte, 
tales como barrenas, brocas, bigornias, 
cepillos de carpintero, los para limpiar 
tubos de caldera, garlopas o garlopines, 
fuelles, giiadafias, limas, Haves fijas y 
Haves inglesas, martillos, palancas, sa-
ca.bocados, serruchos, sierras, taladros 
pequefios o manuales, tarrajas, torni-
quetes, tornos pequefios o manuales, 
trinchetes o tranchetes, yunques, dia-
mantes rnontados para cortar vidrio, 
templadores de alambre y llaves para 
cercas de ganado, expandas para tubos 
de calderos, trabadores de sierra, ploma-
das, gramiles y niveles para carpinteros 
y albafilles, barrilejos y piquillos de 
acero para picapedreros, gatos para 
alzar pesos hasta de dos toneladas; 
todos estos de hierro, hierro fundido, 
acero o madera Ad-val. 10% 

526.- Instrumentos y &nes, tales como azadas 
o azadones, hoces, machetes de agricul-
tura (sin vaina), palas, rastrillos, hor-
quillas para estiercol, bieldos para sacar 
papas, picos, piquetas, podadoras y ex-
cavadoras manuales, todos con cabos o 
sin ellos; arrancacepas, y (stiles seme-
jantes que se emplean en la agricultura 
y preparacian de la tierra para la agri-
cultura Ad-val. 

608.- Calderas y motores de vapor de todas 
clases, incluso motores y tenderes; 
quinas de traccion y motores port6,-
tiles; maquinaria para la construccion 
de caminos y canales de riego; motores 
hidraulicos, de aire caliente y de sire 
comprimido; de petr6leo, de gasolina y 
de nafta, excepto los motores destina-
dos a automoviles de pasajeros; corn-
presora de aire completo y todos los 
aparatos quo funcionan por medio de 
aire compromido, tales como martillos, 
taladros, cinceles, etc.; grtias de mano 
o de fuerza motriz; plataformas gira-
torias, ascensores, maquinarias para 
taladrar roca y para la perforacion de 
pozos; maquinarias para excavaciones; 
trituradoras, cortadoras y pulimenta-
doras para piedra; mezcladoras de con-
creto, martinetes, martillos de fuerza 
motriz, cabrias, dragas, cabrestantes 
bocarte; maquinas para fabricar baldo-
sas y tubos de cemento; y maquinarias 
en general, para Ia fabricaci6n de la-
drillos de arcilla, movidas a fuerza mo-
triz Libre 

644.- Contadores mecamicos de efectivo; cajas 
registradoras; maquinas de computar; 
maquinas para teneduria de libros; 
piezas sueltas de todas estas Ad-val. 20% 

648.- Maquinas de coser a mano, con caja o sin 
ella, para costureras y sastres Cada una 10,00 
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SCHEDULE I-Continued

Ecuadoran
Tariff Item

Number Description of Articles

649 Sewing machines, operated by human power,
not specially provided for, also all parts
and tools for sewing machines, of every
kind, except needles

650 Sewing machines, in general, with or without
covers, called table or cabinet machines, for
seamstresses and tailors Each

Plus
652 Typewriters, covers for the same and spare

parts for them
667 Storage batteries, and parts or elements for

the same, even those for automobiles, radio-
telephony installations or for other uses

Ex 677 Electric and other automatic refrigerators of
any type, with or without motors, and
accessories and parts therefor

679 Electric batteries in general and elements for
the same, of metal, carbon or any other
material

NOTE VIII which says "No article classified
under item 679, shall pay a duty of less than
30%" is hereby deleted.

687 -a)Automobiles up to 600 dollars in value

-b)From 601 to 900 dollars, for the excess
-c)901 dollars and above, for the excess
-d) Omnibuses and similar vehicles for passengers

-e)Parts, spare and repair parts for automobiles,
omnibuses and trucks; coach work and
chassis for automobiles and coach work
for omnibuses, excepting chassis for auto-
mobile trucks for the transportation of
freight and omnibuses

691 Inner tubes for tires or pneumatic casings of
motor powered vehicles

692 -a)Automobile trucks and light delivery trucks
for the transportation of freight, with
explosion, internal combustion or electric
motors, imported with coach work and
chassis of all of these, including chassis for
omnibuses

706 Tires, that is covers, for automobile wheels,
solid, hollow or pneumatic, smooth or of the
nonskid type, including all other pneumatic
tires for vehicles, and leather covers, rein-
forced or not with metal

900 Oilcloth with a base of cotton or other vege-
table fibres, and imitation leather, for
furniture, vehicles and tapestry, including
table covers

1086 Knitted and crocheted textiles, of silk or
artificial silk, with or without handwork:

-b) Stockings and socks, for men and women,
per dozen pairs

1089 Hides and skins, tanned, dressed or dyed,
without hair or wool:

-a) Of calf, varnished, whole, divided, split,
excarnated or crusts

Ex-n) Patent upper leather

Maximum Rates of Duty.
Specific Rates in

Ecuadoran Sucres

10% ad valorem

25. 00
5% ad valorem

20% ad valorem

25% ad valorem

20% ad valorem

L. K. 0.70

30% ad valorem

40 % ad valorem
80% ad valorem
30% ad valorem

20% ad valorem

L. K. 1. 995

10% ad valorem

L. K. 2. 10

L. K. 1.96

8. 66
Plus 7% ad valorem

L. K.
L. K.

8.50
850
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SCHEDULE I—Continued 

Ecuadoran 
Tariff Item 
Number Description of Articles 

649 Sewing machines, operated by human power, 
not specially provided for, also all parts 
and tools for sewing machines, of every 
kind, except needles 

650 Sewing machines, in general, with or without 
covers, called table or cabinet machines, for 
seamstresses and tailors Each 

Plus 
652 Typewriters, covers for the same and spare 

parts for them 
667 Storage batteries, and parts or elements for 

the same, even those for automobiles, radio-
telephony installations or for other uses 

Ex 677 Electric and other automatic refrigerators of 
any type, with or without motors, and 
accessories and parts therefor 

679 Electric batteries in general and elements for 
the same, of metal, carbon or any other 
material 

NovE VIII which says "No article classified 
under item 679, shall pay a duty of less than 
30%" is hereby deleted. 

687 —a)Automobiles up to 600 dollars in value 

—b)From 601 to 900 dollars, for the excess 
—0901 dollars and above, for the excess 
—d)Omnibuses and similar vehicles for passengers 

—e)Parts, spare and repair parts for automobiles, 
omnibuses and trucks; coach work and 
chassis for automobiles and coach work 
for omnibuses, excepting chassis for auto-
mobile trucks for the transportation of 
freight and omnibuses 

691 Inner tubes for tires or pneumatic casings of 
motor powered vehicles 

692 —a) Automobile trucks and light delivery trucks 
for the transportation of freight, with 
explosion, internal combustion or electric 
motors, imported with coach work and 
chassis of all of these, including chassis for 
omnibuses 

706 Tires, that is covers, for automobile wheels, 
solid, hollow or pneumatic, smooth or of the 
nonskid type, including all other pneumatic 
tires for vehicles, and leather covers, rein-
forced or not with metal 

900 Oilcloth with a base of cotton or other vege-
table fibres, and imitation leather, for 
furniture, vehicles and tapestry, including 
table covers 

1086 Knitted and crocheted textiles, of silk or 
artificial silk, with or without handwork: 

—b) Stockings and socks, for men and women, 
per dozen pairs 

1089 Hides and skins, tanned, dressed or dyed, 
without hair or wool: 

—a) Of calf, varnished, whole, divided, split, 
excarnated or crusts 

Ex—n) Patent upper leather 

Maximum Rates of Duty. 
Specific Rates in 
Ecuadoran SUMS 

, 10% ad valorem 

25. 00 
5% ad valorem 

20% ad valorem 

25% ad valorem 

20% ad valorem 

L. K. 0.70 

30% ad valorem 

40% ad valorem 
80% ad valorem 
30% ad valorem 

20% ad valorem 

L. K. 1. 995 

10% ad valorem 

L. K. 

L. K. 

2. 10 

1.96 

8.66 
Plus 7% ad valorem 

L. K. 
L. K. 

8.50 
8.50 
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Ley Aran-
celaria de
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Ecuador Descripci6n de Articulos Ecuatorianos

649.- Mdquinas de coser a fuerza de sangre, no
previstas, asi como todas las partes y
itiles de maquinas de coser de cual-
quiera clase, exceptuando las agujas Ad-val. 10%

650.- Mdquinas de coser, en general, con caja o
sin ella, llamadas de mesa o gabinete,
para costureras y sastres Cada una 25, 00
Mas ------------------------------ Ad-val. 5%

652.- Maquinas de escribir, tapas para las
mismas y piezas sueltas de ellas Ad-val. 20%

667.- Baterlas acumuladoras, y partes o elemen-
tos para las mismas, aunque sean para
autom6viles, instalaciones de radio-
telefonfa o para otros usos Ad-val. 25%

Ex 677.- Refrigeradoras eleotricas y otras refrigera-
doras automaticas de cualquier tipo,
con o sin motores, y accesorios y partes
para las mismas Ad-val. 20%

679.- Pilas electricas en general, y elementos
para las mismas, sean de metal, carb6n
o cualquier otro material P. L. K. 0, 70

NOTA VIII que dice "Ningdn articulo
clasificado segdn el parrafo 679, pagara
un derecho menor de Ad-val. 30%"
queda suprimida.

687.- a)-Autom6viles hasta de 600 d6lares de
valor Ad-val. 30%

b)-De 601 a 900 d6lares, por el exceso Ad-val. 40%
c)-De 901 d6lares en adelante, por el exceso Ad-val. 80%
d)-Omnibus y vehiculos semejantes, para

pasajeros Ad-val. 30%
e)-Partes, piezas sueltas y repuestos para

autom6viles, omnibus, y camiones;
carrocerfa y chassis para autom6viles y
carrocerfa para omnibus, exceptuando
chassis para camiones-autom6viles de
transporte de carga y omnibus Ad-val. 20%

691.- Camaras o tuberfa interior para llantas o
cdmaras neumaticas de vehiculos a
fuerza motriz P. L. K. 1. 995

692.- a)-Camiones-autom6viles y camionetas para
el transporte de carga, con motores de
explosi6n o combusti6n interna o
el6ctrica, importados con sus carro-
cerfas y chassis de todos 6stos, inclusive
los chassis para omnibus Ad-val. 10%

706.- Llantas, o scan cubiertas, para ruedas de
autom6viles, s61idas, huecas o neu-
maticas, sean lisas o de sistema antl-
derrapant, incluso todas las demas
llantas neum&ticas para vehfculos y las
cubiertas de cuero para las mismas,
reforzadas o no con metal P. L. K. 2, 10

900.- Hule a base de algod6n o de otras fibras
vegetales e imitaciones de cuero para
muebles, vehfculos y tapicerfa, inclu-
sive las carpetas de mesa P. L. K. 1,96

1086.- Tejidos de punto de media y de crochet,
de seda o seda artificial, con obra de
mano o sin ella:

b).- Medias y calcetines, para hombres y
mujeres Docena de pares 8,66
Mas .---------------------------- Ad-val. 7%

1089.- Cueros o pieles curtidos, adobados o
tefidos, sin pelo o lana:

a).- De becerro, barnizados, enteros, divi-
didos, abiertos, descarnes o costras P. L. K. 8,50

Ex n).- Cueros grandes, charolados, para pala
de calzado P. L. K. 8,50
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649.- Maquinas de coser a fuerza de sangre, no 
previstas, asi come todas las partes y 
tithes de mdquinas de coser de cual-
quiera clase, exceptuando las agujas Ad-val. 10% 

650.- Maquinas de coser, en general, con caja o 
sin ella, llamadas de mesa o gabinete, 
para costureras y sastres Cada una 25, 00 
Ms  Ad-val. 5% 

652.- Mdquinas de escribir, tapas pars, las 
mismas y piezas sueltas de ellas Ad-val. 20% 

667.- Baterfas acumuladoras, y partes o elemen-
tos para las mismas, aunque sean para 
automoviles, instalaciones de radio-
telefonfa o para otros usos Ad-val. 25% 

Ex 677.- Refrigeradoras electricas y otras refrigera-
doras automdticas de cualquier tipo, 
con o sin motores, y accesorios y partes 
para las mismas Ad-val. 20% 

679.- Pilas elOctricas en general, y elementos 
para las mismas, sean de metal, carb6n 
o cualquier otro material P. L. K. 0, 70 

NOTA VIII que dice "Ningan artfculo 
clasificado segdn el parrafo 679, pagard 
un derecho menor de Ad-val. 30%" 
queda suprimida. 

687.- a)-Autom6viles hasta de 600 d6lares de 
valor Ad-val. 30% 

b)-De 601 a 900 d6lares, por el exceso Ad-val. 40% 
c)-De 901 &dares en adelante, por el exceso Ad-val. 80% 
d)-Omnibus y vehfculos semejantes, pars 

pasajeros Ad-val. 30% 
e)-Partes, piezas Buenas y repuestos para. 

autom6viles, omnibus, y camiones; 
carrocerfa y chassis para automoviles y 
carrocerfa para. omnibus, exceptuando 
chassis para. camiones-automoviles de 
transporte de carga y omnibus Ad-val. 20% 

691.- Camaras o tuberfa interior para llantas o 
cdmaras neumdticas de vehfculos a 
f uerza motriz P. L. K. 1, 995 

602.- a)-Camiones-autom6viles y camionetas para 
el transport° de carga, con motores de 
explosion o combustion interna o 
electrica, importados con sus carro-
cerfas y chassis de todos estos, inclusive 
los chassis para omnibus Ad-val. 10% 

706.- Llantas, o sean cubiertas, para ruedas de 
automOviles, sOlidas, huecas o neu-
mAticas, sean lisas o de sistema anti-
derrapant, incluso todas las demas 
llantas neumdticas pars vehfculos y las 
cubiertas de cuero pars. las mismas, 
reforzadas o no con metal P. L. K. 2, 10 

900.- Hule a base de algod6n o de otras fibras 
vegetales e imitaciones de cuero para 
muebles, vehfculos y tapicerfa, inclu-
sive las carpetas de mesa P. L. K. 1,96 

1086.- Tejidos de punto de media y de crochet, 
de seda o seda artificial, con obra de 
mano o sin ella: 

b).- Medias y calcetines, para hombres y 
mujeres Docena de pares 8,66 
Mis   Ad-val. 7% 

1089.- Cueros o pieles curtidos, adobados o 
teffidos, sin pelo o lana: 

a).- De becerro, barnizados, enteros, divi-
didos, abiertos, descoznes o costras P. L. K. 8,50 

Ex n).- Cueros grandes, charolados, para pala 
de calzado P. L. K. 8,50 
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SCHEDULE II
United States
Tariff Act of

1930
Paragraph Description of Articles

NOTE: The provisions of this Schedule
shall be construed and given the same
effect, and the application of collateral
provisions of the customs laws of the
United States to the provisions of this
Schedule shall be determined, in so far
as may be practicable, as if each provi-
sion of this Schedule appeared respec-
tively in the paragraph of the Tariff
Act of 1930 or the section of the Rev-
enue Act of 1932 noted in the column
at the left of the respective descriptions
of articles.

752 Bananas, dried, desiccated or evaporated
806 (a) Naranjilla (solanum quitoense lam) juice,

not specially provided for, containing
less than one half of one per centum of
alcohol

806 (b) Concentrated naranjilla (solanum quito-
ense lam) juice, fit for beverage pur-
poses

1504 (b) (1) Hats and hoods, composed wholly or in
chief value of the fibre of the carludo-
vica palmata, commercially known as
toquilla fibre or straw:
not blocked or trimmed and not
bleached, dyed, colored or stained

1609 Annatto, prepared or unprepared, and
extracts thereof (not containing alco-
hol)

1618 Bananas, green or ripe
1618 Plantains, green or ripe
1619 Barks, cinchona or other, from which

quinine may be extracted
1653 Cocoa or cacao beans, and shells thereof

1654 Coffee, except coffee imported into
Puerto Rico and upon which a duty is
imposed under the authority of section
319

1684 Kapok, not dressed or manufactured in
any manner

1765 Reptile skins, raw
1778 Tagua nuts
1803 (1) Sawed balsa lumber and timber, not

further manufactured than planed,
and tongued and grooved; n. s. p. f.

1803 (2) Balsa wood in the log
Revenue Act of

1932
Section

601 (c) (6) Balsa lumber, rough, or planed or dressed
on one or more sides, provided that
nothing in this Agreement shall be
deemed to prevent the application of a
tax at the rate provided for above to
sawed balsa timber or to require a
deduction on account of planing, tongu-
ing or grooving in determining board
measure for the purpose of assess-
ing import taxes on balsa lumber and
timber

Maximum Rates of Duty.
Specific Rates in

United States Dollars

17% % ad valorem

0.35 per gallon

0.35 per gallon on the
quantity of uncon-
centrated natural
fruit juice contained
in such concentrated
juice as shown by
chemical analysis

12%% ad valorem

Free
Free
Free

Free
Free

Free

Free
Free
Free

Free

Free

1.50 per 1000 feet board
measure
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1803 (2) 
Revenue Act of 

1932 
Section 

601 (c) (6) 

United States 
Tariff Act of 

1930 
Paragraph 

752 
806 (a) 

806 (b) 

SCHEDULE II 

Description of Articles 

NOTE: The provisions of this Schedule 
shall be construed and given the same 
effect, and the application of collateral 
provisions of the customs laws of the 
United States to the provisions of this 
Schedule shall be determined, in so far 
as may be practicable, as if each provi-
sion of this Schedule appeared respec-
tively in the paragraph of the Tariff 
Act of 1930 or the section of the Rev-
enue Act of 1932 noted in the column 
at the left of the respective descriptions 
of articles. 

Bananas, dried, desiccated or evaporated 
Naranjilla (solanum quitoense lam) juice, 

not specially provided for, containing 
less than one half of one per centum of 
alcohol 

Concentrated naranjilla (solanum quito-
ense lam) juice, fit for beverage pur-
poses 

1504 (b) (1) Hats and hoods, composed wholly or in 
chief value of the fibre of the earludo-
vica palmata, commercially known as 
toquilla fibre or straw: 
not blocked or trimmed and not 
bleached, dyed, colored or stained 

1609 Annatto, prepared or unprepared, and 
extracts thereof (not containing alco-
hol) 

1618 Bananas, green or ripe 
1618 Plantains, green or ripe 
1619 Barks, cinchona or other, from which 

quinine may be extracted 
1653 Cocoa or cacao beans, and shells thereof 

1654 Coffee, except coffee imported into 
Puerto Rico and upon which a duty is 
imposed under the authority of section 
319 

1684 Kapok, not dressed or manufactured in 
any manner 

1765 Reptile skins, raw 
1778 Tagus. nuts 
1803 (1) Sawed balsa lumber and timber, not 

further manufactured than planed, 
and tongued and grooved; n. s. p. f. 

Balsa wood in the log 

Balsa lumber, rough, or planed or dressed 
on one or more sides, provided that 
nothing in this Agreement shall be 
deemed to prevent the application of a 
tax at the rate provided for above to 
sawed balsa timber or to require a 
deduction on account of planing, tongu-
ing or grooving in determining board 
measure for the purpose of assess-
ing import taxes on balsa lumber and 
timber 

Maximum Rates of Duty. 
Specific Rates in 

United States Dollars 

17S % ad valorem 

0.35 per gallon 

0.35 per gallon on the 
quantity of uncon-
centrated natural 
fruit juice contained 
in such concentrated 
juice as shown by 
chemical analysis 

12%% ad valorem 

Free 
Free 
Free 

Free 
Free 

Free 

Free 
Free 
Free 

Free 

Free 

1.50 per 1000 feet board 
measure 
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Ley de Arancel
de 1930 de los

Estados Unidos
de America

Parrafo

LISTA II

Descripci6n de Artfculos

NOTA: Las disposiciones de esta Lista
seran interpretadas y tendran el mismo
efecto y la aplicaci6n a ellas de las dis-
posiciones colaterales de las Leyes de
Arancel de los Estados Unidos de
America sera determinada, en cuanto
fuere posible, como si cada disposici6n
de esta Lista apareciera respectiva-
mente en el parrafo de la Ley de Arancel
de 1930 o la secci6n de la Ley de In-
gresos de 1932 senalado en la columna
de la izquierda de las respectivas des-
cripciones de los artfculos.

752 Platanos, secos, desecados o evaporados
806 (a) Jugo de naranjilla (solanum quitoense

lam), no previsto especialmente, con-
teniendo menos de la mitad de 1 % de
alcohol

806 (b) Jugo de naranjilla (solanum quitoense
lam), concentrado, apropiado para
bebidas

1504 (b) (1) Sombreros y cubiertas (formas o "clo-
ches"), compuestos enteramente o en
su mayor valor de la fibra de la carludo-
vica palmata, comercialmente conocida
como fibra o paja toquilla:
sin hormar o adornar, y sin ser blanquea-
dos, pintados de color o tinturados

1609 Achiote, preparado o sin preparar, y sus
extractos (que no contengan alcohol)

1618 Platanos, verdes o maduros
1618 Platanos de cocinar, verdes o maduros
1619 Cascaras, cascarilla u otras, de las cuales

se pueda extraer la quinina
1653 Cocoa o cacao en grano y las cascaras de

estos
1654 Caf6, salvo caf6 importado a Puerto Rico

y sobre el cual esti impuesto un derecho
bajo la autoridad de secci6n 319

1684 Lana de ceibo, no preparada ni manufac-
turada en ninguna forma

1765 Cueros de reptil, crudos
1778 Tagua
1803 (1) Madera y palos de balsa, aserrados, pero

sin mas manufactura que acepillados y
machimbrados; no previsto en otra
parte

1803 (2) Palo de balsa en trozos
Ley de Ingresos

de 1932
Secci6n

601 (c) (6) Palo de balsa, cruda, o acepillada o pre-
parada en un o mas lados, a condici6n
de que en este Convenio nada se estime
que se opone a la aplicaci6n de un
impuesto al tipo mas arriba establecido,
para el palo de balsa aserrado, o que
requiera una disminuci6n por estar
cepillado, machimbrado o acanalado,
para determinar la medida de la tabla,
con el fin de establecer los derechos de
importaci6n para la madera de balsa
aserrada o en palos

Tarifas Maximas de Derechos.
Tarifas Especificas en D61a-
res de los Estados Unidos de
America

172% Ad-val.

0,35 por gal6n

0,35 por gal6n, sobre
una cantidad de jugo
natural de fruta, no
concentrado, segdn el
jugo concentrado que
contenga, de acuerdo
con el analisis qufmico

12%% Ad-val.

Libre

Libre
Libre

Libre

Libre

Libre

Libre
Libre
Libre

Libre
Libre

1,50 por 1000 pies
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Ley de Arancel LISTA II 
de 1930 de los 
Estados Unidos 
de Am&tea 
Parrafo Descripcion de Adieulos 

NOTA: Las disposiciones de esta Lista 
seran interpretadas y tendran el mismo 
efecto y in aplicaci6n a ellas de las dis-
posiciones colaterales de las Leyes de 
Arancel de los Estados Unidos de 
America sera determinada, en cuanto 
fuere posible, como si cads, disposici6n 
de esta Lista apareciera respectiva-
mente en el parralo de in Ley de Arancel 
de 1930 o in seccian de Ia Ley de In-
gresos de 1932 sefialado en in columna 
de la izquierda de las respectivas des-
cripciones de los artfculos. 

752 Platanos, secos, desecados o evaporados 
806 (a) Jugo de naranjilla (solanum quitoense 

lam), no previsto especialmente, con-
teniendo menos de la mitad de 1% de 
alcohol 

806 (b) Jugo de naranjilla (solanum quitoense 
lam), concentrado, apropiado para 
bebidas 

1504 (b) (1) Sombreros y cubiertas (formas o "clo-
ches"), compuestos enteramente o en 
su mayor valor de la fibra de in carludo-
vica palmata, comercialmente conocida 
como fibra o paja toquilla: 
sin hormar o adornar, y sin ser blanquea-
dos, pintados de color o tinturados 

1609 Achiote, preparado o sin preparar, y sus 
extractos (que no contengan alcohol) 

1618 Platanos, verdes o maduros 
1618 Platanos de cocinar, verdes o maduros 
1619 Cascaras, cascarilla u otras, de las cuales 

se pueda extraer la quinina 
1653 Cocoa o cacao en grano y las cascaras de 

estos 
1654 Cafe, salvo café importado a Puerto Rico 

y sobre el cual esta impuesto un derecho 
bajo la autoridad de secci6n 319 

1684 

1765 
1778 
1803 (1) 

1803 (2) 
Ley de Ingresos 

de 1932 
Seceion 

601 (c) (6) 

Lana de ceibo, no preparada ni manufac-
turada en ninguna forma 

Cueros de reptil, crudos 
Tagua 
Madera y palos de balsa, aserrados, pero 

sin sees manufactura que acepillados y 
machimbrados; no previsto en otra 
parte 

Palo de balsa en trozos 

Palo de balsa, cruda, o acepillada o pre-
parada en un o seas lados, a condician 
de que en este Convenio nada se estime 
que se opone a in aplicacian de un 
impuesto al tipo mas arriba, establecido, 
para el palo de balsa aserrado, o que 
requiera una disminucion por estar 
cepillado, machimbrado o acanalado, 
para determinar in medida de In tabla, 
con el fin de establecer los derechos de 
importacion para in madera de balsa 
aserrada 0 en palos 

Tarifas Maximas de Derechos. 
Tarifas Especificas on Dela-
res de los Estados Unidos de 
America 

174% Ad-val. 

0,35 por galan 

0,35 por gal6n, sobre 
una cantidad de jugo 
natural de fruta, no 
concentrado, segiin el 
jugo concentrado que 
contenga, de acuerdo 
con el analisis qufmico 

12%% Ad-val. 

Libre 

Libre 
Libre 

Libre 

Libre 

Libre 

Libre 
Libre 
Libre 

Libre 
Libre 

1,50 por 1000 pies 
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Modifications, etc. WHEREAS, such modifications of existing duties and other import
restrictions and such continuance of existing customs and excise
treatment as are set forth and provided for in the said Agreement
and the two Schedules thereunto annexed, as amended by the said
notes of August 6, 1938, September 9, 1938, and September 13, 1938,
are required and appropriate to carry out the said Agreement as
amended;

Ante, p. 1966. WHEREAS, it is stipulated in Article XIX of the said Agreement
that the Agreement shall come into full force on the thirtieth day
following proclamation thereof by the President of the United States
of America and the Supreme Chief of the Republic of Ecuador, or
should the proclamations be issued on different days, on the
thirtieth day following the date of the later in time of such proclama-
tions;

Proclamation by
supreme Chie f WHEREAS, the said Agreement, as amended, including the two
Ecuador. Schedules, was proclaimed by the Supreme Chief of the Republic of

Ecuador on August 6, 1938;
Proclamation by

President of United Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
states of Amersta. President of the United States of America acting under the authority48 Stat. 943; 50 Stat.

i9 U. . C. § 1351; conferred by the said Tariff Act of 1930, as amended by the said
Supp. IV, 1352(c). Act of June 12, 1934, as extended by the said Joint Resolution of

March 1, 1937, do hereby proclaim the said Agreement as amended
by the aforesaid notes, including the said Schedules, to the end that
the same and every part thereof may be observed and fulfilled with
good faith by the United States of America and the citizens thereof
on and after October 23, 1938, the thirtieth day following September
23, 1938, the date of this my proclamation of the said Agreement.

2448 Stat 943; 50 tat Pursuant to the proviso in Section 350 (a) (2) of the said Tariff
19 U. S. C. 1351;

supp. iv, 16352 (c). Act of 1930, as amended by the said Act of June 12, 1934, as extended
by the said Joint Resolution of March 1, 1937, I shall from time to
time notify the Secretary of the Treasury of the countries with respect
to which application of the duties herein proclaimed is to be suspended.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this twenty-third day of
September, in the year of our Lord one thousand nine

[SEAL] hundred and thirty-eight, and of the Independence of the
United States of America the one hundred and sixty-
third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL

Secretary of State.
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Modifications, etc. 

Ante, p. 1966. 

Proclamation by 
Supreme Chief of 
Ecuador. 

Proclamation by 
President of United 
States of America. 
48 Stat. 943; 50 Stat. 

24. 
19 U. S. C. § 1351; 

Supp. IV, § 1352 (c). 

48 Stat. 943; 50 Stat. 
24. 

19 U. S. C. § 1351; 
Supp. IV, § 1352 (c). 

WHEREAS, such modifications of existing duties and other import 
restrictions and such continuance of existing customs and excise 
treatment as are set forth and provided for in the said Agreement 
and the two Schedules thereunto annexed, as amended by the said 
notes of August 6, 1938, September 9, 1938, and September 13, 1938, 
are required and appropriate to carry out the said Agreement as 
amended; 
W HEREAS, it is stipulated in Article XIX of the said Agreement 

that the Agreement shall come into full force on the thirtieth day 
following proclamation thereof by the President of the United States 
of America and the Supreme Chief of the Republic of Ecuador, or 
should the proclamations be issued on different days, on the 
thirtieth day following the date of the later in time of such proclama-
tions; , 
WHEREAS, the said Agreement, as amended, including the two 

Schedules, was proclaimed by the Supreme Chief of the Republic of 
Ecuador on August 6, 1938; 
NOW, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, 

President of the United States of America acting under the authority 
conferred by the said Tariff Act of 1930, as amended by the said 
Act of June 12, 1934, as extended by the said Joint Resolution of 
March 1, 1937, do hereby proclaim the said Agreement as amended 
by the aforesaid notes, including the said Schedules, to the end that 
the same and every part thereof may be observed and fulfilled with 
good faith by the United States of America and the citizens thereof 
on and after October 23, 1938, the thirtieth day following September 
23, 1938, the date of this my proclamation of the said Agreement. 

Pursuant to the proviso in Section 350 (a) (2) of the said Tariff 
Act of 1930, as amended by the said Act of June 12, 1934, as extended 
by the said Joint Resolution of March 1, 1937, I shall from time to 
time notify the Secretary of the Treasury of the countries with respect 
to which application of the duties herein proclaimed is to be suspended. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused 

the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the city of Washington this twenty-third day of 
September, in the year of our Lord one thousand nine 

[SEAL] hundred and thirty-eight, and of the Independence of the 
United States of America the one hundred and sixty-
third. 

By the President: 
CORDELL HULL 

Secretary of State. 

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 
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Agreement between the United States of America and Mexico for the
exchange of official publications. Effected by exchange of notes
signed June 3 and August 29, 1938.

The Acting Secretary of State (Welles) to the Mexican Ambassador
(Ndjera)

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, June 3, 1938.

EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to refer to the Department's note of April 5,
1938 1 and to previous correspondence regarding the conclusion of an
agreement for the exchange of official publications between the
Government of the United States of America and the Government
of Mexico.

It gives me pleasure to inform Your Excellency that the Govern-
ment of the United States of America will be glad to undertake a
complete exchange of publications with the Government of Mexico
to be conducted in accordance with the following provisions:

1. The official exchange office for the transmission of publica-
tions of the United States is the Smithsonian Institution. The
official exchange office on the part of Mexico is the Departamento
Aut6nomo de Prensa y Publicidad.

2. The exchange sendings shall be received on behalf of the
United States by the Library of Congress; on behalf of Mexico
by the Departamento Aut6nomo de Prensa y Publicidad.

3. The Government of the United States shall furnish regularly
in one copy the official publications of its various departments,
bureaus, offices, and institutions. Attached is a list of such
departments and agencies (List No. 1). 2 This list shall include,
without the necessity of subsequent negotiations, any new office
that the Government may create in the future.

4. The Government of Mexico shall furnish regularly in one
copy the official publications which it issues, of its several de-
partments, bureaus, offices, and institutions. Attached is a list
(List No. 2)a of the publications which the Departamento Aut6-
nomo de Prensa y Publicidad is issuing or intends to issue, a list
which remains subject to the modifications that administrative
necessities may require and shall include, without the necessity
of subsequent negotiations, any new official publications that the
Government may issue in the future.

Not printed.
For list, see p. 1978.

3 For list as furnished by the Mexican Government, see p. 1988.
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June 3 and August 
Agreement between the United States of America and Mexico for the  29, 1938  

exchange of official publications. Effected by exchange of notes [E. A. S. No. 134] 

signed June 3 and August 29, 1938. 

The Acting Secretary of State (Welles) to the Mexican Ambassador 
(Ndjera) 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 

Washington, June 3, 1938. 

EXCELLENCY: 

I have the honor to refer to the Department's note of April 5, 
1938 and to previous correspondence regarding the conclusion of an 
agreement for the exchange of official publications between the 
Government of the United States of America and the Government 
of Mexico. 

It gives me pleasure to inform Your Excellency that the Govern-
ment of the United States of America will be glad to undertake a 
complete exchange of publications with the Government of Mexico 
to be conducted in accordance with the following provisions: 

1. The official exchange office for the transmission of publica-
tions of the United States is the Smithsonian Institution. The 
official exchange office on the part of Mexico is the Departamento 
Autonomo de Prensa y Publicidad. 

2. The exchange sendings shall be received on behalf of the 
United States by the Library of Congress; on behalf of Mexico 
by the Departamento Autonomo de Prensa y Publicidad. 

3. The Government of the United States shall furnish regularly 
in one copy the official publications of its various departments, 
bureaus, offices, and institutions. Attached is a list of such 
departments and agencies (List No. 1).2 This list shall include, 
without the necessity of subsequent negotiations, any new office 
that the Government may create in the future. 

4. The Government of Mexico shall furnish regularly in one 
copy the official publications which it issues, of its several de-
partments, bureaus, offices, and institutions. Attached is a list 
(List No. 2) 3 of the publications which the Departamento Auto-
nomo de Prensa y Publicidad is issuing or intends to issue, a list 
which remains subject to the modifications that administrative 
necessities may require and shall include, without the necessity 
of subsequent negotiations, any new official publications that the 
Government may issue in the future. 

I Not printed. 
For list, see p. 1978. 

3 For list as furnished by the Mexican Government, see p. 1988. 
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5. With respect to the departments and instrumentalities
which at this time do not issue publications and which have not
been included in the attached lists, it is understood that publica-
tions issued in the future by those offices shall be furnished in
one copy.

6. Neither Government shall be obligated by this agreement
to furnish confidential publications, blank forms, or circular let-
ters not of a public nature.

7. Each party to the agreement shall bear the postal, railroad,
steamship, and other charges arising in its own country.

8. Both parties express their willingness as far as possible to
expedite shipments.

9. This agreement shall not be understood to modify the
already existing exchange agreements between the various gov-
ernment departments of the two countries.

I wish to point out that in entering upon this complete exchange of
official publications the Government of the United States assumes
that publications of the judicial branches of both Governments as
well as those of the other branches are to be included in the exchange.

It is understood that the agreement shall enter into force upon the
receipt of a note from the Embassy indicating that the Government
of Mexico is prepared to undertake a complete exchange of publica-
tions with the Government of the United States in accordance with
the foregoing provisions.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest considera-
tion.

SUMNER WELLES

Enclosures: Acting Secretary of State.
1. List No. 1.
2. List No. 2.

His Excellency
Sefior Dr. Don FRANCISCO CASTILLO NXJERA,

Ambassador of Mexico.

[LIST NO. 1]

LIST OF THE VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS AND INSTRUMENTALITIES OF THE
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT, THE PUBLICATIONS OF WHICH ARE
To BE FURNISHED, TOGETHER WITH NOTE OF THE PRINCIPAL
SERIAL PUBLICATIONS To BE INCLUDED IN THE EXCHANGE.

AGBICULTRBE DEPARTMENT

Crops and markets, monthly
Department leaflet
Farmers' bulletin, irregular
Journal of agricultural research, semi-monthly
Miscellaneous publication
Technical bulletin, irregular
Yearbook of agriculture, bound
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5. With respect to the departments and instrumentalities 
which at this time do not issue publications and which have not 
been included in the attached lists, it is understood that publica-
tions issued in the future by those offices shall be furnished in 
one copy. 

6. Neither Government shall be obligated by this agreement 
to furnish confidential publications, blank forms, or circular let-
ters not of a public nature. 

7. Each party to the agreement shall bear the postal, railroad, 
steamship, and other charges arising in its own country. 

8. Both parties express their willingness as far as possible to 
expedite shipments. 

9. This agreement shall not be understood to modify the 
already existing exchange agreements between the various gov-
ernment departments of the two countries. 

I wish to point out that in entering upon this complete exchange of 
official publications the Government of the United States assumes 
that publications of the judicial branches of both Governments as 
well as those of the other branches are to be included in the exchange. 

It is understood that the agreement shall enter into force upon the 
receipt of a note from the Embassy indicating that the Government 
of Mexico is prepared to undertake a complete exchange of publica-
tions with the Government of the United States in accordance with 
the foregoing provisions. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest considera-
tion. 

SUMNER W ELLES 
Enclosures: Acting Secretary of State. 

1. List No. 1. 
2. List No. 2. 

His Excellency 
Sefior Dr. Don FRANCISCO CASTILLO NAJERA, 

Ambassador of Mexico. 

[LIST NO. 1] 

LIST OF THE VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS AND INSTRUMENTALITIES OF THE 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT, THE PUBLICATIONS OF WHICH ARE 
TO BE FURNISHED, TOGETHER W ITH NOTE OF THE PRINCIPAL 
SERIAL PUBLICATIONS TO BE INCLUDED IN THE EXCHANGE. 

AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT 
Crops and markets, monthly 
Department leaflet 
Farmers' bulletin, irregular 
Journal of agricultural research, semi-monthly 
Miscellaneous publication 
Technical bulletin, irregular 
Yearbook of agriculture, bound 
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Agricultural economics bureau
Agricultural situation, monthly
Statistical bulletin
Report, annual

Agricultural engineering bureau
Report, annual

Animal industry bureau
Service and regulatory announcements

Biological survey bureau
North American fauna
Report, annual

Chemistry and soils bureau
Soil survey reports
Report, annual

Dairy industry bureau
Report, annual

Entomology and plant quarantine bureau
Report, annual

Experiment station office
Experiment station record, monthly
Report on agricultural experiment stations, annual

Extension service
Extension service review, monthly

Food and drug administration

Forest service
Report, annual

Home economics bureau
Report, annual

Information office
Report, annual

Plant industry bureau

Public roads bureau
Public roads, journal of highway research, monthly
Report, annual

Soil conservation service
Soil conservation, monthly
Report, annual

Weather bureau
Climatological data for U. S., monthly
Monthly weather review

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION
Official register of the U. S., annual bound
Report, annual

COMMERCE DEPARTMENT
Annual report of the Secretary of Commerce

Air commerce bureau

The Census bureau
Decennial census
Biennial census of manufactures
Birth, stillbirth and infant mortality statistics, annual
Financial statistics of cities over 100,000, annual
Financial statistics of state and local governments, annual
Mortality statistics, annual
County and city jails, prisoners, annual
Prisoners in state and federal prisons, annual
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Agricultural economics bureau 
Agricultural situation, monthly 
Statistical bulletin 
Report, annual 

Agricultural engineering bureau 
Report, annual 

Animal industry bureau 
Service and regulatory announcements 

Biological survey bureau 
North American fauna 
Report, annual 

Chemistry and soils bureau 
Soil survey reports 
Report, annual 

Dairy industry bureau 
Report, annual 

Entomology and plant quarantine bureau 
Report, annual 

Experiment station office 
Experiment station record, monthly 
Report on agricultural experiment stations, annual 

Extension service 
Extension service review, monthly 

Food and drug administration 

Forest service 
Report, annual 

Home economics bureau 
Report, annual 

Information office 
Report, annual 

Plant industry bureau 

Public roads bureau 
Public roads, journal of highway research, monthly 
Report, annual 

Soil conservation service 
Soil conservation, monthly 
Report, annual 

Weather bureau 
Climatological data for U. S., monthly 
Monthly weather review 

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION 
Official register of the U. S., annual bound 
Report, annual 

COMMERCE DEPARTMENT 
Annual report of the Secretary of Commerce 

Air commerce bureau 

The Census bureau 
Decennial census 
Biennial census of manufactures 
Birth, stillbirth and infant mortality statistics, annual 
Financial statistics of cities over 100,000, annual 
Financial statistics of state and local governments, annual 
Mortality statistics, annual 
County and city jails, prisoners, annual 
Prisoners in state and federal prisons, annual 
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Coast and geodetic survey
Special publications

Fisheries bureau
Bulletin
Fishery circular
Investigational report

Foreign and domestic commerce bureau
Domestic commerce series
Survey of current business
Foreign commerce and navigation, bound annual
Monthly summary of foreign commerce
Commerce reports, weekly
Statistical abstract, annual
Trade information bulletin
Trade promotion series

Lighthouses bureau

National bureau of standards
Circular
Journal of research, monthly
Technical news bulletin, monthly

Navigation and steamboat inspection bureau
Merchant marine statistics, annual
Merchant vessels of the United States, annual

Patent office
Official gazette, weekly
Index of trademarks, annual
Index of patents, annual

Shipping board bureau
Shipping board bureau reports

CONGBESS
Congressional record, bound
Congressional directory, bound
Statutes at large, bound
Code of laws and supplements, bound

House of representatives
Journal, bound
Documents, bound
Reports, bound

Senate
Journal, bound
Documents, bound
Reports, bound

COURT OF CLAIMS
Report of cases decided

COURT OF CUSTOMS AND PATENT APPEALS
Reports (decisions), bound

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Reports of the various departments of the local government

EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION COMMISSION

Annual report

FABM CREDIT ADMINISTRATION
Annual report

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
Annual report

FEDERAL EMERBGNCY ADMINISTRATION OF PUBLIC WORKS
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Coast and geodetic survey 
Special publications 

Fisheries bureau 
Bulletin 
Fishery circular 
Investigational report 

Foreign and domestic commerce bureau 
Domestic commerce series 
Survey of current business 
Foreign commerce and navigation, bound annual 
Monthly summary of foreign commerce 
Commerce reports, weekly 
Statistical abstract, annual 
Trade information bulletin 
Trade promotion series 

Lighthouses bureau 

National bureau of standards 
Circular 
Journal of research, monthly 
Technical news bulletin, monthly 

Navigation and steamboat inspection bureau 
Merchant marine statistics, annual 
Merchant vessels of the United States, annual 

Patent office 
Official gazette, weekly 
Index of trademarks, annual 
Index of patents, annual 

Shipping board bureau 
Shipping board bureau reports 

Comanzss 
Congressional record, bound 
Congressional directory, bound 
Statutes at large, bound 
Code of laws and supplements, bound 

House of representatives 
Journal, bound 
Documents, bound 
Reports, bound 

Senate 
Journal, bound 
Documents, bound 
Reports, bound 

COVRT OF CLAIMS 
Report of cases decided 

COURT OF CUSTOMS AND PATENT APPEALS 
Reports (decisions), bound 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
Reports of the various departments of the local government 

EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION COMMISSION 
Annual report 

FARM CREDIT ADMINISTRATION 
Annual report 

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION 
Annual report 

FEDERAL EMERGENCY ADMINISTRATION OF PUBLIC WORKS 
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FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD
Federal home loan bank review, monthly

FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION
Annual report

FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION
Annual report

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Federal reserve bulletin, monthly
Annual report

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION

Annual report
Decisions, bound

GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

Decisions of comptroller-general, bound

GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE

Annual report
Documents office

Documents catalog, biennial
Monthly catalog

INTERIOR DEPARTMENT

Annual report
Decisions

Education office
Bulletin
Pamphlet series
School life, monthly except July and August
Vocational education bulletin

General land office

Geological survey
Bulletin
Professional paper
Water supply papers

Mines bureau
Bulletin

Minerals yearbook
Technical paper

National Park Service

Reclamation bureau
Reclamation era, monthly

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
Annual report
Annual report of statistics on railways
Interstate commerce commission reports (decisions), bound

JUSTICE DEPARTMENT

Annual report of the Attorney General

Opinions of the Attorney General
Prisons bureau

Federal offenders, annual

LABOR DEPARTMENT

Annual report
Children's bureau

Employment service

98907o-39-PT. 3-35
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FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD 
Federal home loan bank review, monthly 

FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION 
Annual report 

FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION 
Annual report 

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM 
Federal reserve bulletin, monthly 
Annual report 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 
Annual report 
Decisions, bound 

GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE 
Decisions of comptroller-general, bound 

GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 
Annual report 

Documents office 
Documents catalog, biennial 
Monthly catalog 

INTERIOR DEPARTMENT 
Annual report 
Decisions 

Education office 
Bulletin 
Pamphlet series 
School life, monthly except July and August 
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Geological survey 
Bulletin 
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Minerals yearbook 
Technical paper 
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION 
Annual report 
Annual report of statistics on railways 
Interstate commerce commission reports (decisions), bound 

JUSTICE DEPARTMENT 
Annual report of the Attorney General 
Opinions of the Attorney General 

Prisons bureau 
Federal offenders, annual 
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Employment service 
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Immigration and naturalization service

Labor standards division
Bulletin
Industrial health and safety series

Labor statistics bureau
Bulletin
Monthly labor review

Women's bureau
Bulletin

LIBRARY OF CoNaGRBE

Annual report, bound
Copyright office

Catalog of copyright entries
Documents division

Monthly checklist of state publications
Legislative reference service

State law index, biennial, bound

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
Annual report

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOB AERONAUTICS
Annual report
Bibliography of aeronautics, annual
Technical reports

NATIONAL ARCHIVES

NATIONAL EMERGENCY COUNCIL
United States government manual

NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD
Decisions

NATIONAL MEDIATION BOARD
Annual report

NATIONAL RESOURCES BOABD
Report

NAVY DEPABTMENT
Annual report of the Secretary of the navy

Engineering bureau

Marine corps

Medicine and surgery bureau
Naval medical bulletin, quarterly
Annual report of the surgeon general

Naval war college
International law situations, annual bound

Navigation bureau
Navy directory, quarterly
Register, annual

Hydrographic office
Publications

Nautical almanac office
American ephemeris and nautical almanac, annual
American nautical almanac, annual

Supplies and accounts bureau
Naval expenditures, annual
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Immigration and naturalization service 

Labor standards division 
Bulletin 
Industrial health and safety series 

Labor statistics bureau 
Bulletin 
Monthly labor review 

Women's bureau 
Bulletin 

LIBRARY or CONGRESS 
Annual report, bound 

Copyright office 
Catalog of copyright entries 

Documents division 
Monthly checklist of state publications 

Legislative reference service 
State law index, biennial, bound 

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES 
Annual report 

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
Annual report 
Bibliography of aeronautics, annual 
Technical reports 

NATIONAL ARCHIVES 

NATIONAL EMERGENCY COUNCIL 
United States government manual 

NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD 
Decisions 

NATIONAL MEDIATION BOARD 
Annual report 

NATIONAL RESOURCES BOARD 
Report 

NAVY DEPARTMENT 
Annual report of the Secretary of the navy 

Engineering bureau 

Marine corps 

Medicine and surgery bureau 
Naval medical bulletin, quarterly 
Annual report of the surgeon general 

Naval war college 
International law situations, annual bound 

Navigation bureau 
Navy directory, quarterly 
Register, annual 

Hydrographic office 
Publications 

Nautical almanac office 
American ephemeris and nautical simannu, annual 
American nautical almanac, annual 

Supplies and accounts bureau 
Naval expenditures, annual 
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POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT
Postal guide, annual with monthly supplements
Annual report of the Postmaster general

Postal savings system
Annual report

PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
Addresses, messages

RECONSTRUCTION FINANCE CORPORATION
Report, quarterly

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

Decisions
Annual report

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION
Report, annual

Ethnology bureau
Annual report
Bulletin

National museum
Report, annual

STATE DEPARTMENT
Arbitration series
Conference series
Executive agreement series
Foreign relations, Annual, bound
Latin American series
Press releases weekly
Territorial papers of the United States, bound
Treaty series
Treaty information bulletin, monthly

SUPREME COURT
Official reports, bound

TARIFF COMMISSION
Annual report
Miscellaneous series
Reports

TAX APPEALS BOARD
Board of tax appeals reports

TREASURY DEPARTMENT
Annual report of the Secretary of the treasurer on the state of finances
Combined statement of receipts, expenditures, balances, etc. annual
Treasury decisions, bound.

Budget bureau
Budget annual, bound

Bookkeeping and warrants division
Digest of appropriations, annual

Coast guard
Register, annual

Comptroller of the currency
Annual report

Internal revenue bureau
Internal revenue bulletin, weekly
Annual report of the commissioner of internal revenue
Statistics of income
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POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT 
Postal guide, annual with monthly supplements 
Annual report of the Postmaster general 

Postal savings system 
Annual report 

PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES 
Addresses, messages 

RECONSTRUCTION FINANCE CORPORATION 
Report, quarterly 

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION 
Decisions 
Annual report 

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION 
Report, annual 

Ethnology bureau 
Annual report 
Bulletin 

National museum 
Report, annual 

STATE DEPARTMENT 
Arbitration series 
Conference series 
Executive agreement series 
Foreign relations, Annual, bound 
Latin American series 
Press releases weekly 
Territorial papers of the United States, bound 
Treaty series 
Treaty information bulletin, monthly 

SUPREME COURT 
Official reports, bound 

TARIFF COMMISSION 
Annual report 
Miscellaneous series 
Reports 

TAX APPEALS BOARD 
Board of tax appeals reports 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT 
Annual report of the Secretary of the treasurer on the state of finances 
Combined statement of receipts, expenditures, balances, etc. annual 
Treasury decisions, bound. 

Budget bureau 
Budget annual, bound 

Bookkeeping and warrants division 
Digest of appropriations, annual 

Coast guard 
Register, annual 

Comptroller of the currency 
Annual report 

Internal revenue bureau 
Internal revenue bulletin, weekly 
Annual report of the commissioner of internal revenue 
Statistics of income 
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Mint bureau
Annual report

Narcotics bureau

Procurement division

Public health service
National institute of health bulletin
Public health bulletin, irregular
Public health reports, weekly
Annual report
Venereal disease information, monthly

VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION
Annual report
Medical bulletin, quarterly

WAR DEPARTMENT
Report of the secretary of war, annual

Adjutant general's department
Official army register, annual
Army list and directory, semi-annual

Engineer department
Report of the chief of engineers (incl. commercial statistics on water-borne

commerce), annual
Rivers and harbors board. Port series

General staff corps

Insular affairs bureau
Annual report

Medical department
Report of the surgeon general, annual

Military intelligence division

National guard bureau

Ordnance department

Quartermaster general

Signal office

The Mexican Ambassador (Ndjera) to the Secretary of State (Hull)

EMBAJADA DE MEXICO

5444 WASHINGTON, D. C., 29 de agosto de 1938.

SENOR SECRETARIO:

Tengo el honor de referirme a la atenta nota de Vuestra Excelencia,
de fecha 3 de junio de 1938, siendome grato participarle que mi
Gobierno se ha servido autorizarme para celebrar con el de los Estados
Unidos un convenio sobre canje de publicaciones oficiales, de acuerdo
con las bases siguientes:

1. El Departamento oficial de canje por parte de Mexico es el
Departamento Aut6nomo de Prensa y Publicidad. El departa-
mento oficial de canje para la transmisi6n de las publicaciones de
los Estados Unidos es el Instituto Smithsoniano.
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Mint bureau 
Annual report 

Narcotics bureau 

Procurement division 

Public health service 
National institute of health bulletin 
Public health bulletin, irregular 
Public health reports, weekly 
Annual report 
Venereal disease information, monthly 

VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION 
Annual report 
Medical bulletin, quarterly 

W AR DEPARTMENT 
Report of the secretary of war, annual 

Adjutant general's department 
Official army register, annual 
Army list and directory, semi-annual 

Engineer department 
Report of the chief of engineers (incl. commercial statistics on water-borne 

commerce), annual 
Rivers and harbors board. Port series 

General staff corps 

Insular affairs bureau 
Annual report 

Medical department 
Report of the surgeon general, annual 

Military intelligence division 

National guard bureau 

Ordnance department 

Quartermaster general 

Signal office 

The Mexican Ambassador (Ndjera) to the Secretary of State (Hull) 

EMBAJADA DE MEXICO 

5444 W ASHINGTON, D. C., 29 de agosto de 1938. 
SENOR SECRETARIO: 
Tengo el honor de referirme a la atenta nota de Vuestra Excelencia, 

de fecha 3 de junio de 1938, siendome grato participarle que mi 
Gobierno se ha servido autorizarme par celebrar con el de los Estados 
Unidos un convenio sobre canje de publicaciones oficiales, de acuerdo 
con las bases siguientes: 

1. El Departamento oficial de canje por parte de Mexico es el 
Departamento Autonomo de Prensa y Publicidad. El departa-
mento Oficial de canje para la transmision de las publicaciones de 
los Estados Unidos es el Institut° Smithsonian°. 
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2. Los envios de canje seran recibidos, en nombre de Mexico,
por el Departamento Aut6nomo de Prensa y Publicidad; en nombre
de los Estados Unidos por la Biblioteca del Congreso.

3. El Gobierno de los Estados Unidos proporcionarf, con
regularidad, un ejemplar de las publicaciones oficiales de sus
diversos Departamentos, Direcciones, Oficinas e Instituciones.
Se agrega una lista de tales departamentos y agencias (Lista No.
1).1 Esta lista incluirk, sin necesidad de negociaciones sub-
secuentes, cualquier nueva oficina que el Gobierno pueda crear
en lo futuro.

4. El Gobierno de Mexico proporcionara, con regularidad, un
ejemplar de las publicaciones oficiales que se editan, corres-
pondientes a sus diversas Secretarias, Departamentos, Direc-
ciones, Oficinas e Instituciones. Se agrega una lista (Lista No.
2)2 de las publicaciones que el Departamento Aut6nomo de
Prensa y Publicidad edita o proyecta editar, lista que queda
sujeta a las modificaciones que las necesidades administrativas
impongan, e incluira, sin necesidad de negociaciones subsecuentes,
cualquiera nueva publicaci6n oficial que el Gobierno pueda
editar en lo futuro.

5. Con respecto a los departamentos y agencias que en la
actualidad no editan publicaciones, y que no hayan sido men-
cionados en las listas anexas, queda entendido que se propor-
cionars un ejemplar de las publicaciones que dichas oficinas
editen en lo futuro.

6. Ninguno de los dos Gobiernos quedara obligado, por este
convenio, a proporcionar publicaciones confidenciales, esqueletos
o circulares que no sean de caracter pdblico.

7. Cada una de las partes que celebran este acuerdo cubrirl
los gastos de correo, ferrocarriles, barcos y otros que se originen
en su propio pais.

8. Ambas partes manifiestan su deseo de facilitar la prontitud
de sus remesas en cuanto fuere posible.

9. Queda entendido que este convenio no modificara los arreglos
que ya existan para el canje de publicaciones entre diversas
dependencias de los Gobiernos de ambos paises.

De acuerdo con la atenta nota de Vuestra Excelencia a que me
vengo refiriendo, tengo el honor de manifestarle que el Gobierno de
Mexico entiende que, al entrar en vigor este convenio sobre canje de
publicaciones oficiales, tambien quedaran incluidas las publicaciones
de la Rama Judicial de ambos Gobiernos, asi como las publicaciones
de cualquier otra Rama de los mismos.

En vista de lo anterior y segdn el tenor del ultimo parrafo de la
nota de Vuestra Excelencia, de fecha 3 de junio de 1938, ruego a

'Para la lista suministrada por el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America,
vease pag. 1978.

2 Vase la lista, pag. 1986.
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2. Los envios de canje seran recibidos, en nombre de Mexico, 
por el Departamento Aut6nomo de Prensa y Publicidad; en nombre 
de los Estados Unidos por la Biblioteca del Congreso. 

3. El Gobierno de los Estados Unidos proporcionarh, con 
regularidad, un ejemplar de las publicaciones oficiales de sus 
diversos Departamentos, Direcciones, Oficinas e Instituciones. 
Se agrega una lista de tales departamentos y agencias (Lista No. 
1).' Esta lista incluirh, sin necesidad de negociaciones sub-
secuentes, cualquier nueva oficina que el Gobierno pueda crear 
en lo futuro. 

4. El Gobierno de Mexico proporcionara, con regularidad, un 
ejemplar de las publicaciones oficiales que se editan, corres-
pondientes a sus diversas Secretarias, Departamentos, Direc-
ciones, Oficinas e Instituciones. Se agrega una lista (Lista No. 
2)2 de las publicaciones que el Departamento Aut6nomo de 
Prensa y Publicidad edita o proyecta editar, lista que queda 
suj eta a las modificaciones que las necesidades administrativas 
impongan, e incluira, sin necesidad de negociaciones subsecuentes, 
cualquiera nueva publicacion oficial que el Gobierno pueda 
editar en lo futuro. 

5. Con respecto a los tdepartamentos y agencias que en la 
actualidad no editan publicaciones, y que no hayan sido men-
cionados en las listas anexas, queda entendido que se propor-
cionarb., un ejemplar de las publicaciones que dichas oficinas 
editen en lo futuro. 

6. Ninguno de los dos Gobiernos quedara obligado, por este 
convenio, a proporcionar publicaciones confidenciales, esqueletos 
o circulares que no sean de cariteter 

7. Cada una de las partes que celebran este acuerdo cubrira 
los gastos de correo, ferrocarriles, barcos y otros que se originen 
en su propio pals. 

8. Ambas partes manifiestan su deseo de facilitar la prontitud 
de sus rernesas en cuanto fuere posible. 

9. Queda entendido que este convenio no modificarlt los arreglos 
que ya existan para el canje de publicaciones entre diversas 
dependencias de los Gobiernos de ambos paises. 

De acuerdo con la atenta nota de Vuestra Excelencia a que me 
vengo refiriendo, tengo el honor de manifestarle que el Gobierno de 
Mexico entiende que, al entrar en vigor este convenio sobre canje de 
publicaciones oficiales, tambien quedaran incluidas las publicaciones 
de la Rama Judicial de ambos Gobiernos, asi come las publicaciones 
de cualquier otra Rama de los mismos. 
En vista de lo anterior y segtin el tenor del ultimo pfirrafo de la 

nota dc Vuestra Excelencia, de fecha 3 de junio de 1938, ruego a 

' Para la lista suministrada por el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America, 
rease prig. 1978. 

Vease la lista, pag. 1986. 
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Vuestra Excelencia se sirva considerar que, a partir de la fecha de
recibo de la presente, mi Gobierno esti dispuesto a establecer el
canje de publicaciones oficiales con el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos
de Am6rica.

Sirvase aceptar Vuestra Excelencia las seguridades de mi con-

sideraci6n mis alta y distinguida.
F. CASTILLO NAJERA

Embajador.

Excelentisimo sefor CORDELL HULL,
Secretario de Estado,

etc., etc., etc.,

[LISTA N.0 2]

LISTA DE PUBLICACIONES QUE EL GOBIERNO DE MEXICO SE COMPRO-

METE A ENVIAR EN CANJE AL GOBIERNO DE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOB

Politica
Revista Juridica
Agricultura
Irrigaci6n en Mexico
Protecci6n a la Naturaleza
Boletin del Departamento Forestal y de Caza y Pesca
Boletin Jurfdico Militar
Revista del Ejercito
Revista Naval Militar
Revista de Polo
Boletfn del Instituto de Higiene
Sociedades y Cr6dito
Revista de Estadistica
Revista de Industria
Revista de Ingenierfa
Revista de Educaci6n
Anales del Museo Nacional
Boletin del Museo Nacional
Boletin del Archivo General de la Naci6n
Revista del Trabajo
Revista de Hacienda
Indicador Postal y Telegrafico
Mercado Agricola Ganadero
Boletin de Aeronautica
El Soldado
El Maestro Rural
El Campesino
Palomilla
Mexican Art and Life
Educaci6n Fisica

(Pendiente)
Mensual.
Bimestral.
Mensual.
Mensual.
Cada cuatro msess.
Mensual.
Mensual.
Mensual.
Mensual.
Sin periodicidad.
(Pendiente)
Mensual.
(Pendiente)
Mensual.
Mensual.
Anual.
Trimestral.
Mensual.
Mensual.
Mensual.
Mensual.
Semanal.
Sin periodicidad.
Mensual.
Mensual.
Mensual.
Quincenal.
Trimestral.
Mensual.
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Vuestra Excelencia se sirva considerar quo, a partir de la fecha de 
recibo de la presente, ml Gobierno esti dispuesto a establecer el 
canje de publicaciones oficiales con el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos 
de America. 

Sirvase aceptar Vuestra Excelencia las seguridades de mi con-
sideracion mâs alta y distinguida. 

F. CAt3TILLO NAIERA 
Embajador. 

Excelentisimo seffor CORDELL HULL, 
Secretario de Estculo, 

etc., etc., etc., 

[LISTA N.° 2] 

LISTA DE PUBLICACIONES (TUE EL GOBIERNO DE MEXICO SE COMPRO-
METE A ENVIAR EN CANJE AL GOBIERNO DE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS 

Politica 
Revista Juridica 
Agricultura 
Irrigacion en M6xico 
Protecci6n a la Naturaleza 
Boletin del Departamento Forestal y de Caza y Pesca 
Boletin Juridic° Militar 
Revista del Ejercito 
Revista Naval Militar 
Revista de Polo 
Boletin del Instituto de Higiene 
Sociedades y Credit() 
Revista de Estadistica 
Revista de Industria 
Revista de Ingenieria 
Revista de Educaci6n 
Anales del Museo Nacionai 
Boletin del Museo Nacional 
Boletin del Archivo General de la Naci6n 
Revista del Trabajo 
Revista de Hacienda 
Indicador Postal y Telegrtifico 
Mercado Agricola Ganadero 
Boletin de Aeronautica 
El Soldado 
El Maestro Rural 
El Campesino 
Palomilla 
Mexican Art and Life 
Educaci6n Fisica 

(Pendiente) 
Mensual. 
Bimestral. 
Mensual. 
Mensual. 
Cada cuatro meses. 
Mensual. 
Mensual. 
Mensual. 
Mensual. 
Sin periodicidad. 
(Pendiente) 
Mensual. 
(Pendiente) 
Mensual. 
Mensual. 
Anual. 
Trimestral. 
Mensual. 
Mensual. 
Mensual. 
Mensual. 
Semanal. 
Sin periodicidad. 
Mensual. 
Mensual. 
Mensual. 
Quincenal. 
Trimestral. 
Mensual. 
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[Translation]

EMBASSY OF MEXICO

5444 WASHINGTON, D. C., August 29, 1938.

MR. SECRETARY:
I have the honor to refer to Your Excellency's kind note of June 3,

1938, and take pleasure in advising you that my Government has
been pleased to authorize me to conclude with the United States
Government an agreement on exchange of official publications, on the
following bases:

1. The official department for the exchange on the part of
Mexico is the Autonomous Press and Publicity Department.
The official agency of exchange for transmission of the United
States publications is the Smithsonian Institution.

2. The exchange sendings will be received, in the name of
Mexico, by the Autonomous Press and Publicity Department;
in the name of the United States, by the Library of Congress.

3. The United States Government will regularly furnish one
copy of the official publications of its various departments,
directorates, offices, and institutions. A list of such departments
and agencies is attached (List No. 1).1 This list will include,
without necessity of subsequent negotiations, any new office
which the Government may create in the future.

4. The Government of Mexico will regularly furnish one copy
of the official publications which are published, corresponding to
its various secretariats, departments, directorates, offices, and
institutions. A list is attached (List No. 2) 2 of the publications
which the Autonomous Press and Publicity Department pub-
lishes or plans to publish, which list is subject to the modifications
which administrative necessities may impose, and will include,
without necessity of subsequent negotiations, any new official
publication which the Government may publish in the future.

5. With respect to the departments and agencies which at
present do not issue any publications, and which have not been
mentioned on the attached lists, it is understood that a copy of
any publications which the said offices may issue in the future
will be furnished.

6. Neither of the two Governments will be obliged by this
agreement to furnish confidential publications, forms, or circu-
lars which are not of public character.

7. Each of the parties concluding this agreement will pay the
expenses of the mails, railways, vessels, and other expenses which
originate in its own country.

8. Both parties express their desire to facilitate the promptness
of their sendings as much as possible.

9. It is understood that this agreement will not modify the
arrangements which already exist for the exchange of publications
between various agencies of the Governments of both countries.

'For list as furnished by the Government of the United States of America,
see p. 1978.

'For list, see p. 1988.
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EMBASSY OF MEXICO 
5444 

[Translation] 

W ASHINGTON, D. C., August 29, 1938. 

M R. SECRETARY: 
I have the honor to refer to Your Excellency's kind note of June 3, 

1938, and take pleasure in advising you that my Government has 
been pleased to authorize me to conclude with the United States 
Government an agreement on exchange of official publications, on the 
following bases: 

1. The official department for the exchange on the part of 
Mexico is the Autonomous Press and Publicity Department. 
The official agency of exchange for transmission of the United 
States publications is the Smithsonian Institution. 

2. The exchange sendings will be received, in the name of 
Mexico, by the Autonomous Press and Publicity Department; 
in the name of the United States, by the Library of Congress. 

3. The United States Government will regularly furnish one 
copy of the official publications of its various departments, 
directorates, offices, and institutions. A list of such departments 
and agencies is attached (List No. 1).' This list will include, 
without necessity of subsequent negotiations, any new office 
which the Government may create in the future. 

4. The Government of Mexico will regularly furnish one copy 
of the official publications which are published, corresponding to 
its various secretariats, departments, directorates, offices, and 
institutions. A list is attached (List No. 2) 2 of the publications 
which the Autonomous Press and Publicity Department pub-
lishes or plans to publish, which list is subject to the modifications 
which administrative necessities may impose, and will include, 
without necessity of subsequent negotiations, any new official 
publication which the Government may publish in the future. 

5. With respect to the departments and agencies which at 
present do not issue any publications, and which have not been 
mentioned on the attached lists, it is understood that a copy of 
any publications which the said offices may issue in the future 
will be furnished. 

6. Neither of the two Governments will be obliged by this 
agreement to furnish confidential publications, forms, or circu-
lars which are not of public character. 

7. Each of the parties concluding this agreement will pay the 
expenses of the mails, railways, vessels, and other expenses which 
originate in its own country. 

8. Both parties express their desire to facilitate the promptness 
of their sendings as much as possible. 

9. It is understood that this agreement will not modify the 
arrangements which already exist for the exchange of publications 
between various agencies of the Governments of both countries. 

For list as furnished by the Government of the United States of America, 
see p. 1978. 
' For list, see p. 1988. 
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In accordance with Your Excellency's kind note to which I have been
referring, I have the honor to advise you that the Government of
Mexico understands that, upon the entrance into force of this agreement
on exchange of official publications, the publications of the judicial
branch of both Governments will also be included as well as the pub-
lications of any other branch of the said Governments.

In view of the foregoing and according to the last paragraph of Your
Excellency's note of June 3, 1938, I beg Your Excellency to be pleased
to consider that, on and after the date of receipt of this note, my
Government is prepared to establish the exchange of official publica-
tions with the Government of the United States of America.

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest and most
distinguished consideration.

F. CASTILLO NXJERA

Ambassador
His Excellency

Mr. CORDELL HULL,

Secretary of State.

[LIST NO. 2]

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS WHICH THE GOVERNMENT OF MEXICO UNDER-

TAKES TO SEND IN EXCHANGE TO THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED

STATES

Politica (Pending)
Revista Jurfdica Monthly
Agricultura Bimonthly
Irrigaci6n en Mexico Monthly
Protecci6n a la Naturaleza Monthly
Boletin del Departamento Forestal y de Caza y Pesca Every four months
Boletin Jurldico Militar Monthly
Revista del Ej6rcito Monthly
Revista Naval Militar Monthly
Revista de Polo Monthly
Boletin del Instituto de Higiene Irregular
Sociedades y Crddito (Pending)
Revista de Estadistica Monthly
Revista de Industria (Pending)
Revista de Ingenierfa Monthly
Revista de Educaci6n Monthly
Anales del Museo Nacional Annual
Boletin del Museo Nacional Quarterly
Boletin del Archivo General de la Naci6n Monthly
Revista del Trabajo Monthly
Revista de Hacienda Monthly
Indicador Postal y Telegrafico Monthly
Mercado Agrfcola Ganadera Weekly
Boletin de Aeronautica Irregular
El Soldado Monthly
El Maestro Rural Monthly
El Campesino Monthly
Palomilla Semimonthly
Mexican Art and Life Quarterly
Educaci6n Ffsica Monthly
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In accordance with Your Excellency's kind note to which I have been 
referring, I have the honor to advise you that the Government of 
Mexico understands that, upon the entrance into force of this agreement 
on exchange of official publications, the publications of the judicial 
branch of both Governments will also be included as well as the pub-
lications of any other branch of the said Governments. 

In view of the foregoing and according to the last paragraph of Your 
Excellency's note of June 3, 1938, I beg Your Excellency to be pleased 
to consider that, on and after the date of receipt of this note, my 
Government is prepared to establish the exchange of official publica-
tions with the Government of the United States of America. 

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest and most 
distinguished consideration. 

F. CASTILLO NIJERA 
Ambassador 

His Excellency 
Mr. CORDELL HULL; 

Secretary of State. 

[LIST NO. 2] 

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS W HICH THE GOVERNMENT OF M EXICO UNDER-
TAKES TO SEND IN EXCHANGE TO THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED 
STATES 

Politica (Pending) 
Revista Jurfdica Monthly 
Agricultura Bimonthly 
Irrigacien en Mexico Monthly 
Proteccion a la Naturaleza Monthly 
Boletin del Departa,mento Forestal y de Cam y Pesca Every four months 
Boletin Juridic° Militar Monthly 
Revista del Ejereito Monthly 
Revista Naval Militar Monthly 
Revista de Polo Monthly 
Boletin del Institute de Higiene Irregular 
Sociedades y Credit° (Pending) 
Revista de Estadiatica Monthly 
Revista de Industria (Pending) 
Revista de Ingenieria Monthly 
Revista de Educacien Monthly 
Anales del Museo Nacional Annual 
Boletin del Museo Nacional Quarterly 
Boletin del Archly() General de la Nacien Monthly 
Revista del Trabajo Monthly 
Revista de Hacienda Monthly 
Indicador Postal y Telegrefico Monthly 
Mercado Agricola Ganadera Weekly 
Boletin de Aeronautics Irregular 
El Soldado Monthly 
El Maestro Rural Monthly 
El Campesino Monthly 
Palomilla Semimonthly 
Mexican Art and Life Quarterly 
Educacien Fisica Monthly 



53 STAT.] BRITISH GUIANA-PARCEL POST AS. 13, 1938
Sept. 6, 1938

Parcel post agreement between British Guiana and the United States of
America, and detailed regulations. Signed at Georgetown August 13,
1938 and at Washington September 6, 1938; approved by the President
September 12, 1938.

PARCEL POST AGREEMENT BETWEEN BRITISH GUIANA
AND THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

The Postal Administrations of British Guiana and the United
States of America (including Alaska, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Is-
lands, Guam, Samoa, and Hawaii) agree to effect a regular direct
exchange of parcels between British Guiana and the United States of
America.

AGREEMENT.

ARTICLE I.

Limits of weight and size.

1. A parcel for British Guiana posted in the United States of
America shall not exceed 22 pounds in weight, 4 feet in length, and
6 feet in length and girth combined; and a parcel for the United
States of America posted in British Guiana shall not exceed 10 kilo-
grams in weight, 1.05 meters in length, and 1.80 meters in length
and girth combined.

2. As regards the exact calculation of the weight and dimensions
of a parcel, the view of the dispatching office shall be accepted except
in a case of obvious error.

ARTICLE II.

Transit of parcels.

1. The two Administrations guarantee the right of transit for
parcels over their territory to or from any country with which they
respectively have parcel-post communication.

2. Each Postal Administration shall inform the other to which
countries parcels may be sent through it as intermediary, and the
amount of the charges due to it therefor, as well as other conditions
to which the parcels are subject. Transit parcels shall be subject
to the provisions of this Agreement and the Detailed Regulations
so far as they are applicable.

ARTICLE III.

Prepayment of postage.

August 13, 1938
September 6, 1933

Parcel post agree-
ment with British
Guiana.

Limits of weight
and size.

Transit of parcela.

Post, p. 1999.

The prepayment of the postage on a parcel shall be compulsory, Prepayment ofpost-
except in the case of a redirected or returned parcel. age.

ARTICLE IV.

Territorial and maritime credits.

1. The territorial credit due to British Guiana for parcels ad- Territorial and
dressed for delivery in the service of its territory shall be one franc marit ime cedits.
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Parcel post agreement between British Guiana and the United States of 
America, and detailed regulations. Signed at Georgetown August 13, 
1938 and at Washington September 6, 1938; approved by the President 
September 12, 1938. 

PARCEL POST AGREEMENT BETWEEN BRITISH GUIANA 
AND THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 

The Postal Administrations of British Guiana and the United 
States of America (including Alaska, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Is-
lands, Guam, Samoa, and Hawaii) agree to effect a regular direct 
exchange of parcels between British Guiana and the United States of 
America. 

AGREEMENT. 

ARTICLE I. 

Limits of weight and size. 

1. A parcel for British Guiana posted in the United States of 
America shall not exceed 22 pounds in weight, 4 feet in length, and 
6 feet in length and girth combined; and a parcel for the United 
States of America posted in British Guiana shall not exceed 10 kilo-
grams in weight, 1.05 meters in length, and 1.80 meters in length 
and girth combined. 

2. As regards the exact calculation of the weight and dimensions 
of a parcel, the view of the dispatching office shall be accepted except 
in a case of obvious error. 

ARTICLE II. 

Transit of parcels. 

1. The two Administrations guarantee the right of transit for 
parcels over their territory to or from any country with which they 
respectively have parcel-post communication. 

2. Each Postal Administration shall inforin the other to which 
countries parcels may be sent through it as intermediary, and the 
amount of the charges due to it therefor, as well as other conditions 
to which the parcels are subject. Transit parcels shall be subject 
to the provisions of this Agreement and the Detailed Regulations 
so far as they are applicable. 

August 13, 1938 
September 6, 1913 

Parcel post agree-
ment with British 
Guiana. 

Limits of weight 
and size. 

Transit of parcels. 

Post, p. 1999. 

ARTICLE III. 

Prepayment of postage. 

The prepayment of the postage on a parcel shall be compulsory, Prepayment of post-

e/wept in the case of a redirected or returned parcel. age. 

ARTICLE IV. 

Territorial and maritime credits. 

1. The territorial credit due to British Guiana for parcels ad- Territorial and 

dressed for delivery in the service of its territory shall be one franc maritime credits" 



1990

Fee for clearance
through the Customs.

Delivery to the ad-
dressee; fee for deliv-
ery at the place of ad-
dress.

Customs and other
non-postal charges.

Fee for clearance through the Customs.

Each of the two Administrations may collect, in respect of delivery
to the Customs and clearance through the Customs, or in respect of
delivery to the Customs only, a fee not exceeding 50 centimes per parcel
or such other fee as it may from time to time fix for similar services
in its parcel-post relations with other countries generally.

ARTILtE VII.

Delivery to the addressee. Fee for delivery at the place of address.

Parcels are delivered to the addressees as quickly as possible in ac-
cordance with the conditions in force in the country of destination.
Each country may collect in respect of delivery of parcels to the
addressee a fee not exceeding 50 centimes per parcel. The same fee
may be charged, if the case arises, for each presentation after the first
at the addressee's residence or place of business.

ARTICLE VIII.

Customs and other non-postal charges.

Customs charges and all other non-postal charges shall be paid by
the addressees of parcels, except as provided otherwise in this Agree-
ment.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [53 STAT.

for each parcel not exceeding eleven pounds in weight and two
francs for each parcel over eleven pounds up to twenty-two pounds in
weight, respectively.

2. The territorial credit due to the United States of America for
parcels addressed for delivery in the service of its territory shall be
as follows, computed on the bulk net weight of each dispatch:

For parcels addressed to the United States of America (continent)
0.70 franc per kilogram.

The combined territorial and maritime credits due to the United
States of America for parcels addressed for delivery in the service
of its possessions are as follows:

For parcels addressed to Alaska, 2.20 francs per kilogram.
For parcels addressed to Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands, 1.05

francs per kilogram.
For parcels addressed to Samoa, Guam, and Hawaii, 1.85 francs

per kilogram.
3. Each Administration reserves the right to vary its territorial

rates in accordance with any alterations of these charges which may
be decided upon in connection with its parcel-post relations with
other countries generally.

4. Three months advance notice must be given of any increase or
reduction of the rates mentioned in Sections 1 and 2 of this article.
Such reduction or increase shall be effective for a period of not less
than one year.

ARTICLE V.

Sea rate.

Each of the two Administrations shall be entitled to. fix the rate for
any sea service which it provides.

ARTICLE VI.

Sea rate.
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for each parcel not exceeding eleven pounds in weight and two 
francs for each parcel over eleven pounds up to twenty-two pounds in 
weight, respectively. 

2. The territorial credit due to the United States of America for 
parcels addressed for delivery in the service of its territory shall be 
as follows, computed on the bulk net weight of each dispatch: 
For parcels addressed to the United States of America (continent) 

0.70 franc per kilogram. 
The combined territorial and maritime credits due to the United 

States of America for parcels addressed for delivery in the service 
of its possessions are as follows: 
For parcels addressed to Alaska, 2.20 francs per kilogram. 
For parcels addressed to Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands, 1.05 

francs per kilogram. 
For parcels addressed to Samoa, Guam, and Hawaii, 1.85 francs 

per kilogram. 
3. Each Administration reserves the right to vary its territorial 

rates in accordance with any alterations of these charges which may 
be decided upon in connection with its parcel-post relations with 
other countries generally. 

4. Three months advance notice must be given of any increase or 
reduction of the rates mentioned in Sections 1 and 2 of this article. 
Such reduction or increase shall be effective for a period of not less 
than one year. 

Sea rate. 

Fee for clearance 
through the Customs. 

Delivery to the ad-
dressee; fee for deliv-
ery at the place of ad-
dress. 

Customs and other 
non-postal charges. 

ARTICLE V. 

Sea rate. 

Each of the two Administrations shall be entitled to fix the rate for 
any sea service which it provides. 

ARTICLE VI. 

Fee for clearance through the Customs. 

Each of the two Administrations may collect, in respect of delivery 
to the Customs and clearance through the Customs, or in respect of 
delivery to the Customs only, a fee not exceeding 50 centimes per parcel 
or such other fee as it may from time to time fix for similar services 
in its parcel-post relations with other countries generally. 

ARTICLE VII. 

Delivery to the addressee. Fee for delivery at the place of address. 

Parcels are delivered to the addressees as quickly as possible in ac-
cordance with the conditions in force in the country of destination. 
Each country may collect in respect of delivery of parcels to the 
addressee a fee not exceeding 50 centimes per parcel. The same fee 
may be charged, if the case arises, for each presentation after the first 
at the addressee's residence or place of business. 

ARTICLE VIII. 

Customs and other non-postal charges. 

Customs charges and all other non-postal charges shall be paid by 
the addressees of parcels, except as provided otherwise in this Agree-
ment. 
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ARTICLE IX.

Warehousing charge.

Each of the two Administrations may collect any warehousing a r e h o u s i n g

charge fixed by its regulations for a parcel which is addressed "Poste harge.

Restante" or which is not claimed within the prescribed period.
This charge shall in no case exceed 5 francs.

ARTICLE X.

Prohibitions.

1. Postal parcels must not contain any letter, note, or document hav- Articles specified.
ing the character of an actual and personal correspondence or packets Letters etc.
of any kind bearing an address other than that of the addressee of the
parcel or of persons dwelling with him.

It is, however, permissible to enclose in a parcel an open invoice Exceptions.
confined to the particulars which constitute an invoice, and also a
simple copy of the address of the parcel.

2. It is also forbidden to enclose in a parcel:-
(a) Articles which from their nature or packing may be a source Dangerous articles.

of danger to the officers of the Post Office or may soil or damage other
parcels.

(b) Explosive, inflammable, or dangerous substances (including Explcsive, et., sub-
loaded metal caps, live cartridges, and matches). s es

(c) Living animals, except bees, leeches, and silkworms which must eLiing animals; ex-
be packed in suitably constructed boxes. ceptons.

(d) Articles the admission of which is forbidden by law, or by the icsnadmissible ar-
customs or other regulations.

(e) Articles of an obscene or immoral nature. Obscene, etc., ar-

It is, moreover, forbidden to send coin, platinum, gold, or silver Coin, etc.
whether manufactured or unmanufactured, precious stones, jewels, or
other precious articles in uninsured parcels.

3. A parcel which has been wrongly admitted to the post shall Prcels wrongly ad-
be returned to the country of origin, unless the Administration of mitted.

destination is authorized by its legislation to dispose of it otherwise.
Nevertheless, the fact that a parcel contains a letter or communica- Parcels which con-

tions which constitute an actual and personal correspondence shall not, ter.
in any case, entail its return to the country of origin.

4. Explosive, inflammable, or dangerous substances and articles of pislvosIton of "x
an obscene or immoral nature shall not be returned to the country of etc.

origin; they shall be disposed of by the Administration which has
found them in the mails in accordance with its own internal regula-
tions.

5. If a parcel wrongly admitted to the post is neither returned to Action with respect
to certain wrongly ad-

origin nor delivered to the addressee the Administration of origin mitted parcels.ad
shall be informed in a precise manner of the treatment accorded
to the parcel in order that it may take such steps as are necessary.

ARTICLE XI.

Advice of delivery.

1. The sender may obtain an advice of delivery for an insured Advice of delivery.
parcel under the conditions prescribed for postal packets by the Con-
vention of the Universal Postal Union. An advice of delivery cannot
be obtained for an uninsured parcel.

2. The Administration of origin may collect from the sender who Fee
requests an advice of delivery, such fee as may from time to time be
prescribed by its regulations.
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ing the character of an actual and personal correspondence or packets 
of any kind bearing an address other than that of the addressee of the 
parcel or of persons dwelling with him. 
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loaded metal caps, live cartridges, and matches). 
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3. A parcel which has been wrongly admitted to the post shall 
be returned to the country of origin, unless the Administration of 
destination is authorized by its legislation to dispose of it otherwise. 

Nevertheless, the fact that a parcel contains a letter or communica-
tions which constitute an actual and personal correspondence shall not, 
in any case, entail its return to the country of origin. 

4. Explosive, inflammable, or dangerous substances and articles of 
an obscene or immoral nature shall not be returned to the country of 
origin; they shall be disposed of by the Administration which has 
found them in the mails in accordance with its own internal regula-
tions. 

5. If a parcel wrongly admitted to the post is neither returned to 
origin nor delivered to the addressee the Administration of origin 
shall be informed in a precise manner of the treatment accorded 
to the parcel in order that it may take such steps as are necessary. 

ARTICLE XI. 

Advice of delivery. 

1. The sender may obtain an advice of delivery for an insured 
parcel under the conditions prescribed for postal packets by the Con-
vention of the Universal Postal Union. An advice of delivery cannot 
be obtained for an uninsured parcel. 

2. The Administration of origin may collect from the sender who 
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Warehousing 
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Dangerous articles. 

Explosive, etc., sub-
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Living animals; ex-
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Nonadmissible ar-
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Obscene, etc., ar-
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Parcels wrongly ad-
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mitted parcels. 

Advice of delivery. 

Pee. 
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ARTICLE XII.

Redirection.

Redirection. 1. A parcel may be redirected in consequence of the addressee's
change of address in the country of destination. The Administra-
tion of destination may collect the redirection charge prescribed by
its internal regulations. Similarly, a parcel may be redirected from
one of the two countries which are parties to this Agreement to a
third country provided that the parcel complies with the conditions
required for its further conveyance and provided, as a rule, that the
extra postage is prepaid at the time of redirection or documentary
evidence is produced that the addressee will pay it.

2. Additional charges levied in respect of redirection and not paid
by the addressee or his representative shall not be canceled in case of
further redirection or of return to origin, but shall be collected from
the addressee or from the sender as the case may be, without prejudice
to the payment of any special charges incurred which the Adminis-
tration of destination does not agree to cancel.

ARTICLE XIII.

Missent parcels.

Missentparcels. Parcels received out of course, or wrongly allowed to be dis-
patched, shall be retransmitted or returned in accordance with the

Pot, pp. 199, 203. provisions of Article 1, Section 2 and Article 15, Sections 1 and 2
of the Detailed Regulations.

ARTICLE XIV.

Non-delivery.

Non-delivery. 1. The sender may request at the time of posting that, if the parcel
cannot be delivered as addressed, it may be either (a) treated as
abandoned or (b) tendered for delivery at a second address in the
country of destination. No other alternative is admissible. If the
sender avails himself of this facility, his request must appear on the
dispatch note and must be in conformity with or analogous to one
of the following forms:-

"If not deliverable as addressed, abandon."
"If not deliverable as addressed, deliver to . . . . . . . . . .

The same request must also be written on the cover of the parcel.
2. In the absence of a request by the sender to the contrary, a

parcel that cannot be delivered shall be returned to the sender without
previous notification and at his expense thirty days after its arrival
at the office of destination.

Nevertheless, a parcel which is definitely refused by the addressee
shall be returned immediately.

3. The charges due on returned undeliverable parcels shall be re-
covered in accordance with the provisions of Article XXIX.

ARTICLE XV.

Cancelation of customs charges.

Caneation of cs- The customs charges on parcels sent back to the country of origin
or redirected to another country shall be canceled both in British
Guiana and the United States of America.
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ARTICLE XII. 

Redirection. 

Redirection. 1. A parcel may be redirected in consequence of the addressee's 
change of address in the country of destination. The Administra-
tion of destination may collect the redirection charge prescribed by 
its internal regulations. Similarly, a parcel may be redirected from 
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ARTICLE XIII. 

Missent parcels. 

?dissent parcels. Parcels received out of course, or wrongly allowed to be dis-
patched, shall be retransmitted or returned in accordance with the 

Post, pp. BM, 2003. provisions of Article 1, Section 2 and Article 15, Sections 1 and 2 
of the Detailed Regulations. 

Non-delivery. 

Cancelation of cus-
toms charges. 

ARTICLE XIV. 

Non-delivery. 

1. The sender may request at the time of posting that, if the parcel 
cannot be delivered as addressed, it may be either (a) treated as 
abandoned or (b) tendered for delivery at a second address in the 
country of destination. No other alternative is admissible. If the 
sender avails himself of this facility, his request must appear on the 
dispatch note and must be in conformity with or analogous to one 
of the following forms 
"If not deliverable as addressed, abandon." 
"If not deliverable as addressed, deliver to  17 

The same request must also be written on the cover of the parcel. 
2. In the absence of a request by the sender to the contrary, a 

parcel that cannot be delivered shall be returned to the sender without 
previous notification and at his expense thirty days after its arrival 
at the office of destination. 

Nevertheless, a parcel which is definitely refused by the addressee 
shall be returned immediately. 

3. The charges due on returned undeliverable parcels shall be re-
covered in accordance with the provisions of Article XXIX. 

AirricLE XV. 

Cancelation of customs charges. 

The customs charges on parcels sent back to the country of origin 
or redirected to another country shall be canceled both in British 
Guiana and the United States of America. 
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ARTICLE XVI.

Sale. Destruction.

Articles of which the early deterioration or corruption is to be
expected, and these only, may be sold immediately, even when in
transit on the outward or return journey, without previous notice
or judicial formality. If for any reason a sale is impossible, the
spoilt or putrid articles shall be destroyed.

1993

Sale or destruction
of articles liable to
deterioration.

ARTICLE XVII.

Abalndoned parcels.

Parcels which cannot be delivered to the addressees and which Abandoned parcels.
the senders have abandoned shall not be returned by the Administra-
tion of destination, but shall be treated in accordance with its regu-
lations. No claim shall be made by the Administration of destina-
tion against the Administration of origin in respect of such parcels.

ARTICLE XVIII.

Inquiries.

1. A fee not exceeding 60 centimes may be charged for every Inquiries.
inquiry concerning a parcel.

No fee shall be charged if the sender has already paid the special
fee for an advice of delivery.

2. Inquiries shall be admitted only if made by the sender within
the period of one year from the day following the date of posting
of the parcel.

3. When an inquiry is the outcome of an irregularity in the postal
service, the inquiry fee shall be refunded.

ARTICLE XIX.

Insured parcels. Rates and conditions.

1. Parcels may be insured up to a limit of 500 francs or its
equivalent in the currency of the country of origin.

2. The Administration of origin is entitled to collect from the
sender of an insured parcel an insurance fee fixed according to its
internal regulations.

3. The Administration of origin is also entitled to collect from
the sender of an insured parcel a dispatch fee not exceeding 50
centimes.

4. A receipt must be given free of charge at the time of posting,
to the sender of an insured parcel.

Insured parcels.

Rates and condi-
tions.

ARTICLE XX.

Fraudulent insurance.

The insured value may not exceed the actual value of the contents Fraudulent insor-
of the parcel but it is permitted to insure only part of this value. a n

e
The fraudulent insurance of a parcel for a sum exceeding the

actual value shall be subject to any legal proceedings which may be
admitted by the laws of the country of origin.

A parcel the contents of which have no pecuniary value may, how-
ever, be insured for a nominal sum in order to obtain the safeguards
of the insurance system.
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Fraudulent insur-
ance. 
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Responsibility for
loss, damage, or ab-
straction.

Exceptions to the
principle of responsi-
bility.
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ARTICLE XXI.

Responsibility for loss, damage, or abstraction.

1. Except in the cases mentioned in the following article, the two
Administrations shall be responsible for the loss of insured parcels
only and for the loss, damage, or abstraction of their contents or of a
part thereof.

The sender or other rightful claimant is entitled under this head
to compensation corresponding to the actual amount of the loss,
damage, or abstraction.

The amount of compensation for an insured parcel shall not exceed
the amount for which it was insured.

In cases where the loss, damage, or abstraction occurs in the service
of the country of destination, the Administration of destination may
pay compensation to the addressee at its own expense and without
consulting the Administration of origin, provided that the addressee
can prove that the sender has waived his rights in the addressee's
favor.

2. In calculating the amount of compensation, indirect loss, or loss
of profits shall not be taken into consideration.

3. Compensation shall be calculated on the current price of goods
of the same nature at the place and time at which the goods were
accepted for transmission or, in the absence of current price, at the
ordinary estimated value.

4. Where compensation is due for the loss, destruction, or com-
plete damage of an insured parcel or for the abstraction of the
whole of the contents, the sender is entitled to the return of the
postage also, if claimed.

5. In all cases insurance fees and, if the case arises, the dispatch
fee, shall be retained by the Administrations concerned.

6. In the absence of special agreement to the contrary between
the countries involved, which agreement may be made by corre-
spondence, no indemnity will be paid by either country for the loss
of transit insured parcels, that is, parcels originating in a country
not participating in this Agreement and destined for one of the two
contracting countries or parcels originating in one of the two con-
tracting countries and destined for a country not participating in
this Agreement.

7. When an insured parcel originating in one country and des-
tined to be delivered in the other countrv is reforwarded from there
to a third country or is returned to a third country, at the request
of the sender or of the addressee, the party entitled to the indemnity
in case of loss, rifling, or damage occurring subsequent to the re-
forwarding or return of the parcel by the original country of des-
tination, can lay claim, in such a case, only to the indemnity which
the country where the loss, rifling, or damage occurred consents to
pay, or which that country is obliged to pay in accordance with the
agreement made between the countries directly interested in the
reforwarding or return. Either of the two countries signing the
present Agreement which wrongly forwards an insured parcel to
a third country is responsible to the sender to the same extent as the
country of origin, that is, within the limits of the present Agreement.

ARTICLE XXII.
Exceptions to the principle of responsibility.

The two Administrations shall be relieved from all responsibility:-
(a) In cases beyond control (force majeure).
(b) When, their responsibility not having been proved otherwise,

they are unable to account for parcels in consequence of the destruc-
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ARTICLE XXI. 
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straction. 

Exceptions to the 
principle of responsi-
bility. 

Responsibility for loss, damage, or abstraction, 

1. Except in the cases mentioned in the following article, the two 
Administrations shall be responsible for the loss of insured parcels 
only and for the loss, damage, or abstraction of their contents or of a 
part thereof. 
The sender or other rightful claimant is entitled under this head 

to compensation corresponding to the actual amount of the loss, 
damage, or abstraction. 
The amount of compensation for an insured parcel shall not exceed 

the amount for which it was insured. 
In cases where the loss, damage, or abstraction occurs in the service 

of the country of destination, the Administration of destination may 
pay compensation to the addressee at its own expense and without 
consulting the Administration of origin, provided that the addressee 
can prove that the sender has waived his rights in the addressee's 
favor. 

2. In calculating the amount of compensation, indirect loss, or loss 
of profits shall not be taken into consideration. 

3. Compensation shall be calculated on the current price of goods 
of the same nature at the place and time at which the goods were 
accepted for transmission or, in the absence of current price, at the 
ordinary estimated value. 

4. Where compensation is due for the loss, destruction, or com-
plete damage of an insured parcel or for tie abstraction of the 
whole of the contents, the sender is entitled to the return of the 
postage also, if claimed. 

5. In all cases insurance fees and, if the case arises the dispatch 
fee, shall be retained by the Administrations concerned. 

6. In the absence of special agreement to the contrary between 
the countries involved, which agreement may be made by corre-
spondence, no indemnity will be paid by either country for the loss 
of transit insured parcels that is, parcels originating in a country 
not participating in this _Agreement and destined for one of the two 
contracting countries or parcels originating in one of the two con-
tracting countries and destined for a country not participating in 
this Agreement. 

7. When an insured parcel originating in one country and des-
tined to be delivered in the other country is reforwarded from there 
to a third country or is returned to a third country, at the request 
of the sender or of the addressee, the party entitled to the indemnity 
in case of loss, rifling, or damage occurring subsequent to the re-
forwarding or return of the parcel by the original country of des-
tination, can lay claim, in such a case, only to the indemnity which 
the country where the loss, rifling, or damage occurred consents to 
pay, or which that country is obliged to pay in accordance with the 
agreement made between the countries directly interested in the 
reforwarding or return. Either of the two countries signing the 
present Agreement which wrongly forwards an insured parcel to 
a third country is responsible to the sender to the same extent as the 
country of origin, that is, within the limits of the present Agreement. 

ARTICLE XXII. 

Exceptions to the principle of responsibility. 

The two Administrations shall be relieved from all responsibility 
(a) In cases beyond control (force majeure). 
(b) When, their responsibility not having been proved otherwise, 

they are unable to account for parcels in consequence of the destruc-
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tion of official documents through a cause beyond control (force
majeure).

(c) When the damage has been caused by the fault or negligence
of the sender, or when it arises from the nature of the article.

(d) For parcels the contents of which fall under the ban of one of
the prohibitions mentioned in Article X.

(e) For parcels which have been fraudulently insured for a sum
exceeding the actual value of the contents, or for parcels seized by
the Customs for false declaration of contents.

(f) In respect of parcels regarding which the sender has not made
inquiry within the period prescribed by Article XVIII.

(g) In respect of any parcels containing precious stones, jewelry,
or any article of gold silver, or platinum exceeding 2,500 francs in
value not packed in a box of the size prescribed by Article 6, Section
3, of the Detailed Regulations.

(h) For parcels which contain matter of no intrinsic value or per-
ishable matter, or which did not conform to the stipulations of this
Agreement, or which were not posted in the manner prescribed; but
the country responsible for the loss, rifling, or damage may pay
indemnity in respect of such parcels without recourse to the other
Administration.

ARTICLE XXIII.

Termination of responsibility.

The two Administrations shall cease to be responsible for parcels
which have been delivered in accordance with their internal regula-
tions and of which the owners or their agents have accepted delivery
without reservation.

Responsibility is, however, maintained when the addressee or, in
case of return, the sender makes reservations in taking delivery of a
parcel the contents of which have been abstracted or damaged.

ARTICLE XXIV.

Payment of compensation.

The payment of compensation shall be undertaken by the Admin-
istration of origin except in the cases indicated in Article XXI,
Section 1, where payment is made by the Administration of destina-
tion. The Administration of origin may. however, after obtaining
the sender's consent authorize the Administration of destination to
settle with the addressee. The paying Administration retains the
right to make a claim against the Administration responsible.

ARTICLE XXV.

Period for payment of compensation.

1. Compensation shall be paid as soon as possible and, at the
latest, within one year from the day following the date of the inquiry.

2. The Administration responsible for making payment is author-
ized to settle with the claimant on behalf of the other Administra-
tion if the latter, after being duly informed of the application, has
let nine months pass without giving a decision in the matter.

3. The Administration responsible for making payment may,
exceptionally, postpone it beyond the period of one year when a
decision has not yet been reached upon the question whether the loss,
damage, or abstraction is due to a cause beyond control.
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tion of official documents through a cause beyond control (force 
majeure). 

(c) When the damage has been caused by the fault or negligence 
of the sender, or when it arises from the nature of the article. 

(d) For parcels the contents of which fall under the ban of one of 
the prohibitions mentioned in Article X. 

(e) For parcels which have been fraudulently insured for a sum 
exceeding the actual value of the contents, or for parcels seized by 
the Customs for false declaration of contents. 

(f) In respect of parcels regarding which the sender has not made 
inquiry within the period prescribed by Article XVIII. 

(g) In respect of any parcels containing precious stones, jewelry, 
or any article of gold, silver, or platinum exceeding 2,500 francs in 
value not packed in a box of the size prescribed by Article 6, Section 
3, of the Detailed Regulations. 

(h) For parcels which contain matter of no intrinsic value or per-
ishable matter, or which did not conform to the stipulations of this 
Agreement, or which were not posted in the manner prescribed; but 
the country responsible for the loss, rifling, or damage may pay 
indemnity in respect of such parcels without recourse to the other 
Administration. 

ARTICLE XXIII. 

Termination of responsibility. 

The two Administrations shall cease to be responsible for parcels 
which have been delivered in accordance with their internal regula-
tions and of which the owners or their agents have accepted delivery 
without reservation. 

Responsibility is, however, maintained when the addressee or, in 
case of return, the sender makes reservations in taking delivery of a 
parcel the contents of which have been abstracted or damaged. 

ARTICLE XXIV. 

Payment of compensation. 

The payment of compensation shall be undertaken by the Admin-
istration of origin except in the cases indicated in Article XXI, 
Section 1, where payment is made by the Administration of destina-
tion. The Administration of origin mayl however, after obtaining 
the sender's consent authorize the Administration of destination to 
settle with the addressee. The paying Administration retains the 
right to make a claim against the Administration responsible. 

Arerichn XXV. 

Period for payment of compensation. 

1. Compensation shall be paid as soon as possible and, at the 
latest, within one year from the day following the date of the inquiry. 

2. The Administration responsible for making payment is author-
ized to settle with the claimant on behalf of the other Administra-
tion if the latter, after being duly informed of the application, has 
let nine months pass without giving a decision in the matter. 

3. The Administration responsible for making payment may, 
exceptionally, postpone it beyond the period of one year when a 
decision has not yet been reached upon the question whether the loss, 
damage, or abstraction is due to a cause beyond control. 
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ARTICLE XXVI.

Incidence of cost of compensation.

1. Until the contrary is proved responsibility shall rest with the
Administration which, having received the parcel from the other
Administration without making any reservation and having been
furnished with all the particulars for investigation prescribed by the
regulations, cannot establish either proper delivery to the addressee
or his agent, or other proper disposal of the parcel.

2. When the loss, rifling, or damage of an insured parcel is de-
tected upon opening the receptacle at the receiving exchange office
and has been regularly pointed out to the dispatching exchange
office, the responsibility falls on the Administration to which the
latter office belongs, unless it be proved that the irregularity occurred
in the service of the receiving Administration.

3. If, in the case of a parcel dispatched from one of the two coun-
tries for delivery in the other, the loss, damage, or abstraction has
occurred in course of conveyance without it being possible to prove
in the service of which country the irregularity took place, the two
Administrations shall bear the amount of compensation in equal
shares.

4. By paying compensation the Administration concerned takes
over, to the extent of the amount paid, the rights of the person who
has received compensation in any action which may be taken against
the addressee, the sender, or a third party.

5. If a parcel which has been regarded as lost is subsequently
found, in whole or in part, the person to whom compensation has
been paid shall be informed that he is at liberty to take possession
of the parcel against repayment of the amount paid as compensation.

ARTICLE XXVII.

Repayment of the compensation to the Administration of origin.

penation to Adrin- The Administration responsible and on whose account the payment
istration oforigin. is made in accordance with Article XXIV is bound to repay the

amount of the compensation within a period of six months after
notification of payment. The amount shall be recovered from the
Administration responsible through the accounts provided for in

pwt, p. 2005. Article 21 of the Detailed Regulations.
The Administration whose responsibility is duly proved and which

has originally declined to pay compensation is bound to bear all the
additional charges resulting from the unwarranted delay in payment.

ARTICLE XXVIII.

Credits for conveyance.

Credits for convey-
ance.

For each parcel dispatched from one of the two countries for
delivery in the other, the dispatching office shall allow to the office
of destination the rates which accrue to it by virtue of the provisions
of Articles IV and V.

For each parcel dispatched from one of the two countries in transit
through the other, the dispatching office shall allow to the other office
the rates due for the conveyance and insurance of the parcel.
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ARTICLE XXVI. 

Incidence of cost of compensation. 

1. Until the contrary is proved responsibility shall rest with the 
Administration which, having received the parcel from the other 
Administration without making any reservation and having been 
furnished with all the particulars for investigation prescribed by the 
regulations, cannot establish either proper delivery to the addressee 
or his agent, or other proper disposal of the parcel. 

2. When the loss, rifling, or damage of an insured parcel is de-
tected upon opening the receptacle at the receiving exchange office 
and has been regularly pointed out to the dispatching exchange 
office, the responsibility falls on the Administration to which the 
latter office belongs, unless it be proved that the irregularity occurred 
in the service of the receiving Administration. 

3. If, in the case of a parcel dispatched from one of the two coun-
tries for delivery in the other, the loss, damage, or abstraction has 
occurred in course of conveyance without it being possible to prove 
in the service of which country the irregularity took place, the two 
Administrations shall bear the amount of compensation in equal 
shares. 

4. By paying compensation the Administration concerned takes 
over, to the extent of the amount paid, the rights of the person who 
has received compensation in any action which may be taken against 
the addressee, the sender, or a third party. 

5. If a parcel which has been regarded as lost is subsequently 
found, in whole or in part, the person to whom compensation has 
been paid shall be informed that he is at liberty to take possession 
of the parcel against repayment of the amount paid as compensation. 

ARTICLE XXVII. 

Repayment of the compensation to the Administration of origin. 

The Administration responsible and on whose account the payment 
is made in accordance with Article XXIV is bound to repay the 
amount of the compensation within a period of six months after 
notification of payment. The amount shall be recovered from the 
Administration responsible through the accounts provided for in 
Article 21 of the Detailed Regulations. 
The Administration whose responsibility is duly proved and which 

has originally declined to pay compensation is bound to bear all the 
additional charges resulting from the unwarranted delay in payment. 

ARTICLE XXVIII. 

Credits for conveyance. 

Credits for convey- For each parcel dispatched from one of the two countries for 
ance. 

delivery in the other, the dispatching office shall allow to the office 
of destination the rates which accrue to it by virtue of the provisions 
of Articles IV and V. 
For each parcel dispatched from one of the two countries in transit 

through the other, the dispatching office shall allow to the other office 
the rates due for the conveyance and insurance of the parcel. 
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ARTICLE XXIX.

Claims in case of redirection or return.

In case of the redirection or of the return of a parcel from one laims n case of re
country to the other, the retransmitting Administration shall claim recton retur
from the other Administration the charges due to it and to any other
Administration taking part in the redirection or return. The claim
shall be made on the parcel bill relating to the mail in which the
parcel is forwarded.

ARTICLE XXX.

Charge for redirection in the country of destination.

In case of further redirection or of return to the country of origin, Charge for redirec-
tion in country ofthe redirection charge prescribed by Article XII, Section 1, shall destination.

accrue to the country which redirected the parcel within its own
territory.

ARTICLE XXXI.

Miscellaneous fees.

The following fees shall be retained in full by the Administration Miscellaneous fee.
which has collected them:-

(a) The fee for advice of delivery referred to in Article XI.
(b) The inquiry fee referred to in Article XVIII, Section 1.
(c) The dispatch fee for an insured parcel referred to in Article

XIX, Section 3.
(d) The fee for customs clearance referred to in Article VI.
(e) The delivery fee referred to in Article VII.

ARTICLE XXXII.

Insurance fee.

Each Administration shall retain for itself the insurance fee pay- Insurance fee.
able on insured parcels.

AlR'ICLE XXXIII.

Recall and change of addre.s.

So long as a parcel has not been delivered to the addressee, the
sender may recall it or cause its address to be altered. The Postal
Administration of the country of origin may collect and retain for the
service, the charge fixed by its internal regulations. The requests for
recall or change of address of parcels to be delivered in the United
States of America shall be addressed to the Central Administration
at Washington; those relating to parcels for delivery in British
Guiana shall be addressed to the Postmaster General, Georgetown.

ARTICLE XXXIV.

Miscellaneous provisions.

1. The francs and centimes mentioned in this Agreement are gold
francs and centimes as defined in the Universal Postal Union
Convention.

Recalland change of
address.

Miscellaneous pro-
visions.

49 Stat. 2757.
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ARTICLE XXIX. 

Claims in, case of redirection or return. 

In case of the redirection or of the return of a parcel from one 
country to the other, the retransmitting Administration shall claim 
from the other Administration the charges due to it and to any other 
Administration taking part in the redirection or return. The claim 
shall be made on the parcel bill relating to the mail in which the 
parcel is forwarded. 

ARTICLE XXX. 

Charge for redirection in the country of destination. 

In case of further redirection or of return to the country of origin, 
the redirection charge prescribed by Article XII, Section 1, shall 
accrue to the country which redirected the parcel within its own 
territory. 

ARTICLE XXXI. 

Miscellaneous fees. 

The following fees shall be retained in full by the Administration 
which has collected them 

(a) The fee for advice of delivery referred to in Article XI. 
(b) The inquiry fee referred to in Article XVIII, Section 1. 
(c) The dispatch fee for an insured parcel referred to in Article 

XIX, Section 3. 
(d) The fee for customs clearance referred to in Article VI. 
(e) The delivery fee referred to in Article VII, 

ARTICLE XXXII. 

Claims In case of re-
direction or return. 

Charge for redirec-
tion in country of 
destination. 

Miscellaneous fees. 

Insurance fee. 

Each Administration shall retain for itself the insurance fee pay- Insurance fee. 

able on insured parcels. 

ARTICLE X XXIII. 

Recall and change of address. 

So long as a parcel has not been delivered to the addressee, the 
sender may recall it or cause its address to be altered. The Postal 
Administration of the country of origin may collect and retain for the 
service, the charge fixed by its internal regulations. The requests for 
recall or change of address of parcels to be delivered in the United 
States of America shall be addressed to the Central Administration 
at Washington; those relating to parcels for delivery in British 
Guiana shall be addressed to the Postmaster General, Georgetown. 

ARTICLE XXXIV. 

Miscellaneous provisions. 

1. The francs and centimes mentioned in this Agreement are gold 
francs and centimes as defined in the Universal Postal Union 
Convention. 

Recall and change of 
address. 

Miscellaneous pro-
visions. 

49 Stat. 2757. 
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2. Parcels shall not be subjected to any postal charges other than
those contemplated in this Agreement except by mutual consent of
the two Administrations.

3. In extraordinary circumstances, either Administration may tem-
porarily suspend the parcel post, either entirely or partially, on
condition of giving immediate notice, if necessary by telegraph, to
the other Administration.

4. The two Administrations have drawn up the following De-
tailed Regulations for insuring the execution of the present Agree-
ment. Further matters of detail not inconsistent with the general
provisions of this Agreement and not provided for in the Detailed
Regulations may be arranged from time to time by mutual consent.

5. The internal regulations of British Guiana and the United States
of America shall remain applicable as regards everything not pro-
vided for by the stipulations contained in the present Agreement
and in the Detailed Regulations for its execution.

ARTICLE XXXV.

Entry into force and duration of the agreement.

1. This Agreement substitutes and abrogates the Parcels Post
Convention signed at Washington, the third day of February, 1892.

2. It shall come into force on the first day of October 1938, and
shall remain in operation until the expiration of six months from
the date on which it may have been denounced by either of the two
Administrations.

In witness whereof the undersigned, duly authorized for that
purpose, have signed the present Agreement and have affixed their
seals thereto.

Done in duplicate and signed at Washington, the 6th day of Sep-
tember 1938 and at Georgetown, the 1 3

th day of August. 1938.
[SEAL] JAMES A. FARLEY

The Postmaster General of the United States of America.
[SEAL] J. 0. REILLY

The Postmaster General of British Guiana.

The foregoing Agreement between the United States of America
and British Guiana for the exchange of parcels by parcel post has
been negotiated and concluded with my advice and consent and is
hereby approved and ratified.

In testimony whereof I have caused the seal of the United States
to be hereunto affixed.

[SEAL] FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President.

CORDELL HULL
Secretary of State.

WASHINGTON, September 12, 1938.
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2. Parcels shall not be subjected to any postal charges other than 
those contemplated in this Agreement except by mutual consent of 
the two Administrations. 

3. In extraordinary circumstances, either Administration may tem-
porarily suspend the parcel post, either entirely or partially, on 
condition of giving immediate notice, if necessary by telegraph, to 
the other Administration. 

4. The two Administrations have dravvll up the following De-
tailed Regulations for insuring the execution of the present Agree-
ment. Further matters of detail not inconsistent with the general 
provisions of this Agreement and not provided for in the Detailed 
Regulations may be arranged from time to time by mutual consent. 

5. The internal regulations of British Guiana and the United States 
of America shall remain applicable as regards everything not pro-
vided for by the stipulations contained in the present Agreement 
and in the Detailed Regulations for its execution. 

ARTICLE XXXV. 

Entry into force and duration of the agreement. 

1. This Agreement substitutes and abrogates the Parcels Post 
Convention signed at Washington, the third day of February, 1892. 

2. It shall come into force on the first day of October 1938, and 
shall remain in operation until the expiration of six months from 
the date on which it may have been denounced by either of the two 
Administrations. 

In witness whereof the undersigned, duly authorized for that 
purpose, have signed the present Agreement and have affixed their 
seals thereto. 
Done in duplicate and signed at Washington the 6th day of Sep-

tember 1938 and at Georgetown, the 13th day of August. 1938. 
[SEAL] JAMES A. FARLEY 

The Postmaster General of the United States of America. 
[SEAL] J. 0. REILLY 

The Postmaster General of British Guiana. 

The foregoing Agreement between the United States of America 
and British Guiana for the exchange of parcels by parcel post has 
been negotiated and concluded with my advice and consent and is 
hereby approved and ratified. 
In testimony whereof I have caused the seal of the United States 

to be hereunto affixed. 
[SEAL] FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 
By the President. 

CORDELL HULL 
Secretary of State. 

WAsiarucarox, September 12, 1938. 
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DETAILED REGULATIONS FOR CARRYING OUT THE
PARCEL POST AGREEMENT BETWEEN BRITISH
GUIANA AND THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

ARTICLE 1.

Circulation.

1. Each Administration shall forward by the routes and means Circulation.
which it uses for its own parcels, parcels delivered to it by the other
Administration for conveyance in transit through its territory.

2. Missent parcels shall be retransmitted to their proper destination
by the most direct route at the disposal of the office retransmitting
them. Insured parcels, when missent, may not be reforwarded to
their destination except as insured mail. If this is impossible, they
must be returned to origin.

ARTICLE 2.

Method of transmission. Provision of bags.

1. The exchange of parcels between the two countries shall be
effected by the offices appointed by agreement between the two
Administrations.

2. Parcels shall be exchanged between the two countries in bags
duly fastened and sealed.

In the absence of any arrangement to the contrary, the transmis-
sion of parcels dispatched by one of the two contracting countries in
transit through the other shall be effected "a decouvert".

3. A label showing the office of exchange of origin and the office
of exchange of destination shall be attached to the neck of each bag,
the number of parcels contained in the bag being indicated on the
back of the label.

4. The bag containing the parcel bill and other documents shall be
distinctively labeled.

5. Insured parcels shall be forwarded in separate bags from ordi-
nary parcels. The neck label attached to any bag containing insured
parcels shall be marked with any distinctive symbol that may from
time to time be agreed upon by the two Administrations.

6. The weight of any bag of parcels shall not exceed 36 kilograms
(80 pounds avoirdupois).

7. The Postal Administrations of British Guiana and the United
States of America shall provide the respective bags necessary for the
dispatch of their parcels and each bag shall be marked to show the
name of the office or country to which it belongs.

8. Bags must be returned empty to the dispatching office by the
next mail. Empty bags to be returned are to be made up in bundles
of ten, enclosing nine bags in one. The total number of bags returned
shall be entered on the relative parcel bills.

9. Each Administration shall be required to make good the value
of any bags which it fails to return.

Method oftransmis-
sion.

Provision as to bags,
labels, etc.

Weight.
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DETAILED REGULATIONS FOR CARRYING OUT THE 
PARCEL POST AGREEMENT BETWEEN BRITISH 
GUIANA AND THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 

ARTICLE 1. 

Circulation. 

1. Each Administration shall forward by the routes and means 
which it uses for its own parcels, parcels delivered to it by the other 
Administration for conveyance in transit through its territory. 

2. Missent parcels shall be retransmitted to their proper destination 
by the most direct route at the disposal of the office retransmitting 
them. Insured parcels, when missent2 may not be reforwarded to 
their destination except as insured mail. If this is impossible, they 
must be returned to origin. 

ARTICLE 2. 

Method of transmission. Provision of bags. 

1. The exchange of parcels between the two countries shall be 
effected by the offices appointed by agreement between the two 
Administrations. 

2. Parcels shall be exchanged between the two countries in bags 
duly fastened and sealed. 
In the absence of any arrangement to the contrary, the transmis-

sion of parcels dispatched by one of the two contracting countries in 
transit through the other shall be effected "a decouvert". 

3. A label showing the office of exchange of origin and the office 
of exchange of destination shall be attached to the neck of each bag, 
the number of parcels contained in the bag being indicated on the 
back of the label. 

4. The bag containing the parcel bill and other documents shall be 
distinctively labeled. 

5. Insured parcels shall be forwarded in separate bags from ordi-
nary parcels. The neck label attached to any bag containing insured 
parcels shall be marked with any distinctive symbol that may from. 
time to time be agreed upon by the two Administrations. 

6. The weight of any bag of parcels shall not exceed 36 kilograms 
(80 pounds avoirdupois). 

7. The Postal Administrations of British Guiana and the United. 
States of America shall provide the respective bags necessary for the 
dispatch of their parcels and each bag shall be marked to show the 
name of the office or country to which it belongs. 

8. Bags must be returned empty to the dispatching office by the 
next mail. Empty bags to be returned are to be made up in bundles 
of ten enclosing nine bags in one. The total number of bags returned 
shall ten, on the relative parcel bills. 

9. Each Administration shall be required to make good the value 
of any bags which it fails to return. 
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ARTICLE 3.

Information to be furnished.

1. Each Administration shall communicate to the other Administra-
tion all necessary information on points of detail in connection with
the exchange of parcels between the two Administrations and also:-

(a) The names of the countries to which it can forward parcels
handed over to it.

(b) The routes available for the transmission of the said parcels
from the point of entry into its territory or into its service.

(c) The total amount to be credited to it by the other Administra-
tion for each destination.

(d) The number of customs declarations which must accompany
each parcel.

(e) Any other necessary information.
2. Each Administration shall make known to the other the names

of the countries to which it intends to send parcels in transit through
the other.

ARTICLE 4.

Fixing of equivalents.

In fixing the charges for parcels, either Administration shall be
at liberty to adopt such approximate equivalents as may be convenient
in its own currency.

ARTICLE 5.

Make-up of parcels.

Every parcel shall:-
(a) Bear the exact address of the addressee in roman characters.

Addresses in pencil shall not be allowed except that parcels bearing
addresses written with indelible pencil on a surface previously damp-
ened shall be accepted. The address shall be written on the parcel
itself or on a label so firmly attached to it that it cannot become
detached. The sender of a parcel shall be advised to enclose in the
parcel a copy of the address together with a note of his own address.

(b) Be packed in a manner adequate for the length of the journey
and for the protection of the contents.

Articles liable to injure officers of the Post Office or to damage other
parcels shall be so packed as to prevent any risk.

ARTICLE 6.

Special packing.

1. Liquids and substances which easily liquefy shall be packed in
two receptacles. Between the first receptacle (bottle, flask, pot, box,
etc.) and the second (box of metal or of stout wood, or strong fiber-
board of equal strength) shall be left a space which shall be filled
with sawdust, bran, or some other absorbent material in sufficient
quantity to absorb all the liquid contents in the case of breakage.

2. Dry coloring powders such as aniline blue, etc., shall be admitted
only if enclosed in stout metal boxes placed inside wooden boxes with
sawdust between the two receptacles.

3. Every parcel containing precious stones, jewelry, or any article
of gold, silver, or platinum exceeding 2,500 francs in value shall be
packed in a box measuring not less than 3 feet 6 inches (1.05 meters)
in length and girth combined.
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ARTICLE 3. 
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with sawdust, bran, or some other absorbent material in sufficient 
quantity to absorb all the liquid contents in the case of breakage. 

2. Dry coloring powders such as aniline blue, etc., shall be admitted 
only if enclosed in stout metal boxes placed inside wooden boxes with 
sawdust between the two receptacles. 

3. Every parcel containing precious stones, jewelry, or any article 
of gold, silver, or platinum exceeding 2,500 francs in value shall be 
packed in a box measuring not less than 3 feet 6 inches (1.05 meters) 
in length and girth combined. 
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ARTICLE 7.

Dispatch notes and customs declarations.

1. Each parcel shall be accompanied by a dispatch note and by a
set of customs declarations according to the regulations of the coun-
try of destination. The customs declarations and dispatch notes
relating to parcels sent to the United States of America shall be
firmly attached to the parcels; the customs declarations relating to
parcels sent to British Guiana shall be firmly attached to the dispatch
notes and these in turn must be firmly attached to the parcels.

2. Nevertheless, a single dispatch note and a single set of customs
declarations may suffice for two or three (but not more) ordinary
parcels posted at the same time by the same sender to the same
addressee. This provision shall not apply to insured parcels.

3. The two Administrations accept no responsibility in respect of
the accuracy of customs declarations.

ARTICLE 8.

Advice of delivery.

1. Insured parcels of which the senders ask for an advice of deliv-
ery shall be very prominently marked "Advice of Delivery" or "A. R."

2. Such parcels shall be accompanied by a form similar to that an-
nexed to the Detailed Regulations of the Convention of the Postal
Union. This advice of delivery form shall be prepared by the office
of origin or by any other office appointed by the Administration of
origin and shall be firmly attached to the dispatch note of the parcel
to which it relates in the case of parcels sent to British Guiana, and
to the parcels to which it relates in the case of parcels sent to the
United States of America. If it does not reach the office of destina-
tion, that office shall make out officially a new advice of delivery form.

3. The office of destination, after having duly filled out the form,
shall return it, by ordinary post, unenclosed and free of postage to
the address of the sender of the parcel.

4. When the sender makes inquiry concerning an advice of delivery
which has not been returned to him after a reasonable interval,
action shall be taken in accordance with the rules laid down in Arti-
cle 9 following. In that case a second fee shall not be charged, and
the office of origin shall enter the words "Duplicate advice of deliv-
ery" at the top of the form.

ARTICLE 9.

Advice of delivery applied for after posting.

When the sender applies for an advice of delivery after an insured
parcel has been posted, the office of origin or any other office ap-
pointed by the Administration of origin shall fill out an advice of
delivery form and shall attach it to a form of inquiry.

The form of inquiry accompanied by the advice of delivery form
shall be handled the same as provided in the Detailed Regulations
of the Convention of the Universal Postal Union for similar forms.
In the case of the due delivery of the parcel, the office of destination
shall withdraw the form of inquiry and shall return the advice of
delivery form in the manner prescribed in paragraph 3 of the
preceding article.
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ARTICLE 10.

Indication of insured value.

Every insured parcel and the relative dispatch note shall bear an
indication of the insured value in the currency of the country of
origin. The indication on the parcel shall be in both words and fig-
ures. The amount of the insured value shall be converted into gold
francs by the Administration of origin. The result of the conversion
shall be indicated distinctly by new figures placed beside or below
those representing the amount of the insured value in the currency
of the country of origin.

ARTICLE 11.

Insurance numbers, labels, seals.

Every insured parcel and its dispatch note as well shall bear on the
address side, an insurance number and a small red label with the
words "Insured" or "Valeur declaree" in large letters, or these words
shall be marked or stamped on the parcel and the dispatch note.

The wax or other seals, the labels of whatever kind, and any post-
age stamps affixed to insured parcels shall be so spaced that they can-
not conceal injuries to the cover. Moreover, the labels and postage
stamps, if any, shall not be folded over two sides of the cover so
as to hide the edge.

ARTICLE 12.

Sealing of parcels.

Ordinary parcels may be sealed at the option of the senders or
careful tying is sufficient as a mode of closing.

Every insured parcel shall be sealed by means of wax or by lead
or other seals, the seals being sufficient in number to render it im-
possible to tamper with the contents without leaving an obvious
trace of violation. Either Administration may require a special
design or mark of the sender on the sealing of insured parcels mailed
in its service, as a means of protection.

The Customs Administration of the country of destination is
authorized to open the parcels. To that end, the seals or other
fastenings may be broken. Parcels opened by the Customs must be
refastened and also officially resealed.

The senders of insured parcels shall be strongly recommended to
furnish the relative dispatch note, whenever possible, with an exact
reproduction of the seal referred to above.

ARTICLE 13.

Indication of weight of insured parcels.

The exact weight of each insured parcel in grams or in pounds
and ounces shall be entered by the Administration of origin:-

(a) on the address side of the parcel;
b) on the dispatch note, in the place reserved for this purpose.

ARTICLE 14.

Place of posting.

Place f posting. Each parcel and the relative dispatch note as well shall bear the
name of the office and the date of posting.
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ARTICLE 15.

Retransmission.

1. The Administration retransmitting a missent parcel shall not Retransmission.
levy customs or other non-postal charges upon it.

When an Administration returns such a parcel to the country
from which it has been directly received, it shall refund the credits
received and report the error by means of a verification note.

In other cases, and if the amount credited to it is insufficient to
cover the expenses of retransmission which it has to defray, the re-
transmitting Administration shall allow to the Administration to
which it forwards the parcel, the credits due for onward convey-
ance; it shall then recover the amount of the deficiency by claiming
it from the office of exchange from which the missent parcel was
directly received. The reason for this claim shall be notified to the
latter by means of a verification note.

2. When a parcel has been wrongly allowed to be dispatched in
consequence of an error attributable to the postal service and has,
for this reason, to be returned to the country of origin, the Admin-
istration which sends the parcel back shall allow to the Administra-
tion from which it was received the sums credited in respect of it.

3. The charges on a parcel redirected, in consequence of the removal
of the addressee or of an error on the part of the sender, to a
country with which British Guiana or the United States of America
has parcel-post communication shall be claimed from the Adminis-
tration to which the parcel is forwarded, unless the charge for con-
veyance is paid at the time of redirection, in which case the parcel
shall be dealt with as if it had been addressed directly from the re-
transmitting country to the new country of destination. In case
the third country to which the parcel is forwarded refuses to assume
the charges because they cannot be collected from the sender or the
addressee, as the case may be, or for any other reason, they shall
be charged back to the country of origin.

4. A parcel which is redirected shall be retransmitted in its origi-
nal packing and shall be accompanied by the original dispatch note.
If the parcel, for any reason whatsoever, has to be repacked or if
the original dispatch note has to be replaced by a substitute note
the name of the office of origin of the parcel and the original serial
number and, if possible, the date of posting at that office shall be
entered both on the parcel and on the dispatch note.

ARTICLE 16.

Return of undeliverable parcels.

1. If the sender of an undeliverable parcel has made a request not Rbeteunoundeliver-

provided for by Article XIV, Section 1 of the Agreement, the Ad- Ane, p. 1992

ministration of destination need not comply with it but may return
the parcel to the country of origin, after retention for the prescribed
period.

2. The administration which returns a parcel to the sender shall
indicate clearly and concisely on the parcel and on the relative dis-
patch note the cause of non-delivery. This information may be fur-
nished in manuscript or by means of a stamped impression or label.
The original dispatch note belonging to the returned parcel must
be sent back to the country of origin with the parcel.

3. A parcel to be returned to the sender as undeliverable shall be
entered on the parcel bill with the word "Rebut" in the "Observa-
tions" column. It shall be dealt with and charged like a parcel
redirected in consequence of the removal of the addressee.
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ARTICLE 17.

Sale. Destruction.

1. When an insured parcel has been sold or destroyed in accord-
ance with the provisions of Article XVI of the Agreement, a report
of the sale or destruction shall be prepared, a copy of which shall
be transmitted to the Administration of origin.

ARTICLE 18.

Inquiries concerning parcels.

For inquiries concerning parcels, which have not been returned,
a form shall be used similar to the specimen annexed to the Detailed
Regulations of the Parcel Post Agreement of the Universal Postal
Union. These forms shall be forwarded to the offices appointed by
the two Administrations to deal with them and they shall be dealt
with in the manner mutually arranged between the two Adminis-
trations.

ARTICLE 19.

Parcel Bill.

1. Separate parcel bills must be prepared for the ordinary parcels
on the one hand and for the insured parcels on the other hand. The
parcel bills are prepared in duplicate. The original is sent in the
regular mails, while the duplicate is enclosed in one of the bags.
The bag containing the parcel bill is designated with the word
"BILL" traced in a conspicuous manner on the label.

2. All parcels forwarded by either Administration must be listed
individually on the parcel bills. The classes of parcels (a) up to 11
pounds and (b) from 11 pounds to 22 pounds, must also be shown,
together with the total number of parcels and the total net weight
thereof.

3. Parcels sent a decouvert must be entered separately.
4. In the case of returned or redirected parcels the word "Re-

turned" or "Redirected" as the case may be, must be entered on the
bill against the individual entry. A statement of the charges which
may be due on these parcels should be shown in the "Observations"
column.

5. The total number of bags comprising each dispatch must also
be shown on the parcel bill.

6. Each dispatching office of exchange shall number the parcel
bills in the top left-hand corner in an annual series for each office
of exchange of destination, and as far as possible shall enter below
the number the name of the ship conveying the mail. A note of the
last number of the year shall be made on the first parcel bill of the
following year.

ARTICLE 20.

Check by offices of exchange. Notification of irregularities.

1. On the receipt of a mail, whether of parcels or of empty bags,
the office of exchange shall check the parcels and the various docu-
ments which accompany them, or the empty bags as the case may be,
against the particulars entered on the relative parcel bill and, if
necessary, shall report missing articles or other irregularities by
means of a verification note.
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2. Any discrepancies in the credits and accounting shall be noti-
fied to the dispatching office of exchange by verification note. The
accepted verification notes shall be attached to the parcel bills to
which they relate. Corrections made on parcel bills not supported
by vouchers shall not be considered valid.

ARTICLE 21.

Accounting for credits.

1. Each Administration shall cause each of its offices of exchange
to prepare monthly for all the parcel mails dispatched to it during
the month by each of the offices of exchange of the other Administra-
tion a statement of the total amounts entered on the parcel bills,
whether to its credit or to its debit.

2. These statements shall be afterwards summarized by the same
Administrations in quarterly accounts which, accompanied by the
parcel bills relating thereto, shall be forwarded to the corresponding
Administration in the course of the quarter following that to which
it relates.

3. The recapitulation, transmission, examination, and acceptance of
these accounts must not be delayed. After acceptance, the accounts
shall be summarized in a quarterly general account prepared by the
Administration to which the balance is due and the payment of the
balance shall take place, at the latest, at the expiration of the follow-
ing quarter. After the expiration of this term, the sums due from
one Administration to the other shall bear interest at the rate of 5
per cent per annum to be reckoned from the date of expiration to the
said term. The balance due must be paid by sight draft drawn on
New York, or by some other means mutually agreed upon by corre-
spondence.

ARTICLE 22.

2005
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Entry into force and duration of the Detailed Regulations.

The present Detailed Regulations shall come into force on the day Entry'ntoforcean

on which the Parcel Post Agreement comes into force and shall have tailed Regulations.

the same duration as the Agreement. The Administrations concerned
shall, however, have the power by mutual consent to modify the de-
tails from time to time.

Done in duplicate and signed at Washington, the 6th day of Sep- Signature"

tember 1938 and at Georgetown, the 13th day of August. 1938.
[SEAL] JAMES A. FARLEY

Postmaster General of the United States of America.
J. O. REILLY

Postmaster General of British Guiana.

The foregoing Regulations for the Execution of the Parcel Post pprovale by t
h e

Agreement between the United States of America and British Guiana en

have been negotiated and concluded with my advice and consent and
are hereby approved and ratified.

In testimony whereof, I have caused the seal of the United States
to be hereunto affixed.

[SEAL] FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President.

CORDELL HULL
Secretary of State.

WASHINGTON, September 12, 1938.

Aug. , 1938  
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the month by each of the offices of exchange of the other Administra-
tion a statement of the total amounts entered on the parcel bills, 
whether to its credit or to its debit. 

2. These statements shall be afterwards summarized by the same 
Administrations in quarterly accounts which, accompanied by the 
parcel bills relating thereto, shall be forwarded to the corresponding 
Administration in the course of the quarter following that to which 
it relates. 

3. The recapitulation, transmission, examination, and acceptance of 
these accounts must not be delayed. After acceptance, the accounts 
shall be summarized in a quarterly general account prepared by the 
Administration to which the balance is due and the payment of the 
balance shall take place, at the lateAt, at the expiration of the follow-
ing quarter. After the expiration of this term, the sums due from 
one Administration to the other shall bear interest at the rate of 5 
per cent per annum to be reckoned from the date of expiration to the 
said term. The balance due must be paid by sight draft drawn on 
New York, or by some other means mutually agreed upon by corre-
spondence. 

ARTICLE 22. 

Entry into force and duration of the Detailed Regulations. 

The present Detailed Regulations shall come into force on the day 
on which the Parcel Post Agreement comes into force and shall have 
the same duration as the Agreement. The Administrations concerned 
shall, however, have the power by mutual consent to modify the de-
tails from time to time. 
Done in duplicate and signed at Washington, the 6th day of Sep-

tember 1938 and at Georgetown, the 13th day of August. 1938. 
[sEAL] JAmEs A. FARLEY 

Postmaster General of the United States of America. 
J. 0. REILLY 

Postmaster General of British Guiana. 

The foregoing Regulations for the Execution of the Parcel Post 
Agreement between the United States of America and British Guiana 
have been negotiated and concluded with my advice and consent and 
are hereby approved and ratified. 
In testimony whereof, I have caused the seal of the United States 

to be hereunto affixed. 
[sEAL] FRANK I4IN D ROOSEVELT 
By the President. 

CORDELL HULL 
Secretary of State. 

W ASHINGTON, September 12, 1938. 
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Agreement between Iceland and the United States of America concerning
the exchange of parcel post, with regulations for execution. Signed at
Reykjavik October 11, 1938 and at Washington October. 1, 1938;
approved by the President November 10, 1938.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN ICELAND AND THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA CONCERNING THE EXCHANGE
OF PARCEL POST

The undersigned, provided with full powers by their respective
governments, have by mutual consent and subject to ratification by
the competent superior authorities, drawn up the following
Agreement:

ARTICLE I.

Object of the Agreement.

Between the United States of America (including Alaska, Puerto
Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, Samoa, and Hawaii) and Iceland,
there may be exchanged under the denomination of parcel post,
parcels up to the maximum weight and the maximum dimensions
indicated in the Regulations of Execution.

ARTICLE II.

Transit parcels.

1. Each Postal Administration guarantees the right of transit
through its service, to or from any country with which it has parcel-
post communication, of parcels originating in, or addressed for deliv-
ery in the service of, the other contracting Administration.

2. Each Postal Administration shall inform the other to which
countries parcels may be sent through it as intermediary, and the
amount of the charges due to it therefor, as well as other conditions.

3. To be accepted for onward transmission, parcels sent by one
of the contracting Administrations through the service of the other
Administration must comply with the conditions prescribed from
time to time by the intermediate Administration.

ARTILE III.

Postage and fees.

1. The Administration of origin is entitled to collect from the
sender of each parcel the postage and the fees for requests for infor-
mation as to the disposal of a parcel made after it has been posted,
and also, in the case of insured parcels, the insurance fees and the
fees for return receipts that may from time to time be prescribed by
its regulations.

2. Except in the case of returned or redirected parcels, the postage
and such of the fees mentioned in the preceding section as are applica-
ble must be prepaid.
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The undersigned, provided with full powers by their respective 
governments, have by mutual consent and subject to ratification by 
the competent superior authorities, drawn up the following 
Agreement: 

ARTICLE I. 

Object of the Agreement. 

Between the United States of America (including Alaska, Puerto 
Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, Samoa, and Hawaii) and Iceland, 
there may be exchanged under the denomination of parcel post, 
parcels up to the maximum weight and the maximum dimensions 
indicated in the Regulations of Execution. 

ARTICLE II. 

Transit parcels. 

1. Each Postal Administration guarantees the right of transit 
through its service, to or from any country with which it has parcel-
post communication, of parcels originating in, or addressed for deliv-
ery in the service of, the other contracting Administration. 

2. Each Postal Administration shall inform the other to which 
countries parcels may be sent through it as intermediary, and the 
amount of the charges due to it therefor, as well as other conditions. 

3. To be accepted for onward transmission, parcels sent by one 
of the contracting Administrations through the service of the other 
Administration must comply with the conditions prescribed from 
time to time by the intermediate Administration. 

ARTICLE III. 

Postage and fees. 

1. The Administration of origin is entitled to collect from the 
sender of each parcel the postage and the fees for requests for infor-
mation as to the disposal of a parcel made after it has been posted, 
and also, in the case of insured parcels, the insurance fees and the 
fees for return receipts that may from time to time be prescribed by 
its regulations. 

2. Except in the case of returned or redirected parcels, the postage 
and such of the fees mentioned in the preceding section as are applica-
ble must be prepaid. 
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ARTICLE IV.

Preparation of parcels.

Every parcel shall be packed in a manner adequate for the length of
the journey and the protection of the contents as set forth in the
Regulations of Execution.

ARTICLE V.

Prohibitions.

1. The following articles are prohibited transmission by parcel
post:

(a) A letter or a communication having the nature of a letter.
Nevertheless, it is permitted to enclose in a parcel an open invoice
confined to the particulars which constitute an invoice, and also a
simple copy of the address of the parcel, that of the sender being
added.

(b An enclosure which bears an address different from that
placed on the cover of the parcel.

(c) Any live animal, except leeches.
dAny article the admission of which is forbidden by the cus-

toms or other laws or regulations in force in either country.
(e) Any explosive or inflammable article and 2 in general, any

article the conveyance of which is dangerous, including articles
which from their nature or packing may be a source of danger to
postal employees or may soil or damage other articles.

(f) Articles of an obscene or immoral nature.
tg) It is, moreover, forbidden to send coin, bank notes, currency

notes, or any kind of securities payable to bearer; platinum, gold, or
silver (whether manufactured or unmanufactured); precious stones,
jewelry, or other precious articles in uninsured parcels.

If a parcel which contains coin, bank notes, currency notes, or
any kind of securities payable to bearer; platinum, gold, or silver
(whether manufactured or unmanufactured); precious stones, jew-
elry, or other precious articles is sent uninsured, it shall be placed
under insurance by the country of destination and treated ac-
cordingly.

2. If a parcel contravening any of these prohibitions is handed
over by one Administration to the other, the latter shall proceed in
accordance with its laws and inland regulations. Explosive or in-
flammable articles, as well as documents, pictures and other articles
injurious to public morals, may be destroyed on the spot by the Ad-
ministration which finds them in the mails.

The fact that a parcel contains a letter or a communication having
the nature of a letter may not, in any case, entail return of the
parcel to the sender. The letter is, however, marked for collection of
postage due from the addressee at the regular rate.

The two Administrations advise each other by means of the List of
Prohibited Articles published by the International Bureau of the
Universal Postal Union of all prohibited articles. However, they do
not on that account assume any responsibility towards the customs
or police authorities, or the sender.
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Chiefs of the Postal Administrations of the two contracting countries
may, by mutual consent, increase or decrease this maximum amount of
insurance.

A parcel cannot give rise to the right to an indemnity higher than
the actual value of its contents; but it is permissible to insure it for
only part of that value.

ARTICLE VII.

Indemnity.

1. Except in the cases mentioned in the section following, the
Administrations are responsible for the loss of insured parcels mailed
in one of the two contracting countries for delivery in the other and
for the loss, abstraction of, or damage to their contents or a part
thereof.

The sender or other rightful claimant is entitled on this account
to an indemnity corresponding to the actual amount of the loss,
abstraction, or damage. The amount of indemnity is calculated on
the basis of the actual value (current price or, in the absence of
current price, the ordinary estimated value) at the time and place
of mailing the parcel, provided in any case that the indemnity shall
not exceed the amount for which the parcel was insured and on which
the insurance fee has been collected, or the maximum of 500 gold
francs.

In the case where indemnity is payable for the loss of a parcel or
for the destruction or abstraction of the whole of the contents thereof,
the sender is entitled to return of the postal charges, if claimed.
However, the insurance fees are not returned in any case.

In the absence of special agreement to the contrary between the
countries involved, no indemnity will be paid by either country for
the loss of transit parcels originating in a country not participating
in this Agreement and destined for one of the two contracting coun-
tries or parcels originating in one of the two contracting countries
and destined for a country not participating in this Agreement.

When an insured parcel originating in one country and addressed
for delivery in the other is reforwarded from there to a third
country or is returned to a third country at the request of the sender
or addressee, the party entitled to the indemnity in case of loss,
rifling, or damage occurring subsequent to the reforwarding or return
of the parcel by the original country of destination, can lay claim
in such cases only to the indemnity which the country where the
loss, rifling, or damage occurred consents to pay, or which that country
is obliged to pay in accordance with the agreement made between
the countries directly interested in the reforwarding or return.
Either of the two countries signing the present Agreement which
wrongly forwards an insured parcel to a third country is responsible
to the sender to the same extent as the country of origin, that is,
within the limits of the present Agreement.

2. The Administrations are relieved from all responsibility:
(a) In case of parcels of which the addressee has accepted delivery

without reservation.
(b) In case-of loss or damage through force majeure, although

either Administration may at its option and without recourse to the
other Administration pay indemnity for loss or damage due to
force majeure even in cases where the Administration of the country
in the service of which the loss or damage occurred recognizes that
the damage was due to force majeure.

(c) When they are unable to account for parcels in consequence
of the destruction of official documents through force majeure.
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(d) When the damage has been caused by the fault or negligence
of the sender, or the addressee, or the representative of either; or
when it is due to the nature of the article.

(e) For parcels which contain prohibited articles.
(f) In case the sender of an insured parcel, with intent to defraud,

shall declare the contents to be above their real value; this rule,
however, shall not prejudice any legal proceedings necessitated by
the legislation of the country of origin.

(g) For parcels seized by the Customs because of false declaration
of contents.

(h) When no inquiry or application for indemnity has been made
by the claimant or his representative within a year commencing with
the day following the posting of the insured parcel.

(i) For parcels which contain matter of no intrinsic value or per-
ishable matter, or which did not conform to the stipulations of this
Agreement, or which were not posted in the manner prescribed; but
the country responsible for the loss, rifling, or damage may pay in-
demnity in respect of such parcels without recourse to the other
Administration.

3. No compensation shall be given for indirect loss or loss of
profits of any parcel transmitted under this Agreement.

4. The payment of compensation for an insured parcel shall be
made to the rightful claimant as soon as possible and at the latest
within a period of one year counting from the day following that
on which the application is made.

However, the paying Postal Administration may exceptionally
defer payment of indemnity for a longer period than that stipulated
if, at the expiration of that period, it has not been able to determine
the disposition made of the article in question or the responsibility
incurred.

5. Except in cases where payment is exceptionally deferred as pro-
vided in the second paragraph of the foregoing section, the Postal
Administration which undertakes payment of compensation is author-
ized to pay indemnity on behalf of the office which, after being duly
informed of the application for indemnity, has let nine months pass
without settling the matter.

6. The obligation of paying the indemnity shall rest with the
Postal Administration to which the mailing office is subordinate;
provided that in cases where the indemnity is paid to the addressee in
accordance with the second paragraph of the first section, it shall
rest with the Postal Administration of destination.

The paying Administration retains the right to make a claim
against the Administration responsible.

7. Until the contrary is proved, responsibility for an insured parcel
rests with the Postal Administration which, having received the
parcel without making any observation and being furnished all nec-
essary particulars for inquiry, is unable to show its proper disposition.

8. Responsibility for loss, abstraction, or damage of an insured
parcel discovered by the receiving exchange office at the time of
opening the receptacles and duly notified to the dispatching exchange
office by bulletin of verification shall fall upon the Postal Admin-
istration to which the dispatching exchange office is subordinate,
unless it be proved that the damage occurred in the service of the
receiving Administration.

9. If the loss, abstraction, or damage has occurred in course of
conveyance without its being possible to ascertain in which service
the irregularity took place, the Postal Administrations concerned
bear the loss in equal shares.
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10. The Postal Administration responsible or on whose account
payment is made in accordance with section 5 is bound to repay to
the country making payment on its behalf, without delay and within
not more than six months after receiving notice of payment, the
amount of indemnity paid.

11. Repayments are to be made free of cost to the creditor Adminis-
tration by means of either a money order or a draft, in money valid in
the creditor country, or by such other means as may be mutually
agreed upon by correspondence.

12. The responsibility of properly enclosing, packing, and sealing
insured parcels rests upon the sender, and the postal service of
neither country will assume liability for loss, rifling, or damage aris-
ing from defects which may not be observed at the time of posting.

13. The Postal Administrations of the two contracting countries will
not be responsible for the loss, abstraction, or damage of an ordinary
parcel; but either Administration is at liberty to pay indemnity for
the loss, abstraction, or damage which may occur in its service, without
recourse to the other Administration.

ARTICLE VIII.

Certifwcate of mailing. Receipts.

On request made at the time of mailing an ordinary (uninsured)
parcel, the sender will receive a certificate of mailing from the post
office where the parcel is mailed, on a form provided for the purpose;
and each country may fix a reasonable fee therefor.

The sender of an insured parcel receives without charge, at the time
of posting, a receipt for his parcel.

ARTICLE IX.

Return receipts and inquiries.

Advice of delivery. 1. The sender of an insured parcel may obtain an advice of deliv-
ery on payment of such additional charge, if any, as the country of
origin of the parcel shall stipulate and under the conditions laid down

P, . 2015 in the Regulations.
Request for Infor- 2. A fee may be charged at the option of the country of origin on a

request for information as to the disposal of an ordinary parcel and
also of an insured parcel made after it has been posted if the sender
has not already paid the special fee to obtain an advice of delivery.

lpari nt ofirregu- 3. A fee may also be charged at the option of the country of origin
in connection with any complaint of any irregularity which prima
facie was not due to the fault of the Postal Service.

ARTICLE X.

Recall and cha/nge of address.

Recall and change
of address. So long as a parcel has not been delivered to the addressee, the

sender may recall it or cause its address to be changed. The Postal
Administration of the country of origin may collect and retain for
this service the charge fixed by its regulations. Requests for recall or
change of address of parcels to be delivered in the United States of
America shall be addressed to the Central Administration at Washing-
ton; those relating to parcels for delivery in Iceland shall be addressed
to the office of destination of the parcel.
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10. The Postal Administration responsible or on whose account 
payment is made in accordance with section 5 is bound to repay to 
the country making payment on its behalf, without delay and within 
not more than six months after receiving notice of payment, the 
amount of indemnity paid. 

11. Repayments are to be made free of cost to the creditor Adminis-
tration by means of either a money order or a draft, in money valid in 
the creditor country, or by such other means as may be mutually 
agreed upon by correspondence. 

12. The responsibility of properly enclosing, packing, and sealing 
insured parcels rests upon the sender, and the postal service of 
neither country will assume liability for loss, rifling, or damage aris-
ing from defects which may not be observed, at the time of posting. 

13. The Postal Administrations of the two contracting countries will 
not be responsible for the loss abstraction, or damage of an ordinary 
parcel; but either Administration is at liberty to pay indemnity for 
the loss, abstraction, or damage which may occur in its service, without 
recourse to the other Administration. 
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ARTICLE VIII. 

Certificate of mailing. Receipts. 

On request made at the time of mailing an ordinary (uninsured) 
parcel, the sender will receive a certificate of mailing from the post 
office where the parcel is mailed, on a form provided for the purpose; 
and each country may fix a reasonable fee therefor. 
The sender of an insured parcel receives without charge, at the time 

of posting, a receipt for his parcel. 

ARTICLE IX. 

Return receipts and inquiries. 

1. The sender of an insured parcel may obtain an advice of deliv-
ery on payment of such additional charge, if any, as the country of 
origin of the parcel shall stipulate and under the conditions laid down 
in the Regulations. 

2. A fee may be charged at the option of the country of origin on a 
request for information as to the disposal of an ordinary parcel and 
also of an insured parcel made after it has been posted if the sender 
has not already paid the special fee to obtain an advice of delivery. 

3. A fee may also be charged at the option of the country of origin 
in connection with any complaint of any irregularity which prima 
facie was not due to the fault of the Postal Service. 

ARTICLE X. 

Recall and change of address. 

So long as a parcel has not been delivered to the addressee, the 
sender may recall it or cause its address to be changed. The Postal 
Administration of the country of origin may collect and retain for 
this service the charge fixed by its regulations. Requests for recall or 
change of address of parcels to be delivered in the United States of 
America shall be addressed to the Central Administration at Washing-
ton; those relating to parcels for delivery in Iceland shall be addrecsed 
to the office of destination of the parcel. 
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ARTICLE XI.

Customs charges.

The parcels are subject to all customs laws and regulations in force Customschargesby
in the country of destination. The duties collectible on that account countryofdstation.
are collected from the addressee on delivery of the parcel in accord-
ance with the customs regulations.

ARTICLE XII.

Customs charges to be canceled.

The customs charges on parcels sent back to the country of origin turCnedtor e-t
or redirected to another country shall be canceled both in Iceland
and in the United States of America.

ARTICLE XIII.

Fee for customs clearance.

The office of delivery may collect from the addressee either in re-
spect of delivery to the Customs and clearance through the Customs,
or in respect of delivery to the Customs only, a fee not exceeding 50
gold centimes per parcel.

ARTICLE XIV.

Delivery to the addressee. Fee for delivery at the place of address.

Parcels are delivered to the addressees as quickly as possible in
accordance with the conditions in force in the country of destination.
That country may collect in respect of delivery of parcels to the
addressee a fee not exceeding 50 gold centimes per parcel. The same
fee may be charged, if the case arises, for each presentation after the
first at the addressee's residence or place of business.

Fee for customs
clearance.

Delivery to ad-
dressee.

Fee.

ARTICLE XV.

Warehousing charge.

The country of destination is authorized to collect the warehousing Wr e h o s I n
charge fixed by its legislation for parcels addressed "Poste Restante c
or which are not claimed within the prescribed period. This charge
may in no case exceed 5 gold francs.

ARTICLE XVI.

Missent parcels.

Ordinary parcels, when missent, are reforwarded to their correct
destination by the most direct route at the disposal of the reforward-
ing Administration. They must not be charged with customs or other
charges by that Administration. Insured parcels, when missent, may
not be reforwarded to their destination except as insured mail. If
this is impossible, they must be returned to origin.

When the reforwarding involves return of the parcel to the office
of origin, the retransmitting Administration refunds to that office
the credits received and reports the error by a bulletin of verification.

Ordinary parcels.

Insured parcels.

Refund, it parcel
returned.
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in the country of destination. The duties collectible on that account 
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When the reforwarding involves dispatch of a parcel to a third
country and if the amount credited to the retransmitting Administra-
tion is insufficient to cover the expenses of retransmission which it has
to defray, the retransmitting Administration recovers the amount of
the deficiency by claiming it from the exchange office from which the
missent parcel was directly received. The reason for this claim is
notified to the latter by means of a bulletin of verification.

ARTICLE XVII.

Redirection.

Redirection; addi-
tional charges.

Articles liable to
deterioration.

Parcels marked
"Abandon."

Request by sender
as to disposal.

1. A parcel may be redirected in consequence of the addressee's
change of address in the country of destination, at the request of
either the sender or the addressee.

For parcels redirected in its territory, the Postal Administration
of the country of destination may collect the additional charges
fixed by its internal regulations. These charges shall not be can-
celed even if the parcel is returned to origin or is reforwarded to
another country.

2. A parcel may be redirected out of the country of original ad-
dress only at the sender's or the addressee's request and provided
that the parcel complies with the conditions required for its further
conveyance. Insured parcels shall not be redirected to another coun-
try except as insured mail.

New postage as well as new insurance fees, in the case of insured
parcels, may, if not prepaid, be collected upon delivery.

The sender is entitled to forbid any redirection, by means of a
suitable entry on the dispatch note and on the parcel.

ARTICLE XVIII.

Sale or destruction.

1. Articles liable to deterioration or corruption, and these only,
may be sold immediately, even on the outward or return journey,
without previous notice or judicial formality, for the benefit of the
right party.

If a sale is impossible for any reason, the spoilt or worthless arti-
cles shall be destroyed. The sale or destruction shall be recorded and
report made to the Postal Administration of the country of origin.

2. After the expiration of thirty days from the date of receipt at
the office of destination, undeliverable parcels which the sender has
marked "Abandon" may be sold at auction or otherwise disposed of
as provided by the legislation of the country of destination. When
insured parcels are involved, proper record will be made and the
Administration of the country of origin notified as to the disposition
made of the parcels. The Administration of the country of origin
shall also be notified when, for any other reason, an insured parcel
which is not delivered is not returned to the country of origin.

ARTICLE XIX.

Nondelivery.

1. The sender of a parcel may make a request at the time of mailing,
as to the disposal of the parcel in the event it is not deliverable as
addressed, the particulars of which are set forth in the Regulations.
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Sale or destruction. 

1. Articles liable to deterioration or corruption, and these only, 
may be sold immediately, even on the outward or return journey, 
without previous notice or judicial formality, for the benefit of the 
right party. 

If a sale is impossible for any reason, the spoilt or worthless arti-
cles shall be destroyed. The sale or destruction shall be recorded and 
report made to the Postal Administration of the country of origin. 

2. After the expiration of thirty days from the date of receipt at 
the office of destination, undeliverable parcels which the sender has 
marked "Abandon" may be sold at auction or otherwise disposed of 
as provided by the legislation of the country of destination. When 
insured parcels are involved, proper record will be made and the 
Administration of the country of origin notified as to the disposition 
made of the parcels. The Administration of the country of origin 
shall also be notified when, for any other reason, an insured parcel 
which is not delivered is not returned to the country of origin. 

ARTICLE XIX. 
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1. The sender of a parcel may make a request at the time of mailing, 
as to the disposal of the parcel in the event it is not deliverable as 
addressed, the particulars of which are set forth in the Regulations. 
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2. If the sender does not make any request in accordance with the
foregoing section, or if the sender's request has not resulted in de-
livery, undeliverable parcels shall be returned to the sender without
previous notification at the expiration of thirty days; while parcels
refused by the addressee shall be returned at once.

3. The provisions of Article XX, section 3, shall be applied to a
parcel to be returned to the country of origin in consequence of
nondelivery.

New postage as well as new insurance fees, in the case of insured
parcels may, if not prepaid, be collected from the sender upon return
of the parcel.

ARTICLE XX.

Charges.

1. For each parcel exchanged between the contracting countries,
the dispatching office credits to the office of destination, in the parcel
bills,.the quotas due to the latter, and indicated in the Regulations
of Execution.

2. The sums to be paid for a parcel in transit, that is, parcels
destined either for a possession or for a third country, are likewise
indicated in the Regulations of Execution.

3. In case of reforwarding or return to origin of a parcel, if new
postage and new insurance fees (in the case of insured parcels) are
collected by the redispatching office, the parcel is treated as if it had
originated in that country. Otherwise, the redispatching office re-
covers from the other office the quota due to it, namely, as the case
may be:

(a) The charges prescribed by section 1 above.
(b) The charges for reforwarding or return.
(c) The customs clearance, delivery, and storage charges provided

for by Articles XIII, XIV, and XV.
In case of reforwarding or return to a third country, the accrued

charges, that is, such of the charges mentioned in (a), (b), and (c)
above as are applicable, shall follow the parcel; but if the third
country concerned refuses to assume the charges because they cannot
be collected from the addressee or sender, as the case may be, or for
any other reason, they shall be charged back to the country of origin.

In the case of a parcel returned or reforwarded in transit through
one of the two Administrations to or from the other, the inter-
mediary Administration may claim also the sum due to it for any
additional territorial or sea service provided, together with any
amounts due to any other Administration or Administrations
concerned.

ARTICLE XXI.

Postal charges other than those prescribed not to be collected.

The parcels to which this Agreement applies shall not be subject
to any postal charges other than those contemplated by the different
articles hereof.

ARTICLE XXII.

Air parcels.

The Chiefs of the Postal Administrations of the two contracting
countries have the right to fix by mutual consent the air surtax and
other conditions in the case where the parcels are conveyed by the
air routes.
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2. If the sender does not make any request in accordance with the 
foregoing section, or if the sender's request has not resulted in de-
livery, undeliverable parcels shall be returned to the sender without 
previous notification at the expiration of thirty days; while parcels 
refused by the addressee shall be returned at once. 

3. The provisions of Article XX, section 3, shall be applied to a 
parcel to be returned to the country of origin in consequence of 
nondelivery. 
New postage as well as new insurance fees, in the case of insured 

parcels may, if not prepaid, be collected from the sender upon return 
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Charges. 

1. For each parcel exchanged between the contracting countries, 
the dispatching office credits to the office of destination, in the parcel 
bills,- the quotas due to the latter, and indicated in the Regulations 
of Execution. 

2. The sums to be paid for a parcel in transit, that is, parcels 
destined either for a possession or for a third country, are likewise 
indicated in the Regulations of Execution. 

3. In case of reforwarding or return to origin of a parcel, if new 
postage and new insurance fees (in the case of insured parcels) are 
collected by the redispatching office, the parcel is treated as if it had 
originated in that country. Otherwise, the redispatching office re-
covers from the other office the quota due to it, namely, as the case 
may be: 

(a) The charges prescribed by section 1 above. 
(b) The charges for reforwarding or return. 
(c) The customs clearance, delivery, and storage charges provided 

for by Articles XIII, XIV, and XV. 
In case of reforwarding or return to a third country, the accrued 

charges, that is, such of the charges mentioned in (a), (b), and (c) 
above as are applicable, shall follow the parcel; but if the third 
country concerned refuses to assume the charges because they cannot 
be collected from the addressee or sender, as the case may be, or for 
any other reason, they shall be charged back to the country of origin. 
In the case of a parcel returned or reforwarded in transit through 

one of the two Administrations to or from the other, the inter-
mediary Administration may claim also the sum due to it for any 
additional territorial or sea service provided, together with any 
amounts due to any other Administration or Administrations 
concerned. 

ARTICLE XXI. 

Postal charges other than those prescribed not to be collected. 

The parcels to which this Agreement applies shall not be subject 
to any postal charges other than those contemplated by the different 
articles hereof. 

ARTICLE )0(II. 

Air parcels. 

The Chiefs of the Postal Administrations of the two contracting 
countries have the right to fix by mutual consent the air surtax and 
other conditions in the case where the parcels are conveyed by the 
air routes. 
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ARTICLE XXIII.

Temporary suspension of service.

In extraordinary circumstances such as will justify the measure,
either Administration may temporarily suspend the parcel-post serv-
ice, either entirely or partially, on condition of giving immediate
notice, if necessary by telegraph, to the other Administration.

ARTICLE XXIV.

Matters not provided for in the present Agreement.

1. Unless they are provided for in the present Agreement, all
questions concerning requests for recall or return of parcels, obtain-
ing and disposition of return receipts, and adjustment of indemnity
claims in connection with insured parcels shall be governed by the
provisions of the Universal Postal Convention and its Regulations
of Execution in so far as they are applicable and are not contrary
to the foregoing provisions. If the case is not provided for at all,
the domestic legislation of the United States of America or of Ice-
land, or the decisions made by one country or the other are applicable
in the respective country.

2. The details relative to the application of the present Agreement
will be fixed by the two Administrations in Regulations of Execution,
the provisions of which may be modified or completed by mutual con-
sent by way of correspondence.

3. The two Administrations notify each other mutually of their
laws, ordinances, and tariffs concerning the exchange of parcel post
as well as of all modifications in rates which may be subsequently
made.

ARTICLE XXV.

Entry into force and duration of Agreement.

This Agreement shall become effective on ratification, but pending
ratification it may be put into force administratively on a date to be
mutually settled between the Administrations of the two countries.

It shall remain in force until one of the Administrations of the
two contracting countries has given notice to the other six months in
advance of its intention to terminate it.

Done in duplicate and signed at Reykjavik, the 11th. day of Octo-
ber 1938 and at Washington, the 31st day of October 1938.

[SEAL]

[SEAL]

JAMES A FARLEY
The Postmaster General of the United States of America.

G. F. HLIDDAL
The Director General of Posts of Iceland.

The foregoing Parcel Post Convention between the United States
of America and Iceland has been negotiated and concluded with my
advice and consent and is hereby approved and ratified.

In testimony whereof, I have caused the seal of the United States
to be hereunto affixed.

[SEAL] FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT

By the President,
CoRDELL HJLL

Secretary of State.
WAHINGTON, November 10, 1938.
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ARTICLE XXIV. 
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1. Unless they are provided for in the present Agreement, all 
questions concerning requests for recall or return of parcels, obtain-
ing and disposition of return receipts, and adjustment of indemnity 
claims in connection with insured parcels shall be governed by the 
provisions of the Universal Postal Convention and its Regulations 
of Execution in so far as they are applicable and are not contrary 
to the foregoing provisions. If the case is not provided for at all, 
the domestic legislation of the United States of America or of Ice-
land, or the decisions made by one country or the other are applicable 
in the respective country. 

2. The details relative to the application of the present Agreement 
will be fixed by the two Administrations in Regulations of Execution, 
the provisions of which may be modified or completed by mutual con-
sent by way of correspondence. 

3. The two Administrations notify each other mutually of their 
laws, ordinances, and tariffs concerning the exchange of parcel post 
as well as of all modifications in rates which may be subsequently 
made. 

ARTICLE XXV. 

Entry into force and duration of Agreement. 

This Agreement shall become effective .on ratification, but pending 
ratification it may be put into force administratively on a date to be 
mutually settled between the Administrations of the two countries. 

It shall remain in force until one of the Administrations of the 
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Done in duplicate and signed at Reykjavik, the 11th. day of Octo-

ber 1938 and at Washington, the 31st day of October 1938. 

[sEAL1 JAMES A FARLEY 
The Postmaster General of the United States of America. 

[SEAL] G. F. HLIDDAL 
The Director General of Posts of Iceland. 

The foregoing Parcel Post Convention between the United States 
of America and Iceland has been negotiated and concluded with my 
advice and consent and is hereby approved and ratified. 
In testimony whereof, I have caused the seal of the United States 

to be hereunto affixed. 
[sEAL] FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 

By the President, 
CORDELL Thu, 

Secretary of State. 

W ASHINGTON, November 10, 1938. 
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DETAILED REGULATIONS FOR THE EXECUTION OF
THE PARCEL POST AGREEMENT

The following Detailed Regulations for the Execution of the Parcel
Post Agreement have been agreed upon by the Chiefs of the Postal
Administrations of the United States of America and Iceland. They
may be changed from time to time as may be deemed necessary:

ARTICLE 1.

Limits of weight and size.

The parcels to be exchanged under the provisions of this Agree-
ment may not exceed 44 pounds (20 kilograms) in weight nor the
following dimensions:

Greatest length 4 feet (122 centimeters), on condition that parcels
over 42 inches (107 centimeters) but not over 44 inches (112 centi-
meters) long do not exceed 24 inches (61 centimeters) in girth; that
parcels over 44 inches (112 centimeters) but not over 46 inches (117
centimeters) long do not exceed 20 inches (51 centimeters) in girth;
that parcels over 46 inches (117 centimeters) but not over 48 inches
(122 centimeters) long do not exceed 16 inches (41 centimeters) in
girth; and that parcels up to 31/2 feet (107 centimeters) in length do
not exceed 6 feet (183 centimeters) in length and girth combined.

The limit of weight and maximum dimensions stated above may
be changed from time to time by agreement made through corre-
spondence.

ARTICLE 2.

Preparation of parcels.

1. The name and address of the sender and of the addressee must
be legibly and correctly written in every case, on the parcel itself
when possible, or on a label or tag firmly attached thereto. It is
not allowed to write with initials the name and address of the sender
or addressee, unless the initials are the adopted trade name of the
sender or addressee which is generally understood. Addresses in
pencil are also not allowed, except those written with indelible pencil
on a previously dampened surface.

A slip bearing the name and address of the sender and addressee
must be enclosed in the parcel when the address is written on a label
or tag which is not gummed to the parcel. It is advisable that such
slips be enclosed in all parcels.

2. Every parcel must be packed in a manner adequate for the
length of the journey and the character of the contents, and in such
a way as to prevent the contents from damaging other parcels or ob-
jects or injuring the postal agents. The packing must protect the
contents sufficiently that, in case of rifling, the traces thereof may be
easily discovered.

No packing is required for ordinary parcels consisting of a single
article, such as pieces of wood, metal, etc., which are not usually
packed by the trade.

Any liquid or any substance which easily liquefies must be packed
in a double receptacle. Between the inner receptacle (bottle, flask,
pot, box, etc.) and the outer (box of metal, of strong wood, of strong
corrugated cardboard, strong fiberboard, or receptacle of equal

Limits of weight
and size.

Preparation of par-
cels.
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strength) shall be left a space which shall be filled with sawdust,
bran, or some other absorbent material, in sufficient quantity to ab-
sorb all the liquid contents in the case of breakage.

Powders and dyes in powder form must be packed in lead-sealed
metal containers which must be enclosed in substantial outer covers,
so as to obviate all damage to the accompanying mail matter.

3. Insured parcels must be sealed by means of wax, by lead, or
other seals. Ordinary parcels may be sealed at the option of the
sender, or careful tying is sufficient as a mode of closing. Either
Administration may require a special design or mark of the sender
in the sealing of insured parcels mailed in its service, as a means of
protection.

The Customs of the country of destination, for the purpose of
customs examination, shall have the right to break the seals. After
customs examination is concluded, the parcels shall be officially
resealed.

4. On the address side, each insured parcel must bear a label with
the words "Insured" or "Valeur declaree", or be stamped or marked
with the same words in close proximity to the number given the
parcel, and it must also bear an indication of the amount of the
insured value mentioned fully and legibly in the currency of the
country of origin and in roman letters. This amount must be con-
verted into gold francs by the sender or by the office of origin and
the result of conversion is added below the original description. The
amount of the insured value must also be indicated on the customs
declaration.

5. The seals, as well as any kind of labels or stamps, affixed to in-
sured parcels must be so placed as not to hide injuries to the package.
Moreover, the labels or stamps must not be folded over two sides of
the package so as to cover the edge.

ARTICLE 3.

Customs declarations.

Customs declara- 1. The sender shall prepare one customs declaration for each parcel
tions. sent from Iceland, and 2 customs declarations for each parcel sent

from the United States of America on a special form provided for
the purpose by the country of origin, which customs declarations
shall give a general description of the parcel, an accurate statement
in detail of its contents and value, date of mailing, actual weight,
the sender's name and address, and the name and address of the
addressee; and shall be securely attached to the parcel.

However, as an exception to the foregoing, when more than one
parcel is mailed simultaneously by the same sender in one country
to the same addressee at the same address in the other country, the
sender need prepare only one customs declaration for the entire ship-
ment in the case of parcels sent from Iceland and 2 customs declara-
tions for the entire shipment in the case of parcels sent from the
United States, which customs declarations shall show, in addition
to the particulars set forth in the preceding paragraph, the total
number of parcels comprising the shipment; and shall be securely
attached to one of the parcels. The parcels comprising the entire
shipment shall be clearly marked in such case with a fractional
number, the numerator of which will indicate in arabic figures the
number of the parcel, and the denominator the number of parcels
comprising the shipment; for example, if a single shipment were
composed of 15 parcels, each parcel would be numbered respectively
1/15, 2/15, 3/15, etc.

2. The Administrations accept no responsibility for the correctness
of the customs declarations.
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ARTICLE 4.

Return receipts.

1. As to a parcel for which a return receipt is asked, the office of Returnreceipts.
origin impresses on the parcel the letters or words "A. R." or "Avis
de reception". The office of origin or any other office appointed by
the dispatching Administration shall fill out a return receipt form
and attach it to the parcel. If the form does not reach the office
of destination, that office makes out a duplicate.

2. The office of destination, after having duly filled out the return
receipt form, returns it free of postage to the address of the sender
of the parcel.

3. When the sender applies for a return receipt after a parcel
has been posted, the office of origin duly fills out a return receipt
form and attaches it to a form of inquiry which is entered with the
details concerning the transmission of the parcel and then forwards
it to the office of destination of the parcel. In the case of the due
delivery of the parcel, the office of destination withdraws the inquiry
form, and the return receipt is treated in the manner prescribed in
the foregoing paragraph.

ARTICLE 5.

Receptacles.

1. The Postal Administrations of the two contracting countries Receptacles.
shall provide the respective bags necessary for the dispatch of their
parcels and each bag shall be marked to show the name of the office
or country to which it belongs.

2. Bags must be returned empty to the dispatching office by the
next mail. Empty bags to be returned are made up in bundles of ten,
enclosing nine bags in one. The total number of bags returned shall
be entered on the relative parcel bills.

3. In case ten percent of the total number of bags used during the
year have not been returned, the value of the missing bags must be
repaid to the Administration of origin.

AlTICIxE 6.

Method of exchange of parcels.

1. The parcels shall be exchanged in sacks duly fastened and sealed ^ethl of exchange

by the offices appointed by agreement between the two Administra-
tions, and shall be dispatched to the country of destination by the
country of origin at its cost and by such means as it provides.

2. Insured parcels shall be enclosed in separate sacks from those in
which ordinary parcels are contained, and the labels of sacks con-
taining insured parcels shall be marked with such distinctive symbols
as may from time to time be agreed upon.

3. No sack may exceed 40 kilograms (88 pounds) in weight.

ARTICLE 7.

Billing of parcels.

1. The insured parcels and the ordinary parcels are entered in Billing ofparcels.
separate parcel bills. The parcel bills are prepared in duplicate.
The original is sent in the regular mails, while the duplicate is in-
serted in one of the sacks. The sack containing the parcel bill is
designated by the letter "F" conspicuously marked on the label.
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2. The ordinary parcels included in each dispatch sent to the United
States of America shall be entered on the parcel bills to show the
total number of parcels and the total net weight thereof.

The ordinary parcels included in each dispatch sent to Iceland
shall be entered on the parcel bills to show the total number of
parcels according to the divisions of weight: (a) up to 1 kilogram
(2 pounds), (b) over 1 up to 5 kilograms (11 pounds), (c) over 5
up to 10 kilograms (22 pounds), (d) over 10 up to 15 kilograms (33
pounds), and (e) over 15 up to 20 kilograms (44 pounds).

3. Insured parcels shall be entered individually on the parcel bills.
The entries concerning each parcel shall show the insurance number
and the name of the office of origin. In the case of parcels sent to
the United States of America, the total net weight of all the parcels
must also be shown. In the case of parcels sent to Iceland, an indi-
cation of the division of weight must also be shown the same as in
the case of ordinary parcels.

4. Parcels sent a decouvert must be entered separately on the parcel
bills.

5. Returned or redirected parcels must be entered individually on
the parcel bills and must be followed by the word "Returned" or
"Redirected" as the case may be. A statement of the charges which
may be due on these parcels should be shown in the "Observations"
column.

6. The total number of sacks comprising each dispatch must also
be shown on the parcel bills.

7. Each dispatching exchange office shall number the parcel bills
in the upper left-hand corner, commencing each year a fresh series
for each exchange office of destination. The last number of the year
shall be shown on the parcel bill of the first dispatch of the following
year.

8. The exact method of advising parcels or the receptacles con-
taining them sent by one Administration in transit through the other
together with any details of procedure in connection with the advice
of such parcels or receptacles for which provision is not made in this
Agreement, shall be settled by mutual agreement through correspond-
ence between the two Administrations.

ARTICLE 8.

Checking of parcels.
Checkingof parcels. 1. The exchange office which has received a parcel mail shall check

the parcels and the accompanying bills, If a parcel is missing, or if
any other irregularity is noted, it shalt be immediately reported to
the dispatching exchange office by means of a bulletin of verifica-
tion. The report of such a serious irregularity as to involve the
responsibility of the respective Administrations shall be accom-
panied by such vouchers as the strings and the wax or lead seals
used for closing the bag which contained the parcels, if they are
available.

If no report is made by the next mail, it will be assumed that the
mail has been received in proper order, until the contrary is proved.

2. If a parcel bill is missing, a duplicate shall be made out and a
copy sent to the dispatching exchange office from which the dispatch
was received.

3. If any parcel which is in the course of transmission is observed
to bear evidence of violation or damage, it must have the facts
noted on it and be marked with the stamp of the office making the
note; or a document drawing attention to the violation or damage
must be forwarded with the parcel.
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ARTICUL 9.

Undelivered parcels.

1. The sender of a parcel may request at the time of mailing that,
if the parcel cannot be delivered as addressed it shall be either
(a) treated as abandoned, (b) tendered for delivery at a second
address in the country of destination, or (c) returned.

If the sender avails himself of this facility, his request must
appear on the address side of the parcel and on the relative customs
declaration and must be in conformity with or analogous to one of
the following forms:

"If not deliverable as addressed, Abandon."
"If not deliverable as addressed, Deliver to ---------_______ -"
"If not deliverable as addressed, Return."

2. The parcels to be returned as undeliverable to the country of
origin shall be marked to show the reason for nondelivery.

ARTICLE 10.

Payments.

1. The terminal quotas to be credited by the dispatching Office
to the Office of destination are the following:

I. By Iceland to the United States of America:
(a) Rate by weight:

70 gold centimes per kilogram, based on the bulk net weight
of each dispatch.

This rate applies also to parcels for Alaska. The rate is reduced
to 35 gold centimes per kilogram for parcels for Puerto Rico, the
Virgin Islands, Guam, Samoa, and Hawaii.

(b) Rate by value: (in the case of insured parcels) in addition
to the rate by weight:

10 gold centimes per parcel with insured value up to 500
gold francs.

II. By the United States of America to Iceland:
(a) Rate by weight:

Up to 1 kilogram------------------ 80 gold centims
From 1 to 5 kilograms-------------- 125 gold centimes
From 5 to 10 kilograms ------------ 200 gold centimes
From 10 to 15 kilograms ------------ 350 gold centimes
From 15 to 20 kilograms------------- 450 gold centimes

(b) Rate by value: (in the case of insured parcels) in addition
to the rate by weight:

10 gold centimes per parcel with insured value up to 500
gold francs.

The terminal charges specified above may be reduced or increased
on three months previous notice given by one Administration to
the other. The reduction or increase shall hold good for at least
one year.

2. The amounts to be allowed for parcels sent from one Adminis-
tration to the other for onward transmission to a possession of either
country or to a third country shall be fixed by the intermediate
Administration.
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ARTICLE 11.

Accounting.

1. Each Administration shall prepare quarterly an account show-
ing the sums due for parcels sent by the other Administration.

2. These accounts accompanied by the parcel bills and, if any,
copies of verification notes relating thereto shall be submitted to
the examination of the corresponding Administration in the course
of the month following the quarter to which they relate.

3. The verification and acceptance of the accounts must be effected
as early as possible and the payment resulting from the balance
must be made at the latest before the expiration of the following
quarter.

4. Payment of the balances due on these accounts between the two
Administrations shall be effected by means of drafts on New York,
or in any other manner which may from time to time be agreed upon
between the Chiefs of the Postal Administrations of the two contract-
ing countries, the expenses attendant on the payment being at the
charge of the indebted Administration.

ARTICLE 12.

Miscellaneous notifications.

The Administrations shall communicate to each other a summary of
the provisions of their laws or regulations applicable to the parcels
exchanged between the two contracting countries, and other items
necessary for carrying out the exchange of parcels.

These Regulations shall come into operation on the day on which the
Parcel Post Agreement comes into force and shall have the same dura-
tion as the Agreement.

Done in duplicate and signed at Washington, the 31st day of
October 1938 and at Reykjavik, the 11th. day of October 1938.

[SEAL] JAMES A FARLEY
The Postmaster General of the United States of America.

[SEAL] G. L. HLIDDAL
The Director General of Posts of Iceland.

The foregoing Regulations for the Execution of the Parcel Post
Agreement between the United States of America and Iceland have
been negotiated and concluded with my advice and consent and are
hereby approved and ratified.

In testimony whereof, I have caused the seal of the United States
to be hereunto affixed.

[SEAL] FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT

By the President:
CoRDELL HULL

Secretary of State.
WASHINGTON, November 10, 1938
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October 1938 and at Reykjavik, the 11th. day of October 1938. 
[BEAL] JAMES A FARLEY 

The Postmaster General of the United States of America. 
G. L. HLIEDAL [SEAL] 

The Director General of Posts of Iceland. 

The foregoing Regulations for the Execution of the Parcel Post 
Agreement between the United States of America and Iceland have 
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hereby approved and ratified. 
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[sal FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 

By the President: 
CORDFJJ. HULL 

Secretary of State. 

W ASHINGTON, November 10, 1938 
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Agreement between the United States of America and Brazil respecting
a military mission. Signed November 12, 1938; effective November
12, 1938.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOV-
ERNMENTS OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA AND THE
UNITED STATES OF BRAZIL

In conformity with the state-
ment made in the communication,
dated February 2, 1938, from the
Minister of State for Foreign
Affairs of Brazil to the Ambassador
of the United States of America
at Rio de Janeiro, that the Presi-
dent of the United States of Brazil
has agreed that the contract of the
American Military Mission, pro-
vided for in the Military Mission
Agreement between the two coun-
tries, signed at Rio de Janeiro on
November 12, 1936, which will
expire on November 12, 1938,
should be extended for two more
years, and certain modifications
in that agreement having been
accepted by the Secretary of War
of the United States of America,
and by the Minister of War of the
United States of Brazil with the
approval of the President of the
United States of Brazil, the Presi-
dent of the United States of Amer-
ica, by virtue of the authority
conferred by the Act of Congress,
approved May 19, 1926, entitled
"An Act to authorize the President
to detail officers and enlisted men
of the United States Army, Navy,
and Marine Corps to assist the
Governments of the Latin Amer-
ican Republics in military and
naval matters", as amended by
an Act of May 14, 1935, to include
the Commonwealth of the Philip-

November 12, 1938
[E. A. 8. No. 1351

ACORDO ENTRE OS GOVERNOS
DOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DO BRA-
SIL E DOS ESTADOS UNIDOS
DA AMERICA

De conformidade com a declara-
gao contida na nota, datada de
2 de Fevereiro de 1938, do Minis-
tro de Estado das Relapges Exteri-
ores do Brasil ao Embaixador dos
Estados Unidos da America no
Rio de Janeiro, de que o Presidente
dos Estados Unidos do Brasil
havia concordado em que o con-
trato da Missao Militar Ameri-
cana, previsto no ac6rdo militar
entre os dois pafses, assinado no
Rio de Janeiro em 12 de Novem-
bro de 1936 e a expirar no dia 12 de
Novembro de 1938, seria prorro-
gado por mais dois anos, e havendo
o Secretario da Guerra dos Esta-
dos Unidos da America e o Minis-
tro da Guerra dos Estados Unidos
do Brasil, com a aprovaqao do
Presidente dos Estados Unidos do
Brasil, aceito a introducgo de
certas modificagoes no referido a-
c6rdo, o Presidente dos Estados
Unidos da America, usando das
atribuigoes conferidas pela Lei do
Congresso, aprovada em 19 de
Maio de 1926, e intitulada: "Lei
que autoriza o Presidente a desi-
gnar oficiais e praVas do Exercito,
da Armada e do Corpo de Fuzilei-
ros Navais dos Estados Unidos,
para assistirem os Governos das
Republicas Latino-Americanas em
assuntos militares e navais", e
alterada pela Lei de 14 de Maio de
1935, para incluir o "Common-

Agreement with
Brazil respecting a
military mission.

50 Stat. 1458.

44 Stat. 565.
10U. S.C. 1 540.

49 Stat. 218.
10 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, 540.
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Agreement between the United States of America and Brazil respecting  November 12, 1938  
a military mission. Signed November 12, 1938; effective November [E. A. S. No. 1351 

12, 1938. 

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOV-
ERNMENTS OF THE UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA AND THE 
UNITED STATES OF BRAZIL 

In conformity with the state-
ment made in the communication, 
dated February 2, 1938, from the 
Minister of State for Foreign 
Affairs of Brazil to the Ambassador 
of the United States of America 
at Rio de Janeiro, that the Presi-
dent of the United States of Brazil 
has agreed that the contract of the 
American Military Mission, pro-
vided for in the Military Mission 
Agreement between the two coun-
tries, signed at Rio de Janeiro on 
November 12, 1936, which will 
expire on November 12, 1938, 
should be extended for two more 
years, and certain modifications 
in that agreement having been 
accepted by the Secretary of War 
of the United States of America, 
and by the Minister of War of the 
United States of Brazil with the 
approval of the President of the 
United States of Brazil, the Presi-
dent of the United States of Amer-
ica, by virtue of the authority 
conferred by the Act of Congress, 
approved May 19, 1926, entitled 
"An Act to authorize the President 
to detail officers and enlisted men 
of the United States Army, Navy, 
and Marine Corps to assist the 
Governments of the Latin Amer-
ican Republics in military and 
naval matters", as amended by 
an Act of May 14, 1935, to include 
the Commonwealth of the Philip-

ACORDO ENTRE OS GOVERNOS 
DOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DO BRA-
SIL E _DOS ESTADOS UNIDOS 
DA AMERICA 

De conformidade com a declara-
cdo contida na nota, datada de 
2 de Fevereiro de 1938, do Minis-
tro de Estado das Relagoes Exteri-
ores do Brasil ao Embaixador dos 
Estados Unidos da America no 
Rio de Janeiro, de que o Presidente 
dos Estados Unidos do Brasil 
havia concordado era que o con-
trato da Missdo Militar Ameri-
cana, previsto no acordo rnilitar 
entre os dois paises, assinado no 
Rio de Janeiro ern 12 de Novem-
bro de 1936 e a expirar no din 12 de 
Novem.bro de 1938, seria prom-
gado por mais dois anos, e havendo 
o Secretario da Guerra dos Esta-
dos Unidos da America e o Minis-
tro da Guerra dos Estados Unidos 
do Brasil, corn a aprovagdo do 
Presidente dos Estados Unidos do 
Brasil, aceito a introducdo de 
certas modificagoes no referido a-
c6rdo, o Presidente dos Estados 
Unidos da America, usando das 
atribuicOes conferidas pela Lei do 
Congresso, aprovada em 19 de 
Maio de 1926, e intitulada: "Lei 
que autoriza o Presidente a desi-
gnar oficiais e pracas do Exercito, 
da Armada e do Corpo de Fuzilei-
ros Navais dos Estados Unidos, 
para assistirem os Governos das 
Republicas Latino-America,nas em 
assuntos militares e navais", e 
alterada pela Lei de 14 de Maio de 
1935, pare incluir o "Common-

Agreement with 
Brazil respecting a 
military mission. 

50 Stat. 1458. 

44 Stat. 555. 
10 U. S. C. 540. 

49 Stat. 218. 
10 U. S. C., Sapp. 

IV, 540. 
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pine Islands, has authorized the
continuance of the detail of offi-
cers constituting an American
Military Mission to Brazil, upon
the following agreed conditions:

TITLE I

PURPOSE AND DURATION

Art. 1. The purpose of the Mis-
sion is to cooperate with the
General Staff, Office of the Chief
of Coast Defense and officers of
the Brazilian Army in the devel-
opment and functioning of the
Coast Artillery Instruction Cen-
ter, to superintend the courses and
assist in the instruction. The
Mission will also have charge of
the courses and assist in the in-
struction of the subjects of Per-
manent Fortification, Ordnance
and Chemical Warfare at the
Technical School.

Art. 2. This Mission shall con-
tinue for two years from the date
of the signing of this agreement by
the accredited representatives of
the Governments of the United
States of America and the United
States of Brazil.

Art. 3. If the Government of
Brazil should desire that the
service of the Mission should be
extended, in whole or in part,
beyond the period stipulated, a
proposal to that effect must be
made six months before the expira-
tion of this agreement.

Art. 4. If it should be necessary,
in the interest of either one of the
two Governments, that the present
contract or its extension be termi-
nated before the time specified,
the Government so desiring must
give notice to the other three
months in advance.

wealth" das Ilhas Filipinas, au-
toriza a continuagao das fungoes
dos oficiais que constituem a
Missao Militar americana no Bra-
sil, sob as seguintes condi6ces con-
tratuais:

TITULO I

FIM E DURAgAO

Art. 1. O fim da Missao 6 co-
operar cor o Estado Maior do
Ex6rcito, com a Inspetoria de
Defesa de Costa e cor Oficiais do
Ex6rcito brasileiro, no desenvolvi-
mento e funcionamento do Centro
de Instrugao de Artilharia de
Costa, superintender os cursos e
auxiliar a instrucao. A Missao
terA tambem a seu cargo os cursos
de Fortificagao Permanente, Ma-
terial Belico e Guerra Quimica na
Escola T6cnica do Ex6rcito, onde
auxiliara a respectiva instrucao.

Art. 2. Esta Missao durara dois
anos a partir da data da assina-
tura deste ac6rdo pelos represen-
tantes autorizados dos Governos
dos Estados Unidos do Brasil e
dos Estados Unidos da America.

Art. 3. Se o Governo do Brasil
desejar que o servigo da Missao
se prolongue, no todo ou em parte,
alem do periodo estipulado, uma
proposta para 6sse fim devera ser
feita seis meses antes do termo
deste contrato.

Art. 4. Se f6r necessario, no
interesse de qualquer dos dois
Governos, que o presente contrato,
ou seu prolongamento, termine
antes do tempo especificado, o
GovErno que o desejar deverA
notifica-lo ao outro tres meses
antes.

Purpose and dura-
tion.
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Purpose and dura-
tion. 

pine Islands, has authorized the 
continuance of the detail of offi-
cers constituting an American 
Military Mission to Brazil, upon 
the following agreed conditions: 

TITLE I 

PURPOSE AND DURATION 

Art. 1. The purpose of the Mis-
sion is to cooperate with the 
General Staff, Office of the Chief 
of Coast Defense and officers of 
the Brazilian Army in the devel-
opment and functioning of the 
Coast Artillery Instruction Cen-
ter, to superintend the courses and 
assist in the instruction. The 
Mission will also have charge of 
the courses and assist in the in-
struction of the subjects of Per-
manent Fortification, Ordnance 
and Chemical Warfare at the 
Technical School. 

Art. 2. This Mission shall con-
tinue for two years from the date 
of the signing of this agreement by 
the accredited representatives of 
the Governments of the United 
States of America and the United 
States of Brazil. 

Art. 3. If the Government of 
Brazil should desire that the 
service of the Mission should be 
extended, in whole or in part, 
beyond the period stipulated, a 
proposal to that effect must be 
made six months before the expira-
tion of this agreement. 

Art. 4. If it should be necessary, 
in the interest of either one of the 
two Governments, that the present 
contract or its extension be termi-
nated before the time specified, 
the Government so desiring must 
give notice to the other three 
months in advance. 

wealth" das Ilhas Filipinas, au-
toriza a continuagdo das funcoes 
dos oficiais quo constituem a 
Misstio Militar americana no Bra-
sil, sob as seguintes condioes con-
tratuais: 

TITULO I 

FIM E DunAgX.o 

Art. 1. 0 firn da Miss§o 6 co-
operar corn o Estado Major do 
Exercito, corn a Inspetoria de 
Defesa de Costa e coin Oficiais do 
Exercito brasileiro, no desenvolvi-
mento e funcionamento do Centro 
de Instructio de Artilharia de 
Costa, superirttender os cursos e 
auxiliar a instrucao. A Missao 
terh, tambem a seu cargo os cursos 
de Fortificactio Permanente, Ma-
terial Belico e Guerra Quimica n.a 
Escola Tecnica do Exercito, onde 
auxiliara a respectiva instruct-to. 

Art. 2. Esta Missal) durarh, dois 
anos a partir da data da a,ssina-
tura deste Bard° pelos represen-
tantes autorizados dos Governos 
dos Estados Unidos do Brasil e 
dos Estados Unidos da America. 

Art. 3. Se o Govern° do Brasil 
desejar quo o servico da MissAD 
se prolongue, no todo ou em parte, 
alem do period() estipulado, uma 
proposta para 6sse fim clever& ser 
feita seis meses antes do termo 
deste contrato. 

Art. 4. Se f6r necessfaio, no 
interesse de qualquer dos dois 
Governos, qua o presente contrato, 
ou seu prolongamento, termine 
antes do tempo especificado, o 
Govern° que o desejar deverfi. 
notifica-lo ao outro tres meses 
antes. 
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Art. 5. It is herein stipulated
and agreed that while the Mission
shall be in operation under this
agreement, or under an extension
thereof, the Government of Brazil
will not engage the services of any
Mission or personnel of any other
foreign government for the duties
and purposes contemplated by this
agreement.

TITLE II

COMPOSITION AND PERSONNEL

Art. 6. The Mission will be
composed of five officers of the
Regular Army of the United
States of America as follows: one
Colonel or Lieutenant Colonel of
Coast Artillery; one Major or
Captain of Coast Artillery; one
Lieutenant Colonel or Major of
Engineers; one Major or Captain
of Ordnance; and one Major or
Captain of the Chemical Warfare
Service. The senior Coast Artil-
lery Officer will be Chief of the
Mission, who will assure normally
the direct relations of the Mission
with the Minister of War and the
Chief of Staff of the Army.

Art. 7. Any additions to the per-
sonnel of the Mission that may be
considered advisable or necessary
shall be considered as an adden-
dum to this agreement.

TITLE III

DUTIES, RANK AND PRE-

CEDENCE

Art. 8. The members of the
Mission shall be responsible solely
to the Brazilian Ministry of War
through the Chief of the Mission
and shall act as tactical and tech-
nical advisers to the Chief of the
General Staff and Chief of Coast
Defense for the questions of or-
ganization and instruction in all

Art. 5. E' aqui estipulado e
acordado que, enquanto a Missao
funcionar sob este ac6rdo, ou seu
prolongamento, o Govrmo do
Brasil nao contratara os servisos
de qualquer Missao ou pessoal de
qualquer outro Govmrno estran-
geiro para as funcSes e fins tratados
neste ac6rdo.

TITULO II

COMPOSICAO E PESSOAL

Art. 6. A Missao comporse-a
de cinco officiais do Exercito dos
Estados Unidos da Am6rica, a
saber: um Coronel ou Tenente-
Coronel de Artilharia de Costa;
um Major ou Capitgo de Artilharia
de Costa; um Tenente-Coronel ou
Major de Engenharia; um Major
ou Capitao especializado em Ma-
terial Belico; um Major ou Capi-
tao do Servigo de Guerra Quimica.
0 oficial mais antigo de Artilharia
de Costa sera o Chefe da Missao, o
qual assegurara normalmente as
relacoes diretas da Missao cor o
Ministro da Guerra e o Chefe do
Estado Maior do Exercito.

Art. 7. Qualquer aumento do
pessoal da Missao, que se julgar
conveniente, ou necessario, ser&
considerado como aditamento a
gste ac6rdo.

TITULO III

DEVERES, GRADUAAXO E PRECE-

DENCIA

Art. 8. Os membros da Missao
ficarao unicamente subordinados
ao Minist6rio da Guerra do Brasil,
porintermedio do Chefe da Missao,
e exercerao junto ao Chefe do
Estado Maior do Ex6rcito e In-
spetor da Defesa de Costa o
papel de conselheiros taticos e
tecnicos para as questoes de orga-

Composition and
personnel.

Duties, rank, and
precedence.
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Art. 5. It is herein stipulated 
and agreed that while the Mission 
shall be in operation under this 
agreement, or under an extension 
thereof, the Government of Brazil 
will not engage the services of any 
Mission or personnel of any other 
foreign government for the duties 
and purposes contemplated by this 
agreement. 

TITLE II 

COMPOSITION AND PERSONNEL 

Art. 6. The Mission will be 
composed of five officers of the 
Regular Army of the United 
States of America as follows: one 
Colonel or Lieutenant Colonel of 
Coast Artillery; one Major or 
Captain of Coast Artillery; one 
Lieutenant Colonel or Major of 
Engineers; one Major or Captain 
of Ordnance; and one Major or 
Captain of the Chemical Warfare 
Service. The senior Coast Artil-
lery Officer will be Chief of the 
Mission, who will assure normally 
the direct relations of the Mission 
with the Minister of War and the 
Chief of Staff of the Army. 

Art. 7. Any additions to the per-
sonnel of the Mission that may be 
considered advisable or necessary 
shall be considered as an adden-
dum to this agreement. 

TITLE III 

DUTIES, RANK AND PRE-
CEDENCE 

Art. 8. The members of the 
Mission shall be responsible solely 
to the Brazilian Ministry of War 
through the Chief of the Mission 
and shall act as tactical and tech-
nical advisers to the Chief of the 
General Staff and Chief of Coast 
Defense for the questions of or-
ganization and instruction in all 

Art. 5. E' aqui estipulado e 
acordado que, enquanto a Missan 
funcionar sob este acerdo, ou sou 
prolongamento, o Govern.o do 
Brasil nao contratara os servicos 
de qualquer Missao ou pessoal de 
qualquer outro Govern() estran-
geiro para as fungoes e fins tratados 
neste acOrdo. 

TITULO II 

COMPOSIgX0 E PESSOAL 

Art. 6. A Missao comporse-A 
de cinco officiais do Exercito dos 
Estados Unidos da America, a 
saber: um Coronel ou Tenente-
Coronel de Artilharia de Costa; 
um Major ou Capita() de Artilharia 
de Costa; um Tenente-Coronel on 
Major de Engenharia; um Major 
ou Capita() especializado em Ma-
terial Wilco; um Major on Capi-
ta() do Servigo de Guerra Quimica. 
0 oficial mais antigo de Artilharia 
de Costa sera, o Chefe da Missao, o 
qual assegurara norraalmente as 
relagoes diretas da Missao corn o 
Ministro da Guerra e o Chefe do 
Estado Maior do Exercito. 

Art. 7. Qualquer aumento do 
pessoal da Missao, quo se julgar 
conveniente, ou necessario, sent 
considerado como aditamento a 
este acerdo. 

TITULO III 

DEVERES, GRADUAgA0 E PRECE-
DkNCIA 

Art. 8. Os membros da Missal) 
ficarao unicamente subordinados 
ao Ministerio da Guerra do Brasil, 
porintermedio do Chefe da Missao, 
e exercerito junto ao Chefe do 
Estado Major do Exercito e In-
spetor da Defesa de Costa o 
papel de conselheiros taticos e 
tecnicos para as questoes de orga-

Composition and 
personnel. 

Duties, rank, and 
precedence. 
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matters pertaining to Coast De-
fense, Permanent Fortification,
and Chemical Warfare.

Art. 9. It shall be the duty of
the members of the Mission, under
the direction of the Chief of the
Mission, to advise technically the
Commandant of the Coast Artil-
lery Center of Instruction and the
Commandant of the Technical
School and cooperate with them in
all matters pertaining to Coast
Defense, Permanent Fortification,
Ordnance Material, and Chemical
Warfare, as well as prescribing the
courses in these subjects and assist-
ing in the instruction.

Art. 10. In case of war between
Brazil and any other nation, the
Mission shall terminate within
thirty days. In case of civil war
no member of the Mission shall
take part in the operations in any
respect.

Art. 11. The members of the
Mission shall each receive one ex-
tra grade or rank above the rank
they hold in the Army of the
United States of America, while
serving on the Mission. Their
precedence with respect to Brazil-
ian Officers and Officers of other
foreign Missions shall be in ac-
cordance with their extra grade or
rank and seniority therein. The
members of the Mission will re-
ceive no extra compensation for
the above mentioned extra grade
or rank and will wear only uni-
forms of the Army of the United
States of America.

TITLE IV

PAY AND ALLOWANCES

Art. 12. The members of the
Mission shall receive from the
Brazilian Government, for their

nizacao e instrugao nos assuntos
relatives A Defesa de Costa, Forti-
ficacoes Permanentes e Guerra
Quimica.

Art. 9. E' dever dos membros da
Missao, sob a direqao do Chefe da
mesma, aconselhar tecnicamente o
Comandante do Centro de In-
strucao de Artilharia de Costa e o
da Escola Tecnica do Exercito e
com eles cooperar em todos os
assuntos referentes A Defesa de
Costa, Fortifica96es Permanentes,
Material Belico e Guerra Quimica,
bem como prescrever os cursos nos
ditos assuntos e auxiliar a instru-
9ao.

Art. 10. Em caso de guerra entre
o Brasil e qualquer outra nagco,
sera extinta a Missao dentro de
trinta dias. Em caso de guerra
civil, nenhum membro da Missio
tomara parte nas opera95es, de
modo algum.

Art. 11. Os membros da Missao
receberao cada um uma graduqAo
ou posto imediatamente acima da
que teem no Exercito americano,
enquanto servirem na Missao. Sua
precedencia em relaggo aos oficiais
brasileiros e oficiais de outras mis-
soes estrangeiras sera regulada de
ac6rdo cor a gradugco acima re-
ferida e a antiguidade. Nao re-
ceberao nenhuma remuneracao ex-
traordinaria pela dita graduagao e
s6 usarao uniformes do Ex6rcito
dos Estados Unidos da America.

TfTULO IV

REMUNERAAXO E VANTAGENS

Art. 12. Os membros da Missgo
receberao do GovArno Brasileiro,
por seus servigos, a seguinte re-

Pay andallowances.
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matters pertaining to Coast De-
fense, Permanent Fortification, 
and Chemical Warfare. 

Art. 9. It shall be the duty of 
the members of the Mission, under 
the direction of the Chief of the 
Mission, to advise technically the 
Commandant of the Coast Artil-
lery Center of Instruction and the 
Commandant of the Technical 
School and cooperate with them in 
all matters pertaining to Coast 
Defense, Permanent Fortification, 
Ordnance Material, and Chemical 
Warfare, as well as prescribing the 
courses in these subjects and assist-
ing in the instruction. 

Art. 10. In case of war between 
Brazil and any other nation, the 
Mission shall terminate within 
thirty days. In case of civil war 
no member of the Mission shall 
take part in the operations in any 
respect. 

Art. 11. The members of the 
Mission shall each receive one ex-
tra grade or rank above the rank 
they hold in the Army of the 
United States of America, while 
serving on the Mission. Their 
precedence with respect to Brazil-
ian Officers and Officers of other 
foreign Missions shall be in ac-
cordance with their extra grade or 
rank and seniority therein. The 
members of the Mission will re-
ceive no extra compensation for 
the above mentioned extra grade 
or rank and will wear only uni-
forms of the Army of the United 
States of America. 

TITLE IV 

PAY AND ALLOWANCES 

Pay and allowanoes. Art. 12. The members of the 
Mission shall receive from the 
Brazilian Government, for their 

nizacao e instructio nos assuntos 
relatives a Defesa de Costa, Forti-
ficacoes Permanentes e Guerra 
Quimica. 

Art. 9. E' dever dos membros da 
Missile, sob a direcao do Chefe da 
mesma, aconselhar tecnicamente o 
Comandante do Centro de In-
strucao de Astilharia de Costa e o 
da Escola Tecnica do Exercito e 
corn eles cooperar em todos os 
assuntos referentes Defesa de 
Costa, Fortificaoes Permanentes, 
Material Belie° e Guerra Quin-Ilea, 
bem come prescrever os curses nos 
ditos assuntos e auxiliar a instru-
cao. 

Art. 10. Era case de guerra entre 
o Brasil e qualquer outra 
sera extinta a Missao dentro de 
trinta dias. Em case de guerra 
civil, nenhum membro da Missao 
tonere, parte nas operagoes, de 
modo algum. 

Art. 11. Os membros da Missito 
recebertio cada um uma graducao 
ou posto imediatamente acima da 
quo teem no Exercito americano, 
enquanto servirem na MissAo. Sua 
preced6ncia em relacAo aos oficiais 
brasileiros e oficiais de outras nais-
sees estrangeiras ser& regulada de 
acerdo coin a graducao acima re-
ferida e a antiguidade. Nao re-
ceberito nenhtu-na remuneragao ex-
traordinaria pela dita graduactio e 
se usarao uniformes do Exercito 
dos Estados Unidos da America. 

TITULO IV 

REMIINERA0.0 E VANTAGENS 

Art. 12. Os membros da MissAo 
receberio do Govern° Brasileiro, 
por seus services, a seguinte re-
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services, the following annual com-
pensation in Brazilian paper
money, payable monthly in 12
equal installments:

Colonel ------------ 72:000$000
(Seventy-two contos)

Lieutenant Colonel___ 66:000$000
(Sixty-six contos)

Major ------------ _ 60:000$000
(Sixty contos)

Captain ----.------. 54:000$000
(Fifty-four contos)

Art. 13. Each member of the
Mission shall have the right to re-
ceive his Brazilian pay beginning
on the date of his leaving New
York, and continuing, upon com-
pletion of his service in the Mis-
sion, up to the date of his arrival
in New York, proceeding each
way by usual sea route. Any
member of the Mission who may
return to the United States before
completing two years service, or
who returns for one of the causes
foreseen in Art. 26, will only re-
ceive full pay up to the date of his
leaving Rio de Janeiro, except in
the cases of ill-health or termina-
tion of the contract of the Mission
in which cases payment will be
made up to arrival in New York.

Art. 14. It is further stipulated
that this compensation shall not
be subject to any Brazilian tax
now in force or which may here-
after be imposed.

Art. 15. The expenses of trans-
portation by land and sea of the
members of the Mission, their fam-
ilies, household effects and bag-
gage, including automobiles, shall
be paid in advance by the repre-
sentative of the Brazilian Govern-
ment, the officers and their fami-
lies being furnished with first-class
accommodations, families being
construed as wives and dependent
children throughout the contract.
There shall be provided in ad-

muneragao anual, em moeda papel
brasileira, pagavel, mensalmente,
em 12 prestagoes iguais:

Coronel------------- 72:000$000
(Setenta e dois contos)

Tenente-Coronel ---- 66:000$000
(Sessenta e seis contos)

Major-------------- 60:000$000
(Sessenta contos)

Capito ------------- 54:000$000
(Cincoenta e quatro contos)

Art. 13. Todos os membros da
Missao terao direito a receber os
seus vencimentos brasileiros desde
a data de sua partida de Nova York
ate a de chegada a mesma cidade,
de regresso, depois de terminado o
seu servigo na Missao, sendo utili-
zada nas viagens a r6ta maritima
usual. Qualquer membro da Mis-
sao que regressar aos Estados
Unidos antes de completar dois
anos de servioe ou aquele que
partir por uma das causas previs-
tas no art. 26, s6 receberA, entre-
tanto, os seus vencimentos inte-
grais ate a data da partida do Rio
de Janeiro; excetuam-se os casos
de doencas ou de terminagao do
contrato da Missao, em que o pa-
gamento sera feito ate a chegada
a Nova York.

Art. 14. Fica al6m disto esti-
pulado que essa remuneragao nao
estA sujeita a imp6sto algum bra-
sileiro em vigor, ou que possa ser
criado posteriormente.

Art. 15. As despesas de trans-
porte por terra e mar, dos mem-
bros da Missao, suas familias,
m6veis e utensilios de casa e baga-
gens, inclusive autom6veis, serao
pagas adiantadamente pelo repre-
sentante do Governo Brasileiro,
fornecendo-se aos oficiais e suas
familias passagens de la. classe, en-
tendendo-se neste contrato por
familia a Senhora e filhos a cargo
dos mesmos oficiais. SerA con-
cedida tambem adiantadamente a
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services, the following annual com-
pensation in Brazilian paper 
money, payable monthly in 12 
equal installments: 

Colonel  72 :000$000 
(Seventy-two contos) 

Lieutenant Colonel_ _ _ 66:000$000 
(Sixty-six contos) 

Major  60:000$000 
(Sixty contos) 

Captain  54:000$000 
(Fifty-four contos) 

Art. 13. Each member of the 
Mission shall have the right to re-
ceive his Brazilian pay beginning 
on the date of his leaving New 
York, and continuing, upon com-
pletion of his service in the Mis-
sion, up to the date of his arrival 
in New York, proceeding each 
way by usual sea route. Any 
member of the Mission who may 
return to the United States before 
completing two years service, or 
who returns for one of the causes 
foreseen in Art. 26, will only re-
ceive full pay up to the date of his 
leaving Rio de Janeiro, except in 
the cases of ill-health or termina-
tion of the contract of the Mission 
in which cases payment will be 
made up to arrival in New York. 

Art. 14. It is further stipulated 
that this compensation shall not 
be subject to any Brazilian tax 
now in force or which may here-
after be imposed. 

Art. 15. The expenses of trans-
portation by land and sea of the 
members of the Mission, their fam-
ilies, household effects and bag-
gage, including automobiles, shall 
be paid in advance by the repre-
sentative of the Brazilian Govern-
ment, the officers and their fami-
lies being furnished with first-class 
accommodations, families being 
construed as wives and dependent 
children throughout the contract. 
There shall be provided in ad-

muneragfio anual, em moeda papel 
brasileira, pagavel, mensalmente, 
em 12 prestagOes iguais: 

Coronel  72 :000$000 
(Setenta e dois contos) 

Tenente-Coronel  66 :000$000 
(Sessenta e seis contos) 

Major  60:000$000 
(Sessenta contos) 

Capita()  54 :000$000 
(Cincoenta e quatro contos) 

Art. 13. Todos os membros da 
Missao terAo direito a receber os 
seus venciraentos brasileiros desde 
a data de sua partida de Nova York 
at a de chegada a mesma cidade, 
de regresso, depois de terrainado o 
seu servigo na MissAo, sendo utili-
zada nas viagens a rota marftima 
usual. Qualquer raembro da Mis-
sAo quo regressar aos Estados 
Unidos antes de completar dois 
anos de servigo ou aquele quo 
partir por uma das causas previs-
tas no art. 26, se recebera, entre-
tanto, os seus vencimentos inte-
grals ate a data da partida do Rio 
de Janeiro; excetuam-se os cases 
de doengas ou de terrainagan do 
contrato da MissAo, em quo o pa-
gamento sera feito ate a chegada 
a Nova York. 

Art. 14. Fica alem disto esti-
pulado quo essa remuneragAo nao 
este, sujeita a impost() algum bra-
sileiro em vigor, ou quo possa ser 
cried° posteriormente. 

Art. 15. As despesas de trans-
porte por terra e mar, dos mem-
bros da MissAo, suas familias, 
moveis e utensffios de casa e baga-
gens, inclusive automoveis, serito 
pagas adiantadamente polo repre-
sentante do Govern° Brasileiro, 
fornecendo-se aos oficiais e suas 
fam alas passagens de I a. classe, en-
tendendo-se neste contrato por 
familia a Senhora e filhos a cargo 
dos mesmos oficiais. Sera con-
cedida tambem adiantadamente a 
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vance the following allowance to
cover expenses of locating and
housing each member of the Mis-
sion:

Colonel-------------- 6:000$000
Lieutenant Colonel - -- 5:500$000
Major---------------- 5:000$000
Captain------------- 4:500$000

The household effects and bag-
gage including automobiles of the
personnel of the Mission and their
families shall be exempt from cus-
toms duties and imposts of any
kind in Brazil.

Art. 16. The members of the
Mission who remain in Brazil two
or more years, or until the termi-
nation of the Mission, shall have
the right, when they return to the
United States of America, to the
advance payment of transporta-
tion expenses of themselves and
their families and all effects, as
specified in Art. 15, and insurance
of effects, from Rio de Janeiro to
New York; these expenses to in-
clude packing effects and trans-
porting them on board ship in Rio
de Janeiro.

Art. 17. During the stay of the
Mission, the Government of Bra-
zil shall grant, on request of the
Chief of the Mission, free entry
for articles of personal and family
use; families being construed as
wives, and dependent children.

Art. 18. Each member of the
Mission with more than two com-
plete years of service in Brazil
shall have the right to a leave of
three months on full pay, and also
the right of leaving Brazil. In
case he leaves Brazil, he shall have
the right to travel time in addition
to his leave and he shall receive
his full pay in Brazilian money at
the rate specified in Art. 12, during
both his leave and time of travel.
The Chief of the Mission shall

seguinte ajuda de custo, para as
despesas de instalagao de cada
membro da Missao:

Coronel-------------- 6:000$000
Tenente-Coronel-----5 5:500$000
Major---------------- 5:000$000
Capitao-------------- 4:500$000

Os m6veis, objetos de casa, ba-
gagem e autom6veis, do pessoal da
Missao e suas familias, estarao
isentos de direitos aduaneiros e
impostos, de qualquer natureza, do
Brazil.

Art. 16. Os membros da Missao
que permanecerem no Brasil dois
ou mais anos, ou ate a terminacao
da mesma, terao direito, quando
regressarem aos Estados Unidos
da America, ao pagamento adian-
tado das despesas de transporte
constantes do art. 15, para si, suas
respectivas famflias e bagagens,
inclusive autom6veis, seguro das
mesmas bagagens do Rio de Ja-
neiro ate NovaYork, inclusive em-
balagem e transporte para bordo,
no Rio de Janeiro.

Art. 17. Durante a permanen-
cia da Missao, o Govrno do
Brasil concedera, mediante pedido
de seu Chefe, entrada livre para
os artigos de uso pessoal e das
familias; considerando-se como
familias as Senhoras e os filhos a
cargo dos oficiais.

Art. 18. Cada membro da Mis-
sao, com mais de dois anos com-
pletos de serviqos no Brasil, fara
jfs a uma licenga de trWs meses,
com todos os vencimentos e com
o direito de ausentar-se do Brasil,
nao incluindo na licenga, neste
caso, o tempo de viagem. Duran-
te essa ausencia, compreendida a
viagem, cada membro da Missao
recebera integralmente os seus
vencimentos em moeda brasileira,
como se acha especificado no art.
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vance the following allowance to 
cover expenses of locating and 
housing each member of the Mis-
sion: 

Colonel  6:000$000 
Lieutenant Colonel  5:5005000 
Major  5:0005000 
Captain  4:500$000 

The household effects and bag-
gage including automobiles of the 
personnel of the Mission and their 
families shall be exempt from cus-
toms duties and imposts of any 
kind in Brazil. 

Art. 16. The members of the 
Mission who remain in Brazil two 
or more years, or until the termi-
nation of the Mission, shall have 
the right, when they return to the 
United States of America, to the 
advance payment of transporta-
tion expenses of themselves and 
their families and all effects, as 
specified in Art. 15, and insurance 
of effects, from Rio de Janeiro to 
New York; these expenses to in-
clude packing effects and trans-
porting them on board ship in Rio 
de Janeiro. 

Art. 17. During the stay of the 
Mission, the Government of Bra-
zil shall grant, on request of the 
Chief of the Mission, free entry 
for articles of personal and family 
use; families being construed as 
wives, and dependent children. 

Art. 18. Each member of the 
Mission with more than two com-
plete years of service in Brazil 
shall have the right to a leave of 
three months on full pay, and also 
the right of leaving Brazil. In 
case he leaves Brazil, he shall have 
the right to travel time in addition 
to his leave and he shall receive 
his full pay in Brazilian money at 
the rate specified in Art. 12, during 
both his leave and time of travel. 
The Chief of the Mission shall 

seguinte ajuda de custo, para as 
despesas de instalagao de cada 
membro da MissAo: 

Coronel  6:000$000 
Tenente-Coronel  5:5005000 
Major  5:000$000 
CapitAo  4:5005000 

Os mfiveis, objetos de casa, ba-
gagem e automfiveis, do pessoal da 
Missito a sua,s famslias, estartio 
isentos de direitos aduaneiros e 
im.postos, de qualquer natureza, do 
Brazil. 

Art. 16. Os xnembros da Missito 
que permanecerera no Brasil dois 
ou mais anos, ou at a terminagitio 
da mesraa, terrto direito, quando 
regressarem aos Estados TJnidos 
da Am6rica, ao pagamento adian-
tado das despesas de transports 
constantes do art. 15, pars, si, suas 
respectivas famflias e bagagens, 
inclusive automoveis, seguro das 
mesmas bagagens do Rio de Ja-
neiro at NovaYork, inclusive em-
balagem e transporte para bordo, 
no Rio de Janeiro. 

Art. 17. Durante a permanen-
cia da MissAo, o Govgrno do 
Brasil concede* mediante pedido 
de seu Chefe, entrada livre para 
os artigos de uso pessoal e das 
fandlias; considerando-se como 
fandlias as Senhoras e os filhos a 
cargo dos oficiais. 

Art. 18. Cada, membro da Mis-
sAo, corn mais de dois anos com-
pletos de servicos no Brasil, fara 
jfis a uma licenca de tres meses, 
corn todos os vencimentos e corn 
o direito de ausentar-se do Brasil, 
nab incluindo na licenca, nests 
caso, o tempo de viagem. Duran-
to essa austncia, compreendida a 
viagem, cads, membro da MissAo 
recebera integralmente os seus 
vencimentos em moeda brasileira, 
como se acha especificado no art. 
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arrange, after consultation with
the Chief of the General Staff,
that such leaves inconvenience as
little as possible the interests of
the Brazilian Army.

Art. 19. Members of the Mis-
sion who may become ill, shall be
cared for by the Brazilian Govern-
ment, in such hospital as the Chief
of the Mission may, after consul-
tation with the Brazilian authori-
ties, consider suitable.

Art. 20. In case of travel per-
formed on official business outside
of the Federal District and Nicthe-
roy, by any member of the Mis-
sion, such member shall receive
while engaged therein, besides his
regular compensation, per diem
allowances and transportation
which shall be the same as those
allowed to the officers of the
Brazilian Army of the same rank
and in like circumstances.

Art. 21. The officers of the Mis-
sion shall be accorded the same
rights and privileges which are
enjoyed by diplomatic representa-
tives accredited to Brazil and of
corresponding rank, except as re-
gards the rights of importation
mentioned above.

Art. 22. A suitable automobile
with chauffeur shall be permanent-
ly assigned to the Chief of the
Mission for the use of the Mission
on official service. When this
automobile is unavailable because
of repair, overhaul or other reason
a suitable substitute will be pro-
vided.

Art. 23. A private office and
necessary equipment shall be pro-
vided the members of the Mission
for their work. There shall be
furnished the Mission two clerks
(typists and stenographers) able

12. O Chefe da Missao provi-
denciara, ouvido o Chefe do Es-
tado Maior do Exercito, para que
essas licengas prejudiquem o menos
possivel os interesses do Exercito
brasileiro.

Art. 19. Os membros da Missao
que adoegam serao internados pelo
Governo Brasileiro no hospital que
o Chefe da Missao julgar conve-
niente, depois de ouvidas as auto-
ridades brasileiras.

Art. 20. No caso de viagens
feitas a servi9o, f6ra do Distrito
Federal e Niter6i, por qualquer
membro da Missao, recebera ale,
al6m dos vencimentos que Ihe com-
petem, as mesmas diarias e genero
de transporte concedidos aos ofi-
ciais do Ex6rcito brasileiro, de
identica gradugao, em condicses
semelhantes.

Art. 21. Serao concedidos aos
oficiais da Missao os mesmos
direitos e privilegios de que gozam
os representantes diplomaticos de
igual categoria acreditados no
Brasil, exceto no que diz respeito
aos direitos de importagao, ja
mencionados.

Art. 22. Um autom6vel de clas-
se, com "chauffeur", sera perma-
nentemente posto a disposigao do
Chefe da Missao, para o transporte
dos oficiais da mesma em servigo.
Quando esse autom6vel nao estiver
disponive], por necessitar reparos,
exames ou outra qualquer razao,
sera substituido por outro, nas
mesmas condigoes.

Art. 23. Os membros da Missao
disporao, para os seus trabalhos,
de um Gabinete e do necessArio
material de expediente. Serao
postos a disposigao da Missao
dois auxiliares estenodactil6grafos
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arrange, after consultation with 
the Chief of the General Staff, 
that such leaves inconvenience as 
little as possible the interests of 
the Brazilian Army. 

Art. 19. Members of the Mis-
sion who may become ill, shall be 
cared for by the Brazilian Govern-
ment, in such hospital as the Chief 
of the Mission may, after consul-
tation with the Brazilian authori-
ties, consider suitable. 

Art. 20. In case of travel per-
formed on official business outside 
of the Federal District and Nicthe-
roy, by any member of the Mis-
sion, such member shall receive 
while engaged therein, besides his 
regular compensation, per diem 
allowances and transportation 
which shall be the same as those 
allowed to the officers of the 
Brazilian Army of the same rank 
and in like circumstances. 

Art. 21. The officers of the Mis-
sion shall be accorded the same 
rights and privileges which are 
enjoyed by diplomatic representa-
tives accredited to Brazil and of 
corresponding rank, except as re-
gards the rights of importation 
mentioned above. 

Art. 22. A suitable automobile 
with chauffeur shall be permanent-
ly assigned to the Chief of the 
Mission for the use of the Mission 
on official service. When this 
automobile is unavailable because 
of repair, overhaul or other reason 
a suitable substitute will be pro-
vided. 

Art. 23. A private office and 
necessary equipment shall be pro-
vided the members of the Mission 
for their work. There shall be 
furnished the Mission two clerks 
(typists and stenographers) able 

12. 0 Chefe da Missao provi-
denciara, ouvido o Chefe do Es-
tado Major do Exercito, para que 
essas licengas prejudiquera o menos 
possivel os interesses do ExOrcito 
brasileiro. 

Art. 19. Os membros da Missal) 
que adoegam serAo internados pelo 
Govern° Brasileiro no hospital que 
o Chefe da Missao julgar conve-
niente, depois de ouvidas as auto-
ridades brasileiras. 

Art. 20. No caso de viagens 
feitas a servigo, fora do Distrito 
Federal e Niteroi, por qualquer 
naembro da Missao, recebera, 61e, 
alem dos vencimentos que the corn-
petem, as raesmas diarias e genero 
de transports concedidos aos ofi-
ciais do Ex6rcito brasileiro, de 
identica gradugao, em condigeSes 
semelhantes. 

Art. 21. Sera° concedidos aos 
oficiais da Missao os mesmos 
direitos e privilegios de que gozana 
os representantes diplomaticos de 
igual categoria acreditados no 
Brasil, exceto no que diz respeito 
aos direitos do importagAo, ja 
mencionados. 

Art. 22. Urn automovel de clas-
se, corn "chauffeur", sera perms-
nentemente posto a disposigao do 
Chefe da Missac, para o transporte 
dos oficiais da raesma em servigo. 
Quando 6sse autom6vel nao estiver 
disponivel, por necessitar reparos, 
exames ou outra qualquer razAo, 
sera substituido por outro, nas 
rnesmas condigoes. 

Art. 23. Os membros da Missao 
disport°, para os seus trabalhos, 
de um Gabinete e do necessario 
material de expediente. Sera° 
postos a disposigao da Missao 
dois amiliares estenodactilOgrafos 
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to translate English into Portu-
guese and Portuguese into Eng-
lish.

Art. 24. Every member of the
Mission shall have a Brazilian
officer detailed as an assistant.

Art. 25. If cancellation of this
contract be effected on the request
of the United States of America,
all expenses of the return of the
Mission and the families and all
effects thereof to their country
shall be borne by that Govern-
ment. In case, however, the can-
cellation should be effected on the
initiative of the Brazilian Govern-
ment, or as a result of war between
Brazil and a foreign power, the
Brazilian Government shall bear
all the costs of the return to the
United States of America of the
Mission and the families and all
effects thereof, in accordance with
the provisions of Arts. 13 and 16,
and in addition thereto, the Bra-
zilian Government shall pay to
each officer an amount equivalent
to three months compensation
from the date of his arrival in
New York proceeding by usually
traveled sea route.

TITLE V

aptos a traduzir o ingles para o
portugues e o portugues para o
ingles.

Art. 24. Junto a cada membro
da Missao haverA um oficial bra-
sileiro, destacado como assistente.

Art. 25. Se este contrato f6r
rescindido, a pedido dos Estados
Unidos da America, todas as despe-
sas corn a volta dos membros da
Missao, suas familias e todas as
suas bagagens, definidas no art.
15, a seu pais, serao feitas por
esse Governo. Se se verificar,
porem, essa rescisgo por iniciativa
do Governo Brasileiro ou em con-
sequencia de uma guerra entre o
Brasil e uma Nagao estrangeira, o
Governo Brasileiro far& face a
todas as despesas para o regresso
aos Estados Unidos da America
dos membros da Missao, de suas
respectivas familias e bagagens,
de ac6rdo corn as estipulaQoes
dos arts. 13 e 16, devendo, outros
sim, o Governo Brasileiro pagar
a cada oficial uma quantia equiva-
lente a tres meses de vencimentos
a partir da data de sua chegada a
Nova York, em viagem normal
por via maritima.

TITULO V

RECALL AND REPLACEMENT OF RETIRADA E SUBSTITUICAO DOS
MEMBERS OF THE MISSION MEMBROS DA MISSAO

Art. 26. The United States of
America, may if the public interest
so requires, recall, at any time, any
one or all of the members of the
Mission, substituting for them
other officers acceptable to the
Brazilian Government, all the ex-
penses connected therewith being
incumbent on the Government of
the United States of America. If
on the request of the Brazilian
Government, any member of the
Mission is recalled for due and

Art. 26. Os Estados Unidos da
America poderao, se o interesse
pdblico o exigir, retirar, em qual-
quer tempo, qualquer um dos
membros da Missao ou todos Ales,
substituindo-os por outros oficiais
do agrado do Governo Brasileiro,
devendo todas as despesas dali
resultantes correr por conta do
Governo dos Estados Unidos da
America. Se, a pedido do Govmno
Brasileiro, algum membro da Mis-
sao for retirado e regressar por

Recall and replace-
ment of members of
the Mission.
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Recall and replace-
ment of members of 
the Mission. 

to translate English into Portu-
guese and Portuguese into Eng-
lish. 

Art. 24. Every member of the 
Mission shall have a Brazilian 
officer detailed as an assistant. 

Art. 25. If cancellation of this 
contract be effected on the request 
of the United States of America, 
all expenses of the return of the 
Mission and the families and all 
effects thereof to their country 
shall be borne by that Govern-
ment. In case, however, the can-
cellation should be effected on the 
initiative of the Brazilian Govern-
ment, or as a result of war between 
Brazil and a foreign power, the 
Brazilian Government shall bear 
all the costs of the return to the 
United States of America of the 
Mission and the families and all 
effects thereof, in accordance with 
the provisions of Arts. 13 and 16, 
and in addition thereto, the Bra-
zilian Government shall pay to 
each officer an amount equivalent 
to three months compensation 
from the date of his arrival in 
New York proceeding by usually 
traveled sea route. 

TITLE V 

RECALL AND REPLACEMENT OF 
M EMBERS OF THE M ISSION 

Art. 26. The United States of 
America, may if the public interest 
so requires, recall, at any time, any 
one or all of the members of the 
Mission, substituting for them 
other officers acceptable to the 
Brazilian Government, all the ex-
penses connected therewith being 
incumbent on the Government of 
the United States of America. If 
on the request of the Brazilian 
Government, any member of the 
Mission is recalled for due and 

aptos a traduzir o ingles para o 
portugues e o portugues para o 
ingles. 

Art. 24. Junto a cada membro 
da Missao haver& urn oficial bra-
sileiro, destacado como assistente. 

Art. 25. Se este contrato for 
rescindido, a pedido dos Estados 
Unidos da America, todas as desese-
sas corn a volts dos membros da 
Missao, suas familias e todas as 
suas bagagens, definidas no art. 
15, a seu pals, serao feitas por 
esse Govemo. Se se verificar, 
porem, essa rescisao por iniciativa 
do Govern° Brasileiro ou em con-
sequencia de uma guerra entre o 
Brasil e uma Naga() estrangeira, o 
Govern.) Brasileiro far& face a 
todas as despesas para o regresso 
aos Estados Unidos da America 
dos membros da Missao, de suas 
respectivas familias e bagagens, 
de acOrdo corn as estipulacoes 
dos arts. 13 e 16, devendo, outros 
sim, o Govern() Brasileiro pagar 
a cada oficialuma quantia equiva-
lente a tres meses de vencimentos 
a partir da data de sua chegada a 
Nova York, em viagem normal 
por via maritima. 

TITULO V 

RETIRADA E SITBSTITHIgX0 DOS 
M EMBROS DA Miss:0 

Art. 26. Os Estados Unidos da 
America poderao, se o interesse 
public° o exigir, retirar, em qual-
quer tempo, qualquer urn dos 
membros da Missao ou todos Ales, 
substituindo-os por outros oficiais 
do agrado do Governo Brasileiro, 
devendo todas as despesas dali 
resultantes correr por conta do 
Govern° dos Estados Unidos da 
America. Se, a pedido do Governo 
Brasileiro, algum membro da Mis-
sao for retirado e regressar por 
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just cause other than that of the
termination of his services on the
Mission or his illness, all the ex-
penses connexted with the return
shall be incumbent on the United
States of America.

Art. 27. Any member of the
Mission may be relieved at his
own request, by the Government
of the United States of America,
after two years of service in Bra-
zil, being replaced in each case by
an officer of corresponding rank
and arm, as specified in Article 6,
who is acceptable to the Brazilian
Government.

Art. 28. No member of the
Mission relieved on his own re-
quest before he gives two years
service shall be entitled to travel
expenses and. transportation of
effects at the expense of the
Brazilian Government except in
case of illness.

Art. 29. If any member of the
Mission should be obliged by ill-
ness to discontinue service with
the Mission, the Brazilian Govern-
ment shall bear the expenses of
return of himself, family and all
effects thereof, to the United
States as above stipulated for
members with more than two years
of service.

Art. 30. If a member of the
Mission or one of his family should
die in Brazil, the Brazilian Gov-
ernment shall have the body trans-
ported to such city in the United
States as the family of the de-
ceased may designate. In case
the deceased should be a member
of the Mission, the Brazilian
Government shall pay the expenses
of the travel of the family and the
transportation of all of their
effects to New York.

Art. 31. In case of substitution
for a member of the Mission, all

qualquer outra causa justa, que
nao a da terminagao de seus
servicos na Missao ou de doenga,
todas as despesas, com esse re-
gresso, correrao por conta dos
Estados Unidos da America.

Art. 27. Qualquer membro da
Missao podera ser exonerado, a
seu pedido, pelo Govrno dos
Estados Unidos da America, de-
pois de dois anos de servigo no
Brasil, sendo substituido em cada
caso por um oficial de gradugao e
arma correspondentes, como pre-
ceitua o art. 6, e que seja aceito
pelo Governo Brasileiro.

Art. 28. Nenhum membro da
Missao, exonerado a seu pedido,
antes de completar dois anos de
servico, terA as despesas de viagem
de regresso, e de transporte de
objetos e bagagem, pagas A custa
do Govrno Brasileiro, exceto em
caso de doenca.

Art. 29. Se algum membro da
Missao f6r obrigado por doenca
a interromper o servi9o, o Go-
vrno Brasileiro pagara as despesas
de regresso do mesmo, de sua
familia e respectiva bagagem, aos
Estados Unidos, na f6rma esti-
pulada para os oficiais que tenham
completado os dois anos de ser-
viQo.

Art. 30. Se algum membro da
Missao, ou pess6a de sua familia,
falecer no Brasil, o Govrno Bra-
sileiro fara transportar o corpo
para a cidade dos Estados Unidos
que a familia do morto indicar.
Se o morto f6r um dos contratados,
o Governo Brasileiro pagara as
despesas de viagem da familia e
transporte de bagagens ate Nova
York.

Art. 31. No caso de substitui9ao
de um membro da Missao, todas
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just cause other than that of the 
termination of his services on the 
Mission or his illness, all the ex-
penses connexted with the return 
shall be incumbent on the United 
States of America. 

Art. 27. Any member of the 
Mission may be relieved at his 
own request, by the Government 
of the United States of America, 
after two years of service in Bra-
zil, being replaced in each case by 
an officer of corresponding rank 
and arm, as specified in Article 6, 
who is acceptable to the Brazilian 
Government. 

Art. 28. No member of the 
Mission relieved on his own re-
quest before he gives two years 
service shall be entitled to travel 
expenses and, transportation of 
effects at the expense of the 
Brazilian Government except in 
case of illness. 

Art. 29. If any member of the 
Mission should be obliged by ill-
ness to discontinue service with 
the Mission, the Brazilian Govern-
ment shall bear the expenses of 
return of himself, family and all 
effects thereof, to the United 
States as above stipulated for 
members with more than two years 
of service. 

Art. 30. If a member of the 
Mission or one of his family should 
die in Brazil, the Brazilian Gov-
ernment shall have the body trans-
ported to such city in the United 
States as the family of the de-
ceased may designate. In case 
the deceased should be a member 
of the Mission, the Brazilian 
Government shall pay the expenses 
of the travel of the family and the 
transportation of all of their 
effects to New York. 

Art. 31. In case of substitution 
for a member of the Mission, all 

qualquer outra cause, justa, que 
nao a da terminagao de seus 
servigos na Missao ou de doenga, 
todas as despesas, corn esse re-
gresso, correrao por conta dos 
Estados Unidos da America. 

Art. 27. Qualquer membro da 
Missao podera ser exonerado, a 
seu pedido, pelo Govern° dos 
Estados Unidos da America, de-
pois de dois anos de servigo no 
Brasil, sendo substituido em cada 
caso por um oficial de graductio e 
arma correspondentes, como pre-
ceitua o art. 6, e que seja aceito 
polo Govern° Brasileiro. 

Art. 28. Nenhu.m membro da 
Missao, exonerado a seu pedido, 
antes de completer dois anos de 
servigo, tera as despesas de viagem 
de regresso, e de transport° de 
objetos e bagagem, pages a custa 
do Govern° Brasileiro, exceto em 
caso de doenga. 

Art. 29. Se algum membro da 
Missao for obrigado por doenga 
a interromper o servigo, o Go-
vern° Brasileiro pagara as despesas 
de regresso do mesmo, de sua 
famffia e respective bagagem, aos 
Estados Unidos, na forma esti-
pulada pars os oficiais que tenham 
completado os dois anos de ser-
vigo. 

Art. 30. Se algum membro da 
Missrio, ou pess8a de sua famffia, 
falecer no Brasil, o Govern° Bra-
sileiro fara transportar o corpo 
pare a cidade dos Estados Unidos 
que a familia do morto indicar. 
Se o morto for um dos contratados, 
o Govern° Brasileiro pagara as 
despesas de viagem da familia e 
transporte de bagagens ate Nova 
York. 

Art. 31. No caso de substituigao 
de mm membro da Missao, todas 
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the clauses of this agreement,
except in cases of express provi-
sions to the contrary, shall apply
to the substitute, including those
specified in Articles 13 and 15.

TITLE VI

SUPERSESSION OF ORIGINAL CON-

TRACT AND AUTHENTICATION OF

NEW AGREEMENT

as clausulas deste ac6rdo, exceto
no caso de disposigao expressa em
contrario, se aplicarao ao sub-
stituido, inclusive as especificadas
nos arts. 13 e 15.

TITULO VI

REVOGAgXO DO CONTRATO ORI-

GINAL EAUTENTICAgAO DO Novo

AC6RDO

Art. 32. From the date of sign-
ing this new agreement, embodied
herein, by the accredited repre-
sentatives of the Governments of
the United States of America and
of the United States of Brazil it
will be in full effect and supersede
entirely and in all particulars the
agreement signed at Rio de Janeiro
November 12, 1936, by R. M.
Scotten, Charge d'Affaires ad
interim of the United States of
America, Jos6 Carlos de Macedo
Soares, the Brazilian Minister for
Foreign Affairs and General Joao
Gomes Ribeiro Filho.

Art. 33. IN FAITH WHEREOF, the
undersigned, being duly author-
ized, sign the present agreement
in duplicate in the English and
Portuguese languages, at Rio DE
JANEIRO, the twelveth day of No-
vember, 1938.

Art. 32. A partir da data da
assinatura deste novo ac6rdo, aqui
especificado, pelos representantes
autorizados dos Estados Unidos
do Brasil e dos Estados Unidos da
Am6rica, o mesmo entrarh em ple-
no vigor e substituira inteira-
mente e em todas as suas particu-
laridades o ac6rdo assinado no
Rio de Janeiro em 12 de Novem-
bro de 1936, pelos Senhores R. M.
Scotten, Encarregado de Neg6cios
interino dos Estados Unidos da
America, Jose Carlos de Macedo
Soares, Ministro de Estado das
RelapSes Exteriores do Brasil,
e General Joao Gomes Ribeiro
Filho.

Art. 33. EM TESTEMUNHO DO

QUE, os abaixo assinados, devida-
mente autorizados, assinam o pre-
sente ac6rdo em dois textos, nas
linguas portuguesa e inglesa, no
Rio DE JANEIRO, aos doze dias de
Novembro de 1938.

R. M. SCOTTEN

OSWALDO ARANHA

ENRICO G. DUTRA

Supersession of orig-
inal contract and au-
thentication of new
agreement.

50 Stat. 1458.

Signatures.
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Supersession of orig-
inal contract and au-
thentication of new 
agreement. 

60 Stat. 1458. 

Signatures. 

the clauses of this agreement, 
except in cases of express provi-
sions to the contrary, shall apply 
to the substitute, including those 
specified in Articles 13 and 15. 

TITLE VI 

SUPERSESSION OF ORIGINAL CON-
TRACT AND AUTHENTICATION OF 
NEW AGREEMENT 

Art. 32. From the date of sign-
ing this new agreement, embodied 
herein, by the accredited repre-
sentatives of the Governments of 
the United States of America and 
of the United States of Brazil it 
will be in full effect and supersede 
entirely and in all particulars the 
agreement signed at Rio de Janeiro 
November 12, 1936, by R. M. 
Scotten, Chargé d'Affaires ad 
interim of the United States of 
America, Jose Carlos de Macedo 
Soares, the Brazilian Minister for 
Foreign Affairs and General Jorio 
Gomes Ribeiro Filho. 

Art. 33. IN FAITH WHEREOF, the 
undersigned, being duly author-
ized, sign the present agreement 
in duplicate in the English and 
Portuguese languages, at Rio DE 
JANEIRO, the twelveth day of No-
vember, 1938. 

as clausulas deste acordo, exceto 
no caso de disposicau expressa em 
contrario, se aplicarito ao sub-
stituido, inclusive as especificadas 
nos arts. 13 e 15. 

TITULO VI 

REvoonXo DO CONTRATO ORI-
GINAL E AIITENTICAgX0 DO Novo 
AcOrtno 

Art. 32. A partir da data da 
assinatura deste novo ac8rdo, aqui 
especificado, pelos representantes 
autorizados dos Estados Unidos 
do Brasil e dos Estados Unidos da 
America, o mesmo entrarh em ple-
no vigor e substituira, inteira-
mente e em todas as suas particu-
laridades o ace,rdo assinado no 
Rio de Janeiro em 12 de Novem-
bro de 1936, pelos Senhores R. M. 
Scotten, Encarregado de Negocios 
interino dos Estados Unidos da 
America, Jog Carlos de Macedo 
Soares, Ministro de Estado das 
Relagoes Exteriores do Brasil, 
e General Joao Gomes Ribeiro 
Filho. 

Art. 33. Era TESTEMTJNHO DO 

QUE, os abaixo assinados, devida-
mente autorizados, assinam o pre-
sente acordo em dois textos, nas 
linguas portuguesa e inglesa, no 
Rio DE JANEIRO, aos doze dias de 
Novembro de 1938. 

R. M. SCOTTEN 

OSWALD() ARANHA 

ENRICO G. DUTRA 
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Parcel post agreement between the United States of America and the
Colony of Fiji, with regulations of execution. Signed at Washing-
ton November 15, 1938 and at Suva January 10, 1939; approved by
the President November 22, 1938.

PARCEL POST AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE POSTAL
ADMINISTRATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA AND THE COLONY OF FIJI.

The undersigned have by mutual consent drawn up the following
Agreement:-

ARTICLE I.

OBJECT OF THE AGREEMENT.

Between the Postal Administration of the United States of America
(including Alaska, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, Samoa,
and Hawaii) on the one hand, and the Postal Administration of the
Colony of Fiji on the other hand, there may be exchanged, under the
denomination of parcel post, parcels up to the maximum weight and
the maximum dimensions indicated in the Regulations of Execution.

ARTICLE II.

TRANSIT PARCELS.

1. Each Postal Administration guarantees the right of transit
through its service, to or from any country with which it has parcel
post communication, of parcels originating in or addressed for de-
livery in the service of the other contracting Postal Administration.

2. Each Postal Administration shall inform the other to which
countries parcels may be sent through it as intermediary, and the
amount of the charges due to it therefor, as well as other conditions.

3. To be accepted for onward transmission, parcels sent by one of
tile contracting Postal Administrations through the service of the
other Postal Administration must comply with the conditions pre-
scribed from time to time by the intermediary Postal Administration.

ARTICLE III.

PBEPAYMENT OF POSTAGE AND FEES.

1. The Postal Administration of origin is entitled to collect from
the sender of each parcel the postage and the fees for requests for in-
formation as to the disposal of a parcel made after it has been posted
that may from time to time be prescribed by its regulations.

2. Except in the case of returned or redirected parcels, prepayment
of the postage and the fees mentioned in the preceding section, is
compulsory.

ARTICLE IV.

PREPARATION OF PARCELS.

Every parcel shall be packed in a manner adequate for the length of
the journey and the protection of the contents as set forth in the Regu-
lations of Execution.

November 15, 1938
January 10, 1939

Parcel post agree-
ment with the Colony
of Fiji.

Territory embraced.

Weight and
mensions.

Post, p. 2037.

di-

Right of transit.

Intermediate Ad-
ministrations.

Collection from
sender.

Prepayment.

Packing.

Post, p. 2037.
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Parcel post agreement between the United States of America and the 
Colony of Fiji, with regulations of execution. Signed at Washing-
ton November 15, 1938 and at Suva January 10, 1939; approved by 
the President November 22, 1938. 

PARCEL POST AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE POSTAL 
ADMINISTRATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA AND THE COLONY OF FIJI. 

The undersigned have by mutual consent drawn up the following 
Agreement :— 

ARTICLE I. 

OBJECT or THE AGREEMENT. 

Between the Postal Administration of the United States of America 
(including Alaska, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, Samoa, 
and Hawaii) on the one hand, and the Postal Administration of the 
Colony of Fiji on the other hand, there may be exchanged, under the 
denomination of parcel post, parcels up to the maximum weight and 
the maximum dimensions indicated in the Regulations of Execution. 

ARTICLE II. 

TRANSIT PARCELS. 

1. Each Postal Administration guarantees the right of transit 
through its service, to or from any country with which it has parcel 
post communication, of parcels originating in or addressed for de-. 
livery in the service of the other contracting Postal Administration. 

2. Each Postal Administration shall inform the other to which 
countries parcels may be sent through it as intermediary, and the 
amount of the charges due to it therefor, as well as other conditions. 

3. To be accepted for onward transmission, parcels sent by one of 
the contracting Postal Administrations through the service of the 
other Postal Administration must comply with the conditions pre-
scribed from time to time by the intermediary Postal Administration. 

ARTICLE III. 

PREPAYMENT OF POSTAGE AND Fs. 

1. The Postal Administration of origin is entitled to collect from 
the sender of each parcel the postage and the fees for requests for in-
formation as to the disposal of a parcel made after it has been posted 
that may from time to time be prescribed by its regulations. 

2. Except in the case of returned or redirected parcels, prepayment 
of the postage and the fees mentioned in the preceding section, is 
compulsory. 

ARTICLE IV. 

PREPARATION OF PARCELS. 

Every parcel shall be packed in a manner adequate for the length of 
the journey and the protection of the contents as set forth in the Regu-
lations of Execution. 

November 15, 1938 
January 10, 1939 

Parcel post agree-
ment with the Colony 
of Fiji. 

Territory embraced. 

Weight and di-
mensions. 

Post, p. 2037. 

Right of transit. 

Intermediate Ad-
ministrations. 

Collection from 
sender. 

Prepayment. 

Packing. 

Post, p. 2037. 
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Letters, etc.

Enclosure with dif-
ferent address.

Live animals.
Narcotics.

Nonadmissible arti-
cles.

Explosive, etc., ar-
ticles.

Obscene, etc., ar-
ticles.

Action to be taken.

Parcel containing a
letter.

List of Prohibited
Articles.

Parcels wrongly ad-
mitted.

Loss, etc.. of parcels.

Fee for customs
clearance.
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ARTICLE V.

PROHIBITIONS.

1. The following articles are prohibited transmission by parcel
post:-

(a) A letter or a communication having the nature of a letter.
Nevertheless, it is permitted to enclose in a parcel an open invoice, con-
fined to the particulars which constitute an invoice, and also a simple
copy of the address of the parcel, with mention of the address of the
sender;

(b) An enclosure which bears an address different from that placed
on the cover of the parcel;

c) Any live animal, except leeches.
d) Opium, morphine, cocaine, and other narcotics;

(e) Any article the admission of which is forbidden by the customs
or other laws or regulations in force in either country.

(f) Any explosive or inflammable article, and in general any article
the conveyance of which is dangerous, including articles which from
their nature or packing may be a source of danger to postal employees,
or may soil or damage other parcels.

(g) Obscene or immoral articles.
2. When a parcel contravening any of these prohibitions is handed

over by one Postal Administration to the other, the latter shall pro-
ceed in accordance with its laws and inland regulations. Explosive
or inflammable articles, as well as documents, pictures, and other arti-
cles injurious to public morals may be destroyed on the spot by the
Postal Administration which has found them in the mails.

The fact that a parcel contains a letter, or a communication having
the nature of a letter, may not, in any case, entail the return of the
parcel to the sender. The letter is, however, marked for the collection
of postage due from the addressee at the regular rate.

The two Postal Administrations advise each other, by means of the
List of Prohibited Articles published by the International Bureau of
the Universal Postal Union, of all prohibited articles. However, they
do not on that account assume any responsibility towards the customs
or police authorities, or the sender.

3. If parcels wrongly admitted to the post are neither returned to
origin nor delivered to the addressee, the Postal Administration of
origin must be informed in a precise manner of the treatment accorded
to the parcels.

ARTICLE VI.

RESPONSIBILTr. INDEMNrrT.

The two contracting Postal Administrations will not be responsible
for the loss, abstraction, or damage of a parcel.

ARTICLE VII.

FEE FOR CUST CLFARANOE.

The office of delivery may collect from the addressee either in respect
of delivery to the Customs and clearance through the Customs or in
respect of delivery to the Customs only, a fee not exceeding 50 centimes
gold per parcel.
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ARTICLE V. 

PROHIBITIONS. 

Letters, etc. 

Enclosure with dif-
ferent address. 

Live animals. 
Narcotics. 
Nonadmissible arti-

cles. 

Explosive, etc., ar-
ticles. 

Obscene, etc., ar-
ticles. 
Action to be taken. 

Parcel containing a 
letter. 

List of Prohibited 
Articles. 

Parcels wrongly ad-
mitted. 

Loss, etc., of parcels. 

Fee for customs 
clearance. 

1. The following articles are prohibited transmission by parcel 
post 

(a) A letter or a communication having the nature of a letter. 
Nevertheless, it is permitted to enclose in a parcel an open invoice, con-
fined to the particulars which constitute an invoice, and also a simple 
copy of the address of the parcel, with mention of the address of the 
sender; 

(b) An enclosure which bears an address different from that placed 
on the cover of the parcel; 

(c) Any live animal, except leeches. 
(d) Opium, morphine, cocaine, and other narcotics; 
(e) Any article the admission of which is forbidden by the customs 

or other laws or regulations in force in either country. 
(f) Any explosive or inflammable article, and in general any article 

the conveyance of which is dangerous, including articles which from 
their nature or packing may be a source of danger to postal employees, 
or may soil or damage other parcels. 

(g) Obscene or immoral articles. 
2. When a parcel contravening any of these prohibitions is handed 

over by one Postal Administration to the other, the latter shall pro-
ceed in accordance with its laws and inland regulations. Explosive 
or inflammable articles, as well as documents, pictures, and other arti-
cles injurious to public morals may be destroyed on the spot by the 
Postal Administration which has found them in the mails. 
The fact that a parcel contains a letter, or a communication having 

the nature of a letter, may not, in any case, entail the return of the 
parcel to the sender. The letter is, however, marked for the collection 
of postage due from the addressee at the regular rate. 
The two Postal Administrations advise each other, by means of the 

List of Prohibited Articles published by the International Bureau of 
the Universal Postal Union, of all prohibited articles. However, they 
do not on that account assume any responsibility towards the customs 
or police authorities, or the sender. 

3. If parcels wrongly admitted to the post are neither returned to 
origin nor delivered to the addressee, the Postal Administration of 
origin must be informed in a precise manner of the treatment accorded 
to the parcels. 

ARTICLE VI. 

RESPONSIBILITY. INDEM NITY. 

The two contracting Postal Administrations will not be responsible 
for the loss, abstraction, or damage of a parcel. 

ARTICLE VII. 

FEE FOR CESTOMS CLEARANCE. 

The office of delivery may collect from the addressee either in respect 
of delivery to the Customs and clearance through the Customs or in 
respect of delivery to the Customs only, a fee not exceeding 50 centimes 
gold per parcel. 
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ARTICLE VIII.

DELIVERY TO THE ADDRESSEE.

Fee for Delivery at the Place of Address.

Parcels are delivered to the addressees as quickly as possible in ac- Fees.
cordance with the conditions in force in the country of destination.
This country may collect in respect of delivery of parcels to the ad-
dressee a fee not exceeding 50 centimes gold per parcel. The same fee
may be charged, if the case arises, for each presentation after the first
at the addressee's residence or place of business.

ARTICLE IX.

WAREHOUSING CHARGES.

The country of destination is authorized to collect the warehousing w er a ho u n g
charge fixed by its legislation for parcels addressed "General Delivery charges.
or which are not claimed within the prescribed period. This charge
may in no case exceed five gold francs.

ARTICLE X.

CUSTOMS CHARGES.

The parcels are subject to all customs laws and regulations in force Customs charges.
in the country of destination. The duties collectible on that account
are collected from the addressee on delivery of the parcel in accordance
with the customs regulations of the country of destination.

ARTICLE XI.

CUSTOMS CHARGES TO BE CANCELLED.

The customs charges on parcels sent back to the country of origin Predals returned or
or redirected to another country shall be cancelled both in the Colony re

of Fiji and in the United States of America.

ARTICLE XII.

RECALL AND CHANGE OF ADDRESS.

So long as a parcel has not been delivered to the addressee, the sender ofrl s.and change
may recall it or cause its address to be changed. The Postal Adminis-
tration of the country of origin may collect and retain, for this service,
the charge fixed by its regulations. The requests for recall or change
of address of parcels to be delivered in the United States of America
shall be addressed to the Central Administration at Washington;
those relating to parcels for delivery in the Colony of Fiji shall be
addressed to the General Post Office, Suva.

ARTICLE XIII.

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING.

The sender will, on request at the time of mailing a parcel, receive certifcate of mal-
a certificate of mailing from the post office where the parcel is mailed, lg; fee
on a form provided for the purpose; and each country may fix a
reasonable fee therefor.
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ARTICLE VIII. 

DELIVERY TO TEE ADDRESSEE. 

Fee for Delivery at the Place of Address. 

Parcels are delivered to the addressees as quickly as possible in ac-
cordance with the conditions in force in the country of destination. 
This country may collect in respect of delivery of parcels to the ad-
dressee a fee not exceeding 50 centimes gold per parcel. The same fee 
may be charged, if the case arises, for each presentation after the first 
at the addressee's residence or place of business. 

Fees. 

ARTICLE IX. 

W AREHOUSING CHARGES. 

The country of destination 15 authorized to collect the warehousing chvaVrgaesr ehousing 
charge fixed by its legislation for parcels addressed "General Delivery ' 
or which are riot claimed within the prescribed period. This charge 
may in no case exceed five gold francs. 

ARTICLE X. 

CUSTOMS CHARCXS 

The parcels are subject to all customs laws and regulations in force 
in the country of destination. The duties collectible on that account 
are collected from the addressee on delivery of the parcel in accordance 
with the customs regulations of the country of destination. 

ARTICLE XI. 

Customs charges. 

CUSTOMS CHARGES TO BE CANCELLED. 

The customs charges on parcels sent back to the country of origin P rediare"c 
tlesd returned or 

or redirected to another country shall be cancelled both in the Colony 
of Fiji and in the United States of America. 

ARTICLE XII. 

RECALL AND CHANGE OF ADDRESS. 

So long as a parcel has not been delivered to the addressee, the sender 
may recall it or cause its address to be changed. The Postal Adminis-
tration of the country of origin may collect and retain, for this service, 
the charge fixed by its regulations. The requests for recall or change 
of address of parcels to be delivered in the United States of America 
shall be addressed to the Central Administration at Washington; 
those relating to parcels for delivery in the Colony of Fiji shall be 
addressed to the General Post Office, Suva-. 

ARTICLE XIII. 

CEwriricATE OF MALLING 

The sender will, on request at the time of mailing a parcel, receive 
a certificate of mailing from the post office where the parcel is mailed, 
on a form provided for the purpose; and each country may fix a 
reasonable fee therefor. 

Recall and change 
of address. 

Certificate of mail-
ing; fee. 
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ARTICLE XIV.

INQUMRIES AND COMPLANTS.

r lees. 1. A fee may be charged, at the option of the country of origin, on
a request for information as to the disposal of a parcel made after it
has been posted.

2. A fee may also be charged, at the option of the country of origin,
in connection with any complaint of any irregularity which prema
facie was not due to the fault of the Postal Service.

ARTICLE XV.

MISSENT PARCELS.

Missent parcels. Parcels, when missent, are reforwarded to their correct destination
by the most direct route at the disposal of the reforwarding Postal
Administration. They must not be charged with customs or other
charges by that Administration.

peund of credits if When the reforwarding involves return of the parcel to the office of
origin, the retransmitting Postal Administration refunds to that office
the credits received and reports the error by a Bulletin of Verification.

thRrdcounr to When the reforwarding involves dispatch of a parcel to a third
country and if the amount credited to the retransmitting Postal
Administration is insufficient to cover the expenses of retransmission
which it has to defray, the retransmitting Postal Administration
allows to the Postal Administration to which it forwards the parcel
the credits due it; it then recovers the amount of the deficiency by
claiming it from the office of exchange from which the missent parcel
was directly received. The reason for this claim is notified to the
latter by means of a Bulletin of Verification.

ARTICLE XVI.

REFORWARDING.

Reforwarding.

Supplementary
charges.

New postage
charges.

Reforwarding or re-
turn to another coun-
try.

1. A parcel may be redirected in consequence of the addressee's
change of address in the country of destination, at the request of either
the sender or the addressee.

The reforwarding of a parcel within either the United States of
America or the Colony of Fiji gives rise to the collection of the sup-
plementary charges provided for by the Postal Administration re-
forwarding the parcel. The same is true, if occasion arises, in regard
to the delivery of such parcel to another person at the original place
of destination. These charges shall not be cancelled even m case the
parcel is returned to origin or is reforwarded to another country.

2. If a parcel must be reforwarded to either the United States of
America or the Colony of Fiji, it is liable to new postage charges,
unless such charges have been paid in advance. The new postage is
collected from the addressee by the Postal Administration effecting
the delivery.

3. At the request of the sender or addressee, parcels may also be
reforwarded or returned to another country. The senders may mark
the parcels: "Do not forward to a third country." In that case, the
parcels must not be reforwarded to any other country.
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ARTICLE XIV. 

INQUIRIES AND COMPLAINTS. 

1. A fee may be charged, at the option of the country of origin, on 
a request for information as to the disposal of a parcel made after it 
has been posted. 

2. A fee may also be charged, at the option of the country of origin, 
in connection with any complaint of any irregularity which prima 
facie was not due to the fault of the Postal Service. 

ARTICLE XV. 

MiSsENT PARCELS. 

Parcels, when missent, are reforwarded to their correct destination 
by the most direct route at the disposal of the reforwarding Postal 
Administration. They must not be charged with customs or other 
charges by that Administration. 
When the reforwarding involves return of the parcel to the office of 

origin, the retransmitting Postal Administration refunds to that office 
the credits received and reports the error by a Bulletin of Verification. 
When the reforwarding involves dispatch of a parcel to a third 

country and if the amount credited to the retransmitting Postal 
Administration is insufficient to cover the expenses of retransmission 
which it has to defray, the retransmitting Postal Administration 
allows to the Postal Administration to which it forwards the parcel 
the credits due it; it then recovers the amount of the deficiency b 
claiming it from the office of exchange from which the missent parcel 
was directly received. The reason for this claim is notified to the 
latter by means of a Bulletin of Verification. 

ARTICLE XVI. 

REFORWARDING. 

1. A parcel may be redirected in consequence of the addressee's 
change of address in the country of destination, at the request of either 
the sender or the addressee. 
The reforwarding of a parcel within either the United States of 

America or the Colony of Fiji gives rise to the collection of the sup-
plementary charges provided for by the Postal Administration re-
forwarding the parcel. The same is true, if occasion arises, in regard 
to the delivery of such parcel to another person at the original place 
of destination. These charges shall not be cancelled even in case the 
parcel is returned to origin or is reforwarded to another country. 

2. If a parcel must be reforwarded to either the United States of 
America or the Colony of Fiji, it is liable to new postage charges, 
unless such charges have been paid in advance. The new postage is 
collected from the addressee by the Postal Administration effecting 
the delivery. 

3. At the request of the sender or addressee, parcels may also be 
reforwarded or returned to another country. The senders may mark 
the parcels: "Do not forward to a third country." In that case, the 
parcels must not be reforwarded to any other country. 
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ARTICLE XVII.

NON-DELIVERY.

1. Undeliverable parcels returned to the sender are liable to new
postage charges. The charges are collectible from the sender and are
collected by the Postal Administration delivering the parcels to him.

2. At the time of mailing, the sender must state how his parcel is to
be disposed of in the event of non-delivery; that is, the sender must
mark the parcel and the customs declarations with one of the follow-
ing notes:-

"In case of non-delivery, the parcel should be returned to the
sender";

"In case of non-delivery, the parcel should be considered as
abandoned";

"In case of non-delivery, the parcel should be delivered to
---------- -

No note other than those provided for above, or note of similar im-
port, is permitted, except as provided in Article XVI, Section 3.

3. Barring contrary instructions, undeliverable parcels are returned
to origin, without previous notification, 30 days after their arrival at
the office of destination. Parcels which the addressee refuses to accept
shall be returned immediately. In all cases, the reason for non-de-
livery must be indicated on the parcel.

4. Parcels liable to deterioration or corruption may be sold imme-
diately even en route, on the outward or return voyage, without pre-
vious notice and without judicial formality, for the benefit of the
rightful party.

If, for any reason, sale is impossible, the deteriorated or corrupted
articles are destroyed. The sale or destruction gives rise to the making
of a report which is sent to the Postal Administration of origin.

5. Undeliverable parcels which the sender has abandoned may, at
the expiration of a 30-day period, be sold for the profit of the Postal
Administration of the country of destination.

6. The provisions of Article XVIII, Section 2, shall be applied to a
parcel which is returned in consequence of non-delivery.

ARTICLE XVIII.

CITAROES.

1. For each parcel exchanged between the United States of America
and the Colony of Fiji the dispatching Office credits to the Office of
destination in the parcel bills the quotas due to the latter, and indi-
cated in the Regulations of Execution.

2. In case of reforwarding or return to origin of a parcel, if new
postage is collected by the redispatching office, the parcel is treated as
if it had originated in that country. Otherwise, the redispatching
Office recovers from the other Office the quota due to it, namely, as the
case may be:

(a) The charges prescribed by Section 1 above;
(b) The charges for reforwarding or return.

In the case of reforwarding or return to a third country, the accrued
charges, that is, such of the charges mentioned in (a) and (b) above
as are applicable, shall follow the parcel, but in the case that the third

Charges.

Instructions in case
of non-delivery.

Undeliverable par
eels.

Parcels liable to de-
terioration.

Abandoned parcels.

Provisions applica-
ble.

Credits.

Post, p. 2037.

Reforwarding or re-
turn to origin.

Reforwarding or re-
turn to a third
country.
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ARTICLE XVII. 

NON-DELI'VERY. 

1. Undeliverable parcels returned to the sender are liable to new 
postage charges. The charges are collectible from the sender and are 
collected by the Postal Administration delivering the parcels to him. 

2. At the time of mailing, the sender must state how his parcel is to 
be disposed of in the event of non-delivery; that is, the sender must 
mark the parcel and the customs declarations with one of the follow-
ing notes :— 
"In case of non-delivery, the parcel should be returned to the 

sender"; 
"In case of non-delivery, the parcel should be considered as 

abandoned"; 
"In case, of non-delivery, the parcel should be delivered to 

No note other than those provided for above, or note of similar im-
port, is permitted, except as provided in Article XVI, Section 3. 

3. Barring contrary instructions, undeliverable parcels are returned 
to origin, without previous notification, 30 days after their arrival at 
the office of destination. Parcels which the addregsee refuses to accept 
shall be returned immediately. In all cases, the reason for non-de-
livery must be indicated on the parcel. 

4. Parcels liable to deterioration or corruption may be sold imme-
diately even en route, on the outward or return voyage without pre-
vious notice and without judicial formality, for the benefit of the 
rightful party. 

If, for any reason, sale is impossible, the deteriorated or corrupted 
articles are destroyed. The sale or destruction gives rise to the making 
of a report which is sent to the Postal Administration of origin. 

5. Undeliverable parcels which the sender has abandoned may, at 
the expiration of a 30-day period, be sold for the profit of the Postal 
Administration of the country of destination. 

6. The provisions of Article XVIII, Section 2, shall be applied to a 
parcel which is returned in consequence of non-delivery. 

ARTICLE XVIII. 

CHARGES. 

1. For each parcel exchanged between the United States of America 
and the Colony of Fiji the dispatching Office credits to the Office of 
destination in the parcel bills the quotas due to the latter, and indi-
cated in the Regulations of Execution. 

2. In case of reforwarding or return to origin of a parcel, if new 
postage is collected by the redispatching office, the parcel is treated as 
if it had originated in that country. Otherwise, the redispatching 
Office recovers from the other Office the quota due to it, namely, as the 
case may be: 

(a) The charges prescribed by Section 1 above; 
(b) The charges for reforwarding or return. 

In the case of reforwarding or return to a third country, the accrued 
charges, that is, such of the charges mentioned in (a) and (b) above 
as are applicable, shall follow the parcel, but in the case that the third 
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Return or refor-
warding in transit.

Postal charges; re-
striction.
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country concerned refuses to assume the charges because they cannot be
collected from the addressee or sender, as the case may be, or for any
other reason, they shall be charged back to the country of origin.

In the case of a parcel returned or reforwarded in transit through
one of the two Postal Administrations to or from the other, the inter-
mediary Administration may claim also the sum due to it for any
additional territorial or sea service provided, together with any
amounts due to any other Administration or Administrations
concerned.

ARTICLE XIX.

POSTAL CHARGES OTHER THAN THOSE PRESCRIBED NOT TO BE COLLECTED.

The parcels to which this Agreement applies shall not be subject to
any postal charges other than those contemplated by the different
articles hereof.

ARTICLE XX.

DEmINmIoN OF GOLD FRANCS AND CENTIMES.

Monetary defini- The francs and centimes mentioned in this agreement are gold francs
49 stat. 2741. and centimes as defined by the Postal Union Convention.

ARTICLE XXI.

AIR PARCELS.

Surtax.

Temporary suspen-
sion of service.

The Chiefs of the two contracting Postal Administrations have the
right to fix by mutual consent the air surtax and other conditions in
the case where the parcels are conveyed by air routes.

ARTICLE XXII.

TEMPORARY SUSPENSION OF SERVICE.

In extraordinary circumstances such as will justify the measure,
either Postal Administration may temporarily suspend the parcel-
post service, either entirely or partially, or restrict it to certain offices,
on condition of giving immediate notice, if necessary by telegraph, to
the other Postal Administration.

ARTICLE XXIII.

MATTERS NOT PROVIDED FOR IN THE PRESENT AGREEMENT.

Treatment co rdnes 1. Unless they are provided for in the present Agreement, all ques-
with domestic legisla- tions concerning requests for recall or change of address of parcels
tion. shall be treated in accordance with the domestic legislation of the

United States of America or of the Colony of Fiji.
Detailed regula- 2. The details relative to the application of the present Agreement
Post, p. 2037. will be fixed by the two Postal Administrations in Regulations of

Execution, the provisions of which may be modified or completed by
common consent by way of correspondence.

Mutual notice of 3. The two Postal Administrations notify each other mutually of
their laws, ordinances, and tariffs concerning the exchange of parcel
post, as well as of all modifications in rates which may be subsequently
made.

Return or refor-
warding in transit. 

Postal charges; re-
striction. 
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country concerned refuses to assume the charges because they cannot be 
collected from the addressee or sender, as the case may be, or for any 
other reason, they shall be charged back to the country of origin. 

In the case of a parcel returned or reforwarded in transit through 
one of the two Postal Administrations to or from the other, the inter-
mediary Administration may claim also the sum due to it for any 
additional territorial or sea service provided, together with any 
amounts due to any other Administration or Administrations 
concerned. 

ARTICLE XIX. 

POSTAL CHARGES OTHER THAN THOSE PRESCRIBED NOT TO BE COLLECT'ED. 

The parcels to which this Agreement applies shall not be subject to 
any postal charges other than those contemplated by the different 
articles hereof. 

ARTICLE XX. 

DEFINITION or GOLD FRANCS AND CENTIMES. 

Monetary d ef ni- The francs and centimes mentioned in this agreement are gold francs tions. 
49 Stat. 2741. and centimes as defined by the Postal Union Convention. 

Surtax. 

Temporary suspen-
sion of service. 

Treatment of ques-
tions in accordance 
with domestic legisla-
tion. 

Detailed regula-
tions. 

Post, p. 2037. 

Mutual notice of 
laws, etc. 

ARTICLE XXI. 

AIR PARCELS. 

The Chiefs of the two contracting Postal Administrations have the 
right to fix by mutual consent the air surtax and other conditions in 
the case where the parcels are conveyed by air routes. 

ARTICLE XXII. 

TEMPORARY SUSPENSION OF SERVICE. 

In extraordinary circumstances such as will justify the measure, 
either Postal Administration may temporarily suspend the parcel-
post service, either entirely or partially, or restrict it to certain offices, 
on condition of giving immediate notice, if necessary by telegraph, to 
the other Postal Administration. 

ARTICLE XXIII. 

MATiatS NOT PROVIDED FOR IN TM. PRESENT AGREEMENT. 

1. Unless they are provided for in the present Agreement, all ques-
tions concerning requests for recall or change of address of parcels 
shall be treated in accordance with the domestic legislation of the 
United States of America or of the Colony of Fiji. 

2. The details relative to the application of the present Agreement 
-will be fixed by the two Postal Administrations in Regulations of 
Execution, the provisions of which may be modified or completed by 
common consent by way of correspondence. 

3. The two Postal Administrations notify each other mutually of 
their laws, ordinances, and tariffs concerning the exchange of parcel 
post, as well as of all modifications in rates which may be subsequently 
made. 
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ARTICLE XXIV.

DURATION OF THE AGREEMENT.

1. This Agreement substitutes and abrogates the Parcel Post Con-
vention signed at Suva the 10th day of June, 1920, and at Washington,
the 21st day of August, 1920, and it shall become effective and may be
put into force administratively on a date to be mutually settled between
the Postal Administrations of the two countries.

2. It shall remain in effect as long as it has not been terminated six
months in advance by one or the other of the two Postal Adminis-
trations.

Done in duplicate and signed at Washington. the 15th day of No-
vember 1938 and at Suva, the 10 th day of January, 1939.

[SEAL] JAMES A. FARLEY
The Postmaster-General of the United States of America.

C. O. TAYLOR
The Acting Postmaster-General of the Colony of Fiji.

REGULATIONS OF EXECUTION FOR THE PARCEL POST
AGREEMENT.

The following detailed Regulations for the Execution of the Parcel
Post Agreement have been agreed upon by the Chiefs of the Postal
Administrations of the United States of America and the Colony of
Fiji:

ARTICLE 1.

LIMrrs OF WEIGrH AND SIZE.

1. The parcels to be exchanged under the provisions of this Agree-
ment may not exceed 22 pounds in weight nor three feet six inches in
length or six feet in length and girth combined.

The limit of weight and of maximum dimensions stated above may
be changed from time to time by agreement made through cor-
respondence.

2. In regard to the exact calculation of the weight and dimensions,
the indications furnished by the dispatching office will be accepted save
in the case of obvious error.

ARTICLE 2.

PREPARATION OF PARCELS.

1. The name and address of the sender and of the addressee must be
written legibly and correctly, on the parcel itself if possible, or on a
label or tag securely affixed to the parcel.

It is recommended that a duplicate of the address be inserted in
every parcel, especially when the use of a tag for the address is ren-
dered necessary by the packing or form of the parcel.

Parcels on which the name of the sender or of the addressee is indi-
cated by initials only are not admitted, unless the initials are the
adopted trade name of the sender or addressee which is generally
understood.

Addresses in ordinary pencil are not admitted. However, addresses
written in indelible pencil on a previously dampened surface are
accepted.

Abrogation of for-
mer agreement.

41 Stat. 1713.
Effective date.

Duration.

Signatures.

Regulations for Ele-
cution.

Limits of weight
and size.

Preparation of par-
eels.
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ARTICLE XXIV. 

DURATION OF THE AGREEMENT. 

1. This Agreement substitutes and abrogates the Parcel Post Con-
vention signed at Suva the 10th day of June, 1920, and at Washington, 
the 21st day of August, 1920, and it shall become effective and may be 
put into force administratively on a date to be mutually settled between 
the Postal Administrations of the two countries. 

2. It shall remain in effect as long as it has not been terminated six 
months in advance by one or the other of the two Postal Adminis-
trations. 
Done in duplicate and signed at Washington, the 15th day of No-

vember 1938 and at Suva, the 10th day of January, 1939. 

[SEAL] JAMES A. PARLEY 
The Postmaster-General of the United States of America. 

C. 0. TAYLOR 
The Acting Postmaster-General of the Colony of Fiji. 

REGULATIONS OF EXECUTION FOR THE PARCEL POST 
AGREEMENT. 

The following detailed Regulations for the Execution of the Parcel 
Post Agreement have been agreed upon by the Chiefs of the Postal 
Administrations of the United States of America and the Colony of 
Fiji: 

ARTICLE 1. 

LIMITS OF W EIGHT AND SIZE. 

1. The parcels to be exchanged under the provisions of this Agree-
ment may not exceed 22 pounds in weight nor three feet six inches in 
length or six feet in length and girth combined. 
The limit of weight and of maximum dimensions stated above may 

be changed from time to time by agreement made through cor-
respondence. 

2. In regard to the exact calculation of the weight and dimensions, 
the indications furnished by the dispatching office will be accepted save 
in the case of obvious error. 

ARTICLE 2. 

PREPARATION OF PARCELS. 

1. The name and address of the sender and of the addressee must be 
written legibly and correctly, on the parcel itself if possible, or on a 
label or tag securely affixed to the parcel. 

It is recommended that a duplicate of the address be inserted in 
every parcel, especially when the use of a tag for the address is ren-
dered necessary by the packing or form of the parcel. 

Parcels on which the name of the sender or of the addressee is indi-
cated by initials only are not admitted, unless the initials are the 
adopted trade name of the sender or addressee which is generally 
understood. 
Addresses in ordinary pencil are not admitted. However, addresses 

written in indelible pencil on a previously dampened surface are 
accepted. 

Abrogation of for-
mer agreement. 

41 Stat. 1713. 
Effective date. 

Duration. 

Signatures. 

Regulations for Exe-
cution. 

Limits of weight 
and size. 

Preparation of par-
cels. 
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2. Each parcel must be packed in such a manner that the contents
are protected over the whole route, and in such a way as to prevent
the contents from damaging other parcels or objects or injuring postal
agents. The packing must protect the contents sufficiently that, in
case of rifling, the traces thereof may be easily discovered.

Parcels may be sealed at the option of the sender, or careful tying
is sufficient as a mode of closing.

The Customs Administration of the country of destination is author-
ized to open the parcels in order to inspect the contents. To that end,
the seals or any other fastenings may be broken. Parcels opened by
the Customs must be refastened and also officially resealed, except in
the case of parcels which were not sealed by the senders in the first
instance.

3. Liquids and easily liquefiable substances must be sent in a double
receptacle. Between the first (bottle, flask, box, &c.) and the second
(box of metal, strong wood, strong corrugated cardboard, or strong
carton of fibre-board, or receptacle of equal strength), there must be
left a space to be filled with sawdust, bran, or other absorbent material,
in sufficient quantity to absorb all the liquid in case the receptacle is
broken.

4. Powders and dyes in powder form must be packed in strong
boxes of tin or other metal which, after soldering, must be placed in
turn in substantial outer covers in such a way as to avoid all damage to
other articles.

ARTICLE 3.

CUSTOMS DECLARATIONs.

1. The sender shall prepare one customs declaration for each parcel
sent from either country, upon a special form provided for the pur-
pose by the country of origin.

The customs declaration shall give a general description of the
parcel, an accurate statement in detail of its contents and value, date
of mailing, gross and net weight, the sender's name and address, and
the name and address of the addressee, and shall be securely attached
to the parcel.

However, as an exception to the foregoing, when more than one
parcel is mailed simultaneously by the same sender in the United States
of America to the same addressee at the same address in the Colony
of Fiji, or vice versa, the sender need prepare only one customs declara-
tion for the entire shipment, which customs declaration shall show, in
addition to the particulars set forth in the preceding paragraph, the
total number of parcels comprising the shipment, and shall be securely
attached to one of the parcels. The parcels comprising the entire
shipment shall be clearly marked in such case with a fractional num-
ber, the numerator of which will indicate, in Arabic figures, the num-ber of the parcel and denominator the number of parcels comprising
the shipment; for example, if a single shipment were composed of 15
parcels, each parcel would be numbered, respectively, 15, 2/15, %6, &c.

2. The Postal Administrations accept no responsibility for the cor-
rectness of the customs declarations.

ARTICLE 4.
RECEPTrAcLE8.

1. The Postal Administrations of the two contracting countries shallprovide the respective bags necessary for the dispatch of their parcelsand each bag shall be marked to show the name of the office or country
to which it belongs.
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2. Each parcel must be packed in. such a manner that the contents 
are protected over the whole route, and in such a way as to prevent 
the contents from damaging other parcels or objects or injuring postal 
agents. The packing must protect the contents sufficiently that, in 
case of rifling, the traces thereof may be easily discovered. 

Parcels may be sealed at the option of the sender, or careful tying 
is sufficient as a mode of closing. 
The Customs Administration of the country of destination is author-

ized to open the parcels in order to inspect the contents. To that end, 
the seals or any other fastenings may be broken. Parcels opened by 
the Customs must be refastened and also officially resealed, except in 
the case of parcels which were not sealed by the senders in the first 
instance. 

3. Liquids and easily liquefiable substances must be sent in a double 
receptacle. Between the first (bottle, flask, box, &c.) and the second 
(box of metal, strong wood, strong corrugated cardboard, or strong 
carton of fibre-board, or receptacle of equal strength), there must be 
left a space to be filled with sawdust, bran, or other absorbent material, 
in sufficient quantity, to absorb all the liquid in case the receptacle is 
broken. 

4. Powders and dyes in powder form must be packed in strong 
boxes of tin or other metal which, after soldering, must be placed in 
turn in substantial outer covers in such a way as to avoid all damage to 
other articles. 

ARTICLE 3. 

CUSTOMS DECLARATIONS. 
Customs declara-

tions, 

Receptacles. 

1. The sender shall prepare one customs declaration for each parcel 
sent from either country, upon a special form provided for the pur-
pose by the country of origin. 
The customs declaration shall give a general description of the 

parcel, an accurate statement in detail of its contents and value, date 
of mailing, gross and net weight, the sender's name and address, and 
the name and address of the addressee, and shall be securely attached 
to the parcel. 
However, as an exception to the foregoing, when more than one 

parcel is mailed simultaneously by the same sender in the United States 
of America to the same addressee at the same address in the Colony 
of Fiji, or vice versa, the sender need prepare only one customs declara-
tion for the entire shipment, which customs declaration shall show, in 
addition to the particulars set forth in the preceding paragraph, the 
total number of parcels comprising the shipment, and shall be securely 
attached to one of the parcels. The parcels comprising the entire 
shipment shall be clearly marked in such case with a fractional num-
ber, the numerator of which will indicate, in Arabic figures, the num-
ber of the parcel and denominator the number of parcels comprising 
the shipment; for example, if a single shipment were composed of 15 
parcels, each parcel would be numbered, respectively, 1/15, %5, %5, &c. 

2. The Postal Administrations accept no responsibility for the cor-
rectness of the customs declarations. 

ARTICLE 4. 

RECEPTACLES. 

1. The Postal Administrations of the two contracting countries shall 
provide the respective bags necessary for the dispatch of their parcels 
and each bag shall be marked to show the name of the office or country 
to which it belongs. 
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2. Bags must be returned empty to the dispatching office by the next
mail. Empty bags to be returned are made up in bundles of ten, en-
closing nine bags in one. The total number of bags returned shall be
entered on the relative parcel bills.

3. In case ten per cent. or more of the total number of bags used
during the year have not been returned, the value of the missing bags
must be repaid to the Postal Administration of origin.

ARTICLE 5.

MEFHOD OF EXCHANOE OF PARCELS.

1. The parcels shall be exchanged, in sacks duly fastened and sealed Method o exchange
by the offices appointed by agreement between the two Postal Adminis- of parcels.
trations, and shall be dispatched to the country of destination by the
Country of origin at its cost and by such means as it provides.

2. The weight of any sack of parcels shall not exceed 80 lb. avoirdu-
pois.

ARTICLE 6.

BLLING OF PARCELB.

1. The parcel bills must be prepared in duplicate. The original is Billing of parcels.
sent in the regular mails, while the duplicate is inserted in one of the
sacks. The sack containing the parcel bill is designated by the letter
"F" traced in a conspicuous manner on the label.

2. The parcels included in each dispatch to the United States of
America are to be entered on the parcel bills to show the total number
of parcels and the total net weight thereof. The parcels included in
each dispatch to the Colony of Fiji are to be entered on the parcel bills
to show the total number of parcels according to the divisions of
weight (a) up to 3 pounds, (b) 3 to 7 pounds, (c) 7 to 11 pounds, and
(d) 11 to 22 pounds.

3. Parcels sent "a decouvert" must be entered separately on the
parcel bills.

4. Returned or redirected parcels must be entered individually on
the parcel bills and be followed by the word "Returned" or "Re-
directed" as the case may be. A statement of the charges which may
be due on these parcels and their weights should be shown in the
"Observations" column.

5. The total number of sacks comprising each dispatch must also
be shown on the parcel bills.

6. Each dispatching exchange office numbers the parcel bills in the
upper left-hand corner in accordance with an annual series. The last
number of the preceding year must be mentioned on the first bill of
the following year.

7. The exact method of advising parcels or the receptacles contain-
ing them sent by one Postal Administration in transit through the
other, together with any details of procedure in connection with the
advice of such parcels or receptacles for which provision is not made
in this Agreement, shall be settled by mutual consent through corre-
spondence between the two Postal Administrations.

ARTICLE 7.

VERIFICATION BY THE EXCHANGE OFFICE.

1. Upon receipt of a dispatch, the exchange office of destination verifiction by the
proceeds to verify it. The enteries in the parcel bill must be verified e eof
exactly. Each error or omission must be brought immediately to the
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2. Bags must be returned empty to the dispatching office by the next 
mail. Empty bags to be returned are made up in bundles of ten, en-
closing nine bags in one. The total number of bags returned shall be 
entered on the relative parcel bills. 

3. In case ten per cent. or more of the total number of bags used 
during the year have not been returned, the value of the missing bags 
must be repaid to the Postal Administration of origin. 

ARTICLE 5. 

METHOD OF EXCHANGE or PARCELS. 

1. The parcels shall be exchanged, in sacks duly fastened and sealed 
by the offices appointed by agreement between the two Postal Adminis-
trations, and shall be dispatched to the country of destination by the 
Country of origin at its cost and by such means as it provides. 

2. The weight of any sack of parcels shall not exceed 80 lb. avoirdu-
pois. 

ARTICLE 6. 

BILLING or PARCELt3. 

1. The parcel bills must be prepared in duplicate. The original is 
sent in the regular mails, while the duplicate is inserted in one of the 
sacks. The sack containing the parcel bill is designated by the letter 
"F" traced in a conspicuous manner on the label. 

2. The parcels included in each dispatch to the United States of 
America are to be entered on the parcel bills to show the total number 
of parcels and the total net weight thereof. The parcels included in 
each dispatch to the Colony of Fiji are to be entered on the parcel bills 
to show the total number of parcels according to the divisions of 
weight (a) up to 3 pounds, (b) 3 to 7 pounds, (c) 7 to 11 pounds, and 
(d) 11 to 22 pounds. 

3. Parcels sent "a dkouvert" must be entered separately on the 
parcel bills. 

4. Returned or redirected parcels must be entered individually on 
the parcel bills and be followed by the word "Returned" or "Re-
directed" as the case may be. A statement of the charges which may 
be due on these parcels and their weights should be shown in the 
"Observations" column. 

5. The total number of sacks comprising each dispatch must also 
be shown on the parcel bills. 

6. Each dispatching exchange office numbers the parcel bills in the 
upper left-hand corner in accordance with an annual series. The last 
number of the preceding year must be mentioned on the first bill of 
the following year. 

7. The exact method of advising _parcels or the receptacles contain-
ing them sent by one Postal Administration in transit through the 
other, together with any details of procedure in connection with the 
advice of such parcels or receptacles for which provision is not made 
in this Agreement, shall be settled by mutual consent through corre-
spondence between the two Postal Administrations. 

ARTICLE 7. 

VERIFICATION BY  EXCHANGE Ot r ICE. 

1. Upon receipt of a dispatch, the exchange office of destination 
proceeds to verify it. The enteries in the parcel bill must be verified 
exactly. Each error or omission must be brought immediately to the 

Method of exchange 
of parcels. 

Billing of parcels. 

Verification by the 
exchange office. 
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knowledge of the dispatching exchange office by means of a bulletin
of verification. A dispatch is considered as having been found in
order in all regards when no bulletin of verification is made up.

If any error or irregularity is found upon receipt of a dispatch, all
objects which may serve later on for investigations must be kept.

2. The dispatching exchange office to which a bulletin of verification
is sent returns it after having examined it and entered thereon its
observations, if any. That bulletin is then attached to the parcel bills
of the parcels to which it relates. Corrections made on a parcel bill
which are not justified by supporting papers are considered as devoid
of value.

3. If necessary, the dispatching exchange office may also be advised
by telegram, at the expense of the office sending such telegram.

4. In case of shortage of a parcel bill, a duplicate is prepared, a copy
of which is sent to the exchange office of origin of the dispatch.

5. The office of exchange which receives from a corresponding office
a parcel which is damaged or insufficiently packed must redispatch
such parcel after repacking, if necessary, preserving the original pack-
ing as far as possible.

If the damage is such that the contents of the parcel may have been
abstracted, the office must first officially open the parcel and verify
its contents.

In either case, the weight of the parcel will be verified before and
after repacking, and indicated on the wrapper of the parcel itself.
That indication will be followed by the note "repacked at ----------
and the signature of the agents who have effected such repacking.

ARTICLE 8.

PAYMENT.

Payment. 1. For each parcel sent to the Colony of Fiji, payment shall be made
at the rate of 1 franc per parcel not exceeding 3 pounds in weight, 1.50
francs per parcel weighing over 3 up to 7 pounds, 2.50 francs per parcel
weighing over 7 up to 11 pounds, and 5 francs per parcel over 11 up to
22 pounds.

2. For each parcel sent to the United States of America or to its
possessions, payment shall be made as follows, based on the bulk net
weight of each dispatch:-
0.70 gold franc per kilogram for parcels for the United States;
0.35 gold franc per kilogram for parcels for the United States Virgin

Islands, Hawaii Puerto Rico, Guam, and Samoa;
0.70 gold franc per kilogram for parcels for Alaska.

3. In addition, there shall be paid the following transit charges for
parcels, sent via the United States of America for its possessions, based
on the bulk net weight of each dispatch:-

0.70 gold franc per kilogram when only sea service is provided;
1.15 gold franc per kilogram when only land service is provided;
1.50 gold franc per kilogram when both land and sea services are

provided.
4. The terminal quotas and transit charges above mentioned may be

reduced or increased on three months previous notice given by one
country to the other. The reduction or increase shall remain in force
for at least one year.
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ARTICLE 9.

ACCOUNTING.

1. At the end of each quarter, each Postal Administration makes up
an account on the basis of the parcel bills.

2. These accounts accompanied by the parcel bills, and, if any, copies
of verification notes relating thereto shall be submitted to the examina-
tion of the corresponding Postal Administration in the course of the
month following the quarter to which they relate.

3. The recapitulation, transmission, examination and acceptance of
these accounts must not be delayed, and payment of the balance shall
take place, at the latest, at the expiration of the following quarter.

4. The balance resulting from the adjustment of accounts between
the two Postal Administrations is paid by a sight draft drawn on New
York, or by some other means mutually agreed upon by corre-
spondence. The expenses of payment are chargeable to the debtor
Administration.

ARTICLE 10.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTIFICATIONS.

The Postal Administrations shall communicate to each other a sum-
mary of the provisions of their laws or regulations applicable to the
parcels exchanged between the two countries, and other items necessary
for carrying out the exchange of parcels.

These Regulations shall come into operation on the day on which the
Parcel Post Agreement comes into force and shall have the same dura-
tion as that Agreement.

Done in duplicate and signed at Washington, the 15th day of No-
vember 1938 and at Suva, the 10th day of January 1939.

[SEAL] JAMES A FARLEY
The Postmaster-General of the United States of America.

C. O. TAYLOR.
The Acting Postmaster-General of the Colony of Fiji.

The foregoing Parcel Post Agreement between the United States of
America and the Colony of Fiji and the Regulations of Execution
thereof have been negotiated and concluded with my advice and con-
sent and they are hereby approved and ratified.

In testimony whereof, I have caused the seal of the United States
to be hereunto affixed.

[SEAL]

Miscellaneous noti-
fications.

Entry into force;
duration.

Signatures.

Approval by the
President.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT

By the President:
CORDELL HULL

Secretary of State
WASHINGTON, November 22, 1938
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October 28 and
December 10, 1938
[E. A. S. No. 136]

Arrangement with
Canada regarding ra-
dio broadcasting.

Arrangement between the United States of America and Canada regard-
ing radio broadcasting. Effected by exchange of notes, signed October
28 and December 10, 1938.

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Canadian Minister (Marler)

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, October 28, 1938.
SIR:

I have the honor to inform you of the Department's consideration of
three arrangements resulting from the deliberations of the Inter-
American Radio Conference which was held at Habana, Cuba from
November 1 to December 13, 1937. Those Agreements relate to the
following subjects:

a. Arrangement regarding radio broadcasting channels which
provides for a tentative allocation of broadcasting frequencies
established in view of the terms of the North American Regional
Broadcasting Agreement, Habana 1937.

b. Agreement between the United States and Canada for the
use of the frequency 540 kilocycles.

c. Agreement with respect to the assignment by the United
States of a Class I-A station to the 700 kilocycle frequency with a
power of 50 kilowatts or more and the assignment by Canada of a
similar station with equal power on a frequency of 690 kilocycles.

For your convenience there are quoted the proposed arrangements
outlined above:

a. ARRANGEMENT REGARDING RADIO BROADCASTING CHANNELS

There shall be in Canada sixteen full time station assignments to
stations which at present are considered as regional or local stations,
and under the proposed North American Broadcasting Agreement,
signed at Habana, December 13, 1937, will be classified at Class III
or Class IV. Six of these stations shall have a power of 1,000 watts
each and ten a power of 100 watts each, as follows;

Frequency (kc)
Present Proposed

1030 1300
840 600
910 610
960 610

1010 620
730 1260
730 1230
690 1230
730 1400

1010 1240

Staton
CJBR
CFQC
CJAT

CHNC
CKCK
CJCA

CKPR
CJCJ
CFPL
CKIC

1010 1450 CKWX

1010 1310 CHML

960 1340 CFRN
1010 1340 CKCO
1510 1490 CKCR
1510 1490 CFRC

Location
Rimouski, Que.
Saskatoon, Sask.
Trail, B. C.
New Carlisle, Que.
Regina, Sask.
Belmont View Alta.
Port Arthur, Ont.
Calgary, Alta.
London, Ont.
Wolfville, N. S.

Vancouver, B. C.

Saltfleet Two. Ont.
(Hamilton)

Edmonton, Alta.
Boom Island, Que.
Waterloo, Ont.
Kingston, Ont.

Power
1000w
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

100
100
100
100

(50w)
100

100

100
100
100
100

Clan
III
III
III
III
III
III
IV
IV
IV
IV

IV

IV

IV
IV
IV
IV
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SIR: 
I have the honor to inform you of the Department's consideration of 

three arrangements resulting from the deliberations of the Inter-
American Radio Conference which was held at Habana, Cuba from 
November 1 to December 13, 1937. Those Agreements relate to the 
following subjects: 

a. Arrangement regarding radio broadcasting channels which 
provides for a tentative allocation of broadcasting frequencies 
established in view of the terms of the North American Regional 
Broadcasting Agreement, Habana 1937. 

b. Agreement between the United States and Canada for the 
use of the frequency 540 kilocycles. 

c. Agreement with respect to the assignment by the United 
States of a Class I—A station to the 700 kilocycle frequency with a 
power of 50 kilowatts or more and the assignment by Canada of a 
similar station with equal power on a frequency of 690 kilocycles. 

For your convenience there are quoted the proposed arrangements 
outlined above: 

a. ARRANGEMENT REGARDING RADIO BROADCASTING CHANNELS 

There shall be in Canada sixteen full time station assignments to 
stations which at present are considered as regional or local stations, 
and under the proposed North American Broadcasting Agreement, 
signed at Habana, December 13, 1937, will be classified at Class III 
or Class IV. Six of these stations shall have a power of 1,000 watts 
each and ten a power of 100 watts each, as follows; 

Frequency (kc) 
Present Proposed Station Location Power Class 

1030 1300 CJBR Rimouski, Que. 1000w III 
840 600 CFQC Saskatoon, Sask. 1000 III 
910 610 CJAT Trail, B. C. 1000 III 
960 610 CHNC New Carlisle, Que. 1000 III 
1010 620 CKCK Regina, Sask. 1000 III 
730 1260 CJCA Belmont View, Alta. 1000 III 
730 1230 CKPR Port Arthur, Ont. 100 IV 
690 1230 CJCJ Calgary, Alta. 100 IV 
730 1400 CFPL London, Ont. 100 IV 
1010 1240 CKIC Wolfville, N. S. 100 IV 

(50w) 
1010 1450 CKWX1 Vancouver, B. C. 100 IV CKCDJ 
1010 1310 CHML Saltfleet Twp. Ont. 100 IV 

(Hamilton) 
960 1340 CFRN Edmonton, Alta. 100 IV 
1010 1340 CKCO Boom Island, Que. 100 IV 
1510 1490 CKCR Waterloo, Ont. 100 IV 
1510 1490 CFRC Kingston, Ont. 100 IV 
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In the case of Station CHML which remains on a regional channel,
the Government of the United States agrees to protect this station
from interference to the same extent as it is protected from other
Canadian stations but in no event to a greater extent than that pro-
vided for Class IV stations on local channels.

These assignments are hereby reserved pending ratification of and
placing in operation of the proposed North American Regional Broad-
cast Agreement. Pending such events, the Governments of Canada
and the United States agree that in making any changes in existing
station assignments as of the date of this exchange of notes, or author-
izing new assignments after that date, the assignments set out above
will be afforded protection in accordance with the allocation stand-
ards as provided in the proposed Agreement.

In addition to these sixteen stations, there are thirteen stations now
operating in Canada with power of 100 watts on channels that are
now classified as regional channels and which under the terms of the
proposed Agreement will be regional channels for assignment of Class
III stations with a minimum power of 500 watts. Part II C 5 (b) of
the proposed Agreement provides that Class IV stations may operate
on regional channels, but, when so operated, they are subject to such
interference as may be received from Class III stations which are not
required to protect the Class IV stations on the same regional channel.
The Parties to this exchange of notes recognize that, if possible, these
stations should be reassigned to local channels in order that they may
be afforded protection from interference from other stations in
accordance with the allocation standards for Class IV stations. The
assignments for these stations are provided accordingly as follows:

Frequency (kc)
Present Proposed Staion Location Power Clas

630 630 CFCO Chatham, Ont. 100 w IV
930 1230 CFCH North Bay, Ont. 100 IV
580 1240 CFPR Prince Rupert, B. C. 100 IV
950 1240 CJOC Lethbridge, Alta. 100 IV

1120 1240 CRCS Chicoutimi, Que. 100 IV
930 1450 CFLC Prescott, Ont. 100 IV
930 1380 CKPC Brantford, Ont. 100 IV
580 1450 CKCL Toronto, Ont. 100 IV

1390 1450 CJGX Yorkton, Sask. 100 IV
1450 1480 CHGS Summerside, P. E. I. 100 IV
1120 1490 CHLP Montreal, Que. 100 IV
1410 1490 CKFC Vancouver, B. C. 100 IV
1410 1490 CKMO Vancouver, B. C. 100 IV

Three of these stations (CFCO, CKPC and CHGS) remain on
regional channels and in accordance with the provisions above men-
tioned are not afforded protection from interference from the Class III
stations on the channel. However, the Government of the United
States agrees to protect these stations from interference to the same
extent that they are protected from other Canadian stations but in no
event to a greater extent than that provided for Class IV stations on
local channels.

b. Recognizing the desirability of preserving the principle of their
existing understanding as to the use of the frequency of 540 kilocycles
for broadcasting by Canada and recognizing the desirability of
affording, as far as reasonably can be done, protection to important
aeronautical and maritime mobile services of the United States using
frequencies in the non-public service band of 515 to 550 kilocycles from
broadcast interference, the undersigned have agreed as follows:

1. The frequency 540 kilocycles may be used by Canada for broad-
casting purposes at a Canadian station which shall be located in the
Province of Saskatchewan and operated so as not to produce a ground
wave signal intensity in excess of 500 microvolts per meter on the
Canadian-United States border west of longitude 105° W.
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2. The United States of America may require that a directional
antenna be installed at the station and that, if and when advice to that
effect is given, Canada will install such directional antenna within
one year from the date of receipt by Canada of such advice. The
direction of maximum suppression of the antenna should be as near
as possible in the direction of San Francisco, subject to allowing for a
ground wave signal of 500 microvolts per meter intensity at any point
along the boundary between Saskatchewan and the United States.

3. When, as and if a substitute broadcasting channel acceptable to
the Canadian Government is made available for this station Canada
agrees to discontinue the use of 540 kilocycles for broadcasting
purposes.

4. This Agreement shall become effective from the date on which
the North American Regional Agreement, signed at Habana on the
13th day of December, 1937, becomes effective. It shall remain in
effect until the expiration, on the part of the United States and Canada,
of the said North American Regional Agreement.

5. The undersigned will recommend to their respective governments
that consideration be given to the cancellation, on the date on which
this Agreement becomes effective, of all prior agreements insofar as
they have reference to the use of 540 kilocycles by Canada for
broadcasting.

c. The Government of the United States of America agrees that if
it should assign a Class I-A station to the channel 700 kilocycles with
power greater than 50 kilowatts, it will take, or cause to be taken,
such measures as are necessary to prevent the field intensity delivered
by such station at night from exceeding a value five times as great as
that which would be delivered by an efficient 50 kilowatt transmitter
located at or near Montreal, Canada, on 690 kilocycles at a point
near Rochester, New York. For this purpose the field intensities of
the United States station shall be based on the 10% skywave and the
Canadian station on the 50% skywave, during the second hour after
sunset. If the field intensity delivered by the Canadian station should
exceed that which would be delivered by an efficient 50 kilowatt trans-
mitter then the actual field strength shall be taken as the basis for
said ratio. In no event, however, shall the Class I-A station in the
United States be required to deliver a field strength at said point less
than that which would be delivered by an efficient 50 kilowatt trans-
mitter located at or near Cincinnati, Ohio.

I accordingly have the honor to inquire whether the three Agree-
ments outlined in this communication have the approval of your
Government and whether, in the event of that approval, it is agree-
able to the publication immediately of this note and such favorable
reply as you may find it possible to make, it being understood that
none of these Agreements shall become effective until the effective
date of the North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurance of my highest consideration.
CORDELL HULL

The Honorable
Sir HERBERT MARLER, P. C., K. C. M. G.,

Minister of Canada.
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The Canadian Minister (ZMarler) to the Acting Secretary of State (Welles)

No. 291 CANADIAN LEGATION
Washington, December 10, 1938

SIR,
With reference to your note No. 576.K1/658 of the 28th October,

1938, concerning three arrangements resulting from the deliberations
of the Inter-American Radio Conference, which was held at Habana,
Cuba, from November 1 to December 13, 1937, I have the honour to
state that the three proposed Agreements quoted in your note have
the approval of the Government of Canada, it being understood that
none of the three Agreements shall become effective until the effective
date of the North American Broadcasting Agreement.

The Canadian Government are agreeable to the publication imme-
diately of your note and of this reply.

I have the honour to be with the highest consideration Sir
Your most obedient humble servant

W. A. RIDDELL
For the Minister

The Hon. SUMNER WELLES,

Acting Secretary of State of the United States,
Washington, D. C.

98907°-39-PT. 3-39
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The Canadian Minister (Marler) to the Acting Secretary of State (Welles) 

No. 291 CANADIAN LEGATION 
Washington, December 10, 1938 

SIR, 
With reference to your note No. 576.K1/658 of the 28th October, 

1938, concerning three arrangements resulting from the deliberations 
of the Inter-American Radio Conference, which was held at Habana, 
Cuba, from November 1 to December 13, 1937, I have the honour to 
state that the three proposed Agreements quoted in your note have 
the approval of the Government of Canada, it being understood that 
none of the three Agreements shall become effective until the effective 
date of the North American Broadcasting Agreement. 
The Canadian Government are agreeable to the publication imme-

diately of your note and of this reply. 
I have the honour to be with the highest consideration Sir 

Your most obedient humble servant 
W . A. RIDDELL 

For the Minister 
The Hon. SUMNER W ELLES, 

Acting Secretary of State of the United States, 
Washington, D. C. 

98907-39--PT. 3-39 
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November 15, 1938

[E. A. S. No. 137]
Provisional commercial agreement between the United States of America

and Greece. Effected by exchange of notes, signed November 15, 1938;
eflective January 1, 1939. With a supplementary note of the American
Minister signed November 19, 1938.

The American Minister (MacVeagh) to the President of the Council of
Ministers and Minister for Foreign Affairs of Greece (Metaxas)

No. 375.

Provisional com-
mercial agreement
with Greece.

Most4avored-nation
treatment.

Regulation, limita-
tion, or control of
imports.

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Athens, November 15, 1938.
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to make the following statement of my under-
standing of the agreement reached through recent conversations held
at Athens by representatives of the Government of the United States
of America and the Government of the Kingdom of Greece with refer-
ence to the treatment which the United States of America shall accord
to the commerce of the Kingdom of Greece and which the Kingdom of
Greece shall accord to the commerce of the United States of America.

These conversations have disclosed a mutual understanding between
the two Governments which is that the United States of America will
accord to the commerce of the Kingdom of Greece and the Kingdom
of Greece will accord to the commerce of the United States of America,
its territories and possessions, non-discriminatory treatment.

Accordingly the two Governments have agreed upon the following
provisions:

I

With respect to customs duties or charges of any kind imposed on
or in connection with importation or exportation, and with respect to
the method of levying such duties or charges, and with respect to all
rules and formalities in connection with importation or exportation,
and with respect to all laws or regulations affecting the sale, taxation
or use of imported goods within the country, any advantage, favor,
privilege or immunity which has been or may hereafter be granted by
the United States of America or the Kingdom of Greece to any article
originating in or destined for any third country, shall be accorded
immediately and unconditionally to the like article originating in or
destined for the Kingdom of Greece or the United States of America,
respectively.

II

1. Neither the Government of the United States of America nor the
Royal Hellenic Government shall regulate by import licenses or permits
the importation into its territory of any article in which the other
country has an interest, or by any method maintain limitation or con-
trol of the amount of importation of any such article, unless similar
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action is taken with respect to the importation of such article from all
other countries.

2. If imports of such an article from the other country are, directly
or indirectly, restricted by such regulation, limitation, or control, the
Government taking such action shall establish in advance, and inform
the other Government of, the total amount permitted to be imported
from all countries during any specified period, which shall not be
shorter than three months, and of any increase in such amount during
the specified period, and shall either-

(a) Impose no limitation on the part of such total amount
which may be imported from the other country; or

(b) Establish in advance, and inform the other country con-
cerning, the quota of such article which shall be permitted to be
imported from the other country during the specified period.
Such quota, as originally established or subsequently changed,
shall be equivalent to the proportion of the total importation of
such article which the other country supplied during past years,
account being taken in so far as practicable in appropriate cases
of any special factors which may have affected or may be affecting
the trade in that article. Where a quota for importation from
the other country is established, no obstacle, administrative or
otherwise, shall be placed in the way of importation sufficient to
fill the quota allotted to the other country. If the total amount
permitted entry from all countries is increased during any quota
period, the quota established for the other country shall be in-
creased proportionately.

3. If the Government of either country establishes or maintains
such regulation, limitation, or control of the importation of an article
in which the other country has an interest, it shall-

(a) Make public the regulations regarding the issuance of
licenses or permits, or regarding any other method of limitation
or control, before such regulations are put into force;

(b) Administer any system of licenses or permits or any other
method of limitation or control so as not to discriminate against
importation from the other country, and in no manner, directly
or indirectly, influence importers regarding the country from
which they shall seek permission to import any such article;

(c) Ensure that there shall be no undue delay in the issuance
of licenses or permits;

(d) Ensure that any duly qualified importer seeking to establish
new, or to reestablish old, trade connections with the other coun-
try, or to maintain such trade connections, shall be given rea-
sonable opportunity to import any such article; and upon request
inform any such duly qualified importer whose application is re-
jected of the reasons for such rejection;

(e) At all times upon request advise the Government of the
other country of the amount of any such article, the growth,
produce, or manufacture of each exporting country which has
been imported, or for which licenses or permits for importation
have been granted.

4. The provisions of this Article shall also be applicable with respect
to any regulation, limitation, or control imposed by either Govern-
ment upon the importation of such article at a particular rate of duty
or charge.
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III

Establishment or
maintenance of con-
trol of means of inter-
national payment.

In the event that the Government of the United States of America
or the Royal Hellenic Government establishes or maintains, directly
or indirectly, any form of control of the means of international pay-
ment, it shall, in the administration of such control:

(a) Impose no prohibition, restriction, condition, or delay on
the transfer of payment for imported articles the growth, prod-
uce, or manufacture of the other country, or of payments neces-
sary for and incidental to the importation of such articles;

(b) Accord unconditionally, with respect to rates of exchange
and taxes or surcharges on exchange transactions in connection
with payments for or payments necessary and incidental to the
importation of all articles the growth, produce, or manufacture of
the other country, treatment no less favorable than that accorded
in connection with the importation of any article whatsoever the
growth, produce, or manufacture of any third country; and

(c) Accord unconditionally, with respect to all rules and for-
malities applying to exchange transactions in connection with
payments for or payments necessary and incidental to the impor-
tation of articles the growth, produce, or manufacture of the other
country, treatment no less favorable than that accorded in connec-
tion with the importation of the like articles the growth, produce,
or manufacture of any third country.

IV

Purchases by Oov-
ernment monopolies,
etc.

Exceptions to pro-
visions of Agreement.

1. In the event that the Government of the United States of America
or the Royal Hellenic Government establishes or maintains a monopoly
for the importation, production, or sale of a particular commodity or
grants exclusive privileges, formally or in effect, to one or more agencies
to import, produce, or sell a particular commodity, the Government
of the country establishing or maintaining such monopoly, or granting
such monopoly privileges, agrees that in respect of the foreign pur-
chases of such monopoly or agency the commerce of the other country
shall receive fair and equitable treatment. To this end it is agreed
that in making its foreign purchases of any product such monopoly or
agency will be influenced solely by those considerations, such as
price, quality, marketability, and terms of sale, which would ordi-
narily be taken into account by a private commercial enterprise inter-
ested solely in purchasing such product on the most favorable terms.

2. It is agreed that the Government of each country, in the award-
ing of contracts for public works and generally in the purchase of sup-
plies, shall not discriminate against the other country in favor of any
third country.

V

1. The advantages now accorded or which may hereafter be ac-
corded by the United States of America or the Kingdom of Greece to
adjacent countries in order to facilitate frontier traffic, and advantages
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resulting from a customs union to which either the United States of
America or the Kingdom of Greece may become a party, shall be
excepted from the operation of this Agreement.

2. The advantages now accorded or which may hereafter be ac-
corded by the United States of America, its territories or possessions,
the Philippine Islands, or the Panama Canal Zone to one another or to
the Republic of Cuba shall be excepted from the operation of this
Agreement.

3. Subject to the requirement that, under like circumstances and
conditions, there shall be no arbitrary discrimination by either country
against the other country in favor of any third country, the provisions
of this Agreement shall not extend to prohibitions or restrictions (1)
imposed on moral or humanitarian grounds; (2) designed to protect
human, animal or plant life or health; (3) relating to prison-made
goods; (4) relating to the enforcement of police or revenue laws.

4. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to prevent the
adoption of measures prohibiting or restricting the importation or
exportation of gold or silver, or to prevent the adoption of such meas-
ures as either Government may see fit with respect to the control of
the export or sale for export of arms, ammunition, or implements of
war, and, in exceptional circumstances, all other military supplies,
and it is agreed, further, that nothing in this Agreement shall be con-
strued to prevent the adoption or enforcement of measures relating to
neutrality.

VI

The present Agreement shall replace the exchange of notes between
the Government of the United States and the Government of the
Kingdom of Greece of December 9, 1924,1 and shall become operative
on the first day of January, 1939, and shall continue in force until
superseded by a more comprehensive commercial agreement or by a
definitive treaty of commerce and navigation, or until denounced by
either country by advance written notice of not less than thirty days.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration.

LINCOLN MACVEAGH

His Excellency JOHN METAXAS,
President of the Council of Ministers

and Minister for Foreign Affairs,
Athens.

I Treaty Series No. 706.

2049

Former exchange of
notes replaced.

Effective date.

Duration.

Denunciation.
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The President of the Council of Ministers and Minister for Foreign
Affairs of Greece (Metaxas) to the American Minister (MacVeagh)

TIIOTPrEION

E11 TON

EEHTEPIKON

'Apl0. 27039/r/1/X EN AOHNAIZ, TH 15 NoelflSpov 1938

KbpLe IIpeoafevra,

"EXw Trv r T/irfP vr& yvwplaow vv Tipv Xjijv Trs A7r6 15 Noepf9plov 1938

6Ilerepas Ir&o'roXjs IXobariTs OvrTo:

,,"EXco Trip Ttriv v& 5S7X&cuco plv TA dts rept TOG Tp6brov, KaO' 6v AVTIr

Xapfiavopa& rTv kvrtrTvXOedrav avTUL ovav 6L& Ti v vrpoOroTCrs kv 'AOivaLs

8etaXOteiaov avopC)O.tXv /erabv avrTr7rpoa&7rwcv TCW 'Hvo#ucvwv IIoXlrITeuov Tjs

'ApAepcirs KaL rTs KvpepviaeCws Tro Ba&Xelou T7fS 'EXX&6os v aXiaOe& rp6s

Triv J/efaXelpLttp fJTs 0eXeL 7rapacraXE^ tb riOv 'HvwlAvcwv IIoeXLTrefv r7js

'AjiepLKsij els T6 Ieir6ptov TOD BaoaXelou rTs 'EXXC&os, Kal v7rb .ro BacriXeou

T7jS 'EXX&5os els T6 kfutr6pWo TWv 'HVwilvowv IIOXLTtrLV T7jS 'AApptuKS.

'EK 7rTv arvoptLXKt&v Tob)rcv Steur-TC`&07 &poiaLa oaupKco la peraTb v T 8boi

Kv/fepvioa'ev irwos at 'Hvwcopva& IIoXTreila T7s 'AiepKjrs r 'apkXc'OLP dEs T
6

kLir6p&ov TOD BaacXeou rTsS 'EXXA&os, Kal T
6 BaoiLXewv TrTs 'EXX&Sos irapkXv

els 76 kfT7rptOV TW)v 'HopvjyCov IIOXLTreiCv T7jS 'ApepLKTs, Tr)v e6aCiov Kal

KTjroaewv abTrTs, peTraxElpLafv pij 6L7roTeXoVav PeLOevKrtKi V &&icptacv. (non dis-
criminatory treatment).

KarA Traua at 6io Kvfiepviaes avveDpf&vlav e ir TroV KarTTrepw &LaT
6 Aeov.

I

'Ev Xyo-erL Drp6s robs Te\XveOaKobs Saop/ois Kal 7r ir&baas bft rews Ti\, robs

tI&ftaX\Xopftvovs rL Tis etayowy ijs } tCaywcoyryjs, j iv avvafelda rp6s rabras Kal fv
Xioa-e irp6s Tf jPkoov Tris T7rjf3OXi7 Trvp X67yW oafilCv j reX\v, Kal Iv rXfae&

'rpos wr'racs 76ts &arTAets Kal tarur&vraes Trs &vafepotrvas eIS Triv elaaoywoyv

taro-Yvwy, Kal tv oroas Tirp6 s Lr&vras robs Y6pous f Kavovapobs Tob0 &O60opovTras

rfiv *&,XjI&v, <jopoXoylav ? XprIarv tvr6s ri7s xc&pas rTV eYOltfayopvv tfro-

pelv&6rwv, rav \rXovKTcrtpa, eGvota, 7rpov6zotoov &ArawXXayi Jrcs xet 7rapa-

afxei 1 OeXeL 7rapacrXeO6 perta'yevertpols brb6 7UV 'Hvwl'vjiv IIoXtre€tiv Trjs
'A)ep&Kjs I roD BaXdtelou Trjs 'EXX&6os irtp olovSioroe edovs IrpoeXe6aecs I

TrpooptcrAo otaco6ivrore TpiLrJS X&paS, 0XfXe& rapacrxeiOj 6i aicEs Kal dveu 6pwv
ds T6 abT6 dSos rpoeXebcrffs j 7rpoop&upou Trou BacrXelou Tjis 'EXX&sos f rTiv
'Hvcoitvov IIoXtrTe5Xv Trs 'AuepKrijs.

II

1. OtTe ) Kuvifpvyri7 L TV v 'HCvWpIvco IIOXLTeLiY T7js 'ApeptKvs otre )
BaXucirL 'EXXt;VLKu KPvfpviais OEXovuatr huv0pie& T 1iv eiffaaYwy)T dsovUS T&OS

&i6 T6 dorvov ftvSrtaperTaL ) erpa Xwpa 61' S&8EsiV t 7YKplrcaf e draaforis,

o6Vf OMXovoauv oariprj KaO'otovSj7irore Tp6brov ?rppLOpLrliAois j &XEyXov Tjs

OrOT6rTOS 7rs elra'Ytwors 7TOLo6TOV TWOS eZiOVS, Tr\Xv tv f0OeXe X.p0rj T76 aTr6

JrTpov Etrl Trjs dea'Ywrc7s - TO I dovs TroVrou bc diniLos &XXi/s X&pas.
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The President of the Council of Ministers and Minister for Foreign 
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THOTPITION 

MU TUN 

B SI TEPI IC SI N 

'AO. 27039X/1/X EN AOHNAIE, TH 15 Noeptiptov 1938 

Kbpte Itpeo-flevra, 

I I EXCO ry ry vit 714.01310*CO tijZv ry X•iphY r dird 15 NoeptIpLou 1938 
bveripas irtaroXis ixobcrns otrco: 

„"Exco Tt/.10 vls tenVoaco bviv ra. 4Ecis irEpt TOD Tp6701), KaO' 
Xaµ136voActc. Thy irLrevx0elaav avpfkoolav &It Teo' v rpocrOarcos v 'AOnvais 
aLetax0eLacTy CIIWOiLatZP ttera0 itvrcrpoo-dmcov ry ̀11vcovivcov 11oXtraeuv rns 
'Apeouclis Kat ris Kv#epviaews rot; Baaaelov rijs `EXXIcaos tv O'Vera robs 
Thy peraxeLptacv frts OiXa rapaaxeOn brb rtOP `1114,70PCill, 110XLMILO"P rs 
'ApeptKis ets rb iarbotov rob' Baaaetov iñr ̀EXX1t8o-s, Kat br6 TOO Bacratelov 
rijs 'E)XIc6o d r6 iarbpcov T6:3, 111/4)/APCJV 110XLTELZY TCIS 'Aye/mils. 

'Esc raiv OTIVALX1,651, TOdTWY 5tercar6 apotPala avpq5covta ttera0 TCOV Sbo 
Kvflepvnaecov 15rcos at `HvonlivaL nacrelac ri5 'ApeptKis Tapkxcuatm EL rb 
iirroptov Tor) Bacractov rig TXXIc8os, Kat rb Bao-IXELov Tñ `EXXIcoor arapbcp 

cis r6 horoptov T6.30 `FIPCJAillCOV 110XLTELCIP TC1S 'Apeptrns, TdiV ibackUiv Kat 
Krnaecov cairns, veraxdpLacv p aroreXokrav 11,ELOVEKTIKO StaKotacv. (non dis-
criminatory treatment). 
Kara raura at 6bo Kvflepviacts avveck'ovnaav krt. ritiv Karceripcd ocaraCecov. 

'Ev axio-et robs robs reXcovaaKobs Saagobs Kat Tit 71-1LITIS c6iitTECOS Tan, TOdS 
ircliaXXop,ivovs kid elcrayaryis ij it ayoryis, I) iv crvvalkig. robs rabras Kat iv 
axial& robs rim pi0o6ov rijc Aritlais TroP iv X674, BaCIACZP i TeXWv, scat iv crxicet 
robs ritcras ras ataratets scat Scarvrco'aeLs ras avaq5epogivas els rip/ eta wywynv 4 
kewyoryiv, scat iv axiact robs ravras robs v6povs Kavona gobs robs alkopc7Nras 
riv rct)Xncrtv, Oopol1/4o7Lav xpifcrLy kyr& rifs x6pas rWv etaa-yovimov iro-

pEvM&rwP, rav rXeoviKrin.za, dvoca, rpovogoiov araXXa^yi ifrts Ixet rapa-
axe017 OiXet rapaavOn peravvearipcus bra 761, 'Hvan.tivcov IloXtreaw 
'ApeptKis rot; BaatXdou rijs 'EXX68os brio otovSnrore dam's rpoeXebo-ews 
rpooptavoii otaaanrore rplrns xeopas, Met rapaaxebrn ap.icals scat &vet+ 6pcov 
els rb abrb elbos rpoeXtbaeon 2-pool:go-poi) Tor; Baaaelov ins `EXX6aos raw 
`Hvcopivcov 11oXcrecam rñc 'Apeowns. 

II 

1. 06re 7) Kvi3kovnacs riev "Elvwvivcov IloXLret65v Tñc 'ApeptKijs o§re 
Bao-acKi 'Danz/mil Kvfliovnacs OiXovo-c. hvevitet elo-a7ctrynv doom rtvbs 
BLa rb brolov ivomioiperat Zripa xcInla 64' &Sao, i7Kotaewv etaayoryis, 

obai OiXovcrtv Starnon KaO'olovSnrore robrov reptopLopobs 4Xeyxov TIIc 

Too-brnros177S etaaToryis roLobrov TWOS elbovs, 7rXnv tav XlypOn. rb abr6 
pov rL Tic elaaTorris rot, etavus robrov ix ram &Kiwis x47pas. 
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2. 'EaV 7 elcra'aoyCr TOLOVTOV TWOS eltOVS fK T7'S gTepas X&paS fOeXev p
7repLwpltctapv7, atawcos f flua&Tws, 8L& ToaiVTris vOIaoecus, 7repopwptou fi
fXEYXov, i KVfSpviaTLS fTLS fOeXev Poapy6oba TOLOrTOV uirpov 6pdeiXe vP
KaOopiS'V1 cK T'V 7rporkepco T6 arvvoXLK6O 7rou6 TOD 67rolov 06 BrXLTpirTaFL a

elaa-ycyr7j kC raoaiv TOV XWpl)pv vTrbs irpoo'6LWpLa'pkvis Tv6bs XpOVLKtS reptL6ov,
oVbXl pKpoT'pas STWV TrpiCj I.sijVV, Kal vP irXqpo.popj TiV &ppav KvfSpvqaoLv

7repl 'TOVbrv S Kat irepi rT&aIls aboaewTcos TOV edlpfVivov 7Toooi Ki7aT& T7V rpoa-

5CWpLaji.evrv7 XpOVLKiv ireplosov, 6OeLXe&L 6 etre:

(a) NA ,fi eirLfXpl vrepLoptrapv ics rrpOs T6 rTu77a TODV AtqelTos aUvOXLKOu

7roaov, 67rep 0& U'vaTaL v& elaaxOlj iK rTs irekpas XcOpas f
(,S) N& KtaopL'i Kic TOWV irpat rpopv K popop rept TOVTOV TiV i7'epav

X&cpav, TO6 7roao-6v (quota) cK TOV elSovs TOVTOV, 67rep 06 i7rLrTp7rerTaL v
elr&'yerTat fK T7S TpEpas X&Ppas KaT& 7f-v ?rpooawopwLaBOiav XPOVLKCV irepltoov.
T6 rooaoa'Tv 'TOVTO, cs cbpa0iTOl pXIKiS I lTpoTroTrotfOi peAcTa'yeveT'pws, &iov

vp n iaovivapov irp6s T6 'O(TaoaTOr T7S (TUvoXUKCS doa'yc'yis 7TO eoSovs TObTOV,

TO6 bOrolov irpopt.ievrev fi T-pa Xopaa KaT& irapwXrpteva T'7, XapSavoIvwopv

vir' Kw/v, kfp' Saov TOVTO elvat &PLKTbV, els vSeL7siLvas ire tpLtrrTcacs iTv TVX 6v

el&K)CV 7rapay6vrTwv oirtLVys U6var6V Va &iripaoav P vt & rt6patv I7rl TOv

fItiroplov TOV elovs TObvro. Ets &s repLrTroaeLfs 0EXev ipoao-opLo-'a T'oaooTvb

oL& Ti7V K Tj'S 7epaS Xcpas delaywycoiv 6v ov v& J ?rapep& XXTirat 5LOLK]TtCKJS

fi &rtpas Pofews K&6XVua els r7v &TratTOVl.iniv irp6b K&\tXvL Top rapaxcoptl-

OBvTos Tp ETfpAp xp iTroooroaTo elfra7Yw7cy. 'Eav, bLapKobotiS XpoVtLrS TLVOS

irepL68ov vreptwpICip , fOeXev ab6 tOi TO6 oavoX\Kv iroa6b elr-a7wycts gi iraoa'v

TWVy XCopCOV, TO6 (&a Tiv 9rtpav X&pacv KaopLw0Kv roo'ooTrv deov vPA abTIt70
KaT' &vaXoyiav.

3. 'Eav i KRvpvPlaLrs KcaTipas X.pas fOeAev elfay4&7yl I4 tari7p; Totabriv

bOpvLaLV, irepLopLapobv ij Xe'YXOoV 7r Tis eItaaowyjs elSovs LT& r6 bdroiov

vS&avofpe'Tai C&TCpa Xcbpa, 6pelXeL Sicws:

(a) ABiS bi7?loa6oT7T]-a els TOVS KavovLcrovbs robS &oopSvrTas Tipv IKoLvp

eyKpLaeuCv j &SbeLiv, i Tros &oopwivras olovjiroTe rTfpov acaTrflia irepLopLaOlov

fi eWXyXov, irp6 TiS 6'aews Ev lafXV1 TiCV eipinivUv Kavovma1vJp.

(13) 'EoapA6'p1 olovSji7roTe ravarT7l.a 7Kptclaev &6tbetV i olavbtiroTr
irkpav pfeOoSov 7repLopLalov fi XkyXovU KaT&r Trpbrov TO7OVTOV, CaTre vPA ji Okfru

ets ItLOwvKTLKilV 5bi&KptUoiv TiV fK TiS Trepas X&pas elaa'ywyilv Kai ptfi ivrIpef&'V

KaO' oloSbiiroe Tp6rov, &Laicus jLpeauos, TOVS eloaaTywts (Ls 'rp6s rTtv X&pav

ita T7v boroLav so5v v& ti7Tiauwav 6eLav eiaa'ywy7js TOV TOOVTOV etbovs.

(y) Mepipva, 67rws ovbelsla 6&sKatoXblyTl-os flpaobTI-s irwpXerat tis riv

iKOOatV TCV eyKplaewv f &B eLdV.
(6) Meptlpv, lrrws arapixeTra els ?r4Tra vollptws xo'pra fi &7roKTCTiaavTa

r7ijv li&6oT7iTa TOV elaayw'yWfS, irTIT'iiOVvTa VA av&-tl veas fi & roxKaiTaarT'fi7o

iraXa6as, i#7ropiK&S arx-aets JCeT& Tis erEpaS XdOpasr, vrA, & aT7rpaol7 Trotaaras

ei7ropiK&s a-xea'eCs, Xo'y&Ki evtKapla ivia eioaay.'- oZovjiTiroTe TOLOVTov elOS,
Kai oircos Ti al7Tfafte, iavr6s TOLOVTOV vopiLWS XOVoS iro &rTOKTr7iovT-os T

L6tTir7Ta elaa'taw6ws Tro boroLov * aT7ilaLs JfOeXev &iroppioPOi &4vaKoLvvraT eldS

ar6ov ol X6'yotL Ts &iroppLi'ews.

(e) IIX7po.pop , oa&aKs 'JeXe ti7T'Oj8 TO rsO Ti'i Kvfupipvw T/'S iT7pas

XIpas irepl rov oroov rayvr6s Towiorov eldous, irapa'Ywis j icaraatevijCs C&ArTs
ta'ywCLYKjS Xcbpas, T6 6droiov elafi5Xl, i && TO6 ibro ov jXopi'7yhO2irav 7Iplaes

i &SfoeLa hacryawT'rs.
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2. 'Ecip chra-yoryi 7otobrou rwor damn iK TTJS iripas x6pas ijOeXev 

repcwpcatcevi, iticeaws I 410a-cos, 6c1c rocabris duOpLaeon, repcoptapob 
eXe-yxou, livflipvicrcs frcs figeXev evapp6cra rotobrov perpov dreiXec vec 

xaBopli-n eK TC7IP 7porepwv r6 avvoXuaiv iroo6v ioi blrolov 131c erupertrac 
eto-a-yco77) irat761, To) V Xcopiiiv evrOs IrpOcroLCOpulAbins T1V6S xpovuis reptd6ou, 

mixt pcKporepas rcT.Iv TLWV piveov, Kat vic irXipoioopg T1V repav Kui3epvicrcv 

rept robrou c`os scat rept racris abaaeces TOU elpipivou 7r0OVii Kara TY rpoo--
6ccopcaiceviv xpovuiv ireplo6ov, OrpetXec ô etre: 

(a) N6. to) krti36X77 irepcopco-a6v cbs Iran rd TOD diftivros cruvoXwori 

irocrob, drep OIL &warm. vIL elaaxOn sc Tfl5 rkpas xc'apas 

(3) NA KaOopl01 & ri;iv irporepcov, at IrXipo9opij Irept robrou riv i4pav 

xc'opav, r6 704700-1"61, (quota) eK TOil aous robrov, drep 06. brupererac vic 
elagyyerac K ris grepas xcbpas Kara riv irpocrtwpcaBeio-av xpovcriv ireptoSov. 
Td rocrour6v rofiro, c'oplo-Ui Itpxugi'm krpoiroiroti707) pera7evearepws, Semi 

ladbvapov Iran r6 7r00-0076V ris crvvoXiKis elo-a-yaryis TOy loous robrov, 
r6 droiov eirpopiOevaev i repa x6pa xargc rapcoxlmtiva Tfl Xapflavopevow 

diPcv, daov robro tbac kiocKr6v, Els evtleSerypevas ireporreuaecs ri6v rux6v 

Irapa76vrcov oirtves 6uvar6v vb.breSpaaav I vic bru5p6Ryty 71-L rob 
gpiroplov TOy i6ous 7-015701). Eh as rreptirr6aecsfOEXE7 irpoa6copcofi 71-00-00*T6V 

6ca riv gK T7JS ripas x6pas EICratyCiryip 81-0V FIL p 7rapet436,XX7rat f3LOLKIITLKiS 

grepas vbcrews Kcavpa Is ThV guracrovitiviv rats xleXtnirof TOD irapaxcopn-

Oirros Tfl greptic xeopct roauarob do-a-yap-Av. 5capKobais xpovuis rcvos 
rept6Sov repcopcaptuv, 64eXev abEiOn r6 cruvoXtK6v iroo-6v etcra-yoryis iK aracriiiv 

rav xcopoiv, 76 61.6. riv grepav x6pav KaBopcollev roaoar6v deov vd, abEiOn 

xar' tivaXoyiay. 

3. 'Eltv 7) Kvflepvicrcs liarepas x6pas itleXev elaa71c7i ij Scaripi rocabriv 

i6b0pcatv, Ireptopura6v 17 gXeyxov k7rt iis elo-a7oryis elbous St& 76 67rolop 
ev6ta(peperac i repa xcbpa, 6(pelXa Orcos: 

(a) hau SiicocrcOrira els robs Kavovccrpobs robs Asoopaivras Thy eK6001P 

e7KpLaecov i &Seca). v, robs lupope6vras olovSiwore Irepov abaripa repeopcapoil 
eXi7xou, rp6 ris Okaecos ev 717,n, elpipivcov Kavoviapi7w. 

(0) 'Dpap,u6g-v otov6firore abcrriltia I•ystplowav doecCov olav6iirore 

47ipav taBobov rEptopurport I eXi7xou Kara rpfrirov TOLOVTOV, eSare pa pi Berg 
els pecoveKruiv ocIcKpcacv riv eK ris eripas xo7pas elaa7aryiv scat zi,gripearn 
Ka0' °la/77mm rporov, akiecram eppeacos, robs elaa7co7eis (Ls rpds riv X4.) pay 
Sac riv Inrolav Sew, va rnriaxocrtv necav eloa-yoryijs Toy rocobrou &Sous. 

(7) Meptpva, dirces obbeala ahocatoX67777os Opa6bris eirepxerac els riv 

g K800111 Tclul kyKpLaecov 1 66et6iv. 
(6) Mepcpvic, &mos Irapixerac els 71-6vra poptptos Ixovra guroKrio-avra 

riv 16c6rira rob eluaywykan, ercrirdivra vd. o-uveLibv Peas I va guroKaracrriuu 
raXac6s, eproptKas o-xecets per& ris grepas 6pas, i 'IL ocaripio-g rotabras 

eiriropcdts axecrecs, XtrytKi ebxacpla rPti elo-a76.7n olov6irrore TOLaTOY elaos, 
scat &von ri alTiCTEL 7rarros TOLObTOU YOgiplAIS EXOPTOS riroKriovvros TIP 

16t6rira elcrayorykon Tor) d.roiou arriats BAG, guroppivOn civaKocvavrac els 
abrov o X67oc T775 airopplAbecos. 

(e) lanpocoopn, babas i0eXe pron TO57-01, r,v Kvf3pv,ui rijs ritpas 
xeupas rept ro1 roro1 iravr6s rocobrou elSovs, irapa-yoryis Karauxevis exitaris 
4a7w7tKis xc'opas, rd droiov dolmen, f &lc r6 drolov exopi7i0io-av i'yxpicrets 

&ipecac eura7aryis. 
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4. Al arT&aeLs TO lv7apbvros &appov OeXovUatv XeL ipappo'rv Kal t7rL

r&ais pvif wOpes, 7repwtpLa`pO j iX'YXov eIrtflaXXoglvwov 7r6 iKacrpas rTV

KvSepv7irewv KaTr riTV eiaaycov ToL brov elFovs 7rl deSiKf SaapCojQ rTXe&.

III

'Ev repL7rTc&aeL Ka6' jv 7 KvUBepvrto-Ls TCr 'H.vwUevv IIo\XTrev rTjS 'AuepLKjS

t i BacaLXLK 'EXX) VLK/ KvepVaiOs OeX Eev i7rLfB&6ei & j artlpp, &Lptcaws f

e/ul/esw, o/ovritrore eIdos eXyXou v Tv uP eOvtEvv r'IPpcowiiv, &va)au,5&tve

7rcos, ev T eoappo7iM roU TowbroLTOU eyXou:

(a) M i7rnfIaXX\V repLopwLi6v, &lrajopevaUv, Spov, i KaQvar`prta Tv rLv a 6ta

TYV ileraTpopav T1jS &las erloaXO'vTw v e6dSY, 7rapa'yw'yijs f KaracaKevr s Trjs

IrTpas X&cpas, i &e& irXwpcouis &ratrovULvas 6, r7TV elcrayyiv oToobrcTW

elSiCv Kal va7ouIvas els Taibtfv.

(fl) Hapex'p avevu pwv, cos Trpbs T&S TLtp. TOV avvaX\ 'yp7aTOS, rois Op6povs

? T& 7rp6acOeTa rkXt7 brl TWV oavvaXa'y*a)caTtKirPv rphtewv TWV rXETLKwV 'rpbs

irXtpcolps S6a T1pv edlawyyrjv, iravr6s ei6ovs 7rapayco'ys 71 KaTaOaKevS Tv7S

4trpas Xcpas, 0 ava'Kaias 0 &vayojiEvas els TabT77v, ,IeraXelpwTv obxt oXt-

fT&rpov etvoiLKv rT1s 7rapeXojivi7s 816 Tfiv elcawycortv olovoUfirore elovs 7rapa-

'ycowys i KaraaKevjs olaauSirore rplTri7 X&pas, Kal

('y) lIapXl aivev Spowv, cos 7rpbs ra4vras rTOS KavovCLOrSov Kati aruTvreaoe

robs &4opCvwTas rpaTeLs &irl a-vaXX\ y;Laroos atXErtKas TrpOS 7rX7PWC4Las 6& Trti

deloawy7cov eldov irapa7'ywy1s KairaaKevois, Tis erfpas Xcpas i avayKalas t

ava'yoplvaS es TabTqIv, ,peaXdlpLtIv obXi 6XL7TbrepoP ebvoiKi7v T7rs apexoukvI7s

6.A T7rv elaawcoyiv TrvO abvriv rpotbvrwv Irapa7wyo/is f KaTraaKevLrs o;aastraoTe

Tplrtls xcpas.
IV

1. 'Ev i 7reptrcTaet 17t KSvflpvr7aCs Trv 'Hvwco Mvw v IloKXTreuv Tr7s 'ApueptKits

1 ii BaOaXLKiE 'EXXrtvLKi Kvfvpvrnics OaL eXev lpbcraeL j S&artlpj iovo7rcOLOv St&

Tr7j eltrayWY'iv, 7rapaywayjfv 0 IrcbXlaTWv papLAevov Trv6s elSovs 0 0eXe irapa-

XcwprieLfrTvroLs i KaT' obvaav, els va r vepLacroTpovs 6pyavLCaLrovs &iroKXetTa-r&

7rpovb6lra dcaafywiljs, rapa'ywyijs j 7rcoXicres cbpacrueov elSovs, a1 KvlepvtlaFs

rT7s OauvvLrrOTUcs i LaTr7poivcrs TrotOroy v IovorC\XLov, J irapaXwpobvcrs rotavra

p.ovorwMaK, arpovb6/&a Xcpas, avcupwve, 5irt's, kv axf&re. arp6s T&S kK TOv

ItCrepCKOD rpollt7Oelas Troi roWbTroU povoTrOWXIou 6pavtaYo ou, arapexnlrat els

Trb irOpLov TjS grTpas Xrcpas StKata Kala Kal i7 PTaXelpwats. lp6S r6v OTKOTr6

TOTrop ov avjcovelrTai& rws, ev rj tLeveptyeia rTiv iK TOv ieWTreptKO6 7FrpojIBeLCYv

olovborore eZSovs, rb iv X6oy)y iovoarc&wov f bpyavtaro6s ibrtpea4rrat pubvov

br6 rTWv 7rapay6vrwv eKeivwv, cS dve i Tl ri, Trot6rs, 5vvarTo6ris aOftaOeOs Kat

por rcwXAiarews, odrPVES UVVOwiS XNalfBavoPraL UTr' 6t.LV vr6 lOITLKGjV SifropoKwV

erTXeLtpiacwv kvtapoepouevwv aTroKX\eLaorLKS, arcos rpotr?7ebwvraC Ta rotarTa

eVr/ 7 r6 TObS paIXXov ebvo'iKcos opovs.
2. Zvfipwvedrat r.L 7L Kvviepvoats eKaTrpas Trv Xc(p'vP, ev Tr KaTaKVvpaOt&

avp.faCreCv rlloaUiwv iepwov Kait 'EYvKs KaTA Ta)V arpopljOetav VXLKOD, oev OOXe&

/uepoXitrTL ivavrT TiTS erTpas Xcpas v7rep olaaorSjrore TplrTr7 Xcpas.
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4. AI Bearettees Tor, 7raporros apOpov OiXovo-ev gxee icoappo-y7jv Kat kid 

Irticrns AvOptcrecos, 7reptopeorpoii iXi-yxov brOaVtogivcov bir6 iKaripas riot, 

Iiviiepvhaecov KaT r,v eIo-wyeeryiv TOLOinTIV doom i7rE elbent5 bao-pcii 

III 

'Ev repornbcrec Kae' iv KvflipvTheres rieiv'llvcopivcov IIoXereei4 TiS '4(1*pin-is 

15 Baal/XL/0 `EXXnvenj Kvflipvnats ,'Pau iireflaa 15 acarnpn, atacrcos 15 
eppicrws, olovbirore elSos iXiyxop reov peio-cov otegval 71-XnpcopUo, levaXapfleivet 

1574n, V T7 icoappunn TOD T01067017 i'M'YX011: 

(a) Mi iiretileXXv repeoparav, leiraiopevo-tv, Opov, 15 Kagverriplynv rcva au, 
rip geracoopicv atlas elo-ax0ivrcov eac7w, 7rapa-yoryis KaracrKevis ris 

iripas xc'opas, 15 bele 7rX7Ipcoples leratrovpivas belt rip elo-wyoYyiv TOLOUTOP 

ElaetiV MIt liva-yoteivas eis rab7-7. 
(3) Hapixn twee, bpow, c5s Irpbs ries TtilitS ToD o-vvaXX6.71.4aTos, Tobs epOpous 

if Ta. 71-p6aVera Tan art TC,W owanwypartn-ov 7rpletecov TC7W CTXETLICiitV Irpos 

IrAnpunths be& riv elawycoiriv, Iravros eloovs srapaywyns15 Karao-Kevis 
iripas xeopas, 15 eivwyKatas 15 ltvwyopivas els rabrnv, peraxelpecrcv obxf. blto-

ifc'orepov ebvaKiv ris 7rapexopivns && Thv etcratyaryip olovonrore elbovs irapa-

ycoyifs Karao-Kevis olao-8717rore rptrns x6pas, Kat 
(y) naoxv ave.; lipcov, c,c rpbs 7rievras robs Kavoveo-pobs ,cat Scarvreoeras 

robs accopc7oras 7rpletas cruvaXXItyptaros o-xereKtis 7rpbs 7rXnpcopies Sac rim 

elawycaynv EISWv rapayoyyns 15 garnerKevijs, rig iripas xeopas 15 ava7Katas 15 
civwyopivas els rabrtiv, peraxelpeo-tv obxl. 6Xoyc'orepov ebvolKiv TijS rapexogivns 

Sat Tip elawyco-yiv Til7P abricv 7rpotovrcov srapcvyaryis 15 Karao-Kevijs olacrairore 

rpfrns xcUpas. 
IV 

I. 'Ev rept:WT(50"EL 15 Kuflipmens ray ̀ HvonAvow HoXeretiBv ris 'ApexKis 

15 15 Bao-eXeri 'EXXnvuci Mitlip:To-Ls i0eXev apbcret 15 beartipi povo7reuXeov aid 
riv elo-wyoyyiv, wapayarylw 15 ircalirrev eopecrpivou Twos elSovs if ijOeXe rapa-

xcupieree,rbrots if Kar' olio-Ear, els i'va 15 repeacroripous bpyaveo-pobs loroKXacrreni 
Irpovopea elo-wywyis, rapatyaryis 15 iroiXiierecos eopecrpivoty eThous, 7) Kuf3ipvncrts 

rflc avvi.crriocrns if Starnpobcrns rocolirov govorcaeov, 15 rapawpobcrns Totairra 
povoiroiXeath irpov6pca x6pas, avpsocovei, 67ron, v crxica irpos Tas k roi 

itwreptKoii irpopeneetas ro rotobrov povorcaLou 15 bp-yaveerkeob, rapkxnrac els 
rb igrOpeov ris 4ripas xeopas &vac, Kat icrn peraxelpeats. I-Ipbs rbv 01C071411 

TOtilTOV CITJAVCOVEZTat 67rcos, iv ri beeverryel% rio'v iK Tor) itcoreptKoii 7rpobinOac7lv 

olovbirore elbous, rb iv Xbyc,o, poveywiAuw 15 6p-yavecrpOs irnpelq-nrat pbvov 

biro 71.7)v 7rapay6vrow iKetvow, Ws dye i reply, irotbrns, avvarorns beaOicrecos Kat 
lipoe 71-WX750TCOS, OITLVES 01,7410WS XagfilLvovrat, bir' bekiv bra IbteureKeeiv iilL7rOplICCOP 

xapicrecov iv8tasoepopivwv It7rOKXEUTTLK6iS, 671WS 71-P0/1770EilCOPTat r6 rocabra 

etbn brb robs Aaxxop ebvoi.Kobs Spovs. 
2. Zuttiowvcirac 671. 15 Kzeipvlio-es gKaripas ry xcepillp, v r KaraKvpc:gra 

o-vp0turecov bnpoolcov gpycov Kai 7EVLICCIIS KaTIL 7rpopiOaav bXelcob, cv OiXec 

pepoXnwrei Ivavrt. •/-kpas xeopas blrip olacr3nrore rpirns xeopas. 
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V

1. T& v7r6 rTv 'Hvpuevwov IIoXviretv rijs 'AfepLKrjs j br6 roU BaaoXelov

Tjs 'EXXa5os 08q rapeX6peva, f TVX6v veS2js irapaarxeOfla6#feva 7rXeoeVKTrpiara

7rp 6 s 6u6povs Xcipas irp6s rTV cKo7r 6 v tevKoX\Vffaews T7jS pIOoptaKjs 4brtKoLvwcvas

&S Ir7ai17s Kai Ta i7rX\eoYKTipara Ttiva jOeXov rpoKLet4 fK TeXWYovLaeKijs vaews,

els ijv at 'itvwptwvat IIoXLreaL TL 'ApleptKis j T6 BaatLXELO TJS 'EXX&Sos

fOeXov ferA&aXEL, 04. &EatpivpTa T?7S epappo'yjs Tjs lrapobrf7s 2 vpowpvas.

2. Ta sXeoveKrpTiTara rva a a j7 Trap'xovVTaL J e0eXov rapaaxeOd etpjs

rbTV p 'Hvwoivrpov IIoXretCvp Trs 'A#EpPKjs, T7V fapW v f TWV KT^rTEf& TCV,

Trv cXtX&sirvLvco Ni7fjaov 7 TS Z&vvls Trs AtLpvUos TOU IlavaLa, 7rp6s &XXjXas f
irp 6 s TiV AtOpoKparlav 'Tis KovfSas, 04& tatLpwvTao. rjs eapOao'yjs T7'S TapobVrts

Zvocowvias.

3. Me Trv 7rpoirbeantv sT 6rt r6 T&S avTas uvvOriKas Kai Opovs, oVOev abOal-

perov plepo?77rKr pjrpovTK p 0 XeL pappoa0j 'nr6 TIS i&as x&bpas Els pfpos Trjs
eTepas srp6s 6opeXos otaoSoiroTe TplTris X&pas, oft po& T7js sapobarls avtipwvlia

oPv 06h Xwcav efappoTjv erL l&ra-yopebcrewv Kai TepLoptoulwv (1) erfiaXXo-

ytevv oL&A X6yovs Out Kobs j avOpwrtaw'rKoibs (2) v'jroo-KoirobVTcov Tr'V rpoaraacla

Trjs bWjS j T7jS 6i'elas avOp&Vrowv, &cwv j (pvruv' (3) Abpop&VTVW e4i8 Kar-a-

aKeva6pueva ,rap&a vXaKCL-IrwvV, Kal (4) &aqop&VTrwV ripv [iapIpoYiyv &arv-

vopILK v p (opooyXKo0V v6pwv.

4. Obsellla Lahrat.s Trs irapobarivs vupwvLpwas UbvaraL va Oewprl0j &s fjTro-

iTovaa TjrV L0toOe7TjaV Jfi.TpWv arayOpebaews 2j repLopTpop o T7 S elaa'yrwyjs f
aycayo'js XpvUov fj ap-ypov, j &fS rapaKwXuouvaTa TiV XWiv TOtobOTWV frpcp

ola iKaTr'pa KvfiEpvlos ijffOee TUXVV Kplpve& oaKic6Trta Iv aXkae. Trp 6 s T6 v 9Xe-7xoP

Tjs Eawytwis, rwXrjaews srp6s taywycXv, 6irXcwv, iroXeopofioowv f bpy&vwov

roX\fpov Kal, dls itaLperTKAs srepnrrcarets, lravT6s rTepov -TpaTWcTtKoov OXlKOV.

'Qaavbrwr auv#Spwovra& OTr ovepila t7SLratTs T7s wrapobarls 2uSvpwvipas OBkXe

Oewp7l0j cbs rapaKwXbovaa TriV o TSoOe7tvcr i7 fpappo'yiv ieTrpwcv aopvTrcOv
T7i obferep6T7rTa.

VI

'H irapovca Zvpowvlta GaXeTL vrTKaTraaTrig7 T7IV &vTa\Xa'yiV &LaKOvWaOewv

pceraib ris KvfUepvraews Trv' 'HvCwpv&v IloXTrect V r7rj 'ApEptLKiS KLa rTrs
Kvfsepvriaew roV BaatXelou rTns 'EXX6&os Trs 9Ors AeKe#fpl ou 1924 Kal OeXe&

rfr; els fqappoyt7v rT7v 17v 'lavovapiov 1939, 0BiXe& i Srapatdvll iv laXbv

!lzXptS o0 avTiKaTaaTaOi bsir6 IrXrpeofTpas ijropLKris av(Lpowvlas ij 6pLtaTrKj

avfultaew5s isroplov Kal vavrtLXas, i peXP& KaTa-ra'eXlas rabrils Vr6 eKarepas

?Tjv Sbo Xcojp&v ctarbrTv T yyp6pov 7rpoeLtsoro&r7afe6 rpLaKovra rov6X&Xorrov

j}l.epv."

rvwpltcwv iblv 6Tr 7 'E XXiYVLKs7 KvfiEpvla(s edva& aIJfo(p vos wrp6s r6 irept-

eXOiievov TjS aWvcoipcoW lZ)eTfpas i&rirTOXs, ,a-pacKaXi) KbpLe IlpeaSeuTa, va

5exO7Tre r7v &tagflealtwaw tr 7S iLatpirov 'rps blpas iiroX\5eds laov.-

I METAEiA

Ip6s Trjv ArTOV 'EfoX6TI7ra T6v Kbptov LINCOLN MAC VEAGH,

"EKTaKT 'A AirearaXvov rKai nIIrpeCoharov

T7rOvpybv TWV 'HvopiiwvO IHoXLretciv rjs 'ApAepLtKs.

ENTATOA
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V 

1. TIt brio TCov `Fivanzivow IfoXcrea7n, rijs 'Aiwpwis inr6 rob &maxtou 

▪ sEXXItOos ijan rapexageva, rvx6P içi rapacx€Ona6aoia rXeoPeKnjaara 

irp6s 6a6povs xeopas irp6s ray 0-K071-61, atevKaXimrecosr peOoptaKis kirwowcovfas 

.71-1crns Kat TL srXeovetcrnoara Aram itleXoPIrpodr+Pec reXawaaKis 7, )0-€0)S, 

els 5v al Hvwvat lloXtrelac rig 'AjLepucc ro BaoiXecov Tijs TXXILSos 
/0eXov gerao-xec, OIL4=pc7)praL, Tfl ipapj.ioi1j rñs srapobo-ns 2voiocovias. 

2. Tit srXeoveicrngara ecrtva irapxovra 5OeXov rapacrxeOn 

Inri) Tan; `11Pc.o0pwv 11oXtrac7w rig 'Apcpwris, riLv bka)14, rCoP KT110-6.51, TON, 
✓z' cl3GXcririvon, Nhcraw Ti3S Z6V7ISr Acioryosroi Ilavapa, ran ii.XXI/Xas 
irpen Thy AngoKparlav rns KoN3as, Oa iatpCovrat. rijs h)apporjs rapobcrns 

Zugcocoptas. 

3. Mi Thy rpoinr6Oeo-cp On inr6 ras avgliiKas xat Opovs, °OUP abOat-
perov iwpoXnrrtKbp afrpov OiX icoappoo-On bra TiS pais xeopas els flapos 

iTipas wpas SieeXos otao-Siirore rptrns x6pas, ol Spot, ijs rapobo-ns crvpiocoptas 
(Sky Oa gxwo-tp &papao-yip, kirt airayopthcrecuP Kat areptopccrpiLv (1) isrtfiaXXo-

ttivani &IL X6-yays 770lKObS aV0panrlanTLKOUT. (2) airocKorolwrwv TY 2-pograo-Lap 

i-consr ryetas apOpc'orant, óxw 1 cwrav- (3) accopeoprwp an Kara-
aKevaMucva rap& covXaKurakPaw, Kat (4) avop6Prow r1,Yivapagnip aon-v-

popmc7)v 7') coopoX(rywiiip v6µaw. 
4. Obbeata &ILraEL T rapcnio-ns Ivavcovias ObvaraL pa MomOfj 

Vaa TP iiLOOiTnGrLI, tarpcop alra-ropeicrecos 2rept.opurpoil TijS tic-a-y(47ns 
4a7co-yis xpvcroii arybpoy, c rapaKca.bouaa T2V AWL)/ rocoinwp girpcop 
ola Zicco4pa KvfapPrials 10a6 rux6p Kpivet• cnaircaa iv trx&rec irpOs ray gXeyxov 

ircalicrews 'Ka's 4a7aPyipP, az-Acov, iraepos000taw 3) avyavcop 

roXkuot) Kat, EIS 4=perwas repirn'ocrets, irarras grIpov arpancorwoO 
Tcrain-ws ovi.upcopelrat. &TL obaetda &ILrct.t. r irapollans Zvarpcoptas Meg 
Oecop7705 ths irapaKcoXboocra inolArnaw i ivappoyliv Orpco, avopc4raw 

rnv oiloerepOrnra. 
VI 

srapoDoa Muiupoupta Met Avrocaracrrncrn s-nv ItvraXXa7nv thaKowc'ocrecop 

tiETa0 T75 K143EpPipTEWS TC7.3, 'HVaq.41,011, liaLTEILV r 1.11=pwiis Kat Tic 

Kv(3fpvhcean rot", BaatX€tou Tic TXXItoos Tijs 9ns Aercepfiplou 1924 Kat OiXec 

reOfi Is icempaorjv rhP iny 'Iavovaplou 1939, Met öi srapaaitvn iv icrxii 

.cixpt. o aPTUCaTaCTTa017 Ora irloipearipas iaropwils JVjAç'WPLa 1 1pLLTTLK?)s 

crual3aTecus igroptou Kai PalmMar, ij Axpe. Karay-yatas rabrns tiró iKaripas 
re7n, abo xp&v Kar6,r,p irypacoov rpoetOoroticrecos rpLaKopra roid1/46xLarop 

haexlm." 

TpcoptrcuP balv `EXXnyttal Kv13ipvnats eivat abgiocapos irpOs r6 rept-

ex15/wPop rñ 6.Pcoripco baeripaS bacrroX, raparox)tio KIpt.€ Ilpeafievra, pa 
aexOnre njv Sca13€13atcooly r 4acpirov rp6s Wig broXiAttios ;zap.— 

METAZaZ 
flpôs TO AIroi 'E0x6rnra rem KbpLop LINCOLN MAC VEAGH, 

"EKraKroP 'Areo-raXpivov Kat 11Xnp4obenop 

"Drovirybp rCap `11pwitipcop Ho/urea:a, r 'Apepwis. 

ENTATOA 
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Agreement by Greece.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [53 STAT.

[Translation]

MINISTRY

OF

FOREIGN AFFAIRS

No. 27039/G/l/1 ATHENS, November 15, 1938.
MR. MINISTER:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your Note of Novem-
ber 15, 1938, reading as follows:

"I have the honor to make the following statement of my under-
standing of the agreement reached through recent conversations held
at Athens by representatives of the Government of the United States
of America and the Government of the Kingdom of Greece with
reference to the treatment which the United States of America shall
accord to the commerce of the Kingdom of Greece and which the
Kingdom of Greece shall accord to the commerce of the United
States of America.

"These conversations have disclosed a mutual understanding
between the two Governments which is that the United States of
America will accord to the commerce of the Kingdom of Greece and
the Kingdom of Greece will accord to the commerce of the United
States of America, its territories and possessions, non-discriminatory
treatment.

"Accordingly the two Governments have agreed upon the fol-
lowing provisions:

I

"With respect to customs duties or charges of any kind imposed
on or in connection with importation or exportation, and with respect
to the method of levying such duties or charges, and with respect to
all rules and formalities in connection with importation or exporta-
tion, and with respect to all laws or regulations affecting the sale,
taxation or use of imported goods within the country, any advantage,
favor, privilege or immunity which has been or may hereafter be
granted by the United States of America or the Kingdom of Greece
to any article originating in or destined for any third country, shall
be accorded immediately and unconditionally to the like article
originating in or destined for the Kingdom of Greece or the United
States of America, respectively.

II

"1. Neither the Government of the United States of America
nor the Royal Hellenic Government shall regulate by import licenses
or permits the importation into its territory of any article in which
the other country has an interest, or by any method maintain limita-
tion or control of the amount of importation of any such article, unless
similar action is taken with respect to the importation of such article
from all other countries.
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[Translation] 
MINISTRY 

OF 
FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

Agreement by Greece. No. 27039/G/1/1 ATHENS, November 15, 1988. 

M R. MINISTER: 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your Note of Novem-

ber 15, 1938, reading as follows: 

"I have the honor to make the following statement of my under-
standing of the agreement reached through recent conversations held 
at Athens by representatives of the Government of the United States 
of America and the Government of the Kingdom of Greece with 
reference to the treatment which the United States of America shall 
accord to the commerce of the Kingdom of Greece and which the 
Kingdom of Greece shall accord to the commerce of the United 
States of America. 

"These conversations have disclosed a mutual understanding 
between the two Governments which is that the United States of 
America will accord to the commerce of the Kingdom of Greece and 
the Kingdom of Greece will accord to the commerce of the United 
States of America, its territories and possessions, non-discriminatory 
treatment. 

"Accordingly the two Governments have agreed upon the fol-
lowing provisions: 

I 

"With respect to customs duties or charges of any kind imposed 
on or in connection with importation or exportation, and with respect 
to the method of levying such duties or charges, and with respect to 
all rules and formalities in connection with importation or exporta-
tion, and with respect to all laws or regulations affecting the sale, 
taxation or use of imported goods within the country, any advantage, 
favor, privilege or immunity which has been or may hereafter be 
granted by the United States of America or the Kingdom of Greece 
to any article originating in or destined for any third country, shall 
be accorded immediately and unconditionally to the like article 
originating in or destined for the Kingdom of Greece or the United 
States of America, respectively. 

II 

"1. Neither the Government of the United States of America 
nor the Royal Hellenic Government shall regulate by import licenses 
or permits the importation into its territory of any article in which 
the other country has an interest, or by any method maintain limita-
tion or control of the amount of importation of any such article, unless 
similar action is taken with respect to the importation of such article 
from all other countries. 
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"2. If imports of such an article from the other country are,
directly or indirectly, restricted by such regulation, limitation, or
control, the Government taking such action shall establish in advance,
and inform the other Government of, the total amount permitted to
be imported from all countries during any specified period, which
shall not be shorter than three months, and of any increase in such
amount during the specified period, and shall either-

(a) Impose no limitation on the part of such total amount
which may be imported from the other country; or

(6) Establish in advance, and inform the other country con-
cerning, the quota of such article which shall be permitted to be
imported from the other country during the specified period.
Such quota, as originally established or subsequently changed,
shall be equivalent to the proportion of the total importation
of such article which the other country supplied during past
years, account being taken in so far as practicable in appropriate
cases of any special factors which may have affected or may be
affecting the trade in that article. Where a quota for importa-
tion from the other country is established, no obstacle, adminis-
trative or otherwise, shall be placed in the way of importation
sufficient to fill the quota allotted to the other country. If the
total amount permitted entry from all countries is increased
during any quota period, the quota established for the other
country shall be increased proportionately.

"3. If the Government of either country establishes or maintains
such regulation, limitation, or control of the importation of an article
in which the other country has an interest, it shall-

(a) Make public the regulations regarding the issuance of
licenses or permits, or regarding any other method of limitation
or control, before such regulations are put into force;

(b) Administer any system of licenses or permits or any other
method of limitation or control so as not to discriminate against
importation from the other country, and in no manner, directly
or indirectly, influence importers regarding the country from
which they shall seek permission to import any such article;

(c) Ensure that there shall be no undue delay in the issuance of
licenses or permits;

(d) Ensure that any duly qualified importer seeking to estab-
lish new, or to reestablish old, trade connections with the other
country, or to maintain such trade connections, shall be given
reasonable opportunity to import any such article; and upon
request inform any such duly qualified importer whose applica-
tion is rejected of the reasons for such rejection;

(e) At all times upon request advise the Government of the
other country of the amount of any such article, the growth,
produce, or manufacture of each exporting country which has
been imported, or for which licenses or permits for importation
have been granted.

"4. The provisions of this Article shall also be applicable with
respect to any regulation, limitation, or control imposed by either
Government upon the importation of such article at a particular rate
of duty or charge.
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"2. If imports of such an article from the other country are, 
directly or indirectly, restricted by such regulation, limitation, or 
control, the Government taking such action shall establish in advance, 
and inform the other Government of, the total amount permitted to 
be imported from all countries during any specified period, which 
shall not be shorter than three months, and of any increase in such 
amount during the specified period, and shall either— 

(a) Impose no limitation on the part of such total amount 
which may be imported from the other country; or 

(b) Establish in advance, and inform the other country con-
cerning, the quota of such article which shall be permitted to be 
imported from the other country during the specified period. 
Such quota, as originally established or subsequently changed, 
shall be equivalent to the proportion of the total importation 
of such article which the other country supplied during past 
years, account being taken in so far as practicable in appropriate 
cases of any special factors which may have affected or may be 
affecting the trade in that article. Where a quota for importa-
tion from the other country is established, no obstacle, adminis-
trative or otherwise, shall be placed in the way of importation 
sufficient to fill the quota allotted to the other country-. If the 
total amount permitted entry from all countries is increased 
during any quota period, the quota established for the other 
country shall be increased proportionately. 

"3. If the Government of either country establishes or maintains 
such regulation, limitation, or control of the importation of an article 
in which the other country has an interest, it shall— 

(a) Make public the regulations regarding the issuance of 
licenses or permits, or regarding any other method of limitation 
or control, before such regulations are put into force; 

(b) Administer any system of licenses or permits or any other 
method of limitation or control so as not to discriminate against 
importation from the other country, and in no manner, directly 
or indirectly, influence importers regarding the country from 
which they shall seek permission to import any such article; 

(c) Ensure that there shall be no undue delay in the issuance of 
licenses or permits; 

(d) Ensure that any duly qualified importer seeking to estab-
lish new, or to reestablish old, trade connections with the other 
country, or to maintain such trade connections, shall be given 
reasonable opportunity to import any such article; and upon 
request inform any such duly qualified importer whose applica-
tion is rejected of the reasons for such rejection; 

(e) At all times upon request advise the Government of the 
other country of the amount of any such article, the growth, 
produce, or manufacture of each exporting country which has 
been imported, or for which licenses or permits for importation 
have been granted. 

"4. The provisions of this Article shall also be applicable with 
respect to any regulation, limitation, or control imposed by either 
Government upon the importation of such article at a particular rate 
of duty or charge. 
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III

"In the event that the Government of the United States of America
or the Royal Hellenic Government establishes or maintains, directly
or indirectly, any form of control of the means of international pay-
ment, it shall, in the administration of such control:

(a) Impose no prohibition, restriction, condition, or delay on
the transfer of payment for imported articles the growth, produce,
or manufacture of the other country, or of payments necessary
for and incidental to the importation of such articles;

(b) Accord unconditionally, with respect to rates of exchange
and taxes or surcharges on exchange transactions in connection
with payments for or payments necessary and incidental to the
importation of all articles the growth, produce, or manufacture of
the other country, treatment no less favorable than that accorded
in connection with the importation of any article whatsoever the
growth, produce, or manufacture of any third country; and

(c) Accord unconditionally, with respect to all rules and
formalities applying to exchange transactions in connection with
payments for or payments necessary and incidental to the impor-
tation of articles the growth, produce, or manufacture of the
other country, treatment no less favorable than that accorded
in connection with the importation of the like articles the growth,
produce, or manufacture of any third country.

IV

"1. In the event that the Government of the United States of
America or the Royal Hellenic Government establishes or maintains
a monopoly for the importation, production, or sale of a particular
commodity or grants exclusive privileges, formally or in effect, to one
or more agencies to import, produce, or sell a particular commodity,
the Government of the country establishing or maintaining such
monopoly, or granting such monopoly privileges, agrees that in
respect of the foreign purchases of such monopoly or agency the
commerce of the other country shall receive fair and equitable treat-
ment. To this end it is agreed that in making its foreign purchases
of any product such monopoly or agency will be influenced solely by
those considerations, such as price, quality, marketability, and terms
of sale, which would ordinarily be taken into account by a private
commercial enterprise interested solely in purchasing such product
on the most favorable terms.

"2. It is agreed that the Government of each country, in the
awarding of contracts for public works and generally in the purchase
of supplies, shall not discriminate against the other country in favor
of any third country.

V

"1. The advantages now accorded or which may hereafter be
accorded by the United States of America or the Kingdom of Greece
to adjacent countries in order to facilitate frontier traffic, and advan-
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III 

"In the event that the Government of the United States of America 
or the Royal Hellenic Government establishes or maintains, directly 
or indirectly, any form of control of the means of international pay-
ment, it shall, in the administration of such control: 

(a) Impose no prohibition, restriction, condition, or delay on 
the transfer of payment for imported articles the growth, produce, 
or manufacture of the other country, or of payments necessary 
for and incidental to the importation of such articles; 

(b) Accord unconditionally, with respect to rates of exchange 
and taxes or surcharges on exchange transactions in connection 
with payments for or payments necessary and incidental to the 
importation of all articles the growth, produce, or manufacture of 
the other country, treatment no less favorable than that accorded 
in connection with the importation of any article whatsoever the 
growth, produce, or manufacture of any third country; and 

(c) Accord unconditionally, with respect to all rules and 
formalities applying to exchange transactions in connection with 
payments for or payments necessary and incidental to the impor-
tation of articles the growth, produce, or manufacture of the 
other country, treatment no less favorable than that accorded 
in connection with the importation of the like articles the growth, 
produce, or manufacture of any third country. 

Iv 

"1. In the event that the Government of the United States of 
America or the Royal Hellenic Government establishes or maintains 
a monopoly for the importation, production, or sale of a particular 
commodity or grants exclusive privileges, formally or in effect, to one 
or more agencies to import, produce, or sell a particular commodity, 
the Government of the country establishing or maintaining such 
monopoly, or granting such monopoly privileges, agrees that in 
respect of the foreign purchases of such monopoly or agency the 
commerce of the other country shall receive fair and equitable treat-
ment. To this end it is agreed that in making its foreign purchases 
of any product such monopoly or agency will be influenced solely by 
those considerations, such as price, quality, marketability, and terms 
of sale, which would ordinarily be taken into account by a private 
commercial enterprise interested solely in purchasing such product 
on the most favorable terms. 

"2. It is agreed that the Government of each country, in the 
awarding of contracts for public works and generally in the purchase 
of supplies, shall not discriminate against the other country in favor 
of any third country. 

V 

"1. The advantages now accorded or which may hereafter be 
accorded by the United States of America or the Kingdom of Greece 
to adjacent countries in order to facilitate frontier traffic, and advan-
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tages resulting from a customs union to which either the United
States of America or the Kingdom of Greece may become a party,
shall be excepted from the operation of this Agreement.

"2. The advantages now accorded or which may hereafter be
accorded by the United States of America, its territories or possessions,
the Philippine Islands, or the Panama Canal Zone to one another or
to the Republic of Cuba shall be excepted from the operation of this
Agreement.

"3. Subject to the requirement that, under like circumstances and
conditions, there shall be no arbitrary discrimination by either country
against the other country in favor of any third country, the provisions
of this Agreement shall not extend to prohibitions or restrictions (1)
imposed on moral or humanitarian grounds; (2) designed to protect
human, animal or plant life or health; (3) relating to prison-made
goods; (4) relating to the enforcement of police or revenue laws.

"4. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to prevent the
adoption of measures prohibiting or restricting the importation or
exportation of gold or silver, or to prevent the adoption of such
measures as either Government may see fit with respect to the control
of the export or sale for export of arms, ammunition, or implements of
war, and, in exceptional circumstances, all other military supplies, and
it is agreed, further, that nothing in this Agreement shall be construed
to prevent the adoption or enforcement of measures relating to
neutrality.

VI

"The present Agreement shall replace the exchange of notes between
the Government of the United States and the Government of the
Kingdom of Greece of December 9, 1924,1 and shall become operative
on the first day of January, 1939, and shall continue in force until
superseded by a more comprehensive commercial agreement or by a
definitive treaty of commerce and navigation, or until denounced by
either country by advance written notice of not less than thirty days."

In informing you that the Greek Government is in agreement with
the contents of the above Note, I beg you to accept, Mr. Minister, the
assurances of my highest consideration.

J. METAXAB
To His Excellency Mr. LINCOLN MACVEAGH,

Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary
of the United States of America,

Athens.

Treaty Series No. 706.
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tages resulting from a customs union to which either the United 
States of America or the Kingdom of Greece may become a party, 
shall be excepted from the operation of this Agreement. 

"2. The advantages now accorded or which may hereafter be 
accorded by the United States of America, its territories or possessions, 
the Philippine Islands, or the Panama Canal Zone to one another or 
to the Republic of Cuba shall be excepted from the operation of this 
Agreement. 

"3. Subject to the requirement that, under like circumstances and 
conditions, there shall be no arbitrary discrimination by either country 
against the other country in favor of any third country, the provisions 
of this Agreement shall not extend to prohibitions or restrictions (1) 
imposed on moral or humanitarian grounds; (2) designed to protect 
human, animal or plant life or health; (3) relating to prison-made 
goods; (4) relating to the enforcement of police or revenue laws. 

"4. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to prevent the 
adoption of measures prohibiting or restricting the importation or 
exportation of gold or silver, or to prevent the adoption of such 
measures as either Government may see fit with respect to the control 
of the export or sale for export of arms, ammunition, or implements of 
war, and, in exceptional circumstances, all other military supplies, and 
it is agreed, further, that nothing in this Agreement shall be construed 
to prevent the adoption or enforcement of measures relating to 
neutrality. 

VI 

"The present Agreement shall replace the exchange of notes between 
the Government of the United States and the Government of the 
Kingdom of Greece of December 9, 1924,' and shall become operative 
on the first day of January, 1939, and shall continue in force until 
superseded by a more comprehensive commercial agreement or by a 
definitive treaty of commerce and navigation, or until denounced by 
either country by advance written notice of not less than thirty days." 

In informing you that the Greek Government is in agreement with 
the contents of the above Note, I beg you to accept, Mr. Minister, the 
assurances of my highest consideration. 

J. METAXAS 
To His Excellency M T. LINCOLN MACVEAGH, 

Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary 
of the United States of America, 

Athens. 

Treaty Series No. 706. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE

The American Minister (MacVeagh) to the President of the Council
of Ministers and Minister for Foreign Affairs of Greece (Metaxas)

No. 400. LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Athens, November 19, 1938.
EXCELLENCY:

With reference to our Exchange of Notes of November 15, 1938,
concerning the treatment which the United States of America shall
accord to the commerce of the Kingdom of Greece and which the
Kingdom of Greece shall accord to the commerce of the United States
of America, I have the honor to inform you that, without modifying
its position on the principle of unconditional most-favored-nation
treatment, the Government of the United States of America agrees
not to invoke the provisions of Article I of this Agreement in respect of
the special and temporary advantages now accorded by the Kingdom
of Greece to imports from certain countries of coffee in beans, and of
sugar.

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest considera-
tion.

LINCOLN MACVEAGH

His Excellency JOHN METAXAS,
President of the Council of Ministers

and Ministerfor Foreign Affairs,
Athens.
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The American Minister (MacVeagh) to the President of the Council 
of Ministers and Minister for Foreign Affairs of Greece (Metaxas) 

No. 400. LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Athens, November 19, 1938. 

EXCELLENCY: 
With reference to our Exchange of Notes of November 15, 1938, 

concerning the treatment which the United States of America shall 
accord to the commerce of the Kingdom of Greece and which the 
Kingdom of Greece shall accord to the commerce of the United States 
of America, I have the honor to inform you that, without modifying 
its position on the principle of unconditional most-favored-nation 
treatment, the Government of the United States of America agrees 
not to invoke the provisions of Article I of this Agreement in. respect of 
the special and temporary advantages now accorded by the Kingdom 
of Greece to imports from certain countries of coffee in beans, and of 
sugar. 

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest considera-
tion. 

His Excellency JOHN M ETAXAS, 
President of the Council of Ministers 

and Minister for Foreign Affairs, 
Athens. 

LINCOLN M ACVEAGH 
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Agreement between the United States of America and Estonia for the December 6,1938

exchange of official publications. Effected by exchange of notes, [E A. SNo. 13

signed December 6, 1938.

The Estonian Minister for Foreign Affairs (Selter) to the American
Charge d'Affaires ad interim (Leonard)

REPUBLIQUE ESTONIENNE
MINISTRE

DES
AFFAIRES ETRANGERES

TALLINN, 6th December, 1938.
MONSIEUR LE CHARGE D'AFFAIRES,

With reference to your memorandum of September 20, 1938 and toAeAetewithEs-

previous correspondence and conversations, I have agreed upon the "'official publications.

following:
There shall be a complete exchange of official publications between

the Government of Estonia and the Government of the United
States of America, which shall be conducted in accordance with the
following provisions:

1. The official exchange office for the transmission of publications
of the United States of America is the Smithsonian Institution. The
official exchange office on the part of Estonia is the Riigi Raamatukogu
(State Library).

2. The exchange sendings shall be received on behalf of the United

States by the library of Congress; on behalf of Estonia by the Riigi
Raamatukogu (State Library).

3. The Government of the United States of America shall furnish
regularly in one copy a full set of the official publications of its several

departments, bureaux, offices, and institutions. A list of such depart-
ments and instrumentalities is attached (List No. 1).' This list

shall be extended to include, without the necessity of subsequent
negotiations, any new offices that the Government may create in the
future.

4. The Government of Estonia shall furnish regularly in one copy a

full set of the official publications of its several departments, bureaux,
offices, and institutions. A list of such departments and instrumen-
talities is attached (List No. 2).2 This list shall be extended to

include, without the necessity of subsequent negotiations, any new

offices that the Government may create in the future.
5. With respect to departments and instrumentalities which at this

time do not issue publications and which are not mentioned in the
attached lists, it is understood that publications issued in the future by

those offices shall be furnished in one copy.

l List as furnished by the Government of the United States. See p. 2061.
2 See p. 2068.
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Agreement between the United States of America and Estonia for the  December 6, 1938  
[E. exchange of official publications. Effected by exchange of notes, A. S. No. 138] 

signed December 6, 1938. 

The Estonian Minister for Foreign Affairs (Setter) to the American 
Charge d'Affaires ad interim (Leonard) 

REPUBLIQITE ESTONIENNE 

MINISTRE 

DES 

AFFAIRES ETRANGIRES 

TALLINN, 6th December, 1988. 
MONSIEUR LE CHARGE D'AFFAIRES, 

With reference to your memorandum of September 20, 1938 and to feeo thhanEgse-

previous correspondence and conversations, I have agreed upon the of official publications. 

following: 
There shall be a complete exchange of official publications between 

the Government of Estonia and the Government of the United 
States of America, which shall be conducted in accordance with the 
following provisions: 

1. The official exchange office for the transmission of publications 
of the United States of America is the Smithsonian Institution. The 
official exchange office on the part of Estonia is the Riigi Raamatukogu 
(State Library). 

2. The exchange sendings shall be received on behalf of the United 
States by the library of Congress; on behalf of Estonia by the Riigi 
Raamatukogu (State Library). 

3. The Government of the United States of America shall furnish 
regularly in one copy a full set of the official publications of its several 
departments, bureaux, offices, and institutions. A list of such depart-
ments and instrumentalities is attached (List No. 1).' This list 
shall be extended to include, without the necessity of subsequent 
negotiations, any new offices that the Government may create in the 
future. 

4. The Government of Estonia shall furnish regularly in one copy a 
full set of the official publications of its several departments, bureaux, 
offices, and institutions. A list of such departments and instrumen-
talities is attached (List No. 2).2 This list shall be extended to 
include, without the necessity of subsequent negotiations, any new 
offices that the Government may create in the future. 

5. With respect to departments and instrumentalities which at this 
time do not issue publications and which are not mentioned in the 
attached lists, it is understood that publications issued in the future by 
those offices shall be furnished in one copy. 

1 List as furnished by the Government of the United States. See p. 2061. 
2 See p. 2068. 
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6. Neither Government shall be obliged by this agreement to
furnish confidential publications, blank forms, or circular letters not
of a public nature.

7. Each party to the agreement shall bear the postal, railroad,
steamship, and other charges arising in its own country.

8. Both parties express their willingness as far as possible to
expedite shipments.

9. This agreement shall not be understood to modify the already
existing exchange agreements between the various government
departments and instrumentalities of the two countries.

Upon receipt of your Note, identical in terms to the present com-
munication, the Estonian Government will consider that the fore-
going agreement comes into force on the day following its ratification
by the President of the Republic of Estonia.

I avail myself of this opportunity to assure you, Monsieur le
Charge d'Affaires, of my high consideration.

K. SELTER
Monsieur WALTER A. LEONARD,

Charge d'Affaires a. i.,
of the United States of America,

Tallinn.

The American Charge d'Affaires ad interim (Leonard) to the Estonian
Minister for Foreign Affairs (Selter)

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Tallinn, December 6, 1938.
EXCELLENCY:

With reference to my memorandum of September 20, 1938, and
previous correspondence and conversations, and to Your Excellency's
Note of today's date (December 6, 1938), I have the honor to express
our agreement for the exchange of official publications between the
Governments of the United States of America and Estonia, as follows:

There shall be a complete exchange of official publications between
the Government of Estonia and the Government of the United States
of America, which shall be conducted in accordance with the following
provisions:

1. The official exchange office for the transmission of publications
of the United States of America is the Smithsonian Institution. The
official exchange office on the part of Estonia is the Riigi Raamatukogu
(State Library).

2. The exchange sendings shall be received on behalf of the United
States by the library of Congress; on behalf of Estonia by the Riigi
Raamatukogu (State Library).

3. The Government of the United States of America shall furnish
regularly in one copy a full set of the official publications of its several
departments, bureaux, offices and institutions. A list of such depart-
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6. Neither Government shall be obliged by this agreement to 
furnish confidential publications, blank forms, or circular letters not 
of a public nature. 

7. Each party to the agreement shall bear the postal, railroad, 
steamship, and other charges arising in its own country. 

8. Both parties express their willingness as far as possible to 
expedite shipments. 

9. This agreement shall not be understood to modify the already 
existing exchange agreements between the various government 
departments and instrumentalities of the two countries. 

Upon receipt of your Note, identical in terms to the present com-
munication, the Estonian Government will consider that the fore-
going agreement comes into force on the day following its ratification 
by the President of the Republic of Estonia. 
I avail myself of this opportunity to assure you, Monsieur le 

Chargé d'Affaires, of my high consideration. 
S. SELTER 

Monsieur WALTER A. LEONARD; 
Charge d'Affaires a. 

of the United States of America, 
Tallinn. 

The American Charge d'Affaires ad interim (Leonard) to the Estonian 
Minister for Foreign Affairs (Selter) 

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Tallinn, December 6, 1988. 

EXCELLENCY: 
With reference to my memorandum of September 20, 1938, and 

previous correspondence and conversations, and to Your Excellency's 
Note of today's date (December 6, 1938), I have the honor to express 
our agreement for the exchange of official publications between the 
Governments of the United States of America and Estonia, as follows: 
There shall be a complete exchange of official publications between 

the Government of Estonia and the Government of the United States 
of America, which shall be conducted in accordance with the following 
provisions: 

1. The official exchange office for the transmission of publications 
of the United States of America is the Smithsonian Institution. The 
official exchange office on the part of Estonia is the Riigi Raamatukogu 
(State Library). 

2. The exchange sendings shall be received on behalf of the United 
States by the library of Congress; on behalf of Estonia by the Riigi 
Raamatukogu (State Library). 

3. The Government of the United States of America shall furnish 
regularly in one copy a full set of the official publications of its several 
departments, bureaux, offices and institutions. A list of such depart-
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ments and instrumentalities is attached (List No. 1). This list shall
be extended to include, without the necessity of subsequent negotia-
tions, any new offices that the Government may create in the future.

4. The Government of Estonia shall furnish regularly in one copy a
full set of the official publications of its several departments, bureaux,
offices and institutions. A list of such departments and instrumentali-
ties is attached (List No. 2).1 This list shall be extended to include,
without the necessity of subsequent negotiations, any new offices that
the Government may create in the future.

5. With respect to the departments and instrumentalities which
at this time do not issue publications and which are not mentioned in
the attached lists, it is understood that publications issued in the
future by those offices shall be furnished in one copy.

6. Neither Government shall be obliged by this agreement to
furnish confidential publications, blank forms, or circular letters not
of a public nature.

7. Each party to the agreement shall bear the postal, railroad,
steamship, and other charges arising in its own country.

8. Both parties express their willingness as far as possible to
expedite shipments.

9. This agreement shall not be understood to modify the already
existing exchange agreements between the various government
departments and instrumentalities of the two countries.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the
assurance of my highest and most distinguished consideration.

WALTER A. LEONARD

Charge d'Affaires a. i.
His Excellency KARL SELTER,

Ministerfor Foreign Affairs,
Tallinn.

LIST NO. 1

LIST OF THE VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS AND INSTRUMENTALITIES OF

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT, THE PUBLICATIONS OF WHICH
ARE TO BE FURNISHED, TOGETHER WITH THE TITLES OF THE PRINCI-

PAL SERIAL PUBLICATIONS TO BE INCLUDED IN THE EXCHANGE.

AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT
Crops and markets, monthly
Department leaflet
Farmers' bulletin, irregular
Journal of agricultural research, semi-monthly
Miscellaneous publications
Technical bulletin, irregular
Yearbook of agriculture, bound

List as furnished by the Government of Estonia. See p. 2068.
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ments and instrumentalities is attached (List No. 1). This list shall 
be extended to include, without the necessity of subsequent negotia-
tions, any new offices that the Government may create in the future. 

4. The Government of Estonia shall furnish regularly in one copy a 
full set of the official publications of its several departments, bureaux, 
offices and institutions. A list of such departments and instrumentali-
ties is attached (List No. 2).1 This list shall be extended to include, 
without the necessity of subsequent negotiations, any new offices that 
the Government may create in the future. 

5. With respect to the departments and instrumentalities which 
at this time do not issue publications and which are not mentioned in 
the attached lists, it is understood that publications issued in the 
future by those offices shall be furnished in one copy. 

6. Neither Government shall be obliged by this agreement to 
furnish confidential publications, blank forms, or circular letters not 
of a public nature. 

7. Each party to the agreement shall bear the postal, railroad, 
steamship, and other charges arising in its own country. 

8. Both parties express their willingness as far as possible to 
expedite shipments. 

9. This agreement shall not be understood to modify the already 
existing exchange agreements between the various government 
departments and instrumentalities of the two countries. 

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the 
assurance of my highest and most distinguished consideration. 

WALTER A. LEONARD 
Charge d'Affaires a. i. 

His Excellency KARL SELTER, 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, 

Tallinn. 

LIST NO. 1 

LIST OF THE VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS AND INSTRUMENTALITIES OF 
THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT, THE PUBLICATIONS OF WHICH 
ARE TO BE FURNISHED, TOGETHER WITH THE TITLES OF THE PRINCI-
PAL SERIAL PUBLICATIONS TO BE INCLUDED IN THE EXCHANGE. 

AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT 
Crops and markets, monthly 
Department leaflet 
Farmers' bulletin, irregular 
Journal of agricultural research, semi-monthly 
Miscellaneous publications 
Technical bulletin, irregular 
Yearbook of agriculture, bound 

List as furnished by the Government of Estonia. See p. 2068. 
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Agricultural economics bureau
Agricultural situation, monthly
Statistical bulletin
Report, annual

Agricultural engineering bureau
Report, annual

Animal industry bureau
Service and regulatory announcements

Biological survey bureau
North American fauna
Report, annual

Chemistry and soils bureau
Soil survey reports
Report, annual

Dairy industry bureau
Report, annual

Entomology and plant quarantine bureau
Report, annual

Experiment stations office
Experiment station record, monthly
Report on agricultural experiment stations, annual

Extension service
Extension service review, monthly

Food and drug administration

Forest service
Report, annual

Home economics bureau
Report, annual

Information office
Report, annual

Plant industry bureau

Public roads bureau
Public roads, journal of highway research, monthly
Report, annual

Soil conservation service
Soil conservation, monthly
Report, annual

Weather bureau
Climatological data for U. S., monthly

CENTAL STATISTICAL BOARD
Report, annual

CIVIL AERONAUTICS AUTHORITY

CIVIL SEBVICE COMMISION
Official register of the U. S., annual, bound
Report, annual

CoMMEucE DEPARTMENT
Annual report of the Secretary of commerce

Census bureau
Decennial census
Biennial census of manufactures
Birth, stillbirth and infant mortality statistics, annual
Financial statistics of cities over 100,000, annual
Financial statistics of state and local governments, annual
Mortality statistics, annual
County and city jails, prisoners, annual
Prisoners in state and federal prisons, annual
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Official register of the U. S., annual, bound 
Report, annual 

COMMERCE DEPARTMENT 
Annual report of the Secretary of commerce 

Census bureau 
Decennial census 
Biennial census of manufactures 
Birth, stillbirth and infant mortality statistics, annual 
Financial statistics of cities over 100,000, annual 
Financial statistics of state and local governments, annual 
Mortality statistics, annual 
County and city jails, prisoners, annual 
Prisoners in state and federal prisons, annual 
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Coast and geodetic survey
Special publications

Fisheries bureau
Bulletin
Fishery circular
Investigational report

Foreign and domestic commerce bureau
Commerce reports, weekly
Comparative law series, monthly
Foreign commerce and navigation, bound, annual
Monthly summary of foreign commerce
Statistical abstract, annual
Survey of current business
Trade information bulletin
Trade promotion series

Lighthouses bureau

Maritime inspection and navigation bureau
Merchant marine statistics, annual
Merchant vessels of the United States, annual

National bureau of standards
Circular
Journal of research, monthly
Technical news bulletin, monthly

Patent office
Official gazette, weekly
Index of trademarks, annual
Index of patents, annual

CONGRESS
Congressional record, bound
Congressional directory, bound
Statutes at large, bound
Code of laws and supplements, bound

House of representatives
Journal, bound
Documents, bound
Reports, bound

Senate
Journal, bound
Documents, bound
Reports, bound

COURT OF CLAIMS
Report of cases decided

COURT OF CUSTOMS AND PATENT APPEALS
Reports (Decisions), bound

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Reports of the various departments of the local government.

EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION COMMISSION
Report, annual

FARM CREDIT ADMINISTRATION
Report, annual
News for farmer cooperatives, monthly

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
Report, annual
Decisions
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FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD

Federal home loan bank review, monthly

FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION
Report, annual
Insured mortgage portfolio, monthly

FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION

Report, annual

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Federal reserve bulletin, monthly
Report, annual

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
Report, annual
Decisions, bound

GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
Decisions of the comptroller-general, bound

GOVERNMENT PRINTING OPICE
Report, annual

Documents office
Documents catalog, biennial
Monthly catalog

INTERIOR DEPARTMENT
Report, annual (relating chiefly to public lands)

Education office
Bulletin
Pamphlet series
School life, monthly except July and August
Vocational education bulletin

General land office

Geological survey
Bulletin
Professional paper
Water supply papers

Housing authority

Mines bureau
Bulletin
Minerals yearbook
Technical paper

National bituminous coal commission

National Park service

Reclamation bureau
Reclamation era, monthly

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
Report, annual
Annual report on statistics of railways
Interstate commerce commission reports (decisions), bound

JUSTICE DEPARTMENT
Annual report of the Attorney General
Opinions of the Attorney General

Prisons bureau
Federal offenders, annual
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LABOR DEPARTMENT
Report, annual

Children's bureau
Bulletin
The Child, monthly news summary

Employment services

Immigration and naturalization service

Labor standards division
Bulletin
Industrial health and safety series

Labor statistics bureau
Bulletin
Monthly labor review

Women's bureau
Bulletin

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

Report, annual, bound
Copyright office

Catalog of copyright entries
Documents division

Monthly checklist of state publications
Legislative reference service

State law index, biennial, bound

MARITIME COMMISSION
Maritime commission reports
Report on water-borne foreign commerce, annual

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
Report, annual

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS
Report, annual
Bibliography of aeronautics, annual
Technical reports

NATIONAL ARCHIVES
Report, annual
Federal register, bound

NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD
Report, annual
Decisions

NATIONAL MEDIATION BOARD
Report, annual

NATIONAL RAILROAD ADJUSTMENT BOARD
Awards

NATIONAL REsBOUCES COMMITTEE
Reports

NAVY DEPARTMENT
Annual report of the Secretary of the Navy

Engineering bureau

Hydrographic office
Publications

Marine corps

Medicine and surgery bureau
Naval medical bulletin, quarterly
Annual report of the surgeon general
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Naval war college
International law situations, annual, bound

Nautical almanac office
American ephemeris and nautical almanac, annual
American nautical almanac, annual

Navigation bureau
Navy directory, quarterly
Register, annual

Supplies and accounts bureau
Naval expenditures, annual

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT
Postal guide, annual with monthly supplements
Annual report of the Postmaster general

Postal savings system
Annual report

PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES

Addresses, messages
RAILROAD RETIREMENT BOARD

Report, annual
RECONSTRUCTION FINANCE CORPORATION

Reports

RURAL ELECTRIFICATION ADMINISTRATION

Report, annual
Rural electrification news, monthly

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMMISSION
Decisions
Report, annual

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION

Report, annual
Ethnology bureau

Report, annual
Bulletin

National museum
Report, annual

SOCIAL SECURITY BOARD
Social security bulletin, monthly
Report, annual

STATE DEPARTMENT

Arbitration series
Conference series
Executive agreement series
Foreign relations, annual, bound
Latin American series
Press releases, weekly
Territorial papers of the United States, bound
Treaty series
Treaty information bulletin, monthly

SUPREME COURT
Official reports, bound

TARi" COMMIssIoN
Report, annual
Miscellaneous series
Reports

TAx APPEALS BOAaD
Board of tax appeals reports
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Nava/ war college 
International law situations, annual, bound 

Nautical almanac office 
American ephemeris and nautical almanac, annual 
American nautical almanac, annual 

Navigation bureau 
Navy directory, quarterly 
Register, annual 

Supplies and accounts bureau 
Naval expenditures, annual 

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT 
Postal guide, annual with monthly supplements 
Annual report of the Postmaster general 

Postal savings system 
Annual report 

PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES 
Addresses, messages 

RAILROAD RETIREMENT BOARD 
Report, annual 

RECONSTRUCTION FINANCE CORPORATION 
Reports 

RURAL ELECTRIFICATION ADMINISTRATION 
Report, annual 
Rural electrification news, monthly 

SECURITIES Ain EXCHANGE COMMISSION 
Decisions 
Report, annual 

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION 
Report, annual 

Ethnology bureau 
Report, annual 
Bulletin 

National museum 
Report, annual 

SOCIAL SECURITY BOARD 
Social security bulletin, monthly 
Report, annual 

STATE DEPARTMENT 
Arbitration series 
Conference series 
Executive agreement series 
Foreign relations, annual, bound 
Latin American series 
Press releases, weekly 
Territorial papers of the United States, bound 
Treaty series 
Treaty information bulletin, monthly 

SUPREME COURT 
Official reports, bound 

TARIFF COMMISSION 
Report, annual 
Miscellaneous series 
Reports 

TAX APPF.A LS BOARD 
Board of tax appeals reports 
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TREASURY DEPARTMENT
Annual report on the state of finances
Combined statement of receipts, expenditures, balances, etc.
Treasury decisions, bound

Budget bureau
Budget, annual, bound

Bookkeeping and warrants division
Digest of appropriations, annual

Coast guard,
Register, annual

Comptroller of the currency
Report, annual

INTERNAL REVENUE BUREAU
Internal revenue bulletin, weekly
Annual report of the commissioner of internal revenue
Statistics of income

Mint bureau
Report, annual

Narcotics bureau

Procurement division

Public health service
National institute of health bulletin
Public health bulletin, irregular
Public health reports, weekly
Report, annual
Venereal disease information, monthly

VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION
Report, annual
Medical bulletin, quarterly

WAR DEPARTMENT
Report of the Secretary of war, annual

Adjutant general's department
Official army register, annual
Army list and directory, semi-annual

Army medical library
Index-catalog

Engineer department
Report of the chief of engineers (incl. commercial statistics of water-borne

commerce), annual
Rivers and harbors board. Port series

General staff corps

Insular affairs bureau
Report, annual

Medical department
Report of the surgeon general, annual

Military intelligence division

National guard bureau

Ordnance department

Quartermaster general

Signal office

WORKS PROGaoES ADmsNIeTaATION
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TREASURY DEPARTMENT 
Annual report on the state of finances 
Combined statement of receipts, expenditures, balances, etc. 
Treasury decisions, bound 

Budget bureau 
Budget, annual, bound 

Bookkeeping and warrants division 
Digest of appropriations, annual 

Coast guard, 
Register, annual 

Comptroller of the currency 
Report, annual 

INTERNAL REVENUE BUREAU 
Internal revenue bulletin, weekly 
Annual report of the commissioner of internal revenue 
Statistics of income 

Mint bureau 
Report, annual 

Narcotics bureau 

Procurement division 

Public health service 
National institute of health bulletin 
Public health bulletin, irregular 
Public health reports, weekly 
Report, annual 
Venereal disease information, monthly 

VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION 
Report, annual 
Medical bulletin, quarterly 

WAR DEPARTMENT 
Report of the Secretary of war, annual 

Adjutant general's department 
Official army register, annual 
Army list and directory, semi-annual 

Army medical library 
Index-catalog 

Engineer department 
Report of the chief of engineers (incl. commercial statistics of water-borne 
commerce), annual 

Rivers and harbors board. Port series 
General staff corps 

Insular affairs bureau 
Report, annual 

Medical department 
Report of the surgeon general, annual 

Military intelligence division 

National guard bureau 

Ordnance department 

Quartermaster general 

Signal office 

WORKS PROGRICSS ADMINISTRATION 
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LIST NO. 2.

LIST OF ESTONIAN OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS WHICH ARE TO BE FUR-

NISHED TO THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS AT WASHINGTON IN ACCORD-

ANCE WITH THE AGREEMENT ON EXCHANGE OF PUBLICATIONS

BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF ESTONIA AND THE UNITED

STATES; AND LIST OF THE VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS AND INSTITUTIONS

OF THE REPUBLIC OF ESTONIA WHICH MAY ISSUE OFFICIAL PUB-

LICATIONS IN THE FUTURE (MARKED WITH AN ASTERISK).

Name of Government Department or
Institution

Rahvuskogu (National Constituent As-
sembly).

Riigivolikogu (Chamber of Deputies).

Riigin6ukogu (National Council).

Riigikantselei (State Chancery).

Riigiraamatukogu (State Library).

*Riigiarhiiv ja Arhiivn6ukogu (State
Archives and Council of the State
Archives).

Statistika Keskburoo (State Central
Bureau of Statistics).

Konjunktuurinstituut (Estonian Insti-
tute of Economic Research).

*Riikliku Propaganda Talitus (State
Propaganda Office).

Riigikontroll (Office of the State Comp-
troller).

HARIDUSMINISTEERIUM (Ministry of
Education).

Teaduse ja Kunsti Osakond (Depart-
ment of Art and Sciences).

Kultuurkapitali valitsus (Administra-
tion of the Cultural Fund):

*Muinsusn6ukogu (Council of the Pres-
ervation of Antiquities).

Riiklik Keskarhiiv (State Central Ar-
chives):

Kooliosakond (Department of Schools):
*Kutseoskuse osakond (Department of

Professional Education).
*Noorsoo- ja vabaharidusosakond (De-

partment of Youth and Adult Educa-
tion).

KOHTUMaINISTEERIUM (Ministry of
Justice):

Kodifikatsiooniosakond (Department of
Codification):

Estonian Name and English
Equivalent

Protokollid (Minutes of the National
Constituent Assembly).

Protokollid (Minutes of the Chamber
of Deputies).

Protokollid (Minutes of the National
Council).

Valitsusasutiste tegevus (Annual Re-
ports on the Activity of Government
Institutions).

Raamatute nimestik (State Library
book-catalogues). Riigiraamatukogu
Teataja (Bulletin of the State Library).

Eesti Statistika (kuukiri) (Monthly
Bulletin of the State Central Bureau
of Statistics). Aastaraamat (Annual
Foreign Trade).

Konjunktuur (Monthly Review).
Majandusteated (Economic News).

Tegevuse iilevaade (General Annual
Report).

Haridusministeeriumi Teataja (Bulle-
tin of the Ministry).

Aruanded (Reports).

Toimetused (Records).

"Eesti Kool" (The Estonian School).

Seaduste Kogu (Code of Laws).
Riigi Teataja (Official Gazette).
Eesti Vabariigi Lepingud Valisriiki-

dega (Estonian Treaty Series).
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LIST NO. 2. 

LIST OF ESTONIAN OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS WHICH ARE TO BE FUR-
NISHED TO THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS AT WASHINGTON IN ACCORD-
ANCE WITH THE AGREEMENT ON EXCHANGE OF PUBLICATIONS 
BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF ESTONIA AND THE UNITED 
STATES; AND LIST OF THE VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS AND INSTITUTIONS 
OF THE REPUBLIC OF ESTONIA WHICH MAY ISSUE OFFICIAL PUB-
LICATIONS IN THE FUTURE (MARKED WITH AN ASTERISK). 

Name of Government Department or Estonian Name and English 
Institution Equivalent 

Rahvuskogu (National Constituent As-
sembly). 

Rfigivolikogu (Chamber of Deputies). 

Rfiginoukogu (National Council). 

Riigikantselei (State Chancery). 

Riigiraamatukogu (State Library). 

*Riigiarhiiv ja Arhiivnt5ukogu (State 
Archives and Council of the State 
Archives). 

Statistika Keskbilroo (State Central 
Bureau of Statistics). 

Konjunktutuinstituut (Estonian Insti-
tute of Economic Research). 

*Riikliku Propaganda Talitus (State 
Propaganda Office). 

Riigikontroll (Office of the State Comp-
troller). 

HARIDIISMINISTEERITYM (Ministry of 
Education). 

Teaduse ja Kunsti Osakond (Depart-
ment of Art and Sciences). 

Kultuurkapitali valitsus (Administra-
tion of the Cultural Fund): 

*Muinsusnoukogu (Council of the Pres-
ervation of Antiquities). 

Rfiklik Keskarhiiv (State Central Ar-
chives): 

Kooliosakond (Department of Schools): 
*Kutseoskuse osakond (Department of 

Professional Education). 
*Noorsoo- ja vabaharidusosakond (De-
partment of Youth and Adult Educa-
tion). 

KOHTIIMINISTEERTITM (Ministry of 
Justice): 

Kodifikatsiooniosakond (Department of 
Codification): 

Protokollid (Minutes of the National 
Constituent Assembly). 

Protokollid (Minutes of the Chamber 
of Deputies). 

Protokollid (Minutes of the National 
Council). 

Valitsusasutiste tegevus (Annual Re-
ports on the Activity of Government 
Institutions). 

Raamatute nimestik (State Library 
book-catalogues). Riigiraamatukogu 
Teataja (Bulletin of the State Library). 

Eesti Statistika (kuukiri) (Monthly 
Bulletin of the State Central Bureau 
of Statistics). Aastaraamat (Annual 
Foreign Trade). 

Konjunktuur (Monthly Review). 
Majandusteated (Economic News). 

Tegevuse Ulevaade (General Annual 
Report). 

Haridusministeeriumi Teataja (Bulle-
tin of the Ministry). 

Aruanded (Reports). 

Toimetused (Records). 

"Eesti Kool" (The Estonian School). 

Seaduste Kogu (Code of Laws). 
Riigi Teataja (Official Gazette). 
Eesti Vabariig,i Lepingud VAlisriiki-
dega (Estonian Treaty Series). 
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Name of Government Department or
Institution

Vangimajade talitus (Administration of
State Prisons):

Kohtud (Courts of Justice):

MAJANDUSMINISTEERIUM (Ministry of
Economic Affairs):

Rahandusosakond (Treasury Depart-
ment):

*Kaubandusosakond. Proovikods.
(Department of Commerce. Chamber
of Weights and Measures).

*T66stusosakond. Patendiamet. (De-
partment of Industries. State Patent
Office).

*Maksudetalitus (Department of
Taxes).

*Eesti Rahvuslik J6ukomitee (National
Power Committee of Estonia).

*Loodusvarade Instituut (Institute for
Investigation of Natural Resources).

Eesti Pank (The Bank of Estonia):

Eesti Maapank (The Land Bank of
Estonia):

Pikalaenupank (National Mortgage
Bank of Estonia):

*Riigitriikikoda (State Printing Office).

PoLLUToiMINISTEERBIU (Ministry of
Agriculture):

Katastri- ja Maakorraldusosakond (De-
partment of Conveyances and Agra-
rian Organization):

*P6llumajandusosakond (Department
of Agricultural Economics):

*Piimasaaduste valjaveo kontrolljaam
(Station for the Control of the Ex-
ports of Dairy Products).

*Taimekaitse- ja seemnekontrollamet
(Division of Plant Protection and
Seed Control).

*Riigi Polluto6katsejaam (Agricultural
Experimental Station).

*Veterinaartalitus (Veterinary Depart-
ment).

*Riigimetsade Talitus (State Forestry
Department).

SoTsIAALMINIsTEERIUM (Ministry of
Labor and Social Welfare):

Tervishoiu- ja hoolekandetalitus (De-
partment of Health and Social Wel-
fare):

Farmaatsia osakond (Department of
Pharmacy).

Estonian Name and English
Equivalent

Karistusteated (List of Criminal Of-
fenders).

Riigikohtu otsused (Decisions of the
Supreme Court).

Riigieelarve (The State Budget).

Aruanded (Weekly Balance Sheets).
Aastaraamat (Year Book).

Aruanded (Annual Reports).

Aruanded (Annual Reports).

Sisevete uurimise aastaraamat (Year
Book on investigation of inland water-
ways).

Tervishoiupersonaali, tervishoiuasutiste
ja apteekide nimestik (List of Medi-
cal Practitioners, Hospitals and Pub-
lic Dispensaries in Estonia).
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Name of Government Department or Estonian Name and English 
Institution Equivalent 

Vangimajade talitus (Administration of 
State Prisons): 

Kohtud (Courts of Justice): 

M AJANDUSIIINISTEERITIM (Ministry of 

Economic Affairs): 
Rahandusosakond (Treasury Depart-

ment): 
*Kaubandusosakond. Proovikoda. 

(Department of Commerce. Chamber 
of Weights and Measures). 

*Toostusosakond. Patendiamet. (De-
partment of Industries. State Patent 
Office). 

*Maksudetalitus (Department of 
Taxes). 

*Eesti Rahvuslik Joukomitee (National 
Power Committee of Estonia). 

*Loodusvarade Instituut (Institute for 
Investigation of Natural Resources). 

Eesti Pank (The Bank of Estonia): 

Eesti Maapank (The Land Bank of 
Estonia): 

Pikalaenupank (National Mortgage 
Bank of Estonia): 

*Riigitrilkikoda (State Printing Office). 

PoLLIITIAMINISTEERIUM (Ministry of 

Agriculture): 
Katastri- ja Maakorraldusosakond (De-
partment of Conveyances and Agra-
rian Organization): 

*Pollumajandusosakond (Department 
of Agricultural Economics): 

*Piimasaaduste valjaveo kontrolljaam 
(Station for the Control of the Ex-
ports of Dairy Products). 

*Taimekaitse- ja seemnekontrollamet 
(Division of Plant Protection and 
Seed Control). 

*Riigi Ptillutokikatsejaam (Agricultural 
Experimental Station). 

*Veterinaartalitus (Veterinary Depart-
ment). 

*Riigimetsade Talitus (State Forestry 
Department). 

SOTSIAALMINISTEERItni (Ministry of 
Labor and Social Welfare): 

Tervishoiu- ja hoolekandetalitus (De-
partment of Health and Social Wel-
fare): 

Farraaatsia osakond (Department of 
Pharmacy). 

Karistuste,ated (List of Criminal Of-
fenders). 

Riigikohtu otsused (Decisions of the 
Supreme Court). 

Riigieelarve (The State Budget). 

Aruanded (Weekly Balance Sheets). 
Aastaraamat (Year Book). 

Aruanded (Annual Reports). 

Aruanded (Annual Reports). 

Sisevete uurimise aastaraamat (Year 
Book on investigation of inland water-
ways). 

Tervishoiupersonaali, tervishoivasutiste 
ja apteekide nimestik (List of Medi-
cal Practitioners, Hospitals and Pub-
lic Dispensaries in Estonia). 
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Name of Government Department or
Institution

Loodushoiu- ja Turismi-Instituut (Na-
tional Trust of Estonia and Travel
Association).

Tookaitse- ja Sotsiaalkindlustusosakond
(Department of Labour Protection
and Social Insurance):

SIBEMINIBTEERIUM (Ministry of the
Interior):

*Omavalitsuste Talitus (Department
of Local Governments).

*Politseitalitus (Police Department)
*Piirivalvetalitus (Frontier Patrol De-

partment).

SOJAMINISTEEnRIU (Ministry of War):
*SSjavagede staap (Army Staff).
*Kaitseliit (Civil Guards League).

TEEDEMINISTEEBIUM (Ministry of Com-
munications):

*Ehitusosakond (Department of Con-
structions).

*Maanteede Talitus (Administration of
Highways).

Posti-, Telegraafi-Telefoni Talitus (Post-
al, Telegraph and Telephone Admin-
istration):

Raudteede Talitus (Administration of
State Railways):

Veeteede Talitus
Waterways):

(Administration of

*Ohusoidu osakond (Department of
Air Navigation).

*RiigiringhAfling (State Broadcasting).

VILISMINISTEERIUM (Ministry for For-
eign Affairs):

Estonian Name and English
Equivalent

Looduskaitse Teated (Nature Protec-
tion News) Turismi Teated (Tour-
ist News).

T66kaitse Teated (Labour Protection
Review).

Posti-, telefoni-, telegrafi ja raadioasu-
tiste nimestik (List of Post, Telegraph
and Telephone Offices and Radio
Stations). Postiametkonna tegevus
(Reports on Activities of Postal, Tele-
graph and Telephone offices and
Radio stations).

Riigi raudteede tegevuse ilevaade (Re-
port on Activities of State Rail-
ways).

Eesti laevade register (Estonian Ships
Register). Eesti tuletornide ja mere-
m&rkide nimestik (List of Estonian
Buoys and Light-houses).

Corps Diplomatique & Tallinn. Eesti
Vabariigi esindajad valismaal (Es-
tonian Representatives Abroad).

TARTU ULIKOOL (The Tartu Univer- Loengute kava (Schedule of Lectures).
sity): Toimetused (Academical Publica-

tions).

TAIUNNA TEMuIKAUIKOOL (The Tal-
linn Technical University):

*RIIKLIK KATSEKODA (Government Bu-
reau for Testing Materials).

Loengute kava (Schedule of Lectures).
Toimetused (Academical Publica-
tions).
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Name of Government Department or 
Institution 

Loodushoiu- ja Turismi-In.stituut (Na-
tional Trust of Estonia and Travel 
Association). 

Tookaitse- ja Sotsiaalkindlustusosakond 
(Department of Labour Protection 
and Social Insurance): 

SISEMINISTEERIUM (Ministry of the 
Interior): 

*Omavalitsuste Talitus (Department 
of Local Governments). 

*Politseitalitus (Police Department) 
*Piirivalvetalitus (Frontier Patrol De-

partment). 

SOJAMINISTRERIUM (Ministry of War): 
*Sojaviigede staap (Army SIAM. 
*Kaitseliit (Civil Guards League). 

TEEDEMINISTEERIUM (Ministry of Com-
munications): 

*Ehitusosakond (Department of Con-
structions). 

*Maanteede Talitus (Administration of 
Highways). 

Telegraafi-Telefoni Talitus (Post-
al, Telegraph and Telephone Admin-
istration): 

Baudteede Talitus 
State Railways): 

(Administration of 

Veeteede Talitus (Administration of 
Waterways): 

*Ohuseridu osakond (Department of 
Air Navigation). 

*Riigiringhrtaling (State Broadcasting). 

VILISMINISTEERIUM (Ministry for For-
eign Affairs): 

TARTU ULIKOOL (The Tartu Univer-
sity): 

TALLINNA TEENIKAMLIKOOL (The Tal-
linn Technical University): 

*RIIKLIK Klasssons (Government Bu-
reau for Testing Materials). 

Estonian Name and English 
Equivalent 

Looduskaitse Teated (Nature Protec-
tion News) Turismi Teated (Tour-
ist News). 

TOOkaitse Teated (Labour Protection 
Review). 

Posti-, telefoni-, telegrafi ja raadioasu-
tiste nimestik (List of Post, Telegraph 
and Telephone Offices and Radio 
Stations). Postiametkonna tegevus 
(Reports on Activities of Postal, Tele-
graph and Telephone offices and 
Radio stations). 

Rligi raudteede tegevuse illevaade (Re-
port on Activities of State Rail-
ways). 

Eesti laevade register (Estonian Ships 
Register). Eesti tuletornide ja mere-
markide nimestik (List of Estonian 
Buoys and Light-houses). 

Corps Diplomatique a Tallinn. Eesti 
Vabariigi esindajad vAligmnsd (Es-
tonian Representatives Abroad). 

Loengute kava (Schedule of Lectures). 
Toimetused (Academical Publica-
tions). 

Loengute kava (Schedule of Lectures). 
Toimetused (Academical Publica-
tions). 
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December 28 and
Agreement between the United States of America and Finland for the 3' 138

exchange of official publications. Effected by exchange of notes, [E. A. S No. 13

signed December 28 and 30, 1938; effective January 1, 1939.

The Acting Secretary of States (Welles) to the Minister of Finland
(Jdrnefelt)

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Washington, December 38, 1938.

SIR:

I have the honor, with reference to recent correspondence in re- Agreement with
Finland for the ex-

gard to the broadening of the exchange of official publications be- change of official pub-
lications.

tween the United States of America and Finland, to express my ca ns

understanding of the provisions which are to govern the exchange
beginning with January 1, 1939, as follows:

1. One copy of each official publication of the several branches
of the Government of the United States of America shall be fur-
nished regularly to the Library of Parliament at Helsinki
through the medium of the International Exchange Service of
the Smithsonian Institution. A list of branches of the Govern-
ment of the United States of America the publications of which
are to be furnished under the present agreement is attached
(List No. 1). This list shall be extended, without the necessity
of subsequent negotiations, to include any new offices which the
Government of the United States of America may create in the
future.

2. One copy of each official publication of the several branches
of the Government of Finland shall be furnished regularly to the
Government of the United States of America. A list describing
the publications of the Government of Finland which are to be
furnished under the present agreement is attached (List No. 2).

3. This agreement shall not be understood to modify any
agreements for the exchange of publications that may already
exist between the various departments and other instrumentali-
ties of the Government of the United States of America and the
departments and other instrumentalities of the Government of
Finland.

Upon the receipt of a note from you confirming the above under-
standing, my Government will consider the agreement effective as of
January 1, 1939.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
For the Acting Secretary of State:

G. S. MEssESMIrT

The Honorable
EERo JAXNEFETr,

Minister of Finland.
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December 28 and 

Agreement between the United States of America and Finland for the  30, ins  
[E. 

exchange of official publications. Effected by exchange of notes, A. S. No. 1391 

signed December 28 and 30, 1938; effective January 1, 1939. 

The Acting Secretary of States (Welles) to the Minister of Finland 
(Jiirnefelt) 

DEPARTMENT or STATE 
Washington, December 38, 1938. 

SIR: 
I have the honor, with reference to recent correspondence in re- Agreement with 

Finland for the ex-
gard to the broadening of the exchange of official publications be- change of official pub-

tween the United States of America and Finland, to express my lications. 
understanding of the provisions which are to govern the exchange 
beginning with January 1, 1939, as follows: 

1. One copy of each official publication of the several branches 
of the Government of the United States of America shall be fur-
nished regularly to the Library of Parliament at Helsinki 
through the medium of the International Exchange Service of 
the Smithsonian Institution. A list of branches of the Govern-
ment of the United States of America the publications of which 
are to be furnished under the present agreement is attached 
(List No. 1). This list shall be extended, without the necessity 
of subsequent negotiations, to include any new offices which the 
Government of the United States of America may create in the 
future. 

2. One copy of each official publication of the several branches 
of the Government of Finland shall be furnished regularly to the 
Government of the United States of America. A list describing 
the publications of the Government of Finland which are to be 
furnished under the present agreement is attached (List No. 2). 

3. This agreement shall not be understood to modify any 
agreements for the exchange of publications that may already 
exist between the various departments and other instrumentali-
ties of the Government of the United States of America and the 
departments and other instrumentalities of the Government of 
Finland. 

Upon the receipt of a note from you confirming the above under-
standing, my Government will consider the agreement effective as of 
January 1, 1939. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 
For the Acting Secretary of State: 

G. S. MESRERSMITEL 

The Honorable 
EERO JARNEFEIJP, 

Minister of Finland. 
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LIST NO. 1
1. Congress

Congressional records, bound; the Senate and House journals, bound; United
States code and supplements, bound; all other publications printed by order
of either House of the United States Congress.

JE. Executive departments (including without further specification the various
bureaus and divisions thereof)

Department of State
Department of the Treasury
Department of War
Department of Justice
Post Office Department
Department of the Navy
Department of the Interior
Department of Agriculture
Department of Commerce
Department of Labor

S. Independent offices and establishments
Civil Service Commission
General Accounting Office
Interstate Commerce Commission
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
Federal Trade Commission
Tariff Commission
Board of Tax Appeals
Federal Power Commission
Federal Housing Administration
Veterans' Administration
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Commission of Fine Arts
Reconstruction Finance Corporation
Federal Home Loan Bank Board
Tennessee Valley Authority
Rural Electrification Administration
Farm Credit Administration
Central Statistical Board
Civilian Conservation Corps
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Securities and Exchange Commission
National Archives
National Resources Committee
National Labor Relations Board
Railroad Retirement Board
Federal Communications Commission
Social Security Board
Maritime Commission
National Mediation Board
Civil Aeronautics Authority

4. Courts
Supreme Court of the United States
Court of Customs and Patent Appeals
Court of Claims
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LIST NO. 1 
1. Congress 

Congressional records, bound; the Senate and House journals, bound; United 
States code and supplements, bound; all other publications printed by order 
of either House of the United States Congress. 

2. Executive departments (including without further specification the various 
bureaus and divisions thereof) 

Department of State 
Department of the Treasury 
Department of War 
Department of Justice 
Post Office Department 
Department of the Navy 
Department of the Interior 
Department of Agriculture 
Department of Commerce 
Department of Labor 

8. Independent offices and establishments 

Civil Service Commission 
General Accounting Office 
Interstate Commerce Commission 
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 
Federal Trade Commission 
Tariff Commission 
Board of Tax Appeals 
Federal Power Commission 
Federal Housing Administration 
Veterans' Administration 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Commission of Fine Arts 
Reconstruction Finance Corporation 
Federal Home Loan Bank Board 
Tennessee Valley Authority 
Rural Electrification Administration 
Farm Credit Administration 
Central Statistical Board 
Civilian Conservation Corps 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
Securities and Exchange Commission 
National Archives 
National Resources Committee 
National Labor Relations Board 
Railroad Retirement Board 
Federal Communications Commission 
Social Security Board 
Maritime Commission 
National Mediation Board 
Civil Aeronautics Authority 

4. Courts 
Supreme Court of the United States 
Court of Customs and Patent Appeals 
Court of Claims 
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LIST NO. 2

All publications issued by the Parliament of Finland
"Suomen Asetuskokoelma" (Laws, Decrees, etc. in Finnish. One separate series

for each calendar year)
"Finlands Forfattningssamling" (same in Swedish)
"Suomen Asetuskokoelman Sopimussarja" (Treaty Series in Finnish. One

separate series for each calendar year)
"Finlands Forfattningssamlings Fordragsserie" (same in Swedish)
All publications issued, in Finnish and Swedish, by the "Lainvalmistelukunta"

(Board for the revision of laws)
Reports of the various Government Committees, in Finnish and also in Swedish

when reports are published even in that language
All official statistics (irrespective of by what authorities they are published)
Reports of the Ministries, the Provincial Governments, the Central Boards, and

other official institutions
Publications issued by the Supreme Court
Publications issued by the Supreme Court of Administration
"Pieni Lakisarja" (a series of important laws published for practical purposes)
The official publicity literature
Publications issued by the Government Boards of Experiment and Investigation

and other official scientific Boards, and publications on the agricultural
experimental work. These are published in Finnish and Swedish and some-
times, in addition thereto, in a foreign language.

The Minister of Finland (Jirnefelt) to the Acting Secretary of State
(Welles)

LEGATION OF FINLAND

WASHINGTON, D. C.

No. 3602 December 30, 1938
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to refer to Your Excellency's note of December
28, 1938, in regard to the broadening of the exchange of official publi-
cations between Finland and the United States of America, and to
inform that my Government fully agrees to and accepts the under-
standing quoted in said note.

Consequently, my Government will consider the agreement effective
as of January 1, 1939.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration.

EEmo JXRNEFELT
His Excellency Mr. SUMNER WELLES

Acting Secretary of State
Washington, D. C.
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LIST NO. 2 

All publications issued by the Parliament of Finland 

"Suomen Asetuskokoelma" (Laws, Decrees, etc. in Finnish. One separate series 
for each calendar year) 

"Finlands Fi3rfattningssamling" (same in Swedish) 

"Suomen Asetuskokoelman Sopimussarja" (Treaty Series in Finnish. One 
separate series for each calendar year) 

"Finlands Ffirfattningssamlings Fordragsserie" (same in Swedish) 

All publications issued, in Finnish and Swedish, by the "Lainvalmistelukunta" 
(Board for the revision of laws) 

Reports of the various Government Committees, in Finnish and also in Swedish 
when reports are published even in that language 

All official statistics (irrespective of by what authorities they are published) 

Reports of the Ministries, the Provincial Governments, the Central Boards, and 
other official institutions 

Publications issued by the Supreme Court 

Publications issued by the Supreme Court of Administration 
"Pieni Lakisarja" (a series of important laws published for practical purposes) 
The official publicity literature 

Publications issued by the Government Boards of Experiment and Investigation 
and other official scientific Boards, and publications on the agricultural 
experimental work. These are published in Finnish and Swedish and some-
times, in addition thereto, in a foreign language. 

The Minister of Finland (Jarnefelt) to the Acting Secretary of State 
(Welles) 

LEGATION OF FINLAND 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 

No. 3602 December 30, 1938 

EXCELLENCY: 
I have the honor to refer to Your Excellency's note of December 

28, 1938, in regard to the broadening of the exchange of official publi-
cations between Finland and the United States of America, and to 
inform that my Government fully agrees to and accepts the under-
standing quoted in said note. 

Consequently, my Government will consider the agreement effective 
as of January 1, 1939. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration. 

EERO JIRNEFELT 
His Excellency Mr. SUMNER W PT•LPS 

Acting Secretary of State 
Washington,D.C. 
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November 23, 1938 Agreement between the United States of America and Colombia respecting
[E. A. S. No. 140] a naval mission. Signed at Washington November 23, 1938.

CONTRATO ENTRE EL GOBIER-
NO DE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS
DE NORTE AMERICA Y LA RE-
PUBLICA DE COLOMBIA

Agreement with Co-lombia respectinga De conformidad con la solicitud
naval mission. de su Excelencia el Embajador

Extraordinario y Plenipotenciario
de la Repdblica de Colombia en
Washington al Secretario de Es-
tado, el Presidente de los Estados
Unidos de Norte America, en vir-

44 stat. s5s. tud de la autorizaci6n conferida
OU. .. 640o. por la ley del Congreso de 19 de

mayo de 1926 titulada "Ley que
autoriza al Presidente designar
oficiales y personal activo del
ejercito, marina militar y cuerpo
de infanterfa de marina para
colaborar con los gobiernos de

0 U.Sat. ., supp. America Latina en asuntos mili-
IV, §540. tares y navales," la cual, modifi-

cada por la ley del 14 de mayo de
1932 para incluir el "Common-
wealth" de las Islas Filipinas,
autoriza el nombramiento de ofi-
ciales y personal activo para que
se constituya una misi6n naval
a la Repdblica de Colombia de
acuerdo con las condiciones esti-
puladas abajo:

CAPITULO I

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE
GOVERNMENTS OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AND THE REPUBLIC OF
COLOMBIA

In conformity with the request
made by the Ambassador of the
Republic of Colombia in Washing-
ton to the Secretary of State, the
President of the United States of
America, by virtue of the author-
ity conferred by the Act of Con-
gress of May 19, 1926, entitled "An
Act to authorize the President to
detail officers and enlisted men of
the United States Army, Navy
and Marine Corps to assist the
Governments of the Latin-Ameri-
can Republics in military and
naval matters," as amended by
the Act of May 14, 1935, to include
the Philippine Islands, has author-
ized the appointment of officers
to constitute a naval mission to
the Republic of Colombia under
the conditions specified below:

TITLE I

Fines y Duracion

Art. 1.-El fin de la Misi6n
Naval aquI acordada es el de coo-
perar con el caracter de asesora del
Director General de la Marina y
los oficiales de la marina militar de
Colombia, dondequiera que sea
destinado por el Ministerio de

Purpose and Duration

Art. 1.-The purpose of this
Naval Mission is to cooperate in
an advisory capacity with the Di-
rector General and the officers of
the Colombian Navy, wherever
desired in Colombia by the Minis-
try of War, with a view to en-

Purpose and dura-
tion.
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November 23, 1938  
[E. A. S. No. 140] 

Agreement with Co-
lombia respecting a 
naval mission. 

44 Stat. 565. 
10U. S. C. ¢540. 

49 Stat. 218. 
10 U. S. C., Supp. 

IV, § 540. 

Purpose and dura-
tion. 

Agreement between the United States of America and Colombia respecting 
a naval mission. Signed at Washington November 28, 1938. 

CONTRATO ENTRE EL GOBIER-
NO DE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS 
DE NORTE AMERICA Y LA RE-
PUBLICA DE COLOMBIA 

De conformidad con in solicitud 
de su Excelencia el Embajador 
Extraordinario y Plenipotenciaiio 
de la Repdblica de Colombia en 
Washington al Secretario de Es-
tado, el Presidente de los Estados 
Unidos de Norte America, en vir-
tud de la autorizacidn conferida 
por la ley del Congreso de 19 de 
mayo de 1926 titulada "Ley quo 
autoriza al Presidente designar 
oficiales y personal activo del 
ejercito, marina militar y cuerpo 
de infanterfa de marina para 
colaborar con los gobiemos de 
AmArica Latina en asuntos mili-
tares y navales," la cual, modifi-
cada por la ley del 14 de mayo de 
1932 para incluir el "Common-
wealth" de las Islas Filipinas, 
autoriza el nombramiento de ofi-
ciales y personal activo para quo 
se constituya una mision naval 
a is Repdblica de Colombia de 
acuerdo con las condiciones esti-
puladas ab aj o: 

CAPITULO I 

Fines y Duro-dOn 

Art. 1.—El fin de la Misidn 
Naval aqui acordada es el de coo-
perar con el caracter de asesora del 
Director General de la Marina y 
los oficiales de la marina militar de 
Colombia, dondequiera quo sea 
destinado por el Ministerio de 

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE 
GOVERNMENTS OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
AND THE REPUBLIC OF 
COLOMBIA 

In conformity with the request 
made by the Ambassador of the 
Republic of Colombia in Washing-
ton to the Secretary of State, the 
President of the United States of 
America, by virtue of the author-
ity conferred by the Act of Con-
gress of May 19, 1926, entitled "An 
Act to authorize the President to 
detail officers and enlisted men of 
the United States Army, Navy 
and Marine Corps to assist the 
Governments of the Latin-Ameri-
can Republics in military and 
naval matters," as amended by 
the Act of May 14, 1935, to include 
the Philippine Islands, has author-
ized the appointment of officers 
to constitute a naval mission to 
the Republic of Colombia under 
the conditions specified below: 

TITLE I 

Purpose and Duration 

Art. 1.—The purpose of this 
Naval Mission is to cooperate in 
an advisory capacity with the Di-
rector General and the officers of 
the Colombian Navy, wherever 
desired in Colombia by the Minis-
try of War, with a view to en-
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Guerra, en Colombia, para lograr
el mejoramiento de la armada
colombiana.

Art. 2.-Esta Misi6n prestara
sus servicios por un perfodo de
cuatro afios desde la fecha en que
los representantes autorizados de
los Estados Unidos de Norte
Am6rica y la Repiblica de Co-
lombia firmen este contrato, a
menos que antes se de por termi-
nado o prorrogado en la manera
determinada abajo. Cualquier
miembro de la Misi6n puede ser
llamado por el gobierno de los
Estados Unidos de Norte America
despu6s de dos afos de servicio
siempre que sea reemplazado in-
mediatamente.

Art. 3.-Si el Gobierno de la
Repdblica de Colombia desea que
el termino de la Misi6n se pro-
rrogue en todo o en parte, lo pro-
pondra asf seis meses antes de la
terminaci6n de este contrato.

Art. 4.-Este contrato puede ser
rescindido antes del vencimiento
del periodo de cuatro anos estable-
cido en el Articulo 2, o antes del
vencimiento de la pr6rroga autori-
zada en el Artfculo 3, de la manera
siguiente:

a) Por cualquiera de los dos
gobiernos contratantes, previa
notificaci6n por escrito con tres
meses de anticipaci6n al otro
gobierno;

b) Por el retiro de todos los
miembros de la Misi6n por el
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos
de Norte America en el inter&s
publico de este gobierno;

c) En caso de guerra entre la
Republica de Colombia y cual-
quiera otra naci6n, o en caso de
guerra civil en la Repdblica de
Colombia;

hancing the efficiency of the Colom-
bian Navy.

Art. 2.-This Mission shall con-
tinue for a period of four years
from the date of the signing of this
agreement by the accredited repre-
sentatives of the Governments of
the United States of America and
the Republic of Colombia, unless
sooner terminated or extended as
hereinafter provided. Any mem-
ber may be detached by the United
States Government after the ex-
piration of two years' service, in
which case another member will
be furnished in replacement.

Art. 3.-If the Government of
the Republic of Colombia should
desire that the services of the
Mission be extended in whole or
in part beyond the period stipu-
lated, a proposal to that effect shall
be made six months before the
expiration of this agreement.

Art. 4.-This contract may be
terminated prior to the expiration
of the period of four years pre-
scribed in Article 2, or prior to the
expiration of the extension author-
ized in Article 3, in the following
manner:

a) By either Government, sub-
ject to three months notice in
writing to the other Government;

b) By the recall of the entire
personnel of the Mission by the
United States in the public inter-
ests of the United States;

c) In the case of war between
the Republic of Colombia and any
other nation, or in the case of civil
war in the Republic of Colombia;
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Guerra, en Colombia, para lograr 
el mejoramiento de la armada 
colombiana. 

Art. 2.—Esta Mision prestara 
sus servicios por un periodo de 
cuatro aiios desde la fecha en quo 
los representantes autorizados de 
los Estados Unidos de Norte 
America y la Repablica de Co-
lombia firmen este contrato, a 
menos quo antes se d6 por termi-
nado o prorrogado en la manera 
determinada abajo. Cualquier 
miembro de la MisiOn puede ser 
llamado por el gobiemo de los 
Estados Unidos de Norte America 
despues de dos atios de servicio 
siempre quo sea reemplazado in-
mediatamente. 

Art. 3.—Si el Gobierno de la 
Repdblica de Colombia desea quo 
el termino de la MisiOn se pro-
rrogue en todo o en parts, lo pro-
pondra asf seis meses antes de la 
terminaciOn de este contrato. 

Art. 4.—Este contrato puede ser 
rescindido antes del venciraiento 
del period() de cuatro Otos estable-
cido en el Ardenlo 2, o antes del 
vencimiento de la prOrroga autori-
zada en el Ardenlo 3, de is manera 
siguiente: 

a) For cualquiera de los dos 
gobiernos contratantes, previa 
notificacion por escrito con tres 
meses de anticipaciOn al otro 
gobierno; 

6) For el retiro de todos los 
miembros de la Mision por el 
Gobiemo de los Estados Unidos 
de Norte America en el inter& 
pdblico de este gobiemo; 

c) En caso de guerra entre la 
Republica de Colombia y cual-
quiera otra nacion, o en caso de 
guerra civil en la Repdblica de 
Colombia; 

hancing the efficiency of the Colom-
bian Navy. 

Art. 2.—This Mission shall con-
tinue for a period of four years 
from the date of the signing of this 
agreement by the accredited repre-
sentatives of the Governments of 
the United States of America and 
the Republic of Colombia, unless 
sooner terminated or extended as 
hereinafter provided. Any mem-
ber may be detached by the United 
States Government after the ex-
piration of two years' service, in 
which case another member will 
be furnished in replacement. 

Art. 3.—If the Government of 
the Republic of Colombia should 
desire that the services of the 
Mission be extended in whole or 
in part beyond the period stipu-
lated, a proposal to that effect shall 
be made six months before the 
expiration of this agreement. 

Art. 4.—This contract may be 
terminated prior to the expiration 
of the period of four years pre-
scribed in Article 2, or prior to the 
expiration of the extension author-
ized in Article 3, in the following 
manner 

a) By either Government, sub-
ject to three months notice in 
writing to the other Government; 

6) By the recall of the entire 
personnel of the Mission by the 
United States in the public inter-
ests of the United States; 

c) In the case of war between 
the Republic of Colombia and any 
other nation, or in the case of civil 
war in the Republic of Colombia; 
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d) En caso de guerra entre los
Estados Unidos de Norte America
y cualquiera otra naci6n.

CAPITULO II

Composici6n y Personal

Art. 1.-Esta Misi6n constara
de un Jefe de Misi6n del grado de
capitan de navio o de capitan de
fragata en servicio activo de la
marina militar de los Estados
Unidos de Norte America y de los
oficiales y personal activo adicional
de dicha marina que pida el
Ministerio de Guerra de Colombia
por medio de su representante
autorizado en Washington y que
sea convenido por el Departa-
mento de Marina de los Estados
Unidos de Norte America.

Art. 2.-El Jefe de la Misi6n
saldra para la Republica de Co-
lombia cuanto antes, despues de
firmado este contrato y se pondra
a la 6rden del Ministro de Guerra
de la Repdblica de Colombia para
estudiar las necesidades de Co-
lombia respecto a una misi6n
naval y sometera su estudio y
recomendaciones al Secretario de
la Marina de los Estados Unidos
de Norte America y al Ministro
de Guerra de Colombia dentro de
los noventa (90) dias siguientes a
su llegada a la Repdblica de
Colombia.

d) In case of war between the
United States and any other coun-
try.

TITLE II

Composition and Personnel

Art. 1.-This Mission will con-
sist of a Chief of Mission of the
rank of Captain or Commander on
active service in the United States
Navy and such other United
States naval personnel as may
subsequently be requested by the
Ministry of War of Colombia
through its authorized represen-
tative in Washington and agreed
upon by the United States Navy
Department.

Art. 2.-The Chief of Mission
shall proceed to the Republic of
Colombia as soon as practicable,
following the signing of this agree-
ment, and report to the Minister
of War for the purpose of investi-
gating the needs of Colombia with
respect to a naval mission. He
will submit his recommendations
to the Secretary of the Navy of
the United States of America and
to the Minister of War of the Re-
public of Colombia within ninety
days after his arrival in the Re-
public of Colombia.

CAPITULO III

Obligaciones, Antigiedad y Prece-
dencia

Art. 1.-Los deberes y obliga-
ciones del Jefe y de los demas
miembros de la Misi6n seran de-
terminados por acuerdo entre el
Departmento de Marina de los
Estados Unidos de Norte America
y el Ministerio de Guerra de la
Republica de Colombia despues

Duties, Rank and Precedence

Art. 1.-The duties of the Chief
of Mission and of the personnel of
the Mission will be determined by
agreement between the United
States Navy Department and the
Ministry of War of the Republic
of Colombia, following the receipt
of the recommendations submitted

Composition and
personnel.

Duties, rank and
precedence.

TITLE III
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Composition and 
personnel. 

Duties, rank and 
precedence. 

d) En caso de guerra entre los d) In case of war between the 
Estados Unidos de Norte America United States and any other coun-
y cudquiera otra naciOn. try. 

CAPITITLO II TITLE II 

ComposiciOn y Personal 

Art. 1.—Esta Mision constara 
de un Jefe de Mision del grado de 
capitan de navio o de capitan de 
fragata en servicio activo de la 
marina militar de los Estados 
Unidos de North America y de los 
oficiales y personal activo adicional 
de dicha marina quo pida el 
Ministerio de Guerra de Colombia 
por medio de su representante 
autorizado en Washington y quo 
sea convenido por el Departa-
mento de Marina de los Estados 
Unidos de Norte America. 

Art. 2.—El Jefe de la MisiOn 
saldrft para la RepAbIlea de Co-
lombia cuanto antes, despues de 
firmado este contrato y se pondrft 
a la orden del Ministro de Guerra 
de la Republica de Colombia pars, 
estudiar las necesidades de Co-
lombia respecto a una mision 
naval y sometera su estudio y 
recomendaciones al Secretario de 
la Marina de los Estados Unidos 
de North America y al Ministro 
de Guerra de Colombia dentro de 
los noventa (90) dias siguientes a 
su llegada a la Repdblica de 
Colombia. 

CAPITULO III 

Obliga,ciones, Antiguedacl y Prece-
dencia 

Art. 1.—Los deberes y obliga-
ciones del Jefe y de los demas 
miembros de la Mision serail de-
terrninados por acuerdo entre el 
Department° de Marina de los 
Estados Unidos de Norte America 
y el Ministerio de Guerra de la 
Repriblica de Colombia despues 

Composition and Personnel 

Art. 1.—This Mission will con-
sist of a Chief of Mission of the 
rank of Captain or Commander on 
active service in the United States 
Navy and such other United 
States naval personnel as may 
subsequently be requested by the 
Ministry of War of Colombia 
through its authorized represen-
tative in Washington and agreed 
upon by the United States Navy 
Department. 

Art. 2.—The Chief of Mission 
shall proceed to the Republic of 
Colombia as soon as practicable, 
following the signing of this agree-
ment, and report to the Minister 
of Wax for the purpose of investi-
gating the needs of Colombia with 
respect to a naval mission. He 
will submit his recommendations 
to the Secretary of the Navy of 
the United States of America and 
to the Minister of War of the Re-
public of Colombia within ninety 
days after his arrival in the Re-
public of Colombia. 

TITLE III 

Duties, Rank and Precedence 

Art. 1.—The duties of the Chief 
of Mission and of the personnel of 
the Mission will be determined by 
agreement between the United 
States Navy Department and the 
Ministry of War of the Republic 
of Colombia, following the receipt 
of the recommendations submitted 
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de recibidas las recomendaciones
de que trata el Articulo 2, Capi-
tulo 2, de este acuerdo.

Art. 2.-El personal de la Mi-
si6n respondera de sus actos uni-
camente al Ministro de Guerra de
la Repdblica de Colombia por
conducto del Jefe de Misi6n.

Art. 3.-Cada miembro de la
Misi6n guardarA el grado que tiene
en la marina militar de los Estados
Unidos de Norte America y llevarh
el uniforme de su propio grado en
dicha marina.

Art. 4.-Cada persona de la
Misi6n gozars de todas las venta-
jas y prerrogativas que los regla-
mentos de la marina militar de
Colombia conceden a sus oficiales
y demas personal activo del mismo
grado.

Art. 5.-El personal de la Misi6n
estara sometido a los reglamentos
disciplinarios de la marina militar
de los Estados Unidos de Norte
America.

CAPITULO IV

Remuneracidn y Ventajas

Art. 1.-Cada miembro de la
Misi6n recibira de la Republica de
Colombia un salario anual neto
igual al salario con bonificaciones
de un oficial de la marina militar
de los Estados Unidos de Norte
America, en servicio activo, del
mismo grado y antigiiedad, ex-
clusi6n hecha de cualquier au-
mento autorizado por servicio de
vuelo. Durante la vigencia de
este contrato, dicho salario se
pagara en doce mensualidades
iguales en moneda nacional de la
Republica de Colombia, compu-
tandose al cambio oficial mas alto
establecido por la Junta para el
Control del Cambio o el Banco
Nacional de Colombia, para el
dltimo dia de cada mes en que
quede pagadero. En el caso de

98907 -39--PT. 3--41

by the Chief of Mission as specified
in Title II, Article 2.

Art. 2.-The members of the
Mission will be responsible solely
to the Minister of War of the Re-
public of Colombia through the
Chief of Mission.

Art. 3.-Each member of the
Mission shall retain the rank he
holds in the United States Navy
and shall wear the uniform of his
rank in the United States Navy.

Art. 4.-Each member of the
Mission shall be entitled to all the
benefits which the Colombian
Navy Regulations provide for Co-
lombian naval officers of corre-
sponding rank.

Art. 5.-The personnel of the
Mission shall be governed by the
disciplinary regulations of the
United States Navy.

TITLE IV

Compensation and Perquisites

Art. 1.-Each member of the Compensation andperquisites.
Mission shall receive from the
Government of the Republic of
Colombia an annual net salary
equal to the pay and allowances of
a United States naval officer, on
active service, of the same rank
and length of service but exclusive
of any increase authorized for
duty involving flying. The said
salary shall be paid in twelve
equal monthly instalments in Co-
lombian national currency com-
puted at the highest official rate
of exchange established by the
Exchange Control Board or by the
Bank of Colombia on the last
day of each month in which due.
Should any member of the Mission
while so serving become qualified
for promotion, he shall receive
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de recibidas las recomendaciones 
de quo trata el Articulo 2, Capf-
tulo 2, de este acuerdo. 

Art. 2.—El personal de la Mi-
sion respondera de sus actos ini-
camente al Ministro de Guerra de 
in Reptiblica de Colombia por 
conducto del Jefe de MisiOn. 

Art. 3.—Cads miembro de la 
Mision guardara el grado quo tiene 
en la marina militar de los Estados 
Unidos de North America y llevara 
el uniforme de su propio grado en 
dicha marina. 

Art. 4.—Cada persona de la 
MisiOn gozarh de todas las vents-
jas y prerrogativas que los regla-
mentos de la marina militar de 
Colombia conceden a sus oficiales 
y demfis personal active del mismo 
grado. 

Art. 5.—El personal de is Misi6n 
estare. sometido a los reglamentos 
dif3ciplinarios de la marina militar 
do los Estados Unidos de Norte 
America. 

CAPITIMO IV 

Remuneraci6m, y Ventajas 

Art. 1.—Cada miembro de is 
Mision recibira de la Republics de 
Colombia un salario anual neto 
igual al salario con bonificaciones 
de un oficial de la marina militar 
de los Estados Unidos de Norte 
America, en servicio activo, del 
mismo grado y antigUedad, ex-
clusion hecha de cualquier au-
mento autorizado por servicio de 
vuelo. Durante is vigencia de 
este contrato, dicho salario se 
pagarb. en doce mensualidades 
iguales en moneda nacional de la 
Reptiblica de Colombia, compu-
tandose al cambio oficial mfis alto 
establecido por la Junta pars el 
Control del Cambio o el Banco 
Nacional de Colombia, para el 
Ultimo dfa de cada mes en quo 
quede pagadero. En el case de 
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by the Chief of Mission as specified 
in Title II, Article 2. 

Art. 2.—The members of the 
Mission will be responsible solely 
to the Minister of War of the Re-. 
public of Colombia through the 
Chief of Mission. 

Art. 3.—Each member of the 
Mission shall retain the rank he 
holds in the United States Navy 
and shall wear the uniform of his 
rank in the United States Navy. 

Art. 4.—Each member of the 
Mission shall be entitled to all the 
benefits which the Colombian 
Navy Regulations provide for Co-
lombian naval officers of corre-
sponding rank. 

Art. 5.—The personnel of the 
Mission shall be governed by the 
disciplinary regulations of the 
United States Navy. 

TITLE IV 

Compensation and Perquisites 

Art. 1.—Each member of the 
Mission shall receive from the 
Government of the Republic of 
Colombia an annual net salary 
equal to the pay and allowances of 
a United States naval officer, on 
active service, of the same rank 
and length of service but exclusive 
of any increase authorized for 
duty involving flying. The said 
salary shall be paid in twelve 
equal monthly instalments in Co-
lombian national currency com-
puted at the highest official rate 
of exchange established by the 
Exchange Control Board or by the 
Bank of Colombia on the last 
day of each month in which due. 
Should any member of the Mission 
while so serving become qualified 
for promotion, he shall receive 

Compensation and 
perquisites, 
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que uno de los miembros de la
Misi6n haya reunido los requisitos
para un ascenso al grado superior
durante la vigencia de este con-
trato, recibiri de la Repdblica de
Colombia el salario de un oficial
de la marina militar de los Estados
de Norte America del grado a que
esth por ascenderse; el consiguiente
aumento de salario sera pagadero
desde la fecha en que quede
vacante el puesto que ocupari en
el escalaf6n y bajo las mismas
condiciones estipuladas atras. Di-
cho salario no estari gravado por
impuesto alguno del Gobierno de
la Repdblica de Colombia o im-
puesto de algdna subdivisi6n po-
litica de dicha Repdblica que este
actualmente en vigor o que se
establezca en lo futuro. Si, por
acaso, actualmente existen o lle-
gan a existir durante la vigencia de
este contrato, cuya excenci6n el
gobierno no pudiere conceder,
tales impuestos correrin por cuen-
ta del Ministerio de Guerra de
la Repdblica de Colombia para
que se cumpla con la estipulaci6n
hecha atris de que sean netos los
salarios acordados.

Art. 2.-El goce de la remune-
raci6n convenida en el artfculo
anterior comenzar& desde el dia de
salida de Nueva York de cada
miembro de la Misi6n y conti-
nuara, despu6s de terminados sus
deberes con la Misi6n, hasta la
Ilegada a Nueva York, mas cual-
quier periodo de licencia acumu-
lada al cual tenga derecho dicho
miembro.

Art. 3.-La remuneraci6n debi-
da por el periodo del viaje de
regreso y licencia acumulada se le
pagars al destacado antes de su
salida de Colombia, y tal remune-
raci6n debe computarse a base de
la ruta maritima ordinaria mas
corta, cualquiera que sea la ruta y

from the Government of the
Republic of Colombia the pay of
a United States naval officer of
the rank to which he has qualified
for promotion, payable from the
date on which he makes his num-
ber for promotion and under the
same conditions as prescribed in
the preceding sentence of this
article. The said salary shall not
be subject to any Colombian tax,
or to tax by any political subdivi-
sion of Colombia, that is now or
shallhereafterbein effect. Should
there, however, be at present or
during the life of this agreement
any taxes that may affect the
said salaries, such taxes will be
borne by the Colombian Ministry
of War in order to comply with the
provision stipulated above that
the salaries agreed upon shall be
net.

Art. 2.-The compensation
agreed upon in the preceding
Article shall commence upon the
date of departure from New York
of each member of the Mission,
and shall continue, following the
termination of duty with the Mis-
sion, for the return voyage to
New York and thereafter for the
period of any accumulated leave
which may be due.

Art. 3.-The compensation due
for the period of the return voyage
and accumulated leave shall be
paid a detached member prior to
his departure from Colombia, and
such payment shall be computed
for travel via the shortest usually
travelled sea route regardless of
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que uno de los miembros de la 
Mision hays reunido los requisitos 
pars un ascenso al grado superior 
durante la vigencia de este con-
trato, recibir& de is Repablica de 
Colombia el salario de un oficial 
de la marina militar de los Estados 
de Norte America del grado a que 
est6„ por ascenderse; el consiguiente 
aumento de salario ser& pagadero 
desde is feeha en que quede 
vacante el puesto que ocupar& en 
el escalafen y bajo las mismas 
condiciones estipuladas atras. Di-
cho salario no estark gravado por 
impuesto alguno del Gobierno de 
is Repdblica de Colombia o im-
puesto de algdna subdivision po-
litica de dicha Rep6blica que este 
actualmente en vigor o que se 
establezca en lo futuro. Si, por 
acaso, actualmente existen o Re-
gan a existir durante is vigencia de 
este contrato, cuya excenciOn el 
gobiemo no pudiere conceder, 
tales impuestos correrim por euen-
ta del Ministerio de Guerra de 
is Repdblica de Colombia pars 
que se eumpla, con is estipulaeion 
heeha atras de que Sean netos los 
salaries aeordados. 

Art. 2.—El goce de la remune-
racion convenida en el artfculo 
anterior comenzarb, desde el dia de 
Wide. de Nueva York de cads 
miembro de la Misien y conti-
nual* despues de terminados sus 
deberes con Is Mision, hasta la 
llegada a Nueva York, Inas cual-
quier period() de licencia acumu-
lada al cual tongs derecho dicho 
miembro. 

Art. 3.—La remuneracion debi-
da por el perfodo del viaje de 
regTeso y lie,encia acumulada se le 
pagarb, al destacado antes de su 
salida de Colombia, y tal remune-
racion debe computarse a base de 
is ruts maritima ordinaria mas 
(*As, cualquiera que sea is rata y 

from the Government of the 
Republic of Colombia the pay of 
a United States naval officer of 
the rank to which he has qualified 
for promotion, payable from the 
date on which he makes his num-
ber for promotion and under the 
same conditions as prescribed in 
the preceding sentence of this 
article. The said salary shall not 
be subject to any Colombian tax, 
or to tax by any political subdivi-
sion of Colombia, that is now or 
shall h ereafter be in effect. Should 
there, however, be at present or 
during the life of this agreement 
any taxes that may affect the 
said salaries, such taxes will be 
borne by the Colombian Ministry 
of War in order to comply with the 
provision stipulated above that 
the salaries agreed upon shall be 
net. 

Art. 2.—The compensation 
agreed upon in the preceding 
Article shall commence upon the 
date of departure from New York 
of each member of the Mission, 
and shall continue, following the 
termination of duty with the Mis-
sion, for the return voyage to 
New York and thereafter for the 
period of any accumulated leave 
which may be due. 

Art. 3.—The compensation due 
for the period of the return voyage 
and accumulated leave shall be 
paid a detached member prior to 
his departure from Colombia, and 
such payment shall be computed 
for travel via, the shortest usually 
travelled sea route regardless of 
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modo de viajar de que se apro- the route and method of travel
veche dicho destacado. elected by the said detached mem-

Art. 4.-El Gobierno de la Re-
publica de Colombia proporcionara
a cada persona de la Misi6n y a su
familia pasaje de primera clase
para el viaje, por la ruta maritima
ordinaria mas corta, que sea
necesario para la ejecuci6n de este
contrato, entre Nueva York y la
ciudad en donde esten ubicados
oficialmente en Colombia, tanto
de ida como de vuelta. Los Gas-
tos de transporte del mobiliario,
equipaje y autom6vil entre Nueva
York y el domicilio en Colombia
del personal de la Misi6n corre-
ran igualmente por cuenta del
Gobierno de Colombia. Se efec-
tuara el transporte del mobiliario
y equipaje para cada miembro y
del autom6vil para cada oficial en
una sola remesa y toda remesa
que siga se efectuara a costa del
miembro correspondiente, con
excepci6n de remesas adicionales
que resulten de circunstancias
fuera del control de dicho miem-
bro. En el caso de personal que
se afiada a la Misi6n por tiempo
determinado de poca duraci6n a
solicitud del Ministerio de Guerra
de la Republica de Colombia, el
pago de los gastos para el trans-
porte de familias, mobiliario y
autom6vil, y de la compensaci6n
adicional estipulada en el Articulo
5 abajo, no corresponde a la Re-
pdblica de Colombia bajo este
contrato, sino se determinara por
medio de negociaciones entre el
Departmento de Marina de los
Estados Unidos de Norte Am&
rica y el representante debida-
mente autorizado del Ministerio
de Guerra de la Republica de
Colombia en Washington cuando
se acuerde la designaci6n del per-
sonal para dichos servicios.

2079

ber.
Art. 4.-Each member of the

Mission and his family will be
furnished by the Government of
the Republic of Colombia with
first class accommodations for
travel, via the usually travelled
sea route, required and performed
under this contract, between New
York and his official residence in
Colombia both for the outward
and for the return voyage. The
shipment of household effects,
baggage, and automobile of each
member of the Mission between
New York and his official residence
in Colombia will be made in the
same manner by the Government
of the Republic of Colombia.
Transportation of such household
effects, baggage, and automobile
for each member shall be effected
in one shipment,,and all subse-
quent shipments shall be at the
expense of the respective members
of the Mission except when the
result of circumstances beyond
their control. Payment of ex-
penses for the transportation of
families, household effects and
automobiles, and of the extra
compensation prescribed in Article
5, below, in the case of personnel
who may join the Mission for
temporary duty at the request of
the Minister of War of the Re-
public of Colombia, shall not be
required under this contract, but
shall be determined by negotia-
tions between the United States
Navy Department and the auth-
orized representative of the Minis-
try of War of the Republic of
Colombia in Washington at such
time as the detail of personnel for
such temporary duty may be
agreed upon.
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modo de viajar de quo se apro-
veche dicho destacado. 

Art. 4.—El Gobierno de la Re-
pilblica de Colombia proporcionara 
a cada persona de la Misien y a su 
familia pasaje de primera clase 
para el viaje, por la ruta marftima 
ordinaria mas corta, quo sea 
necesario para la ejecucien de este 
contrato, entre Nueva York y la 
ciudad en donde esten ubicados 
oficialmente en Colombia, tanto 
de ida como de vuelta. Los Gas-
tos de transporte del mobiliario, 
equipaje y automovil entre Nueva 
York y el domicilio en Colombia 
del personal de la Mision corre-
ran igualmente por cuenta del 
Gobierno de Colombia. Se efec-
tuara el transporte del mobiliario 
y equipaje para cada miembro y 
del automevil para cada oficial en 
una sola remesa y toda remesa 
que alga se efectuara a costa del 
miembro corresponcliente, con 
excepcion de remesas adicionales 
quo resulten de circunstancias 
fuera del control de dicho miem-
bro. En el caso de personal quo 
se ariada a la Misien por tiempo 
deternainado de poca duracion a 
solicitud del Ministerio de Guerra 
de la Repdblica de Colombia, el 
pago de los gastos para el trans-
porte de familias, mobiliario y 
automevil, y de la compensacien 
adicional estipulada en el Articulo 
5 abajo, no corresponde a la Re-
publica de Colombia bajo este 
contrato, sino se determinarh, por 
medio de negociaciones entre el 
Departmento de Marina de los 
Estados Unidos de Norte Ame-
rica y el representante debida-
mente autorizado del Ministerio 
de Guerra de la RepUblica de 
Colombia en Washington cuando 
se acuerde la designacion del per-
sonal pars dichos servicios. 

the route and method of travel 
elected by the said detached mem-
ber. 

Art. 4.—Each member of the 
Mission and his family will be 
furnished by the Government of 
the Republic of Colombia with 
first class accommodations for 
travel, via the usually travelled 
sea route, required and performed 
under this contract, between New 
York and his official residence in 
Colombia both for the outward 
and for the return voyage. The 
shipment of household effects, 
baggage, and automobile of each 
member of the Mission between 
New York and his official residence 
in Colombia will be made in the 
same manner by the Government 
of the Republic of Colombia. 
Transportation of such household 
effects, baggage, and automobile 
for each member shall be effected 
in one shipment,,Land all subse-
quent shipments -Shall be at the 
expense of the respective members 
of the Mission except when the 
result of circumstances beyond 
their control. Payment of ex-
penses for the transportation of 
families, household effects and 
automobiles, and of the extra 
compensation prescribed in Article 
5, below, in the case of personnel 
who may join the Mission for 
temporary duty at the request of 
the Minister of War of the Re-
public of Colombia, shall not be 
required under this contract, but 
shall be determined by negotia-
tions between the United States 
Navy Department and the auth-
orized representative of the Minis-
try of War of the Republic of 
Colombia in Washington at such 
time as the detail of personnel for 
such temporary duty may be 
agreed upon. 
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Art. 5.-Una bonificaci6n adicio-
nal de un mes de remuneraci6n,
pero de no menos de Dos Cientos
Dolares ($200.00), se le otorgarh
por el Gobierno de la Repiblica de
Colombia a cada una de las per-
sonas que integran la Misi6n, y
sera destinada a compensar los
gastos extraordinarios originados
por cambio de residencia desde los
Estados Unidos a Colombia. Una
bonificaci6n igual se le pagara a
cada miembro de la Misi6n para
compensar los gastos extraordina-
rios originados por cambio de
domicilio desde Colombia a los
Estados Unidos al terminarse el
servicio con la Misi6n.

Art. 6.-El Gobierno de la Re-
pdblica de Colombia conceder£, a
solicitud del Jefe de la Misi6n, en-
trada libre de artfculos para el uso
personal de los miembros de la
Misi6n y sus familias.

Art. 7.-Si el servicio de uno de
los miembros de la Misi6n se ter-
mina por acto del Gobierno de los
Estados Unidos de Norte Am6rica
antes de cumplirse dos aiios de ser-
vicio, excepto de acuerdo con las
estipulaciones del Articulo 4.c,
del Capitulo I, las estipulaciones
de los Articulos 4 y 5 del Capitulo
IV, no seran aplicables para el
viaje de regreso. Si el servicio de
uno de los miembros de la Misi6n
se concluye antes de terminarse
dos afios de servicio, por otra
raz6n cualquiera, incluyendo lo
dispuesto por el Articulo 4.c, del
Capitulo I, 61 recibira del Gobierno
de la Repiblica de Colombia todas
las remuneraciones, emolumentos
y ventajas como si hubiera con-
cluido dos afios de servicio; pero el
salario anual se dara por termi-
nado como se dispone por el Arti-
culo 2 del Capitulo IV. Pero si
el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos
de Norte America destacare algdn

Art. 5.-An additional allow-
ance of one month's compensation,
but of not less than Two Hundred
Dollars ($200.00), shall be pro-
vided by the Government of Co-
lombia to cover extra expenses in-
volved in change of residence from
the United States to Colombia.
The same additional allowance will
be paid to each member for ex-
penses incident to change of resi-
dence from Colombia to the United
States upon completion of duty
with the Mission.

Art. 6.-The Government of the
Republic of Colombia shall grant,
upon request of the Chief of Mis-
sion, free entry for articles for the
personal use of the members of the
Mission and their families.

Art. 7.-If the services of any
member of the Mission should be
terminated prior to the completion
of two years' service by action of
the Government of the United
States of America, except in ac-
cordance with the provisions of
Title I, Article 4 (c), the provisions
of Title IV, Article 4, and Title IV,
Article 5, shall not apply to the
return voyage. If the services of
any member of the Mission should
terminate or be terminated prior
to the completion of two years'
service for any other reason, in-
cluding those set forth in Title I,
Article 4 (c), he shall receive from
the Government of the Republic of
Colombia all the compensations,
emoluments, and perquisites as if
he had completed two years' ser-
vice, but the annual salary shall
terminate as provided by Title IV,
Article 2. But should the Govern-
ment of the United States of
America detach any member for
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Art. 5.—Una bonificacion adiejo-
nal de un mes de remuneracion, 
pero de no rnenos de Dos Cien.tos 
Dolares ($200.00), se le otorgarA 
por el Gobierno de la Repdblica de 
Colombia a cada una de las per-
sonas quo integTan la Misi6n, y 
sera destinada a compensar los 
gastos extraordinarios originados 
por cambio de residencia desde los 
Estados Unidos a Colombia. Una 
bonificacion igual se le pagarft a 
cada miembro de la MisiOn para 
compensar los gastos extraordina-
rios originados por cambio de 
dornicilio desde Colombia a los 
Estados Unidos al terminarse el 
servicio con la Mision. 

Art. 6.—E1 Gobierno de is. Re-
pdblica de Colombia concederk a 
solicitud del Jefe de is. Misi6n, en-
trada libre de articulos para el uso 
personal de los miembros de la 
Mision y sus familias. 

Art. 7.—Si j servicio de mio de 
los miembros de is. Mision se ter-
mina por acto del Gobierno de los 
Estados Unidos de Norte America 
antes de cumplirse dos afios de ser-
vicio, excepto de acuerdo con las 
estipulaciones del Articulo 4.c, 
del Capitulo I, las estipulaciones 
de los Adieulos 4 y 5 del Capitulo 
IV, no serail aplicables para el 
viaje de regreso. Si el servicio de 
uno de los miembros de is. Mision 
se concluye antes de terminarse 
dos afios de servicio, por otra 
raz6n cualquiera, incluyendo lo 
dispuesto por el Articulo 4.c, del 
Capitulo I, el recibira del Gobierno 
de la Republics. de Colombia todas 
las remuneraciones, emolumentos 
y ventaj as como si hubiera con-
cluido dos afios de servicio; pero el 
salario an.ual se dor& por termi-
nado como se dispone por el Artf-
culo 2 del Capitulo IV. Pero si 
el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos 
de Norte America destacare aIgun 

Art. 5.—An additional allow-
ance of one month's compensation, 
but of not less than Two Hundred 
Dollars ($200.00), shall be pro-
vided by the Government of Co-
lombia to cover extra expenses in-
volved in change of residence from 
the United States to Colombia. 
The same additional allowance will 
be paid to each member for ex-
penses incident to change of resi-
dence from Colombia to the United 
States upon completion of duty 
with the Mission. 

Art. 6.—The Government of the 
Republic of Colombia shall grant, 
upon request of the Chief of Mis-
sion, free entry for articles for the 
personal use of the members of the 
Mission and their families. 

Art. 7.—If the services of any 
member of the Mission should be 
terminated prior to the completion 
of two years' service by action of 
the Government of the United 
States of America, except in ac-
cordance with the provisions of 
Title I, Article 4 (c), the provisions 
of Title IV, Article 4, and Title IV, 
Article 5, shall not apply to the 
return voyage. If the services of 
any member of the Mission should 
terminate or be terminated prior 
to the completion of two years' 
service for any other reason, in-
cluding those set forth in Title I, 
Article 4 (c), he shall receive from 
the Government of the Republic of 
Colombia all the compensations, 
emoluments, and perquisites as if 
he had completed two years' ser-
vice, but the annual salary shall 
terminate as provided by Title IV, 
Article 2. But should the Govern-
ment of the United States of 
America detach any member for 
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miembro por falta de disciplina,
ninguno de los gastos del regreso a
los Estados Unidos de dicho miem-
bro ni de su familia, mobiliario,
equipaje o autom6vil correspon-
dera a la Republica de Colombia y
no se le pagara a dicho miembro la
recompensa adicional estipulada
en el Articulo 5 del Capitulo IV.

Art. 8.-La remuneraci6n para
transporte y gastos de viaje en la
Repfblica de Colombia, originados
por comisiones oficiales del Go-
bierno de Colombia, sera otorgada
por el dicho Gobierno de la Re-
piblica de Colombia de acuerdo
con el Articulo 4 del Capitulo III,
menos viajes efectuados de acuer-
do con el Articulo 4 del Capitulo
IV, los cuales hay quo compen-
sarse conforme a dicho articulo.

Art. 9.-Si uno de los miembros
de la Misi6n, o cualquier miembro
de su familia, llegare a fallecer en
Colombia, el Gobierno de la Re-
pfblica de Colombia tomara las
medidas necesarias para que los
restos mortales sean transportados
al lugar de los Estados Unidos de
Norte America que decidan los
miembros sobrevivientes de su fa-
milia; pero los gastos que corres-
pondan a la Republica de Co-
lombia no pasaran de los del
transporte de los restos desde el
lugar del fallecimiento hasta Nue-
va York. En caso de ser el
fallecido un miembro de la Misi6n,
este contrato se considerara termi-
nado para 1l quince (15) dias
despues del fallecimiento y las
remuneraciones y ventajas de que
se trata el Capitulo IV de este
contrato se pagaran a la viuda del
fallecido o a cualquiera otra per-
sona que el fallecido haya sefia-
lado por escrito mientras servia
bajo este contrato; siempre que
tal viuda u otra persona no que-
dare compensada por la licencia

breach of discipline, no cost of the
return to the United States of such
member, his family, household ef-
fects, baggage or automobile shall
be borne by the Republic of
Colombia nor shall the additional
allowance provided in Title IV,
Article 5, be paid to him.

Art. 8.-Compensation for
transportation and travelling ex-
penses in the Republic of Colombia
on Colombian official business
shall be provided by the Govern-
ment of the Republic of Colombia
in accordance with Title III,
Article 4; except for travel per-
formed incident to the provisions
of Title IV, Article 4, which will
be compensated as provided in
that Article.

Art. 9.-If any member of the
Mission, or any of his family, die
in Colombia, the Government of
the Republic of Colombia shall
have the body transported to such
place in the United States of
America as the surviving members
of the family may decide, but the
cost to the Government of Co-
lombia shall not exceed the cost of
transporting the remains from the
place of decease to New York City.
Should the deceased be a member
of the Mission, his services with
the Mission shall be considered to
have terminated fifteen (15) days
after his death, and compensa-
tions as specified in Title IV of this
Agreement will be paid to the
widow of the deceased or to any
other person who may have been
designated in writing by the de-
ceased while serving under the
terms of this contract; provided
that such widow or other person
shall not be compensated for the
accrued leave of the deceased; and
provided further that all com-
pensations due under the pro-
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miembro por falta de disciplina, 
ninguno de los gastos del regreso a 
los Estados Unidos de dicho miem-
bro ni de su familia, mobiliario, 
equipaje o automovil correspon-
dell a in Repdblica de Colombia y 
no se le pagarb, a dicho miembro la 
recompensa adicional estipulada 
en el ArtIculo 5 del Capftulo IV. 

Art. 8.—La remuneracion para 
transporte y gastos de viaje en la 
Republica de Colombia, originados 
per comisiones oficiales del Go-
bierno de Colombia, sera otorgada 
por el dicho Gobierno de la Re-
pdblica de Colombia de acuerdo 
con el Articulo 4 del Capftulo III, 
menos viajes efectuados de acuer-
do con el Artfculo 4 del Capitulo 
IV, los cuales hay que compen-
sarse conforme a dicho artfculo. 

Art. 9.—Si uno de los miembros 
de la Mision, o cualquier miembro 
de su familia, llegare a fallecer en 
Colombia, el Gobierno de is Re-
pdblica de Colombia tomarh, las 
rnedidas necesarias pars que los 
restos mortales sean transportados 
al lugar de los Estados Unidos de 
Norte America que decidan los 
miembros sobrevivientes de su fa-
milia; pero los gastos que corres-
pondan a la Republica de Co-
lombia no pasaran de los del 
transporte de los restos desde el 
lugar del fallecimiento hasta Nue-
va York. En caso de ser el 
fallecido un miembro de la Misien, 
este contrato se considerara, termi-
nado pars 0 quince (15) dfas 
despues del fallecimiento y las 
remuneraciones y ventajas de que 
se trata el Capftulo IV de este 
contrato se pagaran a is viuda del 
fallecido o a cualquiera otra per-
sona que el fallecido hays sena-
lado por escrito mientras serv-fa 
bajo este contrato; siempre que 
tal viuda u otra persona no que-
dare compensada por la licencia 

breach of discipline, no cost of the 
return to the United States of such 
member, his family, household ef-
fects, baggage or automobile shall 
be borne by the Republic of 
Colombia nor shall the additional 
allowance provided in Title IV, 
Article 5, be paid to him. 

Art. 8.—Compensation for 
transportation and travelling ex-
penses in the Republic of Colombia 
on Colombian official business 
shall be provided by the Govern-
ment of the Republic of Colombia 
in accordance with Title III, 
Article 4; except for travel per-
formed incident to the provisions 
of Title IV, Article 4, which will 
be compensated as provided in 
that Article. 

Art. 9.—If any member of the 
Mission, or any of his family, die 
in Colombia, the Government of 
the Republic of Colombia shall 
have the body transported to such 
place in the United States of 
America as the surviving members 
of the family may decide, but the 
cost to the Government of Co-
lombia shall not exceed the cost of 
transporting the remains from the 
place of decease to New York City. 
Should the deceased be a member 
of the Mission, his services with 
the Mission shall be considered to 
have terminated fifteen (15) days 
after his death, and compensa-
tions as specified in Title IV of this 
Agreement will be paid to the 
widow of the deceased or to any 
other person who may have been 
designated in writing by the de-
ceased while serving under the 
terms of this contract; provided 
that such widow or other person 
shall not be compensated for the 
accrued leave of the deceased; and 
provided further that all com-
pensations due under the pro-
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Requisites and con-
ditions.

CAPITULO V

Requisites y Condiciones

Art. 1.-Durante la vigencia del
presente contrato, el Gobierno de
la Republica de Colombia se
abstendrf de contratar los servi-
cios de cualquier personal de go-
bierno extranjero para el des-
empefo de funciones en su ma-
rina de guerra, salvo que exista un
acuerdo previo entre los Gobiernos
de los Estados Unidos de Norte
America y el de la Repdblica de
Colombia.

Art. 2.-Cada miembro de la
Misi6n se comprometerA a no
divulgar o revelar, por medio
alguno, a cualquier gobierno o
persona alguna, cualquier secreto
o asunto confidencial que llegue a
su conocimiento por cualquier
medio. Esta promesa subsistira
aun despu6s de terminados los
servicios con la Misi6n y despu6s
de expirado a cancelado este
contrato o cualquier pr6rroga.

Art. 3.-Entiendese para los
efectos de este contrato que el
vocablo "familia" lleva el signifi-
cado de esposa e hijos dependi-
entes.

Art. 4.-Cada miembro de la
Misi6n tendra derecho a un mes
de licencia por cada afio de ser-
vicio, con goce de sueldo; o, por
cualquier fracci6n de un afio, a
la correspondiente parte fraccional
de un mes, con sueldo. Las
fracciones no usadas de la licencia
se acumularan de afo en afio
durante servicio con la Misi6n.

TITLE V

Requisites and Conditions

Art. 1.-So long as this Agree-
ment, or any extension thereof, is
in effect, the Government of the
Republic of Colombia shall not
engage the services of any per-
sonnel of any other foreign govern-
ment for duties of any nature
connected with the Colombian
Navy, except by mutual agree-
ment between the Government of
the United States and the Repub-
lic of Colombia.

Art. 2.-Each member of the
Mission shall agree not to divulge
or by any means disclose to any
foreign government or person
whatsoever any secret or confi-
dential matter of which he may
become cognizant in any way.
This requirement shall continue
to be binding after termination of
duty with the Mission and after
the expiration or cancellation of
this agreement or any extension
thereof.

Art. 3.-Throughout this agree-
ment the term "family" shall be
construed as meaning wife and
dependent children.

Art. 4.-Each member of the
Mission shall be entitled to one
month's annual leave with pay, or
to a proportional part thereof
with pay for any fractional part
of a year. Unused portions of
said leave shall be cumulative
from year to year during service
as a member of the Mission.
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acumulada del fallecido; y, ade- visions of this Article shall be paid
mas, toda remuneraci6n pagadera within fifteen (15) days of the
conforme a lo provisto por este decease of the said member.
articulo, sera pagada dentro de los
quince (15) dias siguientes al
fallecimiento.
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visions of this Article shall be paid 
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Navy, except by mutual agree-
ment between the Government of 
the United States and the Repub-
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to be binding after termination of 
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Art. 3.—Throughout this agree-
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Art. 5.-Podra aprovecharse en
el extranjero de la licencia citada
en el articulo anterior; pero todo
el tiempo utilizado en viaje du-
rante licencia, incluyendo el tiempo
de viaje por mar, se considera como
licencia y no serba adicional a lo
autorizado arriba.

Art. 6.-El Gobierno de la
Repfiblica de Colombia se com-
promete a otorgar la licencia acor-
dada en el Articulo 4 de este
Capftulo al recibir un oficio en tal
sentido aprobado por el Jefe de
Misi6n.

Art. 7.-En caso de que un
miembro de la Misi6n cayere
enfermo o sufriere dafio fisico,
sera trasladado por el Gobierno
de la Repdblica de Colombia al
hospital que el Jefe de Misi6n
considere adecuado despu6s de
consultarse con las autoridades
colombianas, y todos los gastos
que resulten de tal enfermedad o
dafio fisico, mientras el enfermo
sea miembro de la Misi6n y
quede en Colombia, seran pagados
por el Gobierno de Colombia.

Art. 8.-Cualquier miembro de
la Misi6n que no pudiere cumplir
con sus deberes por un tiempo
prolongado a causa de una en-
fermedad o dafio fisico sufrido,
sera reemplazado.

EN TESTIMONIO DE LO CUAL,

los abajo firmados, debidamente
autorizados al respecto, han fir-
mado este contrato en duplicado en
los idiomas ingl6s y castellano, en
la ciudad de Washington, Distrito
de Colombia, este el 23 dia de
noviembre de mil novecientos
treinta y ocho.

D. L6PEZ PUMAREJO

Art. 5.-The leave cited in the
preceding Article may be spent in
foreign countries. All travel time,
including sea travel, shall count
as leave and shall not be in addi-
tion to that authorized in the
preceding Article.

Art. 6.-The Government of the
Republic of Colombia agrees to
grant the leave specified in Article
4 of this Title upon receipt of
written application approved by
the Chief of Mission.

Art. 7.-In case a member of
the Mission becomes ill or suffers
injury, he shall, at the discretion
of the Chief of Mission, be placed
by the Government of the Re-
public of Colombia in such hos-
pital as the Chief of Mission deems
suitable after consultation with
the Colombian authorities, and
all expenses incurred as the re-
sult of such illness while the pa-
tient is a member of the Mission
and remains in Colombia shall be
paid by the Government of
Colombia.

Art. 8.-Any member unable
to perform his duties with the
Mission by reason of long con-
tinued physical disability shall
be replaced.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the un- signatus.

dersigned, duly authorized thereto,
have signed this agreement in
duplicate in English and Spanish
languages, at Washington, this
23rd day of November, A. D.
1938.

SUMNER WELLES

[SEAL]
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en el artIculo anterior; pero todo 
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rante licencia, incluyendo el tiempo 
de viaje por mar, se considera como 
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autorizado arriba. 

Art. 6.—El Gobierno de la 
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dada en el Articulo 4 de este 
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Art. 7.—En caso de que un 
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dario ffsico, mientras el enfermo 
sea miembro de is Mision y 
quede en Colombia, serail pagados 
por el Gobierno de Colombia. 

Art. 8.—Cualquier miembro de 
la Mision quo no pudiere cumplir 
con sus deberes por un tiempo 
prolongado a causa de una en-
fermedad o daflo fisico sufrido, 
sera reemplazado. 
EN TESTIMONIO DE LO CUAL, 

los abajo firmados, debidamente 
autorizados al respecto, han fir-
mado este contrato en duplicado en 
los idiomas ingles y castellano, en 
la ciudad de Washington, Distrito 
de Colombia, este el 23 dia de 
noviembre de mil novecientos 
treinta y ocho. 

D. 1,6PEZ PUMAREIO 

[SEAL] 

Art. 5.—The leave cited in the 
preceding Article may be spent in 
foreign countries. All travel time, 
including sea travel, shall count 
as leave and shall not be in addi-
tion to that authorized in the 
preceding Article. 

Art. 6.—The Government of the 
Republic of Colombia agrees to 
grant the leave specified in Article 
4 of this Title upon receipt of 
written application approved by 
the Chief of Mission. 

Art. 7.—In case a member of 
the Mission becomes ill or suffers 
injury, he shall, at the discretion 
of the Chief of Mission, be placed 
by the Government of the Re-
public of Colombia in such hos-
pital as the Chief of Mission deems 
suitable after consultation with 
the Colombian authorities, and 
all expenses incurred as the re-
sult of such illness while the pa-
tient is a member of the Mission 
and remains in Colombia shall be 
paid by the Government of 
Colombia. 

Art. 8.—Any member unable 
to perform his duties with the 
Mission by reason of long con-
tinued physical disability shall 
be replaced. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the un-
dersigned, duly authorized thereto, 
have signed this agreement in 
duplicate in English and Spanish 
languages, at Washington, this 
23rd day of November, A. D. 
1938. 

SUMNER W ELLES 

[SEAL] 

Signatures. 
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November 23,1938 Agreement between the United States of America and Colombia respecting
[E. A. S. No. 141] a military mission. Signed at Washington November 2S, 1938.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENTS OF
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE
REPUBLIC OF COLOMBIA

bia respectitng a In conformity with a request made by the Colombian Ambassador
militar mission. at Washington of the Secretary of State of the United States of

America, the President of the United States of America, by virtue of
the authority conferred by the Act of Congress, approved May 19,

404sc. C565o. 1926, entitled "an Act to authorize the President to detail officers and
enlisted men of the United States Army, Navy, and Marine Corps to
assist the Governments of the Latin American Republics in military

4 Stat
2 1C. , upp. and naval matters", as amended by an Act of May 14, 1935, to in-

IV, §540. elude the Commonwealth of the Philippine Islands, has authorized
the detail of officers constituting an American military mission to the
Republic of Colombia upon the following agreed conditions:

TITLE I

PURPOSE AND DURATION

Purpose and dura-
tion. Art. 1. The purpose of the Mission is to cooperate with the Colom-

bian Minister of War and Chief of Staff in the development and func-
tioning of the aviation of the Colombian Army. Officers of the Mis-
sion will act wherever required by the Colombian Ministry of War as
tactical and technical advisers to the Colombian Army with regard to
aviation.

Art. 2. The Mission shall continue for three years from the date of
the signature of this agreement by the accredited representatives of
the Governments of the United States of America and the Republic
of Colombia.

Art. 3. The agreement may be terminated if necessary in the
interest of either Government upon notification duly delivered
through diplomatic channels three months in advance.

Art. 4. Temporary assignments of officers additional to those enu-
merated in Title II may be arranged by mutual agreement for shorter
periods, depending upon the circumstances in each case.

Art. 5. It is herein stipulated and agreed that while the Mission
shall be in operation under this agreement, or under an extension
thereof, the Government of the Republic of Colombia will not engage
the services of any mission or personnel of any other foreign govern-
ment for the duties and purposes contemplated by this agreement,
unless agreed to the contrary between the Colombian Government
and the Government of the United States.
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November 23, 1938  Agreement between the United States of America and Colombia respecting 
[E. A. S. No. 141] a military mission. Signed at Washington November 23, 1938. 

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENTS OF 
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE 
REPUBLIC OF COLOMBIA 
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enlisted men of the United States Army, Navy, and Marine Corps to 
assist the Governments of the Latin American Republics in military 
and naval matters", as amended by an Act of May 14, 1935, to in-
clude the Commonwealth of the Philippine Islands, has authorized 
the detail of officers constituting an American military mission to the 
Republic of Colombia upon the following agreed conditions: 

TITLE I 

PURPOSE AND DURATION 

Art. 1. The purpose of the Mission is to cooperate with the Colom-
bian Minister of War and Chief of Staff in the development and func-
tioning of the aviation of the Colombian Army. Officers of the Mis-
sion will act wherever required by the Colombian Ministry of War as 
tactical and technical advisers to the Colombian Army with regard to 
aviation. 

Art. 2. The Mission shall continue for three years from the date of 
the signature of this agreement by the accredited representatives of 
the Governments of the United States of America and the Republic 
of Colombia. 

Art. 3. The agreement may be terminated if necessary in the 
interest of either Government upon notification duly delivered 
through diplomatic channels three months in advance. 

Art. 4. Temporary assignments of officers additional to those enu-
merated in Title II may be arranged by mutual agreement for shorter 
periods, depending upon the circumstances in each case. 

Art. 5. It is herein stipulated and agreed that while the Mission 
shall be in operation under this agreement, or under an extension 
thereof, the Government of the Republic of Colombia will not engage 
the services of any mission or personnel of any other foreign govern-
ment for the duties and purposes contemplated by this agreement, 
unless agreed to the contrary between the Colombian Government 
and the Government of the United States. 
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TITLE II

COMPOSITION AND PERSONNEL

Art. 6. The Mission will be composed at the outset of the following
officers and men of the Regular Army of the United States of America:
one Major or Captain of the Air Corps who shall be Chief of Mission;
one Captain or First Lieutenant of the Air Corps, and three Non-
commissioned Officers of the Air Corps. The senior officer will be
Chief of the Mission, who will assure normally the direct relations of
the Mission with the Minister of War and the Chief of Staff of the
Army.

Art. 7. Any additions to the personnel of the Mission that may be
considered advisable or necessary shall be mutually agreed upon in
accordance with the provisions of Article 4.

TITLE III

DUTIES, RANK AND PRECEDENCE

Art. 8. The members of the Mission shall be responsible solely to
the Colombian Minister of War through the Chief of the Mission and
shall act as tactical and technical advisers to the Colombian Army
with regard to aviation.

Art. 9. In case of war between Colombia and any other nation, the
Mission shall terminate within thirty days. In the case of an out-
break of civil war, the duties of the members of the Mission shall be
immediately suspended, and at the option of the Government of the
United States the Mission may be withdrawn immediately.

Art. 10. Precedence of officers composing the Military Mission with
respect to Colombian officers shall be in accordance with their respec-
tive rank and seniority therein.

2085
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TITLE IV

PAY AND ALLOWANCES

Art. 11. The members of the Mission shall receive from the Colom- Pay ndallowancei
bian Government pay and allowances equal to and additional to the
pay and allowances which they receive from the Government of the
United States, but exclusive of any increase authorized for duty
involving flying. The said salary shall be paid in twelve equal
monthly installments, United States currency. Should any member
of the Mission while so serving be promoted in the United States
Army, he shall receive from the Government of the Republic of
Colombia pay and allowances for his new rank as established according
to United States Army regulations, payable as from the date of his
promotion.

Art. 12. Each member of the Mission shall have the right to receive
his Colombian pay beginning on the date of his departure from New
York and continuing, upon completion of his service in the Mission,
up to the date of his arrival in New York, proceeding each way by
usual sea route. Any member of the Mission who fails to fulfill the
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terms of the contract without just cause will receive additional pay
only up to the date of his departure from Bogota, except in the case
of illness or termination of the contract of the Mission, in which cases
payment will be made up to arrival in New York.

Art. 13. It is further stipulated that the compensation received by
members of the Mission shall not be subject to any Colombian tax now
in force or which may hereafter be imposed, but should there, however,
be at present or during the life of this agreement, any taxes which may
affect the said compensation, such taxes shall be borne by the Colom-
bian Ministry of War in order to comply with the provisions stipulated
above that the salaries agreed upon shall be net.

Art. 14. The expenses of transportation by land and sea of the
members of the Mission, their families, household effects and baggage,
including automobiles, shall be paid in advance by the Colombian
Government, these expenses including cost of packing and crating.
Officers and their families shall be furnished with first-class accommo-
dations, families being construed as wives and dependent children
throughout the contract. It is understood, however, that the accom-
modations and allowances for travel and transportation of effects shall
not exceed allowances prevailing in the United States Army.

With respect to an officer detailed for less than one year, the Colom-
bian Government will not make provision for payment for transporta-
tion of the officer's family, household goods or automobile.

The household effects, baggage and automobiles of members of the
Mission shall be exempt from customs duties and imposts of any kind
in Colombia. The Government of the Republic of Colombia shall
grant, upon the request of the Chief of Mission, free entry throughout
the stay of the Mission in Colombia for articles for the personal use of
members of the Mission and their families.

Art. 15. Members of the Mission who may become ill during the
period of duty in Colombia shall be cared for by the Colombian
Government. Any member of the Mission unable to perform his
duties with the Mission by reason of long continued physical disability
shall be replaced.

Art. 16. If a member of the Mission or one of his family should die
in Colombia, the Colombian Government shall have the body trans-
ported to such a place in the United States as the family shall desig-
nate. Should the deceased be a member of the Mission, the Colombian
Government shall pay the expenses of travel of the family and trans-
portation of their effects to New York.

Art. 17. Each member of the Mission shall be entitled to one
month's annual leave with full pay, or to a proportional part thereof
with pay for any fractional part of a year. Unused portions of such
leave shall be cumulative from year to year during service as a mem-
ber of the Mission. Members of the Mission shall have the privilege
of spending the leave cited above in foreign countries.

Art. 18. In case members of the Mission are required to travel on
official business for the Colombian Government they shall receive the
same per diem allowances and transportation allowances as those
granted to officers and men of similar rank of the Colombian Army.
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TITLE V

RECALL AND REPLACEMENT OF MEMBERS OF THE MISSION

Art. 19. The United States may, if the public interest so requires,
recall at any time any or all of the members of the Mission, substitut-
ing for them other officers acceptable to the Colombian Government,
all expenses in connection therewith being incumbent upon the Govern-
ment of the United States of America. If on the request of the Colom-
bian Government, any member of the Mission is recalled for due and
just cause other than the termination of his services or illness, all
expenses connected with the return shall be incumbent upon the United
States of America.

Art. 20. If cancellation of this contract be effected on the request of
the United States of America, all expenses of the return of the Mission
and all effects thereof to the United States shall be borne by the
Government of the United States of America; should cancellation be
effected on the initiative of the Colombian Government or as a result
of war between Colombia and a foreign government, or as the result of
the outbreak of civil war in Colombia, the Colombian Government
shall bear these costs.

Art. 21. IN FAITH WHEREOF, the undersigned, being duly authorized,
sign the present contract at Washington, District of Columbia, United
States of America, the twenty-third day of November of 1938.
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SUMNER WELLES

[SEAL]
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RECALL AND REPLACEMENT OF M EMBERS OF THE MISSION 

Art. 19. The United States may, if the public interest so requires, 
recall at any time any or all of the members of the Mission, substitut-
ing for them other officers acceptable to the Colombian Government, 
all expenses in connection therewith being incumbent upon the Govern-
ment of the United States of America. If on the request of the Colom-
bian Government, any member of the Mission is recalled for due and 
just cause other than the termination of his services or illness, all 
expenses connected with the return shall be incumbent upon the United 
States of America. 

Art. 20. If cancellation of this contract be effected on the request of 
the United States of America, all expenses of the return of the Mission 
and all effects thereof to the United States shall be borne by the 
Government of the United States of America; should cancellation be 
effected on the initiative of the Colombian Government or as a result 
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Art. 21. IN FAITH WHEREOF, the undersigned, being duly authorized, 
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States of America, the twenty-third day of November of 1938. 

D. L6pEz PUMAREJO 
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CONTRATO ENTRE LOS GOBIERNOS DE LOS
ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AMERICA Y DE LA
REPUBLICA DE COLOMBIA.

De conformidad con una solicitud del Embajador de Colombia en
Washington al Secretario de Estado de los Estados Unidos de Am6rica,
el Presidente de los Estados Unidos de America, en virtud de la autori-
zaci6n conferida por la ley del Congreso, aprobada el 19 de mayo de
1926 e intitulada "ley que autoriza al Presidente para designar oficiales
y personal del Ej6rcito, de la Marina de Guerra y del Cuerpo de In-
fanteria de Marina de los Estados Unidos de America, para colaborar
con los gobiernos de las Repdblicas de la America Latina en asuntos
militares y navales" y enmendada por una ley del 14 de mayo de 1935
para incluir la Mancomunidad de las Filipinas, ha autorizado el nom-
bramiento de oficiales para constituir una misi6n militar estado-uni-
dense en la Repdblica de Colombia de acuerdo con las condiciones esti-
puladas en seguida:

CAPITULO I

FINES Y DURACI6N

Art. 1. Es el objeto de la Misi6n cooperar con el Ministro de Guerra
y el Jefe del Estado Mayor colombianos en el desarrollo y funciona-
miento de la aviaci6n del Ej6rcito colombiano. Los oficiales de la
Misi6n actuaran, dondequiera que lo exigiere el Ministerio de Guerra
colombiano, como asesores tacticos y tecnicos del Ej6rcito colombiano
en lo referente a aviaci6n.

Art. 2. La Misi6n durara tres afios a contar de la fecha en que se
firme este contrato por los representantes acreditados de los Gobiernos
de los Estados Unidos de Am6rica y de la Repdblica de Colombia.

Art. 3. Si asi lo exigiere el inter6s de uno u otro Gobierno, el con-
trato puede darse por terminado, previo aviso, dado por la via diplo-
matica, con tres meses de anticipaci6n.

Art. 4. Por mutuo acuerdo puede convenirse la designaci6n pro-
visional de oficiales para perfodos mas cortos de los enumerados en el
Capitulo II, segun lo determinen las circunstancias en cada case.

Art. 5. Se estipula y conviene que mientras la Misi6n desempene
sus funciones de acuerdo con este contrato, o por pr6rroga del mismo,
el Gobierno de la Repiblica de Colombia no contrara los servicios de
otra misi6n o personal de otro gobierno extranjero para las funciones
y los objetos a que se contrae este acuerdo, salvo que se convenga lo
contrario entre el Gobierno colombiano y el Gobierno de los Estados
Unidos de America.
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CONTRATO ENTRE LOS GOBIERNOS DE LOS 
ESTADOS ITNIDOS DE AMERICA Y DE LA 
REPUBLICA DE COLOMBIA. 

De conformidad con una solicitud del Embajador de Colombia en 
Washington al Secretario de Estado de los Estados Unidos de America, 
el Presidente de los Estados Unidos de America, en virtud de la autori-
zacion conferida por la ley del Congreso, aprobada el 19 de mayo de 
1926 e intitulada "ley quo autoriza al Presidente para designs" oficiales 
y personal del Ej6rcito, de la Marina de Guerra y del Cuerpo de In-
f anteria de Marina de los Estados Unidos de America, para colaborar 
con los gobiernos de las Repdblicas de la America Latina en asuntos 
militares y navales" y enmendada por una ley del 14 de mayo de 1935 
para incluir la Mancomunidad de las Filipinas, ha autorizado el nom-
bramiento de oficiales pars constituir una mision militar estado-uni-
dense en la Repdblica de Colombia de acuerdo con las condiciones esti-
puladas en seguida: 

CAPITULO I 

FINES Y DTJRACI6N 

Art. 1. Es el objeto de la Mision cooperar con el Ministro de Guerra 
y el Jefe del Estado Mayor colombianos en el desarrollo y funciona-
miento de la aviacion del Ejercito colombiano. Los oficiales de la 
Mision actuarial, dondequiera quo lo exigiere el Ministerio de Guerra 
colombiano, como asesores tacticos y tecnicos del Ejercito colombiano 
en lo referente a aviaci6n. 

Art. 2. La Misi6n durar6. tres afios a contar de la fecha en quo se 
firme este contrato por los representantes acreditados de los Gobiemos 
de los Estados Unidos de America y de la Repliblica de Colombia. 

Art. 3. Si asi lo exigiere el inter& de uno u otro Gobierno, el con-
trato puede chose por terminado, previo aviso, dado por la via diplo-
matica, con tres meses de anticipacion. 

Art. 4. Por mutuo acuerdo puede convenirse Is designaci6n pro-
visional de oficiales para periodos Inas cortos de los enumerados en el 
Capitulo II, seem lo determinen las circnnstancias en cads caso. 

Art. 5. Se estipula y conviene quo mientras la Mision desempeile 
sus funciones de acuerdo con este contrato, o por prorroga del mismo, 
el Gobiemo de la Republica de Colombia no contrara los servicios de 
otra misiOn o personal de otro gobierno extranjero pars las funciones 
y los objetos a quo se contrae este acuerdo, salvo quo se convenga lo 
contrario entre el Gobiemo colombiano y el Gobiemo de los Estados 
Unidos de America. 
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CAPITULO II

INTEGRACI6N Y PERSONAL.

Art. 6. La Misi6n estarA integrada al principio por los siguientes
oficiales y soldados del Ejercito regular de los Estados Unidos de
Am6rica: un Mayor o Capitan del Cuerpo de Aviaci6n que sera el
Jefe de Misi6n, un Capitan o Primer Teniente del Cuerpo de Aviaci6n
y tres suboficiales del Cuerpo de Aviaci6n. El oficial de mas alto
grado ser& el Jefe de la Misi6n y tendrg a su cargo la direcci6n de las
relaciones normales directas de la Misi6n con el Ministro de Guerra
y el Jefe del Estado Mayor del Ejercito.

Art. 7. En el caso de que se considere necesario o conveniente au-
mentar el personal de la Misi6n, ello se hara por acuerdo mutuo segdn
las disposiciones del Articulo 4.

CAPITULO III

OBLIGACIONES, GRADOS y PRECEDENCIA.

Art. 8. Los miembros de la Misi6n serAn responsables de sus actos
ante el Ministro de Guerra colombiano inicamente, por intermedio del
Jefe de Misi6n, y actuarin como consejeros tacticos y tecnicos del
Ejercito colombiano en lo referente a aviaci6n.

Art. 9. En caso de guerra entre Colombia y cualquiera otra naci6n,
la Misi6n terminara sus funciones dentro de un plazo de treinta dias.
En caso de estallar una guerra civil en Colombia se suspender&n
inmediatamente los deberes de los miembros de la Misi6n y, a opci6n
del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America, la Misi6n puede ser
retirada inmediatamente.

Art. 10. La precedencia, de los oficiales que integran la Misi6n
militar, en relaci6n a los oficiales colombianos, sera acorde con su
respectivo grado y tiempo de servicio.

CAPITULO IV

PAGO Y BONIFICACIONES

Art. 11. Los miembros de la Misi6n recibiran del Gobierno Colom-
biano pagoy bonificaciones igualesy adicionales al pago y bonificaciones
que ellos reciben del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America, pero
excluido cualquier aumento o prima por actividades referentes a
vuelos. Dicho sueldo sera pagado en doce mensualidades iguales, en
moneda corriente de los Estados Unidos de America. En caso de
que cualquier miembro de laMisi6n fuere promovido en el Ej rcito de los
Estados Unidos de America mientras presta tales servicios, 6ste
recibira del Gobierno de la Repdblica de Colombia el sueldo y las
bonificaciones de su nuevo grado, los cuales serAn efectivos a contar de
la fecha de su promoci6n, de acuerdo con los reglamentos del Ej6rcito de
los Estados Unidos de Am6rica.
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CAPITULO II 

INTEGRACI6N Y PERSONAL. 

Art. 6. La MisiOn estara integrada al principio por los siguientes 
oficiales y soldados del Ejercito regular de los Estados Unidos de 
America: un. Mayor o Capitan del Cuerpo de Aviacion que sera, el 
Jefe de Mision, un Capitan. o Primer Teniente del Cuerpo de Aviacion 
y tres suboficiales del Cuerpo de Aviacion. El oficial de pato alto 
grado sera el Jefe de la Mision y tendth a su cargo la direccion de las 
relaciones normales directas de Ia Mision eon el Ministro de Guerra 
y el Jefe del Estado Mayor del Ejercito. 

Art. 7. En el caso de qua se considere necesario o conveniente au-
mentar el personal de la Mision, ello se herâ por acuerdo mutuo segfm 
las disposiciones del Articulo 4. 

CAPITULO III 

OBLIGACIONES, GRADOS y PRECEDENCIA. 

Art. 8. Los miembros de la Misien serial responsables de sus actos 
ante el Ministro de Guerra colombiano imicamente, por intermedio del 
Jefe de Mision, y actuaran como consejeros tacticos y tecnicos del 
Ejercito colombiano en lo referente a aviacion. 

Art. 9. En caso de guerra entre Colombia y cualquiera otra nacien, 
la Mision terminara sus funciones dentro de un plazo de treinta dfas. 
En caso de estallar una guerra civil en Colombia se suspenderan 
inmediatamente los deberes de los miembros de la Misien y, a opci6n 
del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America, la Mision puede ser 
retirada inmediatamente. 

Art. 10. La precedencia, de los oficiales que integran la Mision 
militar, en relaci6n a los oficiales colombia.nos, sera, acorde con su 
respectivo grado y tiempo de servicio. 

CAPITULO IV 

PAGO Y BONIFICACIONES 

Art. 11. Los miembros de la Misi6n recibiran del Gobierno Colom-
biano pagdy bonificaciones igualesy adicionales al pago y bonificaciones 
que dos reciben del Gobiemo de los Estados Unidos de America, pero 
exclufdo cualquier aumento o prima por actividades referentes a 
vuelos. Dicho sueldo sera pagado en doce mensualidades iguales, en 
moneda corriente de los Estados Unidos de America. En caso de 
quo cualquier miembro de la Mision lucre promovido en el Ejercito de los 
Estados Unidos de America mientras presta tales servicios, este 
recibirk del Gobiemo de la Reptiblica de Colombia el sueldo y las 
bonificaciones do su nuevo grado, los males sern efectivos a contar de 
la fecha de su promoci6n, de acuerdo con los reglamentos del Ejercito de 
los Estados Unidos de America. 
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Art. 12. Cada miembro de la Misi6n tendra el derecho de recibir el
pago del Gobierno Colombiano desde la fecha de su salida de Nueva
York y continuar& recibi6ndolo hasta la fecha de su regreso a esa
ciudad al terminar sus servicios en la Misi6n, haciendo el viaje de
ida y vuelta por la ruta maritima usual. Cualquier miembro de la
Misi6n que dejare de cumplir, sin justificaci6n, los terminos del con-
trato, solamente recibira el sueldo adicional hasta la fecha de su salida
de Bogota, salvo en el caso de enfermedad o de vencimiento del con-
trato de la Misi6n, en cuyos casos el pago se hara efectivo hasta la
fecha de llegada a Nueva York.

Art. 13. Se estipula ademAs que la remuneraci6n recibida por los
miembros de la Misi6n no estara sujeta a los impuestos vigentes del
Gobierno Colombiano ni a los que fueren establecidos en el futuro y
en el caso de que actualmente, o durante la vigencia de este contrato,
hubiere impuestos que pudieran afectar tal remuneraci6n, tales im-
puestos seran sufragados por el Ministerio de Guerra colombiano para
satisfacer asi las condiciones arriba estipuladas de que los sueldos
convenidos sean netos.

Art. 14. Los gastos de transporte por tierra y por mar de los miem-
bros de la Misi6n, sus familias, efectos dom6sticos y equipaje, inclu-
yendo autom6viles, ser&n pagados por adelantado por el Gobierno
Colombiano y se comprendera en estos gastos el costo de embalaje y
empaque. Los oficiales y sus familias tendran pasajes de primera
clase, entendi6ndose por "familia", para los efectos de este contrato,
a la esposa e hijos a su cargo. Se entiende, sin embargo, que los
pasajes y asignaciones de viaje y transporte de efectos no excederan
de las asignaciones que para tal prop6sito rigen en el Ejercito de los
Estados Unidos de America.

Respecto a cualquier oficial designado por menos de un afo, el
Gobierno Colombiano no sufragara los gastos de transporte de la
familia, efectos domesticos o autom6vil.

Los efectos domesticos, equipaje y autom6viles de los miembros de
la Misi6n estaran exentos de derechos de aduana y de cualesquiera
impuestos en Colombia. El Gobierno de la Repdblica de Colombia
otorgara, a solicitud del Jefe de Misi6n, la entrada libre, durante la
permanencia de la Misi6n en Colombia, de los articulos de uso per-
sonal de los miembros de la Misi6n y sus familias.

Art. 15. Los miembros de la Misi6n que enfermaren durante el
perfodo de sus servicios en Colombia, seran atendidos por el Gobierno
Colombiano. Cualquier miembro de la Misi6n que no pudiere
desempefar sus funciones por motivo de incapacidad fisica prolongada,
sera reemplazado.

Art. 16. Si cualquier miembro de la Misi6n o de su familia falle-
ciere en Colombia, el Gobierno Colombiano hara transportar /los
restos al lugar de los Estados Unidos de America que fuere indicado
por la familia. En el caso de que el difunto fuere miembro de la
Misi6n, el Gobierno Colombiano pagarA los gastos de viaje de la
familia y el transporte de sus efectos hasta Nueva York.
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Art. 12. Cada miembro de la Misidn tendra el derecho de recibir el 
pago del Gobierno Colombiano desde la fecha de su salida de Nueva 
York y continuer& recibiendolo hasta la fecha de su regreso a esa 
ciudad al terminar sus servicios en la Misidn, haciendo el viaje de 
ida y v-uelta por la ruta maritime usual. Cualquier miembro de la 
Mision que dej are de cumplir, sin justificacion, los terminos del con-
trato, solamente recibir& el sueldo adicional haste in fecha de su salida 
de Bogota, salvo en el caso de enfermedad o de vencimiento del con-
trato de la Misi6n, en cuyos casos el pago se her& efectivo hasta la 
fecha de llegada a Nueva York. 

Art. 13. Se estipula edemas que la remuneracidn recibida por los 
miembros de la Mision no ester& sujeta a los impuestos vigentes del 
Gobierno Colombiano ni a los que fueren establecidos en el futuro y 
en el caso de que actualmente, o durante la vigencia de este contrato, 
hubiere impuestos que pudieran afectar tal remuneracidn, tales im-
puestos seran sufragados por el Ministerio de Guerra colombiano pare 
satisfacer RA las condiciones arriba estipuladas de que los sueldos 
convenidos seen netos. 

Art. 14. Los gastos de transporte por tierra y por mar de los miem-
bros de la Misidn, sus families, efectos domesticos y equipaje, inclu-
yendo automoviles, serail pagados por adelantado por el Gobierno 
Colombiano y se comprendera on estos gastos el costo de embalaje y 
empaque. Los oficiales y sus families tendran pasajes de primera 
clase, entendiendose por "familia", para los efectos de este contrato, 
a la esposa e hijos a su cargo. Se entiende, sin embargo, que los 
pasajes y asignaciones de viaje y transporte de efectos no excederan 
de las asignaciones que pars, tal proposito rigen en el Ejercito de los 
Estados Unidos de America. 

Respecto a cualquier oficial designed° por menos de un alio, el 
Gobierno Colombiano no sufragara los gastos de transporte de is. 
familia, efectos domesticos o autom6vil. 
Los efectos domesticos, equipaje y autom6viles de los miembros de 

Ia Misidn estaran exentos de derechos de aduana y de cualesquiera 
impuestos en Colombia. El Gobierno de is. Repdblica de Colombia 
otorgara, a solicitud del Jefe de Misi6n, is. entrada libre, durante la 
permanencia de la Misi6n en Colombia, de los articulos de uso per-
sonal de los miembros de la Misidn y sus families. 

Art. 15. Los miembros de is. Misi6n que enfermaren durante el 
periodo de sus servicios en Colombia, serail atendidos por el Gobierno 
Colombiano. Cualquier miembro de is. Misi6n que no pudiere 
desempefiar sus funciones por motivo de incapacidad fisica prolongada, 
sera reemplazado. 

Art. 16. Si cualquier miembro de la Misidn o de su familia falls-
ciere en Colombia, el Gobierno Colombiano her& transporter /los 
restos al lugar de los Estados Unidos de America que fuere indicado 
por is. familia. En el caso de que el difunto fuere miembro de is. 
Misidn, el Gobierno Colombiano pager& los gastos de viaje de la 
familia y el transporte de sus efectos haste Nueva York. 
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Art. 17. Cada miembro de la Misi6n tendra derecho a un mes de
licencia anual, con sueldo completo, o a una fracci6n proporcional de
la licencia, con sueldo, para cualquier fracci6n de un ano de servicio.
Las porciones de tal licencia que no fueren tomadas, se acumularan
de ano en aio mientras se preste servicio como miembro de la Misi6n.
Dichos miembros podran pasar el periodo de licencia arriba citado,
en el exterior.

Art. 18. En el caso de que se requiera que los miembros de la
Misi6n viajen en asuntos oficiales del Gobierno Colombiano, estos reci-
biran las mismas dietas y gastos de viaje que se otorgan a los oficiales
y soldados de igual categoria del Ejercito colombiano.

CAPITULO V

RETIRO Y REEMPLAZO DE LOS MIEMBROS DE LA MISI6N

Art. 19. Los Estados Unidos de America pueden, si asi lo requiere
el inter6s publico, retirar en cualquier momento uno o todos los miem-
bros de la Misi6n, reemplazandolos con otros oficiales que sean acep-
tados por el Gobierno Colombiano, y todos los gastos en que se incurra
por este concepto seran sufragados por el Gobierno de los Estados Uni-
dos de America. Si, a solicitud del Gobierno Colombiano, se retirase
cualquier miembro de la Misi6n, por un motivo justificado que no
fuere vencimiento de sus servicios o enfermedad, todos los gastos
ocasionados por el viaje de regreso seran sufragados por los Estados
Unidos de America.

Art. 20. Si se cancelare este contrato a iniciativa de los Estados
Unidos de America, todos los gastos de viaje de regreso de la Misi6n
y de todos sus efectos seran sufragados por el Gobierno de los Estados
Unidos de America. Si se cancelare el contrato por iniciativa del
Gobierno Colombiano o a consecuencia de una guerra entre Colombia
y un gobierno extranjero, o de guerra civil en Colombia, estos gastos
seran sufragados por el Gobierno Colombiano.

Art. 21. EN TESTIMONIO DE LO CUAL, los suscritos, debidamente

autorizados, firman el presente contrato en Washington, Distrito de
Columbia, Estados Unidos de America, el dia veintitres de noviembre
de 1938.

[SEAL] SUMNER WELLEB

[SEAL] D. L6PEZ PUMAREJO
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Art. 17. Cada miembro de la Misien tendrh. derecho a un mes de 
licencia anual, con sueldo completo, o a una fraccien proporcional de 
la licencia, con sueldo, para cualquier fraccion de un ono de servicio. 
Las porciones de tal licencia quo no fueren tornados, se acumularfin 
de alio en aid° mientras se preste servicio como miembro de la Mision. 
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CAPITULO V 
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Art. 19. Los Estados Unidos de America pueden, si asi lo requiere 
el inter& public°, retirar en cualquier moment° uno o todos los miem-
bros de la Mision, reemplaztindolos con otros oficiales quo sean acep-
tados por el Gobierno Colombiano, y todos los gastos en quo se incurra 
por este concept° scrim sufragados por el Gobierno de los Estados Uni-
dos de America. Si, a solicitud del Gobierno Colombiano, se retirase 
cualquier miembro de la Misien, por un motivo justificado quo no 
fuere vencimiento de sus servicios o onfermedad, todos los gastos 
ocasionados por el viaje de regreso seren sufragados por los Estados 
Unidos de America. 

Art. 20. Si se cancelare este contrato a iniciativa de los Estados 
Unidos de America, todos los gastos de viaje de regreso de la Misien 
y de todos sus efectos serim sufragados por el Gobierno de los Estados 
Unidos de America. Si se cancelare el contrato por iniciativa del 
Gobierno Colombiano o a consecuencia de una guerra entre Colombia 
y un gobierno extranjero, o de guerra civil en Colombia, estos gastos 
seran sufragados por el Gobierno Colombiano. 

Art. 21. EN TESTIMONIO DE LO CUAL, 10S suscritos, debidamente 
autorizados, firman el presente contrato en Washington, Distrito de 
Columbia, Estados Unidos de America, el dia veintitres de noviembre 
de 1938. 

[SEAL] SUMNER W ELLES 
[SEAL] D. L6PEZ PUMAREJO 
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June 9, July 11 and IS,
Aug. 22, Sept. 27,
Oct. 4, Nov. 16,
and Dec. 20,1938
[E. A. S. No. 142]

Agreement with
Canada respecting ra-
dio communications
between Alaska and
British Columbia.

Agreement between the United States of America and Canada respecting
radio communications between Alaska and British Columbia. Ef-

fected by exchanges of notes, signed June 9, July 11 and 18, August 22,
September 27, October 4, November 16, and December 20, 1938.

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Canadian Minister (Marler)

DEPAETMENT OF STATE
WASHINGTON

June 9, 1938.
Sm:

I have the honor to inform you of the desire of the Polaris-Taku
Mining Company, Limited, to establish radio communication between
its privately owned radio station in the Province of British Colum-
bia, Canada, and the station of the Alaska Communication System
at Juneau, Alaska, for the exchange of traffic pertaining to weather
and flying conditions and emergency medical assistance. In view
of the nature of the messages sought to be exchanged the War De-
partment of the United States approves the establishment of the
proposed circuit.

I accordingly inquire whether the Government of Canada is pre-
pared to authorize the suggested radio connection, omitting or-
dinary commercial traffic, between stations of the Alaska Commu-
nication System and radio stations located in Canada. If such
approval is given by your Government it is suggested that provi-
sion be made for the modification of the details of arrangements
with respect to the class of traffic handled, subject to the approval
of the Secretary of War of the United States and a designated
official of the Government of Canada.

It is also proposed that the arrangement provide for the opera-
tion and administration of the affected radio channels subject to the
following conditions which are understood to be in accordance with
the procedure and practice applicable to similar channels now in
operation:

a. Radio traffic will be exchanged in accordance with the
regular operating procedure of the Alaska Communication Sys-
tem and of the radio stations in the Dominion of Canada, pro-
vided that in cases where the operating procedure applicable to
one station is in conflict with the operating procedure of the sta-
tion with which radio traffic is exchanged, the differences will be
administratively adjusted by cooperation between the chief oper-
ators of the stations involved.

b. The establishment of operating schedules between any two
stations authorized to exchange radio traffic will be such as may
be agreed upon between the Officer in Charge, Alaska Communm-
cation System, Seattle, Washington, and the administrative
official in charge of the operation of the radio station with which
such radio schedules are established.
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The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Canadian Minister (Marler) 

Agreement with 
Canada respecting ra-
dio communications 
between Alaska and 
British Columbia. 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
W ASHINGTON 

June 9,1938. 
SIR: 
I have the honor to inform you of the desire of the Polaris-Taku 

Mining Company, Limited, to establish radio communication between 
its privately owned radio station in the Province of British Colum-
bia, Canada, and the station of the Alaska Communication System 
at Juneau, Alaska, for the exchange of traffic pertaining to weather 
and flying conditions and emergency medical assistance. In view 
of the nature of the messages sought to be exchanged the War De-
partment of the United States approves the establishment of the 
proposed circuit. 
I accordingly inquire whether the Government of Canada is pre-

pared to authorize the suggested radio connection, omitting or-
dinary commercial traffic, between stations of the Alaska Commu-
nication System and radio stations located in Canada. If such 
approval is given by your Government it is suggested that provi-
sion be made for the modification of the details of arrangements 
with respect to the class of traffic handled, subject to the approval 
of the Secretary of War of the United States and a designated 
official of the Government of Canada. 

It is also proposed that the arrangement provide for the opera-
tion and administration of the affected radio channels subject to the 
following conditions which are understood to be in accordance with 
the procedure and practice applicable to similar channels now in 
operation: 

a. Radio traffic will be exchanged in accordance with the 
regular operating procedure of the Alaska Communication Sys-
tem and of the radio stations in the Dominion of Canada, pro-
vided that in cases where the operating procedure applicable to 
one station is in conflict with the operating procedure of the sta-
tion with which radio traffic is exchanged, the differences will be 
administratively adjusted by cooperation between the chief oper-
ators of the stations involved. 

b. The establishment of operating schedules between any two 
stations authorized to exchange radio traffic will be such as may 
be agreed upon between the Officer in Charge, Alaska Coramum-
cation System, Seattle, Washington, and the administrative 
official in charge of the operation of the radio station with which 
such radio schedules are established. 
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c. The charges made by the Alaska Communication System
on local traffic between the local radio station of the Alaska
Communication System and any radio station in the Dominion
of Canada with which arrangements are made for the exchange
of traffic will be in accordance with duly established tariffs ap-
plicable to such service.

d. The division of tolls between the participating radio sta-
tions will be made on the basis of the tolls accruing to each in
accordance with applicable tariffs, and settlement of accounts
will be made by the Auditor for the Alaska Communication
System, Seattle, Washington, at such intervals as may be agreed
upon and in the same manner as settlement is made under similar
conditions for commercial radio traffic between stations of the
Alaska Communication System and other radio stations.

e. Arrangements for the exchange of radio traffic between
stations of the Alaska Communication System and radio stations
located in the Dominion of Canada shall not be extended to pro-
vide for the forwarding of drafts or money orders.

It should be observed that it is not intended that this proposed
arrangement shall in any way contravene the provisions of the United
States-Canadian regional arrangement governing the use of radio
for aeronautical services, which was negotiated at a conference in
Washington in January 1938 and which is now before your Gov-
ernment for study.

It is suggested that the contemplated service be authorized to com-
mence at any time after the conclusion of this understanding by
exchange of notes and that either party may withdraw from the
arrangement by giving six months' notice in writing to the other
party, at which time the arrangement shall be deemed to have termi-
nated. In this connection, however, it should be borne in mind that
the terms of this arrangement shall be within the scope of the exist-
ing international telecommunication convention and the annexed
regulations to which both parties hereto may have adhered.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
CORDELL ItIULL

The Honorable
Sir HERBERT MARLER, P. C., K. C. M. G.,

Minister of Canada.

The Canadian Minister (Marler) to the Secretary of State (Hull)

No. 160. CANADIAN LEGATION
WASmHNTON
July 11th, 1938.

Sm:
I have the honour to refer to your note of June 9th, 1938, concern-

ing the desire of the Polaris-Taku Mining Company Limited to es-
tablish radio communication between its privately-owned radio sta-
tion in the Province of British Columbia and the station of the
Alaska Communications System at Juneau, Alaska, for the exchange
of traffic pertaining to weather and flying conditions and emergency
medical assistance.
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e. The charges made by the Alaska Communication System 
on local traffic between the local radio station of the Alaska 
Communication System and any radio station in the Dominion 
of Canada with which arrangements are made for the exchange 
of traffic will be in accordance with duly established tariffs ap-
plicable to such service. 

d. The division of tolls between the participating radio sta-
tions will be made on the basis of the tolls accruing to each in 
accordance with applicable tariffs, and settlement of accounts 
will be made by the Auditor for the Alaska Communication 
System, Seattle, Washington, at such intervals as may be agreed 
upon and in the same manner as settlement is made under similar 
conditions for commercial radio traffic between stations of the 
Alaska Communication System and other radio stations. 

e. Arrangements for the exchange of radio traffic between 
stations of the Alaska Communication System and radio stations 
located in the Dominion of Canada shall not be extended to pro-
vide for the forwarding of drafts or money orders. 

It should be observed that it is not intended that this proposed 
arrangement shall in any way contravene the provisions of the United 
States-Canadian regional arrangement governing the use of radio 
for aeronautical services, which was negotiated at a conference in 
Washington in January 1938 and which is now before your Gov-
ernment for study. 

It is suggested that the contPmplated service be authorized to com-
mence at any time after the conclusion of this understanding by 
exchange of notes and that either party may withdraw from the 
arrangement by giving six months' notice in writing to the other 
party, at which time the arrangement shall be deemed to have termi-
nated. In this connection, however, it should be borne in mind that 
the terms of this arrangement shall be within the scope of the exist-
ing international telecommunication convention and the annexed 
regulations to which both parties hereto may have adhered. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 
CORDELL Hum 

The Honorable 
Sir IIERBERT MARLER, P. C., K. C. M. G., 

Minister of Canada. 

The Canadian, Minister (Marler) to the Secoetary of State (Hull) 

No. 160. CANADIAN LEGATION 
WAsmaityrox 
July lit/i., 1938. 

SIR 
I have the honour to refer to your note of June 9th, 1938, concern-

ing the desire of the Polaris-Taku Mining Company Limited to es-
tablish radio communication between its privately-owned radio sta-
tion in the Province of British Columbia and the station of the 
Alaska Communications System at Juneau, Alaska, for the exchange 
of traffic pertaining to weather and flying conditions and emergency 
medical assistance. 
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It appears that the Polaris-Taku Mining Company Limited is at
present licensed to operate a radio station at its mine seven miles
northwest of Tulsequah, British Columbia, call sign CY31, for radio-
telephone communication on the frequencies 2060 and 5720 kilocycles
with the Department of Public Works, Telegraph Service, radio sta-
tions at Telegraph Creek, British Columbia, and Hazelton, British
Columbia, only.

On the condition that the proposed radio communication between
Tulsequah, British Columbia, and Juneau, Alaska, will be strictly
limited to the exchange of traffic pertaining to weather and flying
conditions and emergency medical assistance only, and in view of the
fact that the proposed circuit has been approved by the War Depart-
ment of the United States, the Canadian Government through the
Department of Transport will be prepared to authorize the Polaris-
Taku Mining Co. Ltd. radio station to communicate with the Juneau,
Alaska, station subject to the conditions (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) outlined
in your note of June 9th and subject also to the further conditions
set forth in the last two paragraphs of the same communication.

I have the honour to be with the highest consideration Sir
Your most obedient humble servant

HTERBMr M MaaL
The Hon. CoRDEr, HULL

Secretary of State of the United States
Washington, D. C.

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Canadian Minister (Marler)

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
WASHINGTON

July 18, 1938.
SIR:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note no. 160
of July 11, 1938 concerning the desire of the Polaris-Taku Mining
Company, Limited, to establish radio communication between its
privately owned radio station in the Province of British Columbia,
Canada, and the station of the Alaska Communication System at
Juneau, Alaska, for the exchange of traffic pertaining to weather
and flying conditions and emergency medical assistance. I am happy
to note that your Government will be prepared to authorize the
Polaris-Taku Mining Company, Limited, radio station to communi-
cate with the Juneau, Alaska, station subject to conditions a, b, c,
d, and e outlined in my note of June 9 and subject also to the
further conditions set forth in the last two paragraphs of the same
communication.

In transmitting a copy of your note under acknowledgment to
the War Department, the Department stated that it was suggesting
to your Government that the agreement in question come into force
on August 1, 1938. I shall appreciate it, therefore, if you will be
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
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July 18, 1938. 
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good enough to inform me whether the date of August 1, 1938 is
agreeable to your Government.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
For the Secretary of State:

R. WALTON MOORE
The Honorable

Sir HERBERT MAILER, P. C., K. C. M. G.,
Minister of Canada.

The Canadian Minister (Marler) to the Secretary of State (Hull)

No. 195 CANADIAN LEGATION
WASHINGTON

August 2S, 1938
Sm:

I have the honour to refer to your note of July 18, 1938, and
previous correspondence concerning the proposed agreement under
which the Polaris-Taku Mining Company, Limited, would estab-
lish radio communication between its privately-owned station in the
Province of British Columbia and the station of the Alaska Com-
munications System at Juneau, Alaska, for the exchange of traffic
pertaining to weather and flying conditions and emergency medical
assistance. You enquired whether the date of August 1, 1938, would
be agreeable to the Canadian Government as the date on which the
agreement in question should come into force.

I am instructed to inform you that the agreement is satisfactory
to the competent authorities of Canada and it is understood that it
is in force as of August 1, 1938, according to the terms set out in
previous correspondence.

I have the honour to be with the highest consideration, Sir,
Your most obedient humble servant,

HERBERT M MARLER
The Honourable CORDEL. HITLL

Secretary of State of the United States
Washington, D. C.

The Canadian Minister (Marler) to the Secretary of State (Hull)

No. 232. CANADIAN LEGATION
WASHINGTON

September 27th, 1938.
SM:

I have the honour to refer to my despatch No. 195 of August 22nd
and to previous correspondence concerning the agreement under
which the Polaris-Taku Mining Company Limited established radio
communications between its privately owned station in the Province
of British Columbia and the station of the Alaska Communications
System at Juneau, Alaska, for the exchange of traffic pertaining to
weather and flying conditions and emergency and medical assistance.
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good enough to inform me whether the date of August 1, 1938 is 
agreeable to your Government. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 
For the Secretary of State: 

R. WALTON MOORE 
The Honorable 

Sir HERBERT MARLER, P. C., K. C. M. G., 
Minister of Canada. 

The Canadian Minister (Marler) to the Secretary of State (Hull) 

No. 195 CANADIAN LEGATION 
WASHINGTON 
August 02, .1938 

SIR: 
I have the honour to refer to your note of July 18, 1938, and 

previous correspondence concerning the proposed agreement under 
which the Polaris-Taku Mining Company, Limited, would estab-
lish radio communication between its privately-owned station in the 
Province of British Columbia and the station of the Alaska Com-
munications System at Juneau, Alaska, for the exchange of traffic 
pertaining to weather and flying conditions and emergency medical 
assistance. You enquired whether the date of August 1, 1938, would 
be agreeable to the Canadian Government as the date on which the 
agreement in question should come into force. 
I am instructed to inform you that the agreement is satisfactory 

to the competent authorities of Canada and it is understood that it 
is in force as of August 1, 1938, according to the terms set out in 
previous correspondence. 
I have the honour to be with the highest consideration, Sir, 

Your most obedient humble servant, 
HERBERT 31 MARLER 

The Honourable Counvm Hum 
Secretary of State of the United States 

Washington,D.C. 

The Canadian Minister (Marler) to the Secretary of State (Hull) 

No. 232. CANADIAN LEGATION 
WASHINGTON 

September 27th, 1938. 

I have the honour to refer to my despatch No. 195 of August 22nd 
and to previous correspondence concerning the agreement under 
which the Polaris-Taku Mining Company Limited established radio 
communications between its privately owned station in the Province 
of British Columbia and the station of the Alaska Communications 
System at Juneau, Alaska, for the exchange of traffic pertaining to 
weather and flying conditions and emergency and medical assistance. 
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I am now instructed to call to your attention that the Department
of Transport state that while the Polaris-Taku Mining Company
have clearly specified the classes of message they desire to exchange
between their station at Tulsequah, British Columbia, and the Juneau
station of the Alaska Communications System, representations re-
ceived by the Department from the legal agents of the Company state
that messages following the normal routing of commercial traffic
between these stations are subject to serious delay and they now
request authority to handle any class of local message between Tulse-
quah and Juneau direct.

In view of this request the Department of Transport approached
the Government Telegraph Service of the Department of Public
Works with a view to eliminating the difficulties experienced in the
service between Tulsequah and Juneau, and the following proposals
have now been submitted in this connection by the Government Tele-
graph Service. These proposals-it is understood-have been
approved by the legal agents of the Polaris-Taku Mining Company
at Vancouver.

(1) All commercial traffic between Juneau and Tulsequah
should be routed in future via Atlin instead of via Telegraph
Creek, Wrangell, Seattle and Juneau, which is the present route
for such traffic. The Canadian Government station at Atlin is
much more powerful than the Telegraph Creek station and it is
considered to be better located to work with Juneau and Tul-
sequah than is Telegraph Creek. It is proposed that this Tul-
sequah-Atlin-Juneau schedule should be worked every two hours
during the day.

It is understood that it would be necessary to obtain permis-
sion from the Chief Signal Officer, United States Army, to estab-
lish this proposed communication between the station of the
Alaska Communications System at Juneau and the station of
the Government Telegraph Service at Atlin in order to handle
Tulsequah business with Juneau.

(2) The Government Telegraph Service state that they are
prepared in connection with the Sunday and holiday service to
accede to the wishes of the Polaris-Taku Mining Company that
the Tulsequah station should communicate direct with Juneau
as is the present practice in the handling of weather reports and
emergency medical assistance.

The Department of Transport state that they have no objection to
the extension of this service between Tulsequah and Juneau on the
basis of the proposals of the Government Telegraph Service as out-
lined above.

I should be glad to be informed whether this proposed arrange-
ment would meet with the approval of the interested authorities of
the United States Government.

I have the honour to be with the highest consideration Sir
Your most obedient humble servant

W A RIDDiEL
For the Minister.

The Hon. CORDEL.L Hu.L.,
Secretary of State of the United States,

Washington, D. C.
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should be routed in future via Atlin instead of via Telegraph 
Creek, Wrangell, Seattle and Juneau, which is the present route 
for such traffic. The Canadian Government station at Atlin is 
much more powerful than the Telegraph Creek station and it is 
considered to be better located to work with Juneau and Tul-
sequah than is Telegraph Creek. It is proposed that this Tul-
sequah-Atlin-Juneau schedule should be worked every two hours 
during the day. 

It is understood that it would be necessary to obtain permis-
sion from the Chief Signal Officer, United States Army, to estab-
lish this proposed communication between the station of the 
Alaska Communications System at Juneau and the station of 
the Government Telegraph Service at Atlin in order to handle 
Tulsequah business with Juneau. 

(2) The Government Telegraph Service state that they are 
prepared in connection with the Sunday and holiday service to 
accede to the wishes of the Polaris-Taku Mining Company that 
the Tulsequah station should communicate direct with Juneau 
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ment would meet with the approval of the interested authorities of 
the United States Government. 
I have the honour to be with the highest consideration Sir 

Your most obedient humble servant 

The Hon. CORDELL HULL, 
Secretary of State of the United States, 

Washington, D. C. 

W A RIDDELL 
For the Minister. 
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The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Canadian Minister (Marler)

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

WASHINGTON

October 4, 1938.
SIR:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of a note from your
Legation, No. 232 of September 27, 1938 in regard to the ampli-
fication of the former agreement concerning the transmission of
meteorological and other emergency radio messages between the sta-
tion of the Polaris-Taku Mining Company, Limited, and the station
of the Alaska Communications System at Juneau.

It is understood that the proposed amplification comprehends the
following:

1. That all commercial traffic between Juneau and Tulsequah,
the station of the Polaris-Taku Mining Company, shall be routed
in the future via Atlin instead of via Telegraph Creek, Wran-
gell, Seattle, and Juneau, the present route for such traffic.

2. In connection with Sunday and holiday service, direct com-
munication between the Tulsequah station and Juneau following
the present practice in the handling of weather reports and
messages regarding emergency medical assistance.

The suggestion in the note under acknowledgment is being brought
to the attention of the appropriate authorities of this Government
for their consideration and such comments as they may find it de-
sirable to submit. I shall communicate with you further as soon as
a statement of their views has been received.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
For the Secretary of State:

G. S. MESSERSMITH
The Honorable

Sir HERBERT MARLER, P. C., K. C. M. G.,
Minister of Canada.

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Canadian Minister (Marler)

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

WASHINGTON

November 16, 1938.
SIR:

I have the honor to refer to your Legation's note No. 232 of Sep-
tember 27, 1938, and my reply of October 4, 1938, outlining an ampli-
fication of the arrangement for the transmission of meteorological
and other emergency radio messages between the station of the
Polaris-Taku Mining Company, Limited, and the station of the
Alaska Communication System at Juneau.

Upon the recommendation of the appropriate authorities of this
Government I have the honor to inform you of its acceptance of the
suggestions contained in your note of September 27, 1938.
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The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Canadian Minister (Marler) 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
W ASHINGTON 
October 4, 1938. 

SIR: 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of a note from your 

Legation, No. 232 of September 27, 1938 in regard to the ampli-
fication of the former agreement concerning the transmission of 
meteorological and other emergency radio messages between the sta-
tion of the Polaris-Taku Mining Company, Limited, and the station 
of the Alaska Communications System at Juneau. 

It is understood that the proposed amplification comprehends the 
following: 

1. That all commercial traffic between Juneau and Tulsequah, 
the station of the Polaris-Taku Mining Company, shall be routed 
in the future via Atlin instead of via Telegraph Creek, Wran-
gell, Seattle, and Juneau, the present route for such traffic. 

2. In connection with Sunday and holiday service, direct com-
munication between the Tulsequah station and Juneau following 
the present practice in the handling of weather reports and 
messages regarding emergency medical assistance. 

The suggestion in the note under acknowledgment is being brought 
to the attention of the appropriate authorities of this Government 
for their consideration and such comments as they may find it de-
sirable to submit. I shall communicate with you further as soon as 
a statement of their views has been received. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 
For the Secretary of State: 

G. S. MESSERSMITH 

The Honorable 
Sir HERBERT MARLER, P. C., K. C. M. G., 

Canada. Minister of  

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Canadian Minister (Marler) 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
W ASHINGTON 

November 16, 1938. 
SIR: 
I have the honor to refer to your Legation's note No. 232 of Sep-

tember 27, 1938, and my reply of October 4, 1938, outlining an ampli-
fication of the arrangement for the transmission of meteorological 
and other emergency radio messages between the station of the 
Polaris-Taku Mining Company, Limited, and the station of the 
Alaska Communication System at Juneau. 
Upon the recommendation of the appropriate authorities of this 

Government I have the honor to inform you of its acceptance of the 
suggestions contained in your note of September 27, 1938. 
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It has been further suggested that the arrangement provide for the
direct handling of commercial traffic between Tulsequah and Juneau
at all times when the radio station at Atlin is closed or otherwise
inoperative so as to permit the handling of urgent commercial traffic
when the Atlin station is closed at the end of the business day as well
as on Sundays and holidays.

It has also been recommended that this circuit be made available
for the handling of other radio traffic between the Alaska Communi-
cation System and radio stations under the control of the Govern-
ment Telegraph Service of the Canadian Department of Public
Works in accordance with practices applicable to the exchange of
traffic between stations of the Alaska Communication System at Fair-
banks, Wrangell, and Ketchikan and stations of the Canadian Gov-
ernment at Dawson, Telegraph Creek, and Digby Island, respectively.

I shall be glad to be informed of the views of your Government
with respect to these additional recommendations in order that, if
it concurs in them, they may be made effective by this exchange of
notes.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
For the Secretary of State:

G. S. MEFSSESMITH
The Honorable

Sir HERBERT MAREB, P. C., K. C. M. G.,
Minister of Canada.

The Canadian Minister (Marler) to the Acting Secretary of State
(Welles)

No. 302. CANADIAN LEGATION
WASHINGTON

December Oth, 1938.
SI:

I have the honour to refer to your note of November 16th outlining
certain additional recommendations with regard to the proposed
amplification of the arrangement for the transmission of meteorologi-
cal and other emergency radio messages between the station of the
Polaris-Taku Mining Company Limited and the station of the Alaska
Communications System at Juneau.

I have now the honour to inform you that the Canadian Govern-
ment, after consultation with the appropriate authorities have de-
cided upon the acceptance of the recommendations outlined in your
note of November 16.

The Polaris-Taku Mining Company Limited have now therefore
been informed that the Department of Transport have no objection
to the suggested arrangement to provide for the direct handling of
commercial traffic between Tulsequah and Juneau at all times when
the radio station at Atlin is closed or otherwise inoperative so as to
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traffic between stations of the Alaska Communication System at Fair-
banks, Wrangell, and Ketchikan and stations of the Canadian Gov-
ernment at Dawson, Telegraph Creek, and Digby Island, respectively. 
I shall be glad to be informed of the views of your Government 

with respect to these additional recommendations in order that, if 
it concurs in them, they may be made effective by this exchange of 
notes. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 
For the Secretary of State: 

G. S. MEssERSMITH 
The Honorable 

Sir HERBERT MARLER, P. C., S. C. M. G., 
Minister of Canada. 

The Canadian Minister (Marler) to the Acting Secretary of State 
(Welles) 

No. 302. CANADIAN LEGATION 
W ASHINGTON 

December 20th., 1938. 
Sin: 
I have the honour to refer to your note of November 16th outlining 

certain additional recommendations with regard to the proposed 
amplification of the arrangement for the transmission of meteorologi-
cal and other emergency radio messages between the station of the 
Polaris-Taku Mining Company Limited and the station of the Alaska 
Communications System at Juneau. 
I have now the honour to inform you that the Canadian Govern-

ment, after consultation with the appropriate authorities have de-
cided upon the acceptance of the recommendations outlined in your 
note of November 16. 
The Polaris-Taku Mining Company Limited have now therefore 

been informed that the Department of Transport have no objection 
to the suggested arrangement to provide for the direct handling of 
commercial traffic between Tulsequah and Juneau at all times when 
the radio station at Atlin is closed or otherwise inoperative so as to 
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permit the handling of urgent commercial traffic when the Atlin
station is closed at the end of the business day as well as on Sundays
and holidays.

With regard to the further suggestion of your government that
the Atlin-Juneau channel should be used as a transfer medium for
traffic between the Alaska Communications System and the stations
in Northern British Columbia and the Yukon Territory operated by
the Department of Transport, it is agreed that the proposed direct
transfer at Juneau would be more satisfactory than the present ar-
rangement over the White Pass and Yukon land lines, and the Gov-
ernment Telegraph Service, Department of Public Works, have been
requested to proceed to make suitable arrangements with officials of
the Alaska Communications System for putting this recommendation
into practice.

I have the honour to be with the highest consideration Sir
Your most obedient humble servant

W. A. RIDDELL

For the Minister.
The Hon. SUmNER WTELLES,

Acting Secretary of State of the United States,
Washington, D. C.
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permit the handling of urgent commercial traffic when the Atlin 
station is closed at the end of the business day as well as on Sundays 
and holidays. 
With regard to the further suggestion of your government that 

the Atlin-Juneau channel should be used as a transfer medium for 
traffic between the Alaska Communications System and the stations 
in Northern British Columbia and the Yukon Territory operated by 
the Department of Transport, it is agreed that the proposed direct 
transfer at Juneau would be more satisfactory than the present ar-
rangement over the White Pass and Yukon land lines, and the Gov-
ernment Telegraph Service, Department of Public Works, have been 
requested to proceed to make suitable arrangements with officials of 
the Alaska Communications System for putting this recommendation 
into practice. 
I have the honour to be with the highest consideration Sir 

Your most obedient humble servant 
W. A. RIDDELL 
For the Minister. 

The Hon. SUMNER W ELLES, 
Acting Secretary of State of the United States, 

Washington, D. C. 
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January 5, 1939 Agreement between the postal administration of the United States of
America and the postal administration of Belgium concerning the
exchange of parcel post, with regulations of execution. Signed at
Washington January 5, 1939; ratified by the President of the United
States January 11, 1939; ratified by Belgium March 21, 1939;
effective May 1, 1939.

Arrangement
entre

l'Administration des Postes des
Etats-Unis d'Am&rique

et
1'Administration des Postes de la

Belgique
concernant

l'Echange des Colis postaux.

Desireux de conclure un Ar-
rangement concernant l'echange
des colis postaux entre la Belgique
et les Etats-Unis d'Am6rique, les
soussignes: Comte Robert van
der Straten-Ponthoz, Ambassadeur
de Belgique, d6sign6 par Sa Ma-
jest6 le Roi des Belges pour son
plenipotentiaire pour cet effet, et
James A. Farley, le Postmaster
General des Etats-Unis d'Am6ri-
que, en vertu du pouvoir qui lui
est devolu par droit, sont convenus
des dispositions suivantes:

ARTICLE I.

Objet de l'Arrangement.

Territoryembraced. Entre les Etats-Unis d'Ameri-
que (y compris l'Alaska, Hawai,
Puerto-Rico, Guam, Samoa et les
Iles Vierges des Etats-Unis) et la
Belgique il peut Atre echang6, sous
la d6nomination de colis postaux,
des envois jusqu'aux limites de
poids et de dimensions prescrites

Pot, p. 2124. dans le Reglement d'Execution.

Agreement
between

the Postal Administration of the
United States of America

and
the Postal Administration of Belgium

concerning
the Exchange of Parcel Post.

Desiring to conclude an Agree-
ment concerning the exchange of
parcel post between Belgium and
the United States of America, the
undersigned: Count Robert van
der Straten-Ponthoz, Belgian Am-
bassador, designated by His Maj-
esty the King of Belgium as his
Plenipotentiary for the purpose,
and James A. Farley, Postmaster
General of the United States of
America, by virtue of the power
vested in him by law, have agreed
upon the following provisions:

ARTICLE I.

Object of the Agreement

Between the United States of
America (including Alaska, Puerto
Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam,
Samoa, and Hawaii) and Belgium,
there may be exchanged under the
denomination of parcel post par-
cels up to the maximum weight
and the maximum dimensions
indicated in the Regulations of
Execution.

Agreement with
Belgium concerning
the exchange of parcel
post.
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Post, p. 2124. 

January 5, 1939 

Agreement with 
Belgium concerning 
the exchange of parcel 
post. 

Agreement between the postal administration of the United States of 
America and the postal administration of Belgium concerning the 
exchange of parcel post, with regulations of execution. Signed at 
Washington January 5, 1939; ratified by the President of the United 
States January 11, 1939; ratified by Belgium March 21, 1989; 
effective May 1, 1989. 

Arrangement 
entre 

l'Administration des Postes des 
Etats-Unis d'Amerique 

et 
l'Administration des Postes de la 

Belgique 
concemant 

l'Echange des Colis postaux. 

Desireux de conclure un Ar-
rangement concernant Pechange 
des colis postaux entre la Belgique 
et les Etats-Unis d'Amerique, les 
soussignes: Comte Robert van 
der Straten-Ponthoz, Ambassadeur 
de Belgique, designe par Sa Ma-
jeste le Roi des Beiges pour son 
plenipotentiaire pour cet effet, et 
James A. Farley, Jo Postmaster 
General des Etats-Unis d'Ameri-
que, en vertu du pouvoir qui lui 
est devolu par droit, sont convenus 
des dispositions suivantes: 

ARTICLE I. 

Objet de l'Arrangement. 

Territory embraced. Entre les Etats-Unis d'Ameri-
que (y compris l'Alaska, Hawai, 
Puerto-Rico, Guam, Samoa et les 
Iles Vierges des Etats-Unis) et la 
Belgique il peut etre echange, sous 
la denomination de colis postaux, 
des envois jusqu'aux limites de 
poids et de dimensions prescrites 
dans le Reglement d'Execution. 

Agreement 
between 

the Postal Administration of the 
United States of America 

and 
the Postal Administration of Belgium 

concerning 
the Exchange of Parcel Post. 

Desiring to conclude an Agree-
ment concerning the exchange of 
parcel post between Belgium and 
the United States of America, the 
undersigned: Count Robert van 
der Straten-Ponthoz, Belgian Am-
bassador, designated by His Maj-
esty the King of Belgium as Ins 
Plenipotentiary for the purpose, 
and James A. Farley, Postmaster 
General of the United States of 
America, by virtue of the power 
vested in him by law, have agreed 
upon the following provisions: 

ARTICLE I. 

Object of the Agreement 

Between the United States of 
America (including Alaska, Puerto 
Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, 
Samoa, and Hawaii) and Belgium, 
there may be exchanged under the 
denomination of parcel post par-
cels up to the maximum weight 
and the maximum dimensions 
indicated in the Regulations of 
Execution. 
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ARTICLE II.

Colis en transit.

1. Chaque Administration ga-
rantit le droit de transit A ou de
l'un quelconque des pays avec
lequel elle echange des colis pos-
taux aux colis originaires ou en des-
tination du territoire de l'autre
Administration contractante.

2. Chaque Administration fera
connattre A l'autre quels sont les
pays auxquels des colis peuvent
etre adress6s par son intermediaire
et les droits de transport qui lui
reviennent, ainsi que les autres
conditions.

3. Pour etre accept6s, les colis
exp6dies par l'un des pays contrac-
tants et destines A transiter par
1'autre pays, doivent remplir les
conditions fixees par I'Administra-
tion intermediaire.

ARTICLE III.

Affranchissements et taxes.

1. L'Administration d'origine
est autorisee A percevoir de l'exp&
diteur de chaque colis les taxes
d'affranchissement, les taxes pour
demandes de renseignements faites
posterieurement au d6p6t, et, en
ce qui concerne les colis assures
(colis avec valeur d6clar6e), les
taxes d'assurance et les taxes de
renvoi des accuses de reception,
prevues par sa r6glementation
interieure.

2. Sauf en cas de reexpedition
ou de retour des colis a l'origine,
I'affranchissement des colis ainsi
que le paiement d'avance des
taxes susmdiqu6es applicables, est
obligatoire.

ARTICLE IV.

Conditionnement des colis.

Chaque colis doit Atre emballe
d'une maniere repondant A la
longueur du parcours ainsi qu'au
poids du colis et a la nature du
contenu comme il est prescrit par
le Reglement d'Ex6cution.

ARTICLE II.

Transit parcels.

1. Each Administration guar-
antees the right of transit to or
from any country with which it has
parcel post communication, of par-
cels originating in or addressed for
delivery in the service of the other
contracting Administration.

2. Each Administration shall in-
form the other to which countries
parcels may be sent through it as
intermediary, and the amount of
the charges due to it therefor as
well as other conditions.

3. To be accepted, parcels sent
by one of the contracting countries
for onward transmission through
the service of the other must com-
ply with the conditions prescribed
by the intermediate Administra-
tion.

ARTICLE III.

Prepayment of postage and fees.

1. The Administration of origin
is entitled to collect from the
sender of each parcel the postage
and the fees for requests for in-
formation as to the disposal of
a parcel made after it has been
posted, and also, in the case of
insured parcels, the insurance fees
and the fees for return receipts
prescribed by its regulations.

2. Exceptin the case of returned
or redirected parcels, prepay-
ment of the postage and such of
the fees mentioned in the pre-
ceding section as are applicable,
is compulsory.

ARTICLE IV.

Preparation of parcels.

Every parcel shall be packed in
a manner adequate for the
length of the journey as well as
the weight of the parcel and the
nature of the contents as set forth
in the Regulations of Execution.

Right of transit.

Intermediaries;
charges.

Acceptance for on-
ward transmission;
conditions.

Collection from
sender.

xception.

Packing.
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ARTICLE II. 

Colic en transit. 

1. Chaque Administration ga-
rantit le droit de transit a ou de 
Pun quelconque des pays avec 
lequel elle echange des colis pos-
taux aux colis originaires ou en des-
tination du territoire de l'autre 
Administration contractante. 

2. Chaque Administration fera 
connaitre a l'autre quels sont les 
pays auxquels des colis peuvent 
etre adresses par son intermediaire 
et les droits de transport qui lui 
reviennent, ainsi que les autres 
conditions. 

3. Pour etre accepts, les colis 
expedies par Pun des pays corttrac-
tants et destines transiter par 
l'autre pays, doivent remplir les 
conditions fixees par l'Administra-
tion intermediaire. 

ARTICLE III. 

Affranchissements et taxes. 

1. L'Administration d'origine 
est autorisee a percevoir do l'expe-
diteur de chaque colis les taxes 
d'afrranchissement, les taxes pour 
demandes de renseignements faites 
posterieurement au depot, et, en 
ce qui eoncerne les colis assures 
(colis avec valeur declaree), les 
taxes d'assurance et les taxes de 
renvoi des accuses de reception, 
prevues par sa reglementation 

terieure. 
2. Sauf en cas de reexpedition 

ou de retour des colis l'origine, 
Paffranchissement des colis ainsi 
que le paiement d'avance des 
taxes susmdiquees applicables, est 
obligatoire. 

ARTICLE IV. 

Conditionnement des colis. 

Chaque colis doit etre emballe 
d'une maniere repondant a la 
longueur du parcours ainsi qu'au 
poids du colis et a, la nature du 
contenu comme il est present par 
le Reglement d'Execution. 

ARTICLE II. 

Transit parcels. 

1. Each Administration guar-
antees the right of transit to or 
from any country with which it has 
parcel post communication, of par-
cels originating in or addressed for 
delivery in the service of the other 
contracting Administration. 

2. Each Administration shall in-
form the other to which countries 
parcels may be sent through it as 
intermediary, and the amount of 
the charges due to it therefor as 
well as other conditions. 

3. To be accepted, parcels sent 
by one of the contracting countries 
for onward transmission through 
the service of the other must com-
ply with the conditions prescribed 
by the intermediate Administra-
tion. 

ARTICLE III. 

Prepayment of postage and fees. 

1. The Administration of origin 
is entitled to collect from the 
sender of each parcel the postage 
and the fees for requests for in-
formation as to the disposal of 
a parcel made after it has been 
posted, and also, in the case of 
insured parcels, the insurance fees 
and the fees for return receipts 
prescribed by its regulations. 

2. Except in the case of returned 
or redirected parcels, prepay-
ment of the postage and such of 
the fees mentioned in the pre-
ceding section as are applicable, 
is compulsory. 

ARTICLE IV. 

Preparation of parcels. 

Every parcel shall be packed in 
a manner adequate for the 
length of the journey as well as 
the weight of the parcel and the 
nature of the contents as set forth 
in the Regulations of Execution. 

Right of transit. 

Intermediaries; 
charges. 

Acceptance for on-
ward transmission; 
conditions. 

Collection from 
sender. 

Exception. 

Packing. 
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ARTICLE V.

Objets prohibes.

1. Il est interdit d'expedier par
colis postal:

Dangerous articles. a) les objets qui, par leur nature
ou leur emballage, peuvent pre-
senter du danger pour les agents,
salir ou d6t6riorer les autres colis;

Narcotics. b) l'opium, la morphine, la co-
caie et autres stupefiants;

Notndmissible ar- c) les objets dont l'admission
n'est pas autorisee par la douane
ou par les autres lois ou regle-
ments en vigueur dans l'un ou
l'autre pays;

Letters, etc. d) des lettres ou documents
ayant le caractere de corres-
pondance actuelle et personnelle,
mais il est permis d'inserer dans
un colis une facture ouverte,
limit6e aux renseignements con-
stitutifs d'une facture et aussi
une copie simple de l'adresse du
colis, avec mention de l'adresse
de l'exp6diteur;

ticne, etc., ar- e) les objets obscenes ou immo-
raux;

tiveanimal;excep. f) les animaux vivants, a l'ex-
ception des sangsues;

ferent address d  g) une piece annexe portant une
adresse differente de l'adresse
port6e sur l'emballage du colis;

strxosive, etc.,sub- h) les matieres explosibles, in-
flammables ou dangereuses;

oin, etc. i) les pieces de monnaie, les
billets de banque, les billets de
monnaie ou les valeurs quelcon-
ques au porteur, le platine, l'or
ou l'argent, manufactures ou non,
les pierreries, les bijoux et autres
objets pr6cieux, dans les colis sans
valeur d6clar6e.

Action to be taken. 2. Quand un colis contenant
des objets prohib6s est transmis
par l'une des Administrations a
l'autre, cette dernitre doit agir
conformement A ses lois et regle-
ments int6rieurs. Les matieres
explosibles ou inflammables ainsi
que les documents, les portraits
ou les autres objets portant at-
teinte aux bonnes moeurs du pu-
blic, peuvent Ftre detruites sur
place par 1'Administration qui
en constate la presence dans les
colis.

ARTICLE V.

Prohibitions.

1. The following articles are
prohibited transmission by parcel
post:

(a) Articles which, from their
nature or by their packing, may
expose postal officials to danger,
or soil or damage other parcels;

(b) opium, morphine, cocaine,
and other narcotics;

(c) articles whose admission is
not authorized by the customs
or other laws or regulations in
force in either country;

(d) a letter or document which
constitutes an actual and personal
correspondence, but it is permitted
to enclose in a parcel an open
invoice, confined to the particu-
lars which constitute an invoice,
and also a simple copy of the
address of the parcel, with men-
tion of the address of the sender;

(e) obscene or immoral articles;

(f) live animals, except leeches;

(g) an enclosure which bears an
address different from that placed
on the cover of the parcel;

(h) explosive, inflammable, or
dangerous substances;

(i) coin, bank notes, currency
notes, or any kind of securities
payable to bearer; platinum, gold,
or silver, whether manufactured
or unmanufactured; precious
stones, jewels, or other precious
articles, in uninsured parcels.

2. When a parcel containing
any prohibited article is handed
over by one Administration to the
other, the latter shall proceed in
accordance with its laws and in-
land regulations. Explosive or
inflammable articles, as well as
documents, pictures, and other
articles injurious to public morals
may be destroyed on the spot by
the Administration which has
found them in the parcels.
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Dangerous articles. 

Narcotics. 

Nonadmissible ar-
ticks. 

Letters, etc. 

Obscene, etc., 
ticks. 

82-

Live animals; excep-
tions. 

Enclosure with (lif-
ferent address. 

Explosive, etc., sub-
stances. 

Coin, etc. 

Action to be taken. 

ARTICLE V. 

Objets prohibes. 

1. Il est interdit d'expedier par 
colis postal: 

a) les objets qui, par leur nature 
ou leur emballage, peuvent pre-
senter du danger pour les agents, 
salir ou deteriorer les autres colis; 

b) l'opium, la morphine, la co-
cable et autres stupefiants; 

c) les objets dont l'admission 
n'est pas autorisee par la douane 
on par les autres lois ou regle-
melts en vigueur dans Pun ou 
l'autre pays; 
d) des lettres ou documents 

ayant le caractere de corres-
pondance actuelle et personnelle, 
male il est permis d'inserer dans 
un colis line facture ouverte, 
limitee aux renseignements con-
stitutifs d'une facture et aussi 
une copie simple de l'adresse du 
colis, avec mention de l'adresse 
de l'expediteur; 

e) les objets obscenes on iMMO-
TELUX; 

f) les animaux vivants, a Pox-
ception des sangsues; 

g) une piece annexe portant une 
adresse differente de l'adresse 
port& stir Pembanage du colis; 

h) les matieres explosibles, in-
flammables on dangereuses; 

i) les pieces de monnaie, les 
billets de banque, les billets de 
monnaie on les valeurs quelcon-
ques au porteur, le platine, l'or 
ou l'argent, manufactures ou non, 
les pierreries, les bijoux et sutras 
objets precieux, dans les colis sans 
valour declaree. 

2. Quand un coils contenant 
des objets prohibes est transmis 
par l'une des Administrations a 
Pautre, cette derniere doit agir 
conformement a see lois et reg e-
ments interieurs. Les matieres 
explosibles ou inflammables ainsi 
quo les documents, les portraits 
on les autres objets portant at-
teinte aux bonnes moeurs du pu-
blic, peuvent etre detruites sur 
place par l'Administration qui 
en constate la presence dans les 
colis. 

ARTICLE V. 

Prohibitions. 

1. The following articles are 
prohibited transmission by parcel 
post: 

(a) Articles which, from their 
nature or by their packing, may 
expose postal officials to danger, 
or soil or damage other parcels; 

(b) opium, morphine, cocaine, 
and other narcotics; 

(c) articles whose admission is 
not authorized by the customs 
or other laws or regulations in 
force in either country; 

(d) a letter or document which 
constitutes an actual and personal 
correspondence, but it is permitted 
to enclose in a parcel an open 
invoice, confined to the particu-
lars which constitute an invoice, 
and also a simple copy of the 
address of the parcel, with men-
tion of the address of the sender; 

(e) obscene or immoral articles; 

(f) live animals, except leeches; 

(g) an enclosure which bears an 
address different from that placed 
on the cover of the parcel; 

(h) explosive, inflammable, or 
dangerous substances; 

(i) coin, bank notes, currency 
notes, or any kind of securities 
payable to bearer; platinum, gold, 
or silver, whether manufactured 
or unmanufactured; precious 
stones, jewels, or other precious 
articles, in uninsured parcels. 

2. When a parcel containing 
any prohibited article is handed 
over by one Administration to the 
other, the latter shall proceed in 
accordance with its laws and in-
land regulations. Explosive or 
inflammable articles, as well as 
documents, pictures, and other 
articles injurious to public morals 
may be destroyed on the spot by 
the Administration which has 
found them in the parcels. 
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Le fait qu'un colis contient une
lettre ou une communication ayant
le caractere d'une lettre ne peut en
aucun cas entratner le retour du
colis A l'exp4diteur. La lettre est
toutefois taxee en vue de la percep-
tion, du destinataire, de l'affran-
chissement dA d'apres le tarif
regulier.

Les deux Administrations se
communiquent, au moyen de la
"Liste des Objets Interdits" pu-
bliee par le Bureau International
de 1'Union Postale Universelle, la
nomenclature de tous les objets
prohibes; mais elles ne prendront,
en agissant de la sorte, aucune
responsabilit6 vis-a-vis de la police,
de la douane ou des expediteurs
des colis.

3. Dans le cas oh les colis admis
a tort a l'expedition ne seraient
ni renvoy6s A l'origine, ni remis
au destinataire, 1'Administration
exp6ditrice doit Wtre informee,
d'une maniere precise, du traite-
ment applique A ces colis.

The fact that a parcel contains
a letter or a communication having
the nature of a letter may not, in
any case, entail the return of the
parcel to the sender. The letter
is, however, marked for the collec-
tion of postage due from the ad-
dressee at the regular rate.

The two Administrations advise
each other, by means of the "List
of Prohibited Articles" published
by the International Bureau of
the Universal Postal Union, of
all prohibited articles. However,
they do not assume on that ac-
count any responsibility towards
the customs or police authorities,
or the sender.

3. If parcels wrongly admitted
to the post are neither returned
to origin nor delivered to the
addressee, the Administration of
origin must be informed in a pre-
cise manner of the treatment ac-
corded to the parcels.

ARTICLE VI. ARTICLE VI.

Colis assures. (Colis avec valeur Insurance. (Parcels with declared
declaree). value).

Les colis peuvent 8tre assures
jusqu'au montant de 500 francs-or
ou l'6quivalent en monnaie du
pays d'origine. Cependant, les
Administrations des deux pays
contractants peuvent, d'un com-
mun accord, majorer ou reduire le
montant maximum de l'assurance
mentionne dans le present Ar-
rangement.

Un colis ne peut donner droit A
une indemnit6 superieure A la
valeur r6elle de son contenu, mais
il est permis d'assurer tout colis
pour une partie seulement de cette
valeur.

ARTICLE VII.

Responsabilit6. Indemnite.

1. Les Administrations des deux
pays contractants ne seront pas
responsables de la perte d'un colis
ordinaire ou de la soustraction ou
deterioration de son contenu.

Parcels may be insured up to the
amount of 500 francs gold or its
equivalent in the currency of the
country of origin. However, the
Administrations of the two con-
tracting countries may, by mutual
consent, increase or decrease the
maximum amount of insurance
mentioned in this Agreement.

A parcel cannot give rise to an
indemnity higher than the actual
value of its contents, but it is per-
missible to insure it for only part
of that value.

Maximum amount.

Limitation.

ARTICLE VII.

Responsibility. Indemnity.

1. The Administrations of the
two contracting countries will not
be responsible for the loss of an
ordinary parcel or for the abstrac-
tion or damage to its contents.

Responsibility.

Parcel containing a
letter.

"List of Prohibited
Articles."

Parcels wrongly ad-
mitted.
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Le fait qu'un colis contient une 
lettre ou une communication ayant 
le caractere d'une lettre no peut en 
aucun cas entraner le retour du 
colis a l'expediteur. La lettre est 
toutefois taxee en vue de la percep-
tion, du destinataire, de l'affran-
chissement dt d'apres le tarif 
regulier. 

Les deux Administrations se 
communiquent, au moyen de la 
"Liste des Objets Interdits" pu-
bliee par le Bureau International 
de l'Union Postale Universelle, la 
nomenclature de tous les objets 
prohibes; mais elles no prendront, 
en agissant de la sorte, laucune 
responsabilite vis-à-vis de la police, 
de la douane ou des expediteurs 
des colis. 

3. Dans le cas oil les colis admis 
a tort a Pexpedition ne seraient 
ni renvoyes a Porigine, ni remis 
au destinataire, l'Administration 
exp6ditrice doit etre informee, 
d'une maniere precise, du traite-
ment appliqué a ces colis. 

ARTICLE VI. 

Colis assures. (Colic avec valeur 
declaree). 

Les colis peuvent etre assures 
jusqu'au montant de 500 francs-or 
ou Pequivalent en monnaie du 
pays d'origine. Cependant, les 
Administrations des deux pays 
contractants peuvent, d'un corn-
mun accord, majorer ou reduire le 
montant maximum de l'assurance 
mentionne dans le present Ar-
rangement. 
Un colis no pent donner droit 

une indernnite superieure a la 
valeur reelle de son contenu, mais 
il est permis d'assurer tout colis 
pour une partie seulement de cette 
valeur. 

ARTICLE VII. 

Responsabilite. Indemnite. 

I. Les Administrations des deux 
pays contractants no seront pas 
responsables de la perte d'un colis 
ordinaire on de la soustraction ou 
deterioration de son contenu. 

The fact that a parcel contains 
a letter or a communication having 
the nature of a letter may not, in 
any case, entail the return of the 
parcel to the sender. The letter 
is, however, marked for the collec-
tion of postage due from the ad-
dressee at the regular rate. 

The two Administrations advise 
each other, by means of the "List 
of Prohibited Articles" published 
by the International Bureau of 
the Universal Postal Union, of 
all prohibited articles. However, 
they do not assume on that ac-
count any responsibility towards 
the customs or police authorities, 
or the sender. 

3. If parcels wrongly admitted 
to the post are neither returned 
to origin nor delivered to the 
addressee, the Administration of 
origin must be informed in a pre-
cise manner of the treatment ac-
corded to the parcels. 

ARTICLE VI. 

Insurance. (Parcels with declared 
value). 

Parcels may be insured up to the 
amount of 500 francs gold or its 
equivalent in the currency of the 
country of origin. However, the 
Administrations of the two con-
tracting countries may, by mutual 
consent, increase or decrease the 
maximum amount of insurance 
mentioned in this Agreement. 

A parcel cannot give rise to an 
indemnity higher than the actual 
value of its contents, but it is per-
missible to insure it for only part 
of that value. 

ARTICLE VII. 

Responsibility. Indemnity. 

1. The Administrations of the 
two contracting countries will not 
be responsible for the loss of an 
ordinary parcel or for the abstrac-
tion or damage to its contents. 

Parcel containing a 
letter. 

"List of Prohibited 
A rticles." 

Parcels wrongly ad-
mitted. 

Maximum amount. 

Limitation. 

Responsibility. 
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Indemnity.

Indirect damages,
etc.

Return of postal
charges on lost, etc.,
parcels.

Parcels originating
in a third country
destined for either con-
tracting country.

2. Sauf dans les cas pr6vus a
l'article suivant, les Administra-
tions sont responsables de la perte
des colis assures deposes dans l'un
des deux pays contractants et a
livrer dans l'autre, et de la perte,
de la spoliation ou de la d6terio-
ration de leur contenu ou d'une
partie de celui-ci.

L'expediteur, ou tout autre re-
clamant qualifie, a droit A une
indemnite correspondant au mon-
taut reel de la perte, de la spolia-
tion ou du dommage. L'indem-
nit6 est calcul6e d'apres le prix
courant ou, en l'absence de prix
courant, d'aprbs la valeur de la
marchandise, 6valuee au moment
et dans le lieu du d6p6t; toutefois
l'indemnite ne peut en aucun cas
etre superieure A la somme pour
laquelle le colis a 6te assure ou sur
laquelle la taxe d'assurance a ete
percue, ou au montant maximum
de 500 francs-or.

3. I n'est pas pay6 d'indem-
nit6 pour les dommages indirects
ou les benefices non realises resul-
tant de la perte, de la spoliation, de
la d6terioration, de la non-livrai-
son, de la remise A une fausse
adresse ou du retard d'un colis
assure expedie d'apres les condi-
tions du present Arrangement.

4. Dans le cas ou l'indemnite
est due pour la perte d'un colis,
pour un dommage irreparable du
contenu ou pour la spoliation
complete de ce contenu, le r6cla-
mant qualifi6 a 6galement droit au
remboursement des taxes d'af-
franchissement, sur demande. Les
taxes d'assurance sont, dans tous
les cas, conservees par les Adminis-
trations contractantes.

5. Sauf arrangement special con-
traire entre les pays int6resses,
arrangement qui peut 8tre etabli
par correspondance, aucune in-
demnite ne sera payee par l'un ou
l'autre des pays pour la perte de
colis assures en transit originaires
d'un pays qui ne participe pas A
cet Arrangement, et destines A
l'un des deux pays contractants,

2. Except in the cases mentioned
in the article following, the Ad-
ministrations are responsible for
the loss of insured parcels mailed
in one of the two contracting
countries for delivery in the other
and for the loss, abstraction of, or
damage to their contents, or a
part thereof.

The sender, or any other right-
ful claimant, is entitled to com-
pensation corresponding to the
actual amount of the loss, abstrac-
tion, or damage. The amount of
indemnity is calculated on the
basis of the current price, or, in
the absence of current price, the
ordinary estimated value at the
place where and the time when
the parcel was accepted for mail-
ing. However, the indemnity may
not in any case be greater than the
amount for which the parcel was
insured, and on which the in-
surance fee has been collected, or
the maximum amount of 500 gold
francs.

3. No indemnity is paid for
indirect damages or loss of profits
resulting from the loss, rifling,
damage, non-delivery, misdelivery,
or delay of an insured parcel dis-
patched in accordance with the
conditions of the present Agree-
ment.

4. In the case where indemnity
is payable for the loss of a parcel
or for the destruction or abstrac-
tion of the whole of the contents
thereof, the rightful claimant is
entitled to the return of the postal
charges, if claimed. The insurance
fees are in every case retained by
the contracting Administrations.

5. In the absence of special
agreement to the contrary between
the countries involved, which
agreement may be made by cor-
respondence, no indemnity will
be paid by either country for the
loss of transit insured parcels
originating in a country not par-
ticipating in this Agreement and
destined for one of the two con-
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Indemnity. 

Indirect damages, 
etc. 

Return of postal 
charges on lost, etc., 
parcels. 

Parcels originating 
in a third country 
destined for either con-
tracting country. 

2. Sauf dans les cas prevus 
l'article suivant, les Administra-
tions sont responsables de la perte 
des colis assures deposes dans l'un 
des deux pays contractants et a 
livrer dans l'autre, et de la perte, 
de la spoliation ou de la deterio-
ration de leur contenu ou d'une 
partie de celui-ci. 

L'expediteur, ou tout autre re-
clamant qualifie, a droit a une 
indemnite correspondent au mon-
taut reel de la perte, de la spolia-
tion ou du dommage. L'indem-
nite est calculee d'apres le prix 
courant ou, en l'absence de prix 
courant, d'apres la valour de la 
marchandise, evaluee an moment 
et dans le lieu du &pet; toutefois 
l'indemnite ne pent en aucun cas 
etre superieure a. la somme pour 
laquelle le colis a ete assure ou sur 
laquelle la taxe d'assurance a ete 
percue, ou au montant maximum 
de 500 francs-or. 

3. 11 n'est pas pay6 d'indem-
nite pour les dommages indirects 
ou les benefices non realises resul-
tant de la perte, de la spoliation, de 
la deterioration, de la non-livrai-
son, de la remise h, uric fausse 
adresse ou du retard d'un coils 
assure expedie d'apres les condi-
tions du present Arrangement. 

4. Dana le cas oil l'indemnite 
eat due pour la perte d'un colis, 
pour un dommage irreparable du 
contenu ou pour la spoliation 
complete de ce contenu, le recla-
mant qualifie a egalement droit au 
remboursement des taxes d'af-
franchissement, sur demande. Les 
taxes d'assurance sont, dans tous 
les cas, conservees par les Adminis-
trations contractiuttes. 

5. Sauf arrangement special con-
traire entre les pays interesses, 
arrangement qui pout etre etabli 
par correspondance, aucune in-
demnite ne sera payee par l'un ou 
l'autre des pays pour la perte de 
colis assures en transit originaires 
d'un pays qui ne participe pas a 
cot Arrangement, et destines a 
l'un des deux pays contractants, 

2. Except in the cases mentioned 
in the article following, the Ad-
ministrations are responsible for 
the loss of insured parcels mailed 
in one of the two contracting 
countries for delivery in the other 
and for the loss, abstraction of, or 
damage to their contents, or a 
part thereof. 
The sender, or any other right-

ful claimant, is entitled to com-
pensation corresponding to the 
actual amount of the loss, abstrac-
tion, or damage. The amount of 
indemnity is calculated on the 
basis of the current price, or, in 
the absence of current price, the 
ordinary estimated value at the 
place where and the time when 
the parcel was accepted for mail-
ing. However, the indemnity may 
not in any case be greater than the 
amount for which the parcel was 
insured, and on which the in-
surance fee has been collected, or 
the maximum amount of 500 gold 
francs. 

3. No indemnity is paid for 
indirect damages or loss of profits 
resulting from the loss, rifling, 
damage, non-delivery, misdelivery, 
or delay of an insured parcel dis-
patched in accordance with the 
conditions of the present Agree-
ment. 

4. In the case where indemnity 
is payable for the loss of a parcel 
or for the destruction or abstrac-
tion of the whole of the contents 
thereof, the rightful claimant is 
entitled to the return of the postal 
charges, if claimed. The insurance 
fees are in every case retained by 
the contracting Administrations. 

5. In the absence of special 
agreement to the contrary between 
the countries involved, which 
agreement may be made by cor-
respondence, no indemnity will 
be paid by either country for the 
loss of transit insured parcels 
originating in a country not par-
ticipating in this Agreement and 
destined for one of the two con-
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ou pour la perte de colis assures en
transit originaires de l'un des
deux pays contractants et des-
tin6s A un pays qui ne participe
pas A cet Arrangement.

6. Lorsqu'un colis assure pro-
venant de 1'un des deux pays et
destine A etre remis dans l'autre
est r6expedi6 de la sur un tiers
pays ou y est renvoy6 A la de-
mande de 1'expediteur ou du des-
tinataire, l'ayant-droit A l'indem-
nit6, en cas de perte, de spoliation
ou d'avarie survenue subsequem-
ment A la r6exp6dition ou au ren-
voi du colis par le pays de l'a-
dresse primitive, ne peut pr6tendre,
le cas 6ch6ant, qu'A l'indemnit6
que consent A verser ou-suivant
1'entente intervenue entre les pays
int6resses directement A la r6ex-
p6dition ou au renvoi-que doit
payer le pays oI le fait s'est pro-
duit. Chacun des deux pays sig-
nataires du pr6sent Arrangement
bui r6expedie A tort un colis as-
sure sur un tiers pays, est respon-
sable envers l'expediteur dans la
m~me mesure que le pays origi-
naire, done dans les limites du
present Arrangement.

7. L'exp6diteur est tenu de con-
fectionner, d'emballer et de cache-
ter convenablement les colis V. D.
Les deux Administrations n'assu-
ment aucune responsabilit6 pour
les pertes, spoliations ou d6t6rio-
rations resultant de d6fectuosites
qui ne pouvaient 8tre constat6es
lors du dep6t du colis.

ARTICLE VIII.

tracting countries or for the loss
of transit insured parcels originat-
ing in one of the two contracting
countries and destined for a coun-
try not participating in this Agree-
ment.

6. When an insured parcel orig-
inating in one of the two coun-
tries and destined to be delivered
in the other is reforwarded from
there to a third country or is re-
turned to a third country at the
request of the sender or of the
addressee, the party entitled to
indemnity in case of loss, rifling, or
damage occurring subsequent to
the reforwarding or return of the
parcel by the original country of
destination, can lay claim in such
a case only to the indemnity which
the country where the loss, rifling,
or damage occurred consents to
pay, or which that country is
obliged to pay in accordance with
the agreement made between the
countries directly interested in the
reforwarding or return. Either of
the two countries signing the pres-
ent Agreement which wrongly for-
wards an insured parcel to a third
country is responsible to the
sender to the same extent as the
country of origin, that is, within
the limits of the present Agree-
ment.

7. The sender is bound to make
up, pack, and seal insured parcels
adequately. Moreover, the two
Administrations assume no re-
sponsibility in case of loss, rifling,
or damage caused by defects not
noticed at the time of mailing.

Exceptions au principe de la res- Exceptions to the principle of re-
ponsabilit4. sponsibility.

Les Administrations contractan-
tes sont degagees de toute res-
ponsabilite:

a) pour les colis dont les desti-
nataires ont pris livraison sans for-
muler des reserves;

b) en cas de perte ou d'avarie
due A la force majeure; bien que

The Administrations are re-
lieved of all responsibility:

(a) For parcels of which the ad-
dressee has accepted delivery with-
out reservation;

(b) in case of loss or damage
through force majeure (causes be-

Parcels accepted
without reservation.

Loss, etc., through
force majeure.

Parcels destined for
country not party to
agreement.

Parcels reforwarded
to or returned to a
third country.

Packing require-
ments.

ARTICLE VIII.
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on pour la perte de colis assures en 
transit originaires de l'un des 
deux pays contractants et des-
tines a un pays qui ne participe 
pas a cet Arrangement. 

6. Lorsqu'un colis assure pro-
venant de l'un des deux pays et 
destine a etre remis dans l'autre 
est reexpedie de IA sur un tiers 
pays ou y est renvoye a la de-
mande de Pexpediteur ou du des-
tinataire, Payant-droit a Pindem-
nite, en cas de perte, de spoliation 
on d'avarie survenue subsequem-
ment a la reexpedition ou au ren-
voi du colis par le pays de l'a-
dresse primitive, no peut pretendre, 
le cas echeant, qu'A Pindemnite 
que consent a verser ou—suivant 
Pentente intervenue entre les pays 
interesses directement a la reex-
pedition ou an renvoi—que dolt 
payer le pays oA le fait s'est pro-
dint. Chacun des deux pays sig-
nataires du present Arrangement 
bui reexpedie a tort un colis as-
sure sur un tiers pays, est respon-
sable envers l'expediteur dans la 
memo mesure quo le pays origi-
naire, done dans les limites du 
present Arrangement. 

7. L'expediteur est tenu de con-
fectionner, d'emballer et de cache-
ter convenablement lea colis V. D. 
Les deux Administrations n'assu-
ment aucune restionsabilite pour 
lea pertes, spoliations ou deterio-
rations resultant de defectuosites 
qui no pouvaient etre constatees 
lors du depot du colis. 

ARTICLE VIII. 

Exceptions au principe de la res-
ponsabilite. 

Les Administrations contractan-
tes sont degagees de toute res-
ponsabilite: 

a) pour lea colis dont lea desti-
nataires ont pris livraison sans for-
muler des reserves; 

b) en cas de perte ou d'avarie 
due a la force majeure; bien quo 

tracting countries or for the loss 
of transit insured parcels originat-
ing in one of the two contracting 
countries and destined for a coun-
try not participating in this Agree-
ment. 
. 6. When an insured parcel orig-
inating in one of the two coun-
tries and destined to be delivered 
in the other is reforwarded from 
there to a third country or is re-
turned to a third country at the 
request of the sender or of the 
addressee, the party entitled to 
indemnity in case of loss, rifling, or 
damage occurring subsequent to 
the reforwarding or return of the 
parcel by the original country of 
destination, can lay claim in such 
a case only to the indemnity which 
the country where the loss, rifling, 
or damage occurred consents to 
pay, or which that country is 
obliged to pay in accordance with 
the agreement made between the 
countries directly interested in the 
ref orwarding or return. Either of 
the two countries signing the pres-
ent Agreement which wrongly for-
wards an insured parcel to a third 
country is responsible to the 
sender to the same extent as the 
country of origin, that is, within 
the limits of the present Agree-
ment. 

7. The sender is bound to make 
up, pack, and seal insured parcels 
adequately. Moreover, the two 
Administrations assume no re-
sponsibility in case of loss, rifling, 
or damage caused by defects not 
noticed at the time of mailing. 

ARTICLE VIII. 

Exceptions to the principle of re-
sponsibility. 

The Administrations are re-
Raved of all responsibility: 

(a) For parcels of which the ad-
dressee has accepted delivery with-
out reservation; 

(b) in case of loss or damage 
through force majeure (causes be-

Parcels destined for 
country not party to 
agreement. 

Parcels reforwarded 
to or returned to a 
third country. 

Packing require-
ments. 

Parcels accepted 
without reservation. 

Loss, etc., through 
force majeure. 
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chacune des Administrations
puisse, de son gre et sans recours
contre l'autre Administration,
payer l'indemnite pour la perte ou
I'avarie due A la force majeure,
mmem si l'Administration du pays
dans le service duquel la perte ou
I'avarie a eu lieu reconnatt que le
dommage a 6t6 cause par la force
majeure. Le pays responsable de
la perte, de a spoliation o de
l'avarie doit, suivant sa legislation
interieure, decider si cette perte,
spoliation ou avarie est due a des
circonstances constituant un cas
de force majeure;

c) lorsque, la preuve de leur res-
ponsabilite n'ayant pas ete ad-
ministree autrement, elles ne peu-
vent rendre compte des colis par
suite de la destruction des docu-
ments de service resultant d'un
cas de force majeure;

d) lorsque le dommage a ete
cause par la faute ou la negligence
de l'expediteur ou du destinataire
ou du representant de l'un ou
l'autre, ou provient de la nature
de l'objet;

e) pour les colis qui contiennent
des objets prohibes;

f) quand l'expediteur d'un colis
assure, avec l'intention de faire
une fraude, declare que le contenu
du colis a une valeur superieure a
sa valeur reelle; mais cette rglene
porte prejudice a aucune poursuite
judiciaire necessitee par la legisla-
tion du pays d'origine;

g) pour les colis saisis par la
douane par suite de fausse decla-
ration de leur contenu;

h) quand aucune reclamation ni
demande d'indemnit6 n'a ete pre-
sentee par le reclamant ou par son
representant dans le delai d'un an
Ai partir du lendemain du jour du
d6p6t du colis assure;

i) pour les colis qui contiennent
des objets sans valeur intrinseque
ou des objets perissables, ou des
objets qui ne remplissaient pas les
stipulations de cet Arrangement,
ou qui n'avaient pas 6et deposes de
la maniere prescrite; mais le pays
responsable de la perte, de la

yond control) although either Ad-
ministration may at its option and
without recourse to the other Ad-
ministration pay indemnity for
loss or damage due to force ma-
jeure even in cases where the
Administration of the country in
the service of which the loss or
damage occurred recognizes that
the damage was due to force ma-
jeure. The country responsible
for the loss, abstraction, or damage
must decide, in accordance with
its internal legislation, whether
this loss, abstraction, or damage
is due to circumstances constitut-
ing a case of force majeure;

(c) when, their responsibility not
having been proved otherwise,
they are unable to account for
parcels in consequence of the de-
struction of official documents
through force majeure;

(d) when the damage has been
caused by the fault or negligence
of the sender or of the addressee
or the representative of either, or
when it arises from the nature of
the article;

(e) for parcels which contain
prohibited articles;

(f) in case the sender of an in-
sured parcel, with intent to de-
fraud, shall declare the contents
to be above their real value; this
rule, however, shall not prejudice
any legal proceedings necessitated
by the legislation of the country
of origin;

(g) for parcels seized by the
Customs because of false declara-
tion of contents;

(h) when no inquiry or applica-
tion for indemnity has been made
by claimant or his representative
within a year commencing with
the day following the posting of
the insured parcel;

(i) for parcels which contain
matter of no intrinsic value or
perishable matter or which did nbt
conform to the stipulations of this
Agreement or which were not
posted in the manner prescribed;
but the country responsible for the
loss, rifling, or damage may pay

Destruction of offi-
cial documents.

Damage through
fault of sender, ad-
dressee, etc.

Prohibited articles.

Declaration a bo v e
real value.

Seizure because of
false declaration.

Application, etc.,for
indemnity not made
within a year.

Matter of no in-
trinsic value, etc.
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Destruction of offi-
cial documents. 

Damage through 
fault of sender, ad. 
dressee, etc. 

Prohibited articles. 

Declaration a ho Ye 
real value. 

Seizure because of 
false declaration. 

Application, etc., for 
indemnity not made 
within a year. 

Matter of no in-
trinsic value, etc. 

chacune des Administrations 
puisse, de son gre et sans recours 
contre l'autre Administration, 
payer l'indemnite pour la perte ou 
l'avarie due a la force majeure, 
memo si l'Administration du pays 
dans le service duquel is perte ou 
l'avarie a eu lieu reconnatt quo le 
dommage a ete cause par is force 
majeure. Le pays responsable de 
la perte, de la spoliation ou de 
l'avarie doit, suivant sa legislation 
interieure, decider si cette perte, 
spoliation ou avarie est due a des 
circonstances constituant un cas 
de force majeure; 

c) lorsque, la preuve de leur res-
ponsabilite n'ayant pas ete ad-
ministree autrement, elles no peu-
vent rendre c,ompte des coils par 
suite de is destruction des docu-
ments de service resultant d'un 
cas de force majeure; 

d) lorsque le dommage a ete 
cause par is faute ou is ntligence 
de l'expediteur ou du destmataire 
ou du representant de l'un ou 
l'autre . ou provient de is nature 
de l'objet; 

e) pour lea coils qui contiennent 
des objets prohibes; 

f) quand l'expediteur d'un colis 
assure, avec l'intention de faire 
une fraude, declare quo le contehu 
du coils a tine valour superieure 
as valour reelle; mais cettereglene 
porte prejudice a aucune poursuite 
judiciaire necessitee par is legisla-
tion du pays d'orkine; 

g) pour les cohs saisis par is 
douane par suite de fausse decla-
ration de leur contenu; 

h) quand aucune reclamation ni 
demande d'indemnite n'a ete pre-
sentee par le reclamant ou par son 
representant dans le délai d'un an 

partir du lendemain du jour du 
depot du colis assure; 

i) pour lea coils qui contiennent 
des objets sans valour intiinseque 
ou des objets perissables, ou des 
objets qui no remplissaient pas les 
stipulations de cet Arrangement, 
ou qui n'avaient pas ete deposes de 
la maniere prescrite; mais le pays 
responsable de is perte, de is 

yond control) although either Ad-
ministration may at its option and 
without recourse to the other Ad-
ministration pay indemnity for 
loss or damage due to force ma-
jeure even in cases where the 
Administration of the country in 
the service of which the loss or 
damage occurred recognizes that 
the damage was due to force ma-
jeure. The country responsible 
for the loss, abstraction, or damage 
must decide, in accordance with 
its internal legislation, whether 
this loss, abstraction, or damage 
is due to circumstances constitut-
ing a case of force majeure; 

(c) when, their responsibility not 
having been proved otherwise, 
they are unable to account for 
parcels in consequence of the de-
struction of official documents 
through force majeure; 

(d) when the damage has been 
caused by the fault or negligence 
of the sender or of the addressee 
or the representative of either, or 
when it arises from the nature of 
the article; 

(e) for parcels which contain 
prohibited articles; 

(f) in case the sender of an in-
sured parcel, with intent to de-
fraud, shall declare the contents 
to be above their real value; this 
rule, however, shall not prejudice 
any legal proceedings necessitated 
by the legislation of the country 
of origin; 

(g) for parcels seized by the 
Customs because of false declara-
tion of contents; 

(h) when no inquiry or applica-
tion for indemnity has been made 

conform 

t hnclaimanta yte or r chms rm e ep nrec ne ngot f h awt vt he 
within 
the day following the posting of 
the insured parcel; 

(i) for parcels which contain 
matter of no intrinsic value or 
perishable matter or which did Nat 

the stipulations 
Agreement or which were not 
posted in the manner prescribed; 
but the country responsible for the 
loss, rifling, or damage may pay 
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spoliation ou de 1'avarie pourra
payer une indemnit6 du chef de
tels colis sans recours contre
l'autre Administration.

ARTICLE IX.

Cessation de la responsabilite.

Les Administrations cessent
d'etre responsables des colis dont
elles ont effectu6 la remise dans les
conditions prescrites par leur regle-
ment int6rieur pour les envois de
mme nature.

Toutefois, la responsabilite est
maintenue lorsque le destinataire
ou, en cas de renvoi, l'expediteur,
formule des reserves en prenant
livraison d'un colis spolie ou
avari6.

ARTICLE X.

Payement de l'indemnite.

indemnity in respect of such par-
cels without recourse to the other
Administration.

ARTICLE IX.

Termination of responsibility.

Administrations cease to be re-
sponsible for parcels of which they
have effected delivery in accord-
ance with their internal regula-
tions for parcels of the same kind.

Responsibility is, however,
maintained when the addressee or,
in case of return, the sender makes
reservations in taking delivery of a
parcel which has been abstracted
or damaged.

ARTICLE X.

Payment of compensation.

L'obligation de payer l'indem-
nit6 ainsi que les taxes et droits A
restituer incombe A 1'Administra-
tion dont releve le bureau exp6di-
teur du colis; toutefois, lorsque
l'indemnit6 est payee au destina-
taire selon le deuxieme alin6a du
paragraphe 2, de l'Article VII,
cette obligation incombe A l'Ad-
ministration de destination.

L'Administration payante a un
droit de recours contre l'Adminis-
tration responsable.

ARTICLE XI.

Delai de payement de l'indemnite.

1. Le payement de l'indemnit6
doit avoir lieu le plus t6t possible
et, au plus tard, dans le d6lai d'un
an A compter du lendemain du
jour de la reclamation.

Toutefois, l'Administration A
laquelle incombe ce payement peut
exceptionnellement differer le r&

The obligation to pay compensa-
tion, as well as the fees and
charges due to be refunded, rests
with the Administration to which
the office of origin of the parcel is
subordinate. However, m cases
where the compensation is paid to
the addressee m accordance with
Article VII, Section 2, second
paragraph, the obligation rests
with the Administration of des-
tination.

The paying Administration re-
tains the right to make a claim
against the Administration re-
sponsible.

ARTICLE XI.

Period for payment of compensa-
tion.

1. The payment of compensa-
tion must take place as soon as
possible, and at the latest, within
the period of one year counting
from the day following that on
which the claim is made.

However, the Administration
responsible for making payment
may exceptionally defer payment

Termination of re-
sponsibility.

Payment of com-
pensation.

Period for payment
of compensation.

Deferment of pay-
ment.
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spoliation on de l'avarie pourra indemnity in respect of such par-
payer une indemnite du chef de cels without recourse to the other 
tels colis sans recours contre Administration. 
l'autre Administration. 

ARTICLE IX. ARTICLE IX. 

Cessation de la responsabilite. 

Les Administrations cessent 
d'être responsables des colis dont 
des ont effectue la remise dans lea 
conditions prescrites par leur regle-
ment interieur pour les envois de 
menu) nature. 

Toutefois, la responsabilite eat 
maintenue lorsque le destinataire 
ou, en cas de renvoi, l'expediteur, 
formule des reserves en prenant 
livraison d'un colis spolie on 
avarie. 

ARTICLE X. 

Payement de l'indemnite. 

L'obligation de payer l'indem-
/lite ainsi que lea taxes et droits a 
restituer incombe a l'Administra-
tion dont releve le bureau expedi-
tem. du colis; toutefois, lorsque 
l'indemnite eat payee an destina-
taire selon le deuxieme alinea du 
paragraphe 2, de l'Article VII, 
cette obligation incombe a l'Ad-
ministration de destination. 

L'Administration payante a un 
droit de recours contre l'Adrninis-
tration responsable. 

ARTICLE XI. 

Delai de payement de l'indemnite. 

1. Le payment de l'indemnite 
doit avoir lieu le plus tot possible 
et, an plus tard, dans le (Iasi d'un 
an a compter du lendemain du 
jour de la reclamation. 

Toutefois, l'Administration 
laquelle incombe ce payement pent 
exceptionnelleraent differer le re-

Termination of responsibility. 

Administrations cease to be re-
sponsible for parcels of which they 
have effected delivery in accord-
ance with their internal regula-
tions for parcels of the same kind. 

Responsibility is, however, 
maintained when the addressee or, 
in case of return, the sender makes 
reservations in taking delivery of a 
parcel which has been abstracted 
or damaged. 

ARTICLE X. 

Payment of compensation. 

The obligation to pay compensa-
tion, as well as the fees and 
charges due to be refunded, rests 
with the Administration to which 
the office of origin of the parcel is 
subordinate. However, in cases 
where the compensation is paid to 
the addressee in accordance with 
Article VII, Section 2, second 
paragraph, the obligation rests 
with the Administration of des-
tination. 
The paying.. Administration re-

tains the right to make a claim 
against the Administration re-
sponsible. 

ARTICLE XI. 

Period for payment of compensa-
tion. 

1. The payment of compensa-
tion must take place as soon as 
possible, and at the latest, within 
the period of one year counting 
from the day following that on 
which the claim is made. 
However, the Administration 

responsible for making payment 
may exceptionally defer payment 

Termination of re-
sponsibility. 

Payment of com-
pensation. 

Period for payment 
of compensation. 

Deferment of pay-
ment. 
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glement de l'indemnit6 jusqu'au
dela de la p6riode d'un an si, A la
fin de cette periode, il n'a pas 6et
posible de determiner ce qu'est
devenu 1'envoi en question ou de
fixer la responsabilit6 encourue.

2. Sauf en cas oi le payement
est exceptionellement diff6er en
conformit6 avec le deuxieme alinea
du paragraphe precedent, l'Ad-
ministration postale qui se charge
du payement de l'indemnite est
autorisee A desint6resser l'ayant-
droit pour le compte de 1'Admi-
nistration qui, regulierement saisie,
a laiss6 s'ecouler neuf mois sans
donner de solution a l'affaire.

ARTICLE XII.

Determination de la responsabilite.

1. Jusqu'a preuve du contraire,
la responsabilite pour un colis as-
sure incombe A 1'Administration
qui, ayant requ le colis sans faire
d'observation et 6tant mise en
possession de tons les moyens
reglementaires d'investigation, ne
peut pas etablir le sort du colis.

2. Lorsque la perte, la spolia-
tion ou l'avarie d'un colis assure
est constat6e par le bureau
d'echange destinataire, au moment
de l'ouverture des depeches et est
regulierement signalee au bureau
d'6change exp6diteur, la respon-
sabilit6 incombe A l'Administra-
tion a laquelle appartient le bu-
reau d'6change expediteur a moins
qu'il ne soit prouve que ia perte,
la spoliation ou l'avarie a eu lieu
dans le service de l'Administration
destinataire.

3. Si la perte, la spoliation ou
l'avarie s'est produite en cours de
transport, sans qu'il soit possible
d'6tablir sur le territoire ou dans
le service de quel pays le fait
s'est accompli, les Administra-
tions en cause supportent le dom-
mage par parts egales.

4. L'Administration qui a effec-
tue le payement de l'indemnit6,

of indemnity for a longer period
than one year, if, at the expiration
of 'that period, it has not been able
to determine the disposition made
of the article in question or the
responsibility incurred.

2. Except in cases where pay-
ment is exceptionally deferred as
provided in the second paragraph
of the foregoing section, the Pos-
tal Administration which under-
takes the payment of compensa-
tion is authorized to pay indem-
nity on behalf of the Administra-
tion which, after being duly in-
formed of the application for
indemnity, has let nine months
pass without settling the matter.

ARTICLE XII.

Fixing of responsibility.

1. Until the contrary is proved,
responsibility for an insured par-
cel rests with the Administration
which, having received the parcel
without making any observations
and being put in possession of all
the regulation means of investiga-
tion, cannot establish the disposal
of the parcel.

2. When the loss, rifling, or
damage of an insured parcel is
detected upon opening the recep-
tacle at the receiving exchange
office and has been regularly
pointed out to the dispatching
exchange office, the responsibility
falls on the Administration to
which the latter office belongs,
unless it be proved that the irreg-
ularity occurred in the service
of the receiving Administration.

3. If the loss, rifling, or damage
has taken place in the course of
transportation, without its being
possible to establish on the terri-
tory or in the service of which
country the act took place, the
Administrations involved bear the
loss in equal shares.

4. The Administration paying
compensation takes over, to the

Payment when de-
layed nine months.

Fixing of responsi-
bility.
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Payment when de-
layed nine months. 

Fixing of responsi-
bility. 

glement de l'indemnite jusqu'au 
dela de la periode d'un an si, a la 
fin de cette periode, II n'a pas ete 
posible de determiner ce qu'est 
devenu l'envoi en question ou de 
fixer la responsabilite encourue. 

2. Sauf en cas le payement 
est exceptionellement differe en 
conformite avec le deuxieme alinea 
du paragraphe precedent, l'Ad-
ministration postale qui se charge 
du payement de l'indemnito est 
autorisee a desinteresser l'ayant-
droit pour le compte de l'Admi-
nistration qui, regu]ierement saisie, 
a laisse s'ecouler neuf mois sans 
donner de solution a l'affaire. 

ARTICLE XII. 

Determination de la responsabilite. 

1. Jusqu'A preuve du contraire, 
la responsabilite pour un coils as-
sure incombe a l'Administration 
qui, ayant regu le coils sans faire 
d'observation et &ant raise en 
possession de tous lea raoyens 
reglementaires d'investigation, no 
pout pas etablir le sort du coils. 

2. Lorsque la perte, la spolia-
tion ou l'avarie d'un coils assure 
est constatee par le bureau 
d'echange destinataire, au moment 
de l'ouverture des depAches, et est 
regulierement signalee au bureau 
d'echange expediteur, la respon-
sabilite incombe a l'Administra-
tion a laquelle appartient is bu-
reau d'echa,nge expediteur,a moms 
qu'il ne soit prouve quo la perte, 
la spoliation ou l'avarie a eu lieu 
dans le service de l'Administration 
destinataire. 

3. Si la perte, la spoliation ou 
l'avarie s'est produite en cours de 
transport, sans qu'il soit possible 
d'etablir sur is territoire ou dans 
le service de quel pays le fait 
s'est accompli, lea Administra-
tions on cause supportent le dom-
mage par parts tales. 

4. L'Administration qui a effec-
tile le payement de l'indemnite, 

of indemnity for a longer period 
than one year, if, at the expiration 
of that period, it has not been able 
to determine the disposition made 
of the article in question or the 

responsibility incurred. i 2. Except n cases where pay-

ment is exceptionally deferred as 
provided in the second paragraph 
of the foregoing section, the Pos-
tal Administration which under-
takes the payment of compensa-
tion is authorized to pay indem-
nity on behalf of the Administra-
tion which, after being duly in-
formed of the application for 
indemnity, has let nine months 
pass without settling the matter. 

ARTICLE XII. 

Fixing of responsibility. 

1. Until the contrary is proved, 
responsibility for an insured par-
cel rests with the Administration 
which, having received the parcel 
without making any observations 
and being put in possession of all 
the regulation means of investiga-
tion, cannot establish the disposal 
of the parcel. 

2. When the loss, rifling, or 
damage of an insured parcel is 
detected upon opening the recep-
tacle at the receiving exchange 
office and has been regularly 
pointed out to the dispatching 
exchange office, the responsibility 
falls on the Administration to 
which the latter office belongs, 
unless it be proved that the irreg-
ularity occurred in the service 
of the receiving Administration. 

3. If the loss, rifling, or damage 
has taken place in the course of 
transportation, without its being 
possible to establish on the terri-
tory or in the service of which 
country the act took place, the 
Administrations involved bear the 
loss in equal shares. 

4. The Administration paying 
compensation takes over, to the 
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est subrogde, jusqu'a concurrence
du montant de cette indemnit6,
dans les droits de la personne qui
I'a reque, pour tout recours 6ven-
tuel, soit contre le destinataire,
soit contre l'exp6diteur ou contre
des tiers.

5. En cas de d6couverte ulte-
rieure d'un colis consid6r6 comme
perdu, la personne A qui I'in-
demnit6 a ete payee doit Atre
avis6e qu'elle peut prendre pos-
session du colis contre restitution
du montant de l'indemnite.

ARTICLE XIII.

Remboursement de l'indemnite.

extent of the amount paid, the
rights of the person who has re-
ceived it, in any action which may
be taken against the addressee,
the sender, or a third party.

5. If a parcel which has been
regarded as lost is subsequently
found, the person to whom com-
pensation has been paid must be
informed that he is at liberty to
take possession of the parcel
against repayment of the amount
of compensation.

ARTICLE XIII.

Repayment of compensation.

1. L'Administration responsable
de la perte, de la spoliation ou de
1'avarie, ou celle pour ]e compte
de laquelle le payement est ef-
fectu6, est tenue de rembourser le
montant de l'indemnite au pays
qui a effectu6 le payement. Ce
remboursement dolt se faire sans
delai, et, au plus tard, neuf mois
apres reception de la notification
du payement.

2. Les remboursements au pays
crediteur doivent etre faits sans
frais pour ce pays, au moyen d'un
mandat ou d'une traite, en mon-
naie ayant cours dans le pays
cr6diteur, ou par tout autre moyen
qui pourra 6tre convenu d'un
commun accord, par correspon-
dance.

3. Les remboursements d'in-
demnite de pays a pays seront faits
sur la base du franc-or.

ARTICLE XIV.

Droit de dedouanement.

L'Administration destinataire
pout percevoir, au moment de la
livraison, soit pour la remise A la
douane et le dedouanement, soit
pour la remise a la douane seule-
ment, un droit s'elevant a 50
centires au maximum par colis.

1. The Administration respon-
sible for the loss, rifling, or damage
and on whose account payment is
made, is bound to repay the
amount of the indemnity to the
country which has effected the
payment. This reimbursement
must take place without delay,
and at the latest nine months
after notification of payment.

2. These repayments to the
creditor country must be made
without expense for that country,
by money order or draft, in money
valid in the creditor country or
in any other way to be mutually
agreed upon by correspondence.

3. The reimbursement of the
indemnities must be effected on
the basis of the gold franc.

ARTICLE XIV.

Fee for customs clearance.

The Administration of destina-
tion may collect at the time of de-
livery either in respect of delivery
to the Customs and clearance
through the Customs, or in re-
spect of delivery to the Customs
only, a fee not exceeding 50
centimes gold per parcel.

98907°-39-PT. 3--43

Repayment of com-
pensation.

Fee for customs
clearance.
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est subrogee, jusqu'a concurrence 
du montant de cette indemnitei 
dans les droits de la personne qui 
l's regue, pour tout recours even-
tuel, soit contre le destinataire, 
soit contre l'expediteur ou contre 
des tiers. 

5. En cas de decouverte ulte-
rieure d'un colis considere comme 
perdu, la personne a qui l'in-
demnite a ete payee doit etre 
avisee qu'elle pout prendre pos-
session du colis contre restitution 
du montant de l'indemnite. 

ARTICLE XIII. 

Remboursement de l'indemnite. 

1. L'Administration responsable 
de Is perte, de la spoliation ou de 
l'avarie, ou cello pour le compte 
de laquelle le payement est ef-
fectue, est tenue de rembourser le 
montant de l'indemnite au pays 
qui a effectue le payement. Ce 
remboursement doit se faire sans 
Mai, et, au plus tard, neuf mois 
apres reception de la notification 
du payement. 

2. Les remboursements au pays 
crediteur doivent etre faits sans 
frais pour ce pays, au moyen d'un 
rnandat ou d'une traite, en mon-
naie ayant cours dans le pays 
crediteur, ou par tout autre moyen 
qui pourra etre convenu d'un 
commun accord, par correspon-
dance. 

3. Les remboursements d'in-
demnite de pays a pays seront faits 
sur is base du franc-or. 

ARTICLE XIV. 

Droit de dedouanement. 

L'Administration destinataire 
pout percevoir, au moment de Is 
livraison, soit pour is remise a la 
douano et le dedouanement, soit 
pour la remise a is douane seule-
ment, un droit s'elevant a 50 
centimes au maximum par oohs. 

extent of the amount paid, the 
rights of the person who has re-
ceived it, in any action which may 
be taken against the addressee, 
the sender, or a third party. 

5. If a parcel which has been 
regarded as lost is subsequently 
found, the person to whom com-
pensation has been paid must be 
informed that he is at liberty to 
take possession of the parcel 
against repayment of the amount 
of compensation. 

ARTICLE XIII. 

Repayment of compensation. 

1. The Administration respon-
sible for the loss, rifling, or damage 
and on whose account payment is 
made, is bound to repay the 
amount of the indemnity to the 
country which has effected the 
payment. This reimbursement 
must take place without delay, 
and at the latest nine months 
after notification of payment. 

2. These repayments to the 
creditor country must be made 
without expense for that country, 
by money order or draft, in money 
valid in the creditor country or 
in any other way to be mutually 
agreed upon by correspondence. 

3. The reimbursement of the 
indemnities must be effected on 
the basis of the gold franc. 

ARTICLE XIV. 

Fee for customs clearance. 

The Administration of destina-
tion may collect at the time of de-
livery either in respect of delivery 
to the Customs and clearance 
through the Customs, or in re-
spect of delivery to the Customs 
only, a fee not exceeding 50 
centimes gold per parcel. 

Repayment of com-
pensation. 

Fee for customs 
clearance. 
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ARTICLE XV. ARTICLE XV.

Remise au destinataire. Droit de Delivery to the addressee. Fee for
remise d domicile. delivery at the place of address.

Delivery to addres-
see; fee.

Parcels are delivered to the ad-
dressees as quickly as possible in
accordance with the conditions in
force in the country of destination.
This country may collect for de-
livery of parcels to the addressee
a fee not exceeding 50 centimes
gold per parcel. The same fee
may be charged, if the case arises,
for each presentation after the
first at the addressee's residence.

Les colis sont remis aux desti-
nataires dans le plus bref delai
possible et conform6ment aux dis-
positions en vigueur dans le pays
de destination. Ce pays peut
percevoir, pour la remise des colis
A domicile, un droit s'elevant A
50 centimes-or au maximum par
colis. Le mmme droit est appli-
cable, le cas 6cheant, a toute
presentation, autre que la pre-
miere, faite au domicile du desti-
nataire.

ARTICLE XVI.

Droit de magasinage.

Le pays de destination est auto-
rise A percevoir le droit de maga-
sinage fix par sa legislation pour
les colis adresses poste restante
ou non retir6s dans les delais pre-
scrits.

The country of destination is
authorized to collect the ware-
housing charge fixed by its legis-
lation for parcels addressed "Poste
Restante" or which are not claimed
within the prescribed period.

Ce droit ne peut toutefois ex- This charge may in no case ex-
ceder 5 francs-or. ceed five francs gold.

ARTICLE XVII.

Droits de douane.

Les colis sont soumis a toutes
les lois et reglements de douane en
vigueur dans le pays de destina-
tion. Les droits exigibles de ce
chef sont pergus sur le destinataire
lors de la remise du colis, suivant
le reglement de douane.

ARTICLE XVIII.

Annulation des droits de douane.

Les droits de douane sur les
colis renvoyes au pays d'origine
ou reexp6dies sur un tiers pays
seront annul6s tant en Belgique
qu'aux Etats-Unis d'Amerique.

ARTICLE XVII.

Customs charges.

The parcels are subject to all
customs laws and regulations in
force in the country of destina-
tion. The duties collectible on
that account are collected from
the addressee on delivery of the
parcel in accordance with the
customs regulations.

ARTICLE XVIII.

Customs charges to be canceled.

The customs charges on parcels
sent back to the country of origin
or redirected to another country
shall be canceled both in Belgium
and in the United States of
America.

ARTICLE XVI.

Warehousing charges:

Warehousing
charges.

Customs charges.

Customs charges to
be canceled.
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Delivery to addres-
see; fee. 

Warehousing 
charges. 

Customs charges. 

Customs charges to 
be canceled. 

ARTICLE XV. 

Remise an destinataire. Droit de 
remise a domicile. 

Les colic sont remis aux desti-
nataires dans le plus bref délai 
possible et conformement aux dis-
positions en vigueur dans le pays 
de destination. Ce pays pent 
percevoir, pour la remise des coils 
a domicile, tin droit s'elevant 
50 centimes-or au maximum par 
coils. Le memo droit est appli-
cable, le cas echeant, a toute 
presentation, autre que la pre-
miere, faite au domicile du desti-
nataire. 

ARTICLE XVI. 

Droit de magasinage. 

Le pays de destination est auto-
rise a percevoir le droit de maga-
sinage fixe par sa legislation pour 
les coils adresses poste restante 
ou non retires dans les deli& pre-
scrits. 

Ce droit ne peut toutefois ex-
ceder 5 francs-or. 

ARTICLE XVII. 

Droits de douane. 

Les coils sont soumis a toutes 
les lois et reglements de douane en 
vigueur dans le pays de destina-
tion. Les droits exigibles de cc 
chef sont pelvis sur is destinataire 
lore de la remise du colic, suivant 
is reglement de douane. 

ARTICLE XVIII. 

Annulation des droits de douane. 

Les droits de douane sur les 
coils renvoyes au pays d'origine 
on reexpedies sur un tiers pays 
seront annul& tant en Belgique 
qu'aux Etats-Unis d'Amerique. 

ARTICLE XV. 

Delivery to the addressee. Fee for 
delivery at the place of address. 

Parcels are delivered to the ad-
dressees as quickly as possible in 
accordance with the conditions in 
force in the country of destination. 
This country may collect for de-
livery of parcels to the addressee 
a fee not exceeding 50 centimes 
gold per parcel. The same fee 
may be charged, if the case arises, 
for each presentation after the 
first at the addressee's residence. 

ARTICLE XVI. 

Warehousing charges: 

The country of destination is 
authorized to collect the ware-
housing charge fixed by its legis-
lation for parcels addressed "Poste 
Restante" or which are not claimed 
within the prescribed period. 

This charge may in no case ex-
ceed five francs gold. 

ARTICLE XVII. 

Customs charges. 

The parcels are subject to all 
customs laws and regulations in 
force in the country of destina-
tion. The duties collectible on 
that account are collected from 
the addressee on delivery of the 
parcel in accordance with the 
customs regulations. 

ARTICLE XVIII. 

Customs charges to be canceled. 

The customs charges on parcels 
sent back to the country of origin 
or redirected to another country 
shall be canceled both in Belgium 
and in the United States of 
America. 
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ARTICLE XIX.

Retrait et changement d'adresse.

Tant qu'un colis n'a pas ete
livr6 au destinataire, 1'expediteur
peut en demander le retrait ou en
faire modifier l'adresse. L'Ad-
ministration postale du pays d'ori-
gine est autorisee a percevoir et a
conserver, pour ce service, le droit
fixe par son reglement. Les de-
mandes de retrait ou de change-
ment d'adresse doivent etre adres-
sees a l'Administration Centrale a
Washington, s'il s'agit de colis
destines a &tre distribu6s aux
Etats-Unis d'Am6rique, et au
bureau de destination, s'il s'agit
de colis destines a, tre distribues en
Belgique.

ARTICLE XX.

Certificat de d4p6t. Rdcgpissss.

L'exp6diteur'd'un colis ordinaire
(non assure) recevra, sur demande
faite au moment de la remise au
transport, un certificat de d6p6t
delivre par le bureau d'accepta-
tion sur une formule speciale
dress6e A cet effet; chaque pays
pourra percevoir une taxe raison-
nable pour ce certificat.

L'expediteur d'un colis assure
regoit gratuitement au moment
de dep6t, un recepisse y relatif.

ARTICLE XXI.

ARTICLE XIX.

Recall and change of address.

So long as a parcel has not been
delivered to the addressee, the
sender may recall it or cause its
address to be changed. The Pos-
tal Administration of the country
of origin may collect and retain
for this service the charge fixed by
its regulations. The requests for
recall or change of address must
be sent to the Central Administra-
tion at Washington in case of par-
cels destined for the United States,
and to the office of destination in
the case of parcels destined for
Belgium.

ARTICLE XX.

Certificate of mailing. Receipts.

The sender of an ordinary
(uninsured) parcel, will receive on
request made at the time of mail-
ing, a certificate of mailing from
the post office where the parcel is
mailed, on a special form provided
for the purpose; and each country
may collect a reasonable fee for
this certificate.

The sender of an insured parcel
receives without charge, at the
time of posting, a receipt for his
parcel.

ARTICLE XXI.

Avis de reception et reclamations. Return receipts and inquiries.

1. L'expediteur d'un colis as-
sure peut obtenir un avis de
reception, moyennant, le cas
echeant, le payement d'une taxe
suppl6mentaire que le pays d'
origine fixera et dans les conditions
6tablies par le Reglement d'Ex6-
cution.

2. Le pays d'origine a la faculte
de percevoir une taxe pour toute
demande de renseignements, rela-
tive au sort d'un colis ordinaire
ou avec valeur d6clar6e, formulee
posterieurement au dep6t, si l'ex-

1. The sender of an insured
parcel may obtain an advice of
delivery upon payment of such
additional charges, if any, as the
country of origin of the parcel
shall stipulate and under the
conditions laid down in the Regu-
lations of Execution.

2. The country of origin has
the right to charge a fee for any
request for information relative to
the disposal of an ordinary parcel
or of an insured parcel made after
it has been posted, if the sender

Recall and change
of address.

Sender furnished
certificate on request.

Receipt.

Advice of delivery.

Inquiries.
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ARTICLE XIX. 

Retrait et ch,angement d'adresse. 

Taut qu'un colis n'a pas ete 
livre au destinataire, l'expediteur 
pent en demander le retrait ou en 
faire modifier l'adresse. L'Ad-
ministration postale du pays d'ori-
gine est autmisee a percevoir et A, 
conserver, pour ce service, le droit 
fixe par son reglement. Les de-
mandes de retrait ou de change-
ment d'adresse doivent etre adres-
sees a l'Administration Centrale 
Washington, s'il &wit de colis 
destines a etre distribues aux 
Etats-Unis d'Amerique, et au 
bureau de destination, s'il s'agit 
de colis destines a etre distribues en 
Belgique. 

ARTICLE X_.X. 

Certificat de depot. Recepisses. 

L'expecliteued'un colis ordinaire 
(non assure) recevra, sur demande 
faite au moment de la remise an 
transport, un certificat de depot 
&Eyre par le bureau d'accepta-
tion sur une formule special° 
dress& a cot efret; cheque pays 
pourra percevoir une tax° raison-
nable pour ce certificat. 

L'expediteur d'un colis assure 
regoit gratuitement au moment 
de depot, un recepisse y relatif. 

ARTICLE XXI. 

Avis de reception et reclamations. 

1. L'expediteur d'un colis as-
sure peut obtenir un avis de 
reception, moyennant, le cas 
echeant, le payement d'une taxe 
supplementaire quo le pays d' 
origine fixera et dans les conditions 
etablies par le Reglement d'Exe-
cution. 

2. Le pays d'origine a la faculte 
de percevoir une taxe pour toute 
demande de renseignements, rela-
tive au sort d'un colis ordinaire 
on avec valeur declaree, formulee 
posterieurement an depot, si l'ex-

ARTICLE XIX. 

Recall and change of address. 

So long as a parcel has not been 
delivered to the addressee, the 
sender may recall it or cause its 
address to be changed. The Pos-
tal Administration of the country 
of origin may collect and retain 
for this service the charge fixed by 
its regulations. The requests for 
recall or change of address must 
be sent to the Central Administra-
tion at Washington in case of par-
cels destined for the United States, 
and to the office of destination in 
the case of parcels destined for 
Belgium. 

ARTICLE XX. 

Certificate of mailing. Receipts. 

The sender of an ordinary 
(uninsured) parcel, will receive on 
request made at the time of mail-
ing, a certificate of mailing from 
the post office where the parcel is 
mailed, on a. special form provided 
for the purpose; and each country 
may collect a reasonable fee for 
this certificate. 
The sender of an insured parcel 

receives without charge, at the 
time of posting, a receipt for his 
parcel. 

ARTICLE XXI. 

Return receipts and inquiries. 

1. The sender of an insured 
parcel may obtain an advice of 
delivery upon payment of such 
additional charges, if any, as the 
country of origin of the parcel 
shall stipulate and under the 
conditions laid down in the Regu-
lations of Execution. 

2. The country of origin has 
the right to charge a fee for any 
request for information relative to 
the disposal of an ordinary parcel 
or of an insured parcel made after 
it has been posted, if the sender 

Recall and change 
of address. 

Sender furnished 
certificate on request. 

Receipt. 

Advice of delivery. 

Inquiries. 
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pediteur n'a pas d6ej paye la taxe
speciale relative a l'avis de r6cep-
tion.

3. Le pays d'origine a egale-
ment la faculte de percevoir une
taxe pour toute reclamation rela-
tive A une irr6gularit6 qui, A
premiere vue, n'est pas imputable
A une faute du service postal.

ARTICLE XXII.

Colis enfausse direction.

Missent parcels. Les colis ordinaires envoyes en
fausse direction sont r6exp6dies sur
leur destination par la voie la
plus directe dont dispose 1'Ad-
ministration qui les a regus par
erreur. Cette Administration ne
peut frapper ces colis de droits de
douane ou d'autres taxes quel-
conques.

Reforwarding re- Les colis assures regus en fausse
.rictons. direction ne sont r6exp6dies que

s'ils peuvent etre r6exp6di6s com-
me colis assures. Si cette con-
dition n'est pas remplie, ces colis
sont renvoy6s a l'origine.

Refund, if returned. Lorsque le r6acheminement
comporte le retour du colis au bu-
reau d'origine, l'Administration
qui effectue la retransmission rem-
bourse a ce bureau les bonifica-
tions revues et signale l'erreur par
bulletin de verification.

Reforwarding to a Lorsque le reacheminement
rd country. comporte l'expedition d'un colis

sur un tiers pays et que la somme
credit6e A l'Administration effec-
tuant la retransmissionne suffitpas
A couvrir les frais de celle-ci,
l'Administration reexpeditrice
bonifie A l'Administration A la-
quelle elle remet le colis, les droits de
transport que comporte l'ache-
minement; elle r6cupere ensuite
le montant de l'insuffisance par
reprise sur le bureau d'4change
dont elle a directement recu le
colis en fausse direction. Le mo-
tif de cette reprise est notifie A ce
bureau au moyen d'un bulletin de
verification.

ARTICLE XXIII.

Reezxpdition.

Complaint of irreg-
ularity.

1. La r4expedition d'un colis, 1. A parcel may be redirected in
par suite de changement de r6si- consequence of the addressee's

has not already paid the special
fee to obtain an advice of delivery.

3. The country of origin also
has the right to charge a fee for
any complaint of irregularity which
prima facie was not due to the
fault of the Postal Service.

ARTICLE XXII.

Missent parcels.

Ordinary parcels, when mis-
sent, are reforwarded to their cor-
rect destination by the most
direct route at the disposal of the
reforwarding Administration.
They must not be charged with
customs or other charges by that
Administration.

Insured parcels, when missent,
may be reforwarded to their
destination only as insured mail.
If this is impossible, they must
be returned to origin.

When the reforwarding involves
return of the parcel to the office of
origin, the retransmitting Admin-
istration refunds to that office the
credits received and reports the
error by a bulletin of verification.

When the reforwarding involves
dispatch of a parcel to a third
country and if the amount credited
to the retransmitting Administra-
tion is insufficient to cover the ex-
penses of retransmission which it
has to defray, the retransmitting
Administration allows to the Ad-
ministration to which it forwards
the parcel the credits due it; it
then recovers the amount of the
deficiency by claiming it from the
office of exchange from which the
missent parcel was directly re-
ceived. The reason for this claim
is notified to the latter by means
of a bulletin of verification.

ARTICLE XXIII.

Reforwarding.

st

th

Reforwardin.g
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Complaint of Irreg-
ularity. 

pediteur n'a pas déjà paye la taxe 
speciale relative a l'avis de recep-
tion. 

3. Le pays d'origine a tale-
ment la faculte de percevoir une 
taxe pour toute reclamation rela-
tive a une irregularite qui, a 
premiere vue, n'est pas imputable 
une faute du service postal. 

ARTICLE XXII. 

Olis en fausse direction. 

Missent parcels. Les colis ordinaires envoy& en 
fausse direction sont reexpedies sur 
lent' destination par la voie la 
plus directe dont dispose l'Ad-
ministration qui les a regus par 
erreur. Cette Administration no 
peut frapper ces cons de droits de 
douane ou d'autres taxes quel-
conques. 

Les colis assures regus en fausse 
direction no sont reexpedies quo 
s'ils peuvent etre reexpedies corn-
me colis assures. Si cette con-
dition n'est pas remplie, ces colis 
sont renvoyes a Porigine. 
Lorsque is reacheminement 

comporte le retour du colis au bu-
reau d'origine, l'Administration 
qui effectue la retransmission rem-
bourse a ce bureau les bonifica-
tions regues et signale l'erreur par 
bulletin de verification. 

Reforwarding to a Lorsque le reacheminement 
third country. 

comporte Pexpedition d'un colis 
sur un tiers pays et quo la somme 
credit& a, l'Administration effec-
tuant la retransmission no suffi t pas 

cou-viir les frais de celle-ci, 
l'Administration reexpeditrice 
bonifie a l'Administration a la-
queue elle remet le colis, les droits de 
transport quo comporte l'ache-
minement; elle recupere ensuite 
le montant de l'insuffisance par 
reprise sur Is bureau d'echange 
dont elle a directement recu le 
colis en fausse direction. Le mo-
tif de cette reprise est notifie a cc 
bureau an moyen d'un bulletin de 
verification. 

Reforwarding re-
strictions. 

Refund, if returned. 

Reforwarding. 

ARTICLE XXIII. 

Reexpedition. 

1. La reexpedition d'un colis, 
par suite de changement de resi-

has not already paid the special 
fee to obtain an advice of delivery. 

3. The country of origin also 
has the right to charge a fee for 
any complaint of irregularity which 
prima facie was not due to the 
fault of the Postal Service. 

ARTICLE XXII. 

Missent parcels. 

Ordinary parcels, when mis-
sent, are reforwarded to their cor-
rect destination by the most 
direct route at the disposal of the 
reforwarding Administration. 
They must not be charged with 
customs or other charges by that 
Administration. 

Insured parcels, when missent, 
may be reforwarded to their 
destination only as insured mail. 
If this is impossible, they must 
be returned to origin. 

When the reforwarding involves 
return of the parcel to the office of 
origin, the retransmitting Admin-
istration refunds to that office the 
credits received and reports the 
error by a bulletin of verification. 

When the reforwarding involves 
dispatch of a parcel to a third 
country and if the amount credited 
to the retransmitting Administra-
tion is insufficient to cover the ex-
penses of retransmission which it 
has to defray, the retransmitting 
Administration allows to the Ad-
ministration to which it forwards 
the parcel the credits due it; it 
then recovers the amount of the 
deficiency by claiming it from the 
office of exchange from which the 
missent parcel was directly re-
ceived. The reason for this claim 
is notified to the latter by means 
of a bulletin of verification. 

ARTICLE XXIII. 

Reforwarding. 

1. A parcel may be redirected in 
consequence of the addressee's 
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dence du destinataire dans le terri-
toire du pays de destination, peut
etre faite sur la demande de l'expe-
diteur ou du destinataire.

La r6expedition d'un colis sur
le territoire d'un des pays contrac-
tants donne lieu A la perception des
taxes supplementaires prevues par
l'Administration de ce pays. I1
en est de meme, le cas ech6ant, en
ce qui concerne la remise de ce
colis A une autre personne au lieu
de destination primitif. Ces taxes
ne seront pas annul6es, meme au
cas oi le colis est renvoye a l'ori-
gine ou r6expedi6 sur un autre
pays.

2. Si un colis doit etre r6expe-
die sur un des deux pays signataires
du present Arrangement, il est
passible des nouvelles taxes de
transport, et, le cas ech6ant, de la
taxe A la valeur, a moins que ces
taxes n'aient pas et6 payees d'a-
vance. Les nouveaux droits sont
percus sur le destinataire par
l'Administration qui effectue la
remise. Les colis assures doivent
8tre reexpedi6s comme tels.

3. Sur demande de l'exp6diteur
ou du destinataire, les colis peu-
vent aussi etre reexp6dies sur un
autre pays ou y etre renvoyes.
Les colis assures ne peuvent cepen-
dant etre reexpedies ou renvoyes
que comme tels. Les exp6diteurs
peuvent revetir les colis de la
mention "Ne pas reexp6dier sur
un tiers pays". Dans ce cas, les
colis ne doivent etre re6xp6dies
sur aucun autre pays. En cas de
perte, de spoliation ou d'avarie
d'un colis assure r6exp6die sur un
tiers pays ou renvoye par ce pays,
l'indemnite est determinee exclu-
sivement d'apres les dispositions
de l'Article VII paragraphe 6 du
pr4sent Arrangement.

ARTICLE XXIV.

Non-remise.

1. Les colis tombes en rebut,
renvoyes a l'expediteur sont greves
d'une nouvelle taxe d'affranchis-
sement ainsi que des nouveaux
droits d'assurance, le cas echeant,
et doivent etre renvoyes comme

change of address in the country
of destination, at the request of
either the sender or the addressee.

The reforwarding of a parcel
within one of the contracting coun-
tries gives rise to the collection of
the supplementary charges pro-
vided for by the Administration of
that country. The same is true,
if occasion arises, in regard to the
delivery of such parcel to another
person at the original place of des-
tination. These charges shall not
be canceled even in case the parcel
is returned to origin or reforwarded
to another country.

2. If a parcel must be refor-
warded to one of the two countries
signatory to the present Agree-
ment, it is liable to new postage
charges and, if occasion arises, new
insurance fees, unless such charges
and fees have been paid in ad-
vance. The new fees are collected
from the addressee by the Admin-
istration effecting the delivery.
Insured parcels must be refor-
warded as such.

3. At the request of the sender
or addressee, parcels may also be
reforwarded or returned to another
country. Insured parcels may
not, however, be reforwarded or
returned except as such. The
senders may mark the parcels:
"Do not forward to a third
country". In that case, the par-
cels must not be reforwarded to
any other country. In case of
loss, rifling, or damage of an
insured parcel reforwarded to
another country or returned by
that country, the indemnity is
decided upon exclusivelyin accord-
ance with the provisions of Article
VII, Section 6.

ARTICLE XXIV.

Non-delivery.

1. Undeliverable parcels re-
turned to the sender are liable to
new postage charges as well as
insurance fees if necessary, and
must be returned as parcels of the
same class in which they were

Supplementary
charges.

Retorwarding, etc.,
to a third country.

Undeliverable par-
cels.
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dence du destinataire dans le terri-
toire du pays de destination, peut 
etre faite sur la demande de l'expe-
diteur ou du destinataire. 
La reexpedition d'un colis sur 

le territoire d'un des pays contrac-
tants donne lieu a la perception des 
taxes supplementaires prevues par 
l'Administration de ce pays. Ii 
en est de meme, le cas echeant, en 
ce qui concerne la remise de ce 
colis tine autre personne au lieu 
de destination primitif. Ces taxes 
tie seront pas annulees, meme au 
cas oil le colis est renvoye a l'ori-
gine ou reexpedie sur un autre 
pays. 

2. Si un colis doit etre reexpe-
die sur un des deux pays signataires 
du present Arrangement, il est 
passible des nouvelles taxes de 
transport, et, le cas echeant, de la 
taxe A. la valeur, moms quo ces 
taxes n'aient pas &A payees d'a-
Vance. Les nouveaux droits sont 
pelvis sur le destinataire par 
l'Administration qui effectue la 
remise. Les colis assures doivent 
etre reexpedies comme tels. 

3. Sur demande de l'expediteur 
on du destinataire, les colis peu-
vent aussi etre reexpedies sur un 
autre pays ou y etre renvoyes. 
Les colis assures tie peuvent cepen-
dant etre reexpedies ou renvoyes 
quo comme tels. Les expediteurs 
peuvent revetir les colis de la 
mention "No pas reexpedier sur 
un tiers pays". Dans ce cas, les 
colis tie doivent etre reexpedies 
sur aucun mitre pays. En cas de 
perte, de spoliation on d'avarie 
d'un colis assure reexpedie sur un 
tiers pays ou renvoye par ce pays, 
l'indemnite est determine° exclu-
sivement d'apres les dispositions 
de l'Article VII paragraph° 6 du 
present Arrangement. 

ARTICLE XXIV. 

Non-remise. 

1. Les colis tomb& en rebut, 
renvoyes a l'expediteur sont grey& 
d'une nouvelle taxe d'affranchis-
sement ainsi quo des nouveaux 
droits d'assurance, le cas echeant, 
et doivent etre renvoyes comme 

change of address in the country 
of destination, at the request of 
either the sender or the addressee. 

The reforwarding of a. parcel 
within one of the contracting coun-
tries gives rise to the collection of 
the supplementary charges pro-
vided for by the Administration of 
that country. The same is true, 
if occasion arises, in regard to the 
delivery of such parcel to another 
person at the original place of des-
tination. These charges shall not 
be canceled even in case the parcel 
is returned to origin or reforwarded 
to another country. 

2. If a parcel must be refor-
warded to one of the two countries 
signatory to the present Agree-
ment, it is liable to new postage 
charges and, if occasion arises, new 
insurance fees, unless such charges 
and fees have been paid in ad-
vance. The new fees are collected 
from the addressee by the Admin-
istration effecting the delivery. 
Insured parcels must be refor-
warded as such. 

3. At the request of the sender 
or addressee, parcels may also be 
reforwarded or returned to another 
country. Insured parcels may 
not, however, be reforwarded or 
returned except as such. The 
senders may mark the parcels: 
"Do not forward to a third 
country". In that case, the par-
cels must not be reforwarded to 
any other country. In case of 
loss, rifling, or damage of an 
insured parcel reforwarded to 
another country or returned by 
that country, the indemnity is 
decided upon exclusively in accord-
ance with the provisions of Article 
VII, Section 6. 

ARTICLE XXIV. 

Supplementary 
charges. 

Reforwarding, etc., 
to a third country. 

Non-delivery. 

1. Undeliverable parcels re- Undeliverable par-

turned to the sender are liable to eels' 
new postage charges as well as 
insurance fees if necessary, and 
must be returned as parcels of the 
same class in which they were 
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Disposition.

Return to origin,
barring contrary in-
struction.

Parcels liable to
deterioration, etc.

Abandoned unde-
liverable parcels.

ils ont ete recus. Les droits sont
percus sur l'exp6diteur par l'Ad-
ministration qui lui a remis les
colis.

2. Au moment du d6p6t, l'ex-
pediteur peut indiquer, par une
mention port6e au verso du bulle-
tin d'expedition et sur le colis lui-
mgme, de quelle fa9on doit etre
trait6 le colis, en cas de non-remise.

A cet effet, il peut demander
que son colis soit:

a) renvoye A l'expd&iteur;
b) consider6 comme abandonn6;

ou
c) presente A une autre per-

sonne dans le pays de destination.
Aucune demande autre que

celles qui sont pr6vues ci-dessus
n'est admise.

3. Sauf demande contraire de
l'exp6diteur, les colis qui n'ont pu
etre distribues sont renvoy6s a
l'origine sans preavis, A l'expira-
tion d'une p6riode de 30 jours, a
partir de leur date d'arriv6e an
bureau de destination. Les colis
que le destinataire refuse d'ac-
cepter doivent etre renvoyes im-
mediatement. Tout colis renvoye
A l'expediteur doit porter l'indi-
cation tres claire du motif de la
non-remise.

4. Seuls les colis susceptibles de
d6t6rioration ou de corruption peu-
vent etre vendus immediatement,
mmme en cours de transport, a
l'aller ou au retour, sans preavis
et sans formalit6s judiciaires, au
profit de qui de droit.

Si, pour une cause quelconque,
la vente est impossible, les objets
d6teriores ou corrompus sont d&
truits. La vente ou la destruc-
tion donne lieu a l'etablissement
d'un proces-verbal qui est trans-
mis A l'Administration d'origine.

5. Les colis non distribuables,
abandonn6s par l'expediteur, ne
sont pas renvoyes A l'origine par
l'Administration de destination,
qui les traite d'apres sa legislation.

Dans le cas de colis assur6s que
l'expediteur d6clare vouloir aban-
donner et qui ne peuvent etre dis-
tribues, il sera dress6 proces-
verbal du sort reserv6 au colis, et
l'Administration d'origine en sera
inform6e.

received. The charges are collect-
ible from the sender and are col-
lected by the Administration
which delivers the parcels to him.

2. At the time of mailing, the
sender may indicate by a note on
the back of the dispatch note and
on the parcel itself, how his parcel
is to be disposed of in case of
non-delivery.

To this end, he may request
that his parcel be:

(a) returned to sender;
(b) considered as abandoned;

or
(c) delivered to another person

in the country of destination.
No note other than those pro-

vided for above, or note of similar
import, is permitted.

3. Barring contrary instruc-
tions, undeliverable parcels are
returned to origin, without pre-
vious notification, 30 days after
their arrival at the office of des-
tination. Parcels which the ad-
dressee refuses to accept shall be
returned immediately. In all
cases, the reason for non-delivery
must be indicated clearly on the
parcel.

4. Parcels liable to deteriora-
tion or corruption, and these only,
may be sold immediately, even en
route, on the outward or return
voyage, without previous notice
and without judicial formality for
the profit of the rightful party.

If, for any reason, sale is impos-
sible, the deteriorated or cor-
rupted articles are destroyed. The
sale or destruction gives rise to
the making of a report which is
sent to the Administration of
origin.

5. Undeliverable parcels aban-
doned by the sender, are not re-
turned to origin by the Adminis-
tration of destination, which treats
them according to its legislation.

In case of insured parcels which
are abandoned by the sender and
which are undeliverable, a report
will be prepared of the disposal of
the parcel and the Administration
of origin will be informed thereof.
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Disposition. 

Return to origin, 
barring contrary in-
struction. 

Parcels liable to 
deterioration, etc. 

Abandoned unde-
liverable parcels. 

ils ont ete recus. Les droits sont 
pelvis sur Pexpediteur par l'Ad-
ministration qui lui a remis lea 
coils. • 

2. Au moment du depot, l'ex-
pediteur peut indiquer, par une 
mention portee au verso du bulle-
tin d'expedition et sur le coils lui-
meme, de quelle fawn doit etre 
traits le colis, en cas de non-remise. 
A cat effet, ii peut demander 

que son coils soit: 
a) renvoye a l'expediteur; 
b) considere comme abandonne; 

ou 
c) presente une autre per-

sonne dans le pays de destination. 
Auctme demand° autre que 

celles qui sont prevues ci-dessus 
n'est admise. 

3. Sauf domande contraire de 
l'expediteur , lea coils qui n'ont pu 
etre distribiles sont renvoyes 
Porigine sans preavis, a l'expira-
tion d'une period° de 30 iours, 
partir de leur date d'arrivee au 
bureau de destination. Les coils 
que le destinataire refuse d'ac-
cepter doivent etre renvoyes im-
mediatement. Tout coils renvoye 

Pexpediteur doit porter Pindi-
cation -fres claire du motif de la 
non-remise. 

4. Seuls lea coils susceptibles de 
deterioration ou de corruption peu-
vent etre vendus immediatement, 
meme en cours de transport, a 
Faller ou au retour, sans preavis 
at sans formalites iudiciaires, au 
profit de qui de droit. 

Si, pour une cause quelconque, 
la vente est impossible, les objets 
deteriores ou corrompus sont do-
truits. La vente ou la destruc-
tion donne lieu a Fetablissement 
d'un proces-verbal qui est trans-
mis a l'Administration d'origine. 

5. Les coils non distribuables, 
abandonnes par l'expediteur, ne 
sont pas renvoyes l'origine par 
l'Admmistration de destination, 
qui les traite d'apres sa 
Dans le cas de coils assures que 

Pexpediteur declare vouloir aban-
dormer et qui ne peuvent etre dis-
tribues, il sera dresse proces-
verbal du sort reserve au coils, at 
l'Administration d'origine en sera 
informee. 

received. The charges are collect-
ible from the sender and are col-
lected by the Administration 
which delivers the parcels to him. 

2. At the time of mailing, the 
sender may indicate by a note on 
the back of the dispatch note and 
on the parcel itself, how his parcel 
is to be disposed of in case of 
non-delivery. 
To this end, he may request 

that his parcel be: 
(a) returned to sender; 
(b) considered as abandoned; 

or 

(c) delivered to another person 
in the country of destination. 
No note other than those pro-

vided for above, or note of similar 
import, is permitted. 

3. Barring contrary instruc-
tions, undeliverable parcels are 
returned to origin, without pre-
vious notification, 30 days after 
their arrival at the office of des-
tination. Parcels which the ad-
dressee refuses to accept shall be 
returned immediately. In all 
cases, the reason for non-delivery 
must be indicated clearly on the 
parcel. 

4. Parcels liable to deteriora-
tion or corruption, and these only, 
may be sold immediately, even en 
route, on the outward or return 
voyage, without previous notice 
and without judicial formality for 
the profit of the rightful party. 

If, for any reason, sale is impos-
sible, the deteriorated or cor-
rupted articles are destroyed. The 
sale or destruction gives rise to 
the making of a report which is 
sent to the Administration of 
origin. 

5. Undeliverable parcels aban-
doned by the sender, are not re-
turned to origin by the Adminis-
tration of destination, which treats 
them according to its legislation. 
In case of insured parcels which 

are abandoned by the sender and 
which are undeliverable, a report 
will be prepared of the disposal of 
the parcel and the Administration 
of origin will be informed thereof. 
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6. Les dispositions de 1'Article
XXV, paragraphe 2, s'applique-
ront A un colis qui est retourne
par suite de non-remise.

ARTICLE XXV.

Bonifications.

1. Pour chaque colis (ordinaire
ou assure) echange entre les deux
pays contractants, l'Administra-
tion exp6ditrice bonifie A l'Admi-
nistration destinataire les quotes-
parts revenant a cette deierne,
et indiquees dans le Reglement
d'Ex6cution.

2. En cas de r6exp6dition ou de
renvoi d'un colis a l'origine, si un
nouvel affranchissement et un nou-
veau droit d'assurance (en cas de
colis assure) sont percus par le
bureau r6exp6diteur, le colis est
traite comme s'il 6tait originaire
de ce pays. Dans le cas contraire,
1'Administration r6expeditrice re-
prend sur 1'autre Administration
I'ensemble des frais qui lui sont
dus, c'est-a-dire, suivant le cas:

a) les droits prescrits dans le
paragraphe 1 ci-dessus;

b) les droits de dedouanement,
de remise et de magasinage pr6vus
aux articles XIV, XV et XVI;

c) les droits de r6exp6dition ou
de renvoi.

En cas de reexp6dition ou de
renvoi sur un tiers pays, les droits
accumul6s, c'est-a-dire, ceux des
droits mentionnes ci-dessus en a),
b) et c) qui sont applicables, sui-
vent a charge du colis; mais dans
le cas oI le tiers pays int6ress6
n'accepte pas l'imputation des
droits parce qu'ils ne peuvent
etre percus du destinataire ou de
l'expediteur, Ie cas ech6ant, ou
pour une raison quelconque, ces
droits sont repris sur le pays
d'origine.

En cas d'un colis renvoye ou
reexp6di6 en transit A travers 1'une
des Administrations vers l'autre,
l'Administration intermediaire
pourra exger aussi la somme qui
lui est due pour tout autre service
territorial ou maritime effectue,
ainsi que tous montants dus A une
ou plusieurs autres Administra-

6. The provisions of Article
XXV, Section 2, shall be applied
to a parcel which is returned in
consequence of non-delivery.

ARTICLE XXV.

Charges.

1. For each parcel (ordinary or Credits
insured) exchanged between the
two contracting countries, the dis-
patching Administration credits
to the Administration of destina-
tion the quotas due to the latter
and indicated in the Regulations Pot, p.
of Execution.

2. In case of reforwarding or re- Reforwa

turn to origin of a parcel, if new turn to or
postage and new insurance fees (in
the case of insured parcels) are
collected by the redispatching of-
fice, the parcel is treated as if it
had originated in that country.
Otherwise, the redispatching office
recovers from the other office, the
whole of the charges due to it,
namely, as the case may be:

(a) the charges prescribed by
Section 1 above;

(b) the customs clearance, deliv-
ery, and storage charges provided
for in Articles XIV, XV, and XVI;

(c) the charges for reforwarding
or return.

In case ofreforwardingorreturn to etf ird'
to a third country, the accrued
charges, that is, such of the charges
mentioned in (a), (b), and (c)
above as are applicable, shall fol-
low the parcel, but in the case
that the third country concerned
refuses to assume the charges
because they cannot be collected
from the addressee or the sender,
as the case may be, or for any
other reason, they shall be charged
back to the country of origin.

In the case of a parcel returned Rtuin
or reforwarded in transit through
one of the two Administrations to
or from the other, the intermediary
Administration may claim also
the sum due to it for any addi-
tional territorial or sea service
provided, together with any
amounts due to any other Ad-

2124.

arding or re-
igin.

rding, etc.,
country.

I or refor-
transit.
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6. Les dispositions de PArticle 
XXV, paragraphe 2, s'applique-
ront a un cons qui est retourne 
par suite de non-remise. 

6. The provisions of Article 
XXV, Section 2, shall be applied 
to a parcel which is returned in 
consequence of non-delivery. 

ARTICLE XXV. ARTICLE XXV. 

Bonifisations. 

1. Pour chaque colis (ordinaire 
ou assure) echange entre les deux 
pays contractants, l'Administra-
tion expeditrice bonifie a l'Admi-
nistration destinataire les quotes-
parts revenant a cette derniere, 
et indiquees darts le Reglement 
d'Execution. 

2. En cas de reexpedition ou de 
renvoi d'un coils a l'origine, si un 
nouvel affranchissement et un nou-
veau droit d'assurance (en cas de 
colis assure) sont pergus par le 
bureau reex-pediteur, le coils est 
traite comme s'il etait originaire 
de ce pays. Dans le cas contraire, 
l'Administration reexpeditrice re-
prend sur l'autre Administration 
Pensemble des frais qui lui sont 
dus, c'est-à-dire, suivant le cas: 

a) les droits presents darts le 
paragraphe 1 ci-dessus; 

b) les droits de dedouanement, 
de remise et de magasinage prevus 
aux articles XIV, XV et XVI; 

c) les droits de reexpedition ou 
de renvoi. 
En cas de reexpedition ou de 

renvoi sur un tiers pays, les droits 
accumules, c'est-à-dire, ceux des 
droits mentionnes ci-dessus en a), 
b) et c) qui sont applicables, sui-
vent a charge du colds; mais dans 
le cas ob le tiers pays interesse 
n'accepte pas l'imputation des 
droits parce qu'ils ne peuvent 
etre pergus du destinataire ou de 
l'expediteur, le cas echeant, ou 
pour une raison quelconque, ces 
droits. sont repris stir le pays 
d'origme. 
En cas d'un coils renvoye ou 

reexpedie en transit a travers l'une 
des Administrations vers l'autre, 
l'Administration intermediaire 
pourra exiger anssi in somme qui 
lui est due pour toutautre service 
territorial ou maritime effectue, 
ainsi que tous montants dus a une 
ou plusieurs autres Administra-

Charges. 

1. For each parcel (ordinary or 
insured) exchanged between the 
two contracting countries, the dis-
patching Administration credits 
to the Administration of destina-
tion the quotas due to the latter 
and indicated in the Regulations Post, p. 2124. 
of Execution. 

2. In case of reforwarding or re-
turn to origin of a parcel, if new 
postage and new insurance fees (in 
the case of insured parcels) are 
collected by the redispatching of-
fice, the parcel is treated as if it 
had originated in that country. 
Otherwise, the redispatching office 
recovers from the other office, the 
whole of the charges due to it, 
namely, as the case may be: 

(a) the charges prescribed by 
Section 1 above; 

(b) the customs clearance, deliv-
ery, and storage charges provided 
for in Articles XIV, XV, and XVI; 

(c) the charges for reforwarding 
or return. 

In case of reforwarding or return 
to a third country, the accrued 
charges, that is, such of the charges 
mentioned in (a), (b), and (c) 
above as are applicable, shall fol-
low the parcel, but in the case 
that the third country concerned 
refuses to assume the charges 
because they cannot be collected 
from the addressee or the sender, 
as the case may be, or for any 
other reason, they shall be charged 
back to the country of origin. 

In the case of a parcel returned 
or reforwarded in transit through 
one of the two Administrations to 
or from the other, the intermediary 
Administration may claim also 
the su.m due to it for any addi-
tional territorial or sea service 
provided, together with any 
amounts due to any other Ad-

Credits. 

Reforwarding or re-
turn to origin. 

Retorwarding, etc., 
to a third country. 

Returned or refer-
warded in transit. 
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tions quelconques qui sont int6- ministration or Administrations
ress6es. concerned.

Postal charges.

Affranchissement. Taxes.

1. Les colis grev6s de rem-
boursement sont soumis aux taxes,
conditions de d6p6t et autres
formalites applicables aux colis as-
sures qui ne sont pas expedies
contre remboursement. L'Admi-

ARTICLE XXVI.

Interdiction de percevoir des taxes
postales autres que celles qui sont
prescrites.

Les colis auxquels s'applique le
present Arrangement ne seront
soumis a aucune taxe postale
autre que celles qui sont pr6vues
dans les differents articles dudit
Arrangement.

ARTICLE XXVII.

Colis avion.

Les Chefs des Administrations
postales des deux pays contrac-
tants ont le droit de fixer, de com-
mun accord, la surtaxe a6rienne
et les autres conditions, au cas oh
les colis sont transport6s par voie
aerienne.

SERVICE DES COLIS CON-
TRE REMBOURSEMENT.

ARTICLE XXVIII.

Sujet.

1. Les colis expedies contre rem-
boursement sont acceptes dans
tous les bureaux ouverts au service
des colis postaux aux Etats-Unis
d'Amerique ou en Belgique.

2. Les colis exp6dies contre rem-
boursement ne sont accept6s que
lorsqu'ils sont assures.

3. Les dispositions des articles
XXVIII-XXXIX de cet Arrange-
ment ne s'appliquent pas aux colis
en transit greves de rembourse-
ment.

ARTICLE XXIX.

ARTICLE XXVI.

Postal charges other than those pre-
scribed not to be collected.

The parcels to which this Agree-
ment applies shall not be subject
to any postal charges other than
those contemplated by the differ-
ent articles hereof.

ARTICLE XXVII.

Air parcels.

The Chiefs of the Postal Ad-
ministrations of the two contract-
ing countries have the right to
fx by mutual consent the air
surtax and other conditions in the
case where the parcels are con-
veyed by the air routes.

COLLECT-ON-DELIVERY
SERVICE.

ARTICLE XXVIII.

Subject.

1. Collect-on-delivery parcels
shall be accepted in all the offices
open for parcel post service in the
United States of America or in
Belgium.

2. Collect-on-delivery parcels
shall be accepted only when in-
sured.

3. The provisions of the Articles
XXVIII-XXXIX of this Agree-
ment do not cover transit collect-
on-delivery parcels.

ARTICLE XXIX.

Postage and fees.

1. Parcels bearing charges for
collection on delivery shall be
subject to the fees, conditions of
mailing, and other formalities ap-
plicable to insured parcels without
trade charges. The Administra-

Air surtax, etec

Acceptance of par-
eels.

Postage and fees.
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Postal charges. 

Air surtax, etei 

Acceptance of par-
ecls. 

Postage and fees. 

tions quelconques qui sont int& 
ressees. 

ARTICLE XXVI. 

Interdiction de percevoir des taxes 
postales autres que celles qui sont 
prescrites. 

Les coils auxquels s'applique le 
present Arrangement ne seront 
soumis a aucime taxa postale 
autre que celles qui sont prevues 
dans les differents articles dudit 
Arrangement. 

ARTICLE XXVII. 

Colic anion. 

Les Chefs des Administrations 
postales des deux pays contrac-
tants ont le droit de fixer, de corn-
mun accord, la surtax° aerienne 
et les autres conditions, an cas oh 
les colis sont transport& par vole 
aerienne. 

ministration or Administrations 
concerned. 

ARTICLE X_XVI. 

Postal charges other than those pre-
scribed not to be collected. 

The parcels to which this Agree-
ment applies shall not be subject 
to any postal charges other than 
those contemplated by the differ-
ent articles hereof. 

ARTICLE XXVII. 

Air parcels. 

The Chiefs of the Postal Ad-
ministrations of the two contract-
ing countries have the right to 
fix by mutual consent the air 
surtax and other conditions in the 
case where the parcels are con-
veyed by the air routes. 

SERVICE DES COLTS CON- COLLECT-ON-DELIVERY 
TRE REMBOURSEMENT. SERVICE. 

ARTICLE XXVIII. 

Sujet. 

1. Les colis expedies contra rem-
boursement sont accept& dans 
tons les bureaux ouverts au service 
des colis postaux aux Etats-Unis 
d'Amerique on en Belgique. 

2. Les colis expedies contre rem-
boursement ne sont accept& que 
lorsqu'ils sont assures. 

3. Les dispositions des articles 
XXVIII—XXXIX de cat Arrange-
ment ne s'appliquent pas aux colis 
en transit grey& de rembourse-
ment. 

ARTICLE XXIX. 

Affranchissement. Taxes. 

1. Les colis grey& de rem-
boursement sont sounais aux taxes, 
conditions de depot at autres 
formalites applicables aux colis as-
sures qui ne sont pas expedies 
contra remboursement. L'Admi-

ARTICLE XXVIII. 

Subject. 

1. Collect-on-delivery parcels 
shall be accepted in all the offices 
open for parcel post service in the 
United States of America or in 
Belgium. 

2. Collect-on-delivery parcels 
shall be accepted only when in-
sured. 

3. The provisions of the Articles 
XXVIII—XXXIX of this Agree-
ment do not cover transit collect-
on-delivery- parcels. 

ARTICLE XXIX. 

Postage and fees. 

1. Parcels bearing charges for 
collection on delivery shall be 
subject to the fees, conditions of 
mailing, and other formalities ap-
plicable to insured parcels without 
trade charges. The Adrninistra-
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nistration d'origine a le droit de
percevoir de l'expediteur de cha-
que colis de l'espece,une taxe de
remboursement fix6e par son regle-
ment, en plus de la taxe postale et
des autres taxes.

2. Les taxes d'affranchissement
appartiennent au pays qui les
per9oit. Aucun compte special
n'est tenu de ces taxes entre les
deux Administrations, sauf ceux
prescrits dans l'article XXV.

ARTICLE XXX.

Montant du remboursement.

1. Le montant du rembourse-
ment sera de 300 francs-or ou son
equivalent dans la monnaie du
pays d'origine. Ce montant peut
etre r6duit ou majore a n'importe
quel moment, apres un commun
accord, par correspondance, entre
les deux Administrations. Le mon-
tant du remboursement doit 8tre
invariablement exprime dans la
monnaie du pays d'origine.

2. Lorsque l'exp6diteur de-
mande le d6grevement total ou
partiel du montant du rem-
boursement, sauf arrangement
contraire par correspondance, la
demande doit etre trait6e entre
les bureaux d'6change qui sont
intervenus dans l'acheminement
du colis.

ARTICLE XXXI.

Decompte.

1. Le montant entier du rem-
boursement, sans aucune deduc-
tion pour la taxe de mandat-poste
ou pour les droits d'encaissement,
doit Wtre transmis a l'exp6diteur
au moyen d'un mandat-poste
international. Le bureau qui
delivre le colis grev6 de rembourse-
ment encaisse du destinataire le
montant entier du rembourse-
ment, et, en outre, les taxes de
mandat-poste qui sent exigees
pour verser le montant du rem-
boursement A l'expediteur dans le
pays d'origine.

tion of origin is entitled to collect
from the sender of each parcel
of this kind such collect-on-de-
livery fee, in addition to the re-
quired postage and other fees, as
may be prescribed by its regula-
tions.

2. The postage fees shall be-
long entirely to the country col-
lecting them. No special account
of these fees is to be made be-
tween the two Administrations
except as stated in Article XXV.

ARTICLE XXX.

Amount of C. O. D.

1. The maximum amount to be
collected on delivery shall be 300
gold francs or its equivalent in cur-
rency of the country of origin.
This amount may be increased or
decreased at any time by mutual
agreement through correspond-
ence between the two Administra-
tions. The amount to be col-
lected on delivery shall invariably
be expressed in currency of the
country of origin.

2. When the sender makes a
request for any reduction or can-
celation of the amount to be
collected on delivery, the request
shall be handled between the
exchange offices which have han-
dled the parcel, unless otherwise
agreed to through correspondence.

Accounting.

Maximum amount
to be collected.

Handling of re-
quests.

ARTICLE XXXI.

Settlement.

1. The entire amount of the
collect-on-delivery charges with-
out any deduction for money
order fee or collection charges is
to be remitted to the sender by
means of an international money
order. The office delivering the
C. O. D. parcel will collect from
the addressee the full amount of
the C. 0. D. charges and in addi-
tion thereto such money order fees
as are required to remit the amount
of the C. O. D. charges to the
sender in the country of origin.

Remissionof amount
to sender.
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nistration d'origine a le droit de 
percevoir de Pexpediteur de cha-
que coils de Pespece, une taxe de 
remboursement fixee par son regle-
ment, en plus de la taxe postale et 
des autres taxes. 

2. Les taxes d'affranchissement 
appartiennent an pays qui les 
pergoit. Aucun compte special 
n'est tenu de ces taxes entre les 
deux Administrations, sauf ceux 
presents dans Particle XXV. 

ARTICLE XXX. 

Montant du remboursement. 

1. Le montant du rembourse-
ment sera de 300 francs-or ou son 
equivalent dans la monnaie du 
pays d'origine. Co montant pout 
etre reduit ou majore a n'importe 
quel moment, apres un commun 
accord, par correspondance, entre 
les deux Administrations. Le mon-
taut du remboursement doit etre 
invariablement exprime dans la 
monnaie du pays d'origine. 

2. Lorsque l'expediteur de-
mande le degrevement total on 
partiel du montant du rem-
boursement, sauf arrangement 
contraire par correspondance, la 
demand° doit etre trait& entre 
les bureaux d'echange qui sont 
intervenus dans Pachemmement 
du coils. 

ARTICLE MI. 

Decompte. 

1. Le montant entier du rem-
boursement, sans aucune deduc-
tion pour la taxe de mandat-poste 
ou pour les droits d'encaissement, 
doit etre transmis a Pexpediteur 
au moTen d'un mandat-poste 
international. Le bureau qui 
&Eyre le colis greve de rembourse-
ment encaisse du destinataire le 
montant ender du rembourse-
ment, et, en outre, les taxes de 
mandat-poste qui sont exigees 
pour verser le montant du rem-
boursement a Pexpediteur dans le 
pays d'origine. 

tion of origin is entitled to collect 
from the sender of each parcel 
of this kind such collect-on-de-
livery fee, in addition to the re,-
quired postage and other fees, as 
may be prescribed by its regula-
tions. 

2. The postage fees shall be-
long entirely to the country col-
lecting them. No special account 
of these fees is to be made be-
tween the two Administrations 
except as stated in .Article XXV. 

ARTICLE XXX. 

Amount of a 0. D. 

1. The maximum amount to be 
collected on delivery- shall be 300 
gold francs or its equivalent in cur-
rency of the country of origin. 
This amount may be increased or 
decreased at any time by mutual 
agreement through correspond-
ence between the two Administra-
tions. The amount to be col-
lected on delivery shall invariably 
be expressed in currency of the 
country of origin. 

2. When the sender makes a 
request for any reduction or can-
celation of the amount to be 
collected on delivery, the request 
shall be handled between the 
exchange offices which have han-
dled the parcel, unless otherwise 
agreed to through correspondence. 

ARTICLE XXXI. 

Settlement. 

1. The entire amount of the 
collect-on-delivery charges with-
out any deduction for money 
order fee or collection charges is 
to be remitted to the sender by 
means of an international money 
order. The office delivering the 
C. 0. D. parcel will collect from 
the addressee the full amount of 
the C. 0. D. charges and in addi-
tion thereto such money order fees 
as are required to remit the amount 
of the C. 0. D. charges to the 
sender in the country of origin. 

Accounting. 

Maximum amount 
to be collected. 

Handling of re. 
quests. 

Remission of amount 
to sender. 
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Collection charge.

Examination of con-
tents of C. O. D. parcel
restriction.

2. Le pays qui effectue la livrai-
son d'un colis grev6 de rembourse-
ment peut a son choix percevoir
ou non du destinataire un droit
d'encaissement peu 6leve, n'exce-
dant pas 5 cents (25 centimes),
mais ce droit ne doit pas etre
deduit du montant du rembourse-
ment qui doit etre pay6 a l'expe-
diteur.

3. L'examen par le destinataire
du contenu d'un colis grev6 de
remboursement est interdit avant
que les droits de remboursement
et tous les autres droits qui
pourraient etre dus soient en-
caiss6s, et ce malgre la demande
que l'exp6diteur ou le destina-
taire pourrait faire.

ARTICLE XXXII.

Mandats de remboursement.

1. Tout avis de mandat-poste
emis dans l'un ou l'autre pays
pour le paiement du rembourse-
ment grevant un colis, doit indi-
quer, d'une maniere apparente,
le numero de remboursement (le
num6ro d'assurance) du colis et
doit porter les lettres "C. O. D."
ou le mot "Remboursement" dans
un endroit bien visible.

2. Les listes d'avis de mandats-
poste de remboursement indique-
ront, en plus des details d'usage, le
numero de remboursement (le nu-
mero d'assurance) des colis. Aucun
mandat de remboursement ne fi-
gurera dans la liste A moins que le
nom et l'adresse exacte de l'expe-
diteur et du b6enficiaire ne soient
inclus.

ARTICLE XXXIII.

Echange et inscription des colis sur Exchange and billing of C. 0. D.
lesfeuilles de route. parcels.

1. Les colis greves de rembourse-
ment seront 6chang6s par les bu-
reaux designes pour l'echange des
colis assures qui ne sont pas contre
remboursement. Les echanges se-
ront effectues dans les d6peches
directes, dans des sacs ne contenant
rien que les colis greves de rem-
boursement, les lettres "C. O. D."
ou le mot "Remboursement" 6tant

1. Parcels with C. O. D. charges
shall be exchanged through the
offices appointed for the exchange
of insured parcels without C. 0. D.
charges. The exchanges shall be
effected in direct dispatches in
sacks containing nothing but
C.O. D.parcels, the letters"C.O.D."
or the word "Remboursement"
being entered conspicuously in the

2. The country effecting de-
livery of a C. 0. D. parcel may
at its option collect a reasonable
amount, not in excess of 5 cents
(25 centimes), from the addressee
as a collection charge, but this
amount is not to be deducted
from the collection charges which
are remitted to the sender.

3. Examination of the contents
of a C. 0. D. parcel by the
addressee is prohibited until the
C. O. D. charges and any other
charges that may be due thereon
have been collected even though
the sender or addressee may make
request that such action be per-
mitted.

ARTICLE XXXII.

C. O. D. Money orders.

1. Every advice of a money
order, issued in either country
in payment of C. O. D. charges
on a parcel, must show plainly
the C. O. D. (insured) number of
the parcel and bear the letters
"C. 0. D." or the word "Rem-
boursement" in a conspicuous
position.

2. The C. O. D. money order
advice lists shall show, in addition
to the usual details, the C. 0. D.
(insured) number of the parcels.
No C. O. D. money order shall be
listed unless the remitter's name
and payee's name and exact ad-
dress are included.

ARTICLE XXXIII.

Advice lists.

Exchange and bill-
ing.
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Collection charge. 

Examination of con-
tents of C. 0.D. parcel 
restriction. 

Advice lists. 

Exchange 
log. 

2. Le pays qui effectue la fivrai-
son d'un colis grove de rembourse-
ment peut a, son choix percevoir 
ou non du destinataire un droit 
d'encaissement peu &eve, n'exce-
dant pas 5 cents (25 centimes), 
mais ce droit no doit pas etre 
deduit du montant du rembourse-
ment qui doit etre pay6 a. l'expe-
diteur. 

3. L'examen par le destinataire 
du contenu d'un colis greve de 
remboursement est interdit avant 
quo les droits de remboursement 
et thus les autres droits qui 
pourraient etre duo soient en-
caisses, at ce malgre la demande 
quo l'expediteur ou le destina-
taire pourrait faire. 

ARTICLE XXXII. 

Mandate de remboursement. 

1. Tout avis de mandat-poste 
emis dans Pun ou Pautre pays 
pour le paiement du rembourse-
ment grevant un colis, doit indi-
quer, d'une maniere apparente, 
le numero de remboursement (le 
numero &assurance) du colis et 
doit porter les lettres "C. 0. D." 
ou le mot "Remboursement" dans 
un endroit bien visible. 

2. Les Estes d'avis de mandats-
poste de remboursement indique-
rent, en plus des details d'usage, le 
numero de remboursement (le nu-
mero d'assurance) des colis. Aucun 
mandat de remboursement no fi-
gurera dims la liste a, moms quo le 
nom et l'adresse exacte de Pexpe-
diteur et du beneficiaire ne soient 
inclus. 

ARTICLE = XIII. 

Echange et inscription des colis cur 
les feuilles de route. 

and bill- 1. Les cells greves de rembourse-
merit seront &hang& par les bu-
reaux design& pour Pechange des 
colis assures qui no sont pas contre 
remboursement. Les echanges se-
ront effectues dans les depeches 
directes, dans des sacs ne contenant 
rien quo lea cons graves de rem-
boursement, lea lettres "C. 0. D." 
ou le mot "Remboursement" &ant 

2. The country effecting de-
livery of a C. 0. D. parcel may 
at its option collect a reasonable 
amount, not in excess of 5 cents 
(25 centimes), from the addressee 
as a collection charge, but this 
amount is not to be deducted 
from the collection charges which 
are remitted to the sender. 

3. Examination of the contents 
of a C. 0. D. parcel by the 
addressee is prohibited until the 
C. 0. D. charges and any other 
charges that may be due thereon 
have been collected even though 
the sender or addressee may make 
request that such action be per-
mitted. 

ARTICLE XXXII. 

C. 0. D. Money orders. 

1. Every advice of a money 
order, issued in either country 
in payment of C. 0. D. charges 
on a parcel, must show plainly 
the C. 0. D. (insured) number of 
the parcel and bear the letters 
"C. 0. D." or the word "Rem-
boursement" in a conspicuous 
position. 

2. The C. 0. D. money order 
advice lists shall show, in addition 
to the usual details, the C. 0. D. 
(insured) number of the parcels. 
No C. 0. D. money order shall be 
listed unless the remitter's name 
and payee's name and exact ad-
dress are included. 

ARTICLE XXXII'. 

Exchange and billing of C. 0. D. 
parcels. 

1. Parcels with C. 0. D. charges 
shall be exchanged through the 
offices appointed for the exchange 
of insured parcels without C. 0. D. 
charges. The exchanges shall be 
effected in direct dispatches in 
sacks containing nothing but 
C.O. D. parcels, the I e tters"C. O. D." 
or the word "Remboursement" 
being entered conspicuously in the 
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inscrits d'une maniere apparente
sur les documents y afferents aussi
bien que sur les etiquettes des sacs.
Ces colis seront inscrits sur des
fetilles de route differentes pour
indiquer le num6ro de rembourse-
ment, le bureau et le pays d'origine
et le montant du remboursement de
chaque colis.

2. A la reception d'une depeche
de colis contre remboursement, par
le bureau d'echange du pays desti-
nataire, la d6epche doit etre v6rifiee
avec soin et traitee suivant l'article
8 du Reglement d'Execution.

ARTICLE XXXIV.

documents covering them, as well
as on the labels of the sacks.
Such parcels will be listed in sep-
arate bills to show, in respect to
each parcel, the C. O. D. number,
post office and state of origin, and
the C. O. D. amount.

2. Upon receipt of a dispatch of
C. O. D. parcels, at the exchange
office of the country of destina-
tion, the dispatch must be care-
fully checked and otherwise treated
as provided in Article 8 of the
Regulations of Execution.

ARTICLE XXXIV.

Listesdesmandatsde remboursement. Lists of C. O. D. money orders.

Les bureaux de poste de New
York et de Bruxelles I seront les
seuls bureaux qui expedieront les
listes de mandats de rembourse-
ment, et ces mandats seront in-
scrits sur la liste a part des mandats-
poste ordinaires, qui devra porter
l'annotation "Collect-on-delivery"
ou "Remboursement".

ARTICLE XXXV.

Mandats de remboursements non-
payables.

1. Les mandats de rembourse-
ment qui ne seront pas payes au
beneficiaire, pour une cause quel-
conque, seront soumis au reglement
de l'Administration du pays d'ori-
gine des colis auxquels les mandats
appartiennent.

2. Lorsqu'il apparatt quo le
service des colis expedies contre
remboursement a ete utilis6 pour
favoriser une fraude, le paiement
des mandats en question sera sus-
pendu, s'il est possible, et les man-
dats seront traites suivant les dis-
positions de chaque cas et ce, en
vertu des regles et ordonnances du
pays d'origine des colis en ques-
tion.

3. Quant aux autres formalit6s,
les mandats de remboursement
seront soumis aux reglements r6gis-
sant l'echange des mandats-poste
entre les deux pays int6resses.

The post offices of New York
and of Brussels I shall be the only
ones to send lists of C. O. D.
money orders, and such money
orders shall be listed separately
from the ordinary money orders
and the list shall be marked "Col-
lect-on-delivery" or "Rembourse-
ment".

ARTICLE XXXV.

Unpayable money orders.

1. The C. O. D. money orders
which have not been paid to the
payee for any reason shall be sub-
ject to the disposition of the Ad-
ministration of the country of
origin of the parcels to which they
relate.

2. When it appears that the
C. O. D. service was used in further-
ance of a scheme to defraud, pay-
ment of the money orders in ques-
tion will be withheld, if practica-
ble, and the orders disposed of in
accordance with the equities of
each case under the rules and
regulations of the country of origin
of the C. O. D. parcels involved.

3. As for other formalities,
C. O. D. money orders shall be sub-
ject to the provisions governing
the money order exchange between
the two countries.

Check by exchange
office of country of
destination.

Post offices desig-
nated.

Disposition of un-
paid money orders.

Use of service to de-
fraud.

Provisions govern-
ing other formalities.
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inscrits d'une maniere apparente 
sur les documents y afferents aussi 
bien quo sur les etiquettes des sacs. 
Ces coils seront inscrits sur des 
feailles de route differentes pour 
indiquer le numero de rembourse-
ment, le bureau et le pays d'origine 
et le montant du remboursement de 
chaque coils. 

2. A la reception d'une depeche 
de coils contre remboursement, par 
le bureau d'echange du pays desti-
nataire, la &Oche doit etre verifiee 
avec soin et trait& suivant Particle 
8 du Reglement d'Execution. 

ARTICLE XXXIV. 

Listes des mandate de remboursement. 

Les bureaux de poste de New 
York et de Bruxelles I seront les 
seuls bureaux qui expedieront les 
Hetes de mandats de rembourse-
ment, et ces mandats seront in-
scrits sur la liste part des mandate-
poste ordinaires, qui devra porter 
l'annotation "Collect-on-delivery" 
ou "Remboursement". 

ARTICLE XXXV. 

Mandate de remboursements non-
payables. 

1. Les mandate de rembourse-
ment qui no seront pas payee au 
beneficiaire, pour une cause quel-
conque, seront sournis au reglement 
de l'Administration du pays d'ori-
gine des coils auxquels les mandate 
appartiennent. 

2. Lorsqu'il apparaft quo le 
service des colis expedies contre 
remboursement a ete utilise pour 
favoriser une fraude, le paiement 
des mandate en question sera sus-
pendu, s'il est possible, et les man-
date seront trait& suivant les dis-
positions de chaque cas et ce, en 
vertu des re.gles et ordonnances du 
pays d'origuie des coils en ques-
tion. 

3. Quant aux autres formalites, 
les mandate de remboursement 
seront sournis aux reglements regis-
sant Pechange des mandats-poste 
entre les deux pays interesses. 

documents covering them, as well 
as on the labels of the sacks. 
Such parcels will be listed in sep-
arate bills to show, in respect to 
each parcel, the C. 0. D. number, 
post office and state of origin, and 
the C. 0. D. amount. 

2. Upon receipt of a dispatch of 
C. 0. D. parcels, at the exchange 
office of the country of destina-
tion, the dispatch must be care-
fully checked and otherwise treated 
as provided in Article 8 of the 
Regulations of Execution. 

ARTICLE XXXIV. 

Lists of C. 0. D. money orders. 

The post offices of New York 
and of Brussels I shall be the only 
ones to send lists of C. 0. D. 
money orders, and such money 
orders shall be listed separately 
from the ordinary money orders 
and the list shall be marked "Col-
lect-on-delivery" or "Rembourse-
ment". 

ARTICLE XXXV. 

Unpayable money orders. 

1. The C. 0. D. money orders 
which have not been paid to the 
payee for any reason shall be sub-
ject to the disposition of the Ad-
ministration of the country of 
origin of the parcels to which they 
relate. 

2. When it appears that the 
C. O. D. service was used in further-
ance of a scheme to defraud, pay-
ment of the money orders in ques-
tion will be withheld, if practica-
ble, and the orders disposed of in 
accordance with the equities of 
each case under the rules and 
regulations of the country of origin 
of the C. 0. D. parcels involved. 

3. As for other formalities, 
C. 0. D. money orders shall be sub-
ject to the provisions governing 
the money order exchange between 
the two countries. 

Check by exchange 
office of country of 
destination. 

Post offices desig-
nated. 

Disposition of un-
paid money orders. 

Use of service to de-
fraud. 

Provisions govern-
ing other formalities. 
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ARTICLE XXXVI.

ResponsabilitM des colis contre rem-
boursement.

Responsibilit. 1. Dans le cas oi un colis assure
expedie contre remboursement a
ete perdu, spolie ou avarie, la res-
ponsabilite des Administrations
sera celle prevue pour un colis as-
sure, qui n'est pas contre rem-
boursement, conform6ment A l'ar-
ticle VII.

wihout colection 2. Lorsqu'un colis contre rem-
charges. boursement a te livre au destina-

taire, sans encaissement du mon-
tant du remboursement, 1'exp6di-
teur ou tout autre reclamant quali-
fie, a droit A une indemnit6 corres-
pondant au montant du rem-
boursementnon-remis, pourvu qu'il
ait formule sa reclamation en
temps voulu et A moins que la
livraison sans encaissement des
droits ne soit due A une faute ou A
une negligence de l'expediteur ou
que le contenu du colis ne tombe
sous le coup des interdictions pre-
vues dans la transmission des
depeches de colis postaux.

aConlction of lower Ce rglement s'applique 4gale-amount than full
charge. ment si le montant encaisse du

destinataire est inferieur au mon-
tant entier du remboursement.

Indemnity; limita- L'indemnite prevue dans le
paragraphe ci-dessus ne pourra
depasser, en auoun cas le mon-
tant du remboursement.

bFling of responsi- 3. Quant A la determination de
la responsabilite et au paiement
de 1'indemnite, les reglements rela-
tifs aux colis assures qui ne sont
pas expedies contre rembourse-
ment seront applicables.

Recovery of parcel 4. Lorsqu'un colis expedie con-for which indemnity
has been pald. tre remboursement, pour lequel

l'indemnite a 6te payee, est re-
trouve, le bureau de livraison
remettra le colis et encaissera le
montant du remboursement. I1
retiendra ledit montant et de-

Refusal to pace mandera des instructions a l'Ad-
ministration dont il releve. Ne-
anmoins, si le destinataire refuse
d'accepter un colis retrouve et de
payer les droits, le bureau de
livraison le retiendra et deman-

ARTICLE XXXVI.

Responsibilityfor C. 0. D. parcels.

1. In case an insured C. O. D.
parcel has been lost, rifled, or dam-
aged the responsibility of the Ad-
ministrations will be that provided
for an insured parcel without
C. O. D. charges, in conformity
with the provisions in Article VII.

2. When a C. O. D. parcel has
been delivered to the addressee
without collection of the amount
of the C. O. D. charges, the sender
or any other rightful claimant is
entitled to an indemnity corre-
sponding to the C. O. D. amount
not remitted, provided that he has
made his claim in due time and
unless the delivery without col-
lecting the charges has arisen from
the fault or negligence of the sender
or from the transmission of the
contents in parcel-post mails being
prohibited.

This stipulation also applies in
the case that a lower amount than
the full C. O. D. charge is collected
from the addressee.

The indemnity provided for in
this section may not in any case
exceed the C. O. D. amount.

3. As to the fixing of the respon-
sibility and the payment of the
indemnity the same stipulations
shall be applied as are provided
for insured parcels not sent C. O. D.

4. When a C. O. D. parcel for
which indemnity has been paid is
recovered, the delivering office will
deliver the parcel and collect the
charges, hold such amount and
request instructions from the Ad-
ministration to which his office is
subordinate. If the addressee,
however, refuses to accept a re-
covered parcel and pay the charges,
the delivering office will hold it
and seek instructions as to its dis-
position. In the latter case the

21202120 

Responsibility. 

Delivery of parcel 
without collection of 
charges. 

Collection of lower 
amount than full 
charge. 

Indemnity; limita-
tion. 

Fixing of responsi-
bility. 

Recovery of parcel 
for which indemnity 
has been paid. 

Refusal to accept 
parceland pay charges. 
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ARTICLE XXXVI. ARTICLE XXXVI. 

Responsabilite des colis contre rem- Responsibility for C. 0. D. parcels. 
boursement. 

1. Dana le cas ofi un colis assure 
expedie contre remboursement a 
ete perdu, spolie ou avarie, la res-
ponsabilite des Administrations 
sera cello prevue pour un colis as-
sure, qui n't3st pas contre rem-
boursement, conformement a, Par-
ticle VII. 

2. Lorsqu'un cons contre rem-
boursement a 60 Eyre au destina-
taire, sans encaissement du mon-
taut du remboursement, l'expedi-
teur ou tout autre reclamant quali-
fie, a droit a une indemnite corres-
pondant au montant du rem-
boursement non-remis, pourvu 
ait formule sa reclamation en 
temps voulu et a moms quo la 
livraison sans encaissement des 
droits no soit due a une faute ou 
inie negligence de Pexpediteur ou 
quo le contenu du colis no tombe 
sous le coup des interdictions pre-
vues dans la transmission des 
depeches de colis postaux. 
Ce reglement s'applique egale-

ment si le montant encaisse du 
destinataire est inferieur au mon-
tant entier du remboursement. 

L'indemnite prevue dans le 
paragraphe ci-dessus no pourra 
depasser, en auoun cas le mon-
tant du remboursement. 

3. Quant a la determination de 
la responsabilite et an paiement 
de Pindemnite, les reglements rela-
tifs aux colis assures qui no sont 
pas expedies contre rembourse-
ment seront applicables. 

4. Lorsqu'un colis expedie con-
tre remboursement, pour lequel 
l'indemnite a eto payee, est re-
trouve, le bureau de livraison 
remettra le colis et encaissera le 
montant du remboursement. rt 
retiendra ledit montant et de-
mandera des instructions a l'Ad-
ministration dont il releve. Ne-
anmoins, si le destinataire refuse 
d'accepter un colis retrouve et de 
payer les droits, le bureau de 
livraison le retiendra et deman-

1. In case an insured C. 0. D. 
parcel has been lost, rifled, or dam-
aged the responsibility of the Ad-
ministrations will be that provided 
for an insured parcel without 
C. 0. D. charFes, in conformity 
with the provisions in Article VII. 

2. When a C. 0. D. parcel has 
been delivered to the addressee 
without collection of the amount 
of the C. 0. D. charges, the sender 
or any other rightful claimant is 
entitled to an indemnity corre-
sponding to the C. 0. D. amount 
not remitted, provided that he has 
made his claim in due time and 
unless the delivery without col-
lecting the charges has arisen from 
the fault or negligence of the sender 
or from the transmission of the 
contents in parcel-post mails being 
prohibited. 

This stipulation also applies in 
the case that a lower amount than 
the full C. 0. D. charge is collected 
from the addressee. 
The indemnity provided for in 

this section may not in any case 
exceed the C. 0. D. amount. 

3. As to the fixing of the respon-
sibility and the payment of the 
indemnity the same stipulations 
shall be applied as are provided 
for insured parcels not sent C. 0. D. 

4. When a C. 0. D. parcel for 
which indemnity has been paid is 
recovered, the delivering office vvill 
deliver the parcel and collect the 

charges, hold such amount and requestinstructions from the Ad-

ministration to which his office is 
subordinate. If the addressee, 
however, refuses to accept a re-
covered parcel and pay the charges, 
the delivering office will hold it 
and seek instructions as to its dis-
position. In the latter case the 
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dera des instructions quant a sa
disposition. Dans ce cas, 1'Ad-
ministration qui a paye l'indem-
nit6 d6cidera du sort a r6server au
colis en question.

ARTICLE XXXVII.

Marques d mettre sur les colis exp6-
dies contre remboursement.

Chaque colis contre rembourse-
ment et les bulletins d'exp6dition
y aff6rents doivent porter, du cote
de l'adresse, l'impression bien vi-
sible d'un timbre ou d'une eti-
quette portant les mots "Collect-
on-delivery" ou "C. 0. D." ou
"Remboursement". A c6t6 de ces
mots le numero du colis, qui sera
egalement le num6ro d'assurance,
doit etre indique. De mme, il y
a lieu d'inscrire a cet endroit, en
caracteres latins, en toutes lettres
et en chiffres arabes, le montant
exact du remboursement qui ne
comprendra pas les taxes de man-
dat-poste additionnelles pergues
dans le pays qui delivre le colis
pour l'envoi du mandat a l'expe-
diteur dans le pays d'origine.

ARTICLE XXXVIII.

Reexpedition. Retrait.

1. Sauf arrangement contraire,
les colis contre remboursement ne
seront pas reexp6di6s A un tiers
pays.

2. L'exp6diteur d'un colis con-
tre remboursement peut le faire
retirer en remplissant les for-
mules qui sont 6tabli6s A cet effet
par le pays d'origine.

ARTICLE XXXIX.

Non-livraison.

Si son colis expedi6 contre rem-
boursement ne peut pas 8tre
delivr6e l'adresse indiqu6e, l'ex-
p6diteur peut demander qu'il en
soit dispose comme d'un colis non
grev6 de frais de remboursement
et suivant l'article XXIV.

Administration which paid the
indemnity shall determine the dis-
position to be made of the parcel
involved.

ARTICLE XXXVII.

Marking of C. O. D. parcels.

Each C. 0. D. parcel and the
relative dispatch note must bear,
on the address side, the conspicu-
ous impression of a stamp or
label reading "Collect-on-deliv-
ery" or "C. O. D." or"Rembourse-
ment". Beside these words there
must appear the number given
the parcel which shall be the
insurance number. Moreover,
there must be entered in this space
in Roman letters written in full
and in Arabic figures, the exact
amount of the collect-on-delivery
charges which should not include
the additional money order fees
collected in the country making
delivery of the parcel for making
remittance to the sender in the
country of origin.

ARTICLE XXXVIII.

Redirection. Recall.

1. Unless mutually otherwise
agreed, C. O. D. parcels shall not
be reforwarded to a third country.

2. The sender of a C. O. D.
parcel may cause it to be recalled
upon complying with such require-
ments as may be established in
this connection by the country of
origin.

ARTICLE XXXIX.

Non-delivery.

In case his C. O. D. parcel is
undeliverable as addressed, the
sendermay provide for other dispo-
sition to be made of it, the same
as in the case of parcels without
trade charges and as stipulated in
Article XXIV.

Marking require-
ments.

Redirection.

Recall.

Disposition of un-
deliverable parcels.
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dera des instructions quant a sa 
disposition. Dans cc cas, l'Ad-
ministration qui a paye l'indem-
nite decidera du sort a reserver au 
colis en question. 

ARTICLE = XVII. 

.Marques a mettre sur les colis expe-
dies contre remboursement. 

Chaque colis contre rembourse-
ment et les bulletins d'expedition 
y afferents doivent porter, du cote 
de l'adresse, l'impression bien vi-
sible d'un timbre ou d'une eti-
quette portant les mots "Collect-
on-delivery" ou "C. 0. D." ou 
"Remboursement". A cote de ces 
mots le numero du colis, qui sera 
egalement le numero d'assurance, 
doit etre indique. De memo, II y 
a lieu d'inscrire a cet endroit, en 
caracteres latins, en toutes lettres 
et en chiffres arabes, le montant 
exact du remboursement qui no 
comprendra pas les taxes de man-
dat-poste additionnelles pergues 
dans le pays qui delivre le colis 
pour l'envoi du mandat a l'expe-
diteur dans le pays d'origine. 

ARTICLE XXXVIII. 

Reexpedition. Retrait. 

1. Sauf arrangement contraire, 
les colis contre remboursement no 
seront pas reexpedies a un tiers 
pays. 

2. L'expediteur d'un colis con-
tre remboursement pout le faire 
retirer en remplissant les for-
mules qui sont etablies a cet diet 
par le pays d'origine. 

ARTICLE XXXIX. 

Administration which paid the 
indemnity shall determine the dis-
position to be made of the parcel 
involved. 

ARTICLE XXXVII. 

Marking of C. 0. D. parcels. 

Each C. 0. D. parcel and the 
relative dispatch note must bear, 
on the address side, the conspicu-
ous impression of a stamp or 
label reading "Collect-on-deliv-
ery" or "C. 0. D." or"Rembourse-
ment". Beside these words there 
must appear the number given 
the parcel which shall be the 
insurance number. Moreover, 
there must be entered in this space 
in Roman letters written in full 
and in Arabic figures, the exact 
amount of the collect-on-delivery 
charges which should not include 
the additional money order fees 
collected in the country making 
delivery of the parcel for making 
remittance to the sender in the 
country of origin. 

ARTICLE XXXVIII. 

Redirection. Recall. 

1. Unless mutually otherwise 
agreed, C. 0. D. parcels shall not 
be reforwarded to a third country. 

2. The sender of a C. 0. D. 
parcel may cause it to be recalled 
upon complying with such require-
ments as may be established in 
this connection by the country of 
origin. 

ARTICLE = IX. 

Non-livraison. Non-delivery. 

Si son colis expedie contre rem-
boursement ne pent pas etre 
delivre a l'adresse indiquee, l'ex-
pediteur pent demander qu'il en 
soit dispose cornme d'un colis non 
greve de frais de remboursement 
et suivant l'article XXIV. 

Marking 
ments. 

require. 

Redirection. 

Recall. 

In case his C. 0. D. parcel is T.)isposition of un-
undeliverable as addressed, the deliverable parcels. 

sender may provide for other dispo-
sition to be made of it, the same 
as in the case of parcels without 
trade charges and as stipulated in 
Article XXIV 
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ARTICLE XL. ARTICLE XL.

Suspension temporaire de services. Temporary suspension of services.

Temporary suspen- Chacune des deux Administra-
sionofservices. tions peut suspendre temporaire-

ment le service des colis postaux,
en totalit6 ou en partie, lorsqu'il
existe des raisons sp6ciales pour
le faire, ou restreindre ce service
a certains bureaux, mais A la con-
dition que l'autre Administration
ait ete inform6e de cette mesure A
l'avance, au besoin par t6legraphe.

ARTICLE XLI.

Execution du service par la Societe
Nationale des Chemins de fer
belges.

L'Administration des Postes de
Belgique se reserve le droit de
faire executer les clauses du present
Arrangement par la Societe Natio-
nale des Chemins de fer beiges.

When there are special reasons
for doing so, either Administra-
tion may suspend temporarily the
parcel post service, in whole or in
part, or restrict it to certain offices,
but on condition that the other
Administration be informed of
this measure in advance, if neces-
sary by telegraph.

ARTICLE XLI.

Execution of the service by the
Societe Nationale des Chemins
defer belges.

The Administration of Posts of
Belgium reserves the right to
have the provisions of the present
Agreement executed by the Soci6t6
Nationale des Chemins de fer
belges.

ARTICLE XLII. ARTICLE XLII.

Questions non reglees par l'Ar- Matters not provided for in the
rangement. Present Agreement.

1. Toutes les questions concer-
nant les demandes de retrait ou de
changement d'adresse de colis,
l'obtention et le sort d'avis de
reception pour les colis assures et
le reglement des demandes d'in-
demnite, qui ne sont pas trait6es
dans le present Arrangement sont
soumises aux dispositions de la
Convention de l'Union postale
Universelle et de son Reglement
d'Ex6cution et de la Convention
relative aux mandats-poste en
vigueur entre les deux pays dans
la mesure ot celles-ci sont appli-
cables et non incompatibles avec
les dispositions precedentes. En-
fin, A defaut d'autres dispositions,
la legislation interieure des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique ou de la Belgi-
que, ou les decisions prises par
l'un ou l'autre des pays, sont
applicables dans le pays respectif.

2. Les details relatifs A l'ap-
plication du present Arrangement

1. All questions concerning re-
quests for recall or change of
address of parcels, the obtaining
and disposition of return receipts,
and the settlement of claims for
indemnity for insured parcels,
which are not provided for in this
Agreement, shall be subject to
the provisions of the Universal
Postal Union Convention and its
Regulations of Execution and of
the Agreement concerning Money
Orders in force between the two
countries, in so far as they are
applicable and are not contrary
to the foregoing provisions. If
the case is not provided for at all,
the domestic legislation of the
United States of America or of
Belgium, or the decisions made by
one country or the other, are
applicable in the respective coun-
try.

2. The details relative to the
application of the present Agree-

Reservation by Bel-
ginm.

Matters not herein
provided for.

Universal Postal
Convention, etc., to
govern.

49 Stat. 2741.

Details to be fixed
by common consent.
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ARTICLE XL. 

Suspension temporaire de services. 

Temporary su.spen- Chacune des deux Administra-
sion of services. tions peut suspendre temporaire-

ment le service des coils postaux, 
en totalite ou en partie, lorsqu'il 
existe des raisons speciales pour 
le faire, ou restreinth.e ce service 

certains bureaux, mais A, la con-
dition quo Pautre Administration 
alt ete inform& de cette mesure 
l'avance, au besoin par telegraphe. 

Reservation by Bel-
gium. 

Matters not herein 
provided for. 

Universal Postal 
Convention, etc., to 
govern. 
49 Stat. 2741. 

Details to be fixed 
by common consent. 

ARTICLE X_LI. 

Execution du service par la Societe 
Nationale des Chemins de fer 
belges. 

L'Administration des Postes de 
Belgique se reserve Ie droit de 
faire executer les clauses du present 
Arrangement par la Societe Natio-
nale des Chemins de fer belges. 

ARTICLE XLII. 

Questions non reglees par l'Ar-
rangement. 

1. Toutes les questions concer-
nant les demandes de retrait on de 
changement d'adresse de coils, 
l'obtention et le sort d'avis de 
reception pour les colis assures et 
le reglement des demandes d'in-
demnite, qui ne sont pas traitees 
dans le present Arrangement sont 
soumises aux dispositions de la 
Convention de l'Union postale 
Universelle et de son Reglement 
d'Execution et de la Convention 
relative aux mandats-poste en 
vigueur entre les deux pays dans 
la mesure oil celles-ci sont appli-
cables et non incompatibles avec 
les dispositions precedentes. En-
fin, a, Want d'autres dispositions, 
la legislation interieure des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique ou de in Belgi-
que, on les decisions prises par 
l'un ou Pautre des pays, sont 
applicables dans le pays respectif. 

2. Les details relatifs a Pap-
plication du present Arrangement 

ARTICLE XL. 

Temporary suspension of services. 

When there are special reasons 
for doing so, either Adxninistra-
tion may suspend temporarily the 
parcel post service, in whole or in 
part, or restrict it to certain offices, 
but on condition that the other 
Administration be informed of 
this measure in advance, if neces-
sary by telegraph. 

ARTICLE X_LI. 

Execution of the service by the 
Societe Nationale des Chemins 
de fer belges. 

The Administration of Posts of 
Belgium reserves the right to 
have the provisions of the present 
Agreement executed by the Societe 
Nationale des Chemins de for 
belges. 

ARTICLE XLII. 

Matters not provided for in the 
Present Agreement. 

1. All questions concerning re-
quests for recall or change of 
address of parcels, the obtaining 
and disposition of return receipts, 
and the settlement of claims for 
indemnity for insured parcels, 
which are not provided for in this 
Agreement, shall be subject to 
the provisions of the Universal 
Postal Union Convention and its 
Regulations of Execution and of 
the Agreement concerning Money 
Orders in force between the two 
countries, in so far as they are 
applicable and are not contrary 
to the foregoing provisions. If 
the case is not provided for at all, 
the domestic legislation of the 
United States of America or of 
Belgium, or the decisions made by 
one country or the other, are 
applicable in the respective coun-
try. 

2. The details relative to the 
application of the present Agree-
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seront fixes par les deux Adminis-
trations dans unReglementd'Ex&
cution dont les dispositions pour-
ront Atre modifi6es ou compl6t6es
de commun accord par voie de
correspondance.

3. Les deux Administrations se
communiqueront r6ciproquement
leurs lois, ordonnances et tarifs
applicables au transport des colis
postaux, ainsi que toutes les modi-
fications de taxes qui y seraient
intr9duites dans la suite.

ARTICLE XLIII.

Duree de l'Arrangement.

1. Cet Arrangement remplace
et abroge le Convention du 19
novembre 1904, ainsi que l'Ar-
rangement additionnel du 30 mars
1922.

2. I1 entrera en vigueur A partir
de la date oi l'Arrangement sera
ratifi6, et en attendant, les opera-
tions qui y sont pr6vues com-
menceront a une date fix6e de
commun accord entre les Admi-
nistrations des deux pays.

3. II demeurera en vigueur jus-
qu'k ce que l'une des deux Ad-
ministrations contractantes ait no-
tifie A l'autre, six mois a l'avance,
son intention d'y mettre fin.

Fait en double exemplaire et
sign6 a Washington, le 5me jour
de janvier 1939.

Le Postmaster General des stats-
Unis d'Amerique.

Ambassadeur de Belgique.
[SEAL] R. v. STRATEN

ment will be fixed by the two
Administrations in Regulations
of Execution, the provisions of
which may be modified or com-
pleted by common consent by
way of correspondence.

3. The two Administrations no-
tify each other mutually of their
laws, ordinances, and tariffs con-
cerning the exchange of parcel
post, as well as of all modifica-
tions in rates which may be sub-
sequently made.

ARTICLE XLIII.

Duration of the Agreement.

1. This Agreement substitutes
and abrogates the Convention of
the 19th of November 1904 and
the additional Agreement of the
30th of March 1922.

2. It will become effective on
the date of ratification and pend-
ing ratification, the operations
contemplated thereunder will com-
mence on a date fixed by mutual
consent of the Administrations of
the two countries.

3. It will remain in force until
one of the two contracting Ad-
ministrations has notified the
other, six months in advance, of
its intention to abrogate it.

Done in duplicate and signed at
Washington, the 5th day of Jan-
uary 1939.

[SEAL] JAMES A FARLEY
The Postmaster General of the

United States of America.

Belgian Ambassador.

The foregoing Agreement between the United States of America
and Belgium for the exchange of parcels by parcel post has been
negotiated and concluded with my advice and consent and is hereby
approved and ratified.

In testimony whereof I have caused the seal of the United States
to be hereunto affixed.

[SEAL] FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President,

CORDELL HULL
Secretary of State.

WASHINGTON, January 11, 1939.

Approval by the
President.

53 STAT.]

Mutual notice of
postal laws, etc.

Designated Conven-
tion and Agreement
superseded.

33 Stat. 2291.

Effective date.

Duration.

Signature.
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seront fixes par les deux Adminis-
trations dans un Reglement d'Exe-
cution dont les dispositions pour-
ront etre modifiees ou completees 
de commun accord par voie de 
correspond ance. 

3. Les deux Administrations se 
communiqueront reciproquement 
leurs lois, ordonnances et tarifs 
applicables an transport des coils 
postaux, ainsi que toutes les modi-
fications de taxes qui y seraient 
introduites dans la suite. 

ARTICLE XLIII. 

Duree de l'Arrangement. 

1. Cet Arrangement remplace 
et abroge le Convention du 19 
novembre 1904, ainsi que l'Ar-
rangement additionnel du 30 mars 
1922. 

2. II entrera en vigueur a partir 
de la date oil l'Arrangement sera 
ratifie, et en attendant, les opera-
tions qui y sont prevues corn-
menceront a une date fix& de 
conamun accord entre les Admi-
nistrations des deux pays. 

3. II demeurera en vigueur jus-
qul ce que l'une des deux Ad-
ministrations contractantes sit no-
tifie a l'autre, six mois il l'avance, 
son intention d'y mettre fin. 

Fait en double exemplaire et 
signe a Washington, le 5m° jour 
de janvier 1939. 

Le Postmaster General des Et at s-
Unis d'Amerique. 

ment will be fixed by the two 
Administrations in Regulations 
of Execution, the provisions of 
which may be modified or com-
pleted by common consent by 
way of correspondence. 

3. The two Administrations no-
tify each other mutually of their 
laws, ordinances, and tariffs con-
cerning the exchange of parcel 
post, as well as of all modifica-
tions in rates which may be sub-
sequently made. 

ARTICLE X_LIII. 

Duration of the Agreement. 

1. This Agreement substitutes 
and abrogates the Convention of 
the 19th of November 1904 and 
the additional Agreement of the 
30th of March 1922. 

2. It will become effective on 
the date of ratification and pend-
ing ratification, the operations 
contemplated thereunder will com-
mence on a date fixed by mutual 
consent of the Administrations of 
the two countries. 

3. It will remain in force until 
one of the two contracting Ad-
ministrations has notified the 
other, six months in advance, of 
its intention to abrogate it. 
Done in duplicate and signed at 

Washington, the 5th day of Jan-
uary 1939. 

[SEAL] JAMES A FARLEY 
The Postmaster General of the 

United States of America. 

Ambassadeur de Belgique. Belgian Ambassador. 
Ism] R. V. STRATEN 

The foregoing Agreement between the United States of America 
and Belgium for the exchange of parcels by parcel post has been 
negotiated and concluded with my advice and consent and is hereby 
approved and ratified. 

In testimony whereof I have caused the seal of the United States 
to be hereunto affixed. 

[SEAL] 
By the President, 
CORDELL HULL 

Secretary of State. 
W ASHINGTON, January 11, 1989. 

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 

Mutual notice of 
postal laws, etc. 

Designated Conven-
tion and Agreement 
superseded. 

33 Stat. 2291. 

Effective date. 

Duration. 

Signatures. 

Approval by the 
President. 
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Reglement d'Execution de
l'Arrangement concernant l'zchange des

Colis Postaux
conclu entre

la Belgique et
les Etats-Unis d'Amerique.

Le Reglement detaille suivant
pour 1'ex6cution de cet Arrange-
ment a 6et arrete par les Adminis-
trations des Etats-Unis d'Am6ri-
que et de la Belgique.

ARTICLE 1.

Limites de poids et de dimensions.

Les colis echang6s sous les dis-
positions de cet Arrangement ne
peuvent exc6der le poids de 20
kilogrammes (44 livres) ni la
longueur de 1 m. 25 (4 pieds) en
tous sens ni avoir un volume su-
perieur a 55 d6cimetres cubes (2
pieds cubes).

Les limites de poids et de di-
mensions indiquees ci-dessus peu-
vent etre chang6es de temps en
temps d'un commun accord par
correspondance.

ARTICLE 2.

Conditionnement des colis.

1. Le nom et l'adresse de l'ex-
pediteur ainsi que celle du desti-
nataire doit etre ecrite lisible-
ment et correctement en carac-
teres latins sur le colis m6me dans
tous les cas ol cela est possible, ou
sur une etiquette attachee solide-
ment au colis. n est recommand6
d'inserer dans tous les colis une
copie de l'adresse notamment
lorsqu'il s'agit de colis munis sim-
plement d'une etiquette en raison
de leur forme ou de leurs dimen-
sions.

Les colis dent les exp&diteurs ou
les destinataires sent designes par
des initiales ne sont acceptes que
lorsque les initiales represent la
raison sociale adoptee par l'ex-
pediteur ou par le destinataire.

Les adresses au crayon ne sont
pas admises; toutefois, sent ac-
ceptes les colis dent l'adresse est
6crite au crayon ind6elbile sur une
surface pr6alablement humect6e.

Detailed regula-
tions.

Regulations of Execution for
the Agreement concerning the Exchange

of Parcel Post
concluded between

Belgium and
the United States of America.

The following Detailed Regu-
lations for the execution of this
Agreement have been agreed upon
by the Administrations of the
United States of America and of
Belgium.

ARTICLE 1.

Limits of weight and size.

Parcels exchanged under the
provisions of this Agreement may
not exceed 44 pounds (20 kilo-
grams) in weight nor 4 feet (1.25
meters) in length nor have a vol-
ume greater than 2 cubic feet (55
cubic decimeters).

The limits of weight and size
stated above may be changed from
time to time by agreement made
through correspondence.

ARTICLE 2.

Preparation of parcels.

1. The name and address of the
sender and of the addressee must
be written, legibly and correctly
in Roman letters on the parcel
itself if possible, or on a label se-
curely affixed to the parcel. It
is recommended that a copy of the
address be inserted in every par-
cel, especially when the use of a
tag for the address is rendered
necessary by the packing or form
of the parcel.

Parcels on which the name of
the sender or of the addressee is
indicated by initials are admitted
only when the initials are the
adopted trade name of the sender
or addressee.

Addresses in pencil are not ad-
mitted; however, addresses writ-
ten in indelible pencil on a pre-
viously dampened surface are
accepted.

Limits of weight
and size.

Preparation of par-
cels.
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Detailed regula-
tions. 

Limits of weight 
and size. 

Preparation of par-
cels. 

Reglement d'Execution de 
l'Arrangement concernant l'Echange des 

Colis Postaux 
conclu entre 
la Belgique et 

les Etats-Unis d'Amerique. 

Le Reglement detaille suivant 
pour l'execution de cot Arrange-
ment a ete arrete par les Adminis-
trations des Etats-Unis d'Ameri-
que et de la Belgique. 

ARTICLE 1. 

Limites de poids et de dimensions. 

Les colis echanges sous les dis-
positions de cot .Arrangement no 
peuvent exceder le poids de 20 
kilogrammes (44 livres) ni la 
longueur de 1 m. 25 (4 pieds) en 
tous sens ni avoir un volume su-
perieur a, 55 decimetres cubes (2 
pieds cubes). 
Les limites de poids et de di-

mensions indiquees ci-dessus peu-
vent etre changees de temps en 
temps d'un comraun accord par 
correspondance. 

ARTICLE 2. 

Conditionnement des colis. 

1. Le nom et l'adresse de Pex-
pediteur ainsi que cello du desti-
nataire doit etre ecrite lisible-
ment et correctement en carac-
teres latins sur le colis lame dans 
tous les cas oft cela est possible, ou 
sur une etiquette attach& solide-
ment an oohs. 11 est recommande 
d'inserer dans thus les colis une 
copie de l'adresse notamment 
lorsqu'il s'agit de coils munis sim-
plement d'une etiquette en raison 
de lour forme ou de leurs dimen-
sions. 

Les colis dont les expediteurs on 
les destinataires sont design& par 
des initiales no sont accept& quo 
lorsque les initiales represent la 
raison sociale adopt& par l'ex-
pediteur ou par le destinataire. 

Les adresses au crayon no sont 
pas admises; toutefois, sont ac-
cept& les colis dont l'adresse est 
&rite au crayon indelebile sur une 
surface prealablement humectee. 

Regulations of Execution for 
the Agreement concerning the Exchange 

of Parcel Post 
concluded between 

Belgium and 
the United States of America. 

The following Detailed Regu-
lations for the execution of this 
Agreement have been agreed upon 
by the Administrations of the 
United States of America and of 
Belgium. 

ARTICLE 1. 

• 

Limits of weight and size. 

Parcels exchanged under the 
provisions of this Agreement may 
not exceed 44 pounds (20 kilo-
grams) in weight nor 4 feet (1.25 
meters) in length nor have a vol-
ume greater than 2 cubic feet (55 
cubic decimeters). 

The limits of weight and size 
stated above may be changed from 
time to time by agreement made 
through correspondence. 

ARTICLE 2. 

Preparation of parcels. 

1. The name and address of the 
sender and of the addressee must 
be written, legibly and correctly 
in Roman letters on the parcel 
itself if possible, or on a label se-
curely affixed to the parcel. It 
is recommended that a copy of the 
address be inserted in every par-
cel, especially when the use of a 
tag for the address is rendered 
necessary by the packing or form 
of the parcel. 

Parcels on which the name of 
the sender or of the addressee is 
indicated by initials are admitted 
only when the initials are the 
adopted trade name of the sender 
or addressee. 

Addresses in pencil are not ad-
mitted; however, addresses writ-
ten in indelible pencil on a pre-
viously dampened surface are 
accepted. 
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2. Tout colis doit etre emball6
de maniere A preserver le contenu
pendant toute la dur6e du trans-
port, et a eviter que le contenu
puisse d6teriorer les autres colis ou
objets, ou blesser les agents des
postes. L'emballage doit proteger
suffisamment le contenu du colis
pour qu'en cas de spoliation, les
traces puissent en etre aisement
decouvertes.

Les colis assures doivent obliga-
toirement etre ferm6s et scelles au
moyen de cachets A la cire, de
plombs ou autrement. Le cache-
tage (ou le plombage) des colis
ordinaires est facultatifou un fice-
lage soigneux suffit comme moyen
de fermeture. L'une ou l'autre
des Administrations peut exiger
qu'une empreinte ou marque spe-
ciale uniforme de 1'exp6diteur
figure sur les cachets ou les plombs
comme mesure de securite.

L'Administration des douanes a
le droit d'ouvrir les colis. A cet
effet, elle peut rompre les cachets
ou toute autre fermeture du colis.
Dans ce cas, ces colis doivent etre
refermes, et, si c'est n6cessaire,
recachetes a l'aide de cachets offi-
ciels, apres la verification.

3. Chaque colis assure doit 8tre
revetu sur l'adresse du colis du
numero d'assurance du colis et
d'une etiquette portant la mention
"Valeur d6claree" ou "Insured"
ou ces mots doivent etre ecrits ou
empreints sur le colis.

4. Pour les colis assures, la de-
claration de la valeur doit etre
exprim6e dans la monnaie du pays
d'origine sur le colis et le bulletin
d'expedition, en caracteres latins,
en toutes lettres et en chiffres
arabes.

Le montant de la declaration de
valeur doit 8tre converti en francs-
or et le resultat de la conversion
doit etre indique par de nouveaux
chiffres places a c6te ou au-
dessous de ceux qui representent
le montant de la declaration dans
la monnaie du pays d'origine.

En outre, le poids exact de
chaque colis doit etre inscrit par
l'Administration d'origine sur
l'adresse du colis et sur le bulletin
d'expedition, a la place a ce
reservee.

98907°-39-PT. 3-44

2. Each parcel must be packed
in such a way that the contents
are protected over the whole route,
and in such a way that the con-
tents may not damage other par-
cels or objects or injure postal
agents. The packing must pro-
tect the contents sufficiently that,
in case of rifling, the traces thereof
may be easily discovered.

Insured parcels must be sealed
by means of wax, lead, or other
seals. Ordinary parcels may be
sealed at the option of the sender,
or careful tying is sufficient as a
means of closing. As a protective
measure, either Administration
may require that a special imprint
or mark of the sender appear on
the waxorlead seals closing insured
parcels.

The Customs Administration of
the country of destination is
authorized to open the parcels.
To this end, the seals or any other
fastenings may be broken. In
such case, these parcels must be
refastened and also officially re-
sealed after inspection.

3. Each insured parcel must
bear on the address side an insur-
ance number and must bear a
label with the words "Insured"
or "Valeur declaree", or these
words must be marked or stamped
on the parcel.

4. In case of insured parcels,
the amount of insured value must
appear, in currency of the country
of origin, on the parcel and on the
dispatch note, in Roman letters
spelled out in full and in Arabic
figures.

The amount of the insured value
must be converted into gold francs
and the result of the conversion is
to be shown by new figures placed
beside or below those representing
the amount of insured value in the
currency of the country of origin.

In addition, the exact weight of
each parcel must be written by the
Administration of origin on the
address side of the parcel and on
the dispatch note in the place
reserved for this purpose.
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2. Tout colis doit etre emballe 
de maniere a preserver le contenu 
pendant toute la duree du trans-
port, et a eviter que le contenu 
puisse deteriorer les autres colis ou 
objets, ou blesser les agents des 
postes. L'emballage doit proteger 
suffisamment le contenu du colis 
pour qu'en cas de spoliation, les 
traces puissent en etre aisement 
decouvertes. 
Les colis assures doivent obliga-

toirement etre fermes et scelles au 
moyen de cachets a la cire, de 
plombs ou autrement. Le cache-
tage (ou le plombage) des colis 
ordinaires est facultatif ou un fice-
lage soigneux suffit comme moyen 
de fermeture. L'une ou l'autre 
des Administrations peut exiger 
qu'une empreinte ou marque spe-
ciale uniforme de Pexpediteur 
figure sur les cachets ou les plombs 
comme inesure de sectuite. 

L'Administration des douanes a 
le droit d'ouvrir les colis. A cot 
effet, elle peut rompre les cachets 
ou toute autre fermeture du colis. 
Dans ce cas, ces colis doivent etre 
refermes, et, si c'est necessaire, 
recachetes a l'aide de cachets offi-
ciels, apres in verification. 

3. Chaque colis assure doit etre 
revetu sur l'adresse du colis du 
numero d'assurance du colis et 
d'une etiquette portant la mention 
"Valeur declaree" ou "Insured" 
ou ces mots doivent etre ecrits ou 
empreints sur le coils. 

4. Pour les colis assures, la de-
claration de la valeur doit etre 
exprimee dans la monnaie du pays 
d'origine sur le colis et le bulletin 
d'expedition, en caracteres latins, 
en toutes lettres et en chiffres 
arabes. 
Le montant de la declaration de 

valour doit etre converti en francs-
or et le resultat de la conversion 
doit etre indique par de nouveaux 
chiffres places a cote ou au-
dessous de ceux qui representent 
le montant de la declaration dans 
la monnaie du pays d'origine. 
En outre, le poids exact de 

chaque colis doit etre inscrit par 
l'Administration d'origine sur 
Padresse du colis et sur le bulletin 
d'expedition, a la place a ce 
reservee. 
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2. Each parcel must be packed 
in such a way that the contents 
are protected over the whole route, 
and in such a way that the con-
tents may not damage other par-
cels or objects or injure postal 
agents. The packing must pro-
tect the contents sufficiently that, 
in case of rifling, the traces thereof 
may be easily discovered. 

Insured parcels must be sealed 
by means of wax, lead, or other 
seals. Ordinary parcels may be 
sealed at the option of the sender, 
or careful tying is sufficient as a 
means of closing. As aprotective 
measure, either Administration 
may require that a special imprint 
or mark of the sender appear on 
the wax or lead seals closing insured 
parcels. 

The Customs Administration of 
the country of destination is 
authorized to open the parcels. 
To this end, the seals or any other 
fastenings may be broken. In 
such case, these parcels must be 
refastened and also officially re-
sealed after inspection. 

3. Each insured parcel must 
bear on the address side an insur-
ance number and must bear a 
label with the words "Insured" 
or "Valour declaree", or these 
words must be marked or stamped 
on the parcel. 

4. In case of insured parcels, 
the amount of insured value must 
appear, in currency of the country 
of origin, on the parcel and on the 
dispatch note, in Roman letters 
spelled out in full and in Arabic 
figures. 
The amount of the insured value 

must be converted into gold francs 
and the result of the conversion is 
to be shown by new figures placed 
beside or below those representing 
the amount of insured value in the 
currency of the country of origin. 

In addition, the exact weight of 
each parcel must be written by the 
Administration of origin on the 
address side of the parcel and on 
the dispatch note in the place 
reserved for this purpose. 
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5. Les etiquettes et les timbres-
poste apposes sur les colis assures
doivent etre espaces de faGon a ne
pas pouvoir cacher des lesions de
l'emballage; ils ne doivent pas,
non plus, 6tre replies sur les deux
faces de l'emballage de maniere a
couvrir la bordure.

6. Les liquides et les corps fa-
cilement liqu6fiables doivent 6tre
emballs dans un double recipient.
Entre le premier (bouteille, flacon,
boite, etc.) et le second (botte en
metal, en bois resistant, en carton
ondul6 solide ou en fibre de bois
solide, ou tout autre recipient de
resistance equivalente), il doit
etre menage un espace rempli de
sciure de bois, de son ou de toute
autre matiere absorbante, en quan-
tite suffisante pour absorber tout
le liquide, si le recipient vient A
8tre brise.

7. Les poudres et les teintures
en poudre doivent 8tre contenues
dans des bottes en fer-blanc r6sis-
tant ou en autre m6tal, herm6tique-
ment fermees et scell6es, placees a
leur tour dans un deuxieme etui
exterieur solide de maniere a
eviter tout dommage aux autres
objets.

ARTICLE 3.

5. The labels and postage
stamps placed on the insured par-
cels must be spaced so that they
cannot conceal injuries to the
packing. Neither may they be
folded over two faces of the wrap-
ping so as to cover the edge.

6. Liquids and easily liquefiable
substances must be sent in a
double receptacle. Between the
first (bottle, flask, box, etc.) and
the second (box of metal, strong
wood, strong corrugated card-
board or fibreboard, or receptacle
of equal strength), there must be
left a space filled with sawdust,
bran, or other absorbent material,
in sufficient quantity to absorb all
the liquid in case the receptacle is
broken.

7. Powders and dyes in powder
form must be packed in strong
boxes of tin or other metal,
hermetically closed and sealed and
placed in turn in a second substan-
tial outer cover in such a way as to
avoid all damage to other articles.

ARTICLE 3.

Bulletins d'expedition et declarations Dispatch notes and customs declara-
en douane. tions.

1. L'expediteur etablira pour
chaque colis A destination des
Etats-Unis d'Am6rique une d6cla-
ration en douane et pour chaque
colis a destination de la Belgique
deux declarations en douane sur
formule sp6ciale pr6vue a cet effet
par le pays d'origine.

Les declarations en douane doi-
vent donner la description generale
du colis, l'indication exacte et
d6taill6e du contenu et de sa
valeur, la date de dep6t, le poids
reel, et porter la signature et l'a-
dresse de l'exp6diteur, ainsi que le
nom et l'adresse du destinataire,
et elles doivent etre attach6es
solidement aux colis.

Toutefois, par derogation A ce
qui precede, l'6tablissement d'une
seule declaration en douane pour
colis destines aux Etats-Unis et de
deux declarations en douane pour
colis destin6s A la Belgique peu-

1. The sender shall prepare one
customs declaration for each par-
cel destined for the United States
of America and two customs dec-
larations for each parcel destined
for Belgium, on a special form pro-
vided for the purpose by the
country of origin.

The customs declarations must
give a general description of the
parcel, an accurate statement in
detail of its contents and value,
date of mailing, actual weight, the
sender's name and address, and the
name and address of the addressee
and shall be securely attached to
the parcel.

However, as an exception to the
foregoing, the use of only one cus-
toms declaration for parcels sent
to the United States and two
declarations for parcels sent to
Belgium may serve for a single

Customs declara-
tions.
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Customs declara-
tions. 

5. Les etiquettes et les timbres. 
poste apposes sur les coils assures 
doivent etre espaces de fawn a ne 
pas pouvoir cacher des lesions de 
l'emballage; ils no doivent pas, 
non plus, etre replies sur les deux 
faces de l'emballage de maniere a 
couvrir Is bordure. 

6. Les liquides et les corps fa-
cilement liquefiables doivent etre 
emba]les dans un double recipient. 
Entre le premier (bouteille, flacon, 
botte, etc.) et le second (boite en 
metal, en bois resistant, en carton 
ondule solide ou en fibre de bois 
solide, ou tout autre recipient de 
resistance equivalente), II doit 
etre menage un °space rempli de 
sciure de bois, de son ou de toute 
autre matiere absorbante, en quan-
tite suffisante pour absorber tout 
le liquide, si Jo recipient vient 
etre brig& 

7. Les poudres et les teintures 
en poudre doivent etre contenues 
dans des bottes en fer-blanc resis-
tant ou en autre metal, hermetique-
ment fermees et scellees, placees 
leur tour dans un deuxieme etui 
exterieur solide de maniere a 
&her tout dommage aux autres 
objets. 

ARTICLE 3. 

Bulletins d' expedition et declarations 
en douane. 

1. L'expediteur etablira pour 
chaque coils a destination des 
Etats-Unis d'Amerique une decla-
ration en douane et pour chaque 
coils a. destination de is Belgique 
deux declarations en douane sur 
formule specialeprevue a eet effet 
par le pays d'origine. 

Les declarations en douane doi-
vent donner is description generale 
du colis, l'indication exacte et 
detaillee du contenu et de sa 
valeur, is date de depot, le poids 
reel, et porter is signature et l'a-
dresse de l'expediteur, ainsi quo le 
nom et l'adresse du destinataire, 
et elks doivent etre attachees 
solidement aux coils. 

Toutefois, par derogation a. ce 
qui precede, Petablissement &tine 
seule declaration en douane pour 
coils destines aux Etats-Unis et de 
deux declarations en douane pour 
coils destines a, is Belgique peu-

5. The labels and postage 
stamps placed on the insured par-
cels must be spaced so that they 
cannot conceal injuries to the 
packing. Neither may they be 
folded over two faces of the wrap-
ping so as to cover the edge. 

6. Liquids and easily liquefiable 
substances must be sent in a 
double receptacle. Between the 
first (bottle, flask, box, etc.) and 
the second (box of metal, strong 
wood, strong corrugated card-
board or fibreboard, or receptacle 
of equal strength), there must be 
left a space filled with sawdust, 
bran, or other absorbent material, 
in sufficient quantity to absorb all 
the liquid in case the receptacle is 
broken. 

7. Powders and dyes in powder 
form must be packed in strong 
boxes of tin or other metal, 
hermetically closed and sealed and 
placed in turn in a second substan-
tisl outer cover in such a way as to 
avoid all damage to other articles. 

ARTICLE 3. 

Dispatch notes and customs declara-
tions. 

1. The sender shall prepare one 
customs declaration for each par-
cel destined for the United States 
of America and two customs dec-
larations for each parcel destined 
for Belgium, on a special form pro-
vided for the purpose by the 
country of origin. 
The customs declarations must 

give a general description of the 
parcel, an accurate statement in 
detail of its contents and value, 
date of mailing, actual weight, the 
sender's name and address, and the 
name and address of the addressee 
and shall be securely attached to 
the parcel. 

However, as an exception to the 
foregoing, the use of only one cus-
toms declaration for parcels sent 
to the United States and two 
declarations for parcels sent to 
Belgium may serve for a single 
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vent servir pour un envoi de colis
ordinaires (non-assures) envoy6s
par le meme exp6diteur au m8me
destinataire au m6me moment.
Ces declarations en douane indi-
queront, outre les details prevus
au paragraphe qui precede, le
nombre total des colis que com-
prend l'envoi, et elles seront atta-
ch6es solidement A un des colis.
Les colis formant le meme envoi
porteront, de maniere 6vidente,
un num6ro fractionnaire dont le
numerateur doit indiquer en chif-
fres arabes, le numero du colis et
dont le d6nominateur doit indiquer
le montant des colis comprenant la
consignation; par exemple, si un
envoi comprend 15 colis, chaque
colis doit 6tre numerot6, respec-
tivement, 1/15, 2/15, 3/15, etc.

2. L'exp6diteur etablira 6gale-
ment un bulletin d'expedition con-
forme aux formules en usage dans
le pays d'origine pour chaque colis
ou pour chaque envoi de plusieurs
colis ordinaires emanant du meme
expediteur destines A la m~me
personne et deposes au meme
moment.

3. Les Administrations n'assu-
ment aucune responsabilite pour
l'inexactitude des indications por-
tees sur les declarations en douane,
ou sur la partie du bulletin d'ex-
pedition remplie par le public.

ARTICLE 4.

Avis de reception.

1. Lorsqu'il est demande un
avis de r6ception, l'expediteur ou
le bureau d'origine porte sur le
colis, la mention "Avis de recep-
tion" ou simplement les lettres
"A. R." Le bureau d'origine ou
tout autre bureau designe par
l'Administration expeditrice, etab-
lit un avis de reception et le fixe
au colis. Si l'avis ne parvient pas
au bureau de destination, celui-ci
6tablit d'office un nouvel avis de
reception.

2. Le bureau de destination,
apres avoir complete la formule en
question, la renvoie, A decouvert
et en franchise, A l'adresse de
l'exp6diteur du colis.

consignment of any number of
uninsured parcels sent by the
same sender to the same addressee
at the same time. In this case
the customs declarations shall
show, in addition to the particu-
lars set forth in the preceding
paragraph, the total number of
parcels comprising the shipment,
and shall be securely attached to
one of the parcels. The parcels
comprising the entire shipment
shall be clearly marked in such
case with a fractional number, the
numerator of which will indicate,
in Arabic figures, the number of
the parcel, and the denominator
the number of parcels comprising
the shipment; for example, if a
single shipment were composed of
15 parcels, each parcel would be
numbered respectively, 1/15, 2/15,
3/15, etc.

2. The sender shall also pre-
pare one dispatch note in accord-
ance with the forms in use in the
country of origin for each parcel
or for each consignment of several
ordinary parcels sent from the
same sender to the same person
and mailed simultaneously.

3. The Administrations accept
no responsibility for the incorrect-
ness of the information on the
customs declarations or on that
part of the dispatch notes which
is filled in by the public.

ARTICLE 4.

Return receipts.

1. When a return receipt is re-
quested, the sender or the office of
origin places on the parcel the
words "Avis de reception" or
simply the letters "A. R.". The
office of origin or any other office
appointed by the dispatching Ad-
ministration shall fill out a return
receipt form and attach it to the
parcel. If the form does not
reach the office of destination,
that office makes out a duplicate.

2. The office of destination,
after having completed the return
receipt form, returns it free of
postage to the address of the
sender of the parcel.

Dispatch notes.

Return receipts.
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vent servir pour un envoi de colis 
ordinaires (non-assures) envoy& 
par le meme expediteur au meme 
destinataire au meme moment. 
Ces declarations en douane indi-
queront, outre les details prevus 
au paragraphe qui precede, le 
nombre total des colis que corn-
prend l'envoi, et elles seront atta-
chees solidement a un des colis. 
Les colis formant le meme envoi 
porteront, de maniere evidente, 
un numero fractionnaire dont le 
numerateur doit indiquer en chif-
fres arabes, le numero du cons et 
dont le denominateur doit indiquer 
le montant des colis comprenant la 
consignation; par exemple, si tin 
envoi comprend 15 colis, chaque 
colis doit etre numerote, respec-
tivement, 1/15, 2/15, 3/15, etc. 

2. L'exp&liteur etablira egale-
ment un bulletin d'expedition con-
forme aux formules en usage dans 
le pays d'origine pour chaque colis 
ou pour chaque envoi de plusieurs 
colis ordinaires emanant du memo 
expediteur destines a la meme 
personne et deposes au memo 
moment. 

3. Les Administrations n'assu-
ment aucune responsabilite pour 
l'inexactitude des indications por-
tees sur les declarations en douane, 
ou sur la partie du bulletin d'ex-
pedition remplie par le public. 

ARTICLE 4. 

Avis de reception. 

1. Lorsqu'il est demande un 
a vis de reception, l'expediteur ou 
le bureau d'origine porta sur le 
colis, la mention "Avis de recep-
tion" ou simplement les lettres 
"A. R." Le bureau d'origine ou 
tout autre bureau designe par 
l'Administration expeditrice, etab-
lit tin avis de reception et le fixe 
au colis. Si l'avis no parvient pas 
au bureau de destination, celm-ci 
etablit d'office un nouvel a vis de 
reception. 

2. Le bureau de destination, 
apres avoir complete la formule en 
question, la renvoie, decouvert 
et en franchise, a l'adresse de 
l'expediteur du colis. 

consignment of any number of 
uninsured parcels sent by the 
same sender to the same addressee 
at the same time. In this case 
the customs declarations shall 
show, in addition to the particu-
lars set forth in the preceding 
paragraph, the, total number of 
parcels comprising the shipment, 
and shall be securely attached to 
one of the parcels. The parcels 
comprising the entire shipment 
shall be clearly marked in such 
case with a fractional number, the 
numerator of which will indicate, 
in Arabic figures, the number of 
the parcel, and the denominator 
the number of parcels comprising 
the shipment; for example, if a 
single shipment were composed of 
15 parcels, each parcel would be 
numbered respectively, 1/15, 2/15, 
3/15, etc. 

2. The sender shall also pre-
pare one dispatch note in accord-
ance with the forms in use in the 
country of origin for each parcel 
or for each consignment of several 
ordinary parcels sent from the 
same sender to the same person 
and mailed simultaneously. 

3. The Administrations accept 
no responsibility for the incorrect-
ness of the information on the 
customs declarations or on that 
part of the dispatch notes which 
is filled in by the public. 

ARTICLE 4. 

Return receipts. 

1. When a return receipt is re-
quested, the sender or the office of 
origin places on the parcel the 
words "Avis de reception" or 
simply the letters "A. R.". The 
office of origin or any other office 
appointed by the dispatching Ad-
ministration shall fill out a return 
receipt form and attach it to the 
parcel. If the form does not 
reach the office of destination, 
that office makes out a duplicate. 

2. The office of destination, 
after having completed the return 
receipt form, returns it free of 
postage to the address of the 
sender of the parcel. 

Dispatch notes. 

Return receipts. 
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3. Lorsque 1'exp6diteur de-
mande un avis de reception pos-
terieurement au dep6t du colis,
le bureau d'origine remplit r6gu-
lierement une formule d'avis de
reception, tout en y attachant une
formule de reclamation pourvue
des details relatifs A l'expedition
du colis, et la transmet au bureau
de destination du colis. En cas de
remise r6guliere du colis, le bureau
de destination retire la formule
de reclamation, et l'avis de recep-
tion est traite de la maniere pre-
scrite au paragraphe precedent.

ARTICLE 5.

Recipients.

1. Les Administrations des deux
pays contractants fournissent les
sacs necessaires a l'expedition de
leurs colis et chaque sac doit 8tre
marque de faQon a indiquer le nom
du bureau ou du pays auquel il
appartient.

2. Les sacs doivent 8tre ren-
voy6s vides au bureau exp6diteur
par le plus prochain courrier. Les
sacs vides seront reunis par pa-
quets de dix (9 sacs renfermes dans
un dixieme sac). Le nombre total
de ces sacs sera indiqu6 sur les
feuilles de route respectives.

3. Au cas ou dix pour cent du
nombre total des sacs utilises
pendant une annee n'a pas et6
renvoye, la valeur des sacs man-
quants doit etre remboursee a
l'Administration d'origine.

ARTICLE 6.

Mode d'echange des colis.

3. When the sender applies for
a return receipt after a parcel has
been mailed, the office of origin
duly fills out a return receipt form
and attaches it to a form of in-
quiry which is entered with the
details concerning the transmis-
sion of the parcel and then for-
wards it to the office of destination
of the parcel. In the case of the
due delivery of the parcel, the
office of destination withdraws the
inquiry form, and the return re-
ceipt is treated in the manner pre-
scribed in the foregoing Section.

ARTICLE 5.

Receptacles.

1. The postal Administrations
of the two contracting countries
shall provide the bags necessary
for the dispatch of their parcels
and each bag shall be marked to
show the name of the office or
country to which it belongs.

2. Bags must be returned empty
to the dispatching office by the
next mail. Empty bags to be re-
turned are made up in bundles of
ten, enclosing nine bags in one.
The total number of bags returned
shall be entered on the relative
parcel bills.

3. In case ten per cent of the
total number of bags used during
the year have not been returned,
the value of the missing bags must
be repaid to the Administration of
origin.

ARTICLE 6.

Method of exchange of parcels.

1. Les colis seront echanges,
dans des sacs dfiment fermes et
cachetes, par les bureaux designes
A la suite d'un accord entre les
Administrations, et seront expe-
dies sur le pays de destination, par
le pays d'origine, a ses frais et par
les moyens dont il dispose.

Le poids de chaque sac ne doit
pas depasser 50 kilogrammes.

2. Les colis assures sent ins6res
dans des sacs distincts de ceux qui
contiennent les colis ordinaires;

1. The parcels shall be ex-
changed, in sacks duly fastened
and sealed, by the offices appoint-
ed by agreement between the two
Administrations, and shall be dis-
patched to the country of destina-
tion by the country of origin at its
cost and by such means as it pro-
vides.

The weight of each sack may
not exceed 50 kilograms.

2. Insured parcels shall be en-
closed in separate sacks from those
in which ordinary parcels are con-

Receptacles.

Method of exchange
of parcels.
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Receptacles. 

Method of exchange 
of parcels. 

3. Lorsque l'expediteur de-
mande un avis de reception pos-
terieurement au depot du colis, 
le bureau d'origine remplit regu-
lierement une formula d'avis de 
reception, tout en y attachant une 
formule de reclamation pourvue 
des details relatifs l'expedition 
du colis, et la transmet au bureau 
de destination du colis. En cas de 
remise reguliere du colis, le bureau 
de destination retire la formule 
de reclamation, et l'avis de recep-
tion est traite de la maniere pre. 
scrite au paragraphe precedent. 

ARTICLE 5. 

Recipients. 

1. Les Administrations des deux 
pays contractants fournissent les 
sacs necessaires a l'expedition de 
leurs colis et chaque sac doit etre 
marque de fagon a indiquer le nom 
du bureau ou du pays auquel ii 
appartient. 

2. Les sacs doivent etre ren-
voyes vides au bureau expediteur 
par le plus prochain counier. Les 
sacs vides seront reunis par pa-
quets de dix (9 sacs renfermes dans 
un dixieme sac). Le nombre total 
de ces sacs sera indique sur les 
feuilles de route respectives. 

3. Au cas oh dix pour cent du 
nombre total des sacs utilises 
pendant une armee n'a pas 40 
renvoye, la valour des sacs man-
quants doit etre remboursee 
l'Administration d'origine. 

ARTICLE 6. 

Mode d'echange des colis. 

1. Les colis seront echanges, 
dans des sacs dOment fermes et 
cachetes, par les bureaux designes 
a la suite d'un accord entre les 
Administrations, et seront expe-
dies sur le pays de destination, par 
le pays d'origine, a ses frais et par 
les moyens dont il dispose. 

Le poids de chaque sac no doit 
pas depasser 50 kilogrammes. 

2. Les colis assures sont inseres 
dans des sacs distincts de ceux qui 
contiennent les coils ordinaires; 

3. When the sender applies for 
a return receipt after a parcel has 
been mailed, the office of origin 
duly fills out a return receipt form 
and attaches it to a form of in-
quiry which is entered with the 
details concerning the transmis-
sion of the parcel and then for-
wards it to the office of destination 
of the parcel. In the case of the 
due delivery of the parcel, the 
office of destination withdraws the 
inquiry form, and the return re-
ceipt is treated in the manner pre-
scribed in the foregoing Section. 

ARTICLE 5. 

Receptacles. 

1. The postal Administrations 
of the two contracting countries 
shall provide the bags necessary 
for the dispatch of their parcels 
and each bag shall be marked to 
show the name of the office or 
country to which it belongs. 

2. Bags must be returned empty 
to the dispatching office by the 
next mail. Empty bags to be re-
turned are made up in bundles of 
ten, enclosing nine bags in one. 
The total number of bags returned 
shall be entered on the relative 
parcel bills. 

3. In case ten per cent of the 
total number of bags used during 
the year have not been returned, 
the value of the missing bags must 
be repaid to the Administration of 
origin. 

ARTICLE 6. 

Method of exchange of parcels. 

1. The parcels shall be ex-
changed, in sacks duly fastened 
and sealed, by the offices appoint-
ed by agreement between the two 
Administrations, and shall be dis-
patched to the country of destina-
tion by the country of origin at its 
cost and by such means as it pro-
vides. 
The weight of each sack may 

not exceed 50 kilograms. 
2. Insured parcels shall be en-

closed in separate sacks from those 
in which ordinary parcels are con-
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les etiquettes des sacs contenant
des colis assures sont marquees
d'un signe distinctif dont les Ad-
ministrations pourront de temps
en temps convenir 6ventuellement.

ARTICLE 7.

tained, and the labels of sacks con-
taining insured parcels shall be
marked with such distinctive sym-
bols as may from time to time be
agreed upon.

ARTICLE 7.

Inscription des colis sur lesfeuilles Entry of parcels on the parcel bills.
de route.

1. Les colis avec valeur declare
et les colis ordinaires sont inscrits
sur des feuilles de route distinctes.
Les feuilles de route sont 6tablies
en double expedition. L'original
est envoy6 dans les depeches
r6gulieres et le duplicata est insert
dans l'un des sacs. Le sac con-
tenant la feuille de route est
d6signe par la lettre "F" tracee
d'une maniere apparente sur l'6ti-
quette.

2. Les colis ordinaires compris
dans chaque d6epche envoyee aux
Etats-Unis d'Am6rique sont in-
scrits sur les feuilles de route par
la seule mention du nombre total
des colis et de leur poids net total.

Les colis ordinaires compris dans
chaque d6epche A destination de la
Belgique sont inscrits sur les
feuilles de route par la seule indi-
cation de leur nombre total pour
chacune des coupures de poids
suivantes:

a) jusqu'a 2 livres (1 kg.)
b) au-dessus de 2 livres et

jusqu'a 11 livres (5 kgs.)
c) au-dessus de 11 livres et

jusqu'a 22 livres (10 kgs.)
d) de plus de 22 livres, mais ne

depassant pas 33 livres (15 kgs.)
e) de plus de 33 livres, mais ne

depassant pas 44 livres (20 kgs.)
3. Les colis assures sont inscrits

individuellement sur les feuilles de
route de facon A comprendre le
numero d'assurance du colis ainsi
que le nom du bureau d'origine.

Pour les colis envoyes aux
Etats-Unis, le poids net total de
tous les colis doit aussi etre indi-
qu6. Pour les colis envoy6s A la
Belgique, on doit 6galement pro-
c6der de la meme maniere que pour
les colis ordinaires, en ce qui con-
cerne l'indication relative a la
coupure de poids.

1. Insured and ordinary parcels
are entered on separate parcel bills.
The parcel bills are prepared in
duplicate. The original is sent in
the regular mails while the dupli-
cate is inserted in one of the sacks.
The sack containing the parcel bill
is designated by the letter "F"
traced m a conspicuous manner on
the label.

2. The ordinary parcels in-
cluded in each dispatch sent to the
United States of America are
entered on the parcel bills to show
the total number of parcels and
the total net weight thereof.

The ordinary parcels included
in each dispatch sent to Belgium
are entered on the parcel bills to
show their total number for each
of the following divisions of
weight:

(a) up to 2 pounds (1 kg.)
(b) over 2 and up to 11 pounds

(5 kgs.)
(c) over 11 and up to 22 pounds

(10 kgs.)
(d) over 22 but not exceeding

33 pounds (15 kgs.)
(e) over 33 but not exceeding

44 pounds (20 kgs.)
3. Insured parcels are entered

individually in the parcel bills.
The entry for each parcel com-
prises the insurance number of the
parcel as well as the name of the
office of origin.

For parcels sent to the United
States, the total net weight of all
the parcels must also be shown.
For parcels sent to Belgium, the
indication relative to the division
of weight must also be entered, as
in the case of ordinary parcels.

Entry of parcels on
parcel bills.
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les etiquettes des sacs contenant 
des colis assures sont marquees 
d'un signe distinctif dont les Ad-
ministrations pourront de temps 
en temps convenir eventuellement. 

ARTICLE 7. 

tamed, and the labels of sacks con-
taining insured parcels shall be 
marked with such distinctive sym-
bols as may from time to time be 
agreed upon. 

ARTICLE 7. 

Inscription des colis sur les feuilles Entry of parcels on the parcel bills. 
de route. 

1. Les colis avec valeur declare° 
et les colis ordinaires sont inscrits 
sur des feuill  es de route distinctes. 
Les feuilles de route sont etablies 
en double expedition. L'original 
est envoy-6 dans les depeches 
regulieres et le duplicata est insere 
dans l'un des sacs. Le sac con-
tenant la feuille de route est 
designe par la lettre "F" tracee 
d'une maniere apparente sur Peg-
qu ette. 

2. Les colis ordinaires compris 
dans chaque &Oche envoyee aux 
Etats-Unis d'Amerique sont in-
scrits sur les feuilles de route par 
in seule mention du nombre total 
des colis et de leur poids net total. 
Les coils ordinaires compris dans 

chaque &Oche a destination de in 
Belgique sont inscrits sur les 
feuilles de route par la seule indi-
cation de leur nombre total pour 
chacune des coupures de poids 
suivantes: 

a) jusqu'h, 2 livres (1 kg.) 
b) au-dessus de 2 livres et 

jusqu'a 11 'lyres (5 kgs.) 
c) au-dessus de 11 livres et 

jusqu'a 22 livres (10 kgs.) 
d) de plus de 22 livres, mais no 

depassant pas 33 livres (15 kgs.) 
e) de plus de 33 Evros, mars no 

depassant pas 44 livres (20 kgs.) 
3. Les colis assures sont inscrits 

individuellement sur les feuilles de 
route de facon a comprendre le 
numero d'assurance du colis ainsi 
que le nom du bureau d'origine. 

Pour les colis envoyes aux 
Etats-Unis, le poids net total de 
tous les colis dolt aussi etre indi-
que. Pour les colis envoy& a la 
Belgique, on doit egalement pro-
ceder de la meme maniere quo pour 
les colis ordinaires, en ee qui con-
cerne l'indication relative a la 
coupure de poids. 

1. Insured and ordinary parcels 
are entered on separate parcel bills. 
The parcel bills are prepared in 
duplicate. The original is sent in 
the regular mails while the dupli-
cate is inserted in one of the sacks. 
The sack containing the parcel bill 
is designated by the letter "F" 
traced in a conspicuous manner on 
the label. 

2. The ordinary parcels in-
cluded in each dispatch sent to the 
United States of America are 
entered on the parcel bills to show 
the total number of parcels and 
the total net weight thereof. 
The ordinary parcels included 

in each dispatch sent to Belgium 
are entered on the parcel bills to 
show their total number for each 
of the following divisions of 
weight: 

(a) up to 2 pounds (1 kg.) 
(b) over 2 and up to 11 pounds 

(5 kgs.) 
(e) over 11 and up to 22 pounds 

(10 kgs.) 
(d) over 22 but not exceeding 

33 pounds (15 kgs.) 
(e) over 33 but not exceeding 

44 pounds (20 kgs.) 
3. Insured parcels are entered 

individually in the parcel bills. 
The entry for each parcel com-
prises the insurance number of the 
parcel as well as the name of the 
office of origin. 
For parcels sent to the United 

States, the total net weight of all 
the parcels must also be shown. 
For parcels sent to Belgium, the 
indication relative to the division 
of weight must also be entered, as 
in the case of ordinary parcels. 

Entry of parcels on 
parcel bills. 
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4. Les colis envoyes a decouvert
doivent etre inscrits s6parement
sur les feuilles de route.

5. Les colis en retour ou r6expe-
dies doivent etre inscrits individu-
ellement sur les feuilles de route
et l'inscription est suivie de la
mention "en retour" ou "Reexp&
die", selon le cas. II y a lieu
d'indiquer 6ventuellement, dans
la colonne "Observations", les
frais pouvant grever ces colis.

6. Le nombre total des sacs
dont se compose chaque envoi
doit etre indiqu6 aussi sur les
feuilles de route.

7. Chaque bureau d'6change
expediteur doit numeroter les feu-
illes de route au coin sup6rieur
gauche, en commengant tous les
ans une nouvelle s6rie pour chacun
des bureaux d'echange destina-
taires. Le dernier numero de
l'annee precedente doit etre men-
tionn6 sur la feuille d'envoi de la
premiere d6epche de l'ann6e sui-
vante.

8. Le mode exact d'inscription
des colis ou des recipients qui les
contiennent, envoyes en transit,
par l'une des Administrations A
l'autre ainsi que tous les details
des operations a effectuer au
sujet du mode d'inscription de
ces colis ou de ces d6epches, et
pour lesquels il n'est rien prevu
ci-dessus, seront regles d'un com-
mun accord et par correspondance,
par les deux Administrations.

ARTICLE 8.

Veification par les bureaux
d'echange.

1. A la reception d'un envoi, le
bureau d'echange destinataire pro-
cede a la verification des colis et
des divers documents qui les
accompagnent. Si l'un des colis
manque ou s'il est constat6 des
erreurs ou des omissions sur la
feuille de route, il opere immedi-
atement les rectifications n6ces-
saires en ayant soin de biffer les
indications erronees, de maniere
A laisser reconnaitre les inscrip-
tions primitives. Ces rectifioa-

4. Parcels sent in open mail
must be entered separately in the
parcel bills.

5. Returned or reforwarded
parcels must be entered indivi-
dually in the parcel bills, and the
entry is followed by the word
"Returned" or "Redirected" as
the case may be. Also, any
charges due on these parcels
should be indicated in the "Ob-
servations" column.

6. The total number of sacks
comprising each dispatch must
also be shown on the parcel bills.

7. Each dispatching exchange
office must number the parcel
bills in the upper left-hand corner,
beginning every year a new series
for each exchange office of destina-
tion. The last number of the pre-
ceding year must be indicated on
the parcel bill of the first dispatch
of the following year.

8. The exact method of entering
parcels or the receptacles contain-
ig them sent in transit by one
Administration to the other, as
well as all details of procedure in
connection with the method of
entering such parcels or such dis-
patches, for which no provision
is made above, will be decided
upon by mutual consent through
correspondence by the two Ad-
ministrations.

ARTICLE 8.

Verification by the exchange office.

1. On receipt of a parcel mail,
the office of exchange of destina-
tion proceeds to check the parcels
and the various documents which
accompany them. If a parcel is
missing or if the exchange office
detects errors or omissions on the
parcel bill, it immediately makes
the necessary corrections, taking
care to strike out the incorrect
entries in such a way as to leave
the original entries legible. These
corrections are made by two offi-

Verification by ex-
change office.
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Verification by ex-
change office. 

4. Les coils envoy& decouvert 
doivent etre inscrits separement 
stir les feuilles de route. 

5. Les coils en retour ou reexpe-
dies doivent etre inscrits individu-
ellement sur les feuilles de route 
et l'inscription est suivie de la 
mention "en retour" ou "Reexpe-
die", selon le cas. II y a lieu 
d'indiquer eventuellement, dans 
la colonne "Observations", les 
frais pouvant greyer ces coils. 

6. Le nombre total des sacs 
dont se compose chaque envoi 
doit etre indique aussi sur les 
feuilles de route. 

7. Chaque bureau d'echange 
expediteur doit numeroter les feu-
illes de route au coin superieur 
gauche, en commengant tous les 
ans une nouvelle serie pour chacun 
des bureaux d'echange destina-
taires. Le dernier numero de 
Panne° precedente doit etre men-
tionne sur la feuille d'envoi de la 
premiere depeche de Pannee sui-
vante. 

8. be mode exact d'inscription 
des coils on des recipients qui les 
contiennent, envoy& en transit, 
par l'une des Administrations a 
l'autre ainsi que tous les details 
des operations a effectuer au 
sujet du mode d'inscription de 
ces coils on de ces depeches, et 
pour lesquels il n'est rien prevu 
ci-dessus, seront regles d'un corn-
mun accord at par correspondance, 
par les deux Administrations. 

ARTICLE 8. 

Verification par les bureaux 
d'echange. 

1. A la reception d'un envoi, le 
bureau d'echange destinataire pro-
cede a la verification des coils et 
des divers documents qui les 
accompagnent. Si l'un des colis 
manque ou s'il est constate des 
erreurs ou des omissions sur la 
feuille de route, il opere immedi-
atement les rectifications likes-
saires en ayant soin de biffer les 
indications erronees, de maniere 

laisser reconnoitre les inscrip-
tions primitives. Ces rectifioa-

4. Parcels sent in open mail 
must be entered separately in the 
parcel bills. 

5. Returned or reforwarded 
parcels must be entered indivi-
dually in the parcel bills, and the 
entry is followed by the word 
"Returned" or "Redirected" as 
the case may be. Also, any 
charges due on these parcefs 
should be indicated in the "Ob-
servations" column. 

6. The total number of sacks 
comprising each dispatch must 
also be shown on the parcel bills. 

7. Each dispatching exchange 
office must number the parcel 
bills in the upper left-hand corner, 
beginning every year a new series 
for each exchange office of destina-
tion. The last number of the pre-
ceding year must be indicated on 
the parcel bill of the first dispatch 
of the following year. 

8. The exact method of entering 
parcels or the receptacles contain-
mg them sent in transit by one 
Administration to the other, as 
well as all details of procedure in 
connection with the method of 
entering such parcels or such dis-
patches, for which no provision 
is made above, will be decided 
upon by mutual consent through 
correspondence by the two Ad-
ministrations. 

ARTICLE 8. 

Verification by the exchange office. 

1. On receipt of a parcel mail, 
the office of exchange of destina-
tion proceeds to check the parcels 
and the various documents which 
accompany them. If a parcel is 
missing or if the exchange office 
detects errors or omissions on the 
parcel bill, it immediately makes 
the necessary corrections, taking 
care to strike out the incorrect 
entries in such a way as to leave 
the original entries legible. These 
corrections are made by two offi-
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tions s'effectuent avec le concours
de deux agents. A moins d'une
erreur 6vidente, elles prevalent sur
la declaration originale.

Un bulletin de verification est,
en outre, dresse par le bureau
destinataire et envoy6 sans delai,
en double expedition, au bureau
d'echange exp6diteur.

S'il est constat6 une erreur ou une
irregularite A la reception d'une
depeche, toutes les pieces pou-
vant servir de preuves A l'appui en
vue de recherches ulterieures ou
de l'examen de demandes d'in-
demnite doivent &tre conserv6es.

2. Le bureau d'echange exp-
diteur auquel sont adresses les
bulletins de v6rification les renvoie
le plus promptement possible apres
les avoir examines et y avoir men-
tionn6 ses observations, s'il y a
lieu. Ces bulletins sont ensuite
annexes aux feuilles de route qu'ils
concernent. Les corrections faites
sur une feuille de route et non ap-
puy6es des pieces justificatives
sont considerees comme nulles.

3. Si c'est necessaire, le bureau
d'echange expediteur peut 6gale-
ment etre avise par t6elgramme,
aux frais de l'Office qui envoie ce
t6elgramme.

4. En cas de manquant d'une
feuille de route, il en est etabli un
duplicata dont une copie est en-
voyee au bureau d'6change exp6di-
teur de l'envoi.

5. Le bureau d'echange qui re-
coit d'un bureau correspondant un
colis insuffisamment emballe ou
avarie doit y donner cours apres
l'avoir emballe de nouveau, s'il
y a lieu, en conservant autant que
possible l'emballage primitif.

Si l'avarie est telle que le con-
tenu de l'envoi a pu etre soustrait,
le bureau doit proceder d'abord a
l'ouverture d'office du colis et a la
verification de son contenu.

Dans les deux cas, le poids du
colis doit etre constate avant et
apres le nouvel emballage et in-
dique sur l'enveloppe meme du
colis. Cette indication est suivie
de la mention "Remballe a ..... "
et de la signature des agents ayant
effectue le remballage.

cers. Except in case of obvious
error, they are accepted in pref-
erence to the original statement.

A bulletin of verification is, in
addition, prepared by the office
of destination and sent without
delay, in duplicate, to the dis-
patching exchange office.

If an error or irregularity is
found upon receipt of a dispatch,
all objects which may serve later
on for investigations, or for exam-
ination of requests for indemnity,
must be kept.

2. The dispatching exchange
office to which a bulletin of veri-
fication is sent returns it after
having examined it and entered
thereon its observations, if any.
That bulletin is then attached to
the parcel bills of the parcels to
which it relates. Corrections
made on a parcel bill which are not
justified by supporting papers are
considered as devoid of value.

3. If necessary, the dispatching
exchange office may also be ad-
vised by telegram, at the expense
of the Office sending such tele-
gram.

4. In case of shortage of a parcel
bill, a duplicate is prepared, a copy
of which is sent to the exchange
office of origin of the dispatch.

5. The office of exchange which
receives from a corresponding
office a parcel which is damaged or
insufficiently packed must redis-
patch such parcel after repacking,
if necessary, preserving the original
packing as far as possible.

If the damage is such that the
contents of the parcel may have
been abstracted, the office must
first officially open the parcel and
verify its contents.

In either case, the weight of the
parcel will be verified before and
after repacking, and indicated on
the wrapper of the parcel itself.
That indication will be followed by
the note 'Repacked at ..... ", and
the signature of the agents who
have effected such repacking.
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tions s'effectuent avec le concours 
de deux agents. A moms d'une 
erreur evidente, elles prevalent sur 
la declaration originale. 
Un bulletin de verification est, 

en outre, dresse par le bureau 
destinataire et envoye sans (Mai, 
en double expedition, au bureau 
d'echange expediteur. 

S'il est constate une erreur ou une 
irregularite a la reception d'une 
depeche, toutes les pieces pou-
vant servir de preuves a l'appui en 
vue de recherches ulteriem.es ou 
de l'examen de demandes 
demnite doivent etre conservees. 

2. Le bureau d'echange expo-
diteur auquel sont adresses les 
bulletins de verification les renvoie 
le plus promptement possible apres 
les avoir examines et y avoir men-
tionne ses observations, s'il y a 
lieu. Ces bulletins sont ensuite 
annexes aux feuilles de route qu'ils 
concernent. Les corrections faites 
sur une feuille de route et non ap-
puyees des pieces justificatives 
sont considerees comme nulle,s. 

3. Si c'est necessaire, le bureau 
d'echange expediteur peut egale-
ment etre avise par telegramme, 
aux frais de l'Office qui envoie ce 
telegramrne. 

4. En cas de manquant d'une 
feuille de route, il en est etabli un 
duplicata dont une copie est en-
voyee an bureau d'echange expecli-
teur de l'envoi. 

5. Le bureau d'echange qui re-
goit d'un bureau correspondant un 
colis insuffisamment emballe on 
avarie doit y donner cours apres 
l'avoir emballe de nouveau, s'il 
y a lieu, en conservant autant que 
possible l'emballage primitif. 

Si l'avarie est telle quo le con-
tenu de l'envoi a pu etre soustrait, 
le bureau doit prodder d'abord 
l'ouverture d'office du cobs et a la 
verification de son contenu. 
Dans les deux cas, le poids du 

colis doit etre constate avant et 
apres le nouvel emballage et in-
clique sur l'enveloppe meme du 
colis. Cette indication est suivie 
de la mention "Remballe a 7, 

et de la signature des agents ayant 
effectue le remballage. 

cers. Except in case of obvious 
error, they are accepted in pref-
erence to the original statement. 

A bulletin of verification is, in 
addition, prepared by the office 
of destination and sent without 
delay, in duplicate, to the dis-
patching exchange office. 

If an error or irregularity is 
found upon receipt of a dispatch, 
all objects which may serve later 
on for investigations, or for exam-
ination of requests for indemnity, 
must be kept. 

2. The dispatching exchange 
office to which a bulletin of veri-
fication is sent returns it after 
having examined it and entered 
thereon its observations, if any. 
That bulletin is then attached to 
the parcel bills of the parcels to 
which it relates. Corrections 
made on a parcel bill which are not 
justified by supporting papers are 
considered as devoid of value. 

3. If necessary, the dispatching 
exchange office may also be ad-
vised by telegram, at the expense 
of the Office sending such tele-
gram. 

4. In case of shortage of a parcel 
bill, a duplicate is prepared, a copy 
of which is sent to the exchange 
office of origin of the dispatch. 

5. The office of exchange which 
receives from a corresponding 
office a parcel which is damaged or 
insufficiently packed must redis-
patch such parcel after repacking, 
if necessary, preserving the original 
packing as far as possible. 

If the damage is such that the 
contents of the parcel may have 
been abstracted, the office must 
first officially open the parcel and 
verify its contents. 

In either case, the weight of the 
parcel will be verified before and 
after repacking, and indicated on 
the wrapper of the parcel itself. 
That indication will be followed by 
the note "Repacked at ", and 
the signature of the agents who 
have effected such repacking. 
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Charges.

ARTICLE 9.

Bonifications.

1. Pour chaque colis (ordinaire
ou assure) echang6 entre les deux
pays contractants, l'Administra-
tion expeditrice bonifie un droit
terminal sur les bases indiqu6es
ci-apres:

a) pour les colis provenant de la
Belgique a destination des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique, 70 centimes-or
par kilogramme calcul6 sur le
poids net global de chaque de-
peche.

b) pour les colis provenant des
Etats-Unis d'Amerique a destina-
tion de la Belgique.
60 centimes-or pour chaque colis
n'excedant pas 1 kg. (2 livres).

90 centimes-or pour chaque colis
au-dessus de 1 kg. mais n'exc6dant
pas 5 kgs. (11 livres).
1.30 franc-or pour chaque colis au-
dessus de 5 kgs. mais n'exc6dant
pas 10 kgs. (22 livres).
1.80 franc-or pour chaque colis au-
dessus de 10 kgs. mais n'excedant
pas 15 kgs. (33 livres).
2.20 francs-or pour chaque colis
audessus de 15 kgs. mais n'exce-
dant pas 20 kgs. (44 livres).

De plus, pour chaque colis quelle
que soit la valeur d6clar6e, 1'Ad-
ministration expeditrice bonifiera
un droit terminal d'assurance de
10 centimes-or.

2. Dans le cas de colis prove-
nant de la Belgique et expedies aux
Etats-Unis d'Am6rique pour etre
transmis A l'une de ses possessions
ou, en d6epches closes, A un tiers
pays, l'Administration de la Bel-
gique bonifiera A l'Administration
des Etats-Unis, comme droit de
transit, 70 centimes-or par kilo-
gramme lorsque le transit a lieu
par mer seulement; 1.15 franc-or
par kilogramme lorsque le transit a
lieu par terre seulement et 1.50
franc-or par kilogramme lorsque le
transit s'effectue par mer et par
terre, base sur le poids net global
de chaque d6epche. De plus,
lorsqu'il s'agit de colis assures, il
sera paye un droit d'assurance de
10 centimes-or par colis (quelle
que soit la valeur declaree) pour

ARTICLE 9.

Charges.

1. For each parcel (ordinary or
insured) exchanged between the
two contracting countries, the dis-
patching Administration shall pay
a terminal credit as follows:

(a) for parcels originating in
Belgium, addressed to the United
States of America, 70 centimes
gold per kilogram computed on
the bulk net weight of each dis-
patch.

(b) for parcels originating in
the United States of America,
addressed to Belgium,
60 centimes gold for each parcel
not exceeding 1 kg. (2 lbs.) in
weight.
90 centimes gold for each parcel
over 1 but not exceeding 5 kgs.
(11 lbs.) in weight.
1.30 franc gold for each parcel over
5 but not exceeding 10 kgs. (22
lbs.) in weight.
1.80 franc gold for each parcel over
10 but not exceeding 15 kgs.
(33 lbs.) in weight.
2.20 francs gold for each parcel
over 15 but not exceeding 20 kgs.
(44 lbs.) in weight.

In addition, for each insured
parcel, regardless of its insured
value, the dispatching Administra-
tion shall pay an insurance ter-
minal credit of 10 centimes gold.

2. In the case of parcels origi-
nating in Belgium which are sent
to the United States of America
for onward dispatch to a posses-
sion of the latter country or, in
closed mails, to a third country,
the Administration of Belgium
shall pay to the Administration of
the United States as a transit
credit 70 centimes gold per kilo-
gram when only sea transit is
provided; 1.15 franc gold per
kilogram when only land transit is
provided; and 1.50 franc gold per
kilogram when both land and sea
transit are provided, based on the
bulk net weight of each dispatch.
In addition, in the case of insured
parcels, there shall be paid an
insurance credit of 10 centimes
gold per parcel (regardless of its
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Charges. 

ARTICLE 9. 

Bonificaticm,s. 

1. Pour chaque colis (ordinaire 
ou assure) echange entre les deux 
pays contractants, l'Administra-
tion expeditrice bonifie un droit 
terminal sur les bases indiquees 
ci-apres: 

a) pour les colis provenant de la 
Belgique a destination des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique, 70 centimes-or 
par kilogramme calcule sur le 
poids net global de chaque de-
peche. 

b) pour les colis provenant des 
Etats-Unis d'Araerique a destina-
tion de la Belgique. 
60 centimes-or pour chaque colis 
n'excedant pas 1 kg. (2 livres). 

90 centimes-or pour chaque colis 
au-dessus de 1 kg. mais n'excedant 
pas 5 kgs. (11 livres). 
1.30 franc-or pour chaque colis au-
dessus de 5 kgs. mais n'excedant 
pas 10 kgs. (22 livres). 
1.80 franc-or pour chaque colis au-
dessus de 10 kgs. mais n'excedant 
pas 15 kgs. (33 livres). 
2.20 francs-or pour chaque colis 
audessus de 15 kgs. mais n'exce-
dant pas 20 kgs. (44 livres). 
De plus, pour chaque colis quell° 

que soit la valeur declaree, l'Ad-
ministration expeditrice bonifiera 
un droit terminal d'assurance de 
10 centimes-or. 

2. Dana le cas de colis prove-
nant de la Belgique et expedies aux 
Etats-Unis d'Amelique pour etre 
transmis a l'une de sea possessions 
ou, en depeches closes, a un tiers 
pays, l'Administration de la Bel-
gique bonifiera a PAdministration 
des Etats-Unis, comme droit de 
transit, 70 centimes-or par kilo-
gramme lorsque le transit a lieu 
par mer seulement; 1.15 franc-or 
par kilogramme lorsque le transit a 
lieu par terre seulement et 1.50 
franc-or par kilogramme lorsque le 
transit s'effectue par mer et par 
terre, base sur le poids net global 
de chaque depeche. De plus, 
lorsqu'il s'agit de colis assures, il 
sera paye un droit d'assurance de 
10 centimes-or par colis (quelle 
que soit la valeur deelaree) pour 

ARTICLE 9. 

Charges. 

1. For each parcel (ordinary or 
insured) exchanged between the 
two contracting countries, the dis-
patching Administration shall pay 
a terminal credit as follows: 

(a) for parcels originating in 
Belgium, addressed to the United 
States of America, 70 centimes 
gold per kilogram computed on 
the bulk net weight of each dis-
patch. 

(b) for parcels originating in 
the United States of America, 
addressed to Belgium, 
60 centimes gold for each parcel 
not exceeding 1 kg. (2 lbs.) in 
weight. 
90 centimes gold for each parcel 
over 1 but not exceeding 5 kgs. 
(11 lbs.) in weight. 
1.30 franc gold for each parcel over 
5 but not exceeding 10 kgs. (22 
lbs.) in weight. 
1.80 franc gold for each parcel over 
10 but not exceeding 15 kgs. 
(33 lbs.) in weight. 
2.20 francs gold for each parcel 
over 15 but not exceeding 20 kgs. 
(44 lbs.) in weight. 
In addition, for each insured 

parcel, regardless of its insured 
value, the dispatching Administra-
tion shall pay an insurance ter-
minal credit of 10 centimes gold. 

2. In the case of parcels ojigi-
nating in Belgium which are sent 
to the United States of America 
for onward dispatch to a posses-
sion of the latter country or, in 
closed mails, to a third country, 
the Administration of Belgium 
shall pay to the Administration of 
the United States as a transit 
credit 70 centimes gold per kilo-
gram when only sea transit is 
provided; 1.15 franc gold per 
kilogram when only land transit is 
provided; and 1.50 franc gold per 
kilogram when both land and sea 
transit are provided, based on the 
bulk net weight of each dispatch. 
In addition, in the case of insured 
parcels, there shall be paid an 
insurance credit of 10 centimes 
gold per parcel (regardless of its 
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chaque transit effectue par mer ou
par terre.

De meme, pour les colis destines
aux possessions des Etats-Unis,
1'Administration de la Belgique
bonifiera a l'Administration des
Etats-Unis, les droits terminaux
indiqu6s ci-apres, bases sur le
poids net global de chaque
depeche:

Pour les colis destines A l'Alaska,
70 centimes-or par kilogramme.

Pour les colis destines a Porto
Rico, les Iles Vierges, Guam,
Samoa et Hawal, 35 centimes-or
par kilogramme.

De plus, pour chaque colis as-
sure, quelle que soit la valeur de-
clar6e, il sera paye un droit termi-
nal d'assurance de 10 centimes-or.

3. Pour les colis originaires des
Etats-Unis d'Amerique qui sont
expedies en transit par la Belgique
en destination du Congo belge et
du Grand-Duch6 de Luxembourg,
l'Administration des Etats-Unis
d'Am6rique paiera A 1'Administra-
tion de Belgique les taxes figurant
dans la colonne 7 du tableau C. P.
1 belge en regard de chacune de
ces deux rubriques.

En outre, pour les colis avec va-
leur declarde, 1'Administration des
Etats-Unis d'Amerique allouera a
la Belgique:

1°. pour les colis A destination
du Congo beige:

a) via Anvers - Banana, 0.25
franc-or pour une valeur d6clareo
non-sup6rioure $100. 0.40franc-
or pour une valeur declar6e su-
perieure a $100.

b) via Anvers - Lobito, 0.30
franc-or pour une valeur declaree
non sup6rieure a $100. 0.50 franc-
or pour une valeur declaree su-
p6rieure a $100.

c) via Anvers - Egypte, 0.35
franc-or pour une valeur declaree
non superieure a $100. 0.60 franc-
or pour une valeur d6claree su-
perieure A $100.

d) via Alsace-Lorraine, Suisse,
Italic, Egypte, 0.50 franc-or pour
une valeur d6claree non sup6rieure
& $100. 0.90 franc-or pour une
valeur d6clar6e superieure A $100.

insured value) for each land and
sea transit involved.

Also,-in the case of parcels for
the possessions of the United
States of America, the Administra-
tion of Belgium shall pay to the
Administration of the United
States the following terminal cred-
its, based on the bulk net weight of
each dispatch:

For parcels for Alaska, 70 cen-
times gold per kilogram.

For parcels for Puerto Rico, the
Virgin Islands, Guam, Samoa, and
Hawaii, 35 centimes gold per kilo-
gram.

In addition, for each insured
parcel, regardless of its insured
value, there shall be paid an in-
surance terminal credit of 10 cen-
times gold.

3. In the case of parcels origi-
nating in the United States of
America which are sent in transit
through Belgium for the Belgian
Congo and the Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg, the Administration
of the United States of America
will pay to the Administration of
Belgium, the fees appearing in
Column 7 of Belgian Form C. P. 1
relative to each of these two head-
ings.

In addition, in the case of in-
sured parcels, the Administration
of the United States of America will
allow to Belgium:

1st. for parcels for the Belgian
Congo:

(a) via Anvers-Banana, 0.25
franc gold for a declared value not
over $100. 0.40 franc gold for a
declared value over $100.

(b) via Anvers-Lobito, 0.30
franc gold for a declared value not
over $100. 0.50 franc gold for a
declared value over $100.

(c) via Anvers-Egypt, 0.35 franc
gold for a declared value not over
$100. 0.60 franc gold for a de-
clared value over $100.

(d) via Alsace-Lorraine, Swit-
zerland, Italy, and Egypt, 0.50
franc gold for a declared value not
over $100. 0.90 franc gold for a
declared value over $100.
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chaque transit effectue par mer on 
par terre. 
De meme, pour les coils destines 

aux possessions des Etats-Unis, 
l'Administration de la Belgique 
bonifiera a l'Administration des 
Etats-Unis, les droits terminaux 
indiques ci-apres, bases sur le 
poids net global de chaque 
depeche: 
Pour les coils destines l'Alaska, 

70 centimes-or par kilogramme. 
Pour les coils destines a Porto 

Rico, les Iles Vierges, Guam, 
Samoa et Hawai, 35 centimes-or 
par kilogramme. 
De plus, pour chaque coils as-

sure, quelle que soit la valour de-
claree, il sera paye un droit termi-
nal d'assurance de 10 centimes-or. 

3. Pour les coils originaires des 
Etats-Unis d'Amelique qui sont 
expedies en transit par la Belgique 
en destination du Congo beige et 
du Grand-Duche de Luxembourg, 
l'Administration des Etats-Ums 
d'Amerique paiera a l'Administra-
don de Belgique les taxes figurant 
dans la colonne 7 du tableau C. P. 
1 beige en regard de chacune de 
ces deux rubriques. 

En outre, pour les coils avec va-
lour declare°, l'Administration des 
Etats-Unis d'Amerique allouera 
la Belgique: 

1°. pour les calls a destination 
du Congo beige: 

a) via Anvers - Banana, 0.25 
franc-or pour une valour declare() 
non-su p &ion re a $100. 0.40 franc-
or pour une valeur declaree su-
perieure a $100. 

b) via Anvers - Lobito, 0.30 
franc-or pour une valour declaree 
non superieure a $100. 0.50 franc-
or pour une valeur declaree su-
perieure a $100. 

c) via Anvers - Egypte, 0.35 
franc-or pour une valeur declare° 
non superieure a $100. 0.60 franc-
or pour une valour declare° su-
perieure a $100. 

d) via Alsace-Lorraine, Suisse, 
Italie, Egypte, 0.50 franc-or pour 
une valeur declare° non superieure 
a $100. 0.90 franc-or pour une 
valour declaree superieure a $100. 

insured value) for each land and 
sea transit involved. 

Also, -in the case of parcels for 
the possessions of the United 
States of America, the Administra-
tion of Belgium shall pay to the 
Administration of the United 
States the following terminal cred-
its, based on the bulk net weight of 
each dispatch: 

For parcels for Alaska, 70 cen-
times gold per kilogram. 
For parcels for Puerto Rico, the 

Virgin Islands, Guam, Samoa, and 
Hawaii, 35 centimes gold per kilo-
gram. 

In addition, for each insured 
parcel, regardless of its insured 
value, there shall be paid an in-
surance terminal credit of 10 cen-
times gold. 

3. In the case of parcels origi-
nating in the United States of 
America which are sent in transit 
through Belgium for the Belgian 
Congo and the Grand Duchy of 
Luxembourg, the Administration 
of the United States of America 
will pay to the Administration of 
Belgium, the fees appearing in 
Column 7 of Belgian Form C. P. 1 
relative to each of these two head-
ings. 

In addition, in the case of in-
sured parcels, the Administration 
of the United States of America will 
allow to Belgium: 

1st. for parcels for the Belgian 
Congo: 

(a) via Anvers-Banana, 0.25 
franc gold for a declared value not 
over $100. 0.40 franc gold for a 
declared value over $100. 

(b) via Anvers-Lobito, 0.30 
franc gold for a declared value not 
over $100. 0.50 franc gold for a 
declared value over $100. 

(c) via Anvers-Egypt, 0.35 franc 
gold for a declared value not over 
$100. 0.60 franc gold for a de-
clared value over $100. 

(d) via Alsace-Lorraine, Swit-
zerland, Italy, and Egypt, 0.50 
franc gold for a declared value not 
over $100. 0.90 franc gold for a 
declared value over $100. 
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2°. pour les colis a destination
du Grand Duch6 de Luxembourg,
0.15 franc-or pour une valeur
d6claree non superieure A $100.
0.20 franc-or pour une valeur de-
claree superieure A $100.

Les droits terminaux et de tran-
sit specifies ci-dessus peuvent 6tre
reduits ou majores, sur pr6avis
de 3 mois donne par un pays A
l'autre. La reduction ou la majo-
ration restera en vigueur pendant
une duree d'un an au moins.

ART£CLE 10.

Rfglement des comptes.

1. Chaque Administration fera
etablir mensuellement par chacun
de ses bureaux d'echange et pour
tous les envois regus des bureaux
d'6change de l'autre Administra-
tion, un 6tat, conforme au module
CP 14 de l'Arrangement inter-
national, des sommes inscrites sur
chaque feuille de route, soit A
son credit, soit A son debit. Ces
etats seront ensuite recapitules
par les soins de la meme Admin-
istration dans un compte conforme
au modele CP 15 de l'Arrange-
ment international.

2. Ce compte, accompagne des
6tats mensuels, des feuilles de
route et, le cas 6ch6ant, des bul-
letins de verification y afferents,
sera soumis a l'examen de l'Ad-
ministration correspondante dans
le courant du mois qui suivra
celui auquel il se rapporte. Les
comptes mensuels, apres avoir et6
verifies et acceptes de part et
d'autre, seront resumes dans un
compte general trimestriel par
les soins de l'Administration
creditrice.

3. Le solde resultant de la
balance des comptes reciproques
entre les deux Administrations
sera paye par 1'Administration
debitrice a l'Administration credi-
trice dans la monnaie de 1'Ad-
ministration creditrice, et au
moyen de traites payables a vue
sur la capitale ou sur une place
commerciale du pays creancier,
les frais de paiement restant a
la charge de 1'Administration
debitrice.

2nd. for parcels for the Grand
Duchy of Luxembourg, 0.15 franc
gold for a declared value not over
$100. 0.20 franc gold for a de-
clared value over $100.

The terminal charges and transit
rates specified above may be re-
duced or increased on 3 months
previous notice given by one coun-
try to the other. These reduc-
tions or increases shall hold good
for at least one year.

ARTICLE 10.

Accounting.

1. Each Administration will
prepare a statement monthly for
each of its exchange offices cover-
ing all the dispatches received
from the exchange offices of the
other Administration, conforming
to model CP 14 of the inter-
national Agreement, of the sums
entered upon each parcel bill
whether to its credit or to its
debit. These statements will then
be summarized by the same Ad-
ministration in an account con-
forming to model CP 15 of the
international Agreement.

2. This account accompanied
by the monthly statements, the
parcel bills, and the bulletins of
verification pertaining thereto, if
any, will be submitted for the
examination of the other Admin-
istration in the course of the
month following that to which
it relates. The monthly accounts,
having been verified and ac-
cepted by both parties, will be
comprised in a general account
every 3 months by the creditor
Administration.

3. The balance resulting from
the reciprocal accounts between
the two Administrations will be
paid by the debtor Administra-
tion to the creditor Administra-
tion in the currency of the creditor
Administration by means of drafts
payable at sight at the capital or a
commercial city of that country,
the cost of payment to be at the
charge of the indebted Admin-
istration.

Accounting.
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Accounting. 

2°. pour lea colis a destination 
du Grand Duche de Luxembourg, 
0.15 franc-or pour une valour 
declare() non superieure a $100. 
0.20 franc-or pour une valeur de-
clare° supelieure a $100. 

Les droits terminaux et de tran-
sit specifies ci-dessus peuvent etre 
reduits ou majores, sur preavis 
do 3 mois donne par un pays a 
Pautre. La reduction ou la majo-
ration restera en vigueur pendant 
une duree d'un an au moms. 

ARTICLE 10. 

Reglement des comptes. 

1. Chaque Administration fora 
etablir rnensuellement par chacun 
de ses bureaux d'echange et pour 
tous les envois recus des bureaux 
d'echange de l'autre Administra-
tion, un &tat, conforme au modele 
CP 14 de l'Arrangement inter-
national, des sommes inscrites sur 
chaque feuille de route, soit 
son credit, soit a. son debit. Ces 
etats seront ensuite recapitules 
par lea soins de la memo Admin-
istration dans un compte conforme 
au model° CP 15 de l'Arrange-
ment international. 

2. Ce compte, accompagne des 
etats mensuels, des feuilles de 
route et, le cas echeant, des bul-
letins de verification y afferents, 
sera soumis a. l'examen de l'Ad-
ministration correspondante dans 
le courant du mois qui suivra 
celui auquel il se rapporte. Les 
comptes mensuels, apres avoir ete 
verifies et accept& de part et 
d'autre, seront resumes dans un 
compte general trimestriel par 
lea soins de l'Adnainistration 
creditrice. 

3. Le solde resultant de la 
balance des comptes reciproques 
entre lea deux Administrations 
sera paye par l'Administration 
debitrice a. l'Administration credi-
trice dans la monnaie de l'Ad-
ministration creditrice, et au 
moyen de traites payables a, vue 
sur la capitale ou sur une place 
commerciale du pays creancier, 
lea frais de paiement restant a. 
la charge de l'Administration 
debitric,e. 

2nd. for parcels for the Grand 
Duchy of Luxembourg, 0.15 franc 
gold for a declared value not over 
$100. 0.20 franc gold for a de-
clared value over $100. 

The terminal charges and transit 
rates specified above may be re-
duced or increased on 3 months 
previous notice given by one coun-
try to the other. These reduc-
tions or increases shall hold good 
for at least one year. 

ARTICLE 10. 

Accounting. 

1. Each Administration will 
prepare a statement monthly for 
each of its exchange offices cover-
ing all the dispatches received 
from the exchange offices of the 
other Administration, conforming 
to model CP 14 of the inter-
national Agreement, of the sums 
entered upon each parcel bill 
whether to its credit or to its 
debit. These statements will then 
be summarized by the same Ad-
ministration in an account con-
forming to model CP 15 of the 
international Agreement. 

2. This account accompanied 
by the monthly statements, the 
parcel bills, and the bulletins of 
verification pertaining thereto, if 
any, will be submitted for the 
examination of the other Admin-
istration in the course of the 
month following that to which 
it relates. The monthly accounts, 
having been verified and ac-
cepted by both parties, will be 
comprised in a general account 
every 3 months by the creditor 
Administration. 

3. The balance resulting from 
the reciprocal accounts between 
the two Administrations will be 
paid by the debtor Administra-
tion to the creditor Administra-
tion in the currency of the creditor 
Administration by means of drafts 
payable at sight at the capital or a 
commercial city of that country, 
the cost of payment to be at the 
charge of the indebted Admin-
istration. 
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4. L'etablissement, l'envoi et le
paiement des comptes devront
etre effectues dans le plus bref
delai possible et, au plus tard,
avant l'expiration du trimestre
suivant. Passe ce delai, les
sommes dues par l'une des deux
Administrations a l'autre seront
productives d'interets A raison de
7% l'an, a dater du jour de
l'expiration dudit d6lai.

ARTICLE 11.

Notifications diverses.

Les Administrations se com-
muniqueront reciproquement un
resume de leurs lois ou reglements
applicables aux colis echanges
entre les deux pays contractants
et des autres details n6cessaires
pour l'execution de 1'6change des
colis.

Le present Rkglement sera ex-
cutoire a partir du jour de la mise
en vigueur de l'Arrangement con-
cernant les colis postaux et il aura
la mnme durde que cet Arrange-
ment.

Fait en double expedition et
signe a Washington, le 51 e jour de
janvier 1939.

Le Postmaster General
des Etats- Unis d'Amerique.

Ambassadeur de
Belgique.

[SEAL]
R. v. STRATEN

4. The preparation, sending out,
and payment of the accounts
shall be effected in the shortest
time possible and at the latest
before the expiration of the fol-
lowing quarter. After this time,
the sums due from one Adminis-
tration to the other shall bear
interest at 7% per annum, count-
ing from the day of the expiration
of the said period.

ARTICLE 11.

Miscellaneous notifications.

The Administrations shall con-
municate to each other a summary
of the provisions of their laws or
regulations applicable to the par-
cels exchanged between the two
contracting countries, and other
items necessary for carrying out
the exchange of parcels.

These Regulations shall come
into operation on the day on which
the Parcel Post Agreement comes
into force and shall have the same
duration as the Agreement.

Done in duplicate and signed at sgnatures.
Washington, the 5th day of Janu-
ary 1939.

[SEAL] JAMES A FARLEY

The Postmaster General of
the United States of America.

Belgian Ambassador.

The foregoing Regulations for the Execution of the Parcel Post
Agreement between the United States of America and Belgium have
been negotiated and concluded with my advice and consent and are
hereby approved and ratified.

In testimony whereof, I have caused the seal of the United States to
be hereunto affixed.

[SEAL]

By the President,
CORDELL HULL

Secretary of State.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT

WASHINGTON, January 11, 1939.

Ratified by the King of the Belgians on March 21, 1939 as is evi- Ratification by Bel-

denced by the autographed instrument of ratification in the files of .
the Post Office Department.

Miscellaneous noti-
fications.

Effective date and
duration.

Approval by the
President.
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4. L'etablissement, l'envoi et le 
paiernent des comptes devront 
etre effectues dans le plus bref 
alai possible et, au plus tard, 
avant Pexpiration du trimestre 
suivant. Passe cc délai, les 
sorames dues par l'une des deux 
Administrations h Pautre seront 
productives d'interets a raison de 
7% l'an, dater du jour de 
l'expiration dudit 

ARTICLE 11. 

Notifications diverses. 

Les Administrations se com-
muniqueront reciproquement un 
résumé de leurs lois on reglements 
appficables aux coils &hang& 
entre les deux pays contractants 
et des autres details necessaires 
pour l'ex6cution de Pechange des 
colis. 
be present Reglement sera exe-

cutoire a partir du jour de la mise 
en vigueur de PArrangement con-
cernant les coils postaux et il aura 
la memo duree quo cot Arrange-
ment. 

Fait en double expedition et 
signe a Washington, le 5me jour de 
janvier 1939. 

Le Postmaster General 
des Etats-Unis d' Amerique. 

Ambassadeur de 
Belgique. 

[SEAL] 
R. v. STRATEN 

4. The preparation, sending out, 
and payment of the accounts 
shall be effected in the shortest 
time possible and at the latest 
before the expiration of the fol-
lowing quarter. After this time, 
the sums due from one Adminis-
tration to the other shall bear 
interest at 7% per annum, count-
ing from the day of the expiration 
of the said period. 

ARTICLE 11. 

Miscellaneous notifications. 

The Administrations shall con-
municate to each other a summary 
of the provisions of their laws or 
regulations applicable to the par-
cels exchanged between the two 
contracting countries, and other 
items necessary for carrying out 
the exchange of parcels. 
These Regulations shall come 

into operation on the day on which 
the Parcel Post Agreement comes 
into force and shall have the same 
duration as the Agreement. 

Done in duplicate and signed at 
Washington, the 5th day of Janu-
ary 1939. 

[SEAL] JAMES A FARLEY 
The Postmaster General of 

the United States of America. 

Belgian Ambassador. 

The foregoing Regulations for the Execution of the Parcel Post 
Agreement between the United States of America and Belgium have 
been negotiated and concluded with my advice and consent and are 
hereby approved and ratified. 

In testimony whereof, I have caused the seal of the United States to 
be hereunto affixed. 

[SEAL] 

By the President, 
CORDELL HULL 

Secretary of State. 

WASHINGTON, January 11, 1989. 

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 

Ratified by the Ring of the Belgians on March 21, 1939 as is evi-
denced by the autographed instrument of ratification in the files of 
the Post Office Department. 

Miscellaneous noti-
fications. 

Effective date and 
duration. 

Signatures. 

Approval by the 
President. 

Ratification by Bel-
gium. 
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January 31. 1939
February 7, 1939

Parcel post agreement between the Republic of Colombia and the United
States of America. Signed at Bogotd January 31, 1939 and at
Washington February 7, 1939; approved by the President February 14,
1939.

ACUERDO RELATIVO A ENCO-
MIENDAS POSTALES ENTRE LA
REPOJBLICA DE COLOMBIA Y LOS
ESTADOS UNIDOS DE NORTE
AMERICA.

En uso de la facultad prevista
por el articulo 1°, paragrafo 3,
del Acuerdo Relativo a Enco-
miendas Postales, de la Uni6n
postal de las Americas y Espaia,
el Departemento de Correos de los
Estados Unidos de Norte America
y el Ministerio de Correos y
Telegrafos de la Repfiblica de
Colombia con el objeto de lHegar
a un convenio para la extension
del servicio de encomiendas pos-
tales para incluir el cambio de
encomiendas con valor declarado
y de encomiendas contra reem-
bolso, han convenido en los sigui-
entes articulos:

PARCEL POST AGREEMENT BE-
TWEEN THE REPUBLIC OF
COLOMBIA AND THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA.

In the exercise of the option
granted by Article 1, Section 3 of
the Agreement Relative to Parcel
Post of the Postal Union of the
Americas and Spain, the Post
Office Department of the United
States of America and the Minis-
try of Posts and Telegraphs of the
Republic of Colombia, for the
purpose of concluding arrange-
ments for the extension of the
parcel-post service to include the
exchange of insured and collect-
on-delivery parcels have agreed
upon the following articles:

ARTfCULO 1.

Declaraci6n de valor.

1. Las Administraciones de los
Estados Unidos do Norte Am6rica,
incluyandose Alaska, Hawaii,
Puerto Rico, Guam, Samoa y las
Islas Virgenes de los Estados
Unidos, por una parte, y de la
Republica de Colombia, por otra
parte, convienen en realizar el
servicio de encomiendas con valor
declarado hasta el limite maximo
de 500 francos oro o su equivalen-
cia en moneda del pals de origen,
previo pago por el remitente de
las tasas especiales suplementarias
que cada uno de los mencionados
paises de origen establezca en su
propia jurisdicci6n. Estos dere-
chos suplementarios quedan a
beneficio exclusivo de la Ad-
ministraci6n de origen.

1. The Administrations of the
United States of America (in-
cluding Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto
Rico, Guam, Samoa, and the
U. S. Virgin Islands) on one hand
and of the Republic of Colombia
on the other hand, agree to execute
the service of parcels with an
insured value up to the maximum
limit of 500 gold francs or its
equivalent in the currency of the
country of origin, upon payment
by the sender of such special
additional fees as each of the
countries of origin mentioned may
establish in its own service. Such
additional fees accrue in their
entirety to the Administration of
origin.

Parcel post agree-
ment with Colombia.

50 Stat. 1696.

ARTICLE 1.

Insurance.

Maximum amount.

Special additional
fees.
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January 31. 1939  Parcel post agreement between the Republic of Colombia and the United 
States of America. Signed at Bogota January 31, 1939 and at 
Washington February 7, 1989; approved by the President February 14, 
1939. 

February 7, 1939 

Parcel post agree-
ment with Colombia. 

50 Stat. 1696. 

Maximum amount. 

Special additional 
fees. 

ACUERDO RELATIVO A ENCO-
MIENDAS POSTALES ENTRE LA 
REPUBLICA DE COLOMBIA Y LOS 
ESTADOS UNIDOS DE NORTE 
AMERICA. 

En uso de la facultad prevista 
por el articulo 1°, paragrafo 3, 
del Acuerdo Relativo a Enco-
raiendas Postales, de la Union 
postal de las Americas y Espalia, 
el Departemento de Correos de los 
Estados Unidos de Norte America 
y el Ministerio de Correos y 
Telegrafos de la Republica de 
Colombia con el objeto de llegar 
a un convenio para la extension 
del servicio de encomiendas pos-
tales para incluir el canabio de 
encomiendas con valor declarado 
y de encomiendas contra reem-
bolso, han convenido en los sigui-
entes articulos: 

ARTIC CLO 1. 

Declaracion de valor. 

1. Las Administraciones de los 
Estados Unidos de Norte America, 
incluyandose Alaska, Hawaii, 
Puerto Rico, Guam, Samoa y las 
Islas Virgenes de los Estados 
Unidos, por un a parte, y de la 
RepUblica de Colombia, por otra 
parte, convienen en realizar el 
servicio de encomiendas con valor 
declarado hasta el limite mbdmo 
de 500 francos oro o su equivalen-
cia en moneda del pals de origen, 
previo pago por el renaitente de 
las tasas especiales suplementarias 
quo cada uno de los mencionados 
paises de origen establezca en su 
propia jurisdicciOn. Estos dere-
chos suplementarios qued an a 
beneficio exclusivo de la Ad-
ministracion de origen. 

PARCEL POST AGREEMENT BE-
TWEEN THE REPUBLIC OF 
COLOMBIA AND THE UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA. 

In the exercise of the option 
granted by Article 1, Section 3 of 
the Agreement Relative to Parcel 
Post of the Postal Union of the 
Americas and Spain, the Post 
Office Department of the United 
States of America and the Minis-
try of Posts and Telegraphs of the 
RePublic of Colombia, for the 
purpose of concluding arrange-
ments for the extension of the 
parcel-post service to include the 
exchange of insured and collect-
on-delivery parcels have agreed 
upon the following articles: 

ARTICLE 1. 

Insurance. 

1. The Administrations of the 
United States of America (in-
cluding Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto 
Rico, Guam, Samoa, and the 
U. S. Virgin Islands) on one hand 
and of the Republic of Colombia 
on the other hand, agree to execute 
the service of parcels with an 
insured value up to the maximum 
limit of 500 gold francs or its 
equivalent in the currency of the 
country of origin, upon payment 
by the sender of such special 
additional fees as each of the 
countries of origin mentioned may 
establish in its own service. Such 
additional fees accrue in their 
entirety to the Administration of 
origin. 
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2. Las encomiendas que con-
tengan piezas de moneda, metales
preciosos, joyas o demas objetos
preciosos, deberan obligatoria-
mente expedirse con valor decla-
rado.

3. El remitente podra declarar
las encomiendas facultativamente
por el valor total de su contenido
o por una parte de tal valor
solamente.

ARTfCULO 2.

Indemnizaciones.

1. Salvo los casos previstos en
el artfculo siguiente, las Adminis-
traciones responderan por la per-
dida de las encomiendas con
valor declarado depositadas en
uno de los paises contratantes
para ser entregadas en el otro pais
y por la perdida, expoliaci6n o
averia de su contenido o una
parte de el.

El remitente o otra persona
autorizada tendra derecho a una
indemnizaci6n que corresponda al
monto efectivo de la perdida,
expoliaci6n o averia. La indem-
nizaci6n se calculara de acuerdo
con el valor efectivo (el precio
corriente) de las mercaderfas de
la misma clase en el lugar y en la
epoca en que las mismas hayan
sido aceptadas para el transporte,
siempre que la indemnizaci6n no
podra en ningun caso exceder del
monto de que la encomienda fu6
asegurado y en que el derecho de
seguro ha sido cobrado, o el
monto maximum de 500 francos
oro. A falta de precios corrientes,
la indemnizaci6n se calculara de
acuerdo con el valor ordinario de
la mercancia avaluada sobre las
mismas bases.

2. No se pagara ninguna in-
demnizaci6n por la averia indi-
recta ni por los beneficios no
realizados que resulten de la
perdida, de la expoliaci6n, de la
averia, de la falta de entrega, de
la entrega erronea, o de la demora
de una encomienda con valor
declarado expedida de acuerdo
con las estipulaciones de este
acuerdo.

2. Parcels containing coin, pre-
cious metals, jewelry, or other
precious articles must be sent
isured.

3. Parcels may be insured for
their total value or for only part
of their total value, at the option
of the sender.

Coin, jewelry, etc.

Optional insurance.

ARTICLE 2.

Indemnity.

1. Except in the cases men- Responsibility.
tioned in the article following, the
Administrations are responsible
for the loss of insured parcels
mailed in one of the two contract-
ing countries for delivery in the
other and for the loss, abstraction
of, or damage to their contents,
or a part thereof.

The sender, or other rightful Indemnity.
claimant, is entitled to compensa-
tion corresponding to the actual
amount of the loss, abstraction, or
damage. The amount of indem-
nity is calculated on the basis of
the actual value (current price,
or, in the absence of current price,
the ordinary estimated value) at
the place where and the time
when the parcel was accepted for
mailing, provided in any case that
the indemnity may not be greater
than the amount for which the
parcel was insured and on which
the insurance fee has been col-
lected, or the maximum amount of
500 gold francs.

2. No indemnity is paid for Idirect damages,
indirect damages or loss of profits
resulting from the loss, rifling,
damage, non-delivery, misdelivery,
or delay of an insured parcel dis-
patched in accordance with the
conditions of the present agree-
ment.
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2. Las encomiendas que con-
tengan piezas de moneda, metales 
preciosos, joyas o demas objetos 
preciosos, deberan obligatoria-
mente expedirse con valor decla-
rado. 

3. El remitente podra declarar 
las encomiendas facultativamente 
por el valor total de su contenido 
o por una parte de tal valor 
solamente. 

ARTICULO 2. 

Indemnizaciones. 

1. Salvo los casos previstos en 
el articulo siguiente, las Adininis-
traciones responderan por la per-
dida de las encomiendas con 
valor declarado depositadas en 
uno de los paises contratantes 
para ser entregadas en el otro pals 
y por la perdida, expoliacion o 
averia de su contenido o una 
parte de el. 

El remitente o otra persona 
autorizada tendra derecho a una 
indemnizacion que corresponda al 
monto efectivo de la perdida, 
expoliacion o averia. La indem-
nizacion se calculara de acuerdo 
con el valor efectivo (el precio 
corriente) de las mereaderias de 
la misma clase en el lugar y en la 
epoca en que las mismas hayan 
sido aceptadas para el transporte, 
siempre que la indemnizacion no 
podra en ningtin caso exceder del 
monto de que la encomienda fué 
asegurado y en que el derecho de 
seguro ha sido cobrado, o el 
monto maximum de 500 francos 
oro. A falta de precios corrientes, 
la indemnizacion se calculara de 
acuerdo con el valor ordinario de 
la mercancia avaluada sobre las 
raismas bases. 

2. No se pagara ninguna in-
demnizacion por la averia indi-
recta ni por los beneficios no 
realizados que resulten de la 
perdida, de la expoliacion, de la 
averia, de la falta de entrega, de 
la entrega erronea, o de la demora 
de una encomienda con valor 
declarado expedida de acuerdo 
con las estipulaciones de este 
acuerdo. 

2. Parcels containing coin, pre-
cious metals, jewelry, or other 
precious articles must be sent 
insured. 

3. Parcels may be insured for 
their total value or for only part 
of their total value, at the option 
of the sender. 

ARTICLE 2. 

Indemnity. 

1. Except in the cases men-
tioned in the article following, the 
Administrations are responsible 
for the loss of insured parcels 
mailed in one of the two contract-
ing countries for delivery in the 
other and for the loss, abstraction 
of, or damage to their contents, 
or a part thereof. 

The sender, or other rightful 
claimant, is entitled to compensa-
tion corresponding to the actual 
amount of the loss, abstraction, or 
damage. The amount of indem-
nity is calculated on the basis of 
the actual value (current price, 
or, in the absence of current price, 
the ordinary estimated value) at 
the place where and the time 
when the parcel was accepted for 
mailing, provided in any case that 
the indemnity may not be greater 
than the amount for which the 
parcel was insured and on which 
the insurance fee has been col-
lected, or the maximum amount of 
500 gold francs. 

2. No indemnity is paid for 
indirect damages or loss of profits 
resulting from the loss, rifling, 
damage, non-delivery, misdelivery, 
or delay of an insured parcel dis-
patched in accordance with the 
conditions of the present agree-
ment. 

Coin, jewelry, etc. 

Optional insurance. 

Responsibility. 

Indemnity. 

Indirect damages, 
etc. 
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nRetn of op etage 3. En el caso de que hubiere de
pagarse una indemnizaci6n por
la perdida de una encomienda o
por la destrucci6n o expoliaci6n
completa de todo su contenido,
el expedidor tendra ademas dere-
cho a la devoluci6n de las tasas
postales cuando las reclame. Sin
embargo, los derechos de seguro
no se devolveran en ningun caso.

Parcels originating 4. A falta del acuerdo en contra-
rio entre los palses interesados
(acuerdo que puede hacerse por
correspondencia) no se pagara in-
demnizaci6n por la perdida, la ex-
poliaci6n o la averia de encomien-
das con valor declarado en tran-
sito, esto es, por las encomiendas
con valor declarado originarias de
uno de los dos paises contratantes
y destinadas a otros paises que no

Parcels destined for articiparen en este acuerdo, o porcountry not party to
agreement. los envfos asegurados originarios

de algun otro pais que no partici-
pare en este acuerdo y destinados
a uno de los dos paises contra-
tantes.

Ptrels reforwarded 5. Cuando una encomienda ori-to or returned to a
third country. ginaria de un pals destinada al

otro pafs se reexpida desde el pals
de destinaci6n primitiva a un
tercer pals o se devuelva a un
tercer pals, a solicitud del remi-
tente o del destinatario, el recla-
mante autorizado tendra derecho
solamente a tal indemnizaci6n por
cualquier perdida, expoliaci6n o
averia que ocurra despu6s de la re-
expedici6n o devoluci6n del envio
por el pals de su primitiva desti-
naci6n, y que el pals en donde
ocurriere la p6rdida, expoliaci6n
o averia deseare pagar o estuviere
obligado a pagar de conformidad
con algin acuerdo existente entre
los parses directamente interesados
en la reexpedici6n o devoluci6n.

Responsibility for Cualquier pals adherido a este
erroracuerdo que indebidamente reex-

pida una encomienda con valor
declarado a un tercer pais, sera
responsable dentro de los mismos
limites que el pals de origen para
con el remitente, quedando sujeto
a las restricciones, fijadas por el
presente acuerdo.

Defects in packing. 6. El remitente sera responsable
de los defectos en el embalaje y
de la insuficiencia del cierre y de
los sellos de las encomiendas con

3. In the case where indemnity
is payable for the loss of a parcel
or for the destruction or abstrac-
tion of the whole of the contents
thereof, the sender is entitled to
return of the postal charges, if
claimed. However, the insurance
fees are not in any case returned.

4. In the absence of special
agreement to the contrary between
the countries involved, which
agreement may be made by cor-
respondence, no indemnity will
be paid by either country for
the loss, rifling, or damage of
transit insured parcels, that is,
parcels originating in a country
not participating in this agreement
and destined for one of the two
contracting countries or parcels
originating in one of the two con-
tracting countries and destined for
a country not participating in this
agreement.

5. When an insured parcel orig-
inating in one country and des-
tined to be delivered in the other
country is reforwarded from there
to a third country or is returned
to a third country at the request
of the sender or of the addressee,
the party entitled to indemnity in
case of loss, rifling, or damage oc-
curring subsequent to the refor-
warding or return of the parcel by
the original country of destina-
tion, can lay claim, in such a case,
only to the indemnity which the
country where the loss, rifling, or
damage occurred consents to pay,
or which that country is obliged to
pay in accordance with the agree-
ment made between the countries
directly interested in the refor-
warding or return. Either of the
two countries signing the present
agreement which wrongly forwards
an insured parcel to a third coun-
try is responsible to the sender to
the same extent as the country of
origin, that is, within the limits
of the present agreement.

6. The sender is responsible for
defects in the packing and insuffi-
ciency in the closing and sealing
of insured parcels. Moreover, the
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Return of postage 
on loss of parcel. 

Parcels originating 
in a third country. 

Parcels destined for 
country not party to 
agreement. 

Parcels reforwarded 
to or returned to a 
third country. 

Responsibility for 
error. 

Defects in packing. 

3. En el caso de que hubiere de 
pagarse una indenanizacien por 
la perdida de una enconuenda o 
por la destruccion o expoliaien 
completa de todo su contenido, 
el expedidor tendra ademas dere-
cho a la devolucien de las tasas 
postales cuando las reclame. Sin 
embargo, los derechos de seguro 
no se devolveran en ningim caso. 

4. A falta del acuerdo en contra-
rio entre los pafses interesados 
(acuerdo que puede hacerse por 
correspondencia) no se pagara in-
demnizacien por la perdida, la ex-
poliacion o la averfa de encomien-
das con valor declarado en tran-
sit°, esto es, por las encomiendas 
con valor declarado originaiias de 
uno de los dos paises contratantes 
y destinadas a otros paises que no 
participaren en este acuerdo, o por 
los envios asegurados originarios 
de algtin otro pals que no partici-
pare en este acuerdo y deStinados 
a uno de los dos paises contra-
tantes. 

5. Cuando una encomienda ori-
gi' naria de tm pals destinada al 
otro pals se reexpida desde el pals 
de destinacion primitiva a un 
tercer pals o se devuelva a un 
tercer pals, a solicitud del remi-
tente o del destinatario, el recla-
mante autorizado tendra derecho 
solamente a tal indemnizacion por 
cualquier perdida, expoliacieu o 
averfa clue ocurra despues de la re-
expedicion o devolucion del envio 
por el pals de su primitiva desti-
nacion, 7 que el pals en donde 
ocurriere la perdida, expoliacien 
o averfa deseare pagan o estuviere 
obligado a pagar de conformidad 
con algan acuerdo existente entre 
los 'Daises directamente interesados 
en la reexpedicien o devolucian. 
Cualquier pals adherido a este 
acuerdo que indebidamente reex-
pida una encomienda con valor 
declarado a un tercer pals, sera 
responsable dentro de los mismos 
limites que el pals de origen para 
con el renutente, quedando sujeto 
a las restricciones, fijadas por el 
presente acuerdo. 

6. El reraitente seri), responsable 
de los defectos en el embalaje y 
de is insuficiencia del cierre y de 
los sellos de las encomiendas con 

3. In the case where indemnity 
is payable for the loss of a parcel 
or for the destruction or abstrac-
tion of the whole of the contents 
thereof, the sender is entitled to 
return of the postal charges, if 
claimed. However, the insurance 
fees are not in any case returned. 

4. In the absence of special 
agreement to the contrary between 
the countries involved, which 
agreement may be made by cor-
respondence, no indemnity will 
be paid by either country for 
the loss, rifling, or damage of 
transit insured parcels, that is, 
parcels originating in a country 
not participating in this agreement 
and destined for one of the two 
contracting countries or parcels 
originating in one of the two con-
tracting countries and destined for 
a country not participating in this 
agreement. 

5. When an insured parcel orig-
inating in one country and des-
tined to be delivered in the other 
country is reforwarded from there 
to a third country or is returned 
to a third country at the request 
of the sender or of the addressee, 
the party entitled to indemnity in 
case of loss, rifling, or damage oc-
curring subsequent to the refor-
warding or return of the parcel by 
the original country of destina-
tion, can lay claim, in such a case, 
only to the indemnity which the 
country where the loss, rifling, or 
damage occurred consents to pay, 
or which that country is obliged to 
pay in accordance with the agree-
ment made between the countries 
directly interested in the refor-
warding or return. Either of the 
two countries signing the present 
agreement which wrongly forwards 
an insured parcel to a third coun-
try is responsible to the sender to 
the same extent as the country of 
origin, that is, within the limits 
of the present agreement. 

6. The sender is responsible for 
defects in the packing and insuffi-
ciency in the closing and sealing 
of insured parcels. Moreover, the 
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valor declarado. Ademas, las dos
Administraciones estarAn exentas
de toda responsabilidad en caso
de perdida, expoliaci6n o averfa
que sea causada por defectos que
no se noten en la epoca del de-
p6sito.

ARTfCULO 3.

two Administrations are released
from all responsibility in case of
loss, rifling, or damage caused by
defects not noticed at the time of
mailing.

ARTICLE 3.

Excepciones al principio de la Exceptions to the principle of re-
responsabilidad. sponsibility.

Las Administraciones estarAn
exentas de toda responsabilidad:

(a) De las encomiendas cuyas
destinatarios hayan aceptado la
entrega sin reservas. En caso de
las encomiendas dirigidas "en
cargo", la responsibilidad cesara
cuando ellas hayan sido entregadas
al destinatario mencionado en pri-
mer t6rmino y su recibo haya sido
obtenido.

(b) En caso de la perdida o
averia debida a un caso de fuerza
mayor.

(c) Cuando no puedan dar
cuenta de las encomiendas por
causa de la destrucci6n de los
archivos debido a un caso de
fuerza mayor, y siempre que la
prueba de su responsabilidad no
pueda comprobarse en cualquier
otra forma.

(d) Cuando el dano haya sido
causado por falta o negligencia del
remitente, del destinatario o del
representante de uno u otro o
provenga de la naturaleza del
objeto.

(e) Cuando se trate de enco-
miendas que contengan los objetos
prohibidos.

(f) En caso de que el remitente
de una encomienda con valor
declarado, con la intenci6n de de-
fraudar pretende que el contenido
valga mas que su valor real; este
articulo no podra perjudicar nin-
gun procedimiento judicial necesi-
tado por la legislacl6n del paIs de
origen.

(g) Cuando se trate de enco-
miendas confiscadas por la aduana
debido a falsa declaraci6n de su
contenido.

(h) Cuando ninguna reclama-
ci6n o aplicaci6n de indemnizaci6n
haya sido presentada por el intere-
sado o por su representante dentro

The Administrations are re-
leased from all responsibility:

(a) In case of parcels of which
the addressee has accepted de-
livery without reservation. In the
case of "in care" parcels, responsi-
bility ceases when delivery has
been made to the addressee first
mentioned and his receipt has
been obtained.

Parcels accepted
without reservation.

"In care" parcels.

(b) In case of loss or damage Loss through force
through force majeure. maeure.

(c) When, their responsibility
not having been proved otherwise,
they are unable to account for
parcels in consequence of the de-
struction of official documents
through force majeure.

(d) When the damage has been
caused by the fault or negligence
of the sender or the addressee or
the representative of either, or
when it is due to the nature of the
article.

(e) For parcels which contain
prohibited articles.

(f) In case the sender of an
insured parcel, with intent to
defraud, declares the contents to
be above their real value; this
rule, however, shall not prejudice
any legal proceedings necessitated
by the legislation of the country
of origin.

(g) For parcels seized by the
Customs because of false declara-
tion of contents.

(h) When no inquiry or applica-
tion for indemnity has been made
by claimant or his representative
within a year commencing with

Destruction of offi-
cial documents.

Damage through
fault of sender, addres-
see, etc.

Prohibited articles.

Declaration above
real value.

Seizure because of
false declaration.

Application, etc.,
for indemnity not
made within a year.
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valor declarado. Adembs, las dos 
Administraciones estaran exentas 
de toda responsabilidad en caso 
de perdida, expoliacion o averfa 
que sea causada por defectos que 
no se noten en in epoca del de-
posit°. 

AwrfcuLo 3. 

Excepciones at principio de la 
responsabilidad. 

Las Administraciones estarfin 
exentas de toda responsabilidad: 

(a) De las encomiendas cuyas 
destinatarios hayan aceptado la 
entrega sin reservas. En caso de 
las encomiendas dirigidas "en 
cargo", la responsibilidad cesarfi, 
cuando ellas hayan sido entregadas 
al destinatario mencionado en pri-
mer terrain° y su recibo haya sido 
obtenido. 

(b) En caso de la perdida o 
averfa debida a un caso de fuerza 
mayor. 

(c) Cuando no puedan dar 
cuenta de las encomiendas por 
causa de la destruccion de los 
archivos debido a un caso de 
fuerza mayor, y siempre que la 
prueba de su responsabilidad no 
pueda comprobarse en cualquier 
otra forma. 

(d) Cuando el deli° haya sido 
causado por fake, o negligencia del 
remitente, del destinatario o del 
representante de uno u otro o 
provenga de la naturaleza del 
objeto. 

(e) Cuando se trate de enco-
miendas que contengan los objetos 
prohibidos. 

(f) En caso de que el remitente 
de una encomienda con valor 
declarado, con la intencion de de-
fraudar pretende que el contenido 
valga rafts que su valor real; este 
artIculo no podra perjudicar nm-
gumn judicial necesi-
tado por la legislacion del pals de 
origen. 

(g) Cuando se trate de enco-
miendas confiscadas por la adua,na 
debido a falsa declaracion de su 
contenido. 

(h) Cuando ninguna reclama-
cion o aplicacion de indernnizacion 
haya sido presentada por el intere-
sado o por su representante dentro 

two Administrations are released 
from all responsibility in case of 
loss, rifling, or damage caused by 
defects not noticed at the time of 
mailing. 

ARTICLE 3. 

Exceptions to the principle of re-
sponsibility. 

The Administrations are re-
leased from all responsibility: 

(a) In case of parcels of which 
the addressee has accepted de-
livery without reservation. In the 
case of "in care" parcels, responsi-
bility ceases when delivery has 
been made to the addressee first 
mentioned and his receipt has 
been obtained. 

(b) In case of loss or damage 
through force majeure. 

(c) When, their responsibility 
not having been proved otherwise, 
they are unable to account for 
parcels in consequence of the de-
struction of official documents 
through force majeure. 

(d) When the damage has been 
caused by the fault or negligence 
of the sender or the addressee or 
the representative of either, or 
when it is due to the nature of the 
article. 

(e) For parcels which contain 
prohibited articles. 

(f) In case the sender of an 
insured parcel, with intent to 
defraud, declares the contents to 
be above their real value; this 
rule, however, shall not prejudice 
any legal proceedings necessitated 
by the legislation of the country 
of origin. 

(g) For parcels seized by the 
Customs because of false declara-
tion of contents. 

(h) When no inquiry or applica-
tion for indemnity has been made 
by claimant or his representative 
within a year commencing with 

Parcels accepted 
without reservation. 

"In care" parcels. 

Loss through force 
majeure. 

Destruction of offi-
cial documents. 

Damage through 
fault of sender, addres-
see, etc. 

Prohibited articles. 

Declaration above 
real value. 

Seizure because of 
false declaration. 

Application, e t c., 
for indemnity not 
made within a year. 
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Matter of no intrin-
sic value, etc.

de un afio a contarse desde el dia
siguiente al de la imposici6n de la
encomienda con valor declarado.

(i) De las encomiendas que con-
tengan articulos de ningun valor
intrinseco, o sujetos a descomposi-
ci6n o que no se conformaren a las
estipulaciones de este acuerdo, o
que no hubieren sido depositadas
en la forma prescrita; pero el pals
responsable de la p6rdida, expo-
liaci6n o averia, puede pagar
indemnizaci6n por dichas enco-
miendas, sin necesidad de recurso
a la otra Administraci6n.

ARTfCULO 4.

Cese de la responsabilidad.

Las Administraciones dejaran de
ser responsables por las encomien-
das cuya entrega hubieren efec-
tuado en las condiciones prescritas
por sus reglamentos internos para
os envios de la misma naturaleza.

Sin embargo, la responsabilidad
se mantendra cuando el destina-
tario o, en caso de devoluci6n, el
remitente, formule reservas al
recibir una encomienda expoliada
o averiada.

ARTfCULO 5.

Pago de la indemnizaci6n.

La obligaci6n de pagar una in-
demnizaci6n asi como las tasas
postales que deban restituirse, corr-
esponderh a la Administraci6n
de la cual dependa la oficina ex-
pedidora de la encomienda, con-
servando dicha Administraci6n el
derecho de recurrir contra la Ad-
ministraci6n responsable. Sin
embargo, en casos en donde la
indemnizaci6n haya sido pagada
al destinatario de acuerdo con el
segundo parrafo del paragrafo 1,
articulo 2, correspondera a la Ad-
ministraci6n destinataria.

ARTfCULO 6.

Plazo para el pago de la indemni- Period for payment of compen-
zacion. sation.

Period for payment
of compensation.

1. El pago de la indemnizaci6n
debera efectuarse al interesado lo
mas pronto posible, y a mis tardar

1. The payment of compensa-
tion for an insured parcel shall be
made to the rightful claimant as

the day following the posting of
the insured parcel.

(i) For parcels which contain
matter of no intrinsic value, or
perishable matter, or which did
not conform to the stipulations of
this agreement, or which were not
posted in the manner prescribed;
but the country responsible for the
loss, rifling, or damage may pay
indemnity in respect of such
parcels without recourse to the
other Administration.

ARTICLE 4.

Termination of responsibility.

Administrations cease to be re-
sponsible for parcels of which they
have effected delivery in accord-
ance with their internal regula-
tions for parcels of the same
nature.

Responsibility is, however,
maintained when the addressee or,
in case of return, the sender makes
reservations in taking delivery of a
parcel the contents of which have
been abstracted or damaged.

ARTICLE 5.

Payment of indemnity.

The obligation to pay compen-
sation, as well as the postage
charges due to be refunded, rests
with the Administration to which
the office of origin of the parcel is
subordinate. However, m cases
where the compensation is paid to
the addressee i accordance with
Article 2, Section 1, second para-
graph, the obligation shall rest
with the Administration of desti-
nation. The paying Administra-
tion retains the right to make a
claim against the Administration
responsible.

ARTICLE 6.

Termination of re-
sponsibility.

Payment of indem-
nity.
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Matter of no intrin-
sic value, etc. 

Termination of re-
sponsibility. 

Payment of indem-
nity. 

Period for payment 
of compensation. 

de un alto a contarse desde el din 
siguiente al de la imposicion de la 
encomienda con valor declarado. 

(i) De las encomiendas quo con-
tengan artfculos de ningtin valor 
intrfnseco, o sujetos a descomposi-
cion o que no se conformaren a las 
estipulaciones de este acuerdo, o 
quo no hubieren sido depositadas 
en la forma prescrita; pero el pals 
responsable de la perclida, expo-
acion o averfa, puede pagar 

mdemnizacion por dichas enco-
miendas, sin necesidad de recurs() 
a la otra Administraci6n. 

AnTfooLo 4. 

Cese de la responsabilidad. 

Las Administraciones dejartm de 
ser responsables por las encoraien-
das cuya entrega hubieren efec-
tuado en las condiciones prescritas 
por sus reglamentos internos para 
los envfos de la misma naturaleza. 

Sin embargo, la responsabilidad 
se mantendrA cuando el destin.a-
tario o, en caso de devolucion, el 
reraitente, formule reservas al 
recibir. um, encomienda expoliada 
o avertada. 

Aurf cuLo 5. 

Pago de la indemnizacilm. 

La obligacion de pagar una in-
demnizacion asf como las tasas 
postales quo deban restituirse, corr-
espondera, a la Administracion 
de la cual dependa la oficina ex-
pedidora de la encomienda, con-
servando dicha Administracion el 
derecho de recurrir contra la Ad-
ministracion responsable. Sin 
embargo, en casos en donde la 
indemnizacion haya sido pagada 
al destinatario de acuerdo con el 
segtmdo pirrafo del paragrafo 1, 
artfculo 2, corresponder6, a la Ad-
ministracion destinataria. 

ARTICULO 6. 

Plazo para el pago de la '  indemni-
zación. 

1. El pago de la indemnizacion 
debera efectuarse at interesado lo 
m6,8 pronto posible, y a Inas tardar 

the day following the posting of 
the insured parcel. 

(i) For parcels which contain 
matter of no intrinsic value, or 
perishable matter, or which did 
not conform to the stipulations of 
this agreement, or which were not 
posted in the manner prescribed; 
but the country responsible for the 
loss, rifling, or damage may pay 
indemnity in respect of such 
parcels without recourse to the 
other Administration. 

ARTICLE 4. 

Termination of responsibility. 

Administrations cease to be re-
sponsible for parcels of which they 
have effected delivery in accord-
ance with their internal regula-
tions for parcels of the same 
nature. 

Responsibility is, however, 
maintained when the addressee or, 
in case of return, the sender makes 
reservations in taking delivery of a 
parcel the contents of which have 
been abstracted or damaged. 

ARTICLE 5. 

Payment of indemnity. 

The obligation to pay compen-
sation, as well as the postage 
charges due to be refunded, rests 
with the Administration to which 
the office of origin of the parcel is 
subordinate. However, in cases 
where the compensation is paid to 
the addressee in accordance with 
Article 2, Section 1, second para-
graph, the obligation shall rest 
with the Administration of desti-
nation. The paying Administra-
tion retains the right to make a 
claim against the Administration 
responsible. 

ARTICLE 6. 

Period for payment of compen-
sation. 

1. The payment of compensa-
tion for an insured parcel shall be 
made to the rightful claimant as 
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en el plazo de un afio a partir del soon as possible and at the latest
dia siguiente al de la reclamaci6n. within a period of one year count-

ing from the day following that on
which the application is made.

La Administraci6n a la cual co- However, the Administration re-
rresponda dicho pago, podra pos- sponsible for making payment
ponerlo excepcionalmente mas alla may exceptionally defer payment
de este plazo, cuando a la ex- of indemnity for a longer period
piraci6n de ese plazo, no ha podido than that stipulated if, at the ex-
deslindarse la cuesti6n de la re- piration of that period, it has not
sponsibilidad o de la disposici6n been able to determine the dispo-
que se hubiere dado al articulo en sition made of the article in ques-
cuesti6n. tion or the responsibility incurred.

2. Salvo los casos en donde se ha 2. Except in cases where pay-
pospuesto el pago segun las dispo- ment is exceptionally deferred as
siciones del segundo parrafo del provided in the second paragraph
paragrafo precedente, la Adminis- of the foregoing section, the Postal
traci6n postal que asume el pago Administration which undertakes
de la indemnizaci6n estara autori- payment of compensation is au-
zada para tndemnizar al interesado thorized to pay indemnity on be-
por cuenta de la Administraci6n half of the Office which, after
que reglamentariamente requerida, being duly notified of the appli-
ha dejado transcurrir nueve meses cation for indemnity, has let nine
sin solucionar el asunto. months pass without settling the

matter.
ARTfCULO 7.

Determinaciin de la responsa-
bilidad.

1. Hasta prueba en contrario, la
responsabilidad correspondera a la
Administraci6n que, habiendo reci-
bido la encomienda sin observa-
ci6n alguna y estando en posesi6n
de todos los medios reglamentarios
de investigaci6n, no pueda com-
probar la disposici6n de la en-
comienda.

2. Cuando la p6rdida, la ex-
poliaci6n o la averia de una en-
comienda con valor declarado sea
descubierta al abrir el receptaculo
en la oficina destinataria de cam-
bio y haya sido senalado a la
oficina de cambio expedidora, la
responsabilidad correspondera a la
Administraci6n de que dependa la
oficina de cambio expedidora, a no
ser que se comprueba que la irre-
gularidad ha ocurrido en el servicio
de la Administraci6n destinataria.

3. Si la perdida, expoliaci6n o
averia se produce en el curso del
transporte, sin que fuere posible
comprobar en el territorio o ser-
vicio de que pais ocurrio el hecho,
las Administraciones en causa
soportarAn el perjuicio por partes
iguales.

98907°-39-PT. 3---45

Deferred payment.

Payment of indem-
nity after 9 months
delay; exception.

ARTICLE 7.

Fixing of responsibility.

1. Until the contrary is proved,
responsibility for an insured parcel
rests with the Administration
which, having received the parcel
without making any reservations
and being put in possession of all
the regulation means of investiga-
tion, cannot establish the disposal
of the parcel.

2. When the loss, rifling, or
damage of an insured parcel is
detected upon opening the recep-
tacle at the receiving exchange
office, and has been regularly
pointed out to the dispatching ex-
change office, the responsibility
falls on the Administration to
which the latter office belongs, un-
less it be proved that the irregu-
larity occurred in the service of
the receiving Administration.

3. If the loss, riffing, or damage
has taken place in the course of
transportation, without its being
possible to establish on the terri-
tory or in the service of which
country the act took place, the
Offices involved bear the loss in
equal shares.

Fixing of respon-
sibility.
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en el plazo de un alio a partir del 
dia siguiente al de la reclamacion.. 

La AdministraciOn a la cual co-
rrespond.a dicho pago, podra pos-
ponerlo excepcionalmente nibs alla 
de este plazo, cuando a la ex-
piracion de ese plazo, no ha podido 
deslindarse la cuesti6n de la re-
sponsibffidad o de la disposicion 
que se hubiere dado al artIculo en 
cuestiOn. 

2. Salvo los casos en donde se ha 
pospuesto el pago seen las dispo-
siciones del segundo p6,rrafo del 
paragrafo precedente, la Adminis-
tracion postal que asume el pago 
de la indemnizacion estara autori-
zada para indemnizar al interesado 
por cuenta de la Achninistracion 
que reglamentariarnente requerida, 
ha dejado transcurrir n.ueve meses 
sin solucionar el asunto. 

ARTicuLo 7. 

Determination de la responsa-
bilidad. 

1. Hasta prueba en contrario, la 
responsabilidad correspondera a la 
Administracion que, habiendo reci-
bido la encomienda sin observa-
ci6n alguna y estando en posesion 
de todos los meclios reglamentarios 
de investigacion, no pueda corn-
probar la disposicion de la en-
comienda. 

2. Cuando la perdida, la ex-
poliacion o la averfa de una en-
comienda con valor declarado sea 
descubierta al abrir el receptaculo 
en la oficina destinataria de cam-
bio y haya sido senalado a la 
oficina de cambio expedidora, la 
responsabilidad correspondera a la 
Administracion de que dependa la 
oficina de cambio expedidora, a no 
ser que se comprueba que la irre-
gularidad ha ocurrido en el servicio 
de la Administraci6n destinataria. 

3. Si la perdida, expoliacion o 
averfa se produce en el curso del 
transporte, sin que fuere posible 
comprobar en el territorio o ser-
vicio de que pals ocurrio el hecho, 
las Administraciones en causa 
soportaran el perjuicio por partes 
igu ales. 

98907°-39—Pr. 3-45 

soon as possible and at the latest 
within a period of one year count-
ing from the day following that on 
which the application is made. 
However, the Administration re-

sponsible for making payment 
may exceptionally defer payment 
of indemnity for a longer period 
than that stipulated if, at the ex-
piration of that period, it has not 
been able to determine the dispo-
sition made of the article in ques-
tion or the responsibility incurred. 

2. Except in cases where pay-
ment is exceptionally deferred as 
provided in the second paragraph 
of the foregoing section, the Postal 
Administration which undertakes 
payment of compensation is au-
thorized to pay indemnity on be-
half of the Office which, after 
being duly notified of the appli-
cation for indemnity, has let nine 
months pass without settling the 
matter. 

ARTICLE 7. 

Fixing of responsibility. 

1. Until the contrary is proved, 
responsibility for an insured parcel 
rests with the Administration 
which, having received the parcel 
without making any reservations 
and being put in possession of all 
the regulation means of investiga-
tion, cannot establish the disposal 
of the parcel. 

2. When the loss, rifling, or 
damage of an insured parcel is 
detected upon opening the recep-
tacle at the receiving exchange 
office, and has been regularly 
pointed out to the dispatching ex-
change office, the responsibility 
falls on the Administration to 
which the latter office belongs, un-
less it be proved that the irregu-
larity occurred in the service of 
the receiving Administration. 

3. If the loss, rifling, or damage 
has taken place in the course of 
transportation, without its being 
possible to establish on the terri-
tory or in the service of which 
country the act took place, the 
Offices involved bear the loss in 
equal shares. 

Deferred payment. 

Payment of indem-
nity after 9 months 
delay; exception. 

Fixing of respon-
sibility. 
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4. La Administraci6n que hu-
biere efectuado el pago de la in-
demnizaci6n quedara subrogada,
hasta concurrencia del monto de
dicha indemnizaci6n, en los de-
rechos de la persona que la hubiere
recibido, para todo recurso even-
tual, ya fuere contra el destina-
tario, contra el remitente o contra
terceros.

5. En caso de localizaci6n ulte-
rior de una encomienda considerada
como extraviada, la persona a
quien se hubiere pagado la indem-
nizaci6n debera ser avisada de que
puede tomar posesi6n del envio
contra la restituci6n del monto
cobrado.

ARTfCULO 8.

Reembolso de la compensaci6n.

1. La Administraci6n responsa-
ble de la p6rdida, la expoliaci6n o la
averia o por cuenta de la cual se
hubiere efectuado el pago estara
obligada a reembolsar al pafs que
haya efectuado el pago, dentro de
un plazo de nueve meses a contar
del envio de la notificaci6n del
pago, el monto de la indemnizaci6n
efectivamente pagada.

2. El reembolso a la Adminis-
traci6n acreedora se efectuara sin
gastos para la misma, ya sea
mediante un giro postal o cheque
en moneda de curso legal en el
pais acreedor o por cualquier otro
medio que se haya convenido
mutuamente por correspondencia.

ARTfCULO 9.

Acondicionamiento de las enco-
miendas.

1. Como en caso de las enco-
miendas ordinarias, el nombre y
direcci6n del remitente y del
destinatario debera escribirse en
caracteres claros y correctos sobre
la misma encomienda o sobre un
r6tulo atado solidamente a esta
ultima. En los casos de las
encomiendas que llevan la direc-
ci6n inscrita tan solo en el r6tulo
por razones de su forma o tamafio,
el nombre y la direcci6n del

4. The Administration paying
compensation takes over, to the
extent of the amount paid, the
rights of the person who has re-
ceived it, in any action which may
be taken against the addressee,
the sender, or a third party.

5. If a parcel which has been
regarded as lost is subsequently
found, the person to whom com-
pensation has been paid must be
informed that he is at liberty to
take possession of the parcel
against repayment of the amount
of compensation.

ARTICLE 8.

Repayment of compensation.

1. The Administration respon-
sible for the loss, rifling, or dam-
age and on whose account the
payment is effected, is bound to
repay the amount of the indem-
nity to the country which has
effected payment. This reim-
bursement must take place with-
out delay and, at the latest, with-
in the period of nine months
after notification of payment.

2. These repayments to the
creditor Administration must be
made without expense for that
Office by money order or draft,
in money valid in the creditor
country, or in any other way to be
mutually agreed upon by corres-
pondence.

ARTICLE 9.

Preparation of parcels.

1. As in the case of ordinary
parcels, the name and address of
the sender and of the addressee
must be legibly and correctly
written in every case, on the par-
cel itself when possible, or on
a label gummed thereto. In the
case of parcels addressed by tag
only, because of their shape or
size, the name and address of the
sender and of the addressee must
also be written on a separate slip

Repayment of com-
pensation.

Preparation of par-
cels.
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4. La Administracion que hu-
biere efectuado el pago de in in-
demnizaciOn quedarh, subrogada, 
hasta concurrencia del monto de 
dicha indemnizaci6n, en los de-
rechos de la persona que lit hubiere 
recibido, para todo recurso even-
tual, ya lucre contra el destina-
tario, contra el remitente o contra 
terceros. 

5. En caso de localizacion ulte-
rior de una encomienda considerada 
como extraviada, in persona a 
quien se hubiere pagado la iindem-
nizacion debera ser avisada de que 
puede tomar posesion del envio 
contra la restitucke del monto 
cobrado. 

ARTICULO 8. 

Reembolso de la compensaci6n. 

Repayment of corn- 1. La Administracien responsa-
pensation. 

ble de la perdida, la expoliacion o la 
averfa o por cuenta de la cual se 
hubiere efectuado el pago estarb, 
obligada a reembolsar al pals que 
haya efectuado el pago, dentro de 
un plazo de nueve meses a contar 
del envfo de la notificacion del 
pago, el monto de la indernnizacion 
efectivamente pagada. 

2. El reembolso a la Mminis-
tracion acreedora se efectuara, sin 
gastos para la xnisma, ya sea 
mediante un giro postal o cheque 
en moneda de curso legal en el 
pals acreedor o por cualquier otro 
medic) que se haya convenido 
mutuamente por correspondencia. 

Preparation of par-
cels. 

AuTfcuLo 9. 

Acondicionamiento de las enco-
miendas. 

1. Como en caso de las enco-
miendas ordinarias, el nombre y 
direccion del remitente y del 
destinatario debera escribirse en 
caracteres claros y correctos sobre 
la misma encoxnienda o sobre un 
rotulo atado solidamente a esta 
(Mime,. En los casos de las 
encomiendas que Ilevan la direc-
ci6n inscrita tan solo en el r6tulo 
por razones de an forma o tamaiio, 
el nombre y la direccion del 

4. The Administration paying 
compensation takes over, to the 
extent of the amount paid, the 
rights of the person who has re-
ceived it, in any action which may 
be taken against the addressee, 
the sender, or a third party. 

5. If a parcel which has been 
regarded as lost is subsequently 
found, the person to whom com-
pensation has been paid must be 
informed that he is at liberty to 
take possession of the parcel 
against repayment of the amount 
of compensation. 

ARTICLE 8. 

Repayment of compensation. 

1. The Administration respon-
sible for the loss, rifling, or dam-
age and on whose account the 
payment is effected, is bound to 
repay the amount of the indem-
nity to the country which has 
effected payment. This reim-
bursement must take place with-
out delay and, at the latest, with-
in the period of nine months 
after notification of payment. 

2. These repayments to the 
creditor Administration must be 
made without expense for that 
Office by money order or draft, 
in money valid in the creditor 
country, or in any other way to be 
mutually agreed upon by corres-
pondence. 

ARTICLE 9. 

Preparation of parcels. 

1. As in the case of ordinary 
parcels, the name and address of 
the sender and of the addressee 
must be legibly and correctly 
written in every case, on the par-
cel itself when possible, or on 
a label gummed thereto. In the 
case of parcels addressed by tag 
only, because of their shape or 
size, the name and address of the 
sender and of the addressee must 
also be written on a separate slip 
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remitente y destinatario deberan
inscribirse, ademas, por separado,
en una faja de papel que debera
incluirse dentro del envio adnque
se recomendara incluir esas fajas
tambi6n en toda clase del envio.

No se admitiran las encomien-
das que estuvieren dirigidas con
iniciales a menos de que esas
iniciales correspondan o esten
adoptadas como equivalentes de
los nombres de los remitentes y
destinatarios.

Los remitentes de encomiendas
dirigidas a bancos u otras organi-
zaciones similares, para ser luego
entregadas a segundos destina-
tarios, declararan en las cubiertas
de sus envios los nombres exactos
y las direcciones completas de las
personas destinatarias.

No se admitiran direcciones
escritas a lapiz; sin embargo, se
aceptaran las encomiendas cuya
direcci6n halle escrita a lapiz
indeleble sobre un fondo previa-
mente mojado.

2. Como en caso de encomien-
das ordinarias, las encomiendas
con valor declarado deberan em-
balarse de acuerdo con la seguri-
dad del contenido y la duraci6n del
transporte.

3. En cuanto de encomiendas
con valor declarado la declaraci6n
del valor debera expresarse en la
moneda del pais de origen y
inscribirse sobre la encomienda en
caracteres latinos. Esto monto
debera convertirse en francos oro
por el remitente o por la Adminis-
traci6n de origen y el resultado de
la conversi6n debera agregarse
debajo de la indicaci6n original.
El monto de la declaraci6n de
valor debera inscribirse tambien
en la declaraci6n de aduana.

4. Las encomiendas con valor
declarado deberan sellarse me-
diante de sellos de cera o por cual-
quier otro medio, adinque el pafs
destinatario podra abrirlos a fin
de inspeccionar el contenido. Las
encomiendas abiertas con ese
motivo han de cerrarse luego y
sellarse de oficio.

Cualquiera de las Administra-
ciones podra exigir que los remi-
tentes utilicen una marca o im-

which slip must be enclosed in the
parcel, but it is recommended
that such address slips be enclosed
in all parcels.

Parcels will not be accepted
when sent by or addressed to
initials, unless the initials are the
adopted trade name of the senders
or addressees.

The senders of parcels addressed
to banks or other organizations for
delivery to second addresses will be
obliged to state, on the labels or
wrappers thereof, the exact names
and addresses of the persons for
whom such parcels are intended.

Addresses in ordinary pencil
are not allowed, but indelible
pencil may be used on a previ-
ously dampened surface.

2. As in the case of ordinary
parcels, every insured parcel shall
be packed in a manner adequate
for the protection of the contents
and the length of the journey.

3. For insured parcels, the
amount of insured value must
appear on the parcel in currency
of the country of origin and in
Roman letters. This amount
must be converted into gold
francs by the sender or by the
office of origin and the result of
the conversion is added below the
original indication. The amount
of the insured value must also be
indicated on the customs decla-
ration.

4. Insured parcels must be
closed and securely sealed with
wax or otherwise, but the country
of destination shall have the right
to open them (including the right
to break the seals) in order to in-
spect the contents. Parcels which
have been so opened shall be closed
again and officially sealed.

Either Administration may re-
quire a special impress or mark of
the sender in the sealing of insured
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Packing.
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remitente y destinatario deberan 
inscribirse, edemas, por separado, 
en una faja de papel que deberft 
incluirse dentro del envio adnque 
se recomendara incluir esas fajas 
tambien en toda clase del envie. 
No se admitiran las encomien-

das que estuvieren dirigidas con 
iniciales a menos de que esas 
iniciales correspondan o esten 
adoptadas come equivalentes de 
los nombres de los remitentes y 
destinatarios. 
Los remitentes de encomiendas 

dirigidas a bancos u otras orgam-
zaciones similares, pars, ser luego 
entregadas a segundos destina-
tarios, declarathn en las cubiertas 
de sus envios los nombres exactos 
y las direcciones completas de las 
personas destinatarias. 
No se admitiran direcciones 

escritas a lapiz; sin embargo, se 
aceptaran las encomiendas cuya 
tlireccien halle escrita a lApiz 
indeleble sobre un fondo previa-
mente moj ado. 

2. Como en caso de encomien-
das ordinarias, las encomiendas 
con valor declarado deberan em-
balarse de acuerdo con la seguri-
dad del contenido y la duracion del 
transporte. 

3. En cuanto de encomiendas 
con valor declarado la declaraciou 
del valor debera expresarse en la 
moneda del pals de origen y 
inscribirse sobre la encomienda en 
caracteres latinos. Esto monto 
debera convertirse en francos oro 
por el remitente o por la Adminis-
traciOn de origen y el resultado de 
la conversion debera agregarse 
debajo de la indicaciOn 
El monto de la declaraciOn de 
valor debera inscribirse tambien 
en is declaracion de aduana. 

4. Las encomiendas con valor 
declarado deberan sellarse me-
diante de sellos de cera o por cual-
quier otro medio, atinque el pals 
destinatario podra abrirlos a fin 
de inspeccionar elcontenido. Las 
encomiendas abiertas con ese 
motive han de cerrarse luego y 
sellarse de oficio. 

Cualquiera de las Administra-
ciones podia exigir que los remi-
tentes utilicen una marca o ma-

which slip must be enclosed in the 
parcel, but it is recommended 
that such address slips be enclosed 
in all parcels. 

Parcels will not be accepted 
when sent by or addressed to 
initials, unless the initials are the 
adopted trade name of the senders 
or addressees. 

The senders of parcels addressed 
to banks or other organizations for 
delivery to second addresses will be 
obliged to state, on the labels or 
wrappers thereof, the exact names 
and addresses of the persons for 
whom such parcels are intended. 

Addresses in ordinary pencil 
are not allowed, but indelible 
pencil may be used on a previ-
ously dampened surface. 

2. As in the case of ordinary 
parcels, every insured parcel shall 
be packed in a manner adequate 
for the protection of the contents 
and the length of the journey. 

3. For insured parcels, the 
amount of insured value must 
appear on the parcel in currency 
of the country of origin and in 
Roman letters. This amount 
must be converted into gold 
francs by the sender or by the 
office of origin and the result of 
the conversion is added below the 
original indication. The amount 
of the insured value must also be 
indicated on the customs decla-
ration. 

4. Tnsured parcels must be 
closed and securely sealed with 
wax or otherwise, but the country 
of destination shall have the right 
to open them (including the right 
to break the seals) in order to in-
spect the contents. Parcels which 
have been so opened shall be closed 
again and officially sealed. 

Either Administration may re-
quire a special impress or mark of 
the sender in the sealing of insured 

Packing. 
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presi6n especial para sellar sus
encomiendas con valor declarado,
como medida de seguridad.

Marking, etc. 5. Las encomiendas con valor
declarado deberan ir provistas de
una marca, un r6tulo o un sello
que l1eve la menci6n "Insured" o
"Valeur declar6e" (valor decla-
rado) de manera distinguible y
clara sobre la cara de la direcci6n.
El nimero correspondiente al de
aseguramiento, se lo pondra luego
a continuaci6n, sobre cada uno
de los encomiendas. La decla-
raci6n de aduana, si no estuviere
pegada al envio, deberaigualmente
marcarse, rotularse o sellarse con
la misma menci6n.

Afixing labels or 6. Los r6tulos o sellos postales
stmps. colocados sobre las encomiendas

con valor declarado deberan es-
paciarse de tal manera que no
puedan esconder ninguna lesi6n
del embalaje. No deberan tam-
poco colocarse sobre los dos fases
del embalaje, de tal manera que
cubran el borde.

ARTfCULO 10.

Avisos de recibo y reclamaciones.
Advice of delivery; 1. El remitente de una enco-

mienda con valor declarado podra
obtener un aviso de recibo me-
diante el pago de tal derecho adi-
cional, si hubiere alguno, cual el
pais de origen de la encomienda
exijo.

Requet for inor- 2. Un derecho podra ser perci-
bido a juicio de la Administraci6n
del pais de origen por cada solici-
tude de informaci6n relativa a la
disposici6n ulterior que se hubiere
dado a la encomienda con valor
declarado introducida con pos-
terioridad al dep6sito de la misma
si el expedidor no hubiere pagado
ya el derecho especial correspon-
diente a un aviso de recibo.

Complaint of Ir- Tambi6n se cobrarA un derecho,
a juicio del pais de origen, por
concepto de quejas o irregulari-
dades que se presentaren y que a
primera vista no implicaren falta
del servicio postal.

Request for advice 3. Cada vez que se deseare ob-
odelivery tener un aviso de recibo, el remi-

tente o la oficina de origen, es-
eribirA o sellara sobre la encomien-

parcels mailed in its service, as a
means of protection.

5. Each insured parcel must be
marked or labeled or stamped
"Insured" or "Valeur declaree"
(valor declarado) in a conspicuous
manner on the address side and in
close proximity to such indorse-
ment there must appear the in-
surance number given the parcel.
The customs declaration, if not
gummed to the parcel, must also
be marked or labeled or stamped
"Insured" or "Valeur d6clar6e"
(valor declarado).

6. The labels or stamps on in-
sured parcels must be so placed
that they cannot serve to conceal
injuries to the covers. They must
not be folded over two sides of
the cover so as to hide the edge.

ARTICLE 10.

Return receipts and inquiries.

1. The sender of an insured
parcel may obtain an advice of
delivery upon payment of such
additional charge, if any, as the
country of origin of the parcel
shall stipulate.

2. A fee may be charged, at the
option of the country of origin,
on a request for information as to
the disposal of the insured parcel
made after it has been posted if
the sender has not already paid
the special fee to obtain an advice
of delivery.

A fee may also be charged, at
the option of the country of origin,
in connection with any complaint
of any irregularity which prima
facie was not due to the fault of
the Postal Service.

3. When an advice of delivery is
desired, the sender or office of
origin shall write or stamp on the
parcel in a conspicuous manner,
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Marking, etc. 

Affixing labels or 
stamps. 

Advice of delivery; 
fee. 

Request for infor. 
illation; fee. 

Complaints of ir-
regularity; fee. 

Request for advice 
of delivery. 

presiOn especial para sellar sus 
encomiendas con valor declarado, 
como medida de seguridad. 

5. Las encomiendas con valor 
declarado deberan ir provistas de 
una marca, un rOtulo o un solo 
que lleve la menciOn. "Insured" o 
"Valeur declaree" (valor decla-
rado) de manera distinguible y 
clara sobre la cara de la diree,cion. 
El mimero correspon.diente al de 
aseguramiento, se lo pondrh luego 
a continuacien, sobre cada uno 
de los encomiendas. La decla-
racien de aduana, si no estuviere 
pegada al envio, deberaigualmente 
marcarse, rotularse o sellarse con 
la misma mencien. 

6. Los retulos o sellos postales 
colocados sobre las encomiendas 
con valor declarado deberAn es-
paciarse de tal manera que no 
puedan esconder ninguna lesion 
del embalaje. No debertin tam-
poco colocarse sobre los dos lases 
del embalaje, de tal manera que 
cubran el borde. 

ARTiCITLO 10. 

Avisos de recibo y reclamaciones. 

1. El remitente de una enco-
mienda con valor declarado podrA 
obtener un aviso de recibo me-
diante el pago de tal derecho adi-
clonal, si hubiere algdno, cual el 
pals de origen de la encomienda 
exijo. 

2. Un derecho podr4 ser perci-
bido a juicio de la Administracien 
del pals de origen por cada solici-
tude de informacion relativa a la 
disposicien ulterior que se hubiere 
dado a la encomienda con valor 
declarado introducida con pos-
terioridad al deposit° de la misma 
si el expedidor no hubiere pagado 
ya el derecho especial correspon-
diente a un aviso de recibo. 
Tambien se cobrara un derecho, 

a juicio del pals de origen, por 
concepto de quejas o irregulari-
dades que se presentaren y que a 
primera vista no implicaren falta 
del servicio postal. 

3. Cada vez que se deseare oh-
toner un aviso de recibo, el remi-
tente o in oficina de origen, es-
cribith o sellara sobre la encomien-

parcels mailed in its service, as a 
means of protection. 

5. Each insured parcel must be 
marked or labeled or stamped 
"Insured" or "Valour declaree" 
(valor declarado) in a conspicuous 
manner on the address side and in 
close proximity to such indorse-
ment there must appear the in-
surance number given the parcel. 
The customs declaration, if not 
gummed to the parcel, must also 

arked or labeled or stamped 
"Insured" or "Valour declaree" 
(valor declarado). 

6. The labels or stamps on in-
sured parcels must be so placed 
that they cannot serve to conceal 
injuries to the covers. They must 
not be folded over two sides of 
the cover so as to hide the edge. 

ARTICLE 10. 

Return receipts and inquiries. 

1. The sender of an insured 
parcel may obtain an advice of 
delivery upon payment of such 
additional charge, if any, as the 
country of origin of the parcel 
shall stipulate. 

2. A fee may be charged, at the 
option of the country of origin, 
on a request for information as to 
the disposal of the insured parcel 
made after it has been posted if 
the sender has not already paid 
the special fee to obtain an advice 
of delivery. 

A fee may also be charged, at 
the option of the country of origin, 
in connection with any complaint 
of any irregularity which prima 
facie was not due to the fault of 
the Postal Service. 

3. When an advice of delivery is 
desired, the sender or office of 
origin shall write or stamp on the 
parcel in a conspicuous manner, 
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da, de manera clara, la menci6n
"Se solicite aviso de recibo" o
"Se requiere aviso de entrega" o
simplemente las letras "A. R.".

ARTICULO 11.

Intercambio de encomiendas.

Las encomiendas con valorde-
clarado deberan encerrarse en
sacos separados de aquellos en
que se ponen las ordinarias. Los
r6tulos correspondientes a los sacos
que contienen las encomiendas
con valor declarado, deberan mar-
carse con simbolos distintivos y en
conformidad con lo que se resol-
viere oportunamente.

ARTfCULO 12.

Inscripci6n en las hojas de ruta.

1. Las encomiendas con valor
declarado se inscribirAn individual-
mente en hojas de ruta distintas.
Los siguientes datos relativos a
cada encomienda con valor de-
clarado han de inscribirse en la
hoja de ruta; el numero de serie
del envfo asegurado y la oficina
(estado o pafs) de origin, asi como
la divisi6n de peso del envio lo
mismo que en caso de las enco-
miendas ordinarias.

2. En la entrada de la hoja de
ruta correspondiente a una en-
comienda devuelta o reexpedida se
expresara esa circunstancia.

3. Cada oficina de cambio ex-
pedidora debera numerar las hojas
de ruta poniendo el ndmero co-
rrespondiente en la esquina izquier-
da superior, comenzandose cada
afio una nueva serie, para cada
oficina de cambio destinataria.
El dltimo ndmero del aiio deberA
mencionarse en la primera hoja de
ruta del afo siguiente.

the words "Return receipt re-
quested", "Advice of delivery re-
quested" or, boldly, the letters
"A. R.".

ARTICLE 11.

Exchange of parcels.

Insured parcels shall be inclosed
in separate sacks from those in
which ordinary parcels are con-
tained and the labels of sacks
containing insured parcels shall
be marked with such distinctive
symbols as may be agreed upon
from time to time.

ARTICLE 12.

Billing of parcels.

1. Insured parcels shall be en-
tered on separate parcel bills and
shall be listed individually. The
entries shall show in respect to
each insured parcel the insurance
number and the office (and state
or country) of origin as well as an
indication of the weight division
to which the parcel belongs, the
same as in the case of ordinary
parcels.

2. The entry on the bill of any
returned or redirected parcel must
be followed by the word "Re-
turned" or "Redirected" as the
case may be.

3. Each dispatching exchange
office shall number the parcel
bills in the upper left-hand corner,
commencing each year a fresh
series for each exchange office of
destination. The last number of
the year shall be shown on the
parcel bill of the first dispatch of
the following year.

ARTfCULO 13. ARTICLE 13.

Verificaci6n por las oficinas de Verification by the exchange office.
cambio.

1. Al recibo de un despacho de 1. Upon receipt of a dispatch of
encomiendas con valor declarado, insured parcels, the receiving ex-
la oficina de cambio destinataria change office proceeds to verify it.
procedera a verificarlo. Las in- The entries in the parcel bill must

Verification by ex-
change office.

53 STAT.] 2145

Exchange of parcels.

Billing of parcels.

Returned or redi-
rected parcels.

Numberingof parcel
bills.
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da, de manera clara, la mencion 
"Se solicite aviso de recibo" o 
"Se requiere aviso de entrega" o 
simplemente las letras "A. R.". 

A RTI CULO 11. 

Intercambio de encomiendas. 

Las encomiendas con valor de-
clarado deberan encerrarse en 
sacos separados de aquellos en 
que se ponen las ordinarias. Los 
rotulos correspondientes a los sacos 
quo contienen las encomiendas 
con valor declarado, deberan mar-
carse con simbolos distintivos y en 
conformidad con lo quo se resol-
viere oportunamente. 

ARTf CUL° 12. 

Inscripcion en las hojas de ruta. 

1. Las encorniendas con valor 
declarado se inscribithn individual-
mente en hojas de ruta distintas. 
Los siguientes datos relativos a 
cada encomienda con valor de-
clarado han de inscribirse en la 
hoja de ruta; el mimero de serie 
del envio aseg-urado y la oficina 
(estado o pais) de origin, asi como 
la division de peso del envio lo 
mismo quo en caso de las enco-
miendas ordinarias. 

2. En la entrada de la hoja de 
ruta correspondiente a una en-
comienda devuelta o reexpedida se 
expresara esa circunstancia. 

3. Cada oficina de cambio ex-
pedidora debera numerar las hojas 
de ruta poniendo el nilmero co-
rrespondiente en la esquina izquier-
da superior, comenzandose cada 
afio una nueva serie, para cada 
bficina de cambio destinataria. 
El ultimo nUmero del alio debera 
mencionarse en la primera hoja de 
ruta del alio siguiente. 

ARTICULO 13. 

Verificacion por las qficinas de 
carnbio. 

1. Al recibo de un despacho de 
encomiendas con valor declarado, 
la oficina de cambio destinataria 
procedera a verificarlo. Las in-

the words "Return receipt re-
quested", "Advice of delivery re-
quested" or, boldly, the letters 
"A. R.". 

ARTICLE 11. 

Exchange of parcels. 

Insured parcels shall be inclosed 
in separate sacks from those in 
which ordinary parcels are con-
tained and the labels of sacks 
containing insured parcels shall 
be marked with such distinctive 
symbols as may be agreed upon 
from time to time. 

ARTICLE 12. 

Billing of parcels. 

1. Insured parcels shall be en-
tered on separate parcel bills and 
shall be listed individually. The 
entries shall show in respect to 
each insured parcel the insurance 
number and the office (and state 
or country) of origin as well as an 
indication of the weight division 
to which the parcel belongs, the 
same as in the case of ordinary 
parcels. 

2. The entry on the bill of any 
returned or redirected parcel must 
be followed by the word "Re-
turned" or "Redirected" as the 
case may be. 

3. Each dispatching exchange 
office shall number the parcel 
bills in the upper left-hand corner, 
commencing each year a fresh 
series for each exchange office of 
destination. The last number of 
the year shall be shown on the 
parcel bill of the first dispatch of 
the following year. 

ARTICLE 13. 

Verification by the exchange office. 

1. Upon receipt of a dispatch of 
insured parcels, the receiving ex-
change office proceeds to verify it. 
The entries in the parcel bill must 

Exchange of parcels. 

Billing of parcels. 

Returned or redi-
rected parcels. 

Numbering of parcel 
bills. 

Verification by at-
change office. 
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scripciones en las hojas de ruta
seran exactamente verificados.
Cada error u omisi6n se comuni-
cara inmediatamente a la oficina
expedidora mediante un boletin
de verificaci6n. Si ningin boletin
de verificaci6n se confeccionara, se
estimara que el despacho esta en
buen estado en todos respectos.

Si un error o irregularidad se
notare al recibo de un despacho
todas las piezas que se relacionen
con las investigaciones que se
hicieren con posterioridad, o con
los examenes de demandas por el
pago de indemnizaci6n, serAn con-
servadas.

2. La oficina de cambio expe-
didora a la cual se dirijan un bole-
tin de verificaci6n lo devolveran
lo mas rapidamente posible, des-
pu6s de haberlo examinado y de
haber mencionado sus observa-
ciones, si hubiere lugar. Los bole-
tines devueltos se anexaran a las
hojas de ruta a que se refieran.
Se consideraran como nulas las
correcciones efectuadas en una
hoja de ruta sin estar respaldadas
por piezas justificativas.

3. La oficina de cambio espedi-
dora podra ademas, si el caso asi
lo requiere, ser avisada por tele-
grama, por cuenta de la Adminis-
traci6n que lo expida.

4. En caso de falta de unahoja
de ruta, se hace confeccionar un
duplicado, remitiendo una copia
del mismo a la oficina de cambio
de origen del despacho.

5. La oficina de cambio que
recibiere de una oficina corres-
ponsal una encomienda insufi-
cientemente embalada o averiada,
debera darle curso despues de
haberla empacado de nuevo, si
hubiere lugar, conservando hasta
donde fuere posible el embalaje
primitive.

Si la averfa fuere de tal natura-
leza que el contenido del envfo
hubiere podido sustraerse, la ofici-
na debera proceder ante todo a la
apertura de oficio de la enco-
mienda y a la verificaci6n de su
contenido.

En los dos casos el peso de la
encomienda debera comprobarse

be verified exactly. Each error or
omission must be brought im-
mediately to the knowledge of the
dispatching exchange office by
means of a bulletin of verification.
A dispatch is considered as having
been found in order in all regards
when no bulletin of verification is
made up.

If an error or irregularity is
found upon receipt of a dispatch,
all objects which may serve later
on for investigations, or for exami-
nation of requests for indemnity,
must be kept.

2. The dispatching exchange
office to which a bulletin of verifi-
cation is sent, returns it after
having examined it and entered
thereon its observations, if any.
That bulletin is then attached to
the parcel bills of the parcels to
which it relates. Corrections made
on a parcel bill which are not justi-
fied by supporting papers are con-
sidered as devoid of value.

3. If necessary, the dispatching
exchange office may also be advised
by telegram, at the expense of the
office sending such telegram.

4. In case of shortage of a par-
cel bill, a duplicate is prepared, a
copy of which is sent to the ex-
change office of origin of the dis-
patch.

5. The exchange office which re-
ceives from a corresponding office
a parcel which is damaged or
insufficiently packed must redis-
patch such parcel after repacking,
if necessary, preserving the origi-
nal packing as far as possible.

If the damage is such that the
contents of the parcel may have
been abstracted, the office must
first officially open the parcel
and verify its contents.

In either case, the weight of the
parcel will be verified before and
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scripciones en las hojas de ruta 
serail exactamente verificados. 
Cada error u omision se comum-
carg, inmediatamente a la oficina 
expedidora mediante un boletfn 
de verificaciOn. Si ningtitn boletfn 
de verificacion se confeccionark se 
estimarA, que el despacho esta, en 
buen estado en todos respectos. 

Si un error o irreg-ularidad se 
notare al recibo de un despacho 
todas las piezas que se relacionen 
con las investigaciones que se 
hicieren con posterioridad, o con 
los examenes de demandas por el 
pago de indemnizacion, serAn con-
servadas. 

2. La oficina de cambio expe-
didora a la cual se dirijan un bole-
tin de verificacion lo devolveriin 
lo mu rapidamente posible, des-
plies de haberlo examinado y de 
haber mencionado sus observa-
ciones, si hubiere lugar. Los bole-
tines devueltos se anexartin a las 
hojas de rata a que se refieran. 
Se considerartin como nulas las 
correcciones efectuadas en una 
hoja de ruta sin estar respaldadas 
por piezas justificativas. 

3. La oficina de cambio espedi-
dora podra ademAs, si el caso asf 
lo requiere, ser avisada por tele-
grama, por cuenta de la Adminis-
tract& que lo expida. 

4. En caso de falta de una hoja 
de ruta, se hace confeccionar un 
duplicado, remitiendo una copia 
del mismo a la oficina de cambio 
de origen del despacho. 

5. La oficina de cambio que 
recibiere de una oficina corres-
ponsal una encomienda insufi-
cientemente embalada o averiada, 
deberá dare curso despues de 
haberla empacado de nuevo, si 
hubiere Iugar, conserv-ando hasta 
donde fuere posible el embalaje 
primitivo. 

Si la averfa fuere de tel natura-
leza que el contenido del envfo 
hubiere podido sustraerse, la ofici-
na debera proceder ante todo a la 
apertura de oficio de la enco-
raienda y a la verificacian de su 
contenido. 
En los dos casos el peso de la 

encoraienda debera comprobarse 

be verified exactly. Each error or 
omission must be brought im-
mediately to the knowledge of the 
dispatching exchange office by 
means of a bulletin of verification. 
A dispatch is considered as having 
been found in order in all regards 
when no bulletin of verification is 
made up. 

If an error or irregularity is 
found upon receipt of a dispatch, 
all objects which may serve later 
on for investigations, or for exami-
nation of requests for indemnity, 
must be kept. 

2. The dispatching exchange 
office to which a bulletin of verifi-
cation is sent, returns it after 
having examined it and entered 
thereon its observations, if any. 
That bulletin is then attached to 
the parcel bills of the parcels to 
which it relates. Corrections made 
on a parcel bill which are not justi-
fied by supporting papers are con-
sidered as devoid of value. 

3. If necessary, the dispatching 
exchange office may also be advised 
by telegram, at the expense of the 
office sending such telegram. 

4. In case of shortage of a par-
cel bill, a duplicate is prepared, a 
copy of which is sent to the ex-
change office of origin of the dis-
patch. 

5. The exchange office which re-
ceives from a.corresponding office 
a parcel which is damaged or 
insufficiently packed must redis-
patch such parcel after repacking, 
if necessary, preserving the origi-
nal packing as far as possible. , 

If the damage is such that the 
contents of the parcel may have 
been abstracted, the office must 
first officially open the parcel 
and verify its contents. 

In either case, the weight of the 
parcel will be verified before and 
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antes y despu6s del nuevo em-
balaje y indicarse sobre la en-
voltura misma de la encomienda.
Esta indicaci6n ira acompafada
de la menci6n "Repacked at..."
(Reempacada en . . .) junto con
la firma de los empleados que
hayan efectuado el reempaque.

ARTfCULO 14.

Reexpedici6n.

1. Una encomienda con valor
declarado reexpedida dentro del
pals de destino, o entregada a
algdn destinatario suplente en la
oficina original de destino se gra-
vara con tal derechos adicionales
cu al la Administraci6n destinataria
exija, lo mismo que las encomien-
das ordinarias.

2. Cuando una encomienda con
valor declarado fuere reexpedida
a cualquiera de los dos palses, este
debera despacharse en la misma
clase de correo en que fu6 recibido,
esto es, con valor declarado y
nuevos derechos de seguridad po-
dran ser cobrados si estos no
hubieren sido previamente cubier-
tos, que se haran efectivos en el
momento de entrega, lo mismo
que la tasa postal adicionale, en
beneficio de la Administraci6n
que los recaudare y fijare la cuan-
tia.

3. Las encomiendas con valor
declarado no seran reexpedidas ni
devueltas a otro pais, a menos de
que se las devueltas como enco-
miendas con valor declarado.

A menos que los remitentes ex-
presen por escrito su deseo de
que las encomiendas con valor
declarado no sean reexpedidas a
un pals que no sea el pals de desti-
naci6n original, las encomiendas
podran reexpedirse a un tercer
pals, siempre que para ellas se
observen las formalidades nece-
sarias relativas a despachos de
encomiendas con valor declarado.

Las encomiendas con valor de-
clarado podran ser devueltas al
remitente en un tercer pals siempre
que se exprese ese deseo mediante
una anotaci6n sobre la encomien-

after repacking, and indicated on
the wrapper of the parcel itself.
That indication will be followed
by the note "Reempacada en
... " (Repacked at. .. ) and

the signature of the agents who
have effected such repacking.

ARTICLE 14.

Redirection.

1. An insured parcel redirected
within the country of destination
or delivered to an alternate ad-
dressee at the original office of
address shall be liable, the same as
ordinary parcels, to such additional
charges as may be prescribed by
the Administration of that coun-
try.

2. When an insured parcel is
redirected to either country it
must be dispatched in the same
kind of mails as received, that is,
insured, and new insurance fees
may, if not prepaid, be collected
upon delivery as well as additional
postage and retained by the Ad-
ministration making the collec-
tion. The Administration mak-
ing delivery shall fix the amount
of such fees and postage when not
prepaid.

3. Insured parcels shall not be
forwarded or returned to another
country unless they are forwarded
or returned as insured mail.

Redirection; addi-
tional charges.

Manner of forward-
ing or return.

Unless senders indorse insured thiFordng 't
parcels to indicate that they do not
wish them forwarded to any coun-
try other than that of mailing or
within the country of original
address, they may be forwarded
to a third country if they are
forwarded as insured mail.

Insured parcels may be re-
turned to the sender in a third
country, in accordance with a re-
turn address on the parcels, if they
can be returned as insured mail.

Return to sender In
a third country.
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antes y despues del nuevo em-
balaje y indicarse sobre la en-
voltura rnisma de la encomienda. 
Esta indicacion ir. acompaiiada 
de la m.encion "Repacked at.. ." 
(Reempacada en . . .) junto con 
la firma de los empleados quo 
hayan efectuado el reempaque. 

AuTicimo 14. 

ReexpediciOn. 

1. Una encomienda con valor 
declarado reexpedida dentro del 
pals de destino, o entregada a 
algtin destinatario suplente en la 
oficina original de destino se gra-
varti, con tal derechos adicionales 
cu al la Administracion destinataria 
exij a, lo mismo que las encomien-
das ordinarias. 

2. Cuando una encomienda con 
valor declarado lucre reexpedida 
a cualquiera de los dos paises, este 
deberá despacharse en la misma 
clase de correo en que fu 6 recibido, 
esto es, con valor declarado y 
nuevos derechos de seguridad po-
drtin ser cobrados si estos no 
hubieren sido previamente cubier-
tos, que se haran efectivos en el 
moment() de entrega, lo mismo 
que la tasa postal adicionale, en 
beneficio de la Administracion 
quo los recaudare y fijare la cuan-
ti a . 

3. Las encomiendas con valor 
declarado no serail reexpedidas ni 
devueltas a otro pals, a menos de 
quo se las devueltas como enco-
miendas con valor declarado. 
A menos que los remitentes ex-

presen por escrito su deseo de 
que las encomiendas con valor 
declarado no sean reexpedid as a 
un pals que no sea el pals de desti-
nacion original, las encomiendas 
podre.n reexpedirse a un tercer 
pals, siempre que para ellas se 
observen las formalidades nece-
sarias relativas a despachos de 
encomiendas con valor declarado. 
Las encomiendas con valor de-

clarado podran ser devueltas al 
remitente en un tercer pals siempre 
que se exprese ese deseo mediante 
una anotacion sobre la enconuen-

after repacking, and indicated on 
the wrapper of the parcel itself. 
That indication will be followed 
by the note "Reempacada en 

" (Repacked at . . .) and 
the signature of the agents who 
have effected such repacking. 

ARTICLE 14. 

Redirection. 

1. An insured parcel redirected 
within the country of destination 
or delivered to an alternate ad-
dressee at the original office of 
address shall be liable, the same as 
ordinary parcels, to such additional 
charges as may be prescribed by 
the Administration of that coun-
try. 

2. When an insured parcel is 
redirected to either country it 
must be dispatched in the same 
kind of mails as received, that is, 
insured, and new insurance fees 
may, if not prepaid, be collected 
upon delivery as well as additional 
postage and retained by the Ad-
ministration making the collec-
tion. The Administration mak-
ing delivery shall fix the amount 
of such fees and postage when not 
prepaid. 

3. Insured parcels shall not be 
forwarded or returned to another 
country unless they are forwarded 
or returned as insured mail. 

Unless senders indorse insured 
parcels to indicate that they do not 
wish them forwarded to any coun-
try other than that of mailing or 
within the country of original 
address, they may be forwarded 
to a third country if they are 
forwarded as insured mail. 

Tusured parcels may be re-
turned to the sender in a third 
country, in accordance with a re-
turn address on the parcels, if they 
can be returned as insured mail. 

Redirection; addl• 
tional charges. 

Manner of forward. 
log or return. 

Forwarding to 
third country. 

Return to sender in 
a third country. 
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da y siempre que se reexpidan
como encomienda con valor de-
clarado. En los casos de perdida,
expoliaci6n o averia de una en-
comienda con valor declarado que
ha sido reexpedida o devuelta a
un tercer pais, las indemnizaciones
a percibirse deberan sujetarse a
las estipulaciones del Artfculo 2,
paragrafo 5, de este acuerdo.

ARTfCULO 15.

Falta de entrega.

In case of loss, rifling, or damage
of an insured parcel forwarded or
returned to a third country, in-
demnity will be paid only m ac-
cordance with the stipulations of
Article 2, Section 5, of this agree-
ment.

ARTICLE 15.

Non-delivery.

1. Las encomiendas con valor
declarado que no hubieren side
entregadas al destinatario, seran
devueltas al remitente (en la
misma forma en que fueron reci-
bidas, o sea, como encomiendas
con valor declarado), como las
encomiendas ordinaries que no
puedan ser entregadas. Se perci-
biran nuevos derechos de seguro
asi como tambi6n nuevas tasas
postales que las cubrira el remitente
en beneficio de la oficina que
efectuare el cobro.

Las encomiendas con valor de-
clarado que no hayan side entre-
gadas estaran sujetas a los mismos
derechos de reexpedici6n que las
encomiendas ordinarias que no
hayan side entregadas.

2. La Administraci6n de origen
sera notificada cada vez que una
encomienda con valor declarado,
que no ha side entregada o
devuelta, caiga en el case de
ser puesto a disposici6n o en el
de venta per remate.

1. An insured parcel which can
not be delivered shall be returned
to the sender (in the same kind
of mail as received, that is,
insured mail) under the same
circumstances as in the case of
an ordinary parcel which cannot be
delivered. New insurance fees,
as well as new postage may be
collected from the sender and
retained by the Administration
making the collection.

Insured parcels which cannot
be delivered will be subject to the
same charges on return as ordi-
nary parcels which are undeliver-
able.

2. The Administration of origin
shall be notified when an insured
parcel which is not delivered or
is not returned to the country of
origin is disposed of at auction
or otherwise.

ARTfCULO 16.

Encomiendas recibidas con falsa
direcci6n.

Missent parcels. Las encomiendas con valor de-
clarado recibidas con falsa direc-
ci6n, no podran ser reexpedidas a
sus destinaciones respectivas a
menos de que se los trate como a
tales, es decir, envinndolos como
encomiendas con valor declarado.
Si no se pudiere cumplir con ese
requisite segin sea que se trate
de encomiendas con valor de-
clarado, seran devueltas a su
origen.

ARTICLE 16.

Missent parcels.

Missent insured parcels shall not
be forwarded to their destination
unless they are forwarded as
insured mail. If they cannot be
forwarded as insured mail, they
shall be returned to the country
of origin.

Return to sender.

Additional fees and
postage.

Undeliverable par-
eels.

Notice to Adminis-
tration of origin.
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postage. 

Undeliverable 
eels. 

Return to sender. 

da y siempre quo se reexpidan 
como encomienda con valor de-
clarado. En los casos de perdida, 
expoliacion o averfa de una en-
comienda con valor declarado que 
ha sido reexpedida o devuelta a 
un tercer pals, las indemnizaciones 
a percibirse deberan sujetarse a 
las estipulaciones del ArtIculo 2, 
paragrafo 5, de este acuerdo. 

ARTICULO 15. 

Falta de entrega. 

1. Las encomiendas con valor 
declarado que no hubieren sido 
entregadas al destinatario, serail 
devueltas al remitente (en la 
misma forma en que fueron reci-
bidas, o sea, como encomiendas 
con valor declarado), como las 

Additional fees and encorniendas ordinaries que no 
puedan ser entregadas. Se perci-
biran nuevos derechos de seguro 
asf como tambien nuevas tasas 
postales que las cubrira el remitente 
en beneficio de la oficina que 
efectuare el cobro. 
Las encomiendas con valor de-

clarado que no hayan sido entre-
gadas estaran sujetas a los mismos 
derechos de reexpedicion que las 
encomiendas ordinarias que no 
hayan sido entregadas. 

2. La Administracion de origen 
sera, notificada cada vez qua una 
encomienda con valor declarado, 
que no ha sido entregada o 
devuelta, caiga en el caso de 
ser puesto a disposici6n o en el 
de yenta por remate. 

par-

Notice to Adminis-
tration of origin. 

Missent parcels. 

ARTfCULO 16. 

Erwomiendas recibidas con falsa 
direccion. 

Las encomiendas con valor de-
clarado recibidas con falsa direc-
cion, no podran ser reexpedidas a 
sus destinaciones respectivas a 
menos de que se Ios trate como a 
tales, es decir, enviandolos como 
encomiendas con valor declared°. 
Si no se pudiere cumplir con ese 
requisito segfin sea que se trate 
de encomiendas con valor de-
clared°, scram devueltas a su 
origen. 

In case of loss, rifling, or damage 
of an insured parcel forwarded or 
returned to a third country, in-
demnity will be paid only m ac-
cordance with the stipulations of 
Article 2, Section 5, of this agree-
ment. 

ARTICLE 15. 

Non-delivery. 

1. An insured parcel which can 
not be delivered shall be returned 
to the sender (in the same kind 
of mail as received, that is, 
insured mail) under the same 
circumstances as in the case of 
an ordinary parcel which cannot be 
delivered. New insurance fees, 
as well as new postage may be 
collected from the sender and 
retained by the Administration 
making the collection. 

Insured parcels which cannot 
be delivered will be subject to the 
same charges on return as ordi-
nary parcels which are undeliver-
able. 

2. The Administration of origin 
shall be notified when an insured 
parcel which is not delivered or 
is not returned to the country of 
origin is disposed of at auction 
or otherwise. 

ARTICLE 16. 

Missent parcels. 

Missent insured parcels shall not 
be forwarded to their destination 
unless they are forwarded as 
insured mail. If they cannot be 
forwarded as insured mail, they 
shall be returned to the country 
of origin. 
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EL SERVICIO I)E ENCO-
MIENDAS CONTRA REEM-
BOLSO.

ARTfCULO 17.

Sujeto.

1. Las enconiiendas expedidas
contra reemnbolso so aceptaran
para dep6sito a toda oficina de
giros postales en los Estados
Unidos del Norte Anerica o a
las oficinas de cambio do Bogota,
Barranquilla, Buenaventura, Car-
tagena, Medellin, Santa Marta
y Tumaco en Ia Reptiblica do
Colombia.

2. Ias enconiiendas gravadas
con reembolso so aceptarin sola-
mento cuando su valor fu6 decla-
rado.

3. Las disposiciones de los arti-
culos 17 a 2S (do este acuerdo no
se aplicaran a las encomiendas
gravadas con reembolso en tran-
sito.

AaTfCULO 18.

Tasas postales y derechos.

1. Las encomiendas gravadas
con reembolso so someterAn a las
tasts postales, los derechos, las
condiclones do dep6sito, y las
otras forimalidades de las en-
coil.iirnlts con valor declarndo sin
reimibol)ls,. I.n Aldliilistranfit'l dt
orige'( t. Wir.a In fal'ultad dli cobrlar
,hel rimittiin ti t1, ndan et onimintida

exi,'didil c'lltra re'enmtlll l.4 , tal
derec'ho do reemlnliolso ad nimtfi d(l
la tasa postal y otros dererhos
que se previa por su reglamento.

2. Las tasas postales y 108
derechos perteneceran por com-
pleto al pals que los hubiere
cobrado.

ARTfCULO 19.

El monto del recmbolso.

1. El monto maxinmo del re-
embolso estari 500 francos oro o
su equivalencia en la moneda del
pals de oripen. Las dos Admi-
nistraciones polran, cada vez que
les pareciere oportuno, de mutuo
consentimo y por correspondencia,
reducir o aumentar este monto.

COLLECT-ON-DELIVE E Y
SERVICE.

ARTICLE 17.

Subject.

1. Parcels having charges to be
collected on delivery, shall be
accepted for mailing to any money
order post otiice in the United
States of America or to the follow-
ing oflices in the lRepublic of
Colombia: Bogota, IBrraniquilla,
Buenaventura, Cartagena, \ Iedel-
lin, Santa Marta, and 'Tulaco.

2. Collect-on-delivery parcels
shall be accepted only when
insured.

3. The provisions of the Articles
17 to 28 of this agreement do not
cover transit collect-on-delivery
parcels.

ARTICLE 18.

l'ostage and fees.

1. Parcels bearing charges for
collection on delivery shall be
subject to the postage rates, fees,
conditions of mailing, and other
formnalities applicartul to instlndi
pareels w-ithout tfradle charges
Tlio Admitisitratiotn of origin i'
entitled to collct.t from tihe ,,.n-Ior
of each lpar,'l itiitiedl cillh< 't-mn-
dtliverv, v . i'ch c-4.11¢(t-<,tl- 'll ivery
fee, int nilhlitilt to the r"riuirvel
I"otage and n other feeq. at mary h
prescribed by its regulatinn.

2. The potnage rates and fee
shall belong entirely to the country
which collects them.

ARTICLE 19.

Amount of C. O. D.

1. The maximum amount to be
collected on delivery shall be 500
gold francs or its equivalent in
the currency of the country of
origin. This amount may be
increased or decreased at any time
by mutual agreement through
correspondence between the two
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EL SERVICIO DE ENCO-
MIENDAS CONTRA REEN1-
BOLSO. 

ARTICIJLO 17. 

&jet°. 

1. Las encomiendas expedidas 
contra reembolso se aceptaran 
para deposit° a toda oficina de 
giros postales en los Estados 
Unidos del Norte America o a 
las oficinas de cambio de Bogota, 
Barranquilla, Buenaventura, Car-
tagena, Medellin, Santa Marta 
y Tutnaco en Is Republica de 
Colombia. 

2. Las encomiendas gravadas 
con reembolso se aceptartin sola-
mente cuando su valor fu6 decla-
rado. 

3. Las disposiciones de los arti-
culos 17 a 28 de este acuerdo no 
se aplicaran a las encomiendas 
gravadas con reembolso en tran-
sit°. 

ARTfCtI LO 

Tasas postales y derechos. 

1. Las encomientlas gravadas 
con reembolso se someteran a las 
tasas postales, los derechos, las 
condieiones de deposit°, y las 
otras formalidades de las en-
coiniendas con valor declarlido sin 
reembolso. La AdministraciOn de 
origen tendril Is eobrar 
del remitente de (win etwomienda 
expedida contra reembolso, tat 
derecho de reembolso ailemas de 
la tasa postal y otros der-echos 
quo se previa per su reglamento. 

2. Las tasas post ales y los 
derechos perteneceran por corn-
pleto al pals pie los hubiere 
cobrado. 

ARTfCULO 19. 

El manta del reembolso. 

1. El monto maxima del re-
embolso estarzi 500 francos oro o 
su equivalencia en la moneda del 
pals de °rig-en. Las dos Admi-
nistraciones podran, cads vez que 
lea pareciere oportuno, de mutuo 
consentimo y per correspondencia, 
reducir o aumentar este monto. 

COLLECT-ON-DELIVERY 
SERVICE. 

ARTICLE 17. 

Subject. 

1. Parcels having charges to be 
collected on delivery, shall be 
accepted for mailinkt- to any money 
order post office in the United 
States of America or to the follow-
ing offices in the Republic of 
Colombia: Bogota, Barranquilla, 
Buenaventura, Cartagena, Medel-
lin, Santa Marta, am! Tumaco. 

2. Collect-on-delivery parcels 
shall be accepted only when 
insured. 

3. The provisions of the Articles 
17 to 28 of this agreement do not 
cover transit collect-on-delivery 
parcels. 

ARTICLE 18. 

Postage and fees. 

I. Parcels bearing charges for 
collection on delivery shall be 
subject to the postage rates, fees, 
conditions of mailing, and other 
formalities applicable to insured 
parcels without trade charges 
The Administration of origin is 
entitled to collect from the entler 
of each parcel mailed c4bIlect-on. 
delivery, Finch colloc t-on.ds,h very 
fee, in addition to the required 
postage and other fees. AA may be 
prescribed by its regulation. 

2. The postage rates and fees 
shall belong entirely to the country 
which collects them. 

ARTICLE 19. 

Amount of C. 0. D. 

1. The maximum amount to be 
collected on delivery shall be 500 
gold francs or its equivalent in 
the currency of the country of 
origin. This amount may be 
increased or decreased at any time 
by mutual agreement through 
correspondence between the two 

Acreptance of col. 
lAcct-on ,lalivery ptr• 
eels 
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when nsurwi 
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Request for reduc-
tion or cancelation of
amount to be col-
lected.

El monto del reembolso se ex-
presara invariablemente en d6lares
y centavos.

2. Salvo arreglo en contrario
por correspondencia, cuando el
remitente solicits la anulaci6n
total o parcial del monto del re-
embolso, la solicitud se tratara
entre las oficinas de cambio que
hubiere tratado la encomienda.

Administrations. The amount to
be collected on delivery shall in-
variably be expressed in dollars
and cents.

2. When the sender makes a
request for any reduction or can-
celation of the amount to be col-
lected on delivery, the request
shall be handled between the
exchange offices which have han-
dled the parcel, unless otherwise
agreed to through correspondence.

ARTfCCULO 20.

Liquidaci6n.

Remission of 1. El monto total del reembolso
amount to sender.

sm cada deducci6n pars los de-
rechos de giro o de cobro se trans-
mitira al remitente mediante un
giro postal internacional. La
oficina que entrega la encomienda
gravada con reembolso cobrara
del destinatario el monto total del
reembolso y ademas a ello tal
derechos de giro postal cual sea
exigidos para remitir el monto del
reembolso al remitente en el pafs
de origen.

Collection charges 2. El pals que entrega una enco-
rom adressee. mienda contra reembolso podra a

su juicio cobrar un monto razo-
nable, que no podrA exceder 25
c6ntimos oro al destinatario como
un derecho de cobro, siempre que
este monto no se ser deduir de los
montos del reembolso que de-
beran remitirse al remitente.

No axamination by 3. Se prohibir& el examen del
addresseeuntilcharges contenido de una encomienda gra-

vada con reembolso por el desti-
natario sino al cobro del reembolso
y todos los otros derechos que sea
pagaderos sobre ella, aunque el
remitente o destinatario solicits
la permisi6n para hacerlo este
examen.

ARTfCULO 21.

Giros de reembolso.

Information to ac-
company advice of a
money order.

1. Cada aviso de un giro postal,
emitido en cualquiera pais para
pagar los reembolsos, gravadas
sobre una encomienda, debera in-
dicar claramente el ndmero de

ARTICLE 20.

Settlement.

1. The entire amount of the
collect-on-delivery charges with-
out any deduction for money order
fee or collection charges is to be
remitted to the sender by means
of an international money order.
The post office delivering the C.
O. D. parcel will collect from the
addressee the full amount of the
C. O. D. charges and in addition
thereto, such money order fees as
are required to remit the amount
of the C. O. D. charges to the
sender in the country of origin.

2. The country effecting de-
livery of a C. O. D. parcel may at
its option collect a reasonable
amount, not in excess of 25 gold
centimes from the addressee as a
collection charge, but this amount
is not to be deducted from the
collection charges which are re-
mitted to the sender.

3. Examination of the contents
of a C. O. D. parcel by the ad-
dressee is prohibited until the
C. O. D. charges and any other
charges that may be due thereon
have been collected even though
the sender or addressee may make
request that such action be per-
mitted.

ARTICLE 21.

C. O. D. money orders.

1. Every advice of a money
order, issued in either country in
payment of C. O. D. charges on a
parcel, must show plainly the C.
O. D. (insured) number of the
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Request for reduc-
tion or cancelation of 
amount to be col-
lected. 

Remission 
amount to sender. 

Collection charges 
from addressee. 

No examination by 
addresseeuntilcharges 
paid. 

Information to ac-
company advice of a 
money order. 

El monto del reembolso se ex-
presari invariabIemente en d6lares 
y centavos. 

2. Salvo arreglo en con.trario 
por correspondencia, cuanclo el 
remitente solicita la anulacion 
total o parcial del monto del re-
embolso, la solicitud se tratarA, 
entre las oficinas de cambio que 
hubiere tratado la encomienda. 

ARTf CUL° 20. 

Liquidacion. 

of 1. El monto total del reembolso 
sin cada deduccion para los de-
rechos de giro o de cobro se trans-
mitirA al remitente mediante un 
giro postal internacional. La 
oficina que entrega la encomienda 
gravada con reembolso cobrarA, 
del destinatario el monto total del 
reembolso y ademas a ello tal 
derechos de giro postal cual sea 
exigidos pant remitir el monto del 
reembolso al remitente en el pals 
de origen. 

2. El pals que entrega una enco-
mienda contra reembolso podra a 
su juicio cobrar un monto raze-
nable, que no podrg, exceder 25 
centimes ore al destinatario come 
un derecho de cobro, siempre que 
este monto no se ser deduir de los 
mentos del reembolso que de-
berdn remitirse al remitente. 

3. Se prohibire, el examen del 
contenido de una encomienda gra-
vada con reembolso por el desti-
natario sino al cobra del reembolso 
y todos los otros derechos que sea 
pagaderos sobre ella, aunque el 
remitente o destinatario solicita 
la permision para hacerlo este 
examen. 

ARTf CIJLO 21. 

Giros de reembolso. 

1. Cada aviso de un giro postal, 
emitido en cualquiera pals pant 
pagar los reembolsos, gravadas 
sobre una encomienda, debeni in-
dicar claramente el nfimero de 

Administrations. The amount to 
be collected on delivery shall in-
variably be expressed in dollars 
and cents. 

2. When the sender makes a 
request for any reduction or can-
celation of the amount to be col-
lected on delivery, the request 
shall be handled between the 
exchange offices which have han-
dled the parcel, unless otherwise 
agreed to through correspondence. 

ARTICLE 20. 

Settlement. 

1. The entire amount of the 
collect-on-delivery charges with-
out any deduction for money order 
fee or collection charges is to be 
remitted to the sender by means 
of an international money order. 
The post office delivering the C. 
0. D. parcel will collect from the 
addressee the full amount of the 
C. 0. D. charges and in addition 
thereto, such money order fees as 
are required to remit the amount 
of the C. 0. D. charges to the 
sender in the country of origin. 

2. The country effecting de-
livery of a C. 0. D. parcel may at 
its option collect a reasonable 
amount, not in excess of 25 gold 
centimes from the addressee as a 
collection charge, but this amount 
is not to be deducted from the 
collection charges which are re-
mitted to the sender. 

3. Examination of the contents 
of a C. 0. D. parcel by the ad-
dressee is prohibited until the 
C. 0. D. charges and any other 
charges that may be due thereon 
have been collected even though 
the sender or addressee may make 
request that such action be per-
mitted. 

ARTICLE 21. 

C. 0. D. money orders. 

1. Every advice of a money 
order, issued in either country in 
payment of C. 0. D. charges on a 
parcel, must show plainly the C. 
0. D. (insured) number of the 
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orden (de seguro) de la enco-
mienda y llevar las letras "C. O.
D." o la menci6n "Reembolso"
muy aparente.

2. Ademas de los detalles usu-
ales, las listas de giros postales de
reembolso deberan indicar el ni-
mero de orden (de seguro) de las
encomiendas. Ningiun giro de re-
embolso se inscribira en la lista de
giros postales a menos de que el
nombre del remitente y el nombre
asi como la direcci6n exacta del
destinatario se incluyen.

parcel and bear the letters "C. 0.
D." or the word "Reembolso" in a
conspicuous position.

2. The C. O. D. money order
advice lists shall show, in addition
to the usual details, the C. O. D.
(insured) number of the parcels.
No. C. O. D. money order shall be
listed unless the remitter's name
and the payee's name and exact
address are included.

ARTfCULO 22. ARTICLE 22.

Intercambio y inscripcion en las Exchange and billing of C. O. D.
hojas de ruta de encomiendas. parcels.

1. El intercambio de las enco-
miendas gravadas con reembolso se
efectuara por las oficinas de cambio
designadas por acuerdo entre las
dos Administraciones. Los inter-
cambiosse efectuaran en despachos
directos en sacos que contengan
solamente encomiendas expedidas
contra reembolso, inscribiendose
muy aparente las letras "C. 0. D."
o la menci6n "Reembolso" en los
documentos refiriendo a ellas asi
como sobre los r6tulos de los sacos.
Estas encomiendas se inscribirin
en hojas de ruta distintas para
indicar el ndmero de orden (de
reembolso), la oficina y estado de
origen y el monto de reembolso de
cada encomienda.

2. Al recibo de un despacho de
las encomiendas contra reembolso
a ]a oficina de cambio del pafs
destinatario el despacho debera
ser verificado y tambien tratado
como previsto por el articulo 13.

1. Parcels with C. 0. D. charges
shall be exchanged through the
exchange offices appointed by
agreement between the two Ad-
ministrations. The exchanges
shall be effected in direct dis-
patches in sacks containing noth-
ing but C. O. D. parcels, the let-
ters "C. 0. D." or the word
"Reembolso" being entered very
conspicuously in the documents
covering them, as well as on the
labels of the sacks. Such parcels
will be listed in separate bills to
show, in respect to each parcel, the
C. 0. D. number, post office and
state of origin, and the C. O. D.
amount.

2. Upon receipt of a dispatch of
C. O. D. parcels, at the exchange
office of the country of destina-
tion, the dispatch must be care-
fully checked and otherwise treated
as provided in Article 13.

ARTfCULO 23. ARTICLE 23.

Listas de giros postales de reembolso. Lists of C. O. D. money orders.

Las oficinas de New York y
Bogota solamente podran trans-
mitir las listas de giros postales de
reembolso y estos giros se in-
scribirin por separado de los ordi-
narios y la lista se marcariA "Col-
lect-on-delivery" o "Reembolso".

The offices of New York and
Bogota shall be the only ones to
send lists of C. O. D. money or-
ders and such money orders shall
be listed separately from the ordi-
nary money orders and the list
shall be marked "Collect-on-de-
livery" or "Reembolso".

53 STAT.] 2151

Money order advice
lists.

Exchange and bill-
ing of 0. 0. D.
parcels.

Check by exchango
office at destination.

Designated offices.
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orden (de seguro) de la enco-
naienda y llevar las letras "C. 0. 
D." o la mencion "Reembolso" 
muy aparente. 

2. Ademas de los detalles usu-
ales, las listas de giros postales de 
reembolso deberan indicar el nii-
mero de orden (de seguro) de las 
encomiendas. Ningun giro de re-
embolso se inscribira en la lista de 
giros posta1es a menos de que el 
nombre del remitente y el nombre 
asi como la direcciOn exacta del 
d.estinatario se incluyen. 

parcel and bear the letters "C. 0. 
D." or the word "Reembolso" in a 
conspicuous position. 

2. The C. 0. D. money order 
advice lists shall show, in addition 
to the usual details, the C. 0. D. 
(insured) number of the parcels. 
No. C. 0. D. money order shall be 
listed unless the remitter's name 
and the payee's name and exact 
address are included. 

ART1cuLo 22. ARTICLE 22. 

Intercambio y inscripcion en las 
hojas de ruta de encomiendas. 

1. El intercambio de las enco-
miendas gravadas con reembolso se 
efectuara por las oficinas de cambio 
designadas por acuerd.o entre las 
dos Administraciones. Los inter-
cambios se efectuaran en despachos 
directos en sacos quo contengan 
solamente encomiendas expedidas 
contra reembolso, inscribiendose 
muy aparente las letras "C. 0. D." 
o la menciOn. "Reembolso" en los 
documentos refiriendo a ellas asi 
como sobre los r6tulos de los sacos. 
Estas encomiendas se inscribiran 
en hojas de ruta distintas para 
indicar el mimero de orden (de 
reembolso), la oficina y estado de 
origen y el monto de reembolso de 
cads. encoinienda. 

2. Al recibo de un despacho de 
las encomiendas contra reembolso 
a la oficina de cambio del pals 
destinatario el despacho debera 
ser verificado y tambien tratado 
como previsto por el articulo 13. 

ARTiCULO 23. 

Listas de giros postales de reembolso. 

Las oficinas de New York y 
Bogota solamente podrh',n trans-
mitir las listas de giros postales de 
reembolso y estos giros se in-
scribiran por separado de los ordi-
narios y la lista se marcara "Col-
lect-on-delivery" o "Reembolso". 

Exchange and billing of C. 0. D. 
parcels. 

1. Parcels with C. 0. D. charges 
shall be exchanged through the 
exchange offices appointed by 
agreement between the two Ad-
ministrations. The exchanges 
shall be effected in direct dis-
patches in sacks containing noth-
ing but C. 0. D. parcels, the let-
ters "C. 0. D." or the word 
"Reembolso" being entered very 
conspicuously in the documents 
covering them, as well as on the 
labels of the sacks. Such parcels 
will be listed in separate bills to 
show, in respect to each parcel, the 
C. 0. D. number, post office and 
state of origin, and the C. 0. D. 
amount. 

2. Upon receipt of a dispatch of 
C. 0. D. parcels, at the exchange 
office of the country of destina-
tion, the dispatch must be care-
fully checked and otherwise treated 
as provided in Article 13. 

ARTICLE 23. 

Lists of C. 0. D. money orders. 

The offices of New York and 
Bogota shall be the only ones to 
send lists of C. 0. D. money or-
ders and such money orders shall 
be listed separately from the ordi-
nary money orders and the list 
shall be marked "Collect-on-de-
livery" or "Reembolso". 

Money order advice 
lists. 

Exchange and bill-
ing of O. 0. D. 
parcels. 

Check by exchange 
office at destination. 

Designated offices. 
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Disposition of un-
paid money orders.

Use of service to
defraud.

Provisions for other
formalities.

1. Como en caso de las enco-
miendas con valor declarado sin re-
embolso, la p6rdida, expoliaci6n o
averfa de una encomienda gravada
con reembolso comprometera la
responsabilidad de las Administra-
ciones postales de conformidad
con las disposiciones de los articu-
los 2 a 7.

2. Si la encomienda contra re-
embolso fuere entregada al destina-
tario sin remisi6n del monto del
reembolso, el remitente u otra
persona autorizada tendra derecho
a una indemnizaci6n correspon-
diente al monto del reembolso no
remitido, siempre que hubiere
formulada su reclamaci6n dentro
del plazo previsto y a menos que
la falta de cobro no fuere debida a
una falta o negligencia de su parte
o que la transmisi6n en los des-

achos postales del contenido de
a encomienda no fuere prohi-
bida. Se procedera de la misma
manera si la suma cobrado al

ARTfCULO 24.

Giros de reembolso no pagados.

1. Los giros de reembolso que
no hayan podido pagarse a los
beneficiarios por cualquier causa
se sometaran al disposici6n de la
Administraci6n del pais de origen
de las encomiendas a las cuales
refiere estos giros.

2. Cuando parece que el ser-
vicio de encomiendas reembolso
fuere empleado para promover un
designio de defraudar la paga de
los giros en cuesti6n se retendra,
si practicable, y los giros se tra-
tara segun las equidades de cada
caso en los reglamentos del pafs de
origen de las encomiendas grava-
das con reembolso en cuesti6n.

3. Con respecto a las otras for-
malidades, los giros postales de
reembolso se sometaran a las dis-
posiciones que rija el intercambio
de giros postales entre los dos
paises.

ARTfcULO 25.

Responsabilidad por las encomien-
das gravadas con reembolso.

ARTICLE 24.

Unpayable money orders.

1. The C. 0. D. money orders
which have not been paid to the
payee for any reason shall be sub-
ject to the disposition of the Ad-
ministration of the country of
origin of the parcels to which they
relate.

2. When it appears that the
C. 0. D. service was used in
furtherance of a scheme to de-
fraud, payment of the money or-
ders in question will be withheld,
if practicable, and the orders dis-
posed of in accordance with the
equities of each case under the
rules and regulations of the coun-
try of origin of the C. 0. D. par-
cels involved.

3. As for other formalities, C. 0.
D. money orders shall be subject
to the provisions governing the
money order exchange between the
two countries.

ARTICLE 25.

Responsibilityfor C. O. D. parcels.

1. In case an insured C. 0. D.
parcel has been lost, rifled, or
damaged the postal Administra-
tions are responsible as for an in-
sured parcel without C. 0. D.
charges, in conformity with the
provisions in Articles 2 to 7.

2. When a C. 0. D. parcel has
been delivered to the addressee
but the charges have not been
remitted, the sender or other
rightful claimant is entitled to an
indemnity corresponding to the
C. O. D. amount not remitted,
provided that he has made his
claim in due time and unless the
delivery without collecting the
charges has arisen from the fault
or negligence of the sender or from
the transmission of the contents
in parcel post mails being pro-
hibited. This stipulation also ap-
plies to the case that a lower
amount than the full C. 0. D.

Responsibility.

Parcel delivered to
addressee but charges
not remitted.

Exception, if sender
in fault.
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paid money orders. 
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defraud. 

Provisions for other 
formalities. 

Responsibility. 

Parcel delivered to 
addressee but charges 
not remitted. 

Exception, if sender 
In fault. 

ARTIcuLo 24. 

Giros de reembolso no pagodas. 

1. Los giros de reembolso que 
no hayan podido pagarse a los 
beneficiarios por cualquier causa 
se sometaran al disposicion de hi 
Administracion del pals de origen 
de las encomiendas a las cuales 
refiere estos giros. 

2. Cuando parece que el ser-
vicio de encomiendas reembolso 
fuere empleado para. promover un 
designio de defraud ar la paga de 
los giros en cuestion se retendra, 
Si practicable, y los giros se tra-
tara segtin las equidades de ca,da 
caso en los reglamentos del pals de 
origen de las encomien.das grava-
das con reembolso en cuestion. 

3. Con respect° a las otras for-
malidades, los giros postales de 
reembolso se sometarAn a las dis-
posiciones que rija el intercambio 
de giros postales entre los dos 
paises. 

ARTiCITLO 25. 

Responsabilidad por las encomien-
das gravadas con reembolso. 

1. Como en caso de las enco-
miendas con valor declarado sin re-
embolso, la perdida, expoliacion o 
averia de una encomienda gravada 
con reembolso comprometera la 
responsabilidad de las Administra-
ciones postales de conformid ad 
con las disposiciones de los articu-
los 2 a 7. 

2. Si la encomienda contra re-
embolso fuere entregada al destina-
tario sin remision del monto del 
reembolso, el remitente it otra 
persona autorizada tendrá derecho 
a una indemnizacion correspon-
diente al monto del reembolso no 
remitido, siempre que hubiere 
formulada su reclamacion dentro 
del plazo previsto y a menos que 
la falta de cobro no fuere debida a 
una falta o negligencia de su parte 
o que la transmision en los des-
pachos postales del contenido de 
la encomienda no fuere prohi-
bida. Se procedera de la misma 
manera si la suma cobrado al 

ARTICLE 24. 

Unpayable money orders. 

1. The C. 0. D. money orders 
which have not been paid to the 
payee for any reason shall be sub-
ject to the disposition of the Ad-
ministration of the country of 
origin of the parcels to which they 
relate. 

2. When it appears that the 
C. 0. D. service was used in 
furtherance of a scheme to de-
fraud, payment of the money or-
ders in question will be withheld, 
if practicable, and the orders dis-
posed of in accordance with the 
equities of each case under the 
rules and regulations of the coun-
try origin of the C. 0. D. par-
cels involved. 

3. As for other formalities, C. 0. 
D. money orders shall be subject 
to the provisions governing the 
money order exchange between the 
two countries. 

ARTICLE 25. 

Responsibility for C. 0. D. parcels. 

1. In case an insured C. 0. D. 
parcel has been lost, rifled, or 
damaged the postal Administra-
tions are responsible as for an in-
sured parcel. without C. 0. D. 
charges, in conformity with the 
provisions in Articles 2 to 7. 

2. When a C. 0. D. parcel has 
been delivered to the addressee 
but the charges have not been 
remitted, the sender or other 
rightful claimant is entitled to an 
indemnity corresponding to the 
C. 0. D. amount not remitted, 
provided that he has made his 
claim in due time and -unless the 
delivery without collecting the 
charges has arisen from the fault 
or negligence of the sender or from 
the transmission of the contents 
in parcel post mails being pro-
hibited. This stipulation also ap-
plies to the case that a lower 
amount than the full C. 0. D. 
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destinatario fuere inferior al monto
del reembolso indicado.

La indemnizaci6n no podra en
ningin caso exceder del monto del
reembolso.

3. Con respecto a la determina-
ci6n de la responsabilidad y al
pago de la indemnizaci6n las mis-
mas estipulaciones se aplicaran en
caso de las encomiendas expedidas
contra reembolso que se prescriben
para las encomiendas con valor

eclarado no expedidas contra
reembolso.

4. En caso de localizaci6n ul-
terior de una encomienda gravada
con reembolso por la cual fuere
pagado la indemnizaci6n, el admi-
nistrador de correos a la oficina de
entrega entregarA la encomienda,
cobrara los derechos de reembolso,
retendrA este monto y pedira de
instrucciones a la Administraci6n
de la cual dependa su oficina. Sin
embargo, si el destinatario rehu-
sare aceptar una encomienda y
pagar los derechos el administra-
dor de correos ella retendra y de la
misma manera pedira de instruc-
ciones de su tratamiento. En
esto caso, la Administraci6n que se
responde por la indemnizaci6n
determinara la tratamiento que se
dara la encomienda en cuesti6n.

ARTfCULO 26.

Indicaciones que deben llevar las
encomiendas contra reembolso.

Cada encomienda gravada con
reembolso y la declaraci6n de
aduana correspondiente deberA
llevar del lado de la direcci6n de
manera muy aparente, un selio o
r6tulo con la menci6n "Collect-on-
delivery" o "C. O. D." o "Re-
embolso" y en proximidad conti-
gua a estas palabras se parecera el
numero de la encomienda que sera
el numero de seguro (uno ndmero

rimitivo solamente) y seguido de
la indicaci6n del monto exacto del
reembolso en caracteres latinos y
en cifras arabes, el cual no incluira
las tasas de giro adicionales que se
cobrara en el pafs que efectue la
entrega de la encomienda para
hacer el pago al remitente en el
pals de dep6sito.

charge is collected from the ad-
dressee.

The indemnity provided for in
this section may not in any case
exceed the C. O. D. amount.

3. As to the fixing of the re-
sponsibility and the payment of
the indemnity the same stipula-
tions shall be applied as are pro-
vided for insured parcels not sent
C. O. D.

4. When a C. O. D. parcel for
which indemnity has been paid is
recovered, the postmaster at the
delivering office will deliver the
parcel and collect the charges,
hold such amount and request in-
structions from the Administration
to which his office is subordinate.
If the addressee, however, refuses
to accept a recovered parcel and
pay the charges, the postmaster
will hold it and likewise seek in-
structions as to its disposition. In
the latter case the Administration
responsible for the indemnity shall
determine the disposition to be
made of the parcel involved.

ARTICLE 26.

Marking of C. O. D. parcels.

Each C.O. D. parcel and the rel-
ative customs declaration must
bear, on the address side, the con-
spicuous impression of a stamp or
label reading "Collect-on-deliv-
ery", or "C. O. D.", or "Reem-
bolso", and in close proximity to
these words there must appear the
number given the parcel which
shall be the insured number (only
one original number) and after it
must be shown in Roman letters
and in Arabic figures, the exact
amount of the collect-on-delivery
charges which should not include
the additional money order fees
that will be collected in the coun-
try making delivery of the parcel
for making the remittance to the
sender in the country of mailing.

53 STAT.] 2153

Limitation.

Fixing of the respon-
sibility.

Recovery of parcel
for which indemnity
was paid.

Refusal of addressee
to accept parcel and
pay charges.

M arking of O. 0. D.
parcels.
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destinatario lucre inferior al monto 
del reembolso indicado. 
La indemnizacion no podro, en 

nmgan caso exceder del monto del 
reembolso. 

3. Con respecto a la determina-
ci6n de la responsabilidad y al 
pago de la indemnizacion las mis-
mas estipulaciones se aplicaran en 
caso de las encomiendas expedidas 
contra reembolso que se prescriben 
para las encomiendas con valor 
declarado no expedidas contra 
reembolso. 

4. En caso de localizacidn ul-
terior de una encomienda gravada 
con reembolso por la cual fuere 
pagado la indemnizacidn, el admi-
nistrador de correos a la oficina de 
entrega entregara la encomienda, 
cobrard los derechos de reembolso, 
retendrd este monto y pedird, de 
instrucciones a la Administracion 
de la cual dependa su oficina. Sin 
embargo, si el destinatario rehu-
sare aceptar una encomienda y 
pagar los derechos el administra-
dor de correos ella retendra, y de la 
misma manera pedira de instruc-
ciones de su tratamiento. En 
esto caso, la Administracion que se 
responde por la indemnizacion 
determinara, la tratamiento slue se 
tiara, la encomienda en cuestion. 

Anrfouno 26. 

Indicaciones que deben llevar las 
encomiendas contra reembolso. 

Cada encomienda gravada con 
reembolso y la declaraciOn de 
aduana correspondiente debera 
llevar del lado de la direccion, de 
manera muy aparente, un sello o 
r6tulo con la mencidn "Collect-on-
delivery" o "C. 0. D." o "Re-
embolso" y en proximidad conti-
gua a estas palabras se parecera, el 
namero de la encomienda que sera 
el trainer° de seguro (uno ndmero 
prinaitivo solamente) y seguido de 
la indicacion del monto exacta del 
reembolso en caracteres latinos y 
en cifras arabes, el cual no incluira 
las tasas de giro adicionales que se 
cobrara en el pals que efectue la 
entrega de la encomienda para 
hacer el pago al renutente en el 
pals de dep6sito. 

charge is collected from the ad-
dressee. 
The indemnity provided for in 

this section may not in any case 
exceed the C. 0. D. amount. 

3. As to the fixing of the re-
sponsibility and the payment of 
the indemnity the same stipula-
tions shall be applied as are pro-
vided for insured parcels not sent 
C. O. D. 

4. When a C. 0. D. parcel for 
which indemnity has been paid is 
recovered, the postmaster at the 
delivering office will deliver the 
parcel and collect the charges, 
hold such amount and request in-
structions from the Administration 
to which his office is subordinate. 
If the addressee, however, refuses 
to accept a recovered parcel and 
pay the charges, the postmaster 
will hold it and likewise seek in-
structions as to its disposition. In 
the latter case the Administration 
responsible for the indemnity shall 
determine the disposition to be 
made of the parcel involved. 

ARTICLE 26. 

Marking of C. 0. D. parcels. 

Each C.O.D. parcel and the rel-
ative customs declaration must 
bear, on the address side, the con-
spicuous impression of a stamp or 
label reading "Collect-on-deliv-
ery", or "C. 0. D.", or "Reem-
bolso", and in close proximity to 
these words there must appear the 
number given the parcel which 
shall be the insured number (only 
one original number) and after it 
must be shown in Roman letters 
and in Arabic figures, the exact 
amount of the collect-on-delivery 
charges which should not include 
the additional money order fees 
that will be collected in the coun-
try making delivery of the parcel 
for making the remittance to the 
sender in the country of mailing. 

Limitation. 

Fixing of the respon-
sibility. 

Recovery of parcel 
for which indemnity 
was paid. 

Refusal of addressee 
to accept parcel and 
pay charges. 

Marking of O. 0.13. 
parcels. 
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Redirection.

Recall.

Disposition of un-
deliverable parcels.

1. Todos los asuntos relatives a
las solicitudes de retiro del servicio
o devoluci6n de encomiendas con
valor declarado, y de encomiendas
gravadas con reembolso asegura-
das, la obtenci6n y disposici6n de
avisos de recibo de las mismas y el
arreglo de indemnizaciones que se
solicitaren por dichas encomien-
das, que no se hallaren consultados
en este acuerdo, seran regidos por
las estipulaciones de la Convenci6n
americo-espanol de Paquetes Pos-
tales y de la Convenci6n Postal
Universal y de su Reglamento de
Detalle, hasta donde puedan ser
estas aplicables y que no sean

ARTfCULO 27.

Reexpedicion. Retiro del servicio.

1. Salvo arreglo en contrario,
las encomiendas gravadas con re-
embolso no podran ser reexpedidas
a un tercer pals.

2. El remitente de una enco-
mienda gravada con reembolso
podra hacerla retirar del servicio
en las condiciones establecidas
a este respecto por el pals de
origen.

ARTfCULO 28.

Falta de entrega.

Si su encomienda gravada con
reembolso no se puede ser entre-
gada a la direcci6n primitiva, el re-
mitente podra disponer otra dispo-
sici6n de ella como en caso de las
encomiendas sin reembolso y de
conformidad con lo establecido en
el articulo 14.

ARTfCULO 29.

Formulaci6n de cuentas.

Las cuentas por transmisi6n de
las encomiendas a que se refiere
este Convenio deberan formularse
trimestralmente y estaran a cargo
del pais acreedor para su con-
fecci6n.

ARTfCULO 30.

Asuntos no previstos en el acuerdo.

ARTICLE 27.

Redirection. Recall.

1. Unless nutually otherwise
agreed, C. O. D. parcels shall not
be reforwarded to a third country.

2. The sender of a C. O. D.
parcel may cause it to be recalled
upon complying with such require-
ments as may be established in
this connection by the country of
origin.

ARTICLE 28.

Nondelivery.

The sender may provide, in case
his C. O. D. parcel is undeliverable
as originally addressed, for other
disposition to be made of it, the
same as in the case of parcels with-
out trade charges and as stipulated
in Article 14.

ARTICLE 29.

Preparation of accounts.

The accounts for transmission of
the parcels referred to in this agree-
ment must be made up quarterly
by the creditor country.

ARTICLE 30.

Matters not provided for in the
agreement.

1. All matters concerning re-
quests for recall or return of in-
sured parcels and of collect-on-
delivery insured parcels, and
obtaining and disposition of return
receipts therefor, and the adjust-
ment of indemnity claims in con-
nection therewith, not covered by
this agreement, shall be governed
by the provisions of the Americo-
Spanish Parcel Post Convention
and the Universal Postal Union
Convention and the Detailed Regu-
lations for its Execution, respec-
tively, in so far as they are appli-
cable and are not inconsistent with
the provisions of this agreement,

Preparation of ac-
counts.

A pplication of other
postal conventions to
matters not covered
hereby.

50 Stat. 166.

49 Stat. 2741, 2802.
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reembolso no se puede ser entre-
gada a la direccion primitiva, el re-
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el articulo 14. 
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50 Stat. 1696. 

49 Stat. 2741, 2802. 

AuTicuLo 29. 

Formulacion de cuentas. 

Las cuentas por transmision de 
las encomiendas a quo se refiere 
este Convenio deberan formularse 
trimestralmente y estaran a cargo 
del pals acreedor para su con-
f ecci6n. 

AnTicuLo 30. 

Asuntos no previstos en el acuerdo. 

1. Todos los asuntos relativos a 
las solicitudes de retiro del servicio 
o devolucion de encomiendas con 
valor declarado, y de encomiendas 
gravadas con reembolso asegura-
das, la obtencion y disposicion de 
avisos de recibo de las mismas y el 
arreglo de indemnizaciones quo se 
solicitaren por dichas encomien-
das, quo no se hallaren consultados 
en este acuerdo, serail regidos por 
las estipulaciones de la Convencion 
americo-espaiiol de Paquetes Pos-
tales y de la Convencion Postal 
Universal y de su Reglamento de 
Detalle, hasta donde puedan ser 
estas aplicables y quo no sean 
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ARTICLE 27. 

Redirection. Recall. 

1. Unless nutually otherwise 
agreed, C. 0. D. parcels shall not 
be reforwarded to a third country. 

2. The sender of a C. 0. D. 
parcel may cause it to be recalled 
upon complying with such require-
ments as may be established in 
this connection by the country of 
origin. 

AARRTTIICCLLEE 28. 

Nondelivery. 

The sender may provide, in case 
his C. 0. D. parcel is undeliverable 
as originally addressed, for other 
disposition to be made of it, the 
same as in the case of parcels with-
out trade charges and as stipulated 
in Article 14. 

ARTICLE 29. 

Preparation of accounts. 

The accounts for transmission of 
the parcels referred to in this agree-
ment must be made up quarterly 
by the creditor country. 

ARTICLE 30. 

Matters not provided for in the 
agreement. 

1. All matters concerning re-
quests for recall or return of in-
sured parcels and of collect-on-
delivery insured parcels, and 
obtaining and disposition of return 
receipts therefor, and the adjust-
ment of indemnity claims in con-
nection therewith, not covered by 
this agreement, shall be governed 
by the provisions of the Americo-
Spanish Parcel Post Convention 
and the Universal Postal Union 
Convention and the Detailed Regu-
lations for its Execution, respec-
tively, in so far as they are appli-
cable and are not inconsistent with 
the provisions of this agreement, 
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incompatibles con las estipula-
ciones de este acuerdo, y luego
tambi6n para el caso de que no
exista otro arreglo regira la legis-
laci6n interna, reglamentos y dis-
posiciones dictadas por los Estados
Unidos y la Republica de Colom-
bia, en conformidad con el pais
interesado.

2. El Director General de Co-
rreos de los Estados Unidos de
America y el Ministro de Correos
y Tel6grafos de la Republica de
Colombia quedan autorizados para
hacer de acuerdo, cada vez que
les pareciere oportuno, y por co-
rrespondencia, cambios, modifica-
ciones y mas regulaciones de orden
y detalle que estimaren necesarias
para facilitar la operaci6n de los
servicios que motiva el presente
acuerdo.

3. Las Administraciones se com-
municaran entre ellas, cada vez
que juzgaren oportuno, las nuevas
disposiciones de sus leyes y regla-
mentos aplicables a la conducci6n
de paquetes por los correos ase-
gurados.

ARTfCULO 31.

Duracion del Acuerdo.

1. El presente acuerdo se pondra
en vigencia y las diversas opera-
clones de que se ocupa comenzaran
a surtir efecto desde la fecha fijada
mutuamente entre las dos Ad-
ministraciones.

2. Permanecerg en vigor hasta
que una de las Administraciones
contratantes haya participado a
la otra, con seis mcses de anticipa-
ci6n, su intenci6n de terminarlo.

Cualquiera de las dos Adminis-
traciones puede suspender tem-
poralmente los servicios de seguro,
de una manera general o parcial,
asi como los servicios de encomien-
das gravadas con reembolso, siem-
pre que mediaren razones para
ello, o restringirlo tan solo a
ciertas oficinas; para lo cual se han
de enviar las notificaciones previas
y oportunas de haberse adoptado
esa medida a la otra Administra-
ci6n, noticia que se debe enviar
por la via mas expedita, si ello
fuere necesario.

and then, if no other arrangement
has been made, the internal legis-
lation, regulations, and rulings of
the United States of America and
the Republic of Colombia, accord-
ing to the country involved, shall
govern.

2. The Postmaster General of
the United States of America and
the Minister of Posts and Tele-
graphs of the Republic of Colombia
shall have authority to make from
time to time by correspondence,
such changes and modifications
and further regulations of order
and detail as may become neces-
sary to facilitate the operation of
the services contemplated by this
agreement.

3. The Administrations shall
communicate to each other from
time to time the provisions of their
laws or regulations applicable to
the conveyance of parcels by in-
sured mail.

ARTICLE 31.

Duration of the Agreement.

1. This agreement shall take
effect and operations thereunder
shall begin on a date to be mutu-
ally settled between the Adminis-
trations of the two countries.

2. It shall remain in force until
one of the two contracting Adimin-
istrations has given notice to the
other, six months in advance, of its
intention to terminate it.

Either Administration may tem-
porarily suspend the insured or col-
lect-on-delivery services, in whole
or in part, when there are special
reasons for doing so, or restrict
them to certain offices; but on con-
dition that previous and oppor-
tune notice of such a measure is
given to the other Administration,
such notice to be given by the
most rapid means, if necessary.

53 STAT.] 2155
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Signatures. Hecho por duplicado y firmado
en Bogota, el dia 31 de enero de
1939, y en Washington, el dia 7
de febrero de 1939.

El Ministro de Correos y Tele-
grafos de la Repdblica de Co-
lombia.

[SEAL]
ALFREDO CADENA D'COSTA

[SEAL]
JAMES A. FARLEY

Postmaster General of the United
States of America.

Approval by the
President.

The foregoing Parcel Post Agreement between the Republic of
Colombia and the United States of America has been negotiated and
concluded with my advice and consent and is hereby approved and
ratified.

In testimony whereof I have caused the seal of the United States to
be hereunto affixed.

[SEAL] FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT

By the President.
CORDELL HULL

Secretary of State.
WASHINGTON, February 1 141939.

Done in duplicate and signed at
Bogota, the 31st day of January,
1939, and at Washington, the 7th
day of February, 1939.

JAMES A FARLEY

Postmaster General of the United
States of America.

The Minister of Posts and Tele-
graphs of the Republic of Co-
lombia.

ALFREDO CADENA D'COSTA
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Signatures. 

Approval 
President. 

Ilecho por duplicado y firmado 
en Bogota, el dia 31 de enero de 
1939, y en Washington, el dia 7 
de febrero de 1939. 

El Ministro de Correos y Tele-
grafos de la Republica de Co-
lombia. 

[SEAL] 
ALFREDO CADENA D'COSTA 

[SEAL] 
JAMES A. FARLEY 

Postmaster General of the United 
States of America. 

Done in duplicate and signed at 
Bogota, the 31st day of January, 
1939, and at Washington, the 7th 
day of February, 1939. 

JAMES A FARLEY 

Postmaster General of the United 
States of America. 

The Minister of Posts and Tele-
graphs of the Republic of Co-
lombia. 

ALFREDO CADENA D'COSTA 

by the The foregoing Parcel Post Agreement between the Republic of 
Colombia and the United States of America has been negotiated and 
concluded with my advice and consent and is hereby approved and 
ratified. 

In testimony whereof I have caused the seal of the United States to 
be hereunto affixed. 

[SEAL] 

By the President. 
CORDELL HULL 

Secretary of State. 
WASHINGTON, February 14, 1989. 

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 
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Arrangement between the United States of America and Canada respect-
ing the use of radio for civil aeronautical services. Effected by ex-
change of notes signed February 20, 1939; effective February 20, 1939.

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Canadian Minister (Marler)

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

WASHINGTON

February 20, 1939.
SIR:

I have the honor to refer to negotiations which have taken place
between the Government of the United States of America and the
Government of Canada for the conclusion of a United States-
Canadian Regional Arrangement Governing the Use of Radio for
Civil Aeronautical Services.

It is my understanding that it has been agreed in the course of the
negotiations, now terminated, that the Arrangement shall be as follows:

UNITED STATES-CANADIAN REGIONAL ARRANGEMENT GOVERNING

THE USE OF RADIO FOR CIVIL AERONAUTICAL SERVICES

Article I. Scope: The present arrangement between the United
States and Canada concerns primarily the radio communication
service of civil aeronautics and civil air navigation services. Except
for Article XIII, the subject matter of this arrangement is confined to
the frequencies 200-400 kc. and above 30,000 kc. Services other than
civil aeronautical which may incidentally be involved from the
standpoint of interference to and by the civil aeronautical radio serv-
ices are treated in Article XVII. Nothing in this arrangement shall
be construed as lessening in any manner or to any degree the rights
enjoyed by the national defense services of either country.

Article II. Application: Nothing in the present arrangement shall
contravene the pertinent portions of the International Telecommunica-
tion Convention, Madrid, 1932; the radio regulations annexed thereto
to which the parties to this arrangement have subscribed; the Inter-
American Radio Communications Convention, Habana, 1937, and the
Inter-American Arrangement on Radio Communications, Habana,
1937, or such documents as may supplant them as a result of subse-
quent conferences.

Article III. Standardization: In order that international flying
may be facilitated, the standardization and use of aeronautical radio
facilities are provided for in this arrangement. Appendix I lists the
standard classes of aeronautical radio aids approved for service
operation.

February 20, 1939
[E. A. S. No. 143]

Regional arrange-
ment with Canada
governing the use of
radio for civil aero-
nautical services.

Scope.

Application.

49 Stat. 2391, 2445.

Standardization.

98907 °-39-PT. 3-46
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Arrangement between the United States of America and Canada respect-
ing the use of radio for civil aeronautical services. Effected by ex-
change of notes signed February 20, 1989; effective February 20, 1989. 

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Canadian Minister (Marler) 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

WASHINGTON 

February 20, 1989. 

February 20, 1939 
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I have the honor to refer to negotiations which have taken place Regional arrange-
ment with Canada 

between the Government of the United States of America and the governing the use of 

Government of Canada for the conclusion of a United States— radio for civil aero-nautical services. 

Canadian Regional Arrangement Governing the Use of Radio for 
Civil Aeronautical Services. 

It is my understanding that it has been agreed in the course of the 
negotiations, now terminated, that the Arrangement shall be as follows: 
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THE USE OF RADIO FOR CIVIL AERONAUTICAL SERVICES 
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service of civil aeronautics and civil air navigation services. Except 
for Article XIII, the subject matter of this arrangement is confined to 
the frequencies 200-400 kc. and above 30,000 kc. Services other than 
civil aeronautical which may incidentally be involved from the 
standpoint of interference to and by the civil aeronautical radio serv-
ices are treated in Article XVII. Nothing in this arrangement shall 
be construed as lessening in any manner or to any degree the rights 
enjoyed by the national defense services of either country. 

Article II. Application: Nothing in the present arrangement shall 
contravene the pertinent portions of the International Telecommunica-
tion Convention, Madrid, 1932; the radio regulations annexed thereto 
to which the parties to this arrangement have subscribed; the Inter-
American Radio Communications Convention, Habana, 1937, and the 
Inter-American Arrangement on Radio Communications, Habana, 
1937, or such documents as may supplant them as a result of subse-
quent conferences. 

Article III. Standardization: In order that international flying 
may be facilitated, the standardization and use of aeronautical radio 
facilities are provided for in this arrangement. Appendix I lists the 
standard classes of aeronautical radio aids approved for service 
operation. 
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Geographical spac-
ing of aeronautical Article IV. Geographical Spacing of Aeronautical Stations: In
stations. accordance with the general principles governing the economical use

of the available channels, assignments shall be duplicated with a
minimum practicable geographical separation between stations as
determined by permissible ratio of interfering signal to desired signal,
characteristics of the frequencies in use, and the areas of operation of
the stations concerned.

Sharing of channels. Article V. Sharing of Channels: The principle of the sharing of
frequencies which are made available for aeronautical services by
international convention is fully recognized, particularly, however,
with respect to those allocated to such services by the Inter-American
Arrangement Concerning Radio Communications, Habana, 1937.
Recognition is given, however, to the priority of existing services as

Post, p. 2165. set forth in Article XVII and Appendix IV. In general, assignments
to a new station shall be treated as an individual problem to be solved
by engineering methods.

Field intensity. Article VI. Field Intensity: In order that radio interference beyond
the service area may be reduced to a minimum, radiated power should
ordinarily be adjusted to a value consistent with a normal required
field intensity within the prescribed area in which it is desired to
render service.

BAND 200-400 KC.

geographical spae- Article VII. Geographical Spacing: In the case of radio range sta-ing.

tions in the band 200-400 kc., the geographical spacing of the stations
shall be not less than that prescribed in the curve shown in Appendix

Post, p. 2162. II. For powers other than four hundred watts, the distances shown
in Appendix II shall be modified accordingly.

qStdnardatsion of Article VIII. Standardization of Quadrant Signals: For uniformity
and for purpose of course orientation, the characteristic "N" shall be
utilized in the quadrant through which the true north line passes,
except when the northerly course is true north, in which case the
characteristic signal "N" should be in the northwest and southeast
quadrants. The "A" signal should always fall in the quadrants
adjacent to those occupied by the "N" signal.

n s- Article I. Identification Signals: The identification signal em-
nals.

ployed to identify individual radio range stations shall consist of two
letters and shall be assigned without duplication. Where practicable,
the signal used to establish the identity of radio facilities at any par-
ticular point should correspond to the designator for weather reports
from the same station.

spacing and assign- Article X. Spacing and Assignment of Channels: The channel spac-
ing for radio range transmitters in the band 200-400 kc. shall be 3 kc.

Pst, p. 2165. and the radio range channels shall be as set out in Appendix IV.
The frequency assignments to the radio range stations in the United

Pod, p. 2167. States and Canada shall be set out as in Appendix V.

BAND ABOVE 30,000 KC.

Dco nicatPn' in Article XI. Development in Communication: It is recognized that
many services of aeronautics may be accommodated in the band
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shall be not less than that prescribed in the curve shown in Appendix 
II. For powers other than four hundred watts, the distances shown 
in Appendix II shall be modified accordingly. 

Article VIII. Standardization of Quadrant Signals: For uniformity 
and for purpose of course orientation, the characteristic "N" shall be 
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except when the northerly course is true north, in which case the 
characteristic signal "N" should be in the northwest and southeast 
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adjacent to those occupied by the "N" signal. 

Article IX. Identification Signals: The identification signal em-
ployed to identify individual radio range stations shall consist of two 
letters and shall be assigned without duplication. Where practicable, 
the signal used to establish the identity of radio facilities at any par-
ticular point should correspond to the designator for weather reports 
from the same station. 

Article X. Spacing and Assignment of Channels: The channel spac-
ing for radio range transmitters in the band 200-400 kc. shall be 3 kc. 
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The frequency assignments to the radio range stations in the United 
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BAND ABOVE 30,000 KC. 

Article XI. Development in Communication: It is recognized that 
many services of aeronautics may be accommodated in the band 
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above 30,000 kc. It is further recognized that the use of such fre-
quencies for aviation purposes is still on an experimental basis.

The Parties accordingly agree to cooperate in the development of
the use of this ultra high frequency band so that frequencies of the
same order may be used for similar purposes throughout the United
States and Canada and that the table shown in Appendix III shall
be used as a guide when making assignments in this band for aero-
nautical use.

Article XII. Ultra High Calling and Working Frequency: If and
when ultra high frequencies come into use for aeronautical purposes,
141,780 kc. shall be designated as a calling and working frequency
from plane to ground.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

Article XIII. Normal Calling and Working Frequencies: It is agreed
that the United States and Canada will use 3105 kc. as the interna-
tional calling and working frequency for use by itinerant aircraft and
for emergency use by transport aircraft. 6210 kc. will also be used
for secondary purposes as a calling and working frequency, available
to itinerant and other aircraft by arrangement, when the circumstances
are such as to make the use of 3105 kc. unsuitable.

Article XIV. Specific Allocation of Airport Control Frequency: The
frequency 278 kc. will continue to be used as an airport control fre-
quency with the expectation that after January 1, 1939 no new assign-
ments to airport control stations on this frequency will be made unless
there is installed for simultaneous use facilities for operation on fre-
quencies between 129 and 132 megacycles. It is further proposed
that the use of 278 kc. for airport control purposes may be discon-
tinued after January 1, 1940 and replaced by frequencies between
129 and 132 megacycles.

Article XV. Exchange of Information: Information pertaining to
civil aeronautics including frequency assignments, power, location of
stations, identification signals and course orientation shall be ex-
changed directly between the administrative agencies of the two
Parties.

Article XVI. Infringements: The Parties undertake to inform each
other concerning any infringement of the provisions of this arrange-
ment in order to facilitate corrective action.

Article XVII. Services Other Than Civil Aeronautical:
a. National Defense: This arrangement recognizes the paramount

requirements of national defense as established by Article 39 of the
International Telecommunication Convention, Madrid, 1932, and by
such national legislation in harmony therewith as has been or may in
future be enacted.

b. Marine Radiobeacons are recognized as operating in the United
States and Canada in the band 285-315 kc. as provided in the Madrid
Telecommunication Convention and the General Radio Regulations
annexed thereto. The use for aeronautical purposes of these fre-
quencies or immediately adjacent frequencies shall be restricted to
locations and powers which will not cause interference with marine
radiobeacons along the seacoasts and on the Great Lakes.

2159

Post, p. 2163.
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Telecommiinication Convention and the General Radio Regulations 
annexed thereto. The use for aeronautical purposes of these fre-
quencies or immediately adjacent frequencies shall be restricted to 
locations and powers which will not cause interference with marine 
radiobeacons along the seacoasts and on the Great Lakes. 

Post, p. 2163. 

Ultra high calling 
and working fre-
quency. 

Normal calling and 
working frequencies. 

Specific allocation of 
airport control fre-
quency. 

Exchange of infor-
'nation. 

Infringements. 

Services other than 
civil aeronautical. 
National defense. 

49 Stat. 2419. 

Marine radiobea-
cons. 

49 Stat. 2391, 2445. 
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Marine direction-
finding service.

49 Stat. 2391,2445.

Marine communi-
cation services.
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c. Marine Direction-Finding Service is recognized as operating in
the United States and Canada in the band 365-385 kc. as provided in
the Madrid Telecommunication Convention and the General Radio
Regulations annexed thereto. The use for aeronautical purposes of
these frequencies or immediately adjacent frequencies shall be re-
stricted to locations and powers which will not cause interference
with marine radio direction-finding services.

d. Marine Communication Services are recognized as operating in
the United States and Canada on certain frequencies between 385
and 400 kc. as provided in the Madrid Telecommunication Convention
and the General Radio Regulations annexed thereto. The use for
aeronautical purposes of these frequencies or immediately adjacent
frequencies shall be restricted to locations and powers which will
not cause interference with marine communication services.

CONCLUSION

Abrogation. Article XVIII. Abrogation: It is mutually agreed that all existing
informal undertakings between the Parties or the administrative
agencies thereof with respect to radio allocations to aeronautical
services provided for herein, are hereby superseded and become in-
operative upon the effective date of this arrangement regardless of
any contrary provisions for denunciation which may appear in such
existing agreements.

Article XIX. Effective Date: The effective date of this arrangement
shall be established at the time of the exchange of notes effectuating it.

Article XX. Amendment: The appendices to the present arrange-
ment, but not the arrangement itself, may be amended by mutual
agreement of the authorized agencies of the Parties hereto.

Article XXI. Denunciation: The present arrangement shall be sub-
ject to termination by either Government upon sixty days' notice
given in writing to the other Government.

Appendice s;
amendment and
transmittal.

The appendices to the proposed Arrangement, which, under the
terms of Article XX thereof, may be amended by mutual agreement
of the authorized agencies of the Parties thereto, are transmitted as
enclosures to this Note.

I shall be glad to have you inform me whether it is the understanding
of your Government that the terms of the Arrangement agreed to in
the negotiations are as above set forth. If so, it is suggested that the
Arrangement become effective as of the date of this Exchange of
Notes. If your Government concurs in this suggestion, the Govern-
ment of the United States will regard it as becoming effective on that
date.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
For the Secretary of State:

G. S. MESSEREMITH
The Honorable

Sir HERBERT MARLER, P. C., K. C. M. G.,
Minister of Canada.
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the Madrid Telecommunication Convention and the General Radio 
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Denunciation. 
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Article XVIII. Abrogation: It is mutually agreed that all existing 
informal undertakings between the Parties or the administrative 
agencies thereof with respect to radio allocations to aeronautical 
services provided for herein, are hereby superseded and become in-
operative upon the effective date of this arrangement regardless of 
any contrary provisions for denunciation which may appear in such 
existing agreements. 

Article XIX. Effective Date: The effective date of this arrangement 
shall be established at the time of the exchange of notes effectuating it. 

Article XX. Amendment: The appendices to the present arrange-
ment, but not the arrangement itself, may be amended by mutual 
agreement of the authorized agencies of the Parties hereto. 

Article XXI. Denunciation: The present arrangement shall be sub-
ject to termination by either Government upon sixty days' notice 
given in writing to the other Government. 

The appendices to the proposed Arrangement, which, under the 
terms of Article XX thereof, may be amended by mutual agreement 
of the authorized agencies of the Parties thereto, are transmitted as 
enclosures to this Note. 
I shall be glad to have you inform me whether it is the understanding 

of your Government that the terms of the Arrangement agreed to in 
the negotiations are as above set forth. If so, it is suggested that the 
Arrangement become effective as of the date of this Exchange of 
Notes. If your Government concurs in this suggestion, the Govern-
ment of the United States will regard it as becoming effective on that 
date. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 
For the Secretary of State: 

G. S. MESSERSMITH 
The Honorable 

Sir HERBERT MARLER, P. C., K. C. M. G., 
Minister of Canada. 
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[Enclosures]

APPENDIX I Appendix I.

STANDARD TYPES OF AERONAUTICAL RADIO AIDS APPROVED FOR

SERVICE OPERATION

1. Aeronautical Stations (Air to ground and ground to plane)
2. Aeronautical point to point stations (Intermediate & High)
3. Airways Marker Stations

M: Marker Non-directional
FM: Marker Fan type Ultra-High 100 watts
MO: Outer marker for instrument landings
MI: Inner marker for instrument landings.

4. Radio Range Station
SRA: Simultaneous transmission of range signals and voice

(Adcock vertical radiators) Power 400 watts (Trans-
mitter carrier output)

SMRA: SIMULTANEOUS transmission of range signals and voice
(Adcock vertical radiators) Power 50 to 150 watts.

RA: Range adcock vertical radiators. Power 400 watts.
MRL: Range loop radiators. Power 50 to 100 watts.

ML: Range loop radiators. Power less than 50 watts.
Z: Cone of silence marker. UHF 5 watts.

Note: The addition of "B" to the above designators
indicates that the station concerned broadcasts
information on a regular schedule.

5. Airport Traffic Control Stations.
15 watts on 278 KCS
100 watts on UHF

6. Glide Path Station.
GP power 200 to 500 watts on UHF.

7. Localizer Station.
GPL power up to 100 watts UHF.

8. Aviation Instruction Station.
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APPENDIX I 

STANDARD TYPES OF AERONAUTICAL RADIO AIDS APPROVED FOR 
SERVICE OPERATION 

1. Aeronautical Stations (Air to ground and ground to plane) 
2. Aeronautical point to point stations (Intermediate & High) 
3. Airways Marker Stations 

M: Marker Non-directional 
FM: Marker Fan type Ultra-High 100 watts 
MO: Outer marker for instrument landings 
MI: Inner marker for instrument landings 

4. Radio Range Station 
SRA: Simultaneous transmission of range signals and voice 

(Adcock vertical radiators) Power 400 watts (Trans-
mitter carrier output) 

SMRA: SIMULTANEOUS transmission of range signals and voice 
(Adcock vertical radiators) Power 50 to 150 watts. 

RA: Range adcock vertical radiators. Power 400 watts. 
MRL: Range loop radiators. Power 50 to 100 watts. 
ML: Range loop radiators. Power less than 50 watts. 

Z: Cone of silence marker. UHF 5 watts. 

Note: The addition of "B" to the above designators 
indicates that the station concerned broadcasts 
information on a regular schedule. 

5. Airport Traffic Control Stations. 
15 watts on 278 KCS 
100 watts on UHF 

6. Glide Path Station. 
GP power 200 to 500 watts on UHF. 

7. Localizer Station. 
GPL power up to 100 watts UHF. 

8. Aviation Instruction Station. 
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APPENDIX III

ALLOCATION OF ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCIES FOR USE OF
AERONAUTICAL SERVICES

Frequency
in kc

33, 420

35, 580
37, 860
39, 060
60, 180

260
420
580
660
820
980

61, 060
220
380
460
620
780
860

62, 020
180
260
420
580
660
820
980

63, 060
220
380
460
620
780
860

Type of
Service

Aviation (Instructional
Flying)

Aviation "
Aviation "
Aviation "
Radiotelephone and ra-

dioteletype ground to
aircraft

it

it

it
ct

is

IC

It

Is

IC

It

it

(I

It

c

Type of
Service

Radiotelephone and ra-
dioteletype ground to
aircraft

Frequency
in kc

64, 020

180
260
420
580
660
820
980

65, 060

220
380
460
620

65, 780

860
74, 600

680
760
840
920

75, 000
080
160
240
320
400

93, 500

Marine and radiotele-
phone and radiotele-
type; ground to air-
craft

GuardA

Guard
Guard
Guard
Guard
Aviation markers
Guard
Guard
Guard
Guard
Guard
Instrument Landing

Glide Path
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Radiotelephone and ra-
dioteletype; ground to
aircraft

('
It

'S

I I
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ALLOCATION OF ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCIES FOR USE OF 
AERONAUTICAL SERVICES 

Frequency 
in kc 

33, 420 

35, 580 
37, 860 
39, 060 
60, 180 

260 
420 
580 
660 
820 
980 

61, 060 
220 
380 
460 
620 
780 
860 

62, 020 
180 
260 
420 
580 
660 
820 
980 

63, 060 
220 
380 
460 
620 
780 
860 

Type of 
Service 

Aviation (Instructional 
Flying) 

Aviation 
Aviation 
Aviation 
Radiotelephone and ra-

dioteletype ground to 
aircraft 

IC 

CC 

IC 

Frequency 
in Ix 

64, 020 

180 
260 
420 
580 
660 
820 
980 

65, 060 

220 
380 
460 
620 

65, 780 

860 
74, 600 

680 
760 
840 
920 

75, 000 
080 
160 
240 
320 
400 

93, 500 

Type of 
Service 

Radiotelephone and ra-
dioteletype ground to 
aircraft 

Radiotelephone and ra-
dioteletype;ground to 
aircraft 

Marine and radiotele-
phone and radiotele-
type; ground to air-
craft 

Guard 
Guard 
Guard 
Guard 
Guard 

Aviation markers 
Guard 
Guard 
Guard 
Guard 
Guard 

Instrument Landing 
Glide Path 
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Frequency
in kc

900

94,300
109, 500

900
110, 300
123, 100

200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900

124, 000
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900

125,000
100
200
300
400
500
600

Type of
Service

Instrument Landing
Glide Path

Instrument LandingLat-
eral Guidance (Lo-
calizers)

(ic

Airway Radio Range

ccic

ct

it

cc

cc

cc

It

g~

It

It

..

..

..

11

..

Frequency
in kc

700
800
900

126, 000*
100*
200*
300*
400*
500*
600*
700*
800*
900*

127, 000*
100*

129, 300
129, 780
130, 300
130, 860
131, 420
131, 840
132, 120
133, 940
135, 200
136, 320
137, 020
138, 280
138, 980
139, 820
140, 520
141, 220
141, 780

*The national defense aeronautical services have priority. These frequencies
may be used by civil aeronautical services on a secondary basis.

2164

Type of
Service

Airway Radio Range
(i

cc

is
cc

igit

it

Airport Traffic Control
'C

Aviation
C'

ng.(.

c.

Aviation U. S. & Can-
ada Calling and work-
ing.
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Frequency Type of Frequency Type of 
in kc Service in kc Service 

900 Instrument Landing 700 Airway Radio Range 
Glide Path 800 ti 

ig 94,300 ic 900 
109, 500 InstrumentLandingLat- 126, 000* cs 

eral Guidance (Lo- 100* ,e 
calizers) 200* Ci 

900 300* 44 

110, 300 400* li 

123, 100 Airway Radio Range 500* ‘i 

200 ,, 600* 
300 ,, 700* 
400 ,, 800* 
500 ct 900* 
600 (4 127, 000* ,t 
700 CC 100 *  it 

800 c( 129, 300 Airport Traffic Control 
900 ic 129, 780 gi 

124, 000 Ci 130, 300 
100 ,t 130, 860 li 

200 4i 131, 420 g( 
300 II 131, 840 ce 
400 ,e 132, 120 Aviation 
500 di 133, 940 it 
600 it 135, 200 ig 
700 it 136, 320 
800 ii 137, 020 ci 
900 fl 138, 280 ig 

125, 000 ,i 138, 980 tt 

100 if 139, 820 ce 
200 tg 140, 520 
300 Cl 141, 220 ct 
400 gt 141, 780 Aviation U. S. & Can-

500 ,, ada Calling and work-
600 ,g ing. 

*The national defense aeronautical services have priority. These frequencies 
may be used by civil aeronautical services on a secondary basis. 
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APPENDIX IV Appendix IV.

ALLOCATIONS OF AND RESTRICTIONS ON CIVIL AERONAUTICAL FRE-
QUENCIES BASED ON 400 WATTS CARRIER POWER

Frequencies Restrictions
200 (C)
203 (C)
206 Not to be used by the

U. S. within 450 miles
of Edmonton. (D)

209 (A)
212 (A)
215 Not to be used within 800

miles of sea coast. (B)
(E)

218 (A) (C)
221 (A) (C)
224 (A)
227 (A)
230 None
233 None
236 None
239 None
242 None
245 Not to be used within 800

miles of sea coast. (B)
(E)

248 Noine
251
254
257
260
263
266
269

(A)
None
(A)
None
None
None
(A)

272 (A)
275 Not to be used within 800

miles of sea coast. (A)
(B) (E)

278 None

Frequencies Restrictions

281 Not to be used within 200
miles of sea coast or
Great Lakes.

284 Not to be used within 400
miles of sea coast or
Great Lakes.

287 Not to be used within 600
miles of sea coast or
Great Lakes.

290 "
293
296 "
299
302 "
305
308
311
314
317 Not to be used within 400

miles of sea coast or
Great Lakes.

320 Not to )b used within 200
iniles of sea Coast or
(reat lakcs.

323 Not to be used within 800
miles of sea coast. (B)
(E)

326 None
329 None
332 None
335 None
338 None
341 None
344 (A)
347 None
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ALLOCATIONS OF AND RESTRICTIO 
QUENCIES BASED ON 400 

Frequencies Restrictions 

200 (C) 
203 (C) 
206 Not to be used by the 

U. S. within 450 miles 
of Edmonton. (D) 

209 (A) 
212 (A) 
215 Not to be used within 800 

miles of sea coast. (B) 
(E) 

218 (A) (C) 
221 (A) (C) 
224 (A) 
227 (A) 
230 None 
233 None 
236 None 
239 None 
242 None 
245 Not to be used within 800 

miles of sea coast. (B) 
(E) 

248 None 
251 (A) 
254 None 
257 (A) 
260 None 
263 None 
266 None 
269 (A) 
272 (A) 
275 Not to be used within 800 

miles of sea coast. (A) 
(B) (E) 

278 None 

NS ON CIVIL AERONAUTICAL FEE-
W ATTS CARRIER POWER 

Frequencies Restrictions 

281 Not to be used within 200 
miles of sea coast or 
Great Lakes. 

284 Not to be used within 400 
miles of sea coast or 
Great Lakes. 

287 Not to be used within 600 
miles of sea coast or 
Great Lakes. 

290 
293 
296 
299 
302 
305 
308 
311 
314 
317 Not to be used within 400 

miles of sea coast or 
Great Lakes. 

320 Not to be used within 200 
miles of sett coast or 
Great Lakes. 

323 Not to be used within 800 
miles of sea coast. (B) 
(E) 

326 None 
329 None 
332 None 
335 None 
338 None 
341 None 
344 (A) 
347 None 
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Frequencies Restrictions Freqt
350 None 376
353 Not to be used within 500

miles of sea coast. (E)
356 Not to be used within 800 379

miles of sea coast. (B)
(E)

359 Not to be used within 200 382
miles of sea coast.

362 None 385
365 Not to be used within 60

miles of sea coast. (B) 388
368 Not to be used within 400

miles of sea coast. (B)
371 Not to be used within 700 391

miles of sea coast. (B)
374 Not to be used within 394

1000 miles of sea coast.
(B)

uenc Restrictions
Not to be used within

1000 miles of sea coast.
(B)

Not to be used within 700
miles of sea coast. (B)

Not to be used within 400
miles of sea coast. (B)

Not to be used within 60
miles of sea coast. (B)

Not to be used within 400
miles of sea coast. (B)

Not to be used within 400
miles of sea coast. (B)

Not to be used within 700
miles of sea coast. (B)
(C)

A. This or a frequency within 1 kilocycle is used by low powered
stations in Alaska. Future assignments should not cause interference
to these stations.

B. The use of this frequency for aeronautical purposes must not
cause interference to marine services to which the frequency is pri-
marily assigned. The mileage figure is given only as a guide and the
aeronautical service can not claim protection from interference by
marine services.

C. Frequencies 201, 219, and 396 KCS are used for special safety
services throughout the continental United States and Alaska and
are to be protected. Assignments on adjacent frequencies must not
cause them interference.

D. This frequency is used by certain radio stations north of Ed-
monton and future assignments should not cause interference to these
stations.

E. Interference to adjacent frequencies from mobile services afloat
may be expected.

2166
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Frequencies Restrictions 

350 None 
353 Not to be used within 500 

miles of sea coast. (E) 
356 Not to be used within 800 

miles of sea coast. (B) 

(E) 
359 Not to be used within 200 

miles of sea coast. 
362 None 
365 Not to be used within 60 

miles of sea coast. (B) 
368 Not to be used within 400 

miles of sea coast. (B) 
371 Not to be used within 700 

miles of sea coast. (B) 
374 Not to be used within 

1000 miles of sea coast. 

(B) 

Frequencies Restrictions 

376 Not to be used within 
1000 miles of sea coast. 

(B) 

379 Not to be used within 700 
miles of sea coast. (B) 

382 Not to be used within 400 
miles of sea coast. (B) 

385 Not to be used within 60 
miles of sea coast. (B) 

388 Not to be used within 400 
miles of sea coast. (B) 

391 Not to be used within 400 
miles of sea coast. (B) 

394 Not to be used within 700 
miles of sea coast. 03) 
(C) 

A. This or a frequency within 1 kilocycle is used by low powered 
stations in Alaska. Future assignments should not cause interference 
to these stations. 
B. The use of this frequency for aeronautical purposes must not 

cause interference to marine services to which the frequency is pri-
marily assigned. The mileage figure is given only as a guide and the 
aeronautical service can not claim protection from interference by 
marine services. 

C. Frequencies 201, 219, and 396 KOS are used for special safety 
services throughout the continental United States and Alaska and 
are to be protected. Assignments on adjacent frequencies must not 
cause them interference. 
D. This frequency is used by certain radio stations north of Ed-

monton and future assignments should not cause interference to these 
stations. 

E. Interference to adjacent frequencies from mobile services afloat 
may be expected. 
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APPENDIX V Appendix V.

FREQUENCY ASSIGNMENTS TO RADIO RANGE STATIONS IN THE UNITED

STATES AND CANADA, AS OF JANUARY 14, 1938

Frequency Stations Frequency Stations

200 (Army) Maxwell Field, 224 Corpus Christi, Texas;
Ala. Bellefonte, Pa.; Bir-

203 mingham, Ala.; Brook-

206 Las Vegas, Nev.; Mullan vile, Pa.; Davenport,
Pass, Idaho; Portland, Iowa; Livingston,
Maine; Roanoke, Va.; Mont.; Montezuma,
Abilene, Texas; Rose- Iowa; Mt. Shasta,
burg, Ore.; Tampa, Fla.; Calif.; Oceanside, Calif.;
Lansing, Mich.; Browns- San Diego, Calif.; Sun-
ville, Tex. bury, Pa.; Tacoma,

Wash.; Woodward, Pa.;
209 McConnellsburg, Pa.; Moncton (Can.)

New Florence, Mo.; St. 227 Enterprise, Utah; Langley
Louis, Mo.; Saugus, Field, Va.; Creston
Calif.; Waynoka, Okla.; (Can.), Killaloe (Can.)
Parco, Wyo.; Stampede 230 Albuquerque, N. M.; An-
Pass, Wash.; New Hack- ton Chico, N. M.; Ar-
ensack, N. Y.; Lac La- lington, Ore.; Bismarck,
Biche (Can.) N. D.; Boston, Mass.;

212 Adair, Iowa; Des Moines, Cascade Locks, Ore.;
Iowa; Mercer, Pa.; Detroit, Mich.; North
Montezume, Iowa; Del- Dalles, Wash.; Shreve-
ta, Utah; Tucumcari, port, La.; Langley Field,
N. M.; Charlotte, N. C.; Va.; Waterways (Can.)
Austin, Tex.; Coleman 233 Long Beach, Calif.; Som-
(Can.) erset, Pa.; Savannah,

215 Custer, Mont. Ga.; Oakland, Calif.;
(Oakland to go in when

218 Long Beach is discon-
221 Augusta, Maine; South tinued on 233) Butte,

Bend, Ind.; Bristol, Mont.; Hope (Can.);
Tenn.; Baker, Ore.; Sel- Ft. William (Can.) Que-
kirk (Can.) bee (Can.)
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FREQUENCY ASSIGNMENTS TO RADIO RANGE STATIONS IN THE UNITED 
STATES AND CANADA, AS OF JANUARY 14, 1938 

Frequency Stations 

200 (Army) Maxwell Field, 
Ala. 

203 

206 Las Vegas, Nev.; MuHan 
Pass, Idaho; Portland, 
Maine; Roanoke, Va.; 
Abilene, Texas; Rose-
burg, Ore.; Tampa, Fla.; 
Lansing, Mich.; Browns-
ville, Tex. 

209 McConnellsburg, Pa.; 
New Florence, Mo.; St. 227 
Louis, Mo.; Saugus, 
Calif.; Waynoka, Okla.; 
Parco, Wyo.; Stampede 
Pass, Wash.; New Hack-
ensack, N. Y.; Lac La-
Biche (Can.) 

212 Adair, Iowa; Des Moines, 
Iowa; Mercer, Pa.; 
Montezume, Iowa; Del-
ta, Utah; Tucumcari, 
N. M.; Charlotte, N. C.; 
Austin, Tex.; Coleman 233 
(Can.) 

Custer, Mont. 215 

218 

221 Augusta, Maine; South 
Bend, Ind.; Bristol, 
Tenn.; Baker, Ore.; Sel-
kirk (Can.) 

Frequency Stations 

224 Corpus Christi, Texas; 
Bellefonte, Pa.; Bir-
mingham, Ala.; Brook-
ville, Pa.; Davenport, 
Iowa; Livingston, 
Mont.; Montezuma, 
Iowa; Mt. Shasta, 
Calif.; Oceanside, Calif.; 
San Diego, Calif.; Sun-
bury, Pa.; Tacoma, 
Wash.; Woodward, Pa.; 
Moncton (Can.) 

Enterprise, Utah; Langley 
Field, Va.; Creston 
(Can.), Killaloe (Can.) 

230 Albuquerque, N. M.; An-
ton Chico, N. M.; Ar-
lington, Ore.; Bismarck, 
N. D.; Boston, Mass.; 
Cascade Locks, Ore.; 
Detroit, Mich.; North 
Dalles, Wash.; Shreve-
port, La.; Langley Field, 
Va.; Waterways (Can.) 

Long Beach, Calif.; Som-
erset, Pa.; Savannah, 
Ga.; Oakland, Calif.; 
(Oakland to go in when 
Long Beach is discon-
tinued on 233) Butte, 
Mont.; Hope (Can.); 
Ft. William (Can.) Que-
bec (Can.) 
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Frequency Stations
236 Vero Beach, Fla.; McCool,

Ind.; Oakland, Calif.;
(When simultaneous is
installed)

239 Bangor, Maine; Chehalis,
Wash.; Florence, S. C.;
Meridian, Miss.; Mon-
tague, Calif.; Bakers-
field, Cal.; Springfield,
Ill.; Toledo, O.

242 Alma, Ga.; Auburn, Calif.;
Blue Canyon, Calif.; El
Paso, Texas; Harrisburg,
Pa.; Livermore, Calif.;
Milwaukee, Wise.; Oak-
land, Calif.; Potrero
Hill, Calif.; Wagaming
(Can.); Broadview
(Can.); Cranbrook
(Can.)

245 (Navy) San Pedro, Calif.

248 Amarillo, Texas; Ander-
son, S. C.; Charlotte,
N. C.; Granger, Wyo.
(to go to 382 kc); Mo-
bile, Ala.; Spartanburg,
S. C.; Strathburn
(Can); Terre Haute,
Ind.; Wendover, Utah;
Pagwa, (Can); Mon-
treal (Can); Vancouver
(Can); Lethbridge
(Can.); Winnipeg
(Can.); Ft. Smith
(Can.); White Horse
(Can.).

251 Blythe, Calif.; Concord,
N. H.; Eugene, Ore.

Frequency Stations
254 Cambridge, Ohio; Hum-

boldt, Nev.; Pittsburgh,
Pa.; Reno, Nev.; Rodeo,
N. M.; San Antonio,
Texas; Springfield, Mo.;
Superior, Mont.; Titus-
ville, Fla.; Halifax
(Can.).

257 Floyd Bennett, N. Y.;
Knoxville, Tenn.; Joliet,
Ill.; Baltimore, Md.;
Earlton (Can.).

260 Buffalo, N. Y.; Cherokee,
Wyo.; Cozad, Neb.;
Easton, Wash.; Jack-
son, Miss.; Los Angeles,
Calif.; Oceanside, Calif.;
Palmdale, Calif.; Rich-
mond, Va.; Seattle,
Wash.; South Boston,
Va.; Wink, Texas;
Grand Island; Nebras-
ka; Pembina, N. D.;
New Glasgow (Can.).

263 Boston, Mass.; Medford,
Ore.; Putnam, Conn.;
Sexton Summit, Ore.;
Scottfield, Ill. (Army);
Galveston, Texas;
Grantsville, Utah.

266 Adairsville, Ga.; Ander-
son, S. C.; Atlanta, Ga.;
Camden, N. J.; Cana-
dian, Texas; Hager City,
Wis.; Indianapolis, Ind.;
Jefferson, Ga.; Lafay-
ette, Ind.; Minneapolis,
Minn.; Winslow, Ariz.;
Golva, N. D.; Liver-
more, Calif.; Edmonton
(Can.); Kapuskasing
(Can.).
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Frequency Stations 

236 Vero Beach, Fla.; McCool, 
Ind.; Oakland, Calif.; 
(When simultaneous is 
installed) 

239 Bangor, Maine; Chehalis, 
Wash.; Florence, S. C.; 
Meridian, Miss.; Mon-
tague, Calif.; Bakers-
field, Cal.; Springfield, 
Ill.; Toledo, 0. 

242 Alma, Ga.; Auburn, Calif.; 
Blue Canyon, Calif.; El 
Paso, Texas; Harrisburg, 
Pa.; Livermore, Calif.; 
Milwaukee, Wisc.; Oak-
land, Calif.; Potrero 
Hill, Calif.; Wagaming 
(Can.); Broadview 
(Can.); Cranbrook 
(Can.) 

245 (Navy) San Pedro, Calif. 

248 Amarillo, Texas; Ander-
son, S. C.; Charlotte, 
N. C.; Granger, Wyo. 
(to go to 382 kc); Mo-
bile, Ala.; Spartanburg, 
S. C.; Strathburn 
(Can); Terre Haute, 
Ind.; Wendover, Utah; 
Pagwa, (Can); Mon-
treal (Can); Vancouver 
(Can); Lethbridge 
(Can.); Winnipeg 
(Can.); Ft. Smith 
(Can.); White Horse 
(Can.). 

251 Blythe, Calif.; Concord, 
N. H.; Eugene, Ore. 

Frequency Stations 

254 Cambridge, Ohio; Hum-
boldt, Nev.; Pittsburgh, 
Pa.; Reno, Nev.; Rodeo, 
N. M.; San Antonio, 
Texas; Springfield, Mo.; 
Superior, Mont.; Titus-
ville, Fla.; Halifax 
(Can.). 

257 Floyd Bennett, N. Y.; 
Knoxville, Tenn.; Joliet, 
Ill.; Baltimore, Md.; 
Earlton (Can.). 

260 Buffalo, N. Y.; Cherokee, 
Wyo.; Cozad, Neb.; 
Easton, Wash.; Jack-
son, Miss.; Los Angeles, 
Calif.; Oceanside, Calif.; 
Palmdale, Calif.; Rich-
mond, Va.; Seattle, 
Wash.; South Boston, 
Va.; Wink, Texas; 
Grand Island; Nebras-
ka; Pembina, N. D.; 
New Glasgow (Can.). 

263 Boston, Mass.; Medford, 
Ore.; Putnam, Conn.; 
Sexton Summit, Ore.; 
Scottfield, Ill. (Army); 
Galveston, Texas; 
Grantsville, Utah. 

266 Adairsville, Ga.; Ander-
son, S. C.; Atlanta, Ga.; 
Camden, N. J.; Cana-
dian, Texas; Hager City, 
Wis.; Indianapolis, Ind.; 
Jefferson, Ga.; Lafay-
ette, Ind.; Minneapolis, 
Mimi.; Winslow, Ariz.; 
Golva, N. D.; Liver-
more, Calif.; Edmonton 
(Can.); Kapuskasing 
(Can.). 
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Frequency Stations
269 Ephrata, Wash.; Indio,

Calif.; Connellsville, Pa.
(War Dept.).

272 Burley, Idaho; King Hill,
Idaho; Little Rock, Ark.;
Miami, Fla.; Pulaski,
Va.; Sterling, Ill.;
Strevell, Idaho; March
Field (Army); Duncan
Field, S. A. Texas
(Army); Randolph Field,
Texas (Army); Putnam,
Conn.; Reay (Can.);
Slave Lake (Can.)

275
278 Alexandria, Minn.; Ash-

fork, Ariz.; Effingham,
Ill.; El Morro, N. M.;
Grand Forks, N. D.;
Greenwood, Miss.;
Guadalupe Pass, Tex.;
Kirksville, Mo.; Lone
Rock, Wis.; Navasota,
Texas; Neosho, Mo.;
Pocatello, Idaho; Tu-
cumcari, N. M.; Tyler-
town, Miss.; Laramie,
Wyo.; Mormon Mesa,
Nev. ;Mt. Shasta, Calif.;
Needles, Calif.; Roches-
ter, N. Y.; Utica, N. Y.;
Grand Rapids, Mich.;
Lafayette, Indiana; Ty-
ler, Texas.

281 Calgary (Can.)
284 Big Springs, Neb.; Cozad,

Neb.; Louisville, Ky.;
North Platte, Neb.; Co-
lumbus, N. M.; White-
hall, Mont.

Frequency Stations
Granger, Wy o.; Otto,

N. M.; Rock Springs,
Wyo.; Chesterfield,
Tenn.; Regina (Can.)
Grand Forks, (Can.).

Drummond, Mont.; Tulsa,
Okla.; Rivers (Can.)

302 Locomotive Springs,Utah;
Pueblo, Colo; Ft. Leav-
enworth (Army) Battle-
ford

304 Nashville, Tenn.; Mont-
eagle, Tenn.

305
308 Dickinson, N. D.; Mis-

soula, Mont.; Anton
Chico, N. M.

311
314 Moran, Kansas; Sidney,

Neb.; Malad, Idaho;
Maple Creek (Can.); (to
be replaced by Medicine
Hat (Can.)). Swift
Current, Sask. (Can.)

317 Peace River (Can.); Ad-
vana, Mo.; Lynchburg,
Va.; Gt. Falls, Mont.

320 Adair, Iowa; Allentown,
Pa.; Coeur d'Alene,
Idaho; Goshen, Ind.;
IIelmer, Ind.; Martins
Creek, Pa.; McCool,
Ind.; Milford, Utah;
Miles City, Mont.;
Omaha, Neb.; Texar-
kana, Ark.; Sioux
Lookout (Can.).

323
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Frequency Stations 

269 Ephrata, Wash.; Indio, 
Calif.; Connellsville, Pa. 
(War Dept.). 

272 Burley, Idaho; King Hill, 
Idaho ;Little Rock, Ark.; 
Miami, Fla.; Pulaski, 293 
Va.; Sterling, Ill.; 
Strevell, Idaho; March 
Field (Army); Duncan 
Field, S. A. Texas 
(Army);RandolphField, 
Texas (Army); Putnam, 
Conn.; Reay (Can.); 
Slave Lake (Can.) 

275 
278 Alexandria, Minn.; Ash-

fork, Ariz.; Effingham, 
Ill.; El Morro, N. M.; 
Grand Forks, N. D.; 
Greenwood, Miss.; 
Guadalupe Pass, Tex.; 
Kirksville, Mo.; Lone 
Rock, Wis.; Navasota, 
Texas; Neosho, Mo.; 
Pocatello, Idaho; Tu-
cumcari, N. M.; Tyler-
town, Miss.; Laramie, 
Wyo.; Mormon Mesa, 
Nev. ;Mt. Shasta, Calif.; 
Needles, Calif.; Roches-
ter, N. Y.; Utica, N. Y.; 
Grand Rapids, Mich.; 
Lafayette, Indiana; Ty-
ler, Texas. 

281 Calgary (Can.) 
284 Big Springs, Neb.; Cozad, 

Neb.; Louisville, Ky.; 
North Platte, Neb.; Co-
lumbus, N. M.; White-
hall, Mont. 

287 323 

Frequency 

290 
Stations 

Granger, Wyo.; Otto, 
N. M.; Rock Springs, 
Wyo.; Chesterfield, 
Tenn.; Regina (Can.) 
Grand Forks, (Can.). 

296 Drummond, Mont.; Tulsa, 
Okla.; Rivers (Can.) 

299 
302 Locomotive Springs,Utah; 

Pueblo, Colo; Ft. Leav-
enworth (Army) Battle-
ford 

304 Nashville, Tenn.; Mont-
eagle, Tenn. 

305 

308 Dickinson, N. D.; Mis-
soula, Mont.; Anton 
Chico, N. M. 

311 

314 Moran, Kansas; Sidney, 
Neb.; Malad, Idaho; 
Maple Creek (Can.); (to 
be replaced by Medicine 
Hat (Can.)). Swift 
Current, Sask. (Can.) 

317 Peace River (Can.); Ad-
vana, Mo.; Lynchburg, 
Va.; Gt. Falls, Mont. 

320 Adair, Iowa; Allentown, 
Pa.; Coeur d'Alene, 
Idaho; Goshen, Ind.; 
Helmer, Ind.; Martins 
Creek, Pa.; McCool, 
Ind.; Milford, Utah; 
Miles City, Mont.; 
Omaha, Neb.; Texar-
kana, Ark.; Sioux 
Lookout (Can.). 
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Frequency Stations
326 Big Spring, Texas; Bur-

lington, Iowa; Chey-
enne, Wyo.; Jarvis, Ont.
(Can.); Morse, Ill.;
Phoenix, Ariz.; Wil-
liams, Calif; Potrero
Hill, Calif.; Pensacola
(Navy); Mitchell Field
(Army); Kenora (Can.);
Saskatoon (Can.);
Princeton (Can.); Bliss-
ville (Can.); Porquis
(Can); Lower Post
(Can.).

329 Belgrade, Mont.; Hart-
ford, Conn.; Charleston,
S. C.; Ardmore, Okla.

332 Cascade Locks, Ore.; Cas-
soday, Kansas; Castle
Rock, Wash.; Hous-
ton, Texas; Key West,
Fla.; Portland, Ore.;
Palmdale, Calif.; Wash-
ington, D. C.; Wichita,
Kansas; Medicine Hat
(Can.); Sorel (Can.);
Nakina (Can.); Ft.
Nelson (Can.)

335 Cincinnati, Ohio; Milroy,
Ind.; Warsaw, Ky.;
Sacramento, Calif.; Oli-
ver (Can); Ottawa
(Can.)

338 New Orleans, La.; Rock-
ford, Ill.; Salt Lake
City, Utah; Tucson,
Ariz.; Martinsburg, Pa.

341 Adairsville, Ga.; Arling-
ton, Ore.; Chattanooga,
Tenn.; Dallas, Texas;
Elizabeth, N. J.; La
Grande, Ore.; Mont-
eagle, Tenn.; Pendleton,
Ore.; Santa Ana, Calif.

Frequency Stations
344 Brookville, Pa.; Cleve-

land, Ohio; Fresno,
Calif.; Jacksonville,
Fla.; Jamestown, N. D.;
Medicine Bow, Wyo.;
Spring Bluff, Mo.;
Vickery, Ohio; Warren,
Ohio; Kelly Field,
Texas (Army)

347 Gordonsville, Va.; Bill-
ings, Mont.; North Bay
(Can.)

350 Ardmore, Okla.; Boise,
Idaho; Chicago, Ill.;
King Hill, Idaho; King-
man, Ariz.; Lafayette,
Ind.; Morse, Ill.; Okla-
homa City, Okla.; Ra-
leigh, N. C.; Syracuse,
N. Y.; Weiser, Idaho.

353
356 Morse, Ill.
359 Archbold, Ohio (to go to

278); Buckstown, Pa.;
(will be moved to Som-
erset); Idaho Falls,
Idaho; Kansas City,
Mo.; Knoxville, Mo.

362 Akron, Ohio; Tintic, Utah;
Red Bluff, Calif.;
Megantic (Can.).

365 Albany, N. Y.; Ardmore,
Okla.; Charlotte, N. C.;
Columbiaville, N. Y.;
Daggett, Calif.; Fargo,
N. D.; Ft. Worth,
Texas; Gainesville,
Texas; Greensboro,
N. C.; New Hacken-
sack, N. Y.; Palmdale,
Calif.; Santo, Texas;
So. Boston, Va.; Spo-
kane, Wash.; Rantoul,
Ill. (Army).
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Frequency Stations 

326 Big Spring, Texas; Bur-
lington, Iowa; Chey-
enne, Wyo.; Jarvis, Ont. 
(Can.); Morse, Ill.; 
Phoenix, Ariz.; Wil-
liams, Calif; Potrero 
Hill, Calif.; Pensacola 
(Navy); Mitchell Field 
(Army); Kenora (Can.); 
Saskatoon (Can.); 
Princeton (Can.); Bliss-
vine (Can.); Porquis 
(Can); Lower Post 
(Can.). 

329 Belgrade, Mont.; Hart-
ford, Conn.; Charleston, 
S. C.; Ardmore, Okla. 

332 Cascade Locks, Ore.; Cas-
soday, Kansas; Castle 
Rock, Wash.; Hous-
ton, Texas; Key West, 
Fla.; Portland, Ore.; 
Palmdale, Calif.; Wash-
ington, D. C.; Wichita, 
Kansas; Medicine Hat 
(Can.); Sorel (Can.); 
Nakina (Can.); Ft. 
Nelson (Can.) 

335 Cincinnati, Ohio; Milroy, 
I n d.; Warsaw, Ky.; 
Sacramento, Calif.; Oli-
ver (Can); Ottawa 
(Can.) 

338 New Orleans, La.; Rock-
ford, Ill.; Salt Lake 
City, Utah; Tucson, 
Ariz.; Martinsburg, Pa. 

341 Adairsville, Ga.; Arling-
ton, Ore.; Chattanooga, 
Tenn.; Dallas, Texas; 
Elizabeth, N. J.; La 
Grande, Ore.; Mont-
eagle, Term.; Pendleton, 
Ore.; Santa Ana, Calif. 

Frequency Stations 

344 Brookville, Pa.; Cleve-
land, Ohio; Fresno, 
Calif.; Jacksonville, 
Fla.; Jamestown, N. D.; 
Medicine Bow, Wyo.; 
Spring Bluff, Mo.; 
Vickery, Ohio; Warren, 
Ohio; Kelly Field, 
Texas (Army) 

347 Gordonsville, Va.; Bill-
ings, Mont.; North Bay 
(Can.) 

350 Ardmore, Okla.; Boise, 
Idaho; Chicago, Ill.; 
King Hill, Idaho; King-
man, Ariz.; Lafayette, 
Ind.; Morse, El.; Okla-
homa City, Okla.; Ra-
leigh, N. C.; Syracuse, 
N. Y.; Weiser, Idaho. 

353 
356 
359 

Morse, M. 
Archbold, Ohio (to go to 

278); Buckstown, Pa.; 
(will be moved to Som-
erset); Idaho Falls, 
Idaho; Kansas City, 
Mo.; Knoxville, Mo. 

362 Akron, Ohio; Tintic, Utah; 
Red Bluff, Calif.; 
Megantic (Can.). 

365 Albany, N. Y.; Ardmore, 
Okla.; Charlotte, N. C.; 
Colurnbiaville, N. Y.; 
Daggett, Calif.; Fargo, 
N. D.; Ft. Worth, 
Texas; Gainesville, 
Texas; Greensboro, 
N. C.; New Hacken-
sack, N. Y.; Palmdale, 
Calif.; Santo, Texas; 
So. Boston, Va.; Spo-
kane, Wash.; Rantoul, 
Ill. (Army). 
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Frequency Stations Freql

368 Aberdeen, Md.; Smith's 385
Grove, Ky.; Akron,
Col.; Toronto (Can.).

371 Buffalo Valley, Nev.;
Dunkirk, N. Y.; Erie,
Pa.; Hager City, Wis.; 388
LaCrosse, Wis.; Hel-
ena, Mont.; Memphis,
Tenn.; Perry, Ohio;
Acomita, N. M.

379 Columbia, Mo.; New Flor- 391
ence, Mo.; Denver, Col.;
Wright Field (Army)
Dillon, Mont.

382 Knight, Wyo.

uency Stations
Blue Canyon, Calif.;

Easton, Wash.; Ellens-
burg, Wash.; Elmira,
N. Y.; Peoria, Ill.;
Waco, Texas; Donner
Summit, Calif.; Macon,
Ga.

Dubois, Idaho; Bolling
Field (Army), March
Field (Army), Selfridge
Field, (Army), Smith-
ville, Tenn.; Enders,
Neb.

Beowawe, Nev.; Cam-
bridge, Ohio; Colum-
bus, Ohio; Elko, Nev.;
Hayesville, Ohio; Hum-
boldt, Nev.; Lebo,
Kansas; Ventosa, Nev.

394

Note:

FREQUENCIES NOT YET SELECTED FOR THE FOLLOWING STATIONS:

Sudbury (Can.)
Sault St. Mary (Can.)
Prescott (Can.)
Belleville (Can.)
Ft. Myer, Florida
Lewiston, Montana
Gardner, Kansas
Victoria, Va.
Saltillo, Texas
Brinkley, Arkansas
Arkadelphia, Arkansas
Monroe, Louisiana
St. Joseph, Missouri
Walla Walla, Washington
Deer Lodge, Montana
Bloomington, Illinois
Springfield, Mass.
Salem, Oregon
Kalamazoo, Michigan
Lincoln, Nebraska
Ponca City, Oklahoma
Flint, Michigan
Big Timber, Montana
Madison, Wisconsin
Mountain Home, Idaho
Twin Falls, Idaho
Ventosa, Nevada
St. Peter, Minnesota
West Union, Ohio
Sutton, W. Va.
Petersburg, W. Va.
Crowley, La.
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Frequency Stations 
368 Aberdeen, Md.; Smith's 

Grove, Ky.; Akron, 
Col.; Toronto (Can.). 

371 Buffalo Valley, Nev.; 
Dunkirk, N. Y.; Erie, 
Pa.; Hager City, Wis.; 
LaCrosse, Wis.; Hel-
ena, Mont.; Memphis, 
Tenn.; Perry, Ohio; 
Acomita, N. M. 

379 Columbia, Mo.; New Flor- 391 
ence, Mo.; Denver, Col.; 
Wright Field (Army) 
Dillon, Mont. 

382 Knight, Wyo. 394 

Frequency Stations 
385 Blue Canyon, Calif.; 

Easton, Wash.; Ellens-
burg, Wash.; Elmira, 
N. Y.; Peoria, Ill.; 
Waco, Texas; Donner 
Summit, Calif.; Macon, 
Ga. 

388 Dubois, Idaho; Bolling 
Field (Army), March 
Field (Army), Selfridge 
Field, (Army), Smith-
vine, Tenn.; Enders, 
Neb. 

Beowawe, Nev.; Cam-
bridge, Ohio; Colum-
bus, Ohio; Elko, Nev.; 
Hayesville, Ohio; Hum-
boldt, Nev.; Lebo, 
Kansas; Ventosa, Nev. 

Note: 

FREQUENCIES NOT YET SELECTED FOR THE FOLLOWING STATIONS: 

Sudbury (Can.) 
Sault St. Mary (Can.) 
Prescott (Can.) 
Belleville (Can.) 
Ft. Myer, Florida 
Lewiston, Montana 
Gardner, Kansas 
Victoria, Va. 
Saltillo, Texas 
Brinkley, Arkansas 
Arkadelphia, Arkansas 
Monroe, Louisiana 
St. Joseph, Missouri 
Walla Walla, Washington 
Deer Lodge, Montana 
Bloomington, Illinois 
Springfield, Mass. 
Salem, Oregon 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 
Lincoln, Nebraska 
Ponca City, Oklahoma 
Flint, Michigan 
Big Timber, Montana 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Mountain Home, Idaho 
Twin Falls, Idaho 
Ventosa, Nevada 
St. Peter, Minnesota 
West Union, Ohio 
Sutton, W. Va. 
Petersburg, W. Va. 
Crowley, La. 
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Eldorado, Oklahoma
Barnett, Geogia
Glens Falls, New York
Rouses Point, New York
Everett, Washington
Wagon Mound, New Mexico
Lodge Grass, Montana
Upham, Texas
Conrad, Montana
Siam, California
Coldwater, Michigan
Sioux City, Iowa
Jackson, Minnesota
Huntington, W. Va.
Charleston, W. Va.
Elkin, W. Va.
Front Royal, W. Va.
Beaumont, Texas
Lake Charles, La.
Baton Rouge, La.
Claredon, Texas
Wichita Falls, Texas
Madison, Georgia
Augusta Georgia
Ticonderoga, New York
Burlington, Vermont
Bellingham, Washington
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Trinidad, Colorado
Las Vegas, New Mexico
Sheridan, Wyoming
Buffalo, Wyoming
Casper, Wyoming
Douglas, Wyoming
Carancahua, Texas
Socorro, New Mexico
Sioux Falls, South Dakota
Huron, South Dakota
Aberdeen, South Dakota
Bischof, North Dakota
Ft. Wayne, Indiana
Sweet Grass
York, Pennsylvania
Williamsport, Pa.
Olean, New York
Scotts Bluff, South Dakota
Hot Springs, South Dakota
Philip, South Dakota
Pierre, South Dakota
Brookings, South Dakota
Redwood Falls
Parkersburg, W. Va.
South Rim, Arizona
Pierces Ferry, Utah
Death Valley, Calif.
Independence, Calif.
Millinocket, Maine
Houlton, Maine
Caribou Maine
Stockville, Nebraska
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Eldorado, Oklahoma 
Barnett, Geogia 
Glens Falls, New York 
Rouses Point, New York 
Everett, Washington 
Wagon Mound, New Mexico 
Lodge Grass, Montana 
Upham, Texas 
Conrad, Montana 
Siam, California 
Coldwater, Michigan 
Sioux City, Iowa 
Jackson, Minnesota 
Huntington, W. Va. 
Charleston, W. Va. 
Elkin, W. Va. 
Front Royal, W. Va. 
Beaumont, Texas 
Lake Charles, La. 
Baton Rouge, La. 
Claredon, Texas 
Wichita Falls, Texas 
Madison, Georgia 
Augusta Georgia 
Ticonderoga, New York 
Burlington, Vermont 
Be]lingham, Washington 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 
Trinidad, Colorado 
Las Vegas, New Mexico 
Sheridan, Wyoming 
Buffalo, Wyoming 
Casper, Wyoming 
Douglas, Wyoming 
Carancahua, Texas 
Socorro, New Mexico 
Sioux Falls, South Dakota 
Huron, South Dakota 
Aberdeen, South Dakota 
Bischof, North Dakota 
Ft. Wayne, Indiana 
Sweet Grass 
York, Pennsylvania 
Williamsport, Pa. 
Olean, New York 
Scotts Bluff, South Dakota 
Hot Springs, South Dakota 
Philip, South Dakota 
Pierre, South Dakota 
Brookings, South Dakota 
Redwood Falls 
Parkersburg, W. Va. 
South Rim, Arizona 
Pierces Ferry, Utah 
Death Valley, Calif. 
Independence, Calif. 
Millinocket, Maine 
Houlton, Maine 
Caribou Maine 
Stockvilie, Nebraska 
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The Canadian Minister (Marler) to the Secretary of State (Hull)

No. 38 CANADIAN LEGATION
WASHINGTON
February 20, 1939

SIR:
I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your note of CAnada.mnt by

February 20th 1939 in which you communicated to me the terms of a
Canadian-United States Regional Arrangement Governing the Use
of Radio for Civil Aeronautical Services, as understood by you to have
been agreed to in the negotiations, now terminated, between the
Government of Canada and the Government of the United States of
America.

2. The terms of this Arrangement which you have communicated
to me are as follows:

CANADIAN-UNITED STATES REGIONAL ARRANGEMENT GOVERNING
THE USE OF RADIO FOR CIVIL AERONAUTICAL SERVICES.

Article I. Scope: The present arrangement between Canada and the
United States concerns primarily the radio communication service of
civil aeronautics and civil air navigation services. Except for Article
XIII, the subject matter of this arrangement is confined to the
frequencies 200-400 kc. and above 30,000 kc. Services other than
civil aeronautical which may incidentally be involved from the
standpoint of interference to and by the civil aeronautical radio
services are treated in Article XVII. Nothing in this arrangement
shall be construed as lessening in any manner or to any degree the
rights enjoyed by the national defense services of either country.

Article II. Application: Nothing in the present arrangement shall
contravene the pertinent portions of the International Telecommunica-
tion Convention, Madrid, 1932; the radio regulations annexed thereto
to which the parties to this arrangement have subscribed; the Inter-
American Radio Communications Convention, Habana, 1937, and
the Inter-American Arrangement on Radio Communications, Habana,
1937, orsuch documents as may supplant them as aresultof subsequent
conferences.

Article III. Standardization: In order that international flying may
be facilitated, the standardization and use of aeronautical radio
facilities are provided for in this arrangement. Appendix I lists the
standard classes of aeronautical radio aids approved for service
operation.

Article IV. Geographical Spacing of Aeronautical Stations: In ac-
cordance with the general principles governing the economical use of
the available channels, assignmentsshall be duplicated with a minimum
practicable geographical separation between stations as determined by
permissible ratio of interfering signal to desired signal, characteristics
of the frequencies in use, and the areas of operation of the stations
concerned.

98907'-39-PT. 3 47
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The Canadian Minister (Marler) to the Secretary of State (Hull) 

No. 38 CANADIAN LEGATION 
WASHINGTON 
February 20, 1989 

SIR: 
Agreement by I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your note of Canada. 

February 20th 1939 in which you communicated to me the terms of a 
Canadian-United States Regional Arrangement Governing the Use 
of Radio for Civil Aeronautical Services, as understood by you to have 
been agreed to in the negotiations, now terminated, between the 
Government of Canada and the Government of the United States of 
America. 

2. The terms of this Arrangement which you have communicated 
to me are as follows: 

CANADIAN-UNITED STATES REGIONAL ARRANGEMENT GOVERNING 
THE USE OF RADIO FOR CIVIL AERONAUTICAL SERVICES. 

Article I. Scope: The present arrangement between Canada and the 
United States concerns primarily the radio communication service of 
civil aeronautics and civil air navigation services. Except for Article 
XIII, the subject matter of this arrangement is confined to the 
frequencies 200-400 kc. and above 30,000 kc. Services other than 
civil aeronautical which may incidentally be involved from the 
standpoint of interference to and by the civil aeronautical radio 
services are treated in Article XVII. Nothing in this arrangement 
shall be construed as lessening in any manner or to any degree the 
rights enjoyed by the national defense services of either country. 

Article II. Application: Nothing in the present arrangement shall 
contravene the pertinent portions of the International Telecommunica-
tion Convention, Madrid, 1932; the radio regulations annexed thereto 
to which the parties to this arrangement have subscribed; the Inter-
American Radio Communications Convention, Habana, 1937, and 
the Inter-American Arrangement on Radio Communications, Habana, 
1937, or such documents as may supplant them as a result of subsequent 
conferences. 

Article III. Standardization: In order that international flying may 
be facilitated, the standardization and use of aeronautical radio 
facilities are provided for in this arrangement. Appendix I lists the 
standard classes of aeronautical radio aids approved for service 
operation. 

Article IV. Geographical Spacing of Aeronautical Stations: In ac-
cordance with the general principles governing the economical use of 
the available channels, assignments shall be duplicated with a minimum 
practicable geographical separation between stations as determined by 
permissible ratio of interfering signal to desired signal, characteristics 
of the frequencies in use, and the areas of operation of the stations 
concerned. 

08907'-39-PT. 3-47 
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Article V. Sharing of Channels: The principle of the sharing of
frequencies which are made available for aeronautical services by
international convention is fully recognized, particularly, however,
with respect to those allocated to such services by the Inter-American
Arrangement Concerning Radio Communications, Habana, 1937.
Recognition is given, however, to the priority of existing services as
set forth in Article XVII and Appendix IV. In general, assignments
to a new station shall be treated as an individual problem to be solved
by engineering methods.

Article VI. Field Intensity: In order that radio interference beyond
the service area may be reduced to a minimum, radiated power should
ordinarily be adjusted to a value consistent with a normal required
field intensity within the prescribed area in which it is desired to render
service.

BAND 200-400 KC.

Article VII. Geographical Spacing: In the case of radio range
stations in the band 200-400 kc., the geographical spacing of the sta-
tions shall be not less than that prescribed in the curve shown in
Appendix II. For powers other than four hundred watts, the dis-
tances shown in Appendix II shall be modified accordingly.

Article VIII. Standardization of Quadrant Signals: For uniformity
and for purpose of course orientation, the characteristic "N" shall be
utilized in the quadrant through which the true north line passes,
except when the northerly course is true north, in which case the
characteristic signal "N" should be in the northwest and southeast
quadrants. The "A" signal should always fall in the quadrants
adjacent to those occupied by the "N" signal.

Article IX. Identification Signals: The identification signal em-
ployed to identify individual radio range stations shall consist of two
letters and shall be assigned without duplication. Where practicable,
the signal used to establish the identity of radio facilities at any par-
ticular point should correspond to the designator for weather reports
from the same station.

Article X. Spacing and Assignment of Channels: The channel
spacing for radio range transmitters in the band 200-400 kc. shall be
3 kc. and the radio range channels shall be as set out in Appendix IV.

The frequency assignments to the radio range stations in Canada
and the United States shall be set out as in Appendix V.

BAND ABOVE 30,000 KC.

Article XI. Development in Communication: It is recognized that
many services of aeronautics may be accommodated in the band above
30,000 kc. It is further recognized that the use of such frequencies
for aviation purposes is still on an experimental basis.

The Parties accordingly agree to cooperate in the development of
the use of this ultra high frequency band so that frequencies of the
same order may be used for similar purposes throughout Canada and
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the United States and that the table shown in Appendix III shall be
used as a guide when making assignments in this band for aeronau-
tical use.

Article XII. Ultra High Calling and Working Frequency: If and
when ultra high frequencies come into use for aeronautical purposes,
141,780 kc. shall be designated as a calling and working frequency
from plane to ground.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

Article XIII. Normal Calling and Working Frequencies: It is agreed
that Canada and the United States will use 3105 kc. as the interna-
tional calling and working frequency for use by itinerant aircraft and
for emergency use by transport aircraft. 6210 kc. will also be used
for secondary purposes as a calling and working frequency, available
to itinerant and other aircraft by arrangement, when the circum-
stances are such as to make the use of 3105 kc. unsuitable.

Article XIV. Specific Allocation of Airport Control Frequency: The
frequency 278 kc. will continue to be used as an airport control fre-
quency with the expectation that after January 1, 1939 no new assign-
ments to airport control stations on this frequency will be made unless
there is installed for simultaneous use facilities for operation on fre-
quencies between 129 and 132 megacycles. It is further proposed that
the use of 278 kc. for airport control purposes may be discontinued
after January 1, 1940 and replaced by frequencies between 129 and
132 megacycles.

Article XV. Exchange of Information: Information pertaining to
civil aeronautics including frequency assignments, power, location of
stations, identification signals and course orientation shall be ex-
changed directly between the administrative agencies of the two
Parties.

Article XVI. Infringements: The Parties undertake to inform each
other concerning any infringement of the provisions of this arrange-
ment in order to facilitate corrective action.

Article XVII. Services Other Than Civil Aeronautical:
a. National Defense: This arrangement recognizes the paramount

requirements of national defense as established by Article 39 of the
International Telecommunication Convention, Madrid, 1932, and
by such national legislation in harmony therewith as has been or may
in future be enacted.

b. Marine Radiobeacons are recognized as operating in Canada and
the United States in the band 285-315 kc. as provided in the Madrid
Telecommunication Convention and the General Radio Regulations
annexed thereto. The use for aeronautical purposes of these fre-
quencies or immediately adjacent frequencies shall be restricted to
locations and powers which will not cause interference with marine
radiobeacons along the seacoasts and on the Great Lakes.

c. Marine Direction-Finding Service is recognized as operating in
Canada and the United States in the band 365-385 kc. as provided in
the Madrid Telecommunication Convention and the General Radio
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Regulations annexed thereto. The use for aeronautical purposes of
these frequencies or immediately adjacent frequencies shall be re-
stricted to locations and powers which will not cause interference with
marine radio direction-finding services.

d. Marine Communication Services are recognized as operating in
Canada and the United States on certain frequencies between 385
and 400 kc. as provided in the Madrid Telecommunication Convention
and the General Radio Regulations annexed thereto. The use for
aeronautical purposes of these frequencies or immediately adjacent
frequencies shall be restricted to locations and powers which will not
cause interference with marine communication services.

CONCLUSION

Article XVIII. Abrogation: It is mutually agreed that all existing
informal undertakings between the Parties or the administrative
agencies thereof with respect to radio allocations to aeronautical
services provided for herein, are hereby superseded and become in-
operative upon the effective date of this arrangement regardless of any
contrary provisions for denunciation which may appear in such
existing agreements.

Article XIX. Effective Date: The effective date of this arrangement
shall be established at the time of the exchange of notes effectuating it.

Article XX. Amendment: The appendices to the present arrange-
ment, but not the arrangement itself, may be amended by mutual
agreement of the authorized agencies of the Parties hereto.

Article XXI. Denunciation: The present arrangement shall be
subject to termination by either Government upon sixty days' notice
given in writing to the other Government.

3. I also acknowledge the receipt of the enclosures to your note
under reference consisting of the appendices to the proposed Arrange-
ment which under the terms of Article XX thereof may be amended
by mutual agreement of the authorized agencies of the Parties thereto.

4. I am instructed to state that the terms of the Arrangement as
communicated to me are agreed to by my Government. I am further
instructed to inform you that my Government concurs in your sug-
gestion that the Arrangement become effective as of the date of this
Exchange of Notes and will accordingly regard it as becoming effective
on that date.

I have the honour to be with the highest consideration Sir
Your most obedient humble servant

HERBERT M MARLER
The Honourable CORDELL HULL

Secretary of State of the United States
Washington, D. C.
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Provisional commercial agreement between the United States of America
and Chile. Effected by exchange of notes, signed February 20 and
24, 1939; effective provisionally February 1, 1939.

The American Ambassador (Armour) to the Chilean Minister for
Foreign Affairs (Ortega)

No. 205. EMBASSY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Santiago, February 20, 1939.
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to confirm to Your Excellency the terms of the
provisional commercial agreement which our respective Governments
have agreed to establish pending the negotiation of a more compre-
hensive commercial agreement or of a definitive treaty of friendship,
commerce and navigation, as follows:

1. The contracting parties agree to concede reciprocally uncondi-
tional and unlimited most favored nation treatment in all that con-
cerns customs duties and all accessory imposts, the manner of applying
duties as well as the rules and formalities to which customs operations
can be submitted.

2. In the event that the Government of the United States of
America or the Republic of Chile establishes or maintains any form of
quantitative restriction or control of the importation or sale of any
article in which the other country has an interest, or imposes a lower
duty or charge on the importation or sale of a specified quantity of
any such article than the duty or charge imposed on importations in
excess of such quantity, it shall allot to the other country during any
quota period a share of the total quantity of any such article permitted
to be imported or sold or permitted to be imported or sold at such
lower duty or charge which is equivalent to the proportion of the total
importation of such article which such other country supplied during a
previous representative period, unless it be mutually agreed to dispense
with such allocation.

3. a) The Government of Chile confirms its previous declarations
and reiterates that it will take the steps necessary to abolish, as soon
as its international economic position permits it to do so, the exchange
control measures affecting the transfer of payments for articles the
growth, produce or manufacture of the United States of America.

b) Until such time the Government of Chile will avoid exchange
control measures involving the use of exchange at rates higher than
those which would be set by the free supply and demand of the market.

4. It is understood that the advantages now accorded or which
may hereafter be accorded by the United States of America, its terri-
tories or possessions, the Philippine Islands, or the Panama Canal
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Provisional commercial agreement between the United States of America 
and Chile. Effected by exchange of notes, signed February 20 and 
24, 1989; effective provisionally February 1, 1939. 

The American Ambassador (Armour) to the Chilean Minister for 
Foreign Affairs (Ortega) 

No. 205. EMBASSY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Santiago, February 20, 1989. 

EXCELLENCY: 
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Zone to one another or to the Republic of Cuba shall be excepted from
the operation of this Agreement; and this Agreement shall not apply
in respect of advantages now accorded or which may hereafter be
accorded by the United States of America or the Republic of Chile to
adjacent countries in order to facilitate short frontier traffic.

mraestationrs eto 5 Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed as a limitation of
grounds. the right of either country to impose on such terms as it may see fit

prohibitions or restrictions (1) imposed on moral or humanitarian
grounds; (2) designed to protect human, animal or plant health or
life; (3) relating to prison made goods; (4) relating to the enforcement

tioscont mumi- of police or revenue laws; or (5) relating to the control of the export
or sale for export of arms, ammunition, or implements of war, and,
in exceptional circumstances, all other military supplies.

Termingain t.f 6. The agreement between the United States of America and the
47 stat. 2682. Republic of Chile signed September 28, 1931, shall terminate, if it will

not have already automatically terminated, on the day on which the
present agreement comes into force.

forDceduratoginto 7. The present agreement shall come into force definitively thirty
days after the date on which it is ratified by the Chilean Congress and
shall continue in force until superseded by a more comprehensive
commercial agreement or by a definitive treaty of friendship, com-

Denuncation. merce and navigation, or until denounced by the Government of
either country by advance written notice of not less than thirty days.

comginto force; 8. Pending ratification by the Chilean Congress, the present agree-
duration. ment shall come into force provisionally on February 1, 1939, and,

unless terminated in the manner provided in numbered paragraph
seven of the present agreement, shall remain in provisional effect
until after the expiration of one year, whichever date occurs first.

Continuance. If the agreement has not come into force definitively after expiration
of one year from February 1, 1939, it may within the discretion of both
governments be signed again and by this means be continued in pro-
visional effect.

Immediate initia-
tion of negotiations 9. Both governments undertake immediately to initiate negotiations
for treaty. for the conclusion of a treaty of friendship, cofmnerce and navigation.

Accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest and most dis-
tinguished consideration.

NORMAN ARMOUR
His Excellency

Sefior don ABRAHAM ORTEGA,

Ministerfor Foreign Affairs,
Santiago.
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The Chilean Minister for Foreign Affairs (Ortega) to the American
Ambassador (Armour)

REPtBLICA DE CHILE

MINISTERIO

DE RELACIONES EXTERIORES

CdlB/SGP.

SECCION POLITICA COMERCIAL.

No. 1592 SANTIAGO, 24 de Febrero de 1939.
SEROR EMBAJADOR:

Tengo el honor de confirmar a V. E. los siguientes t6rminos del
Convenio Provisional de Comercio que nuestros respectivos Gobiernos
han acordado establecer mientras se concluyen las negociaciones de
un acuerdo comercial mas comprensivo o de un Tratado de Amistad,
Comercio y Navegaci6n.

1°.-Las Partes Contratantes acuerdan concederse reciprocamente
el tratamiento incondicional e ilimitado de la naci6n mas favorecida
en todo cuanto concierne a derechos aduaneros y demas gravamenes
accesorios, a la manera de aplicar los derechos como, asimismo, a las
reglas y formalidades a que pueden ser sometidas las operaciones de
aduana.

2°.-En caso de que el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de Am6rica
o el de la Repdblica de Chile establezcan o mantengan cualquier
forma de restricci6n cuantitativa o control de importaci6n o venta de
cualquier articulo en el cual el otro pais tenga interes, o impongan
a la importaci6n o venta de una cantidad determinada de cualquiera
de tales articulos un derecho o gravamen menores que los derechos o
gravamenes impuestos a las importaciones que excedan de tal cantidad,
se concedera al otro pals, durante cualquier periodo de cuota una
participaci6n en la cantidad total de cualquiera de dichos articulos
que se permita importar o vender con tales derechos o gravamenes
menores, equivalente a la proporci6n de la importaci6n total de tal
articulo que dicho pafs abasteci6 durante un periodo representativo
anterior, a menos que se convenga mutuamente desentenderse de
tal concesi6n.

3°.-a) El Gobierno de Chile confirma sus declaraciones anteriores
y reitera que tomara las disposiciones necesarias para abolir, tan pronto
su posici6n econ6mica internacional se lo permita, las medidas de con-
trol de cambios que afectan la transferencia de pagos por articulos
cultivados, producidos o manufacturados en los Estados Unidos de
America.

b) Entre tanto, el Gobierno de Chile evitara las medidas de control
de cambios que importen el uso de cambios a tipos superiores de
aquellos que se fijarfan por la libre oferta y demanda del mercado.

40.-Queda entendido que las ventajas ahora otorgadas o que puedan
otorgarse mas adelante por los Estados Unidos de America, sus terri-
torios o posesiones, las Islas Filipinas o la Zona del Canal de Panama
entre si o a la Repdblica de Cuba, quedaran exceptuadas de los efectos
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de este Acuerdo; y este Acuerdo no se aplicar, respecto de las ventaj as
ahora otorgadas o que puedan otorgar mas tarde los Estados Unidos
de America o la Repdblica de Chile a los paises adyacentes con el objeto
de facilitar el pequefio trafico fronterizo.

5°.-Ninguna de las disposiciones de este Acuerdo sera interpretada
como una limitaci6n al derecho de cualquiera de los paises para impo-
ner, en los t6rminos que crean convenientes, prohibiciones o restric-
ciones (1) impuestas por razones morales o humanitarias; (2) desti-
nadas a proteger la salud o vida humana, animal o vegetal; (3) relativas
a articulos manufacturados en las prisiones; (4) referentes al cumpli-
miento de Leyes de policia o de impuestos; o (5) acerca del control de
la exportaci6n o venta para la exportaci6n de armamentos, municiones
o implementos de guerra y, en circunstancias excepcionales, todos los
demis materiales de guerra.

6°.-Los Acuerdos entre los Estados Unidos de America y la Re-
publica de Chile, suscritos el 28 de Setiembre de 1931, caducarAn el
dia de la entrada en vigor del presente Convenio si no han caducado
ya automAticamente.

7°.-El presente Acuerdo entrara en vigor definitivamente 30 dias
despues de la fecha en que sea aprobado por el Congreso de Chile y
continuara vigente hasta que sea reemplazado por un Convenio
Comercial mas comprensivo o por un Tratado definitivo de Amistad,
Comercio y Navegaci6n, o hasta que sea denunciado por el Gobierno
de cualquiera de los dos pafses con un aviso por escrito dado con no
menos de treinta dias de anticipaci6n.

8°.-El presente Convenio entrara en vigor provisional, mientras se
obtiene la aprobaci6n del Congreso chileno, el 1° de Febrero de 1939,
y continuara en vigencia provisional hasta la expiraci6n del plazo de
un afio, salvo que antes se le haya dado termino en la forma prevista
en el parrafo s6ptimo. Si el Convenio no ha entrado definitivamente
en vigor al termino de un afio a contar del 1° de Febrero de 1939,
podrA, a discreci6n de cualquiera de los dos Gobiernos, ser renovado
y en esta forma podra continuar en vigencia provisional.

9°.-Ambos Gobiernos se comprometen a iniciar inmediatamente
negociaciones para la celebraci6n de un Tratado de Amistad, Comercio
y Navegaci6n.

Acepte Vuestra Excelencia las seguridades de mi mas alta y dis-
tinguida consideraci6n.

ABRAHAM ORTEGA
Al Excmo. Sefior NORMAN ARMOUR,

Embajador Extraordinario y Plenipotenciario
de los Estados Unidos.

Presente.
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[Translation]

REPUBLIC OF CHILE

MINISTRY
FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS

CdlB/SGP.
COMMERCIAL POLICY SECTION

No. 1592 SANTIAGO, February 24, 199.
MR. AMBASSADOR:

I have the honor to confirm to Your Excellency the terms of the confirmation by
provisional commercial agreement which our respective Governments
have agreed to establish pending the negotiation of a more compre-
hensive commercial agreement or of a treaty of friendship, com-
merce, and navigation, as follows:

1. The contracting parties agree to concede reciprocally uncondi-
tional and unlimited most-favored-nation treatment in all that con-
cerns customs duties and all accessory imposts, the manner of apply-
ing duties as well as the rules and formalities to which customs
operations can be submitted.

2. In the event that the Government of the United States of
America or the Republic of Chile establishes or maintains any form
of quantitative restriction or control of the importation or sale of any
article in which the other country has an interest, or imposes a lower
duty or charge on the importation or sale of a specified quantity of
any such article than the duty or charge imposed on importations in
excess of such quantity, it shall allot to the other country during
any quota period a share of the total quantity of any such article
permitted to be imported or sold or permitted to be imported or sold
at such lower duty or charge which is equivalent to the proportion of
the total importation of such article which such other country sup-
plied during a previous representative period, unless it be mutually
agreed to dispense with such allocation.

3. a) The Government of Chile confirms its previous declarations
and reiterates that it will take the steps necessary to abolish, as soon
as its international economic position permits it to do so, the exchange-
control measures affecting the transfer of payments for articles the
growth, produce, or manufacture of the United States of America.

b) Until such time the Government of Chile will avoid exchange-
control measures involving the use of exchange at rates higher than
those which would be set by the free supply and demand of the market.

4. It is understood that the advantages now accorded or which
may hereafter be accorded by the United States of America, its terri-
tories or possessions, the Philippine Islands, or the Panama Canal
Zone to one another or to the Republic of Cuba shall be excepted
from the operation of this agreement; and this agreement shall not
apply in respect of advantages now accorded or which may hereafter
be accorded by the United States of America or the Republic of
Chile to adjacent countries in order to facilitate short frontier traffic.
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Chile. 
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5. Nothing in this agreement shall be construed as a limitation of
the right of either country to impose on such terms as it may see fit
prohibitions or restrictions (1) imposed on moral or humanitarian
grounds; (2) designed to protect human, animal, or plant health or
life; (3) relating to prison-made goods; (4) relating to the enforce-
ment of police or revenue laws; or (5) relating to the control of the
export or sale for export of arms, ammunition, or implements of war,
and, in exceptional circumstances, all other military supplies.

6. The agreements between the United States of America and the
Republic of Chile signed September 28, 1931, shall terminate, if they
have not already automatically terminated, on the day on which the
present agreement comes into force.

7. The present agreement shall come into force definitively 30 days
after the date on which it is ratified by the Chilean Congress and
shall continue in force until superseded by a more comprehensive
commercial agreement or by a definitive treaty of friendship, com-
merce, and navigation, or until denounced by the Government of
either country by advance written notice of not less than 30 days.

8. Pending ratification by the Chilean Congress, the present agree-
ment shall come into force provisionally on February 1, 1939, and,
unless previously terminated in the manner provided in the seventh
paragraph, shall remain in provisional effect until the expiration of
the period of 1 year. If the agreement has not come into force
definitively at the expiration of 1 year from February 1, 1939, it may
within the discretion of either of the two Governments be renewed
and by this means be continued in provisional effect.

9. Both Governments undertake immediately to initiate negotia-
tions for the conclusion of a treaty of friendship, commerce, and
navigation.

Accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest and most dis-
tinguished consideration.

ABRAHAM ORTEGA

To His Excellency Mr. NORMAN ARMOUR,
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary

of the United States,
City.
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Mar. P6, 1939

Agreement between the United States of America and Germany con-
cerning the exchange of parcel post, with regulations of execution.
Signed at Berlin February 6, 1939 and at Washington March 16,
1939; approved by the President March 25, 1939.

Postpaketabkommen
zwischen

der Deutschen Reichspost und der
Postverwaltung der Vereinigten

Staaten von Amerika.

Die Unterzeichneten, der Deut-
sche Reichspostminister Dr. Ohne-
sorge und James A. Farley Gene-
ralpostmeister d e r Vereinigten
Staaten von Amerika, haben jeder
kraft seines Amtes das folgende
Abkommen fiber den Austausch
von Postpaketen zwischen dem
Deutschen Reich und den Ver-
einigten Staaten von Amerika
(einschliesslich Alaska, Hawai,
Porto Rico, Guam, Samoa und
der Virginischen Inseln der Ver-
einigten Staaten) abgeschlossen.

ARTIKEL I.

Gegenstand des Abkommens.

Unter der Bezeichnung "Post-
pakete" kinnen zwischen dem
Deutschen Reich und den Ver-
einigten Staaten von Amerika Pa-
kete bis zu dem im folgenden
Artikel angegebenen Gewicht und
Gr6ssenmass ausgetauscht werden.

ARTIKEL II.

Gewichts- und
Ausdehnungsgrenzen.

1. Pakete sind bis zum Gewicht
von 20 Kilogramm (vierundvier-
zig Pfund) zugelassen. Ihre Aus-
dehnung darf folgende Masse nicht
fiberschreiten: Lange 105 Zenti-
meter (drei Fuss sechs Zoll),
Lange und grosster, nicht in der
Liangsrichtung gemessener Umfang
zusammen 180 Zentimeter (sechs

Agreement
between

the United States of America and
Germany concerning the Exchange

of Parcel Post.

For the purpose of concluding
an agreement for the exchange of
parcel-post packages between the
United States of America (includ-
ing Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico,
Guam, Samoa, and the U. S.
Virgin Islands) and Germany, the
undersigned James A. Farley
Postmaster General of the United
States and Dr. Ohnesorge Deut-
scher Reichspostminister, by vir-
tue of authority vested in them,
have agreed upon the following
articles:

Agreement with
Germany concerning
exchange of parcel
post.

ARTICLE I.

Object of the Agreement.

Between the United States of Object.
America and Germany there may
be exchanged under the denomi-
nation of parcel post, parcels up
to the maximum weight and
dimensions indicated in the fol-
lowing Article.

ARTICLE II.

Limits of weight and size.

1. No parcel shall exceed forty- Limits of weight

four pounds (twenty kilograms)
in weight, three feet six inches
(one hundred five centimeters) in
length, or six feet seven inches
(two hundred centimeters) in
length and girth combined; pro-
vided, however, that parcels ex-
ceeding six feet (one hundred
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Fuss) oder bei einer Lange bis zu
75 Zentimeter (dreissig Zoll) Lange
und gr6sster, nicht in der Langs-
richtung gemessener Umfang
zusammen 200 Zentimeter (sechs
Fuss sieben Zoll).

Die oben erwahnten Gewichts-
und Ausdehnungsgrenzen konnen
jeweils im gegenseitigen Einver-
standnis durch Schriftwechsel
geandert werden.

2. Ffr die richtige Berechnung
des Gewichts und der Ausdehnun-
gen eines Pakets ist die Ansicht
der Aufgabeverwaltung massge-
bend, es sei denn, dass offenbar
ein Irrtum vorliegt.

ARTIKEL III.

Durchgangspakete.

1. Jede der beiden Verwal-
tungen gewahrleistet die Freiheit
des Durchgangs durch ihr Gebiet
fiir Pakete die aus dem andern
vertragschliessenden Land nach
einem dritten Lande, mit welchem
sie einen Postpaketdienst unter-
halt oder aus einem solchen drit-
ten Lande nach dem andern ver-
tragschliessenden Land bestimmt
sind.

2. Um zur Durchgangsbeforde-
rung zugelassen zu werden, miis-
sen die Pakete, die von einer der
vertragschliessenden Verwaltun-
gen durch das Gebiet der anderen
befordert werden sollen, den jeweils
vorgeschriebenen Paketversen-
dungsbedingungen der Zwischen-
verwaltung entsprechen.

ARTIKEL IV.

Freimachung. Gebahren.

1. Die Freigebiihren fuir die
Pakete miissen ausser bei nach-
gesandten oder zuriickgesandten
Paketen vorausbezahlt werden.

2. Die Aufgabeverwaltung ist
berechtigt, vom Absender jedes
Pakets die jeweils nach ihren
Bestimmungen vorgeschriebene
Bef6rderungsgebuihr zu erheben.

eighty centimeters) in combined
length and girth be restricted in
length to thirty inches (seventy-
five centimeters).

The limits of weight and maxi-
mum dimensions stated above may
be changed from time to time by
agreement made through corres-
pondence.

2. In regard to the exact calcu-
lation of the weight and dimen-
sions, the indications furnished by
the dispatching Office will be ac-
cepted, save in the case of obvious
error.

ARTICLE III.

Transit parcels.

1. Each Administration guar-
antees the right of transit over its
territory, to or from any country
with which it has parcel-post
communication, of parcels orig-
inating in or addressed for delivery
in the territory of the other con-
tracting Administration.

2. To be accepted for onward
transmission, parcels sent by one
of the contracting Administrations
through the service of the other
Administration must comply with
the conditions prescribed from
time to time by the intermediary
Administration.

ARTICLE IV.

Prepayment of postage. Rates.

1. The prepayment of the post-
age on parcels shall be compulsory,
except in the case of redirected or
returned parcels.

2. The Administration of origin
is entitled to collect from the
sender of each parcel the postage
prescribed from time to time by
its regulations.

Right of transit.

Acceptance for on-
ward transmission.

Prepayment of post-
age.

Rates.
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GERMANY-PARCEL POST-Feb. 6 1939
Mar. 16, 1939

ARTIKEL V.

Gebiihren.

1. Fur gewohnliche Pakete ode]
Wertpakete nach Deutschlanc
sind zu zahlen:
0. 60 Goldfrank fur jedes Pakel

bis zu 1 kg (2 Pfund);

1. 00 Goldfrank ffir jedes Pakei
fiber 1 bis 5 kg (11 Pfund);

2. 00 Goldfranken fuir jedes Pakel
fiber 5 bis 10 kg (22 Pfund)

3. 00 Goldfranken ffir jedes Pakel
fiber 10 bis 15 kg (33 Pfund)

4. 00 Goldfranken ffir jedes Pakel
fiber 15 bis 20 kg (44 Pfund).

Bei Paketen aus den Vereinig-
ten Staaten von Amerika im
Durchgang durch Deutschland be-
tragen die deutschen Landanteile
30, 50, 100, 150 und 200 Goldcen-
timen ffir Pakete im Gewicht von
1, 5, 10, 15 und 20 kg.

2. Fur gew6hnliche Pakete oder
Wertpakete nach den Vereinigten
Staaten von Amerika oder ihren
Besitzungen sind folgende, nach
dem Gesamtreingewicht berech-
nete Gebiihren zu zahlen:
0.70 Goldfrank fur jedes kg eines

Pakets nach den Vereinigten
Staaten von Amerika;

0.70 Goldfrank fir jedes kg eines
Pakets nach Alaska;

0.35 Goldfrank fiir jedes kg cines
Pakets nach Hawai, Guam,
Samoa, Porto Rico und den
Virginischen Inseln der Ver-
einigten Staaten von
Amrtika.

3. il ir gew6hnliche Pakete oder
Wrrtpakete nach den Besitzungen
dea' Vereinigten Staaten von Ame-
rika, ferner fiir Durchgangspakete
sind ausserdem an die Vereinigten
Staaten folgende, nach dem Ge-
samtreingewicht jedes Karten-
schlusses berechnete Durchgangs-
gebiihren zu zahlen:
0.70 Goldfrank fur jedes kg eines

Pakets bei Seebef6rderung;

ARTICLE V.

Rates.

r 1. For each parcel, ordinary or
1 insured, sent to Germany, pay-

ment shall be made as follows:
t 0.60 gold franc per parcel not

exceeding 1 kg (2 lbs) in
weight;

t 1. 00 gold franc per parcel over
1 and not exceeding 5 kg
(11 lbs) in weight;

t 2. 00 gold francs per parcel over 5
and not exceeding 10 kg
(22 Ibs) in weight;

t 3. 00 gold francs per parcel over
; 10 and not exceeding 15 kg

(33 lbs) in weight;
t 4. 00 gold francs per parcel over

15 and not exceeding 20
kg (44 lbs) in weight.

On parcels sent from the United
States of America in transit
through Germany the German
Post Office is entitled to receive
30, 50, 100, 150, and 200 gold
centimes for parcels not exceeding
1, 5, 10, 15, and 20 kg respectively.

2. For each parcel, ordinary or
insured, sent to the United States
of America or to its possessions,

ayment shall be made as follows,
based on the bulk net weight of
each dispatch:
0.70 gold franc per kg for parcels

for the United States of
America;

0.70 gold franc per kg for parcels
for Alaska;

0.35 gold franc per kg for parcels
for Hawaii, Guam, Samoa,
Puerto Rico, and the U. S.
Virgin Islands.

3. In addition, there shall be
paid the following transit charges
for parcels, ordinary or insured,
for the possessions of the United
States of America and for transit
parcels, based on the bulk net
weight of each dispatch:

0.70 gold franc per kg when only
sea service is provided;
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ARTIKEL V. 

Gebithren. 

1. Fiir gewohnliche Pakete oder 
Wertpakete nach Deutschland 
sind zu zahlen: 
O. 60 Goldfrank fiir jedes Paket 

bis zu 1 kg (2 Pfund); 

1. 00 Goldfrank fiir jedes Paket 
iiber 1 bis 5 kg (11 Pfund); 

2. 00 Goldfranken fur jedes Paket 
tiber 5 bis 10 kg (22 Pfund); 

3. 00 Goldfranken fur jedes Paket 
aber 10 bis 15 kg (33 Pfund); 

4. 00 Goldfranken fur jedes Paket 
fiber 15 bis 20 kg (44 Pfund). 

Bei Paketen aus den Vereinig-
ten Staaten von Amerika im 
Durchgang durch Deutschland be-
tragen die deutschen Landanteile 
30, 50, 100, 150 und 200 Goldcen-
timen fur Pakete im Gewicht von 
1, 5, 10, 15 und 20 kg. 

2. Fiir gewohnliche Pakete oder 
Wertpakete nach den Vereinigten 
Staaten. von Amerika oder ihren. 
Besitzungen sind folgende, nach 
dem Gesamtreingewicht berech-
nete Gebiihren zu zahlen: 
0.70 Goldfrank fur jedes kg eines 

Pakets nach den Vereinigten 
Staaten von Amerika; 

0.70 Goldfrank fur jedes kg eines 
Pakets nach Alaska; 

0.35 Goldfrank für jedes kg eines 
Pakets nach Ilawai, Guam, 
Samoa, Porto Rico und den 
Virginischen Inseln der Ver. 
einigten Staaten von 
A molika. 

3. iiür gewohnliche Pakete oder 
Wf.rtpakete nach den Besitzungert 

Vereinigten Staaten von Ame-
rika, Liner fur Durchgangspakete 
sind ausserdem an die Vereinigten 
Staaten folgende, nach dem Ge-
samtreingewicht jedes Karten-
schlusses berechnete Durchgangs-
gebUhren zu zahlen: 
0.70 Goldfrank fiir jedes kg eines 

Pakets bei Seebeforderung; 

ARTICLE V. 

Rates. 

1. For each parcel, ordinary or 
insured, sent to Germany, pay-
ment shall be made as follows: 
O. 60 gold franc per parcel not 

exceeding 1 kg (2 lbs) in 
weight; 

1. 00 gold franc per parcel over 
1 and not exceeding 5 kg 
(11 lbs) in weight; 

2. 00 gold francs per parcel over 5 
and not exceeding 10 kg 
(22 lbs) in weight; 

3. 00 gold francs per parcel over 
10 and not exceeding 15 kg 
(33 lbs) in weight; 

4. 00 gold francs per parcel over 
15 and not exceeding 20 
kg (44 lbs) in weight. 

On parcels sent from the United 
States of America in transit 
through Germany the German 
Post Office is entitled to receive 
30, 50, 100, 150, and 200 gold 
centimes for parcels not exceeding 
1, 5, 10, 15, and 20 kg respectively. 

2. For each parcel, ordinary or 
insured, sent to the United States 
of America or to its possessions, 
payment shall be made as follows, 
based on the bulk net weight of 
each dispatch: 
0.70 gold franc per kg for parcels 

for the United States of 
America; 

0.70 gold franc per kg for parcels 
for Alaska; 

0.35 gold franc per kg for parcels 
for Hawaii, Guam, Samoa, 
Puerto Rico, and the U. S. 
Vii gin Islands. 

3. In addition, there shall be 
paid the following transit charges 
for parcels, ordinary or insured, 
for the possessions of the United 
States of America and for transit 
parcels, based on the bulk net 
weight of each dispatch: 

0.70 gold franc per kg when only 
sea service is provided; 

2185 

Rates. 

Transit ebarge,s. 
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Allowance for in-
sured parcels.

Sea service provi-
sions.

Right to vary ter-
ritorial rates.

1.15 Goldfrank fur jedes kg eines
Pakets bei Landbef6rderung;

1.50 Goldfrank fur jedes kg eines
Pakets bei Land- und Seebe-
forderung.

4. Fiir Wertpakete hat die Auf-
gabeverwaltung der Bestimmungs-
verwaltung ausserdem fiir die
Landbeforderung eine Gebiihr von
10 Goldcentimen fur jedes Wert-
paket mit einer Wertangabe bis
zu 500 Goldfranken und 20 Gold-
centimen fiir jedes Wertpaket mit
einer Wertangabe fiber 500 bis
1000 Goldfranken zu vergiiten.
Wenn die Bestimmungsverwal-
tung Seebeforderung ausfiihrt, hat
die Aufgabeverwaltung eine Zu-
satzgebiihrvon20 Goldcentimenfuir
jedes Wertpaket mit einer Wert-
angabe bis zu 500 Goldfranken und
40 Goldcentimen fur jedes Wert-
paket mit einer Wertangabe fiber
500 bis 1000 Goldfranken zu
vergiiten.

5. Jede Postverwaltung behilt
sich das Recht vor, ihre Landan-
teile zu andern, wenn irgendeine
Xnderung dieser Gebiihren in
ihrem Dienst mit andren Landern
allgemein eingefiihrt wird.

Jede der beiden Verwaltungen
soil der andern drei Monate vorher
die Xnderung der Endanteile, der
Durchgangsgebiuhren und der See-
anteile mitteilen. Die Ermassi-
gung oder Erhohung muss mindes-
tens ein Jahr gelten.

ARTIKEL VI.

Seegebiihr.

Jede der beiden Verwaltungen
ist berechtigt, die Gebuihr fur die
von ihr besorgte Seebeforderung
festzusetzen.

Fur Pakete, die von einem Land
nach dem andern auf dem unmit-
telbaren Seeweg befordert werden,
vergiitet die Postverwaltung des
Ursprungslandes der Postverwal-
tung des Bestimmungslandes den
Seeanteil, wenn die zuletzt bezeich-
nete Verwaltung fur die Seebefor-
derung sorgt.

1.15 gold francs per kg when only
land service is provided;

1.50 gold francs per kg when both
land and sea service are pro-
vided.

4. Moreover, in respect of in-
sured parcels the Postal Adminis-
tration of the country of origin
shall allow to the Postal Adminis-
tration of the country of desti-
nation for territorial service a rate
of 10 gold centimes for each in-
sured parcel with insured value up
to 500 gold francs and 20 gold
centimes for each insured parcel
with insured value over 500 up to
1000 gold francs. If the Adminis-
tration of the country of desti-
nation provides the sea service, the
Administration of the country of
origin shall allow an additional
rate of 20 gold centimes for each
insured parcel with insured value
up to 500 gold francs and 40 gold
centimes for each insured parcel
with insured value over 500 up to
1000 gold francs.

5. Each Postal Administration
reserves the right to vary its terri-
torial rates in accordance with any
alteration of these charges which
may be decided upon in connec-
tion with other countries generally.

Either Administration shall give
notice to the other three months in
advance of its intention to vary
the terminal quotas and transit
charges and the sea rates. The
reduction or increase shall remain
in force for at least one year.

ARTICLE VI.

Sea rate.

Each of the two Postal Adminis-
trations shall be entitled to fix the
rate for any sea service which it
provides.

For parcels sent by sea direct
from one country to the other the
Post Office of the country of origin
pays to the Post Office of the
country of destination the sea rate,
if the latter Office provides for
the sea service.

Sea rate.
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Allowance for in-
sured parcels. 

Sea service provi-
sions. 

1.15 Goldfrank fur jedes kg eines 
Pakets bei Landbeforderung; 

1.50 Goldfrank fur jedes kg eines 
Pakets bei Land- und Seebe-
forderung. 

4. Fiir Wertpakete hat die Auf-
gabeverwaltung der Bestimmungs-
verwaltung ausserdem fur die 
Landbeforderung eine Gebiihr von 
10 Goldcentimen fur jedes Wert-
paket mit einer Wertangabe bis 
zu 500 Goldfranken und 20 Gold-
centimen fiir jedes Wertpaket mit 
einer Wertangabe tber 500 his 
1000 Goldfranken zu vergiiten. 
Wenn die Bestimmungsverwal-
tung Seebeforderung ausfuhrt, hat 
die Aufgabeverwaltung eine Zu-
satzgebiihr von 20 Goldeentimen fiir 
jedes Wertpaket mit einer Wert-
angabe his zu 500 Goldfranken und 
40 Goldeentirnen fur jedes Wert-
paket mit einer Wertangabe Uber 
500 his 1000 Goldfranken zu 
vergaten. 

Right to vary ter- 5. Jede Postverwaltung behalt 
ritorial rates. 

sich das Recht vor, ihre Landau-
tpile zu andern, wenn irgendeine 
Anderung dieser Gebiihren in 
ihrem Dienst mit andren Landern 
allgemein eingefUhrt wird. 
Jede der beiden. Verwaltungen 

soil der andern drei Monate vorher 
die Anderung der Endanteile, der 
DurchgangsgebUhren und der See-
anteile mitteilen. Die Ermassi-
gung oder Erhohung muss mindes-
tens em Jahr gelten. 

Sea rate. 

ARTIKEL 

Seegebiihr. 

Jede der beiden Verwaltungen 
ist berechtigt, die Gebahr fur die 
von ihr besorgte Seeheforderung 
festzusetzen. 
Fur Pakete, die von einem Land 

nach dem andern auf dew immit-
telbaren Seeweg befordert werden, 
vergutet die Postverwaltung des 
Ursprungslandes der Postverwal-
tung des Bestimmungslandes den 
Seeanteil, wenn die zuletzt bezeich-
nete Verwaltung fiir die Seebefor-
derung sorgt. 

1.15 gold francs per kg when only 
land service is provided; 

1.50 gold francs per kg when both 
land and sea service are pro-
vided. 

4. Moreover, in respect of in-
sured parcels the Postal Adminis-
tration of the country of origin 
shall allow to the Postal Adminis-
tration of the country of desti-
nation for territorial service a rate 
of 10 gold centimes for each in-
sured parcel with insured value up 
to 500 gold francs and 20 gold 
centimes for each insured parcel 
with insured value over 500 up to 
1000 gold francs. If the Adminis-
tration of the country of desti-
nation provides the sea service, the 
Administration of the country of 
origin shall allow an additional 
rate of 20 gold centimes for each 
insured parcel with insured value 
up to 500 gold francs and 40 gold 
centimes for each insured parcel 
with insured value over 500 up to 
1000 gold francs. 

5. Each Postal Administration 
reserves the right to vary its terri-
torial rates in accordance with any 
alteration of these charges which 
may be decided upon in connec-
tion with other countries generally. 

Either Administration shall give 
notice to the other three months in 
advance of its intention to vary 
the terminal quotas and transit 
charges and the sea rates. The 
reduction or increase shall remain 
in force for at least one year. 

ARTICLE VI. 

Sea rate. 

Each of the two Postal Adminis-
trations shall be entitled to fix the 
rate for any sea service which it 
provides. 
For parcels sent by sea direct 

from one country to the other the 
Post Office of the country of origin 
pays to the Post Office of the 
country of destination the sea rate, 
if the latter Office provides for 
the sea service. 
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ARTIKEL VII.

Verzollungspostgebiihr.

Das Zustellpostamt kann vom
Empfanger fiir die Zufihrung zum
Zoll und die Verzollung eines Pa-
kets oder fur die blosse Zufiihrung
zum Zoll eine Gebuhr von h6ch-
stens 50 Goldcentimen erheben.
Diese Gebiihr kann in tberein-
stimmung mit kiinftigen Vereins-
abkommen, die dem Abkommen
von Kairo von 1934 folgen, ander-
weitig festgesetzt werden.

ARTIKEL VIII.

Aushdndigung. Zustellgebiihr.

1. Die Pakete werden den Em-
pfangern sobald als m6glich nach
den Vorschriften des Bestimmungs-
landes ausgehandigt. Dieses Land
kann fur die Zustellung der Pakete
ins Haus eine Gebuhr von h6ch-
stens 50 Goldcentimen fir das
einzelne Paket erheben. Dieselbe
Gebiihr kann es gegebenenfalls fur
jeden weiteren Zustellversuch in
der Wohnung oder Geschiftsstelle
des Empfaingers erheben.

2. Wenn die Pakete nicht ins
Haus gebracht werden, ist der
Empfanger von ihrer Ankunft
unverzfiglich zu benachrichtigen.

ARTIKEL IX.

ARTICLE VII.

Fee for customs clearance.

The office of delivery may collect
from the addressee either in re-
spect of delivery to the Customs
and clearance through the Cus-
toms or in respect of delivery to
the Customs only, a fee not ex-
ceeding 50 gold centimes per parcel
or such other charge as interna-
tional conventions subsequent to
the Cairo Agreement of 1934
shall fix.

ARTICLE VIII.

Delivery to the addressee. Fee for
delivery at the place of address.

1. Parcels are delivered to the
addressees as quickly as possible in
accordance with the conditions in
force in the country of destination.
This country may collect in respect
of delivery of parcels to the ad-
dressee a fee not exceeding 50 gold
centimes per parcel. The same
fee may be charged, if the case
arises, for each presentation after
the first at the addressee's resi-
dence or place of business.

2. If the parcels are not taken
out for delivery at the address the
addressee must be advised of their
arrival without delay.

2187

Fee for cutoms
clearance.

49 Stat. 2741.

Delivery to ad-
dressee.

Fee.

ARTICLE IX.

Verbot, andre als die vorgesehenen Postal charges other than those
Gebiihren zu erheben. prescribed not to be collected.

Die Pakete, auf die sich dieses
Abkommen bezieht, duirfen nicht
mit andren als den in den
einzelnen Artikeln vorgesehenen
Postgebihren belastet werden.

ARTIKEL X.

Lagergebiahr.

Die Bestimmungsverwaltung
kann fur postlagernde Pakete und
fur Pakete, die in den vorgeschrie-
benen Fristen nicht abgeholt
werden, die durch ihre Gesetzge-

The parcels to which this Agree-
ment applies shall not be subject
to any postal charges other than
those contemplated by the differ-
ent articles hereof.

ARTICLE X.

Warehousing charges.

The country of destination is
authorized to collect the ware-
housing charge fixed by its legis-
lation for parcels addressed "Gen-
eral Delivery" or which are not

Charges other than
those prescribed not
to be collected.

Warehousing
charge.
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ARTIKEL VII. 

Verzollungspostgebiihr. 

Das Zustellpostamt kann vom 
Erepfanger fur die Zufiihrung zum 
Zoll und die Verzollung eines Pa-
kets oder fur die blosse Zufii h rung 
zum Zoll eine Gebiihr von Bch-
stens 50 Goldcentimen. erheben. 
Diese Gebithr kann in rberein-
stimmung mit kiinftigen Vereins-
abkommen, die dem Abkommen 
von Kairo von 1934 folgen, ander-
weitig festgesetzt werden. 

ARTIKEL VIII. 

Aushandigung. Zustellgebiihr. 

1. Die Pakete werden den Em-
pfangern sobald als moglich nach 
den Vorschriften des Bestimmungs-
landes ausgehandigt. Dieses Land 
kann fur die Zustellung der Pakete 
ins Haus eine Gebthr von hoch-
stens 50 Goldcentimen fur das 
einzelne Paket erheben. Dieselbe 
Gebtihr kann es gegebenenfalls fur 
jeden weiteren Zustellversuch in 
der Wolmung oder Geschaftsstelle 
des Empf angers erheben. 

2. Wenn die Pakete nicht ins 
Haus gebracht werden, ist der 
Empf Anger von ihrer Ankunft 
unverzUglich zu benachrichtigen. 

ARTIKEL IX. 

Verbot, andre als die vorgesehenen 
Gebiihren zu erheben. 

Die Pakete, auf die sich dieses 
Abkommen bezieht, durfen nicht 
mit andren als den in den 
einzelnen Artikeln vorgesehenen 
Postgebiihren belastet werden. 

ARTIKEL X. 

Lagergebahr. 

Die Bestimmungsverwaltung 
kann fiir postlagernde Pakete und 
fur Pakete, die m den vorgeschrie-
benen Fristen nicht abgeholt 
werden, die durch ihre Gesetzge-

ARTICLE VII. 

Fee for customs clearance. 

The office of delivery may collect 
from the addressee either in re-
spect of delivery to the Customs 
and clearance through the Cus-
toms or in respect of delivery to 
the Customs only, a fee not ex-
ceeding 50 gold centimes per parcel 
or such other charge as interna-
tional conventions subsequent to 
the Cairo Agreement of 1934 
shall fix. 

ARTICLE VIII. 

Delivery to the addressee. Fee for 
delivery at the place of address. 

1. Parcels are delivered to the 
addressees as quickly as possible in 
accordance with the conditions in 
force in the country of destination. 
This country may collect in respect 
of delivery of parcels to the ad-
dressee a fee not exceeding 50 gold 
centimes per parcel. The same 
fee may be charged, if the case 
arises, for each presentation after 
the first at the addressee's resi-
dence or place of business. 

2. If the parcels are not taken 
out for delivery at the address the 
addressee must be advised of their 
arrival without delay. 

ARTICLE IX. 

Postal charges other than those 
prescribed not to be collected. 

The parcels to which this Agree-
ment applies shall not be subject 
to any postal charges other than 
those contemplated by the differ-
ent articles hereof. 

ARTICLE X. 

Fee for customs 
clearance. 

49 Stat. 2741. 

Delivery to ad-
dressee. 

Fee. 

Charges other than 
those prescribed not 
to be collected. 

Warehousing charges. 

The country of destination is ehWargazehousing 
authorized to collect the ware-
housing charge fixed by its legis-
lation for parcels addressed "Gen-
eral Delivery" or which are not 
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bung vorgeschriebene Lagergebiihr
erheben. Diese Gebfihr, die fiber
5 Goldfranken nicht hinausgehen
darf, wird bei Rficksendung des
Pakets nach dem Aufgabeland
nicht niedergeschlagen.

ARTIKEL XI.

Zollvorschriften.
Customs duties. Die Pakete unterliegen im

Bestimmungslande den dort gel-
tenden Zollsatzen und Zollvor-
schriften. Die Zollgebfihren, mit
denen die Pakete auf Grund dieser
Vorschriften belastet worden sind,
werden bei der Aushandigung den
Zollvorschriften des Bestimmungs-
landes gemass eingezogen.

ARTIKEL XII.

Verbote.

1. Von der Bef6rderung in Pake-
ten sind ausgeschlossen:

Letters, etc. a) Briefe oder Zettel, die die
Eigenschaft einer wirklichen und
pers6nlichen Mitteilung haben.
Es ist jedoch gestattet, ausser dem
in Artikel5, Absatz 1, derVollzugs-
ordnung vorgesehenen Doppel
der Paketaufschrift mit Angabe
der Anschrift des Absenders, in
das Paket eine offene Rechnung

Pt, . 2207. einzulegen, wenn sie nur solche
Angaben enthalt, die das Wesen
der Rechnung ausmaclien.

Enclosure bearing b) Einlagen jeder Art, die eine
von der Paketaufschrift abwei-
chende Anschrift tragen.

Live animals. c) Lebende Tiere, ausgenom-
men Blutegel.

Narcotics. d) Opium, Morphin, Kokain
und andere Betaubungsmittel.

Nonadmissible ar- e) Gegenstande, deren Zulas-
sung durch die bestehenden Zoll-
oder sonstigen Gesetze oder Ver-
ordnungen der beiden vertrag-
schliessenden Lander verboten ist.

Explosive, etc., ar- f) Explodierbare oder leicht ent-
ziindliche Stoffe und ganz allge-
mein Gegenstande, deren Beforde-
rung Gefahren mit sich bringen,
einschliesslich der Gegenstande,
die ihrer Natur oder ihrer Verpac-

claimed within the prescribed
period. This charge may in no
case exceed five gold francs and
shall not be canceled in the event
of the return of the parcel to the
country of origin.

ARTICLE XI.

Customs duties.

The parcels shall be subject in
the country of destination to all
customs duties and all customs
regulations in force in that country
for the protection of its customs
revenue and the customs duties
properly chargeable thereon shall
be collected on delivery, in accord-
ance with the customs regulations
of the country of destination.

ARTICLE XII.

Prohibitions.

1. The following articles are pro-
hibited transmission byparcel post:

a) A letter or a communication
having the nature of a letter.
Nevertheless, it is permitted to
enclose in a parcel an open invoice,
confined to the particulars which
constitute an invoice, and also a
simple copy of the address of the
parcel with mention of the address
of the sender. (Regulations of
Execution, Article 5, first section.)

b) An enclosure which bears an
address different from that placed
on the cover of the parcel.

c) Live animals, except leeches.

d) Opium, morphine, cocaine,
and other narcotics.

e) Any article the admission of
which is forbidden by the customs
or other laws or regulations in
force in either country.

f) Any explosive or inflammable
article, and in general any article
the conveyance of which is danger-
ous, including articles which from
their nature or packing may be a
source of danger to postal em-

d

ti

ti.
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Customs duties. 

Letters, etc. 

Post, p. 2207. 

Enclosure hearing 
different address. 

Live animals. 

Narcotics. 

Nonadmissible ar-
ticles. 

Explosive, etc., ar-
ticles. 

bung vorgeschriebene Lagergebiihr 
erheben. Diese Gebiihr, die iiber 
5 Goldfranken nicht hinausgehen 
darf, wird bei Rticksendung des 
Pakets nach dem Aufgabeland 
nicht niedergeschlagen. 

ARTIKEL XI. 

Zollvorschriften. 

Die Pakete unterliegen im 
Bestimmungslande den dort gel-
tenden Zollsatzen mid Zollvor-
schriften. Die Zollgebiihren, mit 
denen die Pakete auf Grund dieser 
Vorschrif ten belastet worden sind, 
werden bei der Aushandigung den 
Zollvorschrif ten des Bestimmungs-
landes gemass eingezogen. 

ARTIKEL XII. 

Verbote. 

1. Von der Beforderung in Pake-
ten sind ausgeschlossen: 

a) Briefe oder Zettel, die die 
Eigenschaft einer wirklichen und 
personlichen Mitteilung haben. 
Es ist jedoch gestattet, ausser dem 
in Artike15, Absatz 1, der Vollzugs-
ordnung vorgesehenen Doppel 
der Paketaufschrift mit Angabe 
der Anschrift des Absenders, in 

das Paket eine offene Rechnung 
einzulegen, wenn sie nur solche 
Angaben enthalt, die das Wesen 
der Rechnung ausmachen. 

b) Einlagen jeder Art, die eine 
von der Paketaufschrift abwei-
chende Anschrift tragen. 

c) Lebende Tiere, ausgenom-
men Blutegel. 

d) Opium, Morphin, Kokain 
und andere Betaubungsmittel. 

e) Gegenstande, deren Zulas-
sung durch die bestehenden Zoll-
oder sonstigen Gesetze oder Ver-
ordnungen der beiden vertrag-
schliessenden Lander verboten ist. 

f) Explodierbare oder leicht ent-
zandliche Stoffe und ganz allge-
mein Gegenstande, deren. Beforde-
rung Gefahren mit sich bringen, 
einschliesslich der Gegenstande, 
die ihrer Natur oder ihrer Verpac-

claimed within the prescribed 
period. This charge may in no 
case exceed five gold francs and 
shall not be canceled in the event 
of the return of the parcel to the 
country of origin. 

ARTICLE XL 

Customs duties. 

The parcels shall be subject in 
the country of destination to all 
customs duties and all customs 
regulations in force in that country 
for the protection of its customs 
revenue and the customs duties 
properly chargeable thereon shall 
be collected on delivery, in accord-
ance with the customs regulations 
of the country of destination. 

ARTICLE XII. 

Prohibitions. 

1. The following articles are pro-
hibited transmission by parcel post: 

a) A letter or a communication 
having the nature of a letter. 
Nevertheless, it is permitted to 
enclose in a parcel an open invoice, 
confined to the particulars which 
constitute an invoice, and also a 
simple copy of the address of the 
parcel with mention of the address 
of the sender. (Regulations of 
Execution, Article 5, first section.) 

b) An enclosure which bears an 
address different from that placed 
on the cover of the parcel. 

c) Live animals, except leeches. 

d) Opium, morphine, cocaine, 
and other narcotics. 

e) Any article the admission of 
which is forbidden by the customs 
or other laws or regulations in 
force in either country. 

f) Any explosive or inflammable 
article, and in general any article 
the conveyance of which is danger-
ous, including articles which from 
their nature or packing may be a 
source of danger to postal era-
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kung nach fur die Postbeamten
gefahrlich sind oder andre Pakete
beschmutzen o d e r beschadigen
konnen.

g) Unziichtige oder unsittliche
Gegenstande.

h) Es ist ausscrdem verboten,
Geldstiicke, Banknoten, Papier-
geld, oder auf den Inhaber lau-
tende Wertpapiere, Platin, Gold
oder Silber in verarbeitetem oder
nicht verarbeitetem Zustand,Edel-
steine, Kleinodien und andre kost-
bare Gegenstande in Paketen ohne
Wertangabe zu versenden.

2. Wenn ein Paket entgegen
diesen Verboten zugelassen und an
die Bestimmungsverwaltung aus-
geliefert worden ist, kann diese
daruber nach den Gesetzen und
Verordnungen ihres Landes verfii-
gen. Explodierbare oder leicht
entziindliche Stoffe sowie Schrift-
stiicke, Bilder und andre Gegen-
stande unziichtiger oder unsittli-
cher Art konnen auf der Stelle von
der Verwaltung vernichtet werden,
die sie in den Paketposten vor-
findet.

Der Umstand, dass ein Paket
einen Brief oder Schriftstiicke
enthalt, die die Eigenschaft einer
eigentlichen Mitteilung h a b en,
darf keinesfalls zur Riickleitung
an den Absender Anlass geben.
Das Schriftstiick wird aber wie ein
nicht freigemachter B r i e f mit
Nachgebiihr belegt und dem Em-
pfiinger ausgeliefert.

Die beiden Verwaltungen wer-
den einander durch das vom Buro
des Weltpostvereins herausgege-
bene Verzeichnis der von der
Postbeforderung ausgeschlossenen
Gegenstande alle verbotenen Ge-
genstande mitteilen, ohne dadurch
irgendwelche Verantwortlichkeit
den Zoll- oder Polizeibehorden oder
den Absendern gegenuberzu iiber-
nchinlen.

3. Falls Postpakete, die zu Un-
reclit zur Bef6rderung zugelassen
worden sind, weder zuriickgesandt
noch den Empfiingern zugestellt
werden, muss die Aufgabeverwal-
tung von der weiteren Behandlung
der Pakete ausfuhrlich benachrich-
tigt werden.

2189

ployees, or may soil or damage
other parcels.

g) Obscene or immoral articles. Obscene, etc., arti-

h) It is, moreover, forbidden to
send coin, bank notes, currency
notes, or any kind of securities
payable to bearer, platinum, gold
or silver (whether manufactured
or unmanufactured), precious
stones, jewelry, or other precious
articles m uninsured parcels.

2. When a parcel contravening
any of these prohibitions is handed
over by one Administration to the
other, the latter shall proceed in
accordance with its laws and in-
land regulations. Explosive or
inflammable articles, as well as
documents, pictures, and other
articles injurious to public morals
may be destroyed on the spot by
the Administration which h a s
found them in the mails.

The fact that a parcel contains
a letter or a communication hav-
ing the nature of a letter may not,
in any case, entail the return of
the parcel to the sender. The
letter is, however, marked for the
collection of postage due from the
addressee at the regular rate.

The two Administrations advise
each other, by means of the List
of Prohibited Articles published
by the International Bureau of
the Universal Postal Union, of
all prohibited articles. However,
they do not on that account as-
sume any responsibility towards
the customs or police authorities,
or the sender.

3. If parcels wrongly admitted
to the post are neither returned to
origin nor delivered to the ad-
dressee, the Administration of
origin must be informed in a pre-
cise manner of the treatment ac-
corded to the parcels.

Coin, jewelry, etc.,
in uninsured parcels.

Action to be taken.

Parcel containing a
letter.

List of Prohibited
Articles.

Parcels wrongly ad-
mitted.
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kung nach fiir die Postbeamten 
gefahrlich sind oder andre Pakete 
beschmutzen oder beschadigen 
konnen. 

g) Unzfichtige oder unsittliche 
Gegenstande. 

h) Es ist ausserdem verboten, 
Geldstficke, I3anknoten, Papier-
geld, oder auf den Inhaber lau-
tende Wertpapiere, Platin, Gold 
oder Silber in verarbeitetem oder 
nicht verarbeitetem Zustand, Edel-
steine, Kleinodien und andre kost-
bare Gegenstande in Paketen ohne 
Wertangabe zu versenden. 

2. Wenn em n Paket entgegen. 
diesen Verboten zugelassen und an 
die Bestimmungsverwaltung aus-
geliefert worden ist, kann diese 
dariiber nach den Gesetzen und 
Verordnungen ihres Landes verfii-
gen. Explodierbare oder leicht 
entzfindliche Stoffe sowie Schrift-
stficke, Bilder und andre Gegen-
stande unzfichtiger oder unsittli-
cher Art konnen auf der Stella von 
der Verwaltung vernichtet werden, 
die sic in den Paketposten vor-
findet. 
Der Umstand, dass ein Paket 

einen Brief oder Schriftstficke 
enthalt, die die Eigenschaft einer 
eigentlichen Mitteilung haben, 
darf keinesfalls zur Riickleitung 
an den Absender Anlass geben. 
Des Schriftstfick wird aber wie emn 
nicht freigemachter Brief rait 
Nachgebtihr belegt und dem Em-
pfanger ausgefiefert. 

Die beiden Verwaltungen wer-
den einander durch das vom Btiro 
des Weltpostvereins herausgege-
bene Verzeichnis der von der 
Postbeforderung ausgesclalossenen 
Gegenstande alle verbotenen. Ge-
genstande mitteilen, ohne dadurch 
rgen ( I welche Verantwortlichkeit 
den Zo oder Polizeibehorden oder 
den Absendern gegenfiberzu fiber-
neh in en. 

3. Falls Postpakete, die zu Un-
rech t zur Beforderung zugelassen 
worden sind, weder zuriickgesandt 
noch den Empfangern zugestellt 
wer(ien, muss die Aufgabeverwal-
t ung von der weiteren Behandlung 
der Pakete ausffilalich benachrich-
tigt werden. 

ployees, or may soil or damage 
other parcels. 

g) Obscene or immoral articles. 

h) It is, moreover, forbidden to 
send coin, bank notes, currency 
notes, or any kind of securities 
payable to bearer, platinum, gold, 
or silver (whether manufactured 
or unmanufactured), precious 
stones, iewelry, or other precious 
articles in uninsured parcels. 

2. When a parcel contravening 
any of these prohibitions is handed 
over by one Administration to the 
other, the latter shall proceed in 
accordance with its laws and in-
land regulations. Explosive or 
inflammable articles, as well as 
documents, pictures, and other 
articles injurious to public morals 
may be destroyed on the spot by 
the Administration which has 
found them in the mails. 

The fact that a parcel contains 
a letter or a communication hav-
ing the nature of a letter may not, 
in any case, entail the return of 
the parcel to the sender. The 
letter is, however, marked for the 
collection of postage due from the 
addressee at the regular rate. 

The two Administrations advise 
each other, by means of the List 
of Prohibited Articles published 
by the International Bureau of 
the Universal Postal Union, of 
all prohibited articles. However, 
they do not on that account as-
sume any responsibility towards 
the customs or police authorities, 
or the sender. 

3. If parcels wrongly admitted 
to the post are neither returned to 
origin nor delivered to the ad-
dressee, the Administration of 
origin must be informed in a pre-
cise manner of the treatment ac-
corded to the parcels. 

Obscene, etc., arti-
cles. 

Coin, jewelry, etc., 
in uninsured parcels. 

Action to be taken. 

Parcel containing a 
letter. 

List of Prohibited 
Articles. 

Parcels wrongly ad-
mitted. 

98907*-39—rx. 3-48 
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Recall and change of
address.

ARTIKEL XV.

Riickschein.

Der Absender eines Wertpakets
kann unter den Bedingungen der
Vollzugsordnung und gegen Zah-
lung einer von der Aufgabever-
waltung festzusetsenden besondren
Gebuihr eine Bescheinigung
(Rickschein) fiber die Aushandi-
gung des Wertpakets verlangen.
Auch der Absender eines Nach-
nahmepakets kann einen Riick-
schein verlangen.

ARTIKEL XVI.

Nachsendung.

ARTIKEL XIII.

Zuriickziehen von Paketen, Andern
der Aufschrift.

Der Absender kann ein Paket,
solange es dem Empfanger noch
nicht ausgehandigt ist, zurick-
ziehen oder seine Aufschrift andern
lassen. Die Postverwaltung des
Aufgabelandes kann fur diesen
Dienst die durch ihre Vorschriften
festgesetzte Gebihr erheben und
behalten.

Die Antrage auf Zuruckziehung
von Paketen und auf Xnderung der
Aufschrift sind bei Paketen nach
den Vereinigten Staaten von
Amerika an die Zentralverwaltung
in Washington, und bei Paketen
nach Deutschland an das Bestim-
mungs-Postamt zu richten.

ARTIKEL XIV.

Einlieferungsscheine.

Der Absender kann bei der Ein-
lieferung eines gewohnlichen Pa-
kets eine Einlieferungsbescheini-
gung auf einem fur diesen Zweck
vorgesehenen Formblatt verlan-
gen. Jedes Land ist berechtigt,
hierfUir eine angemessene Gebuhr
festzusetzen und zu erheben.

Der Absender eines Wertpakets
erhalt bei der Einlieferung unent-
geltlich einen Einlieferungsschein
iber seine Sendung.

ARTICLE XV.

Return receipts.

The sender of an insured parcel
may obtain an advice of delivery
upon payment of such additional
charge, if any, as the country of
origin of the parcel shall stipulate
and under the conditions laid
down in the Regulations. It is
permissible to request return re-
ceipts for colect-on-delivery
parcels.

ARTICLE XVI.

Reforwarding.

1. Hat der Empf'anger seinen 1. A parcel may be redirected
Wohnort im Gebiet des Bestim- in consequence of the addressee's

ARTICLE XIII.

Recall and change of address.

So long as a parcel has not been
delivered to the addressee, the
sender may recall it or cause its
address to be changed. The Post-
al Administration of the country
of origin may collect and retain
for this service the charge fixed
by its regulations.

The requests for recall or change
of address of parcels to be de-
livered in the United States of
America shall be addressed to the
Central Administration at Wash-
ington; those relating to parcels
for delivery in Germany shall be
addressed to the offices of destina-
tion.

ARTICLE XIV.

Certificate of mailing. Receipts.

On request at the time of mail-
ing an ordinary (uninsured) par-
cel, the sender will receive a cer-
tificate of mailing from the post
office where the parcel is mailed,
on a form provided for the pur-
pose; and each country may fix
and collect a reasonable fee there-
for.

The sender of an insured parcel
receives without charge at the time
of posting, a receipt for his parcel.

Ordinary (unin-
sured) parcels, certif-
icate of mailing.

Insured parcels, re-
ceipt at time of post-
ing.

Advice of delivery.

Post, p. 2206.
Collect-on-delivery

parcels.

Reforwarding.
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ARTIKEL XIII. 

Zurtickziehen von Paketen, Andern 
der Aufschrift. 

Recall and change of addres Der Absender kann em n Paket, s. 
solange es dem Empfanger noch 
nicht ausgehandigt ist, zurtick-
ziehen oder seine Aufschrift andern 
lassen. Die Postverwaltung des 
Aufgabelandes kann fur diesen 
Dienst die durch ihre Vorschriften 
festgesetzte Gebiihr erheben mad 
behalten. 
Die Antrage auf Zlirtickziehung 

von Paketen mid auf Anderung der 
Aufschrift sind bei Paketen nach 
den Vereinigten Staaten. von 
Amerika, an die Zentralverwaltung 
in Washington, mad bei Paketen 
nach Deutschland an das Bestim-
nrangs-Postamt zu richten. 

Ordinary (unin-
sured) parcels, certif-
icate of mailing. 

Insured parcels, re-
ceipt at time of post-
ing. 

Advice of delivery. 

Post, p. 2206. 
Collect-on-delivery 

parcels. 

Reforwarding. 

ARTIKEL XIV. 

Einlieferungsscheine. 

Der Absender kann bei der Ein-
lieferung eines gewohnlichen Pa-
kets eine Einlieferungsbescheini-
gung auf einem fiir diesen Zweck 
vorgesehenen Formblatt verlan-
gen. Jedes Land ist berechtigt, 
hierftir eine angemessene Gebtihr 
festzusetzen mid zu erheben. 

Der Absender eines Wertpakets 
erhalt bei der Einlieferung unent-
geltlich einen Einlieferungsschein 
fiber seine Sendung. 

ARTIKEL XV. 

Ruckschein. 

Der Absender eines Wertpakets 
kann water den Bedingungen der 
Vollzugsordnung mid gegen Zah-
lung einer von der Aufgabever-
waltung festzusetsenden besondren 
Gebahr eine Bescheinigung 
(Ruckschein) tiber die Aushandi-
gung des Wertpakets verlangen. 
Auch der Absender eines Nach-
nahmepakets kann einen Rack-
schein verlangen. 

ARTIKEL XVI. 

Nachsendung. 

1. Hat der Empftinger semen 
Wohnort ira Gebiet des Bestim-

ARTICLE XIII. 

Recall and change of address. 

So long as a parcel has not been 
delivered to the addressee, the 
sender may recall it or cause its 
address to be changed. The Post-
al Administration of the country 
of origin may collect and retain 
for this service the charge fixed 
by its regulations. 

The requests for recall or change 
of address of parcels to be de-
livered in the United States of 
America shall be addressed to the 
Central Administration at Wash-
ington; those relating to parcels 
for delivery in Germany shall be 
addressed to the offices of destina-
tion. 

ARTICLE xrv. 
Certificate of mailing. Receipts. 

On request at the time of mail-
ing an ordinary (uninsured) par-
cel, the sender will receive a cer-
tificate of mailing from the post 
office where the parcel is mailed, 
on a form provided for the pur-
pose; and each country may fix 
and collect a reasonable fee there-
for. 
The sender of an insured parcel 

receives without charge at the time 
of posting, a receipt for his parcel. 

ARTICLE XV. 

Return receipts. 

The sender of an insured parcel 
may obtain an advice of delivery 
upon payment of such additional 
charge, if any, as the country of 
origin of the parcel shall stipulate 
and under the conditions laid 
down in the Regulations. It is 
permissible to request return re-
ceipts for collect-on-delivery 
parcels. 

ARTICLE XVI. 

Reforwarding. 

1. A parcel may be redirected 
m consequence of the addressee's 
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mungslandes verandert, so kann
das Paket auf Verlangen des
Absenders oder des Empfangers
nachgesandt werden.

Bei der Nachsendung des Pakets
innerhalb eines der Vertragslander
sowie bei Zustellung des Pakets
an eine andre Person in dem
urspriinglichen Bestimmungsort,
konnen die durch die Verwaltung
des Bestimmungslandes festgesetz-
ten Zuschlaggebuhren erhoben
werden. Diese Gebfuhren werden
auch bei Riickleitung nach dem
Aufgabe-Ort oder Nachsendung
nach einem andern Land nicht
niedergeschlagen. Gebuhren, die
von der Bestimmungs-Postverwal-
tung nicht niedergeschlagen wer-
den, hat der Absender oder der
Empfinger zu zahlen.

2. Ist ein Paket nach einem der
Vertragslander nachzusenden, so
ist es neuen Postgebuhren und
gegebenenfalls neuen Versich-
erungsgebihren unterworfen,
wenn diese nicht vor der Nach-
sendung entrichtet wurden. Die
neuen Beforderungs- und Ver-
sicherungsgebiuhren werden von
der Verwaltung, die das Paket
aushandigt, erhoben.

3. Auf Verlangen des Absenders
oder des Empfangers konnen Pa-
kete auch nach einem andern
Land nach- oder zuriickgesandt
werden. Die Absender konnen
indes Pakete mit dem Vermerk:
"Nicht nachsenden nach einem
dritten Land!" versehen. In
einem solchen Fall diirfen Pakete
nach einem andern Land nicht
nachgesandt werden. Bei Ver-
lust, Beraubung oder Beschadi-
gung eines nach einem andern
Land nach- oder zuriickgesandten
Wertpakets wird Ersatz nur nach
den Vorschriften des Artikels
XXVII, Absatz 8 dieses Abkom-
mens geleistet.

4. Wertpakete diirfen nur als
Wertpakete nach- oder zuriick-
gesandt werden.

change of address in the country of
destination at the request of either
the sender or the addressee.

The reforwarding of a parcel
within one of the contracting
countries gives rise to the collec-
tion of the supplementary charges
provided for by the Administra-
tion of that country. The same
is true, if occasion arises, in
regard to the delivery of such
parcel to another person at the
original place of destination.
These charges shall not be can-
celed even in case the parcel is
returned to origin or reforwarded
to another country. Charges not
canceled by the Office of the
country of destination are col-
lected from the sender or the
addressee.

2. If a parcel must be refor-
warded to one of the two countries
signatory to the present Agree-
ment, it is liable to new postage
charges, and, if occasion arises,
new insurance fees, unless such
charges and fees have been paid
in advance. The new postage
and insurance fees are collected
by the Administration effecting
the delivery.

3. At the request of the sender
or the addressee, parcels may also
be reforwarded or returned to
another country. The senders
may mark the parcels: "Do not
forward to a third country."
In that case, the parcels must not
be rcforwarded to any other
country. In case of loss, rifling,
or damage of an insured parcel
which is reforwarded or returned
to another country, the indemnity
is decided upon exclusively in
accordance with the provisions of
Article XXVII, Section 8.

4. Insured parcels may not be
reforwarded or returned except as
such.

53 STAT.] 2191

Supplementary
charges.

New fees.

Return or refor-
warding to another
country.

Indemnity in case of
loss, etc.

Insured parcels.
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mungslfindes verandert, so kann 
das Paket auf Verlangen des 
Absenders oder des Empfangers 
nachgesandt werden. 

Bei der Nachsendung des Pakets 
innerhalb eines der Vertragslander 
sowie bei Zustellimg des Pakets 
an eine andre Person in dem 
ursprtinglichen Bestimmungsort, 
konnen die durch die Verwaltung 
des Bestimmungslandes festgesetz-
ten Zuschlaggebiihren erhoben 
werden. Diese Gebiihren werden 
auch bei Riickleitung nach dem 
Aufgabe-Ort oder Nachsendung 
nach einem andern Land nicht 
niedergeschlagen. Gebiihren, die 
von der Bestimmungs-Postverwal-
tung nicht niedergeschlagen wer-
den, hat der Absender oder der 
Empf -anger zu zahlen. 

2. 1st ein Paket nach einem der 
Vertragslander nachzusenden, so 
ist es neuen Postgebiihren und 
gegebenenfalls neuen Versich-
erungsgebtihren un t er w or f en , 
wenn diese nicht vor der Nach-
sendung entrichtet wurden. Die 
neuen Beforderungs- und Ver-
sicherungsgebiihren werden von 
der Verwaltung, die das Paket 
aushandigt, erhoben. 

3. Au_f Verlangen des Absenders 
oder des Empf angers konnen Pa-
kete auch nach einem andern 
Land nach- oder zuriickgesandt 
werden. Die Absender kiinnen. 
indes Pakete mit dem Vermerk: 
"Nicht nachsenden nach einem 
diitten Land!" versehen. In 
einem solchen Fall dtirfen Pakete 
nach einem andern Land nicht 
nachgesandt werden. Bei Ver-
lust, Beraubung oder Beschadi-
gung eines nach einem andern 
Land nach- oder zurackgesandten 
Wertpakets wird Ersatz nur nach 
den Vorschriften des Artikels 
XXVII, Absatz 8 dieses Abkom-
mens geleistet. 

4. Wertpakete diirfen nur als 
Wertpakete nach- oder zurtick-
gesandt werden. 

change of address in the country of 
destination at the request of either 
the sender or the addressee. 

The reforwarding of a parcel 
within one of the contracting 
countries gives rise to the collec-
tion of the supplementary charges 
provided for by the Administra-
tion of that country. The same 
is true, if occasion arises, in 
regard to the delivery of such 
parcel to another person at the 
original place of destination. 
These charges shall not be can-
celed even in case the parcel is 
returned to origin or reforwarded 
to another country. Charges not 
canceled by the Office of the 
country of destination are col-
lected from the sender or the 
addressee. 

2. If a parcel must be refor-
warded to one of the two countries 
signatory to the present Agree-
ment, it is liable to new postage 
charges, and, if occasion arises, 
new insurance fees, unless such 
charges and fees have been paid 
in advance. The new postage 
and insurance fees are collected 
by the Administration effecting 
the delivery. 

3. At the request of the sender 
or the addressee, parcels may also 
be reforwarded or returned to 
another country. The senders 
may mark the parcels: "Do not 
forward to a third country." 
In that case, the parcels must not 
be reforwarded to any other 
country. In case of loss, rifling, 
or damage of an insured parcel 
which is reforwarded or returned 
to another country, the indemnity 
is decided upon exclusively in 
accordance with the provisions of 
Article XXVII, Section 8. 

4. Insured parcels may not be 
reforwarded or returned except as 
such. 

Supplementary 
charges. 

New fees. 

Return or refor-
warding to another 
country. 

Indemnity in case of 
loss, etc. 

Insured parcels. 
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ARTIKEL XVII.

Unzustellbarkeit.
Disposition inevent 1 Der Absender hat bei der

of non-delivery. * .
Einlieferung zu bestimmen, was
mit seinem Paket geschehen soll,
wenn es nicht ausgehaindigt wer-
den kann: d. h., er hat auf dem
Paket und der zugehorigen Paket-
karte eine der folgenden Verfii-
gungen oder eine Verfiigung von
gleicher Bedeutung anzugeben:
"Wenn unzustellbar, sofort zu-
rucksenden!"

"Wenn unzustellbar, aushindi-
gen an ... .. "

"Wenn unzustellbar, preisgeben."

Andere Verfugungen sind nicht
zulassig.

C. 0. D. parcels. Der Absender kann fiir den Fall,
dass sein Nachnahmepaket an die
urspriingliche Anschrift nicht aus-
gehandigt werden kann, dieselben
Verfiigungen treffen, die ffir Pa-
kete ohne Nachnahme festgesetzt
sind.

Undeliverable par- 2. Unzustellbare Pakete, fiber
die nicht anders verfiigt worden
ist, sind nach 30 Tagen, vom Tage
des Eingangs bei dem Bestim-
mungspostamt an gerechnet ohne
weiteres an den Absender zuriick-
zusenden. Pakete, deren An-
nahme verweigert wird, sind so-
fort zuriickzusenden. Auf den zu-
ruckzusendenden Paketen und bei
den nach den Vereinigten Staaten
von Amerika zuriickzusendenden
Paketen auch auf den zugehorigen
Paketkarten ist der Grund der
Unzustellbarkeit zu vermerken.

Parcels liable to de- 3. Gegenstande, die dem Ver-
derben oder der Faulnis ausgesetzt
sind, k6nnen zugunsten des Be-
rechtigten sofort verkauft werden,
auch unterwegs auf dem Hin- oder
Riickweg und ohne dass es einer
vorgangigen Benachrichtigung des
Berechtigten u n d gerichtlicher
Formlichkeiten bedarf.

Ist der Verkauf aus irgendeinem
Grunde nicht moglich, so werden
die verdorbenen oder wertlos
gewordenen Sachen vernichtet.

ARTICLE XVII.

Non-delivery.

1. At the time of mailing, the
sender must state how his parcel
is to be disposed of in the event of
non-delivery; that is, the sender
must mark the parcel and the rela-
tive dispatch note with one of the
following notes:

"In case of non-delivery, the
parcel should be returned im-
mediately";
"In case of non-delivery, the
parcel should be delivered to

"In case of non-delivery, the
parcel should be considered as
abandoned",
or note of similar import.

No other alternative is admis-
sible.

The sender may provide, in
case his C. O. D. parcel is unde-
liverable as originally addressed,
for other disposition to be made of
it the same as in the case of par-
cels without trade charges.

2. Except as otherwise pro-
vided, undeliverable parcels are
returned to origin, without pre-
vious notification, 30 days after
their arrival at the office of desti-
nation. Parcels which the ad-
dressee refuses to accept shall be
returned immediately, In all cases,
the reason for non-delivery must
be indicated on the parcel and in
the case of parcels returned to
the United States of America on
the relative dispatch note.

3. Parcels liable to deteriora-
tion or corruption may be sold
immediately, even en route, on
the outward or return voyage,
without previous notice and with-
out judicial formality, for the
benefit of the rightful party.

If, for any reason, sale is im-
possible, the deteriorated or cor-
rupted articles are destroyed.
The sale or destruction gives rise
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Disposition in event 
of non-delivery. 

C. 0. D. parcels. 

Undeliverable par-
cels. 

Parcels liable to de-
terioration. 

ARTIKEL XVII. 

Unzustellbarkeit. 

1. Der Absender hat bei der 
Einlieferung zu bestimmen, was 
mit seinem Paket geschehen soil, 
wenn es nicht ausgehandigt wer-
den kann: d. h., er hat auf dem 
Paket und der zugehorigen Paket-
karte eine der folgenden Verfii-
gungen oder eine Verftigung von 
gleicher Bedeutung anzugeben: 
"Wenn unzustellbar, sofort zu-
riicksenden!" 

"Wenn unzustellbar, aushandi-
77 gen an   

"Wenn unzustellbar, preisgeben." 

Andere Verfligungen sind nicht 
zulassig. 
Der Absender kann ftir den Fall, 

dass sein Nachnahmepaket an die 
ursprungliche Anschrift nicht aus-
gehandigt werden kannl dieselben 
Verftigungen treffen, die fur Pa-
kete ohne Nachnahme festgesetzt 
sind. 

2. Unzustellbare Pakete, fiber 
die nicht anders verftigt worden 
ist, sind nach 30 Tagen, vom Tage 
des Eingangs bei dem Bestim-
mungspostamt an gerechnet ohne 
weiteres an den Absender zurtick-
zusenden. Pakete,. deren An-
nahme verweigert wird, sind so-
fort zurtickzusenden. Auf den zu-
rtickzusendenden Paketen und bei 
den nach den Vereinigten Staaten 
von Amerika zurtickzusendenden 
Paketen auch auf den zugehorigen 
Paketkarten ist der Grund der 
Unzustellbarkeit zu vermerken. 

3. Gegenstande, die dem Ver-
derben oder der Faulnis ausgesetzt 
sind, konnen zugunsten des Be-
rechtigten sofort verkauft werden, 
auch unterwegs auf dem Hin- oder 
Rtickweg und ohne dass es einer 
vorgangigen Benacluichtigung des 
Berechtigten un d gerichtlicher 
Formlichkeiten bedarf. 

1st der Verkauf aus irgendeinem 
Grunde nicht moglich, so werden 
die verdorbenen oder wertlos 
gewordenen Sachen vernichtet. 

ARTICLE XVII. 

Non-delivery. 

1. At the time of mailing, the 
sender must state how his parcel 
is to be disposed of in the event of 
non-delivery; that is, the sender 
must mark the parcel and the rela-
tive dispatch note with one of the 
following notes: 

"In case of non-delivery, the 
parcel should be returned im-
mediately"; 
"In case of non-delivery, the 
parcel should be delivered to 
 I) ; 

"In case of non-delivery, the 
parcel should be considered as 
abandoned", 
or note of similar import. 
No other alternative is admis-

sible. 
The sender may provide, in 

case his C. 0. D. parcel is unde-
liverable as originally addressed, 
for other disposition to be made of 
it the same as in the case of par-
cels without trade charges. 

2. Except as otherwise pro-
vided, undeliverable parcels are 
returned to origin, without pre-
vious notification, 30 days after 
their arrival at the office of desti-
nation. Parcels which the ad-
dressee refuses to accept shall be 
returned immediately. In all cases, 
the reason for non-delivery must 
be indicated on the parcel and in 
the case of parcels returned to 
the United States of America on 
the relative dispatch note. 

3. Parcels liable to deteriora-
tion or corruption may be sold 
immediately, even en route, on 
the outward or return voyage, 
without previous notice and with-
out judicial formality, for the 
benefit of the rightful party. 

If, for any reason, sale is im-
possible, the deteriorated or cor-
rupted articles are destroyed. 
The sale or destruction gives rise 
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tVber den Verkauf oder die Ver-
nichtung ist eine Verhandlung
aufzunehmen und an die Auf-
gabeverwaltung abzusenden.

4. Unzustellbare Pakete, die
von den Absendern "preisgege-
ben" worden sind, konnen nach
Ablauf von 30 Tagen meistbietend
zugunsten der Bestimmungsver-
waltung veraussert werden. Bei
Wertpaketen ist hieriber eine
Verkaufsverhandlung aufzuneh-
men und der Aufgabeverwaltung
vom Geschehenen Kenntnis zu
geben. Wird ein unzustellbares
Wertpaket aus irgendeinem and-
ren Grunde nicht zuriickgesandt,
ist dies der Aufgabeverwaltung
gleichfalls mitzuteilen.

5. Bei der Rucksendung unzu-
stellbarer Pakete werden die im
Artikel XXXIV, Absatz 2, er-
wahnten Gebfthren erhoben.

ARTIKEL XVIII.

to the making of a report which
is sent to the Administration of
origin.

4. Undeliverable parcels which
the sender has abandoned may, at
the expiration of a 30-day period,
be sold for the profit of the
Administration of the country of
destination. However, in the case
of an insured parcel, a report is
made up, which must be sent to
the Administration of the country
of origin. Likewise, the Admin-
istration of the country of origin
must be advised when an insured
parcel which is undeliverable is
not returned to origin.

5. In case of the return of unde-
liverable parcels the charges pre-
scribed by Article XXXIV, Sec-
tion 2, are collected.

ARTICLE XVIII.

Niederschlagung von Zollgebahren. Customs charges to be canceled.

Vorausgesetzt, dass die von den
zustandigen Zollbehorden vorge-
schriebenen F6rmlichkeiten erfiillt
sind, sollen Zollgebiihren auf Pake-
ten, die nach dem Aufgabeort
zuriickgesandt oder nach einem
andern Land nachgesandt werden,
sowohl in Deutschland als auch in
den Vereinigten Staaten von
Amerika niedergeschlagen werden.

ARTIKEL XIX.

Nachfragen.

Die Aufgabeverwaltung kann
fur die nach dem Abgang der
Pakete gewiinschten Nachfragen
nach dem Verbleib gew6hnlicher
Pakete und Wertpakete eine be-
sondere, von ihr festzusetzende
Gebuhr erheben, wenn der Absen-
der die besondere Gebuhr fuir
einen Riickschein nicht schon
entrichtet hat.

Eine von der Aufgabeverwal-
tung beliebig festzusetzende Ge-
buhr kann ebenfalls erhoben wer-
den in bezug auf Beschwerden
fiber Unregelmassigkeiten, die an-
scheinend nicht dem Postdienst
zur Last fallen.

Provided the formalities pre-
scribed by the customs authorities
concerned are fulfilled, the customs
charges properly so-called, on par-
cels sent back to the country of
origin, or redirected to another
country, shall be canceled both in
Germany and in the United States
of America.

Cancelation on re-
turned articles.

ARTICLrE XIX.

Inquiries.

A fee may be charged, at the Fees
.

option of the country of origin, on
a request for information as to
the disposal of an ordinary parcel
and also for an insured parcel
made after it has been posted if
the sender has not already paid
the special fee to obtain an advice
of delivery.

A fee may also be charged, at
the option of the country of origin,
in connection with any complaint
of any irregularity which prima
facie was not due to the fault of
the Postal Service.

Abandoned parcels.

Charges.
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rber den Verkauf oder die Ver-
nichtung ist eine Verhandlung 
aufzunehmen und an die Auf-
gabeverwaltung abzusenden. 

4. Unzustellbare Pakete, die 
von den Absendern "preisgege-
ben" worden sind, konnen nach 
Ablauf von 30 Tagen meistbietend 
zugunsten der Bestimmungsver: 
waltung veraussert werden. Bel 
Wertpaketen ist hieriiber eine 
Verkaufsverhandlung aufzuneh-
men und der Aufgabeverwaltung 
vom Geschehenen Kenntnis zu 
geben. Wird em n unzustellbares 
Wertpaket ens irgendeinem and-. 
ren Grunde nicht zurfickgesandt, 
ist dies der Aufgabeverwaltung 
gleichfalls mitzuteilen. 

5. Bei der Riicksendung unzu-
stellbarer Pakete werden die im 
Artikel XXXIV, Absatz 2, er-
wahnten Gebiihren erhoben. 

ARTIKEL XVIII. 

Niederschlagung von Zollgebuhren. 

Vorausgesetzt, dass die von den 
zustandigen Zollbehorden vorge-
schriebenen Formlichkeiten erffillt 
sind, sollen Zollgebiihren auf Pake-
ten, die nach dem Aufgabeort 
zurfickgesandt oder nach einem 
andern Land nachgesandt werden, 
sowohl in Deutschland als auch in 
den Vereinigten Staaten von 
Amerika niedergeschlagen werden. 

ARTIKEL XIX. 

Nachfragen. 

Die Aufgabeverwaltung kann 
fur die nach dem Abgang der 
Pakete gewfinschten Nachfragen 
nach dem Verbleib gewOhnlicher 
Pakete und Wertpakete eine be-
sondere, von ihr festzusetzende 
Gebtihr erheben, wenn der Absen-
der die besondere Gebiihr fiir 
einen Riickschein nicht schon 
en trichte t hat. 
Eine von der Aufgabeverwal-

tung beliebig festzusetzende Ge-
biihr kann ebenfalls erhoben wer-
den in bezug auf Beschwerden 
iiber Unregelmassigkeiten, die an-
scheinend nicht dem Postdienst 
zur Last fallen. 

to the making of a report which 
is sent to the Administration of 
origin. 

4. Undeliverable parcels which 
the sender has abandoned may, at 
the expiration of a 30-day period, 
be sold for the profit of the 
Administration of the country of 
destination. However, in the case 
of an insured parcel, a report is 
made up, which must be sent to 
the Administration of the country 
of origin. Likewise, the Admin-
istration of the country of origin 
must be advised when an insured 
parcel which is undeliverable is 
not returned to origin. 

5. In case of the return of unde-
liverable parcels the charges pre-
scribed by Article XXXIV, Sec-
tion 2, are collected. 

ARTICLE XVIII. 

Customs charges to be canceled. 

Provided the formalities pre-
scribed by the customs authorities 
concerned are fulfilled, the customs 
charges properly so-called, on par-
cels sent back to the country of 
origin, or redirected to another 
country, shall be canceled both in 
Germany and in the United States 
of America. 

ARTICLE X IX. 

Inquiries. 

A fee may be charged, at the 
option of the country of origin, on 
a request for information as to 
the disposal of an ordinary parcel 
and also for an insured parcel 
made after it has been posted if 
the sender has not already paid 
the special fee to obtain an advice 
of delivery. 

A fee may also be charged, at 
the option of the country of origin, 
in connection with any complaint 
of any irregularity which prima 
facie was not due to the fault of 
the Postal Service. 

Abandoned parcels. 

Charges. 

Cancelation on re-
turned articles. 

Fees. 
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NACHNAHMEPAKETE

ARTIKEL XX.

Gegenstand.

1. Postpakete, die mit Nach-
nahme belastet werden, k6nnen
in Deutschland nach allen mit
dem Postanweisungsdienst betrau-
ten Postamtern der Vereinigten
Staaten von Amerika und in den
Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika
nach allen Orten in Deutschland
angenommen werden.

2. Es dirfen nur Wertpakete
mit Nachnahme belastet werden.

3. Die Bestimmungen der Arti-
kel XX bix XXIV des Abkom-
mens und der Artikel 9 bis 14 der
Vollzugsordnung gelten nicht fur
Nachnahmepakete des Durch-
gangs.

ARTIKEL XXI.

Gebiihren.

Die Nachnahmepakete unter-
liegen den Bef6rderungs- und Ver-
sicherungsgebuhren sowie den Be-
forderungs- und iibrigen Bedin-
gungen, die auf versicherte, nicht
mit Nachnahme belastete Pakete
anzuwenden sind. Die Aufgabe-
Verwaltung ist berechtigt, vom
Absender jedes Nachnahmepakets
ausser den Bef6rderungs- und an-
dren Gebihren auch die nach
ihren Bestimmungen vorgesehene
Nachnahmegebuhr zu erheben.

ARTIKEL XXII.

Nachnahmebetrag.

1. Der H6chstbetrag der Nach-
nahme wird auf 100 Dollar festge-
setzt. Dieser Betrag kann jeder-
zeit auf Grund gegenseitiger Ver-
einbarung im Wege des Schrift-
wechsels zwischen den beiden Ver-
waltungen erhoht oder herabge-
setzt werden. Der Nachnahmebe-
trag ist jedoch stets in beiden
Richtungen in Dollars und Cents
anzugeben.

COLLECT-ON-DELIVERY
PARCELS

ARTICLE XX.

Subject.

1. Parcels having charges to be
collected on delivery, shall be ac-
cepted for mailing from Germany
to any money order post office in
the United States of America or
from the United States of America
to any locality in Germany.

2. Collect-on-delivery parcels
shall be accepted only when in-
sured.

3. The provisions of Articles
XX to XXIV of this Agreement
and of Articles 9 to 14 of the
Regulations of Execution do not
cover transit collect-on-delivery
parcels.

ARTICLE XXI.

Postage and fees.

Parcels bearing charges for col-
lection on delivery shall be subject
to the postage rates, insurance
fees, conditions of mailing, and
other formalities applicable to
insured parcels without trade
charges. The Administration of
origin is entitled to collect from
the sender of each parcel mailed
collect-on-delivery, such collect-
on-delivery fee, in addition to the
required postage and other fees,
as may be prescribed by its regula-
tions.

ARTICLE XXII.

Amount of C. O. D.

1. The maximum amount to be
collected on delivery shall be
$100.00. This amount may be
increased or decreased at any time
by mutual agreement through
correspondence between the two
Postal Administrations. The
amount to be collected on delivery
shall invariably be expressed in
dollars and cents.

Acceptance for mail-
ing.

Insurance.

Designated articles
not applicable.

Postage rates, insur-
ance, etc., formalities.

Maximum amount.

Changes by mutual
agreement.
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Acceptance for mail-
ing. 

Insurance. 

Designated articles 
not applicable. 

NACHNAHMEPAKETE 

ARTIKEL X.L1c. 

Gegenstand. 

1. Postpakete, die mit Nach-
nahme belastet werden, kormen 
in Deutschland nach alien mit 
dem Postanweisungsdienst betrau-
ten Postamtern der Vereinigten 
Staaten von Amerika und in den 
Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika 
nach allen Orten in Deutschland 
angenommen werden. 

2. Es diirfen nur Wertpakete 
mit Nachnalame belastet werden. 

3. Die Bestimmungen der Arti-
kel XX bix XXIV des Abkom-
mens und der Artikel 9 bis 14 der 
Vollzugsomlnung gelten nicht fur 
Nachnahmepakete des Durch-
gangs. 

ARTIKEL XXI. 

Gebiihren. 

Postage rates, insur- Die Nachnahmepakete unter-
ance, etc., formalities.. 

hegen den BefOrderungs- wad Ver-
sicherungsgebiihren sowie den Be-
forderungs- und ithrigen Bedm-
gungen, die auf versicherte, nicht 
mit Naehnahme belastete Pakete 
anzuwenden sind. Die Aufgabe-
Verwaltung ist berechtigt, vom 
Absender jedes Nachnahmepakets 
ausser den Beforderungs- und an-
dren Gebiihren auch die nach 
ihren Bestimmungen vorgesehene 
Nachnahmegebiihr zu erheben. 

Maximum amount. 

Changes by mutual 
agreement. 

ARTIKEL XXII. 

Nachnahmebetrag. 

1. Der Hochstbetrag der Nach-
nahme wird auf 100 Dollar festge-
setzt. Dieser Betrag kann jeder-
zeit auf Grinad gegenseitiger Ver-
einbarung im Wege des Schrift-
wechsels zwischen den beiden Ver-
waltungen erhoht oder herabge-
setzt werden. Der Nachnahmebe-
trag ist jedoch stets in beiden 
Richtungen in Dollars und Cents 
anzugeben. 

COLLECT-ON-DELIVERY 
PARCELS 

ARTICLE XX. 

Subject. 

1. Parcels having charges to be 
collected on delivery, shall be ac-
cepted for mailing from Germany 
to any money order post office in 
the United States of America or 
from the United States of America 
to any locality in Germany. 

2. Collect-on-delivery parcels 
shall be accepted only when in-
sured. 

3. The provisions of Articles 
XX to XXIV of this Agreement 
and of Articles 9 to 14 of the 
Regulations of Execution do not 
cover transit collect-on-delivery 
parcels. 

ARTICLE 

Postage and fees. 

Parcels bearing charges for col-
lection on delivery shall be subject 
to the postage rates, insurance 
fees, conditions of mailing, and 
other formalities applicable to 
insured parcels without trade 
charges. The Administration of 
origin is entitled to collect from 
the sender of each parcel mailed 
collect-on-delivery, such collect-
on-delivery fee, in addition to the 
required postage and other fees, 
as may be prescribed by its regula-
tions. 

ARTICLE XXII. 

Amount of C. 0. D. 

1. The maximum amount to be 
collected on delivery shall be 
$100.00. This amount may be 
increased or decreased at any time 
by mutual agreement through 
correspondence between the two 
Postal Administrations. The 
amount to be collected on delivery 
shall invariably be expressed m 
dollars and cents. 
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2. Wenn der Absender recht-
zeitig das Ersuchen um Ermassi-
gung oder Streichung des Nach-
nahmebetrags stellt, so wird das
Ersuchen zwischen den Paket-
Auswechslungspostamtern behan-
delt, vorbehaltlich einer andren
Vereinbarung im Wege des Schrift-
wechsels.

2. When the sender makes a
request early enough for any
reduction or cancelation of the
amount to be collected on delivery,
the request shall be handled be-
tween the exchange offices which
have handled the parcel unless
otherwise agreed to through cor-
respondence.

ARTIKEL XXIII. ARTICLE XXIII.

Verantwortlichkeit bei Nachnahme- Responsibilityfor C. 0. D. parcels.
paketen.

1. Bei Verlust, Beraubung oder
Beschadigung eines versicherten
Nachnahmepakets sind die Post-
verwaltungen verantwortlich, wie
es in Artikel XXVII bis XXIX
fur versicherte, nicht mit Nach-
nahme belastete Pakete festge-
setzt ist.

2. Fur ein Paket, das dem
Empfainger ohne Einziehung des
Nachnahmebetrags ausgehandigt
worden ist, kann der Absender
eine dem nicht eingezogenen Nach-
nahmebetrag entsprechende Ent-
schadigung verlangen, vorausge-
setzt, dass er seinen Anspruch
rechtzeitig geltend gemacht hat,
und die Unterlassung der Ein-
ziehung nicht auf Vorsatz oder
Fahrlassigkeit des Absenders oder
auf verbotenen Inhalt des Pakets
zuriickzufiihren ist.

Dasselbe gilt, wenn die vom
Empfanger entrichtete Summe
niedriger ist als der angegebene
Nachnahmebetrag.

Die nach diesem Paragraphen
vorgesehene Entschadigung darf
den Nachnahmebetrag nicht uber-
steigen.

3. Die Bestimmungen fiber die
Feststellung der Verantwortlich-
keit und Zahlung der Entschidi-
guing fur Nachnahmepakete sind
dieselben wie fur versicherte, nicht
mit Nachnahme belastete Pakete.

4. Wenn ein Nachnahmepaket,
fur das Ersatz geleistet worden ist,
wieder aufgefunden wird, so hat
das Bestimmungspostamt das
Paket zuzustellen, den Nachnah-
mebetrag zu erheben und aufzube-

1. In case an insured C. O. D. Responsibility.
parcel has been lost, rifled, or
damaged, the Postal Administra-
tions are responsible as for an
insured parcel without C. O. D.
charges, in conformity with the
provisions of Articles XXVII to
XXIX.

2. When a C. 0. D. parcel has Where delivery
made but charges notbeen delivered to the addressee remitted, indenity

but the charges have not been provisions.
remitted, the sender or other
rightful claimant is entitled to an
indemnity corresponding to the
C. O. D. amount not remitted,
provided that he has made his
claim in due time and unless the
delivery without collecting the
charges has arisen from the fault
or negligence of the sender or from
the transmission of the contents
in parcel-post mails being pro-
hibited.

This stipulation also applies to
the case that a lower amount than
the full C. O. D. charge is collected
from the addressee.

The indemnity provided for in Limitation.
this section may not in any case
exceed the C. 0. D. amount.

3. As to the fixing of the re- Stipulations to be
sponsibility and the payment of applied.
the indemnity the same stipula-
tions shall be applied as are pro-
vided for insured parcels not sent
C. O. D.

4. When a C. 0. D. parcel for Action when parcel
which indemnity has been paid is demnity paid.
recovered, the post office of desti-
nation will deliver the parcel and
collect the charges, hold such
amount and request instructions

53 STAT.]

Request for reduc-
tion or cancelation.
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2. Wenn der Absender recht-
zeitig das Ersuchen um Ermassi-
gung oder Streichung des Nach-
nahmebetrags stellt, so wird das 
Ersuchen zwischen den Paket-
A uswechsl ungspos tam tern b eh an-
delt, vorbehaltlich einer andren 
Vereinbarung im Wege des Schrift-
wechsels. 

ARTIK EL XXIII. 

Verantwortlichkeit bei Nachnahme-
paketen. 

1. Bei Verlustz Beraubung oder 
Beschadigung eines versicherten 
Nachnahmepakets sind die Post-
verwaltungen verantwortlich, wie 
es in Artikel XXVII bis XXIX 
ftir versicherte, nicht mit Nach-
nahme belastete Pakete festge-
setzt ist. 

2. Fur em n Paket, das dem 
Empfanger ohne Einziehung des 
Nachnahmebetrags ausgehandigt 
worden ist, kann der Absender 
eine dem nicht eingezogenen Nach-
nahmebetrag entsprechende Ent-
schadigung verlangen, vorausge-
setzt, dass er semen Anspruch 
rechtzeitig geltend gemacht hat, 
und die Unterlassung der Ein-
ziehung nicht auf Vorsatz oder 
Fahrlassigkeit des Absenders oder 
auf verbotenen Inhalt des Pakets 
zurtickzuftihren ist. 

Dasselbe gilt, wenn die vom 
Empffinger entrichtete Summe 
niedriger ist als der angegebene 
Nachnahmebetrag. 
Die nach diesem Pa. ragraphen 

vorgesehene Entschadigung darf 
den Nachnahmebetrag nicht ilber-
steigen. 

3. Die Bestimmungen ilber die 
Feststellung der Verantwortlich-
keit und Zahlung der Entschadi-
wing fur Nachnahmepakete sind 
dieselben wie für versicherte, nicht 
mit Nachnahme belastete Pakete. 

4. Wenn em n Nachnahmepaket, 
fiir das Ersatz geleistet worden ist, 
wieder aufgefunden wird, so hat 
das Bestimmungspostamt das 
Paket zuzustellen, den Nachnah-
mebetrag zu erheben und aufzube-

2. When the sender makes a 
request early enough for any 
reduction or cancelation of the 
amount to be collected on delivery, 
the request shall be handled be-
tween the exchange offices which 
have handled the parcel unless 
otherwise agreed to through cor-
respondence. 

ARTICLE XXIII. 

Responsibility for 0. 0. D. parcels. 

1. In case an insured C. 0. D. 
parcel has been lost, rifled, or 
damaged, the Postal Administra-
tions are responsible as for an 
insured parcel without C. 0. D. 
charges, in conformity with the 
nivitns of Articles XXVII to 

2. When a C. 0. D. parcel has 
been delivered to the addressee 
but the charges have not been 
remitted, the sender or other 
rightful claimant is entitled to an 
indemnity corresponding to the 
C. 0. D. amount not remitted, 
provided that he has made his 
claim in due time and unless the 
delivery without collecting the 
charges has arisen from the fault 
or negligence of the sender or from 
the transmission of the contents 
in parcel-post mails being pro-
hibited. 
This stipulation also applies to 

the case that a lower amount than 
the full C. 0. D. charge is collected 
from the addressee. 
The indemnity provided for in 

this section may not in any case 
exceed the C. 0. D. amount. 

3. As to the fixing of the re-
sponsibility and the payment of 
the indemnity the same stipula-
tions shall be applied as are pro-
vided for insured parcels not sent 
C. O. D. 

4. When a C. 0. D. parcel for 
which indemnity has been paid is 
recovered, the post office of desti-
nation will deliver the parcel and 
collect the charges, hold such 
amount and request instructions 

Request for reduc-
tion or cancelation. 

Responsibility. 

Where delivery 
made but charges not 
remitted, indemnity 
provisions. 

Limitation. 

Stipulations to be 
applied. 

Action when parcel 
recovered after in-
demnity paid. 
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wahren und Weisungen von der
iibergeordneten Dienststelle ein-
zuholen. Wenn aber der Emp-
fanger sich weigert, das wieder
aufgefundene Paket zu iiberneh-
men und den Nachnahmebetrag
zu erlegen, so soll das Bestim-
mungspostamt das Paket aufbe-
wahren und gleichfalls Weisungen
fiber seine weitere Behandlung
einholen. Im letzteren Fall wird
die fur den Ersatz verantwortliche
Verwaltung weitere Verfiigung
iiber das Paket treffen.

ARTIKEL XXIV.

Ausgleich.

from the Administration to which
such office is subordinate. If the
addressee, however, refuses to
accept a recovered parcel and pay
the charges, the post office of
destination will hold it and like-
wise seek instructions as to its
disposition. In the latter case
the Administration responsible for
the indemnity shall determine the
disposition to be made of the
parcel involved.

ARTICLE XXIV.

Settlement.

1. Der voile Nachnahmebetrag
wird dem Absender ohne Abzug
einer Postanweisungs- oder Einzie-
hungsgebiihr durch eine interna-
tionale Postanweisung fibermittelt.
Das zustellende Postamt zieht
vom Empfanger den vollen Nach-
nahmebetrag ein und kann aus-
serdem die Postanweisungsgebiih-
ren oder die Gebiihr fur die tUber-
sendung des Nachnahmebetrags
an den Absender im Aufgabeland
erheben.

2. Das Land, das ein Nachnah-
mepaket zustellt, kann vom Emp-
fanger eine massige Einziehungs-
gebiihr erheben, die 25 Gold-
centimen nicht iibersteigen darf.
Diese Gebiihr darf indes nicht von
dem erhobenen Nachnahmebetrag
abgezogen werden.

3. Die fur die tUbermittlung des
Nachnahmebetrags erhobene Ge-
biihr verbleibt ungeteilt der einzie-
henden Verwaltung. Ausser der
im Artikel XXXIV vorgesehenen
Abrechnung wird zwischen den
beiden Verwaltungen keinerlei Ab-
rechnung aufgestellt.

ARTIKEL XXV.

Wertpakete.

1. Postpakete konnen unter
Wertangabe bis zu 1000 Gold-
franken oder dem Gegenwert da-
von in der Wahrung des Aufgabe-
landesversandt werden. Die Post-

1. The entire amount of the
collect-on-delivery charges with-
out any deduction for money order
fee or collection charges is to be
remitted to the sender by means
of an international money order.
The delivering post office will
collect from the addressee the full
amount of the C. O. D. charges
and in addition thereto may col-
lect such money order fee or fees
as are required to remit the
amount of the C. O. D. charges to
the sender in the country of origin.

2. The country effecting deliv-
ery of a C. O. D. parcel may at its
option collect a reasonable amount,
not in excess of 25 gold centimes,
from the addressee as a collection
charge but this amount is not to
be deducted from the collection
charges which are remitted to the
sender.

3. The fee for the transmission
of the amount of the collect-on-
delivery charges shall belong en-
tirely to the country collecting it.
No special account of the fee is to
be made between the two Admin-
istrations except as stated in
Article XXXIV.

ARTICLE XXV.

Insured parcels.

1. Parcels may be insured up to
the amount of 1000 gold francs or
its equivalent in currency of the
country of origin. However, the
Postal Administrations of the two

Remittanceofentire
amount to sender.

Collection of charges
from addressee.

Collection charge.

Transmission fee.

Maximum amount.

Changes by mutual
consent.
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Remittance of entire 
amount to sender. 

wahren und Weisungen von der 
iibergeordneten Dienststelle em-
zuholen. Wenn aber der Emp-
f anger sich weigert, das wieder 
aufgefundene Paket zu iiberneh-
men und den Nachnahmebetrag 
zu erlegen, so soil das Bestim-
mungspostamt das Paket aufbe-
wahren und gleichfalls Weisungen 
fiber seine weitere Behandlung 
einholen. Im letzteren Fall wird 
die fiir den Ersatz verantwortliche 
Verwaltung weitere Verfagung 
fiber das Paket treff en. 

ARTIKEL XXIV. 

Ausgleich. 

1. Der voile Nachnahmebetrag 
wird dem Absender ohne Abzug 
einer Postanweisungs- oder Einzie-
hungsgehiihr durch eine interna-
tionale Postanweisung iibermittelt. 
Das zustellende Postamt zieht 

Collection of charge,s vom Empfanger den vollen Nach-
from addressee. nahmebetrag em und kann aus-

serdem die Postanweisungsgebiih-
ren oder die Gebiihr fiir die Vber-
sendung des Nachnahmebetrags 
an den Absender im Aufgabeland 
erheben. 

Collection charge. 

Transmission fee. 

Maximum amount. 

Changes by mutual 
consent. 

2. Das Land, das em n Nachnah-
mepaket zustellt, kann vom Emp-
fanger eine massige Einziehungs-
gebiihr erheben, die 25 Gold-
centimen nicht iibersteigen darf. 
Diese Gebiihr darf indes nicht von 
dem erhobenen Nachnahmebetrag 
abgezogen werden. 

3. Die fiir die Vbermittlung des 
Nachnahmebetrags erhobene Ge-
biihr verbleibt ungeteilt der einzie-
henden Verwaltung. Ausser der 
im Artikel XXXIV vorgesehenen 
Abrechnung wird zwischen den 
beiden Verwaltungen keinerlei Ab-
rechnung aufgestellt. 

ARTIKEL XXV. 

Wertpakete. 

1. Postpakete konnen unter 
Wertangabe bis zu 1000 Gold-
franken oder dem Gegenwert da-
von in der Wahrung des Aufgabe-
landes versandt werden.. Die Post-

from the Administration to which 
such office is subordinate. If the 
addressee, however, refuses to 
accept a recovered parcel and pay 
the charges, the post office of 
destination will hold it and like-
wise seek instructions as to its 
disposition. In the latter case 
the Administration responsible for 
the indemnity shall determine the 
disposition to be made of the 
parcel involved. 

ARTICLE XXIV. 

Settlement. 

1. The entire amount of the 
collect-on-delivery charges with-
out any deduction for money order 
fee or collection charges is to be 
remitted to the sender by means 
of an international money order. 
The delivering post office will 
collect from the addressee the full 
amount of the C. 0. D. charges 
and in addition thereto may col-
lect such money order fee or fees 
as are required to remit the 
amount of the C. 0. D. charges to 
the sender in the country of origin. 

2. The country effecting deliv-
ery of a C. 0. D. parcel may at its 
option collect a reasonable amount, 
not in excess of 25 gold centimes, 
from the addressee as a collection 
charge but this amount is not to 
be deducted from the collection 
charges which are remitted to the 
sender. 

3. The fee for the transmission 
of the amount of the collect-on-
delivery charges shall belong en-
tirely to the country collecting it. 
No special account of the fee is to 
be made between the two Admin-
istrations except as stated in 
Article XXXIV. 

ARTICLE XXV. 

Insured parcels. 

1. Parcels may be insured up to 
the amount of 1000 gold francs or 
its equivalent in currency of the 
country of origin. However, the 
Postal Administrations of the two 
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verwaltungen der beidenVertrags-
lander k6nnen indes im gegen-
seitigen Einverstandnis den vor-
stehend angegebenen Hochstbe-
trag der Wertangabe ermassigen
oder erhohen.

2. Die Postverwaltung des Auf-
gabelandes ist berechtigt vom Ab-
sender die nach ihren Bestimmun-
gen vorgesehenen Versicherungs-
gebiihren zu erheben.

ARTIKEL XXVI.

Wertangabe.

Es ist gestattet, nur einen Teil
des Wertes des Paketinhalts an-
zugeben.

Ein Paket, dessen Inhalt keinen
eigentlichen Geldwert hat, kann
trotzdem unter Wertangabe ver-
sandt werden, um ihm die gesi-
cherte Bef6rderung eines Wertpa-
kets zu verschaffen.

ARTIKEL XXVII.

Verantwortlichkeit.

Entschadigung.

1. Die Verwaltungen der beiden
Vertragslinder haften nicht fur
den Verlust, die Beraubung oder
Beschadigung eines gewohnlichen
Pakets.

2. Die beiden Verwaltungen
sind vorbehaltlich der Fiille des
folgenden Artikels ffr den Verlust,
die Beraubung oder die Beschadi-
gung der in einem der beiden
Vertragslander aufgelieferten und
zur Auslieferung im andern Land
bestimmten Wertpakete oder ihres
Inhalts oder eines Teils davon
verantwortlich.

3. Der Absender oder ein andrer
Entschadigungsberechtigter hat
Anspruch auf einen dem wirk-
lichen Betrag des Verlustes, der
Beraubung oder der Beschadigung
entsprechenden Ersatz. Die Ent-
schadigung ist nach dem gemeinen
Handelswert oder in Ermanglung
eines Handelswerts nach dem ge-
meinen Wert der Ware zu berech-
nen, den Waren derselben Art am
Tage der Einlieferung am Versand-

contracting countries may, by
mutual consent, increase or de-
crease this maximum amount of
insurance.

2. The Postal Administration of
the country of origin is entitled to
collect from the sender such insur-
ance fees as may from time to
time be prescribed by its regula-
tions.

ARTICLE XXVI.

Indication of value.

It is permitted to insure only
part of the value of the contents.

A parcel of which the contents
have no pecuniary value may,
however, be insured for a nominal
sum in order to obtain the safe-
guards of the insurance system.

ARTICLE XXVII.

Responsibility.

Indemnity.

1. The Postal Administrations
of the two contracting countries
will not be responsible for the loss,
abstraction, or damage of an
ordinary parcel.

2. Except in the cases men-
tioned in tle Article following, the
Administrations are responsible
for the loss of insured parcels
mailed in one of the two contract-
ing countries for delivery in the
other and for the loss, abstraction,
or damage to their contents, or a
part thereof.

Collection from
sender by country of
origin.

Indication of value.

Without pecuniary
value.

Ordinary parcels.

Insured parcels.
Resip)nslbillty for

loss, aNsItruction, or
d(lfllage.

3. The sender, or other rightful Inemnit to send-
claimant, is entitled to compensa-
tion corresponding to the actual
amount of the loss, abstraction,
or damage. The amount of in- Basis for calcula-

demnity is calculated on the basis
of the actual value (current price
or, in the absence of current price,
the ordinary estimated value) at
the place where and the time when
the parcel was accepted for mail-
ing; provided in any case that the Limitation-
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verwaltungen der beidenVertrags-
la.nder konnen indes im gegen-
seitigen Einverstandnis den vor-
stehend angegebenen Hochstbe-
trag der Wertangabe ermassigen 
oder erhohen. 

2. Die Postverwaltung des Auf-
gabelandes ist berechtigt vom Ab-
sender die nach ihren Bestimmun-
gen vorgesehenen Versicherungs-
gebtihren zu erheben. 

ARTIBEL XXVI. 

Wertangabe. 

Es ist gestattet, nur einen Tell 
des Wertes des Paketinhalts an-
zugeben. 
Ein Paket, dessen Inhalt keinen 

eigentlichen Geldwert hat, kann 
trotzdem unter Wertangabe ver-
sandt werden, urn ihm die gesi-
cherte Beforderung eines Wertpa-
kets zu verschaffen. 

ARTIKEL XXVII. 

Verantwortlichkeit. 

Entsch,eidigung. 

1. Die Verwaltungen der beiden 
Vertragslander haf ten nicht ftir 
den Verlust, die Beraubung oder 
Beschadigung eines gewOhnlichen 
Pakets. 

2. Die beiden Verwaltungen 
sind vorbehaltlich der Fiille des 
folgenden. Artikels fur den Verlust, 
die Beraubung oder die Beschadi-
gung der in einem der beiden 
Vertragslander aufgelieferten und 
zur Auslieferung int andern Land 
bestimmten Wertpakete oder ihres 
Inhalts oder eines Tells davon 
verantwortlich. 

3. Der Absender oder em n andrer 
Entschadigungsberechtigter hat 
Anspruch auf einen dem vvirk-
lichen Betrag des Verlustes, der 
Beraubung oder der Beschadigung 
entsprechenden Ersatz. Die Ent-
schadigung ist nach dem gemeinen. 
Handelswert oder in Ermanglung 
eines Handelswerts nach dem ge-
mein en Wert der Ware zu berech-
nen, den Waren derselben Art am 
Tage der Einlieferung am Versand-

contracting countries may, by 
mutual consent, increase or de-
crease this maximum amount of 
insurance. 

2. The Postal Administration of 
the country of origin is entitled to 
collect from the sender such insur-
ance fees as may from time to 
time be prescribed by its regula-
tions. 

ARTICLE XXVI. 

Indication of value. 

It is permitted to insure only 
part of the value of the contents. 

A parcel of which the contents 
have no pecuniary value may, 
however, be insured for a nominal 
sum in order to obtain the safe-
guards of the insurance system. 

ARTICLE XXVII. 

Responsibility. 

Indemnity. 

1. The Postal Administrations 
of the two contracting countries 
will not be responsible for the loss, 
abstraction, or damage of an 
ordinary parcel. 

2. Except in the cases men-
tioned in the Article following, the 
Administrations are responsible 
for the loss of insured parcels 
mailed in one of the two contract-
ing countries for delivery in the 
other and for the loss, abstraction, 
or damage to their contents, or a 
part thereof. 

3. The sender, or other rightful 
claimant, is entitled to compensa-
tion corresponding to the actual 
amount of the loss, abstraction, 
or damage. The amount of in-
demnity is calculated on the basis 
of the actual value (current price 
or, in the absence of current price, 
the ordinary estimated value) at 
the place where and the time when 
the parcel was accepted for mail-
ing; provided in any case that the 

Collection from 
sender by country of 
origin. 

Indication of value. 

Without pecuniary 
value. 

Ordinary parcels. 

Insured parcels. 
Responsibility for 

loss, abstraction, or 
&image. 

Indemnity to send-
er, etc. 

Basis for calcula-
tion. 

Limitation. 
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ort hatten. Die Entschadigung
darf keinesfalls fiber den Betrag
der Wertangabe, fur den die
Versicherungsgebihr erhoben wor-
den ist, oder fiber den H6chstbe-
trag von 1000 Goldfranken hin-
ausgehen.

oMaimnm amount 4. Der Entschiidigungsbetrag
darf den wirklichen Wert des
Paketinhalts nicht iibersteigen.

Indirect damages, 5. Mittelbarer Schaden odeietc.
entgangener Gewinn, die als Fol-
gen des Verlustes, der Beraubung,
Beschadigung, Nichtzustellung,
Verz6gerung oder der unrichtigen
Aushandigung eines auf Grund
dieses Abkommens bef6rderten
Wertpaketes anzusehen sind, blei-
ben unberiicksichtigt.

Return of postage. 6. Wenn im Falle des Verlustes
eines Wertpakets, des v6lligen
Verderbs oder der vollstandigen
Beraubung des Inhalts Ersatz zu
leisten ist, hat der Absender auf
Antrag Anspruch auf Erstattung
der Beforderungsgebihren. Die
Versicherungsgebiuhren verbleiben
in allen Fallen den Postverwal-
tungen.

Parcels originating 7. Fir verlorengegangene, be-in a third country,etc. raubte oder beschadigte Durch-
gangs-Wertpakete, die aus einem
an diesem Abkommen nicht be-
teiligten Lande nach einem der
vertragschliessenden Lander oder
aus einem der Vertragslander nach
einem an diesem Abkommen nicht
beteiligten Land bestimmt sind,
wird nicht gehaftet, solange diese
Haftpflicht zwischen den betei-
ligten Verwaltungen, wenn auch
nur im Wege des Schriftwechsels,
nicht besonders vereinbart worden
ist.

Parelsreforwarded 8. Wird ein Wertpaket aus ei-or returned to a third
country. nem vertragschliessenden Lande

nach dem andren vertragschlies-
senden Lande von dort auf Ver-
langen des Absenders oder des
Empfangers nach einem dritten

sndenityicaseo Land nach- oder zuriickgesandt,
hat der Empfanger ffr Verlust,
Beraubung oder Beschadigung, die
nach der Weiterleitung des Wert-
pakets durch das urspringliche
Bestimmungsland eintreten, nur
Anspruch auf eine solche Ent-
schadigung, wie sie das Land, in

r indemnity may not be greater
than the amount for which the
parcel was insured and on which
the insurance fee has been col-

- lected, or the maximum amount
of 1000 gold francs.

4. For an insured parcel, the
amount of compensation shall not
exceed the actual value of the
contents.

5. No indemnity is paid for in-
- direct damages or loss of profits

resulting from the loss, rifling,
damage, non-delivery, misdelivery,
or delay of an insured parcel dis-
patched in accordance with the
conditions of the present Agree-
ment.

6. In the case where indemnity
is payable for the loss of an insured
parcel or for the destruction or
abstraction of the whole of the
contents thereof, the sender is en-
titled to the return of the postage
charges, if claimed. However, the
insurance fees are not returned in
any case.

7. In the absence of special
agreement to the contrary be-
tween the countries involved,
which agreement may be made by
correspondence, no indemnity will
be paid by either country for the
loss, rifling, or damage of transit
insured parcels, parcels, that is, parcels
originating in a country not par-
ticipating in this Agreement and
destined for one of the two con-
tracting countries or parcels origi-
nating m one of the two contract-
ing countries and destined for a
country not participating in this
Agreement.

8. When an insured parcel origi-
nating in one country and destined
to be delivered in the other coun-
try is reforwarded from there to a
third country or is returned to a
third country at the request of the
sender or of the addressee, the
party entitled to the indemnity in
case of loss, rifling, or damage oc-
curring subsequent to the refor-
warding or return of the parcel by
the original country of destination,
can lay claim, in such a case, only
to the indemnity which the coun-
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Maximum amount 
of compensation. 

Indirect damages, 
etc. 

Return of postage. 

Parcels originating 
in a third country, 
etc. 

Parcels reforwarded 
or returned to a third 
country. 

Indemnity in case of 
loss, etc. 

ort hatten. Die Entschadigung 
darf keinesfalls fiber den Betrag 
der Wertangabe, ffir den die 
Versicherungsgebfihr erhoben wor-
den ist, oder iiber den Hochstbe-
trag von 1000 Goklfranken hin-
ausgehen. 

4. Der Entschaligungsbetrag 
darf den wirldichen Wert des 
Paketinhalts nicht iibersteigen. 

5. Mittelbarer Schaden oder 
entgangener Gewinn, die als Fol-
gen des Verlustes, der Beraubung, 
Beschadigung, Nichtzustellung, 
Verzogerung oder der unrichtigen 
Aushandigung eines auf Grund 
dieses Abkommens beforderten 
Wertpaketes anzusehen sind, blei-
ben unberacksichtigt. 

6. Wenn im Falle des Verlustes 
eines Wertpakets, des volligen 
Verderbs oder der vollstandigen 
Beraubung des Tnhalts Ersatz zu 
leisten ist, hat der Absender auf 
Antrag Anspruch auf Erstattung 
der Beforderungsgebiihren. Die 
Versicherungsgebiihren verbleiben 
in alien Fallen den Postverw-al-
tungen.. 

7. Fiir verlorengegangene, be-
raubte oder beschadigte Durch-
gangs-Wertpakete, die aus einem 
an diesem Abkommen nicht be-
teiligten Lande mach einem der 
vertragschliessenden. Lander oder 
aus einem der Vertragslander mach 
ein.em an diesem Abkommen nicht 
beteiligten Land bestimmt sind, 
wird nicht gehaftet, solange diese 
Haftpflicht zwischen den betel-
ligten Verwaltungen, wenn auch 
nur im Wege des Schriftwechsels, 
nicht besonders vereinbart worden 

8. Wind ein Wertpaket aus ei-
nem vertragschliessenden. Lando 
mach dem andren vertragschlies-
senden Lando von dort auf Ver-
langen des Absenders oder des 
Empf angers mach einem dritten 
Land mach- oder zurfickgesandt, 
hat der Empfanger ftir Verlust, 
Beraubung oder Beschadigung, die 
mach der Weiterleitung des Wert-
pakets durch das urspriingliche 
Bestimmungsland eintreten, nun 
Anspruch auf sine solche Ent-
schadigung, wie the das Land, in 

indemnity may not be greater 
than the amount for which the 
parcel was insured and on which 
the insurance fee has been col-
lected, or the maximum amount 
of 1000 gold francs. 

4. For an insured parcel, the 
amount of compensation shall not 
exceed the actual value of the 
contents. 

5. No indemnity is paid for in-
direct damages or loss of profits 
resulting from the loss, rifling, 
damage, non-delivery, misdelivery, 
or delay of an insured parcel dis-
patched in accordance with the 
conditions of the present Agree-
ment. 

6. In the case where indemnity 
is payable for the loss of an insured 
parcel or for the destruction or 
abstraction of the whole of the 
contents thereof, the sender is en-
titled to the return of the postage 
charges, if claimed. However, the 
insurance fees are not returned in 
any case. 

7. In the absence of special 
agreement to the contrary be-
tween the countries involved, 
which agreement may be made by 
correspondence, no indemnity will 
be paid by either country for the 
loss, rifling, or damage of transit 
insured parcels, that is, parcels 
originating in a country not par-
ticipating in this Agreement and 
destined for one of the two con-
tracting countries or parcels origi-
nating in one of the two contract-
ing countries and destined for a 
country not participating in this 
Agreement. 
8.. When an insured parcel origi-

nating in one country and destined 
to be delivered in the other coun-
try is reforwarded from there to a 
third country or is returned to a 
third country at the request of the 
sender or of the addressee, the 
party entitled to the indemnity in 
case of loss, rifling, or damage oc-
curring subsequent to the refor-
warding or return of the parcel by 
the original conntry of destination, 
can lay claim, in such a case, only 
to the indemnity which the coun-
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dem der Verlust, die Beraubung
oder Beschadigung stattgefunden
hat, zu zahlen bereit oder auf
Grund eines zwischen den be-
teiligten Landern bestehenden
tbereinkommens zu zahlen ver-
pfiichtet ist. Jedes der beiden
vertragschliessenden Lander, das
unrichtig Wertpakete nach einem
dritten Land nachsendet, haftet
fur das Wertpaket in demselben
Umfang wie das Aufgabeland dem
Absender gegeniiber, das heisst,
innerhalb der durch dieses Ab-
kommen festgesetzten Entschadi-
gungsgrenze.

9. Die Postverwaltungen der Ver-
tragslander sind von der Verant-
wortlichkeit befreit, wenn der Ver-
lust, die Beraubung oder die
Beschadigung des Wertpakets zu-
riickzufiihren ist auf bei der
Einlieferung nicht bemerkte Man-
gel der Umhillung, Verpackung
oder des Verschlusses, fur deren
ordnungsmassige Beschaffenheit
der Absender verantwortlich ist.

try where the loss, rifling, or
damage occurred consents to pay,
or which that country is obliged to
pay in accordance with the agree-
ment made between the countries
directly interested in the reforward-
ing or return. Either of the two
countries signing the present Agree-
ment which wrongly forwards an
insured parcel to a third country is
responsible to the sender to the
same extent as the country of
origin, that is, within the limits of
the present Agreement.

9. The sender is responsible for
defects in the packing and insuffi-
ciency in the packing and sealing
of insured parcels. Moreover,
the two Administrations are re-
leased from all responsibility in
case of loss, rifling, or damage
caused by defects not noticed at
the time of mailing.

ARTIKEL XXVIII. ARTICLE XXVIII.

Ausnahmen vom Grundsatz der Exceptions to the principle of re-
Verantwortlichkeit. sponsibility.

Die Verwaltungen sind von
jeder Verantwortlichkeit befreit:

a) fur Wertpakete, die von dem
Empfanger ohne Vorbehalt ange-
nommen worden sind;

b) im Falle des Verlustes oder
der Beschadigung durch hohere
Gewalt (unabwendbarer Zufall);
jede Verwaltung kann indes nach
eigenem Ermessen, aber ohne
Rickanspruch gegen die andre
Verwaltung, fur den durch hohere
Gewalt entstandenen Verlust oder
Schaden Ersatz leisten selbst in
den Fallen, wo die Verwaltung
des Landes, in dessen Dienstbe-
reich der Verlust oder die Beschadi-
gung eingetreten ist, anerkennt,
dass die Beschiidigung auf hohere
Gewalt zuriickzufuhren ist. Das
fir den Verlust, die Beraubung
oderBeschadigungverantwortliche
Land muss nach seiner Gesetzge-
bung entscheiden, ob der Verlust,
die Beraubung oder Beschadigung
auf ein Ereignis zuriickzufihren
ist, das sich als hohere Gewalt
darstellt;

The Administrations are relieved
from all responsibility:

a) In case of insured parcels of
which the addressee has accepted
delivery without reservation.

b) In case of loss or damage
through force majoure (causes
beyond control) although either
Administration may at its option
and without recourse to the other
Administration pay indemnity for
loss or damage due to force ma-
jeure even in cases where the
Administration of the country in
the service of which the loss or
damage occurred recognizes that
the damage was due to force
majeure. The country respon-
sible for the loss, abstraction, or
damage must decide in accordance
with its internal legislation,
whether this loss, abstraction, or
damage was due to circumstances
constituting a case of force
majeure.

53 STAT.] 2199

Parcels wrongly for-
warded to a third
country.

Defects in packing.

Acceptance without
reservation.

Loss, etc., through
force majeure.

53 STAT.] eb.  
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dem der Verlust, die Beraubung 
oder Beschadigung stattgefunden 
hat, zu zahlen bereit oder auf 
Grund eines zwischen den be-
teiligten Landern bestehenden 
rbereinkoramens zu zahlen ver-
pflichtet ist. Jedes der beiden. 
vertragschliessenden Lander, das 
unrichtig Wertpakete nach einem 
dritten Land nachsendet, haftet 
fiir das Wertpaket in demselben. 
Umfang wie das Aufgabeland dem  
Absender gegeniiber, das heisst, 
innerhalb der durch dieses Ab-
koraraen festgesetzten Entschadi-
gungsgrenze. 

9. Die Postverwaltungen. der Ver-
tragslander sind von der Verant-
wortlichkeit befreit, wenn der Ver-
lust, die Beraubung oder die 
Beschadigung des Wertpakets zu-
ruckzufiihren ist auf bei der 
Einlieferung nicht bemerkte Man-
gel der Umhiillung, Verpackung 
oder des Verschlusses, fiir derert 
ordnungsmassige Beschaffenheit 
der Absender verantwortlich ist. 

ARTIKEL XXVIII. 

Ausnahmen vom Grundsatz der 
Verantwortlichkeit. 

Die Verwaltungen sind von 
jeder Verantwortlichkeit befreit: 

a) fiir Wertpakete, die von dem 
Empfanger ohne Vorbehalt ange-
nommen worden sind; 

b) im Falle des Verlustes oder 
der Beschadigung durch holier° 
Gewalt (unabwendbarer Zufall); 
jede Verwaltung karua indes nach 
eigenem Ermessen, aber ohne 
Riickanspruch gegen die andre 
Verwaltung, fiir den durch Macre 
Gewalt entstandenen Verlust oder 
Schaden Ersatz leisten selbst in 
den Fallen, we die Verwaltung 
des Landes, in dessen Dienstbe-
reich der Verlust oder die Beschadi-
gung eingetreten ist, anerkennt, 
dass die Beschadigung auf hohere 
Gewalt zuriickzufiihren ist. Das 
fur den Verlust, die Beraubung 
oder Beschadigung verantwortliche 
Land muss nach seiner Gesetzge-
bung entscheiden, oh der Verlust, 
die Beraubung oder Beschadigung 
auf em n Ereignis zurrickzufth- ren 
ist, das sich als hohere Gewalt 
darste,llt 

try where the loss, rifling, or 
damage occurred consents to pay, 
or which that country is obliged to 
pay in accordance with the agree-
ment made between the countries 
directly interested in the reforward-
ing or return. Either of the two 
countries signing the present Agree-
ment which wrongly forwards an 
insured parcel to a third country is 
responsible to the sender to the 
same extent as the country of 
origin, that is, within the limits of 
the present Agreement. 

9. The sender is responsible for 
defects in the packing and insuffi-
ciency in the packing and sealing 
of insured parcels. Moreover, 
the two Administrations are re-
leased from all responsibility in 
case of loss, rifling, or damage 
caused by defects not noticed at 
the time of mailing. 

ARTICLE XXVIII. 

Exceptions to the principle of re-
sponsibility. 

The Administrations are relieved 
from all responsibility: 

a) In case of insured parcels of 
which the addressee has accepted 
delivery without reservation. 

b) In case of loss or damage 
through force majeure (causes 
beyond control) although either 
Administration may at its option 
and without recourse to the other 
Administration pay indemnity for 
loss or damage due to force ma-
jeure even in cases where the 
Administration of the country in 
the service of which the loss or 
damage occurred recognizes that 
the damage was due to force 
majeure. The country respon-
sible for the loss, abstraction, or 
damage must decide in accordance 
with its internal legislation, 
whether this loss, abstraction, or 
damage was due to circumstances 
constituting a case of force 
majeure. 

Parcels wrongly for-
warded to a third 
country. 

Defects in packing. 

Acceptance without 
reservation. 

Loss, etc., through 
force tualeure. 
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iDestuction ot offi- C) wenn sie iiber die Wertpakete
deshalb keinen Nachweis fihren
konnen, weil die Dienstpapiere
durch h6here Gewalt vernichtet
worden sind; es sei denn, dass
ihre Verantwortlichkeit nicht
schon anderweit bewiesen worden
ist;

fDamage through d) wenn der Schaden durch
dressee,etc. Verschulden oder Fahrlassigkeit

des Absenders oder des Empfatngers
oder ihrer Vertreter oder durch
die natfirliche Beschaffenheit des
Gegenstandes herbeigefiihrt wor-
den ist;

Prohibited articles. e) fur Wertpakete, die verbo-
tene Gegenstande enthalten;

reclaration v bove f) wenn der Absender eines
Wertpakets den Wert des Paketin-
halts betriigerischerweise zu hoch
angegeben hat; hierdurch wird
eine gerichtliche durch die Gesetz-
gebung des Aufgabelandes erfor-
derliche Verfolgung solcher be-
triigerischen Angaben nicht aus-
geschlossen;

faSeizue clar e of g) ffir Wertpakete, die die Zoll-
behorde wegen falscher Inhalts-

, ., erklarungen beschlagnahmt hat;
indemnity not mdeo h) wenn der Entschadigungs-
within a year. berechtigte oder sein Vertreter

weder eine Nachfrage noch einen
Ersatzanspruch innerhalb eines
Jahres, vom Tage nach der Ein-
lieferung des Wertpakets an ge-
rechnet, gestellt hat;

siatterof no intrin i) fur Wertpakete, deren In-
halt wertlos ist, aus leicht verderb-
lichen oder solchen Gegenstanden
besteht, die den Bedingungen die-
ses Abkommens nicht entsprechen
oder die nicht in vorgeschriebener
Weise eingeliefert worden sind.
Ohne Rickgriff auf die andre Ver-
waltung, kanu jedoch die Verwal-
tung, in deren Dienstbereich der
Verlust, die Beraubung oder die
Beschaidigung eingetreten ist, fur
solche Wertpakete Ersatz leisten.

c) When, their responsibility
not having been proved other-
wise, they are unable to account
for insured parcels in consequence
of the destruction of official docu-
ments through force majeure.

d) When the damage has been
caused by the fault or negligence
of the sender or the addressee or
the representative of either, or
when it is due to the nature of the
article.

e) For insured parcels which
contain prohibited articles.

f) In case the sender of an in-
sured parcel, with intent to de-
fraud, shall declare the contents to
be above their real value; this
rule, however, shall not prejudice
any legal proceedings necessitated
by the legislation of the country of
orign.

g) For insured parcels seized by
the Customs because of false
declaration of contents.

h) When no inquiry or applica-
tion for indemnity has been made
by claimant or his representative
within a year commencing with
the day following the posting of
the insured parcel.

i) For insured parcels which
contain matter of no intrinsic
value or perishable matter, or
which did not conform to the
stipulations of this Agreement, or
which were not posted in the man-
ner prescribed; but the country
responsible for the loss, rifling, or
damage may pay indemnity in
respect of such insured parcels
without recourse to the other
Administration.

ARTIKEL XXIX.

Erloschen der Verantwortlichkeit.
Die Verwaltungen sind fur Wert-

pakete, die nach den Vorschriften
ihres inneren Dienstes fur gleich-
artige Sendungen ausgehandigt
worden sind, nicht mehr verant-
wortlich.

ARTICLE XXIX.

Termination of responsibility.
The Administrations cease to be

responsible for insured parcels of
which they have effected delivery
in accordance with their internal
regulations for insured parcels of
the same nature.

Termination of re-
sponsibility.
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Destruction of offi-
cial documents. 

Damage through 
fault of sender, ad-
dressee, etc. 

Prohibited articles. 

Declaration above 
real value. 

Seizure because of 
false declaration. 

Application, etc., for 
indemnity not made 
within a year. 

Matter of no intrin-
sic value, etc. 

c) wenn sie Uber die Wertpakete 
deshalb keinen Nachweis fuhren 
kfinnen, wail die Dienstpapiere 
durch Mien Gewalt vernichtet 
worden sind; es sei denn, dass 
ihre Verantwortlichkeit nicht 
schon anderweit bewiesen worden 
ist; 

d) wenn der Schaden durch 
Verschulden oder Fahrlassigkeit 
des Absenders oder des Empfangers 
oder ihrer Vertreter oder durch 
die nattirliche Beschaffenhelt des 
Gegenstandes herbeigeffihrt wor-
den ist; 

e) fiir Wertpakete, die verbo-
tene Gegenstande enthalten; 

f) wenn der Absender elites 
Wertpakets den Wert des Paketin-
halts betrUgerischerweise zu hoch 
angegeben hat; hierdurch wird 
eine gerichtliche durch die Gesetz-
gebung des Aufgabelandes erfor-
derliche Verfolgung soldier be-
trUgelischen. Angaben nicht aus-
geschlossen; 

g) fiir Wertpakete, die die Zoll-
behorde wegen. falscher Inhalts-
erklarungen beschlagnahmt hat; 
h) wenn der Entschadigungs-

berechtigte oder sein Vertreter 
weder eine Nachfrage noch einen 
Ersatzanspruch innerhalb eines 
Jahres, vom Tage nach der Ein-
lieferung des Wertpakets an ge-
rechnet, gestellt hat; 

1) fiir Wertpakete, deren In-
halt wertlos ist, aus leicht verderb-
lichen oder solchen Gegenstanden 
besteht, die den Bedingungen die-
ses Abkommens nicht entsprechen 
oder die nicht in vorgeschriebener 
Weise eingeliefert worden sind. 
Ohne Rtickgriff auf die andre Ver-
waltung, kanu jedoch die Verwal-
tung, in deren Dienstbereich der 
Verlust, die Beraubung oder die 
Beschadigung eingetreten ist, fiir 
solche Wertpakete Ersatz leisten. 

ARTIKEL XXIX. 

Erloschen der Verantwortlichkeit. 

Termination of re- Die Verwaltungen sind fiir Wert-sponsibility. 

pakete, die nach den Vorschriften 
ihres inneren Dienstes ffir gleich-
artige Sendungen ausgehfindigt 
worden sind, nicht m.ehr verant-
wortlich. 

c) When, their responsibility 
not having been proved other-
wise, they are unable to account 
for insured parcels in consequence 
of the destruction of official docu-
ments through force majeure. 

d) When the damage has been 
caused by the fault or negligence 
of the sender or the addressee or 
the representative of either, or 
when it is due to the nature of the 
article. 

e) For insured parcels which 
contain prohibited articles. 

f) In case the sender of an in-
sured parcel, with intent to de-
fraud, shall declare the contents to 
le above their real value; this 
rule, however, shall not prejudice 
any legal proceedings necessitated 
by the legislation of the country of 

g) For insured parcels seized by 
the Customs because of false 
declaration of contents. 

h) When no inquiry or applica-
tion for indemnity has been made 
by claimant or his representative 
within a year commencing with 
the day following the posting of 
the insured parcel. 

i) For insured parcels which 
contain matter of no intrinsic 
value or perishable matter, or 
which did not conform to the 
stipulations of this Agreement, or 
which were not posted in the man-
ner prescribed; but the country 
responsible for the loss, rifling, or 
damage may pay indemnity in 
respect of such insured parcels 
without recourse to the other 
Administra tion 

ARTICLE XXIX. 

Termination of responsibility. 

The Administrations cease to be 
responsible for insured parcels of 
which they have effected delivery 
in accordance with their internal 
regulations for insured parcels of 
the same nature. 
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Die Verantwortlichkeit bleibt
jedoch bestehen, wenn der Emp-
fanger oder im Falle der Ricklei-
tung der Absender bei der Emp-
fangnahme eines beraubten oder
beschadigten Wertpakets Vorbe-
halte macht.

ARTIKEL XXX.

Responsibility is, however,
maintained when the addressee
or, in case of return, the sender
makes reservations in taking de-
livery of an insured parcel, the
contents of which have been
abstracted or damaged.

ARTICLE XX.

Verpflichtung zur Zahlung des Er- Obligation to pay compensation.
satzbetrages.

Zur Zahlung des Ersatzbetrages
und der zu erstattenden Gebuihren
ist die Aufgabeverwaltung ver-
pflichtet. Diese Verpflichtung
fallt der Bestimmungsverwaltung
zu, wenn nach Artikel XXVII,
Absatz 3, der Empfanger zu ent-
schadigen ist. Die zahlende Ver-
waltung kann aber auf die verant-
wortliche Verwaltung zurfick-
greifen.

ARTIKEL XXI.

Zahlungsfrist.

1. Der Ersatzbetrag soll sobald
als moglich und spatestens inner-
halb eines Jahres, vom Tage nach
der Nachfrage an gerechnet, an
den Entschadigungsberechtigten
gezahlt werden.

Die Verwaltung, die den Ersatz-
betrag zu zahlen hat, kann die Er-
satzleistung ausnahmsweise fiber
diese Frist hinausschieben, wenn
bei Ablauf dieser Frist der Ver-
bleib der Sendung noch nicht
festgestellt ist oder wenn die Frage
der Verantwortlichkeit noch nicht
hat geklart werden k6nnen.

2. Abgesehen von den Fallen
ausnahmsweisen Hinausschiebens
der Ersatzleistung, wie im zweiten
Teil des vorhergehenden Absatzes
1 angegeben, ist die Verwaltung,
die Ersatz leistet, berechtigt, die
Entschadigung fur Rechnung der
Verwaltung zu zahlen, die neun
Monate hat verstreichen lassen,
ohne die ordnungsmassig bei ihr
anhangig gemachte Sache zu
erledigen.

The obligation to pay compen-
sation, as well as the postage
charges due to be refunded, rests
with the Administration of origin.
However, in cases where the com-
pensation is paid to the addressee
in accordance with Article XXVII,
Section 3, the obligation shall rest
with the Administration of desti-
nation. The paying Administra-
tion retains the right to make a
claim against the Administration
responsible.

ARTICLE XXXI.

Periodfor payment of compensation.

1. The payment of compensa-
tion for an insured parcel shall be
made to the rightful claimant as
soon as possible and at the latest
within a period of one year count-
ing from the day following that
on which the application is made.

However, the Administration
responsible for making payment
may exceptionally defer payment
of indemnity for a longer period
than that stipulated if, at the ex-
piration of that period, it has not
been able to determine the dispo-
sition made of the article in ques-
tion or the responsibility incurred.

2. Except in cases where pay-
ment is exceptionally deferred as
provided in the second paragraph
of the foregoing section, the Postal
Administration which undertakes
the payment of compensation is
authorized to pay indemnity on
behalf of the Office which, after
being duly informed of the appli-
cation for indemnity, has let nine
months pass without settling the
matter.

53 STAT. ] 2201

Obligation to pay
compensation.

Period for payment
of compensation.

Ieferred piaymiln t.

Payment when de-
layed nine months.
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Die Verantwortlichkeit bleibt 
jedoch bestehen, wenn der Emp-
f anger oder im Falle der Racklei-
tung der Absender bei der Emp-
fangnahme eines beraubten oder 
beschadigten Wertpakets Vorbe-
halte m.acht. 

ARTIKEL 

Responsibility is, however, 
maintained when the addressee 
or, in case of return, the sender 
makes reservations in taking de-
livery of an insured parcel, the 
contents of which have been 
abstracted or damaged • 

ARTICLE X.X.X. 

Verpflichtung cur Zahlung des Er- Obligation to pay compensation. 
satzbetrages. 

Zur Zahlung des Ersatzbetrages 
und der zu erstattenden Gebiihren 
ist die Aufgabeverwaltung ver-
pflichtet. Diese Verpflichtung 
fallt der Bestimmungsverwaltung 
zu, wenn nach Artikel XXVII, 
Absatz 3, der Empfanger zu ent-
schadigen ist. Die zahlende Ver-
waltung kann aber auf die verant-
wortliche Verwaltung zurfick-
greifen. 

ARTIKEL 

Zahlungsfrist. 

1. Der Ersatzbetrag soil sobald 
ale moglich und spatestens inner-
halb eines Jahres, vom Tage nach 
der Nachfrage an gerechnet, an 
den Entschadigungsberechtigten 
gezahlt werden. 

Die Verwaltung, die den Ersatz-
betrag zu zahlen hat, kann die Er-
satzleistung a,usnahmsweise tiber 
diese Frist hinausschieben, wenn 
bei Ablauf dieser hist der Ver-
bleib der Sendung noch nicht 
festgestellt ist oder wenn die Frage 
der Verantwortlichkeit noch nicht 
hat geklart werden 'airmen. 

2. Abgesehen von den Fallen 
ausnahmsweisen Hinausschiebens 
der Ersatzleistung, wie im zweiten. 
Teil des vorhergehenden. Absatzes 
1 angegeben, ist die Verwaltung, 
die Ersatz leistet, berechtigt, die 
Entschadigung ffir Rechnung der 
Verwaltung zu zahlen, die neun 
Monate hat verstreichen lassen, 
ohne die ordnungsmaasig bei ihr 
anhangig gemachte Sache zu 
erledigen. 

The obligation to pay compen-
sation, as well as the postage 
charges due to be refunded, rests 
with the Administration of origin. 
However, in cases where the com-
pensation is paid to the addressee 
in accordance with Article XXVII, 
Section 3, the obligation shall rest 
with the Administration of desti-
nation. The paying Administra-
tion retains the right to make a 
claim against the Administration 
responsible. 

ARTICLE Mi. 

Periodfor payment of compensation. 

1. The payment of compensa-
tion for an insured parcel shall be 
made to the rightful claimant as 
soon as possible and at the latest 
within a period of one year count-
ing from the day following that 
on which the application is made. 
However, the Administration 

responsible for making payment 
may exceptionally defer payment 
of indemnity for a longer period 
than that stipulated if, at the ex-
piration of that period, it has not 
been able to determine the dispo-
sition made of the article in ques-
tion or the responsibility incurred. 

2. Except in cases where pay- la;r1ltrinTs.de. 
ment is exceptionally deferred as 
provided in the second paragraph 
of the foregoing section, the Postal 
Administration which undertakes 
the payment of compensation is 
authorized to pay indemnity on 
behalf of the Office which, after 
being duly informed of the appli-
cation for indemnity, has let nine 
months pass without settling the 
matter. 

Obligation to 
compensation. 

pay 

Period for payment 
of compensation. 

Deferred paymont. 
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ARTIKEL XXXII.

Feststellung der Verantwortlichkeit.

ARTICLE XXXII.

Fixing of responsibility.
Fixing of responsi-

bility.

ARTIKEL XXXIII.

Erstattung des Ersatzbetrages.

1. Die fur den Verlust, die
Beraubung oder die Beschadigung
verantwortliche oder diejenige Ver-
waltung, fur deren Rechnung Ent-

1. Bis zum Nachweis des Gegen-
teils ist die Verwaltung verant-
wortlich, die das Wertpaket un-
beanstandet iibernommen hat und,
nachdem sie in Besitz aller vor-
schriftsmaissigen Unterlagen fur die
Nachforschungen gekommen ist,
den Verbleib des Wertpakets nicht
nachweisen kann.

2. Wenn der Verlust, die Berau-
bung oder die Beschadigung eines
Wertpakets bei der Offnung des
zur Versendung der Wertpakete
dienenden Behiltnisses durch das
empfangende Auswechslungspost-
amt entdeckt und dem absen-
denden Auswechslungspostamt
ordnungsmassig mitgeteilt worden
ist, so trifft die Verantwortlichkeit
die absendende Verwaltung, wenn
sich nicht erweisen lasst, dass die
Unregelm'assigkeit im Dienstbe-
reich der empfangenden Verwal-
tung vorgekommen ist.

3. Wenn der Verlust, die Berau-
bung oder die Beschadigung wah-
rend der BefBrderung eingetreten
ist und nicht festgestellt werden
kann, auf welchem Gebiet oder in
welchem Dienstbereich dies ge-
schehen ist, tragen die beteilig-
ten Verwaltungen den Schaden
zu gleichen Teilen.

4. Die Verwaltung, die die Ent-
schadigung gezahlt hat, tritt bis
zur Hohe dieses Betrages in die
Rechte des Entschadigten wegen
aller Anspriiche gegen den Emp-
fiinger der Sendung, den Absender
oder gegen Dritte ein.

5. Wird ein als verloren angese-
henes Wertpaket spater wieder
aufgefunden, so ist der Entscha-
digte zu benachrichtigen, dass er
das Paket gegen Riickzahlung des
Ersatzbetrags in Empfang nehmen
kann.

1. Until the contrary is proved,
- responsibility for an insured parcel

rests with the Administration
which, having received the parcel

- without making any reservations
and being put in possession of all
the regulation means of investiga-
tion, cannot establish the disposal
of the parcel.

2. When the loss, rifling, or
damage of an insured parcel is de-
tected upon opening the receptacle
at the receiving exchange office
and has been regularly pointed out
to the dispatching exchange office,
the responsibility falls on the Ad-
ministration to which the latter
office belongs, unless it be proved
that the irregularity occurred in
the service of the receiving Ad-
ministration.

3. If the loss, rifling, or damage
has taken place in the course of
transportation, without its being
possible to establish on the terri-
tory or in the service of which
country the act took place, the
Offices involved bear the loss in
equal shares.

4. The Administration paying
compensation takes over, to the
extent of the amount paid, the
rights of the person who has re-
ceived it, in any action which may
be taken against the addressee,
the sender, or a third party.

5. If an insured parcel which has
been regarded as lost is subse-
quently found the person to whom
compensation has been paid must
be informed that he is at liberty
to take possession of the parcel
against repayment of the amount
of compensation.

ARTICLE XXXIII.

Repayment of compensation.

1. The Administration respon-
sible for the loss, rifling, or damage
and on whose account the pay-
ment is effected, is bound to repay

Repayment to coun-
try effecting payment.
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Fixing 
bility. 

ARTIKEL 

Feststellung der Verantwortlich,keit. 

of resMnsi" 1. Bis zum Nachweis des Gegen-
tells ist die Verwaltung verant-
wortlich, die das Wertpaket un-
beanstandet tibernommen hat und, 
nachdem sie in Besitz aller vor-
schriftsm assigen Unterlagen ftir die 
Nachforschungen gekommen ist, 
den Verbleib des Wertpakets nicht 
nachweisen kann. 

2. Wenn der Verlust, die Be,ra-u-
bung oder die Beschadigung eines 
Wertpakets bei der Offnung des 
zur Versendung der Wertpakete 
dienenden Behaltnisses durch das 
empfaiagende Auswechslungspost-
amt entdeckt und dem absen-
denden Auswechslungspostarat 
ordnungsmassig raitgeteilt worden 
ist, so trifft die Verantwortlichkeit 
die absendende Verwaltung, wenn 
sich nicht erweisen lasst, class die 
Urtregelmassigkeit im Dienstbe-
reich der empfangenden. Verwal-
tung vorgekommen. ist. 

3. Wenn der Verlust, die Berau-
bung oder die Beschadigung wah.-
rend der BefOrderung eingetreten 
ist und nicht festgestellt werden 
kann, auf welchem Gebiet oder in 
welchem Dienstbereich dies ge-
schehen ist, tragen die beteilig-
ten Verwaltungen den Schaden 
zu gleichen Teilen. 

4. Die Verwaltung, die die Ent-
schadigung gezahlt hat, tritt bis 
zur lobe dieses Betrages in die 
Rechte des Entschiidigten wegen 
slier Anspriiche gegen den Emp-
fiinger der Sendung, den Absender 
oder gegen Dritte em. 

5. Wird em n als verloren angese-
henes Wertpaket spdter wieder 
aufgefunden, so ist der Entscha-
digte zu benachrichtigen, dass er 
das Paket gegen Rtickzablung des 
Ersatzbetrags in Empfang nehmen 
kann. 

Repayment to coun-
try effecting payment. 

ARTIKEL XXXIII. 

Erstattung des Ersatzbetrage,s. 

1. Die ffir den Verlust, die 
Beraubung oder die Beschadigung 
verantwortliche oder diejenige Ver-
waltung, für deren Rechnung Ent-

ARTICLE X)CXII. 

Fixing of responsibility. 

1. Until the contrary is proved, 
responsibility for an insured parcel 
rests with the Administration 
which, having received the parcel 
without making any reservations 
and being put in possession of all 
the regulation means of investiga-
tion, cannot establish the disposal 
of the parcel. 

2. When the loss, rifling, or 
damage of an insured parcel is de-
tected upon opening the receptacle 
at the receiving exchange office 
and has been regularly pointed out 
to the dispatching exchange office, 
the responsibility falls on the Ad-
ministration to which the latter 
office belongs, unless it be proved 
that the irregularity occurred in 
the service of the receiving Ad-
ministration. 

3. If the loss, rifling, or damage 
has taken place in the course of 
transportation, without its being 
possible to establish on the terri-
tory or in the service of which 
country the act took place, the 
Offices involved bear the loss in 
equal shares. 

4. The Administration paying 
compensation takes over, to the 
extent of the amount paid, the 
rights of the person who has re-
ceived it, in any action which may 
be taken against the addressee, 
the sender, or a third party. 

5. If an insured parcel which has 
been regarded as lost is subse-
quently found the person to whom 
compensation has been paid must 
be informed that he is at liberty 
to take possession of the parcel 
against repayment of the amount 
of compensation. 

ARTICLE XXXII'. 

Repayment of compensation. 

1. The Administration respon-
sible for the loss, rifling, or damage 
and on whose account the pay-
ment is effected, is bound to repay 
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schadigung gezahlt wird, ist ver-
pffichtet, der Verwaltung, die Er-
satz geleistet hat, den Ersatzbe-
trag ohne Verzug und spatestens
binnen neun Monaten nach er-
haltener Benachrichtigung iiber
die erfolgte Zahlung zu erstatten.

2. Die Erstattung ist ohne Ko-
sten fur die Glaubigerverwaltung
durch Postanweisung oder Wech-
sel oder in barem Geld, das im
Glaubigerland umlauffahig ist,
oder in andrer, im Wege des
Schriftwechsels gegenseitig zu ver-
einbarender Weise vorzunehmen.

3. Die Ersatzbetrage sind auf
der Grundlage des Goldfranken zu
erstatten.

ARTIKEL XXXIV.

Vergiitungen.

1. Fur jedes Paket, das zwi-
schen den vertragschliessenden
Landern ausgetauscht wird, ver-
guitet die absendende Verwaltung
der Bestimmungsverwaltung die
Gebihren, die dieser nach den
Bestimmungen des Artikels V
zukommen.

2. Bei Nach- und Riicksendung
eines Pakets, wenn Beforderungs-
und bei Wertpaketen auch Ver-
sicherungsgebuhren von der
nach- oder riicksendenden Ver-
waltung neu verlangt werden,
wird das Paket so behandelt, als
wenn es in diesem Lande aufgelie-
fert worden ware. Die nach- oder
riicksendende Verwaltung zielit
den ihr zustehenden Anteil von der
andren Verwaltung ein, das heisst:

a) die im obigen Absatz 1 vorge-
schriebenen Gebuhren;

b) die Nach- und Riicksen-
dungsgebiihren;

c) die im Artikel X vorge-
schriebenen Gebiuhren, wenn
anwendbar.

3. Bei Nach- und Rucksendung
nach einem dritten Land werden
die Pakete mit den oben unter a),
b) und c) angegebenen Gebuhren,
soweit sie in Betracht kommen,
belastet. Verweigert das dritte
Land aus irgendeinem Grunde die
tbernahme dieser Gebihren, so
wird das Aufgabeland damit be-
lastetl

the amount of the indemnity to the
country which has effected pay-
ment. This reimbursement must
take place without delay and at
the latest within the period of nine
months after notification of pay-
ment.

2. These repayments to the
creditor country must be made
without expense for that Office, by
money order or draft, in money
valid in the creditor country or in
any other way to be agreed upon
mutually by correspondence.

3. The reimbursement of the
indemnities must be effected on
the basis of gold francs.

ARTICLE XXXIV.

Charges.

1. For each parcel exchanged charges.
between the contracting coun-
tries, the dispatching Office cred-
its to the Office of destination in
the parcel bills the quotas due to
the latter, and indicated in Article
V.

2. In case of reforwarding or
return to origin of a parcel, if new
postage and new insurance fees
(in the case of insured parcels) are
collected by the redispatching
Office, the parcel is treated as if it
had originated in that country.
Otherwise, the redispatching Of-
fice recovers from the other Office
the quota due it, namely, as the
case may be:

a) The charges prescribed by
Section 1 above.

b) The charges for reforward-
ing or return.

c) The charges prescribed by
Article X, if applicable.

3. In case of reforwarding or
return to a third country, the
accrued charges, that is, such of
the charges mentioned in (a), (b),
and (c) above as are applicable
shall follow the parcel but in the
case that the third country con-
cerned refuses to assume the
charges for any reason, they shall
be charged back to the country of
origin.

S3 STAT. ] 2203

Reforwarding or re-
turn to origin.

Reforwarding or re-
turn to a third coun-
try.
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schadigung gezahlt wird, ist ver-
pflichtet, der Verwaltung, die Er-
satz geleistet hat, den Ersatzbe-
trag ohne Verzug und spatestens 
binnen neun Monaten nach er-
haltener Benachrichtigung iiber 
die erfolgte Zahlung zu erstatten. 

2. Die Erstattung ist ohne Ko-
sten far die Glaubigerverwaltung 
durch Postanweisung oder Wech-
sel oder in barern Geld, das ira 
Glaubigerland umlauffahig ist, 
oder in andrer, im Wege des 
Schriftwechsels gegenseitig zu ver-
einbarender Weise vorzunehrnen. 

3. Die Ersatzbetrage sind auf 
der Grundlage des Goldfranken zu 
erstatten. 

ARTIKEL XXXIV. 

Vergatungen. 

1. Far jedes Paket, das zwi-
schen den vertragschliessenden 
Landern ausgetauscht wird, ver-
giltet die absendende Verwaltung 
der Bestimmungsverwaltung die 
Gebiihren, die dieser nach den 
Bestimmungen des Artikels V 
zukommen. 

2. Bei Nach- mid Rticksendung 
eines Pakets, wenn Beforderungs-
und bei Wertpaketen. auch Ver-
sicherungsgebahren von der 
nach- oder rticksendenden Ver-
waltung neu verlangt werden, 
wird das Paket so behandelt, als 
wenn es in diesem Lande aufgelie-
fert worden ware. Die nach- oder 
rticksendende Verwaltung zielit 
den ihr zustehenden Anteil von der 
andren Verwaltung em, das heisst: 

a) die im obigen Absatz 1 vorge-
schriebenen Gebtihren; 

b) die Nach- und Rticksen-
dungsgebtihren; 

c) die im Artikel X vorge-
schriebenen Gebtihren, wenn 
anwendbar. 

3. Bei Nach- und Rticksendung 
nach einem dritten. Land werden 
die Pakete mit den oben miter a), 
b) mid c) angegebenen. Gebiihren, 
soweit sic m Betracht kommen, 
belastet. Verweigert das dritte 
Land aus irgendeinem Grande die 
Vbernahme dieser Gebtihren, so 
wird das Aufgabeland daunt be-
lastet6 

the amount of the indemnity to the 
country which has effected pay-
ment. This reimbursement must 
take place without delay and at 
the latest within the period of nine 
months after notification of pay-
ment. 

2. These repayments to the 
creditor country must be made 
without expense for that Office, by 
money order or draft, in money 
valid in the creditor country or in 
any other way to be agreed upon 
mutually by correspondence. 

3. The reimbursement of the 
indemnities must be effected on 
the basis of gold francs. 

ARTICLE XXXIV. 

Charges. 

1. For each parcel exchanged 
between the contracting coun-
tries, the dispatching Office cred-
its to the Office of destination in 
the parcel bills the quotas due to 
the latter, and indicated in Article 
V. 

Charges. 

2. In case of reforwarding or Reforwarding or re. 

return to origin of a parcel, if new 
postage and new insurance fees 
(in the case of insured parcels) are 
collected by the redispatching 
Office, the parcel is treated as if it 
had originated in that country. 
Otherwise, the redispatching Of-
fice recovers from the other Office 
the quota due it, namely, as the 
case may be: 

a) The charges prescribed by 
Section 1 above. 

b) The charges for reforward-
ing or return. 

c) The charges prescribed by 
Article X, if applicable. 

3. In case of reforwarding or 
return to a third country, the 
accrued charges, that is, such of 
the charges mentioned in (a), (b), 
and (c) above as are applicable 
shall follow the parcel but in the 
case that the third country con-
cerned refuses to assume the 
charges for any reason, they shall 
be charged back to the country of 
origin. 

turn to origin. 

Reforwarding or re-
turn to a third coun-
try. 
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Parcels in transit.

ARTIKEL XXXV.

Luftpostpakete.

Wenn Pakete auf dem Luftweg
bef6rdert werden, k6nnen die Ver-
waltungen der Vertragslander auf
Grund gegenseitiger Vereinbarung
den Luftpostzuschlag sowie die
andern Bedingungen festsetzen.

ARTIKEL XXXVI.

Voriibergehende Einstelung des
Dienstes.

Bei aussergew6hnlichen Verhalt-
nissen, die die Massnahme recht-
fertigen, kann jede der beiden
Verwaltungen den Postpaketdienst
voriibergehend ganz oder teilweise
einstellen oder auf bestimmte
Postamter beschranken, jedoch
muss die andre Verwaltung davon
sofort, gegebenenfalls tele-
graphisch, benachrichtigt werden.

ARTIKEL XXXVII.

4. Wenn ein Paket im Durch-
gang durch das Gebiet eines der
beiden Vertragslander von oder
nach dem andern Vertragsland
nach- oder zuriickgesandt wird,
kann die Durchgangsverwaltung
auch den ihr zustehenden Betrag
fur den zusatzlichen Land- oder
Seedienst, der vorgesehen ist, bean-
spruchen zusammen mit irgend-
welchen Betragen, die einer andern
beteiligtenVerwaltung oder andern
beteiligten Verwaltungen zustehen.

ARTICLE XXXV.

Air parcels.

The Postal Administrations of
the two contracting countries have
the right to fix by mutual consent
the air surtax and other conditions
in the case where the parcels are
conveyed by air routes.

ARTICLE XXXVI.

Temporary suspension of service.

In extraordinary circumstances
such as will justify the measure,
either Administration may tem-
porarily suspend the parcel-post
service, either entirely or partially,
or restrict it to certain offices, on
condition of giving immediate no-
tice, if necessary by telegraph, to
the other Administration.

ARTICLE XXXVII.
Verschiedene Bestimmungen.

iiscellaneous pro- 1. Die in diesem Abkommen
Monetary units. angegebenen Goldfranken und

-centimen sind Goldfranken und
-centimen im Sinne des Weltpost-
vertrags.

iTretment or ques- 2. Fur alle in diesem Abkom-
men nicht geregelten Angelegen-
heiten, die die Antrage auf Zurick-
ziehung oder Anderung der Auf-
schrift von Paketen, das Verlangen
von Nachfragen und Rickscheinen
fur Wertpakete und Nachnahme-
pakete und deren Behandlung
sowie die Anspriche auf Ersatzleis-
tungen betreffen, sollen die Vor-

49 Stat. 24. schriften des Weltpostvertrags
nebst Vollzugsordnung gelten, so-
weit sie anwendbar smd und den

Miscellaneous provisions.
1. The gold francs and centimes

mentioned in this Agreement are
gold francs and centimes as de-
fined in the Postal Union Conven-
tion.

2. Unless they are provided for
in the present Agreement, all ques-
tions concerning requests for re-
call or change of address of parcels
and the obtaining and disposition
of inquiries, return receipts, and
settlement of indemnity claims in
connection with insured and C. O.
D. parcels shall be treated in ac-
cordance with the provisions of
the Universal Postal Convention
and its Regulations of Execution,
in so far as they are applicable

4. In the case of a parcel re-
turned or reforwarded in transit
through one of the two Adminis-
trations to or from the other, the
intermediary Administration may
claim also the sum due to it for
any additional territorial or sea
service provided, together with
any amounts due to any other
Administration or Administrations
concerned.

Air surtax, etc.

Temporary suspen-
sion of service.
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Parcels in transit. 

Air surtax, etc. 

Temporary suspen-
sion of service. 

Miscellaneous pro-
visions. 
Monetary units. 

4. Wenn em n Paket im Durch-
gang durch das Gebiet eines der 
beiden Vertragslander von oder 
nach dem andern Vertragsland 
nach- oder zuriickgesandt wird, 
kann die Durchgangsverwaltung 
auch den ihr zustehenden Betrag 
fur den zusatzlichen. Land- oder 
Seedienst, der vorgesehen ist, bean-
spruchen zusamraen mit irgend-
welchen Betragen, die einer andern 
be teiligten Verwaltung oder andern 
beteiligten Verwaltungen zustehen.. 

ARTIKEL XXXV. 

Luftpostpakete. 

Wenn Pakete auf dem Luftweg 
befordert werdeia, kOnnen die Ver-
waltungen der Vertragslander auf 
Grund gegenseitiger Vereinbarung 
den Luftpostzuschlag sowie die 
andern. Bedingungen festsetzeaa. 

ARTIKEL = XVI. 

Vorithergehende Einstellung des 
Dienstes. 

Bei aussergewohnlichen Verhiat-
nissen, die die Massnahme recht-
fertigen, kann jede der beiden 
Verwaltungen den Postpaketdienst 
vortibergehend gasiz oder teilweise 
einstellen oder auf bestimmte 
Postamter beschrtinken, jedoch 
muss die andre Verwaltung davon 
sofort, gegebenenfalls tele-
graphisch, benachrichtigt werden. 

ARTIKEL 

Verschiedene Bestimmungen. 

1. Die in diesem Abkommen 
angegebenen Goldfranken mid 
-centimen sind Goldfranken mid 
-centimen im Simae des Weltpost-
vertrags. 

Treatment of ques- 2. Filr alle in diesem Abkom-
tions arising, 

men nicht geregelten. Angelegen-
heiten, die die Antrage auf &thick-
ziehung oder Anderung der Auf-
schrift von Paketen, das Verlangen 
von Naclafragen mad Ruckscheinen 
filr Wertpakete mid Nachnahme-
pakete mid deren Behandlung 
sowie die A nsprache auf Ersatzlei' s- 
tungen betreffen, sollen die Vor-
schrif ten des Weltpostvertrags 
nebst Vollzugsordnung gelten, so-
weit sie anwen.dbar smd mid den 

49 Stat. 2741. 

4. In the case of a parcel re-
turned or reforwarded in transit 
through one of the two Adminis-
trations to or from the other, the 
intermediary Administration may 
claim also the sum due to it for 
any additional territorial or sea 
service provided, together with 
any amounts due to any other 
Administration or Administrations 
concerned. 

ARTICLE XXXV. 

Air parcels. 

The Postal Administrations of 
the two contracting countries have 
the right to fix by mutual consent 
the air surtax and other conditions 
in the case where the parcels are 
conveyed by air routes. 

ARTICLE XXXVI. 

Temporary suspension of service. 

In extraordinary circumstances 
such as will justify the measure, 
either Administration may tem-
porarily suspend the parcel-post 
service, either entirely or partially, 
or restrict it to certain offices, on 
condition of giving immediate no-
tice, if necessary by telegraph, to 
the other Administration. 

ARTICLE XXXVII. 

Miscellaneous provisions. 

1. The gold francs and centimes 
mentioned in this Agreement are 
gold francs and centimes as de-
fined in the Postal Union Conven-
tion. 

2. Unless they are provided for 
in the present Agreement, all ques-
tions concerning requests for re-
call or change of address of parcels 
and the obtaining and disposition 
of inquiries, return receipts, and 
settlement of indemnity claims in 
connection with insured and C. 0. 
D. parcels shall be treated in ac-
cordance with the provisions of 
the Universal Postal Convention 
and its Regulations of Execution, 
in so far as they are applicable 
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Bestimmungen des gegenwartigen
Abkommens nicht widersprechen.
Im uibrigen gelten, wenn eine andre
Vereinbarung nicht getroffen wor-
den ist, je nach dem beteiligten
Lande die innern Gesetze, Verord-
nungen und Vorschriften des Deut-
schen Reichs oder der Vereinigten
Staaten von Amerika.

3. Die Einzelheiten fiber die
Anwendung dieses Abkommens
werden von den beiden Verwal-
tungen durch Ausfiihrungsbestim-
mungen festgesetzt, deren Vor-
schriften gemeinschaftlich im Wege
des Schriftwechsels geiandert oder
vervollstandigt werden konnen.

4. Die Verwaltungen der Ver-
tragslinder werden einander die
auf die Beforderung von Postpa-
keten bezfuglichen Gesetze, Ver-
ordnungen und Gebiihren sowie
alle spateren Anderungen mit-
teilen.

ARTIKEL XXXVIII.

Dauer des Abkommens.

1. Dieses Abkommen ersetzt
und hebt das in Berlin am 25. Juni
1928 und in Washington am 4.
August 1928 unterzeichnete Post-
paketabkommen sowie die in Ber-
lin am 22. Dezember 1931 und in
Washington am 5. Januar 1932 un-
terzeichnete Vereinbarung fiber
den Paketnachnahmedienst auf.

2. Es soll am 2. Januar 1939 in
Kraft treten, und gilt so lange, als
es nicht von einer der beiden Post-
verwaltungen mit sechs Monaten
Frist gekiindigt wird.

Doppelt ausgefertigt und unter-
zeichnet in Berlin den 6. Februar
1939 und in Washington den 16.
Marz 1939.

OHNESORGE

Deutscher Reichspostminister.

[SEAL] JAMES A FARLEY
Postmaster General of the

United States of Amer-
ica.

98907°-3--PT. 3---49

and are not contrary to the fore-
going provisions. If the case is
not provided for at all, the domes-
tic legislation of the United States
of America or Germany or the de-
cisions made by one country or the
other are applicable in the respec-
tive country.

3. The details relative to the
application of the present Agree-
ment will be fixed by the two Ad-
ministrations in Regulations of
Execution, the provisions of which
may be modified or completed by
common consent by way of corre-
spondence.

4. The two Administrations no-
tify each other mutually of their
laws, ordinances, and tariffs con-
cerning the exchange of parcel
post, as well as of all modifications
in rates which may be subse-
quently made.

ARTICLE XXXVIII.

Duration of the Agreement.

Details to be fixed
by common consent.

Mutual notice of
applicable provisions,
etc.

1. This Agreement abrogates Agreements
and substitutes the Parcel Post gated.
Convention signed at Washington, 5 ta 2701
the 4th day of August, 1928, and
at Berlin, the 25th day of June,
1928, and the Agreement for Col-
lect-on-Delivery Parcel Post Serv-
ice signed at Washington, the 5th 47 stat. 1966.
day of January, 1932, and at
Berlin, the 22nd day of December,
1931.

2. It shall become effective on d ETlct'io ( at
January 2, 1939 and shall remain
in effect as long as it has not been
terminated six months in advance
by one or the other of the two
Administrations.

Done in duplicate and signed at s'gnatures.
Washington, the 16th day of
March 1939 and at Berlin, the
6th of February 1939.

JAMES A PARLEY

Postmaster General of the
United States of Amer-
ica.

[SEAL] OHNESORGE
Deutscher Reichspostminister.

53 STAT. ] 2205
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Bestimnaungen des gegenwartigen 
Abkommens nicht widersprechen. 
Tm tibrigen gelten, wenn eine andre 
Vereinbarung nicht getroffen wor-
den ist, je nach dem beteiligten. 
Lande die innern Gesetze, Verord-
nungen und Vorschriften des Dent-
schen Reichs oder der Vereinigten 
Staaten von Amerika. 

3. Die Einzelheiten tiber die 
Anwendung dieses Abkomraens 
werden von den beiden. Verwal-
tungen durch Ausfiihrungsbestim-
mungen. festgesetzt, deren Vor-
schrif ten gemeinschaftlich urn Wege 
des Schriftwechsels geandert oder 
vervollstandigt werden. konnen. 

4. Die Verwaltungen. der Ver-
trags1A-nder werden einander die 
auf die Beforderung von Postpa-
keten bezaglichen Gesetze, Ver-
ordnimgen und .. Gebtihren sowie 
she spateren Anderungen nait-
teilen. 

A RTIKEL XXXVIII. 

Dauer des Abkommens. 

1. Dieses Abkommen. ersetzt 
und hebt das in Berlin am 25. Juni. 
1928 und in Washington am 4. 
August 1928 unterzeichnete Post-
paketabkommen sowie die in Ber-
lin am 22. Dezember 1931 und in 
Washington am 5. Januar 1932 un-
terzeichnete Vereinbarung Ober 
den Paketnachnahmedienst auf. 

2. Es soil am 2. Januar 1939 in 
Kraft treten, und gilt so lange, als 
es nicht von einer der beiden Post-
verwaltungen mit sechs Monaten. 
Frist gektindigt wird. 

Doppelt ausgefertigt wad miter-
zeichnet in Berlin den 6. Februar 
1939 und in Washington den 16. 
Marz 1939. 

OHNESORGE 

Deutscher Reichspostminister. 

[BEAU ] JAMES A PARLEY 
Postmaster General of the 

United Stales of Amer-
ica. 

and are not contrary to the fore-
going provisions. If the case is 
not provided for at all, the domes-
tic legislation of the United States 
of America or Germany or the de-
cisions made by one country or the 
other are applicable in the respec-
tive country. 

3. The details relative to the 
application of the present Agree-
ment will be fixed by the two Ad-
ministrations in Regulations of 
Execution, the provisions of which 
may be modified or completed by 
common consent by way of corre-
spondence. 

4. The two Administrations no-
tify each other mutually of their 
laws, ordinances, and tariffs con-
cerning the exchange of parcel 
post, as well as of all modifications 
in rates which may be subse-
quently made. 

ARTICLE XXXVIII. 

Duration of the Agreement. 

1. This Agreement abrogates 
and substitutes the Parcel Post 
Convention signed at Washington, 
the 4th day of August, 1928, and 
at Berlin, the 25th day of June, 
1928, and the Agreement for Col-
lect-on-Delivery Parcel Post Serv-
ice signed at Washington, the 5th 
day of January, 1932, and at 
Berlin, the 22nd day of December, 
1931. 

2. It shall become effective on 
January 2, 1939 and shall remain 
in effect as long as it has not been 
terminated six months in advance 
by one or the other of the two 
Administrations. 
Done in duplicate and signed at 

Washington, the 16th day of 
March 1939 and at Berlin, the 
6th of February 1939. 

JAMES A FARLEY 

Postmaster General of the 
United States of Amer-
ica. 

[SEAL] OHNESORGE 
Deutscher Reichspostminister. 

Details to be fixed 
by common consent. 

Mutual notice of 
applicable provisions. 
etc. 

Agreements abro-
gated. 

45 Stat. 2701. 

47 Stat. 1965. 

Effective date and 
duration. 

Signatures. 

98907°--39--pp. 3----49 
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VOLLZUGSORDNUNG
zum Postpaketabkommen zwischen
der Deutschen Reichspost und der

Postverwaltung der Vereinigten
Staaten von Amerika.

ARTIKEL 1.

Leitung.

Circulation. 1. Jede Verwaltung hat die
Postpakete, die ihr die andre Ver-
waltung zur Bef6rderung durch
ihr Gebiet iibergibt, auf demselben
Wege und mit denselben Mitteln
zu bef6rdern wie ihre eigenen
Pakete.

Ordinary parcels. 2. Unrichtig geleitete gew6hn-
liche Pakete werden auf dem kiir-
zesten Wege, welcher der nachsen-
denden Verwaltung zur Verfigung

Insured parcels. steht, nach dem richtigen Bestim-
mungsort weiterbef6rdert. Un-
richtig geleitete Wertpakete diir-
fen nur als Wertpakete an ihre Be-
stimmung geleitet werden. Ist
dies nicht moglich, so sind sie nach
dem Aufgabeland zuriickzuleiten.

Receptacles.

ARTIKEL 2.

Behdltnisse.

1. Die Postverwaltungen der
beiden Vertragslander sind ver-
pflichtet, fur die erforderlichen
Sacke zur Versendung ihrer Pa-
kete zu sorgen. Jeder Sack ist mit
dem Namen des Landes zu ver-
sehen, dem er gehort.

2. Die Sacke sind der absenden-
den Verwaltung mit nachster Post
leer, zu 10 Stuck gebiindelt (9
Stuck in einem versackt) zurick-
zusenden. Die Gesamtzahl der
zuriickgesandten Sacke ist in der
Frachtkarte zu vermerken.

3. Im Falle dass 10 vH der Ge-
samtzahl der wahrend eines Jahres
gebrauchten Sacke nicht zuriick-
gesandt worden sind, ist der Wert
der fehlenden Sacke der Aufgabe-
verwaltung zu ersetzen.

REGULATIONS OF EXECUTION
for the

Parcel Post Agreement
between the United States of America

and Germany.

ARTICLE 1.

Circulation.

1. Each Postal Administration
shall forward by the routes and
means which it uses for its own
parcels, parcels delivered to it by
the other Administration for con-
veyance in transit through its
territory.

2. Ordinary parcels, when mis-
sent, are reforwarded to their cor-
rect destination by the most direct
route at the disposal of the for-
warding Administration. Insured
parcels, when missent, may not be
reforwarded except as insured
mail. If this is impossible, they
must be returned to origin.

ARTICLE 2.

Receptacles.

1. The Postal Administrations
of the two contracting countries
shall provide the respective bags
necessary for the dispatch of their
parcels and each bag shall be
marked to show the name of the
country to which it belongs.

2. Bags must be returned empty
to the dispatching office by the
next mail. Empty bags to be re-
turned are made up in bundles of
ten, enclosing nine bags in one.
The total number of bags returned
shall be entered on the relative
parcel bills.

3. In case ten percent of the
total number of bags used during
the year have not been returned,
the value of the missing bags must
be repaid to the Administration of
origin.
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Circulation. 

Ordinary parcels. 

Insured parcels. 

Receptacles. 

VOT .1.7UGSORDNUNG 
zum Postpaketabkommen zwischen 
der Deutschen Reichspost und der 
Postverwaltung der Vereinigten 

Staaten von Amerika. 

ARTIKEL 1. 

Leitung. 

1. Jede Verwaltung hat die 
Postpakete, die ihr die andre Ver-
waltung zur BefOrderung durch 
ihr Gebiet ilbergibt, auf demselben. 
Wege und mit denselben MitteIn 
zu befordern wie ihre eigenen. 
Pakete. 

2. Unrichtig geleitete gewohn-
Eche Pakete werden auf dem. ktir-
zesten. Wege, welcher der nachsen-
denden Verwaltung zur Verfiigung 
steht, nach dem richtigen Bestim-
mungsort weiterbefordert. Un-
richtig geleitete Wertpakete dflr-
fen nur als Wertpakete an ihre Be-
stimmung geleitet werden. 1st 
dies nicht intiglich, so sind sie nach 
dem Aufgabeland zurtickzuleiten. 

ARTIKEL 2. 

Belialtnisse. 

1. Die Postverwaltungen der 
beiden Vertragslander sind ver-
pffichtet, ftir die erforderlichen 
Sacke zur Versendung ihrer Pa-
kete zu sorgen. Jeder Sack ist mit 
dem Namen des Landes zu ver-
sehen, dem er gehort. 

2. Die Sdcke sind der absenden-
den Verwaltung mit nachster Post 
leer, zu 10 Stuck gebtindelt (9 
Sttick in einem versackt) zuriick-
zusenden. Die Gesamtzahl der 
zuriickgesandten Sacke ist in der 
Frachtkarte zu vermerken. 

3. Im FaIle dass 10 vll der Ge-
sam.tzahl der wahrend. eines Jahres 
gebrauchten. Sa,cke nicht zurtick-
gesandt worden sind, ist der Wert 
der fehlenden Sacke der Aufgabe-
verwaltung zu ersetzen. 

REGULATIONS OF EXECUTION 
for the 

Parcel Post Agreement 
between the United States of America 

and Germany. 

ARTICLE 1. 

Circulation. 

1. Each Postal Administration 
shall forward by the routes and 
means which it uses for its own 
parcels, parcels delivered to it by 
the other Administration for con-
veyance in transit through its 
territory. 

2. Ordinary parcels, when rais-
sent, are reforwarded to their cor-
rect destination by the most direct 
route at the disposal of the for-
warding Administration. Insured 
parcels, when missent, may not be 
reforwarded except as insured 
mail. If this is impossible, they 
must be returned to origin. 

ARTICLE 2. 

Receptacles. 

1. The Postal Administrations 
of the two contracting countries 
shall provide the respective bags 
necessary for the dispatch of their 
parcels and each bag shall be 
marked to show the name of the 
country to which it belongs. 

2. Bags must be returned empty 
to the dispatching office by the 
next mail. Empty bags to be re-
turned are made up in bundles of 
ten, enclosing nine bags in one. 
The total number of bags returned 
shall be entered on the relative 
parcel bills. 

3. In case ten percent of the 
total number of bags used during 
the year have not been returned, 
the value of the missing bags must 
be repaid to the Administration of 
origin- , 
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ARTIKEL 3.

Paketaustausch.

1. Die Pakete sind in gehorig
verschlossenen und versiegelten
Sacken durch die von den beiden
Verwaltungen im gegenseitigen
Einvernehmen bestimmten Post-
amter auszutauschen. Sie werden
auf Kosten des Aufgabelandes
mit den von ihm vorgesehenen
Gelegenheiten nach dem Bestim-
mungslande bef6rdert.

2. Wertpakete sind in besondere
Sacke zu verpacken. Die Auf-
schriftfahnen dieser Sacke sind
mit einem jeweils zu verabreden-
den Unterscheidungsmerkmal zu
versehen.

3. Das Gewicht eines Paket-
sackes soil 36 Kilogramm (80
Pfund avoirdupois) nicht iiber-
schreiten.

ARTIKEL 4.

Mitteilungen.

Jede Verwaltung hat der andren
mitzuteilen:

a) die Lander, nach denen sie
die ihr fibergebenen Pakete weiter-
leiten kann,

b) den Gesamtbetrag der
Gebiihren, die ihr von der andern
Verwaltung fur jedes Bestim-
mungsland zu vergiiten sind,

c) die Zahl der jedem Paket
beizufuigenden Zollinhaltserkla-
rungen sowie allb andern etwa
notwendigen Angaben.

ARTIKEL 5.

Beschaffenheit der Pakete.

Jedes Paket muss:
1. die genaue Anschrift des

Empfangers und des Absenders in
lateinischen Buchstaben tragen.
Anschriften, die aus Anfangsbuch-
staben bestehen, diirfen nicht zu-
gelassen werden, es sei denn, dass
die Anfangsbuchstaben als Fir-
menbezeichnung des Empfangers
oder des Absenders anerkannt
sind. Aufschriften mit Stift sind
unzulissig; Pakete, deren Auf-

ARTICLE 3.

Method of ezchange of parcels.

1. The parcels shall be ex-
changed, in sacks duly fastened
and sealed, by the offices ap-
pointed by agreement between
the two Administrations, and shall
be dispatched to the country of
destination by the country of
origin at its cost and by such
means as it provides.

2. Insured parcels shall be en-
closed in separate sacks from those
in which ordinary parcels are
contained and the labels of sacks
containing insured parcels shall
be marked with such distinctive
symbols as may from time to
time be agreed upon.

3. The weight of any bag of par-
cels shall not exceed 36 kilograms
(80 pounds avoirdupois).

ARTICLE 4.

Information to be furnished.

Each Postal Administration
shall communicate to the other:

a) The countries to which it can
forward parcels handed over to it.

b) The total amount to be
credited to it by the other Admin-
istration for each country of
destination.

c) The number of customs dec-
larations which must accompany
each parcel, and any other neces-
sary information.

Method of exchange
of parcels.

Insured parcels.

Maximum weight.

Countries to which
parcels can be for-
warded.

Credits.

('CstoIms declara-
tilons.

ARTICLE 5.

Preparation of parcels.

Every parcel shall:
1. Bear the exact address of the

addressee and of the sender in
Roman characters. Parcels on
which the name of the sender or of
the addressee is indicated merely
by initials are not admitted, unless
the initials are the adopted trade
name of the sender or addressee
which is generally understood.
Addresses in pencil are not admit-
ted; however, addresses written

Preparation of par-
cels.
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ARTIKEL 3. 

Paketaustausch. 

1. Die Pakete sind in gehorig 
verschlossenen und versiegelten 
Sacken durch die von den beiden 
Verwaltungen im gegenseitigen. 
Einvernehmen bestimm.ten. Post-
dinter auszutauschen. Sie werden. 
auf Kosten des Aufgabelandes 
mit den von ihm vorgesehenen. 
Gelegenheiten nach dem Bestim.-
mungslande befordert. 

2. Wertpakete sind in besondere 
Sacke zu verpacken. Die Auf-
schriftfahnen dieser Sacke sind 
mit einem jeweils zu verabreden-
den Unterscheidungsroerkmal zit 
versehen. 

3. Das Gewicht eines Paket-
sackes soil 36 Kilogram m (80 
Pfund avoirdupois) nicht iiber-
schreiten. 

ARTIKEL 4. 

Mitteilunge n 

Jede Verwaltung hat der andren 
mitzuteilen: 

a) die Lander, nach denen sie 
die ihr tibergebenen Pakete weiter-
leiten kann, 

b) den Gesamtbetrag der 
Gebtihren, die ihr von der andern 
Verwaltung fiir jedes. Bestim-
mungsland zu vergiiten sind, 

c) die Zahl der jedem Paket 
bei zu filgen den Zollinhaltserkla-
rungen sowie ali$ andern etwa 
notwendigen Angaben. 

ARTIKEL 5. 

Beschaffenh,eit der Pakete. 

Jedes Paket muss: 
1. die genaue Anschrift des 

Empfangers und des Absenders in 
lateinischen Buchstaben tragen. 
Anschriften, die aus Anfangsbuch-
staben bestehen, diirfen nicht zu-
gelassen werden, es sei denn, dass 
die Anfangsbuchstaben als Fir-
menbezeichnung des Empfangers 
oder des Absenders anerkannt 
sind. Aufschriften mit Stilt sind 
unzulassig; Pakete, deren Auf-

ARTICLE 3. 

Method of exchange of parcels. 

1. The parcels shall be ex-
changed, in sacks duly fastened 
and sealed, by the offices ap-
pointed by agreement between 
the two Administrations, and shall 
be dispatched to the country of 
destination by the country of 
origin at its cost and by such 
means as it provides. 

2. Insured parcels shall be en-
closed in separate sacks from those 
in which ordinary parcels are 
contained and the labels of sacks 
containing insured parcels shall 
be marked with such distinctive 
symbols as may from time to 
time be agreed upon. 

3. The weight of any bag of par-
eels shall not exceed 36 kilograms 
(80 pounds avoirdupois). 

ARTICLE 4. 

Information to be furnished. 

Each Postal Administration 
shall communicate to the other: 

a) The countries to which it can 
forward parcels handed over to it. 

b) The total amount to be 
credited to it by the other Admin-
istration for each country of 
destination. 

c) The number of customs dec-
larations which must accompany 
each parcel, and any other neces-
sary information. 

ARTICLE 5. 

Preparation of parcels. 

Every parcel shall: 
I. Bear the exact address of the 

addressee and of the sender in 
Roman characters. Parcels on 
which the name of the sender or of 
the addressee is indicated merely 
by initials are not admitted, unless 
the initials are the adopted trade 
name of the sender or addressee 
which is generally understood. 
Addresses in pencil are not admit-
ted; however, addresses written 

Method of exchange 
of parcels. 

Insured parcels. 

Maximum weight. 

Countries to which 
parcels can be for-
warded. 

Credits. 

Customs declara-
tions. 

Preparation of par-
cels. 
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schrift mit Tintenstift auf vorhe:
angefeuchteter Schreibflache her
gestellt ist, werden indes ange
nommen. Die Anschrift eines
Pakets muss auf das Paket selbsl
oder auf eine Fahne geschrieber
werden, die so haltbar an del
Sendung befestigt ist, dass si<
sich nicht loszulosen vermag. Den
Absender eines Pakets ist zt
empfehlen, in die Sendung eir
Doppel der Anschrift mit Angabf
seiner eigenen Anschrift einzu-
legen, besonders bei Paketen
bei denen wegen ihrer Verpackung
oder Gestalt die Anschrift auf
einer Fahne angebracht ist.

2. in einer Weise verpackt sein,
die den Inhalt wahrend der gan-
zen Bef6rderungsdauer genigend
schiitzt und auch verhindert, dass
ihm beigekommen werden kann,
ohne eine sichtbare Spur des
Eingriffs zu hinterlassen. Ge-
genstande, die die Postbeamten
verletzen oder andere Sendungen
beschaidigen k6nnen, miissen so
verpackt sein, dass jede Gefahr
ausgeschlossen ist.

3. Wertpakete miissen ver-
schlossen und durch Abdrucke in
Siegellack usw. geh6rig gesichert
sein; dabei kann zum besseren
Schutz verlangt werden, dass die
Siegelverschliisse ein besonderes
Geprage oder Kennzeichen des
Absenders tragen. Gewbhnliche
Pakete konnen nach dem Ermes-
sen des Absenders versiegelt oder
sorgfaltig umschnirt werden.

4. die Zollverwaltung des Be-
stimmungslandes ist berechtigt,
jedes Paket zur zollamtlichen In-
haltsprufung zu 6ffnen und dabei
die Siegel- oder sonstigen Ver-
schlisse zu brechen. So behandelte
und wieder verschlossene Pakete
sind amtlich zu versiegeln, aus-
genommen gew6hnliche Pakete,
die der Absender mit Siegel-
verschluss urspringlich nicht ver-
sehen hat.

ARTIKEL 6.

Besondere Verpackung.

r in indelible pencil on a previously
- dampened surface are accepted.
- The address of a parcel shall
s be written on the parcel itself
t or on a label or tag so firmly
i attached to it that it cannot be-
r come detached. The sender of a
e parcel shall be advised to enclose

in the parcel a copy of the address
I together with a note of his own

address; especially when the use
e of a tag for the address is rendered
- necessary by the packing or form
, of the parcel.

,2. Be packed in such a manner
that the contents are protected
over the whole route, and in such
a way that, in case of rifling, the
traces thereof may be easily dis-
covered. Articles liable to injure
officers of the Post Office or to
damage other parcels shall be
packed so as to prevent any risk.

3. Insured parcels must be closed
and securely sealed with wax or
otherwise. Ordinary parcels may
be sealed at the option of the
sender, or careful tying is sufficient
as a mode of closing. As a pro-
tective measure, either Adminis-
tration may require that a special
imprint or mark of the sender
appear on the wax or lead seals
closing insured parcels mailed in its
service.

4. The Customs Administra-
tion of the country of destination
is authorized to open the parcels
in order to inspect the contents.
To that end, the seals or any
other fastenings may be broken.
Parcels opened by the Customs
must be refastened and also offi-
cially resealed, except in the case
of ordinary parcels which were not
sealed by the senders in the first
instance.

ARTICLE 6.

Special packing.
1. Fliissigkeiten oder leicht 1. Liquids and easily liquefiableschmelzbare Stoffe sind in doppel- substances must be sent in a

Special packing.
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Special packing, 

schrift mit Tintenstift auf vorher 
angefeuchteter Schreibflache her-
gestellt ist, werden indes ange-
nom.rnen. Die Anschrift eines 
Pakets muss auf das Paket selbst 
oder auf eine Feline geschrieben 
werden, die so haltbar an der 
Sendung befestigt ist, class sic 
sich nicht loszulosen vermag. Dern 
Absender eines Pakets ist zu 
empfehlen, in die Sendung em 
Doppel der Anschrift mit Angabe 
seiner eigenen Anschrift einzu-
legen, besonders bei Paketen, 
bei denen wegen ihrer Verpackung 
oder Gestalt die Anschrift auf 
einer Fahne angebracht ist. 

2. in einer Weise verpackt sein, 
die den Inhalt wahrend der gan-
zen BefOrderungsdauer gentigend 
schiltzt und auch verhindert, dass 
ihrn beigekotnmen werden kann, 
ohne eine sichtbare Spur des 
Eingriffs zu hinterlassen. Ge-
genstAnde, die die Postbeamten 
verletzen oder andere Sendungen 
beschadigen konnen, mi.issen so 
verpackt sein, dass jede Gefahr 
ausgesehlossen ist. 

3. Wertpakete miissen ver-
schlossen und durch Abdriicke in 
Siegellack usw. gehorig gesichert 
sein; dabei kann zum besseren 
Schutz verlangt werden, dass die 
Siegelverschllisse em n besonderes 
Geprage oder Kennzeichen des 
Absenders tragen. Gewohnliche 
Pakete konnen nach dem Ermes-
sen des Absenders versiegelt oder 
sorgfaltig umschniirt werden. 

4. die Zollverwaltung des Be-
stimmungslandes ist berechtigt, 
jedes Paket zur zollamtlichen In-
haltsprfifung zu offnen und dabei 
die Siegel- oder sonstigen Ver-
schliisse zu brechen. So behandelte 
und wieder verschlossene Pakete 
sind amtlich zu versiegeln, aus-
genommen gewohnliche Pakete, 
die der Absender mit Siegel-
verschluss urspriinglich nicht ver-
sehen hat. 

ARTIREL 6. 

Besondere Verpackun,g. 

1. Fliissigkeiten oder leicht 
schmelzbare Stoffe sind in doppel-

in indelible pencil on a previously 
dampened surface are accepted. 
The address of a parcel shall 
be written on the parcel itself 
or on a label or tag so firmly 
attached to it that it cannot be-
come detached. The sender of a 
parcel shall be advised to enclose 
in the parcel a copy of the address 
together with a note of his own 
address; especially when the use 
of a tag for the address is rendered 
necessary by the packing or form 
of the parcel. 

2. Be packed in such a manner 
that the contents are protected 
over the whole route, and in such 
a way that, in case of rifling, the 
traces thereof may be easily dis-
covered. Articles liable to injure 
officers of the Post Office or to 
damage other parcels shall be 
packed so as to prevent any risk. 

3. Insured parcels must be closed 
and securely sealed with wax or 
otherwise. Ordinary parcels may 
be sealed at the option of the 
sender, or careful tying is sufficient 
as a mode of closing. As a pro-
tective measure, either Adminis-
tration may require that a special 
imprint or mark of the sender 
appear on the wax or lead seals 
closing insured parcels mailed in its 
service. 

4. The Customs Administra-
tion of the country of destination 
is authorized to open the parcels 
in order to inspect the contents. 
To that end, the seals or any 
other fastenings may be broken. 
Parcels opened by the Customs 
must be refastened and also offi-
cially resealed, except in the case 
of ordinary parcels which were not 
sealed by the senders in the first 
instance. 

ARTICLE 6. 

Special packing. 

1. Liquids and easily liquefiable 
substances must be sent in a 
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ten Behaltnissen zu versenden.
Zwischen dem inneren Behaltnis
(Flasche, Flaschchen, Kistchen
usw.) und dem ausseren Behaltnis
(aus Metall, widerstandsfahigem
Holz, kraftiger Wellpappe oder
starker Fiberpappe oder gleich
widerstandsfiahigem Stoff) soil ein
Raum gelassen werden, der mit
Sigemehl, Kleie oder einem andern
aufsaugenden Stoff in genugender
Menge derart auszufiillen ist, dass
beim Zerbrechen des inneren Be-
haltnisses die ganze Fliissigkeit
aufgesogen wird.

2. Pulver und Farben in Pulver-
form sind in verlotete Metallbe-
haltnisse zu verpacken, die durch
geniigend haltbare aussere Um-
hullungen zu schiitzen sind, um
zu verhiiten, dass der Paketinhalt
andre Sendungen beschadigen
kann.

ARTIKEL 7.

Paketkarten und Zollinhalts-
erklarungen.

1. Der Absender muss jedem
Paket eine Paketkarte beifiigen
und dazu ein fur diesen Zweck
besonders vorgeschriebenes Form-
blatt verwenden. Die Paketkarte
muss folgende Angaben enthalten:
die mit der Paketaufschrift iiber-
einstimmende Anschrift des Emp-
fangers, die Anschrift des Absen-
ders, Name des Aufgabe- und Be-
stimmungspostamts, das Gewicht
der Sendung, den Betrag der
verrechneten Gebihren, die Zahl
der beigefiigten Zollinhaltserkla-
rungen und bei Wertpaketen die
Paketaufgabenummer. DiePaket-
karten zu den nach Deutschland
gerichteten Paketen werden zusam-
men mit den Urschriften der
Frachtkarten nach Deutschland
gesandt, bei den nach den Ver-
einigten Staaten von Amerika
gerichteten Paketen werden sie
von den deutschen Grenzauswechs-
lungspostamtern zuriickbehalten.

2. Ausserdem hat der Absender
jedem Paket eine Zollinhaltser-
klarung auf einem fur diesen Zweck
besonders vorgesehenen Form-
blatt beizufiigen, die an dem
Paket haltbar zu befestigen ist
und die folgende Angaben ent-

double receptacle. Between the
i inner receptacle (bottle, flask, box,

etc.) and the outer receptacle
(box of metal, strong wood, strong
corrugated cardboard, or strong
carton of fibreboard, or receptacle
of equal strength) there must be
left a space to be filled with saw-
dust, bran, or other absorbent
material, in sufficient quantity to
absorb all the liquid in case the
inner receptacle is broken.

2. Powders and dyes in powder
form must be packed in strong
boxes of tin or other metal, which,
after soldering, must be placed in
turn in substantial outer covers in
such a way as to avoid all damage
to other articles.

ARTICLE 7.

Dispatch notes and customs
declarations.

1. The sender shall prepare a Dispatch notes and
dispatch note for each parcel on a customs declarations.
special form provided for the
purpose. The dispatch note shall
give the office of mailing, name
and address of the sender, number
of customs declarations, weight,
postage paid, name and address
of the addressee, the office of
destination and, in the case of
insured parcels, the number given
the parcel. The dispatch notes
for parcels sent to Germany shall
be sent to Germany together with
the originals of the parcel bills
and in the case of parcels sent to
the United States of America
they shall be retained by the
German offices of exchange.

2. The sender shall also pre-
pare one customs declaration for
each parcel sent by either country
upon a special form provided for
the purpose. The customs decla-
ration shall give a general descrip-
tion of the parcel, an accurate
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ten Behaltnissen zu versenden. 
Zwischen dem inneren Behaltnis 
(Flasche, Flaschchen, Kastchen 
usw.) und dem ausseren Behaltnis 
(aus Metal!, widerstandsfahigem 
Holz, kraftiger Wellpappe oder 
starker Fiberpappe oder gleich 
widerstandsfahigem Stoff) soil em 
Raum gelassen werden, der mit 
Sagemehl, Kleie oder einem andern 
aufsaugenden Stoff in genagender 
Menge derart auszuffillen ist, dass 
beim Zerbrechen des inneren Be-
haRnisses die ganze Flassigkeit 
aufgesogen. wird. 

2. Pulver und Farben in Pulver-
form sind in verlotete Metallbe-
haltnisse zu verpacken, die durch 
genagend haltbare aussere Ura-
hallungen zu schatzeri sind, um 
zu verhaten, dass der Paketinhalt 
andre Sendungen beschadigen 
kann. 

ARTIKEL 7. 

Paketkarten und Zollinhalts-
erklarungen. 

1. Der Absender muss jedero. 
Paket eine Paketkarte beiffigen 
und dazu em far diesen. Zweck 
besonders vorgeschriebenes Form-
bla tt verwenden. Die Paketkarte 
muss folgende Angaben enthalten: 
die mit der Paketaufschrift fiber-
einstimmende Anschrift des Emp-
fangers, die Anschrift des Absen-
ders, Name des Aufgabe- und Be-
s timm u ngs pos tam ts, das G ewich t 
der Send ung, den Betrag der 
verrechneten Gebahren, die Zahl 
der beigeffigten Zollinhaltserkla-
rungen und bei Wertpaketen die 
Paketaufgabenummer. Die Paket-
karten zu den nach Deutschland 
gerichteten Paketen werden z usam-
men mit den Urschrif ten der 
Frachtkarten nach Deutschland 
gesandt, bei den nach den Ver-
einigten Staaten von Amerika 
gerichteten Paketen werden sic 
von den d e u tsch en Grenzauswechs-
lungspos tam tern zurackbehalten. 

2. Ausserdern hat der Absender 
jedem Paket eine Zollinhaltser-
klarung auf einem fur diesen. Zweck 
besonders vorgesehenen Form-
blatt beizufagen, die an dem 
Paket haltbar zu befestigen ist 
und die folgende Angaben ent-

double receptacle. Between the 
inner receptacle (bottle, flask, box, 
etc.) and the outer receptacle 
(box of metal, strong wood, strong 
corrugated cardboard, or strong 
carton of fibreboard, or receptacle 
of equal strength) there must be 
left a space to be filled with saw-
dust, bran, or other absorbent 
material, in sufficient quantity to 
absorb all the liquid in case the 
inner receptacle is broken. 

2. Powders and dyes in powder 
form must be packed in strong 
boxes of tin or other metal, which, 
after soldering, must be placed in 
turn in substantial outer covers in 
such a way as to avoid all damage 
to other articles. 

ARTICLE 7. 

Dispatch notes and customs 
declarations. 

1. The sender shall prepare a 
dispatch note for each parcel on a 
special form provided for the 
purpose. The dispatch note shall 
give the office of mailing, name 
and address of the sender, number 
of customs declarations, weight, 
postage paid, name and address 
of the addressee, the office of 
destination and, in the case of 
insured parcels, the number given 
the parcel. The dispatch notes 
for parcels sent to Germany shall 
be sent to Germany together with 
the originals of the parcel bills 
and in the case of parcels sent to 
the United States of America 
they shall be retained by the 
German offices of exchange. 

2. The sender shall also pre-
pare one customs declaration for 
each parcel sent by either country 
upon a special form provided for 
the purpose. The customs decla-
ration shall give a general descrip-
tion of the parcel, an accurate 

2209 

Dispatch notes and 
customs declarations. 
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halten muss: eine allgemeine Be-
schreibung des Pakets, eine genaue
Angabe des Inhalts und des Wertes
der einzelnen Gegenstainde, den
Tag der Auflieferung der Sendung,
das Roh- und Reingewicht und
die Anschriften des Empfaingers
und des Absenders.

3. Die vertragschliessenden Ver-
waltungen ibernehmen fiir die
Richtigkeit der Zollinhaltserkli-
rungen oder der Paketkarten kei-
nerlei Verantwortlichkeit.

ARTIKEL 8.

Rackscheine.

1. Bei Paketen, fuir die der Ab-
sender einen Riickschein verlangt,
hat das Aufgabepostamt Paket
und Paketkarte mit dem in die
Augen fallenden Vermerk "Ruck-
schein" oder "Return receipt re-
quested", "Avis de r6ception",
abgekiirzt "A. R.", zu versehen.
Das Riickscheinformblatt wird
von dem Aufgabepostamt oder
einem von der Aufgabeverwaltung
sonst bestimmten Postamt ausge-
fertigt und bei den nach Deutsch-
land bestimmten Paketen an der
Paketkarte und bei den nach den
Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika
bestimmten Paketen an den Pake-
ten selbst befestigt. Gelangt das
Formblatt nicht an das Bestim-
mungspostamt, so fertigt dies von
Amts wegen einen neuen Riick-
schein aus.

2. Das Bestimmungspostamt
sendet das ordnungsmaissig aus-
gefuillte Formblatt gebiihrenfrei
an den Absender des Pakets
zuriuck.

3. Verlangt der Absender nach-
traglich einen Riickschein, so fullt
das Aufgabepostamt ein Ruck-
scheinformblatt aus, fiigt es einem
Laufschreiben bei, auf dem die
Einzelheiten der Bef6rderung des
Pakets zu vermerken sind, und
sendet es an das Bestimmungs-
postamt des Pakets. Bei der
Zustellung des Pakets nimmt das
Bestimmungspostamt das Lauf-
schreiben ab und behandelt das
Riickscheinformblatt in der im
vorhergehenden Absatz angege-
benen Weise.

statement in detail of its contents
and value, date of mailing, gross
and net weight, the sender's name
and address, and the name and
address of the addressee; and
shall be securely attached to the
parcel.

3. The contracting Administra-
tions accept no responsibility for
the correctness of the customs
declarations or of the dispatch
notes.

ARTICLE 8.

Return receipts.

1. As to a parcel for which a
return receipt is asked, the office
of origin places on the parcel the
conspicuous notice "Ruickschein",
or "Return receipt requested",
"Advice of delivery requested",
"Avis de reception", or the letters
"A. R." The office of origin or
any other office appointed by the
dispatching Administration shall
fill out a return receipt form and
attach it to the dispatch note in
the case of parcels for Germany
and to the parcel itself in the case
of parcels for the United States of
America. If the form does not
reach the office of destination,
that office makes out a duplicate.

2. The office of destination,
after having duly filled out the
return receipt form, returns it free
of postage to the address of the
sender of the parcel.

3. When the sender applies for
a return receipt after a parcel has
been mailed, the office of origin
duly fills out a return receipt form
and attaches it to a form of inquiry
which is entered with the details
concerning the transmission of the
parcel and then forwards it to the
office of destination of the parcel.
In the case of the due delivery of
the parcel, the office of destination
withdraws the inquiry form, and
the return receipt is treated in the
manner prescribed in the fore-
going Section.

Return receipts.
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Return receipts. 

halten muss: eine allgemeine Be-
schreibung des Pakets, eine genaue 
Angabe des Inhalts und des Wertes 
der einzelnen. Gegenstande, den 
Tag der Auflieferung der Sendung, 
das Roh- und Reingewicht und 
die Anschrif ten des Empfangers 
und des Absenders. 

3. Die vertragschliessenden Ver-
waltungen tibernebmen f tir die 
Richtigkeit der Zollinhaltserklii-
rungen oder der Paketkarten kei-
nerlei Verantwortlichkeit. 

AirriKEL 8. 

Rackscheine. 

1. Bei Paketen, fur die der Ab-
sender einen Rtickschein verlangt, 
hat das Aufgabepostamt Paket 
und Paketkarte mit dem in die 
Augen fallenden Vermerk "Rack-
schein" oder "Return receipt re-
quested", "Avis de reception", 
abgekiirzt "A. R.", zu versehen. 
Das Rrickscheinformblatt wird 
von dem Aufgabepostamt oder 
einem von der Aufgabeverwaltung 
sonst bestimmten Postamt ausge-
fertigt und bei den nach Deutsch-
land bestimmten Paketen an der 
Paketkarte und bei den nach den 
Vereinigten Staaten. von .Amerika 
bestimmten Paketen an den Pake-
ten selbst befestigt. Gelangt das 
Formblatt nicht an das Bestim-
mungspostamt, so fertigt dies von 
Amts wegen einen neuen Rtick-
schein aus. 

2. Das Bestimmungspostamt 
sendet das ordnungsmassig aus-
gefiillte Formblatt gebilhrenfrei 
an den Absender des Pakets 
zurtick. 

3. Verlangt der Absender nach-
trfiglich einen Rtickschein, so Mit 
das Aufgabepostamt em n Riick-
scheinformblatt aus, filgt es einem 
Laufsclareiben bei, auf dem die 
Einzelheiten der Beforderung des 
Pakets zu vermerken sind, mid 
sendet es an das Bestimmungs-
postamt des Pakets. Bei der 
Zustellung des Pakets nimmt das 
Bestimmungspostamt das Lauf-
schreiben ab und behandelt das 
Rtickscheinformblatt in der im 
vorhergehenden Absatz angege-
benen Weise. 

statement in detail of its contents 
and value, date of mailing, gross 
and net weight, the sender's name 
and address, and the name and 
address of the addressee; and 
shall be securely attached to the 
parcel. 

3. The contracting Administra-
tions accept no responsibility for 
the correctness of the customs 
declarations or of the dispatch 
notes. 

ARTICLE 8. 

Return receipts. 

1. As to a parcel for which a 
return receipt is asked, the office 
of origin places on the parcel .the 
conspicuous notice "Rtickschem", 
or "Return receipt requested", 
"Advice of delivery requested", 
"Avis de reception", or the letters 
"A. R." The office of origin or 
any other office appointed by the 
dispatching Administration shall 
fill out a return receipt form and 
attach it to the dispatch note in 
the case of parcels for Germany 
and to the parcel itself in the case 
of parcels for the United States of 
America. If the form does not 
reach the office of destination, 
that office makes out a duplicate. 

2. The office of destination, 
after having duly filled out the 
return receipt form, returns it free 
of postage to the address of the 
sender of the parcel. 

3. When the sender applies for 
a return receipt after a parcel has 
been mailed, the office of origin 
duly fills out a return receipt form 
and attaches it to a form of inquiry 
which is entered with the details 
concerning the transmission of the 
parcel and then forwards it to the 
office of destination of the parcel. 
In the case of the due delivery of 
the parcel, the office of destination 
withdraws the inquiry form, and 
the return receipt is treated in the 
manner prescribed in the fore-
going Section. 
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NACHNAHMEPAKETE

ARTIKEL 9.

COLLECT-ON-DELIVERY
PARCELS

ARTICLE 9.

Vermerke auf Paket und Paket- Marking of C. O. D. parcels and
karte. dispatch notes.

Jedes Nachnahmepaket und die
zugehorige Paketkarte miissen auf
der Anschriftseite den deutlichen
Aufdruck eines amtlichen Stem-
pels oder einen Zettel mit dem
Vermerk "Collect - on - delivery"
oder "C. O. D." oder "Rembourse-
ment" tragen. Unmittelbar neben
diesen Worten muss die Nummer
des Pakets, die die Wertaufgabe-
Nummer (nur eine Originalnum-
mer) sein soil, angegeben sein.
Danach ist in lateinischen Buch-
staben und in arabischen Ziffern
der genaue Nachnahmebetrag zu
vermerken, in den aber nicht ein-
zubeziehen sind die Postanwei-
sungsgebuhr oder Gebuihren, die
im Bestimmungsland des Pakets
fuir die Ubermittlung des Nach-
nahmebetrags an den Absender
(im Aufgabeland) eingezogen
werden.

ARTIKEL 10.

Each C. 0. D. parcel and the
relative dispatch note must bear
on the address side, the conspicu-
ous impression of an official stamp
or label reading "Collect-on-de-
livery" or "C. 0. D." or "Rem-
boursement", and in close proxim-
ity to these words must appear
the number given the parcel which
shall be the insurance number
(only one original number) and
after it must be shown in Roman
letters and in Arabic figures, the
exact amount of the collect-on-
delivery charges which should not
include the additional money order
fee or fees that will be collected in
the country making delivery of the
parcel for making the remittance
to the sender.

Austausch und Eintragung der Exchange and billing of C. 0. D.
Nachnahmepakete. parcels.

1. Nachnahmepakete sind durch
die Auswechslungsamter auszu-
tauschen, die durch Vereinbarung
zwischen den beiden Verwaltun-
gen bestimmt sind.

Der Austausch der Nachnah-
mepakete zwischen diesen Amtern
hat in unmittelbaren Karten-
schliissen in besonderen Sicken,
die nur Nachnahmepakete ent-
halten sollen, zu erfolgen. Die
Buchstaben "C. O. D." oder das
Wort "Remboursement" sind in
auffllliger Weise in den betreffen-
den Papieren und auf den Beutel-
fahnen anzubringen.

2. Solche Pakete sind in beson-
deren Frachtkarten nachzuweisen
und zwar jedes Paket einzeln
unter Anfiihrung der Paketauf-
gabenummer, des Aufgabepost-
amtes und des Nachnahmebe-
trags. Ausserdem miissen bei den
nach Deutschland gerichteten
Nachnahmepaketen die Gewichts-

1. Parcels with C. O. D. charges
shall be exchanged through the
offices appointed by agreement
between the two Administrations.

The exchanges of C. O. D.
parcels between such offices shall
be effected in direct dispatches in
special sacks containing nothing
but C. O. D. articles, the letters
"C. O. D." or the word "Rem-
boursement" being entered very
conspicuously in the documents
covering them, as well as on the
labels of the sacks.

2. Such parcels will be listed in
separate parcel bills to show, in
respect to each parcel, the C. O.
D. (insured) number, the office of
origin and the C. O. D. charges.
In addition there must be shown
in the case of parcels for Germany,
an indication of the weight divi-
sion to which the parcel belongs,
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Stamps or labels,
etc.

ARTICLE 10.

Exchange and bill.
ing.
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shall be the insurance number 
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fee or fees that will be collected in 
the country making delivery of the 
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1. Parcels with C. 0. D. charges 
shall be exchanged through the 
offices appointed by agreement 
between the two Administrations. 
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parcels between such offices shall 
be effected in direct dispatches in 
special sacks containing nothing 
but C. 0. D. articles, the letters 
"C. 0. D." or the word "Rem-
boursement" being entered very 
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Stamps or labels, 
etc. 

Exchange and bill-
ing. 
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stufen der Pakete wie bei den
gewohnlichen Paketen und bei
den nach den Vereinigten Staaten
von Amerika bestimmten Nach-
nahmepaketen die Gesamtzahl und
das Gesamtreingewicht der in der
Sendung enthaltenen Pakete ange-
geben werden.

3. Nach Eingang eines Karten-
schlusses mit Nachnahmepaketen
ist der Kartenschluss bei dem
Auswechslungspostamt des Be-
stimmungslandes sorgfaltig zu prii-
fen und im iibrigen gemass Artikel
19 zu behandeln.

ARTIKEL 11.

Nachnahmepostanweisungen.

1. Jede Postanweisung iiber ei-
nen in einem der beiden Lander
eingezogenen Nachnahmebetrag
muss die Paket - Aufgabenummer
und den sichtbaren Vermerk "C.
O. D." oder "Remboursement"
tragen.

2. Nachnahmepostanweisungs-
listen haben ausser den sonst
ublichen Angaben die Aufgabe-
nummer der Pakete zu enthalten.
In der Liste muss bei jeder Nach-
nahmepostanweisung auch der
Name des Einzahlers und der
Name und die genaue Anschrift
des Empfangers angegebenwerden.

ARTIKEL 12.

Nachnahmepostanweisungslisten.

Die Auswechslungspostiamter
Koln 2 und New York sind allein
ermachtigt, Listen iiber Nachnah-
mepostanweisungen zu fertigen
und zu iibersenden. Die Nach-
nahmepostanweisungen sind ge-
trennt von den iibrigen Postan-
weisungen einzutragen; die Liste
ist mit dem Vermerk "Collect-on-
delivery" oder "Remboursement"
zu versehen.

ARTIKEL 13.

Nicht zahlbare Nachnahmepostan-
weisungen.

the same as in the case of ordinary
parcels; and in the case of parcels
for the United States, the total
number and total net weight of
the parcels comprising each dis-
patch.

3. Upon receipt of a dispatch
of C. O. D. parcels, at the exchange
office of the country of destina-
tion, the dispatch must be care-
fully checked and otherwise treat-
ed as provided in Article 19 of the
Regulations of Execution.

ARTICLE 11.

C. 0. D. money orders.

1. Every money order, issued
in either country in payment of
C. O. D. charges on a parcel, must
show plainly the C. O. D. (in-
sured) number of the parcel and
bear the letters "C. O. D." or
the word "Remboursement" in a
conspicuous position.

2. The C. O. D. money order
lists shall show, in addition to the
usual details, the C. O. D. (in-
sured) number of the parcels. No
C. O. D. money order shall be
listed unless the remitter's name
and the payee's name and exact
address are included.

ARTICLE 12.

Lists of C. O. D. money orders.

The offices of New York and of
Cologne 2 are the only ones au-
thorized to make up and to send
lists of C. O. D. money orders.
Such money orders shall be listed
separately from the ordinary
money orders and the list shall be
marked "Collect-on-delivery" or
"Remboursement".

ARTICLE 13.

Unpayable money orders.

Disposition, etc., of
unpayable money
orders.

1. Die Nachnahmepostanwei- 1. The C. O. D. money orders
sungen, die dem Empfanger aus which have not been paid to the

0. O. D. money
orders.

Authorized offlces.
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irgendeinem Grunde nicht ausge-
zahlt worden sind, werden der Ver-
waltung des Ursprungslandes des
Nachnahmepakets zur Verfiigung
gestellt. Wenn festgestellt wird,
dass der Nachnahmedienst zu be-
triigerischen Zwecken benutzt
worden ist, wird mit der Auszah-
lung der fraglichen Postanwei-
sungen, wenn tunlich, innegehal-
ten werden, und es werden je
nach Lage des Falls die nach den
Gesetzen und Vorschriften des
Ursprungslandes der Nachnahme-
sendung vorgesehenen Anordnun-
gen getroffen.

2. Hinsichtlich der andern
Formlichkeiten unterliegen die
Nachnahmepostanweisungen den
Bestimmiungen fur den Postan-
weisungsdienst zwischen den
beiden Landern.

ARTIKEL 14.

Nachsendung. Zuriickziehung.

1. Wenn nichts andres verein-
bart wird, dtirfen Nachnahmepa-
kete nur nach Deutschland oder
nach den Vereinigten Staaten nach-
gesandt werden.

2. Der Absender eines Nach-
nahmepakets kann es zuriickfor-
dern, wenn er sich den hieriiber
im Aufgabeland geltenden Vor-
schriften unterwirft.

WERTPAKETE

ARTIKEL 15.

Wertangabe. Gewichtsangabe.

1. Bei Wertpaketen muss der
Betrag des versicherten Wertes in
der Wahrung des Aufgabelandes
und in Goldfranken auf dem
Paket und der zugeh6rigen Paket-
karte in lateinischer Schrift in
Buchstaben und arabischen Ziffern
angegeben sein. Auch hat die
Aufgabeverwaltung das genaue
Gewicht jedes Pakets anzugeben:

a) in der Aufschrift des Pakets
und

b) auf der Paketkarte an den
dafur vorgesehenen Stellen.

payee for any reason shall be sub-
ject to the disposition of the Ad-
ministration of the country of
origin of the articles to which
they relate. When it appears
that the C. O. D. service was
used in furtherance of a scheme to
defraud, payment of the money
orders in question will be with-
held, if practicable, and the orders
disposed of in accordance with the
equities of each case under the
rules and regulations of the coun-
try of origin of the C. O. D. parcels
involved.

2. As for other formalities, C.
O. D. money orders shall be sub-
ject to the provisions governing
the money order exchange be-
tween the two countries.

ARTICLE 14.

Redirection. Recall.

1. Unless mutually otherwise
agreed, C. O. D. parcels shall not
be reforwarded to any other coun-
try than the United States or
Germany.

2. The sender of a C. O. D.
parcel may cause it to be recalled
upon complying with such require-
ments as may be established in
this connection by the country of
origin.

INSURED PARCELS

ARTICLE 15.

Indication of insured value and of
weight.

1. For insured parcels, the
amount of insured value must
appear on the parcel and the rela-
tive dispatch note in currency of
the country of origin and in gold
francs, in Roman letters written
out in full, and in Arabic figures.
Also, the exact weight of each
parcel must be entered by the
Administration of origin:

a) on the address side of the
parcel and

b) on the dispatch note in the
place reserved for this purpose.
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Redirection.
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Insurancelabelsand
postage stamps.

ARTIKEL 17.

Nachsendung.
Unrichtig geleitete Pakete dir-

fen von der nachsendenden Ver-
waltung nicht mit Zoll- oder
andern Gebtihren belegt werden.

Gibt eine Verwaltung ein Paket
an die Aufgabeverwaltung zurfick,
so erstattet sie ihr die empfan-
genen Vergutungen und teilt ihr
den Irrtum durch eine Meldung
mit.

Sendet eine Verwaltung ein
Paket nach einem dritten Land
nach und reichen in solchen Fal-
len die ihr vergiteten Gebiihren
zur Deckung der Kosten fur die
Weitergabe nicht aus, so vergiitet
sie der Verwaltung, der sie das
Paket zufuihrt, die ordnungsmas-
sigen Beforderungsgebuhren und
stellt dem Auswechslungs-Post-
amt, das ihr das unrichtig geleitete
Paket uberwiesen hat, den erwach-
senden Fehlbetrag in Schuld. Der
Grund der Anrechnung wird die-
sem Postamt durch eine Meldung
mitgeteilt.

ARTIKEL 16.

Aufgabezettel und Freimarken.
Jedes in den Vereinigten Staaten

von Amerika aufgelieferte Wert-
paket und die zugeh6rige Paket-
karte miissen auf der Anschrift-
seite eine Aufgabenummer und
einen Zettel mit der Angabe
"Wertpaket", "Insured" oder
"Valeur declaree" in lateinischen
Buchstaben tragen, oder diese
W6rter miissen auf das Paket
selbst deutlich geschrieben oder
gestempelt sein. In Deutschland
aufgelieferte Wertpakete und die
zugeh6rigen Paketkarten tragen
einen Zettel mit dem Buchstaben
"V". Der Name des Aufgabe-
postamtes und die Aufgabenum-
mer sind in Rotdruck angegeben.

Die Zettel und die Freimarken
auf Wertpaketen miussen so ange-
bracht sein, dass sie Beschadigun-
gen der Umhullung nicht ver-
decken k6nnen, auch diirfen sie
nicht von einer Seite auf die
andre Seite der Umhullung iiber-
greifen und auf diese Weise den
Rand verdecken.

ARTICLE 17.

Reforwarding.
Parcels, when missent, must not

be charged with customs or other
charges by the reforwarding Ad-
ministration.

When the reforwarding involves
return of the parcel to the office of
origin, the retransmitting Admin-
istration refunds to that office the
credits received and reports the
error by a bulletin of verification.

When the reforwarding involves
dispatch of a parcel to a third
country and if the amount credited
to the retransmitting Administra-
tion is insufficient to cover the
expenses of retransmission which
it has to defray, the retransmitting
Administration allows to the Ad-
ministration to which it forwards
the parcel the credits due it; it
then recovers the amount of the
deficiency by claiming it from the
office of exchange from which the
missent parcel was directly
received. The reason for this
claim is notified to the latter by
means of a bulletin of verification.

ARTICLE 16.

Insurance labels and postage stamps.
Each insured parcel posted in

the United States and the rela-
tive dispatch note must bear on
the address side an insurance
number and a label with the
words "Wertpaket", "Insured",
or "Valeur d6claree" in Roman
characters, or these words must
be conspicuously marked or
stamped on the parcel itself. In-
sured parcels posted in Germany
and the relative dispatch notes
must bear labels with the letter
"V", the name of the office of
origin, and the serial number in
red color.

The labels and postage stamps
affixed to insured parcels must be
spaced so that they cannot conceal
injuries to the packing. Neither
may they be folded over two faces
of the wrapping so as to cover the
edge.

Reforwarding.
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Insurancelabelsand 
postage stamps. 

Reforwarding. 

ARTIKEL 16. 

Aufgabezettel und Freimarken. 

Jedes in den Vereinigten Staaten 
von Amerika aufgelieferte Wert-
paket und die zugehorige Paket-
karte mtissen auf der Anschrift-
seite eine Aufgabenummer und 
einen Zettel mit der Angabe 
"Wertpaket", "Insured" oder 
"Valeur declaree" in lateinischen 
Buchstaben trageia, oder diese 
Worter mtissen auf das Paket 
selbst deutlich geschrieben oder 
gestempelt sein. In Deutschland 
aufgelieferte Wertpakete und die 
zugehorigen Paketkarten tragen 
einen Zettel mit dem Buchstaben 
"V". Der Name des Aufgabe-
postamtes mid die Aufgabenum-
mer sind in Rotdruck angegeben. 
Die Zettel mid die Freimarken. 

auf Wertpaketen mitssen so ange-
bracht sein, dass sic Beschadigun-
gen der Um h  tillung nicht ver-
decken }airmen, auch diirfen sic 
nicht von einer Seite auf die 
andre Seite der Umhtillung tiber-
greifen wad auf diese Weise den 
Rand verdecken. 

ARTIKEL 17. 

Nachsendung. 

Unrichtig geleitete Pakete 
fen von der nachsendenden Ver-
waltung nicht mit Zoll- oder 
andern Gebtihren belegt werden. 
Gibt eine Verwaltung ein Paket 

an die Aufgabeverwaltung zurtick, 
so erstattet sic ihr die empfan-
genen Vergtitungen und tat ihr 
den Irrtum durch eine Meldung 
mit. 

Sendet eine Verwaltung ein 
Paket nach einem dritten Land 
nach und reichert in solchen Fal-
len die ihr vergtiteten Gebtihren 
zur Deckling der Kosten fiir die 
Weitergabe nicht aus, so vergiltet 
sic der Verwaltung, der sic das 
Paket zuftihrt, die ordnungsm&s-
sigen Beforderungsgebiihren mid 
stellt dera Auswechslungs-Post-
amt, das ihr das unrichtig geleitete 
Paket ilberwiesen hat, den erwach-
senden Fehlbetrag in Schuld. Der 
Grund der Anrechnung wird die-
sem Postamt durch eine Meldung 
mitgeteilt. 

ARTICLE 16. 

Insurance labels and postage stamps. 

Each insured parcel posted in 
the United States and the rela-
tive dispatch note must bear on 
the address side an insurance 
number and a label with the 
words "Wertpaket", "Insured", 
or "Valeur declare" in Roman 
characters, or these words must 
be conspicuously marked or 
stamped on the parcel itself. In-
sured parcels posted in Germany 
and the relative dispatch notes 
must bear labels with the letter 
"V", the name of the office of 
origin, and the serial number in 
red color. 

The labels and postage stamps 
affixed to insured parcels must be 
spaced so that they cannot conceal 
injuries to the packing. Neither 
may they be folded over two faces 
of the wrapping so as to cover the 
edge. 

ARTICLE 17. 

Reforwarding. 

Parcels, when missent, must not 
be charged with customs or other 
charges by the reforwarding Ad-
ministration. 
When the reforwarding involves 

return of the parcel to the office of 
origin, the retransmitting Admin-
istration refunds to that office the 
credits received and reports the 
error by a bulletin of verification. 
When the reforwarding involves 

dispatch of a parcel to a third 
country and if the amount credited 
to the retransmitting Administra-
tion is insufficient to cover the 
expenses of retransmission which 
it has to defray, the retransmitting 
Administration allows to the Ad-
ministration to which it forwards 
the parcel the credits due it; it 
then recovers the amount of the 
deficiency by claiming it from the 
office of exchange from which the 
missent parcel was directly 
received. The reason for this 
claim is notified to the latter by 
means of a bulletin of verification. 
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ARTIKEL 18.

Frachtkarte.

1. Besondere Frachtkarten miis-
sen fur gewohnliche Pakete und
fur Wertpakete ausgefertigt wer-
den.

Die Frachtkarte ist doppelt
herzustellen. Das Doppel wird
mit der Briefpost, die Urschrift in
einem der Sacke versandt. Die
Fahne des Sackes mit der Fracht-
karte ist mit dem Buchstaben "F"
zu bezeichnen.

2. Die zu einem nach den
Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika
bestimmten Kartenschluss gehori-
gen gewohnlichen Pakete sind in
die Frachtkarte nach Stiickzahl
und Gesamtreingewicht der Pakete
einzutragen. Die zu einem nach
Deutschland bestimmten Karten-
schluss geh6rigen Pakete sind in
die Frachtkarten nach der Stiick-
zahl und getrennt nach den folgen-
den Gewichtsstufen einzutragen:

1) bis zu 1 kg (2 Pfund);
2) iiber 1 bis 5 kg (11 Pfund);

3) fiber 5 bis 10 kg (22 Pfund);

4) fiber 10 bis 15 kg (33 Pfund);

5) fiber 15 bis 20 kg (44 Pfund).

3. Wertpakete sind einzeln nach
Aufgabenummer und Aufgabe-
postamt in die Frachtkarte ein-
zutragen. Bei Wertpaketen nach
den Vereinigten Staaten von
Amerika muss auch das Gesamt-
reingewicht der Pakete vermerkt
werden. Bei Wertpaketen nach
Deutschland miissen wie bei
gewolmlichen Paketen die Ge-
wichtsstufen der Pakete angege-
ben werden.

4. Die im offenen Durchgang
versandten Pakete missen einzeln
in die Frachtkarte eingetragen
werden.

5. Nachzusendende oder an den
Absender zuriickgehende Pakete
sind in die Frachtkarte mit dem
Zusatz "Zuriick" oder "Nachge-
sandt" einzeln einzutragen. Die
auf solchen Paketen lastenden Ge-
bfihren sind in der Spalte "Be-
merkungen" anzugeben.

ARTICLE 18.

Billing of parcels.

1. Separate parcel bills must be
prepared for ordinary parcels and
for insured parcels.

The parcel bills are prepared in
duplicate. The duplicate is sent
in the regular mails, while the
original is inserted in one of the
sacks. The sack containing the
parcel bill is to be designated by
the letter "F" on the label.

2. The ordinary parcels in-
cluded in each dispatch to the
United States of America are to
be entered on the parcel bills to
show the total number of parcels
and the total net weight thereof.
The ordinary parcels included in
each dispatch to Germany are to
be entered on the parcel bills to
show the total number of parcels
according to the following divi-
sions of weight:

1. not exceeding 1 kg (2 lbs.);
2. over 1, not exceeding 5 kg

(11 lbs.);
3. over 5, not exceeding 10 kg

(22 lbs.);
4. over 10, not exceeding 15 kg

(33 lbs.);
5. over 15, not exceeding 20 kg

(44 lbs.).
3. Insured parcels shall be

entered individually on the parcel
bills to show the insurance num-
ber and the name of the office of
origin. In the case of insured
parcels for the United States, the
total net weight of the parcels
must also be shown. In the case
of insured parcels for Germany,
an indication of the weight divi-
sion to which the parcel belongs
must also be shown, the same as
in the case of ordinary parcels.

4. Parcels sent "a d6couvert"
must be entered separately on the
parcel bills.

5. Returned or redirected par-
cels must be entered individually
on the parcel bills and be followed
by the word "Returned" or "Re-
directed". A statement of the
charges which may be due on these
parcels should be shown in the
"Observations" column.
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ARTIKEL 18. 

Frachtkarte. 

1. Besondere Frachtkarten müs-
sen fur gewohnliche Pakete und 
tar Wertpakete ausgefertigt wer-
den. 
Die Frachtkarte ist doppelt 

herzustellen. Das Doppel wird 
mit der Briefpost, die Urschrift in 
einem der Sacke versandt. Die 
Falane des Sackes mit der Fracht-
karte ist mit dem Buchstaben "F" 
zu bezeichnen. 

2. Die zu einem nach den 
Vereinigten Staaten von Araerika 
bestimmten Kartenschluss gehori-
gen gewOhnlichen Pakete sind in 
die Frachtkarte nach Stfickzahl 
und Gesamtreingewicht der Pakete 
einzutragen. Die zu einem nach 
Deutschland bestimmten Karten-
sehluss gehorigen Pakete sind in 
die Frachtkarten nach der Stfick-
zahl und getrennt nach den folgen-
den Gewichtsstufen einzutragen: 

1) bis zu 1 kg (2 Pfund); 
2) fiber 1 bis 5 kg (11 Pfund); 

3) fiber 5 bis 10 kg (22 Pfund); 

4) fiber 10 his 15 kg (33 Pfund); 

5) fiber 15 his 20 kg (44 Pfund). 

3. Wertpakete sind einzeln nach 
Aufgabenummer und Aufgabe-
postamt in die Frachtkarte ein-
zutragen. Bei Wertpaketen nach 
den Vereinigten Staaten von 
Amerika muss auch this Gesamt-
reingewicht der Pakete vermerkt 
werden. Bei Wertpaketen nach 
Deutschland miissen win bei 
gewOhnlichen Paketen die Ge-
wichtsstufen der Pakete angege-
ben werden. 

4. Die im offenen Durchgang 
versandten Pakete milssen einzeln 
in die Frachtkarte eingetragen 
werden. 

5. Nachzusendende oder an den 
Absender zuriickgehende Pakete 
shad in die Frachtkarte mit dem 
Zusatz "Zuriick" oder "Nachge-
sandt" einzeln einzutragen. Die 
auf solchen Paketen lastenden Ge-
biihren sind in der Spalte "Be-
merkungen" anzugeben. 

ARTICLE 18. 

Billing of parcels. 

1. Separate parcel bills must be 
prepared for ordinary parcels and 
for insured parcels. 

The parcel bills are prepared in 
duplicate. The duplicate is sent 
in the regular mails, while the 
original is inserted in one of the 
sacks. The sack containing the 
parcel bill is to be designated by 
the letter "F" on the label. 

2. The ordinary parcels in-
cluded in each dispatch to the 
United States of America are to 
be entered on the parcel bills to 
show - the total number of parcels 
and the total net weight thereof. 
The ordinary parcels included in 
each dispatch to Germany are to 
be entered on the parcel bills to 
show the total number of parcels 
according to the following divi-
sions of weight: 

1. not exceeding 1 kg (2 lbs.); 
2. over 1, not exceeding 5 kg 

(11 lbs.); 
3. over 5, not exceeding 10 kg 

(22 lbs.); 
4. over 10, not exceeding 15 kg 

(33 lbs.); 
5. over 15, not exceeding 20 kg 

(44 lbs.). 
3. Insured parcels shall be 

entered individually on the parcel 
bills to show the insurance num-
ber and the name of the office of 
origin. In the case of insured 
parcels for the United States, the 
total net weight of the parcels 
must also be shown. In the case 
of insured parcels for Germany, 
an indication of the weight divi-
sion to which the parcel belongs 
must also be shown, the same as 
in the case of ordinary parcels. 

4. Parcels sent decouvert" 
must be entered separately on the 
parcel bills. 

5. Returned or redirected par-
cels must be entered individually 
on the parcel bills and be followed 
by the word "Returned" or "Re-
directed". A statement of the 
charges which may be due on these 
parcels should be shown in the 
"Observations" column. 

Billing of parcels. 
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6. Die Gesamtzahl der zu jedem
Kartenschluss verwendeten Sacke
muss auch in der Frachtkarte
vermerkt werden.

7. Die absendenden Auswechs-
lungs-Postamter haben die Fracht-
karten in der linken oberen Ecke
mit einer jahrlich fortlaufenden
Nummer zu versehen. Die letzte
Nummer des alten Jahres ist in
der ersten Frachtkarte des neuen
Jahres zu vermerken.

8. Die beiden Verwaltungen
werden sich im Wege des Schrift-
wechsels sowohl fiber die genaue
Art des Nachweises der Durch-
gangspakete und der dazu verwen-
deten Behaltnisse als auch iiber
die in diesem Abkommen nicht
vorgesehenen Einzelheiten des
Austausches von Paketen und
Beh'iltnissen verstandigen.

ARTIKEL 19.

Abnahme durch die Auswechslungs-
Postdmter.

Veriication by ex- 1. Das empfangende Auswechs-
lungs-Postamt hat die Paketpost
beim Eingang zu priifen. Auch
die Eintragungen in der Fracht-
karte miissen sorgfaltig gepriift
werden. Irgendwelche Unterschie-
de oder Unregelmassigkeiten sind
dem absendenden Auswechslungs-
postamt unverziiglich zu melden.
Geschieht dies nicht, wird ange-
nommen, dass die Paketpost in
jeder Beziehung vollkommen in
Ordnung war.

Stellt das empfangende Aus-
wechslungs-Postamt beim Eingang
eines Kartenschlusses irgendwelche
Irrtiimer oder Unregelmassigkei-
ten fest, die zu Ersatzverbindlich-
keiten fiihren konnten, so miissen
alle Gegenstainde, die zu spateren
Nachforschungen oder zur Prii-
fung der Ersatzanspriiche dienen
konnen, zuriickbehalten werden.

2. Das absendende Auswechs-
lungs-Postamt, an das die Mel-
dungen gerichtet sind, schickt sie
nach Priifung mit ihren etwaigen
Bemerkungen zuriick. Die zu-
riickgesandten Meldungen werden 1
den Frachtkarten, auf die sie sich

6. The total number of sacks
comprising each dispatch must
also be shown on the parcel bills.

7. Each dispatching exchange
office numbers the parcel bills in
the upper left-hand corner in
accordance with an annual series.
The last number of the preceding
year must be mentioned on the
first bill of the following year.

8. The exact method of advising
parcels or the receptacles con-
taining them sent by one Adminis-
tration in transit through the
other, together with any details of
procedure in connection with the
advice of such parcels or recepta-
cles for which provision is not
made in this Agreement, shall be
settled by mutual consent through
correspondence between the two
Administrations.

ARTICLE 19.

Verification by the ezchange
ofices.

1. On receipt of a dispatch, the
exchange office of destination pro-
ceeds to verify it. The entries in
the parcel bill must be verified
exactly. Each error or omission
must be brought immediately to
the knowledge of the dispatching
exchange office by means of a bulle-
tin of verification. A dispatch is
considered as having been found
in order in all regards when no
bulletin of verification is made up.

If any error or irregularity
which could give rise to liability
for compensation is found upon
receipt of a dispatch, all objects
which may serve later on for inves-
tigations, or for examination of
requests for indemnity, must be
kept.

2. The dispatching exchange
office to which a bulletin of verifi-
cation is sent returns it after hav-
ing examined it and entered there-
on its observations, if any. That
bulletin is then attached to the
parcel bills of the parcels to which
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Verification by ex-
mange offices. 

6. Die Gesamtzahl der zu jedem 
Kartenschluss verwendeten. Sicke 
muss auch in der Frachtkarte 
vermerkt werden. 

7. Die absendenden Auswechs-
lungs-Postfimter haben die Fracht-
karten in der linken. oberen Ecke 
mit einer jahrlich fortlaufenden 
Nummer zu versehen. Die letzte 
Nummer des alten. Jahres ist in 
der ersten Frachtkarte des neuen 
Jahres zu vermerken. 

8. Die beiden Verwaltungen 
werden sich im Wege des Schrift-
wechsels sowohl -fiber die genaue 
Art des Nachweises der Durch-
gangspakete und der dazu verwen-
deten Behannisse als auch iiber 
die in diesem Abkommen . nicht 
vorgesehenen. Einzelheiten. des 
Austausches von Paketen. und 
Behaltnissen. verstandigen. 

ARTIKEL 19. 

Abnahme durch, die Auswechslungs-
Postamter. 

1. Das empfangende Auswechs-
lungs-Postamt hat die Paketpost 
beim Eingang zu priifen.. Audi 
die Eintragungen in der Fracht-
karte miissen sorgfaltig geprfift 
werd en. Irgendwelche Unterschie-
de oder Unregelmassigkeiten sind 
dem absendenden. Auswechslungs-
postamt unverziiglich zu melden. 
Geschieht dies nicht, wird ange-
nommen, dass die Paketpost in 
jeder Beziehung vollkommen in 
Ordnung war. 

Stellt das empfangende Aus-
wechslungs-Postamt beim Eingang 
eines Kartenschlusses irgendwelche 
Irrttimer oder Unregelmassigkei-
ten fest, die zu Ersatzverbindlich-
keiten fiihren konnten, so miissen 
alle Gegenstande, die zu spateren 
Nachforschungen oder zur Prii-
lung der Ersatzansprfiche dienen 
kfinnen, zuriickbehalten werden. 

2. Das absendende Auswechs-
lungs-Postamt, an das die Mel-
dungen gerichtet sind, schickt sic 
nach Priifung nut ihren. etwaigen 
Bemerkungen zuriick. Die zu-
riickgesandten Meldungen werden. 
den Frachtkarten, auf die sie sich 

6. The total number of sacks 
comprising each dispatch must 
also be shown on the parcel bills. 

7. Each dispatching exchange 
office numbers the parcel bills in 
the upper left-hand corner in 
accordance with an annual series. 
The last number of the preceding 
year must be mentioned on the 
first bill of the following year. 

8. The exact method of advising 
parcels or the receptacles con-
taining them sent by one Adminis-
tration in transit through the 
other, together with any details of 
procedure in connection with the 
advice of such parcels or recepta-
cles for which provision is not 
made in this Agreement, shall be 
settled by mutual consent through 
correspondence between the two 
Administrations. 

ARTICLE 19. 

Verification by the exchange 
offices. 

1. On receipt of a dispatch, the 
exchange office of destination pro-
ceeds to verify it. The entries in 
the parcel bill must be verified 
exactly. Each error or omission 
must be brought immediately to 
the knowledge of the dispatching 
exchange office by means of a bulle-
tin of verification. A dispatch is 
considered as having been found 
in order in all regards when no 
bulletin of verification is made up. 

If any error or irregularity 
which could give rise to liability 
for compensation is found upon 
receipt of a dispatch, all objects 
which may serve later on for inves-
tigations, or for examination of 
requests for indemnity, must be 
kept. 

2. The dispatching exchange 
office to which a bulletin of verifi-
cation is sent returns it after hav-
ing examined it and entered there-
on its observations, if any. That 
bulletin is then attached to the 
parcel bills of the parcels to which 
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beziehen, beigefiigt. Berichtigun-
gen in einer Frachtkarte, zu denen
keine Belege vorliegen, werden als
ungiiltig angesehen.

3. Erscheint es angezeigt, so
kann das absendende Auswechs-
lungs-Postamt ausserdem tele-
graphisch benachrichtigt werden;
die Kosten tragt die Verwaltung,
die das Telegramm absendet.

4. Fehlt die zu einem Karten-
schluss gehorige Frachtkarte, so
ist eine Ersatzfrachtkarte anzu-
fertigen. Eine Abschrift dieser
Frachtkarte ist dem Auswechs-
lungs-Postamt, das den Karten-
schluss abgesandt hat, zu iiber-
senden.

5. Das Auswechslungs-Postamt,
das von einem andern Auswechs-
lungs-Postamt ein ungenfigend
verpacktes oder beschadigtes Pa-
ket iibernimmt, muss es weiter-
leiten, nachdem es das Paket
notigenfalls neu verpackt hat,
wobei die urspriingliche Verpac-
kung moglichst zu erhalten ist.

Ist die Beschidigung so erheb-
lich, dass der Inhalt der Sendung
herausgenommen werden kann, so
hat das Postamt das Paket zu-
nachst amtlich zu 6ffnen und den
Inhalt festzustellen.

In beiden Fallen wird das Paket
vor und nach der Neuverpackung
gewogen; das Gewicht ist auf der
Paketumhiillung selbst anzugeben.
Hinter die Gewichtsangabe sind
der Vermerk "Neu verpackt in

. . . ." und die Unterschrift
der Beamten zu setzen, die die
Sendung neu verpackt haben.

ARTIKEL 20.

Abrechnung.

1. Jede Verwaltung hat viertel-
jahrlich nach den Angaben in den
Frachtkarten eine Rechnung auf-
zustellen.

2. Diese Rechnungen werden
mit den Frachtkarten und gege-
benenfalls den Abschriften der sich
auf diese beziehenden Meldungen
der andern Verwaltung zur Pru-
fung iibersandt, und zwar im
Laufe des Monats, der dem Vier-
teljahr folgt, auf das die Rech-
nung sich bezieht.

it relates. Corrections made on
a parcel bill which are not justified
by supporting papers are consid-
ered as devoid of value.

3. If necessary, the dispatching
exchange office may also be ad-
vised by telegram, at the expense
of the Office sending such tele-
gram.

4. In case of shortage of a par-
cel bill, a duplicate is prepared, a
copy of which is sent to the ex-
change office of origin of the dis-
patch.

5. The office of exchange which
receives from a corresponding
office a parcel which is damaged or
insufficiently packed must redis-
patch such parcel after repacking,
if necessary, preserving the orig-
inal packing as far as possible.

If the damage is such that the
contents of the parcel may have
been abstracted, the office must
first officially open the parcel and
verify its contents.

In either case, the weight of
the parcel will be verified before
and after repacking, and indicated
on the wrapper of the parcel
itself. That indication will be
followed by the note "Repacked
at . . . . .", and the signature
of the agents who have effected
such repacking.

ARTICLE 20.

Accounting.

1. At the end of each quarter, AcountDig.
each Administration makes up an
account on the basis of the parcel
bills.

2. These accounts accompanied
by the parcel bills, and, if any,
copies of verification notes relating
thereto, shall be submitted to the
examination of the corresponding
Administration in the course of the
month following the quarter to
which they relate.
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beziehen, beigeffigt. Berichtigun-
gen in einer Frachtkarte, zu denen 
keme Belege vorliegen, werden als 
ungtiltig angesehen. 

3. Erscheint es angezeigt, so 
kann das absendende Auswechs-
lungs-Postamt ausserdem tele-
graphisch benachrichtigt werden; 
die Kosten tragt die Verwaltung, 
die das Telegramm absendet. 

4. Fehlt die zu einem Kaden-
schluss gehorige Frachtkarte, so 
ist eine Ersatzfrachtkarte anzu-
fertigen. Eine Abschrift dieser 
Frachtkarte ist dera Auswechs-
lungs-Postamt, this den Karten-
schluss abgesandt hat, zu fiber-
senden. 

5. Das Auswechslungs-Postamt, 
das von einem andem Auswechs-
lungs-Postamt emn. ungentigend 
verpacktes oder beschadigtes Pa-
ket ithernimmt, muss es weiter-
leiten, nachdem es das Paket 
notigenfalls neu verpackt hat, 
wobei die ursprangliche Verpac-
kung moglichst zu erhalten 

1st die Beschadigung so erheb-
lich, dass der Inhalt der Sendung 
herausgenommen werden kann, so 
hat das Postanat das Paket zu-
nachst amtlich zu offnen und den 
Irthalt festzustellen. 

In beiden. Fallen with das Paket 
vor und nach der Neuverpackung 
gewogen; das Gewicht ist auf der 
Paketuralitillung selbst anzugeben. 
Hinter die Gewichtsangabe sind 
der Vermerk "Neu verpackt in 
 " und die Unterschrift 
der Beamten zit setzen, die die 
Sendung neu verpackt haben. 

ARTIKEL 20. 

Abrech,nung. 

1. Jede Verwaltung hat viertel-
jahrlich nach den Angaben in den 
Frachtkarten eine Rechnung auf-
zustellen. 

2. Diese Rechnungen werden 
mit den Frachtkarten mid gege-
benenfalls den Abscluiften der sich 
auf diese beziehenden Meldungen 
der andern Verwaltung zur 
fling tibersandt, und zwar im 
Laufe des Monats, der dem Vier-
teljahr folgt, auf das die Rech-
n-ung sich bezieht. 

it relates. Corrections made on 
a parcel bill which are not justified 
by supporting papers are consid-
ered as devoid of value. 

3. If necessary, the dispatching 
exchange office may also be ad-
vised by telegram, at the expense 
of the Office sending such tele-
gram. 

4. In case of shortage of a par-
cel bill, a. duplicate is prepared, a 
copy of which is sent to fhe ex-
change office of origin of the dis-
patch. 

5. The office of exchange which 
receives from a corresponding 
office a parcel which is damaged or 
insufficiently packed must redis-
patch such parcel after repacking, 
if necessary, preserving the orig-
inal packing as far as possible. 

If the damage is such that the 
contents of the parcel may have 
been abstracted, the office must 
first officially open the parcel and 
verify its contents. 

In either case, the weight of 
the parcel will be verified before 
and after repacking, and indicated 
on the wrapper of the parcel 
itself. That indication will be 
followed by the note "Repacked 
at  ", and the signature 
of the agents who have effected 
such repacking. 

ARTIcLE 20. 

Accounting. 

1. At the end of each quarter, 
each Administration makes up an 
account on the basis of the parcel 
bills. 

2. These accounts accompanied 
by the parcel bills, and, if any, 
copies of verification notes relating 
thereto, shall be submitted to the 
examination of the corresponding 
Administration in the course of the 
month following the quarter to 
which they relate. 

Accounting. 
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3. Die Aufstellung, tUbersen-
dung, Priifung und Anerkennung
der Rechnungen sowie die Be-
gleichung der Restschuld sind
moglichst schnell zu bewirken,
spatestens aber binnen drei Mona-
ten nach Ablauf des Zeitraums,
auf den sich die Rechnung bezieht.

4. Die aus diesen Rechnungen
zwischen den beiden Verwaltungen
sich ergebende Restschuld soll
durch Wechsel auf New York oder
auf andre, im Wege des Schrift-
wechsels im gegenseitigen Ein-
vernehmen zwischen den beiden
Verwaltungen zu vereinbarende
Weise beglichen werden. Die ent-
stehenden Wechsel- oder andern
Kosten tragt die Schuldnerver-
waltung.

ARTIKEL 21.

Verschiedene Mitteilungen.

Miscellaneous noti- Die Verwaltungen der vertrag-
schliessenden Lander werden ein-
ander alle erforderlichen Einzel-
heiten iiber den Postpaketaus-
tausch mitteilen.

duetie date and Diese Vollzugsordnung gilt vom
Tag an, an dem das Postpaketab-
kommen in Kraft tritt, und soll
dieselbe Dauer wie dieses Abkom-
men haben.

Signatures. Geschehen in doppelter Ausfer-
tigung in Berlin, am 6. Februar
1939 und in Washington, am 16.
Marz 1939.

OHNESORGE
Deutscher Reichspostminister.

[SEAL] JAMES A FARLEY
Postmaster General of the United

States of America.

Approval by the
President.

3. The recapitulation, trans-
mission, examination, and accept-
ance of these accounts must not
be delayed, and the payment of
the balance shall take place, at
the latest, at the expiration of the
following quarter.

4. The balance resulting from
the adjustment of the accounts
between the two Administrations
is paid by a sight draft drawn on
New York, or by some other
means mutually agreed upon by
correspondence. The expenses of
payment are chargeable to the
debtor Administration.

ARTICLE 21.

Miscellaneous notifications.

The Administrations of the two
countries shall communicate to
each other all items necessary for
carrying out the exchange of par-
cels.

These Regulations shall come
into operation on the day on which
the Parcel Post Agreement comes
into force and shall have the same
duration as the Agreement.

Done in duplicate and signed at
Washington, the 16th day of
March 1939 and at Berlin, the 6th
of February 1939.

JAMES A FARLEY
Postmaster General of the United

States of America.
[SEAL] OHNESORGE,

Deutscher Reichspostminister.

The foregoing Agreement between the United States of America
and Germany concerning the exchange of parcels by parcel post and
the Detailed Regulations for its execution have been negotiated and
concluded with my advice and consent and are hereby approved and
ratified.

In testimony whereof I have caused the seal of the United States to
be hereunto affixed.

[SEAL] FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President.

CORDELL HULL
Secretary of State.

WASHINGTON, March 25, 1939
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Miscellaneous 
fleations. 

Effective date and 
duration. 

Signatures. 

Approval by the 
President. 

3. Die Aufstellung, iThersen-
dung, Prafung und Anerkennung 
der Rechnungen sowie die Be-
gleichung der Restschuld Bind 
maglichst schnell zu bewirken, 
spatestens aber binnen drei Mona-
ten nach Ablauf des Zeitraums, 
auf den sich die Rechnung bezieht. 

4. Die aus diesen. Rechmingen 
zwischen den beiden Verw-altungen 
sich ergebende Restschuld soil 
durch Wechsel auf New York oder 
auf andre, . im Wege des Schrift-
wechsels gegenseitigen Ein-
vernehmen zwischen den beiden 
Verwaltungen zu vereinbarende 
Weise beglichen werden. Die ent-
stehenden Wechsel- oder andem 
Kosten tragt die Schuldnerver-
waltung. 

ARTIKEL 21. 

Verschiedene Mitteilungen. 

noti- Die Verwaltungen der vertrag-
schliessenden Lander werden ein-
ander ale erforderlichen Ein7el-
heiten fiber den Postpaketaus-
tausch raitteilen. 
Diese Vollzugsordnung gilt vom 

Tag an, an dem das Postpaketab-
kommen in Kraft tritt, mid soli 
dieselbe Dauer wie dieses Abkora-
men haben. 

Geschehen in doppelter Ausfer-
tigung in Berlin, am 6. Februar 
1939 und in Washington, am 16. 
Marz 1939. 

OHNESORGE 
Deutscher Reichspostminister. 

[SEAL] JAMES A FARLEY 
Postmaster General of the United Deutscher Reichspostminister. 

States of America. 

3. The recapitulation, trans-
mission, examination, and accept-
ance of these accounts must not 
be delayed, and the payment of 
the balance shall take place, at 
the latest, at the expiration of the 
following quarter. 

4. The balance resulting from 
the adjustment of the accounts 
between the two Administrations 
is paid by a sight draft drawn on 
New York, or by some other 
means mutually agreed upon by 
correspondence. The expenses of 
payment are chargeable to the 
debtor Administration. 

ARTICLE 21. 

Miscellaneous notifications. 

The Administrations of the two 
countries shall communicate to 
each other all items necessary for 
carrying out the exchange of par-
cels. 
These Regulations shall come 

into operation on the day on which 
the Parcel Post Agreement comes 
into force and shall have the same 
duration as the Agreement. 
Done in duplicate and signed at 

Washington, the 16th day of 
March 1939 and at Berlin, the 6th 
of February 1939. 

JAMES A FARLEY 
Postmaster General of the United 

States of America. 
[SEAL] OHNESORGE, 

The foregoing Agreement between the United States of America 
and Germany concerning the exchange of parcels by parcel post and 
the Detailed Regulations for its execution have been negotiated and 
concluded with my advice and consent and are hereby approved and 
ratified. 

In testimony whereof I have caused the seal of the United States to 
be hereunto affixed. 

[SEAL] FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 
By the President. 

CORDELL HULL 
Secretary of State. 

WASHINGTON, March 25, 1939 
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Agreement between the United States of America and Great Britain
concerning a joint administration of Canton and Enderbury Islands
in the South Pacific Ocean. Effected by exchange of notes signed
April 6, 1939.

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the British Ambassador (Lindsay)

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

WASHINGTON

April 6, 1939
EXCELLENCY:

With reference to recent correspondence between the Government
of the United States of America and the Government of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland concerning Canton
and Enderbury Islands in the South Pacific Ocean, I have the honor
to propose an Agreement concerning these islands in the following
terms:

I

The Government of the United States and the Government of the
United Kingdom, without prejudice to their respective claims to
Canton and Enderbury Islands, agree to a joint control over these
islands.

II

The islands shall, during the period of joint control, be adminis-
tered by a United States and a British official appointed by their
respective Governments. The manner in which these two officials
shall exercise the powers of administration reserved to them under
this paragraph shall be determined by the two Governments in con-
sultation as occasion may require.

III

The islands shall, during the period of joint control, be subject
to a special joint ad hoc regime the details of which shall be deter-
mined by the two Governments in consultation from time to time.

IV

The islands shall be available for communications and for use as
airports for international aviation, but only civil aviation companies
incorporated in the United States of America or in any part of the
British Commonwealth of Nations shall be permitted to use them
for the purpose of scheduled air services.

April 6, 1939
[E. A. S. No. 145]

Agreement with
Great Britain con-
cerning a joint admin-
istration of Canton
and Enderbury Is-
lands.
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Agreement between the United States of America and Great Britain 
concerning a joint administration of Canton and Enderbury Islands 
in the South Pacific Ocean. Effected by exchange of notes signed 
April 6, 1939. 

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the British Ambassador (Lindsay) 

EXCEILENCY : 

With reference to recent correspondence between the Government 
of the United States of America and the Government of the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland concerning Canton 
and Enderbury Islands in the South Pacific Ocean, I have the honor 
to propose an Agreement concerning these islands in the following 
terms: 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
W ASHINGTON 

April 6, 1939 

The Government of the United States and. the Government of the 
United Kingdom, without prejudice to their respective claims to 
Canton and Enderbury Islands, agree to a joint control over these 
islands. 

II 

The islands shall, during the period of joint control, be adminis-
tered by a United States and a British official appointed by their 
respective Governments. The manner in which these two officials 
shall exercise the powers of administration reserved to them under 
this paragraph shall be determined by the two Governments in con-
sultation as occasion may require. 

III 

The islands shall, during the period of joint control, be subject 
to a special joint ad hoc regime the details of which shall be deter-
mined by the two Governments in consultation from time to time. 

Iv 

The islands shall be available for communications and for use as 
airports for international aviation, but only civil aviation companies 
incorporated in the United States of America or in any part of the 
British Commonwealth of Nations shall be permitted to use them 
for the purpose of scheduled air services. 

April 6, 1939 
[E. A. S. No. 145] 

Agreement with 
Great Britain con-
cerning a joint admin-
istration of Canton 
and Enderbury Is-
lands. 
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V

The use of any part of either of the islands or their territorial
waters for aviation purposes, except as herein agreed upon, or for
any other purpose, shall be the subject of agreement between the
two Governments.

VI

An airport may be constructed and operated on Canton Island by
an American company or companies, satisfactory to the United States
Government, which, in return for an agreed fee, shall provide facil-
ities for British aircraft and British civil aviation companies equal
to those enjoyed by United States aircraft and by such American
company or companies. In case of dispute as to fees, or the condi-
tions of use by British aircraft or by British civil aviation com-
panies, the matter shall be settled by arbitration.

VII

The joint control hereby set up shall have a duration of fifty years
from, this day's date. If no agreement to the contrary is reached
before the expiration of that period the joint control shall continue
thereafter until such time as it may be modified or terminated by the
mutual consent of the two Governments.

I have the honor to suggest that if an Agreement in the sense of
the foregoing paragraphs is acceptable to the Government of the
United Kingdom this note and Your Excellency's reply thereto in
similar terms shall be regarded as placing on record the understand-
ing arrived at between the two Governments concerning this matter.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration.

CORDELL HULL
His Excellency

The Right Honorable Sir RONALD LINDSAY, P. C.,
G. C. M. G., K. C. B., C. V. O.,

British Ambassador.

The British Ambassador (Lindsay) to the Secretary of State (Hull)

No. 391 BRITISH EMBASSY,
WASHINGTON, D. C.,

April 6th, 1939
SIR,

I have the honour to refer to your Note of this day's date proposing
an Agreement between the Government of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the Government of the
United States of America on the subject of Canton and Enderbury
Islands in the following terms:
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V 

The use of any part of either of the islands or their territorial 
waters for aviation purposes, except as herein agreed upon, or for 
any other purpose, shall be the subject of agreement between the 
two Governments. 

VI 

An airport may be constructed and operated on Canton Island by 
an American. company or companies, satisfactory to the United States 
Government, which, in return for an agreed fee, shall provide facil-
ities for British aircraft and British civil aviation companies equal 
to those enjoyed by United States aircraft and by such American 
company or companies. In case of dispute as to fees, or the condi-
tions of use by British aircraft or by British civil aviation com-
panies, the matter shall be settled by arbitration. 

VII 

The joint control hereby set up shall have a duration of fifty years 
from, this day's date. If no agreement to the contrary is reached 
before the expiration of that period the joint control shall continue 
thereafter until such time as it may be modified or terminated by the 
mutual consent of the two Governments. 

I have the honor to suggest that if an Agreement in the sense of 
the foregoing paragraphs is acceptable to the Government of the 
United Kingdom this note and Your Excellency's reply thereto in 
similar terms shall be regarded. as placing on record the understand-
ing arrived at between the two Governments concerning this matter. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration. 

CORDELL HULL 
His Excellency 

The Right Honorable Sir RONALD LINDSAY, P. C., 
G. C. M. G., K. C. B., C. V. 0., 

British Ambassador. 

The British Amba,ssador (Lindsay) to the Secretary of State (Hull) 

No. 391 BRITISH EMBASSY, 
W ASHINGTON, D. C., 

April 6th, 1939 
SIR, 

I have the honour to refer to your Note of this day's date proposing 
an Agreement between the Government of the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the Government of the 
United States of America on the subject of Canton and Enderbury 
Islands in the following terms: 
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I.

The Government of the United States and the Government of the
United Kingdom, without prejudice to their respective claims to
Canton and Enderbury Islands, agree to a joint control over these
islands.

II.

The islands shall, during the period of joint control, be adminis-
tered by a United States and a British official appointed by their re-
spective Governments. The manner in which these two officials shall
exercise the powers of administration reserved to them under this
paragraph shall be determined by the two Governments in consulta-
tion as occasion may require.

III.

The islands shall, during the period of joint control, be subject
to a special joint ad hoc regime the details of which shall be de-
termined by the two Governments in consultation from time to time.

IV.

The islands shall be available for communications and for use
as airports for international aviation, but only civil aviation com-
panies incorporated in the United States of America or in any part
of the British Commonwealth of Nations shall be permitted to use
them for the purpose of scheduled air services.

V.

The use of any part of either of the islands or their territorial
waters for aviation purposes, except as herein agreed upon, or for
any other purpose shall be the subject of agreement between the two
Governments.

VI.

An airport may be constructed and operated on Canton Island by
an American company or companies, satisfactory to the United States
Government, which, in return for an agreed fee, shall provide facil-
ities for British aircraft and British civil aviation companies equal
to those enjoyed by United States aircraft and by such American
company or companies. In case of dispute as to fees, or the condi-
tions of use by British aircraft or by British civil aviation companies,
the matter shall be settled by arbitration.

VII.

The joint control hereby set up shall have a duration of fifty years
from this day's date. If no agreement to the contrary is reached be-
fore the expiration of that period the joint control shall continue
thereafter until such time as it may be modified or terminated by the
mutual consent of the two Governments.

98907°-39-PT. 3---50
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I. 

The Government of the United States and the Government of the 
United Kingdom, without prejudice to their respective claims to 
Canton and Enderbury Islands, agree to a joint control over these 
islands. 

The islands shall, during the period of joint control, be adminis-
tered by a United States and a British official appointed by their re-
spective Governments. The manner in which these two officials shall 
exercise the powers of administration reserved to them under this 
paragraph shall be determined by the two Governments in consulta-
tion as occasion may require. 

The islands shall, during the period of joint control, be subject 
to a special joint ad hoc regime the details of which shall be de-
termined by the two Governments in consultation from time to time. 

IV. 

The islands shall be available for communications and for use 
as airports for international aviation, but only civil aviation com-
panies incorporated in the United States of America or in any part 
of the British Commonwealth of Nations shall be permitted to use 
them for the purpose of scheduled air services. 

V. 

The use of any part of either of the islands or their territorial 
waters for aviation purposes, except as herein agreed upon, or for 
any other purpose shall be the subject of agreement between the two 
Governments. 

VI. 

An airport may be constructed and operated on Canton Island by 
an American company or companies, satisfactory to the United States 
Government, which, in return for an agreed fee, shall provide facil-
ities for British aircraft and British civil aviation companies equal 
to those enjoyed by United States aircraft and by such American 
company or companies. In case of dispute as to fees, or the condi-
tions of use by British aircraft or by British civil aviation companies, 
the matter shall be settled by arbitration. 

VII. 

The joint control hereby set up shall have a duration of fifty years 
from this day's date. If no agreement to the contrary is reached be-
fore the expiration of that period the joint control shall continue 
thereafter until such time as it may be modified or terminated by the 
mutual consent of the two Governments. 

98907°-39-PT. 3-50 
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I have the honour to inform you that an Agreement in the terms
of the foregoing paragraphs is acceptable to the Government of the
United Kingdom and that this Note, and your Note under reference,
will be regarded as placing on record the understanding arrived at
between the two Governments concerning this matter.

I have the honour to be, with the highest consideration, Sir,
Your most obedient, humble servant,

R. C. LINDSAY
The Honourable CoRDELm HuLL,

Secretary of State of the United States,
Washington, D. C.
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I have the honour to inform you that an Agreement in the terms 
of the foregoing paragraphs is acceptable to the Government of the 
United Kingdom and that this Note, and your Note under reference, 
will be regarded as placing on record the -understanding arrived at 
between the two Governments concerning this matter. 
I have the honour to be, with the highest consideration, Sir, 

Your most obedient, humble servant, 
R. C. LINDSAY 

The Honourable CORDELL Hum., 
Secretary of State of the United States, 

Washington, D. C. 



ARGENTINA-PARCEL POST-Feb. 28, 1939Apr. 8, 1939

Agreement for the exchange of parcel post packages between the Republic
of Argentina and the United States of America. Signed at Buenos
Aires February 28, 1939 and at Washington April 8, 1939; approved
by the President April 17, 1939.

AGREEMENT FOR THE EX-
CHANGE OF INSURED PARCEL
POST PACKAGES BETWEEN
THE REPUBLIC OF ARGENTINA
AND THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA.

ACUERDO SOBRE EL INTERCAM.
BIO DE ENCOMIENDAS CON
DECLARACION DE VALOR
ENTRE LA REPOBLICA ARGEN-
TINA Y LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS
DE NORTE AMERICA.

In the exercise of the option
granted by Article 1, Section 3 of
the Agreement Relative to Parcel
Post of the Postal Union of the
Americas and Spain, the Post
Office Department of the United
States of America and the Admin-
istration of Posts and Telegraphs
of the Argentine Republic, for the
purpose of bringing about a better
public service that will permit the
exchange of parcel post on a basis
of security which will facilitate the
traffic in articles of value between
both countries, have decided to
draw up the following Agreement:

En uso de la facultad prevista
por el articulo 1°, inciso 3, del
Acuerdo Relativo a Encomiendas
Postales, de la Uni6n postal de las
Americas y Espafea, el Departa-
mento de Correos de los Estados
Unidos de Norte America y la
Direcci6n General de Correos y
Telegrafos de la Repdblica Argen-
tina, con el prop6sito de realizar
un mejor servicio piblico, que
permita utilizar el intercambio de
paquetes postales sobre una base
de seguridad que facilite el trafico
de articulos de valor entre ambos
paises resuelven suscribir el si-
guiente Acuerdo:

Agreement with
Argentina for the ex-
change of insured par-
cel post packages.

50 Stat. 1696.

ARTfcULO I.

Declaracion de valor.

1. The Administrations of the
United States of America (includ-
ing Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico,
Guam, Samoa, and the U. S. Vir-
gin Islands) on one hand and of
the Argentine Republic on the
other, agree to execute the service
of parcels with an insured value
up to the maximum limit of 500
gold francs or its equivalent in the
currency of the country of origin,
upon payment by the sender of
such special additional fees as each
of the countries of origin men-
tioned may establish in its own
service. Such additional fees ac-
crue in their entirety to the Ad-
ministration of origin.

1. Las Administraciones de los
Estados Unidos de Norte America,
comprendido Alaska, Hawai, Puer-
to Rico, Guam, Samoa e Islas Vir-
genes de los Estados Unidos, por
una parte, y de la Repdblica Ar-
gentina, por la otra, convienen
realizar el servicio de encomiendas
con declaraci6n de valor hasta el
limite maximo de 500 francos oro
o su equivalencia en moneda del
pals de origen, previo pago por el
remitente de los derechos espe-
ciales suplementarios que cada uno
de los mencionados paises de origen
establezca en su propia jurisdic-
ci6n. Estos derechos suplemen-
tarios quedan a beneficio exclusivo
de la Administraci6n de origen.

53 STAT.] 2223

February 28, 1939
April 8, 1939

ARTICLE I.

Insurance.

Insurance provi-
slons.

Maximum limit.

Special additional
fees.
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Agreement for the exchange of parcel post packages between the Republic 
of Argentina and the United States of America. Signed at Buenos 
Aires February 28, 1939 and at Washington April 8, 1939; approved 
by the President April 17, 1939. 

AGREEMENT FOR THE EX-
CHANGF OF INSURED PARCEL 
POST PACICAGFS BETWEEN 
THE REPUBLIC OF ARGENTINA 
AND THE UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA. 

In the exercise of the option 
granted by Article 1, Section 3 of 
the Agreement Relative to Parcel 
Post of the Postal Union of the 
Americas and Spain, the Post 
Office Department of the United 
States of America and the Admin-
istration of Posts and Telegraphs 
of the Argentine Republic, for the 
purpose of bringing about a better 
public service that will permit the 
exchange of parcel post on a basis 
of security which will facilitate the 
traffic in articles of value between 
both countries, have decided to 
draw up the following Agreement: 

ARTICLE I. 

Insurance. 

1. The Administrations of the 
United States of America (includ-
ing Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, 
Guam, Samoa, and the U. S. Vir-
gin Islands) on one hand and of 
the Argentine Republic on the 
other, agree to execute the service 
of parcels with an insured value 
up to the maximum limit of 500 
gold francs or its equivalent in the 
currency of the country of origin, 
upon payment by the sender of 
such special additional fees as each 
of the countries of origin men-
tioned may establish in its own 
service. Such additional fees ac-
crue in their entirety to the Ad-
ministration of origin. 

ACUERDO SOBRE EL INTERCAM-
BIO DE ENCOMIENDAS CON 
DECLARACION DE VALOR 
ENTRE LA REPUBLICA ARGEN-
TINA Y LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS 
DE NORTE AMERICA. 

En uso de la facultad prevista 
por el articulo 10, inciso 3, del 
Acuerdo Relativo a Encomiendas 
Postales, de la Union postal de las 
Americas y Espata, el Departa-
mento de Correos de los Estados 
Unidos de Norte America y la 
Direccien General de Correos y 
Telegrafos de la Reptiblica Argen-
tina, con el propOsito de realizar 
un major servicio pliblico, quo 
permita utilizer el intercambio de 
paquetes postales sobre una base 
de seguridad quo facilite el trafico 
de articulos de valor entre ambos 
paises resuelven suscribir el si-
guiente Acuetdo: 

ARTICULO I. 

Declaracion de valor. 

1. Las Administraciones de los 
Estados Unidos de Norte America, 
comprendido Alaska, Hawai, Puer-
to Rico, Guam, Samoa e Islas Vir-
genes de los Estados Unidos, por 
una parte, y de la Republica Ar-
gentina, por is otra, convienen 
realizar el servicio de encomiendas 
con declaraciem de valor hasta el 
limite maxim° de 500 francos oro 
o su equivalencia en moneda del 
pals de origen, previo pago por el 
remitente de los derechos espe-
chiles suplementarios quo cads uno 
de los mencion.ados paises de origen 
establezca en su propia juristhe-
eke. Estos derechos suplemen-
tarios quedan a beneficio exclusivo 
de is Administracion de origen. 

February 28, 1939 

April 8, 1939 

Agreement wit Ii 
Argentina for the ex-
change of insured par-
cel post packages. 

50 Stat. 1696. 

Insurance provi. 
Mons. 

Maximum limit. 

Special additional 
fees. 
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2. Parcels containing precious
metals, in any form or state, must
be sent insured.

3. Parcels may be insured for
their total value or for only part
of their total value, at the option
of the sender.

Responsibility.

Parcels containing
precious metals.

Optional insurance.

ARTICLE II.

Responsibility.

1. Except in the cases men-
tioned in the Section following,
the Administrations are respon-
sible for the loss of insured par-
cels and for the loss, abstraction
of, or damage to their contents,
or a part thereof.

This responsibility applies to
insured parcels mailed in one of
the two contracting countries des-
tined for the other country; that
is, cases of reforwarding or return
to third countries at the request of
the sender or addressee are ex-
cluded, unless the country of new
destination or that of origin agrees
to pay indemnity under the terms
provided by the present Agree-
ment, either by virtue of a pre-
existent agreement or because it
desires to do so at its option.

In cases of loss, rifling, or dam-
age, the sender or other rightful
claimant is entitled to an indem-
nity corresponding to the actual
amount of the loss, abstraction,
or damage. The appraisal of the
amount of loss or damage shall be
made by the Administration which
is found responsible, on the basis
of the current price, (in the ab-
sence of current price, the ordi-
nary estimated value) of the lost
or damaged article which pre-
vailed in the country of origin on
the date of mailing the parcel,
provided in any case that the in-
demnity may not be greater than
the amount for which the parcel
was insured within the maximum
amount of 500 gold francs.
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2. Las encomiendas que con-
tengan metales preciosos, en cual-
quier forma o estado, deberan ob-
ligatoriamente ser expedidas con
declaraci6n de valor.

3. El expedidor podrA declarar
facultativamente el valor total del
contenido de las encomiendas o
una parte del mismo solamente.

ARTfCULO II.

Responsabilidad.

1. Salvo en los casos previstos
por la exenci6n de responsabili-
dad, las Administraciones respon-
den por la perdida de las enco-
miendas con declaraci6n de valor
o por la p6rdida, expoliaci6n o
averia del contenido o una parte
de el.

Esta responsabilidad se entien-
de para las encomiendas con
declaraci6n de valor impuestas
en uno de los dos paises contra-
tantes con destino al otro pais,
vale decir, quo se excluyen los
casos de reexpedici6n o devolu-
ci6n a paises terceros efectuadas
a pedido del expedidor o del desti-
natario, salvo que el pais de nueva
destinaci6n o el de origen acepte
pagar la indemnizaci6n en los
terminos previstos por el presente
Convenio, ya sea en virtud de un
arreglo preexistente o porque desee
hacerlo por propia decisi6n.

En los casos de p6rdida, expolia-
ci6n o averia el expedidor o per-
sona autorizada tiene derecho a
una indemnizaci6n que correspon-
da a la cantidad efectivo de la
perdida, sustracci6n o averla de
los artfculos. La apreciaci6n de
dicho perjuicio sera hecha por la
Admimstraci6n que resulte res-
ponsable y en base a los precios
corrientes (a falta de precios co-
rrientes, el valor ordinario calcu-
lado) de los objetos perjudicados
que regian en el pafs de proce-
dencia en la fecha de la imposi-
ci6n del envio y siempre que la
indemnizaci6n no exceda de la
cantidad en que el paquete fu6
asegurado dentro del maximun
de 500 francos oro.

Indemnity.
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Parcels containing 2. Parcels containing precious precious metals, 
metals, in any form or state, must 
be sent insured. 

Optional insurance. 3. Parcels may be insured for 
their total value or for only part 
of their total value, at the option 
of the sender. 

Responsibility. 

Indemnity. 

ARTICLE II. 

Responsibility. 

1. Except in the cases men-
tioned in the Section following, 
the Administrations are respon-
sible for the loss of insured par-
cels and for the loss, abstraction 
of, or damage to their contents, 
or a part thereof. 

This responsibility applies to 
insured parcels mailed in one of 
the two contracting countries des-
tined for the other country; that 
is, cases of reforwarding or return 
to third countries at the request of 
the sender or addressee are ex-
cluded, unless the country of new 
destination or that of origin agrees 
to pay indemnity under the terms 
provided by the present Agree-
ment, either by virtue of a pre-
existent agreement or because it 
desires to do so at its option. 

In cases of loss, rifling, or dam-
age, the sender or other rightful 
claimant is entitled to an indem-
nity corresponding to the actual 
amount of the loss, abstraction, 
or damage. The appraisal of the 
amount of loss or damage shall be 
made by the Administration which 
is found responsible, on the basis 
of the current price, (in the ab-
sence of current price, the ordi-
nary estimated value) of the lost 
or damaged article which pre-
vailed in the country of origin on 
the date of mailing the parcel, 
provided in any case that the in-
demnity may not be greater than 
the amount for which the parcel 
was insured within the maximum 
amount of 500 gold francs. 

2. Las encomiendas que con-
tengan metales preciosos, en cual-
quier forma o estado, deberan ob-
ligatoriamente ser expedidas con 
declaracion de valor. 

3. El expedidor podia, declarar 
facultativamente el valor total del 
contenido de las encomiendas o 
una parte del mismo solamente. 

AuTicuio II. 

Responsabilidad. 

1. Salvo en los casos previstos 
por la exencien de responsabili-
dad, las Administraciones respon-
den por la perdida de las enco-
miendas con declaracion de valor 
o por la perdida, expoliacion o 
averia del contenido o una parte 
de el. 
Esta responsabilidad se entien-

de para las encomiendas con 
declaracien de valor impuestas 
en tmo de los dos paises contra-
tantes con destino al otro pals, 
vale decir, que se excluyen los 
casos de reexpedici6n o devolu-
cion a paises terceros efectuadas 
a pedido del expedidor o del desti-
natario, salvo que el pals de nueva 
destinacien o el de origen acepte 
pagar la indemnizacion en los 
terminos previstos por el presente 
Convenio, ya sea en virtud de un 
arreglo preexistente o porque desee 
hacerlo por propia decisi6n. 
En los casos de pordida, expolia-

cien o averia el expedidor o per-
sona autorizada tiene derecho a 
una indemnizacion que correspon-
da a la cantidad efectivo de la 
perdida, sustraccion o averia de 
los articulos. La apreciacion de 
dicho perjuicio sera hecha por la 
Admirustracion que resulte res-
ponsable y en base a los precios 
comentes (a falta de precios co-
rrientes, el valor ordinario calcu-
lado) de los objetos perjudicados 
que regian en el pals de proce-
dencia en la fecha de la imposi-
oil% del envio y siempre que la 
indemnizacion no exceda de la 
cantidad en que el paquete fu6 
asegurado dentro del mtaimun 
de 500 francos oro. 
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In case that indemnity must be
paid for the loss of a parcel, o:
for the destruction or rifling o
all its contents, the sender wil
be entitled to reimbursement o
the postage charges, if claimed
However, the insurance fees wil
not be returned in any case.

2. The Administrations cease
to be responsible:

(a) In case of parcels of which
the addressee has accepted de-
livery without reservation. In the
case of "in care" parcels, responsi-
bility ceases when delivery has
been made to the addressee first
mentioned and his receipt has
been obtained.

(b) In case of loss or damage
through force majeure.

(c) When they are unable to ac-
count for parcels in consequence
of the destruction of official docu-
ments through force majeure.

(d) When the damage has been
caused by the fault or negligence
of the sender or the addressee or
the representative of either, or
when it is due to the nature of the
article.

(e) For parcels which contain
prohibited articles.

(f) When the sender has made a
false declaration of value for the
purpose of obtaining an indemnity
higher than the actual amount of
the loss, rifling, or damage. This
exemption is not intended to
prejudice the legal proceedings to
be applied by virtue of the do-
mestic legal provisions of the
country of origin.

(g) For parcels seized by the
Customs because of false declara-
tion of contents.

(h) When no inquiry or appli-
cation for indemnity has been
made by claimant or his repre-
sentative within a year commenc-
ing with the day following the
posting of the insured parcel.

e En caso de que la indemnizaci6n Return of postage
r tenga que pagarse por la prdidarcel
f de un paquete o por la destrucci6n
1 o el despojo de todo su contenido,
f el remitente tendra derecho al re-
.embolso de las tasas postales si lo

reclama. Sin embargo, los de-
rechos de seguro no seran reembol-
sados en ningdn caso.

e 2. Las Administraciones cesaran Exceptions.
de ser responsables:

I (a) De las encomiendas cuyos Acceptance without
- destinatarios hayan aceptado el reservation.

envio sin reservas. En el caso "In care" parcels.
- de las encomiendas dirigidas "a

cargo", la responsabilidad cesar&
cuando ellas hayan sido entre-
gadas al destinatario mencionado
en primer t6rmino y se hubiere
obtenido el recibo correspon-
diente.

(b) En caso de perdida o dete- Loss, etc., through
rioro debido a fuerza mayor. f

orce majeu re
.

(c) Cuando las Administra- Destruction of off-
ciones no puedan dar cuenta de cialdocuments.
las encomiendas debido a la de-
strucci6n de los documentos offi-
ciales por causa de fuerza mayor.

(d) Cuando la averia haya sido fDamage throu
causado por la falta o negligencia dressee, etc.
del remitente, del destinatario o
del representante de uno u otro,
o cuando se deba a la naturaleza
del contenido.

(e) De las encomiendas que Prohibited articles.
contengan los artfculos prohibi-
dos.

(f) Cuando el remitente haya False declaratin of
incurrido en falsa declaraci6n do vlue

valor con el propOsito de obtener
una indemnizaci6n superior at
valor real de la perdida, expolia-
ci6n o deterioro. Esta exenci6n
se entiende sin perjuicio del pro-
cedimiento legal a aplicar en
virtud de las disposiciones legales
internas del pais de origen.

(g) De las encomiendas confis- Seizure beause of
cadas por la aduana a causa de eclration.

declaraci6n fraudulente del con-
tenido.

(h) Cuando ninguna reclama- Application, etc. foreclama .indemnity not made
ci6n o pedido de indemnizaci6n within ye made
haya sido presentado por el intere-
sado o por su representante dentro
de un aIio a contar desde el dia
siguiente al de la imposici6n del
envio asegurado.
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In case that indemnity must be 
paid for the loss of a parcel, or 
for the destruction or rifling of 
all its contents, the sender will 
be entitled to reimbursement of 
the postage charges, if claimed. 
However, the insurance fees will 
not be returned in any case. 

2. The Administrations cease 
to be responsible: 

(a) In case of parcels of which 
the addressee has accepted de-
livery without reservation. In the 
case of "in care" parcels, responsi-
bility ceases when delivery has 
been made to the addressee first 
mentioned and his receipt has 
been obtained. 

(b) In case of loss or damage 
through force majeure. 

(c) When they are unable to ac-
count for parcels in consequence 
of the destruction of official docu-
ments through force majeure. 

(d) When the damage has been 
caused by the fault or negligence 
of the sender or the addressee or 
the representative of either, or 
when it is due to the nature of the 
article. 

(e) For parcels which contain 
prohibited articles. 

(f) When the sender has made a 
false declaration of value for the 
purpose of obtaining an indemnity 
higher than the actual amount of 
the loss, rifling, or damage. This. 
exemption is not intended to 
prejudice the legal proceedings to 
be applied by virtue of the do-
mestic legal provisions of the 
country of origin. 

(g) For parcels seized by the 
Customs because of false declara-
tion of contents. 

(h) When no inquiry or appli-
cation for indemnity has been 
made by claimant or his repre-
sentative within a year commenc-
ing with the day following the 
posting of the insured parcel. 

En caso de que la indemnizaciOn 
tenga que pagarse por la perdida 
de un paquete o por la destrucciOn 
o el despojo de todo su contenido, 
el remitente ten.dth derecho al re-
embolso de las tasas postales si lo 
reclama. Sin embargo, los de-
rechos de seguro no seran reembol-
sados en ningiin caso. 

2. Las Administraciones cesaran 
de ser responsables: 

(a) De las encomiendas cuyos 
destinatarios hayan aceptado el 
envfo sin reservas. En el caso 
de las encomiendas dirigidas "a 
cargo", la responsabilidad cesara 
cuando ellas hayan sido entre-
gadas al destinatario mencionado 
eit primer terrain() y se hubiere 
obtenido el recibo correspon-
diente. 

(b) En case de perdida o dete-
rioro debido a fuerza mayor. 

(c) Cuando las Adrninistra-
ciones no puedan dar cuenta de 
las encomiendas debido a la de-
struccion de los documentos offi-
ciales por causa de fuerza mayor. 

(d) Cuando la averfa haya sido 
causado per la falta o negligencia 
del remitente, del destinatario o 
del representante de -uno u otro, 
o cuand.o se deba a la naturaleza 
del contenido. 

(e) De las encomiendas que 
con.tengan los artIculos prohibi-
dos. 

(f) Cuando el remitente haya 
incunido en falsa declaracion de 
valor con el proposito do obtener 
una indemnizacion superior at 
valor real de la perdida, expolia-
cion o deterioro. Esta exencion 
se entiende sin perjuicio del pro-
cedimiento legal a. aphcar en 
virtud de las disposiciones legales 
intemas del pals de origen. 

(g) De las encomiendas confis-
cadas por la aduana a causa de 
declarakion fraudulente del con-
tenido. 

(h) Cuando ninguna reclama-
el& o pedido de indemnizaciOn 
haya sido presentado por el intere-
sado o per su representante dentro 
de un afio a contar desde el dl a 
siguiente al de la imposicion del 
envfo asegurado. 

Return of postage 
on loss of parcel. 

Exceptions. 

Acceptance without 
reservation. 

"In care" parcels. 

Loss, etc., through 
force majeure. 

Destruction of offi-
cial documents. 

Damage through 
fault of sender, ad-
dressee, etc. 

Prohibited articles. 

False declaration of 
value. 

Seizure because of 
false declaration. 

Application, etc., for 
indemnity not made 
within a year. 
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Matter of no intrin-
sic value, etc.

Indirect damages,
etc.

Period for payment
of compensation.

Deferment of pay-
mert.

Payment when ap-
plication for indem-
nity delayed nine
months.

Obligation of paying
indemnity.

(i) For insured parcels which
contain matter of no intrinsic
value, or perishable matter,
or which did not conform to
the stipulations of this Agreement,
or which were not posted in the
manner prescribed; but the coun-
try responsible for the loss, rifling,
or damage may pay indemnity in
respect of such parcels without
recourse to the other Adminis-
tration.

3. No indemnity is paid for
indirect damages or loss of profits
resulting from the loss, rifling,
damage, nondelivery, misdelivery,
or delay of insured parcels dis-
patched in accordance with the
conditions of this Agreement.

4. The payment of compensa-
tion for an insured parcel shall be
made to the rightful claimant as
soon as possible and at the latest
within a period of one year count-
ing from the day following that on
which the application is made.

However, the paying Postal
Administration may exceptionally
defer payment of indemnity for a
longer period than that stipulated
if, at the expiration of that period,
it has not been able to determine
the disposition made of the article
in question or the responsibility
incurred.

5. Except in cases where pay-
ment is exceptionally deferred as
provided in the second paragraph
of the foregoing section, the Postal
Administration which undertakes
the payment of compensation is
authorized to pay indemnity on
behalf of the Administration
which, being duly informed of the
application for indemnity, has let
nine months pass without settling
the matter.

6. The obligation of paying the
indemnity rests with the Adminis-
tration to which the office of
origin belongs, unless the sender
has authorized the addressee or
other person living in the country

(i) De las encomiendas con de-
claraci6n de valor que contengan
articulos de ningdn valor intrin-
seco, o sujetos a descomposici6n o
que no se conformaren a las
estipulaciones de este Acuerdo, o
que no hubieren sido depositadas
en la forma prescrita; pero el
pals responsable de la p6rdida,
despojo o averia, puede pagar
indemnizaci6n por dichas enco-
miendas, sin necesidad de recurso
a la otra Administraci6n.

3. No se pagara ninguna in-
demnizaci6n por los perjuicios
indirectos, ni por los beneficios no
realizados que resulten de la
perdida, expoliaci6n, de la averia,

e la falta de entrega, de la entrega
err6nea, o de la demora de una
encomienda con declaraci6n de
valor expedida de acuerdo con las
estipulaciones de este Acuerdo.

4. El pago de la indemnizaci6n
por una encomienda con declara-
ci6n de valor sera efectuado al
reclamante legftimo en el mas
breve plazo posible, y a mas
tardar dentro del periodo de un
ano a contarse desde la fecha en la
cual se hubiere presentado la
reclamaci6n.

Sin embargo, la Administraci6n
pagadora puede aplazar excepcio-
nalmente el pago de la indemniza-
ci6n por un periodo mas largo que
el estipulado si, a la expiraci6n del
nismo, no le ha sido posible dc-
torminar la responsabilidad emer-
gente o el curso dado al envio.

5. Salvo los casos en donde se ha
aplazado el pago segun las dis-
posiciones del segundo parrafo del
inciso precedente, la Administra-
ci6n postal que asume el pago de
la compensaci6n esta autorizada
para indemnizar al remitente por
cuenta de la Administraci6a que,
habiendo sido debidamente notifi-
cada haya dej ado transcurrir nueve
meses sin solucionar el asunto.

6. La obligaci6n de pagar la
indemnizaci6n incumbe a la Ad-
ministraci6n de que dependa la
oficina de origen, salvo que el
expedidor hubiese autorizado al
destinatario u otro persona resi-
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Matter of no intrin-
sic value, etc. 

Indirect damages, 
etc. 

Period for payment 
of compensation. 

Deferment of pay-
ment. 

Payment when ap-
phcation for indem-
nity delayed nine 
months. 

Obligation of paying 
indemnity. 

(i) For insured parcels which 
contain matter of no intrinsic 
value, or perishable matter, 
or which did not conform to 
the stipulations of this Agreement, 
or which were not posted in the 
manner prescribed; but the coun-
try responsible for the loss, rifling, 
or damage may pay indemnity in 
respect of such parcels without 
recourse to the other Adminis-
tration. 

3. No indemnity is paid for 
indirect damages or loss of profits 
resulting from the loss, rifling, 
damage, nondelivery, misdelivery, 
or delay of insured parcels dis-
patched in accordance with the 
conditions of this Agreement. 

4. The payment of compensa-
tion for an insured parcel shall be 
made to the rightful claimant as 
soon as possible and at the latest 
within a period of one year count-
ing from the day following that on 
which the application is made. 

However, the paying Postal 
Administration may exceptionally 
defer payment of indemnity for a 
longer period than that stipulated 
if, at the expiration of that period, 
it has not been able to determine 
the disposition made of the article 
in question or the responsibility 
incurred. 

5. Except in cases where pay-
ment is exceptionally deferred as 
provided in the second paragraph 
of the foregoing section, the Postal 
Administration which undertakes 
the payment of compensation is 
authorized to pay indemnity on 
behalf of the Administration 
which, being duly informed of the 
application for indemnity, has let 
nine months pass without settling 
the matter. 

6. The obligation of paying the 
indemnity rests with the Adminis-
tration to which the office of 
origin belongs, unless the sender 
has authorized the addressee or 
other person living in the country 

(i) De las encomiendas con de-
claracion de valor que contengan 
articolos de ningdn valor intrin-
seco, o sujetos a descomposici on o 
que no se conformaren a las 
estipulaciones de este Acuerdo, o 
que no hubieren side depositadas 
en la forma prescrita; pero el 
pals responsable de la perdida, 
despojo o averia, puede pagar 
inderanizacion por clichas enco-
miendas, sin necesidad de recurso 
a la otra Administracion. 

3. No se pagara ninguna in-
d.emnizacion por los perjuicios 
indirectos, ni per los beneficios no 
realizados que resulten de la 
p4rdida, expoliacion, de la averia, 
de la falta de entrega, de la entrega 
erri5nea, o de la demora de una 
encomienda con declaracion de 
valor expedida de acuerdo con las 
estipulaciones de este Acuerdo. 

4. El pago de la indemnizacion 
por una encomienda con declara-
cion de valor sera efectuado al 
reclamante legitimo en el mas 
breve plazo posible, y a rafts 
tardar dentro del periodo de un 
alto a contarse desde la fecha en la 
cual se hubiere presentado la 
reclamacion. 

Sin embargo, la Adininistracion 
pagadora puede aplazar excepcio-
nalmente el page de la indemniza-
cion por un periodo mas largo que 
el estipulado si, a la expiracion del 
inismo, no le ha sido posible de-
tenninar la responsabilidad emer-
gente o el curse dado al envio. 

5. Salvo los casos en donde se ha 
aplazado el pago segim las dis-
posiciones del segundo parrafo del 
amigo precedente, la Adaninistra-
cite postal que asume el pago de 
la compensacion esta autorizada 
para indernnizar al remitente por 
cuenta de la Administracion que, 
habiendo side debidamente notifi-
cada haya dej ado transcurrir nueve 
meses sin solucionar el asunto. 

6. La obligacion de pager la 
indemnizaciOn incumbe a la Ad-
ministraciOn de que dependa la 
oficina de origen, salvo quo el 
expedidor hubiese autorizado al 
destinatario u otro persona resi-
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of destination, to collect the saii
indemnity, in which case it will b
credited by the Administration o
destination to the account of th
Administration responsible
against which the paying Adminis
tration reserves the right of claim
ing refund of the amount credited

By the fact of the payment o
the indemnity, and up to the
amount of such indemnity, th4
responsible Administration is sub
rogated in the rights of the persoi
who has received the indemnit3
for all eventual recourse againsi
either the addressee, the sender
or third parties.

7. Until the contrary is proved
responsibility for an insured parcel
rests with the Administratior
which, having received the parcel
without making any reservations
and being put into possession ol
all the regulation means of in-
vestigation, cannot establish:

(a) Proper delivery of the par-
cel.

(b) Regular disposal of the same
in accordance with the stipula-
tions of this Agreement.

(c) Treatment as prescribed by
the domestic legislation if it is a
question of a parcel which is in
violation of the regulations.

8. When the loss, rifling, or
damage of an insured parcel is
detected upon opening the recep-
tacle at the receiving exchange
office and has been regularly
pointed out to the dispatching
exchange office, the responsibility
falls upon the Administration to
which the latter office belongs,
unless it be proved that the irreg-
ularity occurred on the territory
of the receiving Administration.

9. If the loss, rifling, or damage
has taken place in the course of
transportation, without its being
possible to establish on the terri-
tory or in the service of which
country the act took place, the
Administrations involved bear the
responsibility in equal shares.

10. The country responsible for
the loss, rifling, or damage and on

d dente en el pais de destino, a
e cobrar dicha indemnizaci6n, en
If cuyo caso 6sta ser& abonada por la
e Administraci6n de destino, por
, cuenta de la que resulte respon-
- sable, contra la cual la pagadora
- se reserva el derecho de reclamar
. el reintegro de la suma abonada.
f Por el hecho de pagar la indem-
e nizaci6n y hasta el limite del
e importe de esa indemnizaci6n, la
- Administraci6n responsable queda
1 subrogada en los derechos de la
r persona que la haya recibido para
t todo recurso eventual, ya contra
, al destinatario, remitente o un

tercero.
7. Salvo prueba en contrario, la Fixing of respon-sibility.

responsabilidad por la perdida de
una encomienda con declaraci6n
de valor incumbe a la Adminis-
traci6n que, habiendo recibido la
pieza sin hacer observaci6n y
teniendo a su disposici6n todos los
medios reglamentarios de investi-
gaci6n, no pueda probar:

(a) La correcta entrega del en-
vio.

(b) El curso reglamentario del
mismo de acuerdo a lo estipulado
en el presente Convenio.

(c) El tratamiento prescripto
por la legislaci6n interna si se
tratara de una encomienda caida
en infracci6n.

8. Cuando la p6rdida, el despojo
o la averia de una encomienda con
declaraci6n de valor se conmpruebe
en el momento de recibirso el
despacho en la Oficina de Cainhio
receptora y esn circunstancia haya
sido sefialado en la forma resga-
mentaria a la Oficina de Cambio
remitente, la responsabilidad in-
cumbe a la Administraci6n de que
dependa dicha oficina, a no ser
que se compruebe que la irregula-
ridad ha ocurrido en el territorio
de la Administraci6n receptora.

9. Si la p6rdida, el despojo o la
averfa ha tenido lugar durante el
transporte, sin que sea posible
comprobar en que territorio o
servicio ha ocurrido el hecho, las
Administraciones interesadas so-
portaran la responsabilidad por
partes iguales.

10. El pais responsable de la coeutry eff'eutgtpay-
perdida, el despojo o la averia, y ment.
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of destination, to collect the said 
indemnity, in which case it will be 
credited by the Administration of 
destination to the account of the 
Administration responsible, 
against which the paying Adminis-
tration reserves the right of claim-
ing refund of the amount credited. 
By the fact of the payment of 

the indemnity, and up to the 
amount of such indemnity, the 
responsible Administration is sub-
rogated in the rights of the person 
who has received the indemnity 
for all eventual recourse against 
either the addressee, the sender, 
or third parties. 

7. Until the contrary is proved, 
responsibility for an insured parcel 
rests with the Administration 
which, having received the parcel 
without m.akmg any reservations, 
and being put into possession of 
all the regulation means of in-
vestigation, cannot establish: 

(a) Proper delivery of the par-
cel. 

(b) Regular disposal of the same 
in accordance with the stipula-
tions of this Agreement. 

(c) Treatment as prescribed by 
the domestic legislation if it is a 
question of a parcel which is in 
violation of the regulations. 

8. When the loss, rifling, or 
damage of an insured parcel is 
detected upon opening the recep-
tacle at the receiving exchange 
office and has been regularly 
pointed out to the dispatching 
exchange office, the responsibility 
falls upon the Administration to 
which the latter office belongs, 
unless it be proved that the irreg-
ularity occurred on the territory-
of the receiving Administration. 

9. If the loss, rifling, or damage 
has taken place in the course of 
transportation, without its being 
possible to establish on the terri-
tory or in the service of which 
country the act took place, the 
Administrations involved bear the 
responsibility in equal shares. 

10. The country responsible for 
the loss, rifling, or damage and on 

dente en el pals de destine, a 
cobrar dicha inderanizacien, en 
cuyo caso esta sera abonada por la 
Administracion de destine, por 
cuenta de la que resulte respon-
sable, contra la cual la pagadora 
se reserva el derecho de reclamar 
el reintegro de la suma abonada. 
Por el hecho de pagar la indem-

nizacien y hasta el limite del 
importe de esa indemnizaci6u, Ia 
Administracien responsable queda 
subrogada en los derechos de la 
persona que la haya recibido para 
todo recurso eventual, ya contra 
al destinatario, remitente o un 
tercero. 

7. Salvo prueba en contrario, la 
responsabilidad por la perdida de 
una encomienda con declaraciOn 
de valor incumbe a la Admin. is-
tracien que, habiendo recibido la 
pieza sin hacer observacien y 
tenien.do a su disposicien todos los 
medics reglamentarios de investi-
gacien, no pueda probar: 

(a) La correcta entrega del en-
vie. 

(b) El c-urso reglarnentario del 
mismo de acuerdo a lo estipulado 
en el presente Convenio. 

(c) El tratamiento prescripto 
por la legislacion interna si se 
tratara de una encomienda calda 
en infraccien. 

8. Cuando la perdida, el despojo 
o la averfa de una encomienda con 
declaracien de valor se compruebe 
en el memento de recibirse el 
despacho en la Oficina do Cambio 
receptera y esa cireunstancia haya 
sido sefialado en la forma regla-
mentaria a la Oficina de Cambio 
remitente, la responsabilidad in-
cumbe a la Administracion de que 
dependa dicha oficina, a no ser 
que se compruebe que la irregula-
ridad ha ocurrido en el territorio 
de la Administracien receptora. 

9. Si la perdida, el despojo o la 
averfa ha tenido lugar durante el 
transporte, sin que sea posible 
comprobar en que territorio o 
servicio ha ocurrido el hecho, las 
Administraciones interesadas so-
portaran hi responsabilidad por 
partes iguales. 

10. El pals responsable de la eortelmrybeaftimegntpayto. 
perdida, el despojo o la averfa, y merit. 

Fixing of respon• 
sibility. 
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whose account the payment is
effected, is bound to repay the
amount of the indemnity to the
country which has effected the
payment. This reimbursement
must take place without delay,
and at the latest within the period
of nine months after notification
of payment.

11. These repayments to the
creditor country must be made
without expense for that Admin-
istration, by money order or
draft, in money valid in the
creditor country, or in any other
way to be agreed upon mutually
by correspondence.

12. The reimbursement of the
indemnities must be effected on
the basis of gold money.

13. The sender is responsible
for defects in the packing and in-
sufficiency in the closing and the
seals of insured parcels. More-
over, the two Administrations are
released from all responsibility in
case of loss, rifling, or damage
caused by defects not noticed at
the time of mailing.

ARTICLE III.

Preparation of parcels.

1. It is obligatory to indicate in
ink and with all exactitude, on the
parcel itself, the complete address
of the sender as well as that of the
addressee of an insured parcel.
When, for practical reasons, it is
impossible to comply with the
requirement for placing the ad-
dress on the parcel itself, and the
latter bears a label or tag showing
the address, it will be obligatory
to inclose in the parcel a copy of
the complete address of the ad-
dressee with mention of the ad-
dress of the sender.

Initials will not be accepted as
an address.

Parcels addressed "in care" shall
indicate with all clarity and as
completely as possible the address
of the second addressee.

por cuya cuenta se efectde el
pago, esta obligado a reembolsar
el importe de la indemnizaci6n al
pais que haya efectuado el pago.
Este reembolso sera efectuado
lo mas pronto posible y a mas
tardar dentro del periodo de
nueve meses despues de la noti-
ficaci6n del pago.

11. Ese reembolso al pais acree-
dor sera efectuado sin gastos para
dicha Administraci6n, por medio
de giro postal o letra de cambio
por un valor en moneda vMaida en
el pais acreedor o de cualquier
otro modo que se haya convenido
mutuamente por correspondencia.

12. El reembolso de las indem-
nizaciones debe efectuarse sobre
la base de la moneda oro.

13. El remitente es responsable
de los defectos en el embalaje y de
la insuficiencia del cierre y de los
sellos de las encomiendas con
declaraci6n de valor. Ademas,
las dos Administraciones se ex-
ceptuan de toda responsabilidad
en caso de perdida, despojo o
averfa que sea causado por defec-
tos que no se notan al momento
del dep6sito.

ARTfCULO III.

Acondicionamiento de los envios.

1. Es obligatorio anotar a tinta
y con toda exactitud sobre el
mismo envio, la direcci6n com-
pleta del remitente y del desti-
natario de las encomiendas con
declaraci6n de valor. Cuando por
razones de orden practico no sea
posible cumplir el requisito de la
anotaci6n sobre el mismo envio y
este vaya munido de una etiqueta
o caratula que ostente la direc-
ci6n, sera obligatorio incluir, den-
tro del envio, una copia de las
sefas completas del destinatario
con una menci6n de la direcci6n
del remitente.

No se aceptaran las iniciales
como sefias de direcci6n.

Las encomiendas dirigidas "a
cargo", deberan indicar con toda
claridad v lo mas completamente
posible las senas del segundo
destinatario.

Defects in packing,
etc.

Preparation of par-
cels.
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Defects in packing, 
etc. 

Preparation of par-
cels. 

whose account the payment is 
effected, is bound to repay the 
amount of the indemnity to the 
country which has effected the 
payment. This reimbursement 
must take place without delay, 
and at the latest within the period 
of nine months after notification 
of payment. 

11. These repayments to the 
creditor countrx- must be made 
without expense for that Admin-
istration, by money order or 
draft, in money valid in the 
creditor country, or in any other 
way to be agreed upon mutually 
by correspondence. 

12. The reimbursement of the 
indemnities must be effected on 
the basis of gold money. 

13. The sender is responsible 
for defects in the packing and in-
sufficiency- in the closing and the 
seals of insured parcels. More-
over, the two Administrations are 
released from all responsibility in 
case of loss, rifling, or damage 
caused by defects not noticed at 
the time of mailing. 

ARTICLE III. 

Preparation of parcels. 

1. It is obligatory to indicate in 
ink and with all exactitude, on the 
parcel itself, the complete address 
of the sender as well as that of the 
addressee of an insured parcel. 
When, for practical reasons, it is 
impossible to comply with the 
requirement for placing the ad-
dress on the parcel itself, and the 
latter bears a label or tag showing 
the address, it will be obligatory 
to inclose in the parcel a copy of 
the complete address of the ad-
dressee with mention of the ad-
dress of the sender. 

Initials will not be accepted as 
an address. 

Parcels addressed "in care" shall 
indicate with all clarity and as 
completely as possible the address 
of the second addressee. 

por cuya cuenta se efectue el 
pago, esta obligado a reembolsar 
el importe de la indemnizacion al 
pals que haya efectuado el pago. 
Este reembolso sera efectuado 
lo Inas pronto posible y a mas 
tardar dentro del periodo de 
nueve meses despues de la noti-
ficacion del pago. 

11. Ese reembolso al pals acree-
dor sera efectuado sin gastos pars 
dicha AdministraciOn, por medio 
de giro postal o letra de cambio 
por un valor en moneda valida en 
el pals acreedor o do cualquier 
otro modo que se haya convenido 
mutuamente por correspondencia. 

12. El reembolso de las indem-
nizaciones debe efectuarse sobre 
is base de la moneda oro. 

13. El remitente es responsable 
de los defectos en el embalaje y de 
la insuficiencia del cierre y de los 
sellos de las encomiendas con 
declaracion de valor. Ademas, 
las dos Administraciones se ex-
ceptuan de toda responsabilidad 
en caso de perdida, despojo o 
averia que sea causado por defec-
tos que no se notan al memento 
del deposit°. 

ARTiCULO III. 

Acondicionamiento de los envios. 

1. Es obligatorio anotar a tinta 
y con toda exactitud sobre el 
mismo envio, la direccion com-
pleta del remitente y del desti-
natario de las encomiendas con 
declaracion de valor. Cuando por 
razones de orden prfictico no sea 
posible cumplir el requisito de la 
anotacion sobre el rnismo envio y 
este vaya munido de una etiqueta 
o caratula que ostente is direc-
ci6n, sera obligatorio incluir, den-
tro del envio, una copia de las 
sefias completas del destinatario 
con ima menciOn de la direccion 
del remitente. 
No se aceptaran las iniciales 

como sefias de direccion. 
Las encomiendas dirigidas "a 

cargo", deberan indicar con toda 
claridad v lo Inas completamente 
posible las sefias del segundo 
destinatario. 
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2. Insured parcels must be pre-
pared in such a manner as to
withstand the contingencies of
transportation.

The amount of the insured value
shall be entered on the parcel it-
self in money of the country of
origin. The conversion into gold
francs shall be effected by the
office of origin and entered below
the previous entry. This latter
indication shall be reproduced on
the dispatch note.

The fastening of insured parcels
must be sealed with wax or lead.
In case such a parcel is officially
opened, the post office which has
effected such opening must close
the parcel again and officially
seal it.

Insured parcels must be pro-
vided with a special label desig-
nating them as such, which label
shall be applied to the front of the
parcel; but it shall not be affixed
m such a way as to hide defects
in the packing, nor be folded over
the corners or edges of the parcel
A similar indication, either in
handwriting or by means of a
label, shall be applied to the dis-
patch note.

ARTICLE IV.

Exchange of dispatches.

2. Es obligatorio acondicionar
las encomiendas con declaraci6n
de valor de modo que resistan las
contingencias del transporte.

El monto de la declaraci6n de
valor debera inscribirse sobre el
mismo paquete en moneda del
pais de origen. La conversi6n a
francos oro sera hecha por la
oficina remitente e indicada deba-
jo de la anotaci6n anterior. Esta
ultima indicaci6n sera reproducida
sobre el boletin de expedici6n.

Es obligatorio asegurar con lacre
o plomo los cierres de las enco-
miendas con declaraci6n de valor.
En caso de procederse a la aper-
tura de oficio de una encomienda
de esta naturaleza, la oficina de
correos que la haya operado,
debera volver a cerrar el envio
asegurandolo con un sello oficial.

Es obligatorio revestir las en-
comiendas con declaraci6n de valor
con una etiqueta especial que
caracterice su categoria, la que
debera aplicarse sobre la parte
anterior del envio y no de ma-
nera que sirva para ocultar
desperfectos en el embalaje, ni
volcadas sobre las aristas o hordes
de la encomienda. Una indica-
ci6n analoga, ya sea manuscrita o
mediante una etiqueta, sera apli-
cada sobre el boletin de expe-
dici6n.

ARTfCULO IV.

Intercambio de despachos.

Insured parcels shall be in-
closed in separate sacks from those
in which ordinary parcels are con-
tained and the labels of sacks
containing insured parcels shall be
marked with such distinctive sym-
bols as may from time to time be
agreed upon.

ARTICLE V.

Billing of parcels.

1. Insured parcels shall be en-
tered on separate parcel bills and
shall be listed individually. The
following information relative to

Las encomiendas con declara-
ci6n de valor deber6n incluirse en
sacos separados de aquellos en
que se incluyen las ordinarias.
Las etiquetas correspondientes a
sacos que contengan paquetes
postales asegurados deberan mar-
carse con signos distintivos y de
conformidad con lo que se resol-
viere oportunamente.

ARTfCULO V.

Inscripci6n en las hojas de ruta.

1. Las encomiendas con de-
claraci6n de valor deberan ano-
tarse individualmente en hojas de
ruta especiales. Los siguientes

53 STAT.] 2229

Labeling, etc.

Exchange of dis-
patches.

Billing of parcels.
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2. Insured parcels must be pre-
pared in such a manner .as to 
withstand the contingencies of 
transportation. 
The amount of the insured value 

shall be entered on the parcel it-
self in money of the country of 
origin. The conversion into gold 
francs shall be effected by the 
office of origin and entered below 
the previous entry. This latter 
indication shall be reproduced on 
the dispatch note. 
The fastening of insured parcels 

must be sealed with wax or lead. 
In case such a parcel is officially 
opened, the post office which has 
effected such opening must close 
the parcel again and officially 
seal it. 

Insured parcels must be pro-
vided with a special label desig-
nating them as such, which label 
shall be applied to the front of the 
parcel; but it shall not be affixed 
m such a way as to hide defects 
in the packing, nor be folded over 
the corners or edges of the parcel 
A similar indication, either in 
handwriting or by means of a 
label, shall be applied to the dis-
patch note. 

ARTICLE IV. 

Exchange of dispatches. 

Insured parcels shall be in-
closed in separate sacks from those 
in which ordinary parcels are con-
tained and the labels of sacks 
containing insured parcels shall be 
marked with such distinctive sym-
bols as may from time to time be 
agreed upon. 

ARTICLE V. 

Billing of parcels. 

1. Insured parcels shall be en-
tered on separate parcel bills and 
shall be listed individually. The 
following information relative to 

2. Es obligatorio acondicionar 
las encomiendas con declaracion 
de valor de modo que resistan las 
contingencias del transporte. 
El monto de la declaracion de 

valor debera inscribirse sobre el 
mismo paquete en moneda del 
pals de origen. La conversion a 
francos oro sera hecha por la 
oficina remitente e indicada deba-
jo de la anotacion anterior. Esta 
dltima indicacion sera reproducida 
sobre el boletin de expedicion. 
Es obligatorio asegurar con lacre 

o plomo los cierres de las enco-
miendas con declaracion de valor. 
En caso de procederse a is aper-
tura de oficio de una encomienda 
de esta naturaleza, la oficina de 
correos que la hays operado, 
debera, volver a cerrar el envio 
asegurandolo con un sello oficial. 
Es obligatorio revestir las en-

comiendas con declaracion de valor 
con una etiqueta especial que 
caracterice su categoria, is que 
debera aplicarse sobre la parte 
anterior del envio y no de ma-
nera que sirva pars ocultar 
desperfectos en el embalaje, ni 
volcadas sobre las aristas o bordes 
de la enconaienda. Una indica-
cion analogs, ya sea manuscrita o 
mediante una etiqueta, sera, apli-
cads sobre el boletin de expe-
clicion. 

AR-11cm.° IV. 

Intercambio de despachos. 

Las encomiendas con declara-
cif% de valor deberan incluirse en 
sacos separados de aquellos en 
quo se incluyen las ordinarias. 
Las etiquetas correspondientes a 
sacos que contengan paquetes 
postales asegurados deberan mar-
carse con signos distintivos y de 
conformidad con lo que se resol-
viere oportunamente. 

ARTfCITLO V. 

InscripciOn en las 14as de ruta. 

1. Las encomiendas con de-
claracion de valor deberin ano-
tarse individualmente en hojas de 
ruta especiales. Los siguientes 

Labeling, etc. 

Exchange of dis-
patches. 

Billing of parcels. 
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each insured parcel shall be en-
tered on the parcel bill: Insurance
number of the parcel, office of
origin, amount of insured value in
gold francs, and exact weight of
the parcel in pounds and ounces or
in kilograms and grams. In ad-
dition, there shall be shown the
total amount, credit or debit, as
the case may be, which is due on
each dispatch as well as an indi-
cation of the numbers of the sacks
in which insured parcels are con-
tained.

2. In so far as concerns re-
turned parcels, this fact will be
stated.

3. Each dispatching office of
exchange shall number the parcel
bills in the upper left-hand cor-
ner, commencing each year a
fresh series for each office of ex-
change of destination. The last
number of the year shall be shown
on the parcel bill of the first dis-
patch of the following year.

datos relativos a cada paquete
asegurado han de anotarse en la
hoja de ruta: Niumero de registro
del paquete asegurado, oficina de
origen, monto en francos oro de la
declaraci6n de valor y peso exacto
en libras y onzas o en kilos y
gramos. Ademas, el monto total,
bonificaci6n o d6bito segdn corr-
esponda, relativo a cada despacho,
asi como una indicaci6n del nu-
mero del saco o envase en que van
incluidos los paquetes asegurados,
ha de anotarse en la hoja de ruta.

2. En lo que atafie a los pa-
quetes devueltos se hara constar
esta circunstancia.

3. Cada Oficina de Cambio nu-
merara correlativamente las hojas
de ruta anotando el numero corr-
espondiente en el angulo superior
izquierdo, iniciando cada ano una
serie por cada Oficina de Cambio
destinataria. El iltimo numero
de la serie anual sera indicado en
la hoja de ruta del primer despacho
que se hiciere en el afio sub-
siguiente.

ARTICLE VT. ARTfCULO VI.

Verification of dispatches by the Verificaci6n de despachos en la
receiving office. oficina receptora.

1. On receipt of a dispatch of
insured parcels, the exchange of-
fice of destination proceeds to
verify it, checking the exactness
of the entries made on the parcel
bills. If any error or omission is
noted, it will be communicated
immediately to the dispatching
office by means of a bulletin of
verification.

2. The dispatching exchange of-
fice to which a bulletin of verifica-
tion is sent returns it after having
examined it and entered thereon
its observations, if any. The re-
turned bulletins are attached to
the parcel bills to which they refer.
Corrections made on a parcel bill
which are not justified by support-
ing papers are considered as de-
void of value.

1. Al recibir un despacho de
encomiendas aseguradas, la Oficina
de Cambio destinataria procedera
a verificarlo, comprobando la ex-
actitud de las inscripciones hechas
en las hojas de ruta. Si se notara
error u omisi6n se comunicara in-
mediatamente a la oficina expedi-
dora por medio de un boletin de
verificaci6n.

2. La Oficina de Cambio ex-
pedidora a la cual se envie un
boletin de verificaci6n, lo devol-
vera a la brevedad posible, des-
pues de haberlo examinado, de-
jando constancia en el mismo de
sus observaciones si hubiere lugar
a ello. Los boletines devueltos
seran agregados a las hojas de
ruta a que se refieran. Las co-
rrecciones efectuadas en una hoja
de ruta y que no esten apoyadas
por documentos probatorios seran
consideradas nulas.

Returned parcels.

Numbering of par-
cel bills.

Verification of dis-
patches by receiving
office.
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Returned parcels. 

Numbering of par-
cel bills. 

Verification of dis-
patches by receiving 
office. 

each insured parcel shall be en-
tered on the parcel bill: Insurance 
number of the parcel, office of 
origin, amount of insured value in 
gold francs, and exact weight of 
the parcel in pounds and ounces or 
in kilograms and grams. In ad-
dition, there shall be shown the 
total amount, credit or debit, as 
the case may be, which is due on 
each dispatch as well as an indi-
cation of the numbers of the sacks 
in which insured parcels are con-
tained. 

2. In so far as concerns re-
turned parcels, this fact will be 
stated. 

3. Each dispatching office of 
exchange shall number the parcel 
bills in the upper left-hand cor-
ner, commencing each year a 
fresh series for each office of ex-
change of destination. The last 
number of the year shall be shown 
on the parcel bill of the first dis-
patch of the following year. 

ARTICLE VT. 

Verification of dispatches by the 
receiving office. 

1. On receipt of a dispatch of 
insured parcels, the exchange of-
fice of destination proceeds to 
verify it, checking the exactness 
of the entries made on the parcel 
bills. If any error or omission is 
noted, it will be communicated 
immediately to the dispatching 
office by means of a bulletin of 
verification. 

2. The dispatching exchange of-
fice to which a bulletin of verifica-
tion is sent returns it after having 
examined it and entered thereon 
its observations, if any. The re-
turned bulletins are attached to 
the parcel bills to which they refer. 
Corrections made on a parcel bill 
which are not justified by support-
ing papers are considered as de-
void of value. 

datos relativos a cads paquete 
asegurado han de anotarse en la 
hoja de ruts: Ntimero de registro 
del paquete asegurado, oficina de 
origen, monto en francos oro de la 
declaracion de valor y peso exacto 
en hbras y onzas o en kilos y 
gramos. Ademas, el monto total, 
bonificacion o d6bito segiln corr-
esponda, relativo a cada despacho, 
asi como una indicacion del nil-
mero del saco o envase en que van 
incluidos los paquetes asegurados, 
ha de anotarse en la hoja de ruta. 

2. En lo que ataiie a los pa-
quotes devueltos se hara constar 
esta circunstancia. 

3. Cads Oficina de Cambio nu-
merara, correlativamente las hojas 
de rata anotando el nalmero corr-
espondiente en el Angulo superior 
izquierdo, iniciando cads afio una 
serie por cads Oficina de Cambio 
destinataria. El filtimo roimero 
de is serie anual sera, indicado en 
is hoja de ruts del primer despacho 
que se hiciere en el afio sub-
siguiente. 

ARTICULO 

VerificaciOn de despachos en la 
oficina receptora. 

1. Al recibir un despacho de 
encomiendas aseguradas, la Oficina 
de Cambio destinataria procedera 
a verificarlo, comprobando Is ex-
actitud de las inscripciones hechas 
en las hojas de ruts. Si se notara 
error u omision se comunicara in-
raediatamente a la oficina expedi-
dora por medio de un boletfn de 
verific acion 

2. La Oficina de Cambio ex-
pedidora a is cual se envie un 
boletIn de verificacion, lo devol-
verb, a la brevedad posible, des-
plies de haberlo examinado, de-
jando constancia en el mismo de 
sus observaciones si hubiere lugar 
a ello. Los boletines devueltos 
seran agTegados a las hojas de 
ruts a que se refieran. Las co-
rrecciones efectuadas en una hoja 
de ruts y que no eaten apoyadas 
por documentos probatorios Benin 
consideradas nulas. 
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3. In case of shortage of a par-
cel bill, a duplicate is prepared, a
copy of which is sent to the ex-
change office of origin of the dis-
patch.

4. The exchange office which
receives a damaged parcel with a
noticeable difference in weight,
giving rise to the supposition that
the parcel has been rifled, pro-
ceeds to verify its contents, the
respective evidence from which
operation is entered in a report
drawn up for this purpose, in
which report will be stated, in
addition to the exterior state and
exact contents of the insured
parcel, the weight before and
after opening, it being repacked
officially with an attempt to pre-
serve the original packing as far
as possible. Likewise the weight
before and after repacking will be
shown on the cover of the article.
A copy of the report, duly certi-
fied, will be sent jointly with the
bulletin of verification to the dis-
patching exchange office.

When total or partial shortage
or substitution of the contents is
proved or is surmised on good evi-
dence, the said documents will be
accompanied by the following
constituents of evidence: Sack,
address label, and fastenings, and
the wrapper of the parcel.

If necessary, the dispatching
exchange office may also be ad-
vised by telegram, at the expense
of the Office sending such tele-
gram.

5. When the exchange office of
destination has not sent to the
dispatching exchange office by
the first mail after the verification,
a bulletin in which the errors or
irregularities are stated, it will be
considered until proved to the
contrary that the dispatch has
been received in correct order.

6. When the addressee (or, in
case of return, the sender) makes
reservations upon taking posses-
sion of the parcel, a report of
verification shall be made up
immediately in the presence of the
interested party by the office

3. Si se comprobara la falta de
una hoja de ruta, se confeccionara
de oficio por duplicado, un ejem-
plar de la cual se enviara a la
Oficina de Cambio de que proceda
el despacho.

4. La Oficina de Cambio que
reciba una encomienda averiada
con una notable diferencia de peso
que d6 lugar a suponer que el
envfo ha sido expoliado, pro-
cedera a la verificaci6n de su con-
tenido, de cuya operaci6n dejara
las constancias respectivas en acta
levantada a tal efecto, en la cual
se expresara ademas del estado
exterior y contenido exacto de la
encomienda asegurada, el peso
anterior y posterior a su apertura,
reembalandosela de oficio y pro-
curando conservar en lo posible el
embalaje original, igualmente se
dejara constancia del peso anterior
y posterior en la cubierta del
envio. Una copia del acta de-
bidamente legalizada sera enviada
conjuntamente con el boletin de
verificaci6n a la Oficina de Cambio
expedidora.

Cuando se compruebe o se
presuma fundadamente falta par-
cial o total, o sustituci6n de con-
tenido, se acompafiara con dichos
documentos los siguientes ele-
mentos de prueba: Saco, caratula
y cierres, y cubierta de la en-
comienda.

Si fuera necesario, la Oficina do
Caml)io expedidora scrA avis4ada
telegrAficamente, a espensas (do la
oficina que despacha el telegrama.

5. Cuando la Oficina de Cambio
destinataria no haya enviado a la
de Cambio remitente por primer
correo despues de la verificaci6n,
un boletin en el que se haga con-
star errores o irregularidades, se
considerara, hasta probarse lo
contrario, que el despacho ha
sido recibido de conformidad.

6. Cuando el destinatario o en
caso de devoluci6n el remitente,
formule reservas al tomar posesi6n
de la encomienda, se levantara un
acta de verificaci6n inmediata-
mente y en presencia del intere-
sado, por la oficina que entregue la
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3. In case of shortage of a par-
cel bill, a duplicate is prepared, a 
copy of which is sent to the ex-
change office of origin of the dis-
patch. 
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after opening, it being repacked 
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serve the original packing as far 
as possible. Likewise the weight 
before and after repacking will be 
shown on the cover of the article. 
A copy of the report, duly certi-
fied, will be sent jointly with the 
bulletin of verification to the dis-
patching exchange office. 
When total or partial shortage 

or substitution of the contents is 
proved or is surmised on good evi-
dence, the said documents will be 
accompanied by the following 
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address label, and fastenings, and 
the wrapper of the parcel. 
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of the Office sending such tele-
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a bulletin in which the errors or 
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contrary that the dispatch has 
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case of return, the sender) makes 
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verification shall be made up 
immediately in the presence of the 
interested party by the office 

3. Si se comprobara la falta de 
una hoja de ruta, se confeccionari 
de oficio por duplicado, un ejem-
plar de la cu al se enviara a la 
Oficina de Cambio de que proceda 
el despacho. 

4. La Oficina de Cambio que 
reciba una encomienda averiada 
con una notable diferencia de peso 
que de lugar a suponer que el 
en.vfo ha sido expoliado, pro-
cederi a la verificacien de su con-
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se expresare, ademos del estado 
exterior y contenido exact° de la 
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anterior y posterior a su apertura, 
reembalendosela de oficio y pro-
curando conservar en lo posible el 
embalaje original, igualmente se 
dejare, constancia del peso anterior 
y posterior en la cubierta del 
en.vfo. Una copia del acta de-
bidamente legaliza,da seri enviada 
conjuntamente con el boletfn de 
verificacien a la Oficina de Cambio 
expedidora. 
Cuando se compruebe o se 

presuma fundadamente falta par-
cial o total, o sustitucien de con-
tenido, se acompafiara, con dichos 
documentos los siguientes ele-
mentos de prueba: Saco, caratula 
y cierres, y cubierta de hi, en-
comienda. 

Si fuera neeesario, la Oficina de 
Cambio expedidora seri, avisada 
telegraficamente, a espensas de la 
oficina que despacha el telegrama. 

5. Cuando la Oficina de Cambio 
destinataria no haya enviado a la 
de Cambio remitente por primer 
correo despues de la verifica,cion, 
un boletfn en el que se haga con-
star errores o irregularidades, se 
considerara, hasta probarse lo 
contrario, que el despacho ha 
sido recibido de conformidad. 

6. Cuando el destin.atario o en 
case de devolucien el remitente, 
formule reservas al tomar posesien 
de la encomienda, se levantari un 
acta de verificacien inmediata-
mente y en presencia del intere-
sado, por la oficina que entregue la 
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delivering the parcel. This re-
port, made up in duplicate, and
confirmed, if possible, by the
signature of the interested party,
must indicate:

(a) The external condition of
the parcel.

(b) The gross weight.
(c) The exact inventory of the

contents.
One of the copies of the report

shall be delivered to the interested
party; the other shall be attached
to the complaint form.

7. The documents relative to
dispatches and articles which have
given rise to application of the
provisions of this Article will be
kept.

ARTICLE VII.

Change of address.
The sender of every insured par-

cel shall make officially, to the
Administration of origin, any re-
quests for change of address which
he desires to make of the Adminis-
tration of destination, without
which requirement the latter may
not effect changes of address. In
all cases, it shall proceed to detain
the parcel involved, making appro-
priate inquiry of the Administra-
tion of origin.

ARTICLE VIII.

Redirection and nondelivery.
1. An insured parcel redirected

within the country of destination
or delivered to an alternate ad-
dressee at the original office of
address shall be liable the same as
ordinary parcels, to such additional
charges as may be prescribed by
the Administration of that coun-
try.

2. The redirection or the return
to origin of an insured parcel shall
be effected by insured mail, with
the same insured value as origi-
nally indicated; and the reforward-
ing Administration will enter to
its credit in the parcel bill the
postal and non-postal fees, includ-
ing those for insurance, as in the

pieza. Esta acta confeccionada
por duplicado y ratificada en la
medida de lo posible con la firma
del interesado debera indicar:

(a) El estado exterior de la
encomienda.

(b) El peso bruto.
(c) El inventario exacto del

contenido.
Una de las copias del acta se

entregara al interesado y la otra se
anexara a la f6rmula de reclama-
ci6n.

7. La documentaci6n referente
a despachos y piezas que hayan
dado lugar a la aplicaci6n de las
disposiciones de este articulo sera
conservada.

ARTfCULO VII.

Modificaci6n de direcci6n.
El remitente de toda encomien-

da con declaraci6n de valor de-
bera oficializar ante la Administra-
ci6n de origen los pedidos de cam-
bios de direcciones que desee for-
mular a la Administraci6n de des-
tino, sin cuyo requisito esta ultima
no podra realizar cambios de di-
recci6n. En todo caso, procedera
a la retenci6n del respective envio,
dirigiendo la consulta pertinente a
la Administraci6n de origen.

ARTfCULO VIII.

Redirecci6n yfalta de entrega.
1. Una encomienda con declara-

ci6n de valor que experimentara
cambio en su direcci6n dentro del
pals de destino, o que fuere entre-
gado a algun destinatario suplente
en la prinitiva oficina de destino,
quedara sometida como los envios
ordinarios, al pago de los derechos
adicionales, segun lo prescripto por
cada Administraci6n.

2. La redirecci6n o la devolu-
ci6n a origen de una encomienda
con declaraci6n de valor, debera
realizarse en el mismo caracter y
con el monto de declaraci6n indi-
cado primitivamente y la Admi-
nistraci6n reexpedidora cargara a
su beneficio en la hoja de ruta los
derechos postales y no postales,

Change of address.

Redirection and
nondelivery; addi-
tional charges.

Manner of refor-
warding.
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Redirection and 
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tional charges. 

Manner of refor-
warding. 

delivering the parcel. This re-
port, made up in duplicate, and 
confirmed, if possible, by the 
signature of the interested party, 
must indicate: 

(a) The external condition of 
the parcel. 

(b) The gross weight. 
(c) The exact inventory of the 

contents. 
One of the copies of the report 

shall be delivered to the interested 
party; the other shall be attached 
to the complaint form. 

7. The documents relative to 
dispatches and articles which have 
given rise to application of the 
provisions of this Article will be 
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Change of address. 
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cel shall make officially, to the 
Administration of origin, any re-
quests for change of address which 
he desires to make of the Adminis-
tration of destination, without 
which requirement the latter may 
not effect changes of address. In 
all cases, it shall proceed to detain 
the parcel involved, making appro-
priate inquiry of the Administra-
tion of origin. 
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por duplicado y ratificada en la 
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con.tenido. 
Una de las copias del acta se 

entregara al interesado y la otra se 
anexara a la formula de re,clama-
cion. 

7. La documentacion referente 
a despachos y piezas que hayan 
dado lugar a la aplicacian de las 
disposiciones de este articulo sera 
conservad a. 

AuTfcuLo VII. 

ModificaciOn de direccion. 

El reraitente de toda encomien-
da con declaracion de valor de-
bera oficializar ante la, Administra-
clop. de orfgen los pedidos de cam-
bios de direcciones que desee for-
mular a la Administracion de des-
tino, sin cuyo requisito esta iiltima 
no podra realizar cambios de di-
reccion. En todo caso, procedera 
a la retencion del respectivo envfo, 
dirigiendo la consulta pertinente a 
la Administracion de orfgen. 

ARTiCULO VIII. 

Redirection and nondelivery. Redireccion y falta de entrega. 

1. An insured parcel redirected 
within the country of destination 
or delivered to an alternate ad-
dressee at the original office of 
address shall be liable the same as 
ordinary parcels, to such additional 
charges as may be prescribed by 
the Administration of that coun-
try. 

2. The redirection or the return 
to origin of an insured parcel shall 
be effected by insured mail, with 
the same insured value as origi-
nally indicated; and the reforward-
ing Administration will enter to 
its credit in the parcel bill the 
postal and non-postal fees, includ-
ing those for insurance, as in the 

1. Una encomienda con declara-
ciOn de valor que experimentara 
cambio en su direccion dentro del 
pals de destino, o que fuere entre-
gado a algun destinatario suplente 
en la primitiva oficina de destino, 
quedara sometida como los envios 
ordmarios, al pago de los derechos 
adicionales, segun lo prescripto por 
c ad a Administracion. 

2. La redireccion o la devolu-
cion a origen de una encomienda 
con declaraciOn de valor, debera 
realizarse en el mismo catheter y 
con el monto de declaracion indi-
eado primitivamente y la Admi-
nistracion reexpedidora cargara a 
su beneficio en la hoja de ruta los 
derechos postales y no postales, 
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case of a new dispatch. The Ad-
ministration which effected deliv-
ery of the returned or reforwarded
parcel, will collect from the sender
or, as the case may be, from the
addressee, the whole of the fees
that are applicable.

3. If, because of the require-
ments of the legislation of the coun-
try of destination, an insured par-
cel cannot be either delivered, for-
warded, or returned to the coun-
try of origin, the Administration
of the country of destination must
advise the Administration of the
country of origin as soon as possi-
ble of the disposal made of the
parcel in question.

4. Insured parcels may be refor-
warded by the sender or addressee
to a third country, insured or at
the risk of the party concerned if
the third country is not liable
for payment, provided that this
desire is expressed by letter or by
being entered on the parcels and
dispatch notes or customs declara-
tions; therefore, it is understood
that in case of loss, rifling, or
damage of a parcel reforwarded or
returned under these conditions,
the sender has a right only to an
indemnity equal to that for an
ordinary parcel of the same weight,
unless the Administration of new
destination accepts its responsi-
bility by virtue of the provisions
contained in Article II, Section 1,
second paragraph of the present
Agreement.

5. It is understood that an in-
sured parcel may be abandoned
in the event of nondelivery only
when the sender has expressly so -
requested on the wrapper of the (
parcel and on the accompanying
documents. In all other cases (
such parcels must invariably be i
returned to the country of origin, (
and the Administration of that I
country will be responsible to that 1
of destination for the postal and s
non-postal charges arising from I
such return. I

incluso los de seguro, como si se
tratara de una nueva expedici6n.
La Administraci6n que haga efec-
tiva la entrega de la encomienda
devuelta o reexpedida, cobrara del
remitente o eventualmente del des-
tinatario, la totalidad de los dere-
chos que correspondan.

3. Si por imperio de las disposi-
ciones del pals de destino una en-
comienda con declaraci6n de valor
no pudiera ser entregada, ni reex-
pedida, ni devuelta al pals de orf-
gen, la Administraci6n del pals de
destino tendra la obligaci6n de in-
formar a la Administraci6n del
pais de origen en el mas breve
plazo posible acerca del curso dado
a la encomienda en cuesti6n.

4. Las encomiendas con declara-
ci6n de valor podran ser reex-
pedidas al remitente, o destina-
tario a un tercer pais, aseguradas
o a riesgo del interesado si el
tercer pals no se comprometiere
al pago, siempre que se exprese
ese deseo por escrito o anotandolo
sobre las encomiendas y boletines
de expedici6n o declaraciones de
aduana; en consecuencia, queda
entendido que en caso de p6rdida,
expoliaci6n o averia de una en-
comienda reexpedida o devuelta
en estas condiciones, el expedidor
s61o tendri derecho a una indemni-
zaci6n equivalente a la de una
encomienda ordinaria del mismo
peso, salvo quo a Administraci6n
del nuevo destino acepte su ro-
sponsabilidad en virtud de la
previsi6n contenida en el Articulo
II, inciso 1, parrafo 2° del pre-
sente Convenio.

5. Queda entendido que el aban-
dono por falta de entrega de una
encomienda con declaraci6n de
valor, solo podri tener lugar
cuando el remitente lo haya solici-
tado asi expresamente, sobre la
cubierta del envio y documentos
anexos. En todo otro caso, estas
encomiendas seran indefectible-
mente devueltas al pals de origen
y la Administraci6n remitente
sera responsable ante la de destino
por los cargos postales y no
postales emergentes de dicha de-
voluci6n.
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case of a new dispatch. The Ad-
ministration which effected deliv-
ery of the returned or reforwarded 
parcel, will collect from the sender 
or, as the case may be, from the 
addressee, the whole of the fees 
that are applicable. 

3. If, because of the require-
ments of the legislation of the coun-
try of destination, an insured par-, 
cel cannot be either delivered, for-
warded, or returned to the coun-
try of origin, the Administration 
of the country of destination must 
advise the Administration of the 
country of origin as soon as possi-
ble of the disposal made of the 
parcel in question. 

4. Insured parcels may be refor-
warded by the sender or addressee 
to a third country, insured or at 
the risk of the party concerned if 
the third country is not liable 
for payment, provided that this 
desire is expressed by letter or by 
being entered on the parcels and 
dispatch notes or customs declara-
tions; therefore, it is understood 
that in case of loss, rifling, or 
damage of a parcel reforwarded or 
returned under these conditions, 
the sender has a right only to an 
indemnity equal to that for an 
ordinary parcel of the same weight, 
unless the Administration of new 
destination accepts its responsi-
bility by virtue of the provisions 
contained in Article II, Section 1, 
second paragraph of the present 
Agreement. 

5. It is understood that an in-
sured parcel may be abandoned 
in the event of nondelivery only 
when the sender has expressly so 
requested on the wrapper of the 
parcel and on the accompanying 
documents. In all other cases 
such parcels must invariably be 
returned to the country of origin, 
and the Administration of that 
country will be responsible to that 
of destination for the postal and 
non-postal charges arising from 
such return. 
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chos que correspondan. 
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4. Las eneomiendas con declara-
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o a riesgo del interesado si el 
tercer pals no se comprometiere 
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ese deseo per escrito o anotandolo 
sobre las encomiendas y boletines 
de expedicion o declaraciones de 
aduana; en consecuencia, queda 
entendido que en caso de perdida, 
expoliacion o aver% de una en-
comienda reexpedida o devuelta 
en estas condiciones, el expedidor 
solo tendra derecho a una indemni-
zacion equivalente a la de una 
encomienda ordinaria del mismo 
peso, salvo quo la Administracion 
del nuevo destino acepte su re-
sponsabilidad en viand de la 
previsi6n contenida en el Artieulo 
II, inciso 1, parrafo 2° del pre-
sent° Convenio. 

5. Queda entendido que el aban-
don° por falta de entrega de una 
encomienda con declaracion de 
valor, solo podra tener lugar 
cuando el remitente lo haya solici-
tado asi expresamente, sobre la 
cubierta del envio y documentos 
anexos. En todo otro caso, estas 
encomiendas serail indefectible-
mente devueltas al pals de origen 
y la Administracion remitente 
sera responsable ante la de destino 
por los cargos postales y no 
postale& ernergentes de dicha de-
vohicion. 
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ARTICLE IX.

Missent parcels.

AMissent parcels. Missent parcels will be returned
to the country of origin by the
first mail.

ARTICLE X.

Matters not provided for in this
Agreement.

Application of other
provisions to matters
not covered hereby.

50 Stat. 1696.
49 Stat. 2741, 2802.

Changes, modifica-
tions, etc., authorized.

Mutual notice of
laws, etc.

1. All matters relative to the
execution of this service, not pro-
vided for in the present Agree-
ment shall be governed by the
provisions of the Agreement Rela-
tive to Parcel Post of the Postal
Union of the Americas and Spain
or the Universal Postal Union
Convention and the Detailed Reg-
ulations for its Execution, respec-
tively, in so far as they are not
inconsistent with the provisions of
this Agreement; and then, if no
other arrangement has been made,
the internal legislation, regula-
tions, and rulings of the United
States of America and of the
Republic of Argentina, according
to the country involved, shall
govern.

2. The Postmaster General of
the United States of America and
the Director General of Posts and
Telegraphs of the Republic of
Argentina shall have authority to
make from time to time by corre-
spondence such changes and modi-
fications and further regulations
of order and detail as may become
necessary to facilitate the opera-
tion of the services contemplated
by this Agreement as well as to
provide arrangements for the ex-
change of parcels subject to col-
lect-on-delivery charges should
both countries at any time desire
such service.

3. The Administrations shall
communicate to each other from
time to time the provisions of
their laws or regulations applicable
to the conveyance of parcels by
insured mail.

ARTfCULO IX.

Encomiendas mal dirigidas.

Las encomiendas mal dirigidas
seran devueltas al pais de origen
por primer correo.

ARTfCULO X.

Asuntos no previstos en el Acuerdo.

1. Todos los asuntos relatives a
la ejecuci6n de este servicio, no
previstos en el presente Acuerdo,
seran regidos por las estipulaciones
del Acuerdo Relativo a Encomien-
das Postales de la Uni6n Postal
de las Americas y Espafia o de la
Convenci6n Postal Universal y de
su Reglamento de Ejecuci6n, res-
pectivamente, hasta donde no
sean incompatibles con las esti-
pulaciones de este Acuerdo, y
luego tambien para el caso de que
no exista otro arreglo, regira ]a
legislaci6n interna, reglamentos y
disposiciones dictados por los Es-
tados Unidos o la Repdblica Ar-
gentina, en conformidad con el
pals interesado.

2. El Director General de Cor-
reos de los Estados Unidos de
Norte America y el Director Gen-
eral de Correos y Tel6grafos dela
Republica Argentina, quedan au-
torizados para efectuar por corre-
spondencia y de comdn acuerdo,
cada vez que lespareciere oportu-
no, cambios, modificaciones y otras
regulaciones de orden o de detalle
que estimaren necesario para faci-
litar la operaci6n del servicio que
motiva el presente Acuerdo, como
tambien dictar las medidas con-
ducentes a un Acuerdo de inter-
cambio de envfos sujetos a las
condiciones de contra-reembolso,
si eventualmente, ambos pafses
desearen establecer ese servicio.

3. Las Administraciones se co-
municaran entre si cada vez que
lo juzgaren oportuno, las nuevas
disposiciones de sus Leyes y Regla-
mentos aplicables a la conducci6n
por correo, de encomiendas con
declaraci6n de valor.
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Mutual 
laws, etc. 

ARTICLE IX. ARTfCITLO IX. 

Missent parcels. Encomiendas mat dirigidas. 

Missent parcels will be returned Las encomiendas mal dirigidas 
to the country of origin by the seran devueltas al pals de origen 
first mail. por primer correo. 

ARTICLE X. 

Matters not provided for in this 
Agreement. 

1. All matters relative to the 
execution of this service, not pro-
vided for in the present Agree-
ment shall be governed by the 
provisions of the Agreement Rela-
tive to Parcel Post of the Postal 
Union of the Americas and Spain 
or the Universal Postal Union 
Convention and the Detailed Reg-
ulations for its Execution, respec-
tively, in so far as they are not 
inconsistent with the provisions of 
this Agreement; and then, if no 
other arrangement has been made, 
the internal legislation, regula-
tions, and rulings of the United 
States of America and of the 
Republic of Argentina, according 
to the country involved, shall 
govern. 

2. The Postmaster General of 
the United States of America and 
the Director General of Posts and 
Telegraphs of the Republic of 
Argentina shall have authority to 
make from time to time by corre-
spondence such changes and modi-
fications and further regulations 
of order and detail as may become 
necessary to facilitate the opera-
tion of the services contemplated 
by this Agreement as well as to 
provide arrangements for the ex-
change of parcels subject to col-
lect-on-delivery charges should 
both countries at any time desire 
such service. 

notice of 3. The Administrations shall 
communicate to each other from 
time to time the provisions of 
their laws or regulations applicable 
to the conveyance of parcels by 
insured mail. 

AnalcuLo X. 

Asuntos no previstos en el Acuerdo. 

1. Todos los asuntos relativos a 
la ejecucion de este servicio, no 
previstos en el presente Acuerdo, 
serán regidos por las estipulaciones 
del Acuerdo Relativo a Encomien.-
das Postales de la Union Postal 
de las Americas y Espaiia o de ht 
Convencion Postal Universal y de 
su Reglamento de Ejecucion, res-
pectivamente, hasta donde no 
sean incompatibles con las esti-
pulaciones de este Acuerdo, y 
luego tambien para el caso de quo 
no exista otro arreglo, regira la 
legislacion interna, reglamentos y 
disposiciones dictados por los Es-
tados Unidos o la Republica Ar-
gentina, en conformidad con el 
pals interesado. 

2. El Director General de Cor-
reos de los Estados Unidos de 
Norte America y el Director Gen-
eral de Correos y Telegrafos dela 
Reptiblica Argentina, quedan au-
torizadospara efectuar por corre-
spondencia y de comun acuerdo, 
cada vez quo les pareciere oportu-
no, cambios, modificaciones y otras 
regulaciones de orden o de detail° 
que estimaren necesario para faci-
litar la operacien del servicio quo 
motiva el presente Acuerdo, como 
tambien dictar las medidas con-
ducentes a un Acuerdo de inter-
cambio de envios sujetos a las 
con.diciones de contra-reembolso, 
si eventualmente, ambos paises 
desearen establecer ese servicio. 

3. Las Administraciones se co-
municaran entre si cada vez qua 
lo juzpren oportuno, las nuevas 
disposiciones de sus Leyes y Regla-
mentos aplicables a la conduccion 
por correo, de encomiendas con 
declaracion de valor. 
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ARTICLE XI.

Duration of Agreement.

1. The present Agreement will
take effect October 1, 1938, and
will remain in full force until one
of the contracting Administrations
has given notice to the other, six
months in advance, of its intention
to terminate it.

2. Either Administration may
temporarily suspend the insurance
services, in whole or in part, when
there are special reasons for doing
so, or restrict them to certain
offices; but on the condition that
previous and opportune notice of
such a measure is given to the
other Administration.

3. Done in duplicate and signed
at Washington, the 8th day of
April 1939 and at Buenos Aires,
the 28th day of February 1939.
[SEAL] AMBROSE O'CONNELL
Acting Postmaster General of the

United States of America.

ARTfCULO XI.

Duraci6n del Acuerdo.

1. El presente Acuerdo surtira
efectos desde el 1° de octubre de
1938 y permanecerf en pleno vigor
hasta que una de las Administra-
ciones contratantes participe a la
otra, con seis meses de anticipa-
ci6n, su resoluci6n de dejarlo sin
efecto.

2. Cualquiera de las dos Ad-
ministraciones puede suspender
temporalmente los servicios de
seguro de una manera general o
parcial, siempre que mediaren
razones para ello, o restringirlo
tan solo a ciertas oficinas; para lo
cual se enviaran las notificaciones
previas y oportunas dando cuenta
de haberse adoptado esa medida a
la otra Administraci6n.

3. Hecho por duplicado y fir-
mado en Washington, el dia 8 de
abril de 1939 y en Buenos Aires,
el dia 28 de febrero 1939.
[SEAL] A C ESCOBAR
Director General de Correos y

Telegrafos de la Repiblica de
Argentina.

The foregoing Agreement between the United States of America
and the Republic of Argentina for the exchange of parcels by parcel
post has been negotiated and concluded with my advice and consent
and is hereby approved and ratified.

In testimony whereof I have caused the seal of the United States
to be hereunto affixed.

[SEAL] FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT

By the President.
CORDELL HULL

Secretary of State.
WASHINGTON, April 17, 1939.

Approval by the
President.

53 STAT.] 2235

Effective date and
duration.

Temporary suspen-
sion of insurance
services.

Signatures.
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ARTICLE XI. 

Duration of Agreement. 

1. The present Agreement will 
take effect October 1, 1938, and 
will remain in full force until one 
of the contracting Administrations 
has given notice to the other, six 
months in advance, of its intention 
to terminate it. 

2. Either Administration may 
temporarily suspend the insurance 
services, in whole or in part, when 
there are special reasons for doing 
so, or restrict them to certain 
offices; but on the condition that 
previous and opportune notice of 
such a measure is given to the 
other Administration. 

3. Done in duplicate and signed 
at Washington, the 8th day of 
April 1939 and at Buenos Aires, 
the 28th day of February 1939. 
[SEAL] AMBROSE O'CONNELL 
Acting Postmaster General of the 

United States of America. 

ABTfcuLo XI. 

DuraciOn del Acuerdo. 

1. El presente Acuerdo surtirh 
efectos desde el 1° de octubre de 
1938 y permanecera en pleno vigor 
hasta quo una de las Administra-
clones contratantes participe a la 
otra, con sels meses de anticipa-
cion, su resolucion de dejarlo sin 
efecto. 

2. Cualquiera de las dos Ad-
ministraciones puede suspender 
temporalmente los servicios de 
seguro de una manera general o 
parcial, siempre que xnediaren 
razones para ello, o restringirlo 
tan solo a ciertas oficinas; para lo 
cual se enviaran las notificaciones 
previas y oportunas dando cuenta 
de haberse adoptado esa medida a 
la otra Administracion. 

3. Hecho por duplicado y fir-
mado en Washington, el dfa 8 de 
abril de 1939 y en Buenos Aires, 
el dfa 28 de febrero 1939. 
[SEAL] A C ESCOBAR 
Director General de Correos y 

Telegrafos de la Repliblica de 
Argentina. 

The foregoing Agreement between the United States of America 
and the Republic of Argentina for the exchange of parcels by parcel 
post has been negotiated and concluded with my advice and consent 
and is hereby approved and ratified. 

In testimony whereof I have caused the seal of the United States 
to be hereunto affixed. 

[SEAL] FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 

By the President. 
CORDELL HULL 

Secretary of State. 
WASHINGTON, April 17, 1939. 

2235 

Effective date and 
duration. 

Temporary suspen-
sion of insurance 
services. 

Signatures. 

Approval by the 
President. 
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May 6, 1936
[E. A. S. No. 146J

Reciprocal trade
agreement with
France.

48 Stat. 943; 50 Stat.
24.

19 U. S. C. § 1351;
Supp. IV, §§ 1351, 1352
(c).

Statutory provi-
sions.

Agreement and protocol of signature between the United States of America
and France respecting reciprocal trade. Signed at Washington May
6, 1936; proclaimed by the President of the United States May 16,
1936; effective provisionally June 15, 19S6. And related notes.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

A PROCLAMATION.

WHEREAS it is provided in the Tariff Act of 1930 of the Congress
of the United States of America, as amended by the Act of June 12,
1934, entitled "AN ACT To amend the Tariff Act of 1930" (48 Stat.
943), as follows:

"Sec. 350. (a) For the purpose of expanding foreign markets
for the products of the United States (as a means of assisting in
the present emergency in restoring the American standard of
living, in overcoming domestic unemployment and the present
economic depression, in increasing the purchasing power of the
American public, and in establishing and maintaining a better
relationship among various branches of American agriculture,
industry, mining, and commerce) by regulating the admission of
foreign goods into the United States in accordance with the
characteristics and needs of various branches of American pro-
duction so that foreign markets will be made available to those
branches of American production which require and are capable
of developing such outlets by affording corresponding market
opportunities for foreign products in the United States, the
President, whenever he finds as a fact that any existing duties or
other import restrictions of the United States or any foreign
country are unduly burdening and restricting the foreign trade
of the United States and that the purpose above declared will
be promoted by the means hereinafter specified, is authorized
from time to time-

"(1) To enter into foreign trade agreements with foreign
governments or instrumentalities thereof; and

"(2) To proclaim such modifications of existing duties and other
import restrictions, or such additional import restrictions, or
such continuance, and for such minimum periods, of existing
customs or excise treatment of any article covered by foreign
trade agreements, as are required or appropriate to carry out any
foreign trade agreement that the President has entered into
hereunder. No proclamation shall be made increasing or de-
creasing by more than 50 per centum any existing rate of duty
or transferring any article between the dutiable and free lists.
The proclaimed duties and other import restrictions shall apply
to articles the growth, produce, or manufacture of all foreign
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May 6, 1936 
[E. A. S. No. 146] 

Reciprocal trade 
agreement with 
France. 
48 Stat. 943; 50 Stat. 

24. 
19 U. S. C. § 1351; 

Supp. Iv, §§1351, 1352 
(o). 

Statutory provi-
sions. 

Agreement and protocol of signature between the United States of America 
and France respecting reciprocal trade. Signed at Washington May 
6, 1936; proclaimed by the President of the United States May 16, 
1936; effective provisionally June 15, 1936. And related notes. 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 

A PROCLAMATION. 

WHEREAS it is provided in the Tariff Act of 1930 of the Congress 
of the United States of America, as amended by the Act of June 12, 
1934, entitled "AN ACT To amend the Tariff Act of 1930" (48 Stat. 
943), as follows: 

"Sec. 350. (a) For the purpose of expanding foreign markets 
for the products of the United States (as a means of assisting in 
the present emergency in restoring the American standard of 
living, in overcoming domestic unemployment and the present 
economic depression, in increasing the purchasing power of the 
American public, and in establishing and maintaining a better 
relationship among various branches of American agriculture, 
industry, mining, and commerce) by regulating the admission of 
foreign goods into the United States in accordance with the 
characteristics and needs of various branches of American pro-
duction so that foreign markets will be made available to those 
branches of American production which require and are capable 
of developing such outlets by affording corresponding market 
opportunities for foreign products in the United States, the 
President, whenever he finds as a fact that any existing duties or 
other import restrictions of the United States or any foreign 
country are unduly burdening and restricting the foreign trade 
of the United States and that the purpose above declared will 
be promoted by the means hereinafter specified, is authorized 
from time to time— 

"(1) To enter into foreign trade agreements with foreign 
governments or instrumentalities thereof; and 

"(2) To proclaim such modifications of existing duties and other 
import restrictions, or such additional import restrictions, or 
such continuance, and for such minimum periods, of existing 
customs or excise treatment of any article covered by foreign 
trade agreements, as are required or appropriate to carry out any 
foreign trade agreement that the President has entered into 
hereunder. No proclamation shall be made increasing or de-
creasing by more than 50 per centum any existing rate of duty 
or transferring any article between the dutiable and free lists. 
The proclaimed duties and other import restrictions shall apply 
to articles the growth, produce, or manufacture of all foreign 
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countries, whether imported directly, or indirectly: Provided,
That the President may suspend the application to articles the
growth, produce, or manufacture of any country because of its
discriminatory treatment of American commerce or because of
other acts or policies which in his opinion tend to defeat the
purposes set forth in thissection; and the proclaimed duties and
other import restrictions shall be in effect from and after such time
as is specified in the proclamation. The President may at any
time terminate any such proclamation in whole or in part."

WHEREAS I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of the United States
of America, have found as a fact that certain existing duties and other
import restrictions of the United States of America and the French
Republic are unduly burdening and restricting the foreign trade of the
United States of America and that the purpose declared in the said
Tariff Act of 1930, as amended by the said Act of June 12, 1934, will
be promoted by a foreign trade agreement between the United States
of America and the French Republic;

WHEREAS reasonable public notice of the intention to negotiate
such foreign trade agreement was given and the views presented by
persons interested in the negotiation of such agreement were received
and considered;

WHEREAS, after seeking and obtaining information and advice with
respect thereto from the United States Tariff Commission, the Depart-
ments of State, Agriculture, and Commerce, and from other sources,
I entered into a foreign Trade Agreement on May 6, 1936, through
my duly empowered Plenipotentiary, with the Government of the
French Republic, through the Plenipotentiary duly empowered by
the President of the Republic, which Agreement, including four
Schedules, with notes, and a Protocol annexed thereto, and made
integral parts thereof, in the English and French languages, is in word
and figures as follows:

2237

Promotion of foreign
trade.

48 Stat. 943; 50 Stat.
24.

19 I. S. C. § 1351;
Supp. IV, § 513 1352
(e).

Notice given.

Trade agreement
entered into.

Post, pp. 2258, 2291,
2284.

The President of the United
States of America and the Gov-
ernment of the French Republic,
being equally desirous of con-
tributing to the establishment of
a more liberal economic policy
between the nations by the re-
laxation of restrictions on trade,
taking into account the fact that
there is no restriction either in the
United States of America or in
France upon the settlement of
commercial obligations nor upon
the circulation of capital and that
there is stability in fact in the rela-
tion between their respective cur-
rencies, have decided to conclude

9S907'°-39-PT. --- 51

Le President des Etats-Unis
d'Am6rique et le Gouvernement de
la R6publique frangaise, 6galement
desireux de contribuer A l'instau-
ration d'une politique 6conomique
plus liberale entre les Nations par
la suppression des entraves au com-
merce des marchandises, tenant
compte du fait qu'aucune restric-
tion n'est apport6e aux Etats-Unis
d'Am6rique ni en France au regle-
ment des cr6ances commerciales
ni a la circulation des capitaux,
et qu'il existe une stabilite de fait
du rapport entre leurs monnaies
respectives, ont decid6 de conclure
un accord pour ameliorer leurs re-

1'Purpows declared.
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countries, whether imported directly, or indirectly: Provided, 
That the President may suspend the application to articles the 
growth, produce, or manufacture of any country because of its 
discriminatory treatment of American commerce or because of 
other acts or policies which in his opinion tend to defeat the 
purposes set forth in this section; and the proclaimed duties and 
other import restrictions shall be in effect from and after such time 
as is specified in the proclamation. The President may at any 
time terminate any such proclamation in whole or in part." 

W HEREAS I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of the United States 
of America, have found as a fact that certain existing duties and other 
import restrictions of the United States of America and the French 
Republic are unduly burdening and restricting the foreign trade of the 
United States of America and that the purpose declared in the said 
Tariff Act of 1930, as amended by the said Act of June 12, 1934, will 
be promoted by a foreign trade agreement between the United States 
of America and the French Republic; 
W HEREAS reasonable public notice of the intention to negotiate 

such foreign trade agreement was given and the views presented by 
persons interested in the negotiation of such agreement were received 
and considered; 
W HEREAS, after seeking and obtaining information and advice with 

respect thereto from the United States Tariff Commission, the Depart-
ments of State, Agriculture, and Commerce, and from other sources, 
I entered into a foreign Trade Agreement on May 6, 1936, through 
my duly empowered Plenipotentiary, with the Government of the 
French Republic, through the Plenipotentiary- duly empowered by 
the President of the Republic, which Agreement, including four 
Schedules, with notes, and a Protocol annexed thereto, and made 
integral parts thereof, in the English and French languages, is in word 
and figures as follows: 

The President of the United 
States of America and the Gov-
ernment of the French Republic, 
being equally desirous of con-
tributing to the establishment of 
a more liberal economic policy 
between the nations by the re-
laxation of restrictions on trade, 
taking into account the fact that 
there is no restriction either in the 
United States of America or in 
France upon the settlement of 
commercial obligations nor upon 
the circulation of capital and that 
there is stability in fact in the rela-
tion between their respective cur-
rencies, have decided to conclude 

9890V-39—PT. 

Le President des Etats-Unis 
d'Amerique et le Gouvernement de 
la Republique francaise, egalement 
desireux de contribuer a l'instau-
ration d'une politique economique 
plus liberal° entre les Nations par 
la suppression des entraves au com-
merce des merchandises, tenant 
compte du fait qu'aucune restric-
tion n.'est apportee aux Etats-Unis 
d'Amerique ni en France au regle-
ment des creances comrnerciales 
ni a la circulation des capitaux, 
et qu'il existe une stabilite de fait 
du rapport entre leurs monnaies 
respectives, ont decide de conclure 
un accord pour ameliorer leurs re-

Promotion of foreign 
trade. 

48 Stat. 943; 50 Stat. 
24. 

19 U. S. C. § 1351; 
Supp. IV, §: 1351, 1352 
(e). 

Notice given. 

Trade agreement 
entered into. 

Post, pp. 2258, 2291, 
2284. 

Purposes declared. 
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an agreement for the betterment
of their commercial relations and
for that purpose have appointed
their Plenipotentiaries as follows:

The President of the United
States of America:

Cordell Hull, Secretary of State
of the United States of America,
and

The President of the French
Republic:

Andr6 Lefebvre de la Boulaye,
Ambassador Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary of the French
Republic to the United States of
America
who, after communicating to each
other their respective full powers,
found to be in good and due
form, have agreed upon the fol-
lowing Articles:

ARTICLE I

Imports from United
tats, application of 1. Natural or manufactured
)west ordinary cu-
oms duties; excep- products originating in and com-
ion. ing from the United States of

America or any of its territories
or possessions, with the exception
of those products which are enu-
merated and described in Section

Post,p. 225. A of Schedule I annexed to this
Agreement, shall be subject, on
their importation into the terri-
tory of the French Republic, to
the lowest ordinary customs du-
ties applicable to like products
imported from any other foreign
country.

The products enumerated and
Pot, p. 2260. described in Section B of Schedule

I shall be subject to the lowest
ordinary customs duties applica-
ble to like products imported from
any other foreign country, within
the limitation of the annual quo-
tas specified in the said Section.

Btenfit of interme- 2. The benefit of the intermedi-ate duties for prod-
:ts designated ate duties in force in the territory

of the French Republic on the day

Plenipotentiaries.

lations commerciales et ont nom-
me A cette fin leurs pl6nipoten-
tiaires, savoir:

Le President des Etats-Unis
d'Amerique:

Cordell Hull, Secr6taire d'Etat
des Etats-Unis d'Am6rique, et

Le President de la Republique
frangaise:

Andr6 Lefebvre de la Boulaye,
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et
Plenipotentiaire de la Republique
frangaise aux Etats-Unis d'Am6-
rique
lesquels, apres s'6tre commu-
niqu6 leurs pleins pouvoirs,
trouves en bonne et due forme,
sont convenus des dispositions
suivantes:

ARTICLE I

1. Les produits naturels ou
fabriques originaires et en prove-
nance des Etats-Unis d'Am6rique
ou de 1'un quelconque de leurs
territoires ou possessions, A 1'ex-
ception des produits 6numer6s et
decrits a la liste I, partie A,
annex6e au present accord, b6ne-
ficieront, A leur importation sur
le territoire de la Republique
fran9aise, des droits de douane
ordinaires les plus r6duits appli-
cables aux produits similaires im-
portes de tout autre pays 6tranger.

Les produits 6num6r6s et de-
crits A la liste I, partie B, seront
soumis aux droits de douane or-
dinaires les plus reduits, appli-
cables aux produits similaires im-
portes de tout autre pays etran-
ger, dans la limite des contingents
annuels mentionnes A la partie B
de la liste I.

2. Le b6nefice des droits inter-
mediaires en vigueur sur le teri-
toire de la R6publique frangaise

S

ti
ti
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Plenipotentiaries. 

Imports from United 
States, application of 
lowest ordinary cus-
toms duties; excep-
tion. 

Post, p. 2256. 

Pest, P. 2260. 

Benefit of interme-
diate duties for prod-
ucts designated. 

an agreement for the betterment 
of their commercial relations and 
for that purpose have appointed 
their Plenipotentiaries as follows: 
The President of the United 

States of America: 
Cordell Hull, Secretary of State 

of the United States of America, 
and 
The President of the French 

Republic: 
Andre Lefebvre de la Boulaye, 

Ambassador Extraordinary and 
Plenipotentiary of the French 
Republic to the United States of 
America 
who, after communicating to each 
other their respective full powers, 
found to be in good and due 
form, have agreed upon the fol-
lowing Articles: 

ARTICLE I 

1. Natural or manufactured 
products originating in and com-
ing from the United States of 
America or any of its territories 
or possessions, with the exception 
of those products which are enu-
merated and described in Section 
A of Schedule I annexed to this 
Agreement, shall be subject, on 
their importation into the terri-
tory of the French Republic, to 
the lowest ordinary customs du-
ties applicable to like products 
imported from any other foreign 
country. 
The products enumerated and 

described in Section B of Schedule 
I shall be subject to the lowest 
ordinary customs duties applica-
ble to like products imported from 
any other foreign country, within 
the limitation of the annual quo-
tas specified in the said Section. 

2. The benefit of the intermedi-
ate duties in force in the territory 
of the French Republic on the day 

lations commerciales et ont nom-
me a cette fin leurs plenipoten-
tiaires, savoir: 

Le President des Etats-Unis 
d'Amerique: 

Cordell Hull, Secretaire d'Etat 
des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, et 

Le President de la Republique 
frangaise: 
Andre Lefebvre de la Boulaye, 

Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et 
Plenipotentiaire de la Republique 
frangaise aux Etats-Unis d'Ame-
rique 
lesquels, apres s'etre commu-
nique leurs pleins pouvoirs, 
trolly& en bonne et due forme, 
sont convenus des dispositions 
suivantes: 

ARTICLE I 

1. Les produits naturels ou 
fabriques originaires et en prove-
nance des Etats-Unis d'Amerique 
ou de l'un quelconque de leurs 
territoires ou possessions, a Pex-
ception des produits enumeres et 
(Merits a la liste I, partie A, 
annex& au present accord, bene-
ficieront, a leur importation sur 
le territoire de la Republique 
frangaise, des droits de douane 
ordinaires lea plus reduits appli-
cables aux produits similaires im-
port& de tout autre pays etranger. 

Les produits enumeres et de-
crits a la liste I, partie B, seront 
sounds aux droits de douane or-
dinaires lm plus reduits, appli-
cables aux produits similaires im-
port& de tout autre pays etran-
ger, dans la limit° des contingents 
annuels mentionnes a la partie B 
de la liste I. 

2. Le benefice des droits inter-
mediaires en vigueur sur le terri-
toire de la Republique frangaise 
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of the application of this Agree-
ment shall be maintained for the
products originating in and com-
ing from the United States of
America, enumerated and de-
scribed in Section A of Schedule I:
provided, however, that the mini-
mum rate of duty shall auto-
matically apply to any of the said
products if the minimum rate ap-
plicable to the like product of any
foreign origin shall at any time be
equal to or exceed the intermedi-
ate rate in force on the day of the
application of this Agreement.
The foregoing provision shall not
be an obstacle to the modification
of the tariff nomenclature. The
provisions of this paragraph shall
be applied to products originating
in and coming from any of the
territories or possessions of the
United States of America.

3. With respect to all duties or
taxes other than ordinary customs
duties collected on importation,
most - favored - nation treatment
shall be accorded to all products
of the United States of America
or any of its territories or posses-
sions imported into the territory
of the French Republic.

With respect to the method of
levying all duties or charges as
well as with respect to all rules and
formalities in connection with im-
portation or exportation, to duties
or charges imposed on exportation,
to transit, warehousing, the trans-
shipment of goods, as well as for
official charges applicable to these
various operations, most-favored-
nation treatment shall likewise be
accorded.

au jour de la mise en application
du present accord, sera maintenu
aux produits originaires et en
provenance des Etats-Unis d'Am&
rique enum6res et d6crits a la
liste I, partie A, sous reserve
toutefois que les droits du tarif
minimum s'appliqueront de plein
droit a l'un quelconque desdits
produits, au cas ouf, A un moment
quelconque, le droit applicable en
tarif minimum aux produits corres-
pondants originaires de tout au-
tre pays etranger serait port6 A
un taux 6gal ou sup6rieur A celui
du droit intermediaire en vigueur
au jour de la mise en application
du present accord. La presente
disposition ne met pas obstacle a
la modification de la nomencla-
ture tarifaire. Les dispositions du
present paragraphe seront appli-
qu6es aux produits originaires et
en provenance de l'un quelconque
des territoires ou possessions des
Etats-Unis d'Amerique.

3. En ce qui concerne tous
droits ou taxes, autres que les
droits de douane ordinaires, per-
cus A l'occasion de l'importation,
le traitement de la nation la plus
favorisee sera accorde A tous lea
produits des Etats-Unis d'Am6ri-
que ou de l'un quelconque de lours
territoires ou possessions import6s
sur le territoire de la R4publique
francaise.

Le traitement de la nation la
plus favorisee sera egalement ac-
cord6 en ce qui concerne les droits
ou taxes A l'exportation, le mode
de perception des droits ou taxes,
ainsi qu'en ce qui concerne tous
reglements et formalites relatifs
a l'importation ou A l'exportation,
au transit, a l'entreposage, au
transbordement des marchandises,
ainsi que pour les perceptions
reglementaires afferentes a ces
diverses operations.

Post, p. 2258.

Protviso.
Application of mini-

mum rate of duty.

Most-favored-na-
tion treatment provi-
sions.

Method of levying
duties, etc.
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of the application of this Agree-
ment shall be maintained for the 
products originating in and com-
ing from the United States of 
America, enumerated and de-
scribed in Section A of Schedule I: 
provided, however, that the mini-
mum rate of duty shall auto-
matically apply to any of the said 
products if the minimum rate ap-
plicable to the like product of any 
foreign origin shall at any time be 
equal to or exceed the intermedi-
ate rate in force on the day of the 
application of this Agreement. 
The foregoing provision shall not 
be an obstacle to the modification 
of the tariff nomenclature. The 
provisions of this paragraph shall 
be applied to products originating 
in and coming from any of the 
territories or possessions of the 
United States of America. 

3. With respect to all duties or 
taxes other than ordinary customs 
duties collected on importation, 
most - favored - nation treatment 
shall be accorded to all products 
of the United States of America 
or any of its territories or posses-
sions imported into the territory 
of the French Republic. 

With respect to the method of 
levying all duties or charges as 
well as with respect to all rules and 
formalities in connection with im-
portation or exportation, to duties 
or charges imposed on exportation, 
to transit, warehousing, the trans-
shipment of goods, as well as for 
official charges applicable to these 
various operations, most-favored-
nation treatment shall likewise be 
accorded. 

au jour de la mise en application 
du present accord, sera maintenu 
aux produits originaires et en 
provenance des Etats-Unis d'Ame-
rique enumeres et decrits a la 
liste I, partie A, sous reserve 
toutefois quo les droits du tarif 
minimum s'appliqueront de plein 
droit a l'un quelconque desdits 
produits, au cas oü, a un moment 
quelconque, le droit applicable en 
tarif minimum aux produits corres-
pondents originaires de tout au-
tre pays etranger serait porte 
-tin taux egal ou superieur a celui 
du droit intermediaire en vigueur 
au jour de is. mise en application 
du present accord. La present° 
disposition no met pas obstacle h 
la modification de la nomencla-
ture tarifaire. Les dispositions du 
present paragraphe seront appli-
quees aux produits originaires et 
en provenance do l'un quelconque 
des tenitoires ou possessions des 
Etats-Unis d'Amerique. 

3. En cc qui conceme tons 
droits ou taxes, autres quo les 
droits de douane ordinaires, per-
cus a l'occasion de l'importation, 
le traitement de la nation la plus 
favorisee sera accorde ft tons lea 
produits des Etats-Unis d'Amori-
quo ou de l'un quelconque do lours 
territoires on possessions import& 
sur le territoire de la Republique 
frangaise. 
Le traitement de la nation is. 

plus favorisee sera egalement ac-
corde en cc qui conceme lea droits 
on taxes ft l'exportation, le mode 
de perception des droits ou taxes, 
ainsi qu'en ce qui concern° tons 
reglements at formalites relatifs 
l'importation ou ft l'exportation, 

an transit, ft Pentreposage, an 
transbordement des merchandises, 
  quo pour lea perceptions 
reglementafres affen3ntes A ces 
diverses operations. 

Poet, p. 2258. 

Proviso. 
Application of mini-

mum rate of duty. 

Most-favored-na. 
tion treatment provi-
sions. 

Method of levying 
duties, etc. 
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Enumerated imf
orts from United 4. Dating from the application
States, benefit of spec-
eia~Srtrfirae.C of this Agreement, products orig-

inating in and coming from the
United States of America, enu-
merated and described in Section

PSt, p. 2260. A of Schedule II, annexed to this
Agreement, shall benefit on their
importation into the territory of
the French Republic, subject to
the provisions of the following
paragraph, from the specified tariff
rates provided for in this Agree-
ment.

Advance notice of 5. If, with a view to protecting
tc. the essential economic and finan-

cial interests of the country, it
should be considered necessary to
increase the ordinary customs du-
ties provided for in paragraph 4
of this Article or those applicable
in the territory of the French Re-
public on the day of the signature
or application of this Agreement to
any of the products enumerated
and described in Section B of

Fst, pp. 2262, 2264. Schedule II and in Schedule III,
annexed hereto, the French Gov-
ernment shall notify the Govern-
ment of the United States of
America in writing at least 15 days
before putting into force any new
duties of its intention to increase
the ordinary customs duties affect-
ing any of the said products. No
such increase shall, however, be
made effective prior to the expira-
tion of the first full calendar quar-
ter after the application of this
Agreement. Thereafter, and as
long as this Agreement shall re-
main in force, no such increase
shall be made except on the first
day of a full calendar quarter.

Actio upn disa. If, before the expiration of 30
days from the date on which such
increase becomes effective, a satis-
factory agreement has not been
reached with respect to such com-
pensatory modifications of this
Agreement as may be deemed ap-

4. A dater de la mise en appli-
cation du present accord, les
produits originaires et en prove-
nance des Etats-Unis d'Amerique,
6numeres et d6crits a la liste II,
partie A, annexee au present ac-
cord, beneficieront, A leur im-
portation sur le territoire de la
Republique frangaise, sous r6serve
des dispositions du paragraphe
suivant, des droits du tarif mini-
mum tels qu'ils ressortent du pr-
sent accord.

5. S'il etait jug6 n6cessaire, en
vue de prot6ger les int6erts 6co-
nomiques et financiers essentiels
du pays, d'augmenter les droits de
douane ordinaires pr6vus par le
paragraphe 4 du present article ou
applicables sur le territoire de la
Republique frangaise au jour de
la signature ou de la mise en ap-
plication du present accord, pour
l'un quelconque des produits enu-
m6r6s et d6crits aux listes II
(partie B) et III ci-annexees, le
Gouvernement frangais notifierait
par ecrit au Gouvernement des
Etats-Unis d'Amerique, 15 jours
au moins avant la mise en vigueur
de nouveaux droits, son intention
de majorer les droits de douane
ordinaires afferents / l'un ou
l'autre desdits produits. Aucune
majoration de ce genre ne pourra
toutefois intervenir avant l'ex-
piration du premier trimestre plein
qui suivra la mise en application
du present accord. Par la suite,
et tant que Ie present accord de-
meurera en vigueur, ces majora-
tions tarifaires ne pourront etre
effectu6es que le premier jour d'un
trimestre plein. Si, dans un delai
de 30 jours a dater de l'entree en
vigueur desdites majorations ta-
rifaires, il n'est pas intervenu un
accord satisfaisant au sujet des
modifications du present accord
qui pourront etre jugees appro-

p
et
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ports from Unitedumted  4. Dating from the application 
Vines, bgrealtesof spec- of this Agreement, products orig-

inating in and coming from the 
United States of America, enu-
merated and described in Section 
A of Schedule II, annexed to this 
Agreement, shall benefit on their 
importation into the territory of 
the French Republic, subject to 
the provisions of the following 
paragraph, from the specified tariff 
rates provided for in this Agree-
ment. 

p  d nerrug 5. If, with a view to protecting 
etc. the essential, economic and finan-

cial interests of the country, it 
should be considered necessary to 
increase the ordinary customs du-
ties provided for in paragraph 4 
of this Article or those applicable 
in the territory of the French Re-
public on the day of the signature 
or application of this Agreement to 
any of the products enumerated 
and described in Section B of 

Pest, pp. 2262, 2264. Schedule II and in Schedule III, 
annexed hereto, the French Gov-
ernment shall notify the Govern-
ment of the United States of 
America in writing at least 15 days 
before putting into force any new 
duties of its intention to increase 
the ordinary customs duties affect-
ing any of the said products. No 
such increase shall, however, be 
made effective prior to the expira-
tion of the first full calendar quar-
ter after the application of this 
Agreement. Thereafter, and as 
long as this Agreement shall re-
main in force, no such increase 
shall be made except on the first 
day of a full calendar quarter. 

Action upon din. 
greeruent. If, before the expiration of 30 

days from the date on which such 
increase becomes effective, a satis-
factory agreement has not been 
reached with respect to such com-
pensatory modifications of this 
Agreement as may be deemed ap-

Past, p. 2260. 

4. A dater de la mise en appli-
cation du present accord, lea 
produits originaires et en prove-
nance des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, 
enumeres et decrits a la lista II, 
partie A, annex& au present ac-
cord, beneficieront, a leur im-
portation sur le territoire de la 
Republique frangaise, sous reserve 
des dispositions du parag,raphe 
suivant, des droits du tarif mini-
mum tels qu'ils ressortent du pre-
sent accord. 

5. S'il etait jug6 necessaire, en 
vue de proteger lea interets 6co-
nomiques et financiers essentiels 
du pays, d'augmenter lea droits de 
douane ordinaires prevus par le 
paragraphe 4 du present article on 
applicables sur le territoire de la 
Republique frangaise au jour de 
la signature on de la mise en ap-
plication du present accord, pour 
Pun quelconque des produits enu-
meres et decrits aux listes II 
(partie B) et III ci-annexees, le 
Gouvemement frangais notifierait 
par ecrit au Gouvemement des 
Etats-Unis d'Amerique, 15 jours 
au moms avant la mise en vigueur 
de nouveaux droits, son intention 
de majorer les droits de douane 
ordinaires afferents a l'un ou 
l'autre desdits produits. Aucune 
majoration de ce genre no pourra 
toutefois intervenir avant l'ex-
piration du premier trimestre plein 
qui suivra la mise en application 
du present accord. Par la suite, 
et tant que le present accord de-
meurera en vigueur, ces majora-
tions tarifaires no pourront etre 
effectuees quo le premier jour d'un 
trimestre plein. Si, dans un delai 
de 30 jours a dater de Pentree en 
vigueur desdites majorations ta-
rifaires, II n'est pas intervenu un 
accord satisfaisant au sujet des 
modifications du present accord 
qui pourront etxe jugees appro-
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propriate, the said Agreement
shall terminate automatically in
its entirety on the 30th day after
the end of such period.

6. With respect to products
enumerated and described in
Schedules II and III, annexed
hereto, no new or increased duties,
fees or charges of any kind (other
than ordinary customs duties)
shall be imposed by the French
Government on or in connection
with importation which would
have the effect of diminishing ap-
preciably the value of any con-
cession granted in this Agreement,
unless such measures are required
to be imposed by French legisla-
tion in force on the day of the sig-
nature of this Agreement.

ARTICLE II

1. Natural or manufactured
products originating in the terri-
tory of the French Republic or any
of its territories or possessions
shall not be subject, on their im-
portation into the United States
of America, to duties or charges
other or higher than those applied
to like products originating in any
other foreign country.

2. It is understood that, so long
as and insofar as the law of the
United States of America may
otherwise require, the provisions
of paragraph 1 of this Article,
insofar as they would otherwise
relate to duties, taxes or charges
on coal, coke manufactured there-
from, or coal or coke briquettes,
shall not apply to such products
imported into the United States of
America.

3. With respect to the method
of levying all duties or charges,

priees A titre de compensation,
ledit accord prendra fin de plein
droit, en totalite, le 30eme jour A
partir de l'expiration de ce delai.

6. A moins que ces mesures
soient prescrites par la legislation
francaise en vigueur A la date de la
signature du present accord, il ne
pourra Atre proced6 par le Gou-
vernement frangais, en ce qui con-
cerne les produits 6num6r6s et
d6crits aux listes II et III ci-
annex6es, A des creations ou A des
majorations de droits, taxes ou
charges quelconques (autres que
les droits de douane ordinaires)
percus A l'importation ou A l'occa-
sion de l'importation, qui seraient
de nature a diminuer d'une ma-
niere sensible l'importance des
avantages resultant des disposi-
tions du pr6sent accord.

ARTICLE II

1. Les produits naturels ou fa-
briques, originaires du territoire
de la R6publique frangaise ou de
l'une quelconque de ses colonies
ou possessions, ne seront pas sou-
mis, A leur importation aux Etats-
Unis d'Am6rique, A des droits ou
taxes autres ou plus elev6es que
ceux appliques aux produits simi-
laires, originaires de tout autre
pays 6tranger.

2. I1 est entendu qu'aussi long-
temps et dans la mesure ou la 16-
gislation des Etats-Unis d'Am6ri-
que s'y opposera, les dispositions
du paragraphe 1 du present article,
dans la mesure od elles se rap-
porteraient, par ailleurs, aux
droits, taxes ou impositions, sur
les charbons, le coke de charbon,
les briquettes de charbon ou de
coke, ne s'appliqueront pas A ces
produits A leur importation aux
Etats-Unis d'Amerique.

3. En ce qui concerne le mode
de perception des droits ou taxes

Enumerated prod-
ucts, restriction on
increase in duties in
certain cases; excep-
tion.

Post, pp. 2260, 2264.

Imports from
France, duties and
charges applicable.

Coal, coke, etc.

Method of levying
duties, etc.
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propriate, the said Agreement 
shall terminate automatically in 
its entirety on the 30th day after 
the end of such period. 

6. With respect to products 
enumerated and described in 
Schedules II and III, annexed 
hereto, no new or increased duties, 
fees or charges of any kind (other 
than ordinary customs duties) 
shall be imposed by the French 
Government on or in connection 
with importation which would 
have the effect of diminishing ap-
preciably the value of any con-
cession granted in this Agreement, 
unless such measures are required_ 
to be imposed by French legisla-
tion in force on the day of the sig-
nature of this Agreement. 

ARTICLE II 

1. Natural or manufactured 
products originating in the terri-
tory of the French Republic or any 
of its territories or possessions 
shall not be subject, on their im-
portation into the United States 
of America, to duties or charges 
other or higher than those applied 
to like products originating in any 
other foreign country. 

2. It is understood that, so long 
as and insofar as the law of the 
United States of America may 
otherwise require, the provisions 
of paragraph 1 of this Article, 
insofar as they would otherwise 
relate to duties, taxes or charges 
on coal, coke manufactured there-
from, or coal or coke briquettes, 
shall not apply to such products 
imported into the United States of 
America. 

3. With respect to the method 
of levying all duties or charges, 

priees a titre de compensation, 
ledit accord prendra fin de plein 
droit, en totalite, le 3Oeme jour a 
partir de l'expiration de ce 

6. A moms que ces mem/Ts 
soient prescrites par la legislation 
frangaise en vigueur ala date de in 
signature du present accord, il ne 
pourra etre procede par le Gou-
vernement frangais, en cc qui con-
acme les produits enumeres et 
decrits aux listes II et III ci-
armexees, a des creations ou a des 
majorations de droits, taxes ou 
charges quelconques (autres quo 
lea droits de douane ordinaires) 
pergus a l'importation ou a l'occa-
sion de l'importation, qui seraient 
de nature a diminuer d'une ma-
there sensible l'importance des 
avantages resultant des disposi-
tions du present accord. 

ARTICLE II 

1. Les produits naturels on fa-
briques, originaires du territoire 
de la Republique frangaise ou de 
Pune quelconque de ses colonies 
on possessions, no seront pas sou-
mis, a leur importation aux Etats-
Unis d'Amerique, a des droits on 
taxes autres ou plus elevees quo 
ceux appliques /MX produits simi-
lakes, originaires de tout entre 
pays &ranger. 

2. Ii eat entendu qu'aussi long-
temps et dans la rnesure ou la le-
gislation des Etats-Unis d'Ameri-
que s'y opposers, les dispositions 
du paragraphe 1 du present article, 
dans la mesure oà elles se rap-
porteraient, par ailleurs, aux 
droits, taxes on impositions, sur 
les charbons, le coke de charbon, 
les briquettes de charbon ou de 
coke, no s'appliqueront pas a ces 
produits a lens importation aux 
Etats-Unis d'Arnerique. 

3. En cc qui concerne le mode Method of levy mg 
duties, etc. 

de perception des droits ou taxes 

Enumerated prod-
ucts, restriction on 
increase in duties in 
certain cases; excep-
tion. 
Post, pp. 2260, 2264. 

Imports from 
France, duties and 
charges applicable. 

Coal, coke, etc. 
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with respect to all rules or for-
malities in connection with im-
portation or exportation, with
respect to duties or charges im-
posed on exportation, with respect
to transit, warehousing, and the
transshipment of goods as well as
the governmental charges appli-
cable to these various operations,
all products originating in or des-
tined for the territory of the
French Republic or any of its
colonies or possessions shall enjoy
unconditional most-favored-nation
treatment.

Enumerated prod. 4. Natural or manufacturedUets, restriction on ex-
ess duties, charges, products originating in the terri-

tory of the French Republic or any
of its colonies or possessions, enu-
merated and described in Schedule

Pos, p. 227. IV annexed to this Agreement,
shall not be subject on their im-
portation into the United States
of America to ordinary customs
duties in excess of those set forth
and provided for in the said
Schedule. The said products shall
also be exempt from all other du-
ties, taxes, fees, charges or exac-
tions, imposed on or in connec-
tion with importation, in excess of
those imposed on the day of the
signature of this Agreement or re-
quired to be imposed thereafter
under laws of the United States of
America in force on the day of the
signature of this Agreement.

ARTICLE III

tocimge euivalnt The provisions of this Agree-
ment shall not prevent the Gov-
ernment of either country from
imposing at any time on the
importation of any product a
charge equivalent to an internal
tax imposed in respect of a like
domestic product or in respect of

ainsi qu'en ce qui concerne tous
reglements ou formalit6s relatifs A
l'importation ou a l'exportation,
les droits ou taxes pergus lors de
l'exportation, du transit, de 1'en-
treposage, du transbordement des
marchandises, ainsi qu'en ce qui
concerne toutes les perceptions
reglementaires, aff6rentes A ces
diverses operations, tous les pro-
duits originaires ou A destination
du territoire de la Republique
francaise ou de l'une quelconque
de ses colonies ou possessions
b6n6ficieront du traitement in-
conditionnel de la nation la plus
favoris6e.

4. Les produits naturels ou
fabriques, originaires du territoire
de la Republique frangaise ou de
l'une quelconque de ses colonies et
possessions, 6num6res et d6crits A
la liste IV annex6e au pr6sent ac-
cord, ne seront pas soumis, a leur
importation aux Etats-Unis d'A-
m6rique, a des droits de douane
ordinaires plus 6eev6s que ceux in-
diques et pr6vus a ladite liste.
Lesdits articles seront 6galement
exempt6s de tous autres droits,
taxes, retributions, frais ou pr6-
levements imposes a leur importa-
tion ou relatifs a celle-ci, sup6-
rieurs A ceux qui 6taient imposes le
jour de la signature de cet accord
ou qui, imposes ult6rieurement
devront l'6tre conform6ment aux
lois des Etats-Unis d'Amerique en
vigueur le jour de la signature de
cet accord.

ARTICLE III

Les dispositions du present ac-
cord n'empecheront pas le Gou-
vernement de P'un ou l'autre des
deux pays d'6tablir, A un moment
quelconque, A l'importation d'un
article quelconque, un droit equi-
valent A une taxe interne frappant
un produit national similaire ou
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Enumerated prod-
ucts, restriction on ex-
cess duties, charges, 
etc. 

Part, p. 2270. 

with respect to all rules or for-
malities in connection with im-
portation or exportation, with 
respect to duties or charges im-
posed on exportation, with respect 
to transit, warehousing, and the 
transshipment of goods as well as 
the governmental charges appli-
cable to these various operations, 
all products originating in or des-
tined for the territory of the 
French Republic or any of its 
colonies or possessions shall enjoy 
unconditional most-favored-nation 
treatment. 

4. Natural or manufactured 
products originating in the terri-
tory of the French Republic or any 
of its colonies or possessions, enu-
merated and described in Schedule 
IV annexed to this Agreement, 
shall not be subject on their im-
portation into the United States 
of America to ordinary customs 
duties in excess of those set forth 
and provided for in the said 
Schedule. The said products shall 
also be exempt from all other du-
ties, taxes, fees, charges or exac-
tions, imposed on or in connec-
tion with importation, in excess of 
those imposed on the day of the 
signature of this Agreement or re-
quired to be imposed thereafter 
under laws of the United States of 
America in force on the day of the 
signature of this Agreement. 

ARTICLE III 

tocinthaergai equivalent The provisions of this Agree-
ment shall not prevent the Gov-
ernment of either country from 
imposing at any time on the 
importation of any product a 
charge equivalent to an internal 
tax imposed in respect of a like 
domestic product or in respect of 

ainsi qu'en ce qui concerne thus 
reglements ou formalites relatifs a 
l'importation ou a l'exportation, 
les droits ou taxes pergus bra de 
l'exportation, du transit, de l'en-
treposage, du transbordement des 
marchandises, ainsi qu'en ce qui 
concerne toutes lea perceptions 
reglementaires, afferentes a ces 
diverses operations, thus lea pro-
duits originaires ou a destination 
du territoire de la Republique 
frangaise ou de l'une quelconque 
de sea colonies ou possessions 
beneficieront du traitement in-
conditionnel de la nation la plus 
favorisee. 

4. Les produits naturels ou 
fabriques, originaires du territoire 
de la Republique frangaise on de 
l'une quelconque de sea colonies et 
possessions, enumeres et decrits 
la Este IV annexe() au present ac-
cord, ne seront pas soumis, a leur 
importation aux Etats-Unis d'A-
merique, a des droits de douane 
ordinaires plus &eves que ceux in-
diques et prevus a ladite liste. 
Lesdits articles seront egalement 
exempt& de thus autres droits, 
taxes, retributions, frais on pre-
levements imposes a lour importa-
tion ou relatifs a celle-ci, sup& 
rieurs a ceux qui etaient imposes le 
jour de la signature de cet accord 
ou qui, imposes ulterieurement 
devront l'etre conformement aux 
lois des Etats-Unis d'Amerique en 
vigueur le jour de la signature de 
cot accord. 

ARTICLE III 

Les dispositions du present ac-
cord n'empecheront pas le Gou,-
vernement de l'un on l'autre des 
deux pays d'etablir, a un moment 
quelconque, a l'importation d'un 
article quelconque, un droit (Squi-
valent a une taxe interne frappant 
un produit national similaire ou 
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a commodity from which the
imported product has been man-
ufactured or produced in whole
or in part.

ARTICLE IV

The Government of the French
Republic shall take the necessary
measures in order that, on and
after the date of application of
this Agreement, the increases in
rates of the import tax instituted
by Article 32 of the Law of
March 31, 1932, on semimanu-
factured products or articles and
on manufactured products or ar-
ticles, shall be suppressed with
regard to goods originating in and
coming from the United States of
America.

une marchandise ayant servi a la
production ou a la fabrication, en
tout ou en partie de l'article
importe.

ARTICLE IV

Le Gouvernement de la R6pu-
blique frangaise prendra les dis-
positions necessaires pour que les
majorations de taux de la taxe a
1'importation instituees par l'Par-
ticle 32 de la loi du 31 mars 1932
sur les produits ou objets semi-
ouvres et sur les produits ou objets
fabriqu&s, soient a partir de la
date de la mise en application du
present accord, supprimees a
l'egard des marchandises origi-
naires et en provenance des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique.

ARTICLE V

The Government of the United
States of America and the Gov-
ernment of the French Republic
agree, as long as this Agreement
remains in force, not to impose
any quantitative restriction on
the importation of any product,
not now subject to such restric-
tion, enumerated and described
in Schedlle IV and Schedule II,
respectively, annexed hereto.

Nevertheless, qulantitative re-
strictions may be applied by
either Government to the impor-
tation of the aforesaid products
if such restrictions are imposed
in conjunction with governmental
measures operating to regulate or
control the production or prices
of like domestic products.

However, the Government
which proposes to establish or
change such import restrictions
shall give at least 30 days' ad-
vance notice to the other Govern-

ARTICLE V

Pour les produits enumeres et quanttativere

decrits a chacune des listes IV et on application.

II ci-annexees, le Gouvernement
des Etats-Unis d'Amrique et le
Gouvernement de la Republique
francaise conviennent que, tant
que le present accord demeurera
en vigueur, ils ne soumettront
pas A des restrictions quautita-
tivcs l'importation desdits pro- Pw, Pl. -w,. t-,

duits, A I oinll que ceux-ci no
soient d(jil solius a des rostric-
tions do cc genro.

N6anmoins, des restrictions 1ampthnn.

quantitatives pourront Wtre appli-
quees par l'un ou l'autre Gouverne-
ment a l'importation des produits
ci-dessus vises, si ces restrictions
decoulent de l'application de
mesures gouvernementales ayant
pour objet la reglementation ou le
contr6le de la production ou des
prix des produits nationaux cor-
respondants.

En ce cas, toutefois, le Gou- dance otce o

vernement qui se propose d'6tablir
ou de modifier les restrictions A
l'importation ci-dessus indiquees
en donnera avis a l'autre Gouverne-

Semimanufactured.
etc., products im-
ported from United
States.
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a commodity from which the 
imported product has been man-
ufactured or produced in whole 
or in part. 

ARTICLE IV 

The Government of the French 
Republic shall take the necessary 
measures in order that, on and 
after the date of application of 
this Agreement, the increases in 
rates of the import tax instituted 
by Article 32 of the Law of 
March 31, 1932, on semimanu-
factured products or articles and 
on manufactured products or ar-
ticles, shall be suppressed with 
regard to goods originating in and 
coming from the United States of 
America. 

ARTICLE V 

The Government of the United 
States of America and the Gov-
ernment of the French Republic 
agree, as long as this Agreement 
remains in force, not to impose 
any quantitative restriction on 
the importation of any product, 
not now subject to such restric-
tion, enumerated and described 
ie. Schedule IV and Schedule II, 
respectively, annexed hereto. 

Nevertheless, quantitative re-
strictions may be applied by 
either Government to the impor-
tation of the aforesaid products 
if such restrictions are imposed 
in conjunction with governmental 
measures operating to regulate or 
control the production or prices 
of like domestic products. 

However, the Government 
which proposes to establish or 
change such import restrictions 
shall give at least 30 days' ad-
vance notice to the other Govern-

une marchandise ayant servi a la 
production ou a la fabrication, en 
tout ou en partie de Particle 
import& 

ARTICLE IV 

Le Gouvernement de la Repu-
blique frangaise prendra les dis-
positions necessaires pour que les 
majorations de taux de la tare 
l'importation instituees par Par-
ticle 32 de la loi du 31 mars 1932 
sur les produits ou objets semi-
ouvres et sur les produits ou objets 
fabriques, soient a partir de Is 
date de la raise en application du 
present accord, supprimees a 
regard des marchandises origi-
naires et en provenance des Etats-
Unis d'Ame,rique. 

ARTICLE V 

Pour les produits enumeres et 
decrits a chacune des Estes IV et 
II ci-annexees, le Gouvernement 
des Etats-Unis d'Amerique et he 
Gouvernement de Is Republique 
francaise conviennent que, tant 
que le present accord demeurera 
en vigueur, ils no soumettront 
pas a des restrictions quantita-
tives l'importation desdits pro-
duits, a moms quo ceux-ci no 
soient dejh, sotimis i des restric-
tions de cc genre. 

Neatimoins, des restrictions 
quantitatives pourront Otre appli-
quees par l'un ou stare Gouverne-
ment a l'importation des produite 
ci-dessus vises, si ces restrictions 
decoulent de l'application de 
mesures gouvernementales ayant 
pour objet la reglementation ou le 
control° de Is production ou des 
prix des produits nationaux eor-
respondants. 
En ce cas, toutefois, le Gou-

vernement qui se propose d'etablir 
ou de modifier les restrictions A 
l'importation ci-dessus indiquees 
en clonnera avis A Pautre Gouverne-

Semimanufactured, 
etc., products im-
ported from United 
States. 

Quantitative re-
strictions, limitation 
on application. 
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Exceptions. 

Advance notice of 
proposed change. 
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Action upon disa-
greement.

Guarantees by 1. The French GovernmentFrench Government.
Anite sment to guarantees that, if measures of

quantitative restriction or con-
trol of the importation or sale
are or shall be established for any
of the products of commercial in-
terest to the United States of
America, including those in Sched-

Pos. p. 224. ule III, annexed to the present
Agreement, there shall be al-
lotted to the United States of
America, when these measures of
quantitative restriction or control
take the form of allocation among
the various countries, a share of
the total quantity or value of any
such product permitted to be im-
ported or sold during a specified
period equivalent to the propor-
tion of the total importation of
such product from foreign coun-
tries which the United States of
America supplied in a basic period
prior to the imposition of any
quantitative restriction on such
product.

ment. If an arrangement regard-
ing the proposed measures is not
agreed upon before the expiration
of such period such other Govern-
ment may, within 15 days there-
after, terminate this Agreement
in its entirety on 30 days' prior
notice.

ARTICLE VI

Considering the fact that there
does not exist in their reciprocal
exchanges any restriction on the
settlement of commercial obliga-
tions, and so long as this situation
is maintained, each of the two
Governments agrees upon the
following provisions in the event
that it should establish or main-
tain, in any form whatever, a
quantitative restriction on or a
regulation of the importation or
sale of any product.

ment, au moins 30 jours a l'avance.
Si un accord concernant les me-
sures envisagees ne peut 6tre
realis6 avant l'expiration de ladite
periode, l'autre Gouvernement
pourra, dans un delai de 15 jours,
mettre fin a l'accord tout entier
sur pr6avis de 30 jours.

ARTICLE VI

Tenant compte du fait qu'il
n'existe dans leurs echanges re-
ciproques aucune restriction au
reglement des cr6ances commer-
ciales et pour autant que cette
situation sera maintenue, chacun
des deux Gouvernements convient
des dispositions suivantes pour le
cas oh il 6tablirait ou maintien-
drait, sous quelque forme que ce
soit, une restriction quantitative
ou une reglementation de l'impor-
tation ou de la vente d'une mar-
chandise quelconque.

1. Le Gouvernement francais
garantit que si des mesures de
restriction ou de contr6le quan-
titatifs de l'importation ou de la
vente sont 6tablies ou viennent A
etre etablies pour I'un quelconque
des produits interessant le com-
merce des Etats-Unis d'Amerique,
y compris ceux de la liste III an-
nex6e au present accord, il sera
attribue aux Etats-Unis d'Ame-
rique, lorsque ces mesures de
restriction ou de contr6le quanti-
tatifs se traduiront par une re-
partition entre les divers pays,
me proportion de l'ensemble des
mportations ou des ventes cor-
*espondant en quantite ou en
raleur A celle des importations de
ces produits effectuees par les
Etats-Unis d'Am6rique durant une
e6riode de r6efrence anterieure A
'etablissement de ces restrictions.

Provisions in event
quantitative restric-
tion established.
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Action upon 
greement. disa" meat. If an arrangement regard-

ing the proposed measures is not 
agreed upon before the expiration 
of such period such other Govern-
ment may, within 15 days there-
after, terminate this Agreement 
in its entirety on 30 days' prior 
notice. 

Provisions in event 
quantitative restric-
tion established. 

ARTICLE VI 

Considering the fact that there 
does not exist in their reciprocal 
exchanges any restriction on the 
settlement of commercial obliga-
tions, and so long as this situation 
is maintained, each of the two 
Governments agrees upon the 
following provisions in the event 
that it should establish or main-
tain, in any form whatever, a 
quantitative restriction on or a 
regulation of the importation or 
sale of any product. 

Guarantees by 1. The French Government 
French Government. 

Allotment to guarantees that, if measures of United States. 

quantitative restriction or con-
trol of the importation or sale 
are or shall be established for any 
of the products of commercial in-
terest to the United States of 
America, including those in Sched-
ule III, annexed to the present 
Agreement, there shall be al-
lotted to the United States of 
America, when these measures of 
quantitative restriction or control 
take the form of allocation among 
the various countries, a share of 
the total quantity or value of any 
such product permitted to be im-
ported or sold during a specified 
period equivalent to the propor-
tion of the total importation of 
such product from foreign coun-
tries which the United States of 
America supplied in a basic period 
prior to the imposition of any 
quantitative restriction on such 
product. 

Post. p. 2264. 

ment, an moms 30 jours a Pavance. 
Si un accord concernant les me-
sures envisageco ne peut etre 
realise avant Pexpiration de ladite 
periode, Pautre Go uvernement 
pourra, dans un delai de 15 jours, 
mettre fm ft l'accord tout entier 
sur preavis de 30 jours. 

ARTICLE VI 

Tenant compte du fait qu'il 
n'existe dans leurs echanges re-
ciproques aucune restriction au 
reglement des creances commer-
ciales et pour autant que cette 
situation sera maintenue, chacun 
des deux Gouvernements convient 
des dispositions suivantes pour le 
cas oil II etablirait ou maintien-
drait, sous quelque forme que cc 
soit, une restriction quantitative 
ou une reglementation de l'impor-
tation ou de la vente d'une mar-
chandise quelconque. 

1. Le Gouvernement frangais 
garantit que si des mesures de 
restriction ou de contrele quan.-
titatifs de l'importation on de la 
vente sont etablies ou viennent 
etre etablies pour l'un quelconque 
des produits interessant le com-
merce des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, 
y compris ceux de la lists III an-
nexe° au present accord, il sera 
attribue aux Etats-Unis d'Ame-
rique, lorsque ces mesures de 
restriction ou de contrele quanti-
tatifs se traduiront par une 
partition entre les divers pays, 
une proportion de l'ensemble des 
importations ou des ventes cor-
respondant en quantite ou en 
valeur ft cello des importations de 
ces produits effectuees par lea 
Etats-Unis d'Amerique durant une 
periode de reference anterieure ft 
Petablissement de ces restrictions. 
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Furthermore, as concerns quo-
tas which may be established after
the date of application of this
Agreement, the French Govern-
ment agrees, in case there shall be
no allocation by countries, to sub-
ject the importation to the for-
mality of licenses. In the issu-
ance of such licenses no condition
shall be imposed which would be
prejudicial to the importation of
products of the United States of
America and such products shall
be placed in all respects upon a
footing of complete equality of
treatment with those originating
in every other foreign country.

2. The Government of the
United States of America guar-
antees that if measures of quanti-
tative restriction or control of the
importation or sale of any of the
products of commercial interest
to the French Republic are or shall
be established, there shall be al-
lotted to the French Republic,
when these measures of quanti-
tative restriction or control take
the form of allocation among the
various countries, a share of the
total quantity or value of any
such product permitted to be im-
ported or sold during a specified
period equivalent to the propor-
tion of the total importation of
such product which the French
Republic supplied in a basic period
prior to the imposition of any
quantitative restriction on such
product.

Furthermore, as concerns quo-
tas which may be established after
the date of application of this
Agreement, the Government of
the United States of America
agrees, in case there shall be no
allocation by countries, to subject
the importation to the formality
of licenses. In the issuance of
such licenses no condition shall be

En outre, en ce qui concerne les
contingents qui pourraient etre
cr6es post6rieurement A la date de
mise en application du present ac-
cord, le Gouvernement francais
s'engage, dans le cas oh il ne serait
pas fait de repartition par pays, A
subordonner l'importation A la
formalit6 de la licence. Pour la
delivrance de ces licences, il ne se-
ra impose A r'6gard des produits
des Etats-Unis d'Amerique au-
cune condition susceptible de nuire
A leur importation, et ceux-ci b6-
neficieront, a tous egards, d'une
complete egalit6 de traitement par
rapport A tout autre pays 6tranger.

2. Le Gouvernement des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique garantit que, si
des mesures de restrictions ou de
contr61e quantitatifs de l'impor-
tation ou de la vente sont ou
venaient A, tre 6tablies pour des
produits int6ressant le commerce
de la Republique frangaise, y com-
pris ceux de la liste IV, il sera at-
tribu6 A la Republique frangaise,
lorsque ces mesures de restriction
ou de controle quantitatifs se tra-
duiront par une repartition entre
les divers pays, une proportion
correspondant en quantite ou en
valeur a celle des importations ou
des ventes de ces produits, effoc-
tu6es par la R6publique frangaise
durant une p6riode de reference
anterieure A l'6tablissement de
ces restrictions.

En outre, en ce qui concerne
les contingents qui pourraient
etre crees posterieurement a la
date de mise en application du
present accord, le Gouvernement
des Etats-Unis d'Amerique s'en-
gage, dans le cas oh il ne serait pas
fait de r6partition par pays, A
subordonner l'importation a la for-
malit6 de la licence. Pour la

Licenses.

Guarantees by
United States Gov-
ernment.

Allotment to
French Republic.

Licenses.
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Furthermore, as concerns quo-
tas which may be established after 
the date of application of this 
Agreement, the French Govern-
ment agrees, in case there shall be 
no allocation by countries, to sub-
ject the importation to the for-
mality of licenses. In the issu-
ance of such licenses no condition 
shall be imposed which would be 
prejudicial to the importation of 
products of the United States of 
America and such products shall 
be placed in all respects upon a 
footing of complete equality of 
treatment with those originating 
in every other foreign country. 

2. The Government of the 
United States of America guar-
antees that if measures of quanti-
tative restriction or control of the 
importation or sale of any of the 
products of commercial interest 
to the French Republic are or shall 
be established, there shall be al-
lotted to the French Republic, 
when these measures of quanti-
tative restriction or control take 
the form of allocation among the 
various countries, a share of the 
total quantity or value of any 
such product permitted to be im-
ported or sold during a specified 
period equivalent to the propor-
tion of the total importation of 
such product which the French 
Republic supplied in a basic period 
prior to the imposition of any 
quantitative restriction on such 
product. 

Furthermore, as concerns quo-
tas which may be established after 
the date of application of this 
Agreement, the Government of 
the United States of America 
agrees, in case there shall be no 
allocation by countries, to subject 
the importation to the formality 
of licenses. In the issuance of 
such licenses no condition shall be 

En outre, en cc qui concerne lea 
contingents qui pourraient etre 
crees posterieurement a la date de 
mise en application du present ac-
cord, le Gouvernement frangais 
s'engage, dans le cas nit ii ne serait 
pas fait de repartition par pays, a 
subordonner l'importation a la 
formalite de la licence. Pour la 
delivrance de ces licences, if ne se-
ra impose a Pegard des produits 
des Etats-Unis d'Amerique au-
cune condition susceptible de nuire 

leur importation, et ceux-ci be-
neficieront, a tous egards, d'une 
complete egalite de traitement par 
rapport a tout autre pays etranger. 

2. Le Gouvernement des Etats-
Unis d'Araerique garantit quo, si 
des mesures de restrictions ou de 
control° quantitatifs de l'impor-
tation ou de is vents sont ou 
venaient a etre etablies pour des 
produits interessant le commerce 
de la Republique frangaise, y com-
pris ceux de la lists IV, if sera at-
tribue a la Republique frangaise, 
lorsque ces mesure,s de restriction 
ou de controle quantitatifs se tra-
duiront par une repartition entre 
les divers pays, une proportion 
correspondant en quantite ou en 
valour a cello des importations ou 
des ventes de ces produits, effec-
tuees par la Republique francaise 
durant une periode de reference 
anterieure a Petablissement de 
ces restrictions. 

En outre, en cc qui concerne 
lea contingents qui pourraient 
etre crees posterieurement a is 
date de raise en application du 
present accord, le Gouvernement 
des Etats-Unis d'Amerique s'en-
gage, dans le can nit II ne serait pas 
fait de repartition par pays, a 
subordonner l'importation a is for-
malite de Is licence. Pour is 

Licenses. 

Guarantees by 
United States Gov-
ernment. 
Allotment to 

French Republic. 

Licenses. 
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imposed which would be prejudi-
cial to the importation of products
of the French Republic and such
products shall be placed in all re-
spects upon a footing of complete
equality of treatment with those
originating in every other foreign
country.

Annual supplemen- 3. In respect of each product
tary quotas to United
States. enumerated and described in

Post, p. 2264. Schedule III, the Government of
the French Republic will allocate
to the United States of America,
in addition to the quantity now
granted it in accordance with the
provisions of paragraph 1 of this
Article, an annual supplementary
quota beginning with the third
quarter of 1936, the amount of
which shall not be less than that
specified in the said Schedule.
These supplementary quotas shall
be allocated by periods on the
same basis as the quotas allocated
under the provisions of paragraph
1 of this Article.

Revision of. The supplementary quotas
above provided for shall be subject
to revision the first of July, 1937,
and the first of July of the fol-
lowing years during the life of
this Agreement. If the Govern-
ment of the French Republic
should desire to reduce any of the
said quotas in accordance with
the foregoing provision, it shall
notify the Government of the
United States of America thereof
in writing, and shall specify a
period of not less than 30 days for
discussions before the reduction
of quotas may become effective.
These conversations shall be de-
signed either to reach an agree-
ment with respect to these reduc-
tions or to determine the compen-
satory modifications of the terms
of this Agreement which may be

Action upon disa- deemed appropriate. If at the
greement.Ifa th

delivrance de ces licences il ne
sera impose a l'6gard des produits
de la Republique frangaise aucune
condition susceptible de nuire a
leur importation et ceux-ci b6ne-
ficieront a tous egards d'une com-
plete egalit6 de traitement par
rapport a tout autre pays etran-
ger.

3. En ce qui concerne chacun
des produits 6numeres et decrits
a la liste III, le Gouvernement de
la Republique frangaise attribuera
aux Etats-Unis d'Am6rique, en
sus des quantites qui leur sont
maintenant accord6es en vertu des
dispositions du paragraphe 1 du
present article, un contingent sup-
pl6mentaire annuel a compter du
3eme trimestre de 1936 et dont le
montant ne sera pas inferieur a
celui specifi6 dans ladite liste.
Ces contingents supplementaires
seront repartis periodiquement sur
la meme base que les contingents
accordes en vertu des dispositions
du paragraphe 1 du present article.

Les contingents supplementaires
ci-dessus vises pourront etre re-
vises le ler juillet 1937 et le Ier
juillet des annees suivantes pen-
dant toute la dur6e du present
accord. Si, conformement aux
dispositions ci-dessus,le Gouverne-
ment de la Republique francaise
desirait reduire l'un quelconque
de ces contingents, il le notifierait
par ecrit au Gouvernement des
Etats-Unis d'Amerique, une p-
riode d'au moins 30 jours etant
prevue pour des conversations
avant que la reduction des con-
tingents puisse devenir effective.
Ces conversations auraient pour
objet d'aboutir A un accord au
sujet de ces reductions ou de de-
terminer les modifications aux
termes du present accord qui
pourraient etre jugees appropriees
A titre de compensation. Si, A la
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Action upon disa-
greement. 

imposed which would be prejudi-
cial to the importation of products 
of the French Republic and such 
products shall be placed in all re-
spects upon a footing of complete 
equality of treatment with those 
originating in every other foreign 
country. 

Annual supplemen- 3. In respect of each product 
tars quotas to United 
States, enumerated and described in 

Post, p. 2264. Schedule III, the Government of 

the French Republic will allocate 
to the United States of America, 
in addition to the quantity now 
granted it in accordance with the 
provisions of paragraph 1 of this 
Article, an annual supplementary 
quota beginning with the third 
quarter of 1936, the amount of 
which shall not be less than that 
specified in the said Schedule. 
These supplementary quotas shall 
be allocated by periods on the 
same basis as the quotas allocated 
under the provisions of paragraph 
1 of this Article. 

Revision of. The supplementary quotas 
above provided for shall be subject 
to revision the first of July, 1937, 
and the first of July of the fol-
lowing years during the life of 
this Agreement. If the Govern-
ment of the French Republic 
should desire to reduce any of the 
said quotas in accordance with 
the foregoing provision, it shall 
notify the Government of the 
United States of America thereof 
in writing, and shall specify a 
period of not less than 30 days for 
discussions before the reduction 
of quotas may become effective. 
These conversations shall be de-
signed either to reach an agree-
ment with respect to these reduc-
tions or to determine the compen-
satory modifications of the terms 
of this Agreement which may be 
deemed appropriate. If at the 

delivrance de ces licences il ne 
sera impose a regard des produits 
de la Republique frangaise aucune 
condition susceptible de nuire 
leur importation et ceux-ci bend-
ficieront a tous egards d'une com-
plete egalite de traitement par 
rapport a tout autre pays &ran-
ger. 

3. En ce qui concerne chacun 
des produits enumeres et &eras 
a la liste III, le Gouvernement de 
la Republique frangaise attribuera 
aux Etats-Unis d'Amerique, en 
sus des quantites qui leur sont 
maintenant accordees en vertu des 
dispositions du paragraphe 1 du 
present article, un contingent sup-
plementaire annuel a conapter du 
3eme trimestre de 1936 et dont le 
montant no sera pas inferieur 
celui specifie dans ladite liste. 
Ces contingents supplementaires 
seront repartis periodiquement sur 
la memo base quo les contingents 
accord& en vertu des dispositions 
du paragraphe 1 du present article. 
Les contingents supplementaires 

ci-dessus vises pourront etre re-
vises le ler juillet 1937 et le ler 
juillet des annees suivantes pen-
dant toute la dui*, du present 
accord. Si, conformement aux 
dispositions ci-dessus,le Gouverne-
ment de la Republique francaise 
desirait reduire Pun quelconque 
de ces contingents, il le notifierait 
par ecrit au Gouvemement des 
Etats-Unis d'Amerique, une p&. 
node d'au moms 30 jours &ant 
prevue pour des conversations 
avant quo la reduction des con-
tingents puisse devenir effective. 
Ces conversations auraient pour 
objet d'aboutir a, un accord an 
sujet de ces reductions ou de de-
terminer lea modifications aux 
termes du present accord qui 
pourraient etre jugees appropriees 
a titre de compensation. Si, a is 
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end of the specified period a satis-
factory agreement has not been
reached, the French Government
shall be free to make the reduc-
tions, but the present Agreement
shall terminate automatically 30
days after the date on which such
reductions become effective.

4. The prohibitions or quotas
on importation or exportation
now in effect or which may be
established in the future by either
of the two Governments upon
products originating in or destined
for the territory of the other must
also be applicable to like products
originating in any third country
or destined for any third country.
If such measures are suppressed,
even temporarily, by either coun-
try as regards products originating
in a third country or destined for
a third country, they shall like-
wise be suppressed as regards
such products originating in or
destined for the other country.

5. If the United States of Amer-
ica imposes or shall hereafter im-
pose on the importation or sale of
a specified quantity or value of
any product of interest to French
exportation a lower duty or charge
than the duty or charge imposed
on importations or sales in excess
of such quantity or value, there
will be allotted to France a share
of the total quantity or value of
any such product permitted to be
imported or sold at such lower
duty or charge, during a specified
period, equivalent to the propor-
tion of the total importation of
such product which France sup-
plied in a basic period prior to
the imposition of any quantita-
tive regulation of the importation

fin de la periode precit6e, un ac-
cord satisfaisant n'a pu etre rea-
lis6, le Gouvernement francais sera
libre d'effectuer ces reductions,
mais le present accord cessera de
plein droit ses effets 30 jours apres
la date a laquelle celles-ci seront
devenues effectives.

4. Les prohibitions ou contin-
gents d'importation ou d'exporta-
tion actuellement existants ou
susceptibles d'Utre 6tablis a l'avenir
par lun des deux Gouvernements
sur des produits originaires ou a
destination du territoire de l'autre
devront etre 6galement appliques
aux pioduits similaires originaires
d'un pays tiers quelconque ou a
destination de ce pays tiers. Si des
mesures de cette nature venaient
A etre supprimees, meme tem-
porairement, par 'un ou l'autre
des deux pays, A 1'egard des
produits originaires ou A destina-
tion d'un pays tiers quelconque,
elles devraient etre supprim6es
egalement a l'6gard des memes
produits originaires ou a destina-
tion de 'un ou l'autre des deux
pays.

5. Dans le cas of les Etats-
Unis d'Amerique maintiendraient
ou 6tablieraient A l'avenir des
taxes ou droits do douane pcrcus
A l'importation ou a vente qui
seraient, pour une quantite ou
valeur sp6cifiee d'un produit quel-
conque interessant l'exportation
frangaise, inferieure aux taxes ou
droits frappant les importations
ou les ventes effectu6es en exce-
dent de ces quantites ou valeurs,
il sera alloue A la France une part
de la quantite ou de la valeur
totale dudit produit dont l'impor-
tation ou la vente est autoris6e A
tarif r6duit, pendant une periode
specifi6e, equivalant A la propor-
tion de l'ensemble des importa-
tions ou des ventes correspondant

Applicability of pro-
visions to products
originating in or des-
tined for third
country.

Imposition by
United States of low-
er duty on specified
quantity or value
tllul imposed on ex-

Allotment to France.
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end of the specified period a satis-
factory agreement has not been 
reached, the French Government 
shall be free to make the reduc-
tions, but the present Agreement 
shall terminate automatically 30 
days after the date on which such 
reductions become effective. 

4. The prohibitions or quotas 
on importation or exportation 
now in effect or which may be 
established in the future by either 
of the two Governments upon 
products originating in or destined 
for the territory of the other must 
also be applicable to like products 
originating in any third country 
or destined for any third country. 
If such measures are suppressed, 
even temporarily, by either coun-
try as regards products originating 
in a third country or destined for 
a third country, they shall like-
wise be suppressed as regards 
such products originating in or 
destined for the other country. 

5. If the United States of Amer-
ica imposes or shall hereafter im-
pose on the importation or sale of 
a specified quantity or value of 
any product of interest to French 
exportation a lower duty or charge 
than the duty or charge imposed 
on importations or sales in excess 
of such quantity or value, there 
will be allotted to France a share 
of the total quantity or value of 
any such product permitted to be 
imported or sold at such lower 
duty or charge, during a specified 
period, equivalent to the propor-
tion of the total importation of 
such product which France sup-
plied in a basic period prior to 
the imposition of any quantita-
tive regulation of the importation 

fin de la periode procitee, un ac-
cord satisfaisant n'a pu etre rea-
lise, le Gouvernement frangais sera 
libre d'effectuer ces reductions, 
mais le present accord cessera de 
plein droit ses effets 30 jours apres 
la date a laquelle celles-ci seront 
devenues effectives. 

4. Les prohibitions ou contin-
gents d'importation ou d'exporta-
tion aetuellement existants ou 
susceptibles d'etre etablis a l'avenir 
par l'un des deux Gouvernements 
sur des produits originaires ou 
destination du territoire de l'autre 
devront etre egalement appliqués 
aux ploduits similaires originaires 
d'un pays tiers quelconque ou 
destination de ce pays tiers. Si des 
mesures de cotta nature venaient 
h, etre supprimees, memo tem-
porairement, par l'un ou l'autre 
des deux pays, a Pegard des 
produits originaires ou a destina-
tion d'un pays tiers quelconque, 
elles devraient etre supprimees 
egalement a regard des memes 
produits originaires on a destina-
tion de l'un ou l'autre des deux 
pays. 

5. Pans le cas ml les Etats-
Unis d'Amerique maintiendraient 
on etablieraient a l'avenir des 
taxes ou droits de douane pergus 
l'importation ou A, la vente qui 

seraient, pour une quantite ou 
valour specifiee d'un produit quel-
conque interessant l'exportation 
frangaise, inferieure aux taxes on Allotment to France. 

droits frappant les importations 
ou les ventes effectuees en exce-
dent de ces quantites ou valetas, 
II sera alloue a la France une part 
de la quantite on de la valour 
totale dudit produit dont l'impor-
tation on la vente est autorisee IL 
tarif reduit, pendant une periode 
specifiee, equivalant a la propor-
tion de Pensernble des importa-
tions on des ventes correspondant 

Applicability of pro-
visions to products 
originating in or des-
tined for third 
country. 

Imposition by 
United States of low-
er duty on specified 
quantity or value 
than imposed on ex-
cess. 
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or sale of such product, unless it
is mutually agreed to dispense
with such allotment. The basic
period selected shall be such as
to result in a fair and equitable
allotment.

Suppression of quo- 6. The foregoing provisions shall
not constitute an obstacle to the
suppression of quotas.

ARTICLE VII
Schedules, notes Schedules I, II, III and IV,and Protocol consid-

eed integral parts of annexed to this Agreement, the
notes included in them, and the
Protocol annexed to this Agree-
ment have force and effect by
virtue of this Agreement and are
integral parts thereof.

ARTICLE VIII
Internal taxes, etc., Natural or manufactured prod-restriction on dis-

crimination. ucts of the United States of
America or of the French Republic
shall, after their importation into
the other country, be exempt from
all internal taxes, fees, charges or
exactions other or higher than
those payable on like products of
national origin or any other for-
eign origin.

ARTICLE IX
Foreign purchases In the event that the Govern-of Government mo-

nopolies. ment of either country shall es-
tablish or maintain a monopoly
for the importation, production or
sale of a given product, or grants
exclusive privileges, formally or in
effect, to one or more agencies to
import, produce or sell a product,
the Government of the country
establishing or maintaining such
monopoly, or granting such mo-
nopoly privileges, shall, in respect

A celle des importations de ce
produit effectu6es par la R6publi-
que frangaise durant une periode
de reference anterieure A l'etablis-
sement de toute restriction quan-
titative frappant l'importation ou
la vente dudit produit, a moins
qu'il ne soit mutuellement con-
venu de renoncer A cette r6parti-
tion. La periode de reference
choisie devra permettre une repar-
tition juste et equitable.

6. Les dispositions qui prece-
dent ne feront pas obstacle A la
suppression des contingents.

ARTICLE VII
Les listes I, II, III et IV an-

nexees au present accord, les notes
qui y sont incluses et le protocole
annexe au present accord ont force
et effet en vertu dudit accord et
en sont partie integrante.

ARTICLE VIII

Les produits naturels ou fabri-
ques des Etats-Unis d'Amerique
ou de la Republique frangaise
seront exoneres, apres leur impor-
tation sur le territoire de l'autre
pays, des taxes interieures, droits,
frais ou contributions autres ou
plus elev4s que ceux auxquels sont
soumis les produits similaires d'ori-
gine nationale ou de tout autre
origine 6trangere.

ARTICLE IX
Au cas oi le Gouvernement de

l'un ou l'autre des deux pays
6tablirait ou maintiendrait un
monopole A l'importation, A la
production ou A la vente d'un pro-
duit determine, ou accorderait en
fait ou en droit, A une ou plusieurs
organisations, le privilege exclusif
d'importer, de produire ou de
vendre une marchandise d6ter-
minee, le Gouvernement du pays
qui 6tablirait, maintiendrait ou
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Suppression of quo-

Schedules, notes, 
and Protocol consid-
ered integral parts of 
Agreement. 

or sale of such product, unless it 
is mutually agreed. to dispense 
with such allotment. The basic 
period selected shall be such as 
to result in a fair and equitable 
allotment. 

6. The foregoing provisions shall 
not constitute an obstacle to the 
suppression of quotas. 

ARTICLE VII 

Schedules I, II, III and IV, 
annexed to this Agreement, the 
notes included in them, and the 
Protocol annexed to this Agree-
ment have force and effect by 
virtue of this Agreement and are 
integral parts thereof. 

ARTICLE VIII 
Internal taxes, etc., Natural or manufactured prod-

restriction on dis-
crimination. ucts of the United States of 

America or of the French Republic 
shall, after their importation into 
the other country, be exempt from 
all internal taxes, fees, charges or 
exactions other or higher than 
those payable on like products of 
national origin or any other for-
eign origin. 

Foreign purchases 
of Government mo-
nopolies. 

ARTICLE IX 

In the event that the Govern-
ment of either country shall es-
tablish or maintain a monopoly 
for the importation, production or 
sale of a given product, or grants 
exclusive privileges, formally or in 
effect, to one or more agencies to 
import, produce or sell a product, 
the Government of the country 
establishing or maintaining such 
monopoly, or granting such mo-
nopoly privileges, shall, in respect 

a cello des importations de ce 
produit effectuees par la Republi-
que frangaise durant une periode 
de reference anterieure a l'etablis-
sement de toute restriction quan-
titative frappant 'importation ou 
la vente dudit produit, a moms 
qu'il ne soit mutuellement con-
venu de renoncer a cette reparti-
tion. La periode de reference 
choisie devra permettre une repar-
tition juste et equitable. 

6. Les dispositions qui prece-
dent ne feront pas obstacle a la 
suppression des contingents. 

ARTICLE VII 

Les listes I, II, III et IV an-
nexees au present accord, les notes 
qui y sont incluses et le protocol° 
annexe au present accord ont force 
et effet en vertu dudit accord et 
en sont partie integrant°. 

ARTICLE VIII 

Les produits naturels ou fabri-
ques des Etats-Unis d'Amerique 
ou de la Republique frangaise 
seront exoneres, apres leur impor-
tation sur le territoire de l'autre 
pays, des taxes interieures, droits, 
frais ou contributions autres ou 
plus eleves que ceux auxqu els sont 
sounds les produits similaires d'ori-
gine nationale ou de tout autre 
origin° etrangere. 

ARTICLE IX 

Au cas oa le Gouvernement de 
l'un ou l'autre des deux pays 
etablirait ou maintiendrait un 
monopole a l'importation, a la 
production on a la vente d'un pro-
duit determine, ou accorderait en 
fait ou en droit, a une on plusieurs 
organisations, le privilege exclusif 
d'importer, de produire on de 
vendre une marchandise deter-
mine°, le Gouvernement du pays 
qui etablirait, maintiendrait ou 
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of the foreign purchases of such
monopoly or agency accord the
commerce of the other country
fair and equitable treatment.

Nevertheless, in any case in
which the interests of national
defense shall be at issue, each of
the two Governments reserves its
full and entire liberty.

ARTICLE X

The Government of the United
States of America and the Gov-
ernment of the French Republic
reserve the right to withdraw or
to modify the concession granted
on any product under this Agree-
ment, or to impose quantitative
restrictions on the importation
of any such product if, as a result
of the extension of such concession
to third countries, such countries
obtain the major benefit of such
concession and in consequence
thereof an unduly large increase in
importations of such product takes
place. Nevertheless before the
Government concerned shall avail
itself of the foregoing reservation,
it shall give notice in writing to
the other Government of its in-
tention to do so and shall afford
such other Government an oppor-
tunity within 30 days after receipt
of such notice to consult with it in
respect of the proposed action.
If an agreement with respect
thereto is not reached within 30
days following receipt of the afore-
said notice, the Government which
proposed to take such action shall
be free to do so at any time there-
after, and the other Government
shall be free within 15 days after
such action is taken to terminate
this Agreement in its entirety on
30 days' written notice.

attribuerait un tel monopole ac-
corderait pour les achats effectues

1l'6tranger par ces monopoles ou
ces organisations au commerce de
l'autre pays un juste et 6quitable
traitement.

Toutefois, dans tous les cas oi
se trouveraient en jeu des int6rets
de d6fense nationale, chacun des
deux Gouvernements conserverait
sa pleine et entiere libert6.

ARTICLE X

Le Gouvernement des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique et le Gouverne-
ment de la R6publique frangaise
se r6servent le droit de retirer ou
de modifier les concessions ac-
cord6es par le present accord a un
produit quelconque, ou d'6tablir
des restrictions quantitatives A
l'importation de ce produit, si, A
la suite de l'extension des dites
concessions A des pays tiers, ceux-
ci en retirent le principal avantage
et qu'en consequence, une forte
augmentation des importations
dudit produit se produise indfi-
ment. Toutefois avant de re-
courir a la facult6 mentionnee ci-
dessus, le Gouvernement int6ress6
avisera par 6crit l'autro Gouverne-
ment do son intention et lii
fournira l'occasion, dans les 30()
jours qui suivront la r6ception
dudit avis, de d6liberer avec lui au
sujet des mesures qu'il se propose
de prendre. Si une entente n'inter-
venait pas A ce sujet dans les 30
jours apres la reception du susdit
avis, le Gouvernement qui se
propose de prendre les mesures en
question aurait la facult6 de le
faire a tout moment apres ce
dlai, et l'autre Gouvernement
aurait la faculte, dans les 15 jours
apres leur mise en vigueur, de
mettre fin an present accord tout
entier moyennant un preavis ecrit
de 30 jours.

Interests of national
defense.

Rights reserved.

Written notice of
propIsed action.

Right to terminate.
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of the foreign purchases of such 
monopoly or agency accord the 
commerce of the other country 
fair and equitable treatment. 

Nevertheless, in any case in 
which the interests of national 
defense shall be at issue, each of 
the two Governments reserves its 
full and entire liberty. 

ARTICLE X 

The Government of the United 
States of America and the Gov-
ernment of the French Republic 
reserve the right to withdraw or 
to modify the concession granted 
on any product under this Agree-
ment, or to impose quantitative 
restrictions on the importation 
of any such product if, as a result 
of the extension of such concession 
to third countries, such countries 
obtain, the major benefit of such 
concession and in consequence 
thereof an unduly large increase in 
importations of such product takes 
place. Nevertheless before the 
Government concerned shall avail 
itself of the foregoing reservation, 
it shall give notice in writing to 
the other Government of its in-
tention to do so and shall afford 
such other Government an oppor-
tunity within 30 days after receipt 
of such notice to consult with it in 
respect of the proposed action. 
If an agreement with respect 
thereto is not reached within 30 
days following receipt of the afore-
said notice, the Government which 
proposed to take such action shall 
be free to do so at any time there-
after, and the other Government 
shall be free within 15 days after 
such action is taken to terminate 
this Agreement in its entirety on 
30 days' written notice. 

attribuerait un tel monopole ac-
corderait pour les achats effectues 
Petranger par ces monopoles ou 

ces organisations au commerce de 
l'autre pays un juste et equitable 
traitement. 

Toutefois, dans thus les cas 
se trouveraient en jeu des interets 
de defense nationale, chacun des 
deux Gouvemements conserverait 
sa pleine at entiere Ebert& 

ARTICLE X 

Le Gouvernement des Etats-
Unis d'Arnerique et le Gouverne-
ment de la Republique frangaise 
se reservent le droit de retirer ou 
de modifier les concessions ac-
cordees par le present accord a un 
produit quelconque, ou d'etablir 
des restrictions quantitatives 
I:importation de cc produit, si, 
la suite de l'extension, des dites 
concessions a des pays tiers, ceux-
ci en retirent le principal avantage 
at qu'en consequence, tine forte 
augmentation des importations 
dudit produit se produise ind0-
ment. Toutefois avant de re-
courir a la faculte mentionnee ci-
dessus, le Gouvernement interesse 
avisera par ecrit Gouverne-
meat do son intention et liti 
fournira l'occasion, dans les 30 

jours qui suivront in reception 
dudit avis, de deliberer avec lui an 
sujet des mesures qu'il se propose 
de prendre. Si une entente n'inter-
venait pas a cc sujet dans les 30 
jours apres in reception du susdit 
avis, le Gouvernement qui se 
propose de prertdre les mesures en 
question aurait la faculte de le 
faire a tout moment apres cc 
delai, et l'autre Gouvernement 
aurait la faculte, dans les 15 jours 
apres leur raise en vigueur, de 
mettre fin an present accord tout 
entier moyennant un preavis &zit 
de 30 jours. 

Interests of national 
defense. 

Rights reserved. 

Written notice of 
proposed action. 

Right to terminate. 
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ARTICLE XI

Consideration of The Government of each of therepresentations with
respect to applioation two countries will give sympa-

thetic consideration to any rep-
resentations which the Govern-
ment of the other may submit to
it in regard to the application ol
the regulations concerning the
importation of goods, including
sanitary laws and regulations.

Sanitarylaws,etc. If either Government makes
representations to the other Gov-
ernment in respect of the appli-
cation of any sanitary law or
regulation for the protection of
human, animal or plant life, and
if an agreement is not reached
with respect thereto, a committee
of technical experts, including
representatives of each of the two
Governments, shall, on the request
of the interested Government, be
established. It will have as its
purpose the examination of the
controversial questions and the
submission of recommendations
to the two Governments.

Adptiodn of mea In the event that the Govern-ures considered as im-
airing obJects of ment of the United States ofAgreement.

America or of the French Republic
adopts a measure which, although
it does not conflict with the terms
of this Agreement, should never-
theless be considered by the Gov-
ernment of the other country to
have the effect of nullifying or
materially impairing any impor-
tant object of the Agreement, such
other Government shall be free to
propose negotiations for the modi-
fication of this Agreement. If an
agreement is not reached within
30 days following receipt of such
proposal, the Government making
such proposal shall be free to
terminate this Agreement in its
entirety on 30 days' notice.

ARTICLE XI

Le Gouvernement de chacun
des deux pays accueillera avec

- bienveillance les observations qui
lui seraient pr6sent6es par le

) Gouvernement de l'autre relative-
f ment A l'application des regle-

ments concernant l'importation
des marchandises y compris les
lois et reglements d'ordre sani-
taire.

Au cas ofh le Gouvernement de
I'un des deux pays adresserait des
observations A celui de l'autre en
ce qui concerne l'application des
lois ou reglements sanitaires rela-
tifs A la protection de la vie
humaine ainsi que des animaux
ou des v6egtaux et si un accord
n'intervenait pas A ce sujet, une
commission d'experts techniques
comprenant des repr6sentants de
chacun des deux Gouvernements,
serait constitute A la requite du
Gouvernement int6ress6. Elle
aura pour mission d'examiner les
questions litigieuses et de sou-
mettre des recommandations aux
deux Gouvernements.

Dans le cas oh le Gouvernement
des Etats-Unis d'Am6rique ou de
la R6publique francaise adopterait
une mesure qui, bien que n'etant
pas en contradiction avec les
termes du present accord, serait
consideree neanmoins par le Gou-
vernement de l'autre pays comme
tendant A annuler les effets ou A
porter atteinte pratiquement a
'un des buts essentiels de l'ac-

cord, l'autre Gouvernement aurait
la libert6 de proposer des n6gocia-
tions en vue de modifier le present
accord. Si une entente n'inter-
vient pas dans les 30 jours apres la
reception des dites propositions,
le Gouvernement qui les aura
faites aura la faculte de mettre fin
au present accord dans son entier
moyennant preavis de 30 jours.
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ARTICLE XI ARTICLE XI 

C onsideration of The Government of each of the 
representations with 
respect to application two countries will give sympa-
of regulations. 

thetic consideration to any rep-
resentations which the Govern-
ment of the other may submit to 
it in regard to the application of 
the regulations concerning the 
importation of goods, including 
sanitary laws and regulations. 

Sanitary laws, etc. 

Adoption of meas-
ures considered as im-
pairing objects of 
Agreement. 

If either Government makes 
representations to the other Gov-
ernment in respect of the appli-
cation of any sanitary law or 
regulation for the protection of 
human, animal or plant life, and 
if an agreement is not reached 
with respect thereto, a committee 
of technical experts, including 
representatives of each of the two 
Governments, shall, on the request 
of the interested Government, be 
established. It will have as its 
purpose the examination of the 
controversial questions and the 
submission of recommendations 
to the two Governments. 

In the event that the Govern-
ment of the United States of 
America or of the French Republic 
adopts a measure which, although 
it does not conffict with the terms 
of this Agreement, should never-
theless be considered by the Gov-
ernment of the other country to 
have the effect of nullifying or 
materially impairing any impor-
tant object of the Agreement, such 
other Government shall be free to 
propose negotiations for the modi-
fication of this Agreement. If an 
agreement is not reached within 
30 days following receipt of such 
proposal, the Government making 
such proposal shall be free to 
terminate this Agreement in its 
entirety on 30 days' notice. 

Le Gouvernement de chacun 
des deux pays accueillera avec 
bienveillance lea observations qui 
lui seraient presentees par le 
Gouvernement de l'autre relative-
merit a Papplication des regle-
ments concernant l'importation 
des marchandises y compris lea 
lois et reglements d'ordre sani-
t aire. 
Au cas o le Gouvernement de 

l'un des deux pays adresserait des 
observations a celui de l'autre en 
ce qui con.cerne l'application des 
lois ou reglements sanitaires rela-
tifs a in protection de is vie 
humaine ainsi que des animaux 
ou des vegetaux et si tm accord 
n'intervenait pas a ce sujet, une 
commission d'experts techniques 
comprenant des representants de 
chacun des deux Gouvernements, 
serait constituee a Is requete du 
Gouvernement in t 6r es s 6. Elle 
aura pour mission d'examiner les 
questions litigieuses et de sou-
mettre des recmmnandations aux 
deux Gouvernements. 
Dana le ens ohì le Gouvernement 

des Etats-Unis d'Amerique ou de 
is Republique francaise adopterait 
une mesure qui, bien que n'etant 
pas en contradiction avec lea 
termes du present accord, serait 
considerde neanmoins par le Gou-
vernement de l'autre pays comme 
tendant a annuler lea effets ou 
porter atteinte pratiquement 
Pun des buts essentials de l'ac-
cord, l'autre Gouvernement aurait 
la liberte de proposer des negocia-
tions en vue de modifier le present 
accord. Si une entente n'inter-
vient pas dans les 30 jours apres is 
reception des ditas propositions, 
le Gouvernement qui lee aura 
faites aura is faculte de mettre fin 
au present accord dans son entier 
moyennant preavis de 30 jours. 
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In the event that a wide varia-
tion occurs in the rate of exchange
between the currencies of the
United States of America and
France, the Government of either
country, if it considers the varia-
tion so substantial as to prejudice
the industries or commerce of the
country, shall be free to propose
negotiations for the modification
of this Agreement or to terminate
this Agreement in its entirety on
30 days' written notice.

ARTICLE XII

The provisions of this Agree-
ment relating to the treatment to
be accorded by the United States
of America or the French Re-
public to the commerce of the
other country do not apply to
advantages now accorded or which
may hereafter be accorded to
neighboring states in order to
facilitate frontier traffic.

Nothing in this Agreement shall
be construed to prevent the adop-
tion of measures prohibiting or
restricting the importation or ex-
portation of gold or silver, or to
hinder the adoption of such meas-
ures as either Government may
see fit with respect to the control
of the importation, the exporta-
tion or the sale for export of
arms, ammunition or implements
of war, and, in exceptional cir-
cumstances, of all other military
supplies.

Subject to the requirement that
no arbitrary discrimination shall
be effected by either of the two
countries against importations
from the other and in favor of
those from any third country, the
provisions of this Agreement shall
not extend to prohibitions or re-
strictions:

Si le taux du change entre les
monnaies frangaise et americaine
venait a varier sensiblement le
Gouvernement de chacun des deux
pays, s'il estime que la variation
en question est assez importante
pour porter prejudice aux indus-
tries ou au commerce du pays, sera
libre de proposer l'ouverture de
negociations tendant a modifier le
pr6sent accord ou de denoncer
celui-ci, dans son entier, moyen-
nant un pr6avis 6crit de 30 jours.

ARTICLE XII

Les dispositions du present ac-
cord concernant le traitement
accord6 par les Etats-Unis d'Am6-
rique ou par la Republique fran-
caise au commerce de l'autre pays
ne s'appliqueront pas aux avan-
tages actuellement accordes ou
qui seront accordes ulterieurement
aux Etats voisins, en vue de
faciliter le trafic frontalier.

Rien, dans le present accord, ne
doit empecher l'adoption de me-
sures prohibant ou limitant l'im-
portation ou l'exportation de 'or
ou de largent, ou goner ladoption
de mesures que I'un des deux
Gouvernenients estimerait n6ces-
saires pour le contr6le de l'im-
portation, de l'exportation ou de
la vente A l'exportation des armes,
munitions ou materiel de guerre
et, dans des circonstances ex-
ceptionnelles, de tout autre ma-
t6riel militaire.

Sous reserve qu'aucune discri-
mination arbitraire ne sera ap-
port6e par Pun ou l'autre des deux
pays A l'encontre des importations
de l'autre et en faveur de celles
d'un pays tiers quelconque, les
dispositions du present accord ne
s'etendront pas aux prohibitions
ou restrictions:

(1) relative to public security; (1) relatives A la securite publi-
que;

Variations in rate of
exchange, action if con-
sidered prejudicial.

Advantages accord-
ed neighboring states.

Gold or silver im-
port and export re-
strictions.

Control of trade in
arms, etc.

Provisions not to ex-
tend to specified pro-
hibitions, etc.
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In the event that a wide varia-
tion occurs in the rate of exchange 
between the currencies of the 
United States of America and 
France, the Government of either 
country, if it considers the varia-
tion so substantial as to prejudice 
the industries or commerce of the 
country, shall be free to propose 
negotiations for the modification 
of this Agreement or to terminate 
this Agreement in its entirety on 
30 days' written notice. 

ARTICLE XII 

The provisions of this Agree-
ment relating to the treatment to 
be accorded by the United States 
of America or the French Re-
public to the commerce of the 
other country do not apply to 
advantages now accorded or which 
may hereafter be accorded to 
neighboring states in order to 
facilitate frontier traffic. 
Nothing in this Agreement shall 

be construed to prevent the adop-
tion of measures prohibiting or 
restricting the importation or ex-
portation of gold or silver, or to 
hinder the adoption of such meas-
ures as either Government may 
see fit with respect to the control 
of the importation, the exporta-
tion or the sale for export of 
arms, ammunition or implements 
of war, and, in exceptional cir-
cumstances, of all other military 
supplies. 

Subject to the requirement that 
no arbitrary discrimination shall 
be effected by either of the two 
countries against importations 
from the other and in favor of 
those from any third country, the 
provisions of this Agreement shall 
not extend to prohibitions or re-
strictions: 

(1) relative to public security; 

Si le taux du change entre les 
monnaies francaise et americaine 
venait a varier sensiblement le 
Gouvernement de chacun des deux 
pays, s'il estime quo la variation 
en question est assez importante 
pour porter prejudice aux indus-
tries ou au commerce du pays, sera 
libre de proposer l'ouverture de 
negociations tendant a modifier le 
present accord on de denoncer 
celui-ci, dans son entier, moyen-
nant un preavis &lit de 30 jours. 

ARTICLE XII 

Les dispositions du present ac-
cord concernant le traitement 
accorde par les Etats-Unis d'Ame-
rique ou par la Republique fran-
gaise au commerce de l'autre pays 
no s'appliqueront pas aux avan-
tages actuellement accord& ou 
qui seront accord& ultorieurement 
aux Etats voisins, en vue de 
faciliter le trafic frontalier. 

lien, dans le present accord, no 
doit empecher l'adoption de me-
sures prohibant ou limitant l'im-
portation ou l'exportation de l'or 
ou de l'argent, ou gener l'adoption 
de mesures quo l'un des deux 
Gouvernenients estimerait noces-
sakes pour le contreile de l'im-
portation, de l'exportation ou de 
la vente a l'exportation des armes, 
munitions ou materiel de guerre 
et, dans des circonstances ex-
ceptionnelles, de tout autre ma-
teriel militaire. 
Sous reserve qu'aucune discri-

mination arbitraire ne sera ap-
portee par l'un ou l'autre des deux 
pays a l'encontre des importations 
de l'autre et en faveur de cellos 
d'un pays tiers quelconque, les 
dispositions du present accord ne 
s'etendront pas aux prohibitions 
ou restrictions: 

(1) relatives a la securite publi-
que; 

Variations in rate of 
exchange, action if con-
sidered prejudicial. 

Advantages accord-
ed neighboring states. 

Gold or silver im-
port and export re-
strictions. 

Control of trade in 
arms, etc. 

Provisions not to ex-
tend to specified pro-
hibitions, etc. 
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(2) imposed on moral or hu-
manitarian grounds;

(3) designed to protect public
health or the life of ani-
mals or plants;

(4) relative to prison-made
goods;

(5) relative to measures taken
for the enforcement of
police or revenue laws;
and

(6) relative to measures having
as their object the exten-
sion to imported prod-
ucts of a regime analo-
gous to that which exists
for the internal com-
merce of the country in
the like products.

Termination of If, in exceptional or abnormalAgreement if applica-
dionge of proilns en circumstances, the continued ap-

plication of the provisions of this
Agreement would endanger the
vital interests of either country,
the Government concerned may
terminate this Agreement, giving
written notice thereof to the other
Government as far in advance as

Modifications to the circumstances permit. In theprevent termination.
circumstances above envisaged,
the two Governments will en-
deavor to reach an agreement
upon the modifications to be made
in this Agreement in order that
the termination of the Agreement
in its entirety may be avoided.

ARTICLE XIII

Terms construed. The Government of the United
States of America and the Govern-
ment of the French Republic agree
that wherever the term "United
States of America" or "United
States" is employed in this Agree-
ment, it shall be understood to
apply to the Territory of Hawaii,
the Territory of Alaska and the
Island of Puerto Rico, as well as
the continental territory of the
United States. Wherever the

(2) impos6es pour des raisons
morales ou humanitaires;

(3) destinies a proteger la sant6
publique ou la vie des
animaux ou des vegetaux;

(4) relatives aux marchandises
fabriqu6es dans les pri-
sons;

(5) relatives aux mesures prises
pour le respect des lois de
police ou des lois fiscales;
et

(6) relatives aux mesures ayant
pour objet d'6tendre aux
produits import6s un re-
gime analogue a celui qui
existe pour le commerce
des memes produits a
l'int6rieur du pays.

Si, dans des circonstances ex-
ceptionnelles ou anormales, le
maintien en application des dispo-
sitions du present accord 6tait de
nature A mettre en danger les in-
t6rets vitaux de l'un ou l'autre des
deux pays, le Gouvernement in-
t6ress6 pourrait mettre fin au pre-
sent accord, A condition d'en aviser
par ecrit l'autre Gouvernement
aussi longtemps a l'avance que les
circonstances le permettraient.
Dans les circonstances ci-dessus
pr6vues, les deux Gouvernements
s'efforceront d'aboutir A une en-
tente sur les modifications a ap-
porter au pr6sent accord, afin
d'6viter que celui-ci ne prenne fin
en son entier.

ARTICLE XIII

Les Gouvernements des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique et de la R6pu-
blique frangaise conviennent que,
chaque fois que le terme "Etats-
Unis d'Amerique" ou "Etats-Unis"
estemploy6 dans le present accord,
il sera entendu que ce terme s'ap-
pliquera au territoire d'Hawal, a
celui de l'Alaska, a l'Ile de Porto-
Rico, aussi bien qu'au territoire
continental des Etats-Unis.
Chaque fois que le terme "R&
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Termination of 
Agreement if applica-
tion of provisions en-
dangers vital interests. 

Modifications to 
prevent termination. 

Terms construed. 

(2) 

(3) 

imposed on moral or h-u-
manitarian grounds; 

designed to protect public 
health or the life of ani-
mals or plants; 

(4) relative to prison-made 
goods; 

(5) relative to measures taken 
for the enforcement of 
police or revenue laws; 
and 

(6) relative to measures having 
as their object the exten-
sion to imported prod-
ucts of a regime analo-
gous to that which exists 
for the internal com-
merce of the country in 
the like products. 

If, in exceptional or abnormal 
circumstances, the continued ap-
plication of the provisions of this 
Agreement would endanger the 
vital interests of either country, 
the Government concerned may 
terminate this Agreement, giving 
written notice thereof to the other 
Government as far in advance as 
the circumstances permit. In the 
circumstances above envisaged, 
the two Governments will en-
deavor to reach an agreement 
upon the modifications to be made 
in this Agreement in order that 
the termination of the Agreement 
in its entirety may be avoided. 

ARTICLE XIII 

The Government of the United 
States of America and the Govern-
ment of the French Republic agree 
that wherever the term "United 
States of America" or "United 
States" is employed in this Agree-
ment, it shall be understood to 
apply to the Territory of Hawaii, 
the Territory of Alaska and the 
Island of Puerto Rico, as well as 
the continental territory of the 
United States. Wherever the 

(2) 

(3) 

imposees pour des raisons 
morales ou humanitaires; 

destinees a proteger la sante 
publique ou la vie des 
animaux ou des vegetaux; 

(4) relatives aux marchandises 
fabriquees dans les pri-
sons; 

relatives aux mesures prises 
pour le respect des lois de 
police ou des lois fiscales; 
et 

(6) relatives aux mesures ayant 
pour objet d'etendre aux 
produits import& un re-
gime analogue a celui qui 
existe pour le commerce 
des memes produits 
l'interieur du pays. 

(5) 

Si, dans des circonstances ex-
ceptionnelles ou anorm ales, le 
maintien en application des dispo-
sitions du present accord etait de 
nature a mettre en danger les in-
Wets vitaux de Pun ou l'autre des 
deux pays, le Gouvemement in-
teresse pourrait mettre fin au pr& 
sent accord, a, condition d'en aviser 
par ecrit l'autre Gouvemement 
aussi longtemps a l'avance que les 
circonstances le permettraient. 
Dans les circonstances ci-dessus 
prevues, les deux Gouvernements 
s'efforceront d'aboutir a une en-
tente sur les modifications a ap-
porter au present accord, afin 
d'eviter que celui-ci ne prenne fin 
en son entier. 

ARTICLE XIII 

Les Gouvernements des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique et de la Repu-
blique frangaise conviennent que, 
chaque fois que le terme "Etats-
Unis d'Amerique" on "Etats-Unis" 
eat employe dans le present accord, 
il sera entendu que ce terme s'ap-
pliquera au territoire d'Hawai, A 
celui de l'Alaska, A l'Ile de Porto-
Rico, aussi hien qu'au territoire 
continental des Etats-Unis. 
Chaque fois que le terme "Re-
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term "French Republic" is em-
ployed in this Agreement, it shall
be understood to apply to the
French customs territory, that
is to say, the continental terri-
tory of France, Algeria and the
Principality of Monaco.

ARTICLE XIV

publique frangaise" sera employ6
dans le present accord, il sera
entendu que ce terme s'appliquera
au territoire douanier frangais,
c'est-a-dire la France m6tropoli-
taine ainsi que l'Alg6rie et la
Principaut6 de Monaco.

ARTICLE XIV

Except as otherwise provided
in the second paragraph of this
Article, the provisions of this
Agreement relating to the treat-
ment to be accorded by the United
States of America to the commerce
of the French Republic shall not
apply in the Philippine Islands,
the Virgin Islands, American
Samoa, the Island of Guam or in
the Panama Canal Zone.

The provisions of this Agree-
ment in regard to the most-favored-
nation treatment to be accorded
by the United States of America
shall apply in any territory under
the sovereignty or authority of the
United States of America to prod-
ucts originating in or destined for
the territory of the French Re-
public or any territory under the
sovereignty or authority of France.
The provisions of this paragraph
shall not apply in the Panama
Canal Zone.

The advantages now accorded
or which may hereafter be ac-
corded by the United States of
America, its territories or posses-
sions, or the Panama Canal Zone
to one another or to the Republic
of Cuba shall be excepted from
the operation of this Agreement.
The provisions of this paragraph
shall continue to apply in respect
of any advantages now or here-
after accorded by the United
States of America, its territories
or possessions or the Panama
Canal Zone to the Philippine
Islands irrespective of any change
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Sous reserve des dispositions du
paragraphe 2 du present article,
les dispositions du present accord
relatives au traitement qui sera
accord6 par les Etats-Unis d'Ame-
rique au commerce de la R6publi-
que frangaise ne s'appliqueront
pas aux Iles Philippines, aux Iles
Vierges, a Samoa, a l'Ile de Guam
ou a la zone du Canal de Panama.

Les dispositions du present ac-
cord concernant le traitement de
la nation la plus favorisee accord6
par les Etats-Unis d'Amerique
s'appliqueront sur tout territoire
place sous la souverainete ou
l'autorite des Etats-Unis d'Am6ri-
que aux produits originaires ou a
destination du territoire de la
Republique frangaise ou de tout
territoire plac6 sous la souverainet6
ou l'autorit6 de la France. Les
dispositions de ce paragrapho ne
s'appliquent pas A la zone du
Canal de Panama.

Les avantages que s'accordent
actuellement ou que pourraient
s'accorder entre eux les Etats-
Unis d'Amerique, leurs territoires
ou possessions ou la zone du
canal de Panama, ainsi que les
avantages accord6s a la R6publi-
que de Cuba par les Etats-Unis
d'Amerique, leurs territoires ou
possessions ou la zone du Canal de
Panama, doivent 8tre except6s des
dispositions du present accord.
Les dispositions du present para-
graphe s'appliqueront egalement
en ce qui concerne les avantages
qui sont ou seraient accord6s aux

Provisions not ap-
plicable to Philippine
Islands, etc.; excep-
tion.

Preferential treat-
ment accorded by
United States to in-
clude any territory
thereof.

Not applicable In
P'nllllit ( aall\ Zonlc.

Existing advantages
excepted from opera-
tion of Agreement.
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term "French Republic" is em-
ployed in this Agreement, it shall 
be understood to apply to the 
French customs territory, that 
is to say, the continental terri-
tory of France, Algeria and the 
Principality of Monaco. 

ARTICLE XIV 

Except as otherwise provided 
in the second paragraph of this 
Article, the provisions of this 
Agreement relating to the treat-
ment to be accorded by the United 
States of America to the commerce 
of the French Republic shall not 
apply in the Philippine Islands, 
the Virgin Islands, American 
Samoa, the Island of Guam or in 
the Panama Canal Zone. 
The provisions of this Agree-

ment in. regard to the most-favored-
nation treatment to be accorded 
by the United States of America 
shall apply in any territory under 
the sovereignty or authority of the 
United States of America to prod-
ucts originating in or destined for 
the territory of the French Re-
public or any territory under the 
sovereignty or authority of France. 
The provisions of this paragraph 
shall not apply in the Panama 
Canal Zone. 

The advantages now accorded 
or which may hereafter be ac-
corded by the United States of 
America, its territories or posses-
sions, or the Panama Canal Zone 
to one another or to the Republic 
of Cuba shall be excepted from 
the operation of this Agreement. 
The provisions of this paragraph 
shall continue to apply in respect 
of any advantages now or here-
after accorded by the United 
States of America, its territories 
or possessions or the Panama 
Canal Zone to the Philippine 
Islands irrespective of any change 

publique frangaise" sera employe 
dans le present accord, il sera 
entendu que ce terme s'appliquera 
au territoire douanier frangais, 
c'est-a-dire la France metropoli-
tains ainsi que l'Algerie et la 
Principaute de Monaco. 

ARTICLE XIV 

Sous reserve des dispositions du 
paragraphe 2 du present article, 
les dispositions du present accord 
relatives au traitement qui sera 
accorde par les Etats-Unis d'Ame-
rique au commerce de la Republi-
que frangaise no s'appliqueront 
pas aux Iles Philippines, aux Iles 
Vierges, a Samoa, a l'Ile de Guam 
ou ft la zone du Canal de Panama. 

Les dispositions du present ac-
cord concernant le traitement de 
la nation la plus favorisee accorde 
par les Etats-Unis d'Amerique 
s'appliqueront sur tout territoire 
place sous la souverainete ou 
l'autorite des Etats-Unis d'Ameri-
que aux produits miginaires ou ft 
destination du territoire de la 
Republique francaise ou de tout 
territoire place sous la souverainete 
on l'autorite de la France. Les 
dispositions de cc paragraphe no 
s'appliquent pas a la zone du 
Canal de Panama. 
Les avantages que s'accordent 

actuellement ou que pourraient 
s'accorder entre eux les Etats-
Unis d'Amerique, leurs territoires 
ou possessions ou la zone du 
canal de Panama, ainsi que les 
avantages accord& a la Republi-
que de Cuba par les Etats-Unis 
d'Amerique, leurs territoires ou 
possessions ou la zone du Canal de 
Panama, doivent etre except& des 
dispositions du present accord. 
Les dispositions du present para-
graphe s'appliqueront egalement 
en cc qui conceme les avantages 
qui sont ou seraient accord& aux 

Provisions not ap-
plicable to Philippine 
Islands, etc.; excep-
tion. 

Preferential treat. 
ment accorded by 
United States to in-
clude any territory 
thereof. 

Not applicable in 
Panama Canal Zone. 

Existing advantages 
excepted from opera-
tion of Agreement. 
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in the political status of the
Philippine Islands.

ARTICLE XV

tImportation of cer- 1. Natural or manufacturedtain U.S. productsinto
assimilated French products originating in and com-

ing from the United States of
America or any of its territories
or possessions, with the exception
of those products which are enu-
merated and described in Section

Po,,p.2258. A of Schedule I, annexed to this
Agreement, shall have the bene-
fit, on their importation into the
French colonies called "assimi-
lated", namely, those having in
principle the same customs sys-
tem as the home country, of the
minimum tariff duties, whether
this tariff is the tariff of the home
country or a special tariff. They
shall not in any case be subject
to duties, taxes or fees collected
on importation, other or higher
than those applied to like products
of any third country.

Benefit of interme- 2. Products originating in and
coming from the United States
of America, which are enumerated
and described in Section A of

Post, p. 2258. Schedule I, annexed to this Agree-
ment, shall, on their importation
into the French colonies called
"assimilated", enjoy the benefit
of the intermediate duties in force
on the day of the application of
this Agreement, whether this tar-
iff is the tariff of the home country

Minimum-tariffben- or a special tariff. Furthermore,
the said products shall automati-
cally benefit from the minimum
tariff in the event that the duties
under the minimum tariff applica-
ble to the like products of any
foreign origin shall be raised to a

Iles Philippines par les Etats-
Unis d'Am6rique, par leurs terri-
toires ou leurs possessions ou par
la zone du Canal de Panama,
quels que soient les changements
qui pourraient survenir dans le
statut politique des Iles Philip-
pines.

ARTICLE XV

1. Les produits naturels ou fa-
briques originaires et en prove-
nance des Etats-Unis d'Am6rique
ou de l'un quelconque de leurs
territoires ou possessions, excep-
tion faite de ceux enumeres et
d6crits a la liste I, partie A
annex6e au present accord ben6-
ficieront a leur importation dans
les colonies frangaises dites as-
similees, c'est-a-dire ayant en
principe le meme regime douanier
que la M6tropole, des droits du
tarif minimum, que ce tarif soit
le tarif metropolitain ou un tarif
special. Ils ne seront, en aucun
cas, soumis, des droits, taxes ou
retributions perqus A l'occasion
de l'importation, autres ou plus
elev6s que ceux appliques aux
produits similaires de tout autre
pays tiers.

2. Le ben6fice des droits inter-
mediaires en vigueur au jour de la
mise en application du present
accord, qu'il s'agisse du tarif
metropolitain ou du tarif special,
sera applique a leur importation
dans les colonies francaises dites
assimiles, aux produits origi-
naires et en provenance des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique, enumeres et
decrits a la liste I, partie A annexee
au present accord. En outre,
lesdits produits ben4ficieront auto-
matiquement du tarif minimum,
au cas oi les droits applicables en
tarif minimum aux produits simi-
laires d'une origine etrangere quel-
conque seraient port6s a un taux
egal ou superieur A celui des droits
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in the political status of the Iles Philippines par les Etats-
Philippine Islands. Unis d'Amerique, par leurs terri-

toires ou leurs possessions ou par 
la zone du Canal de Panama, 
quels quo soient les changements 
qui pourraient survenir dans le 
statut politique des Iles Philip-
pines. 

Importation of cer-
tain U. S. products into 
assimilated French 
colonies. 

Post, p. 2258. 

Benefit of interme-
diate duties. 

Port, p. 2258. 

Minimum-tariff ben-
efits. 

ARTICLE XV 

1. Natural or manufactured 
products originating in and com-
ing from the United States of 
America or any of its territories 
or possessions, with the exception 
of those products which are enu-
merated and described in Section 
A of Schedule I, annexed to this 
Agreement, shall have the bene-
fit, on their importation into the 
French colonies called "assimi-
lated", namely, those having in 
principle the same customs sys-
tem as the home country, of the 
minimum tariff duties, whether 
this tariff is the tariff of the home 
country or a special tariff. They 
shall not in any case be subject 
to duties, taxes or fees collected 
on importation, other or higher 
than those applied to like products 
of any third country. 

2. Products originating in and 
coming from the United States 
of America, which are enumerated 
and described in Section A of 
Schedule I, annexed to this Agree-
ment, shall, on their importation 
into the French colonies called 
"assimilated", enjoy the benefit 
of the intermediate duties in force 
on the day of the application of 
this Agreement, whether this tar-
iff is the tariff of the home country 
or a special tariff. Furthermore, 
the said products shall automati-
cally benefit from the minimum 
tariff in the event that the duties 
under the minimum tariff applica-
ble to the like products of any 
foreign origin shall be raised to a 

ARTICLE XV 

1. Les produits naturels ou fa-
briques originaires et en prove-
nance des Etats-Unis d'Amerique 
ou de l'un quelconque de leurs 
territoires ou possessions, excep-
tion faith de ceux enumeres et 
(Merits a la liste I, partie A 
annex& au pr6sent accord Wn4-
ficieront a leur importation dans 
les colonies francaises dites as-
similees, c'est-a-dire ayant en 
principe le memo r6gime douanier 
quo la Metropole, des droits du 
tarif minimum, quo ce tarif soit 
le tarif metropolitain ou un tarif 
special. Ils ne seront, en aucun 
cas, soumis A, des droits, taxes ou 
retributions pelvis a l'occasion 
de l'importation, autres on plus 
eleves quo ceux appliqués aux 
produits similaires de tout autre 
pays tiers. 

2. Le b6n6fice des droits inter-
inediaires en vigueur au jour de la 
mise en application du present 
accord, qu'il s'agisse du tarif 
metropolitain ou du tarif sp6cial, 
sera appliqué a leur importation 
dans les colonies francaises dites 
assimilees, aux produits origi-
naires et en provenance des Etats-
Unis d'Am6rique, enumeres et 
(Writs A, la liste I, partie A annexee 
au present accord. En outre, 
lesdits produits beneficieront auto-
matiquement du tarif minimum, 
au cas oil les droits applicables en 
tarif minimum aux produits 

d'une origine etrangere quel-
conque seraient port& un taux 
egal ou superieur a celui des droits 
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rate equal to or higher than that
of the intermediate rates in effect
at the time of the application of
this Agreement. This provision
shall not be an obstacle to a modi-
fication of the tariff nomenclature.
The foregoing provisions of this
paragraph shall be applied in the
assimilated colonies, to products
originating in and coming from
any of the territories or possessions
of the United States.

3. In the colonies called "non-
assimilated", that is, those having
a special customs system, and in
Tunisia, products originating in
and coming from the United
States of America or any of its
territories or possessions, shall
have the benefit of the lowest cus-
toms duties which are or may be
granted to any third country.
They shall not in any case be sub-
ject to any duties, taxes or fees
collected on importation other or
higher than those applied to like
products of any third country.

4. It is understood, further-
more, that the most-favored-na-
tion treatment provided for in
this Agreement does not extend:

(a) to the preferential regime
which is accorded or
which may be accorded
in the future by France,
by the French colonies
and by Tunisia to Moroc-
co and the territories
placed under French
mandate;

(b) to the preferential regime
established or which may
be established in rela-
tions between France and
Tunisia, France and the
French colonies, and the
colonies, possessions or
protectorates and the
countries under the man-
date of France between
themselves, without prej-
udice, however, to rights
established by any other
treaty or agreement.

intermediaires en vigueur lors de la
mise en application du present
accord. La presente disposition
ne met pas obstacle a une modifi-
cation de la nomenclature tarifaire.
Les dispositions du present para-
graphe seront appliqu6es, dans les Application of pro-

visions.colonies assimil6es, aux produits
originaires et en provenance de
l'un quelconque des territoires ou
possessions des Etats-Unis.

3. Dans les colonies dites non "Nonassimilated"
colonies and Tunisia.

assimil6es, c'est-a-dire ayant un
regime douanier special et en
Tunisie, les produits originaires et
en provenance des Etats-Unis
d'Am6rique ou de l'un quelconque
de leurs territoires ou possessions
b6n6ficieront des tarifs douanier
les plus reduits qui y sont ou pour-
raient etre accordes A tout autre
pays tiers. Ils ne seront, en aucun
cas, soumis a des droits, taxes ou
retributions percus A l'occasion de
l'importation autres ou plus eleves
que ceux appliqu6s aux produits
similaires de tout autre pays tiers.

4. Il est entendu, d'autre part, Most-favored-nation
treatment not to ex-

que le traitement de la nation la tend to certain prefer-
ential regimes.plus favoris6e tel qu'il est pr6vu

au present accord ne s'6tend pas:
(a) au regime pr6f6rentiel qui

est accord6 ou serait ac-
cord6 dans l'avenir par la
France, les colonies fran-
caises et la Tunisie, au
Maroc et aux territoires
places sous mandat fran-
gais;

(b) au regime pr6ferentiel 6tabli
ou A etablir dans les rela-
tions entre la France et
la Tunisie, la France et
les colonies francaises, et
les colonies, possessions
on protectorats et pays
sous mandat francais
entre eux, sans prejudice
toutefois des droits r6sul-
tant de tous autres trai-
t6s ou accords.
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rate equal to or higher than that 
of the intermediate rates in effect 
at the time of the application of 
this Agreement. This provision 
shall not be an obstacle to a modi-
fication of the tariff nomenclature. 
The foregoing provisions of this 
paragraph shall be applied in the 
assimilated colonies, to products 
originating in and coming from 
any of the territories or possessions 
of the United States. 

3. In the colonies called "non-
assimilated", that is, those having 
a special customs system, and in 
Tunisia, products originating in 
and coming from the United 
States of America or any of its 
territories or possessions, shall 
have the benefit of the lowest cus-
toms duties which are or may be 
granted to any third country. 
They shall not in any case be sub-
ject to any duties, taxes or fees 
collected on importation other or 
higher than those applied to like 
products of any third country. 

4. It is understood, further-
more, that the most-favored-na-
tion treatment provided for in 
this Agreement does not extend: 

(a) to the preferential regime 
which is accorded or 
which may be accorded 
in the future by France, 
by the French colonies 
and by Tunisia to Moroc-
co and the territories 
placed under French 
mandate; 

(b) to the preferential regime 
established or which may 
be established in rela-
tions between France and 
Tunisia, France and the 
French colonies, and the 
colonies, possessions or 
protectorates and the 
countries under the man-
date of France between 
themselves, without prej-
udice, however, to rights 
established by any other 
treaty or agreement. 

intermediaires en vigueur lors de la 
mise en application du present 
accord. La presente disposition 
no met pas obstacle a une modifi-
cation de la nomenclature tarifaire. 
Les dispositions du present para-
graphe seront appliquees, dans les 
colonies assimilees, aux produits 
originaires et en provenance de 
l'un quelconque des territoires ou 
possessions des Etats-Unis. 

3. Dans les colonies dites non 
assimilees, c'est-à-dire ayant un 
regime douanier special et en 
Tunisie, les produits originaires et 
en provenance des Etats-Unis 
d'Amerique ou de l'un quelconque 
de leurs territoires on possessions 
beneficieront des tarifs douanier 
les plus reduits qui y sont ou pour-
raient etre accord& a tout autre 
pays tiers. Ils ne seront, en aucun 
cas, soumis a des droits, taxes ou 
retributions pergus a l'occasion de 
l'importation autres ou plus eleves 
quo ceux appliques aux produits 
similaires de tout autre pays tiers. 

4. Ii est entendu, d'autre part, 
quo le traitement de la nation is 
plus favorisee tel qu'il est provu 
au present accord ne s'etend pas: 

(a) au regime preferentiel qui 
est accorde on serait ac-
corde dans l'avenir par la 
France, les colonies fran-
gaises et la Tunisie, au 
Maroc et aux territoires 
places sous mandat fran-
gais; 

(b) an regime preferentiel etabli 
on a etablir dans les rela-
tions entre la France et 
la Tunisie, la France et 
les colonies frangaises, et 
les colonies, possessions 
ou protectorats et pays 
sous mand at francais 
entre eux, sans prejudice 
toutefois des droits resul-
tant de tons autres trai-
t& on accords. 

Application of pro-
visions. 

"Nonassimilated" 
colonies and Tunisia. 

Most-favored-nation 
treatment not to ex-
tend to certain prefer-
ential regimes. 
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Preferences by 5. With reference to prefer- 5. En ce qui concerne les avan-France to certain cen-
tral and eastern ences granted or which may be tages pr6f6rentiels accordes ou

granted by France to certain susceptibles d'etre accord6s par
States of central and eastern la France a certains Etats de
Europe pursuant to the recom- 1'Europe Centrale et Orientale,
mendations of the International conform6ment aux recommanda-
Conference of Stresa of September tions de la Conference Inter-
20, 1932, the Government of the nationale de Stresa du 20 Septem-
United States, without modifying bre 1932, le Gouvernement des
its position on the question of Etats-Unis d'Amerique, tout en
principle involved, agrees not to reservant sa position de principe
invoke the most-favored-nation en la matiere, accepte de ne pas
clause of this Agreement in respect invoquer la clause de la nation la
of these preferences so long as plus favorisee, prevue par le pre-
they are not extended to other sent accord, pour demander le
than the aforementioned coun- benefice de ces avantages prdf6-
tries. However, in the event that rentiels pour autant qu'ilsneseront
such preferences should have the pas 6tendus A d'autres pays que
effect of impairing materially the ceux mentionn6s ci-dessus. Toute-
benefits obtained under this fois, au cas oh les avantages
Agreement, the Government of resultant du present accord se
the United States reserves the trouveraient affectes de maniere
right to reopen negotiations with importante par l'octroi de ces
a view to the modification of this preferences, le Gouvernement des
Agreement. Etats-Unis se reserve le droit de

provoquer l'ouverture de negocia-
tions en vue de modifier le present
accord.

ARTICLE XVI ARTICLE XVI

From the day on which the
present Agreement comes into
force it shall supersede the agree-
ment on quotas of May 31, 1932,
modified on January 21, 1935,
between the United States of
America and the French Republic.

Le jour oth le present accord
entrera en application, il rempla-
cera l'accord sur les contingents
du 31 mai 1932 modifie le 21 jan-
vier 1935, entre les Etats-Unis
d'Am6rique et la Republique fran-
gaise.

ARTICLE XVII ARTICLE XVII

Proclamation of
Agreement by Presi-
dent of the United
States.

Ratification by
President of France,
etc.

Date of coming de-
finitively into force.

The present Agreement shall be
proclaimed by the President of the
United States of America and
shall be ratified by the President of
the French Republic after its
approval by the French Senate
and the Chamber of Deputies.

The Agreement shall come de-
finitively into force on the day on
which the Government of the

Le present accord fera l'objet
d'une proclamation par le Prdsi-
dent des Etats-Unis d'Amerique
et sera ratifi6 par le President de
la Republique frangaise, apres
approbation par le Senat frangais
et par la Chambre des Deputes.

L'accord entrera d6finitivement
en vigueur le jour ot le Gouverne-
ment de la Republique frangaise

Former Aercement
to be superseded.
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Preferences by 5. With reference to prefer-
France to certain cen-
tral and eastern ences granted or which may be 
European states. 

granted by France to certain 
States of central and eastern 
Europe pursuant to the recom-
mendations of the International 
Conference of Stresa of September 
20, 1932, the Government of the 
United States, without modifying 
its position on the question of 
principle involved, agrees not to 
invoke the most-favored-nation 
clause of this Agreement in respect 
of these preferences so long as 
they are not extended to other 
than the aforementioned coun-
tries. However, in the event that 
such preferences should have the 
effect of impairing materially the 
benefits obtained under this 
Agreement, the Government of 
the United States reserves the 
right to reopen negotiations with 
a view to the modification of this 
Agreement. 

Former Agreement 
to be superseded. 

Proclamation of 
Agreement by Presi-
dent of the United 
States. 

Ratification by 
President of France, 
etc. 

Date of coming de-
finitively into force. 

ARTICLE XVI 

From the day on which the 
present Agreement comes into 
force it shall supersede the agree-
ment on quotas of May 31, 1932, 
modified on January 21, 1935, 
between the United States of 
America and the French Republic. 

ARTICLE XVII 

The present Agreement shall be 
proclaimed by the President of the 
United States of America and 
shall be ratified by the President of 
the French Republic after its 
approval by the French Senate 
and the Chamber of Deputies. 
The Agreement shall come de-

finitively into force on the day on 
which the Government of the 

5. En ce qui concern° les avan-
tages preferentiels accord& ou 
susceptibles d'etre accordes par 
la France a certains Etats de 
PEurope Central° et Orientale, 
conformement aux recommenda-
tions de la Conference Inter-
nationale de Stresa du 20 Septem-
bre 1932, le Gouvemement des 
Etats-Unis d'Amerique, tout en 
reservant sa position de principe 
en la matiere, accept° de no pas 
invoquer la clause de la nation la 
plus favorisee, prevue par le pre-
sent accord, pour demander le 
benefice de ces avantages prefe-
rentiels pour autant qu'ilsneseront 
pas etendus a d'autres pays que 
ceux mentionnes ci-dessus. Toute-
fois, au cas oil les avantages 
resultant du present accord se 
trouveraient affect& de maniere 
important° par l'octroi de ces 
preferences, le Gouvernement des 
Etats-Unis se reserve le droit de 
provoquer Pouverture de n.egocia-
tions en vue de modifier le present 
accord. 

ARTICLE XVI 

Le jour oü le present accord 
entrera en application, II rempla-
cera l'accord sur les contingents 
du 31 mai 1932 modifie le 21 jan-
vier 1935, entre les Etats-Unis 
d'Amerique et la Republique fran-
gaise. 

ARTICLE XVII 

Le present accord fere l'objet 
d'une proclamation par le Presi-
dent des Etats-Unis d'Amerique 
et sera ratifie par le President de 
la Republique frangaise, apres 
approbation par le Senat frangais 
et par la Chambre des Deputes. 

L'accord entrera definitivement 
en vigueur le jour of le Gouverne-
ment de la Republique frangaise 
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French Republic shall have in-
formed the Government of the
United States of America of its
ratification by the President of the
French Republic and the Govern-
ment of the United States of
America on its part shall have
communicated officially to the
Government of the French Repub-
lic the proclamation of the Pres-
ident of the United States of
America.

The Agreement shall come pro-
visionally into force on June 15,
1936.

The Agreement shall continue
in force, subject to the provisions
of Articles I, V, VI, X, XI and
XII, until July 1, 1937. Unless at
least six months before July 1,
1937, the Government of either
country shall have notified the
other Government of its intention
to terminate the Agreement on
that date, it shall continue in force
thereafter, subject to the provi-
sions of Articles I, V, VI, X, XI
and XII, until six months from
the day on which the Government
of either country shall have given
notice to the other Government of
its intention to terminate the
Agreement.

In witness whereof the respec-
tive Plenipotentiaries have signed
this Agreement and have affixed
their seals hereto.

Done in duplicate, in the Eng-
lish and French languages, both
authentic, at the city of Washing-
ton, this sixth day of May,
nineteen hundred and thirty-six.

aura fait connaltre au Gouverne-
ment des Etats-Unis d'Amerique
sa ratification par le President de
la Republique francaise et oi le
Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d'-
Amerique aura, de son c6t6, com-
muniqu6 officiellement au Gou-
vernement franqais la proclama-
tion du President des Etats-Unis.

L'accord entrera provisoirement
en vigueur le 15 juin 1936.

Provisional date.

L'accord restera en vigueur, Duration of Agree-
sous reserve des dispositions des
Articles I, V, VI, X, XI et XII,
jusqu'au ler juillet 1937. A moins
que, six mois avant le 1e juillet
1937, l'un des deux Gouverne-
ments n'ait notifie A l'autre son
intention de mettre fin A l'accord
A cette date, il restera en vigueur
par la suite, sous reserve des dis-
positions des Articles I, V, VI, X,
XI et XII, jusqu'a l'expiration de
six mois a dater du jour ofi l'un des
deux Gouvernements aura remis A
I'autre notification de son inten-
tion do mettre fin a l'accord.

En foi do quoi les pl6nipoten-
tiaires respectifs ont signe le
present accord et y ont appos6
leurs cachets.

Fait en double exemplaire en
anglais et en francais, les deux
textes faisant egalement foi, A
Washington, ce sixieme jour de
mai, mil neuf cent trente-six.

For the President of the United States of America:
[SEAL] CORDELL HULL

For the President of the French Republic:
[SEAL] ANDRE LEFEBVRE DE LA BOULAYE

Signatures
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French Republic shall have in-
formed the Government of the 
United States of America of its 
ratification by the President of the 
French Republic and the Govern-
ment of the United States of 
America on its part shall have 
communicated officially to the 
Government of the French Repub-
lic the proclamation of the Pres-
ident of the United States of 
America. 
The Agreement shall come pro-

visionally into force on June 15, 
1936. 
The Agreement shall continue 

in force, subject to the provisions 
of Articles I, V, VI, X, XI and 
XII, until July 1, 1937. Unless at 
least six months before July 1, 
1937, the Government of either 
country shall have notified the 
other Government of its intention 
to terminate the Agreement on 
that date, it shall continue in force 
thereafter, subject to the provi-
sions of Articles I, V, VI, X, XI 
and XII, until six months from 
the day on which the Government 
of either country shall have given 
notice to the other Government of 
its intention to terminate the 
Agreement. 

In witness whereof the respec-
tive Plenipotentiaries have signed 
this Agreement and have affixed 
their seals hereto. 
Done in duplicate, in the Eng-

lish and French languages, both 
authentic, at the city of Washing-
ton, this sixth day of May, 
nineteen hundred and thirty-six. 

aura fait connaitre au Gouverne-
ment des Etats-Unis d'Amerique 
sa ratification par le President de 
la Republique frangaise et oil is 
Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d'-
Amerique aura, de son cote, com-
muniqué officiellement an Gou-
vemement francais in proclama-
tion du President des Etats-Unis. 

L'accord entrera provisoirement 
en vigueur le 15 juin. 1936. 

L'accord restera en vigueur, 
sous reserve des dispositions des 
Articles I, V, VI, X, XI et XII, 
jusqu'au let juillet 1937. A moins 
que, six mois avant le let juillet 
1937, Pun des deux Gouveme-
ments n'ait notifie a Pautre son 
intention de mettre fin a l'accord 

cette date, il restera en vigueur 
par la suite, sous reserve des dis-
positions des Articles I, V, VI, X, 
XI et XII, jusqu'A l'expiration de 
six mois a dater du jour oü l'un des 
deux Gouvernements aura remis 
l'autre notification de son inten-
tion de mettre fin a Paccord. 

En foi de quoi les plenipoten-
tiaires respectifs ont signe le 
present accord et y ont appose 
leurs cachets. 

Fait en double exemplaixe en 
anglais et en francais, les deux 
textes faisant egalement foi, 
Washington, ce sixieme jour de 
mai, mil neuf cent trente-six. 

For the President of the United States of America: 
[SEAL] CORDELL HULL 

For the President of the French Republic: 
[SEAL] ANDRA LEFEBVRE DE LA BOTTLAYE 

Provisional date. 

Duration of Agree-
ment. 

Signatures. 
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LIST 0
French Tariff

Numbers

Ex 47

Ex 79
Ex 112 bis
Ex 126 bis

Ex 141
Ex 189
Ex 200

068
080
0156
0322
Ex 0375

Ex 0376 bis
Ex 294 A C

B{
C1

295
296
Ex 299 bis

Ex 301

302 A

303, 304
307
308
309
310
315 ter
Ex 316

408
Ex 459 B

2258

Preserved fish, with the exception of those included in Schedule I,
Section B, and in Schedule III annexed to the present Agreement

Rough rice (rice in the straw), broken rice, rice flour and semolina
Vanillin and its derivatives or substitutes
Flowers of mullein, borage, common camomile, marshmallow,

mallow, pansies, Provence roses, elder and violets

Absorbent cotton, other than impregnated or pharmaceutical
Sulphur, ground, purified, refined or sublimated
Gold, drawn, rolled or spun (other than wire drawn, simply rolled,

etc.)
Sodium phosphate
Sodium hyposulphite
Caustic potash
Phenacetin
Celluloid (including artificial ivory and tortoise shell):

Rough, in lumps, plates, unworked sheets, tubes, rods, sticks,
colored or not in the mass;

In sheets, polished, dulled, colored or worked on the surface
Synthetic resins other than infusible
Products included under these tariff numbers for which the difference

between the minimum tariff and the tariff applicable on the day
of the signature of this agreement is more than 10% of the
minimum tariff

Ultramarine
Prussian blue
Printing ink, black for newspapers, without dryer oil; and color

inks, others, without dryer oil
Composite pencils with white casing and pencils for notebooks

without tips
Carbons for electric arc light and electrodes for electric furnaces,

for electrolysis, for batteries or other uses
Ochres, etc.
Pulverized talc
Paints ground in oil
Paints in paste prepared with water or with size, etc.
Paints not elsewhere specified, etc.
Medicinal adhesive plasters
Compound medicines, not elsewhere specified, appearing in an

official pharmacopoeia, not packed (for retail sale)
Synthetic organic chemical products, whether appearing in an

official pharmacopoeia or not, imported for wholesale trade and
not for sale to the public

Coated percaline

Velvets of silk, floss silk or rayon, pure or mixed, included under
these tariff numbers, ecru, scoured, bleached or dyed, fashioned
(faconn6s)

Ex 459 H-I Velvets of silk, floss silk or rayon, pure or mixed, included under
and H-IIJ these tariff numbers, ecru, scoured, bleached or dyed

477 bis Artificial leather
479 Parts of shoes, etc.
Ex 495 A Goldsmith's wares of gold, etc., manufactured after 1830
495 B Jewelry of gold, etc.
496 Gold- or silver-plated wares
496 bis Imitation jewelry
512 bis A Pumps
Ex 524 bis N Unspecified electrical apparatus, not containing insulated metal

coils weighing 50 kilos and less per unit
579 bis E Aluminum manufactures:

Mechanical parts or other parts, of simply hammered, pressed
or stamped sheet

612 Hats, shapes or tops of wood-shavings, of straw, etc.
620 N-I Shoes of all kinds with uppers of rubber or of one or two ply rub-

berized cloth and with soles of rubber or other materials affixed
with glue or by any other means

620 N-II Tops and uppers of shoes of the categories designated under No.
620 N-I above

Ex 627 bis Hat shapes or tops of rayon, artificial horsehair or mixed, etc.

NATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [53 STAT.

SCHEDULE I-SECTION A

F EXCEPTIONS TO THE GRANTING OF THE MINIMUM TARIFF

Description of Articles
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SCHEDULE I— SECTION A 

LIST OF EXCEPTIONS TO THE GRANTING OF THE M INIMUM TARIFF 

French Tariff Description of Articles 
Numbers 

Ex 47 Preserved fish, with the exception of those included in Schedule I, 
Section B, and in Schedule III annexed to the present Agreement 

Ex 79 Rough rice (rice in the straw), broken rice, rice flour and semolina 
Ex 112 bis Vanillin and its derivatives or substitutes 
Ex 126 bis Flowers of mullein, borage, common camomile, marshmallow, 

mallow, pansies, Provence roses, elder and violets 

Ex 141 Absorbent cotton, other than impregnated or pharmaceutical 
Ex 189 Sulphur, ground, purified, refined or sublimated 
Ex 200 Gold, drawn, rolled or spun (other than wire drawn, simply rolled, 

etc.) 
068 Sodium phosphate 
080 Sodium hyposulphite 
0156 Caustic potash 
0322 Phenacetin 
Ex 0375 Celluloid (including artificial ivory and tortoise shell): 

Rough, in lumps, plates, unworked sheets, tubes, rods, sticks, 
colored or not in the mass; 

In sheets, polished, dulled, colored or worked on the surface 
Synthetic resins other than infusible 
Products included under these tariff numbers for which the difference 
between the minimum tariff and the tariff applicable on the day 
of the signature of this agreement is more than 10% of the 
minimum tariff 

295 Ultramarine 
296 Prussian blue 
Ex 299 bis Printing ink, black for newspapers, without dryer oil; and color 

inks, others, without dryer oil 
Ex 301 Composite pencils with white casing and pencils for notebooks 

without tips 
302 A Carbons for electric arc light and electrodes for electric furnaces, 

for electrolysis, for batteries or other uses 
303, 304 Ochres, etc. 
307 Pulverized tale 
308 Paints ground in oil 
309 Paints in paste prepared with water or with size, etc. 
310 Paints not elsewhere specified, etc. 
315 ter Medicinal adhesive plasters 
Ex 316 Compound medicines, not elsewhere specified, appearing in an 

official pharmacopoeia, not packed (for retail sale) 
Synthetic organic chemical products, whether appearing in an 

official pharmacopoeia or not, imported for wholesale trade and 
not for sale to the public 

Coated percaline 

Velvets of silk, floss silk or rayon, pure or mixed, included under 
these tariff numbers, ecru, scoured, bleached or dyed, fashioned 
(faconnes) 

Ex 0376 bis 

Ex 294 AI 

408 
Ex 459 B} 

Ex 459 H-I1 
and H-II 

477 bis 
479 
Ex 495 A 
495 B 
496 
496 bis 
512 bis A 
Ex 524 bis N 

579 bis E 

612 
620 

620 N-II 

Ex 627 bis 

Velvets of silk, floss silk or rayon, pure or mixed, included under 
these tariff numbers, ecru, scoured, bleached or dyed 

Artificial leather 
Parts of shoes, etc. 
Goldsmith's wares of gold, etc., manufactured after 1830 
Jewelry of gold, etc. 
Gold- or silver-plated wares 
Imitation jewelry 
Pumps 
Unspecified electrical apparatus, not containing insulated metal 

coils weighing 50 kilos and less per unit 
Aluminum manufactures: 

Mechanical parts or other parts, of simply hammered, pressed 
or stamped sheet 

Hats, shapes or tops of wood-shavings, of straw, etc. 
Shoes of all kinds with uppers of rubber or of one or two ply rub-

berized cloth and with soles of rubber or other materials affixed 
with glue or by any other means 

Tops and uppers of shoes of the categories designated under No. 
620 N-I above 

Hat shapes or tops of rayon, artificial horsehair or mixed, etc. 
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LISTE I-PARTIE A

Numnros du t
frangais

ex 47

ex 79
ex 112 bis
ex 126 bis

ex 141
ex 189
ex 200

068
080
0156
0322
ex 0375

ex 0376 bis
ex 294 A

B (

295
296
ex 299 bis

ex 301

302 A

303, 304
307
308
309
310
315 ter
ex 316

408
ex 459 Br

G
II
J)

LISTE DES EXCEPTIONS A L'OCTROI DU TARIF MINIMUM

arif Designation des produits

Poissons conserves, a l'exclusion de ceux repris a la liste I, partie B,
et a la liste III annexee au present accord

Riz en paille, brisures, farines et semoules de riz
Vanilline et ses derives ou substituts
Fleurs de bouillon blanc, de bourrache, de camomille romaine, de

guimauve, de mauve, de pensees, de rose de Provins, de sureau et
de violettes

Coton hydrophile, autre qu'impregne ou pharmaceutique
Soufre triture, 6pure, raffine ou sublime
Or tire, lamin6 ou file (autre que degrossi, simplement lamine, etc.)

Phosphate de soude
Hyposulfite de soude
Potasse caustique
Ph6nacetine
Celluloid (y compris l'ivoire et 1'ecaille factice):

Bruts, en masse, plaques, feuilles non ouvr6es, tubes, joncs,
batons, colores ou non dans la masse;

En feuilles polies, matees, coloriees ou a surface travaillee
Resines synthetiques autres qu'infusibles
Produits repris sous les num6ros ci-contre pour lesquels la difference

entre le tarif minimum et le tarif applicable au jour de la signature
du present accord est sup6rieure a 10% du tarif minimum

Outremer
Bleu de Prusse
Encres a imprimer, noires a journal sans huile siccative et encres de

couleur, autres, sans huile siccative
Crayons composes: a gaine de bois blanc et crayons pour carnet

sans tote
Charbons pour lumiere electrique a arc et electrodes pour fours

electriques, electrolyse, piles ou autres usages
Ocres, etc.
Talc pulveris6
Couleurs broyees a l'huile
Couleurs en pate preparees a l'eau ou A la colle, etc.
Couleurs non d6nommees, etc.
Sparadraps medicamentaux
Medicaments composes, non d6nommns, figurant dans une phar-

macopee officielle, non conditionnes
Produits chimiques organiques de synthese figurant dans une

pharnmacop6e officielle ou n'y figurant pas, importCs pour le
comimerce en gros et non pour la vente au public

Percaline enduite

Velours de soic, de bourre de soie ou rayonne, pures ou melangees,
repris sous les num6ros ci-contre, ecrus, decrues, blanchis ou
teints, faqonn6s

x 459 If Velours de soie, de bourre de soie ou de rayonne, pures ou melangees,
ex -II 1  repris sous les numeros ci-contre, ecrus, decrues, blanchis ou

H~1 1 1 teints
477 bis Cuir artificiel
479 Parties de chaussures, etc.
ex 495 A Orfevrerie d'or, etc., de fabrication posterieure A 1830
495 B Joaillerie, bijouterie d'or, etc.
496 Ouvrages dores ou argentes
496 bis Bijouterie fausse
512 bis A Pompes
ex 524 bis N Appareils electriques non mentionnes, sans enroulements de fils

metalliques isoles, pesant par unite 50 Kgs et moins
579 bis E Ouvrages en aluminium:

Pieces m6caniques ou autres, en t6le simplement martelee,
repoussee ou emboutie

612 Chapeaux, cloches ou plateaux de copeaux de bois, de paille, etc.
620 N-I Chaussures de toutes sortes avec dessus en caoutchouc ou en tissu

simple ou double, caoutchoute, et semelles en caoutchouc ou
autres matieres adaptees par collage ou de toute autre maniere

620 N-II Tiges et dessus de chaussures des categories visees au No. 620 N-I
ci-dessus

ex 627 bis Cloches ou plateaux en rayonne, crin artificiel ou melanges, etc.

225953 STAT.] FRANCE— RECIPROCAL TRADE—MAY 6, 1936 

LISTE I— PARTIE A 

LISTE DES EXCEPTIONS A L'OCTROI DU TARIF MINIMUM 

Numeros du tarif D6signation des produits 
frangais 

ex 47 

ex 79 
ex 112 bis 
ex 126 bis 

ex 141 
ex 189 
ex 200 

Poissons conserves, a l'exclusion de ceux repris a la hate I, partie B, 
et a la liste III annex& au present accord 

Riz en paille, brisures, farines et semoules de riz 
Vanilline et ses derives ou substituts 
Fleurs de bouillon blanc, de bourrache, de camomile romaine, de 
guimauve, de mauve, de pensees, de rose de Provins, de sureau et 
de violettes 

Coton hydrophile, autre qu'impregne ou pharmaceutique 
Soufre triture, epure, raffine ou sublime 
Or tire, lamine ou file (autre que degrossi, simplement lamine, etc.) 

068 Phosphate de soude 
080 Hyposulfite de soude 
0156 Potasse caustique 
0322 Phenacetine 
ex 0375 Celluloid (y compris l'ivoire et Fecallle factice): 

Bruts, en masse, plaques, feuilles non ouvrees, tubes, Jones, 
batons, eolores ou non dans la masse; 

En feuilles polies, matees, coloriees ou a surface travaillee 
ex 0376 bis Resines synthetiques autres qu'infusibles 
ex 294 A I Produits repris sous les numeros ci-contre pour lesquels la difference 

B entre he tarif minimum et le tarif applicable au jour de la signature 
CL du present accord est superieure A 10% du tan! minimum 

295 Outremer 
296 Bleu de Prusse 
ex 299 bis Encres a imprimer, noires a journal sans huile siccative et encres de 

couleur, autres, sans huile siccative 
ex 301 Crayons composes: a gaine de bois blanc et crayons pour carnet 

sans tete 
302 A Charbons pour lumiere electrique A arc et electrodes pour fours 

electriques, electrolyse, piles ou autres usages 
303, 304 °ores, etc. 
307 Talc pulverise 
308 Couleurs broyees è l'huile 
309 Couleurs en pate preparees A l'eau ou a la colle, etc. 
310 Couleurs non denommees, etc. 
315 ter Sparadraps medicamentaux 
ex 316 Medicaments composes, non denommes, figurant dans une phar-

macopee officielle, non conditionnes 
Produits chimiques organiques de synthese figurant dans tine 
pharmacopee officielle ou fly figurant pas, import& pour to 
commerce en gros et non pour la vente au public 

408 Peresline enduite 
ex 459 B 

F I Velours do solo, de bourre de sole ou rayonne, pures ou melangees, 
G repris sous les numeros ci-contre, &rue, (Monies, blanchis ou 
I I teints, faconnes 
J 

ex 459 HI 
H-II 

Velours de soie, de bourre de soie ou de rayonne, pures ou melangees, 
repris sous lea numeros ci-contre, ecrus, &eras, blanchis ou 
teints 

477 bis Cuir artificiel 
479 Parties de chaussures, etc. 
ex 495 A Orfevrerie d'or, etc., de fabrication posterieure a 1830 
495 B Joaillerie, bijouterie d'or, etc. 
496 Ouvrages dor& ou argent& 
496 his Bijoutcrie fausse 
512 his A Pompes 
ex 524 his N Appareils electriques non mentionnes, sans enroulements de fils 

metalliques isoles, pesant par unite 50 Kgs et moms 
579 bis E Ouvrages en aluminium: 

Pieces mecaniques ou autres, en Me siraplement martelee, 
repoussee ou emboutie 

612 Chapeaux, cloches ou plateaux de copeaux de bois, de pante, etc. 
620 N-I Chaussures de toutes sortes avec dessus on caoutchouc ou en tissu 

simple ou double, caoutchoute, et semelles en caoutehoue ou 
autres matieres adaptees par collage ou de toute autre maniere 

620 N-II Tiges et dessus de chaussures des categories visees au No. 620 N-I 
ci-dessus 

ex 627 his Cloches ou plateaux en rayonne, crin artificiel ou mélanges, etc. 
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SCHEDULE II-SECTION A

French Tariff Description of Articles Unit tin fraNumbers (in francs)

Ex 84 A
Ex 85

Ex 85

Grapefruit
Table or other fruit, dried or evaporated:

Prunes:
80 prunes and less per 500 grams, and

prunes in boxes, whatever their size
Others

Edible Corinth raisins used for pastry (this
classification is exclusively applicable to
Corinth raisins proper, Smyrna raisins
(Ismir) known as Sultanas, and raisins of
the Corinth and Smyrna type, imported:

1)-by parcel post
2)-in cases of 50 kilos and less, or else

in barrels of approximately 80 kilos)
Note: Thompson seedless raisins are in-

cluded in this category.

Ex 86 C Table or other fruit, preserved in the natural
state, whole or not, without sugar, syrup
or alcohol:

Pineapple, including fruit salads (mace-
doines de fruits) containing more than
5% of pineapple

Ex 158 C Vegetables, preserved in cans or hermetically
sealed containers:

Asparagus
Ex 523 Sewing machine heads, including nickeled

parts, other than for special uses

Ex 525 ter B Cash registers weighing 50 kgs. and more per
unit and their spare parts

Ex 614 ter A Automobile chassis for passenger cars, with-
out bodies, with or without motors,
equipped or not with pneumatic tires
(other than for auto-busses or autocars,
etc.) weighing per unit:

less than 850 kilos
from 850 kilos inclusive to 1,250 kilos

exclusive
from 1,250 kilos inclusive to 1,500 kilos

exclusive
from 1,500 kilos inclusive to 1,750 kilos

exclusive
1,750 kilos and more

Note to Ex 614 ter A: The admission of these
chassis benefiting by these reduced rates
will be limited to an annual quota of 3,062
quintals. The importation will be subject
to the presentation of special licenses,
delivered by the French Automobile Feder-
ation to special (de luxe) body builders.

100 kilos 50.

100 kilos 165.

100 kilos 123.

100 kilos 40.

100 kilos 285.

100 kilos 200.
100 kilos 700.

100 kilos 900.

kilo
kilo

kilo

kilo

kilo

4. 15
4 80

5. 45

6.65

8. 05

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [53 STAT.

SCHEDULE I-SECTION B

PRODUCTS ADMITTED AT THE MINIMUM TARIFF WITHIN THE LIMIT OF THE QUAN-
TITIES SPECIFIED

Quantities
to be

French Tariff Admitted
Numbers Description of Articles Annually

at the
Minimum

Tariff

Ex 47 Preserved fish, "others": Quintals
Pilehards 1, 000

028 Refined borate of soda (borax) 1, 500
0114 Chromates and bichromates of potassium 373
0114 bis Chromates and bichromates of soda 1, 418

2260 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [53 STAT. 

SCHEDULE I—SECTION B 

PRODUCTS ADMITTED AT THE MINIMUM TARIFF W ITHIN THE LIMIT OF THE QUAN-
TITIES SPECIFIED 

Quantities 
to be 

French Tariff Admitted 
Numbers Description of Articles Annually 

at the 
Minimum 

Tariff 

Ex 47 Preserved fish, "others": Quintals 
Pilchards 1, 000 

028 Refined borate of soda (borax) 1, 500 
0114 Chromates and bichromates of potassium 373 
0114 bis Cliromates and bichromates of soda 1, 418 

French Tariff 
Numbers 

SCHEDULE II—SECTION A 

Description of Articles Unit Duty 
(in francs) 

Ex 84 A Grapefruit 100 kilos 50. 
Ex 85 Table or other fruit, dried or evaporated: 

Prunes: 
80 prunes and less per 500 grams, and 100 kilos 165. 

prunes in boxes, whatever their size 
Others 100 kilos 123. 

Ex 85 Edible Corinth raisins used for pastry (this 
classification is exclusively applicable to 
Corinth raisins proper, Smyrna raisins 
(Ismir) known as Sultanas, and raisins of 
the Corinth and Smyrna type, imported: 

1)-by parcel post 
2)-in cases of 50 kilos and less, or else 100 kilos 40. 

in barrels of approximately 80 kilos) 
Note: Thompson seedless raisins are in-

cluded in this category. 

Ex 86 C Table or other fruit, preserved in the natural 
state, whole or not, without sugar, syrup 
or alcohol: 

Pineapple, including fruit salads (mac6-
doines de fruits) containing more than 100 kilos 285. 
5% of pineapple 

Ex 158 C Vegetables, preserved in cans or hermetically 
sealed containers: 

Asparagus 100 kilos 200. 
Ex 523 Sewing machine heads, including nickeled 100 kilos 700. 

parts, other than for special uses 

Ex 525 ter B Cash registers weighing 50 kgs. and more per 100 kilos 900. 
unit and their spare parts 

Ex 614 ter A Automobile chassis for passenger cars, with-
out bodies, with or without motors, 
equipped or not with pneumatic tires 
(other than for auto-busses or autocars, 
etc.) weighing per unit: 

less than 850 kilos kilo 4. 15 
from 850 kilos inclusive to 1,250 kilos kilo 4. 80 

exclusive 
from 1,250 kilos inclusive to 1,500 kilos kilo 5. 45 

exclusive 
from 1,500 kilos inclusive to 1,750 kilos kilo 6. 65 

exclusive 
1,750 kilos and more kilo 8. 05 

Note to Er 614 ter A: The admission of these 
chassis benefiting by these reduced rates 
will be limited to an annual quota of 3,062 
quintals. The importation will be subject 
to the presentation of special licenses, 
delivered by the French Automobile Feder-
ation to special (de luxe) body builders. 
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LISTE I-PARTIE B

PBODUITS ADMIS AU TABIF MINIMUM DANS LA LIMITE DE QUANTITIE DSTER-
MINIEES

Numrros du
tarif francais Designation des produits

Quantites
admises
au tari

minimum
annuelle-

ment

ex 47 Poissons conserves "autres":
Pilchards 1. 000 qx

028 Borate de soude (borax) raffine 1. 500 "
0114 Chromates et bichromates de potasse 373 "
0114 bis Chromates et bichromates de soude 1. 418 "

LISTE II-PARTIE A

Numgros du tarif Disignation des produits Unit6 de Droit
franeais perception (francs)

ex 84 A Pamplemousses
ex 85 Fruits de table ou autres sees ou tapes:

Prunes, pruneaux:
80 fruits et moins aux 500 grammes et

pruneaux en bottes ou en caisses
quelle qu'en soit la grosseur

Autres
ex 85 Raisins propres A la consommation, de

Corinthe servant a la pAtisserie (cette
tarification est exclusivement applicable
aux raisins de Corinthe proprement dits,
aux raisins de Smyrne (Ismir) dits Sul-
tanines et aux raisins type Corinthe ou type
sultanines, importes:

1o par colis-postal
2o en caisse de 50 kgs et moins ou bien

en barils d'environ 80 kgs)
Note: Les raisins "Thompson seedless"

sont compris dans cette categorie.
ex 86 C Fruits de table ou autres, conserves au na-

turel, a l'etat entier ou non, sans sucre, ni
sirop, ni alcool:

Ananas, y compris les macedoines de
fruits contenant plus de 5% d'ananas

ex 158 C Legumes conserves en bottes ou en recipients
hermetiquement clos:

Asperges
ex 523 Tetes de machines a coudre, y compris Ics

parties nickelees, autres qu'a usages
speciaux

ex 525 ter B Caisses enregistreuses, appareils similaires
et leurs pieces detachees, pesant par unite
50 Kgs et plus

ex 614 ter A ChAssis de voitures automobiles pour le
transport des personnes, non carross6s,
avec ou sans moteur, garnis ou non de
pneumatiques (autres que pour autobus ou
autocars, etc. .. ) pesant par unite:

-moins de 850 kgs
-de 850 kgs inclus a 1.250 kgs exclus.

-de 1.250 kgs inclus a 1.500 kgs exclus.

-de 1.500 kgs inclus a 1.750 kgs exclus.

-de 1.750 kgs et plus ..
Note ad ex 614 ter A: L'admission de ces

chassis au benefice des droits reduits sera
effectuee dans la imite d'un contingent
annuel de 3.062 quintaux. L'importation
sera subordonnee a la presentation de
licences speciales delivrees par la Federa-
tion franCaise de 1'automobile pour des
entreprises de carrosseries de luxe.

100 Kgs 50

100 Kgs 165

100 Kgs 123

100 Kgs 40

100 Kgs 285

100 Kgs 200
100 Kgs 700

100 Kgs 900

kg 4,15
4,80

" 5,45

6,65

8, 05
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LISTE I—PARTIE B 

PRODUITS ADMIS AU TARIF M INIMUM DANS LA LIMITE DE QIYANTITtS TATER-
MINAES 

Quantites 

Numeros du aadum isestarif 
Designation dos pus tarif francais minimum 

annuelle-
ment 

ex 47 Poissons conserves "autres": 
Pilchards 1. 000 qx 

028 Borate de sonde (borax) raffine 1. 500 " 
0114 Chromates et bichromates de potasse 373 " 
0114 bis Chromates et bichromates de soude 1. 418 " 

Numeros du tarif 
frangais 

LISTE II—PARTIE A 

Designation des produits "Unite de Droit 
perception (francs) 

ex 84 A Pamplemousses 100 Kgs 50 
ex 85 Fruits de table ou autres secs ou tapes: 

Prunes, pruneaux: 
80 fruits et moms aux 500 grammes et 100 Kgs 165 
pruneaux en bottes ou en caisses 
quelle qu'en soit la grosseur 

Autres 100 Kgs 123 
ex 85 Raisins propres a la consommation, de 

Corinth° servant a la petisserie (cette 
tarification est exclusivement applicable 
aux raisins de Corinthe proprement dits, 
aux raisins de Smyrne (Ismir) dits Sul-
tanines et aux raisins type CorMthe ou type 
sultanines, import6s: 

1° par coils-postal 
2° en caisse de 50 kgs et moms ou bien 100 Kgs 40 
en barns d'environ 80 kgs) 

Note: Les raisins "Thompson seedless" 
sont compris dans cette categorie. 

ex 86 C Fruits de table ou autres, conserves au na-
ture, a l'etat entier ou non, sans sucre, ni 
sirop, ni aleool: 

Ananas, y compris les macedoines de 100 Kgs 285 
fruits eontenant plus de 5% d'ananas 

ex 158 C Legumes conserves en bottes ou en recipients 
hermetiquement clos: 

AsPerges 100 Kgs 200 
ex 523 Tetes de machines ft coudre, y compris les 100 Kgs 700 

parties nickelees, autres qu'e, usages 
epeciaux 

ex 525 ter B Caisses enregistreuses, appareils similaires 100 Kgs 900 
et leurs pieces detachees, pesant par unite 
50 Kgs et plus 

ex 614 ter A Chessis de voitures automobiles pour le 
transport des personnes, non carrosses, 
avec ou sans moteur, garnis ou non de 
pneumatiques (autres que pour autobus ou 
autocars, etc. . .) pesant par unite: 
-moms de 850 kgs kg 4, 15 
-de 850 kgs inclus ft 1.250 kgs exclus. 4, 80 

-de 1.250 kgs inclus a 1.500 kgs exclus. 5, 45 

-de 1.500 kgs inclus b. 1.750 kgs exclus. ft 6, 65 

-de 1.750 kgs et plus. . . . 8, 05 
Note ad ex 614 ter A: L'admission de ces 

classis au benefice des droits reduits sera 
effectuee dans la lirnite d'un contingent 
annuel de 3.062 quintaux. L'importation 
sera subordonnee a la presentation de 
licences speeiales delivrees par la Federa-
tion francaise de Pautomobile pour des 
entreprises de carrosseries de luxe. 
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SCHEDULE II-SECTION A-Continued
French Tariff Duty

Numbers Description of Articles Unit (i D u ty
(in francs)

630quaterC Spark plugs for all internal combustion each 2. 85motors with insulating parts of mica,
porcelain, steatite, petroid, stecolith, sili-
manith. or other materials

630 quater D Insulating parts for spark plugs for all inter- each 2. 50nal combustion motors, of mica, porcelain,
steatite, petroid, stecolith, silimanith, or
other materials

636 A Fountain pens of any material, with or with- 25% ad val.out pen points, stylographic pens of any but notmaterial, with nibs and their separate less thanparts except those included under No. 1.50 francs636 D each
636 B Automatic pencils of any material and their 25% ad val.spare parts, with the exception of those but notincluded under No. 636 D, but including less thanthe mechanism for automatic pencils with 0.60francscontinuous feeding each
636 C Pen holders other than fountain pens, and kilo 13pencil holders
636 D Metal parts for all articles designated in kilo 25Nos. 636 A, 636 B and 636 C, and rubber

reservoirs for fountain pens
Note to Nos. 636 A to D: Articles of these

kinds made of precious metals or with
parts of precious metals are dutiable as
manufactures of precious metals. Pen
points of precious metals are dutiable at
their own rate.

SCHEDULE II-SECTION B
French Tariff Description of ArticlesNumbers

Ex 45 Fish, fresh water:
Salmonides:

Other than trout
Ex 85 Table or other fruit, dried or evaporated:

Peaches and apricots
Apples and pears

461 I Paper and cardboard, cut, not specially taxed as such, and articles,n. e. s., made of paper and cardboard, etc.
Note to 461 I: The quota has been provisionally suspended on theseproducts. In case the quota should be reestablished, an annualsupplementary quota would be accorded to the United States of5,200 metric quintals.

Ex 463 bis Vulcanized fiber (American pasteboard) and similar products, notcut, painted, varnished, lacquered nor decorated469 quater Motion picture films:
Note to No. 469 quater: The guaranty provided for in Article I,paragraph 5, applies likewise to the valuation of the productsincluded under 469 quater.

Ex614ter B Accessories, parts and spare parts for all automobiles, worked orhaving undergone assembly, adjustment or fanging:

I. Hoods for motors
3. Shock absorbers and parts

Ex 6. Gear and transmission assemblies, transmissions
Steering apparatus, with or without steering wheel,gear box

12. Axles
14. Metallic brakes and parts of metallic brakes, withoutbrake lining

Ex 31. Other parts and spare parts (other than in rough state)not dutiable elsewhere, weighing less than 500 gramsper unit, made of any other material than preciousmetals or fine materials (such as ivory, shell, mother-of-pearl, amber or amber compound)

2262 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [53 STAT. 

SCHEDULE II—SECTION A—Continued 

Description of Articles Unit 
French Tariff 
Numbers Duty 

(in francs) 

630 quater C Spark plugs for all internal combustion each 2. 85 
motors with insulating parts of mica, 
porcelain, steatite, petroid, stecolith, sili-
manith. or other materials 

630 quater D Insulating parts for spark plugs for all inter- each 2. 50 
nal combustion motors, of mica, porcelain, 
steatite, petroid, stecolith, silimanith, or 
other materials 

636 A Fountain pens of any material, with or with- 25% ad val. 
out pen points, stylographic pens of any but not 
material, with nibs and their separate less than 
parts except those included under No. 1.50 francs 
636 D each 

636 B Automatic pencils of any material and their 25% ad val. 
spare parts, with the exception of those but not 
included under No. 636 D, but including less than 
the mechanism for automatic pencils with 0.60francs 
continuous feeding each 

636 C Pen holders other than fountain pens, and kilo 13. 
pencil holders 

636 D Metal parts for all articles designated in kilo 25. 
Nos. 636 A, 636 13 and 636 C, and rubber 
reservoirs for fountain pens 

Note to Nos. 686 A to D: Articles of these 
kinds made of precious metals or with 
parts of precious metals are dutiable as 
manufactures of precious metals. Pen 
points of precious metals are dutiable at 
their own rate. 

SCHEDULE II—SECTION B 

French Tariff Description of Articles 
Numbers 

Ex 45 Fish, fresh water: 
Sabnonides: 

Other than trout 
Ex 85 Table or other fruit, dried or evaporated: 

Peaches and apricots 
Apples and pears 

461 I Paper and cardboard, cut, not specially taxed as such, and articles, 
n. e. s., made of paper and cardboard, etc. 

Note to 461 1: The quota has been provisionally suspended on these 
products. In case the quota should be reestablished, an annual 
supplementary quota would be accorded to the United States of 
5,200 metric quintals. 

Ex 463 bis Vulcanized fiber (American pasteboard) and similar products, not 
cut, painted, varnished, lacquered nor decorated 

469 quater Motion picture films: 
Note to No. 469 quater: The guaranty provided for in Article I, 
paragraph 5, applies likewise to the valuation of the products 
included under 469 quater. 

Ex 614 ter B Accessories, parts and spare parts for all automobiles, worked or 
having undergone assembly, adjustment or flanging: 

I. Hoods for motors 
3. Shock absorbers and parts 

Ex 6. Gear and transmission assemblies, transmissions 
Steering apparatus, with or without steering wheel, 
gear box 

12. Axles 
14. Metallic brakes and parts of metallic brakes, without 

brake lining 
Ex 31. Other parts and spare parts (other than in rough state) 

not dutiable elsewhere, weighing less than 500 grams 
per unit, made of any other material than precious 
metals or fine materials (such as ivory, shell, mother-
of-pearl, amber or amber compound) 
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LISTE II-PARTIE A-Continue

Designation des produits Unite do Droit
perception (francs)

630 quat. C Bougies d'allumage pour tous moteurs A
carburation, avec pieces isolantes en mica,
porcelaine, st6atite, petroid, stecolithe,
silimanite ou autres matieres

630 quat. D Pieces isolantes pour bougies d'allumage,
pour tous moteurs a carburation, en mica,
porcelaine, steatite, p6troid, stecolithe,
silimanite ou autres matieres

636 A Porte-plumes a reservoir, en toutes matieres
avec ou sans plumes, stylographes en
toutes matieres, a pointe et leurs pieces
detach6es sauf celles reprises sous le N°
636 D

Porte-mines en toutes matieres et leurs
pieces detachees, a l'exception de celles
reprises au n° 636 D, mais y compris le
mecanisme de porte-mines dit "automati-
que" a alimentation continue

Porte-plumes autres qu'a reservoir et porte-
crayons

Fournitures metalliques pour tous les articles
vises aux Nos 636 A, 636 B, 636 C, sacs
en caoutchouc pour porte-plumes reservoirs

Note ad N ° 636 A a D: Les articles de l'es-
pece en metal precieux ou avec parties en
metal precieux suivent le regime de l'orfe-
vrerie. Les plumes en metal precieux sont
taxees A leur droit propre.

Numdros du tarif
francais

la piece 2, 85

" 2,50

25% ad val.
avec mini-
mum de
perception
de 1 Fr 50
par unite

25% ad val.
avec mini-
mum de
perception
de 0 Fr 60
par unit6

kg 13

kg 25

LISTE II-PARTIE B

Designation des produits

Poissons d'eau douce frais, salmonid6s autres que truites

Fruits de table ou autres, sees ou tapes:
Peches et abricots
Pommes et poires

Papier ou carte decoup6 et non specialement taxe en cet etat et
ouvrages en papier ou carte non denoill&ms ailleurs, etc.

Note ad 461 I: Le contingentenent applicable aux produits repris
sous ce numero est provisoirement suspendu. Au cas ou il serait
retabli, un contingent supplementaire annuel de 5.200 quintaux
serait accord6 aux Etats-Unis d'Amerique.

Fibre vulcanisee (carton dit americain) et produits similaires, non
decoupes, ni peints, ni vernis, ni laques, ni decores

Rouleaux ou bandes pour cinematographes.
Note ad N° 469 quater: La garantie prevue a l'article I, paragraphe

5, s'applique egalement a l'evaluation des produits repris sous le
N° 469 quater.

Accessoires, parties et pieces d6tachees pour toutes voitures automo-
biles, travailles ou ayant subi un assemblage, un ajustage ou un
emboutissage:

1. Capots de moteur
3. Amortisseurs de suspension et leurs pieces detachees.

Ex 6. Assemblages d'engrenage et de transmission:
-transmissions,
-directions avec ou sans volant, embrayage.

12. Essieux
14. Freins metalliques et parties de freins metalliques sans

garnitures de friction.
Ex 31. Autres pieces, parties ou organes (autres qu'A I'dtat

brut), non taxes ailleurs, pesant par unite moins de
500 grammes, en matiAre quelconque autre que
metal precieux ou matieres fines (ivoire, ecaille, nacre,
ambre ou ambroide)

Numfros du tarif
frangais

2263

636 B

636 C

636 D

ex 45

ex 85

461 I

ex 463 bis

469 quater

ex 614 ter B
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Numeros du tarif 
francais 

LISTE II—PARTIE A—Continuee 

Designation des produits Unite de Droit 
perception (francs) 

630 quat. C Bougies d'allumage pour tous moteurs a la piece 2, 85 
carburation, avec pieces isolantes en mica, 
porcelaine, steatite, petroid, stecolithe, 
silimanite ou autres matieres 

630 quat. D Pieces isolantes pour bougies d'allumage, ,, 2, 50 
pour tous moteurs a carburation, en mica, 
porcelaine, steatite, petroid, stecolithe, 
silimanite ou autres matieres 

636 A Porte-plumes a reservoir, en toutes matieres 25% ad val. 
avec ou sans plumes, stylographes en avec mini-
toutes matieres, a pointe et leurs pieces mum de 
detachees sauf celles reprises sous le No perception 
636 D de 1 Fr 50 

par unite 
636 B Porte-mines en toutes matieres et leurs 25% ad val. 

pieces detachees, tt l'exception de celles avec mini-
reprises au no 636 D, mais y compris le mum de 
mecanisme de porte-mines dit "automati- perception 
que" a alimentation continue de 0 Fr 60 

par unite 
636 C Porte-plumes autres qu'e, reservoir et porte- kg 13 

crayons 
636 D Fournitures metalliques pour tous lea articles kg 25 

vises aux Nos 636 A, 636 B, 636 C, sacs 
en caoutchouc pour porte-plumes reservoirs 

Note ad N° 686 A d D: Les articles de l'es-
'Ace en metal precieux ou avec parties en 
metal precieux suivent le regime de Force-
vrerie. Les plumes en metal precieux sont 
taxees a leur droit propre. 

LISTE B 

Numeros du tan! Designation des produits 
francais 

ex 45 Poissons d'eau douce frais, salmonides autres que truites 

ex 85 Fruits de table ou autres, secs oil tapes: 
Peches et abricots 
Pommes et poires 

461 I Papier ou carte &coupe et non spocialement taxe en cet etat et 
ouvrages en papier ou carte non denommes ailleurs, etc. 

Note ad 461 I: Le contingenternent applicable aux produits repris 
sous ce numero est provisoirement suspendu. Au cas oi ii serait 
retabli, un contingent supplementaire annuel de 5.200 quintaux 
serait accorde aux Etats-Unis d'Amerique. 

ex 463 bis Fibre vulcanisee (carton dit americain) et produits similaires, non 
&coupes, ni peints, ni vernis, ni laques, ni &cores 

469 quater Rouleaux ou bandes pour cinematographes. 
Note ad No 469 pater: La garantie prevue a l'article I, paragraphe 

5, s'applique egalement a l'evaluation des produits repris sous le 
N° 469 quater. 

ex 614 ter B Aecessoires, parties et pieces detachees pour toutes voitures automo-
biles, travailles ou ayant subi un assemblage, un ajustage ou un 
emboutissage: 

1. Capots de moteur 
3. Amortisseurs de suspension et leurs pieces detachees. 

Ex 6. Assemblages d'engrenage et de transmission: 
—transmissions, 
—directions avec ou sans volant, embrayage. 

12. Essieux 
14. Freins metatliques et parties de frein.s metalliques sans 

garnitures de friction. 
Ex 31. Autres pieces, parties ou organes (autres qu'a l'etat 

brut), non taxes ailleurs, pesant par unite moms de 
500 grammes, en matiere quelconque autre que 
metal precieux ou matieres fines (ivoire, ecaille, nacre, 
ambre ou ambroide) 
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SCHEDULE III
Description of Articles

Annual Snpplementary Quo-
tas (in quintals, unless
otherwise indicated)

Ex 47

Ex 49

Ex 128
Ex 128 bis
Ex 133

Ex 128
Ex 128 bis
Ex 133

Ex 178 bis Artificial abrasives, pure or mixed with
natural abrasives or other substances:

Carborandum or carborundum (sili-
con carbide), powdered or ground

Ex 178 ter A Applied abrasives:
On cloth; natural abrasives, and in-

cluding glass or silex applied on
cloth

On paper, wood, etc.; natural abra-
sives, including glass or silex applied
on paper, wood, etc.

Ex 184 bis Hydraulic lime, in blocks or in powder,
regardless of the method of packing or
shipping

0193 bis Butyl alcohol
Note: The French Government will en-

deavor to maintain the annual supple-
mentary quota at the figure of 200
quintals, but reserves the right to reduce
it to 163 quintals if unforeseen circum-
stances should make this reduction
necessary.

0201 bis Butyl acetate
Note: The French Government will en-

deavor to maintain the annual supple-
mentary quota at the figure of 300
quintals, but reserves the right to reduce
it to 254 quintals if unforeseen circum-
stances should make this reduction
necessary.

Ex 298 Varnishes and assimilated paints other
than with alcohol, or with cellulose ace-
tate or nitrocellulose base

347 ter Artificial teeth of porcelain, enamel or
similar materials

Ex 361 bis Radio or wireless tubes
Ex 459 Knit goods of silk or silk floss:
P-I Stockings and socks

2264

French Tariff
Numbers

Preserved fish, in brine (marines) or other-
wise prepared:

Salmon

Crustaceans preserved in the natural state
or prepared

Note: The French Government expects
that at the expiration of the first year of
the present agreement the supplemen-
tary quotas allocated to the United
States of America for preserved salmon
and crustaceans will be transformed into
normal quotas and it will endeavor to
maintain them at the above mentioned
quarterly amounts.

Common woods other than magnolia, yel-
low poplar and similar woods

Common woods of magnolia, yellow pop-
lar and similar woods

Note: The provisions of Article I, para-
graph 5, do not apply to products in-
cluded under the French tariff numbers
128, 128 bis and 133.

10,000 until Decem-
ber 31, 1936

2,500 for first quarter,
1937

250 for first quarter,
1937

13,618 metric tons

1,748 metric tons

650

120

165

1,000

200

300

1,000

28

45

11,880 doz. pairs

2264 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [53 STAT. 

French Tariff 
Numbers 

SCHEDULE III 

Description of Articles 
Annual Supplementary Quo-
tas (in quintals, unless 
otherwise indicated) 

Ex 47 

Ex 49 

Ex 128 
Ex 128 bis 
Ex 133 

Ex 128 
Ex 128 bis 
Ex 133 

Preserved fish, in brine (marines) or other-
wise prepared: 
Salmon 

Crustaceans preserved in the natural state 
or prepared 

Note: The French Government expects 
that at the expiration of the first year of 
the present agreement the supplemen-
tary quotas allocated to the United 
States of America for preserved salmon 
and crustaceans will be transformed into 
normal quotas and it will endeavor to 
maintain them at the above mentioned 
quarterly amounts. 

Common woods other than magnolia, yel-
low poplar and similar woods 

Common woods of magnolia, yellow pop-
lar and similar woods 

Note: The provisions of Article I, para-
graph 5, do not apply to products in-
cluded under the French tariff numbers 
128, 128 bis and 133. 

Ex 178 bis Artificial abrasives, pure or mixed with 
natural abrasives or other substances: 
Carborandum or carborundum (sili-
con carbide), powdered or ground 

Ex 178 ter A Applied abrasives: 
On cloth; natural abrasives, and in-

cluding glass or silex applied on 
cloth 

- On paper, wood, etc.; natural abra-
sives, including glass or silex applied 
on paper, wood, etc. 

Ex 184 bis Hydraulic lime, in blocks or in powder, 
regardless of the method of packing or 
shipping 

0193 bis Butyl alcohol 
Note: The French Government will en-
deavor to maintain the annual supple-
mentary quota at the figure of 200 
quintals, but reserves the right to reduce 
it to 163 quintals if unforeseen circum-
stances should make this reduction 
necessary. 

0201 bis Butyl acetate 
Note: The French Government will en-
deavor to maintain the annual supple-
mentary quota at the figure of 300 
quintals, but reserves the right to reduce 
it to 254 quintals if unforeseen circum-
stances should make this reduction 
necessary. 

Ex 298 Varnishes and assimilated paints other 
than with alcohol, or with cellulose ace-
tate or nitrocellulose base 

347 ter Artificial teeth of porcelain, enamel or 
similar materials 

Ex 361 bis Radio or wireless tubes 
Ex 459 Knit goods of silk or silk floss: 
P—I Stockings and socks 

10,000 until Decem-
ber 31, 1936 

2,500 for first quarter, 
1937 

250 for first quarter, 
1937 

13,618 metric tons 

1,748 metric tons 

650 

120 

165 

1,000 

200 

300 

1,000 

28 

45 

11,880 doz. pairs 
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-. Contingents annuels suppl-francais D6signation des produits mentaires (en quintaux sauf
indication contraire)

ex 47 Poissons conserves, marines, ou autrement
prepares:

0.n ---

Crustaces conserves au naturel ou prepares

Note: Le Gouvernement francais pr6voit
qu'a l'expiration de la premiere annee de
l'accord, les contingents suppl6mentaires
attribu6s aux Etats-Unis d'Amerique
pour les conserves de salmonides et de
crustaces pourront etre transformes en
contingents normaux et il s'efforcera de
maintenir ces contingents aux chiffres
trimestriels ci-dessus mentionn6s.

Bois communs autres que les bois de mag-
nolia, de tulipier et similaires

Bois communs de magnolia, de tulipier et
similaires

Note: La disposition de 1'article I, para-
graphe 5, ne s'applique pas aux produits
repris sous les Nos. 128, 128 bis et 133 du
tarif douanier francais.

ex 178 bis Abrasifs artificiels, purs ou melanges d'ab-
rasifs naturecs ou d'autres matieres:

Carborandum ou carborundum (car-
bure de silicium) broyes ou en grains

ex 178 ter A Abrasifs appliques:
Sur tissus;

abrasifs naturels, y compris les tissus
verres ou silexes

Sur papier, bois, etc.;
abrasifs naturels, y compris les
papiers, bois, etc., verres ou silexes

ex 184 bis Chaux hydraulique en pierre ou en poudre
quel que soit le mode d'emballage ou
d'exp6dition

0193 bis Alcool butylique
Note: Le Gouvernement francais s'efforcera

de maintenir le contingent suppl6men-
taire annuel au chiffre de 200 quintaux,
mais se reserve le droit de le r6duire A
163 quintaux si des circonstances im-
prevues rendent cette reduction n6ces-
saire.

0201 bis Ac6tate de butyle
Note: Le Gouvernement frangais s'efforcera

de maintenir le contingent supplemen-
taire annuel au chiffre de 300 quintaux,
mais se reserve le droit de le reduire i
254 quintaux si des circonstances impre-
vues rendent cette reduction n6ces-
saire.

ex 298 Vernis et peintures assimilees autres qu'a
l'alcool ou qu'a base d'acetate de cellu-
lose ou de nitrocellulose

347 ter Dents artificielles en porcelaine, email ou
matieres similaires

ex 361 bis Lampes, valves de T. S. F.
ex 459 Bonneterie de soie ou de bourre de soie:
P-I Bas et chaussettes

ualmuomsaes

ex 49

ex 128,
ex 128 bis,
ex 133

ex 128,
ex 128 bis,
ex 133

1

I

10.000 jusqu'au 31
decembre 1936

2.500 pour le ler tri-
mestre 1937

250 pour le ler tri-
mestre 1937

13.618 tonnes

1.748 tonnes

650

120

165

1.000

200

300

1.000

28

45

11. 880 Dz. de paires

ex 128, 
ex 128 bis, 
ex 133 

Numeros du tan! 
francais 

53 STAT.] PRANCE— RECIPROCAL TRADE—MAY 6, 1936 

LISTE III 

D6signation des produits Contingents annuls supp16-
mentaires (en quintaux sauf 
indication contraixe) 

ex 47 Poissons conserves, marines, ou autrement 
prepares: 

Salmonides 

ex 49 Crustaces conserves au naturel ou prepares 

Note: Le Gouvernement frangais prevoit 
qu'a Pexpiration de la premiere armee de 
l'accord, les contingents supplementaires 
attribues aux Etats-Unis d'Amerique 
pour les conserves de salmonides et de 
crustaces pourront etre transform& en 
contingents normaux et il s'efforcera de 
maintenir ces contingents aux chiffres 
trimestriels ci-dessus mentionnes. 

Bois communs autres que les bois de mag-
nolia, de tulipier et similaires 

ex 128, Bois cornmuns de magnolia, de tulipier et 
ex 128 bis, similaires 
ex 133 Note: La disposition de Particle I, para-

graphe 5, ne s'applique pas aux produits 
repris sous les Nos. 128, 128 bis et 133 du 
tarif douanier frangais. 

ex 178 bis Abrasifs artificiels, purs on melanges d'ab-
rasifs naturels on d'autres matieres: 

Carborandum ou carborundum (car-
bure de silicium) broyes ou en grains 

ex 178 ter A Abrasifs appliqués: 
Sur tissus; 

abrasifs naturels, y compris les tissus 
verres ou silexes 

Sur papier, bois, etc.; 
abrasifs naturels, y compris les 
papiers, bois, etc., verres ou silexes 

ex 184 bis Chaux hydraulique en pierre ou en poudre 
quel que soit le mode d'emballage ou 
d'expedition 

0193 bis Alcool butyliqt 
Note: Le Gouvernement frangais s'efforcera 
de maintenir le contingent supplemen-
taire annuel au chiffre de 200 quintaux, 
mais se reserve le droit de le reduire 
163 quintaux si des circonstances im-
prevues rendent cette reduction noces-
saire. 

0201 bis Acetate de butyle 
Note: Le Gouvernement frangais s'efforcera 
de maintenir le contingent supplemen-
taire annuel au chiffre de 300 quintaux, 
male se reserve le droit de le reduire A 
254 quintaux si des circonstances impre-
vues rendenty cette reduction neces-
sake. 

ex 298 Vernis et peintures assimilees autres qu'a 
l'alcool ou qu'a base d'acetate de cellu-
lose on de nitrocellulose 

347 ter Dents artificielles en porcelaine, email ou 
matieres similaires 

ex 361 bis Lampes, valves de T. S. F. 
ex 459 Bonneterie de sole ou de bourre de soie: 

Bas et chaussettes 

10.000 jusqu'au 31 
decembre 1936 

2.501) pour le ler tri-
mestre 1937 

250 pour le ler tri-
mestre 1937 

13.618 tonnes 

1.748 tonnes 

650 

120 

165 

1.000 

200 

300 

1.000 

28 

45 

11. 880 Dz. de paires 

2265 
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SCHEDULE III-Continued

French Tariff Annual Supplementary Quo-
Numbers Description of Articles tas (in quintals, unless

otherwise indicated)

Ex 461 G Machine made paper n. e. s. (other than 7,300
those benefiting by favored tariff treat-
ment provided for these kinds of paper
intended for use in printing newspapers,
magazines, periodicals, etc.) weighing
more than 35 grams per square meter

Ex 462 A Rough cardboard, in sheets, plates, rolls 2,500
or spools, other than insulating board
more than 10 millimeters in thickness

Ex 469 qua- Motion picture films:
ter

Note:
a) The number of dubbed films per-

mitted to be shown in France shall
not be less than 94 films per semes-
ter.

b) The American original version films
authorized to be shown in France
may be shown in five theaters in the
Department of the Seine and ten
theaters in the other French depart-
ments, but in a maximum of two
theaters in any one of these other
departments, although exceptions
may be granted by the Minister of
National Education.

c) The French Government will take
no new measures which would have
the effect of placing American films
in a position, in comparison with
French films, or with those of any
other foreign country, less favorable
than that which they now enjoy.

Ex 476 bis Hides or skins, patent, other than kid, 101
sheep and lamb

Ex 476 ter B Hides, curried, others, treated with tallow, 37
waxed, of natural color, dyed, sha-
greened, goffered, grained, glossed,
stamped, moroccoed, dulled, blackened,
painted, checkered, colored, etc., of goat,
kid, sheep and lamb

510 A Steam engines, stationary and marine; in 3, 400
each case separate from their boiler,
steam pumps, compressors, etc.

512 C Agricultural and other tractors 2, 300
521 Printing presses 1, 000
Ex 522 Agricultural machinery:

Cultivators 97
Mowers 817
Reapers, reaper-binders, combines 1, 477
Others 2, 003

Ex 524 bis B Apparatus for circuit-breaking, regulating,
protecting, distributing electric current,
and including panel boards, bare or
equipped:

a) Non-automatic apparatus and ap- 450
paratus capable of being trans-
formed into automatic apparatus

b) Automatic apparatus 810
524 bis G Radio telephone and telegraph apparatus 588

(including their separate parts)
Ex 524 bis M Electric domestic apparatus:

Domestic refrigerators 502

2266 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [53 STAT. 

SCHEDULE III—Continued 

French Tariff Annual Supplementary Quo. 
Numbers Description of Articles tas (in quintals, unless 

otherwise indicated) 

Ex 461 G 

Ex 462 A 

Ex 469 qua-
ter 

Machine made paper n. e. s. (other than 
those benefiting by favored tariff treat-
ment provided for these kinds of paper 
intended for use in printing newspapers, 
magazines, periodicals, etc.) weighing 
more than 35 grams per square meter 

Rough cardboard, in sheets, plates, rolls 
or spools, other than insulating board 
more than 10 millimeters in thickness 

Motion picture films: 

Note: 
a) The number of dubbed films per-

mitted to be shown in France shall 
not be less than 94 films per semes-
ter. 

b) The American original version films 
authorized to be shown in France 
may be shown in five theaters in the 
Department of the Seine and ten 
theaters in the other French depart-
ments, but in a maximum of two 
theaters in any one of these other 
departments, although exceptions 
may be granted by the Minister of 
National Education. 

7,300 

2,500 

c) The French Government will take 
no new measures which would have 
the effect of placing American films 
in a position, in comparison with 
French films, or with those of any 
other foreign country, less favorable 
than that which they now enjoy. 

Ex 476 bis Hides or skins, patent, other than kid, 101 
sheep and lamb 

Ex 476 ter B Hides, curried, others, treated with tallow, 37 
waxed, of natural color, dyed, sha-
greened, goffered, grained, glossed, 
stamped, moroccoed, dulled, blackened, 
painted, checkered, colored, etc., of goat, 
kid, sheep and lamb 

510 A Steam engines, stationary and marine; in 3, 400 
each case separate from their boiler, 
steam pumps, compressors, etc. 

512 C Agricultural and other tractors 2, 300 
521 Printing presses 1, 000 
Ex 522 Agricultural machinery: 

Cultivators 97 
Mowers 817 
Reapers, reaper-binders, combines 1, 477 
Others 2, 003 

Ex 524 bis B Apparatus for circuit-breaking, regplating, 
protecting, distributing electric current, 
and including panel boards, bare or 
equipped: 

a) Non-automatic apparatus and ap- 450 
paratus capable of being trans-
formed into automatic apparatus 

b) Automatic apparatus 810 
524 bis G Radio telephone and telegraph apparatus 588 

(including their separate parts) 
Ex 524 bis M Electric domestic apparatus: 

Domestic refrigerators 502 
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LISTE III-Continuee

Nunmros du tarif Contingents annuels suppl-
francais DEsignation des produits mentaires (en quintaux sauf

indication contraire)

ex 461 G Papier non denomm6 A la mecanique (au- 7. 300
tres que ceux admis au regime de faveur
prevu pour les papiers de l'espece et des-
tines a 1'impression des journaux, pu-
blications, periodiques, et a l'6dition)
pesant plus de 35 Grs. au m2

ex 462 A Carton brut, en feuilles, plaques, rouleaux 2. 500
ou bobines enroulees, autre que carton
isolant de plus de 10 m/m d'epaisseur

ex 469 qua- Rouleaux ou bandes pour cinematographe:
ter

Note:
a) Le nombre de films doubles suscep-

tibles d'6tre projetes en France ne
sera pas inferieur a 94 films par
semestre.

b) Les versions originales de films
americains autorises a etre pr6sen-
tees en France pourront etre pro-
jetees dans 5 salles du Departement
de la Seine et 10 salles des autres
Departements frangais, A raison d'un
maximum de 2 salles dans l'un
quelconque de ces autres departe-
ments; des derogations pouvant etre
accordees par le Ministre de 1'Edu-
cation Nationale.

c) Le Gouvernement frangais ne pren-
dra aucune mesure nouvelle suscep-
tible d'avoir pour effet de placer les
films americains par rapport aux
films franqais ou a ceux de tout autre
pays etranger dans une situation
moins favorable que celle dont ils
beneficient actuellement.

ex 476 bis Peaux et parties de peaux vernies autres 101
que chevreaux, moutons et agneaux

ex 476 ter B Peaux corroyees autres, traitees au suif, au 37
degras, cirees, de couleur naturelle, colo-
riees, chagrinees, gaufrees, grain6es, lus-
trees, imprimees, maroquinees, mates,
noircies, peintes, quadrilles, teintes,
etc., de chevres, chevreaux, moutons et
agneaux

510 A Machines a vapeur, fixes, ct machines de 3, 400
navigation, toujours separees de leur
chaudiere, pompes a vapeur, compres-
seurs, etc.

512 C Tracteurs agricoles et autres 2.300
521 Machines pour l'impression 1. 000
ex 522 Machines agricoles:

Cultivateurs 97
Faucheuses 817
Moissonneuses, moissonneuses lieuses 1. 477

et moissonneuses javeleuses, etc.
Autres 2.003

ex 524 bis B Appareils pour la coupure, le reglage, la
protection, la distribution du courant
electrique, y compris les tableaux de dis-
tribution electrique, mont6s ou non
montes:

a) Appareils non automatiques ou sus- 450
ceptibles d'etre transformes en
appareils automatiques

b) Appareils automatiques 810
524 bis G Appareils de telegraphie et telephonie sans 588

fil (y compris leurs pieces detachees)
ex 524 bis M Appareils electriques A usage domestique:

Machines frigorifiques domestiques 502

53 STAT.] 

Numeros du tarif 
francais 

FRANCE— RECIPROCAL TRADE—MAY 6, 1936 

LISTE III—Continuee 

Contingents annuels supple-
Wsignation des produits mentaires (en quintaux sauf 

indication contraire) 

ex 461 G Papier non denomme a la mecanique (au-
tres que ceux admis au regime de faveur 
prevu pour lee papiers de l'espece et des-
tines a rimpression des journaux, pu-
blications, periodiques, et a r edition) 
pesant plus de 35 Grs. au m2 

ex 462 A Carton brut, en feuilles, plaques, rouleaux 
ou bobbies enroulees, autre que carton 
isolant de plus de 10 m/m d'epaisseur 

ex 469 qua- Rouleaux ou bandes pour cinematographe: 
ter 

Note: 
a) Le nombre de films doubles suscep-

tibles d'être projetes en France ne 
sera pas inferieur a 94 films par 
semestre. 

b) Les versions originales de films 
americains autorises a etre presen-
tees en France pourront etre pro-
jetees dans 5 Banes du Departement 
de la Seine et 10 salles des autres 
Departements francais, a raison d'un 
maximum de 2 saRes dans run 
quelconque de ces autres departe-
ments ; des derogations pouvant etre 
accordees par le Ministre de l'Edu-
cation Nationale. 

c) Le Gouvernement frangais ne pren-
dra aucune mesure nouvelle suscep-
tible d'avoir pour effet de placer lee 
films americains par rapport aux 
films frangais ou a ceux de tout autre 
pays etranger dans une situation 
moms favorable que celle dont ils 
beneficient actuellement. 

ex 476 bis Peaux et parties de peaux vernies autres 101 
que chevreaux, moutons et agneaux 

ex 476 ter B Peaux corroyees autres, traitees au suif, au 37 
degras, cirees, de couleur naturelle, colo-
riees, chagrinees, gaufrees, grainees, lus-
trees, imprimees, maroquinees, mates, 
noircies, peintes, quadrillees, teintes, 
etc., de chevres, chevreaux, moutons et 
agneaux 

510 A Machines a vapeur, fixes, et machines de 3. 400 
navigation, toujours separees de leur 
chaudiere, pompes a vapeur, compres-
seurs, etc. 

512 C Tracteurs agricoles et autres 2. 300 
521 Machines pour l'impression 1. 000 
ex 522 Machines agricoles: 

Cultivateurs 97 
Faucheuses 817 
Moissonneuses, moissonneuses lieuses 1. 477 

et moissonneuses javeleuses, etc. 
Autres 2. 003 

ex 524 bis B Appareils pour la coupure, be reglage, La 
protection, la distribution du courant 
electrique, y compris lee tableaux de dis-
tribution electrique, inmates ou non 
montes: 

a) Appareils non automatiques ou sus- 450 
ceptibles d'être transform& en 
appareils automatiques 

b) Appareils automatiques 810 
524 bis G Appareils de telegraphic et telephonie sans 588 

fib (y compris leurs pieces detachees) 
ex 524 bis M Appareils electriques a usage domestique: 

Machines frigorifiques domestiques 502 

7. 300 

2. 500 

2267 
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SCHEDULE III-Continued
French Tariff Annual Supplementary Quo-Numbers Description of Articles tas (in quintals, unless

otherwise indicated)

525 B Pneumatic hammers and tools 200
Ex 525 ter B Typewriters and parts 200
527 bis Refrigerating apparatus 278
Ex 537 Twist and other drills, taps and dies, 1,200,000 francs

punchers and dies, reamers and cutters
in one piece

Ex 537 Circular saws (with non-replaceable teeth) 2, 800
for working metals when hot; circular
saws for wood, endless band saws; hand
and machine saws, files and rasps, rec-
tangular scrapers, etc.; foundry tools
(hooks, ladles and polishers); scrapers
for machinists; vises of all kinds, screw
chucks, saw sets, pawls, breast-drills,
hand-drills (without adjustable wrenches
with wooden handles, monkey wrenches
and others); other non-cutting tools;
other cutting tools (except pitchforks
and hooks)

Note: The French Government will en-
deavor to maintain the annual supple-
mentary quota at the figure of 2800
quintals, but reserves the right to reduce
it to 2596 quintals if unforeseen circum-
stances should make this reduction
necessary.

572 bis E Unspecified tools of copper 25579 bis I Manufactures of aluminum:
Other articles 200

Ex 614 ter A Passenger automobiles:

Cars with bodies, complete or not 3, 331
Bodies and parts of bodies, fitted or not 3, 419

Note to 614 ter A: As long as the quantities
available for the Belgian quota will per-
mit, the French Government undertakes
to give the benefit to importations from
the United States of such quantities
granted for all of the products under
No. 614 ter A.

Ex 614 ter B Automobile parts and accessories under 3, 000
quota

620 R Rubber manufactures:
Other manufactures 600Ex 634 qua- Direct reading or registering apparatus 40

ter A for measuring pressures of gas, etc., and
their separate parts

2268 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [53 Sr. 

SCHEDULE III—Continued 
French Tariff 
Numbers Description of Articles 

Annual Supplementary Quo-
tas (in quintals, unless 
otherwise indicated) 

525 B Pneumatic hammers and tools 200 
Ex 525 ter B Typewriters and parts 200 
527 bis Refrigerating apparatus 278 
Ex 537 Twist and other drills, taps and dies, 1,200,000 francs 

punchers and dies, reamers and cutters 
in one piece 

Ex 537 Circular saws (with non-replaceable teeth) 2, 800 
for working metals when hot; circular 
saws for wood, endless band saws; hand 
and machine saws, files and rasps, rec-
tangular scrapers, etc.; foundry tools 
(hooks, ladles and polishers); scrapers 
for machinists; vises of all kinds, screw 
chucks, saw sets, pawls, breast-drills, 
hand-drills (without adjustable wrenches 
with wooden handles, monkey wrenches 
and others); other non-cutting tools; 
other cutting tools (except pitchforks 
and hooks) 

Note: The French Government will en-
deavor to maintain the annual supple-
mentary quota at the figure of 2800 
quintals, but reserves the right to reduce 
it to 2596 quintals if unforeseen circum-
stances should make this reduction 
necessary. 

572 his E Unspecified tools of copper 25 
579 bis I Manufactures of aluminum: 

Other articles 200 
Ex 614 ter A Passenger automobiles: 

Cars with bodies, complete or not 3, 331 
Bodies and parts of bodies, fitted or not 3, 419 

Note to 614 ter A: As long as the quantities 
available for the Belgian quota will per-
mit, the French Government undertakes 
to give the benefit to importations from 
the United States of such quantities 
granted for all of the products under 
No. 614 ter A. 

Ex 614 ter B Automobile parts and accessories under 3, 000 
quota 

620 It Rubber manufactures: 
Other manufactures 600 

Ex 634 qua- Direct reading or registering apparatus 40 
ter A for measuring pressures of gas, etc., and 

their separate parts 
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Num6ros du tarif
franCais

525 B
ex 525 ter B
527 bis
ex 537

ex 537

572 bis E
579 bis I

ex 614 ter A

ex 614 ter B

620 R

ex 634 qua-
ter A

LISTE III-Continuee

D6signation des produits

98907--39--P. 3---53

Marteaux ou outils pneumatiques
Machines A ecrire et leurs pieces detach6es
Appareils frigorifiques
Forets helicoidaux (meches am6ricaines) et

autres, tarauds, coussinets de filieres,
poincons, matrices, alesoirs et fraises en
une piece

Scies circulaires A dents non rapportees
pour le travail A chaud des m6taux; scies
circulaires a bois; A ruban sans fin, A
decouper; scies A main et pour machines;
limes et rapes; racles rectangulaires, etc.;
outils de fonderie (crochets, cuillers et
lissoirs), grattoirs pour mecaniciens;
etaux de tous genres, cages de filieres,
tourne-a-gauche, cliquets, vilebrequins,
porte-forets (sans les cles de serrage A
molette, manche bois, anglaises et au-
tres); autres outils non coupants; autres
outils coupants (sans les fourches et
crocs)

Note: Le Gouvernement francais s'effor-
cera de maintenir le contingent supple-
mentaire annuel au chiffre de 2.800
quintaux, mais se r6serve le droit de le
reduire A 2.596 quintaux si des circon-
stances impr6vues rendent cette r6duc-
tion n6cessaire.

Outils non d6nommes en cuivre
Ouvrages en aluminium:

Autres objets
Voitures automobiles pour le transport des

personnes:
Voitures carrossees, completes ou non
Carrosseries et parties de carrosseries

garnies ou non
Note ad No. 614 ter A: Aussi longtemps que

les quantit6s disponibles sur le contin-
gent belge le permettront, le Gouverne-
ment francais s'engage A faire b6n6ficier
l'importation des Etats-Unis des quan-
tites accord6es pour l'ensemble des mar-
chandises au No. 614 ter A.

Pieces detachees d'automobiles et acces-
soires contingent6s

Ouvrages en caoutchouc:
Autres ouvrages

Appareils A lecture directe ou enregistreurs,
pour la mesure des pressions des gaz, etc.,
et leurs pieces d6tachees

Contingents annuels supple-
mentaires (en quintaux sauf
indication contraire)

200
200
278

1. 200. 000 Frs.

2. 800

25

200

3. 331
3. 419

3. 000

600
40
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Num6ros du tarif 
francais 

LISTE III—Continue 

D6signation des produits 
Contingents annuels supplo-
mentaires (en quintaux sauf 
indication contraire) 

525 B 
ex 525 ter B 
527 bis 
ex 537 

ex 537 

572 bis E 
579 bis 

ex 614 ter A 

ex 614 ter B 

620 It 

ex 634 qua-
ter A 

Marteaux ou outils pneumatiques 
Machines a ecrire et leurs pieces detachees 
Appareils frigorifiques 
Forets helicoidaux (meches amerimines) et 

autres, tarauds, coussinets de filieres, 
poingons, matrices, alesoirs et fraises en 
une piece 

Scies circulaires a dents non rapportees 
pour le travail a chaud des metaux; scies 
circulaires a bois; a ruban sans fin, a 
decouper; scies a main et pour machines; 
limes et respes; recles rectangulaires, etc.; 
outils de fonderie (crochets, cuillers et 
lissoirs), grattoirs pour mecaniciens; 
&aux de tous genres, cages de filieres, 
tourne-A-gauche, cliquets, vilebrequins, 
porte-forets (sans les cies de serrage 
molette, manche bois, anglaises et au-
tres) ; autres outils non coupants; autres 
outils coupants (sans les fourches et 
crocs) 

Note: Le Gouvernement frangais s'effor-
cera de maintenir le contingent supple-
mentaire annuel au chiffre de 2.800 
quintaux, mais se reserve le droit de le 
reduire a 2.596 quintaux si des circon-
stances imprevues rendent cette reduc-
tion necessaire. 

Outils non denommes en cuivre 
Ouvrages en aluminium: 

Autres objets 
Voitures automobiles pour le transport des 

personnes: 
Voitures carrossees, completes ou non 
Carrosseries et parties de carrosseries 

garnies ou non 
Note ad No. 614 ter A: Aussi longtemps que 

les quanta& disponibles sur le contin-
gent beige le permettront, le Gouverne-
ment frangais s'engage a faire benefieier 
l'importation des Etats-Unis des quan-
tit& accordees pour l'ensemble des mer-
chandises au No. 614 ter A. 

Pieces detachees d'automobiles et acces-
soires contingent& 

Ouvrages en caoutehouc: 
Au tres ouvrages 

Appareils a lecture direete ou enregistreurs, 
pour In mesure des pressions des gaz, etc., 
et leurs pieces detachees 

200 
200 
278 

1. 200. 000 Frs. 

2. 800 

25 

200 

3. 331 
3. 419 

a 000 

600 
40 

98907°-39—Pr. 3-53 
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United States
Tariff Act

of 1930
Paragraph

Description of Articles Rate of Duty

18 Trichloroethylene
24 Flavoring extracts, and natural or synthetic

fruit flavors, fruit esters, oils and essences,
all the foregoing and their combinations,
containing 20 per centum of alcohol or less

31 (a) Cellulose acetate, and compounds, combina-
(2) tions, or mixtures containing cellulose ace-

tate: Made into finished or partly finished
articles of which any of the foregoing is the
component material of chief value, and not
specially provided for

15% ad val.
15¢ per lb. and 18%

ad val.

40% ad val.

Glue size and fish glue, not specially provided 1¢ per lb. and 15%
for, valued at less than 40 cents per pound ad val.

Glycerin, crude
Oils, distilled or essential: Clove, patchouli,

sandalwood, and all other essential and
distilled oils not specially provided for, not
containing alcohol

0.8¢ per lb.
12%% ad val.

60 Perfume materials: All mixtures or combina-
tions containing essential or distilled oils,
or natural or synthetic odoriferous or aro-
matic substances, not containing more
than 10 per centum of alcohol

61 Perfumery, including cologne and other
toilet waters, articles or perfumery,
whether in sachets or otherwise, and all
preparations used as applications to the
hair, mouth, teeth, or skin, such as cos-
metics, dentifrices, tooth soaps, pastes,
theatrical grease paints, pomades, pow-
ders, and other toilet preparations, all the
foregoing:

If containing alcohol

If not containing alcohol

62 Floral or flower waters containing no alcohol,
not specially provided for

72 Lead pigments: Orange mineral
73 Ochers, washed or ground
92 Vanilla beans
205(b) White nonstaining Portland cement

205(e) Statues, statuettes, and bas-reliefs, wholly or
in chief value of plaster of Paris, not spe-
cially provided for

40¢ per lb. and 30%
ad val.

40¢ per lb. and 372%
ad val.

37Y2% ad val.

10% ad val.

2.5¢ per lb.
Y4 per lb.
15¢ per lb.
60 per 100 Ibs. includ-

ing weight of con-
tainer

30% ad val.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [53 STAT.

SCHEDULE IV

NOTE: The provisions of this Schedule shall be construed and given the same
effect, and the application of collateral provisions of the customs laws of the
United States to the provisions of this Schedule shall be determined in so far as
may be practicable as if each provision of this Schedule appeared respectively in
the statutory provision noted in the column at the left of the respective descrip-
tions of articles.

In the case of articles enumerated in this Schedule, which are subject on the
day of the signature of this Agreement to additional or separate ordinary customs
duties, whether or not imposed under the statutory provision noted in the column
at the left of the respective description of the article, such separate or additional
duties shall continue in force, subject to any reduction indicated in this Schedule
or hereafter provided for, until terminated in accordance with law, but shall not
be increased.

41

42
58
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SCHEDULE IV 

NOTE: The provisions of this Schedule shall be construed and given the same 
effect, and the application of collateral provisions of the customs laws of the 
United States to the provisions of this Schedule shall be determined in so far as 
may be practicable as if each provision of this Schedule appeared respectively in 
the statutory provision noted in the column at the left of the respective descrip-
tions of articles. 

In the case of articles enumerated in this Schedule, which are subject on the 
day of the signature of this Agreement to additional or separate ordinary customs 
duties, whether or not imposed under the statutory provision noted in the column 
at the left of the respective description of the article, such separate or additional 
duties shall continue in force, subject to any reduction indicated in this Schedule 
or hereafter provided for, until terminated in accordance with law, but shall not 
be increased. 

United States 
Tariff Act 

of 1930 
Paragraph 

Description of Articles Rate of Duty 

18 
24 

31 (a) 
(2) 

Trichloroethylene 
Flavoring extracts, and natural or synthetic 

fruit flavors, fruit esters, oils and essences, 
all the foregoing and their combinations, 
containing 20 per centum of alcohol or less 

Cellulose acetate, and compounds, combina-
tions, or mixtures containing cellulose ace-
tate: Made into finished or partly finished 
articles of which any of the foregoing is the 
component material of chief value, and not 
specially provided for 

41 Glue size and fish glue, not specially provided 
for, valued at less than 40 cents per pound 

42 Glycerin, crude 
58 Oils, distilled or essential: Clove, patchouli, 

sandalwood, and all other essential and 
distilled oils not specially provided for, not 
containing alcohol 

60 Perfume materials: All mixtures or combina-
tions containing essential or distilled oils, 
or natural or synthetic odoriferous or aro-
matic substances, not containing more 
than 10 per centum of alcohol 

61 Perfumery, including cologne and other 
toilet waters, articles or perfumery, 
whether in sachets or otherwise, and all 
preparations used as applications to the 
hair, mouth, teeth, or skin, such as cos-
metics, dentifrices, tooth soaps, pastes, 
theatrical grease paints, pomades, pow-
ders, and other toilet preparations, all the 
foregoing: 

If containing alcohol 

If not containing alcohol 

62 Floral or flower waters containing no alcohol, 
not specially provided for 

72 Lead pigments: Orange mineral 
73 Ochers, washed or ground 
92 Vanilla beans 
205 (b) White nonstaining Portland cement 

205(e) Statues, statuettes, and bas-reliefs, wholly or 
in chief value of plaster of Paris, not spe-
cially provided for 

15% ad val. 
14 per lb. and 
ad val. 

40% ad val. 

18% 

1¢ per lb. and 15% 
ad val. 

0.8¢ per lb. 
12%% ad val. 

40¢ per lb. and 30% 
ad val. 

400 per lb. and 3734% 
ad val. 

37%% ad val. 

10% ad val. 

2.4 per lb. 
Y ¢ per lb. 
15¢ per lb. 
60 per 100 lbs. includ-

ing weight of con-
tainer 

30% ad val. 
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LISTE IV

NOTE: Les dispositions de cette liste devront Atre interpret6es, et recevront
le meme effet, et l'application des dispositions collaterales des lois douanieres des
Etats-Unis aux dispositions de cette liste seront d6termin6es autant qu'il sera
possible de le faire comme si chaque disposition de cette liste etait incluse res-
pectivement dans les dispositions statutaires indiquees dans la colonne plac6e
a la gauche des descriptions respectives des articles.

Pour ceux des articles enumeres dans cette liste, qui sont sujets le jour de la
signature du present accord a des droits de douane ordinaires, additionnels, ou
separes, qu'ils soient ou non imposes conform6ment aux dispositions statutaires
inscrites dans la colonne a la gauche de la description respective de l'article, de
tels droits de douanes separes ou additionnels resteront en vigueur, soumis a
toute reduction indiquee dans la presente liste ou ci-apres etablie, jusqu', ce qu'il
y soit mis fin par la loi, mais ne devront pas etre augmentes.

Tarif des
Etats-Unis Dsignation des produits Droits
Loi de 1930

Paragraphe

15% ad val.
15 c. par livre et 18%

ad val.

40% ad val.

1 c. par livre et 15%
ad val.

0,8 c. par livre
12%% ad val.

40 c. par livre et 30%
ad val.

40 c. par livre et
37%% ad val.

37%% ad val.
10% ad val.

2 5 c. par livre
c. par livre

15 c. par livre
6 c. par 100 livres, y

compris le poids du
recipient

30% ad val.

18 Trichlorethylene
24 Extraits aromatiques et extraits naturels ou

synthetiques, 6thers, huiles, et essences
de fruits, tous ceux-ci et leurs melanges,
contenant 20% ou moins d'alcool

31 (a) Acetate de cellulose et compositions, com-
(2) binaisons ou melanges contenant de l'ac6

tate de cellulose: ouvres en articles finis ou
partiellement finis dans lesquels l'un quel-
conque des produits ci-dessus constitue
la matiere de principale valeur et non sp-
cialement denommes

41 Gelatine et colle de poisson non specialement
denommees, 6valuees a moins de 40 c. par
livre

42 Glycerine brute
58 Huiles distillees ou essentielles: de clous de

girofle, de patchouli, de bois de santal, et
toutes autres huiles essentielles ou distillees
non specialement denommees et ne con-
tenant pas d'alcool

60 MatiAres premieres de parfumerie: tous me-
langes ou combinaisons contenant des
huiles essentielles ou distillees, ou des sub-
stances odoriferantes ou aromatiques natu-
relies ou synth6tiques, ne contenant pas
plus de 10% d'alcool

61 Parfumeries, y compris l'eau de Cologne et
autres eaux de toilette, articles de par-
fumerie, en sachets ou autrement condi-
tionnes, et toutes preparations pour lea
cheveux, la bouche, les dents ou la peau,
telles que cosmetiques, dentifrices, savons
pour les dents, pates, fards gras pour le
theatre, pommades, poudres et autres
preparations de toilette, tous les articles
ci-dessus:

Contenant de l'alcool

Ne contenant pas d'alcool
62 Eaux de fleurs ne contenant pas d'alcool,

non specialement denommees
72 Couleurs de plomb: orange mineral
73 Ocres lavees ou broyees
92 Gousses de vanille
205(b) Ciment de Portland, blanc, ne colorant pas

205(e) Statues, statuettes et bas-reliefs entierement
en platre de Paris, ou dont le platre de
Paris constitue la matiere de principale
valeur, non specialement d6nommes
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LISTE IV 

NOTE: Les dispositions de cette liste devront etre interpretees, et recevront 
le meme effet, et l'application des dispositions collaterales des lois douanieres des 
Etats-Unis aux dispositions de cette liste seront determinees autant qu'il sera 
possible de le faire comme si chaque disposition de cette liste &tag incluse res-
pectivement dans les dispositions statutaires indiquees darts la colonne placee 
a la gauche des descriptions respectives des articles. 
Pour ceux des articles enumeres darts cette liste, qui sont sujets le jour de la 

signature du present accord a des droits de douane orclinaires, adclitionnels, on 
separes, qu'ils soient ou non imposes conformement aux dispositions statutaires 
inscrites dans la colonne a la gauche de la description respective de l'article, de 
tels droits de douanes separes ou additionnels rest,eront en vigueur, soumis 
toute reduction indiquee dans la presente liste on ci-apres etablie, jusqul ce qu'il 
y soit mis fin par la loi, mais ne devront pas etre augmentes. 

Tarif des 
Etats-Unis 
Loi de 1930 
Paragraphe 

Designation des produits Drafts 

18 Trichlorethylene 
24 Extraits aromatiques et extraits naturels on 

synthetiques, ethers, huiles, et essences 
de fruits, tous ceux-ci et leurs melanges, 
contenant 20% ou moms d'alcool 

31 (a) Acetate de cellulose et compositions, corn-
(2) binaisons ou melanges contenant de Pace-

tate de cellulose: ouvres en articles finis on 
partiellement finis dans lesquels Pun quel-
conque des produits ci-dessus constitue 
la matiere de principale valeur et non Bp& 
cialement denommes 

41 Gelatine et colle de Poisson non specialement 
denommees, &trainees a moms de 40 c. par 
livre 

42 Glycerine brute 
58 Huiles distillees ou essentielles: de dons de 

girofle, de patchouli, de bois de santal, et 
toutes autres huiles essentielles on distillees 
non specialement denommees et ne con-
tenant pas d'alcool 

60 Matieres premieres de parfumerie: tons mé-
langes on combinaisons contenant des 
huiles essentielles on distillées, ou des sub-
stances odoriferantes on aromatiques natu-
relies ou synthetiques, ne contenant pas 
plus de 10% d'alcool 

61 Parfumeries, y compris l'eau de Cologne et 
autres eaux de toilette, articles de par-
fumerie, en sachets on autrement condi-
tionnes, et touter; preparations pour les 
cheveux, la bouche, les dents on la peau, 
telles que cosmetiques, dentifrices, savons 
pour les dents, pates, fards gras pour le 
theatre, pommades, poudres et autres 
preparations de toilette, taus les articles 
ci-dessus: 

Contenant de l'alcool 

Ne contenant pas d'alcool 
62 Eaux de fleurs ne contenant pas d'alcool, 

non specialement denommees 
72 Couleurs de plomb: orange mineral 
73 Ocres lavees ou broyees 
92 Gousses de vanille 
205(b) Ciment de Portland, blanc, ne colorant pas 

205(e) Statues, statuettes et bas-reliefs entierement 
en platre de Paris, on dont le pletre de 
Paris constitue la matiere de principale 
valeur, non specialement denommes 

15% ad val. 
15 c. par livre et 18% 
ad val. 

40% ad val. 

1 c. par livre et 15% 
ad val. 

0,8 c. par livre 
12%% ad val. 

40 c. par livre et 30% 
ad val. 

40 c. par livre et 
374% ad val. 

37%% ad val. 
10% ad val. 

2,5 c. par livre 
Y4 C. par livre 
15 c. par livre 
6 c. par 100 livres, y 

compris le poids du 
recipient 

30% ad val. 
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SCHEDULE IV-Continued

Description of Articles Rate of Duty

213 Graphite or plumbago, crude or refined:
Crystalline flake

216 Carbons and electrodes, of whatever material
composed, and wholly or partly manufac-
tured, for producing electric arc light:

If less than one-half inch in diameter or
of equivalent cross-sectional area

If one-half inch or more in diameter or
of equivalent cross-sectional area

216 Electrodes, composed wholly or in part of
carbon or graphite, and wholly or partly
manufactured, for electric furnace or
electrolytic purposes

216 Articles or wares composed wholly or in part
of carbon or graphite, wholly or partly
manufactured, not specially provided for

218 (e) Bottles and jars, wholly or in chief value of
glass, of the character used or designed to
be used as containers of perfume, talcum
powder, toilet water, or other toilet prepa-
rations, when filled with any of such prepa-
rations and produced otherwise than by
automatic machine

228 (a) Prism binoculars, having a magnification of
five diameters or less, and valued at not
more than $12 each, frames and mountings
therefor, and parts of any of the foregoing;
all the foregoing, finished or unfinished

228 (b) Opera or field glasses (not prism binoculars),
frames and mountings therefor, and parts of
any of the foregoing; all of the foregoing,
finished or unfinished, not specially pro-
vided for

236 Round watch crystals or round watch glasses,
finished or unfinished

327 Cast-iron pipe of every description, and cast-
iron fittings for cast-iron pipe

385 Bullions and metal threads made wholly or in
chief value of tinsel wire, lame or lahn

385 Beltings and other articles made wholly or in
chief value of tinsel wire, metal thread,
lame or lahn, or of tinsel wire, lame or lahn
and india rubber, bullions, or metal threads,
not specially provided for

385 Woven fabrics, ribbons, and tassels, made
wholly or in chief value of any of the ma-
terials provided for in paragraph 385

710

710

Roquefort cheese in original loaves

Blue-mold cheese in original loaves

30% ad val. but not
less than 0.825¢ per
lb. nor more than
1.65f per lb.

40% ad val.

30% ad val.

30% ad val.

30% ad val.

37Y % ad val.

45 % ad val.

35 % ad val.

30 % ad val.

15% ad val.

6¢ per lb. and 20 % ad
val.

30 % ad val.

40% ad val.

50 per lb. but not less
than 25 % ad val.

5S per lb. but not less
than 25% ad val.

2272

United States
Tariff Act

of 1930
Paragraph

2272 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [53 STAT. 

United States 
Tariff Act 
of 1930 

Paragraph 

SCHEDULE IV—Continued 

Description of Articles Rate of Duty 

213 Graphite or plumbago, crude 
Crystalline flake 

or refined: 30% ad val. but not 
less than 0.825¢ per 
lb. nor more than 
1.65¢ per lb. 

216 Carbons and electrodes, of whatever material 
composed, and wholly or partly manufac-
tured, for producing electric arc light: 

If less than one-half inch in diameter or 
of equivalent cross-sectional area 

If one-half inch or more in diameter or 
of equivalent cross-sectional area 

216 Electrodes, composed wholly or in part of 
carbon or graphite, and wholly or partly 
manufactured, for electric furnace or 
electrolytic purposes 

216 Articles or wares composed wholly or in part 
of carbon or graphite, wholly or partly 
manufactured, not specially provided for 

218 (e) Bottles and jars wholly or in chief value of 
glass, of the character used or designed to 
be used as containers of perfume, talcum 
powder, toilet water, or other toilet prepa-
rations, when filled with any of such prepa-
rations and produced otherwise than by 
automatic machine 

228 (a) Prism binoculars, having a magnification of 
five diameters or less, and valued at not 
more than $12 each, frames and mountings 
therefor, and parts of any of the foregoing; 
all the foregoing, finished or unfinished 

228 (b) Opera or field glasses (not prism binoculars), 
frames and mountings therefor, and parts of 
any of the foregoing; all of the foregoing, 
finished or unfinished, not specially pro-
vided for 

236 Round watch crystals or round watch glasses, 
finished or unfinished 

327 Cast-iron pipe of every description, and cast-
iron fittings for cast-iron pipe 

385 Bullions and metal threads made wholly or in 
chief value of tinsel wire, lame or lahn 

385 BeRings and other articles made wholly or in 
chief value of tinsel wire, metal thread, 
lame or lahn, or of tinsel wire, lame or lahn 
and india rubber, bunions, or metal threads, 
not specially provided for 

385 Woven fabrics, ribbons, and tassels, made 
wholly or in chief value of any of the ma-
terials provided for in paragraph 385 

710 Roquefort cheese in original loaves 

710 Blue-mold cheese in original loaves 

40% ad val. 

30% ad val. 

30% ad val. 

30% ad val. 

37% % ad val. 

45 % ad val. 

35 % ad val. 

30 % ad val. 

15% ad val. 

6¢ per lb. and 20% ad 
val. 

30% ad val. 

40% ad val. 

50 per lb. but not less 
than 25% ad val. 

5f per lb. but not less 
than 25% ad val. 
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LISTE IV-Continu<e

Tarif des
Etats-Unis
Loi de 1930
Paragraphe

213

Designation des produits

Graphite ou plombagine, brut ou raffin6:
6cailles cristallines

Droits

30% ad val. mais pas
moins de 0,825 c.
par livre, ni plus de
1,65 c. par livre

216 Charbons et electrodes de quelque matiAre
qu'ils soient composes, entierement ou
partiellement manufactures pour lampes a
arc:

-d'un diametre inferieur a % pouce ou 40% ad val.
d'une surface de section equivalente

-d'un diametre egal ou superieur a % 30% ad val
pouce ou d'une surface de section
6quivalente

216 Electrodes composes entierement ou par- 30% ad val.
tiellement de charbon ou de graphite, et
entierement ou partiellement manufac-
tures pour fourneaux electriques ou usages
electrolytiques

216 Articles ou objets composes entierement ou 30% ad val.
partiellement de charbon ou de graphite,
entierement ou partiellement manufac-
tures, non specialement d6nommes

218 (e) Bouteilles et pots, entierement en verre ou 37½% ad va
dont de verre est la matiere de principale
valeur, propres ou destines A servir de re-
cipients pour parfums, poudre de talc, eaux
de toilette, ou autres preparations de toilette,
lorsqu'ils contiennent l'une quelconque des
dites preparations et manufactures au-
trement qu'au moyen d'une machine auto-
matique

228 (a) Binoculaires prismatiques, ayant un grossisse- 45% ad val.
ment de 5 diametres ou moins, et d'une va-
leur n'excedant pas $12 chacun, et leurs
montures; et pieces detaches; tous les ar-
ticles ci-dessus finis ou non finis

228 (b) Jumelles d'opera et de campagne (non pris- 35% ad val.
matiques), leurs montures et pieces de-
tachees; tous les articles ci-dessus, finis ou
non finis, non specialement denommes

1.

236 Verres ou cristaux ronds pour montres, finis
ou non

327 Tuyaux en fonte de tous genres et accessoires
en fonte pour tuyaux en fonte

385 Bouillons et fils metalliques composes entiere-
ment de cannetille ou de lamelles, ou dans
lesquels ces articles constituent 1'element de
principale valeur

385 Ceintures et autres articles, entierement en
cannetille, fils m6talliques ou lamelles, ou
dans lesquelles ces matieres constituent
l'element de principale valeur, ou en can-
netille, lamelles et caoutchouc, bouillons ou
fils metalliques, non specialement denom-
mes

385 Tissus, rubans et glands, fabriques entiere-
ment avec les articles mentionnes au Par.
385, ou dans lesquels ces articles constituent
1'element de principale valeur

710 Roquefort dans sa forme originale

710 Fromages persilles dans leur forme originale

30% ad val.

15% ad val.

6 c. par livre et 20%
ad val.

30% ad val.

40% ad val.

5 c. par livre mais pas
moins de 25% ad
val.

5 c. par livre mais pas
moins de 25% ad
val.
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LISTE IV—Gontinuee 

D6signation des produits Droits 

Tali( des 
Etats-I:This 
Loi de 1930 
Paragraphe 

213 Graphite ou plombagine, brut ou raffine: 30% ad val. mais pas 
&allies cristallines moins de 0,825 c. 

par livre, ni plus de 
1,65 c. par livre 

216 Charbons et electrodes de quelque matiere 
qu'ils soient composes, entierement ou 
partiellement manufactures pour lampes 
arc: 

-d'un diametre inferieur pouce ou 40% ad val. 
d'une surface de section equivalente 

-d'un diametre egal ou superieur a 4 30% ad val. 
police ou d'une surface de section 
equivalente 

216 Electrodes composes entierement ou par- 30% ad val. 
tiellement de charbon ou de graphite, et 
entierement ou partiellement manufac-
tures pour fourneaux electriques ou usages 
electrolytiques 

216 Articles ou objets composes entierement ou 30% ad val. 
partiellement de charbon ou de graphite, 
entierement on partiellement manufac-
tures, non specialement denommes 

218 (e) Bouteilles et pots, entierement en verre ou 37%% ad val. 
dent de verre est la matiere de principale 
valeur, propres on destines è servir de re-
cipients pour parfums, poudre de talc, eaux 
de toilette, ou autres preparations de toilette, 
lorsqu'ils eontiennent Pune quelconque des 
dites preparations et manufactures au-
trement qu'au moyen d'une machine auto-
matique 

228 (a) Binoculaires prisraatiques, ayant un grossisse- 45% ad val. 
ment de 5 diametres ou moms, et d'une va-
leur n'excedant pas $12 chacun, et lours 
montures; et pieces detaches; tous lee ar-
ticles ci-dessus finis ou non finis 

228 (b) Jumelles d'opera et de campagne (non pris- 35% ad val. 
matiques), leurs montures et pikes de-
tachees; tous lee articles ci-dessus, finis ou 
non finis, non specialernent denommes 

236 Verres ou cristaux ronds pour montres, finis 30% ad val. 
ou non 

327 Tuyaux en fonte de tous genres et accessoires 15% ad val. 
en fonte pour tuyaux en fonte 

385 Bouillons et file metalliques composes entiere- 6 c. par livre et 20% 
ment de cannetille ou de lamelles, ou dans ad val. 
lesquels ces articles constituent l'element de 
principale valeur 

385 Ceintures et autres articles, entierement en 30% ad val. 
cannetille, file metalliques on lamelles, ou 
dans lesquelles ces matieres constituent 
l'element de principale valeur, ou en can-
netille, lamelles et caoutchouc, bouillons on 
file metalliques, non specialement derma-
mes 

385 Tissue, rubans et glands, fabriques entiere- 40% ad val. 
ment avec lee articles mentionnes an Par. 
385, ou dans lesquels ces articles constituent 
l'element de principale valeur 

710 Roquefort clans ea forme originale 5 c. par livre mais pas 
moire de 25% ad 
val. 

710 Fromages persilles dans Ieur forme originaie 5 c. par livre mais pas 
moms de 25% ad 
val. 

2273 
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SCHEDULE IV-Continued

United States
Tariff Act

of 1930
Paragraph

737(4)

Description of Articles

Cherries: Maraschino, candied, crystallized, or
glace, or prepared or preserved in any manner

752 Candied, crystallized, or glace apricots, figs,
dates, peaches, pears, plums, prunes, prun-
elles, berries and other fruits not specially
provided for

756 Chestnuts (including marrons), candied, crys-
tallized, or glace, or prepared or preserved in
any manner

763 Red clover seeds
764 Celery seeds
768 Mushrooms, prepared or preserved, other than

dried

802 Brandy

Rate of Duty

9Y2 per lb. and 20%
ad val.

25% ad val.

12YW2 per lb.

50 per lb.
2S per lb.
8 per lb. on drained

weight and 25%
ad val.

$2.50 per proof gal.

Cordials, liqueurs, kirschwasser, and ratafia $2.50 per proof gal.

Champagne and all other sparkling wines
Still wines produced from grapes (not including

vermuth), containing 14 per centum or less
of absolute alcohol by volume, in containers
holding each one gallon or less

Vermuth, in containers holding each one gallon
or less

Crochet, darning, embroidery, and knitting
cottons, put up for handwork, in lengths not
exceeding eight hundred and forty yards

Pile ribbons, not exceeding twelve inches in
width, cut or uncut, whether or not the pile
covers the entire surface, wholly or in chief
value of cotton, if velveteens or velvets

Pile fabrics, whether or not the pile covers
the entire surface, wholly or in chief value
of vegetable fiber, except cotton, and all
articles, finished or unfinished, made or
cut from such pile fabrics; if the pile is
wholly cut or wholly uncut

$3 per gal.
75f per gal.

62fS per gal.

Y per 100 yds. but
not less than 20%
nor more than 35%
ad val.

50% ad val.

30% ad val.

Yarn, wholly or in chief value of angora rab- 400 per lb. and 25%
bit hair ad val.

1114 (a) Knit fabric, in the piece, wholly or in chief
value of wool, valued at more than $1 per
pound

500 per lb. and 40%
ad val.

1114 (d) Hats, bonnets, caps, berets, and similar arti- 440 per lb. and 30%
cles, knit or crocheted, finished or unfin- ad val.
ished, wholly or in chief value of wool and
not in part of wool felt, not specially pro-
vided for, valued at not more than $2 per
pound

1205 Woven fabrics in the piece, with fibers wholly 45% ad val.
of silk, bleached, dyed, colored, or printed,
whether or not exceeding 30 inches in width,
whether woven with fast or split edges, and
whether or not Jacquard-figured, valued at
more than $5.50 per pound

802

803
804

804

902

909

1012

1107

22742274 

United States 
Tariff Act 

of 1930 
Paragraph 
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SCHEDULE IV—Continued 

Description of Articles Rate of Duty 

737(4) Cherries: Maraschino, candied, crystallized, or 
glace, or prepared or preserved in any manner 

752 Candied, crystallized, or glace apricots, figs, 
dates, peaches, pears, plums, prunes, prun-
elles, berries and other fruits not specially 
provided for 

756 Chestnuts (including marrons), candied, crys-
tallized, or glace, or prepared or preserved in 
any manner 

763 Red clover seeds 
764 Celery seeds 
768 Mushrooms, prepared or preserved, other than 

dried 

802 Brandy 

802 Cordials, liqueurs, kirschwasser, and ratafia 

803 Champagne and all other sparkling wines 
804 Still wines produced from grapes (not including 

vermuth), containing 14 per centum or less 
of absolute alcohol by volume, in containers 
holding each one gallon or less 

804 Vermuth, in containers holding each one gallon 
or less 

902 Crochet, darning, embroidery, and knitting 
cottons, put up for handwork, in lengths not 
exceeding eight hundred and forty yards 

909 Pile ribbons, not exceeding twelve inches in 
width, cut or uncut, whether or not the pile 
covers the entire surface, wholly or in chief 
value of cotton, if velveteens or velvets 

1012 Pile fabrics, whether or not the pile covers 
the entire surface, wholly or in chief value 
of vegetable fiber, except cotton, and all 
articles, finished or unfinished, made or 
cut from such pile fabrics; if the pile is 
wholly cut or wholly uncut 

1107 Yarn, wholly or in chief value of angora rab-
bit hair 

1114 (a) Knit fabric, in the piece, wholly or in chief 
value of wool, valued at more than $1 per 
pound 

1114 (d) Hats, bonnets, caps, berets, and similar arti-
cles, knit or crocheted, finished or unfin-
ished, wholly or in chief value of wool and 
not in part of wool felt, not specially pro-
vided for, valued at not more than $2 per 
pound 

1205 Woven fabrics in the piece, with fibers wholly 
of silk, bleached, dyed, colored, or printed, 
whether or not exceeding 30 inches in width, 
whether woven with fast or split edges, and 
whether or not Jacquard-figured, valued at 
more than $5.50 per pound 

9%0 per lb. and 20% 
ad val. 

25% ad val. 

12%0 per lb. 

50 per lb. 
20 per lb. 
80 per lb. on drained 
weight and 25% 
ad val. 

$2.50 per proof gal. 

$2.50 per proof gal. 

$3 per gal. 
750 per gal. 

62%0 per gal. 

%0 per 100 yds. but 
not less than 20% 
nor more than 35% 
ad val. 

50% ad val. 

30% ad val. 

400 per lb. and 25% 
ad val. 

500 per lb. and 40% 
ad val. 

440 per lb. and 30% 
ad val. 

45% ad val. 
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LISTE IV-Continuee

Designation des produits

737(4) Cerises: Au marasquin, confites cristallisees ou
glacees, ou preparees ou conservees de toute
maniere

752 Abricots, figues, dattes, peches, poires, prunes
pruneaux et prunelles, baies et autres fruits
non specialement d6nomm6s, confits, cristal-
lises ou glaces

756 Chataignes (y compris les marrons) confites,
cristallis6es ou glac6es ou preparees ou con-
servees de toute maniere

763 Semences de trefle rouge
764 Semences de celeris
768 Champignons prepares ou conserves, autres

que sees

802

802

"Brandy" (Cognac et autres)

Cordiaux, liqueurs, Kirsch et ratafia

803 Champagne et tous autres vins mousseux
804 Vins tranquilles provenant de raisins (non com-

pris le vermouth) ne contenant pas plus de
14 % d'alcool absolu, dans des recipients con-
tenant chacun un gallon ou moins

804 Vermouth, dans des recipients contenant cha-
cun un gallon ou moins

902 Fils de coton a faire du crochet, a repriser, a
broder et a tricoter, conditionn6s pour le
travail a la main, n'ayant pas plus de 840
yards de longeur

909 Rubans de peluches, n'excedant pas douze
pouces de largeur, rases ou non, que la bou-
cle recouvre toute la surface du tissu ou non,
entierement en coton ou dont le coton cons-
titue le matiere de principale valeur: velours
et veloutines seulement

1012 Tissus pelucheux, entierement en fibres ve-
getales autres que le coton, ou dans lesquels
ces fibres constituent la matiere de princi-
pale valeur, que la boucle recouvre toute
la surface du tissu ou non, et articles finis
ou non de toute sorte, fabriques avec ou
decoupes dans ces tissus pelucheux, si lc
poil est entierement rase ou pas ras6

1107 Files, entierement en poils de lapin angora,
ou dans lesquels le poil de lapin angora
constitue la matiere de principale valeur

1114 (a) Tricots laine en pieces, entierement en laine
ou dont la laine constitue la matiere de
principale valeur, evalues par livre a plus
de $1

1114 (d) Chapeaux, bonnets, casquettes, berets, et
articles similaires, tricotes ou au crochet,
finis ou non, entierement en laine ou dont
la laine constitue la matiere de principale
valeur, et non partiellement en feutre de
laine, non specialement d6nommes, evalu6s
par livre a $2 au plus

1205 Tissus en pieces, entierement en soie, blanchis,
teints, de couleur ou imprimes, qu'ils
aient plus de 30 pouces ou moins de 30
pouces de largeur, tisses ou non avec bor-
dures dites "fast edges" ou "split edges",
et qu'ils soient ou non faconnes au m6tier
Jacquard, 6values a plus de $5.50 par livre

Tarif des
Etats-Unis
Loi de 1930
Paragraphe

2275

Droits

I

1

972 c. par livre et 20%
ad val.

25% ad val.

122 c. par livre

5 c. par livre
2 c. par livre
8 c. par livre de cham-

pignons egouttes et
25% ad val.

$2,50 par gallon de
preuve

$2,50 par gallon de
preuve

$3,00 par gallon
750 par gallon

62Y% par gallon

Y2t par 100 yards,
mais pas moins de
20% ad val. ni plus
de 35% ad val.

50% ad val.

30% ad val.

400 par livre et 25%
ad val.

500 par livre et 40%
ad val.

446 par livre et 30%
ad val.

45% ad val.

53 STAT.] 

Tarif des 
Etats-Unis 
Loi de 1930 
Paragraphe 
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LISTE IV—Continuee 

Designation des produits Droits 

737(4) Cerises: Au marasquin, confites cristallisees on 
glacees, ou preparees ou conservees de toute 
maniere 

752 Abricots, figues, dattes, peches, poires, prunes, 
pruneaux et prunelles, bales et autres fruits, 
non specialement denommes, confits, cristal-
lises ou glazes 

756 Chfitaignes (y compris lea marrons) confites, 
cristallisees ou glacees on preparees on con-
servees de toute maniere 

763 Semences de trefle rouge 
764 Semences de celeris 
768 Champignons prepares on conserves, autres 

que secs 

802 "Brandy" (Cognac et autres) 

802 Cordiaux, liqueurs, Kirsch et ratafia 

803 Champagne et tons autres vins mousseux 
804 Vins tranquilles provenant de raisins (non corn-

pris le vermouth) ne contenant pas plus de 
14% d'alcool absolu, dans des recipients con-
tenant chacun un gallon ou moms 

804 Vermouth, dans des recipients contenant cha-
cun un gallon ou moms 

902 Fils de coton a faire du crochet, a repriser, 
broder et a tricoter, conditionnes pour le 
travail a in main, n'ayant pas plus de 840 
yards de longeur 

909 Rubans de peluches, n'excedant pas douze 
polices de largeur, rases on non, que in bou-
cle recouvre toute in surface du tissu on non, 
entierement en coton on dont le coton cons-
titue le matiere de principale valeur: velours 
et veloutines seulement 

1012 Tissus pelucheux, entierement en fibres ye-
getales autres que le coton, ou dans lesquels 
ces fibres constituent la matiere de princi-
pale valeur, que In boucle recouvre toute 
la surface du tissu ou non, et articles finis 
on non de toute sorte, fabriques avec ou 
&coupes dans ces tissue pelucheux, si le 
poil eat entierement rase on pas rase 

1107 Files, entierement en polls de lapin angora, 
ou dans lesquels le poil de lapin angora 
constitue la matiere de principale valour 

1114 (a) Tricots laine en pieces, entierement en laine 
ou dont In laine constitue ia, matiere de 
principale valeur, evalues par livre a plus 
de $1 

1114 (d) Chapeaux, bonnets, casquettes, berets, et 
articles similaires, tricot& on au crochet, 
finis on non, entierement en laine on dont 
in laMe constitue in matiere de principale 
valeur, et non partiellement en feutre de 
laine, non specialement denommes, &values 
par livre a $2 au plus 

1205 Tissus en pieces, entierement en sole, blanchis, 
teints, de couleur on imprimes, qu'ils 
aient plus de 30 ponces on moms de 30 
ponces de largeur, tisses on non avec bor-
dures dites "fast edges" on "split edges", 
et qu'ils soient ou non faconnes an metier 
Jacquard, evalues a plus de $5.50 par livre 

934 c. par livre et 20% 
ad val. 

25% ad val. 

1234 c. par livre 

5 c. par livre 
2 C. par livre 
8 c. par livre de cham-
pignons egouttes et 
25% ad val. 

$2,50 par gallon de 
preuve 

$2.50 par gallon de 
preuve 

83,00 par gallon 
750 par gallon 

6.2%¢ par gallon 

w par 100 yards, 
mais pas moms de 
20% ad val. ni plus 
de 35% ad val. 

50% ad val. 

30% ad val. 

400 par livre et 25% 
ad val. 

500 par livre et 40% 
ad val. 

40 par livre et 30% 
ad val. 

45% ad val. 

2275 
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SCHEDULE IV-Continued

ed States
iff Act Description of Articles Rate of Dutyf lQo

Paragraph

1206

1207

50% ad val.

50% ad val.

50% ad val.

45% ad val.

Pile fabrics (including pile ribbons), whether
or not the pile covers the entire surface,
wholly or in chief value of silk, and all
articles, finished or unfinished, made or
cut from such pile fabrics:

(1) If the pile is wholly cut or wholly
uncut, if velvets (other than ribbons)
or other than velvets

(2) If the pile is partly cut, if velvets
(other than ribbons) or other than
velvets

(3) Velvet ribbons

Fabrics, with fast edges, not exceeding twelve
inches in width, and articles made there-
from; tubings, garters, suspenders, braces,
cords, tassels, and cords and tassels; all the
foregoing wholly or in chief value of silk
or of silk and india rubber, and not specially
provided for, whether or not Jacquard-
figured

Woven fabrics in the piece, wholly or in chief
value of rayon or other synthetic textile,
not specially provided for, whether or not
Jacquard-figured

Pile fabrics (including pile ribbons), whether
or not the pile covers the entire surface,
wholly or in chief value of rayon or other
synthetic textile, and all articles, finished
or unfinished, made or cut from such pile
fabrics, whether the pile is wholly cut,
wholly uncut, or partly cut

Fabrics, with fast edges, not exceeding twelve
inches in width, and articles made there-
from; tubings, garters, suspenders, braces,
cords, tassels, and cords and tassels; all the
foregoing wholly or in chief value of rayon
or other synthetic textile, or of rayon or
other synthetic textile and india rubber, not
specially provided for, whether or not Jac-
quard-figured

Papeteries
Hats, bonnets, and hoods, composed wholly

or in chief value of straw, chip, paper,
grass, palm leaf, willow, osier, rattan, real
horsehair, cubabark, ramie, ormanilahemp,
whether wholly or partly manufactured:
Blocked or trimmed (whether or not
bleached, dyed, colored, or stained)

Feathers and downs, on the skin or otherwise,
dressed, colored, or otherwise advanced or
manufactured in any manner, including
quilts of down and other manufactures of
down

Feather dusters
Artificial or ornamental feathers suitable for

use as millinery ornaments

2276

Unite
Tar

Mf

450 per lb. and 45%
ad val.

250 per lb. and 50%
ad val.

456 per lb. and 45%
ad val.

30% ad val.
$3.50 per doz. and

25% ad val.

40% ad val.

40% ad val.
40% ad val.

1306

1307

1308

1407 (b)
1504 (b)

(3)

1518

1518
1518

2276 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [53 STAT. 

SCHEDULE IV—Continued 

United States 
Tariff Act Description of Articles Rate of Duty 
of 1930 

Paragraph 

1206 Pile fabrics (including pile ribbons), whether 
or not the pile covers the entire surface, 
wholly or in chief value of silk, and all 
articles, finished or unfinished, made or 
cut from such pile fabrics: 

(1) If the pile is wholly cut or wholly 50% ad val. 
uncut, if velvets (other than ribbons) 
or other than velvets 

(2) If the pile is partly cut, if velvets 50% ad val. 
(other than ribbons) or other than 
velvets 

(3) Velvet ribbons 50% ad val. 

1207 Fabrics, with fast edges, not exceeding twelve 45% ad val. 
inches in width, and articles made there-
from; tubings, garters, suspenders, braces, 
cords, tassels, and cords and tassels; all the 
foregoing wholly or in chief value of silk 
or of silk and india rubber, and not specially 
provided for, whether or not Jacquard-
figured 

1306 Woven fabrics in the piece, wholly or in chief 45¢ per lb. and 45% 
value of rayon or other synthetic textile, ad val. 
not specially provided for, whether or not 
Jacquard-figured 

1307 Pile fabrics (including pile ribbons), whether 250 per lb. and 50% 
or not the pile covers the entire surface, ad val. 
wholly or in chief value of rayon or other 
synthetic textile, and all articles, finished 
or unfinished, made or cut from such pile 
fabrics, whether the pile is wholly cut, 
wholly uncut, or partly cut 

1308 Fabrics, with fast edges, not exceeding twelve 45¢ per lb. and 45% 
inches in width, and articles made there- ad val. 
from; tubings, garters, suspenders, braces, 
cords, tassels, and cords and tassels; all the 
foregoing wholly or in chief value of rayon 
or other synthetic textile, or of rayon or 
other synthetic textile and india rubber, not 
specially provided for, whether or not Jac-
quard-figured 

1407 (b) Papeteries 30% ad val. 
1504 (b) Hats, bonnets, and hoods, composed wholly $3.50 per doz. and 

(3) or in chief value of straw, chip, paper, 25% ad val. 
grass, palm leaf, willow, osier, rattan, real 
horsehair, cuba bark, ramie, or manila hemp, 
whether wholly or partly manufactured: 
Blocked or trimmed (whether or not 
bleached, dyed, colored, or stained) 

1518 Feathers and downs, on the skin or otherwise, 40% ad val. 
dressed, colored, or otherwise advanced or 
manufactured in any manner, including 
quilts of down and other manufactures of 
down 

1518 Feather dusters 40% ad val. 
1518 Artificial or ornamental feathers suitable for 40% ad val. 

use as millinery ornaments 
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LISTE IV-Continuee

Tarif des
Etats-Unis
Loi de 1930
Paragraphe

Designation des produits Droits

1518
1518

1206 Tissus pelucheux (y compris les rubans de pe-
luche), que la boucle recouvre ou non toute
la surface du tissu, entierement en soie ou
dont la sole constitue la matiere de prin-
cipale valeur, et tous articles, finis ou non,
fabriques ou coupes de ces tissus:

(1) Si le poil est entierement ras6 ou non
rase: Velours (autres que les rubans)
ou autres que velours

(2) Si le poil est partiellement ras6: Ve-
lours (autres que les rubans) ou autres
que velours

(3) Rubans de velours
1207 Tissus avec bordures dites "fast edges",

n'ayant pas plus de 12 pouces de largeur,
et articles de ces tissus: tuyaux, jarretieres,
jarreteUes, bretelles, cordons, glands et
cordons avec glands; tous ces articles en-
tibrement en sole ou en sole et caoutchouc,
ou dans lesquels ces matieres constituent
l'6elment de principale valeur, non sp6ciale-
ment d6nomm6s, qu'ils soient ou non fa-
connes au m6tier Jacquard

1306 Tissus en pieces, entierement en rayonne ou
autre textile synth6tique, ou dont la
rayonne ou autre textile synth6tique con-
stitue la matiere de principale valeur, non
specialement denommes, qu'ils soient ou
non faconn6s au m6tier Jacquard

1307 Tissus pelucheux (y compris les rubans de
peluche), que la boucle recouvre ou non
toute la surface du tissu, en rayonne ou
autre textile svnthetique, ou dont la ra-
yonneou autre textile synthetique constitue
la matiere de principale valeur, et tous les
articles, finis ou non, fabriques ou coupes
dans ces tissus, que le poil soit entierement
raseA non rase, ou partiellement ras6

1308 Tissus avec bordure dite "fast edges", n'ayant
pas plus de 12 pouces de largeur, et articles
en ces tissus: tuyaux, jarretieres, jarretelles,
bretelles, cordons, glands et cordons avec
glands; tous ces articles entibrement en
rayonne ou autre textile synth6tique, ou
en rayonne ou autre textile synthetique et
caoutchouc, ou dont l'une de ces matieres
constitue l'element de principale valeur,
non specialement denommes, qu'ils soient
ou non faconn6s au metier Jacquard

1407 (b) Papeterie
1504 (b) Chapeaux, bonnets et coiffures, composes

(3) entierement en paille, copeaux, papier,
herbe, feuille de palmier, saule, osier, rotin,
crin naturel, ecorce de Cuba, ramie ou
chanvre de Manille, entierement ou par-
tiellement confectionn6s: Conformes ou
garnis, blanchis, teints, colores ou teintes

1518 Plumes et duvet en peaux ou autrement
prepares, colores ou autrement ouvres, de
toute maniere, y compris les couvre-pieds
et autres articles en duvet

Plumeaux 40% ad val.
Plumes artificielles ou de parure pour articles 40% ad val.

de mode
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50% ad val.

50% ad val.

50% ad val.
45% ad val.

45¢ par livre et 45%
ad val.

25¢ par livre et 50%
ad val.

45¢ par livre et 45%
ad val.

30% ad val.
$3,50 par douz. et

25% ad val.

40% ad val.
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Wsignation des produits Droits 

1206 Tissus pelucheux (y compris les rubans de pe-
luche), que la boucle recouvre ou non toute 
la surface du tissu, entierement en sole ou 
dont la sole constitue is. matiere de prin-
cipale valeur, et tous articles, finis ou non, 
fabriques ou coupes de ces tissue: 

(1) Si le poil est entierement rase ou non 50% ad val. 
rase: Velours (autres que les rubans) 
ou autres que velours 

(2) Si le poil est partiellement rase: Ve- 50% ad val. 
lours (autres que les rubans) on autres 
que velours 

(3) Rubans de velours 50% ad val. 
1207 Tissus avec bordures dites "fast edges", 45% ad val. 

n'ayant pas plus de 12 pouces de largeur, 
et articles de ces tissue: tuyaux, jarretieres, 
jarretelles, bretelles, cordons, glands et 
cordons avec glands; tons ces articles en-
tierement en sole ou en sole et caoutchouc, 
ou dans lesquels ces matieres constituent 
l'element de principale valeur, non speciale-
ment denommes, qu'ils soient on non fa-
connes au metier Jacquard 

1306 Tissue en pieces, entierement en rayonne ou 45¢ par livre et 45% 
autre textile synthetique, on dont la ad val. 
rayonne ou autre textile synthetique con-
stitue la matiere de principale valeur, non 
specialement denommes, qu'ils soient on 
non faconnes au metier Jacquard 

1307 Tissue pelucheux (y compris les rubans de 25¢ par livre et 50% 
peluche), que la boucle recouvre on non ad val. 
toute Is. surface du tissu, en rayonne ou 
autre textile synthetique, ou dont is. ra-
yonne ou autre textile synthetique constitue 
la matiere de principale valeur, et tous les 
articles, finis ou non, fabriques on coupes 
dans ces tissue, que le poil Boit entierement 
rase, non rase, ou partiellement rase 

1308 Tissus avec bordure dite "fast edges", n'ayant 45¢ par livre et 45% 
pas plus de 12 pouces de largeur, et articles ad val. 
en ces tissue: tuyaux, jarretieres, jarretelles, 
bretelles, cordons, glands et cordons avec 
glands; tous ces articles entierement en 
rayonne ou autre textile synthetiqUe, ou 
en rayonne ou autre textile synthetique et 
caoutchouc, ou dont rune de ces matieres 
constitue l'element de principal° valeur, 
non specialement denommes, qu'ils soient 
on non faconnes an métier Jacquard 

1407 (b) Papeterie 30% ad val. 
1504 (b) Chapeaux, bonnets et coiffures, composes $3,50 par douz. et 

(3) entierement en paille, copeaux, papier, 25% ad val. 
herbe, feuille de palmier, saule, osier, rotin, 
crin naturel, ecorce de Cuba, ramie on 
chanvre de Manille, entierement ou par-
tiellement confectionnes: Conform& on 
garnis, blanchis, teints, color& ou feint& 

1518 Plumes et duvet en peaux on autrement 40% ad val. 
prepares, color& ou autrement ouvres, de 
toute maniere, y compris les couvre-pieds 
et autres articles en duvet 

1518 Plumeaux 40% ad val. 
1518 Plumes artificielles ou de parure pour articles 40% ad val. 

de mode 
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SCHEDULE IV-Continued
d States
ff Act Description of Articles Rate of Duty
1 .2fo

Paragraph

1527 (a) Jewelry, commonly or commercially so
known, finished or unfinished (including
parts thereof):

(1) Composed wholly or in chief value of
gold or platinum, or of which the
metal part is wholly or in chief
value of gold or platinum

60% ad val.

(2) All other, of whatever material com-
posed, valued above $5 per dozen
pieces

Provided, That none of the foregoing
shall be subject to a less amount
of duty than would be payable if
the article were not dutiable un-
der this provision.

1527 (c) Articles valued above 20 cents per dozen
pieces, designed to be worn on apparel or
carried on or about or attached to the
person, such as and including buckles,
card-cases, chains, cigar cases, cigar cutters,
cigar holders, cigar lighters, cigarette
cases, cigarette holders, coin holders,
collar, cuff and dress buttons, combs,
match boxes, mesh bags and purses,
millinery, military and hair ornaments,
pins, powder cases, stamp cases, vanity
cases, watch bracelets, and like articles;
all the foregoing and parts thereof, fin-
ished or unfinished:

(1) Composed wholly or in chief value
of gold or platinum, or of which the
metal part is wholly or in chief value
of gold or platinum

(2) Composed wholly or in chief value
of metal other than gold or platinum
(whether or not enameled, washed,
covered, or plated, including rolled
gold plate), or (if not composed in
chief value of metal and if not dutiable
under clause (1) of this subparagraph)
set with and in chief value of precious
or semiprecious stones, pearls, cameos,
coral, amber, imitation precious or
semiprecious stones, or imitation
pearls, and valued above $5 per dozen
pieces

1529 (a) Laces, lace fabrics, and lace articles, made
with independent beams on the Levers or
go-through lace machine of 12 point or
ner, (full gauge), wholly or in chief value

of cotton, whether or not embroidered, and
however described and provided for in
paragraph 1529 (a)

%3 each and %S per
doz. for each 1 the
value exceeds 200
per doz., and 25%
ad val.

60% ad val

f% each and %0 per
doz. for each 1¢
the value exceeds
200 per doz. and
25 % ad val.

60% ad val.
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SCHEDULE IV—Continued 

Description of Articles Rate of Duty 

1527 (a) Jewelry, commonly or commercially so 
known, finished or unfinished (including 
parts thereof): 

(1) Composed wholly or in chief value of 
gold or platinum, or of which the 
metal part is wholly or in chief 
value of gold or platinum 

(2) All other, of whatever material com-
posed, valued above $5 per dozen 
pieces 

Provided, That none of the foregoing 
shall be subject to a less amount 
of duty than would be payable if 
the article were not dutiable un-
der this provision. 

1527 (c) Articles valued above 20 cents per dozen 
pieces, designed to be worn on apparel or 
carried on or about or attached to the 
person, such as and including buckles, 
card-cases, chains, cigar cases, cigar cutters, 
cigar holders, cigar lighters, cigarette 
cases, cigarette holders, coin holders, 
collar, cuff and dress buttons, combs, 
match boxes, mesh bags and purses, 
millinery, military and hair ornaments, 
pins, powder cases, stamp cases, vanity 
cases, watch bracelets, and like articles; 
all the foregoing and parts thereof, fin-
ished or unfinished: 

60% ad val. 

3i¢ each and 3i¢ per 
doz. for each 1¢ the 
value exceeds 20¢ 
per doz., and 25% 
ad val. 

(1) Composed wholly or in chief value 60% ad val. 
of gold or platinum, or of which the 
metal part is wholly or in chief value 
of gold or platinum 

(2) Composed wholly or in chief value 
of metal other than gold or platinum 
(whether or not enameled, washed, 
covered, or plated, including rolled 
gold plate), or (if not composed in 
chief value of metal and if not dutiable 
under clause (1) of this subparagraph) 
set with and in chief value of precious 
or semiprecious stones, pearls, cameos, 
coral, amber, imitation precious or 
semiprecious stones, or imitation 
pearls, and valued above $5 per dozen 
pieces 

1529 (a) Laces, lace fabrics, and lace articles, made 
with independent beams on the Levers or 
go-through lace machine of 12 point or 
finer, (full gauge), wholly or in chief value 
of cotton, whether or not embroidered, and 
however described and provided for in 
paragraph 1529 (a) 

% each and 270 per 
doz. for each 1¢ 
the value exceeds 
200 per doz. and 
25% ad val. 

60% ad val. 
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Paragraphe

LISTE IV-Continu6e

Designation des produits Droits

ce et % c.
,ine pour

c. ex-
valeur de
douzaine,
val.

1527 (a) Articles habituellement ou commercialement
connus sous le nom de bijouterie, finis ou
non (y compris leurs pieces d6tach6es):

(1) Composes entierement en or ou pla- 60% ad val.
tine, ou dont l'or ou le platine con-
stitue 1'616ment de principale valeur,
ou dont la partie metallique est com-
pos6e entierement en or ou platine ou
dont For ou le platine constitue
l'616ment de principale valeur

(2) Tous autres, quelle que soit leur % c. par piec
matiere, 6values a plus de $5 par par douza
douzaine de pieces chaque 1

Remarque, aucun de ces articles ne c6dant la i
pourra etre frappe d'un droit 20 c. par
inf6rieur a celui dont il serait et 25% ad
passible s'il n'6tait pas taxable
d'aprAs ce num6ro.

1527 (c) Articles evalues a plus de 20 cents la douzaine
destines a etre portes ou a servir de parfre,
tels que boucles, porte-cartes, chaines,
etuis a cigares, coupe-cigares, fume-
cigares, allumeurs pour cigares, etuis a
cigarettes, fume-cigarettes, porte-argent,
boutons de col, de manchettes et de vete-
ments, peignes, boftes a allumettes, sacs
et bourses en mailles, ornements pour
articles de modes, pour effets militaires
et pour les cheveux, 6pingles, bottes A
poidre de riz, bottes a timbres-poste,
n6cessaires de toilette, bracelets-montres,
et articles similaires, tous ces objets et
leurs parties acheves entierement ou
partiellement:

(1) Composes entierement en or ou 60% ad val.
platine, ou dont l'or ou le platine
constitue la matiere de principale
valeur, ou dont les parties metaliques
sont entierement en or ou platine, ou
dont ces matieres constituent 1'element
de principale valeur

(2) Composes entierement en metal 3 c. par pie{
autre que l'or ou le platine, ou dont par douzs
cet autre metal constitue la matibre de chaque 1
principale valeur (qu'ils soient ou non dant lan
emaill6s, laves, recouverts ou plaqu6s, 20 c. par
y compris le doubl6 d'or), ou (si le et 25% ad
metal ne constitue pas la matiere de
principale valeur et s'ils ne sont pas
taxables d'apres l'alinea (1) ci-dessus),
garnis de pierres precieuses ou demi-
precieuse, de es, s, de perles, de caes, de
corail, d'ambre ou d'imitations de
pierres precieuses ou de perles, ou dont
ces matieres constituent l'6elment de
principale valeur, et 6values a plus
de $5 par douzaine de pieces

1529 (a) Dentelles, tissus dentelles et articles en den- 60% ad val.
telles de 12 points ou plus fines, faits sur
machines A barres independantes "Levers"
ou "go-through", si ces articles sont du
meme nombre de points que la machine
sur laquelle ils sont faits, entierement en
coton ou dont le coton represente l'6l1ment
de principale valeur, qu'elles soient brodees
ou non et de quelque facon qu'elles soient
d6signees et d6nomm6es au paragraphe
1529 (a)

2279
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Designation des produits Droits 

1527 (a) Articles habituellement ou commercialement 
connus sous le nom de bijouterie, finis ou 
non (y compris leurs pieces detachees): 

(1) Composes entierement en or ou pla-
tine, ou dont l'or ou le platine con-
stitue Felement de principale valeur, 
ou dont In partie metallique est com-
posee entierement en or ou platine ou 
dont For ou le platine constitue 
Felement de principale valeur 

(2) Tous autres, quelle que soit leur 
matiere, evalues A, plus de $5 par 
douzaine de pieces 

Remarque, aucun de ces articles ne 
pourra etre frappe d'un droit 
inferieur a celui dont II serait 
passible s'il n'etait pas taxable 
d'apres ce nurnero. 

1527 (c) Articles evalues a plus de 20 cents la douzaine 
destines a etre port& ou a servir de parAre, 
tels que boucles, porte-cartes, chaines, 
etuis a cigares, coupe-cigares, fume-
cigares, allumeurs pour cigares, etuis 
cigarettes, fume-cigarettes, porte-argent, 
boutons de col, de manchettes et de vete-
ments, peignes, boites a allumettes, sacs 
et bourses en mailles, ornements pour 
articles de modes, pour effets militaires 
et pour les cheveux, epingles, bottes a 
poAdre de riz, bottes a timbres-poste, 
necessaires de toilette, bracelets-raontres, 
et articles similaires, tous ces objets et 
leurs parties acheves entierement ou 
partiellement: 

(1) Composes entierement en or ou 
platine, ou dont l'or ou le platine 
constitue la matiere de principale 
valeur, ou dont les parties metaliques 
sont entierement en or ou platine, ou 
dont ces matieres constituent Felement 
de principale valeur 

(2) Composes entierement en metal 
autre que l'or ou le platine, ou dont 
cet autre metal constitue in matiere de 
principale valeur (gulls soient ou non 
emailles, laves, recouverts ou plaques, 
y compris le double d'or), ou (si le 
metal ne constitue pas la matiere de 
principale valeur et s'ils ne sont pas 
taxables d'apres l'alinea (1) ci-dessus), 
garnis de pierres precieuses ou demi-
precieuses, de perles, de camees, de 
corail, d'ambre ou d'imitations de 
pierres precieuses ou de perles, ou dont 
ces matieres constituent Felement de 
principale valeur, et evalues a plus 
de $5 par douzaine de pieces 

1529 (a) Dentelles, tissus dentelles et articles en den-
telles de 12 points on plus fines, faits sur 
machines a barres independantes "Levers" 
ou "go-through", si ces articles sont du 
meme nombre de points que la machine 
sur laquelle ils sont faits, entierement en 
coton ou dont le coton represente Felement 
de principale valeur, qu'elles soient brodees 
ou non et de quelque facon qu'elles soient 
designees et denommees an paragraphe 
1529 (a) 

60% ad val. 

% c. par piece et c. 
par douzaine pour 
chaque 1 C. ex-
cedant la valeur de 
20 c. par douzaine, 
et 25% ad val. 

60% ad val. 

c. par piece et 3i, c. 
par douzaine pour 
chaque 1 C. exce-
dant In valeur de 
20 c. par douzaine, 
et 25% ad val. 

60% ad val. 
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SCHEDULE IV-Continued
United States

Tariff ct Description of Articles Rate of Duty
Paragraph

1529 (a) Laces, lace fabrics, and lace articles, made 50% ad val.
on the bobbinet-Jacquard machine, wheth-
er or not embroidered, and however de-
scribed and provided for in paragraph
1529 (a)

1529 (a) Laces, lace fabrics, and lace articles, except 65% ad val,
veils and veilings, made on the Levers or
go-through lace machine, wholly or in
chief value of silk, whether or not embroi-
dered, and however described and provided
for in paragraph 1529 (a)

1529 (a) Nets and nettings made on the bobbinet ma- 65% ad val.
chine, wholly or in chief value of silk, or of
rayon or other synthetic textile, not em-
broidered

1529 (a) Veils and veilings made on any lace or net ma- 65% ad val.
chine, wholly or in chief value of silk, or of
rayon or other synthetic textile, whether or
not embroidered

1529 (a) Articles of wearing apparel, finished or un- 75% ad val.
finished, wholly or in chief value of cotton or
silk, however provided for in paragraph
1529 (a), in whole or in part of machine-
made lace, or embroidered (whether or not
the embroidery is on a scalloped edge),
tamboured, appliqued, ornamented with
beads, bugles, or spangles, or from which
threads have been omitted, drawn, punched,
or cut, and with threads introduced after
weaving to finish or ornament the open-work,
not including one row of straight hem-
stitching adjoining the hem

Provided, That this provision shall not
apply to any article provided for in
Schedule II of any trade agreement
heretofore entered into by the United
States under the authority of section
350 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended,
or to any article specifically provided
for in another provision of this Schedule.

1529 (a) Hose and half-hose, wholly or in chief value of 60% ad val.
cotton, embroidered with clocking not ex-
ceeding 1 inch in width and 6 inches in length
exclusive of the fork, or otherwise em-
broidered

1529 (a) Corsets, girdle-corsets, step-in-corsets, bras- 75% ad val.
sieres, bandeaux-brassieres; corsets, girdle-
corsets, or step-in-corsets, attached to bras-
sieres or bandeaux-brassieres; all similar
body-supporting garments; all wearing
apparel or articles to which any of the fore-
going is attached; all of the foregoing,
finished or unfinished, provided for in
paragraph 1529 (a)

2280 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [53 STAT. 

SCHEDULE IV—Continued 
United States 
Tariff Act  of Description of Articles Rate of Duty 1930 
Paragraph 

1529 (a) Laces, lace fabrics, and lace articles, made 50% ad val. 
on the bobbinet-Jacquard machine, wheth-
er or not embroidered, and however de-
scribed and provided for in paragraph 
1529 (a) 

1529 (a) Laces, lace fabrics, and lace articles, except 65% ad val, 
veils and veilings, made on the Levers or 
go-through lace machine, wholly or in 
chief value of silk, whether or not embroi-
dered, and however described and provided 
for in paragraph 1529 (a) 

1529 (a) Nets and nettings made on the bobbinet ma- 65% ad val. 
chine, wholly or in chief value of silk, or of 
rayon or other synthetic textile, not em-
broidered 

1529 (a) Veils and veilings made on any lace or net ma- 65% ad val. 
chine, wholly or in chief value of silk, or of 
rayon or other synthetic textile, whether or 
not embroidered 

1529 (a) Articles of wearing apparel, finished or un- 75% ad val. 
finished, wholly or in chief value of cotton or 
silk, however provided for in paragraph 
1529 (a), in whole or in part of machine-
made lace, or embroidered (whether or not 
the embroidery is on a scalloped edge), 
tamboured, appliqued, ornamented with 
beads, bugles, or spangles, or from which 
threads have been omitted, drawn, punched, 
or cut, and with threads introduced after 
weaving to finish or ornament the open-work, 
not including one row of straight hem-
stitching adjoining the hem 

Provided, That this provision shall not 
apply to any article provided for in 
Schedule II of any trade agreement 
heretofore entered into by the United 
States under the authority of section 
350 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, 
or to any article specifically provided 
for in another provision of this Schedule. 

1529 (a) Hose and half-hose, wholly or in chief value of 60% ad val. 
cotton, embroidered with clocking not ex-
ceeding 1 inch in width and 6 inches in length 
exclusive of the fork, or otherwise em-
broidered 

1529 (a) Corsets, girdle-corsets, step-in-corsets, bras- 75% ad val. 
sieres, bandeaux-brassieres; corsets, girdle-
corsets, or step-in-corsets, attached to bras-
sieres or bandeaux-brassieres; all similar 
body-supporting garments; all wearing 
apparel or articles to which any of the fore-
going is attached; all of the foregoing, 
finished or unfinished, provided for in 
paragraph 1529 (a) 
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LISTE IV-Continuee
Tarif des

ELts-Unis Designation des produits DroitsLot de 1930
Paragraphe

1529 (a) Dentelles, tissus dentelles et articles en den- 50% ad val.
telles faites sur machines bobbin-Jacquard,
qu'elles soient brodees ou non, et de quel-
que facon qu'elles soient design6es et de-
nommees au paragraphe 1529 (a)

1529 (a) Dentelles, tissus dentelles et articles en den- 65% ad val.
telles, except6 les voiles et voilettes, faites
sur machines "Levers" ou "go-through",
entierement en sole ou dont la soie repre-
sente l'element de principale valeur, qu'-
elles soient ou non brodees et de quelque
facon qu'elles soient d6signees et d6nomees
au paragraphe 1529 (a)

1529 (a) Filets et ouvrages en filet faits sur machines 65% ad val.
bobbin, entierement en sole ou dont la sole
represente l'element de principale valeur, ou
en rayonne ou autre textile synthetique, non
brodes

1529 (a) Voiles et voilettes faits sur n'importe quelle 65% ad val.
machine a dentelle ou a filet, entierement en
soie ou dont la sole repr6sente 1'le6ment de
principale valeur, ou en rayonne ou autre
textile synthetique, brod6s ou non

1529 (a) Vetements, finis ou non, entierement en coton 75% ad val.
ou en sole ou dont le coton ou la soie repr6-
sente l'6elment de principale valeur, de
quelque facon qu'ils soient d6nommes au
paragraphe 1529(a), composes entierement
ou en partie de dentelles mecaniques, ou
brod6s (que la broderie soit festonnee ou non),
avec broderies au tambour, applications,
orn6s de perles, conteries ou paillettes, ou
dans lesquels certains fils ont ete supprimes,
retires, enlev6s a l'emporte-pieces, ou coupes,
et avec fils introduits apres le tissage pour
achever ou embellir le travail a jour, non
compris un ourlet A jour en ligne droite le
long de l'ourlet

Remarque, cette disposition ne s'appliquera
a aucun article denomme dans la liste
II d'un accord commercial quelconque
anterieurement conclu par les Etats-
Unis en vcrtu de l'article 350 de la loi
tarifaire de 1930, modifi6e, ni A aucun
article specifiquement denomm6 dans
une autre disposition de la presente
liste.

1529 (a) Bas et chaussettes entierement en coton ou 60% ad val.
dont le coton est l'e16ment de principale
valeur, brodes avec baguette ne depassant
pas 1 pouce en largeur et 6 pouces en longueur,
la fourche non comprise, ou brodes autre-
ment

1529 (a) Corsets, corsets-ceintures, corsets-fourreaux, 75% ad val.
brassieres, bandeaux-brassieres; corsets, cor-
sets-ceintures ou corsets-fourreaux attaches
a des brassieres ou bandeaux-brassieres; tous
vetements similaires soutenant le corps; tous
vetements ou articles auxquels l'un des arti-
cles ci-dessus denommes est rattach6; tous
les articles precedents, finis ou non, de-
nommes au paragraphe 1529 (a)
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1529 (a) Dentelles, tissus dentelles et articles en den- 50% ad val. 
telles faites sur machines bobbin-Jacquard, 
qu'elles soient brodees ou non, et de quel-
que fagon qu'elles soient designees et de-
nommees au paragraphe 1529 (a) 

1529 (a) Dentelles, tissus dentelles et articles en den- 65% ad val. 
telles, excepte les voiles et voilettes, faites 
our machines "Levers" ou "go-through", 
entierement en soie on dont la sole repre-
sente Felenient de principale valeur, qu'-
elles soient ou non brodees et de quelque 
fagon qu'elles soient designees et denomees 
au paragraphe 1529 (a) 

1529 (a) Filets et ouvrages en filet faits our machines 65% ad val. 
bobbin, entierement en sole ou dont la soie 
represente Felement de principale valeur, ou 
en rayonne ou autre textile synthetique, non 
brodes 

1529 (a) Voiles et voilettes faits sur n'importe quelle 65% ad val. 
machine a dentelle ou a filet, entierement en 
sole ou dont la sole represente l'element de 
principale valeur, ou en rayonne ou autre 
textile synthetique, brodes ou non 

1529 (a) Vetements, finis ou non, entierement en coton 75% ad val. 
ou en soie ou dont le coton ou la soie repre-
sente l'element de principale valeur, de 
quelque fagon qu'ils soient denommes au 
paragraphe 1529(a), composes entierement 
on en partie de dentelles mecaniques, ou 
brodes (que la broderie soit festonnee ou non), 
avec broderies au tambour, applications, 
ernes de perles, conteries ou paillettes, on 
dans lesquels certains fils ont ete supprimes, 
retires, enleves a l'emporte-pieces, ou coupes, 
et avec fils introduits apres be tissage pour 
achever ou embellir le travail a jour, non 
compris un ourlet a jour en ligne droite le 
long de Fourlet 

Remarque, cette disposition ne s'appliquera 
aucun article denomme dans la liste 

II d'un accord commercial quelconque 
anterieurement conclu par les Etats-
Unis en vertu de l'article 350 de la loi 
tarifaire de 1930, modifiee, ni a aucun 
article specifiquement denommo dans 
une autre disposition de la presente 
liste. 

1529 (a) Bas et chaussettes entierement en coton ou 60% ad val. 
dont be coton est l'element de principale 
valeur, brodes avec baguette no depassant 
pas 1 pouce en largeur et 6 pouces en longueur, 
la fourehe non comprise, ou brodes autre-
ment 

1529 (a) Corsets, corsets-ceintures, corsets-fourreaux, 75% ad val. 
brassieres, bandeaux-brassieres; corsets, cor-
sets-ceintures on corsets-fourreaux attaches 
a des brassieres ou bandeaux-brassieres; tons 
vetements similaires soutenant be corps; tous 
vetements ou articles auxquels l'un des arti-
cles ci-dessus denommes est rattache; tons 
les articles precedents, finis ou non, de-
nommes au paragraphe 1529 (a) 
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SCHEDULE IV-Continued
United States

Tariff Act
of 1930

Paragraph

1529 (c)

All the foregoing composed in whole or in part 55% ad val.
of elastic fabric

Rate of Duty

50% ad val.

Description of Articles

Corsets, girdle-corsets, step-in-corsets, bras-
sieres, bandeaux-brassieres; corsets, girdle-
corsets, or step-in-corsets, attached to bras-
sieres or bandeaux-brassieres; all similar
body-supporting garments; all the forego-
ing, of whatever material composed, fin-
ished or unfinished, and all wearing apparel
or articles to which any of the foregoing is
attached

No wearing apparel or article so attached to
such body-supporting garment shall be
subject to a less rate of duty than if im-
ported separately.

1529 (c) Elastic fabrics of whatever material com-
posed, knit, woven, or braided, in part of
india rubber

1530 (c) Chamois leather in the rough, in the white,
crust, or russet, partly finished, or finished,
not imported to be used in the manufacture
of boots, shoes, or footwear, nor cut or
wholly or partly manufactured into uppers,
vamps, or any forms or shapes suitable for
conversion into boots, shoes, or footwear

1532 (a) Women's and children's gloves, wholly or in
chief value of leather, whether wholly or
partly manufactured, when seamed by
hand, but not lined, and not trimmed with
fur, not over 12 inches in length

and for each inch or fraction thereof in ex-
cess of 12 inches

Provided, That all the foregoing shall be
dutiable at not less than

1541 (a) Wood-wind musical instruments and parts
thereof, not specially provided for

1544 Rosaries, chaplets, and similar articles of re-
ligious devotion, any of the foregoing if
made in whole or in part of gold, silver,
platinum, gold plate, silver plate, or
precious or imitation precious stones

1547 (b) Paintings in oil, mineral, water, or other col-
ors, pastels, and drawings and sketches in
pen and ink, pencil, or water color, any of
the foregoing (whether or not works of art)
suitable as designs for use in the manufac-
ture of textiles, floor coverings, wall paper,
or wall coverings

1552

1552

Tobacco pipes, wholly finished, having bowls
wholly or in chief value of brier-wood, val-
ued at less than $1.20 per dozen

Cigarette books, cigarette-book covers, ciga-
rette paper in all forms, except cork paper

40% ad val.

20% ad val.

$4 per doz. prs. plus
$3.50 additional per
doz. prs.

250 per doz. prs.

35% ad val.

30% ad val.

30% ad val.

10% ad val.

2%i each and 40% ad
val.

45% ad val.
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SCHEDULE IV—Continued 

Description of Articles Rate of Duty 

1529 (c) Corsets, girdle-corsets, step-in-corsets, bras-
sieres, bandeaux-brassieres; corsets, girdle-
corsets, or step-in-corsets, attached to bras-
sieres or bandeaux-brassieres; all similar 
body-supporting garments; all the forego-
ing, of whatever material composed, fin-
ished or unfinished, and all wearing apparel 
or articles to which any of the foregoing is 
attached 

All the foregoing composed in whole or in part 
of elastic fabric 

No wearing apparel or article so attached to 
such body-supporting garment shall be 
subject to a less rate of duty than if im-
ported separately. 

1529 (c) Elastic fabrics of whatever material com-
posed, knit, woven, or braided, in part of 
india rubber 

1530 (c) Chamois leather in the rough, in the white, 
crust, or russet, partly finished, or finished, 
not imported to be used in the manufacture 
of boots, shoes, or footwear, nor cut or 
wholly or partly manufactured into uppers, 
vamps, or any forms or shapes suitable for 
conversion into boots, shoes, or footwear 

1532 (a) Women's and children's gloves, wholly or in 
chief value of leather, whether wholly or 
partly manufactured, when seamed by 
hand, but not lined, and not trimmed with 
fur, not over 12 inches in length 

and for each inch or fraction thereof in ex-
cess of 12 inches 

Provided, That all the foregoing shall be 
dutiable at not less than 

1541 (a) Wood-wind musical instruments and parts 
thereof, not specially provided for 

1544 Rosaries, chaplets, and similar articles of re-
ligious devotion, any of the foregoing if 
made in whole or in part of gold, silver, 
platinum, gold plate, silver plate, or 
precious or imitation precious stones 

1547 (b) Paintings in oil, mineral, water, or other col-
ors, pastels, and drawings and sketches in 
pen and ink, pencil, or water color, any of 
the foregoing (whether or not works of art) 
suitable as designs for use in the manufac-
ture of textiles, floor coverings, wall paper, 
or wall coverings 

1552 Tobacco pipes, wholly finished, having bowls 
wholly or in chief value of brier-wood, val-
ued at less than $1.20 per dozen 

1552 Cigarette books, cigarette-book covers, ciga-
rette paper in all forms, except cork paper 

50% ad val. 

55% ad val. 

40% ad val. 

20% ad val. 

$4 per doz. prs. plus 
$3.50 additional per 
doz. prs. 

250 per doz. prs. 
35% ad val. 

30% ad val. 

30% ad val. 

10% ad val. 

2%0 each and 40% ad 
val. 

45% ad val. 
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LISTE IV-Continude

Tarif des
Etats-Unis
Loi de 1930
Paragraphe

Dfsignation des produits Droits

1529 (c) Corsets, corsets-ceintures, corsets-fourreaux, 50% ad val.
brassieres, bandeaux-brassieres; corsets,
corsets-ceintures ou corsets-fourreaux at-
taches a des brassieres ou bandeaux-bras-
sieres; tous vetements similaires soutenant
le corps; tous les articles ci-dessus, quelle
que soit la matiere dont ils sont composes,
finis ou non, et tous vetements ou articles
auxquels l'un des articles ci-dessus d6nom-
mes est rattache

Tous les articles ci-dessus denommes com- 55% ad val.
poses en tout ou en partie de tissus elasti-
ques

Aucun des vAtements ou articles ainsi rat-
taches auxdits vetements de soutien ne sera
passible d'un droit inferieur A celui qu'il
acquitterait s'il dtait importe separement.

1529 (c) Tissus elastiques, quelle que soit la matiere 40% ad val.
qui les compose, tricotes, tisses ou tresses,
partiellement en caoutchouc

1530 (c) Peaux de chamois brutes, en blanc, en 20% ad val.
crottes ou au naturel, partiellement traitees
ou traitees, non importees pour la fabrica-
tion des bottines ou souliers, ni coupees
ni entierement ou partiellement manufac-
turees en empeignes, ou autres formes pro-
pres a la fabrication des bottines ou souliers

1532 (a) Gants pour femmes et enfants, entierement $4 par dou:
en cuir ou dont le cuir est l'element de paires pl
principale valeur, entierement ou partielle- additionn
ment manufactures, si cousus a la main, douzaine d
mais non doubles et non garnis de fourrure,
ne d6passant pas 12 pouces de longueur

et par pouce ou fraction de pouce depassant 25 c. par dot
12 pouces paires

Remarque, tous les articles ci-dessus ne 35% ad val.
seront pas taxes a moins de

1541 (a) Instruments de musique a vent en bois et 30% ad val.
pieces detachees non specialement denom-
mes

1544 Rosaires, chapelets et articles religieux simi- 30% ad val.
laires, lorsque faits entierement ou en
partie d'or, d'argent, de platine, plaques
d'or, plaques d'argent ou faits de pierres
precieuses ou de pierres-imitation

1547 (b) Peintures a l'huile, aux couleurs minerales, 10% ad val.
aux couleurs a l'eau ou autres couleurs,
pastels, et dessins et esquisses a la plume,
au crayon ou a l'aquarelle, tous les articles
ci-dessus (qu'ils soient ou non des oeuvres
d'art) propres a etre employes comme
dessins a la fabrication des textiles, des
tapis, papiers de tenture, ou couvertures
murales

1552 Pipes entierement finies, avec fourneaux en 2j4 c. la piec
bruyere ou dont la bruyere est 'el61ment ad val.
de principale valeur, evaluees a moins de
$1.20 par douzaine

1552 Cahiers de papier a cigarettes, couvertures 45% ad val.
pour cahiers de papier a cigarettes, papier
a cigarettes sous toutes ses formes, ex-
cepte le papier de liege

e et 40%
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Paragraphe 
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LISTE IV—Conthauee 

D6signation des prodults Droits 

1529 (c) Corsets, corsets-ceintures, corsets-fourreaux, 
brassieres, bandeaux-brassieres; corsets, 
corsets-ceintures ou corsets-fourreaux at-
taches a des brassieres ou bandeaux-bras-
sieres; tous vetements similaires soutenant 
le corps; tous les articles ci-dessus, quelle 
que soit la matiere dont ils sont composes, 
finis ou non, et tous vetements ou articles 
auxquels l'un des articles ci-dessus denom-
/nes est rattache 

Tous les articles ci-dessus denommes com-
poses en tout ou en partie de tissus elasti-
ques 

Aucun des vetements ou articles ainsi rat-
taches auxdits vetements de soutien ne sera 
passible d'un droit inferieur a celui qu'il 
aequitterait s'il &alb importe separement. 

1529 (c) Tissus elastiques, quelle que soit la matiere 
qui les compose, tricotes, times ou tresses, 
partiellement en caoutchouc 

1530 (c) Peaux de chamois brutes, en blanc, en 
croates ou au naturel, partiellement traitees 
ou traitees, non importees pour la fabrica-
tion des bottines ou souliers, ni coupees 
ni entierement ou partiellement inanufac-
threes en empeignes, ou autres formes pro-
pres a la fabrication des bottines ou souliers 

1532 (a) Gants pour femmes et enfants, entierement 
en cuir ou dont le cuir est relement de 
principale valeur, entierement ou partielle-
ment manufactures, si cousus a la main, 
mais non doubles et non garnis de fourrure, 
ne depassant pas 12 pouces de longueur 

et par pouce ou fraction de pouce depassant 
12 pollees 

Remarque, tous les articles ci-dessus ne 
seront pas taxes a moms de 

1541 (a) Instruments de musique a vent en bois et 
pieces detachees non specialement denom-
mes 

1544 Rosaires, chapelets et articles religieux simi-
laires, lorsque faits entierement ou en 
partie d'or, d'argent, de platine, plaques 
d'or, plaques d'argent ou faits de pierres 
precieuses ou de pierres-imitation 

1547 (b) Peintures a l'huile, aux couleurs minerales, 
aux couleurs a Feau ou autres coulcurs, 
pastels, et dessins et esquisses a la plume, 
au crayon ou a Paquarelle, tous les articles 
ci-dessus (qu'ils soient ou non des oeuvres 
d'art) propres a etre employes comme 
dessins a la fabrication des textiles, des 
tapis, papiers de tenture, ou couvertures 
murales 

1552 Pipes entierement finies, avec fourneaux en 
bruyere ou dont la bruyere est Felement 
de principale va1eur, evaluees a moms de 
$1.20 par douzaine 

1552 Cahiers de papier a cigarettes, couvertures 
pour cahiers de papier a cigarettes, papier 
a cigarettes sous t,outes ses formes, ex-
cepte le papier de liege 

50% ad val. 

55% ad val. 

40% ad val. 

20% ad val. 

$4 par douzaine de 
paires plus $3,50 
additionnels par 
douzaine de paires 

25 c. par douzaine de 
paires 

35% ad val. 

30% ad val. 

30% ad val. 

10% ad val. 

2% c. la piece et 40% 
ad val. 

45% ad val. 
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PROTOCOL OF SIGNATURE PROTOCOLE DE SIGNATURE

At the time of signing this Au moment de signer le present
Agreement, the undersigned Pleni- accord, les Plenipotentiaires sous-
potentiaries, duly authorized by signes, dument autorises par leurs
their respective Governments, Gouvernements respectifs, ont con-
have agreed to the following pro- venu des dispositions suivantes:
visions:

(1) For the application of Ar- (1) Pour l'application de l'ar-
Ante,p. 223. tide I, paragraphs 1, 5 and 6: tide ler, paragraphes 1, 5 et 6:

(a) The admission to the bene- (a) L'admission au ben6fice du
fit of the minimum tariff of the tarif minimum des produits enu-
products enumerated and de- meres et decrits dans la liste I,

Ane, p. 2260. scribed in Section B of Schedule I partie B, a concurrence des quanti-
in the amounts specified in the tes specifiees dans ladite liste sera
said Section shall be subject to the subordonnee a la condition que les
condition that the shipments be envois soient accompagn6s d'at-
accompanied by special certifi- testations speciales d6livrees par
cates delivered by the French le Ministere frangais de la Marine
Minister of Merchant Marine as Marchande en ce qui concerne les
concerns pilchards (No. 47) and pilchards (No. 47) et par l'Of-
by the Office of Chemical and fice des Produits Chimiques et
Pharmaceutical Products for the Pharmaceutiques pour les autres
other articles (Nos. 028, 0114 and articles (Nos. 028, 0114 et 0114

Ante, p. 220. 0114-bis) and subject to charge bis) et valant imputation sur les
against the annual quotas. contingents annuels.

(b) The provisions of para- (b) Les dispositions des para-
graphs 5 and 6 of Article I shall graphes 5 et 6 de l'article 1"'

apply to fresh apples and pears s'appliqueront aux pommes et
originating in and coming from poires fratches originaires et en
the United States and imported provenance des Etats-Unis et im-
into the territory of the French portees sur le territoire de la
Republic. However, the provi- R6publique francaise. Cependant,
sions of paragraph 6 of Article I les dispositions du paragraphe 6 de
do not prevent the license taxes l'article 1er ne s'opposeront pas a
applicable to the fruit in question ce que, du Ier juillet au 31 oc-
at the date of signature of this tobre pour les poires fratches, et
Agreement from being increased du ler juillet au 30 novembre pour
by 50% from July 1 to October 31 les pommes fratches, les taxes de
for fresh pears, and from July 1 to licences applicables A ces fruits, A
November 30 for fresh apples. la date de la signature du present

accord soient majorees de 50%.
(2) Referring to paragraph 5 of (2) Se referant au paragraphe 5

Ante,p.244. Article VI, the French Govern- de l'article VI, le Gouvernement
ment declares that except for the frangais declare que, sauf en ce
products enumerated and de- qui concerne les produits enu-
scribed in Schedule I all importa- meres et decrits a la liste I,
tions of products originating in toutes les importations de pro-
and coming from the United States duits originaires et en provenance
will enjoy the benefit of the min- des Etats-Unis beneficieront des
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Ante, p. 2238. 

Ante, p. 2260. 

Ante, p. 2260. 

Ante, p. 2244. 

PROTOCOL OF SIGNATURE 

At the time of signing this 
Agreement, the undersigned Pleni-
potentiaries, duly authorized by 
their respective Governments, 
have agreed to the following pro-
visions: 

(1) For the application of Ar-
ticle I, paragraphs 1, 5 and 6: 

(a) The admission to the bene-
fit of the minimum tariff of the 
products enumerated and de-
scribed in Section B of Schedule I 
in the amounts specified in the 
said Section shall be subject to the 
condition that the shipments be 
accompanied by special certifi-
cates delivered by the French 
Minister of Merchant Marine as 
concerns pilchards (No. 47) and 
by the Office of Chemical and 
Pharmaceutical Products for the 
other articles (Nos. 028, 0114 and 
0114—his) and subject to charge 
against the annual quotas. 

(b) The provisions of para-
graphs 5 and 6 of Article I shall 
apply to fresh apples and pears 
originating in and coming from 
the United States and imported 
into the territory of the French 
Republic. However, the provi-
sions of paragraph 6 of Article I 
do not prevent the license taxes 
applicable to the fruit in question 
at the date of signature of this 
Agreement from being increased 
by 50% from July 1 to October 31 
for fresh pears, and from July 1 to 
November 30 for fresh apples. 

(2) Referring to paragraph 5 of 
Article VI, the French Govern-
ment declares that except for the 
products enumerated and de-
scribed in Schedule I all importa-
tions of products originating in 
and coming from the United States 
will enjoy the benefit of the min-

PROTOCOLE DE SIGNATURE 

Au moment de signer le present 
accord, les Plenipotentiaires sous-
signes, ditment autorises par leurs 
Gouvernements respectifs, ont con-
venu des dispositions suivantes: 

(1) Pour l'application de Par-
ticle ler, paragraphes 1, 5 et 61 

(a) L'admission au benefice du 
tarif minimum des produits enu-
mores et decrits dans la Este I, 
partie B, a concurrence des quanti-
tés dans ladite Este sera 
subordonnee a la condition que les 
envois soient accompagnes d'at-
testations speciales delivrees par 
le Ministere frangais de la Marine 
Marchancle en ce qui concerne les 
pilchards (No. 47) et par l'Of-
fice des Prod tilts Chimiques et 
Pharmaceutiques pour les autres 
articles (Nos. 028, 0114 et 0114 
his) et valant imputation sur les 
contingents annuels. 

(b) Les dispositions des para-
graphes 5 et 6 de l'article Pt 
s'appliqueront aux pommes et 
poires fratches originaires et en 
provenance des Etats-Unis et im-
portees sur le territoire de la 
Republique francaise. Cependant, 
les dispositions du paragraphe 6 de 
l'article ler no s'opposeront pas a 
ce que, du ler juillet au 31 oc-
tobre pour les poires fratches, et 
du ler juillet au 30 novembre pour 
les pommes fratches, les taxes de 
licences applicables a ces fruits, a 
la date de la signature du present 
accord soient majorees de 50%. 

(2) Se referant au paragraphe 5 
de l'article VI, le Gouvernement 
frangais declare que, sauf en ce 
qui con.cerne les produits &au-
meres et &eras a la lists I, 
toutes les importations de pro-
duits originaires et en provenance 
des Etats-Unis beneficieront des 
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imum rates of the French tariff at
present in force or which may
hereafter be established.

(3) It is understood that appli-
cation of the French minimum
tariff is, in principle, dependent
upon direct importation. How-
ever, the French Government
agrees that the products originating
in the United States or its terri-
tories or possessions may, without
losing the benefit of the French
minimum tariff, be shipped through
a third country, provided that the
products of that country are en-
titled to the benefit of the French
minimum tariff. The French
Government also agrees that
products originating in any third
country entitled to the benefit of
the French minimum tariff and
transshipped via the United States
may be imported into France
without losing the benefit of the
minimum tariff, provided that
similar products originating in the
United States benefit from the
minimum tariff.

(4) The French Government,
at the beginning of each quarter,
will inform the American Embassy
at Paris, at the time of publication
of the global quotas or any change
therein, of the share in each of
these quotas which shall be allo-
cated to the United States. The
Government of the United States
will take analogous measures if
and when quantitative restrictions
are established in the United
States.

(5) The Government of each
country will, whenever possible,
give consideration to requests
which may be presented to it by
the other Government with re-
spect to the carrying over to the
current quarter of unused por-

taux du tarif minimum frangais
actuellement en vigueur ou qui
pourraient etre 6tablis ult6rieure-
ment.

(3) I1 est entendu que l'applica-
tion du tarif minimum frangais
est, en principe, subordonnee a
l'importation directe. Toutefois,
le Gouvernement frangais admet
que les produits originaires des
Etats-Unis ou de leurs territoires
et possessions puissent, sans perdre
le benefice du tarif minimum
frangais, emprunter la voie d'un
pays tiers si les produits du dit
pays beneficient du tarif minimum
frangais. Le Gouvernement fran-
gais admet egalement que les
produits originaires d'un pays
tiers beneficiant du tarif minimum
frangais et transitant par les
Etats-Unis puissent etre importds
en France sans perdre le benefice
du tarif minimum, a condition que
les produits similaires originaires
des Etats-Unis b6enficient du tarif
minimum.

(4) Le Gouvernement francais
fera connattre au debut de chaque
trimestre a l'Ambassade des Etats-
Unis a Paris, lors de la publication
des contingents globaux ou des
modifications y apportees, la part
qui reviendra aux Etats-Unis dans
chacun de ces contingents. Le
Gouvernement des Etats - Unis
prendra des mesures analogues
au cas oi des restrictions quanti-
tatives seraient etablies aux Etats-
Unis.

(5) Le Gouvernement de cha-
cun des deux pays accueillera,
toutes les fois qu'il sera possible,
les demandes qui lui seraient pre-
sentees par l'autre Gouvernement
en vue du report sur le trimestre
en cours de la part non utilisee
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imum rates of the French tariff at 
present in force or which may 
hereafter be established. 

(3) It is understood that appli-
cation of the French minimum 
tariff is, in principle, dependent 
upon direct importation. How-
ever, the French Government 
agrees that the products originating 
in the United States or its terri-
tories or possessions may, without 
losing the benefit of the French 
minimum tariff, be shipped through 
a third country, provided that the 
products of that country are en-
titled to the benefit of the French 
minimum tariff. The French 
Government also agrees that 
products originating in any third 
country entitled to the benefit of 
the French minimum tariff and 
transshipped via the United States 
may be imported into France 
without losing the benefit of the 
minimum tariff, provided that 
similar products originating in the 
United States benefit from the 
minimum tariff. 

(4) The French Government, 
at the beginning of each quarter, 
will inform the American Embassy 
at Paris, at the time of publication 
of the global quotas or any change 
therein, of the share in each of 
these quotas which shall be allo-
cated to the United States. The 
Government of the United States 
will take analogous measures if 
and when quantitative restrictions 
are established in the United 
States. 

(5) The Government of each 
country will, whenever possible, 
give consideration to requests 
which may be presented to it by 
the other Government with re-
spect to the carrying over to the 
current quarter of unused por-

taux du tarif minimum frangais 
actuellement en vigueur ou qui 
pourraient etre eta blis ulterieure-
ment. 

(3) 11 est entendu que l'applica-
don du tarif minimum frangais 
est, en principe, subordonn.ee 
l'importation. directe. Toutefois, 
Jo Gouvernement frangais admet 
que lea produits originaires des 
Etats-Unis ou de leurs territoires 
et possessions puissent, sans perdre 
le ben.efice du tarif minimum 
frangais, emprunter la vole d'un 
pays tiers si lea produits du dit 
pays beneficient du tarif minimum 
frangais. be Gouvernement fran-
gais admet egalement que lea 
produits originaires d'un pays 
tiers beneficiant du tarif minimum 
frangais et transitant par lea 
Etats-Unis puissent etre import& 
en France sans perdre le benefice 
du tarif minimum, a condition que 
lea produits similaires originaires 
des Etats-Unis beneficient du tarif 
minimum. 

(4) Le Gouvernement frangais 
fera connattre au debut de chaque 
trimestre a l'Ambassade des Etats-
Unis a Paris, bra de la publication 
des contingents globaux ou des 
modifications y apportees, la part 
qui reviendra aux Etats-Unis dans 
chacun de ces contingents. be 
Gouvernement des Etats - Unis 
prendra des mesures analogues 
au cas ofi des restrictions quanti-
tatives seraient etablies aux Etats-
Unis. 

(5) Le Gouvernement de cha-
cun des deux pays accueillera, 
toutes les fois qu'il sera possible, 
les demandes qui Jul seraient pre-
sentees par l'autre Gouvernement 
en vue du report sur le trime,stre 
on cours de la part non utilisee 
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tions of industrial quotas of the
preceding quarter. The seasonal
character of certain imports will
be taken into account in the al-
location of quotas by periods.

(6) The French Government
will consider favorably, whenever
possible, any requests transmitted
by the Government of the United
States with a view to confiding
administration of certain indus-
trial quotas allotted to the United
States to qualified American or-
ganizations. .The provisions of
this paragraph shall not apply to
provisional quotas.

(7) The Government of each of
the two countries shall voluntarily
facilitate, so far as lies within its
province, the full utilization of the
quotas at present allotted to or
which may be allotted hereafter
to the other country.

(8) Whenever French customs
statistics show that a quota al-
lotted to the United States is
exhausted, the French authorities
will notify the Embassy of the
United States at Paris, before
suspending the importation of the
goods in question. The notice
informing importers of the ex-
haustion of a quota shall not be
published until after the expira-
tion of 10 days from the date of
the notification in order to enable
the Government of the United
States of America to put forward,
if need be, any statistical informa-
tion which might justify a modi-
fication of the decision to suspend
importations. Should it be recog-
nized that the quota has in fact
been exhausted, any excess im-
ports which have taken place shall
be charged against the quota for
the following period.

des contingents industriels du tri-
mestre pr6cedent. II sera tenu
compte, pour la repartition p6rio-
dique des contingents, du carac-
tere saisonnier de certaines im-
portations.

(6) Le Gouvernement frangais
examinera favorablement, chaque
fois qu'il sera possible, les de-
mandes qui lui seraient present6es
par le Gouvernement des Etats-
Unis en vue d'obtenir que la ges-
tion de certains contingents in-
dustriels accordes aux Etats-Unis
soit confi6e A des organisations
am6ricaines qualifiees. Les dispo-
sitions du present paragraphe ne
s'appliqueront pas aux contingents
interlocutoires.

(7) Le Gouvernement de chacun
des deux pays facilitera volontiers,
pour autant que cela dependra de
lui, la pleine utilisation des con-
tingents actuellement attribues ou
qui seraient susceptibles de 1'etre
ult6rieurement a l'autre pays.

(8) Chaque fois qu'il r6sultera
des statistiques douaniires fran-
Qaises qu'un contingent accord6
aux Etats-Unis est epuise, les
autorites frangaises en aviseront
l'Ambassade des Etats-Unis A
Paris avant de suspendre l'impor-
tation des produits en question.
L'avis informant les importateurs
de l'6puisement du contingent ne
sera pas publi6 avant l'expiration
d'une p6riode de 10 jours A partir
de la date de notification, de fagon
A permettre au Gouvernement des
Etats-Unis de presenter, si besoin
est, les informations statistiques
susceptibles de justifier une modi-
fication de la d6cision suspendant
les importations. S'il est reconnu
qu'en fait le contingent est 6puis6,
tout depassement effectue sera
deduit du contingent de la p6riode
suivante.
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(9) Without prejudice to any
other provisions of this Agree-
ment, it is agreed that in the event
the French Government should
establish a quantitative restriction
on the importation of any indus-
trial product, there will be allotted
to the United States a provisional
quota corresponding to the im-
portations of such product from
the United States during the
previous year, in order to permit
conversations between representa-
tives of the interested industries,
with the object of reaching an
understanding, acceptable to the
two Governments, on the defini-
tive bases for calculating the
quota to be allotted to the United
States. If such an understanding
is not reached, or does not receive
the approval of the French Gov-
ernment, the latter reserves the
right to determine the bases for
calculating the global quota but
will accord to the United States
the proportional share provided
for in accordance with the pro-
visions of paragraph 1 of Article
VI of this Agreement.

(10) The French Government
agrees that the quota fixed for an
American product not provided
for in Schedule III, shall not be
reduced to a figure less than 10%
of the total importations of that
product during the last year in
which the importation of the said
product was not subject to re-
strictions, when the importation
of the American product in ques-
tion during the year cited has been
equal to or greater than this per-
centage of 10%. When it shall
have been less than 10% of the
total importations the quota will
be fixed in accordance with the
importations of the American
product in the year indicated.
As concerns products subjected to

(9) Sans prejudice des autres
dispositions du dit accord, il est
convenu qu'au cas of le Gouverne-
ment frangais 6tablirait une re-
striction quantitative relative a
l'importation d'un produit indus-
triel quelconque, il sera accord6
aux Etats-Unis un contingent in-
terlocutoire correspondant aux im-
portations de ce produit effectudes
par les Etats-Unis pendant l'annee
prc6dente, afin de permettre,
entre representants des industries
interess6es, des conversations ayant
pour objet une entente acceptable
pour les deux Gouvernements sur
les bases definitives de calcul
des contingents susceptibles d'etre
accord6s aux Etats-Unis. Si cette
entente n'est pas realisee ou ne
recueille pas l'approbation du Gou-
vernement frangais, celui-ci se
reserve le droit de fixer les bases de
calcul du contingent global en
accordant aux Etats-Unis la part
proportionnelle prevue conforme-
ment aux dispositions du para-
graphe 1 de l'article 6 du present
accord. Ante, p. 2244.

(10) Le Gouvernement francais
accepte que le contingent fixe pour
un produit americain non repris a
la liste III ne soit pas ramene u n Ante, ') 224.

chiffre inferieur A 10% des impor-
tations totales de ce produit pen-
dant la derniere annee of l'impor-
tation du dit produit n'6tait pas
soumise A des restrictions, lorsque
son importation des Etats-Unis
aura, pendant l'annee en question,
et6e gale ou superieure A ce pour-
centage de 10%. Lorsqu'elle aura
et6 inferieure A 10% des importa-
tions totales, le contingent sera
fix6 d'apres les importations de ce
produit des Etats-Unis pendant la
dite annee. En ce qui concerne
les produits soumis au contin-
gentement avant le ler janvier
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the quota system before January
1, 1934, the year taken into con-
sideration will be the year 1931.
The provisions of the present para-
graph do not apply to the quotas
relating to agricultural products
and fisheries products.

(11) In conformity with the as-
surance which has been given to it
by the Service of Industrial Ex-
ploitation of Tobacco, the French
Government is enabled to guar-
antee that the purchases of Ameri-
can leaf tobacco which will be
effected in the United States by
that Service during the course of
the 1936 season will be not less
than 48,568,000 francs in value
and not less than 9,300,000 kilo-
grams in weight.

In the event that in subsequent
years the Government of the
United States is not given a similar
guarantee, the provisions of para-

Ane, p. 2250. graph 3 of Article XI will apply.

(12) With respect to apples and
pears, the Government of the
French Republic will allocate to
the United States, beginning with
the third quarter of 1936, in ad-
dition to the quantities now allo-
cated to the United States in
accordance with the provisions of

Ane, p. 2244. paragraph 1 of Article VI, an an-
nual supplementary quota of
134,355 quintals which shall be
distributed seasonally as follows:

Third quarter
Fourth quarter
First quarter
Second quarter

Quintals
674

30, 095
65, 297
38, 289

1934, l'ann6e consid6r6e sera l'an-
nee 1931. Les dispositions du
present alin6a ne s'appliquent pas
aux contingents aff6rents aux pro-
duits agricoles et aux produits de
la peche.

(11) Conformement a l'assu-
rance qui lui a et6 donn6e par le
Service d'Exploitation Industrielle
des Tabacs, le Gouvernement
frangais est en mesure de garantir
que les achats de tabacs en feuilles
qui seront effectues aux Etats-
Unis par ce Service au cours de la
campagne 1936 ne seront pas in-
ferieurs a 48.568.000 francs en
valeur et a 9.300.000 kg. en poids.

Au cas oA, dans les annees sui-
vantes, une garantie similaire ne
serait pas donn6e au Gouverne-
ment des Etats-Unis, les disposi-
tions du paragraphe 3 de l'Article
XI seraient applicables.

(12) En ce qui concerne les
pommes et poires fratches, le
Gouvernement de la Republique
frangaise allouera aux Etats-Unis,
a partir du troisieme trimestre de
1936, en plus des quantites qui
sont maintenant allou6es aux
Etats-Unis en vertu des disposi-
tions du paragraphe 1 de l'article
VI de l'accord, un contingent sup-
plementaire annuel de 134.355
quintaux qui sera saisonnierement
reparti comme suit:

Troisieme trimestre
Quatrieme trimestre
Premier trimestre
Deuxieme trimestre

Quintaux
674

30.095
65.297
38.289

Proportion oJ Annual Supple- Proportion du Contingent Annuel
mentary Quota Supplementaire

Third quarter
Fourth quarter
First quarter
Second quarter

0.5%
22. 4%
48. 6%
28. 5%

Troisieme trimestre
Quatrieme trimestre
Premier trimestre
Deuxieme trimestre

0, 5%
22, 4%
48, 6%
28,5%
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When the conditions of French
apple and pear production require,
the above-mentioned supplemen-
tary quota for any quarter may
be reduced by not more than 60%
of the quantity above specified but
the amount thus deducted shall
be added to the supplementary
quotas for subsequent quarters
prior to the end of the following
crop year, which begins October
first, and shall be distributed in
the same seasonal proportions as
the above-mentioned supplemen-
tary quotas, unless some other dis-
tribution is mutually agreed to.
Subject to agreement between the
two Governments, the supplemen-
tary quota for any quarter may
be increased and the supplemen-
tary quotas for subsequent quar-
ters may be reduced by the
amount of such increase.

(13) In conformity with the
assurance given during the course
of the negotiations the French
Government is enabled to con-
firm that the following percent-
ages will be accorded against the
global quota for oranges origi-
nating in and coming from the
United States:

3rd quarter
4th quarter
1st quarter
2nd quarter

8. 59%
1. 65%
0. 29%
0. 16%

Si les conditions de la r6colte
franQaise de pommes et poires le
n6cessitent, les contingents sup-
pl6mentaires mentionnes ci-dessus
pourront etre reduits jusqu'a con-
currence de 60% des quantites
specifiees, mais les quantit6s ainsi
deduites seront ajout6es aux con-
tingents supplementaires des tri-
mestres suivants avant l'expira-
tion de la campagne suivante,
laquelle commence le premier oc-
tobre. Elles seront reparties selon
les memes proportions saisonnieres
que les contingents supplemen-
taires susmentionn6s a moins qu'-
une autre r6partition n'ait et6 de-
cidee d'un commun accord. Sous
reserve d'accord entre les deux
Gouvernements,le contingent sup-
pl6mentaire de l'un quelconque
des trimestres pourra etre aug-
ment6 et les contingents supple-
mentaires des trimestres suivants
pourront etre r6duits du montant
de l'excedent ainsi cr66.

(13) Conform6ment a l'assu-
rance donn6e au cours des nego-
ciations, le Gouvernement fran-
cais est en mesure de confirmer
que les pourcentages suivants se-
ront accordes, sur le contingent
global, aux oranges originaires et
en provenance des Etats-Unis:

3eme trimestre
4eme trimestre
ler trimestre
2eme trimestre

8, 59%°
1, 65%
0, 29%
0,16%

(14) In conformity with Article (14) Conform6ment a l'article
XV of this Agreement, goods XV du present accord, les mar-
originating in and coming from chandises originaires et en prove-
the Philippine Islands shall bene- nance des Iles Philippines bene-
fit from all the tariff advantages ficieront de tous les avantages
provided for in the said Agree- tarifaires pr6vus audit accord dans
ment in all French colonies and toutes les colonies et possessions
possessions. Nevertheless, upon frangaises. Neanmoins, k leurim-
their importationinto FrenchIndo- portation en Indochine frangaise,
china, molasses (item No. 92 of les melasses (No. 92 du tarif in-

Ante, p. 2254.
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(14) Conformement Particle 
XV du present accord, lea mar-
chandise,s originaires et en prove-
nance des lles Philippines bend-
ficieront de tous lea avantage,s 
tarifaire,s prevus audit accord dans 
toutes lea colonies et possessions 
francaises. Neanmoins, a leur im-
portation en Indochime francaise, 
lea melasses (No. 92 du tarif in-

Ante, p. 2254. 
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the Indochinese tariff) and in-
vert syrups and sugars (item No.
93 of the Indochinese tariff),
originating in and coming from
the Philippine Islands, will con-
tinue to be subject to the general
tariff rates.

On the other hand, upon impor-
tation into French Indochina the
general tariff rates will be re-
duced by 50% for bottled beer and
by 20% for beer in barrels (item
No. 172-ter of the Indochinese
tariff) originating in and com-
ing from the Philippine Islands.

In case the minimum tariff ap-
plicable in French Indochina to
beer in barrels or in bottles should
be modified, the provisions of

Ante, p. 2254. paragraph 2 of Article XV of
this Agreement shall apply to
such products originating in the
Philippine Islands on their im-
portation into French Indochina.

CORDELL HULL

dochinois) et les sirops et sucres
intervertis (No. 93 du tarif indo-
chinois) originaires et en prove-
nance des Iles Philippines, demeu-
reront soumis aux droits du tarif
general.

D'autre part, a l'importation
en Indochine francaise, les droits
du tarif general seront r6duits de
50% pour les bieres en bouteiles
et de 20% pour les bieres en fats
(No. 172ter du tarif indochinois)
originaires et en provenance des
Iles Philippines.

Au cas oI le tarif minimum ap-
plicable en Indochine francaise aux
bieres en futs ou en bouteilles
viendrait a etre modifie, les dis-
positions du paragraphe 2 de l'ar-
ticle XV du present accord s'appli-
queront auxdits produits origi-
naires des Iles Philippines a leur
importation en Indochine.

ANDRE LEFEBVRE DE LA BOULAYE

equisites to carry WHEREAS such modifications of existing duties and other importout Agreement.
restrictions and such continuances of existing customs and excise
treatment as are set forth and provided for in the said Agreement and
the four Schedules thereunto annexed are required and appropriate
to carry out the said Agreement;

Provisit'el and de- WHEREAS it is provided in Article XVII of the said Agreement
Ant(, p. 225. that the Agreement shall come provisionally into force on June 15,

1936, and shall come definitively into force on the day on which the
Government of the French Republic shall have informed the Govern-
ment of the United States of America of its ratification of the said
Agreement by the President of the French Republic and the Govern-
ment of the United States of America shall have communicated
officially to the Government of the French Republic the proclamation
of the said Agreement by the President of the United States of
America;

Proclamation. Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
President of the United States of America, acting under the authority

48 Stat. 943; 50 Stat. conferred by the said Tariff Act of 1930, as amended by the said Act
S9 upivS. l.s§. 13 of June 12, 1934, do hereby proclaim the said Agreement, including
(). the said Schedules, with notes, and the said Protocol, to the end that

the same and all parts thereof may be observed and fulfilled with
good faith by the United States of America and the citizens thereof
on and after June 15, 1936, provisionally, and definitively on and
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Ante, p. 2254. 

Requisites to carry 
out Agreement. 

Provisional and de-
finitive dates. 

Ante', p. 2256. 

Proclamation. 

48 Stat. 943; 50 Stat. 
24. 

19 U. S. C. § 1351; 
Supp. IV, §§1361, 1352 
(c). 

the Indochinese tariff) and in-
vert syrups and sugars (item No. 
93 of the Indochinese tariff), 
originating in and coming from 
the Philippine Islands, will con-
tinue to be subject to the general 
tariff rates. 
On the other hand, upon impor-

tation into French Indochina the 
general tariff rates will be re-
duced by 50% for bottled beer and 
by 20% for beer in barrels (item 
No. 172—ter of the Indochinese 
tariff) originating in and com-
ing from the Philippine Islands. 
In case the minimum tariff ap-

plicable in French Indochina to 
beer in barrels or in bottles should 
be modified, the provisions of 
paragraph 2 of Article XV of 
this Agreement shall apply to 
such products originating in the 
Philippine Islands on their im-
portation into French Indochina. 

dochinois) et les sirops et sucres 
intervertis (No. 93 du tarif indo-
chinois) originaires et en prove-
nance des Iles Philippines, demeu-
reront soumis aux droits du tarif 
general. 

D'autre part, a l'importation 
en Indochine frangaise, les droits 
du tarif general seront reduits de 
50% pour les bieres en bouteilles 
et de 20% pour les bieres en fats 
(No. 172 ter du tarif indochinois) 
originaires et en provenance des 
Iles Philippines. 
Au cas of le tarif minimum ap-

plicable en Indochine frangaise aux 
bieres en flits ou en bouteilles 
viendrait a etre modifie, les dis-
positions du paragraphe 2 de Par-
ticle XV du present accord s'appli-
queront auxdits produits origi-
naires des Iles Philippines a leur 
importation en Indochine. 

CORDELL HULL 
ANDRA LEFEBVRE DE LA BOULAYE 

WHEREAS such modifications of existing duties and other import 
restrictions and such continuances of existing customs and excise 
treatment as are set forth and provided for in the said Agreement and 
the four Schedules thereunto annexed are required and appropriate 
to carry out the said Agreement; 
WHEREAS it is provided in Article XVII of the said Agreement 

that the Agreement shall come provisionally into force on June 15, 
1936, and shall come definitively into force on the day on which the 
Government of the French Republic shall have informed the Govern-
ment of the United States of America of its ratification of the said 
Agreement by the President of the French Republic and the Govern-
ment of the United States of America shall have communicated 
officially to the Government of the French Republic the proclamation 
of the said Agreement by the President of the United States of 
America; 
Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, 

President of the United States of America, acting under the authority 
conferred by the said Tariff Act of 1930, as amended by the said Act 
of June 12, 1934, do hereby proclaim the said Agreement, including 
the said Schedules, with notes, and the said Protocol, to the end that 
the same and all parts thereof may be observed and fulfilled with 
good faith by the United States of America and the citizens thereof 
on and after June 15, 1936, provisionally, and definitively on and 
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from the day on which the Government of the French Republic shall
have informed the Government of the United States of America of
the ratification of the Agreement by the President of the French
Republic and the Government of the United States of America
shall have communicated officially to the Government of the French
Republic the proclamation of the Agreement by the President of
the United States of America.

PURSUANT to the proviso in Section 350 (a) (2) of the said Tariff 4s U 94t . P 1351;

Act of 1930, as amended by the said Act of June 12, 1934, I shall Supp. v, §1351.

from time to time notify the Secretary of the Treasury of the countries
with respect to which application of the duties herein proclaimed is
to be suspended.

NOTHING in this proclamation shall be construed to increase any ingrate duo eisty

existing rate of duty.
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused

the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.
DONE at the city of Washington this sixteenth day of May in the

year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirty-six,
[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of America

the one hundred and sixtieth.
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT

By the President:
CORDELL HULL

Secretary of State.

RELATED NOTES

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the French Ambassador (De Laboulaye)

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
WASHINGTON

May 6, 1936
EXCELLENCY:

With reference to the second paragraph of Article II of the Trade
Agreement signed this day on behalf of the United States of America
and the French Republic, I have the honor to advise Your Excellency
that, pursuant to the understanding reached in the course of the
negotiations of the said Agreement, I will recommend that the Con-
gress of the United States of America be requested at its next session
to take appropriate legislative action to remove the discriminatory
tax provided for in Section 601 (c) (5) of the Revenue Act of 1932,
with respect to coal, coke manufactured therefrom, or coal or coke
briquettes originating in French Indochina or any other territory
under the sovereignty of France.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration.

CORDELL HULL

His Excellency
ANDRE DE LABOULAYE,

Ambassador of France.
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from the day on which the Government of the French Republic shall 
have informed the Government of the United States of America of 
the ratification of the Agreement by the President of the French 
Republic and the Government of the United States of America 
shall have communicated officially to the Government of the French 
Republic the proclamation of the Agreement by the President of 
the United States of America. 
PURSUANT to the proviso in Section 350 (a) (2) of the said Tariff 

Act of 1930, as amended by the said Act of June 12, 1934, I shall 
from time to time notify the Secretary of the Treasury of the countries 
with respect to which application of the duties herein proclaimed is 
to be suspended. 
NOTHING in this proclamation shall be construed to increase any 

existing rate of duty. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused 

the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the city of Washington this sixteenth day of May in the 

year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirty-six, 
[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of America 

the one hundred and sixtieth. 
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 

By the President: 
CORDELL HULL 

Secretary of State. 

RELATED NOTES 

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the French Ambassador (De Laboulaye) 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
WASHINGTON 

May 6, 1936 

EXCELLENCY: 
With reference to the second paragraph of Article II of the Trade 

Agreement signed this day on behalf of the United States of America 
and the French Republic, I have the honor to advise Your Excellency 
that, pursuant to the understanding reached in the course of the 
negotiations of the said Agreement, I will recommend that the Con-
gress of the United States of America be requested at its next session 
to take appropriate legislative action to remove the discriminatory 
tax provided for in Section 601 (c) (5) of the Revenue Act of 1932, 
with respect to coal, coke manufactured therefrom, or coal or coke 
briquettes originating in French Indochina or any other territory 
under the sovereignty of France. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration. 

CORDELL HULL 

His Excellency 
ANDRA DE LABOULAYE, 

Ambassador of France. 

48 Stat. 943. 
19 U. S. C. § 1351; 

Supp. IV, § 1351. 

No increase in exist-
ing rate of duty. 
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The Secretary of State (Hull) to the French Ambassador (De Laboulaye)

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

WASHINGTON
May 6, 1936

EXCELLENCY:
During the course of the negotiations which have resulted in the con-

clusion of the Trade Agreement signed as of today's date between the
United States of America and the French Republic, it has been in-
dicated that most-favored-nation treatment is now accorded by the
United States to products originating in Tunisia, Morocco, the states
of the Levant under French mandate and the African territories of
Togoland and the Cameroon under French mandate.

The Government of the United States of America declares that
it is in conformity with its policy to continue to accord most-favored-
nation treatment to the commerce of the countries or territories re-
ferred to above so long as they do not subject the commerce of the
United States to discriminatory treatment.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration.

CORDELL HULL
His Excellency

ANDRi DE LABOULAYE,
Ambassador of France.
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The Secretary of State (Hull) to the French Ambassador (De Laboulaye) 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
WASHINGTON 

May 6, 1936 
EXCELLENCY: 
During the course of the negotiations which have resulted in the con-

clusion of the Trade Agreement signed as of today's date between the 
United States of America and the French Republic, it has been in-
dicated that most-favored-nation treatment is now accorded by the 
United States to products originating in Tunisia, Morocco, the states 
of the Levant under French mandate and the African territories of 
Togoland and the Cameroon under French mandate. 
The Government of the United States of America declares that 

it is in conformity with its policy to continue to accord most-favored-
nation treatment to the commerce of the countries or territories re-
ferred to above so long as they do not subject the commerce of the 
United States to discriminatory treatment. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration. 

CORDELL HULL 
His Excellency 

ANDRA DE LABOULAYE, 
Ambassador of France. 
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Agreement, protocol, notes, and protocol of amendment between the United
States of America and Czechoslovakia respecting reciprocal trade.
Agreement, protocol, and notes signed at Washington March 7, 1988;
protocol of amendment signed at Washington April 15, 1938; agree-
ment, protocol, and notes proclaimed by the President of the United
States March 15, 1938; protocol of amendment proclaimed by the Pres-
ident of the United States April 15, 1938; agreement, protocol, notes,
and protocol of amendment applied provisionally on and after April
16, 1938. And proclamation of March 23, 1939 by the President of
the United States terminating on April 22, 1939 his proclamations of
March 15, 1938, and April 15, 1938.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

A PROCLAMATION.

WHEREAS it is provided in the Tariff Act of 1930 of the Congress of

the United States of America, as amended by the Act of June 12, 1934,

entitled "AN ACT To amend the Tariff Act of 1930" (48 Stat. 943),
which amending Act was extended by Joint Resolution of Congress,
approved March 1, 1937 (50 Stat. 24), as follows:

"Sec. 350. (a) For the purpose of expanding foreign markets
for the products of the United States (as a means of assisting in
the present emergency in restoring the American standard of
living, in overcoming domestic unemployment and the present
economic depression, in increasing the purchasing power of the
American public, and in establishing and maintaining a better
relationship among various branches of American agriculture,
industry, mining, and commerce) by regulating the admission of
foreign goods into the United States in accordance with the
characteristics and needs of various branches of American
production so that foreign markets will be made available to those

branches of American production which require and are capable
of developing such outlets by affording corresponding market
opportunities for foreign products in the United States, the Presi-
dent, whenever he finds as a fact that any existing duties or other
import restrictions of the United States or any foreign country are
unduly burdening and restricting the foreign trade of the United
States and that the purpose above declared will be promoted by

the means hereinafter specified, is authorized from time to time-
"(1) To enter into foreign trade agreements with foreign gov-

ernments or instrumentalities thereof; and
"(2) To proclaim such modifications of existing duties and

other import restrictions, or such additional import restrictions,
or such continuance, and for such minimum periods, of existing
customs or excise treatment of any article covered by foreign

March 7, April 15,1938
[E. A. S. No. 147]

Reciprocal trade
agreement with
Czechoslovakia.

48 Stat. 943; 50 Stat.
24.

19 U. . C. § 1351;
Supp. IV, § 1352 (c).

Statutory provi-
sions.
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Agreement, protocol, notes, and protocol of amendment between the United 
States of America and Czechoslovakia respecting reciprocal trade. 
Agreement, protocol, and notes signed at Washington March 7, 1938; 
protocol of amendment signed at Washington April 15, 1938; agree-
ment, protocol, and notes proclaimed by the President of the United 
States March 15, 1938; protocol of amendment proclaimed by the Pres-
ident of the United States April 15, 1938; agreement, protocol, notes, 
and protocol of amendment applied provisionally on and after April 
16, 1938. And proclamation of March, 23, 1939 by the President of 
the United States terminating on April 22, 1939 his proclamations of 
March 15, 1938, and April 15, 1938. 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 

A PROCLAMATION. 

W HEREAS it is provided in the Tariff Act of 1930 of the Congress of 
the United States of America, as amended by the Act of June 12, 1934, 
entitled "AN ACT To amend the Tariff Act of 1930" (48 Stat. 943), 
which amending Act was extended by Joint Resolution of Congress, 
approved March 1, 1937 (50 Stat. 24), as follows: 

"Sec. 350. (a) For the purpose of expanding foreign markets 
for the products of the United States (as a means of assisting in 
the present emergency in restoring the American standard of 
living, in overcoming domestic unemployment and the present 
economic depression, in increasing the purchasing power of the 
American public, and in establishing and maintaining a better 
relationship among various branches of American agriculture, 
industry, mining, and commerce) by regulating the admission of 
foreign goods into the United States in accordance with the 
characteristics and needs of various branches of American 
production so that foreign markets will be made available to those 
branches of American production which require and are capable 
of developing such outlets by affording corresponding market 
opportunities for foreign products in the United States, the Presi-
dent, whenever he finds as a fact that any existing duties or other 
import restrictions of the United States or any foreign country are 
unduly burdening and restricting the foreign trade of the United 
States and that the purpose above declared will be promoted by 
the means hereinafter specified, is authorized from time to time— 
" (1) To enter into foreign trade agreements with foreign gov-

ernments or instrumentalities thereof; and 
"(2) To proclaim such modifications of existing duties and 

other import restrictions, or such additional import restrictions, 
or such continuance, and for such minimum periods, of existing 
customs or excise treatment of any article covered by foreign 

March 7, April 15, 1938 
[E. A. S. No. 147] 

Reciprocal trade 
agreement with 
Czechoslovakia. 

48 Stat. 943; 50 Stat. 
24. 

19 U. S. C. § 13.51; 
Supp. IV, § 1352 (c). 

Statutory provi-
sions. 
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trade agreements, as are required or appropriate to carry out any
foreign trade agreement that the President has entered into here-
under. No proclamation shall be made increasing or decreasing
by more than 50 per centum any existing rate of duty or trans-
ferring any article between the dutiable and free lists. The pro-
claimed duties and other import restrictions shall apply to articles
the growth, produce, or manufacture of all foreign countries,
whether imported directly, or indirectly: Provided, That the
President may suspend the application to articles the growth,
produce, or manufacture of any country because of its discrim-
inatory treatment of American commerce or because of other
acts or policies which in his opinion tend to defeat the purposes
set forth in this section; and the proclaimed duties and other
import restrictions shall be in effect from and after such time as
is specified in the proclamation. The President may at any time
terminate any such proclamation in whole or in part."

Promotion of for- WHEREAS I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of the United States
of America, have found as a fact that certain existing duties and other
import restrictions of the United States of America and the Czecho-
slovak Republic are unduly burdening and restricting the foreign
trade of the United States of America and that the purpose declared

48sstat.943;s50Stt. in the said Tariff Act of 1930, as amended by the said Act of24.
19 Vp. pS.. C 1351; June 12, 1934, as extended by the said Joint Resolution of Congress,

approved March 1, 1937, will be promoted by a foreign trade agree-
ment between the United States of America and the Czechoslovak
Republic;

Notice given. WHEREAS reasonable public notice of the intention to negotiate
such foreign trade agreement was given and the views presented by
persons interested in the negotiation of such agreement were received
and considered;

tered egReento en WHEREAS, after seeking and obtaining information and advice with
respect thereto from the United States Tariff Commission, the De-
partments of State, Agriculture, and Commerce, and from other
sources, I entered into a foreign Trade Agreement on March 7, 1938,
through my duly empowered Plenipotentiary, with the President of
the Czechoslovak Republic, through his duly empowered Plenipo-

Poet, pp. 2310 23
20- tentiary, which Agreement, including two Schedules annexed thereto,

Potp. 2332. and an accompanying Protocol, in the English and Czechoslovak
languages, is in words and figures as follows:

Purpoes declared The President of the United President Spojentch Statu
States of America and the Presi- Americkfch a president republiky
dent of the Czechoslovak Repub- Ceskoslovenske, pfejice si posiliti
lic, being desirous of strengthening tradicni pfatelske svazky mezi
the traditional bonds of friend- obema staty udrjovfnfm zasady
ship between the two countries by stejn6ho zachAzeni jakofto zakladu
maintaining the principle of equal- obchodnich stykf a poskytovi-
ity of treatment as the basis of nim vzajemnfch fstupkf a vkhod
commercial relations and by grant- k zvelebeni obchodu, dohodli se
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trade agreements, as are required or appropriate to carry out any 
foreign trade agreement that the President has entered into here-
under. No proclamation shall be made increasing or decreasing 
by more than 50 per centum any existing rate of duty or trans-
ferring any article between the dutiable and free lists. The pro-
claimed duties and other import restrictions shall apply to articles 
the growth, produce, or manufacture of all foreign countries, 
whether imported directly, or indirectly: Provided, That the 
President may suspend the application to articles the growth, 
produce, or manufacture of any country because of its discrim-
inatory treatment of American commerce or because of other 
acts or policies which in his opinion tend to defeat the purposes 
set forth in this section; and the proclaimed duties and other 
import restrictions shall be in effect from and after such time as 
is specified in the proclamation. The President may at any time 
terminate any such proclamation in whole or in part." 

Promotion of for- W HEREAS I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of the United States 
eign trade. 

of America, have found as a fact that certain existing duties and other 
import restrictions of the United States of America and the Czecho-
slovak Republic are unduly burdening and restricting the foreign 
trade of the United States of America and that the purpose declared 

24. 48 Stat. 943; 50 Stat, in the said Tariff Act of 1930, as amended by the said Act of 
Supp. IV 19 U. S. C. § 1351; June 12, 1934, as extended by the said Joint Resolution of Congress, 

approved March 1, 1937, will be promoted by a foreign trade agree-
ment between the United States of America and the Czechoslovak 
Republic; 
W HEREAS reasonable public notice of the intention to negotiate 

such foreign trade agreement was given and the views presented by 
persons interested in the negotiation of such agreement were received 
and considered; 

teTrerdatetaogr. eement en- WHEREAS, after seeking and obtaining information and advice with 
respect thereto from the United States Tariff Commission, the De-
partments of State, Agriculture, and Commerce, and from other 
sources, I entered into a foreign Trade Agreement on March 7, 1938, 
through my duly empowered Plenipotentiary, with the President of 
the Czechoslovak Republic, through his duly empowered Plenipo-

Post, pp. 2310, 2320. tentiary, which Agreement, including two Schedules annexed thereto, 
Post, p. 2332. and an accompanying Protocol, in the English and Czechoslovak 

languages, is in words and figures as follows: 

Notice given. 

Purposes declared • The President of the United 
States of America and the Presi-
dent of the Czechoslovak Repub-
lic, being desirous of strengthening 
the traditional bonds of friend-
ship between the two countries by 
maintaining the principle of equal-
ity of treatment as the basis of 
commercial relations and by grant-

President Americkch a president S side:trepubriktyll 

Oeskoslovenske, pfejice si posiliti 
tradi6n1 pfatelsk6 svazky mezi 
ob6ma staty udriovAnfm zasady 
stejneho zachazenf jakato zfikladu 
obchodnich stykfi a poskytova-
nfm vzajemnSrch Astupka a vkhod 
k zvelebeni obchodu, dohodli se 
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svkmi pfislugnrmi plnomocniky
na t6to dohod6:

CLANEK I

ing mutual and reciprocal conces-
sions and advantages for the pro-
motion of trade, have through
their respective Plenipotentiaries
arrived at the following Agree-
ment:

ARTICLE I

Articles the growth, produce or
manufacture of the United States
of America, enumerated and de-
scribed in Section A of Schedule
I annexed to this Agreement and
made a part thereof, shall, on their
importation into the Czechoslovak
Republic, be exempt from ordi-
nary customs duties in excess of
those set forth and provided for in
the said Section. The said articles
shall also be exempt from all
other duties, taxes, fees, charges
or exactions, imposed on or in
connection with importation, in
excess of those imposed on the day
of the signature of this Agreement
or required to be imposed there-
after under laws of the Czechoslo-
vak Republic in force on the day of
the signature of this Agreement.

With respect to articles enu-
merated and described in Section
B of Schedule I for which import
quotas are specified in the said
Section, the quantities of such
articles the growth, produce or
manufacture of the United States
of America which shall be per-
mitted to be imported annually
into the customs territory of
the Czechoslovak Republic, be-
ginning with the day on which
this Agreement comes into force,
shall not be less than those
specified in the said Section.

ARTICLE II

Articles the growth, produce or
manufacture of the Czechoslovak
Republic, enumerated and de-
scribed in Schedule II annexed

Zbozi, plodiny nebo vyrobky EponuraCted ihoslo
Spojenych Statfi Americkych, vyj- v ak Republic.

menovane a popsan6 v cEsti A
seznamu I, ktery je pHipojen k Post, p. 2310.

t6to dohod8 a tvo/f jeji cast,
nebudou pri dovozu do republiky
Ceskoslovensk6 podlehati vysim
obycejnym clfm nez tem, jeI jsou
uvedena a stanovena ve zminen6
cAsti. Zminen6 zbozi nebude rov-
nel podlehati jinfm vyssim clfm,
danim, poplatkim, davkam nebo
piir6akim, je, jsou ukladany bud
pfi dovozu nebo v souvislosti
s nim, nez tem, jeI jsou v platnosti
v den podpisu teto dohody nebo
jez budou napfist8 uloieny podle
zAkonfi republiky Ceskoslovenske,
platnych v den podpisu t6to
dohody.

Pokud jde o zbogi, vyjmenovan6
a popsane v 6csti B seznamu I, Post.p.2320.

pro nez jsou v uveden6 cisti
stanoveny dovoznf kontingenty,
nebude mnoistvi zbogf, plodin
nebo vyrobki Spojenych Statfi
Americkfch, jejichi dovoz do
ceskoslovensk6ho celniho dzemi
bude ode dne vstoupeni v platnost
t6to dohody rocn8 povolen, niSf
nez ono mnoistvf, jel jest stano-
veno v uveden6 cAsti.

CLiNEK II

Zbofi, plodiny nebo vyrobky Specified imports

republiky Ceskoslovensk6, vyj- Republic.

menovane a popsane v seznamu
I, kterk je pfipojen k t6to do- P, p. 30.
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ing mutual and reciprocal conces-
sions and advantages for the pro-
motion of trade, have through 
their respective Plenipotentiaries 
arrived at the following Agree-
ment: 

ARTICLE I 

Articles the growth, produce or 
manufacture of the United States 
of America, enumerated and de-
scribed in Section A of Schedule 
I annexed to this Agreement and 
made a part thereof, shall, on their 
importation into the Czechoslovak 
Republic, be exempt from ordi-
nary customs duties in excess of 
those set forth and provided for in 
the said Section. The said articles 
shall also be exempt from all 
other duties, taxes, fees, charges 
or exactions, imposed on or in 
connection with importation, in 
excess of those imposed on the day 
of the signature of this Agreement 
or required to be imposed there-
after under laws of the Czechoslo-
vak Republic in force on the day of 
the signature of this Agreement. 
With respect to articles enu-

merated and described in Section 
B of Schedule I for which import 
quotas are specified in the said 
Section, the quantities of such 
articles the growth, produce or 
manufacture of the United States 
of America which shall be per-
mitted to be imported annually 
into the customs territory of 
the Czechoslovak Republic, be-
ginning with the day on which 
this Agreement comes into force, 
shall not be less than those 
specified in the said Section. 

ARTICLE II 

Articles the growth, produce or 
manufacture of the Czechoslovak 
Republic, enumerated and de-
scribed in Schedule II annexed 

svSrmi pfisluenkmi pinomocniky 
na -Leto dohode: 

soLA.NEK. 

Zbal, plodiny nebo vkrobky Enumerated im-
ports into Czechoslo-

Spojenkch Statii AmerickSrch, vyj- vak Republic. 

menovane a popsane v Usti A 
seznamu I, kterk je pfipojen k 
teto dohode a tvofi jeji east, 
nebudou pfi dovozu do republiky 
C''eskoslovenske podlehati vyge'im 
obyeejnkm clfrni neI tern, je jsou 
uvedena a stanovena ye zmInene 
Usti. ZmInene zbai nebude rov-
neI podlehati jinkm vyegim clam, 
danim, poplatkiim, davkam nebo 
pfiraIkam, je jsou ukladany bud 
pfi dovozu nebo v souvislosti 
s nfro, ne tern, je jsou v platnosti 
v den podpisu teto dohody nebo 
je budou napfiete uloieny podle 
zekonii republiky Ceskoslovenské, 
platnkch v den podpisu této 
dohody. 

Pokud jde o zbai, vyjmenovane 
a popsane v Usti B seznamu I, 
pro nel jsou v uvedene Usti 
stanoveny dovoznf kontingenty, 
nebude nmastvf zbal, plodin 
nebo vkrobka SpojenYch &Ala 
AmerickSrch, jejichi dovoz do 
eeskoslovenskeho celniho lizeml 
bude ode dne vstoupeni v platnost 
teto dohody roene povolen, niief 
neI ono mnoistvi, je l jest stano-
veno v uvedene Usti. 

aISNEK, II 

plodiny nebo vkrobky 
republiky 6eskoslovenske, vyj-
menovane a popsane v seznamu 

kterk je pfipojen k Mt° do-

Post, p. 2310. 

Post, p. 2320. 

Specified imports 
from Czechoslovak 
Republic. 

Post, p. 2320. 
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to this Agreement and made a
part thereof, shall, on their im-
portation into the United States
of America, be exempt from ordi-
nary customs duties in excess of
those set forth and provided for
in the said Schedule. The said
articles shall also be exempt from
all other duties, taxes, fees,
charges or exactions, imposed on
or in connection with importation,
in excess of those imposed on the
day of the signature of this Agree-
ment or required to be imposed
thereafter under laws of the United
States of America in force on the
day of the signature of this Agree-
ment.

ARTICLE III

The provisions of Articles I and
II of this Agreement shall not pre-
vent the Government of either
country from imposing at any time
on or in connection with the im-
portation of any product a charge
equivalent to an internal tax im-
posed in respect of a like domestic
product or in respect of a commod-
ity from which the imported prod-
uct has been manufactured or
produced in whole or in part.

ARTICLE IV

The United States of America
and the Czechoslovak Republic
agree that the notes and provisions
included in Schedules I and II
annexed to this Agreement and in
the accompanying Protocol are
hereby given force and effect as
integral parts of this Agreement.

ARTICLE V

Articles the growth, produce or
manufacture of the United States
of America or of the Czechoslovak
Republic, shall, after importation
into the other country, be exempt
from all internal taxes, fees,

hod6 a tvofi jejf cast, nebudou
pfi dovozu do Spojenych Statfi
Americkych podlehati vyssim oby-
cejnfm clum ne2 tem, jez jsou
uvedena a stanovena ve zminen6m
seznamu. Zmin6n6 zboif nebude
rovn6e podl6hati jinfm vyssim
clim, danim, poplatkfim, davkam
nebo pfiraikam, je£ jsou ukladany
bud pri dovozu nebo v souvislosti
s nim, nez tem, jez jsou v plat-
nosti v den podpisu t6to dohody
nebo je] budou naprHst uloieny
podle zakonf Spojenech Statfi
Americkfch, platnkch v den pod-
pisu t6to dohody.

6LXNEK III

Ustanoveni dlanku I a II t6to
dohody nebudou na zavadu vlade
jednoho z obou stAtt, aby na
dovoz nebo v souvislosti s dovo-
zem jak6hokoli zbogf uvalila kdy-
koli davku rovnajfci se vnitfif
dani, vybiran6 ze stejn6ho doma-
ciho zbofi nebo z vSrobkfi a plo-
din, ze kterfch dovezen6 zbozi
bylo zcela nebo z Ucsti zhotoveno
nebo vyrobeno.

CLANEK IV

Spojene Staty Americk6 a re-
publika Ceskoslovenskf se do-
hodly, le poznamky a ustanoveni,
obsazen6 v seznamech I a II, pHi-
pojenkch k t6to dohode, a v pfi-
pojen6m Protokolu tvoH platnou
a nedflnou cast t6to dohody.

CLANEK V
Zbozi, plodiny nebo vkrobky

Spojenych Statu Americkfch nebo
republiky Ceskoslovenske nebu-
dou po dovozu do druh6ho stAtu
podlehati iadnnm jinrm nebo
vygfm vnitinim danim, poplat-

No excess duties,
etc.

Charge equivalent
to internal tax.

Notes, etc., included
in schedules, effect of.

Post, pp. 2310, 2320.

Internal taxes, etc.,
restriction on discrim-
ination.
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No excess duties, 
etc. 

Charge equivalent 
to internal tax. 

Notes, etc., included 
in schedules, effect of. 

Post, pp. 2310, 2320. 

Internal taxes, etc., 
restriction on discrim-
ination. 

to this Agreement and made a 
part thereof, shall, on their im-
portation into the United States 
of America, be exempt from ordi-
nary customs duties in excess of 
those set forth and provided for 
in the said Schedule. The said 
articles shall also be exempt from 
all other duties, taxes, fees, 
charges or exactions, imposed on 
or in connection with importation, 
in excess of those imposed on the 
day of the signature of this Agree-
ment or required to be imposed 
thereafter under laws of the United 
States of America in force on the 
day of the signature of this Agree-
ment. 

ARTICLE III 

The provisions of Articles I and 
II of this Agreement shall not pre-
vent the Government of either 
country from imposing at any time 
on or in connection with the im-
portation of any product a charge 
equivalent to an internal tax im-
posed in respect of a like domestic 
product or in respect of a commod-
ity from which the imported prod-
uct has been manufactured or 
produced in whole or in part. 

ARTICLE IV 

The United States of America 
and the Czechoslovak Republic 
agree that the notes and provisions 
included in Schedules I and II 
annexed to this Agreement and in 
the accompanying Protocol are 
hereby given force and effect as 
integral parts of this Agreement. 

ARTICLE V 

Articles the growth, produce or 
manufacture of the United States 
of America or of the Czechoslovak 
Republic, shall, after importation 
into the other country, be exempt 
from all internal taxes, fees, 

hode a twig jejf east, nebudou 
pi dovozu do Spojenkch Statu 
Americkkch pocllehati vyggfm oby-
Cejnkm chim nei tern, jeg jsou 
uvedena a stanovena ye zminenem 
seznamu. Zminene zbogi nebude 
rovnei podlehati jinkm vyggirn 
  danfm, poplatkilm, davkam 

nebo pfiraikam, jeg jsou ukladany 
bud pH dovozu nebo v souvislosti 
s nIm, neg tern, jeg jsou v plat-
nosti v den podpisu teto dohody 
nebo jeg budou napfigte ulogeny 
podle zakoml Spojenkch Státfz 
Americkkch, platnkch v den pod-
pisu teto dohody. 

6LANEIC III 

Ustanovenl elanku I a II teto 
dohody nebudou na zavadu vlade 
jednoho z obou stater, aby na 
dovoz nebo v souvislosti s dovo-
zem jakehokoli zbogf uvalila kdy-
koli davku rovnajici se vnitfni 
dani, vybfran6 ze stejneho doma-
clho zboil nebo z vkrobkil a plo-
din, ze kterkch dovezene zbogf 
bylo zcela nebo z Usti zhotoveno 
nebo vyrobeno. 

OLSNES IV 

Spojene Staty Americk6 a re-
publika Ceskoslovenska se do-
hodly, e poznamky a ustanovenf, 
obsagen6 v seznamech I a II, pH-
pojenkch k teto dohode, a v pH-
pojenem Protokolu tvoli platnou 
a nedilnou Cast teto dohody. 

-6LANEK V 

Zbogi, plod my nebo vkrobky 
Spojenkch Státft Americkkch nebo 
republiky .C.eskoslovenske nebu-
dou po dovozu do druheho statu 
podlehati gadnkm jinkm nebo 
vygalm vnitfnlm danfm, poplat-
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charges or exactions other or
higher than those payable on
like articles of national origin or
any other foreign origin.

ARTICLE VI

In respect of articles the growth,
produce or manufacture of the
United States of America or of
the Czechoslovak Republic enu-
merated and described in Sched-
ules I and II, respectively, im-
ported into the other country, on
which ad valorem rates of duty, or
duties based upon or regulated in
any manner by value, are or may
be assessed, it is understood and
agreed that the bases and methods
of determining dutiable value and
of converting currencies shall be
no less favorable to importers than
the bases and methods prescribed
under laws and regulations of the
Czechoslovak Republic and the
United States of America, respec-
tively, in force on the day of the
signature of this Agreement.

ARTICLE VII

Except as otherwise provided in
this Agreement, no prohibitions,
import or customs quotas, or any
other form of limitation of the
amount of imports, whether or not
operated in connection with any
agency of centralized control, shall
be imposed by the Czechoslovak
Republic on the importation or
sale of any article the growth,
produce or manufacture of the
United States of America enu-
merated and described in Section A
of Schedule I, or by the United
States of America on the importa-
tion or sale of any article the
growth, produce or manufacture
of the Czechoslovak Republic,
enumerated and described in
Schedule II.

kum, ddvkAm nebo prird[kam net
tem, jimB podl6eh stejn6 zboMf
domAciho pfvodu nebo jakeho-
koli jin6ho ciziho pfvodu.

CLXNEK VI

Je shoda v tom, Ze zaklad a
zpfsob pro stanoveni celni hod-
noty a pro pfepocitani men, pokud
jde o zbo.i, plodiny nebo vyrobky
Spojenych StAtfi Americkfch, ne-
bo republiky Ceskoslovensk6 vyj-
menovan6 a popsane v prislus-
nych seznamech I a II, z niche
jsou vybirAna nebo by mohla b:t
vybirAna pri dovozu do druh6ho
statu cla podle hodnoty nebo cla
zaklAdajici se na hodnote nebo
podle hodnoty jakkoliv upravo-
vana, nebude m6ne priznivf pro
dovozce net je zaklad a zpusob
pfedepsanf pfislusnymi zAkony a
narizenimi republiky Ceskosloven-
sk6 a Spojenfch StAti Americkch
platnrmi v den podpisu teto
dohody.

CLANEK VII

Pokud neni v teto dohode jinak
stanoveno, nebudou zavedeny re-
publikou Ceskoslovenskou na do-
voz nebo prodej jak6hokoli zboMf,
plodin nebo vfrobkfi Spojenhch
StAtfi Americkych, vyjmenova-
nych a popsanych v cEsti A
seznamu I, nebo Spojenkmi Staty
Americkfmi na dovoz nebo prodej
jak6hokoli zbozi, plodin nebo vyro-
bkfi republiky Ceskoslovenske,
vyjmenovanych a popsanych v
seznamu II, Madne zakazy, dovozni
nebo celni kontingenty nebo jaky-
koli jiny zpfsob omezeni dovozu co
do mnoistvi, nehlede k tomu jsou-
li nebo nejsou-li provAdeny jakSm-
koli organem istfedni sprAvy.

2297

Ad valorem duties.
Determination, etc.,

of value.

Post, pp. 2310, 2320.

No quantltative
limitation.

Post, p. 2310.

Post, p. 2320.
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charges or exactions other or 
higher than those payable on 
like articles of national origin or 
any other foreign origin. 

ARTICLE VI 

In respect of articles the growth, 
produce or manufacture of the 
United States of America or of 
the Czechoslovak Republic enu-
merated and described in Sched-
ules I and II, respectively, im-
ported into the other country, on 
which ad valorem rates of duty, or 
duties based upon or regulated in 
any manner by value, are or may 
be assessed, it is understood and 
agreed that the bases and methods 
of determining dutiable value and 
of converting currencies shall be 
no less favorable to importers than 
the bases and methods prescribed 
under laws and regulations of the 
Czechoslovak Republic and the 
United States of America, respec-
tively, in force on the day of the 
signature of this Agreement. 

ARTICLE VII 

Except as otherwise provided in 
this Agreement, no prohibitions, 
import or customs quotas, or any 
other form of limitation of the 
amount of imports, whether or not 
operated in connection with any 
agency of centralized control, shall 
be imposed by the Czechoslovak 
Republic on the importation or 
sale of any article the growth, 
produce or manufacture of the 
United States of America enu-
merated and described in Section A 
of Schedule I, or by the United 
States of America on the importa-
tion or sale of any article the 
growth, produce or manufacture 
of the Czechoslovak Republic, 
enumerated and described in 
Schedule II. 

davkam nebo pfirakAm nei 
tern, jinni poc116116, stejne zboM 
domaciho piivodu nebo jakeho-
koli jineho cizfho piivodu. 

eLANEK VI 

Je shoda v tom, N3 zaklad a 
zpiisob pro stanovenf celni hod-
noty a pro piepoeitani men, pokud 
jde o zbaf, plodiny nebo vkrobky 
Spojenkch Stata Americkkch, ne-
bo republiky Ceskoslovenske vyj-
menovane a popsane v pfislug-
nkch seznamech I a II, z niclA 
jsou vybfrana nebo by mohla bkt 
vybfrana pi dovozu do druheho 
statu cla podle hodnoty nebo cla 
zakladajlci se na hodnote nebo 
podle hodnoty jakkoliv upravo-
vand, nebude mene pliznivk pro 
dovozce neI je zaklad a zpilsob 
pfedepsank psluenç'mi zakony a 
nalizenimi republiky Ceskosloven-
ske a Spojenkch Stab. Americkkch 
platnkmi v den podpisu teto 
dohody. 

eLANEK VII 

Pokud nenf v teto dohode jinak 
stanoveno, nebudou zavedeny re-
publikou eeskoslovenskou na do-
voz nebo prodej jakehokoli zbaf, 
plodin nebo vkrobka Spojenkch 
Statu Americkkch, vyjmenova-
nkch a popsankch v easti A 
seznamu I, nebo Spojenkmi Stfity 
Americkkmi na dovoz nebo prodej 
jakehokoli zbal, plodin nebo vkro-
bkil republiky Ceskoslovenske, 
vyjmenovankch a popsankch v 
seznamu II, Iadne zakazy, dovozni 
nebo celnf kontingenty nebo jakk-
koli jink zpilsob omezenf dovozu co 
do mnoistvf, nehlede k tomu jsou-
li nebo nejsou-li provadeny j akkm-
koli organem ustfednf spravy. 

Ad valorem duties. 
Determination, etc., 

of value. 

Post, pp. 2310, 2320. 

No quantitati ve 
limitation. 

Post, p. 2310. 

Post, p. 2320. 
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Exceptions. The foregoing provision shall
not apply to quantitative restric-
tions in whatever form imposed
by the United States of America
or by the Czechoslovak Republic
on the importation or sale of any
article the growth, produce or
manufacture of the other country,
in conjunction with governmental
measures operating to regulate or
control the production, market
supply or prices of like domestic
articles, or tending to increase the
labor costs of production of such

Consideration of articles. The Government of the
representations re-
specting restrictions. country imposing any such re-

striction will give sympathetic
consideration to any representa-
tions which the Government of
the other country may make in
regard thereto and will consult
promptly with the Government of
such other country with respect
to the subject matter of such
representations; and if an agree-
ment with respect thereto is not
reached within thirty days follow-
ing the receipt of written represen-

Right of termina- tations, the Government making
lion.

them shall be free, within fifteen
days after the expiration of the
aforesaid period of thirty days, to
terminate this Agreement in its
entirety on thirty days' written
notice.

Pfedchozi ustanoveni se nevzta-
huje na omezeni co do mnozstvf
jakymkoli zp-isobem zavedene
Spojenkmi Staty Americkymi ne-
bo republikou Ceskoslovenskou na
dovoz nebo prodej jakehokoli zbo-
zi, plodin nebo vfrobki druh6ho
statu podle vlAdnich opatreni k
dprave a kontrole v'roby, k z6so-
bovAnf trhu nebo cen stejneho
domacfho zbozf nebo ke zvyseni
pracovnich mezd pfi vyrobe tako-
veho zbozi. Vlida stAtu, ktera
zavede jak6koli omezeni tohoto
druhu, bude blahovolne zkoumati
namitky, jel vlAda druheho statu
by mohla proti nim vzn6sti a
zahaji neprodlene jedninf s vladou
tohoto druh6ho statu o pfedmetu
takovfch namitek; nedojde-li k
dohode o t6to veci do tficeti dni
po pfijetf pisemnkch namitek,
muze vlada, ktera je vznesla,
vypovedeti celou tuto dohodu se
tficetidennf pisemnou vSpovfdi
do patnActi dnd po uplynutf shora
zminen6 tiicetidenni lhaity.

ARTICLE VIII

1. If the United States of
America or the Czechoslovak Re-
public establishes or maintains
any form of quantitative restric-
tion or control of the importation
or sale of any article in which
the other country has an interest,
or imposes a lower import duty or
charge on the importation or sale
of a specified quantity of any such
article than the duty or charge
imposed on importations in excess

CL&NEK VIII

1/ Kdyby Spojen6 Staty Ame-
rick6 nebo republika Ceskosloven-
ska zavedlyneb udrdovalyjakykoli
zpfsob omezeni co do mnozstvf
nebo kontroly dovozu nebo prodeje
jakehokoli zboif, na neml ma
druhk stat zajem nebo kdyby
zavedly na dovoz nebo prodej
vrciteho mnoistvf takov6ho zboMi
nifi dovozni do nebo davku,
nez je do nebo davka na dovoz
pievysujfci takov6 mnozstvf, vlada

Benefits where low-
er rate imposed on por-
tion of imports.
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Right 
lion. 

Exceptions. The foregoing provision shall 
not apply to quantitative restric-
tions in whatever form imposed 
by the United States of America 
or by the Czechoslovak Republic 
on the importation or sale of any 
article the growth, produce or 
manufacture of the other country, 
in conjunction with governmental 
measures operating to regulate or 
control the production, market 
supply or prices of like domestic 
articles, or tending to increase the 
labor costs of production of such 

Consideration of articles. The Government of the 
representations re-
specting restrictions, country imposing any such re-

striction will give sympathetic 
consideration to any representa-
tions which the Government of 
the other country may make in 
regard thereto and will consult 
promptly with the Government of 
such other country with respect 
to the subject matter of such 
representations; and if an agree-
ment with respect thereto is not 
reached within thirty days follow-
ing the receipt of written represen-

of termina- tations, the Government making 
them shall be free, within fifteen 
days after the expiration of the 
aforesaid period of thirty days, to 
terminate this Agreement in its 
entirety on thirty days' written 
notice. 

Benefits where low-
er rate imposed on por-
tion of imports. 

ARTICLE VIII 

1. If the United States of 
America or the Czechoslovak Re-
public establishes or maintains 
any form of quantitative restric-
tion or control of the importation 
or sale of any article in which 
the other country has an interest, 
or imposes a lower import duty or 
charge on the importation or sale 
of a specified quantity of any such 
article than the duty or charge 
imposed on importations in excess 

Pfedchozi ustanoveni se nevzta-
huje na omezeni co do mnoistvi 
jakkmkoli zpfisobem zavedene 
Spojenkmi Stay Arnerickkmi ne-
bo republikou Ceskoslovenskou na 
dovoz nebo prodej jakehokoli zbo-

plodin nebo vkroblrd druheho 
statu podle vladnich opatfeni k 
ilprave a kontrole vkroby, k zaso-
bovani trhu nebo cen stejneho 
domaciho zboM nebo ke zvkgeni 
pracovnich mezd pi vkrobe tako-
v6ho zbog. Vlfida statu, kter6 
zavede jak6koli omezeni tohoto 
druhu, bude blahovoln6 zkoumati 
ruirnitky, je l vlada druheho statu 
by mohla proti nim vznesti a 
zahaji neprodlene jedmini s vladou 
tohoto druheho statu o pfedmetu 
takovkch namitek; nedojde-li k 
dohode o teto veci do tficeti 
po pfijeti pisemnkch namitek, 
miMe vlada, ktera je vznesla, 
vypovedeti celou tuto dohodu se 
tficetidenni pisemnou vkpovedi 
do patnacti dnfi po uplynuti shorn 
zminene tficetidenni lhfity. 

I.JANEK VIII 

1/ Kdyby Spojene Státy Ame-
ricke nebo republika Ceskosloven-
ska zavedlyneb udriovaly jakkkoli 
zpfisob omezenf co do mnoistvi 
nebo kontroly dovozu nebo prodeje 
jakehokoli zboil, na n6mi ma 
druhk stfit zfijem nebo kdyby 
zavedly na dovoz nebo prodej 
ur6iteho mnoistvi takoveho zboii 
nii61 dovozni do nebo dfivku, 
nei je do nebo dfivka na dovoz 
pfevy6ujici takove mnoistvi, vlfida 
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of such quantity, the Govern- stAtu, ktera ucinila takove opat-
ment of the country taking such feni mA:
action shall:

(a) Upon request inform
the Government of the other
country as to the total quan-
tity, or any change therein,
of any such article permitted
to be imported or sold or
permitted to be imported or
sold at such lower duty or
charge, during a specified
period; and

(b) Allot to the other coun-
try for such specified period a
share of such total quantity
as originally established or
subsequently changed in any
manner equivalent to the pro-
portion of the total importa-
tion of such article which
such other country supplied
during a previous representa-
tive period, unless it is
mutually agreed to dispense
with such allotment.

2. Except as otherwise pro-
vided for in this Agreement,
neither the United States of Ameri-
ca nor the Czechoslovak Republic
shall regulate the total quantity of
importations into its territory or
sales therein of any article in
which the other country has an in-
terest, by import licenses or per-
mits issued to individuals or
organizations, unless the total
quantity of such article permitted
to be imported or sold, during a
quota period of not less than three
months, shall have been estab-
lished. The Government of each
country will, upon request, inform
the Government of the other
country of the total quantity of
any such article permitted to be
imported and of the regulations
covering the issuance of such
licenses or permits.

3. In the event that the Gov-
ernment of either country shall
make representations concerning

a/ na pofadani uvedomiti
vladu druh6ho statu o cel-
kovem mnozstvf zbofi, nebo o
zmenich tohoto mnoistvi, po-
voleneho v urcitem obdobi
k dovozu nebo prodeji, nebo
k dovozu nebo prodeji za
snifen6 do nebo davku; a

b/ prideliti druhemu statu
pro toto urcit6 obdobi podil z
takoveho celkov6ho mnoIstvi
pfvodn6 stanoven6ho nebo
pozdeji nejak zmenen6ho,
ktery se rovna pomeru cel-
kov6ho dovozu takov6ho
zbogf, dodaneho druh:fm sta-
tem v divejgsim representa-
tivnim obdobf, le6 by bylo
vzajemn8 dohodnuto, ie se
upougti od takov6ho pfidelu.

2/ Neni-li jinak stanoveno v
teto dohod6, nebudou ani Spo-
jen6 StAty Americk6 ani republika
&eskoslovenska dovoznimi licen-
cemi nebo povolenfmi, vydAvany-
mi jednotlivcmin nebo organisacim,
upravovati celkov6 nmnostvi do-
volen6ho dovozu do sveho uzemf
nebo k prodeji v nem jak6hokoli
zboMi, na neml ma druhk stAt
zajem, aniA by bylo stanoveno
celkov6 mnoIstvi takov6ho zboMi,
jehoI dovoz nebo prodej je dovo-
len nejm6en v timesicnim kontin-
gentnim obdobi. Vlida kaid6ho
z obou statfi na poidini uvedomi
druhou vladu o celkov6m mnoistvi
takov6ho zbozi, povolen6ho k do-
vozu a o pfedpisech o vydavani
techto licenci nebo povolenf.

Import licenses, etc.

Information respect-
ing restrictions.

3/Vznese-livlada jednohozobou Representations
c, eoncerning applica-

statinAmitky doprovidid ustano- tion of Arnide.

veni tohoto 6lanku vladou druheho
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of such quantity, the Govern-
ment of the country taking such 
action shall: 

(a) Upon request inform 
the Government of the other 
country as to the total quan-
tity, or any change therein, 
of any such article permitted 
to be imported or sold or 
permitted to be imported or 
sold at such lower duty or 
charge, during a specified 
period; and 

(b) Allot to the other coun-
try for such specified period a 
share of such total quantity 
as originally established or 
subsequently changed in. any 
manner equivalent to the pro-
portion of the total importa-
tion of such article which 
such other country supplied 
during a previous representa-
tive period, unless it is 
mutually agreed to dispense 
with such allotment. 

2. Except as otherwise pro-
vided for in this Agreement, 
neither the United States of Ameri-
ca nor the Czechoslovak Republic 
shall regulate the total quantity of 
importations into its territory or 
sales therein of any article in 
which the other country has an in-
terest, by import licenses or per-
mits issued to individuals or 
organizations, unless the total 
quantity of such article permitted 
to be imported or sold, during a 
quota period of not less than three 
months, shall have been estab-
lished. The Government of each 
country will, upon request, inform 
the Government of the other 
country of the total quantity of 
any such article permitted to be 
imported and of the regulations 
covering the issuance of such 
licenses or permits. 

3. In the event that the Gov-
ernment of either country shall 
make representations concerning 

statu, ktera ueinila takove 
fenf 

opat-

na poiftdfini uvedomiti 
vlklu druheho stau o cel-
kovem mnastvf zbaf, nebo o 
zmenach tohoto mnastvf, po-
voleneho v ureitem obdobf 
k dovozu nebo prodeji, nebo 
k dovozu nebo prodeji 
snfiene do nebo davku; a 

b/ Wend druhenau stau 
pro toto ureite obdobf podfl z 
takoveho celkoveho mnastvf 
pbvodne stanoveneho nebo 
pozdeji nèjak zmeneneho, 
kterk se rovnfi, pomeru eel-
koveho dovozu takoveho 
zbaf, dodaneho druhkm sth-
tern v diivejelm representa-
tivnlm obdobf, lee by bylo 
vzhjerane dohodnuto, ie se 
upouetf od takoveho 

2/ Nenf-li jinak stanoveno v Import licenses, etc. 

teto dohode, nebudou arli Spo-
jene Staty Americke aid republika 
eskoslovenska dovoznfmi licen-

cerni nebo povolenfmi, vydavank-
mi jednotlivellm nebo organisacim, 
upravovati celkove mnastvf do-
voleneho dovozu do sveho dzemf 
nebo k prodeji v nem jakehokoli 
zbal, na neml m6, druhk sat 
zajem, ana by bylo stanoveno 
celkove mnoistvf takoveho zbaf, 
jehoi dovoz nebo prodej je dovo-
len nejmene v tiimesfenim kontin-
gentnfm obdobf. Vlada kaideho 
z obou statA na paadfinf uvedomf 
druhou vbidu o celkovem mnoistvf 
takoveho zboil, povoleneho k do-
vozu a o pfedpisech o vydavanf 
techto licencl nebo povolenf. 

3/ Vznese-li vhida jednoho z obou 
statfi inimitky do provildenf ustano-
venf tohoto elanku vladou druheho 

information respect-
ing restrictions. 

Representations 
concerning applica-
tion of Article. 
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the application by the Govern-
ment of the other country of the
provisions of this Article, the
Government of such other coun-
try shall give sympathetic con-
sideration to such representations,
and if, within thirty days after
the receipt of such representa-
tions, a satisfactory adjustment
has not been made or an agree-
ment has not been reached with
respect thereto, the Government
making them may, within fifteen
days after the expiration of the
aforesaid period of thirty days,
terminate this Agreement in its
entirety on thirty days' written
notice.

ARTICLE IX

Foreigntpurchsesof 1. In the event that the UnitedGovernment monopo-
lies. States of America or the Czecho-

slovak Republic establishes or
maintains a monopoly for the im-
portation, production or sale of a
particular commodity or grants
exclusive privileges, formally or
in effect, to one or more agencies
to import, produce or sell a par-
ticular commodity, the Govern-
ment of the country establishing
or maintaining such monopoly, or
granting such monopoly privi-
leges, agrees that in respect of the
foreign purchases of such monop-
oly or agency the commerce of
the other country shall receive
fair and equitable treatment. To
this end it is agreed that in mak-
ing its foreign purchases of any
product such monopoly or agency
will be influenced solely by com-
petitive considerations such as
price, quality, marketability and
terms of sale.

trdctsforpblw oks2 2. It is agreed that each Gov-
etc. eminent, in the awarding of con-

tracts for public works and gener-
ally in the purchase of supplies

statu, vlada tohoto druheho stAtu
bude takov6 nAmitky blahovoln6
zkoumati a nedojde-li k uspoko-
jiv6mu tesenf nebo k dohod6 o
tom do triceti dnf po prijeti
techto nimitek, mfue vlada, kteri
je vznesla, vypovedeti tuto celou
dohodu se tficetidenni pisemnou
vypovedi do patnacti dnu po
uplynuti shora zminen6 tficeti-
dennf lhfty.

CLXNEE IX

1. Zavedou-li nebo udrfuji-li
Spojen6 Staty Americke nebo re-
publika Ceskoslovenska monopol
pro dovoz, vSrobu nebo prodej
urciteho zbogi nebo poskytnou-li
v:luEne vysady, formAln6 nebo
skutecne, pro dovoz, vyrobu nebo
prodej urcit6ho zboli jednomu
nebo vice jednatelstvim, ddvA
vlida stAtu, ktera zavAdi nebo
udrzuje takovf monopol nebo
udilf takove monopolnf vfsady,
souhlas k tomu, Me bude slusne a
spravedlive nakladati s obchodem
druh6ho statu, pokud jde o nakupy
zmineneho monopolu nebo jedna-
telstvi v cizine. Proto bylo do-
hodnuto, ze takovk monopol nebo
jednatelstvi budou se fiditi pfi
sv:ch nAkupech jak6hokoli vyrob-
ku v cizine v:hradn8 ohledem na
sout8ivost jako na cenu, jakost,
odbytovou schopnost a prodejnf
podminky.

2. Je shoda v tom, ie pHi zada-
vAni dodivek pro veIejn6 prace a
vseobecne pfi nAkupu potfeb aid-
na z obou vlAd nebude druh: stat
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Foreign purchases of 
Government monopo-
lies. 

Awarding of con-
tracts for public works, 
etc. 

the application by the Govern-
ment of the other country of the 
provisions of this Article, the 
Government of such other coun-
try shall give sympathetic con-
sideration to such representations, 
and if, within thirty days after 
the receipt of such representa-
tions, a satisfactory adjustment 
has not been made or an agree-
ment has not been reached with 
respect thereto, the Government 
making them may, within fifteen 
days after the expiration of the 
aforesaid period of thirty days, 
terminate this Agreement in its 
entirety on thirty days' written 
notice. 

ARTICLE IX 

1. In the event that the United 
States of America or the Czecho-
slovak Republic establishes or 
maintains a monopoly for the im-
portation, production or sale of a 
particular commodity or grants 
exclusive privileges, formally or 
in effect, to one or more agencies 
to import, produce or sell a par-
ticular commodity, the Govern-
ment of the country establishing 
or maintaining such monopoly, or 
granting such monopoly privi-
leges, agrees that in respect of the 
foreign purchases of such monop-
oly or agency the commerce of 
the other country shall receive 
fair and equitable treatment. To 
this end it is agreed that in mak-
ing its foreign purchases of any 
product such monopoly or agency 
will be influenced solely by com-
petitive considerations such as 
price, quality, marketability and 
terms of sale. 

2. It is agreed that each Gov-
ernment, in the awarding of con-
tracts for public works and gener-
ally in the purchase of supplies 

statu, vlada tohoto druhelo statu 
bude takove ntimitky blahovolne 
zkoumati a nedojde-li k uspoko-
jivemu fekni nebo k dohode o 
tom do tficeti dnfl o pfijeti 
achto ntimitek, mfie vlada, ktera 
je vznesla, vypovedeti tuto celou 
dohodu se tficetidenni pisemnou 
vkpovedi do patnacti dna po 
uplynuti shora zminene tficeti-
denni 

OLINEK IX 

1. Zavedou-li nebo udriuji-li 
Spojene Staty Americke nebo re-
publika Ceskoslovenska monopol 
pro dovoz, vkrobu nebo prodej 
urateho zbal nebo poskytnou-li 
vklane vksacly, formalne nebo 
skuteene, pro dovoz, vkrobu nebo 
prodej ur6iteho zboli jednomu 
nebo vice jednatelstvim, davá 
vlada statu, ktera zavadi nebo 
udrhije takovk monopol nebo 
udili takove monopolni vksady, 
souhlas k tomu, e bude slugne a 
spravedlive nakladati s obchodem 
druh6ho statu, pokud jde o nakupy 
zmineneho monopolu nebo jedna-
telstvi v cizine. Proto bylo do-
hodnuto, e takovk monopol nebo 
jednatelstvi budou se 
svkch nakupech jakehokoli vkrob-
ku v cizine vkltradne ohledem na 
soutnivost jako na cenu, jakost, 
odbytovou schopnost a prodejni 
podminky 

2. Je shoda v tom, k pH zada-
vani dodavek pro vefejne prace a 
vgeobecne pH nakupu potfeb ad-
z obou vlad nebude druhk stilt 
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shall not discriminate against the
other country in favor of any third
country.

ARTICLE X

In the event that the United
States of America or the Czecho-
slovak Republic establishes or
maintains, directly or indirectly,
any form of control of the means
of international payment, it shall,
in the administration of such con-
trol:

(a) Impose no prohibition, con-
dition, restriction, or delay on the
transfer of payment for imported
articles the growth, produce or
manufacture of the other country,
or on the transfer of payments
necessary for and incidental to the
importation of such articles;

(b) Accord unconditionally,
with respect to rates of exchange
and taxes or surcharges on ex-
change transactions in connection
with payments for or payments
necessary and incidental to the
importation of articles the growth,
produce or manufacture of the
other country, treatment no less
favorable than that accorded in
connection with the importation
of any article whatsoever the
growth, produce or manufacture
of any third country; and

(c) Accord unconditionally,
with respect to all rules and for-
malities applying to exchange
transactions in connection with
payments for or payments neces-
sary and incidental to the importa-
tion of articles the growth, prod-
uce or manufacture of the other
country, treatment no less favor-
able than that accorded in con-
nection with the importation of
the like articles the growth, prod-
uce or manufacture of any third
country.

diskriminovati ve prospech ktere
hokoli statu tfetiho.

CLA.NEK X

Zavedou-li nebo udrzuji-li Spo-
jen6 Staty Americk6 nebo repub-
lika Ceskoslovenski pffmo nebo
nepfimo, jakoukoli formu kontroly
mezinArodnich platf, nebudou pfi
provaddni t6to kontroly:

a/ uklAdati zakazy, podminky,
omezeni neb odklady na pfevod
platu za dovezene zbogi, plodiny
nebo vfrobky druheho stitu nebo
na pfevod platf nutnych pro do-
voz tohoto zboli nebo souvisejicich
s nim;

b/ pokud jde o devisove kursy
a dane nebo poplatky za pfevody
devis pfi platech za dovoz zbofi,
plodin nebo vyrobkfi druh6ho stAtu
nebo pri platech nutnych pro tento
dovoz a s nim souvisejicich, budou
bezpodminecne priznivati nak-
ladini nemene prizniv6 net jak6
se pfiznAvA pfi dovozu jak6hokoli
zbozi, plodin nebo vprobkfi
kterehokoli tfetiho statu; a

Control of means of
international pay-
ment.

Transfer of pay-
ments for imports.

Rates of exchange,
etc.

c/ pokud jde o veskere pfedpisy tEiohange tsrac-
a formality tjkajici se prevodu
devis pfi platech za dovoz zboii,
plodin nebo vSrobki druh6ho
statu nebo pfi platech nutnych pro
tento dovoz a s nim souvisejicich,
budou bezpodminecne pfiznavati
nakldfini nemene pHzniv6 neS
jak6 se prizn/va phi dovozu stej-
neho zbofi, plodin nebo vfrobkfi
kter6hokoli tietfho statu.
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shall not discriminate against the diskrirainovati ve prospech ktere-
other country in favor of any third hokoli statu tfettho. 
country. 

ARTICLE X 

In the event that the United 
States of America or the Czecho-
slovak Republic establishes or 
maintains, directly or indirectly, 
any form of control of the means 
of international payment, it shall, 
in the administration of such con-
trol: 

(a) Impose no prohibition, con-
dition, restriction, or delay on the 
transfer of payment for imported 
articles the growth, produce or 
manufacture of the other country, 
or on the transfer of payments 
necessary for and incidental to the 
importation of such articles; 

(b) Accord unconditionally, 
with respect to rates of exchange 
and taxes or surcharges on ex-
change transactions in connection 
with payments for or payments 
necessary and incidental to the 
importation of articles the growth, 
produce or manufacture of the 
other country, treatment no less 
favorable than that accorded in 
connection with the importation 
of any article whatsoever the 
growth, produce or manufacture 
of any third country; and 

(c) Accord unconditionally, 
with respect to all rules and for-
malities applying to exchange 
transactions in connection with 
payments for or payments neces-
sary and incidental to the importa-
tion of articles the growth, prod-
uce or manufacture of the other 
country, treatment no less favor-
able than that accorded in con-
nection with the importation of 
the like articles the growth, prod-
uce or manufacture of any third 
country. 

6LANEK X 

Zavedou-li nebo uddujf-li Spo-
jene Staty Americke nebo repub-
lika 'eskoslovenska pfimo nebo 
nepfimo, jakoukoli formu kontroly 
mezinarodnIch platâ, nebudou 
provadeni t6to kontroly: 

a/ ukladati zakazy, podmInky, 
omezenf neb odklady na pfevod 
platu za dovezene zboii, plodiny 
nebo vSrrobky druheho statu nebo 
na pfevod platn nutnkch pro do-
voz tohoto zboil nebo souvisejicich 
s nfm; 

b/ pokud jde o devisov6 kursy 
a dane nebo poplatky za pfevody 
devis pfi platech za dovoz zboif, 
plodin nebo vSrrobkifi druh6ho statu 
nebo pH platech nutnSrch pro tento 
dovoz a s nfm souvisejfcich, budou 
bezpodminane pfiznavati nak-
Mani nemene priznive ne jake 
se pfiznava pH dovozu jakehokoli 
zboM, plodin nebo vkrobki 
kterehokoli tfetfho statu; a 

c/ pokud jde o ve§kere pfedpisy 
a formality tSrkajfcf se pfevodu 
devis pfi platech za dovoz zboif, 
plodin nebo vSrrobkil druheho 
statu nebo pH platech nutnSrch pro 
tento dovoz a s nfm souvisejicfch, 
budou bezpodrafnane pfiznavati 
nakladimi nemene pfiznive nei 
jake, se pfizn6va pH dovozu stej-
neho zboIl, plodin nebo vSrrobkfi 
kterehokoli tifetfho statu. 

Control of means of 
international pay-
ment. 

Transfer of pay-
ments for imports. 

Rates of exchange, 
etc. 

Exchange transac-
tions. 

98907°-39----PT. 3-55 
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ARTICLE XI

Extension of adva-
tages, etc., granted a With respect to customs duties
third country. or charges of any kind imposed on

or in connection with importation
or exportation, and with respect
to the method of levying such
duties or charges, and with respect
to all rules and formalities in con-
nection with importation or ex-
portation, and with respect to
all laws or regulations affecting
the sale, taxation or use of im-
ported goods within the country,
any advantage, favor, privilege or
immunity which has been or may
hereafter be granted by the United
States of America or by the Czech-
oslovak Republic to any article
originating in or destined for any
third country, shall be accorded
immediately and unconditionally
to the like article originating in or
destined for the Czechoslovak Re-
public or the United States of
America, respectively.

ARTICLE XII

CLXNEK XI

JakAkoli vyhoda, pfednost, vf-
sada neb osvobozeni tfkajici se eel
nebo jak~chkoli davek uklddan9'ch
pfi dovozu nebo vkrvozu nebo
tS'kajcfi se zpfisobu vybirdnf t&chto
eel nebo d6vek nebo tkkajfcf se
vsech dovoznich a vfrvoznfch pra-
videl a formalit nebo tkkajicf se
vsech zakonf a narfzeni o prodeji,
zdaneni nebo spotfeb6 dovaien6ho
zbozi uvnitf statu, kter6 byly
nebo by napfi4te mohly b:ti Spo-
jenymi Staty Americkkmi nebo
republikou Ceskoslovenskou po-
skytnuty na ktergkoli zbozi po-
chAzejici z kter6hokoli tfetiho
statu nebo tam urgen6, budou
ihned a bezpodmfne6n6 poskyt-
nuty na stejn6 zbogi pochAizejfci
bud' z republiky Ceskoslovensk6
nebo ze Spojenkch Stattu Ame-
rickkch, nebo tam urcen6.

?LLNEK XII

In the event that the rate of
exchange between the currencies
of the United States of America
and the Czechoslovak Republic
varies considerably from the rate
obtaining on the day of the signa-
ture of this Agreement, the Gov-
ernment of either country, if it
considers the change in rate so
substantial as to prejudice the
industry or commerce of the
country, shall be free to propose
negotiations for the modification
of this Agreement or to terminate
this Agreement in its entirety on
thirty days' written notice.

Nastane-li mezi menou Spo-
jenych Statfi Americkych a menou
republiky Ceskoslovensk6 znacnd
zmena devisovdho kursu proti
kursu v den podpisu t6to dohody,
je vlAda kaideho z obou statf
opravnena, domniva-li se, ie
zmena kursu je tak podstatna, ze
je na djmu v:rob6 a obchodu
statu, navrhnouti jednAni ke
zm2nn teto dohody nebo mfile
vypovedeti celou tuto dohodu se
tficetidennf pfsemnou vrpovdlf.

ARTICLE XIII CLXNEK XIII

Greater than nominal penalties VetMf neA uzntvacf pokuty nebu-
will not be imposed in the United dou ukladany ani ve Spojen:ch

Modification where
rate of exchange preju-
dicial.

Errors in documen-
tation.
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ARTICLE XI 

Extension of advan-
tages, etc., granted a With respect to customs duties 
third country. 

Modifimtion where 
rate of exchange preju-
dicial. 

Errors in documen-
tation. 

or charges of any kind imposed on 
or in connection with importation 
or exportation, and with respect 
to the method of levying such 
duties or charges, and with respect 
to all rules and formalities in con-
nection with importation or ex-
portation, and with respect to 
all laws or regulations affecting 
the sale, taxation or use of im-
ported goods within the country, 
any advantage, favor, privilege or 
immunity which has been or may 
hereafter be granted by the United 
States of America or by the Czech-
oslovak Republic to any article 
originating in or destined for any 
third country, shall be accorded 
immediately and unconditionally 
to the like article originating in or 
destined for the Czechoslovak Re-
public or the United States of 
America, respectively. 

ARTICLE XII 

In the event that the rate of 
exchange between the currencies 
of the United States of America 
and the Czechoslovak Republic 
varies considerably from the rate 
obtaining on the day of the signa-
ture of this Agreement, the Gov-
ernment of either country, if it 
considers the change in rate so 
substantial as to prejudice the 
industry or commerce of the 
country, shall be free to propose 
negotiations for the modification 
of this Agreement or to terminate 
this Agreement in its entirety on 
thirty days' written notice. 

6.LA.NES XI 

Jaldkoli vkhoda, pfednost, vk-
sada neb osvobozenf tkkajfcf se cel 
nebo jakkchkoli davek ukladankch 
pfi dovozu nebo vkvozu nebo 
tkkajlef se zpilsobu vybfranf techto 
eel nebo davek nebo tkkajfcf se 
v6ech dovoznIch a vkvoznIch pra-
videl a formalit nebo tkkajfel se 
vAech zakonfi a naffzenf o prodeji, 
zdanenf nebo spotfeb6 dovfileneho 
zboif uvnitf statu, ktere byly 
nebo by napfate molly bkti Spo-
jenkmi Staty Americkkmi nebo 
republikou Ceskoslovenskou po-
skytnuty na kterekoli zboil po-
chazejfcf z kterehokoli tfetfho 
statu nebo tam ur6ene, budou 
ihned a bezpodminane poskyt-
nuty na stejne zbaf pochazejfcf 
bud' z republiky Oeskoslovenske 
nebo ze Spojenkch Stith Arne-
rickkch, nebo tam urOene. 

LANEK XII 

Nastane-li mezi m6nou Spo-
jenkch Stato. Americkkch a menou 
republiky Ceskoslovenske zna6m1 
zmena devisoveho kursu proti 
kursu v den podpisu teto dohody, 
je vlada kaideho z obou statfi 
opravnena, domnIva-li se, ie 
zmena kursu je tak podstatmi, 
je na djmu vkrobe a obchodu 
statu, navrhnouti jedminf ke 
zmene teto dohody nebo mule 
vypov6deti celou tuto dohodu se 
tficetidennf pfsemnou vkpovedf. 

ARTICLE XIII aLANEK XIII 

Greater than nominal penalties Vet§f ne uznivacf pokuty nebu-
will not be imposed in the United dou ukhidttny ani ve Spojenkch 
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States of America or in the Czecho-
slovak Republic upon importa-
tions of articles the growth, pro-
duce or manufacture of the other
country because of errors in docu-
mentation obviously clerical in
origin or where good faith can be
established.

The Government of each coun-
try will accord sympathetic con-
sideration to, and when requested
will afford adequate opportunity
for consultation regarding, such
representations as the other Gov-
ernment may make with respect to
the operation of customs regula-
tions, quantitative restrictions or
the administration thereof, the
observance of customs formalities,
and the application of sanitary
laws and regulations for the pro-
tection of human, animal, or plant
life or health.

Statech Americkfch ani v repub-
lice Ceskoslovenske na dovoz
zbozi, plodin nebo vfrobkf dru-
h6ho statu pro omyly v dokladech
vznikle zfejme pfepsAnim nebo
kdy lze prokazati dobrou viru.

VlAda kade6ho z obou statfi
bude blahovolne zkoumati a byla-
li poid6ana poskytne pfimerenou
pffleIitost k poradam o stizno-
stech, jet by mohla druha vlada
vznesti o pouziti celnich pfedpisi1,
omezeni co do mnoistvi a pfislus-
nkch spravnfch opatreni, zacho-
vvatni celnich formalit a provi-
deni zdravotnich zAkond a naif-
zeni na ochranu fivota a zdravi
lidi, zvifat a rostlin.

ARTICLE XIV I:LINEK XIV

1. Except as otherwise provided
in the second paragraph of this
Article, the provisions of this
Agreement relating to the treat-
ment to be accorded by the United
States of America and the Czecho-
slovak Republic, respectively, to
the commerce of the other country,
shall not apply to the Philippine
Islands, the Virgin Islands, Ameri-
can Samoa, the Island of Guam,
or to the Panama Canal Zone.

2. Subject to the reservations
set forth in paragraphs 3, 4 and 5
of this Article, the provisions of
this Agreement regarding most-
favored-nation treatment shall ap-
ply to articles the growth, produce
or manufacture of any territory
under the sovereignty or authority
of the United States of America
or the Czechoslovak Republic, im-
ported from or exported to any

1. Pokud nenf ustanoveno jinak
ve druhem odstavci tohoto dlanku,
ustanoveni t6to dohody o naklA-
danf s obchodem druh6ho statu,
je, si navzAjem pfiznAvajf Spojen6
StAty Americk6 a republika Cesko-
slovenska, nebudou se vztahovati
na ostrovy Filipinske, ostrovy
Panensk6, americkou Samou, ost-
rov Guam a pasmo Panamskeho
prfiplavu.

2. Ustanovenf t6to dohody o nej-
vysfich vj'hodach se budou vzta-
hovati, s vjimkou vfhrad uve-
denfch ve tfetim, ctvrtem a patem
odstavci tohoto clanku, na zbozf,
plodiny nebo vprobky kter6hoko-
liv fizemi pod svrchovanostf nebo
pravomoci Spojenfch StAtft Ame-
rickfch nebo republiky Ceskoslo-
venske, jel je dovaieno z kter6ho-
koliv fizemi pod svrchovanosti
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Mutual considera-
tion of representations
respecting customs,
etc.

Provisions not to ap-
ply to Philippine Is-
lands, etc.

Preferential treat-
ment extended to ter-
ritories, etc., of each
other.
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States of America or in the Czecho-
slovak Republic upon importa-
tions of articles the growth, pro-
duce or manufacture of the other 
country because of errors in docu-
mentation obviously clerical in 
origin or where good faith can be 
established. 
The Government of each coun-

try will accord sympathetic con-
sideration to, and when requested 
will afford adequate opportunity 
for consultation regarding, such 
representations as the other Gov-
ernment may make with respect to 
the operation of customs regula-
tions, quantitative restrictions or 
the administration thereof, the 
observance of customs formalities, 
and the application of sanitary 
laws and regulations for the pro-
tection of human, animal, or plant 
life or health. 

ARTICLE XW 

1. Except as otherwise provided 
in the second paragraph of this 
Article, the provisions of this 
Agreement relating to the treat-
ment to be accorded by the United 
States of America and the Czecho-
slovak Republic, respectively, to 
the commerce of the other country, 
shall not apply to the Philippine 
Islands, the Virgin Islands, Ameri-
can Samoa, the Island of Guam, 
or to the Panama Canal Zone. 

2. Subject to the reservations 
set forth in paragraphs 3, 4 and 5 
of this Article, the provisions of 
this Agreement regarding most-
favored-nation treatment shall ap-
ply to articles the growth, produce 
or manufacture of any territory 
under the sovereignty or authority 
of the United States of America 
or the Czechoslovak Republic, im-
ported from or exported to any 

Statech Americkkch ani v repub-
lice Ceskoslovenske na dovoz 
zboif, plodin nebo vkrobkft dru-
hello statu pro omyly v dokladech 
vznik16 zfejme pfepsanfm nebo 
kdy lze prokazati dobrou vfru. 

Vlada kaideho z obou statii 
bude blahovolne zkoumati a byla-
li poiadana poskytne pfimefenou 
pfilefitost k poradtun o stMno-
stech, ja by mohla druha vlada 
vznesti o poufitf celnfch pfedpisd, 
omezenf co do mnoistvf a plislu6-
nkch spravnIch opatfenf, zacho-
vavanf celnIch formalit a prova-
dent zdravotnIch zakond a naff-
zenf na ochranu iivota a zdravf 
lidf, zvflat a rostlin. 

Mutual considera-
tion of representations 
respecting customs, 
etc. 

1.A.NEII XIV 

1. Pokud nenf ustanoveno jinak çai-ye to an-hPP-druh6m odstavci tohoto elanku, - 
ustanovenf teto dohody o naklá-
dánf obchodem druheho statu, 
jel si navzajem pfiznavajf Spojene 
Staty Americke a republika Oesko-
slovenska, nebudou se vztahovati 
na ostrovy Filipinske, ostrovy 
Panenske, americkou Samou, ost-
rov Guam a pasmo Panamskeho 
pruplavu. 

2. Ustanovenf teto dohody o nej- Pre t ferential tr ea t-

vy§6fch vkhodach se budou vzta- orittgerries,. etc., of each 

hovati, s vkjimkou vkhrad uve-
denkch ye tfetfm, 6tvrtem a patent 
odstavci tohoto 6binku, na zbolf, 
plodiny nebo vkrobky kterehoko-
liv fizemf pod svrchovanostf nebo 
pravomocf Spojenkch Statft Ame-
rickkch nebo republiky .,eskoslo-
venske, jei je dovaieno z ktereho-
koliv dzemf pod svrchovanostf 
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1

territory under the sovereignty or
authority of the other country.

aNnlzoe ton It is understood, however, that
the provisions of this paragraph
do not apply to the Panama Canal
Zone.

Advantages ex- 3. The advantages now ac-cepted from appica-
tion of Agreement. corded or which may hereafter be

accorded by the United States of
America or the Czechoslovak Re-
public to adjacent countries in
order to facilitate frontier traffic,
and advantages resulting from a
customs union to which either the
United States of America or the
Czechoslovak Republic may be-
come a party so long as such
advantages are not extended to
any other country, shall be ex-
cepted from the provisions of
this Agreement.

4. The advantages now ac-
corded or which may hereafter be
accorded by the Czechoslovak
Republic to Austria, Hungary,
Yugoslavia, Rumania or Bulgaria
for the purpose of closer mutual
economic cooperation between the
Danubian countries, in respect of
those commodities benefiting from
special advantages now accorded
by the Czechoslovak Republic to
such countries, shall be excepted
from the provisions of this Agree-
ment. However, in the event
that such advantages should have
the effect of impairing materially

Poet, p. 2310. the value of any concession pro-
vided for in Schedule I of this
Agreement, the Government of
the United States of America i
reserves the right to reopen ne-
gotiations with a view to the
modification of this Agreement.

5. The advantages now ac-
corded or which may hereafter be
accorded by the United States of I
America, its territories or posses-

nebo pravomoci druheho statu
nebo je do neho vyvIeno. Je
vAak shoda v tom, ze ustanovenf
tohoto odstavce se nevztahuji na
pAsmo Panamsk6ho prfplavu.

3. Z ustanoveni teto dohody
se vylucuji vyhody jii poskytnut6
nebo jez by mohly byti napHist
poskytnuty Spojenkmi Strty
Americkymi nebo republikou
Ceskoslovenskou pohranicnim
stAtfm, aby se usnadnil pohranicni
styk, jakoz i vyhody vypljvajici
z celnf unie, k niz by bud Spojene
St4ty Americk6 nebo republika
Ceskoslovenski mohly pfistoupiti,
a to potud, pokud tyto vyhody
nebudou rozsffeny na kterykoli
jiny stat.

4. Z ustanoveni t6to dohody
se vylucuji vyhody nynf posky-
tovan6 nebo jel by mohly byti
republikou Ceskoslovenskou v
budoucnosti pfiznAny Rakousku,
Madarsku, Jugoslavii, Rumunsku
nebo Bulharsku za dielem usi
vzajemn6 spoluprace hospodarske
mezi podunajskkmi staty, pokud
jde o zboff pozfvajfei zvldstnich
vkhod, je2 republika Ceskoslo-
venskf nyni poskytuje temto
sttfim. Kdyby se vsak v
disledku techto vyhod hodnota
kter6koli koncese obsazene v
seznamu I teto dohody podstatne
zmensila, vlada Spojenych Statu
Americkkch vyhrazuje si prAvo,
ze zahaji jednAni o zmenu t6to
dohody.

5. Z ustanoveni t6to dohody se
vylucuji vyhody, jet byly poskyt-
iuty nebo by mohly byti napli-
4te poskytnuty Spojenymi Staty
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Not applicable to 
Canal Zone. 

Advantages ex-
cepted from applica-
tion of Agreement. 

Post, p. 2310. 

territory under the sovereignty o 
authority of the other country 
It is understood, however, tha 
the provisions of this paragraph 
do not apply to the Panama Cana 
Zone. 

3. The advantages now ac-
corded or which may hereafter be 
accorded by the United States of 
America or the Czechoslovak Re-
public to adjacent countries in 
order to facilitate frontier traffic, 
and advantages resulting from a 
customs union to which either the 
United States of America or the 
Czechoslovak Republic may be-
come a party so long as such 
advantages are not extended to 
any other country, shall be ex-
cepted from the provisions of 
this Agreement. 

4. The advantages now ac-
corded or which may hereafter be 
accorded by the Czechoslovak 
Republic to Austria, Hungary, 
Yugoslavia, Rumania or Bulgaria 
for the purpose of closer mutual 
economic cooperation between the 
Danubian countries, in respect of 
those commodities benefiting from 
special advantages now accorded 
by the Czechoslovak Republic to 
such countries, shall be excepted 
from the provisions of this Agree-
ment. However, in the event 
that such advantages should have 
the effect of impairing materially 
the value of any concession pro-
vided for in Schedule I of this 
Agreement, the Government of 
the United States of America 
reserves the right to reopen ne-
gotiations with a view to the 
modification of this Agreement. 

5. The advantages now ac-
corded or which may hereafter be 
accorded by the United States of 
America, its territories or posses-

r nebo pravomocl druheho statu 
. nebo je do neho vyvaleno. Je 
t vgak shoda v tom, Ae ustanoveni 

tohoto odstavce se nevztahuji na 
1 pasmo Panamskeho prfiplavu. 

3. Z ustanoveni teto dohody 
se vylueuji vkhody jii poskytnute 
nebo je by mohly bkti napfigte 
poskytnuty Spojenkrai Staty 
AmerickSrmi nebo republikou 
Oeskoslovenskou pohrani 6n im 
statiim, aby se usnadnil pohrani6n1 
styk, jakoi i vkhody vyylSrvajici 
z celni unie, k nI by bud Spojene 
Staty Americko nebo republika 
O.eskoslovenska mohly pfistoupiti, 
a to potud, pokud tyto vkhody 
nebudou rozgffeny na kterSikoli 
jink stat. 

4. Z ustanoveni t6to dohody 
se vylueuji vSrhody nyni posky-
tovane nebo je by mohly bkti 
republikou Ceskoslovenskou v 
budoucnosti pliznany Rakousku, 
Madarsku, Jugoslavii, Rumunsku 
nebo Bulharsku za ti6elem ui 
vajemno spoluprace hospodafske 
mezi podunajskSrmi staty, pokud 
jde o zboli poilvajici zvlagtnich 
vkhod, je republika eskoslo-
venska nyni poskytuje temto 
statum. Kdyby se vgak v 
dfisledku techto vkhod hodnota 
kterekoli koncese obsakne v 
seznamu I teto dohody podstatne 
zmengila, vlada Spojenkch Statct 
AmerickSrch vylulduje si pravo, 
bE5 zahajf jednini o zmenu teto 
dohody. 

5. Z ustanoveni teto dohody se 
vylu6uji vkhody, je byly poskyt-
nuty nebo by mohly b9-ti napli-
gte poskytnuty Spojenkmi Stity 
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sions or the Panama Canal Zone
to one another or to the Republic
of Cuba shall be excepted from
the operation of this Agreement.
The provisions of this paragraph
shall continue to apply in respect
of any advantages now or here-
after accorded by the United
States of America, its territories
or possessions or the Panama
Canal Zone to one another, irre-
spective of any change in the
political status of any of the
territories or possessions of the
United States of America.

ARTICLE XV

Subject to the requirement that,
under like circumstances and con-
ditions, there shall be no arbitrary
discrimination by either country
against the other country in favor
of any third country, and without
prejudice to the provisions of
Article IX or of the second para-
graph of Article XIII, the provi-
sions of this Agreement shall not
extend to prohibitions or restric-
tions

(1) relating to public secu-
rity;

(2) imposed on moral or hu-
manitarian grounds;

(3) designed to protect hu-
man, animal or plant
life or health;

(4) relating to prison-made
goods;

(5) relating to the enforce-
ment of police or reve-
nue laws and regula-
tions;

(6) applied to products which,
as regards production
or trade, are or may in
future be subject with-
in the country to State
monopoly or to monop-
olies exercised under
State control.

Americkymi, jejich dzemimi a
drzavami nebo pasmem Panam-
sk6ho prfplavu navzajem nebo
republice Kubanske. Ustanoveni
tohoto odstavce budou platiti,
pokud jde o jakekoli vyhody nyni
nebo v budoucnosti poskytovane
Spojenymi Staty Americkymi,
jejich dzemimi a drzavami nebo
pasmem Panamsk6ho prfiplavu
navzijem bez ohledu na jakoukoli
zmenu v politick6m statutu
nekter6ho z dzemi nebo dreav
Spojenfch Statf Americk:ch.

CLANEK XV

S v:hradou poiadavku, ie za
tfchi okolnosti a podminek Madn~
z obou stAtf nebude libovolne
diskriminovati druhy stat ve pros-
pech tietiho statu a bez ujmy
ustanoveni clanku IX nebo dru-
heho odstavce clAnku XIII usta-
noveni t6to dohody se nebudou
vztahovati na zakazy a omezeni

1. tykajici se verejn6 bez-
pecnosti,

2. ukladan6 z dfvodf mrav-
nosti a lidskosti,

3. majfci s'a uel ochranu
iivota a zdravi lidi,
zvifat a rostlin,

4. tfkajfci se zboif vyro-
ben6ho ve veznicfch,

5. vztahujicf se na provadeni
pohcejnich a dfchodo-
vfch zakond a pred-
pisO,

6. vztahujici se na zboif,
jehoI vyroba nebo ob-
chodovani s nim uvnitf
statu jsou nebo v bu-
doucnu by se mohly
stati pfedmetem stat-
niho monopolu nebo
monopolf provozova-
nfch pod statnim do-
zorem.

2305

Provisions not to
extend to srecified re-
strictions.
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sions or the Panama Canal Zone 
to one another or to the Republic 
of Cuba shall be excepted from 
the operation of this Agreement. 
The provisions of this paragraph 
shall continue to apply in respect 
of any advantages now or here-. 
after accorded by the United 
States of America, its territories 
or possessions or the Panama 
Canal Zone to one another, irre-
spective of any change in the 
political status of any of the 
territories or possessions of the 
United States of America. 

ARTICLE XV 

Subject to the requirement that, 
under like circumstances and con-
ditions, there shall be no arbitrary 
discrimination by either country 
against the other country in favor 
of any third country, and without 
prejudice to the provisions of 
Article IX or of the second para-
graph of Article XIII, the provi-
sions of this Agreement shall not 
extend to prohibitions or restric-
tions 

(1) relating to public secu-

rity; (2)imposed on moral or hu-
manitarian grounds; 

(3) designed to protect hu-
man, animal or plant 
life or health; 

(4) relating to prison-made 
goods; 

(5) relating to the enforce-
ment of police or reve-
nue laws and regula-
tions; 

(6) applied to products which, 
as regards production 
or trade, are or may in 
future be subject with-
in the country to State 
monopoly or to monop-
olies exercised under 
State control. 

AmerickSrmi, jejich fizemfmi a 
ddavami nebo pasmem Panam-
skeho priiplav-u navzajem nebo 
republice Kubgnske. Ustanoveni 
tohoto odstavce budou platiti, 
pokud jde o jakekoli vkhody nyni 
nebo v budoucnosti poskytovane 
Sp ojen Srmi Staty AmerickSrmi, 
jejich lizemfmi a ddavami nebo 
pasmem Panamskeho priiplavu 
navz6jem bez ohledu na jakoukoli 
zmenu v politickem statutu 
Oktereho z tizemf nebo ddav 
Spojenkch Strati AmerickSrch. 

6'LANEK XV 

S vkhradou poiadavku, ie za 
tSrch okolnostf a podmInek at-InSr 
z obou státb. nebude libovoln6 
diskriminovati druhSr stat ve pros-
pech tfetlho statu a bez tijmy 
ustanoveni 61anku IX nebo dru-
hello odstavce elanku XIII usta-
noveni -Leto dohody se nebudou 
vztahovati na zakazy a omezeni 

1. tSrkajicf se vefejne bez-
panosti, 

2. ukladane z davodu mrav-
nosti a lidskosti, 

3. majfcf 7121 il6e1 ochranu 
iivota a zdravf lidf, 
ivffat a rostlin, 

4. tSrkajfcf se zboif yyro-
beneho ye veznicfch, 

5. yztahujicf se na proyaden1 
pohcejnich a dfichodo-
ykch zakond a pied-

6. yztahujicf se na zbolf, 
jehoi vSrroba nebo ob-
chodovtini s nim uvnitf 
statu jsou nebo v bu-
doucnu by se mohly 
stati pfedmetem stb,t-
nlho monopolu nebo 
naonopoki proyozoYa-
nkch pod statnfm do-
zorem. 

Provisions not to 
extend to specified re-
strictions. 
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Adjustment of meas-
ures impairing objects
of Agreement.

Gold or silver ex-
portation, etc., re-
strictions.

Control of export of
arms, etc.

Measures relating
to neutrality.

ARTICLE XVI

In the event that the United
States of America or the Czecho-
slovak Republic adopts any meas-
ure which, even though it does not
conflict with the terms of this
Agreement, is considered by the
Government of the other country
to have the effect of nullifying or
impairing any object of the Agree-
ment, the Government of the
country which has adopted any
such measure shall consider such
representations and proposals as
the Government of the other coun-
try may make with a view to
effecting a mutually satisfactory
adjustment of the matter.

Nothing in this Agreement shall
be construed to prevent the adop-
tion of measures prohibiting or
restricting the exportation or im-
portation of gold or silver, or to
prevent the adoption of such
measures as either Government
may see fit with respect to the
control of the export or sale for
export of arms, ammunition or
implements of war, and in excep-
tional circumstances, all other
military supplies. It is agreed,
further, that nothing in this Agree-
ment shall be construed to pre-
vent the adoption or enforcement
of measures relating to neutrality.

The Government of the United
States of America and the Gov-
ernment of the Czechoslovak Re-
public reserve the right to with-
draw or to modify the concession
granted on any article under this
Agreement, or to impose quanti-
tative restrictions on any such

GLANEK XVII

VlAda Spojenych StAtit Americ-
kych a vlada republiky Ceskoslo-
vensk6 vyhrazujf si pravo odvolati
nebo zmeniti ustupky poskyt-
nute touto dohodou na kterekoli
zbozf nebo uloziti omezeni co do
mnozstvf na kterekoli takovezboif,
jestlile roziffenim takovych ustup-

ZMdn6mu ustanoveni t6to do-
hody nebude davan takovS vy-
klad, kterr by zabrafioval opa-
trenim, jimil se zakazuje nebo
omezuje vySvoz nebo dovoz zlata a
stibra nebo ktery by zabrafoval
opatfenfm, je[ by nektera z obou
vlAd mohla povaIovati za vhodnf
se zfetelem na kontrolu vyvozu a
prodeje pro vyvoz zbrani, stfeliva,
valecnkch pomocnych prostfedkfl
nebo za vkjimednkch pomerdl vsech
valednkch potfeb. Je dale shoda
v tom, ze zdn6 ustanovenf teto
dohody nebude vykladano tak,
aby se tim znemoZnilo pfijeti nebo
provad6ni opatfeni tfkajicich se
neutrality.

CLXNEK XVI

UninI-li Spojene StAty Americk6
nebo republika Ceskoslovenskf
nejak6 opatfeni, kter6, a6 neni v
rozporu s obsahem t6to dohody,
podle nazoru vlady druh6ho statu
rusi nebo poskozuje nekter- dEel
t6to dohody, vlada statu, jez
takove opatfenf zavedla, bude
zkoumati pfipominky a navrhy,
jez by vlada druh6ho statu podala
k dosaienf vzAjemne vyhovujfcf
dpravy veci.

Designated rights
reserved.

ARTICLE XVII
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Gold or silver ex-
portation, etc., re-
strictions. 

Control of export of 
arms, etc. 

Measures relating 
to neutrality. 

Adjustment of meas-
ures impairing objects 
of Agreement. 

Designated 
reserved. 

Nothing in this Agreement shall 
be construed to prevent the adop-
tion of measures prohibiting or 
restricting the exportation or im-
portation of gold or silver, or to 
prevent the adoption of such 
measures as either Government 
may see fit with respect to the 
control of the export or sale for 
export of arms, ammunition or 
implements of war, and in excep-
tional circumstances, all other 
military supplies. It is agreed, 
further, that nothing in this Agree-
ment shall be construed to pre-
vent the adoption or enforcement 
of measures relating to neutrality. 

ARTICLE XVI 

In the event that the United 
States of America or the Czecho-
slovak Republic adopts any meas-
ure which, even though it does not 
conflict with the terms of this 
Agreement, is considered by the 
Government of the other country 
to have the effect of nullifying or 
impairing any object of the Agree-
ment, the Government of the 
country which has adopted any 
such measure shall consider such 
representations and proposals as 
the Government of the other coun-
try may make with a view to 
effecting a mutually satisfactory 
adjustment of the matter. 

ARTICLE XVII 

rig hts The Government of the United 
States of America and the Gov-
ernment of the Czechoslovak Re-
public reserve the right to with-
draw or to modify the concession 
granted on any article under this 
Agreement, or to impose quanti-
tative restrictions on any such 

2acinemu ustanovenf Mt° do-
hody nebude davan takovST vSr-
klad, kterk by zabraiinval opa-
tfenfm, jimi se zakazuje nebo 
omezuje v9v-oz nebo dovoz zlata a 
stfibra nebo kterk by zabranoval 
opatfenfm, ja by nektera z obou 
vlad mohla povaiovati za vhodna 
se zfetelem na kontrolu vSrvozu a 
prodeje pro vSrv-oz zbranf, stfeliva, 
valanYch pomocnkch prostfedku 
nebo za vkjimanych pomera vgech 
valanYch potfeb. Je dale shoda 
v torn, e a.dne ustanoveni -Leto 
dohody nebude vykladano tak, 
aby se tfm znemanilo pfijetf nebo 
provadenf opatfenf tykajicfch se 
neutrality. 

IINEK XVI 

U6ini-li Spojene Staty Araericke 
nebo repub]ika O'eskoslovenska 
nejake opatfenf, ktere, 0,6 nenf v 
rozporu s obsahem teto dohody, 
podle nazoru vlady druh6ho statu 
rugf nebo pogkozuje nekterk ti6e1 
teto dohody, vlada statu, jel 
takove opatfenf zavedla, bude 
zkoumati pfiporalnky a navrhy, 
jel by vlada druheho statu podala 
k dosalenf vzajemne vyhovujfcf 
dpravy veci. 

I,,t(NEK XVII 

Vlada Spojenkch Stata Americ-
kSrch a vlada republiky eskoslo-
venske vybraAujf si pravo odvolati 
nebo zm6niti astupky poskyt-
flute touto dohodou na kterekoli 
zboAf nebo u1ojtj omezenf co do 
mnoistvf na kterekoli takovezbolf, 
jestlite roaffenfin takov-kch fistup-
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article if, as a result of the exten-
sion of such concession to third
countries, such countries obtain
the major benefit of such conces-
sion and in consequence thereof
an unduly large increase in im-
portations of such article takes
place: Provided, That before the
Government of either country
shall avail itself of the foregoing
reservation, it shall give notice in
writing to the other Government
of its intention to do so, and shall
afford such other Government an
opportunity within thirty days
after receipt of such notice to
consult with it in respect of the
proposed action; and if an agree-
ment with respect thereto is not
reached within thirty days follow-
ing receipt of the aforesaid notice,
the Government which proposed
to take such action shall be free
to do so at any time thereafter,
and the other Government shall
be free within fifteen days after
such action is taken to terminate
this Agreement in its entirety on
thirty days' written notice.

kfi na tfeti staty tyto staty zi-
skaji hlavni zisk z takovlch dstup-
ku a jestlife tim nastane ned-
mernm velik6 zvfseni dovozu tako-
v6ho zboif. Podminkou je, le
dfive nez vlAda nekter6ho z obou
stAti poulije pfedchozi vfhrady,
zpravf pisemne druhou vlAdu o
svem dmyslu a poskytne ji pH-
lezitost, aby se s ni do tficeti
dnf po pfijeti tohoto oznameni
poradila o zamyslenem opatfenf;
nedojde-li v t6to veci k dohod6 do
tficeti dnf po pfijetf zmfnendho
oznamenf, muIe vlida, kterA za-
miAl takov6 opatfenf, kdykoli je
prov6sti a druha vlada mfie do
patnacti dnu po provedeni tako-
veho opatfeni vypovedeti tuto
celou dohodu se tficetidenni pisem-
nou vSpovedi.

ARTICLE XVIII 6LANEK XVIII

The present Agreement shall,
from the date on which it comes
into force, supplant the agree-
ment between the United States
of America and the Czechoslovak
Republic, effected by exchange of
notes signed on October 29, 1923,
as prolonged by the agreement
signed December 5, 1924, and as
amended by the agreement signed
on March 29, 1935.

ARTICLE XIX

The present Agreement shall be
proclaimed by the President of the
United States of America, and

Tato dohoda nahradf dnem,
kdy vstoupf v platnost, dohodu
sjednanou vfmenou not mezi
Spojennrmi Staty Americkymi a
republikou Ceskoslovenskou, po-
depsanou dne 29. fijna 1923,
prodlouzenou dohodou podepsa-
nou dne 5. prosince 1924 a pozm&
nenou dohodou podepsanou dne
29. blezna 1935.

Agreement to sup-
plant former agree-
ments.

49 Stat. 374.

CLANEK XIX

Po projeveni souhlasu Narod- rPO ^.to and

nim Shromadenim republiky P'a,. p'236
6eskoslovensk6 bude tato doho-
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Proviso.
Notice to be given.
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article if, as a result of the exten-
sion of such concession to third 
countries, such countries obtain 
the major benefit of such conces-
sion and in consequence thereof 
an unduly large increase in im-
portations of such article takes 
place: Provided, That before the 
Government of either country 
shall avail itself of the foregoing 
reservation, it shall give notice in 
writing to the other Government 
of its intention to do so, and shall 
afford such other Government an 
opportunity within thirty days 
after receipt of such notice to 
consult with it in respect of the 
proposed action; and if an agree-
ment with respect thereto is not 
reached within thirty days follow-
ing receipt of the aforesaid notice, 
the Government which proposed 
to take such action shall be free 
to do so at any time thereafter, 
and the other Government shall 
be free within fifteen days after 
such action is taken to terminate 
this Agreement in its entirety on 
thirty days' written notice. 

ARTICLE XVIII 

The present Agreement shall, 
from the date on which it comes 
into force, supplant the agree-
ment between the United States 
of America and the Czechoslovak 
Republic, effected by exchange of 
notes signed on October 29, 1923, 
as prolonged by the agreement 
signed December 5, 1924, and as 
amended by the agreement signed 
on March 29, 1935. 

ARTICLE XTX 

The present Agreement shall be 
proclaimed by the President of the 
United States of America, and 

kft na tfeti stay tyto staty zf-
skajf hlavnf zisk z takovSTch ustup-
V.i a jestliie thn nastane neii-
m6rne velike zvSrAenf dovozu tako-
veho zboK PocImInkou je, 
dfive ne vlada nektereho z obou 
statu poulije pfedchozf vSrhrady, 
zpravf pfsemne druhou vladu o 
svem ti.myslu a poskytne jf 

aby se s nf do tficeti 
dad po pfijetf tohoto oznamenf 
poradila o zamSrAlenem opatfenf; 
nedojde-li V teto v6ci k dohode do 
tficeti dni po pfijetf zmIneneho 
oznamenf, mak) vlada, kterri za-
mSr611 takove opatfenf, kdykoli je 
provesti a druha vlada Wile do 
patnacti dna po provedenf tako-
veho opatfenf vypovedeti tuto 
celou dohodu se tficetidennf pfsem-
nou vSrpovedf. 

L.X.NEIC XVIII 

Tato dohoda nahradf dnem, 
kdy vstoupf v platnost, dohodu 
sjednanou vSrmenou not mezi 
SpojenSrmi Staty AmerickSrmi a 
republikou Oeskoslovenskou, po-
depsanou dne 29. ffjna 1923, 
prodlouienou dohodou pod.epsa-
nou dne 5. prosince 1924 a pozme-
nenou dohodou podepsanou dne 
29. bfezna 1935. 

LANEK XTIC  

Po projevenf souhlasu Nitrod-
nfm Shromaidenfm republiky 
6eskoslovenske bude tato doho-

Provito. 
Notice to be given. 

Agreement to sup-
plant former agree-
ments. 

49 Stat. 3674. 

Proclamation and 
ratification. etc. 

Post, p. Z136. 
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shall be ratified by the President
of the Czechoslovak Republic after
the declaration of approval by the
National Assembly of the Czecho-
slovak Republic.

Provisional ap- Pending ratification of the pres-
plication.

ent Agreement by the President
of the Czechoslovak Republic, the
present Agreement shall be ap-
plied provisionally by the United
States of America and the Czecho-
slovak Republic on April 16, 1938,
and thereafter until the day on
which the Agreement shall come
definitively into force, subject to
the provisions of Article VII, Ar-
ticle VIII, Article XII, Article
XVII, numbered paragraph 14 of
the Protocol, and the third para-

Definitive date of graph of this Article. The Agree-
oming intoforce. ment shall come definitively into

force thirty days after the ex-
change of the proclamation of the
President of the United States of
America and the instrument of
ratification of the President of the
Czechoslovak Republic which
shall take place at Praha as soon
as possible.

Duration. The present Agreement shall
remain in force, subject to the
provisions of Article VII, Article
VIII, Article XII, Article XVII,
and numbered paragraph 14 of the
Protocol, until April 15, 1939.
Unless at least six months before
April 15, 1939, the Government of
either country shall have given
notice of termination to the other
Government, the Agreement shall
continue in force thereafter, sub-
ject to the provisions of Article
VII, Article VIII, Article XII,
Article XVII, and numbered para-
graph 14 of the Protocol, until six
months from the day on which the
Government of either country
shall have given notice of termina-
tion to the other Government.

da ratifikovana presidentem re-
publiky Ceskoslovenske a vyhlB-
sena presidentem Spojenych Sttfi
Americkych.

Net bude tato dohoda ratifi-
kovana presidentem republiky
Ceskoslovensk6, bude uvedena v
prozatfmni platnost Spojenymi
Staty Americkfmi a republikou
Ceskoslovenskou dnem 16. dubna
1938 a bude prozathmnn platiti ai
do dne, kdy nabude definitivni
ucinnosti, za predpokladu usta-
noveni 61inku VII, 6clnku VIII,
clanku XII, clAnku XVII, Mislo-
van6ho odstavce 14 Protokolu a
tretiho odstavce tohoto lanku.
Dohoda nabude definitivni duin-
nosti tricet dni po vrmene rati-
fikacni listiny presidenta repub-
liky Ceskoslovensk6 a vyhlasky
presidenta Spojenych Statf Ame-
rickfch, kterafto vrmena bude
provedena v Praze co nejdfive.

Za predpokladu ustanoveni
dhanku VII, E6nku VIII, l6inku
XII, dlanku XVII, a 6islovan6ho
odstavce 14 Protokolu, tato doho-
da zfistane v platnosti ai do 15.
dubna 1939. Neoznamf-li nek-
tera z obou vlad nejmen6 Nest
mesicit pfed 15. dubnem 1939
druh6 vMlde, Be tuto dohodu
vypovida, zfistane dohoda nadale
v platnosti za pfedpokladu usta-
noveni hanku VII, dlanku VIII,
dlanku XII, dlnku XVII a cfslo-
van6ho odstavce 14 Protokolu, ai
do sesti mesfcd ode dne, kdy
vlada nekter6ho z obou statf
ozn6mi druhe vlad, ie dohodu
vypovidA.
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coming into force. 

Duration. 

Provisional ap-
plication. 

shall be ratified by the President 
of the Czechoslovak Republic after 
the declaration of approval by the 
National Assembly of the Czecho-
slovak Republic. 

Pending ratification of the pres-
ent Agreement by the President 
of the Czechoslovak Republic, the 
present Agreement shall be ap-
plied provisionally by the United 
States of America and the Czecho-
slovak Republic on April 16, 1938, 
and thereafter until the day on 
which the Agreement shall come 
definitively into force, subject to 
the provisions of Article VII, Ar-
ticle VIII, Article XII, Article 
XVII, numbered paragraph 14 of 
the Protocol, and the third para-

Definitive date of graph of this Article. The Agree-
ment shall come definitively into 
force thirty days after the ex-
change of the proclamation of the 
President of the United States of 
America and the instrument of 
ratification of the President of the 
Czechoslovak Republic which 
shall take place at Praha as soon 
as possible. 
The present Agreement shall 

remain in force, subject to the 
provisions of Article VII, Article 
VIII, Article XII, Article XVII, 
and numbered paragraph 14 of the 
Protocol, until April 15, 1939. 
Unless at least six months before 
April 15, 1939, the Government of 
either country shall have given 
notice of termination to the other 
Government, the Agreement shall 
continue in force thereafter, sub-
ject to the provisions of Article 
VII, Article VIII, Article XII, 
Article XVII, and numbered para-
graph 14 of the Protocol, until six 
months from the day on which the 
Government of either country 
shall have given notice of termina-
tion to the other Government. 

da ratifikovana presidentera re-
publiky •C'eskoslovensk6 a vyhla-
gena presidentera SpojenSrch Statti 
AmerickSrch. 

Neg bude tato dohoda ratifi-
kovana presidentem republiky 
Ceskoslovenske, bude uvedena v 
prozatimni platnost Spojenkmi 
Staty AmerickSrmi a republikou 
6eskoslovenskou dnem 16. dubna 
1938 a bude prozatfmne platiti ag 
do dne, kdy nabude definitivni 
Oinnosti, za pfedpokladu usta-
noveni 616nku VII, glanku VIII, 
glanku XII, glanku XVII, fslo-
vaneho odstavce 14 Protokolu a 
tfetfho odstavce tohoto glanku. 
Dohoda nabude definitivni dein-
nosti tficet dni po vkmene rati-
fikaeni listiny presidenta repub-
liky Oeskoslovenske a vyhlagky 
presidenta Spojenkch Statt Ame-
rickkch, kteraito vkmena bude 
provedena v Praze co nejdfive. 

Za pfedpokladu ustanoveni 
glanku VII, glanku VIII, 61anku 
XII, glanku XVII, a 6Islovaneho 
odstavce 14 Protokolu, tato doho-
da zustane v platnosti ag do 15. 
dubna 1939. Neoznamf-li nék-
terá obou vlad nejmen6 gest 
mesica pfed 15. dubnem 1939 
druhe vbide, e tuto dohodu 
vypovIda, zfistane dohoda nadale 
v platnosti za pfedpokladu usta-
noveni thinku VII, glanku VIII, 
glanku XII, 0tinku XVII a 61slo-
vaneho odstavce 14 Protokolu, ag 
do gesti mesicil ode dne, kdy 
vlacla nektereho z obou statfi 
ozntimi druhe vládé, e dohodu 
v y povIda. 
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In witness whereof the respec- CemuI na svedomi jm
tive Plenipotentiaries have signed plnomocnfci podepsali tl
this Agreement and have affixed hodu a pfipojili sve peceti
their seals hereto.

Done in duplicate, in the Eng- Vyhotoveno dvojmo, v
lish and Czechoslovak languages, k6m a ceskoslovensk6m zi
both authentic, at the City of obe jsou autenticka, v
Washington, this 7th day of Washingtone, dne 7. bIezl
March 1938.

For the President of the United States of America:
[SEAL] CORDELL HULL

For the President of the Czechoslovak Republic:
[SEAL] V. S. HURBAN

.enovani Signat-
uto do-
i.

* anglic-
Anni, je]
* m6st6
aa 1938.
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In witness whereof the respec-
tive Plenipotentiaries have signed 
this Agreement and have affixed 
their seals hereto. 
Done in duplicate, in the Eng-

lish and Czechoslovak languages, 
both authentic, at the City of 
Washington, this 7th day of 
March 1938. 

aemu l na svedomf jmenovanf 
pinomocnIci podepsali tuto do-
hodu a pfipojili sve pe6eti. 

Vyhotoveno dvojmo, v anglic-
k6m a 6eskoslovenskem znenf, jel 
obe jsou a,utenticka, v meste 
Washingtone, dne 7. bfezna 1938. 

For the President of the United States of America: 
[SEAL] CORDELL HULL 

For the President of the Czechoslovak Republic: 
[SEAL] V. S. ITURBAN 

Signatures. 
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CUSTOMS DUTIES ON IMPORTATION INTO THE CZECHO-
SLOVAK REPUBLIC

SCHEDULE I-SECTION A
Number of Rate ofthe Czecho- Dut in Knsovak (Czecho.Customs 

slovakTariff Description of Articles crowns)

per 100 kiloex 10. Wine berries and grapes, dried; rams
Currants:

Wine berries and grapes, dried 180ex 11. Lemons, limes, cedrats:
Grapefruit 25.ex 17. Pine (cembra) kernels, unshelled; carob-bean, azarols,

edible chestnuts; cocoanuts and similar exotic edible
nuts; olives, fresh, dried, or salted:

Pecans, unshelled 60ex 36. Walnuts and hazelnuts, ripe:
Walnuts, ripe, unshelled 80.ex 37. Fruit not specially provided for, fresh:

ex a) Fine table fruit:e x 1. Peaches and nectarines, pears, apples, and straw-
berries:

Pears from September 1 to March 31 50Apples from January 1 to June 30 40.ex e) All other fruit in other packing:
ex 1. Apples:
ex alpha) from December 1 to August 31:

apples from January 1 to June 30. 25.ex 38. Plums, dried:
ex a) in barrels, cases, bags, or in similar packing of a

gross weight of over 30 kilograms or unpacked:in barrels, cases, bags, or in similar packing of a Free
gross weight of over 50 kilograms

unpacked Freeb) in other packing 40.
ex 39. Fruit not specially provided for, prepared (dried,pressed, cut up, powdered or otherwise ground; pre-served in brine or in vinegar, in barrels; plum jamwith no sugar added):

Apples and pears, both dried and unpeeled, Freewhether whole or cut up
All other fruit not specially provided for, dried 60ex 84. Hair of all kinds, crude or worked (i. e., combed, boiled,dyed, or stained, also curled); bristles:
Animal hair, except horsehair, crude or worked Free

ex 86. Bladders and casings, green, pickled or dried; gold
beaters' skins; gut strings:

Bladders and casings, green or pickled 18
on net

ex 90. Artificial fats, edible: weight
ex Note 4. Premier jus, imported by factories for the manu- 105.facture of edible fats under special permit in

accordance with the terms imposed by regula-
tion

ex 114. Baked articles (biscuits, cakes, wafers, et cetera):
Baked flakes and similar preparations of ground f25.cereals and of rice

ex 131. Edibles in tins, bottles, and similar containers her-
metically sealed (except edibles enumerated
under Numbers 114, 126, and 127):

Preserved vegetables and other plant prepara-
tions prepared for kitchen use:

Vegetable juices; other preserved vege- 200.-tables, except tomatoes, liquid
Preserved tomatoes or asparagus 320. -All other preserved vegetables and other 420.-plant preparations prepared for kitchen

use
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CUSTOMS DUTIES ON IMPORTATION INTO THE CZECHO-
SLOVAK REPUBLIC 

Number of 
the Czecho-

slovak 
Customs 
Tariff 

SCHEDULE I-SECTION A 

Description of Articles 

Rate of 
Duty in Ka 
(Czecho-
slovak 
crowns) 

per 100 kilo. ex 10. Wine berries and grapes, dried; grams 
Currants: 
Wine berries and grapes, dried 180. 

ex 11. Lemons, limes, cedrats: 
Grapefruit 25. 

ex 17. Pine (cembra) kernels, unshelled; carob-bean, azarols, 
edible chestnuts; cocoanuts and similar exotic edible 
nuts; olives, fresh, dried, or salted: 

Pecans, unshelled 60. 
ex 36. Walnuts and hazelnuts, ripe: 

Walnuts, ripe, unshelled 80. 
ex 37. Fruit not specially provided for, fresh: 

ex a) Fine table fruit: 
ex 1. Peaches and nectarines, pears, apples, and straw-

berries: 
Pears from September 1 to March 31 50. 
Apples from January 1 to June 30 40. 

ex 0) All other fruit in other packing: 
ex 1. Apples: 
ex alpha) from December 1 to August 31: 

apples from January 1 to June 30. 25. 
ex 38. Plums, dried: 

ex a) in barrels, cases, bags, or in similar packing of a 
gross weight of over 30 kilograms or unpacked: 

in barrels, cases, bags, or in similar packing of a Free 
gross weight of over 50 kilograms 

unpacked Free 
b) in other packing 40. 

ex 39. Fruit not specially provided for, prepared (dried, 
pressed, cut up, powdered or otherwise ground; pre-
served in brine or in vinegar, in barrels; plum jam 
with no sugar added): 

Apples and pears, both dried and unpeeled, Free 
whether whole or cut up 

All other fruit not specially provided for, dried 60. 
ex 84. Hair of all kinds, crude or worked (i. e., combed, boiled, 

dyed, or stained, also curled); bristles: 
Animal hair, except horsehair, crude or worked Free 

ex 86. Bladders and casings, green, pickled or dried; gold 
beaters' skins; gut strings: 

Bladders and casings, green or pickled 18. 

on net 
weight ex 90. Artificial fats, edible: 

ex Note 4. Premier jus, imported by factories for the mann- 105. 
facture of edible fats under special permit in 
accordance with the terms imposed by regula-
tion 

ex 114. Baked articles (biscuits, cakes, wafers, et cetera): 
Baked flakes and similar preparations of ground 525. 

cereals and of rice 
ex 131. Edibles in tins, bottles, and similar containers her-

metically sealed (except edibles enumerated 
under Numbers 114, 126, and 127): 

Preserved vegetables and other plant prepara-
tions prepared for kitchen use: 

Vegetable juices; other preserved vege- 200. - 
tables, except tomatoes, liquid 

Preserved tomatoes or asparagus 320. - 
All other preserved vegetables and other 420. - 

plant preparations prepared for kitchen 
use 
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CLA PfI DOVOZU DO CESKOSLOVENSKI
REPUBLIKY

SEZNAM I. CAST A.
6fslo

eskloslo-
venskeho

celniho Celnf sazba
sazebnlku Pojmenovnf! zboil v K6

za 100 kg
ex 10. Vinn6 bobule a hrozny, susene; korintky:

vinn6 bobule a hrozny, susen6 180.-
ex 11. Citrony, lemony, cedraty:

grapefruit 25.-
ex 17. PiniovA (limbova) jadra, nevyloupana; svatojansky

chleb, nazaroly, jedle kastany; kokosov6 a podobn6
jedle orechy cizokrajn6; olivy eerstve, sugen6 neb
solen6:

ofechy pekanove, nevyloupan6 60.-
ex 36. Vlasske ofechy a Ifskove ofiky, zrale:

vlassk6 ofechy, zrale, nevyloupan6 80.-
ex 37. Ovoce vyslovne nejmenovan6, 6erstve:

ex a) jemn6 ovoce stolnf:
ex 1. broskve a nektarinky, hrusky, jablka a jahody:

hrusky od 1. zAf do 31. bfezna 50.-
jablka od 1. ledna do 30. cervna 40.-

ex c) ostatni ovoce jinak balen6:
ex 1. jablka:
ex alfa) od 1. prosince do 31. srpna:

jablka od 1. ledna do 30. cervna 25.-
ex 38. Svestky suien6:

ex a) v sudech, bednaeh, pytlfch nebo v podobnrch
obalech o hrub6 vAze vetsf nez 30 kg nebo neba-
len6:

v sudech, bednach, pytlfch nebo v podobnych beze cla
obalech o hrub6 vAze vetsi nez 50 kg

nebalen6 beze cla
b) jinak balen6 40.-

ex 39. Ovoce vyslovne nejmenovane, upravene (susen6, stla-
eene, rozkrajen6, na prach rozmelnene nebo jinak
rozdrobene; nalozen6 ve slan6 vode nebo v octe, v
sudech; svestkova povidla bez pffsady cukru):

jablka a hrusky, obojf susen6 a neloupane, bud' cel6 beze cla
nebo rozkrajen6

ostatnf ovoce vyslovne nejmenovane, susen6 60.-
ex 84. Chlupy, vlasy a fzin vesker6, surov6 nebo upravene (a

to vochlovane, vyvafene, barvene nebo mofene, teI
kadefene); stetiny:

chlupy zvffecl veskere, surov6 nebo upraven6 beze cla
ex 86. Mechyfe a stfeva, eerstve, solene nebo subene; blany

zlatotepeck6; stievove provazy:
mechyfe a stfeva, cerstve nebo solene 18.-

z eist6
vahy

ex 90. Umele tuky jedle:
ex Poznam- Premier jus, dovaieny tovarnami k vyrobe jedlych 105.-

ka 4. tukfi na zvla§tnI povolenf, za podmfnek stano-
venych nafizenim

ex 114. Peeivo (suchary, kakes, kolae, oplatky, atd.):
pecene vlocky a podobn6 pffpravky z rozem- 525.-

letych obilnin a raye
ex 131. Pozivatiny v krabicfch, lahvfch a podobnych

nddobach neprodysne uzavfene (mimo pozi-
vatiny jmenovan6 pod cfs. 114, 126 a 127):

konservy zelenin a jin6 produkty rostlinn6
piipraven6 pro kuchyfiskou potfebu:

Asavy zelenin; jine konservy zelenin mimo 200. -
z rajskych jablek, tekut6

konservy z rajskych jablek nebo z chfestu 320.-
ostatnf konservy zelenin a jine produkty 420.-

rostlinn6 pfipravene pro kuchyfiskou
potfebu
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CLA PRI DOVOZU DO aESKOSLOVENSKP 
REPUBLIKY 

SEZNAM L OAST A. 

Pojmenovanl zboil 
CelnI sazba 
v 

ex 10. Vinne bobule a hrozny, suKene; korintky: za 100 kg 

vinn6 bobule a hrozny, su6en6 180.-
ex 11. Citrony, lemony, cedr6ty: 

grapefruit 25.-
ea 17. Piniov6 (limbov6.) jAdra, nevyloupan6; svatognakk 

chleb, nazaroly, jedle ka6tany; kokosove a podobne 
jedle ofechy cizokrajne; olivy 6erstve, suAen6 neb 
Bolen& 

ofechy pekanov6, nevyloupane 60.-
ex 36. Vlakke ofechy a lfskov6 off6ky, zra16: 

vlakk6 ofechy, zrale, nevyloupane 80.-
ex 37. Ovoce vSrslovne nejmenovan6, 6erstve: 

ea a) jerane ovoce stolnf: 
ex 1. broskve a nektarinky, hruAky, jablka a jahody: 

hru6ky od 1. z6ff do 31. bfezna 50.-
jablka od 1. ledna do 30. 6ervna 40.-

ea c) ostatnf ovoce jinak balene: 
ex 1. jablka: 
ex alfa) od 1. prosince do 31. srpna: 

jablka od 1. ledna do 30. 6ervna 25.-
ex 38. gvestky sugene: 

ex a) v sudech, bednach, pytlfch nebo v podobrdrch 
obalech o hrubo vaze vetAf nei 30 kg nebo neba-
lene: 

v sudech, bednIch, pytlfch nebo v podobnkch beze cla 
obalech o hrubo v6ze vetilf nei 50 kg 

nebalene beze cla 
b) jinak balene 443.-

ex 39. Ovoce vSrslovn6 nejmenovane, upravene (suAen6, stla-
6ene, rozkrajene, na prach rozmelnene nebo jinak 
rozdrobene; naloien6 ve slane vod6 nebo v octe, v 
sudech; 6vestkov6 povidla hex pffsady cukru): 

jablka a hru6ky, obojf same a neloupane, bud' cele beze cla 
nebo rozkr6jene 

ostatnf ovoce vSrslovne nejmenovane, suAen6 60.-
ex 84. Chlupy, vlasy a ifne vakere, surove nebo upravene (a 

to vochlovane, vyvafene, barvene nebo mofene, tel 
kadefen6); 6tetiny: 

chlupy zvffecf ve6kere, surov6 nebo upraven6 beze cla 
ex 86. Mechjrfe a stfeva, 6erstve, solene nebo suAene; blAny 

zlatotepeck6; stfevove provazy: 
raechjrfe a stfeva, 6erstve nebo solene 18.-

z 6ist6 
valay 

ex 90. UM616 tuky jedle: 
ex Poznam- Premier jus, dovaienfr tovArnarai k vSrrobe jedljrch 105.-
ka 4. tukfi na zvhiAtrif povolenf, za podminek stano-

venjrch naffzenfra 

ex 114. Pe6ivo (suchary, kakes, ko1.46e, oplatky, atd.): 
pe6ene vlo6ky a podobn6 pffpravky z rozem- 525.-

letSrch obilnin a rSrie 
ex 131. Poiivatiny v krabicfch, lahvfeh a podobnjrch 

nddobach neprody6n6 uzavfene (raimo poii-
vatiny jmenovane pod 6,fa. 114, 126 a 127): 

konservy zelenin a jine produkty rostlinne 
pfipravene pro kuchynskou potfebu: 

6itivy zelenin; jin6 konservy zelenin rairao 200. - 
z rajskjrch jablek, tekute 

konservy z rajskfrch jablek nebo a chfestu 320. - 
ostatni konservy zelenin a jine produkty 420. - 

rostlinn6 pfipraven6 pro kuchybskou 
potfebu 
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SCHEDULE I-SECTION A-Continued
Number of Rate of

the Czecho- Duty in K6
slovak (Czecho-

Customs slovak
Tariff Description of Articles crowns)

per 100 kilo-
ex 131.-Con. grams

Preserved fruit:
Pineapple 200.-
All other 360. -

Fruit and berry juices, except raspberry, apple, 200. -
and grape juices

Pilehards in oil 360. -
Pilchards in tomato sauce, if the consignment 200.-

is accompanied by a certificate issued by an
appropriate authority in the country of
origin testifying that the tins contain meat of
the pilchard

Preserved salmon, if the consignment is ac- 360.-
companied by a certificate issued by an
appropriate authority in the country of origin
testifying that the tins contain meat of the
salmon

Roasted puffed grains of cereals and of rice 525. -
ex 132. Edibles not specially provided for:

Roasted puffed grains of cereals and of rice 525.
Chewing gum 720.

ex 134. Building and industrial wood; cork:
b) Building and industrial wood, non-European, in Free

the log or in rough blocks hewn by axe, also
sawed or otherwise cut, split, except veneer, but
not further worked

ex 150. Earths and mineral substances not specially pro-
vided for, crude, burnt, ground, or washed:

ex b) other:
Phosphate rock Free

ex 165. Rosin; colophony; pitch not specially provided for:

Rosin, colophony Free
170. Asphalt cement; asphalt mastix; rosin cements (wood 14.

cement)
ex 173. Turpentine, turpentine oil, pitch oil (rosin oil); crude

oil of amber, hartshorn, and caoutchouc, also coal
tar oils of the benzol series; bird-lime:

ex b) other:
Turpentine, turpentine oil Free

ex 177. Mineral oils, as well as lignite tar and schist tar oils,
semirefined (semipurified), or refined (purified), of a
density of 880 degrees or less, also mixed with animal
or vegetable oils or fats:

ex b) of a density of more than 790 degrees up to 880
degrees:

Mineral oils, semirefined (semipurified), or re- 53.
fined (purified), light on own

weight
178. Mineral oils, as well as lignite tar and schist tar oils, 65

semirefined (semipurified), or refined (purified), of a on own
density of more than 880 degrees, also mixed with weight
animal or vegetable oils or fats

180. Cotton, crude, carded, bleached, colored, ground; cot- Free
ton waste

ex 181. Cotton wadding, except cotton wool for medical pur-
poses; threads prepared for cleaning machinery, et
cetera:

Note: Linters shaped, imported under license for 60.
the manufacture of rayon, under supervision and
on conditions imposed by regulation

ex 285. Pasteboard, also floor coverings of pasteboard:
ex b) Press boards, slate pasteboard, glazed pasteboard:

1. Vulcanized fibre 216.
on groes

weight
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SCHEDULE I—SECTION A—Continued 

Number of 
the Czecho-

slovak 
Customs 
Tariff Description of Articles 

Rate of 
Duty in la 
(Czecho-
slovak 
crowns) 

ex 131.—Con. 
Preserved fruit: 

Pineapple 200. — 
All other 360. — 

Fruit and berry juices, except raspberry, apple, 200. — 
and grape juices 

Pilchards in oil 360. — 
Pilchards in tomato sauce, if the consignment 200. — 

is accompanied by a certificate issued by an 
appropriate authority in the country of 
origin testifying that the tins contain meat of 
the pilchard 

Preserved salmon, if the consignment is ac- 360. — 
companied by a certificate issued by an 
appropriate authority in the country of origin 
testifying that the tins contain meat of the 
salmon 

Roasted puffed grains of cereals and of rice 525. — 
ex 132. Edibles not specially provided for: 

Roasted puffed grains of cereals and of rice 525. 
Chewing gum 720. 

ex 134. Building and industrial wood; cork: 
b) Building and industrial wood, non-European, in Free 

the log or in rough blocks hewn by axe, also 
sawed or otherwise cut, split, except veneer, but 
not further worked 

ex 150. Earths and mineral substances not specially pro-
vided for, crude, burnt, ground, or washed: 

ex b) other: 
Phosphate rock Free 

ex 165. Rosin; colophony; pitch not specially provided for: 

Rosin, colophony Free 
170. Asphalt cement; asphalt mastix; rosin cements (wood 14. 

cement) 
ex 173. Turpentine, turpentine oil, pitch oil (rosin oil); crude 

oil of amber, hartshorn, and caoutehouc, also coal 
tar oils of the benzol series; bird-lime: 

' ex b) other: 
Turpentine, turpentine oil Free 

ex 177. Mineral oils, as well as lignite tar and schist tar oils, 
semirefined (semipurified), or refined (purified), of a 
density of 880 degrees or less, also mixed with animal 
or vegetable oils or fats: 

ex b) of a density of more than 790 degrees up to 880 
degrees: 

Mineral oils, semirefined (semipurified), or re- 53. 
fined (purified), light on own 

weight 
178. Mineral oils, as well as lignite tar and schist tar oils, 65. 

semirefined (semipurified), or refined (purified), of a on own 
density of more than 880 degrees, also mixed with weight 
animal or vegetable oils or fats 

180. Cotton, crude, carded, bleached, colored, ground; cot- Free 
ton waste 

ex 181. Cotton wadding, except cotton wool for medical pur-
poses; threads prepared for cleaning machinery, et 
cetera: 

Note: Linters shaped, imported under license for 60. 
the manufacture of rayon, under supervision and 
on conditions imposed by regulation 

ex 285. Pasteboard, also floor coverings of pasteboard: 
ex b) Press boards, slate pasteboard, glazed pasteboard: 

1. Vulcanized fibre 216. 
on gross 
weight 

per 100 kilo-
grams 
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SEZNAM I. CAST A.-Pokrac

6lslo
eeskoslo-

vensk6ho
celniho Celnl sazba

sazebnlku PojmenovSnI zboil v K6

ex 131.-pokrac. za IOOIc
konservy ovocne:

ananasove 200. -
ostatnf 360. -

Asavy z plodfi, ovoce a bobulf, mimo §tavu 200. -
malinovou, jable6nou a z vinnych bobulf

pilchardy v oleji 360. -
pilchardy v omacce z rajskych jablek, na 200. -

osvedEenf vydan6 diadem zem6 pfivodu k
toxmu opravnenym o tom, ze v krabicfch je
maso pilcharda

konservy lososove, na osvedEenf vydan6 360. -
dfadem zem6 pfivodu k tomu opravn6nym
o tom, ze v krabicfch je maso lososa

prazena nabobtnalA zrna obilnin a ryze 525. -
ex 132. Pozivatiny vyslovne nejmenovan6:

prazena nabobtnalA zrna obilnin a rye 525. -
vySkacf guma 720. -

ex 134. Dffvf stavebni a uzitkov6; korek:
b) dHfvf stavebnf a uiitkov6, mimoevropsk6, kulat6 beze cla

nebo v hrubych spalcfch sekerou osekanych, te
fezan6 pilou nebo jinak ofezavan6, 8tfpan6, mimo
dyhy, bez dalsfho opracovanf

ex 150. Zeminy a latky nerostne, vyslovne nejmenovane, pif-
rodnf, palen6, mlet6 nebo plaven6:

ex b) ostatnf:
fosfaty pffrodni beze cla

ex 165. Pryskyfice obycejna; kalafuna; smfila vyslovne nejme-
novana:

pryskyfice obycejna, kalafuna beze cla
170. Asfaltovy tmel; asfaltovy mastix; pryskyfEn6 cementy 14. -

(dfevitS cement)
ex 173. Terpentyn, olej terpentynovy, olej smolny (pryskyfi-

cny); surovy olej jantarovr, z rohu a kaucukovS,
pak oleje fady benzolove z kamenouhelneho dehtu;
ptaEf lep:

ex b) ostatnf:
terpentSn, olej terpentynov~ beze cla

ex 177. Oleje minerAlnf, jakoi i oleje z dehtu hn8douhelneho a
bidlicneho, polorafinovan6 (polocistene) nebo rafi-
novan6 (cistene), hutnoty 880° nebo mensf, te
smfsen6 s zivociSnymi nebo rostlinnymi oleji nebo
tuky:

ex b) hutnoty vylf nez 790° do 880°:

oleje mineralnf polorafinovan6 (poloifitene) nebo 53.-
rafinovan6 (cistene), lehk6 z vlastnf

vahy
178. Oleje mineraInf, jakoz i oleje z dehtu hnedouhelneho a 65.-

bfidlicneho, polorafinovan6 (polocistene) nebo rafino- z vlastnf
vane (cistene), hutnoty vet§f neA 880°, tez smfsen6 a vahy
zivocisnymi nebo rostlinnymi oleji nebo tuky

180. Bavlna surova, mykana, bfena, barvena, mleta; od- beze cla
padky

ex 181. Bavlnena vata, mimo vatu k lecebnym dcelfim; niti
upraven6 k 6citeni strojf atd.:

Poznamka. Lintry tvifene, dovazen6 na dovolo- 60.-
vacf list pro vyrobu umeleho hedvabf, pod dozo-
rem a za podminek stanovenych naHzenfm

ex 285. Lepenka, tez pokryvky na podlahu z lepenky:
ex b) lisovaci listy, lepenka bfidlicn, lepenka leskla:

1. vulkanfibr 216.-
z hrub6

vAhy
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eta° 
eeskoslo-
vensktho 
ceInfbo 

sazebalku 

SEZNAM I. CAST A.—Pokrae 

Poimenovani zboil 
Cabal sazba 
V Xe 

ex 131.—pokrae. 
konservy ovocne: 

ananasove 200. - 
ostatnf 360. - 

Atavy z plod, ovoce a bobulf, mimo Atavu 200. - 
xualinovou, jableenou a z vinnkeh bobulf 

pilchardy v oleji 360. - 
pilchardy v oznitece z rajskkch jablek, na 200. - 

osvedeenf vydane dfadem zeme ptivodu k 
tomu oprOvnenkm o tom, ee v krabicfch je 
maso pilcharda 

konservy lososove, na osvedeenf vydane 360. - 
Madera zeme piivodu k tonal.' oprOvnenkan 
o tom, Ae v krabicfch je maso lososa 

ta 100 kg 

praiena nabobtnall zrna obilnin a re 525. - 
ex 132. PoAlvatiny vkslovne nejmenovane: 

praienti nabobtnalt1 zrna obilnin a re 525. - 
Avkkacf guma 720. - 

ex 134. Dffvf stavebnf a uiitkove; korek: 
b) dffvf stavebnf a ueitkove, mimoevropske, kulate beze ela 

nebo v hrubkch Apalcfch sekerou osekankch, tel 
fezane pilou nebo jinak ofezdvane, Atfpane, mimo 
dyhy, bez dalgfho opracovenf 

ex 150. Zeminy a latky nerostne, vkslovne nejmenovane, pH-
rodnf, palene, mlete nebo plavene: 

ex b) ostatnf: 
fosfaty pffrodnf beze cla 

ex 165. Pryskyfice obyeejna; kalafuna; smfila vkslovno nejme-
novanA: 

pryskyfice obyeejna, kalafuna beze cla 
170. Asfaltovk tmel; asfaltovk mastix; pryskyfiene cementy 14. - 

(dfevitk cement) 
ex 173. Terpentkn, olej terpentknovk, olej smolnk (pryskyfi-

enk); surovk olej jantarovk, z rohu a kaueukovk, 
pak oleje fady benzolove z kamenouhelneho dehtu; 
ptael lep: 

ex b) ostatnf: 
terpentkn, olej terpentknovk beze els 

ex 177. Oleje mineralnf, jakoi i oleje z dehtu hnedouhelneho a 
bfidlieneho, polorafinovane (poloeiAtene) nebo rafi-
novane (eiAtene), hutnoty 880° nebo menAf, tee 
snafsene s eivoeiAnkmi nebo rostlinnkmi oleji nebo 
tuky: 

ex b) hutnoty vyAAI nee 790° do 880°: 

oleje mineralnf polorafinovane (poloeiAtene) nebo 53.-
rafinovane (eiAtene), lehke z vlastnf 

vahy 
178. Oleje minereInf, jakoi I oleje z dehtu hnedouhelnkho a 65.-

bfidlieneho, polorafinovane (poloeifitene) nebo rafino- z vlastnf 
vane (eigtene), hutnoty vetAf nee 880°, tee smfsene a \Tally 
iivoeignkmi nebo rostlinnkmi oleji nebo tuky 

180. Bavina surova, mykana, bfieni, barventS, rale* od- beze cla 
padky 

ex 181. BavInenti vata, mimo vatu k leeebnkm deelfun; niti 
upravene k ZiAtenf strojet atd.: 
Poznemka. Lintry tvafene, dovaiene na dovolo- 60.-

vacf list pro vkrobu umeleho hedvabf, pod dozo-
rem a za podminek stanovenkch nalizenfm 

ex 285. Lepenka, tee pokrkvky na podlahu z lepenky: 
ex b) lisovacf listy, lepenka bfidliena, lepenka leskli: 

1. vulkanfibr 21E, 
z hrube 
vihy 
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SCHEDULE I-SECTION A-Continued

Numberof Rate ofthe Czecho- Duty in Kcslovak (Czecho-
Customs slovakTariff Description of Articles crowns)

per 100 kilo-
gramsex 312. Articles of soft india rubber not specially provided for,

also combined with common or fine materials:
Rubber syringes, erasers, rubber bands up to 2 650.

millimeters in width
ex 320. Technical articles:

d) Transmission belts 1000.
ex e) Pneumatic tires (tubes and tires):

2. other 1000.
333. Buck, goat and kid leather, prepared, except glove 1350.

and patent leather

335. Glove leather of all kinds 620
336. Patent leather of all kinds 800.

ex 337. Leather not specially provided for; parchment:
b) Skins of birds, reptiles, amphibians, and fish 450

Note 1. Cuttings and other waste of leather classified 215
under Numbers 329, 330, 333-337

ex 361. Articles of other materials than wood for turning or
carving, not specially provided for:

ex c) Articles of meerschaum, lava, celluloid and simi-
lar artificial carving materials (except articles
made of imitations of materials enumerated
under items d) and e)), also combined with
common or with other fine materials:

Unexposed films other than motion picture films 1200
Note 1. Unexposed motion picture films 360

ex 365. Cork bricks:
Insulating materials of infusorial earth mixed 75.

with asbestos, hair, sawdust, and similar
materials

ex 366. Cork stoppers, soles, and similar articles, also com-
bined with common materials:

Insulating materials of infusorial earth mixed 75.
with asbestos, hair, sawdust, and similar mate-
rials, also combined with common materials

398. Insulating materials of infusorial earth mixed with as-
bestos, hair, sawdust, and similar materials:

Rock wool Free.
other 40.

ex 401. Articles of asbestos:
b) Asbestos paper and asbestos cardboard, formed, 600

also perforated; unformed or formed with wire
inlay

406. Abrasive paper 240.
407. Abrasive cloth, abrasive ribbons, and similar abrasive 320

materials
ex 445. Sheet iron articles not specially provided for:

ex d) Painted, printed, bronzed, lacquered, enameled, or
of sheet iron with designs; also combined with
common materials:

ex 2. other:
Addressing machine frames 475.

ex 476. Iron furniture, except artistic locksmith furniture;
gymnastic apparatus:

ex b) with other common or with fine finish, also com-
bined with other materials:

Record-keeping equipment 770
Refrigerator cabinets, also with very fine finish, for 1000.

storing foodstuffs
ex 488. Base metals, crude, old broken or scrap:

d) Copper (also refined), electrolytic copper, rosette Free.
copper, cement (precipitated) copper
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SCHEDULE I-SECTION A-Continued 

Number of 
the Czecho-

slovak 
Customs 
Tariff Description of Articles 

Rate of 
Duty in Kt 
(Czecho-
slovak 
crowns) 

per 100 kilo-
grams 

ex 312. Articles of soft India rubber not specially provided for, 
also combined with common or fine materials: 
Rubber syringes, erasers, rubber bands up to 2 650. 

millimeters in width 
ex 320. Technical articles: 

d) Transmission belts 1000. 
ex e) Pneumatic tires (tubes and tires): 

2. other 1000. 
333. Buck, goat and kid leather, prepared, except glove 1350. 

and patent leather 

335. Glove leather of all kinds 620. 
336. Patent leather of all kinds 800. 

ex 337. Leather not specially provided for; parchment: 
b) Skins of birds, reptiles, amphibians, and fish 450. 
Note 1. Cuttings and other waste of leather classified 215. 

under Numbers 329, 330, 333-337 
ex 361. Articles of other materials than wood for turning or 

carving, not specially provided for: 
ex c) Articles of meerschaum, lava, celluloid and simi-

lar artificial carving materials (except articles 
made of imitations of materials enumerated 
under items d) and e)), also combined with 
common or with other fine materials: 

Unexposed films other than motion picture films 1200. 
Note 1. Unexposed motion picture films 360. 

ex 365. Cork bricks: 
Insulating materials of infusorial earth mixed 75. 
with asbestos, hair, sawdust, and similar 
materials 

ex 366. Cork stoppers, soles, and similar articles, also com-
bined with common materials: 

Insulating materials of infusorial earth mixed 75. 
with asbestos, hair, sawdust, and similar mate-
rials, also combined with common materials 

398. Insulating materials of infusorial earth mixed with as-
bestos, hair, sawdust, and similar materials: 
Rock wool Free. 
other 40. 

ex 401. Articles of asbestos: 
b) Asbestos paper and asbestos cardboard, formed, 600. 

also perforated; unformed or formed with wire 
inlay 

406. Abrasive paper 240. 
407. Abrasive cloth, abrasive ribbons, and similar abrasive 320. 

materials 
ex 445. Sheet iron articles not specially provided for: 

ex d) Painted, printed, bronzed, lacquered, enameled, or 
of sheet iron with designs; also combined with 
common materials: 

ex 2. other: 
Addressing machine frames 475. 

ex 476. Iron furniture, except artistic locksmith furniture; 
gymnastic apparatus: 

ex b) with other common or with fine finish, also com-
bined with other materials: 

Record-keeping equipment 770. 
Refrigerator cabinets, also with very fine finish, for 1000. 

storing foodstuffs 
ex 488. Base metals, crude, old broken or scrap: 

d) Copper (also refined), electrolytic copper, rosette Free. 
copper, cement (precipitated) copper 
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SEZNAM I. CAST A.-Pokra6

6lslo
Neskoslo-
vensk6ho

celnfho
samebnfkU PoJmenovnl! zboif

Celnt sasba
vKl

ex 312.

ex 320.
d)

ex e)
2.

333.

335.
336.

ex 337.
b)
Pozn6mka

1.
ex 361.

ex c)

Poznamka
1.

ex 365.

ex 366.

398.

ex 401.
b)

406.
407.

ex 445.
ex d)

ex 2.

ex 476.

ex b)

ex 488.
d)

Zbolf z mekk6ho kaucuku, vyslovne nejmenovan6, t6z
spojen6 s obycejnymi nebo jemnymi hmotami:

stfikacky, pryLe (guma steracf), prylov6 prouLky
nejvyle 2 mm 3irok6

Technick6 potfeby:
hnacf femeny
pneumatiky (duSe a plaste):
ostatni

Kfize kozlf (kozlovice), kozl (kozina) a kozlecf (kozle-
tina), upravena, mimo kfii rukavi6kafskou a kfii
lakovanou

Vselika kfze rukavi&kkaska
K&ze lakovanA v6eho druhu
Kfize v'slovne nejmenovani; pergamen:

kfize ptakfl, plazfl, obouzivelnfkf a ryb
Odfezky a jin6 odpadky usni 6is. 329, 330, 333-

337
Zbozi vyslovne nejmenovan6 z jinych surovin sou-

struznickkch a fezbbfskych nez ze dfeva:
z mofsk6 peny, lavy, celuloidu a z podobnych

umelych surovin fezbaiskych (mimo zbozf z
napodobenin latek jmenovanych pod poloikou
d) a e)), t6z spojen6 s obyEejnkmi nebo s jiny-
mi jemnymi hmotami:

neosvetlen6 filmy jin6 net kinematograficke
Neosvetlen6 filmy kinematografick6

Korkov6 cihly:
hmoty isolacnl z kfemenky promfsene osinkem,

chlupy, drtinami a pod.

Korkov6 zatky, podesve a pod. zboif, t6z spojen6 a
obycejnnmi hmotami:

hmoty isolacnf z kremenky promfsen6 osinkem,
chlupy, drtinami a pod., t6i spojen6 s obyiej-
nymi hmotami

Hmoty isolacnf z kfemn6nky promfsene osinkem, chlupy,
drtinami a pod.:

struskova vlna
ostatnl

Zbozf osinkov6:
osinkovy papfr a osinkova lepenka, tvafen6, t6e

dirkovane; netvAfen6 nebo tvanen6 s dratenou
vloikou

Papfr brousicf
Brousici platno, pasy a pod.

Plechove zboif vyslovne nejmenovan6:
malovan6, potistene, bronzovane, lakovane; smal-

tovan6 nebo ze vzorkovanych plechi; tei
spojen6 s obycejnymi hmotami:

ostatnl:
ramnecky na adresy do adresovacfch strojf

Zelezny nabytek, mimo nabytek umeleckeho zamne-
4nictvf; telocviEn6 ngadf:

jinak obycejn6 nebo jemne opracovane, tei spojen6
s jinymi hmotami:

kartotekove skHfne, zaifzen6
chladic skifn6 na dschovu potravin, t6i velmi

jemne opracovan6
Obecne kovy, surove, star6 pfelAmane nebo v odpadcfch:

med' (tei istena), med' elektrolyticka, rosetova,
cementova (srazena)

2315

za 100 kg

650.-

1000.-

1000.-
1350. -

620. -
800.-

450.-
215.-

1200.-
360. -

75.-

75. -

beze cla
40 -

600. -

240 -
320 -

475. -

770 -
1000. -

beze cla
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SEZNAM I. OAST A.-Pokra6 

61.slo 
eskoslo-

venskeho 
celnlho 

sazebnikn Pojmenovfinf zbolf 
OeInt nabs 
V Ke 

ex 312. 

ex 320. 
d) 

ex e) 
2. 

333. 

335. 
336. 

ex 337. 
b) 
Poznamka 

1. 
ex 361. 

ex c) 

Pozn6mka 
1. 

ex 365. 

ex 366. 

398. 

ex 401. 
b) 

406. 
407. 

ex 445. 
ex d) 

ex 2. 

ex 476. 

ex b) 

ex 488. 
d) 

za 100 kg 
Zbonf z m6kkeho kauouku, vkslovn6 nejmenovane, tni 
spojene a oby6ejnkmi nebo jemnkmi hmotami: 

stffka6ky, pryne (guma steracf), prynove prounky 650.-
nejvkne 2 mm nirok6 

Technicke potfeby: 
hnacf femeny 1000.-
pneumatiky (dune a plat): 
ostatnf 1000.-

Kfine kozlf (kozlovice), kozf (kozina) a kozlenf (kozle- 1350. - 
tina), upraveng, mimo ki1i rukavinkafskou a VIE 
lakovanou 

Vnelika kfine rukavink6fsk6 620. - 
Mae lakovana vneho druhu 899. 

vkslovn6 nejmenovan6; pergamen: 
kfiie pt6kfi, plazfi, obounive1nIkfi a ryb 450. - 
Odfezky a jine odpadky usnf 6fs. 329, 330, 333- 215. - 
337 

Zbonf vkalovne nejmenovan6 a jinkch surovin sou-
struinickkch a fezb6fskkeh nen ze dfeva: 
z mofsk6 peny, lavy, celuloidu a a podobnkch 
um61kch surovin f ezb6fsk-kch (mimo zboif z 
napodobenin latek jmenovankch pod poloikou 
d) a e)), tei spojene s oby6ejnlmi nebo a jink-
mi jemnkrni hmotami: 

neosvntleno filmy jin6 nei kinematograficke 1200. - 
Neosvetlen6 filmy kinematograficke 360. - 

Korkove cihly: 
hmoty isola6nf z kfemdnky promfsene osinkem, 75. - 

chlupy, drtinami a pod. 

Korkov6 zatky, podenve a pod. zbonf, tei spojen6 
oby6ejnkmi hmotami: 
hmoty isola6nf z kfemenky promise:A osinkem, 75. - 

chlupy, drtinami a pod., MI spojen6 a oby6ej-
nkmi hmotami 

Hmoty isolannf z kfernenky promise/16 osinkem, chlupy, 
drtinfuni a pod.: 

struskovd vina beze cla 
ostatnf 40. - 

Zboif osinkove: 
osinkovk papfr a osinkova lepenka, tvifene, tel 600. - 

dirkovaue; netvafen6 nebo tva,fene a dritenou 
vloikou 

Papfr brousicf 240. - 
Brousicf plitno, play a pod. 320. - 

Plechove zboif vkalovn6 nejrnenovane: 
malovane, potintene, bronzovane, lakovane; smal-

tovane nebo ze vzorkovankch plechfi; tei 
spojen6 s oby5ejnkrni hmotami: 

ostatnf: 
rcune6ky na adresy do adresovackh strojfi 475. - 

2eleznk nabytek, mimo nabytek utneleckeho zitme-
6nictvf; telocvi6n6 nafadf: 

jinak oby6ejne nebo jemn5 opracovane, tei spojen6 
s jinkmi hmotami: 

kartotekove skffne, zaffzene 770. - 
chladicf skline na dschovu potravin, tei velmi 1000. - 

jernne opracovane 
Obecno kovy, surove, stare pfeltiman6 nebo v odpadcfch: 

med' (ten nint6ng), rued' elektrolyticki, rosetovi, beze cla 
cementovi (srazena) 
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SCHEDULE I-SECTION A-Continued
Number of Rate of
the Czecho- Duty in K8slovak (Czecho-Customs slovak

Tariff Description of Articles crowns)

per 100 kilo-
gram,

ex 530. Agricultural machinery and implements, not specially
provided for:

ex c) other:
ex 2. of iron:

Complete ploughs for attachment to motor 300.
ploughs

ex 538. Machines and instruments, other, not specially pro-
vided for, weighing each:

ex c) over 10 metric quintals:
Planing, shaping, and milling machines for metal 600.

work
Note 2 When classifying machines, instruments, or parts

(to Class XL) thereof, their combination with other materials
is disregarded.

Note 3 Such articles, not specially provided for, which can-
(to Class XL) not be used otherwise than for assembling ma-

chines or instruments, shall be dutiable as parts
of machines or instruments.

ex 539. Dynamos and electric motors (except those for auto-
mobiles), also such as are permanently combined with
mechanical contrivances or apparatus; transformers
(rotary or static converters); weighing each:

ex a) 25 kilograms or less:
Electric cooling units 975.

ex 543. Electrical instruments and electrical appliances (regula-
tors, resistances, starters and the like), not specially
provided for:

Spark plugs 1200.
ex 546. Electric carbons:

ex b) other:
1. weighing each 3 kilograms or over 24.

ex 553. Motorcycles, also with sidecar, sidecars imported sepa-
rately, automobiles (also motor tricycles), chassis
with or without motor and bodies imported sepa-
rately:

ex a) Motorcycles, also with sidecar, and sidecars im-
ported separately:

Motorcycles, weighing each over 190 kilograms 1400.
(without sidecar)

ex b) Passenger automobiles (also motor tricycles),
chassis with or without motor and bodies im-
ported separately, weighing each:

ex 2. over 1000 kilograms:
complete passenger automobiles, complete 1700.

chassis, single replacement parts of chassis
ex c) Trucks, autobuses, automobiles inseparably con-

nected with a working mechanism, chassis with
or without motor and bodies imported sepa-
rately, weighing each:

ex 1. not over 1500 kilograms:
complete trucks, complete chassis, single re- 1700

placement parts of chassis
ex d) Tractors and motor ploughs, weighing each:
ex 1. not over 1500 kilograms:

Tractors 540
ex 2. over 1500 kilograms up to 3000 kilograms:

Tractors 680
ex 554. Automobile and airplane engines:

Note to Single parts of engines under this tariff number
Item a). imported separately, which are completely fin-

ished and which can be recognized without
doubt as parts of such engines, are subject to the
rates of duty applicable to the various types of
engines, provided that the importer submits a
certificate establishing without doubt that such
parts belong to engines of that particular type
and weight.
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SCHEDULE I—SECTION A—Continued 

Number of 
the Czecho-

slovak 
Customs 
Tariff Description of Articles 

Rate of 
Duty in Bb 
(Czeoho-
slovak 
crowns) 

per 100 kilo-
grams 

ex 530. Agricultural machinery and implements, not specially 
provided for: 

ex c) other: 
ex 2. of iron: 

Complete ploughs for attachment to motor 300. 
ploughs 

ex 538. Machines and instruments, other, not specially pro-
vided for, weighing each: 

ex c) over 10 metric quintals: 
Planing, shaping, and milling machines for metal 600. 
work 

Note 2 When classifying machines, instruments, or parts 
(to Class XL) thereof, their combination with other materials 

is disregarded. 
Note 3 Such articles, not specially provided for, which can-

(to Class XL) not be used otherwise than for assembling ma-
chines or instruments, shall be dutiable as parts 
of machines or instruments. 

ex 539. Dynamos and electric motors (except those for auto-
mobiles), also such as are permanently combined with 
mechanical contrivances or apparatus; transformers 
(rotary or static converters); weighing each: 

ex a) 25 kilograms or less: 
Electric cooling units 975. 

ex 543. Electrical instruments and electrical appliances (regula-
tors, resistances, starters and the like), not specially 
provided for: 

Spark plugs 1200. 
ex 546. Electric carbons: 

ex b) other: 
1. weighing each 3 kilograms or over 24. 

ex 553. Motorcycles, also with sidecar, sidecars imported sepa-
rately, automobiles (also motor tricycles), chassis 
with or without motor and bodies imported sepa-
rately: 

ex a) Motorcycles, also with sidecar, and sidecars im-
ported separately: 

Motorcycles, weighing each over 190 kilograms 1400. 
(without sidecar) 

ex b) Passenger automobiles (also motor tricycles), 
chassis with or without motor and bodies im-
ported separately, weighing each: 

ex 2. over 1000 kilograms: 
complete passenger automobiles, complete 1700. 

chassis, single replacement parts of chassis 
ex c) Trucks, autobuses, automobiles inseparably con-

nected with a working mechanism, chassis with 
or without motor and bodies imported sepa-
rately, weighing each: 

ex 1. not over 1500 kilograms: 
complete trucks, complete chassis, single re- 1700. 

placement parts of chassis 
ex d) Tractors and motor ploughs, weighing each: 
ex 1. not over 1500 kilograms: 

Tractors 54a 
ex 2. over 1500 kilograms up to 3000 kilograms: 

Tractors 680. 
ex 554. Automobile and airplane engines: 

Note to Single parts of engines under this tariff number 
Item a). imported separately, which are completely fin-

ished and which can be recognized without 
doubt as parts of such engines, are subject to the 
rates of duty applicable to the various types of 
engines, provided that the importer submits a 
certificate establishing without doubt that such 
parts belong to engines of that particular type 
and weight. 
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SEZNAM I. CAST A.-Pokrac
Cislo

ceskoslo-
vensk6ho

celnlho Celnl sazba
sazebnlku PoimenovAnl zboil v Kd

za 100 tg
ex 530. Hospodafsk4 stroje a pifstroje, vyslovne nejmenovan6:

ex c) jin6:
ex 2. zelezn6:

dpln6 pifvesn6 pluhy k motorovym pluhfmu 300. -

ex 538. Stroje a pfistroje, vyslovne nejmenovane, jin6, vaf-li kus:
ex c) vice nei 10q:

hoblovacf stroje, shapinky a obrdaecf stroje na 600. -
kovy

Poznamka 2 Pii zafadovanf strojf, pffstrojfi nebo jejich soufdsti
ke tfde XL nepfihlifi se ke spojeni s jinymi hpmotami.

Pozn~anka 3 Jako asti strojfi nebo pffstrojfi budtez vyclfvany
ke tffd6 XL takov6 piedmety vyslovne nezafaden6, kterych

nemnfie byti jinak pouzito nez k sestaveni
strojfl nebo pffstrojfi.

ex 539. Dynama a elektrick6 motory (mimo motory k automo-
bilfm), tez spojen6 neodlucitelne s mechanickym
zaffzenfm nebo s pifstroji; transformStory (ota6iv6
nebo nehybne meniEe); vaif-li kus:

ex a) 25 kg nebo mene:
elektricke chladfcf agregaty 975. -

ex 543. Elektricke pi:stroje a elektrotechnicka zaHzenf (regulA-
tory, odpory, napajece [spoutece] a pod.), vyslovne
nejmenovan6:

zapalovaci svfcky 1200.-
ex 546. Elektricke uhlfky:

ex b) jin6:
1. vaI1-li kus 3 kg nebo vice 24.-

ex 553. Motorova kola, tez s pHfvesnmx vozlkem, pHfvesn6
voziky zvlasi dovazen6, automobily (tez motorov6
tifkolky), chasis s motorem nebo bez neho a karo-
serie zvlasi dovazene:

ex a) motorova kola, tez s prHvsnym vozikem a pfive-
sn6 voziky zvla6s dovazene:

motorov§ kola, (motocykly), vaif-li kus vice nei
190 kg (bez pfivesnlio vozfku) 1400.-

ex b) osobni automobily (t6z motorove tHkolky), chasis
s motorem nebo bez neho a karoserie zvlasi
dovazen6, vaif-li kus:

ex 2. vice nez 1000 kg:
dpln6 osobni automobily, dplne chasis, jednot- 1700.-

liv6 nahradni soucastky chasis
ex c) nakladni automobily, autobusy, automobily neroz-

lucne spojen6 s pracovnim zaffzenim, chasis s
motorem nebo bez neho a karoserie zvlaSt
dovazen6, vazi-li kus:

ex 1. nejvyse 1500 kg:
dpln6 nakladni automobily, dplne chasis, 1700.-

jednotliv6 nahradnf sou6astky chasis
ex d) traktory a motorov6 pluhy, vaz-li kus:
ex 1. nejvyse 1500 kg:

traktory 540.-
ex 2. vice nez 1500 kg az 3000 kg:

traktory 680.-
ex 554. Motory automobilov6 a letadlove:

Poznamka Jednotlive, zvlast dovazen6 soucastky motorIf
k pol. a). t6to saz. polozky, jez jsou zcela opracovany a

jez Ize bez pochybnosti poznati jako soucstky
takovych motorfl, vyclfvaji se sazbami plat-
nymi pro jednotlive druhy motorfi, pod-li
dovozce prfikaz, z nehoz Ize bezpecne seznati,
ze soucAstky patff k motoru pffslusn6ho druhu a
vahy.
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61slo 
Uskoslo-
venskeho 
celniho 

sazebniku 

SEZNAM I. CAST A.— Pokra6 

Poimenovanf zboil 
Ccliii sazba 
V Kd 

ex 530. HospodAfske stroje a pfistroje, vYslovne nejmenovan6: 
ex c) jine: 
ex 2. telezne: 

upin6 pfivane pluhy k rnotorovYrn pluhfina 300. - 

za 100 ko 

ex 538. Stroje a pfistroje, vYslovne nejmenovane, line, v6ii-li kus: 
ex c) vice nei 10 q: 

hoblovaci stroje, shapinky a obrAkci stroje na 600. - 
kovy 

Pfi zafaclovini strojk pfistrojti nebo jejich souUsti 
nepfildfif se ke spojenf s jinymi hrnotami. 

Poznanaka 2 
ke tfide XL 

Poznaraka 3 Jako Usti stroll!' nebo pfistrojn bucltei vyclivany 
ke tide XL takove pfedmety vYslovn6 nezafaden6, kterYch 

nenafde byti jinak poulito ne6 k sestavenf 
stroll?' nebo pfistroju. 

ex 539. Dynama a elektricke motory (mirno motory k automo-
Worn), teA spojen6 neodlu6iteln6 s mechanickYm 
zaffzenfm nebo 8 pfistroji; transformatory (ot66iv6 
nebo nehybn6 rneni6e); vtiif-1i kus: 

ex a) 25 kg nebo rnene: 
elektrieke chladici agregAty 975. - 

ex 543. Elektricke pfistroje a elektrotechnicka zafizenf (regul6.-
tory, odpory, napAjek [spotat66e] a pod.), vYslovn6 
nejmenovane: 

zapalovacf svi6ky 1200. - 
ex 546. Elektrick6 lihlilry: 

ex b) jine: 
1. vaii-li kus 3 kg nebo vice 24. - 

ex 553. Motorovd, kola, te6 s pfivesnY,m vozikem, pffv6sne 
voziky zv16.6I dovA6ene, automobily (tei motorov6 
tfikolky), chasis s motorem nebo bez n6ho a karo-
Berle zv166i dovaene: 

ex a) motorova. kola, tei s pfiv6snYm vozfkem a pfiv6-
sne voziky zvlag dovaiene: 

motorova kola, (motocykly), vAii-1i kus vice nei 
190 kg (bez pfivesneho voziku) 1400.-

ex b) osobni automobily (tet motorove tffkolky), chasis 
s rnotorem nebo bez alio a karoserie zvlag 
dovalene, vaii-1i kus: 

ex 2. vice ne6 1000 kg: 
41'16 osobni automobily, upine chasis, jednot- 1700.-

live nAhradni souUstky chasis 
ex c) nakladni automobily, autobusy, automobily neroz-

lu6n6 spojen6 s pracovnim zafizenim, chasis a 
motorem nebo bez neho a karoserie zyla6i 
dovalene, vaif-li kus: 

ex 1. nejvYk 1500 kg: 
6p1n6 nakladnf automobily, 6p1n6 chasis, 1700.-

jednotlive nahradni sou6astky chasis 
ex d) traktory a motorove pluhy, vAii-li kus: 
ex 1. nejvyk 1500 kg: 

traktory 540.-
ex 2. vice nei 1500 kg a 3000 kg: 

traktory 680.-
ex 554. Motory automobilov6„a letadlove: 

Pozn6mka Jednotlive, zvla6t dov6iene sou66stky motor?' 
k pol. a). teto saz. poloAky, lei jsou zcela opracovAny a 

jei lze bez pochybnosti poznati jako sou6astky 
takovYch =tort', vyclivaji se sazbami plat-
nymi pro jednotlive druhy motoret, pod6-li 
dovozce prfikaz, z nehoi he bezpe6n6 seznati, 
ie sou66stky patff k motoru pfislukeho druhu a 
wily. 

98907 *-39—Pr. 3-56 
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ex 576.
a)

ex b)

ex 596.

ex a)

ex 599.

ex a)

ex 2.

ex 605.

ex 622.

ex d)

ex 637.

Machines and instruments not specially provided for:
Typewriters, calculating machines (also cash

registers), bookkeeping, duplicating, account-
ing, statistical, addressing, and franking ma-
chines

other:
Dictating machine cylinders

Elements specially provided for:

Sulphur (in pieces and bars), also ground, and
flowers of sulphur; phosphorus; metallic anti-
mony; quicksilver:

Sulphur (in pieces and bars), also ground
Salts of potassium, sodium, and ammonium, specially

provided for:
Manure salts (salts of potassium in their natural

combination, known as abraum and waste salts,
as well as artificial manures from mixtures of
salts); potassium chloride; sodium nitrate
(natural [Chile saltpeter] and artificial), not
refined; crude borax; tartar, crude; wine lees,
dry; beet potash:

other:
Crude borax

Lampblack, charcoal powder, and ground black (except
granulated bone charcoal which is classified under
No. 600 d):

Lampblack, charcoal powder and ground black (ex-
cept granulated bone charcoal which is classified
under No. 600 d), except activated carbons

Chemical auxiliary materials and chemical products
not specially provided for:

all other:
Silicon carbide 15% ad

valorem
but not
over
3600.
KE(Cze-
choslo-
vak
crowns)

Soap: grams
per 100
gramssoap: per 100
k i lo-
gramsFine soap, i.e., perfumed or in tablets, balls, boxes, 648.

jars

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [53 STAT.

SCHEDULE I-SECTION A-Continued

Number of Rate of
the Czecho- Duty in Ka

slovak (Czeeho-
Customs slovak

Tariff Description of Articles crowns)

per 100 kilo
grams

per kilo-
gram

15.

7.70
per 100
kilo-
grams

Free

Free

40.

b)
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SCHEDULE I—SECTION A—Continued 

Number of 
the Czecho-

slovak 
Customs 
Tariff Description of Articles 

Rate of 
Duty in Kb 
(Czecho-
slovak 
crowns) 

per 100 kilo-
grams 

ex 576. Machines and instruments not specially provided for: per kilo-
a) Typewriters, calculating machines (also cash gram 

registers), bookkeeping, duplicating, account- 15. 
ing, statistical, addressing, and franking ma-
chines 

ex b) other: 
Dictating machine cylinders 7. 70 

ex 596. Elements specially provided for: per 100 
kilo-
grams 

ex a) Sulphur (in pieces and bars), also ground, and 
flowers of sulphur; phosphorus; metallic anti-
mony; quicksilver: 

Sulphur (in pieces and bars), also ground Free 
ex 599. Salts of potassium, sodium, and ammonium, specially 

provided for: 
ex a) Manure salts (salts of potassium in their natural 

combination, known as abraum and waste salts, 
as well as artificial manures from mixtures of 
salts) ; potassium chloride; sodium nitrate 
(natural [Chile saltpeter] and artificial), not 
refined; crude borax; tartar, crude; wine lees, 
dry; beet potash: 

ex 2. other: 
Crude borax Free 

ex 605. Lampblack, charcoal powder, and ground black (except 
granulated bone charcoal which is classified under 
No. 600 d): 
Lampblack, charcoal powder and ground black (ex- 40. 

cept granulated bone charcoal which is classified 
under No. 600 d), except activated carbons 

ex 622. Chemical auxiliary materials and chemical products 
not specially provided for: 

ex d) all other: 
Silicon carbide 15% ad 

valorem 
but not 
over 
3600. 
K6 (Cze-
choslo-
vak 
crowns) 
per 100 
kilo - 
grams 

ex 637. Soap: per 100 
k i lo-
grams 

b) Fine soap, i.e., perfumed or in tablets, balls, boxes, 648. 
jars 
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SEZNAM I. CAST A.-Pokrac
Ctlo

ceskoslo-
vensk6ho

celnho Celnf sazbasa.ebnfku PoJmenovAnf zboil v K6

za 100 kgex 576. Pifstroje a nastroje, vyslovne nejmenovane: za 1 kg
a) pfistroje psacf, pocftacf (t6e kontrolni pokladny), 15.

knihovaci, rozmnoiovacf, ditovacf, statistick6,
adresovacf a znamkovaci

ex b) ostatnf:
vAleky k diktovacfm pffstrojfim 7. 70

ex 596. Prvky vyslovn6 jmenovan6: za 100
kg

ex a) sfra (v kusech a roubikach), tez mleta, a sirny
kv6t; fosfor; antimon kovovy; rtut':

sfra (v kusech a roubfkach), t6i 3mleta beze cla
ex 599. Soli draseln6, sodn6 a amonn6, vyslovne jmenovan6:

ex a) soli hnojiv6 (soli draseln6 v pfirozen6m svem
slozenf, t. zv. jalov6 [odklizove] a odpadkov6
soli, jakoz i umela hnojiva ze solnych smesf);
chlorid draselny; ledek sodny (pHfrodnf [cilsky]
i umely), nefisteny; surovy borax; vinny kamen
surovy; vinn6 droizd (vinn6 kvasnice) such6;
vypalkov6 uhl:

ex 2. ostatnf:
surovy borax beze cla

ex 605. Saze (kopt), uhelny prasek a umlet6 eerni (mimo roz-
droben6 uhlf kostnf, kter6 patfi do ifs. 600 d):

saze (kopt), uhelny prasek a umlet6 cerni (mimo 40.-
rozdroben6 uhlf kostnf, kter6 patf do 6fs. 600
d), mimo aktivnf uhli

ex 622. Pomocne latky a vyrobky chemicke, vyslovn8 nejme- z ceny:
novane:

ex d) ostatnf:
karbid kfemfku 15% ni-

koli
vOak
vice nei
3600 Ki
za 100
kg

ex 637. Mkdlo: za 100 kg

b) jemne, t. j. navonen6 nebo v tabulkach, koulfch, 648.-
krabicfch, hrneckach

53 STAT.] CZECHOSLOVAKIA—RECIPROCAL TRADE Mar. 7, Apr. 193813, 1938 

atslo 
Oeskoslo-
venskOho 
ceInfbo 

sazebniku 

SEZNAM I. CAST 4,— Pokrao 

PolmenovAni zboit 
Cala/ sazba 
V KO 

za /00 kg 
ex 576. Pffstroje a nktroje, vSslovng nejmenovan6: za 1 kg 

a) pffstroje psacf, paitaci (tei kontrolnf pokladny), 15. 
knihovaci, rozmnoiovaci, d6tovacf, statisticke, 
adresovacf a zatmkovael 

ex b) ostatnf: 
vAleeky k diktovacfm pffstrojftna 7. 70 

ex 596. Prvky vSslovn6 jmenovan6: za 100 
kg 

ex a) sfra (v kueech a roubfkkh), t raletti, a sirnS 
kvet; fosfor; antimon kovov-Sr; rtut': 

sfra (v kusech a roubiktich), tdi naiad beze cla 
ex 599. Soli draselne, sodne a amonne, vSrelovn6 jraenovan6: 

ex a) soli hnojive (soli draselne v pfirozenern svem 
sloienf, t. zv. jalove [odklivave] a odpadkove 
soli, jakoi i um6la hnojiva ze solnSch sraesi); 
chlorid draseln; ledek sodnk (pffrodni MilskS1 
i umelk), ne6i6t6nSr; surovk borax; vinnjr lc:Amen 
surovSr; vinne droidi (vinne kvasnice) suche; 
vSpalkove uhlf: 

ex 2. ostatnf: 
surovk borax beze cla 

ex 605. Saze (kopt), uhelnk prttAek a ululate 6erni (naimo roz-
drobene uhlf kostnf, ktere patff do Zia. 600 d): 

saze (kopt), uhelnk prtiAek a unaleto 6erni (infra° 40.-
rozdrobene uhlf kostnf, ktere patff do 6fs. 600 
d), mina() aktivnf uhli 

ex 622. Pomocne lkky a vSrrobky chemicke, vSslovne nejnae- z ceny: 
novane: 

ex d) ostatnf: 
karbid kfemfku 15% ni-

koli 
Oak 
vice nal 
3600 Kil 
za 100 
kg 

ex 637. Mfdlo: za 100 kg 

b) jemne, t. j. navonene nebo v tabulkkh, koulich, 648.-
krabicich, hrnedktich 

2319 
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SCHEDULE I-SECTION B

Description of Articles Annual Quota

ex 37. Apples, fresh

38. Plums, dried
The quota year from September 1 to

August 31

89.b) Rendered lard

90.
Note 4. Premier jus, imported by factories for the

manufacture of edible fats under special
permit in accordance with the terms
imposed by regulation

361.c) Unexposed films other than motion picture
films

553.a) Motorcycles
553.b) Passenger automobiles complete, or pas-
553.c) senger automobile chassis, complete,

automobile trucks complete or automo-
bile truck chassis, complete

599.a) Sodium nitrate under certificate
Note 1.

SCHEDULE II

NOTE: The provisions of this Schedule shall be construed and given the same
effect, and the application of collateral provisions of the customs laws of the
United States to the provisions of this Schedule shall be determined in so far as
may be practicable, as if each provision of this Schedule appeared respectively in
the statutory provision noted in the column at the left of the respective descrip-
tions of articles.

In the case of articles enumerated in this Schedule, which are subject on the day
of the signature of this Agreement to additional or separate ordinary customs
duties, whether or not imposed under the statutory provision noted in the column
at the left of the respective description of the article, such separate or additional
duties shall continue in force, subject to any reduction indicated in this Schedule
or hereafter provided for, until terminated in accordance with law, but shall not
be increased.

United States
Tariff Act of 1930

Paragraph

78
212

Description of Articles

Potassium permanganate
Sanitary ware, and parts and fittings there-

for, composed wholly or in chief value of
china, porcelain, or other vitrified wares,
composed of a vitrified nonabsorbent body
which when broken shows a vitrified or
vitreous, or semivitrified or semivitreous
fracture, and not specially provided for:

Rate of Duty

6S per lb.

Plain white, not painted, colored, 30% ad val.
tinted, stained, enameled, gilded,
printed, or ornamented or decorated
in any manner

Painted, colored, tinted, stained, enam- 35% ad val.
eled, gilded, printed, or ornamented
or decorated in any manner

2320

Number of the
Czechoslovak

Customs Tariff

14% of current im-
ports but not less
than 4500 metric
tons

30% of current im-
ports but not less
than 3500 metric
tons

35% of current im-
ports but not less
than 5600 metric
tons

80 metric tons

35 metric tons

275 units
1600 units

3000 metric tons per
fiscal year, begin-
ning July 1, 1938.

ex

ex

ex

ex
ex
ex

ex

2320 

Number of the 
Czechoslovak 
Customs Tariff 

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES 

SCHEDULE I—SECTION B 

Description of Articles 

[53 STAT. 

Annual Quota 

ex 37. Apples, fresh 

38. Plums, dried 
The quota year from September 1 to 
August 31 

ex 89.b) Rendered lard 

90. 
ex Note 4. Premier jus, imported by factories for the 

manufacture of edible fats under special 
permit in accordance with the terms 
imposed by regulation 

ex 361.c) Unexposed films other than motion picture 
films 

ex 553.a) Motorcycles 
ex 553.b) Passenger automobiles complete, or pas-
ex 553.c) senger automobile chassis, complete, 

automobile trucks complete or automo-
bile truck chassis, complete 

ex 599.a) Sodium nitrate under certificate 
Note 1. 

14% of current im-
ports but not less 
than 4500 metric 
tons 

30% of current im-
ports but not less 
than 3500 metric 
tons 

35% of current im-
ports but not less 
than 5600 metric 
tons 

80 metric tons 

35 metric tons 

275 units 
1600 units 

3000 metric tons per 
fiscal year, begin-
ning July 1, 1938. 

SCHEDULE II 

NOTE: The provisions of this Schedule shall be construed and given the same 
effect, and the application of collateral provisions of the customs laws of the 
United States to the provisions of this Schedule shall be determined in so far as 
may be practicable, as if each provision of this Schedule appeared respectively in 
the statutory provision noted in the column at the left of the respective descrip-
tions of articles. 

In the case of articles enumerated in this Schedule, which are subject on the day 
of the signature of this Agreement to additional or separate ordinary customs 
duties, whether or not imposed under the statutory provision noted in the column 
at the left of the respective description of the article, such separate or additional 
duties shall continue in force, subject to any reduction indicated in this Schedule 
or hereafter provided for, until terminated in accordance with law, but shall not 
be increased. 

United States 
Tariff Act of 1930 

Paragraph Description of Articles Rate of Duty 

78 Potassium permanganate 
212 Sanitary ware, and parts and fittings there-

for, composed wholly or in chief value of 
china, porcelain, or other vitrified wares, 
composed of a vitrified nonabsorbent body 
which when broken shows a vitrified or 
vitreous, or semivitrffied or semivitreous 
fracture, and not specially provided for: 

Plain white, not painted, colored, 
tinted, stained, enameled, gilded, 
printed, or ornamented or decorated 
in any manner 

Painted, colored, tinted, stained, enam-
eled, gilded, printed, or ornamented 
or decorated in any manner 

60 per lb. 

30% ad val. 

35% ad val. 



Mar. 7, 193853 STAT.] CZECHOSLOVAKIA-RECIPROCAL TRADE- ra. 15,938
Apr. 15, 1938

6lslo
8eskoslovenskeho

celntho sazebniku

SEZNAM I.-CAST B.

Pojmenovanl zboif

ex 37.

38.

ex 89.b)

90.
ex Poznamka

4.

ex 361.c)

ex 553.a)
ex 553.b)
ex 553.c)

ex 599.a)
1.Poznamka.

Jablka, cerstva

Svestky susen6
Kontingentni rok od 1. z&fl do 31.

srpna

Sadlo vygkvafen6

Premier jus, dovaSeny tovarnami k vyrob6
jedlych tukfi na zvlastnf povolenf, za
podminek stanovenych naizenfm

Neosvetlen6 filmy jin6 nez kinemato-
grafick6

MotorovI kola (motocykly)
tpln6 osobnl automobily nebo dpln6 chasis

k osobnfm automobilfim, dpln6 nakladnf
automobily nebo dpln6 chasis k naklad-
nfm automobilfm

Ledek sodny na osvedEenl

14% be6neho dovozu,
nikoli vsak m6n6
nez 4500 t

30% beIn6ho do-
vozu, nikoli vsak
m6n6 nez 3500 t

35% bezneho do-
vozu, nikoli v§ak
m6ne nez 5600 t

80 t

35 t

275 kusfi
1600 kusf

3000 t pro hospo-
dakskr rok od 1.
cervence 1938

SEZNAM II

Poznamka: Ustanovenl tohoto seznamu budou vykladana a budou mlti stejnou
ddinnost, a o pouzitf soucasn6 platnych ustanovenf celnfch zakonfi Spojenych
Stat5 na ustanoveni tohoto seznamu bude, pokud je to proveditelno, rozhodovano
tak, jako kdyby kazd6 ustanovenf tohoto seznamu bylo uvedeno v zakonnem
ustanoveni oznacen6m ve sloupci na levo od pfslusn6ho pojmenovani zbozf.

Pfirakova nebo zvlastnf bezna cla, ktera jsou uvalovana na zaklade zakonn6ho
ustanovenf oznacen6ho ve sloupci na levo od pffslusn6ho pojmenovanf zbolf nebo
kterA jsou jinak uvalovana a jimi v den podpisu t6to dohody podleha zboil
vyjmenovan6 v tomto seznamu, nebudou zvysovana, zfistanou vsak v platnosti,
ale snflena jak uvedeno v tomto seznamu nebo jak bude v budoucnu ustanoveno,
az do doby, kdy budou podle zakona zrusena.

Paragratcelnlho
zakona Spoje-
nfch BStat z

1930
Poimenovanl zboil CelnI sazba

Manganistan draselnr
Zbozf k dUelfim zdravotnickym, jeho asti a

soucasti (fittings), vyslovne nejmenovane,
sloien6 zcela nebo hodnotou pfevaine z
kameniny, porculanu (china, porcelain)
nebo jin6ho sklovit6ho zboM, vyroben6ho
ze sklovite neprilincit6 hmoty, ktera
rozbita, je na lomu sklovit& nebo skelna,
polosklovita nebo poloskelna:

bfle, nikoli vsak malovan6, barevn6,
tonovane, napousten6, smaltovan6,
zlacene, potigtene, nijak nezdoben6
ani nedekorovan6

malovan6, barevne, tonovano, napou-
Stene, smaltovane, zlacene, potisten
nebo jakkoli zdoben6 nebo dekorovan6

6 centf za libru

30% z hodnoty

35% z hodnoty

2321

Rocnl kontingent

78
212

53 STAT.] CZECHOSLOVAKIA—RECIPROCAL TRADE 

(:;1slo 
eeskoslovenskao 
celniho sazebnflzu Pojmenovfiza zboif Ro5n1kontingent 

SEZNAM 1.—OAST B. 

Mar. 7, 1938 
Apr. 15,1938 

ex 37. Jablka, 6erstva 

38. Svestky stgen6 
Kontingentni rok od 1. z6ff do 31. 

srpna 

ex 89.b) 

90. 

Sadlo vy6kvafene 

14% beineho dovozu, 
nikoli Oak mene 
na 4500 t 

30% b6ineho do-
vozu, nikoli v6ak 
men nei 3500 t 

35% beineho do-
vozu, nikoli v6ak 
mene nel 5600 t 

ex Poznamka Premier jus, dovaknk tov6rnami k vfrrobe 80 t 
4. jedlkeh tuka na zvla6tni povoleni, za 

podminek stanovenkch nafizenim 

ex 361.c) Neosvetlene filmy jin6 neA kinemato- 35 t 
graficke 

ex 553.a) Motorova kola (motocykly) 275 kusfi 
ex 553.b) -Opine osobni automobily nebo upin6 chasis 1600 kusfi 
ex 553.0) k osobnim automobiltim, dpIn6 nakladni 

automobily nebo upine ChaBiS k naiad-
nim automobiltim 

ex 599.a) Ledek sodnk na osved6ent 3000 t pro hospo-
1.PoznAmka. dafskSr rok od 1. 

oervence 1938 

SEZNAM II 

Poznamka: Ustanoveni tohoto seznamu budou vykladana a budou miti st,ejnou 
66innost, a o pouiiti sou6asne platnSrch ustanoveni celnfch zakonft Spojenkch 
SUM na ustanoveni tohoto seznamu bude, pokud je to proveditelno, rozhodovano 
tak, jako kdyby kaide ustanoveni tohoto seznamu bylo uvedeno v zakonnem 
ustanoveni ozna6enem ye sloupci na levo od pffslaneho pojmenovani zboil. 

PfiraikovA nebo zvla6tni beina ela, kter6 jsou uvalovana na zaklad6 mikonneho 
ustanoveni ozna6eneho ve sloupci na levo od pHslugneho pojmenovani zbolf nebo 
ktera jsou jinak uvalovana a jimi v den podpisu t6to dohody podleha zboif 
vyjmenovane v tomto seznamu, nebudou zvygovana, zfistanou v6ak v platnosti, 
ale snfIena jak uvedeno v tomto seznamu nebo jak bude v budoucnu ustanoveno, 
a do doby, kdy budou podle zakona zru6ena. 

Paragraf ceIntho 
zakona Spoje-
nfeh Mat(' z 

1930 
Polmenovfini zboit Celat sazba 

78 Manganistan draselnk 
212 Zboll k 6.6eltun zdravotnickSrm, jeho 66,sti a 

sou6asti (fittings), vSrslovne nejmenovane, 
sloiene zcela nebo hodnotou pfevaine z 
kameniny, poreultinu (china, porcelain) 
nebo jineho skloviteho zbolf, vyrobeneho 
ze sklovite neprfilin6ite hmoty, ktera 
rozbita, je na lornu sklovit6 nebo skelna, 
polosklovita nebo poloskelnA: 

bile, nikoli v6ak malovan6, barevne, 
tonovane, napou6t6n6, smaltovane, 
zlneene, potinen6, nijak nezdobene 
am nedekorovane 

malovane, barevne, tonovan6, napou-
kikne, smaltovane, zlaeene, potiktene 
nebo jakkoli zdobene nebo dekorovane 

6 centtt za libru 

30% z hodnoty 

35% z hodnoty 

2321 



2322 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [53 STAT.

SCHEDULE II-Continued

United States
Tariff Act of 1930

Paragraph Description of Articles Rate of Duty

217 Bottles, jars, covered or uncovered demi- G per lb.
johns, and carboys, any of the foregoing,
wholly or in chief value of glass, unfilled,
not specially provided for, if holding more
than one pint

Provided, That no articles containing
merchandise shall be entitled to a re-
duction in duty by virtue of this item.

218 (b) Fusible enamel rods and canes, for whatever 40% ad val.
purpose used, wholly or in chief value of
glass

218 (c) Illuminating articles of every description, fin-
ished or unfinished, wholly or in chief value
of glass, for use in connection with artificial
illumination:

Prisms, glass chandeliers, and articles in 30% ad val.
chief value of prisms

Chimneys 30% ad val.
Globes and shades 45% ad val,
Wall brackets, candelabras, and candle- 30% ad val.

sticks, all the foregoing designed for
electrical illumination

Others 40% ad val.
Provided, That parts not specially pro-

vided for, wholly or in chief value of
glass, of any of the foregoing shall be
subject to the same rate of duty as the
articles of which they are parts.

218 (d) All glassware commercially known as plated 45% ad val.
or cased glass, composed of two or more
layers of clear, opaque, colored, or semi-
translucent glass, or combination of the
same

218 (e) Bottles, wholly or in chief value of glass, 37%% ad val.
of the character used or designed to be
used as containers of perfume, talcum pow-
der, toilet water, or other toilet prepara-
tions, when unfilled and produced otherwise
than by automatic machine, whether or not
fitted with or designed for use with ground-
glass stoppers

218 (f) Table and kitchen articles and utensils, and 50% ad val.
all articles of every description not specially
provided for, composed wholly or in chief
value of glass, blown or partly blown in the
mold or otherwise, or colored, out, en-
graved, etched, frosted, gilded, ground (ex-
cept such grinding as is necessary for fitting
stoppers or for purposes other than orna-
mentation), painted, printed in any manner,
sandblasted, silvered, stained, or decorated
or ornamented in any manner, whether filled
or unfilled, or whether their contents be
dutiable or free, except articles primarily
designed for ornamental purposes, deco-
rated chiefly by engraving and valued at
not less than $8 each

218 (g) Table and kitchen articles and utensils, com- 25% ad val.
posed wholly or in chief value of glass, when
pressed and unpolished, whether or not
decorated or ornamented in any manner
or ground (except such grinding as is nec-
essary for fitting stoppers or for purposes
other than ornamentation), whether filled or
unfilled, or whether their contents be du-
tiable or free

2322 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [53 STAT. 

SCHEDULE II—Continued 

United States 
Tariff Act of 1930 

Paragraph Description of Articles Rate of Duty 

217 Bottles, jars, covered or uncovered demi- M per lb. 
johns, and carboys, any of the foregoing, 
wholly or in chief value of glass, unfilled, 
not specially provided for, if holding more 
than one pint 

Provided, That no articles containing 
merchandise shall be entitled to a re-
duction in duty by virtue of this item. 

218 (b) Fusible enamel rods and canes, for whatever 40% ad val. 
purpose used, wholly or in chief value of 
glass 

218 (c) Illuminating articles of every description, fin-
ished or unfinished, wholly or in chief value 
of glass, for use in connection with artificial 
illumination: 

Prisms, glass chandeliers, and articles in 30% ad val. 
chief value of prisms 

Chimneys 30% ad val. 
Globes and shades 45% ad val. 
Wall brackets, candelabras, and candle- 30% ad val. 

sticks, all the foregoing designed for 
electrical illumination 

Others 40% ad val. 
Provided, That parts not specially pro-

vided for, wholly or in chief value of 
glass, of any of the foregoing shall be 
subject to the same rate of duty as the 
articles of which they are parts. 

218 (d) All glassware commercially known as plated 45% ad val. 
or cased glass, composed of two or more 
layers of clear, opaque, colored, or semi-
translucent glass, or combination of the 
same 

218 (e) Bottles, wholly or in chief value of glass, 37%% ad val. 
of the character used or designed to be 
used as containers of perfume, talcum pow-
der, toilet water, or other toilet prepara-
tions, when unfilled and produced otherwise 
than by automatic machine, whether or not 
fitted with or designed for use with ground-
glass stoppers 

218 (f) Table and kitchen articles and utensils, and 50% ad val. 
all articles of every description not specially 
provided for, composed wholly or in chief 
value of glass, blown or partly blown in the 
mold or othez'wise, or colored, out, en-
graved, etched, frosted, gilded, ground (ex-
cept such grinding as is necessary for fitting 
stoppers or for purposes other than orna-
mentation), painted, printed in any manner, 
sandblasted, silvered, stained, or decorated 
or ornamented in any manner, whether filled 
or unfilled, or whether their contents be 
dutiable or free, except articles primarily 
designed for ornamental purposes, deco-
rated chiefly by engraving and valued at 
not less than $8 each 

218 (g) Table and kitchen articles and utensils, corn- 25% ad val. 
posed wholly or in chief value of glass, when 
pressed and unpolished, whether or not 
decorated or ornamented in any manner 
or ground (except such grinding as is nec-
essary for fitting stoppers or for purposes 
other than ornamentation), whether filled or 
unfilled, or whether their contents be du-
tiable or free 



53 STAT.] CZECHOSLOVAKIA-RECIPROCAL TRADE Mar. 7 1938
Apr. 15, 1938

SEZNAM II-PokraE
Paragrafcelnlho
zAkona Spoje-
nich St&tt z

1930 PojmenovAnl zboil

217 Lahve, dzbany, demijony opatfen6 nebo
neopatfen6 obalem a opletane lahve, jsou-
li zeela nebo hodnotou pfeviazn ze skla,
prazdn6, vyslovne nejmenovane, s vetSfm
obsahem nez 1 pinta
za pfedpokladu, ze uveden6 pIedmety,

plnen6, nebudou pozfvati snfzen6 celnf
sazby podle t6to polozky.

218 (b) Taviteln6 smaltovan6 tydinky a hflky k
jakymkoliv tdelfm, zeela nebo hodnotou
pfevazne ze skla

218 (c) Osvetlovacf telesa jak6hokoli druhu, dohoto-
vena nebo nedohotovena, zcela nebo hod-
notou pfevaine ze skla, k poutitf ve spoji-
tosti s umelSm osvetlovanfm:

prismata, sklenen6 lustry a piedmety
pfevazne z prismat

cylindry
koule a stfnidla
nastennA ramena, kandelabry a svfcny,

vesmnes urcen6 k elektrick6mu osvetlenf

ostatnf
za pfedpokladu, ze vyslovne nejmenovan6

casti uvedenych piedpnetf, zcela nebo
hodnotou pfevazne ze skla, budou
podrobeny t6ze celnf sazbe jako pfed-
mety, jichz jsou soucastf.

218 (d) Ve§ker6 sklenen6 zbozf v obchode znamn jako
sklo zrcadlov6 nebo vrstven6, slozene ze
dvou neb vfce vrstev cist6ho, opakoveho,
barevn6ho nebo poloprfisvitn6ho skla nebo
kombinace tohoto skla

218 (e) Lahve, zcela nebo hodnotou pfevazne ze skla,
kteryrch se podle jejich povahy pouzfva,
nebo jez jsou urdeny k pouliti jako nadoby
pro vofiavky, mastkovr pudr, toiletnf vody
nebo pro jin6 toiletnf pfipravky, prazdn6 a
vyroben6 jinak nez automatickym strojem,
al jii jsou nebo nejsou opatfeny neb ur6eny
k pouzitf s brouSenymi sklenenxrmi zatkami

218 (f) Stolnf a kuchyfik6 pfedmety a nadobf a
ve§ker6 pfedmety vgeho druhu vyslovne
nejmenovan6, zcela nebo hodnotou pfevazne
ze skla, foukan6 nebo /asteneW foukane ve
fornn nebo jinak, nebo barevne, brounene,
ryt6, leptan6, zprkskane, zlacene, pi-
brounen6 (s vrjimkou brouienf nutn6ho
k zapultenf zatek nebo k jinfm nei ozdob-
n'm dEelfm), malovane, jakymkoliv zpfiso-
bem potitten6, pfskem zfhan6, stHbiene,
napoustene nebo zdobene nebo jakymkoliv
zpisobem kra3len6, plnen6 nebo prazdne, s
obsahem clu podrobenym nebo cla prostym,
s vyjimkou pfedmetL urcenych hlavne k
okrasnmn deelfm, zdoben6 hlavne rytfm a
v cene nejmene 8 dolarfi za kus

218 (g) Stolnf a kuchyfisk6 piedmety a nadobf, zeela
nebo hodnotou pievazsne ze skla, lisovan6 a
nele§ten6, jakkoli zdobene nebo nezdobene,
kral1en6 nebo nekraSlen4 nebo pfibrouben6
(s vyjimkou brounenf nutn6ho k zapustenf
zatek nebo k jinym nei okrasnrm d/elftm),

plnene nebo prazdne s obsahem clu podro-
benym nebo cla prostym

% centu za libru

40% z hodnoty

30% z hodnoty

30% z hodnoty
45 % z hodnoty
30% z hodnoty

40% z hodnoty

45 % z hodnoty

37%% z hodnoty

50% z hodnoty

25 % z hodnoty

2323

Celnl sazba

53 STAT.] CZECHOSLOVAKIA— RECIPROCAL TRADE Mar. 7, 1938 
Apr. 15, 1938 

Paragraf celnlbo 
zakona 8Poie-
n/ch Strati z 

1930 

SEZNAM II—Pokrad 

Polmenovant zboil Celni sazba 

217 Lahve, (Many, demijony opateene nebo 
neopattene obalera a opletane lahve, jsou-. 
Ii zcela nebo hodnotou pfevaine ze skla, 
prezdne, vkslovne nejrnenovane, s vetefm 
obsahem nee 1 pinta 
za pfedpoklaclu, e uvedene peedmety, 

pinene, nebudou poefvati snfiene celnf 
sazby podle teto poloiky. 

218 (b) Tavitelne sraaltovane tyeinky a Wiry k 
jakkmkoliv deeIfira, zcela nebo hodnotou 
pfevaine ze skla 

218 (c) Osvetlovacf Mesa jakehokoli druhu, dohoto-
vent, nebo nedohotovene, zcela nebo hod-
notou pfevaine ze skla, k poueitf ye spoji-
tosti s umelkm osvetlovenfm: 

prisraata, skleneno lustry a peed.mety 
pfevaine z prismat 

cylindry 
koule a stinidla, 
nastenne ramena, kandelabry a svfcny, 
vesmes ureene k elektrickemu osvetlenf 

ostatnf 
za pfedpokladu, e vksIovne nejraenovane 
Usti uvedenkch pfed,metft, zeds nebo 
hodnotou pfevatne ze skis, budou 
podrobeny Mee celnf sazbe jako pfed-
raety, jiche jsou soueastf. 

218 (d) Veekere sklenene zboef v obchode zn.4.1ne jako 
sklo zrcadlove nebo vrstvene, sloeene ze 
dvou neb vice vrstev eisteho, opakoveho, 
barevneho nebo polopresvitneho skla nebo 
korabinace tohoto skla 

218 (e) Lahve, zcela nebo hodnotou pfeveene ze skla, 
kterkch se podle jejich povahy pouelva, 
nebo jei jsou ureeny k pontiff jako nedoby 
pro vonavky, mastkovk pudr, toiletnf vody 
nebo pro jine toiletnf ptipravky, prezdne 
vyrobene jinak net autoraatickkm strojem, 

jii jsou nebo nejsou opatfeny neb ureeny 
k poutitf s broueenkmi sklenenkzni zatkami 

218 (f) Stoln1 a kuchyfiske pfedmety a nedobf a 
vetkere pfedrnety veeho druhu vkslovne 
nejmenovane, zcela nebo hodnotou pfeveine 
ze skla, foukane nebo elisteene foukane ye 
forme nebo jinak, nebo barevne, broueene, 
ryte, leptane, zprkskane, zlacene, pti-
broutene (s vkjimkou broueenf nutneho 
k zapuetenf zatek nebo k jinn nee ozdob-
nkm deelfan), ma1ovane, jakkmkoliv zpeso-
bera potittene, pfskem eihane, stfibtene, 
napouttene nebo zdobene nebo jakkrakoliv 
&them kreelene, pinene nebo prazdne, s 

o sahem clu podrobenkm nebo cla prostkm, 
s vkjirakou pfedmete ureenkch Mayne k 
okrasnkm tle,elffm, zdobene Wayne rythn a 
v cene nejmene 8 dolarft za kus 

218 (g) Stolni a kuchyfiske pfedmety a natdobi, zcela 
nebo hodnotou ptevAine ze skla, 1isovane a 
nelettene, jakkoli zdobene nebo nezdobene, 
kraelene nebo nekreldene nebo peibroufsene 
(a vkjimkou broueenl nutneho k zapuetenf 
zatek nebo k jinkrn nee okrasnkm deelfon), 
plane nebo prazdne s obsahem clu podro-
benkm nebo cla prostkm 

cenfu za libru 

40% z hodnoty 

30% z hodnoty 

30% z hodnoty 
45% z hodnoty 
30% z hodnoty 

40% z hodnoty 

45% z hodnoty 

37%% z hodnoty 

50% z hodnoty 

25% z hodnoty 

2323 
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SCHEDULE II-Continued

United States
Tariff Act of 1930

Paragraph Description of Articles Rate of Duty

219 Cylinder, crown, and sheet glass, by whatever
process made, and for whatever purpose
used:

Not exceeding eight hundred and sixty-
four square inches

Exceeding eight hundred and sixty-four
square inches

Provided, That none of the foregoing
weighing less than sixteen ounces but
not less than twelve ounces per square
foot shall be subject to a less rate of
duty than

Provided further, That the foregoing rates
shall not apply as basic duties to glass
subject to an additional duty under
paragraph 224 of the Tariff Act of 1930.

230 (d) All glass, and manufactures of glass, or of
which glass is the component of chief value,
except broken glass or glass waste fit only
for remanufacture, not specially provided
for:

Pressed building blocks or bricks, crystal
color

Other
339 Table, household, kitchen, and hospital uten-

sils, and hollow or fiat ware, not specially
provided for, composed of iron or steel and
enameled or glazed with vitreous glasses,
whether or not containing electrical heating
elements as constituent parts thereof

339 Meat and food choppers which are household
or kitchen utensils, composed wholly or in
chief value of base metal, not plated with
platinum, gold, or silver, and not specially
provided for

346 Belt buckles, trouser buckles, and waistcoat
buckles, shoe or slipper buckles, and parts
thereof, made wholly or partly of iron, steel,
or other base metal, valued at not more
than 20 cents per hundred

348 Snap fasteners and clasps (except sew-on
fasteners), and parts thereof, by whatever
name known, or of whatever material com-
posed, not plated with gold, silver, or plat-
inum; all the foregoing, valued at not more
than $1.66% per hundred:

Not mounted on tape
Mounted on tape

349 Metal buttons embossed with a design, device,
pattern, or lettering

350 Safety pins, not plated with gold or silver, and
not commonly known as jewelry

710 Bryndza cheese in casks, barrels, or hogsheads,
weighing with their contents more than 200
pounds each

780 Hops valued at 30 cents or more per pound
780 Lupulin
910 Table damask, wholly or in chief value of

cotton, and all articles, finished or un-
finished, made or cut from such table
damask; all the foregoing valued at 75
cents or more per pound

1% per lb.

1Y% per lb.

30% ad val.

40% ad val.

50% ad val.
50 per lb. and 15%

ad val.

30% ad val.

3% per 100 and 10%
ad val.

30% ad val.
35% ad val.
35% ad val.

30% ad val.

50 per lb., but not
less than 25% ad
val.

18s per lb.
75¢ per lb.
20% ad vat
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SCHEDULE II—Continued 

United States 
Tariff Act of MO 

Paragraph Description of Articles Rate of Duty 

219 Cylinder, crown, and sheet glass, by whatever 
process made, and for whatever purpose 
used: 
Not exceeding eight hundred and sixty-

four square inches 
Exceeding eight hundred and sixty-four 
square inches 

Provided, That none of the foregoing 
weighing less than sixteen ounces but 
not less than twelve ounces per square 
foot shall be subject to a less rate of 
duty than 

Provided further, That the foregoing rates 
shall not apply as basic duties to glass 
subject to an additional duty under 
paragraph 224 of the Tariff Act of 1930. 

230 (d) All glass, and manufactures of glass, or of 
which glass is the component of chief value, 
except broken glass or glass waste fit only 
for remanufacture, not specially provided 
for: 

Pressed building blocks or bricks, crystal 
color 

Other 
339 Table, household, kitchen, and hospital uten-

sils, and hollow or flat ware, not specially 
provided for, composed of iron or steel and 
enameled or glazed with vitreous glasses, 
whether or not containing electrical heating 
elements as constituent parts thereof 

339 Meat and food choppers which are household 
or kitchen utensils, composed wholly or in 
chief value of base metal, not plated with 
platinum, gold, or silver, and not specially 
provided for 

346 Belt buckles, trouser buckles, and waistcoat 
buckles, shoe or slipper buckles, and parts 
thereof, made wholly or partly of iron, steel, 
or other base metal, valued at not more 
than 20 cents per hundred 

348 Snap fasteners and clasps (except sew-on 
fasteners), and parts thereof, by whatever 
name known, or of whatever material com-
posed, not plated with gold, silver, or plat-
mum; all the foregoing, valued at not more 
than $1.66% per hundred: 
Not mounted on tape 
Mounted on tape 

349 Metal buttons embossed with a design, device, 
pattern, or lettering 

350 Safety pins, not plated with gold or silver, and 
not commonly known as jewelry 

710 Bryndza cheese in casks, barrels, or hogsheads, 
weighing with their contents more than 200 
pounds each 

780 Hops valued at 30 cents or more per pound 
780 Lupulin 
910 Table damask, wholly or in chief value of 

cotton, and all articles, finished or un-
finished, made or cut from such table 
damask; all the foregoing valued at 75 
cents or more per pound 

1%0 per lb. 

1%0 per lb. 

30% ad val. 

40% ad val. 

50% ad val. 
50 per lb. and 15% 
ad val. 

30% ad val. 

3%0 per 100 and 10% 
ad val. 

30% ad val. 
35% ad val. 
35% ad val. 

30% ad val. 

per lb., but not 
less than 25% ad 
val. 

180 per lb. 
750 per lb. 
20% ad val. 
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SEZNAM II-Pokra6

Paragrafcelnlho
zakona Spoje-
nlch Sttiu z

1930 Pojmenovfni zbozl Celn sazba

219 Valcovane, ploch6 a tabulov6 sklo, jakymkoliv
zpfsobem vyraben6 a k jak6mukoliv dcelu:

neplesahuje-li osm set sedesat ctyfi 1% centu za libru
6tverecnfch palct

pfesahuje-li osm set sedesat ctyfi ctve- 1% centu za libru
recnfch palcfi

za pfedpokladu, ze uveden6 druhy skla 30% z hodnoty
va6ici m6ne nez 16 uncf, ale ne mene
nez 12 uncf na ctverecnf stopu, nebudou
podrobeny niz§f celnf sazb6 nez

za dalgiho pfedpokladu, ie uvedenych zde
sazeb nebude pouzito jako zakladnfch
eel pro sklo podroben6 pfiraikovemu clu
podle paragrafu 224 tarifniho zakona z
roku 1930.

230 (d) Vesker6 sklo a vyrobky ze skla nebo ve
kterych je sklo slokou s nejvetsf hodnotou,
vyslovne nejmenovan6, s vyjimkou skel-
nych stfepd nebo skelnych odpadk/, hodf-
cich se toliko ku znovuzpracovanf:

Lisovan6 stavebni bloky a cihly, krysta- 40% z hodnoty
lov6 barvy

Ostatnf 50% z hodnoty
339 Stolnf, domicf, kuchyfisk6 a nemnocnienf 5 centu za libru a

nadobf a dut6 nebo ploch6 zboMf, vyslovn6 15% z hodnoty
nejmenovan6, ze zeleza nebo oceli a smalto-
van6 nebo pol6van6 sklovinou, spojen6 s
elektrickfmi topnymi telesy nebo bez nich,
ktera tvoff jejich podstatnou cast

339 Rezacky na maso a potraviny, ktere jsou 30% z hodnoty
domacfim a kuchyfiskym ndaadim, zcela nebo
hodnotou pfevazne z oby6ejn6ho kovu,
neplatovan6 platinou, zlatem neb stfbrem,
a vyslovne nejmnenovane

346 Opaskov pfezky, kalhotove pfezky, a pfezky 3% centu za sto a
k vestam, pfezky na boty a damsk6 stfevice 10% z hodnoty
(slippers), a jejich soucstf, zcela nebo cas-
tecn6 ze zeleza, ocele nebo jin6ho obycejn6ho
kovu v cen6 do 20 centu za sto kusf

348 Zdrhovacf uzaverky a spony (s vSjilnkou
nasitych uzaverek) a jejich casti, jakkoli
pojmenovane, nebo z jakehokoliv materialu
vyroben6, zlatem, stfbrem nebo platinou ne-
platovan6; vsechny uvedene pfedmety v
cen6 do 1.66% dolarfi za sto kusui:

bez pasky 30% z hodnoty
na pasce 35%0 z hodnoty

349 Kovov6 knoflfky s vypouklou kresbou, 35% z hodnoty
odznakem, vzorem nebo pfsmeny

350 Spinacf spendllky, zlatem nebo stHfbrem
neplatovan6 a nepovazovan6 v§eobecn6 za 30% z hodnoty
klenoty

710 S:r bryndza, v kadeckach, soudcfch nebo 5 centu za libru, ale
sudech, vjafcfch s obsahem vice nez 200 nemn nez 25% I

liber hodnoty
780 Chmel v cene 30 centfi a vice za libru 18 centfi za libru
780 Lupulfn 75 centu za libru
910 Stolnf damasek, zcela nebo hodnotou pie- 20% z hodnoty

vAzne z bavlny, a vsechno zboff, doho-
toven6 nebo nedohotoven6, vyroben6 neb
stfizen6 z takoveho stolnfho damasku;
vsechno uveden6 zboif v cene 75 centu
nebo vice za libru
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SEZNAM II—Pokrao 

Paragraf &sloth& 
zakena Spoje-
ofeh Raul z 

1930 Pojnienevant zbeit Celnf sazba 

219 Valcovand, ploche a tabulove sklo, jakSankoliv 
zpfisobera vyrabene a k jakemukoliv deelu: 

neplesahuje-li osm set eedeset etyfi 
otvereenich pal& 

pfesahuje-li own set eedesat etyfi etve-
reenich palcü 

za pfedpokladu, e uvedene druhy skla 
vagici paene neg 16 unci, ale ne méné 
neg 12 unci na etvereeni stopu, nebudou 
podrobeny MAU cebal sazbe nel 

za daThiho phdpokladu, e uvedenSrch zde 
sazeb nebude poulito jako zakladnich 
cel pro sklo podrobene pfiraikovemu clu 
podle paragrafu 224 tarifniho zakona z 
roku 1930. 

230 (d) Vegkere sklo a vSrrobky ze skia nebo ve 
kterkch je sklo slogkou s neivetgi hodnotou, 
vSTslovne nejmenovane, s vhimkou skel-
nkch stfepd. nebo skelnkch odpadka, hodi-
cich se toliko ku znovuzpracovani: 

Lisovane stavebni bloky a cihly, krysta-
love barvy 

Ostatni 
339 Stolni, domed, kuchyfiske a nemocnieni 

nadobi a dute nebo nloche zbogi, vSrslovne 
nejmenovane, ze geleza nebo oceli a smalto-
vane nebo polevane sklovinou, spojene s 
elektrickSrmi topnkmi telesy nebo bez zilch, 
ktera, tvoff jejich podstatnou efist 

339 ft ezaay na maso a potraviny, ktere jsou 
dornanim a kuchyfiskkra nafadim, zcela, nebo 
hodnotou pfevegne z obyeejneho kovu, 
neplatovane platinou, zlatem neb stfibrem, 
a vSrslovne nejmenovane 

346 Opaskove pfezky, kalhotove pfezky, a pfezky 
k vestarn, pfezky as. boty a demske stfevice 
(slippers), a jejich soueasti, zcela nebo eas-
teene ze geleza, ocele nebo jineho obyeejneho 
kovu v cene do 20 centu za sto kusfi 

348 Zdrhovaci uziiverky a spony (s vkjimkou 
nagitkch uzaverek) a jejich Usti, jakkoli 
pojmenovane, nebo z jakehokoliv materildu 
vyrobene, zlatern, stfibrem nebo platinou ne-
platovane; vgechny uvedene pfedmety v 
cene do 1.66% dolare. za sto kusta 

bez pasky 
na peace 

349 Kovove knofliky $ vypouklou kresbou, 
odznakem, vzorem nebo pismeny 

350 Spinaci ependliky, zlatena nebo stfibrem 
neplatovane a nepovagovane vgeobecne za 
klenoty 

710 Skr bryndza, v kadeektich, soudeich nebo 
sudech, vtigicfch s obsahem vice nei 200 
liber 

780 Chmel v eerie 30 centil a vice za libru 
780 Lupulin 
910 Stolni damaiek, zeds nebo hodnotou pie-

vane z baviny, a veechno zbogi, doho-
tovene nebo nedohotovene, vyrobene neb 
stfigene z takoveho stolniho darnaAku; 
vAechno uvedene zbogi v cello 75 centu 
nebo vice za libru 

centu za libru 

centu za libru 

30% z hodnoty 

40% a hodnoty 

50% z hodnoty 
5 centu za libru a 
15% z hodnoty 

30% z hodnoty 

centu za sto a 
10% a hodnoty 

30% z hodnoty 
35% z hodnoty 
35% a hodnoty 

30% z hodnoty 

5 centu as. libru, ale 
ne rnene nei 25 % 
hodnoty 

18 cente as. libru 
75 centu as. libru 
20% a hodnoty 

2325 
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SCHEDULE II-Continued

United States
Tariff Act of 1930

Paragraph Description of Articles

911 (a) Towels, other than pile fabrics, wholly or in
chief value of cotton, whether in the piece
or otherwise, if Jacquard-figured, valued at
10 cents or more each

915 Gloves and mittens, finished or unfinished,
wholly or in chief value of cotton or other
vegetable fiber, made of fabric knit on a
warp-knitting machine, valued at $1.50
or more per dozen pairs

Rate of Duty

30% ad val.

50% ad val.

Table damask, wholly or in chief value of flax,
not exceeding one hundred and thirty
threads to the square inch, counting the
warp and filling, and all articles, finished
or unfinished, made or cut from such
damask

Napkins, finished or unfinished, wholly or in
chief value of flax, not exceeding one
hundred and thirty threads to the square
inch, counting the warp and filling

All manufactures, wholly or in chief value of
flax, not specially provided for

Chenille Axminster carpets, rugs, and mats,
plain or figured, whether woven as separate
carpets, rugs, or mats, or in rolls of any
width

Wilton carpets, rugs, and mats, valued at not
more than 40 cents per square foot

Gloves and mittens, knit or crocheted, fin-
ished or unfinished, wholly or in chief value
of rayon or other synthetic textile, valued
at $1.50 or more per dozen pairs

Wall pockets, composed wholly or in chief
value of paper, papier-mache, or paper
board, whether or not die-cut, embossed, or
printed lithographically or otherwise

Spangles and beads, including bugles, not
specially provided for

Beads in imitation of precious or semiprecious
stones, of all kinds and shapes, of whatever
material composed, not specially provided
for

Ladies' handbags and plates therefor, not
ornamented with beads, spangles, or bugles,
nor embroidered, tamboured, appliqued, or
scalloped, composed wholly or in chief value
of beads or spangles (other than imitation
pearl beads, beads in imitation of precious
or semiprecious stones, and beads in chief
value of synthetic resin)

30% ad vaL

30% ad val.

30% ad val.

40% ad val.

40% ad val.

45S per lb. and 50%
ad val.

17% % ad val.

20% ad val.

25% ad val.

40% ad val.

1013

1014

1023

1116 (b)

1117 (a)

1309

1413

1503

1503

1503

1510

2326

Provided, That none of the foregoing shall
be subject to duty by reason of the
second proviso to paragraph 1503 of the
Tariff Act of 1930 at a rate in excess of
50 per centum of any rate which would
be applicable under such proviso in the
absence of any reduction in duty under
the authority of section 350 of the said
act, as amended.

Buttons not specially provided for, wholly or 35% ad val.
in chief value of compounds of casein known
as galalith or by any other name, valued at
more than 60 cents per gross
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SCHEDULE II—Continued 

United States 
Tariff Act of 1930 

Paragraph Description of Articles Rate of Duty 

911 (a) Towels, other than pile fabrics, wholly or in 30% ad val. 
chief value of cotton, whether in the piece 
or otherwise, if Jacquard-figured, valued at 
10 cents or more each 

915 Gloves and mittens, finished or unfinished, 50% ad val. 
wholly or in chief value of cotton or other 
vegetable fiber, made of fabric knit on a 
warp-knitting machine, valued at $1.50 
or more per dozen pairs 

1013 Table damask, wholly or in chief value of flax, 30% ad vaL 
not exceeding one hundred and thirty 
threads to the square inch, counting the 
warp and filling, and all articles, finished 
or unfinished, made or cut from such 
damask 

1014 Napkins, finished or unfinished, wholly or in 30% ad val. 
chief value of flax, not exceeding one 
hundred and thirty threads to the square 
inch, counting the warp and filling 

1023 All manufactures, wholly or in chief value of 30% ad val. 
flax, not specially provided for 

1116 (b) Chenille Axminster carpets, rugs, and mats, 40% ad val. 
plain or figured, whether woven as separate 
carpets, rugs, or mats, or in rolls of any 
width 

1117 (a) Wilton carpets, rugs, and mats, valued at not 40% ad val. 
more than 40 cents per square foot 

1309 Gloves and mittens' knit or crocheted, fin- 450 per lb. and 50% 
ished or unfinished, wholly or in chief value ad val. 
of rayon or other synthetic textile, valued 
at $1.50 or more per dozen pairs 

1413 Wall pockets, composed wholly or in chief 17)4% ad val. 
value of paper, papier-mache, or paper 
board, whether or not die-cut, embossed, or 
printed lithographically or otherwise 

1503 Spangles and beads, including bugles, not 20% ad val. 
specially provided for 

1503 Beads in imitation of precious or semiprecious 25% ad val. 
stones, of all kinds and shapes, of whatever 
material composed, not specially provided 
for 

1503 Ladies' handbags and plates therefor, not 40% ad val. 
ornamented with beads, spangles, or bugles, 
nor embroidered, tamboured, appliqued, or 
scalloped, composed wholly or in chief value 
of beads or spangles (other than imitation 
pearl beads, beads in imitation of precious 
or semiprecious stones, and beads in chief 
value of synthetic resin) 

Provided, That none of the foregoing shall 
be subject to duty by reason of the 
second proviso to paragraph 1503 of the 
Tariff Act of 1930 at a rate in excess of 
50 per centum of any rate which would 
be applicable under such proviso in the 
absence of any reduction in duty under 
the authority of section 350 of the said 
act, as amended. 

1510 Buttons not specially provided for, wholly or 35% ad val. 
in chief value of compounds of casein known 
as galalith or by any other name, valued at 
more than 60 cents per gross 
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SEZNAM II-Pokrac.
Paragrafcelnlho
zckona Spoje-
nlch StAtf z

1930 PoJmenov&nf zboit Celnt sazba

911 (a) RuEniky, jin6 nez ze smyckovych tkanin,
zcela nebo hodnotou pfevaine z bavlny, at'
v kuse nebo jinak, s jacquardovym vzorem,
v cene 10 centf nebo vice za kus

915 Rukavice a palcky, dohotoven6 nebo nedo-
hotoven6, zcela nebo hodnotou pfevazne
z bavlny nebo jinych rostlinnych vlaken,
vyroben6 z tkanin pletenych na osnovnSch
pletacfch strojfch, v cene 1.50 dolarfi nebo
vice za tucet parf

1013 Stolni damasek, zcela nebo hodnotou pfe-
van ze nzu, nejvyse o jednom stu tficeti
nitfch na ctverecnl palec, pocitajfc osnovu
a dtek, a vsechno zbozf, dohotoven6 nebo
nedohotoven6, vyrobene nebo stfiien6 z
takov6ho danmagku

1014 Ubrousky, dohotoven6 nebo nedohotovene,
zcela nebo hodnotou pfevane ze Inu,
nejvSe o jednom stu tficeti nitfch na
ctverecnf palec, po6ftajfc osnovu a dtek

1023 Vesker6 vyrobky, zcela nebo hodnotou pfe-
v~Ane ze Inu, vSslovne nejmenovan6

1116 (b) Zenilkove koberce axminstrove, pokryvky a
rohozky, hladk6 nebo vzorkovan6, tkan6
jednotliv6 jako koberce, pokrSvky nebo
rohozky nebo v rolfch jakekoliv Lffky

1117 (a) Wiltonove koberce, pokryvky a rohoiky, v
cene do 40 centu za ctverenif stopu

1309 Rukavice a palcaky, pleten6 neb hakovane,
dohotoven6 nebo nedohotoven6, zcela nebo
hodnotou pfeva ne z umeleho hedvabf nebo
z jinSch umelych tkanin v cene 1.50 dolarfi
neb vice za tucet paru

1413 Nastenn6 kapsy, zcela nebo hodnotou pfe-
vazne z papfru, papier-mach6, nebo lepen-
ky, do tvaru vylfznut6 nebo nevyflznut6,
vypoukle, litografovan6 nebo jinak tisten6

1503 Cetky a koraly vEetne cernych sklenenych
kordal, vyslovne nejmxenovane

1503 Koraly napodobujfcf drahokamy a polodra-
hokamy vseho druhu a tvaru, vyrobene z
jakehokoliv materialu, vyslovne nejme-
novan6

1503 Dajnsk6 kabelky a desticky k nim, nezdoben6
koraly, cetkami nebo cernymi sklenenymi
koraly, nevy6lvane, netamburovane, bez
aplikace ani nevroubkovane, zhotoven6
zcela nebo hodnotou pievazne z koralbf nebo
cetek (jinych nei z koralfi napodobujfclch
perly, z koralfi napodobujfclch drahokamy
nebo polodrahokamy a z korald pievane z
umele pryskyfice)

za pFedpokladu, ze zadny z uvedenych
piedmetf nebude podroben clu podle
druh6 vyhrady k paragrafu 1503 tarif-
nfho zakona z roku 1930 sazbou vyssl
nei 50% z kterekoliv sazby, kter6 by
bylo pouifti podle teto vyhrady v pH-
pad8, ze nebylo pouiito snizent cla
podle zmocenni canku 350. uvedeneho
zakona s dodatkem.

1510 Knofliky vyslovn6 nejmenovane, zeela
nebo hodnotou prevasn6 ze slou6eniny
kaseinu, znam6 jako galalith nebo pod
jinym jm6nem, v cene vylf net 60 centfi
za veletucet

30% z hodnoty

50% z hodnoty

30% z hodnoty

30% z hodnoty

30% z hodnoty

40% z hodnoty

40% z hodnoty

45 centu za libru a
50% z hodnoty

17%% z hodnoty

20% z hodnoty

25% z hodnoty

40% z hodnoty

35% z hodnoty
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Paragraf celniho 
rAkona Spoje-
ntch StAt0 z 

1930 

SEZNAM 

Pojmenovanf zboll Ce101 sazba 

911 (a) Ruenlky, jine nei ze szny6kov-Srch tkanin, 
zeela nebo hodnotou pfevaine z baviny, at' 
v kuse nebo jinak, s jacquardovSrm vzorena, 
v eerie 10 cent h nebo vice za kus 

915 Rukavice a paleaky, dohotovene nebo nedo-
hotovene, zcela nebo hodnotou pfevaine 
z baviny nebo jinkch rostlinnSrch vlaken, 
vyrobene z tkanin pletenkch na osnovnSrch 
pletaefeh strojfch, v cene 1.50 dolar$ nebo 
vice za tucet peril 

1013 Stolni damakk, zcela nebo hodnotou pfe-
veine ze mu, nejvSrk o jednom stu tficeti 
nitfeh na etvereenf palec, paitajic osnovu 
a dtek, a vkchno zbo61, dohotovene nebo 
nedohotovene, vyrobene nebo stfikne z 
takoveho darna6ku 

1014 Ubrousky, dohotovene nebo neclohotovene, 
zcela nebo hodnotou pfevaine ze mu, 
nejvkk o jednorn eta tficeti nitfch na 
etvereenf palec, poeftajfe osnovu a dtek 

1023 Ve6kere vSrrobky, zcela nebo hodnotou pfe-
_ vaine ze mu, vp3lovne nejmenovane 

1116 (b) Zenilkove koberce a=instrove, pokrktrky a 
roho6ky, hladke nebo vzorkovane, tkane 
jednotlive jako koberce, pokr-Srvky nebo 
roho6ky nebo v rolich jakekoliv effky 

1117 (a) Wiltonove koberce, pokr-Srvky a roholky, v 
cello do 40 centu za etvereenf stopu 

1309 Rukavice a paleaky, pletene neb heekovane, 
dohotovene nebo nedohotovene, zcela nebo 
hodnotou pfeveAne z um6leho hedvelai nebo 
z jinSrch umelSreh tkanin v cene 1.50 dolarft 
neb vice za tucet paru 

1413 Nastenne kapsy, zcela nebo hodnotou pfe-
valn6 z papfru, papier-mache, nebo lepen-
ky, do tvaru vyffznute nebo nevyfiznute, 
vypoukle, litografovane nebo jinak tiktene 

1503 Cetky a kortily veetne 6ernSrch sklen6nSrch 
kortah, vSrslovne nejmenovane 

1503 Korely napodobujfef drahokamy a polodra-
hokamy veeho druhu a tvaru, vyrobene z 
jakehokoliv materialu, vjrslovne nejxne-
novane 

1503 Damske kabelky a destieky k nim, nezdobene 
korely, cetkami nebo 6ernSrmi sklenenSrmi 
koraly, nevyelvane, netamburovane, bez 
aplikace ani nevroubkovane, zhotovene 
zcela nebo hodnotou pfeveine z koralft nebo 
cetek (jinkch nei z korabl napodobujfcfch 
perly, z korelft napodobujfcich drahokamy 
nebo polodrahokarny a z koralft pfevaine z 
umele pryskyfice) 

za pFedpokladu, e 00. z uvedenSrch 
pfedmeth nebude podroben cia podle 
druhe vkhrady k paragrafu 1503 tarif-
nfho zekona z roku 1930 sa.zbou vy/46.1 
nei 50% z kterekoliv sazby, ktere by 
bylo pouifti podle teto vflarady v pH-
pade, ie nebylo poulito snlieni c1a 
podle z.mocninf 6hinku 350. uvedeneho 
zakona a dodatkern. 

1510 Knofliky vfslovne nejmenovane, zcela 
nebo hodnotou pfevAine ze alou6eniny 
kaseinu, zname jako galalith nebo pod 
jinSrm jrnenem, v eerie vy66i net 60 centil 
za veletucet 

30% z hodnoty 

50% z hodnoty 

30% z hodnoty 

30% z hodnoty 

30% z hodnoty 

40% z hodnoty 

40% z hodnoty 

45 centu za libru 
50% z hodnoty 

17% % z hodnoty 

20% z hodnoty 

25% z hodnoty 

40% z hodnoty 

35% z hodnoty 
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SCHEDULE II-Continued

United States
Tariff Act of 1930

Paragraph

1510

1510

1526 (a)

Description of Articles

Buttons not specially provided for, wholly
or in chief value of wood

Buttons not specially provided for, wholly
or in chief value of glass

Hats, caps, bonnets, and hoods, for women's
and girls' wear, untrimmed, including
bodies, hoods, plateaux, forms, or shapes,
for such hats or bonnets, composed wholly
or in chief value of fur of the rabbit,
beaver, or other animals; any of the fore-
going having a pile or nap finish known
as velour, suede, or soleil, valued at more
than $9 and not more than $18 per dozen

Rate of Duty

35% ad val.

25% ad val.

45% ad val.

1527 (c) (2) Ladies' handbags, valued above 20 cents
but not above $5 per dozen pieces, fin-
ished or unfinished, set with and in chief
value of rhinestones

1527 (c) (2) Buckles valued above 20 cents but not above
$5 per dozen pieces, finished or unfinished,
composed wholly or in chief value of
metal other than gold or platinum
(whether or not enameled, washed, cov-
ered, or plated, including rolled gold plate)

1528 Imitation precious stones, cut or faceted,
and imitation semiprecious stones, faceted,
not specially provided for

1528 Imitation precious stones, not cut or faceted,
imitation semiprecious stones, not faceted,
and imitations of opaque precious or semi-
precious stones, with fiat backs and tops,
cut and polished, but not faceted, and not
specially provided for

1530 (e) Boots, shoes, or other footwear (including
athletic or sporting boots and shoes), made
wholly or in chief value of leather, not
specially provided for:

Sewed or stitched by the process or method
known as McKay

Having molded soles laced to uppers

Other (except turn or turned boots and
shoes; boots, shoes, and other foot-
wear made by the process or method
known as welt; and moccasins)

Boots, shoes, or other footwear (including
athletic or sporting boots and shoes), the
uppers of which are composed wholly or in
chief value of wool, cotton, ramie, animal
hair, fiber, rayon, or other synthetic textile,
silk, or substitutes for any of the foregoing,
and the soles of which are composed wholly
or in chief value of leather

5¢ each and 3oo per
dozen for each 1¢
the value exceeds
20 per dozen, and
25% ad val.

3¢ each and Moo per
dozen for each 1¢
the value exceeds
200 per dozen, and
25% ad val.

10% ad val.

30% ad val.

20% ad val.

10% ad val.

20% ad val.

25% ad val.
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United States 
Tariff Act of 1930 

Paragraph 

SCHEDULE II—Continued 

Description of Articles Rate of Duty 

1510 Buttons not specially provided for, wholly 
or in chief value of wood 

1510 Buttons not specially provided for, wholly 
or in chief value of glass 

1526 (a) Hats, caps, bonnets, and hoods, for women's 
and girls' wear, untrimmed, including 
bodies, hoods, plateaux, forms, or shapes, 
for such hats or bonnets, composed wholly 
or in chief value of fur of the rabbit, 
beaver, or other animals; any of the fore-
going having a pile or nap finish known 
as velour, suede, or soleil, valued at more 
than $9 and not more than $18 per dozen 

1527 (c) (2) Ladies' handbags, valued above 20 cents 
but not above $5 per dozen pieces, fin-
ished or unfinished, set with and in chief 
value of rhinestones 

1527 (c) (2) Buckles valued above 20 cents but not above 
$5 per dozen pieces, finished or unfinished, 
composed wholly or in chief value of 
metal other than gold or platinum 
(whether or not enameled, washed, cov-
ered, or plated, including rolled gold plate) 

1528 Imitation precious stones, cut or faceted, 
and imitation semiprecious stones, faceted, 
not specially provided for 

1528 Imitation precious stones, not cut or faceted, 
imitation semiprecious stones, not faceted, 
and imitations of opaque precious or semi-
precious stones, with flat backs and tops, 
cut and polished, but not faceted, and not 
specially provided for 

1530 (e) Boots, shoes, or other footwear (including 
athletic or sporting boots and shoes), made 
wholly or in chief value of leather, not 
specially provided for: 
Sewed or stitched by the process or method 
known as McKay 

Having molded soles laced to uppers 

Other (except turn or turned boots and 
shoes; boots, shoes, and other foot-
wear made by the process or method 
known as welt; and moccasins) 

Boots, shoes, or other footwear (including 
athletic or sporting boots and shoes), the 
uppers of which are composed wholly or in 
chief value of wool, cotton, ramie, animal 
hair, fiber, rayon, or other synthetic textile, 
silk, or substitutes for any of the foregoing, 
and the soles of which are composed wholly 
or in chief value of leather 

35% ad val. 

25% ad val. 

45% ad val. 

%0 each and No¢ per 
dozen for each 1¢ 
the value exceeds 
200 per dozen, and 
25% ad val. 

%¢ each and No per 
dozen for each 1¢ 
the value exceeds 
200 per dozen, and 
25% ad val. 

10% ad val. 

30% ad val. 

20% ad val. 

10% ad val. 

20% ad val. 

25% ad val. 
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SEZNAM II-Pokra6.

Paragraf celnho
zakona Spoje-
nfch 8tAtii z

1930 PojmenovnIT zboif Celnl sazba

1510 Knoflfky vyslovne nejmenovan6, zcela
nebo hodnotou prevazne ze dfeva

1510 Knofliky vyrslovne nejmenovan6, zcela
nebo hodnotou pfevazne ze skla

1526(a) Zensk6 a dflvf klobouky, depice, capky a
sisaky nezdoben6, ve vlasov6 uprave,
vEetn8 kapelfnf, sisakf, plateaux, forem
nebo tvaru k vyrobe takovych kloboukfi
nebo capek, vyrobenych zcela nebo hodno-
tou pievazne ze srsti kralidf, bobff nebo z
jinych zvffat; vsechno uveden6 zbozi ve
vlasov6 dprave, znam6 pode jmenem
velour, suede nebo soleil v cene vysgf nei
9 dolarfi a ne vysfs nez 18 dolarfi za tucet

1527(c)(2) Damsk6 kabelky, v cen6 nad 20 centf, ale
ne vyssf ne2 5 dolarfi za tucet kusfi, doho-
toven6 nebo nedohotoven6, vystrojen6
chatony a hodnotou pfev&na ze chatonfi

1527(c) (2) Pfezky v cene vygf nez 20 centfi, ale ne
vyssf nez 5 dolari za tucet kusfi, dohoto-
vene nebo nedohotoven6, vyroben6 zeela
nebo hodnotou pfevazne z jinho kovu
nez ze zlata nebo platiny (bud smaltovan6
nebo nesmaltovan6, pran6 nebo neprani,
pokrytd nebo nepokryt6, platovan6 nebo
neplatovan6 i povle6en6 lfstkovym
zlatem)

1528 Napodobeniny drahokanfi, brousen6 nebo
facetovane, a napodobeniny polodraho-
kamnf, facetovan6, vSslovne nejmenovan6

1528 Napodobeniny drahokamf, nebrouSen6 a
nefacetovan6, napodobeniny polodrahoka-
mf, nefacetovan6, a napodobeniny opako-
vych drahokamfi a polodrahokanmf, se
spodni a vrchnf stranou plochou, brougene
a lestene, ale nefacetovane, vyslovne
nejmenovan6

1530 (e) Boty, stfevfce nebo jina obuv (vEetne atle-
tick:ch a sportovnich bot a stfevfcf),
vyrobena zcela nebo hodnotou pfevaZne z
kfize, vfslovne nejmenovana:

sita nebo stehovana zpfsobem nebo
metodou znamou jako McKay

obuv s formovanymi podesvemi pfiple-
tenymi ke svr§kim

Ostatni (s vyjimkou bot a stfevfcfi
obracenych; s vyjimkou bot, stfevfcf
a jin6 obuvi vryoben6 zpfisobem nebo
metodou zndmou jako ramova; a s
vfjimkou mokasini)

Boty, stfevfce nebo jina obuv (vdetne atle-
tickych nebo sportovnfch bot a stfevfcf),
se svrsky vyroben:ymi zcela nebo hodnotou
pifevaIn6 z vlny, bavlny, ramie, zvffecfch
chlup&, vlaken, z unmelho hedvabf nebo z
jinych umelych tkanin, z hedvsbf nebo
z nahrazek uvedenych pfediv, s podesvemi
zcela nebo hodnotou pfeviane z kfize

35% z hodnoty

25% z hodnoty

45% z hodnot3

M centu za kus a za
kazdy 1 cent, o
ktery hodnota pre-
vysuje 20 centf za
tucet 0io centu za
tucet a 25% z hod-
noty

% centu za kus a za
kazdy 1 cent, o
ktery hodnota pe-
sahuje 20 centi za
tucet, Yo centu za
tucet a 25% z hod-
noty

10% z hodnoty

30% z hodnoty

20% z hodnoty

10% z hodnoty

20% z hodnoty

25% z hodnoty
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Paragrat celnfho 
zakona SPole-
ntcb Statti z 

1930 

SEZNAM II—Pokrae. 

Pojnienovant zboil Celnl sazba 

1510 Knoffiky vSslovne nejmenovane, zcela 
nebo hodnotou pfevOne ze dfeva 

1510 Knofifky vSrslovne nejmenovane, zcela 
,nebo hodnotou pfevaine ze skla 

1526(a) Zenske a dIvef klobouky, eepice, eapky 
efedky nezdobene, ve vlasove dprave, 
veetne kapelfnft, 6igakft, plateaux, forem 
nebo tvaru k vSrrobe takov-Srch kloboukii 
nebo eapek, vyrobenkch zcela nebo hodno-
tou pfevaine ze srsti kralief, bobff nebo z 
jinSch zyffat; vAechno uvedene zboli ye 
vlasove dprave, zname pode jmenern 
velour, suede nebo soleil v cene vyeAl ne 
9 dolarfi a ne vy-AAI ne 18 dolarft za tucet 

1527(c) (2) Damske kabelky, v cene nad 20 centft, ale 
ne vyeef ne i 5 dolarii za tucet kusti, doho-
tovene nebo nedohotovene, vystrojene 
chatony a hodnotou pfevaine ze chatonft 

1527(c) (2) Pfezky v cene vyMf ne i 20 centft, ale ne 
vyeef ne 5 dolarft za tucet }Kum% dohoto-
vene nebo nedohotovene, vyrobene zcela 
nebo hodnotou pfevaine z jineho kovu 
ne i ze zlata nebo platiny (bud smaltovane 
nebo nesmaltovane, prone nebo neprano, 
pokryte nebo nepokryte, platovane nebo 
neplatova,ne i povleeene Ifstkov-Srm 
zlatem) 

1528 Napodobeniny drahokamft, brougene nebo 
facetovane, a napodobeniny polodraho-
korai, facetovane, v-Sslovne nejmenovane 

1528 Napodobeniny drahokanyft, nebrou§ene 
nefacetovane, napodobeniny polodrahoka-

nefacetowine, a napodobeniny opako-
vSch drahokarnifi a polodrahokaran, se 
spodnf a vrchnf stranou plochou, brolgene 
a leetene, ale nefacetovane, vSrslovne 
nejmenovane 

1530 (e) Boty, stfevfce nebo jind obuv (veetne atle-
tickSch a sportovnfch bot a stfevIcd), 
vyrobentl, zeela nebo hodnotou pfevainic. z 
Wife, vSslovne nejmenovand: 

eita nebo stehovand zpfisobem nebo 
metodou znamou jako McKay 

()buy s formovanSrmi podavemi pfiple-
tenSuni ke awl-0am 

Ostatnf (s vSjimkou bot a stfevfcil 
obracenSch; s vflimkou bot, stfevfcrt 
a jine obuvi vrkobene zpiisobern nebo 
metodou znamou jako remold; a 
vSjimkou mokasinfi) 

Boty, stfevfce nebo pad obuv (veetne atle-
tickSrch nebo sportovnich bot a stfevfcri), 
se svreky vyrobenSrrni zcela nebo hodnotou 
pfevaine z viny, box/11y, ramie, zvffecfch 
chlupfi, vLiken, z umeleho hedvdbf nebo z 
jinYch umelSrch tkanin, z hedvabf nebo 
z nahrafek uvedenkch pfediv, a podeAveini 
zcela nebo hodnotou pfevaine z Ida° 

35% z hodnoty 

25% z hodnoty 

45% z hodnot3 

centu za kus a za 
kaidSr 1 cent, o 
kter-Sr hodnota pfe-
vyAuje 20 centft za 
tucet 40 centu za 
tucet a 25% z hod-
noty 
centu za kus a za 
kaidSr 1 cent, o 
kterk hodnota pfe-
sahuje 20 centft za 
tucet, yo centu za 
tucet a 25% z hod-
noty 

10% z hodnoty 

30% z hodnoty 

20% z hodnoty 

10% z hodnoty 

20% z hodnoty 

25% z hodnoty 
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SCHEDULE II-Continued

Description of Articles Rate of Duty

1530 (e)-Con. Provided, That, if in any calendar year the
total quantity of boots, shoes, or other
footwear, made wholly or in chief value
of leather or with soles composed
wholly or in chief value of leather, pro-
vided for in item 1530 (e) of this Sched-
ule, entered, or withdrawn from ware-
house, for consumption exceeds in the
aggregate 1.25 percent of the average of
the annual domestic production of
boots, shoes, and slippers, other than
rubber, as reported by the Bureau of
the Census for the five preceding years,
the Government of the United States
of America and the Government of
Czechoslovakia shall promptly enter
into consultation, with a view to reach-
ing an agreement as to whatever meas-
ures may be deemed appropriate, and
if, within 60 days after the two Gov-
ernments enter into consultation, such
an agreement has not been reached, the
Government of the United States of
America shall have the right to increase
the rate or rates of duty on any or all
of the articles provided for in item
1530 (e) of this Schedule entered, or
withdrawn from warehouse, for con-
sumption in any calendar year in excess
of 1.25 percent of the average of the
annual domestic production of boots,
shoes, and slippers, other than rubber,
as reported by the Bureau of the Cen-
sus for the five preceding years.

1532 (a) Women's and children's gloves, wholly or in
chief value of leather, whether wholly or
partly manufactured, when machine
seamed, but not lined, and not trimmed
with fur, and not over twelve inches in
length:

6Overseamed

Other than overseamed

$5 per doz. pro.

$5 per doz. prs. plus
$1 additional per
doz. prs.

and for each inch or fraction thereof in ex- 250 per doz.
cess of twelve inches

Provided, That all the foregoing shall be 50% ad val.
dutiable at not less than

1541 (a) Brass-wind musical instruments with cup 40% ad val.
mouthpieces, and parts thereof, not spe-
cially provided for

1544 Rosaries, chaplets, and similar articles of 10% ad val.
religious devotion, of whatever material
composed (except if made in whole or in
part of gold, silver, platinum, gold plate,
silver plate, or precious or imitation pre-
cious stones), valued at not more than
$1.25 per dozen

1549 (a) Pencils of paper, wood, or other material not 50f per grc
metal, filled with lead or other material, 15% ad v
and pencils of lead, not specially provided
for

1718 Mineral salts obtained by evaporation from Free
mineral waters, when accompanied by a
duly authenticated certificate and satis-
factory proof showing that they are in no
way artificially prepared and are only the
product of a designated mineral spring

prs.

)ss and
J1.

2330
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SCHEDULE II—Continued 

United States 
Tariff Act of 1930 

Paragraph Description of Articles Rate of Duty 

1530 (e)—Con. Provided, That, if in any calendar year the 
total quantity of boots, shoes, or other 
footwear, made wholly or in chief value 
of leather or with soles composed 
wholly or in chief value of leather, pro-
vided for in item 1530 (e) of this Sched-
ule, entered, or withdrawn from ware-
house, for consumption exceeds in the 
aggregate 1.25 percent of the average of 
the annual domestic production of 
boots, shoes, and slippers, other than 
rubber, as reported by the Bureau of 
the Census for the five preceding years, 
the Government of the United States 
of America and the Government of 
Czechoslovakia shall promptly enter 
into consultation, with a view to reach-
ing an agreement as to whatever meas-
ures may be deemed appropriate, and 
if, within 60 days after the two Gov-
ernments enter into consultation, such 
an agreement has not been reached, the 
Government of the United States of 
America shall have the right to increase 
the rate or rates of duty on any or all 
of the articles provided for in item 
1530 (e) of this Schedule entered, or 
withdrawn from warehouse, for con-
sumption in any calendar year in excess 
of 1.25 percent of the average of the 
annual domestic production of boots, 
shoes, and slippers, other than rubber, 
as reported by the Bureau of the Cen-
sus for the five preceding years. 

1532 (a) Women's and children's gloves, wholly or in 
chief value of leather, whether wholly or 
partly manufactured, when machine 
seamed, but not lined, and not trimmed 
with fur, and not over twelve inches in 
length: 

verseamed $5 per doz. pm. 

Other than overseamed $5 per doz. prs. plus 
$1 additional per 
doz. pm. 

and for each inch or fraction thereof in ex- 25¢ per doz. pm. 
cess of twelve inches 

Provided, That all the foregoing shall be 50% ad val. 
dutiable at not less than 

1541 (a) Brass-wind musical instruments with cup 40% ad val. 
mouthpieces, and parts thereof, not spe-
cially provided for 

1544 Rosaries, chaplets, and similar articles of 10% ad val. 
religious devotion, of whatever material 
composed (except if made in whole or in 
part of gold, silver, platinum, gold plate, 
silver plate, or precious or imitation pre-
cious stones), valued at not more than 
$1.25 per dozen 

1549 (a) Pencils of paper, wood, or other material not 50f per gross and 
metal, filled with lead or other material, 15% ad val. 
and pencils of lead, not specially provided 
for 

1718 Mineral salts obtained by evaporation from Free 
mineral waters, when accompanied by a 
duly authenticated certificate and satis-
factory proof showing that they are in no 
way artificially prepared and are only the 
product of a designated mineral spring 
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SEZNAM II-Pokra6.
Paragraf celnho
zfkona Spoje-
nzch StAtf Z

1930 Pojmenovfnf zboil Celnt sazba

1530 (e)-Pokra6. Za predpokladu, ie by v nekterem kalen-
dannfm roce celkov6 mnozstvi bot,
sttevlci a jin6 obuvi, zeela nebo
hodnotou pfevzne z kHfie nebo s
podesvemi zeela nebo hodnotou pfe-
vazn z kfie, uvedenych v polozce
1530 (e) tohoto seznamu, prohlasen6
k vyclenf do volneho obehu pfi dovozu
nebo pfi vydeji z celnfho skladiite, bylo
podle hlasenf Bureau of Census za pet
pfedchozfch let celkem vys§f nez 1.25%
prunmern6 rocnf domaci vSroby bot,
stfevicfi a damskych stfevfcf (slippers),
jinych nez gumovych, vlady republiky
Ceskoslovenske a Spojenych Statft
Americkych zahajf neprodlene jednani
k dosazenf dohody o pfimefenych a
vhodnych opatfenfch. Nedojde-li k
dohode do 60 dnf po zahajenf jednanf
obou vlad, vlada Spojenych Statf
Americkych bude mfti pravo zvysiti
celnf sazbu nebo sazby na nektere nebo
na vsechno zbozf uveden6 v poloice
1530 (e) tohoto seznamu, prohlasene
k vyclenf do volneho obehu pfi dovozu
nebo pfi vydeji z celnfho skladiste v
nekterem kalendafnfm roce, ktere
pfevysuje podle hliaenf Bureau of Cen-
sus za pt pfedchozfch let 1.25% prI-
mrnem rocnf domacf vyroby bot,
stivfevcf a damskych stoevicf (slippers),
jinych nez gumovych.

1532 (a) Rukavice, zensk6 a detsk6, zcela nebo hod-
notou pfevazne z kHfe, zeela nebo z
csti hotove, strojem obbite, bez podbfvky,
kozebinou nelemovan6 a v d6lce do dvangctf
palcf:

obbfvane

jine net oblfvane

a za kazdy palec delky neb jeho zloiek
pfes dvanact palc& delky

za pfedpokladu, ze vbechno pfedchozf
zbozl nebude vyclfvano niibf sazbou net

1541 (a) Mosazn6 hudebnf nastroje dechov6 s nalev-
kovitymi natrubky a jejich sou.astky,
vyslovne nejmenovan6

1544 Male i velke rfience, a podobne devocionalie,
vyroben6 z jakehokoliv materialu (s vy-
jimkou tech, kter6 jsou zcela nebo Ecstecne
zhotoveny ze zlata, stiHbra, platiny, zlatem
nebo stfbrem platovane nebo z drahokamfi
nebo z napodobenin drahokamin), v cene
do 1.25 dolar& za tucet

1549 (a) Tuzky z papiru, dfeva nebo jin6ho materialu,
nikoli z kovu, plnen6 tuhou nebo jinym
materialem a olftvka, vslovne nejmeno-
van6

1718 MinerAInf soli, ktere byly zfskany vypafenim
z minerdlnlch vod, jsou-li doprovazeny
Mdne ovefenym osvedlenfm a dostaiujfcfm
prfikazem o tom, ze nejsou nijak umele
pfipraveny a jsou vyluEnI produktem ozna-
cen6ho mineralnlho pramene

5 dolard za tucet
pard

5 dolarfi za tucet
parf s pfiralkou
1 dolaru za tucet
pard

25 centf za tucet
parf

50% z hodnoty

40% z hodnoty

10% z hodnoty

50 centfh za veletueet
a 15% z hodnoty

beze cla
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SEZNAM II— Pokrae. 
Paragraf relnfho 
zakona Spoje-
"itch Statil Z 

1930 Pojmenovfinf zboif CeInf sarba 

1530 (e)—Pokra6. Za phdpokladu, ie by v nekterena kalen-
difnfm roce celkove mnoestvf bot, 
stfevIcu a jin6 obuvi, zcela nebo 
hodnotou pfevAine z Hie° nebo s 
podeevemi zeela nebo hodnotou pie-
vane z kftee, uvedenkch v poloece 
1530 (e) tohoto seznamu, prohlaeene 
k vyclenf do voln6ho obehu pH dovozu 
nebo pH vkdeji z celnfho skladiete, bylo 
podle hhieenf Bureau of Census za pet 
pfedchozfch let celkem vyeef nee 1.25% 
prlimern6 rani domael vkroby bot, 
stfevIca a damskkch stfevfeli. (slippers), 
jinkch nee gumovkch, vlddy republiky 
eskoslovensko a Spojenkeh Stall 

Americkkch zahejf neprodlene jedn6nf 
k dosaienf dohody o pfimefenkch a 
vhodnkch opatfenfch. Nedojde-li k 
dohode do 60 dnft po zahljenf jednanf 
obou vlad, vlada Spojenkch Statfi 
Americkkch bude rafti presvo zvkreiti 
celnf sazbu nebo sazby na nektere nebo 
na \reecho° zboif uveden6 v poloice 
1530 (e) tohoto seznamu, prohlagene 
k vyclenf do volneho obehu pH dovozu 
nebo pfi vkrdeji z celnfho sid • Me v 
nekterem kalendafnim roce, ktere 
pfevyAuje podle hltieenf Bureau of Cen-
sus za pet pfedchozfch let 1.25% prft-
raerne rani doradcf vkrroby bot, 
stfevfcli a damskkch stfevich. (slippers), 
jinkch nee gumovkch. 

1532 (a) Rukavice, ienske a detske, zeds nebo hod-
notou pfevalne z kftee, zcela nebo z 
Usti hotove, strojem obeite, bez podelvky, 
koieeinou nelexnovan6 a v deice do dvanietf 
palcli: 

obefvane 

jine nee obefvand 

a za kaldk pace delky neb jeho zloxnek 
pfes dvanact paled delky 

za phdpokladu, e \reecho° pfedchort 
zboif nebude vyclivino nieef sazbou nee 

1541 (a) Mosazn6 hudebnf nastroje dechove $ nalev-
kovitkrai n6trubky a jejich soueastky, 
vkslovne nejmenovane 

1544 Male i velke redence, a podobn6 devocionalie, 10% ;a hodnoty 
vyroben6 z jakehokoliv materialu (s vk-
jimkou tech, ktere jsou zcela nebo easteene 
zhotoveny ze zlata, stffbra, platiny, zlatem 
nebo stffbrera platovane nebo z drahokara6 
nebo z napodobenin drahokarnt), v cone 
do 1.25 dolarft za tucet 

1549 (a) Tulky z papfru, dfeva nebo jineho materhilu, 50 centil za veletucet 
nikoli a kovu, plane tuhou nebo jinkm a 15% a hodnoty 
material= a oltivka, vkslovne nejmeno-
vane 

1718 MineraInf soli, kter6 byly ziskany vypafenfm beze cla 
rainertilnIch vod, jsou-li doprovAzeny 

fidne ovefenkrm osvedeenfm a dostaeujfcfm 
prftkazem o tom, 643 nejsou nijak umele 
pfipraveny a jsou vkluene produktem ozna-
della° minerilniho pramene 

5 dolar6 za tucet 
parn 

5 dolar6 za tucet 
pars a pfirilikou 
1 dolaru za tucet 
parft 

25 centfi za tucet 
pars 

50% a hodnoty 

40% z hodnoty 
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PROTOCOL

At the time of signing this
Agreement, the undersigned Pleni-
potentiaries, duly authorized by
their respective Governments,
have agreed to the following pro-
visions:

Ad Schedule I-Section A
1. Tariff Number 10:

Wine berries and grapes, dried,
when packaged for retail sale,
shall also be subject to the agreed
rate of K6 180 per 100 kilograms.
2. Tariff Number 87:

The fee for phytopathological
inspection of pears and apples, the
growth and produce of the United
States of America, packed in cases,
crates, and barrels, and imported
from the United States, shall not
be higher than K5 1.10 per 100
kilograms.
3. Tariff Number 38:

Plums, dried, when packaged for
retail sale, shall also be subject to
the agreed rate of K6 40 per 100
kilograms.
4. Tariff Number 39:

Fruit, not specially provided for,
dried, when packaged for retail
sale, shall also be subject to the
agreed rate of Kc 60 per 100 kilo-
grams.
5. Tariff Numbers 10, 88, 89:

Dried fruit, the growth and
produce of the United States of
America, principally from Cali-
fornia, containing up to 2000 milli-
grams of sulphur dioxide in 1 kilo-
gram of dried fruit, shall not be
withheld from trade as harmful to
health, provided it complies with
other principles and regulations of
the Czechoslovak Codex alimen-
tarius, especially with regard to
marking.
6. Tariff Number 181:

Tomato sauces shall be classi-
fied as preserved tomatoes. Veg-

PROTOKOL.

Pfi podpisu teto dohody pode-
psani plnomocnici, radnb zmoc-
neni svSmi vladami, dohodli se na
techto ustanovenich:

K seznamu I.-Nast A.
1. Saz. &is. 10:

Vinn6 bobule a hrozny, susene,
polivaji sjednane sazby K6 180.-
za 100 kg, i jsou-li baleny pro
drobny prodej.
2. Saz. &is. 87:

Poplatek vybiranp za fytopato-
logickou prohlidku hrusek a jablek
pochazejicfch a prichazejicich ze
Spojenych Statfi Americkych a
balenSch v bednach, polobednach
a sudech nebude pri dovozu ze
Spojenych Statu vyssi nez Kc 1.10
za 100 kg.
3. Saz. As. 88:

Svestky susenepozivaji sjednan6
sazby K5 40.-za 100 kg, i jsou-li
baleny pro drobny prodej.

4. Saz. 6is. 39:
Ovoce vfslovne nejmenovane,

susen6, poviva sjednane sazby K6
60.- za 100 kg, i je-li baleno pro
drobnr prodej.

5. Saz. Is. 10, 38, 89:
Susen6 ovoce pfvodem ze Spo-

jenych Statd Americkych, zej-
m6na z Kalifornie, s obsahem al
2000 mg kyslihniku siriiit6ho v 1
kg sugeneho ovoce, nebude v ob-
chode pbzastavovano jako zdravi
skodliv6, vyhovuje-li ostatnim za-
sadam a pfedpisum potravniho
kodexu ceskoslovenskeho, zejmana
pokud se tfre jeho oznaaeni.

6. Saz. as. 181:
Omacky z rajskfch jablek vy-

clivaji se jako konservy z rajsklch
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PROTOCOL 

At the time of signing this 
Agreement, the undersigned Pleni-
potentiaries, duly authorized by 
their respective Governments, 
have agreed to the following pro-
visions: 

Ad Schedule I—Section A 
1. Tariff Number 10: 
Wine berries and grapes, dried, 

when packaged for retail sale, 
shall also be subject to the agreed 
rate of KO 180 per 100 kilograms. 

2. Tariff Number 37: 
The fee for phytopathological 

inspection of pears and apples, the 
growth and produce of the United 
States of America, packed in cases, 
crates, and barrels, and imported 
from the United States, shall not 
be higher than KO 1.10 per 100 
kilograms. 

3. Tariff Number 38: 
Plums, dried, when packaged for 

retail sale, shall also be subject to 
the agreed rate of KO 40 per 100 
kilograms. 

4. Tariff Number 39: 
Fruit, not specially provided for, 

dried, when packaged for retail 
sale, shall also be subject to the 
agreed rate of KO 60 per 100 kilo-
grams. 

5. Tariff Numbers 10, 88, 59: 
Dried fruit, the growth and 

produce of the United States of 
America, principally from Cali-
fornia, containing up to 2000 milli-
grams of sulphur dioxide in 1 kilo-
gram of dried fruit, shall not be 
withheld from trade as harmful to 
health, provided it complies with 
other principles and regulations of 
the Czechoslovak Codex alimen-
tarius, especially with regard to 
marking. 

6. Tariff Number 181: 
Tomato sauces shall be classi-

fied as preserved tomatoes. Veg-

PROTOKOL. 

Ph podpisu teto dohody pode-
psani pinomocnici, ildne zmoc-
neni svkmi vladami, dohodli se na 
techto ustanovenfch: 

K seznamu I.—N"st A. 
1. Saz. is. 10: 
Vinne bobule a hrozny, sugene, 

poiivaji sjednane sazby Kó 180.— 
za 100 kg, i jsou-li baleny pro 
drobnk prodej. 

2. Saz. Is. 37: 
Poplatek vybirank za fytopato-

logickou prohlidku hrugek a jablek 
pochazejfcfch a pfichazejicich ze 
Spojenkch Stata Americkkch a 
balenkch v bednaeh, polobednach 
a sudech nebude ph dovozu ze 
Spojenkch Statu vyggf nel KO 1.10 
za 100 kg. 

3. Saz. 6ts. 38: 
gvestky sugene po livaji sj ednane 

sazby KO 40.— za 100 kg, i jsou-li 
baleny pro drobnk prodej. 

4. Saz. is. 39: 
Ovoce vkslovne nejmenovane, 

sugene, poliva sjednane sazby K6 
60.— za 100 kg, i je-li baleno pro 
drobnk prodej. 

5. Saz. as. 10, 38, 89: 
Sugene ovoce piivodem ze Spo-

jenkch Stall Americkkch, zej-
mena z Kalifornie, s obsahem al 
2000 mg kyslienfku sifioiteho v 1 
kg sugeneho ovoce, nebude v ob-
diode pOzastavovtino jako zdravf 
g.kodlive, vyhovuje-li ostatnfm th-
saditm a pfedpisiim potravnilin 
kodexu Oeskoslovenskeho, zejmena 
pokud se tkOe jeho oznaenf. 

6. Saz. eis. 181: 
OmaOky z rajskkch jablek vy-

clivajf se jako konservy z rajskkch 
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etable sauces and vegetable juices
for drinking purposes shall be
classified as liquid vegetable pre-
serves.

7. Tariff Number 134:
Boards for the manufacture of

skis shall be dutiable under this
tariff number even when sealed at
both ends with paraffin, et cetera.

8. Tariff Number 181:
Linters, freed from grease,

bleached, but not shaped, shall be
dutiable under tariff number 180.

9. Tariff Number 337:
Note 1. Cuttings and other

waste of leather classified under
Numbers 329, 330, 333-337, shall
not be considered as sorted even
when they are of the same kind or
the same color.

10. Tariff Item 539 a):
Electric refrigerating units are

composed of an electric motor
joined with a compressor fitted
with a condenser. The complete
unit may be equipped with an
automatic electric cut-in and cut-
out and with a fan, and is regu-
larly mounted on a base.

11. Tariff Number 553 b) and c):
The concession in respect of

replacement parts of passenger
automobile chassis or truck chassis
is limited to single replacement
parts only for the repair of pas-
senger automobile chassis or truck
chassis already imported into
Czechoslovakia.

12. Tariff Number 554 a):
The concession in respect of re-

placement parts of automobile
engines is limited to single re-
placement parts only for the re-
pair of automobile engines already
imported into Czechoslovakia.

jablek. Zeleninove omacky a
stavy zelenin k piti vyclivaji se
jako jine konservy zelenin, tekute.

7. Saz. cis. 134:
Prk6nka k vrrobe lyzi vyclivaji

se podle tohoto sazebniho cisla, i
jsou-li na obou koncich napoustena
parafinem a pod.

8. Saz. cis. 181:
Lintry odtuEnene, bilen6, avsak

netvaren6, vyclivaji se pod saz.
cis. 180.

9. Saz. cis. 837:
Poznamka 1. Odiezky a jine

odpadky usni cis. 329, 330, 333-
337 nepovazuji se za tfideny, i
jsou-li stejneho druhu nebo stejne
barvy.

10. Saz. pol. 539 a):
Elektricke chladici agregaty se

skladaji z elektromotoru spojen6-
ho s kompresorem, u nehoz je
namontovan kondensator. Celek
muze bkti vybaven automatick:m
zapinanim a vypinanim elektri-
ck6ho proudu a ventilatorem a je
zpravidla namontovan na nosnem
spodku.

11. Saz. pol. 553 b) a c):
lstupky poskytnute na nA-

hradni soucastky chasis osobnich
nebo nakladnich automobilf jsou
omezeny na jednotliv6 nahradni
soucastky pouze k oprave chasis
osobnich nebo nakladnich automo-
bild do republiky Ceskoslovensk6
jiz dovezenSch.

12. Saz. pol. 554 a):
lTstupky poskytnute na nh-

hradni soucastky automobilovych
motorfi jsou omezeny na jednot-
live nAhradni soucastky pouze k
opravb automobilovych motorfi
do republiky Ceskoslovensk6 jii
dovezenych.

98907°-39---T. 3--57
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etable sauces and vegetable juices 
for drinking purposes shall be 
classified as liquid vegetable pre-
serves. 

7. Tariff Number 134: 
Boards for the manufacture of 

skis shall be dutiable under this 
tariff number even when sealed at 
both ends with paraffin, et cetera. 

8. Tariff Number 181: 
Linters, freed from grease, 

bleached, but not shaped, shall be 
dutiable under tariff number 180. 

9. Tariff Number 837: 
Note 1. Cuttings and other 

waste of leather classified under 
Numbers 329, 330, 333-337, shall 
not be considered as sorted even 
when they are of the same kind or 
the same color. 

10. Tariff Item 539 a): 
Electric refrigerating units are 

composed of an electric motor 
joined with a compressor fitted 
with a condenser. The complete 
unit may be equipped with an 
automatic electric cut-in and cut-
out and with a fan, and is regu-
larly mounted on a base. 

11. Tariff Number 553 b) and c): 
The concession in respect of 

replacement parts of passenger 
automobile chassis or truck chassis 
is limited to single replacement 
parts only for the repair of pas-
senger automobile chassis or truck 
chassis already imported into 
Czechoslovakia. 

12. Tariff Number 554 a): 
The concession in respect of re-

placement parts of automobile 
engines is limited to single re-
placement parts only for the re-
pair of automobile engines already 
imported into Czechoslovakia. 

jablek. Zeleninove omaky a 
gievy zelenin k piti vyclivajf se 
jako jine konservy zelenin, tekute. 

7. Sat. 51s. 134: 
Prkenka k vSrrobe 13/1 vyclivajf 

se podle tohoto sazebniho 61sla, i 
jsou-li na obou koncich napougtena 
parafinem a pod. 

8. Sat. els. 181: 
Lintry od.tu6nene, bile)* avgak 

netvaiene, vyclivaji se pod saz. 
61s. 180. 

9. Sat. Cis. 337: 
Pozmirnka 1. Odfezky a jine 

odpadky usnI els. 329, 330, 333-
337 nepoviauji se za tfideny, i 
jsou-Ii stejneho druhu nebo stejne 
barvy. 

10. Sat. pol. 539 a): 
Elektricke chladlci agregaty se 

skládajI z elektromotoru spojene-
ho s kompresorem, u neha je 
namontovan kondensator. Celek 
muie bSrti vybaven automatickSrm 
zapinanfm a vypinanfm elektri-
ckeho proudu a ventilatorem a je 
zpravidla namontovan na nosnem 
spodku. 

11. Sat. pol. 553 b) a c): 
trstupky poskytnute na mi-

hradni sou6Astky chasis osobnich 
nebo nakladnIch automobild jsou 
omezeny na jednotlive nahradni 
soueastky pouze k oprave chasis 
osobn1ch nebo nákladiiIch automo-
bild do republiky Nskoslovenske 
ji dovezenSrch. 

12. Sat. pol. 554 a): 
tratupky poskytnute na nfi-

hratinf sou6astky automobilovSrch 
motorii jsou omezeny na jednot-
live mihradni sou6astky pouze k 
oprave automobilovkch motord 
do republiky -Nskoslovenske jii 
dovezen5Tch. 

98907°-39--pr. 3-57 
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Ad Schedule I-Section B

13. Tariff Number 89:
The ratio between the tariff

rates on raw lard and rendered
lard shall not exceed 3 to 4.

14. Tariff Number 553 b) and c):
In granting to the United States

of America the annual quota of
1600 passenger automobiles com-
plete, or passenger automobile
c h a s s i s complete, automobile
trucks complete, or automobile
truck chassis complete, the Gov-
ernment of the Czechoslovak Re-
public has taken into considera-
tion the present economic con-
ditions affecting the Czechoslovak
automotive industry. Should
these economic conditions be ma-
terially altered so as to jeopardize
seriously the Czechoslovak auto-
motive industry, the Government
of the Czechoslovak Republic re-
serves the right to request the
Government of the United States
of America to reopen negotiations
in order to adapt this quota to
the changed conditions, and if
within sixty days after the receipt
of such request a satisfactory agree-
ment has not been reached, the
Government of the Czechoslovak
Republic shall have the right to
terminate this Agreement in its
entirety on thirty days' written
notice.

15. Tariff Number 556 b) and c):
The quota of 1,600 units shall

be applicable only in respect of
complete motor vehicles or com-
plete chassis as defined by the
Government of the Czechoslovak
Republic.

K seznamu I.-Cast B.

13. Saz. 6is. 89:
Pom6r mezi celnimi sazbami na

vepfov6 sAdlo syrov6 a vyskva-
fen6 nebude horsi neZ tfi ku
6tyrem.

14. Saz. As. 553 b) a c):
Pfiznivajic Spojenym Staitim

Americkym roEni kontingent 1600
iplnych osobnich automobilf nebo
dplnych chasis k osobnim auto-
mobilim, fipln9ch nAkladnich au-
tomobilfi nebo dplnych chasis k
nAkladnim automobilfim, vldda
republiky Ceskoslovenske m6la na
zfeteli nynE6ji hospodAisk6 po-
m6ry ovliviiujici ceskoslovensky
automobilovy prumysl. Kdyby
se nyn6jsi hospodaisk6 pom6ry
podstatne zm6nily tak, ze by tim
byl vain6 ohroien 6eskoslovensky
automobilovy prfmuysl, vlAda re-
publiky Ceskoslovensk6 si vyhra-
zuje prAvo poiidati vlAdu Spo-
jenych Statu Americkych o zno-
vuzahajeni jednAnf za u6elem
pfizpusobeni kontingentu zme-
nenym pomerum. Nedojde-li do
60 dnu po pfijeti t6to zadosti k
uspokojiv6 dohode, vlada repub-
liky Ceskoslovensk6 bude miti
pravo vypovedeti celou tuto do-
hodu se tficetidenni pisemnou
vypovedf.

15. Saz. pol. 663 b) a c):
Kontingent 1600 kusfi bude

platiti pouze na dplni motorova
vozidla nebo dplne chasis, jak
bude stanoveno vlddou republiky
Neskoslovenske.

For the President of the United States of America:
CORDELL HULL [SEAL]

For the President of the Czechoslovak Republic:
V. S. HURBAN [SEAL]
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Ad Schedule I—Section B 

13. Tariff Number 89: 
The ratio between the tariff 

rates on raw lard and rendered 
lard shall not exceed 3 to 4. 

14. Tartff Number 553 b) and c): 
In granting to the United States 

of America the annual quota of 
1600 passenger automobiles com-
plete, or passenger automobile 
chassis complete, automobile 
trucks complete, or automobile 
truck chassis complete, the Gov-
ernment of the Czechoslovak Re-
public has taken into considera-
tion the present economic con-
ditions affecting the Czechoslovak 
automotive industry. Should 
these economic conditions be ma-
terially altered so as to jeopardize 
seriously the Czechoslovak auto-
motive industry, the Government 
of the Czechoslovak Republic re-
serves the right to request the 
Government of the United States 
of America to reopen negotiations 
in order to adapt this quota to 
the changed conditions, and if 
within sixty days after the receipt 
of such request a satisfactory agree-
ment has not been reached, the 
Government of the Czechoslovak 
Republic shall have the right to 
terminate this Agreement in its 
entirety on thirty days' written 
notice. 

15. Tariff Number 553 b) and c): 
The quota of 1,600 units shall 

be applicable only in respect of 
complete motor vehicles or com-
plete chassis as defined by the 
Government of the Czechoslovak 
Republic. 

K seznamu I.—tast B. 

13. Saz. Is. 89: 
Pomer mezi celnimi sazbami na 

vepfove sAdlo syrove a vykva-
tene nebude horAl nei tfi ku 
6tyrem. 

14. Saz. Is. 553 b) a c): 
Pfiznavajlc Spojenkm Stitarn 

AmerickSrm rani kontingent 1600 
iipinSrch osobnich automobila nebo 
upinkch chasis k osobnim auto-

upinkch nakladnich au-
tomobilft nebo dpinkch chasis k 
mikladnim automobiltirn, vbida 
republiky .. eskoslovenske mela na 
zfeteli nynej61 hospodtifske po-
mery ovlivimjicl eeskoslovenskk 
automobilovk prennysl. Kdyby 
se nynejAi hospodtifske pomery 
podstatne zmenily tak, le by tim 
byl vane ohroien 6eskoslovenskk 
automobilovk prumysl, vlada re-
publiky eskoslovenske si vyhra-
Auje pray° poignati vladu Spo-
jenSrch Statu AmerickSrch o zno-
vuzahajenf jednanf za tieelem 
pfizptisobeni kontingentu zme-
nenSrm pomertim. Nedojde-li do 
60 linti po pfijeti teto iadosti k 
uspokojive dohode, vlada repub-
liky Ceskoslovenske bude miti 
pray° vypoved.eti celou tuto do-
hodu se tficetidenni pisemnou 
vSrpovedf. 

15. Saz. pol. 553 b) a c): 
Kontingent 1600 kusfi bude 

platiti pouze na dpina motorova 
vozidla nebo dpine chasis, jak 
bude stanoveno vladou republiky 
eskoslovenske. 

For the President of the United States of America: 
CORDELL HULL [SEAL] 

For the President of the Czechoslovak Republic: 
V. S. HIIRBAN [SEAL] 
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WHEREAS the said Agreement was supplemented by two notes Supplemental notes.

addressed to the Secretary of State of the United States of America
by the Minister of the Czechoslovak Republic at Washington, dated
March 7, 1938, one relating to the purchase of certain types of leaf
tobacco of United States origin and provenance by the Czechoslovak
Tobacco Monopoly and the quantitative restriction which the Gov-
ernment of the Czechoslovak Republic might establish on wheaten
flour, and the other relating to the policies and intentions of the Gov-
ernment of the Czechoslovak Republic in respect of closer mutual
economic cooperation between the Danubian countries, which notes
are word for word as follows:

"CZECHOSLOVAK LEGATION

WASHINGTON, D. C. March 7, 1938.
EXCELLENCY:

"With reference to Article IX of the Trade Agreement signed this
day on behalf of the United States of America and the Czechoslovak
Republic, I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that pursuant
to the understanding reached in the course of the negotiations of the
said Agreement, the Czechoslovak Tobacco Monopoly will make every
effort to increase the purchases of leaf tobacco of United States
origin and provenance, particularly those types used for cigarettes.

"The Government of the Czechoslovak Republic also engages that
any quantitative restriction it may establish on imports of wheaten
flour shall take the form of an unallocated global quota, which shall
be announced and shall be administered in such a way as to permit
the full utilization thereof on a fair and equitable basis as between
exporters in the several supplying countries.

"Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration.

V. S. HURBAN
His Excellency,

The Honorable CORDELL HULL,
Secretary of State,

Washington, D. C."

"CZECHOSLOVAK LEGATION

WASHINGTON, D. C. March 7, 1938.

EXCELLENCY:

"During the course of the negotiation of the trade agreement signed
this date, and with direct reference to Paragraph 4 of Article XIV
thereof, the Czechoslovak delegation set forth the policies and inten-
tions of the Government of the Czechoslovak Republic in respect of
closer mutual economic cooperation between the Danubian countries.
It was explained that:

"1. These advantages will be granted only for the purpose of stim-
ulating the flow of commerce in the Danubian area.

"2. It is the intention of the Government of the Czechoslovak
Republic to substitute for the system of quota and other advantages
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W HEREAS the said Agreement was supplemented by two notes 
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the full utilization thereof on a fair and equitable basis as between 
exporters in the several supplying countries. 

"Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration. 

V. S. HURBAN 
His Excellency, 
• The Honorable CORDELL HULL, 

Secretary of State, 
Washington, D. C." 
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"1. These advantages will be granted only for the purpose of stim-
ulating the flow of commerce in the Danubian area. 

"2. It is the intention of the Government of the Czechoslovak 
Republic to substitute for the system of quota and other advantages 
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now accorded to the Danubian countries, a system of special tariff
advantages.

"3. The advantages granted by the Government of the Czecho-
slovak Republic will not be excessive and will be effected through the
reduction of existing restrictions in favor of the Danubian countries,
rather than by the imposition of new or greater limitations on the
commerce of the United States.

"4. The Government of the Czechoslovak Republic will immedi-
ately inform the Government of the United States of America if and
when any changes are made in the present special advantages.

"Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest
consideration.

V. S. HIURBAN
His Excellency,

The Honorable CORDELL HULL,
Secretary of State,

Washington, D. C."

Modifications, etc. WHEREAS such modifications of existing duties and other import
restrictions and such continuance of existing customs and excise
treatment as are set forth and provided for in the said Agreement, the
two Schedules thereunto annexed, the accompanying Protocol, and the
said notes, are required and appropriate to carry out the said
Agreement;

WHEREAS it is provided in Article XIX of the said Agreement that
it shall be proclaimed by the President of the United States of America
and shall be ratified by the President of the Czechoslovak Republic
after the declaration of approval by the National Assembly of the
Czechoslovak Republic;

WHEREAS it is further provided in the said Article XIX that pending
ratification of the Agreement by the President of the Czechoslovak
Republic, the Agreement shall be applied provisionally by the United
States of America and the Czechoslovak Republic on and after April
16, 1938, subject to the provisions of Article VII, Article VIII, Article
XII, Article XVII, numbered paragraph 14 of the Protocol, and the
third paragraph of Article XIX, and that the Agreement shall come
definitively into force thirty days after the exchange of the proclama-
tion of the President of the United States of America and the instru-
ment of ratification of the President of the Czechoslovak Republic;

Proclamation. NOW, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
President of the United States of America, acting under the authority

48 stat. 943; 50 Stat. conferred by the said Tariff Act of 1930, as amended by the said Act
s29 U. sc. 135; of June 12, 1934, as extended by the said Joint Resolution of March 1,

upp.V,1352). 1937, do hereby proclaim the said Agreement, including the said
Schedules, Protocol, and notes, to the end that the same and every
part thereof may be observed and fulfilled with good faith by the United
States of America and the citizens thereof on and after April 16, 1938,
pending ratification of the Agreement by the President of the Czecho-
slovak Republic and that the Agreement and every part thereof
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including the said Schedules, Protocol, and notes, may further be so
observed and fulfilled thirty days after the exchange of this my Proc-
lamation for the ratification of the President of the Czechoslovak
Republic, as provided for in Article XIX of the Agreement.

Pursuant to the proviso in Section 350 (a) (2) of the said Tariff
Act of 1930, as amended by the said Act of June 12, 1934, as extended
by the said Joint Resolution of March 1, 1937, I shall from time to
time notify the Secretary of the Treasury of the countries with respect
to which application of the duties herein proclaimed is to be suspended.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this fifteenth day of March, in the
year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirty-

[SEAL] eight, and of the Independence of the United States
of America the one hundred and sixty-second.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL

Secretary of State.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS, pursuant to the provisions of Section 350 of the Tariff
Act of 1930, as amended (U. S. C., 1934 ed., title 19, secs. 1351, 1352;
U. S. C. Supp. III, title 19, sec. 1352), I entered into a foreign trade
agreement on March 7, 1938, through my duly empowered Plenipo-
tentiary, with the President of the Czechoslovak Republic, through
his duly empowered Plenipotentiary;

WHEREAS, on March 15, 1938, in accordance with certain provisions
in Article XIX of the said Agreement, and acting under the authority
conferred by the said Section 350 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended,
I proclaimed the said Agreement, including two Schedules annexed
thereto, an accompanying Protocol, and two supplementary notes, in
order that the Agreement and every part thereof should be observed
and fulfilled with good faith by the United States of America and the
citizens thereof on and after April 16, 1938, pending ratification of the
Agreement by the President of the Czechoslovak Republic, and in
order that the Agreement and every part thereof, including the said
Schedules, Protocol, and notes, should further be so observed and
fulfilled thirty days after the exchange of my Proclamation of the
Agreement for the ratification of the President of the Czechoslovak
Republic, as provided for in Article XIX of the Agreement;

WHEREAS, by a Protocol of Amendment signed on April 15, 1938,
I have agreed, through my duly empowered Plenipotentiary, with the
President of the Czechoslovak Republic, through his duly empowered
Plenipotentiary, on certain amendments to the said Agreement, which
Protocol of Amendment is in words and figures as follows:
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48 Stat. 943; 50 Stat.
24.

19 U.S. C. § 1351;
Supp. IV, 1352 (c).

Protocol of Amend-
ment.

Preamble.
48 Stat. 943; 50 Stat.

24.
19 U. S. C. § 1351;

Supp. IV, §1352 (c).
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PROTOCOL OF AMENDMENT TO THE TRADE AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE
CZECHOSLOVAK REPUBLIC SIGNED MARCH 7, 1938

The President of the United States of America and the President
of the Czechoslovak Republic, having resolved to amend the Trade
Agreement between the two countries signed at Washington on the
7th day of March 1938, have through their respective Plenipoten-
tiaries agreed on the following Articles:

ARTICLE I

1. The description of articles set forth as Items ex 365 and ex 366
in Schedule I of the Trade Agreement between the United States of
America and the Czechoslovak Republic signed on March 7, 1938 is
hereby amended to read as follows:

(ex 365) Cork bricks:
Insulating materials, shaped, of infusorial earth

mixed with asbestos, hair, sawdust, and similar
materials

(ex 366) Cork stoppers, soles, and similar articles, also combined
with common materials:

Insulating materials, shaped, of infusorial earth
mixed with asbestos, hair, sawdust, and similar
materials, combined with common materials

2. The description of articles and the rates of duty set forth as
Ane, P.232. Item 219 in Schedule II of the said Trade Agreement are hereby

amended to read as follows:
Cylinder, crown, and sheet glass, by whatever proc-

ess made, and for whatever purpose used:

Not exceeding 150 square inches

Above that, and not exceeding 384
inches

Above that, and not exceeding 720
inches

Above that, and not exceeding 864
inches

Above that, and not exceeding 1,200
inches

Above that, and not exceeding 2,400
inches

Above that

%40 per lb.

square 1%4 per lb.

square l1%4 perlb.

square l2%Yj per lb.

square l 3%40perlb.

square 14%4lperlb.

16 .. 1nlh
Provided, That none of the foregoing weighing less than

sixteen ounces but not less than twelve ounces per square
foot shall be subject to a less rate of duty than

30% ad val.
Provided further, That the foregoing rates shall not apply

as basic duties to glass subject to an additional duty
under paragraph 224 of the Tariff Act of 1930.
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materials 
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DODATKOVYPROTOKOL K OBCHODNI DOHODE PODEP-
SANE 7. BkEZNA 1938 MEZI SPOJENYMI STATY AMERI-
CKYMI A REPUBLIKOU CESKOSLOVENSKOU

President Spojenfch StAtfi Americkych a president republiky
Ceskoslovensk6 dohodnuvse se doplniti obchodni dohodu mezi
obema stAty, podepsanou ve Washingtone dne 7. bfezna 1938, dohodli
se svkmi pfislusnymi plnomocniky na techto 61incich:

CLkNEK I.

1. Pojmenovani zbozi, vyjmenovaneho v polozkach ex 365 a ex
366 seznamu I k obchodni dohod6 mezi Spojenfmi Staty Americkami
a republikou Ceskoslovenskou, podepsan6 7. brezna 1938 se timto
upravuje takto:

(ex 365) Korkov6 cihly:
hmoty isolaani tvafen6 z kfem6nky promisene

osinkem, chlupy, drtinami a podobn6

(ex 366) Korkove zatky, podesve a podobn6 zbozi, tez spojen6 s
obyEejnymi hmotami:

hmoty isolacni tvafen6 z kfem6nky promisen6
osinkem, chlupy, drtinami a podobn6, spojen6 s
obycejnymi hmotami

2. PojmenovAni zbozi a celni sazby uveden6 v polozce 219 k seznamu
II k zminen6 obchodni dohode se timto upravuje takto:

Valcovan6, ploch6 a tabulov6 sklo, jakkmkoli
zpfsobem vyraben6 a k jak6mukoliv
ucelu:

nepresahuje-li sto padesat Utverecnich
palcfi 6% centu za libru

nad to a nepfesahuje-li tfi sta osmdesat
ctyfi ctverecnfch palci 1%4 centu za libru

nad to a nepresahuje-li sedm set dvacet
ctverecnich palcu 11%4 centu za libru

nad to a nepfesahuje-li osm set sedesat
ctyi ctvere6nich palci 1294 centu za libru

nad to a nepiesahuje-li jeden tisic dve
ste ctverecnich palci 1'% centu za libru

nad to a nepfesahuje-li dva tisice ctyfi
sta ctvere6nich palct 14%4 centu za libru

nad to 1'%4 centu za libru
za pfedpokladu, ze uveden6 druhy skla vafici m6en nez 16

uncf, ale ne m6en nez 12 unci na Utvere6ni stopu, nebu-
dou podrobeny nisi celni sazb6 nez 30 0/0 z hodnoty

za dalkiho pfedpokladu, ze uveden:ch zde sazeb nebude
pouzito jako zakladnich cel pro sklo podroben6 pfirazko-
vemu clu podle paragrafu 224 tarifniho zakona z roku
1930.
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Ante, p. 2332. 3. Paragraph numbered 6 of the Protocol accompanying the said

Trade Agreement signed on March 7, 1938 is hereby amended by
striking out the following words: "and vegetable juices for drinking
purposes".

Ante, p. 2333. 4. Paragraph numbered 11 of the Protocol accompanying the said
Trade Agreement signed on March 7, 1938 is hereby amended by
adding at the end of the said paragraph the following sentence:

The Government of the Czechoslovak Republic shall define
what constitutes a complete motor vehicle or complete chassis.

ARTICLE II

Application. This Protocol of Amendment shall be applied provisionally, come
into force definitively, remain in force, and be subject to termination
as an integral part of the Trade Agreement signed on March 7, 1938.

Signatures. IN WITNESS WHEREOF the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed
this Protocol and have affixed their seals hereto.

DONE in duplicate, in the English and Czechoslovak languages,
both authentic, at the city of Washington, this 15th day of April 1938.

For the President of the United States of America:
CORDELL HULL [SEAL]

For the President of the Czechoslovak Republic:
V. S. HURBAN [SEAL]
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3. Cislovan9 odstavec 6 Protokolu, pripojen6ho k zminen6 obchodni
dohode, podepsane 7. brezna 1938 se timto upravuje vynechfnim
techto slov: "a {stvy zelenin k piti".

4. Cislovan4 odstavec 11 Protokolu, pripojen6ho k zmfnen6 obchod-
ni dohode, podepsan6 7. brezna 1938 se timto dopliiuje pfipojenim
t6to vety na konci zmineneho odstavee:

Pojem fiplneho motoroveho vozidla nebo fiplneho chasis bude
vymezen vladou republiky Ceskoslovensk6.

CLANEK II.

Tento Dodatkovy protokol vstoupi v prozatimni platnost, nabude
definitivni dcinnosti, zustane v platnosti a bude moci byti vypoveden
jako nediln MAst obchodni dohody podepsan6 7. bfezna 1938.

CemuI na svedomi jmenovani plnomocnici podepsali tento Protokol
a piipojili sv6 peceti.

Vyhotoveno dvojmo, v anglick6m a ceskoslovensk6m zneni, jei
jsou obe autenticka, v mest6 Washingtone dne 15. dubna 1938.

Za presidenta Spojenych Statu Americkjch:
CORDELL HULL [SEAL]

Za presidenta republiky Ceskoslovensk6:
V. S. HURBAN [SEALI
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3. eislovanSr odstavec 6 Protokolu, pfipojeneho k zminene obchodni 
dohode, podepsane 7. bicezna 1938 se tfmto upravuje vynechanim 
WU° slov: "a S'lav zelenin k 

4. eislovanSr odstavec 11 Protokolu, pripojeneho k zminene obchod-
ni dohode, podepsane 7. bfezna 1938 se timto dopiftuje picipojenim 
teto vety na konci zraineneho odstavce: 

Pojem tipineho motoroveho vozidla nebo Apineho chasis bude 
vymezen viadou republiky Ceskoslovenske. 

.OLANEK II. 

Tento DodatkovST protokol vstoupi v prozatimni platnost, nabude 
definitivni deinnosti, zustane v platnosti a bude moci bSrti vypoveden 
jako nedilna east obchodni dohody podepsane 7. bfezna 1938. 

eemid na svedomi jmenovani pinomocnici podepsali tento Protokol 
a piipojili sve peeeti. 
Vyhotoveno dvojmo, v anglickem a eeskoslovenskem zneni, je 

lsou obe autenticka, v meste Washingtone dne 15. dubna 1938. 

Za presidenta SpojenSrch Statu AmerickSrch: 
CORDELL HULL [SEAL] 

Za presidenta republiky O'eskoslovenske: 
V. S. HURBAN [SEAL] 
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Modifications, etc. WHEREAS such modifications of existing duties and other import
restrictions as are set forth in the said Protocol of Amendment are
required and appropriate to carry out the said Agreement as amended;

Proclamation. Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
President of the United States of America, acting under the authority
conferred by the said Section 350 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended,
do hereby proclaim the said Protocol of Amendment and do further pro-
claim that my Proclamation of March 15, 1938 is amended accordingly.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this fifteenth day of April in the
year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirty-eight, and of

[ ] the Independence of the United States of America the
one hundred and sixty-second.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL

Secretary of State.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

A PROCLAMATION.

aTrmeintionof'trde WHEREAS it is provided in the Tariff Act of 1930 of the Congress
PSts;at94 Stat. of the United States of America, as amended by the Act of June 12,

24 U. S. C. 1351; 1934, entitled "AN ACT To amend the Tariff Act of 1930" (48 Stat.
supp. Iv, 1352(c). 943), which amending Act was extended by Joint Resolution of

Congress, approved March 1, 1937 (50 Stat. 24), as follows:

"Sec. 350. (a) For the purpose of expanding foreign markets
for the products of the United States (as a means of assisting in
the present emergency in restoring the American standard of
living, in overcoming domestic unemployment and the present
economic depression, in increasing the purchasing power of the
American public, and in establishing and maintaining a better
relationship among various branches of American agriculture,
industry, mining, and commerce) by regulating the admission of
foreign goods into the United States in accordance with the
characteristics and needs of various branches of American pro-
duction so that foreign markets will be made available to those
branches of American production which require and are capable
of developing such outlets by affording corresponding market
opportunities for foreign products in the United States, the
President, whenever he finds as a fact that any existing duties or
other import restrictions of the United States or any foreign
country are unduly burdening and restricting the foreign trade
of the United States and that the purpose above declared will be
promoted by the means hereinafter specified, is authorized from
time to time-

"(1) To enter into foreign trade agreements with foreign
governments or instrumentalities thereof; and

"(2) To proclaim such modifications of existing duties and
other import restrictions, or such additional import restrictions,
or such continuance, and for such minimum periods, of existing
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Modifications, etc. 

Proclamation. 

Termination of trade 
agreement. 
Preamble. 
48 Stat. 943; 50 Stat. 

24. 
19 U. S. C. § 1351; 

Su pp. IV, § 1352 (c). 

WHEREAS such modifications of existing duties and other impopt 
restrictions as are set forth in the said Protocol of Amendment are 
required and appropriate to carry out the said Agreement as amended; 
Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, 

President of the United States of America, acting under the authority 
conferred by the said Section 350 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, 
do hereby proclaim the said Protocol of Amendment and do further pro-
claim that my Proclamation of March 15, 1938 is amended accordingly. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused 

the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the city of Washington this fifteenth day of April in the 

year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirty-eight, and of 
the Independence of the United States of America the 
one hundred and sixty-second. 

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 

[SEAL] 

By the President: 
CORDELL HULL 

Secretary of State. 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 

A PROCLAMATION. 

WHEREAS it is provided in the Tariff Act of 1930 of the Congress 
of the United States of America, as amended by the Act of June 12, 
1934, entitled "AN ACT To amend the Tariff Act of 1930" (48 Stat. 
943), which amending Act was extended by Joint Resolution of 
Congress, approved March 1, 1937 (50 Stat. 24), as follows: 

"Sec. 350. (a) For the purpose of expanding foreign markets 
for the products of the United States (as a means of assisting in 
the present emergency in restoring the American standard of 
living, in overcoming domestic unemployment and the present 
economic depression, in increasing the purchasing. power of the 
American public, and in establishing and maintaining a better 
relationship among various branches of American agriculture, 
industry, mining, and commerce) by regulating the admission of 
foreign goods into the United States in accordance with the 
characteristics and needs of various branches of American pro-
duction so that foreign markets will be made available to those 
branches of American production which require and are capable 
of developing such outlets by affording corresponding market 
opportunities for foreign products in the United States, the 
President, whenever he finds as a fact that any existing duties or 
other import restrictions of the United States or any foreign 
country are unduly burdening and restricting the foreign trade 
of the United States and that the purpose above declared will be 
promoted by the means hereinafter specified, is authorized from 
time to time--

"(1) To enter into foreign trade agreements with foreign 
governments or instrumentalities thereof; and 

"(2) To proclaim such modifications of existing duties and 
other import restrictions, or such additional import restrictions, 
or such continuance, and for such minimum periods, of existing 
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customs or excise treatment of any article covered by foreign
trade agreements, as are required or appropriate to carry out any
foreign trade agreement that the President has entered into
hereunder. No proclamation shall be made increasing or
decreasing by more than 50 per centum any existing rate of duty
or transferring any article between the dutiable and free lists.
The proclaimed duties and other import restrictions shall apply
to articles the growth, produce, or manufacture of all foreign
countries, whether imported directly, or indirectly: Provided,
That the President may suspend the application to articles the
growth, produce, or manufacture of any country because of its
discriminatory treatment of American commerce or because of
other acts or policies which in his opinion tend to defeat the pur-
poses set forth in this section; and the proclaimed duties and
other import restrictions shall be in effect from and after such
time as is specified in the proclamation. The President may at
any time terminate any such proclamation in whole or in part."

WHEREAS, pursuant to the said Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, Trade agreement
entered into March 7,

I entered into a foreign Trade Agreement on March 7, 1938, with 193At p. 229

the President of the Czechoslovak Republic, which Agreement was 19 mnended April 15,

amended by a Protocol of Amendment signed on April 15, 1938; Ante, . 233 7

WHEREAS, by my Proclamations of March 15, 1938, and April 15, Ante, pp. 2336,2342.

1938, I did make public the said Trade Agreement, as amended by

the said Protocol of Amendment, in order that the said Agreement

as amended should be observed and fulfilled with good faith by the

United States of America and the citizens thereof on and after April

16, 1938;
WHEREAS the occupation of the Czechoslovak Provinces of Bohemia, Conditions render-ing present fulfillment

Moravia and Slovakia by armed forces of Germany, and of the impossible.

Province of Ruthenia by armed forces of Hungary and the assumption

of de facto administrative control over these Provinces by Germany

and Hungary renders impossible the present fulfillment by the Czecho-

slovak Republic of its obligations under the said Agreement;
WHEREAS this condition will obtain so long as such occupation and

administration continue;
Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Proclamation.

President of the United States of America, acting under the authority

conferred by the said Tariff Act of 1930, as amended by the said Act 448 Stat. 943; 50 Stat.

of June 12, 1934, as extended by the said Joint Resolution of March Sti9 U ivS. C 351;

1, 1937, do hereby proclaim that my Proclamations of March 15, Ante, p. 6,2342.

1938, and April 15, 1938, shall be terminated in whole on the thirtieth

day after the date of this my Proclamation.
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused

the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this twenty-third day of March

in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirty-nine

and of the Independence of the United States of
[SEAL] America the one hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT

By the President:
SUMNER WELLES

Acting Secretary of State.

Mar. 7, 1938  
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customs or excise treatment of any article covered by foreign 
trade agreements, as are required or appropriate to carry out any 
foreign trade agreement that the President has entered into 
hereunder. No proclamation shall be made increasing or 
decreasing by more than 50 per centum any existing rate of duty 
or transferring any article between the dutiable and free lists. 
The proclaimed duties and other import restrictions shall apply 
to articles the growth, produce, or manufacture of all foreign 
countries, whether imported directly, or indirectly: Provided, 
That the President may suspend the application to articles the 
growth,. produce, or manufacture of any country because of its 
discriminatory treatment of American commerce or because of 
other acts or policies which in his opinion tend to defeat the pur-
poses set forth in this section; and the proclaimed duties and 
other import restrictions shall be in effect from and after such 
time as is specified in the proclamation. The President may at 
any time terminate any such proclamation in whole or in part." 

W HEREAS, pursuant to the said Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, 
I entered into a foreign Trade Agreement on March 7, 1938, with 
the President of the Czechoslovak Republic, which Agreement was 
amended by a Protocol of Amendment signed on April 15, 1938; 
W HEREAS, by my Proclamations of March 15, 1938, and April 15, 

1938, I did make public the said Trade Agreement, as amended by 
the said Protocol of Amendment, in order that the said Agreement 
as amended should be observed and fulfilled with good faith by the 
United States of America and the citizens thereof on and after April 
16, 1938; 
W HEREAS the occupation of the Czechoslovak Provinces of Bohemia, 

Moravia and Slovakia by armed forces of Germany, and of the 
Province of Ruthenia by armed forces of Hungary and the assumption 
of de facto administrative control over these Provinces by Germany 
and Hungary renders impossible the present fulfillment by the Czecho-
slovak Republic of its obligations under the said Agreement; 
WHEREAS this condition will obtain so long as such occupation and 

administration continue; 
Now, THEREFORE, be it known that 1, Franklin D. Roosevelt, 

President of the United States of America, acting under the authority 
conferred by the said Tariff Act of 1930, as amended by the said Act 
of June 12, 1934, as extended by the said Joint Resolution of March 
1, 1937, do hereby proclaim that my Proclamations of March 15, 
1938, and April 15, 1938, shall be terminated in whole on the thirtieth 
day after the date of this my Proclamation. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused 

the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the city of Washington this twenty-third day of March 

in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirty-nine 
and of the Independence of the United States of 

[SEAL] America the one hundred and sixty-third. 
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 

By the President: 
SUMNER W ELLES 

Acting Secretary of State. 
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Trade agreement 
entered into March 7, 
1938. 
Ante, P. 2293. 
Amended April 15, 

1938. 
Ante, p. 2337, 
Ante, pp. 2336, 2342. 

Conditions render-
ing present fulfillment 
impossible. 

Proclamation. 

48 Stat. 943; 50 Stat. 
24. 

19 U. S. C. § 1351; 
Supp. IV, 1 1352 (c). 
Ante, pp. 2336, 2342. 
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May9, 1939 Agreement between the United States of America and Venezuela con-
E. A. S. No. 148] tinuing in force the provisional commercial agreement of May 12,

1938. Effected by exchange of notes signed May 9, 1939; effective
May 9, 1939.

The American Charge d'Affaires ad interim (Scott) to the Venezuelan
Ministerfor Foreign Affairs (Gil Borges)

No. 140 LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Caracas, May 9, 1939.
EXCELLENCY:

mePrrall agreementt I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that I am authorized
ithVenezuea,exten- by my Government to confirm in the present note that, as a result

of conversations with Your Excellency, it has been agreed to extend
for the period of one year from the date of its expiration, or until the
conclusion of a reciprocal trade agreement or treaty, or until denounced
by one of the Parties by thirty days advance written notice, the
modus vivendi concluded between the United States of America and

52Stat. 1493. the United States of Venezuela on May 12, 1938, which is inserted
below:

"Article I. Both Governments agree to concede reciprocally uncon-
ditional and unlimited most-favored-nation treatment in all that con-
cerns customs duties and all accessory imposts, the manner of applying
duties as well as the rules and formalities to which customs operations
can be submitted.

"Article II. The provisions of the foregoing article shall not apply:
"1. To the advantages now accorded or which may hereafter be

accorded by the United States of America or by the United States of
Venezuela to adjacent countries in order to facilitate frontier traffic;
nor shall it apply to advantages resulting from customs unions to
which the United States of America or the United States of Venezuela
may become a party.

"2. To the advantages now accorded or which may hereafter be
accorded by the United States of America, its territories or possessions
or the Panama Canal Zone to one another or to the Republic of Cuba.
The provisions of this paragraph shall continue to apply in respect of
any advantages now or hereafter accorded by the United States of
America, its territories or possessions or the Panama Canal Zone to
one another irrespective of any change in the political status of any
territory or possession of the United States of America.

"3. To articles transshipped through Puerto Rico or the Virgin
Islands and imported into Venezuela.
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May 9, 1939 
[E. A. S. No. 1481 

Agreement between the United States of America and Venezuela con-
tinuing in force the provisional commercial agreement of May 12, 
1938. Effected by exchange of notes signed May 9, 1939; effective 
May 9, 1939. 

The American Chargé d'Affaires ad interim (Scott) to the Venezuelan 
Minister for Foreign Affairs (Gil Borges) 

No. 140 LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Caracas, May 9, 1939. 

EXCELLENCY: 
Prqvisional c o m - 

mercntl agreement I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that I am authorized 
with Venezuela, eaten- by my Government to confirm in the present note that, as a result 

of conversations with Your Excellency, it has been agreed to extend 
for the period of one year from the date of its expiration, or until the 
conclusion of a reciprocal trade agreement or treaty, or until denounced 
by one of the Parties by thirty days advance written notice, the 
modus vivendi concluded between the United States of America and 

52 Stat. 1493. the United States of Venezuela on May 12, 1938, which is inserted 
below: 

"Article I. Both Governments agree to concede reciprocally uncon-
ditional and unlimited most-favored-nation treatment in all that con-
cerns customs duties and all accessory imposts, the manner of applying 
duties as well as the rules and formalities to which customs operations 
can be submitted. 

"Article II. The provisions of the foregoing article shall not apply: 
"1. To the advantages now accorded or which may hereafter be 

accorded by the United States of America or by the United States of 
Venezuela to adjacent countries in order to facilitate frontier traffic; 
nor shall it apply to advantages resulting from customs unions to 
which the United States of America or the United States of Venezuela 
may become a party. 

"2. To the advantages now accorded or which may hereafter be 
accorded by the United States of America, its territories or possessions 
or the Panama Canal Zone to one another or to the Republic of Cuba. 
The provisions of this paragraph shall continue to apply in respect of 
any advantages now or hereafter accorded by the United States of 
America, its territories or possessions or the Panama Canal Zone to 
one another irrespective of any change in the political status of any 
territory or possession of the United States of America. 

"3. To articles transqhipped through Puerto Rico or the Virgin 
Islands and imported into Venezuela. 
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"Article III. The present agreement shall come into force on this
date and shall remain in force for a period of one year or until super-
seded by a more comprehensive commercial agreement or until
denounced by either country by advance written notice of not less
than thirty days."

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest consider-
ation.

WINTHROP R. SCOTT

Charge d'Affaires ad interim
His Excellency

Dr. E. GIL BORGES,
Ministerfor Foreign Affairs,

Caracas.

The Venezuelan Ministerfor Foreign Affairs (Gil Borges) to the American
Charge d'Affaires ad interim (Scott)

ESTADOS UNIDOS DE VENEZUELA
MINISTERIO DE RELACIONES EXTERIORES

Direccion de Politica Economica
Secci6n de Economia

No. 2.417-E CARACAS, 9 de mayo de 1939.-
Sefior ENCARGADO DE NEGOCIOS:

Tengo a honra informar a V. S. que estoy autorizado por mi Go-
bierno para confirmar por la presente nota que, como resultado de las
conversaciones con V. S., hemos convenido en prorrogar por el periodo
de un afo contado desde su expiraci6n, o hasta la conclusi6n de un
convenio o tratado de reciprocidad comercial, o hasta que sea denun-
ciado por una de las Partes, dando aviso a la otra por escrito con
treinta dias de anticipaci6n, el modus vivendi concluido entre los Esta-
dos Unidos de Venezuela y los Estados Unidos de America, el 12 de
mayo de 1938, que se inserta a continuaci6n:

"Articulo 1°.-Ambos Gobiernos convienen en concederse recipro-
camente el tratamiento ilimitado e incondicional de la naci6n mas
favorecida en todo lo relativo a derechos de aduana y a todos los
impuestos accesorios, a los m6todos de percepci6n de tales derechos,
lo mismo que a las reglas y formalidades a que pueden estar sometidas
las operaciones aduaneras.

Articulo 2°.-Las estipulaciones del articulo anterior no se aplicaran:
1. A las ventajas acordadas o que se acordaren en lo futuro por los

Estados Unidos de Venezuela o por los Estados Unidos de America a
paises limitrofes a fin de facilitar el trrfico fronterizo; ni se aplicaran
tampoco a las ventajas resultantes de uniones aduaneras de que pue-
dan formar parte los Estados Unidos de Venezuela o los Estados
Unidos de America.
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"Article III. The present agreement shall come into force on this 
date and shall remain in force for a period of one year or until super-
seded by a more comprehensive commercial agreement or until 
denounced by either country by advance written notice of not less 
than thirty days." 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest consider-
ation. 

W INTHROP R. SCOTT 
Chargé d'Affaires ad interim 

His Excellency 
Dr. E. Gin BORGES, 

Minister for Foreign Affairs, 
Caraca,s. 

The Venezuelan Minister for Foreign Affairs (Gil Borges) to the American 
Chargé d'Affaires ad interim (Scott) 

ESTADOS UNIDOS DE VENEZUELA 
MINISTERIO DE RELACIONES EXTERIORES 

Direccion de Politica Economica 
Seccian de Economia 

No. 2.417—E CARACAS, 9 de mayo de 1939.— 
SefiOr ENCARGADO DE NEGOCIOS: 
Tengo a honra informar a V. S. que estoy autorizado por ml Go-

bierno para confirmar por is. presente nota que, como resultado de las 
conversaeiones con V. S., hemos convenido en prorrogar por el period() 
de mn afio contado desde su expiracion, o hasta la conclusion de un 
convenio o tratado de reciprocidacl comercial, o hasta que sea denun-
ciado por una de las Partes, dando aviso a la .otra por escrito con 
treinta dlas de anticipacion, el modus vivendi concluido entre los Esta-
dos Unidos de Venezuela y los Estados Unidos de America, el 12 de 
mayo de 1938, que se inserta a continuacion: 

"Articulo 1°.—Am.bos Gobiernos convienen en concederse recfpro-
camente el tratamiento ilimitado e incondicional de la naci6n Inas 
favorecida en todo lo relativo a derechos de aduana y a todos los 
impuestos accesorios, a los metodos de percepcion de tales derechos, 
lo mismo que a las reglas y formalidades a que pueden estar sometidas 
las operaciones aduaneras. 

Articulo 2°.—Las estipulaciones del articulo anterior no se aplicartm: 
1. A las ventaj as acordadas o que se acordaren en lo futuro por los 

Estados Unidos de Venezuela o por los Estados Unidos de America a 
paises limftrofes a fin de facilitar el trafico fronterizo; ni se aplicarin 
tampoco a las ventajas resultantes de uniones aduaneras de que pue-
dan formar parte los Estados Unidos de Venezuela o los Estados 
Unidos de America. 
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2. A las ventajas acordadas o que se acordaren en lo futuro por
los Estados Unidos de America, sus territorios o posesiones, o la Zona
del Canal de Panama, entre si o a la Replblica de Cuba. Las dis-
posiciones de este parrafo continuarAn aplicindose respecto de cuales-
quiera ventajas que ahora o despu6s se acordaren entre si los Estados
Unidos de America, sus territorios o posesiones o la Zona del Canal
de Panama, con prescindencia de cualquier cambio en el estatuto
politico de cualquier territorio o posesi6n de los Estados Unidos de
America.

3. A los articulos que se importen a Venezuela y que hayan sido
trasbordados en Puerto Rico o en las Islas Virgenes.

Articulo 3°.-El presente convenio entrara en vigor desde esta fecha, y
permanecera vigente por un periodo de un ano, a menos que sea sus-
tituido antes por un convenio comercial mas extenso, o denunciado
por uno de los paises mediante notificaci6n por escrito con treinta dias
de anticipaci6n por lo menos."

Sirvase aceptar V. S. las seguridades de mi muy distinguida con-
sideraci6n.

E GIL BORGES
Al Honorable Sefior WINTHROP P. SCOTT,

Encargado de Negocios ad interim
de los Estados Unidos de America.

Presente.-

[Translation]

UNITED STATES OF VENEZUELA
MINISTRY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS

Bureau of Economic Policy
Economic Section

No. 2.417-E CARACAS, May 9, 1939.
Mr. CHARG6 D'AFFAIRES:

I have the honor to inform you that I am authorized by my
Government to confirm in the present note that, as a result of our
conversations, it has been agreed to extend for the period of one
year from the date of its expiration, or until the conclusion of a
reciprocal trade agreement or treaty, or until denounced by one of
the Parties by thirty days advance written notice, the modus vivendi
concluded between the United States of Venezuela and the United
States of America on May 12, 1938, which is inserted below:

"Article I. Both Governments agree to concede reciprocally un-
conditional and unlimited most-favored-nation treatment in all
that concerns customs duties and all accessory imposts, the manner
of applying duties as well as the rules and formalities to which cus-
toms operations can be submitted.
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2. A las ventajas acordadas o que se acordaren en lo futuro por 
los Estados Unidos de America, sus territorios o posesiones, o la Zona 
del Canal de Panama, entre si o a la Republica de Cuba. Las dis-
posiciones de este parrafo continuaran aplicandose respect° de cuales-
quiera ventajas que ahora o despues se acordaren entre si los Estados 
Unidos de America, sus territorios o posesiones o la. Zona del Canal 
de Panama, con prescindencia de cualquier cambio en el estatuto 
politico de cualquier territorio o posesien de los Estados Unidos de 
America. 

3. A los articulos que se importen a Venezuela y que hayan sido 
trasbordados en Puerto Rico o en las Islas Virgenes. 

Articulo 3°.—Elpresente convenio entrara en vigor desde esta fecha, y 
permanecera, vigente por un period° de un afio, a menos que sea sus-
tituido antes por un convenio comercial mas extenso, o denunciado 
por uno de los paises mediante notificacion por escrito con treinta dias 
de anticipacien por lo menos." 

Sirvase aceptar V. S. las seguridades de mi muy distinguida con-
sideracion. 

E GIL BORGES 
Al Honorable Sefior W INTHROP P. Scow, 

Encargado de Negocios ad interim 
de los Estados Unidos de America. 

Presente.— 

[Translation] 

UNITED STATES OF VENEZUELA 
MINISTRY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

Bureau of Economic Policy 
Economic Section 

No. 2.417—E CARACAS, May 9, 1989. 
M T. CHARGt D'AFFAIRES: 
I have the honor to inform you that I am authorized by my 

Government to confirm in the present note that, as a result of our 
conversations, it has been agreed to extend for the period of one 
year from the date of its expiration, or until the conclusion of a 
reciprocal trade agreement or treaty, or until denounced by one of 
the Parties by thirty days advance written notice, the modus vivendi 
concluded between the United States of Venezuela and the United 
States of America on May 12, 1938, which is inserted below: 

"Article I. Both Governments agree to concede reciprocally un-
conditional and unlimited most-favored-nation treatment in all 
that concerns customs duties and all accessory imposts, the manner 
of applying duties as well as the rules and formalities to which cus-
toms operations can be submitted. 
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"Article II. The provisions of the foregoing article shall not apply:
"1. To the advantages now accorded or which may hereafter be

accorded by the United States of Venezuela or by the United States
of America to adjacent countries in order to facilitate frontier traffic;
nor shall it apply to advantages resulting from customs unions to
which the United States of Venezuela or the United States of America
may become a party.

"2. To the advantages now accorded or which may hereafter be
accorded by the United States of America, its territories or possessions
or the Panama Canal Zone to one another or to the Republic of Cuba.
The provisions of this paragraph shall continue to apply in respect
of any advantages now or hereafter accorded by the United States of
America, its territories or possessions or the Panama Canal Zone to
one another irrespective of any change in the political status of any
territory or possession of the United States of America.

"3. To articles transshipped through Puerto Rico or the Virgin
Islands and imported into Venezuela.

"Article III. The present agreement shall come into force on this
date and shall remain in force for a period of one year or until super-
seded by a more comprehensive commercial agreement or until de-
nounced by either country by advance written notice of not less than
thirty days."

Accept, Sir, the assurances of my highest consideration.
E. GIL BORGES

The Honorable WINTHROP P. SCOTT,
Charge d'Affaires ad interim

of the United States of America.
City.
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"Article II. The provisions of the foregoing article shall not apply: 
"1. To the advantages now accorded or which may hereafter be 

accorded by the United States of Venezuela or by the United States 
of America to adjacent countries in order to facilitate frontier traffic; 
nor shall it apply to advantages resulting from customs unions to 
which the United States of Venezuela or the United States of America 
may become a party. 

"2. To the advantages now accorded or which may hereafter be 
accorded by the United States of America, its territories or possessions 
or the Panama Canal Zone to one another or to the Republic of Cuba. 
The provisions of this paragraph shall continue to apply in respect 
of any advantages now or hereafter accorded by the United States of 
America, its territories or possessions or the Panama Canal Zone to 
one another irrespective of any change in the political status of any 
territory or possession of the United States of America. 

"3. To articles transshipped through Puerto Rico or the Virgin 
Islands and imported into Venezuela. 

"Article III. The present agreement shall come into force on this 
date and shall remain in force for a period of one year or until super-
seded by a more comprehensive commercial agreement or until de-
nounced by either country by advance written notice of not less than 
thirty days." 

Accept, Sir, the assurances of my highest consideration. 
E. GIL BORGES 

The Honorable W INTHROP P. SCOTT, 
Charge' d'Affaires ad interim 

of the United States of America. 
City. 
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November 17, 1938
[E. A. S. No. 149]

Reciprocal trade
agreement with Can-
ada.

48 Stat. 943; 50 Stat.
24.

19 U. . C. § 1351;
Supp. IV, § 1352 (c).

Statutory provi-
sions.

Agreement between the United States of America and Canada respecting
reciprocal trade. Signed at Washington November 17, 1938; pro-
claimed by the President of the United States November 25, 1938;
ratified by His Majesty in respect of Canada May 19, 1939; procla-
mation and ratification exchanged at Ottawa June 17, 1939; supple-
mentary proclamation by the President of the United States June 17,
1939; Article IX applied provisionally on and after November 26,
1938; Articles I, VI, and VII applied provisionally on and after
January 1, 1939; entire agreement effective June 17, 1939. And
related notes, declaration, and proclamation.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

A PROCLAMATION.

WHEREAS it is provided in the Tariff Act of 1930 of the Congress
of the United States of America, as amended by the Act of June 12,
1934, entitled "AN ACT To amend the Tariff Act of 1930" (48
Stat. 943), which amending Act was extended by Joint Resolution
of Congress, approved March 1, 1937 (50 Stat. 24), as follows:

"Sec. 350. (a) For the purpose of expanding foreign markets
for the products of the United States (as a means of assisting in
the present emergency in restoring the American standard of
living, in overcoming domestic unemployment and the present
economic depression, in increasing the purchasing power of the
American public, and in establishing and maintaining a better
relationship among various branches of American agriculture,
industry, mining, and commerce) by regulating the admission of
foreign goods into the United States in accordance with the
characteristics and needs of various branches of American
production so that foreign markets will be made available to
those branches of American production which require and are
capable of developing such outlets by affording corresponding
market opportunities for foreign products in the United States,
the President, whenever he finds as a fact that any existing
duties or other import restrictions of the United States or any
foreign country are unduly burdening and restricting the foreign
trade of the United States and that the purpose above declared
will be promoted by the means hereinafter specified, is authorized
from time to time-

"(1) To enter into foreign trade agreements with foreign
governments or instrumentalities thereof; and

"(2) To proclaim such modifications of existing duties and
other import restrictions, or such additional import restrictions,
or such continuance, and for such minimum periods, of existing
customs or excise treatment of any article covered by foreign
trade agreements, as are required or appropriate to carry out any
foreign trade agreement that the President has entered into
hereunder. No proclamation shall be made increasing or decreas-
ing by more than 50 per centum any existing rate of duty or
transferring any article between the dutiable and free lists.
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Agreement between the United States of America and Canada respecting 
reciprocal trade. Signed at Washington November 17, 1938; pro-
claimed by the President of the United States November 25, 1938; 
ratified by His Majesty in respect of Canada May 19, 1939; procla-
mation and ratification exchanged at Ottawa June 17, 1939; supple-
mentary proclamation by the President of the United States June 17, 
1939; Article IX applied provisionally on and after November 26, 
1938; Articles I, VI, and VII applied provisionally on and after 
January 1, 1939; entire agreement effective June 17, 1939. And 
related notes, declaration, and proclamation. 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 

A PROCLAMATION. 

W HEREAS it is provided in the Tariff Act of 1930 of the Congress 
of the United States of America, as amended by the Act of June 12, 
1934, entitled "AN ACT To amend the Tariff Act of 1930" (48 
Stat. 943), which amending Act was extended by Joint Resolution 
of Congress, approved March 1, 1937 (50 Stat. 24), as follows: 

"Sec. 350. (a) For the purpose of expanding foreign markets 
for the products of the United States (as a means of assisting in 
the present emergency in restoring the American standard of 
living, in overcoming domestic unemployment and the present 
economic depression, in increasing the purchasing power of the 
American public, and in establishing and maintaining a better 
relationship among various branches of American agriculture, 
industry, mining, and commerce) by regulating the admission of 
foreign goods into the United States in accordance with the 
characteristics and needs of various branches of American 
production so that foreign markets will be made available to 
those branches of American production which require and are 
capable of developing such outlets by affording corresponding 
market opportunities for foreign products in the United States, 
the President, whenever he finds as a fact that any existing 
duties or other import restrictions of the United States or any 
foreign country are unduly burdening and restricting the foreign 
trade of the United States and that the purpose above declared 
will be promoted by the means hereinafter specified, is authorized 
from time to time— 

"(1) To enter into foreign trade agreements with foreign 
governments or instrumentalities thereof; and 

"(2) To proclaim such modifications of existing duties and 
other import restrictions, or such additional import restrictions, 
or such continuance, and for such minimum. periods, of existing 
customs or excise treatment of any article covered by foreign 
trade agreements, as are required or appropriate to carry out any 
foreign trade agreement that the President has entered into 
hereunder. No proclamation shall be made increasing or decreas-
ing by more than 50 per centum any existing rate of duty or 
transferring any article between the dutiable and free lists. 
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The proclaimed duties and other import restrictions shall apply
to articles the growth, produce, or manufacture of all foreign
countries, whether imported directly, or indirectly: Provided,
That the President may suspend the application to articles the
growth, produce, or manufacture of any country because of its
discriminatory treatment of American commerce or because of
other acts or policies which in his opinion tend to defeat the
purposes set forth in this section; and the proclaimed duties
and other import restrictions shall be in effect from and after
such time as is specified in the proclamation. The President may
at any time terminate any such proclamation in whole or in
part."

WHEREAS Section 304 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended by
Section 3 of the Customs Administrative Act of 1938 (Public No.
721, 75th Congress), provides in part as follows:

"(a) . . . The Secretary of the Treasury may by regula-
tions-

"(3) Authorize the exception of any article from the
requirements of marking if-

2349

52 Stat. 1077.
19 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, § 1304.

Exceptions from
marking require-
ments.

"(J) Such article is of a class or kind with respect to
which the Secretary of the Treasury has given notice by
publication in the weekly Treasury Decisions within
two years after July 1, 1937, that articles of such class
or kind were imported in substantial quantities during
the five-year period immediately preceding January 1,
1937 and were not required during such period to be
marked to indicate their origin: Provided, That this
subdivision (J) shall not apply after September 1, 1938,
to sawed lumber and timbers, telephone, trolley, elec-
tric-light, and telegraph poles of wood, and bundles of
shingles; but the President is authorized to suspend the
effectiveness of this proviso if he finds such action
required to carry out any trade agreement entered into
under the authority of the Act of June 12, 1934 (U. S. C., 24

8 
Stat. 943;

1934 edition, title 19, sees. 1351-1354), as extended." 1354 SsuCpp
§ 1352 (c).

WHEREAS I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of the United States Promotionof
trade.

of America, have found as a fact that certain existing duties and
other import restrictions of the United States of America and Canada
are unduly burdening and restricting the foreign trade of the United
States of America and that the purpose declared in the said Tariff
Act of 1930, as amended by the said Act of June 12, 1934, as extended 244 Stat. 943;

by the said Joint Resolution of Congress, approved March 1, 1937, 19 U.S. c.Supp. IV, § 13
will be promoted by a foreign trade agreement between the United
States of America and Canada;

WHEREAS reasonable public notice of the intention to negotiate Noticegiven.

such foreign trade agreement was given and the views presented by
persons interested in the negotiation of such agreement were received
and considered;

98907°-39-PT 3---58

50 Stat.

§ 1351-
. IV,

foreign

0 Stat.

§ 1351;
152 (c).
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The proclaimed duties and other import restrictions shall apply 
to articles the growth, produce, or manufacture of all foreign 
countries, whether imported directly, or indirectly: Provided, 
That the President may suspend the application to articles the 
growth, produce, or manufacture of any country because of its 
discriminatory treatment of American commerce or because of 
other acts or policies which in his opinion tend to defeat the 
purposes set forth in this section; and the proclaimed duties 
and other import restrictions shall be in effect from and after 
such time as is specified in the proclamation. The President may 
at any time terminate any such proclamation in whole or in 
part." 

WHEREAS Section 304 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended by 
Section 3 of the Customs Administrative Act of 1938 (Public No. 
721, 75th Congress), provides in part as follows: 

"(a) . • . The Secretary of the Treasury may by regula-
tions— 

"(3) Authorize the exception of any article from the 
requirements of marking if— 

"(J) Such article is of a class or kind with respect to 
which the Secretary of the Treasury has given notice by 
publication in the weekly Treasury Decisions within 
two years after July 1, 1937, that articles of such class 
or kind were imported in substantial quantities during 
the five-year period immediately preceding January 1, 
1937 and were not required during such period to be 
marked to indicate their origin: Provided, That this 
subdivision (J) shall not apply after September 1, 1938, 
to sawed lumber and timbers, telephone, trolley, elec-
tric-light, and telegraph poles of wood, and bundles of 
shingles; but the President is authorized to suspend the 
effectiveness of this proviso if he finds such action 
required to carry out any trade agreement entered into 
under the authority of the Act of June 12, 1934 (U. S. C., 
1934 edition, title 19, secs. 1351-1354), as extended." 

WHEREAS 1, Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of the United States 
of America, have found as a fact that certain existing duties and 
other import restrictions of the United States of America and Canada 
are unduly burdening and restricting the foreign trade of the United 
States of America and that the purpose declared in the said Tariff 
Act of 1930, as amended by the said Act of June 12, 1934, as extended 
by the said Joint Resolution of Congress, approved March 1, 1937, 
will be promoted by a foreign trade agreement between the United 
States of America and Canada; 
WHEREAS reasonable public notice of the intention to negotiate 

such foreign trade agreement was given and the views presented by 
persons interested in the negotiation of such agreement were received 
and considered; 
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WHEREAS, after seeking and obtaining information and advice
with respect thereto from the United States Tariff Commission, the
Departments of State, Agriculture, and Commerce, and from other
sources, I entered into a foreign Trade Agreement on November 17,
1938, through my duly empowered Plenipotentiary, with His Majesty
the King of Great Britain, Ireland and the British dominions beyond
the Seas, Emperor of India, in respect of Canada, through his duly
empowered Plenipotentiary, which Agreement, including two Sched-
ules annexed thereto, is in words and figures as follows:

The President of the United States of America and His Majesty the
King of Great Britain, Ireland and the British dominions beyond the
Seas, Emperor of India, in respect of Canada;

Desiring to facilitate and extend still further the commercial rela-
tions existing between the United States of America and Canada by
granting reciprocal concessions and advantages for the promotion of
trade;

Taking into account the absence of any restriction upon the settle-
ment of commercial obligations arising out of the trade between the
United States of America and Canada;

Have resolved to replace the Trade Agreement concluded between
them on November 15, 1935, at Washington by a new and more
comprehensive Agreement and have appointed for this purpose as
their Plenipotentiaries:

The President of the United States of America:
Mr. Cordell Hull, Secretary of State of the United States of America;

and
His Majesty the King of Great Britain, Ireland and the British

dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor of India:
For Canada:
The Right Honorable W. L. Mackenzie King, Prime Minister

President of the Privy Council and Secretary of State for External
Affairs of Canada;

Who, having communicated to each other their full powers, found
in good and due form, have agreed on the following articles:

ARTICLE I

1. The United States of America and Canada will grant each other
unconditional and unrestricted most-favored-nation treatment in all
matters concerning customs duties and subsidiary charges of every
kind and in the method of levying duties, and, further, in all matters
concerning the rules, formalities and charges imposed in connection
with the clearing of goods through the customs, and with respect to
all laws or regulations affecting the sale or use of imported goods
within the country.

2. Accordingly, articles the growth, produce or manufacture of
either country imported into the other shall in no case be subject, in
regard to the matters referred to above, to any duties, taxes or charges
other or higher, or to any rules or formalities other or more burden-
some, than those to which the like articles the growth, produce or
manufacture of any other foreign country are or may hereafter be
subject.

3. Similarly, articles exported from the territory of the United
States of America or Canada and consigned to the territory of the
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WHEREAS, after seeking and obtaining information and advice 
with respect thereto from the United States Tariff Commission, the 
Departments of State, Agriculture, and Commerce, and from other 
sources, I entered into a foreign Trade Agreement on November 17, 
1938, through my duly empowered Plenipotentiary, with His Majesty 
the King of Great Britain, Ireland and the British dominions beyond 
the Seas, Emperor of India, in respect of Canada, through his duly 
empowered Plenipotentiary, which Agreement, including two Sched-
ules annexed thereto, is in words and figures as follows: 

The President of the United States of America and His Majesty the 
King of Great Britain, Ireland and the British dominions beyond the 
Seas, Emperor of India, in respect of Canada; 

Desiring to facilitate and extend still further the commercial rela-
tions existing between the United States of America and Canada by 
granting reciprocal concessions and advantages for the promotion of 
trade ; 
Taking into account the absence of any restriction upon the settle-

ment of commercial obligations arising out of the trade between the 
United States of America and Canada; 
Have resolved to replace the Trade Agreement concluded between 

them on November 15, 1935, at Washington by a new and more 
comprehensive Agreement and have appointed for this purpose as 
their Plenipotentiaries: 
The President of the United States of America: 
Mr. Cordell Hull, Secretary of State of the United States of America; 

and 
His Majesty the King of Great Britain Ireland and the British 

dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor of India: 
For Canada: 
The Right Honorable W. L. Mackenzie King, Prime Minister, 

President of the Privy Council and Secretary of State for External 
Affairs of Canada; 
Who, having communicated to each other their full powers, found 

in good and due form, have agreed on the following articles: 

ARTICLE I 

1. The United States of America and Canada will grant each other 
unconditional and unrestricted most-favored-nation treatment in all 
matters concerning customs duties and subsidiary charges of every 
kind and in the method of levying duties, and, further, in all matters 
concerning the rules, formalities and charges imposed in connection 
with the clearing of goods through the customs, and with respect to 
all laws or regulations affecting the sale or use of imported goods 
within the country. 

2. Accordingly, articles the growth, produce or manufacture of 
either country imported into the other shall in no case be subject, in 
regard tci the matters referred to above, to any duties, taxes or charges 
other or higher, or to any rules or formalities other or more burden-
some, than those to which the like articles the growth, produce or 
manufacture of any other foreign country are or may hereafter be 
subject. 

3. Similarly, articles exported from the territory of the United 
States of America or Canada and consigned to the territory of the 
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other country shall in no case be subject with respect to exportation
and in regard to the above-mentioned matters, to any duties, taxes or
charges other or higher, or to any rules or formalities other or more
burdensome, than those to which the like articles when consigned
to the territory of any other foreign country are or may hereafter be
subject.

4. Any advantage, favor, privilege or immunity which has been or
may hereafter be granted by the United States of America or Canada
in regard to the above-mentioned matters, to any article originating
in any other foreign country or consigned to the territory of any other
foreign country shall be accorded immediately and without compensa-
tion to the like article originating in or consigned to the territory of
Canada or the United States of America, respectively, and irrespective
of the nationality of the carrier.

ARTICLE II

1. No prohibition or restriction shall be imposed or maintained on
the importation into either country of any article, from whatever
place arriving, the growth, produce or manufacture of the other
country, to which the importation of the like article the growth,
produce or manufacture of any other foreign country is not similarly
subject.

2. No prohibition or restriction shall be imposed or maintained on
the exportation of any article from either country to the other to
which the exportation of the like article to any other foreign country
is not similarly subject.

ARTICLE III

If imports of any article into either country should be regulated
either as regards the total amount permitted to be imported or as
regards the amount permitted to be imported at a specified rate of
duty, and if shares are allocated to countries of export, the share
allocated to the other country shall be based upon the proportion of
the total imports of such article from all foreign countries supplied
by that country in past years, account being taken in so far as prac-
ticable in appropriate cases of any special factors which may have
affected or may be affecting the trade m that article. In those cases
in which the other country is a relatively large supplier of any such
article, the Government of the country imposing the regulation shall,
whenever practicable, consult with the Government of the other
country before the share to be allocated to that country is determined.

ARTICLE IV

1. If either country establishes or maintains a monopoly for the
Importation, production or sale of a particular commodity or grants
exclusive privileges, formally or in effect, to one or more agencies to
import, produce or sell a particular commodity, the Government of
the country establishing or maintaining such monopoly, or granting
such monopoly privileges, agrees that in respect of the foreign pur-
chases of such monopoly or agency the commerce of the other country
shall receive fair and equitable treatment. To this end it is agreed
that in making its foreign purchases of any product such monopoly or
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other country shall in no case be subject with respect to exportation 
and in regard to the above-mentioned matters, to any duties, taxes or 
charges other or higher, or to any rules or formalities other or more 
burdensome, than those to which the like articles when consigned 
to the territory of any other foreign country are or may hereafter be 
subject. 

4. Any advantage, favor, privilege or immunity which has been or 
may hereafter be granted by the United States of America or Canada 
in regard to the above-mentioned matters, to any article originating 
in any other foreign country or consigned to the territory of any other 
foreign country shall be accorded immediately and without compensa-
tion to the like article originating in or consigned to the territory of 
Canada or the United States of America, respectively, and irrespective 
of the nationality of the carrier. 

ARTICLE II 

1. No prohibition or restriction shall be imposed or maintained on the importation into either country of any article, from whatever 

place arriving, the growth, produce or manufacture of the other 
country, to which the importation of the like article the growth, 
produce or manufacture of any other foreign country is not similarly 
subject. 

2. No prohibition or restriction shall be imposed or maintained on 
the exportation of any article from either country to the other to 
which the exportation of the like article to any other foreign country 
is not similarly subject. 

ARTICLE III 

If imports of any article into either country should be regulated 
either as regards the total amount permitted to be imported or as 
regards the amount permitted to be imported at a specified rate of 
duty, and if shares are allocated to countries of export, the share 
allocated to the other country shall be based upon the proportion of 
the total imports of such article from all foreign countries supplied 
by that country in past years, account being taken in so far as prac-
ticable hi appropriate cases of any special factors which may have 
affected or may be affecting the trade m that article. In those cases 
in which the other country is a relatively large supplier of any such 
article, the Government of the country imposing the regulation shall, 
whenever practicable, consult with the Government of the other 
country before the share to be allocated to that country is determined. 

ARTICLE IV 

1. If either country establishes or maintains a monopoly for the 
importation, production or sale of a particular commodity or grants 
exclusive privileges, formally or in effect, to one or more agencies to 
import, produce or sell a particular commodity, the Government of 
the country establishing or maintaining such monopoly, or granting 
such monopoly privileges, agrees that in respect of the foreign pur-
chases of such monopoly or agency the commerce of the other country 
shall receive fair and equitable treatment. To this end it is agreed 
that in making its foreign purchases of any product such monopoly or 
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agency will be influenced solely by those considerations, such as price,
quality, marketability, and terms of sale, which would ordinarily be
taken into account by a private commercial enterprise interested
solely in purchasing such product on the most favorable terms.

2. In awarding contracts for public works and in purchasing sup-
plies, neither Government shall discriminate against articles the
growth, produce or manufacture of the territories of the other country
n favor of those of any other foreign country.

ARTICLE V

Articles the growth, produce or manufacture of the United States
of America or Canada shall, after importation into the other country,
be exempt from all internal taxes, fees, charges or exactions other or
higher than those payable on like articles of national origin or any
other origin, except as otherwise required by laws in force on the day
of the signature of this Agreement and subject to the limitations on
the authority of either Government.

ARTICLE VI

1. Articles the growth, produce or manufacture of the United States
of America enumerated and described in Schedule I annexed to this
Agreement shall, on their importation into Canada, be exempt from
ordinary customs duties in excess of those set forth in the said
Schedule, subject to the conditions therein set out. The said articles
shall also be exempt from all other duties, taxes, fees, charges, or
exactions, imposed on or in connection with importation, in excess of
those imposed on the day of the signature of this Agreement or
required to be imposed thereafter under laws of Canada in force on
the day of the signature of this Agreement.

2. Schedule I shall have full force and effect as an integral part of
this Agreement.

ARTICLE VII

1. Articles the growth, produce or manufacture of Canada enu-
merated and described in Schedule II annexed to this Agreement
shall, on their importation into the United States of America, be
exempt from ordinary customs duties in excess of those set forth and
provided for in the said Schedule, subject to the conditions therein
set out. The said articles shall also be exempt from all other duties,
taxes, fees, charges, or exactions, imposed on or in connection with
importation, in excess of those imposed on the day of the signature
of this Agreement or required to be imposed thereafter under laws
of the United States of America in force on the day of the signature
of this Agreement.

2. Schedule II shall have full force and effect as an integral part of
this Agreement.

ARTICLE VIII

1. The provisions of Articles VI and VII of this Agreement shall
not prevent the Government of either country from imposing at any
time on the importation of any article a charge equivalent to an
internal tax imposed in respect of a like domestic article or in respect
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agency will be influenced solely by those considerations, such as price, 
quality, marketability, and terms of sale, which would ordinarily be 
taken into account by a private commercial enterprise interested 
solely in purchasing such product on the most favorable terms. 

2. In awarding contracts for public works and in purchasing sup-
plies, neither Government shall discriminate against articles the 
growth, produce or manufacture of the territories of the other country 
m favor of those of any other foreign country. 

ARTICLE V 

Articles the growth, produce or manufacture of the United States 
of America or Canada shall, after importation into the other country, 
be exempt from all internal taxes, fees, charges or exactions other or 
higher than those payable on like articles of national origin or any 
other origin, except as otherwise required by laws in force on the day 
of the signature of this Agreement and subject to the limitations on 
the authority of either Government. 

ARTICLE VI 

1. Articles the growth, produce or manufacture of the United States 
of America enumerated and described in Schedule I annexed to this 
Agreement shall, on their importation into Canada, be exempt from 
ordinary customs duties in excess of those set forth in the said 
Schedule, subject to the conditions therein set out. The said articles 
shall also be exempt from all other duties, taxes, fees, charges, or 
exactions, imposed on or in connection with importation in excess of 
those imposed on the day of the signature of this Agreement or 
required to be imposed thereafter under laws of Canada in force on 
the day of the signature of this Agreement. 

2. Schedule I shall have full force and effect as an integral part of 
this Agreement. 

ARTICLE VII 

1. Articles the growth, produce or manufacture of Canada enu-
merated and described in Schedule II annexed to this Agreement 
shall, on their importation into the United States of America, be 
exempt from ordinary customs duties in excess of those set forth and 
provided for in the said Schedule, subject to the conditions therein 
set out. The said articles shall also be exempt from all other duties, 
taxes, fees, charges, or exactions, imposed on or in connection with 
importation, in excess of those imposed on the day of the signature 
of this Agreement or required to be imposed thereafter under laws 
of the United States of America in force on the day of the signature 
of this Agreement. 

2. Schedule II shall have full force and effect as an integral part of 
this Agreement. 

ARTICLE VIII 

1. The provisions of Articles VI and VII of this Agreement shall 
not prevent the Government of either country from imposing at any 
time on the importation of any article a charge equivalent to an 
internal tax imposed in respect of a like domestic article or in respect 
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of a commodity from which the imported article has been produced or
manufactured m whole or in part.

2. Moreover, the provisions of Articles VI and VII shall not be
construed to embrace such reasonable fees, charges or exactions,
imposed at any time by the Government of either country in connec-
tion with the documentation of any shipment, as are commensurate
with the cost of the services performed.

ARTICLE IX

Sawed lumber and timbers, telephone, trolley, electric-light, and
telegraph poles of wood, and bundles of shingles, the growth, produce
or manufacture of Canada, imported into the United States of
America, shall not be required to be marked to indicate their origin
in any case where the imported article is of the same class or kind as
articles which were imported into the United States of America in
substantial quantities during the five-year period immediately
preceding January 1, 1937, and were not required during such period
to be marked to indicate their origin.

ARTICLE X

1. No prohibition, restriction or any form of quantitative regula-
tion, whether or not operated in connection with an agency of cen-
tralized control, shall be imposed or maintained in Canada on the
importation or sale of any article the growth, produce or manufacture
of the United States of America enumerated and described in Schedule
I, or in the United States of America on the importation or sale of
any article the growth produce or manufacture of Canada enumer-
ated and described in Schedule II, except as otherwise expressly pro-
vided in the said Schedules.

2. The foregoing provision shall not apply to quantitative regula-
tions in whatever form which may hereafter be imposed by the Gov-
ernment of either country on the importation or sale of any article
the growth, produce or manufacture of the other, in conjunction with
governmental measures or measures under governmental authority

(a) operating to regulate or control the production, market supply,
quality or price of the like article of domestic growth, produc-
tion or manufacture; or

(b) operating to increase the labor costs of production of the like
article of domestic growth, production or manufacture;

Provided, however, that the Government proposing to impose any
such quantitative regulation shall have satisfied itself, in the case of
measures described in subparagraph (a) of this paragraph, that such
quantitative regulation is necessary to secure the effective operation
of such measures, and, in the case of measures described in subpara-
graph (b), that such measures are causing the domestic production of
the article concerned to be injuriously affected by imports which
constitute an abnormal proportion of the total consumption of such
article in relation to the proportion supplied in the past by foreign
countries.

3. Whenever either Government proposes to impose or to effect a
substantial alteration in any quantitative regulation authorized by
the preceding paragraph, that Government shall give notice in writ-
ing to that effect to the other and shall, upon request, enter into con-
sultation regarding the matter. If agreement is not reached within
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of a commodity from which the imported article has been produced or 
manufactured m whole or in part. 

2. Moreover, the provisions of Articles VI and VII shall not be 
construed to embrace such reasonable feest charges or exactions, 
imposed at any time by the Government of either country in connec-
tion with the documentation of any shipment, as are commensurate 
with the cost of the services performed. 

ARTICLE IX 

Sawed lumber and timbers, telephone, trolley, electric-light, and 
telegraph poles of wood, and bundles of shingles, the growth, produce 
or manufacture of Canada, imported into the United States of 
America, shall not be required to be marked to indicate their origin 
in any case where the imported article is of the same class or kind as 
articles which were imported into the United States of America in 
substantial quantities during the five-year period immediately 
preceding January 1, 1937, and were not required during such period 
to be marked to indicate their origin. 

ARTICLE X 

1. No prohibition, restriction or any form of quantitative regula-
tion, whether or not operated in connection with an agency of cen-
tralized control, shall be imposed or maintained in Canada on the 
importation or sale of any article the growth, produce or manufacture 
of the United States of America enumerated and described in Schedule 
I, or in the United States of America on the importation or sale of 
any article the growth, produce or manufacture of Canada enumer-
ated and described in Schedule II, except as otherwise expressly pro-
vided in the said Schedules. 

2. The foregoing provision shall not apply to quantitative regula-
tions in whatever form which may hereafter be imposed by the Gov-
ernment of either country on the importation or sale of any article 
the growth, produce or manufacture of the other, in conjunction with 
governmental measures or measures under governmental authority 

(a) operating to regulate or control the production, market supply, 
quality or price of the like article of domestic growth, produc-
tion or manufacture; or 

(b) operating to increase the labor costs of production of the like 
article of domestic growth, production or manufacture; 

Provided, however, that the Government proposing to impose any 
such quantitative regulation shall have satisfied itself, in the case of 
measures described in subparagraph (a) of this paragraph, that such 
quantitative regulation is necessary to secure the effective operation 
of such measures, and, in the case of measures described in subpara-
graph (b), that such measures are causing the domestic production of 
the article concerned to be injuriously affected by imports which 
constitute an abnormal proportion of the total consumption of such 
article in relation to the proportion supplied in the past by foreign 
countries. 

3. Whenever either Government proposes to impose or to effect a 
substantial alteration in any quantitative regulation authorized by 
the preceding paragraph, that Government shall give notice in writ-
ing to that effect to the other and shall, upon request, enter into con-
sultation regarding the matter. If agreement is not reached within 
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thirty days after the receipt of the notice the Government giving it
shall be free to impose or alter the regulation at any time, and the
other Government shall be free within fifteen days after such action
is taken to terminate this Agreement in its entirety on giving thirty
days' notice in writing to that effect.

ARTICLE XI

In respect of articles the growth, produce or manufacture of the
United States of America enumerated and described in Schedule I,
imported into Canada, and of articles the growth, produce or manu-
facture of Canada enumerated and described in Schedule II, imported
into the United States of America, on which ad valorem rates of
duty, or duties based upon or regulated in any manner by value, are
or may be assessed, the general principles on which dutiable value is
determined in each of the importing countries on the day of the signa-
ture of this Agreement shall not be altered so as to impair the value
of any of the concessions provided for in this Agreement.

ARTICLE XII

1. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to prevent the
enforcement of such measures as the Government of either country
may see fit to adopt

(a) relating to the importation or exportation of gold or silver;
(b) relating to the control of the import or export or sale for export

of arms, ammunition, or implements of war, and, in exceptional
circumstances, all other military supplies;

c) relating to neutrality or to public security; or
d) should that country be engaged in hostilities or war.

2. Subject to the requirement that, under like circumstances and
conditions, there shall be no arbitrary discrimination by either country
against articles the growth, produce or manufacture of the other coun-
try in favor of the like articles the growth, produce or manufacture of
any other foreign country, the provisions of this Agreement shall not
extend to prohibitions or restrictions

(a) imposed on moral or humanitarian grounds;
(b) designed to protect human, animal or plant health or life;
(c) relating to prison-made goods; or
(d) relating to the enforcement of police or revenue laws.

ARTICLE XIII

If a wide variation should occur in the rate of exchange between
the currencies of the United States of America and Canada, and if
the Government of either country should consider the variation so
substantial as to prejudice the industries or commerce of that country,
it shall be free to propose negotiations for the modification of this
Agreement; and if agreement with respect thereto is not reached
within thirty days following receipt of such proposal, the Govern-
ment making such proposal shall be free to terminate this Agreement
in its entirety on thirty days' written notice.

ARTICLE XIV

The Government of each country reserves the right to withdraw
or to modify the concession granted on any article under this Agree-
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thirty days after the receipt of the notice the Government giving it 
shall be free to impose or alter the regulation at any time, and the 
other Government shall be free within fifteen days after such action 
is taken to terminate this Agreement in its entirety on giving thirty 
days' notice in writing to that effect. 

ARTICLE XI 

In respect of articles the growth, produce or manufacture of the 
United States of America enumerated and described in Schedule I, 
imported into Canada, and of articles the growth, produce or manu-
facture of Canada enumerated and described in Schedule II, imported 
into the United States of America, on which ad valorem rates of 
duty, or duties based upon or regulated in any manner by value, are 
or may be assessed, the general principles on which dutiable value is 
determined in each of the importing countries on the day of the signa-
ture of this Agreement shall not be altered so as to impair the value 
of any of the concessions provided for in this Agreement. 

ARTICLE XII 

1. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to prevent the 
enforcement of such measures as the Government of either country 
may see fit to adopt 

(a) relating to the importation or exportation of gold or silver; 
(b) relating to the control of the import or export or sale for export 

of arms, ammunition, or implements of war, and, in exceptional 
circumstances, all other military supplies; 

(c) relating to neutrality or to public security; or 
(d) should that country be engaged in hostilities or war. 
2. Subject to the requirement that, under like circumstances and 

conditions, there shall be no arbitrary discrimination by either country 
against articles the ..rowth, produce or manufacture of the other coun-
try in favor of the like articles the growth, produce or manufacture of 
any other foreign country, the provisions of this Agreement shall not 
extend to prohibitions or restrictions 

(a) imposed on moral or humanitarian grounds; 
(b) designed to protect human, animal or plant health or life; 
(c) relating to prison-made goods; or 
(d) relating to the enforcement of police or revenue laws. 

ARTICLE XIII 

If a wide variation should occur in the rate of exchange between 
the currencies of the United States of America and Canada, and if 
the Government of either country should consider the variation so 
substantial as to prejudice the industries or commerce of that country, 
it shall be free to propose negotiations for the modification of this 
Agreement; and if agreement with respect thereto is not reached 
within thirty days following receipt of such proposal, the Govern-
ment making such proposal shall be free to terminate this Agreement 
in its entirety on thirty days' written notice. 

ARTICLE XIV 

The Government of each country reserves the right to withdraw 
or to modify the concession granted on any article under this Agree-
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ment, or to impose quantitative regulations on the importation of
any such article if, as the result of the extension of such concession
to other foreign countries, such countries obtain the major benefit of
the concession, and if in consequence imports of the article con-
cerned increase to such an extent as to threaten serious injury to
domestic producers: Provided, That before any action authorized
by the foregoing reservation is taken, the Government proposing to
take such action shall give notice in writing to the other Government
of its intention to do so, and shall afford such other Government an
opportunity within thirty days after receipt of such notice to consult
with it in respect of the proposed action.

ARTICLE XV

1. Should any measure be adopted by the Government of either
country which, while not conflicting with the terms of this Agreement,
appears to the Government of the other country to have the effect of
nullifying or impairing any of the objects of the Agreement, the
Government which has adopted any such measure shall consider
such representations and proposals as the other may make, with a
view to effecting a mutually satisfactory adjustment of the matter.

2. The Government of each country will accord sympathetic consid-
eration to, and when requested will afford adequate opportunity for
consultation regarding, such representations as the other Government
may make with respect to the operation of customs laws and regula-
tions, quantitative restrictions on imports or the administration
thereof, the observance of customs formalities, and the application of
sanitary laws and regulations for the protection of human, animal or
plant health or life.

3. In the event that the Government of either country makes repre-
sentations to the Government of the other country in respect of the
application of any sanitary law or regulation for the protection of
human, animal or plant health or life, and if there is disagreement
with respect thereto, a committee of technical experts on which each
Government will be represented shall, on the request of either Govern-
ment, be established to consider the matter and to submit recom-
mendations to the two Governments.

ARTICLE XVI

The provisions of this Agreement relating to the treatment to be
accorded by the United States of America and Canada, respectively,
to the commerce of the other country shall apply, on the part of the
United States of America, to the continental territory of the United
States and such of its territories and possessions as are included in its
customs territory on the day of the signature of this Agreement.
The provisions of this Agreement relating to most-favored-nation
treatment shall apply, however, to all territories under the sovereignty
or authority of the United States of America, other than the Panama
Canal Zone.

ARTICLE XVII

Except as otherwise provided in Article V of this Agreement:
(a) Nothing in the Agreement shall entitle the United States of

America to claim the benefit of any treatment, preference or privilege
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ment, or to impose quantitative regulations on the importation of 
any such article if, as the result of the extension of such concession 
to other foreign countries, such countries obtain the major benefit of 
the concession, and if in consequence imports of the article con-
cerned increase to such an extent as to threaten serious injury to 
domestic producers: Provided, That before any action authorized 
by the foregoing reservation is taken, the Government proposing to 
take such action shall give notice in writing to the other Government 
of its intention to do so, and shall afford such other Government an 
opportunity within thirty days after receipt of such notice to consult 
with it in respect of the proposed action. 

ARTICLE XV 

1. Should any measure be adopted by the Government of either 
country which, while not conflicting with the terms of this Agreement, 
appears to the Government of the other country to have the effect of 
nullifying or impairing any of the objects of the Agreement, the 
Government which has adopted any, such measure shall consider 
such representations and proposals as the other may make, with a 
view to effecting a mutually satisfactory adjustment of the matter. 

2. The Government of each country will accord sympathetic consid-
eration to, and when requested will afford adequate opportunity for 
consultation regarding, such representations as the other Government 
may make with respect to the operation of customs laws and regula-
tions, quantitative restrictions on imports or the administration 
thereof, the observance of customs formalities, and the application of 
sanitary laws and regulations for the protection of human, animal or 
plant health or life. 

3. In the event that the Government of either country makes repre-
sentations to the Government of the other country in respect of the 
application of any sanitary law or regulation for the protection of 
human, animal or plant health or life, and if there is disagreement 
with respect thereto, a committee of technical experts on which each 
Government will be represented shall, on the request of either Govern-
ment, be established to consider the matter and to submit recom-
mendations to the two Governments. 

ARTICLE XVI 

The provisions of this Agreement relating to the treatment to be 
accorded by the United States of America and Canada, respectively, 
to the commerce of the other country shall apply, on the part of the 
United States of America, to the continental territory of the United 
States and such of its territories and possessions as are included in its 
customs territory on the day of the signature of this Agreement. 
The provisions of this Agreement relating to most-favored-nation 
treatment shall apply, however, to all territories under the sovereignty 
or authority of the United States of America, other than the Panama 
Canal Zone. 

ARTICLE XVII 

Except as otherwise provided in Article V of this Agreement: 
(a) Nothing in the Agreement shall entitle the United States of 

America to claim the benefit of any treatment, preference or privilege 
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which may now or hereafter be accorded by Canada exclusively to
territories under the sovereignty of His Majesty the King of Great
Britain, Ireland and the British dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor
of India, or under His Majesty's protection or suzerainty.

(b) Nothing in the Agreement shall entitle Canada to claim the
benefit of any treatment, preference or privilege which may now or
hereafter be accorded by the United States of America, its territories
or possessions or the Panama Canal Zone exclusively to one another or
to the Republic of Cuba. The provisions of this subparagraph shall
continue to apply in respect of any benefits now or hereafter accorded
by the United States of America, its territories or possessions or the
Panama Canal Zone to the Philippine Islands, irrespective of any
change in the political status of the Philippine Islands.

ARTICLE XVIII

1. The present Agreement shall be proclaimed by the President of
the United States of America and shall be ratified by His Majesty
the King of Great Britain, Ireland and the British dominions beyond
the Seas, Emperor of India, in respect of Canada. It shall enter
definitively into force on the day of the exchange of the instrument
of ratification and a copy of the proclamation, which shall take place
at Ottawa as soon as possible.

2. Pending the definitive coming into force of this Agreement, the
provisions of Article IX shall be applied provisionally on and after
the day following the proclamation of the Agreement by the President
of the United States of America, and the provisions of Article I,
Article VI and Article VII shall be applied provisionally on and after
January 1, 1939, subject to the reservations and exceptions elsewhere
provided for in this Agreement.

3. Upon the provisional application of Article I, Article VI and
Article VII of the present Agreement, and during the continuance of
such provisional application, the provisions of Article I, Article III
and Article IV of the Trade Agreement concluded between the United
States of America and Canada on November 15, 1935, at Washington
shall be inoperative, and upon the definitive coming into force of the
present Agreement the whole of the said Agreement of November 15,
1935, shall terminate.

4. Subject to the provisions of Article X and Article XIII, this
Agreement shall remain in force for a term of three years from the
date of the provisional application of Article IX, and, unless at least
six months before the expiration of the aforesaid term of three years,
the Government of either country shall have given notice to the other
Government of intention to terminate the Agreement upon the
expiration of that term, the Agreement shall remain in force there-
after, subject to the provisions of Article X and Article XIII, until
six months from the date on which the Government of either country
shall have given notice to the other Government of intention to
terminate the Agreement.

In witness whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed
this Agreement and have affixed their seals hereto.

Done in duplicate, at the City of Washington, this seventeenth day
of November, 1938.

CORDELL HULL [SEAL]
W. L. MACKENZIE KING. [SEAL]
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which may now or hereafter be accorded.  by: Canada exclusively to 
territories under the sovereignty of His Majesty the King of Great 
Britain, Ireland and the British dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor 
of India, or under His Majesty's protection or suzerainty. 

(b) Nothing in the Agreement shall entitle Canada to claim the 
benefit of any treatment, preference or privilege which may now or  
hereafter be accorded by the United States of America, its territories 
or possessions or the Panama Canal Zone exclusively to one another or 
to the Republic of Cuba. The provisions of this subparagraph shall 
continue to apply in respect of any benefits now or hereafter accorded 
by the United States of America, its territories or possessions or the 
Panama Canal Zone to the Philippine Islands, irrespective of any 
change in the political status of the Philippine Islands. 

ARTICLE XVIII 

1. The present Agreement shall be proclaimed by the President of 
the United States of America and shall be ratified by His Majesty 
the King of Great Britain, Ireland and the British dominions beyond 
the Seas, Emperor of India, in respect of Canada. It shall enter 
definitively into force on the day of the exchange of the instrument 
of ratification and a copy of the proclamation, which shall take place 
at Ottawa as soon as possible. 

2. Pending the definitive coming into force of this Agreement, the 
provisions of Article IX shall be applied provisionally on and after 
the day following the proclamation of the Agreement by the President 
of the United States of America, and the provisions of Article I, 
Article VI and Article VII shall be applied provisionally on and after 
January 1, 1939, subject to the reservations and exceptions elsewhere 
provided for in this Agreement. 

3. Upon the provisional application of Article I, Article VI and 
Article VII of the present Agreement, and during the continuance of 
such provisional application, the provisions of Article I, Article III 
and Article IV of the Trade Agreement concluded between the United 
States of America and Canada on November 15, 1935, at Washington 
shall be inoperative, and upon the definitive coming into force of the 
present Agreement the whole of the said Agreement of November 15, 
1935, shall terminate. 

4. Subject to the provisions of Article X and Article XIII, this 
Agreement shall remain in force for a term of three years from the 
date of the provisional application of Article IX, and, unless at least 
six months before the expiration of the aforesaid term of three years, 
the Government of either country shall have given notice to the other 
Government of intention to terminate the Agreement upon the 
expiration of that term, the Agreement shall remain in force there-
after, subject to the provisions of Article X and Article XIII, until 
six months from the date on which the Government of either country 
shall. have given notice to the other Government of intention to 
terminate the Agreement. 

.In witness whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed 
this Agreement and have affixed their seals hereto. 
Done in duplicate, at the City of Washington, this seventeenth day 

of November, 1938. 
CORDELL HULL [REAL' 
W. L. MACKENZIE KING. [SEAL 
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SCHEDULE I

(See Article VI)

NoTr: Articles the growth, produce or manufacture of the United States of
America enumerated and described in this Schedule shall, on their importation
into Canada, be exempt from the Special Excise Tax levied under Section 88

of the Special War Revenue Act as soon as the necessary legislation can be
enacted. Rate of Duty

Number of on Goods the
Canadian Growth, Prod.

Tariff Description of Article uce or Manu-
Item facture of the

United States
of America

6 Live hogs per pound 1 ct.
7 Meats, fresh, n. o. p.:-

ex (a) Edible offal of beef and veal per pound 4 cts.
ex (c) Pork per pound 1% cts.

9 Poultry and game, n. o. p. 15 p. c.
10 Meats, prepared or preserved, other than canned:-

(a) Bacon, hams, shoulders and other pork
per pound 1/ cts.

(b) N. o. p. per pound 3 cts.

16 Eggs in the shell per dozen 5 cts.

42 Salt, in bulk, n. o. p. per one hundred pounds 4 cts.

45 Milk foods, n. o. p.; prepared cereal foods, in packages
not exceeding twenty-five pounds weight each 25 p. c.

46 Prepared cereal foods, n. o. p. 15 p. c.

ex 47 Lima beans, dried per pound 1 ct.

ex 47 Soya beans, n. o. p. Free
52 Barley, n. o. p. per bushel 15 cts.

55 Indian corn, n. o. p. per bushel 10 cts.

56 Oats per bushel 8 cts.

57 Oatmeal and rolled oats per one hundred pounds 50 cts.

63 Rice, cleaned per one hundred pounds 70 cts.
When in packages weighing two pounds, each, or less,

the weight of such packages to be included in the
weight for duty.

71a Timothy seed per pound 1 ct.

ex 73 Broom corn seed, when in packages weighing more than
one pound each Free

74 Seeds, as hereunder, when in packages weighing more
than one pound each:--

(i) Parsley and parsnip per pound 2 cts.
(ii) Beet, not including sugar beet per pound 3 cts.
(iii) Mangel and turnip per pound 4 cts.

75 Seeds, as hereunder, when in packages weighing more
than one pound each:-

(i) Radish, leek, lettuce, carrot, borecole or kale
per pound 3 ets.

(ii) Cabbage and cucumber per pound 5 cts.

76 Seeds, as hereunder, when in packages weighing more
than one pound each:-

(i) Tomato and pepper per pound 10 cts.

(ii) Cauliflower per pound 15 cts.
(iii) Onion per pound 20 cts.

76a Root, garden and other seeds, n. o. p., when in packages
weighing more than one pound each per pound 5 cts

76b Seeds, via.:-Field, root, garden and other seeds, when
in packages weighing one pound each, or less 25 p. c.

79b Flowers and foliage, natural, cut, whether in designs or
bouquets or not, n. o. p. 25 p. c

82 ex (e) Nut trees, including grafted stock, and buds and
scions for grafting nut trees Free
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SCHEDULE I 

(See Article VI) 

NOTE: Articles the growth„ produce or manufacture of the United States of 
America enumerated and described in this Schedule shall, on their importation 
into Canada, be exempt from the Special Excise Tax levied under Section 88 
of the Special War Revenue Act as soon as the necessary legislation can be 
enacted. Rate of Duty 

Number of on Goods the 
Canadian Growth, Prod. 
Tariff Description of Article Item uce or Manu-facture of the 

United States 
of America 

6 Live hogs per pound 1 et. 
7 Meats, fresh, n. o. p.:— 

ex (a) Edible offal of beef and veal per pound 4 cts. 
ex (c) Pork per pound 1% eta. 

9 Poultry and game, n. o. p. 15 p. c. 
10 Meats, prepared or preserved, other than canned:— 

(a) Bacon, hams, shoulders and other pork 
per pound 1% cts. 

(b) N. o. p. per pound 3 cts. 
16 Eggs in the shell per dozen 5 cts. 
42 Salt, in bulk, n. o. p. per one hundred pounds 4 cts. 
45 Milk foods, n. o. p.; prepared cereal foods, in packages 

not exceeding twenty-five pounds weight each 25 p. c. 
46 Prepared cereal foods, ri. o. p. 15 p. C. 

ex 47 Lima beans, dried per pound 1 ct. 
ex 47 Soya beans, n. o. p. Free 

52 Barley, n. o. p. per bushel 15 eta. 
55 Indian corn, n. o. p. per bushel 10 eta. 
56 Oats per bushel 8 eta. 
57 Oatmeal and rolled oats per one hundred pounds 50 cts. 
63 Rice, cleaned per one hundred pounds 70 eta. 

When in packages weighing two pounds, each, or less, 
the weight of such packages to be included in the 
weight for duty. 

71a Timothy seed per pound 1 ct. 
ex 73 Broom corn seed, when in packages weighing more than 

one pound each Free 
74 Seeds, as hereunder, when in packages weighing more 

than one pound each:— 
(i) Parsley and parsnip per pound 2 cts. 
(ii) Beet, not including sugar beet per pound 3 eta. 
(iii) Mangel and turnip per pound 4 cts. 

75 Seeds, as hereunder, when in packages weighing more 
than one pound each:— 

(i) Radish, leek, lettuce, carrot, borecole or kale 
per pound 3 etc 

(ii) Cabbage and cucumber per pound 5 ct. 
76 Seeds, as hereunder, when in packages weighing more 

than one pound each:— 
(i) Tomato and pepper per pound 10 eta. 
(ii) Cauliflower per pound 15 cts. 
(in) Onion per pound 20 eta. 

7fia Root, garden and other seeds, is. o. p., when in packages 
weighing more than one pound each per pound 5 eta 

7Gb Seeds, vis.:—Field, root, garden and other seeds, when 
in packages weighing one pound each, or less 25 p. c. 

79b Flowers and foliage, natural, cut, whether in designs or 
bouquets or not, n. o. p. 25 p. c. 

82 ex (e) Nut trees, including grafted stock, and buds and 
scions for grafting nut trees Free 
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Rate of Duty
Number of on Goods the
Canadian Growth, Prod.

Tarif Description of Articl uce or Manu-
Item tacture of the

United States
of America

83 Potatoes, as hereunder defined:-
(a) In their natural state:-

August 1 to June 14, inclusive Free
June 15 to July 31, inclusive, per one

hundred pounds 37Y2 cts.
(c) Sweet potatoes and yams, in their natural state Free

84 Onions, in their natural state:-
(a) Onion sets and shallots 30 p. c.

*(b) Onions, n. o. p. (% ct. per lb.) 30 p. c.
ex 85 *Mushrooms, fresh (2 cts. per lb.) 10 p. c.

87 Vegetables, fresh, in their natural state--
*(a) Asparagus 10 p. a.

(4 cts. per lb.: 10 weeks)
*(b) Beans, green 10 p. c.

(1I cts. per lb.: 14 weeks)
(c) Brussels sprouts 10 p. c.

*(d) Cabbage 10 p. c.
(%ct. per lb.: 26 weeks)

*(e) Carrots 10 p. c.
(% ct. per Ib.: 26 weeks)

* Beets, n. o. p. 10 p. c.
(1 ct. per Ib.: 26 weeks)

* (f) Cauliflower 10 p. c.
(1i cts. per Ib.: 20 weeks)

Eggplant Free
* (g) Celery 10 p. c.

(y ct. per lb.: 26 weeks)
* (h) Cucumbers 10 p. .

(2 cts. per lb.: 20 weeks)
* (i) Lettuce 10 p. c.

(% ct. per lb.: 18 weeks)
(j) Parsley 10 p. c.

* (k) Peas, green 10 p. c.
(2 cts. per lb.: 12 weeks)

* (1) Rhubarb 10 p. c.
(1 et. per lb.)

(m) Spinach 10 p. c.
(n) Tomatoes 10 p. c.

but not less than, per pound 1% cts.
(o) Watercress 10 p. c.

Whitloof or endive Free
Peppers, green 10 p. c.
Radishes 10 p. a.
Artichokes, horseradish and okra Free

(p) N. o. p. 10 p. a.
89 Vegetables, prepared, in air-tight cans or other air-tight

containers, the weight of the containers to be included
in the weight for duty:-

(a) Beans, baked or otherwise prepared per pound 1% cts.
ex (b) Corn per pound 1% cts.

(c) Peas per pound 1I cts.
(d) N. o. p. 20 p. a.

90 Vegetables, prepared or preserved-
(a) Dried, desiccated or dehydrated, including vege-

table flour, n. o. p. 22 p. a.
(o) Vegetable extracts or juices, liquid mustards, soy

and vegetable sauces of all kinds 27¼ p. a.
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83 Potatoes, as hereunder defined:— 
(a) In their natural state:— 

August 1 to June 14, inclusive Free 
June 15 to July 31, inclusive, per one 
hundred pounds 37% cts. 

(c) Sweet potatoes and yams, in their natural state Free 
84 Onions, in their natural state:— 

(a) Onion sets and shallots 30 p. c. 
*(b) Onions, n. o. p. (% et. per lb.) 30 p. c. 

ex 85 *Mushrooms, fresh (2 cts. per lb.) 10 p. c. 
87 Vegetables, fresh, in their natural state:— 

*(a) Asparagus 10 p. c. 
(4 cts. per lb.: 10 weeks) 

*(b) Beans, green 10 p. C. 
(1% cts. per lb.: 14 weeks) 

(c) Brussels sprouts 10 p. c. 
*(d) Cabbage 10 p. c. 

(% ct. per lb.: 26 weeks) 
*(e) Carrots 10 p. c. 

(% et. per lb.: 26 weeks) 
* Beets, n. o. p. 10 p. c. 

(1 ct. per lb.: 26 weeks) 
* (1) Cauliflower 10 p. c. 

(1% cts. per lb.: 20 weeks) 
Eggplant Free 

* (g) Celery 10 P. C. 
(% ct. per lb.: 26 weeks) 

* (h) Cucumbers 10 p. c. 
(2 cts. per lb.: 20 weeks) 

* (i) Lettuce 10 p. c. 
(% ct. per lb.: 18 weeks) 

(j) Parsley 10 p. c. 
* (k) Peas, green 10 p. c. 

(2 cts. per lb.: 12 weeks) 
* (1) Rhubarb 10 p. c. 

(1 et. per lb.) 
(m) Spinach 10 p. c. 
(n) Tomatoes 10 p. c. 

but not less than, per pound 1% cts. 
(o) Watercress 10 p. c. 

Whitloof or endive Free 
Peppers, green 10 p. c. 
Radishes 10 p. c. 
Artichokes, horseradish and okra Free 

(p) N. o. p. 10 p. o. 
89 Vegetables, prepared, in air-tight cans or other air-tight 

containers, the weight of the containers to be included 
in the weight for duty:— 

(a) Beans, baked or otherwise prepared per pound 1% cts. ex r) Corn per pound 1% eta. 
c) Peas per pound 1% cts. 
d) N. o. p. 20 p. o. 

90 Vegetables, prepared or preserved:— 
(a) Dried, desiccated or dehydrated, including vege-

table flour, n. o. p. 22% p. o. 
(o) Vegetable extracts or juices, liquid mustards, soy 

and vegetable sauces of all kinds 27% p. e. 
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Rate of Duty
Number d on Goods the
Canadian Growth, Prod-

Tariff Description of Article uee or Manu-
Item facture of the

United States
of America

92 Fruits, fresh, in their natural state:-
* (a) Apricots . . . March to December, inclusive 10 p. a.

(1% cts. per lb.)
* (b) Cherries 10 p. 0.

(3 cts. per Ib.: 7 weeks)
(c) Cranberries 10 p. e.

but not less than, per pound 1½ cts.
* (d) Peaches . . . May to November, inclusive 10 p. c.

(1% cts. per Ib.: 9 weeks)
* (e) Pears . . . May to January, inclusive 10 p. a.

(1 ct. per lb.: 15 weeks)
* (f) Plums and prunes . . . May to November,

inclusive 10 p. e.
(Plums: 1 et. per lb.: 10 weeks)
(Prunes: 1 ct. per lb.: 8 weeks)

* (g) Strawberries 10 p. e.
(1% cts. per lb.: 6 weeks)

* Raspberries and loganberries 10 p. c.
(2 cts. per lb.: 6 weeks)

(h) Berries, edible, n. o. p. 10 p. c.
(i) Quinces and nectarines . . . June to February,

inclusive 10 p. c.
93 * Apples, fresh, in their natural state 15 p. c.

(% ct. per lb.)
94 Grapes, fresh, in their natural state, the weight of the

packages to be included in the weight for duty ... July
to January, inclusive per pound 1 ct.

95 *Cantaloupes and muskmelons 10 p. e.
(1l 4 cts. per lb.: 8 weeks)

95a Melons, n. o. p. each 2 cts.

96 Fruits, fresh, in their natural state, n. o. p. 10 p. F .

ex 96 Avocados or alligator pears Free
Provided:
That, as regards such of those articles dutiable

under tariff items 84, ex 85, 87, 92, 93 and 95, as are
marked with an asterisk in this Schedule, Canada
reserves the right to fix the value for duty at a figure
exceeding the invoice value by not more than the
amount set forth in the parentheses following the
descriptions of the several articles;

The values so fixed shall not be maintained in force
in any twelve months ending March 31 for a period in
excess of the number of weeks set forth in the paren-
theses following the descriptions of the several articles;
provided, however, as regards articles dutiable under
sub-items (d) and (e) of tariff item 87, the number of
weeks during which the value so fixed may be main-
tained in force may be divided into not more than two
separate periods, the combined duration of which shall
not exceed the number of weeks set forth in the paren-
theses following the descriptions of the articles-

Provided further, that Canada reserves the right, after
consultation with the United States of America, to
substitute, in whole or in part, for the system of pro-
tection of these fruits and vegetables by means of
advances in values for duty purposes, a system of
specific duties which shall not be more burdensome on
imports from the United States of America than that
provided for in this Agreement.

99a Plums or prunes, dried, unpitted per pound 1 et.
When in packages weighing two pounds each, or less, the

weight of such packages to be included in the weight
for duty.
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92 Fruits, fresh, in their natural state:— 
* (a) Apricots . . . March to December, inclusive 10 P. a. 

(1% eta. per lb.) 
* (b) Cherries 10 p. o. 

(3 eta, per lb.: 7 weeks) 
(c) Cranberries 10 p. c. 

but not less than, per pound 1% eta. 
* (d) Peaches . . . May to November, inclusive 10 p. c. 

(1% eta. per lb.: 9 weeks) 
* (e) Pears . . . May to January, inclusive 10 p. o. 

(1 ct. per lb.: 15 weeks) 
* (f) Plums and prunes . . . May to November, 

inclusive 10 p. e. 
(Plums: 1 ct. per lb.: 10 weeks) 
(Prunes: 1 et. per lb.: 8 weeks) 

* (g) Strawberries 10 P. c. 
(1% cts. per lb.: 6 weeks) 

* Raspberries and loganberries 10 P. C. 
(2 eta, per lb.: 6 weeks) 

(h) Berries, edible, n. o. p. 10 p. c. 
(i) Quinces and nectarines . . . June to February, 

inclusive 10 p. C. 
93 * Apples, fresh, in their natural state 15 p. c. 

(% ct. per lb.) 
94 Grapes, fresh, in their natural state, the weight of the 

packages to be included in the weight for duty . . . July 
to January, inclusive per pound 1 et. 

95 *Cantaloupes and muskmelons 10 p. e. 
(1% eta. per lb.: 8 weeks) 

95a Melons, n. o. P. each 2 eta. 
96 Fruits, fresh, in their natural state, n. o. p. 10 p. a. 

ex 96 Avocados or alligator pears Free 
Provided: 
That, as regards such of those articles dutiable 

under tariff items 84, ex 85, 87, 92, 93 and 95, as are 
marked with an asterisk in this Schedule, Canada 
reserves the right to fix the value for duty at a figure 
exceeding the invoice value by not more than the 
amount set forth in the parentheses following the 
descriptions of the several articles; 
The values so fixed shall not be maintained in force 

in any twelve months ending March 31 for a period in 
excess of the number of weeks set forth in the paren-
theses following the descriptions of the several articles; 
provided, however, as regards articles dutiable under 
sub-items (d) and (e) of tariff item 87, the number of 
weeks during which the value so fixed may be main-
tained in force may be divided into not more than two 
separate periods, the combined duration of which shall 
not exceed the number of weeks set forth in the paren-
theses following the descriptions of the articles; 

Provided further, that Canada reserves the right, after 
consultation with the United States of America, to 
substitute, in whole or In part, for the system of pro-
tection of these fruits and vegetables by means of 
advances in values for duty purposes, a system of 
specific duties which shall not be more burdensome on 
imports from the United States of America than that 
provided for in this Agreement. 

99a Plums or prunes, dried, unpitted per pound 1 et. 
When in packages weighing two pounds each, or less, the 

weight of such packages to be included in the weight 
for duty. 
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Rate of Duty
Number of on Goods the
Canadian Growth, Prod-

Tariff Description of Article uce or Manu-
Item facture of the

United States
of America

99b Fruits, dried, desiccated, evaporated or dehydrated,
n. o. p. 15 p. c.

99d Dates, dried, unpitted, in bulk per pound X ct.
99f Figs, dried per pound H ct.

When in packages weighing two pounds each, or less, the
weight of such packages to be included in the weight
for duty.

99g Apricots, nectarines, pears and peaches, dried, desiccated,
evaporated or dehydrated 22% p. c.

100a Grape fruit, n. o. p. per pound % ct.
101 Oranges, n. o. p.-

December to April, inclusive Free
May to November, inclusive per cubic foot 35 cts.
Provided, that Canada reserves the right to substi-

tute for the above item the following:-
101 Oranges, n. o. p.:-

January to July, inclusive Free
August to December, inclusive per cubic foot 35 cts.

101a Lemons Free
ex 105b Olives, ripe, in
ex 105c brine 10 p. c.

106 Fruits, prepared, in air-tight cans or other air-tight con-
tainers, the weight of the containers to be included in
the weight for duty:-

(a) Peaches per pound 3% cts.
Apricots and pears per pound 3 cts.

(b) Pineapples per pound 3 cts.
(c) N. o. p. per pound 3 cts.

108 Honey, in the comb or otherwise, and imitations thereof
per pound 1% cts.

ex 109 Nuts of all kinds, n. o. p., but not including shelled
peanuts, n. o. p. per pound 1 ct.

ex 114 Nuts, shelled, n. o. p., but not including shelled almonds,
peanuts or walnuts per pound 2 cts.

115 Mackerel, herring, salmon and all other fish, n. o. p.,
fresh, salted, pickled, smoked, dried or boneless

per pound % ct.
116 Halibut, fresh, pickled or salted per pound 1 ct.
117 Fish livers, fresh, salted or in

ex 133 preservative medium Free
ex 123a Shrimps in sealed containers 15 p. c.

124 Oysters, shelled, in bulk per gallon 5 cts.
128 Oysters in the shell 15 p. c.
141 Sugar candy and confectionery, n. o. p., including sweet-

ened gums, candied popcorn, candied nuts, flavouring
powders, custard powders, jelly powders, sweetmeats,
sweetened breads, cakes, pies, puddings and all other
confections containing sugar, the weight of the wrap-
pings and cartons to be included in the weight for duty

per pound % ct.
and 30 p. c.

143a Cigarettes, the weight of the paper covering to be in-
cluded in the weight for duty per pound $3.00

and 15 p. c.
ex 152 Fruit juices, n. o. p., not including lime, orange, lemon or

passion fruit juices 15 p. c.
ex 152 Fruit syrups, n. o. p. 20 p. c.
ex 156 Whiskey (subject to the provisos attaching to tariff items

156 and 156a) per gallon of the strength of proof $6.00
ex 167 Barley malt, whole, crushed or ground, upon entry for

warehouse subject to excise regulations per pound % ct.
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99b Fruits, dried, desiccated, evaporated or dehydrated, 
n. o. p. 15 p. c. 

99d Dates, dried, unpitt,ed, in bulk per pound % et. 
99f Figs, dried per pound % et. 

When in packages weighing two pounds each, or less, the 
weight of such packages to be included in the weight 
for duty. 

99g Apricots, nectarines, pears and peaches, dried, desiccated, 
evaporated or dehydrated 22% p. (3. 

100a Grape fruit, n. o. p. per pound % ct. 
101 Oranges, n. o. p.:— 

December to April, inclusive Free 
May to November, inclusive per cubic foot 85 eta. 
Provided, that Canada reserves the right to substi-

tute for the above item the following:-
101 Oranges, n. o. p.:— 

January to July, inclusive Free 
August to December, inclusive per cubic foot 35 ets. 

101a Lemons Free 
ex 105b Olives, ripe, in 
ex 105e brine 10 p. c. 

106 Fruits, prepared, in air-tight cans or other air-tight con-
tainers, the weight of the containers to be included in 
the weight for duty:— 

(a) Peaches per pound 3% etc. 
Apricots and pears per pound 3 etc. 

b) Pineapples per pound 3 etc. 
c) N. o. p. per pound 3 etc. 

108 Honey, in the comb or otherwise, and imitations thereof 
per pound 1% eta. 

ex 109 Nuts of all kinds, n. o. p., but not including shelled 
peanuts, n. o. p. per pound 1 ct. 

ex 114 Nuts, shelled, n. o. p., but not including shelled almonds, 
peanuts or walnuts per pound 2 eta. 

115 Mackerel, herring, salmon and all other fish, n. o. p., 
fresh, salted, pickled, smoked, dried or boneless 

per pound % et. 
116 Halibut, fresh, pickled or salted per pound 1 et. 
117 Fish livers, fresh, salted or in 

ex 133 preservative medium Free 
ex 123a Shrimps in sealed containers 15 p. e. 

124 Oysters, shelled, in bulk per gallon 5 ets. 
128 Oysters in the shell 15 p. c. 
141 Sugar candy and confectionery, n. o. p., including sweet-

ened gums, candied popcorn, candied nuts, flavouring 
powders, custard powders, jelly powders, sweetmeats, 
sweetened breads, cakes, pies, puddings and all other 
confections containing sugar, the weight of the wrap-
pings and cartons to be included in the weight for duty 

per pound % ct. 
and 30 p. c. 

143a Cigarettes, the weight of the paper covering to be in-
cluded in the weight for duty per pound $3.00 

and 15 p. c. 
ex 152 Fruit juices, n. o. p., not including lime, orange, lemon or 

passion fruit juices 15 p. e. 
ex 152 Fruit syrups, n. o. p. 20 p. c. 
ex 156 Whiskey (subject to the provisos attaching to tariff items 

156 and 156a) per gallon of the strength of proof $6.00 
ex 167 Barley malt, whole, crushed or ground, upon entry for 

warehouse subject to excise regulations per pound Ye et. 
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169 Books, viz.:-Novels or works of fiction, or literature of
a similar character, unbound or paper bound or in
sheets, but not to include Christmas annuals, or pub-
lications commonly known as juvenile and toy books 10 p. c.

ex 169 Books, periodicals and pamphlets, or parts thereof,
ex 171 printed, bound, unbound, or in sheets, (not to include
ex 184 blank account books, copy books, or books to be

written or drawn upon) in any other than the English
language Free

ex 169 Periodical publications, unbound or paper bound, printed
184a and issued at regular intervals, not less frequently than
184b four times a year, and bearing dates of issue Free
184c
184d

ex 174 Tourist literature issued by national or state governments
or departments thereof, boards of trade, chambers of
commerce, municipal and automobile associations, and
similar organizations Free

ex 178 Advertising and printed matter, whether imported by
ex 178a mail or otherwise, when in individual packages valued

at not more than $1.00 each and when not imported
for sale or in a manner designed to evade payment of
customs duties Free

179 Labels for cigar boxes, fruits, vegetables, meats, fish, con-
fectionery or other goods or wares; shipping, price or
other tags, tickets or labels, and railroad or other
tickets, whether lithographed or printed, or partly
printed, n. o. p. 27% p. c.

180 Photographs, chromos, chromotypes, artotypes, oleo-
graphs, paintings, drawings, pictures, decalcomania
transfers of all kinds, n. o. p., engravings or prints or
proofs therefrom, and similar works of art, n. o. p.;
blueprints, building plans, maps, and charts, n. o. p. 20 p. c.

181 Bank notes, bonds, bills of exchange, cheques, promissory
notes, drafts and all similar work, unsigned, and cards
or other commercial blank forms printed or litho-
graphed, or printed from steel or copper or other
plates, and other printed matter, n. o. p. 27% p. c.

131a Pictorial post-cards, greeting cards and similar artistic
cards or folders 30 p. c.

ex 184 Newspapers, unbound, n. o. p.; tailors', milliners' and
mantle-makers' fashion plates, when imported in single
copies in sheet form with periodical trade journals Free

187 Albumenizcd and other papers and films chemically pre-
pared for photographers use, n. o. p. 20 p. c.

192 Tarred paper and prepared roofings (including shingles),
fibreboard, strawboard, sheathing and insulation,
manufactured wholly or in part of vegetable fibres,
n. o. p.; blotting paper, not printed nor illustrated 22% p. c.

192b Sandpaper, glass or flint paper, and emery paper or emery
cloth 20 p.c.

192d Electrical insulating pressboard, not less than .040 inch in
thickness 12% p. c.

195 Paper hanging or wall papers, including borders or bor-
dering 30 . c.

197 Paper of all kinds, n. o. p. 22p. c.
ex 197 Electric cable insulating paper, .0045 inch or less in

thickness, and condenser tissue paper 10 p. c.
197b Wrapping paper of all kinds, not pasted, coated or em-

bossed 25 p. c.
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169 Books, viz.:—Novels or works of fiction, or literature of 
a similar character, unbound or paper bound or in 
sheets, but not to include Christmas annuals, or pub-
lications commonly known as juvenile and toy books 10 P. c. 

ex 169 Books, periodicals and pamphlets, or parts thereof, 
ex 171 printed, bound, unbound, or in sheets, (not to include 
ex 184 blank account books, copy books, or books to be 

written or drawn upon) in any other than the English 
language Free 

ex 169 Periodical publications, unbound or paper bound, printed 
184a and issued at regular intervals, not less frequently than 
184b four times a year, and bearing dates of issue Free 
184c 
184d 

ex 174 Tourist literature issued by national or state governments 
or departments thereof, boards of trade, chambers of 
commerce, municipal and automobile associations, and 
similar organizations Free 

ex 178 Advertising and printed matter, whether imported by 
ex 178a mail or otherwise, when in individual packages valued 

at not more than $1.00 each and when not imported 
for sale or in a manner designed to evade payment of 
customs duties Free 

179 Labels for cigar boxes, fruits, vegetables, meats, fish, con-
fectionery or other goods or wares; shipping, price or 
other tags, tickets or labels, and railroad or other 
tickets, whether lithographed or printed, or partly 
printed, n. o. p. 27% p. c. 

180 Photographs, chromos, chromotypes, artotypes, oleo-
graphs, paintings, drawings, pictures, decalcomania 
transfers of all kinds, n. o. p., engravings or prints or 
proofs therefrom, and similar works of art, n. o. p.; 
blueprints, building plans, maps, and charts, n. o. p. 20 P. c. 

181 Bank notes, bonds, bills of exchange, cheques, promissory 
notes, drafts and all similar work, unsigned, and cards 
or other commercial blank forms printed or litho-
graphed, or printed from steel or copper or other 
plates, and other printed matter, n. o. p. 27% p. c. 

181a Pictorial post-cards, greeting cards and similar artistic 
cards or folders 30 p. c. 

ex 184 Newspapers, unbound, n. o. p.; tailors', milliners' and 
mantle-makers' fashion plates, when imported in single 
copies in sheet form with periodical trade journals Free 

187 Albumenized and other papers and films chemically pre-
pared for photographers use, n. o. p. 20 p. is. 

192 Tarred paper and prepared roofings (including shingles), 
fibreboard, strawboard, sheathing and insulation, 
manufactured wholly or in part of vegetable fibres, 
n. o. p.; blotting paper, not printed nor illustrated 22% p. c. 

192b Sandpaper, glass or flint paper, and emery paper or emery 
cloth 20 p.c. 

192d Electrical insulating pressboard, not less than .040 inch in 
thickness 12% p. c. 

195 Paper hanging or wall papers, including borders or bor-
dering 30 p. c. 

197 Paper of all kinds, n. o. p. 22% p. c. 
ex 197 Electric cable insulating paper, .0045 inch or less in 

thickness, and condenser tissue paper 10 p. C. 
197b Wrapping paper of all kinds, not pasted, coated or em-

bossed 25 p. c. 
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198 Ruled and border and coated papers, boxed papers, pads
not printed, papier-machS ware, n. o. p. 27% p. c.

199 Papeteries, envelopes, and all manufactures of paper,
n. o. p. 27,% p. c.

199b Containers wholly or partially manufactured from fibre-
board or paperboard per pound 1 ot.

Provided, that in no case shall the rate of duty be
less than 25 p. o.

199o Waxed stencil paper for use on duplicating machines 27A p. a.
200 Pulp of wood, of straw or of any other vegetable fibre Free
206a Biological products, animal or vegetable, n. o. p., for

parenteral administration in the diagnosis or treatment
of diseases of man, when manufactured under licence
of the Department of Pensions and National Health
under regulations prescribed by the Food and Drugs
Act; and biological products, animal or vegetable,
n. o. p., for parenteral administration in the diagnosis
or treatment of diseases of animals or poultry, when
imported under permit of the veterinary director
general Free

ex 208 Sulphur and brimstone, crude or in roll or flour Free
ex 208j Nitrate of ammonia, when imported for use in the manu-

facture of nitrous oxide 10 p. c.
208t All chemicals and drugs, when of a kind not produced in

Canada, which were on August 20, 1932, dutiable at
rates of 16, 25, and 25 p. c., under Tariff Item 711 17% p. c.

ex 208t Bicarbonate of soda 12% p. c.
ex 208t Methyl ethyl ketone; isopropyl acetate; butyl alcohol 25 p. c.

208u Xanthates and sulpho-thio-phosphoric (dithio-phos-
phoric) compounds, for use in the process of concen-
trating ores, metals or minerals Free

210 (i) Peroxide of soda; silicate of soda in crystals or
in solution; nitrate of soda or cubic nitre,
n. o. p.; sulphide of sodium, nitrite of soda;
arseniate, binarseniate, bisuiphite and stan-
nate of soda; prussiate of soda 15 p a.

(ii) Bichromate, sulphite and chlorate of soda 12~ p. a.
210e Nitrate of soda or cubic nitre when imported for use as a

fertilizer or as a flux in the reduction of electrolytic
copper slimes, or for use in the curing and pickling of
meats or in the manufacture of vitreous glazes and
enamel frits, or when imported by manufacturers of
explosives for use exclusively in the manufacture of
explosives, in their own factories Free

212 Sulphate of alumina or alum cake; and alum in bulk,
ground or unground, but not calcined 15 p. a.

216 Acids, n. o. p., of a kind not produced in Canada 20 p. a.
216d Phthalic anhydride, adipic, abietic, maleic and succinic

acids and ethylene glycol, when imported by manu-
facturers of synthetic resins, for use exclusively in the
manufacture of synthetic resins, in their own factories Free

219a Non-alcoholic preparations or chemicals, for disinfecting,
dipping, spraying or fumigating, n. o. p.:-

(i) When in packages not exceeding three pounds
each, gross weight 22%5 p. o,

(ii) Otherwise 7% p. c.
219d Sulphuric ether; chloroform, n. o. p.; preparations of

vinyl ether for anaesthetic purposes 20 p. c.
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198 Ruled and border and coated papers, boxed papers, pads 
not printed, papier-macha ware, n. o. p. 27% p. c. 

199 Papeteries, envelopes, and all manufactures of paper, 
27% p. a. n. o. p. 

199b Containers wholly or partially manufactured from fibre-
board or paperboard per pound 1 at. 

Provided, that in no case shall the rate of duty be 
less than 25 p. o. 

1990 Waxed stencil paper for use on duplicating machines 27% p. a. 
200 Pulp of wood, of straw or of any other vegetable fibre Free 
206a Biological products, animal or vegetable, n. o. p., for 

parenteral administration in the diagnosis or treatment 
of diseases of man, when manufactured under licence 
of the Department of Pensions and National Health 
under regulations prescribed by the Food and Drugs 
Act; and biological products, animal or vegetable, 
n. o. p., for parenteral administration in the diagnosis 
or treatment of diseases of animals or poultry, when 
imported under permit of the veterinary director 

Free ex 208 general Sulphur and brimstone, crude or in roll or flour 
ex 208j Nitrate of ammonia, when imported for use in the manu-

facture of nitrous oxide 10 p. a. 
208t All chemicals and drugs, when of a kind not produced in 

Canada, which were on August 20, 1932, dutiable at 
rates of 15, 25, and 25 p. c., under Tariff Item 711 17% p. e. 

ex 208t Bicarbonate of soda 12% p. 0. 
ex 208t Methyl ethyl ketone- isopropyl acetate; butyl alcohol 25 p. a. 

208u Xanthates and sulpho-thio-phosphoric (dithio-phos-
phonic) compounds, for use in the process of concen-
trating ores, metals or minerals Free 

210 (i) Peroxide of soda; silicate of soda in crystals or 
in solution; nitrate of soda or cubic nitre, 
n. o. p.; sulphide of sodium; nitrite of soda; 
arseniate, binarseniate, bisulphite and stan-

., nate of soda; prussiate of soda 15 p a. 
(Ii) Bichromate, sulphite and chlorate of soda 12% p. o. 

210e Nitrate of soda or cubic nitre when imported for use as a 
fertilizer or as a flux in the reduction of electrolytic 
copper slimes, or for use in the curing and pickling of 
meats or in the manufacture of vitreous glazes and 
enamel frits, or when imported by manufacturers of 
explosives for use exclusively in the manufacture of 
explosives, in their own factories Free 

212 Sulphate of alumina or alum cake; and alum in bulk, 
ground or unground, but not calcined 15 p. o. 

216 Acids, n. o. p., of a kind not produced in Canada 20 p. o. 
216d Phthalie anhydride, adiple, abietic, maleic and suceinic 

acids and ethylene glycol, when imported by manu-
facturers of synthetic resins, for use exclusively in the 
manufacture of synthetic resins, in their own factories Free 

219a Non-alcoholic preparations or chemicals, for disinfecting, 
dipping, spraying or fumigating, n. o. p. :-

0) When in packages not exceeding three pounds 
each, gross weight 22% p. o. 

(ii) Otherwise 7% P. a. 
219d Sulphuric ether; chloroform, n. o. p.; preparations of 

vinyl ether for anaesthetic purposes 20 p. a. 
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Canadian Growth, Prod-
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United States
of America

220 An medicinal, chemical and pharmaceutical preparations,
compounded of more than one substance, including
patent and proprietary preparations, tinctures, pills,
powders, troches, lozenges, filled gelatine capsules,
tablets, syrups, cordials, bitters, anodynes, tonics,
plasters, liniments, salves, ointments, pastes, drops,
waters, essences and oils, n. o. p.-

(a) When dry 20 p. c.
(b) Liquid, when containing not more than two and

one-half per centum of proof spirit 272 p. c.
Provided that drugs, pill-mass and preparations,

not including pills or medicinal plasters, recognized by
the British or United States pharmacopoeia, the Cana-
dian Formulary or the French Codex as officinal, shall
not be held to be covered by this item.

220 ex (b) Dextrose (glucose) solutions, prepared, for paren-
teral administration in therapeutic treatments Free

ex 228 Soap powders, powdered soap, mineral soap, and soap,
n. o. p., not including toilet soap 25 p. c.

234 Perfumery, including toilet preparations, non-alcoholic,
viz., hair oils, tooth and other powders and washes,
pomatums, pastes and all other perfumed preparations,
n. o. p., used for the hair, mouth or skin 30 p. c.

236 Surgical dressings, antiseptic or aseptic, including ab-
sorbent cotton, lint, lamb's wool, tow, jute, oakum,
woven fabric of cotton weighing not more than seven
and one-half pounds per one hundred square yards,
whether imported singly or in combination one with
another, but not stitched or otherwise manufactured;
surgical trusses and suspensory bandages of all kinds;
sanitary napkins, and abdominal supports 20 p. c.

237 (c) Synthetic resins, n. o. p., in liquid, powder, granular,
or lump form; or in tubes, cylinders, strips, sheets,
plates, blocks, bars, rods, angles, channels, tees or other
shapes or sections, not further manufactured than
moulded, extruded or pressed, when for use in Canadian
manufactures Free

238a Manufactures of pyroxylin plastics, or of which pyroxylin
plastic is the component of chief value, n. o. p. 27H p. a.

238b Cellulose nitrate or pyroxylin plastics, in tubes, cylinders,
balls, strips, sheets, plates, blocks, bars, rods, angles,
channels, tees or other shapes or sections, not further
manufactured than moulded or pressed, when for use
in Canadian manufactures Free

238c Moulding compositions of cellulose acetate or other
derivatives of cellulose, in powder or granular form Free

239 Lamp black, carbon black, ivory black and bone black Free
242 Dry red lead; orange mineral; antimony oxide, titanium

oxide, and zinc oxide such as zinc white and lithopone;
white pigments containing not less than 14 per cent by
weight of titanium dioxide 15 p. e.

243 Dry white lead 20 p. c.
244 White lead ground in oil 25 p. c.
246 Oxides, fireproofs, rough stuff, fillers, laundry blueing, and

colours, dry, n. o. p. 20 p. c.
247 Liquid fillers, anti-corrosive and anti-fouling paints, and

ground and liquid paints, n. o. p. 25 p. c.
ex 247a Artists' and school children's colours; fitted boxes con-

taining the same 25 p. c.
248 Paints and colours, ground in spirits, and all spirit var-

nishes and lacquers per gallon 85 cts.
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220 All medicinal, chemical and pharmaceutical preparations, 
compounded of more than one substance, including 
patent and proprietary preparations, tinctures, pills, 
powders, troches, lozenges, filled gelatine capsules, 
tablets, syrups, cordials, bitters, anodynes, tonics, 
plasters, liniments, salves, ointments, pastes, drops, 
waters, essences and oils, n. o. p.:— 

(a) When dry 20 p. c. 
(b) Liquid, when containing not more than two and 

one-half per centum of proof spirit 27)4 p. c. 
Provided that drugs, pill-mass and preparations, 

not including pills or medicinal plasters, recognized by 
the British or United States pharmacopoeia, the Cana-
dian Formulary or the French Codex as officinal, shall 
not be held to be covered by this item. 

220 ex (b) Dextrose (glucose) solutions, prepared, for paren-
teral administration in therapeutic treatments Free 

ex 228 Soap powders, powdered soap, mineral soap, and soap, 
n. o. p., not including toilet soap 25 p. c. 

234 Perfumery, including toilet preparations, non-alcoholic, 
viz., hair oils, tooth and other powders and washes, 
pomatums, pastes and all other perfumed preparations, 
n. o. p., used for the hair, mouth or skin 30 p. c. 

236 Surgical dressings, antiseptic or aseptic, including ab-
sorbent cotton, lint, lamb's wool, tow, jute, oakum, 
woven fabric of cotton weighing not more than seven 
and one-half pounds per one hundred square yards, 
whether imported singly or in combination one with 
another, but not stitched or otherwise manufactured; 
surgical trusses and suspensory bandages of all kinds; 
sanitary napkins, and abdominal supports 20 p. c. 

237 (c) Synthetic resins, n. o. p., in liquid, powder, granular, 
or lump form; or in tubes, cylinders, strips, sheets, 
plates, blocks, bars, rods, angles, channels, tees or other 
shapes or sections, not further manufactured than 
moulded, extruded or pressed, when for use in Canadian 
manufactures Free 

238a Manufactures of pyroxylin plastics, or of which pyroxylin 
plastic is the component of chief value, n. o. p. 27% p. c. 

238b Cellulose nitrate or pyroxylin plastics, in tubes, cylinders, 
balls, strips, sheets, plates, blocks, bars, rods, angles, 
channels, tees or other shapes or sections, not further 
manufactured than moulded or pressed, when for use 
in Canadian manufactures Free 

238c Moulding compositions of cellulose acetate or other 
derivatives of cellulose, in powder or granular form Free 

239 Lamp black, carbon black, ivory black and bone black Free 
242 Dry red lead; orange mineral; antimony oxide, titanium 

oxide, and zinc oxide such as zinc white and lithopone; 
white pigments containing not less than 14 per cent by 
weight of titanium dioxide 15 p. 0. 

243 Dry white lead 20 p. a. 
244 White lead ground in oil 25 p. c. 
246 Oxides, fireproofs, rough stuff, fillers, laundry blueing, and 

colours, dry, n. o. p. 20 p. c. 
247 Liquid fillers, anti-corrosive and anti-fouling paints, and 

ground and liquid paints, n. o. p. 25 p. 0. 
ex 247a Artists' and school children's colours; fitted boxes con-

taining the same 25 p. c. 
248 Paints and colours, ground in spirits, and all spirit var-

nishes and lacquers per gallon 85 eta 
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249 Varnishes, lacquers, japans, japan driers, liquid driers,
and oil finish, n. o. p. per gallon 15 cts.

and 20 p. o.
252 Shoe blacking; shoemakers' ink; shoe, harness and

leather dressing, and knife or other polish or com-
position, n. o. p. 22% p. e.

256 Printing ink 172 p. c.
261 Turpentine, spirits of Free
272 Refined petroleum jellies and oils, for toilet, medicinal,

edible, or similar purposes 20 p. c.
274 Petroleum coke Free

ex 281 Firebrick containing not less than ninety per cent of
silica; magnesite firebrick or chrome firebrick; other
firebrick valued at not less than one hundred dollars
per one thousand, rectangular shaped, the dimensions
of each not to exceed one hundred and twenty-five
cubic inches, but not including firebrick made substan-
tially of silicon carbide and/or fused alumina, for use
exclusively in the construction or repair of a furnace,
kiln or other equipment of a manufacturing establish-
ment Free

281a Firebrick, n. o. p., of a class or kind not made in Canada,
for use exclusively in the construction or repair of a
furnace, kiln, or other equipment of a manufacturing
establishment 12 p. o.

281b Firebrick, n. o. p. 20 p. c.282 Building brick and paving brick 15 p. c.282a Manufactures of clay or cement, n. o. p. 20 p. c.
284 Drain pipes, sewer pipes and earthenware fittings there-

for, chimney linings or vents, chimney tops and in-
verted blocks, glazed or unglazed, n. o. p.; earthenware
tiles, n. o. p. 30 p. .288a Chemical stoneware composed of a non-absorbent vitri-
fied body specially compounded to resist acids or other
corrosive reagents 20 p. .288b Hand forms of porcelain, when imported by manufac-
turers for use exclusively in the manufacture of rubber
gloves in their own factories 20 p. e.289 Baths, bathtubs, basins, closets, lavatories, urinals, sinks
and laundry tubs of earthenware, stone, cement, clay
or other material, n. o. p. 27 p. a.

296e Magnesium carbonate, imported for use in the com-
pounding or manufacture of rubber products 20 p. e296d Feldspar, ground but not further manufactured 15 p. a

305 Flagstone, sandstone and all building stone, not ham-
mered, sawn or chiselled, and marble and granite,
rough, not hammered or chiselled 12 p. a.

306 Marble, sawn or sand rubbed, not polished- granite,
sawn; paving blocks of stone; flagstone and building
stone, other than marble or granite, sawn on not more
than two sides 20 p.

312 Asbestos in any form other than crude, and all manufac-
312a tures thereof, n. o. p. 20 p. .
315 Carbons or carbon electrodes over three inches in circum-

ference or outside measurement and not exceeding
thirty-five inches in circumference or outside measure-
ment; carbons of a class or kind not produced in Canada,
when imported for use in the manufacture of dry
batteries and dry cells Free
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249 Varnishes, lacquers, japans, japan driers, liquid driers, 
and oil finish, n. o. p. per gallon 15 eta. 

and 20 p. c. 
252 Shoe blacking; shoemakers' ink; shoe, harness and 

leather dressing, and knife or other polish or com-
position, n. o. p. 22% p. o. 

256 Printing ink 17% p. c. 
261 Turpentine, spirits of Free 
272 Refined petroleum jellies and oils, for toilet, medicinal, 

edible, or similar purposes 20 p. a. 
274 Petroleum coke Free 

ex 281 Firebrick containing not less than ninety per cent of 
silica; magnesite firebrick or chrome firebrick; other 
firebrick valued at not less than one hundred dollars 
per one thousand, rectangular shaped, the dimensions 
of each not to exceed one hundred and twenty-five 
cubic inches, but not including firebrick made substan-
tially of silicon carbide and/or fused alumina, for use 
exclusively in the construction or repair of a furnace, 
kiln or other equipment of a manufacturing establish-
ment Free 

281a Firebrick, n. o. p., of a class or kind not made in Canada, 
for use exclusively in the construction or repair of a 
furnace, kiln, or other equipment of a manufacturing 
establishment 12% p. o. 

281b Firebrick, n. o. p. 20 p. a. 
282 Building brick and paving brick 15 p. a. 
282a Manufactures of clay or cement, n. o. p. 20 p. c. 
284 Drain pipes, sewer pipes and earthenware fittings there-

for, chimney linings or vents, chimney tops and in-
verted blocks, glazed or unglazed, n. o. p.; earthenware 
tiles, n. 0. p. 30 p. a. 

288a Chemical stoneware composed of a non-absorbent vitri-
fied body specially compounded to resist acids or other 
corrosive reagents 20 p. a. 

288b Hand forms of porcelain, when imported by manufac-
turers for use exclusively in the manufacture of rubber 
gloves in their own factories 20 p. o. 

289 Baths, bathtubs, basins, closets, lavatories, urinals, sinks 
and laundry tubs of earthenware, stone, cement, clay 
or other material, n. o. p. 27% p. a. 

296c Magnesium carbonate, imported for use in the com-
pounding or manufacture of rubber products 20 p. a. 

296d Feldspar, ground but not further manufactured 15 p. a. 
305 Flagstone, sandstone and all building atone, not ham-

mered, sawn or chiselled, and marble and granite, 
rough, not hammered or chiselled 12% p. c. 

306 Marble, sawn or sand rubbed, not polished; granite, 
sawn; paving blocks of stone; flagstone and building 
stone, other than marble or granite, sawn on not more 
than two sides 20 p. a. 

312 Asbestos in any form other than crude, and all manufac-
312a tures thereof, n. o. p. 20 p. a. 

315 Carbons or carbon electrodes over three inches in circum-
ference or outside measurement and not exceeding 
thirty-five inches in circumference or outside measure-
ment; carbons of a class or kind not produced in Canada, 
when imported for use in the manufacture of dry 
batteries and dry cells Free 
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320 Plate glass, not bevelled, in sheets or panes not exceeding
seven square feet each, n. o. p. 20 p. o.

326 (i) Demijohns or carboys, bottles, flasks, phials,
jars and balls, of glass, not cut, n. o. p.; lamp
chimneys of glass, n. o. p.; decanters and
machine-made tumblers of glass, not cut nor
decorated, n. o. p. 27% p. e.

(ii) Opal glassware, glass tableware, cut glassware
and illuminating glassware, n. o. p. 25 . c.

326a Manufactures of glass, n. o. p. 17 p. e.
326e Articles of glass, not plate or sheet, designed to be cut or

mounted; articles of glassware, when imported by
manufacturers of silverware to be used in receptacles
made of or electro-plated with precious metals, in their
own factories Free

326g High thermal shock resisting glassware 15 p. c.
345 Zinc dust, strip and sheets; zinc plates for marine boilers;

sal ammoniac skimmings and seamless drawn tubing of
zinc Free

346 Zinc, manufactures of, n. o. p. 20 p. c.
ax 346 Zinc slugs or discs, when imported by manufacturers of

electric dry batteries for use in the manufacture of
seamless cups or shells for such batteries, in their own
factories Free

348c Brass scrap and brass in blocks, ingots or pigs; copper in
bars or rods, not less than six feet in length, unmanu-
factured, n. o. p.; copper in strips, sheets or plates, not
polished, planished or coated; brass or copper tubing,
in lengths not less than six feet, and not polished, bent or
otherwise manufactured 10 p. e.

350 Wire of all metals and kinds, n. o. p. 30 p. c.
351 Wire, single or several, covered with any material, includ-

ing cable so covered, n. o. p. 27% p. c.
352 Brass and copper nails, tacks, rivets and burrs or washers;

bells and gongs, n. o. p.; and manufactures of brass or
copper, n. o. p. 25 p. c.

ex 352 Metal parts in any degree of manufacture, coated or not,
ex 362c and wooden parts in the rough, when imported by
ex 432d manufacturers of spools, quills, pirns, bobbins and
ex 446a shuttles, for use in the manufacture of such articles, in
ex 506 their own factories 10 p. c.
ex 353 Aluminum and alloys thereof, crude or semi-fabricated,

viz.: Pigs, ingots, blocks, notch bars, slabs, billets and
blooms; bars, rods and wire; angles, channels, beams,
tees and other rolled or drawn sections and shapes;
pipes and tubes; plates, sheets and strips, including
circles 27% p. c.

354 Manufactures of aluminum, n. o. p. 27% p. c.
354a Kitchen or household hollow-ware of aluminum, n. o. p. 27% p. c.
357 Britannia metal, nickel silver, Nevada and German silver,

manufactures of, not plated, n. o. p. 25 p. c.
362 Articles consisting wholly or in part of sterling or other

silverware, n. o. p.; manufactures of gold or silver,
n. o. p. 32% p. c.

362a Metal parts, electro-plated, for loose-leaf binders 25 p. c.
362c Nickel-plated ware, gilt or electro-plated ware, n. o. p. 30 p. c.
367 Watch cases, and parts thereof, finished or unfinished 3 2  p. o.
368 Clocks, time recorders, clock movements, clockwork

mechanisms, and clock cases 30 p. c.
but not less than each 40 cts.

369 Parts of clock movements or of clockwork mechanisms,
finished or unfinished, not including plates 25 p. a.

98907°-39-- T 3-59
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320 Plate glass, not bevelled, in sheets or panes not exceeding 
seven square feet each, n. o. p. 20 p. o. 

326 (I) Demijohns or carboys, bottles, flasks, phials, 
jars and balls, of glass, not cut, n. o. p.; lamp 
chimneys of glass, n. o. p.; decanters and 
machine-made tumblers of glass, not cut nor 
decorated, n. o. p. 27% p. o. 

(ii) Opal glassware, glass tableware, cut glassware 
and illuminating glassware, n. o. p. 25 p. c. 

326a Manufactures of glass, n. o. p. 17% p. cc. 
326e Articles of glass, not plate or sheet, designed to be cut or 

mounted; articles of glassware, when imported by 
manufacturers of silverware to be used in receptacles 
made of or electro-plated with precious metals, in their 
own factories Free 

326g High thermal shock resisting glassware 15 P. c. 
345 Zinc dust, strip and sheets; zinc plates for marine boilers; 

sal ammoniac skimmings and seamless drawn tubing of 
zinc Free 

346 Zinc, manufactures of, n. o. p. 20 p. c. 
BS 346 Zinc slugs or discs, when imported by manufacturers of 

electric dry batteries for use in the manufacture of 
seamless cups or shells for such batteries, in their own 
factories Free 

348c Brass scrap and brass in blocks, ingots or pigs; copper in 
bars or rods, not less than six feet in length, unmanu-
factured, n. o. p.; copper in strips, sheets or plates, not 
polished, planished or coated; brass or copper tubing, 
in lengths not less than six feet, and not polished, bent or 
otherwise manufactured 10 p. c. 

350 Wire of all metals and kinds, n. o. p. 30 p. c. 
351 Wire, single or several, covered with any material, includ-

ing cable so covered, n. o. p. 27% p. c. 
352 Brass and copper nails, tacks, rivets and burrs or washers; 

bells and gongs, n. o. p.; and manufactures of brass or 
copper, n. o. p. 25 p. c. 

ex 352 Metal parts in any degree of manufacture, coated or not, 
ex 362e and wooden parts in the rough, when imported by 
ex 432d manufacturers of spools, quills, pirns, bobbins and 
ex 446a shuttles, for use in the manufacture of such articles, in 
ex 506 their own factories 10 p. o. 
ex 353 Aluminum and alloys thereof, crude or semi-fabricated, 

viz.: Pigs, ingots, blocks, notch bars, slabs, billets and 
blooms; bars, rods and wire; angles, channels, beams, 
tees and other rolled or drawn sections and shapes; 
pipes and tubes; plates, sheets and strips, including 
circles 27% p. C. 

354 Manufactures of aluminum, n. o. p. 27% p. c. 
354a Iiitchen or household hollow-ware of aluminum, n. o. p. 27% p. c. 
357 Britannia metal, nickel silver, Nevada and German silver, 

manufactures of, not plated, n. o. p. 25 p. c. 
362 Articles consisting wholly or in part of sterling or other 

silverware, n. o. p.; manufactures of gold or silver, 
n. o. p. 32% p. o. 

362a Metal parts, electro-plated, for loose-leaf binders 25 p. c. 
362o Nickel-plated ware, gilt or electro-plated ware, n. o. p. 30 p. c. 
367 Watch cases, and parts thereof, finished or unfinished 32% p. a. 
368 Clocks, time recorders, clock movements, clockwork 

mechanisms, and clock cases 30 p. c. 
but not less than each 40 eta. 

369 Parts of clock movements or of clockwork mechanisms, 
finished or unfinished, not including plates 25 p. e. 
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375 Ferro-alloys:--

(f) All alloys used in the manufacture of iron or steel,
n. o. p. 5 p. c.

377a Blooms, cogged ingots, slabs, billets, n. o. p., sheet bars, of
iron or steel, by whatever process made, n. o. p. per ton $4.00

377f Bars or rods, of iron or steel, hot rolled, viz.:- Rounds
over 47% inches in diameter and squares over 4 inches

per ton $6.00
378 Bars and rods, of iron or steel; billets, of iron or steel,

weighing less than 60 pounds per lineal yard:-
(a) Not further processed than hot rolled, n. o. p.

per ton $7.00
(c) Cold rolled, drawn, reeled, turned or ground,

n. o. p. 20 p. c.
(d) Hot rolled, valued at not less than 4 cents per

pound, n. o. p. 12% p.c.
380 Plates of iron or steel, hot or cold rolled:-

(a) Not more than 66 inches in width, n. o. p. per ton $8.00
(b) More than 66 inches in width, n. o. p. per ton $6.00

381 Sheets, of iron or steel, hot or cold rolled:-
(a) .080 inch or less in thickness, n. o. p. 20 p. c.
(b) More than .080 inch in thickness, n. o. p. per ton $6.00

382 Hoop, band or strip, of iron or steel:--
(a) Hot rolled, .080 inch or less in thickness, n. o. p. 12% p. a.
(b) Hot rolled, more than .080 inch in thickness,

n. o. p. per ton $7.00
383 Sheets, plates, hoop, band or strip, of iron or steel:-

(a) Coated with tin, of a class or kind not made in
Canada, n. o. p. 15 p. c.

(b) Coated with tin, n. o. p. 172 p. c.(c) Coated with zinc, n. o. p. 172 p. c.(d) Coated with metal or metals, n. o. p. 10 p. a.
384 Skelp of iron or steel, hot rolled, when imported by manu-

facturers of pipes and tubes for use exclusively in the
manufacture of pipes and tubes, in their own factories,
under regulations prescribed by the Minister:-

(a) Not more than 14 inches in width 5 p. a.
(b) More than 14 inches in width 5 p. a.385a Sheets, plates, hoop, band or strip, of rust, acid or heat

resisting steels, hot or cold rolled, polished or not, val-
ued at not less than five cents per pound 17 p. c

386 Sheets, plates, hoop, band or strip, of iron or steel, as
ex 442 hereunder defined, under regulations prescribed by the

Minister:-
(c) Sheets, plates, hoop, band or strip, hot rolled,

being mould boards, shares, cultivator or shoe
shapes, plough plates, land sides or disc circles,
when such rectangles, circles or sketches are
cut to shape but not moulded, punched,
polished or otherwise manufactured, when
imported by manufacturers of agricultural
implements for use exclusively in the manu-
facture of agricultural implements, in their
own factories Free

(m) (ii) Sheets, hoop, band or strip, of iron or steel,
hot rolled, when imported by manufac-
turers for use exclusively in the manu-
facture of sheets, hoop, band or strip,
coated with zinc or other metal or metals,
not including tin, in their own factories 17% p. a.
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375 Ferro-alloys:— 
(f) All alloys used in the manufacture of iron or steel, 

II. O. p. 5 p. c. 
377a Blooms, cogged ingots, slabs, billets, n. o. p., sheet bars, of 

iron or steel, by whatever process made, n. o. p. per ton $4.00 
377f Bars or rods, of iron or steel, hot rolled, viz.:— Rounds 

over 4% inches in diameter and squares over 4 inches 
per ton $6.00 

378 Bars and rods, of iron or steel; billets, of iron or steel, 
weighing less than 60 pounds per lineal yard:— 

(a) Not further processed than hot rolled, n. o. p. 
per ton $7.00 

(c) Cold rolled, drawn, reeled, turned or ground, 
n. o. p. 20 p. e. 

(d) Hot rolled, valued at not less than 4 cents per 
pound, n. o. p. 12% p. c. 

380 Plates of iron or steel, hot or cold rolled:— 
(a) Not more than 66 inches in width, n. o. p. per ton 88.00 
(b) More than 66 inches in width, n. o. p. per ton $6.00 

381 Sheets, of iron or steel, hot or cold rolled:— 
(a) .080 inch or less in thickness, n. o. p. 20 p. c. 
(b) More than .080 inch in thickness, n. o. p. per ton $6.00 

382 Hoop, band or strip, of iron or steel:— 
(a) Hot rolled, .080 inch or less in thickness, n. o. p. 12% p. e. 
(b) Hot rolled, more than .080 inch in thickness, 

n. 0. p. per ton $7.00 
383 Sheets, plates, hoop, band or strip, of iron or steel:— 

(a) Coated with tin, of a class or kind not made in 
Canada, n. o. p. 15 p. c. 

(b) Coated with tin, n. o. p. 17% p. c. 
(c) Coated with zinc, n. o. p. 17% p. c. 
(d) Coated with metal or metals, n. o. p. 10 p. c. 

384 Skelp of iron or steel, hot rolled, when imported by manu-
facturers of pipes and tubes for use exclusively in the 
manufacture of pipes and tubes, in their own factories, 
under regulations prescribed by the Minister:— 

(a) Not more than 14 inches in width 5 p. a. 
(b) More than 14 inches in width 

Sheets, plates, hoop, band or strip, of rust, acid or heat 517: 385a o. 
resisting steels, hot or cold rolled, polished or not, val-

p.  ued at not less than five cents per pound 
386 Sheets, plates, hoop, band or strip, of iron or steel, as 

ex 442 hereunder defined, under regulations prescribed by the 
Minister:— 

(c) Sheets, plates, hoop, band or strip, hot rolled, 
being mould boards, shares, cultivator or shoe 
shapes, plough plates, land sides or disc circles, 
when such rectangles, circles or sketches are 
cut to shape but not moulded, punched, 
polished or otherwise manufactured, when 
imported by manufacturers of agricultural 
implements for use exclusively in the manu-
facture of agricultural implements, in their Free 
own factories 

(m) (ii) Sheets, hoop, band or strip, of iron or steel, 
hot rolled, when imported by manufac-
turers for use exclusively in the manu-
facture of sheets, hoop, band or strip, 
coated with zinc or other metal or metals, 
not including tin, in their own factories 17% p. 0. 

Rate of Duty 
on Goods the 
Growth,Prod• 
uce or Manu-
facture of the 
United States 
of America 
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388 Iron or steel angles, beams, channels, columns, girders,
joists, tees, zees and other shapes or sections, not
punched, drilled or further manufactured than hot
rolled, weighing not less than 35 pounds per lineal yard,
n. o. p.; piling of iron or steel, not punched or drilled,
weighing not less than 35 pounds per lineal yard, in-
cluding interlocking sections, if any, used therewith,
n. o. p. per ton $3.00

388b Iron or steel angles, beams, channels, columns, girders,
joists, tees, zees and other shapes or sections, not
punched, drilled or further manufactured than hot
rolled, n. o. p.; piling of iron or steel, not punched or
drilled, including interlocking sections, if any, used
therewith, n. o. p. per ton $7.00

390 Castings, of iron, malleable, n. o. p. 22% p. c.
390a Castings, of iron, non-malleable, n. o. p. 22Y p. c.
390b Castings, of steel, n. o. p. 22% p. c.
390c Piston ring castings of steel, in the rough as from the

moulds Free
ex 392 Forged golf club heads of iron or steel, with or without

face or similar marking, but not ground, polished, plated
or otherwise finished 10 p. c.

392a Forgings of iron or steel, in any degree of manufacture,
hollow, machined or not, not less than 12 inches in
internal diameter; and all other forgings, solid or other-
wise, in any degree of manufacture, of a weight of 20
tons or over 20 p. c.

393 Tires, of steel, in the rough, not drilled or machined in
any manner, for railway vehicles, including locomotives
and tenders 7% p. c.

394 Axles and axle bars, n. o. p., and axle blanks, and parts
thereof, of iron or steel:-

(a) For railway vehicles, including locomotives and
tenders 25 p. a.

(b) For other vehicles, n. o. p. 30 p. c.
397 Pipes and tubes, of wrought iron or steel, plain or coated:-

(a) Welded or seamless, with plain or processed ends,
not more than 10'2 inches in diameter, n. o. p. 25 p. c.

(d) N. o. p. 20 p. c.
400 Fittings and couplings of iron or steel, of every description,

for iron or steel pipes and tubes; complete parts thereof 25 p. c.
401 ex (b) Wire, of rust or acid resisting steel, twisted or

stranded, for use exclusively in commercial fishing
operations 10 p. a.

402a Woven or welded wire fencing, of iron or steel, coated or
not, n. o. p.; wire cloth or wire netting, of iron or steel,
coated or not 30 p. c.

402b Woven netting, of iron or steel, coated, made from wire of
17 gauge or heavier, with meshes not smaller than one
inch and not larger than two inches, with specially
strengthened joints, when for use exclusively on fur
farms, under regulations prescribed by the Minister 20 p. c.

407a Chains, of iron or steel, n. o. p., and complete parts thereof 30 p. o.
408 Malleable sprocket chain and link belting chain of iron

or steel, including roller chain of all kinds for operating
on steel sprockets or gears, when imported by manu-
facturers of agricultural implements for use exclusively
in the manufacture of agricultural implements, in their
own factories, under regulations prescribed by the
Minister 5 p. c.

409 Cream separators and complete parts therefor, including
steel bowls 12% p. c.
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388 Iron or steel angles, beams, channels, columns, girders, 
joists, tees, zees and other shapes or sections, not 
punched, drilled or further manufactured than hot 
rolled, weighing not less than 35 pounds per lineal yard, 
n. o. p.; piling of iron or steel, not punched or drilled, 
weighing not less than 35 pounds per lineal yard, in-
cluding interlocking sections, if any, used therewith, 
n. o. p. per ton $3.00 

388b Iron or steel angles, beams, channels, columns, girders, 
joists, tees, zees and other shapes or sections, not 
punched, drilled or further manufactured than hot 
rolled, n. o. p.; piling of iron or steel, not punched or 
drilled, including interlocking sections, if any, used 
therewith, n. o. p. per ton $7.00 

390 Castings, of iron, malleable, n. o. p. 22% p. c. 
390a Castings, of iron, non-malleable, n. o. p. 22% p. c. 
390b Castings, of steel, n. o. p. 22% p. c. 
390e Piston ring castings of steel, in the rough as from the 

moulds Free 
ex 392 Forged golf club heads of iron or steel, with or without 

face or similar marking, but not ground, polished, plated 
or otherwise finished 10 p. c. 

392a Forgings of iron or steel, in any degree of manufacture, 
hollow, machined or not, not less than 12 inches in 
internal diameter; and all other forgings, solid or other-
wise, in any degree of manufacture, of a weight of 20 
tons or over 20 p. 0. 

393 Tires, of steel, in the rough, not drilled or machined in 
any manner, for railway vehicles, including locomotives 
and tenders 7% P. 0. 

394 Axles and axle bars, n. o. p., and axle blanks, and parts 
thereof, of iron or steel:— 

(a) For railway vehicles, including locomotives and 
tenders 25 p. 0. 

(b) For other vehicles, n. o. p. 30 p. c. 
397 Pipes and tubes, of wrought iron or steel, plain or coated:— 

(a) Welded or seamless, with plain or processed ends, 
not more than 10% inches in diameter, n. o. p. 25 p. c. 

(d) N. o. p. 20 p. c. 
400 Fittings and couplings of iron or steel, of every description, 

for iron or steel pipes and tubes; complete parts thereof 25 p. 0. 
401 ex (b) Wire, of rust or acid resisting steel, twisted or 

stranded, for use exclusively in commercial fishing 
operations 10 p. 0. 

402a Woven or welded wire fencing, of iron or steel, coated or 
not, n. o. p.; wire cloth or wire netting, of iron or steel, 
coated or not 30 p. C. 

402b Woven netting, of iron or steel, coated, made from wire of 
17 gauge or heavier, with meshes not smaller than one 
inch and not larger than two inches, with specially 
strengthened joints, when for use exclusively on fur 
farms, under regulations prescribed by the Minister 20 p. c. 

407a Chains, of iron or steel, n. o. p., and complete parts thereof 30 p. ct. 
408 Malleable sprocket chain and link belting chain of iron 

or steel, including roller chain of all kinds for operating 
on steel sprockets or gears, when imported by manu-
facturers of agricultural implements for use exclusively 
in the manufacture of agricultural implements, in their 
own factories, under regulations prescribed by the 
Minister 5 p. 0. 

409 Cream separators and complete parts therefor, including 
steel bowls 12% p. a. 
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of America
409b Cultivators, harrows, seed-drills, horse-rakes, horse-hoes,

scufflers, manure spreaders, garden seeders, weeders,
and complete parts of all the foregoing 7% p. c.

409c Ploughs; farm, field, lawn or garden rollers; soil packers;
complete parts of all the foregoing 7Y p. c.

409d Mowing machines, harvesters, either self-binding or with-
out binders, binding attachments, reapers, harvesters
in combination with threshing machine separators
including the motive power incorporated therein, and
complete parts of all the foregoing 71 p. c.

409e (i) Spraying and dusting machines and attachments
therefor, including hand sprayers; apparatus special-
ly designed for sterilizing bulbs; pressure testing ap-
paratus for determining maturity of fruit; pruning
hooks; pruning shears; animal dehorning instru-
ments; and complete parts of all the foregoing 5 p. c.

(ii) Fruit and vegetable grading, grating, washing and
wiping machines and combination bagging and
weighing machines, and complete parts thereof;
machines for topping vegetables, and machines for
bunching and/or tying cut flowers, vegetables and
nursery stock, and complete parts thereof; box-
lidding machines, egg-graders and egg-cleaners, and
complete parts thereof, not including aluminum
parts 5 p. c.

409f Hay loaders, hay tedders, potato planters, potato diggers,
fodder or feed cutters, ensilage cutters, grain crushers
and grain or hay grinders for farm purposes only, post
hole diggers, snaths, stumping machines and other
agricultural implements or agricultural machinery,
n. o. p., and complete parts of all the foregoing 7% p. c.

409g Incubators for hatching eggs, brooders for rearing young
fowl, and complete parts of all the foregoing 7% p. c.

409h Hay presses and complete parts thereof 7i p. c.
409i Scythes, sickles or reaping hooks, hay or straw knives,

edging knives, hoes, pronged forks, rakes, n. o. p. 7% p. c
409j Fanning mills; peaviners; corn husking machines; thresh-

ing machine separators, including weighers, wind stack-
ers, baggers and self-feeders therefor; complete parts
of all the foregoing 74 p. c.

409k Windmills and complete parts thereof, not including
shafting 71/ p. c.

4091 Traction ditching machines (not being ploughs) and com-
plete parts thereof Free

409m Internal combustion traction engines; traction attach-
ments designed to be combined with automobiles in
Canada for use as traction engines; complete parts of
all the foregoing Free

4101 Ore crushers, rock crushers, stamp mills, grinding mills,
rock drills, percussion coal cutters, coal augers, rotary
coal drills, n. o. p., and complete parts of all the fore-
going, for use exclusively in mining, metallurgical or
quarrying operations 17% p. .

411a Machinery, logging cars, cranes, blocks and tackle, wire
rope, but not including wire rope to be used for guy
ropes or in braking logs going down grade, and com-
plete parts of all the foregoing, for use exclusively in
the operation of logging, such operation to include the
removal of the log from stump to skidway, log dump
or common or other carrier 15 p. c.
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409b Cultivators, harrows, seed-drills, horse-rakes, horse-hoes, 
mufflers, manure spreaders, garden seeders, weeders, 
and complete parts of all the foregoing 7% P. c• 

409c Ploughs; farm, field, lawn or garden rollers; soil packers; 
complete parts of all the foregoing 7% p. c. 

409d Mowing machines, harvesters, either self-binding or with-
out binders binding attackments, reapers, harvesters 
in combination with threshing machine separators 
including the motive power incorporated therein, and 
complete parts of all the foregoing 7% P. c. 

409e (i) Spraying and dusting machines and attachments 
therefor, including hand sprayers; apparatus special-
ly designed for sterilizing bulbs; pressure testing ap-
paratus for determining maturity of fruit; pruning 
hooks; pruning shears; animal dehorning instru-
ments; and complete parts of all the foregoing 5 p. a. 

(ii) Fruit and vegetable grading, grating, washing and 
wiping machines and combination bagging and 
weighing machines, and complete parts thereof; 
machines for topping vegetables, and machines for 
bunching and/or tying cut flowers, vegetables and 
nursery stock, and complete parts thereof; box-
lidding machines, egg-graders and egg-cleaners, and 
complete parts thereof, not including aluminum 
parts • 5 p. c. 

409f Hay loaders, hay tedders, potato planters, potato diggers, 
fodder or feed cutters, ensilage cutters, grain crushers 
and grain or hay grinders for farm purposes only, post 
hole diggers, snaths, stumping machines and other 
agricultural implements or agricultural machinery, 
n. o. p., and complete parts of all the foregoing 7% p. c. 

409g Incubators for hatching eggs, brooders for rearing young 
fowl, and complete parts of all the foregoing 7% p• c• 

409h Hay presses and complete parts thereof 7% 13. c• 
4091 Scythes, sickles or reaping hooks, hay or straw knives, 

edging knives, hoes, pronged forks, rakes n. o. p. 7% 13. c• 
409j Fanning mills; peaviners; corn hushing machines; thresh-

ing machine separators, including weighers, wind stack-
ers, baggers and self-feeders therefor; complete parts 
of all the foregoing 7% p. c. 

409k Windmills and complete parts thereof, not including 
shafting 7% p. c. 

4091 Traction ditching machines (not being ploughs) and com-
plete parts thereof Free 

409m Internal combustion traction engines; traction attach-
ments designed to be combined with automobiles in 
Canada for use as traction engines; complete parts of 
all the foregoing Free 

4101 Ore crushers, rock crushers, stamp mills, grinding mills, 
rock drills, percussion coal cutters, coal augers, rotary 
coal drills, n. o. p., and complete parts of all the fore-
going, for use exclusively in mining, metallurgical or 
quarrying operations 17% p. a. 

411a Machinery, logging cars, cranes, blocks and tackle, wire 
rope, but not including wire rope to be used for guy 
ropes or in braking logs going down grade, and com-
plete parts of all the foregoing, for use exclusively in 
the operation of logging, such operation to include the 
removal of the log from stump to skidway, log dump, 
or common or other carrier 15 p. c. 
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412a Machinery and apparatus, n. o. p., viz.:-
Gun and mould apparatus for making press rollers;

machines and apparatus for making electrotypes
and stereotypes; engraving machines and appara-
tus, including photo-engraving apparatus, and
other plate-making apparatus, used in the manu-
facture of printing plates of all kinds; machines
and apparatus for graining metal plates; machines
and apparatus for sensitizing, grinding or polishing
metal plates; machines and apparatus including
cameras and camera equipment, lens, prisms,
camera and printing lamps, screens, and vacuum
frames for transferring by photographic processes,
or direct, to plates or rolls for use in lithography,
rotogravure and printing; shading apparatus;
machines and apparatus for addressing and/or
wrapping newspapers, magazines, periodicals,
pamphlets and catalogues; machines and apparatus
for embossing or stamping or producing embossed
or engraved effects, bookbinding, looping, stitching,
sewing, gathering, inserting, bronzing, dusting,
creasing, scoring, cutting, perforating, drilling,
punching, slitting, re-winding, glueing, pasting,
gumming, waxing, varnishing, carbon coating,
patching, numbering, ruling, jogging, sheet piling,
tying, bundling, tube-making, metal mounting,
eye-letting, staying or stripping, reinforcing and
box-covering; complete parts, not to include saws,
knives and motive power; all the foregoing when
for use exclusively by, and in their capacities as
printers, lithographers, bookbinders, manufac-
turers of stereotypes, electrotypes and printing
plates or rolls, paper converters, or by manufac-
turers of articles made from paper or cardboard Free

412b Flat bed cylinder printing presses, to print sheets of a size
25 by 38 inches or larger, and complete parts thereof;
machines designed to fold or sheet-feed paper or card-
board, and complete parts thereof 10 p. c.

412c Typecasting and typesetting machines and parts thereof
for use in printing offices Free

412d Offset presses; lithographic presses; printing presses and
typemaking accessories therefor n. o. p.; complete
parts of the foregoing, not to include saws, knives and
motive power 10 p. c.

413 Machinery and apparatus, of a class or kind not made in
Canada, and parts thereof, specially constructed for
preparing, manufacturing, testing or finishing yarns,
cordage, and fabrics made from textile fibres or from
paper, imported for use exclusively by manufacturers
and scholastic or charitable institutions in such proc-
esses only 5 p. c.

414 Typewriters and complete parts thereof 20 p. c.
414a Dictating, transcribing and cylinder shaving machines

and complete parts thereof, including cylinders and
unfinished wax blanks 12% p. c.

414c (i) Bookkeeping, calculating and invoicing machines and
complete parts thereof, n. o. p. 12% p. e.

(ii) Adding machines and complete parts thereof 20 p. c.
415 Electric vacuum cleaners and attachments therefor; hand

vacuum cleaners; and complete parts of all the fore-
going, including suction hose, n. o. p. 20 p. a.
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412a Machinery and apparatus, n. o. p., viz.:— 
Gun and mould apparatus for making press rollers; 
machines and apparatus for making electrotypes 
and stereotypes; engraving machines and appara-
tus, including photo-engraving apparatus, and 
other plate-making apparatus, used in the manu-
facture of printing plates of all kinds; machines 
and apparatus for graining metal plates; machines 
and apparatus for sensitizing, grinding or polishing 
metal plates; machines and apparatus including 
cameras and camera equipment, lens, prisms, 
camera and printing lamps, screens, and vacuum 
frames for transferring by photographic processes, 
or direct, to plates or rolls for use in lithography, 
rotogravure and printing; shading apparatus; 
machines and apparatus for addressing and/or 
wrapping newspapers, magazines, periodicals, 
pamphlets and catalogues; machines and apparatus 
for embossing or stamping or producing embossed 
or engraved effects, bookbinding, looping, stitching, 
sewing, gathering, inserting, bronzing, dusting, 
creasing, scoring, cutting, perforating, drilling, 
punching, slitting, re-winding, glueing, pasting, 
gumming, waxing, varnishing, carbon coating, 
patching, numbering, ruling, jogging, sheet piling, 
tying, bundling, tube-making, metal mounting, 
eye-letting, staying or stripping, reinforcing and 
box-covering; complete parts, not to include saws, 
knives and motive power; all the foregoing when 
for use exclusively by, and in their capacities as 
printers, lithographers, bookbinders, manufac-
turers of stereotypes, electrotypes and printing 
plates or rolls, paper converters, or by manufac-
turers of articles made from paper or cardboard Free 

412b Flat bed cylinder printing presses, to print sheets of a size 
25 by 38 inches or larger, and complete parts thereof; 
machines designed to fold or sheet-feed paper or card-
board, and complete parts thereof 10 p. C. 

412e Typecasting and typesetting machines and parts thereof 
for use in printing offices Free 

412d Offset presses; lithographic presses; printing presses and 
typemaking accessories therefor, n. o. p.; complete 
parts of the foregoing, not to include saws, knives and 
motive power 10 p. 0. 

413 Machinery and apparatus, of a class or kind not made in 
Canada, and parts thereof, specially constructed for 
preparing, manufacturing, testing or finishing yarns, 
cordage, and fabrics made from textile fibres or from 
paper, imported for use exclusively by manufacturers 
and scholastic or charitable institutions in such proc-
esses only 5 p. c. 

414 Typewriters and complete parts thereof 20 p. C. 
414a Dictating, transcribing and cylinder shaving machines 

and complete parts thereof, including cylinders and 
unfinished wax blanks 12% p. c. 

414c (i) Bookkeeping, calculating and invoicing machines and 
complete parts thereof, n. o. p. 12% p. c. 

(ii) Adding machines and complete parts thereof 29 p. c. 
415 Electric vacuum cleaners and attachments therefor; hand 

vacuum cleaners; and complete parts of all the fore-
going, including suction hose, n. o. p. 20 p. a. 
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415a Refrigerators, domestic or store, completely equipped or

not:-
(i) Electric 25 p. c.
(ii) Other than electric 25 p. c.

415b Washing machines, domestic, with or without motive
power incorporated therein; complete parts of washing
machines 25 p. c.

415c Clothes wringers, domestic, and complete parts of metal
thereof 25 p. c.

415d Sewing machines, with or without motive power incor-
porated therein; complete parts of sewing machines 15 p. c.422a Concrete road-paving machines, self-propelling, end

ex 439b loading type, with a capacity of 21 cubic feet of wet
ex 427a concrete or more; concrete and asphalt road finishing

machines; form graders; sub-graders; combination
excavating and transporting scraper units; concrete
mixers, transit type; dump wagons or trailers on
crawler-tracks, not self-propelled; back-filling ma-
chines and equipment, mounted on self-propelling
wheels or crawling traction, semi- or full-revolving boom
and scraper type; steam or air driven pile hammers
or extractors; well-points; truck turntables; all the
foregoing of a class or kind not made in Canada, and
complete parts thereof 10 p. c.424a Hand fire extinguishers, and sprinkler heads for auto-
matic sprinkler systems for fire protection 30 p. c.

ex 425 Lawn mowers designed for use with motive power,
whether or not containing the power unit 15 p. c.

427 All machinery composed wholly or in part of iron or
steel, n. o. p., and complete parts thereof 25 p. c.

ex 427 Machinery and apparatus enumerated in Tariff Item
412a, when for use by manufacturers of articles made
from regenerated cellulose or cellulose acetate; com-
plete parts of such machinery and apparatus, not to
include saws, knives, and motive power 5 p. c

ex 427 Veneer-drying machines, and complete parts thereof 5 p. c
ex 427 Wire stitchers and staplers, either hand or power type,

but not including motive power; complete parts of the
foregoing 5 p. a.427a All machinery composed wholly or in part of iron or
steel, n. o. p., of a class or kind not made in Canada;
complete parts of the foregoing 10. c

427b Ball and roller bearings 17 p. o
4270 Machinery for dairying purposes, viz.: Power churns,

power milk coolers, power fillers and cappers, power
ice cream mixers, power butter printers, power cream
savers, power bottle sterilizers, power brine tanks,
power milk bottle washers, power milk can washers;
ice-breaking machines, valveless or centrifugal milk
pumps, sanitary milk and cream vats; none of the fore-
going machinery to include motive power 15 p. c

427e Automatic machines for making and packaging cigars and
ex 427a cigarettes, not to include tobacco-preparing machines 10 p. .

427h Motion picture projectors, arc lamps for motion picture
ex 445f work, motion picture or theatrical spot lights, light
ex 445k effect machines, motion picture screens, portable mo-
ex 446a tion picture projectors with or without sound equip-

ment; electric rectifiers or generators designed for use
with motion picture projectors; complete parts of all
the foregoing, not to include electric light bulbs, tubes,
or exciter lamps 15 p. c.
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415a Refrigerators, domestic or store, completely equipped or 
not:— 

(i) Electric 25 p. c. 
(ii) Other than electric 25 p. c. 

415b Washing machines, domestic, with or without motive 
power incorporated therein; complete parts of washing 
machines 25 p. c. 

415c Clothes wringers, domestic, and complete parts of metal 
thereof 25 p. c. 

415d Sewing machines, with or without motive power incor-
porated therein; complete parts of sewing machines 15 p. c. 

422a Concrete road-paving machines, self-propelling, end 
ex 439b loading type, with a capacity of 21 cubic feet of wet 
ex 427a concrete or more; concrete and asphalt road finishing 

machines; form graders; sub-graders; combination 
excavating and transporting scraper units; concrete 
mixers, transit type; dump wagons or trailers on 
crawler-tracks, not self-propelled; back-filling ma-
chines and equipment, mounted on self-propelling 
wheels or crawling traction, semi- or full-revolving boom 
and scraper type.' steam or air driven pile hammers 
or extractors; well-points; truck turntables; all the 
foregoing of a class or kind not made in Canada, and 
complete parts thereof 10 p. 0. 

424a Hand fire extinguishers, and sprinkler heads for auto-
matic sprinkler systems for fire protection 30 p. 0. 

ex 425 Lawn mowers designed for use with motive power, 
whether or not containing the power unit 15 p. c. 

427 All machinery composed wholly or in part of iron or 
steel, n. o. p., and complete parts thereof 25 p. c. 

ex 427 Machinery and apparatus enumerated in Tariff Item 
412a, when for use by manufacturers of articles made 
from regenerated cellulose or cellulose acetate; com-
plete parts of such machinery and apparatus, not to 
include saws, knives, and motive power 5 p. c. 

ex 427 Veneer-drying machines, and complete parts thereof 5 p. c. 
ex 427 Wire stitchers and staplers, either hand or power type, 

but not including motive power; complete parts of the 
foregoing 5 p. c. 

427a All machinery composed wholly or in part of iron or 
steel, n. o. p., of a class or kind not made in Canada; 
complete parts of the foregoing 10 p. c. 

427b Ball and roller bearings 17% p. o. 
427a Machinery for dairying purposes, viz.: Power churns, 

power milk coolers, power fillers and cappers, power 
ice cream mixers, power butter printers, power cream 
savers, power bottle sterilizers, power brine tanks, 
power milk bottle washers, power milk can washers; 
ice-breaking machines, valveless or centrifugal milk 
pumps, sanitary milk and cream vats; none of the fore-
going machinery to include motive power 15 p. a. 

4270 Automatic machines for making and packaging cigars and 
ex 427a cigarettes, not to include tobacco-preparing machines 10 p. a. 

427h Motion picture projectors, arc lamps for motion picture 
ex 445f work, motion picture or theatrical spot lights, light 
ex 445k effect machines, motion picture screens, portable mo-
ex 446a tion picture projectors with or without sound equip-

ment; electric rectifiers or generators designed for use 
with motion picture projectors; complete parts of all 
the foregoing, not to include electric light bulbs, tubes, 
or exciter lamps 15 p. c. 
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428c Engines or boilers and complete parts thereof, n. o. p. 25 p. c.
428e Diesel and semi-diesel engines, and complete parts there-

of, n. o. p. 20 p. c.
428f Air-cooled internal combustion engines of not greater than

1% h. p. rating, and complete parts thereof 20 p. c.
429 Cutlery of iron or steel, plated or not:

ex (g) Safety razor blades 25 p. c.
430 Nuts and bolts with or without threads, washers, rivets,

of iron or steel, coated or not, n. o. p.; nut and bolt
blanks, of iron or steel per one hundred pounds 50 cts.

and 17% p. c.
431b Adzes, anvils, vises, cleavers, hatchets, saws, augers,

bits, drills, screw-drivers, planes, spokeshaves, chisels,
mallets, metal wedges, wrenches, sledges, hammers,
crowbars, cantdogs, and track tools, picks, mattocks,
and eyes or polls for the same 27% p. c.

431c Machinists' or metal workers' precision tools and meas-
uring instruments, viz.:-Calipers, micrometers, metal
protractors and squares, bevels, verniers, gauges,
gauge blocks, parallels, buttons, mercury plumb bobs,
dividers, trammels, scribers, center punches, pocket
speed indicators, straight edges, key seat clamps and
other clamps and vises used by toolmakers for precision
work, precision tools and measuring instruments,
n. o. p. 10 p. c.

431d Engineers', surveyors' and draftsmen's precision instru-
ments and apparatus, viz.:-alidades; altazimuth sur-
veying instruments; aneroid barometers, engineering,
military and surveying; angle prisms; boards, military
sketching; box sextants; clinometers; compasses; cross
staff heads; curves, adjustable, irregular, railroad and
ship; curvimeters; drafting instruments of all kinds, in-
cluding fitted cases containing the same; dipping
needles; drafting machines; heliographs; integrators;
levels, tripod and hand or pocket types; levelling rods;
liners, section; meters, portable for hydraulic engi-
neering; pantographs- planimeters; protractors; paral-
lel rulers; parallel ruling attachments; poles, ranging;
pedometers and paceometers; plane tables, military
and topographic; scales, flat and triangular; slide rules;
splines; straight edges, steel and wooden; tacheometers;
tallying machines, pocket; tee squares, steel and
wooden; telemeters; theodolites; transits, tripod and
hand or pocket types; triangles of all types; tripods for
use with any of the foregoing instruments 10 p. c.

431f Files and rasps 27~ p. c.
432 Hollow-ware, of iron or steel, coated or not, n. o. p. 25 p. c.
432a Kitchen and dairy hollow-ware of iron or steel, coated

with tin, including cans for shipping milk or cream, not
painted, japanned or decorated 25 p. c.

432b Hollow-ware, of iron or steel, coated with vitreous enamel 30 p. c.
432d Manufactures of tinplate, painted, japanned, decorated

or not, and manufactures of tin, n. o. p. 25 p. c.
435 Locomotives and motor cars for railways, of a class or

ex 434 kind not made in Canada, and complete parts thereof,
ex 434a for use exclusively in mining, metallurgical or sawmill

operations 12% p. e.
438a Automobiles and motor vehicles of all kinds, n. o. p.;

electric trackless trolley buses; chassis for all the
foregoing 17S p. c.
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428c Engines or boilers and complete parts thereof, n. o. p. 25 p. C. 
428e Diesel and semi-diesel engines, and complete parts there-

of, n. o. p. 20 p. C. 
428f Air-cooled internal combustion engines of not greater than 

1% h. p. rating, and complete parts thereof 20 p. 0. 
429 Cutlery of iron or steel, plated or not: 

ex (g) Safety razor blades 25 p. e. 
430 Nuts and bolts with or without threads, washers, rivets, 

of iron or steel, coated or not, rt. o. p.; nut and bolt 
blanks, of iron or steel per one hundred pounds 50 cts. 

and 17% p. c. 
431b Adzes, anvils, vises, cleavers, hatchets, saws, augers, 

bits, drills, screw-drivers, planes, spokeshaves, chisels, , 
mallets, metal wedges, wrenches, sledges, hammers, 
crowbars, cantdogs, and track tools, picks, mattocks, 
and eyes or polls for the same 27% p. c. 

431c Machinists' or metal workers' precision tools and meas-
uring instruments, viz.:—Calipers, micrometers, metal 
protractors and squares, bevels, verniers, gauges, 
gauge blocks, parallels, buttons, mercury plumb bobs, 
dividers, trammels, scribers, center punches, pocket 
speed indicators, straight edges, key seat clamps and 
other clamps and vises used by toolmakers for precision 
work, precision tools and measuring instruments, 
II. O. p. 10 p. c. 

431d Engineers', surveyors' and draftsmen's precision instru-
ments and apparatus, viz.:—alidades; altazimuth sur-
veying instruments; aneroid barometers, engineering, 
military and surveying; angle prisms; boards, military 
sketching; box sextants; clinometers; compasses; cross 
staff heads; curves, adjustable, irregular, railroad and 
ship; curvimeters; drafting instruments of all kinds, in-
cluding fitted cases containing the same; dipping 
needles; drafting machines; heliographs; integrators; 
levels, tripod and hand or pocket types; levelling rods; 
liners, section; meters, portable for hydraulic engi-
neering; pantographs; planimeters; protractors; paral-
lel rulers; parallel ruling attachments; poles, ranging; 
pedometers and paceometers; plane tables, military 
and topographic; scales, flat and triangular; slide rules; 
splines; straight edges, steel and wooden; tacheometers; 
tallying machines, pocket; tee squares, steel and 
wooden; telemeters; theodolites; transits, tripod and 
hand or pocket types; triangles of all types; tripods for 
use with any of the foregoing instruments 10 p. c. 

431f Files and rasps 27% p. c. 
432 Hollow-ware, of iron or steel, coated or not, n. o. p. 25 p. c. 
432a Kitchen and dairy hollow-ware of iron or steel, coated 

with tin, including cans for shipping milk or cream, not 
painted, japanned or decorated 25 p. c. 

432b Hollow-ware, of iron or steel, coated with vitreous enamel 30 p. c. 
432d Manufactures of tinplate, painted, japanned, decorated 

or not, and manufactures of tin, n. o. p. 25 p. c. 
435 Locomotives and motor cars for railways, of a class or 

ex 434 kind not made in Canada, and complete parts thereof, 
ex 434a for use exclusively in mining, metallurgical or sawmill 

operations 12% p. a. 
438a Automobiles and motor vehicles of all kinds, n. o. p.; 

electric trackless trolley buses; chassis for all the 
foregoing 174 p. a. 
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Provided, that machines or other articles mounted on
the foregoing, or attached thereto for purposes other
than loading or unloading the vehicle shall be valued
separately and duty assessed under the tariff items regu-
larly applicable thereto.

438g Motorcycles or side cars therefor, and complete parts of
the foregoing 17% p. c.

439c Farm wagons, farm sleds, logging wagons, logging sleds,
and complete parts thereof 15 p. c.

ex 440g Diesel and semi-diesel engines, of a class or kind not made
in Canada, and complete parts thereof, for use exclu-
sively in the construction or equipment of ships or
vessels Free

440j Trawls, trawling spoons, fly hooks, sinkers, swivels,
sportsmen's fishing reels, bait, hooks, and fishing
tackle, n. o. p. 20 p. c.

4401 (i) Aircraft, not including engines, under regulations
prescribed by the Minister 20 p. c.

(ii) Complete parts of aircraft, not including parts of
aircraft engines 15 p. c.

440m Engines and complete parts thereof, when imported for
use only in the equipment of aircraft 17% p. o.

440n Complete parts for repair of engines enumerated in tariff
item 440m 10 p. c.

441e Guns and rifles of a class or kind not made in Canada 15 p. c.
442 Articles which enter into the cost of manufacture of the

goods enumerated in tariff items 409a, 409b, 409c, 409d,
409e, 409f, 409g, 409j, 409k, 409o and 439c, when im-
ported by manufacturers for use exclusively in the
manufacture in their own factories of the goods enumer-
ated in the aforesaid tariff items, under regulations
prescribed by the Minister 5 p. c.

Provided that goods which are entitled to free entry or
to a lower rate of duty than is mentioned in this item
shall not be entered at the rate specified in this item.

442a Notwithstanding the provisions of the preceding item,
materials or commodities as hereunder defined or
described, when imported by manufacturers for use
exclusively in the manufacture, in their own factories,
of the goods enumerated in tariff items 409a, 409b,
409c, 409d, 409e, 409f, 409g, 409j, 409o, 409p and 439c,
under regulations prescribed by the Minister:-

(1) 'ig iron per ton $1.00
(2) Bars or rods, of iron or steel, hot rolled per ton $2.75

443 Apparatus designed for cooking or for heating buildings:-
(1) For coal or wood 25 p. c.
(2) For gas 25 p. c.
(3) For electricity 25 p. c.
(4) For oil 25 p. c.
(5) N. o. p. 25 p. c.

445 Electric light fixtures and appliances, n. o. p., and com-
plete parts thereof 27% p. c.

445a Electric head, side and tail lights, n. o. p.; electric torches
or flashlights and complete parts therefor 27% p. c.

445e (i) Electric telegraph apparatus and complete parts
thereof 25 p. c.

(ii) Electric telephone apparatus and complete parts
thereof 25 p. c.

445f Electric dynamos or generators and transformers, and
complete parts thereof, n. o. p. 25 p. c.
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Provided, that machines or other articles mounted on 
the foregoing, or attached thereto for purposes other 
than loading or unloading the vehicle shall be valued 
separately and duty assessed under the tariff items regu-
larly applicable thereto. 

438g Motorcycles or side cars therefor, and complete parts of 
the foregoing 17% p. e. 

439c Farm wagons, farm sleds, logging wagons, logging sleds, 
and complete parts thereof 15 p. c. 

ex 440g Diesel and semi-diesel engines, of a class or kind not made 
in Canada, and complete parts thereof, for use exclu-
sively in the construction or equipment of ships or 
vessels Free 

440j Trawls, trawling spoons, fly hooks, sinkers, swivels, 
sportsmen's fishing reels, bait, hooks, and fishing 
tackle, n. o. p. 20 p. e. 

4401 (i) Aircraft, not including engines, under regulations 
prescribed by the Minister 20 p. c. 

(ii) Complete parts of aircraft, not including parts of 
aircraft engines 15 p. e. 

440m Engines and complete parts thereof, when imported for 
use only in the equipment of aircraft 17% p. c. 

440n Complete parts for repair of engines enumerated in tariff 
item 440m 10 p. c. 

441e Guns and rifles of a class or kind not made in Canada 15 p. c. 
442 Articles which enter into the cost of manufacture of the 

goods enumerated in tariff items 409a, 409b, 409c, 409d, 
409e, 409f, 409g, 4095, 409k, 4090 and 439c, when im-
ported by manufacturers for use exclusively in the 
manufacture in their own factories of the goods enumer-
ated in the aforesaid tariff items, under regulations 
prescribed by the Minister 5 p. c. 

Provided that goods which are entitled to free entry or 
to a lower rate of duty than is mentioned in this item 
shall not be entered at the rate specified in this item. 

442a Notwithstanding the provisions of the preceding item, 
materials or commodities as hereunder defined or 
described, when imported by manufacturers for use 
exclusively in the manufacture, in their own factories, 
of the goods enumerated in tariff items 409a, 409b, 
409c, 409d, 409e, 409f, 409g, 4095, 409o, 409p and 4390, 
under regulations prescribed by the Minister:— 

(1) I'ig iron per ton $1.00 
(2) Bars or rods, of iron or steel, hot rolled per ton $2.75 

443 Apparatus designed for cooking or for heating buildings:— 
(1) For coal or wood 25 p. c. 
(2) For gas 25 p. C. 
(3) For electricity 25 p. c. 
(4) For oil 25 p. c. 
(5) N. o. p. 25 p. c. 

445 Electric light fixtures and appliances, n. o. p., and com-
plete parts thereof 27% p. c. 

445a Electric head, side and tail lights, n. o. p.; electric torches 
or flashlights and complete parts therefor 27% p. c. 

445e (i) Electric telegraph apparatus and complete parts 
thereof 25 p. c. 

(ii) Electric telephone apparatus and complete parts 
thereof 25 p. c. 

445f Electric dynamos or generators and transformers, and 
complete parts thereof, n. o. p. 25 p. e. 
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445g Electric motors, and complete parts thereof, n. o. p. 25 p. c.
445k Electric apparatus and complete parts thereof, n. o. p. 25 p. c.
445n Electrical instruments and apparatus of precision of a

class or kind not made in Canada, viz.:-meters or
gauges for indicating and/or recording altitude, am-
peres, comparisons, capacity, density, depth, distance,
electrolysis, flux, force, frequency, humidity, induc-
tance, liquid levels, ohms, operation, power factor,
pressure, space, speed, stress, synchronism, tempera-
ture, time, volts, volume, watts; complete parts thereof 17% p. o.

446a Manufactures, articles or wares, of iron or steel or of
which iron or steel or both are the component ma-
terials of chief value, n. o. p. 25 p. c.

ex 446a Metal shells and hinges, for use in manufacturing jewellery
boxes and spectacle cases, not further finished than
shaped 12% p.c.

ex 446a Tools of iron or steel, for use in machines, n. o. p., of a
class or kind not made in Canada 10 p. e.

ex 446a Welding rods or welding wires of rust, acid or heat resist-
ing steel, whether or not flux-coated 15 p. c.

ex 446a Locomotive beds or frames of steel, cast in one piece;
tender frames of steel, cast in one piece; cast steel
cradles for the rear ends of locomotive frames; cast steel
truck frames and bolsters for engines, tenders and pas-
senger coaches; platform castings for passenger coaches;
all the foregoing, whether in the rough or semimanu-
factured, for use on railway rolling stock 7% p. c.

446c Golf shafts of seamless steel, coated or not, but not
chromium plated 15 p. c.

446g Electric welding apparatus, not including motors 20 p. c.
447a Sand cast rolls and chilled cast iron rolls, for use exclu-

sively in rolling iron or steel, or in manufacturing paper Free
451 Buckles, clasps, eyelets, hooks and eyes, dome, snap or

other fasteners of iron, steel, brass or other metal,
coated or not, n. o. p. (not being jewellery) 27% p. c.

454 Frames not more than ten inches in width, clasps and
ex 446a fasteners (not to include slide or hookless fasteners),

when imported by manufacturers of purses, chatelaine
bags or reticules for use exclusively in the manufacture
of purses, chatelaine bags or reticules, in their own
factories, under regulations prescribed by the Minister;
parts ofd by foregoing 12% p. o.

462 (i) Philosophical, photographic, mathematical and optical
instruments, n. o. p.; speedometers, cyclometers and
pedometers, n. o. p.; complete parts of all the fore-
going 17'! p. e.

(ii) Cameras and complete parts thereof, n. o. p. 20 p. c.
462b Cinematograph and motion picture cameras, 35 mm., for

ex 462 use by professional motion picture producers having
studios in Canada equipped for motion picture produc-
tion; parts of the foregoing 10 p. e.

466 Iron sand and iron or steel shot, not further manufac-
ex 711 tured than crushed or ground, and dry putty, for saw-
ex 756 ing, polishing, pressure blasting or tumbling purposes Free

471a Pressed steel belt pulleys for power transmission, and
finished or unfinished parts thereof, including inter-
changeable bushings 20 p. .

476 Surgical and dental instruments of any material; surgical
needles; X-ray apparatus; microscopes valued at not
less than 50 dollars each, retail; complete parts of all
the foregoing Free
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445g Electric motors, and complete parts thereof, n. o. p. 25 p. c. 
445k Electric apparatus and complete parts thereof, n. o. p. 25 p. c. 
445n Electrical instruments and apparatus of precision of a 

class or kind not made in Canada, viz.:—meters or 
gauges for indicating and/or recording altitude, am-
peres, comparisons, capacity, density, depth, distance, 
electrolysis, flux, force, frequency, humidity, induc-
tance, liquid levels, ohms, operation, power factor, 
pressure, space, speed, stress, synchronism, tempera-
ture, time, volts, volume, watts; complete parts thereof 17% p. o. 

446a Manufactures, articles or wares, of iron or steel or of 
which iron or steel or both are the component ma-
terials of chief value, n. o. p. 25 p. c. 

ex 446a Metal shells and hinges, for use in manufacturing jewellery 
boxes and spectacle cases, not further finished than 
shaped 12% p. c. 

ex 446a Tools of iron or steel, for use in machines, n. o. p., of a 
class or kind not made in Canada 10 p. c. 

ex 446a Welding rods or welding wires of rust, acid or heat resist-
ing steel, whether or not flux-coated 15 p. c. 

ex 446a Locomotive beds or frames of steel, cast in one piece-
tender frames of steel, cast in one piece; cast steel 
cradles for the rear ends of locomotive frames; cast steel 
truck frames and bolsters for engines, tenders and pas-
senger coaches; platform castings for passenger coaches; 
all the foregoing, whether in the rough or semimanu-
factured, for use on railway rolling stock 7% P. e. 

446e Golf shafts of seamless steel, coated or not, but not 
chromium plated 15 p. a. 

446g Electric welding apparatus, not including motors 20 p. a. 
447a Sand cast rolls and chilled cast iron rolls, for use exclu-

sively in rolling iron or steel, or in manufacturing paper Free 
451 Buckles, clasps, eyelets, hooks and eyes, dome, snap or 

other fasteners of iron, steel, brass or other metal, 
coated or not, n. o. p. (not being jewellery) 27% p. c. 

454 Frames not more than ten inches in width, clasps and 
ex 446a fasteners (not to include slide or hookless fasteners), 

when imported by manufacturers of purses, chatelaine 
bags or reticules for use exclusively in the manufacture 
of purses, chatelaine bags or reticules, in their own 
factories, under regulations prescribed by the Minister; 
parts of the foregoing 12% p. o. 

462 (i) Philosophical, photographic, mathematical and optical 
instruments, n. o. p.; speedometers, cyclometers and 
pedometers, n. o. p.; complete parts of all the fore-
going IN p. c. 

(ii) Cameras and complete parts thereof, n. o. p. 20 p. c. 
462b Cinematograph and motion picture cameras, 35 mm., for 

ex 462 use by professional motion picture producers having 
studios in Canada equipped for motion picture produc-
tion; parts of the foregoing 10 p. C. 

466 Iron sand and iron or steel shot, not further manufac-
ex 711 tured than crushed or ground, and dry putty, for saw-
ex 756 ing, polishing, pressure blasting or tumbling purposes Free 

471a Pressed steel belt pulleys for power transmission, and 
finished or unfinished parts thereof, including inter-
changeable bushings 20 p. C. 

476 Surgical and dental instruments of any material; surgical 
needles; X-ray apparatus; microscopes valued at not 
less than 50 dollars each, retail; complete parts of all 
the foregoing Free 
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500 Logs and round unmanufactured timber, handle, head-
ing, stave and shingle bolts, n. o. p.; firewood, hop
poles, fence posts and railway ties Free

502 Mexican saddle trees and stirrups of wood, treenails; hub,
last, wagon, oar and gun blocks, and all like blocks or
sticks, rough hewn, or sawn only; felloes of hickory or
oak, not further manufactured than rough sawn or
bent to shape; staves of oak, sawn, split or cut, not
further manufactured than listed or jointed; shingles
of wood; spokes of hickory or oak, not further manu-
factured than rough turned, and not tenoned, mitred or
sized, and scale board for cheese Free

503 Planks, boards, clapboards, laths, plain pickets and other
timber or lumber of wood, not further manufactured
than sawn or split, whether creesoted, vulcanized, or
treated by any other preserving process, or not Free

504 Planks, boards and other lumber of wood, sawn, split or
cut, and dressed on one side only, but not further man-
ufactured Free

505 Sawn boards, planks and deals planed or dressed on one
or both sides, when the edges thereof are jointed or
tongued and grooved, n. o. p. 10 p. c.

505a Hardwood flooring, tongued and/or grooved, or jointed,
viz.:-beech, birch, maple and oak 17% p. c.

506 Manufactures of wood, n. o. p. 20 p. c.
ex 506 Shingles of cedar, creosoted, vulcanized or otherwise

processed or treated Free
507a Single-ply, sliced or rotary-cut veneers of wood, n. o. p.,

not over five-sixteenths of an inch in thickness, not
taped nor jointed 20 p. c.

507c Plywood made of two or more layers of veneer or lumber
of wood, glued or cemented together, but not further
manufactured 22%2 p. c.

509 Vulcanized fibre, kartavert, indurated fibre, and like
material, and manufactures of, n. o. p. 1732 p. c.

511b Fishing rods 25p. c.
ex 518 Bagatelle and other game tables or boards 27 p. c.

519 House, office, cabinet or store furniture and parts thereof
(not to include forgings, castings and stampings of
metal, in the rough):-

(i) Substantially of wood 32% p. c.
(ii) Other than of wood 27% p. c.

ex 620 Raw cotton and cotton linters not further manufactured
than ginned; waste wholly of cotton unfit for use with-
out further manufacture Free

522 Rovings, yarns and warps wholly of cotton, not more
advanced than singles, n. o. p. 15 p. c.

and, per pound 3 cts.
522c (i) Rovings, yarns and warps wholly of cotton,

including threads, cords and twines generally
used for sewing, stitching, packaging and
other purposes, n. o. p.; cotton yarns, wholly
or partially covered with metallic strip, gen-
erally known as tinsel thread 20 p. c.

and, per pound 3 cts.
(ii) Cotton yarns, wholly covered with a double

layer of metallic strip in single strand only,
when imported by manufacturers for use ex-
clusively in the manufacture of electrical
conductors, in their own factories 16 p. c.

(Ill) Sewing thread, wholly of cotton, on spools, not
to exceed 250 yards on one spool 22% p. c.
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500 Logs and round unmanufactured timber, handle, head-
ing, stave and shingle bolts, n. o. p.; firewood, hop 
poles, fence posts and railway ties Free 

502 Mexican saddle trees and stirrups of wood, treenails; hub, 
last, wagon, oar and gun blocks, and all like blocks or 
sticks, rough hewn, or sawn only; felloes of hickory or 
oak, not further manufactured than rough sawn or 
bent to shape; staves of oak, sawn, split or cut, not 
further manufactured than listed or jointed; shingles 
of wood; spokes of hickory or oak, not further manu-
factured than rough turned, and not tenoned, mitred or 
sized, and scale board for cheese Free 

503 Planks, boards, clapboards, laths, plain pickets and other 
timber or lumber of wood, not further manufactured 
than sawn or split, whether creosoted, vulcanized, or 
treated by any other preserving process, or not Free 

504 Planks, boards and other lumber of wood, sawn, split or 
cut, and dressed on one side only, but not further man-
ufactured Free 

505 Sawn boards, planks and deals planed or dressed on one 
or both sides, when the edges thereof are jointed or 
tongued and grooved, n. o. p. 10 p. c. 

505a Hardwood flooring, tongued and/or grooved, or jointed, 
viz.:—beech, birch, maple and oak 17% p. c• 

506 Manufactures of wood, n. o. p. 20 p. c. 
ex 506 Shingles of cedar, creosoted, vulcanized or otherwise 

processed or treated Free 
507a Single-ply, sliced or rotary-cut veneers of wood, n. o. p., 

not over five-sixteenths of an inch in thickness, not 
taped nor jointed 20 p. c. 

507c Plywood made of two or more layers of veneer or lumber 
of wood, glued or cemented together, but not further 
manufactured 22% p. c. 

509 Vulcanized fibre, kartavert, indurated fibre, and like 
material, and manufactures of, n. o. p. 17% p. c. 

511b Fishing rods 25 pi. c. 
ex 518 Bagatelle and other game tables or boards 27% p. c. 

519 House, office, cabinet or store furniture and parts thereof 
(not to include forgings, castings and stampings of 
metal, in the rough):— 

(i) Substantially of wood 32% p. c. 
(ii) Other than of wood 27)4 p. c. 

ex 520 Raw cotton and cotton linters not further manufactured 
than ginned; waste wholly of cotton unfit for use with-
out further manufacture Free 

522 Rovings, yarns and warps wholly of cotton, not more 
advanced than singles, n. o. p. 15 p. c. 

and, per pound 3 cts. 
522e (i) Rovings, yarns and warps wholly of cotton, 

including threads, cords and twines generally 
used for sewing, stitching, packaging and 
other purposes, n. o. p.; cotton yarns, wholly 
or partially covered with metallic strip, gen-
erally known as tinsel thread 20 p. c. 

and, per pound 3 cts. 
(11) Cotton yarns, wholly covered with a double 

layer of metallic strip in single strand only, 
when imported by manufacturers for use ex-
clusively in the manufacture of electrical 
conductors, in their own factories 15 p. c. 

WO Sewing thread, wholly of cotton, on spools, not 
to exceed 250 yards on one spool 22% p. e. 
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522d Yarns and warps wholly of cotton, mercerized, number
forty and finer, imported, under regulations prescribed
by the Minister, for sale to manufacturers, to be further
manufactured in their own factories 223 p. c.

522e Cotton sewing thread yarn and crochet, knitting, darning
and embroidery yarn, in hanks, when imported by
manufacturers for use exclusively in their own factories
in the manufacturing or spooling of cotton sewing
thread and crochet, knitting, darning and embroidery
cottons 12% p. c.

ex 523 Woven fabrics, wholly of cotton, not bleached, mercerized
nor coloured, n. o. p. 172 p. c.

and, per pound 3 cts.
ex 523 Cotton bags, seamless or
ex 532 not 274 p. o.

523a Woven fabrics, wholly of cotton, bleached or mercerized,
not coloured, n. o. p. 20 p. c.

and, per pound 3 cts.
ex 523b Woven fabrics, wholly of cotton, printed, dyed or

coloured, n. o. p.:-
(i) Valued at more than 80 cents per pound 20 p. c.

and, per pound 3 cts.
(ii) Valued at 50 cents or more but not more than

80 cents per pound 25 p. c.
and, per pound 3 ets.

(iii) Valued at less than 50 cents per pound 273 p. o.
and, per pound 33 cts.

ex 523b Woven fabrics, wholly of cotton, commonly known as
denims, when imported by manufacturers for use in
their own factories in the manufacture of garments 20 p. o.

and, per pound 3 cts.
523c Woven fabrics wholly of cotton, composed of yarns of

counts of 100 or more, including all such fabrics in
which the average of the count of warp and weft yarns
is 100 or more 27% p. c.

ex 532 Enamelled carriage, shelf and table oilcloth; woven
532b fabric, wholly of cotton, for covering books; fabrics,

ex 573 wholly of cotton, coated or impregnated, n. o. p. 30 p. a.
ex 532 Clothing, wearing apparel and articles made from woven

fabrics, and all textile manufactures, wholly or partially
manufactured, composed wholly of cotton, n. o. p. 30 p. a.

532a Handkerchiefs, wholly of cotton 30 p. c.
548 Clothing, wearing apparel and articles, made from woven

fabrics, and all textile manufactures, wholly or partially
manufactured, composed wholly or in part of vegetable
fibres but not containing wool, n. o. p.; fabrics, coated
or impregnated, composed wholly or in part of vege-
table fibres but not containing silk, artificial silk nor
wool, n. o. p. 30 p. a.

ex 552 Felt, splint, for use in making molded splints for medical
purposes 10 p. o.

ex 553 Household blankets, wholly of cotton, not to include
horse blankets, automobile or steamer rugs, or similar
articles 20 p. a.

and, per pound 5 cts.
ex 555 Clothing, being women's and children's outer garments,

wholly or in part of wool or similar animal fibres, but
of which the component of chief value is not silk nor
artificial silk 32% p. a.

ex 567 Clothing and wearing apparel, n. o. p., made from woven
fabrics of which silk is the component of chief value 30 p. a.
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522d Yarns and warps wholly of cotton, mercerized, number 
forty and finer, imported, under regulations prescribed 
by the Minister, for sale to manufacturers, to be further 
manufactured in their own factories 22% p. c. 

522e Cotton sewing thread yarn and crochet, knitting, darning 
and embroidery yarn, in hanks, when imported by 
manufacturers for use exclusively in their own factories 
in the manufacturing or spooling of cotton sewing 
thread and crochet, knitting, darning and embroidery 
cottons 12% p. c. 

ex 523 Woven fabrics, wholly of cotton, not bleached, mercerized 
nor coloured, n. o. p. 17% p. C. 

and, per pound 3 cts. 
ex 523 Cotton bags, seamless or 
ex 532 not 27% p. 0. 

523a Woven fabrics, wholly of cotton, bleached or mercerized, 
not coloured, n. o. p. 20 p. c. 

and, per pound 3 cts. 
ex 523b Woven fabrics, wholly of cotton, printed, dyed or 

coloured, n. o. p.:— 
(i) Valued at more than 80 cents per pound 20 p. c. 

and, per pound 3 cts. 
(i1) Valued at 50 cents or more but not more than 

80 cents per pound 25 p. c. 
and, per pound 3 cts. 

(iii) Valued at less than 50 cents per pound 2734 p. o. 
and, per pound 334 cts. 

ex 523b Woven fabrics, wholly of cotton, commonly known as 
denims, when imported by manufacturers for use in 
their own factories in the manufacture of garments 20 p. 0. 

and, per pound 3 eta. 
523e Woven fabrics wholly of cotton, composed of yarns of 

counts of 100 or more, including all such fabrics in 
which the average of the count of warp and weft yarns 
is 100 or more 27% p. c. 

ex 532 Enamelled carriage, shelf and table oilcloth; woven 
532b fabric, wholly of cotton, for covering books; fabrics, 

ex 573 wholly of cotton, coated or impregnated, n. o. p. 30 p. o. 
ex 532 Clothing, wearing apparel and articles made from woven 

fabrics, and all textile manufactures, wholly or partially 
manufactured, composed wholly of cotton, n. o. p. 30 p. cr. 

532a Handkerchiefs, wholly of cotton 30 P. c. 
548 Clothing, wearing apparel and articles, made from woven 

fabrics, and all textile manufactures, wholly or partially 
manufactured, composed wholly or in part of vegetable 
fibres but not containing wool, n. o. p.; fabrics, coated 
or impregnated, composed wholly or in part of vege-
table fibres but not containing silk, artificial silk nor 
wool, n. o. p. 30 p. c. 

ex 552 Felt, splint, for use in making molded splints for medical 
purposes 10 p. 0. 

ex 553 Household blankets, wholly of cotton, not to include 
horse blankets, automobile or steamer rugs, or similar 
articles 20 p. 0. 

and, per pound 5 eta. 
ex 555 Clothing, being women's and children's outer garments, 

wholly or in part of wool or similar animal fibres, but 
of which the component of chief value is not silk nor 
artificial silk 32% p. c. 

ex 567 Clothing and wearing apparel, n. o. p., made from woven 
fabrics of which silk is the component of chief value 30 p. c. 

2375 
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Item facture of the

United States
of America

ex 567a Clothing and wearing apparel, n. o. p., made from woven
fabrics of which the component of chief value is artifi-
cial silk or similar synthetic fibres produced by chemical
processes 32% p. c.

ex 568 Knitted garments, n. o. p. 35 p. c.
568a Socks and stockings:-

(ii) n. o. p. 20 p. c.
and, per dozen pairs $1.00

569e Miners' safety helmets for use exclusively in mining
ex 613 operations, firemen's helmets and sand-blast helmets,
ex 618 of a class or kind not made in Canada; parts of such

helmets Free
572 Oriental and imitation Oriental rugs or carpets and

carpeting, carpets and rugs, n. o. p. 30 p. c.
and, per square foot 7% cts.

ex 573 Linoleum, floor oilcloth, and cork matting or carpets 30 p. c.
578 Regalia, badges and belts of all kinds, n. o. p. 30 p. c.
584 Bone pitch, crude only; and resin or rosin in packages of

not less than one hundred pounds Free
585 Coal and pine pitch, burgundy pitch; and coal and pine

tar, crude, in packages of not less than fifteen gallons Free
586 Coal, anthracite, n. o. p. per ton 50 cts.
587 Coke, n. o. p. per ton $1.00
588 Coal, n. o. p., including screenings and coal dust of all

kinds per ton 75 cts.
588a Gas for heating, cooking or illuminating, imported by

pipe line per one thousand cubic feet 3 cts.
589 Charcoal made from wood per ton $4.00
597 Pianofortes and organs 25 p. c.
597a Musical instruments of all kinds, n. o. p.; phonographs,

graphophones, gramophones and finished parts thereof,
including cylinders and records therefor; and me-
chanical piano and organ players 25 p. c.

ex 597a Cylinders or records specially made for use in the study
of languages, under such regulations as may be pre-
scribed by the Minister Free

ex 598a Brass band instruments, of a class or kind not made in
Canada 25 p. c.

599 Hides and skins, raw, whether dry, salted, or pickled; and
raw pelts Free

601 Fur skins of all kinds, not dressed in any manner Free
604 (i) Belting leather in butts or bends; and all leather

further finished than tanned, n. o. p. 20 p. c.
(ii) Sheepskin or lambskin leather, further finished than

tanned, n. o. p. 25 p. c.
604b Sole leather 25 p. c.
605a Genuine pig leathers and genuine Morocco leathers;

so-called roller leathers 25 p. c.
607 Leather, when imported by manufacturers of gloves or

leather clothing, for use exclusively in manufacturing
gloves or leather clothing, in their own factories 7Y p. c.

609 Belting, of leather 25 p. c.
ex 611a Boots, shoes, slippers and insoles of any material,

n. o. p., not including canvas shoes with rubber
soles 30 p. c.

611b Leather garments, lined or unlined 30 . c.
612 Harness and saddlery, including horse boots, n. o. p. 22 p. .
613 Manufactures of leather, including manufactures of

rawhide, n. o. p. 25 p. c.
ex 616 Rubber, recovered Free
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ex 567a Clothing and wearing apparel, n. o. p., made from woven 
i fabrics of which the component of chief value s artifi-

cial silk or similar synthetic fibres produced by chemical 
processes 32% p. c. 

ex 568 Knitted garments, n. o. p. 35 p. c. 
568a Socks and stockings:— 

(ii) n. o. p. 20 p. c. 
and, per dozen pairs $1.00 

569e Miners' safety helmets for use exclusively in mining 
ex 613 operations, firemen's helmets and sand-blast helmets, 
ex 618 of a class or kind not made in Canada; parts of such 

helmets Free 
572 Oriental and imitation Oriental rugs or carpets and 

carpeting, carpets and rugs, n. o. p. 30 p. c. 
and, per square foot 7% cts. 

ex 573 Linoleum, floor oilcloth, and cork matting or carpets 30 p. c. 
578 Regalia, badges and belts of all kinds, n. o. p. 30 p. c. 
584 Bone pitch, crude only; and resin or rosin in packages of 

not less than one hundred pounds Free 
585 Coal and pine pitch, burgundy pitch; and coal and pine 

tar, crude, in packages of not less than fifteen gallons Free 
586 Coal, anthracite, n. o. p. per ton 50 eta. 
587 Coke, n. o. p. per ton $1.00 
588 Coal, n. o. p., including screenings and coal dust of all 

kinds per ton 75 cts. 
588a Gas for heating, cooking or illuminating, imported by 

pipe line per one thousand cubic feet 3 cts. 
589 Charcoal made from wood per ton $4.00 
597 Pianofortes and organs 25 p. c. 
597a Musical instruments of all kinds, n. o. p.; phonographs, 

graphophones, gramophones and finished parts thereof, 
including cylinders and records therefor; and me-
chanical piano and organ players 25 p. c. 

ex 597a Cylinders or records specially made for use in the study 
of languages, under such regulations as may be pre-
scribed by the Minister Free 

ex 598a Brass band instruments, of a class or kind not made in 
Canada 25 p. c. 

599 Hides and skins, raw, whether dry, salted, or pickled; and 
raw pelts Free 

601 Fur skins of all kinds, not dressed in any manner Free 
604 (i) Belting leather in butts or bends; and all leather 

further finished than tanned, n. o. p. 20 
(ii) Sheepskin or lambskin leather, further finished than 
tanned, n. o. p. 25 p. c. 

604b Sole leather 25 p. c. 
605a Genuine pig leathers and genuine Morocco leathers; 

so-called roller leathers 25 p. c. 
607 Leather, when imported by manufacturers of gloves or 

leather clothing, for use exclusively in manufacturing 
gloves or leather clothing, in their own factories 7% P. c. 

609 Belting, of leather 25 p. c. 
ex 611a Boots, shoes, slippers and insoles of any material, 

n. o. p., not including canvas shoes with rubber 
soles 30 p. c. 

611b Leather garments, lined or unlined 30 p. c. 
612 Harness and saddlery, including horse boots, n. o. p. 22% p. c. 
613 Manufactures of leather, including manufactures of 

rawhide, n. o. p. 25 p. c. 
ex 616 Rubber, recovered Free 
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Canadian Growth, Prod.
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of America

618 Rubber cement and all manufactures of India-rubber
and gutta percha, n. o. p. 22% p. o.

618b Tires of rubber for vehicles of all kinds, fitted or not 25 p. c.
618c Chlorine derivatives of India-rubber insoluble in carbon

ex 711 tetrachloride, in sheets not exceeding three one-
thousandths of an inch in thickness, coloured or not
but not printed, lithographed or embossed, when for
use in Canadian manufactures 5 p. c.

619 Rubber or gutta percha hose, and cotton hose lined with
rubber; rubber mats or matting and rubber packing 22] p. c.

619a India-rubber clothing and clothing made from water-
proofed cotton fabrics 30 p. c.

622 Trunks, valises, hat boxes, carpet bags, tool bags, and
baskets of all kinds, n. o. p. 30 p. c.

623 Musical instrument cases and fancy cases or boxes of all
kinds, portfolios and fancy writing desks, satchels,
reticules, card cases, purses, pocket-books, fly books
and parts thereof 30 p. c.

624a ex (i) Toys of all kinds, n. o. p. 30 p. c.
(ii) Mechanical toys of metal 30 p. c.

647 Jewellery of any material, for the adornment of the
person, n. o. p. 35 p. c.

651 Buttons of all kinds, covered or not, and button blanks
other than in the rough, n. o. p.; recognition buttons
and cuff or collar buttons 30 p. c.

and, per gross 5 cts.
651a Buttons, and button blanks other than in the rough, of

vegetable ivory 30 p. c.
and, per gross 10 cta.

654 Bristles, broom corn, and hair brush pads Free
ex 655a Crayons of chalk 20 p. c.

657a Cinematograph or moving picture films, positives, one
and one-eighth of an inch in width and over, n. o. p.

per linear foot 2% ets.
657b Parts, unfinished, when imported by manufacturers of

ex 532 cameras, for use in the manufacture of cameras, in
ex 711 their own factories 5 p. e.

663 Fertilizers, compounded or manufactured, n. o. p. 5 p. c.
Provided, that Canada reserves the right to with-

draw this concession should any restriction be placed
on the export of phosphate rock or superphosphate
from the United States of America.

663c Soya beans, soya bean oil cake and soya bean oil meal,
ex 711 when imported for use as animal or poultry feeds, or as

fertilizer, or when imported for use in the manufacture
of animal or poultry feeds or fertilizers Free

670 Grinding wheels, stones or blocks, manufactured by the
bonding together of either natural or artificial abra-
sives; manufactures of emery or of artificial abrasives,
n. o. p. 22% p. o.

682a Net floats of aluminum, glass, canvas, cork, or rubber, for
ex 618 use exclusively in commercial fishing Free

688 Artificial teeth, not mounted Free
693 (iii) Antiquities (other than spirits or wines) produced more

than 100 years prior to date of importation, under such
regulations, including proof of antiquity, as may be
prescribed by the Minister Free

Provided that, notwithstanding anything to the con-
trary in any law or regulation relating to Customs, an-
tiquities as described above shall be relieved from the
requirements as to origin or content.
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618 Rubber cement and all manufactures of India-rubber 
and gutta percha, n. o. p. 22% p. 0. 

618b Tires of rubber for vehicles of all kinds, fitted or not 25 P. c. 
618c Chlorine derivatives of India-rubber insoluble in carbon 

ex 711 tetrachloride, in sheets not exceeding three one-
thousandths of an inch in thickness, coloured or not 
but not printed, lithographed or embossed, when for 
use in Canadian manufactures 5 p. c. 

619 Rubber or gutta percha hose, and cotton hose lined with 
rubber; rubber mats or matting and rubber packing 22% p. e. 

619a India-rubber clothing and clothing made from water-
proofed cotton fabrics 30 p. c. 

622 Trunks, valises, hat boxes, carpet bags, tool bags, and 
baskets of all kinds, n. o. p. 30 p. e. 

623 Musical instrument cases and fancy cases or boxes of all 
kinds, portfolios and fancy writing desks, satchels, 
reticules, card cases, purses, pocket-books, fly books 
and parts thereof 30 p. c. 

624a ex (i) Toys of all kinds, n. o. p. 30 p. c. 
(ii) Mechanical toys of metal 30 p. c. 

647 Jewellery of any material, for the adornment of the 
person, n. o. p. 35 P. 0. 

651 Buttons of all kinds, covered or not, and button blanks 
other than in the rough, n. o. p.; recognition buttons 
and cuff or collar buttons 30 P. c. 

and, per gross 5 cts. 
651a Buttons, and button blanks other than in the rough, of 

vegetable ivory 30 p. e. 
and, per gross 10 cts. 

654 Bristles, broom corn, and hair brush pads Free 
ex 655a Crayons of chalk 20 p. el. 

657a Cinematograph or moving picture films, positives, one 
and one-eighth of an inch in width and over, n. o. p. 

per linear foot 2% do. 
657b Parts, unfinished, when imported by manufacturers of 

ex 532 cameras, for use in the manufacture of cameras, in 
ex 711 their own factories 5 p. C. 

663 Fertilizers, compounded or manufactured, n. o. p. 5 p. c. 
Provided, that Canada reserves the right to with-

draw this concession should any restriction be placed 
on the export of phosphate rock or superphosphate 
from the United States of America. 

663e Soya beans, soya bean oil cake and soya bean oil meal, 
ex 711 when imported for use as animal or poultry feeds, or as 

fertilizer, or when imported for use in the manufacture 
of animal or poultry feeds or fertilizers Free 

670 Grinding wheels, stones or blocks, manufactured by the 
bonding together of either natural or artificial abra-
sives; manufactures of emery or of artificial abrasives, 
D. o. p. 22% p. o. 

682a Net floats of aluminum, glass, canvas, cork, or rubber, for 
ex 618 use exclusively in commercial fishing Free 

688 Artificial teeth, not mounted Free 
693 (iii) Antiquities (other than spirits or wines) produced more 

than 100 years prior to date of importation, under such 
regulations, including proof of antiquity, as may be 
prescribed by the Minister Free 

Provided that, notwithstanding anything to the con-
trary in any law or regulation relating to Customs, an-
tiquities as described above shall be relieved from the 
requirements as to origin or content. 
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Canadian Growth, Prod-

Tariff Description of Article uce or Manu-
Item facture of the

United States
of America

711 All goods not enumerated in this schedule as subject to
any other rate of duty, and not otherwise declared free
of duty, and not being goods the importation whereof
is by law prohibited 20 p. c.

Provided that duty shall not be deemed to be provided
for by this item upon dutiable goods mentioned as
"n. o. p." in any preceding tariff item.

Provided further that when the component material
of chief value in any non-enumerated article consists of
dutiable material enumerated in this schedule as bear-
ing a higher rate of duty than is specified in this tariff
item, such non-enumerated article shall be subject to
the highest duty which would be chargeable thereon if it
were composed wholly of the component material there-
of of chief value, such "component material of chief
value" being that component material which shall ex-
ceed in value any other single component material in
its condition as found in the article.

ex 711 Oyster shells, not further manufactured than crushed or
screened, or both, for use as poultry feeds or in the
manufacture of poultry feeds 10 p. c.

ex 711 Activated clay, when imported for use in the refining of
oils 10 p. e.

ex 711 Coal-tar benzol, when imported by refiners of crude petro-
leum, for use exclusively in blending with gasoline
wholly produced in Canada 10 p. c.

ex 711 Vermiculite, crude, or not further processed than ground
and screened 10 p. a.

756 Artificial abrasive grains, crushed or ground, when im-
ported for use in Canadian manufactures Free

792 Cotton pulp imported by manufacturers for use exclus-
ively in their own factories in the manufacture of yarns
of artificial silk or similar synthetic fibres produced by
chemical processes, under regulations to be prescribed
by the Minister of National Revenue Free

816 Ethylene glycol, when imported by manufacturers for use
664b exclusively in the manufacture of anti-freezing com-

pounds or of explosives, in their own factories Free

SCHEDULE II

(See Article VII)

NOTE: The provisions of this Schedule shall be construed and given the same
effect, and the application of collateral provisions of the customs laws of the
United States to the provisions of this Schedule shall be determined, insofar as
may be practicable, as if each provision of this Schedule appeared respectively
in the statutory provision noted in the column at the left of the respective
descriptions of articles.

In the case of any article enumerated in this Schedule, which is subject on the
day of the signature of this Agreement to any additional or separate ordinary
customs duty, whether or not imposed under the statutory provision noted in
the column at the left of the respective description of the article, such separate
or additional duty shall continue in force, subject to any reduction indicated
in this Schedule or hereafter provided for, until terminated in accordance with
law, but shall not be increased.

In the case of any article provided for in this Schedule, with respect to which a
lower rate of United States duty than is specified herein is provided for pursuant
to any trade agreement concluded under Section 350 of the Tariff Act of 1930,
as amended, such lower rate shall not be deemed to be rendered ineffective by
reason of any provision of this Schedule.

The term "ton in this Schedule, unless otherwise specified, means the long ton of
2,240 pounds avoirdupois.
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711 All goods not enumerated in this schedule as subject to 
any other rate of duty, and not otherwise declared free 
of duty, and not being goods the importation whereof 
is by law prohibited 20 p. c. 

Provided that duty shall not be deemed to be provided 
for by this item upon dutiable goods mentioned as 
"n. o. p." in any preceding tariff item. 

Provided further that when the component material 
of chief value in any non-enumerated article consists of 
dutiable material enumerated in this schedule as bear-
ing a higher rate of duty than is specified in this tariff 
item, such non-enumerated article shall be subject to 
the highest duty which would be chargeable thereon if it 
were composed wholly of the component material there-
of of chief value, such "component material of chief 
value" being that component material which shall ex-
ceed in value any other single component material in 
its condition as found in the article. 

ex 711 Oyster shells, not further manufactured than crushed or 
screened, or both, for use as poultry feeds or in the 
manufacture of poultry feeds 10 p. c. 

ex 711 Activated clay, when imported for use in the refining of 
oils 10 P. c. 

ex 711 Coal-tar benzol, when imported by refiners of crude petro-
leum, for use exclusively in blending with gasoline 
wholly produced in Canada 10 p. c. 

ex 711 Vermiculite, crude, or not further processed than ground 
and screened 10 p. c. 

756 Artificial abrasive grains, crushed or ground, when im-
ported for use in Canadian manufactures Free 

792 Cotton pulp imported by manufacturers for use exclus-
ively in their own factories in the manufacture of yarns 
of artificial silk or similar synthetic fibres produced by 
chemical processes, under regulations to be prescribed 
by the Minister of National Revenue Free 

816 Ethylene glycol, when imported by manufacturers for use 
664b exclusively in the manufacture of anti-freezing com-

pounds or of explosives, in their own factories Free 

SCHEDULE II 

(See Article VII) 

NOTE: The provisions of this Schedule shall be construed and given the same 
effect, and the application of collateral provisions of the customs laws of the 
United States to the provisions of this Schedule shall be determined, insofar as 
may be practicable, as if each provision of this Schedule appeared respectively 
in the statutory provision noted in the column at the left of the respective 
descriptions of articles. 

In the case of any article enumerated in this Schedule, which is subject on the 
day of the signature of this Agreement to any additional or separate ordinary 
customs duty, whether or not imposed under the statutory provision noted in 
the column at the left of the respective description of the article, such separate 
or additional duty shall continue in force, subject to any reduction indicated 
in this Schedule or hereafter provided for, until terminated in accordance with 
law, but shall not be increased. 

In the case of any article provided for in this Schedule, with respect to which a 
lower rate of United States duty than is specified herein is provided for pursuant 
to any trade agreement concluded under Section 350 of the Tariff Act of 1930, 
as amended, such lower rate shall not be deemed to be rendered ineffective by 
reason of any provision of this Schedule. 

The term "ton" in this Schedule, unless otherwise specified, means the long ton of 
2,240 pounds avoirdupois. 
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Description of Article

2379

Rate of Duty

203 Hydrated lime

205 (d) Cement, not specially provided for
207 Bentonite:

Unwrought and unmanufactured
Wrought or manufactured

207 Crude feldspar
208 (f) Untrimmed phlogopite mica from which no rec-

tangular piece exceeding two inches in length or
one inch in width may be cut

208 (g) Phlogopite mica waste and scrap valued at not
more than 5 cents per pound

208 (h) Mica, ground or pulverized
209 Talc, steatite or soapstone: Ground, washed,

powdered, or pulverized (except toilet prepara-
tions), valued at not more than $14 per ton

214 Ground feldspar

cluding weight or
container

6 1 per 100 Ibs., in-
cluding weight of
container

10% ad val.

75e per ton
$1.6232 per ton
250 per ton

10% ad val.

15% ad val.
15% ad val.

17%% ad val.
15% ad val.

United States
Tariff Act of

1930
Paragraph

1 Acetic acid containing by weight of acetic acid:
Not more than 65 per centum s54 per lb.
More than 65 per centum 1¢ per lb.

2 Vinyl acetate, polymerized or unpolymerized, and
synthetic resins made in chief value therefrom,
not specially provided for 34 per lb. and 15%

ad val.
10 Fir or Canada balsam, natural and uncompounded,

and not containing alcohol 5 % ad val.
11 Synthetic resins made in chief value from vinyl

acetate, not specially provided for 30 per lb. and 15%
ad val.

16 Calcium acetate, crude a% per lb.
29 Cobalt oxide 10 per lb.
52 Sperm oil, crude 2M2 per gal.
52 Shark oil and shark-liver oil, including oil produced

from sharks known as dogfish, not specially pro-
vided for 10% ad val.

58 Distilled or essential cedar-leaf oil, not containing
alcohol 12Y % ad val.

71 Gas black, including carbon black, and acetylene
black, dry or ground in or mixed with oil or water,
and not specially provided for 10% ad val.

81 Sodium chloride or salt:
In bags, sacks, barrels, or other packages 74 per 100 lbs.
In bulk 44 per 100 Ibs.

201 (a) Fire brick, not specially provided for 123% ad val.
201 (b) Brick, not specially provided for, not glazed,

enameled, painted, vitrified, ornamented, or
decorated in any manner $1 per 1,000

203 Limestone (not suitable for use as monumental or
building stone), crude, or crushed but not pul-
verized 2%3 per 100 lbs.

203 Lime, not specially provided for 5 per 100 Ibs., in-

53 STAT.] CANADA--RECIPROCAL TRADE—NOV. 17, 1938 

United States 
Tariff Act of 

1930 
Paragraph 

Description of Article 

1 Acetic acid containing by weight of acetic acid: 
Not more than 65 per centum 
More than 65 per centum 

2 Vinyl acetate, polymerized or unpolymerized, and 
synthetic resins made in chief value therefrom, 
not specially provided for 

10 Fir or Canada balsam, natural and uncompounded, 
and not containing alcohol 

11 Synthetic resins made in chief value from vinyl 
acetate, not specially provided for 

16 Calcium acetate, crude 
29 Cobalt oxide 
52 Sperm oil, crude 
52 Shark oil and shark-liver oil, including oil produced 

from sharks known as dogfish, not specially pro-
vided for 

58 Distilled or essential cedar-leaf oil, not containing 
alcohol 

71 Gas black, including carbon black, and acetylene 
black, dry or ground in or mixed with oil or water, 
and not specially provided for 

81 Sodium chloride or salt: 
In bags, sacks, barrels, or other packages 
In bulk 

201 (a) Fire brick, not specially provided for 
201 (b) Brick, not specially provided for, not glazed, 

enameled, painted, vitrified, ornamented, or 
decorated in any manner 

203 Limestone (not suitable for use as monumental or 
building stone), crude, or crushed but not pul-
verized 

203 Lime, not specially provided for 

203 Hydrated lime 

205 (d) Cement, not specially provided for 
207 Bentonite: 

Unwrought and unmanufactured 
Wrought or manufactured 

207 Crude feldspar 
208 (f) Untrimmed phlogopite mica from which no rec-

tangular piece exceeding two inches in length or 
one inch in width may be cut 

208 (g) Phlogopite mica waste and scrap valued at not 
more than 5 cents per pound 

208 (h) Mica, ground or pulverized 
209 Talc, steatite or soapstone: Ground, washed, 

powdered, or pulverized (except toilet prepara-
tions), valued at not more than $14 per ton 

214 Ground feldspar 

Rate of Duty 

5:¢ per lb. 
1¢ per lb. 

3¢ per lb. and 15% 
ad val. 

5% ad val. 

3¢ per lb. and 15% 
ad val. 
per lb. 

10¢ per lb. 
24¢ per gal. 

10% ad val. 

12)% ad val. 

10% ad val. 

7¢ per 100 lbs. 
40 per 100 lbs. 
12%% ad val. 

$1 per 1,000 

2%0 per 100 lbs. 
5¢ per 100 lbs., in-

cluding weight of 
container 

6¢ per 100 lbs., in-
cluding weight of 
container 

10% ad val. 

70 per ton 
$1.62% per ton 
25¢ per ton 

10% ad val. 

15% ad val. 
15% ad val. 

17%% ad val. 
15% ad val. 

2379 
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Description of Article Rate of Duty

214 Ground nepheline syenite 15% ad val.
Provided, That, if in any calendar year after 1938

the aggregate quantity of nepheline syenite in
any form, whether dutiable or free, entered, or
withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption
exceeds 50,000 tons, the Government of the
United States of America and the Government
of Canada shall promptly enter into consulta-
tion, with a view to reaching an agreement as
to whatever measures may be deemed appro-
priate, and if, within 60 days after the two
Governments enter into consultation, a mutu-
ally satisfactory settlement has not been ef-
fected, the Government of the United States
of America shall have the right to increase the
duty on any nepheline syenite which is subject
to duty and to impose a customs duty on any
nepheline syenite which is not subject to duty
entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for con-
sumption in any calendar year in excess of an
aggregate quantity of 50,000 tons of nepheline
syenite in any form.

214 Stone, not specially provided for (except marble
chip or granito and Cornwall stone), ground,
or crushed otherwise than merely for the pur-
pose of facilitating shipment to the United
States 15% ad val.

214 Dead-burned basic refractory material containing
15 per centum or more of lime and consisting
chiefly of magnesia and lime 20% ad val.

NOTE: The existing customs classification treat-
ment of the merchandise described in this item
as provided for in paragraph 214, Tariff Act of
1930, in accordance with the ruling announced
in Treasury Decision 45041 (60 Treasury De-
cisions 114) shall be continued during the effec-
tive period of this Agreement.

301 Spiegeleisen containing more than 1 per centum
of carbon 750 per ton

302(d) Ferromanganese containing not less than 4 per
centum of carbon, on the metallic manganese
contained therein %A per lb.

1% times the low-
est rate of ordi-
nary customs duty
provided for man-
ganese ore con-
taining in excess
of 10 per centum
of metallic man-
ganese the product
of any foreign
country except
Cuba, at the time
such ferromanga-
nese is entered,
or withdrawn from
warehouse, for
consumption; but
not more than 1%s'
per lb.

2380

United States
Tariff Act of

1930
Paragraph

. nlus
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United States 
Tariff Act of 

1930 
Paragraph 
214 Ground nepheline syenite 

Provided, That, if in any calendar year after 1938 
the aggregate quantity of nepheline syenite in 
any form, whether dutiable or free, entered, or 
withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption 
exceeds 50,000 tons, the Government of the 
United States of America and the Government 
of Canada shall promptly enter into consulta-
tion, with a view to reaching an agreement as 
to whatever measures may be deemed appro-
priate, and if, within 60 days after the two 
Governments enter into consultation, a mutu-
ally satisfactory settlement has not been ef-
fected, the Government of the United States 
of America shall have the right to increase the 
duty on any nepheline syenite which is subject 
to duty and to impose a customs duty on any 
nepheline syenite which is not subject to duty 
entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for con-
sumption in any calendar year in excess of an 
aggregate quantity of 50,000 tons of nepheline 
syenite in any form. 

214 Stone, not specially provided for (except marble 
chip or granito and Cornwall stone), ground, 
or crushed otherwise than merely for the pur-
pose of facilitating shipment to the United 
States 

214 Dead-burned basic refractory material containing 
15 per centum or more of lime and consisting 
chiefly of magnesia and lime 

NOTE: The existing customs classification treat-
ment of the merchandise described in this item 
as provided for in paragraph 214, Tariff Act of 
1930, in accordance with the ruling announced 
in Treasury Decision 45041 (60 Treasury De-
cisions 114) shall be continued during the effec-
tive period of this Agreement. 

301 Spiegeleisen containing more than 1 per centum 
of carbon 

302(d) Ferromanganese containing not less than 4 per 
centum of carbon, on the metallic manganese 
contained therein 

Description of Article Rate of Duty 

15% ad val. 

15% ad val. 

20% ad val. 

75¢ per ton 

sji¢ per lb., plus 
1% times the low-
est rate of ordi-
nary customs duty 
provided for man-
ganese ore con-
taining in excess 
of 10 per centum 
of metallic man-
ganese the product 
of any foreign 
country except 
Cuba, at the time 
such ferromanga-
nese is entered, 
or withdrawn from 
warehouse, for 
consumption; but 
not more than 1%0 
per lb. 
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United States
Tariff Act of

1930
Paragraph
302 (i)

Description of Article

Ferrosilicon, containing 8 per centum or more of
silicon and less than 30 per centum

302 (k) Ferrochrome or ferrochromium containing 3 per
centum or more of carbon

302 (1) Boron carbide
302 (m) Ferrotitanium, ferrovanadium, and ferrouranium
304 Hollow bars and hollow drill steel, valued above 8

and not above 12 cents per pound
Provided, That the duty assessed under this item

shall not be less than
Provided further, That no article assessed with

duty under this item shall be subject to a sepa-
rate additional duty under the second proviso to
paragraph 304 of the Tariff Act of 1930.

318 Woven-wire cloth: Gauze, fabric, or screen, made
of wire composed of steel, brass, copper, bronze,
or any other metal or alloy, not specially pro-
vided for:

With meshes not finer than thirty wires to the
lineal inch in warp or filling

With meshes finer than thirty and not finer
than ninety wires to the lineal inch in warp
or filling

!

323 Axles and parts thereof, axle bars, axle blanks, and
forgings for axles, of iron or steel, without refer-
ence to the stage or state of manufacture, not
specially provided for, valued at not more than 6
cents per pound /loe per lb.

327 Cast-iron fittings for cast-iron pipe 15% ad val.
327 Cast-iron andirons, plates, stove plates, sadirons,

tailors' irons, hatters' irons, but not including
electric irons, and castings and vessels wholly
of cast iron, including all castings of iron or
cast-iron plates which have been chiseled, drilled,
machined, or otherwise advanced in condition
by processes or operations subsequent to the
casting process but not made up into articles,
or parts thereof, or finished machine parts 10% ad val.

327 Molders' patterns, of whatever material composed,
for the manufacture of castings 25% ad val.

329 Chain and chains of all kinds, made of iron or steel:
Less than % and not less than % of 1 inch in

diameter I per lb.
Less than % and not less than %s of 1 inch in

diameter 1VM per lb.
353 Washing machines, having as an essential feature

an electrical element or device, and parts thereof;
any of the foregoing, finished or unfinished,
wholly or in chief value of metal, and not speci-
ally provided for 17j% ad val

353 Cooking stoves and ranges, having as an essential
feature an electrical heating element, and parts
thereof; any of the foregoing, finished or un-
finished, wholly or in chief value of metal, and
not specially provided for 17~% ad val

98907°-39--PT 3---60

2381

Rate of Duty

1, per lb. on the
silicon contained
therein

lyg1 per lb. on the
chromium con-
tained therein

12%% ad val.
15% ad val.

20% ad val.

1%S per lb.

10 per sq. ft., but
not less than 12~
nor more than
25 % ad val.

50 per sq. ft., but
not less than 20
nor more than
40% ad val.

I.

53 STAT.] 

United States 
Tariff Act of 

1930 
Paragraph 

302 (i) Ferrosilicon, containing 8 per centum or more of 

302 (k) Ferrochrome or ferrochromium containing 3 per 
centum or more of carbon 

CANADA—RECIPROCAL TRADE—NOV. 17, 1938 

Description of Article 

silicon and less than 30 per centum 

302 (1) Boron carbide 
302 (m) Ferrotitanium, ferrovanadium, and ferrouranium 
304 Hollow bars and hollow drill steel, valued above 8 

and not above 12 cents per pound 
Provided, That the duty assessed under this item 

shall not be less than 
Provided further, That no article assessed with 

duty under this item shall be subject to a sepa-
rate additional duty under the second proviso to 
paragraph 304 of the Tariff Act of 1930. 

318 Woven-wire cloth: Gauze, fabric, or screen, made 
of wire composed of steel, brass, copper, bronze, 
or any other metal or alloy, not specially pro-
vided for: 
With meshes not finer than thirty wires to the 

lineal inch in warp or filling 

With meshes finer than thirty and not finer 
than ninety wires to the lineal inch in warp 
or filling 

323 Axles and parts thereof, axle bars, axle blanks, and 
forgings for axles, of iron or steel, without refer-
ence to the stage or state of manufacture, not 
specially provided for, valued at not more than 6 
cents per pound 

327 Cast-iron fittings for cast-iron pipe 
327 Cast-iron andirons, plates, stove plates, sadirons, 

tailors' irons, hatters' irons, but not including 
electric irons, and castings and vessels wholly 
of cast iron, including all castings of iron or 
cast-iron plates which have been chiseled, drilled, 
machined, or otherwise advanced in condition 
by processes or operations subsequent to the 
casting process but not made up into articles, 
or parts thereof, or finished machine parts 

327 Molders' patterns, of whatever material composed, 
for the manufacture of castings 

329 Chain and chains of all kinds, made of iron or steel: 
Less than % and not less than % of 1 inch in 

diameter 
Less than % and not less than %6 of 1 inch in 

diameter 
353 Washing machines, having as an essential feature 

an electrical element or device, and parts thereof; 
any of the foregoing, finished or unfinished, 
wholly or in chief value of metal, and not speci-
ally provided for 

353 Cooking stoves and ranges, having as an essential 
feature an electrical heating element, and parts 
thereof; any of the foregoing, finished or un-
finished, wholly or in chief value of metal, and 
not specially provided for 

Rate of Duty 

lf per lb. on the 
silicon contained 
therein 

1%0 per lb. on the 
chromium con-
tained therein 

1234% ad val. 
15% ad val. 

20% ad val. 

1%0 per lb. 

If per sq. ft., but 
not less than 12% 
nor more than 
25% ad val. 

50 per sq. ft., but 
not less than 20 
nor more than 
40% ad val. 

%o0 per lb. 
15% ad val. 

10% ad val. 

25% ad val. 

per lb. 

1%0 per lb. 

17%% ad val. 

17%% ad val. 

2381 

38907°-39---PT 3-60 
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United States
Tariff Act of

1930
Paragraph

Description of Article Bate of Duty

406 Hubs for wheels, heading bolts, stave bolts, last
blocks, wagon blocks, oar blocks, heading
blocks, and all like blocks or sticks, roughhewn,
or rough shaped, sawed or bored

407 Casks, barrels, and hogsheads (empty), of wood,
not specially provided for, but not including beer
barrels or beer kegs

412 Paintbrush handles; broom handles and mop
handles, further advanced than rough shaped,
not less than three-fourths of one inch in diam-
eter and not less than thirty-eight inches in
length; tennis-racket frames valued at $1.75 or
more each; toboggans; baby carriages; wheel-
barrows; canoes and canoe paddles; carriages,
drays, trucks, and other horse-drawn vehicles,
and parts thereof, not specially provided for;
and ice-hockey sticks; all the foregoing wholly
or in chief value of wood

503 Maple sugar
503 Maple sirup
701 Cattle, weighing less than two hundred pounds

each
Provided, That such cattle weighing less than two

hundred pounds each entered, or withdrawn
from warehouse, for consumption in any calen-
dar year after 1938 in excess of 100,000 head
shall not be entitled to a reduction in duty by
virtue of this item, but the rate of duty thereon
shall not exceed

5% ad val.

7~% ad val.

20% ad val.
34 per lb.
24 per lb.

130 per lb.

2%, per lb.

2382

370 Motor boats, including yachts or pleasure boats,
whether sail, steam, or motor propelled, valued
at not more than $15,000 each 15% ad val.

374 Aluminum, aluminum scrap, and alloys (except
those provided for in paragraph 302 of the
Tariff Act of 1930) in which aluminum is the
component material of chief value, in crude form 30 per lb.

378 Cadmium 7Yf per lb.
389 Nickel, and alloys (except those provided for in

paragraph 302 or 380 of the Tariff Act of 1930)
in which niokel is the component material of
chief value, in pigs or ingots, shot, cubes, grains,
cathodes, or similar forms 2%0 per lb.

393 Zinc-bearing ores of all kinds, except pyrites con-
taining not more than 3 per centum zinc 1%I per lb. on the

zinc contained
therein

394 Zinc in blocks, pigs, or slabs, and zinc dust 13/4 per lb.
401 Timber hewn, sided, or squared, otherwise than by

sawing, and round timber used for spars or in
building wharves; sawed lumber and timber not
specially provided for; all the foregoing, if of fir,
spruce, pie, hemlock, or larch 500 per thousand

feet, board meas-
ure

402 Maple (except Japanese maple), birch, and beech:
Flooring 4% ad val.

405 Veneers of birch or maple 10% ad val.

2382 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [53 STAT. 

United States 
Tariff Act of 

1930 
Paragraph 
370 Motor boats, including yachts or pleasure boats, 

whether sail, steam, or motor propelled, valued 
at not more than $15,000 each 15% ad val. 

374 Aluminum, aluminum scrap, and alloys (except 
those provided for in paragraph 302 of the 
Tariff Act of 1930) in which aluminum is the 
component material of chief value, in crude form 30 per lb. 

378 Cadmium 7Y20 per lb. 
389 Nickel, and alloys (except those provided for in 

paragraph 302 or 380 of the Tariff Act of 1930) 
in which nickel is the component material of 
chief value, in pigs or ingots, shot, cubes, grains, 
cathodes, or similar forms 2%0 per lb. 

393 Zinc-bearing ores of all kinds, except pyrites con-
taining not more than 3 per centum zinc 1%0 per lb. on the 

zinc contained 
therein 

394 Zinc in blocks, pigs, or slabs, and zinc dust 1%0 per lb. 
401 Timber hewn, sided, or squared, otherwise than by 

sawing, and round timber used for spars or in 
building wharves; sawed lumber and timber not 
specially provided for; all the foregoing, if of fir, 
spruce, pine, hemlock, or larch 500 per thousand 

feet, board meas-
ure 

402 Maple (except Japanese maple), birch, and beech: 
Flooring 4% ad vat 

405 Veneers of birch or maple 10% ad val. 
406 Hubs for wheels, heading bolts, stave bolts, last 

blocks, wagon blocks, oar blocks, heading 
blocks, and all like blocks or sticks, roughhewn, 
or rough shaped, sawed or bored 5% ad val. 

407 Casks, barrels, and hogsheads (empty), of wood, 
not specially provided for, but not including beer 
barrels or beer kegs 7%% ad val. 

412 Paintbrush handles; broom handles and mop 
handles, further advanced than rough shaped, 
not less than three-fourths of one inch in diam-
eter and not less than thirty-eight inches in 
length; tennis-racket frames valued at $1.75 or 
more each; toboggans; baby carriages; wheel-
barrows; canoes and canoe paddles; carriages, 
drays, trucks, and other horse-drawn vehicles, 
and parts thereof, not specially provided for; 
and ice-hockey sticks; all the foregoing wholly 
or in chief value of wood 20% ad val. 

503 Maple sugar 30 per lb. 
503 Maple sirup 20 per lb. 
701 Cattle, weighing less than two hundred pounds 

each 1%0 per lb. 
Provided, That such cattle weighing less than two 

hundred pounds each entered, or withdrawn 
from warehouse, for consumption in any calen-
dar year after 1938 in excess of 100,000 head 
shall not be entitled to a reduction in duty by 
virtue of this item, but the rate of duty thereon 
shall not exceed 2%0 per lb. 

Description of Article Rate of Duty 
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United States
Tariff Act of

1930
Paragraph

Description of Article Rate of Duty

707 Whole milk, fresh or sour
Provided, That such fresh or sour milk entered for

consumption in any calendar year after 1938 in
excess of 3,000,000 gallons shall not be entitled
to a reduction in duty by virtue of this item, but
the rate of duty thereon shall not exceed

707 Cream, fresh or sour
Provided, That such fresh or sour cream entered for

consumption in any calendar year after 1938 in
excess of 1,500,000 gallons shall not be entitled
to a reduction in duty by virtue of this item, but
the rate of duty thereon shall not exceed

707 Skimmed milk, fresh or sour, and buttermilk
708(b) Dried buttermilk
710 Cheddar cheese, whether or not in original loaves,

but not including any cheese processed other-
wise than by division into pieces

711

712

713
714

701 Cattle, weighing seven hundred pounds or more
each:

Cows, imported specially for dairy purposes 1YS per lb.
Other lYV per lb.

Provided, That after December 31, 1938, such cat-
tle weighing seven hundred pounds or more each
(other than cows imported specially for dairy
purposes) entered, or withdrawn from warehouse,
for consumption in excess of 60,000 head in any
quarter year shall not be entitled to a reduction
in duty by virtue of this item, and such cattle
(other than cows imported specially for dairy
purposes) entered, or withdrawn from ware-
house, for consumption in excess of 225,000 head
in any calendar year shall not be entitled to a
reduction in duty by virtue of this item, but the
rate of duty thereon shall not exceed 3) per lb.

Provided further, That if, after consultation with
the Government of the United States of Amer-
ica, the Government of Canada requests the
allocation of the quantity entitled to enter at
the reduced rate of duty under this item, the
Government of the United States of America
shall take the necessary steps to allocate the
said quantity among countries of export on the
basis provided for in Article III of this Agree-
ment.

703 Swine 1¢ per lb.
703 Pork, fresh or chilled, but not frozen 1y4 per lb.
703 Bacon, hams, and shoulders, and other pork, pre-

pared or preserved, but not cooked, boned,
packed in air-tight containers, or made into
sausages of any kind 20 per lb.

706 Edible animal livers, kidneys, tongues, hearts,
sweetbreads, tripe, and brains, fresh, chilled, or
frozen 30 per lb.,

less than 15%
ad val.

3y4 per gal.

6%H per gal.
280ot per gal.

5 6Mo per gal.
2j4o0 per gal.
11% per lb.

4¢ per lb., but not
less than 25%
ad val.

Birds, live: Chickens, ducks, geese, turkeys, and
guineas 44 per lb.

Birds, dead, dressed or undressed, fresh, chilled, or
frozen: Chickens, ducks, geese, and guineas 6i per lb.

Eggs of chickens, in the shell 56 per doz.
Horses, unless imported for immediate slaughter:

Valued at not more than $150 per head $15 per head
Valued at more than $150 per head 17%% ad vaL

2383

but not
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United States 
Tariff Act of 

1930 Description of Article 

Paragraph 

701 Cattle, weighing seven hundred pounds or more 
each: 

Cows, imported specially for dairy purposes 
Other 

Provided, That after December 31, 1938, such cat-
tle weighing seven hundred pounds or more each 
(other than cows imported specially for dairy 
purposes) entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, 
for consumption in excess of 60,000 head in any 
quarter year shall not be entitled to a reduction 
in duty by virtue of this item, and such cattle 
(other than cows imported specially for dairy 
purposes) entered, or withdrawn from ware-
house, for consumption in excess of 225,000 head 
in any calendar year shall not be entitled to a 
reduction in duty by virtue of this item, but the 
rate of duty thereon shall not exceed 

Provided further, That if, after consultation with 
the Government of the United States of Amer-
ica, the Government of Canada requests the 
allocation of the quantity entitled to enter at 
the reduced rate of duty under this item, the 
Government of the United States of America 
shall take the necessary steps to allocate the 
said quantity among countries of export on the 
basis provided for in Article III of this Agree-
ment. 

703 Swine 
703 Pork, fresh or chilled, but not frozen 
703 Bacon, hams, and shoulders, and other pork, pre-

pared or preserved, but not cooked, boned, 
packed in air-tight containers, or made into 
sausages of any kind 

706 Edible animal livers, kidneys, tongues, hearts, 
sweetbreads, tripe, and brains, fresh, chilled, or 
frozen 

707 Whole milk, fresh or sour 
Provided, That such fresh or sour milk entered for 

consumption in any calendar year after 1938 in 
excess of 3,000,000 gallons shall not be entitled 
to a reduction in duty by virtue of this item, but 
the rate of duty thereon shall not exceed 

707 Cream, fresh or sour 
Provided, That such fresh or sour cream entered for 

consumption in any calendar year after 1938 in 
excess of 1,500,000 gallons shall not be entitled 
to a reduction in duty by virtue of this item, but 
the rate of duty thereon shall not exceed 

707 Skimmed milk, fresh or sour, and buttermilk 
708(b) Dried buttermilk 
710 Cheddar cheese, whether or not in original loaves, 

but not including any cheese processed other-
wise than by division into pieces 

711 Birds, live: Chickens, ducks, geese, turkeys, and 
guineas 

712 Birds, dead, dressed or undressed, fresh, chilled, or 
frozen: Chickens, ducks, geese, and guineas 

713 Eggs of chickens, in the shell 
714 Horses, unless imported for immediate slaughter: 

Valued at not more than $150 per head 
Valued at more than $150 per head 

Rate of Duty 

1%0 per lb. 
1%0 per lb. 

30 per lb. 

10 per lb. 
1%0 per lb. 

20 per lb. 

30 per lb., but not 
less than 15% 
ad val. 

3W per gal. 

6S0 per gal. 
28'44 per gal. 

56%4 per gal. 
2 (:,¢ per gal. 
1%0 per lb. 

40 per lb., but not 
less than 25% 
ad val. 

40 per lb. 

60 per lb. 
50 per doz. 

$15 per head 
17%% ad val. 
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United States
Tariff Act of Description of Article Rate of Duty

1930
Paragraph
716 Honey 1% per lb.
717(a) Fish, fresh or frozen (whether or not packed in

ice), whole, or beheaded or eviscerated or both,
but not further advanced (except that the fins
may be removed):

Halibut, salmon, and swordfish (not including
naturally or artificially frozen swordfish) 10 per lb.

Mackerel:
Fresh 10 per lb.
Frozen lYif per lb.

Chubs, fresh-water mullet (catostomus), jacks,
lake trout, saugers, tullibees, whitefish,
yellow pike, blue pike, ciscoes, lake herring,
and yellow perch 34 per lb.

Shad, eels, and sturgeon (not including frozen
sturgeon) %^ per lb.

Cod, haddock, hake, pollock, and cusk:
Without fins removed %4 per lb.
With fins removed 1S per lb.

717(b) Fish, fresh or frozen (whether or not packed in
ice), filleted, skinned, boned, sliced, or divided
into portions, not specially provided for: Cod,
haddock, hake, pollock, cusk, and rosefish 1%7 per lb.

Provided, That such fish entered, or withdrawn
from warehouse, for consumption in any calen-
dar year after 1938 in excess of an aggregate
quantity of 15,000,000 pounds shall not be enti-
tled to a reduction in duty by virtue of this
item;

Provided further, That if the average apparent an-
nual consumption of such fish in the United
States during the three calendar years preceding
the year in which such fish are entered, or with-
drawn from warehouse, for consumption, ex-
ceeds 100,000,000 pounds, an additional quan-
tity of such fish equal to the amount by which
15 per centum of such average apparent annual
consumption exceeds 15,000,000 pounds may be
entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for con-
sumption in that year at the reduced rate above
specified. Such average apparent annual con-
sumption shall be taken as the sum of the fol-
lowing:

(a) The production in the United States of
cod, haddock, hake, pollock, cusk, and
rosefish fillets, steaks, and sticks,
whether fresh or frozen, as now defined,
and as reported, by the United States
Bureau of Fisheries (for the purposes
of this Agreement such production for
the calendar year 1936 shall be con-
sidered as 94,908,000 pounds, and for
the calendar year 1937, as 92,332,000
pounds);

(b) The quantity of cod, haddock, hake, pol-
lock, cusk, and rosefish fillets, steaks,
and sticks, whether fresh or frozen,
entered into the customs territory of the
United States free of duty under para-
graph 1730 (a) of the Tariff Act of 1930
as products of American fisheries (for
the purposes of this Agreement such
quantity for the calendar year 1936
shall be considered as 40,000 pounds,
and for the calendar year 1937, as
585,000 pounds); and

2384 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [53 STAT. 

United States 
Tariff Act of 

1930 
Paragraph 

716 Honey 
717(a) Fish, fresh or frozen (whether or not packed in 

ice), whole, or beheaded or eviscerated or both, 
but not further advanced (except that the fins 
may be removed): 

Halibut, salmon, and swordfish (not including 
naturally or artificially frozen swordfish) 

Mackerel: 
Fresh 
Frozen 

Chubs, fresh-water mullet (catostomu,$), jacks, 
lake trout, saugers, tullibees, whitefish, 
yellow pike, blue pike, ciscoes, lake herring, 
and yellow perch 

Shad, eels, and sturgeon (not including frozen 
sturgeon) 

Cod, haddock, hake, pollock, and cusk: 
Without fins removed 
With fins removed 

717(b) Fish, fresh or frozen (whether or not packed in 
ice), filleted, skinned, boned, sliced, or divided 
into portions, not specially provided for: Cod, 
haddock, hake, pollock, cusk, and rosefish 

Provided, That such fish entered, or withdrawn 
from warehouse, for consumption in any calen-
dar year after 1938 in excess of an aggregate 
quantity of 15,000,000 pounds shall not be enti-
tled to a reduction in duty by virtue of this 
item; 

Provided further, That if the average apparent an-
nual consumption of such fish in the United 
States during the three calendar years preceding 
the year in which such fish are entered, or with-
drawn from warehouse, for consumption, ex-
ceeds 100,000,000 pounds, an additional quan-
tity of such fish equal to the amount by which 
15 per centum of such average apparent annual 
consumption exceeds 15,000,000 pounds may be 
entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for con-
sumption in that year at the reduced rate above 
specified. Such average apparent annual con-
sumption shall be taken as the sum of the fol-
lowing: 

(a) The production in the United States of 
cod, haddock, hake, pollock, cusk, and 
rosefish fillets, steaks, and sticks, 
whether fresh or frozen, as now defined, 
and as reported, by the United States 
Bureau of Fisheries (for the purposes 
of this Agreement such production for 
the calendar year 1936 shall be con-
sidered as 94,908,000 pounds, and for 
the calendar year 1937, as 92,332,000 
pounds); 

(b) The quantity of cod, haddock, hake, pol-
lock, cusk, and rosefish fillets, steaks, 
and sticks, whether fresh or frozen, 
entered into the customs territory of the 
United States free of duty under para-
graph 1730 (a) of the Tariff Act of 1930 
as products of American fisheries (for 
the purposes of this Agreement such 
quantity for the calendar year 1936 
shall be considered as 40,000 pounds, 
and for the calendar year 1937, as 
585,000 pounds) ; and 

Description of Article Rate of Duty 

1%0 per lb. 

10 per lb. 

10 per lb. 
1%0 per lb. 

3/40 per lb. 

%0 per lb. 

% per lb. 
10 per lb. 

1%0 per lb. 
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United States
Tari Act of Description of Article Rate of
Paragraph
717 (b) Fish, fresh or frozen-Continued.

(c) The aggregate quantity entered, or with-
drawn from warehouse, for consump-
tion of cod, haddock, hake, pollock,
cusk, and rosefish, fresh or frozen
(whether or not packed in ice), filleted,
skinned, boned, sliced, or divided into
portions, not specially provided for
(for the purposes of this Agreement
such quantity for the calendar year 1936
shall be considered as 6,296,000 pounds,
for the calendar year 1937, as 6,719,000
pounds, and for the calendar year 1938,
as 6,100,000 pounds);

Provided further, That if, after consultation with
the Government of the United States of America,
the Government of Canada requests the alloca-
tion of the quantity entitled to enter at the re-
duced rate of duty under this item, the Govern-
ment of the United States of America shall take
the necessary steps to allocate the said quantity
among countries of export on the basis provided
for in Article III of this Agreement.

717 (b) Fish, fresh or frozen (whether or not packed in ice),
filleted, skinned, boned, sliced, or divided into
portions, not specially provided for (except cod,
haddock, hake, pollock, cusk, and rosefish) 2~% per lb.

719 Fish, pickled or salted (except fish packed in oil or
in oil and other substances and except fish
packed in air-tight containers weighing with
their contents not more than 15 pounds each):

(1) Salmon 122% ad v
(2) Cod, haddock, hake, pollock, and cusk,

neither skinned nor boned (except that
the vertebral column may be removed):

When containing not more than 43
per centum of moisture by weight %/ per lb.

When containing more than 43 per
centum of moisture by weight %Y8 per lb.

(3) Cod, haddock, hake, pollock, and cusk,
skinned or boned, whether or not dried 15 per lb.

(4) Herring, beheaded and eviscerated, but
not further advanced (except that
the fins may be removed), and herring
known commercially as split herring,
any of the foregoing, in bulk or in
immediate containers weighing with
their contents more than 15 pounds each
and containing each more than 10
pounds of herring, net weight %0 per lb., n

(4) Mackerel, whether or not boned, in bulk
or in immediate containers weighing
with their contents more than 15
pounds each 1f per lb., n,

(5) Alewives in bulk or in immediate con-
tainers weighing with their contents
more than 15 pounds each %e per lb., n

)uty

al.

iet wt.

et wt.

iet wt.

238553 STAT.] 

United States 
Tariff Act of 

1930 
Paragraph 

CANADA— RECIPROCAL TRADE—NOV. 17, 1938 

Description of Article 

717 (b) Fish, fresh or frozen—Continued. 
(c) The aggregate quantity entered, or with-

drawn from warehouse, for consump-
tion of cod, haddock, hake, pollock, 
cusk, and rosefish, fresh or frozen 
(whether or not packed in ice), filleted, 
skinned, boned, sliced, or divided into 
portions, not specially provided for 
(for the purposes of this Agreement 
such quantity for the calendar year 1936 
shall be considered as 6,296,000 pounds, 
for the calendar year 1937, as 6,719,000 
pounds, and for the calendar year 1938, 
as 6,100,000 pounds); 

Provided further, That if, after consultation with 
the Government of the United States of America, 
the Government of Canada requests the alloca-
tion of the quantity entitled to enter at the re-
duced rate of duty under this item, the Govern-
ment of the United States of America shall take 
the necessary steps to allocate the said quantity 
among countries of export on the basis provided 
for in Article III of this Agreement. 

717 (b) Fish, fresh or frozen (whether or not packed in ice), 
filleted, skinned, boned, sliced, or divided into 
portions, not specially provided for (except cod, 
haddock, hake, pollock, cusk, and rosefish) 

719 Fish, pickled or salted (except fish packed in oil or 
in oil and other substances and except fish 
packed in air-tight containers weighing with 
their contents not more than 15 pounds each): 

(1) Salmon 
(2) Cod, haddock, hake, pollock, and cusk, 

neither skinned nor boned (except that 
the vertebral column may be removed): 
When containing not more than 43 

per centum of moisture by weight 
When containing more than 43 per 
centum of moisture by weight 

Cod, haddock, hake, pollock, and cusk, 
skinned or boned, whether or not dried 

Herring, beheaded and eviscerated, but 
not further advanced (except that 
the fins may be removed), and herring 
known commercially as split herring, 
any of the foregoing, in bulk or in 
immediate containers weighing with 
their contents more than 15 pounds each 
and containing each more than 10 
pounds of herring, net weight 

(4) Mackerel, whether or not boned, in bulk 
or in immediate containers weighing 
with their contents more than 15 
pounds each 

(5) Alewives in bulk or in immediate con-
tainers weighing with their contents 
more than 15 pounds each 

(3) 

(4) 

Rate of Duty 

2% per lb. 

12%% ad val. 

IY4 per lb. 

*180 per lb. 

1‘¢ per lb. 

% per lb., net wt. 

per lb., net wt. 

Vs0 per lb., net wt. 

2385 
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United States
Tariff Act of

1930
Paramraph

Description of Article Rate of Duty

720 (a) Fish, smoked or kippered (except fish packed in
oil or in oil and other substances and except fish
packed in air-tight containers weighing with
their contents not more than 15 pounds each):

1) Salmon 15% ad val
2) Hard dry-smoked herring, when whole

or beheaded, but not further advanced 58¢ per lb.
(3) Smoked herring, boned, whether or not

skinned 1l% per lb.
(4) Cod, haddock, hake, pollock, and cusk,

whole, or beheaded or eviscerated or
both, but not further advanced (except
that the vertebral column may be
removed) 1S¢ per lb.

(5) Cod, haddock, hake, pollock, and cusk,
filleted, skinned, boned, sliced, or
divided into portions 2S per lb.

720 (b) Cod, haddock, hake, pollock, and cusk, prepared
or preserved, not specially provided for, in
immpdiatn onntfn.inprs weighing with their
contents not more than 15 pounds each 220B per lb., but

not less than 12%
nor more than
25 % ad val.

721 (b) Razor clams (siliqua patula), packed in air-tight
containers 15% ad val.

722 Barley, hulled or unhulled 15¢ per bu. of 48
lbs.

722 Barley malt 400 per 100 lbs.
723 Buckwheat, hulled or unhulled 15i per 100 lbs.
723 Buckwheat flour and grits or groats 4o0 per lb.
726 Oats, hulled or unhulled 8¢ per bu. of 32 lbs.
726 Unhulled ground oats 250 per 100 lbs.
726 Oatmeal, rolled oats, oat grits, and similar oat

products 10% ad val., but
not less than 40
nor more than
80¢ per 100 lbs.

728 Rye 120 per bu. of 56
lbs.

728 Rye malt 35S per 100 Ibs.
729 Wheat, unfit for human consumption 5 % ad val.
730 Bran, shorts, by-product feeds obtained in milling

wheat or other cereals 5% ad val.
730 Hulls of oats, barley, buckwheat, or other grains,

ground or unground 56 per 100 Ibs.
730 Dried beet pulp $3.75 per ton
730 Malt sprouts and brewers' grains $2.50 per ton
730 Mixed feeds, consisting of an admixture of grains

or grain products with oil cake, oil-cake meal,
molasses, or other feedstuffs 5% ad val.

731 Screenings, scalpings, chaff, or scourings of wheat,
flaxseed, or other grains or seeds: Unground, or
ground 5% ad val.

732 Cereal breakfast foods, and similar cereal prepara-
tions, by whatever name known, processed
further than milling, and not specially provided
for 10% ad val.

734 Apples, green or ripe 150 per bu. of 50
Ibs.

2386

1.
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United States 
Tariff Act of 

1930 
Paragraph 
720 (a) Fish, smoked or kippered (except fish packed in 

oil or in oil and other substances and except fish 
packed in air-tight containers weighing with 
their contents not more than 15 pounds each): 

(1) Salmon 
(2) Hard dry-smoked herring, when whole 

or beheaded, but not further advanced 
Smoked herring, boned, whether or not 

skinned 
Cod, haddock, hake, pollock, and cusk, 

whole, or beheaded or eviscerated or 
both, but not further advanced (except 
that the vertebral column may be 
removed) 

(5) Cod, haddock, hake, pollock, and cusk, 
filleted, skinned, boned, sliced, or 
divided into portions 

720 (b) Cod, haddock, hake, pollock, and cusk, prepared 
or preserved, not specially provided for, in 
immediate containers weighing with their 
contents not more than 15 pounds each 

(3) 

(4) 

Description of Article 

721 (b) Razor clams (riliqua patula), packed in air-tight 
containers 

722 Barley, hulled or unhulled 

722 Barley malt 
723 Buckwheat, hulled or unhulled 
723 Buckwheat flour and grits or groats 
726 Oats, hulled or unhulled 
726 Unhulled ground oats 
726 Oatmeal, rolled oats, oat grits, and similar oat 

products 

728 Rye 

728 Rye malt 
729 Wheat, unfit for human consumption 
730 Bran, shorts, by-product feeds obtained in milling 

wheat or other cereals 
730 Hulls of oats, barley, buckwheat, or other grains, 

ground or unground 
730 Dried beet pulp 
730 Malt sprouts and brewers' grains 
730 Mixed feeds, consisting of an admixture of grains 

or grain products with oil cake, oil-cake meal, 
molasses, or other feedstuffs 

731 Screenings, scalpings, chaff, or seourings of wheat, 
flaxseed, or other grains or seeds: Unground, or 
ground 

732 Cereal breakfast foods, and similar cereal prepara-
tions, by whatever name known, processed 
further than milling, and not specially provided 
for 

734 Apples, green or ripe 

Rate of Duty 

15% ad val. 

5/8¢ per lb. 

lji0 per lb. 

1Y40 per lb. 

20 per lb. 

2M per lb., but 
not less than 12 
nor more than 
25% ad val. 

15% ad val. 
150 per bu. of 48 

lbs. 
400 per 100 lbs. 
150 per 100 lbs. 
3400 per lb. 
80 per bu. of 32 lbs. 
250 per 100 lbs. 

10% ad val., but 
not less than 40 
nor more than 
800 per 100 lbs. 

120 per bu. of 56 
lbs. 

350 per 100 lbs. 
5% ad val. 

5% ad val. 

50 per 100 lbs. 
83.75 per ton 
$2.50 per ton 

5% ad val. 

5% ad val. 

10% ad val. 
150 per bu. of 50 

lbs. 
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United States
Tariff Act of

1930
Paragraph

Description of Article Rate of Duty

736 Berries, edible, in their natural condition or in
brine, not specially provided for:

Blueberries 1 per lb.
Other (except lingon or partridge berries) %/I per lb.

736 Blueberries, prepared or preserved, or frozen, but
not in brine and not dried, desiccated, or
evaporated, and not specially provided for 17J% ad vaL

736 Berries, edible, frozen, and not specially provided
for 17Y2% ad val.

737 Cherries:
(1) In their natural state, not in air-tight or

water-tight containers 10 per Ib.
738 Cider 31 per gal
753 Cut flowers, fresh, dried, prepared, or preserved 25% ad v
763 Grass seeds and other forage crop seeds:

Alfalfa 4o per lb.
Alsike clover 4¢ per lb.
Red clover 4o per lb.
Sweet clover 20 per lb.
Timothy 10 per lb.
Bent-grass (genus agrostic) 20¢ per 11
Bluegrass 2X0 per 1
Wheatgrass 1¢ per lb.
Bromegrass 1 per lb.

764 Tree and shrub seeds 4¢ per lb.
766 Beets, other than sugar beets 10% ad v
769 Peas, green or unripe, when imported and entered

for consumption during the period from July 1
to September 30, inclusive, in any year 20 per lb.

771 White or Irish seed potatoes, certified by a respon-
sible officer or agency of a foreign government
in accordance with the official rules and regula-
tions of that government to have been grown
and approved especially for use as seed, in con-
tainers marked with the foreign government's
official certified seed potato tags, when entered
for consumption during the period

From March 1 to November 30, inclusive, in
any year 37%0 per

From December 1 in any year to the last day
of the following February, inclusive 60¢ per 1

Provided, That if and when the United States is no
longer obligated to accord to such potatoes
produced in the Republic of Cuba a preferential
reduction in the rate of duty in excess of 20 per
centum, the rate of duty under this item during
the entire year shall be 37%¢ per

Provided further, That such potatoes entered for
consumption in the 12-month period beginning
on September 15 in the year 1938 or any subse-
quent year in excess of an aggregate quantity of
1,600,000 bushels of 60 pounds each shall not be
entitled to a reduction in duty by virtue of this
item, but the rate of duty thereon shall not
exceed 75¢ per 1

1.
,al.

b.

ral.

100 lbs.

00 Ibs.

100 lbs.

00 Ibs.
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Caited States 
Tariff Act of 

1930 
Paragraph 

Description of Article 

736 Berries, edible, in their natural condition or in 
brine, not specially provided for: 

Blueberries 
Other (except lingon or partridge berries) 

736 Blueberries, prepared or preserved, or frozen, but 
not in brine and not dried, desiccated, or 
evaporated, and not specially provided for 

736 Berries, edible, frozen, and not specially provided 
for 

737 Cherries: 
(1) In their natural state, not in air-tight or 

water-tight containers 
738 Cider 
753 Cut flowers, fresh, dried, prepared, or preserved 
763 Grass seeds and other forage crop seeds: 

Alfalfa 
Alsike clover 
Red clover 
Sweet clover 
Timothy 
Bent-grass (genus agroatis) 
Bluegrass 
Wheatgrass 
Bromegrass 

764 Tree and shrub seeds 
766 Beets, other than sugar beets 
769 Peas, green or unripe, when imported and entered 

for consumption during the period from July 1 
to September 30, inclusive, in any year 

771 White or Irish seed potatoes, certified by a respon-
sible officer or agency of a foreign government 
in accordance with the official rules and regula-
tions of that government to have been grown 
and approved especially for use as seed, in con-
tainers marked with the foreign government's 
official certified seed potato tags, when entered 
for consumption during the period 
From March 1 to November 30, inclusive, in 
any year 

From December 1 in any year to the last day 
of the following February, inclusive 

Provided, That if and when the United States is no 
longer obligated to accord to such potatoes 
produced in the Republic of Cuba a preferential 
reduction in the rate of duty in excess of 20 per 
centum, the rate of duty under this item during 
the entire year shall be 

Provided further, That such potatoes entered for 
consumption in the 12-month period beginning 
on September 15 in the year 1938 or any subse-
quent year in excess of an aggregate quantity of 
1,500,000 bushels of 60 pounds each shall not be 
entitled to a reduction in duty by virtue of this 
item, but the rate of duty thereon shall not 
exceed 

Rate of Duty 

4 per lb. 
Y40 per lb. 

174% ad val. 

1734% ad val. 

1¢ per lb. 
3¢ per gal. 
25% ad val. 

4¢ per lb. 
4¢ per lb. 
4¢ per lb. 
2¢ per lb. 
10 per lb. 
20¢ per lb. 
*0 per lb. 
10 per lb. 
10 per lb. 
4¢ er lb. 
10 0 ad val. 

2¢ per lb. 

37%0 per 100 lbs. 

600 per 100 lbs. 

37Y0 per 100 lbs. 

750 per 100 lbs. 

2387 
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Description of Article
United States
Tariff Act of

1930
Paragraph
771

802 Whiskey of all types and classes, not consisting in
any part of distilled spirits which have not been
aged in wooden containers at least four years
prior to the date the whiskey is entered, or with-
drawn from warehouse, for consumption

1001 Flax straw
1007 Hose, suitable for conducting liquids or gases,

wholly or in chief value of vegetable fiber

1401 Uncoated papers commonly or commercially
known as book paper, and all uncoated print-
ing paper, not specially provided for, not in-
cluding cover paper

1402 Pulpboard in rolls for use in the manufacture of
wallboard, not plate finished, supercalendered or
friction calendered, laminated by means of an
adhesive substance, coated, surface stained or
dyed, lined or vat-lined, embossed, printed,
decorated or ornamented in any manner, nor
cut into shapes for boxes or other articles and
not specially provided for

White or Irish potatoes, other than certified seed
potatoes, as defined in the preceding item, when
entered for consumption during the period

From March 1 to November 30, inclusive, in
any year

From December 1 in any year to the last day
of the following February, inclusive

Provided, That such potatoes entered for consump-
tion in the 12-month period beginning on Sep-
tember 15 in the year 1938 or any subsequent
year in excess of an aggregate quantity of 1,000,-
000 bushels of 60 pounds each shall not be en-
titled to a reduction in duty by virtue of this
item, but the rate of duty thereon shall not ex-
ceed

Provided further, That if for any calendar year the
production of white or Irish potatoes, including
seed potatoes, in the United States, according to
the estimate made as of September 1 by the
United States Department of Agriculture, is
less than 350,000,000 bushels of 60 pounds each,
an additional quantity of such potatoes, other
than certified seed potatoes, equal to the amount
by which such estimated production is less than
350,000,000 bushels may be entered for con-
sumption during the 12-month period beginning
on September 15 of that year at the reduced rates
above specified;

And provided further, That in computing the quan-
tities of imports specified in the two foregoing
provisos white or Irish potatoes produced in the
Republic of Cuba shall not be included.

Turnips and rutabagas
Carrots, radishes, and cauliflower, in their natural

state
Hay

Straw

5% ad val.

2388

I

773
774

779

779

Rate of Duty

37140 per 100 lbs.

60S per 100 lbs.

75i per 100 lbs.

12%b per 100 lbs.

25 % ad val.
$2.50 per ton of

2,000 lbs.
750 per ton of 2,000

lbs.

$2.50 per proof gal.
$1.50 per ton

10 per lb. and
7]% ad val.

N per lb. and 5%
ad val.
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United States 
Tariff Act of 

1930 
Paragraph 

Description of Article 

771 White or Irish potatoes, other than certified seed 
potatoes, as defined in the preceding item, when 
entered for consumption during the period 
From March 1 to November 30, inclusive, in 
any year 

From December 1 in any year to the last day 
of the following February, inclusive 

Provided, That such potatoes entered for consump-
tion in the 12-month period beginning on Sep-
tember 15 in the year 1938 or any subsequent 
year in excess of an aggregate quantity of 1,000,-
000 bushels of 60 pounds each shall not be en-
titled to a reduction in duty by virtue of this 
item, but the rate of duty thereon shall not ex-
ceed 

Provided further, That if for any calendar year the 
production of white or Irish potatoes, including 
seed potatoes, in the United States, according to 
the estimate made as of September 1 by the 
United States Department of Agriculture, is 
less than 350,000,000 bushels of 60 pounds each, 
an additional quantity of such potatoes, other 
than certified seed potatoes, equal to the amount 
by which such estimated production is less than 
350,000,000 bushels may be entered for con-
sumption during the 12-month period beginning 
on September 15 of that year at the reduced rates 
above specified; 

And provided further, That in computing the quan-
tities of imports specified in the two foregoing 
provisos white or Irish potatoes produced in the 
Republic of Cuba shall not be included. 

773 Turnips and rutabagas 
774 Carrots, radishes, and cauliflower, in their natural 

state 
779 Hay 

779 Straw 

802 Whiskey of all types and classes, not consisting in 
any part of distilled spirits which have not been 
aged in wooden containers at least four years 
prior to the date the whiskey is entered, or with-
drawn from warehouse, for consumption 

1001 Flax straw 
1007 Hose, suitable for conducting liquids or gases, 

wholly or in chief value of vegetable fiber 

1401 Uncoated papers commonly or commercially 
known as book paper, and all uncoated print-
ing paper, not specially provided for, not in-
cluding cover paper 

1402 Pulpboard in rolls for use in the manufacture of 
wallboard, not plate finished, supercalendered or 
friction calendered, laminated by means of an 
adhesive substance, coated, surface stained or 
dyed, lined or vat-lined, embossed, printed, 
decorated or ornamented in any manner, nor 
cut into shapes for boxes or other articles and 
not specially provided for 

Bate of Duty 

37%¢ per 100 lbs. 

600 per 100 lbs. 

75¢ per 100 lbs. 

12m per 100 lbs. 
25% ad val. 
$2.50 per ton of 

2,000 lbs. 
75¢ per ton of 2,000 

lbs. 

$2.50 per proof gal. 
$1.50 per ton 

1(1 s Kirad and 

%0 per lb. and 5% 
ad val. 

5% ad val. 
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United State
Tariff Act ol

1930
Paragraph

1404

Description of Article

Papers commonly or commercially known as
tissue paper, stereotype paper, and copying
paper, india and bible paper, condenser paper,
carbon paper, coated or uncoated, bibulous
paper, pottery paper, tissue paper for waxing,
and all paper similar to any of the foregoing,
not specially provided for, colored or uncolored,
white or printed:

Weighing not over 6 pounds to the ream, and
whether in sheets or any other form, valued
at not more than 15 cents per pound

Weighing over 6 pounds and less than 10
pounds to the ream, valued at not more
than 15 cents per pound

1404 Crepe paper, commonly or commercially so known,
including paper creped or partly creped in any
manner, valued at not more than 12% cents per
pound

as

1409 Hanging paper, not printed, lithographed, dyed,
or colored 7%% ad val.

1410 Tourist literature containing historical, geographic,
time table, travel, hotel, or similar information,
chiefly with respect to places or travel facilities
outside the continental United States:

If of bona fide foreign authorship 74% ad val.
All other 12X% ad val.

1410 Drawings, engravings, photographs, etchings,
maps, and charts, containing additional text
conveying historical, geographic, time table,
travel, hotel, or similar information, chiefly
with respect to places or travel facilities outside
the continental United States 124%% ad val.

1413 Pulpboard in rolls for use in the manufacture of
wallboard, surface stained or dyed, lined or vat-
lined, embossed, or printed 15% ad val.

1502 Lacrosse sticks 15 % ad val.
1502 Ice skates and parts thereof 15% ad val.
1519 (c) Silver or black fox furs or skins, dressed or un-

dressed, not specially provided for 37X% ad val.
1530 (b) Leather (except leather provided for in subpara-

graph (d) of paragraph 1530 of the Tariff Act of
1930), made from hides or skins of cattle of the
bovine species:

(3) leather to be used in the manufacture of
harness or saddlery 10% ad val.

(4) patent leather, rough, partly finished, or
finished, or cut or wholly or partly man-
ufactured into uppers, vamps, or any
forms or shapes suitable for conversion
into boots, shoes, or footwear 7X% ad val.

1530 (e) Skating boots and shoes, made wholly or in chief
value of leather, sewed or stitched by the process
or method known as McKay, if attached to ice
skates, and not specially provided for 15% ad val.

1532 (b) Gloves wholly or in chief value of leather made
from horsehides or cowhides (except calfskins),
whether wholly or partly manufactured 15% ad val.

2389

Rate of Duty

30 per lb. and 10%
ad val.

2%X, per lb. and
7%%e ad vaL

30 per lb. and 7X%
ad val.
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United States 
Tariff Act of 

1030 
Paragraph 

1404 Papers commonly or commercially known as 
tissue paper, stereotype paper, and copying 
paper, india and bible paper, condenser paper, 
carbon paper, coated or uncoated, bibulous 
paper, pottery paper, tissue paper for waxing, 
and all paper similar to any of the foregoing, 
not specially provided for, colored or uncolored, 
white or printed: 

Weighing not over 6 pounds to the ream, and 
whether in sheets or any other form, valued 
at not more than 15 cents per pound 

Weighing over 6 pounds and less than 10 
pounds to the ream, valued at not more 
than 15 cents per pound 

1404 Crepe paper, commonly or commercially so known, 
including paper creped or partly creped in any 
manner, valued at not more than 12% cents per 
pound 

1409 Hanging paper, not printed, lithographed, dyed, 
or colored 

1410 Tourist literature containing historical, geographic, 
time table, travel, hotel, or similar information, 
chiefly with respect to places or travel facilities 
outside the continental United States: 

If of bona fide foreign authorship 
All other 

1410 Drawings, engravings, photographs, etchings, 
maps, and charts, containing additional text 
conveying historical, geographic, time table, 
travel, hotel, or similar information, chiefly 
with respect to places or travel facilities outside 
the continental 'United States 

1413 Pulpboard in rolls for use in the manufacture of 
wallboard, surface stained or dyed, lined or vat-
lined, embossed, or printed 

1502 Lacrosse sticks 
1502 Ice skates and parts thereof 
1519 (c) Silver or black fox furs or skins, dressed or un-

dressed, not specially provided for 
1530 (b) Leather (except leather provided for in subpara-

graph (d) of paragraph 1530 of the Tariff Act of 
1930), made from hides or skins of cattle of the 
bovine species: 

(3) leather to be used in the manufacture of 
harness or saddlery 

(4) patent leather, rough, partly finished, or 
finished, or cut or wholly or partly man-
ufactured into uppers, vamps, or any 
forms or shapes suitable for conversion 
into boots, shoes, or footwear 

1530 (e) Skating boots and shoes, made wholly or in chief 
value of leather, sewed or stitched by the process 
or method known as McKay, if attached to ice 
skates, and not specially provided for 

1532 (b) Gloves wholly or in chief value of leather made 
from horsehides or cowhides (except calfskins), 
whether wholly or partly manufactured 

Description of Article Rate of Duty 

30 per lb. and 10% 
ad val. 

2%0 per lb. and 
7%% ad val. 

3¢ per lb. and 7%% 
ad val. 

7%% ad val. 

7%% ad val. 
12%70 ad val. 

12%% ad val. 

15% ad val. 
15% ad val. 
15% ad val. 

37%% ad val. 

10% ad val. 

7%% ad val. 

15% ad val. 

15% ad val. 
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United States
Tariff Act of

1930
Paragraph

Description of Article

1537 (b) Hose and tubing, having at no point an inside
diameter of less than three-eighths of one inch,
suitable for conducting liquids or gases, wholly
or in chief value of india rubber (not known as"hard rubber") or gutta-percha, not specially
provided for

1541 (a) Pipe organs or pipe-organ player actions and parts
thereof especially designed and constructed for
installation and use in a particular church, or in
a particular public auditorium at which it is not
customary to charge an admission fee, which are
imported for that specific use, and which are soinstalled and used within one year from the date
of importation:

Pipe organs and parts thereof
Pipe-organ player actions and parts thereof1541 (a) Pipe organs and parts thereof, not specially pro-

vided for
1541 (a) Pipe-organ player actions and parts thereof, not

specially provided for
1555 Waste, not specially provided for
1558 Evergreen Christmas trees
1601 Sulphuric acid or oil of vitriol
1604 Agricultural implements: Plows, tooth or disk

harrows, headers, harvesters, reapers, agricul-
tural drills and planters, mowers, horserakes
cultivators, thrashing machines, wagons and
carts, cream separators valued at not more than
$50 each, and all other agricultural implements
of any kind or description (except tractors), notspecially provided for, whether in whole or in
parts, including repair parts......taiouoia!

and (b) Bulls, cows, hogs, and sheep, imported by a citizen
of the United States specially for breeding pur-
poses

1616 Asbestos, unmanufactured, asbestos crudes, fibers,
stucco, and sand and refuse containing not morethan 15 per centum of foreign matter Free1641 Calcium: Cyanamid or lime nitrogen Free1661 Coal-tar products: Benzene, toluene, xylene, crude
coal tar crude blast-furnace tar, crude oil-gas
tar, crude water-gas tar, and all other distillates
of crude coal tar not specially provided for,
which on being subjected to distillation yield inthe portion distilling below 190 degrees centi-
grade a quantity of tar acids less than 5 percentum of the original distillate Free1652 Cobalt and cobalt ore Free1667 Sodium cyanide Free1669 All drugs of animal origin, including fish livers,
which are natural and uncompounded drugs andnot edible, and not specially provided for, and
are in a crude state not advanced in value orcondition by shredding, grinding, chipping,
crushing, or any other process or treatment
whatever beyond that essential to the proper
packing of the drugs and the prevention of decay
or deterioration pending manufacture, and notcontaining alcohol Free

Rate of Duty

122% ad val.

171% ad val.
20% ad val.

17%% ad val.

30% ad val.
7 % ad val.
5% ad val.
Free

Free

Free, subject to the
proviso to para-
graph 1606 (a)
and (b), Tariff
Ai .t I4,. &n

I

( UL I iaau
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1606(a) 
and (b) 

United State!, 
Tariff Act of 

1930 
Paragraph 

Description of Article 

1537 (b) Hose and tubing, having at no point an inside 
diameter of less than three-eighths of one inch, 
suitable for conducting liquids or gases, wholly 
or in chief value of India rubber (not known as 
"hard rubber") or gutta-percha, not specially 
provided for 

1541 (a) Pipe organs or pipe-organ player actions and parts 
thereof especially designed and constructed for 
installation and use in a particular church, or in 
a particular public auditorium at which it is not 
customary to charge an admission fee, which are 
imported for that specific use, and which are so 
installed and used within one year from the date 
of importation: 

Pipe organs and parts thereof 
Pipe-organ player actions and parts thereof 

1541 (a) Pipe organs and parts thereof, not specially pro-
vided for 

1541 (a) Pipe-organ player actions and parts thereof, not 
specially provided for 

1555 Waste, not specially provided for 
1558 Evergreen Christmas trees 
1601 Sulphuric acid or oil of vitriol 
1604 Agricultural implements: Plows, tooth or disk 

harrows, headers, harvesters, reapers, agricul-
tural drills and planters, mowers, horserakes, 
cultivators, thrashing machines, wagons and 
carts, cream separators valued at not more than 
$50 each, and all other agricultural implements 
of any kind or description (except tractors), not 
specially provided for, whether in whole or in 
parts, including repair parts 

Bulls, cows, hogs, and sheep, imported by a citizen 
of the United States specially for breeding pur-
poses 

1616 Asbestos, unmanufactured, asbestos crudes, fibers, 
stucco, and sand and refuse containing not more 
than 15 per centum of foreign matter 

1641 Calcium: Cyanamid or lime nitrogen 
1651 Coal-tar products: Benzene, toluene, xylene, crude 

coal tar, crude blast-furnace tar, crude oil-gas 
tar, crude water-gas tar, and all Other distillates 
of crude coal tar, not specially provided for, 
which on being subjected to distillation yield in 
the portion distilling below 190 degrees centi-
grade a quantity of tar acids less than 6 per 
centum of the original distillate Free 

1652 Cobalt and cobalt ore Free 
1667 Sodium cyanide Free 
1669 All drugs of animal origin, Including fish livers, 

which are natural and uncompounded drugs and 
not edible, and not specially provided for, and 
are in a crude state, not advanced in value or 
condition by shredding, grinding, chipping, 
crushing, or any other process or treatment 
whatever beyond that essential to the proper 
packing of the drugs and the prevention of decay 
or deterioration pending manufacture, and not 
containing alcohol Free 

Rate of Duty 

1214% ad val. 

17% ad val. 
20% ad val. 

17%% ad val. 

30% ad val. 
71A % ad val. 
5% ad val. 
Free 

Free 

Free, subject to the 
proviso to para-
graph 1606 (a) 
and (b), Tariff 
Act of 1930 

Free 
Free 
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United States
Tariff Act of Description of Article Rate of Duty
Paragraph

1672 Crude artificial abrasives, not specially provided
for Free

1681 Furs and fur skins, not specially provided for,
undressed:

Mink, beaver, muskrat, wolf, including prairie
wolf, skunk, otter, lynx, and fisher Free

1688 Cattle-body hair (including calf-body hair) and
horse-body hair, cleaned or uncleaned, but un-
manufactured, not specially provided for Free

1716 Mechanically ground wood pulp, chemical wood
pulp, unbleached or bleached Free

1719 Minerals, crude, or not advanced in value or con-
dition by refining or grinding, or by other process
of manufacture, not specially provided for:

Lignite Free
Natural gas Free
Gravel Free
Nepheline syenite Free

NOTE: Nepheline syenite is subject to the proviso
to item 214.

1734 Nickel ore, nickel matte, and nickel oxide Free
1743 Plaster rock (including anhydrite) and gypsum,

crude Free
NOTE: The existing customs classification treat-

ment of gypsum which has been broken merely
for the purpose of facilitating its shipment to the
United States, as "crude" in accordance with the
decision of the United States Court of Customs
and Patent Appeals, published as Treasury De-
cision 45725 (61 Treasury Decisions 1215), shall
be continued during the effective period of this
Agreement.

1749 Radium, and salts of Free
1756 Sea herring and smelts, fresh or frozen, whether or

not packed in ice, and whether or not whole Free
1758 Selenium, and salts of Free
1760 Shingles of wood Free

Provided, That the United States reserves the right
to impose a customs duty, not exceeding 25 cents
per square, on any red cedar shingles which may
be entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for
consumption in any calendar year after 1938 in
excess of a quantity to be specified by the United
States, which quantity shall not be less than 30
per centum of the annual average for the pre-
ceding three calendar years of the combined
total of the quantity of red cedar shingles shipped
by producers in the United States and of the
quantity of such shingles entered, or withdrawn
from warehouse, for consumption (for the pur-
poses of this Agreement, such combined total for
the calendar year 1936 shall be considered as
7,526,056 squares).

1761 Lobsters (except spiny lobsters), fresh or frozen
(whether or not packed in ice), or prepared or
preserved in any manner (including pastes and
sauces), and not specially provided for Free

1761 Clams, quahaugs, oysters (except seed oysters),
and crabs, fresh or frozen (whether or not packed
in ice), and not specially provided for Free

1761 Scallops, fresh but not frozen (whether or not
packed in ice) Free

1772 Standard newsprint paper Free
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United States 
Tariff Act of 

1930 Description of Article Rate of Duty 
Paragraph 

1672 Crude artificial abrasives, not specially provided 
for Free 

1681 Furs and fur skins, not specially provided for, 
undressed: 

Mink, beaver, muskrat, wolf, including prairie 
wolf, skunk, otter, lynx, and fisher Free 

1688 Cattle-body hair (including calf-body hair) and 
horse-body hair, cleaned or uncleaned, but un-
manufactured, not specially provided for Free 

1716 Mechanically ground wood pulp, chemical wood 
pulp, unbleached or bleached Free 

1719 Minerals, crude, or not advanced in value or con-
dition by refining or grinding, or by other process 
of manufacture, not specially provided for: 

Lignite Free 
Natural gas Free 
Gravel Free 
Nepheline syenite Free 

NOTE: Nepheline syenite is subject to the proviso 
to item 214. 

1734 Nickel ore, nickel matte, and nickel oxide Free 
1743 Plaster rock (including anhydrite) and gypsum, 

crude Free 
NOTE: The existing customs classification treat-
ment of gypsum which has been broken merely 
for the purpose of facilitating its shipment to the 
United States, as "crude" in accordance with the 
decision of the United States Court of Customs 
and Patent Appeals, published as Treasury De-
cision 45725 (61 Treasury Decisions 1215), shall 
be continued during the effective period of this 
Agreement. 

1749 Radium, and salts of Free 
1756 Sea herring and smelts, fresh or frozen, whether or 

not packed in ice, and whether or not whole Free 
1758 Selenium, and salts of Free 
1760 Shingles of wood Free 

Provided, That the United States reserves the right 
to impose a customs duty, not exceeding 25 cents 
per square, on any red cedar shingles which may 
be entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for 
consumption in any calendar year after 1938 in 
excess of a quantity to be specified by the United 
States, which quantity shall not be less than 30 
per centum of the annual average for the pre-
ceding three calendar years of the combined 
total of the quantity of red cedar shingles shipped 
by producers in the United States and of the 
quantity of such shingles entered, or withdrawn 
from warehouse, for consumption (for the pur-
poses of this Agreement, such combined total for 
the calendar year 1936 shall be considered as 
7,526,056 squares). 

1761 Lobsters (except spiny lobsters), fresh or frozen 
(whether or not packed in ice), or prepared or 
preserved in any manner (including pastes and 
sauces), and not specially provided for Free 

1761 Clams, quabaugs, oysters (except seed oysters), 
and crabs, fresh or frozen (whether or not packed 
in ice), and not specially provided for Free 

1761 Scallops, fresh but not frozen (whether or not 
packed in ice) Free 

1772 Standard newsprint paper Free 
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United States
Taiff Act of Description of Article Rate of Duty

1930
Paragraph

1775 Stone and sand: Burrstone in blocks, rough or un-
manufactured; quartzite; traprock; rottenstone,
tripoli, and sand, crude or manufactured; silica;
cliff stone, freestone, granite, and sandstone, un-
manufactured, and not suitable for use as monu-
mental, paving, or building stone; all the fore-
going not specially provided for Free

1803(1) Timber hewn, sided, or squared, otherwise than by
sawing, and round timber used for spars or in
building wharves; sawed lumber and timber, not
further manufactured than planed, and tongued
and grooved; all the foregoing, if not of balsa,
teak, cedar commercially known as Spanish
cedar, lignum-vitae, lancewood, ebony, box,
granadilla, mahogany, rosewood, satinwood,
Japanese white oak, or Japanese maple, and
not specially provided for Free

1803(2) Logs; timber, round, unmanufactured; pulp woods;
firewood, handle bolts, shingle bolts; and laths;
all the foregoing, not cabinet woods or balsa, and
not specially provided for Free

1804 Posts, railroad ties, and telephone, trolley, electric-
light, and telegraph poles of cedar or other woods Free

1805 Pickets, palings, hoops, and staves of wood of all
kinds Free

Revenue Act

amnendedonenf e Description of Article Rate of Import Tax
Section

601(c) (6) Lumber, including sawed timber, rough, or planed
or dressed on one or more sides, except flooring
made of maple, birch and beech, and except
lumber and timber of Northern white pine (pinus
strobus), Norway pine (pinus resinosa), Western
white spruce, balsa, teak, cedar commercially
known as Spanish cedar, lignum-vitae, lance-
wood, ebony, box, granadilla, mahogany, rose-
wood, satinwood, Japanese white oak, or Japa-
nese maple $1.50 per thousand

feet, board meas-
ure

601(c) (8) Shark oil and shark-liver oil, including oil pro-
duced from sharks known as dogfish 1%0 per lb.

WHEREAS such modifications of existing duties and other import
restrictions and such continuance of existing customs and excise treat-
ment as are set forth and provided for in the said Agreement and the
two Schedules thereunto annexed are required and appropriate to
carry out the said Agreement;

WHEREAS it is provided in Article XVIII of the said Agreement that
it shall be proclaimed by the President of the United States of America
and shall be ratified by His Majesty the King of Great Britain, Ireland
and the British dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor of India, in
respect of Canada, and that it shall enter definitively into force on the
day of the exchange of the instrument of ratification and a copy of the
proclamation;

WHEREAS it is further provided in Article XVIII of the said Agree-
ment that, pending the definitive coming into force of the Agreement,
the provisions of Article IX shall be applied provisionally on and after
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United States 
Tariff Act of 

1930 
Paragraph 

1775 Stone and sand: Burrstone in blocks, rough or un-
manufactured; quartzite; traprock; rottenstone, 
tripoli, and sand, crude or manufactured; silica; 
cliff stone, freestone, granite, and sandstone, un-
manufactured, and not suitable for use as monu-
mental, paving, or building stone; all the fore-
going not specially provided for 

1803(1) Timber hewn, sided, or squared, otherwise than by 
sawing, and round timber used for spars or in 
building wharves; sawed lumber and timber, not 
further manufactured than planed, and tongued 
and grooved; all the foregoing, if not of balsa, 
teak, cedar commercially known as Spanish 
cedar, lignum-vitae, lancewood, ebony, box, 
granadilla, mahogany, rosewood, satinwood, 
Japanese white oak, or Japanese maple, and 
not specially provided for 

1803 (2) Logs; timber, round, unmanufactured; pulp woods; 
firewood, handle bolts, shingle bolts; and laths; 
all the foregoing, not cabinet woods or balsa, and 
not specially provided for 

1804 Posts, railroad ties, and telephone, trolley, electric-
light, and telegraph poles of cedar or other woods 

1805 Pickets, palings, hoops, and staves of wood of all 
kinds 

Revenue Act 
of 1932, as 
atnended 
Section 

601(c) (6) Lumber, including sawed timber, rough, or planed 
or dressed on one or more sides, except flooring 
made of maple, birch, and beech, and except 
lumber and timber of Northern white pine (pinus 
strobus), Norway pine (pinus resinosa), Western 
white spruce, balsa, teak, cedar commercially 
known as Spanish cedar, lignum-vitae, lance-
wood, ebony, box, granadilla, mahogany, rose-
wood, satinwood, Japanese white oak, or Japa-
nese maple 

Description of Article 

Description of Article 

601(c) (8) Shark oil and shark-liver oil, including oil pro-
duced from sharks known as dogfish 

Rate of Duty 

Free 

Free 

Free 

Free 

Free 

Rate of Import Tax 

$1.50 per thousand 
feet, board meas-
ure 

1%0 per lb. 

WHEREAS such modifications of existing duties and other import 
restrictions and such continuance of existing customs and excise treat-
ment as are set forth and provided for in the said Agreement and the 
two Schedules thereunto annexed are required and appropriate to 
carry out the said Agreement; 
WHEREAS it is provided in Article XVIII of the said Agreement that 

it shall be proclaimed by the President of the United States of America 
and shall be ratified by His Majesty the King of Great Britain, Ireland 
and the British dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor of India, in 
respect of Canada, and that it shall enter definitively into force on the 
day of the exchange of the instrument of ratification and a copy of the 
proclamation; 

W HEREAS it is further provided in Article XVIII of the said Agree-
ment that, pending the definitive coming into force of the Agreement, 
the provisions of Article IX shall be applied provisionally on and after 
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the day following the proclamation of the Agreement by the President
of the United States of America, and that the provisions of Article I,
Article VI and Article VII shall be applied provisionally on and after
January 1, 1939, subject to the reservations and exceptions elsewhere
provided for in the Agreement;

WHEREAS it is further provided in Article XVIII of the said Agree-
ment that upon the provisional application of Article I, Article VI
and Article VII of the present Agreement, and during the continuance
of such provisional application, the provisions of Article I, Article III
and Article IV of the Trade Agreement concluded between the United
States of America and Canada on November 15, 1935 shall be inoper-
ative, and that upon the definitive coming into force of the present
Agreement the whole of the said Agreement of November 15, 1935
shall terminate;

WHEREAS I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of the United States
of America, find that the suspension of the effectiveness of the proviso
to subdivision (J) of Section 304 (a) (3) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as
amended, is required to carry out the present Agreement;

Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt,

President of the United States of America, acting under the authority
conferred by the said Tariff Act of 1930, as amended by the said Act
of June 12, 1934 (as extended by the said Joint Resolution of March 1,
1937), and as further amended by Section 3 of the said Customs
Administrative Act of 1938, do hereby proclaim the said Agreement,
including the said Schedules, to the end that the provisions of Article
IX thereof may be observed and fulfilled with good faith by the
United States of America and the citizens thereof on and after the
day following the date of this my proclamation, and that the provi-
sions of Article I, Article VI and Article VII of the said Agreement
may be so observed and fulfilled on and after January 1, 1939, pending
the definitive coming into force of the Agreement, and that the entire
Agreement and every part thereof may be so observed and fulfilled
on and from the day of the exchange of a copy of this my proclamation
for the ratification of His Majesty in respect of Canada, as provided
for in Article XVIII of the said Agreement, and I do further proclaim
(1) that the effectiveness of the proviso to subdivision (J) of Section
304 (a) (3) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, shall be suspended
on the day following the date of this my proclamation; (2) that my
proclamations of December 2, 1935 and May 14, 1936, in so far as
they relate to the provisions of Article I, Article III, Article IV,
Schedule I and Schedule II of the Trade Agreement concluded between
the United States of America and Canada on November 15, 1935,
shall be terminated upon the provisional application of Article I,
Article VI and Article VII of the present Agreement on January 1,
1939; and (3) that the said proclamations of December 2, 1935 and
May 14, 1936 shall be terminated in whole on the day on which the
present Agreement shall come definitively into force.

2393

49 Stat. 3961, 3962.

52 Stat. 1077.
19 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, § 1304.

Proclamation.

48 Stat. 943; 50 Stat.
24; 52 Stat. 1077.

19 U. S. C. § 1351;
Supp. IV, § 1352 (c),
1304.

Effectiveness of cer-
tain timber, etc., pro-
visions suspended.

Termination of cer-
tain proclamations.

49 Stat. 3983, 3984.

49 Stat. 3961, 3962,
3968, 3977.

49 Stat. 3983, 3984.
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the day following the proclamation of the Agreement by the President 
of the United States of America, and that the provisions of Article I, 
Article VI and Article VII shall be applied provisionally on and after 
January 1, 1939, subject to the reservations and exceptions elsewhere 
provided for in the Agreement; 
W HEREAS it is further provided in Article XVIII of the said Agree-

ment that upon the provisional application of Article I, Article VI 
and Article VII of the present Agreement, and during the continuance 
of such provisional application, the provisions of Article I, Article III 
and Article IV of the Trade Agreement concluded between the United 
States of America and Canada on November 15, 1935 shall be inoper-
ative, and that upon the definitive coming into force of the present 
Agreement the whole of the said Agreement of November 15, 1935 
shall terminate; 
W HEREAS I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of the United States 

of America, find that the suspension of the effectiveness of the proviso 
to subdivision (J) of Section 304 (a) (3) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as 
amended, is required to carry out the present Agreement; 
Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, 

President of the United States of America, acting under the authority 
conferred by the said Tariff Act of 1930, as amended by the said Act 
of June 12, 1934 (as extended by the said Joint Resolution of March 1, 
1937), and as further amended by Section 3 of the said Customs 
Administrative Act of 1938, do hereby proclaim the said Agreement, 
including the said Schedules, to the end that the provisions of Article 
IX thereof may be observed and fulfilled with good faith by the 
United States of America and the citizens thereof on and after the 
day following the date of this my proclamation, and that the provi-
sions of Article I, Article VI and Article VII of the said Agreement 
may be so observed and fulfilled on and after January 1, 1939, pending 
the definitive coming into force of the Agreement, and that the entire 
Agreement and every part thereof may be so observed and fulfilled 
on and from the day of the exchange of a copy of this my proclamation 
for the ratification of His Majesty in respect of Canada, as provided 
for in Article XVIII of the said Agreement, and I do further proclaim 
(1) that the effectiveness of the proviso to subdivision (J) of Section 
304 (a) (3) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, shall be suspended 
on the day following the date of this my proclamation; (2) that my 
proclamations of December 2, 1935 and May 14, 1936, in so far as 
they relate to the provisions of Article I, Article III, Article IV, 
Schedule I and Schedule II of the Trade Agreement concluded between 
the United States of America and Canada on November 15, 1935, 
shall be terminated upon the provisional application of Article I, 
Article VI and Article VII of the present Agreement on January 1, 
1939; and (3) that the said proclamations of December 2, 1935 and 
May 14, 1936 shall be terminated in whole on the day on which the 
present Agreement shall come definitively into force. 

49 Stat. 3961, 3962. 

52 Stat. 1077. 
19 U. S. C., Supp. 

IV, § 1304. 

Proclamation. 

48 Stat. 943; 50 Stat. 
24; 52 Stat. 1077. 

19 U. S. C. § 1351; 
Sum,. IV, § § 1352 (c), 
1304. 

Effectiveneqs of cer-
tain timber, etc., pro-
visions suspended. 
Termination of cer-

tain proclamations. 
49 Stat. 3983, 3984. 

49 Stat. 3961, 3962, 
3968, 3977. 

49 Stat. 3983, 3984. 
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PURSUANT to the proviso in Section 350 (a) (2) of the said Tariff
Act of 1930, as amended by the said Act of June 12, 1934, as extended
by the said Joint Resolution of March 1, 1937, I shall from time to
time notify the Secretary of the Treasury of the countries with respect
to which application of the duties herein proclaimed is to be suspended.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this twenty-fifth day of November
in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and

[SEAL] thirty-eight and of the Independence of the United States
of America the one hundred and sixty-third.

By the President:
CORDELL HULL

Secretary of State.

48 Stat. 943; 50 Stat.
24.

19 U. S. C. 1351;
Supp. IV, § 1352 (C).

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT

[SUPPLEMENTARY PROCLAMATION]

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

A PROCLAMATION.

WHEREAS, by my proclamation of November 25, 1938, I did make
public the Trade Agreement, including two annexed Schedules, which,
pursuant to Section 350 (a) of the Tariff Act of 1930 of the Congress
of the United States of America, as amended by the Act of June 12,
1934 entitled "AN ACT To amend the Tariff Act of 1930" (48 Stat.
943), as extended by joint resolution of Congress approved March 1,
1937 (50 Stat. 24), I entered into on November 17, 1938 through my
duly empowered plenipotentiary, with His Majesty the King of Great
Britain, Ireland and the British dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor
of India, in respect of Canada, through his duly empowered plenipo-
tentiary, in order that pending the definitive coming into force of the
Agreement the provisions of Article IX should be applied provisionally
on and after the day following my proclamation of the said Agreement
in accordance with Article XVIII thereof, and the provisions of Article
I, Article VI and Article VII should be applied provisionally on and
after January 1, 1939 as also provided in the said Article XVIII,
subject to the reservations and exceptions elsewhere provided for in
the Agreement;

AND WHEREAS it is further provided in the said Article XVIII that
the said Agreement shall enter definitively into force on the day of the
exchange of the proclamation of the President of the United States of
America and the instrument of ratification by His Majesty in respect
of Canada;

AND WHEREAS the proclamation of the President of the United
States of America and the ratification of His Majesty in respect of
Canada were exchanged at Ottawa on June 17, 1939.
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48 Stat. 943; 50 Stat. 
24. 

19 U. S. C. § 1351; 
Supp. IV, § 1352 (c). 

PURSUANT to the proviso in Section 350 (a) (2) of the said Tariff 
Act of 1930, as amended by the said Act of June 12, 1934, as extended 
by the said Joint Resolution of March 1, 1937, I shall from time to 
time notify the Secretary of the Treasury of the countries with respect 
to which application of the duties herein proclaimed is to be suspended. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused 

the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the city of Washington this twenty-fifth day of November 

in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and 
[SEAL] thirty-eight and of the Independence of the United States 

of America the one hundred and sixty-third. 

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 
By the President: 

CORDELL HULL 
Secretary of State. 

[SUPPLEMENTARY PROCLAMATION] 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 

A PROCLAMATION. 

WHEREAS, by my proclamation of November 25, 1938, I did make 
public the Trade Agreement, including two annexed Schedules, which, 
pursuant to Section 350 (a) of the Tariff Act of 1930 of the Congress 
of the United States of America, as amended by the Act of June 12, 

48  24. Stat. 943; 50 Stat. 1934 entitled "AN ACT To amend the Tariff Act of 1930" (48 Stat. 
Supp. 19 U.I S. C. 1351; 943), as extended by joint resolution of Congress approved M arch 1, 

1937 (50 Stat. 24), I entered into on November 17, 1938 through my 
duly empowered plenipotentiary, with His Majesty the Sing of Great 
Britain, Ireland and the British dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor 
of India, in respect of Canada, through his duly empowered plenipo-
tentiary, in order that pending the definitive coming into force of the 
Agreement the provisions of Article IX should be applied provisionally 
on and after the day following my proclamation of the said Agreement 
in accordance with Article XVIII thereof, and the provisions of Article 
I, Article VI and Article VII should be applied provisionally on and 
after January 1, 1939 as also provided in the said Article XVIII, 
subject to the reservations and exceptions elsewhere provided for in 
the Agreement; 
AND WHEREAS it is further provided in the said Article XVIII that 

the said Agreement shall enter definitively into force on the day of the 
exchange of the proclamation of the President of the United States of 
America and the instrument of ratification by His Majesty in respect 
of Canada; 

AND WHEREAS the proclamation of the President of the United 
States of America and the ratification of His Majesty in respect of 
Canada were exchanged at Ottawa on June 17, 1939. 
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Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
President of the United States of America, supplementing my said
proclamation of November 25, 1938, do hereby proclaim that the
entire Agreement of November 17, 1938, entered definitively into force
on June 17, 1939, and that on the definitive coming into force of the
said Agreement on that date the whole of the Trade Agreement
between the President of the United States of America and His
Majesty the King of Great Britain, Ireland and the British dominions
beyond the Seas, Emperor of India, in respect of Canada, signed at
Washington on November 15, 1935, terminated in accordance with
the stipulation to that effect in paragraph 3 of Article XVIII of the
Agreement of November 17, 1938; and I do hereby call upon the
United States of America and all the citizens thereof to observe and
fulfill the entire Agreement of November 17, 1938 with good faith on
and from June 17, 1939.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this seventeenth day of June in
the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and

[SEAL] thirty-nine and of the Independence of the United States
of America the one hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL

Secretary of State.

EXCHANGE OF NOTES

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Minister of Canada (Marler)

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

WASHINGTON

November 17, 1,938
SIR:

I have the honor to inform you that the Government of the United
States, in the special circumstances, will refrain from claiming under
Article I of the Trade Agreement signed this day any advantages now
accorded or which may hereafter be accorded by Canada to any terri-
tory under the mandate of His Majesty the King of Great Britain,
Ireland and the British dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor of
India, which is administered as an integral portion of territory under
His Majesty's sovereignty or protection or which is joined in a customs
union with a territory under His Majesty's sovereignty or protection.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
CORDELL HULL

The Honorable
SIR HERBERT MARLER, P. C., K. C. M. G.,

Minister of Canada.
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NOW, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, 
President of the United States of America, supplementing my said 
proclamation of November 25, 1938, do hereby proclaim that the 
entire Agreement of November 17, 1938, entered definitively into force 
on June 17, 1939, and that on the definitive coming into force of the 
said Agreement on that date the whole of the Trade Agreement 
between the President of the United States of America and His 
Majesty the King of Great Britain, Ireland and the British dominions 
beyond the Seas, Emperor of India, in respect of Canada, signed at 
Washington on November 15, 1935, terminated in accordance with 
the stipulation to that effect in paragraph 3 of Article XVIII of the 
Agreement of November 17, 1938; and I do hereby call upon the 
United States of America and all the citizens thereof to observe and 
fulfill the entire Agreement of November 17, 1938 with good faith on 
and from June 17, 1939. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused 

the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the city of Washington this seventeenth day of June in 

the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and 
[SEAL] thirty-nine and of the Independence of the United States 

of America the one hundred and sixty-third. 
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 

By the President: 
CORDELL HULL 

Secretary of State. 

EXCHANGE OF NOTES 

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Minister of Canada (Afarler) 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
W ASHINGTON 
November 17, 1938 

SIR: 
I have the honor to inform you that the Government of the United 

States, in the special circumstances, will refrain from claiming under 
Article I of the Trade Agreement signed this day any advantages now 
accorded or which may hereafter be accorded by Canada to any terri-
tory under the mandate of His Majesty the King of Great Britain, 
Ireland and the British dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor of 
India, which is administered as an integral portion of territory under 
His Majesty's sovereignty or protection or which is joined in a customs 
union with a territory under His Majesty's sovereignty or protection. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 
CORDELL HULL 

The Honorable 
SIR HERBERT M ARLER, P. C., K. C. M. G., 

Minister of Canada. 
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The Minister of Canada (Marler) to the Secretary of State (Hull)

CANADIAN LEGATION

WASHINGTON

November 17, 1938
SIR,

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your Note of
today's date, informing me, with reference to the Trade Agreement
signed this day, that the United States of America will, in the special
circumstances, refrain from claiming under Article I of the Agree-
ment any advantages now accorded or which may hereafter be
accorded by Canada to any territory under the mandate of His
Majesty the King of Great Britain, Ireland, and the British dominions
beyond the Seas, Emperor of India, which is administered as an in-
tegral portion of territory under His Majesty's sovereignty or pro-
tection or which is joined in a customs union with a territory under
His Majesty's sovereignty or protection.

I have taken note with pleasure of your communication in the
above sense.

I have the honour to be with the highest consideration Sir
Your most obedient humble servant

HERBERT M. MARLER
The Honourable CORDELL HULL,

Secretary of State of the United States,
Washington, D. C.

LUMBER DECLARATION

The Governments of Canada and the United States of America,
desiring to proceed toward the removal of those restrictions on the
international trade in lumber which have operated to the disadvantage
of their respective lumber industries;

Recognizing that as a first step towards this objective the duties
and taxes levied on lumber imported into the United States from
Canada were reduced by 50 per cent to $2 per thousand feet in the
Trade Agreement concluded between Canada and the United States
of America on November 15, 1935;

Noting that as a consequence of the coming into force of the Trade
Agreements signed this day:

(1) the United Kingdom duty on softwood lumber in those forms
of which the United States is an important supplier of the United
Kingdom's requirements will not exceed 16 shillings per standard
(approximately $2 per thousand feet), without any restriction as to
the quantity that may be imported at the reduced rate of duty;

(2) the preferential margins enjoyed by lumber of Empire origin
in the British West Indian Colonies will not exceed $2 per thousand
feet;

(3) the Canadian duty on planed or dressed lumber imported from
the United States will be reduced by 50 per cent and the special excise
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The Minister of Canada (Marler) to the Secretary of State (Hull) 

CANADIAN LEGATION 
WASHINGTON 
November _17, 1988 

SIR; 
I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your Note of 

today's date, informing me, with reference to the Trade Agreement 
signed this day, that the United States of America will, in the special 
circumstances, refrain from claiming under Article I of the Agree-
ment any advantages now accorded or which may hereafter be 
accorded by Canada to any territory under the mandate of His 
Majesty the King of Great Britain, Ireland, and the British dominions 
beyond the Seas, Emperor of India, which is administered as an in-
tegral portion of territory under His Majesty's sovereignty or pro-
tection or which is joined in a customs union with a territory under 
His Majesty's sovereignty or protection. 
I have taken note with pleasure of your communication in the 

above sense. 
I have the honour to be with the highest consideration Sir 

Your most obedient humble servant 
HERBERT M. MARLER 

The Honourable CORDELL HULL, 
Secretary of State of the United States, 

Washington, D. C. 

LUMBER DECLARATION 

The Governments of Canada and the United States of America, 
desiring to proceed toward the removal of those restrictions on the 
international trade in lumber which have operated to the disadvantage 
of their respective lumber industries; 

Recognizing that as a first step towards this objective the duties 
and taxes levied on lumber imported into the United States from 
Canada were reduced by 50 per cent to $2 per thousand feet in the 
Trade Agreement concluded between Canada and the United States 
of America on November 15, 1935; 

Noting that as a consequence of the coming into force of the Trade 
Agreements signed this day: 

(1) the United Kingdom duty on softwood lumber in those forms 
of which the United States is an important supplier of the United 
Kingdom's requirements will not exceed 16 shillings per standard 
(approximately $2 per thousand feet), without any restriction as to 
the quantity that may be imported at the reduced rate of duty; 

(2) the preferential margins enjoyed by lumber of Empire origin 
in the British West Indian Colonies will not exceed $2 per thousand 
feet; 

(3) the Canadian duty on planed or dressed lumber imported from 
the United States will be reduced by 50 per cent and the special excise 
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tax of 3 per cent will be removed from rough and dressed lumber,
without any restriction as to the quantity that may be imported either
at the reduced rates of duty or free;

(4) the quantity of red cedar shingles that may be imported into
the United States free of duty will be fixed at 30 per cent of United
States consumption and imports in excess of this quantity will not be
dutiable at more than 25 cents per square;

(5) the quantitative restriction on the importation into the United
States of lumber of Douglas fir and Western Hemlock at the reduced
rates of duty and tax in effect since January 1st, 1936, and confirmed
by the Trade Agreement signed today, will be removed; and that

(6) lumber and timber imported from Canada will not be required
to be marked to indicate their country of origin.

Noting further that the Governments of Canada, the United
Kingdom, and the United States of America are, for their part, prepared
to give effect to the arrangement envisaged in the Trade Agreement
between the United Kingdom and the United States whereby lumber
of the values and sizes therein set forth shall on its importation into
the United Kingdom from the United States of America be admitted
free of duty as soon as the import excise tax now levied on Canadian
lumber imported into the United States is removed.

Have resolved to record their readiness to cooperate, as opportunity
occurs, in restoring the reciprocal advantages enjoyed by the timber
products of their respective countries prior to the general resort to
retaliatory restrictions on the importation of lumber and to confirm
their understanding that the Government of Canada will interpose
no objection to the reduction by Empire Governments other than the
United Kingdom of differential duties now levied on United States
lumber to a point at which the margin of preference enjoyed by
Canadian lumber will not exceed the duties and taxes now imposed
on Canadian lumber on importation into the United States and that
when, and for so long as, the United States import excise tax ceases
to apply to lumber imported from Canada, Canada will concur in
any request it may receive from such Empire Government for the
extension to United States lumber of the tariff treatment enjoyed by
Canadian lumber.

WASHINGTON,

November 17, 1938.

[ALLOCATION OF TARIFF QUOTA ON HEAVY CATTLE]

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION.

WHEREAS it is provided in the Tariff Act of 1930 of the Congress
of the United States of America, as amended by the Act of June 12,
1934, entitled "AN ACT To amend the Tariff Act of 1930" (48 Stat.

98907 -- 39--PT 3- 61
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tax of 3 per cent will be removed from rough and dressed lumber, 
without any restriction as to the quantity that may be imported either 
at the reduced rates of duty or free; 

(4) the quantity of red cedar shingles that may be imported into 
the United States free of duty will be fixed at 30 per cent of United 
States consumption and imports in excess of this quantity will not be 
dutiable at more than 25 cents per square; 

(5) the quantitative restriction on the importation into the United 
States of lumber of Douglas fir and Western Hemlock at the reduced 
rates of duty and tax in effect since January 1st, 1936, and confirmed 
by the Trade Agreement signed today, will be removed; and that 

(6) lumber and timber imported from Canada will not be required 
to be marked to indicate their country of origin. 

Noting further that the Governments of Canada, the United 
Kingdom, and the United States of America are, for their part, prepared 
to give effect to the arrangement envisaged in the Trade Agreement 
between the United Kingdom and the United States whereby lumber 
of the values and sizes therein set forth shall on its importation into 
the United Kingdom from the United States of America be admitted 
free of duty as soon as the import excise tax now levied on Canadian 
lumber imported into the United States is removed. 
Have resolved to record their readiness to cooperate, as opportunity 

occurs, in restoring the reciprocal advantages enjoyed by the timber 
products of their respective countries prior to the general resort to 
retaliatory restrictions on the importation of lumber and to confirm 
their understanding that the Government of Canada will interpose 
no objection to the reduction by Empire Governments other than the 
United Kingdom of differential duties now levied on United States 
lumber to a point at which the margin of preference enjoyed by 
Canadian lumber will not exceed the duties and taxes now imposed 
on Canadian lumber on importation into the United States and that 
when, and for so long as, the United States import excise tax ceases 
to apply to lumber imported from Canada, Canada will concur in 
any request it may receive from such Empire Government for the 
extension to United States lumber of the tariff treatment enjoyed by 
Canadian lumber. 
W ASHINGTON, 

November 17, 1938. 

[ALLOCATION OF TARIFF QUOTA ON HEAVY CATTLE] 

BY TH.P.1 PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION. 

WHEREAS it is provided in the Tariff Act of 1930 of the Congress 
of the United States of America, as amended by the Act of June 12, 
1934, entitled "AN ACT To amend the Tariff Act of 1930" (48 Stat. 

98907 -39-PT 3-61 
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48 Stat. 943;5o0Stat. 943), which amending Act was extended by Joint Resolution of
upp. sI; C135521 ; Congress, approved March 1, 1937 (50 Stat. 24), as follows:

"Sec. 350. (a) For the purpose of expanding foreign markets
for the products of the United States (as a means of assisting in
the present emergency in restoring the American standard of
living, in overcoming domestic unemployment and the present
economic depression, in increasing the purchasing power of the
American public, and in establishing and maintaining a better
relationship among various branches of American agriculture,
industry, mining, and commerce) by regulating the admission of
foreign goods into the United States in accordance with the
characteristics and needs of various branches of American pro-
duction so that foreign markets will be made available to those
branches of American production which require and are capable
of developing such outlets by affording corresponding market
opportunities for foreign products in the United States, the
President, whenever he finds as a fact that any existing duties
or other import restrictions of the United States or any foreign
country are unduly burdening and restricting the foreign trade
of the United States and that the purpose above declared will
be promoted by the means hereinafter specified, is authorized
from time to time-

"(1) To enter into foreign trade agreements with foreign
governments or instrumentalities thereof; and

"(2) To proclaim such modifications of existing duties and
other import restrictions, or such additional import restrictions,
or such continuance, and for such minimum periods, of existing
customs or excise treatment of any article covered by foreign
trade agreements, as are required or appropriate to carry out
any foreign trade agreement that the President has entered
into hereunder. No proclamation shall be made increasing or
decreasing by more than 50 per centum any existing rate of duty
or transferring any article between the dutiable and free lists.
The proclaimed duties and other import restrictions shall apply
to articles the growth, produce, or manufacture of all foreign
countries, whether imported directly, or indirectly: Provided,
That the President may suspend the application to articles the
growth, produce, or manufacture of any country because of
its discriminatory treatment of American commerce or because
of other acts or policies which in his opinion tend to defeat the
purposes set forth in this section; and the proclaimed duties
and other import restrictions shall be in effect from and after
such time as is specified in the proclamation. The President may
at any time terminate any such proclamation in whole or in
part."
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48 Stat. 943; 50 Stat. 
24. 

19 I.J. S. C. § 1351; 
Supp. IV, § 1352 (c). 

943), which amending Act was extended by Joint Resolution of 
Congress, approved March 1, 1937 (50 Stat. 24), as follows: 

"Sec. 350. (a) For the purpose of expanding foreign markets 
for the products of the United States (as a means of assisting in 
the present emergency in restoring the American standard of 
living, in overcoming domestic unemployment and the present 
economic depression, in increasing the purchasing power of the 
American public, and in establishing and maintaining a better 
relationship among various branches of American agriculture, 
industry, mining, and commerce) by regulating the admission of 
foreign goods into the United States in accordance with the 
characteristics and needs of various branches of American pro-
duction so that foreign markets will be made available to those 
branches of American production which require and are capable 
of developing such outlets by affording corresponding market 
opportunities for foreign products in the United States, the 
President, whenever he finds as a fact that any existing duties 
or other import restrictions of the United States or any foreign 
country are unduly burdening and restricting the foreign trade 
of the United States and that the purpose above declared will 
be promoted by the means hereinafter specified, is authorized 
from time to time— 

"(1) To enter into foreign trade agreements with foreign 
governments or instrumentalities thereof; and 

"(2) To proclaim such modifications of existing duties and 
other import restrictions, or such additional import restrictions, 
or such continuance, and for such minimum periods, of existing 
customs or excise treatment of any article covered by foreign 
trade agreements, as are required or appropriate to carry out 
any foreign trade agreement that the President has entered 
into hereunder. No proclamation shall be made increasing or 
decreasing by more than 50 per centum any existing rate of duty 
or transferring any article between the dutiable and free lists. 
The proclaimed duties and other import restrictions shall apply 
to articles the growth, produce, or manufacture of all foreign 
countries, whether imported directly, or indirectly: Provided, 
That the President may suspend the application to articles the 
growth, produce, or manufacture of any country because of 
its discriminatory treatment of American commerce or because 
of other acts or policies which in his opinion tend to defeat the 
purposes set forth in this section; and the proclaimed duties 
and other import restrictions shall be in effect from and after 
such time as is specified in the proclamation. The President may 
at any time terminate any such proclamation in whole or in 
part." 
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WHEREAS, pursuant to the said Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, I
entered into a Trade Agreement on November 17, 1938, with His
Majesty the King of Great Britain, Ireland and the British dominions
beyond the Seas, Emperor of India, in respect of Canada;

WHEREAS, by my proclamation of November 25, 1938, I did make
public the said Trade Agreement, including two Schedules annexed
thereto, and in my proclamation provided that the provisions of
Article VII of the said Agreement should be observed and fulfilled
with good faith by the United States of America and the citizens
thereof on and after January 1, 1939;

WHEREAS, Article VII of the said Agreement provides as follows:
"1. Articles the growth, produce or manufacture of Canada

enumerated and described in Schedule II annexed to this Agree-
ment shall, on their importation into the United States of America,
be exempt from ordinary customs duties in excess of those set
forth and provided for in the said Schedule, subject to the condi-
tions therein set out. The said articles shall also be exempt
from all other duties, taxes, fees, charges, or exactions, imposed
on or in connection with importation, in excess of those imposed
on the day of the signature of this Agreement or required to be
imposed thereafter under laws of the United States of America
in force on the day of the signature of this Agreement.

"2. Schedule II shall have full force and effect as an integral
part of this Agreement."

WHEREAS, Schedule II annexed to the said Agreement provides in
part as follows:
"United States
Tariff Act of Description of Article Rate of Duty

1930
Paragraph

701 Cattle, weighing seven hundred pounds or more
each:

Cows, imported specially for dairy purposes 1 ¢ per lb.
Other 10 per lb.

Provided, That after December 31, 1938, such
cattle weighing seven hundred pounds or more
each (other than cows imported specially for
dairy purposes) entered, or withdrawn from
warehouse, for consumption in excess of 60,000
head in any quarter year shall not be entitled
to a reduction in duty by virtue of this item,
and such cattle (other than cows imported
specially for dairy purposes) entered, or with-
drawn from warehouse, for consumption in ex-
cess of 225,000 head in any calendar year shall
not be entitled to a reduction in duty by virtue
of this item, but the rate of duty thereon shall
not exceed 3f per lb.

Provided further, That if, after consultation with
the Government of the United States of Amer-
ica, the Government of Canada requests the
allocation of the quantity entitled to enter at
the reduced rate of duty under this item, the
Government of the United States of America
shall take the necessary steps to allocate the
said quantity among countries of export on the
basis provided for in Article III of this Agree-
ment."
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W HEREAS, pursuant to the said Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, I 
entered into a Trade Agreement on November 17, 1938, with His 
Majesty the King of Great Britain, Ireland and the British dominions 
beyond the Seas, Emperor of India, in respect of Canada; 
W HEREAS, by my proclamation of November 25, 1938, I did make 

public the said Trade Agreement, including two Schedules annexed 
thereto, and in my proclamation provided that the provisions of 
Article VII of the said Agreement should be observed and fulfilled 
with good faith by the United States of America and the citizens 
thereof on and after January 1, 1939; 
W HEREAS, Article VII of the said Agreement provides as follows: 

"1. Articles the growth, produce or manufacture of Canada 
enumerated and described in Schedule II annexed to this Agree-
ment shall, on their importation into the United States of America, 
be exempt from ordinary customs duties in excess of those set 
forth and provided for in. the said Schedule, subject to the condi-
tions therein set out. The said articles shall also be exempt 
from all other duties, taxes, fees, charges, or exactions, imposed 
on or in connection with importation, in excess of those imposed 
on the day of the signature of this Agreement or required to be 
imposed thereafter under laws of the United States of America 
in force on the day of the signature of this Agreement. 

"2. Schedule II shall have full force and effect as an integral 
part of this Agreement." 

W HEREAS, Schedule II annexed to the said Agreement provides in 
part as follows: 

"United States 
Tariff Act of Description of Article Rate of Duty 

1930 
Paragraph 

701 Cattle, weighing seven hundred pounds or more 
each: 

Cows, imported specially for dairy purposes 1¢ per lb. 
Other 1%¢ per lb. 

Provided, That after December 31, 1938, such 
cattle weighing seven hundred pounds or more 
each (other than cows imported specially for 
dairy purposes) entered, or withdrawn from 
warehouse, for consumption in excess of 60,000 
head in any quarter year shall not be entitled 
to a reduction in duty by virtue of this item, 
and such cattle (other than cows imported 
specially for dairy purposes) entered, or with-
drawn from warehouse, for consumption in ex-
cess of 225,000 head in any calendar year shall 
not be entitled to a reduction in duty by virtue 
of this item, but the rate of duty thereon shall 
not exceed 3f per lb. 

Provided further, That if, after consultation with 
the Government of the United States of Amer-
ica, the Government of Canada requests the 
allocation of the quantity entitled to enter at 
the reduced rate of duty under this item, the 
Government of the United States of America 
shall take the necessary steps to allocate the 
said quantity among countries of export on the 
basis provided for in Article III of this Agree-
ment." 
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WHEREAS, Article III of the said Agreement reads as follows:

"If imports of any article into either country should be regu-
lated either as regards the total amount permitted to be imported
or as regards the amount permitted to be imported at a specified
rate of duty, and if shares are allocated to countries of export,
the share allocated to the other country shall be based upon the
proportion of the total imports of such article from all foreign
countries supplied by that country in past years, account being
taken in so far as practicable in appropriate cases of any special
factors which may have affected or may be affecting the trade in
that article. In those cases in which the other country is a rela-
tively large supplier of any such article, the Government of the
country imposing the regulation shall, whenever practicable,
consult with the Government of the other country before the
share to be allocated to that country is determined."

WHEREAS, after consultation with the Government of the United
States of America, the Government of Canada has requested the allo-
cation among the countries of export of the quantity of cattle weighing
seven hundred pounds or more each (other than cows imported spe-
cially for dairy purposes) entitled to a reduction in duty by virtue of
the said item 701 of Schedule II annexed to the said Agreement;

WHEREAS such allocation is required and appropriate to carry out
the said Agreement;

WHEREAS I find that, taking into account special factors affecting
the trade, imports into the United States of America from all countries
of such cattle weighing seven hundred pounds or more each (other
than cows imported specially for dairy purposes) during the years
1936 and 1937 were representative of the trade in such articles;

WHEREAS I find that the proportions of total imports into the
United States of America for consumption of such cattle weighing
seven hundred pounds or more each (other than cows imported spe-
cially for dairy purposes) supplied by Canada and by other foreign
countries, respectively, during the years 1936 and 1937 were as
follows:

Canada 86.2 per centum
Other foreign countries 13.8 per centum

Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
President of the United States of America, acting under the authority
conferred by the said Tariff Act of 1930, as amended by the said Act
of June 12, 1934, as extended by the said Joint Resolution of March
1, 1937, do hereby proclaim that no more than 142,230 head of cattle
weighing seven hundred pounds or more each (other than cows
imported specially for dairy purposes), the produce of Canada, nor
more than 22,770 head of such cattle, the produce of other foreign
countries, entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption
during the period April 1 to December 31, 1939, inclusive, shall be
entitled to a reduction in duty by virtue of the said item 701 of
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W HEREAS, Article III of the said Agreement reads as follows: 

"If imports of any article into either country should be regu-
lated either as regards the total amount permitted to be imported 
or as regards the amount permitted to be imported at a specified 
rate of duty, and if shares are allocated to countries of export, 
the share allocated to the other country shall be based upon the 
proportion of the total imports of such article from all foreign 
countries supplied by that country in past years, account being 
taken in so far as practicable in appropriate cases of any special 
factors which may have affected or may be affecting the trade in 
that article. In those cases in which the other country is a rela-
tively large supplier of any such article, the Government of the 
country imposing the regulation shall, whenever practicable, 
consult with the Government of the other country before the 
share to be allocated to that country is determined." 

W HEREAS, after consultation with the Government of the United 
States of America, the Government of Canada has requested the allo-
cation among the countries of export of the quantity of cattle weighing 
seven hundred pounds or more each (other than cows imported spe-
cially for dairy purposes) entitled to a reduction in duty by virtue of 
the said item 701 of Schedule II annexed to the said Agreement; 
WHEREAS such allocation is required and appropriate to carry out 

the said Agreement; 
W HEREAS I find that, taking into account special factors affecting 

the trade, imports into the United States of America from all countries 
of such cattle weighing seven hundred pounds or more each (other 
than cows imported specially for dairy purposes) during the years 
1936 and 1937 were representative of the trade in such articles; 
W HEREAS I find that the proportions of total imports into the 

United States of America for consumption of such cattle weighing 
seven hundred pounds or more each (other than cows imported spe-
cially for dairy purposes) supplied by Canada and by other foreign 
countries, respectively, during the years 1936 and 1937 were as 
follows: 

Canada 86.2 per centum 
Other foreign countries 13.8 per centum 

Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, 
President of the United States of America, acting under the authority 
conferred by the said Tariff Act of 1930, as amended by the said Act 
of June 12, 1934, as extended by the said Joint Resolution of March 
1, 1937, do hereby proclaim that no more than 142,230 head of cattle 
weighing seven hundred pounds or more each (other than cows 
imported specially for dairy purposes), the produce of Canada, nor 
more than 22,770 head of such cattle, the produce of other foreign 
countries, entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption 
during the period April 1 to December 31, 1939, inclusive, shall be 
entitled to a reduction in duty by virtue of the said item 701 of 
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Schedule II of the said Agreement; and that no more than 51,720
head of cattle weighing seven hundred pounds or more each (other
than cows imported specially for dairy purposes), the produce of
Canada, nor more than 8,280 head of such cattle, the produce of
other foreign countries, entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for
consumption in any calendar quarter year during the period April
1 to December 31, 1939, inclusive, shall be entitled to a reduction in
duty by virtue of the said item 701 of Schedule II of the said
Agreement.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this twenty-seventh day of Febru-
ary in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and

[SEAL] thirty-nine and of the Independence of the United States
of America the one hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL

Secretary of State.
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Schedule II of the said Agreement; and that no more than 51,720 
head of cattle weighing seven hundred pounds or more each (other 
than cows imported specially for dairy purposes), the produce of 
Canada, nor more than 8,280 head of such cattle, the produce of 
other foreign countries, entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for 
consumption in any calendar quarter year during the period April 
1 to December 31, 1939, inclusive, shall be entitled to a reduction in 
duty by virtue of the said item 701 of Schedule II of the said 
Agreement. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused 

the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the city of Washington this twenty-seventh day of Febru-

ary in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and 
[BEAU ] thirty-nine and of the Independence of the United States 

of America the one hundred and sixty-third. 

FRANKLTN D ROOSEVELT 
By the President: 

CORDELL HULL 
Secretary of State. 
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Supplementary agreement between the United States of America and
Haiti further modifying the agreement of August 7, 1933. Signed
July 8, 1939; effective October 1, 1939.

SUPPLEMENTARY EXECU-
TIVE AGREEMENT BE-
TWEEN THE UNITED
STATES AND THE RE-
PUBLIC OF HAITI

ACCORD EXECUTIF ADDI-
TIONNEL ENTRE LES
ETATS UNIS D'AMERIQUE
ET LA REPUBLIQUE
D'HAITI

The undersigned plenipotenti-
aries, duly authorized by their
respective Governments, have
agreed upon the following Sup-
plementary Executive Agreement:

ARTICLE I

On and after October 1, 1939
and until and including September
30, 1940, all monies received by
or for the Haitian Government
shall be deposited in the National
Bank of the Republic of Haiti to
the credit of the Haitian Govern-
ment with the exception of the
following sums which will be
deposited to the credit of the
Fiscal Representative: 1. the five
per centum of customs revenues
foreseen i Article IX of the Ac-
cord of August 7, 1933, and 2.
the amounts needed for payments
connected with execution of the
Loan Contracts which payments
during the period mentioned shall
consist of: (a) the amounts neces-
sary to pay the interest on all
outstanding bonds issued under
the Loan Contracts of October 6,
1922 and May 26, 1925 and:
(b) $20,000.00 am. on account of
the amounts required to be paid
under such Loan Contracts for the
amortization of the bonds and

Les Pl6nipotentiaires, soussi-
gn6s, diment autoris6s par leurs
Gouvernements respectifs, sont
convenus de l'Accord Executif
Additionnel suivant:

ARTICLE I

A partir du ler. Octobre 1939 et
jusqu'au 30 Septembre 1940 inclu-
sivement, tous les fonds recouvres
par ou pour le Gouvernement
Haitien seront d6pos6s, au credit
du Gouvernement Haitien, a la
Banque Nationale de la Republi-
que d'Haiti, a l'exception des
sommes suivantes qui seront d6-
posees au credit du Repr6sentant
Fiscal: lo. les 5% des recettes
douanieres prevus a l'Article IX
de l'Accord du 7 Aoitt 1933 et 2o.
les fonds exigibles pour les paie-
ments, afferents au service des
contrats d'emprunt, lesquels paie-
ments, durant la periode susmen-
tionn6e, consisteront a) en les
valeurs n6cessaires pour payer les
interets sur tous les titres en cir-
culation, emis d'aprbs les con-
trats d'emprunt du 6 octobre 1922
et du 26 mai 1925 et b) en une
somme de $20,000.00 am6ricains
A valoir sur les valeurs exigibles,
d'apres les susdits contrats d'em-
prunt pour l'amortissement des

July 8,1939
[E. A. S. No. 150]

Supplementary fi-
nancial agreement
with Haiti.

Deposit of receipts.

48 Stat. 1780.
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July 8, 1939 
FE. A. S. No. 150] 

Supplementary fi-
nancial agreement 
with Haiti. 

Deposit of receipts. 

48 Stat. 1780. 

Supplementary agreement between the United States of America and 
Haiti further modifying the agreement of August 7, 1933. Signed 
July 8, 1939; effective October 1, 1939. 

SUPPLEMENTARY EXECU-
TIVE AGREEMENT BE-
TWEEN THE UNITED 
STATES AND T  H HI RE-
PUBLIC OF HAITI 

The undersigned plenipotenti-
aries, duly authorized by their 
respective Governments, have 
agreed upon the following Sup-
plementary Executive Agreement: 

ARTICLE I 

On and after October 1, 1939 
and until and including September 
30, 1940, all monies received by 
or for the Haitian Government 
shall be deposited in the National 
Bank of the Republic of Haiti to 
the credit of the Haitian Govern-
ment with the exception of the 
following sums which will be 
deposited to the credit of the 
Fiscal Representative: 1. the five 
per centum of customs revenues 
foreseen ill, Article IX of the Ac-
cord of Agust 7, 1933, and 2. 
the amounts needed for payments 
connected with execution of the 
Loan Contracts which payments 
during the period mentioned shall 
consist of: (a) the amounts neces-
sary to pay the interest on all 
outstanding bonds issued under 
the Loan Contracts of October 6, 
1922 and May 26, 1925 and: 
(b) $20,000.00 am. on account of 
the amounts required to be paid 
under such Loan Contracts for the 
amortization of the bonds and 

ACCORD EXECUTIF ADDI-
TIONNEL ENTRE LES 
ETATS UNIS D'AMERIQUE 
ET LA REPUBLIQUE 
D'HAITI 

Les Plenipotentiaires, soussi-
gnes, dilment autorises par leurs 
Gouvernements respectifs, sont 
convenus de l'Accord Executif 
Additionnel suivant: 

ARTICLE I 

A partir du ler. Octobre 1939 et 
jusqu'au 30 Septembre 1940 inclu-
sivement, tous les fonds recouvres 
par ou pour le Gouvernement 
Hidden seront deposes, au credit 
du Gouvernement Haitien, a la 
Banque Nationale de la Republi-
que d'Haiti, a l'exception des 
sommes suivantes qui seront de-
posees au credit du Representant 
Fiscal: lo. les 5% des recettes 
douanieres prevus a l'Article IX 
de l'Accord du 7 AotIt 1933 et 2o. 
les fonds exigibles pour les paie-
ments, afferents au service des 
contrats d'emprunt, lesquels pale-
ments, durant la periode susmen-
tionnee, consisteront a) en les 
valeurs necessaires pour payer les 
interests sur tous les titres en cir-
culation, emis d'apres les con-
trats d'emprunt du 6 octobre 1922 
et du 26 mai 1925 et b) en une 
somme de $20,000.00 americains 

valoir sur les valeurs exigibles, 
d'apres les susdits contrats d'em-
prunt pour l'amortissement des 
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3. all additional receipts which
the Haitian Government will col-
lect during the fiscal year 1939-
1940 over and above the amount
carried in the budget 1938-39 and
over and above all other amounts
which may be deemed necessary
by the Secretary of State for
Finance in accord with the Fiscal
Representative, to be expended
as extraordinary appropriations to
meet serious emergencies.

ARTICLE II

The provisions of the first sen-
tence of Article XI and the first
and last sentences of Article XVI
of the Accord of August 7, 1933, to
the extent and only to the extent
that they may be inconsistent
with the provisions of Article I of
this Accord, shall be suspended so
long as this Supplementary Execu-
tive Agreement remains in
effect.

Signed at Port-au-Prince, in
duplicata, in the english and
french languages, this 8th day of
July nineteen hundred and thirty-
nine.

FERDINAND L MAYER

[SEAL]

titres, et 3o. toutes les recettes
additionnelles que le Gouverne-
ment Haitien aura recouvr6es pen-
dant l'annee fiscale 1939-1940 en
sus de la valeur port6e au budget
1938-1939 et en sus de toutes
autres valeurs qui peuvent etre
jug6es n6cessaires par le Secr6taire
d'Etat des Finances, d'accord avec
le Representant Fiscal, pour etre
consacr6es comme affectations ex-
traordinaires, en vue de faire face
a des circonstances extraordinaires
et imprevues.

ARTICLE II

Les effets des dispositions de la
premiere phrase de l'article XI et
de la premiere et de la derniere
phrases de l'article XVI de l'Ac-
cord du 7 AoOt 1933 seront, en
tant seulement qu'ils sont con-
traires aux dispositions de l'article
premier du present Accord, sus-
pendus, tant que cet Accord
Executif Additionnel restera en
vigueur.

Fait de bonne foi, en double, en
anglais et en frangais a Port-au-
Prince, le 8 Juillet mil neuf cent
trente neuf.

Suspension of cer-
tain provisions.

48 Stat. 1781, 1783.

Signatures.

LEON LALEAU

[SEAL]
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3. all additional receipts which 
the Haitian Government will col-
lect during the fiscal year 1939-
1940 over and above the amount 
carried in the budget 1938-39 and 
over and above all other amounts 
which may be deemed necessary-
by the Secretary of State for 
Finance in accord with the Fiscal 
Representative, to be expended 
as extraordinary appropriations to 
meet serious emergencies. 

ARTICLE II 

The provisions of the first sen-
tence of Article XI and the first 
and last sentences of Article XVI 
of the Accord of August 7,1933, to 
the extent and only to the extent 
that they may be inconsistent 
with the provisions of Article I of 
this Accord, shall be suspended so 
long as this Supplementary Execu-
tive Agreement remains in 
effect. 

Signed at Port-au-Prince, in 
duplicata, in the english and 
french languages, this 8th day of 
July nineteen hundred and thirty-
nine. 

FERDINAND L M AYER 

[SEAL] 

titres, et 3o. toutes les recettes 
additionnelles que le Gouverne-
ment Haitien aura recouvrees pen-
dant Faun& fiscale 1939-1940 en 
sus de la valeur port& au budget 
1938-1939 et en sus de toutes 
autres valeurs qui peuvent etre 
jugees necessaires par le Secretaire 
d'Etat des Finances, d'accord avec 
le Reprosentant Fiscal, pour etre 
consacrees comme affectations ex-
traordinaires, en vue de faire face 
a des circonstances extraordinaires 
et imprevues. 

ARTICLE II 

Les effets des dispositions de la 
premiere phrase de Particle XI et 
de la premiere et de la derniere 
phrases de Particle XVI de l'Ac-
cord du 7 Ada 1933 seront, en 
tant seulement qu'ils sont con-
traires aux dispositions de Particle 
premier du present Accord, sus-
pendus, tant que cot Accord 
Executif Additionnel restera en 
vigueur. 

Fait de bonne foi, en double, en 
anglais et en frangais a Port-au-
Prince, le 8 Juillet mil neuf cent 
trente neuf. 

LEON LALEAU 

[SEAL] 

Suspension of cer-
tain provisions. 
48 Stat. 1781, 1783. 

Signatures. 
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August 2, 1939
[E. A. S. No. 151]

Commercial agreement between the United States of America and the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics continuing injorce until August 6,
1940, the agreement of August 4, 1937; effected by exchange of notes,
signed at Moscow August 2, 1939; approved by the Council of People's
Commissars of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics August 4, 1939;
proclaimed by the President of the United States August 4, 1939;
effective August 6, 1939. And related notes.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

Continuance of WHEREmA by my authority, the Charge d'Affaires ad interimcommercial agreement
with the Union of of the United States of America at Moscow exchanged at that capi-Soviet Socialist Re-
publics. tal on August 2, 1939, with the authorized representative of the

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics identic notes, constituting an
agreement in regard to commerce between the United States of
America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the con-
tinuance of favorable commercial relations between the two countries,

Textsofnotes. which notes are word for word as follows:

Moscow, August 2, 1939.
EXCELLENCY:

In accordance with the conversations which have taken place, I
have the honor to confirm on behalf of my Government the agree-
ment which has been reached between the Governments of our re-
spective countries that the agreement regarding commercial rela-
tions between the United States of America and the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics recorded in the exchange of notes between the
American Ambassador and the People's Commissar for Foreign

0 Stat. 1619. Affairs on August 4, 1937, which came into force on August 6, 1937,
upon proclamation thereof on that date by the President of the
United States of America and approval thereof by the Council of
People's Commissars of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on

Ante, p.1947. the same date, and which was renewed for one year on August 5,
1938, shall continue in force until August 6, 1940. This agreement
shall be proclaimed by the President of the United States of America
and approved by the Council of People's Commissars of the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration.

STUART E. GRumMON
Charge d'Affaires ad interim
of the United States of America

His Excellency
A. I. MIKOYAN,

People's Comnissar for Foreign Trade,
Moscow.
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August 2, 1939 
E. A. S. No. 151] 

Continuance of 
commercial agreement 
with the Union of 
Soviet Socialist Re-
publics. 

Texts of notes. 

50 Stat. 1619. 

Ante, p. 1947. 

Commercial agreement between the United States of America and the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics continuing in force until August 6, 
1940, the agreement of August 4, 1937; effected by exchange of notes, 
signed at Moscow August 2, 1939; approved by the Council of People's 
Commissars of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics August 4, 1939; 
proclaimed by the President of the United States August 4, 1939; 
effective August 6, 1939. And related notes. 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

W HEREAS by my authority, the Charge d'Affaires ad interim 
of the United States of America at Moscow exchanged at that capi-
tal on August 2, 1939, with the authorized representative of the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics identic notes, constituting an 
agreement in regard to commerce between the United States of 
America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the con-
tinuance of favorable commercial relations between the two countries, 
which notes are word for word as follows: 

Moscow, August 2, 1939. 
EXCELLENCY: 
In accordance with the conversations which have taken place, I 

have the honor to confirm on behalf of my Government the agree-
ment which has been reached between the Governments of our re-
spective countries that the agreement regarding commercial rela-
tions between the United States of America and the Union of Soviet 
Socialist Republics recorded in the exchange of notes between the 
American Ambassador and the People's Commissar for Foreign 
Affairs on August 4, 1937, which came into force on August 6, 1937, 
upon proclamation thereof on that date by the President of the 
United States of America and approval thereof by the Council of 
People's Commissars of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on 
the same date, and which was renewed for one year on August 5, 
1938, shall continue in force until August 6, 1940. This agreement 
shall be proclaimed by the President of the United States of America 
and approved by the Council of People's Commissars of the Union 
of Soviet Socialist Republics. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration. 

STUART E. GRUMMON 
Chargé d'Affaires ad interim 
of the United States of America 

His Excellency 
A. I. MEKOYAN, 

People's Commissar for Foreign Trade, 
Moscow. 
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[Translation]

Moscow, August 2, 1939.
MR. CHARGEI D'AFFAIlRES:

In accordance with the conversations which have taken place, I
have the honor to confirm on behalf of my Government the agree-
ment which has been reached between the Governments of our respec-
tive countries that the agreement regarding commercial relations
between the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States
of America recorded in the exchange of notes between the People's
Commissar for Foreign Affairs and the American Ambassador on
August 4, 1937, which came into force on August 6, 1937, upon
approval thereof on that date by the Council of People's Commissars
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the proclamation
thereof by the President of the United States of America on the same
date, and which was renewed for one year on August 5, 1938, shall
continue in force until August 6, 1940. This agreement shall be
approved by the Council of People's Commissars of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics and proclaimed by the President of the
United States of America.

Accept, Mr. Charge d'Affaires, the renewed assurances of my
highest consideration.

A. MIKOYAN
Mr. STUART E. GRTJMMON,

Charge d'Affaires ad interim
of the United States of America,

Moscow.

2405

Confirmation by
Union of Soviet So-
cialist Republics.

AND WHEREAS, it is provided in the said agreement that the agree-
ment shall be proclaimed by the President of the United States of
America and approved by the Council of People's Commissars of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics:

Now, THEREFORE, BE IT KNOWN THAT I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Proclamation.

President of the United States of America, do hereby make known
and proclaim the said agreement and, having been notified that the
same has been approved on this day by the Council of People's
Commissars of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, direct that
it be observed and fulfilled with good faith by the United States of Effectiv date.

America on and after August 6, 1939.
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused

the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.
DONE at the city of Washington this fourth day of August in the

year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirty-
[SEAL] nine and of the Independence of the United States of

America the one hundred and sixty-fourth.
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT

By the President:
SUMNER WELLES

Acting Secretary of State.
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[Translation] 

MR. CHARGP, DAFFAIRES: 

In accordance with the conversations which have taken place, I 
have the honor to confirm on behalf of my Government the agree-
ment which has been reached between the Governments of our respec-
tive countries that the agreement regarding commercial relations 
between the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States 
of America recorded in the exchange of notes between the People's 
Commissar for Foreign Affairs and the American Ambassador on 
August 4, 1937, which came into force on August 6, 1937, upon 
approval thereof on that date by the Council of People's Commissars 
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the proclamation 
thereof by the President of the United States of America on the same 
date, and which was renewed for one year on August 5, 1938, shall 
continue in force until August 6, 1940. This agreement shall be 
approved by the Council of People's Commissars of the Union of 
Soviet Socialist Republics and proclaimed by the President of the 
United States of America. 

Accept, Mr. Charge d'Affaires, the renewed assurances of my 
highest consideration. 

Moscow, August 2, 1939. 

A. NIIKorAN 
Mr. STUART E. GRUMMON, 

Ch,argj d'Affaires ad interim, 
of the United States of America, 

Moscow. 

AND WHEREAS, it is provided in the said agreement that the agree-
ment shall be proclaimed by the President of the United States of 
America and approved by the Council of People's Commissars of the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics: 
Now, THEREFORE, BE IT KNOWN THAT I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, 

President of the United States of America, do hereby make known 
and proclaim the said agreement and, having been notified that the 
same has been approved on this day by the Council of People's 
Commissars of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, direct that 
it be observed and fulfilled with good faith by the United States of 
America on and after August 6, 1939. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused 

the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the city of Washington this fourth day of August in the 

year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirty-
[ SEAL] nine and of the Independence of the United States of 

America the one hundred and sixty-fourth. 

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 
By the President: 

SUMNER W ELLFS 
Acting Secretary of State. 

Confirmation b 
Union of Soviet So-
cialist Republics. 

Proclamation. 

Effective date. 
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RELATED NOTES

1. CONCERNING THE AMOUNT OF PURCHASES TO BE MADE BY THE

UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS IN THE UNITED

STATES OF AMERICA

The American Charge d'Affaires ad interim (Grummnm) to the
People's Commissar for Foreign Trade (Mikoyan)

EMBASSY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Moscow, August 2, 1939.
ExcELLENCY:

I have the honor to refer to our recent conversations in regard to
the commerce between the United States of America and the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics and to ask you to let me know the
value of articles, the growth, produce, or manufacture of the United
States of America which the Government of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics- intends to purchase in the United States of
America during the next twelve months for export to the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest
consideration.

STUART E. GRUMMON
Charge d'Affaires ad interim
of the United States of America.

His Excellency
A. I. MIKOYAN,

People's Commissar for Foreign Trade,
Moscow.

The People's Commissar for Foreign Trade (Mikoyan) to the
American Charge d'Affaires ad interim (Grummon)

[Translation]

Moscow, August 2, 1939.
MR. CHARGE D'AFFAIRES:

In reply to your inquiry regarding the intended purchases by the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics in the United States of America
in the course of the next twelve months, I have the honor to inform
you that the economic organizations of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics intend to buy in the United States of America in the
course of the next twelve months American goods to the amount of
at least forty million dollars.

Accept, Mr. Charge d'Affaires, the renewed assurances of my
highest consideration.

A. MIKOYAN
Mr. S. E. Grummon,

Charge d'Affaires ad interim
of the United States of America,

Moscow.
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2. EXEMPTION FROM EXCISE TAX OF COAL, COKE, AND COAL OR COKE
BRIQUETrES IMPORTED INTO THE UNITED STATES FROM THE UNION
OF SOVIET SOCIAITST REPUBLICS

The American Charge d'Affaires ad interim (Grummon) to the
People's Commissar for Foreign Trade (Mikoyan)

EMBASSY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
EXCELLENCY:

Moscow, August 2, 1939.
With reference to the agreement signed today continuing the

agreement concerning commerce between the United States of
America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics which came
into force on August 6, 1937, I have the honor to state that the
Embassy has been informed that the authorities of the Treasury
Department of the United States will admit coal of all sizes, grades,
and classifications (except culm and duff), coke manufactured there-
from, and coal or coke briquettes, imported from the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics free from the import tax provided in
Section 601 (c) (5) of the Revenue Act of 1932, as amended, during
the life of the agreement unless other treatment is required by con-
trolling judicial decision hereafter rendered.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration.

STUART E. GRUMMON,
Charge d'Affaires ad interim

Hs E y of the United States of America.His Excellency
A. I. MIKOYAN,

People's Commissar for Foreign Trade,
Moscow.

The People's Commissar for Foreign Trade (Mikoyan) to the
American Charge d'Affaires ad interim (Grummnon)

[Translation]

MR. CHAROi D'ATAIES: Moscow, August 2, 1939.MR. CHARGE D'AFFAIREs:
In reply to your inquiry regarding the intended exports of

Soviet coal to the United States of America during the ensuing
twelve months, I may state that the economic organizations of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics will not in any case export to the
United States of America during the year beginning August 6, 1939,
more than 400,000 tons of Soviet coal.

Accept, Mr. Charge d'Affaires, the renewed assurances of my
highest consideration.

A. MIKOYAN

Mr. S. E. GRUMMON,
Charge d'Affaires ad interim

of the United States of America,
Moscow.
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Moscow, August 2, 1939. 
With reference to the agreement signed today continuing the 

agreement concerning commerce between the United States of 
America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics which came 
into force on August 6, 1937, I have the honor to state that the 
Embassy has been informed that the authorities of the Treasury 
Department of the United States will admit coal of all sizes, grades, 
and classifications (except culna and duff), coke manufactured there-
from, and coal or coke briquettes, imported from the Union of 
Soviet Socialist Republics free from the import tax provided in 
Section 601 (c) (5) of the Revenue Act of 1932, as amended, during 
the life of the agreement unless other treatment is required by con-
trolling judicial decision hereafter rendered. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration. 

EXCELLENCY: 

STUART E. GRITMMON, 
Chargé d'Affaires ad interim, 
of the United States of America. 

His Excellency 
A. I. MIROYAN, 

People's Commissar for Foreign Trade, 
Moscow. 

The People's Commissar for Foreign Trade (Mikoyan) to the 
American Chargé d'Affaires ad interim (Grummon) 

[Translation] 

Moscow, August 2, 1939. 
MR. CHARGE' D/AFFAIRES: 
In reply to your inquiry regarding the intended exports of 

Soviet coal to the United States of America during the ensuing 
twelve months, I may state that the economic organizations of the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics will not in any case export to the 
United States of America during the year beginning August 6, 1939, 
more than 400,000 tons of Soviet coal. 

Accept, Mr. Chargé d'Affaires, the renewed assurances of my 
highest consideration. 

Mr. S. E. GRITMMON, 
Chargé d'Affaires ad interim 

of the United States of America, 
Moscow. 

A. MUI.OYAN 
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July 15, 1939
[E. A. S. No. 152]

Reciprocal air navi-
g a t i o n arrangement
with France.

Provisional arrange-
ment.

Area affected.

"Aircraft" defined.

Designated aircraft
not included.

Arrangement between the United States of America and France respecting
air navigation. Effected by exchange of notes signed July 15, 1939;
effective August 15, 1939.

The American Ambassador (Bullitt) to the French Minister of Foreign
Affairs (Bonnet)

No. 1929 EMBASSY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Paris, July 15, 1939.

EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to inform you that the Government of the United
States of America desires to conclude with the Government of France
a reciprocal arrangement in the following terms, governing the navi-
gation of aircraft of each country in territory of the other country.

ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AND FRANCE RELATING TO AIR NAVIGATION.

ARTICLE 1.

Pending the conclusion of a convention between the United States
of America and France on the subject of air navigation, the move-
ment of aircraft of one contracting Party over the territory of the
other contracting Party shall be governed by the following provisions:

ARTICLE 2.

The present arrangement shall apply to the metropolitan territory
of France and the United States of America, as well as the following
territories, possessions or colonies, including their territorial waters
over which the two countries respectively exercise jurisdiction:

(a) St. Pierre and Miquelon;
Martinique;
Guadaloupe and dependencies; and
French Guiana.

(b) Puerto Rico;
Virgin Islands of the United States; and
American Samoa.

ARTICLE 3.

The term "aircraft" employed in the present agreement shall be
understood to mean private aircraft, and State aircraft, other than
military, customs and police aircraft, duly registered in the territory
of either of the contracting Parties.

The present arrangement does not apply to military, customs or
police aircraft of either contracting Party, which may not, without
special authorization, be flown over the territory of the other con-
tracting Party nor land there.
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tracting Party nor land there. 
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ARTICLE 4.

Each of the contracting Parties shall grant, in time of peace, to
aircraft of the other contracting Party, duly registered in the territory
of such Party, liberty of passage above its territory, provided that
the conditions set forth in the present arrangement are observed.

It is, however, agreed that the establishment and operation, by an
enterprise of one of the contracting Parties, of a regular air route or
air transport service to, over or away from the territory of the other
contracting Party, with or without a stop, shall be subject to the con-
sent of such other Party. Any air transport enterprise of either Party
applying for permission to operate such regular air route or air trans-
port service shall be required to submit its application through
diplomatic channels.

With the reservation of the stipulations contained in the second
paragraph above concerning regular air routes or air transport services
for which special consent is necessary, the aircraft of either contracting
Party may proceed to one or more points of the territory of the other
Party, either to land part or all of their passengers or of their cargo
of foreign origin, or to take aboard part or all of their passengers, or
of their cargo for a foreign destination. Each of the Parties to this
arrangement may reserve to its own aircraft air commerce wholly
within its own territory.

The term "air commerce" as used in the preceding paragraph shall,
with respect to the Parties to this arrangement, be understood to
mean:-(a) navigation of aircraft in territory of either Party in the
conduct or furtherance of a business; (b) the commercial transport
of persons or goods between any two points in the territory of
either Party.

ARTICLE 5.

The aircraft of each of the contracting Parties, their crews and
passengers, and goods carried thereon, shall, while within the terri-
tory of the other Party, be subject to the laws in force in that territory,
including all regulations relating to air navigation applicable to
foreign aircraft, the transport of passengers and goods, and public
safety and order, as well as any regulations concerning immigration,
quarantine, customs and clearance.

The contracting Parties agree to adopt all practicable measures,
through the issuance of special regulations or otherwise, to facilitate
and expedite communication by aircraft between their respective
territories, and to prevent unnecessary delays to aircraft, their crews
and passengers, cargo, and the personnel of the aircraft companies
traveling on business of the companies, especially in the administra-
tion of the laws relating to immigration, customs and clearance.

Subject to the provisions of the first paragraph of this article and
to the laws and regulations therein specified, the carriage of passengers,
and the import or export of all merchandise which may be legally
imported or exported, will be permitted in aircraft of the one Party
into or from the territory of the other Party; and, subject to the pro-
visions of the first paragraph of this Article and to the laws and regu-

Liberty of passage.

Regular routes, con-
sent required.

Application for op-
eration through dip-
lomaticchannels.

Air commerce, etc.

"A i r commerce"
defined.

Jurisdiction.

Regulations.

Mutual enjoyment
of privileges.
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lations therein specified, such aircraft, their crews, passengers and
cargoes, shall enjoy in the territory of the other Party the same privi-
leges as are enjoyed by aircraft, their crews, passengers, and cargoes
of the mentioned territory or foreign aircraft engaged in international

No excess duties, commerce, their crews, passengers and cargoes; and they shall not,
e t

c. merely by reason of the nationality of the aircraft, be subjected to
duties or charges other or higher than those which are or may be im-
posed on aircraft of the territory referred to or on aircraft of another
foreign country engaged in international commerce, or on their crews,
passengers or cargoes, it being understood that in this respect the
claimant has the choice of national or most-favored nation treatment.

Fuelandlubricants. Upon arrival in the territory of either of the contracting Parties,
the fuel and lubricants contained in the tanks of the aircraft shall be
admitted free of customs and other duties. However, no quantity
can be unloaded free of duty except temporarily and under customs
control.

Upon departure of aircraft of either contracting Party from terri-
tory of the other contracting Party for a point outside of such territory,
fuel and lubricants intended for the refueling and lubrication of such
aircraft will, on a basis of reciprocity and to the extent permitted by
the laws and regulations of the contracting Party in force in the terri-
tory of departure, be furnished either free of customs and other duties
or, alternatively, the duties levied on such fuel and lubricants will be
refunded.

"Customsaend other The expression "customs and other duties" includes import, export,
excise, and internal duties and taxes of all kinds levied upon the fuel
and lubricants.

Aircrat, etc., im- Aircraft of either Party, and also their equipment and spare parts
on board, are in principle liable, on landing in a territory of the other
party, to customs and other duties of all kinds normally chargeable
on importation.

Free entry if for re- If they are to be re-exported, they are entitled to temporary admis-
sion free of duty under the conditions contemplated by the Customs
regulations of each of the contracting Parties, who will endeavor to
reduce their formalities to the strict minimum, especially as regards
aircraft belonging to regular lines.

Similar treatment shall be accorded to spare parts and material im-
ported separately for the repair of such aircraft; parts replaced must,
if the Customs so require, be re-exported under Customs supervision.

ARTICLE 6.

Prohibited areas. Each one of the two contracting Parties shall have the right, for
reasons of a military nature or in the interest of public safety, to pro-
hibit flights over certain areas of its territory by all aircraft private
or commercial of the other contracting Party, under the penalties
provided by its legislation, it being understood that in any case at
issue no distinction in this matter will be made between its aircraft
engaged in international commerce and the aircraft of the other Party
likewise engaged. The areas above which air navigation is thus pro-
hibited by either Party must be notified to the other Party.
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Each one of the two contracting Parties shall have the right, for 
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Each of the contracting Parties reserves to itself, in addition, the '
right, in time of peace, under exceptional circumstances, to limit or
prohibit temporarily and with immediate effect, air navigation above
its territory or any part thereof on condition that this restriction or
prohibition shall be made applicable without any distinction of
nationality between them, to the aircraft of the other Party and to
the aircraft of any other foreign country.

ARTICLE 7.

Any aircraft which finds itself over a prohibited area shall, as soon
as it is aware of the fact, give the signal of distress prescribed by the
air regulations in force in the country flown over; it shall furthermore
land as soon as possible at an aerodrome situated in the territory of
said country and as near as possible to such prohibited area.

This same obligation applies to aircraft flying over a prohibited
area and to which the special signal intended to draw their attention
shall have been given.

ARTICLE 8.

All aircraft shall carry clearly visible distinctive marks by which
their identity may be recognized during flight (nationality and regis-
tration marks).

All aircraft must be provided with certificates of registration and
airworthiness and with all other documents prescribed for air navi-
gation in the country in which they are registered.

Aircraft over pro-
hibited areas, duties.

Identification.

Certificates of regis-
tration, etc.

ARTICLE 9.

All members of the crew who perform in an aircraft of either of the
contracting Parties, duties for which certificates or licenses are re-
quired in the country in which such aircraft is registered, must be
provided with said certificates and licenses delivered by the authorities
of such country.

The other members of the crew must carry documents mentioning
their duties on board, their profession, identity and nationality.

The crew and passengers, unless otherwise specified, must carry the
documents required by the regulations in force governing international
traffic.

ARTICLE 10.

The certificates of airworthiness, certificates of competency and
licenses, issued or rendered valid by the country whose nationality
is possessed by the aircraft, shall be considered by the other country
as being in accordance with the regulations governing air traffic to the
same extent as the corresponding documents delivered or rendered
valid by the latter.

However, each of the contracting Parties reserves the right to refuse
to recognize, for the purpose of flight within the boundaries of and
above its own territory, certificates of competency and licenses issued
to its own nationals by the other contracting Party.

Passengers and
crew, certificates, li-
censes and documents.

Certificates of air-
worthiness, etc.; va-
lidity.
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Each of the contracting Parties reserves to itself, in addition, the 
right, in time of peace, under exceptional circumstances, to limit or 
prohibit temporarily and with immediate effect, air navigation above 
its territory or any part thereof on condition that this restriction or 
prohibition shall be made applicable without any distinction of 
nationality between them, to the aircraft of the other Party and to 
the aircraft of any other foreign country. 

ARTICLE 7-

Any aircraft which finds itself over a prohibited area shall, as soon 
as it is aware of the fact, give the signal of distress prescribed by the 
air regulations in force in the country flown over; it shall furthermore 
land as soon as possible at an aerodrome situated in the territory of 
said country and as near as possible to such prohibited area. 

This same obligation applies to aircraft flying over a prohibited 
area and to which the special signal intended to draw their attention 
shall have been given. 

ARTICLE 8. 

All aircraft shall carry clearly visible distinctive marks by which 
their identity may be recognized during flight (nationality and regis-
tration marks). 

All aircraft must be provided with certificates of registration and 
airworthiness and with all other documents prescribed for air navi-
gation in the country in which they are registered. 

ARTICLE 9. 

All members of the crew who perform in an aircraft of either of the 
contracting Parties, duties for which certificates or licenses are re-
quired in the country in which such aircraft is registered, must be 
provided with said certificates and licenses delivered by the authorities 
of such country. 
The other members of the crew must carry documents mentioning 

their duties on board, their profession, identity and nationality. 
The crew and passengers, unless otherwise specified, must carry the 

documents required by the regulations in force governing international 

traffic. 
ARTICLE 10. 

The certificates of airworthiness, certificates of competency and 
licenses, issued or rendered valid by the country whose nationality 
is possessed by the aircraft, shall be considered by the other country 
as being in accordance with the regulations governing air traffic to the 
same extent as the corresponding documents delivered or rendered 
valid by the latter. 
However, each of the contracting Parties reserves the right to refuse 

to recognize, for the purpose of flight within the boundaries of and 
above its own territory, certificates of competency and licenses issued 
to its own nationals by the other contracting Party. 
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ARTICLE 11.

Aircraft, their crews and passengers, may not carry arms, ammuni-
tion, noxious gases, explosives, carrier pigeons, or photographic
apparatus, except by permission of the country within whose air space
the aircraft is navigating.

However, the transportation of accessories necessary to the operation
and navigation of the aircraft (rockets, flares, etc.) is not prohibited.

If the carriage of photographic apparatus is permitted it must,
unless otherwise especially authorized, be so placed that utilization
thereof during flight will be impossible.

Each of the contracting Parties has the right, for reasons of public
order and safety, to limit or prohibit on its territory the transportation
of articles other than those enumerated in the first paragraph of the
present article, provided that no difference is made in that respect
between its national aircraft employed in international traffic and the
aircraft of the other contracting Party so employed.

ARTICLE 12.

Upon the departure or landing of aircraft, each contracting Party
may, within its own territory, and through its competent authorities,
search the aircraft of the other Party and examine the certificates and
other documents prescribed.

ARTICLE 13.

Availability of aero-
dromes, services, etc.

Aerodromes open to public air traffic in the territory of one of the
Parties to this arrangement shall, in so far as they are under its con-
trol, be open to all aircraft of the other Party, which may equally
utilize the meteorological information services, the wireless services,
the lighting services and day and night signalling services, in so far
as those several classes of services are under the control of the Party
in whose territory they respectively are situated. Any charges,
landing, accomodation charges, et cetera, in so far as such charges are
under the control of the pertinent contracting Party, shall be the
same for the aircraft of each of the two contracting Parties.

ARTICLE 14.

Entry or departure Upon entry or departure, aircraft going to or proceeding from thefrom prescribed aero-
dromes. territory of either of the contracting Parties shall land at or depart

from an aerodrome open to public air traffic and classed as a customs
aerodrome (with passport control service), at which facilities exist
for clearance of aircraft and enforcement of immigration regulations.
No intermediary landing shall be effected between the frontier and

special cases that aerodrome. In special cases, the competent authorities may
allow aircraft to depart from or land at other aerodromes, at which
customs, immigration, clearance and passport control formalities
shall be accomplished. The cost entailed by this special service shall,
to such extent as may be required under the local regulations, then be
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paid by the owner or person in charge of the aircraft. The prohibition
of any intermediary landing applies also in these special cases.

In the event of a forced landing outside the aerodrome referred to
in the first paragraph of this article, the captain of the aircraft, the
crew and passengers, must conform with the national regulations
applying to such cases.

The Parties to this arrangement shall exchange lists of the aero-
dromes in their territories from time to time designated by them as
ports of entry and departure.

ARTICLE 15.

Each of the contracting Parties reserves the right to determine that
the frontiers may be crossed only between certain points. In such
case notification of the decision will be given to the other Party.

Forced landing.

Exchange of lists of
aerodromes.

Crossing of frontiers

ARTICLE 16.

It is forbidden to drop, from aircraft in flight, any ballast other Aircraft in fight,

than fine sand or water. dropping f ballast.

ARTICLE 17.

In the course of flight, only those articles or substances, other than
ballast, may be dropped or otherwise discharged, for which a special
authorization shall have been given by the authorities of the country
flown over.

ARTICLE 18.

Aircraft of either of the Parties operating in the territory of the
other Party may be equipped with wireless apparatus only if the
necessary license to install and work such apparatus, issued by the
competent authorities of the contracting Party in which the aircraft
is registered, shall have been obtained. The use of such apparatus
shall be in accordance with the regulations on the subject issued by
the competent authorities of the contracting Party flown over.

Such apparatus shall be used only by such members of the crew as
are provided with a special license for the purpose issued by the
competent authorities of the contracting Party in which the aircraft
is registered.

ARTICLE 19.

In all questions of nationality that may arise in carrying out the
present arrangement, it is agreed that aircraft possess the nationality
of the country in whose territory they are duly registered.

The registration of aircraft referred to in the preceding paragraph
shall be performed in compliance with the laws and special provisions
of each contracting Party.

ARTICLE 20.

The contracting Parties shall communicate to each other from time
to time the regulations relative to air navigation in force in their
respective territories.

98907°-39-PT 3---62
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Use restricted.
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Exchange of regula-
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ARTICLE 21.

Either Party may, at any time after the present arrangement comes
into force, apply the provisions of the arrangement to any of the terri-
tories under its jurisdiction, including territorial waters, that are not
mentioned in Article 2. Such application shall be by notification in
writing, given to the other Party, and shall become effective sixty
days from the day when the notification shall have been given.

The Party extending this arrangement to the additional territory
under its jurisdiction cited in the preceding paragraph, may subse-
quently terminate such application, the decision coming into effect
only upon sixty days' notice.

ARTICLE 22.

The present arrangement shall be subject to termination by either
Party upon sixty days' notice given to the other Party.

If the Government of France agrees to the foregoing provisions, I
have the honor to suggest that the present note and Your Excellency's
reply in similar terms, be regarded as constituting an arrangement
between the two Governments which shall come into force on August
15, 1939.

I avail myself of this occasion to renew to Your Excellency the
assurance of my highest consideration.

WILLIAM C. BULLITT
His Excellency

Monsieur GEORGES BONNET,
Minister of Foreign Affairs,

Paris.

The French Minister of Foreign Affairs (Bonnet) to the American
Ambassador (Bullitt)

MINISTIRE
DES

AFFAIRES ETRANGiRES
A/R

Sous-Direction
des Affaires Administratives
& des Unions Internationales RLPUBLIQUE FRANCAISE

Paris, le 15 juiUllet 19S9
MONSIEUR L'AMBASSADEUR,

J'ai l'honneur d'accuser r6ception A Votre Excellence de Sa note,
en date de ce jour et de Lui faire savoir que le Gouvernement de la
Republique Francaise accepte que les dispositions suivantes, consti-
tuent un arrangement sur la base de la reciprocit6 avec le Gouverne-
ment de la R6publique des Etats-Unis d'Am6rique.

-ARTICLE ler-
En attendant la conclusion d'une convention de navigation aerienne

entre les Etats-Unis d'Am6rique et la France, la circulation des
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aeronefs d'une des Parties Contractantes au-dessus du territoire de
l'autre Partie Contractante sera regie par les dispositions suivantes:
-ARTICLE 2-

Le present arrangement s'appliquera au territoire metropolitain
des Etats-Unis d'Am6rique et de la France ainsi qu'aux territoires,
possessions ou colonies ci-apres, y compris les eaux territoriales sur
lesquelles les deux pays exergent respectivement leur souverainet6:

a) Porto-Rico;
Les Iles Vierges des Etats-Unis; et
Les Iles Samoa americaines.

b) Saint-Pierre et Miquelon;
La Martinique;
La Guadeloupe et ses dependances; et
La Guyane frangaise.

-ARTICLE 3-

Le terme "aeronefs" employe dans le present arrangement sera
considere comme d6signant les aeronefs prives et aussi les aeronefs
d'Etat, autres que les aeronefs militaires ou ceux des services des
douanes ou de la police, r6gulierement immatricules dans le territoire
de l'une ou l'autre des Parties Contractantes.

Le present arrangement ne s'applique ni aux aeronefs militaires,
ni A ceux des services de la douane ou de la police de chacune des
deux Parties Contractantes, qui ne pourront pas, sans autorisation
speciale, survoler le territoire de l'autre Partie Contractante ou y
atterrir.

-ARTICLE 4-

Chacune des Parties Contractantes accordera, en temps de paix,
aux aeronefs de l'autre Partie Contractante r6gulierement immatri-
cules dans le territoire de cette Partie, la liberte de survoler son
territoire sous reserve de l'observation des dispositions du present
arrangement.

Toutefois, il est entendu que 1'etablissement et l'exploitation, par
une entreprise de l'une des Parties Contractantes, d'une ligne aerienne
ou d'un service de transport aerien regulier a destination, au-dessus
ou en provenance du territoire de l'autre Partie Contractante, avec
ou sans escale, sera soumis A l'agrement de cette autre Partie. Toute
entreprise de transport aerien d'une des deux Parties desirant
obtenir l'autorisation d'exploiter une ligne aerienne ou un service de
transport aerien regulier de pareille nature, devra presenter sa de-
mande par la voie diplomatique.

Sous reserve des dispositions du paragraphe 2 ci-dessus concernant
les lignes aeriennes ou les services de transport aerien reguliers, pour
lesquels une autorisation speciale est necessaire, les aeronefs de
l'une ou 1'autre Partie Contractante pourront se rendre dans un ou
plusieurs points du territoire de l'autre Partie, soit pour y mettre
A terre une partie ou la totalite de leurs passagers ou de leur charge-
ment en provenance de I'etranger, soit pour prendre une' partie ou
la totalite de leurs passagers ou de leur chargement pour une
destination etrangere. Chacune des Parties au present arrangement
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aura la facult6 de reserver A ses propres aeronefs la totalit6 du trafic
aerien A l'interieur de son propre territoire.

L'expression "trafic aerien" employee au paragraphe precedent
sera consideree, en ce qui concerne les Parties au present arrangement,
comme s'appliquant:

a) A la circulation des aeronefs dans le territoire de l'une ou l'autre
Partie, pour assurer ou faciliter le fonctionnement d'une entreprise
commerciale;

b) au transport commercial de voyageurs ou de marchandises
entre deux points quelconques du territoire de l'autre Partie.

- ARTICLE 5 -

Les aeronefs de chacune des Parties Contractantes leurs 6quipages
et leurs passagers, ainsi que les marchandises transportees A leur
bord, seront, pendant qu'ils se trouveront dans le territoire de l'autre
Partie, soumis aux lois en vigueur dans ce territoire, y compris a
tous reglements relatifs A la navigation aerienne applicables aux
aeronefs etrangers, au transport des passagers et des marchandises
et A la securite et A l'ordre public, ainsi que tous reglements concer-
nant l'immigration, la quarantaine, les douanes et le conge.

Les Parties Contractantes conviennent d'adopter par reglements
speciaux ou de toute autre maniere, toutes mesures destinees A
faciliter et A activer les communications aeriennes entre leurs terri-
toires respectifs et A eviter des retards inutiles aux aeronefs, A leurs
equipages, A leurs passagers, a leur chargement et au personnel des
compagnies en voyage de service, specialement en ce qui concerne
l'application des lois relatives A l'immigration, aux douanes et au
conge.

Sous reserve de l'observation des dispositions du ler paragraphe
du present article et des lois et reglements qui y sont vises, le trans-
port des passagers et l'importation ou l'exportation de toute mar-
chandise dont l'importation ou l'exportation sont licites, seront per-
mis aux aeronefs d'une des Parties A destination ou en provenance
du territoire de l'autre Partie; et sous reserve de l'observation des
dispositions du premier paragraphe du present article et des lois et
reglements qui y sont vises, lesdits aeronefs, leurs equipages, leurs
passagers et chargements beneficieront dans le territoire de l'autre
Partie, des memes avantages que les aeronefs de ce territoire, leurs
equipages, passagers et chargements ou que les aeronefs etrangers
employes au commerce international, leurs 6quipages, passagers et
chargements; et ils ne seront pas, du simple fait de la nationalite des
appareils soumis a des droits, taxes ou charges autres ou plus eleves que
ceux qui sont ou pourront Wtre appliques aux aeronefs du territoire
en question ou aux aeronefs de tout autre pays etranger employds
au commerce international, ou A leurs 6quipages, passagers ou charge-
ments, etant entendu qu'a cet egard les interesses auront le choix
entre le traitement national et celui de la nation la plus favorisee.

A l'arrivee dans le territoire de chacune des Parties Contractantes,
les carburants et les lubrifiants contenus dans les reservoirs des
aeronefs seront admis en franchise de droits de douane et d'autres
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droits. Toutefois, aucune quantite ne pourra Wtre d6barqu6e en
franchise sauf A titre temporaire et sous le controle de la douane.

Au depart des aeronefs de l'une ou de l'autre des Parties Contrac-
tantes du territoire de l'autre Partie Contractante A destination d'un
point situe hors dudit territoire, ou bien les carburants et les lubrifiants
destines au ravitaillement de ces a6ronefs seront, sur la base de la
reciprocite et dans la mesure autoris6e par les lois et les reglements de la
Partie Contractante en vigueur dans le territoire du depart, fournis en
franchise de droits de douane et d'autres droits, ou bien les droits qui
auraient et6 percus sur ces carburants et lubrifiants seront rembourses.

L'expression "droits de douane et autres droits" comprend les droits
d'importation et d'exportation, les taxes indirectes et les droits et
taxes interieurs de toute nature percus sur les carburants et lubrifiants.

Les aeronefs de chacune des deux Parties, avec leur 4quipement et
leurs pieces de rechange se trouvant A bord, acquittent, en principe, A
leur atterrissage dans le territoire de l'autre Partie, les droits de douane
et autres droits normalement exigibles a l'importation.

S'ils doivent @tre r6export6s, ils beneficient de la franchise temporaire
des droits et taxes dans les conditions prevues par les reglements de
douane propres A chacune des Parties Contractantes, lesquelles s'effor-
ceront de r6duire les formalit6s au strict minimum, notamment en ce
qui concerne les aeronefs des lignes regulieres.

Le meme regime est applicable aux pieces et mat6riel de rechange
import6s s6parement pour la reparation de ces aeronefs. Les pieces
remplacees doivent, si la douane l'exige Qtre reexportees sous son
contr6le.

- ARTICLE 6 -

Chacune des deux Hautes Parties Contractantes aura le droit, pour
des raisons d'ordre militaire ou dans 1'int6ert de la securit6 publique,
d'interdire a tous aeronefs priv6s ou commerciaux de l'autre Partie
Contractante de survoler certaines zones de son territoire, sous peine
des sanctions edictees par sa legislation, 6tant entendu que, dans
aucun cas, il ne sera fait de discrimination entre ses propres aeronefs se
livrant au commerce international et les a6ronefs de l'autre Partie
destines aux memes fins. Les zones au-dessus desquelles la navigation
aerienne sera interdite dans ces conditions, par l'une ou l'autre des
Parties, devront faire l'objet d'une notification A l'autre Partie.

Chacune des Parties Contractantes se reserve, en outre, le droit, en
temps de paix, dans des circonstances exceptionnelles, de limiter ou
d'interdire, A titre temporaire et avec effet immediat, la navigation
adrienne au-dessus de son territoire ou d'une partie quelconque de
celui-ci, sous reserve que cette restriction ou cette interdiction soit
applicable, sans aucune distinction de nationality, aux aeronefs de
l'autre Partie et aux a6ronefs de tous autres pays etrangers.

-ARTICLE 7-

Tout aeronef se trouvant au-dessus d'une zone interdite fera, des
qu'il se sera rendu compte de sa situation le signal de detresse prescrit
par les reglements aeriens en vigueur dans le pays survol6; en outre, il
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droits. Toutefois, aucune quantite ne pourra etre debarquee en 
franchise sauf a titre temporaire et sous le contrOle de la douane. 
Au depart des aeronefs de Pune ou de l'autre des Parties Contrac-

tantes du territoire de l'autre Partie Contractante a destination d'un 
point situe hors dudit territoire, ou Men les carburants et les lubrifiants 
destines au ravitaillement de ces aeronefs seron.t, am' la base de la 
reciprocite et dans la mesure autorisee par les lois et les reglements de la 
Partie Con tractante en vigueur dans le territoire du depart, fournis en 
franchise de droits de douane et d'autres droits, ou bien les droits qui 
auraient ete pergus sur ces carburants et lubrifiants seront rembourses. 

L'expression "droits de douane et autres droits" comprend les droits 
d'importation et d'exportation, les taxes indirectes et les droits et 
taxes interieurs de toute nature pergus sur les carburants et lubrifiants 
Les aeronefs de chacune des deux Parties, avec leur equipement et 

leurs pieces de rechange se trouvant a. bord, acquittent, en principe, a, 
leur atterrissage dans le territoire de Pautre Partie, les droits de douane 
et autres droits n.ormalement exigibles a. 'Importation.. 

S'ils doivent etre reexportes, ils beneficient de la franchise temporaire 
des droits et taxes dans les conditions prevues par les reglements de 
douane propres a. chacune des Parties Contractantes, lesquelles s'effor-
ceront de reduire les formalites au strict minimum, notamment en ce 
qui concerne les aeronefs des lignes regulieres. 
Le memo regime est applicable aux pieces et materiel de rechange 

import& separement pour la reparation de ces aeronefs. Les pieces 
remplacees doivent, si la douane l'exige etre reexportees sous son 
contrele. 

— ARTICLE 6 — 

Chacime des deux Hautes Parties Contractantes aura le droit, pour 
des raisons d'ordre militaire ou dans Pinteret de la securite publique, 
d'interdire a. tous aeronefs prives ou commergiaux de l'autre Partie 
Contractante de survoler certaines zones de son territoire, sous peine 
des sanctions edictees par sa legislation, etant entendu que, dans 
aucun cas, il ne sera fait de discrimination entre sea propres iteronefs se 
livrant au commerce international et les aeronefs de l'autre Partie 
destines aux memes fins. Les zones au-dessus desquelles in navigation 
aerienne sera interdite dans ces conditions, par l'une ou l'autre des 
Parties, devront faire l'objet d'une notification a l'autre Partie. 
Chacune des Parties Contractantes se reserve, en outre, le droit, en 

temps de paix, dans des circonstances exceptionnelles, de limiter ou 
d'interdire, a, titre temporaire et avec effet inunediat, in navigation 
aerienne au-dessus de son territoire ou d'une .partie quelconque de 
celui-ci, sous reserve que cette restriction on cette interdiction soit 
applicable, sans aucune distinction de nationalite, aux aeronefs de 
l'autre Partie et aux aeronefs de tons autres pays etrangers. 

—ARTICLE 7— 

Tout aeronef se trouvant au-dessus d'une zone interdite fern, des 
gull se sera rendu compte de sa situation le signal de detresse present 
par les reglements aeriens en vigueur dans le pays survole; en outre, il 
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atterrira le plus t6t possible sur un a6rodrome situ6 dans le territoire
de ce pays et le plus pres possible de la zone interdite.

La meme obligation s'applique A l'a6ronef survolant une zone inter-
dite qui aura recu le signal special destine A attirer son attention.

-ARTICLE 8-

Tout aeronef portera des marques distinctives nettement visibles
permettant de l'identifier en cours de vol (marques de nationalit6 et
d'immatriculation).

Tout aeronef devra etre muni de certificats d'immatriculation et de
navigation et de tous autres documents prescrits pour la navigation
aerienne dans le pays dans lequel il est immatricule.

-ARTICLE 9-

Tous les membres de l'6quipage remplissant dans un aeronef de
l'une ou l'autre des Parties Contractantes des fonctions pour lesquelles
des certificats ou des permis sont requis dans le pays dans lequel
l'aeronef en question est immatricule devront etre pourvus desdits
certificats et permis delivres par les autorites de ce pays.

Les autres membres de l'6quipage devront Wtre porteurs de docu-
ments mentionnant leurs fonctions A bord, leur profession, leur identite
et leur nationalite.

S'il n'en est pas autrement decide, l'equipage et les passagers devront
8tre porteurs des documents requis par les reglements en vigueur r6gis-
sant le trafic international.

-ARTICLE 10-

Les certificats de navigabilitY, les certificats d'aptitude et les permis
delivres ou valides par le pays dont l'aeronef possede la nationalite
seront consideres par l'autre pays comme etant conformes aux regle-
ments regissant le trafic aerien dans la meme mesure que lea docu-
ments correspondants d6livr6s ou valides par cet autre pays.

Toutefois, chacune des Parties Contractantes se reserve le droit de
refuser de reconnaitre, en vue de la navigation aerienne dans les
limites et au-dessus de son propre territoire, les certificats d'aptitude et
les permis delivr6s a ses propres ressortissants par l'autre Partie Con-
tractante.

-ARTICLE 11-

Les a6ronefs, leurs equipages et leurs passagers ne pourront trans-
porter ni armes, ni munitions, ni gaz nocifs, ni explosifs, ni pigeons-
voyageurs, ni appareils photographiques, sauf autorisation du pays
dans l'atmosphere duquel ils naviguent.

Toutefois, le transport d'accessoires necessaires au fonctionnement
et A la navigation des aeronefs (fusees, torches de signalisation,
etc. . .) n'est pas interdit.

Au cas oi le transport d'un appareil photographique serait autorise,
celui-ci devra, sauf autorisation contraire speciale, 8tre place de
maniere qu'il soit impossible de l'utiliser en cours de vol.

Chacune des Parties Contractantes a le droit, pour des raisons
d'ordre et de securite publics, de limiter ou d'interdire sur son terri-
toire le transport d'articles autres que ceux qui sont enumeres au
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atterrira le plus tot possible sur un aerodrome sane dans le territoire 
de ce pays et le plus pits possible de la zone interdite. 
La raeme obligation s'applique a Paeronef survolant une zone inter-

dite qui aura rev le signal special destine a attirer son attention. 

—ARTICLE 8— 
Tout aeronef portera des marques distinctives n.ettement visibles 

permettant de l'identifier en cours de vol (marques de nationalite et 
d'immatriculation). 
Tout aeronef devra etre muni de certificats d'immatriculation et de 

navigation et de tons autres documents prescrits pour la navigation 
aerienne dans le pays dans lequel il est immatricule. 

—ARTICLE 9— 
Tons les membres de Pequipage remplissant dans un aeronef de 

l'une ou l'autre des Parties Contractantes des fonctions pour lesquelles 
des certificats ou des permis sont requis dans le pays dans lequel 
Paeronef en question eat immatricule devront etre pourvus desdits 
certificats et permis delivres par les autorites de ce pays. 
Les autres membres de "'equipage devront etre porteurs de docu-

ments mentionnant leurs fonctions a bord, leur profession, leur identite 
et leur nationalite. 

S'il n'en eat pas autrement decide, Pequipage et les passagers devront 
etre porteurs des documents requis par les reglements en vigueur regis-
sant le trafic international. 

—ARTICLE 10— 

Les certificats de navigabilite, les certificats d'aptitude et les permis 
delivres on valides par le pays dont Paeronef possede la nationalite 
seront consider& par l'autre pays comme etant conformes aux regle-
merits regissant le trafic aerien darts la meme mesure quo les docu-
ments correspondants delivres ou valid& par cet autre pays. 

Toutefois, chacune des Parties Contractantes se reserve le droit de 
refuser de reconnaitre, en vue de la navigation aerienne dans les 
limites et au-dessus de son propre territoire, les certificats d'aptitude et 
les permis delivres a sea propres ressortissants par l'autre Partie Con-
tractan te. 

—ARTICLE 11— 

Les aeronefs, leurs equipages et leurs passagers ne pourront trans-
porter ni arm.es, ni munitions, ni gaz nocifs, ni explosifs, ni pigeons-
voyageurs, ni apparel's photographiques, sauf autorisation du pays 
dans "'atmosphere duquel us naviguent. 

Toutefois, le transport d'accessoires necessaires an fonction.n.ement 
et ft la navigation des aeron.efs (fusees, torches de signolisation, 
etc. . .) n'est pas interdit. 
Au cas oh le transport d'un appareil photographique serait autorise, 

celui-ci devra, sauf autoxisation contraire speciale, etre place de 
maniere qu'il soit impossible de Putiliser en cams de vol. 
Chacune des Parties Contractantes a le droit, pour des raisons 

d'ordre et de securite publics, de limiter ou d'interdire sur son terri-
toire le transport d'articles autres que ceux qui sont &artier& an 
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premier paragraphe du present article sous reserve qu'aucune distinc-
tion ne soit faite, A cet 6gard, entre ses propres aeronefs employes
pour le trafic international et les aeronefs de l'autre Partie Contrac-
tante utilises aux meme fins.

-ARTICLE 12-

Au depart ou A l'atterrissage des aeronefs, chaque Partie Contrac-
tante pourra, sur son propre territoire et par l'intermediaire de ses
autorites competentes, visiter les a6ronefs de l'autre Partie et
examiner les certificats et les autres documents prescrits.

-ARTICLE 13-

Les aerodromes ouverts au trafic public sur le territoire de l'une
des Parties au present arrangement seront, dans la mesure oi ils
sont soumis A son autorite, ouverts a tous aeronefs de I'autre Partie
qui pourront egalement utiliser les services d'informations meteorolo-
giques, les services de T. S. F., les services d'eclairage et les services
de signalisation de jour et de nuit, dans la mesure oi ces differents
services seront soumis A l'autorite de la Partie dans le territoire de
laquelle ils seront respectivement situes. Toutes les taxes taxes
d'atterrissage, taxes de garage, etc. . ., dans la mesure oh ces taxes
dependront de l'autorite de la Partie Contractante interess6e, seront
les memes pour les aeronefs des deux Parties Contractantes.

-ARTICLE 14-

A l'arrivee ou au depart, les aeronefs A destination ou en provenance
du territoire de chacune des Parties Contractantes atterriront ou
prendront leur vol sur un aerodrome ouvert au trafic public et classe
comme "aerodrome douanier" (avec service de contr6le des passe-
ports), dans lequel il existera des services pour le conge des aeronefs
et l'application des reglements concernant l'immigration. Aucun
atterrissage intermediaire ne sera effectu6 entre la frontirre et l'aero-
drome en question. Dans des cas speciaux, les autorites competentes
pourront autoriser les aeronefs A prendre leur depart ou a atterrir
sur d'autres aerodromes sur lesquels les formalites de douane, d'immi-
gration, de conge et de contr6le des passeports seront accomplies.
Les frais entratnes par ce service special seront alors, dans la mesure
requise en vertu des reglements locaux, mis a la charge du proprietaire
ou de la personne responsable de l'aeronef. L'interdiction de tout
atterrissage intermediaire s'applique egalement a ces cas speciaux.

En cas d'atterrissage force en dehors des aerodromes mentionnes
au premier paragraphe du present article, le commandant des aeronefs,
I'equipage et les passagers devront se conformer aux reglements na-
tionaux applicables dans ces cas particuliers.

Les Parties au present arrangement se communiqueront p6riodique-
ment les listes des aerodromes de leurs territoires designes comme
ports d'arrivee et de depart.

-ARTICLE 15-

Chacune des Parties Contractantes se reserve le droit de decider
que les frontieres ne pourront Atre franchies qu'entre certains points.
Dans ce cas, cette decision sera notifiee a l'autre Partie.
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premier paragraphe du present article sous reserve qu'aucune distinc-
tion ne soit faite, a. cet egard, entre sea propres aeronefs employes 
pour le trafic international et les aeron.efs de l'autre Partie Contrac-
tante utilises aux meme fins. 

—ARTICLE 12— 

Au depart ou a. Patterrissage des aeronefs, chaque Partie Con.trac-
tante pourra, sur son propre territoire et par Pinterraediaire de ses 
autorites competentes, visiter les aeronefs de l'autre Partie et 
examiner les certificats et les autres documents presents. 

—ARTICLE 13— 

Les aerodromes ouverts au trafic public sur le territoire de l'une 
des Parties au present arrangement seront, dans la mesure oi us 
sent sonmis a. son autorite, ouverts a thus aeronefs de l'autre Partie 
qui pourront egalement utiliser les services d'informations meteorolo-
gigues, les services de T. S. F., les services d'eclairage et les services 
de signalisation de jour et de n.uit, dans is mesure oh ces differents 
services seront soumis a. Pautorite de la Partie dans le territoire de 
laquelle ils seront respectivement situ63. Toutes les taxes taxes 
d'atterrissage, taxes de garage, etc. . ., dans la mesure oh ces taxes 
dependront de Pautorite de la Partie Contractante interessee, seront 
les memes pour les aeronefs des deux Parties Contractantes. 

—ARTICLE 14— 
A Parrivee on au depart, les aeronefs a destination ou en provenance 

du territoire de chacune des Parties Contractantes atterriront on 
prendront leur vol sur un aerodrome ouvert au trafic public et classe 
comme "aerodrome douanier" (avec service de contr8le des passe-
ports), dans lequel il existera des services pour le conge des aeronefs 
et l'application des reglements concernant l'immigration. Aucun 
atterrissage intermediaire ne sera effectue entre la frontiere et Paero-
drome en question. Dans des cas speciaux, les autorites competentes 
pourront autmiser les aeronefs a, prendre leur depart ou a. atterrir 
sur d'autres aerodromes sur lesquels les formalites de douane, d'immi-
gration, de conge et de contrele des passeports seront accomplies. 
Les frais entrain& par cc service special seront alors, dans la mesure 
requise en vertu des reglements beaux, mis a is charge du proprietaire 
ou de is personne responsable de Paeronef. L'interdiction de tout 
atterrissage interinediaire s'applique egalement a. ces cas speciaux. 
En cas d'atterrissage force en dehors des aerodromes mentionnes 

an premier paragraphe du present article, le commandant des aeronefs, 
Pequipage et les passagers devront se conformer aux reglements na-
tionaux applicables dans ces cas particuliers. 
Les Parties au present arrangement se communiqueront periodique-

ment les Estes des aerodromes de leurs territoires design& comme 
ports d'arrivee et de depart. 

—ARTICLE 15— 
Chacune des Parties Contractantes se reserve le droit de decider 

que les frontieres ne pourront etre franchies qu'entre certains points. 
Dana cc cas, cette decision sera notifies a. l'autre Partie. 
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-ARTICLE 16-

I1 est interdit de jeter, d'un aeronef en cours de vol, du lest autre
que du sable fin ou de l'eau.
-ARTICLE 17-

Seuls, pourront etre jetes ou d6charges d'une autre maniere, en
cours de vol, les articles ou substances autres que le lest, pour lesquels
une autorisation sp6ciale aura ete donn6e par les autorites du pays
survole.
-ARTICLE 18-

Les aeronefs de chacune des Parties en service dans le territoire de
l'autre Partie ne pourront 6tre equip6s avec des appareils de T. S. F.
que s'ils ont obtenu le permis n6cessaire d'installer et d'utiliser ces
appareils, permis delivr6 par les autorites competentes de la Partie
Contractante dans laquelle l'a6ronef est immatricul6. L'emploi de
ces appareils sera conforme aux reglements 6dictes en la matiere par
les autorites de la partie contractante survolee.

Ces appareils ne seront utilises que par les membres de l'equipage
pourvus d'un permis special d6livre par les autorites competentes de
la Partie Contractante dans le territoire de laquelle l'a6ronef est
immatricul6.
-ARTICLE 19-

Pour toutes les questions de nationalite qui pourraient surgir dans
l'execution du present arrangement, il est entendu que les a6ronefs
possedent la nationalit6 du pays dans le territoire duquel ils sont
regulierement immatricules.

L'immatriculation des aeronefs visee au paragraphe pr6cedent sera
effectuee conform6ment aux lois et aux dispositions speciales de
chacune des Parties Contractantes
-ARTICLE 20-

Les Parties Contractantes se communiqueront periodiquement les
reglements relatifs A la navigation aerienne en vigueur dans leurs
territoires respectifs.
-ARTICLE 21-

Chacune des Parties pourra, A tout moment apres l'entree en vigueur
du present arrangement, en appliquer les dispositions a l'un quel-
conque des territoires soumis A sa souverainete, y compris les eaux
territoriales qui ne sont pas mentionn6es a l'Article 2. Cette applica-
tion sera effectuee par notification 6crite faite a l'autre Partie et
deviendra effective soixante jours apres la date A laquelle la notifica-
tion aura ete faite.

La Partie 6tendant le present arrangement aux autres territoires
soumis A sa juridiction qui sont mentionnes au paragraphe precedent
pourra, par la suite mettre un terme a son application, cette decision
entrant en vigueur seulement soixante jours apres que la notification
en aura ete faite.
-ARTICLE 22-

Le present arrangement pourra etre denonce par chacune des
Parties avec preavis de soixante jours donne A l'autre Partie.
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—ARTICLE 16— 
Ii est interdit de jeter, d'un aeronef en cours de vol, du lest autre 

que du sable fin ou de l'eau. 

—ARTICLE 17— 
Seuls, pourront etre jet& ou &charges d'une autre maniere, en 

cours de vol, les articles ou substances autres que le lest, pour lesquels 
une autorisation speciale aura ete donnee par les autorites du pays 
survole. 

—ARTICLE 18— 
Les aeronefs de chacune des Parties en service dans le territoire de 

l'autre Partie ne pourront etre equip& avec des appareils de T. S. F. 
que s'ils ont obtenu le permis necessaire d'installer et d'utiliser ces 
appareils, permis delivro par les autorites competentes de la Partie 
Contractante dans laquelle l'aeronef est immatricule. L'emploi de 
ces appareils sera conforme aux reglements edict& en la matiere par 
les autorites de la partie contractante surv-olee. 

Ces appareils no seront utilises que par les membres de requipage 
pourv-us d'un perrais special &Eyre par les autorites competentes de 
is. Partie Contractante dans le territoire de laquelle l'aeronef est 
immatricule. 

—ARTICLE 19— 

Pour toutes les questions de nationalite qui pourraient surgir dans 
l'execution du present arrangement, il est entendu que les aeronefs 
possedent is. nationalite du pays dans le territoire duquel ils sont 
regulierement immaticules. 
L'immatriculation des aeronefs visee au paragraphe precedent sera 

effectuee conformement aux lois et aux dispositions speciales de 
chacune des Parties Contractantes 

—ARTICLE 20— 

Les Parties Contractantes se communiqueront periodiquement les 
reglements relatifs a la navigation aerienne en vigueur dans leurs 
territoires respectifs. 

—ARTICLE 21— 
Chacune des Parties pourra, a tout moment apres Pentree en vigueur 

du present arrangement, en appliquer les dispositions a l'un quel-
conque des territoires soumis a sa souverainete, y compris les eaux 
territoriales qui no sont pas mentionnees a l'Article 2. Cette applica-
tion sera effectuee par notification &rite faite a l'autre Partie et 
deviendra effective soixante jours apres la date a laquelle la notifica-
tion aura ete faite. 
La Partie etendant le present arrangement aux autres territoires 

soumis a sa juridiction qui sont mentionnes au paragraphe precedent 
pourra, par la suite mettre un terme a son application, cette decision 
entrant en vigueur seulement soixante jours apres que Is. notification 
en aura ete faite. 

—ARTICLE 22— 

Le present arrangement pourra etre &nonce par chacune des 
Parties avec preavis de soixante jours donne a l'autre Partie. 
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La pr6sente note et la communication de Votre Excellence, en date
de ce jour, r6digees en des termes analogues seront consid6r6es comme
consacrant entre les deux Gouvernements un arrangement r6alise en
matiere de navigation aerienne, qui entrera en vigueur le 15 aott
1939./.

Veuillez agr6er, Monsieur 1'Ambassadeur, les assurances de ma
tres haute consideration.

pr le Ministre des Affaires :trangeres
et par delegation

L'Ambassadeur de France
Secretaire General

ALEXIS LEGER'

Son Excellence
Monsieur WILLIAM C. BULLITT

Ambassadeur des Etats-Unis d'Amerique
-Paris-

[Translation]

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS

A/R

Division of Administrative
Affairs and International Unions FRENCH REPUBLIC,

Paris, July 15, 1939.
MR. AMBASSADOR:

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of Your Excellency's note Agreement by

dated today and to inform you that the Government of the French
Republic agrees that the following provisions shall constitute a re-
ciprocal arrangement with the Government of the Republic of the
United States of America.

[Here follows the French text of the arrangement. For English
text, see pages 2408-2414.]

The present note and Your Excellency's communication of today's
date, drafted in similar terms, shall be considered as confirming be-
tween the two Governments an arrangement effected on the subject
of air navigation, which shall enter into effect on August 15, 1939.

Please accept, Mr. Ambassador, the assurances of my highest
consideration.

For the Minister of Foreign Affairs
and by delegation

the Ambassador of France
Secretary General

ALEXIS LEGER
His Excellency

WILLIAM C. BULLITT,

Ambassador of the United States of America,
Paris.

1 On page 2 of the original French text there are two seals in the left margin,
none at the end.
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La presente note et in communication de Votre Excellence, en date 
de ce jour, redigees en des term es analogues seront considerees comme 
consacrant entre les deux Gouvemements un arrangement realise en 
matiere de navigation aerienne, qui entrera en vigueur le 15 aotit 
1939./. 

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur l'Ambassadeur, les assurances de ma 
tres haute consideration. 

P r le Ministre des Affaires Etrangeres 
et par delegation 

L'Ambassadeur de France 
Secretaire General 

ALEXIS LAGER 
Son Excellence 

Monsieur W ILLIAM C. BuLLITT 
Ambassadeur des Etats-Unis d'Amerique 

—Paris— 

[Translation] 

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
A/R 

Division of Administrative 
Affairs and International Unions FRENCH REPUBLIC, 

Paris, July 15, 1989. 
M R. AMBASSADOR: 
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of Your Excellency's note 

dated today and to inform you that the Government of the French 
Republic agrees that the following provisions shall constitute a re-
ciprocal arrangement with the Government of the Republic of the 
United States of America. 

[Here follows the French text of the arrangement. For English 
text, see pages 2408-24141 
The present note and Your Excellency's communication of today's 

date, drafted in similar terms, shall be considered as confirming be-
tween the two Governments an arrangement effected on the subject 
of air navigation, which shall enter into effect on August 15, 1939. 

Please accept, Mr. Ambassador, the assurances of my highest 
consideration. 

For the Minister of Foreign Affairs 
and by delegation 

the Ambassador of France 
Secretary General 

ALEXIS LAGER 
His Excellency 

W ILLIAM C. BULLITT, 
Ambassador of the United States of America, 

Paris. 

On page 2 of the original French text there are two seals in the left margin, 
none at the end. 

Agreement by 
France. 
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July 15, 1939
[E. A. S. No. 153]

Agreement with
France for operation of
air transport services.

Liberty of passage.

Frequencies accord-
ed certain trans-
atlantic air carrier en-
terprises.

Agreement between the United States of America and France governing
air transport services. Effected by exchange of notes signed July 15,
1939; effective August 15, 1939.

The American Ambassador (Bullitt) to the French Minister of Foreign
Affairs (Bonnet)

EMBASSY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Paris, July 15, 1939.

No. 1930

EXCELLENCY:
I have the honor to inform you that the Government of the United

States of America desires to conclude with the Government of France
a reciprocal arrangement in the following terms, governing the opera-
tion of air transport services of each country in territory of the other
country.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND
FRANCE FOR THE OPERATION OF AIR TRANSPORT SERVICES.

ARTICLE 1.

The Government of the United States of America agrees that air-
craft of French registration belonging to French air carrier enter-
prises, holding proper authorization from the French Government,
shall be permitted to operate into United States territory in the con-
duct of transatlantic air transport services carrying passengers, goods
and mail, subject to the conditions hereinafter specified.

The Government of France agrees that aircraft of United States
registration, belonging to United States air carrier enterprises, holding
proper authorization from the Government of the United States,
shall be permitted to operate into French territory in the conduct of
transatlantic air transport services carrying passengers, goods and
mail, subject to the conditions hereinafter specified.

The Government of the United States will accord to French air
carrier enterprises a number of frequencies equal to that requested of
the Government of France by the Government of the United States
and accorded by the Government of France to the GovernmeLt of the
United States for use by the latter's air carrier enterprises engaged in
transatlantic services with final points of destination in France; pro-
vided, that the number of such frequencies shall not be less than two
round trips per week. The Government of France will also accord to
the Government of the United States additional frequencies for use
by its authorized air carrier enterprises engaged in transatlantic air
services, with the right to fly into, through and away from France en
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July 15, 1939 
[E. A. S. No. 15.3] 

Agreement with 
France for operation of 
air transport services. 

Liberty of passage. 

Frequencies accord-
ed certain trans-
atlantic air carrier en-
terprises. 
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route to and from a final point of destination in other countries, and
on such additional frequencies to embark and disembark passengers,
goods and mail in France.

The air carrier enterprises of each Party will be required to qualify
before the competent aeronautical authorities of the other Party
under its applicable laws before being permitted to engage in the
operations contemplated in this agreement.

The terms of the permits, the airports to be used for the respective
services, the routes or airways to be flown within the respective terri-
tories of the Parties between the designated airports, the frequency
of schedules and other appropriate details of the conduct of the air
transport services contemplated by this agreement shall be determined
by the competent authorities of the Parties. Any permit issued by
the competent aeronautical authorities for the air transport services
contemplated hereunder shall be valid only so long as the holder there-
of shall be authorized by its own government to engage in the service
envisaged by such permit. The holding of such permit shall be sub-
ject to compliance by the holder with all applicable laws of the issuing
government and with all valid rules, regulations and orders issued
thereunder. Such permit may not be revoked for any other cause
except on two years' notice, given by the issuing government to the
other government.

Technical and commercial agreements may be entered into between
the air transport enterprises authorized by the Governments of France
and the United States to operate the services contemplated herein.
Such agreements shall be subject to the approval of the competent
authorities of the two Governments.

2423

Qualification provi-
sions.

Permits, routes, etc.

ARTICLE 2.

The parties hereto agree not to impose any restrictions or limitations
as to airports, routes, or connections with other transportation serv-
ices, and facilities in general to be utilized within their respective
territories which might be competitively or otherwise disadvantageous
to the air carrier enterprises of the other Party.

No restrictions dis-
advantageous to other
Party.

ARTICLE 3.

The aircraft operated by the United States air carrier enterprises
shall conform at all times with the airworthiness requirements pre-
scribed by the competent aeronautical authorities of the United
States for aircraft employed in air transportation of the character con-
templated by this agreement.

The aircraft operated by French air carrier enterprises shall con-
form at all times with the airworthiness requirements prescribed by
the competent aeronautical authorities of France for aircraft em-
ployed in air transportation of the character contemplated by this
agreement.

The competent aeronautical authorities of the Parties hereto may
communicate with a view to bringing about uniformity of safety

Airworthiness re-
quirements.

Uniformity of safety
standards.
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Authority for nego-
tiation.

Ante, p. 2409.

Termination.

Entry into force.
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standards for the operations contemplated by this agreement and
compliance therewith, and whenever the need therefor appears, the
Parties may enter into an agreement prescribing such uniform safety
standards.

ARTICLE 4.

The matter of the transportation of mail shall be subject to agree-
ment between the competent authorities of both Parties.

ARTICLE 5.

The present agreement has been negotiated pursuant to the pro-
visions of Article 4 of the air navigation arrangement between the
United States and France, signed at Paris on July 15, 1939, and the
operations contemplated hereunder shall be conducted subject to the
applicable terms thereof.

ARTICLE 6.

This agreement shall be subject to termination on two years' notice
given by either Government to the other Government.

If the Government of France agrees to the foregoing provisions, I
have the honor to suggest that the present note and Your Excellency's
reply in similar terms, be regarded as constituting an arrangement
between the two Governments which shall come into force on August
15, 1939.

I avail myself of this occasion to renew to Your Excellency the
assurance of my highest consideration.

WILLIAM C. BULLITT

His Excellency
Monsieur GEORGES BONNET,

Minister of Foreign Affairs,
Paris.

The French Minister of Foreign Affairs (Bonnet) to the American
Ambassador (Bullitt)

MINISTERE
DES

AFFAIRES ETRANGERES
A/R

Sous-Diretion
des Affaires Administratives
& des Unions Internationales RLPUBLIQUE FRANgAISE

Paris, le 15 juillet 1939
MONSIEUR L'AMBASSADEUR,

J'ai l'honneur d'accuser reception A Votre Excellence de Sa note
en date de ce jour et de Lui faire savoir que le Gouvernement de la
Republique Francaise accepte que les dispositions suivantes con-
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His Excellency 
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The French Minister of Foreign Affairs (Bonnet) to the American 
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MINISThRE 
DES 

AFFAIRES ETRANGhRES 
A/R 

Sous-Direction 
des Affaires Adntinistratives 
& des Unions Internationales RLPUBLIQUE FRANgAISE 
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MONSIEUR L'AMBASSADEUR, 
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stituent un arrangement sur la base de la r6ciprocit6 avec le Gouverne-
ment de la R6publique des Etats-Unis d'Amerique.

-ARTICLE ler-
Le Gouvernement frangais accepte que les aeronefs immatricul6s

aux Etats-Unis appartenant a des entreprises am6ricaines de trans-
ports aeriens, b6n6ficiaires d'une licence reguliere du Gouvernement
am6ricain soient autoris6s a pen6trer en France, A l'occasion du fonc-
tionnement de services de transports aeriens transatlantiques com-
portant le transport de passagers, de marchandises et de courrier
postal, aux conditions ci-apres.

Le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d'Am6rique accepte que les
aeronefs immatricules en France et appartenant A des entreprises
frangaises de transports aeriens agr6ees par le Gouvernement francais
soient autorises A pen6trer aux Etats-Unis d'Amerique, A l'occasion du
fonctionnement de services aeriens transatlantiques comportant le
transport de passagers, de marchandises et de courrier postal, aux
conditions ci-apres.

Le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d'Amerique accordera aux entre-
prises francaises de transports aeriens le meme nombre de voyages
que celui qui sera demand6 par le Gouvernement federal au Gouverne-
ment franQais et accorde par ce dernier A des compagnies de transports
aeriens des Etats-Unis effectuant des services aeriens transatlantiques
ayant leur terminus en France, etant entendu que le nombre de ces
voyages ne sera pas inf6rieur A deux aller et retour par semaine. Le
Gouvernement frangais accordera 6galement au Gouvernement des
Etats-Unis d'Amerique des voyages supplementaires pour ses entre-
prises r6gulieres de trafic aerien transatlantique, avec le droit de
survoler la France A l'entree, A la sortie ou en transit au cours de
voyages A destination ou en provenance d'un point situe dans d'autres
pays, et avec le droit, lors de ces voyages supplementaires, d'embar-
quer et de debarquer en France des passagers, des marchandises et du
courrier.

Les entreprises de transports aeriens de chacune des Parties devront
etre autoris6es par les autorites comp6tentes de l'Aeronautique de
l'autre pays en conformite des lois en vigueur dans ce pays avant
de pouvoir entreprendre les operations aeriennes objet du present
accord.

Les conditions des autorisations, les a6rodromes qui devront etre
utilises par les services respectifs, les routes ou itineraires aeriens qui
devront Wtre suivis dans les territoires des Parties Contractantes,
entre les aerodromes stipules, les horaires et autres details de l'organi-
sation des services de transports aeriens vises par le present accord,
seront fixes par les autorites competentes des deux Parties.

Toute autorisation d6livr6e par les autorites aeronautiques com-
petentes pour les services de transports aeriens dont il s'agit ne sera
valable qu'aussi longtemps que son titulaire sera autorise par son
propre Gouvernement A effectuer le service vise par cette autorisation.

Le benefice de cette autorisation comportera l'acquiescement du
titulaire A toutes les lois en vigueur dans le pays qui a d6livre l'auto-
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risation, ainsi qu'aux reglements administratifs et techniques. Sauf
au cas d'inobservation de ces lois ou reglements l'autorisation ne
pourra 6tre annulee qu'apres pr6avis de deux ans donn6 au Gouverne-
ment co-contractant par le Gouvernement qui a d6livr6 l'autori-
sation.

Des accords commeriaux ou techniques pourront etre conclus
entre les entreprises de transport aerien autorisees par les Gouverne-
ments des Etats-Unis et de France S effectuer les services dont il
s'agit. Ces accords seront soumis A l'approbation des autorites
comp6tentes des deux Gouvernements

-ARTICLE 2-
Les Parties Contractantes acceptent de n'imposer aucune restriction

ou limitation en ce qui concerne les aeroports, les itin6raires, les corres-
pondances avec d'autres moyens de transports et, d'une maniere
generale aux dispositions prises dans leurs territoires respectifs en vue
de faciliter le trafic aerien, lorsque ces restrictions ou limitations se-
raient susceptibles de favoriser la concurrence ou d'entratner d'une
autre maniere des consequences desavantageuses pour les entreprises
aeriennes de l'autre Partie.

-ARTICLE 3-
Les aeronefs utilis6s par les entreprises de transports aeriens des

Etats-Unis devront 8tre conformes A tout moment aux prescriptions
de navigabilit6 a6rienne fixees par les autorites aeronautiques comp&
tentes des Etats-Unis d'Amerique pour les aeronefs utilises dans les
transports aeriens de la categorie vis6e par le present accord.

Les a6ronefs utilis6s par les entreprises de transports a6riens fran-
gaises devront 8tre conformes A tout moment aux prescriptions de
navigabilite aerienne fixees par les autorites aeronautiques com-
petentes francaises pour les aeronefs utilises dans les transports
aeriens de la categorie visee par le present accord.

Les autorites aeronautiques comp6tentes des Parties Contractantes
pourront entrer en rapports dans le but de definir et de mettre en
application des "normes de securite" pour le genre de trafic envisage
par le present accord et si le besoin s'en fait sentir par la suite, les
Parties Contractantes pourront conclure un accord complementaire
fixant ces "normes de securit6".

-ARTICLE 4-
La question des transports postaux fera l'objet d'un accord special

entre les autorites competentes des deux pays.
-ARTICLE 5-

Le present accord a ete conclu en conformite des stipulations de
1'Article 4 de l'Arrangement de navigation aerienne du 15 juillet
1939 et le trafic aerien envisage ci-dessus devra 8tre effectu6 suivant
les termes de cet arrangement.
-ARTICLE 6-

Le present arrangement pourra etre denonce avec un preavis de
deux ans donne par l'un des deux Gouvernements a l'autre Gouverne-
ment.
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La pr6sente note et la communication de Votre Excellence, en date
de ce jour, r6digees en des termes analogues, seront consid6eres comme
consacrant entre les deux Gouvernements un arrangement r6alis6 pour
le fonctionnement des services de transports a6riens transatlantiques,
qui entrera en vigueur le 15 aoft 1939 ./.

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur l'Ambassadeur, les assurances de ma
tres haute consideration.

pr le Ministre des Affaires Etrangeres
et par d6elgation

L'Ambassadeur de France
Secretaire General

ALEXIS LEGER'
Son Excellence

Monsieur WILLIAM C. BULLITT
Ambassadeur des Etats-Unis d'Amerique

-Paris-

[Translation]

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS

A/R
Division of Administrative

Affairs and International Unions FRENCH REPUBLIC

Paris, July 15, 1939.
MR. AMBASSADOR:

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of Your Excellency's note
dated today and to inform you that the Government of the French
Republic agrees that the following provisions shall constitute a recip-
rocal arrangement with the Government of the Republic of the
United States of America.

[Here follows the French text of the agreement. For English
text, see pages 2422-2424.]

The present note and Your Excellency's communication, of today's
date, drafted in similar terms, shall be considered as confirming
between the two Governments an arrangement effected for the opera-
tion of trans-Atlantic air transportation services which shall enter
into effect on August 15, 1939.

Please accept, Mr. Ambassador, the assurances of my highest con-
sideration.

For the Minister of Foreign Affairs
and by delegation

the Ambassador of France
Secretary General

ALEXIS LEGER
His Excellency

WILLIAM C. BULLITT,

Ambassador of the United States of America,
Paris.

IOn page 2 of the original French text there are two seals in the left margin,
none at the end.
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La presente note et la communication de Votre Excellence, en date 
de ce jour, redigees en des termes analogues, seront considerees comme 
consacrant entre les deux Gouvernements un arrangement realise pour 
le fonctionnement des services de transports aeriens transatlantiques, 
qui entrera en vigueur le 15 affilt 1939 ./. 

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur l'Ambassadeur, les assurances de ma 
tres haute consideration. 

Pr Ie Miniqtre des Affaires Etrangeres 
et par delegation 

L'Ambassadeur de France 
Secretaire General 

ALEXIS LAGER 
Son Excellence 

Monsieur W ILLIAM C. BuTAATT 
Ambassadeur des Etats-Unis d'Amerique 

—Paris— 

[Translation] 

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
A/12 

Division of Administrative 
Affairs and International Unions FRENCH REPUBLIC 

Paris, July 15, 1939. 
M R. AMBASSADOR: 
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of Your Excellency's note 

dated today and to inform you that the Government of the French 
Republic agrees that the following provisions shall constitute a recip-
rocal arrangement with the Government of the Republic of the 
United States of America. 

[Here follows the French text of the agreement. • For English 
text, see pages 2422-2424.1 
The present note and Your Excellency's communication, of today's 

date, drafted in similar terms, shall be considered as confirming 
between the two Governments an arrangement effected for the opera-
tion of trans-Atlantic air transportation services which shall enter 
into effect on August 15, 1939. 

Please accept, Mr. Ambassador, the assurances of my highest con-
sideration. 

For the Minister of Foreign Affairs 
and by delegation 

the Ambassador of France 
Secretary General 

ALEXIS LAGER 

His Excellency 
W ILLIAM C. BITLLITT, 

Ambassador of the United States of America, 
Paris. 

'On page 2 of the original French text there are two seals in the left margin, 
none at the end. 
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June 30, 1939
[E. A. S. No. 154]

Agreement between the United States of America and Sweden concerning
the compensation for Commissioners designated under the treaty or
the advancement of peace of October 13, 1914. Effected by exchange
of notes signed June SO, 1939.

The American Minister (Sterling) to the Swedish Minister for Foreign
Affairs (Sandler)

No. 49

Agreement with
Sweden concerning
compensation for
certain Commissioners.

38 Stat. 1873.

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Stockholm, June 30, 1939.
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to refer to our recent conversations concerning
the provisions of the last paragraph of Article 2 of the Treaty for the
Advancement of Peace, between the United States of America and
His Majesty the King of Sweden, signed at Washington, October 13,
1914 and to inform Your Excellency that my understanding of the
agreement reached on behalf of our respective Governments with
reference to the compensation to be paid to the Commissioners holding
office under the terms of that Treaty is as follows:

"A. The Commissioners shall be compensated only for the time
spent in the performance of the duties with which they are charged
as a body under the provisions of the Treaty, it being understood that
compensation for each Commissioner shall be paid on and from the
day on which he leaves his usual place of residence to assume his
official duties.

"B. Each Commissioner shall be paid:

(1) A salary at the rate of $10,000 per annum,
(2) Actual travel expenses necessary to fulfillment of the duties

of the Commission, including travel to and from the place
or places of meeting, and

(3) A per diem of not exceeding $10.00 in lieu of actual sub-
sistence.

"C. One half of the foregoing expenses shall be borne by the
Government of the United States of America and one half by Sweden."

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the
assurances of my highest consideration.

F. A. STERLING
His Excellency

RICKARD SANDLER,

Royal Minister for Foreign Affairs,
Stockholm.
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The Swedish Minister for Foreign Afairs (Sandler) to the American
Minister (Sterling)

MINISTERE
DES

AFFAIRES ETRANGERES. STOCKHOLM, le 30 juin 1939.

MONSIEUR LE MINISTRE,
Par lettre, en date de ce jour, vous avez bien voulu proposer, pour

la remuneration des commissaires designes en vertu des dispositions
du Trait6 pour le Reglement des Litiges conclu A Washington le 13
octobre 1914, la reglementation suivante:

A. Les commissaires ne seront r6mun6ers que pour le temps em-
ploy6 A l'exercice des fonctions incombant A la Commission aux
termes des dispositions du Traite, etant entendu que chaque commis-
saire sera paye A partir du jour oil il quitte son lieu de r6sidence ordi-
naire pour remplir ses fonctions officielles.

B. A chaque commissaire il sera vers6:

(1) un traitement fix6 au taux de 10.000 dollars par an;
(2) les frais de d6placement r6els, n6cessites pour l'accomplis-

sement de la mission de la Commission, y compris les frais de
voyages d'aller et de retour au lieu ou aux lieux de reunion; et

(3) une indemnite journaliere non superieure A 10 dollars au
lieu du payement des frais effectifs d'entretien.

C. Le Gouvernement suedois et le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis
supporteront par moiti6 les frais susvises.

En reponse A cette note, j'ai l'honneur de vous faire connattre que
le Gouvernment suedois accepte la r6glementation proposee dans
votre lettre susvisee.

Veuillez agr6er, Monsieur le Ministre, les assurances de ma haute
consideration.

Pour le Ministre,
le Directeur des Affaires Politiques:

STAFFAN SoDERBLOM

Monsieur FREDERICK A. STERLING,

Envoye Extraordinaire et Ministre Plenipotentiaire
des Etats-Unis d'Amerique,

etc. etc. etc.

[Translation]

MINISTRY
OF

FOREIGN AFFAIRS STOCKHOLM, June 30, 1939.

MR. MINISTER,
By a letter under today's date you have been good enough to propose

with respect to the remuneration for the commissioners designated

98907°-39-PT 3---63
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under the provisions of the Treaty for the Settlement of Disputes, con-
cluded at Washington on October 13, 1914, the following arrangement:

A. The commissioners shall only be compensated for the time spent
in the performance of the duties with which the Commission is charged
under the terms of the provisions of the treaty, it being understood
that each commissioner will be paid from the day on which he leaves
his usual place of residence to assume his official duties.

B. Each commissioner shall be paid:

(1) A salary set at the rate of $10,000 a year;
(2) The actual expenses of travel necessitated by the fulfillment

of the duties of the Commission, including the expenses of travel
to and from the place or places of meeting; and

(3) A daily allowance not exceeding $10.00 in lieu of actual
subsistence.

C. The Swedish Government and the Government of the United
States shall each bear half of the expenses mentioned above.

In reply to this note I have the honor to inform you that the
Swedish Government accepts the arrangement proposed in your letter
mentioned above.

Please accept, Mr. Minister, the assurances of my high consideration.
For the Minister,

The Director of Political Affairs:
STAFFAN SODERBLOM

Mr. FREDERICK A. STERLING,
Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary

of the United States of America,
etc. etc. etc.
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63 STAT.] GUATEMALA-MILITARY MISSION-MAR. 28, 1939

Agreement between the United States of America and Guatemala respect-
ing a military mission. Signed March 28, 1939; effective March
28, 1939.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE REPUBLIC OF
GUATEMALA

In conformity with a request of the Government of the Republic
of Guatemala, the President of the United States of America, by virtue
of the authority conferred by the Act of Congress, approved May
19, 1926, entitled "An Act to authorize the President to detail officers
and enlisted men of the United States Army, Navy and Marine
Corps to assist the Governments of the Latin American Republics in
military and naval matters", as amended by an Act of May 14, 1935,
to include the Commonwealth of the Philippine Islands, has authorized
the detail of an officer to the Republic of Guatemala upon the following
agreed conditions:

TITLE I

March 28, 1939
[E. A. S. No. 155]

Agreement with
Guatemala respecting
a military mission.

44 Stat. 565.
1 u. S. c. § 540.

49 Stat. 218.
10U. S.C., Supp. IV,

§540.

Purpose and Duration

Art. 1. The duties of the officer so detailed shall be to serve as Purpose and dura-

Director of the Polytechnic School of the Republic of Guatemala. tion.
Art. 2. This agreement shall continue in force for two years from

the date of the signature by the accredited representatives of the
Governments of the United States of America and the Republic of
Guatemala.

Art. 3. The agreement may be terminated if necessary in the in-
terest of either Government upon notification duly delivered through
diplomatic channels three months in advance.

Art. 4. The Ministry of War of Guatemala will grant to the officer
detailed under this contract the assimilated rank of General de
Brigada for the duration of this contract.

Art. 5. The officer detailed under this contract shall be solely
responsible to the Minister of War.

Art. 6. The officer detailed under this contract shall receive from
the Guatemalan Government pay and allowances equal, net, to 50
percent of and additional to the pay and allowances which he receives
from the Government of the United States, but such additional pay
and allowances shall not exceed the sum of Three Hundred Dollars,
current money of the United States of America, for any one month.
The pay and allowances to be received from the Guatemalan Govern-
ment shall be paid monthly in United States currency on the last day
of each month in the full amount accrued to and including that day.
Should the officer while so serving be promoted in the United States
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Army, he shall receive from the Government of the Republic of
Guatemala proportionate pay and allowances for his new rank as
established according to United States Army Regulations, payable as
from the date of his promotion. The pay and allowances due the
officer from the Guatemalan Government shall be computed from the
day that he arrives at the capital of Guatemala and shall terminate
on the day on which the contract is completed or is otherwise
terminated as provided herein.

Art. 7. It is further stipulated that the compensation received by
the officer detailed under this contract shall not be subject to any
Guatemalan tax now in force or which may hereafter be imposed, but
should there, however, be at present or during the life of this agree-
ment, any taxes which may affect the said compensation, such taxes
shall be borne by the Guatemalan Ministry of War in order to comply
with the provisions stipulated above that the pay and allowances
agreed upon shall be net.

Art. 8. The expenses of transportation by land and sea of the officer
detailed under this contract, his family, household effects and baggage,
including automobile, from his station in the United States of America
to his place of duty in Guatemala, shall be paid in advance by the
Guatemalan Government, these expenses to include the cost of packing
and crating; and, except as provided in article 9 hereof, the Guatemalan
Government shall also pay in advance the expense of transportation,
as above defined, covering the return journey from the officer's place
of duty in Guatemala to his station in the United States of America.
The officer and his family shall be furnished with first-class transpor-
tation accommodations, family being construed as wife and dependent
children throughout the contract. It is understood, however, that
the accommodations and allowances for travel and transportation of
effects shall not exceed the allowances to which the officer detailed
under this contract would be entitled, for himself and his family, by
virtue of his rank in the Army of the United States of America.

The household effects, baggage and automobile of this officer shall
be exempt from customs duties and imposts of any kind in Guatemala.

Art. 9. If cancellation of this contract be effected upon request of
the United States of America for any reason other than war between
Guatemala and a foreign government or civil war in Guatemala, all
expenses of the return of the officer detailed under this contract, his
family and all his effects, to his station in the United States shall be
borne by the Government of the United States of America; should
cancellation be effected on the initiative of the Guatemalan Govern-
ment or as a result of war between Guatemala and a foreign govern-
ment, or as the result of the outbreak of civil war in Guatemala, the
Guatemalan Government shall bear these costs.

Signatures. In witness whereof two copies are signed, in English and in Spanish,
both originals, in the City of Washington, D. C., this twenty-eighth
day of March 1939.

[SEAL] CORDELL HULL

[SEAL] ADRIAN RECINOS
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ACUERDO ENTRE LOS GOBIERNOS DE LA REPUBLICA DE
GUATEMALA Y LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AMERICA

De acuerdo con una solicitud del Gobierno de la Republica de
Guatemala, el Presidente de los Estados Unidos de America, en
virtud de la autorizaci6n que le confiere la Ley del Congreso, aprobada
el 19 de mayo de 1926, titulada "Ley que autoriza al Presidente
para designar oficiales y hombres de tropa del Ejercito, de la Marina
de Guerra y de la Infanteria de Marina para que asistan a los Gobier-
nos de las Repdblicas de la America latina en asuntos militares y
navales", como qued6 enmendada por Ley del 14 de mayo de 1935,
para incluir la Mancomunidad de las Islas Filipinas, ha autorizado
la designaci6n de un oficial del Ej6rcito de los Estados Unidos de
America para que sirva a la Repdblica de Guatemala, de acuerdo con
las siguientes condiciones:

TITULO 1

Prop6sito y Duraciwn

Articulo 1.0 Los deberes del oficial asi designado seran servir como
Director de la Escuela Polit6cnica de la Republica de Guatemala.

Articulo 2.0 Este convenio continuara en efecto por un periodo
de dos anos a partir de la fecha de su firma por los representantes
acreditados de los Gobiernos de los Estados Unidos de America y de
la Repdblica de Guatemala.

Artfculo 3.0 El convenio puede terminarse, si asi fuere necesario
para los intereses de cualquiera de los dos Gobiernos, por medio de
notificaci6n debidamente presentada por via diplomatica, con tres
meses de anticipaci6n.

Articulo 4.0 El Ministerio de la Guerra de Guatemala le con-
ferira al oficial designado, durante el t6rmino de este contrato, el grado
asimilado de General de Brigada.

Articulo 5.0 El oficial designado bajo este contrato quedarh
solamente subordinado al Ministro de la Guerra.

Articulo 6.0 El oficial designado bajo este contrato recibirf del
Gobierno de Guatemala, en concepto de sueldo y gastos, una suma,
neta, igual al 50% del sueldo y gastos que recibe del Gobierno de
los Estados Unidos de America; pero dicho sueldo y gastos no excede-
rhn en ningin caso la suma de $300.00 al mes, moneda de los Estados
Unidos de America. El sueldo y gastos que recibira del Gobierno de
Guatemala seran pagados en mensualidades, en moneda de los Estados
Unidos de America, el iltimo dia de cada mes, inclusive cantidades
devengadas dicho dia. Si el oficial designado fuere ascendido en el
Ej6rcito de los Estados Unidos de America mientras este al servicio
de la Rep6blica de Guatemala, dicha Repdblica pagara al oficial
designado un sueldo y gastos en proporci6n con su nuevo grado como
queda establecido por los reglamentos del Ejercito de los Estados
Unidos de America, desde la fecha de su promoci6n. El sueldo y
gastos que pagara el Gobierno de Guatemala comenzarin a contarse
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desde el dia en que llegue el oficial a la capital de Guatemala y termi-
nara el dia en que termine este contrato, o quedare terminado de
otra manera, como mas adelante se especifica.

Articulo 7.° Queda ademas estipulado que el sueldo que reciba el
oficial designado por este contrato no quedara sujeto al pago de ningun
impuesto ahora en efecto en Guatemala o que en lo sucesivo se
establezca, pero si ahora hay impuestos que afecten el sueldo mencio-
nado o si durante la vigencia de este contrato hubiere impuestos que
afecten el sueldo mencionado o si durante la vigencia de este contrato
hubiere impuestos que lo afectaren, dichos impuestos seran pagados
por el Ministerio de la Guerra de Guatemala para cumplir con los
requisitos que quedan estipulados al efecto que el sueldo y gastos
convenidos deberan ser netos.

Articulo 8.° Los gastos de transporte por tierra y mar del oficial
designado bajo este contrato, asi como los de su familia, y los de sus
muebles y enseres domesticos y equipaje, inclusive su autom6vil,
desde el lugar de su puesto en los Estados Unidos de America hasta
su puesto en Guatemala, seran pagados con anticipaci6n por el Go-
bierno de Guatemala, incluyendo en dichos gastos el empaque y em-
balaje; y, excepto en los casos previstos en el Articulo 9.° del presente,
el Gobierno de Guatemala pagara tambien con anticipaci6n los gastos
de transporte que se fijan con anterioridad, correspondientes al viaje
de regreso del oficial de su puesto en Guatemala a su puesto en los
Estados Unidos de America. El oficial y su familia deberan recibir
pasajes de primera clase. Por familia se entiende en este contrato a
la esposa e hijos menores de edad. Queda entendido, sin embargo,
que los pasajes y gastos de viaje y transporte de efectos no excederan
los gastos a que tiene derecho, segdn su grado en el Ejercito de los
Estados Unidos de America, el oficial que se designa bajo los t6rminos
de este contrato.

Los muebles y enseres dom6sticos, equipaje y autom6vil de este
oficial quedaran exentos de cualesquier derechos de aduana y cuales-
quier impuestos en Guatemala.

Articulo 9.° Si este contrato fuere cancelado a solicitud del Go-
bierno de los Estados Unidos de America por cualquier raz6n que no
fuera debida a guerra entre Guatemala y un pais extranjero, o a
guerra civil en Guatemala, todos los gastos relacionados con el regreso
del oficial designado bajo este contrato y con el de su familia y de
todos sus efectos hasta su puesto en los Estados Unidos de America
seran por cuenta del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America; si el
contrato fuere cancelado a solicitud del Gobierno de Guatemala, o
como resultado de una guerra entre Guatemala y un pais extranjero,
o como resultado de guerra civil en Guatemala, el Gobierno de Guate-
mala sufragar. dichos gastos.

EN FE DE LO CUAL, se firman dos documentos, en ingles y en es-
pafol, ambos originales, en la ciudad de Washington, D. C., el dia
28 del mes de marzo de 1939.

[SEAL] ADRIAN RECINOS
[SEAL] CORDELL HULL
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Articulo 9.° Si este contrato fuere cancelado a solicitud del Go-
bierno de los Estados Unidos de America por cualquierrazen que no 
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EN FE DE LO GUAL, se fuman dos documentos, en ingles y en es-

ambos originales, en is. ciudad de Washington, D. C., el din 
28 del mes de marzo de 1939. 

[BEAL] ADRIAN RECINOS 
NEAL] CORDELL HULL 
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Agreement between the United States oj America and Nicaragua respect- May 22, 1939
ing a military mission. Signed May 22, 199; effective May 2, 1939. [E. A. S. No. 156]

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE REPUBLIC OF
NICARAGUA

In conformity with a request of the Government of the Republic of
Nicaragua, the President of the United States of America, by virtue of
the authority conferred by the Act of Congress, approved May 19,
1926, entitled "An Act to authorize the President to detail officers
and enlisted men of the United States Army, Navy and Marine
Corps to assist the Governments of the Latin American Republics in
military and naval matters", as amended by an Act of May 14, 1935,
to include the Commonwealth of the Philippine Islands, has author-
ized the detail of an officer to the Republic of Nicaragua upon the
following agreed conditions:

TITLE I

Purpose and Duration

Art. 1. The duties of the officer so detailed shall be to serve as Direc-
tor of the Military Academy of the National Guard of the Republic
of Nicaragua.

Art. 2. This agreement shall continue in force for two years from
the date of the signature by the accredited representatives of the
Governments of the United States of America and the Republic of
Nicaragua.

Art. 3. The agreement may be terminated if necessary in the interest
of either Government upon notification duly delivered through diplo-
matic channels three months in advance.

Art. 4. The Government of the Republic of Nicaragua will grant to
the officer detailed under this contract the assimilated rank of Colonel
for the duration of this contract.

Art. 5. The officer detailed under this contract shall be solely re-
sponsible to the President and Commander-in-Chief of the Republic
of Nicaragua.

Art. 6. The officer detailed under this contract shall receive from
the Government of Nicaragua pay and allowances equal, net, to 50
percent of and additional to the pay and allowances which he receives
from the Government of the United States, but such additional pay
and allowances shall not exceed the sum of Three Hundred Dollars,
current money of the United States of America, for any one month.
The pay and allowances to be received from the Government of
Nicaragua shall be paid monthly in United States currency on the last
day of each month in the full amount accrued to and including that
day. Should the officer while so serving be promoted in the United

Agreement with
Nicaragua respecting
a military mission.

44 Stat. 565.
10U. S.C. § 540.

49 Stat. 218.
10 U.S.C.,Supp.IV,
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States Army, he shall receive from the Government of the Republic
of Nicaragua proportionate pay and allowances for his new rank as
established according to United States Army Regulations, payable
as from the date of his promotion. The pay and allowances due the
officer from the Government of Nicaragua shall be computed from the
day that he arrives at the capital of Nicaragua and shall terminate
on the day on which the contract is completed or is otherwise termi-
nated as provided herein.

Art. 7. It is further stipulated that the compensation received by
the officer detailed under this contract shall not be subject to any
Nicaraguan tax now in force or which may hereafter be imposed, but
should there, however, be at present or during the life of this agree-
ment, any taxes which may affect the said compensation, such taxes
shall be borne by the Government of the Republic of Nicaragua in
order to comply with the provisions stipulated above that the pay and
allowances agreed upon shall be net.

Art. 8. The expenses of transportation by land and sea of the officer
detailed under this contract, his family, household effects and baggage,
including automobile, from his station in the United States of America
to his place of duty in Nicaragua, shall be paid in advance by the Gov-
ernment of Nicaragua, these expenses to include the cost of packing
and crating; and, except as provided in article 9 hereof, the Govern-
ment of Nicaragua shall also pay in advance the expense of transporta-
tion, as above defined, covering the return journey from the officer's
place of duty in Nicaragua to his station in the United States of Amer-
ica. The officer and his family shall be furnished with first-class
transportation accommodations, family being construed as wife and
dependent children throughout the contract. It is understood, how-
ever, that the accommodations and allowances for travel and trans-
portation of effects shall not exceed the allowances to which the officer
detailed under this contract would be entitled, for himself and his
family, by virtue of his rank in the Army of the United States of
America.

The household effects, baggage and automobile of this officer shall
be exempt from customs duties and imposts of any kind in Nicaragua.

Art. 9. If cancellation of this contract be effected upon request of
the United States of America for any reason other than war between
Nicaragua and a foreign government or civil war in Nicaragua, all
expenses of the return of the officer detailed under this contract, his
family and all his effects, to his station in the United States shall be
borne by the Government of the United States of America; should
cancellation be effected on the initiative of the Government of Nicara-
gua or as a result of war between Nicaragua and a foreign government,
or as the result of the outbreak of civil war in Nicaragua, the Govern-
ment of Nicaragua shall bear these costs.

Signatures. In witness whereof two copies are signed, in English and in Spanish,
both originals, in the City of Washington, D. C., this twenty-second
day of May 1939.

[SEAL] CORDELL HULL

[SEAL] LE6N DE BAYLE
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ACUERDO ENTRE LOS GOBIERNOS DE LA REPUBLICA
DE NICARAGUA Y LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AMERICA

De acuerdo con una solicitud del Gobierno de la Repiblica de
Nicaragua, el Presidente de los Estados Unidos de America, en virtud
de la autorizaci6n que le confiere la Ley del Congreso, aprobada el
19 de mayo de 1926, titulada "Ley que autoriza al Presidente para
designar oficiales y hombres de tropa del Ejercito, de la Marina de
Guerra y de la Infanteria de Marina para que asistan a los Gobiernos
de las Repiblicas de la America latina en asuntos militares y navales",
como qued6 enmendada por Ley del 14 de mayo de 1935, para incluir
la Mancomunidad de las Islas Filipinas, ha autorizado la designaci6n
de un oficial del Ejercito de los Estados Unidos de America para que
sirva a la Repdblica de Nicaragua, de acuerdo con las siguientes
condiciones:

TITULO 1

Prop6sito y Duraci6n

Articulo 1.° Los deberes del oficial asi designado seran servir como
Director de laAcademia Militar de laGuardiaNacional de laRepublica
de Nicaragua.

Articulo 2.° Este convenio continuara en efecto por un periodo de
dos afos a partir de la fecha de su firma por los representantes acredi-
tados de los Gobiernos de los Estados Unidos de America y de la
Republica de Nicaragua.

Articulo 3.° El convenio puede terminarse, si asi fuere necesario
para los intereses de cualquiera de los dos Gobiernos, por medio de
notificaci6n debidamente presentada por via diplomatica, con tres
meses de anticipaci6n.

Articulo 4.° El Gobierno de la Republica de Nicaragua le conferira
al oficial designado, durante el termino de este contrato, el grado
asimilado de Coronel.

Articulo 5.° El oficial designado bajo este contrato quedara sola-
mente subordinado al Presidente y Comandante General de la
Republica de Nicaragua.

Articulo 6.° El oficial designado bajo este contrato recibira del
Gobierno de Nicaragua, en concepto de sueldo y gastos, una suma,
neta, igual al 50 o/o del sueldo y gastos que recibe del Gobierno de los
Estados Unidos de America; pero dicho sueldo y gastos no excederan
en ningin caso la suma de $300.00 al mes, moneda de los Estados
Unidos de America. El sueldo y gastos que recibira del Gobierno de
Nicaragua seran pagados en mensualidades, en moneda de los Estados
Unidos de America, el filtimo dia de cada mes, inclusive cantidades
devengadas dicho dia. Si el oficial designado fuere ascendido en el
Ejercito de los Estados Unidos de America mientras est6 al servicio
de la Repdblica de Nicaragua, dicha Repdblica pagara al oficial
designado un sueldo y gastos en proporci6n con su nuevo grado como
queda establecido por los reglamentos del Ej6rcito de los Estados
Unidos de America, desde la fecha de su promoci6n. El sueldo y
gastos que pagara el Gobierno de Nicaragua comenzaran a contarse
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desde el dia en que llegue el oficial a la capital de Nicaragua y terminara
el dia en que termine este contrato, o quedare terminado de otra
manera, como mas adelante se especifica.

Articulo 7.° Queda ademas estipulado que el sueldo que reciba el
oficial designado por este contrato no quedara sujeto al pago de
ningun impuesto ahora en efecto en Nicaragua o que en lo sucesivo se
establezca, pero si ahorahayimpuestos que afecten el sueldo mencionado
o si durante la vigencia de este contrato hubiere impuestos que afecten
el sueldo mencionado o si durante la vigencia de este contrato hubiere
impuestos que lo afectaren, dichos impuestos seran pagados por el
Gobierno de la Repfblica de Nicaragua para cumplir con los requisites
que quedan estipulados al efecto que el sueldo y gastos convenidos
deberan ser netos.

Artfculo 8.° Los gastos de transporte por tierra y mar del oficial
designado bajo este contrato, asi como los de su familia, y los de sus
muebles y enseres dom6sticos y equipaje, inclusive su autom6vil,
desde el lugar de su puesto en los Estados Unidos de America hasta
su puesto en Nicaragua, seran pagados con anticipaci6n por el Gobier-
no de Nicaragua, incluyendo en dichos gastos el empaque y embalaje;
y, excepto en los casos previstos en el Articulo 9.° del presente, el
Gobierno de Nicaragua pagara tambi6n con anticipaci6n los gastos
de transporte que se fijan con anterioridad, correspondientes al viaje
de regreso del oficial de su puesto en Nicaragua a su puesto en los
Estados Unidos de Am6rica. El oficial y su familia deberAn recibir
pasajes de primera clase. Por familia se entiende en este contrato a
la esposa e hijos menores de edad. Queda entendido, sin embargo,
que los pasajes y gastos de viaje y transporte de efectos no excederan
los gastos a que tiene derecho, segin su grado en el Ej6rcito de los
Estados Unidos de America, el oficial que se designa bajo los terminos
de este contrato.

Los muebles y enseres domesticos, equipaje y autom6vil de este
oficial quedaran exentos de cualesquier derechos de aduana y cuales-
quier impuestos en Nicaragua.

Articulo 9.° Si este contrato fuere cancelado a solicitud del Go-
bierno de los Estados Unidos de America por cualquier raz6n que no
fuera debida a guerra entre Nicaragua y un pais extranjero, o a guerra
civil en Nicaragua, todos los gastos relacionados con el regreso del
oficial designado bajo este contrato y con el de su familia y de todos
sus efectos hasta su puesto en los Estados Unidos de Am6rica serun por
cuenta del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de Am6rica; si el contrato
fuere cancelado a solicitud del Gobierno de Nicaragua, o como resul-
tado de una guerra entre Nicaragua y un pais extranjero, o como
resultado de guerra civil en Nicaragua, el Gobierno de Nicaragua
sufragara dichos gastos.

EN FE DE LO CUAL, se firman dos documentos, en ingles y en espafiol,
ambos originales, en la ciudad de Washington, D. C., el dia 22 del
mes de mayo de 1939.

[SEAL] LE6N DE BAYLE

[SEAL] CORDELL HULL
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Gobiemo de Nicaragua pagara tambien con anticipa.ci6n los gastos 
de transport° que se fijan con anterioridad, correspondientes al viaje 
de regreso del oficial de an puesto en Nicaragua a an puesto en los 
Estados Unidos de America. El oficial y su familia deberan recibir 
pasajes de primera clase. Por familia se entiende en este contrato a 
la esposa e hijos menores de edad. Queda, entendido, sin embargo, 
quo los pasajes y gastos de viaje y transporte de efectos no excedertm 
los gastos a que tiene derecho, segfin su grad° en el Ejercito de los 
Estados Unidos de America, el oficial que se designa bajo los tenninos 
de este contrato. 
Los rnuebles y enseres domesticos, equipaje y automovil de este 

oficial quedaran exentos de cualesquier derechos de aduana y cuales-
quier impuestos en Nicaragua. 

Articulo 9.° Si este contrato fuere cancelado a solicitud del Go-
biemo de los Estados Unidos de America por cualquier razOn que no 
fuera debida a guerra entre Nicaragua y nit pals extranjero, o a guerra 
civil en Nicaragua, todos los gastos relacionados con el regreso del 
oficial designado bajo este contrato y con el de an familia y de todos 
sus efectos hasta su puesto en los Estados Unidos de America seran por 
cuenta del Gobiemo de los Estados Unidos de America; si el contrato 
lucre cancelado a solicitud del Gobiemo de Nicaragua, o como resul-
tado de una guerra entre Nicaragua y un pals extranjero, o como 
resultado de guerra civil en Nicaragua, el Gobierno de Nicaragua 
sufragarb, dichos gastos. 
EN FE DE LO COAL, se firman dos documentos, en ingles y en espafiol, 

ambos originales, en la ciudad de Washington, D. C., el clia 22 del 
mes de mayo de 1939. 

[SEAL] LE6N DE BAYLE 
[BEAL] CORDELL HULL 
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Arrangement between the United States of America and Canada con-
cerning visits in uniform by members of defenseforces. Effected by
exchange of notes dated March 7, April 5, and June 22, 1939; effective
July 1, 19S9.

The Canadian Minister (Marler) to the Secretary of State (Hull)

No. 58

His Majesty's Minister for Canada presents his compliments to
the Secretary of State and has the honour to refer to the question
of securing permission for individual members of the Canadian
Defence Forces to visit the United States in uniform. This question
was raised in the final paragraph of a note from Secretary of State
dated December 10th 1927. The matter of dispensing with the
formality of making application through the diplomatic channel
in such cases has received the attention of the interested Canadian
authorities.

In the view of the Department of National Defence it is not desirable
to dispense with all formality in connection with visits of individual
members of the defence forces in uniform from either country to the
territory of the other; it is thought to be questionable whether it would
be in the national interest to do so and breaches of etiquette or of the
law by visitors in uniform are apt to assume a significant importance.

However in referring to the intimation made by the United States
authorities that it is unnecessary to make a specific request for per-
mission for individual members of the defence forces in uniform to
visit the United States the Department of National Defence is pre-
pared to issue instructions that individuals of the Canadian Militia
Service are not to proceed to the United States in uniform, or to
wear uniform when in the United States without first obtaining
permission from the District Officer Commanding by whom a pass
will be given to the individual stating the occasion and the period
for which the necessary authority has been granted. In the case of
the personnel of the Royal Canadian Navy and the Royal Canadian
Air Force the necessary authorization will be issued from National
Defence headquarters.

In outlining the proposed procedure which the Canadian authori-
ties are willing to apply in the future it would be appreciated if the
Legation might be informed whether a similar procedure would be
acceptable to the competent authorities of the United States Gov-
ernment. The procedure would be that specific requests for per-
mission for individual members of United States Defence Forces
to visit Canada need not be made through the diplomatic channel
and that individuals of the United States Defence Forces visiting
Canada in uniform should obtain the permission of their Corps or

March 7, April 5, and
June 22, 1939

[E. A. S. No. 167]

Arrangement with
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visits in uniform by
members of defense
forces.
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other appropriate commander and be prepared to show such "pass"
to the Canadian immigration inspector at the port of entry.

It is stated that at the present time the Canadian Immigration
authorities do not permit entry of uniformed members of the Forces
of another country unless permission has been obtained therefor
through the diplomatic channel. In the event however that the
proposal outlined above is agreeable to the competent authorities
of the United States Government consideration will be given by the
Director of Immigration in Canada to the issuance of appropriate
instructions to the immigration inspectors along the border.

No change is contemplated at present in the procedure for the
admission of organized parties of members of the Defence Forces in
uniform from either country to the territory of the other.

It is not desired that the new procedure should apply to visits by
individual members of police forces in uniform. The Commissioner
of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police to whom the question was
referred in connection with visits to the United States of individual
members of the force in uniform has stated that the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police Rules and Regulations forbid a member of the
force to enter the United States in uniform without permission apart
from exceptional circumstances. In view of the delay which trans-
mitting a request through the diplomatic channel or securing a
pass would entail the Commissioner desires to rely upon the broad
statement of the United States authorities referred to in the first
paragraph of the present note that a request for permission is not
necessary. It is understood however that the crossing of the bound-
ary without specific authority will be reserved for exceptional cir-
cumstances and in accordance with the practice that has been
followed heretofore in such matters.

Sir Herbert Marler would be grateful to be informed whether the
proposed procedure meets with the approval of the competent author-
ities of the United States Government and in the event that it does
to be informed of a date upon which it would be convenient to have
the said procedure put into effect.

CANADIAN LEGATION
Washington,. D. C.

March 7,1939

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Canadian Minister (Marler)

The Secretary of State presents his compliments to the Honorable
the Minister of Canada and has the honor to acknowledge the receipt
of his note no. 58, dated March 7, 1939, concerning the matter of
dispensing with the formality of making application through diplo-
matic channels for permission for visits of individual members of
the Defense Forces, in uniform, from Canada or the United States
to the territory of the other.
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The Secretary of State is now in receipt of communications from
the interested Federal authorities which state that the procedure
suggested by the Canadian Department of National Defence is
agreeable to this Government and that individual members of the
Defense Forces, in uniform, desiring to visit from Canada or the
United States to the territory of the other will obtain special per-
mission from the individual's Commanding Officer for each specific
visit, which permission will be evidenced by a written pass showing,
in addition, the dates of commencement and termination of the visit,
this pass to be shown to the border authorities for entrance into and
exit from the territory of the other.

The proposed procedure can be put into effect, July 1, 1939, if such
action is agreeable to the Canadian authorities.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, April 5, 1939

The Canadian Minister (Mwrler) to the Secretary of State (Hull)

No. 165

His Majesty's Minister for Canada presents his compliments to
the Secretary of State and has the honour to refer to the Depart-
ment of State's note of April 5, 1939, and previous correspondence
concerning the matter of dispensing with the formality of making
application through diplomatic channels for permission for visits
of individual members of the Defence Forces in uniform from Can-
ada or the United States to the territory of the other country. In
the Department's note under reference it was stated that the pro-
cedure suggested by the Canadian Department of National Defence
was agreeable to the United States Government whereby individual
members of the Defence Forces in uniform desiring to visit from
Canada or the United States to the territory of the other country
would obtain special permission from the individual's Commanding
Officer for each specific visit, this permission to be evidenced by a
written pass showing in addition the dates of the commencement
and termination of the visit. The pass would be shown to the
authorities at the International Boundary. It was added that the
proposed procedure could be put into effect on July 1, 1939, if such
action were agreeable to the Canadian authorities.

Sir Herbert Marler is instructed to state that it is agreeable to the
Canadian Government that the proposed procedure be put into effect
on July 1, 1939.

CANADIAN LEGATION

June X2, 1939 Washington, D. '.
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November 9, 12, 198,
and April 17, 18,
1939 ' Agreement between [he United States of America and Mexico respecting
[E. A. S. No.158] compensation for expropriated lands. Effected by exchanges of notes

signed November 9 and 12, 1938 and April 17 and 18, 1939.

The Secretary of State (Hull) to the Mexican Ambassador
(Castillo Ndjera)

Agreement w It h
M e x i co respecting
compensation for ex-
propriated lands.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
WASHINGTON
November 9, 1938.

EXCELLENCY:
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the note addressed

by your Government on September 1 to Ambassador Daniels.1

Careful examination of that note discloses no grounds that would
justify this Government in modifying the position set forth at length
in my notes to you dated July 21 and August 22, 1938.2 My Govern-
ment must insist that the recognized rules of law and equity require
the prompt payment of just compensation for property that may be
expropriated. Therefore, inasmuch as my Government remains con-
vinced of the basic soundness of its position, buttressed as it is by law
and justice, and in view of the scope and content of our recent conver-
sations, in the course of which you informed me of the policy of your
Government and of the desire of the Government of Mexico, which is
similar to the desire of the Government of the United States, to settle
all difficulties which may arise between the two Governments in a
spirit of friendship and of equity, further discussion of the note under
reference seems unnecessary.

My Government has a particular desire to safeguard friendship with
Mexico not only because Mexico is one of its nearest neighbors but on
account of the many ways in which ever improving relations, in the
fullest sense, between the two countries could be complementary and
mutually beneficial. It has, therefore, spared no effort to arrive at
prompt, friendly and satisfactory solutions of problems as they arose.
It was in this spirit that last November ry Government urged, in
accordance with the principle of just compensation, the desirability
of a comprehensive agreement providing for the compensation of the
American citizens whose properties had been seized by the Mexican
Government. It is in that same spirit that I have given every atten-
tion to the proposals of your Government which you recently com-
municated to me. Based upon them, my Government would be
willing to agree to the plan proposed hereafter which, if acceptable to
your Government, would resolve at once the present controversy, in
so far as it relates to compensation for American-owned agrarian
properties seized since August 30, 1927, that if continued must

1 See Compensation for American-Owned Lands Expropriated in Mexico, Depart-
ment of State publication 1288, Conference Series 16 (1939), p. 31.

s See ibid., pp. 1 and 15.
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seriously impair the friendly relations between the two countries. It
is also in this same spirit that I earnestly commend it to the favorable
consideration of your Government.

One: Both our Governments are in accord that the values of the
American-owned agrarian properties expropriated since August 30,
1927, be determined by a Commission composed of one representative
of each of our Governments, and in case of disagreement, by a third
person selected by the Permanent Commission with seat at Washing-
ton, as established by the so-called Gondra Treaty.

Two: My Government proposes (a) that the two commissioners
be appointed by their respective Governments at once; (b) that they
hold their first meeting in the City of Mexico on the first day of De-
cember 1938: (c) that each Government bear the entire expense of
the salaries, maintenance, transportation, and incidentals of its com-
missioner and his staff and that any expense incurred jointly, as for
instance in connection with airplane travel, be shared equally.

Three: My Government believes it important, and understands
that your Government is in accord in this regard, that a time limit be
established for the completion of the work of the commissioners. It is
therefore proposed that the commissioners be instructed that they
must complete the determinations of value by not later than May 31,
1939. If during the course of the deliberations of the two commis-
sioners they are unable to reach a common finding upon the matters
submitted to them for their joint determination, my Government pro-
poses that the Permanent Commission at Washington be requested
to appoint immediately the third commissioner in order that he may
resolve the matters upon which the two Governments' commissioners
are unable to agree. It is further proposed that in case of disagree-
ment in any particular case, the representative appointed by the
Permanent Commission be requested to render his award within not
more than two months from the time the case is submitted to him.
The salaries and expenses of the third commissioner will be defrayed
in equal proportions by the two Governments.

Four: The adequate and effective measure of compensation to be
paid in each case shall be determined in the usual manner by taking
into consideration, among other pertinent factors, the establishment
of the nationality of the claimant, the legitimacy of his title, the just
value of the property expropriated, the fair return from the property
of which claimant has been deprived between the time of expropriation
and the time of receiving compensation, as well as such other facts as
in the opinion of the commissioners should be taken into account in
reaching a determination as to compensation.

Five: It is my understanding that the Mexican Government will
pay the sum of $1,000,000 United States currency as first payment
of the indemnities to be determined by the Commission to which this
note refers, and that this payment will be made to the Government of
the United States on or before May 31, 1939.

It is my further understanding that immediately subsequent to the
determination by the Commission of the final valuation, in accordance
with the procedure indicated in numbered paragraph Four of this
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note, of American-owned agrarian properties as defined in numbered
paragraph One, the two Governments will reach an agreement as to
the amounts to be paid to the Government of the United States by
the Government of Mexico annually for the account of such claims in
the years subsequent to the year 1939. As the basis for such agree-
ment there will be taken into consideration such statement of its
ability to pay as may be demonstrated by the Government of Mexico.
The Government of Mexico, I understand, agrees that the annual
payments to be made by it to the Government of the United States
subsequent to the year 1939 for the account of these claims will in no
event be less than $1,000,000 United States currency, and that such
payments will be made on June 30 of the corresponding year.

In view of our recent conversations I have every confidence that
the foregoing proposals will prove acceptable to Your Excellency's
Government. I shall await with interest Your Excellency's response
to the suggestions made.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest consider-
ation.

CORDELL HULL

His Excellency
Sefior Dr. Don FRANCISCO CASTILLO NAJERA,

Ambassador of Mexico.

The Mexican Minister for Foreign Affairs (Hay) to the American
Ambassador (Daniels)

SECRETARIA DE RELACIONES EXTERIORES

ESTADOS UNIDOS MEXICANOS

MEXICO

511284 MEXIco, 12 de noviembre de 1938.

SENOR EMBAJADOR:
Tengo el honor de acusar recibo de la nota que, con fecha 9 del

presente mes, el Excelentisimo Sr. Cordell Hull, Secretario de Es-
tado de vuestro pals, dirigi6 al Embajador de Mexico en los Estados
Unidos de Norte America, Dr. Francisco Castillo Najera, por la que
el Gobierno de Vuestra Excelencia, al insistir en su opini6n de que los
principios reconocidos de derecho y equidad exigen el pago inmediato
de justa compensaci6n por bienes que sean expropiados, manifiesta
su disposici6n para convenir en un plan que, basandose en las proposi-
ciones de mi Gobierno, se aplique a la consideraci6n y pago de las
afectaciones agrarias posteriores a 1927.

El Gobierno de Mexico, a su vez, al reafirmar su convicci6n de no
haber procedido en contra de las normas y principios del Derecho
Internacional, de la justicia y la equidad, con la expedici6n y aplica-
ci6n de su Legislaci6n Agraria, esta de acuerdo con el plan presentado
y se complace en reconocer que los sentimientos de cordial amistad
que ligan a nuestros dos paises, hayan prevalecido a la postre sobre
discrepancias de orden tecnico y juridico.
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payments will be made on June 30 of the corresponding year. 

In view of our recent conversations I have every confidence that 
the foregoing proposals will prove acceptable to Your Excellency's 
Government. I shall await with interest Your Excellency's response 
to the suggestions made. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest consider-
ation. 

CORDELL HULL 
His Excellency 

Senor DT. Don FRANCISCO CASTILLO NAJERA, 
Ambassador of Mexico. 

The Mexican Minister for Foreign Affairs (Hay) to the American 
Ambassador (Daniels) 

SECRETARIA DE RELACIONES EXTERIORES 
ESTADOS IJNIDOS MEXICANOS 

MEXICO 
511284 Mixico, 12 de noviembre de 1988. 

SENOR EMBAJADOR: 
Tengo el honor de acusar recibo de la nota que, con fecha 9 del 

presente mes, el Excelentisimo Sr. Cordell Hull, Secretario de Es-
tado de vuestro pals, dirigi6 al Embajador de Mexico en los Estados 
Unidos de Norte America, Dr. Francisco Castillo Najera, por la que 
el Gobierno de Vuestra Excelencia, al insistir en su opinion de que los 
principios reconocidos de derecho y equidad exigen el pago inmediato 
de justa compensacion por bienes que sean expropiados, manifiesta 
su disposici6n para convenir en un plan que, basandose en las proposi-
ciones de mi Gobierno, se aplique a la consideracion y pago de las 
afectaciones agrarias posteriores a 1927. 
El Gobierno de Mexico, a su vez, al reafirmar su conviccion de no 

haber procedido en contra de las normas y principios del Derecho 
Internacional, de la justicia y la equidad, con la expediciOn y aplica-
cion de su Legislacion Agraiia, est& de acuerdo con el plan presentado 
y se complace en reconocer que los sentimientos de cordial amistad 
que ligan a nuestros dos paises, lmyan prevalecido a la postre sobre 
discrepancias de orden tecnico y juridico. 
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Como fu6 propuesto en mi nota a vuestro Gobierno, el 3 de agosto
del afio en curso, mi Gobierno conviene en que el valor de las tierras
expropiadas sea establecido por una comisi6n integrada por un repre-
sentante de cada Gobierno, asi como que los casos de desacuerdo, entre
estos representantes, sean decididos por una tercera persona, designada
por la Comisi6n Permanente, establecida por el Pacto Gondra y que
tiene su sede en Washington, a pesar de que no se trata, en el presente
caso, de una comisi6n investigadora, funci6n expresa sefialada en
dicho Pacto a la citada Comisi6n.

Mi Gobierno esta de acuerdo, tambien con su intenci6n original, en
el sentido de que los representantes de ambos paises sean, desde luego,
designados y que su primera reuni6n se efectue en la ciudad de Mexico
el primero de diciembre del aflo actual. Las erogaciones por concepto
de emolumentos, pasajes y otros gastos, tanto de los representantes
como de las personas que los secunden en sus trabajos, seran sufragados
por cuenta del Gobierno respectivo. Los dos Gobiernos cubriran, por
mitad, los gastos originados conjuntamente.

Asimismo, los emolumentos que hayan de pagarse a la mencionada
tercera persona se cubriran, como lo propone vuestro Gobierno, por
mitad, entre M6xico y los Estados Unidos.

Mi Gobierno expresamente manifiesta estar de acuerdo en que los
representantes designados sean instruidos en el sentido de que sus
trabajos de avaldo concluyan en mayo de 1939, y en que los casos de
desacuerdo sean sometidos a la consideraci6n del Tercero, quien
deberA ser requerido, igualmente, para que rinda sus decisiones en un
plazo no mayor de dos meses, a partir de la fecha en que haya sido
solicitada su intervenci6n.

El Gobierno de Mexico entiende que al actuar los comisionados,
para hacer el avaldo respectivo, deberan tomar en cuenta, entre otros
hechos pertinentes, el establecimiento de la nacionalidad del recla-
mante, la legalidad de su titulo para reclamar y el valor fiscal dltimo,
previo a la afectaci6n.

En cuanto a la forma de pago de las indemnizacioncs correspon-
dientes, mi Gobierno cubrira en el mes de msyo del afio de 1939, la
suma de un mill6n de d6lares.

Mi Gobierno esta do acuerdo en que una vez que los representantes
fijen el monto de las indemnizaciones, los Gobiernos concierten la suma
anual que el Gobierno de M6xico debe pagar al de los Estados Unidos,
en los afios subsecuentes al de 1939, por concepto de las reclamaciones
de que se trata. Para la fijaci6n de dichos pagos anuales se tomaran
en cuenta las posibilidades econ6micas de Mexico. Mi Gobierno
conviene, desde ahora, en que las sumas anuales, que deberan pagarse
al Gobierno de los Estados Unidos, no seran inferiores a un mill6n de
d6lares moneda de los Estados Unidos y, por ultimo, mi Gobierno
esta de acuerdo en que los pagos se cubran el dia 30 de junio de cada
afo.

El Gobierno de Mexico estima necesario dejar establecido que las
resoluciones a que lleguen los representantes designados, en ningiin
caso se extenderan m&s all del avaluo de las tierras afectadas y de las
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modalidades de pago de la cantidad que se fije; que no constituiran
precedente, en ningdn caso ni por motivo alguno; tampoco decidiran
sobre los principios juridicos sostenidos por ambos Gobiernos y
aplicables a la materia de que se trata.

El Gobierno de Mexico se complace en reconocer que, al formalizar
este arreglo, ha podido, por una parte, demostrar, al igual que lo
expresado por el de Vuestra Excelencia en la nota que contesto, el
deseo especial de mantener a salvo su amistad con los Estados Unidos,
por los mutuos beneficios que este sentimiento reciproco representa
para los dos paises y cumplir, por la otra, con los mandatos de la
Legislaci6n Agraria, expresi6n de nuestra politica tradicional que, al
ser interpretada por el C. Presidente de la Repdblica, fu6 apoyada, en
forma solemne, por la Representaci6n Nacional, en la respuesta dada
al mensaje del Poder Ejecutivo por el C. Presidente del Congreso de
la Uni6n, en la inauguraci6n del periodo de sesiones del primero de
septiembre ultimo.

Aprovecho esta oportunidad para renovar a Vuestra Excelencia
las seguridades de mi mas alta y distinguida consideraci6n.

EDUARDO HAY
Excelentfsimo Sefor JOSEPHUS DANIELS,

Embajador Extraordinario y Plenipotenciario
de los Estados Unidos de Norte America.

Presente.

[Translation]

MINISTRY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS
UNITED MEXICAN STATES

MEXICO
511284 MEXICO, November 12, 1938.
MR. AMBASSADOR:

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of the note dated No-
vember 9, 1938, addressed by His Excellency Secretary of State Cor-
dell Hull to the Ambassador of Mexico in the United States of Amer-
ica, Dr. Francisco Castillo Najera, in which the Government of Your
Excellency, while maintaining its opinion that the recognized prin-
ciples of law and equity require the immediate payment of just
compensation for expropriated properties, makes known its readiness
to agree to a plan which, based on the proposals of my Govern-
ment, may apply to the consideration and payment of agrarian
expropriations (afectaciones) subsequent to 1927.

The Government of Mexico, in its turn, while reaffirming its con-
viction that it has not acted contrary to the rules and principles of
international law, of justice and equity, by the enactment and appli-
cation of its agrarian legislation, is in agreement with the plan pre-
sented and takes pleasure in recognizing that the sentiments of cor-
dial friendship which unite our two countries have in the end prevailed
over differences of a technical and juridical order.

As was proposed in my note to your Government on August 3 of
the current year, my Government agrees that the value of the expro-
priated lands shall be established by a commission consisting of a
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representative of each Government, and that cases of disagreement
between these representatives shall be decided by a third person desig-
nated by the Permanent Commission, established by the Gondra
Pact, which has its seat in Washington, notwithstanding the fact
that, in this instance, it is not a matter of an investigating commission,
an express function assigned that commission in the said pact.

My Government agrees, likewise, in conformity with its original
intention, that the representatives of the two Governments shall be
immediately designated and that their first meeting shall take place
in the City of Mexico on the 1st day of December of the present year.
Outlays for emoluments, travel, and other expenditures, both of the
representatives and of the persons assisting them in their work, shall
be defrayed by the respective Government. The two Governments
shall each pay one-half of the expenses incurred jointly.

Likewise, the emoluments which are to be paid to the third person
referred to shall be shared equally, as proposed by your Government,
by Mexico and the United States.

My Government expressly declares that it agrees that the repre-
sentatives designated be instructed to the effect that their work of
evaluation be concluded in May 1939, and that the cases of disagree-
ment be submitted to the consideration of the third person, who will
likewise be requested to render his decision within a period of not
more than 2 months, counting from the date on which his intervention
has been requested.

The Government of Mexico understands that the commissioners,
in proceeding to make the respective evaluation, shall take into ac-
count, among other pertinent facts, the establishment of the nation-
ality of the claimant, the legality of his title to enter a claim, and the
last fiscal valuation prior to the expropriation.

Respecting the manner of payment of the corresponding indemnifi-
cations, my Government will pay the amount of one million dollars
in the month of May 1939.

My Government is agreed that, once the representatives fix the
amount of the indemnifications, the Governments shall agree upon
the annual amount which the Government of Mexico shall pay to that
of the United States, in the years subsequent to 1939, on the claims
in question. In the determination of the said annual payments, the
economic possibilities of Mexico shall be taken into account. My
Government agrees, forthwith, that the annual amounts which must
be paid to the United States Government shall not be less than one
million dollars, United States currency, and, lastly, my Government
agrees that the payments shall be made on the 30th day of June of
each year.

The Government of Mexico deems it necessary to have it under-
stood that the decisions reached by the representatives designated
shall in no case extend beyond evaluation of the lands expropriated
and the modalities of payment of the amount determined; that they
shall not constitute a precedent, in any case nor for any reason;
neither shall they decide the juridical principles maintained by the
two Governments and applicable to the matter in question.
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The Government of Mexico is pleased to recognize that, in formal-
izing this arrangement, it has been able, on the one hand, to show, as
was expressed in the note to which I reply, its especial desire to safe-
guard its friendship with the United States, because of the mutual
benefits which this reciprocal sentiment represents for both coun-
tries, and to carry out, on the other hand, the mandates of the agrarian
legislation, an expression of our traditional policy, which, on being
interpreted by the President of the Republic, was supported, formally,
by the National Legislative Body in the reply given to the message
from the Executive by the President of the Congress of the Union at
the opening of the period of sessions on September 1, last.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency
the assurances of my highest consideration.

EDUARDO HAY
His Excellency

Mr. JOSEPHUS DANIELS,
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary

of the United States of America,
City.

The American Charge d'Affaires ad interim (Boal) to the Mexican
Minister for Foreign Affairs (Hay)

EMBASSY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
No. 3540 MEXIco, D. F., April 17, 1939
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to refer to the exchange of notes of November 9
and November 12, 1938 between Your Excellency's Government and
my Government on the subject of agrarian claims.

In view of the very limited time now remaining within the period
originally contemplated for the examination and evaluation of all the
agrarian claims, it would seem that the period of time for the filing of
claims might usefully be extended to July 31, 1939 and the period for
the adjudication of claims might be extended to November 30, 1939.
It would also seem that both periods might be further extended, if
necessary, particularly since, under the provisions of the notes just
mentioned, Mexico will obviously have a period of years in which to
complete payments.

It would be understood that the extension of time would be without
prejudice to any other aspect of the agreement of November 9-
November 12, 1938.

Please accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest
and most distinguished consideration.

PIERRE DE L. BOAL
Charge d'Affaires ad interim

His Excellency
Sefior General EDUARDO HAY,

Minister for Foreign Affairs,
Mexico, D. F.
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The Mexican Ministerfor Foreign Affairs (Hay) to the American Charge
d'Affaires ad interim (Boal)

SECRETARIA DE RELACIONES EXTERIORES

ESTADOS UNIDOS MEXICANOS

MEXICO

54133 MEXICO, 18 de abril de 1939.

SENOR ENCARGADO DE NEGOCIOS:

Doy respuesta a la atenta nota de usted, del 17 del actual, en la que
manifiesta que-en vista de quedar un tiempo muy limitado para el
examen y avaluo de las reclamaciones agrarias de ciudadanos norte-
americanos, que deben hacer los Comisionados de M6xico y de los
Estados Unidos, en los t6rminos del arreglo celebrado por medio de
las notas cambiadas el 9 y 12 de noviembre de 1938-estima usted
que tanto el plazo para presentar las reclamaciones como el que
corresponderia para decidirlas, puede ampliarse convenientemente.

Mi Gobierno expresa, una vez mas, su conocido deseo de que estos
asuntos sean definitivamente resueltos y, animado de tal prop6sito,
accede, desde luego, a la solicitud que hace usted en la nota que con-
testo, y declara su conformidad en que el plazo para presentar reclama-
ciones ante los Comisionados de ambos paises, se prorrogue hasta el
31 de julio del afo en curso y, de esa fecha hasta el 30 de noviembre
proximo, quede establecido un t6rmino para decidir sobre el monto
de las reclamaciones presentadas.

Aprovecho esta oportunidad para renovar a usted el testimonio de
mi muy atenta y distinguida consideraci6n.

EDUARDO HAY

Sr. PIERRE DE L. BOAL,
Encargado de Negocios de los

Estados Unidos de Norte America.
Presente.

[Translatlonl

MINISTRY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS

UNITED MEXICAN STATES

MEXICO

54133 MEXICO, April 18, 1939.

MR. CHARGE D'AFFAIRES:

I am replying to your courteous note of the 17th instant, in which
you state that-in view of the very limited time now remaining for
the examination and evaluation of the agrarian claims of American
citizens by the Commissioners of Mexico and the United States in the
terms of the agreement concluded by means of the notes exchanged
on November 9th and 12th 1938-you consider that both the period
for the presentation of the claims and that for the deciding of them
might usefully be extended.
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accede, desde luego, a la solicitud que hace usted en is. nota que con-
testo, y declara su conformidad en que el plazo para presentar reclama-
ciones ante los Comisionados de ambos pafses, se prorrogue hasta el 
31 de Julio del afio en curso y, de esa fecha hasta el 30 de noviembre 
proximo, quede establecido un terrain() para decidir sobre el monto 
de las reclamaciones presentadas. 
Aprovecho esta oportunidad para renovar a usted el testimonio de 

ml muy atenta y distinguida consideracien. 
EDUARDO HAY 

Sr. PIERRE DE L. BOAL, 
Encargado de Negocios de los 

Estados Unidos de Norte America. 
Presente. 

[Translationl 

MINISTRY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
UNITED MEXICAN STATES 

MEXICO 
54133 

MR. CHARGE D'AFFAIRES: 
I am replying to your courteous note of the 17th instant, in which 

you state that—in view of the very limited time now remaining for 
the examination and evaluation of the agrarian claims of American 
citizens by the Commissioners of Mexico and the United States in the 
terms of the agreement concluded by means of the notes exchanged 
on November 9th and 12th 1938—you consider that both the period 
for the presentation of the claims and that for the deciding of them 
might usefully be extended. 

MEXICO, April 18, 1989. 
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My Government expresses, once more, its known desire that these
matters be definitively settled and, animated by such purpose, it
accedes, at once, to the request which you make in the note under
acknowledgment, and agrees that the period for the filing of claims
before the Commissioners of both countries shall be extended to
July 31st of this year, and, from this latter date to November 30th
next, there be established a period for the deciding of the amount to
cover the claims presented.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to you the assurances
of my very courteous and distinguished consideration.

EDUARDO HAY
PIERRE DE L. BOAL, Esquire,

Charge d'Affaires of the
United States of America,

City.
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My Government expresses, once more, its known desire that these 
matters be definitively settled and, animated by such purpose, it 
accedes, at once, to the request which you make in the note under 
acknowledgment, and agrees that the period for the filing of claims 
before the Commissioners of both countries shall be extended to 
July 31st of this year, and, from this latter date to November 30th 
next, there be established a period for the deciding of the amount to 
cover the claims presented. 
I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to you the assurances 

of my very courteous and distinguished consideration. 
EDUARDO HAY 

PIERRE DE L. BOAL, Esquire, 
Charge d'Affaires of the 

United States of America, 
City. 
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PROCLAMATIONS

APALACHICOLA NATIONAL FOREST-FLORIDA

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS certain lands adjacent to the Apalachicola National
Forest, in the State of Florida, have been acquired, or are in process
of acquisition, by the United States through the Farm Security Ad-
ministration or its predecessors under authority of the National
Industrial Recovery Act, approved June 16, 1933 (48 Stat. 195),
and the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935, approved
April 8, 1935 (49 Stat. 115); and

WHEREAS it appears that the said lands are suitable for national
forest purposes and that it would be in the public interest to reserve
such lands as part of the said Apalachicola National Forest:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, President
of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the power
vested in me by section 24 of the act of March 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1095,
1103, as amended (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 471), the act of June 4, 1897,
30 Stat. 34, 36 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 473), the said National Indus-
trial Recovery Act, and the said Emergency Relief Appropriation
Act of 1935, do proclaim that there are hereby reserved and set
apart as an addition to the Apalachicola National Forest all lands
which have been acquired or which are in course of acquisition by
the United States through the Farm Security Administration or its
predecessors within the area shown on the diagram attached and
made a part hereof under authority of the said National Industrial
Recovery Act and the said Emergency Relief Appropriation Act
of 1935.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington, this 21" day of June in the year
of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and of the

[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one
hundred and sixty-second.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL IIULL
Secretary of State.

Apalachicola Na-
tional Forest, Fla.

Preamble.

48 Stat. 195; 49 Stat.
115.

Lands reserved as
addition to.

26 Stat. 1103.
16 U.S. .. 471.
30 Stat. 36.
16 U.S. C. §473.
48 Stat. 195; 49 Stat.

115.
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APALACHICOLA NATIONAL FOREST—FLORIDA 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS certain lands adjacent to the Apalachicola National 
Forest, in the State of Florida, have been acquired, or are in process 
of. acquisition, by the United States through the Farm Security Ad-
mmistration or its predecessors under authority of the National 
Industrial Recovery Act, approved June 16, 1933 (48 Stat. 195), 
and the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935, approved 
April 8, 1935 (49 Stat. 115); and 
WHEREAS it appears that the said lands are suitable for national 

forest purposes and that it would be in the public interest to reserve 
such lands as part of the said Apalachicola National Forest: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, President 

of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the power 
vested in me by section 24 of the act of March 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1095, 
1103, as amended (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 471), the act of June 4, 1897, 
30 Stat. 34, 36 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 473), the said National Indus-
trial Recovery Act, and the said Emergency Relief Appropriation 
Act of 1935, do proclaim that there are hereby reserved and set 
apart as an addition to the Apalachicola National Forest all lands 
which have been acquired or which are in .course of .acquisition by 
the United States through the Farm Security Administration or its 
predecessors within the area shown on the diagram attached and 
made a part hereof under authority of the said National Industrial 
Recovery Act and the said Emergency Relief Appropriation Act 
of 1935. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington, this 21" day of June in the year 

of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and of the 
[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and sixty-second. 
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 

By tile President: 
CORDELL HULL 

Secretary of State. 
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ENLARGING THE DINOSAUR NATIONAL MONUMENT-COLORADO AND
UTAH

July 14, 1938
[No. 2290]

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

Dinusaur Natonal WHEREAS certain public lands contiguous to the Dinosaurand tah. National Monument, established by Proclamation of October 4, 1915,Preamble.
39 stat. 1752. have situated thereon various objects of historic and scientific interest;

and
WHEREAS it appears that it would be in the public interest to

reserve such lands as an addition to the said Dinosaur National
Monument:

Lnds reserved as NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, Presi-dent of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the
34 Sta. 2543 authority vested in me by sec. 2 of the act of June 8, 1906, ch. 3060,34 Stat. 225 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 431), do proclaim that, subject to all

valid existing rights, the following-described lands in Colorado and
Utah are hereby reserved from all forms of appropriation under the
public-land laws and added to and made a part of the Dinosaur
National Monument:

COLORADO

Sixth Principal Meridian
T. 6 N., R. 99 W., sec. 5, WM,

secs. 6 and 7,
sec. 8, W 2,
sec. 17, W2,
secs. 18 and 19,
sec. 20, W 2,
sec. 29, W2,
sees. 30 and 31,
sec. 32, WY; (partly unsurveyed)

T. 6 N., R. 100 W., sees. 1 to 30 and 33 to 36, inclusive;
T. 6 N., R. 101 W., sees. 1 to 30, inclusive; (partly unsurveyed)
T. 7 N., R. 101 W., sees. 25 to 36, inclusive; "
T. 6 N., R. 102 W., secs. 1 to 30, inclusive;
T. 7 N., R. 102 W., sees. 5 to 8, 17 to 20, and 25 to 36, inclusive;

(partly unsurveyed)
T. 8 N., R. 102 W., secs. 5 to 8, 17 to 20, and 27 to 34, inclusive;

(partly unsurveyed)
T. 9 N., R. 102 W., sees. 16 to 21, and 28 to 33, inclusive; (partly

unsurveyed)
T. 6 N., R. 103 W., sees. 1 to 14, inclusive;

sees. 23 and 24;
T. 7 N., R. 103 W., all; (partly unsurveyed)
T. 8 N., R. 103 W., sec. 1,

sec. 2, EY2,
sec. 11, E2,
sees. 12 to 15, 22 to 28, and 32 to 36, inclusive;

(partly unsurveyed)
T. 9 N., R. 103 W., sees. 13, 24, 25 and 36;
T. 6 N., R. 104 W., sees. 1, 2, 11 and 12; (partly unsurveyed)
T. 7 N., R. 104 W., all;

Description.
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Dinosaur National 
Monument, Colo. 
and Utah. 
Preamble. 
39 Stat. 1752. 

Lsnds reserved as 
addition to. 

34 Stat. 225. 
16 U. S. C. § 431. 

Description. 
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ENLARGING THE DINOSAUR NATIONAL M ONUMENT-COLORADO AND 
UTAH 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS certain public lands contiguous to the Dinosaur 
National Monument, established by Proclamation of October 4, 1915, 
have situated thereon various objects of historic and scientific interest; 
and 
WHEREAS it appears that it would be in the public interest to 

reserve such lands as an addition to the said Dinosaur National 
Monument: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the 
authority vested in me by sec. 2 of the act of June 8, 1906, ch. 3060, 
34 Stat. 225 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 431), do proclaim that, subject to all 
valid existing rights, the following-described lands in Colorado and 
Utah are hereby reserved from all forms of appropriation under the 
public-land laws and added to and made a part of the Dinosaur 
National Monument: 

COLORADO 

Sixth Principal Meridian 

T. 6 N., R. 99 W., sec. 5, WM, 
secs. 6 and 7, 
sec. 8, WM, 
sec. 17, WM, 
secs. 18 and 19, 
sec. 20, WM, 
sec. 29, WM, 
secs. 30 and 31, 
sec. 32, WM; (partly unsurveyed) 

T. 6 N., R. 100 W., secs. 1 to 30 and 33 to 36, inclusive; 
T. 6 N., R. 101 W., secs. 1 to 30, inclusive; (partly unsurveyed) 
T. 7 N., R. 101 W., secs. 25 to 36, inclusive; " 
T. 6 N., R. 102 W., secs. 1 to 30, inclusive; 
T. 7 N., R. 102 W., secs. 5 to 8, 17 to 20, and 25 to 36, inclusive; 

(partly unsurveyed) 
T. 8 N., R. 102 W., secs. 5 to 8, 17 to 20, and 27 to 34, inclusive; 

(partly unsurveyed) 
T. 9 N., R. 102 W., secs. 16 to 21, and 28 to 33, inclusive; (partly 

unsurveyed) 
T. 6 N., R. 103 W., secs. 1 to 14, inclusive; 

secs. 23 and 24; 
T. 7 N., R. 103 W., all; (partly unsurveyed) 
T. 8 N., R. 103 W., sec. 1, 

sec. 2, EM, 
sec. 11, EM, 
secs. 12 to 15, 22 to 28, and 32 to 36, inclusive; 

(partly unsurveyed) 
T. 9 N., R. 103 W., secs. 13, 24, 25 and 36; 
T. 6 N., R. 104 W., secs. 1, 2, 11 and 12; (partly unsurveyed) 
T. 7 N., R. 104 W., all; 

4t 
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UTAH

Salt Lake Meridian

T. 4 S., R. 23 E., sees. 9 to 16 and 21 to 25, inclusive;
sec. 26, NY, ERSE 4, SWY4SEY

WY2SWl, SEY4SWY
secs. 27, 28, and those parts of secs. 34 and 35

north of Green River; (partly unsurveyed)
T. 3 S., R. 24 E., secs. 25, 26, 35 and 36;
T. 4 S., R. 24 E., sees. 1 to 3, and 7 to 30; inclusive, (partly unsur-

veyed)
T. 3 S., R. 25 E., sec. 11, ES,

secs. 12 and 13,
sec. 14, E%3,
sees. 20 to 36; inclusive, (partly unsurveyed)

T. 4 S., R. 25 E., sees. 1 to 12, inclusive, (partly unsurveyed)
aggregating 203,885 acres.

Warning is hereby expressly given to any unauthorized persons not
to appropriate, injure, destroy or remove any feature of this monu-
ment and not to locate or settle upon any of the lands thereof.

The reservation made by this proclamation supersedes as to any of
the above-described lands affected thereby, the temporary withdrawal
for classification and for other purposes made by Executive Order
No. 5684 of August 12, 1931, and the Executive order of April 17,
1926, and the Executive order of September 8, 1933, creating Water
Reserves No. 107 and No. 152.

The Director of the National Park Service, under the direction of
the Secretary of the Interior, shall have the supervision, management,
and control of this monument as provided in the act of Congress
entitled "An act to establish a National Park Service, and for other
purposes," approved August 25, 1916, 39 Stat. 535 (U. S. C., title 16,
sees. 1 and 2) and acts supplementary thereto or amendatory thereof,
except that this reservation shall not affect the operation of the Fed-
eral Water Power Act of June 10, 1920 (41 Stat. 1063), as amended,
and the administration of the monument shall be subject to the
Reclamation Withdrawal of October 17, 1904, for the Brown's Park
Reservoir Site in connection with the Green River project.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 14" day of July, in the year
of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and of the

[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one
hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL
The Secretary of State.

Warning against
unauthorized acts.

Former reservations
superseded.

Supervision.

39 Stat. 535.
16 U.S. C. §§ 1, 2.

Operation of Fed-
eral Water Power Act
not affected.

41 Stat. 1063.
16 U. . c. §§791-S23; Supp. IV, clh. 12.
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T. 4 S., R. 23 

T. 3 S., R. 24 
T. 4 S., R. 24 

T. 3 S., R. 25 

UTAH 

Salt Lake Meridian 

E., secs. 9 to 16 and 21 to 25, inclusive; 
sec. 26, NY2, ESEY4, SWY4SEY4 
WSW, sEgswy4 

secs. 27, 28, and those parts of secs. 34 and 
north of Green River; (partly unsurveyed) 

E., secs. 25, 26, 35 and 36; 
E., secs. 1 to 3, and 7 to 30; inclusive, (partly unsur-

veyed) 
E., sec. 11, E%, 

secs. 12 and 13, 
sec. 14, 
secs. 20 to 36; inclusive, (partly unsurveyed) 

T. 4 S., R. 25 E., secs. 1 to 12, inclusive, (partly unsurveyed) 
aggregating 203,885 acres. 

Warning is hereby expressly given to any unauthorized persons not 
to appropriate, injure, destroy or remove any feature of this monu-
ment and not to locate or settle upon any of the lands thereof. 
The reservation made by this proclamation supersedes as to any of 

the above-described lands affected thereby, the temporary withdrawal 
for classification and for other purposes made by Executive Order 
No. 5684 of August 12, 1931, and the Executive order of April 17, 
1926, and the Executive order of September 8, 1933, creating Water 
Reserves No. 107 and No. 152. 
The Director of the National Park Service, under the direction of 

the Secretary of the Interior, shall have the supervision, management, 
and control of this monument as provided in the act of Congress 
entitled "An act to establish a National Park Service, and for other 
purposes," approved August 25, 1916, 39 Stat. 535 (U. S. C., title 16, 
secs. 1 and 2) and acts supplementary thereto or amendatory thereof, 
except  that this reservation shall not affect the operation of the Fed-
eral Water Power Act of June 10, 1920 (41 Stat. 1063), as amended, 
and the administration of the monument shall be subject to the 
Reclamation Withdrawal of October 17, 1904, for the Brown's Park 
Reservoir Site in connection with the Green River project. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 14" day of July, in the year 

of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and of the 
[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and sixty-third. 
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 

By the President: 
CORDELL HULL 

The Secretary of State. 
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July 16, 1938
[No. 2291]

AMENDMENT OF REGULATIONS RELATING TO MIGRATORY BIRDS

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

Amendatory regu- WHEREAS the Secretary of Agriculture, pursuant to section 3 of
lations relating to mi-
gratory birds. the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, approved July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 755),

40 Stat. 755;49Stat. as amended by the act of June 20, 1936, 49 Stat. 1555, has adopted
1555. 704 and submitted to me regulations amending certain of the regulations
Supp. rv, § 704. approved by Proclamation No. 2245 of July 30, 1937, which he has

50 Stat. 1844. determined to be suitable amendments of such regulations permitting
and governing hunting, taking, capture, killing, possession, sale, pur-
chase, shipment, transportation, carriage, exportation and importa-
tion of migratory birds and parts, nests, and eggs thereof, included in
the terms of the Convention between the United States and Great
Britain for the protection of migratory birds concluded August 16,

39tat. 702. 1916, and the Convention between the United States and the United
Mexican States for the protection of migratory birds and game mam-

50 Stat. 1311. mals concluded February 7, 1936, which amendatory regulations are
as follows:

AMENDMENTS OF MIGRATORY BIRD TREATY ACT REGULATIONS ADOPTED

BY THE SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE

admoptend merntary Pursuant to the authority and direction contained in section 3 of
of Agriculture. the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 755), as
140 tat. 755; 49 stat. amended by the Act of June 20, 1936 (49 Stat. 1555), I, H. A. Wallace
upp6 .i. c 704; Secretary of Agriculture, having due regard to the zones of tempera-SUpp. IV, C 704.

ture and to the distribution, abundance, economic value, breeding
habits and times and lines of migratory flight of migratory birds in-
cluded in the terms of the Convention between the United States and
Great Britain for the protection of migratory birds, concluded August
sixteenth, nineteen hundred and sixteen, and the Convention between
the United States and the United Mexican States for the protection
of migratory birds and game mammals concluded February seventh,
nineteen hundred and thirty-six, have determined when, to what
extent, and by what means it is compatible with the terms of said
Conventions and Act to allow hunting, taking, capture, killing, pos-
session, sale, purchase, shipment, transportation, carriage, exportation
and importation of such birds and parts thereof and their nests and
eggs, and, in accordance with such determinations, do hereby adopt
the following amendments of the Regulations relating to migratory
birds and certain game mammals, approved and proclaimed July 30,

0 Stat. 1844. 1937 (50 Stat. 1844), as suitable amendments of said regulations,
permitting and governing hunting, taking, capture, killing, possession,
sale, purchase, shipment, transportation, carriage, exportation and
importation of said migratory birds and parts, nests, and eggs thereof:

Means for taking The second paragraph of Regulation 3, "Means by Which Migra-
waterfowcootadded. tory Game Birds May be Taken", is amended by striking out the

period at the end thereof and adding the words "and coot."
50 Stat. 146. Regulation 4, "Open Seasons on and Possession of Certain Migra-

tory Game Birds", is amended to read as follows:

Regulation 4 .- OPEN SEASONS ON AND POSSESSION OF CERTAIN
MIGRATORY GAME BIRDS

Time prescribed.
Waterfowl; excep-

tions.
Waterfowl (except snow geese and brant in Florida and all States

north thereof bordering on the Atlantic Ocean, Ross's goose, wood
duck, and swans), and coot, may be taken each day from 7 a. m. to
4 p. m., and rails and gallinules (other than coot), Wilson's snipe or
jacksnipe, woodcock, mourning doves, white-winged doves, and

2456 [53 STAT.2456 
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40 Stat. 755; 49 Stat. 

1555. 
16 U. S. C. § 704; 
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39 Stat. 1702. 
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Means for taking 
waterfowl; coot added. 

50 Stat. 1846. 

Time prescribed. 
Waterfowl; excep-

tions. 
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AMENDMENT OF REGULATIONS RELATING TO M IGRATORY BIRDS 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the Secretary of Agriculture, pursuant to section 3 of 
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, approved July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 755), 
as amended by the act of June 20, 1936, 49 Stat. 1555, has adopted 
and submitted to me regulations amending certain of the regulations 
approved by Proclamation No. 2245 of July 30, 1937, which he has 
determined to be suitable amendments of such regulations permitting 
and governing hunting, taking, capture, killing, possession, sale, pur-
chase, shipment, transportation, carriage, exportation and importa-
tion of migratory birds and parts, nests, and eggs thereof, included in 
the terms of the Convention between the United States and Great 
Britain for the protection of migratory birds concluded August 16, 
1916, and the Convention between the United States and the United 
Mexican States for the protection of migratory birds and game mam-
mals concluded February 7, 1936, which amendatory regulations are 
as follows: 

AMENDMENTS OF MIGRATORY BIRD TREATY ACT REGULATIONS ADOPTED 
BY THE SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE 

Pursuant to the authority and direction contained in section 3 of 
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 755), as 
amended by the Act of June 20, 1936 (49 Stat. 1555), I, H. A. Wallace 
Secretary of Agriculture, having due regard to the zones of tempera-
ture and to the distribution, abundance, economic value, breeding 
habits and times and lines of migratory flight of migratory birds in-
cluded in the terms of the Convention between the United States and 
Great Britain for the protection of migratory birds, concluded August 
sixteenth, nineteen hundred and sixteen, and the Convention between 
the United States and the United Mexican States for the protection 
of migratory birds and game mammals concluded February seventh, 
nineteen hundred and thirty-six, have determined when, to what 
extent, and by what means it is compatible with the terms of said 
Conventions and Act to allow hunting, taking, capture, killing, pos-
session, sale, purchase, shipment, transportation, carriage, exportation 
and importation of such birds and parts thereof and their nests and 
eggs, and, in accordance with such determinations, do hereby adopt 
the following amendments of the Regulations relating to migratory 
birds and certain game mammals, approved and proclaimed July 30, 
1937 (50 Stat. 1844), as suitable amendments of said regulations, 
permitting and governing hunting, taking, capture, killing, possession, 
sale, purchase, shipment, transportation, carriage, exportation and 
importation of said migratory birds and parts, nests, and eggs thereof: 
The second paragraph of Regulation 3, "Means by Which Migra-

tory Game Birds May be Taken", is amended by striking out the 
period at the end thereof and adding the words "and coot." 

Regulation 4, "Open Seasons on and Possession of Certain Migra-
tory Game Birds", is amended to read as follows: 

Regulation 4.—OPEN SEASONS ON AND POSSESSION OF CERTAIN 
M IGRATORY GAME BIRDS 

Waterfowl (except snow geese and brant in Florida and all States 
north thereof bordering on the Atlantic Ocean, Ross's goose, wood 
duck, and swans), and coot, may be taken each day from 7 a. m. to 
4 p. m., and rails and gallinules (other than coot), Wilson's snipe or 
jacksnipe, woodcock, mourning doves, white-winged doves, and 
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band-tailed pigeons from 7 a. m. to sunset, each day during the open
seasons prescribed therefor in this regulation, and they may be taken
by the means and in the numbers permitted by regulations 3 and 5
of these regulations, respectively, and when so taken may be pos-
sessed in the numbers permitted by regulation 5 any day in any
State or Territory, or in the District of Columbia during the period
constituting the open season where taken and for an additional period
of 10 days next succeeding said open season, but no such bird shall
be possessed in a State or Territory, or in the District of Columbia
at a time when such State, Territory, or District prohibits the pos-
session thereof. Nothing herein shall be deemed to permit the tak-
ing of migratory birds on any reservation or sanctuary established
under the Migratory Bird Conservation Act of February 18, 1929 (45
Stat. 1222), nor on any area of the United States set aside under any
other law, proclamation, or Executive order for use as a bird, game,
or other wildlife reservation, breeding grounds, or refuge except
insofar as may be permitted by the Secretary of Agriculture under
existing law, nor on any area adjacent to any such refuge when such
area is designated as a closed area under the Migratory Bird Treaty
Act.

Waterfowl, Wilson's snipe or jacksnipe, and coot.-The open seasons
for waterfowl (except snow geese and brant in Florida and all States
north thereof bordering on the Atlantic Ocean, Ross's goose, wood
duck, and swans), Wilson's snipe or jacksnipe, and coot, in the several
States and Alaska, shall be as follows, both dates inclusive:

In Maine, Michigan, Minnesota, New Hampshire, North Dakota,
South Dakota, Vermont, and Wisconsin, October 1 to November 14.

In California, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Idaho, Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Missouri, Mon-
tana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey, New York, including Long
Island, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Utah,
Washington, West Virginia, and Wyoming, October 15 to November
28.

In Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mary-
land, Mississippi, New Mexico, North Carolina, South Carolina, Ten-
nessee, Texas, and Virginia, November 15 to December 29.

In Alaska north of the summit of the Alaska Range and Kuskokwim-
Bristol Bay Divide, September 1 to October 15; south of the Alaska
Range and Kuskokwim-Bristol Bay Divide and east of the Naknek
River and Lake and Katmai National Monument to the 141st Merid-
ian, September 16 to October 30; southeastern Alaska from the
141st Meridian south to Dixon Entrance October 1 to November 14;
and south and west of Naknek River and Lake and Katmai National
Monument to the tip of the Alaskan Peninsula, including all adjacent
islands in the Public Domain and Kodiak Island, November 1 to
December 15; Provided, That scoters, locally known as sea coots, may
be taken in open coastal waters only, beyond outer harbor lines, in
Maine and New Hampshire from September 15 to September 30, and
in Connecticut, Massachusetts, and Rhode Island, from September
15 to October 14, and thereafter from land or water during the open
seasons for other waterfowl in said States.

Rails and gallinules (except coot).-The open season for rails and
gallinules (except coot), shall be from September 1 to November 30,
both dates inclusive, except as follows:

Alabama, November 20 to January 31.
Louisiana, November 1 to January 31.
New York including Long Island, October 15 to November 28.
Washington, and Massachusetts, October 1 to November 30.
Wisconsin, October 1 to November 14.
District of Columbia, no open season.

Restriction.

45 Stat. 1222.
16 U. S. 0. §§ 715-

715r; Supp. IV, J§
715d-1-715k-2.

Waterfowl,Wilson's
snipe orjacksnipe, and
coot.

Proriso.
Taking of scoters.

Rails and gallinules
(except coot).
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band-tailed pigeons from 7 a. m. to sunset, each day during the open 
seasons prescribed therefor in this regulation, and they may be taken 
by the means and m the numbers permitted by regulations 3 and 5 
of these regulations, respectively, and when so taken may be pos-
sessed in the. numbers permitted by regulation 5 any day in any 
State. or Territory, or in the District of Columbia during the period 
constituting the open season where taken and for an additional period 
of 10 days next succeeding said open season, but no such bird shall 
be possessed in a State or Territory, or in the District of Columbia 
at a time when such State, Territory, or District prohibits the pos-
session thereof. Nothing herein shall be deemed to permit the tak-
ing of migratory birds on any reservation or sanctuary established 
under the Migratory Bird Conservation Act of February 18, 1929 (45 
Stat. 1222), nor on any area of the United States set aside under any 
other law, proclamation, or Executive order for use as a bird, game, 
or other wildlife reservation, breeding grounds, or refuge except 
insofar as may be permitted by the Secretary of Agriculture under 
existing law, nor on any area adjacent to any such refuge when such 
area is designated as a closed area under the Migratory Bird Treaty 
Act. 

Waterfowl, Wilson's snipe or jacksnipe, and coot.—The open seasons 
for waterfowl (except snow geese and brant in Florida and all States 
north thereof bordering on the Atlantic Ocean, Ross's goose, wood 
duck, and swans), Wilson's snipe or jacksnipe, and coot, in the several 
States and Alaska, shall be as follows, both dates inclusive: 

In Maine, Michigan, Minnesota, New Hampshire, North Dakota, 
South Dakota, Vermont, and Wisconsin, October 1 to November 14. 

In California, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Idaho, Illinois, 
Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Missouri, Mon-
tana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey, New York, including Long 
Island, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Utah, 
Washington, West Virginia, and Wyoming, October 15 to November 
28. 

In Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mary-
land, Mississippi, New Mexico, North Carolina, South Carolina, Ten-
nessee, Texas, and Virginia, November 15 to December 29. 

In Alaska north of the summit of the Alaska Range and Kuskokwim-
Bristol Bay Divide, September 1 to October 15; south of the Alaska 
Range and Kuskokwim-Bristol Bay Divide and east of the Naknek 
River and Lake and Katmai National Monument to the 141st Merid-
ian, September 16 to October 30; southeastern Alaska from the 
141st Meridian south to Dixon Entrance, October 1 to November 14; 
and south and west of Naknek River and Lake and Katmai National 
Monument to the tip of the Alaskan Peninsula, including all adjacent 
islands in the Public Domain and Kodiak Island, November 1 to 
December 15; Provided, That scoters, locally known as sea coots, may 
be taken in open coastal waters only, beyond outer harbor lines, in 
Maine and New Hampshire from September 15 to September 30, and 
in Connecticut, Massachusetts, and Rhode Island, from September 
15 to October 14, and thereafter from land or water during the open 
seasons for other waterfowl in said States. 

Rails and gallinules (except coot).—The open season for rails and 
gallinules (except coot), shall be from September 1 to November 30, 
both dates inclusive, except as follows: 
Alabama, November 20 to January 31. 
Louisiana, November 1 to January 31. 
New York including, Long Island, October 15 to November 28. 
Washington, and Massachusetts, October 1 to November 30. 
Wisconsin, October 1 to November 14. 
District of Columbia, no open season. 

Restriction. 

45 Stat. 1222. 
16 U. S. C. §1715-

715r; Supp. IV, §§ 
715d-1-715k-2. 
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Woodcock.

Mourning doves.

White-winged
doves.

Woodcock.-The open seasons for woodcock shall be as follows,
both dates inclusive:

That portion of New York lying north of the tracks of the main line
of the New York Central Railroad extending from Buffalo to Albany
and north of the tracks of the main line of the Boston and Albany
Railroad extending from Albany to the Massachusetts State line, and
in Michigan, Minnesota, New Hampshire, North Dakota, Pennsyl-
vania, and Vermont, October 1 to October 31.

That portion of New York lying south of the line above described
and in Delaware, Indiana, Iowa, New Jersey, Ohio, and West Virginia,
October 15 to November 14.

That portion of New York known as Long Island, November 1 to
November 30.

Arkansas, Kentucky, Maryland, Oklahoma, and Virginia, November
15 to December 15.

Connecticut, and Rhode Island, October 21 to November 20.
Louisiana, January 1 to January 31.
Maine, October 10 to November 9.
Massachusetts, October 20 to November 19.
Missouri, November 10 to December 10.
Wisconsin, October 17 to October 31.
Mourning doves.-The open seasons for mourning doves shall be as

follows, both dates inclusive:
Alabama, in the counties of Pickens, Tuscaloosa, Jefferson, Shelby,

Talladega, Clay, Randolph, and all counties north thereof; Georgia,
in the counties of Troup, Merriwether, Pike, Lamar, Monroe, Jones,
Baldwin, Washington, Jefferson, Burke, and all counties north thereof;
Mississippi, north of U. S. Highway 80; and South Carolina, in the
counties of Aiken, Edgefield, McCormick, Greenwood, Abbeville,
Anderson, Oconee, Pickens, Greenville, Laurens, Spartanburg,
Cherokee, Union, Fairfield, Chester, and York, September 1 to Sep-
tember 30 and December 20 to January 31.

Alabama, Georgia, and South Carolina, in the counties other than
those aforesaid, and Mississippi south of U. S. Highway 80, November
20 to January 31.

Arizona, Arkansas, California, Idaho, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri,
Nevada, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Tennessee, and Virginia, Septem-
ber 1 to November 15.

Delaware, and Maryland, September 1 to September 30 and No-
vember 15 to December 31.

Florida (except in Dade, Broward, and Monroe Counties), No-
vember 20 to January 31.

That portion of Florida comprising Dade, Broward, and Monroe
Counties, October 1 to November 15.

Illinois, September 1 to September 30.
Kentucky, September 1 to October 31.
Louisiana, October 15 to December 31.
North Carolina, September 1 to September 30 and December 20 to

January 31.
Texas, in the counties of Yoakum, Terry, Lynn, Garza, Kent,

Stonewall, Haskell, Throckmorton, Young, Jack, Wise, Denton,
Collin, and Hunt, and all counties north thereof, and in the counties
of Parker, Tarrant, Dallas, Rockwall, Kaufman, Johnson, Hopkins,
Delta, and Franklin, September 1 to October 31; in the remainder of
the State, September 15 to November 15.

White-winged doves.-The open season for white-winged doves
shall be as follows, both dates inclusive:

Arizona, August 1 to September 15.
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Woodcock.—The open seasons for woodcock shall be as follows, 
both dates inclusive: 
That portion of New York lying north of the tracks of the main line 

of the New York Central Railroad extending from Buffalo to Albany 
and north of the tracks of the main line of the Boston and Albany 
Railroad extending from Albany to the Massachusetts State line, and 
in Michigan, Minnesota, New Hampshire, North Dakota, Pennsyl-
vania, and Vermont, October 1 to October 31. 
That portion of New York lying south of the line above described 

and in Delaware, Indiana, Iowa, New Jersey, Ohio, and West Virginia, 
October 15 to November 14. 
That portion of New York known as Long Island, November 1 to 

November 30. 
Arkansas, Kentucky, Maryland, Oklahoma, and Virginia, November 

15 to December 15. 
Connecticut, and Rhode Island, October 21 to November 20. 
Louisiana, January 1 to January 31. 
Maine, October 10 to November 9. 
Massachusetts, October 20 to November 19. 
Missouri, November 10 to December 10. 
Wisconsin, October 17 to October 31. 
Mourning doves.—The open seasons for mourning doves shall be as 

follows, both dates inclusive: 
Alabama, in the counties of Pickens, Tuscaloosa, Jefferson, Shelby, 

Talladega, Clay, Randolph, and all counties north thereof; Georgia, 
in the counties of Troup, Merriwether, Pike, Lamar, Monroe, Jones, 
Baldwin, Washington, Jefferson, Burke, and all counties north thereof; 
Mississippi, north of U. S. Highway 80; and South Carolina, in the 
counties of Aiken, Edgefield, McCormick, Greenwood, Abbeville, 
Anderson, Oconee, Pickens, Greenville, Laurens, Spartanburg, 
Cherokee, Union, Fairfield, Chester, and York, September 1 to Sep-
tember 30 and December 20 to January 31. 
Alabama, Georgia, and South Carolina, in the counties other than 

those aforesaid, and Mississippi south of U. S. Highway 80, November 
20 to January 31. 

Arizona, Arkansas, California, Idaho, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, 
Nevada, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Tennessee, and Virginia, Septem-
ber 1 to November 15. 

Delaware, and Maryland, September 1 to September 30 and No-
vember 15 to December 31. 

Florida (except M Dade, Broward, and Monroe Counties), No-
vember 20 to January 31. 
That portion of Florida comprising Dade, Broward, and Monroe 

Counties, October 1 to November 15. 
Illinois, September 1 to September 30. 
Kentucky, September 1 to October 31. 
Louisiana, October 15 to December 31. 
North Carolina, September 1 to September 30 and December 20 to 

January 31. 
Texas, in the counties of Yoakum, Terry, Lynn, Garza, Kent, 

Stonewall, Haskell, Throckmorton, Young, Jack, Wise, Denton, 
Collin, and Hunt, and all counties north thereof, and in the counties 
of Parker, Tarrant, Dallas, Rockwall, Kaufman, Johnson, Hopkins, 
Delta, and Franklin, September 1 to October 31; in the remainder of 
the State, September 15 to November 15. 

White-winged doves.—The open season for white-winged doves 
shall be as follows, both dates inclusive: 

Arizona, August 1 to September 15. 
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Texas, in the counties of Yoakum, Terry, Lynn, Garza, Kent,
Stonewall, Haskell, Throckmorton; Young, Jack, Wise, Denton,
Collin, and Hunt, and all counties north thereof, and in the counties of
Parker, Tarrant, Dallas, Rockwall, Kaufman, Johnson, Hopkins,
Delta, and Franklin, September 1 to October 31; in the remainder of
the State, September 15 to November 15.

Band-tailed pigeons.-The open seasons for band-tailed pigeons
shall be as follows, both dates inclusive:

Arizona, and Oregon, October 16 to October 30.
California, December 1 to December 15.
New Mexico, October 1 to October 15.
Washington, September 16 to September 30.
Regulation 5, "Daily Bag and Possession Limits on Certain Migra-

tory Game Birds", is amended to read as follows:

REGULATION 5.-DAILY BAG AND POSSESSION LIMITS ON CERTAIN
MIGRATORY GAME BIRDS

Band-tailed pi-
geons.

50 Stat. 1849.

A person may take in any one day during the open seasons pre- D3slybag
scribed therefor in regulation 4 of these regulations not to exceed the
following numbers of migratory game birds, which numbers shall
include all birds taken by any other person who for hire accompanies
or assists him in taking such birds; and when so taken these may be
possessed in the numbers specified as follows:

Ducks (except wood duck).-Ten in the aggregate of all kinds, of Ducks(e xc

which not more than 3 of any one, or more than 3 in the aggregate,
may be of the following species-canvasback, redhead, bufflehead,
and ruddy; and any person at any one time may possess not more than
20 ducks in the aggregate of all kinds, of which not more than 6 of any
one, or more than 6 in the aggregate, may be of the following species-
canvasback, redhead, bufflehead, and ruddy.

Geese and brant (except snow geese and brant in Florida and all Geese and

States north thereof bordering on the Atlantic Ocean, and Ross's cptios.

goose).-Five in the aggregate of all kinds, and any person at any
one time may possess not more than 10 in the aggregate of all kinds.

Rails and gallinules (except sora and coot).-Fifteen in the ag- (eils and

gregate of all kinds, and any person at any one time may possess not
more than 15 in the aggregate of all kinds. y

Sora.-Fifteen, and any person at any one time may possess not Sora-
more than 15.

Coot.-Twenty-five, and any person at any one time may possess ('"ot.
not more than 25.

Wilson's snipe or jacksnipe.-Fifteen, and any person at any one jacklnip
time may possess not more than 15.

Woodcock.-Four, and any person at any one time may possess Woodcock.

not more than 4.
Mourning doves and white-winged doves.-Fifteen in the aggre- Mourningd

gate of both kinds, and any person at any one time may possess not
more than 15 in the aggregate of both kinds.

Band-tailed pigeons.-Ten, and any person at any one time may geonsnd-ta
possess not more than 10.

The possession limits hereinbefore prescribed shall apply as well tepcantior
to ducks, geese, brant, rails, including coot and gallinules, Wilson's ico,etc., and

snipe or jacksnipe, woodcock, mourning doves, white-winged doves, into U.
and band-tailed pigeons taken in Canada, Mexico, or other foreign
country, and brought into the United States, as to those taken i
the United States.

imits.
6.
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Texas, in the counties of Yoakum, Terry, Lynn, Garza, Kent, 
Stonewall, Haskell, Throckmorton; Young, Jack, Wise, Denton, 
Collin, and Hunt, and all counties north thereof, and in the counties of 
Parker, Tarrant, Dallas, Rockwall, Kaufman, Johnson, Hopkins, 
Delta, and Franklin, September 1 to October 31; in the remainder of 
the State, September 15 to November 15. 

Band-tailed pigeons.—The open seasons for band-tailed pigeons 
shall be as follows, both dates inclusive: 

Arizona, and Oregon, October 16 to October 30. 
California, December 1 to December 15. 
New Mexico, October 1 to October 15. 
Washington, September 16 to September 30. 
Regulation 5, "Daily Bag and Possession Limits on Certain Migra-

tory Game Birds", is amended to read as follows: 

REGULATION 5.—DAILY BAG AND POSSESSION LIMITS ON CERTAIN 
M IGRATORY GAME BIRDS 

A person may take in any one day during the open seasons pre-
scribed therefor in regulation 4 of these regulations not to exceed the 
following numbers of migratory game birds, which numbers shall 
include all birds taken by any other person who for hire accompanies 
or assists him in taking such birds; and when so taken these may be 
possessed in the numbers specified as follows: 
Ducks (except wood duck).—Ten in the aggregate of all kinds, of 

which not more than 3 of any one, or more than 3 in the aggregate, 
may be of the following species—canvasback, redhead, bufllehead, 
and ruddy; and any person at any one time may possess not more than 
20 ducks in the aggregate of all kinds, of which not more than 6 of any 
one, or more than 6 in the aggregate, may be of the following species— 
canvasback, redhead, bufflehead, and ruddy. 

Geese and brant (except snow geese and brant in Florida and all 
States north thereof bordering on the Atlantic Ocean, and Ross's 
goose).—Five in the aggregate of all kinds, and any person at any 
one time may possess not more than 10 in the aggregate of all kinds. 

Rails and gallinules (except sora and coot).—Fifteen in the ag-
gregate of all kinds, and any person at any one time may possess not 
more than 15 in the aggregate of all kinds. 

Sora.—Fifteen, and any person at any one time may possess not 
more than 15. 

Coot.—Twenty-five, and any person at any one time may possess 
not more than 25. 

Wilson's snipe or jacksnipe.—Fifteen, and any person at any one 
time may possess not more than 15. 
Woodcock.—Four, and any person at any one time may possess 

not more than 4. 
Mourning doves and white-winged doves.—Fifteen in the aggre-

gate of both kinds, and any person at any one time may possess not 
more than 15 in the aggregate of both kinds. 

Band-tailed pigeOns.—Ten, and any person at any one time may 
possess not more than 10. 
The possession limits hereinbefore prescribed shall apply as well 

to ducks, geese, brant, rails, including coot and gallinules, Wilson's 
snipe or jacksnipe, woodcock, mourning doves, white-winged doves, 
and band-tailed pigeons taken in Canada, Mexico, or other foreign 
country, and brought into the United States, as to those taken in 
the United States. 

Band-tailed pi-
geons. 

50 Stat. 1849. 

Daily bag limits. 
50 Stat. 1846. 
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50 Stat. 1849.

Shipment, transpor-
tation, and possession
restrictions.

Ante, p. 2456.

Importations other
than from Canada and
Mexico.

Regulation 6, "Shipment, Transportation, and Possession of Cer-
tain Migratory Game Birds", is amended to read as follows:

Regulation 6.-SHIPMENT, TRANSPORTATION, AND POSSESSION OF
CERTAIN MIGRATORY GAME BIRDS

Migratory game birds of a species for which open seasons are pre-
scribed by regulation 4 of these regulations, legally taken, and parts
thereof, may be transported in or out of the State where taken during
the respective open seasons in that State, and when legally taken in
and exported from Canada or Mexico, and if from Mexico are accom-
panied by a Mexican export permit, may be transported into the
United States during the open season in the Province, State, or Dis-
trict where killed, but not more than the number thereof permitted
by regulation 5 of these regulations to be taken by one person in 1
day, or in 2 days in the case of ducks, geese, and brant, shall be trans-
ported by any one person in 1 calendar week out of the State where
taken or from Canada or Mexico into the United States; any such
birds or parts thereof in transit during the open season may continue
in transit such additional time immediately succeeding such open
season, not to exceed 5 days, necessary to deliver the same to their
destination, and may be possessed in any State, Territory, or District
during the period constituting the open season where taken, and for
an additional period of 10 days next succeeding said open season;
and any package in which such birds or parts thereof are transported
shall have the name and address of the shipper and of the consignee
and an accurate statement of the numbers and kinds of birds or parts
thereof contained therein clearly and conspicuously marked on the
outside thereof; but no such birds or parts thereof shall be transported
from any State or Territory, or the District of Columbia, to or through
another State or Territory, or the District of Columbia, or to or
through Canada or Mexico contrary to the laws of the State or Terri-
tory, or the District of Columbia in which they were taken or from
which they are transported; nor shall any such birds or parts thereof
be transported into any State or Territory, or the District of Colum-
bia, from another State or Territory, or the District of Columbia, or
from Canada or Mexico, or from any State or Territory, or the Dis-
trict of Columbia into any Province of the Dominion of Canada or
into Mexico at a time when any such State, Territory, District, or
Province, or Mexico, into which they are transported, prohibits the
possession or transportation thereof.

Migratory game birds imported from countries other than Canada
and Mexico.-Migratory game birds of a species for which open
seasons are prescribed by regulation 4 of these regulations, legally
taken in and exported from a foreign country (other than Canada
and Mexico, for which provision is hereinbefore made) may be trans-
ported to any State or Territory during the open season prescribed by
said regulation 4 for such State or Territory for that species, and to
the District of Columbia during the open season so prescribed for
Maryland, and may be possessed in such State, Territory, or District
for an additional period of 10 days immediately succeeding such
open season, in numbers by any one person in 1 calendar week not
exceeding those permitted by regulation 5 of these regulations to be
taken by one person in 1 day, or in 2 days in the case of ducks, geese,
and brant, if transportation and possession of such birds is not pro-
hibited by such State, Territory, or District and if transported in
packages marked as hereinbefore provided in this regulation.
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Regulation 6, "Shipment, Transportation, and Possession of Cer-
tain Migratory Game Birds", is amended to read as follows: 

Regulation 6.—SFIIPMENT, TRANSPORTATION, AND Po SSESSI ON OF 
CERTAIN MIGRATORY GAME BIRDS 

Migratory game birds of a species for which open seasons are pre-
scribed by regulation 4 of these regulations, legally taken, and parts 
thereof, may be transported in or out of the State where taken during 
the respective open seasons in that State, and when legally taken m 
and exported from Canada or Mexico, and if from Mexico are accom-
panied by a Mexican export permit, .may be transported into the 
United States during the open season m the Province, State, or Dis-
trict where killed, but not more than the number thereof permitted 
by regulation 5 of these regulations to be taken by one person in 1 
day, or in 2 days in the case of ducks, geese, and brant, shall be trans-
ported by any one person in 1 calendar week out of the State where 
taken or from Canada or Mexico into the United States; any such 
birds or parts thereof in transit during the open season may continue 
in transit such additional time immediately succeeding such open 
season, not to exceed 5 days, necessary to deliver the same to their 
destination, and may be possessed in any State, Territory, or District 
during the period constituting the open season where taken, and for 
an additional period of 10 days next succeeding said open season; 
and any package in which such birds or parts thereof are transported 
shall have the name and address of the shipper and of the consignee 
and an accurate statement of the numbers and kinds of birds or parts 
thereof contained therein clearly and conspicuously marked on the 
outside thereof; but no such birds or parts thereof shall be transported 
from any State or Territory, or the District of Columbia, to or through 
another State or Territory, or the District of Columbia, or to or 
through Canada or Mexico contrary to the laws of the State or Terri-
tory, or the District of Columbia in which they were taken or from 
which they are transported; nor shall any such birds or parts thereof 
be transported into any State or Territory, or the District of Colum-
bia, from another State or Territory, or the District of Columbia, or 
from Canada or Mexico, or from any State or Territory, or the Dis-
trict of Columbia into any Province of the Dominion of Canada or 
into Mexico at a time when any such State, Territory, District, or 
Province, or Mexico, into which they are transported, prohibits the 
possession or transportation thereof. 
Migratory game birds imported from countries other than Canada 

and Mexico.—Migratory game birds of a species for which open 
seasons are prescribed by regulation 4 of these regulations, legally 
taken in and exported from a foreign country (other than Canada 
and Mexico, for which provision is hereinbefore made) may be trans-
ported to any State or Territory during the open season prescribed by 
said regulation 4 for such State or Territory for that species, and to 
the District of Columbia during the open season so prescribed for 
Maryland, and may be possessed in such State, Territory, or District 
for an additional period of 10 days immediately succeeding such 
open season, in numbers by any one person in 1 calendar week not 
exceeding those permitted by regulation 5 of these regulations to be 
taken by one person in I day, or in 2 days in the case of ducks, geese, 
and brant, if transportation and possession of such birds is not pro-
hibited by such State, Territory, or District and if transported in 
packages marked as hereinbefore provided in this regulation. 
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Paragraph numbered 2 of Regulation 8, "Permits to Propagate
Waterfowl", is amended by striking out the word "retail" before the
words "dealer in meat or game."

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States Department of Agriculture
to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 12th day of July, 1938
[SEAL]

(Signed) H A WALLACE
Secretary of Agriculture

AND WHEREAS upon consideration it appears that approval of
the foregoing amendatory regulations will effectuate the purposes of
the aforesaid Migratory Bird Treaty Act:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, Presi-
dent of the United States of America, do hereby approve and proclaim
the foregoing amendatory regulations.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 16" day of July, in the year
of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and of the

[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one
hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL
Secretary of State.

FORT LARAMIE NATIONAL MONUMENT-WYOMING

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS The Historical Landmark Commission of Wyoming has
donated to the United States in trust certain lands with the structures
thereon comprising the abandoned Fort Laramie, for the purpose of
improving, preserving, and conducting such lands and structures as a
public historical site; and

WHEREAS the lands and structures are of great historic interest
and constitute a historic landmark; and

WHEREAS it appears that it would be in the public interest to
reserve such lands and structures as a national monument, to be
known as the Fort Laramie National Monument:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, President
of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority
vested in me by section 2 of the act of June 8, 1906, ch. 3060, 34 Stat.
225 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 431), do proclaim that the following-
described lands in Wyoming are hereby reserved and set apart as the
Fort Laramie National Monument:

Permits to propa-
gate waterfowl.

50 Stat. 1851.

Approval and proc-
lamation.

July 16, 1938
[No. 22921

Fort Laramie Na-
tional Monument,
Wyo.

Preamble.

Establishment pro-
claimed.

34 Stat. 225.
16 U. S. C. § 431.

Commencing at the corner common to Sections 20, 21, 28 and 29 Descripton.
in Township 26 North, Range 64 West of the Sixth Principal
Meridian, Wyoming, thence due West 1320 feet, the POINT
OF BEGINNING; thence due North 1320 feet to a point; thence
due East 1725 feet to a point; thence due South parallel to section
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Paragraph numbered 2 of Regulation 8, "Permits to Propagate 
Waterfowl", is amended by striking out the word "retail" before the 
words "dealer in meat or game." 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States Department of Agriculture 
to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 12th day of July, 1938 
[SEAL] 

(Signed) H A WALLACE 
Secretary of Agriculture 

AND WHEREAS upon consideration it appears that approval of 
the foregoing amendatory regulations will effectuate the purposes of 
the aforesaid Migratory Bird Treaty Act: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do hereby approve and proclaim 
the foregoing amendatory regulations. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 16" day of July, in the year 

of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and of the 
[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and sixty-third. 
FRANKLTN D ROOSEVELT 

By the President: 
CORDELL Hum, 

Secretary of State. 

FORT LARAMIE NATIONAL MONUMENT— WYOMING 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS The Historical Landmark Commission of Wyoming has 
donated to the United States in trust certain lands with the structures 
thereon comprising the abandoned Fort Laramie, for the purpose of 
improving, preserving, and conducting such lands and structures as a 
public historical site; and 
WHEREAS the lands and structures are of great historic interest 

and constitute a historic landmark; and 
WHEREAS it appears that it would be in the public interest to 

reserve such lands and structures as a national monument, to be 
known as the Fort Laramie National Monument: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, President 

of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority 
vested in me by section 2 of the act of June 8, 1906, ch. 3060, 34 Stat. 
225 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 431), do proclaim that the following-
described lands in Wyoming are hereby reserved and set apart as the 
Fort Laramie National Monument: 

Commencing at the corner common to Sections 20, 21, 28 and 29 
in Township 26 North, Range 64 West of the Sixth Principal 
Meridian, Wyoming, thence due West 1320 feet, the POINT 
OF BEGINNING; thence due North 1320 feet to a point; thence 
due East 1725 feet to a point; thence due South parallel to section 

gal;graltesrfot'l. proPa-
50 Stat. 1851. 

Approval and proc-
lamation. 

July 16, 1938 
[No. 2292J 

Fort Laramie Na-
tional Monument, 
Wyo. 
Preamble. 

Establishment pro-
claimed. 
34 Stat. 225. 
18 U. S. C. § 431. 

Description. 
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lines between Sections 20 and 21 and Sections 29 and 28, 3960 feet
to a point; thence due West 3045 feet to a point; thence due
North 1320 feet to a point; thence due East 355 feet to a point on
the easterly right-of-way line of the county road; thence North 26
degrees 39 minutes east 685.4 feet to a point on the said easterly
right-of-way line of the county road; thence North 28 degrees
55' East 808.1 feet to a point on the said easterly right-of-way
line and on the section line common to Sections 20 and 29; thence
due east 266.9 feet along said section line between sections 20 and
29 to the point of beginning excepting, however, the land occupied
by the county road which traverses the northwest corner of the
southwest quarter of the northeast quarter of said Section 29,
containing in all 214.41 acres, more or less.

Warnagainstun Warning is hereby expressly given to all unauthorized persons not
to appropriate, injure, destroy, or remove any feature of this monu-
ment, and not to locate or settle upon any of the lands thereof.

Supervision. The Director of the National Park Service, under the direction of
the Secretary of the Interior, shall have the supervision, management,
and control of this monument as provided in the act of Congress
entitled "An act to establish a National Park Service, and for other

36U ta'. 5'p. purposes," approved August 25, 1916, 39 Stat. 535 (U. S. C., title 16,
sees. 1 and 2), and acts supplementary thereto or amendatory thereof.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 16" day of July in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and

[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the
one hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL
Secretary of State.

OCALA NATIONAL FOREST-FLORIDA

July 16, 1938
[No. 22931

Ocala National For-
est, Fla.

Preamble.

36 Stat. 961; 43 Stat.
653.

16 U. . C. i§ 516,
515.

Lands reserved as
part of.

26 Stat. 1103.
16 U. S.C. 471.
30 Stat. 36.
16 U. S.C. 473.
36 Stat. 963.
16 U. S.C. 521.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATE OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS it appears that it would be in the public interest to
include within and reserve as part of the Ocala National Forest, in the
State of Florida, certain forest lands which have been or may be
acquired under the authority of the act of Congress approved March 1,
1911, 36 Stat. 961 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 516), as amended by the act
of June 7, 1924, 43 Stat. 653 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 515), and certain
intermingled public lands:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, President
of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the power
vested in me by section 24 of the act of March 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1103
(U. S. C., title 16, sec. 471), the act of June 4, 1897, 30 Stat. 34, 36
(U. S. C., title 16, sec. 473), and section 11 of the act of March 1, 1911,
36 Stat. 963 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 521), do proclaim that there are
hereby included in and reserved as part of the Ocala National Forest,
in the State of Florida, all lands of the United States within the areas

al
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Warning against un-
authorized acts. 

Supervision. 

39 Stat. 535. 
16 U.S. C. §§ 1, 2. 

July 16, 1938 
iNo. 22931 

Ocala National For-
est. Fla. 
Preamble. 

36 Stat. 961; 43 Stat. 
653. 

16 U. S. C. §§ 516, 
515. 

Lands reserved as 
part of. 

26 Stat. 1103. 
16 U. S. C. § 471. 
30 Stat. 36. 
16 U. S. C. § 473. 
36 Stat. 963. 
16 U. S. C. § 521. 

lines between Sections 20 and 21 and Sections 29 and 28, 3960 feet 
to a point; thence due West 3045 feet to a point; thence due 
North 1320 feet to a point; thence due East 355 feet to a point on 
the easterly right-of-way line of the county road; thence North 26 
degrees 39 minutes east 685.4 feet to a point on the said easterly 
right-of-way line of the county road; thence North 28 degrees 
55' East 808.1 feet to a point on the said easterly right-of-way 
line and on the section line common to Sections 20 and 29; thence 
due east 266.9 feet along said section line between sections 20 and 
29 to the point of beginning excepting, however, the land occupied 
by the county road which traverses the northwest corner of the 
southwest quarter of the northeast quarter of said Section 29, 
containing in all 214.41 acres, more or less. 

Warning is hereby expressly given to all unauthorized persons not 
to appropriate, injure, destroy, or remove any feature of this monu-
ment, and not to locate or settle upon any of the lands thereof. 
The Director of the National Park Service, under the direction of 

the Secretary of the Interior, shall have the supervision, management, 
and control of this monument as provided in the act of Congress 
entitled "An act to establish a National Park Service, and for other 
purposes," approved August 25, 1916, 39 Stat. 535 (U. S. C., title 16, 
secs. 1  and 2), and acts supplementary thereto or amendatory thereof. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 16" day of July in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and 
[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the 

one hundred and sixty-third. 
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 

By the President: 
CORDELL HULL 

Secretary of State. 

OCALA NATIONAL FOREST- FLORIDA 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATE OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS it appears that it would be in the public interest to 
include within and reserve as part of the Ocala National Forest, in the 
State of Florida, certain forest lands which have been or may be 
acquired under the authority of the act of Congress approved March 1, 
1911, 36 Stat. 961 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 516), as amended by the act 
of June 7, 1924, 43 Stat. 653 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 515), and certain 
intermingled public lands: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, President 

of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the power 
vested in me by section 24 of the act of March 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1103 
(U. S. C., title 16, sec. 471), the act of June 4, 1897, 30 Stat. 34, 36 
(U. S. C., title 16, sec. 473), and section 11 of the act of March 1, 1911, 
36 Stat. 963 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 521), do proclaim that there are 
hereby included in and reserved as part of the Ocala National Forest, 
in the State of Florida, all lands of the United States within the areas 
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shown on the diagram attached hereto and made a part hereof, and
that all lands therein which may hereafter be acquired by the United
States under the said act of March 1, 1911, as amended by the said
act of June 7, 1924, shall upon their acquisition be reserved and
administered as part of the said national forest.

The reservation made by this proclamation shall as to all lands
which are at this date legally appropriated under the public-land laws
or reserved for any public purpose other than for classification under
Executive Order No. 6964 of February 5, 1935, as amended, be sub-
ject to, and shall not interfere with or defeat, legal rights under such
appropriation, nor prevent the use for such public purpose of lands so
reserved, so long as such appropriation is legally maintained or such
reservation remains in force.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington, this 16" day of July in the year
of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and of the

[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one
hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL
Secretary of State.

Prior rights not af-
fected; condition.

CHATTAHOOCHEE NATIONAL FOREST-GEORGIA

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS certain lands adjacent to the Chattahoochee National
Forest, in the State of Georgia, have been acquired or are in process of
acquisition by the United States through the Farm Security Adminis-
tration or its predecessors under authority of the National Industrial
Recovery Act, approved June 16, 1933 (48 Stat. 195), and the Emer-
gency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935, approved April 8, 1935 (49
Stat. 115); and

WHEREAS it appears that said lands are primarily suitable for
national forest purposes and that it would be in the public interest to
reserve them as part of the said Chattahoochee National Forest:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, President
of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the power
vested in me by section 24 of the act of March 3, 1891, ch. 561, 26 Stat.
1095, 1103, as amended (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 471), the act of June 4,
1897, ch. 2, 30 Stat. 34, 36 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 473), the said Na-
tional Industrial Recovery Act, and the said Emergency Relief Appro-
priation Act of 1935, do proclaim (1) that all lands within the herein-
after described boundaries which have been acquired by the United
States through the Farm Security Administration or its predecessors
under the authority of the said National Industrial Recovery Act and
the said Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935 are hereby added
to and made a part of the said Chattahoochee National Forest, and (2)
that all lands within the said boundaries which are in process of
acquisition by the United States through the Farm Security Adminis-
tration under the authority of the said National Industrial Recovery

August 2, 1938
[No. 2294]

Chattahoochee Na-
tional Forest, Ga.

Preamble.

48 Stat. 195; 49 Stat.
115.

Lands reserved as
addition to.

28 Stat. 1103.
16 U.S. c. §471.
30 Stat. 36.
16 U. S.C. 43.
48 Stat. 195; 49 Stat.

115.
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shown on the diagram attached hereto and made a part hereof, and 
that all lands therein which may hereafter be acquired by the United 
States under the said act of March 1, 1911, as amended by the said 
act of June 7, 1924, shall upon their acquisition be reserved and 
administered as part of the said national forest. 
The reservation made by this proclamation shall as to all lands 

which are at this date legally appropriated under the public-land laws 
or reserved for any public purpose other than for classification under 
Executive Order No. 6964 of February 5, 1935, as amended, be sub-
ject to, and shall not interfere with or defeat, legal rights under such 
appropriation, nor prevent the use for such public purpose of lands so 
reserved, so long as such appropriation is legally maintained or such 
reservation remains in force. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 16" day of July in the year 

of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and of the 
[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and sixty-third. 
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 

By the President: 
CORDELL HULL 

Secretary of State. 

CHATTAHOOCHEE NATIONAL FOREST----GEORGIA 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS certain lands adjacent to the Chattahoochee National 
Forest, in the State of Georgia, have been acquired or are in process of 
acquisition by the United States through the Farm Security Adminis-
tration or its predecessors under authority of the National Industrial 
Recovery Act, approved June 16, 1933 (48 Stat. 195), and the Emer-
gency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935, approved April 8, 1935 (49 
Stat. 115); and 
WHEREAS it appears that said lands are primarily suitable for 

national forest purposes and that it would be in the public interest to 
reserve them as part of the said Chattahoochee National Forest: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, President 

of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the power 
vested in me by section 24 of the act of March 3, 1891, ch. 561, 26 Stat. 
1095, 1103, as amended (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 471), the act of June 4, 
1897, ch. 2, 30 Stat. 34, 36 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 473), the said Na-
tional Industrial Recovery Act, and the said Emergency Relief Appro-
priation Act of 1935, do proclaim (1) that all lands within the herein-
after described boundaries which have been acquired by the United 
States through the Farm Security Administration or its predecessors 
under the authority of the said National Industrial Recovery- Act and 
the said Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935 are hereby added 
to and made a part of the said Chattahoochee National Forest, and (2) 
that all lands within the said boundaries which are in process of 
acquisition by the United States through the Farm Security Adminis-
tration under the authority of the said National Industrial Recovery 

Prior rights not af-
fected; condition. 

August 2, 1938 
[No. 22941 

Chattahoochee Na-
tional Forest, Ga. 
Preamble. 

48 Stat. 195; 49 Stat. 
115. 

Lands reserved as 
addition to. 

26 Stat. 1103. 
16 U. S. C. § 471. 
30 Stat. 36. 
16 U. S. C. § 473. 
48 Stat. 195; 49 Stat. 

115. 
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Act and the said Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935 shall
upon the acquisition of title thereto be added to and made a part of
said forest:

Description. Beginning at the junction of Chattooga River and Tullulah
River with Tugaloo River and identical with a point in the Chat-
tahoochee National Forest boundary at Tugaloo Lake, thence
down the west bank of Tugaloo River to the Southern R. R.;
thence with said Southern R. R. southwesterly to the city limits
of Toccoa, Georgia; thence northerly, westerly and southerly
with said city limits to its intersection with U. S. Highway No.
53; thence southwesterly with said U. S. Highway No. 53 to
Boydville; thence southerly with the road past the old Mize Post
Office site to the Stephens-Franklin County line near the Sun-
shine M. E. Church; thence westerly and southwesterly with
said county line to its junction with Banks County (known as
the Hickory Corner) at Tate Creek Church; thence with the
Line Bridge Road to Andersons Store; thence westerly with aroad to U. S. Highway No. 55 at Hollingsworth; thence northerly
with said U. S. Highway No. 55 to the city limits of Baldwin;
thence easterly and northerly with said city limits of Baldwin to
U. S. Highway No. 53, thence northerly with said highway tothe city limits of Cornelia; thence easterly and northerly withthe city limits of Cornelia to U. S. Highway No. 53; thence
northeasterly with said U. S. Highway No. 53, through the townof Mount Airy to the line between land Lots 11 and 14 in the12th Land District; thence northwesterly with the west line ofland Lots 14 and 15 to the northwest corner of land Lot 15; thencenortheasterly with the north line of Lots 15, 34, 46, 65 80 and99 to State Highway No. 115; thence northwesterly with StateHighway No. 115 to its intersection with the line between landLots No. 49 and 50 in the 12th Land District; thence south-westerly with said line between Lots 49 and 50, 30 and 31 to thesouth corner of Lot 30; thence northwesterly with the line be-tween Lots 19 and 30, 20 and 29, 21 and 28 to the intersectionwith the Tallulah Falls R. R.; thence northeasterly with saidTallulah Falls R. R. to the southwest line of Lot No. 176 in the
12th Land District; thence northwesterly with said southwest
line of Lot No. 176 and continuing with the southwest line ofLots 120, 121, 122 and 123 in the 13th Land District to theboundary of the Chattahoochee National Forest; thence easterly
with the Chattahoochee National Forest boundary as now
located to the point of beginning.

The boundaries of the Chattahoochee National Forest addition de-scribed herein are graphically shown on the diagram attached heretoand made a part hereof.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand andcaused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington this 2nd day of August, in the

year of our Lord Nineteen hundred and thirty-eight and of
[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the one

hundred and sixty-third.

By the President: FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELTBy the President:
CORDELL HULL

Secretary of State.
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Act and the said Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935 shall 
upon the acquisition of title thereto be added to and made a part of 
said forest: 

Beginning at the junction of Chattoop River and Tullulah 
River with Tugaloo River and identical with a point in the Chat-
tahoochee National Forest boundary at Tugaloo Lake, thence 
down the west bank of Tugaloo River to the Southern R. R.; 
thence with said Southern R. R. southwesterly to the city limits 
of Toccoa, Georgia; thence northerly, westerly and southerly 
with said city limits to its intersection with U. S. Highway No. 
53; thence southwesterly with said U. S. Highway No. 53 to 
Boydville; thence southerly with the road past the old Mize Post 
Office site to the Stephens-Franklin County line near the Sun-
shine M. E. Church; thence westerly and southwesterly with 
said county line to its junction with Banks County (known as 
the Hickory Corner) at Tate Creek Church; thence with the 
Line Bridge Road to Andersons Store; thence westerly with a 
road to U. S. Highway No. 55 at Hollingsworth; thence northerly 
with said U. S. Highway No. 55 to the city limits of Baldwin; 
thence easterly and northerly with said city limits of Baldwin to 
Ti. S. Highway No. 53, thence northerly with said highway to 
the city limits of Cornelia; thence easterly and northerly with 
the city limits of Cornelia to Ti. S. Highway No. 53; thence 
northeasterly- with said U. S. Highway No. 53, through the town 
of Mount Airy to the line between land Lots 11 and 14 in the 
12th Land District; thence northwesterly with the west line of 
land Lots 14 and 15 to the northwest corner of land Lot 15; thence 
northeasterly with the north line of Lots 15, 34, 46, 65/ 80 and 
99 to State Highway No. 115; thence northwesterly with State 
Highway No. 115 to its intersection with the line between land 
Lots No. 49 and 50 in the 12th Land District; thence south-
westerly with said line between Lots 49 and 50, 30 and 31 to the 
south corner of Lot 30; thence northwesterly with the line be-
tween Lots 19 and 30, 20 and 29, 21 and 28 to the intersection 
with the Tallulah Falls R. R.; thence northeasterly with said 
Tallulah Falls R. R. to the southwest line of Lot No. 176 in the 
12th Land District; thence northwesterly with said southwest 
line of Lot No. 176 and continuing with the southwest line of 
Lots 120, 121, 122 and 123 in the 13th Land District to the 
boundary of the Chattahoochee National Forest; thence easterly 
with the Chattahoochee National Forest boundary as now 
located to the point of beginning. 

The boundaries of the Chattahoochee National Forest addition de-
scribed herein are graphically shown on the diagram attached hereto 
and made a part hereof. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 2nd day of August, in the 

year of our Lord Nineteen hundred and thirty-eight and of 
[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and sixty-third. 

By the President: 
CORDELL HULL 

Secretary of State. 

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 
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PROCLAMATIONS-AUG. 29, 30, 1938

MODIFYING THE WHITE SANDS NATIONAL MONUMENT

NEW MEXICO

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS it appears that certain sections of the right-of-way for
United States Highway Route 70 are included within the White
Sands National Monument in the State of New Mexico, established
by Proclamation No. 2025 of January 18, 1933, and enlarged by
Proclamation No. 2108 of November 28, 1934; and

WHEREAS it appears that it would be in the public interest to
exclude from the said monument such sections of the said right-of-way:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, Presi-
dent of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the
authority vested in me by section 2 of the act of June 8, 1906, ch.
3060, 34 Stat. 225 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 431), do proclaim that the
White Sands National Monument in the State of New Mexico is
hereby modified by eliminating therefrom all sections now included
therein of the right-of-way for United States Highway Route 70.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 29 day of August in the
year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirty-

[SEAL] eight, and of the Independence of the United States of
America the one hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
The President:

CORDELL HULL

The Secretary of State.

August 29, 1938
[No. 2295]

White Sands Na-
tional Monument, N.
Mex.

Preamble.
47 Stat. 2551.
49 Stat. 3426.

Modification.

34 Stat. 225.
16 U. S. C. § 431.

OUACHITA NATIONAL FOREST-ARKANSAS

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS certain lands in the State of Arkansas which have been
acquired or are in process of acquisition by the United States through
the Farm Security Administration under authority of the National
Industrial Recovery Act, approved June 16, 1933 (48 Stat. 195),
and the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935, approved
April 8, 1935 (49 Stat. 115), together with certain adjoining public
lands, are adjacent to the Ouachita National Forest; and

WHEREAS it appears that such lands are suitable for national-
forest purposes and that it would be in the public interest to reserve
and include them as part of the said Ouachita National Forest:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, Presi-
dent of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the
power vested in me by section 24 of the act of March 3, 1891, 26
Stat. 1095, 1103, as amended (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 471), the act of
June 4, 1897, 30 Stat. 34, 36 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 473), the said
National Industrial Recovery Act, the said Emergency Relief Ap-

August 30, 1938
[No. 2296]

Ouachbta National
Forest, Ark.

Preamble.

48 Stat. 195; 49 Stat.
115.

Lands reserved as
part of.

26 Stat. 1103.
16 U. S. C. 471.

30 Stat. 36.
16 U. S. C. 1 473.
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MODIFYING THE WHITE SANDS NATIONAL MONUMENT 

NEW MEXICO 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS it appears that certain sections of the right-of-way for 
United States Highway Route 70 are included within the White 
Sands National Monument in the State of New Mexico, established 
by Proclamation No. 2025 of January 18, 1933, and enlarged by 
Proclamation No. 2108 of November 28, 1934; and 
WHEREAS it appears that it would be in the public interest to 

exclude from the said monument such sections of the said right-of-way: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the 
authority vested in me by section 2 of the act of June 8, 1906, ch. 
3060, 34 Stat. 225 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 431), do proclaim that the 
White Sands National Monument in the State of New Mexico is 
hereby modified by eliminating therefrom all sections now included 
therein of the right-of-way for United States Highway Route 70. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 29 day of August in the 

year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirty-
[ SEAL] eight, and of the Independence of the United States of 

America the one hundred and sixty-third. 
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 

The President: 
CORDELL HULL 

The Secretary of State. 

OUACHITA NATIONAL FOREST—ARKANSAS 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS certain lands in the State of Arkansas which have been 
acquired or are in process of acquisition by the United States through 
the Farm Security Administration under authority of the National 
Industrial Recovery Act, approved June 16, 1933 (48 Stat. 195), 
and the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935, approved 
April 8, 1935 (49 Stat. 115), together with certain adjoining public 
lands, are adjacent to the Ouachita National Forest; and 
WHEREAS it appears that such lands are suitable for national-

forest purposes and that it would be in the public interest to reserve 
and include them as part of the said Ouachita National Forest: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the 
power vested in me by section 24 of the act of March 3, 1891, 26 
Stat. 1095, 1103, as amended (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 471), the act of 
June 4, 1897, 30 Stat. 34, 36 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 473), the said 
National Industrial Recovery Act, the said Emergency Relief Ap-

August 29, 1938 
fNo. 2295] 

White Sands Na-
tional Monument, N. 
Mex. 
Preamble. 
47 Stat. 2551. 
49 Stat. 3426. 

Modification. 

34 Stat. 225. 
16 U. S. C. 431. 

August 30, 1938 
[No. 2296] 

Ouachita National 
Forest, Ark. 
Preamble. 

48 Stat. 195; 49 Stat. 
115. 

Lands reserved as 
part of. 

28 Stat. 1103. 
18 U. S. C. 471. 

30 Stat. 36. 
16 U. S. C. 473. 



PROCLAMATIONS-AUG. 30, 31, 1938

11 Stat. 195; 49 stat. propriation Act of 1935, and section 32 (c) of the act of July 22, 1937,
60 Stat. 526. 50 Stat. 526, do proclaim (1) that all lands of the United States within

71011 Sa(a). S the areas shown as additions on the diagram attached hereto and
made a part hereof are hereby included in and reserved as a part of
the Ouachita National Forest, and (2) that all lands within such
areas which are in process of acquisition by the United States through
the Farm Security Administration under the authority of the said
National Industrial Recovery Act and the said Emergency Relief
Appropriation Act of 1935 shall upon the acquisition of title thereto
be reserved and administered as part of the said Forest.

fePrir rights not af- The reservation made by this proclamation shall as to all landswhich are at this date legally appropriated under the public-land
laws or reserved for any public purpose other than for classification
under Executive Order No. 6964 of February 5, 1935, as amended,
be subject to, and shall not interfere with or defeat, legal rights under
such appropriation, nor prevent the use for such public purpose of
lands so reserved, so long as such appropriation is legally maintained
or such reservation remains in force.

RevocationofExec- Executive Order No. 7662 of July 17, 1937, withdrawing certainutive Order No. 7662.
public lands in Arkansas for the use of the Department of Agriculture,
is hereby revoked.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 30" day of August in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and of

[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the one
hundred and sixty-third.

By the President:
CORDELL HULL

Secretary of State.

August 31, 1938
[No. 2297]

General Pulaski
Memorial Day.

Preamble.

Statutory provision.
52 Stat. 610.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT

GENERAL PULASKI MEMORIAL DAY

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS it is entirely fitting and proper that we should, from
time to time, recall with gratitude the invaluable succor accorded
this nation in its infancy by lovers of freedom who, though born be-
yond the seas, flocked to the standard of Washington and contributed
substantially to the triumph of the American cause, each according
to his abilities; and

WHEREAS we are proud to number General Casimir Pulaski, a
valiant son of Poland, in the ranks of those whose deeds are part of
the imperishable record of American independence; and

WHEREAS the Seventy-fifth Congress, by Public Resolution 102,
approved on June 1, 1938, provided:

"That the President of the United States is authorized to issue a
proclamation calling upon officials of the Government to display
the flag of the United States on all governmental buildings on
October 11, 1938, and inviting the people of the United States to
observe the day in schools and churches, or other suitable places,
with appropriate ceremonies in commemoration of the death of
General Casimir Pulaski."

2466 [53 STAT.2466 PROCLAMATIONS—AUG. 30, 31, 1938 [53 STAT. 

48 Stat. 195; 49 Stat. propriation Act of 1935, and section 32 (c) of the act of July 22, 1937, 115. 

60 Stat. 526. 50 Stat. 526, do proclaim (1) that all lands of the United States within 
7 U. S. C., Supp. IV, 

the areas shown as additions on the diagram attached hereto and 
made a part hereof are hereby included in and reserved as a part of 
the Ouachita National Forest, and (2) that all lands within such 
areas which are in process of acquisition by the United States through 
the Farm Security Administration under the authority of the said 
National Industrial Recovery Act and the said Emergency Relief 
Appropriation Act of 1935 shall upon the acquisition of title thereto 
be reserved and administered as part of the said Forest. 

Prior  fected. rights not al.- The reservation made by this proclamation shall as to all lands 
which are at this date legally appropriated under the public-land 
laws or reserved for any public purpose other than for classification 
under Executive Order No. 6964 of February 5, 1935, as amended, 
be subject to, and shall not interfere with or defeat, legal rights under 
such appropriation, nor prevent the use for such public purpose of 
lands so reserved, so long as such appropriation is legally maintained 
or such reservation remains in force. 

Revocation of Exec- Executive Order No. 7662 of July 17, 1937, withdrawing certain utive Order No. 7662. 

public lands in Arkansas for the use of the Department of Agriculture, 
is hereby  revoked. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 30" day of August in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and of 
[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and sixty-third. 

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 
By the President: 

CORDELL HULL 
Secretary of State. 

GENERAL PULASKI M EMORIAL DAY 

August 31, 1938 
[No. 2297] 

General Pulaski 
Memorial Day. 
Preamble. 

Statutory provision. 
52 Stat. 610. 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS it is entirely fitting and proper that we should, from 
time to time, recall with gratitude the invaluable succor accorded 
this nation in its infancy by lovers of freedom who, though born be-
yond the seas, flocked to the standard of Washington and contributed 
substantially to the triumph of the American cause, each according 
to his abilities; and 
WHEREAS we are proud to number General Casimir Pulaski, a 

valiant son of Poland, in the ranks of those whose deeds are part of 
the imperishable record of American independence; and 
WHEREAS the Seventy-fifth Congress, by Public Resolution 102, 

approved on June 1, 1938, provided: 

"That the President of the United States is authorized to issue a 
proclamation calling upon officials of the Government to display 
the flag of the United States on all governmental buildings on 
October 11, 1938, and inviting the people of the United States to 
observe the day in schools and churches, or other suitable places, 
with appropriate ceremonies in commemoration of the death of 
General Casimir Pulaski." 
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PROCLAMATIONS- Au. 31,1938
Sept. 10, 1938

NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, Presi-
dent of the United States of America, do direct that the flag be dis-
played upon all Government buildings on October 11, 1938, as a mark
of respect to the memory of General Casimir Pulaski, and do hereby
invite the people of the United States to observe that day as General
Pulaski Memorial Day and to participate with appropriate ceremonies
in schools and churches or other suitable places in the solemn com-
memoration of General Pulaski's death on October 11, one hundred
and fifty-nine years ago.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 31" day of August, in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and

[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the
one hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL
Secretary of State.

Observance of an-
niversary of death
invited.

GOLD STAR MOTHER'S DAY

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS the preamble to Public Resolution 123, 74th Congress,
approved June 23, 1936, recites:

"Whereas the service rendered the United States by the
American mother is the greatest source of the country's strength
and inspiration; and

"Whereas we honor ourselves and the mothers of America
when we revere and give emphasis to the home as the fountain-
head of the state; and

"Whereas the American mother is doing so much for the home
and for the moral and spiritual uplift of the people of the United
States and hence so much for good government and humanity;
and

"Whereas the American Gold Star Mothers suffered the su-
preme sacrifice of motherhood in the loss of their sons and daugh-
ters in the World War;"

AND WHEREAS the said Public Resolution 123 provides:

"That the President of the United States is hereby authorized
and requested to issue a proclamation calling upon the Govern-
ment officials to display the United States flag on all Government
buildings, and the people of the United States to display the flag
and to hold appropriate meetings at their homes, churches, or
other suitable places, on the last Sunday in September, as a
public expression of the love, sorrow, and reverence of the people
of the United States for the American Gold Star Mothers.

"SEC. 2. That the last Sunday in September shall hereafter be
designated and known as 'Gold Star Mother's Day', and it shall
be the duty of the President to request its observance as provided
for in this resolution."

September 10, 1938
[No. 2298]

Gold Star Mother's
Day.

Preamble.
49 Stat. 1895.
36 U.S. C, Supp. IV,

i§ 147, 148.

53 STAT. 246753 STAT.] PROCLAMATIONS Aug. 31, 1938sept. 10, 1938 2467 

NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, Presi-
dent of the United States of America, do direct that the flag be dis-
played upon all Government buildings on October 11, 1938, as a mark 
of respect to the memory of General Casimir Pulaski, and do hereby 
invite the people of the United States to observe that day as General 
Pulaski Memorial Day and to participate with appropriate ceremonies 
in schools and churches or other suitable places in the solemn com-
memoration of General Pulaski's death on October 11, one hundred 
and fifty-nine years ago. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 31" day of August, in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and 
[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the 

one hundred and sixty-third. 
FRANKTATN D ROOSEVELT 

By the President: 
CORDELL HULL 

Secretary of State. 

GOLD STAR MOTHER'S DAY 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the preamble to Public Resolution 123, 74th Congress, 
approved June 23, 1936, recites: 

"Whereas the service rendered the United States by the 
American mother is the greatest source of the country's strength 
and inspiration; and 
"Whereas we honor ourselves and the mothers of America 

when we revere and give emphasis to the home as the fountain-
head of the state; and 
"Whereas the American mother is doing so much for the home 

and for the moral and spiritual uplift of the people of the United 
States and hence so much for good government and humanity; 
and 
"Whereas the American Gold Star Mothers suffered the su-

preme sacrifice of motherhood in the loss of their sons and daugh-
ters in the World War;" 

AND WHEREAS the said Public Resolution 123 provides: 

"That the President of the United States is hereby authorized 
and requested to issue a proclamation calling upon the Govern-
ment officials to display the United States flag on all Government 
buildings, and the people of the United States to display the flag 
and to hold appropriate meetings at their homes, churches, or 
other suitable places, on the last Sunday in September, as a 
public expression of the love, sorrow, and reverence of the people 
of the United States for the American Gold Star Mothers. 

"SEC. 2. That the last Sunday in September shall hereafter be 
designated and known as 'Gold Star Mother's Day', and it shall 
be the duty of the President to request its observance as provided 
for in this resolution." 

Observance of an-
niversary of death 
invited. 

September 10,1938  
No. 2298] 

Gold Star Mother's 
Day. 
Preamble. 
49 Stat. 1895. 
38 U.S. C., Supp.IV, 

§¢ 147, 148. 



PROCLAMATIONS-SEPT. 10, 19, 1938

Sunday, September
25,1938, designated as. NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, President

of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority
vested in me by the aforesaid public resolution, do by this proclamation
designate Sunday, September 25, 1938, as Gold Star Mother's Day
and direct Government officials to display the United States flag on
all Government buildings, and do call upon the people of the United
States to display the flag and to hold appropriate meetings at their
homes, churches, or other suitable places on that day as a public
expression of the affection and reverence of the people of the United
States for the American Gold Star Mothers.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this tenth day of September, in
the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight,

[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of America
the one hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL
Secretary of State.

FIRE PREVENTION WEEK-1938

September 19, 1938
[No. 2299]

Fire Prevention
Week, 1938.

Preamble.

Week beginning Oc-
tober 9, 1938, desig-
nated as.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS the many preventable fires which occur each year in
the United States cause loss of life or serious injury to thousands of
persons; and

WHEREAS hundreds of millions of dollars' worth of property is
destroyed annually by fires in this country; and

WHEREAS the great number of fires occurring in homes in the
United States emphasizes the urgent need for impressing upon every
citizen the fullest realization of individual responsibility for bringing
about the curtailment of losses of life and property resulting from
fires;

NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, Presi-
dent of the United States of America, do hereby proclaim and desig-
nate the week beginning October 9, 1938, as Fire Prevention Week,
and I urge upon all the people of the nation that they cooperate in
the movement to emphasize the disastrous consequences of preventable
fires to the end that more effective precautionary measures may be
taken to eliminate fire hazards, and thus to safeguard human life
and prevent the needless waste of property.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 19th day of September, in
the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight,

[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of America
the one hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL
Secretary of State.

2468 [53 STAT.2468 PROCLAMATIONS— SEPT. 10, 19, 1938 [53 STAT. 

Sunday, September 
25, 1938, designated as. 

September 19, 1938  
[No. 22991 

Fire Prevention 
Week, 1938. 
Preamble. 

Week beginning Oc-
tober 9, 1038, desig-
nated as. 

NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, President 
of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority 
vested in me by the aforesaid public resolution, do by this proclamation 
designate Sunday, September 25, 1938, as Gold Star Mother's Day 
and direct Government officials to display the United States flag on 
all Government buildings, and do call upon the people of the United 
States to display the flag and to hold appropriate meetings at their 
homes, churches, or other suitable places on that day as a public 
expression of the affection and reverence of the people of the United 
States for the American Gold Star Mothers. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this tenth day of September, in 

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, 
[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of America 

the one hundred and sixty-third. 
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 

By the President: 
CORDELL HULL 

Secretary of State. 

FIRE PREVENTION WEEK- 1938 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the many preventable fires which occur each year in 
the United States cause loss of life or serious injury to thousands of 
persons; and 
WHEREAS hundreds of millions of dollars' worth of property is 

destroyed annually by fires in this country; and 
WHEREAS the great number of fires occurring in homes in the 

United States emphasizes the urgent need for impressing upon every 
citizen the fullest realization of individual responsibility for bringing 
about the curtailment of losses of life and property resulting from 
fires; 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. 'ROOSEVELT, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do hereby proclaim and desig-
nate the week beginning October 9, 1938, as Fire Prevention Week, 
and I urge upon all the people of the nation that they cooperate in 
the movement to emphasize the disastrous consequences of preventable 
fires to the end that more effective precautionary measures may be 
taken to eliminate fire hazards, and thus to safeguard human life 
and prevent the needless waste of property. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 19th day of September, in 

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, 
[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of America 

the one hundred and sixty-third. 
FRANKLTN D ROOSEVELT 

By the President: 
CORDELL HULL 

Secretary of State. 



PROCLAMATIONS-SEPT. 24, 1938

EXCLUDING CERTAIN LANDS FROM THE COCONINO NATIONAL FOREST
AND ADDING THEM TO THE WALNUT CANYON NATIONAL MONU-
MENT-ARIZONA

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS the hereinafter-described lands comprising a part of
the Coconino National Forest, in the State of Arizona, are adjacent
to the Walnut Canyon National Monument, established by proclama-
tion dated November 30, 1915; and

WHEREAS such lands have situated thereon various objects of
historic and scientific interest, and are also required for the proper
care and management of the objects of historic and scientific interest
now being protected by the said monument:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, Presi-
dent of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the
authority vested in me by section 1 of the act of June 4, 1897, 30 Stat.
11, 34, 36 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 473), and section 2 of the act of
June 8, 1906, c. 3060, 34 Stat. 225 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 431), do
proclaim that, subject to all valid existing rights, the following-
described lands in the State of Arizona are hereby excluded from the
said Coconino National Forest and are hereby added to and made
a part of the said Walnut Canyon National Monument:

Gila and Salt River Meridian-Arizona

T. 21 N., R. 8 E., sec. 26, SEYNE 4, lot 3, SYNW4,
sec. 36, NEY4, N3SY, SEYSE4;

T. 21 N., R. 9 E., sec. 31, WYNEY4, EYNWY, NEYSW 4 and lots
1 to 5, inclusive, containing 913.16 acres.

Warning is hereby expressly given to all unauthorized persons not
to appropriate, injure, destroy, or remove any feature of this monu-
ment and not to locate or settle upon any of the lands thereof.

The Director of the National Park Service, under the direction of
the Secretary of the Interior, shall have the supervision, management,
and control of the monument as provided in the act of Congress
entitled "An act to establish a National Park Service, and for other
purposes," approved August 25, 1916, 39 Stat. 535 (U. S. C., title 16,
secs. 1 and 2), and acts supplementary thereto or amendatory thereof.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the seal of the United States to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 24" day of September in
the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight,

[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of America
the one hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL
Secretary of State.

September 24, 1938
[No. 2300]

Coconino National
Forest, Ariz.

Preamble.
39 Stat. 1761.

Certain lands ex-
cluded from, added to
Walnut Canyon Na-
tional Monument.

30 Stat. 36.
16 U. S. . §473.

34 Stat. 225.
16 U.. S. C. 431.

Description.

Warning against un-
authorized acts.

Supervision.

39 Stat. 535.
16 U.S.. C. 1, 2.
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EXCLUDING CERTAIN LANDS FROM THE COCONINO NATIONAL FOREST 
AND ADDING THEM TO THE WALNUT CANYON NATIONAL MONU-
MENT—ARIZONA 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the hereinafter-described lands comprising a part of 
the Coconino National Forest, in the State of Arizona, are adjacent 
to the Walnut Canyon National Monument, established by proclama-
tion dated November 30, 1915; and 
WHEREAS such lands have situated thereon various objects of 

historic and scientific interest, and are also required for the proper 
care and management of the objects of historic and scientific interest 
now being protected by the said monument: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the 
authority vested in me by section 1 of the act of June 4, 1897, 30 Stat. 
11, 34, 36 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 473), and section 2 of the act of 
June 8, 1906, c. 3060, 34 Stat. 225 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 431), do 
proclaim that, subject to all valid existing rights, the following-
described lands in the State of Arizona are hereby excluded from the 
said Coconino National Forest and are hereby added to and made 
a part of the said Walnut Canyon National Monument: 

Gila and Salt River Meridian—Arizona 

T. 21 N., R. 8 E., sec. 26, SEY4NEX, lot 3, S%NWN, 
sec. 36, NEY4, N%S%, SEXSEg; 

T. 21 N., R. 9 E., sec. 31, WXNEY4, E%NWY4, NEY4SWY4 and lots 
1 to 5, inclusive, containing 913.16 acres. 

Warning is hereby expressly given to all unauthorized persons not 
to appropriate, injure, destroy, or remove any feature of this monu-
ment and not to locate or settle upon any of the lands thereof. 
The Director of the National Park Service, under the direction of 

the Secretary of the Interior, shall have the supervision, management, 
and control of the monument as provided in the act of Congress 
entitled "An act to establish a National Park Service, and for other 
purposes," approved August 25, 1916, 39 Stat. 535 (U. S. C., title 16, 
secs. 1 and 2), and acts supplementary thereto or amendatory thereof. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and caused 

the seal of the United States to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 24" day of September in 

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, 
[sEAL1 and of the Independence of the United States of America 

the one hundred and sixty-third. 
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 

By the President: 
CORDELL HULL 

Secretary of State. 

September 24, 1938  
[No. 2300] 

Coconino National 
F oig re se ta ,mAbrliez . 

39 Stat. 17761. 

Certain lands ex-
cluded from, added to 
Walnut Canyon Na-
tional Monument. 
30 Stat. 36. 
16 U. S. C. § 473. 

34 Stat. 225. 
16 U. S. C. § 431. 

Description. 

Warning against un-
authorized acts. 

Supervision. 

39 Stat. 535. 
16 U. S. C. III I, 2. 
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PROCLAMATIONS-SEPT. 27, 1938

EMERGENCY BOARD, ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY AND
OTHER CARRIERS-EMPLOYEES

September27, 1938 BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
[No. 23011

A PROCLAMATION

Labor disputes of WHEREAS the President, having been duly notified by the Na-
and certain of their tional Mediation Board that a dispute between the carriers listed inemployeesan.preamlebl. the attached exhibits and certain of their employees as they are repre-

sented by the following labor organizations, as specified in exhibits
A, B, and C:

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen
Order of Railway Conductors
Switchmen's Union of North America
The Order of Railroad Telegraphers
International Association of Machinists
International Brotherhood of Boilermakers, Iron Ship Builders

and Helpers of America
International Brotherhood of Blacksmiths, Drop Forgers and

Helpers
Sheet Metal Workers' International Association
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
Brotherhood Railway Carmen of America
International Brotherhood of Firemen and Oilers, Helpers,

Roundhouse and Railway Shop Laborers
Brotherhood of Railway and Steamship Clerks, Freight Handlers,

Express and Station Employes
Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employes
Brotherhood of Railroad Signalmen of America
National Organization Masters, Mates and Pilots of America
National Marine Engineers' Beneficial Association
International Longshoremen's Association

and certain other employees as they are represented by the Brother-
hood of Railroad Trainmen, as specified in exhibits D, E, and F,
which dispute has not heretofore been adjusted under the provisions
of the Railway Labor Act, as amended, now threatens substantially to
interrupt interstate commerce to a degree such as to deprive the
country of essential transportation service;

Creation of emer NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, Presidentgency board to inves-
tigate and report of the United States of America, by virtue of the power vested in me
tbereon.h44 Stat. by the Constitution and laws of the United States, and by virtue of

45U. S.C. 1160. and under the authority in me vested by section 10 of the Railway
Labor Act, as amended, do hereby create a board to be composed of
3 persons not pecuniarily or otherwise interested in any organization
of railway employees or any carrier, to investigate the aforementioned
dispute and report its findings to me within 30 days from this date.

Compensation. The members of this board shall be compensated for and on account
of such duties in the sum of seventy-five dollars ($75.00) for every day
actually employed with or upon account of travel and duties incident

Expenditures. to such board. The members will be reimbursed for and they are
hereby authorized to make expenditures for expenses for themselves
and of the board, including traveling expenses and in conformity with

47Stat.405. Public, No. 212, 72d Congress, approved June 30, 1932, 11:30 a. m.,
5 U. . C. 823 not to exceed five dollars ($5.00) per diem for expenses incurred for

subsistence.
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September 27, 1938 
[No. 23011 

Labor disputes of 
designated carriers 
and certain of their 
employees. 
Preamble. 

Creation of emer-
gency board to inves-
tigate and report 
thereon. 
44 Stat. 536. 
45 U.S. C. 160. 

Compensation. 

Expenditures. 

47 Stat. 405. 
5 U. S. C. § 823. 

EMERGENCY BOARD, ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY AND 
OTHER CARRIERS—EMPLOYEES 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the President, having been duly notified by the Na-
tional Mediation Board that a dispute between the carriers listed in 
the attached exhibits and certain of their employees as they are repre-
sented by the following labor organizations, as specified in exhibits 
A, B, and C: 

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers 
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen 
Order of Railway Conductors 
Switchmen's Union of North America 
The Order of Railroad Telegraphers 
International Association of Machinists 
International Brotherhood of Boilermakers, Iron Ship Builders 

and Helpers of America 
International. Brotherhood of Blacksmiths, Drop Forgers and 

Helpers 
Sheet Metal Workers' International Association 
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers 
Brotherhood Railway Carmen of America 
International Brotherhood of Firemen and Oilers, Helpers, 

Roundhouse and Railway Shop Laborers 
Brotherhood of Railway and Steamship Clerks, Freight Handlers, 

Express and Station Employes 
Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employes 
Brotherhood of Railroad Signalmen of America 
National Organization Masters, Mates and Pilots of America 
National Marine Engineers' Beneficial Association 
International Longshoremen's Association 

and certain other employees as they are represented by the Brother-
hood of Railroad Trainmen, as specified in exhibits D, E, and F, 
which dispute has not heretofore been adjusted under the provisions 
of the Railway Labor Act, as amended, now threatens substantially to 
interrupt interstate commerce to a degree such as to deprive the 
country of essential transportation service; 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRAN KLIN D. ROOSEVELT, President 

of the United States of America, by virtue of the power vested in me 
by the Constitution and laws of the United States, and by virtue of 
and under the authority in me vested by section 10 of the Railway 
Labor Act, as amended, do hereby create a board to be composed of 
3 persons not pecuniarily or otherwise .Mterested in any organization 
of railway employees or any carrier, to investigate the aforementioned 
dispute and report its findings to me within 30 days from this date. 
The members of this board shall be compensated for and on account 

of such duties in the sum of seventy-five dollars ($75.00) for every day 
actually employed with or upon account of travel and duties incident 
to such board. The members will be reimbursed for and they are 
hereby authorized to make expenditures for expenses for themselves 
and of the board, including traveling expenses and in conformity with 
Public, No. 212, 72d Congress, approved June 30, 1932, 11:30 a. in., 
not to exceed five dollars ($5.00) per diem for expenses incurred for 
subsistence. 
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All expenditures of the Board shall be allowed and paid for out of Fnd avabiable.
the appropriation "Emergency Boards, Railway Labor Act, May 20,
1926, 1939" on the presentation of itemized vouchers properly ap-
proved by the chairman of the board hereby created.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 27th day of September in
the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirty-

[SEAL] eight, and of the Independence of the United States of
America the one hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President

CORDELL HULL
Secretary of State

53 STAT.] PROCLAMATIONS- SEPT. 27, 1938 2471 

All expenditures of the Board shall be allowed and paid for out of 
the appropriation "Emergency Boards, Railway Labor Act, May 20, 
1926, 1939" on the presentation of itemized vouchers properly ap-
proved by the chairman of the board hereby created. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 27th day of September in 

the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirty-
[SEAL] eight, and of the Independence of the United States of 

America the one hundred and sixty-third. 
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 

By the President 
CORDELL HULL 

Secretary of State 

Fund available. 
52 Stat. 422. 



For the Carriers:
S. H. SCHNEIDER

R. F. W.

For the Organizations:
H. J. ARRIES
B. M. JEWELL
A. E. LYON

WESTERN TERRITORY

LIST OF RAILROADS, ETC., AS REPRESENTED BY THE CARRIERS' JOINT CONFERENCE COMMITTEE, AND THEIR EMPLOYEES REPRESENTED
BY THE EIGHTEEN COOPERATING ORGANIZATIONS AS INDICATED BY "X".

(Authority is co-extensive with the scope of Agreements as to classes of Employees)

Rallroads, etc.

(1)

Alameda Belt Line--------------------.........
Alton & Southern RR- ...............
Alton RR --......
Arkansas & Memphis Railway Bridge & Ter Co....
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry................

Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe Ry ................
Panhandle & Santa Fe Ry ------------... ..........

Atchison, Union Railway & Depot Co..............-
Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal RR .....-.......
Belt Ry Co of Chicago ...----.....................
Burlington-Rock Island RR.. ..
Butte, Anaconda & Pacific Ry --......... ..... ..
Camas Prairie RR.- -.

T Chicago & Eastern Illinois Ry ...---............
T Chicago & North Western Ry ...... -.....-.....

Chicago & Western Indiana RR---..
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy RR.. .............

T Chicago Great Western RR ------------------------...
(Includes South St. Paul Terminal Formerly oper-
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EXHIBIT A 

For the Carriers: 
S. H. SCHNEIDER 

R. F. W. 

For the Organizations: 
H. J. ARRIES 
B. M. JEWELL 
A. E. LYON 

WESTERN TERRITORY 

LIST OF RAILROADS, ETC., AS REPRESENTED BY THE CARRIERS' JOINT CONFERENCE COMMITTEE, AND THEIR EMPLOYEES REPRESENTED 
BY THE EIGHTEEN COOPERATING ORGANIZATIONS AS INDICATED BY "X". 
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(Authority is co-extensive with the scope of Agreements as to classes of Employees) 
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AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR 
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Alameda Belt Line  
Alton di Southern RR    X   

X   
  X     X X X X X   x   

X   
X   

Alton RR  X X X   xxxxxxxxxxx   
Arkansas di Memphis Railway Bridge & Ter Co  
Atchison, Topeka di Santa Fe Ry  

Gulf, Colorado di Santa Fe Ry  
Panhandle di Santa Fe Ry  

X 
X 
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X   
X 
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X   
X   

X   
x   
x   
x   

x   
x   
x   
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X   
X   
X   

Atchison, Union Railway Si Depot Co  X   
Baltimore di Ohio Chicago Terminal RR  X X     X X X X X X X X X X X X   
Belt By Co of Chicago_   X X   X X X X X X X X X   
Burlington-Rock Island RR  X X X     X X X X X X X   x   
Butte, Anaconda di Pacific By  X X X   X X X X X X   
Camas Prairie RR  X X X   X X X X X X X X X X   

I` Chicago di Eastern Illinois Ry  X X X   X X X X X X X X X X X   
P Chicago di North Western Ry  X X X   X X X X X X X X X X X   

Chicago di Western Indiana RR  X X   X X X X X X X X X X X   
Chicago, Burlington di Quincy RR  X X X   x   xxxx   

r Chicago Great Western RR  X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X   
(Includes South St. Paul Terminal Formerly oper-
ated by St. Paul Bridge di Terminal Ry.) 

P Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul di Pacific RR  X X X   X X X X X X X X X X X X X   
I` Chicago, Terre Haute & Southeastern Ry  X X X   X X X X X X X X X X X X X   
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T Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Ry - X
T Chicago, Rock Island & (lull Ry X..........
T Peoria Terminal Co... .-----.....--...... X

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Ry. ------ X
Colorado & Southern Ry ------------..... .--...- ---. X
Colorado & Wyoming Ry .--........ --...----.
Davenport, Rock Island & Northwestern Ry .--- - X

T Denver & Rio Grande Western RR --..-....--------- X
Denver & Salt Lake Ry -------..............---.... ---- X
Denver Union Terminal Ry-------... .------------ --
Des Moines Union Ry .. ---------------------------- X

Iowa Transfer By........-------
Duluth, Missabe & Iron Range RR ---
Duluth Union Depot & Transfer Co ....... - -
Duluth, Winnipeg & Pacific Ry ----. X
East Portland Freight Terminal--...-----.-------....--
East St. Louis Junction RR .---------- -
Elgin, Joliet & Eastern Ry---------.....--........ ------ X
El Paso Union Passenger Depot Co............
Fort Worth & Denver City fRy--- ---------------- X

Wichita Valley Ry ------.. ................
Fort Worth Belt Ry ---------------....- -----
Galveston, Houston & Henderson RR ....----..--.---- X
Galveston Wharf Co.........-...........
Great Northern Ry ...-----.... ------------..--... - X
Green Bay & Western RR ..-...---..-. ----.. --.... . --- X

Kewaunee, Green Bay & Western RR..----------. X
Ahnapee and Western Ry----------..............------- X

Gulf Coast Lines
T New Orleans, Texas & Mexico Ry ..--- ---.. ...--- X
T Beaumont, Sour Lake & Western Ry -.....------- X
T Orange & Northwestern RR -..-- ---------- ---- X
T St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico Ry---..-- ------- X
T New Iberia & Northern RR -------- --- -- X
T Houston & Brazos Valley Ry .------.......-.. .. ..- X
T San Antonio, Uvalde & Gulf RR ---... -------.. X
T Sugar Land Ry..------... -----....- -----..------ X
T Rio Grande City Ry ......-....-......---------- X
T Asherton & Gulf Ry..-------... ---------------- X
T San Antonio Southern Ry------------ X
T Iberia, St. Mary & Eastern RR -.------------------ X
T San Benito & Rio Grande Valley Ry X
T Asphalt Belt Ry ----------------------------- X
T Houston North Shore By- ...-- - - --.. X
T International-Great Northern RR--------.... ...--- X

Harbor Belt Line RR ......-----------.-----------
Houston Belt & Terminal Ry-..---....-- ..---- --.--. X
Illinois Central RR . X

Yazoo & Mississippi Valley RR (including A&V-
VS&P)------------------------... X---------

Gulf and Ship Island ERR----- ---. --.------ X
Chicago & Illinois Western RR.------------------ X

Kansas City Southern Ry...---. ---.---------------- X
Arkansas Western Ry------.. ------------------- X
Joplin Union Depot Co.... ......

Kansas City Terminal Ry --.-........ -------------- -X
Lake Superior Terminal & Transfer Co....-.... -. ..---
Litchfield & Madison Ry .-----..--.----------.--- X
Los Angeles Junction Ry -- .. ........----------- ---.-.- X
Memphis Union Station Co..
Midland Valley RR ---------...............---- - -- X

Kansas, Oklahoma & Gulf Ry. . ...--------------- X
Oklahoma City-Ada-Atoka Ry................... X

Minneapolis, Northfiedl and Southern Ry- ....
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T Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific By  
T Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf Ry  
T Peoria Terminal Co  

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Ry  
Colorado & Southern Ry  
Colorado & Wyoming Ry  
Davenport, Rock Island & Northwestern Ry  

T Denver & Rio Grande Western RR  
Denver & Salt Lake Ry  
Denver Union Terminal Ry  
Des Moines Union Ry  

Iowa Transfer By.  
Duluth, Missabe & Iron Range RR  
Duluth Union Depot & Transfer Co  
Duluth, Winnipeg & Pacific Ry  
East Portland Freight Terminal  
East St. Louis Junction RR  
Elgin, Joliet & Eastern Ry  
El Paso Union Passenger Depot Co  
Fort Worth & Denver City Ry  

Wichita Valley By  
Fort Worth Belt Ry  
Galveston, Houston dr Henderson RR  
Galveston Wharf Co  
Great Northern Ry  
Green Bay & Western RR  

Kewaunee, Green Bay & Western RR  
Ahnapee and Western By  

Gulf Coast Lines 
T New Orleans, Texas dr Mexico By  
T Beaumont, Sour Lake & Western By  
T Orange & Northwestern RR  
T St. Louis, Brownsville dr Mexico Ry  
T New Iberia & Northern R Ft  
T Houston & Brazos Valley Ry   
T San Antonio, Uvalde & Gulf RR  
T Sugar Land Ry  
T Rio Grande City Ry  
T Asherton & Gulf Ry  
T San Antonio Southern Ry  
T Iberia, St. Mary dr Eastern RR  
T San Benito dr Rio Grande Valley Ry  
T Asphalt Belt Ry  
T Houston North Shore Ry  
T International-Great Northern RR  

Harbor Belt Line RR  
Houston Belt & Terminal Ry  
Illinois Central RR  

Yazoo (lc Mississippi Valley RR (including A&V-
VS&P)  

Gulf and Ship Island RR  
Chicago & Illinois Western RR  

Kansas City Southern Ry  
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Joplin Union Depot Co  
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Los Angeles Junction Ry  
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Midland Valley RR  

Kansas, Oklahoma & Gulf Ry  
Oklahoma City-Ada-Atoka Ry  

Minneapolis, Northfiedi and Southern Ry_  
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WESTERN TERRITORY-Continued
LIST OF RAILROADS, ETC., AS REPRESENTED BY THE CARRIERS' JOINT CONFERENCE COMMITTEE, AND THEIR EMPLOYEES REPRESENTED

BY THE EIGHTEEN COOPERATING ORGANIZATIONS AS INDICATED BY "X"-Continued

Railroads, etc.

(1)

T Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Ry-----.....--
T Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic Ry ...........
T Mineral Range RR.....................

Minnesota & International Ry.--........---.. ..---
Big Fork & International Falls Ry........-------..

Minnesota Transfer Ry................
Missouri-Kansas-Texas RR ..-............-.....

Missouri-Kansas-Texas RR Co of Texas----------..
Beaver, Meade & Englewood RRB...............

T Missouri Pacific RR. ----------------......
T Missouri-Illinois RR ......... ----....

Northern Pacific Ry..........-...........-.......
Northern Pacific Terminal Co ofOregon ......... -..
Northwestern Pacific RR...---------------- ...
Ogden Union Ry & Depot Co..... --------...-.......
Oregon, California & Eastern Ry .....----.--.....---
Peoria & Pekin Union Ry ---.---... ---------.. ------.. -
Port Terminal Railroad Association.......----- -----.....
Pueblo Union Depot & Railroad Co.-----... ---------...
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St. Joseph Terminal RR Co-------...---. -----.. X
T St. Louis-San Francisco Ry ..-....-.............. . X

St. Louis, San Francisco & Texas Ry .-----.------ X
Birmingham Belt RR ..--------.. -----....---.... X

T St. Louis Southwestern Ry ...-... ...........-- X
T St. Louis Southwestern Ry Co of Texas .-.........- X

St. Paul Union Depot Co .---.------------------- X
Salt Lake City Union Depot & RR Co ......... .......
San Diego & Arizona Eastern Ry.-.------------------ X
Sioux City Terminal Ry ...-----------.. -------..-...-- X
South Omaha Terminal Ry ........-.........-....-.... X
Southern Pacific Co.-Pacific Lines ..-.---.-......----- 6-X
Spokane, Coeur d'Alene & Palouse By ..-----.-------- X
Spokane, Portland & Seattle Ry---.................... X

Oregon Trunk Ry-----....---------..-..-....----- X
Oregon Electric y -.....----........-.......-...-.. X
United Railways Co ..--..--------...... -----.... --- X

Spokane Union Station Co.. ..---... ...... .
Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis.------------- X
Texarkana Union Station Trust ......................... ......
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WESTERN TERRITORY— Continued 

LIST OF RAILROADS, ETC., AS REPRESENTED BY THE CARRIERS' JOINT CONFERENCE COMMITTEE, AND THEIR EMPLOYEES REPRESENTED 
BY THE EIGHTEEN COOPERATING ORGANIZATIONS AS INDICATED BY "X"—Continued 
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RAILWAY EMPLOYES' DEPARTMENT-
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR 
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T Minneapolis, St. Paul At Sault Ste. Marie By  
r Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic Ry  
T Mineral Range RR  

Minnesota & International By  
Big Fork & International Falls By  

Minnesota Transfer Ry  
Missouri-Kansas-Texas RR  

Missouri-Kansas-Texas RR Co of Texas  
Beaver, Meade & Englewood RR  

T Missouri Pacific RR.   
I' Missouri-Illinois RR  

Northern Pacific Ry  
Northern Pacific Terminal Co of Oregon_  
Northwestern Pacific RR  
Ogden Union By & Depot Co  
Oregon, California & Eastern Ry  
Peoria & Pekin Union By  
Port Terminal Railroad Association  
Pueblo Union Depot At Railroad Co  
St. Joseph Terminal RR Co  

I' St. Louis-San Francisco By  
St. Louis, San Francisco At Texas Ry  
Birraingham Belt RR  

T St. Louis Southwestern By  
T St. Louis Southwestern By Co of Texas  

St. Paul Union Depot Co  
Salt Lake City Union Depot & RR Co  
San Diego At Arizona Eastern By  
Sioux City Terminal By  
South Omaha Terminal By  
Southern Pacific Co.—Pacific Lines  
Spokane, Coeur d'Alene & Palouse By  
Spokane, Portland de Seattle By  

Oregon Trunk Ry  
Oregon Electric By  
United Railways Co  

Spokane Union Station Co  
Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis  
Texarkana Union Station Trust  
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Texas & New Orleans RR (Sou. Pac. Lines in Texas
and Louisiana)

Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio Ry -.....
Texas & New Orleans RR.-....-----..... -------....
Louisiana Western RR---..--... ..... ...
Morgan's Louisiana & Texas RR & SS Co...-....-
Iberia & Vermillion RR.......................
Houston & Texas Central RR --.....--.. .....
Texas Midland RR-------........-......... ..
Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio Ry (Austin

Div) ........ -.......... ....
Houston East & West Texas Ry. ----------------
Houston & Shreveport RR --...--...... .........-

Texas & Pacific Ry... - ------...... ...............
Texas-New Mexico Ry.........- ...... .... ..
Abilene & Southern Ry.......-. .............-
Cisco & Northeastern Ry..............-.....--.
Weatherford, Mineral Wells & Northwestern Ry-...
Texas Short Line Ry-......... ............. -

Texas Pacific-Missouri Pacific Ter RR of New Orleans ..
Tidewater Southern Ry.......----................
Tulsa Union Depot Co------............
Union Pacific RRB-......----........... ....-
Union Railway Company (Memphis) --......--..
Union Terminal Co (Dallas) ...............
Union Terminal Ry Co (St. Joseph).....-.......---

R Wabash Ry .......-...-- .............. ..-
T Western Pacific RR ....-------- ....-.....

Dallas Car Interchange & Inspection Bureau........--.
Pacific Car Demurrage Bureau -.....-............
Pacific Fruit Express Company...--...........
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EXPLANATION OF NOTES
NOTES:

(1): Includes Yardmasters.
(2): Authority from the following railroads:

New Orleans, Texas & Mexico Ry. San Benito & Rio Grande Valley Ry. Asphalt Belt Ry.
St. Louis, Brownville & Mexico By. Sugarland Ry. Iberia, St. May & Eastern R.R.
Beaumont, Sour Lake & Western Ry. Asherton & Gulf By. International-Great Northern R.R.
Orange & Northwestern R.R. San Antonio Southern Ry. San Antonio, Uvalde & Gulf R.R.
New Iberia & Northern R.R. Rio Grande City Ry. Houston North Shore By.
Houston & Brazos Valley Ry.

Is subject to exception that authorization shall not empower Carriers' Joint Conference to act for, to negotiate, or in any manner disturb the following rule now a component part
of the wage agreement between these railroads and employes thereon represented by the Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employes, effective March 1, 1928, reading:

"EXTRA GANGS"
"Rates ofpay for extra gang laborers to be established by Management."

(3): Authority from the Missouri Pacific Railroad is subject to exception that authorization shall not empower Carriers' Joint Conference Committee to act for, to negotiate, or
n any manner distrub the following agreement between this railroad and employes thereon represented by the Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employes: "ates of pay for
extra gang laborers to be established by Management."

(4): Authority from the Missouri-Illinois Railroad is subject to exception that authorization shall not empower Carriers' Joint Conference Committee to act for, to negotiate, or
in any mannger disturb the following rule now a component part of the wage agreement between this railroad and Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employes, effective May 1,
1935, reading:

1"RLE 29, * * * The rates of pay now in effect (except rates of pay for extra gang laborers, which shall be established by the Management) * * *."
(6): Authority from the Union Railway Company (Memphis) is subject to exception that authorization shall not empower Carriers' Joint Conference Committee to act for, to

negotiate, or In any manner disturb the following agreement between this railway and employes thereon represented by the Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employes: "Rates
of pay for extra gang laborers to be established by Management."

(6); Includes former EP & SW System and former Ariz. & East. R.R.
): Includes former EP & SW System.

(R)-Receivership; (T)-Trusteeship;-Subject to approval of Court.
September 1, 1938.
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Texas & New Orleans RR (Sou. Pee. Lines in Texas 
and Louisiana) 
Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio fly  
Texas & New Orleans RR  
Louisiana Western RR  
Morgan's Louisiana & Texas RR & SS Co.  
Iberia & Vermillion RR  
Houston & Texas Central RR  
Texas Midland RR   
Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio fly (Austin 
Div)  

Houston East & West Texas fly  
Houston & Shreveport RR  

Texas & Pacific fly  
Texas-New Mexico Ry  
Abilene & Southern fly  
Cisco & Northeastern fly  
Weatherford, Mineral Wells & Northwestern fly 
Texas Short Line fly  

Texas Pacific-Missouri Pacific Ter RR of New Orleans__ 
Tidewater Southern fly  
Tulsa Union Depot Co  
Union Pacific RR  
Union Railway Company (Memphis)  
Union Terminal Co (Dallas)  
Union Terminal fly Co (St. Joseph)  

R Wabash By  
T Western Pacific RR..  

Dallas Car Interchange & Inspection Bureau  
Pacific Car Demurrage Bureau  
Pacific Fruit Express Company  
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NOTES: 
(I): Includes YarclmasterS. 
(2): Authority from the following railroads: 

EXPLANATION OF NOTES 

New Orleans, Texas & Mexico fly. San Benito & Rio Grande Valley fly. 
St. Louis, Brownville & Mexico fly. Sugarland fly. 
Beaumont, Sour Lake & Western fly. Asherton & Gulf fly. 
Orange & Northwestern R.R. San Antonio Southern fly. 
New Iberia & Northern R.R. Rio Grande City fly. 
Houston & Brazos Valley fly. 

is subject to exception that authorization shall not empower Carriers' Thint Conference to act for, to negotiate, or in any manner disturb the following rule now a component part 
of the wage agreement between these railroads and employes thereon represented by the Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employes, effective March 1, 1928, reading: 

"EXTRA GANGS" 
"Rates of pay for extra gang laborers to be established by Management." 

(3): Authority from the Missouri Pacific Railroad is subject to exception that authorization shall not empower Carriers' Joint Conference Committee to act for, to negotiate, or 
in any manner distrub the following agreement between this railroad and employes thereon represented by the Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employes: "Rates of pay for 
extra gang laborers to be established by Management." 

(4): Authority from the Missouri-Illinois Railroad is subject to exception that authorization shall not empower Carriers' Joint Conference Committee to act for, to negotiate, or 
in any mannger disturb the following rule now a component part of the wage agreement between this railroad and Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employes, effective May 1, 
1935, reading: 

"RULE 29, * • • The rates of pay now in effect (except rates of pay for extra gang laborers, which shall be established by the Management) * * 
(5)* Authority from the Union Railway Company (Memphis) is subject to exception that authorization shall not empower Carriers' Joint Conference Committee to act for, to 

negotiate, or in any manner disturb the following agreement between this railway and employes thereon represented by the Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employes: "Bates 
of pay for extra gang laborers to be established by Management." 

fr8); &Includes former EP SW System and former Ariz. &East. R.R. 
): Includes former EP & SW System. 
R)—Receivership; (T)—Trusteeship:—Subject to approval of Court. 

September 1, 1938. 

Asphalt Belt fly. 
Iberia, St. May & Eastern R.R. 
International-Great Northern R.R. 
San Antonio, Uvalde & Gulf R.R. 
Houston North Shore fly. 



For the Carriers:
E. J. MCCLEES

EXHIBIT B

For the Organizations:
H. J. ARRIES
B. M. JEWELL
A. E. LYON

EASTERN TERRITORY

LIST OF RAILROADS, ETC., AS REPRESENTED BY TIE CARRIERS' JOINT CONFERENCE COMMITTEE, AND THEIR EMPLOYEES REPRESENTED
BY THE EIGHTEEN COOPERATING ORGANIZATIONS AS INDICATED BY "X".

(Authority is co-extensive with the scope of Agreements as to classes of Employees)

ORGANIZATIONS

1-Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers 8-International Brotherhood of Boilermakers, Iron Ship 13-International! Brotherhood of Firemen, Oilers, Help-
2-Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen & Enginemen Builders and Helpers of America ers, Roundhouse and Railway Shop Laborers
3-Order of Railway Conductors 9-International Brotherhood of Blacksmiths, Drop 14-Brotherhood of Railroad Signalmen of America
4-Switchmen's Union of North America Forgers and Helpers 15-Order of Railroad Telegraphers
5-Brotherhood of Railway & Steamship Clerks, Freight 10-Sheet Metal Workers' International Association 16-National Organization Masters, Mates & Pilots of

Handlers, Express and Station Employees 11-International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers America
6-Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employees 12-Brotherhood Railway Carmen of America 17-National Marine Engineers' Beneficial Association
7-International Association of Machinists 18-International Longshoremen's Association
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For the Carriers: For the Organizations: 
E. J. MCCLEES H. J. ARRIES 

B. M. JEWELL 
A. E. LYON 

EASTERN TERRITORY 

LIST OF RAILROADS, ETC., AS REPRESENTED BY TIIE CARRIERS' JOINT CONFERENCE COMMITTEE, AND THEIR EMPLOYEES REPRESENTED 
BY THE EIGHTEEN COOPERATING ORGANIZATIONS AS INDICATED BY "X". 

(Authority is co-extensive with the scope of Agreements as to classes of Employees) 

1—Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers 
2—Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen & Enginemen 
3—Order of Railway Conductors 
4—Switchmen's Union of North America 
5—Brotherhood of Railway & Steamship Clerks, Freight 

Handlers, Express and Station Employees 
6—Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employees 
7—International Association of Machinists 

ORGANIZATIONS 

8—International Brotherhood of Boilermakers, Iron Ship 
Builders and Helpers of America 

9—International Brotherhood of Blacksmiths, Drop 
Forgers and Helpers 

10—Sheet Metal Workers' International Association 
11—International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers 
12—Brotherhood Railway Carmen of America 

13—International! Brotherhood of Firemen, Oilers, Help-
ers, Roundhouse and Railway Shop Laborers 

14—Brotherhood of Railroad Signalmen of America 
15—Order of Railroad Telegraphers 
18—National Organization Masters, Mates & Pilots of 

America 
17—National Marine Engineers' Beneficial Association 
18—International Longshoremen's Association 
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R Ann Arbor Railroad Company, The-
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company,

The.......----------------
Baltimore & Ohio (New York

Terminals)-.... --..... --
Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad Com-

pany-.----------------------------
Boston & Maine Railroad--.... --
Boston Terminal Company, The-..
Buffalo Creek Railroad. -...--...--.
Bush Terminal Company.------
Canadian National Railway Lines in

New England----..----------------
Champlain & St. Lawrence Rail-

road Company....---------
Canadian National Railway

Lines in New York..-.......-
St. Clair Tunnel Company ------
United States & Canada Rail-
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Central Railroad Company ot New

Jersey The... --... ------...... ---
Central Vermont Railway, Inc -----
Central Vermont Terminal, Inc-----

T Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville
Railway Company ....-----------

Cincinnati Union Terminal Company
Chicago Union Station Company..
Dayton Union Railway Company,

The ..-------.----....... ........
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
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Company- ----------------------
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EASTERN TERRITORY-Continued O

LIST OF RAILROADS, ETC., AS REPRESENTED BY THE CARRIERS' JOINT CONFERENCE COMMITTEE, AND THEIR EMPLOYEES REPRESENTED -
BY THE EIGHTEEN COOPERATING ORGANIZATIONS AS INDICATED BY "X"-Continued

Railroads, Etc.
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NEW YORK CENTRAL RAILBOAD
COMPANY, THE, AND ALL LEASED
LINES

New York Central-Buffalo &
East-------.. -------------

New York Central-West of
Buffalo-...... .--- .--..

New York Central-Ohio Cen-
tral Lines--.... -------------

New York Central-Grand Cen-
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Bridge & Raiaroad ----

Cleveland Union Terminals
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LIST OF RAILROADS, ETC., AS REPRESENTED BY THE CARRIERS' JOINT CONFERENCE COMMITTEE, AND THEIR EMPLOYERS REPRESENTED 
BY THE EIGHTEEN COOPERATING ORGANIZATIONS AS INDICATED HY "X"—Continued 
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NEW YORE CENTRAL RAILROAD 
COMPANY, THE, AND ALL LEASED 
LINES 
New York Central—Buffalo dr 
East  

New York Central—West of 
Buffalo  

New York Central—Ohio Can Lines  

New York Central—Grand Cen-
tral Terminal  
Boston de Albany Railroad ..._ 
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chi-
cago dr St Louis Railway 
Company  
Louisville dr Jeffersonville 
Bridge & Railroad  

Cleveland Union Terminals 
Company, The  

Chicago River dr Indiana 
Railroad Company (Chgo. 
Jct. Ry. Co.)  

Indiana Harbor Belt Railroad 
Company, The  

Michigan Central Railroad 
Company, The  

Pittsburgh dr Lake Erie Rail-
road Company, The (Incl. 
L. E. dr E.)  

Troy Union Railroad Com-
pany  
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Newburgh & South Shore Railway
Company, The........... . ..-..

New York Dock Railway--------... ---
New York, Chicago & St. Louis

Railroad Company, The ....------
T New York, New Haven & Hartford

Railroad Company, The--------- X
New York Connecting Railroad

Company, The ------------.. X
T New York, Ontario & Western Rail-

way Company --....- ------..... - X
Pennsylvania Railroad Company,

The- -.... ------------------.----.-
Long Island Railroad Company.

The ......... ---- - X
Baltimore & Eastern Railroad

Company---..----.. --------- X
Pennsylvania-Reading Seashore

Lines ----------....... - ----.--. --- X
Pere Marquette Railway Company X

Fort St. Union Depot Co., The-- X
Pittsburg & Shawmut Railroad Co.,

The... --...- ---. ------.---... X
R Pittsburg, Shawmut & Northern

Railroad Co. The .... ------ X
Pittsburgh& West Virginia Ry. Co.,

The ------... ----------- X....
Pittsburgh, Chartlers & Youghi-

ogheny Ry .--------------------
Reading Company -- .---. ------. X

Philadelphia, Reading & Potts-
ville Telegraph Company -- -----

River Terminal Railway Company. X
Staten Island Rapid Transit Rail- I

way Company, The.---------... X
Union Belt of Detroit------- - --
Union Freight Railroad (Boston).--....
Union Inland Freight Station (New

York) -....................-- -..
Union Depot Company (Columbus,

Ohio) -... -......................
Washington Terminal Company,

The ---------- --------....
Wallabout Union Freight Station

(Brooklyn N. Y.) ......------...
Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad Com-

pany, The (Incl. L. & W. Va.) -- X
RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENcY, INC -..

NOTES:
(a) Organization certified as representing, but agreement still under negotiation
(b) Includes Deck Personnel in Ferry Service, National Organization Masters, Mates

& Pilots of America certified as representing but agreement still under negotiation.
(c) Miscellaneous employees at Pier 18 Coal Dumper, Jersey City, N. J.
(d) Coal Dumper employees.
(e) Coal Dumpers-Edgewater, N. J.
f) Coal Dumper employees at Weehawken, N. J., and Cornwall, New York.
g) Includes separate agreements on what were formerly known as the Buffalo & Sus-

quehanna, and Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh; also separate agreement for Engineers,
Toledo Division.
September 1, 1938

(h) Includes employees on Baltimore & Ohio Elevators, and Baltimore & Ohio Ware-
houses, Camden Station, (Baltimore) and Cincinnati, Ohio.

(1 Includes employees of the Illinois Division covered by separate agreements.
() Includes Yardmasters.
(k) Includes Train Dispatchers.
L) Taken care of by Note in Schedule of Regulations and Rates of Py for the Oovern-

ment of Engineers, Firemen, Yardmen and Hostlers, effective November 1st, 1929,
reading: "Engineers, Firemen, Yardmen and Hostlers shall be paid the same rates that
prevailon other rail lines in the Akron and Barberton District.

(R) In Receivership, (T) In Trusteeship-Subject to approval of Court.
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Newburgh & South Shore Railway 
Company, The  

New York Dock Railway  
New York, Chicago & St. Louis 
Railroad Company, The  

T New York, New Haven dz Hartford 
Railroad Company, The  
New York Connecting Railroad 
Company, The  

T New York, Ontario & Western Rail-
way Company  

Pennsylvania Railroad Company, 
The  
Long Island Railroad Company, 
The  

Baltimore & Eastern Railroad 
Company  

Pennsylvania-Reading Seashore 
Lines  

Pere Marquette Railway Company.. 
Fort St. Union Depot Co., The.. 

Pittsburg dr Shawmut Railroad Co., 
The  

R Pittsburg, Shawmut & Northern 
Railroad Co. The  

Pittsburgh & West Virginia By. Co., 
The  

Pittsburgh, Chartiers dz Youghi-
ogheny RY  

Reading Company  
Philadelphia, Reading & Potts-

villa Telegraph Company  
River Terminal Railway Company  
Staten Island Rapid Transit Rail-
way Company, The  

Union Belt of Detroit  
Union Freight Railroad (Boston) 
Union Inland Freight Station (New 
York)  

Union Depot Company (Columbus, 
Ohio)  

Washington Terminal Company, 
The  

Wallabout Union Freight Station 
(Brooklyn, N. Y.)  

Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad Com-
pany, The (Incl. L. dz W. Va.)  

RAILWAY ExPREss AGENCY, INC  

X X   X 

X X   

X X   X 
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X X X X X 

(a)X (a)X (a)X (a)X (a)X (a)X (a)X 

X X X 
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(f)X 
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X X 

X X X X 

X X 
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...... 
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X X X X X X 
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X X X X X 

X 
X 

x X 
X X 

X X X X X X 

X 

X X 

X X 

X 

NOTES: 
(a) Organization certified as representing, but agreement still under negotiation 
(b) Includes Deck Personnel in Ferry Service, National Organization Masters, Mates 

& Pilots of America certified as representing but agreement still under negotiation. 
(c) Miscellaneous employees at Pier 18 Coal Dumper, Jersey City, N. J. Id) Coal Dumper employees. 
e) Coal Dumpers—Edgewater, N. J. 
f) Coal Dumper employees at Weehawken, N. J., and Cornwall, New York. 
g) Includes separate agreements on what were formerly known as the Buffalo & Sus-

quehanna and Buffalo, Rochester de Pittsburgh; also separate agreement for Engineers, 
Toledo Division. 

September 1, 1938 

(h) Includes employees on Baltimore & Ohio Elevators, and Baltimore & Ohio Ware-
houses, Camden Station, (Baltimore) and Cincinnati, Ohio. 

(1) Includes employees of the Illinois Division covered by separate agreements. 
(J) Includes Yardmasters. 
(k) Includes Train Dispatchers. 
(L) Taken care of by Note in Schedule of Regulations and Rates of Pay for the Govern-

ment of Engineers, Firemen, Yardmen and Hostlers, effective November 1st, 1929, 
reading: "Engineers, Firemen, Yardmen and Hostlers shall be paid the same rates that 
prevail on other rail lines in the Akron and Barberton District." 
(R) In Receivership, (T) In Trusteeship—Subject to approval of Court. 
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EXHIBIT C

SOUTHEASTERN TERRITORY

LIST OF RAILROADS, ETC., AS REPRESENTED BY THE CARRIERS' JOINT CONFERENCE COMMITTEE, AND THEIR EMPLOYEES REPRESENTED BY
THE EIGHTEEN COOPERATING ORGANIZATIONS AS INDICATED BY "X".

(Authority is co-extensive with the scope of Agreements as to classes of Employees).

Railroads, etc.

(1)

Atlantic Coast Line ------------...... ----------.....-
Atlanta & West Point-Western Ry. of Alabama.-..
Atlanta Joint Terminals-------.--..... ------......
Birmingham Southern ..-----..... ......

(R) Central of Georgia -..- ---..------------------
Charleston & Western Carolina-------------------------
Chesapeake & Ohio ---------------.---.....---.---.
Clinchfeld--------... ------------------.-
Columbus & Greenville -----------------------.------

(IR) Florida East Coast . -.. .-- -.- .---------
Georgia-V -- -- --- --- ---------------- ----.
Gulf Mobile & Northern.--
Jacksonville Terminal..----------------. .-------------
Kentucky & Indiana Terminal-------------------------
Louisville & Nashville------------------------------
Nashville Chattanooga & St Louis .- _.------------.---

(R) Norfolk Southern-.---. ----..-.. ----..-..-
Norfolk & Portsmouth Belt -----.---....-..... ----
Norfolk & Western---..-------.-----.-------.---
Richmond Fredericksburg & Potomac.....-------------
Savannah Union Station---..-------.... -------....

(R) Seaboard Air Line-.. .----..-.. . .............----
Southern Railway -.-------.-- -------.--------.-..-.

Alabama Great Southern ..---------..------.-.

ie
8

(2)

X
X
X
X
X
X

X(a)

X

X
X(b)

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X(c)
X(d)

Belt Rallway Company of Chattanooga-. .------- _ ---
Cincinnati Burnside & Cumberland River- - X
Cincinnati New Orleans & Texas Pacific - --- - - X
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EXHIBIT C 

SOUTHEASTERN TERRITORY 

LIST OF RAILROADS, ETC., AS REPRESENTED BY THE CARRIERS' JOINT CONFERENCE COMMITTEE, AND THEIR EMPLOYEES REPRESENTED BY 
THE EIGHTEEN COOPERATING ORGANIZATIONS AS INDICATED BY "X". 

(Authority is co-extensive with the scope of Agreements as to classes of Employees). 

Railroads, etc. 
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RAILWAY EMPLOYES DEPARTMENT— 
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR 
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(I) (2) (4) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) 

Atlantic Coast Line  X X X   X X X   X   X   X X(i)   X(j) X   
Atlanta & West Point-Western Ry. of Alabama____ _____ X   X   X X X X X X X   
Atlanta Joint Terminals  X X   X X X X X X   x   
Birmingham Southern  X X   

(R) Central of Georgia  X X X   X X X X X X X     X X X   
Charleston & Western Carolina  X   X   X X X X X X X X   
Chesapeake & Ohio  X(a) X(a) X(a)   X X X X X X X X X X X   X(k) 
Clinchfield  X X X   X X X X X X X   X X   
Columbus & Greenville  X X X   X X X X X   X   X X   

(It) Florida East Coast  X X   X X X X X X X X X X   
Georgia  X X X   X X X X X   
Gulf Mobile & Northern  X(b) X(b) X(b)   X X X X X X X   X X   
Jacksonville Terminal  
Kentucky & Indiana Terminal  

  X 
  X 

X 
  X 

X 
X   

X   
  X   

X 
  X   

X X X X X X   X 
x   

X X   

Louisville & Nashville  X X X   X   X X X   
Nashville Chattanooga & St Louis  X X X   X X X XX(g)X X X   X X   

(R) Norfolk Southern  X X X   X X X X X   X X(h) X X   X X   
Norfolk & Portsmouth Belt  X X   
Norfolk & Western  X X X   X(f) X     X(g) X(g) X X X   X X   
Richmond Fredericksburg & Potomac  X X X   X X X X   X   X   
Savannah Union Station  X   

(R) Seaboard Air Line  X X X   X X X X X X X X X X X X X   
Southern Railway  X (c) X (c) X   X X X X X X X   X X X X X   

Alabama Great Southern  
Belt Railway Company of Chattanooga _   

X(d) X(d) X   X X X X X X X   X X 
x   

X   

Cincinnati Burnside & Cumberland River  X X   X   X X X   
Cincinnati New Orleans & Texas Pacific   X X XX(e)X X X X X X X   X X X   
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T
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Georgia Southern & Florida------.----------........
Harriman & Northeastern.......--............
New Orleans & Northeastern -----.----------......
New Orleans Terminal -.........----.--------..... .
Northern Alabama-.........----.....------.- .....
St Johns River Terminal .....-..............
Woodstock & Blocton ...---..--.---.---.......

Tennessee Central........ --.................... .
Virginian- ...-.................... ......

x x x x x x x x x x x x x
X X x x x x x

x x x X X XXXXX X... X X------ ---X -
X X ------ ---... X x x --.... x x x

X X X
x x x x x x x x x x----------- . ... xx x---------x x x x x x x x x x................x x x x x ----.-- x x ------

X ----- X(f) X X X X - -XX X
X X x- X X X X X X ---.--.-.-.-.-.-.-.

NOTES:-

(a) Includes Hocking Division
b) Includes N. O. G. N.
c) Includes East St Louis Terminal
d) Includes Belt Railway Company of Chattanooga

(e) Cincinnati-Ludlow Yards only
(I) Includes Dispatchers
(g) Includes Moulders

September 1, 1938

For the Carriers,
T. F. PURCELL

For the Organizations,
H. J. ARRIES
B. M. JEWELL
A. E. LYON

(h) Represented by Committee which represents shop group
(i) Foremen, mechanics, helpers, steam shovel engineers and cranemen, pile driver

engineers, hoisting engineers, ditcher engineers and pump repairers.
c() Includes unlicensed deck personnel

(k) For Newport News, Va. only
(R) Agreement subject to approval of courts with reference to roads in hands of re-

cetvers or trustees.
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NOTES:— 

(a) Includes flocking Division rd) Includes N. 0. G. N. 
c) Includes East St Louis Terminal 
) Includes Belt Railway Company of Chattanooga 

(e) Cincinnati—Ludlow Yards only 
(0 Includes Dispatchers 
(g) Includes Moulders 

September 1, 1938 

For the Carriers, 
T. F. PURCELL 

For the Organizations, 
H. J. ARRIES 
B. M. JEWELL 
A. E. LYON 

(h) Represented by Committee which represents shop group 
(i) Foremen, mechanics, helpers, steam shovel engineers and cranemen, pile driver 

engineers, hoisting engineers, ditcher engineers and pump repairers. 
() Includes unlicensed deck personnel 
(k) For Newport News, Va. only 
(R) Agreement subject to approval of courts with reference to roads in hands of re. 

°elvers or trustees. 



2482 PROCLAMATIONS-SEPT. 27, 1938 [53 STAT.

EXHIBIT D

WESTERN TERRITORY

LIST OF RAILROADS, ETC., AS REPRESENTED BY THE CARRIERS' JOINT CON-
FERENCE COMMITTEE, AND THEIR EMPLOYEES REPRESENTED BY THE BROTHER-
HOOD OF RAILROAD TRAINMEN.

(Authority is co-extensive with the scope of Agreements as to classes of employees)

Alameda Belt Line
Alton & Southern RR
Alton RR
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry

Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe Ry
Panhandle & Santa Fe Ry

Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal RR
Belt Ry Co of Chicago
Burlington-Rock Island RR
Butte, Anaconda & Pacific Ry
Camas Prairie RR

(T) Chicago & Eastern Illinois Ry
(T) Chicago & North Western Ry

Chicago & Western Indiana RR
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy RR (1)

(T) Chicago Great Western RR (2)
(T) Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific RR (1)
(T) Chicago, Terre Haute & Southeastern Ry (1)
(T) Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Ry (1)
(T) Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf Ry (1)

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Ry (11)
Colorado & Southern Ry
Colorado & Wyoming Ry

(T) Denver & Rio Grande Western RR (1) (3)
Denver & Salt Lake Ry
Des Moines Union Ry
Duluth, Missabe & Iron Range RR
Duluth, Winnipeg & Pacific Ry
East St. Louis Junction RR
Elgin Joliet & Eastern Ry
Fort Worth & Denver City Ry

Wichita Valley Ry
Galveston, Houston & Henderson RR
Great Northern Ry (1)
Green Bay & Western RR

Kewaunee, Green Bay & Western RR
Ahnapee and Western Ry

Gulf Coast Lines
(T) New Orleans, Texas & Mexico Ry (1) (4)
(T) Beaumont, Sour Lake & Western Ry (4)
(T) Orange & Northwestern RR
(T) St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico Ry (5) (6)
(T) Houston & Brazos Valley Ry
(T) San Antonio, Uvalde & Gulf RR
(T) Sugar Land Ry
(T) Asherton & Gulf Ry
(T) San Antonio Southern Ry
(T) Asphalt Belt Ry
(T) Houston North Shore Ry
(T) International-Great Northern RR (1) (3)

2482 PROCLAMATIONS—SEPT. 27, 1938 [53 STAT. 

EXHIBIT D 

WESTERN TERRITORY 

LIST OF RAILROADS, ETC., AS REPRESENTED BY THE CARRIERS' JOINT CON-
FERENCE COMMITTEE, AND THEIR EMPLOYEES REPRESENTED BY THE BROTHER-
HOOD OF RAILROAD TRAINMEN. 

(Authority is co-extensive with the scope of Agreements as to classes of employees) 

Alameda Belt Line 
Alton & Southern RR 
Alton RR 
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry 

Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe Ry 
Panhandle & Santa Fe Ry 

Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal RR 
Belt Ry Co of Chicago 
Burlington-Rock Island RR 
Butte, Anaconda & Pacific Ry 
Camas Prairie RR 

(T) Chicago & Eastern Illinois Ry 
(T) Chicago & North Western Ry 

Chicago & Western Indiana RR 
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy RR (1) 

(T) Chicago Great Western RR (2) 
(T) Chicago, Milivaukee, St. Paul & Pacific RR (1) 
(T) Chicago, Terre Haute & Southeastern Ry (1) 
(T) Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Ry (1) 
(T) Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf Ry (1) 

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Ry (11) 
Colorado & Southern Ry 
Colorado & Wyoming Ry 

(T) Denver & Rio Grande Western RR (1) (3) 
Denver & Salt Lake Ry 
Des Moines Union Ry 
Duluth, Missabe dr Iron Range RR 
Duluth, Winnipeg & Pacific Ry 
East St. Louis Junction RR 
Elgin, Joliet & Eastern Ry 
Fort Worth & Denver City Ry 

Wichita Valley Ry 
Galveston, Houston & Henderson RR 
Great Northern Ry (1) 
Green Bay dr Western RR 

Kewaunee, Green Bay & Western RR 
Ahnapee and Western Ry 

Gulf Coast Lines 
(T) New Orleans, Texas & Mexico Ry (1) (4) 
(T) Beaumont, Sour Lake & Western Ry (4) 
(T) Orange & Northwestern RR 
(T) St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico Ry (5) (6) 
(T) Houston & Brazos Valley Ry 
(T) San Antonio, Uvalde & Gulf RR 
(T) Sugar Land Ry 
(T) Asherton & Gulf Ry 
(T) San Antonio Southern Ry 
(T) Asphalt Belt Ry 
(T) Houston North Shore Ry 
(T) International-Great Northern RR (1) (3) 
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WESTERN TERRITORY-Continued

LIST OF RAILROADS, ETC., AS REPRESENTED BY THE CARRIERS' JOINT CON-
FERENCE COMMITTEE, AND THEIR EMPLOYEES REPRESENTED BY THE BROTHER-
HOOD OF RAILROAD TRAINMEN-Continued

Houston Belt & Terminal Ry
Illinois Central RR (1)

Yazoo & Mississippi Valley RR (Including A&V-VS&P)
Gulf and Ship Island RR
Chicago & Illinois Western RR

Kansas City Southern Ry
Arkansas Western Ry

Kansas City Terminal Ry
Litchfield & Madison Ry
Los Angeles Junction Ry
Midland Valley RR

Kansas, Oklahoma & Gulf Ry
Minneapolis, Northfield and Southern Ry

(T) Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Ry
(T) Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic Ry
(T) Mineral Range RR

Minnesota & International Ry
Big Fork & International Falls Ry

Missouri-Kansas-Texas RR (3)
Missouri-Kansas-Texas RR Co of Texas (3)

(T) Missouri Pacific RR (1)
(T) Missouri-Illinois RR

Northern Pacific Ry (1)
Northern Pacific Terminal Co of Oregon
Northwestern Pacific RR
Ogden Union Ry & Depot Co
Peoria & Pekin Union Ry
Port Terminal Railroad Association
Pueblo Union Depot & Railroad Co
St. Joseph Terminal RR Co

(T) St. Louis-San Francisco Ry (3)
St. Louis, San Francisco & Texas Ry (3)
Birmingham Belt RR (3)

(T) St. Louis Southwestern Ry
(T) St. Louis Southwestern Ry Co of Texas

San Diego & Arizona Eastern Ry (7)
South Omaha Terminal Ry
Southern Pacific Co.-Pacific Lines (1) (8) (9)
Spokane, Coeur d'Alene & Palouse Ry
Spokane, Portland & Seattle Ry

Oregon Trunk Ry
Oregon Electric Ry
United Railways Co

Spokane Union Station Co
Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis
Texas & New Orleans RR (Sou. Pac. Lines in Texas and Louisiana)

Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio Ry
Texas & New Orleans RR (1) (10)
Louisiana Western RR
Morgan's Louisiana & Texas RR & SS Co
Iberia & Vermillion RR
Houston & Texas Central RR
Texas Midland RR
Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio Ry (Austin Division)
Houston East & West Texas Ry (7)
Houston & Shreveport RR (7)

Texas & Pacific Ry (1)
Texas-New Mexico Ry
Abilene & Southern Ry
Cisco & Northeastern Ry
Weatherford, Mineral Wells & Northwestern Ry
Texas Short Line Ry

I- _ ___I_53 STAT.] PROCLAMATIONS— SEPT. 27, 1938 

WESTERN TERRITORY--Continued 

LIST OF RAILROADS, ETC., As REPRESENTED BY THE CARRIERS' JOINT CON-
FERENCE COMMITTEE, AND THEIR EMPLOYEES REPRESENTED BY THE BROTHER-
HOOD OF RAILROAD TRAINMEN—Continued 

Houston Belt & Terminal Ry 
Illinois Central RR (1) 

Yazoo & Mississippi Valley RR (Including A&V—VS&P) 
Gulf and Ship Island RR 
Chicago & Illinois Western RR 

Kansas City Southern Ry 
Arkansas Western Ry 

Kansas City Terminal Ry 
Litchfield & Madison Ry 
Los Angeles Junction Ry 
Midland Valley RR 

Kansas, Oklahoma & Gulf Ry 
Minneapolis, Northfield and Southern Ry 

(T) Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Ry 
(T) Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic Ry 
(T) Mineral Range RR 

Minnesota & International Ry 
Big Fork & International Falls Ry 

Missouri-Kansas-Texas RR (3) 
Missouri-Kansas-Texas RR Co of Texas (3) 

(T) Missouri Pacific RR (1) 
(T) Missouri-Illinois RR 

Northern Pacific Ry (1) 
Northern Pacific Terminal Co of Oregon 
Northwestern Pacific RR 
Ogden Union Ry & Depot Co 
Peoria & Pekin Union Ry 
Port Terminal Railroad Association 
Pueblo Union Depot & Railroad Co 
St. Joseph Terminal RR Co 

(T) St. Louis-San Francisco Ry (3) 
St. Louis, San Francisco & Texas Ry (3) 
Birmingham Belt RR (3) 

(T) St. Louis Southwestern Ry 
(T) St. Louis Southwestern Ry Co of Texas 

San Diego & Arizona Eastern Ry (7) 
South Omaha Terminal Ry 
Southern Pacific Co.—Pacific Lines (1) (8) (9) 
Spokane, Coeur d'Alene & Palouse Ry 
Spokane, Portland & Seattle Ry 

Oregon Trunk Ry 
Oregon Electric Ry 
United Railways Co 

Spokane Union Station Co 
Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis 
Texas & New Orleans RR (Sou. Pac. Lines in Texas and Louisiana) 

Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio Ry 
Texas & New Orleans RR (1) (10) 
Louisiana Western RR 
Morgan's Louisiana & Texas RR & SS Co 
Iberia & Vermillion RR 
Houston & Texas Central RR 
Texas Midland RR 
Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio Ry (Austin Division) 
Houston East & West Texas Ry (7) 
Houston & Shreveport RR (7) 

Texas & Pacific Ry (1) 
Texas-New Mexico Ry 
Abilene & Southern Ry 
Cisco & Northeastern Ry 
Weatherford, Mineral Wells & Northwestern Ry 
Texas Short Line Ry 

2483 
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WESTERN TERRITORY-Continued

LIST OF RAILROADS, ETC., AS REPRESENTED BY THE CARRIERS' JOINT CONFER-
ENCE COMMITTEE, AND THEIR EMPLOYEES REPRESENTED BY THE BROTHER-
HOOD OF RAILROAD TRAINMEN-Continued

Texas Pacific-Missouri Pacific Terminal RR of New Orleans
Union Pacific RR (1)
Union Railway Company (Memphis) (3)
Union Terminal Co (Dallas)
Union Terminal Ry Co (St. Joseph)

(R) Wabash Ry
(T) Western Pacific RR (1)

NOTES:
(I)-Includes Dining Car Stewards.
(2)-Includes Yardmen, South St. Paul Terminal.
(3)-Includes Yardmasters (Except General Yardmasters on D&RGW RR)
(4)-White Trainmen and Yardmen only.
5)-Dining Car Stewards only.
6)-White Engine Foremen only.

(7)-Yardmen only.
8)-Includes former EP&SW System.

(9)-Includes Train Gatemen (Electric Lines).
(10)-Includes Bus and Truck Drivers. New Orleans Terminal.
(11)-Does not include Dining Car Stewards.
(R)-In Receivership; (T)-In Trusteeship;-Subject to Approval of Court.

September 1, 1938.

For the Carriers: For the Organization:
S. H. SCHNEIDER W. G. CANTLEY

R. F. W.
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WESTERN TERRITORY—Continued 

LIST or RAILROADS, ETC., AS REPRESENTED BY THE CARRIERS' JOINT CONFER-
ENCE COMMITTEE, AND THEIR EMPLOYEES REPRESENTED BY THE BROTHER-
HOOD OF RAILROAD TRAINMEN—Continued 

Texas Pacific-Missouri Pacific Terminal RR of New Orleans 
Union Pacific RR (1) 
Union Railway Company (Memphis) (3) 
Union Terminal Co (Dallas) 
Union Terminal Ry Co (St. Joseph) 

(R) Wabash Ry 
(T) Western Pacific RR (1) 

NOTES: 
(1)—Includes Dining Car Stewards. 
(2)—Includes Yardmen, South St. Paul Terminal. 
(3)—Includes Yardmasters (Except General Yardraasters on D&RGW RR) 
4)—White Trainmen and Yardmen only. 
5)—Dining Car Stewards only. 
f3)—White Engine Foremen only. 
(7)—Yardmen only. 
(8)—Includes former EP&SW System. 
(9)—Includes Train Gatemen (Electric Lines). 
(10)—Includes Bus and Truck Drivers, New Orleans Terminal. 
(11)—Does not include Dining Car Stewards. 
(R)—in Receivership; (T)—In Trusteeship;—Subject to Approval of Court. 

September 1, 1938. 

For the Carriers: 
S. H. SCHNEIDER 

R. F. W. 

For the Organization: 
W. G. CANTLEY 



PROCLAMATIONS-SEPT. 27, 1938

EXHIBIT E

EASTERN TERRITORY

LIST OF RAILROADS, ETC., AS REPRESENTED BY THE CARRIERS' JOINT CONFER-
ENCE COMMITTEE, AND THEIR EMPLOYEES REPRESENTED BY THE BROTHER-
HOOD OF RAILROAD TRAINMEN.

(Authority is co-extensive with the scope of Agreements as to classes of employees)

Akron & Barberton Belt Railroad Company, The
(T) Akron, Canton & Youngstown Railway Company, The
(R) Ann Arbor Railroad Company, The

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company, The (a)
Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad Company
Boston & Maine Railroad (b)
Bush Terminal Company
Canadian National Railway Lines in New England

Champlain & St. Lawrence Railroad Company
St. Clair Tunnel Company
United States & Canada Railroad Company

Central Railroad Company of New Jersey, The
Central Vermont Railway, Inc.

(T) Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company
Cincinnati Union Terminal Company
Chicago Union Station Company
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad Co., The (g)
Detroit & Toledo Shore Line Railroad Company, The
Detroit, Toledo & Ironton Railroad Company
Donora Southern Railroad Company

(T) Erie Railroad Company
Chicago and Erie Railroad Company
New Jersey and New York Railroad, The

(T) New York, Susquehanna & Western Railroad Company
(T) Wilkes-Barre & Eastern Railroad Company

Grand Trunk Western Railroad Company (a)
Indianapolis Union Railway Company, The
Lake Terminal Railroad Company, The
Lehigh Valley Railroad Company (c)
Lehigh & New England Railroad Company
Maine Central Railroad Company (b)

Portland Terminal Company (b)
McKeesport Connecting Railroad Company
Monongahela Railway Company, The
NEW YORK CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY, THE, AND ALL LEASED LINES:

New York Central-Buffalo & East (g)
New York Central-West of Buffalo (g)
New York Central-Ohio Central Lines (b) (g)

Boston & Albany Railroad (a)
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway Company (g)

Louisville & Jeffersonville Bridge & Railroad
Chicago River & Indiana Railroad Company (Chicago Junction

Railway Co.)
Indiana Harbor Belt Railroad Company, The (d)
Michigan Central Railroad Company, The (g)
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad Company, The (incl. L. E. & E.)

Newburgh & South Shore Railway Company, The
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad Company, The

(T) New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company, The
New York Connecting Railroad Company, The

98907--39-Pr 3-67
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EXHIBIT E 

EASTERN TERRITORY 

LIST OF RAILROADS, ETC., AS REPRESENTED BY THE CARRIERS' JOINT CONFER-
ENCE COMMITTEE, AND THEIR EMPLOYEES REPRESENTED BY THE BROTHER-
HOOD OF RAILROAD TRAINMEN. 

(Authority is co-extensive with the scope of Agreements as to classes of employees) 

Akron & Barberton Belt Railroad Company, The 
(T) Akron Canton & Youngstown Railway Company, The 
(R) Ann Arbor Railroad Company, The 

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company, The (a) 
Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad Company 
Boston & Maine Railroad (b) 
Bush Terminal Company 
Canadian National Railway Lines in New England 

Champlain & St. Lawrence Railroad Company 
St. Clair Tunnel Company 
United States & Canada Railroad Company 

Central Railroad Company of New Jersey, The 
Central Vermont Railway, Inc. 

(T) Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway Company 
Cincinnati Union Terminal Company 
Chicago Union Station Company 
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad Co., The (g) 
Detroit & Toledo Shore Line Railroad Company, The 
Detroit, Toledo & Ironton Railroad Company 
Donors. Southern Railroad Company 

(T) Erie Railroad Company 
Chicago and Erie Railroad Company 
New Jersey and New York Railroad, The 

(T) New York, Susquehanna & Western Railroad Company 
(T) Wilkes-Barre & Eastern Railroad Company 

Grand Trunk Western Railroad Company (a) 
Indianapolis Union Railway Company, The 
Lake Terminal Railroad Company, The 
Lehigh Valley Railroad Company (c) 
Lehigh & New England Railroad Company 
Maine Central Railroad Company (b) 

Portland Terminal Company (b) 
McKeesport Connecting Railroad Company 
Monongahela Railway Company, The 
NEW YORK CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY, THE, AND ALL LEASED LINES: 

New York Central—Buffalo & East (g) 
New York Central—West of Buffalo (g) 
New York Central—Ohio Central Lines (b) (g) 

Boston & Albany Railroad (a) 
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway Company (g) 

Louisville & Jeffersonville Bridge & Railroad 
Chicago River & Indiana Railroad Company (Chicago Junction 
Railway Co.) 

Indiana Harbor Belt Railroad Company, The (d) 
Michigan Central Railroad Company, The (g) 
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad Company, The (incl. L. E. & E.) 

Newburgh & South Shore Railway Company, The 
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad Company, The 

(T) New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company, The 
New York Connecting Railroad Company, The 

98907°--39--PT 
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EASTERN TERRITORY-Continued

LIST OF RAILROADS, ETC., As REPRESENTED BY THE CARRIERS' JOINT CON-
FERENCE COMMITTEE, AND THEIR EMPLOYEES REPRESENTED BY THE BROTHER-
HOOD OF RAILROAD TRAINMEN-Continued

(T) New York, Ontario & Western Railway Company
Pennsylvania Railroad Company, The (a)

Long Island Railroad Company, The (e)
Baltimore & Eastern Railroad Company

Pennsylvania-Reading Seashore Lines
Pere Marquette Railway Company
Pittsburg & Shawmut Railroad Company, The

(R) Pittsburg, Shawmut & Northern Railroad Company, The
Pittsburgh & West Virginia Railway Company, The
Pittsburgh, Chartiers & Youghiogheny Railway
Reading Company (f)
River Terminal Railway Company
Staten Island Rapid Transit Railway Company, The
Union Freight Railroad (Boston)
Washington Terminal Company, The
Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad Company, The (incl. L. & W. Va.)

NOTES:
(a)-Includes Dining Car Stewards.
(b)-Includes Yardmasters.
(c)-Includes Car Riders Perth Amboy Coal Docks, and Dining Car Stewards.
(d)-Includes Train Directors, Levermen, Towermen and related classes represented by the Brotherhood

of Railroad Trainmen, for which no agreement has been negotiated as yet.
(e)-Includes Guards.
(f-Includes Car Droppers Port Reading Terminal, N. J., and Yardmasters.
(g)-Does not include Dining Car Stewards.
(R)-In Receivership; (T)-In Trusteeship-Subject to Approval of Court.

September 1, 1938.

For the carriers: For the Organization:
E. J. MCCLEES W. G. CANTLEY

2486 PROCLAMATIONS— SEPT. 27, 1938 [53 STAT. 

EASTERN TERRITORY—Continued 

LIST OF RAILROADS, ETC., As REPRESENTED BY THE CARRIERS' JOINT CON-
FERENCE COMMITTEE, AND THEIR EMPLOYEES REPRESENTED BY THE BROTHER-
HOOD OF RAILROAD TRAINMEN— Continued 

(T) New York, Ontario & Western Railway Company 
Pennsylvania Railroad Company, The (a) 

Long Island Railroad Company, The (e) 
Baltimore & Eastern Railroad Company 

Pennsylvania-Reading Seashore Lines 
Pere Marquette Railway Company 
Pittsburg & Shawmut Railroad Company, The 

(R) Pittsburg, Shawmut & Northern Railroad Company, The 
Pittsburgh & West Virginia Railway Company, The 
Pittsburgh, Chartiers & Youghiogheny Railway 
Reading Company (f) 
River Terminal Railway Company 
Staten Island Rapid Transit Railway Company, The 
Union Freight Railroad (Boston) 
Washington Terminal Company, The 
Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad Company, The (incl. L. & W. Va.) 

NOTES: 
00—Includes Dining Car Stewards. 

r)—Includes Yardmasters. c)—Includes Car Riders Perth Amboy Coal Docks, and Dining Car Stewards. 
d)—Includes Train Directors, Levermen, Towermen and related classes represented by the Brotherhood 

of Railroad Trainmen, for which no agreement has been negotiated as yet. 
(e)—Includes Guards. 
(0—Includes Car Droppers Port Reading Terminal, N. J., and Yardmasters. 
(g)— Does not include Dining Car Stewards. 
(R)—In Receivership; (T)—In Trusteeship—Subject to Approval of Court. 

September 1, 1938. 

For the carriers: For the Organization: 
E. J. MCCLEES W. G. CANTLEY 
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EXHIBIT F

SOUTHEASTERN TERRITORY

LIST OF RAILROADS, ETC., AS REPRESENTED BY THE CARRIERS' JOINT CONFER-
ENCE COMMITTEE, AND THEIR EMPLOYEES REPRESENTED BY THE BROTHERHOOD
OF RAILROAD TRAINMEN.

(Authority is co-extensive with the scope of Agreements as to classes of employees)

Atlantic Coast Line (a)
Atlanta & West Point-Western Ry. of Alabama
Atlanta Joint Terminals
Birmingham Southern

(R) Central of Georgia
Charleston & Western Carolina
Chesapeake & Ohio (b)
Clinchfield
Columbus & Greenville

(R) Florida East Coast
Georgia
Gulf Mobile & Northern (c)
Kentucky & Indiana Terminal
Louisville & Nashville (a)
Nashville Chattanooga & St Louis (a)

(R) Norfolk Southern
Norfolk & Portsmouth Belt
Norfolk & Western
Richmond Fredericksburg & Potomac

(R) Seaboard Air Line (f)
Southern Railway (a)

Alabama Great Southern (e)
Cincinnati Burnside & Cumberland River
Cincinnati New Orleans & Texas Pacific
Georgia Southern & Florida
Harriman & Northeastern
New Orleans & Northeastern
New Orleans Terminal
Northern Alabama
St Johns River Terminal
Woodstock & Blocton

Tennessee Central
Virginian

NOTES:
(a)-Includes Dining Car Stewards.
(b)-Includes Hocking Division.
(c)-Includes N. O. & a. N.
(d)-Includes East St. Louis Terminal
(e)-Includes Belt Railway of Chattanooga.
(f) Does not include dining car stewards
(R)-In Receivership;-Subject to Approval of Court.

September 1, 1938.

For the carriers, For the Organization,
T. F. PURCELL W. G. CANTLEY
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EXHIBIT F 

SOUTHEASTERN TERRITORY 

LIST OF RAILROADS, ETC., AS REPRESENTED BY THE CARRIERS' JOINT CONFER-
ENCE COMMITTEE, AND THEIR EMPLOYEES REPRESENTED BY THE BROTHERHOOD 
OF RAILROAD TRAINMEN. 

(Authority is co-extensive with the scope of Agreements as to cia•ses of employees) 

Atlantic Coast Line (a) 
Atlanta el.; West Point-Western Ry. of Alabama 
Atlanta Joint Terminals 
Birmingham Southern 

(R) Central of Georgia 
Charleston & Western Carolina 
Chesapeake & Ohio (b) 
Clinchfield 
Columbus & Greenville 

(R) Florida East Coast 
Georgia 
Gulf Mobile & Northern (c) 
Kentucky & Indiana Terminal 
Louisville & Nashville (a) 
Nashville Chattanooga & St Louis (a) 

(R) Norfolk Southern 
Norfolk & Portsmouth Belt 
Norfolk & Western 
Richmond Fredericksburg & Potomac 

(R) Seaboard Air Line (f) 
Southern Railway (a) 

Alabama Great Southern (e) 
Cincinnati Burnside & Cumberland River 
Cincinnati New Orleans & Texas Pacific 
Georgia Southern & Florida 
Harriman & Northeastern 
New Orleans & Northeastern 
New Orleans Terminal 
Northern Alabama 
St Johns River Terminal 
Woodstock & Blocton 

Tennessee Central 
Virginian 

NOTES: 
(a)—Includes Dining Car Stewards. 
(b)—Includes Hocking Division. 
(c)—Includes N. 0. & G. N. 
(d)—Includes East St. Louis Terminal 
(e)—Includes Belt Railway of Chattanooga. 
(f) Does not include dining car stewards 
(E)—In Receivership;—Subject to Approval of Court. 

September 1, 1938. 

For the carriers, For the Organization, 
T. F. PURCELL W. G. CANTLEY 



PROCLAMATIONS-OCT. 14, 1938

NICOLET NATIONAL FOREST-WISCONSIN

October 14, 1938
[No. 2302]

Nicolet Nations
Forest, Wis.

Preamble.
52 Stat. 1532.

48 Stat. 195; 49 Sta
115.

50 Stat. 525, 527.
7 U. 8. C., Sup

IV, §§ 1010-1013, 101
1029.

Lands reserved
addition to.

26 Stat. 1103.
16 U. S. C. 471.
30 Stat. 36.
16 U.S. C. §473.
50 Stat. 525.
7 U. S. C., Sup

IV, §1 1010-1013.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

al WHEREAS by Proclamation No. 2269 of January 17, 1938, there
were included in and reserved as part of the Nicolet National Forest,
in the State of Wisconsin, certain lands which had been acquired by
the United States through the Farm Security Administration or its
predecessors under authority of the National Industrial Recovery Act,

at. approved June 16, 1933 (48 Stat. 195), and the Emergency Relief
Appropriation Act of 1935, approved April 8, 1935 (49 Stat. 115);
and

WHEREAS it appears that within the exterior boundaries of the
said Nicolet National Forest, there are situated certain other lands
which have been acquired since the date of the said Proclamation No.
2269 of January 17, 1938, or are in process of acquisition, under author-
ity of the said National Industrial Recovery Act and the said Emer-
gency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935; and

WHEREAS by Executive Order No. 7908 of June 9, 1938, all the
right, title, and interest of the United States in such lands, acquired
or in process of acquisition, were transferred to the Secretary of Agri-
culture for use, administration, and disposition in accordance with the
provisions of Title III of the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act,

4 approved July 27, 1937 (50 Stat. 522, 525), and the related provisions
of Title IV thereof; and immediately upon acquisition of legal title
to those lands now in process of acquisition, the said order, under the
terms thereof, will become applicable to all the additional right,
title, and interest thereby acquired by the United States; and

WHEREAS it appears that all of such lands are suitable for national-
forest purposes and that it would be in the public interest to reserve
such lands as part of the said Nicolet National Forest:
a NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, President
of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the power
vested in me by section 24 of the act of March 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1095,
1103, as amended (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 471), the act of June 4,
1897, 30 Stat. 34, 36 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 473), and Title III of

P. the said Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act, do proclaim (1 that
all lands within the exterior boundaries of the said Nicolet National
Forest which have been acquired by the United States since the date
of the said Proclamation No. 2269 of January 17, 1938, under the
authority of the said National Industrial Recovery Act and the said
Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935, are hereby included in
and reserved as part of the Nicolet National Forest, and (2) that all
lands within the said boundaries which are in process of acquisition
by the United States under the authority of the said National Indus-
trial Recovery Act and the said Emergency Relief Appropriation Act
of 1935 shall upon the acquisition of title thereto be added to and
made a part of the said forest.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the seal of the United States to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 14" day of October in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and

[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the
one hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL
Secretary of State.

[53 STAT.2488
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[No. 23021 
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PROCLAMATIONS-OCT. 14, 1938 

NICOLET NATIONAL FOREST--WISCONSIN 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

[53 STAT. 

WHEREAS by Proclamation No. 2269 of January 17, 1938, there 
were included in and reserved as part of the Nicolet National Forest, 
in the State of Wisconsin, certain lands which had been acquired by 
the United States through the Farm Security Administration or its 
predecessors under authority of the National Industrial Recovery Act, 
approved June 16, 1933 (48 Stat. 195), and the Emergency Relief 
Appropriation Act of 1935, approved April 8, 1935 (49 Stat. 115); 
and 
WHEREAS it appears that within the exterior boundaries of the 

said Nicolet National Forest, there are situated certain other lands 
which have been acquired since the date of the said Proclamation No. 
2269 of January 17, 1938, or are in process of acquisition, under author-
ity of the said National Industrial Recovery Act and the said Emer-
gency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935; and 
WHEREAS by Executive Order No. 7908 of June 9, 1938, all the 

right, title, and Interest of the United States in such lands, acquired 
or in process of acquisition, were transferred to the Secretary of Agri-
culture for use, administration, and disposition in accordance with the 
provisions of Title III of the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act, 
approved July 27, 1937 (50 Stat. 522, 525), and the related provisions 
of Title IV thereof; and immediately upon acquisition of legal title 
to those lands now in process of acquisition, the said order, under the 
terms thereof, will become applicable to all the additional right, 
title, and interest thereby acquired by the United States; and 
WHEREAS it appears that all of such lands are suitable for national-

forest purposes and that it would be in the public interest to reserve 
such lands as part of the said Nicolet National Forest: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, President 

of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the power 
vested in me by section 24 of the act of March 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1095, 
1103, as amended (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 471), the act of June 4, 
1897, 30 Stat. 34, 36 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 473), and Title III of 
the said Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act, do proclaim (1)' that 
all lands within the exterior boundaries of the said Nicolet National 
Forest which have been acquired by the United States since the date 
of the said Proclamation No. 2269 of January 17, 1938, under the 
authority of the said National Industrial Recovery Act and the said 
Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935, are hereby included in 
and reserved as part of the Nicolet National Forest, and (2) that all 
lands within the said boundaries which are in process of acquisition 
by the United States under the authority of the said National Indus-
trial Recovery Act and the said Emergency Relief Appropriation Act 
of 1935 shall upon the acquisition of title thereto be added to and 
made  a part of the said forest. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and caused 

the seal of the United States to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 14" day of October in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and 
[sEA.L] of the Independence of the United States of America the 

one hundred and sixty-third. 
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 

By the President: 
CORDELL HULL 

Secretary of State. 
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CHEQUAMEGON NATIONAL FOREST-WISCONSIN

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS by Proclamation No. 2271 of January 17, 1938, there
were included in and reserved as part of the Chequamegon National
Forest, in the State of Wisconsin, certain lands which had been
acquired by the United States through the Farm Security Administra-
tion or its predecessors under authority of the National Industrial
Recovery Act, approved June 16, 1933 (48 Stat. 195), and the Emer-
gency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935, approved April 8, 1935 (49
Stat. 115); and

WHEREAS it appears that within the exterior boundaries of the
said Chequamegon National Forest, there are situated certain other
lands which have been acquired since the date of the said Proclamation
No. 2271 of January 17, 1938, or are in process of acquisition, under
authority of the said National Industrial Recovery Act and the said
Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935; and

WHEREAS by Executive Order No. 7908 of June 9, 1938, all the
right, title, and interest of the United States in such lands, acquired or
in process of acquisition, were transferred to the Secretary of Agricul-
ture for use, administration, and disposition in accordance with the
provisions of Title III of the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act,
approved July 27, 1937 (50 Stat. 522, 525), and the related provisions
of Title IV thereof; and immediately upon acquisition of legal title to
those lands now in process of acquisition, the said order, under the
terms thereof, will become applicable to all the additional right, title,
and interest thereby acquired by the United States; and

WHEREAS it appears that all of such lands are suitable for
national-forest purposes and that it would be in the public interest
to reserve such lands as part of the said Chequamegon National
Forest:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, Presi-
dent of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the
power vested in me by section 24 of the act of March 3, 1891, 26 Stat.
1095, 1103, as amended (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 471), the act of June
4, 1897, 30 Stat. 34, 36 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 473), and Title III of
the said Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act, do proclaim (1) that all
lands within the exterior boundaries of the said Chequamegon National
Forest which have been acquired by the United States since the date
of the said Proclamation No. 2271 of January 17, 1938, under the
authority of the said National Industrial Recovery Act and the said
Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935, are hereby included in
and reserved as part of the Chequamegon National Forest, and (2)
that all lands within the said boundaries which are in process of
acquisition by the United States under authority of the said National
Industrial Recovery Act and the said Emergency Relief Appropriation
Act of 1935 shall upon the acquisition of title thereto be added to and
made a part of the said forest.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the seal of the United States to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 14" day of October in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and of

[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the one
hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL
Secretary of State.
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CHEQUAMEGON NATIONAL FOREST- WISCONSIN 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS by Proclamation No. 2271 of January 17, 1938, there 
were included in and reserved as part of the Chequamegon National 
Forest, m the State of Wisconsin, certain lands which had been 
acquired by the United States through the Farm Security Administra-
tion or its predecessors under authority of the National Industrial 
Recovery Act, approved June 16, 1933 (48 Stat. 195), and the Emer-
gency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935, approved April 8, 1935 (49 
Stat. 115); and 
WHEREAS it appears that within the exterior boundaries of the 

said Chequamegon National Forest, there are situated certain other 
lands which have been acquired since the date of the said Proclamation 
No. 2271 of January 17, 1938, or are in process of acquisition, under 
authority of the said National Industrial Recovery Act and the said 
Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935; and 
WHEREAS by Executive Order No. 7908 of June 9, 1938, all the 

right, title, and interest of the United States in such lands, acquired or 
in process of acquisition, were transferred to the Secretary of Agricul-
ture for use, administration, and disposition in accordance with the 
provisions of Title III of the Bank head-Jones Farm Tenant Act, 
approved July 27, 1937 (50 Stat. 522, 525), and the related provisions 
of Title IV thereof; and immediately upon acquisition of legal title to 
those lands now in process of acquisition, the said order, under the 
terms thereof, will become applicable to all the additional right, title, 
and interest thereby acquired by the United States; and 
WHEREAS it appears that all of such lands are suitable for 

national-forest purposes and that it would be in the public interest 
to reserve such lands as part of the said Chequamegon National 
Forest: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the 
power vested in me by section 24 of the act of March 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 
1095, 1103, as amended (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 471), the act of June 
4, 1897, 30 Stat. 34, 36 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 473), and Title HI of 
the said Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act2 do proclaim (1) that all 
lands within the exterior boundaries of the said Chequamegon National 
Forest which have been acquired by the United States since the date 
of the said Proclamation No. 2271 of January 17, 1938, under the 
authority of the said National Industrial Recovery Act and the said 
Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935, are hereby included in 
and reserved as part of the Chequamegon National Forest, and (2) 
that all lands within the said boundaries which are in. process of 
acquisition by the United States under authority of the said National 
Industrial Recovery Act and the said Emergency Relief Appropriation 
Act of 1935 shall upon the acquisition of title thereto be added to and 
made a part of the said forest. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and caused 

the seal of the United States to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 14" day of October in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and of 
[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and sixty-third. 
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 

By the President: 
CORDELL HULL 

Secretary of State. 
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HURON NATIONAL FOREST-MICHIGAN

October 14, 1938
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BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS by Proclamation No. 2270 of January 17, 1938, there
were included in and reserved as part of the Huron National Forest,
in the State of Michigan, certain lands which had been acquired by the
United States through the Farm Security Administration or its prede-
cessors under authority of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of
1935, approved April 8, 1935 (49 Stat. 115); and

WHEREAS it appears that within the exterior boundaries of the
said Huron National Forest, there are situated certain other lands
which have been acquired since the date of the said Proclamation No.
2270 of January 17, 1938, or are in process of acquisition, under
authority of the said Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935; and

WHEREAS by Executive Order No. 7908 of June 9, 1938, all the
right, title, and interest of the United States in such lands, acquired or
in process of acquisition, were transferred to the Secretary of Agricul-
ture for use, administration, and disposition in accordance with the
provisions of Title III of the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act, ap-
proved July 27, 1937 (50 Stat. 522, 525), and the related provisions of
Title IV thereof; and immediately upon acquisition of legal title to
those lands now in process of acquisition, the said order, under the
terms thereof, will become applicable to all the additional right, title,
and interest thereby acquired by the United States; and

WHEREAS it appears that all of such lands are suitable for national-
forest purposes and that it would be in the public interest to reserve
such lands as part of the said Huron National Forest:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, President
of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the power
vested in me by section 24 of the act of March 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1095,
1103, as amended (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 471), the act of June 4, 1897,
30 Stat. 34, 36 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 473), and Title III of the said
Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act, do proclaim (1) that all lands
within the exterior boundaries of the said Huron National Forest which
have been acquired by the United States since the date of the said
Proclamation No. 2270 of January 17, 1938, under the authority of the
said Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935, are hereby included
in and reserved as part of the Huron National Forest, and (2) that all
lands within the said boundaries which are in process of acquisition by
the United States under the authority of the said Emergency Relief
Appropriation Act of 1935 shall upon the acquisition of title thereto be
added to and made a part of the said forest.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the seal of the United States to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington, this 14" day of October in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and

[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America
the one hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL
Secretary of State.
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HURON NATIONAL FOREST—MICHIGAN 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

[53 STAT. 

WHEREAS by Proclamation No. 2270 of January 17, 1938, there 
were included in and reserved as part of the Huron National Forest, 
in the State of Michigan, certain lands which had been acquired by the 
United States through the Farm Security Administration or its prede-
cessors under authority of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 
1935, approved April 8, 1935 (49 Stat. 115); and 
WHEREAS it appears that within the exterior boundaries of the 

said Huron National Forest, there are situated certain other lands 
which have been acquired since the date of the said Proclamation No. 
2270 of January 17, 1938, or are in process of acquisition, under 
authority of the said Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935; and 
WHEREAS by Executive Order No. 7908 of June 9, 1938, all the 

right, title, and interest of the United States in such lands, acquired or 
in process of acquisition were transferred to the Secretary of Agricul-
ture for use, administration, and disposition in accordance with the 
provisions of Title III of the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act, ap-
proved July 27, 1937 (50 Stat. 522, 525), and the related provisions of 
Title IV thereof; and immediately upon acquisition of legal title to 
those lands now in process of acquisition, the said order, under the 
terms thereof, will become applicable to all the additional right, title, 
and interest thereby acquired by the United States; and 
WHEREAS it appears that all of such lands are suitable for national-

forest purposes and that it would be in the public interest to reserve 
such lands as part of the said Huron National Forest: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, President 

of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the power 
vested in me by section 24 of the act of March 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1095, 
1103, as amended (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 471), the act of June 4, 1897, 
30 Stat. 34, 36 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 473), and Title III of the said 
Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act, do 'proclaim (1) that all lands 
within the exterior boundaries of the said Huron National Forest which 
have been acquired by the United States since the date of the said 
Proclamation No. 2270 of January 17, 1938, under the authority of the 
said Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935, are hereby included 
in and reserved as part of the Huron National Forest, and (2) that all 
lands within the said boundaries which are in process of acquisition by 
the United States under the authority of the said Emergency Relief 
Appropriation Act of 1935 shall upon the acquisition of title thereto be 
added to and made a part of the said forest. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and caused 

the seal of the United States to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington, this 14" day of October in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and 
[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America 

the one hundred and sixty-third. 
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 

By the President: 
CORDELL HULL 

Secretary of State. 
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ARMISTICE DAY-1938

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS the preamble to Senate Concurrent Resolution 18,
Sixty-ninth Congress (44 Stat. 1982), passed June 4, 1926, recites that
November 11, 1918 "marked the cessation of the most destructive,
sanguinary, and far-reaching war in human annals and the resumption
by the people of the United States of peaceful relations with other
nations, which we hope may never again be severed;" and

WHEREAS the said concurrent resolution provides

"That the President of the United States is requested to issue
a proclamation calling upon the officials to display the flag of the
United States on all Government buildings on November 11
and inviting the people of the United States to observe the day
in schools and churches, or other suitable places, with appro-
priate ceremonies expressive of our gratitude for peace and our
desire for the continuance of friendly relations with all other
peoples"; and

WHEREAS by an act approved May 13, 1938 (Public No. 510,
75th Congress) the 11th day of November in each year is made a
legal public holiday to be dedicated to the cause of world peace and
to be celebrated and known as Armistice Day; and

WHEREAS it is especially fitting at this time of world unrest that
November 11, 1938, the twentieth anniversary of the Armistice,
should be observed with suitable ceremonies manifesting our belief
that peace can be attained only by non-aggression, and can be made
enduring only by respect for the rights of others and good will among
the nations of the world.

NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, President
of the United States of America, do hereby direct that on Armistice
Day, November 11, 1938, the flag of the United States be displayed
on all Government buildings, and I invite the observance of the day
by the people of the United States with appropriate ceremonies in
schools, churches, and other suitable places.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 25 th day of October, in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and

[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the
one hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL

Secretary of State.

October 25, 1938
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1938.

Preamble.
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52 Stat. 351.
5 U. S. C., Supp.
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ARMISTICE DAY-1938 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the preamble to Senate Concurrent Resolution 18, 
Sixty-ninth Congress (44 Stat. 1982), passed June 4, 1926, recites that 
November 11, 1918 "marked the cessation of the most destructive, 
sanguinary, and far-reaching war in human annals and the resumption 
by the people of the United States of peaceful relations with other 
nations, which we hope may never again be severed;" and 
WHEREAS the said concurrent resolution provides 

"That the President of the United States is requested to issue 
a proclamation calling upon the officials to display the flag of the 
United States on all Government buildings on November 11 
and inviting the people of the United States to observe the day 
in schools and churches, or other suitable places, with appro-
priate ceremonies expressive of our gratitude for peace and our 
desire for the continuance of friendly relations with all other 
peoples"; and 

WHEREAS by an act approved May 13, 1938 (Public No. 510, 
75th Congress) the 11th day of November in each year is made a 
legal public holiday to be dedicated to the cause of world peace and 
to be celebrated and known as Armistice Day; and 
WHEREAS it is especially fitting at this time of world unrest that 

November 11, 1938, the twentieth anniversary of the Armistice, 
should be observed with suitable ceremonies manifesting our belief 
that peace can be attained only by non-aggression, and can be made 
enduring only by respect for the rights of others and good will among 
the nations of the world. 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, President 

of the United States of America, do hereby direct that on Armistice 
Day, November 11, 1938, the flag of the United States be displayed 
on all Government buildings, and I invite the observance of the day 
by the people of the United States with appropriate ceremonies in 
schools, churches, and other suitable places. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 25th day of October, in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and 
[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the 

one hundred and sixty-third. 
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 

By the President: 
CORDELL HULL 

Secretary of State. 
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MANISTEE NATIONAL FOREST-MICHIGAN

October 25,1938 BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
[No. 2306]

A PROCLAMATION

Manistee National WHEREAS certain lands within the State of Michigan have been
Forest, Mich.

Preamble. or may hereafter be acquired by the United States of America under
36 stat. 962. authority of the act of March 1, 1911, c. 186,36 Stat. 961,962 (U.S. C.,
43 Stat. 653. title 16, sec. 516), as amended by the act of June 7, 1924, 43 Stat. 653
16 UstS. C § 515. (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 515), the act of March 31, 1933, c. 348, 48 Stat.
16 U. . C. 585. 22 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 585), the National Industrial Recovery Act,
48 Stat. 202. approved June 16, 1933 (48 Stat. 195, 202, U. S. C., title 40, sec. 403),
40 U. S. C. and the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935, approved April
49 Stat. 115. 8, 1935 (49 Stat. 115); and

WHEREAS it appears that it would be in the public interest to
give such lands, together with certain intermingled public lands, a
national-forest status:

Establishment. NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, Presi-
dent of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the power

26 stat. 110. vested in me by section 24 of the act of March 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1095,
16U.8. C. 1471. 1103 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 471), by section 11 of the act of March 1,
36 Stat. 321. 1911, 36 Stat. 963 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 521), the act of March 31,16 U. S. C. 521.
48 Stat. 22. 1933, 48 Stat. 22 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 585), the National Industrial
16 U. s. C. 585.
48stat. 202. Recovery Act, approved June 16, 1933 (48 Stat. 195, 202, U. S. C.,
40 . s. . 40. title 40, sec. 403), and section 5 of the Emergency Relief Appropria-
49 Stat. 118. tion Act of 1935, approved April 8, 1935 (49 Stat. 115, 118), do pro-

claim (1) that there are hereby reserved and set apart as the Manistee
National Forest all lands of the United States within the area de-
scribed hereinafter and shown on the diagram attached hereto and
made a part hereof, and (2) that all lands within such area which may
hereafter be acquired by the United States under the authority of the
said acts of March 1, 1911, June 7, 1924, March 31, 1933, June 16,
1933, and April 8, 1935, shall upon acquisition of title thereto become,
and be administered as, part of the said Manistee National Forest:

Description. Michigan Principal Meridian

T. 11 N., R. 15 W., secs. 3 to 10, inclusive, secs. 15 to 22, inclu-
clusive, and sees. 27 to 34, inclusive.

T. 12 N., R. 10 W., secs. 3 to 10, inclusive, and secs. 15 to 22,
inclusive.

T. 12 N., R. 11 W., secs. 1 to 24, inclusive, and secs. 29 to 32,
inclusive.

T. 12 N., R. 12 W., all.
T. 12 N., R. 15 W., sees. 4 to 9, inclusive, secs. 15 to 22, inclu-

sive, and secs. 27 to 34, inclusive.
T. 12 N., R. 16 W., all.
T. 12 N., R. 17 W., sees. 1 to 5, inclusive, and secs. 8 to 17, in-

clusive.
T. 13 N., R. 10 W., secs. 3 to 10, inclusive, secs. 15 to 22, inclu-

sive, and sees. 27 to 34, inclusive.
Tps. 13 N., Rs. 11 and 12 W., all.
T. 13 N., R. 13 W., secs. 1 to 3, inclusive, sees. 10 to 15, inclu-

sive, sees. 22 to 27, inclusive, and sees.
34 to 36, inclusive.

T. 13 N., R. 15 W., sees. 2 to 11, inclusive, sees. 14 to 23, inclu-
sive, and sees. 26 to 34, inclusive.

T. 13 N., R. 16 W., all.
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MANISTEE NATIONAL FOREST-MICHIGAN 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

[53 STAT. 

WHEREAS certain lands within the State of Michigan have been 
or may hereafter be acquired by the United States of America under 
authority of the act of March 1, 1911, c. 186,36 Stat. 961, 962 (U. S. C., 
title 16, sec. 516), as amended by the act of June 7, 1924, 43 Stat. 653 
(U. S. C., title 16, sec. 515), the act of March 31, 1933, c. 348, 48 Stat. 
22 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 585), the National Industrial Recovery Act, 
approved June 16, 1933 (48 Stat. 195, 202, U. S. C., title 40, sec. 403), 
and the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935, approved April 
8, 1935 (49 Stat. 115); and 
WHEREAS it appears that it would be in the public interest to 

give such lands, together with certain intermingled public lands, a 
national-forest status: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the power 
vested in me by section 24 of the act of March 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1095, 
1103 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 471), by section 11 of the act of March 1, 
1911, 36 Stat. 963 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 521), the act of March 31, 
1933, 48 Stat. 22 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 585), the National Industrial 
Recovery Act, approved June 16, 1933 (48 Stat. 195, 202, U. S. C., 
title 40, sec. 403), and section 5 of the Emergency Relief Appropria-
tion Act of 1935, approved April 8, 1935 (49 Stat. 115, 118), do pro-
claim (1) that there are hereby reserved and set apart as the Manistee 
National Forest all lands of the United States within the area de-
scribed hereinafter and shown on the diagram attached hereto and 
made a part hereof, and (2) that all lands within such area which may 
hereafter be acquired by the United States under the authority of the 
said acts of March 1, 1911, June 7, 1924, March 31, 1933, June 16, 
1933, and April 8, 1935, shall upon acquisition of title thereto become, 
and be administered as, part of the said Manistee National Forest: 

Michigan Principal Meridian 

T. 11 N., R. 15 W., secs. 3 to 10, inclusive, secs. 15 to 22, inclu-
elusive, and secs. 27 to 34, inclusive. 

T. 12 N., R. 10 W., secs. 3 to 10, inclusive, and secs. 15 to 22, 
inclusive. 

T. 12 N., R. 11 W., secs. 1 to 24, inclusive, and secs. 29 to 32, 
inclusive. 

T. 12 N., R. 12 W., all. 
T. 12 N., R. 15 W., secs. 4 to 9, inclusive, secs. 15 to 22, inclu-

sive, and secs. 27 to 34, inclusive. 
T. 12 N., R. 16 W., all. 
T. 12 N., R. 17 W., secs. 1 to 5, inclusive, and secs. 8 to 17, in-

clusive. 
T. 13 N., R. 10 W., secs. 3 to 10, inclusive, secs. 15 to 22, inclu-

sive, and secs. 27 to 34, inclusive. 
Tps. 13 N., Rs. 11 and 12 W., all. 
T. 13 N., R. 13 W., secs. 1 to 3, inclusive, secs. 10 to 15, inclu-

sive, secs. 22 to 27, inclusive, and secs. 
34 to 36, inclusive. 

T. 13 N., R. 15 W., secs. 2 to 11, inclusive, secs. 14 to 23, inclu-
sive, and secs. 26 to 34, inclusive. 

T. 13 N., R. 16 W., all. 
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T. 13 N., R. 17 W., secs. 24 to 29, inclusive, and secs. 32 to 36,
inclusive.

T. 14 N., R. 10 W., secs. 5 to 8, inclusive, secs. 16 to 21, inclu-
sive, and secs. 28 to 34, inclusive.

Tps. 14 N., Rs. 11, 12 and 13 W., all.
T. 14 N., R. 14 W., secs. 1 to 7, inclusive, secs. 10 to 15, inclu-

sive, and secs. 22 to 24, inclusive.
T. 14 N., R. 15 W., secs. 1 to 22, inclusive, and secs. 27 to 34,

inclusive.
T. 14 N., R. 16 W., secs. 1 and 2, secs. 11 to 14, inclusive, secs.

23 to 26, inclusive, and secs. 35 and 36.
T. 15 N., R. 10 W., secs. 18 and 19; and secs. 29 to 32, inclusive.
Tps. 15 N., Rs. 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 W., all.
T. 15 N., R. 16 W., secs. 1 and 2; secs. 11 to 14, inclusive; secs.

23 to 26, inclusive, and secs. 35 and 36.
T. 16 N., R. 11 W., secs. 4 to 9, inclusive, secs. 16 to 21, inclu-

sive, and secs. 28 to 36, inclusive.
Tps. 16 N., Rs. 12, 13, 14 and 15 W., all.
T. 16 N., R. 16 W., secs. 1 to 4, inclusive, secs. 9 to 14, inclusive,

N2 sec. 15, N% sec. 16, secs. 23 to 26,
inclusive, and secs. 35 and 36.

T. 17 N., R. 11 W., secs. 5 to 8, inclusive, secs. 16 to 21, inclusive,
and secs. 28 to 33, inclusive.

Tps. 17 N., Rs. 12, 13, 14 and 15 W., all.
T. 17 N., R. 16 W., secs. 1 and 2; 11 to 14, inclusive, 23 to 26,

inclusive, and sees. 33 to 36, inclusive.
T. 18 N., R. 11 W., secs. 31 and 32.
T. 18 N., R. 12 W., secs. 34 to 36, inclusive.
T. 18 N., R. 13 W., secs. 3 to 10, inclusive; W2 sec. 15; secs. 16

to 21, inclusive; W% sec. 22; W% sec.
27; secs. 28 to 33, inclusive; and W%
sec. 34.

T. 18 N., R. 14 W., all.
T. 18 N., R. 15 W., secs. 1 to 4, inclusive, secs. 7 to 36, inclusive.
T. 18 N., R. 16 W., sec. 36.
T. 19 N., R. 13 W., secs. 3 to 10, inclusive, secs. 15 to 22, in-

clusive, and secs. 27 to 34, inclusive.
T. 19 N., R. 14 W., all.
T. 19 N., R. 15 W., secs. 1 to 16, inclusive, secs. 21 to 28, inclu-

sive, and secs. 33 to 36, inclusive.
T. 19 N., R. 16 W., secs. 1 and 2.
T. 20 N., R. 11 W., secs. 1 to 23, inclusive, and secs. 28 to 30,

inclusive.
T. 20 N., R. 12 W., secs. 1 to 6, inclusive.
T. 20 N., R. 13 W., secs. 1 to 10, inclusive, secs. 15 to 22, inclu-

sive, and secs. 27 to 34, inclusive.
Tps. 20 N., Rs. 14 and 15 W., all.
T. 20 N., R. 16 W., secs. 1 to 18, inclusive, secs. 23 to 26, inclu-

sive, and secs. 35 and 36.
T. 20 N., R. 17 W., secs. 1 to 23, inclusive, NY sec. 26; secs. 27

to 33, inclusive, and W? sec. 34.
T. 20 N., R. 18 W., all that part East of Lake Michigan.
T. 21 N., R. 10 W., secs. 2 to 11, inclusive, secs. 14 to 23, inclu-

sive, and secs. 26 to 35, inclusive.
Tps. 21 N., Rs. 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 W., all.
T. 21 N., R. 16 W., sec. 1; sec. 2 except lot 2; sec. 3 except lots

1, 2 and 4; sec. 4 except lot 3; sees. 9
to 16, inclusive; secs. 21 to 28, inclusive;
and secs. 33 to 36, inclusive.
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T. 13 N., R. 17 W., secs. 24 to 29, inclusive, and secs. 32 to 36, 
inclusiv e. 

T. 14 N., R. 10 W., secs. 5 to 8, inclusive, secs. 16 to 21, inclu-
sive, and secs. 28 to 34, inclusive. 

Tps. 14 N., Rs. 11, 12 and 13 W., all. 
T. 14 N., R. 14 W., secs. 1 to 7, inclusive, secs. 10 to 15, inclu-

sive, and secs. 22 to 24, inclusive. 
T. 14 N., R. 15 W., secs. 1 to 22, inclusive, and secs. 27 to 34, 

inclusive. 
T. 14 N., R. 16 W., secs. 1 and 2, secs. 11 to 14, inclusive, secs. 

23 to 26, inclusive, and secs. 35 and 36. 
T. 15 N., R. 10 W., secs. 18 and 19; and secs. 29 to 32, inclusive. 
Tps. 15 N., Rs. 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 W., all. 
T. 15 N., R. 16 W., secs. 1 and 2; secs. 11 to 14, inclusive; secs. 

23 to 26, inclusive, and secs. 35 and 36.  T. 16 N., R. 11 W., secs. 4 to 9, inclusive, secs. 16 to 21, inclu-

sive, and secs. 28 to 36, inclusive. 
Tps. 16 N., Rs. 12, 13, 14 and 15 W., all. 
T. 16 N., R. 16 W., secs. 1 to 4, inclusive secs. 9 to 14, inclusive, 

NY2 sec. 15, Ng sec. 16, secs. 23 to 26, 
inclusive, and secs. 35 and 36. 

T. 17 N., R. 11 W., secs. 5 to 8, inclusive, secs. 16 to 21, inclusive, 
and secs. 28 to 33, inclusive. 

Tps. 17 N., Rs. 12, 13, 14 and 15 W., all. 
T. 17 N., R. 16 W., secs. 1 and 2; 11 to 14, inclusive, 23 to 26, 

inclusive, and secs. 33 to 36, inclusive. 
T. 18 N., R. 11 W., secs. 31 and 32. 
T. 18 N., R. 12 W., secs. 34 to 36,.in ' inclusive. 
T. 18 N., R. 13 W., sees. 3 to 101 inclusive; W% sec. 15; secs. 16 

to 21, inclusive; W% sec. 22; W% sec. 
27; secs. 28 to 33, inclusive; and W% 
sec. 34. 

T. 18 N., R. 14 W., all. 
T. 18 N., R. 15 W., secs. 1 to 4, inclusive, secs. 7 to 36, inclusive. 
T. 18 N., R. 16 W., sec. 36. 
T. 19 N., R. 13 W., secs. 3 to 10, inclusive, secs. 15 to 22, in-

clusive, and secs. 27 to 34, inclusive. 
T. 19 N., R. 14 W., all. 
T. 19 N., R. 15 W., secs. 1 to 16, inclusive, secs. 21 to 28, inclu-

sive, and secs. 33 to 36, inclusive. 
T. 19 N., R. 16 W., secs. 1 and 2. 
T. 20 N., it. 11 W., secs. 1 to 23, inclusive, and secs. 28 to 30, 

inclusive. 
T. 20 N., R. 12 W., secs. 1 to 6, inclusive. 
T. 20 N., R. 13 W., secs. 1 to 10, inclusive, secs. 15 to 22, inclu-

sive, and secs. 27 to 34, inclusive. 
Tps. 20 N., Rs. 14 and 15 W., all. 
T. 20 N., R. 16 W., secs. 1 to 18, inclusive, secs. 23 to 26, inclu-

sive, and secs. 35 and 36. 
T. 20 N., R. 17 W., secs. 1 to 23, inclusive, N% sec. 26; secs. 27 

to 33, inclusive, and W% sec. 34. 
T. 20 N., R. 18 W., all that part East of Lake Michigan. 
T. 21 N., R. 10 W., secs. 2 to 11, inclusive, secs. 14 to 23, inclu-

sive, and secs. 26 to 35, inclusive. 
Tps. 21 N., Rs. 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 W., all. 
T. 21 N., R. 16 W., sec. 1; sec. 2 except lot 2; sec. 3 except lots 

1, 2 and 4; sec. 4 except lot 3; secs. 9 
to 16, inclusive; secs. 21 to 28, inclusive; 
and secs. 33 to 36, inclusive. 
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Prior rights, etc.,
not affected.

October 25, 138

[No. 2307]

Ackia Battleground
National Monument,
Miss.

Preamble.

49 Stat. 897.
16 U. S. C., Supp.

IV, § 450r.

Tps. 22 N., Rs. 10, 11, 12 and 13 W., all.
T. 22 N., R. 14 W., secs. 1 to 5, inclusive, secs. 8 to 17, inclusive,

secs. 19 to 36, inclusive.
T. 22 N., R. 15 W., secs. 19 to 36, inclusive.
T. 22 N., R. 16 W., lots 5, 6 and 7, and S2SE4 sec. 25; lots 5

and 6 sec. 33; lot 4 sec. 34; lot 6 sec. 35;
lots 1, 3 and 5, E?2SW4 and E% sec. 36.

T. 23 N., R. 10 W., secs. 19 to 36, inclusive.
T. 23 N., R. 11 W., secs. 19 to 36, inclusive.
T. 23 N., R. 12 W., secs. 19 to 36, inclusive.
T. 23 N., R. 13 W., secs. 13 and 14, secs. 23 to 26, inclusive, and

secs. 31 to 36, inclusive.
The reservation made by this proclamation shall as to all lands

which are at this date legally appropriated under the public-land
laws or reserved for any public purpose other than classification,
be subject to and shall not interfere with or defeat legal rights under
such appropriation, or prevent the use for such public purpose of
lands so reserved, so long as such appropriation is legally maintained
or such reservation remains in force.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 25th day of October in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and of

[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the one
hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL
Secretary of State.

ACKIA BATTLEGROUND NATIONAL MONUMENT-MISSISSIPPI

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS section 2 of the act of Congress entitled "An Act to
provide for the commemoration of the two hundredth anniversary of
the Battle of Ackia, Mississippi, and the establishment of the Ackia
Battleground National Monument, and for other purposes", approved
August 27, 1935 (49 Stat. 897), provides:

"That the Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby, author-
ized in his discretion to acquire, by purchase or by condemnation
and/or accept by donation in behalf of the United States, such
lands, easements, and buildings not to exceed fifty acres, and
when title satisfactory to the Secretary of the Interior shall have
been vested in the United States such area or areas shall be, upon
proclamation of the President, established, dedicated, and set
apart as a public monument for the benefit and enjoyment of the
people and shall be known as the 'Ackia Battleground National
Monument:' Provided, That such area shall include the site of the
Battle of Ackia";

AND WHEREAS the Secretary of the Interior has caused title to
certain lands in the State of Mississippi, aggregating 49.15 acres and
including the site of the Battle of Ackia, to be vested in the United
States of America:
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Prior rights, etc., 
not affected. 

October 25, 1938 
[No. 2307] 

Ackia Battleground 
National Monument, 
Miss. 
Preamble. 

49 Stat. 897. 
16 U. S. C., Supp. 

IV, §§ 450r. 

Tps. 22 N., Rs. 
T. 22 N., R. 14 

T. 22 N., R. 15 
T. 22 N., R. 16 

T. 23 N., R. 10 
T. 23 N., R. 11 
T. 23 N., R. 12 
T. 23 N., R. 13 

10, 11, 12 and 13 W., all. 
W., secs. 1 to 5, inclusive, secs. 8 to 17, inclusive, 

secs. 19 to 36, inclusive. 
W., secs. 19 to 36, inclusive. 
W., lots 5, 6 and 7, and s%sEy, sec. 25; lots 5 

and 6 sec. 33; lot 4 sec. 34; lot 6 sec. 35; 
lots 1, 3 and 5, E%SWY4 and E% sec. 36. 

W., secs. 19 to 36, inclusive. 
W., secs. 19 to 36, inclusive. 
W., secs. 19 to 36, inclusive. 
W., secs. 13 and 14, secs. 23 to 26, inclusive, and 

secs. 31 to 36, inclusive. 

The reservation made by this proclamation shall as to all lands 
which are at this date legally appropriated under the public-land 
laws or reserved for any public purpose other than classification, 
be subject to and shall not interfere with or defeat legal rights under 
such appropriation, or prevent the use for such public purpose of 
lands so reserved, so long as such appropriation is legally maintained 
or such reservation remains in force. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 25th day of October in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and of 
[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and sixty-third. 

By the President: 
CORDELL HULL 

Secretary of State. 

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 

ACKIA BATTLEGROUND NATIONAL MONUMENT— MISSISSIPPI 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS section 2 of the act of Congress entitled "An Act to 
provide for the commemoration of the two hundredth anniversary of 
the Battle of Ackia, Mississippi, and the establishment of the Ackia 
Battleground National Monument, and for other purposes", approved 
August 27, 1935 (49 Stat. 897), provides: 

"That the Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby, author-
ized in his discretion to acquire, by purchase or by condemnation 
and/or accept by donation in behalf of the United States, such 
lands, easements, and buildings not to exceed fifty acres, and 
when title satisfactory to the Secretary of the Interior shall have 
been vested in the United States such area or areas shall be, upon 
proclamation of the President, established, dedicated, and set 
apart as a public monument for the benefit and enjoyment of the 
people and shall be known as the 'Ackia Battleground National 
Monument' Provided, That such area shall include the site of the 
Battle of Ackia"; 

AND WHEREAS the Secretary of the Interior has caused title to 
certain lands in the State of Mississippi, aggregating 49.15 acres and 
including the site of the Battle of Ackia, to be vested in the United 
States of America: 
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PROCLAMATIONS-OCT. 25, 29, 1938

NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, Presi-
dent of the United States of America, by virtue of and pursuant to the
power in me vested by the said act of August 27, 1935, do proclaim
that the following-described lands in Lee County, State of Mississippi,
are hereby established, dedicated, and set apart, subject to an ease-
ment of the Tennessee Valley Authority in and to an established
electric transmission line, as the Ackia Battleground National
Monument:

Beginning at a point which lies north 41 degrees 03 minutes east
138.53 feet from the quarter section corner between sections 23 and
26, T. 9 S., R. 5 E., of the Chickasaw Meridian; thence north
80 degrees 03 minutes east 1166.0 feet to a point; thence south 55
degrees 10 minutes east 300.94 feet to a point; thence south 55
degrees 12 minutes east 479.8 feet to a point; thence south 29
degrees 45 minutes west 695.31 feet to a point; thence south 60
degrees 21 minutes west 933.6 feet to a point; thence north 64
degrees 26 minutes west 1236.0 feet to a point; thence north 31
degrees 49 minutes east 912.75 feet to the place of beginning,
containing 49.15 acres of land and being parts of sections 23 and
26 T. 9 S., R. 5 E., of the Chickasaw Meridian, County of Lee,
State of Mississippi.

Warning is hereby expressly given to all unauthorized persons not
to appropriate, injure, destroy, or remove any feature of this monu-
ment and not to locate or settle upon any lands thereof.

The Director of the National Park Service, under the direction of
the Secretary of the Interior, shall have the supervision, management,
and control of the monument as provided in the act of Congress
entitled "An Act to establish a National Park Service, and for other
purposes", approved August 25, 1916 (39 Stat. 535, U. S. C., title 16,
sees. 1 and 2), and acts supplementary thereto or amendatory thereof.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the seal of the United States to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 25th day of October in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and of

[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the
one hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL
Secretary of State.

OUACHITA NATIONAL WILDLIFE PRESERVE-ARKANSAS

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Establishment.

Easement of Ten-
nessee Valley Author-
ity.

Description.

Warning against
unauthorized acts.

Supervision.

39 Stat. 535.
16 U. S.. . 1, 2.

October 29, 1938
[No. 23081

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS by proclamation of March 8, 1935 (49 Stat. 3439), iuaitaPNationa

certain lands of the United States within the Ouachita National Ark.
Forest, Arkansas, were designated as the "Muddy Creek Refuge"; 4Pgstat.l9.
and

WHEREAS it appears that it would be in the public interest to
enlarge the said refuge, and to change the name thereof to "Ouachita
National Wildlife Preserve":

NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, President Areaenlarged.
of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority
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NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, Presi-
dent of the United States of America, by virtue of and pursuant to the 
power in me vested by the said act of August 27, 1935, do proclaim 
that the following-described lands in Lee County, State of Mississippi, 
are hereby established, dedicated, and set apart, subject to an ease-
ment of the Tennessee Valley Authority in and to an established 
electric transmission line, as the Ackia Battleground National 
Monument: 

Beginning at a point which lies north 41 degrees 03 minutes east 
138.53 feet from the quarter section corner between sections 23 and 
26, T. 9 S., R. 5 E., of the Chickasaw Meridian; thence north 
80 degrees 03 minutes east 1166.0 feet to a point; thence south 55 
degrees 10 minutes east 300.94 feet to a point; thence south 55 
degrees 12 minutes east 479.8 feet to a point; thence south 29 
degrees 45 minutes west 695.31 feet to a point; thence south 60 
degrees 21 minutes west 933.6 feet to a point; thence north 64 
degrees 26 minutes west 1236.0 feet to a point; thence north 31 
degrees 49 minutes east 912.75 feet to the place of beginning, 
containing 49.15 acres of land and being parts of sections 23 and 
26 T. 9 S., R. 5 E., of the Chickasaw Meridian, County of Lee, 
State of Mississippi. 

Warning is hereby expressly given to all unauthorized persons not unWatilLonrigl acts..nst 
to appropriate, injure, destroy, or remove any feature of this monu-
ment and not to locate or settle upon any lands thereof. 
The Director of the National Park Service, under the direction of Supervision. 

the Secretary of the Interior, shall have the supervision, management, 
and control of the monument as provided m the act of Congress 
entitled "An Act to establish a National Park Service, and for other 
purposes", approved August 25, 1916 (39 Stat. 535, U. S. C., title 16, 39 Stat. 535. 
secs. 1 and 2), and acts supplementary thereto or amendatory thereof. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and caused 

the seal of the United States to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 25th day of October in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and of 
[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the 

one hundred and sixty-third. 
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 

By the President: 
CORDELL HULL 

Secretary of State. 

OUACHITA NATIONAL W ILDLIFE PRESERVE—ARKANSAS 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS by proclamation of March 8, 1935 (49 Stat. 3439), 
certain lands of the United States within the Ouachita National 
Forest, Arkansas, were designated as the "Muddy Creek Refuge"; 
and 
WHEREAS it appears that it would be in the public interest to 

enlarge the said refuge, and to change the name thereof to "Ouachita 
National Wildlife Preserve": 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, President 

of the United States of America, under and by -virtue of the authority 

Establishment. 

Easement of Ten-
nessee Valley Author-
ity. 

Description. 

October 29, 1938 
[No. 2308] 

Ouachita National 
Wildlife Preserve, 
Ark. 
Preamble. 
49 Stat. 3439. 

Area enlarged. 
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48 ta.. 12'. 93 vested in me by the act of June 13, 1933, 48 Stat. 128 (U. S. C., title 16,
sec. 693), and upon recommendation of the Secretary of Agriculture, do
proclaim that the said Muddy Creek Refuge is hereby enlarged so that
it shall include and be composed of the area within the following-

Designation. described boundaries, and that such refuge shall hereafter be known as
the "Ouachita National Wildlife Preserve":

Description. Beginning at a point on the south line of Sec. 25, T. 2 N., R. 27
W., 5th P. M., where the east line of the right-of-way of Highway
No. 28 intersects this section line approximately 30 chains west
of the southeast corner of said section 25; thence in a northeasterly
direction, following the east line of the right-of-way of Highway
No. 28, approximately a third of a mile, to its intersection with
Hurricane Ridge Road, which branches off to the east; thence in a
northeasterly direction, following the south line of right-of-way of
Hurricane Ridge Road, approximately five miles, to its inter-
section with the east line of SWSW 4, section 12, T. 2 N.,
R. 26 W; thence south to the south line of said section 12 and
continuing south 5 chains into section 13, T. 2 N., R. 26 W.;
thence east 20 chains; thence north 5 chains to the north line of
said section 13; thence east along this section line 20 chains;
thence north approximately 23 chains to the south line of the
right-of-way of Little Texas Road; thence northeasterly, following
the south line of said right-of-way approximately five miles to
its intersection with West Gafford Creek near the east line of
section 2, T. 2 N., R. 25 W; thence following up west bank of
West Gafford Creek in a southerly direction approximately 2
miles to a branch entering West Gafford Creek from the east in
the NWNW 4, section 13, T. 2 N., R. 25 W.; thence in an easterly
direction, following the south bank of said branch approximately
2% miles to its source and continuing approximately % mile to the
hydrographic divide between West Gafford Creek and Gafford
Creek in the SE% of section 8, T. 2 N., R. 24 W.; thence in a
southwesterly direction approximately 4 miles along the top of
said divide to the section line between sections 35 and 36, T. 2 N.,
R. 25 W.; thence south approximately M mile along said section
line, to the southeast corner of section 35; thence continuing
south on the section line between sections 1 and 2, T. 1 N.,
R. 25 W., to the SE corner of section 2; thence east approximately
2% miles along section lines between sections 1 and 12, T. 1 N.,
R. 25 W., and sections 6 and 7 and 5 and 8, T. 1 N., R. 24 W., to
the first hydrographic divide east of Ritter Creek; thence in a
southeasterly direction, following said divide, approximately
% mile to the summit of Muddy Creek Mountain; thence follow-
ing the divide of Muddy Creek Mountain in a northeasterly direc-
tion, to its summit at Lone Pine Lookout Tower in NW%, section
2, T. 1 N., R. 24 W.; thence, in a southeasterly direction, along
the first hydrographic divide north of Muddy Creek leading
from Muddy Creek Mountain approximately 1% miles to the
section line between sections 11 and 12, T. 1 N., R. 24 W.;
thence south along said section line and the section line between
sections 13 and 14, said township approximately one mile, to the
hydrographic divide to the south of Muddy Creek; thence in a
southwesterly direction along said divide, approximately 5 miles
to the approximate center of section 32, T. 1 N., R. 24 W., where
this divide intersects a divide running northvest and dividing
Muddy Creek at the north from Wheat Creek to the south;
thence following this divide in a northwesterly direction approxi-
mately one mile to the north and south quarter-section line of
section 31, near its north quarter-section corner; thence in a south-
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48 Stat. 128. 
16 U. S. C. § 693. 

Designation. 

Description. 
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vested in me by the act of June 13, 1933,48 Stat. 128 (I.T. S. C., title 16, 
sec. 693), and upon recommendation of the Secretary of Agriculture, do 
proclaim that the said Muddy Creek Refuge is hereby enlarged so that 
it shall include and be composed of the area within the following-
described boundaries, and that such refuge shall hereafter be known as 
the "Ouachita National Wildlife Preserve": 

Beginning at a point on the south line of Sec. 25, T. 2 N., R. 27 
W., 5th P. M., where the east line of the right-of-way of Highway 
No. 28 intersects this section line approximately 30 chains west 
of the southeast corner of said section 25; thence in a northeasterly 
direction, following the east line of the right-of-way of Highway 
No. 28, approximately a, third of a mile, to its intersection with 
Hurricane Ridge Road, which branches off to the east; thence in a 
northeasterly direction, following the south line of right-of-way of 
Hurricane Ridge Road, approximately five miles, to its inter-
section with the east line of SWXSWX, section 12, T. 2 N., 
R. 26 W; thence south to the south line of said section 12 and 
continuing south 5 chains into section 13, T. 2 N., R. 26 W.; 
thence east 20 chains; thence north 5 chains to the north line of 
said section 13; thence east along this section line 20 chains; 
thence north approximately 23 chains to the south line of the 
right-of-way of Little Texas Road; thence northeasterly, following 
the south line of said right-of-way approximately five miles to its the, with West Gafford Creek near the east line of 
section 2, T. 2 N., R. 25 W; thence following u,p west bank of 
West Gafford Creek in a southerly direction approximately 2 
miles to a branch entering West Gafford Creek from the east in 
the NWXNWX, section 13, T. 2 N., R. 25 W.; thence in an easterly 
direction, following the south bank of said branch approximately 
2% miles to its source and continuing approximately X mile to the 
hydrographic divide between West Gafford Creek and Gafford 
Creek in the SEX of section 8, T. 2 N., R. 24 W.; thence in a 
southwesterly direction approximately 4 miles along the top of 
said divide to the section line between sections 35 and 36, T. 2 N., 
R. 25 W.; thence south approximately X mile along said section 
line, to the southeast corner of section 35; thence continuing 
south on the section line between sections 1 and 2, T. 1 N., 
R. 25 W., to the SE corner of section 2; thence east approximately 
2% miles along section lines between sections 1 and 12, T. 1 N., 
R. 25 W., and sections 6 and 7 and 5 and 8, T. 1 N., R. 24 W., to 
the first hydrographic divide east of Ritter Creek; thence in a 
southeasterly direction, following said divide, approximately 
X mile to the summit of Muddy Creek Mountain; thence follow-
ing the divide of Muddy Creek Mountain in a northeasterly direc-
tion, to its summit at Lone Pine Lookout Tower in NWX, section 
2, T. 1 N., R. 24 W.; thence, in a southeasterly direction, along 
the first hydrographic divide north of Muddy Creek leading 
from Muddy Creek Mountain approximately 1% miles to the 
section line between sections 11 and 12, T. 1 N., R. 24 W.; 
thence south along said section line and the section line between 
sections 13 and 14, said township approximately one mile, to the 
hydrographic divide to the south of Muddy Creek; thence in a 
southwesterly direction along said divide, approximately 5 miles 
to the approximate center of section 32, T. 1 N., R. 24 W., where 
this divide intersects a divide running north west and dividing 
Muddy Creek at the north from Wheat Creek to the south; 
thence following this divide in a northwesterly direction approxi-
mately one mile to the north and south quarter-section line of 
section 31, near its north quarter-section corner; thence in a south-
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westerly direction, following a short ridge approximately Y mile
to the west line of section 31, T. 1 N., R. 24 W.; thence south,
with the west line of section 31 to the SW corner of said section;
thence west with the south lines of T. 1 N., R. 25 W., and T. 1 N.,
R. 26 W., to the SW corner of section 35, T. 1 N., R. 26 W.; thence
north with the west line of section 35 to the hydrographic divide
south of West Fiddler's Creek; thence in a westerly direction
following the hydrographic divide south of West Fiddler's Creek,
approximately 2Y miles to the junction of Forester Road and
U. S. Highway No. 270 in the SWY, section 4, T. 1 S., R. 26 W.;
thence in a northerly direction, following the east line of the
right-of-way of Forester Road approximately 7 miles to its
junction with East Cedar Road in the NE4, section 7, T. 1 N.,
R. 26 W.; thence in an easterly direction, following the south
line of the right-of-way of East Cedar Road approximately Y
mile to its intersection with the east section line of said section 7;
thence north along this section line to the NE corner of section 6;
thence east 2.89 chains to the SW corner of section 32, T. 2 N.,
R. 26 W.; thence north to the NW corner of said section 32;
thence west along the south section line of section 30, T. 2 N.,
R. 26 W., and the south section line of section 25, T. 2 N., R. 27
W., to the place of beginning; containing 78,000 acres, more or less.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 29th day of October in
the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight,

[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of America
the one hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL
Secretary of State.

MODIFICATION OF POSTAGE RATES

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS I find after survey that the interests of the public, in
the promotion of the cultural growth, education, and development of
the American people, require that the postage rates on books of the
class hereinafter described be modified:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, Presi-
dent of the United States, under and by virtue of the authority vested
in me by section 2 of the act of June 16, 1933, 48 Stat. 254, as amended
by section 515 of title III of the act of May 10, 1934, 48 Stat. 760,
Public Resolution 36, approved June 28, 1935, 49 Stat. 431, and
Public Resolution 48, approved June 29, 1937, 50 Stat. 358, do
proclaim that the postage rate on books consisting wholly of reading
matter and containing no advertising matter other than incidental
announcements of books, when mailed under such regulations as the
Postmaster General shall prescribe, shall be for the period com-
mencing November 1, 1938, and ending June 30, 1939, one and one-
half cents a pound or fraction thereof, irrespective of the zone of
destination.

October 31, 1938
[No. 2309]

Postage rates.
Preamble.

Rates on books of
the class described
modified for desig-
nated period.

48 Stat. 254, 760; 49
Stat. 431; 50 Stat. 358.

39 U. . c. § 280
(note); Supp. IV, § 280
(note).
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westerly direction, following a short ridge approximately % mile 
to the west line of section 31, T. 1 N., R. 24 W.; thence south, 
with the west line of section 31 to the SW corner of said section; 
thence west with the south lines of T. 1 N., R. 25 W., and T. 1 N., 
R. 26 W., to the SW corner of section 35, T. 1 N., R. 26W.; thence 
north with the west line of section 35 to the hydrographic divide 
south of West Fiddler's Creek; thence in a westerly direction 
following the hydrographic divide south of West Fiddler's Creek, 
approximately 2% miles to the junction of Forester Road and 
U. S. Highway No. 270 in the SWX, section 4, T. 1 S., R. 26 W.; 
thence in a northerly direction, following the east line of the 
right-of-way of Forester Road approximately 7 miles to its 
junction with East Cedar Road in the NEVI, section 7, T. 1 N., 
R. 26 W.; thence in an easterly direction, following the south 
line of the right-of-way of East Cedar Road approximately Y4, 
mile to its intersection with the east section line of said section 7; 
thence north along this section line to the NE corner of section 6; 
thence east 2.89 chains to the SW corner of section 32, T. 2 N., 
R. 26 W.; thence north to the NW corner of said section 32; 
thence west along the south section line of section 30, T. 2 N., 
R. 26 W., and the south section line of section 25, T. 2 N., R. 27 
W., to the place of beginning; containing 78,000 acres, more or less. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 29th day of October in 

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, 
[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of America 

the one hundred and sixty-third. 
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 

By the President: 
CORDELL HULL 

Secretary of State. 

M ODIFICATION OF POSTAGE RATES 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS I find after survey that the interests of the public, in 
the promotion of the cultural growth, education, and development of 
the American people, require that the postage rates on books of the 
class hereinafter described be modified: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, Presi-

dent of the United States, under and by virtue of the authority vested 
in me by section 2 of the act of June 16, 1933,48 Stat. 254, as amended 
by section 515 of title III of the act of May 10, 1934, 48 Stat. 760, 
Public Resolution 36, approved June 28, 1935, 49 Stat. 431, and 
Public Resolution 48, approved June 29, 1937, 50 Stat. 358, do 
proclaim that the postage rate on books consisting wholly of reading 
matter and containing no advertising matter other than incidental 
announcements of books, when mailed under such regulations as the 
Postmaster General shall prescribe, shall be for the period com-
mencing November 1, 1938, and ending June 30, 1939, one and one-
half cents a pound or fraction thereof, irrespective of the zone of 
destination. 

October 31, 1938 
[No. 2309] 

Postage rates. 
Preamble. 

Rates on books of 
the class described 
modified for desig-
nated period. 
48 Stat. 254, 760; 49 

Stat. 431; 50 Stat. 358. 
39 U. S. C. 280 

(note); Stipp. IV, § 280 
(note). 
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Nov. 19, 1938

November 19, 1938
[No. 2310]

Thanksgiving Day,
1938.

Thursday, Novem-
ber 24, 1938, desig-
nated as.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 31st day of October, in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight and

[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the
one-hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL
Secretary of State.

THANKSGIVING DAY-1938

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, President of the United States
of America, do hereby designate Thursday, the twenty-fourth of
November, 1938, as a day of general thanksgiving.

Our Fathers set aside such a day as they hewed a nation from the
primeval forest. The observance was consecrated when George
Washington issued a Thanksgiving proclamation in the first year of
his presidency. Abraham Lincoln set apart "a Day of Thanksgiving
and Praise to our beneficent Father who dwelleth m the heavens".

Thus from our earliest recorded history, Americans have thanked
God for their blessings. In our deepest natures, in our very souls, we,
like all mankind since the earliest origin of mankind, turn to God in
time of trouble and in time of happiness. "In God We Trust".

For the blessings which have been ours during the present year we
have ample cause to be thankful.

Our lands have yielded a goodly harvest, and the toiler in shop and
mill receives a more just return for his labor.

We have cherished and preserved our democracy.
We have lived in peace and understanding with our neighbors and

have seen the world escape the impending disaster of a general war.
In the time of our fortune it is fitting that we offer prayers for

unfortunate people in other lands who are in dire distress at this our
Thanksgiving Season.

Let us remember them in our families and our churches when, on the
day appointed, we offer our thanks to Almighty God. May we by
our way of living merit the continuance of His goodness.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this nineteenth day of November,
in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight,

[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of America
the one hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL
Secretary of State.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and 
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 31st day of October, in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight and 
[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the 

one-hundred and sixty-third. 
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 

By the President: 
CORDELL HULL 

Secretary of State. 

THANKSGIVING DAY-1938 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, President of the United States 
of America, do hereby designate Thursday, the twenty-fourth of 
November, 1938, as a day of general thanksgiving. 
Our Fathers set aside such a day as they hewed a nation from the 

primeval forest. The observance was consecrated when George 
Washington issued a Thanksgiving proclamation in the first year of 
his presidency. Abraham Lincoln set apart "a Day of Thanksgiving 
and Praise to our beneficent Father who dwelleth, m the heavens". 
Thus from our earliest recorded history, Americans have thanked 

God for their blessings. In our deepest natures, in our very souls, we, 
like all mankind since the earliest origin of mankind, turn to God in 
time of trouble and in time of happiness. "In God We Trust". 
For the blessings which have been ours during the present year we 

have ample cause to be thankful. 
Our lands have yielded a goodly harvest, and the toiler in shop and 

mill receives a more just return for his labor. 
We have cherished and preserved our democracy. 
We have lived in peace and understanding with our neighbors and 

have seen the world escape the impending disaster of a general war. 
In the time of our fortune it is fitting that we offer prayers for 

unfortunate people in other lands who are in dire distress at this our 
Thanksgiving Season. 
Let us remember them in our families and our churches when, on the 

day appointed, we offer our thanks to Almighty God. May we by 
our way of living merit the continuance of His goodness. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this nineteenth day of November, 

in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, 
[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of America 

the one hundred and sixty-third. 
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 

By the President: 
CORDELL HULL 

Secretary of State. 
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GEORGE WASHINGTON NATIONAL FOREST-VIRGINIA AND
WEST VIRGINIA

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

2499

November 23, 1938
[No. 2311]

WHEREAS it appears to be in the public interest to redefine the George Washington
boundaries of the George Washington National Forest in the States and W.va.
of Virginia and West Virginia, as designated by Proclamation No. 2167 Preamble.

of April 28, 1936 (49 Stat. 3513, 1 F. R. 297): 49Stat. 3513.

NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, Presi- Boundaries rede-
dent of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the f

e d

power vested in me by section 24 of the act of March 3, 1891, 26
Stat. 1095, 1103, as amended (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 471), the act of 26tat. 1103.

U.S. C. 1471.June 4, 1897, 30 Stat. 34, 36 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 473), and section 30 Stat. 3647
11 of the act of March 1, 1911, 36 Stat. 963 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 521), . sU 3. -
do proclaim that there are hereby reserved and set apart as the 16U.S.C.. 52L

George Washington National Forest all lands of the United States
within the following-described boundaries as shown on the diagram
attached hereto and made a part hereof:

Shenandoah Unit

Beginning at the intersection of U. S. Highway 60 with the Virginia-
West Virginia State line; thence with said State line in a northeasterly
and southeasterly direction approximately 85 miles to the intersection
of said State line with Straight Fork approximately 4 of a mile north
of the Village of Hardscrable, Va.; thence southwesterly leaving the
State line and up Straight Fork to its headwaters; thence southwest-
erly, crossing the divide between Straight Fork and Back Creek to the
headwaters of Back Creek; thence southwesterly down Back Creek
approximately 16 miles to the intersection of said creek with the
Highland-Bath County line, Va.; thence with said County line in a
southeasterly direction to Cowpasture River; thence northeasterly
with west bank of Cowpasture River passing corner 4 of the Bess E.
Byrd tract 219 to the mouth of Carroll Draft; thence up Carroll
Draft to Route 614; thence northerly with said Route to its intersec-
tion with the South Fork South Branch Potomac River; thence north-
easterly approximately 22 miles with the South Fork South Branch
Potomac River crossing the Va.-W. Va. State line to the mouth of
Stony Run, a point approximately 1Y miles south of Fort Seybert,
W. Va.; thence northeasterly on a straight line to the intersection of
Route 3 with Route 14; thence northeasterly with Route 3 to the
Pendleton-Hardy County line; thence southeasterly with said County
line to the Va.-W. Va. State line; thence northeasterly and south-
easterly with said State line to its intersection with Route 58 Hardy
County, W. Va., which is Route 259, Rockingham Co., Va.; thence
northeasterly on a straight line to corner 37 of the Shenandoah Lum-
ber and Iron Company tract le; thence with the boundary of said
tract reversed to corner 34; thence northeasterly on a straight line to
corner 8 of the Union Tanning Co. tract 51; thence with the boundary
of said tract reversed to corner 4; thence northeasterly on a straight
line to corner 5 of the Union Tanning Co. tract 53; thence with the
boundary of said tract reversed to corner 45 which is corner 18 of the
Isaac Bowman tract 127; thence with said tract to corner 19 which is
corner 27 of the Union Tanning Co. tract 53; thence with the boundary
of said tract reversed to corner 24 which is also corner 24 of the Miller
Heirs tract 30; thence with said tract to corner 25 which is corner 4 of

Shenandoah Unit.

98907°-39-PT 3-68
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GEORGE W ASHINGTON NATIONAL FOREST—VIRGINIA AND 
W EST VIRGINIA 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS it appears to be in the public interest to redefine the 
boundaries of the George Washington National Forest in the States 
of Virginia and West Virginia, as designated by Proclamation No. 2167 
of April 28, 1936 (49 Stat. 3513, 1 F. R. 297): 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the 
power vested in me by section 24 of the act of March 3, 1891, 26 
Stat. 1095, 1103, as amended (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 471), the act of 
June 4, 1897, 30 Stat. 34, 36 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 473), and section 
11 of the act of March 1, 1911, 36 Stat. 963 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 521), 
do proclaim that there are hereby reserved and set apart as the 
George Washington National Forest all lands of the United States 
within the following-described boundaries as shown on the diagram 
attached hereto and made a part hereof: 

Shenandoah Unit 

Beginning at the intersection of U. S. Highway 60 with the Virginia-
West Virginia State line; thence with said State line in a northeasterly 
and southeasterly direction approximately 85 miles to the intersection 
of said State line with Straight Fork approximately Y4 of a mile north 
of the Village of Hardscrable, Va.; thence southwesterly leaving the 
State line and up Straight Fork to its headwaters; thence southwest-
erly, crossing the divide between Straight Fork and Back Creek to the 
headwaters of Back Creek; thence southwesterly down Back Creek 
approximately 16 miles to the intersection of said creek with the 
Highland-Bath County line, Va.; thence with said County line in a 
southeasterly direction to Cowpasture River; thence northeasterly 
with west bank of Cowpasture River passing corner 4 of the Bess E. 
Byrd tract 219 to the mouth of Carroll Draft; thence up Carroll 
Draft to Route 614; thence northerly with said Route to its intersec-
tion with the South Fork South Branch Potomac River; thence north-
easterly approximately 22 miles with the South. Fork South Branch 
Potomac River crossing the Va.-W. Va. State line to the mouth of 
Stony Run, a point approximately 1% miles south of Fort Seybert, 
W. Va.; thence northeasterly on a straight line to the intersection of 
Route 3 with Route 14; thence northeasterly with Route 3 to the 
Pendleton-Hardy County line; thence southeasterly with said County 
line to the Va.-W. Va. State line; thence northeasterly and south-
easterly with said State line to its intersection with Route 58 Hardy 
County, W. Va., which is Route 259, Rockingham Co., Va.; thence 
northeasterly on a straight line to corner 37.of the Shenandoah Lum-
ber and Iron Company tract le; thence with the boundary of said 
tract reversed to corner 34; thence northeasterly on a straight line to 
corner 8 of the Union Tanning Co. tract 51; thence with the boundary 
of said tract reversed to corner 4; thence northeasterly on a straight 
line to corner 5 of the Union Tanning Co. tract 53.; thence with the 
boundary of said tract reversed to corner 45 which is corner 18 of the 
Isaac Bowman tract 127; thence with said tract to corner 19 which is 
corner 27 of the Union Tanning Co. tract 53; thence with the boundary 
of said tract reversed to corner 24 which is also corner 24 of the Miller 
Heirs tract 30; thence with said tract to corner 25 which is corner 4 of 
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Boundaries rede-
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the Jas. L. Garrett tract 52; thence with boundary of said tract
reversed to a point in line of corners 3-2, said point being corner 7 of
the Charles A. Garrett tract 198; thence with a line of said tract
reversed to corner 6; thence northeasterly on a straight line to the
intersection of Route 58 and Schoolhouse Run; thence southeasterly
on a straight line to corner 7 of the Ordorff and Miley tract 454;
thence northeasterly on a straight line to corner 3 of the Catherine
Yard tract 132; thence northeasterly with the boundary of said tract
to corner 5; thence northeasterly on a straight line to corner 14 of
said tract 132; thence northeasterly on a straight line to corner 17 of
said tract 132; thence northeasterly on a straight line to U. S. G. S.
triangulation Station, Hommon; thence northeasterly on a straight
line to a point where Three Springs Run empties into Lost River;
thence down Lost River to a point where it crosses the Barney and
Landacre tract 3b between corners 7 and 8 at 1.47 chains southwest of
corner 8; thence northeasterly and southeasterly with said tract to a
point where Lost River again crosses said tract between corners 8 and
9; thence with Lost River to its intersection with the Barney and
Landacre tract 3a between corners 6 and 7; thence with the boundary
of said tract reversed to corner 5 which is corner 6 of the B. F. Tharp
tract 250c a point on the southwest bank of Lost River; thence with
tract 250c to corner 7; thence leaving said tract and with Lost River
to its intersection with the boundary of the B. F. Tharp tract 250c
between corners 8 and 1; thence with said tract boundary to a point
where Lost River again crosses said tract line between corners 8 and 1;
thence northeasterly with Lost River to a point where it merges into
the Cacapon River; thence with the west bank of Cacapon River to
the corporate limits of Wardensville; thence with the west, south and
east corporate limits of Wardensville to Route 23; thence with said
Route in a northeasterly direction to its intersection with Route 5;
thence with said Route in a northeasterly direction to its intersection
with Slate Rock Run; thence northwesterly with said Run to Cacapon
River; thence with west bank of Cacapon River to its intersection
with Route 16; Hampshire County, W. Va.; thence southeasterly
with Route 16 to its intersection with the Charles F. Nelson tract
81c a point between corners 5 and 6 of said tract; thence with the
boundary of tract 81c reversed to a point in line between corners 3 and
2 where Route 16 crosses said line; thence southeasterly with Route
16 to the W. Va.-Va. State line; thence continuing on the same Route
which becomes Route 609 on entering Frederick County, Va. to
Route 55; thence southeasterly with Route 55 to its intersection with
Route 604; thence southwesterly on a straight line to corner 1 of the
Williamson and Moul tract 70; thence southeasterly with the boundary
of said tract reversed to corner 32; thence southwesterly on a straight
line to corner 4 of the St. Luke Hospital tract 75b-2; thence south-
westerly on a straight line to corner 2 of the St. Luke Hospital tract
75a; thence southeasterly on a straight line to corner 3 of the Paul
J. Williams tract 361; thence southeasterly on a straight line to corner
10 of the St. Luke Hospital tract 75c; thence southeasterly with a line
of said tract to corner 11; thence southeasterly on a straight line to the
intersection of Route 646 with Route 623; thence southwesterly with
Route 623 to the point of intersection with Toms Brook; thence
southwesterly on a straight line to corner 102 of the Shenandoah
Iron and Coal Co. tract 100a; thence southwesterly on a straight line
to corner 154; thence to corner 155; thence southwesterly on a straight
line to corner 160; thence northwesterly on a straight line to corner 172;
thence following the south boundary of the Isaac Zane lap to corner
174 of the said tract 100a; thence southwesterly on a straight line to
corner 23 of the Shenandoah Iron and Coal Co. tract 10Ob; thence
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the Jas. L. Garrett tract 52; thence with boundary of said tract 
reversed to a point in line of corners 3-2, said point being corner 7 of 
the Charles A. Garrett tract 198; thence with a line of said tract 
reversed to corner 6; thence northeasterly on a straight line to the 
intersection of Route 58 and Schoolhouse Run; thence southeasterly 
on a straight line to corner 7 of the Orndorff and Miley tract 454; 
thence northeasterly on a straight line to corner 3 of the Catherine 
Yard tract 132; thence northeasterly with the boundary of said tract 
to corner 5; thence northeasterly on a straight line to corner 14 of 
said tract 132; thence northeasterly on a straight line to corner 17 of 
said tract 132; thence northeasterly on a straight line to U. S. G. S. 
triangulation Station, Hommon; thence northeasterly on a straight 
line to a point where Three Springs Run empties into Lost River; 
thence down Lost River to a point where it crosses the Barney and 
Landacre tract 3b between corners 7 and 8 at 1.47 chains southwest of 
corner 8; thence northeasterly and southeasterly with said tract to a 
point where Lost River again crosses said tract between corners 8 and 
9; thence with Lost River to its intersection with the Barney and 
Landacre tract 3a between corners 6 and 7; thence with the boundary 
of said tract reversed to corner 5 which is corner 6 of the B. F. Tharp 
tract 250c a point on the southwest bank of Lost River; thence with 
tract 250c to corner 7; thence leaving said tract and with Lost River 
to its intersection with the boundary of the B. F. Tharp tract 250c 
between corners 8 and 1; thence with said tract boundary to a point 
where Lost River again crosses said tract line between corners 8 and 1; 
thence northeasterly with Lost River to a point where it merges into 
the Cacapon River; thence with the west bank of Cacapon River to 
the corporate limits of Wardensville; thence with the west, south and 
east corporate limits of Wardensville to Route 23; thence with said 
Route in a northeasterly direction to its intersection with Route 5; 
thence with said Route in a northeasterly direction to its intersection 
with Slate Rock Run; thence northwesterly with said Run to Cacapon. 
River; thence with west bank of Cacapon River to its intersection 
with Route 16; Hampshire County, W. Va.; thence southeasterly 
with Route 16 to its intersection with the Charles F. Nelson tract 
81c a point between corners 5 and 6 of said tract; thence with the 
boundary of tract 81c reversed to a point in line between corners 3 and 
2 where Route 16 crosses said line; thence southeasterly with Route 
16 to the W. Va.-Va. State line; thence continuing on the same Route 
which becomes Route 609 on entering Frederick County, Va. to 
Route 55; thence southeasterly with Route 55 to its intersection with 
Route 604; thence southwesterly on a straight line to corner 1 of the 
Williamson and Moul tract 70; thence southeasterly with the boundary 
of said tract reversed to corner 32; thence southwesterly on a straight 
line to corner 4 of the St. Luke Hospital tract 75b-2; thence south-
westerly on a straight line to corner 2 of the St. Luke Hospital tract 
75a; thence southeasterly on a straight line to corner 3 of the Paul 
J. Williams tract 361; thence southeasterly on a straight line to corner 
10 of the St. Luke Hospital tract 75c; thence southeasterly with a line 
of said tract to corner 11; thence southeasterly on a straight line to the 
intersection of Route 646 with Route 623; thence southwesterly with 
Route 623 to the point of intersection with Toms Brook; thence 
southwesterly on a straight line to corner 102 of the Shenandoah 
Iron and Coal Co. tract 100a; thence southwesterly on a straight line 
to corner 154; thence to corner 155; thence southwesterly on a straight 
line to corner 160; thence northwesterly on a straight line to corner 172; 
thence following the south boundary of the Isaac Zane lap to corner 
174 of the said tract 100a; thence southwesterly on a straight line to 
corner 23 of the Shenandoah Iron and Coal Co. tract 100b; thence 
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southwesterly on a straight line to corner 29; thence southwesterly
with the boundary of said tract 100b to corner 36 which is corner 4 of
the Wetherholtz Heirs tract 148; thence southerly with the boundary
of tract 148 reversed to corner 3; thence westerly on a straight line to
corner 2 of the Shenandoah Iron and Coal Co. tract 100b; thence
following the boundary of said tract to point in line between corners
7 and 8 where Stony Creek crosses said line; thence leaving the tract
boundary and down Stony Creek to the mouth of Laurel Run; thence
up Laurel Run to a point where Route 691 crosses it; thence north-
westerly with Route 691 to its junction with Route 717; thence south-
westerly with said Route to its intersection with Route 720; thence
southwesterly on a straight line to corner 12 of the B. F. Anderson
tract 113; thence with the boundary of said tract to a point in line
between corners 14 and 15 where Route 717 crosses said line; thence
southerly with said Route to its junction with Route 265; thence
with Route 265 to its junction with Route 263; thence southwesterly
with Route 263 to its junction with Route 610 at Orkney Springs, Va.;
thence southwesterly with Route 610 to a point in line between corners
8 and 9 of the Nevin C. Funkhouser tract 163; thence with the bound-
ary of tract 163 reversed to corner 8; thence southeasterly on a
straight line, passing into Rockingham County, to corer 7 of the
M. A. Williams tract 608; thence southwesterly on a straight line to
corer 5 of the Lennig Estate tract 30c-VI; thence southwesterly
with a line of said tract to corner 1; thence southwesterly on a straight
line to corner 6 of the Lennig Estate tract 30c-V; thence southwesterly
with said tract 23 chains to a point in line between corers 6 and 7
where Sours Run emerges from said tract; thence down Sours Run
to its confluence with Runions Creek; thence down Runions Creek to
its confluence with the North Fork Shenandoah River; thence down
said river to the bridge where Route 613 crosses; thence southwesterly
on a straight line to corner 1 of the Mary H. Murray tract 16; thence
southwesterly on a straight line passing into Augusta County, Va.,
to corner 12 of the Samuel B. Loose tract 8; thence with a line of said
tract to corer 13; thence southwesterly on a straight line to corer
7 of the Chesapeake Western Ry. tract 3; thence with a line of said
tract to corer 8; thence southwesterly on a straight line to corer 3
of the Frank Chichester tract 47-I; thence southwesterly with bound-
ary of said tract to corer 7; thence southwesterly on a straight line
to corer 14 of the P. G. & R. H. Stratton tract 552; thence southwest-
erly on a straight line to corer 4 of said tract; thence southwesterly
on a straight line to corer 7 of the Buffalo Gap Development Co.
tract 492; thence southwesterly with boundary of said tract to corer
10; thence southwesterly on a straight line to a point on the Chesa-
peake and Ohio Ry. in Buffalo Gap; thence southwesterly with said
railroad to corer 6 of the Peter McLaren Estate tract 518; thence
leaving the railroad right of way southwesterly on a straight line to
corer 6 of the V. P. Kunkle tract 519; thence southwesterly on a
straight line to corer 16 of the H. B. Hutchison tract 488; thence
with the boundary of said tract reversed to corner 14; thence south-
westerly on a straight line to corer 9 of the said tract 488; thence
southwesterly with the boundary of said tract reversed to corner 8;
thence southwesterly on a straight line to corner 4 of the C. G. Craig
tract 516; thence southwesterly to corer 1 of the E. C. Chamberlain
et al. tract 484; thence southwesterly on a straight line passing through
corner 5 of the R. E. R. Nelson tract 489 to the Augusta-Rockbridge
County line; thence southeasterly with said county line to its inter-
section with Route 602; thence southwesterly with Route 602 to its
junction with Route 501; thence northwesterly with Route 501 to its
junction with Route 623; thence southwesterly with said Route 623
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southwesterly on a straight line to corner 29; thence southwesterly 
with the boundary of said tract 100 to corner 36 which is corner 4 of 
the Wetherholtz Heirs tract 148; thence southerly with the boundary 
of tract 148 reversed to corner 3; thence westerly on a straight line to 
corner. 2 of the Shenandoah Iron and Coal Co. tract 100b; thence 
following the boundary of said tract to point in line between corners 
7 and 8 where Stony Creek crosses said line; thence leaving the tract 
boundary and down Stony Creek to the mouth of Laurel Run; thence 
up Laurel Run to a point where Route 691 crosses it; thence north-
westerly with Route 691 to its junction with Route 717; thence south-
westerly with said Route to its intersection with Route 720; thence 
southwesterly on a straight line to corner 12 of the B. F. Anderson 
tract 113; thence with the boundary of said tract to a point in line 
between corners 14 and 15 where Route 717 crosses said line; thence 
southerly with said Route to its junction with Route 265; thence 
with Route 265 to its junction with Route 263; thence southwesterly 

i with Route 263 to ts junction with Route 610 at Orkney Springs, Va.; 
thence southwesterly with Route 610 to a point in line between corners 
8 and 9 of the Nevm C. Funkhouser tract 163; thence with the bound-
ary .of tract 163 .reversed to corner 8; thence southeasterly on a 
straight line, passing into Rockingham County, to corner 7 of the 
M. A. Williams tract 608; thence southwesterly on a straight line to 
corner 5 of the Lennig Estate tract 30c—VI; thence southwesterly 
with a line of said tract to corner 1; thence southwesterly on a straight 
line to corner 6 of the Lennig Estate tract 30c—V; thence southwesterly 
with said tract 23 chains to a point in line between corners 6 and 7 
where Sours Run emerges from said tract; thence down Sours Run 
to its confluence with Runions Creek; thence down Runions Creek to 
its confluence with the North Fork Shenandoah River; thence down 
said river to the bridge where Route 613 crosses; thence southwesterly 
on a straight line to corner 1 of the Mary 11. Murray tract 16; thence 
southwesterly on a straight line passing into Augusta County, Va., 
to corner 12 of the Samuel B. Loose tract 8; thence with a line of said 
tract to corner 13; thence southwesterly on a straight line to corner 
7 of the Chesapeake Western Ry. tract 3; thence with a line of said 
tract to corner 8; thence southwesterly on a straight line to corner 3 
of the Frank Chichester tract 47—I; thence southwesterly with bound-
ary of said tract to corner 7; thence southwesterly on a straight line 
to corner 14 of the P. G. & R. H. Stratton tract 552; thence southwest-
erly on a straight line to corner 4 of said tract; thence southwesterly 
on a straight line to corner 7 of the Buffalo Gap Development Co. 
tract 492; thence southwesterly with boundary of said tract to corner 
10; thence southwesterly on a straight line to a point on the Chesa-
peake and Ohio Ry. in Buffalo Gap; thence southwesterly with said 
railroad to corner 6 of the Peter McLaren Estate tract 518; thence 
leaving the railroad right of way southwesterly on a straight line to 
corner 6 of the V. P. Kunkle tract 519; thence southwesterly on a 
straight line to corner 16 of the H. B. Hutchison tract 488; thence 
with the boundary of said tract reversed to corner 14; thence south-
westerly on a straight line to corner 9 of the said tract 488; thence 
southwesterly with the boundary of said tract reversed to corner 
thence southwesterly on a straight line to corner 4 of the C. G. Craig 
tract 516; thence southwesterly to corner 1 of the .E. C. Chamberlain 
et al. tract 484; thence southwesterly on a straight line passing through 
corner 5 of the R. E. R. Nelson tract 489 to the Augu. inter-
section County line; thence southeasterly with said county line to its  with Route 602; thence southwesterly with Route 602 to its 

junction with Route 501; thence northwesterly with Route 501 to its 
junction with Route 623; thence southwesterly with said Route 623 
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Massanutten Unit.

to its junction with Route 631; thence northwesterly with said Route
631 to its junction with U. S. Highway 60; thence westerly with said
highway to the point of beginning.

Massanutten Unit

Beginning at a concrete tank on top of hill over the Massanutten
Caverns, approximately 6 miles southeast of Harrisonburg, Virginia;
thence northeasterly on a straight line to the intersection of Route 721
with Route 620; thence southeasterly and northeasterly with Route
620 to its intersection with U. S. Highway 211; thence with U. S.
Highway 211 and Route 620 southeasterly to the point where Route
620 leaves U. S. Highway 211; thence northeasterly on a straight line
to the intersection of Route 699 with a private road coming from the
south at Walkers Chapel; thence northeasterly on a straight line to
corner 10 of Wilkins and Bowman tract 600; thence with boundary
of said tract northerly to corner 1; thence northeasterly on a straight
line to a point on the North Fork of Shenandoah River at the mouth
of a small drain directly south of a small Island where said river bends
sharply northward; thence down the North Fork of Shenandoah River
to corner 3 of the Town of Woodstock tract 410; thence northeasterly
on a straight line to corner 9 of H. B. Chapman tract la-lb; thence
with the boundary of said tract reversed to corer 3 which is corner 3
of the H. B. Chapman tract la-II; thence with tract la-II to corer
4; thence with the boundary of said tract to corer 1, a point in line
between corers 1 and 2 of tract la-lb; thence northeasterly with
said tract to corner 2 of tract la-I; thence with a line of said tract to
corner 3; thence northeasterly on a straight line to corer 5 of the Mary
E. McInturff tract 65; thence with a line of said tract to corner 4;
thence northeasterly on a straight line to corner 6 of the Ricketts and
Graham tract 68-I; thence with a line of said tract to corer 7; thence
northeasterly on a straight line to corer 33 of the Ricketts and Gra-
ham tract 68; thence northeasterly on a straight line to corner 26 of
said tract; thence northeasterly with 6 courses of said tract reversed
to corner 20; thence northeasterly on a straight line to corer 2 of the
Frank Tewalt tract 160; thence with meanders of said tract to corer
3; thence on a straight line northeasterly to corner 6 of said tract;
thence on a straight line northeasterly to the junction of Route 636
with Route 55; thence easterly with said Route 55 (new location) to
its intersection with Forest Highway 74; thence southwesterly with
said highway to its junction with Route 613; thence southerly with
Route 613 to its intersection with a small stream at forks of road;
thence easterly with said stream to South Fork Shenandoah River;
thence up said river, passing into Page County, to the first ford, a
point about 1Y miles west of Compton; thence with a road westerly
and southerly to its junction with Route 615; thence with Route 615
southwesterly to junction with U. S. Highway 211; thence westerly
with said Highway and State Route 615 to a point where Route 615
leaves U. S. Highway 211; thence southwesterly on a straight line to
comer 9 of the M. H. Jeffries et al tract 97; thence along the east
boundary of said tract, the east boundaries of H. H. Rust tract 39
and the Allegheny Ore and Iron Co. tract 90 to corer 23 of said tract
90; thence southwesterly on a straight line to corer 19 of tract 90;
thence southwesterly to corner 13; thence southwesterly on a straight
line to corer 10; thence southwesterly to corner 9; thence southwest-
erly on a straight line to corner 5; thence with the boundary of said
tract 90 reversed to corner 54; thence southerly on a straight line to a
point on Batman Run where the Page-Rockingham County line inter-
sects said Run; thence northwesterly with the Page-Rockingham
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Massanutten Unit. 

to its junction with Route 631; thence northwesterly with said Route 
631 to its junction with U. S. Highway 60; thence westerly with said 
highway to the point of beginning. 

Massanutten Unit 

Beginning at a concrete tank on top of bill over the Massanutten 
Caverns, approximately 6 miles southeast of Harrisonburg, Virginia; 
thence northeasterly on a straight line to the intersection of Route 721 
with Route 620; thence southeasterly and northeasterly with Route 
620 to its intersection with U. S. Highway 211; thence with U. S. 
Highway 211 and Route 620 southeasterly to the point where Route 
620 leaves U. S. Highway 211; thence northeasterly on a straight line 
to the intersection of Route 699 with a private road coming from the 
south at Walkers Chapel; thence northeasterly on a straight line to 
corner 10 of Wilkins and Bowman tract 600; thence with boundary 
of said tract northerly to corner 1; thence northeasterly on a straight 
line to a point on the North Fork of Shenandoah River at the mouth 
of a small drain directly south of a small Island where said river bends 
sharply northward; thence down the North Fork of Shenandoah River 
to corner 3 of the Town of Woodstock tract 410; thence northeasterly 
on a straight line to corner 9 of IT. B. Chapman tract la—lb; thence 
with the boundary of said tract reversed to corner 3 which is corner 3 
of the H. B. Chapman tract la—II; thence with tract la—II to corner 
4; thence with the boundary of said tract to corner 1, a point in line 
between corners 1 and 2 of tract la—lb; thence northeasterly with 
said tract to corner 2 of tract la—I; thence with a line of said tract to 
corner 3; thence northeasterly on a straight line to corner 5 of the Mary 
E. McInturff tract 65; thence with a line of said tract to corner 4; 
thence northeasterly on a straight line to corner 6 of the Ricketts and 
Graham tract 68—I; thence with a line of said tract to corner 7; thence 
northeasterly on a straight line to corner 33 of the Ricketts and Gra-
ham tract 68; thence northeasterly on a straight line to corner 26 of 
said tract; thence northeasterly with 6 courses of said tract reversed 
to corner 20; thence northeasterly on a straight line to corner 2 of the 
Frank Tewalt tract 160; thence with meanders of said tract to corner 
3; thence on a straight line northeasterly to corner 6 of said tract; 
thence on a straight line northeasterly to the junction of Route 636 
with Route 55; thence easterly with said Route 55 (new location) to 
its intersection with Forest Highway 74; thence southwesterly with 
said highway to its junction with Route 613; thence southerly with 
Route 613 to its intersection with a small stream at forks of road; 
thence easterly with said stream to South Fork Shenandoah River; 
thence up said river, passing into Page County, to the first ford, a 
point about 1% miles west of Compton; thence with a road westerly 
and southerly to its junction with Route 615; thence with Route 615 
southwesterly to junction with U. S. Highway 211; thence westerly 
with said Highway and State Route 615 to a point where Route 615 
leaves U. S. Highway 211; thence southwesterly on a straight line to 
corner 9 of the M. H. Jeffries et al tract 97; thence along the east 
boundary of said tract, the east boundaries of H. H. Rust tract 39 
and the Allegheny Ore and Iron Co. tract 90 to comer 23 of said tract 
90; thence southwesterly on a straight line to corner 19 of tract 90; 
thence southwesterly to corner 13; thence southwesterly on a straight 
line to corner 10; thence southwesterly to corner 9; thence southwest-
erly on a straight line to corner 5; thence with the boundary of said 
tract 90 reversed to corner 54; thence southerly- on a straight line to a 
point on Batman Run where the Page-Rockingham County line inter-
sects said Run; thence northwesterly with the Page-Rockingham 
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County line to corner 51 of tract 90; thence with a line of said tract
reversed to corner 50; thence southeasterly on a straight line to corner
5 of C. V. Hamsberger tract 828; thence southwesterly with a line of
said tract to corer 6; thence southwesterly on a straight line to the
intersection of Routes 646 and 647; thence with Route 647 to its
intersection with Route 644; thence southwesterly on a straight line
to the junction of Route 12 and U. S. Highway 33 at Montevideo;
thence northwesterly on a straight line to the point of beginning.

Natural Bridge Unit

Beginning at the junction of North River with James River near
the town of Glasgow, Virginia; thence up North River to Lowry
Run; thence up Lowry Run and its North Fork to a point in line
between corners 7 and 8 of the J. H. Paxton Heirs tract 7; thence
northeasterly with the boundary of said tract 7 reversed to corner
2 which is corner 7 of the T. T. & W. E. Dickinson tract 293a; thence
northwesterly with said tract 293a to corner 1 which is corer 18 of the
French and Post tract 3; thence with the boundary of said tract
reversed to corer 16h; thence northeasterly on a straight line to
corer 16a; thence with the boundary of said tract 3 reversed to
corner 16; thence northeasterly on a straight line to corner 7 of the
Buena Vista Iron Co. tract 13; thence with the boundary of said tract
to a point in line between corers 12 and 13 where the South Fork of
Chalk Mine Run crosses said line; thence down South Fork of Chalk
Mine Run and up Chalk Mine Run to where said Run crosses the
French and Post tract 13, a point 0.41 chains southeast of corer 23;
thence northeasterly with said tract 13 to corner 24; thence northerly
on a straight line to the confluence of Stony Run with South River;
thence northeasterly with South River to where Route 608 crosses a
point between Mt. Joy Church and Pkin Station; thence with Route
608 to its junction with Route 610; thence with Route 610 to its
junction with Route 633; thence northeasterly with Route 633 to its
junction with Route 634; thence southeasterly with Route 634 to its
junction with Route 610; thence with Route 610 to its intersection
with Back Creek; thence down Back Creek to its intersection with
the Norfolk and Western Railway; thence northeasterly with said
railway to its intersection with U. S. Highway 250; thence southeast-
erly with U. S. Highway 250 to its junction with Route 609; thence
with Route 609 to its intersection with Route 610; thence easterly on a
straight line to a point where Route 610 joins Route 6; thence southerly
with Route 6 to its junction with Route 151; thence southwesterly
with Route 151 to its junction with Route 664; thence westerly with
said Route to its junction with Route 680; thence southerly with
Route 680 to its junction with Route 681; thence northerly and
westerly with Route 681 to its junction with Route 655; thence south-
westerly on a straight line to the junction of Route 666 with Route
678; thence southwesterly with Route 666 to its junction with Route
629 at Lowesville; thence northwesterly with Route 629 to its junction
with Route 628; thence southwesterly on a straight line to the junction
of Route 621 with Route 625; thence southerly with Route 625 to its
intersection with Route 627; thence westerly with Route 627 to its
junction with Route 617; thence southerly with Route 617 to its
intersection with Route 631; thence southwesterly with Route 631 to
its intersection with U. S. Highway 60; thence westerly with U. S.
Highway 60 to its intersection with Route 635 at Dodds Ford; thence
southwesterly on a straight line to corner 3 of the J. P. Phillips and
A. D. Watts tract 19; thence with the boundary of said tract to corner
6, which is corner 2 of the C. M. Barnes tract 117; thence with the
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County line to corner 51 of tract 90; thence with a line of said tract 
reversed to corner 50; thence southeasterly on a straight line to corner 
5 of C. V. Harnsberger tract 828; thence southwesterly with a line of 
said tract to corner 6; thence southwesterly on a straight line to the 
intersection of. Routes 646 and 647; thence with Route 647 to its 
intersection yv-ith Route 644; thence southwesterly on a straight line 

j to the unction of Route 12 and U. S. Highway 33 at Montevideo; 
thence northwesterly on a straight line to the point of beginning. 

Natural Bridge Unit 

Beginning at the junc-tior?. of North River with James River near 
the town of Glasgow, Virginia; thence up North River to Lowry 
Run; thence up Lowry Run and its North Fork to a point in line 
between corners 7 and 8 of the J. H. Paxton Heirs tract 7; thence 
northeasterly with the boundary of said tract 7 reversed to corner 
2 which is corner 7 of the T. T. & W. E. Dickinson tract 293a; thence 
northwesterly with said tract 293a to corner 1 which is corner 18 of the 
French and Post tract 3; thence with the boundary of said tract 
reversed to corner 16h; thence northeasterly on a straight line to 
corner 16a; thence with the boundary of said tract 3 reversed to 
corner 16; thence northeasterly on a straight line to corner 7 of the 
Buena Vista Iron Co. tract 13; thence with the boundary of said tract 
to a point in line between corners 12 and 13 where the South Fork of 
Chalk Mine Run crosses said line; thence down South Fork of Chalk 
Mine Run and up Chalk Mine Run to where said Run crosses the 
French and Post tract 13, a point 0.41 chains southeast of corner 23; 
thence northeasterly with said tract 13 to corner 24; thence northerly 
on a straight line to the confluence of Stony Run with South River; 
thence northeasterly with South River to where Route 608 crosses a 
point between Mt. Joy Church and Pkin Station; thence with Route 
608 to its junction with Route 610; thence with Route 610 to its 
junction with Route 633; thence northeasterly with Route 633 to its 
junction with Route 634; thence southeasterly with Route 634 to its 
junction with Route 610; thence with Route 610 to its intersection 
with Back Creek; thence down Back Creek to its intersection with 
the Norfolk and Western Railway; thence northeasterly with said 
railway to its intersection with U. S. Highway 250; thence southeast-
erly with U. S. Highway 250 to its junction with Route 609; thence 
with Route 609 to its intersection with Route 610; thence easterly on a 
straight line to a point where Route 610 joins Route 6; thence southerly 
with Route 6 to its junction with Route 151; thence southwesterly 
with Route 151 to its junction with Route 664; thence westerly with 
said Route to its junction with Route 680; thence southerly with 
Route 680 to its junction with Route .681; thence northerly and 
westerly with Route 681 to its junction with Route 655; thence south-
westerly on a straight line to the junction of Route 666 with Route 
678; thence southwesterly with Route 666 to its junction with Route 
629 at Lowesville; thence northwesterly with Route 629 to its junction 
with Route 628; thence southwesterly on a straight line to the junction 
of Route 621 with Route 625; thence southerly with Route 625 to its 
intersection with Route 627; thence westerly with Route 627 to its 
junction with Route 617; thence southerly with Route 617 to its 
intersection with Route 631; thence southwesterly with Route 631 to 
its intersection with U. S. Highway 60; thence westerly with U. S. 
Highway 60 to its intersection with Route 635 at Dodds Ford; thence 
southwesterly on a straight line to corner 3 of the J. P. Phillips and 
A. D. Watts tract 19; thence with the boundary of said tract to corner 
6, which is corner 2 of the C. M. Barnes tract 117; thence with the 

Natural Bridge 
Unit. 
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November 25, 193
[No. 2312]

Arches Nation
Monument, Utah.

Preamble.
46 Stat. 2988.

Lands reserved
addition to.

34 Stat. 225.
16 U.S. C. 431.

Description.

boundary of said tract 117 to corner 6; then southwesterly on a
straight line to corner 2 of the C. H. Foster tract 16; thence south-
easterly on a straight line to the junction of Route 647 with Route
649; thence southeasterly with Route 649 to its intersection with
Pedlar River; thence southerly down Pedlar River to its confluence
with James River; thence up James River to the place of beginning.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the seal of the United States to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 23rd day of November in
the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight,

[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of America
the one hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL
Secretary of State.

ENLARGING THE ARCHES NATIONAL MONUMENT-UTAH

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

mal WHEREAS certain public lands contiguous to the Arches National
Monument, in Utah, established by proclamation of April 12, 1929
(46 Stat. 2988), have situated thereon geologic and prehistoric struc-
tures of historic and scientific interest; and

WHEREAS there are other public lands contiguous to the said
monument which are necessary for the proper care, management, and
protection of the objects of scientific interest situated on the lands
included in the monument and on the other lands referred to above;
and

WHEREAS it appears that it would be in the public interest to
reserve such lands as part of the said monument:

aS  NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, Presi-
dent of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the
authority vested in me by section 2 of the act of June 8, 1906, c. 3060,
34 Stat. 225 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 431), do proclaim that, subject to
all valid existing rights, the following-described lands in Utah are
hereby reserved from all forms of appropriation under the public-land
laws and added to and made a part of the said Arches National
Monument:

Salt Lake Meridian-Utah

T. 23 S., R. 20 E., sec. 12, S2,
sec. 13, all,
sec. 22, E2,
sec. 23, all,
sec. 24, N%,

T. 23 S., R. 21 E., sec. 7, S%
secs. 16 to 18, inclusive,
sec. 19, N 2,
sec. 20, N% and SE%,
sees. 21 and 22,
sees. 26 to 28, inclusive,
sees. 34 and 35,
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boundary of said tract 117 to corner 6; then southwesterly on a 
straight line to corner 2 of the C. H. Foster tract 16; thence south-
easterly on a straight line to the junction of Route 647 with Route 
649; thence southeasterly with Route 649 to its intersection with 
Pedlar River; thence southerly down Pedlar River to its confluence 
with James River; thence up James River to the place of beginning. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and caused 
the seal of the United States to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 23rd day of November in 

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, 
[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of America 

the one hundred and sixty-third. 
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 

By the President: 
CORDELL HULL 

Secretary of State. 

ENLARGING THE ARCHES NATIONAL M ONUMENT—UTAH 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS certain public lands contiguous to the Arches National 
Monument, in Utah, established by proclamation of April 12, 1929 
(46 Stat. 2988), have situated thereon geologic and prehistoric struc-
tures of historic and scientific interest; and 
WHEREAS there are other public lands contiguous to the said 

monument which are necessary for the proper care, management, and 
protection of the objects of scientific interest situated on the lands 
included in the monument and on the other lands referred to above; 
and 
WHEREAS it appears that it would be in the public interest to 

reserve such lands as part of the said monument: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the 
authority vested in me by section 2 of the act of June 8, 1906, c. 3060, 
34 Stat. 225 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 431), do proclaim that, subject to 
all valid existing rights, the following-described lands in Utah are 
hereby reserved from all forms of appropriation under the public-land 
laws and added to and made a part of the said Arches National 
Monument: 

Salt Lake Meridian—Utah 

T. 23 S., R. 20 E., sec. 12, SX, 
sec. 13, all, 
sec. 22, E%, 
sec. 23, all, 
sec. 24, NM, 

T. 23 S., R. 21 E., sec. 7, S% 
secs. 16 to 18, inclusive, 
sec. 19, NY2, 
sec. 20, N% and SEX, 
secs. 21 and 22., 
secs. 26 to 28, inclusive, 
secs. 34 and 35, 
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PROCLAMATIONS-NNOV. 25, 1938

T. 24 S., R. 21 E., sec. 1, all,
sec. 2, NM,
sec. 3, N 2,
secs. 12 and 13,
sees. 23 to 27 and 33 to 35, inclusive,
sec. 36, NY2 (all unsurveyed),

T. 25 S., R. 21 E., secs. 3 to 5 and 8 to 10, inclusive,
sees. 15 to 17, inclusive,
sec. 22, all
and all those parts of sees. 20, 21, 27 and 28

north of State Highway No. 450,
T. 24 S., R. 22 E., sec. 4, W 2,

secs. 5 to 8, inclusive,
sec. 9, W 2,
sees. 17 to 20, inclusive,
sees. 29 to 30,
sec. 31, N 2,
sec. 32, N 2,

aggregating approximately 29,160 acres.

Warning is hereby expressly given to all unauthorized persons not
to appropriate, injure, destroy, or remove any feature of this monu-
ment and not to locate or settle upon any of the lands thereof.

The Director of the National Park Service, under the direction of
the Secretary of the Interior, shall have the supervision, management,
and control of this monument as provided m the act of Congress
entitled "An act to establish a National Park Service, and for other
purposes", approved August 25, 1916, 39 Stat. 535 (U. S. C., title 16,
sees. 1 and 2), and acts supplementary thereto or amendatory thereof.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the seal of the United States to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 25" day of November in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and of

[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the one
hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL
The Secretary of State.

ENLARGING THE MARQUETTE NATIONAL FOREST-MICHIGAN

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS certain lands adjacent to the Marquette National For-
est within the State of Michigan have been or hereafter may be
acquired by the United States of America under authority of the act
of March 1, 1911, c. 186, 36 Stat. 962 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 516), as
amended by the act of June 7, 1924, 43 Stat. 653 (U. S. C., title 16,
sec. 515), the act of March 31, 1933, c. 348, 48 Stat. 22 (U. S. C., title
16, sec. 585), the National Industrial Recovery Act, approved June 16,
1933 (48 Stat. 195, 202, U. S. C., title 40, sec. 403), and the Emergency
Relief Appropriation Act of 1935, approved April 8, 1935 (49 Stat.
115); and

2505

Warning against
unauthorized acts.

Supervision.

39 Stat. 535.
16 U. S. C. §§ 1, 2.

November 25, 1938
[No. 23131

Marquette National
Forest, Mich.

Preamble.

36 Stat. 962.
16 U. S. C. 516.
43 Stat. 653.
16 U.S. C. § 515.
48 Stat. 22.
16 U.S. C. § 585.
48 Stat. 202.
40U.S. C. § 403.
49 Stat. 115.
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T. 24 S., R. 21 E., sec. 1, all, 
sec. 2, 1\1%, 
sec. 3, N%, 
secs. 12 and 13, 
secs. 23 to 27 and 33 to 35, inclusive, 
sec. 36, IN% (all unsurveyed), 

T. 25 S., R. 21 E., secs. 3 to 5 and 8 to 10, inclusive, 
secs. 15 to 17, inclusive, 
sec. 22, all 
and all those parts of secs. 20, 21, 27 and 28 

north of State Highway No. 450, • 
sec. 4, W %, 
secs. 5 to 8, inclusive, 
sec. 9, WM, 
secs. 17 to 20, inclusive, 
secs. 29 to 30, 
sec. 31, N%, 
sec. 32, N%, 

aggregating approximately 29,160 acres. 

Warning. is hereby expressly given to all unauthorized persons not 
to appropriate, injure, destroy, or remove any feature of thjs monu-
ment and not to locate or settle upon any of the lands thereof. 
The Director of the National Park Service, under the direction of 

the Secretary of the Interior, shall have the supervision, management, 
and control of this monument as provided m the act of Congress 
entitled "An act to establish a National Peak Service, and for other 
purposes", approved August 25, 1916, 39 Stat. 535 (U. S. C., title 16, 
secs. 1 and 2), and acts supplementary thereto or amendatory thereof. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and caused 

the seal of the United States to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 25" day of November in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and of 
[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and sixty-third. 
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 

T. 24 S., R. 22 E., 

By the President: 
CORDELL HULL 

The Secretary of State. 

ENLARGING THE M ARQUETTE NATIONAL FOREST-M ICHIGAN 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS certain lands adjacent to the Marquette National For-
est within the State of Michigan have been or hereafter may be 
acquired by the United States of America under authority of the act 
of March 1, 1911, c. 186, 36 Stat. 962 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 516), as 
amended by the act of June 7, 1924, 43 Stat. 653 (U. S. C., title 16, 
sec. 515), the act of March 31, 1933, c. 348, 48 Stat. 22 (U. S. C., title 
16, sec. 585), the National Industrial Recovery Act, approved June 16, 
1933 (48 Stat. 195, 202, U. S. C., title 40, sec. 403), and the Emergency 
Relief Appropriation Act of 1935, approved April 8, 1935 (49 Stat. 

115); and 

Warning against 
unauthorized acts. 

Supervision. 

39 Stat. 535. 
16 U. S. C. §¢ 1, 2. 

November 25, 1938 

(No. 23131 

Marquette National 
Forest, Mich. 
Preamble. 

36 Stat. 962. 
16 U. S. C'. § 516. 
43 Stat. 653. 
16 U. S. C. § 515. 
48 Stat. 22. 
16 U. S. C. § 585. 
48 Stat. 202. 
40 II. S. C. § 403. 
49 Stat. 115. 



PROCLAMATIONS-NOV. 25, 1938

WHEREAS it appears that the said lands and certain intermingled
public lands are suitable for national-forest purposes, and that it would
be in the public interest to give such lands a national-forest status:

Lands reerved as NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, Presi-
dent of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the power

26 Stat. 1103. vested in me by section 24 of the act of March 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1095,
16 U.S. C.§ 471.
30 Stat. 36. 1103 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 471), the act of June 4, 1897, 30 Stat. 34,
16st. s. c.§473. 36 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 473), by section 11 of the act of March 1,
16 . s.C. 521. 1911, 36 Stat. 963 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 521), the act of March 31,
48 Stat. 22.
16 U.2. C. 585. 1933, 48 Stat. 22 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 585), the National Industrial
48 Stat. 403. Recovery Act, approved June 16, 1933 (48 Stat. 202, U. S. C., title 40,

sec. 403), and section 5 of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of
49 stat. 118. 1935, approved April 8, 1935 (49 Stat. 115, 118), do proclaim (1) that

there are hereby reserved and set apart as an addition to the Mar-
quette National Forest all lands of the United States within the area
hereinafter described and shown on the diagram attached hereto and

Administration of made a part hereof, and (2) that all lands within such area which may
lands hereafter ac-
quired. hereafter be acquired by the United States under the authority of the

said acts of March 1, 1911, June 7, 1924, March 31, 1933, June 16,
1933, and April 8, 1935, shall upon acquisition of title thereto become,
and be administered as, part of the said Marquette National Forest.

Michigan Principal Meridian

Description. That portion of the Round Island Lighthouse Reservation in
the Straits of Mackinac, Michigan, lying eastward of the true
north and south line passing through a point distant 1900 feet,
135 degrees true south 45 degrees east, from the center of the
Round Island Lighthouse tower, which tower is located at latitude
45 degrees, 50 minutes, 15 seconds north, and longitude 84 de-
grees, 37 minutes west, described by metes and bounds as follows:
Beginning at the point defined above; thence due north 200 feet,
more or less, to the shore line; thence following the shore line
southeasterly and southerly to the extreme southeasterly point
of the Island; thence northwesterly following the shore line to a
point on the southwesterly shore line which is due south of the
point of beginning; thence due north 530 feet, more or less, to the
point of beginning.
T. 40 N., R. 4 W., secs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, fractional secs. 10, 11

and 12, and WX sec. 15.
T. 41 N., R. 1 E., all of Government Island No. 6, subject, how-

ever, to the provisions of section 13 of the act
of May 28, 1935, 49 Stat. 305, 307.

T. 41 N., R. 2 W., secs. 2, 3, 10 and 11.
T. 41 N., R. 3 W., all that part West of Lake Huron.
T. 41 N., R. 4 W., all.
T. 41 N., R. 5 W., all that part North and East of Lake Michigan.
T. 42 N., R. 2 W., all that part lying North of St. Martin's and

Search Bays in Lake Huron.
T. 42 N., R. 3 W., all that part lying West and North of St.

Martin's Bay in Lake Huron.
Tps. 42 N., Rs. 4 and 5 W., all.
Tps. 43 N., Rs. 2, 3, 4 and 5 W., all.
T. 44 N., R. 3 W., sees. 6, 7, 18 and 19; SM secs. 27 and 28; W%

NEY, W%, and SEY4 of sec. 29; and sees. 30 to
34, inclusive.

T. 44 N., R. 4 W., secs. 25 to 36, inclusive.
T. 44 N., R. 5 W., sees. 25 to 36, inclusive.
T. 45 N., R. 3 W., sees. 27 to 31, inclusive, and the N% of sec. 32.
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Lands reserved as 
addition to. 

26 Stat. 1103. 
16 U. S. C. § 471. 
30 Stat. 36. 
16 U. S. C. § 473. 
36 Stat. 963. 
16 U. S. C. § 521. 
48 Stat. 22. 
16 U. S. C. § 585. 
48 Stat. 202. 
40 U. S. C. § 403. 

49 Stat. 118. 

Administration of 
lands hereafter ac-
quired. 

Description. 

WHEREAS it appears that the said lands and certain intermingled 
public lands are suitable for national-forest purposes, and that it would 
be in the public interest to give such lands a national-forest status: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the power 
vested in me by section 24 of the act of March 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1095, 
1103 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 471), the act of June 4, 1897, 30 Stat. 34, 
36 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 473), by section 11 of the act of March 1, 
1911, 36 Stat. 963 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 521), the act of March 31, 
1933, 48 Stat. 22 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 585), the National Industrial 
Recovery Act, approved June 16, 1933 (48 Stat. 202, U. S. C., title 40, 
sec. 403), and section 5 of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 
1935, approved April 8, 1935 (49 Stat. 115, 118), do proclaim (1) that 
there are hereby reserved and set apart as an addition to the Mar-
quette National Forest all lands of the United States within the area 
hereinafter described and shown on the diagram attached hereto and 
made a part hereof, and (2) that all lands within such area which may 
hereafter be acquired by the United States under the authority of the 
said acts of March 1, 1911, June 7, 1924, March 31, 1933, June 16, 
1933, and April 8, 1935, shall upon acquisition of title thereto become, 
and be administered as, part of the said Marquette National Forest. 

Michigan Principal Meridian 

That portion of the Round Island Lighthouse Reservation in 
the Straits of Mackinac, Michigan, lying eastward of the true 
north and south line passing through a point distant 1900 feet, 
135 degrees true south 45 degrees east, from the center of the 
Round Island lighthouse tower, which tower is located at latitude 
45 degrees, 50 minutes, 15 seconds north, and longitude 84 de-
grees, 37 minutes west, described by metes and bounds as follows: 
Beginning at the point defined above; thence due north 200 feet, 
more or less, to the shore line; thence following the shore line 
southeasterly and southerly to the extreme southeasterly point 
of the Island; thence northwesterly following the shore line to a 
point on the southwesterly shore line which is due south of the 
point of beginning; thence due north 530 feet, more or less, to the 
point of beginning. 

T. 40 N., R. 4 W., secs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, fractional secs. 10, ii 
and 12, and WY2 sec. 15. 

T. 41 N., R. 1 E., all of Government Island No. 6, subject, how-
ever, to the provisions of section 13 of the act 
of May 28, 1935, 49 Stat. 305, 307. 

T. 41 N., R. 2 W., secs. 2, 3, 10 and 11. 
T. 41 N., R. 3 W., all that part West of Lake Huron. 
T. 41 N., R. 4 W., all. 
T. 41 N., R. 5 W., all that part North and East of Lake Michigan. 
T. 42 N., R. 2 W., all that part lying North of St. Martin's and 

Search Bays in Lake Huron. 
T. 42 N., R. 3 W., all that part lying West and North of St. 

Martin's Bay in Lake Huron. 
Tps. 42 N., Rs. 4 and 5 W., all. 
Tps. 43 N., Rs. 2, 3, 4 and 5 W., all. 
T. 44 N., it. 3 W., secs. 6, 7, 18 and 19; SM secs. 27 and 28; WN 

NEY4, WM, and SE % of sec. 29; and secs. 30 to 
34, inclusive. 

T. 44 N., R. 4 W., secs. 25 to 36, inclusive. 
T. 44 N., R. 5 W., secs. 25 to 36, inclusive. 
T. 45 N., R. 3 W., secs. 27 to 31, inclusive, and the N% of sec. 32. 
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PROCLAMATIONS-NOV. 25, 26, 1938

The Executive Orders of July 21, 1874, and October 20, 1874, with-
drawing public lands for lighthouse purposes are hereby revoked, and
Executive Order No. 4430 of April 23, 1926, withdrawing public lands
for classification, is hereby revoked in so far as it affects any of the
above-described lands.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 25" day of November in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and of

[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the one
hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

CORDELL HULL
Secretary of State.

CLOSED AREA UNDER THE MIGRATORY BIRD TREATY ACT

TEXAS

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS the Secretary of Agriculture has submitted to me for
approval the following regulation adopted by him on October 26,
1938, under authority of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3,
1918 (40 Stat. 755):

REGULATION DESIGNATING AS CLOSED AREA CERTAIN LANDS AND

WATERS WITHIN, ADJACENT TO, OR IN THE VICINITY OF THE ARANSAS

MIGRATORY WATERFOWL REFUGE, TEXAS

By virtue of and pursuant to the authority vested in me by
section 3 of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 1918 (40
Stat. 755, U. S. C., title 16, sec. 704), and in conformity with
Regulation 4 of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act Regulations, I,
H. A. Wallace, Secretary of Agriculture, do hereby designate as
closed area in or on which hunting, taking, capturing, or killing,
or attempting to hunt, take, capture, or kill, migratory birds is
hereby prohibited, all areas of land and water m Aransas and
Refugio Counties, Texas, not now owned or controlled by the
United States within the following-described exterior boundary:

Revocation of desig-
nated Executive
Orders.

Post, pp. 2520, 2541.

November 26, 1938
[No. 2314]

Aransas Migratory
Waterfowl Refuge,
Tex.

Preamble.
40 Stat. 755.
16 U.S. C. § 703-

711; Supp. IV, §§ 703-
705, 707, 708, 709a.

Regulation des g.
nating certain lai is
and waters within.
etc., as closed area.

40 Stat. 755.
16 U. . C. § 704;

Supp. IV, § 704.
Ante, p. 2456.

Beginning at a point at the head of St. Charles Bay, on the Description.

right or west bank and at the mouth of Twin (Willow) Creek,
said point being marked with a U. S. Biological Survey
standard concrete post;

Thence from said initial point, upstream with the right or
west bank meanders of Twin (Willow) Creek,

N. 43017' E., 1.83 chains;
S. 74032 ' E., 2.617 chains;
N. 45043' E., 1.912 chains;
N. 16019' E., 1.87 chains;
N. 14022' W., 1.862 chains;
N. 58008 ' W., 1.173 chains;
N. 84°14' W., 2.575 chains;
N. 44°571 W., 7.37 chains;

250753 STAT.]53 STAT.] PROCLAMATIONS- NOV. 25, 26, 1938 2507 

The Executive Orders of July 21, 1874, and October 20, 1874, with-
drawing public lands for lighthouse purposes are hereby revoked, and 
Executive Order No. 4430 of April 23, 1926, withdrawing public lands 
for classification, is hereby revoked in so far as it affects any of the 
above-described lands. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 25" day of November in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and of 
[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and sixty-third. 
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 

By the President: 
CORDELL HULL 

Secretary of State. 

CLOSED AREA UNDER THE M IGRATORY BIRD TREATY ACT 

TEXAS 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the Secretary of Agriculture has submitted to me for 
approval the following regulation adopted by him on October 26, 
1938, under authority of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 
1918 (40 Stat. 755): 

REGULATION DESIGNATING AS CLOSED AREA CERTAIN LANDS AND 
W ATERS W ITHIN, ADJACENT TO, OR IN THE VICINITY OF THE ARANSAS 
M IGRATORY W ATERFOWL REFUGE, TEXAS 

By virtue of and pursuant to the authority vested in me by 
section 3 of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 1918 (40 
Stat. 755, U. S. C., title 16, sec. 704), and in conformity with 
Regulation 4 of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act Regulations, I, 
H. A. Wallace, Secretary of Agriculture, do hereby designate as 
closed area in or on which hunting, taking, capturing, or killing, 
or attempting to hunt, take, capture, or kill, migratory birds is 
hereby prohibited, all areas of land and water m Aransas and 
Refugio Counties, Texas, not now owned or controlled by the 
United States within the following-described exterior boundary: 

Beginning at a point at the head of St. Charles Bay, on the 
right or west bank and at the mouth of Twin (Willow) Creek, 
said point being marked with a U. S. Biological Survey 
standard concrete post; 
Thence from said initial point, upstream with the right or 

west bank meanders of Twm (Willow) Creek, 
N. 43°17' E., 1.83 chains; 
S. 74°32' E., 2.617 chains; 
N. 45°43' E., 1.912 chains; 
N. 16°19' E., 1.87 chains; 
N. 14°22' W., 1.862 chains; 
N. 58°08' W., 1.173 chains; 
N. 84°14' W., 2.575 chains; 
N. 44°57' W., 7.37 chains; 

Revocation of desig-
nated Executive 
Orders. 

Post, pp. 2520, 2541. 

November 26, 1938 
[No. 2314] 

Aransas Migratory 
Waterfowl Refuge, 
Tex. 
Preamble. 
40 Stat. 755. 
16 U. S. O. §§ 703-

711; Supp. IV, §§ 703-
705, 707, 708, 709a. 

Regulation des g• 
nating certain ler Is 
and waters within. 
etc., as closed area. 

40 Stat. 755. 
18 U. S. O. § 704; 

Supp. IV, § 704. 
Ante, p. 2456. 

Description. 



PROCLAMATIONS-NOV. 26, 1938

N. 70027' W., 1.20 chains;
S. 62012 ' W., 2.677 chains;
N. 33°51' W., 5.52 chains;
N. 77014' W., 1.836 chains;
N. 39029' W., 5.76 chains;
N. 00054' W., 3.53 chains;
N. 87002 ' E., 0.985 chain;
S. 35029' E., 2.00 chains;
N. 00038' E., 1.008 chains;
N. 36014 ' W., 3.06 chains;
N. 24036' E., 1.86 chains;
N. 18053' W., 0.936 chain;
N. 35041 ' W., 4.38 chains;
N. 37044' E., 1.11 chains;
N. 2038' W., 2.926 chains;
N. 18018 ' W., 8.00 chains;
N. 41006 ' W., 2.18 chains;
N. 34039' E., 1.826 chains;
N. 50050 ' W., 1.571 chains;
N. 61049' W., 2.27 chains;
N. 75049 ' W., 4.46 chains;
N. 43007 ' W., 2.29 chains;
N. 8038 ' E., 1.827 chains;
N. 64034' W., 1.06 chains;
N. 22012 ' E., 1.60 chains;
N. 45000 ' E., 1.909 chains;
N. 13038' W., 2.358 chains;
N. 56010 ' E., 1.68 chains;
N. 1°51' W., 1.486 chains;
N. 29033' W., 4.48 chains;
N. 3022' W., 3.34 chains;
S. 66021 ' W., 4.16 chains;
S. 82056' W., 0.869 chain;
N. 71°13' W., 1.38 chains;
N. 36025 ' W., 1.44 chains;
N. 21029 ' W., 2.509 chains;
N. 1°35' W., 3.30 chains;
N. 33°19' W., 1.882 chains;
N. 61043 ' W., 4.43 chains;

Thence crossing Twin (Willow) Creek and Blackjack
Peninsula,

N. 13039 ' E., 48.90 chains;
N. 18006' E., 42.81 chains;
N. 12013 ' E., 2.271 chains;
N. 00049 ' E., 80.08 chains;
N. 89012 ' E., 94.53 chains;
N. 00043' W., 39.85 chains;
N. 89011' E., 119.08 chains;
N. 00051' W., 80.04 chains;
N. 89015' E., 120.03 chains;
N. 00044' W., 61.58 chains;
N. 89007 ' E., 76.70 chains;
S. 1°30' E., 40.44 chains;
S. 89°28' E., 40.27 chains;
South, 0.352 chain;
East, 0.188 chain;
S. 00028' E., 6.85 chains;
N. 89°31' E., 163.06 chains to a point on Webb Point on

the west shore of San Antonio Bay;
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N. 70°27' W., 1.20 chains; 
S. 62°12' W., 2.677 chains; 
N. 33°51' W., 5.52 chains; 
N. 77°14' W., 1.836 chains; 
N. 39°29' W., 5.76 chains; 
N. 00°54' W., 3.53 chains; 
N. 87°02' E., 0.985 chain; 
S. 35°29' E., 2.00 chains; 
N. 00°38' E., 1.008 chains; 
N. 36°14' W., 3.06 chains; 
N. 24°36' E., 1.86 chains; 
N. 18°53' W., 0.936 chain; 
N. 35°41' W., 4.38 chains; 
N. 37°44' E., 1.11 chains; 
N. 2°38' W., 2.926 chains; 
N. 18°18' W., 8.00 chains; 
N. 41°06' W., 2.18 chains; 
N. 34°39' E., 1.826 chains; 
N. 50°50' W., 1.571 chains; 
N. 61°49' W., 2.27 chains; 
N. 75°49' W., 4.46 chains; 
N. 43°07' W., 2.29 chains; 
N. 8°38' E., 1.827 chains; 
N. 64°34' W., 1.06 chains; 
N. 22°12' E., 1.60 chains; 
N. 45°00' E., 1.909 chains; 
N. 13°38' W., 2.358 chains; 
N. 56°10' E., 1.68 chains; 
N. 1°51' W., 1.486 chains; 
N. 29°33' W., 4.48 chains; 
N. 3°22' W., 3.34 chains; 
S. 66°21' W., 4.16 chains; 
S. 82°56' W., 0.869 chain; 
N. 71°13' W., 1.38 chains; 
N. 36°25' W., 1.44 chains; 
N. 21°29' W., 2.509 chains; 
N. 1°35' W., 3.30 chains; 
N. 33°19' W., 1.882 chains; 
N. 61°43' W., 4.43 chains; 

Thence crossing Twin (Willow) Creek and Blackjack 
Peninsula, 

N. 13°39' E., 48.90 chains; 
N. 18°06' E., 42.81 chains; 
N. 12°13' E., 2.271 chains; 
N. 00°49' E., 80.08 chains; 
N. 89°12' E., 94.53 chains; 
N. 00°43' W., 39.85 chains; 
N. 89°11' E., 119.08 chains; 
N. 00°51' W., 80.04 chains; 
N. 89°15' E., 120.03 chains, 
N. 00°44' W., 61.58 chains; 
N. 89°07' E., 76.70 chains; 
S. 1°30' E., 40.44 chains; 
S. 89°28' E., 40.27 chains; 
South, 0.352 chain; 
East, 0.188 chain; 
S. 00°28' E., 6.85 chains; 
N. 89°31' E., 163.06 chains to a point on Webb Point on 

the west shore of San Antonio Bay; 
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Thence along the west shore of San Antonio Bay with the
meanders thereof,

S. 38051' W., 5.73 chains;
S. 30040 ' W., 5.67 chains;
S. 5042 ' W., 5.60 chains;
S. 31°18' W., 5.95 chains;
S. 39°07' W., 4.64 chains;
S. 19040' W., 5.74 chains;
S. 42044' W., 6.71 chains;
S. 40002' W., 9.52 chains;
S. 14001' W., 4.23 chains;
S. 65°20' W., 4.00 chains;
S. 11°39' E., 4.59 chains;
S. 76°20' W., 6.36 chains;
S. 67047' W., 7.83 chains;
S. 43051' W., 15.16 chains;
S. 47053' W., 13.18 chains;
S. 47030' W., 10.81 chains;
S. 28011 ' W., 5.55 chains;
S. 37042' W., 5.13 chains;
S. 16056' W., 12.63 chains;
S. 2047 ' W., 14.58 chains;
S. 16055 ' E., 14.76 chains;
S. 28°24' E., 16.62 chains;
S. 36014' E., 11.25 chains;
S. 42005' E., 6.92 chains;
S. 52°45' E., 8.55 chains;
S. 44024' E., 9.89 chains;
S. 66050 ' E., 4.57 chains;
S. 54011 ' E., 6.60 chains;
S. 45029' E., 15.20 chains to a point on Dagger Point;
S. 5005 ' W., 6.39 chains;
S. 5°34' E., 6.93 chains;
S. 11030' W., 8.95 chains;
S. 15032' E., 12.38 chains;
S. 19012' E., 25.44 chains;
S. 37009' E., 25.00 chains;
S. 44020' E., 14.97 chains;
S. 27°44' E., 5.47 chains;
S. 44021 ' E., 11.71 chains;
S. 20007' E., 8.83 chains;
S. 6042' E., 16.41 chains;
S. 13046' E., 6.26 chains;
S. 8005' E., 9.05 chains to a point at the mouth of

Mustang Lake;
Thence crossing the inlet to Mustang Lake and continuing

with the west shore meanders of San Antonio Bay,
S. 15008' E., 12.69 chains;
S. 10017' E., 9.81 chains;
S. 8028' W., 6.21 chains;
S. 44058 ' W., 4.50 chains;
S. 12°50' E., 17.98 chains;
S. 12021 ' E., 7.29 chains;
S. 37°15' E., 3.39 chains;
S. 21038 ' W., 8.43 chains;
S. 6004' E., 10.52 chains;
S. 10025' W., 5.72 chains;
S. 8050' E., 9.86 chains to a point on False Live Oak

Point;
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Thence along the west shore of San Antonio Bay with the 
meanders thereof, 

S. 38°51' W., 5.73 chains; 
S. 30°40' W., 5.67 chains; 
S. 5°42' W., 5.60 chains; 
S. 31°18' W., 5.95 chains; 
S. 39°07' W., 4.64 chains; 
S. 19°40' W., 5.74 chains; 
S. 42°44' W., 6.71 chains; 
S. 40°02' W., 9.52 chains; 
S. 14°01' W., 4.23 chains; 
S. 65°20' W., 4.00 chains; 
S. 11 °39' E., 4.59 chains; 
S. 76°20' W., 6.36 chains; 
S. 67°47' W., 7.83 chains; 
S. 43°51' W., 15.16 chains; 
S. 47°53' W., 13.18 chains; 
S. 47°30' W., 10.81 chains; 
S. 28°11' W., 5.55 chains; 
S. 37°42' W., 5.13 chains; 
S. 16°56' W., 12.63 chains; 
S. 2°47' W., 14.58 chains; 
S. 16°55' E., 14.76 chains; 
S. 28°24' E., 16.62 chains; 
S. 36°14' E., 11.25 chains; 
S. 42°05' E., 6.92 chains; 
S. 52°45' E., 8.55 chains; 
S. 44°24' E., 9.89 chains; 
S. 66°50' E., 4.57 chains; 
S. 54°11' E., 6.60 chains; 
S. 45°29' E., 15.20 chains to a point on Dagger Point; 
S. 5°05' W., 6.39 chains; 
S. 5°34' E., 6.93 chains; 
S. 11 °30' W., 8.95 chains; 
S. 15°32' E., 12.38 chains; 
S. 19°12' E., 25.44 chains; 
S. 37°09' E., 25.00 chains; 
S. 44°20' E., 14.97 chains; 
S. 27°44' E., 5.47 chains; 
S. 44°21' E., 11.71 chains; 
S. 20°07' E., 8.83 chains; 
S. 6°42' E., 16.41 chains; 
S. 13°46' E., 6.26 chains; 
S. 8°05' E., 9.05 chains to a point at the mouth of 

Mustang Lake; 
Thence crossing the inlet to Mustang Lake and continuing 

with the west shore meanders of San Antonio Bay, 
S. 15°08' E., 12.69 chains; 
S. 10°17' E., 9.81 chains; 
S. 8°28' W., 6.21 chains; 
S. 44°58' W., 4.50 chains; 
S. 12°50' E., 17.98 chains; 
S. 12°21' E., 7.29 chains; 
S. 37°15' E., 3.39 chains; 
S. 21°38' W., 8.43 chains; 
S. 6°04' E., 10.52 chains; 
S. 10°25' W., 5.72 chains; 
S. 8°50' E., 9.86 chains to a point on False Live Oak 

Point; 
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Regulation ap-
proved and pro-
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S. 11059' W., 9.32 chains;
S. 1654' W., 8.99 chains;
S. 25051' W., 10.10 chains;
S. 38022' W., 10.48 chains to a point;

Thence in San Antonio Bay and Ayres Bay,
S. 46016 ' W., 303.60 chains to a point on north shore of

Ayres Bay;
Thence along the north shore of Ayres Bay,

S. 58016' W., 7.77 chains to a point;
Thence in Mullet Bay,

S. 68° W., 60.00 chains (approximately);
S. 46° W., 98.00 chains (approximately), to the south-

easternmost point on Bludworth Island;
Thence in Back Bay,

S. 36° W., 165.00 chains (approximately), to a point on
Cedar Point and the southerly right-of-way bound-
ary of the Old Intracoastal Canal;

Thence with the southerly right-of-way boundary of the
Old Intracoastal Canal,

Southwesterly to the angle point of said canal which is
south of Dunham Island;

Thence leaving said canal, in Aransas Bay,
West, approximately 275.00 chains to a point due south

of Blackjack Point;
North, approximately 51.00 chains to a point on Black-

jack Point;
Thence crossing East Pocket,

N. 10009' E., 31.79 chains to a point on Bird Point;
Thence in St. Charles Bay,

N. 10° E., 205.00 chains (approximately), to a point
opposite Egg Point;

N. 30° E., 180.00 chains (approximately), to a point
opposite Big Sharp Point;

N. 25° W., 130.00 chains (approximately), to a point
opposite Meile Dietrich Point;

N. 30° E., 330.00 chains (approximately), to the place
of beginning.

The bearings in the above description are referred to the
true meridian as determined by solar observations made in
surveys by the Bureau of Biological Survey in 1937.

AND WHEREAS upon consideration it appears that the foregoing
regulation will tend to effectuate the purposes of the aforesaid Migra-
tory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 1918;

NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, Presi-
dent of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the
authority vested in me by the aforesaid Migratory Bird Treaty Act
of July 3, 1918, do hereby approve and proclaim the foregoing regula-
tion of the Secretary of Agriculture.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 26" day of November in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and of

[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the one
hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President,

SUMNER WELLES
Acting Secretary of State.
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Regulation ap-
proved and pro-
claimed. 

S. 11°59' W., 9.32 chains; 
S. 16°54' W., 8.99 chains; 
S. 25°51' W., 10.10 chains; 
S. 38°22' W., 10.48 chains to a point; 

Thence in San Antonio Bay and Ayres Bay, 
S. 46°16' W., 303.60 chains to a point on north shore of 

Ayres Bay; 
Thence along the north shore of Ayres Bay, 
S. 58°16' W., 7.77 chains to a point; 

Thence in Mullet Bay, 
S. 68° W., 60.00 chains (approximately); 
S. 46° W., 98.00 chains (approximately), to the south-

easternmost point on Bludworth Island; 
Thence in Back Bay, 
S. 36° W., 165.00 chains (approximately), to a point on 

Cedar Point and the southerly right-of-way bound-
ary of the Old Intracoastal Canal; 

Thence with the southerly right-of-way boundary of the 
Old Intracoastal Canal, 

Southwesterly to the angle point of said canal which is 
south of Dunham Island; 

Thence leaving said canal, in Aransas Bay, 
West, approximately 275.00 chains to a point due south 

of Blackjack Point; 
North, approximately 51.00 chains to a point on Black-

jack Point; 
Thence crossing East Pocket, 
N. 10°09' E., 31.79 chains to a point on Bird Point; 

Thence in St. Charles Bay, 
N. 10° E., 205.00 chains (approximately), to a point 

opposite Egg Point; 
N. 30° E., 180.00 chains (approximately), to a point 

opposite Big Sharp Point; 
N. 25° W., 130.00 chains (approximately), to a point 

opposite Meile Dietrich Point; 
N. 30° E., 330.00 chains (approximately), to the place 

of beginning. 
The bearings in the above description are referred to the 

true meridian as determined by solar observations made in 
surveys by the Bureau of Biological Survey in 1937. 

AND WHEREAS upon consideration it appears that the foregoing 
regulation will tend to effectuate the purposes of the aforesaid Migra-
tory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 1918; 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the 
authority vested in me by the aforesaid Migratory Bird Treaty Act 
of July 3, 1918, do hereby approve and proclaim the foregoing regula-
tion of the Secretary of Agriculture. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 26" day of November in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and of 
[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and sixty-third. 

By the President, 
SUMNER W ELLES 

Acting Secretary of State. 

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 
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Dec. 5, 1938

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS during the year 1939 there is to be held at New York
City a world's fair to celebrate the one hundred and fiftieth anni-
versary of the inauguration of the first President of the United States
of America and of the establishment of the national government and
there is to be held at San Francisco, California, an international
exposition to celebrate the completion of the San Francisco-Oakland
Bridge and the Golden Gate Bridge and to depict and exhibit the
progress and accomplishments of the Pacific area of the United States
in science, industry, and culture; and

WHEREAS joint resolutions of Congress approved June 15, 1936
(49 Stat. 1516, 1518), authorized and requested the President by
proclamation, or in such manner as he might deem proper, to invite
foreign countries and nations to the exposition and the world's fair
with a request that they participate therein; and

WHEREAS I have by proclamations of November 16, 1936 (Nos.
2209, 2210; 50 Stat. 1796, 1797), invited the participation of the
nations in these celebrations, and the responses to these invitations
have been most gratifying;

NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, President
of the United States of America, do invite the attention of our citizens
and of friends beyond our borders to the World's Fair at New York
and the Golden Gate International Exposition at San Francisco and
express the hope that the fair and the exposition will be attended by
many from this country who will join with the Government in greeting
with a warm welcome the many from abroad taking advantage of the
occasion to visit our shores.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 29" day of November, in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and

[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the
one hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

SUMNER WELLES

Acting Secretary of State.

November 29, 1938
[No. 2315]

World's Fair at
New York City and
Golden Gate Inter-
national Exposition at
San Francisco, Calif.,
1939.

Preamble.

49 Stat. 1516, 1518.

50 Stat. 1796, 1797.

General invitation
to attend.

DESCHUTES NATIONAL FOREST-OREGON

BY TIE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS the hereinafter-described lands in the State of Oregon
have been found by the Secretaries of Agriculture and of the Interior
to be chiefly valuable for national-forest purposes; and

WHEREAS such lands are within the limitations contained in the
act of February 2, 1922, entitled "An act authorizing the adjustment
of the boundaries of the Deschutes National Forest, in the State of
Oregon, and for other purposes", c. 46, 42 Stat. 362, as amended by
the act of May 24, 1935, c. 140, 49 Stat. 288; and

WHEREAS it appears that the addition of such lands to the
Deschutes National Forest would be in the public interest:

December 5, 1938
[No. 2316]

Deschutes National
Forest, Oreg.

Preamble.

42 Stat. 362; 49 Stat.
288.
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BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS during the year 1939 there is to be held at New York 
City a world's fair to celebrate the one hundred and fiftieth anni-
versary of the inauguration of the first President of the United States 
of America and of the establishment of the national government and 
there is to be held at San Francisco, California, an international 
exposition to celebrate the completion of the San Francisco-Oakland 
Bridge and the Golden Gate Bridge and to depict and exhibit the 
progress and accomplishments of the Pacific area of the United States 
in science, industry, and culture; and 
WHEREAS joint resolutions of Congress approved June 15, 1936 

(49 Stat. 1516, 1518), authorized and requested the President by 
proclamation, or in such mariner as he might deem proper, to invite 
foreign countries and nations to the exposition and the world's fair 
with a request that they participate therein; and 
WHEREAS I have by proclamations of November 16, 1936 (Nos. 

2209, 2210; 50 Stat. 1796, 1797), invited the participation of the 
nations in these celebrations, and the responses to these invitations 
have been most gratifying; 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, President 

of the United States of America, do invite the attention of our citizens 
and of friends beyond our borders to the World's Fair at New York 
and the Golden Gate International Exposition at San Francisco and 
express the hope that the fair and the exposition will be attended by 
many from this country who will join with the Government in greeting 
with a warm welcome the many from abroad taking advantage of the 
occasion to visit our shores. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 29" day of November, in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and 
[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the 

one hundred and sixty-third. 
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 

By the President: 
SUMNER VS ELLES 

Acting Secretary of State. 

DESCHTJTES NATIONAL FOREST—OREGON 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the hereinafter-described lands in the State of Oregon 
have been found by the Secretaries of Agriculture and of the Interior 
to be chiefly valuable for national-forest purposes; and 
WHEREAS such lands are within the limitations contained in the 

act of February 2, 1922, entitled "An act authorizing the adjustment 
of the boundaries of the Deschutes National Forest, in the State of 
Oregon, and for other purposes", c. 46, 42 Stat. 362, as amended by 
the act of May 24, 1935, c. 140, 49 Stat. 288; and 
WHEREAS it appears that the addition of such lands to the 

Deschutes National Forest would be in the public interest: 

November 29, 1938  

[No. 2316] 

World's Fair at 
New York City and 
Golden Gate Inter-
national Exposition at 
San Francisco, Calif., 
1939. 
Preamble. 

49 Stat. 1516, 1518. 

60 Stat. 1796, 1797. 

General invitation 
to attend. 

December 5, 1938 
[No. 2316] 

Deschutes National 
Forest, Oreg. 
Preamble. 

42 Stat. 362, 49 Stat. 
288. 
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Lands reserved as
addition to.

Description.

NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, Presi-
dent of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the
power vested in me by the aforesaid act of February 2, 1922, as
amended, do proclaim that the following-described lands in the State
of Oregon are hereby added to, and reserved as a part of, the Deschutes
National Forest:

Willamette Meridian

T. 24 S., R. 7 E., sec. 11, EY;
sees. 12 and 13;
sec. 14, E%.

T. 25 S., R. 7 E., sees. 1 and 2;
sec. 12, N2, N%2SW%, SEYSW 4, SE 4;
sec. 13, NEY, NEYSWY, NSEY, SESE%.

T. 24S.,R. 8E.,sec. 1;
sec. 2, ES;
sees. 7 to 34, inclusive;
sec. 35, NEY, EXNWY4, NW{NW%, S2;
sec. 36.

T. 25 S., R. 8 E., sees. 1 to 7, inclusive;
sec. 8, NY, NY2SW 4, SEY4SW4, SEA;
secs. 9 and 10;
sec. 11, NWY4, S/;
secs. 12 to 16, inclusive;
sec. 17, ES, EyW%;
sec. 18, W2NEY, WM, NWYSE4.

T. 10 S., R. 9 E., sec. 36, lot 2.
T. 11 S., R. 9 E., sec. 1, lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, SKNE)j, SENW%,

NEYSW%, SE {;
sec. 12, NEY, lots 1, 2, 3, 4, E3/SE 4;
sec. 13, lot 1, SE~SE 4;
sec. 24, NE/NE%, ESE34;
sec. 25, NE}NEk/, SNE%, N/SE}4;
sec. 36.

T. 22 S., R. 9 E., sec. 13, S%;
sees. 24 to 36, inclusive.

T. 23 S., R. 9 E., sees. 3, 4, and 5, NM;
sec. 13, SW 4;
sec. 14, SE 4;
sec. 19;
sec. 23, E%;
secs. 24 and 25;
sec. 26, E%;
sec. 28, WY;
secs. 29, 30, and 31;
sec. 34, SE/;
secs. 35 and 36.

T. 24 S., R. 9 E., sec. 1, NEY4NEY, WE%, WY;
sees. 2 and 3;
sec. 4, EKE%;
sec. 5, WY;
sees. 6 to 11, inclusive;
sec. 12, NWY4, WXSW 4;
sec. 13, WYNW/, NWY4SW%;
sees. 14 to 23, inclusive;
sec. 24, NWY, S%;
sees. 25 to 29, inclusive;
sec. 30, E%, NWY4, NSWY4, SW3SWY4;
sees. 31 to 36, inclusive.
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adLands reserved SS NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, Presi-
dent of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the 
power vested in me by the aforesaid act of February 2, 1922, as 
amended, do proclaim that the following-described lands in the State 
of Oregon are hereby added to, and reserved as a part of, the Deschutes 
National Forest: 

Description. Willamette Meridian 

T. 24 S., R. 7 E., sec. 11, Eg; 
secs. 12 and 13; 
sec. 14, E. 

T. 25 S., R. 7 E., secs. 1 and 2; 
sec. 12, Ng, Ngswg, sEgswg, SEX; 
sec. 13, NEg, NEgSWg, NgSEg, sEgsEg. 

T. 24 S., R. 8 E., sec. 1; 
sec. 2, Eg; 
secs. 7 to 34, inclusive; 
sec. 35, NEg, ENW, NwgNwg, Sg; 
sec. 36. 

T. 25 S., R. 8 E., secs. 1 to 7, inclusive; 
sec. 8, Ng, Ny2swg, sEgswg, SEX; 
secs. 9 and 10; 
sec. 11, NW, Sg; 
secs. 12 to 16, inclusive; 
sec. 17, Eg, EgWg; 
sec. 18, WgNEg, Wg, NWY4SEg. 

T. 10 S., R. 9 E., sec. 36, lot 2. 
T. 11 S., R. 9 E., sec. 1, lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, Sgl\TEg, sEgNwg, 

NEgswg, sEg; 
sec. 12, NEg, lots 1, 2, 3, 4, ESE; 
sec. 13, lot 1, SEgSEg; 
sec. 24, NEgNEg, EgSEg; 
sec. 25, NEgNEg, SgNEg, NgSEg; 
sec. 36. 

T. 22 S., R. 9 E., sec. 13, Sg; 
secs. 24 to 36, inclusive. 

T. 23 S., R. 9 E., secs. 3, 4, and 5, Ng; 
sec. 13, SW; 
sec. 14, SEX; 
sec. 19; 
sec. 23, Eg; 
secs. 24 and 25; 
sec. 26, Eg; 
sec. 28, Wg; 
secs. 29, 30, and 31; 
sec. 34, SEX; 
secs. 35 and 36. 

T. 24 S., R. 9 E., sec. 1, NEXNEg, WgEg, Wg; 
secs. 2 and 3; 
sec. 4, EgEg; 
sec. 5, Wg; 
secs. 6 to 11, inclusive; 
sec. 12, Nwg, wgswg; 
sec. 13, wy2Nwg, NwYpswg; 
secs. 14 to 23, inclusive; 
sec. 24, NW, Sg; 
secs. 25 to 29, inclusive; 
sec. 30, E34, Nwg, Ngswg, swgswg; 
secs. 31 to 36, inclusive. 
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T.

T.

T.
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25 S., R. 9 E., sees. 1 to 5, inclusive;
sec. 6, N2NE%, NWY, WYSW 4, SEYSW 4,

S}SE 4, NE4SE%;
secs. 7 to 18, inclusive;
sec. 22, Ny.

10 S., R. 10 E., sec. 27, lot 1;
sec. 28, lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, S2SW 4, SWYSEY4;
sec. 29, lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, S}2SEh%;
sec. 31, lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ESW4, SE};
secs. 32 and 33;
sec. 34, lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, SWyNW%, SW%;
sec. 35, lot 1.

11 S., R. 10 E., sec. 2, lots 1 and 2;
sec. 3, lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, SWYNE4, SNW4,

SW 4, WXSE 4, SEYSE4;
sec. 10;
sec. 11, lots 1,2, 3, NWYNWY, S2NWY, SW 4,

WMSE4, SEY4 SE4;
sec. 12, lots 1 and 2, SWYSW 4;
sec. 13, lots 1 and 2, SWYNE%3, W%, SE 4;
sees. 14 and 15, and 22 to 27, inclusive;
sec. 33, S%;
secs. 34, 35, 36.

12 S., R. 10 E., secs. 1 to 4, and 7 to 36, inclusive.
13 S., R. 10 E., secs. 1 to 5, inclusive;

sec. 6, N4;
sees. 8 to 36, inclusive.

14 S., R. 10 E., secs. 1 to 24, and 28 to 34, inclusive.
15 S., R. 10 E., secs. 3 to 10, 15 to 23, and 26 to 35, inclusive.
16 S., R. 10 E.
17 S., R. 10 E., sees. 1 to 6, and 8 to 15, inclusive;

sec. 16, E%;
sees. 22 to 26, inclusive, and 35 and 36.

18 S., R. 10 E., sec. 1, NM, SY2SWY, SE 4;
sees. 2 and 3;
sec. 10, NNEY, SWNWY, WYSWY, SEY4

SW)M, SY2SE%, NEYSE%;
sees. 11 to 14, inclusive, and 24, 25, and 36.

19 S., R. 10 E., sees. 1, 2, 11, 12, 13, 14;
sec. 25, NYSW3;
sec. 26, SEYNW%4;
sec. 34, SWYNW4.

20 S., R. 10 E., sec. 1, SEXSW 4, SE 4;
sec. 11, SW 4NW 4;
sec. 12, E%2, EYWW%, SWyNW4, WMSWY;
sec. 13, ES, NEYSW4, SYSW4;
sec. 23, EE 2, SWYNW%), WXSW 4, SEY

SW4, SWYSE 4;
sees. 24 and 25;
sees. 31, 32, 33, and 34, S%;
sees. 35 and 36.

22 S., R. 10 E., sec. 8, E%;
sec. 17, W%;
sec. 18, S%;
sec. 19;
sec. 24, EE2;
sees. 30 and 31, WX.

T.,
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T. 25 S., R. 9 E., secs. 1 to 5, inclusive; 
sec. 6, NNE, NW, wy2swg, sEgswg, 

S%SEY4, NEgsEg; 
secs. 7 to 18, inclusive; 
sec. 22, Ng. 

T. 10 S., R. 10 E., sec. 27, lot 1; 
sec. 28, lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, SgSWg, SWY4SE3i; 
sec. 29, lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, SgSEg; 
sec. 31, lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, EgSWg, SEX; 
secs. 32 and 33; 
sec. 34, lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, swgNwg, swg; 
sec. 35, lot 1. 

T. 11 S., R. 10 E., sec. 2, lots 1 and 2; 
sec. 3, lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, SWY4NEg, SgNWY4, 

SWg, WgSEg, SEY4SEg; 
sec. 10; 
sec. 11, lots 1, 2, 3, NwgNwg, sy2Nwg, swg, 

wy2sEg, sEgsEg; 
sec. 12, lots 1 and 2, SWgSWg; 
sec. 13, lots 1 and 2, SWgNEg, Wg, SEg; 
secs. 14 and 15, and 22 to 27, inclusive; 
sec. 33, Sg; 
secs. 34, 35, 36. 

T. 12 S., R. 10 E., secs. 1 to 4, and 7 to 36, inclusive. 
T. 13 S., R. 10 E., secs. 1 to 5, inclusive; 

sec. 6, Ng; 
secs. 8 to 36, inclusive. 

T. 14 S., R. 10 E., secs. 1 to 24, and 28 to 34, inclusive. 
T. 15 S., R. 10 E., secs. 3 to 10, 15 to 23, and 26 to 35, inclusive. 
T. 16 S., R. 10 E. 
T. 17 S., R. 10 E., secs. 1 to 6, and 8 to 15, inclusive; 

sec. 16, Eg; 
secs. 22 to 26, inclusive, and 35 and 36. 

T. 18 S., It. 10 E., sec. 1, Ng, SSW, SEX; 
secs. 2 and 3; 
sec. 10, NgNEY4, SWWWg, WgSWg, SEg 

SW, SSE, NEgSEg; 
secs. 11 to 14, inclusive, and 24, 25, and 36. 

T. 19 S., R. 10 E., secs. 1, 2, 11, 12, 13, 14; 
sec. 25, NgSWg; 
sec. 26, SEgNWg; 
sec. 34, swy,Nwg. 

T. 20 S., R. 10 E., sec. 1, sEgswg, SEX; 
sec. 11, SWgNWg; 
sec. 12, Eg, EgWg, swgNwg, w%swY4; 
sec. 13, Eg, NENSWg, SgSWg; 
sec. 23, EgEg, SWY4NWg, WgSWg, SEg 

SW, swy4sEg; 
secs. 24 and 25; 
secs. 31, 32, 33, and 34, Sg; 
secs. 35 and 36. 

T. 22 S., R. 10 E., sec. 8, Eg; 
sec. 17, Wg; 
sec. 18, Sg; 
sec. 19; 
sec. 24, EgEg; 
secs. 30 and 31, Wg. 

2513 
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T. 23 S., R. 10 E., sec. 1;
sec. 12, NY2;
sec. 19;
sec. 20, WY2;
sec. 30, NWYNE 4, W 2 ;
sec. 31, NYNW}4, SWYNWY, NWYSW%';
sec. 33, SSW%.

T. 24 S., R. 10 E., sec. 4, NW%;
sec. 5, EY, Ey2SW%;
sec. 7, NEXSE4;
sec. 8, NY2, NY2S%;
sec. 11, SE}4;
sec. 12, S%;
secs. 13 and 14;
sec. 15, NE 4, S 2;
sec. 16, SE%;
sec. 19, S 2;
secs. 20, and 22 to 27, inclusive;
sec. 28, NE4, S%;
secs. 29 to 36, inclusive.

T. 25 S., R. 10 E., secs. 1 to 12, inclusive.
T. 11 S., R. 11 E., sec. 18, lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, SESSW%;

sec. 19, lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, W2NEY, EY2W2,
SEY4 ;

sec. 20, lots 1 and 2;
sec. 28, lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, SY2NE%, SE^

NW4, EY2SW%, SEY4 ;
sec. 29, lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, SWYNW%, SW%;
secs. 30, 31, 32;
sec. 33, NY, SWY, W2SE%.

T. 12 S., R. 11 E., sec. 4, WY2E, W%;
sees. 5, 6, 7, 8;
sec. 9, NWY4 , N2SWY4 , SWY4SWY4 ;
sec. 17, NEY4 , WY;
sec. 18;
sec. 31, WY, WYSEY4.

T. 13 S., R. 11 E., sec. 6, WYNEY, WY, SEY4 ;
sec. 7;
sec. 18, WY2E, WV.

T. 16 S., R. 11 E., secs. 30 and 31, WY2.
T. 17 S., R. 11 E., sec. 4, S 2;

sec. 5, NWY, SY2;
secs. 6 to 9, inclusive;
sec. 15, W%, WYSE%;
secs. 16 to 21, inclusive;
sec. 22, WYEY, WY2;
secs. 27 to 34, inclusive.

T. 18 S., R. 11 E., secs. 3 to 10, inclusive;
sec. 11, WY2E%, WY;
sees. 14 to 23, and 26 to 35, inclusive.

T. 19 S., R. 11 E., sec. 2, NEYNE%, WYNE%, WY;
sees. 3 to 10, inclusive;
sec. 13, WYSW%;
sec. 14, NWNWY, SYNWY4, S2;
sees. 15 to 18, and 20 to 22, inclusive;
sec. 23, N%, NSY2, SY2SW4, SWYSEY;
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T. 23 S., R. 10 E., sec. 1; 
sec. 12, Ng; 
sec. 19; 
sec. 20, Wg; 
sec. 30, NWXNEX, Wg; 
sec. 31, NgNWg, swy4Nwy„ NWXSW 1,1; 
sec. 33, SSW). 

T. 24 S., R. 10 E., sec. 4, NWg; 
sec. 5, Eg, EgSWX; 
sec. 7, NEgSEX; 
sec. 8, Ng, NgSg; 
sec. 11, SE); 
sec. 12, Sg; 
secs. 13 and 14; 
sec. 15, NEg, Sg; 
sec. 16, SEX; 
sec. 19, Sg; 
secs. 20, and 22 to 27, inclusive; 
sec. 28, NE, Sg; 
secs. 29 to 36, inclusive. 

inclusive. T. 25 S., R. 10 E., secs. 1 to 12,  
T. 11 S., R. 11 E., sec. 18, lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, SEY4SWg; 

sec. 19, lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, WgNEX, EgWg, 
SEg; 

sec. 20, lots 1 and 2; 
sec. 28, lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, SgNEg, SEX 

NW, EgSWg, SEX; 
sec. 29, lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, SWXNWX, SWg; 
secs. 30, 31, 32; 
sec. 33, Ng, SWX, WY2SEg. 

T. 12 S., R. 11 E., sec. 4, WgEg, Wg; 
secs. 5, 6, 7, 8; 
sec. 9, NWX, NgSWg, SWXSWX; 
sec. 17, NEX, Wg; 
sec. 18; 
sec. 31, Wg, WY2SEX. 

T. 13 S., R. 11 E., sec. 6, WgNEg, Wg, SEX; 
sec. 7; 
sec. 18, WgEg, W. 

T. 16 S., R. 11 E., secs. 30 and 31, Wg. 
T. 17 S., R. 11 E., sec. 4, Sg; 

sec. 5, NW, Sg; 
secs. 6 to 9, inclusive; 
sec. 15, Wg, WXSEX; 
secs. 16 to 21, inclusive; 
sec. 22, WgEg, Wg; 
secs. 27 to 34, inclusive. 

T. 18 S., R. 11 E., secs. 3 to 10, inclusive; 
sec. 11, WgEg, Wg; 
secs. 14 to 23, and 26 to 35, inclusive. 

T. 19 S., R. 11 E., sec. 2, NEXNEX, WXNEX, Wg; 
secs. 3 to 10, inclusive; 
sec. 13, WY2SWg; 
sec. 14, NWgNWX, SgNWX, Sg; 
secs. 15 to 18, and 20 to 22, inclusive; 
sec. 23, Ng, NgSg, SgSWX, SWXSEX; 
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T. 20 S., R.

T. 21 S., R.

T. 22 S., R.

T. 23 S., R.

T. 24 S., R.

T. 19 S., R.

T. 20 S., R.

T. 21 S., R.

sec. 24, SWyNE4, NWYNWX, SMNW4;
secs. 25 to 29, inclusive;
sec. 30, SE 4 ;
sec. 31, NY, NXSW4, SEYSW%, SEX;
secs. 32 to 36, inclusive.

11 E., secs. 1 to 5, inclusive;
sec. 6, E/2, EY2NWY, SWYNWY, SW 4;
secs. 7 to 22, inclusive;
sec. 25, SEY4;
sees. 27 to 34, inclusive, and sec. 36.

11 E., secs. 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10;
sec. 11, SE 4 ;
sec. 12, S 2;
sees. 13 to 17, inclusive;
sec. 20, NEY, S2;
secs. 21 to 28, inclusive;
sec. 29, NM;
sec. 32, EY2, EWY2;
sees. 33 to 36, inclusive.

11 E., sees. 1 to 5, inclusive;
sec. 7, EY2;
sees. 8 to 22, inclusive;
sec. 24, NEX;
sees. 27, 28, 29;
sec. 30, SEX;
sees. 31 to 34, inclusive.

11 E., sec. 4, E%;
sees. 5 to 8, and 16 to 19, inclusive;
sec. 20, W%;
sec. 26, NEY, SX;
sees. 27 and 28, S2;
secs. 29 to 36, inclusive.

11 E., sec. 2, N%, SWY4;
secs. 3 to 11, inclusive, and sec. 16;
sec. 17, NY;
secs. 18 and 19.

12 E., sec. 31;
sec. 32, SW 4 ;
sec. 33, SWYSW4;
sec. 35, SWYNEX.

12 E., sec. 3, NEXSE 4 ;
sec. 7, SWX;
sec. 14, SWyNW%4;
sec. 16;
sec. 17, WY;
sees. 18, 19, 20;
sec. 21, W 2;
sees. 29 and 30;
sec. 31, WY2.

12 E., sec. 4, WY2;
sec. 5, NEY, S 2;
sec. 6, SE 4;
sec. 7;
sec. 8, N 2, SW 4 ;
sees. 18, 19, 30, and 31.
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sec. 24, SWXNEX, NWXNWX, SXNWX; 
secs. 25 to 29, inclusive; 
sec. 30, SEX; 
sec. 31, NX, NSW, sEgswg, SE} ; 
secs. 32 to 36, inclusive. 

T. 20 S., R. 11 E., secs. 1 to 5, inclusive; 
sec. 6, EX, EXNWX, SWXNWX, SW; 
secs. 7 to 22, inclusive; 
sec. 25, SEX; 
secs. 27 to 34, inclusive, and sec. 36. 

T. 21 S., R. 11 E., secs. 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10; 
sec. 11, SEX; 
sec. 12, SX; 
secs. 13 to 17, inclusive; 
sec. 20, NEX, SX; 
secs. 21 to 28, inclusive; 
sec. 29, NX; 
sec. 32, EX, EXWX; 
secs. 33 to 36, inclusive. 

T. 22 S., R. 11 E., secs. 1 to 5, inclusive; 
sec. 7, EX; 
secs. 8 to 22, inclusive; 
sec. 24, NEX; 
secs. 27, 28, 29; 
sec. 30, SEg; 
secs. 31 to 34, inclusive. 

T. 23 S., R. 11 E., sec. 4, EX; 
secs. 5 to 8, and 16 to 19, inclusive; 
sec. 20, WX; 
sec. 26, NEX, SX; 
secs. 27 and 28, SX; 
secs. 29 to 36, inclusive. 

T. 24 S., R. 11 E., sec. 2, NX, SWX; 
secs. 3 to 11, inclusive, and sec. 16; 
sec. 17, NX; 
secs. 18 and 19. 

T. 19 S., R. 12 E., sec. 31; 
sec. 32, SW; 
sec. 33, SWXSWX; 
sec. 35, SWXNEX. 

T. 20 S., R. 12 E., sec. 3, NEXSEX; 
sec. 7, SW; 
sec. 14, SWXNWX; 
sec. 16; 
sec. 17, WX; 
secs. 18, 19, 20; 
sec. 21, WX; 
secs. 29 and 30; 
sec. 31, WX. 

T. 21 S., R. 12 E., sec. 4, WX; 
sec. 5, NEg, SX; 
sec. 6, SEX; 
sec. 7; 
sec. 8, NX, SWX; 
secs. 18, 19, 30, and 31. 

2515 
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Prior rights not
affected; exception.

Revocation of
Executive Order No.
6082 as to certain
lands.

T. 22 S., R. 12 E., sec. 5, W 2;
secs. 6 and 7;
sec. 8, W/2;
sec. 16;
sec. 17, WY2;
sec. 18;
sec. 19, NY;
sec. 20;
sec. 21, NW%.

T. 20 S., R. 13 E., sec. 6, WYSW%;
sec. 8, NWNW}.

AGGREGATING 411,813.48 acres.
The reservation made by this proclamation shall as to any land

which is at this date embraced in any valid claim or reserved for any
public purpose other than for classification or as a stock-driveway, be
subject to, and shall not interfere with or defeat, legal rights under
such claim, or prevent the use for such public purpose of lands so
reserved, so long as such claim is legally maintained or such reserva-
tion remains in force.

Executive Order No. 5082 of March 22, 1929, withdrawing the
public lands within certain areas in Oregon for classification, is
hereby revoked as to the following-described lands, which have been
classified as not of a national-forest character:

Willamette Meridian

T. 23 S., R. 9 E., sec. 4, SWSW 4;
sec. 5, EY2SWY, SE%;
sec. 8;
sec. 9, NYNW%, SWYNW%;
sec. 15, EhSE%;
sec. 16;
sec. 17, N 2, N 2SY;
sec. 20, NY2SWY4, SESWY, WYSE/;
sec. 21, SY2NY, NY2SWY, SEYSWY, SE%;
sec. 22, EY2NE%, SySW%;
sec. 27, NY2, SW%, NY2SE%;
sec. 28, EY2;
sec. 32, WY2NE 4, EY2W%, SEY4 ;
sec. 33, NX2NE%, SWNE/4, SEXNW4,

N 2SWY;
sec. 34, NYNW%.

T. 24 S., R. 9 E., sec. 5, N2NE 4, SEYSE 4;
sec. 13, SEYNE 4, SEYSWY4, SE 4;
sec. 24, SYNE 4.

T. 21 S., R. 10 E., sec. 4, NY2, SE%;
sec. 5, NW%, SY2;
sec. 6, EY, lots 3, 4, 7, SEYSW 4;
sec. 7, NYNW%;
sec. 8, NEY, EyNWY;
sec. 9;
sec. 21, NE%;
sec. 33, WYSE%.

T. 22 S., R. 10 E., sec. 5, NYSE4.
T. 23 S., R. 10 E., sec. 29, N2NE4, NE4NW%;

sec. 32, S2SWy'.
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Prior rights not 
affected; exception. 

Revocation of 
Executive Order No. 
5082 as to certain 
lands. 

T. 22 S., R. 12 E., sec. 5, Wg; 
secs. 6 and 7; 
sec. 8, Wg; 
sec. 16; 
sec. 17, Wg; 
sec. 18; 
sec. 19, Ng; 
sec. 20; 
sec. 21, Nwg. 

T. 20 S., R. 13 E., sec. 6, WY2SWg; 
sec. 8, NWgNWg. 

AGGREGATING 411,813.48 acres. 

The reservation made by this proclamation shall as to any land 
which is at this date embraced in any valid claim or reserved for any 
public purpose other than for classification or as a stock-driveway, be 
subject to, and shall not interfere with or defeat, legal rights under 
such claim, or prevent the use .for such public .purpose of lands so 
reserved, so long as such claim is legally maintained or such reserva-
tion remains in force. 
Executive Order No. 5082 of March 22, 1929, withdrawing the 

public lands within certain areas in Oregon for classification, is 
hereby revoked as to the following-described lands, which have been 
classified as not of a national-forest character: 

Willamette Meridian 

T. 23 S., R. 9 E., sec. 4, SWY4SWg; 
sec. 5, EgSWg, SEX; 
sec. 8; 
sec. 9, NgNWg, SWgNWg; 
sec. 15, ESE; 
sec. 16; 
sec. 17, Ng, NgSg; 
sec. 20, Ny2swg, sEgswg, wy2sEg; 
sec. 21, SgNg, NgSWg, SEgSWg, SEX; 
sec. 22, EgNEg, SSW; 
sec. 27, Ng, swg, NY2sEg; 
sec. 28, Eg; 
sec. 32, WgNEg, E3/2W3, SEg; 
sec. 33, NNE, SWgNEg, sEgNwg, 

Ny2swY4; 
sec. 34, NY2NWg. 

T. 24 S., R. 9 E., sec. 5, NgNEg, SEgSEg; 
sec. 13, SEgNEg, sEgswg, SEX; 
sec. 24, SgNEg. 

T. 21 S., R. 10 E., sec. 4, Ng, SEX; 
sec. 5, NW, Sg; 
sec. 6, Eg, lots 3, 4, 7, SEgSWg; 
sec. 7, NNW; 
sec. 8, NE, EgNWg; 
sec. 9; 
sec. 21, NE; 
sec. 33, WgSEg. 

T. 22 S., R. 10 E., sec. 5, NgSEg. 
T. 23 S., R. 10 E., sec. 29, NgNEg, NEY4N-Wg; 

sec. 32, sxswg. 
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T. 24 S., R. 10 E., sec. 7, S2'SE}%;
sec. 8, SY2S );
sec. 9, NE4, EY2NWY, Sy/:
sec. 10, SEY4NEY, SY2;
sec. 11, NY, SW 4;
sec. 12, N 2 ;
sec. 15, NWY4;
sec. 17, EYNE 4, WYNW}S, SWY, NYSE 4;
sec. 18;
sec. 19, NY2NE 4, SWyNEY, SNW4;
sec. 21;
sec. 28, NWY4.

T. 22 S., R. 11 E., sec. 6, E2NE 4;
sec. 30, NY2NE3, SWINEY 4, Ey2W}, lots 2

and 4.
AGGREGATING 12,557.04 acres.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 5" day of December in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and

[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the
one hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

SUMNER WELLES
Acting Secretary of State.

RELATING TO NEWLY-MINED DOMESTIC SILVER

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS, by Proclamation of the twenty-first day of December,
1933, as modified by Proclamations of the ninth day of August, 1934,
the tenth and twenty-fourth days of April, 1935, and the thirtieth
day of December, 1937, the United States coinage mints are directed
to receive for coinage and addition to the monetary stocks of the
United States silver mined subsequent to December 21, 1933, from
natural deposits in the United States or any place subject to the
jurisdiction thereof; and

WHEREAS, such Proclamation as so modified provides in part
that it

"shall remain in force and effect until the 31st day of December,
1938 unless repealed or further modified by Act of Congress or
by subsequent Proclamation."

AND WHEREAS, such Proclamation as so modified states in
part that

"Notice is hereby given that I reserve the right by virtue of
the authority vested in me to revoke or modify this Proclamation
as the interests of the United States may seem to require."

NOW, THEREFORE, finding that the interests of the United
States require further modification of said Proclamation of the
twenty-first day of December, 1933, as so modified; by virtue of the
power in me vested by the Act of Congress cited in said Proclamation,

December 31, 1938
[No. 2317]

Coinage of silver.
Preamble.
48 Stat. 1723; 49 Stat.

3402, 3445; 52 Stat.
1530.
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T. 24 S., R. 10 E., sec. 7, SSE; 
sec. 8, SgSg; 
sec. 9, NE, EgNWg, Sg; 
sec. 10, SEgNEg, Sg; 
sec. 11, Ng, SW; 
sec. 12, Ng; 
see. 15, NWg; 
sec. 17, EgNEg, wo-wg, swg, NY2SEg; 
sec. 18; 
sec. 19, NY2NE%, SWgNEg, SgNWg; 
sec. 21; 
sec. 28, NWg. 

T. 22 S., R. 11 E., sec. 6, EgNEg; 
sec. 30, NgNEg, SWY4NEYI, EgWg, lots 2 

and 4. 
AGGREGATING 12,557.04 acres. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 5" day of December in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and 
[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the 

one hundred and sixty-third. 
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT 

By the President: 
SUMNER WELLES 

Acting Secretary of State. 

RELATING TO NEWLY—MINED DOMESTIC SILVER 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS, by Proclamation of the twenty-first day of December, 
1933, as modified by Proclamations of the ninth day of August, 1934, 
the tenth and twenty-fourth days of April, 1935, and the thirtieth 
day of December, 1937, the United States coinage mints are directed 
to receive for coinage and addition to the monetary stocks of the 
United States silver mined subsequent to December 21, 1933, from 
natural deposits in the United States or any place subject to the 
jurisdiction thereof; and 
WHEREAS, such Proclamation as so modified provides in part 

that it 
"shall remain in force and effect until the 31st day of December, 
1938 unless repealed or further modified by Act of Congress or 
by subsequent Proclamation." 

AND WHEREAS, such Proclamation as so modified states in 
part that 

"Notice is hereby given that I reserve the right by virtue of 
the authority vested in me to revoke or modify this Proclamation 
as the interests of the United States may seem to require." 

NOW, THEREFORE, finding that the interests of the United 
States require further modification of said Proclamation of the 
twenty-first day of December, 1933, as so modified; by virtue of the 
power in me vested by the Act of Congress cited in said Proclamation, 

December 31, 1938 
[No. 2317] 

Coinage of silver. 
Preamble. 
48 Stat. 1723: 49 Stat. 

3402, 3445; 52 Stat. 
1530. 
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and other legislation designated for national recovery, and by virtue
of all other authority in me vested;

Timed limit ex- I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, President of the United States
of America, do hereby further modify the said Proclamation of the
twenty-first day of December, 1933, so that the same shall remain
in force and effect until the 30th day of June, 1939; and I do proclaim
and direct that, unless repealed or further modified by Act of Congress
or by subsequent Proclamation, the said Proclamation of the twenty-
first day of December, 1933, as heretofore and hereby modified shall

Proviso. remain in force and effect until' the 30th day of June, 1939: provided,
oniion. however, that silver to be eligible for receipt under the said Proclama-

tion of the twenty-first day of December, 1933, as heretofore and
hereby modified must be delivered to a United States coinage mint
not later than June 30, 1939.

Right reserved. Notice is hereby given that I reserve the right by virtue of the
authority vested in me to revoke or modify this Proclamation as the
interests of the United States may seem to require.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 318t day of December, in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-eight, and of

[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the one
hundred and sixty-third.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:

SUMNER WELLES
Acting Secretary of State.

January 3, 1939
[No. 2318]

ENLARGING THE HIAWATHA NATIONAL FOREST-MICHIGAN

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

Hiawatha National WHEREAS certain lands adjacent to the Hiawatha National
reamblie. Forest within the State of Michigan have been acquired or are in

process of acquisition by the United States under authority of the
36 tat.961. act of March 1, 1911, c. 186, 36 Stat. 962 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 516),
43 Us. 6. aa 5n6.43 tat. 653. as amended by the act of June 7, 1924, 43 Stat. 653 (U. S. C., title 16,
48 Stat. 

515  s e c. 515), the act of March 31, 1933, c. 348, 48 Stat. 22 (U. S. C.,
16 U. S.. . § 85. title 16, sec. 585), section 5 of the act of March 3, 1925, 43 Stat. 1132,

e1u. S.c.§553ss. 1133 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 555), the National Industrial Recovery,
4Us 203 approved June 16, 1933 (48 Stat. 202, U. S. C., title 40, sec. 403), and
49 Stat. 115. the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935, approved April 8,

1935 (49 Stat. 115); and
WHEREAS it appears that the said lands and certain inter-

mingled public lands are suitable for national-forest purposes, and
that it would be in the public interest to reserve them as part of the
said Hiawatha National Forest:

ands treserved as NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, Presi-
26 Stat. 1103. dent of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the16 U. S. C. § 471.
30 stat. 36.7 power vested in me by section 24 of the act